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Lasky-Hart Solit?
tions Re-
tled on

(erences in Business Re
orted—Matter to be S:

Coast
(Special to THE FILM A

,os Angeles— It is unde;

incss differences of a

|
have developed l)ct\

Lasky and William S.

t the matter is of a

ve nature to lead to

t.

ULY)
ood that

ious na
En Jesse
Hart and

sufficiently

a definite

it Famous Players on Monday
one would talk about the above
e. It was significant, perhaps, that

outright denial was made of the

ort. One official, as a natter of

:, declared that there w 3 nothing

say about it here and .-at what-
r trouble existed wouli - handled

Lasky on the coast,

lart has completed tv\ > pictures

Famous, "Wild Bill Hickok,"
;ch is now i" general distribution

I
"Singer Jim M-cK.ee."

eleasing Stock Unit
nous Going Into Open Market for

'layers—More "Farming" to Be
Done

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

.os Angeles—Studio gossip has it

t Famous will discontinue carry-

a large number of players as a

ck company unit and go into the

in market in a more definite fash-

for future casting. This is

eduled when the present contracts

lire. Important feature players

1 not be affected.

t was stated on Monday that F*-

us has not been carrying any con-

erable number of players in its

ck company. The company plans

"farm out" those of its playing

>up to other producers wherever

:h a policy does not interfere with

iduction plans. It is pointed out,

example, that certain players can-

: be used for more than two pic-

es a year because they do not fit

a parts other than those in which

: pubhc expects to sec them. If

:h players are kept or. the payroll

a 52 week basis, it can be readily

:n how such items cut into the com-
ly's budget. The point seems to

that when the company wants cer-

n players for certain roles, it has

:m at its beck and call and when
does not need them, the "farming

t" process can be resorted to.

De Mille May Work Here

Cecil B. De Mille will probably

ike a picture in the East in the

e Spring.

"The Courtship of Myles Standish" is exceedingly fine, said F. Mordaunt
Hall in the New York Times. "Charles Ray deserves many plaudits." As-
sociated Exhibitors.—Advt.

What of 1924?
Federal Reserve Bank Sees Bright
Outlook—1923 Showed Conserva-

tive Progress
' (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—The Federal Re-

serve Board in its annual review of

economic conditions states that 1923

was one of conservative progress

throughout the nation. Production

was greater, expenditures were great-

er and the savings of the people were
greater than in 1922, and the nation's

financial and industrial position at the

beginning of the new year is said to

be favorable for a continuation of

prosperity.

Attention is called to the fact that

during 1923, financial and industrial

operations, taken as a whole, estab-

lished new records and that this was
accomplished without evidence of

severe credit strain, scattered specur

lative activities or price inflation. Em-
phasis is placed upon the continuation

(Continued on Page 2)

After American M'g'rs
Stoll of England Seeking New Ideas

—Offers Post to William Fait

of the Eastman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Sir Oswald Stoll, head of

one of the most important theater

circuits in England is considering the

introduction of American presenta-

tion ideas in all of his houses and to

that end is negotiating to bring over

a number of American theater man-
agers to introduce the plan.

He has offered a post to William
Fait, Jr., at present managing direc-

tor of the Eastman theater at Ro-
chester.

Fineman With F. B. O.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—B. P. ("Bernie")

Fineman has been appointed general

manager of the Robertson-Cole stu-

dios which have changed their name
to the F. B. O. studios.

Fait Has Not Decided
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—William Fait, Jr.,

admits having been approached by
representatives of Sir Oswald Stoll to

go to London but he declares he has

not as yet decided. The offer, how-
ever, has not been rejected by him.

Niblo Renews With Mayer
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Fred Niblo has re-

newed his contract with Louis B.

Mayer for another series of pictures

to be released through Metro.

Friend Resigns
Out As Distinctive's President But

Remains As Director and Large
Stockholder

Arthur S. Friend has resigned as

president of Distinctive Pictures

Corp. but remains on the directorate

of the company.
He is one of the largest, if not the

largest, individual stockholder in the

company and his resignation as presi-

dent will in no way affect these

holdings.
Friend has been anxious to return

to his law practice for some time.

Now that he has relinquished his

duties as president of Distinctive, he
will have the opportunity to carry out
his plans. Distinctive is at present
making "Blood and Gold." Its re-

leases through Goldwyn-Cosmopol-
itan are on schedule. The company
does not plan an active production
schedule until the spring for this rea-

son. A number of stage and literary

properties are held by the orga nic,
tion for future use. „ -

"

A formal statement embodying the

resignation was issued late Monday.

Sam Goldwyn Creates Stir
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Sam Goldwyn ar-

rived from the East with a state-

ment to the effect that there were
only thirty-three good actors in the

entire Hollywood film colony. His
statement did not mention any names
but created a stir here.

Goldwyn will produce "Potash and
Perlmutter in Hollywood," here.

Alexander Carr and Barney Bernard
will be brought from the East for

the title roles. Frances Marion will

prepare the script.

Sam Warner Goes South
Sam Warner is now in New Or-

leans on the first leg of what will be a

visit to exchanges handling the Warn-
er output in the South and Far West.
Harry M. Warner is in Cleveland

for a few days with Mrs. Warner
who is returning to the coast. Her-
man Starr is back in Los Angeles
after a short visit East.

Altman Succeeds Mooney
J. Robert Rubin, general counsel

of Louis B. Mayer Prod., has appoint-

ed Al. Altman, who has been identi-

fied with the company almost since

its inception, as Eastern representa-

tive, succeeding Paul C. Mooney.

Cody in "Dan McGrew"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Lew Cody has been

selected to play the role of Dan
McGrew" in "The Shooting of Dan
McGrew."
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No Quotations

The Stock Exchange was closed
yesterday, New Year's Day.

Landau Not the Only One
F. A. Reichstein, manager of the

Majestic and Wilson theaters, Mil-
waukee in a letter to this publica-

'riorr Spates that the Majestic was
closed all~<L/ Monday, Dec. 24, pre-

ceding Christmas. He adds that Leo
Landau who closed the Alhamhra and
Garden in that city for Christmas
Eve was not the only exhibitor in

Milwaukee who had done that. Reich-
stein says he has been doing this for

several years past.

Showing for "Name The Man"
A special showing for "Name The

Man," will be given at the Capitol

theater on Monday, Jan. IS at 10:15

o'clock.

Foreign Distribution of

Motion Picture
Productions ^^ fcano

rPot»«
00

U°l v 220 West 42nd St.

New York. Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

HetJIotJWatt

Protest Leasing City's Proerty
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Steubenville, O.—A. T. Loggie, has

filed suit in the Common Pleas Courf,

to restrain the city from leasing to

the La Belle Amusement Co., headed
by George Schaffer, certain city prop-
erty upon which to erect a theater.

Loggie alleges that the lease was
made without securing competitive

bids, and that it would be imprudent
to rent the city's property for the

small sum of $12,500 for the first year
and $15,000 annually thereafter.

Cleveland Chain Numbers Nine
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Ohio Amusement
Co., headed by Dave Schumann,
Meyer Fine and Abe Kramer have
purchased the Crawford, St. Clair

Ave. and E. 146th St. This makes
the ninth link in the chain of neigh-
borhood theaters.

L. Liverpool, O.—George L. Mc-
Clintock has sold the Columbia to

W. B. Urling.

"Maytime" Premiere Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—The Granada, has
been secured for the first showing of

"Maytime," at an early date.

Held Over For Six Weeks
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"The Virginian,"
originally scheduled for a week's
showing at the Mission, will play
six weeks.

Fox, Phila., Broadcasts Concerts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Fox theater has
inaugurated a series of musical con-
certs over the radio every Friday
night, besides the regular Monday
night program which is also sent
through station WOO. The Fox
house is the first in the state to install

its own broadcasting station.

Brown Expanding In Detroit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit—Sam Brown now has two

theaters in this city, having bought
out the Buchanan on the West Side
for $10,000. He also owns the Astor
on Hamilton Blvd.

Navy Film at Capitol

"A Midshipman's Cruise," a one
reeler, produced by the U. S. Navy
Department is at the Capitol this

week.

Cramer Mims Studio Dissolve
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Cramer Mims Studios, of

Ntw York, have filed dissolution pa-
pers with the Secretary of State.

Miller, Educational Manager In K. C.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City—S. W. Miller, suc-

ceeds E. D. Tate, as Educational
manager here.

Greeks Form Producing Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The Panhellenio Corp.
has been chartered with a capital of

$500,000. Greeks are backing the

project.

What of 1924?
(Continued from Fage 1)

of an increased consuming power,
due to full employment at high wages,
and an improvement in the position

of farmers, factors which promise to

remain during 1924.

Neither a business boom nor a
general depression is in sight for the

new year, the "Guaranty Survey,"
published by the Guaranty Trust Co.,

declares in its annual forecast.

Passage of the Mellon tax reduc-
tion plan is looked for, together with
defeat of the bonus. Summarizing
the world movement, the survey con-
tends the outlook is for the main-
tenance of a sound middle course
for business as a whole.

"There appears a better prospect
for the maintenance of the pros-
perity that now is developing since

maladjustments of wages and prices

have in a measure been rectified over
the last twelve months, and its

growth is not in the same degree de-
pendent upon an accumulated de-
mand arising from long deferred pur-
chases," the financial editor of the
Tribune says. "There are still sev-
eral notably weak spots in the do-
mestic situation. The building in-

dustry continues on an inflated basis

and contributes to a major distortion

of what otherwise would be a much
better balanced structure than ex-
isted a year ago. The evils of wage
inflation are also apparent in one or

two other lines."

B. C. Forbes in the American and
other Hearst papers says:

"Business starts the New Year in a state

of sound health, a cheerful frame of mind
and reasonably busy.

"Of course, uncertainties lie ahead; un-
certainties lie ahead at the opening of every
year. Those of 1924 are not unusually grave
domestically. In number they are unusually
few. And, happily, the disposition is to face
the outcome with a rational measure of
confidence.

"General trade has slackened somewhat with
the arrival of Winter. Yet the volume of
business passing still is well above the av-
erage."

The National City Bank in its an-
nual survey says, in part:

"The greatest achievement of the year has
been the demonstration that the United States
can enjoy so large a degree of prosperity not-
withstanding the unsettled conditions in Eu-
rope. The record of 1923 can be repeated if

the American people but have the courage to
proceed with the development of their re-

sources and the equipment of their industries
as they have done in the past year. There is

no lack of work to be done. The chief occu-
pation of the American people is that of
supplying their own wants, but that their
foreign trade is of a stable character the
sustained exports of the last two years have
shown. Our trade outside of Europe is

growing. The balance between agriculture
and the other industries is in the way of
being restored, and if we will be satisfied
with steady business, without a boom, there
is good reason to expect that our hopes will

be gratified in 1924."

Giving the dollar a value of 100
cents on Jan. 1, the Department of

Labor estimates that its value on
January 1, 1923, was 64 cents. On
this basis the wealth at the end of

1922 would be $256,000,000,000 in-

stead of the estimated $400,000,000,-

000.

Even so, the lower figure would
represent an increase of 37 per cent
in the ten years.

Object To» Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILf)

Newark, N. J.—A meeting of the

South End Minister's Ass'n will be
held tomorrow afternoon to discuss

the refusal of Director of Public
Safety, W. J. Brennan, to close the'i

Weequahic theater on Bergen St. on
Sundays. The ministers charge that

the house is the only theater in a]
residential district operating on Sun-
day, the others are all closed.

HAL ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES

"The Pinnacle of Pantomime'

2 reels

Pafligcomedy
=-rJJ-^

RENALLES, Ir.r.

"The Elks Tooth"

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale* Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray HiU 1831

Phone—Beekman 9091

*EA1. SBKVMS!

119 Fulton St., N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

URATIZ
YOUR FILM

220 WEST 42^° STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKERING
2937
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Don't Call Yourself a Showman
till you've played

"DON'T CALL IT LOVE"!
Tl^ILLIAM de MILLE'S "Don't Gall It Love" was an absolute

mop-up at the Rialto Theatre, New York. It opened to the

biggest business on Broadway with the exception of "The Ten
Commandments." And on the Sunday before Christmas, the

low-tide theatre day of the year, at that!

Every matinee and night "Don't Call It Love" was a sell-out.

Here are three reasons why:

1.
THE TITLE— If you don't think "Don't Call It

Love" is a good box-office title, see the line that drops in

just because they read it in the electric lights.

2 THE CAST— The term "all-star cast" is much

• abused. But here is one worthy of being shown, in full,

in lights: Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt, Nita Naldi, Theo-

dore Kosloff, Rod La Rocque, Robert Edeson.

3 THE STORY— The modern "Fool There Was" told

• in the modern manner. A love comedy, full of humor,

charm and appeal for both women and men, done as only

William de Mille can do it.

You can afford to make a real noise when you get "Don't Call It Love."

Facts prove the picture will do the rest!

Screen play by

CLARA BERANGER
"ZSTv, "2*^

from the novel "Rita ^jilfo famous players-iaskycorporation
liajfc& D/^A«>-i*M/-nf*i 4-

Coventry" by Julian Street ff«|]
'

ADOLP£?^,^"' J"'
• EBg ±(jVtlTillJllTl

I

and the play by 2m®T
Z>*W-f f*V3

Hubert Osborne AldUltZ

A
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Two Houses For South Bend?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

South Bend, Ind.—Reliable reports
state that South Bend will soon have
two new theaters. A group of thea-
trical men, who operate a chain in the

Middle-West have had representatives
here looking for a site. They intend
erecting a 1,800 seat house which
will have a picture-vaudeville policy.

Another new house would have
straight vaudeville.

Wants Films For Pupils
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—The Board of Educa-
tion is in favor of educational films

for the pupils in Pittsburgh schools.

At a recent meeting, the Board pro-
vided for the purchase of 50 pictures

of this kind every year. The pur-
pose is to establish a permanent li-

brary for the better instruction of

pupils.

Two New Ones For Missouri
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Independence, Mo.—Work has be-
gun on the new theater on Lexington
St. A. E. Elliot is behind the pro-
ject.

Liberty, Mo.—C. R. Wilson has
opened his new Liberty which re-

places the Lyric, burned down about
a year ago.

All Set For Wampas Party
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Arrangements have
been completed for the annual Wam-
pas Frolic, Jan. 19. One feature will

be the presentation of 13 "baby stars,"

with Fred'Niblo as official astrono-

mer, pointing out the luminaries

to the public.

Two Theaters Burn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—During a performance
at the Criterion, Broadway near
Olive, crossed wires started a fire in

the projection room. Damage slight.

Freeport, L. I.—A large fire oc-

curred at the Auditorium, last week.

Progress Buys Out Reol Prods.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Progress Pictures have tak-

en over Reol Prod., which have been
operating in Atlanta for almost two
years. Reol handles pictures for ne-

groes.

Pittsburgh House Damaged
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—The Old Faithful the-

ater, 4829 2nd Ave., was damaged by
fire Monday. Loss, $2,000.

'WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

PRDMIOWFJIH

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

Stock Fluctuations
The range of prices, with total sales

and net changes of motion picture

stocks for 1923 up to and including
Dec. 29 follows:

Eastman Kodak
Total sales, 301,600; high level,

115^4 reached on April 3; low level,

89J4 reached on Jan. 2; closing, 108;
net change, a gain of 19 points.

Preferred: total sales, 500; high
level, 114^4 reached April 3; low level,

108*4 reached Sept. 28; closing, 108J4;
net change, a gain of Y% points.

Famous Players-Lasky
Total sales, 1,308,800; high level,

93 reached Jan. 2; low level, 52
reached Oct. 27; closing, 70%; net
change, a loss of 20% points.

Preferred: total sales, 37,600; high
level 9954 reached Feb. 14; low level,

82, reached Oct. 29; closing, 88Ji;
net change, a loss of 8"/£ points.

Goldwyn
Total sales, 358,800; high level,

22j/£ reached June 5; low level, 8

reached Nov. "5; closing, 8§4; net
change, a gain of 2% points.

Loew's Inc.

Total sales, 499,950; high level,

21J4 reached Feb. 14; low level, 14

reached June 21; closing 17-J4; net
change, a loss of 1% points.

Southern Enterprises Lease Toie
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Fort Smith, Ark.—Southern Enter-
prises have leased the Joie from the

Joie interests. Southern Enterprises,
who have been running the Palace,

have turned over the house to its

owners, the Joie people.

Buffalo Tightening Regulations
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—-Exhibitors in this terri-

tory are warned against showing pic-

tures without the censors' license.

Mrs. Orpha Stucki, an inspector for

the commission is keeping her eye
peeled for offenders.

Showing Special Cartoon Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—A Chicago newspaper is

distributing a short reel showing 12
caricaturists and comic strip artists

drawing comics for the paper's Sun-
day colored supplement.

Favorite to Release Old Hart's
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Starting Jan. 1, Favorite
Films will release a series of six, two-
reel Hart subjects, which have been
re-edited and revised by Tri-stone
Pictures.

Weinberg Writes From "Lunnon"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—E. O. Weinberg, is in

London where he is managing a the-

ater for Universal. He formerly
managed the Strand, Syracuse and
State, Schenectady.

Buys Two St. Louis Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Miss A. L. Ketchum.
owner of the Plaza, has taken over
the Aubert and Chippewa. The A.
L. Ketchum Theater Co., capital

$30,000, has been chartered.

Pictures in Monte Carlo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris—Pictures are now shown on
Monday and Friday in the Palais des
Beaux Arts at Monte Carlo.

Mount Olive, 111.—Jimmie Law-
son has opened the New Grand.

St. Louis—Jim Drake has leased
the Gem, which he is running on 10
cent admissions.

St. Louis—The Rivoli, will play a
fplit-week, changing the programme
on Saturdays and Wednesdays.

Follies Amusement Co. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Springfield, 111.—The Follies
Amusement Co., of Chicago, has been
formed by Joe Goldsmith, Morris
Froelich and Louis Mansback. The
company will operate theaters. Of-
fices are at 1210 So. Michigan Ave.,
in Chicago.

Theda Staging A Comeback
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Theda Bara will re-

turn to the screen in "Madam Satan,"
a story by Fred Jackson. Herbert
Blache will direct.

Price and Bernet Join "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto, Ont.—Harry Price and
Martin Bernet have joined the Uni-
versal sales force.

Can Now Show Films After Midnight
(Speciel to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—The City Council, on
recommendation of Mayor Schwab,
has amended the ordinance prohibit-
ing the showing of pictures after mid-
night. The ruling provided a fine

of $250 for violators.

St. Pierre Manager of Midwest Chain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Louis St. Pierre has be-
come manager of the Midwest Cir-
cuit, operating a chain of houses in

Rockford, Beloit and Decatur.

Boomer Managing 'Frisco Cameo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—The Cameo has a
new manager, R. B. Boomer, former
manager of the Spokane Universal
office.

Fire in Roxsbury Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—The Egleston theater at

Egleston Square was damaged by fire

Monday night to the extent of $25,000.

UttMotMan

ONE
OF MANY
FEATURES
IN THE

Theater for Sierra Madre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sierra Madre—N. Brown will alter

the Bergein Bldg. into a picture

house.

1924 FILM
YEAR BOOK
Filmdoms Recognized Reference

Book

OUT JAN. 20th

Year Round Advertising

Value At A One Day Rate
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Aw! What's the use!
55

"BLACK OXEN
RECEIVED AT

11NY K 52 NL

SANFRANC CAL DE 29

E A ESCHMANN

NY

BLACK OXENS OPENING SANFRAN ECLIPSES FLAMING

YOUTH RECORD BY TWENTY PERCENT FIFTEEN

THOUSAND PEOPLE ATTENDED OPENING DAY
BREAKING ALL RECORDS FOR ATTENDANCE AND
RECEIPTS IN THE HISTORY OF ANY THEATRE IN

SANFRANCISCO STOP AUDIENCES UNUSUALLY
ENTHUSIASTIC SECOND DAYS BUSINESS GREATER
THAN OPENING EVERYONE TO BE CONGRATULATED
THIS IS A FIRST NATIONAL YEAR

CHAS MUEHLMANN

they can't

help but

do it in

any theatre

any time

any where

"FLAMING YOUTH"
6NY K 38

HOLLYWOOD CAL DEC 29

R A ROWLAND

NY

EVERY HOUSE RECORD OF LOEWS STATE THEATRE
BROKEN TO-DAY WITH COLLEEN MOORE IN FLAMING

YOUTH DESPITE RAIN STORM THIS AFTERNOON STOP

AUDIENCE JOYOUSLY ENTERTAINED STOP THIS IS A

HUNDRED PERCENT BOX OFFICE HIT

HARRY C ARTHUR JR

GENL MGR WEST COAST THEATRES INCE

Big profits

spells

FIRST
NATIONAL'S

BIG-10
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Thugs Kill Lansing Manager
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lansing, Mich.—Peter Hall, man-
ager of the Plaza, was shot and killed

by a holdup man who entered his

office and demanded the cash box
containing the evening's receipts.

R. J. Ingram Back From Trip
CSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—R. J. Ingram, manager of

the Progress exchange, has returned

from a sales trip through Oklahoma,
Arkansas and Tennessee.

Half a
Loaf

is better

than
None

i

is better
than a
Bankroll

An Appeal
A worthy case has been

brought to the attention of
THE FILM DAILY. It con-
cerns a film man engaged in the
export field who has suffered a
mental breakdown because his
duties keep him in New York
while his five-year old daughter
is in a foreign country. The
father hasn't the means of
bringing his daughter to him,
yet her absence is affecting both
his health and his work.

One hundred dollars will be
sufficient to unite the family. A
trifle will help. Those who feel

that doing a worthwhile deed
will start their New Year in a
real way, can send contributions
to

DANNY.

Protest Showing Again
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City, Kan.—A delegation
representing the various colored or-
ganizations, waited on the censor
commissioners with an appeal that
they take action to prevent the show-
ing of "The Birth of a Nation," in

Kansas City. If, after reviewing the
picture, the commissioners failed to
prohibit its showing an injunction
would be sought to restrain local ex-
hibitors from presenting it.

Two Theaters Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lorain, O.—The Temple is dark
because the lease held by Gould &
Zimmerman has expired. C. M. Irish,

states the house will soon be reopened
by a Pennsylvania theater man.

Phillips, Wis.—Brand & Fisher's
lease on the Gem does not expire
until Feb. 1 but an agreement has
been reached with the 'owners to
cancel at once.

Hollen and Cooper Shifted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richwood, W. Va.—Paul Hollen,
for several years manager of the Oak-
ford, has been transferred to the
Lyric, Beckley, the newest and
seventh addition to the chain owned
in West Virginia by the Allegheny
Theater Co.

Booking Arrangement Off
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The booking deal be-

tween the Marquette, Palace and
Majestic, all on Franklin Ave., no
longer exists. Harry Hamburg will

now book for the Palace and Majestic
while Frank Speros will continue
booking for the Marquette.

New Granada Owners Bry Hub
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Woodland, Calif.—The National
Theater Syndicate, recent purchasers
of the Granada, from S. Webster, has
taken over the Atkins in Marysville,

effective Jan. 1.

Studying Sunday Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore—Howard Bryant, presi-

dent of the City Council, has mailed
out questionnaires to the Mayors of

cities throughout the country where
films are permitted on Sunday, seek-
ing their opinion on the matter. It

may lead to a bill being introduced
into the state legislature re-opcniiig

theaters on the Sabbath.

Amusement Co. Expanding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Orleans, Ind.—The Lawrence
County Theatrical Corp., headed by
M. Switow, has taken over the Joe
Sharwell building, which contains a

theater. Improvements will be made
on the house. The chain owns sev-

eral theaters in Southern Indiana.

New Supply Co. in Cleveland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Frank J. Masek has
formed the Exhibitors Supply Co.,

for the distribution of the Simplex
rojection machine, the Hertner trans-

former and the Minusa screen, for-

merly distributed by Argus.

Protest High Express Rates
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—When tie railway com-
mission met here, recently George
A. Graham, manager for F. B. 0.,

appeared to protest the 25% increase

asked by the express companies.

Traffic Picture Made in Washington
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington— Sponsored by the

Text Film Co., "The Cop, The Lizzie

and The Wise Gazabo," a two-reeler

on safer traffic conditions, has been
finished.

Work on New Saenger Starts

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pensacola, Fla.—Construction on

the newest of the Saenger chain will

start Feb. 1. The new house will

face The Journal building and will

be ready for the Fall.

E C. Leeves Promoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—E. C. Leeves, has taken

over Preferred's Atlanta and New
Orleans offices, in addition to the

company's exchange here.

Vincent Joins Trans-Canada
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—Paul R. Vincent has
joined Trans-Canada Theaters. He
formerly managed the New Empire,
Edmonton', Alta.

"Through The Dark" At Cameo
Colleen Moore in "Through The

Dark " a crook story, goes into the

Cameo Sunday, folowing "A Lady
of Quality."

Start Soon On New Exchange Bldg.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Rogers & Clark will erect

'he exchange building at Jackson and
Jefferson Sts. for Famous Players.

At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

The first number is a tableau—"A New
Year Greeting," by the entire Capitol En-
semble ; singers and dancers, assisted by the
orchestra. Misses Ayres and Rice are next
seen in a song and dance number, titled, "Air
de Pallet." Following the regular news
weekly, the orchestra plays the overture,
"1812." The fifth unit is a Russian folk
song, "Song of the Volga Boatmen," sung
by Capitol Singers. "The Rendezvous," is

the feature, which is followed by "Les Pa-
tineurs," ("The Skaters"), a dance offering.
"A Midshipman Cruisj Of The United
States Naval Academy" is the title of an
interesting film made by the U. S. Navy,
which is screened just before a closing march
is played on the organ.

Central
Charles Ray's "The Courtship of Myles

Standish," is the feature.

Cosmopolitan
The feature picture will be "The Great

White Way," opening tomorrow.

Rialto
"If I Were King," is played as the over-

ture; followed by a Post scenic, "Vienna;"
the Rialto News Magazine; a song, "When
Shadows Gather," sung by Carl G. Formes,
baritone ; Madge Kennedy in "Three Miles
Out;" Lillian Powell in a "Bubble Dance,"
with music film ; and "F. O. B.", a Lloyd
Hamilton comedy.

Rivoh
Glenn Hunter in "West of the Water

Tower," is the feature. Other units include:
"William Tell." the overture; "Riesenfeld's
Classical Jazz;" "Song Medley," by the
Rivoli Ensemble ; "Dance Divertisement"
("The Glow Worm"), by Paul Oscard and
I.a Torrecilla ; "Felix Out of Luck," a Pat
Sullivan cartoon, the closing number.

Strand
The Strand program includes : Excerpts

from "La Traviata." played as the overture;
The Topical Review ; "The New Year's
Ramble," in three scenes; the feature "Her
Temporary Husband" and a Dippy-Doo-
Dacis comedy, "The Bar Fly." Percy Starnes
closes with an organ solo.

At Other Houses
The list of pictures held over remains prac-

tically the same except for "A Lady of
Quality," which is in its second week at
the Cameo. The list : "The Hunchback," the
Astor ; "The Ten Commandments," Cohan;
"The Covered Wagon," Criterion ; "Scara-
mouche," Forty-Fourth Street; "The White
Sister," Lyric.

Bushman in "Ben Hur"
Francis X. Bushman will play the

part of Messala, opposite George
Walsh in "Ben Hur."

Scandinavian Film Shown
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—"The Song of the Blood
Red Flower," a picture with a Swed-
ish and Norwegian cast, made in

Scandinavia, was recently given a

showing at Orchestra Hall.

Parker Planning A 2,000 Seater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Stockton, Calif.—Frank Parker,
who disposed of the Lyric a few
weeks ago plans a new 2,000 seat the-

ater here.

WANTED
Expert animation man for
CARTOON picture enterprise;

good opportunity for first class

artist. Box C-2, Film Daily, 71

West 44th Street, New York.

u
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First Run Rights
Important Decision in England Af-
fecting Such Showings—Exhibitor

Loses in Court
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—An important decision has
just been filed in the English courts

as to the rights of a "first run'' ex-

hibitor. The Consolidated Cinemeto-
graph Co., Ltd., sued Goldwyn, Ltd.,

for £10 for alleged breach of con-
tract, in that after having secured
"The Poverty of Riches" for first run
in Sunderland that the Roker Cinema,
an opposition house, billed the fea-

ture as coming to this house within a

few days of the first run showing,
and at lower admission prices.

The Court held that there was noth-
ing in the contract which prevented
the Roker organization from adver-
tising the showing and ordered a de-
cision for Goldwyn.

Commenting on this The Film
Renter says editorially:

"The decision means that a first-run ex-
hibitor has no legal protection whatever
against the advertising by a later-run house
of the film which he is paying a large sum
of money to show, and may be summed up
by the following instance.

If an exhibitor pays a hundred pounds for

the first run of a picture and advertises it

extensively there is nothing to prevent a man
showing it four weeks later from also ex-
tensively advertising that the film will be
shown in his theater on such and such a

date, and that the price of his seats are
lower compared to the first run's * * * The
only reason that an exhibitor contracts to

have a picture for a first run is, as is well
known, because he expects to have it ex-
clusively in every sense of the word. * * *

"The issue raised is very important, and
is one that should clearly be settled without
any further delay."

Eight Ideal's Listed
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

T o r o n t o—Canadian Educational
Films announces the distribution of

Ideal Films, for Canada. The first

eight features include "Out to Win,"
"I Will Repay," "Through Fire and
Water," "Mary, Queen of Scots,"

"Hutch Stirs 'Em Up," "Old Bill

Through Ye Ages," "The Great Well"
and "Typhoon."

Educational is the third Canadian
organization to distribute English pic-

tures in Canada, the other two being
Dominion and Regal Films.

Earl W. Hammons made the above
arrangement when he was in Lon-
don in the fall.

"Great White Way" Premiere

"The Great White Way," will have
its premiere at the Cosmopolitan to-
night.

" 'The Extra Girl' is entertainment that is entertaining," said Polly
Wood in the Chicago Herald & Examiner, of Mabel Normand's latest

picture, presented by Mack Sennett. It's an Associated-Exhibitors release.

Advt.

"Courtship" at the Woods'
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—"The Courtship of Myles
Standish," opens at the Woods' on
Jan. 18, replacing "Scaramouche."
The Ray picture will remain there

for three weeks. On Feb. 10, "The
Ten Commandments," will have its

premiere.

Hearing in Jacksonville

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jacksonville—Counsel for Famous

Players will commence the gathering
of testimony from their witnesses to-

morrow, in the Trade Commission
action against the company.

Fitzmaurice Starts

George Fitzmaurice shot the first

scenes for "Cytherea," yesterday at

the Biograph studio. Alma Rubens.
Constance Bennett and Lewis S.

Stone head the cast.

Kunsky Here

John H. Kunsky is in town from
Detroit serving on the rotating com-
mittee of First National. -

Tops "The Covered Wagon"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"The Ten Command-
ments" at Grauman's Egyptian
smashed the house record for a week's
receipts the week of Dec. 23, topping
the best previous record made by
"The Covered Wagon" by $338. The
picture prossed $25,470.

"Judgment," Niblo's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Fred Niblo is in the

midst of cutting "Thy Name Is

Woman" and will next direct "Judg-
ment," by C. Gardner Sullivan. Work
starts next month. .

"Old N. Y." At Loew's State

"Little Old New York," starts its

run over the Loew circuit simultane-
ously at the State and Metropolitan,

the latter in Brooklyn, the week of

Jan. 14.

Bert Ennis Leaves Today
Bert Ennis, director of publicity for

Associafed Pictures, who has been
spending the holidays here, leaves, for

the Coast today.

Smith Urges Repeal
Tells Legislature in Albany Ccm-
mission Is No Longer Necessary

—Bill In Assembly
(By Long Distance Phone)

Albany—Governor Smith recom-
mended the repeal of the State M. P.
Commission law yesterday when he
delivered his annual address before
the 147th session of the Legislature.
He declared that "censorship was

out of harmony with our institutions

and should not be encouraged, and
then added:

"It is my recommendation that the
law creating the commission for the
regulation of motion pictures be re-
pealed. There has not been any ne-
cessity whatever for the continuance
of this commission of censors and I

sincerely invite the attention of your
honorable body to a careful consid-
eration of this recommendation for

abolition."

Assemblyman Fred L. Hackenberg,
Democrat from New York City, in-

troduced a repeal bill yesterday, fol-

lowing the Governor's address.
It is the opinion here that there

will be no trouble in passing a repeal
measure through the Senate but that

trouble will be experienced in the As-
sembly. It. is reported that party
lines will not be drawn and that the
legislators will vote independently.

The M. P. T. O. of N. Y. State

will maintain headquarters in the
Chamber of Commerce rooms at the

Ten Eyck at Albany to watch all

motion picture legislation. Sam Ber-
man, secretary of the organization,

will remain on the ground all through
the winter and spring season.

Southwest Theaters, Inc. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Southwest Theaters
Inc., a $1,000,000 company, has been
organized here, it is understood, as
a subsidiary to West Coast Theaters,
Inc. The new unit is said to be a
new name for the Turner, Dahnken
and Langley circuit which West
Coast has absorbed.

5 San Diego Theaters Sold
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

-San Diego, CaL-—Sale of five thea-
ters to A. S. Emenhisler of Los An-
geles, is announced by W. W. Whit-
son. The houses involved are the
Plaza, California, Kinema Rivoli and
Rialto.

Ray to Produce Here
Charles Ray declared yesterday that

he. will make his next picture in tfe&

East.
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FORE SHOWING-"WHY"
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"West of the Water Tower"—F. P.-L.

Rivoli

AMERICAN—* * * one of the most exact
reproductions of Main Street, with every
detail, that we have ever seen.* * * No where
could we find a better Guy Plummer than in

Glenn Hunter.* * * If you have not read
"West of the Water Tower," you are going
to be enthusiastic about the picture. If you
have read the book you will be less fervid in

your praise.

DAILY NEWS—All movied up it is simp-
ly gnarled romance, * * * the Pollyanna touch
laid on to "West of the Water Tower," is

so sticky as to be funny, almost, instead of

reasonable.

Glenn Hunter * * is easy to believe in.

EVENING WORLD—He's a capable
young screen actor, every one admits that,
but he set himself too high a mark by his
stage work in Merton. * * * they haven't
put "West of the Water Tower," as Homer
Croy wrote it onto the screen ; not by a
long way. But they have put a fairly inter-

esting picture before the public and one that,

unless we are very wide in our guess, will

start the box office pulse a fluttering.

HERALD—* * * we found it pretty dull.

It is beautifully acted, it possesses many
fine and authentic reflections of the typical
American scene, but it is so poorly construct-
ed that its moments of dramatic value are
few and far, far between. Mr. Hunter does
much to overcome the stodginess of the story,
but even he becomes monotonous after a
while.

MAIL—The film is a labored attempt at a
study of a small town through a story that is

poignantly human in its appeal but so long
drawn out to lose its full effect * * * we
gained the impression that the photoplay was
a succession of animated illustrations from
the work of the author, rather than a dra-
matic presentation of the plot and theme
through pictures.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—While the
screen version * * * may differ very much
from Homer Croy's book, it is nevertheless
an interesting picture from start to finish

chiefly because of * * * the very fine per-
formances of Glenn Hunter and his able little

ally, May McAvoy.

POST—The picture is an uninteresting
mass of closeups and titles, and in spite
of the excellent work of Hunter, George
Fawcett, and Ernest Torrence, it has little

to hold the interest.

SUN—* * * a fairly workmanlike adapta-
tion of Homer Croy's story, * * * Hunter
gives a homely, worthy performance of a
story of youth's passion without embroidery,
and Ernest Torrence as his father again up-
holds the honor of the Torrence family, * * *

But for us the best part of the picture was
May McAvoy * * *

TELEGRAM—This is an excellent film

version in the best manner of Paramount of
Homer Croy's popular study of life in a
small town.

TIMES—* * * and they have culled from
the book a photoplay which for the most
part is not uninteresting.
Of course, no production with Glenn

Hunter and Ernest Torrence could fail to
have certain merits, * * *

The comedy-relief is brought out by the
town drunkard, and appears to be hammered
into the production, and not really funny at
that. However, as a study of some small
town this story of Junction City, Mo., has
entertaining periods, especially those in which
Mr. Torrence and Mr. Hunter appear.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—For the bene-
fit of the censors, the screen version marries
them off and takes other liberties that rob
the picture of much of the appeal of the
book. The picture lacks action, but is in-

teresting, due to the "atmosphere," splendid
cast, photography and production.

TRIBUNE—It is our suspicion that Rollin
Sturgeon has made one of the best pictures
of the year in "West of the Water Tower."
* * * it is simply done, that it has charm
and naturalness and that considerable im-
agination has gone into it. It is a beautifully
satisfying, finished product. A true, finely
acted play of country town life. * * *

WORLD—Glenn Hunter * * * is seen
in one of the most adroitly written and acted
screen performances which we have ever
seen.

Newspaper Opinions
"Three Miles Out"

Rialto

DAILY NEWS—There's no getting away
from the fact that Madge Kennedy, with
her bag of movie tricks, is one of the best
entertainments to be had. It is good ro-

mance. Mr. Ford is one of the manliest of

the heroes.

EVENING WORLD—* * * bootlegging
and excitement, gives the fair star * * * a
chance to do a few film stunts that are
more or less pleasing and, take it all in all,

we're rather glad "Three Miles Out," swam
in for the holidays.

MAIL—This picture is old fashioned melo-
drama with some conscious humor and some
that was unconscious. In other words, the
audeince sometimes laughed when it was
supposed to gasp.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—In "Three
Miles Out," she (Madge Kennedy) vindicates
our idea that she will never drive any one
away from a motion picture theater, but
will account for many a long line outside
a film house.* * * It is amusing and thrilling,
and entertainment of a high order.

POST—* * * John Emerson and Anita
Loos adapted it for the screen, but it does
not measure up to their usual clever sce-
narios. However, Madge Kennedy, equally
as charming on the screen as she is on
the stage, carries the film on her fair shoul-
ders and makes it good entertainment.

SUN—Madge Kennedy, * * * takes the
stuff of which movie producers were won't
estwhile to make serials * * * injects there-
into the spirit of the comic, making the
whole, * * * very much more than palatable.

TIMES—There was more sniggering than
sobbing and more smiles than tears * * *

Years and years ago it might have carried
a different sort of appeal to spectators, but
nowadays they manifest a keen sense of
humor.

TRIBUNE—This is \ crazy story, which
gets you all worked up and thrilly, although
you know that it couldn't possibly be true.

* There are a number of excellent parts
and an equal number of excellent perform-
ances.
WORLD—A brisk, but not sternly conse-

quential melodrama * * * Thanks to the
vibrant personality of Madge Kennedy it suc-
ceeds as an amiable diversion.

"Her Temporary Husband"—1st Nat'l

Strand
EVENING WORLD—To us, and what

seemed like 99 per cent of the others present,
Sid Chaplin was delightfully funny, especially
in many scenes that called upon him to
bring into play all his pantomimic powers.

* If you enjoy a good, hearty, genuine
laugh go see "Her Temporary Husband."
You'll laugh even harder than you thought
you would.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—As an enter-

taining picture it is highly satisfactory. It
contains six reels of comedy which at times
is decidedly of the slap-stick variety and at all
times succeeds in being funny and on oc-
casions very, very funny.
POST—Every one expected to see comedy,

but was entirely unprepared for the broad
farce which followed in "Her Temporary
Husband" at the Strand Theatre. It is a
screamingly funny film * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * Sydney Chaplin is

an uproariously funny Sydney in "Her
Temporary Husband," wheih is a fast-mov-
ing comedy * * * Credit for ingenious di-
rection goes to John F. McDermott.
TIMES—* * * the situations in it are

sufficient to wring laughter from a most
ascetic individual. The theme is not new, but
that does not matter.* * * But we must ad-
mit that we have not heard as many laughs
at any picture in the Strand since Harold
Lloyd was seen there in "Why Worry?"
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It is built for

comedy purposes, with the titles getting as
many laughs as the action.
TRIBUNE—The picture is one of the

most arresting comedies it ever has been our
good fortune to see. "Her Temporary Hus-
band" is a riproaring farce, done in a legi-

timate way, and it is funnier than any of the
out-an-out comedies we ever saw, with the
exception of about three.
WORLD—Beginning as a conventional

light comedy this curious narrative turns
into the most boisterous of farce, quite in
the Mack Sennett manner, and manages
thereby to be exceptionally funny.

HAL ROACH'S
SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes Only"

1 reel

Pafh6comedy
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half
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Colonel Heeza Liar Comedies
Bray Studios

The Nature Faker

What every Exhibitor longs

for but seldom finds

:

SOMETHING NEW

The Colonel Heeza LiarConv
edies are a skilful, amusing

blending of actual scenes and

cartoonry

A Real Short Feature

Distributed by Standard Cinema Corp.

Physical Distribution by
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John Black Left $1,000,000

John H. Black, president of Black's

New England Theaters, Inc., who
died two weeks ago left an estate

of about $1,000,000, according to the

will filed for probate. The widow
will receive $300,000 outright and the

residue of the estate with the ex-

ception of several bequests. These
include $10,000 apiece to Alfred S.

and Frank C. Black.

"Chu" Premiere in Ottawa
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa—To Oral D. Cloakey, man-
ager of the Regent, goes the premiere
of "Chu Chin Chow." The presen-
tation will take place Feb. 16 for an
indefinite run.

TLttMotMzn
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World Film Rights to

"BLOSSOM TIME"
Original Story of

"Dreimaderl Haus"
Apply to MARY FORREST
1452 Broadway, Tel. 1944 Bryant

Incorporations
Albany—Apex Prod. Corp., New

York. 100 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, M. L. El-

kin, M. Salit and A. Eichel. At-
torney, Nathan Burkan, New York.

Sacramento, Calif.—Mazdashen M.
P. Co., Inc., San Francisco. Capital

$500,000. Incorporators, I. J. Fos-
ter, Wm. Peters, P. G. Terzian, J.

H. Walker and C. J. Lamp.

Albany—Acme Theater Equipment
Co., New York. Capital $10,000. In-

corporators, J. C. Enslen, B. Sam-
pliner and G. J. Hallett. Attorney,
F. C. Mebane, New York.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Northeast
Amusement Co., Inc., Oklahoma
City. Capital $15,000. Incorporators,

P. R. Braniff. L. E. Buttrick and H.
C. Thirman, all of Oklahoma City.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Hollywood,
Inc Capital $1,000. Incorporators,

W. W. Walthall, J. H. Hill and W.
J. Crammer, all of Oklahoma City.

25 Joint Runs for "Wabash"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toledo—J. F. Beck, Vitagraph ex-
change manager, has arranged for 25

Toledo theaters to play "On the
Banks of the Wabash." day and date
this week. Cleveland will play a day
and date engagement on the same
picture the week of Jan. 20. Fifty
houses there have already signed up.
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Funeral for Baker Today

Funeral services for Tarkington
Baker will be held today. Baker died

suddenly of heart disease on Monday
and at the time of his death was
president of Visugraphic Pictures

Corp. He was an old newspaper
man and entered the business as gen-
eral manager of Universal. In 1920

he and Frank Meyers went to India

for Famous Players in connection
with a proposed production plan. He
was a cousin of Booth Tarkington
and had arranged to make a number
of the author's works when he joined

Famous. The stories were then turn-

ed over to Goldwyn for production.

Pathe Denies Report

Pathe yesterday denied the report

that arrangements are being made
for the non-theatrical distribution of

"The Chronicles of America," series.

Hunter, Pathe Sp'c'l Representative

H. E. Hunter has been appointed a

special serial representative for Pathe,
covering the Eastern territory.

Dorothy Mackaill Returns

Dorothy Mackaill, who recently

finished work in "The Next Corner,"
is spending a month's vacation in

New York.

I. P. D. A. Meets Today
The I. P. D. A. meets at the Astor

today. Applications for several new
members will be considered.

^thrilling
K^Jas%e Star Spangled Banner*
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Get a copy of the Giant Exploitation
w

Press Book and see the Sure-Fire,

Easy Money Stunts worked up for

this great Home Life production

HODKINSON
PICTURES
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Hays On Annual Trip
En Route to Coast on First Visit

Since Last December—Stay A
Short One

Will H. Hays on Wednesday left

Sullivan, Ind., where he had been
spending the holidays for a ten day
visit to the coast. It will be his first

visit since December, 1922.

Hays has been planning this hur-
ried trip for some weeks. Contrary
to newspaper reports, he will not con-
cern himself with any effort to clean
up the Hollywood colony but will

confer with members of the Motion
Picture Producing Ass'n relative to

the types of pictures they plan to

make for late 1924 and 1925.

That Proposed Bank
Allen Carruthers, counsel for the

organization committee of the pro-
posed bank to serve motion picture
interests, said yesterday that the or-
ganization committee expected to

meet within about 10 days and finally

complete arrangements. The name
for the institution is to be the
"Times Square National Bank," and
application for this has been filed

with the Government authorities. He
also said that a former well known
bank president would head the in-

stitution.

1st Nafl Buys Three Stories

Brandt and Kirkpatrick have sold
the following stories to First Nation-
al: "Counterfeit," by Leroy Scott;
"One Way Street," by Beale Davis
and "The Mouth of the Dragon," by
Jesse H. Anderson. All of them will

be made by First National's own pro-
ducing units. Colleen Moore will ap-
pear in "The Mouth of the Dragon,"
which will be released as "The Per-
fect Flapper." Brandt and Kirk-
patrick also sold "Sailors' Wives,"
the new Warner Fabian story to First
National.

"America" Premiere Feb. 21

"America," will have its world pre-
miere at the 44th St. theater on
Washington's Birthday Eve. The
picture is being made by D. W. Grif-
fith.

Plan Big Building Program
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Marquette, Mich.—The Belt Thea-
ter Circuit, headed by "Doc" Gallup,
plans a big expansion program. The
company, now operating theaters in

four Michigan cities, will build houses
in five other cities in the state.

"In 'The Courtship of Myles Standish' Charles Ray has made a splen-

did picture," said Harriette Underhill in the Chicago Tribune. "He gives
a gorgeous performance." Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

First Nat'l In Orient
Horace T. Clarke To Establish Of-

fices There—Sails Saturday Via
London and Paris

Horace T. Clarke, Far Eastern
representative of First National, sails

for London on Saturday aboard the

Aquitania. From there he will travel

through the Orient establishing con-
tact points for his company.

Clarke expects to remain in the

East for about a year. He is thor-

oughly conversant with conditions
there, having been representative of

the Howells organization for years.

This is his fifth trip.

He is authorized to make whatever
changes he deems necessary in those
territories to give First National the

representation desired.

Beaverbrook Here
Lord Beaverbrook, who is heavily

interested in Provincial Cinemato-
graph Theaters, Ltd., and Pathe
Freres, Ltd., of Great Briatin, is at

the Ritz.

Two Weeks For "Black Oxen"
"Black Oxen" opens at the Strand

on Sunday for a two weeks run.

Found Houses Filled
Theater Business Good, H. Ginsburg

Discovered But Independents
Have Trouble on Bookings

Henry Ginsberg, sales manager for

Preferred is back from a long trip

throughout the country during which
he visited various of the Preferred
franchise holders and straightened
out certain matters of business with
them. Washington is the only point

in which Preferred now operates its

own exchange. In all other centers,

the product is being handled by fran-

chise holders.

Ginsberg found that business at

the theaters is very good with the ex-
ception of some points on the West
Coast where, it was claimed, a slight

(Continued on Page 2)

Wilson Quits T. O. C. C.

Fred Wilson, o'f Reeland Review,
declared yesterday that he has re-

signed as a member of the T. O. C. C.

It was also reported that Charles
Goldreyer had resigned.

Irene Rich Here
Irene Rich is at the Plaza. Just in

from the coast.

Seek 3 Million Gross
First National After High Mark for
January Business—Expect $4,-

600,000 in 8 Weeks
The entire sales organization of

First National is geared to top-notch
speed in an effort to roll up bookings
of $3,000,000 during January which
has been designated as First National
Month.

E. A. Eschmann, sales manager,
declared yesterday he was confident
the figure would be reached, especial-
ly in view of the unusual line-up of
box-office pictures his organization
would release. A sales drive was in-

augurated the week of Dec. 17 to run
through eight weeks. During that
period, the national quota has been
set at $4,600,000, this estimate, of
course, including the $3,000,000 fig-

ure set for January alone. Special
prizes have been offered the exchange
rolling up the highest total.

Monroe County for Repeal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—James L. Hotch-
kiss, Republican leader in Monroe
County, announces that the five As-
semblymen and the two Senators sit-

ting in Albany from Monroe County
will vote for the repeal of the cen-
sorship law.

Decision Rests With Westchester
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—It would seem that the
fate of the censorship repeal rests

with the four Republican Assembly-
men of Westchester County. Whether
William L. Ward, Republican Leader,
and a close friend of Will H. Hays
can induce a vote for the repeal is

uncertain.

Rowland, Eschmann to Coast
R. A. Rowland leaves for Los

Angeles on the 7th. He will be fol-

lowed later by E. A. Eschmann.

Sell To Saenger
Famous Disposes of 40 Per Cent In-

terest in Southern Theaters—
Transfer Jan. 1

The 40 per cent interest in the

Saenger Amusement Co. of New Or-
leans held by Famous Players, has

been sold back to the Saenger inter-

ests effective Jan. 1.

Famous acquired the interest in

the Southern string of theaters when
Herman Fichtenberg sold out to S.

A. Lynch. When Famous assumed
control of the Lynch Enterprises,

the share in Saenger naturally went
with it.
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Found Houses Filled
(.Continued from Page 1)

slump had been experienced. He said

distributors with assured outlets for

their product through theater affilia-

tions were causing independents
trouble in securing bookings.
Plans for the second group of the

Preferred 15 have been completed.
These will be "Poisoned Paradise."

"The Breath of Scandal," "The
Boomerang," "When A Woman
Reaches Forty," and "The Triflers."

Gasnier is now at work on "Poisoned
Paradise," production of which will

be completed the end of the month.
Ginsberg spent a week in Los Angeles
with B. P. Schulberg discussing pro-
duction plans.

Dr. Francis Holley Dead
Dr. Francis Holley is dead follow-

ing a long illness at Dr. Mayo's Sani-
tarium in Rochester, Minn. Dr.
Holley at one time headed the Pub-
lic Service Department of the M. P.
T. O. A. and of late has been circu-

lating industrial films through a non-
profit organization in Washington.
Sydney S. Cohen issued a statement
yesterday eulogizing him.

Continental Screen Expanding
Continental Screen Service which

holds contracts with various M. P.
T. O. units to exhibit advertising
reels and slides has purchased the
L-Star Laboratory at 111 West-
chester Square, in the Bronx. This
will be the home of the company af-

ter Feb. 1. There is a possibility

that Continental will produce.

Two New Warner Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Broadway After
Dark," and "Babbitt," go into pro-
duction at the Warner studio on
Monday. The first will be a Harry
Rapf Prod, which Monta Bell -will

direct and on which Adolphe Menjou
will play the lead. The latter will be
a Harry Beaumont production.

Bromberg Acquires Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Arthur C. Bromberg has
taken over the product formerly hand-
led by the First Nat'l Exhibitors'
Circuit of Va. for distribution by
progress.

"Reno" At The Capitol
"Reno" goes into the Capitol be-

ginning Sunday.
Marion Davies' new picture, "Yo-

landa," will soon have its first show-
ing on Broadway.

Lachmann Returning
Marc Lachmann who went to Lon-

don to handle the premiere of "The
Hunchback," for Universal is aboard
the Majestic, which is due next week.

Garyn Back
W. P. Garyn, Jimmy Grainger's

assistant at Goldwyn returned yester-
day from a visit to the New Orleans,
Atlanta and Charlotte exchanges.

"White Sister" Closes Saturday
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

C h i c a g o
—"The White Sister"

closes its Chicago run at the Great
Northern tomorrow night,

$60 More Needed
Contributions totaling $40

have been received for the $100
fund necessary to unite the
young daughter of an unfortu-
nate engaged in the export end
of the business with her father.

The child is now in a foreign
country. Contributions received

up to yesterday were:

A. S. Aronson $5
David Bader 5

Danny 5

R. L. Giffen 10
A. J. McCosker 5

Sig Schlager 5
Anonymous 5

Total $40

Guts and Flashes
The New York American fund for

the poor has received a check for

$1,817 as the proceeds of the Laemmle
Joy Week during which a percentage
of all bookings made by "Big U"
exchange was donated.

L. Weinstein, formerly with Uni-
versal is now covering New York
for Standard Cinema.

Henry Cronjager will photograph
"Quicksands," starring Thomas
Meighan.

Now For The New
The fact that you broke good resolves

by the score.
Needn't keep you from makin'

them over,
Fer even the Good Book keeps

warnin' you that
Bein' good ain't no lyin' in clover.

So resolve now that you'll start off

the
s

year
Wid a grin that will carry you

through it—
Just buck up your backbone and hiss

through your teeth
"I'll do it, by Garry, I'll do it!"

"Jimquin"
California Theater,

Los Angeles

Now Burr Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Burr Pictures is the new
name of the Burr-Rogers Producing
Corp, New York.
The capital of the Tec-Art Studios,

New York, has been increased from
$10,000 to $25,000.

Barthelmess Film Held Up
Production on "The Enchanted

Cottage," has been delayed approxi-
mately ten days due to the illness

of Dick Barthelmess who was forced
to undergo a minor operation.

"Pleasure Mad" At Rivoli
"Pleasure Mad " goes into the Riv-

oli Sunday. "West of the Water
Tower," moves to the Rialto Sunday.

"Scaramouche" In Atlanta Jan. 7
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—"Scaramouche" opens at

the Atlanta Monday for a week.

HAL ROACH'S
CHARLEY CHASE

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy
=-T§-^

Two
Nickels

MakeA
Dime

But

Makesa
Fortune
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From the play by Maude Fulton. Adapted by Forrest Halsey.
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New Theaters
Buffalo—Mike Shea has completed

plans for the erection of his new
$1,000,000 theater to be built on Main
St., near Chippewa. When it is com-
pleted, it is understood vaudeville will

go into Shea's Hippodrome and the

Court Street house will be remodeled
into a business building.

Elizabethtown, Pa.— The new
Moose home, erected at a cost of

$150,000 has opened, and the new
theater which it houses has begun
business, under management of D. J.

Kreider.

Staunton, Va.—The new theater

will probably open the end of

January.

An Idea on Tax Repeal
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—M. B. Horwitz, head of

the Washington circuit of local the-

aters had an idea. He has started

a chain letter to exhibitors all over
the state, enclosing copy of a tele-

gram for each to send to his Senator
and Congressman requesting the re-

peal of the admission tax. Horwitz
sent a copy of his letter to five ex-

hibitors. Each one of the five was
requested to send a copy to five other
exhibitors. In this way every exhibit-

or in the state will be reached.

Herbel Assigned "The Hunchback"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—H. M. Herbel, Univer-
sal division manager for the Eastern
Central States will have "The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame," under his di-

rect supervision. Leo Levinson, will

handle all bookings on "The Hunch-
back" in this territory.

Old K. C. House Coming Down
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The old Idle Hour
theater property has been taken over
by the Palace Clothing Co. The lat-

ter will tear the sructure down to

make way for a new business
building.

Famous Buys "Roles"
Famous Players have purchased

"Roles," by Elizabeth Alexander
through Brandt and Kirkpatrick.

Back From France
Carl de Vidal Hunt is back in New

York, following a trip through
France.

FOR SALE
Moy Camera, A-l condition,

two magazines $150.

LOUIS SEEL
301 Candler Building

220 W. 42nd St. N. Y. C.
Chickering 1994

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. TeL Murray Hill 1831

Newspaper Opinions
Out-of-town newspaper re-

views on "Black Oxen," "Reno,"
"The Song of Love," "Her
Temporary Husband," "Twen-
ty One," will appear in Sun-
day's issue of THE FILM
DAILY.

Take Over Albany Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Schenectady, N. Y.—The Farash
Theater Corp. has leased to Michael
Friedman, the Albany theater. He
will show pictures three days and
vaudeville three days. Heretofore,
the house had a straight picture

policy.

Finish "Wolf and Montcalm"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Haven, Conn.—Camera work
on "Wolf and Montcalm," has been
completed. The picture was directed

by Kenneth Webb for the Yale Uni-
versity Press, producing "The Chron-
icles of America," series.

Will Close Down Two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Quincy, 111.-—When the new Wash-
ington Square is completed for

Pinkelman and Cory, the latter will

close the Gem and Savoy and con-
centrate their activities to the new
house.

Shot Fighting Robbers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Muncie, Ind.—Fred Oland, owner
of a local theater, was shot, not seri-

ously, when fighting off bandits that

held him up in his garage.

Take Over Niles Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Niles, O.—C. F. Cable and E. F.

Claffey halve taken over the McKin-
ley at Niles. They also run the Lib-
erty at Sharon.

Offered $400,000 For Property
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Charles Chaplin has
been offered $400,000 for half of the

five acre tract on which he has his

studios. Years ago he paid $50,000
for the entire five acres.

Golden Gate Plans Production
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Herman Lubfin, of

Golden Gate Prod., and Jack Dewey,
production manager, plan to start pro-
duction in a few weeks.

Gregory Begins New Duties
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—Charles Gregory has
started new duties as manager of the

Goldwyn exchange. He was form-
erly in Kansas City.

Theater Burns During Show
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jeffersonville, Ind.—During a per-
formance fire broke out in the Le-
rose. There were no casualities.

Going Abroad In March?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Mary and Doug are
expected to go abroad sometime in

March.

Theater Changes
Kanasas City—Rube Finkelstein,

of the Gillham, has. with others,

bought out the property of the Lin-
coln theater, also the house, from
M. Eisen. The present mixed policy

will be supplanted by a straight pic-

ture policy.

St. Louis—Mike Chinosky has
taken over the Pendleton, which was
closed recently. The house formerly
was operated by Ben Austin.

Niles—L. G. Brady has given up
the McKinley, after managing it for

a couple of weeks. Another party is

said to be negotiating to take it over.

Kansas City—J. H. Harper, owner
of the Gayoso, has purchased from
Jack Roth & Co., the Twelfth St.

theater.

Dover—George Christ has purchas-
ed the Weber and Revod, from Fill-

more Rosen.

Ridgefield Park, N. J.—About $20,-

000 will be spent in improving the

Rialto.

World Film Rights to

"BLOSSOM TIME"1
Original Story of

"Dreimaderl Haus"
Apply to MARY FORREST
1452 Broadway, Tel. 1944 Bryant

Charlie Babcock Better
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Charlie Babcock, proprie-
tor of the Babcock, Wellsville, has
fully recuperated from his recent ill-

ness.

HetJIotiflan
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POSITIVE 1.8c PER FT.

RAW STOCK

NEGATIVE 3|c PER FT.

IS THE RESULT OF THE SAME
EXPERT PRECISION THAT ES-

TABLISHED GOERZ LENSES.

A SAVING AS HIGH AS 60 POINTS
IN STOCK COST IS ASSURED TO
THE USERS OF GOE1RZ FILM
WHO CO-OPERATE WITH US.

Sole Distributors for U. S. A. and Canada—
FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION

33 WEST 60th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

PHONE COLUMBUS 4927
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"The Courtship of Myles Standish"
Associated Exhibitors

Central

AMERICAN—With only a skeleton of a

plot Charles Ray was very brave to attempt

to get a ten-reel picture out of Henry Wads-
worth Longfellow's legendary poem and a

few tales told by dead and gone historians.

He had neither book nor play to give his

picture substance. Unfortunately in those

days there were no newspapers or motion
picture records. * * *

As a pictorial narrative illustrating one

of the most familiar passages of American
History "The Courtship of Myles Standish"

is interesting. The Mayflower will delight

all those whose ancestors figured in the land-

ing of this vessel, * * *

DAILY NEWS—To the voyage the first

half of the film is given, to the agonized
months of setting that new, bleak land

around Cape Cod the second half. The love

story is submerged, only bobbing up here

and there to keep romantic playgoers peace-

ful. * * * "The Courtship of Myles Stand-

ish," si easy to sit through and is a labor

of merit, as well as (according to Mr. Ray)
love.

EVENING JOURNAL—The photoplay is

an elaborate, one well produced, and shows
remarkable attention to details. There are

many thrilling scenes in the picture—the his-

toric landing of the Mayflower, the building of

the first homes, and an unusually vivid storm
at sea. There is throughout the entire picture

an air of sincerity, prayers; a great deal

of mutiny; some beautiful forest scenes; and
eighty-seven actors in the cast.

EVENING WORLD—Movie audiences al-

ways are delighted with Charles Ray, and
his new picture is no exception. The well-

known romance affords him opportunity for

plenty of love scenes with Priscilla, played
by Enid Bennett, so here is characteristic

Charles Ray acting, and every one appeared
pleased. * * * There is a most realistic and
thrilling storm.
HERALD—Another "great American epic"

opened at the Central last night. It is "The
Courtship of Myles Standish," with the agree
able Charles Ray appearign as the John Alden,
who was asked to speak for himself. * * *

even if one can forget the inadequacy of

the scenery, one is not apt to be thrilled

to any extent by the drama itself. Of course
Mr. Ray is splendid; he has never, to our
knowledge been otherwise. He receives good
support from several of the cast—notably
E. Alyn Warren as Myles Standish and
Tom Wilson.
MAIL—Those who are interested in a

faithful representation of what took place as
documentary history tells it, will find much
to interest them in this film. * * *

Its producers would rank "The Courtship of
Myles Standish" with "The Birth of a Nation"
and "The Covered Wagon," but we feel that
the picture will never achieve that position be-

cause the human side has been overlooked
entirely.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * a great
American chronicle done in pictures. When
finally our country's history shall have been
visualized for the screen it will of right
demand the place allotted to the epochal ex-
periences of the Pilgrim Fathers covering in
point of time the departure of the little

band from England in 1620, on the Mayflower,
up to the close of the first years of the
Plymouth Colony.
POST—The film on the whole can be called

successful for it is sincere, and not for a
moment does it lack clarity.

SUN—In this period of squabbling among
churchmen it is particularly timely that a
story based on simple faith should be chosen
for screen presentation.
TELEGRAM—* * * intrigued by history,

imagination has built up a picture of those
earljr days, idealistic and mayhaps untrue,
but in its untruth has lain its greatest charm.

All that, and more, has been caught in
the filming of the poem. The early days of
persecution, the hopeful voyage, the landing
at Plymouth, are portrayed with spirit.

HetJ^otjilan
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TIMES—You will never regret having spent
the time in the Central Theatre and watched
this photopoem till the last title which tells

that the> lived happily and had nine children.
* * * There are numerous other scenes in

this beautiful production that call forth the
undying lines of this glorious epic. And not
in a single instance has Mr. Ray interpolated
anything that might be construed as absurd
comedy or hokum padding.
TIMES SQ. DAILY—It is an artistic suc-

cess, however, and contains many interesting
and effective episodes of the Mayflower and
colonial days. In it Ray, appearing in the
Alden role, has Enid Bennett opposite and
a long list of well known players in the sup-
porting cast.

At the $1.65 top it is going to find Broad-
way sledding rough, but in the picture houses
at picture prices it might get by nicely.
TRIBUNE—But, if you go expecting to

find the true story of the Pilgrim 'Fathers,
their voyage on the Mayflower, and their
landing on a stern and rockbound coast with
the breaking waves dashing high, then you
are not going to be disappointed, for Charles
Ray has made a splendid picture.* * *

The storm is the best one we ever saw
on the screen. * * * One of the biggest
thrills we ever got came when John and
Priscilla were chased by Indians. To us
its freedom from all movie hokum is its

real charm. Mr. Ray gives a gorgeous per-
formance as the reticent John Alden. What
an actor that man is ! It is a delight to
watch him
WORLD—* * • Stripped almost clear of

irrelevant side-play, combining an exciting,
and at times gripping picture story of the
momentous voyage of the Mayflower across
the Atlantic together with a tender and moving
love story after the Longfellow poem of "Miles
Standish," this new cinema which Mr. Ray
has brought to New York stands high up * * *

"The Rendezvous"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Capitol

AMERICAN—I do mean to say frankly
that in comparison with some of the other
films produced under the direction of this

young man "The Rendezvous," will not
perpetuate his name for posterity.
DAILY NEWS—Here is a strange pic-

ture for you. Strange in choice of material
and heroine. * * * Sydney Chaplin supplies
more than one bright spot.* * *

Mr. Nagel is noble,* * * But why "The
Rendezvous," Mr. Neilan? Why?
EVENING JOURNAL—There is a great

deal of what is called character acting in

"The Rendezvous" * * * There are assort-
ed tragedies throughout the photoplay, * * *

HERALD—Although equipped with a very
silly story, "The Rendezvous" is actually
magnificent drama—-and it is Marshall Neilan
who has made it so.* * * Syd Chaplin.* * *

vitally alive.

MAIL—A fine performance by Sydney
Chaplin and several exceptional camera ef-

fects are the oustanding features* * *the story
is dreary and dull.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—It is a pro-
duction that Marshall Neilan has spent a
great deal of time and money on, but which
he has not been successful with. He has no
objective. The story starts nowhere and gets
nowhere, unless you can call marrying the
heroine to the hero a complete climax.
SUN— Marshall Neilan's best picture to

date * * * joins with the other creations
under his signature in marking him out
as one of the most original directors of the
day, always up to tricks. * * *

The story is a deft commingling of humor,
tragedy, thrills and picturesqueness, laid in

a village so incredibly real you're astonished
the publicity department didn't declare the
scenes were taken in Russia and get away
with it

TELEGRAM— It is the tragic story of a
little Russian princess. * * * There is comic
relief also in the story executed in Neilan's
inimitable manner.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—Containing a

stereotyped theme, "The Rendezvous" * * *

offers something of a diversion in that locale

is Siberia, and with Neilan's direction, plus
a smooth working cast, it amounts to a
pleasing presentable film.

TRIBUNE—* * * We wonder what he
was thinking of while he did it. It seems
as if he has filmed all the unimportant scenes
and left all the interesting incidents to be
taken care of in sub-titles. The story is

scrappy and incoherent.
WORLD—Whatever it is, it is feeble

stuff. The best thing in it is a comedy
role acted, by Sid Chaplin, brother of the
great Charlie. And this Mr, Chaplin will

win no honors this year in the comic division.

LAST
CALL
1924 FILM

YEARBOOK

Send in Your
Copy Today

Over 300 Advertisers

500 Pages

Read By Everyone

The Recognized Reference Book

Full Year's Advertising

Value at a One Day Price
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again proving we

are not liars!
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RECEIVED AT 225 WEST 52D STREET, NEW YORK CITY

6NY K 45 NL

ST LOUIS MO DE JAN Z

R A ROWLAND NEWYORK

BLACK OXEN OPENED TO SENSATIONAL BUSINESS THAT IS CERTAIN

TO BE SUSTAINED THROUGH WEEK STOP WE CONSIDER CORINNE

GRIFFITH MOST PHENOMENAL BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION EVER

DISCOVERED STOP PUBLIC IS LITERALLY WILD ABOUT HER AND

NEWSPAPERS GAVE HER AND FRANK LLOYD DIRECTION HIGHEST

ENDORSEMENT CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL

SPYROS P SKOURAS

Produced by Frank Lloyd Productions, Inc.

and what's more—it's the first step in the First

National Star Building Campaign (outlined in

this week's Motion Picture News)—and what

a step ! Read the Prediction—Watch the Pictures

!

Corintie Griffith says— "Such telegrams as this— and I have received hundreds

like them— make me very happy because I am so anxious to make good for First National' \
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Based on Owen Kildare's
Amazing Life Sfory/'My Mamie Rose"

Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS

UNIVERSAL JEWEL
ADVERTISED IN THE SATURDAY EVENING POST



Ego or Entertainment
'T^HE ego of some directors," says Danny in an able

X editorial in the Film Daily condemning the too-

long, "padded" picture, "will only permit them to think

in 7-8-9-10-11 (i.e. 7,000—8,000— 9,000—10,000—
11,000 feet) and because some REAL director with a

real story made a justifiable 9,000-foot picture, the ego

(not ambition) made the second (great?) director feel

it beneath his dignity to make anything less than

10,000 feet—and the third (great?) director's ego (not

ambition) can then only think in 11,000 or 12,000

feet. * * * *

"Mr. Exhibitor: Do you realize the millions of dollars

this ego costs you? * * * *

"Can you see that the public is willing and anxious

to pay for real entertainment—and sooner or later

will refuse to pay for 'Ego'?"

Are you giving your patrons diversified ENTER-
TAINMENT, or foisting some director's ego upon
them in the form of long-drawn-out, "padded" fea-

tures? If you are relying upon "padded" features

solely, you are not only in danger of boring your

patrons, but you are sacrificing the opportunity to

appeal through the comedy and other Short Subjects

to the considerable part of your audience that, under

any circumstances, will not be entirely pleased with

the feature.

tt (SkLu.cjxtlcnvci.1. (J ictitsuu-J

HE SPICE OH THE PROC.RAN Christie
Comedies

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

DOROTHY DEVORE
IN

KIDDING KATIE"
Bright and Amusing

—

Moving Picture World

Have been credited by

critics with having
"saved the show" per-

haps oftener than any

other comedies on the

market. The greater

number of laughs in

the new Christie Come-
dies add even more
merriment to the great

ENTERTAINMENT
for which they are

famous. BOBBY VERNON
IN

aA PERFECT 36"
Alert showmen will carry a splash on this two-reel

comedy. * * * * Here's a chance for a wise exhibitor to

start something that will earn his theatre additional

prestige and at the same time land him some business

that he would not otherwise grab * * * * it is sure-fire stuff

that is incorporated in the two-reels * * * * an excep-

tionally good comedy * * * * —Motion Picture News
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Hearing Reopens •

Now in Jacksonville, Then to New
Orleans Where Saenger Puts in

Defense—Finally Back to N. Y.
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jacksonville, Fla.—Famous Players

is now putting in its defense at the

resumption of the Federal Trade
Commission investigation into its

activities. The hearing will remain
here for four or five days and then

go to New Orleans where the Saeng-
er Amusement Co. will introduce wit-

nesses of its own. Famous will do

likewise there.

From New Orleans, Messrs. Swaine
nd Bromley, attorneys for Famous,
will go to Dallas and from there

?ither to Atlanta or New York.
Whether Atlanta is included or not,

he investigation will finally be re-

sumed in New York.

F. P.-L. Plans Sales Convention

S. R. Kent has called the quarter-

y convention of the Paramount
iranch and district managers for

ran. 17 and 18, in New York. On
Thursday, the 17th, the delegates will

ittend a performance of "The Ten
Zommandments," and on the 18th

here will be a dinner at the Com-
nodore.

Switch Minneapolis Runs
(Spinal t» THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—Objections raised bv
ocal organizations to the showing of

Flaming Youth," at the State dur-

ng New Year's, on the ground that

t was not a suitable entertainment

or that week caused Finkelstein and
luben to substitute "Boy of Mine."

barker Renews; New Unit Planned
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Louis B. Mayer has

enewed his option on the services of

Reginald Barker. Negotiations are

inder way for another director unit,

•'ach company will make three pic-

ures during 1924.

Lubitsch's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ernst Lubitsch's
iext picture for the Warner's will be
•ased on "Manon Lescaut." There
nil be some changes in the story as

pera goers know it.

$170,000 Expected From Censors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Estimated revenue for the
seal year beginning Jn+y 1, 1924 in-

ludes an item of $170,000 from cen-
orship licensing

Thomas B. Hanley, Morning Telegraph: '"The Courtship of Myles

Standish,' Charles Ray's production, is a great American chronicle in pic-

tures." It's at the Central Theatre. Associated Exhibitors. —Advt.

Patience
A real necessity for any director. And many could get a lot

of tips from Syd Olcott. Who seems to have a barrel of it. Al-

ways on tap.

This happened a few nights ago. While making "The Hum-
ming Bird" with Gloria. At the Famous Long Island studio:

The entire company had been working from early in the

morning to late at night for days and days. In order to make up

time lost while waiting to secure a leading man. Everyone was

on edge. All were very tired. Olcott directed one of the minor

leads in a piece of business. Rehearsed him nine times; took the

scene seven times and each time the fellow did just everything

Olcott told him not to do. It was enough to make any ordinary

man tear his hair out. Not Olcott. When he felt himself grow-

ing impatient he began whistling an Irish jig and danced to Ins

own tune to the merriment of all on the set. Relieved a bad sit-

uation created by a dumb actor. Finally the fellow got it right

and they went into the next shot.

The moral is found in the feeling that every one on the set

holds for Olcott. They all said many, many nice things about

him. But best of all was demonstrated in their work. They gave

him everything they had at all hours, early or late.

LEADING MEN
Not working. But should be. "Bob" Rubin, counsel for Louis

(Continued on Page 4)

Print Trouble
Calvert of Educ'al Discovers Difficuf

ty Through Country—Perforations
Not Aligned Causing Tears

Lowell V. Calvert of Educationa'.

just back from a tour throughoul lli

country, reports that in many sec-

tions he found distributors in difficul-

ty because of trouble with prints

which were sadly torn when returned
to various exchanges.

He declares that in a test made in

New Orleans, of nine feet of stock of

Metro and First National subjects,

that the perforations did not run true,

and that in these nine feet, one of

the prints had one more sprocket hole

than the other.

"Some exchange men," said Cal-

vert, "are inclined to believe that

something is wrong with the stock,

but I thing it is really in the perfora-

ting. At all events, no matter what
the cause, we are having a lot of

difficulty."

Cubberly's Comment
Fred Cubberly of the F. & R. Ex-

change, Minneapolis, said that he had
(Continued on Page 2)

Blackton To Hollywood
J. Stuart Blackton, with his family,

leave for the Coast tomorrow where
he will head his own unit at Vita-

graph. This is Blackton's first visit

West since 1917.

Stoll Denies Report
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Sir Oswald Stoll has is-

sued a denial of the report that he is

seeking American managers to re-

vamp presentation methods at Eng-
lish theaters.

Features Reviewed
Page

Hook and Ladder
Universal 6

The Rendezvous
Gold-Cosmop 6

West of the Water Tower
Paramount 6

The Lullaby
F. B. 6

Three Miles Out 7

Gentle Julia

Fox 7

Grit
Hodkinson 7

Restless Wives
C. C. Burr—S. R 7

Short Subjects 9
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Duplex Laboratory
To Be Opened in Long Island City

Ready For Business Next
Summer

H. O. Carlston, President of the Du-
plex »M. P. Industry, Inc., announces
that this organization will, by next

summer, have developed in Long
Island City, a modern and thorough-

ly equipped laboratory and that this

plant will allow for an extensive en-

largement of the Duplex equipment.

In the past, the Duplex organiza-

tion has been producing laboratory

equipment, etc., and it is said that

their work in this connection aided

materially in solving problems which

the Technicolor organization faced.

Robinson Doing "Cytherea" Sets

Clark Robinson, who designed the

sets for "The Eternal City," is doing

the art work for "Cytherea," George
Fitzmaurice's new picture.

Mary Alden plays one of the prin-

cipal roles in it.

Ban on Normand Films
The State of Kansas has banned all

Mabel Normand films as a result of

the coast shooting affray in which she

is involved. Memphis has taken sim-

ilar action.

Foreign Distribution of

Motion Picture
Productions

L°lr 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Oe<~
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Shorter Features?
Exhibitors say they want

shorter features. Yet, on Fri-

day, three New York exhibit-

ors approached Marcus Loew
and urged that the big pictures

on the Metro schedule for 1924
run 10 reels in length and not
eight.

Print Trouble
(Continued from Page 1)

also found great difficulty with prints

during the past year or so. "Normal-
ly, we should get about 60 runs to

a print," he said. "But because of
something that is happening, we are
lucky to get 25. Where colored shots
are shown, the replacement is tre-

mendous after the first few show-
ings. In our territory we have a

lot of very poor machines. I know
that. Indeed. I should say that half

of the machines in our territory are
operated with a crank and that about
in the same number of instances, an
exhibitor only has one machine."

Friedman's Comment
Joe Friedman, also from the North-

west, commented that in the North-
west a larger percentage of fires had
occurred than ever before, and he at-

tributed this to the fact that operators
overloaded their reels, either with
very long features, or by putting too
much of the show on a large reel.

"I feel certain that this' has re-

sulted in much of the difficulty and
the many fires. This is certain; where
an operator places a very large over-
sized reel of film on his machine, the

pull is bound to be felt, especially at

the start, and the strain on the sprock-
et-hole must be intense."

Distributors Pay
Cubberly pointed out that in the

end it was the distributor who paid
for the wear and tear on the prints,

and no 'one else. "No matter how
much the exhibitor is to blame," he
said, "in the end, the distributor pays
for all the trouble. He must replace,

patch the torn sprocket-holes and
otherwise take care of his prints as
best he can. This is not an important
item perhaps, to the old line distribu-

ting companies, but to the operator
in the state right field, it is a serious
matter because in a territory like ours
—a 2J/2 per cent territory—very often
the cost of new or additional prints

is quite as much as the price we pay
for the product and this makes the
operation burdensome and difficult."

Up to a little over a year ago, the
Eastman Kodak Co. had sold stock
unperforated, but at that time the
Kodak Company issued notice that
thereafter the perforations would be
taken care of without additional
charge; to check as far as possible
the varying perforations which re-

sulted through different producers
and laboratories handling the stock.

Gregory Here From Chicago
Glenn G. Gregory, country sales-

man for Selznick out of Chicago, is in

New York for a few days.

The Week's Headlines
Monday

"The Covered Wagon," elected best picture
of 1923 with 53 votes. "Merry-Go-Round"
second with 26 votes.

New revenue bill contains no provision for

removal of seating tax. - Provides for

lifting of all admission taxes.

Mexico bans Pathe and American Releasing
because of scenes showing Mexican na-
tionals in unfavorable light.

Tuesday
New Year's Day.

Wednesday
Arthur S. Friend resigns as president of

Distinctive to resume law practice. Re-
tains stock interest and place on directo-

rate.

Reported split between Jesse L. Lasky and
William S. Hart.

Mixed opinions on prospects for 1924 from
financial authorities. Federal Reserve
Bank optimistic.

Stoll of England reported after American
managers to bolster vp English presenta-
tions. Offer made to William Fait of

Rochester.
Thursday

Governor Smith urges repeal of censorship
in New York State. Fight looked for in

Assembly.

English court decision fails to protect first

run exhibitor from competitive advertising
of same feature.

Friday

First National seeking $3,000,000 gross in

January. Sales drive started. Horace T.
Clarke going to Orient to establish better
foreign connections.

Famous Players sells back 40 per cent in-

terest to Saenger Amusement Co.
Henry Ginsberg of Preferred back from trip

says theaters are doing big business but
tl at independents have trouble getting play
dates.

Will H. Hays bound for Hollywood on an-
nual production visit.

Saturday

Exchangemen report trouble over poor prints
in many sections of the country. Claim
alignment on perforations is poor.

Government renews investigation into Fa-
mous Players in Jacksonville.

Grants First National New Trial

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Utica, N. Y—The Appellate Di-

vision at Rochester has set aside the

verdict obtained by the Alhambra
Amusement Co. for $17,500 under a

breach of contract against Associated
First National, of New York.

A new trial has been granted First

National.

The Alhambra claimed it entered
into a contract with the defendant
to purchase twenty-two shares of

stock for $2,220 and that these were
to carry them with them the right

to the use of films produced by the

defendant for 25 years.

The Alhambra claimed the distrib-

utor broke its agreement causing
damages of $40,000.

Open Sunday in Jersey City

William B. Quinn, director of pub-
lic safety in Jersey City, will count-
enance the opening of theaters in

Jersey City on Sunday for "whole-
some and harmless entertainments."
The performances must be of a semi-
religious nature.

Stuckel Resigns

H. Elliot Stuckel, general press

representative for "The Hunchback"
on the road, has resigned from Uni-
versal. He has gone to Pinehurst on
a vacation.

Pathe'News
No. 1

AMERICAN OLYMPIC SKATING TEAM
LEAVES FOR ABROAD—Our champions
taken in action at Newburgh, N. Y.

THE MUMMERS PARADE AT PHILA-
DELPHIA—Extravagant bizarre costumes
mark the unique celebration of New Year's:

Day in the Quaker City.

THE BOK PEACE PLAN—By special
arrangement Pathe News presents to thei

nation the opportunity to vote for or against
tlie prize-winning plan in the Bok Peace Plat»

Contest; the Jury of Award; the Plan itself.

today

HALS ROACH'S
WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
^r-r^r. ^—

FIRST WITH THE BES1

KINOGRAM;
THE VISUAL

NEWS
^ALL THE WORLD

COSTUME:
FOR HIRE

New York's Newest and Foremost
Costume Rental Organization

BROOK.;
.I"* 3 W40 TJ!ST.N.Y.C..



Every Attribute To Success!

DRAMA
"This production, it can truthfully be said, is one of the most

unusual mystery melodramas that have come to the screen in
a long time."—L. B. Fowler in L. A. Daily News.

"A sensational melodrama . . . this Truart picture should
have a strong box-office appeal."—Moving Picture World.

SUSPENSE

KNOWN
STORY
VALUE.

"Tension mounts and an unexpected climax, too, give the
photoplay an unexpected punch."—L. A. Express.

"Revenge theme worked into absorbing mystery plot that will
go big with those who like to be kept guessing."—Film Daily.

MYSTERY
"Cannot help but inspire the audience with a hushed and

watchful awe."—Reeland Reviews.

"By means of changing lights, mysterious shadows, and an
eerie atmosphere, the element of suspense is well sustained,"

W1 —Exhibitors Herald.

JWWfpresents

fmMmftgtikw
FROM THE SENSATIONALSTAGE SUCCESS ByROLAND WEST &CA&LYLE MOORE

DIRECTED By ROLANb WEST
A CARLOS PRODUCTION

REAL ACTING

"So finished a performance does he (Walthall) give, that it

a'most seems a shame when he is forced to absent himself
from the screen great sincerity is seen in the work of

the supporting cast."—L. A. Herald.

"Walthall sure can act."—Motion Picture News.

LAVISH SETTINGS

"Particularly effective is the composition, with sets which
have been so constructed as to add the proper touch of

mystery."— L. B. Fowler in L. A. Daily News.

"The settings are unusually lavish."—Motion Picture News.

UNUSUAL PRODUCTION VALUES

"The photography is masterful and the purple ray effect is

cleverly established."—Exhibitors' Trade Review.

"For the weird phenomenon of the invisible man is handled by
the camera in an eerie way which even the most consummate
stagecraft could not hope to duplicate."—Boston Advertiser.

CAST

WITH

fjfaamffifms*

HENRY B WALTHALL
ALICE LAKE

± STUART"HOLMES
7 JOHNNY ARTHUR

HELEN FERGUSON
ETHEL GREY TERRY
JAMES MORRISON
BRIN5LEY SHAW
FRANKIE LEE

FRANCHISE.D ON THE INDEPENDENT MARKET
By TRUART FILH CORPORATION

M,H,HOFFMAN Vtce President
'

|S40 BROADWAY NY,

<^7
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Patience
{Continued from Page 1)

B. Mayer, who has a real profile and "Watty" Rothacker, who is

handsome enough to quit making a fortune with "lab" work and

play opposite Norma. Or Mary.

GIVING CREDIT
Meticulous about these things over at the Fox plant. Made

quite a flashy announcement. Of "The Shepherd King" being

"an American creation." But sort of overlooked the important

fact that "This Freedom" was made by Ideal. And not by the

Fox organization.

THE SQUARE DEAL
"Kine" editorial says in part

:

Sometimes—only sometimes, of course—an exhibitor gets a bad
picture. He looks painfully round the gaps where the audience

should be, and goes to town and books a super on which he probably

packs his house and comes out on the wrong side in his balance-

sheet. Sometimes—only sometimes—he does otherwise. But he

rarely does what an exhibitor at Hull did last week. He had book-
ed a bad picture—it is not for us here and now to go into the reasons

why he did not know what the picture was like when he booked it.

But when he got it he discovered that it was of no use to his thea-

ter; that it was not up to the standard of his house. So he adver-

tised widely that the picture he had already advertised would not be
shown because it was not what he had advertised it to be. And he

put on another and presumably better picture in its place. The re-

sult undoubtedly is a large accession of confidence on the part of his

patrons and bigger audiences for some time than he would have got

if he had shown the picture hoping to get by with it. Of course,

the real point is that he should never have booked it, but some-
where in the story there is a moral. Several, in fact.

Wonder why some American showman doesn't do that? He
gets chance enough, to be sure.

THOSE "INDEPENDENTS"
Seem to have finally started in the right direction. Referring

to the men who have organized the Independent M. P. Prod. &
Dist. Ass'n. Surely there are problems enough in the state right

field to need such an organization. They had one several years

ago. But it went to pieces. Now Fred Elliott and C. B. Hoy seem
to have lined them up properly. Practically everyone in New
York in the state right field in. And they anticipate lining up
West Coast producers as well.

Have a lot of plans. Credits important, but other matters to

be settled as well. They intend working together on releases as

well as advertising. Irving Lesser tried to get this latter idea in

work some months ago. Lunch at the Biltmore, and much talk.

But nothing eventuated.

Here's hoping that the new organization does get things done.

Talk won't do it.

HAYS TO COAST
Move has nothing to do with the latest front page yarn in

which some female stars seem involved. Was on his way before

this "broke." Just his usual Winter visit.

"FOOLISH LIVES"
Editorial caption of item in Los Angeles Times. Which, in-

cidentally, says: "It doesn't help any to be able to advertise that

a film cost a million or more in the taking. Too many 'flops' have
already passed this expenditure. Some story of great dramatic

strength may not call for more than $20,000 or $30,000 to place offl

the screen. The people do not care to pay for luxurious or extrav-

agant settings unless they are getting drama with them. * * *

Drama is all in the finding and this may often be a matter of lucfe

or chance. The wastrel who pours millions into a hole may nofl

take hundreds out."

There's a lot of truth in this. But a lot of people out Holly-

wood way would like to know. Where and how you can make a

picture these days for $20,000 or $30,000.

LOOKING AROUND
Bob Bruce. Whose scenics have, been a delight. To millions

of fans. Bruce has quit making these little gems. Although his

latest series is just about to start through Educational. And
Bruce wants to get into the bigger pictures. Some concern which

is doing things with outdoor stuff should be able to use Bruce tc

advantage—to a decided advantage indeed.

SOME SHOW
That Xmas bill at the Strand. It was a whale of a show

Great pity that Moe Mark doesn't break loose oftener. Plunket'

knows how to do it. That's certain. Incidentally that "Boy o:

Mine" is going to draw a lot of people into the box office. Anc

send them home feeling mighty fine. Peach of a picture. And i

didn't cost a fortune to make, either.

STIMULATING
Up in Voorheesville, New York. Manager Martin of the Od(

Fellows Hall wanted to stimulate business. So he gave awaj

frankfurters and coffee. To the ticket buyers. Clem Deneker

please note.

A STUNT
Arrow shoots out a letter to exhibitors. Regarding "Gam

bling Wives." And encloses a brand new penny. For the pur

chase of a stamp. To go on a return postal. Which, when signed

will bring info to the exhibitor regarding the feature. An idea

STUDIO STUFF
Charles Ray. Here for the premiere of "The Courtship o

Myles Standish." Has a word to say regarding production. Think

that more and more will the studio be used instead of location

Bases this on the results obtained for his big picture. Where h
not only produced a peach of a sea storm right in the studio, bu

used a panorama to excellent effect as well. Says working righ

in the studio helps a lot and saves a lot from going on location.

PRODUCTION SAVINGS
May come. Several large concerns promise they will. Bu

if these reductions arrive star salaries will play little or no par

therein. There is every indication that salaries will remain wher
they are. If they advance don't yell. It won't help. Any saving

of consequence must come therefore from preparatory work. Be

fore the "shooting" begins.

Of course cutting footage down to 6,000 feet, or a little mor<

will help a lot. And if this is done much will be accomplished.

DANN^i
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PICKING THE
MONTH'S BEST FILM

And Lo, "The Virginian

Heads the List

99

By McELLIOTT.
, I know now the feelings of a baby contest editor ealled

on to decide which one of the infants submitted joyously in

.the lot is the loveliest. Producers, artless, almost, as proud
mothers, hold out their choice pictures, as par-ents hold out
golden-haired, blue-eyed offspring, crying out: /'See, isn't

mine the finest?" or "Observe, is not mine the most clever?"
The prize this month, boys and girls, ought really be divided anions-

three, with a fourth given high mention. But I'll give you the best (as

I see theta) in order of importance (as I think.) Because by "the best

picture of the month" I mean the one which most interested me, and
that, same one might not be your choice at all. Anyhow* here they at?:

(1) *"fhe Virginian*."

If the prize were to be divided, then, there would be second and
third bits .of booty to be given?

—

(2) "The Ten Commandment*.**
(3) "The Acquittal," and .an honorable mention to
(4) "No More Women."

Most Simply Told Story.

Again the baby contest idea bobs up, for in affairs of -this sort
there are always classifications: prettiest baby, healthiest baby, clever-
est baby, etc. "The Virginian," then, isr'in my opinion, the best rounded
story, most simply tpW; "The Ten Commandments the most ambi-
tious, most notable in point of "stunt" photography, and achievement,
meaning extras, chariots,and the like; "The Acquittal" is the best sus-
tained dramatic theme and "No' More Women" is the best comedy
romance.

However, if you like to have your sifting done for you, and wish
to miss some of the tiresome things that go the rounds of the theatres,
I don't think you'll go wrong, picking any or all of these.

Yes, "The Virginian" IS a West-
ern, and doubtless" a" story many
people .are exceedingly fa'miliar

with, although its vogue is rather
antique. Kenneth Harlan, who, I

am told, carries off prizes in popu-
larity contests of movie magazines
in small towns, is the hero, and a
regular one. Florence Vidor, one
of the most likable picture girls,

and pretty in the bargain, is the
heroine. There is plenty of com-*
edy (of the "good, clean" sort),

and there is drama to spare, es-
pecially in a certain wrenching in-

cident where the Virginian and his

buddy part for all time. It is,

also, so well edited, so knowingly
sub-titled, that it leaves you the
impression of finish and poise.

There are no ragged ends. There is no false, sentimental appeal
a straightaway story. You can take it or leave it.

take it.

It's!

My bet is, you'll <

Preferred

Pictures
Co rpora tion
16&0 Broadu*a\£, NcuiYorb

WB. P. 5chulbetq
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Reviews of the Newest Features
Hoot Gibson in

"Hook and Ladder"
Universal

As a Whole. . . .ANOTHER GOOD
GIBSON ENTERTAINMENT
WITH STAR DOING HIS BEST
TO PLEASE HIS AUDIENCE;
THEY'LL LIKE IT.

Star Always dependable. Gives

another fine performance and his

numerous admirers are going to

get a lot of fun out of his learning

to be a fireman.

Cast. .. .Mildred June a pretty hero-

ine and Philo McCullough the

regulation villain. Frank Beal good
as the fire captain. Edward Davis
a typical political boss.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
Gibson strikes another good ve-

hicle in one especially prepared for

him by Edward Sedgwick and Ray-
mond L. Schrock. The story starts

off to be a particularly original one
but drifts into the regulation stock

situations with the introduction of

villain McCullough and his devilish

attempts to put hero Hoot out of

the running. Of course the efforts

of McCullough and his devil at-

tempts to put hero out of the run-

ning. First there's the fight in

the dance hall which Hoot battling

a dozen. antagonists easily enough.
Then there's the grand fire climax

in which villain plans to get the

political boss in trouble and at the

same time spoil hero's faith in his

sweetheart. His plan miscarries,

the boss' home catches fire and
hero has a chance to save the

girl's life while villain is killed by
a dog. The latter reels contain reg-

ulation hokum but this isn't going

to hurt the film's chances as en-

tertainment.

Box Office Angle Exhibitors in

the habit of playing the Hoot Gib-

son features should be able to judge

pretty well how big a drawing card

the star is by now.
Exploitation Here's a good title

and one that should be easy to put

over. If you can persuade your
local fire chief to cooperate with

you, you might have the depart-

ment parade the apparatus and an-

nounce the showing of "Hook and
Ladder" at your theater on blank

date. Have men going about in

firemen's uniforms distributing

throw-aways reading: "Would you
jump from a ten-story building in-

to a life-net? It's part of a fire-

man's duty. See 'Hook and Lad-
der.' " You could easily win the co-

operation' of the firemen by promis-
ing a performance for their benefit.

Direction. .. .Edward Sedgwick; this

Hoot Gibson-Edward Sedgwick
combination seems to be a wise

one; they've already turned out

many good entertainments.

Authors .... Edward Sedgwick and
Raymond L. Schrock

Scenario E. Richard Schayer

Cameraman Virgil Miller

Photography Good
Art Director E. E. Sheeley

Locale Los Angeles

Length 5,568 feet.

"The Rendezvous"
Producer: Marshall Neilan

Distributor : Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
As a Whole....PRETTY LITTLE
LOVE STORY WOVEN IN
BUT TOO MUCH ELSE IN
THE WAY OF RUSSIAN REV-
OLUTIONARY BUSINESS
THAT ISN'T SO INTEREST-
ING. SOME GOOD DRAMA-
TIC BITS.

Cast. . . .Lucille Rickson gives a thor-
oughly pleasing and sincere per-
formance as the Russian peasant
girl while Conrad Nagel is the
American soldier who goes back
to claim her as his bride. Elmo
Lincoln a fierce villain who cringes
and creeps in terrifying fashion.

Sydney Chaplin good except in

some overdone comedy bits.

Type of Story. .. .Dramatic romance
in which a child of royalty, in the

old Russian regime, is left in the
care of peasants, and reared as one.
How she marries a brigand to save
the life of the man she believes is

her father, in spite of the fact that

she is waiting for the return of her
American lover, is followed by
brutal encounters with the man she
has married but avoids. Deaf from
a beating he has given her, she fails

to hear his cries when he is en-
tombed in a stone shrine. How
death comes to the man and hap-
piness to the girl in the return of

her lover closes the story. Mar-
shall Neilan travels far for at-

mosphere in his latest picture, one
that starts out to be a lagging Rus-
sian revolutionary plot with a, pro-
logue that fails to get the interest'.

Once they get into the main story,

there's a pretty love theme, charm-
ingly played by Lucille Ricksen and
Conrad Nagel, that will probably
send them out satisfied. There are

several good dramatic climaxes, a
trifle brutal in nature, but they'll

serve to please those who favor

something a little more substantial

than just plain romance. The hap-

py ending could be reached much
sooner.

Box Office Angle. . .You might judge
this to better advantage by seeing
it yourself.

Exploitation For the romance
lovers you can talk about the little

Russian peasant girl who became
the bride of an American soldier

as the happy climax of a tragic

and unhappy life in dissatisfied

Russia. Talk about Lucille Rick-
sen and the very charming per-

formance which she gives as the

little Russian girl. Of course use
Marshall Neilan's name prominent-
ly, mentioning his previous pro-

ductions which proved successful.

Direction. .. .Marshall Neilan; good,

on the whole, but might have made
a much better picture.

Author Madeline Ruthven
Scenario Josephine Lovett
Cameraman David Kesson
Art Director Cedric Gibbons
Photography Good
Locale Russia
'Length 7,415 feet.

Glenn Hunter in

"West of the Water Tower"
Paramount

As a Whole...HOMER CROY'S
NOVEL GIVES INTERESTING
INSIGHT INTO SMALL
TOWN LIFE WITH MANY
CONVINCING ANGLES THAT
ARE SPLENDIDLY BROUGHT
OUT. DEVELOPMENT IS
FAR TOO SLOW.

Star. . . .One of the best of his screen
performances so far. Is given a
role that fits him splendidly and
handles it well. Is allowed too
many close-ups that are too pro-
longed.

Cast. .. .Ernest Torrence has a less

vigorous role than is usually al-

lotted him but plays it very well;

Maj' MacAvoy a pleasing heroine;
George Fawcett good in minor
part.

Type of Story Drama of small
town folk in which the familiar at-

mosphere is extensively brought
out—that of community bigotry.
Homer Croy has dealt with the sit-

uation rather openly and without
stihr. He shows them up for just

what they are. His handling of
the idea is splendid and to be com-
mended. Director's Sturgeon's pic-

turization of Croy's novel is also

worth while to the extent that he
brings out the author's intention

splendidly, pictures his people re-

alistically and puts the more im-
portant parts in hands of players
capable of getting them over, but

^Director Sturgeon, from an enter-

tainment viewpoint, has missed on
one important point: his develop-
ment is slow, the theme drags and
there is too much arbitrary busi-

ness, too much uncertainty in the
progress, an apparent effort to

hold the suspense of the climax by
giving each side an equal oppor-
tunity to win; either hero or the

narrow-minded townsmen.
Box Office Angle. . . .There's a really

charming, fine audience appeal end-
ing to "West of the Water Tower"
that will certainly send them out
feeling fine, but you will have to

be judge as to whether or not the

foregoing reels will keep them that

long.

Exploitation. . . . Paramount, previous

to the New York showing of the

picture, had billboard teasers that

were quite attractive. They con-

tained the picture of a water tower
and the word "West." These were
followed by the same posters with
the title completed. It should
prove a good advertising stunt.

Get book storedealers to display

Homer Croy's novel in conjunction
with cards announcing the picture

showing at your theater.

Direction Rolin Sturgeon; good
but lets story drag.

Author Homer Croy
Scenario .... Lucien Hubbard and

Doris Schroeder
Cameraman Harry B. Harris

Photography Good
Locale Western town
Length 7,432 feet.

Jane Novak in

"The Lullaby"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole JANE NOVAK'S
EXCEPTIONALLY FINE PER-
FORMANCE THE OUTSTAND-
ING FEATURE OF "THE LUL-
LABY," A TRAGIC THEME,
BEAUTIFUL IN HEART IN-
TEREST TOUCHES BUT OF-
TEN QUITE HARROWING.

Star. .. .Offers what is probably one
of the best performances of her
career; carries her emotional bits

with a force and deep sincerity that

makes her work thoroughly ab-
sorbing.

Cast Robert Anderson gives a
splendid characterization as the
Italian who worships his Sicilian

bride. Fred Maletesta suitable as
the jealous friend. Dorothy Marion
Mack about the cutest youngster
that ever appeared on the screen.

Apparently entirely unconscious of

the camera, she's bound to win the
hearts of everyone. Others are
Marguerite Snow, Otis Harlan,
Peter Burke, Lydia Yeamans Titus.

Type of Story. .. .Chiefly a tragedy
.;, but with a happy ending. Here's

a picture that many will like ex-

tremely well providing they don't

object to having their heart strings

tugged upon to a great extent for

"The Lullaby" is sad in atmo-
sphere. Mrs. Ducey's story is a

pathetic tale of the great love and
devotion of a young Italian couple
and the sudden tragedy wherein the

husband kills his best friend when
he finds him attacking his wife.

The swiftness of the law which
claims the Italian's life and leaves

his wife ;in prison with her new
born babe, is probably the picture's

most tense sequence.
Box Office Angle Most women

folks enjoy a "good sad picture."

. Here's -one over which they'll en-

joy weeping and feel thoroughly
justified in doing it. "The Lullaby"

is a deeply human and sincere pic-

ture with a story that is interest-

ing and good entertainment if they
;

don't mind it being tragic. The
happy ending does help to offset

the harrowing bits, nevertheless.

Exploitation Talk about the re-

markably fine performance of Jane
Novak. Her work merits all the

publicity and exploitation that you
can give her. Let them know that

her's is a real mother role and go
into the story sufficiently to give

them an idea of what they may ex-

pect. Perhaps you'll need to do
some considering if you think "The
Lullaby" will be too heavy for

them or else you might build up
your program with good, amusing
short subjects. The title is a good
one.

Direction Chester Bennet; very

good.
Author Lillian Ducey
Scenario . . Hope Loring & Louis D.

Leighton
Cameraman Jack McKenzie
Photography Good
Locale New York
Length 7,179 feet.
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Madge Kennedy in

"Three Miles Out"
Producer : Kenma

s a Whole...AN UP-TO-DATE
PLOT IN WHICH THE POPU-
LAR HERO OF THE DAY—

A

BOOTLEGGER— PLAYS A
PART. OFFERS EXCITE-
MENT FOR THOSE WHO
WANT ACTION.

;tar Madge Kennedy winsome
and pleasing. Has a thrilling time

of it trying to avoid marrying a

rich bootlegger while the real hero

suffers considerably before the

i happy fade-out.

ast Marc McDermott suitable as

the "three mile limit" man; Harri-

son Ford undergoes the hardships

of his role bravely and satisfac-

torily. Ivan Linow gives creditable

character sketch and others the

regulation types.

ype of Story Melodrama that has

genuine up-to-the-minute atmo-
sphere. You hear a lot about boot-

Nleggers these days but they haven't

reached any great heights of popu-

larity on the screen until now when
"Three Miles Out," a Kenma pro-

duction, essays to show the work-

ings of rum row rather effectively

and in conjunction with a legitimate

plot. Madge is engaged to Marc
McDermott but she'd rather marry

Harrison Ford, a victim of ,McDer-

mott's in connection with his spuri-

ous dealings. How Madge goes

aboard one of the rum boats, suffers

various attacks from the crew and

is eventually rescued by her fiance

only to witness his arrest, is follow-

ed by the usual happy ending when
she is free to marry Ford. Toward
the close the plot becomes highly

involved with Madge performing

some Pearl White stunts capably

and through the means of a dream,

the improbabilities are overcome.

{ox Office Angle Those who fan-

cy melodramas will be satisfied with

"Three Miles Out." You can

probably arouse considerable in-

terest by letting them know the

story has to do with bootleggers

and rum row. The title offers good
probabilities providing you don't

run up against any interference

from prohibition authorities.

exploitation. . . ,If your folks like ac-

tion pictures with plenty of good
thrills and excitement, you will

likely find it worth your while to

get them interested. Play up the

title with catchlines such as:

"You've read about 'rum row' and

the 'three mile limit.' You can

see it in 'Three Miles Out,' a Madge
Kennedy picture at the blank thea-

ter." Where the star is a favorite

let them know she has an exciting

time of it trying to avoid a marriage

to a bootlegger. Show a trailer of

some of the thrills in the climax

with the star suspended on a mast

with villain hacking away at the

bottom.

Direction Irvin Willat; provides

plenty of good action and keeps

story moving along at good pace.

Author Neysa McMein
Scenario John Emerson and

Anita Loos
Cameraman Henry Cronjager
Photography All right

„ocale New York
Length 5,626 feet

'Gentle Julia'

Fox

As a Whole. . BOOTH TARKING-
TON STORY MAKES AMUS-
ING PICTURE THOUGH IT
WOULD BE MUCH BETTER
IF THEY BOILED IT DOWN
TO KEEP WITHIN FIVE
REELS.

Cast Bessie Love pleasing and
suitable in the title role with young
Mary Arthur a typical mischievous
"kid sister." Harold Goodwin good
as Bessie's most persistent suit-

or. A good many in the picture
with Frank Elliott, Charles K

r

French, Harvey Cross, Jack Rollins,
among the more important.

Type of Story. .. .Comedy of youth.
One of the typical Tarkington stor-
ies dealing with the efforts of a
young belle to vamp all the men
of the town and the mischievous
schemes of her young sister which
almost lead to the girl losing the
one she really loves. There's much
good comedy and many amusing
situations in "Gentle Julia." al-

though it is not as good as some
other juvenile stories that Tarking-
ton has written. "Gentle Julia" is

more or less a series of incidents,
not always closely related so, while
it holds the interest pretty well, it

is not actually a connected plot.

Bessie Love helps considerably to
make her story interesting and
young Mary Arthur offers many
laughs for her typical characteri-
zation as the inquisitive sister of the
heroine. The atmosphere will

prove thoroughly appealing to the
majority and it is entirely depend-
able, wholesome entertainment. The
little girl's various stunts through
which she tries to make her sister

realize that Noble Dill is really the
young man she should marry pro-
vide many of the features' laughs.

Box Office Angle Good, clean
- entertainment that should satisfy

all of your patrons. This is a par-

ticularly good one if you cater to

family trade. It's good for old

and young.

Exploitation .... Use Booth Tarking-
ton's, name prominently and let

th^rn know that "Gentle Julia" is

from one of his novels. Arrange
a book-store tie-up for display of

the book and announcement of the

showing at your theater. Use catch-

lines, such as: "Have you a Miss
Mischief Maker in your home? See
'Gentle Julia' and you'll appreciate

the difficulties of a young girl to

entertain her gentlemen friends

against the opposition of a little

sister." Make use of Bessie Love's

name and use a trailer of some of

the comedy bits.

Direction. .. .Rowland V. Lee; usual-

ly good although lays too much
stress on occasional incidents that

really don't warrant it.

Author Booth Tarkington

Scenario Donald Lee

Cameraman George Post

Photography Good

Locale Any city

Length 5.837 feet

Glenn Hunter in

"Grit"
Producer: Film Guild

Distributor : Hodkinson
As a Whole CROOK STORY
THAT IS FAR FROM BEING
GOOD EVEN WITH F. SCOTT
FITZGERALD'S NAME AT-
TACHED TO IT; AN AMA-
TEURISH LOOKING PIC-
TURE BOTH JN PRODUC-
TION AND ACTING.

Star. .. .Could have handled the role

a lot better. At times meets the

situation adaquately but more often

seems unable to get it over.

Cast....Dore Davidson about the

only one who really acquits him-
self creditably. Clara Bow greatly

overdoes her part and Osgood
Perkins has a glorious time of it

overacting the role of gang leader.

Others Helenka Adamowska, Ro-
land Young, Townsend Martin,

Martiri Broder and Joseph Depew.
Type of Story Crook melodrama

in which a weakling hero, born as

his father is killed by a gang he

had quit, is kept a coward through
his fear of a gun but eventually

overcomes his fear, is the means
of exposing a desperate gang and
is eventually happy with Orchid,

a girl of the underworld. F. Scott

Fitzgerald, though he be credited

with several'successful novels, fails

to win any laurels for this screen

story, a rather weak and poorly

developed crook theme, further in-

jured by a rather amateurish pro-

duction and a cast, incapable at

least of putting any realism or con-

viction into the characters of the

Story. The atmosphere is greatly

overdone. Settings representing

Bowery restaurants, street scenes,

and filthy quarters in general, are

all so overcrowded and so plainly

"dressed" that there is little realism.

The production is so plainly studio

manufactured that it's noticeable.

Nor has the story been well hand-

led. There is far too much detail

and the development is slow and
tedious as a result.

Box Office Angle Average, if that.

They expect a much better crook

story than this nowadays and there

are so many good ones floating

around that they're sure to realize

the weakness in "Grit." Slow, posi-

t i v e , over-detailed development
doesn't make for a sustained in-

terest.

Exploitation. .. .Not very much for

you to exploit in this. If you think

that Glenn Hunter's name is suffi-

cient to interest them, use it promi-

nently in your announcements and
mention his previous Film Guild

productions: "Puritan Passions,"

"Second Fiddle" and "Youthful

Cheaters." You might also use F.

Scott Fitzgerald's name if you want

to bring them in. on the strength

of it. Say: "What do you fear

most? 'Grit' will help you over-

come it. See the picture at the

blank theater."

Direction Frank Tuttle; fair

Author F. Scott Fitzgerald

Scenario Ashmore Creelman

Cameraman Fred Waller

Photography Fair

Settines by Junius CravinS

Locale New York's East Side

Length About 5,000 feet.

"Restless Wives"
C. C. Burr—State Rights

As a Whole. . . JUST WHAT THE
NAME IMPLIES: A PICTURE
DEALING WITH THE POPU-
LAR FORMULA IN WHICH A
YOUNG COUPLE AGREE TO
DISAGREE EVEN BEFORE
THE HONEYMOON IS OVER.

Cast First rate company with
Doris Kenyon and James Rennie
suitable as the couple in question.

Others Maude Sinclair, Montagu
Love, Burr Mcintosh, Coit Albert-
son, Edna May Oliver, L^joy
Grooms, Edmund Breese, Naomi
Childers.

Type of Story. .. .Another domestic
unhappiness theme wherein the hus-
band's devotion to his desk brings
about a desire on the part of wife
to attend cabarets without him.
This husband, like those in pre-

vious and similar films, forgets the

lady's wedding anniversary and
then tries to smooth things over
by a second honeymoon but, by this

time, wifie longs for the gay times
and early one morning hubby
awakes to find himself alone. The
eventual reunion is brought about
when the wife's father, being found
guilty of misusing stock funds, kills

himself. Then she's
(
glad to go

back to her husband. There's little

to recommend Izola Forrester's

story but where they still favor this

cut and dried, unoriginal plot,

"Restless Wives" may satisfy. The
production caters to a certain class

of picture patrons and gives them
the sort of atmosphere and situa-

tions that they revel in. 'There are

cabaret scenes, JF*?nd!y rows be-

tween the husband and wife, and
just enough excitement to give

them a thrill. It holds no surprises

in the development, but sustains

the interest fairly well, at that.

Box Office Angle Many exhibitors

will probably be able to use this

one to their satisfaction. A good
many picture patrons still favor

pictures of this order so if you
think your crowd is right for "Rest-

less Wives," let them have it.

Exploitation. .. .You won't have to

do much explaining with this title.

It's self explanatory and should
give them a sufficient idea of what
sort of a story to expect. Show
them a trailer of some of the

cabaret scenes and you can rely

upon them bringing in a certain

majority. Of the players mention
the names of Doris Kenyon, James
Rennie, Naomi Childers, Montagu
Love. If you care to use catchlines,

they could read: "Husbands and
Wives will find something to in-

terest and benefit them in 'Restless

Wives,' A C. C. Burr production

at the blank theater."

Direction. .. .Gregory Lacava; sticks

pretty closely to regulation routine

in his direction; average in quality.

Author Izola Forrester

Scenario Mann Page

Cameraman Jack Brown

Photography All right

Locale .... City and mountain lodge

Length 6.041 feet.
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Little Building Activity in Phila.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—According to figures

compiled by William W. Gamble,
statistician of the bureau of building

inspection, "four places of amuse-
ment," were built in Philadelphia in

1923. Their total value is placed by
him at $375,000. No further de-

scription is given.

"Black Oxen" in Baltimore

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Baltimore—The Rivoli is celebra-

ting its third anniversary this week.

"Black Oxen," is the feature. The
house is showing a special reel,

"Flashes of 1923," prepared by the

Baltimore American 'and showing
news events that occurred here dur-

ing the past year.

Cleveland Theater Damaged
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—In a sweeping fire that

destroyed a number of buildings at

.St. Clair Ave. and E. 40th St., the

Ideal theater was damaged. Bolislav

Ungerman, the owner said the loss

was about $2,600, unprotected by in-

surance.

Petersburg, Va. House Sold
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Petersburg, Va —The Century has
i been purchased by R. L. Thomas of

j

Charlotteville for $50,000. The the-

ater which is at Sycamore and E.

Bank Sts., one of the busiest corners

in town, is assessed at $75,000.

More Dabbling in Real Estate

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—The Christie Bros,

intend dabbling more extensively in

real estate than heretofore. A hotel

on Hollywood Blvd. is being con-

sidered by the company which has

i increased its capital to $1,000,000.

"Hunchback" Grosses $75,000

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago

—"The Hunchback" has
ended its run at the Harris. The pic-

ture is said to have grossed $75,000
for 98 performances. This is claimed

i to be a record, since the house seats

less than 1,000.

"On Time" Finished
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Henry Lehrman, has
completed work on "On Time," the

second of the Richard Talmadge pic-

tures for Truart.

Young Becomes. M. P. Editor

Irving Young assumes charge of

the motion picture department of

"Theater Magazine" with the Febru-
ary issue.

Short Subjects
"Tire Trouble"—Our Gang—Pathe

Excellent Amusement

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Hal Roach's ingenuity never fails

him when it comes to thinking up
new stunts for his gang of rascals to

romp through. This time it is a

real automobile of their own con-
struction. The trick appliances, self

starters, etc. are marvelous in them-
selves, but when you see them in ac-

tion they are bound to bring forth

plenty of laughs. In addition to this

intriguing feature, there is a revel at

an amusement park where the kids,

from freckled-faced Mickey down to

little Farina, chute the chutes to their

hearts' content. If you haven't been
booking these most excellent come-
dies, don't fail to get them for 1924.

"The Caddy"—Century—Universal
Well Constructed; Entertaining

Type of production ... .2 reel comedy
This is one of the most entertain-

ing and well constructed Buddy
Messinger comedies in quite a while.
There is an absence of the usual slap-
stick "messy" sort of comedy that is

to be commended. Two little girls

help the picture considerably, also.

Buddy is seen as a mistreated mem-
ber of an orphanage. The first reel

deals with his efforts to escape from
the clutches of two "keepers." The
action is swift and enjoyable. The sec-

ond reel is devoted to his actions on
a golf course where he is caddy for

a player in the championship game.
Should please any audience.

XetJ5otjHan

$uttimber

"The Big Idea"—Hal Roach—Pathe
An Average Comedy

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
Snub Pollard is seen as the inven-

tor of a street cleaner in "The Big
Idea," which will probably be re-

ceived favorably where Pollard is

well liked, although there isn't very
much that is different or highly comic
in it. However, where a one reel

comedy of the knockabout variety

is desired it will more than likely fit

the bill. Pollard, after much trouble,

gets an opportunity to demonstrate
his street cleaner before the town
officials, but the invention blows the

dust in their faces instead of clean-

ing the street.

Three Leads In Cast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—James Kirkwood, Cleo
Madison and Grace Darmond are
three of the principals already cast

for "Discontented Husbands," a
Columbia feature for C. B. C.

Fire Damages Peerless, Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Fire-recently caused $10,-

000 damage to the Peerless on Grand
Blvd.

"The Call of the Game"—Sportlight
—Pathe

Diversified Action

Type of production ....1 reel sport

review.

The make up of this Grantland Rice
sport reel is a bit different from the
usual, inasmuch as it contrasts short
bits of different sports, leaving the
spectator to decide which he most
prefers—the sports where thousands
cheer, the silence of trout fishing or

mountain goat hunting. The back-
grounds in this latter bit are extreme-
ly beautiful. For the action lover

there are shots of an Army football

game, the Yankee stadium during a

worlds' series game and a horse race

at Belmont park.

Augusta Prices 40 Cents; Others
(S-pecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Augusta, Ga.—The Herald, after

conducting a survey of admission

prices in Southern states draws the

conclusion that prices in Augusta,

while recently raised, still are not at

the level of similar first run houses
in the South. The Modjeska's top

at night has been raised from 30 to

40 cents and the matinees to 30 cents.

The matinee at the Rialto has been
reduced to 20 cents for adults.

House for Columbus Suburbs
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O—Henry C. Moon,
owner of the Hilltop, will build a

new theater to cost $35,000, and to

be located on Broad St., between
Eureka and Park. It will seat 650.

The Victor, 253 E. Livingston Ave.,

has been sold by D. B. Ulrey and
Fred Postle to the Photoplay Amuse-
ment Co., Cincinnati, operators of the

Majestic for $100,000.

Competition Arises In Albany
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Local exhibitors are won-
dering what will happen now that

Harmanus-Bleecker Hall will show
pictures the first three days of the

week and burlesque the other four

days. The theater has been running

a straight burlesque program. A 20

cent admission will be charged.

McCurdy A Vice-President
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—J. L. McCurdy, manager
of the Randolph, has been elected a

vice-president of the Randolph Thea-
ter Corp. that has been formed to

take over the management of the

theater. E. H. Goldstein, treasurer

of Universal, is president of the new
company; P. D. Cochrane, secretary

of Universal, is secretary-treasurer,

with J. H. Harris, controller, the

latter's assistant.

1st Nat'l Release Weekly
Fourteen productions, will comprise

the First National program for the

first quarter of 1924. One picture a

week will be issued until the end of

March.
January releases include "Boy of Mine,"

"Black Oxen," "The Song of Love," "The
Eternal City," and "Painted People,".
February releases will be "When a Man's

a Man," "Torment," "The Love Master,"
and "Secrets."
March will see "The Galloping Fish,"

"Flowing Gold," "The Enchanted Cottage,"

"Lillies of the Field" and "Sundown."

Sterling Chain Includes Two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Windsor, Ont.—Max Allen of

Sterling Theaters, Ltd. has taken

over the Allen formerly controlled

by Allen Bros, of Toronto. The com-
pany also operates the Walkerville

at Walkerville, which adjoins Wind-
sor.
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27 Pictures Reviewed In 20 Cities
"Black Oxen"—1st Nat'l

Grand Cen'l, West End Lyric,
Capitol, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—First National has
a fascinating star in Miss Griffith, * * »

Her gowns are exquisite- and her convincing
playing leaves nothing to be asked. Here
truly is a sensational "find" * * *

The Gertrude Atherton text is followed
closely and readers of the book will be well
pleased with the picture. Frank Lloyd,
the director, has given it sumptuous set-

tings and a society atmosphere in which
everything is done in perfect taste.

POST DISPATCH—* * 'This is a rather
tense film drama * * * Conrad Tearle * * *

is a mis-cast. In fact his portrayal of the
role robs the story of its one legitimate
punch. * * *

Neither is Miss Griffith much more con-
vincing in her portrayal of a rejuvenated
woman. * * * The story as screened also

lacks punch. The proper sympathy ig not
aroused by the Countess and her young
American lover.

The story of the rejuvenation is inter-

jected too late in the action.

STAR—* * * a rare treat for movie-
goers, developing as it does an unhackneyed
theme in an interesting and persuasive man-
ner

*
' Miss Bow, * • * cute and

pretty * * * One finds it hard to conceive
that Miss Griffith ever was 60 years old,
* * * It is 100 per cent in entertainment.

TIMES—Corinne Griffith is a charming
Countess, but Conway Tearle is not suffi-

ciently impetuous * * * The text of the
novel is followed closely, and the photo-
play has been well directed. The picture
of the flapper is delightful, because it is

not a burlesque. And, she wins sympathy.

"Boy of Mine"—1st Nat'l

State, Minneapolis
STAR— It is the kind of picture that all

fathers of growing boys should see.

' Bright Lights of B'way"—Principal
Lyric, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—While the
rtory has little to offer in the way of origin-

: 1 treatment, it serves its purpose and pro-
v.des entertainment.

POST—* * * does not depart as far from
the orthodox movie theme of country girl

a d lure of New York as you might like,

ut the first-rate cast, good direction and
sustained interest make the film at the Lyric
cne that entertains thruout.

TIMES-STAR—Although the plot is so
o'd * ' * there are numerous thrills to be
found * * *

Central, Washington
POST—The suspense though not well

carried at the beginning of the story is

adequate at and near the end. The acting,
while not making any great demands upon
the histrionic ability of the cast, is com-
petent. The play is good old-fashioned
melodrama.
STAR—* * * a brilliant picturization of

the story of a pretty girl's ambition to join
the ranks of those behind the footlights.

"The Call of the Canyon"—F. P. L.
Mc Vicker's, Chicago

HERALD—An interesting story, expertly
narrated ; a group of significant characters
deftly portrayed—could you ask for better?
The gods of the Paramount studio were
generous when this film was produced.

Hetjaotjttan

$ut gaunter

JOURNAL—Lois Wilson plays * * * an
unnatural role * * * Marjorie Daw looks
well in her sombrero, * * * Noah Beery,
almost as good a villain as brother Wallace,
acts one of those nasty men in chaps, * * *

Palace, Washington
POST—But if the picturesque qualities are

missing so far as the characters are con-
cerned, the real beauty of the true West
is represented scenically and the photographer
should have been jointly starred * * *

STAR—* * * neither a maserpiece nor a

bore—just one of those delightfully , enter-

taining stories that waft an audience away
from the worldly cares for an hour or two and
carry it to the land of make-believe where
everything comes out all right in the end.

"The Call of the Wild"—Pathe
New Lyric, Minneapolis

STAR—It is a fine picture.

"The Common Law"—Selznick
Alamo, Louisville

HERALD—Corinne Griffith, as beautiful

as ever, and wearing gowns that are posi-

tively ravishing, is the lead * * * Conway
Tearle plays opposite and the pair combine
to build up a splendid picture.

TIMES—Mr. Tearle, * * * caused much
favorable comment, again proves himself one
of the foremost male stars of the screen
by his superior acting.

"The Covered Wagon"—F. P.-L.
Ford's Baltimore

AMERICAN—It is a film well worth
waiting for. In a way, it is really great.
Perhaps it is one of the two finest photo-
dramas to be screened in these United States.

From start to finish, almost everything about
it is better than the story upon which it

is founded.

NEWS—It is one of the finest lessons
in "Americanization" that possibly could
be taught, * * *

"The Covered Wagon" is a picture of

thrills. * * * To those who know the

West the picture is a treat. To those who
do not it is a revelation.

SUN (EVENING)—It is most certainly.

It is the sort of picture that stirs the most
apathetic citizen to the "love of country"
* # #

The story is simplicity itself and of the
stuff that makes real "moving pictures."

Stillman, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—It is the simple pic-

turization of the utter commonplace that
makes "The Covered Wagon" a genuinely
great picture * * * It is also the careful
balance in action, offsetting the great and
spectacular shots with the intimate views
* * * Certainly it is not the acting, if you
for a moment will leave out Trader Tully
Marshall and Scout Ernest Torrence.

PRESS—Back of the conventionally ro-

mantic story of hero and heroine courtship,
there is something real and stirring in * * *

"The Covered Wagon."
What impresses us is the intelligence with

which the movie is constructed.

"The Dancer of the Nile"—F. B. O.
Broadway, Los Angeles
(Two weeks ending Jan. 5)

EXAMINER—If youre just a picture-goer
you'll get plenty of enjoyment out of the
picture for its own sake. If you're interested

in the films—either professionally or artisti-

cally—you'll get an especial thrill. * * * .The
romance is colorful. The story is obvious,
but the love interest is real enough and the
intrigue and the situations "get over" with
a good degree of effectiveness.

EXPRESS—* * * a snappy tale of love
and intrigue * * * whether historically authen-
tic or not, this makes a highly atmospheric
tale. * * *

Several of the temple scenes and interiors
are exceptionally artistic and massive, but the
costuming and the street scenes and one or
two garden settings are exceedingly artificial.

HERALD—"The Dancer of the Nile" is

interesting. It is different from the usual
run of photoplays and is a spectacular pro-

duction to say the least.

RECORD—The picture is optically interest-

ing with its women clad in Egyptian economy
of costume, and some impressive settings of

the motion painting type that has been more
successfully developed by W. P. S. Earle's
brother. Ferdinand Earle.
TIMES—A spectacular production that does

not limit itself to being a spectacle; that con-
tains stirring dramatic power as well as
beauty of setting * * *

"The Dangerous Maid"—1st Nat'l
Walnut, Cincinnati

POST—* seemed a bit dull to us.

We are hoping that Connie may go back
to roles like those in "A Virtuous Vamn,"
"Two Weeks" and "The Love Expert."

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—The ending
is happy and worth seeing.

TIMES-STAR—* * * it is not a picture
which will add anything to the prestige of

Constance Talmadge or those associated with
her in it.

Regent, Rochester
DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE— While all

the frills and furbelows * * * make them
all very charming to the eye, we found
it impossible somehow to get the seven-
teenth century spirit. * * * Miss Talmadge
is too much the modern flapper in stage
clothes * * * .make her or any of the
ridiculously impossible situations in which
she becomes involved credible. * * *

Even so. the paradoxical admission must
be made that the photoplay is enjoyable.

HERALD—Here is a picture that is

frankly romantic, rather unpretentious as to

"drama," simple, entertaining and remark-
ably photographed. * * *

This, very sketchily, is the story of an
amusing and entertaining film. One, while
not startling in its excellence does very
well to pass away an hour's time.

JOURNAL—Despite the portentiousness of
the situation it is taken lightly by the
star and the entire cast, * * *

Constance is undeniably cute, but hers
is. for the most part, at least, a forgivable
cuteness, and she injects considerable humor
into several scenes, * * *

TIMES-UNION—Constance Talmadge is

such a charming little actress that she makes
it quite easy to believe in all these thing?
in the pleasing little romance which has been
built around her personality * * *

The play is adequately set and costumed

"The Daring Years"—Equity
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * is one of

the most absorbingly interesting pictures of

the year * * * The whole story builds logi-

cally through a series of tense situations
to a climax that is both unusual and in-

teresting.

POST-DISPATCH—* * * has a capable
cast, * * * It is a melodramatic story of

the type * * *

It is a story that has been told many
times but the cast in this instance gives
it distinction and it is fairly entertaining.

STAR—It is just one more of those al-

leged sensational pictures which sags in

the middle. The piece is well acted, well

staged * * *

TIMES—Here is an orthodox theme.
treated in an orthodox manner, leading to

a conventional and clumsy climax. *

Of its kind, this photoplay is good. It

has been well done

HERALD—It's really an interesting pic-
ture with good atmosphere and excellent
characterizations. Jack Holt is fortunately
cast * * *

RECORD—William DeMille has made u?
an interesting enough and amusing enough
picture for all its obviousness.
TIMES— '' * * sophisticated and enter-

taining. No matter what the flavor of

"Don't Call It Love"—F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

(Week Ending Dec. 29)

EXAMINER—It was adapted—and skill-

fully—from the Julian Street novel, "Rita
Coventry," was directed by William de Mille,

includes a large and capable Paramount
cast, * * *

EXPRESS—* * * "but we assume that in

the book the sex situations are bolder, for

there is nothing in the picture to disturb

one's most prudish muiden aunt.

the offering, whether whimsical or sophisti

cated he gets the very tang of that flavor
into his production.

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * "Don't

Call It Love" is a delightful and appealing
story of American life, * * *

POST-DISPATCH— * * R d La
Rocque, * * * is "different." This film ac-
tor has a distinct—one might say unfair

—

advantage over most of them. * * * He
is a quick-acting person, * * * The way J

La Rocque, * * * proposes to Rita Coventry,
* * * provides one of the best bits in this

sparkling piece.
STAR—* * * incoherent and barely serves

to carry her (Nita Naldi) through a series

of more or less amorous affairs concluding
with the cad hero (Jack Holt) * * *

TIMES—The novel was titled simply
"Rita Coventry," but that would never at-

tract patrons to the box-office, so— * * '

There is any number of morals. Visit

the Missouri and take your choice.

"The Eternal City"— 1st Nat'l

Circle, Indianapolis

STAR—Fitzmaurice has not adhered close-

ly to the novel, but he has managed * * *

to spin an engaging story. * * *

Richard Bennett, an actor of parts, man-,
ages to steal the picture from the three]

featured players. * * *

Old Roman ruins have been used to

give this film some of the finest backgrounds
a picture ever had.

"Fashion Row"—Metro
Colonial, Indianapolis

STAR—* * * gets off to an elaborate

start, but the windup is far more interest-

ing. For it is in the latter reels of the]

picture that the older sister passes away,
leaving the younger girl to demonstrate what
Miss Murray can really do in the line of

acting.

State, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Dec. 29)

EXAMINER—* * * one of the best pic-

tures in her career. * * *

The variety of setting and costume which
the picture demands, the wild Russian scenes,

the conventional domesticity and finally a

dramatic climax, all hold the attention of

the spectator firmly.

EXPRESS—* * * afford her opportunity
for a wider disolay of ability than many
of her most ardent admirers ever believed

she possessed. * * * The story, while some-
what improbable and sketchily told, holds
interest.
HERALD— * * * Miss Murray's handling

of the scenes in which the sisters appear
together speaks much for her ability and
versatility. * * * The thing most commend-
able about the picture, however, is the smooth-
running interesting story it tells.

RECORD—For this drama is Miss Mur-
ray's best since that Spanish oicture, what
was it?

—"Fascination." * * *

TIMES— * * * perhaps just a little above
the quality of the entertainment that she

proffers in that it affords her real oppor-

tunities for dramatic fireworks.

Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Dazzled by quick action am
glittering luxury, for once the improbabilitj

of it doesn't matter.

INQUIRER—She is at her best as Ole:

and does far much better acting. In thi

role of the younger sister she has tried t<

pattern herself after Lillian Gish. The par
is nt convincing.

The plot of the picture is melodramatii
and romantic to the extreme, but does no
tax the mind to any extent.

NORTH AMERICAN—Without doub
this is about the sanest and most interestini

one of her productions within many months
In it Miss Murray has an excellent chanc

for real acting and she acquits herself nobly
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PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—The
picture holds the interest through every foot.

Continuity and photography are excellent and
the vehicle fits Miss Murray perfectly.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—Mae
Murray demonstrates her amazing versatility

in the dual roles * * * Both characterizations
are clear-cut and marvelously well done.

"Fashion Row" is an absorbing tale * * *

RECORD—"Fashion Row" is entertain-
ing, with many a thrill and numerous ex
amples of splendid photography.

Columbia, Washington
POST—Miss Murray's flair for the ex-

travagant and the exotic sometimes con-
ceals the plain fact that she can perfectly
well act an ordinary human being. The
truth is that she is at her best, so far a c

real value is concerned, when she assume'
a simple, everyday character. * * *

In "Fashion Row" she runs the range o<

her talent by playing two sisters of con
trasting personality.

STAR—"Fashion Row" lias the usua
embellishments which distinguish Mae Mut
ray productions—sumptuous interior settinp?
unbelievably beautiful lighting effects whicl
bring out the fragile loveliness of the star
and gown creations which are startling ii

their originality.

"The Hunchback"—Universal
Tivoli, Toronto

MALL AND EMPIRE—The plot in its

bare outline might be almost that of th<

modern movie. But 'it is distinguished and
removed to a plane of its own by the rich
ness of its setting and by the fullness of
life which it portrays. The casting of the
production is flawless.

"Long Live The King"—Metro
Capitol, Cincinnati

POST—* * * makes much above average
motion picture entertainment.
The chief kick we have is that the film

is too long and that Jackie is overshadowed
by the massive settings.

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—With Jack-
ie Coogan almost any picture will hit the
bull's-eye. Added to the entrancing little

actor the romantic story by Mary Roberts
Rinehart of the mythical Balkan kingdom
of Lavonia, set up in regal grandeur, you
have excellence plus excellence.

TIMES-STAR—While the picture is di-

verting, with many good touches, Mr.
Schertzinger apparently failed to get full

value out of his material. Moreover, he
didn't seem to know when to stop, for he
prolonged the footage beyond the logical
ending * * *

Mary Anderson, Louisville
HERALD—Jackie Coogan again demon-

startes his unusual ability to please and divert
especially the children * * *

TIMES—Pathos, comedy and romance are
delightfully woven into an unusually inter-

esting picture * * *

Capitol, Montreal
'STAR—If the part does not suit him

quite as well as some other characters that
have made him famous, * * * he is, at least,

always interesting and spontaneous, always
a natural and winning youngster. * * *

The picture has been well staged. The
palace scenes are admirable, * * *

"Mile-A-Minute Romeo"—Fox
Rialto, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—* * * if you like him (Tom
Mix) you're sure to like what he does.

Moon, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—* * * a clever pic-

ture * * * There is a good western back-
ground. * * * Lambert Hillyer is respon-
sible for the good direction.

"North of Hudson Bay"—Fox
Majestic, Louisville

HERALD—A production that is replete
with the tang of the frigid north wastes.
It is a gripping picture and one that demon-
strated conclusively the strides Mix has made
in improving his histronis ability.

TIMES—Again the picturesque beauty of
the frozen North is unfolded a story that is

crowded with entertainment, and the theme
is one that gets away from the hackneyed
plot, which should make it appealing to
those whose tastes are a bit jaded along
this line.

"Our Hospitality"—Metro
Delmonte-Rivoli, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * a wonderful
comedy melodrama, in which Keaton is seen
at his very best.

POST-DISPATCH—* * * the best sus-
tained effort of the frozen-faced comedian.
It is not funny all the time, but when
the laughs come, they have behind them
the force of an avalanche of humor.
STAR— It cannot be classified as straight

comedy, for there are heavy moments of
slapstickery. and it is not consistent satire
or burlesque. Nevertheless, it provokes a
smile here, a chuckle there and a guffaw
once in a while, and is, on the whole,
divei ting.

TIMES—Here is an evident refinement
in comedy, a step forward in Keaton's of-

ferings, a comedy with atmosphere, with
plot, and with a reason for being. There
s fun in the 7iatural situations arising from
the story. There is delicious Fun in the
picturization of a railroad journey on the
primitive train of that day.

"Red Lights"—Gold-Cosmop.
Strand, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—Thrills ga-
lore, mystery and romance.
POST—If you crave excitement see "Red

Lights" by all means. It is mystery with-
out bloodshed. The crooks make motions
but they are deflected from their evil ways.
TIMES-STAR—While somewhat over-

dramatic, "Red Lights" provides a nerve-
tingling entertainment.

"The Rendezvous"—Gold.-Cosmop.
California, Los Angeles

,
(Week Ending Dec. 29)

EXAMINER—Despite the merciless cut-
ting room scissors, enough action, charac-
terization and story are left in this film
to make first-rate, very much alive enter-
tainment A few sequences end abruptly,
it is true, and a number of transitions are
a bit shocking in their suddenness. * * *

EXPRESS—Marshall Neilan's real genius
and poetic imagination lightens and makes
a thing of beauty of a grim and terrible
tale that unrolled on the California screen
yesterday. "The Rendezvous" is a creation
of artistic merit and exceptional human
sympathy.
HERALD—While there have been count-

less pictures with mo-e elabobrate settings
and larger casts, it is doubtful if any re-

cent picture has been able to pull at the
heart strings of an audience like this film.

It is a not altogether sad picture. You
will laugh on numerous occasions with Syd-
ney Chaplin.
RECORD—This is one of Neilan's best

pictures. But I think he heedlessly passed
up the opportunity to make it a great pic-

ture by failing to build up to this idea of

the rendezvous of friendship, of love, of

death.
TIMES—* * * Lucille Ricksen. Sydney

Chaplin and Conrad Nagel. * ' * work so
excellently that the picture is worth going
to see on their account. Otherwise it is

uninspired, draggy and trite.

"Reno"—Gold.-Cosmop.
B'way Strand, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Rupert Hughes has writ-

ten and directed an unusual film play *

Decidedly daring and risque in spts. "Reno"
nevertheless brings to light some facts on
the incongruities of America's divorce laws,
* * #

NEWS—* * * drama foremost and pic-
tured commentary on existing divorce con-
ditions * * * If you are satisfied to look
upon "Reno" as merely a diverting melo-
drama, with moments of comedy relief, then
you will enjoy the picture * * *

TIMES—There's a lot of good, sound
teaching in "Reno." Basically it's found-
ed on cold fact * * * Photographically the
picture is perfection itself. It is sensation-
al in its revelations, at times, *

Strand, Louisville
HKRALD—Altho we do not altogether

share the rather far-fetched conclusions of

the author nevertheless it must be admitted
that there is a world of truth in what is

laid graphically before the eyes of the film

fans. Moreover the silver sheet feature is

corking good entertainment and presents
scenes in some instances that are positively

sensational.

Merrill, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—* * * Hughes, who directed

the picture in addition to writing the story,

has satirized it by handling it seriously we
think, for as a result the finished product
is as much overdrawn melodrama as satire.
# # *

"Reno" is the type of picture the average
play goer wants and enjoys.

Rialto, Washington
POST—The plot seems to resemble a

sort of matrimonial hash, * * *

STAR—The actors are most serious in

their performance of roles portraying domestic
tragedies. Doubtless not one incident .in

the play is exaggerated, for it is well known
that such things happen. But there is some-
thing wrong with the story somewhere that

stamps it as mediocre.

"The Shepherd King"—Fox
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—The value of filming a
story of the magnitude of "The Shepherd
King" on the exact sites described in the
Bible can be seen in the matchless natural
atmosphere which surrounds the thrilling dra-
matic action in the film. No studio setting
could approach the historical sites selected
in Egypt and in the Holy Land.
TIMES—The picture is a spectacle, and

ful if there is an equal in the annals of
nlmdom. * * *

In every way "The Shepherd King" is a
great work.

Liberty, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—Massive sets and

impressive mob scenes add to the spectacular
beauty of the picture at every turn. The
interiors of the picture are remarkable
enough, but the active desert scenes, filmed
in the shadows of the pyramids, are' even
more so. Spectacles o* this nature are few
and far between, but "The Shepherd King"
will long be remembered as a great motion
picture.

STAR—"The Shepherd King" is gaudy
rather than gorgeous, and obviously ex-
pensive rather than brilliant in production.

J. Gordon Edwards did it.

TIMES—The picture is a spectacle, and
the massive interior scenes and the desert
views are superb. But that fails to make
of the photo play a convincing story.

Such a picture is long remembered, be-

cause of its spectacular appeal and its Bibli-

cal theme.

"The Silent Command"—L. A.
Sun, Omaha

WORLD-OMAHA—It carries a most in-

teresting story which, for a while, appears
to be simply the adventures of a weakling
officer fascinated by the beautiful feminine
decoy of the enemy. Then it takes an un-
familiar and perfectly satisfying twist.

"Six Cylinder Love"—Fox
Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—There are laughs aplenty
in every cylinder of "Six Cylinder Love,"
which has humor or high horse power and
finishes with a high speed record.
INQUIRER—The play has lost little in

its transference to the screen. * * * is a

comedy in every sense of the word and is

replete with laughs from beginning to end.
The picture has been realistically handled
and none of the laughs are forced. It goes
along in a breezy way, * * *

NORTH AMERICAN—This is a charm-
ing little comedy * * *

Truex is much the same on the screen
as on the stage, and many of the details

of his performance are highly effective.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—* * *

so genuinely funny in its foundation that

it overcomes some ra*her shoddy direction
and an absence of subtlety. Perhaps an
even greater factor in its success is the
work of the four players referred to above.
PUBLIC LEDGEP (EVENING)—The

plot has its weak spots, but there is enough
freshness in the acting to make up for
this lack. We believe that the stage version
was more striking * * *

RECORD—Much of the humor of "Six-
Cylinder Love'' lay in the dialogue and that

was not an easy matter to handle for the
screen. Tn consequence some of the Truex
humor is lost in the "shuffle." * * *

"Stephen Steps Out"—F. P.-L.
Piccadily, Rochester

DEMOCRATCHRONICLE — Our final

expression on "Stephen Steps Out" is that

it consists of finely interwoven threads of

cmedy and melodrama with a gifted young
pantomimist to wind them about the heart

strings.

HERALD—Douglas Fairbanks. " ' is

not bad, but he is in no way startling. On3
feels that any youth of 14 or 15 could do
just about as well. * * *

A rather entertaining picture in which
Theodore Roberts. James O. Barrows and
Harry Myers do fine work.
JOURNAL—* * * an admirable vehici

for introducing Douglas Fairbanks Jr. * * 4
It is extremely light comedy, concerned

with those things that never happen but
which prove highly diverting
TIMES-UNION—* * "to be natural",

and this Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. accom-j
plishes to an admirable degree in his in-

1

terpretation of the title role * * *He both!
looks and acts like the elder Fairbanks * * *

"Her Temporary Husband"—1st Nat'l
Wash. St. Olympia, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—* * * makes up in humo
what it lacks in plausibility. * * *

Sydney Chaplin's acting is as nearlv tech
nically perfect as a comedian's can he.

Park-Mall, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—In three reels, as anl

ordinary slapstick comedy, "Her Temporary]
Husband" would probably cause the audi-
ence to pull down the chandeliers in its

amusement, but six or seven reels of it •

is much too much.
PRESS—* * * a mild stage play made*

into a routine movie comedy which echoes!
the style of Mack Sennett.

Strand, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—We promise you ai

hour of laughter. * * * Added to this is a
light story which has a bit of drama, mystery!
and comedy.

Metropolitan, Washington
POST—* * * a lengthy and lively cinema

comedy of situation ,in which mistaken iden-
tities, an effort to defeat the proviso of i

an eccentric's will and much slapstick pro-
vide the hilarity. * * * Excitement and fun

jthere are a-plenty, and good acting, too, I

but Mr. Chaplin's performance is not par-
ticularly noteworthy.
STAR—It is one of the funniest pictures,

with really clever comedy situations and
sub-titles, that has been shown in Washing-
ton. Audiences packed the theater to capaci- I

ty and laughed and shrieked over it yes-
terday afternon and evening.

"Twenty-One"—1st Nat'l
Allen, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—It is indeed a picture
which will amuse you, and after you have
seen it you will say that it's quite unworthy
of Barthelmess' talents .

"Twenty-One" is filled with situations in-
tended to "get to" you * * *

Whatever there is against it ,it is well
made, and it will entertain you.

PRESS—But it is only fair to say that
Julian, as played by Barthelmess, is a like-

able youth and the other actors, for the most
part, do their best with the material they
have to work with.

Madison, Detroit
FREE PRESS—The closing reels border

on melodrama, but Richard acquits him-
self manfully, * * * interesting, even if

it is not to be compared with many of
this young star's releases of other years.

TIMES—If Dick Barthelmess would only
stick to stories like "Twenty-one," * * *

he would make his fortune—maybe not. in
dollars and cents but, surely, in popularity.

"Twenty-one" is a nice combination of
romance and melodrama—two ingredients you
seldom find well mixed on the screen.

Additional newspaper reviews will

appear in Monday's issue of THE
FILM DAILY.

$uttimber



The producer's care is justified; the audience

is pleased—when the print is on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

—because it carries quality through to the

screen.

Look for "Eastman" and "Kodak''—stenciled

in black letters in the transparent margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



It has had Broadway, N. Y
shaking; all week—

N. Y. Evening World:

"If you enjoy a good, hearty, gen-

uine laugh go see 'Her Temporary

Husband.' You'll laugh even hard-

er than you thought you would."

N. 1". Times:

"Sydney Chaplin's efforts in 'Her

Temporary Husband' filled the thea-

tre with gales of laughter and con-

stant chuckles, and the situations in

it are enough to wring laughter from

a most ascetic individual."

just as it will shake

any Broadway or Main
Street in the world

—

because the
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., presentation

HER TEMPORARY

HUSBAND"

N. Y. Tribune:

" 'Her Temporary Husband' among

funniest of comedies. Do not miss

it, whatever you do. The picture is

one of the most arresting comedies

it has ever been our good fortune

to see."

Photo.—S. E. Landers & Perry Evans

Settings designed by Milton Menasco

Edited by Edward McDerm^*

Titled by Harvey Thew

by Edward A. Paulton with
Sydney Chaplin, Owen Moore, Sylvia Breamer

Directed by John McDermott

is the funniest darn 7 spools

of side-splitting fun you
have ever screened.

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
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BUSINESS
By DANNY

This is the show business.

Not just the picture business.

There is a difference. A big dif-

ference. And the men who fail

to recognize this may as well be

!
tagged dumb Dora's now as any

"time. Before the millions of

fans knew all about pictures

—

well, it was different. Today

they do. So you have to be a

I showman to get the money in

the till. And lay off buying red

ink.
So exploitation has come in-

to its own. Because this is a

show business. That's one

reason why the new Hodkinson
organization may go a long

way. John Flinn is there. And
if you don't know what start-

ed "The Covered Wagon" on

its big money making career

you should. It was Flinn.

How Famous ever let him get

away is still a secret. This is

sure. They never should have.

And there are others beside Flinn.

Who know this exploitation business

from the ground up. Little pictures

which get over in a big way have

proven that time and again. Have
the Warner's—with all their preten-

tious pictures of this season—put

any of them over as they did "School-

days" or "Why Girls Leave Home?"
They have been too busy making big

pictures. To put over the little ones.

Look at "The Third Alarm" and
wonder where the business came
from. And get back of the scenery

and see exploitation. Nothing else.

Good pictures minus exploi-

tation will always do a cer-

tain volume of business. But
good pictures plus exploita-

tion. And boy, there's a mint.

That's why First National is

stepping along. The exploi-

tation work on "Flaming
Youth" and "Black Oxen" is

making such a fuss that

people believe they are great
attractions regardless of the

actual product. Look at "Pon-
jola" for your answer. Not
much of a picture. Produc-
tion values messy. Cast un-
important. But did it do
business. I'll tell the world
it did. Why?

Exploitation

"Mabel Normand in 'The Extra Girl' is one of the greatest laugh-pro-

vokers of all time," declares the Denver Post. It's a Mack Sennett pro-

duction distributed by Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Questionnaire
THE FILM DAILY has just completed an investigation

which, through several hundred theaters, reached several thou-

sand patrons of the higher class of intelligence.

The questionnaire was as follows

:

What admission should be charged in a first class

theater?

What type of picture do you most prefer? Give

title.

Do you prefer a show of one long feature or a feat-

ure of shorter length together with news weekly, com-

edy, etc.?

Have the quality of pictures advanced or are they

at a standstill?

Are feature pictures too long?

Do you think the average picture exercises a good

or bad moral effect upon the community?
What type of short subject do you most prefer?

Of the features you have seen lately what three

did you like best?

Of the short subjects you have seen lately what

three did you like best?

Exhibitors in both large and small cities were requested to

(Continued on Page 4)

Serious Situation
Among State Righters Admitted

—

"Broke" Says One Operator of

Average General Field Conditions

"The state right market is broke,"
said a prominent operator in that

field on Saturday. "And if you think
this is pleasing to those of us who
have fortunes invested you're making
a mistake. The question is: what
can we do about it?"

When this was put up to several

men in the state right field various

remedies were suggested. One was
that the new organization of Inde-
pendents would be able to furnish a

lot of aid if the members would work
together.

"The new organization offers the

only aid there is," said one state

righter." Unless we can work out

these problems there will be fewer
and fewer operators next year. And
so on down the course of time.

"There are fewer concerns
doing business in the state right

field today than ever in the his-

tory of the business. They are

being driven out every day. The
(.Continued on Page 2)

Educators Discuss School Films

A two day conference in which ed-

ucators from various parts of the

country discussed the production of

school films with a committee of the

Hays organization was terminated on
Saturday. Eventually, some member
company of the Hays group will make
pictures for schoolroom use. Just

when is doubtful at the moment and
is dependent entirely on the decisions

reached by the educators as to the

correct lines to follow in production.

Unger Installed as President

Joe Unger was installed as presi-

dent of the F. I. L. M. Club at a

private dinner held at the Biltmore on
Saturday night. About fifty ex-

changemen attended.

Stinnes Enters Films
German Financial Power Will Pay

Particular Attention to Russia

and Baltic States

Hugo Stinnes, the German indus-

trialist has entered the motion pic-

ture business, according to a copy-

righted wireless dispatch to the New
York Times from Berlin

Stinnes is known to have large

financial interests in Russia and it is

in that country and the neighboring

Baltic states that he will specialize.

(Continued on Page 2)
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Stinnes Enters Films
(.Continued from Page 1)

The company is known as Westfihn.
The business managers of it are

Waldimir Wengeroff of the Wenger-
off Film Co., who is a Russian; Dr.
Rudolf Becker and Leo Bagrow, the

latter a member of Stinnes' central

organization.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

QjVm fHi pEKCE

Juvenile
COMEDY-

C&ducatlonaf (rictuxjuJ

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions fcatin

Ge0tfS»o^00\s*>* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

UttMotfflm

$ut timber

FOR SALE
Moy Camera, A-l condition,
two magazines $150.

LOUIS SEEL
301 Candler Building

220 W. 42nd St. N. Y. C.
Chickering 1994

Fund Totals $86
E. M. Saunders of Metro has

contributed $25 to the fund of

$100 needed to make the New
Year a happy one for a film

man whose little daughter is

now in a foreign land while
her father yearns for her pres-
ence. Contributions to date
total $86 as follows:

A. S. Aronson $5
David Bader 5

J. C. Barnstyn 6
H. H. Buxbaum 5

Milton Cohen 5

Danny 5

R. L. Giffen 10

Millard Johnson 5

A. J. McCosker 5

E. M. Saunders 25
Sig Schlager 5

Anonymous 5

Total $86

Serious Situation
(Continued from Page 1)

market is tightening. In a few
years—unless something hap-
pens to check it—the so-called

independent producer will be
frozen out of business."

This was admitted: the chief cause
for so many failures in the field is

lack of capital. This plus the high
cost of operating, causes the trouble.

Print costs, as pointed out in Satur-

days issue, also is a problem.

Fred Cubberly, one of the clever-

est operators in the state right field,

declared on Saturday that it costs him
40 per cent for distribution in his

territory doing a business of $5,000
a week which he claimed was more
than several old line concerns did in

the same district. "And after going
over the books," he said, "having
done as much business as we normal-
ly can expect in our territory, we find

we made no money in 1923. And we
have ample capital. If, under these
conditions, we find it difficult to op-
erate, what about the man who hasn't

the capital?"

One of the remedies pointed out

was a further development in each
territory of the plan effected in New
England where a half dozen state

right operators got together to re-

duce operating and other costs.

Whether this can be done through the
new organization is a question.

On Broadway
Astor—"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame"

Broadway—"Anna Christie."

Brooklyn Strand

—

"Boy of Mine"
Cameo—"Through The Dark"
Capitol—"Reno"
Central—"The Courtship of Myles

Standish"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments".
Cosmopolitan—"The Great White
Way"

Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
Forty-Fourth Street—"Scaramouche"
Loew's New York—Today—"Call of

the Canyon"
Tuesday—"Innocence"
Wednesday— ' 'Long Live The

King'
Thursday—"Temple of Venus"
Friday—"Times Have Changed"
and "Shifting Sands"

Saturday—"Age of Desire"
Lyric—"The White Sister"
Rialto

—"West of the Water Tower"
Rivoli—"Pleasure Mad"
Strand—"Black Oxen"

Next Week
Astor—"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame"

Broadway

—

Not yet determined
Brooklyn Strand—"Her Temporary
Husband"

Cameo—"Through The Dark"
Capitol—"Under The Red Robe"
Central—"The Courtship of Myles

Standish"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"The Great White
Way"

Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
Forty-Fourth Street—"Scaramouche"
Lyric—"The White Sister"
Rialto—Not yet determined
Rivoli—Not yet determined
Strand—"Black Oxen"

Out of Distinctive

Jetta Goudal states that she has
terminated her connection with Dis-
tinctive. Contrary to report, she has
not gone to the coast to accept an-
other engagement.

House Peters Here
House Peters is in town from the

coast. At the Algonquin.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales M«r.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

LOUIS MEYER

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS.

251 \^EST
19™ STREET

W^VTK,Ir>lS
7620-7461

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

animated films
^rt Titles

LEADERS & TRAILERS

gS3»AlB
145 W. 45. ST. N.Y. BRYANT 6796

STOP!

THE FIRE PATROL
is coming

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows

I am in the market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris Film Exchange
JOHN J. IRIS

Phone- 729 -7th Ave. N. Y.
Bryant 3377

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

#feSL-..

Lee-Bradford Corporation

Presents

WHO'S CHEATING?

Featuring

Dorothy Chappell

Ralph Kellard

Zena Keefe

Montague Love

William H. Tooker

Marie Brice

A 1924 Release
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Again Universal Rings The Bell!

ID you ever try to tell someone
how good anything was and find

yourself simply lost at sea with-

out half enough of the right kind of
words to express your enthusiasm?

That's how I feel about "Sporting
Youth," the newest gem from Universal

City!

Time after time, season after season,

but especially this season the Universal

has been hitting the bull's-eye and ring-

ing the bell, until I thought—and maybe
you thought—we could not keep it up.

But now comes "Sporting Youth" to cap

the climax!

It is dazzling!

It is a constant whizzing succession of

love, drama, comedy, love, drama, comedy
and then love . . . drama . . . comedy.

It will make you laugh. It will give

you a thrill. It will stir up all the ro-

mance of your heart and soul and just

when you are getting tender at the throat

and dewy-eyed, it will rock you off your

chair with another darn fool situation

and another laugh.

I wish I could get that combination

into every picture Universal makes. It

would be a marvel. But no company on
earth can produce such pictures as"Sport-

ing Youth" every crack out of the box.

Dazzling! That's the word ! Every foot

of it is dazzling. Reginald Denny's work,

Laura LaPlante's work, the whole cast's

work— and then Harry Pollard's direct-

ing—-dazzling, simply dazzling, nothing

less!

You know what your people like. You
know what sends them out of your
theatre with that cheered-up look. You
know how you look for this indefinable

something in every picture you buy. Well,
take my word for it, it's here in "Sport-

ing Youth," it's in every reel and it will

make you play a repeat engagement whether

you ever repeated a picture in your life or not!

You think you have seen speed pic-

tures, but you can't know the half of it

until you have seen "Sporting Youth."

You think you have seen love stories, but

you never met Cupid on the screen until

"Sporting Youth" arrived. You think

you have been thrilled, but your heart

never leaped to your throat as it will leap

when you get your first taste of the road

race in "Sporting Youth."

Gentlemen, you've got a feast coming

and it's a Universal. Fifteen thousand

exhibitors now claim to be the original

discoverers of the fact that "Universal

has the pictures." The more the merrier!

Don't let the handsome Universal sales-

get away from you until you have

;d him to let you have "Sporti

man get away iruui yui

begged him to let you

Youth."

:ing

^a^6^X^^-^u^. President

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORPORATION
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Thieves Get $575 At Jefferson
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Bandits cracked the safe
of the Jefferson and made away with
$575.

LOOK!

THE FIRE PATROL
is coming

Ask T. E. Chadwick—He Knows

ETTfl

ADollar

Coin
Jingles
pretty
in the
CashBox

But
what kind
of a tune
does

Questionnaire
(Continued from Page 1)

either forward this questionnaire or to furnish to this publication
the names of about 25 individuals from their mailing list; these

names to be of patrons of a higher class of intelligence such as

ministers, college professors, business executives, club women of

importance, etc.

The result of this investigation has proven far greater than
the editors had anticipated. Work of compilation of the opinions

is now under way and within a few days it is hoped to announce
when the first of a series of articles based upon the results of the
investigation, will be published.

Newspaper Opinions
Additional newspaper reviews, lo-

cal and out-of-town will be found
below:

New York
"The Great White Way"—Gold-Cos.

Cosmopolitan

AMERICAN—Take a tip from us and
do not miss it.

DAILY NEWS—I was going to say the
film had been devised mainly for the out-

lander, but that's not really so ; since the
Bronx probably believes more truly in the
romance of Broadway, than, say, Phoenix,
Ariz. It does move swiftly, and has plenty
to say in a snappy way.

EVENING JOURNAL—Thert is a thrill-

ing plot, and there are a great many in-

teresting features.

EVENING WORLD—The picture as a
story has everything in it save the sinking
of a battleship. * * * We believe "The
Great White Way" will prove rather in-

teresting and satisfying to those folks who
revel in Eden Musees and like to watch
the wheels go 'round.

MAIL—Like the musical comedy the film

is weak in plot and strong in incidents which
have no connection with the story, yet when
combined produce a thoroughly enjoyable
and unique screen play. * * * this picture
is destined to remain at the Cosmopolitan
longer than any of its predecessors at that
theatre.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* » * there
is a genuine old-time melodrama plot to

it. * * * The scenario is just what the
picture calls for, sheer melodrama in most
ambitious settings. Mr. Hopper handled his

scenes with entire efficiency and brings out
all possible effects. The story is not diffi-

cult to follow.

POST—* * * although one doubts that

a series of Gotham news events vieing with
a fairly interesting story will have great
appeal when roaming far from Broadway,
yet other cities and towns may be curious.

SUN—"The Great White Way" ought to

be as popular as Luis Angel Firpo in Buenos
Aires. The film ittles by H. C. Witwer, from
whose story the moving picture was adapted,
brought roars of laughter from the audience.
* * * Big moments abound in the story.

TELEGRAM—This is the most illumin-

ating film of the gay life in New York
that has ever been made, and it has been
made with overwhelming extravagance and
unfailing dramatic power.

TIMES—It is a film entertainment and
one which will have difficulty in keeping
the crowds away from the box office, but
it marks no progress for motion picture
direction or for acting. * * * Undoubtedly
it will have its appeal in the well known
persons who are in the production, and
not in the narrative.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It is said to
have cost $700,000, but doesn't look it.

But outside Times Square the natives
should love it. * * *

There's enough action dragged into the
story to keep it lively. While the picture,
as a whole, is an oddity, if not a freak in
its way, the numerous introduction of per-
sonages other than the principals should
make this a go anywhere.

TRIBUNE—* * • for it is one of the
most entertaining pictures we have seen
in some time. * * * Anita Stewart seemed
to be better than she ever has been before.

WORLD—Stripped of its irrelevant epi-

sodes at the outset, in which "many cele-

brated newspaper writers and artists" are
pictured at work and at play. "The Great
White Way" is a first rate film comedy of
Broadway life. * * *

We have never seen Miss Anita Stewart
either so charming or so effective in emo-
tional scenes as. she appears in this picture.

Elsewhere
"The Song of Love"—1st Nat'l

Eastman, Rochester

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE— But now
she has gone in for desert things ; and, try

as much as we will, we cannot reconcile
the scantily garbed dancing girl of Algiers
with the queenliest among American screen
actresses. So much for personal opinion.
What as to Norma's ability to interpret

a new role? She is as capable as ever,
giving a convincing portrayal, especially in

emotional scenes. She dances a bit, rather
well too ; rides a horse, or else a double
does it for her with remarkable ability.

In fact, so far as cast and settings are
concerned, the production is of the same fin-

ished excellence we have become accustomed
to expect * * *

"Thundering Dawn"—Universal
Apollo, Indianapolis

STAR—Kerrigan and Miss Nilsson are
skilled performers and do very well with
parts that were fashioned for no rhyme nor
reason. Anna Mae Wong is excellent as

a seductive little Japanese and the rest of

the cast is capable enough. Garson has
fashioned a very realistic typhoon scene and
the rain is good enough to boost the sales

of the umbrella peddler on the street outside.

"The Thrill Chaser"—Universal
World, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—It is a fine comedy
picture with the star at his best in * * *

THEYTOOK EVERYTHING
YOU P055E55ED

New Hampshire Bans Normand
The M. P. T. O. of New Hamp-

shire has barred out from that state

all pictures in which Mabel Normand
appears. Similar action is looked for

in Ohio. The Women's Federation
of Canada has asked the Canadian
Government to instruct censorship
boards in the Dominion to bar Nor-
mand and Edna Purviance films.

Sets Destroyed by Fire

Universal was advised by wire on
Saturday that the sets erected for

"The Inheritors" and "Love Insur-

ance" were destroyed by fire on Fri-

day. They had been built on what is

known as the back ranch stages at

"U" Citv. The loss was estimated at

$250,000.

Pearson Off for Palm Beach
Elmer R. Pearson of Pathe left

Friday for a vacation in Palm Beach.

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
tfALL THE WORLD

Hetjaotjlan

$ut&j5unbcr

LISTEN!

THE FIRE PATROL
is coming

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows
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JOHN GOLDEN
Presents

To the Moving Picture Producers of America

"A CLEAN, HAPPY and PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR"

Staged by

WINCHELL SMITH
and

desires to advise them that the picture rights to

4th year in New York, etc.

Now in San Francisco

T H AN K -

U

CHICKEN FEED

7th HEAVEN

Now in Philadelphia

Now in its 5th month N. Y. City

Now in its 2d year, N. Y. City

are

LIGHTNIN'
One year in New York, etc.

NOT SOLD
Offers for any one or all of these plays will

be respectfully considered.

<gr_ — <gr
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LAEMMLE
By DANNY

Forty years ago on a bleak and

cheerless February day there landed

in New York an undersized, under-

fed, shy lad from Laubheim. The
sky line of New York wasn't so

thrilling then. But it was enough to

make him wonder. As compared to

the little German village in which he

had spent his early years. New York
was a thrill. A real thrill.

The big city, with its rush, its

noise, its lack of acquaintances did

not hold him long. He went to the

Mid-West and located in Oshkosh.
It was quieter there. More like

Laubheim. And there as he grew
older he became more confident. He
was in the clothing business. But

he wanted to get out of it. And did.

Through the influence of R. H.

"Bob" Cochrane. That was 17

years ago. Cochrane's inspiration

lead Laemmle to motion pictures. He
has been there' since.

And how he has' been there!

First running a little theater;

then a larger one. Then, be-

cause of difficulties in obtain-

ing film from the Trust he
went into production. And
fought the Trust tooth and
nail. Right through the Su-
preme Court. And won.

And this victory should not

be discounted. It led to the

open market. It led to inde-

pendence—to a square chance
for all. Every producer—ex-

cepting Pathe and Vitagraph
—owes much to this little man

—

little only in physical structure.

For he is mighty big in many
other ways.

This is sure—he's big enough
to fight. And he has an unhap-

py knack of dropping his hat

in the ring without warning.
As some gentlemen know.
And he shoots square.

Of course he's a bit older now.

But he's still shy. And retiring. So
that's why his boys. Led by Coch-
rane. Are putting up a celebration

month for Laemmle. In February.

To make him feel good.
Well, he deserves it. There isn't

any doubt about that. And here's

hoping he lives to see a lot more
Februaries. And all the other

months.

Ben Blumenthal Sailing

Ben Blumenthal of Export and
Import sails for Europe on the

George Washington Saturday.

"Charles Ray is an artist, an actor of fine appeal, and 'The Court-

ship of Myles Standish' is exceedingly fine," said F. Mordaunt Hall in the

New York Times. "The Courtship" is distributed by Associated Exhibitors.

—Advt.

Drop Group Selling
Warners' To Sell One Picture At a

Time Next Year—Twenty Pro-
ductions Planned

The Warners' will drop group
bookings for the 1924-1925 season

and sell all of their pictures on an

individual basis: At present, the cur-

rent pictures -are, being
,
handled in

groups of six.

Harry M. Warner is lining up.

story material for v rujxt season.

Twenty pictures w'ill
" 'be .produced

and of that number 'Ernest 'Lubitsch

will direct two and perhaps three..

As noted, his next will be based on'

(Continued on Page 4)

Hays Arrives On Coast

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Will H. Hays de-

clared yesterday that his visit here

was his annual one and that he was

here to check up on the industry. The
elimination of waste and the establish-

ment of sound business principles

were his chief concern, he said.

Deny Ruining Joel
Famous Players Hopes to Disprove

Forcing Lakeland, Fla. Exhibitor
Out of Business

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jacksonville—The attorneys for

Famous Players state they are pre-

pared to disprove the contention of

the Federal Trade Commission that

L. D. Joel, at present manager of,

the Casino here, was ruined by;

Southern Enterprises, Inc. when he;

operated a theater at Lakeland.

Bruce Bromley, of counsel for the

respondents, declares he has secured

a large number of witnesses to bear

(Continued on Page 4)

McConville in Town
Bernard McConville, supervis

Predicts Rise In Goldwyn

The financial editor of the Mail said

yesterday: "New stock market spon-

sorship for Goldwyn Pictures has

been arranged, according to reliable

information. Accumulation for the

new interests has begun and higher

prices are talked.

E. J. Smith With F. B. O.

Edwin J. Smith, foi mer general

production at Universal City, arrived i sales manager for Universal, has join

£, w,n vPstPrdav. ' ed F. B. O. in an executive capacity
in town yesterday.

New T. O. G. G. Plan
To Be Discussed at Meeting Friday

—

May Placate Dissatisfied Ele-
ments in Organization

:A special meeting of the T. O. C.

C. has been called at the Astor for

Friday at which time Ch ar ' c s ,
L.

O'Reilly is expected to,' announce ide-

tails of a new plan 'which will change
the. workings of the organization

along expanded lines and which, it

is figured, will serve to smoothen the

ruffled feelings of the dissatisfied ele-

ments in the. organization.

O'Reilly continues to rnaintain si-

lence relative to the undercurrent of

gossip in local film circles which has
arisen over the resignations from the

Chamber. He isknown to feel how-
ever, that the talk of a disrupted or-

ganization has been prompted by a

group that is plaiying politics and
'that the T. O. C. C. does not. face

disorganization, as has often .been

reported. '.'• i

Klein Handling "Armaggedon"
"Armaggedon,'.' a five reeler, owned

by the British Government is in New
York. Edward L. Klein will arrange
distribution for the picture which
deals with the campaign of Lord Al-

lenby in Syria and Jerusalem during
the World War. The picture has ex-

cited unusual interest in England
where it recently completed a long
run at the Tivoli theater.

Klein will show the picture before

the Army and Navy Club on Satur-

day night and later will take it to

Washington to screen it for the War
College. . ,

Rowland Leaves

Richard A. Rowland and Mrs.
Rowland left for. the coast yesterday.

They will pick up Sam Katz in Chi-

catro and together they will travel to

Hollywood.

Fox, Gculding to Coast

William Fox; expects to leave tot

the coast about Feb. 1.

Edmund Goulding will go to Hol-

lywood about the same time.

Admission Prices
"What admission should be

charged in a first class theater?

Excerpts from letters of

several thousand fans, reached

through several hundred the-

aters, in answer to this ques-

tion will appear in tomorrow's

issue of THE FILM DAILY.
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Al Kahn Here
Al Kahn, distributor for Warners in

the Kansas City and Omaha terri-

tories, is in town.

(T~<§diicationctl 6\ctut£) \

&ann
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V^°* r 220 West 42nd St.

G*
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MADGE BELLAMY
is in

THE FIRE PATROL
So are 10 Other Big Stars

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows

A Newspaper and a Lawsuit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Helena, Mont.—Under the caption
of "Jim Bridger's Reputation," the
Helena Independent says in part:

"Virginia Bridger Hahn of Kansas
City, daughter of the famous plains-
man and guide, "Jim" Bridger, has
brought a suit for $1,000,000 against
the motion picture company which
produced 'The Covered Wagon,'
claiming damages because the old
man is pictured as drinking whiskey
and flirting with a couple of squaws.
* * * She wants a million dollars
because the producers did not pin
a white ribbon in the button-hole of

Jim Bridger's buckskin jacket and
put a Gideon's Bible in his hip pocket
instead of a flask of Jamaica rum.
"The Independent has no desire

to prejudice the case and keep the
woman and her attorney from di-

viding the million dollars, but if any-
one is guilty of libel against the mem-
ory of Old Jim Bridger, it is Mrs.
Virginia Bridger Hahn and her Kan-
sas City lawyer. It is a libel on
the memory of any plainsman to al-

lege, even in a court complaint, that
he did not have guts enough to drink
raw red liquor and pinch the volup-
tuous squaws until blushes showed
through their well smoked skins and
their breath came hot and fast."

Fears Loss of Ocean Park House
Press dispatches from Ocean Park,

Cal. report the loss by fire of several

theaters there on Sunday. Irving M.
Lesser of West Coast Theaters, Inc.,

stated yesterday that, although no
word had been received he was rea-

sonably certain that the Dome had
been destroyed inasmuch as it was
built on Pickering pier, reported lost.

The Dome had 2,000 seats and had
been recently remodeled at a cost

of $140,000. Lesser also stated he
could not see how Jim Sams' theater,

the Rosemary, escaped the flames.

West Coast also operates the La
Petite in Ocean Park.

Consolidated Stockholders Meet
(SptcM te THE FILM DAILY)

Terre Haute, Ind.—Several hundred
Wabash valley stockholders of the

Consolidated Realty and Theaters
Company at a meeting at the Liberty
theater formed a stockholders' organ-
ization. The officers are W. G. San-
ord, president, and W. A. Elliott, sec-

retary-treasurer. A committee of

three. William Blocksom, R. J. Col-
lier and Elmer Levering, was appoint-

ed to represent this district at the

meeting of the corporation Feb. 7,

which Fred A. Sims, receiver, has
scheduled in Indianapolis.

Schedule Filed

American Releasing Corp. has filed

a bankruptcy schedule, listing liabili-

ties at $334,000 and assets at $75,462.

The principal creditors are: A. S.

Kinografen, Copenhagen, Denmark,
$5,000; A. B. Le Mats Filmbyra,
Stockholm, Sweden, $5,000; Quality
Features, Ltd., N. Sydney, Australia,

$9,380; Wardour Films, Ltd., Lon-
don, $57,500; Walker Pictures, Lon-
don, $5,592; Rosette & Deutch, New
York, $2,750 and Standard Engrav-
ing, New York, $7,908.

Another Objection
Texas Exhibitor Attacks Statement

That Exhibitor Loses On Only
Three Films Yearly

H. A. Cole of Cole Bros, who oper-
ate the Grand theater at Marshall,
Tex. takes exception to the statement
attributed to "a prominent exhibitor
of the Middle West" who declared in

a recent issue that the average exhibi-

tor does not lose money on three

pictures a year. Cole says:

"I am rather surprised that you quoted
this statement so prominently, giving it the
unearned dignity of being accepted as even
possibly true.

"It is possible that he is referring only
to those houses that run a picture a week
or more. I personally do not run a house
of that kind, nor am I familiar with the
business of that class enough to deny his

conclusion. But I do not see where he
gets the right to call this class the average
exhibitor.

"So far as the rest of us are concerned-

—

the more than 90% OI houses, who run
a picture one, two, or three days—his state-

ment is so ridiculous that it hardly needs
denial to one who is at all familiar with
the business. Even in the best of years,
when business was fine and profits big, there
were few houses in our class that did not
show a loss on more than the three pic-

tures to which he refers.

"And as to the last two or three years

—

I wonder how he would explain the houses
closed and out of business (between 50 and
100 in this State alone); the changes and
transfers in ownership (practically every one
at a loss) ; and the dozens of business state-

ments I have seen and verified, showing
a loss not on a particular picture, but on
an entire year's business?

"I don't make a practice of answering
articles, but such a statement, made in so
prominent a paper as yours, might possibly
be accepted by some who do not know the
facts."

'

Many Favor Sunday Movies

Resolutions in support of permit-
ting Sunday amusements in Jersey
City were adopted at three mass
meetings in theaters last night. About
5,000 persons favored the resolutions.

Speakers declared the "blue laws"
were absolute, and that closing of

motion picture theaters, Sunday con-
certs and similar amusements was in-

fringement of personal liberty. No
Sunday amusements are permitted in

Jersey City.

World Film Rights to

"BLOSSOM TIME"1
Original Story of

"Dreimaderl Haus"
Apply to MARY FORREST
1452 Broadway, Tel. 1944 Bryant

Lee-Bradford Corporation

Presents

VENUS OF.THE
SOUTH SEAS

Featuring

Annette Kellerman

A 1924 Release

HAL ROACH'S
DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy"" — (Sj~=: *

—
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HAVE JUST CLOSED FIRST WEEKS ENGAGEMENT LOEWS STATE
LOS ANGELES FLAMING YOUTH BLACK OXEN WARFIELD SAN
FRANCISCO AND BOTH PICTURES HAVE SMASHED EVERY
KNOWN RECORD FOR BOTH HOUSES STOP AM COMPELLED
IN JUSTICE TO TREMENDOUS BUSINESS TO HOLD BOTH PIC-
TURES OVER FOR SECOND WEEK THIS BEING THE FIRST TIME
WE HAVE EVER HELD A PICTURE OVER TWO WEEKS AT
LOEWS STATE AND SECOND TIME AT LOEWS WARFIELD FLAM-
ING YOUTH HAVING ESTABLISHED THE PRECEDENT IN FRISCO
STOP I WANT TO CONGRATULATE FIRST NATIONAL ON WHAT
ARE BOUND TO BE THE TWO OUTSTANDING BOX OFFICE AT-
TRACTIONS OF THE YEAR

WEST COAST THEATRES INC

HARRY ARTHUR GENL MGR
930AM

Oh! man!
It's a gift to pick
em as we do A FIRST

NATIONAL
PICTURE
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New Yorkers at Palm Beach
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Palm Beach. Fla.—Elmer Pearson,
Earl Hammons and John W. Noble,
with their respective- wives are here
from New York.

$ut gteunber

cMadeTamovs By

8.000.000
Copies of the

tybRLD-BelovedJong.
THEATRE ^°RS

Corp. pre«
c

Picture^
Gaston Glass \ Cms.

K

Harris

T4iriam Cooper \dALim1mGERMJj

!Am>ersonPicture Corp.
723 -Seventhaye. n.y.c-

— F'3.O. Exchanges —

Deny Ruining Joel
(.Continued from Page 1)

out his defense. He expects to
prove by them that the ruin of Joel
claimed by the Government was a
result of the war that Joel himself
started on the respondent corpora-
tion rather than from any act on the
part of Southern Enterprises, Inc.

It is charged by the Commission,
however, that at the time of the al-

leged acts, there were two picture
theaters in Lakeland, one operated
by Joel and the other by B. B. Gar-
ner and that Southern Enterprises,
Inc. purchased a fifty per cent inter-

est in Garner's house and started a
price cutting war for the express
purpose of putting Joel out of the
running.

Blaney Returning East

Charles E. Blaney is expected back
from the coast in about a week to
start work on "The Unwanted Wife"
for Yitagraph release. ' Several sets

for "One law for Woman," another
Blaney film, were destroyed at the
Universal City fire last week. Mil-
dred Harris will appear in the new
picture.

Liebe Here with Picture

Hapsburg Liebe is here from Or-
lando, Fla., where he produced "The
Burned Crucifix," starring Ann For-
rest. Lem.F. Kennedy has been en-
gaged to direct four productions in

Florida for Liebe. The 'title of the
first will be "Behold The Woman."

"Scaramouche" Closes in Two Weeks
"Scaramouche" will close its' run at

the Forty-fourth Street theater on
Jan. 19. On Feb. 21 "America," the
new Griffith picture, opens at that
theaters No arrangement has been
made for an attraction there in the
intervening period.

Deny Purchase of Newman
Harold B. Franklin yesterday de-

nied a report emanating from the
Middle West that Famous had pur-
chased the Newman, Kansas City.

Gus Schlesinger in Hospital

Gus Schlesinger, foreign manager
of Warners' is in the 5th Ave. Hospi-
tal undergoing a minor operation.

Banned in Two More Cities

Hartford. Conn, and Evansville,

Ind. have banned Mabel Normand
films.

JOHNNY HARR0N
is in

THE FIRE PATROL
So are 10 Other Big Stars

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows

SPACE WANTED
Small office and cutting room,
Times Square district. Willing
to divide or sublease. State

price. Apply P. O. Box 73, Wall
St. Station, N. Y. C.

Drop Group Selling
{Continued from Page 1)

the opera, "Manon Lescaut." Al-
though no mention has been made of

"Deburau," it is understood that the
Guitry play will be one of the im-
portant pictures on the 1924-1925
schedule. The original plan provided
that the play was to be made after

the 18 releases for the current season
had been completed.

To Europe on Distribution

Abe Warner leaves for Europe on
Saturday aboard the Majestic to ar-

range for a permanent distribution

outlet in England, effective with the

1924-1925 product.

John D. Tippett sails on the same
boat.

Suing Urban for $25,000
An action of Paul H. Berger

against'Urban M. P. Industries filed

in Westchester County has been
transferred to New York County.
Berger is suing for $25,000 alleging

breach of contract. He claims he was
engaged as a mechanical engineer at

$200 weekly but was discharged last

December. Urban has been ordered
to testify when the case comes up
for trial.

Lachmann Returns

Marc Lachmann, who has been in

London putting over "The Hunch-
back," arrives in New York this

morning aboard the Majestic. His
Universal comrades are staging a

rousing welcome for him in appreci-

ation of the record he set in ex-
ploiting the picture.

Newark Fight on Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Newark, N. J.—Opponents of Sun-
day shows are threatening Director

of Public Safety Brennan with arrest

unless he stops Sunday performances
at the Weequahic "theater, the only
neighborhood house in the city with

Sundav shows.

Goes to Coast

Flora Le Breton, well known Eng-
lish film star, left for the Coast yes-

terday. Mail can be addressed to

Miss Le Breton, care of the Holly-
wood office of THE FILM DAILY.

Shipping Clerk Wanted
Experienced shipping clerk and pack-
er wanted in export department of

large distributor. Must understand ex-

port shipping requirements of films

and accessories. Mention fully ex-

perience and give list of references.

Address Box M-7 FILM DAILY.
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

America, inc.
7Z9-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI5B

The Mackler Process

WE PROCESSED" AND TREATED
"THE GREAT WHITE WAV

WHY? ASK THOSE WHO USE IT.

TMEYTOOK tVERYTIilNG
YOU P055E55ED

Phone—Beekman 9091

SEAL, SEBVMX

119 Fulton St., N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRT

URATIZ
YOUR FILM

PROTECTOR C
220 WEST 42^ STREET

NEW YORK
PHONE

CHICKERINC ALLAN A.L0WNES
2937 PRES.
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Harding Memorial
dustry's Contribution of $10,000

Raised Quickly at Luncheon

—

Schwab and Brisbane Speak

Executives of importance in the

oducing and distributing end of the

siness donated $10,000 yesterday to

; Harding Memorial as part of the

50,000 quota being raised in New
>rk by Charles M. Schwab.

Mr. Schwab and Arthur Brisbane
ire the only speakers, but their

ks were well worth going a long

ty to hear. Both were in excellent

rm and their quips and stories were
stly enjoyed. Schwab teased

isbane for developing as a movie
tor at his age and time of life and
risbane got back at Schwab for sug-

:sting to him that he (Brisbane)
ly rubles.

The $10,000 was subscribed so

lickly that Schwab said he was
nazed. He read off a list of con-

ibutors to the Memorial, incident-

(Continued on Page 2)

Warner Sales Plan Not Set

At the Warner offices it was de-

ared yesterday no selling plans had
en completed for the year's product.

l some centers distribution has not

:en arranged. After this is done, in

few weeks, the sales policy will be
:cided upon.

West-Truart Deal for Six Years
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—M. H. Hoffman has
gned an agreement with Roland
/est for six years, whereby West will

roduce two productions a year for

ruart.

Pathe Acquires Nigh Film

Pathe will distribute "Among the
lissing," the first of Will Nigh's new
ne reelers. The picture played at

le Rialto recently.

Laemmle to Coast

Carl Laemmle leaves for the Coast
Dmorrow to pay his usual mid-win-
sr visit to Universal City.

Five Key City Runs
for "Ten Commandments"—General

Road Showing Occurs Late
In Fall of 1924

It is quite likely that Famous will

rrange for five key city runs of "The
'en Commandments" only and then
o nothing with the picture so far as
he remainder of the country is con-
erned until the fall of 1924 at which
ime it will be road showed in a man-
er similar to "The Covered Wagon."

(.Continued on Pag* 4)

Virginia Dale, Chicago Journal: "Mabel Normand in 'The Extra Girl'

has that delightful thing they call the human touch. We recommend the

picture most highly." Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Admissions
The first of the series of questions presented to several thou-

sand fans by THE FILM DAILY through several hundred the-

aters was:

What admissions should be charged in a first class theater?

Replies were received from a class of people usually regarded

as the highest grade, including college professors, ministers, club-

women, etc.,—the type of person most likely to be interested.

The compilation shows the great majority think- 50 cents the

top price and from 10 to 15 cents the minimum. Less than 100

thought 75 cents to $1 should be top.

Some of the more interesting ideas advanced follow

:

Maximum
50c

40c & 15c

50c

50c

50c

30c

Minimum
10c

25c & 10c

10c

25c

25c

17c

Maude Richman, State Super, of H. E., Okla-

homa City.

School teacher, Richmond, Va.

C. C. Marshall, First Methodist Episcopal

Church, Bridgeport, Conn.

F. A. Woll, Assoc. Professor, C. C. of N. Y.,

New York City.

Frank N. Freeman, University of Chicago, Chi-

cago, 111.

Louis Frohman, 709 Greenmount Ave., Balti-

more, Md.
(.Continued on Page 9)

New Orleans Next
Hearing Over in Jacksonville—Fa-
mous Introduces Many Witness-

es At Sessions There
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jacksonville—Efforts of the de-
fense in the hearing of charges by the

Federal Trade Commission against

Famous Players Lasky Corp., alleg-

ing unfair business tactics in restraint

of trade were concentrated on seek-

ing to reflute testimony to that effect

brought out by government witness-

es in hearings at other cities through-
cut the country.

The hearing which was held in

the ' Arcade theater building before
Commissioner E. C. Alvord was con-
cluded yesterday after which the

commission will go to New Orleans
where further testimony will be taken.

Testimony of the defense was direc-

ed largely towards two ends; first,

an attempt to show that the respon-

dents only went into towns and
leased or built theaters where bad

{Continued on Page 4)

Brockell Succeeds Fabian

Floyd Brockwell, until now assign-

ed to the home office staff of First

National, has been placed in charge of

the New Jersey exchange, replacing

Si Fabian.

Thomson Westerns for F. B. O.

F. B. O. has consummated a deal

with Monogram Pictures for distribu-

tion a series of six westerns starring

Fred Thomson. Monogram original-

ly intended state righting them.

Elaine Hammerstein in "Driftwood"

Elaine Hammerstein is returning to

Los Angeles on Monday, Jan. 14, to

start work on her third production for

Truart, an adaptation of Willard
Mack's play, "Driftwood."

George Blair Here

George Blair of the Eastman
Kodak Co. is in town from Rochester.

Moritz Joins Preferred

Allan Moritz has joined Preferred

as a special representative.

Pictures Liked
Through the questionnaire

issued to several thousand fans

by THE FILM DAILY
through the courtesy of sever-

al hundred theaters, opinions

will be presented in Sunday's
issue on:

"What type of picture do you
prefer? Give title."
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The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London, W. I.

Paris Representative—Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.

Central European Representative—Interna-
tionale Filmschau, Prague (Czecho-Slo-
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. . 11254 111J4 llltf 2,300

F. P.-1 7iy2 70 70y2 3,100
do pfd Not quoted

Goldwyn .. 11^ 10# 11J4 800
Loew's .... 17J4 17M \7V% 100

Harding Memorial
(.Continued from Page 1)

ally pointing out that the banks of

New York had subscribed but $2,500.

President Coolidge and Secretary
Mellon of the Treasury Dept. are

leaders of the Memorial.

The luncheon was given by Adolph
Zukor but presided over by Court-
land Smith. Among others present

were:

Marcus Loew, David Bernstein, Carl
Laemmle, John P. Chalmers, John Spargo,
Joseph Dannenberg, John Kunsky, Eugene
Crystal, George Kleine, George Blaisdell, Saul
Rogers, Nathan Burkan, E. E. Shauer,
Ralph A. Kohn, S. R. Kent, Eugene Zukor,
H. B. Franklin, Felix Kahn, Gabriel Hess,
H. O. Schwalbe, W. E. Atkinson, R. H.
Cochrane, Paul Lazarus, John Quinn, S. L.
Rothafel, Hugo Riesenfeld, W. A. Johnston,
Thomas Hanley, John C. Flinn, J. D.
Williams, Abe Warner, Arthur S. Friend,
Harry Reichenbach, A. H Ward, Charles
E. McCarthy and Robert T. Kane.

(f (S>ctcLCCltuTrUz/ (J-LctLLXJlA-S

THE PROGRAM"

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^ fcatfO

CorP°*
att°n

KsV** 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Decides Against Fox
Circuit Court Rules Reissues Must

Clearly Indicate That They Are
Old and Not New Films

The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
in an opinion written by Judge
Rogers, upholds an order by the Fed-
eral Trade Commission directing Fox
to desist from employing methods of

unfair competition. The order was
made as the result of a complaint that

in 1916 and 1917 three pictures cir-

culated as originals were really re-is-

sues of older films.

Judge Rogers said:

"There is no objection to the use of

a former photoplay if the name be
not changed and no deception prac-
ticed in its release to exhibitors."

Premier For "Hoosier Schoolmaster"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washingto n—' 'The Hoosier
Schoolmaster," the Whitman Ben-
nett-Hodkinson production, was given
a premier last night at the New
Willard to an audience composed
almost wholly of Senators, Congress-
men and high government officials.

Jane Thomas who shares the starring
honors with Henry Hull in the pic-

ture acted as hostess and officers and
members of the Indiana Society were
in attendance.

Title Now "Abraham Lincoln"

The Rockett Bros, have changed
the title of "The Dramatic Life of
Abraham Lincoln" to "Abraham Lin-
coln." A Broadway house is being
sought for a run, while throughout
the country the picture will probably
be roadshowed. A local office has
been opened in the Strauss Bldg., in

charge of Harry Kline. Bernard Sobel
will handle publicity. Si Snyder is in

town from the coast in connection
with the local premiere.

J. L. and S. Plan Two Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Aaron Jones is quoted
locally as follows:
"We (Jones, Linick and Schaefer)

expect to consumate two new propo-
sitions within the near future for the

erection of two new theaters in this

city, thus, you can imagine that I

am pretty enthusiastic about 1924.
I think it will be the greatest year
in the history of movies."

Forrest Robinson Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— Forrest Robinson
died here on Sunday as a result of

an operation. He was 65 years old.

Forrest Robinson was well known
in the East as a character actor. He
had been doing work in pictures for

the past three years.

Selznick Showing Tomorrow
"Woman to Woman," starring Betty
Compson will be shown at the Ritz
tomorrow night by Selznick. There
will be dancing, following the pro-
jection of the picture.

Stanley Waite On Trip

Stanley Waite, sales manager of
Pathe's two reel comedy output has
left for a trip of Southern exchanges.

aNow, I'll Tell You"
R. K. Theater, Hemtown

10:30 Any Night
Film Salesman (to exhibitor)

—

"Hello, Joe, how's biziness?"

Exhibitor
—

"Terrible; I'm dying
every day."

Film Salesman—"Just what I

thought and that's why I'm here.

I've got for you one of the best pic-

tures ever made. Plenty of action,

good story and a cast that can't be
beat. Boy!—let me tell you this pic-

ture is a whiz. A clean up for you.
Play pictures like this one and you
will not be able to kick about poor
business. There ain't no such thing
as poor biziness with pictures like

mine. Look at these titles. Look
at these scenes in this special. If this

picture don't bring 'em in and send
'em home happy you might just as

well close up shop.

"Now I've got ten pictures here
that are all good—what! You don't
want ten, but will take this one. Now
you know I can't do that. But I'll tell

you— I can do this—you take these

five, and I'll let you have this one
for $150. Of course, you can pay
$150. No? Well, take the ten and
I'll give it to you for $125.

"What? You don't need any pic-

tures. Dates all full! Well now, I'll

tell you what I'll do. You have al-

ways been a good fellow and this

week biziness is not so good, so I'll

tell you, take these five and this one
at $100. The five others one day
each for $20 per—$200 for $500 worth
of pictures that you can't buy any-
where for anything like this price.

Nol Say, man, you don't know a real

bargain when you see one. Let me
show you some more stills. Boy,
ain't they some pictures? Sure I

know you'd agree. Now I'll tell you,
I don't think a contract with only six

pictures will go through, but I can
submit it to the boss and let him send
it to New York for O.K.
"What! You can't use six pictures?

Full up to March? Well, give me two
dates anyway. No? Well I can't

leave town without some biziness so

I'll tell you—you take this special at

$100 for three days and one other at

$35 for one or two days and I'll send
it in."

Exhibitor
—"Now listen—I don't

need no pictures. I'm filled up. But
if you want me to I'll pay you $75 for

that special alone and play it three

days."

Salesman—"Well, I'll tell you, I

shouldn't do this and I know the boss
will raise h— with me for taking this,

but I'll tell him how bad business is

in your town—Sign here. What time's

the next train for Harrisburg? Thanx
Good bye Joe. See you next week."

One hour later (midnight) in Col-
onial Hotel, Harrisburg

Film Salesman—"Got a room?
That's fine. No! without. What?
two bucks? How come? All other

film salesmen pay $1.50. That's bet-

ter. Any of the boys in town? What
room ?

(On phone)—^Hello, Sammie.
How's biziness? Yeah; me too. But
say, I'll tell you I got the best con-
tract out of Hemtown you ever seen

—20 pictures average price $35
and one special at $200. That bl
can pay—you just gotta sell 'eg

that's all. How much for the wee"
$3500. But I'll tell you, that's not

|

good as last week. Good nig

Sammie!"

T. O. C. C. Ball Jan. 24

At a special meeting held yeste

day, Billy Brandt was placed
charge of the committee on arrang

ments for the T. O. C. C. ball

the Astor on Jan. 24. Harry Reichei

bach will handle the publicity.

Arrangements have been made wil

the New York American to condu
a popularity contest with the title

King and Queen assigned to the stai

receiving the greatest number <

votes. The contest will also b

broadcasted over the radio. Two Ol

chestras will supply the music, /

Jocker's and the California Ramblen

HAL ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES

"The Pinnacle of Pantomime*

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
=r-{gr-=:

Lee-Bradford Corporation

Presents

A PAIR OF HELLIONS
Taken^from^the; Saturday
Evening Post story by Peter

Clark McFarlane

A 1924 Release

An Insurance Policy

is a Wise Man's Ace

THE FIRE PATROL
is insurance for wise exhibitors

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows

HetJIotJWan

$tit3*unber'
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In Milwaukee—
Leo Landau is raking in his

share of the Shower of Qoldl

CARL LAEMMLE, Pres.,

Universal Pictures Corp.,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.

The Hunchback of Notre Dame opened
today at advanced prices dollar and one*

half top, to new record for Alhambra
Theatre, formerly held by Over The Hill.

Have never heard such unanimous
exaltation of a picture. Should break

box office records everywhere and be

a clean-up for exhibitors.

Congratulations

!

LEO A. LANDAU
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New Orleans Next
(Continued from Page 1)

conditions existed in regard to op-
eration of theaters already there, in

regard to management of such the-
aters, and in regard to the character
of films exhibited; second, an at-

tempt to show that the "block book-
ing" charged by the government as
one of the alleged means of creating
a monopoly for defendants by re-

quiring theater managers to book all

of a certain block of pictures put
out by defendants in order to get
any of them and thereby consuming
most of his exhibition time is not
monopoly building but is a common
trade usage with all of the big pro-
ducers throughout the country as well
as the defendant corporation.

Strenuous objection was raised by
Government attorneys to the efforts

of the defense counsel to put on the
stand a number of "character" wit-
nesses for the purpose of showing
that better theater conditions and a

higher grade of film showing has ob-
tained in towns and cities entered
by defendants since their entry than
existed before. Counsel for the Gov-
ernment contended that such testi-

mony was irrelevant to the purposes
of the investigation and Famous at-

torneys argued that it was revelant
as showing the purpose with which
they entered local theater fields and
sustained their contention that they
did not enter fields where good man-
agement and picture showing ob-
tained; thus tending to refute the

claims of attempts to monopolize the
entire film exhibiting industry.

The greater portion of the hear-
ing Monday was taken up by the

examination of witnesses whose testi-

mony tended to refute charges by
the Government that the defendant
corporation through one of its sub-
sidiaries had entered the Lakeland
field and by buying an interest in a

rival theater and inaugurating a

policy of admission price slashing

had brought about the business ruin

there of L. D. Joel, who formerly
operated a picture house in Lakeland.
A large number of witnesses from
Lakeland testified to the effect that

Joel brought about his own down-
fall there by beginning a war on the

defendant corporation and that the

latter acted only in self-defense.

During the afternoon the defense be-
gan the introduction of testimony
on the alleged "block booking" tac-

tics complained of by the Govern-
ment in its original complaint. Ac-
cording to the Government charges
the failure of an exhibitor to book
defendants films in this manner re-

sulted in the defendants buying or

leasing a theater in the territory of

the exhibitor and entering into active

competition with him.

$ut&£.unoer

At Broadway Theaters
Cameo

"Echoes From Broadway" is the title

given the overture, which consists of four
popular airs : "I Love You," "Raggedy Ann."
"In Love With You," and "Climbing
The Scales." The next two offerings are
Pathe News and an Aesop Fable, followed
by "Inbad, The Sailor," a Sennett comedy.
"Through he Dark," is the feature which
is screened before the last number, a closing
solo on the organ.

Capitol
Selections from "La Boheme" is played

as the opening musical unit. "Mah Jong" a
musical pantomine and the Capitol Maga-
zine are second and third on the bill. Next
is offered an elaborate song and dance num-
ber, titled, "A Pan-American Episode,"
"Reno" is the feature picture. Gambarelli
is presented in "The Silhouettes.*' "The
Morning After," an Aesop Film Fable pre-
cedes an exit march, played on the organ.

Rivoli
The feature this week is "Pleasure Mad."

Other screen numbers include the Rivoli Pic-
torial and a Universal comedy, "A White
Wing Monkey." The balance of the program
consists of the overture, "Finlandia;" Rus-
sian Impressions with the Moscow artists'

ensemble an elaborate song and dance pre-
sentation; "Volga Boat Song," played by the
Balalaika Orchestra.

Strand
The Strand program is composed of the

overture, "March Slav;" Topical News Re-
view ; "The Miniature Review," in three
scenes with the Russian Balalaika Orchestra

;

"Black Oxen," the feature ; "Odds and
Ends," a compilation of interesting short
subjects ; and Percy Starnes at the organ.

At Other Houses
At the Astor, "The Hunchback ;" Central,

"The Courtship of Myles Standish;" Cohan,
"The Ten Commandments;" Cosmopolitan,
"The Great White Way;" Criterion, "The
Covered Wagon ;" Forty -Fourth Street,
"Scaramouche;" Lyric "The White Sister."
"West of the Water Tower" which played
the Rivoli last week and is now playing at

the Rialto.

321 Film Units in 1923
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

A 1 b a n y—Three hundred and
twenty-one film companies were
formed in 1923, or six less than in

1922, the record year.

"Never Say Die" Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Douglas MacLean's
next picture will probably be "Never
Say Die," in which Willie Collier ap-
peared. Jess Robbins will direct.

Merrill in "Cytherea"

Howard Merrill, who was in

"Twenty-One" with Richard Barthel-

mess, has joined the cast of "Cythe-
rea," being directed by George Fitz-

maurice.

Al Hall Back From Europe

Al Hall, who assisted Henry Kol-
ker in directing "I Will Repay" and
"The Great Well" in England and
France, has returned from Europe.

Ethel Wales in "Icebound"

Ethel Wales is here from the coast

to play an important role in "Ice-
bound," William de Mille's new pic-

ture.

Berman Presented With Watch
Harry M. Berman has been pre-

sented with a diamond studded plat-

inum watch and chain by the F. B.
O. sales force.

Plans a Cubberly Month
Fred Cubberly of Minneapolis plans

a Cubberly Month in his territory in

April.

Incorporations
Albany— Ablo Amusement Co.,

New York. 200 shares common
stock, no par value. A. Kompel and
J. L. and G. Geller. Attorneys,
Bandler, Hass & Collins, New York.

Albany— Alice Amusement Co.,

Brooklyn. Capital $10,000. Incor-
porators, H. Britwar and J. and M.
Schechter. Attorneys, Barnett &
Mintz, Brooklyn.

Albany—Degraw Amusement Corp.,

Brooklyn. Capital $200,000. Incor-
porators, A. J. Granick, M. Fruhling
and J. Bernstein. Attorney, L. Stein-

haus, New York.

Albany—Shied Theater Co., New
York. Capital $60,000. Incorpora-
tors, I. Weiner, S. Sapir and C.

Schwartz. Attorney, J. I. Goodstein,
New York.

Albany—Patches, New York. Capi-
tal $20,000. Incorporators, H. Hol-
stein, J. H. Graham and J. J. New-
man. Attorney, H. Herzbrum, New
York.

Albany—Paradise Pictures, New
York. Capital $150,000. Incorpora-
tors, G. Anderson, J. Bannon and L.

Rivkin. Attorney, H. O. Falk, New
York.

Albany—Filmlab, New York. Capi-
tal $1,000. Incorporators, E. Stern,

J. H. Bursch and W. Westburg. At-
torney, R. Spear, New York.

Sacramento, Cal.—St. Francis Pic-

tures, Inc., San Francisco. Capital

stock, $100,000; shares, 1000; sub-
scribed, $500.

SacramerMo, G a 1 i f .—Southwest
Theaters, Inc., Los Angeles. Capital

$1,000,000.

Sacramento, Calif.—One-Piece Bi-

focal Lens Co., of New York.

Zambreno In Deal With Arrow
Frank Zambreno, president of

Progress Pictures. Chicago, has
opened an office in Milwaukee to

handle distribution in Wisconsin. He
has contracted for the Arrow product
for that state.

Arrow has sold Iowa and Nebraska
rights for six William Fairbanks
Westerns to Sterling Film, of Omaha.

Meighan Goes South Today
The Tom Meighan unit producing

"Quicksands" for Paramount leaves

for Florida today to shoot exteriors.

Virginia Valli is Meighan's new lead-

ing lady. Victor Heerman is direct-

ing.

Miss Valli is still under contract

with Universal but has been loaned
to Famous for one picture.

Ft. Wayne Bans Normand
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ft. Wayne, Ind.—Following the ac-

tion of H. C. Quimby in banning
Normand films in his three theaters

here, other downtown and suburban
houses have followed suit.

Five Key City Run-
(Continued from Page 1)

The picture is at present runninj
Grauman's Egyptian in Hollyw<
and at the Cohan in New York. '

Chicago premiere is scheduled for

Woods' on Feb. 10. It was repoi
yesterday that the picture would
low "Scaramouche" in the Ala
Philadelphia at $1.65 top but

j

was denied by Sydney R. Kent i

said no arrangements had been nj

for that city. However, Philadelj

will be included in the major engi
ments, as will Boston.

"Commandments" Makes Recot
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"The Ten
(J

mandments" grossed $27,937.75

at Grauman's Egyptian last w
This represents a new record at

theater and tops the previous I

mark reached by "The Covered V^
on" in the fourth week of its run

$2,416.

Back to Hollywood

Tom Geraghty, who wrote
scenario for "Pied Piper Malone,
returned to Hollywood.

Rod La Rocque, who came 1

several weeks ago to play oppj
Gloria Swanson in "A Society Si

dal," has returned to Hollywoocl
start in "Triumph."

A Story of Hearts Aflame

is unfolded In

THE FIRE PATROIi
Independent Market's Sensation

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Know

New York Chicago Hollywoo

Rothacker Laboratory

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr|

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 183;

SPACE WANTED
Small office and cutting root
Times Square district. Willit

to divide or sublease. Sta

price. Apply P. O. Box 73, Wi
St. Station, N. Y. C.

"we never Disappoint
1

PROMlOWFIl

i»j;du«]ffl*
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42*-D STREE
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 291

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.
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To Exhibitors
who book

"THE HERITAGE
OF THE DESER T"

The Melodrama Magnificent:

SEE this picture as soon as you can. By all means see it before

you play it.

—so that you can plan a campaign in keeping with this picture's

tremendous value to you and its assured success with your public!

"The Heritage of the Desert" tells a gripping melodramatic, human

story. The action is legitimate, logical, thrilling. It is superbly

acted by a great cast.

Filmed in the heart of the famous Painted Desert of Arizona, the

scenery is marvelous, almost supernatural. Here is by long odds

the most beautiful picture ever made!

But see the picture for yourself, and know! Know that you can

throw your hat into the air and advertise and shout to the limit

!

Millions have read the book by Zane Grey. They'll be fired to new

heights of enthusiasm by the picture. And whether they've read

the book or not, they'll praise "The Heritage of the Desert" as one

of the finest Western photoplays ever made

!

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

Zane Grey's

"THE HERITAGE
OF THE DESERT"

An Irvin Willat Production
with

Bebe Daniels, Ernest Torrence,

Noah Beery and Lloyd Hughes

Adapted by Albert S. Le Vino

The Covered

Wagon 's
'

'

Only rival!

One of the

Big New

(paramount

(Pictures
Now Available



Chalkup
3 more
winnerspr

CarlLaemmle

ByronMorgansDazzling Storyof ihe youngerSet

siarrmgREGINALDDENNY
Universal Jewel
Directedby HARRYPOLLARD

FEBRUARY
18

Cail

ANNIVERSARY
MONTH
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Fools
Highway
from ^^

//

Owen Kildare'sAmazingLife Story, "MyMamieRose"

starringMAffl PHIWIN
UniversalJewel
DirectedbyIRVINGCMMINOS

FEBRUARY
is

ANNIVERSARY
MONTH

1924

ABigStovywitha Big Cast including BabyPeggy
Robert £Uis<>SleanorFaire<>UagdenSkuenson<>JoQDowliHg

William IPelshWinifredBryson^Bobby Bowes

Universal Jewel
Directed by JESSE BOBBINS

FEBRUARY
is

Cail

ANNIVERSARY
MONTH



TOM. MOORE

a
plain

unvarnished

tale

H certain picture was sent to
Washington to be copyrighted

FRomMoore,showman extraordinary,
Miwas present at the screening

our dabjs later the picture opened
at Mr.Moore's Rialto Theatre

om Moore's picture judgment is rechpned ;

almost infallible TheRialto offers
only the greatest in motion picture
entertainment r\

^hat picture was it/

Oh ijes

'Woman,
Wornan>

starring

Betty
Compson

^Jldaphdjrom theplay by Michael Morton

Jl (jTaham Cults Production

Presented Ay BalconFrudman CSamlle
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Ideas of the Public on Admissions
(Continued from Page 1)

Mrs. Edna Hatfield Edmondson, Indiana Uni-
versity, Box 42, Bloomington, Ind.

D. M. Johnson, St. Ignatius Rectory, 6559 Glen-
wood Ave., Chicago, 111.

Henry E. Bliss, College of City of New York.

University of Illinois, Office of the Dean of

Men, Urbana, 111.

John C. Ruckelshaus, Atty., 501 Indiana Trust
Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

South Boston Amusement Co., South Boston,
Va.

Rev. A. M. Blackford; Chairman, Reviewing
Committee, Better Films Comm. of Jackson-
ville, Fla.

Rabbi Joseph Leiser, Temple Beth El, Helena,
Arkansas.

Rev. E. L. Spiller, Community Bldg., Lanes-
boro, Iowa.

Bureau of Visual Instruction, Extension Divi-

sion, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

(Depends on community) Kansas State Teachers College of Pittsburg,

Pittsburg, Kansas.

A. M. Rowley, Bedford, Ohio.

A. B. Meyer, Tell City, Ind.

Mrs. James T. Chandler, Jr., 214 W. 9th St.,

Wilmington, Del.

Orpheum Circuit, Palace-Orpheum Theater,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Mrs. Louis Jersawit, 485 Central Park West,
New York City, and Chairman Motion Pic-

ture Comm. Harlem Council of Women, etc.

W. T. White, Birmingham, Ala.

Harry F. Wasserman, Mgr., Eagle Theater,
Roxbury, Mass.

The President, Massachusetts Agricultural Col-

lege, Amherst, Mass.

Rev. Edward Scofield, The Manse, 155 South
Church St., Goshen, N. Y.

Office manager, Baltimore, Md.

M. Caroline Bell, 430 E. Lafayette Ave., Balti-

more, Md.

California Polytechnic School, San Luis Obispo.

L. O. Dann, Virginia Theater, Hazard, Ky.

50c

50c

$1.00

50c

50c

25c

30c

50c

30c

50c

50c

25c

30c

50c

75c

20c

85c

25c

25c

35c

25c

40c

10c

20c
(children 10c)

17c

10c

25c

25c

15c

20c

50c

(if first run house)

25c

10c

10c

$1.00

(A seasonal price)

25c

$1.00

(?)

$1.00

40c

25c

25c

25c

20c

(Depends on community) Rialto Theater, Clinton, Iowa.

30c

40c

20c

25c

(Depends on quality of

entertainment)

50c 15c

$1.50 50c

A. O. H. Grier, City Editor, Every Evening,
Wilmington, Del.

W. F. Harris, Palace Theater, Petersburg, Va.

Rabbi Lee J. Levinger, 905 Van Buren St.,

Wilmington, Del.

Wm. G. Taylor, V.-P., Delaware Trust Co.,

Wilmington, Del.

E. M. DeSoto, 8 Dellwood Rd., Hasbrouck Hill,

Staten Island, N. Y.

In a regular movie theater ($1.00 plus tax, Maximum) (30c Minimum)
In a theater showing a feature picture only (maximum $1.50) (minimum 50c)

Llovd N. Almirall, Harvey School, Haw-
thorne, N. Y.

75c 30c Oklahoma United Brethren C. E. Union, T. A.

Tripp, Pres., 2512 South B'way, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

(I have never given this serious thought)—A. A. Brown, St. Luke Congr.

Church, 1416 Iberville St., New Orleans, La.

Rev. Paul L. Grove, Redwood Falls, Minnesota.

The Illinois State Normal University, Drawer
F, Normal, 111.

Mrs. Benj. T. Rochester, 1022 South 18th St.,

Birmingham, Ala.

25c 15c

50c 25c

25c & 35c 15c & 25c

75c 25c E. D. Turner, Mgr., Imperial Theater, Ashe-
ville, N. C.

Nat Golden, 717 Vernon St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dr. W. H. McMaster, Pres., Mount Union Col-

lege, Alliance, Ohio.

University of Wisconsin, Extension Bldg.,

Madison, Wis.

Mrs. Joseph E. Friend, 1807 Palmer Ave., New
Orleans, La.

B. P. Donovan, Equitable Trust Co., S. E. cor.

Fayette and Calvert Sts., Baltimore, Md.

Mrs. Arthur Twining, Fort Wayne, Ind.

A merchant, Minneapolis, Minn.

Mrs. Bloomefild Moore, Sec'y Ind. Indorsers of

Photoplays.

New Grand Central Theater, Grand Blvd. at

Lucas Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

E. C. Higbie, Pres., State Normal School, East-

ern South Dakota, Madison.

E. S. Dysinger, Fullerton Union High School,

Fullerton, Cal.

The Lowe Observatory, Mt. Lowe, Cal.

Banker, Des Moines, Iowa.

Rabbi Raphael Goldenstein, Temple B'nai Is-

rael, Pasadena, Cal.

Other questions presented, answers to which will appear in

early issues, were:

What type of picture do you most prefer? Give

title.

Do you prefer a show of one long feature or a fea-

ture of shorter length together with news weekly, com-
edy, etc.?

Have the quality of pictures advanced or are they

at a standstill?

Are feature pictures too long?

Do you think the average picture exercises a good
or bad moral effect upon the community?

What type of short subject do you most prefer?

Of the features you have seen lately what three

did you like best?

Of the short subjects you have seen lately what
three did you like best?

50c
50c

25c
10c

25c 15c

50c 25c

$1.00 25c

50c

25c

Not given

15c

50c 10c

65c 35c

25c Not given

50c 25c

25c 15c & 10c

50c 15c

25c 10c

CHAPLIN
Appearitii

in

Marshall Neilans

Associated First Nationals

Thomas H.Ince's

The Rendevous"
HerTemporary Husband

The GallopingFish"

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin.

I consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
in THE SMART SET



Weiss Brothers
take particularpride

in presentina

Moscs^ttiJaiGmmandments

EXHIBITORS
Get in touch with your nearest ex-

change !

Inquire about it

!

It's a big genuine clean-up

!

You can arrange for Key City runs
direct!

TERRITORY SOLD
Kerman Film Exchange

729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Greater New York and Northern

New Jersey

Standard Film Attractions
1322 Vine St„ Philadelphia

Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey

Epic Film Attractions
Edward Grossman

808 South Wabash Ave., Chicago
Northern Illinois and Indiana

Charles Lalumiere
546 Sherbrook St., East Montreal

Dominion of Canada

Wire Write Phone

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
1540 Broadway, New York City
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Newspaper Opinions
Additional newspaper reviews, lo-

al and out-of-town, will be found
telow :

New York
" Black Oxen"— 1st Nat'l

Strand

AMERICAN—But there is an interesting

icture, and one that will keep Joseph
•lunkett, managing director of the Strand,

usy counting the box office receipts, if the

rst day's business is any indication of what
e may expect all week. * * * Mr. Rowland
* * not only filmed a subject that had uni-

ersal interest, but he has made a picture

iat is a credit to his company.

DAILY NEWS—Nice, compact bit of

ork, this. Compact is exactly the word,
:nce the story (Mrs. Atherton's) is faithfully

jllowed, and there are no loose ends. * * •

'he theme is new, the acting has dignity and
le picture merit.

EVENING WORLD—* * • in the capa-

le hands of Frank Lloyd, blossomed forth

5 a fine, stalwart bit of picture making.
• * it makes for film entertainment that

le think will start you thinking. Better

:e it.

MAIL—* * * gives every indication of

sing as good a seller as the book was. To
3 the picture was dull entertainment.
The film is just another of the flapper,

igh society variety of which, if we have
:en one, we have seen fifty or more during
le past year.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The picture
lunges right into the story in direct fash-

n. * * * In our opinion they tried to put
iio much in the picture, and the attempt to
capture the jazz element every few minutes
almost a bit too obvious, though very en-
rtainingly presented. * * *

Frank Lloyd has given the piece a sump-
ious production with sets that shriek for

)od taste,
i
Some of the extra * * *

POST—* * * finely acted and staged and
le story is interesting every moment of

e way. In fact, very few "movies" are

| brilliantly cast throughout.
Corinne Griffith * * * is beautiful

;
yet

ere is an enimatical, provocative air about

,

r that gives an ad dcombination of cynicism
id sweetness * * *

SUN—* * * one of the most facinating
ctures of the year. * * * seems to us a
ntastic, brilliant story, * * * The picture
Hows the book operation for operation,
le might say, and it is one of the photo-
ays that ought not to be missed.

;

TELEGRAM—"Black Oxen," faithfully
ansplanted to the screen * * * tells a
eat story with dramatic portentousness
hich every seeker after genuine entertain-
ent will like. It also has the advantage
fine acting * * *

iTIMES—* • • a brilliant example of
ithful adherence to an intensely interest-

g narrative. » « » There is dignity and
ace in her movements, so pronounced that
e almost forgets that Miss Griffith is act-

g for the screen. • • • This is a delightful
cture with a well-told story.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—Corinne
riffith gives a likeable delineation • • *

adame Zatianny and Mary Ogden. How-
er, it is in the youthful stuff that she ex-
11s.

Hetj£otJWan
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You Buy a Mint

when you get

THE FIRE PATROL
with its remarkable cast

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows

Lloyd has given the film adequate direction
and has provided a competent supporting
cast. Nevertheless, there is nothing outstand-
ing other than the unusualness of the story.
If that is sufficient it will get over.
TRIBUNE—Probably no one who saw

the picture was disappointed, for if there
was any who had not read the story the
suspense was well sustained as to the identity
of the heroine, and the adaptation cannot
prove anything but satisfactory to those who
know the story. * • • The whole cast does
splendid work.
WORLD—* * • Corinne Griffith is not

only one of the loveliest figures which we
have looked upon in the films for weeks but
she acts various scenes in the story with
remarkable sweep and charm. * * * There
is nothing very exciting about the action of
this picture, and so it is likely there will be
set up howls of devitalization. * * * We
have never seen a motion picture brought to
a close with such abruptness and lack of care
as to dramatic effect.

"Pleasure Mad"—Metro
Rivoli

AMERICAN—The titles are bromidic, of
the trite sort that we used to say were just
grand about ten years ago. We hate to be
unkind, when a director like Reginald Barker
makes a picture and really tries to do some-
thing, but "Pleasure Mad" is almost the
worst thing he or Louis B. Mayer have ever
brought forth for our gaze. * * * most of
the cast is as good as it can be in a picture
of this kind.

DAILY NEWS—"Pleasure Mad" is en-
tertaining, though not specially original.
EVENING WORLD—This being a more

or less typical movie, all the happenings are
not pleasant, • * * With Mary Alden and
Huntley Gordon heading a cast containing
such names as William Collier Jr., Frederick
Truesdell, Winifred Bryson and Joan Stand-
ing, there are bound to be some excellent
spots in any picture * * *

MAIL—It is executed in a highly emo-
tional key and never becomes maudlin. It is

sincere and on the whole excellent enter-
tainment. We enjoyed it very much.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—Taken all in

all, this picture is good entertainment, and
there is a kick in the last scenes which will
make the film fans sit up and gasp.
POST—Reginald Barker has done a great

deal with a well-worn story * * * but even
at that it is a good film, which will enter-
tain the majority who will see it.

SUN—It is a well assembled picture,
largely through the ministrations of its cast.
TELEGRAM—* * * just as appealing on

the screen as it is between book covers.
TIMES—It is not often that we have to

sit through a picture quite as bad * * *

The picture appears to go on, on and on.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—There is

nothing new about it no matter from what
angle one views it. As a whole it is tabbed
as just an ordinary program feature more
or less stereotyped in plot and direction.
TRIBUNE—It has been done so often

and so much better that it seems a waste
of time for the producer and a waste of time,
though in a lesser degree, for the spectator.
* * * by any other name It would be quite
as dull, * * •

WORLD—* * * there are numerous
scenes of fine appeal and competent acting,
and still there is not much in it worth tell-

ing about.
The appearance of Mary Alden, always

a capable actress in mother parts, and of
Huntley Gordon and William Collier, Jr.
will help it much.

"Reno" —Gold.-Cosmop.
Capitol

AMERICAN—But be that as it may,
"Reno" has a box office title that will mean
money to the exhibitors, even though it will
never do much toward helping the divorce
laws. Probably Mr. Hughes never intended
it as a lesson, only as an amusing satire
on one of the burning questions of today.
EVENING JOURNAL—The story is

interestingly presented and well acted, and
succeeds in showing the trouble occasioned
by going from one state—matrimonial as
well as geographic—into another.
EVENING WORLD—We have never

seen more human characters on the screen
than most of those which go to make up the
grand ensemeble of "Reno," and it is just
this attribute that made "Reno" such a
thoroughly enjoyable picture to us. * • •

It is a Goldwyn production, and they should
be right proud of it.

HERALD—But Major Hughes makes his
point at the expense of his story, and what
starts out as legitimate drama turns into
an incoherent diatribe. Thus, Hughes's
argument is sound, but his picture is not.

MAIL—* • * about the worst we've ever
seen. * * * It's the type of film that would
be advertised in the trade magazines as a
"smashing box office success." The idea
behind "Reno" is a very good one. • • •
The greatest. fault of the film is the lack of
proper treatment.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The tale fair-

ly oozes with melodramatic incidents, and not
always very convincing incidents, either. * * *

Certainly this is a hectic and improbable
story. * * * "Reno" is an argument for four-
wheel brakes on matters matrimonial, but
with a stronger and less theatrical story it

could have been a hundred per cent more
convincing. _
POST—It is really an interesting theme

with many ramifications; and it is just the
latter which unbalances this production and
makes it too long drawn out * * * It is

a pity for the acting, staging and photog-
raphy are all well done.

SUN—The author seems a little confused
in his mind as to just what he is working
toward—* * *

TELEGRAM—* * * highly dramatic and
absorbing story.
TIMES—* * * would have made a side-

splitting farce. But as a drama it is as
flat as the proverbial pancake, in spite of the
capable acting and pleasing countenances of
some of the players. Certainly it has its

entertaining moments, but they are not fre-

quent, and on the whole the narrative is

obvious, the comedy is poor and the direc-
tion quite faulty

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It's not the
best thing the author-director has done, but
should register on the strength of the pro-
duction, cast and the divorce angle.

TRIBUNE—* * * its entertainment value.
* * * seems to us negligible. * * * Per-
haps "Reno" is a good picture. It is cer-
tainly a picture that is "different," but it

seems to us merely indifferent. It failed

to entertain us in the least.

"Through The Dark"—Gold-Cosmop.
Cameo

AMERICAN—* * * keep your faith.

George Hill, the director, has made it one
of the liveliest melodramas we have ever seen.

EVENING JOURNAL^-Adventure, ro-

mance and dramatic situations make • * *

" Through the Dark," a compellingly inter-

esting "crook" photoplay, • • *

EVENING WORLD—Colleen Moore is

seen as the Daughter and it is one of the best
things she has yet done for the screen. She
is ably assisted by Forest Stanley, as
"Blackie;" Hobart Bosworth, George
Cooper and Margaret Seddon.

If you enjoy a crook yarn, here is one
that you must not miss.

MAIL—The story is intelligently told, the

characters seem real and there is not one
bit of hokum in it, with the exception of a
paragraph that is flashed on the screen at the
very end * * * It was evidently inserted

at the request of the censors.

Such a film as this one is a decided relief

after the flood of costume, high society and
flapper pictures to which we have been treat-

ed.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—A well-writ-

ten and well-told crook melodrama * * * a
treat to all who revel in detective stories

and tales of adventure.
POST—Pretty good entertainment, in spite

of the preachy subtitles.

SUN—We must admit that we liked it all

very much. And you probably will, too.

Hobart Bosworth * * * still possesses as

much virility and acting talent * * *

Colleen Moore is just as efficient as she
was in "Flaming Youth." But Forrest
Stanley will always labor under a handicap
untli he is cast in a great production * * *

TELEGRAM—Even if you are not always
convinced of the plausibilty of the story,

there are plenty of thrills in these crowded
reels

TIMES—Except for the fact that it rather
glorifies felons and flings mud at officers of
the law. "Through the Dark." * * * is by
no means a bad picture. The story moves
along rapidly, and the suspense is well kept

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It is a cork-
ing melodramatic picture '.hit is full of tin ills

ami is ceitain to hold any picture audience
from the first moment that it starts to the
finish.

TRIBUNE—"Through the Dark," would
lave been an intensely interesting picture ri

if hadn't been so eager to point a moral.
WORLD—Not content with producing •

moderately interesting crook drama, the
manufacturers were moved to soak it in
sirup of sweetness and light. * * • The
chief current of interest * * * is the play-
ing of Colleen Moore. Particularly able in
her support are George Cooper and Hobart
Bosworth.

Elsewhere
"Tiger Rose"—Warners'

Randolph, Chicago

JOURNAL—Along comes the best knit
melodrama the screen has mirrored for lot
these many moons.
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TRIBUNE—The play has, it aeons to
sne, been rather clumsily adapted to the
screen. It has scolding locks. Sensing this
untidiness may have had a great deal to
do with the star's acting, which is, in the
main, colorless. • • • The picture was
filmed in the Yosemite valley and the scenery
is beautiful.

Garrick, Minneapolis
STAR—On the whole "Tiger Rose" would

stand alone as an entertaining film story,

but with Miss Ulric in the title part it

assuredly becomes a ranking piece of current
photoplay.

"West of Water Tower"—F. P.-L.

Fenway, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—This major deviation

from the spirit of "West of the Water
Tower" is enough to invalidate the best
efforts of an unusually excellent cast. Even
Mr. Hunter as young Plummer cannot over-
come so preposterous * • •

"Strangers of the Night"—Metro
Strand, Minneapolis

STAR—The photoplay is well produced,
has plenty of action throughout, and yet is

not overdone. No one part sticks out, and
there are practically no rough places. It is

thoroughly enjoyable.

"To The Ladies"—F. P.-L.

Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Six reels of delicious fun
• * * If you want a hearty laugh attend
the banquet called by the chief at which
the decision is to be made. It is one of

the most delicious bits of comedy ever screen-

ed, and a decided relief from the usual
slap-stick stuff on which fans are fed up.

NEWS—• * 'filled with more funny sit-

uations and clever passes than any picture

in a long, long time.

TIMES—If you want a real New Year's
treat in the way of light comedy on the
screen, don't leave the Capitol out of your
movie schedule. It's the old hokum like

"Lightnin" but it's funny and Jimmie Cruze
because of his nice sense of humor has
made it a real directorial treat.

"The Virginian"—Preferred

Rialto, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—Mr. Harlan is ideal-

ly cast as the hero. He never overstresses

a single scene. * * * The story is presented
with beautiful locations excellently photo-
graphed. * * • Very few western picture

can stand comparison with this production.

White Rose" is notable if for nothing els*

than that i* brings Mae Marsh back under
Griffith's aegis. * • • It is uncommonly
well cast and Griffith proves as adept at
aubtle shades of feeling as he ever was
with the more impressive and spectacular
battle scenes. • • •

"White Tiger"—Universal
Hippodrome, Cleveland

NEWS—her personality dominates her
every move. • • • However, in this photo-
play she has been more fortunate than in
some of her previous offerings.

PLAIN DEALER—"White Tiger" has
Miss Dean and two other favorites to rec-
ommend it—Wallace Beery, * • • ,n(j
Raymond Griffith • • •

There's nothing else to recommend it

"White Tiger" is filled with dime novel
thrills and strained situations. Melodrama
with too much ham in it.

PRESS—"White Tiger" is a conventional
thriller • • •

"Wild Bill Hickok"—F. P.-L.

Karlton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—It is a motion picture to
delight the hearts of admirers of Hart's
two-gun style, • • • Hart performs all

his former stunts, * * • but it seems that
the hand of age has laid heavy upon him,
and he is not what he used to be.

INQUIRER—William S. Hart, • • • if

such a thing is possible, a far better actor.
As if in the lapse of time, he had become
far more sympathetic, with a heart grown
bigger and a better understanding of the
human soul.

NORTH AMERICAN—* • • contains all

of the qualities which characterized his earlier
films and a few more, only as far as the
star himself is concerned it seems as if

"the old gray mare ain't what she used
to be." • • • Only the hand of age has
lain visibly on him, and he cannot ac-
complish these various deeds as gracefully
as in earlier years.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—It af-

fords him
_ every opportunity in the world

to bring in his talents of shooting from
the hip and hitting what he shoots.

RECORD—The picture abounds with
glimpses of frontier life and is not without
a strong vein of sentiment centring around
a dance hall queen and a married woman

"The White Rose"—Unit. Artists

Ohio, Indianapolis

STAR—It is this often-told story of a
man's retribution to a girl he has wronged
that Griffith tells again. But he tells it

gracefully (if at great length) and "The

Hunt Stron.Ws
produced

THE FIRE PATROL
Year's Greatest Melodrama

i

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows

"Wife in Name Only"—Selxnick
Victoria, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—But nowadays it seems
a bit old-fashioned, yet there is a deal of

interest in the film version. • • • There's
nothing convincing or real about the story,
but the makers have added a lot of material
which gives it the semblance of reality.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
cast is quite exceptional, * * * It's quite a
relief not to have the settings too lavish.

There is a real punch in the climax, which
saves the picture from being just another
one of those pctures dealing with the "400."

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—The
story is not strikingly original, but the play-
ers are the thing this time. * * * The
picture is artistically, if not lavishly, mount
ed mounted.
RECORD—Theatre, has a good plot and

is well acted.

Walnut, Louisville

HERALD—* • * Florence Dixon • • •

possesses not only physical beauty and talent
but a personality * * * "Wife In Name
Only" is a worthwhile picture.
TIMES—Florence Dixon, * * * scores an-

other triumph * * •

HetJlotJWan
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"Woman Proof"—F. P. L.

Strand, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—Tom Meighan can always
be depended upon to provide amusing and
wholesome entertainment, and it is to his work
as star rather than the fact that George
Ade was its author that "Woman Proof"
owes its delightfulness as comedy.
The plot, while not a knockout for origin-

1 ality, is bright and humorous • • •

"You Can't Get Away With It"—Fox
Rialto, Louisville

HERALD—A splendidly enacted piece of
work • • * Plot of the play is rather sophis-
ticated • • *

TIMES—* * * an unusual picture with
a still more unusual ending, • • •

"Youthful Cheaters"—Hodkinson
Empress, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—Glenn Hunter * * *

gives a fine picturization of this role, being
especially clever in the episodes in which
he first feels the effect of cocktails and jazs

Relief Fund $123
Father and Daughter Can Now Be
United Through Generosity of

Film Men
The relief fund sponsored by THE

FILM DAILY in order that a five

year old kiddie can be united with her
father who is employed by one of the
film companies in New York has been
closed with total contributions at $123.

The money will be cabled to the for-

eign country in which the child is

now living and transportation ar-
ranged. She will be kept from her
father only as long as it takes to
make the journey from a far-off city

to New York.

At the exporters' table at the As-
tor yesterday, the conversation turn-
ed toward this worthy case with the
result that Lou Baum, Louis Brock,
Jack Glucksmann and George E.
Kann each contributed a dollar. The
mail yesterday brought a check from
Mrs. Florence Strauss of First Na-
tional for $5; $2 from J. E. Stocker,
of the Myrtle theater, Detroit; $10
from Jimmie Grainger and $10 from
Harry J. Cohen while Charles Wal-
ton personally visited THE FILM
DAILY office to donate $5. One
dollar was received from an anony-
mous donor who signed himself a
reader of THE FILM DAILY and
said in his letter:

"I'm awfully sorry it can't be more,
but I do hope this will help."

The contributors follow:

A. S. Aronson $ 5
David Bader S
Lou Baum ' 1

J. C. Barnstyn 6
Louis Brock 1

H H. Buxbaum 5
Harry J. Cohen 10
Milton Cohen 5
Danny 5
James R. Grainger 10
R. L. Giffen 10
Jack Glucksmann 1

Millard Johnson 5
Geoi ge E. Kann 1

A. J. McCosker 5
E. M. Saunders 25
Sig Schlager 5
Florence Strauss 5

J. E. Stocker 2
Charles Walton S
A Reader 1

Anonymous , 5
Total 5

$123

v Ufa Theaters On Steamers

(.Spteui to THB FILM DAILY')

Berlin—The Ufa is extending the
use of films on important German
liners. The Albert Ballen was the
first but the Deutschland. Thuringia
and Westfalen are to be included.

ThrLY SENT YOU T<

PRISON UNJU5TLN

RENALLES, Inc.

"The Elks Tooth"

\
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Outs $958,278 In Debts
Uznick Reduces Indebtedness That
Amount in Eleven Months—State-

ment As of Dec. 31

A statement covering the financial

airs of Selznick Distributing since

reorganization last Spring, shows
t almost a million dollars in debts,

ich had stood as prior liens against

ims and accessories at the time of

;e re-organization, or in the shape
• advanced payments from exhibiors

T service to be rendered later, have
:en paid up to Dec 31, from the

• rnings of the company. This does

:>t include the amount due to hold-

's of two year notes, but to ob-

lations of prior standing.

The exact amount of indebtedness
hich has been written off the books
the reorganized corporation in the

even months is $958,278.14, of which
:'00,336.64 represents payments to

|:n holders, and $257,941.50 the

juidation of advance payment from
:hibitors. This means that the out-

ianding obligations have been re-

iced in average monthly payments
$87,000.

Eschmann Leaves Tomorrow
E. A. Eschmann of First National
aves for the Coast tomorrow.

Road Shows
or "Abraham Lincoln" Which
Opens Jan. 21 at the Gaiety

—

14 Companies Going Out

"Abraham Lincoln" the big special

f the life of the martyred President,
ill be road shown. Fourteen com-
mies are expected to be sent out
laying the Erlanger houses, and it is

iticipated by the Erlanger manage-
lent that the road shows will run
irough 1925.

As a result of this move, the con-
acts being signed yesterday, the
ockett brothers are in no hurry to

ose distribution plans for regular
icture house showings. This, despite

lat several of the larger companies
ave shown interest in trying to ob-
|iin the picture.

The picture will open here at the
iaiety on Jan. 21. The Rockett's
e in no hurry to start out the other
ompanies. The leading cities will

Jet the picture by next Fall.

At the opening George A. Billings,

rho impersonates Lincoln, will be
resent, as well as Ruth Clifford and
ranees Marion who prepared the
cript. The premiere promises to be
n important event, with many film

otables of the East present.

"U" Galls Confab
Country-wide Sales Convention Op-

ens at the Congress, Chicago
Tomorrow

The first country-wide sales con-
vention of Universal will be held in

Chicago beginning tomorrow.
Discussions will include stunts

scheduled for Laemmle Month and
the releasing arrangements for "The
Hunchback." The convention will be
held in the Congress Hotel, and will

be under way Friday evening. It will

end Sunday night with a big dinner.

The convention will afford Al
Lichtman the first opportunity of

coming in contact with his field force.

Whether or not the conference will

result in any change in the handling
of "The Hunchback" remains to be
seen, but it is very probable that steps

will be taken to make it available to

more exhibitors in each territory as

soon as possible. One phase of the

celebration will be a tribute paid to

Laemmle. This will take the form of

additional booking days.

The home office group leaves today

on the Century and will include, Carl

Laemmle, R. H. Cochrane, Al Licht-

man, Ned Marin, George Brown and
Paul Gulick. Others will be:
E. W. Kramer, Buffalo; D. W. Frazer,

Butte, E. F. Dardine, Charlotte, N. C. ; L.

(Continued on Page 6)

Radical Changes in Booking Plans

May Grow Out of F. P.-L. Hearing

If Commission Orders End of "Block" Booking Paramount Will

Seek Court Order Binding All Other Companies As Well
—No Decision Looked For About a Year

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jacksonville—Possibility of far-reaching consequences look-

ing toward a revolution in the booking of pictures if the Federal

Trade Commission hands down an order requiring Famous Play-

ers-Lasky to desist from the practice of "block" bookings loomed
yesterday as the Jacksonville hearing of the corporation's de-

fense against charges of unfair business methods and attempts at

monopolization came to an end.

According to counsel for the defendants, a decision of the

Commission holding that "block" bookings must cease and a sus-

taining of that decision by the Federal Courts will immediately

be followed by action on the part of Famous Players seeking to

force the Federal Trade Commission to issue similar orders to

every other production and distribution company in the business.

This attitude of Famous is in line with the defense testimon>

introduced during the hearings here designed to sustain the

contention that "block" bookings do not constitute an unfair bus-

iness method or an attempt to monopolize the exhibition field,

but is a common trade practice indulged in by all companies of

importance.

"In 'The Courtship of Myles Standish' Charles Ray has made a splen-

did picture. What an actor that man is!" says Harriette Underhill in

the Tribune. Distributed by Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

It was admitted that universal ap-

plication of an order, the effect of

which would be to abolish "block"

booking, would revolutionize the ex-

hibition features of the industry by

doing away with ability of the com-

panies to sell a sufficient number of

films at one time to warrant the ex-

penses incident to the sale. Such a

condition, it was stated, would practi-

cally place the producers at the mercy

of the individual exhibitor who could

arbitrarily purchase one or two pic-

tures at a comparatively low cost, ac-

cording to present prices, and refuse

the remainder of the films produced
during a given space of time.

Such a condition, it was stated,

would result probably in increased

costs of admission to the public as

the producr would be compelled to

increase the cost for a given film to

the exhibitor in order to make single

bookings pay, or exhibit such films

in theaters controlled by themselves.

In either case, the ultimate^ result,

it is claimed, would be to increase

the cost to the public.

(Continued on Page 2)

"The Hunchback" Closes Jan. 19

"The Hunchback" closes its long

run at the Astor on Jan. 19.

I
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Capitol, Buffalo Robbed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—The Capitol on S. Park
Ave., was robbed of $600 Saturday.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions
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fc.
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EXPLOITATION!!
Here's a Marvel with Everything

THE FIRE PATROL
Let it clean up for you

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows

Hint At Changes
(Continued from Page 1)

While such a condition generally
is not sought, it was stated, there is

a determined intention on the part of

Famous Players that flesh shall not
be made of it and fowl of another
and if it is required to desist from
"block" bookings it will endeavor to

see that the rule is made to apply to

all of its competitors.

Bruce Bromley, of counsel of the
defense, epitomized the situation as

viewed by his concern by stating as

an illustration that often a salesman
has to travel several hundred miles,

with incidental expenses to sell the

films to a theater.

"In small towns where the price

per night on a single film would be
so small as to be ridiculous," he said,

"the company could not get its ex-
penses out of such a sale. Recently,
a salesman had to travel several hun-
dred miles in Florida to see a pros-

pect. The trip cost him over a hun-
dred dollars in expense money. The
sale of one of the films for a single

showing, which is all the average
small town can stand, would have
amounted to approximately $7.50.

In order to make anything out of it

the company had to either sell him
a number of films or charge him a

•price for the one picture that would
have been prohibitive to him. What
would be the results of such a con-
dition?

"He would be unable to purchase
first class films because the company
could not stand the expense of giv-

ing them to him at a reasonable
price. Therefore he would have to

use the cheapest kinds of films for

his theater and the public of his town
would suffer. By his taking a

"block," say of 13 or more pictures,

one item of expense covers the whole
thing. He is enabled to buy good
pictures at a reasonable price and
the people of his town get a high
grade of pictures at a reasonable
admission. That is the way the mat-
ter works out and all other com-
panies are pursuing the same practice;

which is the only way for the small

town man to get high grade pictures

for his patrons."
In its original complaint, the Gov-

ernment charged that the defendants'

"block" booking of pictures tended
to monopolize exhibition by requir-

ing the exhibitor to buy so many pic-

tures from the defendant as to prac-

tically consume all of his time, there-

by prohibiting him from purchasing
from competitors of the defendant
company.

Final decision in the case is not
expected for about a year. There are

a number of cities yet in which hear-
ings are to be held, after which the

testimony taken in all of them must
be transcribed and considered by the
Federal Trade Commission. If its

decision is adverse to the defendant,
an appeal will be taken to the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals and
perhaps from there to the United
States Supreme Court if the Court of

Appeals sustains the Commission. If

the Commission sustains the de-
fendants' contention, that will end
the matter. Otherwise it will prob-
ably be several years before the case

is finally adjudicated.

Commissioner Alvord and Govern-
ment and defense counsel left Tues-
day for New Orleans where addi-

tional hearings will be opened next
Monday. Alvord before leaving de-

nied the defense the privilege of in-

troducing motion picture patrons
from various towns in Florida for the

purpose of showing that theater and
picture conditions in such towns had
improved since entrance there by the
defendants. An appeal will be made
to the Federal Trade Commission to

allow this character of testimony, the
defense announced, to rebut charges
by the Government that the defen-
dants entered these fields for the
purpose of coercing theater owners
into purchasing its pictures. The de-

fense contends that it built or leased

theaters in towns where conditions
were bad in respect to the theaters

themselves, or the management of

the theaters or where an inferior class

of films was being exhibited, and not
for the purpose of threatening or co-

ercing managers into purchasing
films from Famous Players.

Compromise Youngstown Fight
(Special to THE FILM DAILY}

Youngstown, O.—The fight against

Sunday entertainment has ended in

a settlement among vaudeville men,
picture men, church men and the

mayor, whereby pictures will be per-

mitted on Sunday after one o'clock.

Vaudeville on Sunday is taboo. This
affects the Hippodrome, operated by
C. W. Miller, and the Park, under
management of Max and Joe Scha-
grin.

Sunday Fight in Canton, O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Canton, O.—Mayor C. C. Curtis

has lined up with the ministers
against the Sunday films. This
means that there's going to be a hot
fight to keep the houses open.

Limits Use of Goldwyn's Name
The decision restraining Samuel

Goldwyn from using his own name
in advertising any films unless ad-
vertisements are followed by the

words "Not connected with the Gold-
wyn Pictures Corporation," has been
affirmed by the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals.

Mountan Back From Europe
D. J. Mountan, president of Rich-

mount Pictures, in which J. V.
Ritchey is interested, has returned
from Europe where he appointed
representatives. He has opened of-

fices at 723 7th Ave.

Selznick Puts On 16 Salesmen

David R. Blyth, director of Sales

for Selznick has added 16 salesmen
to his force. Increased activity for

the new year, is given as the reason.

MacFarland Goes to Coast

James Hood MacFarland left for

the Coast Tuesday to become asso-

ciated with the Theda Bara Prod.

He will assume duties in the pro-

duction end.

David Blyth's Mother Dead
David R. Blyth, of Selznick has

gone to Gait, Ont., because of the

death of his mother.

HAL ROACH'S
SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes Only"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy
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Thomas Meighan
,/PIED PIPER MALONE"
D I RECTE D BY
ALFRED E. CREEN
ADAPTED BY
TOM GERAGHTY
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BY BOOTH TARKINGTON
PRESENTEO BY ADOLPH ZUKOR AND JESSE I. LASKY

Will be released February 4, 1924
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"U" Galls Confab
(Continued from Page 1)

W. Alexander and H. P. Wolfberg, Chicago

;

J. Holden, Cincinnati ; H S. Brown and
H. M. Herbel, of Cleveland; E. Gerbase
and Fred Gage, Denver; Herman Stern and
I. Von Ronkel, Des Moines ; Joe Friedman,
Detroit; Lew Thompson, Indianapolis; Mor-
ris Joseph, Kansas City; C. Theurkauf, Los
Angeles; Geo. Levine, Milwaukee; M. A.
Chase, Minneapolis ; S. S Liggett and H.
E. Elder, New Haven; W. P. Moran, Ok-
lahoma City; H. F. Lefholtz, Omaha; E. L.
Rife, of Pittsburgh; L. Hess, of Portland,
Ore. ; B. Rosenthal and Gerald Akers, St..

Louis ; Milton Cohen, Salt Lake City ; C. A.
Nathan and Edw. Armstrong, San Francis-
co; L. J. Schlaifer and Melvin Weinstock,
Seattle; Samuel Henley, Spokane; C. Hague,
Toronto; F. C. Hopkins, Albany; R. B.
Williams, Atlanta; N. E. Depinet and R.
Mcllheran, Dallas; G. L. Woods, El Paso;
J. R. Barton, Jacksonville; Fla., W. E.
Sipe, Memphis ; W. Richardson, New Or-
leans; Jules Levy, Philadelphia; J. C. Os-
serman, Washington, and W. C. Herrmann,
New York.

Finish "Welcome Stranger"
(Special U THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Work on "Welcome
Stranger" has been completed by
James Young who also prepared the
script in conjunction with Willard
Mack. The cast includes Florence
Vidor, Virginia Brown Faire, Noah
Beery, Dore Davidson, Otis Harlan,
Robert Edeson, Lloyd Hughes, Wil-
liam Mong and Fred Butler.

Poor Business Closes Two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Akron, O.—Giving poor business
as the reason, the Miles, a suburban
house and the Sun in Springfield
have closed.

E. M. Loew Expanding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Bedford, Mass.—E. M. Loew,
owner of theaters in Lynn, Haverhill
and New England points has taken
over the Strand in the North End.

Genessee Enterprises Move
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—The offices of the Genes-
see Theatrical Enterprises have been
moved from 72 Main St. to the New
Family Theater Bldg. in Jackson St.

Home Engaged by Carlos
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—James Home has
been borrowed from F. B. O. to di-

rect a picture for Abe Carlos.

Gadsten, Tenn. House Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Gadsten, Tenn.—The Gadsten was
destroyed by fire a few nights ago.
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WHY WORRY
when you have

THE FIRE PATROL
To Break Your Box Office Records?

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows

Four 1st Nat'l Stars
To Be Boosted This Year—La Marr,

Griffith, Colleen Moore and Ben
Alcxsiidfir

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—Richard A. Rowland, who

stopped off here to pick up Sam Katz
before traveling to the Coast, *aid
prior to his departure:

"First National, is going to pro-
mote four new stars this year, in ad-
dition to those who have already
proven themselves to be the biggest
box office assets in the business, such
as Norma Talmadge, Constance Tal-
madge and Richard Barthelmess. We
look for great things from Barbara
La Marr, Corinne Griffith, Colleen
Moore, and Ben Alexander."
He stated that while on the Coast

he expects to take action in regard
to dividing First National production
between the West and East. He
would say nothing definite about the
time such a move might be expected,
or what studio arrangements First
National contemplates making in the
East; but it is known that Rowland
advocates a decentralization of pro-
duction as one of the ways in which
excessive negative cost may be
lowered. He maintains that a more
equal division of production would
make more actors available thereby
placing salaries on an equitable basis.
Two pictures that Rowland thinks

will be outstanding features of the
1924 program are "The Sea Hawk,"
which Frank Lloyd is now making,
and "The Bird of Paradise for which
Richard Walton Tully will take a
company to Hawaii.

E. K. Lists Extra Dividend
An extra dividend of 75 cents a

share, in addition to the regular quar-
terly dividend of $1.25 a share, is

declared on the common stock by the
directors of Eastman Kodak. Three
months ago $1.25 a share extra on
the common was declared. The divi-
dends are payable April 1 to stock-
holders of record Feb. 29.

Four Cosmopolitans On B'way
Cosmopolitan will have four pic-

tures on Broadway, beginning Mon-
day. "The Great White Way," starts
its third week at the Cosmopolitan
theater; "Through the Dark," goes
into its second week at the Cameo;
"Under the Red Robe," opens at the
Capitol and "Little Old New York,"
opens at Loew's State.

Lease Marquette to B. and K.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The two story theater,
office and store building is almost
completed at 63rd St. and Kedzie
Ave. Fitzpatrick & McElroy are
erecting the building, but the house,
to be known as the Marquette thea-
ter, has been leased to Balaban &
Katz for ten years.

New Border Amus. Co. Offices
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—L. E. Barger, general
manager, has opened new offices for
the Border Amusement Co. at Main
and Goundry Sts. in North Tona-
wanda.

"Let Not Man Put Asunder," will

be the feature at the Rialto next week.

In The Courts
Supreme Court Justice Mullan has

vacated the service of papers in a
suit of David P. Howells, Inc., against
France & Goullette Inc., of Manila,
Philippine Islands, for a breach of
a contract to buy films. The papers
were served on James D. Barton on
the ground that he is the agent of
the defendants in New York and that
no officer of the defendant could be
found here. The court held that
there were not sufficient facts shown
in the inability to find an officer of
the defendant here, and also that it

is doubtful whether Barton was
agent of the defendant.

The Howells company furnished
affidavits that Barton bought films

here for France & Goulette, and that
he complained that after he had
bought a film to be shown exclusively
by the defendant in the Philippines
that the film was shown by the U.
S. Navy at Cavite. He wrote later

cancelling the contract for films on
the ground that they were released
directly by Associated First Nation-
al to the U. S. Navy and shown in

the Philippines in competition with
those sold to France and Goulette.

Thursday, January 10, 1924

Attempt To Rob The Forest
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati—Safe crackers recentlj

attempted to blow open the safe o
the Forest but without success.

World Film Rights to

"BLOSSOM TIME"
Original Story of

"Dreimaderl Haus"
Apply to MARY FORREST
1452 Broadway, Tel. 1944 Bryant

Lee-Bradford Corporation

Presents

AUSTRALIA'S WILD
NORTHWEST

Pre-released at the Rivoli

A 1924 Release
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Incorporations
Dover, Del—United Theater Corp.

capital $1,250,000. Incorporators, E.

E. McGonigle, Pittsburgh; W. F.

Michael, Homestead, Pa.; and M. E.

Nee, Bellevue, Pa. (U. S. Corpora-
tion Co.).

Albany—Mantobar Operating
Corp., Brooklyn. Capital $110,000.
Incorporators, B. Cuyler, E. F. Cob
and F. Raines. Attorneys, Hovell,
McChesney & Clarkson, New York.

Albany— Rija Operating Corp.,

New York. Capital $1,000. Incor-
porators, E. F. Cob, B. Cuyler and
C. Rohman. Attorneys, Hovell, Mc-
Chesney & Clarkson, New York.

Albany—Capital Outdoor & Indoor
Shows, New York. Capital $5,000.

Incorporators, M. and P. Isser and

J. C. Trebish. Attorneys, Breitbart

& Breitbart, New York.

Albany—H. & S. Seating Co., New
York. Capital $10,000. Incorpora-
tors, A. O. H. Ernst, H. E. Herman
and H. Lehrich. Attorneys, Herman
& Ernst, New York.

Albany—LaSalle Amusement Corp.,

Niagara Falls. Capital $30,000. In-

corporators, H. Parkes'and J. Paones-
sa. Attorney, T. B. Lee, New York.

Sign Edith Allen

Edith Allen, whom Rex Ingram
discovered and assigned the second
female role in "Scaramouche," has
been put under contract by Whitman
Bennett and H. Clay Miner. The
latter was associated with Bennett in

making "Secrets of Paris," and "The
Hoosier Schoolmaster." Miss Allen's
screen name will be Hedda Lind.

Footage
Rochester, N. Y.

Danny,
Film Daily,
New York.

Dear Danny:

—

The best news for the New
Year is contained in your story
in THE FILM DAILY, with
reference to footage on features
for the coming season. It looks
as though at last some of our
efforts in this direction are go-
ing to bear fruit. You and
Bill Johnson deserve the thanks
of the exhibitor industry for
your persistent and consistent
efforts along this line.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM FAIT,
Eastman Theater.

Cuts and Flashes
Jean Havez, scenario writer, has

written a humorous novel, based on
his experiences in Europe last Spring.
"Yes, My Dear," is the title of the
book which will be published by
the American Play Co.

Tangle Over Fight Films
(Special t» THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Edward Sullivan of
Cleveland owns state rights to the
Dempsey-Firpo fight films. The pic-
tures have been in Columbus for two
weeks waiting for the Ohio Censor
Board to pass or reject them. Ver-
non Riegel, head of the board, is

quoted as saying that the board can-
not reject them because there is no
ground for rejection. The Ohio laws
say it is unlawful to bring fight pic-
tures into the state. Sullivan says he
did not bring the pictures into the
state. He only wants to exhibit them.

Fire Code Vetoed
Because of the omission of two

sub-divisions of the present building
code in the new ordinance, Acting
Mayor Murray Hulbert has returned
to the Board of Alderman with his

disapproval an amendment to the
:ode regarding fire extinguishing ap-
pliances for theaters and other places
)f amusement.

"Red Robe" at Capitol

"Under The Red Robe" opens at
he Capitol Sunday.

HetJSotJWart
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Mae Murray's Last
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The story which Vi-
cente Blasco Ibanez is writing for

Mae Murray will follow "Madamoi-
selle Midnight," upon which Miss
Murray is now working. This will

incidentally be her last picture under
her present contract.

Brookins Buys Back Hillsdale

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hillsdale, Mich.—George Brookins

has bought back the Dawn from the
Majestic-Colonial Amusement Co.
About $35,000 is involved in the deal.

"Her Man" is the title chosen by
Metro for the version of "Cape Cod
Folks," which Reginald Barker is now
completing.

The second Fred Church western to
be distributed through Great West-
ern Prod, is "The Trail of the North."

Klever Pictures, of New York, has
received dissolution papers from the
Secretary of State in Albany.

Film-Crest Photo Plays, Inc., have
been dissolved by the Secretary of
State in Albany.

The Michigan Film Review, of
Detroit is celebrating its eighth an-
niversary.

Salesmen's Meeting Postponed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The meeting of sales-

men scheduled originally for the
Hotel Vendig, will be held Jan. 12.

An informal luncheon will be given
after which C. H. Goodwin, chairman
of the board of managers of the M. P.
T. O., will give a talk on sales ethics.

Schencks Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Joseph M. Schenck
and Norma Talmadge leave for the
East on Saturday. They will spend
three weeks in New York, three
weeks in Palm Beach and then return
here.

JAZZ COMEDIES
12 one reel comedies per year
New Product (Not Re-issues)
Open for State Right Market

Wire-Write-Phone

OBROCK & SPIEGEL
Phone-Bryant 10359

729 7th Ave., N. Y.

COAT AND SUITS
Are common—but a Great Picture like

THE FIRE PATROL
It Produced Once a Season

Ask I. E. Chadwick— He Knows

CHAPLIN
Appearin

in

Marshall NeiIans

Associated First Nationals

Thomas H.Ince's

The Pendevous"
HerTeinpoiary Husband

The GallopingFish"

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin,

consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
in THE SMART SET

"Covered Wagon" in Canada
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—The first presentation
of "The Covered Wagon," in West-
ern Canada is under way at the
Walker this week. It is being pre-
sented twice daily as a road show at
prices ranging up to $1.65.
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FamOUS PlayerS-Lasky have announced—

next Zane Grey Picture

Tentirely in hnicolor

THE Famous Players- Lasky Corporation have announced that their

next Zane Grey picture entitled "Wanderer of the Wasteland" will be

entirely "Done in Technicolor."

This will be the first big production by this process. Photography begins

at once and will be followed by a super-production entirely "Done in

Technicolor."

The Technicolor process includes a number of inventions in photography

and color printing which deliver a positive absolutely true to the original

and one that experience proves has a longer life than black and white.

The completion of our large new plant makes "Done in Technicolor"

a possibility for every progressive producer.

f

CTURE
CORP

ORATION

1 Hill

1 ««^

Interior and exterior views ofnew

Technicolor plant at Boston

*<J

^^^^ do it in

lechnicolor
Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation

Boston New York Hollywood
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ales Angles Sought
' Wants Selling Executives To Aid
In Production—New Zoning

System Planned
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Forty-five representatives

the Universal sales force were

sent at the Congress Hotel on Fri-

when the company's national sales

ivention opened for a three day

sion.

\\ Lichtman outlined an entire new
;s policy which he has drawn up,

highlight of which provides that

sales executives shall have a say

the production policy of the com-
ly. A new zoning system has been

fected to go into effect in April.

der it, Lichtman hopes to double

annual sales.

Michaelove Joins Universal

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago— Dan Michaelove, for
ne time an important official in

ithern Enterprises, Inc., has re-

lied to join Universal. He is now
e attending the company's nation-

sales convention. A division of

Southern territory with Ned
pinet and Michaelove in charge

'expected.

larry Goldberg, who has been as-

ling Harold B. Franklin in the con-

it of the theater department at

: nous, will take over Michaelove's

lies but will continue his head-

i rters in New York.

Features Reviewed
Page

The Great White Way
Gold.-Cosmop 5

The Song of Love
First National 5

The Heart Bandit
Metro 5

Black Oxen
First National 5

Defying Destiny
Selznick 8

Whispered Name
Universal 8

3hantom Justice
F. B. 8

?eno
Gold-Cosmop 8

Short Subjects 9

Controversy Ends
Goldwyn and T. O. C. C. Settle Long

Squabble—Two Hundred
Theaters Involved

Official announcement was made
late Friday of the settlement of the
long quarrel between Goldwyn-Cos-
mopolitan and the T. O. C. C. over
contracts on "Enemies of Women"
and "Little Old New York."
The Chamber has rescinded the

resolution which prevented its mem-
bers from dealing with Goldwyn on
those two Cosmopolitan productions
while the distributing company, de-
spite the fact that it has not agreed
to recognize the old Famous Players
contracts, will give T. O. C. C. mem-
bers holding them a priority in there

dealings.
(Continued on Page 12)

Don Allen, Evening World: "Movie audiences always are delighted

with Charles Ray and 'The Courtship of Myles Standish' is no ex-

ception." An Associated Exhibitors release.—Advt.

a
Inferno

>>

M. P. Carnival Feb. 13

Prominent society leaders, including

Anne Morgan and Mrs. E. M. House
are on a reception committee which
will sponsor a M. P. Carnival at the

Plaza Feb. 13. Six organizations in-

cluding the Film Mutual Benefit Bu-
reau, the Dugout, Nat'l Hospital for

Speech Defects, Free Home for Girls,

Travelers' Aid Society, and the Or-
thopedic Ward of the Post Graduate
Hospital will share in the proceeds.
Important producing companies will

co-operate. Col. Jason Joy of the

Hays office is on the committee.

"Bill" Fox all set to make Dante's "Inferno." On a walloping

scale. Using a modern story to start with. And then bring in a

big spectacle showing the tremendous story, probably similar to

the manner in which DeMille handled the Biblical episode of

"The Ten Commandments."
Unless something goes wrong with the plans this will be one

of the big specials for next season. Fox has had this in mind for

some years. It is one of his pet projects. And it should be big.

MAKING IT HARD
Independent distributors often wonder why foreign buyers

—

especially those in England—turn a cold shoulder to new propo-

sitions. All they have to do is to regard the schedules of the

American Releasing bankruptcy. And note that Wardour of Lon-

don was hit for $57,000; a Danish concern for $5,000; a Swedish

organization for another $5,000 and an Australian organization for

nearly $10,000.

These figures tell all there is to tell.

"THE PROBLEMS OF 1924"—A WARNING
Editorial in "Kine"—evidently written by Tilley—says, in

"For the producing industry in this country, block-booking

holds a danger, which later will transfer itself to the exhibitor in

a larger form, which has not yet been put forward, and which may

at the moment be regarded as wild fantasy.

(Continued on Page 4)

Mason The Scout
To Represent Hodkinson on Coast

—

Will Help Inject Sales Angle
In Production

Lesley Mason leaves for Los An-
geles on Tuesday to become West
Coast representative of the Hodkin-
son Corporation. His duties there

will be more particularly concerned

with the injection of a sales angle in-

to productions made for the Hod-
kinson organization.

It is anticipated by Hodkinson of-

ficials that Mason's wide experience

will give their producers a helpful

vision of the public and exhibitor taste

through his knowledge of sales values

in pictures.

Picture Types
Lack of space prevents pub-

lication today of the second sec-

tion of THE FILM DAILY
questionnaire which deals with

the type of pictures that the

public most prefers. Interest-

ing data, with titles of pictures,

will appear in Monday's issue.
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Sameth Handling Scenics

Joe Sameth is now handling the

distribution of the Burlingham scenics

on the state right market.
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FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf HJl the world

PAY THE FIDDLER
Yes, and you'll pay yourself with

THE FIRE PATROL
For it will pay you 100 per cent interest

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows

Jazz The Rage
In Australia—Swanson and Murray

The Leaders There, Film
Man Writes

Thomas M. Meehan, of Union
Theaters, Ltd., with headquarters in

Australia, in a letter to Millard John-
son, of Australasian Films, Ltd., de-

clares that pictures of the jazz type

are the most popular there. He says:

"Gloria Swanson and Mae Murray
have proved the greatest profit-

makers this year. In 'Her Gilded

Cage' and 'The Impossible Mrs. Bel-

lew' and 'Prodigal Daughters', Gloria

drew top figures. In 'Broadway
Rose' and 'Fascination', Mae scored

heavily. You will see that photoplays

of the jazz type are highly favored.

" 'Theodora,' boosted by big ad-

vertising, pulled well for one week,
then flopped. 'When Knighthood
was in Flower' failed badly. 'Robin

Hood' pulled well at first, then slack-

ened. Chaplin in 'Pay Day' and 'The

Pilgrim,' maintained his reputation as

a sure-fire draw card.

"Valentino in 'The Young Rajah'

and 'One Night' drew top figures.

"Norma Talmadge in 'Smilin'

Through' had the tamest reception

ever recorded to a Norma Talmadge
picture in Sydney.

"Valentino, Chaplin, Swanson and
Murray are the only ones who can

be positively certain to draw top at-

tendances in Sydney today. Photo-

plays with comparatively little known
stars like Claire Windsor draw poor
business here.

"Stories of the frozen north get the

icy hand. Western stories of the

Jack Hoxie type don't go over at all.

Sea stories like 'The Isle of Lost
Ships' draw big attendance. Jazz
stories of the Mae Murray type draw
best of all."

Equity Film Contract
Frank Gillmore Leaves for Coast to

Confer with Hays on Standard
Form of Agreement

Frank Gillmore, executive secre-

tary of the Actor's Equity, has left

for the coast to confer with Will H.
Hays on Thursday, relative to a
standard form of contract between
producers and members of the Equity.

Those connected with the Equity
declare that although it has not as

yet been feasible to introduce the

Equity shop in the film industry, the
matter of a standard contract has
been agitated for many months, since

the vast majority of picture players

are Equity members.

The proposed contract would
standardize wages and overtime for

all extra actors. Provisions are also

included protecting actors from need-
less danger and cruelty in the filming

of spectacles. Hays is said to be favor-

able to reapproachment with the

Equity, and it was stated at the lat-

ter's headquarters that Mr. Gill-

more's trip was taken with a view to

final settlement and signatures.

At the Hays office, it was stated

on Friday that discussion of a stand-

ard contract was not on the General's

program when he left for Holly-
wood. The opinion was advanced,
however, that officials of the coast

Equity branch had spoken to Hays
about the matter and that the re-

ported conference between him and
Gillmore was then arranged by tele-

graph.

PatheNe™
No. 3

THE RESCUE OF THE U. S.

LOUISIANA—Exclusive scenes of the

cue of the disabled warship which b
loose from her tow in a storm.

SMEDLEY CLEANS UP—Brig.
Smedley Butler, borrowed from the Ma
to head Philadelphia's Police force, sta

the city with his swift and detent'

moves.
AMERICA'S SKI STARS TRY-OUT 1

OLYMPIC GAMES—Minneapolis sees

tion's best ski-jumpers compete for Oly
team.
SEINE OVERFLOWS—Disastrous

causes immense damage in Paris.

Other interesting news as usual.

today
HAL ROACH'S
WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhgcomedy=^®-^

Tippett Handling Gevaert Stock

John D. Tippett of London has

taken over the distribution of Geva-
ert raw stock for this country and
has formed a company bearing his

name for that purpose. Offices have
been opened on the 17th floor of the

State Bldg., in charge of A. G.

Steen, who was formerly with Bay
State Film.

German Papers Form Film Dep't

Julius Cohen, formerly of the dra-

matic department of the American
and Evening Journal, will organize a

motion picture department for the

two German newspapers in New
York, the Staats-Zeitung and the

Herold. His first article appears on
Monday. The papers have a reading
public of about 750,000.

Roth Joins Preferred

Max Roth, who has been handling
the foreign business for Principal
Pictures has joined Preferred where
he will handle special sales work on
"Maytime" and "The Virginian."

Fox (Australia) Office In Fire

The Associated Press on Friday
reported from Sydney, Australia, that

the Fox offices there suffered a

£50,000 loss by fire. About 1,000,-

000 feet of film were lost.

If you don't grab this one

you're cheating your public!

"lieLaw
Forbids
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"Inferno"
(.Continued from Page 1)

"But it is real, and it is this:

"Having succeeded in crushing all competition by selling so

cheaply that no British producer, with his limited resources and
equally limited market, can continue the struggle ; having bol-

stered up their presently weak finances and re-established their

credit resources by the bulk of their block-bookings, the half-

dozen big American companies will have the exhibitor at their

mercy.
"By that time they will have acquired key theaters in all the

big cities ; they will exploit their pictures, and they will sell them
to the exhibitor at prices which will force him to mortgage his

theater in order to pay them.
"And—again—the only solution is not to book in blocks."

REVIVING AN ANCIENT SPORT

Arthur S. Kane and Douglas MacLean indulging in Hotel Astor

table cloth figuring on the plains of Hollywood,.

HIGH PRICED ENTERTAINERS
If you went out to book the biggest act in the business. And

you found it consisted of Arthur Brisbane, of the Hearst papers,

and Charles M. Schwab of Steel fame; you would shudder at the

possible cost. But those gentlemen entertained prominent film

folk muchly. At the Zukor lunch given to raise $10,000 for the

Harding Memorial. Both were in excellent form. Their humor

—

chiefly personal—proved delightful. So much so that "Roxy"
tried to capture Schwab. To talk over the radio. But Marcus
Loew blocked him. Said Schwab was a stockholder in his com-
pany. And if he did any radio'ing it would be through the Loew
station. And not through the Capitol.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Writes "Doc" Holah from the Mid-West—apropos of the few

lines suggesting that we all stop calling this a "game." Says
"Doc"

:

"Have made one resolution for this year and that is to elim-

inate the word 'game' from motion picture business. I know
this will please you much. However in passing, you cannot help

but agree that most everyone has called it a 'game' in the past

due to many reasons: 'Full Houses,'
—'Four Horsemen that were

supposed to be 'four of a kind'—exhibitors 'raising' the ante

on admission prices
—

'Straight' from the shoulder talks by
Laemmle—Well known Berry, Managing Director of the Circle,

Indianapolis, better known as 'Ace.'

"I'll get the 'deuce' for this last remark from Harry T'Arzan
Riechenbach—and last but not least, the well known 'jack' pots

of the bankers on loans called on producers.

"Then we all know a few have played at 'put and take'

—

'put' in the picture on percentage and 'take' out the rugs and
chairs after the engagement is over."

TOMMY RUNS A COLUMN
No press agent stunt in this. Jay Kaufman—who runs

"Round the Town" in the Telegram- Called on Tommy Meighan

to run it for a day. And Tommy did. Wrote about Barney ]

ruch. George Ade. And other celebrities. And did it migl
well. Any time Tommy wants to run this column he can.

Incidentally Kaufman, described him as "the most popi
film star in America." Ahem ; well, we might even go that i

If Tommy will write this column.

AUSTRALIA'S FAVORITES
Who do you think are the best drawing cards in far off A

tralia? Letter just received from a well posted film man sf

Valentino, Chaplin, Swanson and Mae Murray. In the or<

named. Also says that they seem crazy over "jazz" pictures
Australia.

Nothing new in that. They are just as crazy here. If j
don't believe it ask "Dick" Rowland.

PASSING THEM BY
Incidentally—talking of "jazz" pictures—did you know tl

Famous Players turned down "Flaming Youth" and Black Oxer
Yep. Afraid of them. Who knows why may earn a big red apj
Nice and fat.

By the way that "Black Oxen" looks like a wallop at the b

office. They are holding it over for another week at the Strai

No wonder. The way those women—eight to 80—piled in.

get an idea of the picture—they all read the book—was a delig

to the eye. If this isn't a clean-up all the dope runs wrong
LIBEL

Secretary of State Hughes is quoted. By Claire Price in

Times Sunday Magazine section : "I wish indeed that
important educational instrument, the moving picture, was not
frequently used in foreign countries to give forth impressions
American life. It is most discouraging to reflect upon the exte

to which the best efforts of educators and the men of public affai

are thwarted by the subtle influence of a pernicious distortii

among other peoples with respect to the way in which our peof
live and the prevalence here of vice and crime."

Then the writer proceeds, under the caption : "Do
Movies Libel Us Abroad?" to say some things. To prove, pe

haps, that they do. Tells of the weird plots of pictures to be r

leased shortly in England. And presents an excerpt of what Ha;

said in London : "Steps have been taken to insure that every fil

leaving America shall faithfully portray American life and ast

rations."

But oh ; those plots ; those stories

!

DAN

\;

MARTHA PETELLE

The Pictureplay

Mother

Current Release—
J. Stuart Blackton'8

"Let Not Man Put Asunder"

Now at the Rialto

_
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'The Great White Way"
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

I
a Whole BIG SPECTACU-
LAR PICTURE DESTINED TO
PLEASE THE CROWD THAT
LIKES .VARIETY. WILL
PROBABLY MAKE GOOD IF
SfOU DON'T MIND ADVER-
TISING ANGLE.
1st. ... Hearst just called for a copy
)f his payroll and put everyone to

vork, from Arthur Brisbane down
the office boy and then coaxed

t few celebrities to lend their

fiames to good advertising by "do-

pg a turn." They include Tex
tickard, Irvin S. Cobb, H. C. Wit-
her, Ned Wayburn and many nota-

>le Hearst publication artists and
vriters. Anita Stewart's work is

leasing. Oscar Shaw foregoes per-

onal appeal to be a convincing
iug, and T. Roy Barnes gets over
lis comedy business satisfactorily.

pe of Story Once they get

hrough exploiting Mr. Hearst's
mployees and showing the work-
ings of his newspaper office and
resses "The Great White Way"
ets started. It's a late start for

he story, especially since there is

much of itself, minus the pub-
city trimmings that are padded
i. The plot, credit for which is

'mply given H. C. Witwer, is the
verage "movie" meller with just

bout one new angle to give it some
ybstance—that of a press agent
|rho plans to boost two people,

ne a dancer and the other a fight-

r, by a tie-up arrangement which
rovides his paper with a nice sen-

ational yarn and at the same time,

Sains the desired publicity for his

Hients. The idea, from here on,
jermits of the usual display and
pectacle. It rings in the Follies,

abaret scenes, a prize fight, the
iaces, a fire and about everything
pat the exhibitor recognizes as
re-fire audience getters. The fire

d the fight offer good thrills and
ey've apparently spent consider-
le upon the production even
ough many of the mob scenes
e news reel excerpts.
Office Angle. . . .Whether or not
u can use the names of the
earst writers and artists to advan-
ge is a question, but you will un-
nubtedly interest them with the
>mbined names of notables and
ayers who appear. The picture,

inus its advertising angle, should
»ve a good plav.

iloitation Names galore for

F>u to use and a title that will

itice them. There's a certain lure

»out titles that suggest a theatri-

1 atmosphere. They'll fall for

is one and for the benefit of the
en folks, be sure to talk about

prize fight. Use a trailer to

ve a hint of the variety the offer-

g contains—bits of the fight, fire

d stage sequences. If they're
terested in statistics, Cosmopoli-
n will furnish figures.

ction E. Mason Hopper; quite

1 right.

nor H. C. Witwer
fcario Luther Reed
leraman . . Harold Wenstrom and
enry Conjager
tography Good
tie New York
Ijth ' 10,000 feet

Norma Tahnadge in

"The Song of Love"
First National

As a Whole NORMA TAL-
MADGE IN SHEIK STORY
THAT IS QUITE INFERIOR
TO WHAT SHE REALLY RE-
QUIRES; ATMOSPHERE
LAID ON THICK AND STORY
SLOW MOVING.

Star. . . . Handles the role capably and
is effective in emotional bits. Seems
to have been stricken with modesty.
Dancing girl garb appears to em-
barrass her. Usually quite well
photographed.

Cast: Arthur Edmund Carewe
gives a good performance as the
desert chieftain and Joseph Schild-
kraut profiles his way through in

the romantic role which he fills

correctly. Others are Laurence
Wheat, Maude Wayne, Earl
Schenck. Hector Sarno.

Type of Story. . .Drama that is poor-
ly suited to star. Instead of ex-
ploiting the ability and charm of

the star, the prominence goes to

the conventional sheik business in

which a would-be desert King
plans an attack upon the white na-

tives with his scheme thwarted by
the dancer whom he loves but who
sacrifices her life to warn her white
lover of his danger. The actual

plot is slight but director Franklin
has padded it out to nearly eight

reels with the result that "The
Song of Love" is a slow-moving,
over-detailed picture, which, con-
sequently drags to its final con-
clusion, the inevitable happy end-
ing uniting the dancing girl and
her white lover. There has been
too much time spent upon unim-
portant detail,—too great an at-

tempt to build up a suspense over
a piece of intrigue, the substance
of which doesn't warrant it. The
love story angle is pleasing, only
it would be so much more pleas

ing if they would have given it a

better place and made less of cos-

tumes and atmosphere.

Box Office Angle Not likely to

pull as big as her pictures usually

do. Too much of everything but

Norma.
Exploitation. .. .It depends upon just

how big a drawing card Norma
Talmadge is in your house. She's

supposed to be one of the biggest.

In that event you'll probably want
to play "The Song of Love."
Whether or not it will please is a

matter of conjecture. Let them
know just what to expect:—the star

in the role of Arabian dancer who
betrays her native admirer to the

white man she loves. In view of

the popularity of Sheik stories, it's

possible that the atmosphere will

warrant exploiting. Use stills and
trailers to give them a better idea.

Direction. ... Chester Franklin and
Frances Marion; good but picture

far too long.

Author Margaret Peterson

Scenario Frances Marion

Cameraman Tony Gaudio

Photography Good

Locale Arabia

Length About 8,000 feet

Viola Dana in

"The Heart Bandit"
Metro

As a Whole.... VIOLA DANA IN
ONE OF HER TYPICAL RO-
MANTIC COMEDIES, SOME-
THING ON THE ORDER OF
SEVERAL OF HER PREVI-
OUS RELEASES. SHE'S A
GOOD BAD GIRL WHO RE-
FORMS.

Star Will please her following.
Resorts to all her old tricks and
makes the most of opportunities
that come her way. Doesn't photo-
graph as well as usual.

Cast Milton Sills opposite star.

Gertrude Claire, Bertram Grassby
and Wallace MacDonald.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
Runs along pretty much the same
lines as many of the preceding
Dana vehicles, the sort of situa-

tions and atmosphere that suit her
particular personality best. She has
a rollicking time of it playing a

tough kid who chews the end of

a cigarette while she shoots dice

with the chauffeur, talks slang to

her benefactress and generally suc-
ceeds in convincing you that she's

hard boiled. Of course it's all to

be taken pretty much for granted
—this idea of the kind old lady
taking the injured girl into her
home and supplying her with not
only necessities but luxuries while
she's trying to recall her identity

which she cleverly pretends to have
lost track of when thrown from a
machine. Naturally there's a lead-

ing man in the same household who
supplies the romantic angle and
when Wallace McDonald, who
threatened, at the outset to fill this

position, becomes superfluous, he's

killed off conveniently. "The
Heart Bandit" is an amusing pic-

ture, agreeably entertaining and
there's not too much of it to make
it tiresome.

Box Office Angle Your folks will

like this one, or at least they will

if they're out to be amused. In
case they happen to be looking for

something to criticize, they'll prob-
ably find fault with things in the

story but, on the whole, they
should be pleased.

Exploitation Tell them "The
Heart Bandit" is an amusing story

of a girl crook who suddenly finds

herself being patronized by a rich

old lady who has plenty of money
and a wonderful son. That ought

to be enough to let them guess the

rest and get them sufficiently inter-

ested in the unusual heroine, to

bring them in. Show them a trailer

of Viola playing "galloping dom-
inos" with the chauffeurs.

Direction Oscar Apfel; especially

good in that he knew when to stop.

Author Fred Kennedy Myton

Scenario Thomas Hopkins

Cameraman John Arnold

Photography All right

Locale New York

Length About 5,000 feet.

"Black Oxen"
Producer: Frank Lloyd Prod.

Distributor: Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

As a Whole. ..SHOULD PROVE
AN EXTRAORDINARY BOX
OFFICE SUCCESS PARTICU-
LARLY BECAUSE OF ITS AP-
PEAL TO WOMEN. NOTH-
ING INTERESTS WOMEN SO
MUCH AS AGE—THE CHIEF
POINT OF THIS POPULAR
STORY.

Cast. .. .Headed by Corinne Griffith
and Conway Tearle. They make
a tremendously interesting pair of
lovers. Clara Bow a hit as the
"flapper." Alan Hale excellent.
Others unimportant. Extras hard-
ly looked the part of members of
New York's most exclusive set.

Rather they looked cheap.
Type of Story ... .Tremendously in-

teresting theme of how woman of
60, through the Steinach gland
treatment, appears as a woman of
25 or 30, falls in love with a young
playwright, but in the end realizes
they cannot marry and leaves him
to take up her former work of re-
building Austria. One of the best
box office stories of the year, based
on Gertrude Atherton's best seller
of the same name. Tearle as the
handsome lover gives an unusually
fine performance. Corinne Griffith
does all that was expected of her,
and more. She handles a bit of
character work excellently in the
brief flash of the old woman. Clara
Bow as the flapper gets all the
laughs. She has a "fat" part and
gets a lot out of it. Corinne Grif-
fith loses none of her famous sex
appeal. Lloyd gets a lot from his
leading players. Tearle is unusu-
ally good. There are many striking
costumes worn, Miss Griffith hav-
ing a different gown for almost
every new sequence. The produc-
tion runs a little too long and could
be cut to advantage.

Box Office Angle. .. .This should be
sure fire. Flappers in raccoon coats
and old women in sables jammed
the Strand at six o'clock Monday
night—so you can figure what busi-
ness this will do at regulation times.
Should prove a big matinee puller.

Exploitation. . . .Should be easy. You
have the name of the book—it was
a best seller last year and is still

going strong. It's appeal to wom-
en will be almost universal. Then
you have the names of Corinne
Griffith and Conway Tearle to en-
tice them. You can easily make
promises. They deliver the goods.
Don't overlook Clara Bow and tell

them that she was in "Down to the
Sea in Ships." Then you have the
name of Frank Lloyd, whose direc-
tion of Norma in "Ashes of Ven-
geance" and other notable pictures
has made him a well known figure
among fans.

Direction. .. .Frank Lloyd; excellent
as a rule; types selected without
great consideration.

Author Gertrude Atherton
Scenario by Mary O'Hara
Cameraman Norbert Brodin
Photography At times poor; too
much lighting

Locale New York and an
Adirondack Lodge

Length 7,937 feet.



Announcing

Past PromisesFulfitted
For the year 1923-24, we promised to produce Eighteen Warner Bros. 'Classics

of the Screen/ We are not merely fulfilling that promise—we are exceeding it.

For the current year we are delivering a total ofTwenty big pictures instead of the

promised Eighteen, thereby keeping faith with our Exhibitor friends and public.



/S2d> 1923

A PromisefortheFuture
For the year 1924-25, Warner Bros, will produce a total of Twenty 'Classics

of the Screen/ Just as we are delivering this year's product as promised, so

shall we deliver the Twenty big pictures promised for next season. That's

something you, Mr. Exhibitor may bank on for the year 1924-25.
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"Defying Destiny"

Selznick Distributing Corp.

As a Whole PRETTY GOOD
STORY ALTHOUGH IT IS

ONE OF THE POPULAR FOR-
MULAS DEALING WITH THE
FAMILIAR REVENGE ANGLE,
EVERYTHING WORKING
OUT, HOWEVER, TO EVERY-
ONE'S SATISFACTION.

Cast Irene Rich pleasing and

Monte Blue good as far as his

work is concerned but the scar

which he wears on his face, as part

of the role, is very unreal and un-

necessarily exaggerated. Russell

Simpson much better in character

parts than as a straight villain.

Others Jackie Saunders, James Gor-

don, Z. Wall Covington.

Type of Story Drama of a fairly

familiar order but it has been rather

well handled and played by a good

company which helps" considerably

to cover up the shortcomings as

far as its being unoriginal is con-

cerned. There are some illogical

steps in the development, such as

the fact that after hero is proven

innocent of fraud, the bank fails to

carry the investigation further that

it might trace the missing funds.

Naturally this omission provides

for further complications and per-

mits of a grand finale confession

which clears hero. This and other

bits that are somewhat improbable

may be overlooked for what they

provide in the way of increased

suspense and carrying on the in-

terest generally. Once more plastic

surgery is boosted and hero returns

to the town which ostracized him,

his face cleared of the scar, and
with a mustache as further disguise,

carries on an elaborate scheme of

revenge, only to forego all prejudice

when his name is cleared and he

is free to marry his childhood

sweetheart.

Box Office Angle Satisfactory

average audience picture. "Defy-

ing Destiny" will please the ma-
jority and may be offered in the

usual way without special exploi-

tation or advertising. It is an av-

erage entertainment but not worthy
of special promises.

Exploitation. You have a good
cast to talk about for one thing.

They should like Irene Rich very

well and if you think she is popu-
lar enough to warrant it, you might
make an effort to interest them
through her name. Also mention
Monte Blue and Russell Simpson
although they'll probably expect to

see Simpson in a different role from
what he has. You could use

catchlines such as "Does revenge

pay? 'Defying Destiny,' at the

blank theater, answers the ques-

tion."

Direction. . . .Louis Chaudet; satisfac-

tory.

Author .... Grace Sanderson Michie

Scenario Not credited

Cameraman Lenwood Abbott

Photography Good
Locale Small town

Length 5.600 feet.

"The Whispered Name"
Universal

As a Whole... BL AC KM AIL
STORY IN WHICH COINCI-
DENCE IS THE CHIEF FAC-
TOR IN PLOT DEVELOP-
MENT. MAYBE IT WILL BE
INTERESTING BUT THEY'LL
HAVE TO BE LIBERAL
THINKERS TO BELIEVE IT.

Cast Ruth Clifford a very in-

nocent co-respondent and Charles
Clary the other innocent victim of

a divorce scheme. Niles Welch a
real hero who straightens out
the tangle and marries Miss Clif-

ford. Others Herbert Fortier, Wil-
liam Lawrence, May Mersch, John
Merkyl.

Type of Story. . . .Domestic drama in

in which efforts of millionaire to

befriend girl being tricked by man
who pretends marriage, lead him to

difficulties when wife's detectives

secure snapshots of him with the

girl in a hotel. How the black-
mailers carry the plot further and
the incident threatens the happiness
of the girl, now in love with the
editor of the paper for which she
writes, is followed by a general
exposing of the culprits and hap-
piness all around. The story taken
from the play "Th|e Co-respon-
dent," makes fairly interesting en-

tertainment provided you don't ob-
ject to a plot development that is

based chiefly on coincidence of the

most exaggerated sort. Of course
it can be conceded to be fairly

probable that such things would
happen, but they are usually pretty
farfetched. Capable direction, a
good cast and a satisfying produc-
tion help considerably to make the

offering of average merit.

Box Office Angle.. The picture holds
the interest nicely and there is a

good cast to talk about. On the

whole, "The Whispered Name,"
should do adequately.

Exploitation The title can be
linked up effectively with teaser

advertising such as the distribu-

tion of throw-aways containing:

"Watch out for the whispered
name. The initials are R. C. Who
is she?" Follow these with others
reading: "Learn the idenity of the

woman in 'The Whispered Name.'
She is R. C. See her at the blank
theater on (date.)" 'You can later

announce the cast of "The Whis-
pered Name," with Ruth Clifford's

name standing out prominently as

the woman of the whispered name.
The divorce angle might be used
to interest them if you want to

start a controversy. Tell them that

in "The Whispered Name," they
will see one of the illegitimate

methods of obtaining a divorce,

through blackmail.

Direction King Baggot; has man-
aged to sustain the interest very
well and handled players to ad-
vantage.

Authors Rita Weiman and
Alice Leal Pollack

Scenario Raymond L. Schrock

Cameraman Jackson Rose
Photography All right

Locale Any city

Length 5,196 feet

"Phantom Justice"

Producer: Richard Thomas
Distributor: Film Booking Offices

As a Whole CROOK STORY
THAT HAS SOME GOOD
ANGLES AND WILL LIKELY
PROVE INTERESTING EN-
TERTAINMENT FOR THE
MAJORITY. DREAM END-
ING QUITE A DISILLUSION.

Cast Rod La Rocque makes a

shrewd young criminal lawyer and
Estelle Taylor an effective girl

crook. These two the more im-
portant with others: Garry O'Dell,
Kathryn McGuire, Lillian Leigh-
ton, Fred Moore, Rex Ballard, Nor-
val MacGregor.

Type of Story.... The dream ending
doesn't say whether or not the

hunch given forth should be ac-

cepted by crooks as "good dope"
or not but if it is straight they'll

surely get a worth while tip from
"Phantom Justice." It's this: no
matter what the evidence may be
against you. you can't be convicted
of murder if the victim is never
produced. So it's very necessary
to completely dispose of the body.
This is the big situation of Daniel
F. Whitcomb's story, a genuinely
absorbing and interesting crook
theme—up to the point where
hero awakes in a dentist chair and
spoils the whole thing by having
been dreaming. There are all

kinds of ways of arriving at a

happy ending. It wouldn't satisfy

the "customers" to have a perfectly

good romance spoiled, so instead

of the young attorney going "up
the river" with the crooks he aid-

ed, they make a dream of it, hero
realizes he must stop defending
crooks and give up his illicit prac-

tice,—so he marries the girl.

Box Office Angle Tell them "Phan-
tom Justice'' is a crook story with

a brand new angle. Don't tell them
it's a dream. They'll probably
get over the disappointment when
they find it out for themselves,

however.

Exploitation There isn't very
much in the crook angle of the

story that you can use for ex-

ploitation and you can't make use

of the dream idea without giving

it away so you'll have to resort

to catchlines, stills, trailers, names
of those in the cast, etc. You
might use: "Are you familiar with

the intricacies of the law? There
are some interesting loopholes ex-

posed in 'Phantom Justice,' F. B.

O's latest release at the blank the-

ater." Use the names of Rod La
Rocque and Estelle Taylor. A
jewelry shop display would be ef-

fective with a placard reading "The
lure of diamonds. See the trouble

they cause in 'Phantom Justice.'
"

Direction ....Richard Thomas; quite

satisfactory.

Author Daniel F. Whitcomb
Scenario Burnell Manley

Cameraman Jack W. Fuqua
Photography All right

Locale Any city

Length 6,238 feet

h
i

"Reno"
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

As a Whole... IT MAY BE IN 1

TENDED SERIOUSLY BU' I

"RENO" IS HIGHLY AMUS I

ING, AND NOVEL ONLY U
THAT HUGHES FINDS i

BRAND NEW WAY TO DIS
POSE OF A SUPERFLUOU
HUSBAND.

Cast A long list of notables wit

all hands well suited and easil

capable of fulfilling the meagre r<

quirements of "Reno's" peopl
Among those present: Helen
Chadwick, Lew Cody, Georg
Walsh, Carmel Myers, Hedda Hot
per, Dale Fuller, Kathleen Ke;
Rush Hughes and many others.

Type of story. . . .Anything you don
know about divorce and divorc
laws won't be explained to you i

"Reno." Rupert Hughes evident!

took his cue for "Reno" from coui

records of divorces and the variot

laws of the different states pertair

ing to divorce. From the sub-titU

it is to be inferred that the law

are conflicting, ambiguous, to

numerous and lacking in uniformity

In fact there is so much that

wrong with the laws and Hughe
has tried so intensely to show th

faults, that he isn't much cleart

than the laws. "Reno" may be ir

tended as a serious treatment c

a national problem but it is doub
ful if it will be taken in that wa;
It's comical, silly, far-fetched at

finishes up with a meller clim;

that is the only original angl<

Hughes exits the much-marri
Lew Cody by means of a geys<

that sends him up into space an

then down, as well as out. Th
leaves his three wives all very muc
pleased and settles all the plot con
plications without further footage

Box Office Angle You'll find

certain majority of most any au
ence that will be pleased wii

"Reno." There's a more or 1

sensational atmosphere about
that can be exploited to box offic

advantage providing you don
cater to discriminating patronage

Exploitation Reports from Ch
cago indicate that one man in tfc

balcony of the theater wh
"Reno" was being shown, beca
so alarmed at Lew Cody's pli

when he is hurled into a boili:

geyser, that he fell into the orche
tra. So much for the thrill th.

closes "Reno." You can discou:

this for what it's worth in col

sidering the feature's possibilitie

There's a long list of prominei
players and a title that should 1

easy to advertise. Debates on tl

question involved and statemen
from prominent persons might pr>

vide added interest.

Direction Rupert Hughes; ad
quate except for occasional rath'

irrelevant detail.

Author Rupert Hugh-

Scenario Rupert Hugh.

Cameraman John Mescs

Art Director Cedric Gibboi

Photography Goc

Locale Rer

Length 6,612 fef
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he Week's Headlines
Monday

lerious situation reported in state right

field. One operator says the market is

broke.
[ugo Stinnes, German industrialist enters

picture business in Berlin.

Tuesday
Tew plan of organization framed by T. O.

C. C. Designed to placate dissatisfied

elements.
Varners' to drop group selling for 1924-

1925.
amous Players at Jacksonville hearing deny

ruining business of L. D. Joel, former

Lakeland, Fla. exhibitor.

Wednesday
lew Orleans next seat of Government hear-

ing into Famous Players Company's the-

ater activities under fire.

adustry subscribes $10,000 to Harding
,
Memorial Fund.
ive key city runs planned for "The Ten
Commandments."
everal thousand fans discuss admission

levels in FILM DAILY questionnaire.

Thursday
.adical changes in booking system may
i grow out of Government hearing. Fa-

mous to insist on general elimination of

block bookings if Commission decides Fa-
' mous must stop practice.

elznick cuts $958,278 in debts in eleven

.months.
.niversal calls general sales convention in

Chicago,
oad shows planned for "Abraham Lincoln.

i New York premiere at Gaiety, Jan. 21.

Friday
:. P. T. O. C. directors meet in New York

• next week. May set National convention
date.

. O. C. C. may change theaters into

new division, based on seating capacity.

1 Aronson revives centralized distribution

: scheme as solution to block bookings,

aude Friese-Greene, an Englishman in-

•.' vents new color process.
Saturday

bldwyn and T. O. C. C. end dispute over
"Enemies" and "Little Old New York."
Exhibitors to be treated individually.

ctor's Equity Ass'n and Will H. Hays
dickering on standard contract, for film

players.

esley Mason goes to coast as represen-
tative for Hodkinson.
niversal to zone country on different basis.

Sales executives will confer on production
ipolicy.

Lewis Film Co. Reorganized
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—The R. D. Lewis Film Co.
s been completely reorganized.

W. Bilsborough, for investment
illy, has acquired the controlling in-

vest and becomes president. He
ill, however, continue in the real

tate business in Houston. R. H.
pnes will remain as active manager,
hile Louis Pellerin retires altogether.

K. Adams, who has been associated
ith Pellerin, and who owns the A.
\ R. Exchange, goes to Little Rock
3 take charge of the Lewis office

iiere. The Oklahoma City office will

intinue under ownership of the home
•fice, but will distribute through
id-West Prod.

Price & Fort Take Over Two
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Elk City, Okla.—Price & Fort, who
n the Rialto at Clinton, have leased
ie Quality and Story.

$ut&gun&er

Short Subjects
"Lest We Forget"—"Sing Them

Again"—Educational

Carries Peace Appeal

Type of production. ... 1 reel novelty

A title designates this "a modern-
ized revival of the songs you used to

sing" and the first number of the is-

sue lives up to the title by modern-
izing a trench song composed during
the Civil war and sung by the Yanks
in the World War—"Tenting To-
night." The pictures illustrating the

words show a group of the boys
around a camp fire, writing home,
etc. and stopping all other activities to

sing. The second selection is more
cheerful, "Wait Till The Sun Shines,

Nellie," and the accompanying pic-

tures show Nellie and her beau being
caught in a shower just when they are

about to have a picnic feast. The
final selection is one that will appeal

to everyone—"Mother Machree." In

view of the several titles pleading

for universal peace and brotherhood
of man at the opening of this reel and
also the first number sung, this reel

might be especially good on Armis-
tice Day or for use in connection with

a feature dealing with the war.

"The Canadian Alps"—Fox
Educational

Many Fine Views

Type of production. 1 reel educational

If "The Canadian Alps" does noth-
ing else it certainly establishes the
bravery of the cameramen who took
the pictures. They scaled some dizzy
heights to obtain the views to be seen
in the film and evidently took many
chances to provide the public with
unusual shots of the Canadian Moun-
tains. The offering is thoroughly en-

joyable, both for its scenic value and
for the thrills it affords in the pictures

showing the method of climbing the

ice covered peaks. The photography
is splendid and the offering is Al in

pictorial value. It will fit nicely on
any program and is deserving of your
consideration.

"The Homemaker"—Wilderness Tale

—Educational

A Simple, Placid Tale

Type of production. 1 reel scenic story

Robert Bruce's "Wilderness Tales"

are well-known, or should be, to every

exhibitor in the country. They com-
bine beautiful photography, exquisite

backgrounds with a "different" sort

of story, in a manner that is thorough-

ly enjoyable and gives an interesting

note to any program. This one, "The
Homemaker" deals in a simple, placid

manner with the way an elderly

couple find and make a home on a

river barge after their little house has

been taken over by the sheriff. The
masculine player in this "Tale" is

particularly worthy of commendation.

"The Black Sheep"—Aesop Fable—
Pathe

Nice Little Cartoon

Type of production. .1 reel animated
cartoon

"The Black Sheep" is entirely up
to the usual good standard of this

cartoon series. The drawings are

cute, the action amusing and the ani-

mation smooth. The little story deals

with a pup who is considered the

black sheep of his family and is

thrown out of the family kennel.

However, he performs several brave

deeds for which he is rewarded by a

farmer with a medal and a huge plate

of bones which he bears proudly
home as a peace-offering.

"Own a Lot"—Century—Universal

An Average Comedy
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy

The Century Follies Girls are very

much in evidence in the opening se-

quences of "Own a Lot." After con-

siderable frolicking on the beach by
the girls and a newly married couple

who are honeymooning in a flivver,

the girls exit from the picture and
the rest of the action deals with the

married couple's trouble in a rented

bungalow, in which the walls con-
tinually break and the furniture is

concealed in closets, etc. It's an av-

erage comedy.

"Smithy"—Hal Roach—Pathe

Funny Slapstick

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy

There are laughs in this one. To be

sure, they are occasioned by carpen-

ters being hit on the head by various

tools falling off a roof on a house in

the course of construction, and Stan
Laurel getting mixed up with a lot of

tar paper and tacks and wet shingles,

but they are none the less hearty

for that. Where this type of comedy
is desired "Smithy" will prove satis-

factory.

Victor Seastrom is preparing his

second picture for Goldwyn.

YOUR.WE. AND MER-
LOVEn DID TTIE5E

THINGS AND YOU MAD
TtlE POWER. TO MAK£
YOURSELF INVISIBLE

VMATcflMOULD
Y0UD070TT1O1
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35 Features Reviewed In 17 Cities
"The Acquittal"—Universal

Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—The adaptation is a bit loose, per-

haps, but the result is a greater coherency
than the play possessed. And, too, it seems
that the suspense is more deftly maintained.

STAR—* * * makes capital screen enter-

tainment.

It is, for one thing, an absorbing mystery
drama that is full of the elusive quality of

suspense.

"Black Oxen"—1st Nat'l

The Chicago, Chicago
HERALD-EXAMINER—Corinne Griffith is

pictorially a glamorous Madame Zatianny,
though she finds it difficult, at times, to sus

tain the impression of a sixty-year-old mind
in a thirty-year-old body. Conway Tearle,

as Clavering, admirably fits the words of

Mrs. Atherton. The film follows the novel
carefully. You will find "Black Oxen" an
interesting, originally plotted cinema, though it

is not quite as cruel a thrust at our tradi-

tions of love as was the novel.

POST—Outshining everything else in

"Black Oxen" is the wonderful beauty of

Corinne Griffith, and combined with the

luxuriously individual clothes which she wears
the effect is certainly an artistic triumph.
* * * they have transferred it to the screen

exactly as the plot was unfolded for you
in the book, and even the dramatic ending
remains unchanged.

Walnut, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—We found
"Black Oxen' 'a thoroughly pleasing feature
of the most modern type. * * *

Corinne Griffith and Conway Tearle are
excellent in the leading roles. The remain-
der of the cast is very good.

POST—Frank Lloyd has done a very good
job * * *

The story has been followed very faith-

fully. The continuity flows smoothly and
while there is not a great deal of action in

the plot the interest is unflagging.

TIMES-STAR—Gertrude Atherton's book,
* * * has been made into an excellent photo-
play. * *. •

Corinne Griffith's interpretation of the lead-

ing role is an appealing and intelligent piece
of work, * * * She is so stunningly beautiful,

however, that her splendid acting is likely to

be overshadowed by admiration of her radiant
beauty.

Circle, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * a fairly faithful adaptation
of the book, with the same point of view and
the same incident. One has a suspicion,

nevertheless, that the picture is bound to be
a success, for it is wrought with a knowing
hand. * * *

Miss Griffith does well • • •

STAR—* * * Lloyd has spun an impelling
story. It is destined to stir up a great deal
of comment and cause no end of talk. * * *

Corinne Griffith * * * gives an excellent

performance. * * *

Strand, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—There is really little plot as

the story consists largely of episodes in the
life of the fascinating Countess Zatiannny.
In translating it to the screen First National
has adhered closely to the book and has done
well by its task.

Rialto, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—Her makeup is a re-

markable achievement. Conway Tearle is

splendidly cast • * » There is a background
of beautiful settings and gorgeous costuming
which adds much to the pictorial beauty of

the photoplay.

"The Broken Wing"—Preferred
Strand, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—The refresh-

ingly clean love story that runs throughout,
with a judicious mixture of close-ups of Mexi-
can life, is its chief charm.

POST—Snappy titles, good acting, hne di-

rection and first-rate photography make "The
Broken Wing," * * * an exceedingly interest-

ing photoplay.

TIMES-STAR—Melodrama and comedy vie
with each other for supremacy throughout
the picture. The action is rapid and the
humor of a pleasant tempering nature, * • •

"The Call of the Wild"—Pathe
Crystal, Indianapolis

NEWS—With a St. Bernard dog as the
outstanding feature, the story is an unusually
entertaining one.
STAR—Jack Mulhall, Walter Long, Sydney

D'Albrook, Laura Roessing and Frank Butler
are in the cast, but none of them comes up
to Buck for sheer acting.

"Cameo Kirby"—Fox
Lyric, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—It follows in

general the development of the stage play

of the name. * * »

A more-than-Southern atmosphere is employ-
ed in the picturization.

POST—* * * is a colorful movie of old-

time Mississippi River life. * * *

That you will like this oldfashioned melo-
drama, with its romance and action, with its

steamboat race and card games, almost is a
lotegone conclusion.
TiMKS-STAR—* * * is one of the most

picturesque, romantically-beautiful films teen

in Cincinnati for a long while. The director

has managed to capture the greater part of

the charm of Booth Tarkington's famous book,

and Cameo Kirby," * * *

Fox, Philadelphia
BULLETIN—* * * compares favorably

with the play * * * John Gilbert, as Cameo
Kirby, does some excellent acting.

NORTH AMERICAN—John Gilbert, * * •

gives a very artistic and charming perform-
ance as the hero of the story.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
present picturization compares favorably With
both former events, and is an absorbing story
* * #

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—* * *

not so good as "If Winter Comes," but it

is, nevertheless, a fine picture. * * *

John Gilbert has an appealing smile and
an altogether romantic appearance.

"Chastity"—1st Nafl
National, Louisville

TIMES—* * * an interesting, if far-fetch-

ed, picturization * * *

Elaborate settings and costumes furnish a

pleasing portion of the offering * * *

HERALD—* * * flawlessly staged by the
generally - to - be - relied - upon Mr. Browning,
measures well up with the mighty dramatic
pieces of the season. Presenting a big, power-
ful theme, with a thunderous dramatic climax,
the Roche story, fairly pulsating with pathos
throughout, holds the eye riveted to the screen
with hardly a moment of diverted attention.

RECORD—It is sufficient to relate of "The
Day of Faith," the accompanying feature,

that it is a modern miracle story. The miracle
is that an intelligent exhibitor should show
it and that intelligent spectators should sit

through it.

TIMES—* * * entertaining enough, with
some impressive bits. But on the whole we
are pretty tired of these near "Miracle Man"
themes.

"Don't Call It Love"—F. P.-L.
Madison, Detroit

FREE PRESS—There is little plot to the
story, which is nothing more than a succession

of flirtations, * * *

The de Mille touch can be seen in the lavish-

ness with which the picture was produced,
* # »

NEWS—"Don't Call it Love" is just an-

other picture which hasn't a big moment in

it.

TIMES—An ancient formula was used by
both the author and the scenarioist in fashion-

ing this one.

"The Eagle's Feather"—Metro
Park-Mall, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—Every inch of "The
Eagle's Feather," * * * is intelligent, clean

and thoroughly adult screen entertainment.
'Simply, quietly and smoothly, it tells the

story * * *

"The Eleventh Hour"—Fox
Victoria, Rochester

JOURNAL—* * * a real "thriller." • •
f

replete with exciting situations.

"The Cheat*'—F. P.-L.
Colonial, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * the wildest kind of melo-
drama glossed over with the acting of the chief

player and the direction of George Fitzmaurice.
The combined efforts of these two help. * * *

It seems rather a pity to waste Pola Negri
on such stuff.

STAR—The chief fault with "The Cheat"
is that Hector Turnbull's story is too well

known to afford any star a proper vehicle. As
a result of the old situations she was called

on to deal with, La Negri (made up like the

best of domestic actresses) falls below the

par of her German pictures.

"Crossing Trails"—S. R.
Regent, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * a combination of western
humor, thrills, action and suspense.
STAR—Having run out of film themes,

the Western pictures have fallen back on the
original plot stand-by, circumstantial evidence.

"The Dangerous Maid"— 1st Nat'l

Strand, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—The role of Barbara Winslow

gives Constance ample opportunity to display

her dramatic ability.

"The Day of Faith"—Gold-Cosmop.
California, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Jan. 5)

EXAMINER—From a spiritual angle the

theme is of interest but the Tod Browning
direction leaves much to be desired, in the

way either of climaxes of sympathy, and the

picture is decidedly weak as a whole, however
well the individual members of the cast have
enacted their roles.

EXPRESS—"The Day of Faith" is of the

"Miracle Man" and "Faith Healer" school,

very well handled by Tod Browning and
enacted by Eleanor Boardman, Tyrone Power,
Raymond Griffith and others.

"Enemies of Children"—S. R.
Regent, Philadelphia

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
cast is large and competent. * * * has many
moments of human interest, but there is a
drags in spots.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—It has
its moments of real human interest, but it

tendency for the love interest to lag.

"The Eternal City"—1st Nat'l

Grand Cen'l—West End Lyric

—

Capitol, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—"T h e Eternal

City," has been modernized by the author
to introduce new political developments in

Italy * * * It is a story of deep situations

and real romantic thrills. Bert Lytell is

admirable as the lover and John Barrymore
is the profiteer. Miss La Marr already is

established as one of the screen's finest ac-

tresses and should go far in her new ca-

pacity as a star.

POST DISPATCH—Those who read Hall
Caine's novel * * * will find the old plot

in a new dress, * * * There are some notable

crowd scenes * * * there are some rare and
beautiful vistas of the Eternal City and its

surroundings.
STAR—It is not bad if one has not read

the book. It is mockery if one has.

TIMES—Bert Lytell * * * and Lionel
Barrymore * * * do good work. * * * There
are plenty of complications.

"Eyes of the Forest"—Fox
Family, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—It's the first

time that Mix has changed his means of loco-

motion in some little while, and the change
comes as an agreeable surprise. * * * many
thrilling experiences of the kind that usually
feature a Tom Mix production.
POST—The usual Mix thrills and comedy

touches are interspersed with the telling of

the story.

TIMES-STAR—The plot abounds in action

and includes a pretty romance in which Miss
Pauline Stark is the attractive and clever

heroine.

"Fashion Row"—Metro
State, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—With "Fashion Rov
she comes as close to making "a pictur
as she will just as long as she continues a
pouting, pirouetting, making-mouths way. • •

lovely in its settings, photography, and it h:

its exciting and interesting moments.
PRESS—Miss Murray's playing of tl

first role is entirely charming. * * *

Her playing of the second role is qur
the worst piece of acting we have witness/
on the screen in some months.
The plot is slight.

The Milwaukee, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—* * * Mae Murray does so.

real acting, in addition to her usual work
displaying a bizarre wardrobe and her terp
chorean ability, * * *

Palace, Montreal
STAR—It is doubtful, however, if she t

ever accomplished so much genuine actit

or filled roles with such vim and such cc

viction as she reveals in her latest pictu

"Flaming Barriers"—F. P.-L. >

Metropolitan, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Jan. 5)

EXAMINER—The story starts fast, I

has enough punch to its climax to all

marked and sustained acceleration for t

windup.

EXPRESS—The story itself is full of gl

ing inconsistencies, but the fire scenes 1

the good work of the entire cast aim
succeed in redeeming the picture. Jacquel;

Logan, always good to look upon, is an act

heroine. She enters into the spirit of I

affair and troupes successfully throughout.

HERALD—* * * traditions of right 1

umphant and the swatted villain are convi

ingly combined with logical plot and realii

setting.

RECORD—* * * a combination of the

gredients that make up a sure-fire hit.

TIMES—It has a rather interesting a
but really not much else. As it stands,

entire last half of the picture would bt

bear if it were compressed into about i

the footage it now occupies.

"Flaming Youth"—1st Natl
State, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Jan. 5)

EXAMINER—Colleen Moore flames *

vital youth and sincere dramatic finesse * l

The picture to be sure is strong meat
any audience. * * *

The cast throughout is excellent with Wi
well-known names, * * *

EXPRESS—Of Colleen Moore's sensit

ness and acting ability there could be no do
* » #

John Francis Dillon's direction is s

velous. He has taken a theme, well *
as viewed from entertainment viewpoint, ,

made a rapidly moving and absorbing thO"

somewhat hectic tale of it.

HERALD—Colleen Moore is in great m
ure responsible for this twist to the picl

BARNUM WAS RIGHT

!

And so will every Showman who gets

THE FIRE PATROL
Be right on tap for a Cleanup

Ask I. E. Chadwick— He Knows

UttMotMm
$ut gaunter
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for she gives such a delightful and ingenuous
characterization of Patricia, * *

RECORD—"Flaming Youth" takes place
with "Prodigal Daughters" in the best picture
of cosmopolitan manners of 1923. * * *

notable for one of the most striking indi-

vidual characterizations of the year—that of

Colleen Moore * * * N

TIMES—So deftly is the ticklish plot

handled, however, and so clever and amusing
are some of the scenes, and so diverting is the
inimitable presence and sprightly acting of

- Miss Colleen that you're sure of a goodly
share of enjoyment as long as you're looking
at the screen.

State, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—As the vivacious flapper, * * *

Miss Moore establishes herself as a screen
actress of exceptional talent. * * *

A highly tensioned climax brings about a

delightful ending.

Capitol, Montreal
STAR—There are many highly dramatic

scenes, and Colleen Moore does some re-

markable acting. Her naivete is expressed
as convincingly as her sophisticated ways,
so that despite the most extreme actions, she
never appears hrazen. She has extraordinary
facial control and mimetic ability, * * *

Metropolitan, Washington
STAR—So much of the fire of "Flaming

Youth," Warner Fabian's risque novel, has
been extinguished in its picturization that even
the most sensitive moralists ought not be of-

fended by the screen feature * * * It has
been made into an honestly entertaining por-
trayal of a "dangerous age" and would be
more satisfying had not several too patent
efforts to introduce supposedly naughty scenes
been made.

"Hook and Ladder"—Universal
Isis, Indianapolis

NEWS—If you like them wild and woolly
"Hook and Ladder" will prove to be what
you want.
STAR—A fire scene near the end of the

picture provides some "punch" * * *

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"—
Universal, Pershing, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—In this instance

the motion picture screen reaches and attains
that indefinable status known as "art." Sel-
dom has a picture ever been made that ap-
proaches the beauty, force and compelling
thrills of this. Too much cannot be said for
it, and yet it is hard to say enough.
POST-DISPATCH—Settings, photography

and lighting effects never surpassed in the
movies, the best work of his career by that
protean screen actor, Lon Chaney, and the
rising of a new star in the person of Patsy
Ruth Miller are among the many unusual
features of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
# * *

STAR—* * * A classic of the screen * * *

There is romance, action and tragedy, but
not many laughs (and there should not be)
in this great picture. It is impressive. You
are sure to like it.

TIMES—A marvelous and stupendous pro-
duction, ranking with the finest achieve-
ments of the screen, * * * The story even
in screen form is overladen with sadness,
with terror, with tragedy. * * » Those
who seek on the screen only light-hearted
entertainment, will find this too heavy. But
those who appreciate a worthwhile achieve-
ment will applaud.

"If Winter Comes"—Fox
New, Baltimore

SUN—We won't say it's mightier, but it

is just as good, and to say that any. film
could be as great a success from the picture
angle as the original story could be from the
literary angle, is, we think, saying something.

"Little Church Around the Corner"
—Warners'

Hippodrome, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—Hokum of every kind

is paraded in this picture. * * *

In fact, it has everything but unity. It
is not a driving, powerful story but merely
a series of dramatic incidents.

"The Mail Man"—F. B. O.
Victoria, Philadelphia

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—"The
Mail Man" is one of the most thrilling pic-
tures that has been made in some time.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Ralph

Lewis, * * * is excellent and Johnny Walker,
as his son, is equally good. There are many
thrilling moments * * *

"The Man Life Passed By"—Metro
Palace, Washington

STAR— * * * ends happily after weaving
the warp and woof of a powerful drama of
emotional intensity. * * *

There are gorgeous scenes, particularly the
Roman revel, * * * Victor Schertzinger, has
achieved here a beauty in grouping and pic-

ture composition believed by some to rise al-

most to classic effort.

"The Meanest Man in the World"

—

1st Nat'l

Strand, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—The atmosphere is

very good. So is the photography.

"Michael O'Halloran"—Hodkinson
World, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—The sentimental side
of the picture predominates. What is needed,
however, is comic relief. As presented, the
production is a study of sadness which seems
a trifle far-fetched.

"The Old Fool'—Hodkinson
Majestic, Louisville

TIMES—Humor and pathos are blended in

delightful fashion in "The Old Fool," the
Majestic's feature offering for the week. The
story is built around * * *

"Our Hospitality"—Metro
Allen, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—* * * consistently en-
teitaining, often it prompts sudden and noisy
laughter, frequently it is very exciting, but
it always amuses.

It is freer of slapstick than anything Kea-
ton has done since "The Saphead."

PRESS—The only fault of the movie we
find is that in an effort to get length the
comedy is thinned out, and some of the story
has the effect of being padded.

"Pioneer Trails"—Vitagraph
Rialto, Louisville

TIMES—Otis Harlan offers an unusual
characterization in his portrayal * * *

Moon, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—David Smith who di-

rected * * * has handled a spectacular period
in American history in a way that will fur-
nish entertainment for any people.

"Pleasure Mad"—Metro
Adams, Detroit

FREE PRESS—A play that was obviously
written for small-town people and stay-at-
home folks in the big cities * * *

sA the mother Mary Alden does a beautiful
and praiseworthy piece of acting.

NEWS—-The story carrier an obvious
preachment for the sanctity of marital vows
and the situations run from one another in

familiar fashion.

TIMES—There are however, some new
.ingles to the story and the acting of Wil-
liam Collier, Jr., Huntley Gordon and Mary
\Men saves the picture from becoming too
dull.

Delmonte, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—Score still another

triumph for Reginald Barker! Last night a
capacity audience sat entranced * * * The
new producton brings him back to his fa-

vorite field of domestic drama, and is cer-

tain to add new luster to his name.

POST-DISPATCH—Mary Alden again
scores heavily in a "mother role" * * *

This is a domestic drama of striking con-
trasts. * * * It is entertaining all the way.

STAR—When poor, the family played
parchesi ; rich, they played with fire. This
having already been the theme of nine
hundred and ninety-nine other society photo-
plays excuses a yawn or two at "Pleasure
Mad." * * *

TIMES—The plot is not original, nor is

the treatment of the situations novel. Never-
theless, the story is entertaining, * * •

Additional newspaper reviews will
appear in Monday's issue of THE
FILM DAILY.

DAILV

Controversy Ends
(Continued from Page 1)

The settlement was made by
Charles L. O'Reilly and Sol Brill

on behalf of the T. O. C. C. and by
James R. Grainger and Sam Eck-
man on behalf of Goldwyn-Cosmop-
olitan. Individual treatment will be
accorded each exhibitor while the ex-

hibitor will, in turn, agree to increased
prices and extended runs where it is

possible in order to allow Goldwyn
to secure a revenue from the picture

commensurate with its value as a box-
office attraction. The T. O. C. C.

officially declared that it did not ex-

pect its members to play "Enemies"
and "Little Old New York" on the

original terms of the Paramount con-
tracts.

The settlement is apparently in line

with the suggestion first made by
Grainger last summer but at that

time rejected by the T. O. C. C. The
meetings were renewed about ten

days ago, following long conferences
with attorneys for both sides and the

actual recourse to the courts of law
for a decision which the T. O. C. C.
hoped would be sweeping enough to

cover the entire situation. Friday
night, Grainger declared he had found
O'Reilly always considerate and
ready to listen to reasonable sugges-
tions. About 200 theaters are direct-

ly affected by the decision, since con-
tracts to that extent have been en-
tered upon for either or both of the
pictures. This number does not in-

clude new ideals which are sure to

follow now that the matter has been
amicably adjusted.

The controversy has been a bitter

one. It was finally taken before Will
H. Hays for adjustment. Many con-
ferences were held looking toward a
settlement. At least two law suits

were filed and in each case, the T. O.
C. C. failed to secure the decision it

looked for. In the meantime, dis-

satisfaction grew in the ranks of the
T. O. C. C. Louis Blumenthal of
Haring and Blumenthal resigned be-
cause of the Chamber's stand in the
matter. Marcus Loew also withdrew
because he resented any interference
in the conduct of his business.

Friday's meeting of the T. O. C. C.
concerned itself entirelv with the
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Goldwyn situation. It is felt th

the unrest which grew out of it v.

now, in a measure disappear. T
reorganization plan outlined in TE
FILM DAILY providing for a di-

sion of theaters according to si

could not be reached but will pro
ably come up at the meeting
Tuesday.

Boone Heads The Thespians

John A. Boone has been elect

president of a new organization
actors known as The Thespians. T
body is primarily designed to be
social and fraternal body. Its spo
sors declare that it will not work
opposition to any group in either t

film or legitimate field but that
will co-operate with managers,
tists, agents and the like. The mei
bership includes a number of actc
who are engaged in picture woi
Other officers besides Boone are L
Beggs, vice-president; John L. Woo
ford, treasurer and Joseph J. Holu
secretary.

To Film Hip Show

The Keith Circuit has rigged
lights in the interior of the Hipp
drome and for the first time in the h
tory of that theater will shoot
performance. The picture will 1

released to the news weeklies.

GIBRALTAR'S STRENGTH i

is nothing in comparison with

THE FIRE PATROL
For it's a powerful Money Getter

Ask I. E. Chadwick—He Knows
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CHAPLIN
Appearitaj

in

Marshall Neilans

Associated Firsl Nationals

Thomas H. face's

The Rendevous"
HerTemporary Husband

The GallopingFish'

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin.

I consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
in THE SMART SET



The producer's care is justified; the audience

is pleased—when the print is on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

—because it carries quality through to the

screen.

Look for "Eastman" and "Kodak''—stenciled

in black letters in the transparent margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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RICHARD ROWLAND

383 MADISON AVE NEWY0RK NY

BLACK OXEN FRISCO GROSSED TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND ONE

THIRTY TWO FIFTY NINE BEATING HOUSE RECORD BY THREE

THOUSAND DOLLARS FLAMING YOUTH LOS ANGELES THIRTY THOU-

SAND FORTY THREE EIGHTY BREAKING ALL HOUSE RECORDS BY

FIVE THOUSAND REGARDS

SOL LESSER

FIRST
,

NATIONAL

Wow! That's what
you'd call—SOME
BUSINESS!—
You can bank on FIRST NATIONAL

to give you money makers
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EVILS
By DANNY

This talk of honesty being the

|3t policy is old stuff. But

ue. It's worked out for years.

'id will. All of which is per-

ming to the state right field

i the operators in various sec-

ins of the country.

This isn't intended as a refiec-

n upon any individual ; nor

: names being tied to anyone,

t this is also true: there are

v territories from which the

te right dealer feels he is get-

g what he should. Either in

ual cash or a square deal.

Several leading state right

men informed a Western op-

erator last week that he was
the only distributor tvho for-

warded them checks 18 months
or more after release of their

product. In other words no
one seemed interested in sell-

ing the old pictures. Or if

they were there was little in-

dication of it.

\ good state right picture should

/e the life of any other good prod-

. That it should cease bringing in

enue a few months after it was
eased is silly; certainly un-business

And if an operator in one sec-

n can develop revenue from a pic-

e 18 months or two years old, why
; revenue isn't developed elsewhere
hard to figure.

The state right field is full of diffi-

ty. Anyone in the business will

nit that. But if the men interested

sales out in the "sticks" would
to it that their business was prop-

y operated it would help a lot.

No genius is required to sell

a good state right picture at
the beginning when the adver-
tising, promotion and all other
aids are marshalled for the
campaign. But it takes straight
methods, hard plugging, and a
never quit spirit to keep bring-
ing in the revenue after the first

few months.

By the way; what becomes of the
I product on the shelves of the state
ht operators? What revenue does
s material produce—if any?

Goldwyn Leaves for East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Sam Goldwyn left

New York Saturday.

"In 'The Extra Girl,' Mabel Normand does her best acting," said Carl

Sandburg in the Chicago Daily News. "She rises to great pantomimic

art." Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Picture Types
Through a questionnaire answered by several thousand fans

reached through the courtesy of a large number of theaters, THE
FILM DAILY is able to present interesting information relative

to the types of motion pictures preferred by the pubic.

This is the second question of a series prepared by this pub-

cation. The first concerned maximum and minimum admission

prices. Today's discussion centers around this question

:

What type oj picture do you most prefer? Give title.

Over the Hills—Sky Pilot—Bonnie Brier Bush—Community Bldg., Rev.

E. K. Spiller, Lanesboro, Iowa.

History-Drama—Covered Wagon—Robin Hood—Bureau of Visual Instruc-

tion, Extension Division, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

Covered Wagon—Old Nest—Rent Free—Kansas State Teachers' College

of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, Kansas.

One that teaches America's highest social and moral ideas—The Old Home-
stead—The Miracle Worker—Orphans of the Storm—Those that teach

true heroism, sympathy, service, patriotism and uprightness—Bill Hart

is usually good—A. M. Rowley, Bedford, Ohio.

The Servant in the House—A. B. Meyer, Tell City, Ind.

I have no preference as to the type of picture—Mrs. James T. Chandler,

Jr., 214 W. 9th St., Wilmington, Del.

Drama—Acquittal with Claire Windsor, Norman Kerry—Green Goddess

with Arliss—Orpheum Circuit, Palace-Orpheum Theater, Milwaukee,

Wis.
No special type, but quality of type—Green Goddess—Mrs. Louis Jersawit,

485 Central Park West, New York City.

(.Continued on Page 3)

Busy On Legislation
Charles C. Pettijohn To Confer with

Republican National Committee
—Three Day Session

Charles C. Pettijohn, general coun-
sel of the Hays organiz?tion returned
on Saturday from a trip through the
Middle West and Washington and
again left yesterday for the latter city

where he will confer with members
of the Republican National Com-
mute relative to legislation.

Pettijohn was in Washington late

last week acting as sort of scout for

the picture interests in legislative cir-

cles there. His present trip will be
of three days' duration during which
time he will pow-wow with important
Republicans.
He found business conditions at the

Middle Western points like St. Louis.

LittL Rock and Indianapolis satis-

factcry but not unusually good. The
radio is extremely popular in that

part of the country.

Samuelson Coming Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—G. B. Samuelson, pro-
ducer of "Napolean and Josephine,"
will leave for New York shortly.

"Napoleon and Josephine" is being
handled in Canada by Dominion
Films, Ltd. It has been shown at

several points in New England and
played to business that was reported
very satisfactory. No distribution for

this country has been arranged.

Henley Signs With Mayer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Hobart Henley has

signed a contract with Louis B.

Mayer to direct special productions

for Metro release.

J. J. Allen Here
J. J. Allen of Toronto is at the

Biltmore.

Draw Up Contract
I. M. P. P. D. A.'s Uniform Agree-

ment Ready—Wm. A. Brady
Would Produce for Members

The special committee of the I. M.
P. P. D. A. entrusted with the par-

ticular task of drawing up a uniform

contract for use between producer

and state right distributor and state

right distributor and exchanges in the

field has completed its work. The
complete draft of the contract will

be presented at the first open meet-

ing of the organization to be held at

the Astor on Thursday.
At that time there will be present

at least two speakers, William A.

(Continued on Page 2)
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In The Courts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Belleville, 111.—Suit to foreclose the
Rex has been filed in the Circuit

Court by the Belleville Bank & Trust
Co., against Mary F. and Charles W.
Gieselman, Noah and Frank Bloom-
er and Michael J. Dillenseger..

The bank holds a second mortgage
for $1,985.72, given by the Gieselmans
on Oct. 28, 1922, on which they have
failed to pay the interest.

Goerz Not An Austrian Stock

It was inadvertently stated in con-
nection with the incorporation of the
Fish-Schurman Corp. which is hand-
ling Goerz raw stock in this country
that the product was Austrian-made.
The well known Goerz works are at

Berlin-Zehlendorf in Germany, and
the film is not Austrian.

Crooker Joins Author Pclley

Herbert Crooker has joined the or-

ganization now being developed by
William Dudley Pelley, the author.
Crooker who will act as a special

representative will probably go to the

coast in the near future.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

ALSO ft RIP SNORTING
Qhrisiie Gomedi
NEAL
BURNS
Call the wago

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions *^ Katin

CotP
tVon

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

New Theaters
North Bend, Ore.—The Liberty is

the name of the new theater which
Robert Banks is building at the Sher-
man and California. It will be leased
by the Coos Bay Amusement Co.

Heber Springs, Ark.—Harve Mil-
ler is building a new theater here to
replace the old Jackson, destroyed
by fire some months ago.

Frankfort, Mich.—Work on the
new theater being erected at the
corner of Third and Main Sts. is

progressing.

El Reno, Okla.—The New Derry
has opened. Al Derry is the owner.
Admission prices are 10 and 20 cents.

Winchester, Va.—The Colonial has
been opened.

Neptune Film Organizes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The Neptune Film Corp.
has been chartered here with a cap-
italization of $12,500.

The above company will deal in

the Far Eastern territory. A. J. Bim-
berg is interested and two others of
the firm, Gregory Lottsman and Alex
Fontaine, are now on their way to
Shanghai.

Fox Starts "The Fool"
Fox has started actual production

on "The Fool." With a continuity
prepared by Edmund Goulding. Ed-
mund Lowe, Brenda Bond and Ray-
mond Bloomer have so far been en-
gaged. Harry Millarde is directing.

Loew's Boston Profits Up
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—The profits of the Loew's
Boston Theaters Co. for 1923 total
$361,852.55 or a gain of $45,728 over
1922. The assets of the company are
placed at $4,047,452.

Wampas Party Looks Big
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Four special sections
have already been engaged by the
Wampas for their party in San Fran-
cisco. Reservations are still coming
in.

Rothcnilds Offer Coupon Books
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—The Rothchild En-
tertainments, Inc., operators of the
Imperial, Granada and California, are
offering the public a book of tickets
for $5.50 and one at $11.25.

Abe Warner, Blumenthal Sail
Abe Warner left for Europe on the

Majestic Saturday to close a distri-
bution deal for England.
Ben Blumenthal sailed on the

George Washington.

Schlesinger Holding His Own
Gus Schlesinger is doing as well as

can be expected, according to his doc-
tor. He is confined to the Fifth Ave.
Hospital.

Sam Grand on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Sam Grand of Grand-
Asher is here from the East

Bennett Forms New Company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Whitman Bennett has or-
ganized a company known as Roy
Pictures. Headquarters are in Yonk-
ers. Capital, $20,000.

Bennett, in association with H.
Clay Miner, will next produce "Vir-
tuous Liars." Leon d'Usseau will
direct and Hedda Lind will be feat-
ured.

Legislator Joins Mid-West
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—C. B. Sawyer of Kanka-
kee, Illinois, representative to the
State Legislature from the twentieth
Senatorial district, has been elected
a member of the Board of Directors
of Mid-West Theaters, Inc. He is

vice-president of the Majestic Amuse-
ment Co., which recently sold a sub-
stantial interest to Mid-West.

N. Y. American Starts Contest
The N. Y. American yesterday pub-

lished first ballots in the popularity
contest which will end with the T. O.
C. C. ball at the Astor on the 24th.
At that time, the king and queen will
be crowned with suitable ceremony.

Sam Warner and Berma Here
Sam Warner arrived in town Sat-

urday from a swing around Warner
exchanges. He was accompanied by
Lou Berman of Independent Film,
Philadelphia, who accompanied War-
ner on a pleasure jaunt.

Draw Up Contract
(Continued from Page X)

Brady and L. K. Bartlett. Brady v
talk on the opportunity awaiting

i

dependent producers and operate
It is understood that Brady is cc

sidering producing for members
the I. M. P. P. D. A., provided th

perfect their organization and est?

lish credits on a sound basis.

Bartlett is an exporter who reco
ly came over from England. He v
talk on the possibilities of state rig

releases in England and on the Cc
tinent.

The Cohns, Brandt in New Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Columbia Pictures Co
has been organized by Jack and H;
ry Cohn and Joe Brandt. The a
italization is $250,000.

The Cohn Bros, and Brandt ;

understood to have under conside
tion an expansion of their activit |

at C. B. C.

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
=ngr^

I

They couldn't put a bigger "kick" in it!

HieLaw
Forbids
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The Public Discusses Picture Types
(.Continued from Pag* 1)

ke a romance with a little wit and thrills interspersed—W. T. White,
Birmingham, Ala.

bin Hood—Harry F. Wasserman, Mgr., Eagle Theater, Roxbury.

icational or flower development or insects, etc., or movement of air-

1
ships—Rev. Edward Scofield, The Manse, 155 So. Church St.,

Goshen, N. Y.

u.ere, real, original, truthful—Conquering Power—One Glorious Day

—

A Woman of Paris—Calizari—No name.

[toric novels—Scaramouche—M. Caroline Bell, 430 E. Lafayette Ave.,
Baltimore, Md.

,;eant—Robin Hood—California Polytechnic School, San Luis Obispo,

.ion—Spoilers—Six Days—Enemies of Women—Robin Hood—Virginia
Theater, Hazard, Ky., L. O. Dann.

iiple every day story—Smilin' Through—Rialto Theater, Clinton, Iowa.

nance, with every day character that will leave a good taste—A. O. H.
Grier, City Editor, Every Evening, Wilmington, Del.

cnedy Drama—W. F. Harris, Palace Theater, Petersburg, Va.
1 Boy—Birth of a Nation—Covered Wagon—B. P. Donovan, Equitable

Trust Co., S. E. cor. Fayette and Calvert Sts., Baltimore, Md.
ciedy—Why Worry—Harold Lloyd—No name.
i^jrization of books—Three Musketeers—Lorna Doone—Main Street—

If Winter Comes—Mrs. B. Moore, Sec. Ind. Indorsers of Photoplays,
her love theme—Mothers-In-Law—New Grand Central Theater, Grand

Blvd. and Lucas Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
crtship of Myles Standish— E. S. Dysinger, Fullerton Union High School,

Fullerton, Cal.

ithbound—Atlantis—Lowe Observatory, Mt. Lowe, Cal.

tered Wagon—Birth of a Nation—Three Musketeers—No name.
[•al and historical—Rabbi Raphael Goldenstein, Temple B'nai Israel, Pas-

adena, Cal.

mantic—Robin Hood—Mrs. Jos. E. Friend, 1807 Palmer Ave., New Or-
leans, La.

Clean and sensible, with pep—all of Dog or Kid plays—Her Reputation

—

Penrod & Sam—No name.
Historical and literary—Jamestown—Yale Univ. Press—If Winter Comes

—

C. C. Marshall, First Methodist Episcopal Church, Bridgeport, Conn.
Enemies of Women—Covered Wagon— F. A. Woll, Asso. Prof., C. C. N. Y.
Historical, romance, adventure or scientific—Robin Hood—Nanook of the

North—Frank N. Freeman, University of Chicago, 111.

Happy, sweet, pretty comedy, good laugh—Peaceful Valley—Grandma's
Boy—Mrs. Edna Hatfield Edmondson, Indiana University, Exten-
sion Division, Box 42, Bloomington, Ind.

Three Wise Fools—D. M. Johnson, St. Ignatius Rectory, 6559 Glenwood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Romantic, historical or scenic drama—Robin Hood and Orphans of the
Storm—Henry E. Bliss, City College of New York.

Those with moral as The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse—Office of the
Dean of Men, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Scenic and historical—Covered Wagon or Ashes of Vengeance—John Ruck-
elshaus, 501-505 Indiana Trust Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

Comedy Drama—Hottentot—South Boston Amusement Co., So. Boston, Va.
Home life—The Old Nest—Rev. A. M. Blackford, Chairman Reviewing

Committee, Better Films Com't of Jacksonville, Fla.
I have no type I prefer save that I prefer to avoid the display of arrogant

wealth, alleged aristocratic subject matter and dramatis personae as
Merton of the Movies so well burlesqued. The finest picture I ever
saw (that is to me and from my viewpoint) was George Beban in
The Immigrant—Rabbi Joseph Leiser, Temple Beth El, Helena, Ark.

A dramatized class—Sentimental Tommy—Rabbi Lee J. Levinger, 905 Van
Buren St., Wilmington, Del.

Famous Mrs. Fair (believe best pictures are those adapted from successful
books or plays)—Wm. G. Taylor, V. P., Delaware Trust Co., Wil-
mington, Del.

Drama—A Woman of Paris—E. N. DeSoto, 8 Delhvood Rd., Hasbrouck
Hill, Staten Island, N. Y.

(Continued on Page 8)

ALBERT E. SMITH Presents
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Newspaper Opinions
Additional out-of-town newspaper

reviews will be found below.

"Ponjola"—1st Nat'l

Karlton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—The plot, while highly im-

probable, is one which holds the interest of

the audience from the beginning to end.

NORTH AMERICAN—A thrilling tale
* * * Her (Anna Nilsson's) impersonation,

of the young man is excellently done, and
completely lacking in the various superfluities

usually indulged in by actresses who are

called upon to play such a role.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
picturization * * * hits a high mark in clever

scenes and good acting.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—The
clever performance by Anna Q. Nilsson, *

is highly commendable, and * * * is

one of the high lights of the production.* *

"Ponjola" is a picture that holds one's in-

terest throughout. The plot is unique.

Eastman, Rochester
DEMOCRAT—CHRONICLE—There are

some realistic settings, a fairly good support-

ing cast and the commendable work of Miss
Nilsson before mentioned to recommend the

photoplay to prospective patrons. From a
technical viewpoint the picture suffers from
an excess of introductory incidents.

HERALD—Except for its ending, that part

of it which makes a subservient bow to the

theatrical box office, it is a good picture

Miss Nilsson, as Desmond, does a splendid

bit of screen acting and James Kirkwood as

Lundi Druro is exceptionally fine.

JOURNAL—* * * Entertaining picture
* * * I liked Mis* Nilsson a whole lot. It's

difficult a difficult job to play the part of

a boy, and she does it rather well. Mr.
Kirkwood didn't please me quite so much.

TIMES-UNION—* * * good, interesting

drama well worked out in the medium of the

motion picture, its only flaws being some
minor comedy bits which go over the verge
into farce and offer a jarring note in the

general excellence of the film.

"The Rendezvous"—Gold-Cosmop.
Rialto, Washington

STAR—The picture is dramatic—very. It's

characters are picturesque and the settings

exotic.

"Rupert of Hentzau"—Selznick
B'way Strand, Detroit

FREE PRESS—• • • follows the book
more faithfully than is usually the case.

NEWS—* * * melodramatic events begin
to happen with startling regularity and
much suspense is aroused.

TIMES—* * * is not unlike "Zenda." It

has that same military swagger, the same
plot intrigue, the same gorgeous spectacle

of court life and is laid in the same locale.

It has the edge on "Zenda" in the cast

which it presents.

50,000,000 PEOPLE

are waiting to see

WHEN A MAN'S
A MAN

BY

HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT

A smashing photoplay from the superb

novel by the greatest living author.

It's a Principal Picture
A First National Attraction

"Six Days"—Gold-Cosmop.
Mr. Smith's Indianapolis

NEWS—The film is worth little.

STAR— It takes eight long and laborious
reels to develop Miss Glyn's painfully detailed
story • * * waste their dramatic talents on
a worthless story.

Sun, Omaha
JOURNAL—Gorgeous settings, the beauty

of Corinne Griffith, and acting which makes
the best of a mean deal—* * * Also melo-
drama, large quantities of it.

WORLD-HERALD—And the scenes under-
ground! Weird, some may call them horrible;
these scenes fascinate and are intensely dra-
matic and marked by a number of thrills.

There seems to be an absolute disregard for
expense in production.

Piccadily, Rochester
DEMOCRAT CHRONICLE—Regarded as

a series of pictures, the photoplay is a de-
light to the eye; regarded as a dramatic pro-
duction, the merit of the play and players is

moderate indeed. * * *

However, "Six Days" will be a financial
success.
HERALD—* * * makes up one of the most

monotonous strung out and wholly without rea-
son motion pictures that the present writer
has had the misfortune to view.

TIMES UNION—There are plenty of
gorgeous gowns and every habitation is on
the scale of a palace. Corinne Griffith looks
exceedingly beautiful * * * the producers,
with the fear of the censors in their minds,
and the censors themselves, have kept the
film technically clear but the Elinor Glynn
touch is there * * •

"The Song of Love"—1st Nafl
Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * has at least novelty
to recommend it, splendid acting on the part
of the star and her capable supporting cast,
several excellent scenic "shots" and such action
as is usually found only in western drama.
* * * may not be Miss Talmadge's best pic-
ture, but it is a colorful, lively romance, capa-
bly acted and produced on a costly scale, and
to 99 per cent of screen followers it will prove
highly entertaining.
NEWS— * * * it is decidedly box-office,

as the exhibitors put it. * * * There are many
nice things that could be said * * * the sets are
many and beautiful and the night scenes
showing the Arabs * * * are picturesque.
Still it is not a big picture or one worthy
of the beauty and talents of Norma Tal-
madge.
TIMES—Schildkraut gives one of the

finest performances * * * we have had the
pleasure of reviewing since Percy Marmont
was seen in "If Winter Comes." * * * "A
Song of Love," builds to a climax that can
even eclpsses in dramatic tensity, the acting
of Miss Talmadge and Schildkraut * * *

"The Temple of Venus"—Fox
Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS— * * * is a curious mixture of
fact and fancy, drama and melodrama, and
practicality and mythology. Yet, despite
such a conglomeration, it is interesting.
STAR—* * * marked by nothing so much

as versatility. * * * at least a little bit of
everything ever thrown on the screen.

"Through the Dark"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The story is un-
raveled neatly and rapidly and proves en-

grossing from the first flicker to the final

"Tiger Rose"—Warners'
Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * one of the most thrill-

ing pictures of the season. * * * Miss Ulric's

characterization is excellent, and as a whole
the picture is well above the average..
'NORTH AMERICAN—The picture is one

of a very common type of "northwest" films,
* * * There are many tense moments and
suspense is excellently maintained until the
end of the picture.

It is interesting to compare Miss Ulric's
performance on the screen with her stage
performance, an done finds, in spite of very
fine work and excellent direction, that her
funny little rough voice is sadly missed.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—"Tiger

Rose is neither the worst nor the best melo-
drama of the North Woods that ever found its

way to the screen. It is filled with action,

and even though that action is not always
new it holds the interest. * * * In certain
close-ups she (Lenore Ulric looks like a woman
of forty, * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—There is

nothing novel about the story. There have
been so many stories of this type shown on
the screen that it is a great tribute to the
acting of Miss Ulric to say that it does fur-

nish real entertainment.
The picture is notable for its beautiful

settings.

(ml

"This Freedom"—Fox
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * not only the finest
picture that has ever been imported from that
country but also equal to the best American
society dramas. * * *

Denison Clift, an American director, in
handling delicate situations, has shown rare
skill; * * *

TIMES—* * * A daring film * * * Fay
Compton, directed by Denison Clift, is in-

comparable in her part as the woman. The
supporting cast is to be complimented * * *

Liberty, St. Louis
GLOBEDEMOCRAT—A splendid pic-

ture, finely directed, well acted and artisti-

cally executed * * * The story is one that not
only stirs the feelings, but appeals to the
mind.
STAR—* * * an improvement on the

book * * * This theme is developed with
intelligence in the picture, and is superbly
handled by an English actress, Fay Compton,
dignified, expressive, earnest.
TIMES—* * * more interesting as a mo-

tion picture than it was in novel form. * * *

Perhaps it is not. At any rate, the theme has
been intelligently developed, and the result-
ing photoplay is good entertainment.

"To The Ladies"—F. P.-L.

Mc Vicker's, Chicago
HERALD-EXAMINER—* * • I don't

think there is any one alive with soul so
dead as to miss or not appreciate its point.
* * * If you miss "To the Ladies" you are
missing one of the best comedies ever written,
better directed and better acted than most
of the productions you'll find in town.
NEVVS— It is a simple and honest picture,

telling its story just as Jimmy Cruze wanted
it told, without any useless flourishes.

"Unseeing Eyes"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Alamo, Louisville

TIMES—Tremendous scenic effects mark
Lionel Barrymore's latest picture, "Unseeing
Eyes," at the Alamo all week.

"West of the Water Tower"—F. P.-I

Rivoli, Baltimore
AMERICAN—"West of the Water Towei

in passing from book to screen has been pre
tied up and censored considerably. Noneth
less, I am not so sure that it isn't one i i

the best films of the current season.

Capitol, Cincinnati
COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—Can offc

only one excuse for existence—its appe
curious, and a painfully frank picturizatic

I

of things that once were taboo in good s I

ciety.

POST—Glenn Hunter, Ernest Torrenc \

and May McAvoy do some fine work j

"West of the Water Tower," from Hom< I

Croy's novel, but that is about as far s
jwe can go in recommending it.

TIMES-STAR—* * * a flat disappoin I

ment. In the first place, it is a theme whit i

does not lend itself well to screen transl \

tion. Secondly, the original plot has bet

so altered * * *

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * an unmi

takable masterpiece if not a screen epic Tl
credit for this beautiful picturization must 1

divided between the cast of the picture ai

Rollin Sturgeon, the director. The delica
situations in the book are handled with
degree of intelligence that is gratifying at

reflects the ingenuity of Sturgeon's efforts.

POST-DISPATCH—* * * the book w.
not butchered in the filming, to be true, tl

story has been altered somewhat, but 1

i.o means to its artistic hurt. * * * a simpl
natural, human tale of life as life is lived
a small ytic anywhere in the great Mississip
Valley.
STAR—* * * a notable piece of wor

though, frankly, reducing Homer Croy
novel of Junction City, Mo., to movie for

lost much of the book's pungency.
TIMES—"West of the Water Tower"

as fine screen entertainment as it was
novel form. * * * One may call the sto

a bit sordid, but one cannot deny that t!

characterizations are well done, and th
the photoplay is a finished production.

I
Ti-

ke

"The Virginian"—Preferred
Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—* * * one of
the best photoplays it has been our gratifying
pleasure to review for this paper in months.
Here is a photoplay that revives the spirit

of hope in that will-o'-the-wisp, cinema art.

HERALD—The Virginian, all told is very
well done. It is not high drama, it is what
one might call restrained melodrama of the
old home sort, and consequently, well worth
the visit. This best seller of a score of years
is fairly truthfully depicted in the screen
version.
JOURNAL—* * * a better western film

than most, with less shooting and more
excuse for it than is usual. * * * it holds
with admirable veracity to the text and
brings to the screen all the essential elements
of the book except the Virginian's own par-
ticular, deliciously profound humor
TIMES-UNION—* * * have faithfully

transplanted the characters of the novel to
the screen and have used excellent discre-
tion in selecting the incidents so as to give
smoothly running, if slim, plot and plenty
of action.

YOU BUY A MINT
When You Show

THE FIRE PATROL
With

A STAGGERINGLY GREAT
ALL STAR CAST

Anna Q. Nilsson
Madge Bellamy
Helen Jerome Eddy
Johnny Harron
Frances Ross
Jack Richardson
Spottiswoode Aitken
Charles Murray
Bull Montana
Gale Henry
Billy Franey
Charles Conklin
Hank Mann

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
729 Seventh Ave.
NEW YORK CITY

LDUI3
a-\ q] ct7i svr
a\Mi If

L

MEYER
mfi

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS. inc.

251 ^EST
19™ STREET 7620 - 7461
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he White Rose"—United Artists
New Astor, Minneapolis

tIBUNE—The production boasts of a
y competent cast * * * The settings for
story are exceptionally fine.

'Wild Bill Hickok"—F. P.-L.
Rialto, Milwaukee

^TINEI/-;-* * * differs from other west-
in that it has some slight historical

r * * * it follows the lines of wild and
r thrills and will please the old Hart
who like their heroes to be supermen

rming impossible deeds with savoir faire.

Woman of Paris"—United Artists
Merrill, Milwaukee

,NTINEL—It is a simple, human story,

f tragic, but sophisticated, of the lives
iree people. • * * But what Chaplin
lone is to prove that one doesn't need a
in dollars' worth of sets, several thousand
s and all the rest of the bag of tricks
der to make such a story entertaining on
:creen. "A Woman of Paris" is a classic
mplicity.

Garrick. Winnipeg
(Week Ending Jan. 5)

EE PRESS—There is not one incon-
is feature in the whole of the film,
i, on the very face of it, bears the stamp
irfection in screen directing. The singular
:hness with which the story goes from
:equence to another, betokens the fact that
[scene was filmed in its proper place, in
igical chronological order, » * *

I IBUNE—Charles Chaplin, in making his
' serious photoplay, has achieved a two-
itriumph, "A Woman of Paris," is sure
>hk with the best pictures of 1923, and
;ice Charles Chaplin, the director, among
uremost of the screen—yes, with Griffith
I3e Mille. "A Woman of Paris" is un-
sionably one of the finest products of
:reen.

Woman to Woman"—Selznick
Alhambra, Milwaukee

LNTINEL—An ending that is true to life
» ch circumstance occurs but rarely on the
<>—is the one claim to distinction which
i;e made by "Woman to Woman," which
jerwise devoid of unusual features, despite
act that Betty Compson is the star.

Sees Shorts in Ascendency
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

bs Angeles—Al Christie says:
"II of the predictions now being made by
iarious leaders of our industry point the
3to the greater ascendency of the short
).:t during the year of 1924. Probably
ilaf the most encouraging things which
neen said recently was Marcus Loew's
t'lent through the Los Angeles press, that
A' would in the coming year concentrate
e and six reel pictures,

'r. Loew, being one of the largest theater
ns in the United States, should know
oof he speaks and when he says that
Br owners and the public are tired of
S padded pictures, and predicts that the
an for making eight, nine and ten-reel
Wed super-pictures will soon die out, he
: rages every producer of short subjects
I serve to round out a varied bill."

On Broadway
Astor—"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame"

Broadway—"Unseeing Eyes"
Brooklyn Strand—"Her Temporary
Husband."

Cameo—"Through The Dark"
Capitol—"Under The Red Robe"
Central—"The Courtship of Myles

Standish"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan— "The Great White
Way"

Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
Forty-Fourth Street—"Scaramouche"
Loew's New York—Today—"Slave of

Desire"
Tuesday—"Half A Dollar Bill"
Wednesday—"Our Hospitality"
Thursday—"This Freedom."
Friday—"Mask of Lopez" and
"Cause for Divorce."

Saturday-"Judgment of the Storm"
Lyric—"The White Sister"
Rialto—"Let Not Man Put Asunder"
Rivoli—"The Humming Bird"
Strand—"Black Oxen"

Next Week
Broadway—Not yet determined
Brooklyn Strand—"Black Oxen"
Cameo—Not yet determined
Capitol—"Under The Red Robe"

(tentative.)

Central—"The Courtship of Myles
Standish"

Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan— "The Great White
Way"

Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
Forty-Fourth Street—"Scaramouche"
Lyric—"The White Sister"
Rialto—Not yet determined
Rivoli—Not yet determined

Some New Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Liberty, Mo.—The Liberty is now
three weeks old. This house cost

$25,000. Liberty was without a
theater from Feb. 2, until the New
Liberty opened.

Alton, 111.—The Grand, which
closed temporarily probably will re-

open late in January or early in

February.

Walnut Ridge, Ark.—The Swan
has opened. L. L. Lewis is manager
of the theatre which cost $30,000 to

build.

Jaclyn Arbuckle has been engaged Fayetteville, Ark.—E. C. Robertson
' Cosmopolitan for the part of has plans prepared for a new $40,000
|>re Meredith in "Janice Meredith." picture house

Billy West

First Revival of the 24 Two Reel

KING BEE COMEDY SENSATIONS
with

BILLY WEST
in character with cane, hat, shoes and pants

State Rights Now Selling

communicate with

PRIME PICTURES CORP.
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK
Controlling Worlds Right. Bryant 3377

Dinky Dean to be Starred
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Dinky Dean Prod,
have been formed. Charles Francis
Riesner is president, Louis C. Sim-
mel, an oil operator, is general mana-
ger; Lewis Lipton is supervisor of
productions and Jack Neville, director
of publicity and exploitation. Plans
call for four pictures annually cover-
ing a period of four years.

Prize Story Filmed Soon
"The Throwback," the psychologi-

cal adventure drama written by Wil-
liam Elwell Oliver a University of
California student, who won the
Laemmle scholarship prize, will be
produced by Universal in the next
few weeks. The story will be pre-
pared by Raymond L. Schrock.

Memphis Partnership Ends
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Memphis—The partnership be-
tween Clark Portner and Tony Bal-
las of Memphis, has been disolved,
and in the future Porter will operate
the Rex Theater while Ballas will
continue in charge of the American
and DeSoto.

Seeking Sunday Shows in Geneva
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Geneva, N. Y.—The first reading
of the city ordinance to allow Sunday
pictures between 2 P. M. and 10:30
was made at the meeting of the Com-
mon Council. Final action will come
up at the next meeting.

Morton Now Controls Four
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg, Man.-—Henry Morton
has increased his chain of local thea-
ters to four with the acquisition of
the Arlington on Pantages Ave. The
other holdings are the Gaiety, Mon-
arch and Park.

Staab Begins New Duties
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Henry Staab has be-
gun his new duties as secretary of
the state exhibitor unit.

Vitagraph Buys "Clean Heart"
The A. S. Hutchinson novel, "The

Clean Heart," has been purchased by
Vitagraph.

Incorporations
Albany— Equity Ticket Service,

New York. 500 shares preferred
stock, at $100 each; 1,000 shares com-
mon, no par value. Attorney, W.
Kaufman, New York.

Albany—G. G. G. Photo Service,
New York. Capital $7,000. Incor-
porators, G. G. Greenlee and J. A.
Vanderzee. Attorney, T. Vantassel,
Yonkers.

Albany—Richmount Pictures, New
York. 100 shares preferred stock,

$100 each; 100 shares common, no
par value. Attorney, S. V. Ryan,
Albany.

Albany—Roy Pictures, Yonkers.
Capital $20,000. Incorporators, W.
Bennett and G. Ellis. Attorney, M.
L. Lesser, New York.

To Check Up Child Labor Law
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Exhibitors and ex-
changes have been warned against
employing help under 17 years of

age. The Industrial Commission has
notified the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin
that it will soon start a check-up
among theaters in the state for

violators.

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
effiLTHB WORLD

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale-; Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

CHAPLIN
Appcarmi

Marshall Neilan's

Associated first National .5

Thomas H. bice's

The Rendevous"
HerTemporary Husband

The Galloping Fish'

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin.

I consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
in THE SMART SET
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Coast Brevities
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—B. P. Schulberg is

completing plans for "The Breath of

Scandal." Olga Printzlau is now
putting the finishing touches on the
script. The leading feminine role goes
to Ethel Shannon.

Eve Unsell has completed the adap-
tation of "The First Year" and "The
Boomerang." They now await pro-
duction by Preferred.

Pat O'Malley, Hedda Hopper, Cyril
Chadwick, Edith Yorke, Lawrence
Grant and Patterson Dial, will sup-
port Laurette Taylor in "Happiness."

Jack White has appointed Jasper
Blystone assistant to Al Ray, who
is directing the Cameo comedy unit.

Slim Summerville and Bobby Dunn,
are making one-reel comedies for Uni-
versal. Summerville is directing.

Josef Swickard is in the cast sup-
porting Jackie Coogan in "A Boy of
Flanders."

WALTER R. GREENE.

Picture Types
{Continued from Page 3)

Well-acted light comedy—Little Old New York—Lloyd V. Alrairall, Har-
vey School, Hawthorne, N. Y.

Human problems or historical as Children of the Storm—Oklahoma United
Brethren C. E. Union, T. A. Tripp, Pres., 2512 So. B'way, Okla-
homa City, Okla.

Victor Hugo—Les Miserables—Dante's Inferno—Western plays, Shakes-
pearian plays—Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress—A. Angold Brown, St.

Luke Congregational Church, 1416 Iberville St., New Orleans, La.

Popular fiction of highest type—Oliver Twist—Quo Vadis—Rev. Paul L.
Grove, Redwood Falls, Minnesota.

The Covered Wagon—Miss George Washington (Marguerite Clark)

—

Grandma's Boy—The Illinois State Normal University, Drawer F,
Normal, 111.

Straight drama—Strangers of the Night was splendid—Also The White Rose
and Ruggles of Red Gap were great—Mrs. Benjamin T. Rochester,
1022 So. 18th St., Birmingham, Ala.

Comedy drama—Ruggles of Red Gap—E. D. Turner, Mgr., Imperial Thea-
ter, Asheville, N. C.

Fiction—Robin Hood—The Three Ages—Covered Wagon—Nat Golden, 717
Vernon St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

If Winter Comes—Dr. W. H. McMaster, Pres. Mount Union College, Al-
liance, Ohio.

Comedy drama—Back Home and Broke—University of Wisconsin, Mad-
ison, Wis.

Has the quality of pictures advanced or is it at a standstill?

This will be discussed in an early issue.

ANIMATED FILMS
A&t Titles

leaders * trailers

>AMMI
145 W. 45. ST. N.Y. BRYANT679,

Motion
r Sales

PICTURFt

ENRY KOLIMI
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HON-THEATRICA
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PROJECTORS
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I am in the market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIE
Iris Film Exchange
JOHN J. IRIS

Phone- 729 -7th Ave. N. Y
Bryant 3377

THEY SENT YOU TO
PRISON UNJUSTLY

YOunvimAND m l

lover did these
things and you ha
the power to mak
youpself invisible

YOU DO 70 THE

WHAT
PETER, MAP.01MONT

DOES IN

Vn/wow
PURPLE

TM/U/NGLYDfffitfAtr/

ONE of A hundred exploitation ideas
available for

"The Unknown Purple"
Roland West's thriller of thrillers

with a distinguished cast including Henry B. Walthall, Alice Lake,
Stuart Holmes, Helen Ferguson, Johnny Arthur,

Ethel Grey Terry, Brinsley Shaw
James Morrison, Frankie Lee,

and Richard Wayne.

Coming to the

Capitol, New York!

Franchised on the Independent Market
by

Truart Film Corporation
M. H. Hoffman, Vice President
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Grosland Prod.
For Hodkinson Distribution

—

Comp-
son in First Two—Deal on With
— - Dean
Alan Crosland has formed his own

prodi""' company and has made ar-

rangements to distribute his pictures

through Hodkinson. Betty Comp-
son has been engaged to star in the

first two of the series which will be

made at the Tilford studio and in

Florida.

Miss Compson is now on her way
East from the coast. Crosland has

just completed "Six Days," for Gold-
.wyn-Cosmopolitan by whom he was
borrowed from the Hearst organiza-

tion. In the last year he made "Ene-
mies of Women," and "Under The
Red Robe," for the Cosmopolitan
Corp.

It is reported that Hodkinson is

negotiating with the Priscilla Dean
Prod, for that star's pictures. One
has already been made at the Holly-

wood studios. At Hodkinson, this

iwas not confirmed yesterday but it

as perhaps significant that the re-

ort was not denied.

Denver Talks of Theater Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Denver—The Times publishes a

long article concerning the reported

sale of the Isis, American and
Colorado theaters to Famous Play-

ers. The paper adds that, if the

deal is consummated, the Princess

.v i 1 1 be closed and Paramount will

se the theaters named above for

'its first-runs. Fox is reported inter-

ested in the purchase of the Strand.

Officials of both Famous Players

nd Fox disclaimed any knowledge
f the above report yesterday.

British Rules Easier
Censors There Will Pass or Reject
Pictures in Bond, Thus Elimina-

ting Import Duty
According to a communication re-

ceived yesterday from E. Peterson,

manager of Bonded Stores, Ltd.. of

London, the British Government 'as

made easier the restrictions govern-
ing the importation of foreign pic-

tures into the country.
Peterson declares that arrange-

ments have now been made whereby
all films can be passed by the British

Board of Film Censors in bond, obvi-

ating the paying of import duty until

it is decided whether films are suit-

able for that country or not.

In addition to this, special facilities

are now available for re-editing and
(Continued on Page 5)

Quimby Joins "U"
To Handle Sale of Short Subjects-

Convention in Chicago
Terminates

Fred C. Quimby is expected to

start duties with Universal tomorrow
as short subject sales manager. He
will handle one and two reel come-
dies, westerns and dramatic features,

but not serials or the International
News Weekly.
Quimby has been out of the dis-

tributing end of the business for quite

a period. At various times, he was
reported working on an independent
distributing scheme with John S.

Woody and will be remembered for

his work in organizing Associated
Exhibitors, Inc., several years ago.

The Universal sales convention in

Chicago was practically brought to

(Continued on Page 5)

Bailey a F. P.-L. Director

Frank Bailey, former president of

the Title Guarantee and Trust Co.
and director in a number of promi-
nent real estate corporations in New
York, has been elected a director of

Famous Players, succeeding Theo-
dore F. Whitrnarsh, who resigned

recently to become active in the af-

fairs of the Federal Reserve Bank.

Washington Favors Lifting of Tax
On Admissions Up to Fifty Cents

Not Likely That Levy Will be Removed Entirely—Hearing Held
Yesterday at Capitol—Closing of 1,400 Theaters in

Sixteen Months Partially Blamed on Tax

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—It was predicted in well-informed legislative

circles here yesterday that if any change is made in the revenue

law so far as admission taxes to theaters is concerned, such change
would apply to admissions of fifty cents and under.

It is not held likely that the tax will be removed in its en-

tirety. A plea for the repeal of that portion of the revenue

law that affects theaters was made yesterday by a delegation

representing the industry and composed of Jack S. Connolly,

Washington representative of the Hays office, Charles C. Petti-

John, and Joseph R. Dennison, president of the M. P. T. O. of

Michigan.

Dennison acted as spokesman for the group and told the

Congressional committee that the admission tax was a contribu-

ting factor in the closing of 1,400 theaters in the past sixteen
months. He was questioned

Louella O. Parsons, New York

Standish' is highly interesting. The
sociated Exhibitors release.—Advt.

American: "'The Courtship of Myles

Mayflower will delight." Ifs an As-

was questioned at

ength by the members of the com-
mittee and the fact that the members
did indulge in queries of this char-

acter was taken to mean that they

were unwilling to consider an entire

repeal of the tax.

It was apparent that some of the

Congressmen favor the repeal on
admissions of thirty cents and under
while others might favor fifty cents

as the line between taxed and un-

taxed admissions.
Dennison said exhibitors were not

asking for the repeal of the seating

tax because he said they did not be-

lieve they were discriminated against

in that respect. Pettijohn produced

some figures to show that more than

half of the theaters of the country

charge admissions under twenty-five

cents and that only nineteen through-

out the country ask $1 or more.
The question of salaries of stars

again came up but Dennison side-

stepped this. He expressed the belief

that rentals have not advanced much
during the past year and indicated

that film prices cannot be held re-

sponsible for the closing of so many
houses.

M. P. T. O. Meets Today

The board of directors of the M. P.

T. O. is scheduled to hold a meeting

here today and tomorrow.
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Kunsky Books "The Hunchback"
(Special to THB FILM DAILY)

Detroit—George W. Trendle, gen-
eral manager of the Kunsky enter-

prises, has booked "The Hunchback,"
for an indefinite run at the Adams
theater, starting in March.

/T (£h£LLcatiorvci£ U'ictivuA-'

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

vA>* 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

Bryant 1871

Radio Boosting, T. O. C. C. Ball

The committee on arrangements
has arranged with various radio sta-
tions around town to broadcast bul-
letins on the T. O. C. C. ball which
occurs on the 24th. Billy Brandt
stated yesterday that the contest
being conducted in co-operation with
the N. Y. American has caught fa-
vor. S. L. Rothafel is arranging for
the coronation of the king and queen
as well as for other features.

Niblo Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Fred Niblo is leav-
ing in a few days for New York
with a print of "Thy Name is Wom-
an." Metro is seeking a Broadway
theater for it.

No arrangements have as yet been
made by Metro for a special run
of the Niblo film.

To Name Committee Shortly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The recently formed
M. P. Board of Trade of Pa. have
submitted to Gov. Pinchot the
names of those who will sit in an
advisory capacity with the Censor
Board in reviewing pictures. Three
members of the Board will serve on
the joint committee.

English Child Actress Signed
M. H. Karper who maintains an

office in the Times Bldg. states he has
placed Vivian Surtees, an English
child actress under contract and in-
tends bringing her over from Eng-
land. She appeared in "Souls of Drift-
ing India."

'

Hoffman Leaves On Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Milton E. Hoff-
man, for two years production man-
ager for Metro, has sailed for Hono-
lulu on the first leg of a long ocean
voyage which will end in New York.

Sign Jose Collins
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Edward Godal of British
and Colonial has signed Jose Collins
to appear in six two reelers. Moss
Empire, Ltd., have acquired British
rights.

May Build in Buffalo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—East Side businessmen
are reported considering a new the-
ater at Jefferson St. and Woodlawn
Ave., not far from the Emblem.

East Side Theater Robbed
The Fugazzy theater, ISO West

Houston St., was robbed on Sunday
of about $2,000. The performance was
under way at the time.

Showing at the Capitol

Goldwyn will give a special show-
ing of "Name The Man," at the Capi-
tol this morning at 10:15 o'clock.

"Extra Girl" at Central

"The Extra Girl," the new Mabel
Normand film, opens at the Central
on Sunday.

In The Courts
Spreme Court Justice Cohalan has

signed an order in the suit brought
by Hugo Riesenfeld against Rialto
Prod. Inc., and M. D. Fields and
Samuel R. Reece, trading as the
Rialto Film Exchange, in which the
defendants are directed to surrender
to Riesenfeld's attorneys, Thomas &
Friedman, films of the series of pho-
toplays made in 1921 known as
"Funny Face Comedies." The at-
torneys are to hold the negative and
prints pending the trial of Riesen-
feld's suit to declare cancelled a con-
tract made with Rialto for distribu-
tion.

The petition alleged that under the
agreement Rialto was to distribute
the films for three years, but if its

credit became impaired and it failed
to carry out its financial obligations
the contract was to be declared can-
celled. Riesenfeld alleged that the
contract was transferred to Rialto
Film Exchange in November, 1922,
in violation of the agreement, and
that Fields and Reece have refused
to account to him for the proceeds,
and the books are in such condition
that he is unable to tell the amount
due. He said he desired possession
of the negatives and prints to make
new contracts and to prevent them
from being "duped."

Bert Parker State Righting

Bert Parker has taken over "Dan-
gerous Hours," "Knock on the Door,"
and "Prepared to Die," three west-
erns starring Eddie Polo for state

rights distribution. Miss Parker un-
til now has been devoting her time

entriely to the foreign field but from
now on intends handling sales in both
branches of the business.

Warns Against Imperial M. P.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The Film Board of

Trade is warning exhibitors to be on

the lookout for a concern known as

the Imperial M. P. Co. which has

been going about the country solicit-

ing merchants to have pictures made
of their towns.

Los Angeles—Enid Bennett will

play the part of Rosamond Godolphin
in "The Sea Hawk."

Reissuing King Bee Comedies
Prime Pictures Corp., has taken

over world's distribution of rights of
12 King Bee comedies, featuring Billy
West and plans to reissue them on
the state right market.

HAL ROACH'S
DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy=-®-=

They couldn't have used a finer cast!

IfteLaw
Forbids
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See it

that's all!

Trade showings to-day
in New York at the

CAPITOL THEATRE
10:15 A. M.

in Chicago at

ORCHESTRA HALL
2:30 P. M.

Goldwyn presents Victor Seastrom's

production

NAME THE MAN!
from "The Master of Man" by Sir Hall Caine

with Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch, Hobart Bosworth

Patsy Ruth Miller, Aileen Pringle, Creighton Hale

ffoldwyn^osrnopolltarx
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Monday Morning
TIME—Any Monday morning.

PLACE—Any Film Row in any Ex-
change Centre.

CHARACTERS—Two good film

salesmen—Abe & Sammie
They meet on the corner; brief

case in one hand, bag in the other.

"Hello Sammie, Howya Abe, which
way you going—Death Valley? Me,
too. Well let's catch that 11.30 and
make this trip together. Fine. Wait
here about five minutes 'til I go back
to the office, the cashier has a coupla
tickets that the shipper bought to

check two features to Whichville. We
can use them and save four bucks a
piece and make Whichville together.

We can buy the cashier a coupla
good cigars and he'll be happy. I'll

get 'em and give 'em to him now.
"Awright Abe, step on it. I gotta

hit $2,000 this week and what a
chance I've got? But between the

two of us we oughta be able to knock
off that guy in Whichville fer plenty.

You boost my pictures and I'll boost
yours. Hear he's gotta lotta open
dstcs

ON THE TRAIN
"Whatta ya mean these tickets

ain't no good? When did that rule

go in effect? I been doin' this for the
past four years regular once a week
and saving enough to pay for my
smokes but if you are so cheap we'll

pay. Come on Sammie, cough up
four bucks ter little Jessie James
here and then we can sleep; it takes

about two hours to Whichville and
I can use it—I was out late last

night.

TWO HOURS LATER
"WHICHVILLE!" .

"WHICHVILLE!"
"Here we are Sammie grab your

bags and let's go. Ever been in this

town before? Say I know a swell
one here; met her last trip thru. Lets
give her a ring from the Station
here.

"D these phones, why don't
they have one system like we have
in Li'l Old New York. Say Abe
what's her name—It ain't Babe is it

—

Yea? Eddie gave me her name and
told me to call her if I ever hit this

burg. Got her? Good!
"Hello Babe—how are ya—Fine.

Whatta ya say if you get another
girl, I got one of the boys with me;
the four of us can go some place
fer dinner or something. Fine;
meetcha in ten minutes.

11 p. m. that night
"Gee Sammie ain't they the

darb's?—Say, we just got ten minutes
—shall we make this train for School-
ville or see old crabby down at the
theater?—I don't think he needs any-
thing anyway; lets pass him up and
make Schoolville tonight? Atta boy!
"Wish I hadn't given that cashier

them cigars.

Theater Changes
Sycamore, 111.—Folka Bros., of

Maywood, has leased for 20 years,
the theater on State St.

Monessen, Pa.—Chas. A. Geiss has
purchased the Olympic at Donner
and Fifth from Peter Sotus.

Helena, Ark.—The Jewel is under-
going extensive redecorating and re-

modeling.

Ottawa, 111.—$50,000 will be spent
by B. S. Jordan in remodeling the
Orpheum.

Edgeton, Wis.—A large pipe organ
is being put into the Rialto.

Little Rock, Ark.—Rialto is the
new name of the old Crystal.

This is the little kiddie who,
through the generosity of a number
of film men, will shortly be united
with her father. Her transportation
has been arranged for on the return
trip of a boat en route to the city in
which she is now living.

An additional $5 was contributed
yesterday by John D. Clark.

Lasky Plant Reopens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—After several weeks
of inactivity, the Lasky studio has
reopened. The first company to
go to work was the George Melford
unit which started "The Dawn of a
Tomorrow," with Jacqueline Logan
in the lead.

Cecil B. DeMille started "Triumph,"
yesterday. James Cruze returned
from location at Natchez and starts
interiors for "Magnolia," today.

Buys The State, New Bedford
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Bedford, Mass.—George W.
A.llen, Jr., owner of a number of
houses in the suburbs and vicinity,

has bought the State. This is Allen's
only holding in the central part of
the city.

Says He'U Make "Charlie Chu"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Saginaw—F. Herrick who says he
is a Detroit producer, while here for

the holidays, stated that his company,
the Herrick Studios, is about to pro-
duce a five-reel drama, "Charlie Chu."

Buchanan Editing "Messalina"

Donald I. Buchanan is editi

"Messalina," the picture produced
Enrico Guazzoni in Italy and now
this country awaiting distribution.

GET THIS RIGHT!
We've hit a tremendous winner in our r

first picture—but we are playing fair (T

is our policy).

This big box-office bonanza will not be "R

Showed"! It will be sold on the First Eqoiti

Contract ever offered you !

THEATRE OWNERS
PRESENTATION of

•'"

(R

Isis Passes Away
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—The Wigwam at
22nd and Mission no longer has com-
petition. The Isis, will soon be re-
modeled into a business building.
The lease which Morris Gallos held
was sold to the owner of the
property.

Everett Burns; $100,000 Loss
(Special to THE FILM DAILY) .

San Francisco—The Everett thea-
ter, run by the Star Amusement Co.
has been destroyed by fire of un-
known origin. The damage is esti-

mated at $100,000.

Crandall's New Tivoli Near Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The completion of
Crandall's new Tivoli, is in sight.

The Swindle Sheet

., . . ,
BEST HOTEL

Meals A la carte Whichville, Pa. Rates $1.50 single, $2.50 double
SALESMAN'S REPORT

Date From To R.R. Hotel Meals Misc. Total Business Report
Anyday Any- Which- $4 $3.00 $2.75 $.60 $10.35 None Exhibitor has

where ville no dates Open
at this time.
Only plays big
specials. Likes
"House Afire."
See him next
trip.

Enos Back At The New Portola
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Joseph F. Enos
has again resumed management of
the New Portola, a Rothchild house.
The admission price has been reduced
to IS cents with four changes a week.

Burhan A Theater Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Frank C. Burhan,
has entered the exhibiting field as

manager of one of the theaters own-
ed by the National Theaters Syndi-
cate at Modesto.

Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Conneaut, O.—Fire recently caused
much damage to the Academy.

Gaston Glass

Miriam Cooper

A RENCO
PICTU)

Chas. K. Han-

Dallas Fitzgera

ANDERSON PICTURES COR
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

— F. B. O. EXCHANGES —

A financial expert who recently resigned an

important executive post with one of the lead-

ing film distributing companies will leave soon

for Los Angeles on personal business for a

limited stay in California.

If you have any business to be transacted there

this executive can be of valuable service to

you, or close up any pending negotiations.

All communications confidential.

Daily, Box M-15.

Address Film
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British Rules Easier

(Continued from Page 1)

iting films in bond in order to

nke them suitable for the British

iket before duty is paid. This

r. enable foreign producers to pres-

il their films to British buyers in

omplete and ready-to-show form,

hreby enhancing their value, and
1) avoiding paying duty on elimi-

;2d parts of films which are not

;sed by the censors.

apparently all that it is necessary

2 producers here and in other coun-

rs to do now is to send their films

nLondon, in care of Bonded Film
Ires, which stands willing to look

fr the censoring and re-editing,

tjvided the shipper has no repre-

iative in England.

Drive Against Poor Projectors
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

•etroit—The Film Board of Trade
i.ow compiling a list of theaters in

( roit and Michigan where ma-
bies are in bad order. This is be-

1,'done because a number of com-
llnts have been made that film was
eig received by exchanges in poor
edition.

Ebin Compiles Roosevelt Film
Alexander B. Ebin has prepared a

3,500 ft. film called "Over the World
With Roosevelt" which embraces in-
cidents and situations important in
the life of Roosevelt. It includes
scenes "of the Navy, Glacier Park, the
Hawaiian Volcano, the Yellowstone
National Park, and the entry of the
Allied Troops into Paris, all in Priz-
ma colors.

Developed From Film Guild
Guild Made Pictures, with which

Maude Adams has become associated,
is a development of the Film Guild,
formed in 1921 by Fred Waller and
Fred Tuttle and later expanded to in-

clude Osgood Perkins, Townsend
Martin and Dwight Wiman. This
group has made five productions, re-
leased by Hodkinson.

Plan A Release Weekly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Sam Werner of United
Film Service will release 52 West-
erns featuring Neal Hart, Leo Ma-
loney, J. B. Warner, Pete Morrissey,
George Larkin and Big Boy Wil-
liams, at the rate of one a week during
1924.

Pommer of Ufa Coming Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—Herr Pommer, a director
of the Ufa expects to go to New
York in March with prints of a num-
ber of pictures for disposal in Amer-
ica. The more important include:
"The Grand Duke's Finances," "The
Chronicle of Grieshus," "The Pious
Beggar," "The Niebelungen" and
"Cinderella."

Raht Preparing New Story
Carlyle Graham Raht, author of

"High Dawn," which was bought by
Hunt Stromberg as a vehicle for Har-
ry Carey, has engaged Ray Ujiffy,

who is now scenarizing his novelette,

"The Diamond Back," which was
published in Everybody's. Curtis

Brown, Ltd., will handle the sale of

the story.

Phila. Theaters Get Clean Bill
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—An inspection of the
city's theaters made by the Fire Dept.
and the Electrical Bureau failed to

reveal defects serious enough to

cause drastic changes in licensing.

As a result all houses will immedi-
ately receive new licenses.

Quimby Joins "U"
(Continued from Page 1)

a close yesterday. Carl Laemmle will

go to the coast from there on his

regular mid-winter trip but Al Licht-
man and others of the home office

will return here tomorrow.

Akers Promoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Universal's sales conven-
tion ended yesterday. One of the
most important subjects discussed
was "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame." It was brought out that

all first runs will have been handled
before June.

Announcement of the appointment
of Dan Michaelove, as Universal dis-

trict manager for the South-eastern
States, including Atlanta, Charlotte,

Jacksonville and Memphis exchanges
was made. This will give Ned
Depinet an opportunity to give more
attention to New Orleans, Dallas, El
Paso, Ft. Smith and Oklahoma City.

Gerald Akers was appointed a dis-

trict manager over the St. Louis,
Kansas City and Minneapolis Ex-
changes.

INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OP (DELAWARE

WO UNDERWOOD Pdiiibehi D BCR N 9AUM. S IC » ti»nv HARRVT Pf E8LES ^^ll "'""'

DISTRIBUTORS OF HIGH CLASS MOTION PICTURES

1914 MAIN STREET

Dallas.Texas

December 13, 1923.

.Dura 'Film Protector Company,
220 West 42nd'Street,
New ?ork. HI. *.

Gentlemen:

We wish to advise you
that we are well pleaeed with the duratizing we have
had done to date. We have kept a very close check on
this and find that it is the biggest help we have ever
had in keeping our films in first class condition.

For your information we use an inspection in and out
card on each print. This oard is given the inspeotor
each time she inspects the print and the film is graded '

acooHding to condition from #1 which represents new
film, to #7 which is junk film, and every time the

inspector finishes with a print she makes a cecord on
this same card as to the condition of each reel.

For the past year or so we have had a lot of trouble
with prints of two reel comedies going to the bad
quickly so we decided as a last resort to try duratizing
them. We started this as you know, on the 1st of September
and some of the first two reelers that we had duratized
have had as many as forty runs and are still in #1 and
#2 condition according to the inspection card. Where
heretofore two reel comedies that had had forty rune
were usually down to about #4 or #5 condition.

We really believe that duratizing film gives the exhibitor
a cleaner print and prolongs the life of the film. We
are so well pleased with it that we are giving all of
the laboratories instructions to have all of our film
duratized - not only the two reel comedies.

Wishing you continued success, we are.

Very truly yours,

SPEC LAITY^ Fiyi COMPANY

Sales Manager.
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Putting It Over

Here is how a brother ex-
hibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.

A Novel Stunt

New Haven, Conn.—When "Anna
Christie" was due to play the Olym-
pia, Tod Browning, the manager,
mailed out post cards to a city-wide
list, stating that Anna Christie was
coming to town. This was done
about a week before the opening.
Later, another card followed asking
the public not to judge her too harsh-
ly until they knew all the facts. Then
a third told of her arrival, stating
that she would tell all at 146 Temple
St., Sunday evening, the place and
time of the opening.

Cohens Buy Warren's Interest
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Ben and Lew Cohen have
paid Herman Warren $250,000 for
his interest in Warren & Cohen, op-
erating the Coliseum, Globe, Rex and
Colonial theaters, this city. The com-
pany is now controlled entirely by
the Cohen brothers.

To Help Texas Exhibitor
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Col. Cole, head of the
Texas M. P. T. O. is considering
a plan to send an expert projectionist
through the state, visiting exhibitors
and help them take care of their
machines.

A Good Emergency Stunt

David Bader, director of exploita-
tion for Century Comedies tells how
a Baby Peggy "double" contest was
staged, when the picture played the
Columbia, Far Rockaway.
When "The Darling of New York"

was scheduled to play the Columbia,
for two days, he found only a little

time to pull the regular ballyhoo stuff.

The semi-weekly papers were all

ready out. So, he sold a kiddie shop
the idea to find the Baby Peggy
of the Rockaways. The entire store
windows told of the contest.

Remodeling Three
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris, Texas— The Musselman
Theater Enterprises are remodeling
and redecorating the Grand, Parisian
and Cozy. The latter has been closed
for about a year.

Among Exchangemen
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Clayton P. Sheehan, dis-

trict manager announces the fol-

lowing changes in the Fox office:

T. J. McDermott, resigned to join

Universal; William McSweeney,
former assistant booker, prompted to

salesman covering the southern tier,

succeeding Bill Mahoney who has
been sent to Syracuse; Bill Rowell,
formerly in Syracuse, is now in Ro-
chester.

New Saenger Nearing Completion
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Texarkana, Tex.—Rapid progress
in being made on the new $200,000
house being erected by the Saenger
interests. The theater is Texarkana's
first modern house.

Gets 75 Special Window Displays

San Francisco—No less than sev-
enty-five stores gave elaborate display
advertising "The Country Kid" when
it played the California. This was
accomplished through the agreement
the Warner's have with the Inger-
soll Pencil Co. for a co-operative tie-

up on both the latter's product andthe
picture in all stores that handle Inger-
soll pencils.

Picture For Centennial Celebration
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Austin, Tex.—The story of Texas
will be filmed as part of the State's
Centennial celebration in 1924. The
suggestion was made by Theodore
Price, editor of Commerce and Fi-
nance and immediately endorsed by
Gov. Neff and other State executives.
The picture will be produced and fi-

nanced by Texans.

"Forbidden Souls" For State Rights

Frank W. Hain, owner of a chain
of drug stores makes his entrance in-

to the film business with a seven reel

mystery drama "Forbidden Souls."
The picture will be released on the
st?.te rights market bv James Serpico,
116 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Two Spokane Houses In Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Spokane—A deal for the transfer of
two of the city's downtown theaters
has been consummated. C. E. Stil-

well has sold to J. W. Allender and
R. E. Neill, the Casino and Class A.
Neill and Allender also operate the
Majestic and Lyric under the name
of Neill and Allender, Inc.

Gauntlett Busy on "Hunchback"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Vic Gauntlett is busy put-
ting on roadshows of "The, Hunch-
back," in this territory. He is in

charge of a company for Washington,
Idaho, Oregon and Montana.

Detroit—Changes in the Standard
organization have been announced by
Robert J. Rowan, manager. Herb
Ives, succeeds Phil Charnes as of-

fice manager, the latter going back
on the road. Wm. Flemion, sales-

man in Toledo succeeds Jim Allen
sales manager, with headquarters in

Detroit. George Hupenbecker suc-
ceeds Flemion as Toledo salesman.

Orpheum, Winnipeg, Changes Policy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg, Man.—The Orpheum
has been losing money with a straight
vaudeville run at $1 top. Admissions
have been cut a third and a feature
picture added to the bill.

Winegar In Industrial Field
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Elmer C. Winegar has
opened an office here to conduct an
industrial business. He has finished
a five reeler for the American Radi-
ator Co.

New House Opens In Alaska
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ketchikan, Alaska—W. D. Gross
has opened the new Coliseum theater,
his sixth in this territory. Gross also
owns and manages a Film exchange
here.

Breaks Detroit Record
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—"Flaming Youth," during
its week's run at the Capitol grossed
$32,000. "A Woman of Paris " form-
erly held the record, with $30,000.

Hufford Now Has Two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Whitesboro, Tex.—J. E. Hufford
has bought the Ace from E. M. Du-
val. He also owns the Princess at
Collinsville.

Fire Threatens J., L. & S. Ornheum
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Fire that destroyed an
adjoining structure threatened the
Orpheum theater, owned by Jones,
Linick & Schaefer.

San Francisco—Mel Hulling has
resigned the management of the As-
sociated Exhibitors' exchange to be-
come mbanager of the Geo. Oppen-
heimer, Inc., exchange.

St. Louis—Fred Wasgien has ten-
dered his resignation to the Sears and
Jones theatrical circuit and will join

a concern as salesman.

Atlanta—A. R. Nininger, who has
been selling for Southern States Film,
has joined Universal. He will cover
North Carolina.

World Film Rights to

"Dreimaderl Haus'
Original Story of

"BLOSSOM TIME"
Apply to MARY FORRES,
1452 Broadway, Tel. 1944 BryJ

JAZZ COMEDIES
12 one reel comedies per year
New Product (Not Re-issues)
Open for State Right Market

Wire-Write-Phone

OBROCK & SPIEGEL
Phone-Bryant 10359

729 7th Ave., N. Y.

Phone—Beekman 9091

<E.\l. SBK f

119 Fulton St., N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL Al»

MOTION PICTURE INDUS 1Y

Philadelphia—Gene Michaels has
joined Royal Pictures, Inc. He was
formerly a salesman with the B. & B.
Exchange.

Atlanta—H. B. Lasseter, who has
been covering Florida for Hodkinson,
has rejoined Progress.

To Censor Shows and Paper
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Springfield, Mo.—Heretofore the
city censors have had only the power
to pass on pictures, now comes an
amendment to the ordinance empow-
ering them with the right to censor
any and all shows that may come into

the city and all paper posted here. J

Principal Pictures

Sol Lesser, president

Produced It

First National

is Releasing it

"WHEN A MAN'S

A MAN"
By the Greatest Living Authoi

HAROLD BELL WRIGil

Biggest Picture of 192

Sydney Chaplin
Appearing

in

Marshall Neilans

Associated First Nationals

Thomas H.Ince's

The Rendevous'
HerTemporary Husband

The GallopingFish"

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin,
j

I consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN '

in THE SMART SET
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ARTISTRY
By DANNY

'/hen Goldwyn announced
Victor Seastrom had been

jied to direct in this country

w who knew the ability of

really great artist congrat-

jed those who had engineer-

the deal. Yesterday at the

litol Seastrom's first—and so

his only picture made in

t country was shown. And
In the last title appeared and
ral thousand left the thea-

ithey, in turn, knew what but
indful of Americans had ap-

:iated—that here was a really

it director—a producer of

immon ability. To say that

tor Seastrom is among the

at the top of the ladder is

ressing it mildly.

Jame the Man" based on Hall

ie's famous story of "The Mas-
of Man" was the vehicle which
strom used to express his ability.

he did it wonderfully well. It

ot only a great, artistic produc-

, but better still, it spells real

:ey at the box office. What tears

women of his country will shed!
,v they will delight in the pathos
the humanness of the story.

And what direction! The
emperamental critics raved

>ver the new school of direct-

ng as demonstrated in Chap-

in's picture. They will see

nore of it—yes, even better

lone—with a master hand. And
iow Seastrom lays his con-

xast! It balances perfectly.

Light and shade; laughter and

:ears.

is a picture of women—for wom-
A picture of a false step, and

tplete regeneration. It is a
mph.

Swanson's Latest

rhe Humming Bird"—looks like

ley in at the till. Too much war
f—far too much. Checks the

y and hinders. Would be a lot

er without it. Swanson doesn't
r her gorgeous plumage as usual.
tears often dressed as a boy and
in as a girl of the Montmarte of
is. And how your women folk

like that remains to be seen.
:s some good work however, and
r may think her "cute."

"Mabel Normand broke all house records both Friday and Saturday

with 'The Extra Girl,' " R. W. Mc Kinney of the Regent Theater, Los
Angeles wired J. S. Woody. It's an 'Associated Exhibitors release—Advt.

Brady Plans Set?
Reported First Picture Will Be

"Simon Called Peter"—Pro-
duction in Ft. Lee

The New York Herald yesterday
stated that William A. Brady had
completed plans for the resumption
of picture making and that his first

picture would be Robert Keable's

book. "Simon Called Peter." Ac-
cording to the newspaper, Brady will

concentrate his activities in Fort Lee.

"He said his plans had reached the

point," the Herald story goes on,

"where he could sign the necessary
papers today and start production in

a week if he so desired.

"Other plays available from his

manuscripts are 'Forever After,' by
(Continued on Page 11)

Due From Coast Today
Arrivals expected from the coast

today include Joseph M. Schenck,
Norma Talmadge and Sam Goldwyn.

Goldwyn Guest at Coast Dinner
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The night before

Samuel Goldwyn left for the East, he
was tendered a dinner at which Rich-
ard A. Rowland and Sam Katz were
incidentally welcomed by local First

National executives.

Moss—Burr Deal
For Production Under Way—One

Picture Planned But There
May Be Series

B. S. Moss is about to re-enter the

production field after an absence of

some years. It is understood he has

made arrangements to make at least

one picture in conjunction with

Charles C. Burr and that the plan

may be extended to include a series.

Moss will probably be remembered
as a picture producer by his "Three
Weeks" and "The Salamander." At
his office yesterday, he could not be

reached for a statement but it was
declared that "there was nothing

definite" to talk about.

An effort made to communicate
with Burr failed.

Universal Executives Return

George Brown, Paul Gulick and
Ned Marin, of the home office staff

of Universal, returned from the com-
pany's sales convention in Chicago
yesterday. Earl Kramer, Buffalo; F.

C. Hopkins, Albany; Jules Levy,

Philadelphia; and S. S. Liggett, New
Haven, came back with the party for

a short stay here before going home.
Al Lichtman returns today with Dick
Anderson.

Seeks Special Tax
Kansas Senator Would Collect 25

Cents On Each Admission in a
Specified Range of Prices
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—An amendment to
the revenue bill when it comes over
from the House to be proposed by
Senator Curtis (Rep.) of Kansas
contemplates a tax of five cents for
each twenty-five cents or fraction
thereof of the amount paid for ad-
mission to any place of amusement
where the amount so charged is in
excess of twenty-five cents and not
in excess of $1. Where the admission
is more than $1. a tax of twenty-five
cents of each dollar or fraction there-
of would be charged.

Under the Curtis proposal, it is

further provided in the bill that the
revenues collected from Jan. 1, 1924

(Continued on Page 11)

Forman Through with Preferred
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Tom Forman has
completed his contract with Preferred
and has been engaged by Mission
Film to direct "Flattery" for distrib-
ution through C. B. C. Forman's
last for Preferred was the "The Vir-
ginian."

Valentino Starts in Feb.

Rudolph Valentino starts work on
"M'sieur Beaucaire," for Famous
about Feb. 4. Sidney Olcott will di-

rect. Valentino and his wife return-
ed yesterday on the Belgenland from
Europe.

First Nat'l in East
Only One Company to Remain on

Coast—Transfer Consummated
By March

Although at First National no one
would state that definite plans had
been completed for a general trans-

fer of the company's own producing
units to the East, it was learned from
other sources yesterday that by
March all of the companies, with the

exception of one, would be located

in New York.
(Continued on Page 11)

Cost Accounting
An interesting article con-

cerning systems of cost ac-

counting for motion pictures

will be found on page 4, this

issue.
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Geneva Votes Jan. 22
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Geneva, N. Y.—Geneva will decide
the fate of the Sunday show question
on Tuesday, Jan. 22.

Mohawk For Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Mohawk, N. Y.—Without a dis-

senting voice and every member in

attendance, the Mohawk Board of

Trustees granted a permit for Sun-
day shows at the Strand at such
hours as will not conflict with church
services.

Quotations
High Low (3ose Sale*

East. Kod. . 1 108*6 no 600
F. P.-L. .. ny8 70'/8 7oy2 3,100

do pfd. . . 90 90 90 100

Goldwyn .. • 11 11 11 100
Loew's . ... \m vy2 17H 1,000

Blackton At Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—J. Stuart Blackton
has started production on "Between
Friends," by Robert W. Chambers.
Lou Tellegen and Alice Calhoun
have the leads.

New Reinforcing Process

A new type of reinforced film has
reached the market. The process
consists of sewing into the sides of

the film a double strand of very
strong thread. The manufacturer
claims that it will greatly lengthen
the life of film which is already worn
out at the sprocket holes and says
it is particularly useful in continu-
ous advertising machines where the

film undergoes great wear and tear.

Henry Bollman is the sales agent.

Mid-West Houses Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The following theaters

are reported either closed or closing:

Grand & Landale, Carlinville, 111.;

Kozy, Dresden, Tenn.; American,
Frankfort Heights, 111.: Princess,

Parkin, Ark.; Santens Hall, Roberts-
ville, Mo.; Palace, Cypress, 111.; F.

E. Edwards, Griggsville, 111.; Play-
house, Shelbyville, 111. and Moon-
shine, Wayne City, 111.

Warehouse for Brooklyn Strand
The Brooklyn Strand has purchased

ground adjoining the rear of the the-

ater and on it has built a warehouse
large enough to accommodate all of

its sets and lighting accessories.

Lubitsch Film at Strand
"The Marriage Market," the first

Lubitsch film for the Warners' will

have its local premiere at the Strand
in February. No date has been set.

N. Y. Houses to Show Health Slides

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany—Through the cooperation

of the M. P. T. O., Commissioner
Nicoll, of the Department of Health
has arranged with theaters to show
slides containing health messages.
One of these will be screened at each
performance and a new text will be
sent to the theaters every week.

Lefevre Story for Viola Dana
"Face to Face," by Edwin Lefevre

which appeared in the Saturday Even-
ing Post, has been bought by Metro
for Viola Dana.

W (QcLtocatlcTuzt U^xJjuaji^

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^ fcattfi

Cotpo*
Btt0°

V/u ' r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Balcony Reserved for Women
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Oswego, N. Y.—The Richardson
has decided that only women and
girls will be allowed in its balcony
hereafter. Men and boys have proved
themselves troublesome during per-

formances bothering not only women
in the gallery, but others who are

downstairs.

"Cress" Smith in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Cresson E. Smith

—

known as "Cress" Smith—who re-

cently returned from supervising
United Artists' offices in Australasia,

has been appointed sales representa-
tive of Middle Western offices, with
headquarters here.

Taylor and Manners Leave Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Laurette Taylor and
J. Hartley Manners leave for New
York in a few days with a print of
"Happiness." I

Bershon Back
Resumes Old Duties With West

Coast Theaters, Inc.—Planned
Business of His Own

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—David Bershon,

former booking manager for West
Coast Theaters, Inc., has reconsidered
his resignation which was to become
effective on Jan. 1, and is now back
again with the Gore Bros.-Lesser in-

terests.

Bershon, at the time of his resigna-
tion, planned to enter business for
himself but was persuaded to change
his mind by Sol Lesser and Mike
Gore. At the time he decided to leave
West Coast Theaters, it was the be-
lief here and in the East that his de-
cision was influenced by the peculiar
position he was placed in continual-
ly with distributors with whom he
was always doing business. His post
was a difficult one to handle because
the question of price was always a
live issue.

Jossey Lines Up New Film!

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland—J. S. Jossey, of i i.

ress, is back from New York v re

he purchased "Lost in a Big (

I

40 two reel comedies, starring
|y

West, Eddie Lyons and B
ie

Dunn, three Neal Hart west s;

three Leo Maloneys; 26 oik el

sport pictorials and a feature, v :h

will be announced shortly.

Vogel Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY,

Los Angeles—William M. \

is en route to New York, follow

stay of several weeks here.

Kelso, Wash., Bans Normar
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kelso, Wash.—Kelso has plac

ban on all Normand films.

"Love's Whirlpool" in Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Love's Whirlpool,"
the first release of the Kirkwood-Lee
pictures, is in production at the Ince
studio. It is an adaptation of Martha
Lord's novel "The Inner Sight." The
cast includes James Kirkwood, Lila
Lee, Madge Bellamy, Mathew Betz,
Robert Agnew, Edward Martindel,
Margaret Livingston, Clarence Gel-
dert and Joe Mills. Hodkinson will
release.

HAL ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL

COMEDIES
"The Pinnacle of Pantomim

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
^-xgr^

You can't get away from it!

"fie Law
Forbids
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Pauline Frederick and Tellegen,
in 'Let Man Not Put Asunder,'
Attract Thrones to Rialto

We have an idea that "Let Not Man
Put Asunder" is not going* to prevent
any man from doing bo. . The reason
why petjple in the picture did put
asunder wag noC ,flie usual reason for
the severing of ties and probably the
few people 'who irfight have similar
trouble and Who mijtht contemplate put-
ting asunder will not be deterred by
what they see on the screen.
"Let Not Man' Put Asunder" is a

!
Vitagraph picture,, with Pauline Fred-

!
erick and Lou' Tellegen as stars. It is

j

the nominal feature at the Rialto The-
ater and it seems to be dr^wirj^va^t

j

crowds to th.e^cq rner ^of Porti-second
;

St
>
r<^cFTin'o

r~Seve'ntFf Ave hue . AHhougfi
iPauline Frederick and Lou Tellegen

I

are the stars, they do not play oppo-
site—or, in other words, they do not

j
fall in love with each other.

Neither Thinks of Phoning
Leslie Austin plays Harry Vassall

and Vassall is an excellent name for
him. Because of his wife's arro-

i
gant ways, he leaves her forever, but
she has him chained to her chariot
wheels, so that he spends the remain-
der of his youth writing in a diary

I

passages beginning: "Oh, my lost
.
love." She loved him, too, so that her

j

life was ruined , also; and she
|

said, "The eyes of my heart have been
i stricken with blindness." And then
went and married Lou Tellegen! And
yet neither of these love-lorn people
would take up the telephone and call
the other.
Of course, in a case like that— if

there be any such—man should not put
asundeK Lou Tellegen plays Bick
Leehmere and he, too, leaves his first
wife because they cannot agree. She
is a grand opera singer and she needs
"the plaudits of the multitude"; and
so they are divorced. But they, too,
wander through the world longing for
each other.
Some people wondered if the Vita-

graph company hadn't set out to pre-
sent a lecture to its stars. It certainly
is propaganda stuff, all right. It shows

the aching void in the lives of divorced
persons.

Marriage Proposal Grates

After Petrina Fanenil, the wife of
the vassal, and Lou Tellegen, the hus-
band of the opera singer, had wan-
dered about the world for awhile alone
fhey decided to be married, for some
reason or other. That was the part we
objected to. It doesn't seem a bit de-
cent for a man to say, sadly, "Well,
Petrina, I 'spose we might as well get
married; we're both lonesome and
fiothing matters anyway." How much
more moral for him to say, gladly,
"Conte live with me and be my love!"

If th« people in the story had any
sense of humor they must have had to

laugh when they called their sweet-
hearts by their first' names—"I love
you, Petrina"; "Felecia, you are my
adored one"; "Gentian, I .cannot live

without yoru," and "Emmy, I worship
the ground you walk on."

Felecia is the woman who prefers
grand opera to a husband's love and
she is nicely played by Helena d'Algy.

We shan't tell you how the story ends
and you never, never would guess.

Populace Clamorsfor'Seats
Ey'T.nus"

r

wTth
v

noT3niK' 'tni's bit of in-

formation we are doing the Rialto
Theater no service. For it will be
necessary now for all those who see

the picture to stay till the end if they
want to find out what happens. Every
time any one walks out it leaves a

seat for some standee, and '%et Not
Man Put Asunder" is sp„ papular "with
those who h'aVeri'f seen it that there

is a gallant GOO waiting to enter.
The prodnetrem mrmiua"^ J-

Stuart Blackton and adapted from
Basil King's novel. The two stars are

fine, if you like them.
There is, an amusing Earl Hurd

cartoon called "Pen and Ink Vaude-
ville." Irving and Jack Kaufman, two
plump "boys," who seemed to be known
to most of the spectators, sang "Linger

a While" and "Deedle-Dum-Dum."
Then, after that, they had a couple

of encores.
The overture is "Orpheus fn the

Lower World," which elicited almost

as much applause as Hugo Riesen-

feld's classical jazz.

Court, Enjoining Police,

Holds Slot Devices Legal

No Element of Chance, Says
n —«"JI««t. Forbidding

LadV Diana to Appear

In "Miracle" To-night

First Glimpse of Vollmoeller

Play To Be Had at

Century Theater
• - -— « tr-nieht at the

AMERICA'S EOF

WINTER GARDEN B
'E5

Matinees TO-DAY. Thurs.
New York's i

Greatest
Revue.

Introducing ALICE DEL

BROADHURST VMJJ
RICHARD BENNE

THEDANC
WM. HODGE

»< rn.uu Ana .,
dr: frank crane

'• 'For All of Cb' is a very lt«

markable example of the ne\V
trend of the theatre. It in

HENRY FORD Sc
"The beet pla> I have ev.

AMBASSADOR ESS!1
,

Matinees To-morrow & Saturf

h

THE SELWYKS Pro'

ELTC
Mats. V
The C«

of th
Lor

S!

Cle
wiihVio
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Artli

A. E.

Ask
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Mats. Wed. & Bat.

ft ANDRE

harlot's

Revue of 1924
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Gertrude Lawrence
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Jack Bachan&n

The Revue Intimate
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APOLLO. W. 42 St Etjs. 8:30. Ma

MADGE KENNEDY
w.th WC. Fields iD
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Cost Accounting in Motion Pictures
William R. Donaldson, of Philip

N. Miller and Co., has prepared an
article titled "Cost Accounting in the

Production of Motion Pictures," and
published by the National Association

of Cost Accountants. It was first read
before the New York chapter of the

organization.

"Little published data," says Mr.
Donaldson, "is available on the prin-

ciples and the practices of cost ac-

counting in the production of motion
pictures. Such a condition is easily

understood, for the industry is a
comparatively new one and its meth-
ods have but recently approached
any basis of stabilization. This 'in-

fant industry'—born within the life-

time of most of the readers of this

article-—has had a prodigious growth.
Today, it is one of the foremost in

the country, motion picture theaters

in the United States alone number-
ing about 15,000, the attendance at

which is estimated at over 50,000,-

000 per week."

Discussing important considera-

tions in designing a system of ac-

counting, the author says:

"It should be kept uppermost in

mind that photoplays are in no sense
standard, and that as a result a com-
parison of costs between them is

only of relative value. Furthermore,
price setting (ordinarily one of the

predominating reasons for securing
accurate information) is not deter-

mined by the cost of the picture. Any
system of accounts installed in a stu-

dio, however, should be sufficiently

complete and accurate to serve as a

proper control of assets and liabili-

ties, including a perpetual inventory
of stores and fixed assets, and to per-

mit compilation of reasonably accu-
rate costs of productions made. Since

a unit is not standard, no attempt was
made in the early years of the in-

dustry to strive for accuracy in cost-

ing out productions, and producers
were content to run their accounts on
a cash disbursement basis.

"Outlining any system to be install-

ed in a business that is truly an art,

where the products and their com-
ponent parts are in a great measure
entirely dissimilar and where the real

value to be measured is rather the

'idea' and the brain effort expended
to crystallize it into photographed
action, makes the problem a pecu-
liar one. To set up in a production
the cost of 'ideas' is impossible,
though a considerable portion of the

huge amounts expended as salary is

paid to persons for the purchase of
such ideas and their translation into

photographs. While such a person
is present in the studio presumably
employed upon a certain production,
he may be actually formulating ideas

for use in succeeding ones. This is

further complicated by the fact that

during what may be termed 'lost time'
(when the employee is absent or un-
assigned or when he is resting be-
tween the completion of one picture
and the commencement of a new one,

a frequently occurring situation repre-
senting large items of cost) such

ideas will continue to be formulated
and will be embodied in future pro-
ductions, together with ideas devel-

oped entirely outside of 'office hours.'

Chart of Accounts

"This outline of the 'manufacturing
process' forms the basis for the sys-

tem of accounts and records built

around a studio's operations to ef-

fect the general purposes outlined.

"The chart of organization repro-

duced here requires no extensive
comment. It represents a typical

departmental and divisional arrange-
ment of a large studio, working on
say eight to twelve pictures at a time,

which is equivalent to turning out

a product costing about $5,000,000 or

$6,000,000 per annum."

Style Cost Sheet

An analysis of cost in production is

then reproduced as follows:

TYPICAL STATEMENT OF COST ITEMS
COMPRISING A MOTION PICTURE

PRODUCTION
(Subsidiary Ledger to Control Account in

General Ledger—Inventory of Pro-
ductions in Process)

Account
Number Item

01 Salaries—Star
02 " Artists
03 " Director and Staff
04 " Extra Talent

05 Sets—Interior:
(a) Material
(b) Labor
(c) Properties—Stock
(d) Properties—Rented
(m) Miscellaneous

06 Sets—Exterior: Separate
(a) Material accounts
(b) Labor > For

(c) Properties—Stock each
(d) Properties—Rented set

(e) Autos and cartage
(f) Railroad fare

(g) Hotel
(h) Lunches
(j) Location Rental
(m) Miscellaneous

07 Properties not Chargeable to Single Set
08 Costumes—Stock
09 Costumes—Rented
10 Animals
1

1

Electric Current and Expense
12 Negative Film
13 Positive Film
14 Laboratory Expense
15 Still Expense
16 Titles
17 Cutting
18 Book
19 Scenario and Continuity
20 Miscellaneous
21 Apportioned Stores and Wardrobe De-

partments Salaries and Expenses
22 Apportioned Stage Overhead Salaries

and Expenses
23 Apportioned Other Indirect Salaries and

Expenses

TYPICAL CHART OF ASSET AND LIA-
BILITY ACCOUNTS OF A MOTION
PICTURE STUDIO

ASSETS
Current:

Cash in Bank
Petty Cash Fund
Extra Talent Cash Fund
Advances to Assistant Directors and Busi-

ness Managers
Accounts Receivable
Loans and Advances Receivable—Em-

ployees

Inventories

:

Productions in Process
Scenarios and Continuities in Proo
Scenarios and Continuities Complete
Raw Stores and Supplies
Negative with Cameramen
Positive in Laboratory
Unexposed Negatives in Still Room
Rights to Books, Plays and Storiei

Fixed Assets:
Land
Buildings
Camera Equipment
Electrical Equipment
Machinery and Tools
Office Furniture and Fixtures
Autos and Trucks
Properties and Costumes
Less—Corresponding Reserves for

ciation
Construction in Process

Deferred Charges:
Fire, etc., Insurance Prepaid
Life Insurance on Stars and Director re-

paid
Taxes Prepaid
Unassigned Salaries
Extraordinary Repairs
Miscellaneous

LIABILITIES
Current:

Accounts Payable
Extra Talent Payable
Unclaimed Salaries and Wages
Accrued Items

Long Term:
Loans Payable—Secured by Mortgage

Head Office Controlling Account:
Deferred Charges or Credits (Burden— its

or Over Absorbed) :

Electrical Current and Expense
Use of Autos and Trucks
Sale of Laboratory By-Products
Stage Overhead ) When absorbed o
General Overhead J predetermined rat

The article then says:
"Many studios absorb deprec on

on stock props, costumes, etc., ;

(Continued on Page 9)

Chart Showing Studio Organization
TYPICAL CHaAT or OR&ANtZATIOrt Of A MOTION PICTURE STUDIO

u:
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it has spread
J

The news about Gloria Swanson in Sidney Olcott's production

of 'The Humming Bird

"

Everyone knows it's one of the greatest entertainments in picture history!

The critics analyze it this way

:

"One of the best pictures of the year. Everyone is delighted

with it. Gloria Swanson ideal. Mr. Olcott has done splendid
things with the direction." TRIBUNE

"By all odds the most skillfully acted picture she has ever
done. Makes us feel like standing up and yelling 'Bravo, Glo-
ria.' A stirring, gripping, admirable screen play." WORLD
"She is more than a wearer of superb clothes. She expresses

the dramatic quality of this odd little heroine to perfection."

TELEGRAM
"Good entertainment and well worth seeing." AMERICAN
"Mr. Olcott has done a fine job all the way through. Gloria

Swanson most effective." HERALD

"A particularly engrossing picture. One of the best we have
ever seen and one in which there is not an uninteresting in-

stant." TIMES
"Masterfully directed, stirring and beautiful. A fascinating

bit of entertainment of which we shall always have pleasant
memories." MAIL
"One of the most popular stars now acting. You will like

'The Humming Bird.'

"

EVE. WORLD
"A truly remarkable performance. She is everything the ad-

vertisements say she is." SUN
"Could have gone in the Criterion and pulled big money for

ten or twelve weeks. A safe bet for anyone, anywhere."
TIMES SQUARE DAILY

That's the way the critics '11 talk wherever this picture is played.

The biggest hit that has come to the screen in the last six months

barring NONE

Gloria Sanson
*,%Tfumming Bird'in

Presented by
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky

From the play by
Maude Fulton

Written for the screen
by Forrest Halsey

Sidney Olcott
Prod uction

Produced by
FamousPlaqers - Lasktj Corporation

d (paramount (picture



When <3o

that lone

Tred Caldwell TidilywoodProductions
^Presented by

T^K'O Productions

i

A glorious blendinq of
straight comedy with the
old fashioned slapstick-
just the sort of mixture
your patrons will enjoxj.

j
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V Broadway Theaters
Rialto

Jques Offenbach's "Orpheus in the Lower
'(i" is the overture. This is followed by
icnfeld's Classical Jazz. T e Rialto Mag-
i is screened next, and then Irving and
c Kaufman, the phonograph singers, are

etited. They offer "Linger Awhile" and
)dle Dum-Dum." "Let Not Man Put
iider" is the feature. Alma Bailey is sixth

e bill, in a dance divertissement. "Pen
clnk Vaudeville," an Earl Hurd comedy
r»n, closes the performance.

Rivoli

't overture is "Sixth Hungarian Rhap-
i" The rest of the program includes:
ii Pictorial, "Montmartre," by Paul Os-
i La Torrecilla and the Rivoli Ensemble

;

ca Swanson in "The Humming Bird";
I Little Gray Home in the West," sung by
iim Lax, soprano; Louise Johnson, so-

a>; Inga Wank, mezzo soprano, and Jean
)h, contralto. "Just a Minute," a Pathe
i dy, is the last unit.

At Other Houses

]:tures at the other houses include: "The
j hback," at the Astor; "Through the
i," in its second week at the Cameo; "Un-
ithe Red Robe" at the Capitol; "The
> tship of Myles Standish" at the Central

;

Ten Commandments" at the Cohan

;

W Great White Way" at the Cosmopoli-
r "The Covered Wagon" at the Criterion;
iramouche" at the 44th St. The Lyric
houses "The White Sister" while "Black
n" has been held for a second week at
[Strand.

Gasnier Adds to Cast
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
os Angeles—Fred Stanton, Betty
iwn and Josef Swickard have been
uged to augment the cast of
iisoned Paradise" under direction
iasnier.

asnier's next picture will be "The
ath of Scandal," soon to go into
miction.

Century to Star McCoy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

os Angeles—Century Comedies
co-star Harry McCoy with

: Earle. Buddy Messinger has
pleted "The Caddy," Jack Earle
<ey the Law" and Noel Smith
in a Lot," in which the Century
; appear.

Addition to United Studio
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
os Angeles—The new property
ding at United opened New
ir's Day with a dinner in the tea
m. It represents an investment of
ut $100,000. •

Banquet To Bill Heenon
(Special U THE FILM DAILY)

'hiladelphia—Friends of Bill Heen-
local First National manager, will
ier him a banquet at the Hotel
iestic, Friday. It will be his
hday.

To Honor H. J. Schad
(Special t) THE FILM DAILY)

'hiladelphia—H. J. Schad, recently
lected president of the M. P. T. O.
Pa., will be tendered a banquet
rtly in appreciation of his work
the organization.

o More Detroit Houses Robbed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

'hiladelphia—The safes of the
nd Victory and the Stratford thea-
_were blown open recently and
siderable cash stolen from each.

College Adds Course In Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The University of
California inaugurated a class in con-
tinuity instruction on Monday. A
class in scenario writing started Tues-
day in the Pacific Finance Bldg.,
while classes in short story writing
begin tomorrow in the Junior Or-
pheum Bldg.

Pelley Writes "Idle Hands"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—William Dudley Pel-
ley, author of "Torment," has written
a story of life in Federal prisons to
be sponsored by the Penal Board of
the Department of Justice. It is to

be called "Idle Hands" and will be
produced at the Ince studio.

Feldser Discontinues Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Harrisburg, Pa.—O. B. Feldser has
finally discontinued Sunday midnight
shows at the Broad St. He was the

only exhibitor here to continue show-
ing pictures every Sunday at mid-
night.

American Feature Film Moves
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia— American Feature
Film, the new Bob Lynch enterprise,

has taken over quarters at 1335 Vine
St. The exchange will handle the

independent product formerly handled
by Metro.

Wesner Now In Jacksonville

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jacksonville, Fla.—Louis Wesner,

formerly of the F. B. O. office in

Canada, is here to handle shipments
out of this office. The F. B. O. ex-
change has moved to the Film Bldg.

Cut Tax on Winnipeg 'Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—The City Council has
reduced the vault inspection fee for

local exchanges to the nominal charge
of $1 per year in place of $67 per ex-
change office which had previously
been fixed.

New Ruling On Theater Signs
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Peoria, 111.—No more theater signs
will be permitted overhead or on
sidewalks, according to a new ruling
issued by the police department. This
goes for all stores, theaters, and other
places of business in this city.

United Theater Corp. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—With a capital of

$1,250,000 the United Theater Corp.
has been formed here by E. E. Mc-
Gonigle, of Pittsburgh; W. F. Mich-
ael, of Homestead, Pa., and M. E.
Nee, of Bellevue, Pa.

Dan Fish With F. B. O. (British)

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Manchester, England—Dan Fish

has resigned as foreign representa-
tive for Preferred and has joined F.

B. O. handling Warner products here.

Willis Resigns From Film Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—F. Willis, secretary
of the Film Board, has tendered his

resignation, effective immediately.

Zephyrs M. P. Co. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Zepyyrills, Fla.—M. Maner, R.
Maner, H. J. Queripel, R. K. Napier
and Henry Edmundson, all local

business men, have formed the
Zephyrs M. P. Co., for the purpose
of erecting a theater here. The town
has been without a picture house for

a year.

Security Buys New Product
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Lee Chapman, of Se-
curity Pictures has purchased from
Morris Shlank for Ohio, three Wil-
liam Patton pictures five Jack Per-
rins; and from Great Western Prod.
Co., six Fred Church westerns. Joe
Leffler is now a city salesman.

Billy Ganes Has New Job
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia— Billy Ganes, for

many years with Nixon-Nirlindger, is

now booking for the Family, Ma-
honey City and also the Liberty and
Penn Argyle. The latter was opened
recently by Marsh and Hurd.

Symphony Head Joins Carr & Schad
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Reading, Pa.—Harry E. Fahrbach,
conductor of the Reading Symphony
Orchestra, has resigned to take over
management of music at Carr &
Schad's Colonial. Walter Pfeiffer, of

Philadelphia, succeeds Fahrbach.

New Offices For Film Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Film Board of

Trade will soon have new offices.

Furniture and new equipment is now
being purchased. The new head-
quarters will be at 1335 Vine St., the

old Goldwyn office.

Cost Accounting
(Continued from Page 4)

charge to the burden account on a

percentage basis of 20% to 33 1-3%
per annum. While this is the easiest

way, it does work inequity between
pictures. For example: A picture in

which most of the action occurs in

the 'great outdoors,' drawing but lit-

tle on the studio stock, is charged
equally with a picture in which most
of the action takes place in 'interiors'

in the studio, drawing heavily on the
studio's stock. Where it is the prac-
tice to charge depreciation into 'stage
overhead' on a percentage basis, and
thereby absorb into productions mak-
ing use of stages, this inequity is not
quite so patent, but nevertheless it

may well be that one type of picture
requires rented props almost exclu-
sively, while another is able to make
use ot the studio's stock. In such a
case it is evident that the former pic-

ture would bear a double burden."

Martin Resigns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—John S. Martin has re-

signed from Famous Players to estab-

lish a service to renters and importers
of American and foreign films. The
company will re-edit and adapt for re-

lease in the United Kingdom.

Philadelphia—Admission prices at

the Colonial have been reduced. The
reduction is about ten cents.

Metro will release "The Fool's
Awakening," late this month.

JAZZ COMEDIES
12 one reel comedies per year
New Product (Not Re-issues)
Open for State Right Market «

Wire-Write-Phone

OBROCK & SPIEGEL
Phone-Bryant 10359

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

RENALLES, Inc.

"The Elks Tooth"

New York Chkafe Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fiith Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

CHAPLIN
Appe

in

Marshall Neilan's

Associated First Nationals

Thomas H. Ince's

The Rendevous"
HerTemporary Husband

The Galloping Fish"

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin.

I consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
in THE SMART SET
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Humming Bird"-

Rivoli
-F. P.-L.

AMERICAN—* * * Her (Miss Swanson's)
big moment has arrived. Forrest Halsey has
enhanced this dramatic occasion by furnishing
one of his best scenarios, and Sidney Olcott,
who is a director of directors, has given Miss
Swan on the benefit of his skill. * * * While
"The Humming Bird" is neither new nor espe-
cially original * * * it is good entertainment
and well worth seeing. Miss Swanson is al-
ways inte esting.
DAILY NEWS—"The Humming Bird-

would merit a classroom rating of about 85
per cent, I think, with credit off for having
thrown so much of the burden on the war.
EVENING WORLD—There were some mo

ments of her work that we enjoyed immensely
while others were just so-so. If you are a
Gloria Swanson fan, and there must be mil-
lions, * » » then you will like "The Hum-
mine Bi-d" better than we did.
HERALD—As a matter of fact, Director

Sidney Olcott has done this war stuff exceed-
ingly well, and has made his pictures seem
eminently real. * * * Mr. Olcott has done a
fine job all the way through, particularly in his
selection and direction of the cast. * * * Glo-
ria Swanson herself gives a very uneven per-
fornance. * * *

MAIL—The film is masterfully directed,
stirring and beautiful. Never have we seen
Miss Swanson act with such fine zest. * • *

The story contains nothing that is striking. It
is one that has been told many times on the
screen, yet Sidney Olcott, the director, has
lifted it above the ordinary and made it a fas-
cinating bit of entertainment of which we shall
always have pleasant memories.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—The picture

has a true Parisian savor, and Gloria Swanson
does much for the rather common-place story
by her performance. * * * On the whole, this
film is good motion picture entertainment.
POST—"The Humming Bird" is the best

thing she has ever done and she proves that
she is an actress of no mean ability. « * »

Sidney Olcott, the director, has made a
truly good film, full of interest and the fact
that it does not resemble the Maude Fulton
play does not distract from its quality in
the least.

SUN—In the early part of the picture she
runs away with everything, giving a truly
remarkable performance of a Paris Apache
and not caring if it does take the marcel wave
out of her hair. Then the picture steps in
and runs away with her desnite further val-
iant efforts on her part at acting.
TELEHRAM—Miss Swanson * • * ex-

presses the dramatic quality of this odd little
heroine to perfection.
TIMES—This is particularly engrassing

picture with characters and types carefully se-
lected * * * di-ected with fidelity and discre-
tion, and something much different from the
usual moving pictures. • • • The acting is
extremely efficient throughout. It is one of the
best pictures of Paris and Apaches we have
ever seen, and one in which there is not an
uninteresting instant.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—Here is a

case of another girl who for years has been
used as a clothes mannikin on the screen fin-
ally coming into her own in a picture that has

° advantage of superb direction at the hands
ot Sidney Olcott. * * * As a picture this one
is a safe bet for anyone anywhere with the
advance assurance that it will pull money. * * •

TRIBUNE—Gloria Swanson is an ideal
choice for Toinefte * * * She may not be
French, but she is refreshing. * » * Mr.
Olcott has done splendid things with the di-
rection, and altogether "The Humming Bird"
is one of the best pictures of the year.
WORLD—"The Humming Bird" is by all

odds the most skilfully acted picture play
which she has ever done, so far as we know.
It is a stir-ing, gripping, admirable screen
plav. Miss Swanson can act. This is a cer-
taintv. » * • The "types" are carefully and
"ensibly selected, and the settings, many of
which necessarily were constructed under dif
ficulty, scarcely ever reek of artificiality.

-Vita."Let Not Man Put Asunder"-

Rialto

AMERICAN—"Let Not Man Put
Asunder," is bad in logic and somewhat dull,
but Commodore J. Stuart Blackton has giv-
en us some beautiful scenes and sets that
help. All in all, including the cast, * » •

we have seen much poorer pictures with
much less to recommend them for Broadway
booking.

DAILY NEWS—The basic idea of this film
is sound. Its execution is slightly nutty. * * *

Some of the acting is so wild, some of the
situations so palpably absurd, that you are

inclined to dismiss the good with the bad and
give vent to a fervent "tosh."
EVENING JOURNAL—Pauline Frederick,

Lou Tellegen, exotic dinner parties, sob-sat-
urated situations, and a constant procession of
divorces, constitute "Let Not Man Put Asun-
der." * * *

EVENING WORLD—It isn't a picture
to get wildly excited about, even if Miss
Frederick and Lou Tellegen are in it.

MAIL—A preachy tone runs through the
whole picture and there are several captions
from the Bible.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—It is replete
with inconsistencies, numerous sub-titles, and
bits of action that convey little and lead
tLOwhere. The scenes are short, and are
poorly directed.
TELEGRAM—* * t made very skillfully

into an absorbing film drama by J. Stuart
lilacklon.

WORLD—Except for the familiar com-
petence of Pauline Frederick the picture
seems to have no claim whatever for at-

tention as a work of art, a sermon or as
an entertainment.
TIMES—The lighting in this picture gives

an artificial aspect to many of the scenes.
* * * This is not a film we would like to
see more than once, and we would willingly
have sacrificed the chance of viewing it at all.

TRIBUNE—It is the nominal feature at
the Rialto Theater and it seems to be drawing
vast crowds. * * *

Lowers Prices for Kiddies
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa — After getting children
started in their patronage at the Re-
gent through Saturday matinees when
an admission of IS cents was charged,
Manager Cloakey made a special price

for children of 15 cents for matinees
any day in the week and 25 cents
for evening shows.

Le Saint Rounds Out Cast
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The completed cast

for "Discontented Husbands" includes

James Kirkwood, Celo Madison,
Grace Darmond, Vernon Steele, Ar-
thur Rankin, Carmeita Geraghty and
"Baby" Muriel MacCormac. Edward
J. LeSaint, will direct.

New Logan Near Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Construction work
on Stanley's new Logan theater is

progressing so rapidly that an open-
ing is looked for in the next few
weeks. The house is on North
Broad St.

Declare 10% Dividend
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Housedale, Pa.—Directors and
stockholders of the Lyric, have de-

clared a 10 per cent dividend. The
same officers were elected for the

ensuing year.

Danziger On Studio Staff

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—William Danziger,

who has been Paramount's exploita-

tion representative in the Cincinnati,

territory, has joined the coast studio

publicity department.

Laurel Kidding Hart
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood^—Stan Laurel is making
a travesty on Bill Hart's newest,

"Wild Bill Hickok," which he will

call "Wild Bill Hiccough."

Gerson Making Fourth Feature
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Ora Carew is star-

red in the fourth picture made at the

Gerson studios. It is to be called

"Getting Her Man."

Theater Changes
Henderson, N. C.—S. S. Steven-

son, who controls the Princess and
Liberty here, and the World at Wil-
son, has opened his new Capitol at

Raleigh.

Spartanburg, S. C.—As a result of

the new 10% State tax .admissions at

all local theaters have been boosted.
The increase is a cent on every ten.

Philadelphia—Jules Mastbaum, has
sold the Bijou, on Eighth, above
Race, to Will Rogers, a real estate

man. The house runs vaudeville.

Newton, N. C—G. G. Mitchell,

who operates houses at Elkin and
in North Wilkesboro, is reported
negotiating for the Grand here.

Jerseyville, 111.—S. E. Pertle, has
added the American, Charleston, Mo.,
to his string. He purchased the house
from O. W. McCutcheon.

Philadelphia—The Ridge on Jeffer-

son and Park Aves., will reopen
shortly as the Ridge. H. L. Kapner
is the owner.

San Francisco—Wobber Bros, have
closed the Odeon on Market St.

Distributing Exhibitors' Product
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—The deal whereby Prog-
ress, takes over the product handled
by the First Nat'l of Virginia, has
become effective. The latter had ex-

changes in Atlanta and Charlotte and
all prints, accessories, paper, etc., have
been delivered to the Progress offices

in those two cities.

Non-Theatricals Incorporate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY.)

Albany—The M. P. Chamber of

Commerce of America, Non-Theatri-
cal, Inc., has been incorporated by
representatives of the Y. M. C. A.,

Knights of Columbus and the Free
Masons to make non-theatrical films.

Sheehan's First "The Night Message"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Perley Poore Shee-
han's first picture, previously called

"Innocent," which he wrote and di-

rected, has been changed to "The
Night Message."

Keaton In "Sherlock Junior"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Buster Keaton's third

feature has been definitely decided
upon as "Sherlock Junior." Buster's

father and Buster, Jr. will again ap-
pear in it.

Feldstein Joins Educational
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Simon Feldstein, for-

merly with De Luxe, has joined Elec-

tric Theater Supply Co., distributors

for Educational in this territory.

Young Amuse Co. Changes Name
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—The Diamond State

Amusement Co. is the new name of

the Henry Amusement Co., of Wil-
mington.

London Talks of New Theatei
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Reports are current
f

the possible erection of a new 5

seat picture theater in the West I I

The Cinema says there is a possib y
of the big American corporat' s

building theaters in England, s

part of a world-wide scheme, for e

exploitation of their own pictures

Renovating Musselman House?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris, Tex.—Musselman The; r

Enterprises are remodeling three : -

aters, the Grand, Parisian and C<
The Cozy has been closed for at t

a year.

Davis Goes To Memphis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Don Davis, local m' -

ger for Associated Exhibitors s

been transferred to Memphis. H s

succeeded by Steve O'Brien for: r

manager in Omaha.

Fox Moves Montreal Office

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal—Joe Brault, form y

with Vitagraph, is now with I :.

Fox has moved from Catherine St i

the Albee Bldg., taking the offices -

merly occupied by Dominion.

Carewe To Film Interiors in P s

Edwin Carewe will film the int -

ors of "A Son of the Sahara" in .

Eclair studio in Paris. The comp /

will be in Paris for at least a mo i

after its return from Biskra.

Northwest Deal with C. B. C.

C. B. C. has closed with ]

Friedman, of Minneapolis to dist

ute the C. B. C. and Columbia .

tures in the Dakotas, Minnesota
Upper Michigan.

Gould Sells Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo.—Herman
Gould has sold his interest in

Dunbar Amusement Corp. to C.

Hunt, formerly of Higginsville,

Berman To The Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Len Berman of «

local Warner exchange has left r

the Coast. He will be gone ab t

a month.

New Mission Film for C. B. C
"Flattery" will be the second le-

sion Film to be distributed by C.

C. John Bowers and Marguerite:
la Motte will have the leads.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

Dpi* fil

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STREE
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 293

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.
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Seeks Special Tax
(.Continued from Page 1)

ler the above provisions shall be

aside in the Treasury as a special

d for the payment of adjusted

ipensation and expenses thereof to

World War veterans should the

ius bill be enacted into law before

rch 4, 1925. In the event of the

;at of the bonus bill these revenues

jld be turned into the Treasury as

other funds under revenue ac-

nts.

kUgustus P. Thomas will appear
are the House Ways and Means
nmittee this morning on behalf of

legitimate theater owners and
lagers, to appeal for the removal
the admission taxes. Permission
his appearance was secured by

iresentative Ogden L. Mills of

v York, who pointed out that only
branch of the theatrical industry

been heard. The rule of the

imittee is that only fifteen minutes
o be given to each industry, but
iday's witnesses spoke only on
alf of exhibitors.

okane Theaters Change Hands
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

pokane—C. E. Stilwell has sold
Casino and Class A to Neil and
•nder. Neil sold his Rex to Mr.
key. Now Stilwell will erect a

1,000 house on the present site

>he Unique. Neil & Allender plan
000 improvements on a business
k to convert it into a theater.

-less and Smith are the new own-
of the Blue Mouse at Kalama.

4,238 Theaters in Germany
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ondon—The Cinema reports from
lin that since the Armistice the
iber of picture theaters in Ger-
ly has nearly doubled. The in-

se works out at over 89 per cent
h 1918 to 1921. In 1918 the total

jiber was 2,333; in 1920, 3,580; in
1

4,238. Since then there has been
till further increase.

Bennett Rounds Out Cast

'hitman Bennett has engaged
*mar Godowsky, David Powell,
'mi Childers and Hedda Lind for

ituous Liars," adapted from "The
i'th About Wives" by E. C. Hol-
1. Eve Stuyvesant prepared the
§>t.

jarfield Acquires Alder's Film
erman J. Garfield has acquired
Id's rights to "The Isle of Van-
lig Men," produced by W. F.

r Explorations, Inc. The pic-

will be state righted.

Lease Two Okla. Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ik City, Okla—Price and Fort
• leased both the Story and Quali-
The firm also operates the Rialto
Clinton.

Unknown Purple" at Capitol

'he Unknown Purple" has been
3:ed by the Capitol for showing
ebruary. Date at present unde-
ined.

New Arrow Sales

The A. H. Blank Enterprises of

Kansas City, have secured for West-
ern Missouri and Kansas, "Back To
Yellow Jacket," "One Eighth Apache"
and "The Santa Fe Trail."

Progress, Ohio, has contracted for

"Lost In A Big City" and "Gambling
Wives."

F. and R. Film of Minneapolis has
bought "The Santa Fe Trail." All
sales were made through Arrow.

Charnas Plans Convention

Henry Ginsberg of Preferred leaves
for the Middle West tomorrow
where Harry Charnas of Standard
Film Service will hold sales con-
ventions. Meetings are scheduled for
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati and
Detroit.

Nelson Directing Ken McDonald
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Jack Nelson has
finished directing the fourth J. B.
Warner production, "The Covered
Trail" for Sunset Prod, and is at work
on the third Kenneth McDonald
picture.

Burlingham Opens Office
Burlingham Travel Pictures have

opened offices at 220 West 42 St.. to

distribute a series of 38 travel pic-

tures. The actual selling will be
handled by J. Joseph Samcth.

Gloria Swanson Entertains
Gloria Swanson gave a house-

warming at the Paramount Long
Island studio on Monday. A number
of prominent literary and film folk
attended.

Stahl To Film Own Story
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—John M. Stahl's next
picture will be based on an original
story of his own writing. A. P.
Younger is busy on the adaptation.

Films on Coast Vessels
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Installations are now
being made of projectors aboard the
five steamships of the Admiral Ori-
ental line.

Acquires Two Tulsa Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tulsa, Okla.—R. W. J. Betts will

take over the Orpheum and Hippo-
drome, in the near future.

A. S. Friend In New Offices
Arthur S. Friend has opened new

offices at 36 W. 44th St. where he
has resumed his law practice.

Jerry Abrams Here
Jerry Abrams, manager, Renown

Pictures, Chicago is here for a few
days.

First Nat'l in East
(Continued from Page 1)

Richard A. Rowland went to the
coast to discuss the transfer. At the
home office, it was stated yesterday
that he had probably not yet reached
any decision. The change, if it is

carried out as reported, will not mean
that the Talmadge sisters will re-

turn to New York, inasmuch as

Joseph M. Schenck owns the United
Studio at which they work.

Peculiar Law in Bay State
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boson—By a curious twist of the
state law, "Woman to Woman" must
undergo a slight re-editing. In the
picture, a French girl has a child by
an American soldier who deserts her.

This was perfectly satisfactory dur-
ing the week but for Sunday show-
ings, the State decided the parents
must be married. This change will

have to be made.

British Columbia Cuts Taxes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Vancouver—A reduction in the
amusement tax British Columbia is

announced by the Provincial Govern-
ment. The new legislation provides
for a cut of 30 per cent in the tax.

For several years, the assessment has
been 10 per cent on the gross amount.

Southwest Theater Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Whitgstoro, Tex.—J. E. Hufford
has purchased the Ace from C. M.
Duval.

Little Rock, Ark.—The Crystal has
changed its name to Rialto.

Enterprise Buys Two Features
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Jack Underwood of En-
terprise has secured Southern Illinois

and Eastern Missouri rights to "Rest-
less Wives and "Three O'Clock in the
Morning."

Hoffman Leaves for N. Y.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—M. H. Hoffman of
Truart has left for New York, via

the Panama Canal. He is due there

Jan. 30 aboard the Finland.

Tex. House, To Be Rebuilt
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Marlin, Texas—Plans for the re-

building of the old Marlin O. H. have
been drawn. The house was de-
stroyed by fire about a year ago.

Schulberg Due Sunday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—B. P. Schulberg is

due in New York for a conference
with J. G. Bachmann.

Brady Plans Set?
(Continued from Page 1)

Owen Davis, in which his daughter,
Alice Brady, was unusually success-
ful on the stage; 'Chains,' by Good-
man, which he said would be done
with the original New York cast

headed by Helen Gahagan and 'The
Things That Count,' by Laurence
Eyre, which he offered several years
ago in this city.

"Mr. Brady said he does not aim
to center his pictures around stars,

but that, if anything, he would pres-
ent 'steller casts.'

"

Brady could not be reached at his

office, in view of the fact that he
was attending the dress rehearsal of

Grace George's new play. His secre-

tary stated she knew nothing of the
Herald story.

FACTS—
1,400,000 Copies Sold

"WHEN A MAN'S

A MAN"
By the Greatest Living Author

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT

50,000,000
People waiting to see

the picture

(Figures supplied by

D. Appleton & Co. the Publishers)

Romance— Thrill*— Adventure

It's a Principal Picture

A First National Attraction

Mr. Independent Producer

The unsurpassed facilities of the

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE

To the independent producer for picture production

under extremely favorable conditions

Consult

S. J. Cohn
Goldwyn Pictures Corp.

Culver City, Calif.
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Sincere, unsolicited praise

from a great director

Woman to Woman,'
one of the best and
most sincere films I
ever saw in my life

.

They have never pro-

duced in Umerica
a better film than
'Woman to Woman!

9

REX INGRAM

Betty Compson

"WOMAN
in

to WOMAN
*?

cAdapted From the play by Michael Morton

J. Graham Cutts Production
Presented by Balcon, Treedman & Saville

Selznick Distributing Corporation
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kes Over Studio
Schulberg in Big Coast Deal—
eferred Plans Eighteen Pic-

tures for Next Year
Sped* to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles—B. P. Schulberg has

eted a deal whereby he will

ver the Hollywood Studios and
e the name to the Schulberg

>s. He plans to complete Pre-

's eight remaining pictures for

eason there as fast as it is pos-

o do so. Plans for next season

moment call for eighteen pic-

from Preferred,

old Lloyd who has been work-
the Hollywood plant will re-

there until his own studio is

Space will be leased to inde-

nt producers as heretofore,

jerg is on his way East to com-
his plans.

ulberg is due in New York on
lay to confer with J. G. Bach-
of Preferred. The details of

'24-1925 product will be round-

t during his stay.

J.

P. T. O. Meetings End
directors of the M. P. T. O.

< ave been meeting behind closed

i terminated their discussions

i dinner time last night.

Laemmle on Coast
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles—Carl Laemmle has

d from the East.

row-Wilson Deal
|cft to Make 26 Features and
iree Serials for Distributing

Company
Wilson and W. E. Shallen-

f are en route to Chicago, and
e way are understood to be
ng up final contracts under
. Wilson will make twenty-six
es and three serials for Arrow
^>ution.

deal is expected to be closed
i ely in Chicago. From there,

n will go to the coast to start

under the proposed agreement.
expected he will maintain three

Wilson has been an important
tcing factor with Arrow for

U time. He has just completed
i oling Wives" for the company
ecently made "The Santa Fe

I ' a serial which is now being
< righted by Arrow.
^son has formed the Ben Wil-
r'ictures Corp. in Albany to
k matters in connection with the
nries.

"Charles Ray's 'The Courtship of Myles Standish' is of intense interest,"

writes Mrs. A. D. Collier, chairman, Theatre Committee, Woman's Club,

Sioux City, la. "Surely such pictures will benefit all." Associated Exhib-
itors.—Advt.

Contract Ready
I. M. P. P. D. A. Gets Draft of New
Agreement at Meeting Today—

Some Interesting Clauses

The Independent M. P. Prod, and
Dist. Corp., will meet at the Astor
today. Among the things discussed

will be the new uniform contract

drawn up by a special committee for

operation in the State right field.

The contract is the result of about
five week's work and, among other

features, embodies the following in-

teresting clauses:

(1) Producer to insist upon im-

partial and complete performance of

the contract and the proper care of

prints and accessories.

(2) If a contract is broken by the

lessee (exchange) all bookings on
pictures involved will revert to the

distributor or producer.

(.Continued on Page 6)

"Why Get Married?" To Associated

Associated Exhibitors has closed

a deal with L. Ernest Ouimet, of

Laval Photoplays, Ltd., to distribute

"Why Get Married?," featuring An-
dree Lafayette.

Changes In London?
Reported New Names Will Appear in

Personnel of Paramount's Dis-

tributing Company There
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—It is reported here that

some sort of a shake-up is due to oc-

cur in the ranks of the Famous-
Lasky Film Service Co., Ltd.

The change is said to affect im-
portant officials of the company.

E. E. Shauer, manager of the for-

eign department at Famous Players

declared yesterday he had heard noth-

ing of impending changes in London.
He stated that John Cecil Graham,
onanaging director of the English

unit as well as of all Paramount sub-

sidiaries in Europe is now en route to

New York, due tomorrow. Graham
is coming over on his regular winter

visit to discuss sales plans for the

Spring.

Reinhardt May Direct

Cosmopolitan admitted yesterday

that a deal was under way for the

services of Max Reinhardt to direct

a series of pictures. It was stated,

however, that the matter "was still

on the fire."

36 Jewels From "U"
Three-Fold Increase Over Present

Schedule—Means $5,000,000 In-
crease in Production

With the return from Chicago yes-
terday of Al Lichtman and R. V.
Anderson, it was announced that the

biggest point decided at the Universal
sales convention, was the formulation
of plans to make 36 Universal Jewel
productions a year, or three times

the present number.

This means a production policy

which will call for an annual increase

of $5,000,000. Carl Laemmle decided
upon this course at the solicitation

of Lichtman and the assembled ex-

change managers, who reported that

Universal exhibitors wanted more
Jewels. Laemmle is now on the

Coast to put the program into effect.

Universal officials declared yester-

day that this was the biggest single

step ever taken by Universal in

producion.
"Each of these pictures will be sold

on its own merits," explained Licht-

(Cotttinued on Page 6)

Schlager On His Own
Sig Schlager has resigned as vice-

president and a director of Luxor
Pictures to organize an exploitation

service which, he says, will take in

twenty-four cities. He will continue

with Luxor in an advisory capacity.

In the conduct of the exploitation

service, Donah Benrimo will assist

Schlager.

F. P.-L. Confab Today
75 to Attend Two-Day Sales Meeting
—Canada Represented As Well

As U. S. Key Cities

The quarterly convention of Para-

mount district and branch managers
opens at the company's home office

in New York this morning and will

continue two days. Seventy-five

men will be in attendance.

The business sessions, which will

occupy the mornings and afternoons,

will be presided over by S. R. Kent.

This evening the entire body will at-

tend a performance of "The Ten
Commandments" and the convention

will be brought to a close with a

banquet i Friday evening at the

Commodore.
Those who will attend are:

Adolph Zukor, S. R. Kent, G. J. Schaefer.

Boston; John D. Powers, New Haven; J. H.
Maclntyre, Portland, Me. ; John Hammell,
M. Kusell,, M. W. Kempner, Albany; W. E.

Smith, and P. A. Bloch, Philadelphia; Harry
Hunter, Washington; E. W. Sweigert,

Wilkes Barre; F. F. Creswell and David

Prince, Atlanta; H. F. Wilkes, New Orleans:

C. E. Peppiatt, Charlotte; S. Chesnutt,

(Continued on Page 7)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. . 110>4 110^ H0y2 lOOi

F. P.-L. .. 7iy4 7m 7\y2 1,300
do pfd. ..90 90 90 300

Goldwyn Not Quoted
Loew's 17% 17% 173/s 700

In The Courts
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Newark, N. J.—Conspiracy to trans-
port films of the Dempsey-Firpo con-
test, held at New York, from that
state to New Jersey in violation of

Federal laws on interstate commerce,
was charged against three men in

indictments handed to Judge Lynch
by the retiring Federal Grand Jury.
The men named in the indictments

are Richard R. Schwartz, Murray
Beier and one Arlitz. Beier was ar-
rested after raids had been made by
Federal agents on the Strand, Mar-
ket St., and on the Strand of Ho-
boken.

Sees Peace Hope in Films
The motion picture which brings to

the people of different nations a vis-

ualization of the manner in which the
peoples of other nations live and the
problems they have to confront is the
great hope for the future peace of the
world according to Sir Auckland
Geddes, British Ambassador to the
United Sates, who made a farewell
public address at a dinner given in

his honor by the Pilgrims of the
United States at the Hotel Plaza.

"Courtship" At The Woods Jan. 19

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—"The Courtship of Myles

Standish," opens at the Woods' Satur.
day, when the house goes under the
new ownership of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer. Admission is $1.50 top.

Visitors

Guy L. Wonders of Baltimore was
in town yesterday.
Jake Milstein, formerly with Asso-

ciated Exhibitors in Cleveland, is

here.

Stanley's New Logan Opens Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Stanley Com-
pany will open the new Logan on
Broad St.. on Monday. The house
will have two changes a week.

Clayton Sheehan Going Abroad
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Clayton P. Sheehan, dis-

trict manager for Fox. will leave the
end of this month for a trip to Eu-
rope.

Dagmar Godowsky Stays

Dagmar Godowsky will remain in

the East for another month to play a

vamp role in "Virtuous- Liars," a
Whitman Bennett production.

Newman Employees Have Party
(Special to THE FILM DAILY) "

Kansas City—The annual anniver-
sary party of the Newman theater
was held recently at the Hotel
Muehlbach.

Conditions Good In Toledo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toledo—John Kumler, manager of
the Pantheon, predicts a big year for

theaters in this city. He bases his

prediction on the healthy labor con-
ditions now existing in and around
the city.

(f^^c^^cTm^'^^W^

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

GeO*®® <ion
E. K-atin

CQt"
220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Washington Group Here
Eddie Sherwood and John Payette

of the Crandall theaters and Bob
Smeltzer of First National's Wash-
ingon office are here.

Peter J. Schaefer To Cuba
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Peter J. Schaefer, of

Jones, Linick & Schaefer, is in Cuba.
He will return in April.

Arthur Dewey as Washington
The Griffith offices report that after

a country-wide search, Arthur Dewey
has been selected to portray the role

of George Washington in "America."

Maude Leaves for Coast
Arthur Maude has left for the

coast relative to a series of short
reel productions.

Zane Grey Film at Rialto

"The Heritage of the Desert" will

be the feature at the Rialto next week.

"Fashion Row" at Capitol
"Fashion Row" goes into the Cap-

itol next week.

Suit Over Stock
$50,000 Action in St. Louis Seen as

Aftermath of Christy Cabanne's
Venture There

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—An aftermath of Wil-
liam Christy Cabanne's producing
venture in conjunction with local
people is seen in a suit just filed in

the St. Louis Circuit Court by the
National City Bank against Florence
A. Campbell Van Heel and Klas Van
Heel to collect $50,000 on ten prom-
issory notes of $5,000 each executed
May 1, 1923, in payment for $50,000 of
stock in the William Christy Ca-
banne Trust Estate fromed by Ca-
banne to produce "The Eternal
Force."

The trust had a capitalization of
$250,000 and shortly before receiver-
ship proceedings in New York the
promoters announced that $162,700 in

stock had been disposed of. Later it

was stated that a number of subscrib-
ers had defaulted in their pledges for
stock for about $25,000 . Recently suit
was filed in a Justice of the Peace
Court against Mayor Henry W. Kiel
of St. Louis to collect $500 alleged to
be due on a stock subscription and
similar suits are pending against oth-
er prominent men in St. Louis busi-
ness, political and social circles.

Mrs. Campbell Van Heel is the
widow of James Campbell, railroad,
traction and public utility magnate,
who left her an estate valued at $25,-
000,000 when he died. Van Heel was
scheduled to have been made vice-
president of Cabanne's organization.

Territories Sold on Cuneo Sei

(SptcUl U THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ward Lascelle
is both producing and selling

rights on the Lester Cuneo wes
has closed the following deals;

Feature Rights of Louisville; C
Enterprises, New Orleans; \
tain States Film Attractions, De
De Luxe, Philadelphia; Excl
Chicago; Exclusive, Detroit;

Lieber Co., Indianapolis and £

S. Film, Pittsburgh.

The first picture has been
pleted and is now being releasee!

tual production on the secon
finished and the accessories are

being made.
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Lee Moran Corp. Dissolve

(Special to THE FILM DAILY
Albany—The Lee Moran Cot oi

New York, has been dissolved.

HAL ROACH'!

SPAT FAMILY

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes Only

1 reel

Pafhecomejy

It can't fail to clean up!

>*i

Hie Law
Forbids
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3rom tin? famou$ nwA frj Basil 3fin$

Shall Man-Made Laws Defy Divine Command?

bmans Eternal Question! Man's Age-Old Problem!
The Divorced Husband Said

:

_^b<. . 1 I Tl,» n>'.,«r/.oJ IT;fi> B1,„ If^,/ i„„;„ «„;,/.The Divorced Husband Said:

" You are my wife
;
you are not his

;

you never can be his. You are mine.

I am yours; by all that is God, by all

that is Nature, by all that is love,

you are my wife."

The Divorced Wife Who Wed Again Said

"What is divorce? The tearing of

bone from bone and flesh from flesh.

I am your wife. I am not Dick's. If

I am one man's wife I am the other

man's mistress!"

A Powerful Theme! i A Mighty Picture

Wfl

T • Stuart ' <$lafKton • Pr^urtion
flf4§I4Pi

ALBERT E. SMITH poesident ^^ —



pictures

Think of it! a FIVE MONTHS'
definite line-up of typical First National

pictures and their release dates.

A FIVE MONTHS' supply of big

FIRST NATIONAL product that

will enable you to plan almost a half

year's schedule far in advance.

First National leads this industry be-

cause it knows what the public wants.

Exhibitors playing First National pic-

tures lead because they are giving the

public what it wants to see. You obtain

FIVE MONTHS' supply of big public

appeal pictures when you

—

bookJirst HatLonal
J



Twenty First National Winners and Their Release Dates
FEBRUARY

4th-"WHEN A MAN'S A MAN"
Harold Bell Wright's famous novel. Directed by Edward
Cline with an all star cast.

11th- "TORMENT"
Maurice Tourneur's powerful dramatic picturization of

William Dudley Pelley's thrilling story. All star cast.

18th-"THE LOVE MASTER"
with STRONGHEART, the screen's greatest dog. A
Laurence Trimble-Jane Murfin production directed by
Laurence Trimble.

25th-"FLOWTNG GOLD"
Richard Walton Tully's wonderful adaptation of Rex
Beach's virile Story of the oil fields. Directed by Joseph
de Grasse.

MARCH

3rd-"GALLOPING FISH"
Thos. H. Ince's laughbuster—a boisterous howl that bids

fair to be funnier than "The Hottentot."
From story by Frank R. Adams.

10th- NORMA TALMADGE
in "SECRETS"

A great box office star in one of the biggest dramatic suc-
cesses ever staged. Directed by Frank Borzage.

17tfl-RICHARD BARTHELMESS in

"The ENCHANTED COTTAGE"
From the stage play by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero.

A John S. Robertson production.

24th-"LILIES OF THE FIELD"
featuring CORINNE GRIFFITH and CONWAY
TEARLE. One of the biggest attractions of 1924. Di-
rected by John Francis Dillon, the man who made "Flam-
ing Youth." A Corinne Griffith Production, Inc.

3Ist-"S0N OF THE SAHARA"
Edwin Carewe's blood-tingling sory of Paris and the Great
Sahara. Adapted from Louise Gerard's novel with Bert
Lytell, Claire Windsor and a great supporting cast.

APRIL

7th-"AGAINST THE RULES"
Thos. H. Ince's romantic drama from the story by Frank
R. Adams, directed by John Griffith Wray, from story by
Frank R. Adams.

14th-CONSTANCE TALMADGE
"THE GOLDFISH"

Adapted from the stage success. Directed by Jerome Storm.

2Ist-"The WOMAN on the JURY"
A picturization of the tremendous stage drama with all star
cast.

28th-GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S
"CYTHEREA"

from the novel by Joseph Hergesheimer.
Presented by

Samuel Goldwyn
(Not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures)

MAY

5th-"TH0SE WHO DANCE"
Thos. H. Ince's stirring picture from the story by George
Kibbe Turner with Blanche Sweet and big cast.

12th- "SUNDOWN"
The greatest picture of the Old West the screen has ever
seen. More than a quarter of a million head of cattle used
in this picture. Story by Earl J. Hudson, directed by Lau-
rence Trimble.

19th- "The WHITE MOTH"
A Maurice Tourneur production featuring Barbara La Marr.
A society drama from the story by Izola Forrester.

26th- "FOR SALE"
featuring CORINNE GRIFFITH, a Corinne Griffith Pro-
duction, Inc.

JUNE

3rd- "The RAGGED MESSENGER"
Edwin Carewe's powerful society drama from the story by
W. B. Maxwell.

IQth- COLLEEN MOORE
"The Flaming Youth Girl" in

"THE PERFECT FLAPPER"
Another big success for Colleen Moore.

17th- "FLAMING WIVES"
A First National special.

Remember these ten?
"Potash and Perlmutter"—"Ashes of Vengeance"—"Flaming Youth"-"Ponjola"—"The Fighting Blade"
"Anna Christie"—"Boy of Mine"— "Her Temporary Husband"— "Black Oxen"— "The Eternal City"

well—the same big money consistency holds true to First National form in the 20 pictures

listed above for release during the next FIVE MONTHS.

SOLID
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Contract Ready
(Continued from Pag* 1)

(3 ) A clause reserving lease holds
on all maritime or oversea (foreign)
rights with special reference to the
United States Shipping Board and
the Navy.

(4) A clause with respect to the
granting or leasing of all rights of
exhibition on all pictures listed un-
der the agreement making specific

provisions for the granting or re-

tention of non-theatrical and theatri-

cal rights.

There is seemingly a division of
opinion among members of the com-
mittee as to whether the producer
should or should not reserve the right

to permit re-editing or re-cutting of
pictures. The committee is reported
to have reached a solution and will

draft a clause relative to cutting
prints and submit it for the consid-
eration of the association at its next
meeting.

Another matter under considera-
tion covers the question of a uniform
rebate to the producer or distributor

when a picture is condemned in any
territory. The committee is also con-
sidering the length of time for which
pictures will be territorially leased.

This phase of the contract, however,
will in all probability be left entirely

to the discretion of the parties con-
cerned in any deal.

Would Erect New Structure
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Negotiations are un-
derstood to be under way for the
erection of a new theater to replace
the Victory. A syndicate would build
an office building of from six to

eight stories, with a new theater to

be leased for 99 years to the Joseph-
son Amusement Co., present opera-
tors of the house. If an agreement
is reached, the Victory will close

either late in March or April 1 at

which time work on the new build-

ing will begin.

36 Jewels From "U"
(Continued from Page 1)

man. "The quota will be fixed after
due inspection, and fixed on the ac-
tual value of the picture from its au-
dience appeal. I expect to have these
pictures, and every other picture that
Universal makes, sold truthfully on
its merits. That is the only way to
sell and retain your own self-respect
and that of vour customer."

Spoor Preparing His First

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—George K. Spoor will

film as his first production, "The
Price of the Prairie," introducing his

new natural vision pictures. Produc-
tion will be at the old Essanay plant.

Spoor originally intended filming
"Graustark," and even had sets

made when he switched.

WANTED "JOB"
WITH LOTS OF WORK

Publicity Man, 12 years newspaper,
legitimate and motion picture experi-

ence open for New York job only.

Unquestioned references. A man
that takes his coat off and sets an
example for his department. If there

are nine bosses to please don't answer,
but I'll satisfy any firm that knows
exactly what it wants. Real money
but not exorbitant. Address Box
H-117 care FILM DAILY.

Feinman Resigns

A. L. Feinman, who recently re-
turned from a tour of the continent
where he acted as special exploitation
representative for the Warners', has
resigned. Feinman was with the
Warners' for two years. He went
abroad in June and conducted a suc-
cessful campaign. He returned here
a few weeks ago, following an attack
of skeptic poisoning from which he
has now recovered.

Gough Plans Own Business

J. F. Gough has resigned as sales
manager for Inter-Ocean to form a
company to be known as Premier
Photo Plays. The organization will
deal in the foreign field. Gough
leaves Inter-Ocean about Feb. 1 and
will sail for Europe on the 15th. He
is succeeded by B. H. Shoninger.

"Yankee Consul" in Boston
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—"The Yankee Consul" will
have its world premiere at the Fen-
way Saturday night. The picture will
have an indefinite run. MacLean is

expected from the coast for the open-
ing. He may also stay East for the
New York opening, Feb. 22.

Rosen Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Philip Rosen, direc-
tor of "Abraham Lincoln," is on his
way to New York to attend the pre-
miere of the picture" at the Gaiety the-
ater Monday night. Graf Prod, have
placed Rosen under contract.

Committee Approves "Extra Girl"

John S. Woody was advised from
St. Louis yesterday that following a
screening "The Extra Girl" was ap-
proved by Archbishop Glennon's
committee which represents 360,000
Catholics in St. Louis

Cabanne Re-engaged by Burr
William Christy Cabanne has been

again re-engaged by Charles C. Burr
to direct a picture in which Doris
Kenyon will appear. The present
title is "Lend Me Your Husband."

New Elrae Opens Feb. 22
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The opening of the
new Elrae has been definitely set for
Washington's Birthday.

Morris of Ohio Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—C. N. Morris, veteran
film salesman and exhibitor has pass-
ed away, following a long illness.

Shirley Here
William Shirley, of the State,

Schenectady was in town yesterday.

Incorporations
Albany—Bellman Picture Corp.,

New York. Capital $15,000. In-
corporators, J. Bellman, I. Trachten-
berg and A. Pollack. Attorneys,
Shapiro & Witte, New York.

Albany—Beauty Pictures Corp.,
New York. Capital, $6,000. Incor-
porators, S. M. Gold, J. L. Linder and
M. Manner. Attorney, R. B. Ittel-

son, New York.

Albany—Aquilar Screen Prod. New
York. Capital $10,000. Incorpora-
tors, J. Frier, D. I. Buchanan and J.
Dilorenzo. Attorney, S. L. Klapper,
New York.

Albany — Ben Wilson Pictures
Corp., New York. Capital, $20,000.
Incorporators, B. Wilson and M.
Gerst. Attorney, H. G. Kosch, New
York.

Albany—Columbia Pictures Corp.,
New York. Capital $250,000. In-
corporators, J. Cohn, J. Brandt and
H. Cohn. Attorney, H. Lewis, New
York.

Albany—Neptune Film Corp., New
York. Capital $12,500. Incorpora-
tors, I. Rendelman and T. Levitt. At-
torney, L. L. Green, New York.

Atlanta, Ga.—The Savannah M. P.
Corp., Savannah. Incorporators, W.
S. Scott, Louis Ponder and R. E.
Scott.

Dover, Del.—Phonofilm Finance,
Wilmington. Capital $100,000. (Co-
lonial Charter Co.)

Sacramento, Cal.-—Sonoma Photo-
play Corp., Sonoma, Cal. Capital,

$25,000.

Alberta Theater Sold
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—H. B. Brewerton has
purchased the Rex at Red Deer, from
N. White and W. E. Lord.

North Carolina House Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Oxford, N. C.—The Crescent is a
total loss from fire.

JAZZ COMEDIES
12 one reel comedies per year
New Product (Not Re-issues)
Open for State Right Market

Wire-Write-Phone

OBROCK & SPIEGEL
Phone-Bryant 10359

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C

America.inc.
729-71^ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI5

The Mackler Process

WE PROCESSED AND TREAT!

"THE GREAT WHITE WAY'

WHY? ASK THOSE WHO USE

Bryant 1871

1
She was a Qamkla
for money and a
Qamkler in Hearts:

'This Woman in

fcambiini

Wives
ThisArrow

wonder-picti
• 15 one of the

sensations i

the seasons

ADELL HENDERSON PRODUCTION
SUPERVISION BEN WILSON STOR.Y BY ASHLEYT.L0

SCREEN VER SION BY LEOTA MORGAN

Mr. Independent Producer

The unsurpassed facilities of the

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE

IW

To the independent producer for picture production

under extremely favorable conditions

Consult
S, J. Cohn

Goldwyn Pictures Corp.

Culver City, Calif.
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New Theaters

irtland, Ore.—The new Bob
r te, on Foster Rd., between East
t and 65th Sts., will be finished

c. The structure represents an
\5tment of $87 000.

, nta Rosa, "Gal.—The new Toc-
i on Davis St., near Fifth, is fast

;ing completion. The United The-
l Co., of Los Angeles, has leased

oughton, Mich.—Work on the
!'j Masda is well under way. Gros-
h Bros, are behind the project.

impa, Fla.—The Avon Park, at

in Park, a 600 seat theater, has
ied.

'ngola, N. Y.—Frank Wiatroski
i build a new house on Main St.

twater, Cal.—A. Sifuentas's new
seat theater has opened.

drian, Mich.—The new Family
formally opened.

Drt Jervis, N. Y.—The Palace has
ied. It seats 1,000.

Two Films on One Screen
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

;attle—Development of pictures in

r will result in the showing simul-
ously on the same screen of two
irate pictures, either of which may
i/iewed by the spectators without
rference from the other, according
Professor F. A. Osborn of the
jversity of Washington.

he spectator will be supplied with
red glasses which will make visi-

the picture he chooses to watch
obliterate the other. This will
made possible by following dis-
t color schemes in the two pic-
s.

/ould Allow Minors in Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ibany—Children between eight
sixteen, even if unaccompanied,

ild be permitted to enter theaters
Mew York City under a bill in-
luced by Assemblyman F. A.
'er, Democrat, of New York. The
dren would have to be segregated
specific section on the lower floor
be accompanied by a matron.

Theater for Blytheville, Ark.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

t. Louis—Hezekiah Highfill plans
rect a $75,000 picture theater and
iness structure on West St.,
theville, Ark.

Showing Scheduled Jan. 20
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
hiladelphia—F. B. O. will give a
:ial showing of "The Lullaby" at
local exchange on Jan. 20.

Frank Reynolds Recovering
(Speeial to THE FILM DAILY)
tlanta—Frank Reynolds, manager
he Ansley, is recovering from a
nt illness.

Two Savannah Houses in Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Savannah, Ga.—Two West Broad
St. theaters, the Star and Globe, have
been purchased by the Savannah Sav-
ings & Real Estate Corp. at a re-

ported price of $75,000. The houses
were formerly owned by the Savan-
nah Picture Plays Corp. The pur-
chasers are negro business men who
will continue operation of the Star,

but have already sold the Globe to

the Royal Undertaking Co.

Arrow In Deal With Cubberly

A deal made by Arrow with Fred
Cubberly of F. and R. Film gives the

latter company "The Broken Silence,"

"Jacqueline," "The Rip Tide," "The
Little Re^ School House," and a se-

ries of 10 westerns produced by Ash-
ton Dearholt and starring Edmund
Cobb, together with a series of six

features starring Richard Hatton and
Neva Gerber. The territory includes

Minnesota and the Dakotas.

Check-Up in St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Mrs. Frank B. Young
has been selected to head a special

committee of ten to investigate the
picture houses of East St. Louis and
St. Clair County with a view of pass-
ing on the pictures shown, their suit-

ability for children, heat and ventila-

tion, cleanliness and fire protection.

The committee was named by the Il-

linois Federation of Women's Clubs.

Two Deals On Fight Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago-—James J. MacGrath, who
controls the Dempsey-Firpo fight pic-

ture rights in this territory, has just

closed a deal with Lubliner &
Trinz, to show the picture in 18 of

their houses. The Aschers will also

show the picture.

Brenon Resumes Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— Herbert Brenon
started work Monday at the Lasky
studio on "The Breaking Point."

Patsy Ruth Miller, George Fawcett,
Matt Moore and Nita Naldi will be
featured.

St. Louis 'Changes Plan Dinner
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—On Jan. 27 the man-
ager of the exchanges will be hosts

to the salesmen operating in and out

of St. Louis at a banquet, probably
at the Elks 'Club.

F. B. O. to Star O'Hara
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Plans arranged by
F. B. O. provide for the early filming

of a feature, of which George O'Hara
will be the star.

"The Missourian" for Denny
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"The Missourian,"
by Eugene P. Lyle, has been pur-
chased by Universal as a vehicle for

Reginald Denny.

Kilfoil In Southern Territory
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta— Tom Kilfoil, traveling
auditor for Famous, is working the
Southern States.

F. P.-L. Confab Today
(Continued from Page 1)

Jacksonville; H. A. Ross and Otto Bolle,
Detroit; M. C. Hughes, Pittsburgh; J. E.
Fontaine, Cleveland; C. C. Wallace and N. F.
Agnew, Chicago; O. J. Wooden, Milwaukee;
M. M. Hirsch, Peoria; M. A. Milligan, Cin-
cinnati; C. M. Reagan, Indianapolis; H. W.
Dodge, Columbus; R. C. Li Beau and B.
Blotcky, Kansas City; H. I. Krause, St.
Louis; Louis Marcus and H. W. Braly, Salt
Lake City; M. S. Wilson. Denver; Herman
Wobber and (). V. Traggadh, San Francisco;
C. N. Peacock, Los Angeles; G. P. Endert,
Seattle; C. M. Hill, Portland, Ore.; A. W.
Nicolls and Frederick Strief, Minneapolis;
R. F. Crawford, Des Moines ; R. D. Thom-
son, Omaha; A. B. Leak, Sioux Falls; H. G.
Rosebaum and J B. Dugger, Dallas; R. E.
Heffner, Oklahoma City; W. H. Erbb, Mem-
phis; V. H. Reisman and W. A. Bach,
Toronto ; E. English, Montreal ; D. Clark,
Toronto; P. J Hogan, St. John, N. B.

;

H. G. Ballance, J. D." Clark, G. W. Weeks,
Claud Saunders, A. M. Botsford, C. E.
McCarthy, Mel Shauer, M. H. Lewis, C. M.
Spidell. G. B. T. Frawley, A. O Dillenbeck,
E. E. Shauer, E. J. Zukor, Robert T. Kane,
Joseph Seidelman, Henry Salsbury, O. R.
Geyer, G. Weltner, D. Souhami, M. H.
Greenwald, Cincinnati; J. Davis, Boston;
John C. Graham, London; Leon Bamberger.

Stebbins Contributes $10

Arthur W. Stebbins, of Reuben
Samuels, Inc. has contributed $10 to

the relief fund designed to unite
father and daughter and make a film

man's New Year a happy one.

Colby Back Again
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Tom Colby, who re-

signed some months ago as manager
of Universal to enter the real estate

business, has re-entered the exchange
field, this time with F. B. O.

"EXPERIENCED FOREIGN

SALES MANAGER"
Sailing to Europe early in

February, has formed a com-
pany to handle American pro-

duct abroad. Looking for a

good product to sell while on

the continent and in England.

Address Box. B—100.

c/o FILM DAILY

Corinne Griffith Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Actual shooting on
"Lillies of the Field" has been com-
pleted by the Corinne Griffith unit.

Miss Griffith will take a month's va-
cation while the script on "For Sale,"
an original is prepared for her. This
will be made in the East as will the
future Griffith pictures for First Na-
tional.

IM. CHADWICK OF MERIT

MET "GAMBLING WIVES"

CHADWICK WINS!

MAN
WITH

50 MILLION
FOLLOWERS
Harold Bell Wright
GREATEST LIVING AUTHOR

"When a Man's

a Man"
THIS BIGGEST STORY
MADE INTO A BIG

PHOTOPLAY

The Screen Event of 1924
IT'S A PRINCIPAL PICTURE

A FIRST NATIONAL
ATTRACTION

CHAPLIN
Appearing

in

Marshall Neilaris

Associated first Nationals

Thomas H.Ince's

The Rendevous"
HerTemporary Husband

The GallopingFish"

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin.

I consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
in THE SMART SET
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Absolutely

Mr.Allen!

from

THE
NEW YOZ
EVENING
WORLDSPORTING

YOUTH'
is the fastest most thrilling combination
of comedy and drama you've ever seen

!

i

FEBRUARY
is

Cail

ANNIVERSARY
MONTH

Carl Laemmle presents

REGINALD

DENNY
in Byron Morgan's Dazzling
story of the Younger Set

Directedby HARRY POLLARD

UNIVERSAL JEWEL
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Reinhardt Signs
imous German Director Placed Un-
der Contract For Five Years By

Cosmopolitan

Cosmopolitan announced yesterday

at it had engaged Max Reinhardt,

e German director, to direct Marion
ivies in a series of pictures for a

riod of five years.

Reinhardt, under the contract, will

ceive a large salary and will de-
ite twelve weeks in each year to the
pervision of the productions. The
gotiations with Mr. Reinhardt were
hducted personally by William
indolph Hearst, who witnessed the

nerican premiere of "The Miracle"
d who was so impressed with the

tging that he immediately sought
e services of the director.

The German director's new duties

obably will take him entirely away
)m regular stage production. He
11 begin work upon the produc-
m immediately following that of

anice Meredith," the name of which
as yet unannounced.

Brady's Production Plans
It is understood that a conference
is scheduled for last night between
[. A. Brady and representatives

I
the Hodkinson organization, with

ference to possible release of Brady
oductions through that organiza-
m.

Vandal Here With "The Battle"
Marcel Vandal of Vandal and Delac
Paris is at the Ambassador with a

int of "La Bataille," or "The Bat-
:." for which Sessue Hayakawa made
special trip to Paris. Vandal is

re to arrange American distribution.

"Stick," Says Brady
prmer Head of National Body
I Urges Development of Independ-

ent Organization

William A. Brady made, as he put
his "re-entree" to the picture busi-
es yesterday, for the first time since

left the old National Association,
hen he was the chief speaker at the
st public luncheon held by the new
ganization of Independent M. P.

'oducers and Distributors Ass'n.

He started off by saying that he
d studiously avoided making any
iblic statements since Will Hays
ok up the work, and said he
inted to congratulate Hays
i what he had done for the good
the industry.

Brady urged the independents to
ick together and predicted that

(Continued on Page 4)

"Just finished playing Mabel Norma nd in 'The Extra Girl,' with a decided
increase of business each -day," wires, J. H. Taylor, Lincoln Theater,
Los Angeles. Presented by Mack Sennett, Distributed by Associated
Exhibitors.—Advt.

"House of Youth" Next

Joseph M. Schenck and Norma Tal-

madge arrived from the coast yes-
terday. Norma's next picture will

be "The House of Youth." The
Schencks will remain at the St. Regis
until Jan. 26 and then leave for Palm
Beach, returning to New York about
March 1. From here, they will re-

turn to Hollywood.

Two Hope Hampton's for Warners'

Hope Hampton sails Saturday on
the Belgenland for a tour of Conti-
nental Europe. On her return she
will go to California to star in two
Warner films. She will be accom-
panied by her husband, J. E. Brula-
tour. Mr. and Mrs. Vincent and Diana
Kessner. The party returns in April.

Vogel Returns from Coast

William M. Vogel, exporter re-

turned from the coast yesterday to-

gether with his family which has ar-

rived in this country from Australia.

Craver To Build Theater?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Reports have it that R.
D. Craver will build a new theater at

Charlotte, N. C.

Two New Loew Houses
Within two weeks Marcus Loew

will add two theaters to his string,

Loew's Burnside at Burnside and
Walton Aves., and Loew's Elsmere,
at Crotona Parkway and Elsmere
Place. The Burnside will be devoted
to pictures and will seat 3,000. The
Elsmere comes back to the Loew
fold after several years and will also

show straight pictures.

M. P. T. O. for Shorter Features

One of the resolutions passed at

the directors' meeting of the M. P.

T. O. A. this week concerned the

length of features. The resolution

favored "a reduction in the footage of

feature motion pictures as to hold
all within a limit of six reels at the

most."

Edwards Starts New Picture

J. Gordon Edwards has started

work on "It Is the Law" at the lo-

cal Fox studio. Herbert Hayes is

prominent in the cast.

Flint Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Motley Flint left

here yesterday for New York.

A Release Weekly
From Famous Between March 3 and

July 1—Lubitsch-Negri Film
on List

Famous Players yesterday an-
nounced a series of seventeen pic-
tures, designed for weekly release be-
ginning March 3 and ending- July 1.

Prominent in the list is "Mont-
martre," a Pola Negri picture made
in Europe by Ernest Lubtisch and
said by Lubitsch's friends to be the
finest Lubtisch picture yet to reach
the screen.

The company's announcement
stressed the point that in each stu-

dio there has been established an esti-

mating department, composed of pro-
duction experts, whose duty it is to

go over each script with the director
and scenario writer and estimate the
cost of every scene in the picture be-
fore any photographing is done at

all.

Aside from the names of those
pictures which were announced for

release, there was also included sev-
eral properties which will be shortly

placed in production. Some of these
titles such as "Merton of the Movies"
and "Monsieur Beaucaire," have al-

ready been announced but in addi-
tion in the list included "The Swan"
which is one of the stage successes
of the New York season; "Tomor-
row's Bread," and "Feet of Clay"
both of which will be made by Cecil

B. De Mille and "The Salamander,"
which was once before produced bv
B. S. Moss.

Leatrice Joy will be formally in-

troduced as a star in "Take It or

Leave It," which Joseph Henabery
will direct.

The seventeen pictures listed fol-

low:
William S. Hart in "Singer Jim McKee,"

directed by Clifford S. Smith.

(Continued on Page A)

Famous to Build in Tampa
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tampa—Famous Players has tak-

en over a piece of property on Frank-
lin St., on which a 2,000 seat theater

will be built. The company at pres-

ent operates four houses here.

Atlanta Project on Tap
Harold B. Franklin of Famous

declared yesterday that no decision

had been reached about a project to

build a theater at Peachtree and Cain
Sts., Atlanta. Newspapers in that

city declare that Louis Cohen of

Southern Enterprises, Inc., has prac-

tically closed negotiations and that

the house will be operated jointly by
Famous and the Keith interests. The
reported cost is $750,000.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. .110^ HO 110 700
f. p.-l ny* 71 71y4 5,200

do pfd Not quoted
Goldwyn Not quoted
Loew's 17U WY& 17% 400

Cuts and Flashes
Ricardo Cortez, who came East to

support Gloria Swanson in "A Society

Scandal," has returned to Hollywood
to begin work in a new production
at the Lasky studio.

"Under The Red Robe," will be
held for a second week at the Capitol.

First National will release "The
Love Master," Feb. 18.

To Bear Stamp of Approval
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Wichita, Kans.—A design for a

seal has just been designed for the

Parent-Teachers Ass'n, for use on
all pictures bearing the approval of

the organization.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

THE GREATEST COMEDV CYCLONE EVER. SCREENED
^?

jj~~ ft o*>L/cr/o/v

fiys/vc*
W4p€£
MERMAID
COMEDY

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^ K»nn

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Museum Acquires Johnson Film
The American Museum of Natural

History has ratified an agreement
with the Martin Johnson African
Corp., whereby the museum acquires
all negatives and films which Johnson
has secured during his twenty-six
years of travel. The museum also

becomes the permanent depository of

all film, which Johnson secures dur-
ing the present African expedition,

which is to last five years.

Daigler Goes to Minneapolis
(Sfetal U THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Hal E. Daigler, for several

years house manager of the Blue
Mouse and later of the Columbia
has left for Minneapolis where he will

have charge of a leading theater.

Friedl Succeeds Bruce Fowler
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas, Tex.—John J. Friedl has
taken over the Palace, formerly held
by Bruce Fowler. Fowler has be-
come manager of McVicker's in Chi-
cago.

Sliter Succeeds Feldman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Charles H. Feldman, First

National manager has resigned and
will be succeeded by Fred G. Sliter,

who formerly handled short subjects.

Gordon Plans "The Social Code"

L. N. Gordon plans to produce a

story called "The Social Code," in

Jacksonville, Cuba and in New York.
Alyce Mills is slated for the femi-
nine lead.

Frank Vesley Transferred
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Woodland, Cal.—Frank Vesley has
been transferred by the National The-
ater Syndicate, to Marysville, where
the company operates three theaters.

Two Laporte Theaters Merge
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Laporte, Ind.—The Laporte and
Central have been merged by the La-
porte Theater Co. and Ora K. Red-
ington, representing the Central.

Hammond Invests $375,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Oliver C. Hammond, a

local theater owner, has just bought
a fireproof apartment house worth
$375,000.

Rex Theater In Fire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittston, Pa.—$20,000 is the esti-

mated fire damage suffered by the

Rex theater, at Nanticoke.

Must Close at Midnight
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—A new ruling issued by the

police department prohibits theaters

fro.m remaining open after midnight.

"Hunchback" In Kansas City Jan. 26
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City
—"The Hunchback of

Notre Dame," opens at the Liberty,
Saturday, Jan. 26.

"Reel Journal" Five Years Old
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—"The Reel Journal,"
is celebrating its fifth anniversary.

In The Courts
Supreme Court Justice McCook

has denied the application of Leon D.
Britten, Inc. and Leon D. Britton, to

dismiss as against the Brittons a
suit by Albert Calaza for an injunc-

tion and accounting. He sues Fox
Films, Firpo and Tex Rickard in ad-

dition to Britton, alleging that Brit-

ton gave Firpo the right to distrib-

ute films of the Firpo, Willard, Mc-
Auliffe and Floyd Johnson fights in

the South American countries and
Firpo assigned the right to him. He
asserts that Fox obtained films of

the fights and is using them in vio-

lation of the contract.

Papers have been filed in the Su-
preme Court in a suit of Abraham L.

Levy against Charles O. Baumann on
a note for $2,500. They showed that

a process server tried for fifteen days
in December and January to serve

the papers personally on Baumann
both at his office, and his residence,

180 Riverside Drive, but couldn't

find him. It was alleged that Mrs.
Baumann refused to say where her
husband could be found. The note
was made last fall and was due in

sixty days.

T. & D., Jr. Take Over Tulare
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tulare, Calif.—The T. & D., Jr.,

circuit has taken control of the Tulare
from Paul R. Reardon. Robert A.
Hazel will manage for the new
owners.

Bork Quits "U," Joins Schine
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Bill Bork, for many years

booker for Universal has resigned to

join the Schine theatrical interests.

He will be located in Gloversville in

charge of booking. Artie Young suc-

ceeds Bork.

Roosevelt and Chicago Raise Prices

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—The Roosevelt and Chi-

cago have raised their admission
prices. The increase amounts to five

cents on week days and ten cents

Sundays.

House for Rickards and Nace
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Misa, Ariz.—A new theater will be
;

built on the site formerly occupied

by the Lesneaur Emporium and will

be leased to Rickards and Nace.

HAL ROACH'S

CHARLEY CHASE

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy=-®-=

It's going to pack them
jam them, cram them in!

I

"fieLaw
Forbids
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Now Booking!
Qjirociated Quthors

Jrank Woods f\ [\ Clmer Harris
Thompson Buchanan HH C/ar/z W. nomas

iL present

NO MOREWOMEN
Qn Original story for the screen by &Imer ^Harrid-

featuring

MattMoore a„aMadge Bellamy
c
Xgthleen Clifford ~sl. fieevesSmith - Clarence Burton ~ George Cooper

Qn Elmer Harris Production
Direction by Lloyd Ingraham

"Witty, Clever, Unpadded:
Provides Fine Amusement"

"Let us have more pictures like 'No More Women.'

Witty, cleverly handled and unpadded, it provides fine

amusement," says McElliott in the N. Y. Daily News.

"If we had more pictures like it, more real people with

real situations, those superior folk who turn up their

noses at the movies would turn 'em down again. Madge
Bellamy adds some comedy tricks to her real beauty."

Now Booking

Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave., New York
Hiram Abrams, President

A Branch Office located in every United Artists Exchange
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"Stick," Says Brady
(Continued from Page 1)

when business depressions developed,
that then, with the proper kind of an
organization, the Independents would
come into their own, and be the

most important factors in the country
"because the other fellows won't be
able to weather the storm."

He dwelt on the evils of the star

system, and the place the independent
producer held in the picture business.

He ended by declaring they could
call on him day or night, that he
would go anywhere for them, from
the Pacific to the Atlantic Coast, or

"to hell."

L. K. Bartlett told of conditions
in England and Martin Quigley. of

"The Exhibitors Herald," spoke
briefly on the importance of organi-
zation to the independents.
The I. M. P. P. D. A. now has a

total of eighteen members. An exe-
cutive meeting was held yesterday
following the open discussion at

which five new members were elect-

ed: Anchor Film Distributors, Inc.,

Artclass Pictures, Canyon Pictures,

Ben Wilson Pictures Corp. and Fi-

delity Pictures.

Lang Re-elected A. D. A. Head
The Assistant Directors Ass'n of

New York held their semi-annual
(-lection Wednesday evening. Walter
Lang was re-elected president. Bert
E. Siebel was elected vice-president;

Charles Berner, treasurer, and Walter
R. Sheridan, secretary. Seven mem-
bers were elected to serve on the
Board of Governors, comprising
George Cline, chairman; John V. De-
Lacy, John Coleman, Michael Mig-
gins, Leon d'Usseau, Bert Tuey and
Ben Behrens.

Wittman Re-elected President
At the recent election of the Bronx

M. P. T. O. Ass'n, John J. Wittman
was re-elected president, his twelfth

term. John C. Bolte was re-elected

vice-president for the fourth time;
Henry Cole, executive secretary; I.

Rothman, treasurer; L. Jacobs, three

year trustee; A. Leff, two year
trustee; H. Stravita, one year trustee,

and William ' Wilson, sergeant-at-
arms.

Col. Joy in Hospital
Col. Jason S. Joy, chairman of the

Public Relations Committee of the

Hays organization is in the Post
Graduate Hospital undergoing stom-
ach treatment. It will be about a

month before he resumes his duties.

Pathe News Issues Special

A special release of Pathe News
was on Broadway last night. It con-
tained scenes of the safe arrival of
the Shenandoah at the Lakehurst avi-

ation fields. The mooring mast was
shown and also wrecked portions of

the dirigible. Pathe cameramen in

half dozen Eastern cities remained
most of Thursday night ready to

shoot in the event that the ship turn-

ed up in or near their cities.

Six Orchestras for Ball
Music at the T. O. C. C. ball next

Thursday will be supplied by Paul
Whiteman, Jack Fox and his Clover
Gardens orchestra, Lou Gold and the

Wigwam Club Serenaders, Arthur
Lang and his orchestra from The Cin-
derella, Paul Specht and his Alamac
Hotel Orchestra and Sam Lanin and
the Roseland Jazz Seranaders.

Schedule Filed
A schedule in bankruptcy has been

filed by the Virginia Pearson Photo-
plays, Inc. Liabilities are listed at

$31,625, with $500 in assets. Prin-
cipal creditors listed are Paul Meyer,
$17,175, for services and loans and
Louis Meyer, $14,150, for services

and loans.

"Marriage Circle" For Strand
It was inadvertently stated yester-

day that "The Marriage Market," will

shortly go into the Strand when "The
Marriage Circle," was the produc-
tion meant. The picture opens at the

heater Feb. 3 and is the first Lubitsch
picture for the Warners.'

McConville Addresses A. M. P. A.
Bernard McConville, supervising di-

rector of Universal's Jewel output
addressed the A. M. P. A. yesterday
on scenarists and their problems.

M. C. Wiley 111

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo—M. C. Wiley, owner of

the Seneca, formerly the Red Jacket.

is seriously ill. He is expected to re-

cover.

New Detroit House Opened
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The new Cinderella in the

East End has opened.

Morris Schlank Here
Morris Schlank of Anchor Film

Dist, Inc., Los Angeles is in town.

Lincoln Goes to Coast
E. K. Lincoln leaves Thursday on

his annual trip to the Coast.

TO THE TRADE
Please be advised that we have in course of production

and will shortly release the following features:

ROSE OF THE FOLLIES
PRICE OF PLEASURE
THE POLICEMAN

All Rights Reserved

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation

A Release Weekly
(Continued from Page 1)

"Icebound," a William de Mille produc-
tion.

Walter Hiers in "Fair Week," directed
by Rob Wagner.

Gloria Swanson in "A Society Scandal,"
an Allan Dwan Prod.

"Magnolia," a James Cruze Prod.
Pola Negri in "Montmarte," a Lubitsch

production.
"The Dawn of a Tomorrow," a George

Melford Prod.
Thomas Meighan in "Write Your Own

Ticket," directed by Victor Heerman.
"Triumph," a Cecil B. DeMille Prod.
"The Breaking Point," a Herbert Brenon

Prod.
Agrts Ayres and Antonio Moreno in

"Bluffi," a Sam Wood Prod.
"Wanderer of the Wasteland," an Irvin

Willat Prod.
Pola Negri in "Men," written and direct-

ed by Dimitri Buchowetzki.
Dorthy Dalton in "The Moral Sin* er," a

R.-i'ph Ince Prod.
Leatrice Joy in "Take It or Leave It,"

a Joseph Henahery Prod.
"The Code of the Sea," a Victor Fleming

Prod.
"In the First Degree," a William dc M:!!e

I've d.

Hirsh in Havana
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Havana—Nathan Hirsh and his

wife have arrived here from New
York. They intend staying here for

two weeks and thence to Jackson-
ville and Palm Beach.

Shannon in "Icebound"
Frank Shannon has joined the cast

of "Icebound," being directed by Wil-
liam De Mille. Shannon was promi-
nent in the stage cast of "Anna
Christie."

Mrs. George Kline Dead
Mrs. George Kline, wife of George

Kline of Chicago, died Wednesday
afternoon. . The funeral will occur
on Saturday and will be private.

Goldwyn Re-Engages Mae Busch
Following Mae Busch's work in

"Name the Man," she has been sign-

ad on a long-<term contract with
Goldwyn.

Pearl White En Route
Pearl White is returning to Ameri-

ca with a print of "Terror," which
she produced in Paris. Miss White
is aboard the Aquitania, due on the

22nd.

Friday, January 18, 1924

To Make "Adorable Scofflaw"

Acting on the suggestion of the

Quincy, Mass., man who offered a

prize for the best word to describe
the lawless drinker, B. P. Schulberg,
will at once begin work upon a pro-

1

duction to be called "The Adorable 1
Scofflaw." Clara Bow will play "The I

Adorable Scofflaw" and Kenneth A
Harlan the leading man. The pic- I

ture will be released in the Spring.
|

"EXPERIENCED FOREIGN

SALES MANAGER"

Sailing to Europe early in

February, has formed a com-

pany to handle American pro-

duct abroad. Looking for a

good product to sell while on

the continent and in England.

Address Box. B—100.

c/o FILM DAILY

JAZZ COMEDIES
12 one reel comedies per year
New Product (Not Re-issues)
Open for State Right Market

Wire-Write-Phone
OBROCK & SPIEGEL

Phone-Bryant 10359
729 7th Ave., N. Y.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale* Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
ff ALL THE WORLD

CHAPLIN
Appearttaf

in

Marshall Neilan's

Associated First National:

Thomas H.Ince's

The Rendevous"
HerTemporary Husband

The GallopingFish'

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin.

I consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
in THE SMART SET
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ALL RECORDS BROKEN

Mr. C. R. Seelye, Jan. 16, 1924
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Dear Mr. Seelye

:

We control three leading theatres in Schenectady, The State, Strand and Albany. We there-

fore have choice of most of best pictures made. Your picture, "Daughters of Today," which
we are running this week, is one of the best pictures ever produced. The following box office

receipts for first four days of "Daughters of Today" as compared with other big pictures proves
this. •

Daughters Flaming Little White Common Ashes of Main Woman
of Today Youth Old N. Y. Rose Law Vengeance Street Proof

Sat. $1,800.05 $1,259.70 $1,044.63 $834.39 $913.62 $928.55 $892.40 $868.01

Sun. 1,905.40 1,487.10 1,269.42 917.55 805.74 882.75 1,002.60 848.20

Mon. 480.20 308.15 453.15 320.69 353.22 399.03 281.21 192.88

Tues. 460.55 370.75 516.58 219.59 685.15 495.73 309.84 137.25

$4,646.20 $3,425.70 $3,283.78 $2,292.22 $2,757.73 $2,706.66 $2,486.05 $2,046.34

Daughters of Today
grossed more by $1,220.50 $1,362.42 $2,353.98 $1,888.47 $1,940.14 $2,160.15 $2,599.86

Flaming Youth, which stands next to your picture in the above table, in seven days grossed

$4,337.15 which is $309.05 less than "Daughters of Today" has grossed in four days. Little Old

New York had Thanksgiving week and Ashes of Vengeance had New Year's week. You will

also note that with but one exception each of the above pictures are released by different com-
panies, First National, Goldwyn, United Artists, Selznick, Warners and Famous Players.

Based on the figures for the first four days and considering the fact that matinees have
been far in excess of matinees on other pictures I feel certain that all Schenectady records will

be broken by your picture and this does not bar the records in Schenectady of Robin Hood,
Knighthood or Harold Lloyd.

Our advertising appropriation, spent in newspapers, on most of the above pictures varied

from $250 to $500. On your picture we will expend less than $100. More advertising was not

needed because in the newspapers, magazines, pulpits and schools as well as in nearly every

home there is daily discussion of the theme of your picture, the conduct and habits of the

young women of today. All classes of patrons have congratulated us for running such an in-

teresting and pleasing picture and one which drives home such an excellent moral lesson re-

garding life today. yours very truly, WILLIAM M. SHIRLEY,
Vice President and Managing Director.

State of New York,
County of New York. Notary Public.

Sworn to and subscribed to before me County Clerk's No. 370.

this 16th day of January, 1924. New York County Register's No. 4007.
Sadie Burg, Commission expires March 30, 1924.

ksk Al Elliot, Playhouse Theatre, Hudson, N. Y.—William Calihan,
Went Theatre, Rochester, N. Y—Walter McDowell, Strand
' heatre, Syracuse, N. Y. DAUGHTERS OF TODAY broke

records in their theatres too.
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Two New Houses for Boston
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—Two new vaudeville-
picture theaters are under way here.

One, the new Keith house, is going
up at the corner of Washington and
Essex Sts., while the other is the
new Gordon, to be built on property
adjoining the Wilbur theater on Tre-
mont St.

Can't Stop "Birth of Nation"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Wichita, Kans.—The City of

Wichita has been restrained fron in-

terfering with the showing of "The
Birth of A Nation." Robert C. Foul-
ston, city counselor, declares the pic-

ture will not in the future be inter-

fered with here.

Would Tax St. Louis Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Alderman Samuel Wi-
mer, who has introduced more freak
and unpopular bills probably than all

the other members of that board, has
presented a measure to the aldermen
providing for a tax of one mill on
each 50-cent theater admission.

Seattle Theaters Cut Prices

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle—The Coliseum has reduced

admission prices to twenty-five cents.

The Heilig recently announced a
twenty-five cents admission as part
of its new policy. It is not believed
this will cause other houses to re-

duce their admissions.

Ridge Ave. House Reopens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Ridge Avenue
theater will be reopened the latter

part of this month as the Elk. The
house has been closed for about a
year. H. L. Kapner of the Jeffer-

son and Park, will assume manage-
ment.

Brady With Metro
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Tom Brady, recently
manager of the Buffalo Goldwyn-
Cosmopolitan office, has become as-

sociated with Metro. He will handle
"The White Sister" and "Scara-
mouche."

"Covered Wagon" In Phila. Jan. 21
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Randolph Hartley,
advance exploitation agent for "The
Covered Wagon," is here getting
things ready for the opening of that
picture at the Forrest on Monday.

Party For Heenan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—William J. Heenan,
manager for First National will be
given a birthday party tomorrow
night at the Majestic Hotel by
exhibitor and exchange friends.

Held for Showing Without License
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Oswego, N. Y.—George W. Ripley
is being held by a grand jury on bail,

charged with showing films without
the State censor's license.

West Coast Still Growing
(SpeeUl to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—West Coast Theaters,
Inc. have acquired the new Balboa
and the Cabrillo in San Diego.

Putting it Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor puts his show over. Send along

your ideas. Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

"Buddie" Stuart Scores

Boston—"Buddie" Stuart, F. B.

O.'s exploitation man is credited with

putting across a very successful

campaign for "The Mailman," dur-

ing the run of that picture at Fay's

theater. His campaign incorporated

several new and unusual features,

among which are:

Stuart had a trailer made showing
the inside workings and details of the

local post-office, this trailer, together

with the regular trailer, was used

about a week in advance of the open-

ing. A letter carrier, in uniform, made
speeches twice daily for several

days in advance of the showing. He
told of the hardships the mailmen
undergo in the faithful discharge of

his duties and the small pay he re-

ceives. The talk ended by telling

how true to life Emory Johnson's,

"The Mailman" was.

Arrangements were made with the

postmaster to have the carriers dis-

tribute envelopes addressed "A mess-
age from the mailman," with a two-
faced card on the inside, one side

carrying an ad on "The Mailman"
and the other urging the recipient to

write his congressman in behalf of

the mailmen.

On Sunday all local post-office

employees, mailmen, etc., and their

families attended a special showing
of the picture, at which the mail-

men's band gave a concert in front of

the house.

Another stunt that proved effective

was the use of a 24-sheet poster as

a curtain which was lowered at each
performance. The back of a regu-
lar drop-curtain was used on which
one of the 24-sheet posters was
pasted. This was lowered at each
performance while the house was
dark and a spotlight thrown on it.

Plenty of free newspaper publicity

and advertising put the campaign
over with a smash.

Tie-up With Realtors

Los Angeles—Although the cam-
paign used for boosting the premiere
showing of "The Man That Life

Passed By," at Loew's State, con-
sisted mostly of the regular variety,

still there were a few stunts that at-

tracted attention. Phil Geresdorf,
Metro, was in charge.

A large number of window cards
were distributed throughout the city.

The local newspapers all carried free

publicity, besides the regular ad an-
nouncements. Tie-ups were made
with local real estate dealers. Special
window cards were gotten up which
read like this: "Don't be the man
life passed by. Own your own
home," with the usual opening word-
ing. A man dressed like Percy Mar-
mont appeared on all the principal
streets with a mask, carrying a sign
that read "The Man Life Passed By."

Stringing 'Em Along

Waterloo, la.—Manager Weld ar-
ranged a special campaign when he
played "Circus Days," at the Strand.

He made a novel display of the
tent lobby, he artistically clad usher-
ettes who resembled a part of Mr.
Ringling's trained equestriennes and
put the freaks on exhibition. His
biggest drawing card was the humor-
ous slant given the display by titles.

Some were:

"Caucasian Whutizit! Don't get too
near, it's almost human." This was
a mirror freak. "Egyptian Guseba.
Captured in King Tut's tomb. Only
one in captivity. So small it is in-
visible to the naked eye." Hundred
strained their eyes to find out what
that cage contained. It was empty.
"Grecian groundhog. Native of the
city of Hamburg in the Sandwich
Islands. Caught in the panhandle
district after a hot chase through
Greece." The Grecian groundhog
was represented by a hamburger
sandwich. "Mexican chinchilla!
Spooning1 specie. Deadly foe of bugs
and cockroaches. Usually found near
food geysers and hot dog joints." The
deadly "chinchilla" was a bowl of
chili and a spoon. "Irish Red Bat.
Flying variety. Captured near the
coast of Ireland as it darted from a
chimney toward the earth." It was
simply a brick.

The idea of kidding the show along
got over, combined with an attractive
lobby.

Putting The Lobby To Work
Portland, Ore.—Careful attention

to detail contributed greatly to the
drawing power of the lobbv arranged
by Manager Stille of the Liberty, for
"The Fighting Blade." An account
of the front is found below:

A beaver board castle with crossed
swords and a roof where the joints
were cut off in squares. The lobby
displays around the box-office were
distinguished by the arrangement of
the stills, placed so as to overlap the
edges of the shield. Handsomely
bordered insert displays at each side
of the entrance resembling a mir-
rored reflection.

Hubbard, 2nd, Plans Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Fast Aurora, N. Y.—Backed by
cal capital, Elbert Hubbard, 2nd.,

erect a new theater here.

GET THIS RIGHT!
We've hit a tremendous winner in our

first picture—but we. are playing fair (1

is our policy).

This big box-office bonanza will not be "F

Showed"! It will be told on the Firit Eqn

Contract ever offered yon !

THEATRE OWNERS
PRESENTATION of

Gaston Glass

Miriam Cooper

A RENCO I
PICTUl

Chas. K. Hani
Dallas Fitzgerl

ANDERSON PICTURES COF.

723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

— F. B. O. EXCHANGES — j

Crescent To Have Sales Drive
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The Crescent e>

change will dedicate March as Cres It

cent Month. A sales campaign wi Jt

be featured by the Kahns. As a cc I
operative measure with exhibitors, a

posters, accessories, etc., will be suj

plied at half price.

EARLY BOOKING MEANS EARLY CLEANUP

WHEN A MAN'S A MAN
The Photoplay 50.000.000 people are waiting for

BY THE GREATEST LIVING AUTHOR

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT
LOVE ADVENTURE THRILLS_J

Produced by PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION. Sol Lesser, President \

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

I
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A GREAT PICTURE FOR EVERY MEMBER OF EVERY FAMILY

BABY PEGGY-ROBERT ELLIS- ELINOR FAIR
JOE DOWLING-HAYDEN STEVENSON-WILLIAM WELS
WINIFRED BRYSON BOBBY BOWELS
WIILIAM E.LAWRENCE- EVA THATCHER
Directed by Jesse Robbing

UNIVERSAL JEWEL D
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YoOUR voice, Mr. Exhibitor,

raised in protest against the

evil of the over-long, padded
feature, is being heard. The
first signs have been seen of
a move by some producers
toward a more reasonable aver-

age length for feature pictures.

This is not victory for you,
however. It is only the first

sign of coming victory—ifyou
keep up the fight.

Don't letyourprotests weaken,
but rather make them louder
now thatyou are sure they are

being heard. Remember that

you can't use Real Showman-
ship when you book a picture

so long that itleaves noroom for

anything else on your program.

££d034i2<UJLM*j&--*A
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LYMAN H. HOWE'S
HODGE
PODGE

A SECOND GROUP OF TWELVE ONE-REEL NOVELTY CLASSICS

The reception being accorded by exhibitors

to this new series of HODGE-PODGE proves

the judgment of those numerous showmen
who have declared HODGE-PODGE the

best one-reel novelty subject on the market.

SPEEDVILLE
j

BOTTOM OF THE SEA
LIQUID LAVA
A SAILOR'S LIFE

and Eight Others Coming

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

&£0~3-l&iu~i*<&^
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Hurst To Produce
ans Pictures for Principal—Aside

from Long Island Studio
Proposition

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany—Eastern Productions, of

ew York, have been incorporated

re, listing 600 shares of common
ack, no par value. The incorpora-

rs are Charles S. Hervey and Wil-
im O. Hurst. M. L. Lesser is the

torney.

W. O. Hurst has engaged space at

e Glendale studio where he will

oduce "The Masked Dancer," an
laptation of the German stage play,

7he Woman of the Mask" by Ro-
ilph Lotchar. It will be distributed

rough Principal on a franchise basis

id there is a possibility that Hurst
11 make a series for that Company,
irton King has been engaged to di-

i:t also Helene Chadwick and
pwell Sherman for the leading roles.

This producing project is aside

i>m the nine-stage studio which
hrst is sponsoring. A site has been
ured in Long Island City. It cov-
about three and a half city blocks

unded by Skillman Ave. on the

jth; Dickson St. on the west; Mid-
burg Ave. on the north and
oodside Ave. on the east. The
d is on the Roosevelt Ave.
bway line and is about three min-
is from Bridge Plaza.

Actual construction will probably
: started in March.

Features Reviewed
Page

The Love Master
First National 5

Woman to Woman
Selznick 5

g

The Humming Bird
Paramount 5

Name the Man
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan 5

Through the Dark
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan 8

Hoodman Blind
Fox 8

i Mimony
Film Booking Offices 8

Thundergate
First National 8

\ge of Desire
First National 27

The Man From Wyoming
Universal 27

Ihort Subjects 29

Mabel Normand in "The Extra Girl," a box office winner wherever it has

played, opens a run at the Central T heater, New York today. It's dis-

tributed by Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Another Contract
T. O. D. C. Frames One With Ori-

ginal Objectionable Clauses
Removed

The Theater Owners' Distributing
Corp., of which W. A. True is presi-

dent and Sydney S. Cohen, chair-

man of the board of directors, has
developed a uniform contract of its

own. It is called the "Theater Own-
ers Standard Contract" and is to

come into being with the release of

"After the Ball," through Anderson
Pictures.

Carl Anderson on Friday issued a

long statement tracing the history of

uniform contracts from the time the

first conferences were held by com-
mittees of the Hays organization and
of the M. P. T. O. A. The statement
declared that after the present form of

contract was finally developed it was
adopted by the distributors but not by
the exhibitors because, the statement
averred, "many claimed that the

very things for which they had
fought the hardest were denied

them."
His contract, Anderson said, con-

tained seven items which had not been
agreed to by the exhibitors and
which they contended could be over-

come "if the distributors desired to

play fair." Anderson then apparent-

(Continued on Page 2)

Reinhardt
Master craftsman. Producer of unusual ability. Just signed

by Hearst. For Cosmopolitan. Which may mean much to pic-

ture making—and makers—of this country. Great genius that he

is, it takes but a visit to the Century to see "The Miracle" to have

this demonstrated. For after all "The Miracle" is really a living

motion picture. In all the three and a half hours of the show
there is but one point where words are used. And then only to

hear a part of the Lord's Prayer, spoken by the penitent heroine.

Otherwise it is all pantomime. But such pantomime!

Every motion picture director—every producer—should see

this spectacle. For groupings ; for effects ; for touches ;
for prob-

ably the finest handling of a crowd ever seen in the theater. And
for much more ; which lack of space prevents describing. But the

producer, the director, who can, and fails to see this is trifling

with his opportunities.

It will be absorbingly interesting to watch what Reinhardt

does with an American producer. In Hearst he has as an aid

a visionary; a dreamer, whose greatest difficulties to date have

been that he has been unable to develop his organization to meet

those dreams. Perhaps Reinhardt will aid.

ENTHUSES
Coast wires indicate that one Richard A. Rowland. Of First

National. Feels good. Oh, yes; very good. Over "Flowing
(.Continued on Page 4)

Mayer and Niblo Here Tuesday

Louis B. Mayer and Fred Niblo

are due in New York on Tuesday
from the coast with a print of "Thy
Name Is Woman," for which a

Broadway theater may be engaged.

Graham's Arrival Delayed
John Cecil Graham managing di-

rector of the various European Para-

mount companies did not arrive on

Friday from London because of

storms at sea. He is due in Sunday.

Rosen Here '

Philip Rosen who directed "Abra-

ham Lincoln," is in town to attend

the premier of the picture, Monday
night at the Gaiety.

Col. Yoder Joins Hodkinson
Col. Bill Yoder, former Southern

division manager for Pathe, has join-

ed Hodkinson as Atlanta manager,

effective Monday.

Production Plans

Joseph M. Schenck presents

some interesting ideas on this

subject. See Monday's issue.
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Boom In Japan
Business Has Not Suffered Because

of Earthquake, Film Man Writes
Louis Auerbach

Although fifty picture houses were
destroyed in Tokio by the Japanese
earthquake, a well known film man
has written Louis Auerbach, vice-

president of Export and Import, that

business has not suffered.

"I have not had the pleasure of ad-

dressing you since the earthquake
catastrophe owing to press of work
in order to get my affairs into work-
ing order again," says the letter, in

part, "as you no doubt can under-
stand it has been impossible to attend

to foreign correspondence when
everything was in such a state of dis-

order that our very existence was for

a time at stake.

"However, I am glad to say that

some order has been regained, and
no doubt Tokio will be just as busy
and prosperous within a very short

time. As you are primarily interest-

ed in the picture world in Japan, I

would like to say that although some
50 picture houses were destroyed,

business has not suffered. In fact,

at present picture houses are doing
an enormous business owing to lack

of attractions in other lines. All the

houses which were destroyed are be-

ing put up as quick as possible.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

)tge
I.

*»*»
Ge0

CorP<*
a* °

VA»* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE

New York's Newest a««l Foremost

Costume Rental Organization

BROOKS
,143 W40WST,N.Y.C.

Coast Unit Formed
Producers' Organization Gets Incor-

poration Papers—Active Since
the Summer

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Articles of incorpor-

ation for the Ass'n of Motion Picture

Producers, Inc. have been filed here.

The fifteen original incorporators
are:

Associated First National Pictures,

Inc.; Christie Film Co. Inc.; Famous
Players-Lasky Corp., Fox Vaudeville
Co., Thomas H. Ince Corp., Louis
B. Mayer Studios, Inc.; Metro Pic-

tures Corp., Principal Pictures Corp.,

Hal Roach Studios, Joseph M.
Schenck Prod., B. P. Schulberg
Prod., United Studios, Inc.; Universal
Pictures Corp., Vitagraph Co. of Cali-

fornia and Warner Brothers.

Courtland Smith, secretary of the

Hays association, stated Friday that

the new coast unit has been func-
tioning since the summer. It is a
new organization of producers, to

succeed the former M. P. Producers
Ass'n which collapsed following the

M. P. Revue and Exposition held in

Los Angeles in June. Smith declared
that the formality of getting a name
for it had been neglected until now.
The Ass'n of M. P. Producers, Inc..

will be the name for the West Coast
office of the Hays organization as well
as that of the producers who are

members of it.

Music Publishers to Produce

It is understood that a syndicate
of music publishers will jointly pro-
duce a series of pictures starring Mary
Kissell at the Peerless Studios in Fort
Lee. The first will be "The Flaming
Highway" and will go into produc-
tion in February. Miss Kissell has
appeared in a number of pictures. It

is reported Kenneth Webb will direct

the first.

"The Puritans," Maude Adams' First

"The Puritans" will be the first

production of the Film Guild in which
Maude Adams will assist in supervi-

sion and direction. This production
is one of the Yale University series

of "Chronicles of America." Casting
will probably begin next week. After
"The Puritans" is under way the
Guild will start work on "Aladdin."

Another Contract
(Continued from Page 1)

ly got busy in drawing up an agree-

ment that would eliminate those
clauses to which the Cohen group
objected.

"Such important questions," said

the statement, "as the ownership
of accessories, cash deposits, right to

cut out scenes of advertising or propo-
ganda, requirements that the exhibit-

or must name the producer and dis-

tributor in his paid newspaper ad-
vertising, method of fixing play-

dates and time limit for rejection of

applications together with method of

arbitration—all of these important
points were left unsettled by the na-
tional organization of producers' and
distributors' contract. In the new
contract all of these points are said

to have been overcome by their elim-

inaton or adjustment' and it is this

'Theater Owners Standard Contract'

that Anderson Pictures will use be-

ginning with its first release."

When the Hays office was asked
about the Anderson contract on Fri-

day, no one there had heard of it.

It was very clearly recalled, however,
that at the time the Cohen group
withdrew from the Hays conferences,

objections had been raised to only
four of the twenty-one clauses while
seventeen had been approved.

Bollman Gets Hunt Film
Henry Bollman has closed a dis-

tribution contract with Producers Se-
curity Corp. for "Vanishing Game
Trails of Africa," a feature produced
by William P. Harris, Jr. It is a

record of a five months' expedition

into the heart of the big game coun-
try. Major A. R. Dugmore was asso-

ciated with Harris in the expedition.

Preparing Rawlinson's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Irving Cummings is

preparing Herbert Rawlinson's next
into shape while the latter is on a
honeymoon trip.

Seiter Directing "Listen Lester"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Billy Seiter is pro-
ducing "Listen Lester" at the F. B.

O. Studios for Sacramento Pictures.

Start "Dan McGrew"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Actual camera work
on "The Shooting of Dan McGrew"
has been started at Metro.

COMING SOON
BETTY COMPSON

IN AN

Alan Crosland Production

FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE

PatkeNew?
First and exclusive pictures

SHENANDOAH, giant U. S. na
dirigible, winning all night fi>

against disaster.

Other important items.

THE FIRST NEWS REI

THE REAL NEWS FIR!

today

HAL ROACH'S
WILL ROGERS

COMEDIES
"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
=n|r^

—
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Bryant 1871
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MAYTIME
Six years a great stage success — now a wonderful Preferred Picture
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!
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Reinhardt
(.Continued from Page 1)

Gold" and "Lilies of the Field." The latter with Corinne Griffith

—back and all. Every time Dick reaches the Coast he feels good.
But his chief reason for feeling good this time is that he won't
go back there very often. First National will produce chiefly in

the East. After April. And then one of Rowland's choicest
dreams will come true.

PRODUCING NEAR THE BANK
One of Rowland's strongest reasons for making pictures in

the East : He maintains—and has a lot of company—that no other
manufacturing business on earth would have a factory 3,200 miles
away from the executive offices. And he's right. But for years
there has been developed an idea that Hollywood was the only
place to make pictures.

All of which is the bunk. There are, of course, many good
reasons for producing in Hollywood. But to say it is the only
place—well, forget it. Bob Kane has proven that good pictures

can be made at a profitable figure in Paramount's Long Island

studio. Other producers have proven Eastern pictures can be
right—take "Potash and Perlmutter" for instance. Fitzmaurice
is making another one here now-

—
"Cytherea." Sid Olcott has

made some mighty fine pictures here. And there are too many
others to mention.

SEGREGATION WORKS POORLY
When you get a lot of people of one kind—with one thought

—

one idea—segregated ; it works for mischief. Every once in a

while the Pennsylvania State police have to go into the coal min-
ing towns and club a few Poles into understanding of law and
order. Put a hundred novelists in one hotel. Let them see no
others, hear no others and only have a chance to squabble about
their work and they'll need the police, too. That's natural.

And that's the chief difficulty with Hollywood. Several thou-
sand boys and girls out there making pictures. Nothing else to

do. No diversion, worth talking about. One little cafe; one hotel

to dance in; one theater—up next month. No wonder things
happen when a lot of young people with big incomes, and time
on their hands seek to break the monotony of things. Put that

same crowd in any big city—with its many diversions, and you'll

end all these messy stories. Each of which costs this business
untold fortunes.

THAT BANK
Some weeks ago there was a lot of talk in the newspapers of

a motion picture bank being formed. And all the boys who are

in the hands of the bonus gang wondered when the good news was
going to prove true. And they are still waiting.

STUDIO STUFF
When Gloria Swanson completed her latest "She Laughs

Last" at the Long Island studio she gave a tea to all the working
force. To celebrate the event. One of the electricians was told

it was going to be a formal affair. So he made a deal with the

Wardrobe Dept. folks. And strolled in dressed in a dinner jacket.

And a lot of fancy fixings. Only to be told that dinner clothes

weren't used at tea time. Couldn't understand it.

Maybe he had seen a Cecil DeMille society drama.

MANNY'S CHANCE
Manny is a trap drummer. Formerly of the Rivoli orchestra.

But switched to the Rialto last week. To help put over Earl
Hurd's "Pen and Ink Vaudeville." And got away with it. Inci-

dentally used a new contraption to make a sound like singing.

Hurd is so tickled to death with the result that he will buy Manny
a new drum. Maybe.

PETE SMITH'S LOVE
Writes Pete Smith from ye Coast

:

"Dear Danny:

—

I note in your Dec. 30 issue what "Vee-Dee" says about press agents.

As a humble P. A. I would like to say:
I love the movie editor.

I love the nice fellow who tells you he is going to use

• your stuff, makes you give it to him exclusively—and the next
day informs you it was 'crowded out.'

I love the gent who drops in around lunch time regularly.
I love the gink who never comes around excepting he has a

hunch on a scandal story.

I loye the editor who thinks he is the only critic in town
whose rayiews amount to anything.

I love the gent who insists upon original copies of all sto-
ries—but never opens your envelope.

I love the person who dams the press agent but depends
upon said P. A. for the material he uses in his paper.

I love the gentle soul who always insists upon ten pair of
passes to everything—but uses none.

I love the fellow who is too busy to see you on an important
story because he is writing a four line quip about nothing in

particular.

I love Los Angeles because it is free of these types.
I love' all editors but I often not only wonder why some of

them are, but how they could ever be?"

CARDS OR PICTURES—WHICH?
Which affects the morals of a community the more—playin;]

cards or seeing pictures on Sunday?
Howard Bryant, presid.ent of the City Council of Baltimorej

is finding out. Has sent a questionnaire to a lot of mayors h|
various cities, trying to determine.

There is a censor commission in Baltimore. Acting for th'j

State. And Sunday shows are prohibited in Baltimore. Possibl;
the Bryant idea may develop into Sunday shows in Baltimore.

THE RIGHT SPIRIT
Next month is Laemmle month. And the Universal crowil

are on their toes. To make a record. To help out in this Adolplj
Zukor has written Laemmle he wants to co-operate "in a busines]
way" to make the celebration a success.

Of course Laemmle is happy over the idea. And so expressej
himself to Zukor.

That's the right spirit. That's what this business has needej
for years. If there was more of this sort of thing—and less of tr

rest of things that need not be mentioned—this business woulj
get a lot further a lot quicker.

Incidentally many other executives might write Laemmlij
And offer to co-operate. He's done a lot for this business. Fcf
them.

j
PAGING THE AUTHOR

While "resting"—during the legal squabble with Famous-
Valentino wrote two books. One on keeping fit and healthy; thl

other a small volume of poems. This is sure: the volume of
keeping in good physical condition may get nowhere. But ho'

his flapper fans will eat up his poetry!

STEPPING OUT
The re-built Hodkinson organization. Takes a big breath

new life by signing up Alan Crosland to do two with Betty Comj
son. And they do say that there are other ideas being worke
out. Which should make Hodkinson verra, verra important in tfci

season to come.

IT'S A BUSINESS
Independent exchangeman. Typical of today. In an inc

pendent producer's office. Wants some pictures for his territoi

You know the kind I mean. Says he never gave a note in pa^

ment for film in his life. Always pays cash. Three buttons, a shcf

hook, and $4 for a $20,000 picture.'

They are talking about a picture. Exchangeman wants 1.1

know if it has thi-r-rills. Yes, says producer. Has it actiori

Yes. Is it rough and ready? Yes. ARE THERE ANY HORSI
IN IT? What do you want with horses? says the producer. Mu

!

have horses. NO; WE HAVE NO HORSES—WHAT'S TH
DIFFERENCE? If you don't have horses, says the exchan£
man, you can't put them on the posters, and I must have a hor:

on every poster I have on a picture. That's the only kind I can se !

DANN1
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"The Love Master"

Producer : Lawrence Trimble
Distributor: First National
a Whole STRONGHEART
ONCE MORE ACQUITS HIM-
SELF CREDITABLY IN PIC-
rURE THAT'S FULL OF
BEAUTIFUL LOCATIONS
AND MIGHTY INTERESTING
DOG ACT-ING.
St.... The wonder dog at his best

in story that, while probably not

as good as some others he has ap-

peared in, gives him ample oppor-

tunity to be appealing. Some other

clever animals give Strongheart

excellent support, particularly Lady
Jule. Lillian Rich, Harold Austin

and John A. Richardson, the hero-

ine-hero-villain trio of the human
angle of the story, but far less in-

teresting than the dogs.

rpe of Story. . . .Drama of the froz-

en North. As in previous produc-

tions exploiting the unusual in-

stinct and almost human charac-

teristic of Strongheart, "The Love
Master," once again gives the dog
star a chance to do the sort of

things that have already gained a

following for him. He's a loyal

protector for the man who be-

friends him, loyal to the extent

hat he fights for him, guards him,

.vorks for him and once, when the

nan is near death, the dog's re-

narkable behavior, a wild bark-

ng that might be construed as a

/iolent prayer, appears to be the

neans of the man's recovery. There
ire numerous similar incidents that

nake the offering rich in human
nterest. The picture is beauti-

ul to look upon. There is one
gorgeous shot after another of

yonderful snow-covered country,

,cenes showing the dog sleds rac-

ing up and down the mountains and
'plendid sunset views. Scenically

.'he film is superb. The actual plot

:s conventional, dealing with hero's

i

ove for the girl and the attempt
!>f villain to take her away which
i frustrated by the appearance of

lie dog who brings hero to the
- cene.

tfct Office Angle This is a good
,

^udience picture. There are but

law people who are not interest-
'

>d in dogs, especially a dog as un-

gual and with such remarkable
uman instinct as Strongheart.

ijloitation Probably the best
1 'leans of acquainting your folks

I'Wth "The Love Master," is a
. -ailer that will give them an idea

.jjf the picture, its splendid pictorial
" ppeal and the clever work of the

og. Use plenty of stills in the

ibby and especially one showing
,'trongheart with his "wife and
imily." If you have snow during
le showing, it would be very good

". dvertising to rig up a dog sled and
ave it driven about to advertise
ie picture. Most any kennel
ould be glad to cooperate with

; iOU by lending dogs.
Miction Lawrence Trimble;

; itisfactory.

Ahors Lawrence Trimble and
;,... ine Murfin

>' lario The same
j;;«;ieraman .... Charles E. Dreyer
t ?itography Very good
>ale The North
>gth About 7,000 feet

Betty Compson in

"Woman to Woman"
Selznick Distributing Corp.

As a Whole ONE OF THE
BEST ENGLISH MADE PRO-
DUCTIONS EVER SHOWN
HERE. BETTY COMPSON
DOES HER BEST WORK IN
PATHETIC STORY THAT
BRAVES AN UNHAPPY END.
ING.

Star Probably her best perform-
ance since "The Miracle Man."
Gives a really sincere and effective

interpretation in the role of a
French dancer, victim of a war
romance. Very pretty in some
close-ups and usually well lighted.

Cast Clive Brook's work satis-

factory but he's rather a cold type
for the work. Marie Ault pleasing
as the dancer's companion and
maid. M. Peter, the child, poorly
suited and Josephine Earle ad-
equate as the society wife.

Type of Story Romantic drama
with tragic ending. Deloryse, lit-

tle French dancer, holds sacred the
memory of her lover, David, who
is called to war on the eve of their

marriage. Shellshock erases Del-
oryse from David's mind and he
becomes the husband of an English
woman who refuses to bear him a

child. A dramatic meeting with the

dancer restores David's memory.
Deloryse agrees to part with her
son—and David's—that he may
have a name, then performs her
"death dance" at a fete given by
David's wife, thus bringing the
story to a tragic close. There is

nothing offensive in the illegitimacy

angle ©f the theme. It is carefully

handled and the story beautifully

told and with the interest well sus-

tained, except for occasional un-
necessary detail. The production is

very good and with many unusually
artistic effects, especially in settings

and lighting.

Box Office Angle A very good
picture but just what it merits as

a box office attraction is doubtful
because of the tragic ending, a

perfectly logical one; but it won't
satisfy where they still want sugar-

coated endings. The picture will

go out with this ending but ex-

changes will be able to supply you
with an alternate happy ending, if

you think it will put it over to bet-

ter advantage.
Exploitation. . . .Here's a fine one for

your women folks. Give them the

problem presented and get them in-

terested through catchlines: "If you
found the man you loved, and the

father of your boy, married to an-

ther woman, would you give her

your child? See how it works out

in 'Woman to Woman.' " Play up
the romantic angle with suggestion

of a love story, a little French dan-

cer and a British officer, the prin-

cipals. Use Betty Compson's
name prominently and show stills

in her dancing costume.
Direction Graham Cutts; very

effective.

Author Michael Morton
Scenario Alfred J. Hitchcock
Cameraman Claude McDowell
Photography Good
Locale England and France
Length 6,994 feet.

Gloria Swanson in <

"The Humming Bird"
Paramount

As a Whole. . . .MINUS HER GOR-
GEOUS GOWNS GLORIA
SWANSON GIVES A STRIK-
ING PERFORMANCE AS A
PARISIAN WAIF BUT WOM-
EN FANS WILL MISS HER
USUAL REGAL ATTIRE.

Star. . . .Does very good work, almost
equalling that of "Zaza"—her char-
acterization of the Montmartre
girl who, at times disguised as a

boy, becomes notorious as "The
Humming Bird," a thief. Offers
opportunities which are not lost

but the important question remains
whether the women who crowd in

to see Gloria want to have her ap-
pear in such characterizations. Her
wardrobe, her unusual ability to

dress a part, has materially aided in

building her present strong posi-

tion.

Cast. .. .Unimportant. Edward Burns
makes a handsome but somewhat
weak lover. There is little for

others to do.

Type of Story.... The love affair of

a Montmartre waif for a news-
paper correspondent; how she

ceases thieving and the natural

clinch after his heroic war record.

Not very much of a story and they

have padded it to extremes with
too much footage of war shots,

soldiers marching etc. unnecessary.

Drags picture considerably.

Box Office Angle. . . .Where they like

Gloria they will probably "eat"

this and like it. Your women fans,

however, may be disappointed in

not seeing her usual collection of

bizarre costumes.

On the other hand you can well

promise that Gloria's work here

fulfills the promise she gave in

"Zaza" when she showed she could

really act. She has passed the

point where she need be figured

just as a splendidly dressed actress.

Exploitation .... Play up Gloria all

you can. Some fans may remem-
ber the title as that of a very suc-

cessful play of some years ago but

take no chances. Use Sidney Ol-

cott's name and recall such of his

recent productions as "The Green
Goddess" and "Little Old New
York." The Parisian atmosphere of

the story may also be exploited to

attract them. Stunts to put the

picture over might include the dis-

tribution of small celluloid birds

with tags attached reading: "Let

'The Humming Bird' guide you to

the blank theater where you'll see

Gloria Swanson as an Apache."

Your lobby, attractively decorated

with birds in cages will also bring

them in. These might readily be

secured from a local bird shop.

Direction. .. .Sidney .Olcott; fair.

Parisian women do not swagger as

Gloria does. His touches, however,

are excellent, especially in the ear-

lier portions of the picture.

Author Maude Fulton

Scenario Forrest Halsey

Cameraman Harry Fishbeck

Photography Good

Length 7,577 feet.

"Name The Man"
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

As a Whole TREMENDOUS
DRAMA, MAGNIFICENTLY
PRODUCED. GREAT ENTER-
TAINMENT FOR YOUR
WOMEN PATRONS. SEA-
STROM'S DIRECTION
SUPERB.

Cast Conrad Nagle gives one of

very best performances—probably
his very best. Mae Busch excel-

lent as the "wronged girl." Patsy
Ruth Miller of "The Hunchback"
fame has a saccharine role. Ho-
bart Bosworth gives the outstand-

ing performance of the production.

Others, excepting Creighton Hale,

unimportant.
Type of Story Strong drama,

based upon Hall Caine's famous
novel, "The Master of Man" which
d:als with the betrayal of a country
girl by the man who succeeds his

father as the Chief Justice of the

Isle of Alan, and subsequent de-

velopments when, arrested for the

murder of her child, she is sen-

tenced to be hung by the infant's

father. The regeneration of the

man, and the happy ending, com-
plete the story. This brief outline

fails in many ways to indicate the

strength, power and interest which
the story holds. Most important,

in this connection is the treatment

of the subject and the direction of

Seastrom. The skill; the clever-

ness of handling his cast; his abil-

ity, by touches, to put over essen-

tials, is unusual and excellent.

The usual strength of a Hall

Caine story is there, and in spots

where censors wield wicked shears

there may be some difficulty. But

this should be overcome easily. It

is strong gripping drama, of the

type of "Anna Christie." If this

went over well with your people

this later subject should prove a

big winner.
Box Office Angle Of particularly

strong appeal to women. Love
story will hold them to the very

end. Unusual treatment of rather

old theme.
Exploitation. . . .You will have to de-

pend upon Hall Caine's name, to-

gether with the players mentioned,

because American fans as a whole

are not familiar with the great work
of Victor Seastrom whose first Am-
erican production, however, will

place him in the front ranks here.

He has made a really great picture.

You can make strong promises for

this one.

Direction .... Victor Seastrom; has

made one of the finest pictures of

this era of big, important produc-

tions.

Keep your eye on Seastrom. He
is liable to do some things that will

make him one of the most impor-

tant directors in this country. He
is one of the greatest of the foreign

lot. Incidentally, if they can pre-

vail on him to act in one of his

productions he will also prove sur-

prising.

Author Hall Came
Scenario Paul Bern

Cameraman Charles Van Enger

Art Director Cedric Gibbons

Photography Magnificent

Locale The' Isle of Man
Length 7,771 feet.
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THE YEAR'S

GREATEST SENSATION

t-

HELEN JEROME EDI

HUNT STROMBERG'S

iiTHE FIRE PATROL"
WITH A

REMARKABLE ALL-STAR CAST
HEADED BY

Madge Bellamy -Anna Q. Nilsson

HELEN JEROME EDDY
JOHNNY HARRON
FRANCES ROSS
JACK RICHARDSON
SPOTTISWOODE AITKEN
CHARLES MURRAY

BULL MONTANA
GALE HENRY
BILLY FRANEY
HANK MANN
CHARLES CONKLIN
TEXAS KID

JACK RICHARDSO

THRILLS! THRILLS!! THRILLS!!!/

POSITIVELY THE MOST ELABORATE AND COSTLIEST INDEPENDENT SPECIAL

A Knockout Everybody Wants
DISTRIBUTED BY

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

BULL MONTAN.
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^or Better Pictures
sstigation Of Five Southern States
hows Exhibitors Are Willing

To Cooperate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ew Orleans, La.—Mrs. Elizabeth
•lein, new director of public re-

>ns for the Saenger Amusement
finds that exhibitors are willing
ooperate in making their thea-
community centers and in build-

up a demand for a better class

ictures. Mrs. Werlein after mak-
a survey finds:

Before I started I thought it

lit be interesting to see what the
onse might be to the idea of a

ic relations department among
exhibitors in New Orleans. I

limited for time so decided to
on just one and choose the

iger Amusement Co. They were
t enthusiastic about the idea and
ed every help and cooperation
ible—gave me letters to all the
ile they thought it might be in-

Jting for me to meet—invited me
ave an office in their building and
anxious to work in the new

3 of the Hays organization just

oon as it could be arranged. I

d them eager to help in every
toward building the motion pic-

into the high place in civic life

its great possibilities point the

ly first stop was at Washington.
; I went to the Crandall theaters
found that the Crandall theaters
: being used as community cen-
and meeting places for any com-
bes working for educational, civic

relfare advancement. That Sun-
mornings the theaters were all

i over to Bible societies and that
weekly classes were held there,

that in some instances church
ces were held."

Kessnich Busy On "Scaramouche"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Orleans, La.—C. E. Kessnich
is here starting a "Scaramouche"
company in this territory. He will
next go to Dallas to get the Texas
company going and will then pro-
ceed to Oklahoma for the same thing.

Miller Joins Assoc. Screen News
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—W. W. Miller, formerly
of the Filmcraft Industries, of To-
ronto, has joined the Associated
Screen News of Canada, Ltd., with
headquarters in this city, as labora-
tory superintendent.

Marcus In Deal With Howard-Wells
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Wilmington, N. C.—Jack Marcus
has taken over the Victoria and
Royal from the Howard-Weils
Amusement Co. Marcus has hereto
fore been associated with H. M
French, in Rockingham, and F. M
Schnibben in Florence. The new ac
quisitions will be operated as Jack
Marcus Enterprises.

NOTICE

is Remodels His Three Theaters
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)
liladelphia—John S. Evans has
finished redecorating on his three
ters, the Dreamland, Manheim
Tioga.

Bluebird Remodeled
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
liladelphia—Renovation of the
bird has been completed by
ge Elliot, The work has taken
n months.

:w St. Helena Opens Feb. 15
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
attle—The new St. Helena in

writs, will open Feb. IS. The
e is being erected by the Liberty
ralia Theaters Co.

To Rebuild Burned Grand
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
uefield, W. vVa—The manage-
of the Grand which burned to

'round last week, is planning the
ion of another structure.

ST WITH THE BEST

INOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
ff KLL THE WORLD

Wagners Sell Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Independence, Mo.—W. D. and R.
F. Fite, of Wichita, have bought the
Best from the Wagner Amusement
Co. The Wagners also run the Bel-
dorf.

Theaters Helping Drive
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Fort Worth, Tex.—The local the-
aters have received much praise from
city officials for their cooperation in

pushing the "Forward Fort Worth"
move.

Dolen New Selznick "Rep"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—Lester Wolfe,
has appointed D. J. Dolen as special

representative for Selznick in Ro-
chester.

New House For Tacoma
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tacoma, Wash.—F. E. Lyons,
owner of the Lyric, a neighborhood
house, plans the erection of another
theater in the residential section.

Ripley-Dolan Interests Get Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cosmopolis, Wash.—The Ripley-
Dolan interests have acquired the
Princess from Earl W. Davis.

Winnipeg Exhibitor Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg, Man.—George Scott, of

Outlook, Sask., owner of the Lyric
theater, here, has passed away.

Bromberg Buys Goldstcne Product
___ (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta—Arthur C. Bromberg has

bought from Phil Goldstor.e, a series
ot 'Snowy" Baker pictures, a sene.s
of \V;i!iam Fairbanks subjects and
some single reelers. This deal is

for ten states. Brombeig has al o
bough;, the latest series of Dick Tal-
ttiadge productions and "Deserted At
The Altar," for eight Southern states.

Mix in "Mixed Manners"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Mixed Manners,"
starring Tom Mix was started this
week. Jack Blystone is directing.
Claire Adams has the lead and other
principals are, Richard Lareno, Boyse
Combs, Dolores Rousse, Charles K.
French and Pat Crissman.

Hines Contemplates Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Raleigh, N. C—N. C. Hines, who
opened his new State not so long ago,
and who also operates the Superba
here, plans the erection of another in

Charlotte.

THE UNDERSIGNED, as

proprietors of copyright in

musical works, hereby notify

all concerned of their adher-
ence to the principle of proper
compensation of composers,
authors and publishers for the
public performance for profit

of their copyrighted works, and
announce their affiliation with

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF COMPOSERS,
AUTHORS AND
PUBLISHERS

Please therefore, TAKE
NOTICE that on and after

February 1, 1924, as to our
copyrights,

ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED

E. C. Leeves Promoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—E. C. Leeves has been ap-
pointed division manager for Pre-
ferred with supervision over Dallas.

New Orleans and Atlanta offices.

Denies Reported Theater Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chico, Cal.—Henry Daly, proprie-

tor of the Majestic, Daly and Broad-
way, emphatically denies newspaper
reports that the National Theater
Syndicate has bought his houses.

CHAPLIN
Appearing

trx

Marshall Neilan's

Associated First National'

Thomas H. face's

The Rendevous"
HerTemporary Husband

The Gallopin^Fish"

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin.

I consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
in THE SMART SET

including public performance
for profit, and license publicly

to perform may be obtained

only through the said Society.

Belwin, Inc.

The John Church Co.

Carl Fischer, Inc.

J. Fischer & Bro.

Harold Flammer, Inc.

Sam Fox Publishing Co.

Walter Jacobs, Inc.

G. Schirmer, Inc.

A complete list of the mem-
bers of the said Society may
be secured by addressing:

AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF

COMPOSERS,

AUTHORS
AND

PUBLISHERS

56 WEST 45th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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"Through the Dark"
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

As a Whole GOOD CROOK
MELODRAMA OF THE TYPI-
CAL JACK BOYLE-"BOSTON
BLACKIE" VARIETY; HAS
ACTION, SUSPENSE AND
PROPER REQUISITES TO
MAKE IT APPEAL.

Cast Colleen Moore pleasing as
the little girl whose love reforms
Blackie, played effectively by For-
rest Stanley. George Cooper's
comedy touches are not amiss only
there should have been more of

them. He's clever at this type of

characterization. Margaret Sed-
don provides the heart interest

touches as "Mother McGinn."
Others are Hobart Bosworth, Ed-
die Phillips, Wade Boteler, Tom
Bates and Carmelita Geraghty.

Type of Story. . .One of Jack Boyle's
"Boston Blackie" stories, originally

called "The Daughter of Mother
McGinn." For the patrons of

crook melodrama "Through the
Dark" will provide a thoroughly
enjoyable entertainment and for

the public at large, it has enough
good elements of audience appeal to

get it over without much difficulty.

There are many real bits of action
with a thrill in the early reels that

gets it off to a good start—that in

which heroine Colleen Moore is

rescued from a runaway horse by
Forrest Stanley, fugitive. Direc-
tor George Hill has supplied a first

rate suspense, kept the story mov-
ing and handled the production end
of it very well, besides selecting a
suitable cast. "Through the Dark"
is conventional, if you want to be
critical, but then the crook regen-
eration theme still seems to have
the public's approval.

Box Office Angle Should pull a

good crowd. You know pretty well
what business you can do with a
picture that boasts of a "Boston
Blackie" story. There have been
enough of them made for you to

be able to judge the drawing power
of another. If they want action,,

thrills, suspense, heart interest, ro-
mance and all the other so-called
audience getters, here's your pic-

ture.

Exploitation .... You might do well

to exploit this one in teaser fashion.

The title lends itself readily to a

variety of stunts. Have bill posters
placed prominently throughout the
town. They should contain merely
the words "Follow the lantern
through the dark" and to one side

of this line there might be tacked
a real lantern. Throwaways in the
shape of lanterns, with the teaser
line: "Are you traveling 'Through
the Dark,' might also arouse curi-

osity. Follow the stunts with regu-
lation announcements, names of the

cast, especially Colleen Moore,
mentioning her recent success
"Flaming Youth," and use a trailer.

Direction. .. .George Hill; good but
takes too long to reach climax.

Author Jack Boyle
Scenario Frances Marion
Cameramen . . L. W. O'Connell and
Al Ziegler

Photography All right
Locale San Francisco
Length : 7,999 feet.

"Hoodman Blind"
Fox

As a Whole.... CONVENTIONAL
HOKUM BUT WILL LIKELY
REGISTER SUCCESSFULLY
WITH THE AVERAGE PIC-
TURE AUDIENCE. HENRY
ARTHUR JONES' STORY OF
THE OLD FASHIONED, CUT-
AND-DRIED VARIETY.

Cast. . .Gladys Hulette gives the best
performance in dual role, giving
good distinction to each and mak-
ing her roles convincing. Marc
McDermott adequate as her scape-
grace father and Frank Campeau
a typical villain. David Butler a
regular he-man hero who has more
strength than common sense.
Others Regina Connelly, Trilby
Clark, Jack Walters, Eddie
Gribbon.

Type of Story. .. .Drama of the old
school order. Plot one of those
elaborately planned and planted af-

fairs in which the complications
keep piling on merely because the
characters fail to do the natural
thing and seldom apply any com-
mon sense to their actions with the
result that the plot thickens, the
intrigue of the villain becomes
more involved and things continue
to go from bad to worse until the
climax solution and the happy end-
ing. And at that there are still a
good majority of patrons who are
strong for this order of picture.
Director Ford tells it straight, with-
out any attempt to apologize for
the hokum.
You have a man who leaves his

wife and baby, goes off with an-
other, then leaves her. How the
old skin flint, in whose care the
girl is left, plans to get the man's
money for himself provides plenty
of excitement and thrills.

Box Office Angle The public usu-
ally favors these sensational hero-
heroine-villain entertainments and
so long as they provide action,

thrills and a touch of romance,
they're usually satisfied. "Hood-
man Blind" has all these require-
ments and a good cast to boot.

Exploitation One of the best ways
to interest them in "Hoodman
Blind" will be to show them a trail-

er of the storm sequence in which
the crew of the wrecked vessel is

brought ashore in a breeches-buoy
This sequence furnishes good thrills

and they'll probably be interested
to see the rest of the film. Talk
about Gladys Hulette's work and
use stills showing her in the two
different roles. The title can be
exploited in teaser fashion if you
care to arouse curiosity before an-
nouncing the showing. Post bills

containing the picture of a mask
and a big question mark. Below
have a picture puzzle made up of

drawings of a hood, a man (with
sight) and another man blind. Tell
them the pictures represent the title

of the film you will show.
Direction. . .John Ford; good, doesn't
waste footage.

Authors . . Henry Arthur Jones and
Wilson Barrett

Scenario Charles Kenyon
Cameraman .... Geo. Schneiderman
Photography All right

Locale Fishing village

Length 5,434 feet.

"Alimony"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole HACKNEYED
PLOT GIVEN VERY POOR
PRODUCTION AND A NOT
OVER CAPABLE CAST. GOOD
DIRECTION MIGHT HAVE
PUT THIS OVER FAIRLY
SATISFACTORILY.

Cast. .. .Jackie Saunders has a glori-

ous time of it in the climax when
her husband goes to shoot her
lover. Such overacting you sel-

dom see. Grace Darmond the best
in the cast. She tries very hard
but there are too many handicaps
for her to overcome. Warner Bax-
ter and Clyde Fillmore poorly suit-

ed and Ruby Miller a heavy, un-
attractive vamp.

Type of Story. . . .One of those grand
plots in which the villain cries "I
always get what I want" and then
when he finds he can't win the
wife of the man he made rich, he
proceeds to ruin him; but the faith-

ful little wife has a clever head on
her shoulders and saves the day
with the alimony money her hus-
band had given her. And that's

all there is to recommend "Ali-
mony"—the faithfulness of the

wife, played rather sincerely by
Grace Darmond whose perfor-
mance is the only one that could
be called satisfactory.

A. T. Locke, author of the piece,

can make no claims for originality

here. The idea has served time and
again for picture plays. Nor has
he given any new solution. Every-
thing happens along in the same
old way with the vamp and the
villain running true to form. Di-
rector James Home has certainly
failed to improve on the story. At
times it would almost seem that he
was off the "lot" when they made
the scene so badly do the players
behave.

Box Office Angle Suitable only
where you don't cater to a critical

audience. Or you will probably
find that a down town trade will

like the diet it offers. You can-
not show this to discriminating
patronage without hearing from
them.

Exploitation Plenty for you to

talk about to bring them in pro-
viding you want to. You can ad-
vertise the title effectively and in

catchy fashion by distributing stage
money bearing the line: "Here's
your 'Alimony.' What are you go-
ing to do with it? See what one
wife did in the picture at the blank
theater." There are no especially

well known names to use so you'll

have to stick to titles, stills, catch-
lines and the usual routine adver-
tising.

Direction James W. Home; or-

dinary.

Author A. T. Locke

Scenario .... Wyndham Gittens and
E. M. Ingleton

Cameraman Joseph DuBray
Art Director .... Wm. L. Heywood
Photography Average

Locale Any city

Length 6,917 feet.

"Thundergate"

First National

As a Whole.... ORIENTAL DRj
MA CONTAINING VERY FA1
FETCHED PLOT BUT WIL
PROBABLY DRAW WEL
WITH A GOOD MAJORIT
—ESPECIALLY THOSE WB
LIKE PLENTY OF INTRIGL
AND THRILLS.

Cast Owen Moore has a bu;
time of it playing a dual role, th

of Lord of Thundergate and al
a young American reared in Chir
Moore's performance quite intf

esting. Robert McKim up toT
usual villainy but he doesn't a

pear very often. Richard Cui
mings contributes some good coir

dy bits. Others Virginia Bro^
Faire, Edwin Booth Tilton, S;

via Breamer, Tully Marshall.

Type of Story Drama laid in t

Orient. The theme is quite fj

fetched but those who will ac«
it for the adventure and thrills d
it contains and not look too closi

for logic and plausibility, will

amply satisfied. There is cons
erable plotting and a great w
of intrigue in which an Americ
hero arouses from a drug stupor
find himself installed as the gr
Lord of Thundergate, a faction

China's old regime opposed to '

new Republic. Hero assumes
impersonation since it affords t

the oportunity to prove to the un
who cast him off, that he was j

neglectful of the latter's inter

in China and that the uncle's r

resentative had double crossed h

Of course there is a romance wo'
in that affords some more intrij

with the real Lord of Thunderg
returning to claim the white girl

had forced into marriage and v

now loves the American. Direc

De Grasse has dressed the st

attractively with settings and
tistic effects that give the pict

a good pictorial appeal.

Box Office Angle. . . .Where they
adventure stories and won't
it apart because this or that i

"possible," you can count
"Thundergate" getting by.

Exploitation. . . .Promises of a pici

with Oriental atmosphere are si

cient lure for many picture gO
There's something fascina'-

about them that attracts many
you might make it a point to C

centrate upon the locale, using s

prominently in the lobby an<

trailer of some of the more th

ing bits. Tell them about 0'

Moore's dual role. Decorate y
lobby with lanterns, etc. and t

your ushers in Chinese costui

Direction. .. .Joseph De Grasse;
plied good production.

Author Sidney Herschel St

Cameraman S. E. Landers-R
DeGrasse

Photography C

Locale C
Length 6,565

^
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(paramount(pictures

For Spring and Summer, 1924

(To Be Released One a Week Beginning March 1st.)

IS YOUR MILL ON A STREAM
THAT NEVER RUNS DRY?

THE wise miller gets his power from a stream he can depend upon—one that

furnishes steady power in the droughts of summer as well as in the floods of

spring.

Exhibitors are like millers. They depend upon producers for the power that

runs their theatres.

To be successful, a theatre must be furnished with a constant stream of

uniformly good motion pictures. Month in and month out the stream must
continue.

An "in and out" stream makes an "in and out" theatre—holding nobody's

good will, nobody's steady patronage.

The Paramount exhibitor has put his mill on a stream that never runs dry.

It's a Niagara of power, unceasing, steadily performing the work entrusted to it.

The greatest springs combine to feed this mighty stream, thousands of exhibitors

use its power.

It was no accident that Paramount produced last year the two greatest pictures

ever made—two pictures that have been and will continue to be of incalculable

value to the entire industry
—

"The Covered Wagon" and "The Ten Command-
ments."

Inspired by one aim, better pictures, Paramount has grown and developed, and

around these better pictures has grown the industry.

Paramount has never failed exhibitors. For ten years, the Paramount product

has been recognized as the finest all-round, high-class business-building picture

product in the industry. From eight years of continued national advertising the

name Paramount has been made synonymous in the public consciousness with

"the finest motion pictures." There is no doubt about that fact. You can test it

out for yourself.

And now for the spring and summer of 1924, Paramount is building as it has

built for twelve years, not for temporary success but for all time.

And the exhibitor who is building for the future must build upon that solid and

dependable rock to tap the stream that never runs dry.

Gparamount(pictures
(Produced by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.)
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Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.Laskypresent

ThomasMeighan
in

**

W

WriteYourOwnTicket
MEIGHAN is one of the few sure bets of the screen. Every

picture in which he stars is a certain success in advance.

"Write Your Own Ticket," is a virile crook story of the type of

"The Miracle Man." bristling with punch scenes and surprises.

Meighan oiiose it personally from over 150 stories which he con-

sidered. It was written by Laurie York Erskine and ran in

All-Story Weekly. Victor Heerman is directing, and the sup-

porting cast, which includes Virginia Valli, is AA1.

Meighan has the role of a New York underworld leader of power,

fearlessness and a splendid heart.

Here's money in the bank!

CC (paramount(picture
1 FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY CORPORATION Ml
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Adolph Zuhor and Jesse L.Lasb&present

a William de Mille
PRODUCTION

Icebound"
With

Lois Wilson ,Richard Dix
Supported by Vera Reynolds

*%,

IF you have played "Don't Call It Love," you know
William de Mille has struck his box-office stride and

is producing big money-makers. "Icebound" will be-

yond a doubt be the greatest de Mille box-office picture

of them all.

As a stage play, "Icebound" won the famous Pulitzer

Prize, given each year to the greatest American drama,

and ran over a year at the Harris Theatre, New York.

The story is about a girl who inherits a handsome but

wild young adventurer in a will and proceeds to make a

man out of him. From the play by Owen Davis.

Screen play by Clara Beranger.

*ot

CC (paramount(picture
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AdolpliZukor and Jesse Llaskyj>r*#ent

"Fair Week*
with

^Valter Hiers
Ar/A. ifas

COMEDY of thrills. Laughter interwoven in a satirical

^fashion of confidence-man melodrama, with scenes of broad

w

comedy, mingled with plentv ot action. The flight ^of the run-

away balloon, where Hiers rescues a little girl in mid air, the

remarkable fight in belfry, the small town locale and the roman-

tic reinstatement of the hero in the eyes of the community make
a most interesting comedy feature. Directed by Rob Wagner,

famous Saturday Evening Post writer, and written by Walter

Woods the man who adapted most of the James Cruze and Wallacj

Reid successes. This is a highly satisfactory feature in everv

way and is sure to give immense pleasure to picture-goers.

Ct (paramountQHcture
$ FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKYCORPORATION Mj
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Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.LasKy preset

Gloria Swanson
(i

in

uL Society Scandal
An Allan Dwan Production

/^^LORIA of "The Humming Bird," again in silks and laces,

^—
' Gloria in furbelows, Gloria wearing gowns as only she can

wear them! But the new, vital, flashing, dramatic Gloria that

you saw in "Zaza" and "The Humming Bird."

That's Gloria Swanson in "A Society Scandal," a great dramatic

comedy-romance of high life, love and divorce.

The supporting cast includes Rod La Rocque, of "Ten Com-
mandments" fame, Ricardo Cortez, Ida Waterman, Allan Simp-
son, Yvonne Hughes and Fraser Coulter. Produced by the man
who made "Robin Hood," "Zaza" and "Big Brother." Written
for the screen by Forrest Halsey. From Alfred Sutro's play,

"The Laughing Lady," in which Ethel Barrymore starred on the
stage.

& (paramountQ>icture
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Adolph Zukorand Jesse L.Lasky^w

A James Cruze Production
a

MAGNOLIA
By Booih TarMncfton

cWith 'Ernest Torrence, "Mary Ulster,

CuUenl.andisfPhyUis "Haver, "Noah "Beery

AFTER "The Covered Wagon," "Ruggles of Red Gap" and

"Hollywood," your patrons and you know what to expect

in a James Cruze production. His picturization of Booth Tark-

ington's latest and greatest stage play, "Magnolia," is destined to

be the biggest Cruze picture of them all.

"Magnolia" is a romantic drama of the old South, the South of

Mississippi steamboats, feuds and love. The hero" is a timid youth

who, under the jovial eye of a great gunfighter, is transformed

into a reckless dare-devil and thus wins the girl.

Cruze is producing this marvelous drama in the lower Mississippi

country with the great cast named above. Torrence has the

role of the gunfighter, his best since "The
-
Covered Wagon."

Adapted by Walter Woods.
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AdolpK Zvkor and Jesse LLasky present

Pola Negri
in a JLUBITSCH production

*MONTMARTRE /;

A STORY of the Parisian Latin Quarter—the artists' studios

/> and gilded cafes of Montmartre, a place of color and romance

and a vivid stage for both joyous comedy and sordid tragedy.

With Pola Negri as Yvette, the darling of the studios, a warm-
blooded, carefree grisette, to whom each day meant a new tilt

with men and fortune.

A splendidly produced photoolav made by Ernest Lubitsch,

who brought Pola Negri to stardom. A naming story of love

with Negri in a part exactly suited to her remarkable talent.

Vivid, colorful, living, vital, "Montmartre" will score a sensation

wherever played. Adapted from "The Flame" by John Miller.
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Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.Lasky present

JL George Melford
j. PRODUCTION ..

The Dawn ofa Tomorrow

^^Jacqueline Lodan
JACQUELINE Logan in one of the greatest roles of

fiction, suited to her as if written for her, a part

similar to the one she played in "The Light That
Failed," that of a girl too hopeful to despair, although
the morrow holds nothing for her. She comes to the
rescue of London's greatest man at a moment when
power and riches and responsibility combined have
forced him almost to the point of suicide. A story of

new life and regeneration, the supporting cast headed
by David Torrence and sumptuously produced.
By Frances Hodgson Burnett. Adapted by Harvey
Thew.
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Adolph. Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky- present

William S. Hart
in

*SinderJim McKee*
THE second William S. Hart picture since his

return to the screen, written by Mr. Hart
himself, with the supporting cast consisting of
Phyllis Haver, Ruth Miller, Bert Sprotte, George
Seigman and many others. A typical outdoor
Hart Western picture, with Mr. Hart in the sort

of role he likes best to play. If "Wild Bill

Hickok" was a success, this will be even more
so. A well developed human, vivid story, which
will please all lovers of William S. Hart.
By William S. Hart. Adapted by J.G. Hawks. Directed

by Clifford Smith. A William S. Hart Production.
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Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.Lasky present

Cecil B.De Mille's
'Production

icTriumph

"

cWith Xeatrice Joy ~ nod Za rlocque,

'Robert TJdeson

PHIS picture will be bigger than "Manslaughter!" Like
•* "Manslaughter," it is a strictly modern love story adapt-

ed from a Saturday Evening Post serial and novel. De Mille is

producing it with characteristic lavishness of cast, gowns and

settings, but devoting to it the same inspired talent and care

that he did to "The Ten Commandments
"

The story is about a strong man ruined by sudden wealth and

a weak man regenerated through the loss of his fortune, and
through a wonderful girl.

Besides the principals named above, the cast includes Theodore

Kosloff, Victor Varconi, and Charles Ogle. Screen play by

Jeanie Macpherson from the story and novel by May Edginton!

(X (paramountQicture
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AdolphZukor and Jesse L.Laslvy present

a Herbert Brenon production

The Breaking Point
with °

NITA NALDI - MATT MOORE
PATSY RUTH MILLER GEORGE FAWCETT

MONTH after month this great novel by Mary Roberts

Rinehart has been a best-seller throughout the country.

Practically every woman in America has read it or heard of it

favorably.

"The Breaking Point" is the story of a man who, after a wild

youth spent with wine, women and song, reforms and marries.

Memories of his old life suddenly come flooding back—with

dramatic and sensational results.

This picture, produced with the all-star cast partially named

above and by the director of "The Spanish Dancer" and "Sha-

dows of Paris," is bound to be one of the two or three great

pictures of the Spring.

Adapted by Julie Heme and Edfrid Bingham.
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AdolphZukorand Jesse L.Lasky present

Agnes Atres
Antonio Moreno

))m Bluff"
lA Sam Wood (Production

w

WHAT happens to a girl when she is thrown entirely

on her own resources in New York? when she
wants to be clean and honorable ? and when she wants
to make a success and the ordinary means to success are

denied her? This is a story of "Bluff" written by Rita
Weiman and Josephine Quirk, produced by Sam Wood,
who made "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" and played by a
great cast. A story of New York gorgeously produced
and having in it every element of motion picture appeal,

youth, beauty, romance, mystery, suspense, love in-

terest and a happy ending.

& (paramount(picture
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Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.Lashy present

Zane, Grey's

<%*WandeKiaftheWasteland

*

r
XJDith J^vckl Molt

an Irvin Willat production

HERE'S something that will amaze and delight the whole

screen world. A better Zane Grey story and even more

magnificent scenery than you saw in "The Heritage of the Desert,"

produced entirely in natural colors by the famous Technicolor

process! This will be unquestionably the most beautiful and the

most widely discussed picture of the whole season. Featuring

manly Jack Holt as a typical Zane Grey hero and directed by

the man who made "The Heritage of the Desert." Supported by

a marvelous cast and produced entirely in the Western locale of

the story.
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Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.Lashypresent

Pola Negrim
UMen 1t

IT'S the fiery, flashing, tigerish Pola Negri of old that
you'll see in "Men." Written and produced by

Dimitri Buchowetski, the great Polish director who
made "Peter the Great." Made in the Lasky studio
with an all-American supporting cast, this picture will

exceed anything Miss Negri has yet done for dramatic
fervor and lavishness of production.

Pola has the role of a famous beauty with many loves

and adventures. The cast will be composed exclusively

of big box-office names.
"Men" will undoubtedly be the biggest Negri picture

of them all, not excepting "Passion." Adapted by
Paul Bern.
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Adolpli Zukorand Jesse ILashj present

Dorothy Dalton
in a Ralph Ince production

The Moral Sinner"
PRODUCED from the great drama that was one of Mrs. Fiske's

most popular stage plays. A story remarkable for its accu-

racy, its beauty, its depiction of modern Parisian life, and the

simple sincerity of its cnaracters. A story of real human emotion

and real, vigorous human beings, not mere movie puppets. And
a great box-office title. A mystery taie adapted by J. Clarkson

Miller from "Leah Kleschna," the play by C. M. S. McClellan.

Cast includes James Rennie, Paul McAllister and Alphonz Ethier.

w
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Adolpii Zukor and Jesse L.Iasky present

Leatrice Joy
in *J

Take It or Leave It
a Joseph Henabery production

//

PRODUCERS don't'make stars. Exhibitors don't make them
either. The public makes them. The public has been hail-

ing Leatrice Joy as a star ever since her wonderful work in "Man-
slaughter." Her performance in "The Ten Commandments" is

one of the few superfine characterizations in screen history.

You have been putting Miss Joy's name in electric lights for

many months now. We do not "make" her a star. We simply
officially recognize the fact that the public has long hailed this

beautiful and splendidly talented actress as a star and bill her
as such.

"Take It or Leave It," Miss Joy's first starring picture, will

establish her more firmly than ever with the public. It is a

great love-drama produced by the man who made "The
Stranger."
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Adolph. Zukor and Jesse L.Lasky vreseni

a William de Mille
jproduciion

In The First Deoree*
A REMARKABLE mystery story of a lovable old

-**• man who proves to be a blundering sort of detective

and in a humorous but determined way solves the

mystery of the murder of his own brother. A picture of

romance, intrigue, some scenes chilly and uncanny but

with the same mingling of love, comedy and pathos as

distinguished "Grumpy, "yet a story different entirely,

resembling "Grumpy" only in its elements of sim-

plicity and appeal. Written by Clara Beranger espe-

cially for William de Mille and played by a typical

William de Mille cast.
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Adolph Zvihor and Jesse LL&skypresent

"The Code ofthe Sea
1A)ilh

Rod La. Roc^xje
(Jl "VlCXOIVFLEMING (Production

THE hero of "The Ten Commandments" in a story written

by Byron Morgan, the author of the Wallace Reid auto

successes, and produced by the director of "The Call of the Can-

yon." A great story of the Marine Light Ship service, wherein

a young man is called on in the most dramatic possible a situation

to fight off the call of the blood and the call of his own heart.

Situation piles on situation, tempest on tempest, until a climax

such as is given few melodramatic stories. Mr. Fleming has

called to his aid all the resources of the Government Light Ship

Service, and the best of the Pacific Coast ships. Some startling

new features will be shown in this picture, a melodrama of the sea,

vivid, real, awe-inspiring. Scenario by Bertram Milhauser.
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"The Age of Desire"
Producer: Arthur Jacobs

Distributor: First National

\s a Whole.... HAS EFFECTIVE
AUDIENCE APPEAL AND
GOOD HEART INTEREST IN
ITS MOTHER LOVE ANGLE;
A WELL SUITED AND CAPA-
BLE CAST AND FIRST RATE
PRODUCTION ALSO.

2ast Myrtle Stedman particular-

ly capable of putting over this type

of mother role. Poorly photo-
graphed, however. William Collier,

Jr. very good as her son and Mary
Philbin a charming sweetheart.

Others Josef Swickard, Frank
Truesdell, Baby Bruce Guerin,

Frankie Lee.

Type of Story. .. .Drama. Woman
deserts little son to marry rich man
and in after years tries to satisfy

her yearning by finding her son.

How she accomplishes this but is

eventually confronted by her hus-

band who refuses to accept her son
is followed by the reformation of

the boy, who had become a crook,

sand a general reunion when his

mother's husband agrees to accept
him and his sweetheart takes him
back. Frank Borzage doesn't usu-
ally have such conventional mate-
rial but his skillful treatment and
capable handling of the story, cov-

ers up its triteness and makes it

effective and pleasing entertain

ment that should be agreeably re-

ceived by the majority. He has
injected a splendid heart interest

through the mother love angle and
gotten over a few more or less il-

logical steps in the development
without making them especially

prominent. He has secured a well
suited cast which he uses to ad-

vantage and his production is all

that could be desired.

!ox Office Angle Should pull

satisfactorily with the average au-
dience. It contains the right appeal
for the masses and you can count
on the mother love business to give
it a proper tone, sufficient to offset

the blackmail sequence improba-
bilities. The cast will please.

Exploitation ... A catchy title should
afford you many means of profit-

able advertising. Throw-aways can
contain lines such as: 'Women
call it 'desire.' Philosophers call

it 'discontent.' Find the answer
for yourself in Frank Borzage's
production 'The Age of Desire."

Or, "She gave up her son in order
to obtain riches. Was she happy
then? Which is to be more de-
sired, wealth or happiness? A trip

to the blank theater where 'The
Age of Desire' is playing, will con-
vince you." Use the names of
those in the cast especially Myrtle
Stedman—recalling her work in

"The Dangerous Age" and "The
Famous Mrs. Fair," also Mary
Philbin. They'll remember her for

"Merry-Go-Round."
•irection Frank Borzage; quite

capable.

uthor Dixie Willson

cenario Mary O'Hara
ameraman Chester Lyons
ocale Any city

ength 5,174 feet.

Jack Hoxie in

"The Man from Wyoming"
Universal

As a Whole. . . .AVERAGE WEST-
ERN FEATURE THAT
BOASTS OF SOME GOOD AC.
TION BUT NOT VERY MUCH
THAT'S NEW IN ITS SITUA-
TIONS.

Star. . . .Hasn't as good a story as he
had in "The Red Warning," his

last vehicle, but makes the most of

opportunities that come his way.
His action bits well handled and
he's quite likeable except where
they give him close-ups in which
he poses too much.

Cast Lillian Rich would be a lot

better if she didn't look so soulful.

The role doesn't call for it but most
of the time she looks very sad.

Claude Payton the regulation vil-

lain. Others in the supporting
company the usual western types.

Type of Story. .Western; a familiar

story of a feud betweeen cattle and
sheep herders, based on the once
bitter fight between these two facr

tions. The cattle rangers had every-

thing their own way until the sheep
herders arrived to share the great
open spaces of Wyoming. Upon
this they build a rather convention-
al plot in which an ex-convict, to

'keep from being exposed, is forced

to assume the ownership of villain's

sheep herd and suffer the antagon-
ism of an adjacent cattle raiser.

The latter is killed from ambush by
villain but the blame goes to hero.

Later he is given a chance to clear

himself and wins the love of the

girl who falls heir to the cattle

ranch after he has saved her from
the villain. There are intermittent

bits of action and the story moves
along at a satisfactory pace. Some
of hero's remarkable victories over
his enemies are so improbable as

to be rather humorous.

Box Office Angle All right for

western fans and the action lovers.

An average picture of its kind. You
know best how to handle it.

Exploitation ....If you succeeded in

getting them interested in Jack
Hoxie, a comparatively new por-
trayer of western roles, and they've

seen him in "Don Quickshot of the

Rio Grande" and "The Red Warn-
ing," let them know that he will

will appear at your theater in his

latest Universal release, "The Man
from Wyoming." Universal's press

sheet offers contest suggestions

that cannot be explained here but
might well be taken advantage of.

Run a trailer showing them a few
of the more exciting moments in the

picture.

The familiar stunt of having a

cowboy on horseback driving about
town will also be good advertising.

He should display signs reading:
" 'The Man From Wyoming' is in

town. See him in action at the

blank theater on (date)."

Direction. . .Robert North Bradbury;
usually satisfactory.

Author Wm. McLeod Raine
Scenario Isadore Bernstein
Cameraman Merritt Gerstad
Photography All right

Locale Wyoming
Length 4,717 feet

Current Releases
ALLIED PRODUCERS &

DISTRIBUTORS
Reviewed

The Valley of the Wolf, (Jack Pick-
ford . . ;

ARROW
At Devil's Gorge
The Sting of the Scorpion

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
The Extra Girl (Mabel Normand) . . .

The Miracle Makers

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
Anna Christie 11-25-23
Chasity (Katherine MacDonald) . . .

The Eternal City 11-11-23
Flaming Youth 11-18-23
Her Temporary Husband 12-16-23
Jealous Husbands
Ponjola 11-11-23
Thundergate .

Twer.ty-One 11-25-23
The Wanters
When a Man's a Man
The Dangerous Maid (Constance
Talmadge) 12-16-23

Boy of Mine 12-30-23
The Song of Love (Norma Tal-
madge) 1-13-24

The Love Master
Black Oxen 1-13-24

C. B. C.
Innocence
The Marriage Market
The Barefoot Boy •

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Big Brother 12-20-2 J
Call of the Canyon 12-16-23
His Children's Children 11-11-23
The Light that Failed 12-2-23
Stephen Steps 1 Out (Doug. Fair-
banks Jr.) 11-25-23

To the Ladies 11-2-25
West of the Water Tower (Glenn
Hunter) 1- 6-24

Wild Bill Hickok (Wm. S. Hart) ... 11-25-23
Woman Proof (Thomas Meighan) . . . 11- 4-23

Don't Call It Love 12-30-23

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Alin-ony
Blow Your Own Horn 11- 4-23
Breaking Into Society
The Dancer of the Nile 11-18-23
Eashionable Fakirs
The Love Pirate 11-11-23

The Mailman 12- 2-23

Judgment of the Storm 12-30-23
The Lullaby 1-6-24
Phantom Justice 1-13-24

FOX
Big Dan (Chas. Jones) 10-28-23
Cameo Kirby (John Gilbert) 10-21-23
The Exiles (John Gilbert
The Governor's Lady 12-23-23
The Grail (Dustin Farnum) 12-23-23
Mile-a-Minute-Romeo (Tom Mix)...
Six Cylinder Love (Ernest Truex) ..12- 9-23

When Odds Are Even (Wm. Rus-
sell) 11-25-23

You Can't Get Away With It

This Freedom 12- 9-23

The Shepherd King 12-16-23

Cupid's Fireman (Chas. Jones.) 12-16-23
Gentle Julia 1- 6-24

GOLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN
The Day of Faith 12- 2-23

In the Palace of the King 12- 9-23

Name the Man
The Rendezvous 11- 6-24

A Slave of Desire 12-16-23
The Steadfast Heart 12-30-23

Under The Red Robe 11-18-23

The Great White Way 1-13-24

Reno 1-13-24

W. W. HODKINSON
The Old Fool 12-23-23

Grit 1- 6-24

METRO
Fashion Row (Mae Murray) 12- 2-23

In Search of a Thrill (Viola Dana).. 11- 4-23

Long Live the King (Jackie Coogan).ll- 4-23

The Man Life Passed By 12-23-23

Our Hospitality 11-18-23

Pleasure Mad -. 11-11-23

Half-A-Dollar-Bill 12- 9-23

The Heart Bandit 1-13-24

PATHE EXCHANGE
The Way of a Man 11-18-23

PREFERRED
April Showers 11-11-18

Maytirae 12- 2-23

Poisoned Paradise

PRINCIPAL
Mind Over Motor

SELZNICK
Bag and Baggage
A Prince of a King 12-30-23
Broadway Broke 12-30-23
Defying Destiny 1-13-24
Woman to Woman (Betty Compson)

UNITED ARTISTS
A Woman of Paris 10- 7-23

UNIVERSAL
Crooked Alley 12- 2-23
His Mystery Girl (Herbert Rawlin-

son) 12-23-23
Men in the Raw (Jack Hoxie) 11- 4-23
Million to Burn (Herbert Rawlinson) . 11- 4-23
The Near Lady (Gladys Walton) 12- 2-23
Pure Grit
The Red Warning (Jack Hoxie) 12- 9-23
Hook and Ladder (Hoot Gibson) .... 1- 6-24
The Whispered Name 1-13-24

Jewel Prod.
White Tiger (Priscilla Dean) 11-18-23
A Lady of Quality 12-16-23

VITAGRAPH
Let Not Man Put Asunder
The Man From Brodney's 12- -23

On the Banks of the Wabash 10-28-23
Pioneer Trails 10-21-23
The Leavenworth Case 11-18-23

WARNER BROTHERS
Conductor 1492
The Country Kid 11- 4-23
Lucretia Lombard 12-23-23
Tiger Rose 12- 9-23

STATE RIGHTS' RELEASE
The Way Men Love (Grand-Asher) . .11- 4-23
Let's Go (Truart) 11-11-23
The Mask of Lopez (Monogram) 1125-23
Why Women Re-Marry (Asso. Photo-

plays) 11-25-23
The Unknown Purple (Truart) 12- 2-23
You Are in Danger (Blair-Coan) 12- 2-23
The Satin Girl (Grand-Asher) 12- 9-23
The Daring Years (Equity) 12-9-23
The Whipping Boss (Monogram) 12-16-23
Enemies of Children (Mammoth) 12-16-23
The Marriage Market (C. B. C.) 12-23-23
The Veil of Happiness (E. L. Klein) .12-23-23
After the Ball (Anderson)
The Supreme Test (Comosart) 12-23-23
Other Men's Daughters (Grand-Asher) 12-30-23
Three Miles Out (Kenma) 1- 6-24
Restless Wives (C. C. Burr) 1- 6-24

Big New House For Kansas City?
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo.—The Werby
Brothers, David and Jacob, are re-

ported thinking of erecting a large

picture house on their 39th and Main
St. property. The pair originally con-
ducted the Coliseum which was re-

cently destroyed by fire.

Co-operating For Tax Repeal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Clark Howell, editor of

the Atlanta Constitution, has pledged
his editorial support to the repeal of

the admission tax. He is incidentally

Democratic National Chairman.

Won't Ban Normand Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Camden, N. J.—The Camden Board
of Censors has decided that films in

which Mabel Normand appears will

not be banned in this city. A special

meeting was called to settle the ques-
tion.

Vandette Atlanta Closed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—The old Vaudette, under
lease to Southern Enterprises, has
been turned over to the J. M. High
department store interests who will

build an addition to their store on the

site.

To Show Films To Farmers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Santa Paula, Cal.—The State Ag-
riculture Commission is arranging to

show a series of educational pictures

to the farmers of this county. The
Commission has a number of pictures

of this type and will show them to

agricultural communities throughout
the state.
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Opinions on the Quality of Pictures
Has the quality of pictures advanced or is it a standstill was

the question put to a representative number of fans through a

questionnaire of THE FILM DAILY. The survey was made
with the co-operation of several hundred theaters throughout the

country and has revealed a mass of extremely interesting infor-

mation relative to picture values. Some of the replies are found
below

:

"Not much change in quality last 6 years."—University of Wisconsin, Mad-
ison, Wis.

"Advanced."—Nat Golden, 717 Vernon St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"I think the quality is advancing."—Dr. W. H. McMaster, Pres. Mt. Union
College, Alliance, Ohio.

"Better class films have advanced."—Mrs. Benjamin T. Rochester, 1022 So.
18th St., Birmingham, Ala.

"Advanced."—E. D. Turner, Mgr. Imperial Theater, Asheville, N. C.

"Some are better—especially the expensive type like 'The Covered Wagon.' "

—Illinois State Normal University, Normal, 111.

"Not advanced very much."—Rev. Paul L. Grove, Redwood Falls, Minn.

"Advanced."—A. Angold Brown, Pastor St. Luke Cong. Church, New
Orleans, La.

"Some improvement in last 5 years."—T. A. Tripp, Pres. Oklahoma C. E.
Union, Oklahoma City, Okla.

"The quality of pictures have advanced."—Lloyd V. Almirall, Harvey
School, Hawthorne, N. Y.

"They have advanced considerably, witness 'The Covered Wagon.' "—E. N.
DeSoto, 8 Dellwood Rd., Hasbrouck Hill, Staten Island, N. Y.

"Showing some advancement."—Wm. G. Taylor, V. P. Delaware Trust Co.,

Wilmington, Del.
"Advanced markedly."—Rabbi Lee J. Levinger, 90S Van Buren St., Wil-

mington, Del.
"Can't see much change except in price."—W. F. Harris, Palace Theater,

Petersburg, Va.
"Yes, they have advanced."—Rialto Theater, Clinton, Iowa.
"I believe the quality has advanced materially."—A. O. Grier, City Editor,

Every Evening, Wilmington, Del. <

"Quality today is far better than those of other years. I consider that mo-
tion pictures are constantly improving in every way."—Mrs. James
T. Chandler, Jr., 214 W. Ninth St., Wilmington, Del.

"Noticeable improvement in this season's product."—Mgr. Palace-Orpheum
Theater, Milwaukee, Wis.

"Distinct advancement, with exceptions of course."—Mrs. Louis Jersawit,

485 Central Park West, N. Y. C.
"Standstill."—W. T. White, Birmingham, Ala.
"This season at a standstill."—Harry T. Wasserman, Mgr. Eagle Theater,

Roxbury, Mass.
"No improvement."—President Mass. Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass.
"There is on the whole an advance in moral quality."—Rev. Ed. W. Sco-

field, D.D., 155 So. Church St., Goshen, N. Y.
"Some are better but apparently the mass no."—A banker.
"Advancing steadily, to my mind."—M. Caroline Bell, 430 E. Lafayette

Ave., Baltimore, Md.
"Improving slowly."-—California Polytechnic School, San Luis Obispo, Cal.

"Advanced."—Virginia Theater, Hazard, Ky.
"Generally advanced."—A teacher.

"With notable exceptions they are going back."—C. C. Marshall, Methodist
Episcopal Church, Bridgeport, Conn.

"I think they are certainly better than they were. There is still son
very poor work being done and some poor judgment used."—F. I

Woll, Associate Professor, College City of N. Y., N. Y. C.

"At a standstill."—Frank N. Freeman, University of Chicago, Chicago,
1'Jjj

"They are worse now than they were before."—Louis Frohman, 209 Greet
mount Ave., Baltimore, Md.

"Advanced."—Miss Edna Hatfield Edmondson, Indiana University, Bloor
ington, Ind.

"They have a little."—Rev. D. M. Johnson, St. Ignatius Rectory, 65:

Glenwood Ave., Chicago, 111.

"Marked advances have been evident."-—Henry E. Bliss, College of Ci
of N. Y.

"They have advanced."—Office of the Dean, University of 111., Urbana, I

"In the main I think they have advanced slightly."—John C. Ruckelshai I

Attorney Indiana Trust Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
"Advanced."—South Boston Amusement Co., South Boston, Va.
"Much advanced artistically."—Rev. Ambard M. Blackford, Chairma

Reviewing Committee, Better Films Commt. of Jacksonville, Fla.

"Quality in technical details of mechanics, scenic designs, bizarre novelti

and charlatanry have vasted advanced. The subject matter of t

pictures has retrograded. Take 'Jazzmania' for instance and Glo!

Swanson's wardrobe exhibits. The fundamental basis of a pictifj

is commercial. It is made to please the mob-mind and the m
is located on a plane lower than any individual constituting tl

horde. A picture is intended to give the people what they wj
and what people want is a gratification of the senses and not
appeal to their heroism, ideals or to beauty."—Rabbi Joseph Leis
Beth El Congregation, Helena, Ark.

"Advanced."—Rev. E. D. Spiller, Lanesboro, Iowa.
"Advanced."—Bureau of Visual Inst. Extensive Division, Indiana U

versity, Bloomington, Ind.

"About a standstill."—Kansas State Theaters College of Pittsburji

Kansas.
"I believe the exhibitions in Ohio have improved much in two years."—

M. Rowley, Bedford, Ohio.
"Advanced."—Maude Richman, State Supervisor of H. E., Oklahoma C:

Okla.
"Standstill."—A. B. Meyer, Tell City, Ind.

"Advanced."—Mrs. Joseph E. Friend, 1807 Palmer Ave., New Orleans,
\

"Advanced."—B. P. Donovan-Equitable Trust Co., S. E. cor. Fayettei

Calvert Sts., Baltimore, Md.
"If we look back over a period of years, the pictures have advanced. ]

the average pictures at present however, improvement might be mac
—Mrs. Arthur Twining, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

"Advanced."-—A lawyer.
"Advanced."—Mrs. Bloomfield Moore, Sec. Ind. Indorsers of PhotopU
"Bigger and Better than ever."—New Grand Central Theatre, Grand Bl

at Lucas Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
"The quality of pictures has undoubtedly advanced during the last y

or two. I asked this question of a group of men and wor
recently and the answer in the affirmative was unanimous."—E.

Higbie, Pres., Eastern South Dakota State Normal School, Madis
"Mechanically, much; from a dramatic standpoint, not so much."—E.

Dysinger, Fullerton High School, Fullerton, Cal.

"Still, except on high psychic phenomena."—The Lowe Observatory,

Lowe, Cal.

"Can see little change, except in large films."—A teacher.

"They advanced considerably."—Rabbi Raphael Goldenstein, Temple I

Israel, Pasadena, Cal.

:

$300,000 Involved In Coast Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berkeley, Cal.—Negotiations are

about completed for the transfer of

the U. C. and Berkeley theaters to

E. H. Emmick, by A. H. Moore and

J. T. Dean, owners of the Berkeley,
and lessees of the U. C. Emmick is

representing two new theater corpo-
rations, who take over the Berkeley
on a 15 year lease and acquire the

U. C. term of 13^ years.

Oklahoma City—Barclay Morgan,
who is interested in the Morgan and
Yale at Henryetta, with Charles
Blaine, has purchased the Cozy from
John Feeney. The latter will short-

ly open a new house at Okmulgee.

Varner Assisting In Tax Fight
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbia, S. C.—Tom Varner, of

the legal department of Southern
Enterprises is here helping South
Carolina exhibitors repeal the 10%
state tax which went into effect Jan
1.

Another New One For Miami
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Miami—A new addition to list

of new theaters will be made in the

near future. O. B. Furry will erect

a new open air house at Ocean Drive
and First St.

Walton, N. Y.—Frank S. Medrick
has sold the theater here to William
Smalley.

At Work on "Borrowed Husbands"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Vitagraph has select-

ed an all star cast for "Borrowed
Husbands," which David Smith is

producing. Florence Vidor, Rockcliffe

Fellowes, Earle Williams, Robert
Gordon and Kathryn Adams are in

leading parts.

Work Starts on New 'Change
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Construction work on the

new exchange building which Arthur
C. Bromberg is erecting has started.

The structure will be ready in March.

Maderia, Cal.—A pipe organ is

being installed in the new theater

here.

Two Theaters Burn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Medford, Ore.—Flames enti

gutted the Page a few days ago.

Bluefield, W. Va.—Fire origins

in the basement of the Granc
Northfolk, McDowell County, ca

an estimated damage of $5,000.

Changes in the Field

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—J. Sharkey, boc

and C. R. Baines, salesman, in

local F. B. O. office, have both jc

Hodkinson.

ita

Atlanta—David Ross, formed I

Goldwyn, has joined Dave Pri
J

sales force, at Famous.
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Week's Headlines

Monday
C. Pettijohn conferring with Re-

can National Committee on legislation

irning pictures.

ident M. P. Prod, and Dist. Ass'n
up uniform contract to govern deal-

in the state right field.

blic discusses types of pictures through
ionnaire.

Tuesday
;gton favors lifting of taxes on ad-

ons as high as fifty cents. Public

ng before House Ways and Means
nittee.

'rosland Prod, for Hodkinson release,

two to star Betty Compson.
Juimby joins Universal as short sub-

sales manager,
import duties lifted, until productions

lither passed or rejected by censors.

Wednesday
Curtis of Kansas would amend rev-

bill to collect five cent tax on each
ty-five cent admission. Money would
sed for soldiers' bonus.
I A. Brady reported about to resume
re production. "Simon Called Peter"
irst.

Moss and Charles C. Burr contempla-
joint production plan.

'Jational to bring all of its own pro-
ig units East, with the exception of

Thursday
ral to increase its Jewel output to

^r-six pictures. Means added pro-
jction budget of $3,000,000 yearly.
.Schulberg takes over Hollywood Stu-
on Coast. Will make eighteen pic-

for Preferred next year,

ilson about to close deal with Arrow
wenty-six features and three serials,

ant changes in personnel reported in

us-Lasky Film Service Co., Ltd.

—

nount's English distributor,
.contract of I. M. P. P. D. A. con-
interesting clauses relative to book-
and rights when exchange defaults
|reement.
Players sales convention starts. Sev-

ive attending.

Friday
Players to release picture weekly
March 3 to July 1. "Montmartre,"
ng Pola Negri and produced in Ger-
by Ernst Lubitsch on list.

inhardt signs contract with William
alph Hearst to direct Marion Davies.
ill make one picture a year for five

A. Brady addressing I. M. P. P.
.. urges them to stick to their in-

n and develop the independent field.

• conference with Hodkinson relative

5 own pictures,
!ampton to star in two more pictures
Earners'

Saturday
Owners' Dist. Corp. frames new

m contract with objectionable clauses
ed.

S. Hervey and Wm. O. Hurst form
rn Productions. Hurst to make
for Principal.

'hanges In Fox Personnel

lam J. Kupper, former man-
the Fox Pittsburgh exchange
assistant to Richard A. White,

1 sales manager. Harry E.
s, city salesman in Pittsburgh

" leral years has been appointed
er .

Rudolph has been appointed
;r of the Buffalo office in the
2 of Clayton P. Sheehan who
ing a trip through Europe in

erests of the company.

Four Join Celebrated
fecial to THE FILM DAILY)
igo— F. O. Neilson, formerly

, nanager for Universal ; Paul

i

formerly sales manager for

an Pictures and Ralph Simons
)ined the sales forces of the

tifted Players. Mort Hanock,
y of Goldwyn, has also joined
ted.

Short Subjects
"The Frontier Woman"—Chronicles

of America—Pathe

Worth-while Historical Drama

Type of production. .3 reel historical

drama

Historically correct, well acted and
produced, "The Chronicles of Ameri-
ca" series which Pathe are releasing,

and of which this is a part, are very
worth-while. They offer, also, to the

wide-awake exhibitor, an excellent

means of tying up with and obtain-

ing the cooperation of local patri-

otic organizations, schools, colleges,

American legion posts, etc. In "The
Frontier Woman"—the story of the

trials of a settler's wife in the days
of the Revolution and the hostile

Cherokee Indians—the part played
by the brave hearted women in the

founding of this country is brought
out very strikingly. A desirable

short subject for any program.

"Neck and Neck"—Mermaid—Edu-
cational

Should Find Favor

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
: This is the sort of comedy that

is generally well-liked, and it cer-

tainly does contain plenty of fast ac-

tion, quick laughs, and slapstick of

an amusing variety. It is a Jack
White production with Lige Conley,
directed by Fred Hibbard and pho-
tographed by Francis Corby. The
business dealing with a homely girl's

efforts to attract a man—any man

—

]s not particularly new, but it is laugh-
ble as presented here. The boat
ace sequence is a new twist. In
his, the boat that Conley is rowing
uddenly bends in the middle and in

pite of all his efforts simply goes
iround in a circle. This bit is very
flovel. Altogether a comedy that will

lj>e liked.

"Aggravating Papa"—Christi

Educational

Much Helter-skelter Action

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy

Much- running around by all mem-
bers of the cast which includes Duane
Thompson, the girl, George Pearce,
her father, who forbids her to see

Jimmie Adams, her ardent suitor and
owner of a drug store, and his Bel-
gian wolf-hound, Peter the Great,
comprise most of the plot and action

of this Christie comedy. Getting into

a rage because he finds Jimmy and
his dog calling on his daughter,
father contracts a terrible headache.
Daughter goes to Jimmy's store for

some headache powders and Jimmy
discovers after she has left with them
that he has put arsenic into them

—

or. thinks he has. Thereupon ensues
much helter-skelter action to pre-

vent father from taking them. The
cast works very well as a whole, and
the dog exhibits considerable intelli-

gence.

"The Broncho Express"—Jos. M.
Schenck—Educ'l

Fine Pantomime Work
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy

Written, directed and played by
Clyde Cook, "The Broncho Express"
offers some enjoyable humor. All

of this is due, however, to Cook's
fine conception of the art of panto-
mime. All his laughs are gotten over
by means of this. For instance, his

funny bewilderment when the bad
man of the west shoots his bowtie off.

He feels of his ear, and looks ques-
tioningly at the shooter, of his nose,

and repeats the look, of his hat, and
still looking his question, finally dis-

covers that his tie is missing. Fine
stuff. The comedy deals with Cook's
efforts to exist in the wild west of the

60's, where, as a title gives it, "men
are men and women are women—be-

cause they can't help themselves."

"Help One Another"—Hal Roach—
Pathe

Good Number of Good Series

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
If you aren't playing the "Spat

Family" series, you are overlooking
one of the most amusing series of

comedies on the market. There are

only three people in the cast—-Mr.

and Mrs. Tewksbury Spat and
Brother Ambrose—but they are suffi-

cient unto themselves. The discord

that arises between them, the manner
in which each thinks they "know it

all" and can do everything perfectly,

and the contain mishaps that occur
will bring forth spontaneous laugh-

ter from any audience. In this num-
ber they decide to paint their coun-
try house. And after that one de-

cision—discord -reigns supreme.
Everything that. can possibly happen,
happens, except the painting of the

house. Very ariiusing.

"The Mandarin"—Universal

Amusing Nonsense

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy

Once again Neely Edwards and
Bert Roach are seen as the happy-
go-lucky pair of tramps, always try-

ing to beg. borrow or bluff the price

6f a meal. The gags in this reel

sometimes approach the nonsensical

but the easy way in which the team
puts them over makes them register

effectively. The facial expressions of

both Edwards and Roach are first-

rate. Richard Smith directed.

"Pen and Ink Vaudeville". Earl Hurd
Amusing Cartoon Number

Type of production 1 reel cartoon

To get the most out of this Earl

Hurd cartoon you'll have to have an
orchestra. It can be used without it,

of course, but not to as good advan-
tage. The reel consists of a bur-

lesque on a vaudeville show with the

orchestra providing a wild accom-
paniment to the various acts, all of

which are humorously sketched and
naturally much exaggerated. It's a

good novelty number that will give
your program variation and offers a
good number of laughs.

"The Butterfly"—Secrets of Life-
Educational

Highly Interesting

Type of production. 2 reel educational

Louis H. Tolhurst's microscopic
lens delves this time into the life his-

tory of the butterfly—one of the most
fascinating evolutions of nature. In
this reel is shown in the most com-
plete detail, with every step explained
by means of first-rate titling, first the

grotesque caterpillar, hatched from
a butterfly's egg, then the manner in

which it spins its silken cocoon, then
the finished cocoon and lastly the
butterfly. The butterfly emerging
from the cocoon is not shown, how-
ever, although numerous types and
kinds of butterflies are picturized and
even the construction of their wings
given in detail.

"One of the Family"—Hal Roach—
Pathe

Not Much—But Pleasing

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
Charley Chase's second comedy for

Pathe is a nice little one-reeler.
Chase is provided with a good sup-
porting cast that helps considerably.
Particularly is this true in the se-

quence where Chase, a good looking
chauffeur hired to make his mistress's
husband jealous—is taken home to
dinner by the pretty little maid whose
parents are decidedly Irish. The way
the family imitate his manners at the
table will certainly bring forth the
laughs. Nothing much to it, but 'it's

pleasing.

"A White Wing Monkey"—Universal

A Clever Monk
Type of production .... 1 reel comedy
Joe Martin, the well-known monk,

is seen for the first time in quite a

while in this Universal one reeler.

His work is exceedingly good, but
he shares the picture with several

lions which romp around and pre-

sumably scare everyone to death. On
the whole, however, this will be found
an entirely satisfactory short reel.

Won't Ban Normand Films Yet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago-—Until investigation of the

Normand affair is made, the Illinois

Federation of Women's Clubs refuses

to approve the resolution recommend-
ing that pictures in which the star

appears be banned Jn this state.

Williams Denies Report

i J. D. Williams denies the report

that appeared in the Journal on Fri-

day to the effect that Henry King
would direct Rudolph Valentino's

first for Ritz.

"Leather Pushers" Series Finished

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Filming of "Big Boy
Blue," the sixth and last production

of Universal's first series of "Leather

Pushers" starring Billy Sullivan, has

iust been completed.
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49 Features Reviewed In 15 Citie
"Anna Christie"— 1st Nat'l

State, Minneapolis

STAR—It is one of the most satisfactory
transcriptions of a stage-play or novel ever
exhibited in Minneapolis. * * * the cast does
some excellent character portrayal—something
seldom seen in the movies. The acting of

Marion is perfect.

TRIBl'NE (MORNING)—* * * gives an
authentic interpretation of the drama and
displays a colorful background which enhances
the story.

"The Bad Man"— 1st Nat'l

Strand, Cincinnati

POST—* * * is one of the most enjoyable
comedy dramas in many moons. Blinn, * * *

has the title role, and his characterization
* * * is very amusing.

TIMES-STAR—There is every reason to

believe that Mr. Blinn's artistic translation

of this character into photoplay form will

rank as one of the best film achievements
of the year.

"Big Brother"—F. P.-L.

Columbia, Washington

POST—The usual play of propaganda is

unconvincing or dull, but such is not the case

here, * * *

Some of the best acting the local screen
has shown this year is on view, * * *

STAR—Although Mr. Moore has the lead-

ing role, he is almost outshone in acting by
a new screen prodigy, Mickey Bennett by

"Black Oxen"—1st Nat'l

Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * an excellent pho-
toplay and is unusually faithful to the
novel. The changes are few and unimportant.
* * * Miss Griffith, beautiful as always,
enacted the difficult role with skill and un-
derstanding, but she does not look the part.
* * •

The real star of the picture is little Clara
Bow. * * *

NEWS—By giving the story a long im-

aginative handicap, the average spectator will

find it very acceptable screen amusement.
Certainly the book has been followed closely

and every important playing role has been
exceptionally well handled. * * * Corinne
Giiffith is very much the whole thing in

"Black Oxen." She is beautiful, sweet and
cynical as the situation demands * * *

TIMES—In the ten years we have been
reviewing pictures we haven't seen "Black
Oxen's" superior as genuine screen entertain-

ment. We have seen more spectacular drama,
we have seen more massive productions, we
have seen more thrilling plot material, but
—never have we seen a picture better di-

rected, acted or produced or carrying a bigger
universal theme * * *

Metropolitan, Washington

POST—In fact, one of the most pleasing
featmes of the screen version is the accuracy
with which it follows the action of the

book.
Veracity is not, as is all too often the

case, sacrified in the interest of a sugar-
coated ending. * * *

The play is very much Conway Tearle and
Corinne Groffith.

STAR—A carefully selected cast adds much
to the picture, Corinne Griffith does her
best work on the screen so far * * *

A commendable feature of the picture is

its faithfulness to the script.

"Boy of Mine"—1st Nat'l

Circle, Indianapolis

NEWS—This plot, perhaps, sounds a bit

threadbare, but with Mr. Tarkington guiding
its minor points, one forgets how familiar it

all is. There are present those careful touches,
those moments of skillful character drawing,
brief flashes of understanding which have
made the author the genius he is.

STAR—"Boy of Mine" is an outstandingly
human study of a real boy. William Beau-
dine, who directed it, supplied some fine

comedy scenes.

"The Country Kid"—Warner's

Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—The picture is alternately amusing
and sad. * * * There is not a too-evident
desire to appeal to the weaker emotions.
The film, in fact, is to be recommended
for diversion.
STAR—William Beaudine lias inserted

plenty of laughs in the film.

"Cupid's Fireman"—Fox
Monroe, Chicago

HERALD-EXAMINER—"Cupid's Fire-

man," isn't going to send you cheering * * *

nor is it going to drive you out jeering.

Though obviously an invention, there is an
element of mild humanity about it.

Librrty, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—If you like the ex-

citement and confusion, * * * that means
a b :g fire, then you'll find a thrill in "Cupid's
Fireman," * * *

STAR—* * * has a strong emotional ap-
peal even if it obtains it by the obsolete
methods of panting heroes and heaving
heroines.
TIMES—There are no problems in the

story, no great wickedness, and plenty of

thrills. * * * Yes, it is good entertainment.

"The Dangerous Maid"— 1st Nat'l

Rivoli, Baltimore

SUN—Many of the smaller roles are very
well handled and the whole picture is quite
entertaining.

State, Cleveland

NEWS—To use a curt expression, Con-
nie's latest is nothing to brag about. By the
same token it is not what one would call a
really poor screen production. Simmered
down the foregoing means that "The Dan-
gerous Maid," is just a picture.

PLAIN DEALER—From the beginning to

well into the middle * * * "The Dangerous
Maid" is good entertainment because the
comedy vein is uppermost. You begin to

have hopes that the costume drama has
plenty of honest laughs in it, but toward the

close the picture settles into straight run 100
proof drama and the interest drops off some-
what.
PRESS—The plot pursues a rather un-

steady tempo, at times rising to mildly ex-

citing, at other times falling to rather slow.
Constance Talmadge, however saves the

picture.

"The Darling of New York"—Universal

Rivoli, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT-With-marvelousand
adept skill Baby Peggy portrays a very big
role in this picture, and along with her
childish pranks, enacts the story with such
dramatic force as to win the sympathy and
admiration of her audience.
STAR— It is an excellent picture.

Strand, Washington
POST—The picture is well acted, though

there is a little too much melodrama, and is

quite good, all told.

"Defying Destiny"—Selznick

Broadway, Los Angeles

(Week ending Jan. 12)

EXAMINER—Monte Blue and Irene Rich
do very well in the leading roles. Several
of the love scenes are particularly worthy
of note. They are very realistic and very
convincing. * * * The direction of this film

is adequate all the way through, but the
cutting and general editing is quite loose in

a number of spots.

EXPRESS—Luckily the role is entrusted
to Monte Blue and he is so natural in his

acting that a certain amount of credulity
accompanies him in his wanderings. In fact,

the cast throughout is excellent, Irene Rich.
HERALD—The action is fast and furi-

ous from the start. * * * It is a good pic-

ture, to say the least, with an unusually
good cast. For real acting ability nobody
would deny Irene Rich that honor
RECORD—While the Selznick picture is

featured, the extremely funny satire ("The
Soilers") is by far the best bet of the two.

* * From viewing the feature picture, one
is convinced that even destiny can be defied
by plastic surgery.
TIMES—* * * a triumph for plastic sur-

gery if not for picture art! It is rather old-

fashioned stuff, though holding some interest,

and is exceedingly well played by a very
fine cast.

Central, Washington

POST—The production is a thoroughly
natural and convincing one and Monte Blue
and Irene Rich contribute their usual facile

characterization. The other members of the
cast do excellent work

"Don't Call It Love"—F. P.-L.

McVicker's, Chicago

HERALD EXAMINER—On the whole
the production is disappointing, and though
there is evidence of Mr. De Mille's rapture
in finding his favorite situation he hasn't
done the picture with his usual finesse and
delicate satire.* * * The cast.savingRod La
Rocque and Theodore Kosloff, distinguishes-it-

self by some singularly unconvincing char-
acter work. * * * Brother William slipped on
this one.

Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * a picture of unusual
merit at the Stanley this week. While the
title seems too trivial and "movie-fied," it

does not detract from a story which lends
itself well to screen adaptation and is of

well-sustained interest.

INQUIRER—* * * will appeal to many.
It has many points in its favor. Love is al-

ways an absorbing theme to persons of all

ages, it seems, and since love is the basis

of the picture, that alone should make ior

its popularity.
NORTH AMERICAN—The story in itself

is very light, but it has been very amusingly
produced, and the titles are decidedly happy,
in that they give the spectator credit for

some intelligence and do not describe in de-
tail events that every one can see for himself.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
cast is imposing, * * * The bizarre costumes
worn by Nita Naldi are especially noteworthy.

PUBLIC LEDGER( EVENING)—* * *

has no great appeal to the thrill hunter, but
it does have a very fair entertaining value
and a cast containing seven screen favorites.

"The Eternal City"— 1st Nat'l

Madison, Detroit

FREE PRESS—One of the most stupen-
dous and gripping screen dramas of recent
release * * * From a photographic point of

view, "The Eternal City" will be a constant
delight, as view after view of surpassing
beauty is flashed on the screen.

NEWS—The settings for this picture are
beautiful, * * * Barbara La Marr does the
best work of her screen life as the girl, and
Richard Bennett comes near being the star
# * *

TIMES—* * * he has given the production
beautiful backgrounds and "in spots" has
risen to the real intention of the author, but
—taken as a whole—"The Eternal City" is

a great disappointment.

"Fashion Row"—Metro
Strand, Minneapolis

JOURNAL—* * * the most interes
Mae Murray venture in a long while,
to say that it is high art, or anything of
sort, for the art in Mae Murray pictures
sists of giving audiences something dine)
rather than something real or earnest.
"Fashion Row" does all that. It is a I

turgid sort of thing.

STAR—Although the plot is not
{

or original, and although the cast is not
ceptional. it is a good picture. And
work of the director shows most in the ai

ot Mae Murray who plays a double role.

TRIBUNE (MORNING)—Admirers
Mae Murray may be startled when
witness their screen idol in her latest rel

"Fashion Row," at the Strand theater ft
week, for she has assumed a dual role v
has a deep appeal.

I

)

Her Fatal Millions"—Metro
8

Piccadilly, Rochester

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—* * «

though the diminutive comedienne may
be about the most attractive ingenue Qj
screen, she will have a final "fade-ou
some one is not soon discovered who
supply her with the right sort of plays

—

live, shrewd and jaunty showcases foi

little lady's unquestionable talents.

HERALD—That over-delightful,
exquisite little actress, Viola Dana, is

ring in a rather bold comedy on the
cadilly screen this week. * * * A very
ing and diverting picture.

JOURNAL—* * * is a typical
vehicle, a light, inconsequential comedy
on broadly farcical situations, but air

withal. There can be no question that
Dana is funny * * *

TIMES-UNION—There is more
than comedy in "Her Fatal Millions,"
and Miss Dana's personality and mann
fit excellently into the role * * *

"Flaming Barriers"—F. P.-L.

Missouri, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * posse-
most auspicious cast * * * The story ii

and wholesome and is generally spi

with thrills and romance. The phc
also has its spectacular moments, inc

a mammoth forest fire that is most re

POST-DISPATCH—Old-fashioned
drama recovers its long-lost glory in '

ing Barriers," * * * an unusual picture.

STAR—A machine-made melodrama
a lathe-turned villain * * * and a c

tional hero * * * Some compensation
fact that the heroine in Jacqueline
who is always good to look upon.
TIMES—Jacqueline Logan and t

Moreno scamper through "Flaming Ba
in a thorough satisfactory manner for

reels of romance and thrills. * * *

of action, plenty of thrills, but a sa

of originality in the theme.
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Walnut, Cincinnati

OMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—* * * is a
Y of frenzied imagination written around
[adventures of Patrick Malone * * *

OST—* * * there is something lacking
I stands.

IMES-STAR—"Yuh ain't bein' to fore-

e the old mortgage, be yuh?" This,
>led with a love affair and a fire engine,
ititutes the plot of "Flaming Barriers,"

"Flaming Youth"— 1st Nat'l

Rialto, Louisville

ERALD—"Flaming Youth," at the lat-

\ theater is a silversheet production of
h any producer might be proud.

MES—* * * the frankness of (the
is tempered by the many humorous

tions which arise. Types of modern
depicted in the film are true to life.

er Temporary H usband"— 1 st National

Eastman, Rochester

EMOCRAT-CHRONICLE— If "Her
jporary Husband," * * * produces as
n hilarity at every performance as it

at the first of the week, there is sufficient
on to infer that the Eastman photoplay
success. * * * the comedy is well pro-

id, and those seeking relaxation will find
i goodly measure at the Eastman this
i.

ERALD—* * * picture in which Owen
pre and Sydney Chaplin do some fairly

d acting and in which Sylvia Breamer
not so good supernumary. The picture

arts is funny, in no part does one find
ruly humorous in the higher sense. It

none of that exceedingly rare cinema
ity, capable of bringing a smile. * * *

re are parts which are moderately
:rous.

3URNAL—Still, after "Her Temporary
band" got started, there was a good
of laughter heard resounding through-

the Eastman theater * * * A lot of melo-
tia is injected and the final scenes are a
table riot of false whiskers, smashing
kery and overturned furniture.

IMES-UNION—Staid and sedate Ro-
terians giggled, shuckled, chortled, shout-
and finally shrieked, last night, as the
pment of the play mounted higher and
ler and the interest of its rapid action
them out of themselves.

"Jealous Husbands"— 1st Nat'l

Park-Mall, Cleveland

NEWS—There is nothing in this pro-
duction that startles one unless it be the
acting of Ben Alexander.
PLAIN DEALER—* * * in many spots it

is deadly dull going. Near the end the in-

terest revives somewhat * * *

PRESS—Ben Alexander * * * is a like-

able youngster without the ungainly manner
of Barry.
There is just a trace of the smart-aleck

in him, tho, which must be squelched if he
is to become popular. As an actor he shows
possibilities, with the right directing.
The picture has little else to recommend

it.

"Judgment of the Storm"—F. B. O.

Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * has every
quality that goes into making a fine pro-
duction. To begin with there is a real story
* * * It has a plot that is off the beaten path,
a plot which has so much "meat" that the
director (Del Andrews) has been able to

inject a punch in each reel big enough for

the climax of several ordinary photoplays.
POST-DISPATCH—An effort was made

to put a punch in every reel—and with fair

success. Punches and probability, however,
do not always go together. * * * The story
works to a climax in a wonderfully realistic

snowstorm * * *

STAR—* * * is of the "Way Down East"
school of drama, not badly done but not very
entertaining.
TIMES—The film has been misnamed, but

it is good entertainment nevertheless. There
is a normal amount of mush, and much real
sentiment.

"His Children's Children"—F. P.-L.

Colonial, Indianapolis

|EWS—The sets, as one expects them to
;hese days, are lavish and ornate. The
td of parties is done up in good style, with
he splendor regarded as necessary. The
too, is good.

fAR—George Fawcett, an able character
r, gives an excellent performance as old
r Kayne: Dorothy Mackaill is lovely as
la. * * *

"His Mystery Girl"—Universal

CrandaU's, Washington

OST—The production is one of the most
;plete in detail of recent Universal re-

and the members of the supporting
pany are uniformly capable.
TAR—Herbert Rawlinson gives a grace-
and spirited performance in "His Mys-
Girl," * * *

"Hoodraan Blind"—Fox
Washington, Detroit

REE PRESS—* * * proved to be one of
e gripping things of the old stage, en-
:ed by an unrestricted interpretation
ugh the new medium—the silver sheet.
IS full of slashing excitement, and the
Ddrama that permeates the whole is al-
ther too good to hold this against the

EWS— If you prefer your movies well-
with melodrama and flavored with thrills
action, you will like "Hoodman Blind."
*

IMES—Probably only one other char-
jr actor on the screen excels Marc Mac-
rnott and that one is the invincible Henry
'thall. * * * wonder picture * * * a
lling story * * *

"Lucretia Lombard"—Warners'

California, Los Angeles

(Week ending Jan. 12)

EXAMINER—But the picture is real,

the film version is first rate in its own right.

In the first place, "Flaming Passion,"
offers one of the most sincere and most con-
vincing love stories that's been woven into

a screen drama in many moons.
EXPRESS—* * * a melodrama that is,

to the majority, grippingly realistic. And
many sit tense in their seats * * * as the
photoplay unwinds a denouement which
is, in the main, full of spectacular punch and
"heart interest."

HERALD—* * * entertainment of the
first class.

RECORD—That hectic title ("Flaming
Passion") is likely to keep many persons
away from what is really a good picture.
Certainly best in points of humanness and
drama of the week's new-efferings. * * * Thrill-

ing enough, and with an excellent minia-
ture for the birdseye shot of the breaking
dam, the rest of the picture is simply hokum
melodrama. But remember, as a whole it's

a good picture.

TIMES—* * * a flaming beacon, lighting
the way for real screen achievement In the
realm of melodrama. It is melodrama with
enough freshness of plot, enough character
study, enough of a pyschological twist, to

make its climax, that great forest fire, not
merely a thrilling stunt but tremendous
drama.

"Main Street"—Warners'

Allen, Cleveland

NEWS—Of all the motion picture pro-
ductions of so-called "small town life," few
if any have equaled the entertainment value
as contained in * * * "Main Street" * * *

PLAIN DEALER—* * * highly amusing,
but it cannot be said that the producers have
caught or have even attempted to catch the
spirit of the book. * * * Few will argue
about the way the film handles them. The
types are largely untrue. The situations are
exaggerated.
PRESS—"Main Street," the movie, misses

the point of the Sinclair Lewis "Main Street."
* * * The movie scenario writer and di-

rector * * * present no fresh view of a small
town, but merely repeat the view which has
been used in hundreds of plays and vaude-
ville sketches.

"The Man Life Passed By"—Metro
Delmonte, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—If a splendid
story, with a tear now and then and a
tempest of thrills and heart throbs, makes

ideal screen entertainment, no fan can possi-
bly afford to pass by "The Man Life Passed
By." * * *

POST-DISPATCH—There is an excellent
supporting cast * * *

STAR— * * * a poor attempt to be "stu-
pendous."
TIMES—While there is an absorbing

plot, and an abundance of tears, hokum,
fights, thrills and drama, the scene the di-

rector must have set his heart on is a
"Roman revel."

"Maytime"—Preferred

Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—Very lovely
to look upon is our verdict of "Maytime,"
but * * * if you don't like to imbibe sac-
charine matter simultaneously with the de-
lights in photographic art the director of
this picture has provided for your vision,

then look elsewhere than the Regent for your
pleasure this week.

HERALD—And this could have been such
a splendid picture had it only been cast dif-

ferently. * * * The story of "Maytime," is

delightful, sentimental if you will, but never-
the less delightful. * * * The end of the
picture is in rather delightful colored motion
pictures.

JOURNAL* * * a charming romance
of tw> generations, * * It is a dainty little

story, appealingly told. * * * The cast is

excellent, and so is the photopTay. except
for the final scenes in color, which turn
Miss Shannon from a brunette to a blonde
and reveal Mr. Ford in a green shirt. * * *

TIMES-UNION—The motion picture fol-

lows the thread of the story of "Maytime,"
but goes painstakingly into detail in many
of the scenes that were left to the imagination
in the musical play, and entirely loses the
atmosphere of romance of the former which,
sentimental as it was, yet had an undeniable
charm.

"The Net"—Fox
Victoria, Rochester

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—The Net"
is well built and entertaining melodrama

—

if one overlooks an absurdity at its main
turning point. Despite this weakness, J.
Gordon Edwards has constructed some pretty
tense scenes.

"Our Hospitality"—Metro

Majestic, Louisville

HERALD—* * * Buster Keaton in "Our
Hospitality," presented at the Majestic, is

well up to the standard of that comedian.
TIMES— * * * there are few moments dur-

ing the course of this picture, as well as in

many that have gone before, that the audi-
ence is not swept by gales of laughter.

"Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing"—Allied

Regent, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Mae Marsh plays the title

part in winsome and appealing fashion.
Scenes in London and Ireland are in evidence
during the progress of the story.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—* * *

one could scarcely find more wholesome en-
tertainment. It marks the return of Mae
Marsh to the filmfold. Few pictures can
boast of such fine photography. It is a
pleasure to see such crystal-clear work.
PUBLIC-LEDGER (EVENING)—Mae

Marsh is her same old charming self * *

She is seen as the heroine in a picture which
has many thrilling moments. * * * One could
not find a cleaner, more wholesome picture

if one looked a thousand years.

"Pleasure Mad"—Metro

Capitol, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—The story

is a cross-section of modern life as it has
been exemplified by more than one newly
rich family, * * *

POST—Of course, you are sure he will

see the error, of his way before the final fade-

out, but it makes an entertaining picture,

what with the fine performance of Huntly
Gordon * * * Mary Alden * * * William
Collier Jr. * * * and Norma Shearer * * *

TIMES-STAR—The material of the plot

has been used so frequently that it contains
not a single element of surprise or novelty

;

and yet such is the artistry of Mary Alden's
acting and Reginald Barker's direction that

the film gripped Sunday's audiences * * *

Palace, Montreal

GAZETTE—The play has been fashioned
with a dramatic effectiveness and the parts
are all depicted with a naturalness and a con-
vincing quality that rob the piece of any
suggestion of preachment, strongly as the
moral element is emphasized. * * *

"Ponjola"—1st Nat*l

Strand, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—Cynthia Stockley's stories

are always bound to be far-fetched and ori-

ginal as well as popular. Her "Ponjola,"
which has been made into a First National
attraction is no exception. * * * The success
with which Anna Q. Nilsson carries of the
male impersonation is the outstanding feature
of the picture.

"The Prodigal Son"
Imperial, Montreal

STAR—* * * an English film of quite
unusual merit—*

^

* * originally an entire
evening's entertainment of eighteen reels,
* * * The cutting, however, has been done
with no little skill, and the story in its con-
densed form presents a continuous and co-

herent whole, with certainly not a single

foot of superfluous scenery or incident shown.

The acting is remarkable for its authority,

"Rosita"—United Artists

Capitol, Montreal

GAZETTE—* * * quite as charming as

Mary of the ringlets, * * * the characteri-
zzation remains a most winsome and sym-
pathetic one, * * * and with an effective

background of royal residences, dingy dun-
geons, and picturesque ancient streets

thronged with carnival-mad revellers. Mr.
Holbrook Blinn gives a strongly drawn and
clearly -outlined portrait of the kingly vol-

uptuary, * * *

"Shadows of Paris"—F. P.-L.

Adams, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Pola Negri has come
back. Disregarding the artificiality that made
her earlier American pictures unpopular in

so many quarters, this lovely foreign girl dis-

plays * * * a great deal of the talent that

won her fame. * * *

NEWS—A good many of those admirers
of Pola Negri who were alienated by "Bella
Donna" and "The Cheat" may be won back
by the fiery performance of the European
star in "Shadows of Paris," * * * gives Miss
Negri wider scope for her talents but it is

not so strongly dramatically or pictorially

as "The Spanish Dancer."
TIMES—Herbert Brenon has turned out

another good picture with Pola Negri—* * *

"Shadows of Paris," is a real, actionable,

entertaining melodrama. * * *

"Six Cylinder Love"—Fox
Hippodrome, Cleveland

NEWS—* * * retains much the same en-

tertainment as did the stage version * * *

This is due in a good measure to the fact

that several of the members of the original

stage company appear in the same roles in

the celluloid edition.

PLAIN DEALER—* * * comes better

out of the celluloid hopper than a great

many of its predecessors. * * * catches the

spirit of the stage play pretty deftly. It

comes near making slapstick out of some of

the situations, we admit. But in general

it runs along smoothly and amusingly. * * *

"The Social Code"

—

Metro

Capitol, Philadelphia

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—Viola
Dana is ably assisted by an excellent cast,
* * * The picture was directed by Oscar
Apfel and is a worthy addition to his list

of productions.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Viola

Dana has the leading role and manages to

make it sufficiently interesting to hold the

attention * * * The story is not particularly

noteworthy for its originality, but it has

an element of genuine interest in its acting.
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"The Song of Love"— 1st Nat'l

Grand Central—West End Lyric—Capitol,

St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The best picture

Norma Talmadge has ever made since the

good old days of her tremendous popularity
* * * She has never been quite so beautiful,

nor quite so effective as an exponent of in-

tense romance.
POST-DISPATCH—* * * she becomes an

Arab dancing girl, but without the Oriental
touch that means everything in a role of that

kind. She is Norma Talmadge all the way
and considerably more at ease in the later

episodes of the story, when her gowning is

more ample * * *

STAR—* * * it is exceedingly bad, a
melange of absurd hokum disguised by gor-
geous theatricalism and the romance that is

supposed to attach to the Sahara. Another
heresy of which this critic is guilty is a be-

lief that Norma Talmadge is growing old.
* * * This feature is, in a couple of words,
a "box-office picture," which is what the
managers say of anything that will pack
their houses.
TIMES—The desert atmosphere is interest-

ing, and Miss Talmadge gets an opportunity
to display bizarre costumes. The love pass-
ages show Norma to advantage.

"Squibs, M. P."

Loew's, Montreal

STAR—* * * with Bettv Balfour * * * is

bound to win all hearts here as she is re-

puted to have done across the pond," in

"Squibs, M. P.," * * * Betty Balfour's
comedy is perfect of its kind.

"Strangers of the Night"—Metro

Century, Baltimore

AMERICAN—Once it has really got un-
der way, "Strangers of the Night" is a
pretty jolly sort of photoplay. After a slight-

ly tedious beginning. Fred Niblo has directed
the offering in fine style.

"This Freedom"—Fox
The Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * the director has faith

fully reproduced "This Freedom" as near:
possible to the story as the author told it.j

The theme, dealing with the problems of!

woman combining business and marriage, in-'

terests many, although "If Winter Comes"
was far better acted and a more . interesting!

story than Hutchinson's second novel.

INQUIRER—Persons who see the pic-i

'ture expecting to see another. "If, Winter}
Comes" will be sadly disappointed. That isj

not the fault of the picture, but rather the'

fault of the book. "If Winter Comes" wast
full of dramatic situations and was the sort!

of story that lent itself to the screen.
NORTH AMERICAN—"This Frredom"i

is an interesting study of the possible con-;

sequences of a mother and father pursuing!
independent careers. * * *

The principal feminine role is played by the*

eminent English actress, Fay Compton, and'
rarely, indeed, has there been seen on the'

screen a finer. . portrayal of a character from 1

the age of 17 to 40 than hers.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—Fay 1

^umpion, as "Rosalie," during the stressiul,

.years from seventeen to forty, is all that
could be desired. Her portrayal * * * is

a marvelous performance

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Fay
Compton carried the burden of the leading
role in "This Freedom," the feature picture,

most ably. She rose to fairly lofty heights
of acting * * *

"To The Ladies"—F. P.-L.

Garden, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—* * * quite as genuinely
pleasing in celluloid form as in spoken. For
this, we think, the praise belongs to James
Cruze, * * * who selected ideal types to por-

tray the amusing and original story *

"Trilby"— 1st National

New Lyric, Minneapolis

JOURNAL—"Trilby" might not please

George du Maurier, but it will please most
theater goers. It is not a great picture

;

but it is a good one, chiefly because of the

compelling work of Andree Lafayette. * * *

STAR—Edmund Carewe's portrayal of

•Svengali, * * * is a characterization which

affects one's visual memory * * You
simply cannot shake it off.

* * * The story is intensely fascinating and
the production is artistic. The screen inter-

pretation of the famous story is intelligent,

which alone places the picture in a class by
itself.

TRIBUNE (MORNING)—In the initial

role of Trilby, Miss Lafayette proves to be
an unusually interesting type as well as a
highly talented actress. Mr. Carewe inter-

prets the role of Svengali with supreme skill.

"West of the Water Tower"—F. P.-L.
Palace, Washington

POST—A real hit was scored * * * when
Paramount offered * * * its gripping and
graphic picturization of Homer Croy's "West
of the Water Tower," with an excellent cast
# # #

STAR—* * * * has at least two striking

virtues— it is a thoroughly entertaining pic-

ture story and it is interpreted by one of the
best casts Washington has seen for some
time.

"The White Sister"—Metro

Alhambra, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—Another noteworthy picture
has been added to the screen's honor roll
* * * To make the production spectacular
there is an outburst of Vesuvius, and later

a flood, but even without these the picture
would be an unusual one, its only fault being
its excessive length of eleven reels.

"Wild Bill Hickok"—F. P.-L.

Lyric, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—The play
is highly seasoned with love, pathos, drama
and quaint humor.
POST—The action of the picture is fast-

moving, and Hart disposes of dozens of vil-

lains in its seven reels. * * * We liked the

ending. Hart defies movie traditions by
eschewing the conventional "clutch."
TIMES-STAR—It is a typical Bill Hart

picture It gives him the chance to do again
those things he does so well * * *

"Wild Oranges"—Gold.-Cosmop.

Rialto, Washington

POST—An author of the first rank, an
able director and a notable cast combine
to give Washingtonians an 18-carat play in

"Wild Oranges." * * * The cast is particu-

larly well chosen.
STAR—* * * a strong photoplay, "Wild

Oranges," full of punch and thrill with five

characters in its cast, * * *

"A Woman of Paris"—United Artists

Orpheum, Chicago

AMERICAN—You will find a handling of

subject matter which suggests the unique.

You will find boldness and, if you wish it,

considerable daring, not only in the subject

matte- but in the treatment of it. * * * The
picture as a whole has a morbid touch;

which will surprise many.
JOURNAL—* * * a great dramatic photo-

play. * * * Here is a picture constructed on
a plan different from that of the usual film.

Its darma lies in its simplictiy. * * * The plot

is scant, everything is centered in the char-

acters, and Chaplin has pressed a story out,

of them. He has built up little, inconse-

quential incidents into huge, revealing chap-
ters.

POST—She can stand comparison with any
of the best actresses we have. No spotlight

is needed to pick out the star in this picture,

for Edna Purviance and her splendid acting

are the whole picture. * * * Charley's di-

rection is very clever.

Gifts, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL-TRIBUNE—This first

effort in a new field on the part of Chaplin

deserves the highest praise. The story is

interesting and well constructed, and what
is more important, it is plausible from be-

ginning to end. There are no slip-ups in the

action to break the illusion. Throughout
the plot is dramatic in treatment with now
and then a touch of the really tragic.

POST—The genius of Charles Chaplin is

stamped all over * * * "A Woman of Paris."

It proves Charley is as great a director as

he is a comedian. It is not so much the

story, but the way Chaplin has handled it,

* * *

TIMES-STAR—Chaplin has taken this op-
portunity to acquaint the film world with
another phase of his creative talent, and he

has worked out in highly commendable form
an absorbing study in realism. That mastery
of detail which has made him the foremost
comedian of the screen is in evidence in its

soberer form as applied to intensely dra-
matic situations.

"Woman to Woman"—Selznick

Metropolitan, Los Angeles

{Week ending Jan. 12)
EXAMINER—"Woman to Woman" has

a more definite appeal for the theatergoer
than this, however, in that it offers Miss
Compson opportunity for excellent dramatic
work. The story is likewise novel, for the
film, in that it gets away with realism and
excellent logic from the usual "happing end-
ing." * * *

EXPRESS—* * * Betty Compson. • • •

meets all demands of the role in intelligent

fashion. Each succeeding role finds Miss
Compson advancing in histrionic measure.
HERALD—The picture has a strong,

human story, well told and, except in spots,

well screened.
RECORD—It's not Miss Compson's best,

nor yet her worst. She is pictorially at a
disadvantage under the harsh lights of the
European studio, * * * But there are some
delightful scenes with the son, a winning
little lad.

TIMES—The picture is far from being
a great or even a good one in its natural-

ness. There are moments when you wonder
why its pathos does not reach you more,
especially in the closing scenes. At the same
time there is a peculiar charm to what trans-
pires of romance ; * * *

"You Can't Get Away With It"—Fox
Tally's Los Angeles

(Week ending Jan. 12)

EXAMINER—It's all a bit sordid, and it's

a pity to give Mr. Marmont, such a silly

role after the splendid work he has done
on the screen. Not even his excessively in-

teresting profile can quite excuse the namby-
pambiness of the part.

EXPRESS—There was absent that most
essential element of both drama and photo-
play, real conflict, although the cards were
stacked for a good sizable dramatic situation,

and a tensely tragic ending. Neither de-

veloped.
HERALD—This is a problem play and the

ending may suit you or it may not. * * *

If you enjoy pondering over the problems of
the present day, you will enjoy this picture.

RECORD—* * * Marmont is woefully,

miscast * * * Just a tract for shopgirls and
a pretty obvious one at that.

TIMES—In spite of the story, Rowland
Lee, who directed, has turned out an enter-
taining picture—one that you will find it

fairly easy to enjoy.

"Zaza"—F. P.-L.

Ohio, Indianapolis

STAR—Miss Swanson plays Zaza with a
bad-tempered, coarse, insolent woman, not irf

the least appealing.
Bad direction may be responsible for this;

* * * seems inferior stuff.

STAR—Miss Swanson plays aza with a,

great deal of fire and temperament.

"Flattery," Mission's Second
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Mission Film is pro-}

ducing "Flattery," from an original

story by H. H. Van Loan. Tom For-:

man is directing. In the cast are"

John Bowers, Marguerite de la

Motte, Alan Hale, Grace Darmond:
Edwards Davis, Louis Morrison and
Larry Steers. Jefferson Moffatt wrote
the continuity. Leon Rice is presi-r

dent of Mission and Norman Walker;
business manager. I

Capital Increased Half a Million ;

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dover, Del. — Animated Picture

Products Co. will be known hereafter

as Animated Products Corp., a name
change to this effect having been filed

with the Secretary of State. The cor-

poration has also increased its cap-

ital from $1,000,000 to $1,505,000.

Song Cartoons
Planned by Harris and Fleischei I

Red Seal—State Rights Distrib]

tion—To Be in One Reel

Chas. K. Harris and Max Fleis

of Out-of-the-Inkwell Films
arranged with Red Seal Pict

to produce a series of old-time
mated song cartoons.

A perfect synchronization of
ular song music with animated
toons is promised. The first re

now in work and will be finishe

the next few weeks.
Strict secrecy is being mainta:

as to just how the effects are goir
be produced, but it is known
some rather unusual machinery
just been devised and installed im
Out-of-the-Inkwell studios, in c

to handle this novelty properly.
The series will be distributee

Red Seal through state right

changes.

Promotions at Universal

Harris P. Wolfberg who was
pointed assistant general manage
exchanges at Universal some w
ago has been made district man
in charge of Chicago, Milwaukee
Minneapolis. Wolfberg was a fa.

district manager for Famous Pla;

Ike Von Ronkel, who is also

well known among exhibitors,

been made district manager in ch
of Des Moines, Sioux Falls

Omaha.

Starts Scenario Contest

The Film Mutual Benefit Bui
announces a scenario contest op(T
any writer, professional or ama]
The script must provide for a
reeler and the best story subml
will be cast and rehearsed by Fail
Players. The finished picture wi]
shown at the M. P. Carnival on
13 at the Plaza.

Trowbridge Leaves U. A.

C. S. Trowbridge, who has
associated with United Artists i

its organization, has resigned.

was first supervisor of the Ame
exchanges and then went to Eng
as general manager.

Olcott Meets Reviewers

Pete Harrison of Harrison's -

ports gave Sidney Olcott a luno

the Lambs yesterday in order to

the director an opportunity of r

ing the reviewers on the various

publications.

"Independence" in Productic

Thomas F. Molloy is photogi

ing "Independence" at the Vitag

studio for Chronicles of America
recently finished work on "Wolfi
Montcalm."

Dietch Promoted

Joseph J. Dietch has been i

general sales manager of Tri-S

He was formerly contract manag
Principal.

Paramount Meeting Ends
Paramount's sales convention

brought to a close Friday night

a dinner at the Commodore.
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

—because it carries quality through to the

screen.

Look for "Eastman" and "Kodak''—stenciled

in black letters in the transparent margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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FLAMING YOUTH BROKE ALL HOUSE RECORDS AT CAPITOL THEATRE ON ITS

OPENING DAY AND BLACK OXEN SUNDAY RECEIPTS WERE JUST FIVE DOLLARS

LESS HOWEVER MONDAY AND TUESDAY BUSINESS ON BLACK OXEN EXCEEDS

FLAMING YOUTH BUSINESS BY FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS STOP BELIEVE

THIS WEEK WILL BE HIGHEST GROSS EVER RECEIVED IN CAPITOL THEATRE

CROWDS WAITING DAILY STOP CONGRATULATIONS

JOHN KUNSKY

9 AM

"Black
Oxen'''

is

hit

No. 7wherever you see either
of these advertised you
can bet dollars to doughnuts
another record is going to be smashed!

they're both FIRST NATIONAL Pictures
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Receiver in Equity
Appointed for Prizma, Inc.—Action

Said to Be a Friendly One to

Preserve Assets

On motion of McDermott, Enright

and Carpenter, attorneys for William
V. D. Kelley, Judge William N. Run-
yon of the U. S. District Court of

New Jersey has appointed Charles D.

K. Walsh of New York and Albert

I. Drayton of Jersey City receivers in

equity for Prizma, Inc.

It is understood that the action is

a friendly one designed to preserve

the assets of Prizma, so far as it is

possible for the benefit of the stock-

holders. Kelley, it will be recalled,

recently formed Kelly Color Films,

a producing unit. Although he is' no
longer an official of Prizma, he is

understood to hold a large block of

stock.

"Covered Wagon" Makes Record

"The Covered Wagon." on Friday
night of last week broke the world's

record for the long run of a motion
picture. It opened at the Criterion

on March 16, and with the matinee
performance of Friday completed its

44th week, thus equalling the record

set by "The Birth of a Nation."

Goldwyn-Cosmo. Corp. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—The Goldwyn-Cosmo-
politan Corp. of America has been
chartered here with a capital of $5,000.

The incorporators are Gabriel Hess
and L. M. Scheuer, of New York, and
S. S. Braunberg, of Brooklyn.

Would Remove "Blue Laws"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Trenton, N. J.—A Sunday bill, de-
signed to do away with some of the
old "blue laws," will be presented to

the New Jersey legislature tonight by
Assemblywoman May Carty, of Jer-
sey City.

Hoy to Audit Accounts

The Hoy Reporting Service has
made arrangements for the auditing
of picture accounts throughout the
:ountry.

Wampas Hold Frolic

(Special 1} THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco—The Wampas held

heir annual frolic here Saturday
light. It is sufficient to say that it

vas a real party.

"Lincoln" Opens Tonight

_
"Abraham Lincoln" opens at the
aiety theater tonight.

Margaret I. MacDonald in Screen Opinions: "Charles Ray's 'The Court-

ship of Myles Standish' is AA-100 per cent. It has substantial box of-

fice value." Associated Exhibitors.— Advt.

Plans
Definite concrete ideas as to the manner in which West Coast

producers plan to effect savings on production lor the 1924-25

season were voiced by Joseph M. Schenck, who is here en route to

Palm Beach.

"Producers will work much closer together," said Mr.

Schenck. "In the past there have been at times plans of this

character made but as a result of production costs which ran to

exceedingly high figures during the past year, there have been

a number of conferences and discussions among producers of im-

portance with the result that there is a much better understanding

and there will be a much closer cooperation than ever before.

"Producers will notify each other when important players or

stars will be at liberty and this also applies to directors. Instead,

therefore of high-priced artists being unoccupied while on salary

with accumulative costs developing for the producer who uses

them next, production schedules will be planned to meet this

end, and as a result these higher costs of important players and

stars will in a measure be reduced.

"Another reason for lower production costs can

be attributed to the fact that there will be but few cos-

tume pictures made on the Coast during the coming

year. No other phase of production was as costly as

costume pictures.
(Continued on Page 3)

Sees Active Spring
Schulberg Here from Coast—Says
Production is Reviving in Active

Manner in Hollywood
B. P. Schulberg arrived in town

from the coast on Saturday to arrange
production and distribution plans for

1924-1925. Preferred, as noted, will

make eighteen pictures for next year.
Schulberg said that he looked for a
busy spring in production on the
coast. Many of the companies are
again resuming work in an active
manner. So far as Preferred is con-
cerned, Gasnier is editing "Poisoned
Paradise" while work on "The
Breath of Scandal" will be started at

once. In the Hollywood studios,

which he has taken over, Schulberg
believes he has a better plant than
the Mayer studio at which he has
been working until now. Some of the
independent units now using space on
the Hollywood lot will remain there.

Schulberg will remain in town for

two weeks and will then return to the
coast to get busy on the plans he ex-
pects to consummate while here.

Goldwyn Leases London House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London— It is reported that Gold-
wyn has leased the Oxford theater,

beginning Feb. 18.

Doubt Over Educat'ls
M. P. Commission Wants That Type

of Picture Defined—Submits
Report

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany—The M. P. Commission is

seeking to have Section 6 of the law
which created it amended so as to

remove the uncertainty and confusion
which it claims now exists as to what
constitutes "an educational, charita-

ble or religious film" and also so as
to give the Commission authority to
issue permits for industrial films with-
out the payment of the fee fixed by
the statute.

A second amendment is sought of
that clause which imposes penalties
for securing a license or permit on a
false affidavit and of that portion of
the clause which provides for the im-
mediate revocation of a license or
permit if any change or alteration is-

made except upon written direction
of the Commission. The Commis-
sion holds, however, that violations
may occur, which are the result of
carelessness of employees and which,
owing to the large property interests

involved, would not warrant so dras-
tic a penalty as the removal of the
film from the screen. The Attorney-

(Continued on Page 4)

'
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Three Theaters Burn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Bridgeport, Conn.—Fire in the Poli

Bldg. threatened the Poli. The blaze

started in the cellar, but was check-
ed by firemen after much difficulty.

Bennington, Vt.—The Colonial at

East Arlington, conducted by Nathan
Kamber, is a total loss by fire.

Beckley, W. Va.—$25,000 is the

estimated damage suffered by the

Grand from a recent fire.

Bennett to Direct Novak
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Chester Bennet will

start work soon on a new feature

with Jane Novak for F. B. O.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

THE GREATEST COME0Y CYCLONE EVER SCREENED

•JACK u/H/re.
f>/Z o o L> cr/o/v

MERMAID
COMEDY

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^ K&ntl

Cort**
a*00

V_,u» r 220 West 42nd St
New York. Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann. N. V.

animated films
^rt Titles

leaders *trailers

145 W. 45. ST. N.Y. BRYANT 6796

On Broadway
Broadway—"Through The Dark"
Brooklyn Strand—"Black Oxen"
Cameo—"The Lullabv"
Capitol—"Under The Red Robe"
Central—"The Extra Girl"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"The Great White
Way"

Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln"
Loew's New York—Today—"Little

Old New York"
Tuesday—"Loving Lies" and "The
White Panther"

Wednesday—"The Net."
Thursday—"Flaming Youth."
Friday—"The Heart Bandit" and

"Trail of the Law"
Saturday—"Jealous Husbands"

Lyric—"The White Sister"
Rialto—"The Heritage of the Desert"
Rivoli—"The Humming Bird."
Strand—"The Eternal City"

Next Week
Broadway—"Black Oxen"
Cameo—Not yet determined
Capitol—"Fashion Row"
Central—"The Extra Girl"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"The Great White
Way"

Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln"
Lyric—"The White Sister"
Rialto—Not yet determined.
Rivoli—Not yet determined
Strand—Not yet determined

The Neighborhood Amusement Co.,
of Brooklyn, has been dissolved.

Many First Nat'l Foreign Deals

First National has closed the fol-

lowing foreign contracts :

The South African rights to "The Bright
Shawl," "The Fighting Blade," "Within' The
Law," "Dulcy," "The Voice From The Min-
aret," "Ashes of Vengeance," "Bellboy 13,"

"The Sunshine Trail," "What A Wife
Learned," "Scars of Jealousy," "Her Repu-
tation," "Mighty Lak' A Rose," "Girl of
the Golden West," "Twenty One," "Boy of
Mine," "Slippy McGee," '"The Bad Man,"
"The Huntress," "Penrod and Sam," "Tril-
by," "The Isle of Lost Ships," "Wandering
Daughters," "Age of Desire," "Minne,"
"Slander The Woman," "The Wanters,"
"Ponjola" and "Her Temporary Husband,"
to African Films, Ltd.

Carl Suering, of Berlin, has purchased
"Daddy," "Oliver Twist" and "Circus Days,"
for Soviet Russia.

Czech-Slovakia, Austria-Hungary, Jugo-
slavia and Poland rights to "Potash and
Perlmutter" have been bought by Ala Film
A. G., Vienna.

Junction City, Mo.—The Cozy has
changed hands.

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Paftiecomedy

Goerz Positive

1.8c per ft.

There are but two makes of dependable

Motion Picture Raw Stock.

One is—

with one more point of GRADATION
—the result of the expert precision that

established GOERZ lenses.

Sole Distributors for U. S. A. and Canada—
FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION

33 WEST 60th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

PHONE COLUMBUS 4927-4928

NOTICE
I

THE UNDERSIGNED, i

proprietors of copyright ij

musical works, hereby notil

all concerned of their adhc

ence to the principle of prop*

compensation of composer

authors and publishers for tr

public performance for proi^

of their copyrighted works, at

announce their affiliation wil

AMERICAN SOCIET
OF COMPOSERS.
AUTHORS AND
PUBLISHERS

Please therefore, TAR
NOTICE that on and aft

February 1, 1924, as to o

copyrights,

ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVI

including public performan

for profit, and license public

to perform may be obtain

only through the said Socie1

Belwin, Inc.

The John Church Co.

Carl Fischer, Inc.

J. Fischer & Bro.

Harold Flammer, Inc.

Sam Fox Publishing Cj

Walter Jacobs, Inc.

G. Schirmer, Inc.

A complete list of the

bers of the said Society

be secured by addressing:

AMERICA

SOCIETY

COMPOSE

AUTHOI
AND

PUBLISH E

56 WEST 45th STREIi
NEW YORK CITY
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Plans
(Continued from Page 1)

"Arrangements have been made whereby producers will co-

>erate for the use of outdoor sets to a much greater extent than
:retofore. There are a number of other matters under discussion

hich I believe will lead to a material reduction in the cost of

sgatives.

"It is quite true that the average negative cost for next season
ill be not over $175,000 per picture.

THE COAST vs. THE EAST
Asked whether there seemed to be a sentiment among pro-

lcers to leave the coast to make pictures in the East, he said

:

"I think, generally speaking, that 75 per cent of all production
tivities will always be on the Coast. The chief reason for this

a desire of the important artists to live and work in Hollywood
ther than elsewhere. After all there are but a limited number
important directors, leading performers and stars and it is their

ill rather than the desire of the producer which will prevent
ly great migration of production from the Coast to the East,
feather conditions, etc., have really little to do with this im-
irtant matter. It is rather up to the individuals of importance
id as long as they desire to work on the Coast just so long will

ctures be made there. A producer may prevail upon a director

i

star or performer of importance to leave the Coast for, lets

y a picture or so, but in the main these artists desire to work

I

Hollywood and their wishes must be respected."

It was Mr. Schenck's idea that story value would remain
e chief point for the development of the better and finer pic-

jre. He has voiced this belief on many occasions. So impressed
! he upon this point that at the moment he is considering the
curing of a Broadway house in which to present "Secrets"
fe latest of the Norma Talmadge productions because in his

lief the story is so compelling, so strong and so interesting,

spite that it is not a so-called "big" picture in the usual sense

[ the word, that it is suitable for a special Broadway showing.

DANNY.

Three Sales by Red Seal

The "Einstein Theory of Rela-
tivity" has been sold to the Standard
Film Co., of Atlanta for North Caro-
lina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Alabama and Tennessee; to Standard
Film of Cleveland for Ohio, Michigan,
and Kentucky, and to Federated of
Pittsburgh for Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia. Sales closed by
Red Seal.

De Mille Starts "Triumph"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Cecil B. De Mille

Is started work on "Triumph." Ray-
nnd Hatton, Spottiswoode Aiken,
Sd Fred Butler have been added to

R cast in which Leatrice Joy, Rod
1 Rocque, Victor Varconi, Charles
<?le, Theodore Kosloff, Robert Ede-
m, Anne Cornwall and Shannon
hy are important members.

Gilbert in "The Apache"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles-—Production has been
started at the Fox studio on "The
Apache," in which John Gilbert is

starred. Edmund Mortimer is direct-

ing. Renee Adoree is the leading

woman and the cast includes Noble
Johnson, Wilfred North, Thomas
Mills, James Neill, John Giddings
and Patterson Dial.

CHAPLIN
Appear!Mi

in

Marshall Neilans

Associated First National!:

Thomas H.Ince's

The Rendevous"
HerTeraporary Husband

The GallopingFish"

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin.

I consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
in THE SMART SET

Museum Annexes New Films
The American Museum of Natural

History has acquired Frederick Bur-
lingham's films showing his recent ex-
pedition among the wild men of Bor-
neo. The Museum also has a num-
ber of his Alpine pictures.

In The Courts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—The temporary in-

junction granted Tri-stone Pictures.
Inc., against Joseph D. Waintrup and
State Film Service, of Indianapolis,
restraining the latter from distrib-

uting unauthorized Triangle prints in

the Indiana territory, has been made
permanent by order of the court. In
addition, the court ordered the de-
fendants to turn over to the plaintiff

all prints of Triangle or Keystone
pictures in their possession.

Paul With Bennet Unit
Edward Paul is photographing

"Virtuous Liars" which is being di-

rected by Whitman Bennett and
Leon D'Usseau at the Bennett
studio.

COMING SOON
Whitman Bennett's Production

The Hoosier Schoolmastei
97

FEATURING

HENRY HULL and JANE THOMAS
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE

FOURTH ANNUAL

DINNER-BALL
OF

Theatre Owners Chamber

of Commerce

GOLD ROOM THURSDAY NIGHT

hotel astor January 24
th

AL JOCKER'S CALIFORNIA
JAZZ ORCHESTRA RAMBLERS

Admission $10.00

Tickets Available at T.O.C.C., 1540 Broadway, New York
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Doolittle Explains
Tells How Foreign Buyers Secure
Protection Under Selznick's Guar-

antee Trust Fund Plan

In commenting on Danny's edi-

torial comment of recent date which
concerned the indebtedness of

American Releasing toward foreign

buyers including Wardour Films of

England, E. J. Dooiittlt, foreign man-
ager of Selznick nas some interesting

things to say. He points out in a

letter that protection is guaranteed
under the company's guarantee trust

plan and says:
*'l have just finished reading vour inter-

esting column in THE FILM DAILY under
date of January 13th and feel compelled to
take issue with you on the statements con-
tained in paragraph two, under the sub-

head 'Making It Hard.'
"It might appear to one unacquainted with

the facts that to list the various foreign

buyers in the bankruptcy schedule of Ameri-

can Releasing Corp. as credited 10 the tune

of nearly $100,000 would mean that a major
loss would be sustained by these buyers,

but in the light of what actually happened
the result will prove not to be so serious

from the foreign buyers position.

"The various amounts l.sted in the bank-
ruptcy schedule of American Releasing Corp.,

represent advance payments on a sharing
arrangement and against which deliveries

were made to the various buyers, it being
the custom in such mstances to reta.n any
advance payments from the first renta s col-

lected, so the foreign buyers will undoubted-
ly recoup their advance payments and suffer

no losses, but the producers of the pictures

delivered will lose their proportionate share
of any advance payments paid to the Ameri-
can Releasing Corp.
"The Selznick Distributing Corp., who are

now distributors of the American product
in the foreign market also have made an ad-
justment in the Australian situation which
preserves the $10,000 advance paymeint for

the producers of p.ctures delivered in that

market, and are at present working on other
adjustments in the producer's interest.

"It will probably be of interest to pro-
ducers generally to know that under our
newly created policy of guarantee trust funds,
no producer who is dealing with us or will

deal with us in the iuture, ever faces the
situation which confronts the producers
whose product was handled by the American
Releasing Corp. Our guarantee trust fund
not only protects them insofar as American
revenues are concerned but also safeguards
them against any loss from money through
the release of their product by us in the
foreign market.

Roberts Recovering
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Theodore Roberts,

who was stricken with a severe ill-

ness white filling a vaudeville engage-
ment in Pittsburgh, is rapidly recov-

ering, according to a letter received

by Jesse L. Lasky.

New Manager at Hamilton
George Halloway has succeeded

Daniel Burns as manager of B. S.

Moss' Hamilton theater. Burns re-

signed.

Doubt Over Educat'ls
(Continued from Faijc 1)

General has held that even though
the license were revoked by the con-
viction, that the Commission had
power, upon proper application being
made and upon payment of the fee

required by statute, to issue another
license.

The total receipts of the Commis-
sion since its organization amount to

$476,233.06, and the amount expend-
ed by the State in carrying on the
work of the Commission, $200,288.28,
showing a net profit to the State of
$275,944.78 to Jan. 1, 1924.
The number of films approved with-

out eliminations totaled 2,257; those
from which eliminations were made
totaled 586; features condemned en-
tirely, 29.

Nat'l Board's 40 Best

The National Board of Review has
selected a list of forty best pictures

of 1923. The selections follow:
Anna Christie (First National).
Blizzard, The (Fox).
Brass Bottle, the t First National).
Bright Shawl, The (First National).
Call of the Wild, The (Pathe).
Covered Wagon, The (Famous Players).
Cricket on the Hearth, The (Selznick).
Driven (Universal).
Enemies of Women (Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan).
Go-Getter, The (Famous Players).
Gieen Goddess, The (Goldwyn).
Hero, The (Prefened).
Hollywood (Famous Players).
Hunchback of Notre Dame, The (Universal)
Hunting Big Game in Africa (Universal).
If Winter Comes (Fox).
Isle of Lost Ships, The (First National).
Little Old New York (Goldwyn-Cosmopol-

itan).

Long Live the King (Metro).
Marriage Circle, The (Warner Bros).
Merry-Go-Round (Universal).
Monna Vanna (Fox).
Othello (Export and Import).
Peter the G eat (Famous Players).
Pilgrim, The (First National).
Polikushka (Moscow Art production).
Potash and Perlmutter (First National).
Richard, the Lion-Hearted (United Artists).
Rosita (United Artists).
Safety Last (Pathe).
Scaramouche (Metro).
Six Days (Goldwyn).
Spanish Dancer, The (Famous Players).
Ten Commandments, The (Famous Players).
Tillers of the Soil (Myron S. Stearns).
Trailing African Wild Animals (Metro).
Where the Pavement Ends (Metro).
White Sister, The (Inspiration).
Woman of Paris, A (United Artists).
Wonders of the Sea (F. B. O.).

The annual luncheon of the Na-
tional Committee for Better Films
will be held at the Waldorf Feb. 16.

Barthelmess Returns to Work
After two weeks in the Polyclinic

Hospital, where he underwent a mi-
nor operation, Richard Barthelmess
will resume work on production of
"The Enchanted Cottage," today.

LOUIS MEYER,
T TOLII

"

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS. inc.

251 \^EST
19th STREET 7620 - 7461

Incorporations
Albany—Smalley Stamford Theater

Corp., Cooperstown, N. Y. 200
shares common stock, no par value.

Incorporators, W. C. Smalley and
H. N. Smith. Attorney, O. L. Van
Home, Cooperstown.

Albany—Buffalo & Crystal Beach
Corp., Buffalo; theaters. Capital,

$1,000,000. Incorporators, G. C. Hall,

J. M. Heen and C. A. Laube. 'Attor-

neys, Coatsworth & Diebold, Buffalo.

Albany—Charlton Prod. Co., New
York. Capital $1,000. Incorporators,
N. L. Ernest, J. L. Fox and M. H.
Cane. Attorneys, Ernst, Fox & Cane,
New York.

Blomfield Bans Normand
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY) I

Bloomfield, N. J.—The Bloomi
Board of Censors has banned all
tures in which Mabel Normand
pears.

I am in the market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris Film Exchange
JOHN J. IRIS

Phone- 729 -7th Ave. N.
Bryant 3377

Predicts Films by Wireless
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbia, Mo.—David Sarnoff,

vice-president and general manager of

the Radio Corp. of America, in an ad-

dress before the University of Miss-
ouri predicted development of "radio

tellivision," or the sending and re-

ceiving motion pictures by wireless

—

and to the achievement of the trans-

mission by radio of both sound and
moving pictures.

Webb Again Heads M. P. D. A.

Kenneth Webb has been re-elected

president of the M. P. D. A. Other
officers are: Robert Vignola, vice-

president; C. J. Williams, treasurer;

William F. Haddock, secretary; Web-
ster Campbell, inner guard; Edwin
Hollywood, outer guard. James
Vincent and Ashley Miller were re-

elected trustees for three years.

"EXPERIENCED FOREIGN

SALES MANAGER"

Sailing to Europe early in

February, has formed a com-

pany to handle American pro-

duct abroad. Looking for a

good product to sell while on

the continent and in England.

Address Box. B—100.

c/o FILM DAILY

FIRST WITH THE BE I

KINOGRAM!
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf ALL THE WORLD

New York Chicago Hollywoo

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 183

I TO EXHIBITORS
Get in on the Ground

Floor NOW by Booking

WHEN A MAN'S!

A MAN
By the Greatest Living Author

HAROLD BEL]
WRIGHT

It's a Principal Picture

A First National Attractic

COMING SOON

HARRY CAREY
IN

The Night Hawk
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE
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-AIP PLAY
By DANNY

:veral exhib'*or organizations
• gone on ord banning Mabel
mand's pie >-s; this evidently

to the rec sensational news-

;r reports i happening in Hol-

Dod in whic. tiss Normand was
irticipant.

rhen a wild- ed ism-chaser,_ a

essional refoi aer, or a politician

one eye to • .j windward, starts

ling picturt. ecause of any rea-

whatsoever, people in this busi-

as a rule don't take such matters

>usly. But when an exhibitor

nization takes such an attitude

j
time to stop, look and think,

b brief is held for Miss Normand
none is intended to be filed. But

i what has Miss Normand done
; highbrow exhibitors with such

f inspirations feel impelled to join

rsm-chasers? She was at a party

Ih developed into a mess. So far

' ing has developed to prove any
C£ than this. But because she wit-

sd a shooting her pictures are to

anned.

How high-faulting, how high-

row, how wonderfully ethical

lese exhibitor organizations

re getting to be!

"Hhat happens to Miss Normand
matter that concerns her._ But
I happens to be an organization
ther unusually fine men who are

sibuting her latest feature. If the

ere isn't good, it should not be
a:d. Not because of ethics or

g-brow ideas, but simply as a busi-

faproposition. Otherwise any such
tin as mentioned makes one specu-
tn-ather as to when the first batch
: cond-hand angels wings will be
Sjibuted to exhibitor organizations.

Flint in Town
btley Flint, the Los Angeles
»>er, is in town. Expects to re-

la several weeks.

The Census
It is sincerely urged that all

<ecutives see to it that the
lanks forwarded by the Bu-
:au of Census of the Depart-
ent of Commerce, be com-
eted and returned to Wash-
gton at the earliest moment,
j
facilitate in the completion

I this work speedily.

New York World: "Mabel Normand is the funniest girl in pictures.

We enjoyed every minute of 'The Extra Girl,'" Central Theater. Distrib-

uted by Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Two More To Go
And Then Mae Murray Completes
Metro Contract—Company Silent

on Renewal

Mae Murray has two more pictures

to make for Metro release in order

to complete her present contract. One
of these will be "Madamoiselle Mid-
night," on which she is now at work
and the other probably a story that

Vicente Blasco Ibanez is writing for

her.

"Fashion Row" is the latest Mur-
ray release which is down on the

Metro schedule for Dec. 3. It has

been released rather generally

throughout the country but starts in

New York next week at the Capitol.

W. E. Atkinson at Metro yesterday

(Continued on Page 2)

New Deals UnderWay
Hodkinson Dickering With Terwilli-

ger, E. H. Griffith and E. L.
Hollywood for Pictures

Continued activity is under way in

the Hodkinson organization, looking

toward the acquistion of new prod-

uct for the current season. It is un-

derstood that deals are being con-

sidered whereby at least three ad-

ditional directors will be identified

with the company's producing forces.

They are George Terwilliger, E. H.
Griffith and Edwin L. Hollywood.

If the plans carry out, these direc-

tors would make their pictures in the

East. An official of the company ad-

mitted yesterday the directors named
above did figure in present negotia-

tions.

Float Stock Issue
Warner Bros, on Curb Today—Ex-

pect to Apply for Listing on
"Big Board"

Warner Bros, have made arrange-
ments to sell a block of 150,000
shares of stock to the public and for

that purpose, the issue will be traded
in this morning on the New York
Curb, probably at an opening price

of $12 a share.

It was declared yesterday that in

the near future, an application will

be made to list the stock on the New
York Stock Exchange. In a state-

ment made in this connection, the as-

sets of the company are placed at

$5,000,000 and while no definite fig-

ures were issued, it was said that the
earnings for 1923, computed on a
nine months' basis, were approximate-
ly ten per cent of the assets, or about
$500,000. Based on the present pro-
duction plans, officials of the com-
pany state they expect the earnings
during 1924 to reach fully 40 per cent
of the company's assets.

"Extra Girl" Breaks Record

Associated Exhibitors declared yes-
terday that the opening day of "The
Extra Girl" established a one day
record at the Central. While no
figures were available, it is under-
stood the gross for the day was about
$3,800.

Chaney Here for Vacation
Lon Chaney arrived in town yes-

terday for a two week's vacation. He
is at the Commodore.

Graham Denies Report

John Cecil Graham, in charge for

Famous Players in Great Britain,

yesterday declared the reports circu-

lated in London to the effect that he

intended leaving Famous "were

absurd."

Mr. Graham expects to leave for

London either the end of the week or

early next week.

Reinhardt Starts in Summer
Max Reinhardt leaves for Germany

in a few days. He is expected back

in a few months to start work on his

first Marion Davies picture for Cos-

mopolitan. Miss Davies will next

make "Janice Meredith," production

of which will take several months.

Her picture following that will be. the

one Reinhardt will direct.

Dwan Signs
New Contract With Famous for One

Year—Plans Five Consecutive
Swansons

Allan Dwan has signed a new con-
tract with Famous Players for a year,

under the terms of which he will di-

rect Gloria Swanson in five conse-

cutive pictures. The next is in doubt
for the moment but will probably be
"Manhandled."

The director has just completed
"She Laughs Last," with Miss Swan-
son in what approximates a record

number of shooting days at the Para-

mount Eastern studio. A trifle over

three weeks was needed to make the

picture.

It was reported yesterday that

Dwan had completed his contract

with Famous and had signed with

Hodkinson to make several pictures

but this was denied by him person-

ally when he was reached at the stu-

dio.

I
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod Not Quoted
F. P.-L. ... 7iy2 70Vs 703/s 2,000

do pfd Not Quoted
Goldwyn Not Quoted
Loew's .... 1654 VY% 17j4 800

Betty Compson, who arrived in N ew York yesterday on her way to
Miami to appear in Alan Crosland's productions for Hodkinson release.—Advt.

Tie-up on "Eternal City"

Harry Reichenbach has posted a

large number of placards throughout
New York bearing the following in-

scription:

"Help Make New York the Eternal
City of Safety. Drive Slowly." "The
Eternal City," is at the Strand this

week.

Composers Re-Elect Buck
The Society of Composers, Au-

thors & Publishers, has re-elected

Eugene Buck president; Victor Her-
bert, vice-president; Raymond Hub-
bell, treasurer, and Charles K. Har-
ris, secretary.

if (Skli/xxitloTiaX t/-ictuAjL4-s

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^ Kan*1

^•"* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

Two More To Go
(Continued from Page 1)

declined to say anything about a fu-

ture contract when the present agree-
ment expires.

Miss Murray makes her pictures

for Tiffany Prod, which in turn re-

leases them through Metro. An ef-

fort was made yesterday to ascertain
whether the completion of the distrib-

ution contract would be identical with
the end of her agreement with Tif-

fany but in the absence of M. H. Hoff-
man who is on his way East from
the coast via the Panama Canal, A.
S. Aronson declined to make any
statement.

Abandon Newark Fight
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Newark, N. J.—Following a long
fight to close the Weequahic theater
on the Sabbath, Protestant ministers

have finally abandoned their crusade.
Inasmuch as relief through public of-

ficials was not forthcoming, they
deemed it best to abandon their plans.

Sid Franklin Quits Warners'
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Sidney Franklin has
left the Warner organization and, it

is understood, will again direct Norma
Talmadge in "The House of Youth."
Alfred E. Green is expected to di-

rect Constance in her next picture.

Ruby Lafayette has been eni je

for a part in "Triumph."

At the Schenck office yesterday,
the Franklin report was doubted. It

is probable that Frank Borzage will

direct and also play one of the leads
in "The House of Youth." Eugene
O'Brien will be in the cast.

Editors Find Business Good
The regular weekly reports of the

financial editors of the various Hearst
newspapers indicate that business
conditions continue more than good
in the West, South and Middle West
and that "there would appear to be
hardly a black spot in the whole ter-

ritory."

Marion Davies the Guest

The Woman Pays Club will en-
tertain Marion Davies at lunch on
Jan. 29.

"Scaramouche" at Capitol

"Scaramouche," will play at

Capitol the week of Feb. 19.

the

Coast Producers Meet Today
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The first meeting of
the Ass'n of M. P. Producers, Inc.,

incorporated last week by 15 produc-
ing companies here will be held to-

day at which time it is expected of-

ficers will be elected. Will H. Hays
says of the association:

"This association is the California
instrumentality to carry out the pur-
poses in which the national associa-
tion is engaged."

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafogcomed^— ^ —
,-

Louis Seel I

^Xrtistic
animated films

LEADERS
TRAILERS
220West 42 St

NEV/ YORK
Chickering 1994-

SOL LESSER presents

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT

Tremendous Story of Love a

Self-Sacrifice

"WHEN A MAN'!

A MAN"
FIFTY MILLION PEOPLE HA'

READ HIS WORKS. YOl
CROWDS ARE WAITING. WH

MORE COULD YOU ASK?

BOOK IT NOW

A First National Attract*

A Business Getter
Nationally Known
Theatre Executive

Equipped by wide experience to take

complete charge of business manage-
ment and presentation. Proven record

of results. Highest references.

Write or wire "Executive"

care FILM DAILY, 71 W. 44th St.
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S. R. O. " Stuff

Howard Frankle, the manager of Columbus Majestic is the

roud possessor of two suburban theaters in Columbus, Ohio.
,?rankle says business is fine if you go after it. Stood them out

o the curb last week with his novelty night. Gives away a half

i dozen dolls all shapes and sizes, pocketbooks, tea sets, mouth-
jrgans, etc. Lucky numbers win prizes : coupon stunt attached

o admission ticket. Great neighborhood gag stuff results in

:rowds standing out to curb. Has a specialty every night in the

veek.

Monday Novelty Night
Tuesday Jazz Band Night
Wednesday Amateur's Night
Thursday Novelty Night
Friday .Country store. Gave away live

pig last week.
Saturday Jazz Band
Sunday Straight pictures ; big picture

Says that film don't mean anything in his suburban houses
he word amusement means more than motion pictures. Analyzes
'amusement," ala Webster to mean "diversion."

Has a set price of week day features and doesn't care what
picture it is. Claims the added attractions get the dough. Claims
le has tried out big pictures on many occasions ; spent big money
or them only to break even or lose. Buys cheaper pictures now
md spends the difference in extras as above and is packing them
n.

Court Halts Stock Sale

The activities of Al Gilbert in sell-

ing stock of the Rising Sun Prod,
phich he represented, who intended
to produce a film, "Five Years in

Hell," have been curbed by the Su-
preme Court when Justice Burr sign-
ed an injunction restraining Gilbert
and the corportion from selling any
more stock.

Carlos Signs Home
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Abe Carlos has sign-
ed James W. Home to direct the next
Richard Talmadge picture for Tru-
art.

Paquet Reopens Quebec House
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Quebec—J. H. Paquet has reopen-
ed the Theater Canadian. The
house has been thoroughly redeco-
rated.

Zittel Plans Theater

C. F. Zittel has practically com-
pleted a deal for property fronting
on 42nd and 43rd Sts., west of the
Selwyn theater, upon which he will

build a theater and apartment build-

ing. The theater will show pictures

and vaudeville and will seat between
2,000 and 3,000.

"Yankee Consul" Premiere

"The Yankee Consul," Douglas
MacLean's second production for As-
sociated Exhibitors, had its world
premiere at the Fenway, Boston,
Saturday, and broke all Saturday
night attendance records for that
house, according to Associated Ex-
hibitors, Inc.

Winnipeg Theater Closes
(Sfitcial to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—The Strand has closed
because of poor business.

COMING SOON
"LOVE'S WHIRLPOOL"

WITH

JAMES KIRKWOOD, LILA LEE
and MADGE BELLAMY

FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE

The Greatest

Achievement

in

Motion

Picture

Cameras

"THE NEW DEBRIE INTERVIEW"
FOR NEWSMEN AND GENERAL OUTDOOR WORK

MADE BY

ANDRE DEBRIE OF PARIS
It has the same movement and con-

struction as the standard Professional

Debrie.

Body of five ply walnut, finely finished

and guaranteed to withstand any climatic

conditions.

Direct focusing tube

Quick lens changing de-

vice

Focusing and Diaphragm
rods operated from rear

of camera

Film reverse

Film punch

Direct View Finder with

removable masks

Set of inside masks

Four hundred foot regu-

lar Debrie magazines

Two inch F. 3.5 Krauss

Tessar Anastigmat lens

Weight fourteen pounds

OUTFIT COMES COMPLETE WITH TWO
MAGAZINES AND CARRYING CASE AT THE

ASTONISHING LOW PRICE OF

$465.00

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., INC.

118 West 44th Street, N. Y. G.

Ownership Management of Willoughby, Inc.
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Incorporations

Albany—Productive Films, Brook-

n. Capital $25,000. Incorporators,

H. Rosenfeld, B. Abelowitz and
, Carson. Attorney, S. L. Kapper,

ew York.

Albany—Bufter Amusement Corp.,

ochester; theaters. Capital $5,000.

[corporators, E. F. Palmer, B.

:haefer and S. Gaai. Attorney, R.

. Robertson, Buffalo.

Albany—Smith & Shannon, New
ork. Capital, $1,000. Incorporat-
es, L. A. and C. H. Smith and B.

lannon. Attorney, A. Dryer, New
ork.

Albany—Eastern Prod., New York.
X) shares common stock, no par val-

:. Incorporators, C. S. Harvey and
1, O. Hurst. Attorney, M. L.

esser, 366 Madison Ave., New York.

Albany—Marple Co., New York,
leaters. Capital $10,000. Incorpo-
itors, L. Sloden, J. Ruben and M. H.
iercy. Attorneys, Slavin & Leight-

ian, New York.

Albany—R. A. Prod., New York,
apital $10,000. Incorporators, M. H.
alloy and S. B. Barrow. Attorney,
Chambers, New York.

Dover, Del.—Brinkman Pennant
[are Screen Corp. Incorporators,

. T. Sherman, Lebannon, Pa.; E.
•inkman, Lancaster, Pa.

Resumes Work March 1

(Sptcitl to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles

—"One Night in

bme," Laurette Taylor's second pic-

I'e for Metro is scheduled to go
io production in March. King Vidor
mo directed "Happiness" with Miss
' ylor may not make the new picture

t:ause of previous arrangements
\.h Goldwyn.

FOR SALE: Complete Motion Pic-
ture Studio at 29 Wilkin St., Indian-
apolis, Ind., Bell Howe Camera

—

everything ready to shoot. Cost over
Fifty Thousand. My price Thirty-
five hundred. Terms to right party.
A wonder bargain.

FRANK REMBUSCH
1003 Roosevelt Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Plan Eighteen Features
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Sam Grand and Ed-
ward M. James of Grand-Asher are

here from the East with plans to

make 18 features and a number of

special productions. The first special

will be "The Rose of the Ghetto,"
which Roy Neill will direct. Another
will be "Once in a Blue Moon" which
Neill will likewise direct with Marie
Prevost, Carl Miller, George K. Ar-
thur, Anders Randolf, William V.
Mong, Dana Collins, Claire McDow-
ell and Sydney Bracy in the cast.

Smith Completes "My Man"
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"My Man" has been
decided upon as the title for George
Randolph Chester's novel which
David Smith has finished for Vita-
graph. Patsy Ruth Miller and Dus-
tin Farnum have the leads in a cast

which includes Niles Welch, Margaret
Landis, George Webb. William Nor-
ris, Edith Yorke and Violet Palmer.

Niagara Falls Overseated?
(Special to THE FILM, DAILY)

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—The an-

nouncement that a new theater would
be erected on the site of the In-

ternational Hotel by the Robbins
Enterprises and Harris Lumberg has
caused some comment among the-

atrical folks here, many declaring
that the city is already overseated.

Anderson to Broadcast
Carl Anderson is considering the

erection of a broadcasting station atop
of the building at 723 7th Ave. where
he makes his office. He will use the

radio to exploit "After the Ball."

T. O. C. C. Tickets Well Sold

Billy Brandt said yesterday that

the tickets for the T. O. C. C. ball

on Thurday at the Astor had been
almost entirely disposed of. About
3,000 persons are expected.

Mrs. Bernheim Dead
Mrs. Bernheim, mother of Julius

Bernheim, director-general of Univer-
sal City, and sister of Carl Laemmle,
is dead, according to a cable received
yesterday from Germany.

"Name the Man" will be shown be-
fore the Newspaper Club tomorrow
night.

COMING SOON
Whitman Bennett's Production

"The Hoosier Schoolmaster
FEATURING

HENRY HULL and JANE THOMAS
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE

In The Courts
The Mercantile Factors Corp. yes-

terday secured attachments against

the Warner Bros. Pictures Corp. on
two notes, each for $5,000. The notes
were originally made to Warner Bros.
by Independent Film Corp. of Phila-
delphia, the distributor of the Warner
output in Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey and assigned
by Warner Bros, to the Mercantile
Factors Corp.

Community Service Pays
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Orleans—The secretary of the
Association of Commerce, Walter
Parker, has written to the Saenger
Amusement Co., saying in part:

"We who are active in the manage-
ment of the association want to ex-
press our sense of the extent and un-
selfishness of your contributions to

the organization's own work for the
community. If more of our larger

business enterprises would take the

same interest in our common con-
cerns, the city would quickly feel the

benefit of it."

Dorothy Phillips Here
Dorothy Phillips is in town from

Los Angeles.

Engages Eve Unsell
(Speciol to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Bennie Zeidman who
is producing a series for Principal, has
engaged Eve Unsell to edit two of the

group. She will also write an origi-

nal story for him.

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS

MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

NAIL THIS NOW

!

Touted by critics as—"Full of

Human Touches" — "Moves
Swiftly to Gripping Climax"—
"One Tense Situation After An-
other"—"Full of New Twists.'^

— THE BOOKS ARE OPEN !
—

THEATRE OWNERS
PRESENTATION of

Bryant 1871

Office Supplies—Prompt De-
livery.

TOTEM STATIONERY CO.
1476 Broadway, at 42nd St.

Longacre Bldg., Room 824

Gaston Glass

Miriam Cooper

A RENCO
PICTURE

Chas. K. Harris

Dallas Fitzgerald

ANDERSON PICTURES CORP.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

— F. B. O. EXCHANGES —

CHAPLIN
Appearing

Marshall Neilans

Associated First National':

Thomas H.Ince's

The Rendevous"

HerTemporary Husband

The Galloping Fish"

"I am very much interested in the work of Sydney Chaplin.

I consider him the foremost comedian on the screen today."

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
in THE SMART SET
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PREVIEWED FLOWING GOLD AND THINK IT CORKING GOOD
AUDIENCE PICTURE HAS SAME STRONG AUDIENCE VALUE AS THE
SPOILERS

R A ROWLAND

Get that/As good an audience
picture as Hie Spoilers'- ~Tfau
know what that means/
Richard WaltonTully «

presents his
screen version

FLOWING
GOLD
Qhe Famous Novel by

Rex Beach
Directed by

Joseph DeGrasse
A 3teot notional Picture

FLOWING GOLD
will be another money
making wallop from

tyrst cHational
i

Foreign Righu Controlled .

AiiocUted Km Hanonil Picture*

383 Maditoo Avenue; rlewYxk
e* Inc.!
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England Upset
iditions Bad Because of Exhibitors
ombining On Prices and Ameri-
:an Distributors Cutting Them
tarry Rowson of Ideal Films, one

he leading producing and distribu-

;
concerns of England, who ar-

d here yesterday, brings word of

cult conditions existing in Eng-
1.

What between American distribu-

; concerns offering pictures at cut

:s; and English exhibitors getting

ether and holding down prices it

ndeed trying for the British dis-

utor andrv cer," said Rowson.
The exh ' i the smaller cities

towns fet. together and arrange
ween themselves as to product
/ will use. Then they offer prices

Drdingly and that is the end of

igs. It is not a question of what
stributor demands for his product;
5 what they will pay. This does
apply to the first run houses in

large cities, but particularly to
{Continued on Page 6)

"Darker Self" to Hodkinson
lodkinson will distribute "His
'ker Self," the five reel comedy
duced at the Griffith studio Star-

? Lloyd Hamilton. This is the
:ure in which Al Jolson was ori-

ally to star.

Branham with Nate Gordon «

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
oston—Charles G. Branham, who

:*ntly resigned from Famous Play-
t Canadian Corp., is now with the
"don circuit.

Settlement Pending
P
I. L. M. Club and Long Island
Exhibitor May End Squabble

over Arbitration

ast night, a settlement was pend-
i between the F. I. L. M. Club of
h York and Charles W. Jackson
lr operates a theater bearing his
I'.e at Hampton Bay, L. I.

ccording to Louis Phillips, e"xecu-
I secretary of the board and an
itrney as well, Jackson contracted
oa number of pictures with Com-
n iwealth and then refused to either
'1; or pay for them. The matter,
•> he usual manner, was presented
O he joint arbitration board and

(Continued on Page 6)

Mae Tinee, Chicago Tribune: "There is no question as to the value of

'The Courtship of Myles Standish.' Charles Ray has the 'spark' of genius

in him." This great production is distributed by Associated Exhibitors.

—

Advt

Convention In May
M. P. T. O. Has Not Selected City

As Yet—Another Meeting
of Committee Soon

The 1924 convention of the M. P.

T. O. will be held in May in a city

as yet undetermined by the commit-
tee which has this matter in charge.

Another meeting, however, will be
held shortly.

A suggestion has been made that

the National M. P. Day this year be

extended to cover a week with the

first day's receipts going toward the

national treasury and the remainder
for the direct benefit of the individual

theater owner.

Sydney S. Cohen yesterday issued

a lengthy report covering the recent

directors' meeting in New York. He
said that the question of objectionable
advertising matter would be taken up
with the Hays office and likewise,

the non-theatrical problem.

"Song of Love" At Rivoli

Norma Talmadge's new picture,

"The Song of Love," will probably
olay the Rivoli the week of Feb. 24.

Tomorrow, Joseph M. Schenck will

address the A. M. P. A. and in the

evening the Schencks leave for Flori-

da on a vacation.

Changes In Canada
H. M. Thomas Rejoins Famous Play-

ers—Robson Handling East-
ern Theaters

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—There have been some

important changes in the personnel

of the Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Ltd. H. M. Thomas, former
general director of theaters, is back
with the corporation. He went to

Iowa about a year ago to resume
the direction of the Blank theaters.

Thomas will now have charge of all

Famous theaters in Western Canada
from Port Arthur to Vancouver.

Clarence Robson, manager of the

Hippodrome, has been appointed

manager of theaters for Eastern
Canada and will supervise houses east

of Port Arthur, covering Ontario and
Quebec.
Ben Cronk has been appointed

manager of the Tivoli,, Toronto. He
(Continued on Page 6)

Order Removes Attachments
An order removing the two attach-

ments secured against Warner Bros,

by the Mercantile Factors Corp. was
filed yesterday when the Warners'
furnished the court with sufficient

guarantees to cover the two $5,000

notes involved.

Fewer Adverse Bills
Legislative Situation Throughout

Country Better Than This
Time Last Year

Reports from various sections of
the country indicate that there is now
less adverse legislation leveled at the
motion picture business than at this

time last year.

Executives of the larger companies
have been advised to expect a cer-

tain number of bills aimed at ex-
changes and at admissions because
of the extensive road building cam-
paigns planned in a number of states.

Censorship may crop out here and
there, but it is believed that there is

no real danger in that direction.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jackson, Miss.—An effort will be

made to introduce censorship in

Mississippi. A bill has been drafted
and will be introduced shortly pro-
viding for a censorship commission
->f five, each to get a salary of from
?2,500 to $3,000 per year.

T. O. C. C. Ball Tomorrow
The annual ball of the T. O. C. C.

will be held tomorrow night at the
Astor. The popularity contest con-
duced by the N. Y. American termin-
ated yesterday with Marion Davies
and Rudolph Valentino leading the
list. They will be crowned king and
queen.

Selznick Directors Meeting

The directors of Selznick Distribu-
ting are holding a session that is ex-
pected to run through the week.

Cabanne Engaged by Garsson

It was reported last night that

Christy Cabanne would direct a pic-

ture for Murray W. Garsson.

Joins Famous
Alan Crosland Will Make "Sinners

In Heaven" and Several
Others to Follow

Despite the original plan of Alan
Crosland to make two pictures star-

ring Betty Compson for Hodkinson,
it is understood he will make only
one and then join Famous Players
for whom he will first direct "Sin-

ners in Heaven." Later, he is ex-

pected to make several more for

Paramount.

Betty Compson arrived in town
yesterday from the coast. Crosland
expects to start for Miami in a few
days to get his Hodkinson picture

under way.
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Q<fuotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod.. 109^ 1093/6 109^ 200

F. P.-L. .. 71 703/g 70y2 1,200

do pfd Not Quoted

Goldwyn Not Quoted

Loew's ... 17/2 17y2 Wi 100
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SnfE OF THE PROGRAM'

Foreign Distribution of

Motion Picture
Productions £.fcatm

Ge01̂ ^^00
220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

FOR SALE: Complete Motion Pic-

ture Studio at 29 Wilkin St., Indian-

apolis, Ind., Bell Howe Camera

—

everything ready to shoot. Cost over

Fifty Thousand. My price Thirty-

five hundred. Terms to right party.

A wonder bargain.

FRANK REMBUSCH
1003 Roosevelt Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind.

"EXPERIENCED FOREIGN

SALES MANAGER"

Sailing to Europe early in

February, has formed a com-

pany to handle American pro-

duct abroad. Looking for a

good product to sell while on

the continent and in England.

Address Box. B—100.

c/o FILM DAILY

Newspaper Opinions
"The Extra Girl"—Asso. Exhibitors

Central

AMERICAN

—

I might say she out Met-
tons "Merton of the Movies" and gives
"Hollywood" an awful run for first place
among the pictures laid in the Hollywood
studios.

EVENING WORLD—Whatever else may
be said about Mabel Normand she is still, in
the opinion of the writer, far and away the
premiere comedienne of the screen * » »

countless thousands of disappointed fans were
turned away from the Central on the lirst

day of the picture.

"The Extra Girl," is just what was ex-
pected, only more so.

MAIL—* * * a wishy-washy comedy of
the Hollywood type. In our opinion it is be-
low his standard of slap-stick. * * * It seems
that Sennett ran short of slapstick ideas for
the picture. It is more the weepy melodrama
than the farce one would expect from this
producer.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The situa-
tions, ii they had been treated in a humorous
manner, might have overcome the underlying
gloom of the shopworn story. Even those
scenes which Mr. Sennett had obviously de-
signed to be played :n a comedy vein some-
how just don't seem to register.

Mabel Normand, who used to be able to
put life into any story, missed many oppor-
tunities in this picture.

SUN—There were many delightful comedy
moments in the picture, but it seemed that
interest weakened when Mr. Sennett applied
the sentimentality a little too strongly. There
is a plot, to be sure, though rather banal.

TELEGRAM—There is a characteristic
Mack Sennett chase in the early part of the
film and an exciting scene with an escaped
lion in the Hollywood episode. The piece
moves along at a lively rate, attended by
equally lively laughter from the audience.

Miss Normand gives an amusing burlesque

i TIMES—* * * a Mack Sennett comedy
poking fun at the much-discussed idea of
lone girls going to Hollywood. * * All
the time the lion is on the screen there is

plenty to laugh at.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—Incidentally,
"The Extra Girl," is a rather fair picture. It
is interesting and at times has a couple of
thrills. Had it come along before the ad-
vent of "Hollywood," or "Souls for Sale,"
this one would have been a knockout. It

is old-fashioned comedy-melodrama that has
been hoaked up with a flock of studio in-

cident. It will get to most audiences, and
they will enjoy it—only the question remains
whether or not they will accept Normand,
although there isn't any reason why they
shouldn't.

TRiBUNE~^*":»-* altliough-she still is one
of the most captivcating comediennes on the
screen and her humor is always subtle and
refreshing, her latest comedy is pretty poor
material. Or perhaps it isn't either. Ever
and anon we forget that we admitted we
wouldn't know a good slap-stick if one hit

us in the face. * * * Mabel Normand is so
much better actress than most people that we
should like to know why she can't be fitted

with a good story.

WORLD—Mabel Normand is the funniest
girl in pictures. * * * we enjoyed every
minute of "The Extra Girl," yesterday. It

seems that Miss Normand simply can't help
being funny.

"The Lullaby"—F.
Cameo

B. O.

AMERICAN— Lillian Ducey is the author
of the story and Ches f cr Bennett is responsi-
ble for the direction, which is far above
the average. On the whole, for this type
of film, "The Lullaby" is well done. Per
sonally, we prefer stories with a more cheer-
ful trend, but we know many folks who adore

TO SUB-LET
Small office Loew State
tre Bldg. reasonable, poss

February 1. Inquire
1215.

Bryant 8033.

Thea-
;ession

Room

being miserable, and for them "The Lullaby"
will meet every requirement.

EVENING WORLD—Mother-love has

been so fearfully maltreated and kicked
around in so many movies that it is a wonder
any producer had nerve enough to give it

another try, but Chester Bennett did, and
with right good results. It ought to be ad-

vertised as "glorifying the American sob,"

for if you have tears to shed prepare to

shed them during the unwinding of "The
Lullaby."

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * good
motion picture entertainment. It abounds in

"human interest," is fairly well acted, and
tells a story which is highly dramatic. Such
is the stuff of which entertaining pictures
are made.
There is nothing very original in the story

* * * this is good stuff for the average mo-
tion picture-going public and will doubtless
be popular.

SUN—The story emphasizes once more the

truism that it is folly for a man to introduce
his best masculine friend to his bride.

TELEGRAM—Perhaps no better portray-
al of real, untiring mother love has been given
on the screen hereabouts than was presented
in * * * "The Lullaby."

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It's all dra-

matic hokum, and pretty forced at that.

Photography and settings excellent.

WORLD— * * * displays a versatility and
promise which should develop decidedly with
good direction. Her company is moderately
accomplished. Sincerity rather than excite-

ment is the keynote of the narrative.

Adds to "America" Cast

Through Charles Walton, Riley

Hatch, Louis Wolheim, Arthur Don-
aldson, Edwin Holland, Downing
Clarke and Arthur Dewey have been
added to the cast of D. W. Griffith's,

"America."

The Burnside Opens Jan. 31

Loew's Burnside, at Burnside and
Walton Aves., the Bronx, will be
formally opened Jan. 31. The house
seats 3,000.

Harry Cohn Back To Coast

Following a month's stay here,

Harry Cohn has returned to the

Coast.

Phone—Beekman 9091

tEAl, SEKVJS

119 Fulton St., N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Patne'New.
MOSCOW, RUSSIA—Lenine, dead!
MIAMI, FLA.—Jack Dempsey i;eeps i

trim.

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO—With
rebel troops, at the front.

Other items from Washington, Paris, /.
sterdam, Manchester and Atlanta.

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

today
HAL ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL

COMEDIES
"The Pinnacle of Pantomime"

2 reels

Partiecomedy

3???????'?

Our inquiring reporter asks,

When is an exhibitor a real busin

man

Answer: When he books

o »

The big picture play of 1924

Presented by Sol Lesser

A First National Attraction)

COMING SOON
BETTY COMPSON

UN AN •

Alan Crosland Production
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE
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LILIES OF FIELD NOT JUST GOOD ITS GEEAT IT IS CORINNE GRIFFITHS
GREATEST PICTURE AND WIL BE A KNOCKOUT PP.OBABLY BEST PRODUCTION
THIS SEASON PUTS CORINNE GRIFFITH ON TOP WILL STAND UP TO ANYTHING
YOU SAY ABOUT IT

tR A ROWLAND

-Not
and

Confine Onfllih Pm**-!*

LILIES
OF THE

FIELD"
WILLIAM HURLBEJtT

torinne Griffith

Conway Tearle

John Francis Dillon

just good- ITS GREAT"
Corinne Griffith's best/

We knewit- It couldnt Pail

LILIES of the FIELD
featuring Corinne Griffith

and Conway Tearle will

knock the spots out oP
"BLACK OXEN 'and you know
that mean's stepping? some

i
Foreign Right* Controlled

Auociitcd Km HaDonil Picture!

JW MadUoo AveniK New fork
e4 Inc.
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Film Scandal.

The only person deserving of sympathy in one of

Real Sufferer in a
tiiese so-called "Hollywood scandals" is the producer. If

there ever was an innocent bystander shot by a stray

bullet it is the man who. having put up his money and

expended his energies in the making of a picture, finds jt

all thrown into the scrap heap because the conduct of some man or woman has

incurred the disfavor of that noisy element of our community which has takeu

upon itself the safeguarding of our morals.

The situation is a harsh one and the punishment inflicted upon an innocent

party unjust, but there seems no way of remedying it. A producer plans a pic-

ture, lays out his money, has his casting department and director select the players,

v/ith the object of giving the plot the best delineation possible. The work has

progressed sometime to completion. There is every prospect of adequate financial

return when suddenly on some night something is done or something is made

known that shows a violation of the moral law by one of the players in the com-

pany. If the individual be of sufficient consequence very promptly the censorious

packs gather and begin their yapping. And the peculiar part of it is that they

do not ask that the person concerned be punished directly; they do not press for

imprisonment or exile, but their sole cry is "bar the film." Thereupon there

arises all over the country individual exhibitors who evince a desire for publicity

to announce that never shall any picture in which the offending person appears be

presented at his theatre. Of course, they do not mean it, but they have got their

names in the j'aper, and that is what was wanted.

No one is saying that persons who openly and notoriously live evil lives should

escape cehsure and punishment. It does not matter whether thex are of the

Stage or screen or law or medicine or the church, for that matter, the offender

should be made to pay. But why hit the producer, who innocently and honestly

engaged in a legitimate enterprise? Why fine him so heavily for something he

was dragged into by mischance?

That is one phase of the hullabaloo method of reform which should be con-

sidered.
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Something to Think About
By Bruno Lessing-

Morality and Hypocrisy.

THE moral vultures were quick
to pounce upon the California

screen actress who happened to

be present at a drinking .party

when a man was shot. In vari-

ous States, immaculate boards of

censors barred her films from
theatres because they had the

power to do so and because they
believed that the exercise of this

power would meet with popular
approval.

Perhaps they, were right. Per-
haps not. But all fair-minded
people will agree that they were
rather indecent in taking such
harsh action upon the mere
ground of newspaper reports.

They might, at least, have waited
until the trial was over and then

consulted the authentic records

of the court.

POPULAR opinion is a fickle

jade, who changes her mind
without rhyme or reason, and
frequently regrets the damage
she did. She always acts hastily

because she is emotional and
more or less ignorant. Those
who always cater to her are,

sooner or later, thrown into a
ditch.

SUPPOSING this actress had
really accepted some drinks

from her host without inquiring
whether he had bought them
from a bootlegger or had owned
them for five years. And then
supposing some one, without her
connivance or consent, had shot
her host. What evil effect can
her pictures have upon the pub-
lic mind?

Oh, the hypocrisy of this whole
censorship idea!

WHY not bar the music of

Chopin? Were he living in

Oklahoma today the Ku Klux
Klan would drive him out of

town for his immorality. Why
not bar the writings of Edgar
Allan Poe and Robert Burns?
They were habitual drunkards.

If you were to make a study of

the private lives of many of the

world's greatest geniuses, paint-

ers, poets, musicians, philoso-

phers, whose thoughts and crea-

tions are the greatest adornments
of civilization, it would make
every hair of your head stand on
end. Yet, supposing some hypo-
critical censor had suppressed
their work because they killed or
stole or drank or had a dozen
irregular households — what
would the world have gained?
And why not suppress all their

works today?

THE work of Benvenuto Cel-

lini has for centuries been, and

will for centuries be, an inspira-

tion to all lovers of the beautiful
Yet, if there was a crime that

Cellini aid not commit, it was
merely because he had over-

looked it.

WHY not let the California

actress alone? She has her

living to make. She is not strong
enough to cope either with boards
of censors or with public opinion.

If her pictures are bad bar
them. That would be doing the

public a good turn. Bar all bad
pictures—if you're sure they are

bad. If they are good, go to see
them. Above all

—

"Let him who is without sin

among you—

"

(Copyright, 1924, by King Feat-
ures Syndicate, Inc.)
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Settlement Pending
(Continued from Page 1)

Jackson was ordered to appear be-
fore that body. Phillips says he
failed to do so and then the law was
resorted/to. An order was issued in

the Supreme Court, recognizing the
workings of the arbitration board and
instructing Jackson to submit to its

findings. Several exchange managers
declared yesterday the ruling was im-
portant in that it served to impress
on the exhibitor mind that the arbi-

tration system was recognized in a
court of law and that thereafter own-
ers could not afford to sidestep the
agreement made under the uniform
contract to be governed by joint ar-

bitration.

Jackson has been ordered to appear
before the court today but last night
it seemed likely that a settlement
would be made.

Eastern Visit Held Up
(Sf0eM U THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Louis B. Mayer,
Fred Niblo and Enid Bennett expect
to leave for New York today or to-

morrow. The visit East has been
held up because Mayer waited for

the completion of the new Reginald
Barker picture.

Paul Daniels, formerly with Sha-
dowland Review, is now distributing
the Mason Wadsworth product.

RENALLES, Inc.

"The Elks Tooth"

At Broadway Theaters
Cameo

The overture consists of (a) "Babes In
The Woods;'' (h) "Poor Butterfly" and (c)
"The Glow Worm." This is followed by
Pathe News and an Aesop Fable. Acnes
Sweet next sings "The World is Waiting
For the Sunrise." A Jimmy Aubrey comedy
precedes the feature picture. "The Lullaby,"
featuring Jane Novak. John Priest closes
with an organ selection.

Central
"The Extra Girl." with Mabel Normand,

is the feature. Other numbers include an
opening musical selection and "Picking
Peaches." a Mack Sennett comedy.

Gaiety
"Abraham Lincoln," a Rockett production,

is the feature.

Rialto
The opening musical unit is "Capriccio

Italien," followed by Riesenfeld's Classical

Jazs, "Man's Conquest of Time," a novelty
offering; "Plastigrams," a film; the Rialto
Magazine; Zane Grey's, "Heritage of the
Desert," and Billy Sullivan in "The Kid
From Madrid. Michigan."

Strand
The Strand program this week consists

of excerpts from "Cavalleria Rusticana,"
played as the overture; a dance fantasy, "In
A Shop Window," with the Strand Ballet

Corps and Mile. Klementowicz; the Topical
News Review ; a prologue to the feature,

"The Eternal City;" the feature; "The Rat's
Revenge," an Aesop Fable, and an organ
solo.

At Other Houses
"Under The Red Robe" has been held for

a second week at the Capitol and likewise

"The Humming Bird" at the Rivoli. Other
hold-overs include : "The Ten Command-
ments." at the Cohan; "The Great White
Way," at the Cosmopolitan ; "The Covered
Wagon," at the Criterion, and "The White
Sister,'' at the Lyric.

Roth On Trip
Max Roth, who recently joined

Preferred to take charge of special

work on "The Virginian" and "May-
time," will leave today for a business

trip through the Middle West. His
itinerary will take him to Indianapo-
lis, Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha,
Des Moines and Chicago.

Presented to the President
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Miriam Battista was
received by the President yesterday.
She was introduced by Representa-
tive La Guardia.

Changes In Canada
('Continued from Page 1)

was director of theaters for Jule and
J. J. Allen when the latter had about
40 houses across Canada. The Tivoli
has just concluded a four weeks' run,

at $1.50 top, of "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame."
No manager to succeed Robson at

the Hippodrome has as yet been
named.

A Business Getter
Nationally Known
Theatre Executive

Equipped by wide experience to take

complete charge of business manage-
ment and presentation. Proven record

of results. Highest references.

Write or wire "Executive"

care FILM DAILY, 71 W. 44th St.

England Upset
(Continued from Page 1)

the smaller towns. And as we all

know it is the smaller cities that make
up the bulk of the business. Their
alibi is that they want the price of

production to come down.
"As to the cut prices at which

American distributors are offering
pictures I do not see what the dis-

tributors are getting out of their in-

vestment. Certainly they are mak-
ing it difficult for themselves for
time to come."

Suit Over "Feet of Clay"
Laura D. Wilck yesterday institu-

ted a suit for $2,500 in commission
against Margarita Tuttle, author of
"Feet of Clay." Miss Wilck conten-
ded that she was engaged to dispose
of the picture rights and that she
had made a tentative deal with the
Warners" for $25,000. Having
been advised by the author, she de-
cided not to sell because two direc-

tors, friends of the writer's, had
quarreled over the book. Miss Wilck
then claims she discovered the rights
had been sold to Famous Players at

the same figure.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

FOURTH ANNUAL

DINNER
AND

BALL
OF

Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce

GOLD ROOM

HOTEL ASTOR
THURSDAY NIGHT

January 24th
AL JOCKER'S CALIFORNIA

JAZZ ORCHESTRA RAMBLERS

Admission $10.00

Tickets Available at T.O.C.C.

1540 Broadway, New York

COMING SOON
HARRY CAREY

IN
A HUNT STROMBERG PRODUCTION

"THE NIGHT HAWK"
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE

Mr, Independent Producer

The unsurpassed facilities of the

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE

j

To the independent producer for picture production

under extremely favorable conditions

Consult

S. J. Cohn
Goldwyn Pictures Corp.

Culver City, Calif.

=
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LINCOLN
By DANNY

ere came, unheralded, al-

without any advance pub-
or exploitation, into the

:y — never before turned

tor picture showing—the

ett's picturization of "Abra-
Lincoln." It stole into the

quietly. It was met with a

of trumpets of acclaim. All

one of the newspaper critics

ed it as one of the biggest,

t pictures ever shown.
;e was unstinted. It was de-

d.

When on the Coast several

mths ago it was my luck to

s this. Accompanied by Sid
auman and Hugo Riesen-
d. All of us appreciated its

portance, and value.

Every man knows his busi-

ss best. The Rocketts know
ly they are planning to run
as a road show over the

langer houses.

at that this is sure: if a trained

e mind; an exploitation mind,
been back of the opening,
iham Lincoln" would have had
t similar to that of "The Cov-
Wagon" with which it ranks in

il ways. Properly exploited;
rly handled, "Abraham Lincoln"
I—and could—easily prove as
ble a piece of property as "The
ed Wagon." But what is need-
.hat it must have—is the spe-
cind of publicity and exploita-
<hat such a picture and such a
.ction warrant.

The ordinary exploitation,
e kind that is sufficient for
e theater, is insufficient,
eak and almost worthless
r a motion picture. The
otion picture audience is

i&tly different in many ways
an the theater clientele,
nd must be treated accord-
giy-

)raham Lincoln" is a great pic-

-a fine picture; a splendid piece
operty. The Rocketts deserve
congratulations. They have

;d a long way out as producers.
Frances Marion again scores;

i's direction is often excellent,
picture could stand a bit of cut-
here and there to advantage.

\',t Billings is superb as Lincoln.
(Continued on Page 2)

Harriette Underhill, New York Tribune: "Mabel Normand is one of the

most captivating comediennes on the screen. Her humor is subtle and
refreshing." In "The Extra Girl," Associated Exhibtiors.—Advt.

Some "U" Plans Terriss Organizes
"The Butterfly" Purchased—Company

To Continue Activity in Short
Reel Field

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Carl Laemmle

brought from New York a number
of interesting announcements rela-

tive to future Universal production
plans.

lie has secured the rights to "The
Butterfly" by Kathleen Norris. for the

probable use of Virginia Valli and
Norman Kerry. - Stories approved for

production include "Love Insurance,"
in which Reginald Denny will star;

"The Missourian," a Civil War novel
for Denny; and "Damned," to be
made with an all-star cast.

(Continued on Page 2)

Industry to Honor Edison

George Kleine is the sponsor for

a luncheon which important execu-
tives in the industry will tender to

Thomas A. Edison on Feb. 13. The
function is prompted by Mr. Edison's
birthdav which occurs on the 11th.

Forms Own Company to Make Paul
Gwynne Stories—First for Gold-

wyn-Cosmopolitan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover. Del.—Terriss Prod, were
formed here yesterday with a capitali-

zation of $100,000.

Tom Terriss, as noted, has com-
pleted arrangements to make "The
Bandolero," by Paul Gwynne fo

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan. The picture

will be made in Cuba and the Ba-
hamas with Goldwyn to have super-

vision over the cast and continuity.

Terriss expects to leave for the South
tomorrow.
He intends making a series based

(Continued on Page 2)

Cathrine Curtiss to Produce

It is understood that Cathrine Cur-
tis is completing plans for a series

of six pictures probably to be made
on the coast. A national distributor

is mentioned in connection with the

release.

Divided Over Tax
House Committee Members Hold
Various Ideas on What Should

Be Repealed by Congress
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The House Ways
and Means Committee yesterday be-
gan tentative consideration of rates

in the revenue bill. A number of
motions were made dealing with the
portion of the bill relative to ad-
missions, thus indicatng a difference
in opinion among the various com-
mittee members.
Among the motions made was one

calling for the removal of the tax on
admissions under twenty-five cents;
another, for the repeal on admissions
of fifty cents and under; a third,

eliminating the tax on admissions of

one dollar and under and a fourth,

regarding $1.50 admissions. Another
provided for the repeal of all taxes.

Based on returns for the first six

BiOtttrh! oi tix rijeal year, ihe 'oov
eminent will receive about $90,000,-

000 during the current year in ad-
mission taxes.

reraghty Leaves Famous
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Tom J. Geraghty,
one of the supervising editors for

Famous, has resigned and, according
to report, will join Douglas Fairbanks
and Marv Pickford.

Geraghty has held a number of im-
portant posts at Famous. On several

occasions, he has been in complete
charge of Eastern production.

Expect 2,500 at Ball

About 2.500 people are expected at

the T. O. C. C. ball at the Astor
tonight. The entire choruses from
"The Follies" and "Kid Boots" will

aid in the coronation of Rudolph Val-
entino as king and Marion Davies as

queen.

Bowes Returns

Edward J. Bowes returned on the

Aquitania yesterday from Europe.
His trip concerned the production oL
"Ben Hur" in Italy. ^^

Sheehah Sails Saturday
Winfield R. Sheehan sails for Eu-

rope on Saturday.

What of the Radiol
What has been its effect on

business at the box-office?

Interesting data on this sub-
ject will be a feature of next
Sunday's issue.
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LINCOLN
(Continued from Page 1)

Ruth Clifford is appealingly sweet as

his sweetheart, and at times is photo-
graphed beautifully.

They have a great piece of prop-

erty—a valuable piece of property.

And all who know the way the Rock-
etts have worked and struggled to

get this over will join in wishing
them the best of luck. They deserve

it.

"Pagan Passions" to Selznick

"Pagan Passions," with a cast in-

cluding Wyndham Standing, Rose-
mary Theby, Tully Marshall, Sam De
Grasse, Raymond McKee, Barbara
Bedford and June Elvidge, has been
acquired by Selznick. Colin Campbell
directed the picture for the Rellimeo
Film Syndicate of Hollywood.

T' (ScUuxiticrria£ U'CctuAju^

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ** Kat*1

CotP
lion

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Terriss Organizes
(Continued from Page 1)

on the works of Gwynne who writes

stories in the same vein as Blasco
Ibanez. In "The Bandolero," Renee
Adoree, Arthur Edmund Carew and
Gustave von Seiffertitz will play the

leads.

Charles B. Kleine Dead
Charles B. Kleine, father of George

Kleine, died yesterday in Bloomfield.

N. J. at the age of 85. Mr. Kleine had
been failing in health for some time.

Mrs. George Kleine died last week.

The Halperins Here
Victor Hugo Halperin and his

father are in town from the coast with
a print of "Souvenir," the second of

a series for Associated Exhibitors.

Charles Christie Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Charles H. Christie

leaves Los Angeles Jan. 27 for New
York on his regular Mid-Winter trip.

"Hunchback" In Omaha Sunday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—"The Hunchback" opens
Sunday at the Brandeis for an in-

definite run.

Washington M. P. T. O. Meets
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—The state exhibitor unit
met at Wenatchee Monday and
Tuesday.

Some "U" Plans
(Continued from Page 1)

Laemmle declared that Universal
will maintain its. activities in the pro-

duction of short reels. A new series

will be "The Information Kid," in

which Billy Sullivan will star and
which Edward Laemmle will direct.

Three serial units headed by William
Desmond and Eileen Sedgwick, Mar-
garet Morris and Lucien Albertini and
William Duncan and Edith Johnson
will maintain their present schedules.

Slim Summerville and Neely Edwards
have a full schedule of one reel come-
dies to make.

The stage destroyed in the recent

fire will be replaced by a new one.

twice the size of the original.

Hepworth Dist. Corp. has moved
to the Godfrey Bldg.

HAL ROACH'S
SPAT FAMILY

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes Only"

1 reel

Pafhfeomedy

"Shegambled every-

thing on the turn of
acard-wouldshe^

\ winor lose?" / I

<ct

ARROWpresent

lamming Wives
J A DELL HENDERSON PRODUCTION

with a superb cast
Story by Supervision

ASHLEY TLOCKE BEN WILSON
SCENARIO BY LEOTA MORGAN

Pauline Garoij

Estelle Tayloi

Wyndham Standi?

Top a Sure-Fm
-Patronage Cat

Forgive
and

forget

A Proven

BoxOfficeWin
• B00k NOW FROM

"APOLLO FILM EXCHAN
.,.. >New York City

FEDERATED FILM EXC
« Boston '

..

%« ' L SI -GRIEVER *'„

- Chicago—Indianapolis

•STANDARD FILM EXC
^ Cleveland—Detroit

FEDERATED -FILM EXC
.Pittsburgh

SOUTHERN STATES FILM
Atlanta—Dallas—New Orle;

- ALL-STAR EXCHANG1
•*" San Franciscb—Lo% Angele

-CELEBRATED PLAYES
*-

.. „ FILM CO.
Milwaukee

SUPERIOR SCREEN SERV
Salt Lake City

'

COLUMBIA FILM EXC1
.-Omaha

DE LUXE FILM :

CO.
Philadelphia

RENOWN PICTURES.
New York—Buffalo

C. B. C. FILM SALES COS
New York City

Book these also
"YESTERDAY'S WIFE"

"THE MARRIAGE MARKE "

"INNOCENCE"
'DISCONTENTED HUSBAN 5
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Newspaper Opinions
braham Lincoln"—Rockett Film

Gaiety

MERICAN—Here is the life of one of

rreat men told simply, naturally and with-

any attempt to force artificial incidents

he obvious purpose of achieving dramatic

ts Here are charming dignity and a

ious choice of detail that impressed me
ieing the sort of film story to which

cln, himself, would have lent his warm

VENING JOURNAL—And from start

he end the historical blend leaves one

thless and wide-eyed and tense.
*

story, written by Frances Marion, runs

jthly; there are beautiful backgrounds,

ing war scenes, excellent photography;

—

an evidence, throughout the entire pic-

of the sincerity of everyone connected

VENING WORLD—* * * the producers

turned out an historic epic which is

id to fill movie houses everywhere. The
g at least is not overdone, and, indeed,

repressed sadness of its story is its most

'lling feature. * * * "Abraham Lincoln

ound to have a long and successful run.

EP^LD—"The Dramatic Life of Abra-

Lincoln," forms a document of great

e on the screen, and opens up a new

jrical field which the movies may well

de. As the first of its type it is na-

lly experimental—but that does not in-

>re with the fact that it is vitally stir-

and impressive.

: you are a Lincoln lover (and it you are

you had better consult a specialist) you

t sec this picture.

(AIL—The main fault lay in the attempi

crowd into the film too much history

directors might have been wiser to con

themselves to the incidents touched upor

John Drinkwater in his play. * * *

hus the producers have done one thing|

y have animated the printed page

ory. And this they have done well. T
the film "The Dramatic Life of Abra

i Lincoln" is misleading, for drama
there. * * * The Messrs. Rockett deseryi

lit for their care and attention to detail

for their courage in bringing this sub

to the screen.

[ORNING TELEGRAPH—There is ni

bt that the Brothers Rockett have pro

ed an epochal picture. Mrs. Marion hai

:eeded in translating for the screen thl

liration which compelled them to drof

•ything and to risk everything in orde

do it.* * * One may easily predict tha

jralam Lincoln," will be remembered Ion

r many of its amoitious contemporarie

forgotten.

OST—* * * It is one of the most thril

and sympathetic stories ever told. * *

n fact, it is the production of artists-

iries oi paintings of historical exactitm

pictorial composition. Men in the ma:

e handled as one and, in more individu

les, the whole was never lost sight o

cast was so excellently chosen and, moi

ortant, each part was so well played th;

! impossible to speak of Anne Rutledg

eral Grant, and so on, except that th<

:ontributed greatly to the perfect whole.

UN—After a very great man has be

1 for many years his life becomes q.

c—a thing of moments. * * * If the:

lents can be revealed with a full cor

lension of their part in the comple
cture we have something very like gre;

;raphy. And if they can be shown on
iter screen we have something very close

roaching a great motion picture. * *

in every respect fulfilled the requirement
ihe above somewhat didactic definitioi
** The Lincoln of the film is precise!

mman as the stories of his life will 1<

be. If he sometimes makes unlikely n
s at unlikely times the fault is with hi:

* * * There are other moments, fri

Jit moments, when art almost as perfe<

|tained. There is a moment or two whe
actor is not equal to the act—as ther

moments or two in Lincoln's life, n

t, of which the same may be said.

LEGRAM—The vital point of the pic

it was, of course, the characterization <

i iham Lincoln, * * * It is said that tr

i ire was two years in the making, an
\ the most uninitiated in production coul
' understand. * * * George A. Billing

4 as Lincoln, was a find, not only fc

ipatural resemblance to the character bt
1' because of his rough, yet dignified ac
i The part was handled in a much lighte:

i : human way than it is usually done.
iMES—There may be no sound or cole

i le historical film masterpiece, "The Dre
i c Life of Abraham Lincoln," which wa
t aited last night before an enthusiasti

audience in the Gaiety theater, but neverthe-

less scene after scene of this inspiring picture

will linger long in the memory of those who
see it. Here is a production which will teach

the young and refresh the minds of adults.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—Historically

this screen version of the life of Lincoln is

a thing of beauty, impressive to the 'nth

degree.
But there is naught about the picture that

is going to make any audience stand up in

its seats and cheer. After all, it is just a

motion picture.

TRIBUNE— * * * it seems to us a thril-

ling and beautiful production, with direction

that is inspired. No wonder one calls loudly

for imagination in pictures when so much
of it has gone into this one. We think we
know perfectly well why it is that "Abraham
Lincoln" has something which few other

pictures ever have had, but it would not be

polite to write it in here. * * * Phil Rosen
directed "Abraham Lincoln" and it is one of

the finest pictures we ever saw. Do not

mis.; it I

WORLD—* * * one of the most astonish-

ing picture plays which the films have given

us. In "The Dramatic Life of Abraham
Lincoln," the Rockett brothers present a

motion picture which is not only of com-
manding importance as a document of

American ideals and patriotism, but which is

also, largely by virtue of its soundness and
honesty, a drama oi inspiring and thrilling

quality. * * * It is intense and unrelenting

in its faithfulness to a glorious life, and still

it is at those moments when sadness and
Sorrow spread their wings that one is brought
most clearly to recognize the greatness which
was Lincoln's.

E NAMES
BUSINESS

BOXOFFIC

TRIBUNE—The formula is quite as well

now.n and not as interesting—to ui, any-

ay—as the one we expected.

WORLD—The picture will not be called

colossal contribution to the history of

ollywood manufacture, but it unquestion-

ly is an agreeable adventure.

TO SUB-LET
Small office Loew State Thea-
tre Bldg., reasonable. Posses-
sion February 1. Inquire Room
1215.

Bryant 8033.

tLES DIC
inia Brown

eP Swic

'% Minnie Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive representative for

HELENE D'ALGY
Blackton's "Let Not Man Put

Asunder"

Address all Communications to

17 West 42nd Street
Longacre 8225 New York

Bryant 1871
Office Supplies—Prompt De-
livery.

TOTEM STATIONERY CO.
1476 Broadway, at 42nd St.

Longacre Bldg., Room 824

1

Heritage of the

F. P.-L.

Rivoli

Desert

AMERICAN—Zane Grey grinds out tales

of the arid desert like a sausage-maker manu-
factures his product. "The Heritage of the
Desert," might be ticketed formula 23—it

reads so true to Zane Grey form
DAILY NEWS—You'll see plenty of

hard ridin' and gun pullin' in "Heritage of

the Desert." That, my brethren, is the
kind of film it is.

EVENING WORLD—* * " has a won-
derfully fine cast, headed by such players
as Bebe Daniels, Ernest Torrence, Noah
Beery and Lloyd Hughes, and any film cast
containing the names of Beery and Torrence
is pretty apt to be fine screen entertainment.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * a

typical Zane Grey story and has been pro-
duced, for the most part, with taste and
discretion, by Irving Willat.

POST— * * * is about as entertaining as
pictures of this type can possibly be. * * *

The cast is fine, but the star of the production
is really Ernest Torrence, * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * another triumph for

Paramount, * * •

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * the
picture, even though partly shot in natural
colors hasn't any particular punch in it

at any time. In other words, it is just a
western—and that's all.

STUDIO SPACE
FOR RENT

Fully equipped—In New York City

—

Twenty Minutes from Times Square

—

Large or Small Stage—New Scenery

—

Plenty of Lights, Including Sunlight
Equipment.

PYRAMID PICTURES, INC.
150 West 34th St.

Phone Chickering 4800-1-2-3

America, inc.
7Z9-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI5B

The Mackler Process

WE PROCESSED AND TREATED
"THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME"

WHY NOT YOUR FILM IT PAYS

COMING SOON
BETTY COMPSON

IN AN
Alan Crosland Production

Cast includes
Lucy Fox, Hedda Hopper, J. Barney Sherry, Alan Simpson,

Lawford Davidson
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE
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on the works of Gwynne who writes

stories in the same vein as Blasco

Ibanez. In "The Bandolero," Renee
Adoree, Arthur Edmund Carew and
Gustave von Seiffertitz will play the

leads.

Charles B. Kleine Dead
Charles B. Kleine, father of George

Kleine, died yesterday in Bloomfield.

N. J. at the age of 85. Mr. Kleine had
been failing in health for some time.

Mrs. George Kleine died last week.

The Halperins Here

Victor Hugo Halperin and his

father are in town from the coast with

a print of "Souvenir," the second of

a series for Associated Exhibitors.

Charles Christie Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Charles H. Christie

leaves Los Angeles Jan. 27 for New
York on his regular Mid-Winter trip.

ricfet

"Hunchback" In Omaha Sunday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—"The Hunchback" opens
Sunday at the Brandeis for an in-

definite run.

Washington M. P. T. O. Meets
ILY)
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Eastman in Theater Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—George Eastman
is now the sole owner of the Regent
and Piccadilly theatres and the Gor-
don or the Star as it has been called

and also a site on Clinton Ave., South,
originally intended for a new theater.

The consideration is said to have been
$500,000. Eastman bought the Gor-
don outright from Mrs. Bessie Gor-
don of Boston, Hyman Gordon of

Rochester, and Nathan Gordon of

Boston. He also buys the interest

which these people have had with him
in the Regent and the Piccadilly.

Acquisition of theaters downtown
was begun two or three years ago
when Eastman bought out the interest

of Marcus Loew in the Regent and
the Piccadilly. Loew had previously
acquired that interest from Thomas
J. Swanton and George Simpson.

Take Over Fresno Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Fresno, Cal.—The West Coast
Theaters, Inc. has assumed control

of the Kinema and Liberty, following
their purchase several weeks ago for

$500,000. This gives the concern
three Fresno theaters, the third being
the Hippodrome. The purchase was
from the Kehrlein Corp. Managers
H. E. Purkett of the Liberty and A.
Sharpe of the Kinema will be re-

tained.

Cleveland Houses Cut Prices

(Special te THF FIJM DAILY)
. _

Cleveland—The Allen and State
operated and controlled by Loew's
Ohio Theaters, Inc., have reduced
their admission prices from 65 cents

in the evening to 50 cents and from
40 cents at matinees to 30 cents. Sun-
days and holidays the admission re-

mains at 65 cents.

Leo A. Getzler Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—Leo A. Getzler has passed
away, following an operation at the

St. Katherine Hospital for appendi-
citis. Getzler was first identified

with the Greater New York Film
Co., in New York, in 1908.

Lesserman Quits Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago— I. Lesserman, one time
manager of Universal, has resigned
to enter the exhibiting end of the
business. He has bought a house at

Forest Park.

Gus Schlesinger Recovering
Rapid progress towards complete

recovery is reported by physicians in

attendance on Gus Schlesinger, who
was recently operated on at the Fifth

Ave. Hospital.

Indicted on Federal Charge
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Edward Sullivan has
been indicted by local Federal au-
thorities for transporting a fight pic-

ture to Ohio. He has pleaded guilty.

Pearl White Here
Pear White was a passenger on

the Aquitania which docked yester-

day. She has with her a print of
"Terror," made in Paris.

Incorporations
Springfield, 111.—Spanuth & Til-

buscher Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.,

Chicago. Capital $2,500. Incorpor-
ators, Jean Tilbuscher, Hans A.
Spanuth and I. C. Soffran. Attor-
neys, Lewis, Adler, Lewis & Kohn.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Northeast
Amusement Co., Oklahoma City.

Capital $15,000. Incorporators, P. R.
Braniff, L. E. Butterick and H. C.
Thirman. all of Oklhoma City.

Springfield, 111.— I. M. Weingarden
Enterprises, Inc., Chicago. Capital

$5,000. Incorporators, I. M. Wein-
garden, Harrv P. Munns and Jack
H. Dwork.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Hollywood,
Inc., Oklahoma City. Capital $1,000.
Incorporators, W. W. Walthall, J.

H. Hill and W. J. Crammer, all of

Oklahoma City.

Albany—Suburban Theater Corp.,
New York. Capital $50,000. Incor-
porators, H. G. Wiley, M. W. Ross
and G. Searing. Attorney, M. Sulz-
berg, New York.

Albany—M. M. P. Corp., Buffalo.
Capital $50,000. Incorporators, G.

C. May, A. H. Seter and W. Vogel-
sang. Attorney, A. C. Ueck, Buffalo.

Indianapolis — Cinema Specialty
Mfg., Co., Inc., Gary. Capital $20,-

000. Incorporators, John, Ida and
Joseph Ovitkovich.

Annapolis, Md.—Art Film Ex-
change, Baltimore. Capital $50,000.
Incorporators, Joseph Robbins, Louis
Tunick, et al.

Dover, Del.—Conway Prod., Inc.,

Wilmington. Capital $200,000. (Col-
onial Charters Co.)

Dover, Del.—Current News Fea-
tures, Wilmington. Capital $100,000.

Jackson Case Postponed

The arbitration board has post-
poned for one week the action against
Charles W. Jackson of Hampton Bay.
L. I., who was ordered by the Su
preme Court to appear before the
board and abide by its decision in a

dispute between him and Common-
wealth.

Sues For $225,500

Madlaine Traverse has started pro-
ceedings against Herbert Lyon Smith
to recover $225,500, alleging breach
of contract. The plaintiff charges
that Smith agreed in 1920 to form
the Madlaine Traverse Photoplays
Corp., paying her $3,500 a week.

Coast Bound
Departures for the coast include:
Charles L. Gaskill, who wrote the

scenario for "Let Not Man Put
Asunder."

Martha Petelle who appeared in the

above-named picture.

Al Lincoln, actor.

E. H. Griffith With Hodkinson

E. H. Griffith will direct the sec-

ond of the Betty Compson series for

Hodkinson, having signed yesterday
with the Tilford Cinema Corp. Story
and cast have not been selected but

the company leaves for Florida about
Feb. 20. Griffith will probably use

the same staff he had for "Unseeing
Eyes." Between now and the start

of that picture, he will work on an-

other production.

His Own "Boy of Mine"

Ace Berry managing director of the

Circle, Indianapolis wired this pub-
lication the following yesterday:
"Played 'Boy of Mine' last week

and on Saturday, Mrs. Berry present-
ed me with my boy of mine at the
Methodist Hospital. When you get
this, he will be four days old and
weigh seven pounds. Shall I make a

publicity man of him? Want to start

early with his training."

Famous Engages Millhauser
Bertram Millhauser has been en-

gaged by Famous to adapt "The Code
of the Sea," by Byron Morgan. This
story will be put into production
shortly with Rod La Rocque in the
principal role. Millhauser's recent
adaptations include "Lucretia Lorn
bard" and "The Stranger."

Warner Stock Active

The second day of active trading
in the Warner stock yesterday re-

sulted in a turnover of 12,500 shares.

The closing price was \2 l
/%.

"True As Steel" Rupert Hug
new picture is nearly ready.

ARTHUR C. BROMBERG C

ATLANTA KNOWS A L0

ABOUT '^GAMBLIN
WIVES"'.**-> ASK HIIV

FOR SALE
High grade miscellaneous ofno
furniture, two projection ma
chines included. World Filn

Corp., 130 West 46th St.

N. Y. C.

URATIZ

220 WEST 42^-D STRE
NEW YORK ^
« *

#
„

PHONE . V « .

CHICKERINC ALLAN A.L0WI

2337 PRES.

TONIGHT
AT THE

ASTOR HOTEL
THE

BIG

DINNER - BALL
OF

Theatre Owners Chamber I

of Commerce
AL JOCKER'S

JAZZ ORCHESTRA
CALIFORNIA

RAMBLERS

Admission $10.00

Tickets available at T. 0. C. C, 1540 Broadway, New York
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'itzmaurice Leaves for Coast

:orge Fitzmaurice left for the

t yesterday to produce "Cytherea"
: for Samuel Goldwyn. The pic-

was started here and about three

:s' work completed when it was
led to start all over again in Hol-
od. The original script by Ouida
;ere will be replaced by one writ-

>y Frances Marion,
eridan Hall who will assist Fitz-

•ice leaves today together with
:rt Schable.

Putting it Over

Two Houses For Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
licago—The colored belt of Chi-
will, within a year or so, have
new theaters, to seat 3,500 and

I respectively. This region now
about 12 theaters, of which two
stock and the rest film houses,

the new ones, one is to be built

he Paul-Stone Amusement Co. at

e and 35th, and will seat about
}. . The other house, to be built

State and 33rd, will seat 2,800.

Here is how a brother exhibitor puts his show over. Send along
your ideas. Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

loyd and Party Coming East
arold Lloyd and a party includ-

W. R. Fraser, Joe Reddy, Tom-
Grey, and Gaylord Lloyd are due
own from Hollywood tomorrow,
ation stuff.

Jackie Coogan Contest Staged

Kansas City—The management of

the Pantages staged a Jackie Coogan
contest as an exploitation stunt for

"Long Live The King." The idea

of the contest was to find the boy or
girl in Kansas City that most closely

resembled Jackie.

Eight prizes were offered to win-
ners, ranging from a larger silver

loving cup and a Jackie Coogan suit,

to free passes to see the picture and
a Jackie Coogan cap. Pictures were
taken of all the contestants on the

stage of the theater and from this

film judges selected the winner. The
picture was screened at each per-

formance.
Large circulars were distributed

announcing the rules, etc., of the
contest, with a coupon attached. The
papers gave the usual announcements.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
os Angeles—Harold Lloyd's new
ure just completed and formerly
:d "The Girl Expert," has been
tmed "Girl Shy."

Jchenck Heads Coast Producers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
os Angeles—Joseph M. Schenck
been elected president of the
'n of M. P. Producers, Inc. Hal
Roach is first vice-president;
mas H. Ince, second vice-presi-
t; and Fred Beetson, secretary
treasurer. Will H. Hays is

orary president.

ipson Enters Louisville Field
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

ouisville—I. Lipson, controlling
ters in Cincinnati, Dayton and
imbus, has taken over the Ma-
le and Rialto

Associated Gets Kennedy Film
ssociated Exhibitors, Inc., will
"ibute the new Madge Kennedy
ire, "Three Miles Out," which ran
ne Rialto recently.

Miss Short Completes Role
;orence Short is completing her
< in "The Enchanted Cottage,"

g directed by John S. Robertson.

German Marks As an Aid
Philadelphia—Realizing that the

continued drop in valuation of Ger-
man currency was a topic of public
interest, the Strand management de-
cided to tie up their exploitation of

"Why Worry," with the mark.
Enough of the German marks were
purchased at a paltry price to serve
as throwaways. At the left-hand side

of the mark, where there is a space
occupied only by an ornamental de-
sign, the theater placed an imprint,

which read:
"Yes, this is real money—but don't

try to spend it. 'Why Worry' with
Harold Lloyd at the Strand will cost

you 28 cents real American money."

Circus Angle For Coogan Film
Cleveland—The covered front of a

circus wagon and a hundred myriad
lights that glittered on, above and be-

low the marquee were the outstand-
ing features of the exploitation used
for "Circus Days" at Loew's State.

Inside the entrance a compo board
covering, painted to resemble the
awning of the tent, marked the en-

trance. The box office, before and be-
hind, was converted into a traveling
circus car. The miniature menagerie
was on hand to help out the display.

Charter Oak Exhibitor Dead
Charter Oak, la.—Louis King, of

the Royal, has died.

COMING SOON
ALBERT L. GREY

presents

LLOYD HAMILTON
IN

HIS DARKER SELF
based on the original story "MAMY'S BOY" by Arthur Caesar

HIS FIRST SUPER- FEATURE COMEDY
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE

Stages Newsie

Mobile, Ala.—When "Long Live
the King" played the Crown, and
what proved to be highly popular con-
test was effected by C. D. Haug,
Metro exploitation representative.

Haug ran a "Who's the most popu-
lar newsboy in Mobile" contest in

connection with the "News-Item."
The News printed coupons, each
counting ten votes, which were clip-

ped, marked, and deposited in a box
in front of the theater. A Jackie
Coogan suit was given to the most
popular newsie. To the second was
given $10 in gold and to the third,

five books of admission tickets.

Haug's coup, however, were day
to day stories which appeared in box-
es on the first page of the News-Item
from the beginning to the end of the
contest.

Ushers Dress Like "Connie"

Houston—Manager Al Lever of the
Isis advertised Constance Talmadge
as "The Dangerous Maid" when the
attraction played that theater. When
the play date arrived, however, he had
four dangerous maids around
house instead of one. They were
four ushers who were decorated >

silk and satin riding costumes, a]

pos of Miss Talmadge's part.

Princess, Rainbeck, la., Burns
Rainbeck, la.—First has rendered

the Princess theater a total loss.

R. J. INGRAM OF PROGRESS
PICTURES, DALLAS. CAN TIP

YOU OFF ON "GAMBLING
WIVES". .,' ASK HIM.

HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT

says of

"WHEN A MAN'S
A MAN"

"The picture is the novel

exactly as I wrote it"

Mr. Wright has 50,000,000

followers in Amprlro

LUMMOX
THE SENSATIONAL BEST SELLER

— BY —

FANNIE HURST

HAS NOT
BEEN SOLD FOR PICTURES
DESPITE REPORTS TO THAT EFFECT

AND IT WILL NOT BE

UNTIL I SELL IT, AS EXCLUSIVE

AGENT FOR MISS HUKST.

K. L. GIFFEN
1402 BROADWAY

Also "THE ROVER" by Conrad

I
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echmcolor
breaks ground for

New Plant at Hollywood!

TO insure prompt delivery of rush prints Technicolor is building a

new plant and California Headquarters at Hollywood.

"Done in Technicolor" has definitely arrived — it is no longer an

experiment. This was proved by "Toll of the Sea," released through

Metro; also by the color sequence in Cecil B. De Mille's masterpiece, "The

Ten Commandments."

Watch for "The Uninvited Guest," a Williamson Production, to be

released through Metro. See the marvelous sequence of undersea scenes

"Done in Technicolor."

And remember, the Famous Players-Lasky's next Zane Grey picture

—

"Wanderer in the Wasteland," an Irvin Willat Production—will be done

entirely in Technicolor. Photography begins at once.

Interior and exterior views of new

Technicolor plant at Boston

Progressive Producers

do it in

Technicolor
Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation

Boston New York Hollywood

^^^^^^^^^^vr^nif1^ mi
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The fastest Love and Racing
Story Ever screened !

'fv-X "S

!fff

VfThe Beautiful
Merry Go Round" Girl

Hi

lJtomOwen Kldare'sAmazing Life story

"MYMAMIE ROSE*

UNIVERSAL JEWEL

A Great1

appeal!

Tr

art<*

>y J^/fttet EHis, Elto&lxe/A
I^W/HaydeuStevensoii/Wini&ed Brysoff

% Directed by JBSSB BOBBINS

WTO FEBRUARY is

CarlLaemmle
ANNIVERSARY MONTH
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IF YOU ARE "ON THE GO }>

HAVE YOUR

Mail Addressed

The Film Daily

Members of the Hollywood colony

coming to New York and New
Yorkers going to the Coast will find

this service a happy convenience—
Make use of it.

HOLLYWOOD
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

fvntisnm
•/FILHDOM

(?B&>KI9llgP

PKOQKZB
Authority

NEW YORK
71-73 West 44th Street

ALL THE NEWS ALL THE TIME
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Mack Senne1

1

presents

Mabel Normand
...The Extra Gi

.1
*

Starts 'em coming!

Keeps 'em coming!!

Opened Los Angeles

for a run of four

weeks—was extended

to five—six—seven

—

eight—and could have

lasted two weeks

longer, the manager

wired

JL &

I A T E D
ARTHUR S. KANE,

DIRECTED BY

F. RICHARD JONES

Physical Distributors
PATHE' ExCMANOE.imC.

Encore

x H I

PRESIDENT
B I T O R S

mm mm



Mabel Norman

Scenes of its triumph

include

:

Mission, Los
Angeles

Olympic Pittsburgh

Capitol, BaHas

^r"' tnXncisco
California,

ban rr

/
,/
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It has dramatic appeal—explosive comedy.

It's a better-than-ever "Mickey."

"Molly O" brought back with a smile and

a tear.



mThe Extra Girl
A Mack Sennett Production

I saw "The Extra Girl" in a projection

room and liked it immensely. You'll

see it to the accompaniment of organ

peals and will, one feels safe to say, feel

you've had your money's worth once

—or maybe twice.

—

Mae Tinee, Chicago

Tribune.

"The Extra Girl" is entertain-

ment that is entertaining.

—

Polly Wood, Chicago Herald Ex-

aminer.



Mabel Normand
inThe Extra Girl

Just 100 per cent, of what an
audience picture should com-
prise—Pathos—Art—Ro-
mance—Human Interest

—

Comedy— Thrills—Suspense

and the sweetest kind of a love

story.
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Hearing In Dallas
^rations of Theater Circuits Gone
ito In Some Detail—L. L. Dent

On Stand
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

)allas—The operations of the the-

circuits were gone into rather

ply by L. L. Dent, former Para-
lnt sales supervisor in this district

now an exhibitor, in testimony
:n before the Federal Trade Com-
sion here.

lent operates several houses in

: section. He declared that he
lid not book houses in which he
; not financially interested because
believed the principle wrong.

:hanges, however, have no right to
(Continued on Page 2)

Fight On In Maryland
(.Specid to THE FILM DAILY)

Liinapolis, Md.—Enemies of Sun-
shows have launched their first

rial attack in a resolution seat to

State Senate. It was forwarded in

icipation of a move to have such
irtainments legalized by the Gen-
Assembly,

'he resolution was sent by the
timore District Union of Young
>ple's Societies of the Methodist
itestant Church and urged Sena-
; to disapprove such a bill. It was
:rred to the Committee on Judicial

ceedings.

New Selznick Release

Daughters of Today" has been ac-

ed by Selznick. William M.
jel and C. R. Seelye acted for the

'ers.

Features Reviewed

.
Pago

rhe Heritage of the Desert
Paramount 7

Sporting Youth
Universal 7

The Extra Girl

Asso. Exhibitors 7

\braham Lincoln
Rockett Film 7

Let Not Man Put Asunder
Vitagraph 10

3ause for Divorce
Selznick 10

The White Panther
Phil Goldstone—S. R 10

The Net
Fox 10

*

f - ^7

1
;

iv iKmu -am S:y !

mm _jM .

f ^R. ^^^H

Don Allen, Evening World: "Countless thousands were turned away from
the Central on the first day of Mabel Normand in 'The Extra Girl.' " As-
sociated Exhibitors is distributing this Mack Sennett hit.—Advt.

Values
Group of important producers chatting. Discussing the va-

rious angles of productions. Here and there agreeing. Gener-

ally disagreeing. "Why a picture did this ; or that ; flopped or suc-

ceeded. And why. Which led an important financier present to

say: "I wonder if you realize that what makes the picture busi-

ness just what it is is this difference of opinion? One of you see

in certain pictures, certain stories, that which no one else does.

Each of you finds something else of value. It is this which makes

for success. If every one of you only saw things one way what

a rut you would be in."

He was right.

THAT DISCUSSION
Took in almost everything; as to what made "The Covered

Wagon" a great picture; whether or not "The Ten Command-
ments" will gross as much as the "Wagon"—and by the way,

that's one of the most interesting topics wherever film folk meet;

what a cast properly selected means to the success of a picture;

Ingram and how he will handle "The World's Illusion"; and—
like all other discussions between film folk—the growth of Los

Angeles and Hollywood.
Whether "The Covered Wagon" or "The Ten Command-

ments" will gross the more is a most interesting topic. This is

(Continued on Page 11)

Vignola In Deal
About to Close With Important Dis-

tributor for Series of Three Pic-
tures a Year

Robert G. Vignola, who directed
"When Knighthood Was in Flower,"
for Cosmopolitan, is about to close
a deal for a series of pictures with
an important distributor. The plan
calls for three pictures a year, with
production headquarters probably to

be located in the East.

Vignola has been organizing his

own unit for several months. It is

understood that a well-known book
is now being sought as the first

vehicle. The deal on distribution will

be closed momentarily.

Stebbins On His Own
Arthur Stebbins. who for many

years has been associated with Reub-
en Samuels, Inc., insurance brokers,
and who has a very wide acquaint-
anceship among moving picture and
theatrical folk, will, on Feb. 1, leave
the Samuels organization and start

en his own under the firm style of
Arthur Stebbins & Co., Inc., with
offices in the State Theater Bldg.

Stebbins' departure from the Sam-
uels organization has caused much
surprise in the industry. For the past
five or six years he has been so promi-
nently identified that he was regarded
as a fixture in the Samuels organiza-
tion.

On the coast Stebbins has many
friends who will be interested in this

move.

3 Grauman Houses
Planned For Los Angeles—One In
Downtown District—Each to

Cost About $1,000,000

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Sid Grauman plans

the constuction of three theaters

here, each to cost about $1,000,00.

One will be devoted to pictures, an-

other to stock while the third will be

located in Long Beach.

The local theaters will be within

ten minutes of the downtown busi-

ness section.

Radio vs. Box Office

How is the radio affecting

the box-office? Interesting ideas

in this connection will be found

on page 5.
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Reinforce Film With Steel

The J. J. Dilks Co. of Philadelphia

has developed a process of film re-

inforcement, using steel to make the

sprocket holes stronger. The com-
pany claims the film is made unbreak-
able while running through the pro-

jection machine. In case of fire, the

steel does not burn but continues the

film through its regular course in the

machine. It is stated that the pro-

cess increases the life of prints about
five hundred per cent. George B.

McLeod of 77 W. 85th St., is the

company's local representative.

Terriss Off to Cuba
Tom Terriss left Friday for Havana

where he will make "The Bandolero."
His company will leave on Feb. 7.

Pedro de Cordova was added to the

cast prior to Terriss' departure.

It was learned yesterday that Win-
chell Smith is interested in the Ter-
riss company.
Tom Terriss has been elected presi-

dent of the new company, Howard
Smith, vice-president and Sig Schlag-
er, secretary.

Prager Resigns

Max E. Prager, for four years
treasurer of United Artists, has re-

signed to resume work as an account-
ant. He will function under the firm

name of Prager and Fenton, with of-

fices in the Knickerbocker Bldg.

Lloyd Here

Harold Lloyd arrived in town Fri-

day from the coast, accompanied by
William R. Fraser, Gaylord Lloyd,
Tommy Grey and Joe Reddy.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

V/°* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Hearing In Dallas
(.Continued from Page 1)

refuse to negotiate with legimately
owned chains, he said, although the

buyer may be in the position to dic-

tate prices. Dent said he thought cir-

cuit ownership as a general thing was
hard on the distributor and said cir-

cuits wielded considerable power for

either good or bad, dependent upon
the ideals of the owners. At the

same time, strong competition be-
tween exhibitors lays them open to
attacks from exchanges. Dent said
combinations of distributors, how-
ever, were more dangerous than com-
binations of exhibitors and declared
the practice of block bookings was
bad for the industry, in that it en-
couraged bad pictures.

Going back to 1919-1920, Dent tes-

tified that he was visited by E. V.
Richards and Herschel Stuart who
wanted to buy the Paramount prod-
uct for the Saenger chain and the
Hulsey group jointly and that he
refused to enter upon the deal. He
said Richards did not get Paramount
product until after the Hulsey-Lynch
combine. The situation in the first-

run towns was found to be a serious
one and for that reason, Dent ar-

ranged for the purchase of a second-
ary house in Dallas.

The activities of Famous in the
theater field were entered upon.
Dent said the famous Paramount
"wrecking crew" did not get into all

of the towns desired but despite that
Southern Enterprises, Inc., did not
build any theaters. He was asked
about J. C. Boss of McAlester, Okla.
who charged Famous with unfair
methods and testified that Boss was
protected in all ways possible. For
example, he was sold without de-
posits, his dates were changed and
occasionally pictures were given to
him gratis. Despite all this, the coun-
sel for Famous drew out of Dent,
Boss was an unsatisfactory account
and very unreliable.

The situation in Corsicana then
came up and testimony was given to
shown that W. M. Peck erected the
create competition there by building
a theater after the Musselman inter-

ests had entered that field. It was
shown that W. M. Peck, erected the
Palace at Corsicana and leased it to
Famous before the Musselman's had
made any plans.

Joseph E. Luckett, United Artists
manager here, testified that there
existed a worse monopoly in this ter-

ritory before Southern Enterprises
entered the field. He said sales of his

product had not been affected or in-

terfered with in any manner, that his

dealings with Southern Enterprises
bad always been satisfactory and that
he was thoroughly satisfied with their

treatment of him. Luckett declared
that, in some instances, he knew of
the company supplying opposition
houses with pictures in order to raise

the standards of exhibition and im-
prove general business tactics. It will

be recalled that the Government drew
ud a list of pictures which witnesses
declared were worthy of first runs
but which were denied them. Luck-
ett took exception to many in that
group. He denounced block booking

as entirely bad for everyone concern-
ed. Luckett said he would stay out
of closed towns rather than go in

and receive arbitrary treatment at the

hands of exhibitors.

The hearing was marked by a row
between Examiner Alvord and Rob-
ert T. Swain when the latter argued
for what he termed fair rulings and
treatment. Alvord characterized
Swain's remarks as unethical and dis-

courteous and added that, although
his authority was limited, he held the

right to remove the defendant's at-

torney if there was a repetition of such
charges.

W. L. Lytle said Paramount's
prices advanced about sixty per cent
during 1919-1920 and that the aim of

the Hulsey group of theaters was
to buy pictures at cheaper prices. He
said he favored block booking be-
cause it meant salvation to the small
exhibitor who would otherwise lose

all of the important product to the
larger buying power.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New Orleans—A number of local

theater managers were called in by
counsel for Famous Players at the
Federal Trade hearing here. They
testified as to the quality of the Para-
mount product. G. T. Dureau,
booking manager for the Saenger
circuit declared that the same quality

pictures were shown here at fifty

cents that draw two and three times
that amount in New York. The hear-
ing went from here to Dallas.

Jasper With Principal

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—John Jasper has been

engaged to manage the studio of

Principal Pictures.

Forman With Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Tom Forman
been engaged by Universal to direct

one picture.

has

Blache Directing Bara
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Theda Bara is mak-
ing a picture here. Herbert Blache
is directing.

Hirsh Buys "The Lone Wagon
Melvin Hirsh, of Aywon, has

bought the metropolitan rights to

"The Lone Wagon."

Patne'N
1

e\ ,

s

No. 7

i ratLONDON, ENGLAND—Labor
reins of government.

EL FUERTE, MEXICO—Obregi
views troops.

NEW YORK—Armored car to
bank messengers.

LAKEHURST—Shenandoah bein,

paired.

Also items from Miami, Montreal
Falls.

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REEL NEWS FIRST

tod§2.
First National In Foreign Du
First National has closed thi ol-

lowing foreign contracts:

The Peacock M. P. Corp. has pur ad
"The Girl of the Golden West," "F U
Youth," "Ponjola" and "Potash and erl-

mutter," for China, Hongkong, Maca mi

Vladivostok.

Carribean Film has taken over "The ay-

house," "The Boat," "Cops," "The tie

face". "My Wife's Relations," I

Blacksmith," "The Frozen North,"
Electric House," "Day Dreams," "Th 111

loonatic" and "The Love Nest" for ta,

Porto Rico and Santo Domingo.

The Australian, New Zealand, Tasr M
and Fiji Islands rights to "Temporary »•

riage," "The Spider and the Rose," "

Lights," "The World's A Stage" and Ml

Side, West Side," have been securtS
Principal Pictures.

HAL ROACH'S

WILL ROGERS

COMEDIES
"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

Coming ^hitman^ennetrs (Production,

% HOOSIER
SCHOOLMASTER

jeattiring

HENRY HULL*JANE THOMAS

HODKINSON RELEASE



B.P. Schulberg" presents
a fascinating' production of
Robert W Service's novel

of Pans and Monte Carlo —made horn a
book that is banned bu Continental Police
because it tells too much.

POISONED
PARADISE

Preferred Pictures
(to rpora ti on

:

E>.P.5chulbei3. Pres. (^UG.Bachmann. Oreas.

With a Preferred Cast

Kenneth Harlan Raymond Griffith

Clara Bow Carmel Mqers

a GASNIER production
SCENARIO BY WALDEMAR YOUNG

16SO Broaduioij, Nem_Yorh. FORjeiON DISTRIBUTORS
EXPORT AMD IMPORT FILM COINC.
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Acquittal"—Universal

Rivoli, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * a dynamic

story with sweeping and powerful dramatic

suspense. * * * Throughout the entire story

the audience is kept in complete enthrallment,
# * *

STAR— It abounds in sensations, and the

unraveling of the plot is attended by novelty.

TIMES—The fault of the picture is that

the hero turns out the villain, and the villain

the hero. * * * The trial scene is excellent.

Certainly there is plenty of suspense.

"Anna Christie"—1st Nat'l

Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—An exceedingly fine pic-

ture and so far above the average that it is

one of the outstanding pictures of recent

NEWS—A great motion picture that radi-

ate": careful advance planning and sincere

end'eavor on the part of every important con-

tributing factor.

Royal, Kansas City

POST—You'll be wanting to see this film

* * * Blanche Sweet prettier and photograph-

ing remarkably well. * * * should be well

attended.

Grand Central-West End Lyric

St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * Blanche

Sweet once more becomes one of the

screen's greatest actresses. It has been a

long time since she has played a role of

dramatic consequence and her effectiveness

proves that the producers have been asleep.

She dominates everything—even O Weill s

wonderful story and character studies.

POST-DISPATCH—* * * a worthy pic-

turization of Eugene O'Neill's famous stage

play In dramatic content and interpreta-

tion by the leading actors, it has not been

surpassed by any screen offering of the cur-

rent season.

STAR—It is a worthy presentation, this

movie, a grippingly human document.

TIMES—A good story, a good cast, and

an intelligent director have combined to pro-

duce an interesting photoplay, of life, and

love and hate, and tragedy and pathos.

"Black Oxen"—First Nat'l

Allen, Cleveland

NEWS—Little doubt that those who have

read this story will find much of interest

in the film version.

PLAIN DEALER—Extraordinary well-

appointed and put together in fine building

style.
. .

TIMES—Is at great variance with the

novel in detail and incident * * * ridiculous

ending detracts from the screen version.

Capitol, Montreal

STAR—Although the transformation is

somewhat exaggerated for purposes of con-

trast it makes a highly entertain.ng photo-

play and provides opportunity for some ex-

cellent acting.

Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Falls considerably short of

being a satisfying interpretation. Corinne

Griffith * * * pretty, charming but somebody
took terrible liberties with the script and she

is cast to poor advantage.
INQUIRER—It is a pity that unnecessary

cuts and changes had to be made * * *

Corinne Griffith too young for the part.

NORTH AMERICAN—Corinne Griffith

well-cast and looks decidedly beautiful.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING) Re-
markably well done. Intensely interesting

and seems oddly enough far more convincing
than the book.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—There

have been few picturizations of best sellers in

which the story has been followed so faith-

fully and with such high entertainment value.

RECORD—Not nearly so repellant on the

screen as it is between covers * * * Corinne
Griffith was an impressive figure.

"The Courtship of Myles Standish"

—

Asso. Exhib.—Woods,' Chicago
HERALD-EXAMINER—It isn't what we

call inspired chiefly because it is deficient

in narrative value.

JOURNAL—A valuable contribution to th
historical archives of our country in the
same sense that "The Covered Wagon" and
"The Birth of A Nation" are
NEWS—Ray's ambitious attempt to emu-

late Griffith * * * is a laudable effort to do
"something big" * * * Charles is not meant
ior the heroic.

POST—One of the most_ pretentious his-

tcrical dramas of the screen * * * here is

another great epic.

Ohio, Indianapolis
NEWS—Ray set out to do a very fine

thing and accomplished his aim to a great
extent * * * film has been lavishly produced.
STAR—Rarely has the screen seen the

duplicates of the fine marine scenes. * *

Sullivan the director, has handled most of the
picture in a magnificent way.

"The Covered Wagon"—F. P.-L.
Forrest, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Though it hardly lives up to
advance notices, it is a good picture—in large
measure what hundred of "westerns'' spec-
tacularly have not been.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—Is

truly a great film.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—A film

masterpiece without the overpaid features of

so many "masterpiece" productions.

"Don't Call It Love"—F. P.-L.

Granada, San Francisco
{Week ending Jan, 19)

CHRONICLE—A group of fine actors is

seen in the piece. * * *

HERALD—The picture has an imposing
cast, * * * but the story does not measure
up to the cast.

JOURNAL—A simple story unfolded in

an attractive and pleasing manner * * *

delightfully human. * * *

"Fashion Row"—Metro
Picadilly, Rochester

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—Raises our
opinion of her ability as an actress at least

ten points on the movie critics curb mar-
ket.
HERALD—Mae Murray reveals all her

familiar skill in dancing * * * and in the later

episode she is called upon for acting of genu-
ine emotional grip such as she has seldom
presented.
JOURNAL—Mae Murray rises to emotion-

al heights as Russian immigrant girl.

"Flaming Barriers"—F. P.-L.
McVicker's, Chicago

HERALD-EXAMINER—Since melodrama
is built to thrill, "Flaming Barriers," should
be judged on that basis. As far as I'm
concerned the thrills were there in good
measure. In fact, if the comedy had been as

efficient as the thrill "Flaming Barriers"
could be advertised as a perfect melodrama.
JOURNAL—For those who like the

flames and would watch them without the

distracting twitches of pity "Flaming Bar-
riers," is recommended. Here are forest fires

de luxe.

"The Heritage of the Desert"
F. P.-L.

Metropolitan, Los Angeles
{Week ending Jan. 19)

EXAMINER—* * * some real old blood
and thunder melodrama. * * *

Irvin Willat, who directed the production,
was obviously afraid to stop the action of
his piece even for a moment.
EXPRESS—This transcription of Zane

Grey's well-known novel, which purports to

be a faithful delineation of "God's country,"
runs true to form. * * *

HERALD—* * * it is filled with the
breath of the great wastes of sand, sage-
brush and rock. It is pleasingly lacking
m superficialities.

RECORD— It goes almost without saying
that there is lots of action, thrilling horse-
back rides, and a perfect fusillade of

shots. * * *

TIMES—There is some photography that

is very beautiful, * * * and last but not
least there are Bebe Daniels, Ernest Tor-
rence, Noah Beery and Lloyd Hughes, a
cast worth seeing in almost anything.

"Jealous Husbands"— 1st Nat'l

Walnut, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—Besides being preachy, has
a tendency towards exaggerated sentimental-
ity.

POST—Fine direction, excellent cast and
splendid action make for what the story
lacks in novelty.

"A Lady of Quality"—Universal
Liberty, Kansas City

POST—Virginia Valli beautiful to behold
* * * the picture moves along inspite of its

funny dress outfit.

"Long Live the King"—Metro
Family, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—Even in the trappings of

royalty, Jackie remains the same natural,
lovealile boy.

"Luck"—Burr—S. R.
Hippodrome, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—The best Johnny
Hines picture since "Burn-'Em-Up-Barnes."

"Lucretia Lombard"—Warners'
Wizard, Baltimore

AMERICAN—A pretty fair sort of pic-

ture.

Broadway Strand, Detroit
FREE PRESS—A picture that everyone

will enjoy immensely.
NEWS—One of the most entertaining of

the new photoplays. Adaptation of story has
many fine points.

"The Marriage Circle"—Warners'
Rialto, Los Angeles
{Run beginning Jan. 16)

EXAMINER—Ernest Lubitsch gives us
tangled matrimony with a laugh in every
knot. * * * a triumph of subtlety. * * * has
brought light comedy and delicate satire to

its highest celluloid point. * * * The pic-

ture is a triumph for Lubitsch both in its

story and in the delicacy with which it

has been transcribed to the screen.
TIMES—Gay, glittering, frivolous, mer-

ry, clever, smart—but stop ! I'll run out
of adjectives. And you'll be able, I'm sure,

to find plenty of your own to describe this

amazing entertaining and bright picture
* * * There is in "The Marriage Circle,"

however, no hokum and not prehistoric al-

legories. It is all very natural, human and
spontaneous. * * *

frfi

with

JAMES ICSimWOOD,
LILA LEE and

MADQE BELLAMY
HODKINSON RELEASE

"On the Banks of the Wabasl
Vitagraph

Rialto, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—Another sentimental

lias found screen expression * * * thi

and flood scene which is the climax a I

that entitle the picture to a viewing.

"Pleasure Mad"—Metro
Alhambra, Milwaukee

NEWS—This is a real audience p*

Plenty of emotion and a moral.
SENTINEL—A typical example ofj

pictures which the critics dislike ani :

public literally eats up.

"Ponjola"—First National
Metropolitan, Washington

STAR—Anna Nilsson enacts the
character almost as perfectly as could It
pected of a woman.

"Potash and Pelrmutter"—1st N|
State, Los Angeles
{Week ending Jan. 19)

EXAMINER—The action, situation:!

characters all make you laugh, and
{Continued on Page 16)

Bryant 1871
Office Supplies—Prompt D<

livery.

TOTEM STATIONERY C(j

1476 Broadway, at 42nd St

Longacre Bldg., Room 824

STUDIO SPACE
FOR RENT

Fully equipped—In New York City
Twenty Minutes from Times Square

|

Large or Small Stage—New Scenery
j

Plenty of Lights, Including Sunligl

Equipment.

PYRAMID PICTURES, INt

150 West 34th St.

Phone Chickering 4800-1-2-:

Invest in a Sure Thin

HAROLD BEL!

WRIGHT
The greatest living authc

has a following of

5 0,000,00
People. They are waitin

to see his most Powerfi
Picture

"WHEN A MAN'S

A MAN"
On the screen. Your aud

ences are waiting. Yoi

show is superb in dramat
strength and dazzling i

its scenic splendor*!

It's a Principal Picture

A First National Attraction
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A CARLOS PRODUCTION

HEIl
Proven

by its remarkable success

at the World's premier

presentation at the

Strand Theatre, Providence,

to be a sure-fire

Box-office attraction.
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THRILLINGLY DIFFERENT!

A sensational stage triumph

adapted to the screen

without stint in

money, talent, effort, energy,

enacted by a cast of

distinguished artists

—

stars in even the

smallest "bits".
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Booked

at the California Theatre,

Los Angeles,

for an indefinite run.

Franchised
;

ft

even prior to the J

initial announcement .a

from Truart E*
in over 60% of the MH1 n fe-

United States.
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BEING FBANCHISED ON
"THE INDEPENDENT MARKET BY

TRUABTFILM COITODATIO 1

M.H.li.OFFMAN VICE PRESIOENT

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK.
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rheaters Not Affected By Radio
Iquiries made in various sec-

.s of the country relative to

radio indicate that business

the box office has not been
ously hit by the radio craze,

lovernment tax figures at

shington show that theater

irns are increasing rather

a decreasing. Important ex-

;tors, almost unanimously,
ee that the radio craze is neg-

i)le so far as influencing their

:ipts is concerned.

arold B. Franklin, director of the-

5 for Famous Players is definite

is conviction about the radio. He
wherever possible he encour-
Paramount theaters to make such
ips because he feels it helps rather

hurts business.

!"he McVicker's in Chicago, the

yard in Atlanta and the Missouri

t. Louis broadcast their programs
there has been no noticeable drop
usiness. As a matter of fact, it,

es to bring a new class of patron
le theater, in that a desire is creat-

:o personally hear the orchestra

the radio enthusiast gets through
air.

t is also important to remember
the theater serves as a sort of

munity house where the neigh-

meet and exchange greetings.

. Smith still wants to get out to

Mrs. Jones and the radio does not

e to bring about those meetings.'

illiam Brandt, president of the

P. T. O. of New York State sees

a danger and an opportunity in

a. He thinks there is no doubt
that the radio is here to stay,

n its present form," says Brandt,

as already proven to be a direct

convincing opposition to motion
res, and I believe that it has
cratched the surface as yet com-
i to its possibilities.

n Monday night, the coldest

of the winter, with the ther-

eter approximating zero. I

gled down into my big arm
at home, in a nice cozy apart-

, and listened to the following

am:

die Cantor and Fannie Brice,

armonic Orchestra, with some
e leading soloists of the world
:nt Lopez Orchestra and in-

ferable other entertaining features

dfinally, at ten o'clock in the even-
1 settled down to listen to a two
I discourse by William Jennings
>i on the political issues of 1924.

I was as though all of these things
r being enacted for my own per-

ft benefit and enjoyment. All

sime the wind was howling down
: treets and the thermometer had
U!ly touched zero. I gave a
I ht to my theaters, at which I

le showing 'Rosita,' 'The Spanish
Her,' Ponjola' and 'His Children's

Jen,' all first class attractions,

i wondered how many of my
ws who should have been look-

Federal Tax Figures Show Theater
Business Holds Up, Despite Radio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The assertion that

the radio craze is cutting into the

film industry has no foundation in

fact. A study of the situation from
the Washington angle shows that,

while attendance in some particular

communities may be reduced as a re-

sult of radio, that condition by no
means holds true with regard to the

country at large. And in those com-
munities where theatrical attendance
has fallen off, it might be well for

the exhibitors affected to delve into

the situation with a view to ascer-

taining whether the falling-off in

patronage is not, in some part at

least, due to the fact that they are
not offering their patrons the films

they like.

There are no figures on file in

Washington showing the number of

radio sets in use in this country. The
annual reports of the various radio

manufacturers show that they did a

business last year valued at several

billion dollars, and estimates place
the number of sets in use as high as

5.000,000 which, allowing an average
of two listeners to each set, would
show that 10,000,000 people are in-

terested in radio.

Probably on stormy nights radio

is far more popular than the theater.

Most of the people who listen to

radio on such nights would not brave
the weather to attend a picture show
anyway. At all other times the rela-

tive popularity of the radio and the
moving picture is determined by in-

dividual preference. The two enter-

tainments appeal to two entirely dif-

ferent senses and they are, in the

final analysis, no more competitive
than are grand opera and moving
pictures.

There is one thing which appears
to have been overlooked by exhibi-

tors, and also by phonograph dealers,

who are also complaining steadily of

radio competition. That is the fact

that the radio enthusiast is far more
restricted in the variety of entertain-

ment than is generally supposed. The
only thing that can be broadcast is

the human voice and instrumental
music. The field of broadcast enter-

tainment, therefore, is limited to vocal

or instrumental selections, readings,
speeches, or opera. The same music
is popular all over the country, so

which are broadcasting dances, say,

that in listening to different stations

the radio listener hears the same
pieces played over and over. The
same applies to vocal selections.

While figures regarding the number
of radio sets in the country are un-
available, there are very complete
figures regarding theatrical attend-
ance throughout the United States.

These figures show that theatrical

attendance has increased steadily

over a period of months, and is now
of greater proportions than it has
been for approximately two years,

and is steadily increasing. The fig-

ures referred to are those compiled
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue
from the tax returns of admissions
made by every theater in the coun-
try. They show that during Sep-
tember, as indicated by tax returns

made in October, the admission tax
collected totaled nearly $7,000,000,
an increase of more than $1,500,000
over the corresponding month of

1922. Statistics tell the story, and
these figures refute any assertions .

that radio is cutting into the theatri-

cal business. Furthermore, this

business is done under the handicap
of the admission tax, and most ex-
hibitors believe that the repeal of that

tax will greatly stimulate attendance,
an assertion that they will probably
be given an opportunity to verify

within a few months.

There is available a very simple
means for any exhibitor to check up
regarding the effect of radio and
other conditions upon his business.
That is by securing from the Collec-
tor of Internal Revenue for the dis-

trict in which he is domiciled figures

showing the admission taxes collected
in his section for the preceding month
as compared with the corresponding
month of the previous year. These
figures, while they will not show the
cause for any increase or reduction,
will show just how business has
moved within a period of twelve
months, and will give an exhibitor,

if he does not already know, definite

information as to just what is hap-
pening in his particular section of the

country. For the country at large,

it is the opinion here, radio is not
affecting the picture industry, a state-

ment verified by the tax figures col-

lected by the Treasury Department.

ing at these big pictures were sitting

at home in the same manner in which
I was, enjoying the warmth and com-
fort of home and being entertained

in regal fashion by the world's best,

without having to leave the fireside.

"I found my answer upon receiving

my box office reports which showed
that we had one of the worst night's

business in a long time.

The radio is a serious competitor
of the motion picture theater and will

prove more menacing each day as

the radio itself improves. At the

present time there are thousands of

very small ineffective sets with head

phones, which will be later replaced

by better sets with loud speakers, and

prove more alluring. There were

more radio sets sold this Christmas
for gifts than ever before, and it is

nothing uncommon for a radio party

to number twenty or thirty people or

ofttimes more.

"With high class programs brought directly

to the home, with no admission nor war Jax
to pay, it is no wonder that people prefer
the radio to the motion picture when the
weather is inclement.

"The phonograph industry has taken cog-
nizance of the serious inroads made by the
radio upon their business, and already the
Sonora Company has announced that they will

combine the radio with the phonograph and
sell the two as one unit. It is also known
that the Brunswick and Victor Companies
are busily engaged in perfecting their machines
by adding radio attachments to them.

"What about the motion picture theater in
this connection? Taking a peak into the
future, it seems to me that we ought to get
busy now and take a leaf out of the book
of the precedent established by the phono-
graph manufacturers, and see if we can not
combine the radio with our theaters in some
manner.

"It is not a wild dream to imagine that
a method can be found to establish a central
station with a sixty piece symphony orchestra
playing the pictures perfectly synchronized
with the projection in several hundred theaters
in any given territory, thereby giving the
audiences in the small theaters as fine music
as in the largest theaters in the country.

"The programs in these theaters could be
co-ordinated, and timed accurately so that in

a given territory they are synchronized per-
fectly with the radio. Perhaps this sounds
a little far fetched, but it can be easily

worked out. It is also possible, under the
same conditions, to have soloists and other
attractions in the smaller theaters. It is

just a question of working the thing out
properly, and I have been assured by several
of the leading radio engineers in the country,
with whom I have discussed the question, that
far from being an impossibility, it will be
the only way in the future.

"Certainly the motion picture industry
should awaken to this new competition and
lay plans to ward off the opposition, or else
meet with it and absorb it."

Riesenfeld Sees No Danger

Hugo Riesenfeld, managing direc-

tor cf the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion
declares that while he has. no definite

way of determining accurately wheth-
er the radio has affected attendance
in his theaters, his guess is that it

has not. He says:

"I doubt that broadcasting the
program is of as much benefit as has
been claimed; but on the other hand,
I fail to see anything in the assertion
of some calamity howlers that broad-
casting is deliberately playing into
the hands of the opposition.

"When a poor picture is shown, it

is just possible that a good many
people decide that perhaps it is better
to tune in on WJZ and get the latest

weather reports from Nebraska; but
when Gloria Swanson appears in

'The Humming Bird,' somehow or
other they find they can do without
the Bedtime Story. And I don't
think that hearing the music pro-
gram of the show on their radio set

completely satisfies them, either.

They decide there is too much static

in the air, and they storm the Rivoli.

"I would say that poor entertain-
ments in the theater are really bene-
ficial to home life, inasmuch as they
keep the family at home, and make
the husband devoted to his wife;
whereas an attractive program lures
the family from the fireside and the
hearth to the motion picture theaters,

where it is driven home to the hus-
band that there are other attractive

women in the world besides his wife."
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Pacific N. W. Undisturbed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—There are 20,000 radio sets
within a 100 mile radius of Seattle.
Nevertheless, local exhibitors seem to
feel no cause for alarm. All frankly
admit that about a year ago there
was grave concern. The radio was
considered one of the biggest prob-
lems the exhibitor had to face. The
novelty is wearing off.

Robert W. Bender, manager, Co-
lumbia Theater, says:
"While I realize that there are a great

many radio sets in use in our territory, and
they undoubtedly have some effect, business
continues to be very satisfactory. The radio
has become more of a household necessity.
The novelty has worn off to a great extent.
The majority of people like both kinds of
entertainment. After the newness of the
radio wears off. there is a certain monotony
about it. There is no feeling of antagonism
between exhibitors and the radio people. The
broadcasting stations here have been more
than kind about broadcasting our announce-
ments and special musical numbers from time
to time."

John Hamrick, Blue Mouse thea-
ters, Seattle, Tacoma, Portland and
Astoria, says:

"The radio did hurt us in the beginning,
and is still hurting to some extent. But its

influence is on the decline rather than the in-
crease. The radio provides more the atmo-
sphere of 'canned music' The public likes
the proper atmosphere and setting for their
entertainment. The surroundings of the thea-
ter, with the variety of entertainment it pro-
vides, in addition to music and speeches, fur-
nishes that atmosphere. It is only the real
radio 'bug,' with the fine instrument and the
knowledge of all its possibilities, who gets
sufficient wave length to hear the more dis-
tant radio programs, with' any degree of cer-
tainty or regularity. In this particular terri-
tory, we have not sufficient to offer in the
way of unusual attractions to satisfy perma-
nently."

Frank Edwards of the Winter Gap-
den, says:

"The visual appeal of the movies, out-
weighs, in the long run, any detrimental in-

fluence the radio might have. We do not feel

any such adverse influence on our steady pat-
ronage here. As soon as the novelty of the
thing wore off, the danger to the exhibitor les-

sened, the patron returned to the movies. In
many instances in the case of smaller and
less expensive sets, his own Victrola would
"furnish more satisfactory musical entertain-
ment and he had no static to overcome."

LeRoy V. Johnson, manager Liber-
ty theater, says:

"The danger of the radio as an alarming
competitor of the moving picture, seems to

me to be a negligible quantity. The thrill of
listening in from your own fireside soon wears
off. The novelty is not lasting. On the start,

the radio undeniably hurt the picture business.
Time has already lessened the degree of this

influence. People now take the radio as a
matter of course, listen in occasionally, and
enjoy it. But it does not keep them away
from the theater. They crave variety and it is

our job to provide it."

From all indications the exhibitor
in the Pacific Northwest no longer
considers the radio an element of dan-
ger. The three local broadcasting sta-

tions have not available the number
nor variety of high class attractions

with which Eastern radio fans may
entertain themselves. There is still

much progress to be made with the
radio, before the amateur can be sure
of reliable results. Inquiries seem to

show that to many amateurs it isn't

worth the trouble it costs them, and
is frequently set aside in a short time.

Cleveland Not Hit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—-There are four broad-
casting stations here. WJAX, The
Union Trust Co., broadcasting Tues-
days and Thursdays; WHK, the

Radio Vox Corp., broadcasting Sun-
days and Fridays and TAM, Willard
Storage Battery Co., broadcasting
Wednesdays and Saturdays. The
Westinghouse Corp., KDPM has a
license but does not broadcast.

With this line-up of either enter-
tainment, and the fact that radio
broadcasting struck Cleveland by
storm over a year ago, many of the
neighborhood theaters installed re-
ceiving sets and advertised this fact.
The result on the theater patron and
the picture theater is negligible, so
far as actually noticeable.

Many of the first run theaters, in
order to secure publicity, often con-
tribute a jazz band or some other
musical number to the various broad-
casting stations.

With all the receiving instruments
in Cleveland and the three active
broadcasting stations, working every
day in the week, there has been no
harm done to the theater or its

patrons.

The Allen theater recently broad-
casted their Jazz Week program and
received replies from nearly every
state in the Union as well as many
provinces in Canada. And the thea-
ter enjoyed a most healthy week dur-
ing the presentation of this program.
The number of receiving instru-

ments in the City o'f Cleveland is

approximately 60,000. In Greater
Cleveland, about 80,000.

Novelty Gone, Phila. Believes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—There are no figures
available as to the number of sets in
use in Philadelphia and vicinity.
Telephone inquiries to the radio de-
partments of the newspapers in this
city elicit the information that there
are about 50,000 sets in Philadelphia.
This figure they base on a census
which the Chamber of Commerce
took of the United States recently
which revealed the fact that there
was approximately one set for every
fifty families. The census showed
there were 2,000,000 sets in the United
States, but as Philadelphia is so thick-
ly populated they arrived at the figure
given above.

The effect of radio on the box of-
fice is a difficult question to answer.
There is no doubt but what the radio
and the automobile are the two great
enemies of the box office, not alone
because they keep people from the
theater, but also because they take
the dimes and quarters that formerly
used to pass through the ticket win-
dow.

There is one noticeable effect that
the radio has had on the picture busi-
ness and that is its diastrous effect
in inclement weather. It has not
snowed here since the radio was in-
vented, but rainy nights cut much
more deeply into receipts than they
used to. The impression prevailing
among the exhibitors is that the radio
is gradually losing its sting as a com-
petitor of pictures, that the people are
wearying of the repetition of the con-
certs and lectures and are returning
to their first love with increasing fre-
quency.

Some of the theaters are broadcast-
ing their musical programs through
the several stations in this city.

No Alarm in 'Frisco
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—This territory is

served with broadcasting by Station
KPO here and Stations KLX and
KGO in Oakland. There is no lack
of entertainment from this source.
The latter two stations are new

and with their coming, the sale of re-

ceiving instruments has increased, ac-
cording to reports from various deal-
ers. It is estimated that there are in

this immediate vicinity 100,000 sets

—

that is, the vicinity including the im-
mediate bay district, San Francisco,
Oakland and adjacent towns. Some
say this is a low estimate.
The average set serves from one to

six persons, so that about 500,000
persons are enabled to tune in every
night on some of the best broadcast-
ing in the entire country. There does
not seem to be any dropping off of
attendance at the theaters, other than
the falling off noticeable all over the
country for lack of first-rate pictures.

Radio experts here declare that ra-

dio will never take the place of the
theaters.

A Stimulus to St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—A careful survey of the
St. Louis field would indicate that
radio has been a stimulus rather than
a drawback to the picture business,
despite the fact that 50,000 is a con-
servative estimate of the number of
radio sets in operation in the city and
its suburbs.
The Post-Dispatch operates one of

the most powerful broadcasting sta-
tions in the United States. Exhibit-
ors here do not look upon Station
KSD as a competitor. In fact, the
largest houses, the Missouri and New
Grand Central, have their musical fea-
tures broadcast by this station direct
from the theater once a week. The
Missouri's record week thus far was
the one in which it tied up with the
Post-Dispatch for a "radio week"
which kept the house packed.
Managers of the two big houses

say the broadcasting of their pro-
grams, one on Saturday night and one
on Monday night, is a great advertise-
ment. Many radio listeners hear the
music and then go to see the perform-
ers and the picture. The incidental
music for a picture as broadcast over
the radio often draws them in.

Exhibitors call attention to another
point that sounds logical. In almost
every family the real radio bug is

father. While he is listening to the
radio he must not be disturbed by the
children. And the easiest way to get
rid of the children is to send them to
the neighborhood picture show. Fa-
ther may not go to the show as often
as he formerly did. but the children
ro much oftener. Then again, father
occasionally gets fed up on radio and
he goes on a "picture spree." He
uses his eyes instead of his ears for
a while, and so the thing evens up.

Pittsburgh Amusements Booming
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—Recognized today as
one of the leading radio centers of the
United States, with approximately
C)0,000 radio sets in Allegheny Coun-
ty, comprising Pittsburgh and its sur-
r<~>und :

na' boroughs and communities,
this city having undergone during the
last three- cr four vears the so-stvled

"radio craze" has now apparently
tied down to a systematic treajjn

of the invention.

According to Burt McMurtie of
Press, the effect of radio upon o
forms of amusement would appea
be of little import, with local n
agers and producers pronouncing
last year a banner year as to box
fice returns. Pittsburgh pic

houses remain entirely untouchec
far as radio entertainment affec

their business is concerned. The
year saw a greater number of
tures shown, more theaters addet
the local number and bigger box
fice receipts, than previous y
showed.

The local managers tell McMi
that they are little worried over
influx of radio. They demonst
this by the fact that the majorit;

larger picture houses in the

broadcast their musical program
the entirety, especially the hoi

where organ recitals and elabo
musical programs are a feature.

During the year 1923 an increas

approximately fifty per cent was
perienced in the local radio field. V
two of the largest broadcasting
tions in the eastern states static

here, WCAE, the Pittsburgh P
station, and KDKA, the Pittsbi

Post-Westinghouse station, intere

kept at a top pace continually.

Radio displays in the window:
local department stores, enlarged
dio departments and the adverti

afforded radio through the enterf

of the Westinghouse Electric

have all given an added impetui

the wireless form of entertainrr

with the result that radio today i

important a form of amusemen
the theater, the film, and the con<

Further interesting material
the radio situation trill appeal
Monday's issue.

Friedman Reduces Albany Pric

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Schenectady, N. Y.—Mike Pi-
man has reduced the admission p' ;s

at the Albany from 30 to 25 cen

Harrison & Fitzer Get Savo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Syracuse, N. Y.—Dave Harr m
and Morris Fitzer have taken cot ol

of the Savoy. The theater wil >e

remodeled and will, in all probab y^
become a second-run. They >»

operate the Empire.

FIRST WITH THE BET

kinogram;
THE VISUAL

NEWS
tf ALL THE WORLD

COSTUME
FOR HIRf

New York's Newest and Foremost

Costume Rental Organization

BROOK*
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"The Heritage of the

Desert"
Paramount

a Whole LIVELY ZANE
}REY WESTERN GIVEN
IIVID PRESENTATION AND
JNUSUALLY FINE PRODUC-
TON. STORY VERY WELL
1ANDLED AND SPLENDID-
LY ACTED.
st Ernest Torrence once
gain a terror in characteristic role.

lebe Daniels not given much
irominence although she fulfills

equirements easily. Noah Beery
lis usual villainous self and James
ifason also in a role with a wicked
rend. Lloyd Hughes in a meagre
lero role.

pe of Story. . .A real old fashioned
western, Indians and all. Motion
•ictures in their pioneer days
aiiied considerable popularity

hrough westerns which thrilled

nd satisfied patrons everywhere,
ontinuous repetition both of at-

losphere and plot apparently

.eakened the drawing power of

his class of entertainment, gener-

lly speaking, but every once in a

,hile they gain new strength in

opularity and evidently secure box
dice results. This is especially so

f the picturizations of the Zane
irey novels,—virile, thrilling tales

i the old west. "The Heritage of

ie Desert" is among the best of

is works. Irvin Willat has given
a most satisfying production. The
)cations are ideal, the action ex-
iting though properly conservative

nd sufficiently probable. The
hotography is excellent, especially

ne sequence sepia tinted. Further
lere is an appropriate cast, all well
elected types and capable players.

The Heritage of the Desert" above
II else is a well made picture.

c Office Angle Good enter-
linment for the average audience,
hould please them thoroughly and
fords you good opportunity to

st profitable box office returns.

)loitation Your big points
insist of Zane Grey's name, the
ict that "The Heritage of the Des-
t" is one of his best works, that
rnest Torrence appears in the
im, also Bebe Daniels, plus a fine

reduction. Mention "To the Last
tan," a recent Paramount picture
i a Zane Grey story, if you hap-
sned to have played it and promise
1 equally thrilling offering in this

ne. A book store tie-up should
e especially effective in advertising
ie picture. There is a special
hotoplay edition of "Heritage of
ie Desert". Many people prefer
) read the story before they see
ie picture. Use a trailer showing
ie attack and the fight between
orrence and his men and Beery
id his band. Use stills and post-
's liberally.

sction Irvin Willat; provided
<cellent presentation; an all

"ound good picture.
hor Zane Grey
nario Albert Shelby Le Vino
leraman

. . C. Edgar Schoenbaum
'tography Excellent
ale The West
gth 5,785 feet.

Reginald Denny in

"Sporting Youth"
Universal-Jeivel

As a Whole WHIRL-WIND
AUTO RACE FURNISHES
FINE THRILLS AND SPILLS.
STORY SLIGHT BUT ACTION
WILL MAKE IT GOOD EN-
TERTAINMENT FOR MOST
AUDIENCES.

Star .... Has one of those glorifying
hero roles where he meets all ob-
stacles fearlessly and with certain

victory. Denny's personality right

for role and the hero worshippers
will be delighted with him. Good
looking and all that.

Cast Laura LaPlante figures

rather prominently in the plot and
arranges things conveniently for

Denny inasmuch as she's out to win
him for a husband. Hallam Cooley
a mild sort of villain. Others not

of much consequence in the story
include Lucille Ward, Malcolm
Denny, Leo White, Frederick
Yroom. Henry Barrows.

Type of Story .... Auto racing story.

Not much plot to it and really not
an important enough theme for a

special but racing sequence and its

thrills will undoubtedly get it over
very nicely. Has to do with a

chauffeur mistaken for famous
racer. How he assumes the iden-

tity and wins the race, as well as

his employer's daughter, brings it

to the usual conclusion. Director
Pollard has appparently concen-
trated most of his efforts on sup-
plying an exciting race. And this

he has done splendidly. It runs a

bit long but there is genuine en-
thusiasm injected into it and fur-

nishes great action for those who
want it. The camera work, in-

cidentally, in connection with the

race, is very good and there are
any number of fine shots of the

speeding cars as well as some dan-
gerous spills that certainly look
like the real thing. In view of the
very slight material it would have
given the picture a better sustained
interest if they had kept it within
six reels at least.

Box Office Angle .... Should bring
results especially if you know they
are attracted by promises of thrills.

Race a good talking point and af-

fords good exploitation.

Exploitation .... You can advertise

this appropriately ; 'id with very
good results by a street stunt con-
sisting of a racing auto going about
town flying banners reading :

"Sporting Youth". An auto parade
might be arranged through cooper-
ation with local dealers who will

be glad to advertise their own
product and at the same time help

you get the picture over. Univer-
sale campaign book is especially-

complete with stunt suggestions.

Use Denny's name with his pre-

vious releases. Be sure to use a

trailer showing some of the racing
shots.

Direction .... Harry Pollard; good,
except a bit slow at the start.

Author Byron Morgan
Scenario Harvey Thew
Cameraman Clyde De Vinna
Photography Good
Locale California

Length 6,712 feet.

Mabel Normand in

"The Extra Girl"
Associated Exhibitors

As a Whole .... ANOTHER PIC-
TURE BASED ON STUDIO
LIFE WITH A CORKING
THRILL IN IT. HAS SOME
FIRST RATE COMEDY SITU-
ATIONS BUT AT TIMES SUF-
FERS FROM PADDING.

Star Same Mabel Normand, al-

ways dependable for her own work.
Gets away wTith a lot of good stuff

and puts over her part very well.

Is unusually funny in the sequence
where she leads a real lion through
the studio thinking it a dressed up
dog.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
There have been several previous
offerings dealing with Hollywood
so that "The Extra Girl" has lit-

tle claim to originality in its story
of a small town kid who gets the
"movie" craze, wins a prize contest
and goes to Hollywood only to get

a job in the wardrobe department,
the prize having been won by some-
one's playing a trick on her and
sending a photograph other than
her own. There are the usual stu-

dio shots and general atmosphere
of the place, plus a fine thrill in

which Mabel, thinking she has a

dog disguised in a lion skin, leads

a real lion about complacently un-
til she discovers her mistake. Then
there's a helter skelter chase that's

exciting and comical in turn. "The
Extra Girl" suffers from an absence
of strong comedy situations. There
isn't enough actual work for the

star to do so they make up for the

deficiency with close-ups, unimpor-
tant detail and bits of business that

slow it up.

Bex Office Angle .... You may have
to figure on a recent Hollywood
sensation with regard to this but
there is no reason why this should
influence you seriously, because the

picture is very good in many ways;
the star gives a good, clean per-

formance, and if your crowd liked

the other pictures which showed
studio life, such as "Souls for Sale."

etc., there is no reason why this

should not prove enjoyable.

Exploitation.. Use Mabel Normand's
name. Tell them she plays straight

comedy. Use a trailer showing the

lion chase through the studio. This
should interest them. You might
arrange an attractive street stunt

by having a girl dressed to repre-

sent the star as she appears in the

picture. She might distribute

throwaways consisting of photos of

the star with information regarding
the film.

Direction F. Richard Jones;
should have tightened up story to

make it hold.

Author -Mack Sennett

Scenario Mack Sennett

Cameraman Homer Scott

Art Director S. D. Barns

Photography All right

Locale Hollywood

Length 6,426 feet.

"Abraham Lincoln"

Producers: Al and Ray Rockett

As a Whole. . ..A REALLY GREAT
PICTURE. SINCERELY AND
FINELY DONE, THIS
SHOULD PROVE OF TRE-
MENDOUS VALUE FOR
YEARS TO COME. ANOTHER
EPIC OF ALMOST THE SAME
IMPORT AS "THE COVERED
WAGON."

Players. ... Practically no names of

consequence to the average box of-

fice excepting that of Louise Fa-
zenda, who has a clever bit. But
Ruth Clifford is photographed
beautifully and is very sweet and
appealing. George Billings, an un-
known, gives a performance of Lin-
coln which stands out as one of the
finest characterizations of the

screen. He not only looks, but
seems to live the part. A splendid
performance.

Type of Story.... A motion picture

biography of the outstanding figure

of American history. Not a mo-
tion picture in the accepted sense
of the word; rather a truly great
story which will have its appeal
wherever Lincoln's name is known.
And where does it not stand out?
From the cradle to the assassination
this breathes not only the life, but
the very spirit of Lincoln. A fine

and worthy addition to the honor
roll of great American films.

Much of the credit of this fine

picture is due to Frances Marion.
The scenario was prepared after ex-
haustive study of the life of the
martyred President and Miss Ma-
rion was present during much of

the shooting, practically supervising
the production.

Box Office Angle. .. .Universal. It

may be that in the Southern States
it will not be welcomed so cheer-
fully; but elsewhere it should prove
of tremendous strength at the box
office. Inasmuch as it is now
planned to use it as a road show it

may be some time getting to the
picture houses. But when it comes
grab it. There is so much of the
real depth of American spirit in

this that to assume to suggest its

value at the box office seems silly.

Exploitation The most essential

part of this production. Properly
put over it means a clean-up. In

addition to all of the things you
know you can do with a film of this

type, make sure that you get after

the Lincoln Societies, the schools,

the school teachers, and the people

who, as a rule, do not get to your
house regularly. This should be a

fine picture to start them coming.

Direction. ... Philip Rosen; at times

excellent. Opening shot dedicating

picture to veterans of the Great
War incongruous and out of place.

Author Frances Marion

Scenario by Frances Marion

Cameramen Robert Kurlle and
Lyman Broening.

Photography. .. .Good; at times ex-

cellent.

Locale. .. .The backwoods, Washing-
ton and battlegrounds.

Length 11,700 feet
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"Let Not Man Put
Asunder"
Y itagraph

As a Whole... STORY OF MA-
TRIMONIAL DIFFICULTIES
AND DEFICIENCIES MAKES
DRAGGY PICTURE.

Cast Pauline Frederick and Lou
Tellegen should be well able to

handle the roles allotted to them
in the picturization of Basil King's
novel and you might be forgiven

for wondering if their own person-

al matrimonial adventures are not

being capitalized upon by their

joint appearance in a theme that

coincides with their careers to such

an extent. Miss Frederick's acting

is very good, also Mr. Tellegen,

each of them being accorded far too

much footage for posing and close-

ups.

Type of Story . . . Drama that develops

into a marriage muddle. So many
divorces and marriages have seldom
been crammed into one film. "Let

Not Man Put Asunder," even out-

does Rupert Hughes' "Reno," an-

other of this type. The story is

a rambling one dealing with the

loves of three couples chiefly, with

a few minor affairs on the side.

These three people swap husbands,

divorce themselves at intervals,

marry again, divorce again, and re-

marry their former husbands (or

wives) without mercy for the spec-

tator, that is if his patience will

hold out that long. There's a moral

to it all even though it's pretty well

buried in a story that is episodic,

draggy and given to so many talk-

ing sub-titles, all of which say much
and mean little;—the moral; you
can only have one love—your first

wife.

Box Office Angle You'll likely

find that the names of the featured

players will bring in a good many
whose curiosity will immediately be

aroused by a title such as this and
with the names of these players

whose personal matrimonial careers

have given them no little publicity.

Whether or not you want to capi-

talize on it also depends upon the

sort of theater you run and the

people you cater to. As .straight

entertainment the picture is lacking.

Exploitation. . . .It will be easy to at-

tract them where you want to get

them in. Use the title prominently
with the names of Lou Tellegen

and Pauline Frederick. Mention
that the picture is an adaptation of

Basil King's novel. You might also

use J. Stuart Blackton's name.
Catchlines might read: "Do you be-

lieve in divorce? There are some
interesting angles offered in 'Let

Not Man Put Asunder,' a J. Stuart

Blackton production showing at the

blank theater."

Direction. .. .J. Stuart Blackton; fails

to keep story moving; picture far

too long.

Author Basil King

Scenario . Chas. L. Gaskill

Cameraman .... Nicholas Musuraca

Photography Usually all right

Art Director Jack Pringle
Locale Europe and America
Length About 8,000 feet

"Cause for Divorce"

Producer: Hugh Dierker

Distribution: Selznick

As a Whole ANOTHER
DIVORCE DRAMA BUT AN
IMPROVEMENT OVER SOME
OTHERS INASMUCH AS ITS
MORAL IS MORE POINTED
AND THERE IS A LOGICAL
TREATMENT.

Cast .... Fritzi Brunette and David
Butler good as a typical average
married pair whose difference cause
a temporary breach. Both do good
work. Pat O'Malley and Helen
Lynch another couple who go
adrift through lack of understand-
ing. Others Charles Clarv, Peter
Burke.

Type of Story .... Domestic drama.
In most stories in which divorce
is present the spectator often feels

the urge to whisper a word of ad-
vice to the quarreling pair which
will cause them to make up and for-

get the past but the divorce busi-

ness steps in and the complications
pile on. Here there's a different

treatment and it's refreshing to say
the least. "Cause For Divorce"
has real sensible people who look
before they leap, and so Laura
Weston realizes that she must be
willing to sacrifice her preference
for city life in order that her hus-
band will have an opportunity to

make good at his profession: farm
management. Then Laura is the
means of reuniting another couple
also headed for the courts. The
difficulties of the second couple pro-
vide the picture with some typical

audience business such as cabaret
scenes, garden fetes, rich settings,

a bit of meller and other box office

requisites. The story has a well

sustained interest and given a

good production.

Box Office Angle .... Good audience
picture that will please many.
They're all more or less interested

in situations such as those offered

in "Cause for Divorce." It has good
exploitation angles that you will do
well to take advantage of.

Exploitaion . . . . Here's a good title

for catchiine advertising. Distrib-

ute throw-aways with the line :

"If you are contemplating a divorce

go to the blank theater and you'll

change your mind. If you're not
contemplating a divorce go to the

blank theater and you never will

consider one. There's a fine lesson

to be learned from 'Cause for

Divorce.' " Use your mailing list

addressing the message to "Mr. and
Mrs. Blank" and mark it "person-
al." There are attractive stills for

lobby display and ad posters that

will attract. There are no names
in the cast especially prominent but
the players do very good work and
deserve mention.

Direction. . Hugh Dierker; very good.

Author Thelma Lanier

Scenario Not credited

Cameraman Not credited

Photography Good
Locale California

Length 7,132 feet.

Snowy Baker in

"The White Panther"

Phil Goldstone—State Rights

As a Whole.... SOME FIGHTING
IN CLIMAX AND HEROICS
OF STAR ABOUT THE ONLY
THING TO BE RECOMMEND-
ED IN STATE RIGHTS FEA-
TURE THAT'S WEAK ON
ENTERTAINMENT.

Star .... Strives through various ac-

robatic feats and daring stunts to

please. So far as his own work is

concerned is successful but story
proves too much of a handicap.

Cast.... Lois Scott pretty but short-
lived as a native girl and Gladys
McConnell pleasing lead. Peter
Burke a good looking soldier who
admits he's a "rotter" but dies like

a soldier.

Type of Story One of those
Arabian intrigue plots in which a

native ruler abducts the British

consul's daughter in revenge for an
insult to his own daughter by a

soldier. How hero Snowy, dis-

guised as a bandit, fights a whole
army of Arabs, rescues the girl and
is rewarded by her love, completes
a rather hackneyed and uninterest-

ing story. The development is

slow and the situations so lacking
in originality that there is little or
no bid for suspense. There is no
doubt but that hero will rescue the
girl from the Arab's tent and re-

store her to her father. The cli-

max is the only commendable
sequence and offers fairly good
thrills in the battle between hero
and the natives with the soldiers

finally coming to the rescue. The
director has repeated his action
stunts too often. He stages the

fight in a chasm and the constant
"popping off" of a victim and his

subsequent slide down the moun-
tain side becomes funny after it

continues very long.

Box Office Angle Hasn't very
bright prospects because there is

so little for you to talk about and
story is so slow moving.

Exploitation .... This, may fit in well
enough on a double feature pro-
gram providing the other attraction

is a good entertainment. There is

not much in "The White Panther"
to satisfy them unless it is the

climax which offers some rather

good action. This is not enough to

put the picture over, however. You
might see the picture if in doubt
and should you consider it worth
exploiting, a man garbed in a white
Arab costume and riding a white
horse would readily arouse consid-
erable curiosity. Follow this with
the title : "The White Panther".

Direction Alvin J. Neitz; some
good comedy touches but otherwise
poor.

Author John Natteford

Scenario John Natteford

Cameraman Not credited

Photography All right

Locale Orient

Length 5,000 feet.

"The Net"
Fox

As a Whole.. FEEBLE ATTEM
AT ENTERTAINMENT. Tl '.

RIBLE STORY THAT IS! r

IMPROVED UPON IN DIRi;.
TION. NOR IS THE CP

I

GOOD ENOUGH TO PULL f
THROUGH.

Cast .... Barbara Castleton tries

perately to put over the role

faithful wife and mother. Ray
Bloomer convincing enough as

j

unworthy husband and Albert F

coe fair in a role that's as imj
sible as it is improbable. No
ers of importance.

Type of Story Labeled a "fB
melodrama," but if those to ctfl

are to follow the example of
"

Net" there doesn't seem to be ml
hope for picture entertainment

k

the way of melodramas for the I

of this year. "The Net" is an I
usually poor picture not onlytl
story but from a production stsB
point as well. It requires a \l
exceptional and liberal imagina a
to accept the situation upon wjfc
the theme is built.

A certain man named Nona
kills his cousin. A stranger affll

ed with sudden aphasia happ«
upon the scene. Norman charfl
coats with the stranger therw
switching identities. Norman's vft
also present, agrees to keep thefl
cret, not because she loves a
faithless husband but to protects
son's name.

How such a thing could possjf
transpire is inconceivable. Tlfl

is no indication of any effort to (I
nitely prove that the man is act

Iy Norman nor, and convenie<||

so, is there any clue to the aphlH
victim. The wife's father, whcU
first evinces much interest in if

daughter's marriage to Norriji

just disappears from the pict

The plot is without logic and kr

from interesting.

Box Office Angle.... Not favoraj
Unless your folks are mighty eajl

satisfied you won't be able to H
this one over. It's far below

I

standard of entertainment they fc

pect.

Exploitation Hardly worth>M
any extended effort even thai
you decide to show it. There isW
tie or nothing for you to talk aln
either in situations, production]!
cast. The title is a rather good ie

and may bring them in, but be cif

ful about what you say for the
ture.

Direction. . . .J. Gordon Edwards; Jl

not improved on a very poor stiH

injected a fair suspense but deB
opment^ is so illogical that it is I
likely they'll be very much A-

thused over the outcome,
picture run far too long, lar;H

through unnecessary detail and '0

many close-ups.

Author Maraverne ThomrM
Scenario Olga Linek Sc

Cameramen. ... Geo. Lane, Ben Ip

gens.

Photography

Locale Any
Length Over 6,000

;
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Values
(.Continued from Page 1)

ire : "The Ten Commandments" will have a world audience ; and
icre are some places where "The Covered Wagon" will naturally

ot have the appeal it has in England and America. The gross

[ each will be up in the millions, that's certain. How much no
ving man can say. Not even Famous executives. Not one of

lem.
TAKING THE LOSS

There aren't many producers who take a loss in production,

lost of them let the picture come out. Even if it isn't what they

oped for. And let it go at that. There are a few exceptions,

bl Lesser made a Coogan feature of "Peck's Bad Boy" and then

;-made it from start to finish. There have been other instances,

die latest, however, is Sam Goldwyn. Who is now re-making
Cytherea." And pockets a loss of close to $80,000 for three

eeks' work. Did not like it and threw it aside. That takes

erve. And lots of it.

NITA HAS A SISTER
Yes; Nita Naldi. And she is out on the Coast. And thus

lurbs to a reporter :

"No one ever heard of me before. Nita wouldn't let them,
ut here I am. 17 years old and ready for the movies. I want to

e hysterical, temperamental, poetic, willowy, glamorous, a Flor-

titine tornado of passion and drama."
Al Woods please note.

THE LONG RUN RECORD
Not, says Charles Urban, "The Covered Wagon." And re-

linds that in London, during 1911-12 his natural color production
[f "The Coronation Durbar and Royal Visit to India" ran 65
msecutive weeks at the Scala Theater.

Which means the Wagon must do over 20 more consecutive
Leeks at the Criterion to match this record. And Harold Frank-

fi of Famous says "That's a cinch."

HIGH-LOW
a new son. Name not yet reached the East.Ace Berry has

irom Indianapolis. Perhaps he will be called Deuce.

ALL HEPPED UP
Selznick's roaring. Have- booked "Woman to Woman" for

'13 first runs. Including the Rivoli, New York.
Incidentally the best picture Bettv Compson has appeared in

rice "The Miracle Man."

A SUGGESTION
Speaking to the Southern California Editorial Asso. Will

tays said

:

"When a free press is attacked, we make common cause with
ie publishers, recognizing in them the necessary commercial fac-

>r in literature. On the same basis you should give the producer
pictures a hand when he is being beset by forces which must

nd a new devil in every decade. The more you help, the better

ctures will become."
Practical—every word of it.

SHAW AND GOLDWYN
Mrs. Florence Strauss of First National told this one on Sam

oldwyn to the AMPA : Goldwyn was trying to convince Ber-
trd Shaw to write a scenario for him. "I assure you," said Gold-
yn, "we will make a very artistic production." To which Shaw
plied: "You don't seem to realize, Mr. Goldwyn, that I am only
i artist—and you are a business man."

NOT TAKING PROFITS
Producers on the Coast. Who "farm out" stars under con-

act. Will not make a profit from other producers hereafter.

hat is. generally speaking. That is one of the plans decided
)on. To co-operate. Mighty good move.

Joe Schenck elected president of the new organization. Looks
like the producers mean to get somewhere.

FRANKLE'S STUFF
Probably you noticed early in the week how Howard Frankle

stimulates business. Out in Columbus, Ohio. By having a spe-
cial night every night except Sunday—when he plays a big, im-
portant picture. Has all kinds of novelty nights—and don't care
what picture he puts on. Which means he pays as little as pos-
sible. Depending on the novelty ideas to put it over.

A DAY OR SO BEHIND
Jake Wilk postcards from the Riviera—in Southern France

:

"They are going fast here. The original production of 'The Cheat'
with Fannie Ward, is playing here now. Also Victor Moore
comedies. Possibly they will see "The White Sister" here in
1933."

THOSE CENSORS
Out in Ohio the Chief Censor banned the latest Normand pic-

ture and also those in which Edna Purviance appears. What
part of the Ohio censor law gives him such power might easily

be open to legal attack. But regardless of the law—just what
does this sort of thing mean?

These are the acts which in time will kill censorship wherever
it exists. That such narrow minded Puritanism exists—remem-
ber this is 1924—seems almost incredible.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS
Commenting on Joe Schenck's remark that while he always

desired artistry in a production he was always more anxious to

furnish entertainment. Dr. A. H. Giannini of the Commercial
Trust Co. told the AMPA that there were two sides to Schenck ;

the Damon which admired Schenck for his artistry and the Pythias

which admired his commercialism.

HELP! HELP!
Mail robbers rifled two pouches in the Sullivan, Indiana, post-

office, going after Hays' mail. Wonder what they expected to

find in it?

MORE LOVING
From the humble and ever modest Reichenbach comes this:

Seeing that Pete Smith has come to the defense of the P. A.

by his opinion of the critic—maw I add mine in support of Pete.

I love the critic because :

He looks like he took all the coal out of the tub—then de-

cided not to take that bath.

Because he wears nice light clothes to match his dandruff.

He tells you your stuff is the only stuff fit to run that is sent

him—then confirms it by running the other fellow's.

He swears you will have the biggest picture in the lay-out

then writes his alibi before the paper goes to press.

He is in favor of prohibition and substantiates his opinion

by trying to^dry up—your supply.

He is indifferent to the public—but afraid of his wife.

He eats at the Algonquin Hotel where the Intelligensia eats

each noon—and where wit flows like Ivory Soap—and just as pure.

He is having a hard time deciding on the ten best pictures

and sympathizes with the public which has to wait intensely until

he finally decides.

And later we find his best ten—the worst grossers.

He never creates—merely records—and depends on these facts

coming from the press agent—without whom he would have not a

department.
They are human under the skin—but they have hides like

elephants.
DANNY.
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WARNERBROS
* Classics of the ScreenM

A startling story

of "good-fellow" wives
and a husband or two—

a

fearless expose of the inner
shrine of the marriage circle,

with its charm of true love, its ro-

mance of fidelity, its flare of passion-

ate jealousy, its mad affairs of faithless-

ness and its tragic touch of sin. An un-
usual story of married lovers whose
love is not always confined to
their own mates, deftly told by
a master producer whose direc-

torial genius stands unchal-
lenged in the art of the

photoplay.

t(

TheCoqs
of fife
Turneth

Enacted

by a Stellar

Cast of Screen Stars:-

Florence Vidor

Monte Blue - Marie Prevost

Adolphe Menjou - Harry Myers

Creighton Hale

and
Others

'emotional

'inHfieme^and

Sure-firein itr

^-Aiidience^

^-Appeal

ADAPTED
by

Paul Bern,

From

play

by Lothair

Schmidt

AN

EBNST
LlBITSCn

PRODUCTION



QTie biggest money

JUL Qaramount ~

Mere they are

!

i "THE HUMMING BIRD*
2 "PIED PIPER MALONE*
3 "THE HERITAGE
OF THE DESERT

4 "SHADOWS OF PARIS"
5 "THE STRANGER"

§ >^c §

^ever since pictures have been
made, have five such sure knockout
box-office wallops been issued by
any company any time, anywhere/
•0 ^ o

One right after another you'll get 'em.

CULL tfarcunjount CpLctur&s



makers of them ail J

% he followed by such surefire hits
as:

THOMAS MEIGHAN in his greatest part
* "The Confidence Man"

GLORIA SWAN SON in a glittering gorin picture

"A Society Scandal"

CECIL B. DE MILLE'S triumph, "Triumph"
Wl LLIAM de M I LLE'S Pulitzer Prize Play

"Icebound"
JAMES CRUZE'S Tarkington story of the gambler

and the lady , "Magnolia"

and 12 others ~ one a weeh .

CM Cparamourib i
I

Gloria Swanson in
"The Humming
B i r d." A Sidney

1 c o 1 1 Production
From the play by
Maude Fulton.
Adapted by Forrest
Halsey.

Thomas Meighan
in "The Confidence
Man." By Laurie Y.

Erskine. Adapted

by Paul Sloane. Di-

rected by Victor
Heerman.

Thomas Meighan
in "Pied Piper Ma-
lone." By Booth
Tarkington. Adapt-
ed by Tom Geragh-

ty. Directed by Al-

fred E. Green.

Gloria Swanson in

"A Society Scan-
dal." Allan Dwan
Production. From
"The Laughing
Lady," by Alfred Su-
tro. Adapted by
Forrest Halsey.

Zane Grey's "The
Heritage of the
Desert." An Irvin

Willat Production
With Bebe Daniels
Ernest Torrence
Adapted by A. S.

LeVino.

Cecil B. De Mille's

"Triumph." With
Leatrice Joy and a

real all-star cast.

Screen play by Jea-

nie Macpherson.
From the story by
May Edginton.

PRODUCED BY
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKYCORPORATION

ADOLPH ZUKOR P..J-d««f

m

Pola Negri in "Sha-
dows of Pari s."

Herbert Brenon Pro-
duction. From "Mon
Homme," by Picard
and Carco. Adapt-
ed by Fred Jackson.
Screen play by Eve
Unsell.

William De Mille's

"Icebound." With
Richard Dix, Lois

Wilson. From Owen
Davis's play. Screen

play by Clara Be-

ranger.

'

"The Stranger." A
Joseph Henabery
Production. With
Betty Compson,
Richard Dix. From
"The First and the
Last," by John Gals-
worthy. Adapted by
Edfrid Bingham.

"Magnolia" (work-
ing title). James
C r u z e Production.
With Ernest Tor-
rence, Patsy Ruth
Miller, and others.
By Booth Tarking-
ton. Adapted by
Walter Woods.

Saa
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you get about 100 per cent more merriment
out of the title which Montague Glass, * * *

wrote especially * * *

EXPRESS—A pure unadulterated amuse-
ment, artfully compounded of gay and kindly

humor, delicate pathos, a touch of burlesque

to a large share of character delineation of

rare quality and a bit of thrilling

drama, * * *

HERALD—* * * the picture makes really

a multiple reel situation comedy of the bet-

ter—very much better—class, with just a

dash of pepper toward the end in the

shape of some foul play, hand-to-hand

struggles, and dashing policemen. There is

just enough of the heavy stuff to relieve

the generous helping of bon mots in the

ingrowing English of the New York cloak

and suit trade.

RECORD—All thanks to the author, the

adaptor, the director and the actor for as

human a comedy-drama as could be screened.

I'd walk a couple of miles to see another
like it.

TIMES—For "Potash and Perlmutter" is

just bound to coin money. Such a darb
of a comedy—so human, amusing, snappy
and thrilling all at once—we haven't seen
in a long, long time.

"Rosita"—United Artists

Stanton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Every whit of her appeal as

potent as ever and maybe a bit stronger.

ENQUIRER—Mary has grown up but
just as much to be admired.
NORTH AMERICAN—Mary is undoubt-

edly a great actress but it is difficult to feel

that she is not a kid masquerading as a ma-
ture young woman whose emotions are taxed
to the breaking point.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—
Thanks to Lubitsch "Rosita" is an unusually
colorful and romantic picture. Mary does
some truly fine acting
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—It is

the most satisfactory production imaginable.

If there were faults, they passed unnoticed.
RECORD—There are opportunities for

emotional acting and moments which ap-

pioach the tragic. A striking feature the
excellence of the photography.

"Scaramouche"—Metro

Criterion, Los Angeles

(Run beginning Jan. 17)
EXAMINER—In his handling of this fa-

mous Sabatini story, * * * Rex Ingram has
essayed a new medium of film expression and
he has done it brilliantly and well. He has
successfully avoided opportunities for great
mass play along which lines he won fame,
and concerns himself rather with the beauti-
ful detail of the story.

EXPRESS—What is without doubt the
greatest effort, technically speaking, of that
remarkable young director's career to date
* * * Mr. Ingram's version * * * does not
in any way disappoint. For in it he has com-
bined the sweep and thrill of that great epoch
in the world's history, and at the same time
emphasized a delightfully idealistic romance.
HERALD—Colorful, eloquent- and exe-

cuted on a gigantic scale, "Scaramouche"
takes a place with great pictures of screen
history.

It is a tremendous spectacle. It tells a
story warm with human interest and it has
a dignity and repression seldom achieved in

a historical film. The cast is large and the
mob scenes are gigantic and moving.
RECORD—It is beautifully pictured, dra

matically related, admirably portrayed. Espe-
cially in the part of Scaramouche, which
Ramon Novarro plays with intelligence and
vigor. * * * Ingram carries his story along
with such spirit that one forgets it is some
10,000 feet in unreeling and is astonished to
find it so soon coming to an end.

Pictorially the artist in Ingram has been
given full play.
TIMES—It is Rex Ingram's most preten-

tious contribution to adult entertainment, and
its beauty will live long in the land. * * *

Veritably, this film is the art gallery of the
screen. It marks some of the greatest ad-
vancements along the lines of lighting com-
position, settings and makeup and costumes
that have yet been revealed.

POST—Not Noma's best photoplay * » *

it staggers and collapses even with such
sturdy props as Norma, Shildkraut and Ar-
thur Edmund Carew.

Circle, Indianapolis
NEWS—Will add nothing to Miss Tal-

madge's laurels, but will add much to the

laurels of Arthur Edmund Carew.
STAR—The outstanding performance of

the film is that of Arthur Edmund Carew.

"Song of Love"—First Nat'l

C apitol—Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—Not apt to make a very
profound impression on those who are look-
ing for artistic drama.

"This Freedom"—Fox
Broadway, Los Angeles

(Week ending Jan. 19)
EXAMINER—It's really a high-class piece

of work. * * *

The production as a whole is well handled.
There is fine evenness to the tempo, the cut-

ting is good and the sweep is embracing.
EXPRESS—It is an excellent cast. • * *

Setting aside the sophistry of the original

the story is a decidedly interesting one,

presented in even clearer fashion than the

author has done in his novel.

HERALD—* * * strikes a happy medium;
being a photoplay without conscious effort

at sermonizing but with a moral for all that.

All in all, "This Freedom" is above the
average of the usual program picture, and
should be enjoyed by all.

RECORD—* * * while not measuring up
to "If Winter Comes," stands as the best
product of a British producer yet brought
to the screen.
TIMES—In certain aspects "This Free-

dom" cannot avoid being rather preachy in

character. * * * The acting is what most
appeals—that and the personalities, Miss
Compson is really lovely, * * *

Imperial, San Francisco
(Week ending Jan. 19)

CALL—* * * the vital spirit of the au-
thor's story has been intelligently transferred
to the screen.

Whether you agree with Hutchinson or
not, you will be entertained and thrilled * * *

The photoplay seems to be perfect in every
detail and includes some unusually fine photo-
graphy.
DAILY NEWS—Fay Compton is one of

the best of English actresses and her work on
the screen is a genuine pleasure to witness,
* * * full of restraint, poignantly emotional,
dignified in the English manner. The pic-

ture is so far the best we have seen that
was made in England, allowing, of course,
for the excellencies in "If Winter Comes."
HERALD—* * * It is all told dramatically

and convincingly.

"Twenty-One"—1 it Naf1

The Chicago, Chicago

NEWS—It is Barthelmess back in his own
kind of picture.

POST—This is a new type of role for
Barthelmess—but there is no doubt in my
mind that you are going to like him very
much indeed. * * * "Twenty-One" is a
simple little tale that relies on the star to
put it over. And he does with the very able
help of Dorothy Mackaill.
TRIBUNE—You're going to be keen for

the work of four people in "Twenty-One"
* * * the supporting cast is a good one,
scenery, sets, photography fine. Mr. Robert-
son is a capable director.
HERALD—Not until I saw Richard

Barthlemess in "Twenty-One," was I sure
that he stood first in my list of eighteen
great screen stars. * * * what a Romeo he
would be.

Warfield, San Francisco
(Week ending Jan. 19)

BULLETIN—* * * There is no doubt in
the minds of the audience that they like this

favorite actor (Barthelmess) in present-day
stories to a much greater degree than in the
characters of ancient times. * * * There
are no end of dramatic situations * * *

CHRONICLE—Barthelmess is quite de-
lightful as Julian, his manly bearing and good
looks—not prettyness, thank heaven—help-
ing immensely.
EXAMINER—* * * a particularly good

photoplay at Loew's Warfield theater this

week. * * * Supported by * * * Dorothy
Mackaill, who lends a delicate enchantment
to the romantic tenor of the picture, Barthel-
mess responds to the sophomoric requirement
with splendid finesse.

HERALD—This picture was not heralded
as a world-beater, or anything sensational

;

but it proved to be exceptionally fine en-
tertainment. Regardless of your age don't
miss "Twenty-One."

Herbel's Territory Rearranged
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—H. M. Herbel, Univer-
sal division manager is now making
his headquarters here instead of

Cleveland. His supervision of ex-

changes now includes Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati and Indianapolis. Cleve-
land comes under the supervision of

Joe Friedman of Detroit.

Resume Work On Lockport Project
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lockport, N. Y.—The abandoned
theater project at East Ave. and Elm
Street will be completed. The Gi-

rard Bond & Mortgage Co., of Phila-

delphia and New York, has taken hold
and will back the venture. Opera-
tions will be resumed immediately.

Buffalo Olympic To Come Down
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo— The Broadway-Buffalo
Corp., new owners of the Olympic
theater and property, will not renew
the lease of the house when it ex-
pires in the fall, but will tear the

building down and erect a new ten

story office structure.

Burr Closes Southern Deal
C. C. Burr has sold the rights on

"Three O'Clock in the Morning" and
"Restless Wives" to W. K. Jenkins,
of Enterprise Dlst. Corp., for Okla-
homa, Texas Arkansas, Missouri,
Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska and South-
ern Illinois.

Trouble With Buffalo Musicians
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Following the engage-
ment of a new organist at the Belve-
dere, the musicians walked out, insist-

ing that the old organist be retained.

Officials of the union declare that it

is no strike but a lockout.

"Uninvited Guest" Completed
Curtiss Benton, who wrote the

story and continuity of "The Uninvit-
ed Guest," a J. E. Williamson pro-
duction, has completed the titling.

The picture will be released by Metro.

Her First Picture Role
Marion Coakley is completing

work in "The Enchanted Cottage,"
which marks her screen debut. She is

prominent on the stage, her last

vehicle being "The Alarm Ciock."

To Make Picture Of Dover
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—The Keystone Indus-
trial Film Co., viill produce a Kin-, of

Dover and the surrounding com-
munity.

The Week's Headlin
Monday

B. P. Schulberg predicts an active Sp
in coast production.

Receiver in equity appointed for Prizm
M. P. Commission seeking definition of i

constitutes an educational. Report si
profit of $200,288 to date.

Joseph M. Schenck predicts a saving in
duction through co-operation of var
producers.

Tuesday
Warner Bros, to float stock issue on

curb. Profits for 1923 placed at $500,

Mae Murray completes Metro contract
delivery of two more pictures.

Hodkinson negotiating with more direc'

E. H. Griffith, E. L. Hollywood
George Terwilliger mentioned.

Allan Dwan signs new contract with Fam
To direct Gloria Swanson in five picti

Wednesday
Fewer adverse bills leveled against indu:

National legislative situation repc
better.

Harry Rowson says England is upset
cause of price combines by exhibitors
price-cutting by American distributors

M. P. T. O. to hold convention in }

City not yet determined.
H. M. Thomas rejoins Famous Players i

ad'an Corp. as director of Western
aters. Clarence Robson to manage I

ern chain.
Alan Crosland signs with Famous to r

series, following one for Hodkinson.'
Supreme Court recognizes validity of

tration hoard in dispute betwei-n F. I

M. Club and Charles W. Jackson, I

Island exhibitor. Jackson ordered to <

by board's decision.

Thursday
Hcuse Ways and Means Comm'ttee di\

ever what portion of the admission
should be repealed.

LTniversal to make "Butterfly." Extei

plans for continued activity in short

ject field.

Tom Terriss forms $100,000 company to l

Paul Gwynne stories. "The Hando
for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.

Friday
Joseph M. Schenck tells A. M. P. /

coast producers' plan to 1 ring a

economies through a close, co-operal
tern.

Edward Bowes returns from Europe.
shooting on "Ben Hur" will start It

1 in Rome.
Independent M. P. Prod, and Dist. .

considering a check on piracy thn
rial numbers on prints.

General Vision Co. formed. P'ans to SI

projectors to non-theatrical users or

ported partial payment plan.

Saturday
Robert G. Vignola about to close wit

important distributor for a series of

tures. Deal calls for three a year.

F. P.-L. hearing in Dallas. L. L.

testifies.

Sid Grauman plans 3 new $1,000,000 h

for Los Angeles.

Remodeled Capital Reopens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Raleigh, N. C.—The newly re

orated Capital on West Martin

has reopened. The house is o\

by the Capital Theater Co.

TF YOU ARE IN THE MARKET FOR ANY
1 KIND OF MOTION PICTURE APPARA-
TUS. CONSULT US. WE CAN SAVE YOU

MONEY
OUR PRICE LIST WILL CONVINCE YOU

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.

BRYANT 6635 118 W. 44th ST., N. Y. C.



The producer's care is justified; the audience

is pleased—when the print is on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

—because it carries quality through to the

screen.

Look for "Eastman" and "Kodak''—stenciled

in black letters in the transparent margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



forgetting

"LILIES OF THE FIELD"
for the moment-

/Sets turn again to

RICHARD WALTON TULLY'S

FLOWING GOLD"
by REX BEACH

Directed bij JOSEPH DEGRASSE

You tyww what a picture "Jhe Spoilers

is-Well here's its successor - and wow!

What a successor !

*Jhat same power"Virility and smash

that [{ex Beach imparted to "^fhe

Spoilers he has injected into this

story oP Oil - or as he calls it—'-

"FLOWING GOLD'
Jiere is a picture that vjiLl put zip

into any schedule"-its BIG~and a

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

JiaVe vOe got 'em~~ We'll say sot!
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DANGER

!

By DANNY
Bert Adler sends this:

'Will Hays has done much. To
osi the credit of the fillum indus-

By eradicating certain evils

i'thin the industry. But how aboul

use danger spots. For the indus-

r. That lie outside?

"You say, explain. Well, there arc

> fake schools. That use the popu-

ity of the motion picture. To take

; savings of years. Away from

or kid movie fans. Who get their

>vie ambitions through patronizing

r theaters. And whom these

lools promise to put into the mov-
. (Oh, the promises that are made
the name of the movies!)

"In Chicago last week. A fake

>ck selling school and studio was
ded. After neighbors complained
the immoral scenes witnessed with-

Girl 'pupils in screen acting

bbed of meagre savings. And more
J

'ious—their virtue. In the name
the movies.

"The fame of the movies! The
iries of beautiful aspirants. Broke
Hollywood. Unable to find work,
hamed to go home. The result of

ch publicity. Has been to bring
lorde. Of rich parasites. To Los.
here they hang on the studio out-

irts. Seeking the acquaintance. Of
ne poor devil of a pretty 'extra.'

ho is treated as respectfully in a
idio. As she would be in her own
me. But the out-of-industry para-
e. Is the danger spot again.

'His money. Home. Food. Drink,
e ever extended SO hospitably!

the luckless studio applicant,
ese men are known on the Coast,
d one of these days. One of these
n. Is going to smash into the
)ers. With a 'latest movie scandal'
iry. Involving some fair Down
i Outer of the Studios. That will
ke the 'scandal' yarn involving a
>vie star look like a sweet little

e out of the Sunday School Times.
'Go after it, Danny. And I think
it Walloping Will. Who has of-
! in the past agreed with you.
i readjustments within the indus-
• Will agree with you. On the
e need of attention. To these
five danger spots. OUTSIDE."

Answering Bert
You're right. This movie school
ff is a danger. A terrible one. But it

I

;
to be fought outside. And there is

!
organization better qualified to do

i than the Vigilance Committee of
(Continued on Page 2)

Charles Raymond, director Fenway Theater, Boston: "Douglas MacLean
in 'The Yankee Consul' proves himself a consummate master of panto-
mime." Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Radio vs. Films
Additional Reports Show Exhibitors

Are Not Worried About Their
Box-Offices

Further reports from widely sepa-

rated portions of the country show
that the radio craze has not made any
serious inroads into business at the

box-office. Special reports received

Saturday include the following:

Los Angeles—Important exhibitors

here declare that the radio has had
little or no effect on the box office.

Sol Lesser, whose West Coast The-
aters chain covers many Southern
California towns, says:

"The radio is like a game or a par-

ty. If folks desire to stay home and
olay games or have a party, they do
so. The radio is just the same. If

people desire to sit down after dinner

qnd listen to the radio, they do so,

but nothing will stop them if they
wish to attend the theater.

(Continued on Page 4)

Hearing For Censor Repeal Soon
(Special to -THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—A public hearing for the

repeal of the censorship bill will be
held here shortly.

Sanity In Booking
An Important Development in Eng-

land, Says John C. Graham Be-
fore Sailing

John C. Graham, managing direc-

tor of the Famous Players Film Co.
Ltd., sailed for England on the Aqui-
tania Saturday, following conferences
with E. E. Shauer. Before his de-

parture, he said the standardization
of the British releasing schedule with-
in a period of from three to six

months, from trade show to release

was the most striking development
in recent months in England.

"The English exhibitor has definite-

ly passed through the period of ex-

cessive booking which existed for sev-

eral years after the close of the war,"
said Graham. "As a result, he is

booking his product on a true basis

of his capacity to absorb the pictures

and give them the proper presenta-
tion. This is a sane state of affairs

(Continued on Page 2)

Giannini To Address I. M. P. P. D. A.

Dr. A. H. Giannini of the Commer-
cial Trust Co. and William A. John-
ston, editor of the M. P. News, will

address the Independent M. P. Prod,

and Dist. Ass'n on Feb. 7.

Busy On Zukor Plan
Jury To Handle $10,000 Award For
Best Picture To Be Named Short-

ly—Rules Drawn
A meeting is scheduled to be held,

probably tomorrow, between George
Barr Baker and Eric Schuler of the
Authors' League, Inc., and Charles
E. McCarthy of Famous Players to
discuss the permanent adoption of
the jury and the rules to cover the
$10,000 cash prize award which
Adolph Zukor will give to the best
picture, produced and publicly ex-
hibited between Sept. 1, 1923 and
Sept. 1, 1924.

It will be recalled that Zukor made
the offer last year and then, with the
co-operation of the League, called an
Authors' Congress at the Waldorf-
Astoria at which an interesting dis-

cussion was held by important fig-

ures in current literature relative to

ways and means of improving the
standards in production.

The award will be made to the pic-

ture selected by the jury, the per-
sonnel of which will probably be an-
nounced in the near future. There
are no restrictions as to distributor

or producer, so long as it fulfills the
conditions set down by the govern-
ing jury.

Garsson Series for Asso. Exhib.

Murray Garsson will make a series

of pictures for Associated Exhibitors,

the first to be "Plaster Saints." Wil-
liam Christy Cabanne will direct the
first which will be made in the East
with a cast including Robert War-
wick, Elliott Dexter, Lowell Sherman
and Pauline Garon.

Major Holt Sails

Major A. P. Holt, who is interested

in Pathe Freres, Ltd., of England
sailed for home Saturday.

Tax To 50 Cents Off
Change May Include 75 Cent Admis-

sions But Nothing Above That
Figure

The prediction made in an exclu-

sive dispatch to THE FILM DAILY
from Washington on Jan. IS has

borne fruit. The House Ways and

Means Committee has decided to eli-

minate the tax on admissions as high

as fifty cents.

There may be a further change to

include admissions up to seventy-five

cents but the opinion in Washington
is that nothing above that figure will

(Continued on Page 2)
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N. Y. Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

Hollywood, California—Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
1603.

London Representative—Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London, W. I.

Paris Representative—Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.

Central European Representative—Interna-
tionale Filmschau, Prague (Czecho-Slo-
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

DANGER!
(.Continued from Page 1)

the Asso. Advertising Clubs of the
World. This organization should
make the fight. And when Hays re-

turns from the Coast we'll take it

up. Maybe something will happen.

Shea After Police Property
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Mike Shea is after the
Pearl St. police station to provide
an exit for his new theater to be built

on Main St., just north of Chippewa.
If he succeeds the house will be built

on a much larger scale than had been
previously planned.

"Scaramouche" In Buffalo Feb. 12
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Shea's Hippodrome will

house "Scaramouche" for an indefinite
run, beginning Feb. 12.

New England Rights Sold

Certified Screen Attractions, of
Boston, have closed a deal with C.
B. C. for the New England rights to
"Innocence."

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

LLOYD HAMILTON

MY FRIENlJ
HAMILTON
l&cUtcaticrnat

(nctuivu)

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

Geotg ^
V/M * r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Sanity In Booking
(Continued from Page 1)

which will benefit all of the 3,800 the-

aters, permitting them to live on a

stable, prosperous basis for the first

time.

"The British producers have been
co-operating to bring about this end
by producing fewer and better pic-

tures just as you have been doing in

the United States. Recent British

productions have been of a much
higher quality and are of a great
benefit to the entire industry. The
British Film League has been doing
a great work to encourage the pro-

duction of better British pictures and
the year 1924 should witness the en-

joyment of still greater benefits from
its laudable work.

"Theater business has been very
good throughout the British Isles and
should be much better this year."

New $250,000 House For Houston
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Houston, Tex.—Will Horwitz,
owner of the Iris, announces com-
pletion of plans for a new $250,000
theater which he will build on Capi-
tol Ave., between Milam and Tra-
verse Sts. The proposed structure
will seat 1,800.

Big New House For Buffalo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Ground has been broken
for the 2,000 seat theater to be put
up by the Market St. Theater Co.
at Broadway and Detroit St. The
company operates the Fillmore St.

theater.

Hodkinson Exchange Moves
The local Hodkinson exchange will

move from 130 W. 46th St. to the
Godfrey Bldg. on Feb. 1, where it

will occupy about twice as much
space.

Mack Story For Jackie
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Willard Mack has
written a story for Jackie Coogan
It will go into production following
"A Boy of Flanders."

On Broadway
Broadway—"Black Oxen"
Brooklyn Strand—"Under the Red
Robe"

Cameo—"Her Temporary Husband"
Capitol

—"Name The Man 1

"

Central—"The Extra Girl"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"The Great White
Way"

Criterion
—"The Covered Wagon"

Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln"
Loew's New York—T o d a y

—"A
Woman of Paris"
Tuesday— "His Mystery Girl" and
"The Way of A Man"

Wednesday—"Cameo Kirby"
Thursday— "Anna Christie"

Friday—"Marry In Haste" and
Stranger from the North"

Saturday—"Don't Call It Love."
Lyric—"The White Sister."

Rialto
—"Flaming Barriers"

Rivoli—"Pied Piper Malone"
Strand

—"Painted People"

Next Week
Broadway—Not yet determined
Brooklyn Strand—"The Eternal City"

Cameo—Not yet determined
Capitol—"Scaramouche"
Central—"The Extra Girl"

Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"The Great White
Way"

Criterion
—"The Covered Wagon"

Gaiety
—"Abraham Lincoln"

Lyric—"The White Sister."

Rialto—Not yet determined
Rivoli—Not yet determined
Strand—"The Marriage Circle"

Tax To 50 Cents Ofi
(Continued from Page 1)

be considered. A last minute chang
on the part of the Committee provide

for the removal of the seating ta

which brings about $1,700,000 to th

Government yearly. The Goverr
ment is expected to lose about $33

000,000 annually by the elimination c

the tax admissions of fifty cents ar

under.

Nat'l Board of Review Luncheon

The annual luncheon of the Nation-

al Board of Review will be held at

the Waldorf, Feb. 16. It was erron-

eously noted recently that on this

date at the Waldorf the annual lunch-

eon of the National Committe for Bet-

ter Films would take place.

Betty Jewel Finishes

Betty Jewel has completed work in

the new Distinctive picture, formerly

called "Blood and Gold," but now
retitled "Flames of Love."

HAL ROACH'S

OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
^mr^—

SOL LESSER
PRESENTS

HAROLD BEL!

WRIGHT'S
GREATEST STORY

"WHEN A MAN'S

A MAN"
The Screen Triumph of 1924

It's a Principal Picture

A First National Attractioi

III Shatter
Country-wide
Records~ CHICAGO

NEW
YORK
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Newspaper Opinions
"April Showers"—Preferred

Broadway, Los Angeles
(Week ending Jan. 19)

EXAMINER—Colleen is really more
charming than usual—if you can imagine
such a thing—and Kenneth Harlan is more
human than in any film in which we've seen

him. * * * There is fairly even, though
slow tcmpocd, story telling. And there's

enough kick to the climax to cap it all off.

EXPRESS—Given a cast of experienced
troupers such as the aggregation Tom For-

man recruited for this production, plus his

own ability in projecting a warm, human
quality into the pictures he directs, and the

result is a film that "lives" regardless of

how farcical its plot may be fashioned.

HERALD—* * * may not be the best

photoplay of the year, but it is one that

will win the average theatergoer. Kenneth
Harlan makes a handsome hero, while Col-

leen Moore has done better things.

RECORD—While the play is not

"heavy," one gets enjoyment from it at

every stage. The story is one which causes
the spectators to give their entire interest.

TIMES—"April Showers" probably did

not set out to be anything more than a

program picture, but with the twists the pro-

ducer, the author and the director have
given it, it turns out something very fine

for its class.

"The Call of the Canyon"—F. P.-L.

Strand, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—It almost appears as though
the author wrote out cards bearing the thirty-

six dramatic situations, shuffled them and
then drew out seven or eight at random and
from these developed the plot.

POST—Probably the picture will make
money, there being more box office value

than art in its 6,993 feet.

"The Common Law"—Selznick

State, Boston
TRANSCRIPT—It possesses, too, the all-

important requisite of an up-to-the minute
social drama—a scene in a cabaret.

"The Fighting Blade"—First Nat'l

Olympia, Boston
TRANSCRIPT—Great deal of action and

plenty of plotting of a routine sort * * *

never so much pictorial beauty as to detract

interest from sheer narrative.

"Gentle Julia"—Fox
Liberty, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * it is Julia

herself who will captivate you. You'll laugh
with her and you'll also cry, or, at least, the
tears will be close to the surface—but you'll

enjoy her.

STAR—Booth Tarkington's stories, it

seems, always film well. "Gentle Julia," at

the "Fox-Liberty, prompts this observation.
TIMES—Here is a film which really fits

the rubber stamp, "good for the entire

family." It is a genuine story, of genuine
people and genuine situations.

"The Governor's Lady"—Fox
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Reeks with dramatic in-

cidents that serve to hold the spectators in

terest throughout.
NEWS—Millarde again glorifies "Ma."

* * * situations bring a lump into one's
throat.

"Held to Answer"—Metro
Delmonte-Capitol, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—Reaching unusual
dramatic heights, "Held to Answer," ends
with a fine climax that makes it one of

House Peters' best efforts.

POST-DISPATCH—House Peters and a
capable cast, * * * give the best possible
account of themselves in "Held to Answer,"
a highly melodramatic film on view at the
Delmonte.
STAR—Peters' convincing work , almost

makes one believe this flimsy story.
TIMES—"Held to Answer," is a dramatic

story, but not out of the ordinary.

"Her Temporary Husband"—1st Nat'l
Madison, Detroit

NEWS—Slap-stick par excellence * * *

the excitement keeps pace with the comedy.

"His Children's Children"—F. P.-L.

Metropolitan, Baltimore

EVENING SUN—It isn't exactly a film

to which you should take the youngsters but
for those who have cut their wisdom teeth it

should certainly prove attractive * * * we like

it immensely.
SUN—Well acted and makes for genuinely

interesting entertainment despite numerous
unnecessary sub-titles.

Eastman, Rochester
HERALD—Dramatic treatment of that

part of modern story which exemplifies the
old saying "it is only three generations from
shirt sleeves to shirt sleeves."
DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—That the

production has regretable technical deficien-
cies will not offset to any extent, we think,
the success in terms of box office receipts.

JOURNAL—Well constructed story with a
very marked central theme.

"The Humming Bird"—F. P.-L.
Century, Baltimore

SUN—If war stories are not too passe, this
picture should prove popular * * * Swanson
performs quite creditably.

Adams, Detroit
FREE PRESS—Swanson's devoted follow

ers will like her.

NEWS—Gloria the clothesrack now
Gloria the actress. * * * the best all-around
performance of her career.

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * is by far

the finest Gloria Swanson picture that we can
recall. Miss Swanson's great work in hand-
ling ..the dual role in the picture is a rare
treat, and she certainly deserves a place in

the dramatic artists' hall of fame as a reward
for her perfect performance.
POST-DISPATCH—* * * she (Gloria

Swanson) disports herself in a manner so
different that it is hard to recognize her as
the real Swanson. * * * The scenario has
many striking scenes * * *

STAR—Gloria Swanson is better * * *

than in any other picture she has appeared
in in St. Louis for some time.
TIMES—The plot * * * is made the ex-

cuse for exploiting genuine scenes of the
World War. Perhaps they were necessary
toward the development of the plot. * * *

Otherwise, the story is swift moving, and
interesting from beginning to end.

Columbia, Washington
STAR—Admirers of Gloria will enjoy the

impudent, vivacious, Apache hoyden.

"Judgment of the Storm"—F. B. O.
Mission, Los Angeles

EXAMINER—* * * has been filmed nice-

ly, with clever young actors. Wholesome
drama, some rural comedy of light nuisan-
ces, and a story of grief, misunderstanding
and self-sacrifice, mark the dramatic mo-
ments * * *

EXPRESS—True, it is not strikingly or-
iginal and it is frankly melodrama, but it

is beautifully handled, smooth and logical in

its development. * * * This storm is quite
the best the local screen has ever seen, in

realism and dramatic thrill.

Chief charm of the picture lies in its un-
forced development, the unusual strength of
the cast and the remarkable camera work.
HERALD— If you like melodrama of high

power and effectiveness, see "Judgment of

the Storm," * * * Let it be said that it's

an appealing and interesting tale well told.

TIMES—The plot is inclined to be for-

mula, and some of the situations that result

are unnatural and forced, but there is no
doubt that its pictorial vigor and also in

its more human heart throbs the film works
up to a very striking finish. Nothing bet-
ter, in fact, photographically than the storm
sequence has been shown on the screen in

a long time. * * *

Strand, San Francisco
(Week ending Jan. 19)

CHRONICLE—The picture has a well
tl. ought-out story, not particularly new, but
with new angles and much human nature.
There is genuine emotion in some of the
scenes, put there by the scenarist as well
as the actors.

"The Man That Life Passed By"
Butterfly, Milwaukee

NEWS—The plot is a bit hectic, situations

are rather impossible, action a bit hurried
and jumpy in parts but for all that the story
is highly entertaining.

"Maytime"—Preferred
Alamo, Louisville

TIMES—As fresh, appealing and whole-
some as its name.

"Monna Vanna"—Fox
The Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—It does little to excite the

popular imagination and clearly demonstrates
the superiority of American directing and
artistry.

ENQUIRER—The producers have turned
out a picture that is thoroughly uncon-
vincing. The cast is poor and at times most
humorously silly.

NORTH AMERICAN- Combines much
fighting and loving.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—
Stupendous production which for massiveness
of settings, masterful handling of great
crowds, excellent photography compares with
the best pictures of its kind
PUBLIC LEDGER ' (EVENING)—

Charging mobs * * * sets massive and lavish
* outstanding figure Paul Wegener.

RECORD—Produced in a manner quite in

keeping with the unrefined and very energetic
passions of the Italian Renaissance—By that

is meant bigness, mob action, long embraces,
duels, brawls and intrigue.

"Tiger Rose"—Warners'
Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—Miss U
does some remarkably expressive acting w
her eyes and mouth.
HERALD—The fire and magnetism wh

marked her (Lenore Ulric) performance d
ing the Broadway run of the stage play
duplicated on the screen.

I

"To the Ladies"—F. P.-L.

State, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—Played well.

directed.
Fi

"Under the Red Robe"—Gold.-Cosr \

Rialto, Washington

STAR—Elaborate in its settings * '

little fault can be found with any phase of

production.

"North of Hudson Bay"—Fox
Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—Only of average interest * * *

Mix seems out of place in the story.
STAR—Tom Mix in the the best Fox tra-

dition * * * contains many thrills.

"Our Hospitality"—Metro
Lyric, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER— It has many laughs and
nearly as many thrills as that other comedy
classic of the screen—"Why Worry."
POST—We are going to ask you to do

yourself a favor by seeing "Our Hospitality,"
it's a peach of a comedy.

Colonial, Indianapolis
.NEWS—The writer is inclined to helieve

that Keaton ranks first in his estimation
among the comics * * * Buster uproariously
funny.
STAR—Three generations of Keatons par-

ticipate in the joyous fun-making.

"Three O'Clock in the Morning"—
Burr—S. R.

Colonial, Detroit
NEWS— Has the usual run of gay cabaret

parties with Constance Binney starring.

"Thundering Dawn"—Universal
Palace, Washington

STAR— Before "finis" is flashed on the

scieen the audience has enjoyed almost every
thrill in the repertoire of the movies from
vampires to monsoons.
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(.Continued from Page 1)

he radio, however, has come to

It is not a play-toy. It is pow-
and is daily increasing in its

:r. It has become as necessary

e telegraph and electricity. With-

t, the present day progress would

ve a severe blow,

ut as far as being of ill effect to

heaters, it cannot. The theater is

institution. The radio another.

ile will always attend the theater

pective of any other form of

;ement. The proof of this is in

fact that during the past few

s, while radio has been rapidly

ressing, the theater, too, has

bed higher. Hundreds of new
ters are constantly being erect-

Millions are being spent on pic-

j and stage presentations. No,

theater has not nor will it suffer

i the radio."

lenn Harper of the M. P. T. O.
outhern California, says:

?here is no competition between
ares and radio and from my
jvledge the radio has not affected

ndance to the slightest degree."

red Miller of the California thea-

>ays:

rhe radio popularity has not af-

ed our business in the least."

1,000 radio receiving sets in use in

Des Moines and immediate vicinity.

At present, no broadcasting station is

in operation here. The Register and
Tribune conducted a station here last

winter but they have discontinued
it.

The Des Moines theater, the lar-

gest house here, which maintains an
excellent orchestra, did some broad-
casting last winter through co-oper-
ation with a radio company. It is

possible that they may arrange to do
so again.

The Bankers' Life Assn., just com-
pleting a fine new office building here,

is installing a broadcasting station,

and expects to begin operating it

about February 1st.

The State Agricultural College at

Ames, about thirty miles away, has
a good station, while the station at

Davenport, the Palmer School of

Chiropractic, broadcasts splendid con-
certs that most of the local fans get

clearly.

rons. The recent address of former
President Wilson received here by
radio was laughable. It started with
"My fellow countrymen"—arid ended
with a correct imitation of a buzz
saw tearing through a rusty nail.

Evansville is inclined to take radio

as a joke in its present stage of de-
velopment. There are four major
houses here, one semi-vaudeville and
eight neighborhood houses and they
usually "hold them out" at each af-

ternoon and evening show. It is

rather hard to convince the managers
that radio is being taken seriously.

ortland, Me., Sees No Menace
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

ortland, Me.—The approximate
iber of radio sets in Portland is

ut 5,000.

t Pine Point, a little fishing re-

and summer place, there are 70

ilies living this winter. Out of

70, 34 have radio sets. Whether
proportion prevails in all the

iller towns is hard to ascertain,

•uring the winter, of course, there

i great deal of interest in radio.

ihusiasts everywhere tell about the

larkable results they have. On
other hand, there are a great many
e in the city who are not particu-

y enthusiastic because their expe-
lces have not been so satisfactory,

t seems to be the opinion that ra-

will become very popular in the

urbs and the country away from
cities because in the cities the re-

ts are not nearly so good as they
in sections away from the many
es and other disturbing influences.

points no more than five or ten

es out of Portland radio is much
re of a success than it is in the
r proper. It would seem, therefore,

t the greatest development of ra-

will be away from the cities and,
refore, it should not prove a par-
jlarly dangerous menace to motion
ture attendance.

Kansas City Not Worried
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—There are approxi-
mately 50,000 radio sets in use in

Kansas City, and at least that many
more in the trade territory covered
out of Kansas City. This is a care-

ful estimate. It is not believed, how-
ever, that the radio is having a great

deal of effect in keeping people from
attending theaters. There is no deny-
ing that the radio did, at first, put
a considerable dent in this business,

but just like a new toy or fad, the

liking for the radio has more or less

worn away.

Exhibitors are not complaining of

the loss of business on this account,

and it is held here that the exhibitor

need not fear radio as serious com-
petition if he will continue to give

such attractions at his theater, at

least two or three times a week, that

are and have more than the usual
story merit and drawing power.

Topeka Feels No Effects

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Topeka, Kan.—The use of the ra-

dio here and in the surrounding ter-

ritory is growing. It is impossible
to secure information concerning the

exact number of sets, but the num-
ber is estimated at about 400 or 500.

Neither of the big dailies here
features the radio extensively, with
the exception of the News service re-

cently started, which gives programs
scheduled from a number of the big

stations all over the country.

Reports from the exhibitors in this

town are that radio has not hurt their

shows materially.

Jacksonville Displays Interest
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jacksonville, Fla.—There is quite

an interest evidenced here in the

radio. Both daily newspapers con-
duct radio columns and one main-
tains its own broadcasting station

daily. It is estimated, however, that

there are only 500 sets in use here
and Jacksonville has a population of

100,000. Business at the theaters is

reported good.

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
ff ALL THE WORLD

Iowa House Uses Radio

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha—The only theater in Iowa

or Nebraska using a radio with each
showing is the Cozy at Villisca, la.,

operated by Dr. F. M. Childs. He
is very enthusiastic about it, and a

strong booster.

Several others have tried it out but
without much success. The majority
seem to think that the radio detracts

too much from the picture.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale* Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

FILM EDITOR
National Screen Service, Inc.,

requires a trailer editor, thor-

oughly familiar with current

and coming productions. Must
have thorough knowledge of

quality of stars, fluent com-
mand of English and ability to

write terse original titles. Write.

126 West 46th Street, New
York.

Des Moines Uses 1,000 Sets
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

3es Moines, la.—There are about

I am in the market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris Film Exchange
JOHN J. IRIS

Phone- 729 -7th Ave. N. Y.
Bryant 3377

May Hurt Virginia Towns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—There are from
2,500 to 3,000 radio receiving sets in

Richmond. There is no way of ascer-

taining how many there are in the

State, but they are increasing rapidly.

The manager of one of the largest

theaters here does not think it affects

the business in Richmond theaters at

all, but that there is a possibility that

the smaller localities may be more or

less affected by it.

The opinion is offered that radio

will not affect theaters if the pic-

tures are good.

People in touch with radio activi-

ties seem to feel that if there is a good
feature at the theaters there will be a

good audience. They state that the

shorter features will not draw people

from other entertainment.

Evansville Treats Radio Lightly

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Evansville, Ind. —-Local theater

managers do not take the radio craze

seriously and none of them has com-
plained about radio attracting pat-

LOUIS MEYEFV
/kW¥
CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS. inc.

251 ^EST
19™ STREET 7620 - 7461

COMING SOON
ALBERT L. GREY

presents

LLOYD HAMILTON
IN

HIS DARKER SELF
based on the original story "MAMY'S BOY" by Arthur Caesar

HIS FIRST SUPER- FEATURE COMEDY
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE
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TURNING
By DANNY

ioing 'round the corner. Do-

it differently so to speak. In

tl •Ma-'andled." Com-
tfV Famous. Vou know the

stoi . The minute the sales

>artment tells a producer the

ry is *io good, that's the min-

the producer wants to do it.

ere are some sales organiza

)9 which would have rejected

lily "The Covered Wago,n."

t getting back to "Manhan
d." Who do you think realh

/eloped it? Kent. Sales di

tor for Famous.

Kent had the idea ; developed .

it, turned it over to Arthur
Stringer who wrote the story;

and Gloria Swanson will ap-

pear in the production. And if

the boys slip on this; and it

don't go over big. Well; you'll

hear a thing or two.

Vhkh is an inspiration. O'r should

one. To the other directors of

s. Al Lichtman knows a lot of

stories. Maybe he can get Uni-
sal to make one of them. Jack
lody had a lot. But he's too busy
ting the Normand picture oyer to

her with being an author. Jimmy
linger couldn't suggest a story un-

s it dealt with Rockaway Beach
tits—but those bathing girl stories

sort of flat—and so our literary

int among sales managers seems
lewhat limited.

Getting Action

Danger" — yesterday's issue—
rted something. Developed that

Hays organization has really got
rigs going with the Vigilance Corn-
tee of the Asso. Advertising Clubs,

d the Better Business Bureaus all

-r the country. So the fake stock
ling schemers; the promoters of

rthless schools of acting and such
jht well keep their eyes open. Oth-
I'ise trouble. And that's a good
ng. These are the people that
ise lots of trouble. Quicker they
' killed off the better. For all con-
ned.

As usual the Hays organiza-
tion keeps mum about what is

going on. Until it feels it must
talk. That's why the Hays or-
ganization is getting along.
Doesn't talk until it has to

—

and then says little beyond
what's absolutely necessary.

Louella O. Parsons, New York American: "Mabel Normand in 'The Ex-
tra Girl,' is funny enough to tempt M ona Lisa to break out into loud laugh-

ter." At the Central Theater, New York. Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Distribution
Smallwood, In Open Letter, Makes
Suggestions To Aid Independent

Producers

Arthur N. Smallwood, president of

Pyramid Pictures, is out with an open
letter, addressed to "independent mo-
tion picture producers," in which he
makes some suggestions relative to

changing the existing state of affairs

with distributors of independent pro-

ductions.

After voicing the belief that, in his

opinion, the "life or death of inde-

pendent motion picture operation is

dependent upon the success or failure

of the newly formed M. P. Producers
and Dist. Asso.," he says:

"Hundreds of independent produc-
ers have entered the field within the

past five or six years, only to drop
tens of millions of dollars in making
pictures. Where are they today?

"Most of our biggest directors, now
working for salaries, haye, during the

(Continued on Page 6)

Hearst, Smith at T. O. C. C. Today
William Randolph Hearst and

Courtland Smith will be guests at

an open meeting of the T. O. C. C.

today.

Up-Trend In Business
December Returns Top October and

November—Best in 30
Months

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Admission tax col-

lections during December, as re-

ported by the Treasury Department,
totaled $7,047,876, against $6,825,249

in the corresponding month of 1922,

an increase for 1923 of $222,627. This
was also an increase of $198,664 over

collections for the preceding month,
which totaled $6,849,212.

It is interesting to note that the

October figures which totaled $6,999,-

867, were the highest on record since

June, 1921, when the returns were
$7,362,487. The December total ex-

ceeds the October total by $48,009

and the November figure by $198,464,

and indicates the best business in ex-

actly thirty months.

The following comparative chart

indicates the trend of business this

(Continued on Page 5)

June Mathis Arrives Feb. 1

Goldwyn was advised yesterday

that June Mathis will arrive in town
en route to Rome on Feb. 1. Pro-

duction of "Ben Hur" starts March 1.

Again Sues Hays
S. E. Samuelson, Jersey Exhibitor
Charges Monopoly—Similar Suit

Filed In February, 1923

Sidney E. Samuelson, owner of the

Park theater, Newton, N. J., yesterday
filed a suit for $450,000 damages in

the U. S. District Court against Will
H. Hays, as president of the M. P.

Prod, and Dist, Ass'n Inc., the in-

dividual members comprising that as-

sociation, Charles B. Hoy and Louis
Phillips, as active heads of the Hoy
Reporting Service, and the F. I. L. M.
Club.
The action is similar to one filed

by Samuelson in February, 1923 in

the County Clerk's office, with the
exception that those papers sought
to recover $150,000 in damages in-

stead of the $450,000 named in the
present proceedings.
The plaintiff alleges that Hays and

the other defendants, including Fa-
mous Players, Fox, Associated First

National, Goldwyn and Metro, had
(Continued on Page 5)

Crane Back
Frank H. Crane, who has been di-

recting in England for over three
years, returned on Saturday and is

stopping at the Green Room Club.
Talking of producing abroad Crane

said that atmospheric and other con-
ditions made producing difficult in

England, inasmuch as a director could
work for only about six months a
year. He also said that the English
people liked American pictures more
than British-made product, and did
not hesitate to prove this at the box
office.

"But it is delightful over there,"

said Crane. "The scenery is beautiful
and the people hospitable."

Paramount Gets "Aren't We All?"
"Aren't We All?" which ran near-

ly a year at the Gaiety, has been
purchased by Famous and will be
put into production for release next
Fall. "The Coast of Folly," by Con-
ingsby Dawson, and "Roles," by
Elizabeth Alexander, have also been
secured.

More Guts Possible
Further Elimination In Taxes Look-
ed For In Washington—Law Far

From Enacted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Exhibitors have
scored a big victory before the House
Ways and Means Committee in se-

curing exemption from the admission
tax of all admissions up to and in-

cluding 50 cents. Although not the
(Continued on Page 5)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. 112 110J4 H0J4 2,500
F. P.-L. .. 65% 63K 64% 9,000

do pfd. .. 88J4 877/s 88 400
Goldwyn Not Quoted
Loew's .... 17H 17 17 600
Warner's ..12 10 10 3,700

Warner's Plan "Washington Week"
Wesley Barry will address schools,

lead parades and make personal ap-
pearances in connection with the spe-
cial "Washington Week," inaugurated
by Warner Bros, for "George Wash-
ington, Jr.," which will be released
during the week of Washington's
Birthday.

A Correction

In announcing a re-edited Valen-
tino picture which Universal will re-

lease in two reels, it was erroneously
reported that the title was "A Society
Scandal." The correct title is "A
Society Sensation."

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions c Kara*

V/«* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
ISO W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

After Music Tax
Bill Would Remove Levy From Ex-

hibitors' Shoulders—Hearing
Sought In Washington

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—Representative New-

ton (Rep.) of Minnesota has intro-

duced a bill in the House designed
to amend the copyright laws that the

incidental use of copyright music will

not subject the user to the so-called

music tax imposed by the publishers'

association.

In a statement, Newton declared
that it was not the intention of Con-
gress to provide any such protection

for the composers, authors and pub-
lishers as has been assumed by them.
He points out that the use of music
in the theaters is merely incidental

to the showing of a picture.

A similar bill was introduced in

the House nearly three years ago
but no action was taken by the Com-
mittee on Patents to advance it. It

died a natural death. Newton pro-
poses to push his bill and will ask
an early hearing thereon before the
Patents Committee.

Dean Prod. Formed
Priscilla Dean Prod, have been

formed in Albany with a capital of

$100,000. The officers are Murray
W. Garsson, Charles R. Rogers and
Hunt Stromberg. A long term con-
tract has been entered into with
Priscilla Dean. Rogers says distri-

bution and production plans will be
announced shortly.

Hodkinson is expected to be the
distributor.

McConville Leaves

Bernard McConville has left for
the coast, following a purchasing visit

on behalf of the new Universal Jew-
els. One story secured is "The
Best in Life," by Muriel Hines. "Love
Insurance," which Reginald Denny is

now making will be released as "The
Reckless Age."

Ruben On Rotating Committee
I. H. Ruben, of Ruben and Finkel-

stein, is in New York serving on
First National's rotating committee.

Censor Hearing
Public Discussion To Be Held In A

Month Perhaps Before Joint
Committee

A public hearing on the repeal of

the censorship bill may be held in

Albany in about a month. The pres-

ent status of the matter is understood
to call for a meeting before a com-
mittee of the Assembly but it. is pos-

sible that this procedure may be al-

tered to provide for a hearing by a
committee representing both the As-
sembly and the Senate.

Grand-Asher Switch Release

Grand-Asher, who have been dis-

tributing their product through state

right exchanges, have turned over
"Try And Get It," starring Bryant
Washburn to Hodkinson. Another
feature was recently acquired by F.

B. O. An effort to reach the Grand-
Asher offices for a statement concern-
ing a possible change in general re-

leasing plans proved unavailing.

Berman Suffers Breakdown
Harry Berman, general manager of

F. B. O. exchanges is at home with
a nervous breakdown.

Shauer, Glucksmann Sailing

E. E. Shauer of Famous Players,

Mrs. Shauer and Jacob Glucksmann
sail for Buenos Aires on Saturday.

HAL ROACH'S
DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy

Motion Picture Cameras

Still Cameras & Supplie
j

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO. I

118 W. 44th St. N. Y. I

BRYANT 6«35

Who can use man thorough
experienced and familiar wi
Motion Picture field in Ne
York as representative or sal«

man? K.—29 The Film Dai
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

Coming Soon

mVtis Whirlpool
withJAMES KIRKWOOD

LILA LEE and
MADGE BELLAMY

C0Y HODKINSON RELEASE

facing fe,cR
Is With Me



What One of America's Ablest and

Most Respected Showmen says about

"DAUGHTERS OF TODAY"

TPDo ™ E~ldllly could have Played "DAUGH-
TERS

1

OF TODAY" a second week is proven by the
iact that almost immediately following the Picadilly
engagement the Rialto played it five days, the Strand
two days—all three theatres within a block of each

mT „£?J?£TEEN DAYS DOWNTOWN RUNIN A FOUR DAY TOWN.

George E. Simpson books all pictures for the East-

man, Picadilly and Regent, Rochester's three lead-

ing theatres. He endorses "DAUGHTERS OF
TODAY" not only for making a box office record,

but also for the favorable public comment it aroused.

BETTER GRAB IT QUICK MR. FIRST RUN EXHIBITOR ! !

!

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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Again Sues Hays

(Continued from Page 1)

;mpted to ruin and destroy his

iness. Samuelson joins in his

t Hoy and Phillips, and alleges

t through the instrumentality of

F. I. L. M. Club, exhibitors have
n blacklisted at the whim of pro-

ers and distributors,

"hrough this process, the complain-
says, exhibitors have been pre-

ted from receiving the proper sup-

of films to carry on their business

I in the plaintiff's particular case

Y forced him to close his theater

r long periods of time,

'he suit also attacks the uniform
tract put into force by Hays and
tends that arbitration is a mis-
ner for the means used. Samuel-
alleges that producers and dis-

utors simply dictate to the ex-

itor what he is to do and cut off

film supply if he refuses to accept
ir conditions.

'he plaintiff specifically charges
t Hays participated in and di-

ted the actions of the defendants
[ their "attempts to monopolize the
tion-picture industry throughout
United States" and challenges the

tit of any industry to appoint a
ar" and attempt thereby "to cen-
lize control of that industry."
["he Hays association commented
the suit as follows:
Neither Mr. Hays personally, nor
president of the M. P. Producers
1 Distributor's Ass'n, or the as-
iation itself, is in any way in-

ved in the alleged actions leading
to the Samuelson suit. The in-

sion, therefore, of Mr. Hays, or
s association, has been resorted to
the plaintiff, in our opinion, solely
publicity purposes."

>am Wood has started work on
luff," in which Agnes Ayres and
tonio Moreno are co-starred.

STUDIO SPACE
FOR RENT

Fully equipped—In New York City

—

Twenty Minutes from Times Square

—

Large or Small Stage—New Scenery

—

Plenty of Lights, Including Sunlight
Equipment.

PYRAMID PICTURES, INC.
150 West 34th St.

Phone Chickering 4800-1-2-3

Up-Trend In Business
(Continued from Page 1)

year as compared with last year:
1923 1922

October $6,999,867 $5,396,461
November 6,849,212 5,484,790
December 7,047,876 6,825,249

Collections from the special tax on
theaters, museums, circuses, etc., in
December totaled $33,723, as com-
pared with $35,207 in December, 1922,
a decrease of $1,483. This is also
considerably below the collections of
November, which were $43,660.

Missouri Meets Today
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo.—The M. P.
T. O. of Western Missouri convenes
here today.

Kansas Meets April 1-2

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City—The Kansas M. P.

T. O. will meet in convention April
1 and 2 at the Broadview Hotel,
Emporia.

A Correction

Kenneth Webb denies the report
published last week that he will di-

rect Mary Kissel in the first of *a

series of pictures in which a group
of music publishers will star her.

Webb says he has just completed
"The Declaration of Independence"
for the Chronicles of America and
will make another picture for them.

King Starts Work
Burton King has started work on

"The Masked Dancer" at the Bio-
graph studio. Lowell Sherman, Hel-
ene Chadwick, Arthur Housman,
Leslie Austen and Joe King are in

the cast. Ben Silvey is assisting

King.

Dexter Arrives From Coast
Elliot Dexter arrived from Holly-

wood yesterday to appear in "Plaster

Saints," the first of the Murray Gars-
son pictures for Associated Exhibi-
tors.

Olcott Confers With Tarkington

Sidney Olcott returned from Indi-

ana today where he conferred with
Booth Tarkington on "Monsieur
Beaucaire." Additions to the cast in-

clude Lowell Sherman, John David-
son, Oswald Yorke and Paulette

Du Val.

COMING ^
Whitman Bennett's pYoduction

%H00SIER
SCHOOLMASTER

featuring

HENRY HULLtf JANE THOMAS
for HODKINSON RELEASE 1

More Guts Possible
(Continued from Page 1)

subject of a direct request, the Com-
mittee has also agreed to the repeal
of the seating capacity tax which for
many years has been a burden on
the theaters.

Within the next ten days the Com-
mittee proposes to take account of
finances and see if it will be possible
to go still further up the line in the
matter of exempting admissions from
the present tax. When the Com-
mittee finished its work on the special

taxes, eliminating many and curtail-

ing others, it found that it had lee-

way to the extent of $17,000,000,
coupled with a desire to do something
for the legitimate houses.

It must be borne in mind that

the tax cuts above referred to will go
into effect upon the signing of the
bill by the President. It is antici-

pated that the bill will be brought
out of Committee on Feb. 11, al-

though it may be many weeks before
it is finally passed by the House and
sent to the Senate.

Start Trip Next Week
John C. Flinn and Paul C.

Mooney of Hodkinson leave on a
country-wide trip next week. A
meeting of the Eastern district mana-
gers was held last Friday and
Saturday.

New Hampshire Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Littleton, N. H.—Fire yesterday
destroyed the Premiere theater and
a number of other structures.

— STONE HAS THEM
EDUCATIONAL FILMS

TRAVEL SCENIC
INDUSTRIAL SCIENTIFIC
SPORT MAGIC
HAND COLORED NOTABLES

STONE LIBRARY
Room 303 Chickering 2110

220. W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

Bryant 1871
Special low price on DIXON'S TI-
CON-DER-OGA Pencils an excep-
tionally fine pencil for general office

work.

TOTEM STATIONERY CO.
1476 Broadway, at 42nd St.

Longacre Bldg., Room 824

Phone—Beekman 90V

1

"Black Oxen" Passed Over Censors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—The board of appeals has
passed "Black Oxen," following its

rejection by the censors.

New Colonial, Keene, N. H., Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Keene, N. H.—The New Colonial
opens tonight. Charles C. Baldwin
will manage.

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS

MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

ttAL

119 Pulton St., N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

DURATIZC
TJ-ftOf. MAR" r^

YOUR FILmL-

220 WEST 42^D STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKERING
2937

ALLAN A.L0WNES
PRES.

EXTRAORDINARY ANNOUNCEMENT

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT'S
Greatest Story

"WHEN A MAN'S A MAN"
Opens at the

CAMEO THEATRE
New York City SUNDAY, FEB. 3rd

Here is a Box Office Clean-up

It'» a Principal Picture — A First National Attraction
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Distribution
(.Continued from Page 1)

past five years, had their fling at head-
ing their own producing companies,
only to find their ambitions crushed
l>y inability to get adequate returns
from distribution of good, honest
product.

"Was anything wrong with the

quality of these productions? Not as

a rule. The fault lay—and still lies

—

in unsatisfactory distribution. * * *

"Column after column could be fill-

ed with recitals of similar stories, and
of charges made against produc-
tions, about pictures played for which
no payments were ever reported.

There are a great number of common
practices and malpractices in this bus-

iness which need remedying. Con-
sider the independent production
which is consigned to a distributor

who has financial interest in other

product in his distribution, and who,
in order to obtain high prices for the

product in which he is interested

wantonly slashes the prices on a num-
ber of truly independent productions
which are combined in a 'group book-
ing' with his (the distributor's) pic-

ture. Consider too the unfair compe-
tition which arises from the peddling
at. bargain prices of the product of

the small independent producer.

"It may be said that the producer
can protect himself by providing for,

and insisting upon his right to reject

unfavorable exhibitor contracts—but
what is one to do if the pictures are

played over the producer's rejection?

The answer is that the producer can

pull out his picture if the distributor
does not live up to his contract—but
what is he going to do with a picture
that has been out several months, with
prints half worn, and all the adver-
tising matter either owned or con-
trolled by the distributor? There is

naught to do but yell like hell and
leave the picture where it is and get
whatever one can. That is to say,
that this is all that may be done now,
but reforms can be effected by organ-
ization.

Would Analyze Distribution

"Distribution should be studied if

these reforms are to be effected. The
producer should know what percent-
age of theater coverage the distribu-
tor's organization is going to give
him. He may serenely visualize the
seven or eight thousand theaters that
represent the maximum he may get
on his production. He should know
that it is going to cost the distributor

less to sell the first thousand than the
second. More for the third than the
second thousand. More for the fourth
than for the third thousand, and so on.
He should know that the cost of in-

specting and shipping a five reel pic-

ture often actually costs the distrib-

utor sixty cents or more per reel, and
that if the exhibitor buys a show for

$7.50, with a 20% salesman's cost to
the distributor, representing a total

overhead on the sale of $4.50, or 60%,
he is not going to get many of these
high-cost bookings if he is paying the
distributor 30% or 35%.
"He should know that as it costs

the distributor less to cover only the
high spots, the distributor is going

to give him coverage only to the ex-

tent that it is profitable for him to do
so. And there is the crux of the sit-

uation. * * *

"O. P. M."
"Most independent producers are

gambling on O. P. M. (meaning,
other people's money) and therefor

haven't the nerve to uncover the con-
ditions governing the distribution of

their product (if they know them) for

fear that it will drive capital away
from their enterprises but they hope
against hope that the OO will show
up on the roulette wheel of independ-
ent production and by some miracle

enable them to make a killing.

"Independent production for na-

tional distribution today demands a

continuous flow of 'new money' to

keep the wheels turning. Millions

upon millions of dollars of this new
capital have flowed into independent
production from year to year only to

be lost because of faulty distribution.

This condition, if it continues, is sure

to bring about a monopoly in motion
picture production and distribution

and eventually in the exhibition of

motion pictures in this country. * * *

"The whole trouble has been that

the supply of good independent pic-

tures from season to season has al-

ways been more or less of an un-
known quantity causing the exhibitor
in his anxiety to assure himself of

sufficient product to run his theater,

to buy in advance in block from the

largest sources of sure supply at top
prices. If he buys twenty or thirty

pictures from one or two of the larg-

est producer-distributors to insu

himself from getting left at the poi

and pays the maximum figure f
them, as he usually does, he seel

way of averaging down on his

costs, with the result that the i:

pendent producer with a product
excels in value the twenty or thi

bought (with the exception of a
star specials included in the grou
is offered only a fraction of t

amount paid for each of the larg

group with 'a take it or leave
attitude.

"It is therefore the exhibitor hi'

self who yells like the devil agaii

the tactics of the largest product
distributors who is using his ov

best efforts to freeze out the in(

pendent producer and create a n
nopoly against himself, by offeri

low prices to the independent in <

der that he may 'average down'
his higher priced product.

(Continued in tomorrow's issue)

Minstrel Car Starts Trip
The "After The Ball" minsl

car, a big auto-truck fitted up w
living accommodations, has left 01

trip to Los Angeles and return. 1

car will sing and play its way to

coast via the F. B. O. exchange c

ters; reporting to each exchange m
ager along the route and spend
several days visiting theaters. V
liam Quick will sing "After
Ball," while a special edition of

song is distributed.

Marjorie Bonner has been given
important part in "Triumph."
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Craftsmen Film Laboratories announce:

The opening of their new Public Cutting and Projection

Rooms on the top floor of the Godfrey Building, 729

Seventh Avenue.

The location is the most convenient in New York for

film folk.

Rooms are completely equipped and surrounded by light

and air—the ideal condition for the editing of your
pictures.

An Art Title Department under the supervision of

Louis Meyer is also included in these premises, adding
greatly to the facilities offered the editor or producer
of pictures.

Telephone is Bryant 1923-1924

The Craftsmen Film Laboratories, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, * New York City

Laboratories: 251 West 19th St., New York City
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TOUGH
By DANNY

imenting on ideas express-

\bout the middle of the

i. On conditions in the

right market. A leading

:or in the Far West writes

:

)army:

re dead right about the State
r's. They are gone. Not a

All through here. A year
, now only 3 and those gasp-
'm one the survivors and can't

: "nut" with my average pro-
Fairly good collection, too. Be-
324 fades out, won't be any

regular market is awful. At-
ce of 40 per cent; film rental up
cent, and rest of over head the

or more. The string has got
ik. If the rest of the country
this, somebody is heading for

ul bump. Exhibitors are ask-
r about 40 per cent reduction
als and producers want 60 per
lcrease. Can't reconcile the
Not me, anyway. And I

: forgot my arithmetic and can
t by without a mechanical cal-

year it took a big star or story
the customers out. Now even
w't give them a thrill. "Fight-
llade," "Ashes," "Dangerous
don't mean a thing. The stars
t save them. These kind and
like 'em, all took an awful flop.

E the best and biggest theaters
re is losing $1,000 to $2,000
. The little ones, proportion-
If I gave some of them films
thing, they'd still be in the

getting mighty tuff to make a
and keep honest. Some of the
chair strategists back in little

|w York will be trading their
icks for a pick and shovel if

e don't turn.

hese sales-manager-authors
getting too numerous. Un-
>tand that in addition to
ing poems about those
kaway Beach fronts that
nmy" Grainger is respon-
e for the title of "The Great
ite Way."

'land, Katz, Rothacker Leave
fecial to THE FILJ£ DAILY)

: Angeles—Richard A. Rowland,
-atz and Watterson Rothacker
w the East yesterday.

Boston Traveler: "When blase critics forget themselves and shriek with

laughter in public, something must be funny. That's what Douglas Mac-
Lean and 'The Yankee Consul' made them do." Associated Exhibitors.

—

Advt.

Hearst Modest
Tells Exhibitors He Wants To

"Learn" From Them—Other
Speakers

William R. Hearst of Cosmopolitan
Prod, was the chief speaker yester-

day at the open meeting of the T. O.
C. C. He declared that he had come
to the meeting to "learn," adding, that

in his belief the exhibitor was closer

to the public than anyone else. For
this reason he appreciated the exhibit-

or's comments on pictures appearing
in the trade press far more than the

newspaper critic's ideas of pictures.

He added that he did not believe in

merely an artistic picture, but "what I

want to do, as a lot of other produc-
ers desire, is to make pictures with a
popular appeal." He believed that
producers should have closer con-
tact with exhibitors, adding there
should be somebody, some organiza-
tion where the producer could get
closer to the exhibitor. He also
urged the press to do the utmost to

repeal the censorship of pictures be-
cause of the selfish interest the press
had in this matter.

"Billy" Brandt told of the way the
Hearst papers supported pictures IS

years ago when all the other news-
(Continutd on Page 2)

Penn. Eases Rulings
Exhibitor Advisory Committee To

Work With Censors There—
An Innovation

Through the efforts of Michael J.

O'Toole, chairman of the public ser-

vice committee of the M. P. T. O. A.,

Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania

has appointed an exhibitor advisory

committee to co-operate with the

Pennsylvania censorship board. It

is said that this is the first time that

such a move has been made in a

state exercising a control of the pic-

ture business through censorship.

O'Toole, who is director of the Com-
erford Amusement Co.. controlling 62

theaters, is chairman of the new com-
mittee while other members are Jer-

ome Casper, general manager of the

Rowland and Clark theaters and pres-

ident of the M. P. T. O. of Western
Pennsylvania and H. J. Schad of the

Carr-Schad interests of Reading an.-1

likewise president of the M. P. T. O.

of Eastern Pennslyvania. These three

will co-operate with Harry Knapp.
Henry Starr Richardson and a third

member, who comprise the censor

board. Meetings will be held reg-

ularly but just at what intervals has

not been determined at present. It

(Continued on Pf *)

1,852 Fewer Cases
Engage Attention Of Local Arbitra-

tion Board In 1923 As Compared
With 1922—More Harmony

During 1923, the number of cases

that came up before the joint arbi-

tration board on which the F. I. L. M.
and the T. O. C. C. have an equal

representation, totaled 1,394. This
compares with 3,246 in 1922 and clear-

ly indicates that exhibitors and ex-

changemen are working in greater

harmony in the Metropolitan district.

The total amount of money in-

volved during 1923 was $176,491 as

compared with about $350,000 in

(Continued on Page 6)

Connecticut To Fight Taxes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Waterbury, Conn.—Nicholas Ja-

mele of the Lyric, was elected chair-

man and A. Pentino of the Carroll,

secretary of an organization of ex-

hibitors formed yesterday to fight

for the elimination of amusement
taxes. The organization is known
as the Northwest District Association

of Picture Theater Managers. It

consists of representatives of nearly

every theater in the northwestern sec-

tion of the State.

Munroe And Richards On Trip

F. C. Munroe, president, and Harry
A. Richards, treasurer of Hodkinson,
leave New York today for Los An-
geles to arrange details of pending
contracts with several producers.

For Uniform Contract
Smallwood Suggests That As Way
Out Of Present Troublesome

Spots In Distribution

In this, the final instalment of

Arthur N. Smallwood's interesting

article on distribution and its evils,

the author declares a uniform con-

tract between producer and distrib-

utor should be perfected as one way
out. Smallwood says:

"Distribution at best might be char-

acterized as a necessary evil in the

motion picture industry. It eats up

a big share of the money that the

exhibitor pays the producer for his

pictures, but it is of paramount im-

portance to the independent producer

and the independent exhibitor alike

that the efficiency of this 'necessary

evil' be increased and its cost corre-

spondingly decreased.

"Neutralized distributing centers

seem to me to be the solution of the

problem with a universal ruling

(Continued on Pane 6)
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Penn. Eases Rulings
(Continued from Page 1)

is felt that when the censors get the
other angle on matters and see things,
at least partially, through the eyes
of the industry, their decisions will

not prove so arbitrary.

Warren Doane Here Today
Warren Doane, general manager of

the Hal Roach studio is due in New
York today with prints of "King of

Wild Horses" and "Somewhere in

Kansas," two full length features for

Pathe.

Cleveland Zoning Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The F. I. L. M. Board
of Trade is working on a uniform
zoning plan for local theaters.

Loew Going South
Marcus Loew leaves for

Reach Saturday.
Palm

U (SkLu.catiorux£ U'LctuAJi&J

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

E.
Geo<Se tion

Kann

CotP01 220 West 42nd St.
New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann. N. V.

THE

-c@<
Hearst Modest

(Continued from Page 1)

papers were slamming motion pic-

tures, adding that this aid alone saved
many exhibitors from being put out
of business.

I. E. Chadwick of the newly or-
ganized Independent Producers body
made a remarkably interesting ad-
dress, in which he pointed out the
need of the independent to the indus-
try, declaring that when Hearst
changed his distributing arrange-
ments that it meant a lot to the inde-
pendent. "When he was with his

former distributor (he did not men-
tion Famous Players by name) the
power of that organization was so
great, so awe, inspiring" he said, that
when Hearst changed this he "render-
ed a great success to the entire busi-
ness. It gave great encouragement
to the independent producer."

• "You will never again be at the
mercy of any one company in this

business," he added. "The great pic-
tures of the day are not stock com-
pany efforts."

Courtland Smith, who spoke on be-
half of Will Hays, urged the ex-
hibitors to do all they could to bring
about repeal of the New York cen-
sorship act, declaring that all censor-
ship must be repealed. He pointed
out that although news reels were
practically not censored, that the
producers of news reels paid the Cen-
sorship Commission four per cent of
their income during the past year.

At the speakers table were Saul E.
Rogers, of Fox Film, and Marcus
Loew, who, though not a member of
the T. O. C. C, was invited to at-
tend the meeting.

DAILV

Paramount Sales Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Dick MacManus has re-
signed as Paramount manager here
and has been succeeded by M. W.
Kempner, former Albany manager.

George Weeks has appointed J. H.
Maclntyre manager in Albany, suc-
ceeding Kempner.
Other changes in the organization

announced include:

C. E. Peppiatt, formerly manager
at Charlotte has been appointed man-
ager at Memphis, succeeding M. W.
Davis, resigned. Hugh Owens, for-

merly salesman at New Orleans, has
been appointed manager at Charlotte,

succeeding Peppiatt. William Erbb,
formerly salesman at the Maine ex-
change, branch manager, succeeding
Maclntyre, who is now in Albany.

Big Theater For Coney Island

A theater building to cost $1,250,-
000 is to be erected on the southwest
corner of Surf and Stillwell Aves.,
Coney Island, on a plot 104 by 185
ft., by the Chanin Construction Co.,
Inc. A structure that will house the
theater with a seating capacity of

2,600, stores, meeting rooms, offices,

dance hall and an auxiliary roof
garden and restaurant is planned.

Awaiting Ingram's Return
G. Marion Burton has gone to Ver-

mont pending Rex Ingram's arrival

from Europe. She will return in

Februarv for conferences with In-

gram on "The World's Illusion," for

which she has written the scenario.

De Young to Audit
Peter Licari, trustee in bankruptcy

for American Releasing Corp., whose
affairs are now in the bankruptcy
courts has appointed J. J. De Young
and Co. as auditors of the company's
accounts.

Patne'N
No. 8

OBREGON TROOPS MARCH ITO
U. S.—By special arrangement
troops pass through U. S. territory ,

to threatened Mexican territory.
WITH U. S. WARSHIPS IN P/> ju—Manoevres in Canal territory exr r.t

interest.
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For Uniform Contract
(Continued from Page 1)

against block booking and contract-

ing for exhibition of product before

it is made.

"But, regardless of neutralized dis-

tribution, the cost of distribution

should be segregated into two sepa-

rate and distinct operations. First:

Physical handling of film, including

honest inspection after each showing,
shipping and clerical help which
should not cost more than fifty cents

(50c) per reel for each shipment or

three dollars ($3.00) for a six reel

production. Second: Selling Cost.

The physical handling charge would
remain the same on all classes of

production, but the selling cost should

be graded, dependent upon whether
the picture sold would be classified as

Class A, Class B and Class C. Not
only should the selling cost vary in

accordance with the class to which
the production belongs, but recogni-

tion should be taken of the fact that

the distributor is entitled to a smaller
percentage on a first run sold for

five hundred dollars ($500) or more
than on a seven dollar and fifty cent

($7.50) booking sold to a small town.
The table below gives arbitrary fig-

ures and percentages as follows:

Bookings Class A Class B Class C
$500 or over.. 7'/2 % 10% 1254%
$50 to $500... 10% 15% 17J4%
Less than $50. 15% 20% 25%

"The higher percentages are placed

on the lower priced bookings because
of the greater effort to get them and
as an incentive to the distributor to

get maximum coverage for the

producer.

"Under this plan, I would place

only a limited number of productions,

such as 'The Four Horsemen,' 'Robin
Hood,' etc., in Class A. Class B would
be made up of high grade first run
product but the higher selling al-

lowance, plus the physical distributing

charge, would give the distributor an

adequate margin to conduct his busi-

ness and an incentive for intensive

selling. The producer would profit

by securing maximum theater cover-

age. As an example of how Class

B productions would work out, the

producer would only pay slightly in

excess of 10% of his first run book-
ings, at which figure an exchange
can profitably handle this business;
he would pay 15% selling commission,
plus $3.00 physical handling charge
on a $50.00 booking giving the ex-

change slightly in excess of 20% on
this business, but on lower priced

bookings the 20% selling cost plus

the physical handling charge would
pay the distributor 27^4% on $40.00

bookings, 35% on $20.00 bookings,

50% on $10.00 bookings and 60% on
$7.50 bookings. These latter percent-

ages would enable the distributor not

orily to give the producer maximum
service but to also give the exhibitor

maximum service in carefully in-

specting every show before it was
shipped and thereby eliminate a big

fault which many small town exhibi-

tors find today when they get their

$7.50 show uninspected and in bad
condition. The distributor cannot
afford to send a salesman on the road,

inspect a five or six reel show, handle
the clerical work and ship it for 35%

1,852 Fewer Gases
(.Continued from Page 1)

1922. The following table shows some interesting figures :

Total cases disposed of from Jan. 1, 1923 to Jan. 1st, 1924.. 1394
Total amount involved in cases tried $44,563.13
In actual cases tried, awards made in favor of the exchange. .$26,352.12
Actual cases tried, awards made in favor of exhibitors $14,694.37
Cases heard resulting in tie vote involved $ 2,639.30
Cases heard by inquest (for non-appearance of exhibitor) ver-

dicts awarded in favor of exchange $92,827.34
Requests to reopen cases tried 30
Denied 33
Miscellaneous requests for reopening of defaults granted... 15
Denied 44

of $7.50. He is entitled to 60% and
the independent producer cannot af-

ford to operate without these $7.50
bookings because they may repre-
sent his only profit on a big invest-
ment. But on the other hand, the
independent producer cannot afford a
thirty-five or forty per cent selling

cost on first run bookings which
should be profitably handled by the
exchange at 10%.

Favors A Uniform Contract

"Motion picture producers placing
their product through national dis-

tributors should get together and
pass upon a uniform producer-dis-
tributor contract citing the distributor

as an agent of the producer, providing
that all receipts from rental of the
product be trust funds and making
the distributor responsible as a trus-

tee not only for so-called home office

receipts but for every dollar paid to
any branch office or to any salesman
or employee of the distributor. Did
you ever hear of any other business
in the world where the producer turns
product worth fortunes over to a dis-

tributor or jobber on consignment
without adequate bond for the manu-
facturer's protection? Did you ever
hear of any other business where the
distributor refuses to be responsible
for the action of his branch offices

or branch employees? Did you ever
hear of a bank repudiating responsi-
bility for a deposit made or a collec-
tion handled by one of their branches?

"Did you ever hear of a manufac-
turer in any other line of business
in the world giving his distributor
or jobber the advertising appropria-
tion to spend instead of spending it

himself to enhance the value of his

trade mark, rather than that of the
jobber? Can you conceive of any
other business where the distributor

or agent dominates the trade paper
to a greater extent than the manu-
facturer or producer who is paying
the bills?

"Yes, boys, it's a great game. And
no wonder a lot of people still insist

on calling it the 'motion picture game'
or the 'motion picture racket.'

"

Arbuckle Fighting Missouri Ban
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jefferson City, Mo.—R o s c o e

(Fatty) Arbuckle has applied to the
State Supreme Court for a writ of
prohibition to prevent discrimination
against Arbuckle's pictures being
shown in Missouri.

Hillyer to Direct Dean
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Lambert Hillyer will

probably direct Priscilla Dean in her
next picture. Hodkinson will distrib-

ute.

"Eternal City" Opens in L. A.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"The Eternal City,''

opened at Grauman's Million Dollar
Theater, Monday night. An array
of coast celebrities attended.

Russian Artfilm Formed
A company known as Russian Art-

film Co. has been formed to arrange
American distribution of a number
of German and Russian pictures.

Betty Blythe Returns
Betty Blythe has returned from Eu-

rope where she appeared in "The
Recoil," which J. Parker Read is

making for Goldwyn.

Bebe Daniels Here
Bebe Daniels arrived from the

Coast yesterday to start work in

"Monsieur Beaucaire."

Coming Soon

ETTY0DMPS
in an Alan Ctosland production

cast includes lycf Fox-HeddQ Hopper

Bamef Sheriff -Alan Simpson Sr

Jawfbrd Davidson.

^HODKINSON RELEASE

Truart Closes Foreign Deals

Negotiations opened by Alexan.
Aronson, while in Europe have b<

consummated. The W. & F. Serv
has acquired for the United Kingd'
four Hammerstein's including "Bro
way Gold," "Drums of Jeopard
"Driftwood" and probably "The U
mate Good" and "The Unknown P
pie." Unity Films, of London, p
chased United Kingdom rights

the first three Richard Talmadge p
ductions, "Let's Go," "On Time"
"In Fast Company." Orion Films
Budapest, has acquired for all of C
tral Europe, the Hammersteins "1

Unknown Purple," the first three 1

madges, "Women Men Marry" ;

"The Empty Cradle."

F. B. O. Launches Sales Drive

F. B. O. has launched a sales dr

in honor of Major Thomson, man
ing director. It bears the title of

"Major Thomson Contract Kxp<
tion."

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mjr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

muwFji
C&BORATORic
I INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 293

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR. :

If eggs cost what

they do today

would Columbus

have tried his

famous egg trick?

HYSTERICAL
HISTORY
COMEDIES

know the answer

HYSTERICAL HISTORY COMEDIES

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

r
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Tih days to come
vhen you discuss

he GREATpictures,

jou '11 add:

Then, of course,

there's "The Stranger"
GREAT because the story, by England's finest writer, holds

audiences gripped and silent, then sends them away talking

about it.

GREAT because Joseph Henabery has given the mighty story

a perfect production.

GREAT because Betty Compson as the bad-good girl at last

equals her famous performance in "The Miracle Man," and the

other members of the cast are as people inspired.

GREAT because it will get crowds and money.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

A Joseph Henabery Production

"THE STRANGER"
With Betty Compson, Richard Dix,

Lewis Stone and Tully Marshall

(X Q>aramount Qicture

otn "The First and
! Last" by
hn Galsworthy.

lapted by
Lfrid Bingham.

Produced by

By., FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKYCORPbRATIONT^
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— "we want it

QUICK!"
said a big exhibitor

the other day of the

CORINNE GRIFFITH Productions, Inc., presentation of

"LILIES of the FIELD'
adapted from the great stage success

featuring CORINNE GRIFFITH
and CONWAY TEARLE
—and continuing he said :

w—our patrons

are clamoring for another CORINNE
GRIFFITH picture. She simply took

by storm in
fBLACK OXEN 9— so hurry

up with LILIES OF THE FIELD'."

They all want sure-fire recod
directed by . , , , . , £

JOHN FRANCIS DILLON ^T "a""
remember ll 8 one rf

The man who made that The 20 of the next five montlS

ZTaZZIT^ FIRST NATIONAL-2)
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BUSINESS
By DANNY

Best quarter in five years"

5 report of U. S. Steel Corpo-

nn. Of business during the

few months of 1923.

ccording to the tax returns

the Treasury Department
:ember was the record month
musement attendance in the

t two and a half years.

f you need a ton of bricks to

on you to convey the idea

t business is good all right,

lerwise these facts should

in something to you.

They might mean this:

To you, Mr. Exhibitor: to

iut on the best shows you can

;

o get your audience in the

labit of keeping on coming.

To you. Mr. Producer: to

nake better pictures—and keep

>n doing so.

ith business conditions remaining
hey are 1024 promises to make a

r of 1921—when the world's rec-

was established for amusement
•nditures.

That Place
illiam R. Hearst wants a place

re producers and exhibitors can
closer together. Where producers
learn what the public wants That

p, Mr. Hearst, is the round table.

:re representatives of a national

bitor organization could meet
i the Hays folks and talk things
'. The quicker that national cx-

lor organization works that way
(better for the whole industry

—

litors as well as others.
hy in the name of all that's

: h while, can't this be done?
'iere is no Forum; no gather'ng
k; no spot where mutual under-
afing can be reached on many
iirtant topics. And, oh: how this

eded!

Sure slipped awhile ago.
/hen, commenting on the cast
f "Ponjola" said it was "unim-
ortant." Here's where we eat
ow: James Kirkwood was in

lat cast—so was Anna Q. Nil-
ion a n d Tully Marshall.
.roupers all. Good ones, too.
la we're sorry—terribly sorry
have made that slip. Apologies

i one and all.

Banks Here
lmty Banks is in town from the
*

5:

.

"We looked and laughed and shrieked at Mabel Normand in 'The Extra
Girl,' " says Screen Mirror. A Mack Sennett presentation, distributed by
Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

New Loan Plan
H. R. Ebenstein Arranges Bonds For
Producers To Guarantee Advances

By Banks

The Herbert R. Ebenstein Co.,

which handles a considerable per-

centage of the insurance for members
of the T. O. C. C. has developed a

plan for the financing of producers
that is decidedly interesting. For
obvious reasons, the company will not

name the bonding organization with
which it has made its arrangements
but the scheme operates in the fol-

lowing fashion:

Those producers who can secure a

distribution contract from a national

organization on the strength of story,

cast and general repute as produc-

ing factors, can arrange to borrow
money from banking institutions at

the regular rates without resorting to

financing units that charge exorbi-

tant fees. Ebenstein points out that

under the present order of things,

producers experience trouble in ar-

ranging their loans because of the

skeptical attitude of bankers on the

risk. Through his arrangement, the

bonding company will guarantee the

loan to the banks in the event that

the producer does not live up to his

agreement. The entire plan will work
(.Continued on Page 3)

Cohen To Distribute
Expected To Deal In State Right

Field When He Leaves M. P.

T. O. Presidency

It was reported yesterday that

when Sydney S. Cohen rounds out

his present term as president of the

M. P. T. O. he will not be a can-

didate for re-election but will enter

the distributing field. He is expec-

ted to handle product that will be
released through state right exchan-

ges.

This, however, will not occur for

about two months, or possibly later

than that. Cohen refused to make
any comment when reached yester-

day on the telephone. Whether or

not the fact that he is chairman of

the board of directors of the Theater
Owners' Distributing Corp. carries

any special significance was not ap-

parent yesterday.

Brandts In Radio Business

Billy and Harry Brandt intend

opening a number of radio supply-

stores in Brooklyn. The first two

will be embodied in two of their

theaters, the Carlton and the Park-

side.

20 In A Block
Being Sold By First National With

Play Dates Specifically Asked
With Each Contract

First National's selling plan for the

first half of 1924 provides for the

release of twenty pictures in a block.

The sales force will endeavor to se-

cure dates for each of the group at

the time the contract is entered upon.
The change in selling plans has

been made because First National
executives feel that the company is

entitled to consideration of that

character in view of the calibre of

recent releases such as "Ponjola,"
"Flaming Youth" and "Black Oxen."
Beginning with Feb. 4 and continu-
ing through to June 17, the company
will maintain a weekly release. The
pictures, in many instances, have al-

ready been completed with the re-

mainder in the course of production.
E. A. Eschmann has left Los An-

geles where he conferred with R.
A. Rowland and Earl J. Hudson
relative to production. He was in

Portland yesterday and is due in

Seattle today. It will be about six

weeks before he returns to New York
and by the time he does reach town,
he will have explained the new sales

plan to each company manager.
The releases as they now stand

follow:
"When a Man's a Man," with John Bow-

ers and Marguerite de la Motte.
"The Love Master," starring Strongheart.
"Flowing Gold." a Richard Walton Tully

Prod, with Milton Sills and Anna Q. Nils-
son.

"Galloping Fish," an Ince comedy.
Norma Talmadge in "Secrets."
"Torment," a Maurice Tourneur Prod.

(.Continued on Page 2)

$453,244 Gross in 44 Weeks
Paramount states that "The Cov-

ered Wagon" grossed $453,244 in

44 weeks at the Criterion theater.

Whitehurst Dead
Prominent Baltimore Exhibitor Suc-
cumbs To Double Pneumonia—

A

Sudden Illness

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Baltimore—Charles E. White-

hurst, owner of the Century, the New
Garden and Parkway theaters, here,

and one of the most prominent ex-

hibitors in Baltimore died late Tues-
day night from double pneumonia.

C. E. Whitehurst was in New
York last week on booking matters
and at that time saw among others,

James R. Grainger .of Goldwyn-
Cosmopolitan. He was prominent in

M. P. T. O. A. activities for some
time and was a member of the na-

(Continued on Page 3)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod Not Quoted
F. P.-L. .. 63 61J4 63 10,000

do pfd Not Quoted
Goldwyn . 93/4 9]/2 9V2 2,504

Loew's ... 16% I6y2 16^ 1,600
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Favor Auditors In Exchanges

W. E. Shallenberger has returned

from a trip through the Middle West
where he conferred with a number of

state righters relative to the opera-

tions of the Independent M. P. Prod,

and Dist. Ass'n. Shallenberger said

yesterday it was the general opinion

that a check-up of accounts througli

auditors in various key cities would
work out advantageously.

Fox Settles N. W. Suit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Paul.—Finkelstein and Ruben

have settled the suit brought against

them by Fox for $8,500 although the

original claim was for $25,000. Fox
claimed F. and R. had failed to carry

out an exhibition contract while the

defendant claimed the plaintiff had
violated their agreement covering
first runs;

/^ScUi<^atianaI (Hx£ua.iu)

foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions £.Ka«*

220 West 42nd St.
New York. Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann. N". V.

Physical Distribution
On Co-Operative Basis Being Ope-
rated in England—New "Lab" Also

Interests Attention

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London—A. C. Bromhead and his

brother, identified with the Gaumont
Co., recently organized the Film
Clearing Houses, Ltd., for the pur-
pose of handling the physical distrib-

ution of the product 01 several con-
cerns here, as well as their own. Re-
ports are to the effect that this has
brought about a huge saving.
The Bromhead's now have their

laboratory going in full blast. One of

the features is the Lawley Automatic
apparatus which is reported to have
also brought about material savings
in printing costs.

All British producers are carefully

scrutinizing various economies at the

moment. There is dire need of prac-

ticing economies in view of business
conditions over here. Many firms

are far from pleased at the outlook.

Hoffman Returns
M. H. Hoffman returned yesterday

from the coast, via the Panama Canal.

He says production there is growing.
So far as Truart is concerned, Elaine
Hammerstein is making "Driftwood"
and Richard Talmadge, "In Fast
Company." Plans for two or three
pictures for each unit were made
while Hoffman was there.

20 In A Block
(Continued jrom Page 1)

"The Enchanted Cottage,'' starring Rich-

ard Barthehncss.
"Lilies of the Field," the first of the Cor-

inne Griffith Prod.
"A Son of the Sahara," Edwin Carewc

Prod, made in Algiers.
"Against the Rules," an luce production.

"The Woman on the Jury," with Sylvia

Breamer in the lead.

"Cytherea," a George Fitzmaurice Prod.
"Those Who Dance," an Ince .production.

"Sundown," Larry Trimble directing and
in the leading masculine role.

"The White Moth," a Maurice Tourncur
Prod.

Sale," the second"For
Prod
"The

Carewe
"The

Moore.
"Flaming Wives," as yet uncast

Ragged Messenger
will produce.
Perfect Flapper,'

Corinne

' which

wjth

Griffith

Edwin

Colleen

Jackson Case Settled

The F. I. L. M. Board action

against Charles W. Jackson, of Hamp-
ton Bay, L. I., was settled yesterday
when Jackson agreed to pay for

seventeen pictures contracted for

from Commonwealth. The first pay-
ment was made yesterday. Jackson
refused to appear before the arbitra-

tion board but was later ordered to

do so by the' Supreme Court.

Canadian Exhibitor To Europe
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Three Rivers, Can.—A. J. Robert,
owner of the Gayety has left for a

two month's trip to Europe.

Conui/nxj Soon

man Jlan Crosland production
cast includes

JIlcij Tox-Tledda-Jiopper-
J. Barney Sherry-Man Simpson^
Jfawford Davidson
for HODKINSON RELEASE

HAL ROACH';

SPAT FAMILY

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes Onlj

1 reel

Paftecomedy

"toes
she gambled for lo'

* \future.~happines
money—everythl

ADELLHENDERSON PRODUCT!

«

SUPERVISION BENWILSOh
sTouy By scene By

ASHLEY LOCKE LEOTA MO iAl

ANARROW PICTURE

On the last lap today
Due at Times Square f^pTl

at 2RM.
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4ew Loan Plan

' (Continued from Page 1)

;h the Ebenstein company
will be the determining factor.

: event that requests are made
to the bonding company, they

e turned over to Ebenstein for

igation and final approval. The
neans that the producer will be

:d the usual bank rate plus a

fee to the bonding organization

ling his bond.

s obvious, that an arrangement
s kind can only be made when
oducer seeking the loan is re-

ible. Deals providing for state

distribution will not be consid-

:ph M. Shear, who has been
Red with the production end of

usiness for some time, is now
ated with Ebenstein in the mat-
Shear recently was identified

\rthur S. Friend in Distinctive.

Louisville Theater Retiring Stock
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Louisville, Ky.—Preferred stock of

the Majestic Theater Co. is being
retired at par, plus 10 per cent in-

terest from the time of the last divi-

dend payment, April 1, 1922.

The company has received $200,-

000 in payment for leasing the Ma-
jestic to the Keith interests and $177,-

000 of this will be used in retiring

preferred stock. The company also

will receive $52,000 a year for the

Rialto and one-third the profits of

those theaters and the Mary Ander-
son and B. F. Keith's National.

ussell Releasing Own Film
ii Lowell Russell, producer of

dgates," is handling the distrib-

of the picture himself, rather

through Arrow which handled
her pictures. I. E. Chadwick of

has purchased Greater New
and Northern Jersey rights un-
le new uniform contract adopted
e Independent M. P. Prod, and
Ass'n. This is said to be the

application of the new agree-

Elmer Pearson Back
ner Pearson has returned from
Beach.

Erno Rappe Honored
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Erno Rappe, former
conductor at the Capitol in New
York, and now managing director of

the Fox, was the recipient of a beau-
tiful silver loving cup from his former
associates at the Capitol, at a dinner
tendered him by William Fox.

"Sundown" Starts
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Sundown," has been
placed in production by First Nation-
al. Laurence Trimble will direct

from a story by Earl J. Hudson. The
story has been scenarioized by
Frances Marion and Kenneth Clark.
The cast which will go on location
within a week, include Hobart Bos-
worth. Bessie Love, Roy Stewart,
Charlie Murray, Tully Marshall, Ben
Alexander, Hal Wilson, Wilfred
North, Charles B. Crockett, Bernard
Randall and Tom Delmore.

F. B. O. Managers Head Boards

F. L. McNamee, manager of the

F. B. O. office in Washington, has
been elected president of the F. I. L.

M. Board of Trade there. Harry
Hart, manager of the exchange at

Milwaukee, was elected to head the

board in that city.

Turtle With Famous
Frank Tuttle, recently with the

Film Guild, has rejoined the Para-
mount staff temporarily and will write

the scenario for "Manhandled."

Steffes In Finance Unit
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—W. A. Steffes has
been elected president of the North-
western Association of Investors,

Inc.. which will finance theater enter-

prises. The concern is incorporated
for $500,000 with Theodore Hayes, of

Finkelstein & Rubin houses, assistant

secretary.

Brussels Censors Ban Religious Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris—The censors at Brussels
have banned "The Tragedy of

Lourdes," a picture intended to im-
press the horrible fate meted out to

atheists. The picture was indorsed
by the French Cardinal, Dubos, and
the Belgian Cardinal, Mercier.

Whitehurst Dead
(Continued from Page 1)

tional hoard of directors. Sydney S.

Cohen, in commenting on White-
hurst's death said yesterday:'

"Mr. Whitehurst has been success-
ful in defeating daylight saving
moves in Baltimore and was a pow-
erful factor in advancing the work of

repealing the admission and seat

tax in Congress and had other moves
under way in Maryland which would
have been of the greatest advantage
to the theater owners and the indus-

try generally. His work was always
constructive and his fine personal
charm and sterling integrity made
him a leader in every movement in

which he was engaged."

The funeral will be held tomorrow.
Cohen, Michael J. O'Toole, M. J.

Comerford and other officials of the

M. P. T. O. A. will attend.

Next Week On Broadway
"The Strangers," will be the fea-

ture at the Rivoli next week." "Pied
Piper Malone." will be transferred

from the Rivoli to the Rialto.

New Venture For Fairport, N. Y.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Fairport, N. Y.—It is reported a

new theater will be erected at East
Church St. and South Main to seat

1,600. Rochester capital is under-
stood to be behind the venture. •

ACME THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York

Everything for the theatre

Phone Bryant 7392 - 7393 - 9072

Craftsmen Film Laboratories announce:

The opening of their new Public Cutting and Projection

Rooms on the top floor of the Godfrey Building, 729

Seventh Avenue.

The location is the most convenient in New York for

. film folk.

Rooms are completely equipped and surrounded by light

and air—the ideal condition for the editing of your

pictures.

An Art Title Department under the supervision of

Louis Meyer is also included in these premises, adding

greatly to the facilities offered the editor or producer

of pictures.

Telephone is Bryant 1923-1924

The Craftsmen Film Laboratories, Inc.

:.:
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729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Laboratories: 251 West 19th St., New York City
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Newspaper Opinions
"Pied Piper Malone"—F. P.-L.

Rivoli

AMERICAN—Even Thomas Meighan,
with fifty children surrounding him, could

not save "Pied Piper Malone" from being

a long, drawn out, tiresome picture.

The fault lies with the story.

DAILY NEWS—Mr. Tarkington ought to

be able to do something better lor Thomas
Meighan, really. "Pied Piper Malone" is

scarcely worth the nice Tom's efforts, and
it is decidedly not worthy of the man whose
name is tied to its writing.

EVENING JOURNAL—Thomas Meigh-

an, * * * goes through the photoplay with

a becoming navy uniform, a quizzical ex-

pression and a retinue of all the small children

in town.

EVENING WORLD—There are numbers
of people who like Thomas Meighan and
Booth Tarkington at their worst, and in

"Pied Piper Malone" * * * they will have
ample opportunity to do their meed of hero

worshipping.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * here

we have entertainment of a rare and sat-

isfying order. Tarkington can be relied upon
to produce a story which in its essentials

is diverting and at the same time based
upon a plausible human structure. * * *

Meighan will undoubtedly add to his pop-

ularity.

POST—But just because he is "honest-to-

goodness" looking and sympathetic is no rea-

son for putting him into the incredible, fairy-

like tales with which he has been adorned
lately.

SUN—» * *
j Ust about as charming a

picture as we have seen since, well
—"Senti-

mental Tommy." Fresh and original and
quaint. * * * In the hands of any one ex-

cept Booth Tarkington, perhaps, "Pied Piper

Malone," would probably be what literary

critics call "mush." But Tarkington is clever

in this case as well as sentimental, and the

combination, as authors know, is almost as

effective as cleverness and cynicism.

TIMES—Long before the last fade-out

we wondered how much Booth Tarkington
hud to do with this picture. * * *There
are characteristic touches of Thomas J.

Geraghty, * * * some sensible direction by
Alfred E. Green, and the usual competent
acting of Mr. Meighan, George Fawcett,

Cyril Ring and others, but very little, if

anything, that reminds one of the Indiana

author. We were, therefore, disappointed,

as this production is wearying, especially

toward the end.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—The picture

is well handled from direction and the story

is interesting.

TRIBUNE—We enjoyed the picture at

the Rivoli, but the theme bored us not a

little. * » *

There is a very exciting storm at sea

which held us- spellbound even though we
knew perfectly well that it was a miniature

ship * * *

WORLD—It is pretty thin stuff which
Booth Tarkington has written for Thomas
Meighan. In fact, it is incredibly poor
stuff, as well. It is clean, yes and it is

rather well titled.

! "Flaming Barriers"—F. P.-L.

Rialto

AMERICAN—George Melford need pin

no medals on himself ror "Flaming Bar-

riers." Famous Players-Lasky has claimed
responsibility for few films that are in the

class of this one.
EVENING WORLD—* * * story of small

town life, * * * shrives itself of utter

banality with business which made Keystone
Comedies funny.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * has a

promising . title, but little else. This pic-

ture produced by George Medford is not

one of the high spots of the Paramount
list. Even the forest fire which provides

the climax to the picture and might have
redeemed the dull sketches, is ineffectively

handled.

POST—Here are some more good players

given an impossible story to characterize.
* * * its comedy is a tragic as its dramatic
incidents are uninteresting. Is this tragedy

or is it comedy?

SUN—We are sorry, but we can't work
up very much enthusiasm over "Flaming
Barriers." * * *

It is just another of the "business and
love" comedies * * *

#£&1DAILY Thursday, January 31, 1
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TIMES—She (Jacqueline Logan) is viva-
cious and gives plenty of swing to this
utterly improbable, yet thoroughly amusing
story.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It is a
small town tale, * * *

The Will Rogers-Hal Roche comedy, "Two
Wagons, Both Covered." was the real wal-
lop of the show.
TRIBUNE—The picture is amusing and

the three stars are excellent.
TELEGRAM—"Flaming Barriers" retains

a strong flavor of the old days of the West,
although it is a modern story with a grip-
ping, fast-moving plot.

WORLD—Jacqueline Logan and Antonio
Moreno play the piece with an appreciative
lack of heaving and clutching which when
misapplied can so easily disrupt a light com-
edy.

"Fashion Row"—Metro
Capitol

AMERICAN—* * * is by far the best
thing Miss Murray has done in many a day.

DAILY NEWS—* * * Mae Murray does
her usual stuff. * * * Lotsa plot, and no
empty loge chairs in the Capitol.

EVENING JOURNAL—As Zita, Miss
Murray is unusually appealing, and there is

enough difference in the manner the two
parts are handled, to imagine them played
by different actresses. There is an inter-
esting story, with dramatic develop-
ments ; * * *

HERALD—The story, * * * is consid-
erably more effective than it sounds. They
have built their climaxes with considerable
skill, and have kept the interest well up. * * *

There are few blank spots in the continuity.
The acting, too, is good. * * *

Miss Murray herself is as scintillating as
usual, * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—While this is
an improbable picture, it will doubtless serve
to satisfy that part of every audience which
likes a colorful tale despite the fact that
it doesn't mean very much.
POST—* * * The similarity of her hero-

me and her motion pictures is becoming
a trifle tiresome * * * Only fair entertain-
ment* * *

SUN— * * * we forget that the picture
is decidedly worth seing, if you know what
you like and don't care about art.
TELEGRAM—Miss Murray lends her

graceful self easily to this melodramatic
story, * * * which gives her that much-
coveted opportunity in filmdom of appearing
in two roles widely differentiated in char-
acter.

TIMES—Original twists, interesting situ-
ations and clever double exposure photogra-
phy make "Eashion Row," * * *one of
the best productions in which Mae Murray
has been featured. * * *

Although this picture has failings, both in
the story and direction, the competent cast
and its certain entertaining value hold the
interest throughout.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—Splendidly
produced with superb photography * * *

holds enough merit to pass muster.
A corking cast is in support of Miss

Murray, * * *

TRIBUNE—As the little peasant sister
she does the best work she ever has done.
If you like Miss Murray's pictures you will
be delighted with this * * * It has all of
the old-stuff *'•* *

WORLD—Mae Murray's current compo-
sition fcu- the cinema is seven parts gaudy
melodrama to one part exotic clothes to
two parts good acting.

"Painted People"—1st Nat'l

Strand

AMERICAN—* * * Clarence Badger has
done better things in the directorial line. But
in summing up the whole matter we must
say "Painted People" has its moments of

furnishing good entertainment and will, we
have an idea, please the Colleen Moore fans,

who are growing more and more in num-
ber every day.

DAILY NEWS—They (the cast) all

wasted their time, in my opinion. Miss
Moore may have enjoyed her job, but I

fancy the others were glad enough when
the show was over.

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * a genuinely
amusing, well-acted and well-directed enter-

tainment. * * * It is a human little story,

with enough interest and comedy and ap-

peal to counteract even the badly-chosen title.

EVENING WORLD—Colleen Moore's
delightful fooling makes "Painted People"
* * * a picture you will probably enjoy if

you're not one of those unfortunates who
expect the movies to do "better and finer"

things.
MORNING TELEGRAPH — Colleen

Moore * * * simply steals the whole pic-

ture, story and all. You don't seem to

mind what happens as long as Colleen is

on the scene.
The story is rather hard to take. * *

POST—Colleen has a very short time.

Skipped up the ladder of film fame two
rungs at a time and now she is -securely

perched on the not over-crowded top rung.
Only Miss Moore * * * could possibly make
one swallow "Painted People" * * * with-
out protest.

SUN—* * * something ,to see because
Colleen Moore is the leading spirit. * * *

"Painted People" is worth seeing, but
don't let the title fool you on a cold night
into thinking you are going to see some-
thing sizzling.

TELEGRAM—The leading role is ad-
mirably adapted to the winsomeness of Miss
Moore, * * *

TIMES—The worst thing about "Painted
People," * * * is the main title, as the pro-
duction itself is an agreeable disappointment.
It is neither rouged now powdered, as the
title might imply, but a frothy, amusing story
quite well told.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * will

probably have to rely on the pulling power
of the scheduled players and the star's pre-
vious "Youth" release to draw.
WORLD—The fact that she acts at the

Strand a third rate part in a fourth rate
movie is not going to be her undoing. * * *

All the stale comedy situations and soft

titles and hackneyed business * * * aren't
quite enough to keep Miss Moore from being
cute and winsome * * *

one constantly absorbed with every threa
the story,

DAILY NEWS—Interest is well sus
ed as the mysterious stranger, a power ir

financial and diplomatic world, works i

weird schemes. The picture is entirely
ferent, for one thing, and Alice Lake
Stuart Holmes contribute good portrayali !

HERALD—* * * it is very much
abcut nothing, a lot of "action" by the
cipals, of no vital dramatic significance,
situations that assuredly take the inoc

credulity of an audience for granted.

:

"Unseeing Eyes"—Gold.-Cosmc

Merrill, Milwaukee

NEWS—Is immense. A wholesome
freshing picture of a great country
speak of thrills, whew—there is thrill

thrill from start to finish.

Who can use man thoroughl;

experienced and familiar wit)

Motion Picture field in Nev
York as representative or sales

man? K.—29 The Film Dailj

71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

Out-of-Town
"The Unknown Purple"—Truart

Randolph, Chicago
JOURNAL—Brings back Henry Walthall.

He is the same artist he was in "The Birth
of a Nation," with an added mellowness as
an addition to his natural charm.
TRIBUNE—Despite the photography,

which is at times poor, it registers as a fairly

exciting program film. * * * I think "The
Unknown Purple," would have been better
if shorter.

California, San Francisco
{Week ending Jan. 19)

CALL—Probably the outstanding feature
of the picture is the uncanny manner in

which the producers have handled the purple
ray of light * * *

CHRONICLE—Its story is not very
clearly told on the screen, the jumps and
blank spaces have to be filled up with the
imagination
EXAMINER—The use of the light and

the many tense situations in the play keep

Motion Picture Cameras

Still Cameras & Supplies

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.

118 W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

BRYANT 6635

Bryant 1871
Special low price on DIXON'S Tl
CON-DER-OGA Pencils an excel

tionally fine pencil for general offk

work.

TOTEM STATIONERY C(

1476 Broadway, at 42nd St

Longacre Bldg., Room 824

IVhy didn't

Pocahontas want

John Smith to get

it in the neck f

BASED ON THE
ORIGINAL STORY,

"MAMMY'S BOX" 8Y ARTHUR CAESAR,

H»$ PIRST SUPER FEATURE COrAEDY
F<* HODKINSON RELEASE

I
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;t of the Water Tower"—F.P.-L.
Newman, Kansas City

5T—Not a tank drama although it

ns a quantity of so-called small town
* * * 'story is elevated from the gen-

ordldncss of the book itself.

'The White Sister"—Metro
Garden, Milwaukee

JRNAL—Highly artistic though senti-

I
production « * * Lillian Gish and

ius have capable support from Ronald

fild Oranges"—Gold-Cosmop.
California, Los Angeles
(Week ending Jan. 19)

AMINER— * * * filmed by King Vidor
i devastating sense of realism. • * •

ly all the devotees of Edgar Allen Poe
>me of the modern Russian authors will

le picture diverting, but it is gruesome
extreme to the average theatergoer,

PRESS—* * * its locale, the swamp
of Georgia, and the curious admixture
chology, sex and thrilling adventure are

ts certain to rivet one's attention upon
reen.

RALD—* * * departs from the or-

in many respects and gains greatly in

th thereby. • * * The story itself is

usual one and King Vidor, * * * who
;d the film version, had courage enough
d closely to the author's conception.
"ORD—It's wild, weird romance hint-

Stevenson's "Pavilion on the Links,"
And it's exceedingly well done by King
—pictured with absorbing consistency.

fES— * * * is one of the real novelties

: season, and incidentally one of the

>f the recent melodramas. It * * *

'en aptly transferred to the screen by
Vidor, • • • Something of the glorious

of the outdoors, bringing with it the

of adventure, stamps virtually every

and background for a very absorbing

/oman of Paris"—United Artists

Gifts, Cincinnati

2UTRER—Bids well to inaugurate a

ra of motion pictures—an era marked
rater naturalness of expression,sincerity

ing and depth of thought.
VT—One of the best pictures of the new
* * * not a picture for children and you
lot expect! to see a Chaplin comedy.

Regent, Detroit
iVS—Not a new story hut its novel

?nt and splendid characterizationsmake
of the outstanding motion pictures

time.

Voman to Woman"—Selznick
King's, St. Louis

>BE-DEMOCRAT—It is an appealing
, and Betty Compson's delineation of

pine. Deloryse, is an artistic triumph.

j
Those discriminating persons who en-

best in everything cannot fail to be
itely satisfied with "Woman to Worn-
It is, indeed, a film masterpiece.
!R
—"Woman to Woman," contains al-

iU the cheap, second-rate tricks that a
i writer with a moron mind can think
xtty Compson still is pretty and no
<nay some time be a real actress.

jES—Betty Compson is the dancer and
jof the story a dramatic vehicle. The
i[;xcellent in spots, ordinary in others.

Fischer Lost Heavily In Films

Adelbert H. Fischor, who organized
the A. H. Fischer Features, and also

was a large stockholder of the Octa-
gon Films, was a heavy loser in his

enterprises, the .appraisal of his es-
tate shows. Fischer, who lived in

New Rochclle, and had a studio there,

died March 30, 1922. He left a gross
estate of $359,370, but debts and other
deductions reduced it to $23,379. The
appraisal shows that 250 shares of

Fischer Features and 250 shares of

the Octagon Films, were of no value.
The appraiser also found no value for

the films, "Man and Woman," "The
Amazing Lovers," and "Even as
Eve." Personal property in his studio
building was worth $7,702, and $500
was found to be the value of a book
of short stories by Robert W. Cham-
bers, acquired by him for film pur-
poses, and which could not be dis-

posed of to anyone else without the
author's permission.

Moritz To Attend Charnas Meetings

Allen Moritz, special representative
for Preferred, left New York yester-

day to attend a series of sales con-
ventions to be held by Harry Charnas
in Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Cleveland
and Detroit, beginning Saturday.
They were scheduled for a week ago.

Hirlograph Expanding

The Hirlograph laboratory has tak-

en over additional office space at 723
7th Ave. Gus Barth has joined the

company as sales manager, while
Francois Dublier, who is considered
an expert* in laboratory work, has
joined the technical staff.

Brooks on Sales Trip

Edgar O. Brooks, Pathc serial sales

manager left yesterday for a trip

through the Middle West.

Miss Sagor Succeeds Roden
Fredericka Sagor has succeeded

Robert F. Roden as Eastern scenario

editor for Universal.

Helen Macks, who is in "Pied Piper

Malone," is appearing in "Neighbors,"
a stage play.

At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

The orchestra opens up with Elgar's
marchc: "Pomp and Circumstance," which
is followed by the pianist, Julia Glass, who
plays "Hungarian Fantasy." The Capitol
Magazine comes next. The fifth unit is

Divertisements : (a) "Whispering Flow-
ers," (b) "Deep River," and (c) "Caprice
Viennois, all musical-dance selections. Mae
Murray in "Fashion Row" is the feature.
The last unit is an organ solo.

Rialto
An organ solo starts the Rialto program.

The Magazine Weekly, and Gallery of Living
Portraits, by Ernest Torrence, in which he
gives some character studies of his most
famous roles. Sigismund Pilinzky, tenor,
sings "Mattinata." George Melford's "Flam-
ing Barriers" is the feature picture. Lou-
ise Rothacker, danseuse, in "Little Bird,"
and Will Rogers' latest comedy, "Two-
Wagons-Both Covered," are the last two
numbers on the bill.

Rivoli

"Southern Rhapsody," by the orchestra,
opens a rather scanty bill at the Rivoli, due
presumably to the length of the feature.

Thomas Meighan in "Pied Piper Malone."
The rest of the entertainment consists of
the Pictorial News Weekly, a specially ar-

ranged number by Joseph Zuro, featuring the
Rivoli Ensemble; and Buster Keaton in a
comedy, called "The Love Nest."

Strand
The Strand program features excerpts

from "Faust" as the overture; the Topical
Review, "The Smoker's Dream," a dance
fantasy; the Strand ballet corps in "By
The Zuyder Zee"; Colleen Moore in "Pain-
ted People" and "Tire Trouble," a new
Dippy-Doo-Dads comedy.

At Other Houses
"Her Temporary Husband" is playing a

return engagement on Broadway, this time
at the Cameo ; "The Extra Girl" remains
the attraction at, the Central; so does "The
Ten Commandments," at the Cohan, and
"The Covered Wagon" at the Criterion. "The
Great White Way" continues its indefinite
run at the Cosmopolitan. "Abraham Lin-
coln" is in its second week at the Gaiety

;

The Lyric still houses "The White Sister."

r. j. ingram of progress

pictures, dallas, can tip

you off on "Gambling
wives". ask him.

Film Bureau Sees "Lincoln"

About 200 members of the Film
Mutual Benefit Bureau attended the

matinee of "Abraham Lincoln" yes-
terday.

Minnie Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive representative for

GLADYS FRAZIN
(Let Not Man Put Asunder)

Address all Communications to

17 West 42nd Street
Longacre 8225 New York

America, inc.
723-7™Ave.N.Y.- Bryant ZI5B

The Mackler Process

WE PROCESSED AND TREATED
COVERED WAGON

IT PROLONGED THE LIFE OF FILM

Processed Film Means Longer Life

Opening at

Cameo Theatre

Beginning Sunday
Feb. 3rd

HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAN'S

A MAN"
The photoplay everyone

is talking about

It's a Principal Picture

A First National Attraction

III iellyou
about facing' fiiefi^J'*

tomorrow*
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EUGENE MULLIN
announces his resignation as Eastern Editor

for Goldwyn

A Decade of real and not press-agented achievement

as pioneer Author, Editor, Director, and Executive.

HIGH LIGHTS OF CAREER

1911

1912

1913

1914
1915
1916

1917
1918
1919

1920

1921

1922
1923

First scenario writer to adapt such classics as "Vanity Fair" (first ver-

sion), "Lady of the Lake," "Pickwick Papers," "Ivanhoe," "Paradise Lost,"

"David Copperfield," filmed by Vitagraph.

Twenty-five original stories including the first original three reel picture

ever made, "The Money Kings," forecasting the Great War.

TOURED THE WORLD AS SPECIAL STAFF WRITER FOR VITA-
GRAPH. Adapted first eight reel picture, Sir Hall Caine's "The Chris-

tian" (first version).

Adapted and wrote twenty subjects for special Vitagraph release.

Wrote and directed own subjects known as Broadway Star Features.

Adapted "That Frenchman," "Bottom of the Well," "Behold the Woman,"
"Within the Law" (first version).

EDITOR OF VITAGRAPH, Supervision of 100 pictures; including fa-

mous 0. Henry series.

EDITOR OF UNIVERSAL CITY, CALIFORNIA. MANAGING EAST-
ERN EDITOR, GOLDWYN PRCDUCTIONS.
Adapted "MARK OF ZORRO" (Douglas Fairbanks). Adapted and di-

rected "ROAD TO LONDON" (made in England).

In collaboration with Sir Gilbert Parker adapted "LANE THAT HAD NO
TURNING" for Paramount. Returned to Goldwyn as Eastern Editor.

EASTERN EDITOR
FOR GOLDWYN.

Will consider high class continuity assignments or an executive Editorial or

Directorial position, invested with authority and demanding responsibility.

Address: 1910 Pinehurst Road, Hollywood, Calif.

",
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ingle Is No More
iny, Once A Leader, Disposes
Assets For $55,000 To Frank
'. Severn, Not in Pictures

Triangle Film Corp., has pass-

ot existence. The assets of the

ation have heen purchased by
VV. Severn, of 1476 Broadway,
3,000 in cash. Severn was rep-

d by Arthur Butler Graham,
offer was approved and the

ary order secured from the

; in bankruptcy in order to con-

he sale. The assets principally

imposed of a ninety-eight per
uterest in the following corpo-

s, New York M. P. Corp., Re-
M. P. Corp. and Keystone M.
>rp.; the ownership of about
negatives and rights to a large

?r of stories, some of them once
and others never actually pro-

expense coincident with the

ct of the sale will he deducted
the offer and with whatever is

I the $55,000, the creditors will

id. The Kessels have a claim

kimating $100,000 against the

my.
em is not engaged in the pic-

nsiness. An effort was made to

a statement from him as to

disposition he planned of the

ties he had acquired, but he
not he reached.

Short Reels In Color

understood that E. H. Griffith

laude Adams are discussing a
I to make a series of short sub-

• ii natural colors. Miss Adams
en experimenting with a new
s for some time.

in Goldwyn Buys "Tarnish"

i ik'I Goldwyn has purchased
ish." now running at the Bel-
li theater. It will be George
i urice's next picture to follow
rea."

Earn $685,780
Ne Months, Warners' Record

—

ol Income For That Period
$2,488,839

ler Brothers Pictures, Inc.,

'•ions subsidiarv companies rc-
' total income of $2.488 839 for

nr months ending Dec. 31, 1923.
•ft payment of all expenses and
1 s for taxes, it is claimed a net
tit if $685,780 which is eoual to

17 share, earned on the 500,000
Ml of capital stock oustanding.
bt] ity in the company's issue on
Cjb has been brisk.

(.Continued on Page 2)

Charles Raymond, manager, Paramount's Fenway Theater, Boston:

"Douglas MacLean in 'The Yankee Consul' brought roars that shook the

building." Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Accounting
Here is the new form of general balance sheet devised to

clarify the various balance sheets and financial statements issued

by picture concerns for use in banks, loans, etc.

This form was agreed upon by accountants and others of the

larger companies, through the agency of the Hays organization.

It is not a "standard form," nor is there any reason for any con-

cern using this form to the exclusion of others. But accountants

interested'believe that it will materially simplify the existing com-

plex balance sheets now used by various concerns.

This form appears as part of the article "Motion Pictures and

the Banker" in the current issue of the Bankers Magazine, pre-

pared by Richard W. Saunders, Comptroller of Famous Players.

The article is quite in line with others of a like nature which have

been written by Mr. Saunders.
ASSETS

CURRENT AND WORKING ASSETS:
1. cash $o.oon.nn

2. Notes and hills receivable—less reserve n.nOO.nO

3. Accounts receivable—less reserve:

a. Domestic- -film customers only '
n on

b. Foreign—film customers only "'""Son
c. Advances to affiliated companies 2'„„2?„
d. Sundry accounts receivable 0,000.00 O.nnn.ftn

4. Advances to outside producers—less reserve:

a. Completed pictures currently exhibited (secured by
film) 0,000.09

h. Completed pictures not released (secured by film).. 0,000.00

(Continued on Page 4)

Walker Seeks Repeal
Introduces Bill In Senate To Remove
Censors—No Hitch There But

Assembly Is Doubtful
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Senator James J. Walker
yesterday introduced a bill in the
Senate for the repeal of the censor-
ship law. The measure was referred
to the finance committee. It will be
reported in a few days without a
hearing. There is no doubt whatso-
ever but that the bill will pass the
Senate.

Assemblyman Frederick L. Hack-
enburg of New York has introduced
a similar measure in the Assembly
but it has not received much notice.

Walker is sponsoring the Administra-
tion bill and it is this that will re-

ceive the real attention in the legis-

lature. There may be some action
on the Hackenburg measure, but that

is in doubt. Hackenburg has made
no effort to obtain any action on it

and has made no request to the chair-
man of the committee to which the
bill was referred for a hearing.

The stumbling block in the way of
the passage of a repealer will be
reached in the Assembly, which is

composed of 87 Republicans and 63
Democrats. Last year the repealer

received 71 votes, 76 being required
to put it over.

(Continued on Page 2)

Woodle On Private Mission
Bernon T. Woodle, of the Hays

organization, left for Australia yes-
terday on what was characterized as

"a mission of importance to the As-
sociation and the industry." Further
than that no details were made public.

Hays Returns
Will H. Hays reached New York

yesterday from the Coast. He said

last night that his trip was extremely
satisfactory in every way.

Buys Blythe Film
Al Woods Pays $250,000 For "South-
ern Love"—Made In Europe By

Graham Wilcox
(Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
London—Al H. Woods has pur-

chased the American rights to

"Southern Love" for $250,000. The
picture stars Betty Blythe and was
produced by Graham Wilcox Prod.,

the organization that made "Chu
Chin Chow," and "Paddy-The-Next-
Best-Thing."'
The premiere of "Southern Love"

was held Tuesday night when about

10,000 were present at the screening.

It was one of the most unusual show-

ings of its kind ever held in London,
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Cliff Smith With Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Cliff Smith, who di-

rected Bill Hart in "Wild Bill

Hickok" and Smgcr McKee." has
been engaged by Universal to direct

Jack Hoxie's next production,
"Ridgeuay of Montana."

Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod Not Quoted
F. P.-L. .. 667/6 66^ 66*4 14,900

do pfd Not Quoted
Goldwyn . 9 l/2 9 l/2 9y2 100

Loew's ... 17 l/8 1674 16?4 1,400

Warner's . lV/2 \W\ Uyi 2,600

Earn $685,780
(Continued from Page 1)

About 2,600 shares changed hands
yesterday. The high was 11/4, the

low, 10J4 and the closing, 11J-6, a
gain of f| points over the previous
day's close.

Distinctive's Next, "The Weavers"
Distinctive will next produce "The

Weavers, a Gilbert Parker story.

Production will be in the East.

About a month ago, it was reported
from the coast that Hart and Jesse
L. Lasky were having business diffi-

culties that may reach the point
where Hart would not make any
mere pictures for Famous Players.
At the latter offices yesterday, no one
professed to know anything about the
matter. It is interesting to note, how-
ever, that in the list of Paramount
releases beginning March 3 and run-
ning through to July, there is sched-
uled only one Hart picture, "Singer
Jim McKee."

Binney Arrested
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—J. H. Binney who
has been connected with a number
of stock promotion schemes in vari-

ous sections of the country has been
arrested on complaint of H. J. John-
son of Butte who alleges he was
defrauded of $450. Binney recently
opened a studio near Sonoma.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sonoma—The Sonoma Photo Play

Corp., is backed by local people. The
first production will be "Account of

A No Account Count." The organi-
zation plans to make comedies.

Arthur Stebbins & Co. Chartered
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Arthur W. Stebbins 6k

Co., insurance, New York, has been
chartered, listing 100 shares common
stock, no par value. The incorpor-
ators are T. A. Schickling, A. E.
Bryan and A. C. Head.

Niblo And Mayer Arrive
Fred Niblo and Louis B. Mayer

are in town from the coast with a

print of "Thy Name is Woman."

Rubens Starts Tour
L. M. Rubens, former president of

the M. P. T. O. of Illinois, has left

on a tour of the world.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

ONE NIGHi IT RAINED

WITH
HARRY TIOHE,

/

NED SPARKS

D0R1S°DEANE

loatuinai O^Ulajl^)

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

Ge0t™p<*a* ° 'V/w * r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann. N. Y.

As noted, Stebbins, who recently
left the Reuben Samuels organiza-
tion, will start on his own, opening
offices today in the State Bldg.

Plan Tour of Europe
Arthur Loew and his family and

Eugene Zukor and his family sail for

Europe on the Paris Feb. 6. Loew
will look over the European situation
and probably close a number of deals
for Metro.

Zukor's trip will be partially for
pleasure but at the same time, he
will look over the theatrical situation
in Paris, preparatory to the opening
of "The Ten Commandments" there.

Quebec Bans "Flaming Youth"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—The Quebec Board of
Censors has decreed "Flaming Youth"
an immoral picture and has banned
it in this Province.

American At Freeport Burns
The American theater at Freeport,

L. I. was destroyed by fire yester-
day. Damage about $60,000.

Changed To "Flapper Wives"
"The Sign," produced on the coast

by Jane Murfin, will be released by
Selznick as "Flapper Wives."

Walker Seeks Repeal
(Continued from Page 1)

A keen observer has figured out 76
votes for the repeal bill in the fol-

lowing fashion : Monroe County has

five members, all Republicans, two
of which, Murphy and Griffiths,

voted for repeal last year. The others,

Adler, Lewis and Austin may con-
sider the wishes of Eastman .Kodak
this year and support the bill they

opposed last year. While the Re-
publican leader of Monroe County has
not pledged the votes of these three

members, it is understood that he de-

sires to please Eastman.

Counting on five from Monroe,
five from New York and four from
Westchester, the job would be ac-

complished. All of these are Repub-
licans and with the 63 Democrats
would make 77 possible votes

Children Off From Phila. Stages
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—A ruling has been
handed down by Judge McCullem
forbidding children under fourteen
from appearing on local stages. The
decision came as a result of proceed-
ings instituted against the manage-
ment of the Walnut for having chil-

dren appearing in a contest.

To Censor Asbury Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Asbury Park, N. Y.—A movement
is under way by members of the lo-

cal Womens' Club to censor all pic-

ture shows. A committee has been
named, headed by Mrs. Francis Win-
field to pass on all pictures.

Hyman Buys Westerns
Jesse J. Goldburg of Independent

Pictures has sold the Franklyn Far-
num westerns to Louis Hyman of

All Star Feature Dist. Inc., for Cali-

fornia, Arizona, Nevada and the Ha-
waiis.

New Theater For Montreal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—Arthur Lawand, presi-

dent of the Lawand Amusement Co.,

announces the acquisition of property
on Park Ave., on which he will build

a new theater.

"Yankee Madness" In Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Charles Seeling is

shooting "Yankee Madness" on the

F. B. O. lot with George Larkin,
Walter Long and Billie Dove in the

cast.

K. C. Club Wants Tax Repealed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The Kansas City
Woman's Club has adopted a resolu-

tion appealing to Congress for the

repeal of the admission taxes.

Editing Barthelmess Film
John S. Robertson is making the

concluding scenes of "The Enchanted
Cottage," since Dick Barthelmess has
recovered from his operation.

Again Manages Brooklyn Theater
Hyman A. Sacks, former owner of

the Public Palace theater, 55 Graham
Ave., Brooklyn has again taken pos-
session of the house.

Question Over Dividends?

The financial editor of the J

commenting on fluctuations of

mous stock says:

"In connection with the recent depres

of this stock it was said that a div

of opinion had developed in the rank:

the Famous Players directorate over the c

tion of dividends. The stock is now Ol

8 per cent dividend paying basis am
selling around its low for the year of

Not so long ago it was up to 72J/a. I

suits have been instituted against the

pany of late in which it has been all

that the corporation is a monopoly in

straint of trade."

Around St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Fred A. Wasgien,
mer manager of the De Graw
Brookfield, has joined First Natic

Lee Chamberlain has succeeded V
gien at the DeGraw.

E. A. Alperson is the new m;

ger of the Universal exchange,
person comes from Omaha when
managed the First National offic

Edward Forth is the new ovvne

the Princess at Moberly.

More "Commandments" R\j

Arrangements are being made
the premiere of "The Ten Comm;

-

ments" in Boston, London and P; ;.

Tentative dates are set for '

The Boston house will be the 1

mont and the London house, e

Pavilion, where "The Covered \\

on" is now running.

Berman Well; At Office

Harry Berman of F. B. 0. has :•

turned to his office after a wi

vacation. He said yesterday he

been working very hard and ne>

a rest but denied that he had suff

a nervous breakdown. "Those thin

he said, "are only for rich men."

Cleveland Houses Sold

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland—Sam Barck has bo

out Frank Gross' interest in

Market Square making him sole

prietor. He has also leased

building at 8400 Broadway, whic

eludes the Ducan theater.

HAL ROACH'S
CHARLEY CHASE

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy
^r^pzr.

CAMERAMAN
Cameraman now Paris. Available

any kind of motion picture wc

Returns U. IS. A. March. Can ot

his services at a very reasons

figure. Quick action advised.

MARINE FILM SERVICE II

111 FIFTH AVE., NEW YOI
ASHLAND 1699
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)ITH ROBERTS
3RMAN TREVOR
ALTER BOOTH
VURICE COSTELLO
VRY CARR
^NRY HULL

MONTAGU LOVE
DIANA ALLEN
DAGMAR GODOWSKY
EFFIE SHANNON
FLORA FINCH
JACK RAYMOND
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Accounting
(.Continued from Page 1)

;. Pictures in process (secured by film).. .9»55?5? "5?5?

d. Pictures in process (unsecured by film).. 0,000.00 0,000.00

5. Inventory, negatives, positives, advertising material, etc.

:

a. Completed pictures currently exhibited—at residual

value 0,000.00

b. Completed pictures not released—at cost 0,000.00

c. Pictures in process—at cost 0,000.00

d. Raw film and studio supplies—at inventory value... 0,000.00

e. Saleable advertising material—less depreciation 0,000.00

f. Rights to plays, stories, scenarios at cost 0,000.00

6. Marketable securities:

a. Government bonds—at cost 0,000.00

b. Other securities—at cost 0,000.00

0,000.00

0,000.00

TOTAL CURRENT AND WORKING ASSETS $00,000.00

OTHER ASSETS:
7. Deposits on contracts:

a. Cash deposits on leases, etc $0,000.00 _ _„„
b. Liberty bonds, deposited 0,000-00 0,000.00

8. Investments—at cost:

a. Investments in affiliated companies 0,000.00

b. Other investments 0,000.00

c. Bills and loans receivable 0,000.00 0,000.00

Land, buildings leases and equipment :

a. Land—at cost °A°n°A?,
b. Buildings—less depreciation 0,000.00

c. Leaseholds—less amortization 0,000.00

d. Furniture and equipment—less depreciation 0,000.00 0,000.00

10. Deferred charges:
a. Prepaid insurance u.uuu.uu

b. Prepaid rent °'nnn'nn
c. Prepaid interest on notes payable 0,000.00

d. Prepaid real estate taxes, etc 0,000.00

e. Bond and mortgage discount, unamortized 0,000.00

f Organization expense, unamortized 0,000.00

g. Other 0,000.00

11. Goodwill °.°00 -00

0,000.00

TOTAL OTHER ASSETS 00,000.00

TOTAL ASSETS $000,000.00

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES:

^ TTo "tanks" $0,000.00

b! To others ..WW.. 0,000-00 $0,000.00

13. Accounts payable:
a TraHp accounts 0,000.00

b. Miscellaneous . ...... .7. . 0.000-00 0,000.00

14. Owing to affiliated companies 0,000.00

15. Taxes, payrolls and sundries:

a. Taxes, other than Federal income 0,000.00

b Payrolls 0,000.00

c. Sundries and interest accrued, etc 0,000.00 0.000.00

16. Owing to producers and authors:

a. Outside producers 0,000.00

b Authors 0,000.00

c. Pictures and rights purchased 0,000-00 0,000.00

1 7. Federal income taxes (previous year) 0,000.00

18. Reserve for declared dividends:

a. On common stock, payable 0,000.00

b. On preferred stock, payable 0,000.00 0,000.00

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES $00,000.00

OTHER LIABILITIES:
1 9. Mortgages on real estate 0,000.00

20. Bonded indebtedness 0,02H
21. Liabilities due after one year 0,000.00

22. Advance payments on film rental self-liquidating 0,000.00

2$. Reserves:
a. For contingencies • 0,000.00

b. For Federal income taxes for current year (esti-

mated) 0,000.00 0,000.00

24. Interest of minority stockholders in affiliated companies 0,000.00

25. Capital:
a. Common stock outstanding 0,000.00

b. Preferred stock outstanding 0,000.00

c. Surplus 0,000.00 0,000.00

TOTAL OTHER LIABILITIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES
Contingent liabilities

ASSETS
Definitions

1. Represents cash wherever located.

2. Maturing within one year from date of
statement. Any items maturing after one
year to be included in Investments.

3. a. Self explanatory.
b. Self-explanatory.

0,000.00

00,000.00

$000,000.00

rently by withholding producers' share
of rentals,

c. and d. Self-explanatory.

5. a. Represents actual cost depreciated on a
scale proportionate to each company's
experience table of income receipts.

b. Self-explanatory.
c. Negatives in process, studio deferred

charges, and positive prints in process.

d. Also includes costumes, properties and
scenery at studios.

e. Represents accessories sold when film is

rented, depreciated on a scale propor-
tionate to each company's sales experi-

ence.
f. Represents cost, if marketable or usable.

6 a. U. S. Liberty Bonds, etc.

b. Represents securities, other than Gov-
ernment, which are readily marketable.

7. Represents deposits required of company
as security on contracts, leases and pub-
lic utilities, etc.

8. a. Schedule.
b. Schedule.
c. Maturing after one year from date of

statement.

9. Less depreciation—separate for exchanges,
theaters and studios.
a. At cost.

'

b. At cost, plus carrying charges during
construction.

c. Amortized over life of leases (does not
include renewal).

d. Depreciated at estimated life.

10. Charged currently to expense.

11. Detailed schedule.

LIABILITIES
Definitions

12. a. and b. If past due, state amounts and
circumstances.

13. a. and b. If past due, state amounts and
circumstances.

14. For current accounts payable.

15. a. Include admission, excise and other
taxes accrued and unpaid.

b. Accrued payrolls unpaid.
c. Self-explanatory.

16. For royalties and rentals payable to pro-
ducers and authors after previous ad-
vances, if any, have been recouped.

17. Represents Federal income taxes on pre-

vious year unpaid.

18. Self-explanatory.

19. Separate for studios, exchanges, theaters,
etc., and state due dates and on what assets
a lien.

20. Separate for studios, exchanges, theaters,
etc., and state due dates and on what assets
a lien.

21. Self-explanatory.

22. Represents advance payments on pictures
' booked, returnable in service, frequently
transferred from contract to contract.

23. Self-explanatory.

24. With respect to capital and surplus.

25. -Exclude or deduct treasury stock.

26. Give details. If accounts or notes receiv-
able have been sold, discounted or assigned,
furnish all particulars.

Guts and Flashe
James Ashmore Creelman, wh<

write the screen adaptation of
ners in Heaven," has gone to F
to confer with Alan Crosland o
treatment. So far the only
ber of the cast is Richard Dix.

Whitman Bennett has
Holmes E. Herbert, Ann Li

Maurice Costello and Burr Mc'
to the cast of "Virtuous Liars."

Tom Brown is in "Neighbor
the Equity theater. He is also ini

Hoosier Schoolmaster," a Hcl
son release.

Gloria Swanson has gone to 1

for a vacation before beginning '

handled," which will be started t

1.

Principal will release "Wh
Man's A Man," early this mo

4. a.

Represents all receivables from affiliated

companies, including accrued interest

and dividends receivable.

Includes all other receivables not de-

tailed above.

and b. Represent all advances for film

manufactured outside; liquidated cur-

STUDIO SPACE
FOR RENT

Fully equipped—In New York Cit

Twenty Minutes from Times Squat
Large or Small Stage—New Scenei
Plenty of Lights, Including Sunli

Equipment.

PYRAMID PICTURES, IM

150 West 34th St.

Phone Chickering 4800-1-2

ASSISTANT MOTION PICTURE
ART DIRECTOR

Practical Architect and Interior Dec-
orator Considerable Experience with
Big Productions Now Open for En-
gagement: Eastern Studio Preferably.

APPLY BOX No. M-75
FILM DAILY

71 W. 44TH ST., N. Y. C.

Opening at

Cameo Theatre

Beginning Sunday

Feb. 3rd

HAROLD BE1

WRIGHT'S
"WHEN A MAM

A MAN"
The photoplay everyc

is talking about

It's a Principal Picture

A First National Attractic

Coming Soon

ETTYCOMPSOfj i

in an AlanCrosland produdin

Cast includes IjlCf FoX'HeddQ Hopl
r

BitmefSheYty -Alan Simpson
'

jhi£foMt)a^dsoi i

„-„ ;- FOR.

^HODKINSONRELEAS
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—everything that

is needed to make
audiences sit up
and take notice

this one
has!

UCHARD WALTON TULLY
presents rvrL^L oli^AOrd S virile story of the oil fields

Directed by Joseph de Grasse

Flowing Gold

FIRST
NATIONAL

55

with Milton Sills and Anna 0- Nilsson

A GREAT AUDIENCE PICTURE

and one of the

FIRST NATIONAL
U for release between February and June
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CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBuL

Telegram

Day Letter Blue

Night Message Nlte

Night Letter N L

If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of

words i this is a telegram. Other-
wise its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

I St., New York

Y CALIF JAN 30 1924

PICTURES CORPN 1600 BROADWAY NEWYORK NY

ODAY WANT YOU TO PROMISE EXHIBITORS IN MY NAME THE

BUS SOME THRILLING AUDIENCE PICTURE SINCE THE STORM IS

;s by itself no other picture like it on market today

for every exhibitor who plays it dennys work

;e will cause sensation Eighty glad you have advanced

uary feel as you do that releasing picture anniversary

! si0n my gratitude for overwhelming congratulatory

iS jy
CARL LAEMULE / . , ff ,

:y

•?~S*r
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Theater Changes
Honey Grove, Tex.—The Tophics

has been taken over by O. Gill from
R. C. Bryan and D. W. Redwine.
The house is open on Saturdays and
Fridays.

Columbus, O.—A new $35,000
Wurlitzer-Hope-Jones organ is being
installed in the remodeled Grand on
State St.

Henryetta, Okla.—Barclay Morgan
is the new owner of the Cozy, having
bought out John Feeney. Morgan
now owns three.

Charleston, Ark.—The Pastime is

undergoing extensive remodeling and
redecorating. Mrs. N. T. Screeton

is the owner.

Roscoe, Tex.—Leland Howard has
taken over the Majestic on a lease

from Costaphens Bros.

Marlin, Tex.—-The Orpheum, de-

stroyed by fire recently, will be re-

built by N. D. Naman.

Cuero, Tex.—John Hamlyn has
purchased the Queen from A. V.
Wade.

Fort Arthur, Tex.—New seats and
fixtures are being installed in the
Elks.

Parkin, Ark.—Fred E. Carney is

the new owner of the Princess.

Milane, Fla.—A new $10,000 organ
is on its way to the Milane.

Hempstead, Tex.—Mrs. J. C. Coop-
er has bought the Queen.

Roscoe, Tex.—J. W. Griggs has
purchased the A-Muse-U.

Aaronson Succeeds Comes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Jules Aaronson has
taken over the management of the
Arena, 45th and Market Sts., former-
ly held by A. J. Cornes, resigned.
Aaronson recently managed Stan-
ley's Empire in Kensington.

"White Sister" In Jacksonville
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jacksonville, Fla.
—"The White Sis-

ter" will have its Southeastern pre-
miere at the Duval theater on Feb.
25. From Jacksonville it will go
through Florida and then to the
Atlanta.

Swartz Gets New Manager's Job
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnepeg, Can.—Sam Swartz,
manager of the Starland, will man-
age the Arlington, a surburban
house. The Arlington was recently
acquired by Henry Morton, who also
owns the Gaiety, Monarch and Park.

Lease Phila. Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Mrs. Grace Roth has
leased the Fifth-Sixth St. theater to
Wolf & Berger. owners of the Em-
press and Ideal, for one year, at

$8,000 rental, with an option to pur-
chase it for $132,000.

Boland Sees Prosperity Ahead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Oklahoma City—Tom H. Boland
of the Empress looks for good times

in Oklahoma during the coming year.

He bases his prediction on the fact

that there is practically no unemploy-
ment in Oklahoma at the present

time.

Add To Cleveland Chain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Ohio Amusement
Co. has taken a lease on the un-
finished theater at Clark Ave. and
West 25th St., started a year or so

ago by Charles Miles, and then aban-
doned. This is the tenth theater in

the company's circuit.

Films At Methodist Conference
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Binghamton, N. Y.—Motion pic-

tures will play an important part in

the forthcoming annual session of

the Wyoming Conference on April

2. 3, and 4. Films both educational
and popular will be used for lectures.

Howe And Fidler Partners
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Milton S. Howe, for-

merly with Goldwyn and James M.
Fidler, formerly with Famous Play-

ers have combined to form the Howe
and Fidler Publicity Bureau, at 6404
Sunset Blvd.

Allene Ray in "40th Door"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Allene Ray, who
played the lead in "The Way of a

Man," is to play the lead in Pathe's
next serial "The Fortieth Door," un-
der direction of Geo. B. Seitz.

Buys Brooklyn Theater
Meyer Raff has bought the Ely the-

ater, on Rockaway Ave., Brooklyn,
and intends remodeling it on a large

scale. He has added a marquee to the

front and will reopen Feb. 1 as the

Casino Movies.

New Firm Of Agents
Frank Henry Rice and Grace La

Salle have formed the firm of Rice &
La Salle, literary agents and play
brokers al 140 W. 42nd St. Mary
Asquith will be associated with them
as a literary advisor.

To Porto Rico For Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Leo Levinson, of Uni-
versal has been appointed manager
of the company's office in Porto Rico.

He is now on his way to his new
post.

Ponca City Theater Robbed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ponca City, Okla.—Three masked
men held up and robbed Fred Pickrel,

manager of the Mission and Murray.
They made away with $1,000.

D.California New Name Of T. &
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Cal.—The T. & D. the-

ater here will be reopened in the
near future as the California.

Strand, Albany Boosts Admissions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The Mark Strand admis-
sions have been raised from 40 to 50
cents.

New Theaters
Palm Beach, Fla.—The new Gar-

den is the newest addition to Palm
Beach's list of new houses. The the-

ater is operated by the Kettler enter-

prises.

Wheaton, 111.—The Grand Thea-
ter Co. announces completion of

plans for a new $100,000 theater to

be built on North Hale St.

Stamford, N. Y.—The Stamford
Amusement Co., Inc., this week broke
ground for their new two-story the-

ater on Main St.

Minden, Neb.—The new Strand is

rapidly nearing completion. O. W.
Persons is behind the project.

Camden, Ark.—E. C. Robinson ex-

pects to open his new theater in the

near future.

Fayetteville, Ark.—H. Highfill will

begin construction on a new theater

shortly.

Colby Succeeds Millstein

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland— Tom Colby, former

Universal manager, has been appoint-

ed manager for Associated Exhibi-

tors. He succeeds J. J. Millstein,

who resigned.

Renown Pictures Move
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Renown Pictures Corp.,

has taken over the second floor of the

Beyer Bldg. The exchange will oc-

cupy half of the floor with First Na-
tional.

Stone Sells Rialto, Schenectady
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Schenectady, N. Y.—Simon Eisen-
berg will take possession of the Rialto
today. He bought the house from
Abe Stone.

Finishes Chronicles Film

Webster Campbell has completed
"The Gateway to the West" for

Chronicles of America. William Mil-

ler did the camera work.

Thieves Enter Lafayette, Phila.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—Thieves recently en-

tered the office of the Lafayette thea-

ter and broke open the safe.

Starts Second Feature
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Laura La Plante
begun work on her second stan
vehicle for Universal, "An Old M;
Darling." Robert F. Hill is direct

Edward Hearn, Philo McCulloi
Arthur Hoyt, Frederick Cole, H
garet Campbell and Rolfe Sedan
in the cast.

Sears In New Headquarters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Nevada, Mo.—Charles T. Sears
opened new headquarters from w!"

he will handle all business fori

circuit, which operates houses
Nevada, Brookfield, Marshall
Boonville, and in Parsons
Chanute, Kan.

New "U" Series In Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Scott Darling
writing the continuity on the
"Information Kid" stories by G<
Beaumont, which are to star

|

Sullivan.

TO SUB-LET
Small office Loew State Thi;
tre Bldg., reasonable. Posse
sion February 1. Inquire Rooi
1215.

Bryant 8033.

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS
MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGHAHl
220 W. 42nd St.,N. Y. C.

FIRST WITH THE Bi

KINOGRA1VI
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf ALL THE WORLD

Minnie Elizabeth Webst
Exclusive representative for \

Violet de Barrel
Address all Communications^

17 West 42nd Street
Longacre 8225 New fl|

COMING SOON

ICVFS WHIRIPOO
JAMES KlftKWOOD- LILA LEE

AND MADGE BELLAMY

forHODKINSON RELEASE

FIRST RUN PICTURES
\
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Incorporations
bany—Jackson Heights Amuse-
; Corp., New York. 100 shares

non stock, no par value. Incor-

tors, E. F. Meisler, H. E. Bog-
and H. H. Irwin. Attorney,

Dominite, New York.

bany, N. Y.—Approved Pictures

1 New York. 100 shares corn-

stock, no par value. Incorpor-

;, C. Lowenthal, E. Boudin and
Lazarus. Attorney, I. Lazarus,

York.

bany, N. Y.—Charming Costume
New York. 50 shares common
c, no par value. Incorporators,

.ieberman, W. C. Stecker and E.

ird. Attorney, N. Brenner, New

bany, N. Y.—American Stage

lucts Co., New York. Capital

,000. Incorporators, F. Manni,
. Curci and B. Mauro. Attorney,

. Licari, New York.

bany—Priscilla Dean Prod., Inc.,

York. Capital $100,000. In-

orators, M. VV. and R. F. Garri-

and Hunt Stromberg. Attorney,

L. Kreeger, New York.

bany—Lion Amusement Corp.,

York. Capital $30,000. Incor-

tors, I. J. Levy, H. H. Katsh
A. H. Brin. Attorney, A. M.
h. New York.

[bany—Sell-By-Film Corp., New
<. Capital $50,000. Incorpora-
C. A. Worch, G. J. Dempsey
J. Blackhall. Attorney, L. J.

6, New York.

adison, Wis.—-Walnut Theater
Milwaukee^ Capital $5,000. In-
orators, H. C. Weifel, Samuel
ivig and Arthur J. Nelson.

ontgomery, Ala.—Marshall En-
"ises, Inc., Gadsen. Incorpora-
Thomas E. Orr and Nell and

I. Woodhall.

;cramento, Cal.—Angelus Thea-
jiuilding, Inc., Los Angeles. Capi-
300,000.

ijcramento, Cal.—Berkeley Thea-

5
Inc., San Francisco. Capital

TOO.

fheater Changes In Cleveland
^Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jveland—Sam Barck has bought
Frank Gross' interest in the
et Square theater, Broadway
£ast 76th St.

F. Ptak of the Lyceum, starts

W policy today. There will

,
ree picture changes a week, and

B tville in conjunction with the

|
five days of the week.

Cifer On Censorship In Lorain
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lain, O.—A committee appointed
j-e D. A. R. has met with the

!JJn theater management relative
'nsorship here. Representatives
h civic organizations attended.

On The F. B. O. Lot
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Activities on the F.
B. O. lot include the following:
John Grey, new scenario chief, is

preparing the continuity for George
O'Hara's first feature. Chester Ben-
nett is preparing the script for a new
Jane Novak production. Mai St.

Clair is filming the fourth episode of

"Telephone Girl" series, featuring Al-
berta Vaughn. Emory Johnson has
gone to San Francisco to film battle

scenes for "Swords and Plowshares."

Eastman Theater May Be Taxed
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—The Eastman
has been operating for quite a while,

tax exempt, because the assesors, un-

der an opinion of Counsel Charles L.

Pierce, found that the property was
being used for educational purposes.

Now comes an order from the State

Tax Commission to the effect that

the theater should be put on the city's

taxable property list. The outcome
has not as yet been made known.

Alabama Theaters Merge
{Special- to THE FILM DAILY)

Gadsen, Ala.—Former Representa-
tive Thos. E. Orr. has begun a move
to merge theaters of Guntersville, Al-

bertiville and Boaz, and for this pur-

pose has formed Marshall Enter-
prises, Inc., to operate in the three

towns. Orr is president, Nell Wood-
hall, vice-president and C. W. Wood-
hall, secretary-treasurer.

New Agricultural Film
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—"Sir Loin of T-Bone
Ranch" is the title of a new picture

just released by the Department of

Agricultural. It points out the fun
damental principles of good cattle

husbandery, with special reference to

the production and picking of choice

beef.

Marriott Prod. Formed
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Marriott Prod, has
been formed here by Frank B. Mar
riott. Offices have been opened at

242 Turk St. The company will first

make "Young China." Petita Ri-

viera will be starred.,

Frank Hayes Has New Job
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Newark, O.—Frank Hayes, for the

past few years with the Majestic and
Knickerbocker in Columbus, has as-

sumed charge of the Alhambra.

Bids Ask For New Building
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Bids are being received by
the Morten Investment Co. for the

erection of a new exchange building

here.

To Film Life Of Roosevelt
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Alf. Goulding will

make "The Life of Theodore Roose-
velt." United Prod. & Dist. will

release.

"Wise Son," Graf's Next
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Graf Prods, will

next produce "A Wise Son."

Hyman Wins Legal Battle

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—The legal battle for

physical possession of the exhibition
rights to the Rittenhouse has been
settled by the payment of $1,000 to

Sam Hyman by the proprietor, H.
Rosinsky. Rosinsky declared techni-
cal violations of the lease by Hyman
and tried to regain possession of the
theater. He was opposed in this by
Hyman and the affair was legitimate-

ly settled by the payment of the
above sum.

Graphic Films Formed
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Graphic Films Corp. has
been organized, with A. G. Candler,
Jr., president; R. B. Strickland, vice-
president and business manager, and
J. W. Coffman, vice-president and
production manager. Offices and a
complete laboratory have been open-
ed at 24 Nassau St. to produce in-

dustrial, educational and commercial
films.

Fadman Back; Reports Sales
Edwin Miles Fadman of Red Seal

Pictures has returned from a flying

sales trip to the Middle West. He
reports the sale of "Bill," "The Ein-
stein Theory of Relativity" and the
"Out-of-the-Inkwell," series to Grei-
ver Prod. Chicago for Northern Il-

linois and Indiana and "Bill" to Skir-
boll Gold Seal Prod, for Ohio and
Kentucky.

Ripley Fined $50
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Oswego, N. Y.—George W. Ripley,
who was caught showing films at

Richland about three weeks ago with-
out a license, has been fined $50 by
Judge Culkin in the County Court.
Ansel W. Brown, of Pulaski, a deputy
commissioner of the State Cfensor
Commission, caused the arrest.

Julie Heme Joins Paramount
Julie Heme, who adapted "The

Breaking Point," the current Herbert
Brenon production in collaboration
with Edfrid Bingham, has been add-
ed to the scenario staff at the Para-
mount studio under E. Lloyd Shel-
don.

Golden Succeeds Walter Powers
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Troy, N. Y.—Jake Golden, a well
known Albany newspaperman, has
taken over management of the Gris-
wold, formerly held by Walter
Powers.

"Vagabond Trail," Jones' Next
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Charles Jones will

next be seen in "The Vagabond
Trail." Wm. Wellman is directing.

Mariam Nixon plays the lead.

Mae Murray in "Circe"
{Special to THE FILM" DAILY)

Los Angeles—Blasco Ibanez's ori-

ginal story for Mae Murray is called

"Circe." Part of it may be filmed

abroad.

Scott Back
Harry Scott, feature sales manager

for Pathe is back from a hurried sales

trip through the Middle West.

Coast Brevities
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—George Plymton has
completed the scenario for "Flames
of Romance" which Charles Seeling

will produce at F. B. O. George Lar-
kin will be featured.

Beatrice Van, has completed the

continuity of "Drusilla With A Mil-
lion." The picture will be made at

F. B. O.

Jean Riley, has been engaged to

play the feminine lead in a picture to

be made bv Bob Horner.

"Ridgeway of Montana." by Wil-
liam McLeod Raine, will be the nex'

jack Hoxie vehicle.

Mae Btisch has been added to the

cast of "The Shooting of Dan Mc-
Grew."

"The Empty Stall," is first of "Tin-

Information Kid," to be filmed by
Universal.

George Cooper has signed a con
tract with Mack Sennett.

WALTER R. GREEN E

James Company Acquires Sixth

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O.—The James Bldg.

Co., has taken over their sixth the-

ater in Columbus. The company has
purchased the Eastern, on East Main
St., from the Eastern Amuse. Co.

Start on Second Nigh Miniature

Production on "Her Memory," the

second of the Will Nigh miniature

series has been started at the Bennett
studios, Yonkers.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray HiU 1831

Whose key did

Ben Franklin

use to attract

the lightning ?

HYSTERICAL
HISTORY
COMEDIES

Willgive you

the low down

HYSTERICAL HISTORY COMEDIES
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA



MONTY BANK
AT THE WHEEL IN

U JRACING LUCK
1

Assisted by the speediest line-up of prominent pla;e

ever selected

helen ferguson — lionel belmore—
francis Mcdonald -martha franklin

Directed by Herman C. Raymaker

1

Story by

JEAN HAVEZ & LE/I^
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iN ODDS-ON WINNER!

ZIP— DASH
AND AWAY SHE GOES—A MILE-A-MINUTE
COMEDY DRAMA THAT CARRIES ALL THE
NECESSARY REQUISITES FOR SURE-FIRE
AUDIENCE APPEAL.

MONTY BANKS PILOTING THIS WHIRL-
WIND OF FUN AND THRILLS WILL CRASH
THROUGH ALL EXISTING RECORDS.

HERE IS ONE PICTURE WITH A STORY
THAT WAS DELIBERATELY PLANNED IN

ADVANCE FOR THE BOX OFFICE.

AND IT IS MADE-TO-ORDER FOR BIG GUN
EXPLOITATION THAT HITS THE MARK
FOR CAPACITY HOUSES.

"RACING LUCK"
Represents the Biggest Real Proposition this year

for both Distributor and Exhibitor.

Let me prove it! MONTY BANKS
HOTEL ASTOR



HAPPINESS
in euery box-ot^cm .

/
These are clean-up days! "Name
the Man!" is the biggest success of

all. Not talk—but fact. And by
fact, we mean figures. Any exhib-

itor on the list to the right will

admit that this Goldwyn Picture

leads them all when it comes to

"counting up."

/

Name
your
date

for

Victor SeaStrOm, the Director

Sir Hall Caine, the Author

Featuring Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Hobart Bosworth, Aileen Pringle,

Creighton Hale.

Screen Adaptation nv Paul Bern June Mathis, Editorial Director

Look Who's
Here!

now playing at

BLUE MOUSE'
Portland, Ore.

BLUE MOUSE
Seattle, Wash.

NEW GRAND CENTRAL
St. Louis, Mo.

RIALTO
Omaha, Nebr.

RIALTO
Washington, D. C

EMPRESS
Oklahoma City, Okla.

CAPITOL
Dallas, Texas

METROPOLITAN
Atlanta, Ga.

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles, Cal.

CAPITOL
|

New York City
IMPERIAL

San Francisco, Cal.

CHICAGO
Chicago, 111.

BROADWAY STRAND
Detroit, Mich.

MERRILL
Milwaukee, Wise.

ROYAL
Kansas City, Mo.

COLORADO
Denver, Colo.

ALLEN
Cleveland, Ohio

CENTURY
Baltimore, Md.

STATE
Pittsburgh, Pa.

BLUE MOUSE
Tacoma, Wash.
THE

NEW GRAND CENTRAL
St. Louis, Mo.^*—

^

ot. LOUIS, mo.

UOldWUnZQOSniO
fr

Be an early bird!
fl
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AMCRIC
SPEED PICTURE

I l
Starring RCCINALD

DENNY
AND A GREAT CAST
Byron MorOanfe Dazzling
Story erf tne Younger Ser

j
Directed by Harry Pollard.

[
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)iters Not Defined
iderson Standard Contract—Ex-
t Fails To See How Distrib-

utor Can Make It Binding

; theater owners standard con-

as developed by Carl Anderson
11 "After The Ball." and other

ct to follow does not stipulate

form of arbitration is to be used
: actual carrying out of the agree-

An expert who has been ac-

l arbitration work for some time

who has watched the develop-
of the uniform agreement

gh the Hays office stated yes-

y that he did not believe the

rson contract could function

rly.

derson declared yesterday that

s immaterial what arbitration

was used; that it could be an
ng body as well as not, just so

as both exhibitor and distributor

equal representation. He said
{Continued on Page 4)

/larion Davies in "Buddies"

gar Selden has sold the rights to

dies" to Cosmopolitan for

)n Davies. The picture will be
, following "Janice Meredith."
11 give Miss Davies another boy

Features Reviewed
Page

o More Women
Allied Artists 5

ae Average Woman
Burr—S. R 5

ied Piper Malone
Paramount 5

ainted People
First National 5

he Trail of The Law
State Rights 8

he Breathless Moment
Universal 8

ist Off Broadway
Fox 8

laming Barriers
Paramount 8

:alous Husbands
First National 9

ot A Drum Was Heard
Fox 9

he Fool's Awakening
Metro 9

he Shadow of the East
Fox 9

lort Subjects 10

The Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays gave warm approval to Mabel Nor-
mand in "The Extra Girl." This As sociated Exhibitors triumph enters its

third week of its run at the Central Theater, New York, today.—Advt.

A Need
A comedienne. And needed muchly. True there are a few

cavorting about. But they aren't getting so far—or so fast

—

that there isn't a lot of room for a new one. Where is the suc-

cessor to Louis Fazenda? Who is she? And what producer

is developing her?

Connie Talmadge had the field of her own to herself until

she failed to find material. Mabel Normand once had a tremen-

dous vogue. Where is it today?

Colleen Moore looks a comer. But she has her own type

of work—and is doing it very well indeed. Little Pauline Garon

—if she was handled the right way—should find a place some-

where in that line. Mae Busch could do it—but then she can

do almost anything. Why don't Metro give Viola Dana a chance

in this direction?

The world wants to laugh. If you disagree look at Chaplin

and Lloyd—and their records—and quit arguing. The world

will laugh as much with a woman star if she is given the right

material. Will someone please start something.

BETTER BUSINESS

And more of it. Business which develops at the box office

from the right kind of pictures. That is the sort to encourage.

Not necessarily the namby pamby sweet and sickly stuff. But

... _ _. . . . ..^Continued on Page 3)

Plans For "Peter Pan"
Famous Has Scenario Ready—Pro-

duction To Be Ready For Re-
lease Around Christmas

"Peter Pan," James M. Barrie's
famous play, is to be produced this

summer by Famous Players. While
no announcement was forthcoming
from the company, it was learned
from an authoritative source Friday
that the scenario has been completed
and that it is planned to have the
picture ready for release around
Christmas.

Famous has owned the rights for

several years, having acquired them
with the rights of other Barrie works.
There has been considerable specu-
lation as to why the picture was not
produced long ago, but it is under-
stood that it was held off in the hope
that Maude Adams, who created the

title role and who scored her biggest
success in it, would change her mind
and return to the stage. Apparently,
hope of getting Miss Adams back
on the stage has been abandoned, and
as "Peter Pan" cannot be conceived
without her in the title role, arrange-
ments for its production are being
made.

Who will play the role of Peter
Pan has not been decided upon, it

is understood.

Reichenbach To Join Famous
Harry L. Reichenbach has resign-

ed as director of publicity for Sam
Goldwyn. He sails for Europe on
Feb. 16 on a pleasure trip and upon
his return is expected to join Famous
Players. It is understood that he
will be succeeded in his present post

by Victor Shapiro who has been with
Pathe for a number of years.

Whitehurst Funeral Held
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore—Funeral services for

Charles E. Whitehurst were held Fri-

day afternoon. A committee repre-

senting the M. P. T. O. A. and com-
posed of Sydney S. Cohen, Julian

Brylawski, George P. Aarons, M. E.

Comerford and M. J. O'Toole
attended.

The M. P, T. O. A. headquarters

closed Friday afternoon in honor of

Whitehurst's memory.

June Mathis Here
June Mathis arrived from the coast

Friday, en route to Rome to produce
"Ben Hur."

Le Mat Here From Sweden
Raoul Le Mat, Metro's distributor

in Sweden and the owner of a chain

of theaters there, is in New York.
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Roy Pomeroy, techni-

cal director responsible for the Red
Sea sequence in "The Ten Command-
ments" is working with Cecil B. De
Mille on "Triumph."

Yvonne Hughes has been added to

the cast of "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
starring Rudolph Valentino.

Dick Sutherland has finished work
in "Defiance," made at the Holly-
wood studios by Brush Prod.

Norman MacGregor will play his

first film role in "Clay of Ca'lina,"

Herbert Rawlinson's latest.

James Cruze has completed "Mag-
nolia."

WALTER R. GREENE

Filmlab, Inc. Enters Field

Filmlab, Inc., has started business.

The company will specialize in nega-
tive developing, sample prints and
titles. The laboratory was originally

built by Ernest Stern. Joseph H.
Bursch will manage the business.

Elmer Clifton is cutting "The
Warrens of Virginia."

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUM.

NEWS
rf ALL THE WORLD

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions **

GeOVc^U<atVo° 'V/"* r 220 West 42nd St.

New -York. Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Distribution Ideas
Smallwood Suggests To American

Express Co. To Take Over
Physical Handling

Arthur N. Smallwood of Pyramid
Pictures, is out with another open
letter regarding distribution. This is

addressed to the American Express
Co.

Smallwood suggests that this com-
pany take over the physical distrib-

ution of pictures, doing away with
the present system of exchanges, etc.

It will be recalled that several

years ago this company had an idea

of taking over the physical distrib-

ution of pictures, but that after many
conferences in which the leading
companies were interested the plan
was abandoned.

After going over considerable of

the ground which he covered in his

recent open letter to the independent
producers and distributors Smallwood
says

:

"One of the first reforms in the
distribution of independent motion
picture productions should be a

division of distributing charges into

two departments: the physical dis-

tribution covering inspection and
shipping of film; and second, selling

of the product. Your organization
could readily equip itself to handle
the physical distribution, the producer
could maintain his own sales rep-

resentation in each key center, sell

through authorized territorial agents
or through trade paper advertising

and by mail if he so desired.

"Here in a nutshell is my sug-
gestion for the entry of the Ameri-
can Railway Express Co. into the

physical distribution of motion pic-

tures:

"First: You would operate strictly

as a service organization without any
selling activity whatever on the part

of your employees or agents.

"Second: You would maintain an
office in the Film Block or Film
Building of each key city of the
United States, equipped with all

necessary facilities, including a pro-
jection room and poster department.

"Third: You would offer equal of-

fice facilities to each producer's sales

department, consisting of des,k-room
or private offices for which you would
make a standard and equitable
charge.

"Fourth: You would make a flat

monthly service charge per reel on
all prints held for producer to cover
storage.

"Fifth: You would make a flat

charge of, let us say, fifty cents a
reel for inspection, packing and ship-
ment of each show, which would in-

clude maintenance of your cashier
and clerical department and your
branch overhead.

"Sixth: You would make addition-
al charge for projection room service.

"Seventh: You would make nom-
inal charge for handling and remitting
producer revenue to the home office.

"Eighth: You would handle the
entire enterprise on a strictly cash
basis; ship film only when contracts
were duly approved by the owners

of the picture and accept responsibil-

ity for collection and remittance of

all film rentals.

"Ninth: You would receive a ser-

vice fee on handling of posters and
accessories consigned to you by pro-

ducer to provide for the profitable

maintenance of your poster depart-

ment.

"Tenth: You would divert from the

post-office department and other car-

riers a lot of express business you arc

not getting today.

"If only one hundred feature pro-

ductions a year, out of a toal of

more than four hundred independ-
ently made features, found their way
into your distribution each year, and
they received only an average of

2,000 theater bookings apiece, there

would result approximately 200,000
film shipments, averaging six reels

apiece, affording an income of

$600,000 from inspection and shipping
alone, and not taking into considera-

tion the other sources of revenue
that would be opened up to you.

"You would not limit your facil-

ities to independent producers but
would extend a standing invitation

to the existing national sales organ-
izations to cut down their present
high costs and increase their selling

efficiency by handling their physical
distribution through your organiza-
tion. It might take time, but I be-
lieve one by one, they will fall into

line, because it is a well recognized
fact that the great duplication of

physical distributing plants is a big
factor in present costs of getting pic-

tures from the studio to the theaters.

Trade jealousies and mistrust would
make it impossible for any existing
organization in the industry to bring
about this reform.

I believe that your entry into this

business at this time would be a

Godsend not only to the independent
producer of motion pictures but to

the motion picture exhibitors as well."

Aiding German Kiddies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—Under the direction of

the M. P. T. O. of Western Penn.,
funds are being collected for the
relief of suffering German children.

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE

New York'» NeweM and ForemoM
C.stume Rental Organimation

BROOKS
.l"»3 W**OT£!ST. N.V.C

Patne'Ne\M
No. 9
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Charles River, Boston.
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A Need
(.Contimtti from Pag* 1)

big drama and scenarios that spell entertainment first and
second.

The critic of the Boston Transcript—and that is the high

v of all high brow newspapers—deplored that Anna Christie

Id not have the same popular appeal as "Flaming Youth,
•haps he is right. But "Flaming Youth" reaches the masses
>icture lovers—the 16 and 17 year old girls—and satisfies

i muchly. (See First National's booking chart on this one.)

THAT YOUTHFUL IDEA
And all the appeal that comes with it. Also in "Daughters
roday." Just taken over by Selznick. Has a lot of the

^sphere of jazz—and all that goes with it. Not at all sur-

ng that it is doing business at the box-office. Not a bit.

And along comes Famous and buys "The Coast of Folly."

another of the same kind. And that's the way it goes.

CABLE NOTE
ich is fame. Gloria Swanson, Allan Dwan and Tom Terriss,

msy making pictures in Havana. Invited to attend opening
ew Biltmore roof garden as special guests along with Presi-

Zayas.

Bet Gloria's costumes knocked those Cuban women dead.

Tom Terriss in his London made—not mad—evening clothes

i eye full.

A TRIUMPH FOR BETTY
Cables say Betty Blythe scored a triumph at the premier
Southern Love" in London. The latest Graham Wilcox re-

;. Incidentally Al Woods is reported to have paid $250,000
die American rights.

Know nothing, of this picture—haven't any idea of what it

what it's about. But any time Al Woods is separated from
much money for a picture it must be something. That's

EDITORIAL PUBLICITY
When a film star gets the sort of editorial note that Tommy
jhan received in the Jacksonville Journal it's time to sit up
take notice. Usually editorials have to do with the unsavory
ers that occur with our boys and girls. But the Journal

. Tommy a three inch double column, double leaded editorial

elcome; declaring he is not only the most popular star who
s there, but that his popularity is "proof the people of

city are not inclined to decadent screen versions of life and

y prefer plays that have romance and adventure and the
tion decencies of life in them."

Some twinkling stars—and others that aren't twinkling so
:i these days—might read this and reflect.

JUST PLAIN ORDINARY FAT
And because Harold Lloyd has accumulated some—there's

elling what home cooking will do even to a comedian—19
ieurs and weight reducers called on him during one morning
ie Biltmore. Being human, as well as a comedian, Lloyd
led to all. The next day 57 different creams to be used in

:ing arrived.

The simplest of all matters was untouched by suggestion

—

Mrs. Harold Lloyd stop feeding her hubby so well.

GOGGLES
Incidentally, during his visit Harold has had to borrow the

Toggles worn by Joe Reddy and Vic Shapiro on several oc-
ns, to demonstrate that he wasn't Harold Lloyd. And then
lasn't very successful.

BIRTH VS. DEATH RATE
Df stars. Benny Schulberg doing the calculating. Says dur-
mast 10 years they have been killed off, and few born. Says
today there are but 14 stars, seven men, six women and a
who, through their box office value, are entitled to top bill-

Excludes comedians of course. And then predicts that
of these will drop out of the star class within a year.

Then this hitherto unknown stock holder in Campbell's
Funeral Parlors declares that nine out of the 10 so called stars
are losing instead of gaining in popularity, and that not more
than a dozen of the featured players of today are of genuine
star calibre. And ends up by predicting that producers will go
to the stage in search of potential screen stars.

Don't know how accurate his figures are, but do know this:

that to the eternal shame of this business too little attention
is being paid to the development of future stars.

THE LATEST BRUCE'S
Just saw the last four of the collection. Mighty good stuff

in them. Great pity that they haven't just a little more footage,

then they would be called features. As a matter of fact they
are. For any program. Of any house. No matter how large or
small.

ARBITRATION
Did the figures issued by the New York Joint Board mean

anything to you? They should have. Because they show clearly

how arbitration is settling many of the difficulties hitherto exist-

ing. Over 1,800 fewer cases handled than the year before. Which
also means something.

When the Arbitration Boards throughout the country operate
satisfactorily there will be little need of further organizations

to correct the evils existing between the various branches of

the business.

THAT SUIT
Of S. E. Samuelson against Hays and members of his or-

ganization. Similar to suit filed a year ago. Created some
comment. Not much. But lead to considerable speculating by
a few. As to just what it was all about. And led to considerable

further speculation—as to what part politics of the business had
to do with it. Hays people think the suit was filed "for publicity

purposes."

"EXHIBITOR" NOTES
Al Steffes entering a finance company in the Northwest

—

Sydney Cohen reported to go into distributiion after his present

term as President of the MPTOA expires—the Brandt's going

into the radio supply business.

These are all exhibitors ; every one of them.

A REAL LOSS
The MPTOA, and the exhibitors of this country generally,

have suffered a real loss in the sudden death of Charley White-
hurst. He was one of the few exhibitors who looked at serious

problems without heat and with patience. He had a clear vision,

and a definite idea as to what an exhibitor organization should

do and how it should function. The pity of it all is that he was
taken away before he could see accomplished many of the things

he fought for.

AN INVENTION
Big houses—where music plays an important part of the

showing—should be interested in the invention of S. W. Lawson.

Of the Keith-Moss houses. An electrical device develops com-

plete synchronization. Between the projection booth. And the

orchestra. It is said that the slightest change in speed ; a break,

and all the other difficulties, have been solved. Also signals to

the musicians' rest room. Just before they should return to the

stage. Or pit. Sounds interesting-.

WIT?
Forwarded, anonymously

:

"There are two kinds of producers today.

"The fellow who makes bad pictures, but has good checks

—

and the fellow who makes good pictures but gives bad checks."

FOR EXPLOITEERS
The only thing that goes over in Scranton is an airplane.

DANNY.
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Arbiters Not Defined
(Continued from Page 1)

the personnel was irrelevant: that it

might have six exhibitors and six ex-

changemen as well as three of each.

Sydney S Cohen has advised the

members of' the M. P. T. O. A. that

at the recent meeting of the board of

directors the Anderson form was
adopted. As Cohen explains in his

circular letter, the new draft elimi-

nates the following features which
were objected to at the time the ex-

hibitor conferences with the Hays as-

sociation were broken off:

Cash deposits.

Does not compel theater owner to

name producer or distributor in his

paid newspaper advertising.

Gives him the ownership of adver-

tising and accessory material.

Arranges a more satisfactory meth-
od of arbitration, eliminating cash

penalty requirements as in other con-

tracts in force.

Permits theater owner to cut out

advertising or propaganda.
Cohen further states that copies of

the Anderson contract are being sent

to "all producers and distributors of

motion pictures in the hope that they

may adopt a similar form of con-

tract." Inquiries developed the fact

that the producers and distributors

referred to were those operating in

the independent field and not any of

the companies which belonged to the

Hays group. Charles B. Hoy of the

Independent M. P. Prod, and Dist.

Ass'n which now includes the more
important operators in the state right

field admitted yesterday that his

members received the contract but

added that nothing had been done
about it as yet.

It was pointed out that the Hays
uniform contract was largely pre-

dicated on the workings of the ar-

bitration system which, as noted, pro-
. vides for an equal representation of

exhibitors and distributors to settle

matters of dispute that may arise be-

tween both parties. The contract

used by the Hays group stipulates

under clause O:
"The parties hereto agree that be-

fore either of them shall resort to

any court to determine, enforce or

protect the legal rights of either here-

under, each will submit to the Board
of Arbitration, established or con-

stituted pursuant to rules and regu-
lations now on file in the office of the

Motion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors of America, Inc., and identi-

fied by the signature of its Presi-

dent
"

Clause 17 of the Anderson contract

is worded in the same manner except
that it refers to a "a Board of Arbitra-

tion consisting of distributors and ex-

hibitors." As pointed out above,
Anderson says it makes no difference

what the board is or how it is set

up, so long as exhibitors and distrib-

utors are equally represented.

Anderson's physical distribution is

handled through F. B. O. where it

was learned yesterday that the the-

ater owners standard contract is used
in connection with the Anderson pro-
duct only and not for any F. B. O.
pictures. The latter company uses a
contract of its own that permits of
arbitration under the Hays system.

Sees Good Year in England
F. Wynne-Jones who went to

London with Abe Berman about three
years ago to establish Allied Artists

there has left the organization and is

back in New York. He declared Fri-

day that he looked for a good year in

England, especially in view of the fact

that in June, the Dominion Exhibition
will open and probably run through
the rest of the year. There has been
some over-selling there, he added, but
not enough to make the situation in

any way serious.

Buys Three Theaters In Wyoming
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sheridan, Wyo.—The Black Hills

Amusement Co.. owners of the
Deadwood, at Deadwood, S. D.; the

Iris, at Belle Fourche, S. D.; the

Ford, at Lead, S. D., and the Aud-
itorium at Rapid City, S. D., has
closed a deal for the acquisition of
the Gem, Grand and Orpheum here.

This makes the theater unit the

largest theater owners in this section.

Selznick Adds 15 Salesmen
Fifteen new salesmen have been

added to the Selznick force. They
are:

F. D. Lawlor, Albany; D. Roberts, At-
lanta; J. J. Donnelly, Boston; M. H. Raw-
ley and C. C. Charles, Buffalo; D. O.
Reese, Chicago; C. E. Buescher and H. W.
Marshall, Cincinnati; D. Dickerson, Detroit;
T. M. Klotz, Indianapolis; H. Lerch, Min-
neapolis; W. P. Haslett, W. Derrygan and
O. F. Bower, Philadelphia; M. Marks,
Pittsburgh.

Ontario May Revise
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—It is expected that the
Provincial Government will make a

change in the taxation program, so
far as amusements are concerned.
There has been a good deal of dis-

satisfaction evidenced over the pres-
ent system.

New 2,500 Seat House For "Chi"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Samuel G. Grodson, at-

torney, has bought the site at the
southeast corner of 51st and State

Sts. from the Farrell estate for

$50,000. As soon as present leases

expire, Grodson will build a 2,500

seat theater.

Favorite Has 19 On Schedule
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Favorite Film has nine-

teen pictures lined up for immediate
release. They include: five C. C.

Burr's, a series of six Kenneth
McDonald's and eight J. B. Warner
westerns.

Pictures Increase Congregation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Easton, Pa.

—

The congregation of

the First Presbyterian Church has
been increased by 500% due to the
showing of pictures at the services.

Ministers of other local churches are

denouncing the use of pictures in

the church.

From Exhibitor To Salesman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Charlie Schweitzer is

now selling Universal pictures in

Western Ohio, having resigned as
managing director of the Opera
House and Hippodrome at Warren.

$13,300,00 In Dividends

The financial editor of the Sun said
Friday:

"E. J. Ludvigh, secretary and treasurer
of Famous Players-Lasky Corp. today em-
phatically denied that there had been any
division of opinion in the board of directors
of the corporation on the question of the
declaration and payment of the next common
dividend at the usual rate. The directors
meet Feb. 11.

" 'The board is a unit as to the wisdom of
the company's policy, which always has been
liberal as to dividends,' said Mr. Ludvigh.
Since 1917 the \ company has pajid) out
$13,300,000 in actual cash dividends."

Harper Here
H. G. Harper, managing director

of Interocean Photoplays Ltd. of

London, is here to arrange for the
acquisition of new product for the
United Kingdom and other European
countries. Inter-Ocean recently ac-
quired 30 Warner features, a series

of Monte Banks comedies, Out-of-
the-Inkwell and Krazy Kat cartoons
for Germany, Austria, Hungary, Po-
land, Czecho-Slovakia, Roumania,
Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey, Jugo-
Slavakia, Albania, Italy, the Baltic

Republics and Russia.

Metropolitan's Entrance Open
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Broadway en-
trance to the Metropolitan is now
open, permitting the public to enter
from three different streets, the others
being Hill and Sixth St. The re-

novation cost about $500,000. Sid
Grauman has definitely stepped out
of the management of the Metropol-
itan, Rialto and Million Dollar The-
ater, and has turned over the theaters

to Al Kaufman, acting for Famous.

Finds Films Harmful To Children
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Stockholm—After a careful study
of the effect of films on children,

Dr. David Lund, of the Prison
Boards, finds that the average drama
is very harmful to young children,

contending that they cannot dis-

tinguish fact from fancy and are likely

to mistake falsehood for the truth.

Brecher Buys Theater

It is reported that Leo Brecher,
owner of the Plaza and other thea-

ters has purchased the Olympic,
Broadway and 107th St.

Here With German Films

Richard Schwartz is in New York
with films showing the work of the

Friberg Passion Players of Bavaria.

In The Courts
The Appellate Division on I la ,

refused the application of Fox Si

to dismiss the accounting soug h
Ruby Graves Locklear of the tl

Skywayman" in which Lieut. (I
Locklear and other aviators a I
ed and met their death. The i

tiffs allege Fox made an agre ct

to turn over five per cent of tr j
fits to them and that the profit: j(

$1,000,000. Fox has been ordejj
file a new answer.

The application of Earl Carrl:
an accounting of the profi

"Twelve: Ten," from Republic J

Corp., Herbert Brenon an*

British and Colonial Kinemat
Co., has been dismissed by tl

pellate Division, so far as Re
and British and Colonial is com
The judgment limits Carroll
cure an accounting from Breno I
his share.

The Appellate Division ha.'

!

missed the action brought by Ti
Baker, as trustee for the N
Drama Corp. against Thomas

j

Urges Continuance of Cens
(Special to THE FILM DAIL

Geneseo, N. Y.—At a meetir I

at the Geneseo State Normal |j

Mrs. Henry Burton, deputy, i

commisioner, spoke of the w i

the commission since its orgar i

and of the possibility of the a 1

ment of the commission at the i

session of the Legislature.
She appealed for a continu; <

the work of the commission.

Spectrum Makes Color F l

(Special to THE FILM DAIL
London—Spectrum Film, L :

company formed to explo tl

Friese-Greene color process h

duced "Moonbeam Ma'gic," <\

reeler in color.

Roberts Suffers Relaps<
(Special to THE FILM DAIl

Pittsburgh -— Theodore
who was reported on the waji
covery only last week has :£

a relapse. His condition is 9j

be serious.

Walton Sails

Holmes C. Walton is en rH
England to close a number (4C

on behalf of American produ s.

Centrum/} Soon

inanJlan Crosland production
cast includes

J&cy Tox-Wedda-Wopper-
J. Barney Sherry-Man Simpson^
cfywford Davidson
for HODKINSON RELEASE
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No More Women"
Producer: Asso. Authors
istributor: Allied Artists

Whole JUST GOOD
rERTAINMENT : NOT A
cat big picture but
2 average crowd
jl probably like it
;ause the story is a
out of the usual.

3ht farce well
NDLED.
..... Some good names that

ild have a following. Little

ge Bellamy sweet to look at

gives a nice performance as

flirtatious one who makes the

g hard for Matt Moore who.
iccessful in his previous love

r says "No more women."
n Madge gets him proves diver-

and amusing. Others unim-
ant. Kathleen Clifford and
Reeves-Smith; who has a good
ding on the legitimate stage

may be known to your patrons.

of Story .... Somewhat dif-

nt from most picture material.

ioor geologist, disappointed in

ve affair, comes under the eye
he heroine, the daughter of a

man, who decides that she

ts to marry him. She trails

to the mountains and has a

ety of experiences, getting him
the end. The tempo of the

y is ot the light farce comedy
i and it goes along nicely from
very start.

ow Madge, by all sorts of cun-

; tricks, keeps her hero's inter-

and marries him at the finish,

give your people a lot of quiet

:kles.

's the sort of love story that

a broad appeal. The usual

gs that make for pictures are
ing; there are no thrills, no ex-

g diversions—just a good story

handled and well presented.
r young folks should like it a

)ffice Angle This will

rtain them when you get them
ithere isn't much doubt about
; but you will have to get be-

it and attract their attention.

itation .... You can do a lot

this one if you will only go
vork. This isn't the sort of
ire that will make money for
:zy exhibitor. He must work.

1

title offers unusual opportuni-
for gags and stunts. Go after

I to the utmost. Use catchlines;

ft some of the popular songs
fit in with the idea; use sand-
men—the poorer they look

nore they will attract attention
ou use "No More Women"
rly on the boards. Get the
spapers to interview well
vn local bachelors and start a
ission as to whether bachelors
nappier than married men—and

I'

ion Lloyd Ingraham;
good

" Elmer Harris
iio by Elmer Harris
1 aman Not credited
1 jraphy Very good
j A Western city and
ijntain country

U 6.181 feet.

"The Average Woman"
Producer: C. C. Burr

Distributor: State Rights
As a Whole SHOULD GET
OVER MIGHTY WELL
WHERE THEY LIKE "FLAM-
ING YOUTH" TYPE OF
MATERIAL. PAULINE
GARON PUTS OVER A GOOD
FLAPPER CHARACTERIZA-
TION IN SOMEWHAT TRITE
STORY.

Cast Some good names for you
to work with. Pauline Garon who
again does excellent work as the
flapper. Harrison Ford who has
a somewhat boob part of a lover
and David Powell who is the
"mean willun." Others DeSacia
Mooers, Burr Mcintosh. Russell
Griffin a smart kiddie.

Type of Story .... The kind where
the flapper daughter who is up to

date in every respect saves her
daddy, the Judge, from a blackmail-
ing bootlegger who runs a road
house and who secures possession
of the usual "poipers." But it's

good audience stuff—where they
like this kind of material—and has
all the usual accessories, such as

shots on the Fifth Ave. busses,

where they show a flirtation and
the road house trimmings, including

a cabaret scene, with some novel-
ties from a Broadway show. Noth-
ing very new in the story, nor the

treatment, but it holds interest and
is well dressed and unusually good
stuff for the independent field.

Of course the story lacks some
of the daring incidents of other
recent flapper stories, but heroine
Pauline gets a dirty deal from the

willun at the roadhouse and the

raiding of the resort offers a thrill.

Box Office Angle.... If you know
your folks like cabaret scenes and
a cute love story this one may
fill their needs nicely. You know
how flapper stuff gets over with
your people and Pauline Garon
does it very well in this.

Exploitation .... You can tell them
that this is based on a Saturday
Evening Post story; that it has a

good cast—mention the names

—

and that it is nicely produced. Get
some stills of the cabaret scenes
and the police raid—also of the

flirtation on the Fifth Ave. bus. In
small towns shots of the Avenue
are always good.
This is another of the type of

flapper stories that seem to be
doing remarkably well at the box
office and you can tell your people
that it contains the usual elements
of such stories. Catch lines can
be used to advantage, and a con-
test can be developed among your
women folk as to what is the av-
erage woman, with tickets for the

house or a season's pass as the

chief award.
Direction. .William Christy Cabanne;

good.
Author Dorothy Dejagers
Scenario by ...Raymond S. Harris

Titles very good.
Cameraman . . . Jack Brown and Neil

Sullivan
Photography Good
Locale New York City
Length 6.021 feet.

Thomas Meighan in

"Pied Piper Malone"
Paramount

As a Whole. . . WILL UNDOUBT-
EDLY PLEASF, THE MEIGH-
AN CONTINGENT AND
BOOTH 1 ARLINGTON AD-
MIRERS; GOOD JUVENILE
ENTERTAINMENT BUT A
BIT DRY FOR GROWN-UPS.

Star. .. .Should go bigger than ever
with his youthful admirers. Gives
a first rate performance. Long
posing close-ups add greatly to the
feature's length and aren't neces-
sary.

Cast.... Lila Lee pleasing heroine
and George Fawcett good as the
sea captain whose drinking gets
hero into all kinds of trouble;
others Emma Dunn, as the mother,
Chas. Stevenson, Cyril Ring,
Peaches Jackson and a number of
kiddies.

Type of Story. .. .Drama of small
town life. Hero Jack Malone had
the confidence and affection of the
children of Oldport even though he
wasn't able to count on the support
of the grown-ups following his re-

turn after his vessel sinks in the
China Sea. Jack is blamed for the
disaster along with the old captain
who happened to be drunk the night
of the wreck. When Jack is seen
helping the captain home during
one of his sprees, the town select-

men, thinking Jack has also been
imbibing too freely, where in reality

he staggers from the weight of the
captain, order him to leave town.
Of course they learn their mistake
and hero's sweetheart reaches his

departing ship in time to tell him
she believes in him and will wait
for his return.

Meighan's latest is decidedly a
picture to entertain young people.
It's a bit too much along fairy tale

lines to appeal to adults but. of
course, where the star has won their

approval they are not likely to find
fault.

Box Office Angle. . . .Especially good
for family trade. You can readily
invite parents and advise them to

bring the children. Meighan caters
particularly to them in "Pied Piper
Malone."

Exploitation .... Of course you will

give the star's name the usual
prominence and use Booth Tark-
ington's name in connection with
the title. "Pied Piper Malone," is

a good title to put over through
street stunt advertising. Have a
man dressed to represent a piper
as described in the story "Pied
Piper of Hamelin" and by distrib-

uting small trinkets, or candies, that

will attract children, there shouldn't
be any difficulty in getting a troup
of them to follow him about after

the fashion of the youngsters who
follow Meighan in the picture.

Direction. .. .Alfred E. Green; good,
on the whole, but lets picture run
way too long for amount of story.

Author Booth Tarkington

Scenario Tom Geraghty

Cameraman Ernest Haller
Photography Good
Locale. . . .New England seaport town
Length 7,264 feet

Colleen Moore in

"Painted People"
First National

As a Whole NOT AS GOOD AS
"FLAMING YOUTH" BUT AGOOD ENTERTAINMENT
FOR MOST ANY AUDIENCE;
DOESN'T HOLD TO THE
STARTING PACE WHICH
HAS PLENTY OF GOOD
LAUGHS.

Star Proves to be a great little

trouper and mighty capable of this

particular type of characterization.
Has fine expression. Needs to be
careful about make-up, especially in

close-ups.

Cast. .Ben Lyon a youthful and good
looking hero. Joseph Striker good
as the fortune hunter and Charlotte
Merriam adequate as the society
girl. Others Charles Murray, Rus-
sell Simpson, Mary Alden, Mary
Carr, Sam de Grasse, June Elvidge,
Anna Q. Nilsson, and Bull Mon-
tana. Strong line-up although none
of them have a great deal to do.

Type of Story. . .Comedy-drama. The
opening reels of "Painted People."
are by far the more interesting of
the entire feature. They consist of
light comedy business, situations
not especially strong in themselves,
but thoroughly amusing. There's
a continuation of laughable bits in

which Colleen Moore establishes
herself securely as one of the
screen's best comediennes, if she
need to give further assurance after
her fine work in "Flaming Youth."
As the ambitious daughter of an
equally ambitious wash-woman she
wiggles her way into social atmo-
sphere thereby gaining her heart's
desire—the chance to become an
actress. Coincident with her career
is that of Ben Lyon, son of a glass
blower, but who wants a literary

career. Up to the point where hero
and heroine reach their respective
goals the picture is wholly amusing.
Thereafter it takes a dramatic turn
and is inclined to slow up to the
inevitable happy ending—marriage
of the two successes.

Box Office Angle .... Your folks will

like it real well. There's plenty to
amuse them in "Painted People."
It furnishes the sort of entertain-
ment that usually pleases the
masses..

Exploitation Should be worth
while going after business with this

one. Broadcast the title and the
star's name, promising another ex-
cellent performance and recalling

her splendid work in "Flaming
Youth." Use a trailer showing her
escapade with the clothes basket
and her dip in the lily pond. Any
of these comedy bits will bring
them back. You might mention
the story's original title: "The
Swamp Angel." There's a long list

of well known names in the sup-
porting cast that can also be used.
Stunt advertising isn't particularly

applicable in this case.

Direction. .. .Clarence Badger; good;
a little slow toward end.

Author Richard Cornnell
Scenario Adelaid Heilbron
Cameraman Rudolph Bergquist
Photography Good
Locale Small town
Length 6,900 feet
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"The Trail of the Law"
Producer: Oscar Apfel

Distribution: State Rights

As a Whole. . . MODERATELY IN-
TERESTING PICTURE CON-
TAINING STORY THAT RUNS
ALONG SMOOTHLY AND
WITH FAIRLY WELL SUS-
TAINED INTEREST WITH-
OUT REACHING ANY HIGH
LIGHTS.

Cast. ... Norma Shearer pretty hero-
ine but quite awkward in masque-
rade as boy; Wilfred Lytell ade-
quate in hero role and Richard
Neill a mild sort of villain.

Type of Story. .. .Drama with ro-

mance a prominent part of it. Man
makes his home in the mountains
and has his daughter masquerade
as a boy in the day time to prevent
her being annoyed by men. She
falls in love with a camper and it

doesn't take him long to "fall" also

when he discovers his young com-
panion is a girl. How her father

comes face to face with the man who
caused her mother's death and gives
him what is coming to him, is fol-

lowed by preparations for their re-

turn to civilization and the young
couple's marriage.
"The Trail of the Law," is the

sort of picture that creates little

impression one way or the other

so probably it belongs in the "av-
erage" class. The story isn't strong
enough to be of particular interest

nor poor enough to warrant its

being classified as dull. It moves
along smoothly, the interest is usu-
ally sustained and the development
of the romance between hero and
the girl who masquerades as a boy
serves to make it hold well enough.

Box Office Angle. . . .An average en-

tertainment that you will probably
be able to satisfy them with pro-
viding you balance your program
with good short subjects or another
good feature. Its strength de-

pends upon the extent of your pa-
tron's critical analysis and whether
or not they'll be satisfied with a

feature offering chiefly a pretty ro-

mance but with little or no action

or the usual box office pullers.

Exploitation. .. .They may have seen
Norma Shearer before. She's
pretty. Stills in the lobby may
bring them in. She really needs a

role that keeps her in pretty frocks
rather than one that calls for a

boy's masquerade, however. Wil-
fred Lytell's name might also be
used. The title with catchlines

might read: "You can't get away
from 'The Trail of the Law.' Soon-
er or later it will get you." You
could post pictures of the villain

as shown in the picture announcing
a reward for the capture of the
man. using the character name.
Regulation announcements should
take care of the showing sufficient-

ly without extra advertising.

Direction. .. .Oscar Apfel; fair; pro-
duction rather ordinary; didn't

spend much apparently.
Author Marion Brooks
Scenario Marion Brooks
Cameraman Alfred Gondolfi
Photography Often poor
Locale Mountains
Length About 5,000 feet

William Desmond in

"The Breathless Moment"
Universal

As a Whole .... COMMONPLACE
STORY THAT COMBINES
THE OVERDONE CROOK
REGENERATION THEME
WITH EQUALLY FAMILIAR
SMALL TOWN HOKUM BUS-
INESS. NOT UP TO UNIVER-
SALE STANDARD.

Star Poses about as reformed
dude crook in small town, putting
general store on paying basis and
winning the proprietor's daughter.
Does too much acting for the part.

Cast .... Charlotte Merriam suitable

buxom maid. Harry Van Meter
an unnecessary villain who might
easily have been omitted. Others
Alfred Fisher, Robt. Homans,
Lucille Hutton.

Type of Story Comedy-drama,
weak in both elements. "The
Breathless Moment" claims two
authors but between them they
haven't thought up a 'single new
situation. The plot is a combina-
tion of two already highly popular-
ized ideas, the crook regeneration
angle and the greatly overdone
small towMi hokum. Nor has the
director improved things much in

his handling of them. The comedy
business is terrible, especially in

the sequence where they turn a

church service into a Keystone
comedy. It isn't clever to employ
such means to afford laughs. One
scene in which a parson joins a

crowd of hicks who think they are
looking at an old lady's limbs—in

reality a pair of stocking display
dummies—isn't good judgment on
the part of the director, There's
a lot of church folks that this will

offend. The opening reels hold
promise of a really good picture
with an intersting crook story,

starting right off with a first rate

suspense, but it takes a big drop
and settles into a lagging, not at

all amusing, small town drama.

Box Office Angle Not very
favorable. They've seen so much
of this crook regeneration and
small town comedy that you will

not be likely to satisfy them with
this one,-—it's neither original nor
a good repetition.

Exploitation.... They picked a fine

title and one that will undoubt-
edly bring them in so you can
use your own judgment regarding
a booking. If that's all you have
to do—bring them in—the title

will do it but if your crowd is at

all fussy you'll not be able to

please them with it. William Des-
mond is hardly popular enough to

get it over. Small town church
going people may object to the
church comedy so you may have
to be a bit careful.

Direction Robert Hill; poor.

Authors Raymond L. Schrock
and Harvey Gates

Scenario Wm. E. Wing
Cameraman Wm. Thornley

Photography All right

Locale .... New York and Mass.
town.

Length 5,556 feet

John Gilbert in

"Just Off Broadway"
Fox

As a Whole... EFFECTIVE SUS-
PENSE IN CROOK STORY OF
COUNTERFEITERS MAKES
IT INTERESTING PICTURE
THAT WILL PLEASE THE
AVERAGE AUDIENCE.

Star. ... Handles hero role satisfacto-

rily and is a suitable type for the

part. Not greatly unlike a recent

"Boston Blackie" story in which he
appeared to such good advantage.
An improvement in the vehicles

they are selecting for him recently.

Cast. . . .Marian Nixon a pleasing lead

who gives a good performance as

the innocent little dancer who finds

herself mixed up with a band of

counterfeiters. Trilby Clark han-
dles a minor part suitably and
Pierre Gendron an unsuspecting
dancer-detective. Ben Hendricks,

Jr., has a few comedy bits that he
makes the.most of.

Type of Story. .. .Crook story; deals

with the adventures of a counter-
feiter and his friendship with a
stranger who brings the news of

the former's death to his sweet-
heart in America, only to fall in

love with the little dancer who is

forced to impersonate her by other
counterfeiters. How the stranger
develops to be a millionaire's son
"in search of a thrill" and the dan-
cer wins his love, completes the

story. It is the effective suspense
that Director Mortimer has inject-

ed which makes "Just Off Broad-
way" a rather good entertainment.
You aren't able to tell in advance
just what Gilbert's position is in

the plot, whether he's a detective

on the trail of the counterfeiters, or

actually one of them. There is a

fairly good surprise when it trans-

pires that Florelle, the dancer, is

a secret service man. The picture

doesn't boast of thrills or the ex-

citement that they may expect of

a crook story, but there is a well

sustained interest and a good cast

to get it over.

Box Office Angle. . . .Satisfactory one
day showing feature that you can
use nicely. Title is catchy and
where star is popular it should get

over.

Exploitation Anything connected
with Broadway in the way of a

title will always attract them to a

certain degree, so "Just Off Broad-
way" should get their attention.

You might use catchlirres such as

those suggested: "The man thought
she was a crook—the girl thought
he was one—and both of them were
mistaken in 'Just Off Broadway.'

"

Fox has prepared posters with pic-

tures of Gilbert and Miss Nixon
against a cabaret background with
lines reading: "In the Whirlpool of

New York and Paris Night Life."

This should attract also.

Direction. ... Edmund Mortimer; sat-

isfactory.

Authors Frederick and Fanny
Hatton.

Scenario The same
Cameraman G. O. Post
Photography All right

Locale Paris and New York
Length 5,540 feet

•u SO 01 1

lays lit

Dry."

ral oth' ,

"Flaming Barriers"
Paramount

As a Whole PLOT FULL (

CONVENTIONAL HOKU
WITH VERY POPULAR FO
EST FIRE CLIMAX RUNG
FOR A FINISHING THRIL
WILL SATISFY WHEE
THEY AREN'T EDUCATI
TO REQUIRE SOMETHII
NEW.

Cast. .. .Jacqueline Logan too pre

a heroine to run a fire truck a

handle a fire hose even though i

does it gracefully enough; Anto
Moreno a good looking hero w
supplies the other half of the

mantic element; Robert McK
once more takes his cigar in hs

to do his usual "give me yi

daughter and we'll cancel the not

act. Walter Hiers doesn't cc

mand much attention in weak cc

ic role, but Charles Ogle is fa;

amusing, especially when they
troduce him to a golf suit.

Type of Story Melodrama vi

nothing new in it except that

heroine is required to play ch? •

feur to a fire truck. Byron M
gan has patterned his story ai

a screen plot already used so of

that "Flaming Barriers
claim to "an original story
chiefly a copy of sever
You have the rather slack bush
man, inventor of a modern
truck and parent of a vivacious 1

model daughter who's bound to

folks interested in Dad's prod .

It's a logical enough start but :

hokum piles on with villain gett r

in his nasty business just beca

he isn't as popular with the girl

he wants to be. So when man} t

the townspeople are trapped in

valley by a forest fire and the 1

risks her life by piloting an -

plane to go for help, he sneaks l

the back seat, reaches safety 1

then tries to thwart her res

:

work. Naturally it can't be !
-

cessful with hero right in the -

fing. The fire holds a good tl

for those who are not tirec I

floods, fires and the regula i

stock thrills.

Box Office Angle. . . .Depends larj

.

upon what your folks require in

way of entertainment. "Flarr

:

Barriers" has action and thrill t

they don't mind their being c 1

familiar variety.

Exploitation Those who seTO

their picture diversion through t s

and names will find something

»

interest them in "Flaming 1
-

riers," a good title for the box -

fice, and, the names of Jacque e

Logan, Antonio Moreno and \ -

ter Hiers. A trailer of the fo t

fire climax should also interest t

seekers. If you care to go in

more extensive advertising
might arrange to have a girl d e

a fire truck through town with i*

nouncements to the effect ''

they'll see Jacqueline Logan d i'

in "Flaming Barriers."
Direction George Melf 1:

suitable.

Author Byron Mo n

Scenario Harvey T w

Cameraman Chas. G. CI :e

Photography ( "1

Locale Small t '"

Length 5,821 et
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"Jealous Husbands"
Producer: M. C. Levee

Distributor: First National

t Whole CONSIDERABLE
EART INTEREST IN STORY
AKES "JEALOUS HUS-
\NDS" RATHER PLEASING
NTERTAINMENT; HAS OC-
\SIONAL SLOW SPOTS
HAT WOULD BE REMEDIED
V CUTTING.
:

Ben Alexander gives another

cellent performance as the kid-

pped youngster who turns crook

id then reforms; Don Marion also

pleasing kid. Jane Novak appeal-

ig as the woman who suffers from

r husband's refusal to believe in

r. Earle Williams acceptable a;

e husband. Emily Fitzroy,

:orge Siegmann, Bull Montana a

st rate villainous band.

e of Story. .. .Drama. A series

complications that follow the re-

sal of a husband to believe in his

ife. Her effort to help his sister

uses him to doubt her and rather,

an expose the other woman she

ffers the loss of her husband's

\c and her child is kidnapped. The
eater part of the film is concern-

[ with the adventures of the boy

ho is taken by gypsies, reared in

norance of his parentage and used

a tool in their crooked schemes.

he boy's eventual rebellion and his

lal reunion with his parents is

llowed by the restoration of cer-

in letters which prove the worn-
l's innocence. The human inter

-

t angle is the outstanding good
ature of "Jealous Husbands." Ben
lexander is a capable youngster

loroughly able to make his work
mvincing so that when he appears

t the scene and the plot begins
i revolve about him, the story be-

)mes absorbing and, for the most
irt, holds the attention splendidly

1 the way. There are a few slow
>ots due to Tourneur's evident de-

*ht in long drawn close-ups and
:casional overdone detail. An
fective suspense in the latter reels

irnishes some good thrills.

: Office Angle.... A good picture

iat will probably make good
herever it is shown. Contains
ements that usually make this

pe of entertainment a strong
awing card,

doitation. . . .In case your folks

ive seen "Boy O' Mine," before

lis gets to you, be sure to men
on Ben Alexander's name and talk

jout his performance in the previ

is picture with promises of more
Dod work in this. You might ad
rtise the film attractively by hav
g a gypsy band riding about town
Bering to tell the fortunes of those
ho are willing. She. would in-

ude certain advice such as "not
i miss seeing 'Jealous Husbands'
the blank theater. A trailer and

ills should be used extensively.

;ction. .. .Maurice Tourneur; in

cted plenty of good audience ap
:al.

hor Fred Kennedy Myton
tiario Fred Kennedy Myton
leraman Scott Beal
>tography All right

ale Any city

gth 6,500 feet

Charles Jones in

"Not a Drum Was Heard"
Fox

As a Whole. ...GRAND SELF-SAC-
RIFICE THEME THAT
PROVIDES STAR WITH
GREAT HERO ROLE. WILL
GO NICELY WITH HIS FOL-
LOWING.

Star.... He does his best to give his

life for his friend but the sacrifice

is too great so Jones isn't allowed
to die. Star has more acting and
less action in his latest.

Cast. .. .William Scott has fairly im-
portant role as Jones' buddy and
Betty Bouton a pleasing leading

lady. Frank Campau a competent
and tricky villain.

Type of Story. .. .Drama; Jack and
Bud are pals and both in love with
the same girl. Jack concedes the

victory to Bud and withdraws from
the race, returning in time to find

the first youngster named after

him. Then Bud is framed into

stealing some money from a bank,
and to cover up the shortage Jack
stages a hold-up, is caught and held
for the murder of banker Rand.
But it was Bud who fired the fatal

shot and as a climax to the trial he
admits his guilt and then dies, leav-

ing Jack free to marry the girl he
loved.

Ben Ames Williams has written

much better stories than "Not a

Drum Was Heard." This one is a

more or less conventional hero tale

with the ever popular self-sacrifice

angle worked over time. Of course
it serves to please a certain num-
ber of picture patrons who still

favor elegant heroics such as those

presented by Jones. He gives and
gives until it hurts. But for the

seasoned film patron it holds little

suspense. A hero is seldom known
to die in picture plots so you are

quite confident that Jones' sacri-

fice will not be consummated.

Box Office Angle Star's admirers
and an average audience will prob-
ably be satisfied although they may
be expecting a little more action

than they get in "Not a Drum Was
Heard."

Exploitation. . . .Make the star's name
conspicuous in your announcements
and recall his last two features if

you played them: "Cupid's Fire-

man" and "Big Dan." Tell them
he has another hero role in which
he prepares to sacrifice his life for

his friend. You might make them
curious by distributing throw-
aways containing a picture of Jones
masked, asking them to guess who
the star is and running the title

without quotes to help keep them
guessing. It isn't a particularly

pertinent one and doesn't lend it-

self readily to any special adver-

tising or exploitation so you'll

have to stick to the regulation an-

nouncements.

Direction William Wellman; usu-

ally satisfactory.

Author Ben Ames Williams

Scenario Doty Hobart
Cameraman Joe August
Photography All right

Locale The West
Length 4,823 feet

"The Fool's Awakening"
Metro

As a Whole . . . GOOD CAST AND
DIRECTION MAKE UP CON-
SIDERABLY FOR STORY
THAT ISN'T OVER STRONG
IN SITUATIONS ALTHOUGH
IT HAS ONE OR TWO REAL-
LY GOOD DRAMATIC
MOMENTS.

Cast .... Enid Bennett very pleas-

ing and Harrison Ford good in his

part though he's not always per-

mitted to use common sense and
in turn apt to make the audience
lose patience with him. Mary Al-

den, Lionel Belmore, Arline Pretty
and Alec Francis suitable in minor
roles.

Type of Story Drama. The
keynote of "The Fool's Awaken-
ing," or perhaps it is the moral
which the story is intended to get

over, is that you can seldom build

your way to happiness with a lie

as a foundation, so when hero John
Briggs, under the name of Alexis

Triona, writes a book which be

purports to contain his actual ex-

periences, he gains fame and wins
Olivia Gale as a wife. Eventually
the truth is discovered,—that he

borrowed the "experiences" from
the diary of a Russian soldier. He
writes a confession and then an
accident happens to him very con-

veniently, but unfortunately, leads

his wife to believe that he has

left her for good. Of course there's

the inevitable ending with the girl

contented with the name of Briggs
"The Fool's Awakening" is in-

teresting while it lasts but that, at

best, is only during the unreeling

of the picture. There is no last-

ing impression, except perhaps the

presence of Enid Bennett who is

pleasing and whom you don't often

get a chance to look at. The plot

is a far-fetched one with some il-

logical twists and but one or two
good dramatic bits in its develop-

ment.

Box Office Angle May satisfy

the average audience and even
though the story will probably not

strike them as unusually strong,

there is a good cast doing good
work and the production is good.

Exploitation There isn't very

much in connection with the theme
or atmosphere which lends itself to

exploitation that would be out of

the ordinary so you'll have to stick

to the regulation publicity. Use
stills in the lobby, with pictures

of Harrison Ford and Enid Ben-

nett given prominent display.

Catchlines might read: "Don't try

to win happiness through a lie.

It won't last. See 'The Fool's

Awakening' and you'll know why."

The title is a good one and should

attract them if properly advertised.

Direction .... Harold- Shaw; made
most of what story had to offer.

Author William J. Locke

Scenario Thomas J. Hopkins

Cameraman Allan Siegler

Photography Good

Art Director J. J. Hughes

Locale London

Length 5,763 feet.

"The Shadow of the East"
Fox

As a Whole ANOTHER
"SHEIK" PICTURE WITH
STORY BY AUTHOR OF THE
ORIGINAL; SHOULD BE A
GOOD NUMBER FOR WOM-
EN PATRONS,— T H EY'LL
"LOVE" THE LOVE SCENES.

Cast .... Very good, with Mildred
Harris, Frank Mayo and Norman
Kerry well suited to principal roles.

Kerry isn't given very much op-
portunity for "sheiking" and Evelyn
Brent might have been given
more prominence as Mayo's native
wife.

Type of Story Drama highly
flavored with romance. E. M. Hull,

author of "The Sheik," which
placed Rudolph Valentino as first

and foremost screen lover, comes
forth with another similar story in

"The Shadow of the East." The
latest sheik story, however, is not
likely to create any of the furore

of the former. It makes a suitable

screen vehicle and will, without
doubt, find a strong following
among women patrons. They're
going to get some real thrills out

of the love scenes between Mildred
Harris and Frank Mayo. Possibly
they'll be disappointed that the tent

sequence in which Norman Kerry
threatens to live up to his native

tradition and overpower the hero-

ine when she comes to his desert

home, is cut short. There is the

usual desert atmosphere and the

production is quite satisfactory.

The theme concerns the love of

an Englishman for an English girl

but of his inability to forget the

native wife who died for love of

him. How the shadow of the

East hangs over him but eventually

ceases with the death of a native

who swore to hold the English-

man true to his dead wife, follows

some rather exciting desert fight-

ing.

Box Office Angle You know
best what you can do with a

sheik picture. "The Shadow of

the East" is a good entertainment

and will undoubtedly please many
unless you happen to know that

they have lost their taste for sheiks.

Exploitation .... Dress your lobby

to represent the entrance to a tent,

with the customary colored drap-

ings. Have your attendants in cos-

tume and employ any other means
of decorative schemes which may
be appropriate. A street stunt, if pos-

sible, would consist of a man in

sheik's garb parading about on a

camel with signs reading : "See

'The Shadow of the East' at the

blank theater, another story by the

author of "The Sheik.' " Use the

names of Frank Mayo, Mildred

Harris and Norman Kerry in all

your announcements. A trailer of

one of the love scenes will bring

your women patrons back.

Direction .... George Archainbaud;
handled story adequately.

Author E. M. Hull

Scenario Frederick and Fanny
Hatton

Cameraman Jules Cronjager

Photography Good
Locale London and India

Length 5,874 feet.
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Short Subjects
"Jean of Heceta Head"—Bruce

Educational
Pathetic But Finely Handled

Type of production .... 1 reel wil-
derness tale

Aside from the beautiful scenic
shots of cliffs and sea, the pathetic
story and the treament, make this

number of Robert Bruce's "Wilder-
ness Tales" stand out as a thing of
arresting sadness. The story deals
with a young girl's sacrifice of her
one chance of happiness—marriage
to a coast guard who has been prom-
ised the post of keeper of the light-

house at Heceta" Head provided he
marries. The girl cannot give up
the idea of caring for her elderly
family—very well chosen as to types
—and so is forced to see her sweet-
heart happily married to another girl.

Will undoubtedly strike a "different"
note wherever shown.

"Big Business"—Our Gang—Pathe
Another Peach of a Comedy

Type of production 2 reel kid
comedy

Fast and furious is the fun in this

Our Gang Comedy. The kids open
a barber shop and their thirst for
customers to shave knows no bounds.
Everything from little boys' heads .to

Pomeranian dogs and roosters feath-
ers get "shaved," and we mean this

literally. Boys with luxurious heads
of hair come out of the shop as
smooth as billiard balls. Mickey
Daniels is seen as the curly locked
son of an ardent mother who dresses
him in Little Lord Fauntleroy suits

and long curls—which he hates as
much as his father does. But alas
for the curls and hurray for Mickey
He is lured into the barber shop
and emerges a regular boy. This is

undoubtedly one of the most up-
roariously amusing numbers of this

thoroughly amusing series.

Gallery of Living Portraits
Paramount

Ernest Torrence in Character
Type of production 1 reel

character sketch.

A thoroughly novel and especially
interesting short subject, edited by
Hugo Riesenfeld. and one of a series

of character studies of well known
screen players, is that showing Ernest
Torrence in short bits from various
pictures in which he has appeared.
It is interesting to observe the dis-

tinction which Torrence gives his

different charcterizations. Those of-

fered are "Singed Wings," "Ruggles
of Red Gap," "The Covered Wagon,"
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine."

"The Man Who Would Not Die"—
Indian Frontier Series—Pathe

Interesting ; Different

Type of production 2 reel drama
This is the first of a series of six

melodramas that Pathe is releasing
under the main title of Indian Fron-
tier Series, each of which deals with
an actual experience of an Indian
chief now living on government reser-

vations and authenticated by his sig
nature. They should provide a dif

ferent note for audiences who desire
a change in their type of short reel

entertainment and could be used
where an entire short reel program
is desired. In addition to the Indian
actors, this number has a cast in-

cluding Hedda Nova, Ed Brady,
David Dunbar and Al Halleck. The
story is simple—concerning an Indian
warrior who pursuing his sweetheart
who has been lured from her people
by a white man, is shot several times
but refuses to die. Paul Hurst's di-

rection is, on the whole, good.

"Down in Jungle Town"—Universal
Mildly Amusing Comedy

Type of production 1 reel comedy
Except for the fact that there are

several animals who show some in-

telligence and do what they're told,

there isn't much to this one reeler

that stars Joe Martin, the monkey
but the kiddies in your audiences will

no doubt find it amusing. A bear that
eats everything in sight is one of

the attractions, as is a trained ele-

phant and a lion whose untimely ap-
pearance sends a lot of folks into a
lake for safety. The direction is good,
but as a whole its only mildly am-
using.

"Short Story Teller"—Ivan Abram-
son

New Idea, But Not Well Handled
Type of production 1 reel novelty

This is the first of a new series of
one reelers directed and produced by
Ivan Abramson and released one a

week, under the same main title. The
idea in back of the reel is new. In-

stead of simply having anecdotes and
jokes in title form as in the Literary
Digest 'Fun from the Press' reel, the
action is picturized in addition to the
titles. But here the idea has not been
made the most of because of poor
casting, and poorly selected material.

Nevertheless the series may go in

some houses but not where the au-
diences are of the critical type.

"The Cowboy Sheik"—Will Rogers
Patihe

Will Rogers, That's Enough
Type of production 2 reel comedy
While not quite as uproarious as

some of Roger's previous releases,

"The Cowboy Sheik" should afford

genuine amusement and plenty of

laughs for almost any audience. Will
is seen as a bashful cowpuncher—

a

role he can handle to perfection. Your
folks will surely enjoy seeing him
struggling into his mail-order suit and
trying to look like the picture in the

catalogue. Just a simple idea that has
been done time and time again, but
it's the way he does it. All the boys
on the ranch are in love with the

school teacher and are anxious to

make a hit with her at the dance. Will
suffers terribly from bashfulness and
new shoes, but comes out strong at

the finish. Good stuff.

"Hats Off"—Universal
Average Western

Type of production 2 reel western
"Hats Off,"_ starring Pete Morri-

son, succeeds in being only an aver-
age western despite all the efforts
of the cast and director to make it

otherwise. There is a good deal of
persiflage at the opening at the ex-
pense of Morrison who appears all

slicked up in city clothes in a western
town where the girls dress in rid-
ing skirt and flannel shirts. Pete de-
cides to marry her, whether or no,
and thereafter it is mostly no, until
he rounds up the villian who is tak-
ing advantage of the girl's brother,
and then she finally does consent.
It's all a trifle mixed-up, but there
is some good riding at the finish.

"School Pals"—Fox
Antics of Apes Amusing

Type of production 2 reel comedy
The really human, antics of the

trained Apes in "School Pals" are
far more interesting than the comedy
tricks they put over. The offering
shows off the animals to wonderful
advantage and for anyone that likes

to marvel at the way they can be
trained, there is plenty to marvel at

in "School Pals." There are three
apes who go through all kinds of
stunts, from playing mischievous
school kids to riding bicycles and
doing most anything that a human
being can do. The comedy business
is rather slight but the tricks of the
apes are sufficient to make the pic-

ture a first rate novelty number for
any program.

"About Face"—Jack White
Educational

Entertaining Juvenile

Type of production 2 reel kid
comedy

With a juvenile cast headed by
Johnny Fox, Jr., "About Face"
proves to be very enjoyable comedy
dealing with the troubles of a would-
be boy scout, in camp and out of
it. Many of the laughs are brought
about by dealing with the tricks the
boys play on a cross old gentleman
—not very gentle tricks either, but
human enough to amuse, through all

of which Johnny Fox's freckled face

beams and Johnny's dog romps as
though he liked it. Exploitation by
means of tie-ups with local boy scout
organizations should be easy. Arvid
Gillstrom directed. Good, wholesome
entertainment.

Monday
Jury to handle $10,000 Zukor award f|

best produced picture completing
House Ways and Means Committee r< vn

taxes on admissions up to fifty jMay cut more wide-sweeping.

John C. Graham sails for London. JM
sanity in booking is most importa

ra
cent development in England.

Tuesday
S. E. Samuelson, Newton, N. J., ex a

sues Will H. Hays, members of thr m
association and others on mo S
charges. Seeks $450,000 in damag

Arthur N. Smallwood, in open lette d»-
cusses distribution in independent r ttt

Says faulty distribution is ruining y
tive effort in production.

Tax returns for December, $7,047,8? tl<

highest in two years and a half.

Additional slashes in admission taxes fa

for in Washington. Bill far from att.

ment.

Wednesday
New York City F. I. L. M. Board i

1,852 cases involving $176,491 in 1 F
compared with 3,246 cases involving

J

000 in 1922. Arbitration system wj
in satisfactory fashion.

William Randolph Hearst addressei
C. C. and tells members he wA

\

"learn" about picture values from

Pennsylvania appoints exhibitor ail

committee to co-operate with censo
\

Arthur N. Smallwood suggests unifor
tract between producer and distribi

solution to inadequate distribution

Thursday
First National to release 20 picture

block during first half of 1923. i

play dates with each contract.

H. R. Ebenstein Co. develops new loa
Provides for loan from banks with
ing company assuring loan until pi

gets returns from distributor.
Sydney S. Cohen may enter state rig)

tribution when he rounds out
M. P. T. O. term.

Charles E. Whitehurst, prominent Ba
exhibitor dead from double pneumo

Friday

Senator James J. Walker introduces 1 i

Albany for repeal of censorship.

Triangle passes into film history. aM
purchased by Frank W. Severn for $ "•

Standard accountancy form drawn
members of the Hays organizatior

Warner Bros, report earnings of $ \W

for last nine months of 1923.
Al H. Woods buys "Southern Lo I
Graham Wilcox Prod, for reportei at
of $250,000.

Saturday

Famous to place "Peter Pan" in pro)
this summer. Will be ready for c

tion by Christmas.

Arbitration system not defined in Cll
derson's uniform contract. Dra<l

dorsed by M. P. T. O. A.
Arthur N. Smallwood suggests Americ 6

press Co. should handle physical d J*

tion to reduce overhead of rt Ml
machines.
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4 Pictures Reviewed In 15 Cities
\xrna. Christie"—First Nat'l

Olympia, Boston
NSCRIPT—Of course it is possible

• estimate the effect. "Anna Christie"

ably will not be such a box- office

;s as "Flaming Youth" or "Black Ox-
ut its reception does seem to indicate

director who does his work honestly
unt on intelligent support.

The Bad Man"—1st Nat'l

Capitol, St. Louis
IBE-DEMOCRAT—"The Bad Man"
happy combination of melodramatic
and comedy that makes for excellent

inment.
T-DISPATCH—"The Bad Man" is

good picture for the moronic mind,
or grownups, mentally and physically.

. picture show, nevertheless, "The Bad
is a good one, particularly from the

int of its directorship. The piece
have been made disgustingly melo-
ic. Humor saves the situation.

R—It would be true but unjust to

iize that "The Bad Man" on the screen
• what it was on the stage. * * *

heless, there is plenty of exciting ac-

lat will please * * * It certainly is

xt best thing to seeing and hearing
before the footlights.

:ES—* * * pure fun. It is amusing
ean way.

'Black Oxen"—First Nat'l

Eastman, Rochester
10CRAT AND CHRONICLE—
much of its aesthetic appeal to the
f Frank Lloyd who directed it. The
s are at times extraordinarily beauti-
* * the cast exceptionally well suited.

IALD—Corinne Griffith seems corn-
inadequate to meet the demand of

le Zittany * * * well worth seeing
y from the light of what it might
>een.

1RNAL—A tremendously interesting
:, one with an engrossing story in

the suspense is kept up to the very

[ES UNION—A distinct perversion of
ovel, it gives a fairly interesting
to which little exception can be taken.

State, Los Angeles
Week Ending January 20)

VMINER—It's an intriguing theme
Mrs. Atherton proposed, and Lloyd

deft skill has translated it to the
with subtle suggestion—and with

beauty of sets and costumes.
LY NEWS—Adhering closely to the
Lloyd has made but slight changes
to the mind of this reviewer improves
folding of an interesting tale.

3RESS—In fact, "Black Oxen," in
tic form, is a vital, gripping tale,

. direct and tersely told. In every
)f footage there is plainly evidenced
iied economy in effort, but not of

'ORD—"Black Oxen"- is a fascinating
"Story" is advisable, for the story
whole picture.
story—the plot—carries the interest

jingly and is not without humor at

:ES—But I think it is rather a cold
Nowhere does it grip you—* * *

the story is admirably transferred,
:ring its drawbacks as screen material.
st it has freshness of theme, with its

:ances skilfully interpreted ; and the
is very good, indeed.

"Broadway Gold"—Truart
Lyric, Cincinnati

>T—A flood of "Broadway" pictures
eping upon us. * * *

first of the new assortment is "Broad-
old," * * *

NORTH AMERICAN—There are indeed
some rare and beautiful camera studies. Lois
Wilson is utterly wasted in the role of the
social butterfly.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—Con-
tains all the familiar ingredients of a Zane
Grey story.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Cast
more than adequate * * * backgrounds ad-
vertising the wonders of Arizona are quite
wonderful.

RECORD—So human, so simple, so gen-
uine and is acted so splendidly that life is

better for its exhibition. '

all of the Canyon"—F. P.-L.
Karlton, Philadelphia

jLETIN—Story of love and romance
ch is added the horrors of the World

"The Courtship of Myles Standish"
Asso. Exhib.

Pershing, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—B a s e d on the

greatest romance of American literature, the
story of a heroic but gentle lover, "The
Courtship of Myles Standish" is a picture
of thrills and tender sentiment.

POST-DISPATCH—Longfellow is dead.
Too bad ! If he had lived longer he might
have obtained a lot of pointers from Charlie
Ray * * * Here are sea scenes, some good
and some bad. * * *

The story makes Alden an unbeliever who
is suddenly converted when he learns that
Priscilla loves him. Many of the scenes af-

ter the landing are so artificial and mani-
festly built up that they lose much of their
effectiveness.

STAR—It disappoints in so many respects
that it is difficult to array the imperfections
in order of importance.

TIMES—If fault there is, it is in begin-
ning the love tale too far back. The romance
of the courtship is not introduced until late

in the story.

But it is an excellent presentation, sincere,
authoritative and interesting from beginning
to end.

"The Eagle's Feather"—Metro
Colonial, Indianapolis

NEWS—Film is excellent not only from
the point of view of plot but from the points
of view of character development. One finds
not only food for thought but excitement as
well.

"The Eternal City"—First Nat'l
'

State, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—Was made in Rome

and has little of the greartness of its urban
namesake but the film is pretty good enter-
tainment.

Strand, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—We think it is the

most beautiful thing pictorially that we have
ever seen excellent acting.

"Flaming Youth"—First Nat'l
Piccadily, Rochester

DEMOCRAT—Crowds attended every per-
formance yesterday * * * production is an-
other excuse for depicting numerous scenes
wherein jazz and its various accompaniments
are vividly portrayed.

HERALD—Without a doubt carries off

the screen honors for the week. * * * For
the first time the writer has seen a picture
with a decided atmosphere and screen actors
really living in their parts.

POST EXPRESS—Excellent entertain-

ment * * * Colleen Moore the embodiment
of youth with all its witchery, its joyousness
* * * no question that this young person "has
arrived."

TIMES UNION—No one could fail to en-

joy and be fascinated by Colleen Moore's im-

personation of the flapper heroine * * * not

a very wholesome picture.

"The Governor's Lady"—Fox
Hippodrome, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—Could have been told

much better in five reels than eight—a fine

example of what careless padding will do to

a photoplay * * * only spasmodically a good
picture.

Monroe, Chicago

AMERICAN—The direction and work of

the various members of the cast are respon-
sible for awakening your interest in a story
built along familiar lines.

DAILY NEWS—Not content with assign-
ing the capable Mr. Millarde to direct "The
Governor's Lady," Mr. Fox selected an un-
usual cast.

HERALD-EXAMINER—From practically

every angle, "The Governor's Lady," is one
of the best cinemas I have seen for quite a

while.

TRIBUNE—If "The Governor's Lady"
doesn't keep the ticket seller at the Monroe
theater busy this week, I miss my guess. It

seems to me that everybody who sees it ought
to realize the sincerity of the acting of all the

characters and, having been impressed, hasten
to spread the news that there's a good movie
on Monroe 'Street.

"The Heritage of the Desert"
F. P.-L.

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—There is a sterling

cast of artists, including Ernest Torrence,
Bebe Daniels and Lloyd Hughes. The pic-

ture is packed with genuine drama, histori-

cal facts, romance and a lot of action and
thrills.

POST-DISPATCH—* * * is superior in

every respect to its two predecessors, "To
the Last Man" and "The Call of the

Canyon."

STAR—It is a bully good fight, * * *

This is the third or fourth Zane Grey novel
to be done into a movie under the personal
supervision of the author. All these west-

erns have been good, and this one is esepe-

cially so.

TIMES—A simple story * * * But it is

majestic in moments, sweeping in its com-
pass, * * *

Palace, Washington
STAR—Zane Grey told a good story but

it is not pictured so well * * * nothing more
than an ordinary old-time western outfit.

"His Children's Children"—F. P.-L.

Capitol, Montreal
GAZETTE—Unusually effective film drama

* sedulous care taken to preserve the

tone and atmosphere of the original story in

the process of transferring it to the screen.

STAR—The modern craze for sensation
* * * forms the basis of this story and * * *

provides an entertaining picture for all sec-

tions of society.

Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Four able actors rescue this

photoplay. Dorothy MacKail, George Fawcett,

Hale Hamilton and Mary Eaton.

INQUIRER—Will prove just as popular

on the screen as it did in book form. The
story has been left unchanged.

NORTH AMERICAN—Bebe Daniels as

the heroine is both attractive and convincing.
George Fawcett contributes another of his ex-

cellent character portraits.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNINC)—There
are big scenes, strong moments and "His
Children's Children" contains plenty of food

for thought.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—There
are many moments of real dramatic force in

the study of three family generations * * *

the director has tried his best to spoil the

story by injecting a heap of superfluous detail.

RECORD—Picture won many praises from
those who saw it.

"Hoodman Blind"—Fox
Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—The action is so swift and the

excitement so vivid that one forgets the de-

tails in his interest as to what is going to

happen next * * * unusually entertaining.

STAR—Tosses plausibility to the winds
without losing strength * * * holds interest and
sustains suspense. * * * Employs Mr. Fox's
pet formula for melodrama and manages to

provide considerable excitement and thrills.

Liberty, St. Louis
STAR—The story is of the old-fashioned

type in which the plot depends rather too
much on the incredible. * * * The storm,
shipwreck and rescue scenes really are ex-
citing. The piece is not badly done any-
where, and is on the whole, entertaining.
TIMES—* * * a story of the old-fashion-

ed cut and dried variety. * * * The story
is sensatior.al, there is plenty of action and
thrills, and also touch of romance.

"The Humming Bird"—F. P.-L.
Columbia, Washington

STAR—Gives Swanson a more virile and
sincere part than any in which she has
heretofore appeared. * * * enlivened by war
pictures.

Mc Vicker's, Chicago
DAILY JOURNAL—Gloria Swanson in,

and as, "The Humming Bird," is sure to
supply entertainment not to be left under
any circumstances. * * *

That thing they call "atmosphere" is sur-
prisingly commendable in this picture. There
is something very genuine about the Paris
scenes and people.
POST—You think we talk only of Gloria.

Well, she so dominates this picture that even
a very good supporting cast receives but slight
attention.

TRIBUNE—It's not my idea of an espe-
cially good photo play—yet—it most decid-
edly has its moments. * * *

It will go well though, for its middle
name is action. Miss Swanson is supported
by a cast that knows how and was directed
by a man who did his best.

Capital, Cincinnati

POST—Gloria Swanson's best picture in a
long time is "The Humming Bird," ** *

To Sidney Olcott, who directed, is due a
vote of thanks. He has turned out a fine
photoplay.

"The Huncback of Notre Dame"
Universal

Brandeis, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—A masterpiece * * *

Lon Chaney, master of sinister make-up,
dominates the production * * * Worsley, di-

rector, has done exceedingly well with the
entire production.

"Judgment of the Storm"—F. B. O.
Colonial, Detroit

NEWS—And it is not a bad picture, either.

It is a very good one, displaying an original
theme and most of the elements that make
a picture appealing.

"A Lady of Quality"—Universal
Imperial, San Francisco

{Week ending Jan. 26)

BULLETIN—* * * has been made into

an entertaining screen attraction * * *

As it tells a simple but powerful love story,

tense with drama, "A Lady of Quality" has
the additional charm of more or less histori-

cal quality * * *

CHRONICLE—The picture is a finished

product of the studios, one of the best of

the period films * * * The story moves
swiftly, is not padded with unnecessary at-

mosphere, is very lovely in outdoor scenes,
• • *

DAILY NEWS—* * * the story, albeit

an historical one in 12 reels, is entertaining

and more than usually well directed.

EXAMINER—* * * tells a simple but
powerful story, tense with drama. * * *

"The Marriage Circle"—Warners'
Rialto, Los Angeles

Additional criticisms on "The Marriage
Circle" from Los Angeles newspapers follow-

HERALD—* * * one of those standoutable

receptions made brilliant by the presence of

so many celebrities, is more than the comedy
it purports to be. It is rare comedy and.

judged from Ihe artistic side, starts where
most contemporaries and rivals begin. * * *

You will go a long way before another equal-

ing "The Marriage Circle" in sheer delight

meets your gaze.
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EXPRESS—True, it is typically continental
in tone. Americans, save those who have
acquired the cosmopolitan attitude through
sojourning abroad, would not act in the
manner these folk did. Yet the impulses were
true to elemental, universal formulae. * * *

Sharing honors with the director were Paul
Bern, the scenarist, and Charles Van Enger,
the cameraman. The settings were simple,
rich and most appropriate, and an analysis
of the technique of the pictorial narration
would disclose numerous delicious touches
mostly emitting a slyly satirical humor that
caught the audience frequently in its sweep
last evening.
RECORD—Under Lubitsch's cunning hands

a frothy Viennese farce of marital infidelity

is shaped into a keen, terrifyingly true ex-
position of why many marriages go wrong. Its

genius lies in detail and incident, in the pic-

turing of which the director concentrates with
a pleasant disregard of movie customs in the
routing of long, medium shots and close-ups.

"Name the Man"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Century, Baltimore

SUN—Interest in the drama is well-sus-
tained * * * Mae Busch gives an appealing
characterization.

Broadway Strand, Detroit
NEWS—Again goes to prove that foreign

directors when given an American cast and
American cooperation in production can give
the pick of the home talent a hard race for
top honors.
TIMES—Tells a powerful dramatic story

replete with action * * * Conrad Nagel's act-

ing is the shining spot in this production.

California, Los Angeles
(Week Ending January 20)

EXAMINER—He has put drama psycholo-
gy and genuine histrionism into the film. * * *

All that Caine told with pages of language
is brought out in tense remarkable action,
* * *

EXPRESS—*
_
* * a most unique and

decidedly interesting combination of nationali-
ties artistically. * * *

Directorially the Seastrom gift is best dis-

played, humanly speaking, in the gripping
conflict between the brutal Collister and his
downtrodden wife.
RECORD—The picture is forceful; it rush-

es along from one dramatic moment to an-
other breathlessly and absorbingly. Its only
really glaring error is the over-use of sym-
bolism, one or two strong examples of which
thereby lose their effectiveness.

TIMES—I am right when I say that "Name
the Man!" is gloomy. In fact, at times,
it is rather wanttonly depressing, but at the
same time it is so exquisite in the quality
of its photography, so deft and simple in

the character of its treatment, and so generally
fine in respect to the acting—that is, for
the most part—that you can even forget the
fact that it is based on a dull, heavy and
soggy Hall Caine story.

TIMES—Here's a great picture for chil-
dren * * * any picture in which Tom Meighan
appears is entertaining.

"North of Hudson Bay"—Fox
Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Perhaps the best photoplay
of Tom Mix's career.

INQUIRER—Tom Mix provides a steady
succession of hair-raising thrills.

NORTH AMERICAN—One of those thrill-

ing, blood-stirring tales of the great Canadian
northwoods * * * why allow Tom Mix who
really is a specialist in his own particular
field to buy his own personality and ability

in something that does not suit him in any
way.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The

snow scenes are very effective and the long
shots of the canoe gliding down

_
the fast

flowing stream are well-worth seeing.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Thrill

hundreds will find their goal with Tom Mix
furnishing 'em man-size aplenty in his newest
feature.
RECORD—Mix's bare-handed fight with a

hungry wolf pack and the wild ride through
turbulent rapids and a whirlpool leave nothing
to be desired in the way of emotional stimu-
lation.

"Painted People"—First Nat'l

Rialto, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—Full of fun, romance

and adventure * * * Colleen Moore and Ben
Lyon do excellent work * * * Clarence Badger
does well with the direction.

"Pied Piper Malone"
Madison, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Thomas Meighan is again
the small town hero * * * may not be packed
full of the so-called thrills * * * but it has
heart interest in plenty.

NEWS—Very well acted and has many
charming children in it. Meighan creates a

true portrait.

"Restless Wives"—Burr—S. R.
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week ending Jan. 26)

BULLETIN—* * * it is real and true to
life. In "Restless Wives," life today is mir-
rored in all its actualities. The title gives
one an idea of the theme. It is a very frank,
well-handled photo-dramatization of a phase
of the divorce problem.
CHRONICLE—There is a melodramatic

finish to the picture * * *

DAILY NEWS—The story is conventional
and trite enough, but interest is sustained,

"Ruggles of Red Gap"—F. P.-L.
New Baltimore

AMERICAN—There are those of us who
think that Ruggles is quite good enough to
become a classic * * * more than one of the
celebrated James Cruze touches are to be
seen from time to time * * * delightful en-
tertainment.

"Richard the Lion Hearted"
Allied Artists

Regent, Rochester
DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—Many

beautiful settings * * * an excellent support-
ing cast including that recent precious "find"
of filmdom, Margaret De La Motte.
HERALD—This production * * * is in re-

ality a burlesque. One wonders if it really is

a serious work or if it was intended to poke
fun.
JOURNAL—What impresses one in a pic-

ture of this kind is the infinite pains to which
someone has been to achieve accuracy of de-
tail * * * well-worth seeing.
TIMES-UNION—A sequel to "Robin

Hogd" * * * will furnish good entertainment
though it never becomes wildly exciting.

"Six Cylinder Love"—Fox
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—Sure-fire hit. * * * As amusing as
the stage play * * * Truex's gift for pan-
tonine finds ample opportunities.
STAR—Fox has made a very diverting

film. * * * Elmer Clifton has done an un-
commonly good job.

"The Song of Love"—1st Nat'l
Rivoli, Baltimore

NEWS—Norma Talmadge the star * * *

Joseph Schildkraut has the leading male role.

SUN—After seeing Norma as an Arabian
dancing girl we feel that we know her lots

better than we ever did before * * * ver-

satility thy name is Talmadge.
Allen, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—Norma arrives several
seasons late with a sheik drama. * * * Were
it not for the fact I consider Norma has
prostituted her fine dramatic ability I would
laugh myself. I am sick about it anyhow.
PRESS—Never for a moment could we

imagine that Norma Talmadge was an Algerian
Arab.
TIMES—Story is the conventional one of

a Mohammedan plot against a French rule.
» * * we ll directed and the emotional acting
is interesting. It is not the best role Norma
Talmadge has played.

State, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—Perhaps the most impressive

bit as Miss Talmadge's portrayal of the na-
tive dance * * * Edmund Carewe gives a
masterful portrayal of the chieftain.

Warfield, San Francisco
(Week ending Jan. 26)

BULLETIN—It is not her best picture,

but there are many spectacular scenes with a

highly dramatic climax which appeal to those
who like the spectacular melodrama.
CHRONICLED—The glorious Miss Tal-

madge, however, makes up for the confusion
of plot, although the role she plays is a
passive one, * * *

DAILY NEWS—It is Norma Talmadge's
staunch devotees who will best like "The Song
of Love," * * * About the most made of it

is a conventional sheiky romance as Oriental

as the average tearoom.
EXAMINER—Norma Talmadge more

nearly approaches her superb work of

"Smilin' Through" in "The Song of Love"
than in any other of her recent photoplays.

"Thundergate"—1st Nat'l

Strand, Cincinnati
POST—Romance finds a pretty setting in

"Thundergate," the interesting melodrama.

"Tiger Rose"—Warners'
Metropolitan, Los Angeles
(Week Ending January 26)

EXAMINER—Comparison of Miss Ulric
in the stage version and in her screen role

are inevitable. Here arises the disappoint-

ment of the picture. For once the screen
has lost through lacking words. * * *

Photography and settings are of the high-
est order. It is doubtful if the suppporting
roles could be better fitted * * *

DAILY NEWS—Although "Tiger Rose" is

not unusual as far as story and. plot go,

it is different from the conformity of the
average * * *

"Tiger Rose" is recommended as excellent

entertainment.
EXPRESS—* * * an uncommonly enter-

taining film is being shown. The picture
is notable in many ways, chief of which
is that it is a tale of the overworked north-

west police that is not ludicrously melo-
dramatic and overdrawn.
TIMES—is notable for only one thing; it

introduces Lenore Ulric to the screen. And
while Miss Ulric is a charming and gay
little heroine, she gives us nothing that sev-
aral other plays already established on the
screen cannot.

"Twenty-One"—First Nat'l

Circle, Indianapolis

NEWS—Good picture with a fine cast * * *

fans it is to be expected will enjoy every
moment of it not only because Barthelmess
is invariably interesting but because the story
is light, smooth running and full of fun
as well as drama.
STAR—There is more comedy in this pic-

ture than in Barthelmess' usual productions
* * * seven entertaining reels.

Grand Central—West End Lyric,
St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—It is a corking
tale, punctuated with flaming bits of ro-

mance, intense dramatic action and thrills.

POST-DISPATCH—* * * a lather lightly

woven story * * * The story alternates thrilli-

ness with stillness.

STAR—* * * demonstrates that Richard
Barthelmess is the leading juvenile in motion
pictures today. * * * "Twenty-one" does
not offer possibilities that were offered in

"Tol'able David." for example. It has a

plot that is not new, but it is handled in an
original manner and makes a first-class pic-

ture, thanks to good direction and the work
of the star.

TIMES—The plot is well worked out ex-

cept towards the close, where the conclusion,
although desirable, is clumsily brought about.

"The Wanters"— First Nat'l

Metropolitan, Washington
STAR—Pretty Marie Prevost pouts and

looks worried throughout the picture..

"Wild BUI Hickock"—F. P.-L.
Metropolitan Baltimore

AMERICAN—All Hart and a yard
wide * * *Hart enthusiasts adored it. They
ate it alive as the fellows say. They wanted
gun play and they got it.

NEWS—Story of riotous days of the west
following Civil War.
SUN—Hart has staged a lively comeback

* * * will bring cheer to the hearts of Mr.
Hart's fans.

"Woman to Woman" —Selznick

Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Produced in lavish style.

There are scenes of gay parties and others

showing the dancer (Betty Compson) in her

most revealing costumes cavorting on the nNEWS—Story is an impossible misty ajj
* * * though handicapped by the triti

situations have been handled very sincere n(jmuch tender sentiment is introduced. it«

Compson's best performance since "The ra
cle Man."
TIMES—We have never seen Betty in.

son in a more suitable role. * * *

"You Can't Get Away With I

Fox
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—As hardened as yov BJhave become from seeing so many pi res

you will hardly be able to suppre:
emotions while watching this picture t Id,

it is so pathetic, so human.
NEWS—Story interestingly unfolded an

attractive setting. Percy Marmont is ; ild

actor compared with his emotional Mark >n

in "If Winter Comes."
TIMES—Percy Marmount does mil to

put the winning touch to the film.

ACME THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York

Everything for the theatre

Phone Bryant 7392 - 7393 - 9072

Bryant 1871
Special low price on DIXON'S 1

CON-DER-OGA Pencils an exci

tionally fine pencil for general off

work.

TOTEM STATIONERY C
1476 Broadway, at 42nd Si

Longacre Bldg., Room 824

Was the tune that

Nero played while

Rome burned, "There

be a hot time in

the old town tonight?"

HYSTERICAL
HISTORY
COMEDIES

Will tellyou

HYSTERICAL HISTORY COMEDIES

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

EXCEPTIONAL BUY
WILART PROFESSIONAL CAMERA

FITTED WITH CARL ZEISS 2 "F3" 5 LENS, 4 MAG-

AZINES, 2 FIBRE CASES, GOERZ SET, SPECIAL SUN-

SHADE LOS ANGELES TRIPOD—ALL IN PERFECT

CONDITION—
$390.00

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

U. S. AGENTS FOR DEBRIE CAMERAS AND APPARATUS

BRYANT 6635 118 W. 44th ST., N. Y. C.



There is added assurance of favorable com-
ment—that priceless publicity that only the

satisfied audience can give—when the produc-

tion is right photographically.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Adds true photographic values to picture

interest—carries quality from studio to screen.

Look for "Eastman" and "Kodak'' in black

letters in the film margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



hundreds
of Exhibitors are yelling for th«

rr

CORINNE GRIFFITH Productions, Inc., presentation of

LILIES of the FIELDv

featurini

and

Bear this in mind as well!

The man who made
"FLAMING YOUTH"
—as sweet a money maker
as has ever been produced

—directed this one

—

JOHN
FRANCIS
DILLON

CORINNE GRIFFITH
CONWAY TEARLE

—they played "BLACK OXEN']

—they made a hatful of mom
with it!

—they heard their patrons ra 1

about CORINNE GRIFFITH!

—they read the praise of the critic

about her

!

—they know then—that this gre;

star in such a picture as "LILIBSj

OF THE FIELD" will be a wall

over!

No wonder they're yellinj

for it!

A 3ir>6t llationdl Picture
This one is included in the 20 to be released in the next" five monl:S
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HEARST
By DANNY

his relation with the

yn Company. Relative to

"Variety" last week prin-

report in which it was
earst was dissatisfied with
secured by Goldwyn Pic-

Dr his product. And went
and said a lot of other

»n't our habit to bother
eports of this kind. But
the circumstances this

be said

:

rst is not only happy in

•elationship with Goldwyn
ires but is on record that

lever had happier connec-
:. Not only hasn't he any
of setting up his own dis-

iting machine, but he is

anally very much satisfied

existing conditions,

•nonths there has been a lot

aganda in circulation regard-
irst's relationship with Gold-
ixecutives of Goldwyn finally

hese rumors to their satisfac-

Some weeks ago when the

ion was made to Goldwyn ex-

that it might be well to

:he facts and settle these

they decided to leave mat-
ne. It is not surprising that

such as "Variety" carried,

)t been printed broadly. Cer-
he rumor mongers spread it

enough.

ips this will close the incident.

fforts are apparently be-

made to make an issue of
fact that American pic-

s are being sold at such
ps in England to kill off

British producer-distribu-
The facts not only

Id scotch such an idea,

those who know the real
itions, should make an
•t to kill off such absurd
s. American distributing
nizations may use tactics

'h may be unsatisfactory
British producers. That,
wer, might be called a
er of business, unwise
gh it may be. But that
% that it is, nothing else.

nothing else should be
ved.

Leave on Wednesday
Niblo and Louis B. Mayer
r the coast on Wednesday.

Boston Traveler: '"The Yankee Consul,' establishes Douglas Mac Lean
as the logical successor to the earlier Fairbanks in breezy comedy roles.

Not that he attempts to imitate. He doesn't need to." Associated Exhibit-

ors.—Advt.

Enthusiastic
June Mathis Anxious To Get Started

Oh "Ben Hur"—Discusses Gener-
al Production Problems

After long delay at the Culver City

Goldwyn studios engaged in cutting

and titling von Stroheim's "Greed,"

June Mathis has reached New
York en route to Italy to engage in

the production of "Ben Hur." Miss
Mathis sails on the Paris, Wednesday
and anticipates that actual production

will start early in March.

Those familiar with Miss Mathis

know her tremendous enthusiasm for

the making of this production which
it is frankly admitted is expected by
Goldwyn to be their biggest production

for the season of 1924-25. She has

had a most active part in the selec-

tion of the principals and intends to

work in close harmony with Charles

Brabin, the director of the production,

when she reaches Italy. During her

few days here she will be in constant

touch with A. L. Erlanger the pro-

ducer of the stage version and Ed-
ward J. Bowes of Goldwyn who is de-

voting a great part of his time to

this production.
While no one knows definitely

{Continued on Page 2)

Two Knotty Problems
Hays' Emissary May Take Up Home

Production in Australia And
Censorship There

Bernon T. Woodle, an assistant in

the Hays organization is en route to

Australia on what his office describes

as a mission of importance to the in-

dustry. No other details were made
public.

Inquiries made on Saturday reveal

that there are two problems of im-

mediate importance pending in Aus-
tralia. One member of Parliament

has made several speeches against

the importation of American-made
pictures, asking why Australia should

not turn the £4,000000 paid annual-

ly to American producers to home
production. The move has been more
or less widely discussed and has the

backing of a group of former soldiers,

said to be anti-American in senti-

ment.

The other problem concerns cen-j

sorship, and is growing more serious.

.

There are at present restrictive!

measures in the Commonwealth, but

the Australian authorities have a par-

ticular aversion to situations that

treat marriage lightly and it is along

{Continued on Page 2) I

Halt In Hearing
Neither Date Nor Place Selected For
Resumption Of Government In-

vestigation Into Famous
With the completion of the testi-

mony brought forth by various wit-
nesses as part of Famous Players'
defense in Jacksonville, New Orleans
and Dallas, the Government investi-

gation into Famous and other re-

spondents has temporarily come to a
halt.

No decision has been made regard-
ing the next seat of the hearing. Fa-
mous and the other respondents are

now engaged in putting in their de-
fense and for that reason the decision

is believed to rest with them. Be-
fore the Jacksonville season it was
stated that Atlanta and New York
would again be visited before the ac-

tual gathering of evidence had been
completed.

Lester Scott to Produce

Lester Scott, former sales manager
for Charles C. Burr, will produce a

series of pictures on the coast. The
first will be a western. Ernest Hal-
ler, Tom Meighan's former camera-
man left yesterday for Hollywood to

shoot the picture.

Rowland Returns
Richard A. Rowland arrived in

New York from Los Angeles on Sat-

urday, but did not appear at his of-

fice.

Chaney Leaves
Lon Chaney left for the coast yes-

terday, following a brief vacation here.

Taylor Here
John H. Taylor of London, is in

town.

Unison On Coast
Charles Christie Says Producers Are
Working Together As Result of

Hays' Visit There

Charles H. Christie is at the Bilt-

more on his regular winter business

trip. He said on Saturday that, since

Will H. Hays visited the coast, the

important producing companies have

evidenced a real co-operative spirit.

He expressed the opinion that con-

siderably more good is going to be

accomplished there with the new M.
P. Prod. Ass'n than through any pre-

vious body of that kind.

Christie has several deals under

way to engage his attention while

here. One provides for the produc-

tion of two features for Hodkinson
release. There has been no contract

signed however.
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ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

ONE NIGHT IT RAINED

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^*

Geo*£
e J

Kann
t\on

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 2355
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Let "TED" Furnish the Music

Orchestras, Individuals, Enter-
tainers at Short Notice

Moving picture pianists, organ-

ist combination always on hand,

TED ROSENTHAL L>

145 W. 45th St., Phone Bryant 1995 3

animated films
^rt Titles

LEADERS *TRAILERS

|gS3»7All
145 W. 45. ST. N.Y. BRYANT 6796

ADVERTISINGS MAN
WANTED

Young man, motion picture experi-
ence, wanted for department of large
picture company. Newspaper and
tradepaper copy and layouts. Salary.
Box M. 4. FILM DAILY, 71 W.
44th St., N. Y.

Enthusiastic
(Continued from Page 1)

when the picture will be completed
Miss Mathis' ambition is to have
it ready for release on Christmas
Day, 1924.

Regarding production plans gener-
ally, Miss Mathis said on Saturday
that producers on the coast, through
their new organization and with a
better understanding having develop-
ed are in a position to work along
much better lines than heretofore,

that economies in production should
naturally result from this and that

there seems to be a general belief

that production generally should not
run into the extensive costs of the

past year.

"The producers are working on
so many different lines to bring this

economy about," she said, "that it is

difficult to say just in which direction

this economy will appear most sig-

nificantly."

$1,000,000 Involved In Lease
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tampa, Fla.— The Consolidated
Amusement Co. has leased property
on Franklin St. for a period of 99
years, involving a total rental lease

of more than $1,00,000 for the erec-

tion of a new $400,000 theater. Plans
also call for an office building. Con-
solidated is a Famous Players sub-
sidiary.

LeRoy Succeeds Fred Clark
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Dr. Simeon
LeRoy has succeeded Fred Clark as
president of Consolidated Theaters,
Inc. LeRoy was formerly vice-pres-
ident and is succeeded by John E.
Fry.

A Correction

In the review of "Pied Piper Ma-
lone," published in yesterday's issue,

it was erroneously reported that Lila

Lee played opposite Thomas Meigh-
an. Lois Wilson appeared in that

role.

Making a Buster Brown Story
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—R. F. Outcault's fa-

mous cartoon character, Buster
Brown, will be filmed by Century.
The first story is nearing completion.

Virginia Fighting Censorship
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—Every theater in

the state is at work on petitions to
legislators urging the repeal of the
State Censorship Commission.

The American, Pt. Huron Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Port Huron, Mich.—The American
has closed down because of damage
done by fire. M. A. Slepski, of
Detroit, is the owner.

Munroe and Mooney in L. A.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—F. C. Munroe and
Paul C. Mooney of Hodkinson ar-

rived from the East yesterday.

Schnitzer Eastbound
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Joseph Schnitzer is

en route to New York.

Two Knotty Problems
(Continued from Page 1)

those lines, that more aggressive tac-

tics will be assumed. Woodle, it will

be recalled, handled the difficulties

arising with the Mexican Govern-
ment when situations that placed
Mexicans in an unfavorable light

came up. It may be that his mission
will be more intimately connected
with the censorship situation.

Iris Has Four New Subjects

John J. Iris announces a new quar-
tet of single reelers, "A Saddle
Journey To The Clouds," "Hitting
The High Spots," "From the Sea To
The Sierra," and "San Francisco

—

City of Hills and Romance."

"Kid Boots" Party

The T. O. C. C. is preparing a
theater party to attend "Kid Boots"
by way of courtesy to Mary Eaton
and Eddie Cantor who supplied part
of the entertainment at the recent
ball.

Van Buren Leaves

Ned Van Buren, cameraman left

for the coast yesterday to photograph
a picture for Outlook Photoplays,
Inc., which made "Free Air," and
"The Old Fool," for Hodkinson. Van
Buren shot "When A Man's A Man."

"RAPID TRANSIT"
Wonder reel of 1924

Startling, Sensational and

—

Different

Ask John J. Iris about it.

Iris Film Exch., 729-7th Ave
Phone 3377 Bryant

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
ff ALL THB WORLD

203 WEST 40th STREET
Pennsylvania 2373

Negative Developing Sample Prints Titles

HAL ROACH
OUR GANG

COMEDIES
"Wit With A Walk

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

-="

Louis Seel

'

^artistic
animated fil'

ILEADERS
TRAILERS'

220 WEST 42 e

NEV/ YORK
Checkering 1994- '

Now Playig
CAMEO THEATi;

NEW YORK

HAROLD BE:

WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAIS

A MAN"
The photoplay evenne

is talking about

It's a Principal Picturei

>A First National Attr*»= =3

S WHIR!
with

JAMES KIUKWOOD,
LILA LEE and

MADGE BELLAMY
Jbr

HODKINSON RELEASE

WMS
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>ITH ROBERTS
5RMAN TREVOR
ALTER BOOTH
UJRICE COSTELLO
UtY CARR
:nry HULL

MONTA GU1LOVE
DIANA ALLEN
DAGMAR GODOWSKY
EFFIE SHANNON
FLORA FINCH
JACK RAYMOND



Some of the The i

HUNCHBACK
American Theatre, Butte, Mont.
Stone Opera House, Binghamton, N. 1

Park Theatre, Youngstown, O.

American Theatre, Denver, Colo.

Columbia Theatre, Phoenix, Ariz.

Rex Theatre, Sheboygan, Wise.
Garrick Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.

His Majesty's Thea., Sherbrooke, Que.
Imperial Theatre, Three Rivers, Que.

Poli Theatre, Waterbury, Conn.

Gem Theatre, Naugatuck, Conn.

Dawe Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.

Strand Theatre, Far Rockaway, N. Y.

Cohen's Theatre, Newburgh, N. Y.

Music Hall Theatre, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Lotus Theatre, Sheridan, Wyo.
Majestic Theatre, Utica, N. Y.
Rialto Theatre, Glen Falls, N. Y.
Family Theatre, Batavia, N. Y.

Strand Theatre, Ithaca, ISf. Y.
North Park Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Palace Theatre, Moline, 111.

Virginian Thea. Charleston, W. Va.
Hartman Theatre, Columbus, O.
Stillman Theatre, Cleveland, O.
Palace Theatre, Wichita Falls, Tex.
Monarch Theatre, Georgetown, Tex.
Royal Theatre, Laredo, Tex.
Rex Theatre, Greeley, Colo.

Empress Theatre, Laramie, Wyo.
Empress Theatre, Ft. Collins. Colo.

Dubuque Theatre, Dubuque, la.

Adams Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Wysor Grand Thea., Indianapolis, Ind.

IN JANUARY A
Rivoli Theatre, New Brunswick, N. J.

Patchogue Thea., Patchogue, L. I.

Park Theatre, Rockaway Park, L. I.

Broadway Theatre, Astoria, L. I.

Brandeis Theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
Arcadia Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

Grand Theatre, Huntingdon, Pa.

Hollywood Theatre, Pottsville, Pa.

Victoria Theatre, Altoona, Pa.
Elks Theatre, Du Bois, Pa.
Nemo Theatre, Johnstown, Pa.

Strand Theatre, Ridgeway, Pa.

Capitol Theatre, Washington,
Roland Theatre, Phillipsburg, ]

j

Opera House, Houtzdale, Pa.

Grand Theatre, Oregon City, C
|

Columbia Theatre, Erie, Pa.
Heilig Theatre, Seattle, Wash
Wigwam Theatre, Reno, Ne\
Victory Theatre, San Jose,

Liberty Theatre, Spokane,
Pershing Theatre, St. Louis, I

Some of the Thea\

HBACK
IN FEBRUARY M
Art Theatre, Kansas City, Kan.
Rivoli Theatre, Portland, Ore.

National Theatre, Jersey City, N. J.

Hempstead Thea., Hempstead, L. I.

Frederick Thea., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ritz Theatre, Indiana, Pa.

Majestic Theatre, Butler, Pa.
Pascoe Theatre, Berlin, Pa.

Court Theatre, Wheeling, W. Va.
Heilig Theatre, Eugene, Ore.
White Theatre, Fresno, Cal.

Westwood Theatre, Westwood, Cal.

Zelda Theatre, Duluth, Minn.
Colonial Thea., Pittsfield, Mass.
Palace Theatre, New Britain, Conn.
Middlesex Theatre, Middletown, Conn.

Strand Theatre, Portchester,

Montauk Theatre, Passaic, r

Regent Theatre, Elizabeth, J

Ridgewood Opera House, Ri<

Garden Theatre, Princeton, 1

Capitol Theatre, St. Louis, J

West End Lyric Thea., St.

Shaw Theatre, St. Louis, M*

Floressant Theatre, St. Loui

Manchester Theatre, St. Lou
Lafayette Theatre, St. Loui
Maffitt Theatre, St. Louis, B

Montgomery Theatre, St. Lo
Welster Theatre, St. Louis,

Tivoli Theatre, St. Louis, M
Imperial Theatre, Sarnia, 0>

ASK THE MAN
A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION



That Played The

OTRE DAM
)VANCED PRICES
i Theatre, Toronto, Can.

er Garden Thea., Jamestown, N. Y.

r Theatre, South Bend, Ind.

:r Theatre, Zanesville, O.

ty Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
nbra Theatre, Milwaukee, Wise,

e Theatre, Kenosha, Wise,
e Theatre, Montreal, Can.

ria Theatre, Quebec, Can.
Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn,

it Theatre, Norwalk, Conn.

Majestic Theatre, Hartford, Conn.
Suffolk Theatre, Holyoke, Mass.
Keith's Lynn Thea., White Plains, N. Y.
Rialto Thea., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Strand Theatre, Lakewood, N. J.

Savoy Theatre, Asbury Park, N. J.

Palace Theatre, Huntington, L. I.

Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla
Kurtz Theatre, Bethlehem, Pa.

Temple Theatre, Lewiston, Pa.

Criterion Theatre, Bridgeton, Pa.

Opera House, Bellefonte, Pa.
New Theatre, Homestead, Pa.

Jefferson Thea., Punxsutawney, Pa.
Pastime Thea., State College, Pa.

Capitol Thea., McKeesport, Pa.
Driggs Theatre, Clearfield, Pa.
Majestic Theatre, Cornwallis, Wash.
Majestic Theatre, Corvallis, Ore.
Grznd Theatre, McDonald, Pa.
Berkeley Theatre, Berkeley, Cal.

State Theatre, Sacramento, Cal.

Grand Theatre, Bellingham, Wash.
Rex Theatre, Lewiston, Idaho
Star Theatre, Hannibal, Mo.
Regent Theatre, Ottawa, Can.

hat Will Play The

NOTRE DAM
DVANCED PRICES
opolitan Thea., Washington, D. C.

id Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
nan Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
vue Thea., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
ins Theatre, Olean, N. Y.
s Hippodrome, Buffalo, N. Y.
Armstrong Thea., Rock Island, 111.

ker Theatre, Elgin, 111.

Theatre, Huntington, W. Va.
irt Theatre, Canton, O.
ol Theatre, Dallas, Tex.
ock Opera House, Austin, Tex.
:e Theatre, San Antonio, Tex.
stic Theatre, Grand Junction, Colo.
ican Theatre, Colo. Springs, Colo,
torium Theatre, Pueblo, N. M.

Grand Theatre, Dubuque, la.

Plaza Rialto Thea., Waterloo, la.

Circle Thea., Indianapolis, Ind.

Grand Theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.

Isis Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Academy Thea., Northhampton, Mass.
Opera House, Westfield, Mass.
Community Theatre, Meriden, Conn.
New Theatre, Port Jervis, N. Y.
Clairidge Theatre, Montclair, N. J.
Regent Theatre, Passaic, N. J.
Colonial Thea., Pompton Lake, N. J.
Rialto Theatre, Newark, N. J.
Liberty Theatre, Kelso, Wash.
Rialto Theatre, Tacoma, Wash.
Glen Theatre, Glen Cove, L. I.

Academy of Music, Lebanon, Pa.

Academy Theatre, Meadville, Pa.

Strand Theatre, Uniontown, Pa.

Pascoe Theatre, Somerset, Pa.

Grand Theatre, Bradford, Pa.

Colonial Theatre, Beaver Falls, Pa.

Salt Lake City Thea., Salt Lake, U.
Orpheum Theatre, Everett, Wash.
Liberty Theatre, Susanville, Cal.

New Grand Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Arsenal Thea., St. Louis, Mo.
Grand Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Lindell Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Gravois Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Variety Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Pageant Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Virginia Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Shenandoah Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Queens Thea., Niagara Falls, Ont.
Allen Theatre, Windsor, Ont.

HO PLAYED IT!
PRESENTED BY CARL LAEMMLE
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Title Ne-w Smith Picture

"A Battle of Love and Roses" will

he the title of the George Randolph
Chester novel which David Smith
has just finished for Vitagraph.
Patsy Ruth Miller and Dustin Far-
i;um have ihe leads.

Crandall Theater Head On Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Joseph P. Morgan,
manager of the Crandall theaters, has
left for a tour of the principal thea-
'er centers of the North and Middle
West.

Was Paul Revere'

s

Horse any relation

to Spark Plug?

HYSTERICAL
COMEDIES

Has the real

"
Inside Dope"

HYSTERICAL HISTORY COMEDIES
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

On Broadway
Broadway—"Under The Red Robe"
Brooklyn Strand—"The Eternal City"
Cameo—"When A Man's A Man"
Capitol—"Name The Manl"
Central—"The Extra Girl'

Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"The Great White
Way"

Criterion
—"The Covered Wagon"

Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln"
Loew's New York—Today—"Tiger
Rose"
Tuesday—"The Rendezvous"
Wednesday—"Big Brother"
Thursday—"North of Hudson Bay"
Friday—"Darling of New York"
and "Whispered Name"

Lyric—"The White Sister"

Rialto—"Pied Piper Malone"
Rivoli—"The Stranger"
Strand—"The Marriage Circle"

Next Week
Brooklyn Strand—"Painted People"
Cameo—"When A Man's A Man"
Capitol—"Name The Manl" (tenta-

tive)

Central—"The Extra Girl"

Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan

—

"The Great White
Way"

Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln"
Lyric—"The White Sister"

Rialto—Not yet determined
Rivoli—Not yet determined
Strand—"The Marriage Circle" (ten-

tative)

Four Ince Pictures In Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Four productions
are now in work at the Ince studio,

for First National release. The first

of these is "Galloping Fish." John
Griffith Wray, is completing "Against
(he Rules; Lambert Hillyer is filming
"Those Who Dance." The feature
of Ince's production schedule for
1924 will be "The Last Frontier."

"Bandolero" Unit To Cuba
Arthur Donaldson has joined the

cast of "The Bandolero," to be di-

rected by Tom Terriss. The com-
pany leaves for Cuba Thursday.

Rebuilding Cosmopolitan Studio
The rebuilt Cosmopolitan studio

will be ready in four or five months.

Motion Picture Cameras

Still Cameras & Supplie

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.

118 W. 44th St. N. Y.

BRYANT 6636

New York Chicago Hollywo

Rotharker Laboratory

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale' Mg

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 18:

"When A Man's A Man," is play-
ing simultaneously at the Cameo,
and at the Garden, Paterson.

COMING SOON

BETTY
COMPSON

man

Jtlan Croshndproduction
Cast includes

&cf cfox~HeddaHopp&-<
JB.Sheryy-'Jkn Simpson-

(hrijoYdddMson
^HODKINSON RELEASE

TIMES SQUARE
IS WILD ABOUT

"RACING LUCK"
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
WILL BE ANNOUNCED VERY SOON

MONTY BANKS
HOTEL ASTOR

J >
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NOW PLAYING
at 25 first run Key City theatres including

the two leading largest houses of the world

New York's CAPITOL THEATRE
{Capacity 5400 seats)

Chicago's CHICAGO THEATRE
(Capacity 5000 seats)

Goldwyn's audience-guaranteed sure-

fire top-money attendance- getter

Name your date for

AME

See it
that's all!

Qoldwyn^osm/L

VICTOR
SEASTROM

director

SIR HALL
CAINE

author

With CONRAD NAGEL,
MAE BUSCH, PATSY
RUTH MILLER.HOBART
BOSWORTH, AILEEN
PRINGLE, CREIGHTON
HALE.
Screen Adaptation by Paul Bern

JUNE MATHIS, Editorial Dircelor

A Goldwyn Picture
n



good
well make

again

!

Remember how—as soon as we sai

"BLACK OXEN"—we rushed int*

print to tell you that this one wouW
be a whirlwind at the box-office ant

that CORINNE GRIFFITH wouL
prove a big sensation? I

and we sure were righti hhhhmhb mu^m^mama^mmamm —whb—ww MHMnBoa«E5HBHflm

well, here's another promise

—

The CORINNE GRIFFITH Productions, Inc., presentation of

"LILIES of the FIELD
featuring CORINNE GRIFFITH
and CONWAY TEARLE
will be one of the biggest in 1924 and, CORING
GRIFFITH'S GREATEST! Get that? We sail

GREATEST!

The "Flaming

Youth" genius

also directed

this one

JOHN
FRANCIS
DILLON

Such a combination of values spells MONEY
with the biggest -M- you can find!

Here'svHere FIRST NATIONAL
Makes good once again!
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Rowland Back
srates His Belief in Production
Closer to the Executive

Offices

A. Rowland of First National,

has just returned from the

;t, said yesterday that he was
: than ever convinced of the need
iroductions being made in the—"close to the executive offices,

! to the theaters and the story

cet—which is New York."

t is quite all right for individual

ucers like I nee and Joe Schenck,
make a few pictures a year, to

and work on the Coast. But
the producer who has head-
ers in New York, it is all wrong,
cannot make your product 3,500

* away from the home office

that degree of efficiency and
only necessary to success, as

(Continued on Page 2)

'uture of Whitehurst Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
iltimore—There is considerable
ulation here as to what will oc-
with the four theaters formerly
aged by Charles E. Whitehurst.
.• are owned by a corporation,
name of "Berney" Depkin has
mentioned recently in con-

on with these properties.

Going South

irold B. Franklin of Famous
ers' theater department and S.

-ent will leave for New Orleans
on business. Awav about a

Smith Urges Censor Repeal
{(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ibany—Governor Smith in a
:al message to the Legislature last

if again recommended the repeal
lie censorship law.

Heller Will Run
una Doesn't Believe Cohen Will
<;ain Run For The M. P. T. O.

Presidency
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
lianapolis—Friends of Frank

epr, president of the M. P. T. O.
idiana are talking of him for the
tdency of the national exhibitor
Blization. It is the impression
r -unfounded in fact or not as the
s may be—that Sydney S. Cohen
ilnot be a candidate for the office

1 ller's friends say he is an active
I >itor, not involved in internal ex-
Ifor politics and for that reason,

I ntangled in any alliances. When
(Continued on Page 2)

J. H. Taylor, Lincoln Theater, Los Angeles: "Just finished run of

Mabel Normand in 'The Extra Girl,' with decided increase of business

each day." Associated Exhibitors distributes this Mack Sennett hit.—Advt

Shoot 'Em In
Pneumonia, Nevada

Dear Sir, Film Daily:

Maybe you will be glad to hear that I am going to take a

foreign trip abroad. Well, I am. Mrs. Deneker and I leave

on the Tuscania, February 16, for a trip over the Mediterran-

ean, or rather a trip abroad, and I was wondering if you want-

ed a few letters from me on the foreign situation.

We will visit all the important places you have read about

—

if you read—and know about if you studied history; and I am

sure they have picture temples in these towns and places.

I lost so much money lately playing foreign pictures that I

closed my theaters for eight weeks so that I could make up

my losses and thought I'd get even by going abroad and writ-

ing the truth about the films over there so my brother exhibit-

ors won't get stuck next season.

Let me know how many letters you want and if I can roast

foreign films?
Sincerely yours,

CLEM DENEKER,
Manager, Deneker Circuit of High

Class Picture Theaters, Inc.

Four For Delivery
And Then Ince Completes First Na-

tional Contract—Three Com-
pleted Now

Colvin Brown, general Eastern
representative for Thomas H. Ince,
returned from the coast on Sunday,
following a five weeks' stay in Holly-
wood where he discussed future plans
with Ince.

Ince has four more pictures to de-
liver under his present agreement with
Associated First National. Three of
them are in various stages of produc-
tion: "Galloping Fish," "Love Island"'
(formerly titled "Against The Rules")
and "Those Who Dance." The
fourth subject is undetermined. It

may be "The Last Frontier," the
Western which Ince intends making
on a large scale. That is problema-
tical, however in view of the fact that
the continuity has not yet been writ-
ten.

The Edison Luncheon
There are indications that the

luncheon to be tendered by important
film folk to Thomas E. Edison on
Feb. 15, at the Ritz-Carlton, in honor
of his birthday, will be a notable af-

fair. It is hoped to have Will H:
Hays serve

t
as toastmaster, and the

speakers, while few in number, will

be important. Charles M. Schwab
expects to be on hand, as well as*'

Arthur Brisbane. It is expected that
;

many of the pioneers of the industry
will be on hand as well as those who ,:

acted (?) in the first' pictures made.
Several important stars now in the
East are expected^ to be present, and
the affair promise's to be unusually
interesting.

Flint and Warner Leave
Motley H. Flint and Harry M.

Warner leave for the coast today.

T. O. C. G. Clubhouse
Planned By Members—May Be All-

Embracing for Industry—Bond
Issue Discussed

The T. O. C. C. is considering the;

erection of its own clubhouse in the

film district. A committee has been ;

appointed to look into the question of

sites and building costs.

One of the matters that has to be
decided concerns the scope of the

clubhouse. An impression exists that

it should include the entire New York
industry, not only the members of the

T. O. C. C, but the arbitration board,

the F. I. L. M. Club and a general

restaurant for producers, exchange-
(Continued on Page 2)
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Copyright 1924, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily except Saturday, at
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;

J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-
ager ; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 19 IS,

at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
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Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

Hollywood, California—Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
1603.

London Representative—Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London, W. I.

Paris Representative—Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.

Central European Representative—Interna-
tionale Filmschau, Prague (Czecho-Slo-
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. .112 111& 112 300

F. P.-L. ... 66J4 65 65?4 6,000

do pfd Not Quoted
Goldwyn .. 9*6 9H 9H 100

Loew's .... 17 lA 16*4 17 1,000

Warner's Not Quoted

T. O. G. G. Clubhouse
(.Continued from Page 1)

men, visitors and exhibitors. The
proposition will be a costly one, espe-

cially so in view of the fact that the

building is to be located in the Times
Square district. Property values are

extremely high and actual construc-

tion as well.

A bond issue will probably be float-

ed to finance the project. Members
are expected to take up most of the

issue but it is quite likely that a

block of bonds will be made available

to the general public.

rHE ST1CE OF THE PHOGRAN

Telephone Number
changed to

CHICKERING 4052
GEO. E. KANN CORP.

220 W. 42 St., N. Y. C.

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
1.S0 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

55»"!DAILV
Services For Wilson
M. P. T. O. Arranging for the Rialto
—American Legion to Co-operate

Throughout State

Billy Brandt is endeavoring to
arrange with Hugo Riesenfeld to hold
memorial services in honor of former
President Wilson at the Rialto the
morning of the funeral. The plan is

similar to that arranged when Presi
dent Harding died in August.

Throughout the state, the Ameri-
can Legion will co-operate with mem-
bers of the state exhibitor unit and
use the theaters for services. It is

not expected that the Hays office will

act further in the matter. Hays is-

sued a general statement to the news-
papers, lauding Wilson.

Sydney S. Cohen expects several of

his national directors in town and
will then hold a meeting to decide
on fitting measures for observance
by members of the M. P. T. O. A.

Special News Reels Issued

International News has prepared
an interesting reel devoted to the ac-
tivities of Woodrow Wilson from his

first inauguration in 1913 to a scene
taken shortly before his death. It

is called "A Film Memorial of

Woodrow Wilson" and is released as

International News No. 13.

Pathe is also releasing a Wilson
Memorial reel, which was shown at

Loew's New York at 11:55 A. M.
on Sunday and shortly thereafter at

Broadway houses.

Hearing Held For Sunday Bill

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Trenton, N. J.—A number of men

interested in the business, from
Northern New Jersey, attended a

hearing yesterday of a bill advocating
Sunday shows in New Jersey. The
measure was presented by McCarty
or Hudson County.

Heller Will Run
(Continued from Page 1)

the annual convention occurs in May.
Indiana will be probably be found
voting solidly for Heller who lives in

Kokomo.

Cohen is understood to have told

a number of his friends that he will

not be a candidate for re-election

under anv circumstances.

Rowland Back
(Continued from Page 1)

when you have your organization
close at hand.

"The hero worship, the mutual ad-
miration society which exists in a
small place like Hollywood could not
exist here.

"We of First National anticipate
having several of our units working
in the East in a few months, not
more than six months at the most;
probably earlier.

"I saw 'Lillies of the Field' in which
Corinne Griffith is starred, and 'The
Sea Hawk,' and the action of the
latter, and the marine stuff, will off-

set any ideas of objection which may
arise from the fact that it is in cos-
tume, I am much gratified at the
development of our production units,

very much indeed."

M. E. Hoffman In Town
Milton E. Hoffman, formerly pro-

duction manager at Metro, is at the
Biltmore. While his future plans
are unsettled, it should not prove
surprising if he enters production on
his own.

Local Business Fine
Local exhibitors declare last week

was an excellent one so far as busi-
ness was concerned. The mild
weather is held responsible. Sunday
night business at the Broadway the-
aters was very big.

Ingram Returning Soon
Rex Ingram is due back in this

country from Europe in about three
weeks. "The Arab." his new picture
is being made entirely abroad.

Niblo Film at Astor Theater

"Thy Name Is Woman." Fred
Niblo's new picture will open at the
Astor theater Feb. 25.

Rubinstein Here
Leon J. Rubinstein of Boston was

in town vesterdav.

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS
MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42ud St., N. Y. C.

,<-ji jam,

T^COMING SOON ALBERT L. GREY PRESENTS— V-LOVD
,

HAM IVfON
"HIS

OARKEU SfIf
iM&ZffiJW BASED ON THE ORIGlfWU. STORY,

i^A^Z/ >1AMMy$ BOy'byAWilM? CAESAR
MS F/RST SUPER FEATURE COMEDY fivHOOKINSON R&EASE

FJRST RUA/ PICT*/RES

HAL ROACH'S
DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy

Phone

—

Beekman 9<J5T

1BAL RN

119 Pulton St., N. t.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AN

MOTION PICTURE INDUSI i

URATIZ
YOUR FILM

220 WEST 42^D STRE
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKERING ALLANA.L0WI
2337 PRES.

New York's

First Stampede

Incontestibly

Proved That

WRIGHT
IS

MIGHT!

Sol Lesser'*

"WHEN A MAN'S

A MAN" !

BY HAROLD
BELL WRIGHT

The Greatest Living Novell

Stormed The Cameo Sunday
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odkinson Exchanges Realigned

ie entire Hodkinson exchange

:m has been re-arranged into

groups. Cecil Maberry has been

rioted from Chicago manager to

ral division manager. The new
iping is as follows:

anta, Boston, Buffalo, Pittsburg, New
Philadelphia, Washington, Toronto,

real, St. John, Calgary, Winnipeg and
ouver in the Eastern Division under

vision of W. F. Seymour. Cleveland,

nnati, Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis, St.

i, Kansas City and Omaha are in the

al Division under Maberry. Denver,

Lake City, Butte, Los Angeles, San
cisco and Seattle in the Western Di-

1 under S. J. Vogel. New Orleans and

s in the fourth group under direct super -

1 of the home office.

ibusch Squabble With Musicians

(Sptcial to THE FILM DAILY)

dianapolis—Frank J. Rembusch is

;riencing trouble with the musi-

s' union over the size of the or-

tra at the Lincoln Square theater.

union insists that Rembusch em-

a larger orchestra while Rem-
:h claims he can't do so in a the-

of that size. He is therefore

ling advertising copy in the local

spapers apprising the public of

situation.

:>HONE OR WRITE FOR
)UR-READY-REFERENCE

PRICE-LIST
BRYANT 1-8-7-1

rOTEM STATIONERY CO.
1476 Broadway, at 42nd St.

Longacre Bldg., Room 824

Incorporations
Albany—Stephens Amusement Co.,

Brooklyn. Capital $6,000. Incor-
porators, S. Stephanidis, N. Alcateri-

nis and A. Sotirakis. Attorney, J.
D. Stephanidis, New York.

Albany—Lyric Holding Corp., New
York. Capital $1,000. Incorpora-
tors, B. M. Ernst, D. J. Fox and
F. Reise. Attorneys, Ernst, Fox &
Cane, New York.

Albany—John D. Tippett, New
York. 100 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, M. D. El-

kin, M. Salit, M. Salit and A. Eichel.

Attorney, Nathan Burkan, New York.

Sacramento, Cal.—Pacific South-
west Theaters, Inc., Los Angeles.
Capital $1,000,000.

Clay Davis With Chronicles

Clay Davis, assistant to J. Stuart
Blackton on "On the Banks of the
Wabash'' and "Let Not Man Put
Asunder," is now with the Chronicles
of America as assistant to Kenneth
Webb.

Promises Better Express Service

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo—Superintendent Dowling,

of the American Railway Express, in

an address before the Film Board of
Trade, promised improvement in ex-
press service for prints.

"Commandments" in Chicago

Hugo Riesenfeld, who arranged the

musical score for "The Ten Com-
mandments." will go to Chicago
to conduct the opening performances
at the Woods, Feb. 11.

Hodkinson Delivers—

A HOME RUN RIGHT OFF THE BAT

!

Chicago, Feb. 4th — "GRIT" starring

GLENN HUNTER, first release for 1924 goes
over with a bang at Alcazar Theatre, in Loop
District, Chicago. Played to tremendous bus-

iness first week — HELD OVER FOR A
SECOND WEEK. Are we making good?

Distributed by H0DKINS0N-F1RST RUN PICTURES

Edelsten In From Paris
Jacques Edelsten of Films Erka,

Paris is in New York looking over
the market. He is making his head-
quarters with the George E. Kann
Co.

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT LIGHT OFFICE

RENT REASONABLE
NAT FELTMAN

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

Room 702—Tel. Bryant 9213

How wouldyou

like to know where

Ponce de Leon found

the Fountain of Youth ?

HYSTERICAL
HISTORY
COMEDIES

will give you the

exact location !

HYSTERICAL HISTORY COMEDIEI
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

Craftsmen Film Laboratories announce: 1

The opening of their new Public Cutting and Projection

Rooms on the top floor of the Godfrey Building, 729

Seventh Avenue.

The location is the most convenient in New York for

film folk.

Rooms are completely equipped and surrounded by light

and air— the ideal condition for the editing of your

pictures.

An Art Title Department under the supervision of

Louis Meyer is also included in these premises, adding

greatly to the facilities offered the editor or producer

of pictures.

Telephone is Bryant 1923-1924

The Craftsmen Film Laboratories, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

8

I
U

t

Laboratories: 251 West 19th St., New York City
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THE

^we don't "kid" when
it conies to pictures!

You exhibitors know that. Every promise,

by gravy, we have made about our pro-

duct

—

that product has lived up to and
many times gone beyond that promise*

?f 95

ff

Ponjola"-<Tlaming Youth"_"Boy of Mine
—"Black Oxen" and the rest of them. So—
when we tell you to hop out and grab the

CORINNE GRIFFITH Productions, Inc., presentation of

LILIES of the FIELD
featuring CORINNE GRIFFITH

and CONWAY TEARLE—don't

forget

it was

made by

JOHN
FRANCIS
DILLON

the wonder
worker of

"Flaming

Youth"

we are giving you another tip on

A Hrjbt national Picture
which, if followed will net you the neat-

est profit you've had in many a moon

It's a pippin, exhibitors, and one of the February to June 2(
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1.65 TOP
By DANNY

n Carl Laemmle intro-

an innovation. And sug-

that exhibitors would
rhe Hunchback" at $1.65

Thus giving the money
to the exhibitor instead

ing it play in the legiti-

ouse. Like the other big

s were doing. We weren't

;tic about the idea. And
I. All of which proved

.aemmle had a lot more
y\\t than yours truly. Be-

the idea is working out.

idly.

id you notice the long list

-nportant theaters that are

duled to run "The Hunch-
:" this month—and those

ran it in January—at "ad-

:ed prices" ? Well, it's im-

11 of which proves that

her precedent has been

>hed. Which, incidentally,

s another step forward.

her these houses are all get-

|he $1.65 top which was
iy the idea with Universal is

irtant. They are getting high-

ps than usual. And this has
i cold and hard the idea of

owing this big money-getter.
:>itors have complained against

ad show idea for a long time,

ere is much to be said in their

This innovation by Universal
iread through the industry.

ut deserves a lot of considera-
1 other distributors and pro-

a This may be the way out
i .ill allow a producer to put a

f'noney in a picture, and yet

i exhibitor "clean up" on it

is fresh and new.

tir all the doubts we had
hi this idea was developed
m sorry. Sincerely so.

oiling for an ostrich isn't

he cards. And anyone
h isn't convinced of the
'<ry of the idea had better
'-ad that long list of
nes, big and little, in
fcs large and small. From
.eStillman in Cleveland to
-tStrand in Porchester, N.
. Ever hear of it—or even
Mown?) Which only proves
to a worth while idea will
it omewhere.

Boston Evening Transcript: "In 'The Yankee Consul' we have humorous
plot and capable acting. Douglas MacLean is eminently satisfactory." As-

sociated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Lincoln Two-Reeler
Made by Lee DeForest With Voice

Synchronization—Gettysburg
Address The Highlight

Dr. Lee DeForest, prominent scien-

tist who has perfected what he terms
the "Phonofilm," for synchronization

of voice and action on the screen has

made a two reeler which he calls

"Abraham Lincoln." It was directed

by J. Searle Dawley.

The picture will be shown at the

Rivoli next week as part of the pro-

gram. There will be no music played

in connection with it, but through the

course of the picture, the action and
the words emanating from the lips

of the characters will synchronize.

(Continued on Page 6)

Atlanta Next Seat of Hearing

The next session of the Federal

Trade Hearing will be held in At-

lanta toward the end of the month.
Bruce Bromley of Cravath, Hender-
son, Leffingwell and De Gersdorff

representing Famous is now prepar-

ing the company's defense.

Hunter Returns
T. Hayes Hunter, who directed

"The Recoil" in Europe for Goldwyn.
is back in New York.

England Hopeful
Labor Party There Favors Tax Re-
moval—Part Relief Looked For

Anyway
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—A partial reduction in the

irksome admission tax for which the

British film industry has been fighting

for some time past is apparently in

sight with the Labor Government in

office. The trade feels optimistic

over the possibilities.

The Labor party is committed to

the entire abolition of admission

taxes, but it is seriously doubted if

such a radical program can be car-

ried through. The new budget will

be drawn and presented to Parliament

in May.

Second "Potash" Release Unsettled

It is understood that distribution

plans for the next "Potash and Perl-

mutter" have not been settled. The
first went through First National.

Samuel Goldwyn leaves for the

Coast the end of the week to watch

the making of "Cytherea" and the

next "Potash" production.

"Scaramouche" at Capitol Sunday

"Scaramouche" goes into the Cap
itol Sunday.

J. M. Quinn Dead
"G. M." of Vitagraph Suffers Attack

of Heart Failure—Went West to
Confer With A. E. Smith
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—John M. Quinn, gen-
eral manager of Vitagraph, died here
suddenly late Monday night from
heart failure. His remains will be
sent to Chicago for interment.

J. M. Quinn has been general
manager of Vitagraph since 1918. He
went to the Coast about 10 days ago
to confer with Albert E. Smith as to

production plans generally, and espe-
cially with regard to the making of
"Captain Blood."

Prior to joining Vitragraph, Quinn
was West Coast manager for Tri-
angle, and previously was with the
Western Newspaper Union, and had
also handled some special publicity
during the campaign which resulted
in Woodrow Wilson being elected
President.
He leaves a widow and two

children.

Wells Invading Far South?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—It is reported here that

Jake Wells plans a theater invasion
of the South. The report is circu-

lating primarily because of his pur-
chase of the Pack at Asheville and
talk of houses in Greenville, S'. C.
Wells and his associates some years
ago controlled a string of theaters in

this territory but disposed of them
until only those theaters in Norfolk
and Richmond remained.

Christie Features For Hodkinson
The deal pending between the

Christies and Hodkinson has been
closed. At least two features are

involved. Their production will in

no way interfere with the two-reelers
which Educational is handling.

4,000 Bookings
For British National Film Weeks

Which Started in England on
Monday

(Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY)

London—British National Film
Weeks, sponsored by the British Na-
tional Film League are under way.
Approximately 4,000 bookings for

English pictures have been made.
The campaign started on Monday.

The purpose is to arouse the interest

of the British public in English pic-

tures. The Prince of Wales is of-

ficially endorsing the movement. It

will be recalled he was the guest of

honor at a recent luncheon at which

the entire trade was present.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod.. UV/2 UV/2 UV/2 200

F. P.-L 67J4 65^ 66y2 12,500

do pfd. .. 88% 88% 88% 100

Goldwyn . . 9 l/2 9% 9/2 300

Loevv's .... 17 17 17 500

Warner's .... 11% 11J4 UK 1,200

Guts and Flashes
The Acme Theater Equipment Co.

has opened offices in the Mecca Bldg.

with George J. Hallett as general

manager.

The corporate name of the Per-

molin Film Corp., of New York, has

been changed to Talisman Film Corp.

Edna Mae Oliver has finished work
in "Icebound." She also appeared in

the stage version.

Harry Lee is to play "Voltaire" in

"Monsieur Beaucaire," starring Ru-
dolph Valentino.

George Lessey and Robert Young
have been added to the cast of "It

Is The Law."

The new Reginald Barker picture

for Metro has been retitled "Woman
and Her Man."

(f. (S>cUiAzcdticrncit. (f-uituAjte-J

I HE SPICE OF THE PROGRAf

w

Telephone Number
changed to

CHICKERING 4052
GEO. E. KANN CORP.

220 W. 42 St., N. Y. C.

Shapiro in New Job Monday
Victor M. Shapiro resigns from

Pathe on Saturday and on Monday
starts new duties with Samuel Gold-
wyn as director of publicity and ad-
vertising. As noted, Shapiro succeeds
Harry Reichenbach who sails for Eu-
rope on the 16th and joins Famous
upon his return. Shapiro is very well
known through his long association

with Pathe and his activity at the

A. M. P. A.

Hearing On Children's Bill Feb. 12

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany—A hearing will be held be-

fore the Codes Committee on Feb.
12 of the Children's Bill, which al-

lows children between the ages of

6 and 16 to attend shows, unaccom-
panied by a guardian, providing they
are segrated in a certain section of

the house, in charge of a matron.

1st Nat'l Changes in London?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—it is reported that changes
in the executive personnel of First Na-
tional are imminent.

E. Bruce Johnson, head of the First

National foreign department stated

yesterday that the London report was
erroneous.

Shipman Attractions Dissolved
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Dissolution papers have
been filed by Ernest Shipman Attrac-
tions, of New York.

The Harold Amusement Co., of

New York, has increased its capital

from $45,000 to $100,000.

29 Companies Formed Last Month
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Twenty-nine new picture

corporations were granted charters
during January. This shows a slight

falling off from the number of com-
panies chartered during December.
1923, when 35 concerns were formed.

"Commandments" in Phila. Feb. 18
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Aldine is being
prepared for the opening of "The
Ten Commandments" on Feb. 18.

Two large electric signs on each side

of the house are being erected.

Theater For Astoria
Sanik Bros, will build a theater on

the northeast corner of Ditmars and
2nd Aves.. Long Island City.

C. B. C. Plans Exchanges

C. B. C. is working out an arrange-
ment for the opening of exchanges in

those centers now closed to state

righters. The first was opened in

Omaha about a month ago under the

name of Columbia Pictures Corp.
Barney Rosenthal and Nat Steinberg

who recently resigned from Universal
in St. Louis are jointly interested with
C. B. C. in a new office in St. Louis.

Two Theaters Burn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Summerville, Pa.—Fire that ori-

ginated in the Summerville destroyed
several structures here recently. J.

F. Markle owned the theater.

Downes Grove, 111.—Fire supposed
to have started from an overheated
flue made the Curtiss a total loss.

Blinn Heads Davies' Support

Holbrook Blinn, Maclyn Arbuckle,
May Vokes, Mildred Arden. Joseph
Kilgour, Harrison Ford, Harlan E.
Knight and Olin Howland are sup-
porting Marion Davies in "Janice
Meredith," being directed by E.
Mason Hopper. Ira H. Morgan and
George Barnes are doing the camera
work.

Stern Heads Filmlab

Ernest Stern is president of the
Filmlab, Inc., a new name for his

title laboratory. Joseph H. Burch
is head of the art title department and
William Westberg, superintendent of

the plant. The company specializes

in the development of negatives and
titles of all description.

Strands Book "Hunchback"
The Strand will play "The Hunch-

back," the week of Feb. 24. At pres-
ent, the picture is playing at the Cres-
cent, in Brooklyn but will later go
into the Brooklyn Strand. The gross
for two weeks in Brooklyn is said

to be $29,000.

Famous Buys "Alaska"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Herbert Brenon will

produce "Alaska" by James Oliver
Curwood for Famous. Willis Gold-
beck will adapt the s'tory to the

Hepworth Has Own Exchange
Hepworth has opened an exchange

in the Godfrey Bldg. where the com-
pany has taken over larger quarters.
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THE OLYMPIC GAMES IN
IX—Twenty-four countries compet
ter games at French resort; Norv
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tory traced; a dignified and lofty I
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DITH ROBERTS
IORMAN TREVOR
SALTER BOOTH
IAURICE COSTELLO
IARY CARR
[ENRY HULL

MONTAGU LOVE
DIANA ALLEN
DAGMAR GODOWSKY
EFFIE SHANNON
FLORA FINCH
JACK RAYMOND



CARLLAEMMLE
presents

The Great American
Speed Picture

i

Prom Owen Kildare's Amazing Life Stom
"MY MAMIE ROSE"

Starring MARY
^J W

REGINALD

3TI7¥
and a £reat cast

Story by BYRON MORGAN
Directed by HARRY POLLARD

UNIVERSAL
JEWEL

The Beautiful "MERRY 60 ROUND" Girl

Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS

UNIVERSAL -

I

RUDOLPH

VALENTIN!
and

CARMEL MYERi
in a revised two-reel de Lu

Edition of the original featuit

success

Cail

ANNIVERSARY
MONTH

1924^

"A SOCIET
SENSATIO I

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL^



A drama oF tremendous appeal
with a $reat cast including:

BABY PEGGY, ROBERT ELLIS <P

ELINOR FAIRE/ JOE DOW/LING/
HAYDEN STEVENSON/ WILLIAM
WELSH, WINIFRED BRYSON/
BOBBY BOWES, WILLIAM E.
LAWRENCE, EVA THATCHER

Directed by Jesse Robbins

. UNIVERSAL JEWEL DE LUXE

A gripping tempestuous drama of the deep,

starring dashing dynamic

priscillaDEAN
with Tom Santschi, W- B.Davidson j*

Cyril Chadwick/ Bert Roach and others

STORY 8Y DIRECTED BY

LEET RENICK BROWN GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD

UNIVERSAL JEWEL

hootGIBSON
in a wild-riding, rip-roaring romance
oP the oVeat outdoors— Pull of the

stuff that made him Pamous !

Ride forYour Life
From the story by Johnston Mc Culleu

directed BY EDWARD SEDGWICK

UNIVERSAL-GIB/ON PRODUCTION
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Will Make "North of 36"

Famous has again reversed its de-

cision relative to "North of 36," the

Emerson Hough story which James

Cruze was scheduled to make on a

scale similar to "The Covered

Wagon." Yesterday, Jesse L. Lasky

announced its production before leav-

ing Hollywood for New York. Irvm

Willat will direct with Jack Holt in

the lead. Other pictures for early

production include "Feet of Clay,

to be made by Cecil De Mille; with

.Leatrice Joy and Rod La Rocquc

featured; "The Enemy Sex" with

James Cruze directing and Betty

Compson featured; a William de

Mille story written by Clara Ber-

anger; Pola Negri in another directed

by Dimitri Buchowetzki; "Roles" di-

rected by Sam Wood with Agnes

Avres starred; Leatrice Joy starred

in "Worldly Goods"; directed by

Joseph Henabery; and "The Mounte-

bank" directed by Victor Fleming.

With the exception of the latter, all

will be made on the coast.

Schnitzer Returns from L. A.

Joseph I. Schnitzer of F. B. O.

returned yesterday from the coast.

He said the studio was working full

blast with Emory Johnson busy on

"Swords and Ploughshares" and Mai

St. Clair on "The Telephone Girl"

series. Four independent producers

are engaged on pictures. George

O'Hara is to start a new picture soon

while Chester Bennett is preparing

for another Jane Novak picture.

In Honor Of Wilson

Universal yesterday decided to keep

all of its electric signs dark tonight

in memory of Woodrow Wilson.

The T. O. C. C. passed resolutions

of condolence and decided to keep its

theaters closed for 15 minutes during

the funeral services in Washington.

Departures For Eurcpe

Arthur Loew and his family

Eugene J. Zukor and his family anc'

Raoul Le Mat, the latter, Metro's dis-

tributor in Sweden leave for Europe

on the. Paris today.

June Mathis also sailed for Rome
to get work under way on "Ben Hur."

Valentino and Graham Settle

The action filed against Rudolph

Valentino by Arthur Butler Graham
for an accounting of services has been

settled out of court. The terms

were not made public, but Graham's
original claim was for $48,000.

Lorch Joins Hodkinson
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Harry S. Lorch has re-

signed as Goldwyn manager in Detroit

to assume charge of the Goldwyn of-

fice here, succeeding Cecil Maberry
who has been appointed Central

Division manager.
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At Broadway Theaters
Cameo

"Schubert's Serenade" is the overture, fol-

lowed by Pathe News, an Aesop Fable, a
remarkable short reel, titled "The Ant,"
from the microscopic process perfected by
Louis H. Tolhurst ; Miss Ethel Sweet sing-

ing "Giannina Mia," "Over The Fence," a
comedy, and the feature, "When A M»«'«
A Man."

Capitol

"Rienzi" is played as the overture. Next
comes a Bray scenic. "The Raven." The
third unit is Divertissements: (a) "Sun-
set," a musical number; (b) Mile. Gambar-
elli, danseuse presented in "The Swan," as-

sisted by Yasha liunchuk, solo cellist and
Carl Cheutze, harpist, also the Capitol
Orchestra; (c) "Marche Lorraine," by the
Capitol Dancers. The News Magazine pre-

cedes an elaborate prologue to the feature,
"Name The Man!" An organ, as usual,
closes the performance.

Rivoli

"The Sweetest Story Ever Told," sym-
phonized home tune, is played immediately
after "Phedre," the overture. In the former
number Miriam Lax, soprano, and Thomas
McGranahan, tenor, sing. The Rivoli Pic-

torial and "Plastigrams," a film novelty,
follow in order. The Helen Moeller Dancers
are presented just before "The Stranger,"
the feature, is screened. One of Max
Fleischer's, "Out-of-the-Inkwell" comedies i«

last.

Strand
The program: (1) Overture; "Merry

Wives Of Windsor." (2) A serenade;
"Marcheta," sung by Luigi Guiffrida, tenor.

(3) A dance fantasy; "Play Cards," by
Mile. Klementowicz and M. Daks. (4)
The Strand Topical Review. (5) A pro-
logue to "The Marriage Circle," the feature.

(6) The feature. (7) Odds and Ends, a

compilation of interesting short subjects.

(8) An organ solo by Percy Starnes.

At Other Houses
Pictures held over include: "The Extra

Girl," at the Central ; "The Ten Command-
ments," the Cohan ; "The Great White Way,"
at the Cosmopolitan ; "The Covered Wagon,"
at the Criterion ; "Abraham Lincoln," Gaiety
'The White Sister," Lyric.

Seek Receiver For Oklahoma Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sapulpa, Okla—A receiver for the

St. Dennis has been asked for by the

First National Bank. The house is

jperated by C. T. Skillett and C. A.
v'etato.

Deny Giving Rappe A Cup
The Capitol denied yesterday that

;he employees of that theater had pre-

sented Erno Rappe with a silver lov-

ng cup at a recent dinner given him
by William Fox in Philadelphia.

Two More From Burr
Charles C. Burr intends producing

two more pictures this year: "Lend
Me Your Husband," in which Doris
Kenyon will appear and "Youth to

Sell," by Izola Forrester.

Plan Title Registration Bureau
The Independent M. P. Prod, and

Dist. Ass'n, Inc., will create a title

registration bureau. Co-operation
with the Hays office is planned.

"Next Corner" at Rivoli

"The Next Corner," will be the

feature at the Rivoli next week. "My
Man," a Vitagraph release, goes into

the Rialto.

Hayman Sails Today
A. C. Hayman of the Cataract The-

aters Corp., Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

sails for Europe today on a pleasure

trip.

Hepworth Prod. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Hepworth Prod. were
formed here yesterday, listing 200
shares of common stock, no par value.

The incorporators are R. T. Cranfield,

J. Di Lorenzo and M. Kaufman.
The Hepworth Dist. Corp. of New

York filed dissolution papers yester-

day.

Cecil Hepworth originally had a
contract for distribution with the Burr
Nickle interests of Los Angeles. That
arrangement has been terminated and
Hepworth Prod, will now handle the

Hepworth product in this country.

Britton Returns
Leon D. Britton has returned from

a trip to Europe.

Gala Performance

Early in April "The Covered
Wagon." will have established a

year's record at the Criterion. It is

understood that when the record is

reached Famous will have a gala
performance, at which time souvenirs
will be distributed; the Indians who
have been attending the European
premiers will be on hand, and there
will be special music, etc.

Discuss Uniform Contract

A special committee of the Inde-
pendent M. P. Prod, and Dist. Ass'n
held a dinner and a meeting at the

Astor last night to discuss the new
uniform contract. There are several

clauses which must be revised before

the contract is generally adopted.

Looking For Films

Jacques Edelsten of Paris is here to

buy pictures for France. He was
formerly with Films Erka.

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS
FORDEBRIE

CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
IISW.44ST. NY BRYANT 6635

ACME THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York

Everything for the theatre

Phone Bryant 7392 - 7393 - 9072

Lincoln Two-Reelc
(Continued from Page 1)

The highlight of the picture wi be
the delivery of the Gettysburg d-

dress and the singing of a numb of

camp-fire songs. Frank McC an
who played the title role in

Drinkwater's stage play, "Abr; im
Lincoln" appears in the picture.

aOPOnnnnfinnnnrinnnnnrr Q p q c r, p p c ,

rnwnm®
203 WEST 40TH STREE

PENN 2373

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING SAMPLE PRINTS

'WE NEVER DISAPPOINT
1

[ROMLOWFIL

mm
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STRE
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 29

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR1

Says—Miss Pelswick
N. Y. Evening Jour I

"You can't go wronj

on a Wright stor

'

Says—Sol Lesser
President Principal Picti i

Presenting

HAROLD BELL WRIfiHi
The Greatest Living Novell

"WHEN A MANS AMA'

AT THE CAMEO

"You said it,

Miss Pelswu

:

I COMINO
SOON LOVES
WHIRLPOOL
JAMES KHIKWOOD,

LILA LEE and
MADGE BELLAMY

for

HODKINSON RELEASE
FIRST RUN PICTURES
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"Stranger" things

have happened!

aTh

We said it was great. Now
record crowds in New York
(Rivoli) and Los Angeles
(Grauman's Metropolitan)
say

e

Stranger >>

Joseph Henabery's

production of

John Galsworthy's

"The First and the Last"

with

BETTY COMPSON
RICHARD DIX
LEWIS STONE

TULLY MARSHALL
Adapted by Edfrid Bingham

Presented by

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky

is not only great but a
GREAT MONEY-MAKER!

(Generally there*s a difference)

" 'The Stranger'—picture, acting, filming—is excellent."

NEW YORK WORLD

"Betty Compson expands to the caliber that was hers in

'The Miracle Man.'
" LOS ANGELES EXAMINER

"One of Paramount's best. Highly entertaining."

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

d (paramountQicture
Produced by

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION figm



romance/

***£ man

JheVre going
to fall hard for

to\ts
appeal

story of conquest in
the Texas Oil Fields
directed by Joseph De Grasse

fel>itt««y
a00 J

*

A 3irAt national Picture
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COMEDIES
By DANNY

Rare as they are ; difficult in-

ed to produce, and always

anted at the box office, when
i exceptional one comes along

is heralded with trumpets.

his was again proven when the

e\v York newspaper critics

ved and splashed encomiums
praise over the latest Lubitsch

oduction, "The Marriage Cir-

e," showing at the Strand,

hey dug like gold diggers and
•illed adjectives like a paid

ess agent. Up at Warner's if

ley still have their heads at

Drmal size it's remarkable.

ever has a Warner picture re-

vived such praise since the days
' "My For.r Year- in Germany."

All that the critics said is

so—and some of them said a
lot. To make it more certain

that the picture is really worth
while one of the most severe
critics of the lot went to see

it a second time AND PAID
HISWAY IN. Nothing could

> more conclusively prove the
value of the picture.

That the Warner's were astute

d clever in signing up Lubitsch is

matter of record. That Lubitsch, in

s first modern picture to be shown
•re, has demonstrated that he is

ualfy at home in either comedy or

agedy, drama or whatnot, is also

'oven. For he has made a picture

hich for deftness, touches, original-

.', and cleverness of handling, is

sily the equal of anything of its

nd ever produced here; and in

any ways far outstrips most of the

hers. It is rich in humor, delight-

1 in treatment.

Famous had Lubitsch under
contract. And let him get
away. He will produce for

Mary and the Warner's. All his

boyish spirit; all his charm, his

personality, will go into his

work because he has another
motive in addition to his de-
sire to make good, worth while
pictures. A natural one, as can
be easily understood.
Meanwhile, the Warners' will

cash in on his work. His first

for them is a triumph—a real
picture.

Paul Bern steps out this week. Not
<ly for the continuity of the Lu-

(Continutd en Page 2)

McElliot, in Daily News, New Yor k: " 'The Extra Girl,' to my mind,

is the best film of the month, because it is sheer entertainment." Mabel

Normand's best, distributed by Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Outside Films Gone
Practically All First National Ex-
changes Have Turned over Inde-

pendent Releases to Others

With few exceptions, all of the

First National exchanges throughout

the country have rid themselves of the

state right product acquired by them
for distribution in addition to the

regular company releases.

In the beginning, the state right

films were secured in order to reduce

the overhead of exchange operation,

inasmuch as the sales force that

sold First National pictures also sold

the other. It was later decided that

the exchanges were to concentrate

their effort on the organization's own
releases. The process of separating

the two kinds of releases has taken

some time. The First National home
office has helped the franchise hold-

ers in every manner possible. In some
(Continued on Page 5)

No Equity Deal
Complete Organization of Coast Pro-

ducers' Unit Important in Devel-
opment of Agreement

Contrary to published reports, no

contract has been negotiated between

the Actors' Equity Ass'n and the

Hays organization covering the ac-

tivities of actors and actresses at the

studios. It was reported that Frank

Gillmore made his recent coast trip

for that purpose.

It is understood that the matter is

in temporary abeyance but that the

meetings will continue. Dependent

upon the progress of the discussions

is the further development of the As-

sociation of M. P. Producers, Inc.

which was formed on the coast when
Will H. Hays was there. It is un-

derstood that if the contract is closed,

it will be through the coast unit on

behalf of the producing interests in

the business.

King Returns In March
Word from Henry King, who is

now in Florence, Italy, indicates that

he will return to New York about

March IS with "Romola" completed.

Louis Gottschalk sails for Italy next

week to discuss the musical score.

Suggested programs of short subjects—See

Feb. 16 issue.

Better Films Congress

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—A national picture

conference will be held at the Raleigh

Hotel, Feb. 13 and 14. at which there

will be present representatives of

church and civic organizations and

delegations from the various Better

Films Committees.

14 Houses Building
West Coast Theaters Start Extensive

Construction Program—Buy
Tally's Broadway

Irving M. Lesser has been advised
from the coast that West Coast The-
aters. Inc.—the Lesser-Gore Bros.-

Ramish theater chain, has entered
upon an extensive building program
and that no less than fourteen houses
have been placed in construction. The
chain now actually operates 154 the-

aters on the Pacific Slope, in towns
located in the extreme Southern por-
tion of California and ranging up
through San Francisco and points

north.

Four houses are planned for Los
Angeles: one at Washington Blvd.
and Vermont Ave.; one at Crescent
Heights, one at 10th and Webster
and one at Pasadena and Ave. 59.

The others will be located in Orange,
Long Beach, Beverly Hills, Santa
Anna, Culver City, Inglewood. Sacra-
mento, Glendale, Ocean Park and
Huntington Park. Orange is in the

heart of the orange belt and the Whit-
tier oil fields. West Coast now op-
erates the Liberty, an 871 seat house
in Long Beach but the new one will

seat 3,000. The house for Beverly
Hills will be the first in that exclu-

sive section. Special presentations

will be a feature. In Sacramento, the

circuit operates the T. and D, seat-

ing 1,100 but the new project will ac-

commodate 4,000. The Ocean Park
house will replace the Dome, recently

destroyed by fire with a loss of $140.-

000, unprotected by insurance. The
new theater will cost $400,000 and
seat 2,500. West Coast has two
houses in Glendale but only one, the

T. D. and L., a 1.000 seater is kept
open. The new theater will seat

2,000. A house, seating about 800 is

conducted in Huntington Park but the

one to be built will seat 1,800.

It is quite likely that Sid Grauman's
new ventures will be linked up with

the West Coast chain in which Joseph
M. Schenck, incidentally, is a director.

It was learned yesterday that the

company had taken over Tally's

Broadway on Broadway between 8th

(Continued on Page 5)

J. H. Whitehurst in Control
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore—Dr. J. H. Whitehurst,
who was associated with Charles E.

Whitehurst, in the operation of the

Century, New, Garden and Parkway
theaters will take over their manage-
ment.

How enterprising exhibitors use short sub-
jects—See Feb. 16 issue.
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Q«fuotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. . 111?4 111^4 111H 300
F. P.-L. ... 68^4 66^ 68 8,300
do pfd Not Quoted

Goldwyn Not Quoted
Loew's .... 17 16^4 163^ 600
Warner's .. 11^4 11^ 11% 500

The Stock Exchange closed at

Noon yesterday, in honor of the
memory of Ex-President Wilson.

Several of the larger offices closed
yesterday afternoon out of respect to

the memory of Mr. Wilson.

COMEDIES
{Continued from Page 1)

bitsch picture, but also for the same
job with Seastrom's "Name the
Man" at the Capitol. An unusual
stroke for any scenarioist.

Meighan Unit Back
Thomas Meighan and "The Con-

fidence Man" company have returned
after sending three weeks getting
exteriors in Florida. Victor Heer-
man is directing and the party in-

cluded Virginia Valli and Lawrence
Wheat.

Richard Talmadge in "On Time!"
is a current Truart release.

— — N

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Telephone Number
changed to

CHICKERING 4052
GEO. E. KANN CORP.

220 W. 42 St., N. Y. C.

Deplore Loose Talk
Move Under Way to Eliminate Ex-
aggerated Figures in Connection

With Salaries and Costs

A move launched on the coast some
time ago to eliminate exaggerated ref-

erences to the salaries of players and
productions is to be encouraged gen-
erally throughout the industry, ac-

cording to present indications.

The plan has the unofficial sanction,
at least, of the Hays organization. It

is felt that loose talk of millions has
a dangerous effect on legislators in

Washington who are usually well-
informed on developments in the pic-

ture business. The point is made that

arguments used to bring about legis-

lative relief are injured by the more
or less careless use of figures on the

part of zealous publicity men.
As an instance, the Griffith offices

stated yesterday that published re-

ports credit the director with spend-
ing about $200,000 in retakes for

"America" when, as a matter of

strict truth the basis for the report

was the fact that during one scene,

Griffith ordered a retake because one
costume was not of the Revolutionary
period.

Lloyd Leaves
Harold Lloyd is on his way back

ti the coast, accompanied by Gay-
lord Lloyd, Tommy Grey and Joe
Reddy. William R. Eraser will re-

main here for a time

Schad Testimonial Feb. 11

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—The testimonial din-

ner planned for President Schad, of

the M. P. T. O., will be held at

the Ritz-Carlton, Feb. 11.

Peckham Elected Film Board Head
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Ralph Peckham has been
elected president of the Film Board
of Trade, to succeed George W.
Sampson.

Four From Century In Feb.

Universal announces "Keep Going,"
"You're Next," "Quit Kidding" and
"Peg O' The Mounted" as Century's
contribution to the February release

list.

Fitzler Expanding?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Syracuse, N. Y.—Reports have it

that Morris Fitzler, owner of the Em-
pire, will shortly take over the Savoy.

One Contract Form
I. M. P. P. D. A. Plans Single Form

for Producers and Distributors
to Work Under

The special meeting of the I. M.
P. P. D. A. committee at the Astor
Tuesday night broke up about mid-
night. The discussions centered
around the advisability of creating
only one form of contract for the use
of producers and distributors, in

order to eliminate confusion.
The original intention was to have

one contract for deals made by pro-
ducers with distributors and a second
for deals made by distributors with
state right buyers. This will prob-
ably be eliminated in favor of the

one agreement. A proviso for per-
centage deals will be part of the re-

vised contract.

The association will hold a meeting
today at the Astor at which Dr. A.
H. Giannini of the Commercial Trust
and William A. Johnston of the M.
P. News will deliver addresses.

Quick Service by Kinograms
Educational was advised yesterday

by wire that the special Kinograms re-

lease covering the death of ex-Presi-
dent Wilson reached Des Moines by
Monday noon. Kinograms states all

exchange points East of the Missis-
sippi had the reel by Sunday night.

"Yankee Consul" at Central

"The Yankee Consul," Doug Mac
Lean's new picture goes into the Cen-
tral on Sunday for two weeks. "The
Extra Girl" rounds out its third week
Saturday.

"Hunchback" At Adams' Feb. 24
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—"The Hunchback" opens
&t the Adams' Feb. 24. Performances
will be continuous, but there will be
an advance in prices.

Port Richmond House Ready

The Ritz, the new theater built by
Moses and Johnson at Port Rich-
mond, Staten Island, will open Wash-
ington's Birthday Eve. It seats about
2,500.

Baird Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Howard L. Baird, man-
ager of the Ball Park theater, Lex-
ington and East 71st St. is dead
from a heart attack.

COMING SOON

BETT9 COMPSON
in MIAMI

AN ALAN CROSLAND PRODUCTION

featurms LUCy FOX - HEDDA HOPPER-
* J. BARNES SHERRy-ALAN SIMPSON-

- LAWF0RD DAVIDSON

for HODKINSON RELEASE
FUST HUN PICTUMS

Loew-Metro Dance Tomorrow
A dance and carnival will be

by members of the Loew-Metro
at the Automobile Club, tomon
evening.

HAL ROACH'S
CHARLEY CHASE

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Paftiecomedy
=ig-=

—

Minnie Elizabeth Webstei
Exclusive representative for

GEORGES KAROMANC
Whitman Bennett'9

"VIRTUOUS LIARS"
Address all Communications A

17 West 42nd Street
Longacre 8225 New Yor!

STUDIO SPACE
FOR RENT

Fully equipped—In New York City-

Twenty Minutes from Times Square-
Large or Small Stage—New Scenery-
Plenty of Lights, Including Sunligl

Equipment.

PYRAMID PICTURES, INC

150 West 34th St.

Phone Checkering 4800-1-2-:

America, inc.
729-7IT! Ave. N .Y- BryantZI

The Mackler Process!

PROCESSED FILMS MEA
ROLONGED LIFE

i

PERMANENT D ROTECTIOr 1

ERF0RATI0NS AND IRINTS
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PAUL BERN
Adaptations and Originals

"THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE"
ERNST LUBITSCH— Warner's

"NAME THE MAN"
VICTOR SEASTROM—Goldwyn

"M E N"
For POLA NEGRI

DIMITRI BUCHOWETZKI—Famous Players Lasky

"THE CHRISTIAN"
MAURICE TOURNEUR—Goldwyn

s

%

THE AMBASSADOR HOTEL
LOS ANGELES
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Marriage Circle"—Warner's

Strand
AMERICAN—* * * He has given a

most unusual and satisfactory treatment of

a theme that might have been very mediocre

under a less skilled director.

DAILY NEWS—Ernst Lubitsch has done

in "The Marriage Circle" a subtle and de-

lightful thing. * * * Very quietly Mr. Lu-

bitsch handles all the situations, many of

which might have been utterly ridiculous in

a film less subtly turned.

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * brings

about the most enjoyable subtleties ever pro-

voked by Ernst Lubitsch and the quiver of

an eyelid. * * * the scenes precipitated by

the comedy are light-operatically scintillating
# * *

HERALD—Like "A Woman of Paris,"

"The Marriage Circle," places a tremendous
strain on the imagination ; it concedes some-
thing to the intelligence. * * * a great credit

to Ernst Lubitsch, and, incidentally to the

far sighted Warner Brothers who gave him
the chance to do it. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—With material

in itself slight he has developed, without
once breaking continuity, a comedy which is

genuinely amusing.
SUN—It also shows that no amount

_
of

"great direction" can make an interesting

photoplay out of an inane, futile and weak-
in-the-knees farce. * * * The story disap-

pears in thin air before the picture is done.
* * * All that beautiful direction wasted on
such a story!
POST—This is really a delightful play. It

has not an unusual story, but things are

worked out in an unusual way. Adolphe
Menjou is the lifted eyebrow, the tongue
in the cheek of the movie world. With him
as one of the cast the film is assured of a

good amount of subtlety and of a worldly
humor. Monte Blue is excellent. * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * again proved himself

a creative master in the second motion pic-

ture he has made in these United States.

It is "The Marriage Circle." * * *

TIMES—It is unalloyed bliss to watch
"The Marriage Circle" * * * filled with

surprises and moves along with a hitherto

unknown rapidity of action. In direction it

is not unlike Chaplin's "A Woman of Paris,"
but the story * * * is far more amusing.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—There isn't a

single film that has been released that com-
pares with it for the delineation of straight
farce played legitimately for laughs and get-

ting them without resorting to hokum. In
that much the feature is a work of art,

but don't overlook the performance that
Marie Prevost gives.

TRIBUNE—"The Marriage Circle" left

speechless. * * * We warn you not to

miss this picture of Ernst Lubitsch's. It's

beauty and its joyousness cannot be described.
It is one of the most delightfully whim-
sical thing we have ever encountered on
the screen.

WORLD—It is a smart and funny com-
edy. It is proof enough that this Ernst
Lubitsch from Germany is every inch the fine

director they have called him.

"Name The Man!"—Gold.-Cosmop.

Capitol

AMERICAN—Victor Seastrom has not
only duplicated his Swedish successes in

"Name The Man," at the Capitol this week,
but has gone one better by taking advan-
tage of all that America has to offer in

improved technical equipment. * * *we want
to repeat that Victor Seastrom has made a
great picture * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—Victor Seastrom,
with a rare, delicate touch, made * * * a
striking picturization of the Hall Caine novel.

The direction is remarkable, the photography
is beautiful and the restraint appreciable.
And the story, melodramatic throughout, is

saved from itself by the extraordinarily ef-

fective acting of Mae Busch.

EVENING WORLD—* * * the one best
bet of this week's cinema offerings ; but it

doesn't stand out so terribly far, at
that. * * * a corking bit of directorial work
and puts Seastrom up along with Griffith

and Chaplin. And that's about all that can
be said about it now.

HERALD—"Name the Man," is consider-
ably better than either of the other master-
pieces from the same pen. In story it is

probably just as bad as the others, but it is

extremely fortunate in its direction. Victor
Seastrom, * * * has endowed this ancient
and worn out theme with new vigor and has
given it the semblance of life.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Despite the
note of exaggeration and unreality which is

characteristic of Hall Caine's work. Victor
Seastrom has hit the bull's eye * * *

But it is the little touches and contrasts
in which Seastrom brings a welcome note
to the screen * * *

SUN—one of the most absorbing motion
pictures this city has seen in some years.

As for Seastrom, it will undoubtedly es-

tablish him as a great photoplay director
in this country * * *

TELEGRAM—The story is not old, A
night madness. Its results along time-
honored lines. * * *

The drama as filmed touches in a vital

way on home environment.

TIMES—* * * the producers of this

picture have obviously insisted on a produc
tion that would be a strong box-office at-

traction, both in the title and the theme. It

does not seem to us that this director saw
eye to eye with his story in certain inci-

dents, and occasionally where he had an
criginal idea he has dwelt on it at such
length that the effect is frequently diminished
and occasionally spoiled. * * *

Aside from Conrad Nagel, the others in

the cast are good characterizations, * * *

There are some remarkable exteriors faith-

fully constructed, and the crowd scenes have
been handled creditably.

TRIBUNE—The cast is excellent. * * *

The screen adaptation is by Paul Bern, and
we should say that it is an excellent adapta-
tion of an unpleasant story.

WORLD—"Name The Man !" is melo-
drama running a temperature of anywhere
from 104 to 105. Now and then it grows
just a little bit delirious. The trouble with
the poor film is that it has been fed a
little out of every cold can in the hokum
store. Most of this is not even warmed
over. * * * It is difficult to understand,
then, how he (Seastrom) chose for his first

exhibit so unworthy, ungainly and hack-
neyed a story as this one * * *

Local Office Wins First Pr
\

The New York F. B. O. exc H
has won the first prize in the |

Thomson Contract Expedition. 1
delphia and Charlotte are next. B

RUSSIAN ARTFILM fl,

jfmtricsn Rtpremietivt

D AF U

Berlin

prol. ;mo

Moi i

Placet on the American market the /< tar:

European features :

"POLIKUSHKA" (6 red J
Moscow Art Theatre Cast in Tolsto M
Listed among "Best 40" by Nat'l Bd. M

"NOSFERATU" (6 reels;

A Tale of Terror—Weirder than "C

I

"QUEEN CAROLINE OF
ENGLAND" (6 reels)

Gorgeous costume production. Co* -1

trigue in period of George II! V

"Miracle of the Soldier Ivan"
,

Two reel Russian army comedy, r jjpi
Petrograd

"Eolus"

One reel. Airplane flight over J 111

"Rejuvenation by Surgery"

Dr. Steinach's sex discovery in fines art

cal film ever made

15 RUSSIAN "SHORTS" "

One and two reel subjects dealing 1' K

For screenings apply to

RUSSIAN ARTFILM (-.

208 E. 12th St. Stuyvewr !8U

Wm. Weinstone, Mgr.

Offers of American films for Russia luln-

bution should include synopsis, produc . iet

and price per print (flash titles).

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
It

ft
ft
ft
ft

Craftsmen Film Laboratories announce:

The opening of their new Public Cutting and Projection

Rooms on the top floor of the Godfrey Building, 729

Seventh Avenue.

The location is the most convenient in New York for

film folk.

Rooms are completely equipped and surrounded by light

and air—the ideal condition for the editing of your
pictures-

An Art Title Department under the supervision of

Louis Meyer is also included in these premises, adding
greatly to the facilities offered the editor or producer
of pictures.

Telephone is Bryant 1923-1924

»«•»»:

The Craftsmen Film Laboratories, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Laboratories: 251 West 19th St., New York City
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th Sts. The theater seats 900

ives West Coast four houses in

own Los Angeles. These are

ate, the Criterion, the Alhambra
aw Tally's Broadway. "When
n's A Man," will be transferred

the State the end of the week
Broadway for a run.

Maximum Salaries i Outside Films Gone

3ook "The White Sister"
fecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles

—"Scaramouche" will

)ly run for three weeks longer
Criterion and will then be re-

by "The White Sister," which
ave an indefinite run. The
ion has been maintaining a

jn policy since it re-opened.

oman of Paris" played there

eeks, "The Hunchback," nine

while "Scaramouche," is now
ng out its fifth.

idell Heads Albany Board
pedal to THE FILM DAILY)
ny—At the special election of

> I. L. M. Board of Trade,
S. Bendell of Selznick was
president. He, together with

n officers will serve until June.
Bruner of Pathe was elected

esident; G. A. Woodward of

:reasurer; Grace L. Tickner,
ry and the following, directors:

1, J. H. Morgan of Educational,
-lerman of First National, and
vard. The latter succeeds M.
mpner.

To Be Fixed by German Producers

—

Plan Meant to Embrace Entire
Industry

(.Spedal to THE FILM DAILY)
London—Kine says, German film

producers are about to adopt a maxi-
mum salary for principals and extras.
Stars who consider themselves worth
more will be granted the privilege of
walking about convincing the pro-
ducers of other nations they are worth
what they say.

Other regulations for the ruling of
players are also proposed. For in-

stance, players who have broken con-
tracts, taken two engagements at the
same time, or who demand a bigger
salary than that for which they were
originally engaged, will be put on a

black list.

The producers are in association
with the distributors and exhibitors.

The former will not sell films in

which the black-listed artists ap-
pear, and if such a film should get on
the market the exhibitors will not
show it.

'hristie Feature In May
first Christie feature for Hod-
will be known as an Al

e Special and will be released
y. Charles H. Christie an-
d yesterday that Dorothy De-
nd Walter Hiers will be fea-
n it with Tully Marshall and
11 Lewis in the support. The
A'ill be written by Frank R.
i. Scott Sidney will probably

Lachmann on Niblo Film

Marc Lachmann has resigned from
Universal to handle the exploitation

of "Thy Name Is Woman," which
opens at the Astor theater Feb. 25.

Lachmann recently returned from
London where he exploited "The
Hunchback" and before that handled
the local campaign at the Astor.

"White Sister" Closes Feb. 17

"The White Sister closes its run at

the Lyric Feb. 17. Inspiration says
the picture has played to 464,000
people.

Bruce On Exchange Trip

Robert C. Bruce, producer of Wil-
derness Tales is on a four week's tour

of Educational exchanges.

Action On Borkowski Bill

ledal to THE FILM DAILY)
try—No action has been taken
Codes Committee on the bill

ced by Assemblyman Borkow-
iuffalo to prohibit the carrying
on vehicles used for the trans-

>n of passengers. No one ap-
to support the bill and there

) opposition to the proposed
jnent to the penal law. There
: a hearing later.

Finis Fox Here
Finis Fox is in town from the coast.

At the Algonquin.

PHONE OR WRITE FOR
OUR-READY-REFERENCE

PRICE-LIST
BRYANT 1-8-7-1

TOTEM STATIONERY CO.
1476 Broadway, at 42nd St.

Longacre Bldg., Room 824

OM INC SOON

VFS WHIRLPOOL
IESKIRKWOOD-LILA LEE

D MADGE BELLAMy

1 HODKINSON RELEASE

WT RUN PICTURES

(Continued from Page 1)

instances, the outside pictures have
been disposed of by creating a special
sales force and at some noints, ar-
rangements have been made tor edu-
cational to handle the physical dis-
tribution.

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT LIGHT OFFICE

RENT REASONABLE
NAT FELTMAN

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

Room 702—Tel. Bryant 9213

Eschmann Starts Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—E. A. Eschmann
was here yesterday. He will go to
Los Angeles and then start East, via
the Southern route and visiting First
National exchanges as he travels.

Gwen Sears Sails

Gwen Sears sailed for Europe yes-
terday on a special literary mission.
She intends visiting England, France
and Germany.

BEN AMSTERDAM
CAN TIP YOU OFF ON

"Gambling Wives"

u

A Triumph!
in New York

and Everywhere
Sol Lesser presents

When A Man's A Man"

Harold Bell Wright
The Greatest Living Novelist

CAMEO THEATRE
Broadway, New York

Beginning 2nd big week
Sunday

Ann whai
are you do-

ing here?"

A tense moment
from-

"GamblingWives
J whenVincent Forrest finds his

wife in the gamblers home.

ARROW PICTURES
DIRECTED BY SUPERVISION

DELL HENDERSON BEN WILSON
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All the pep

and punch

one expects

wtwfli
story

~ is tkere in

with MILTON SILLS and
ANNAQ.NILSSON who

also starred in

"THE SPOILERS*

when you book the

FIRST NATIONAL

20
to be released from
February to June

you get
this one /

A 3iiat national Pictute.
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}oldwyn Meetings
duled for Boston, Cleveland and

hicago—Company Leases the

Park, Boston

series of four territorial sales

jngs will be held by Goldwyn

lopolitan sales executives on

rday and Sunday. They will bi

rranged that each manager veil,

ack in his own city by Monday
ling.

les plans for three March re-

ts: "Nellie, the Beautiful Cloa

el," "The Great White Way" and

ee Weeks" will be made. James
Iraiilger will address the New
and group. Present will be

Denibow, district manager
the branch managers from Bos-

New Haven, Albany and New
.. Pat Garyn v H handle the

eland meeting at lich will be

nt J. A. Koerpel strict mana-
and managers fi i Cleveland,

oit, Cincinnati and Buffalo. In

igo, W. F. Rodgcrs of the home
, will preside at the con'"-'- nc
h will embrace George A. Hickey
W. E. Hanford, district mana-
and the managers from Chicago,

aukee. Indianapolis, St. Louis,

a i it\ . Des Moines and Omaha.
Eckman will meet in Washing-
Felix Mendelssohn, district man-
and Washington, Charlotte, Phil-

ihia, Pittsburgh and Atlanta

.gers.

ildwyn has leased the Park thca-

Boston until Sept. 1. thus assur-

or itself a first-run in New Fng-
"Little Old New York" is

playing there. It has reached its

li week and business is holding
jell, that it will probably remain

for four weeks longer. "The
t White Way" will follow the

es film, then "Under The Red
and "Three Weeks."

\V. Starrett has been transferred
Atlanta to Detroit, succeeding

y Lorch, who has joined Hod-
>n at Chicago. W. J. Clark,
lotte manager has taken over
'It's position while Rudolph
er will he sent from New York
kc over Clark's post in Charlotte.
e company has just completed
: weeks' sales campaign which is

;ted extremely satisfactory. Ed-
Bonns, special sales representa-
is back- in town from a months'
(through the Middle West.

switzler Leaves Tilford Co.

omas W. Switzler has resigned
,-easurer of the Tilford Cinema
''which operates the Tilford studio
< disposed of his interests in the
tjiany. He may produce on his

Douglas MacLean opens his New Y ork run of "The Yankee Consul" at

the Central Theater, Sunday. An A ssociated Exhibitors release.—Advt.

Woods Signs
Will Release Next Picture Through
Hodkinson—Company Extremely

Active

Frank E. Woods, for many years

supervising director for Famous Play-

ers and more recently producing in-

'epcndently has signed with Hodkin
-on for the release of his production,

now being made at the Pickford-

Fairbanks studio, Hollywood. Woods
recently made "Richard, The Lion-

Hearted" for Allied Artists under the

firm name of Associated Authors Inc.

Dorothy Mackaill, will be the fea

(.Continued on Page 2)

"Shutdown Temporary"—Schulberg

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—B. P. Schulberg, by

telegraph, has let out his studio staff,

including Gasnier.

Schulberg, who is now in New York,

stated yesterday that he intended

remaining here for several weeks
longer and that the move was mere-

ly an economical one to reduce

overhead at the studio. He added that

he had advised Gasnier to direct an

outside picture pending the start of

"The Breath of Scandal." in about a

month.

Is the Public interested in short subjects?

—

See what the Public says in Feb. 17 issue.

Censor Fight On
Gov. Smith's Meeting With Republi-

can Leaders Fails to Develop
Any Compromises

(By Long Distance Phone)

Albany—The fight for the repeal of

the censorship law is under way.
Governor Smith held a conference

with Republican leaders Wednesday
night and running into Thursday
morning in an effort to agree on cer-

tain compromise measures in the

Governor's program. Censorship

came up, among other things, but

nothing developed.

The situation as it now stands is

this: If the Republican members of

the Assembly vote along strictly party

lines, the repeal measure will die in

the Assembly. However, there is

sonic doubt concerning the method
to be followed. It is not believed that

all of the Republicans will vote as

party men.

The night conference was attended

by Speaker H. Edmund Machold. J.

\. McGinnies. chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee, Simon L.

Adler, Republican leader in the As-

sembly, Senator James J. Walker,

sponsor of the Administration repeal

bill in the Senate and Barney Down-
ing, chairman of the finance com-
mittee for the Democrats.

Financial Problems
^cte Swapping and 30 Per Cent
Bonus Operators Hurt the Busi-

ness, Gianrini Says
Several practices relative to the fi-

nancial end of the business were
severely condemned by Dr. A. H.
Giannini of the Commercial Trust
Co , yesterday at the luncheon of the
[nd, M. P. Prod. & Dist. Ass'n. One
of these referred to the swapping of

notes by individuals, when these notes
did not reflect an actual business
transaction, but were tendered purely
lor accomodation purposes.

"This, is all wrong," said the Doc-
tor, "and should be stopped. The
looseness which exists regarding the
offering of trade acceptances is also
deplorable. Louis Auerbach just told
me a funny one. He said that notes
should read 'I promise to renew' in-

stead of 'I promise to pay.' The con-
tinuance of such practices not only
places a black mark against the in-

dividual, but also hurts the business
as a whole. Bankers can loan money
only upon bankable propositions. No
matter how much I am inclined per-

sonally to do things, my associates,

my directors, my superiors, demand
certain consideration, and I have put
in many sleepless nights and had
many unhappy hours over some
happenings.
"Look out for the individual con-

nected with a bank who whispers to

you that for a little bonus he thinks
something can be done for you. A
small bonus may be legitimate for

some one outside of a bank to make,
when the loan is for a hazardous
business like picture making. But
when these bonuses run to 30 per
cent of the profits no concern can
exist and operate for any length of

time."

Wm. A. Johnson of the Motion
Picture News, dwelt on the original

purposes of the independents, and
urged them to stick to these pointers

regardless of the other matters which
might be brought to their attention.

"The establishing of, and the con-

trol of credits is vastly important,"

he said. "If you do this satisfactory

you will have accomplished a great

deal."

Held for Federal Violation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Al. Pantages, Ralph
Proctor and Mrs. M. Proctor, have

been indicted by a Federal Grand
Jury, for alleged violation of the in-

terstate commerce law governing

shipment of fight pictures. They arc

charged with bringing Firpo fight pic-

tures into California.

How important is the short subject on thf

program?—See Feb. 17 issue.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. 111J4 111J* 111^ 400
F. P.-L. .. 685^ 67 67y4 10,900

do pfd Not Quoted
(ioldwyn . 9% 9 9 300
Loew's . . . 16% 163^ 1634 100

Warner's .. 115/6 11 11 300

Incorporations
A 1 b a n y—Lefferts Amusement

Corp., Brooklyn. Capital $50,000. In-

corporators, M. Shapiro. J. Gulkis and
I. Katz. Attorneys, Levy, Gutman
& Goldberg, New York.

Albany—Edna Prod., New York.
Capital $20,000. Incorporators, E.

Miller, O. Guilfoile and F. Sullivan.

Attorney, H S. Hechheimer, New
York.

Dover, Del.—Gene Stratton Porter,

Wilmington. Capital $300,000.

(Corporation Trust Co. of America.)

Sacramento, Cal.—William Horsley
Film Laboratories, Inc., Los Angeles.

Capital $500,000.

Columbus, O.—National Amuse-
ment Co., Cincinnati. Capital $10,000.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS^
MATS for thi» "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

WAV OUT WEST IN COMIC VEIN

BOBBY VEBNON
"ride em
COWBOY"

Christie Gomedif

Telephone Number
changed to

CHICKERING 4052
GEO. E. KANN CORP.

220 W. 42 St., N. Y. C.

"The Great Divide" Again
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— Reginald Barker's
next picture will be "The Great
Divide," produced in 1915 by Lubin
with Ethel Clayton and House Peters
in the lead and Edgar Lewis directing.

Louis B. Mayer and Fred Niblo are
en route to the coast, following a

short visit here to arrange for the run
of "Thy Name Is Woman," at the
Astor, beginning Feb. 25. Niblo's

next picture will be "Judgment." John
Stahl will shortly start work on "The
Waning Sex," to be followed by "The
Dangerous Age of Woman," a com-
panion picture to "The Dangerous
Age."

Big Plans For "36"

The original production plans for

"North of 36" will probably be car-
ried out by Famous. Irvin Willat,
ai- noted, will direct instead of James
Cruze, but the picture will be made
en a scale similar to that of "The
Covered Wagon." It will be one of

the highlights of the Paramount re-

lease schedule of 1924-25.
Alan Crosland will direct "Argen-

tine Love," for the company. Jesse
L. Lasky is expected in from the coast
Sunday.

Breaks Two Records
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—"When A Man's A
Man" which opened at the Warfield
on Sunday grossed $4,513 for the day,
topping "Ponjola" which did $4,275
on its opening Sunday.

Los Angeles—"When A Man's A
Man" at the State on Sunday grossed
$5,241 "Black Oxen" did $5,111 at

the same theater on its opening day.

Edward Dillon Here
Edward Dillon is in town from the

Coast where he made several Elaine
Hammerstein pictures for Truart.
He expects to remain here for sev-
eral weeks

Graham Heads K. R. S.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London—John Cecil Graham of

Famous-Lasky has been elected presi-

dent of the Kinematograph Renters'
Society for 1924.

Natihanson and Cohen in L. A.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—N. L. Nathanson and
Arthur Cohen of the Famous Players
Canadian Corp., are here on a visit.

Woods Signs
(Continued from Page 1)

turcd player, and John Harron will

head the supporting cast under di-

rection of John G. Adolfi.

The new regime at Hodkinson has
been functioning about four weeks.
In that time, the company has gone
through a period of intense activity.

Alan Crosland has been signed for

one picture, with more to come when
he completes his agreement with Fa-
mous. Betty Compson will appear
in the Crosland feature and in an-

other to be directed by E. H. Griffith.

The company also exercises an op-

tion on her future services. A deal

for a series of Priscilla Dean pictures

has been closed: "His Darker Self,"

Lloyd Hamilton's first feature has

been taken over; contracts have been
signed for a Harry Carey series, two
Christie features and "Try and Get
It," a Grand-Asher release. Three
other deals are now in various stages

of negotiations.

Paul C. Mooney, vice-president

leaves for a country-wide trip Sun-
day. He will be away from six to

eight weeks and will hold ? sen'"'- <-'

sales meetings in different key cities.

The first will be held in Cleveland
on Monday and Tuesday. It will be

attended by Cecil Maberry, Central

division manager, H. H. Hum of

Cincinnati, R. E. Peckham of Detroit,

W. H. Wagner of Buffalo, S. S.

Webster of Cleveland, and G. R.

Ainsworth of Pittsburgh.

"Napoleon" Held Over
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washingto n—"Napoleon and
Josephine," has been held over at the

Columbia for another week.
The picture broke all house records

during its first week at the Columbia
since the opening of the present

season.

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS
MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf ALL THE WORLD

COMING SOON
AL CHRISTIE

SPECIAL FEATURES
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE
FIRST RUN PICTURES

HAL ROACH'!
CHARLEY CHASI

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomedv

Minnie Elizabeth Webs -

Exclusive representative for

Jose Allesandro
Addres$ all CommunicatUnt >

17 Weit 42nd Street

Longacre 8225 New T t

New York Chicago Holly

Rothacker Laboratori

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale' M
542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill li

HAROLD BEL

WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAM
A MAN"

is smashing records

over the country. \i

will see Positive Prf

of it in the Film Dap

tomorrow.

A Smashing
Success

Presented by Sol Lett

A First National Attrac n
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EDITH ROBERTS
NORMAN TREVOR
WALTER BOOTH
MAURICE COSTELLO
MARY CARR
HENRY HULL
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DIANA ALLEN
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DAGMAR GODOWSKY
EFFIE SHANNON
FLORA FINCH
JACK RAYMONB
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Mr. Seelye, who has long

been recognized as one of

the best showmen in the =;

industry, has prepared an =1

exploitation campaign

that will make records for 1;

you too. 1

1
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Mr. C. R. Seelye, Buffalo, N. Y.,
c/o SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION Feb.l, 1924
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

Dear Sir:

You have asked me for a letter of recommenda-
tion on your picture "DAUGHTERS OF TODAY* and the
unique experience I had with the run of this picture
at the Strand Theatre, Syracuse. I seldom allow my
name to be used In such a connection a6 my experience
has been that letters of this kind are usually bought
very oheaply and used for the purpose of extracting
from fellow exhibitors a rental price far in excess of
the box offloe value of the productions.

To be honest with you, my judgment was against
booking "DAUGHTERS OF TODAY", but, skilled in salesman-
ship as you are, you prevailed upon me to give you a
positive contract for four days; and if the picture did
a stipulated amount of business by the end of the third
day, I agreed to hold it a week; and believe me, I put
that figure so high that I immediately set in another
picture for the last three days of the week.

You agreed to personally superintend the ex-
ploitation work and expend a few hundred dollars over
our regular appropriation in the papers, which was to
be deducted from your rental.

«- ""-You were so good at this work and so plausible'"',, N
>

that you refused to accept a contract from me. You said
to me, "Play the pioture first and after the run pay me j
what you think it is worth." That sounded good to me „*
_and I fell for it_.__ _..-•>

"

,»•"*""""* I took a run down to Syracuse for the opening of
your pioture. I wanted to Justify my advance opinion of
"DAUGHTERS OF TODAY" through expressions of approval or
disapproval of our patrons. For the first time I learned
what a rotten Judge of pictures I was. --*"

«v '.MSv.v.- :-:: ••-..,.., •::: :.-.•
~

-
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Only a big man will admit it

when he guesses wrong.

t
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R. Seelya

The public wae unanimously against me. I ques-
tioned dozens of people in the hope of finding at least
one that agreed with me. Surely in that vast crowd,
there mu9t have been one solitary human being that would
console me, but if so, I missed him.

We opened up big and we played to capacity all
week. That week "DAUGHTERS OF TODAY" was the reigning
topic of conversation in Syracuse. The gross reoeipta
were bigger than any week for over a year. After the run
I Bettled with you Mr. Seelye, and willingly too, for at
least fifty percent . more than I could have bought the
picture for in advance.

This picture should ma-ke a lot of money for every-
body, you the owner, the Selznick organization as distrib-
utors, and exhibitors fortunate enough to play it.

With congratulations, 1 am

Sincerely yours,

•
%
SYRACUSE STRAND THEA

W . H . H

.

The opinion of the

great majority is the

highest tribunal—when

record breaking thou-

sands, fathers with their

daughters, mothers

with their sons, stand

in line to praise a pic-

ture—that picture is

great.
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Walter Hays is Director of New York
Strand, Brooklyn Strand, Syracuse
Strand, prominent member of Asso-
ciated First National and other impor-
tant enterprises, and is known as one
of America's leading showmen.
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Syracuse regards Harold \\

Lloyd as a home town !

boy—his "Why Worry" jj

held the record until the
\

Strand played "Daugh- \\

ters of Today."

Among recent big pictures
jj

played in the Strand were

:

\\

"Flaming Youth," "Eter-
jj

nal City," "Why Worry,"
jj

"Black Oxen," "Common
jj

Law" and "Rosita."
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We don't like to talk about ourselves,
but how can we help doing so with such product

AS—
Feb. 4 Fred Niblo's "THY NAME IS WOMAN"

Presented by LOUIS B. MAYER
Ramon Novarro plus Barbara La Marr equals S. R. O.

Feb. n Rex Ingram's "SCARAMOUCHE"
A World Beater! Sabatini's flaming romance with Ramon Novarro,

Alice Terry, Lewis Stone and cast of 1 0,000.

Feb. u J. E.Williamson presents "The Uninvited Guest"
Superb natural color and undersea photography along with thrilling drama,
produced by the SUBMARINE FILM CORPORATION and directed by

Ralph Ince.

Feb. 17 Lillian Gish in "THE WHITE SISTER"
liClllfy 1V1]1§ S production presented by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,

CHARLES H. DUELL, Jr., Pres.

Half a year on Broadway. The greatest love story ever told tells a box office

story of its own!

Feb. 25 Laurette Taylor i» "HAPPINESS"
Directed by KING VIDOR from J. HARTLEY MANNERS' stage success.

Better than "Peg o' My Heart." We can't say more!

Mar. 3 Reginald Barker's "WOMEN WHO GIVE"
Presented by LOUIS B. MAYER

A thrill-drama of stormy hearts that will cause a storm at your box office.

Mar. io Buster Keaton in "SHERLOCK JUNIOR 99

Presented by JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
Provide them Splints—they'll split laughing at this.

Mar. 24 Viola Dana m "Don't Doubt Your Husband"
There COULDN'T be a doubt that husbands and wives, past, present

and future, will flock to DANA'S best.

Mar. 31 Sawyer & Lubin present "THE SHOOTING OF DAN
McGREW"
Robert W. Service's famous poem with Barbara La Marr, Lew Cody, Mae
Busch and Percy Marmont.

Apr. 7 Jackie Coogan in "A BOY OF FLANDERS"
A better production than "Long Live the King"

Apr. u Mae Murray in "MADEMOISELLE MIDNIGHT"
A Spanish romance with a bigger box office punch than "Fashion Row.

Presented by ROBERT Z. LEONARD

Apr. 28 Rex Ingram's " THE ARAB"
Now being made in Egypt with Ramon Novarro and Alice Terry in the cast.
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wspaper Opinions
'The Stranger"—F. P.-L.

Rivoli

RK'AN—* * * is really good picture

intent. The results would have been
Her if some one had snipped 2,000
more out of the film. » * *

painstaking effort to get in a lot

cessaiy tails, Joseph Henabcry, the

,
has let the film wander on and

i^t destroying the effects of his really

I directing.

,Y NEWS—I'm afraid "The
r" is the sort of picture you forget

Why this is I can't say. * * * The
is startling, but undoubtedly reason-
ed everybody's happy. I wasn't
xcited over it, but you may be.

\I\c; WORLD—As far as we are

d "The Stranger" can only be a
acquaintance.

NING TELEGRAPH—This photo-
highly dramatic, and has been done,
most part, with a sense of judgment
nity.
'— It really is too bad that a good
like "The Stranger," should be bur-

itfa such a poor set of sub-titles. * * *

jgh the picture preaches a bit, it

IS
—

* * * with a capable cast it

excellent screen material. Joseph
y has used the story effectively, and
most part it is well directed, but it

ave been even better if the settings
fre like London.
UNE—Joseph Henabery has taken
ilsworty's "The First and the Last"
!e a verv good picture, * * *

S SQUARE DAILY— It amounts
uterworlrl picture possessing a touch
which is well "sold" by a competent

I,D—"The Stranger," however, re-

ic of the best films along the street.

November Exports Total $846,971
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Figures made public
by the Department of Commerce
show November exports of films as
follows: Sensitized, but not exposed,
8,065,995 linear ft., valued at $133,051;
negatives. 716.635 linear ft., valued at

$193,025; positives, 13,706,417 linear
ft., valued at $520,895. The total
value is $846,971.

The month's largest shipments in-

cluded 2,150,990 ft. of unexposed,
valued at $61,789, to Japan, and 4,158,-

834 ft., valued at $25,994, to France;
300,222 ft. of negatives, valued at

$170,601. to England; 1,872,978 ft. of
positives, valued at $80,420. to
Canada; 1,838,853 ft., valued at $71,-
896, to Australia; and 1,027.279 ft.,

valued at $56,112, to England.

A Man's A Man"—1st Nat'l

Cameo
UCAN—Relieve it or not, a Harold
ight story has made a very enter-
motion picture. * * * A few more
? this and we shall be converted to

ild West tales.

Y NEWS—I'm not sure I know,
the instruction, just when a man's a

1 not a clotheshorse, but I enjoyed
ire in spite of that.

INC. JOURNAL—The settings and
phy of the photoplay are unusually

There is a great deal of action

;

•rn circus, two sets of romances,
ling, and, what is known in novels
jreat West—two fisted fighting.
>IING TELEGRAPH—If you like

p of story, you will find "When a
1 Man" a good hour's entertainment,
'e some lovely natural backgrounds
cture, and the photography is good.
—The film will surely appeal to all

y stories of the West, and for this

production it is good entertainment.
-It is a wholesome story with plenty
ment, and a cast that ciuld not be

5—This is a mediocre type of en-
fit, with some good shots of the
Jgh-riding and a marvelous bridge.

j
it has interesting moments but is

? dozens of other productions.
!<D—As popular as chewing gum,
h seems to last, though it gets into
tellectual cavities.

Hamburg Reduces Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—For what is said to be the
first time in the history of the Ger-
man business, a voluntary cut in the
high entertainment tax has been made.
The senate of Hamburg took the ac-
tion so far as the house now show-
ing "Cinderella" there is concerned.
The picture was made by Decla Bio
scop and is released by Ufa.

Charlotte Exhibitor Wins Prize
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Charlotte, N. C.

—

George E.
Brown, manager of the Imperial, has
been awarded the silver trophy of-

fered by Famous Players for the best
theater advertisement carried in any
newspaper in the United States for
December.

Censorship Test
Of Canadian Laws Planned—Distri-
butors' Ass'n Behind Quebec Ex-
hibitor in "Flaming Youth" Case

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—The Canadian M. P.

Dist. Ass'n, which includes practically
all of the releasing companies func-
tioning in Canada is taking up the
cudgels on behalf of the Empire the-
ater. Quebec which was fined a nomi-
nal amount of $5 for showing "Flam-
ing Youth."

The principle involved, however,
is more far reaching than appears on
the surface. The picture was passed
by the Quebec censor board and
shown at the Capitol, Montreal. It

then opened in Quebec and was
seized on a court order. Judge La-
chance in Quebec held that, despite
the censors' approval it was proper
for any citizen to bring charges under
the Criminal Code.

In Canada, the Criminal Code is

Federal and hence takes precedence
ever censorship laws which are Pro-
vincial. If the practice of superseding
the censorship regulations is to be-
come general, the whole operation of
censorship in Canada is upset. The
C. M. P. D. A., has entered an appeal
against the Quebec decision. The
case will be tried in the criminal
court in that city in April.

Richmount Closes Many Deals

David J. Mountan, president of

Richmount Pictures, Inc., has closed
the following foreign deals:

To Socicdad General Cinematografica. for
Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru.
Bolivia and Ecuador: "Broken Hearts of
Broadway"; eighteen one-reel features in-

cluding "Three O'Clock in the Morning."
"Restless Wives," "The Average Woman"
and three other Hurr Prod. ; six five-reel

Westerns starring Fred Thompson ; "The
Whipping Boss," "The New School Teacher" ;

four five-reel dramas starring Ora Carew,
and others to be produced. The Liberty
Film Co.. for Cuba: twenty-seven features
and twelve comedies, among them "Broken
Hearts of Broadway," "Three O'Clock in

the Morning," "Restless Wives," "The Av-
erage Woman," "The New School Teacher"
and "The Whipping Boss." four five-reelers

starring Ora Carew, six five-reel Westerns
starring J. B. Warner, six five-reel Westerns
starring Fred Thompson. To the I. V. T. A.
for South Africa: "Broken Hearts of Broad-
way" and "Three O'Clock in the Morning."
To Jack Sneider for South Africa: six

Westerns starring J. B. Warner, six West-
ern.-- starring Fred Thompson. To Gaumont
for Great Britain, "Broken Hearts of Broad-
way." To Pathe for the U. K., twelve
one-reel Burlingham Travelogues.

Forman To Make "Throw-Back"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"The Throw-Back,"
the scenario that won the Universal
prize in its recent national contest,

will -be directed by Tom Forman.
Pat O'Malley will have the leading
role.

A. M. P. A. Plans Party of 1,000

The Naked Truth Dinner of the

A. M. P. A., which occurs at the As-
tor on March 29, will be limited to

1,000 persons. Charles Einfeld of

First National is handling distrib-

ution of tickets.

New Aldine Policy Takes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The new reserved
seat policy inaugurated by Stanley at
the Aldine is meeting with success.
"Scaramouchc" is the picture. At
Stanley's Forrest, only a few blocks
away, the same policy is being worked
out with "The Covered Wagon.''

Scardon Going To Coast
Paul Scardon, who recently re-

turned from abroad is going west in

a few days, where he expects to direct

a picture.

Coining Soon

Fined For Transporting Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Edward Sullivan was
fined $500 by Federal Judge Jones
for transporting the Dempsey-Firpo
fight pictures in Ohio. Now it's up
to the Ohio Censor Board to pass
them.

"Name The Man!" Held Over
"Name The Man!" will be held

over at the Capitol for a second week.

Church Becomes Picture House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Auburn, N. Y.—Sale of the Second
Presbyterian Church has been author-
ized by Judge Edgar Mosher to the
Schine Theatrical interests for $35,-

000. The Schines will spend $200,000
into turning it into a vaudeville and
picture house.

Elliott With Winship
Clyde E. Elliott, for six years with

Post Pictures, as secretary and direc-

tor of productions has joined Winship
Pictures Corp., which is making two
reelers and features. A series of six

two reelers is now being made.

Retitled "Nearly A Sinner"

"The Next Corner," has been re-

titled "Nearly A Sinner," by Famous.
Tt opens at the Rivoli next week.

r\l\LMLlK
203 WEST 40TH STREET

PENN 2373
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I THE TEMPLE BUILDERS |

A LEGEND OF MASTER MASONRY

The first and only motion picture ever

made devoted to a portrayal of the histori-

cal and legendary beginnings of

|
FREE MASONRY

j

Included are detailed views of the famous

Schick models of Solomon's Temple taken

| at'Jerusalem.

I Now open'for exclusive release propositions

F. J. ROMELL Hotel Pennsylvania
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Suspense/
Joodles of it.

that big moment when the Briskow
well comes in.

-that big fight between Milton Sills

and those who were sent to get him.

-the big climax, where a cloudburst

hits the oil town

-the burning oil wells

-and the thrilling rescues

portrays enough suspense
to cany ten pictures,

tkey sure are going to

life/

screen version 1
of the

WBCEACH
story about oil

A tfreat successor to
•The Spoilers' with the
same featured play-
ers Milton Sills and
Anna Q. Nilsson

TOWING
greeted ly

A 3ir>6t national Picture
ftitocUud Prit tittantl rVr.ii
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They II never stop talking about

a i
The beautiful "MERRY GO ROUND" girl in

From Owen Kildaxe s

Amazing Life Story
MY MAMIE ROSE"

Directed by
IRVING CUMM1NGS

Presentedby

Carl Laemmle

aey loved her

liRRY CO ROUND

They'll adore her

FOOLS HIGHWAY



Don't book Noise

Don't book Wild-eyed Advertising

Book PICTURES

REAL PICTURES!

GLORIA SWANSON in

"The Humming Bird"
SIDNEY OLCOTT PRODUCTION By Maude Fulton

THOMAS MEIGHAN in

"Pied Piper Malone"
By Booth Tarkington

POLA NEGRI in

"Shadows of Paris"
Herbert Brenon Production

Zane Grey's

HERITAGE OF THE DESERT
Irvin Willat Production

John Galsworthy's

"THE STRANGER"
Joseph Henabery Production

—and the other REAL GOLD-GETTER*

Paramount offers you NOW
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18 for the Year
d-Asher Make New Plans

—

ne Features for Nat'l Release,

Others for State Rights

ind-Asher intends producing 18

-es this year. Some of them
be distributed through national

lizations and others are designed
state righted. No set number

ler category has been determined

s of the important pictures will

^ose of the Ghetto," which R.
am Neill will direct. Neil is

uled to make four all told.

: will be "Back of the Beyond,"
First Violin," "The Way of All
" and "The Furnace of Life."

Grand before leaving the coast

1 for a series of four I. W. Ir-

Prod. Charles Swickard will di-

our more, the first to be "San
:isco." There will also be a ser-

: 12 two-reel comedies starring

Richardson,

nty Banks, Sid Smith and Joe
each made 13 comedies for the

{Continued on Page 10)

Quinn Funeral Tuesday
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles—Funeral services for

M. Quinn will be held in Chi-
Tuesday. Albert E. Smith is

ipanying the body East and
ing the services, will go to New

Abrams On Coast
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
i Angeles—Hiram Abrams
from New York.

Features Reviewed
Page

dies to Board
Fox 5

hen A Man's A Man
ist Nat'l 5

le Stranger
?aramount 5

ie Marriage Circle
Warner Bros 5

|k O'Clubs
Universal 7

I e Stranger from the North
Maritime—S. R 7

'xry in Haste
joldstone—S. R 7

• ;ek-End Husbands
Equity—S. R 7

: Jrt Subjects 8

"The Yankee Counsel," Douglas MacLean's hit of hits, opens its Broad-
way run at the Central Theater today. Associated Exhibitors—Advt.

The "Gimme's99

This comes from one of the oldest exhibitors in the business

:

"The 'gimme' crowd don't think any more of giving them-
selves a million or two million dollars for a picture than I would
think of asking you for a cigarette. Exhibitors have earned
through bitter experience that there is no such an animal.

"The exhibitor end of this game is approaching a crisis and
it will come to a head during 1924."

COMING TO A HEAD
What does this exhibitor mean? That exhibitors will not

pay for product on the basis of a million or more valuation? It

would seem so. But he might bear in mind that the distributing

end of the business learned its lesson this season with such val-

uations.. The "gimme" boys in that end of the business stumped
a toe or two with that process—and some of them still are doing it.

The picture that will make money next season—and for many
seasons to come—will be the picture that cost somewhere about

$150,000 or $175,000 to make; that has exploitation possibilities

galore ; that can reach the average big time exhibitor on an exhi-

bition value of not over $400,000 or $500,000 ; and which has a

cast with a few people of known value in it. That type of pic-

ture will make money for all concerned.

GOOD BUSINESS
Reports generally, from throughout the country, indicate

that business was rarely, if ever, better. Some few spots off color,

{Continued on Page 4)

Wants 48 Hour Week
For The 3,000 Principals Engaged in

Studios—What Gillmore Seeks
for the Equity

A 48 hour week is sought for ac-

tors and actresses engaged in pic-

ture work by the Actor's Equity
Ass'n which has started negotiations
looking for a union contract with
producers. Other important points

sought include compensation for time

spent on "location" and arbitration

of all differences between directors

and members of the casts.

In Friday's Tribune, Frank Gill-

more of the Equity explained the or-

ganization's aims. He said the main
object was to standardize the condi-

tions in the studios and eliminate

some of the abuses which have crept

into the relations between the ac-

tors and the producing companies. He
{Continued on Page 10)

Still Owns "The First Year"

B. P. Schulberg on Friday denied

the published report that Cathrine

Curtis would produce "The First

Year." He said Preferred still own-
ed the rights and had not sold to any-

one. John Golden supported Schul-

berg's statement.

Samuelson Here

G. B. Samuelson, British producer,

is at the Continental.

A Napoleonic Cycle
Planned by Abel Gance—Six Parts,

Each in Feature Form—Has
Govt' Co-operation

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris—Abel Gance, producer of "I

Accuse," intends making a series of

Napoleonic pictures. He says the

subject is such a large one that it

will be impossible to produce any one

picture covering it. Therefore, he

will make six, each to be of feature

length but so constructed that each

can be shown independently of the

other.

The pictures will be "Arcole," "18

Brumaire," "Austerlitz." "The Retreat

from Russia," "Waterloo" and "St.

Helena." Gance is promised the use

of the Palais Nationaux, French

troops for the reconstruction of the

battle scenes and the navy for the

battles of Aboukir and Trafalgar.

Tuesday, Feb. 12 being Lin-

coln's Birthday and a legal

holiday, there will be no issue

of THE FILM DAILY pub-

lished.
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Guts and Flashes
Jack Brown is doing the camera

work on "Plaster Saints," the new
Murray Garsson picture, now in pro-
duction at the Tec-Art studio.

Whitman Bennett has added May
Hopkins, Ralph Kellard and Rita
Morice to the cast of "Virtuous
Liars."

Betty Blythe is now working in

"Plaster Saints" for Associated Ex-
hibitors. She will later go to Holly-
wood.

Vivian Surtees, the English child
actress is in New York. She is under
management of M. H. Karper.

Florence Dixon, Byron Douglas
and Olaf Hytton have been added
to the cast of "It Is The Law."

Ethel Wales, having completed her
work in "Icebound" has returned to
the Lasky studio.

Jesse Weil has joined Hepworth
Prod., Inc., as director of advertising
and publicity.

Authors & Photo-Players, Inc.,
has moved to the Straus Bldg., 565
5th Ave.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions «^ fcann
Geo^oraU

220 West 42nd St.
New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE

New York's Newest and Foremost
Costurat Rental Organization

BROOKS
^.143 WrOVJSt N.V. C.__

Trouble Over "Wagon"
Birmingham (Eng.) Exhibitors
Aroused Because Pictures Goes

Into Music Hall
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Exhibitors in Birming-
ham are upset over the booking of

"The Covered Wagon," into a music
hall here, without offering it to the
trade first. It is certain that the mat-
ter will come up before the C. E. A.
branch.

Individual exhibitors in Birming-
ham declare that they favor a boycott
of Paramount pictures but such ac-

tion is frowned upon by the C. E. A.
there. Famous will probably show
the picture in five large English cities

and then sell it to picture houses.
The Film Renter, in commenting

on the situation says:

"The question of the showing of films in

legitimate theaters has always been a sore
one with exhibitors, and one can readily un-
derstand their feeling in the matter.
"The whole question of films not being of-

fered to kinemas is a very big one, and re-

quires tackling immediately. Unfortunately
exhibitors right up and down the country,
immediately they are faced with this situation,

turn to the stupid suggestion of a boycott.
This has happened on innumerable occasions,
and has failed, as it always will fail. The
threat of a boycott is so ludicrous that there
never can be a chance of it being enforced.
Members of the C. E. A. have made them-
selves look particularly silly on many oc-
casions, the last being at Plymouth, where
the attempt to boycott a renter's productions
lomentably failed. It is incredible that in

these days there is not something more origi-

nal tried, because to talk of boycotts is

merely a waste of time and frightens no one.

"In the particular case in point it would
behove Midland exhibitors if they first made
careful inquiries as to whether Lasky's are
responsible for the booking to this theater,
and, above all, to steer clear of silly and
senseless suggestions of boycotts, which
achieve nothing."

Innovation In Credit Lines
Rather than consume time in flash-

ing credit titles for "The Ten Com-
mandments" on the screen, Hugo
Riesenfeld has gotten around this

by stencilling them on two pillars

at the sides of the stage at the
Cohan theater where the audi-
ence may read who's who during the
ten minutes that intervene between
the raising of the curtain and the
starting of the film.

Start "Beaucaire" Monday
Preparations have been completed

for the start of Rudolph Valentino's
new picture, "Monsieur Beaucaire."
Everything is ready for the opening
shot on Monday, when a luncheon
will be tendered by Famous at the

studio.

The Week's Headlines
Monday

Neither date nor city selected for future
Federal Trade hearings.

June Mathis anxious to get started on "Ben
Hur." Sails Wednesday.

Bernon T. Woodle, Hays' emissary to Aus-
tralia may discuss censorship there of

Australia's plan to foster own production.

Charles H. Christie says coast producers
are working closer together as result of

Hays' visit.

Tuesday
Thomas H. Ince delivers four more pic-

tures to First National under present
contract.

Richard A. Rowland, back from coast firm
in belief that production should be cen-
tered near executive offices.

Indiana fostering Frank Heller for M. P.
T. O. presidency. Sydney S. Cohen prob-
ably won't run again.

T. O. C. C. plans its own clubhouse in

New York. May be thrown open to en-
tire industry.

Wednesday
John M. Quinn, general manager of Vita-

graph dies suddenly in Hollywood.

Lee de Forest makes talking film of Lincoln
in two reels. Highlight is delivery of

Gettysburg address.

English industry expects relief from irksome
entertainment tax.

British National Film Weeks launched. Dis-
tributors have 4,000 bookings on English
pictures.

Thursday

West Coast Theaters, Inc. building fourteen
theaters in California. Chain at present
numbers 154.

Practically all First National exchanges
have turned over outside product to other
distributing mediums, Educational in some
cases.

No contract entered upon between Actors'
Equity and Hays association.

Move under way to eliminate talk of ex-
aggerated figures in connection with salar-

ies and production costs.

Independent M. P. Prod, and Dist. Ass'n.
hopes to draft one form of uniform con-
tract for its members. Three now in

tentative use.

Friday
Dr. A. H. Giannini addresses I. M
D. A. and criticises actions of

boys."
Goldwyn calls territorial sales meeting in

four cities. Takes over Park, Boston for
fiirst-runs.

Frank E. Woods to make one prcture for
Hodkinson. Company very active since
new regime took hold.

Governor Smith fails to compromise with
Republican leaders. Eight now one for
New York censorship repeal.

Saturday
Actor's Equity Ass'n seeks 48 hour week

for actors and actresses. Other important
points in negotiations.

Grand-Asher's new plans call for 18 fea-

tures this year.
Abel Gance intends making series of

Napoleonic subjects.

P. P.

"bonus

Rupert Hughes Coming
Rupert Hughes is due in from the

Coast Monday.

Coming Soon

WETLV COMPSON
MIAMI
oM Alan Crosland

production
brHODKINSON RELEASE
FIRSt RUN PICTURES
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PatneNe^
No. 11

GUARD U. S. INTERESTS AT
CRUZ—'First pictures of U. S. \

sent to Vera Cruz to protect Ame
terests endangered by the Mexican re ta

WILSON'S FUNERAL—Compl'

comprehensive scenes of the impress: a

monies which attended the funeral of t yu

War President at Washngton.

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAIL

Hollywood—Harvey Gates,'

credited with the final work
script for "Merry Go Round," i

;

at Universal, this time writi:

continuity on "The Throwba'

Dorothy Farnum has comple ta

scenario for "Lover's Lane" w li

soon to go into production tbl

Warner studio under direction ( I

liam Beaudine.

Dorothy Farnum has sold

Unfair Sex," an original, to

mento Pictures Corp. It will 1

duced, following "Listen Leste

Isadore Bernstein, supervisor

Jack Hoxie unit, is at his desk

following several weeks' illness

Work has been completed
ving Cummings on "Clay of C '

starring Herbert Rawlinson.

Harold Beaudine has startec i>

new Christie comedy, fea I

Jimmie Adams.
WALTER R. GREL

HAL ROACH'!

WILL ROGERS

COMEDIES
"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafh£comedy
=^t§)~

y -

k

FIRST WITH THE F'<

KINOGRAN5
THE VISUAL

NEWS
ff ALL THE WORLD
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The "Gimme's"
(Continued from Page 1)

but broadly speaking everybody's happy. Good pictures have
done it—plus the mildest winter experienced for some time. The
"open" winter has helped a lot. But the good pictures have more
than done their share.

Never has the motion picture public had such entertainment
offered. And there are many indications that for the coming
season entertainment values will be bigger and better. Just look
what's in sight.

A BRIEF FORECAST
Valentino comes back to the screen after a long absence. In

the right kind of pictures he will prove a clean-up. Let's hope
they give them to him. It means millions in the box office. "The
Covered Wagon" goes out to the usual exhibitor and ceases to

be a road show. This should help exhibitors a lot. Sabatini's

wonderfully colorful "The Sea Hawk" will arrive ; Henry King's
"Romola" and Lillian Gish and Barthelmess in "Romeo and
Juliet." Oh ! the woods are just full of expectancies. So many
you are bound to overlook a lot. Universal steps up to the bat
with a promise of 30 specials. If they turn out only a half dozen
money makers like "The Hunchback" and "Merry-Go-Ronnd"
they can forget the rest. Of course the great big ones—like

Griffith's "America' 'and Doug's "Thief of Bagdad" will likely

be road-shown. Ingram's "World's Illusion" will be worth-while.

It's a tremendous theme. Goldwyn will have "Ben Hur" for

next season. Here's hoping it's all they hope it will be. It better

had. Otherwise June Mathis will jump in the Tiber. And what
a dirty muddy river that is

!

So it goes. One could ramble on for columns. So if this

season had many great, fine pictures, just think of next season and
smile. Every succeeding season makes you feel happier to be
in this business.

Incidentally understand Moe Mark is being called "toug n
garding second week run over's. When the contract cal {

so much business to be done by Wednesday to allow for ru
over that he won't consider bad weather, cyclones or m
thing else. Out she goes unless the figure is met. Ar tl

popularity (?) he is developing! Boy! oh boy!

THE COMING AUTHOR
Seems to be having a hard time of it. F'r instance, Go m

scenario department rejected 4,000 manuscripts during las ,4,

without finding one idea worth screening.

Probabilities are that Goldwyn—like many other big om
panies—only wants scripts that are based on popular lay:

or books. That ready made market sure is insurance f( thi

producer. That is—for the usual, average picture. For tl ex

ceptionals it makes little difference.

But it's tough going for a lot of scenario writers. los<

up showing tired author starving, and half buried under rel nee

mss. Fade out on brother author's placing lilies in hi: :o'.i.

hands.

MAKING "DOUG" HAPPY
Reports in foreign trade papers say that a canvas ma

China proves that "Doug" is the most popular screen star ere.

Well ! well ! well

!

(For all the big—or even—little pictures overlooked in the

above, don't growl
;
you who will have them. Lot's of time to

talk about them before they get going.)

VALUES
Understand Al Woods and his associates are holding "The

Miracle"—brought from Germany about eight years ago—at a

valuation of $300,000. What's a valuation between friends in this

picture business? No picture made in Germany eight years

ago—one is almost inclined to say all of them—isn't worth that

much. All that the film has is the story value. You'd probably

have to burn the negative anyway. Whatever the story value is

is the value of the picture. No more. Not a penny.

THE BALLYHOO
"Rudy" starts work for Famous at Long Island City Monday.

Prodigal Son stuff being pulled. Big party—lots of special guests,

and all that sort of thing. Perhaps a delegation from Radio
Owners Social No. 1 plus Filing Clerks Union No. 7. To see

"Rudy"—"ain't he grand !—prancing before the camera. It's a

great and glorious event.

Candy makers and chewing gum devotees will be in line

next season. Waiting for Rudy's first re-appearance. Hooray,

hooray

!

THE FAIR HAIRED BOY
Incidentally his locks are raven. One C. R. Seelye. Who

hasn't made much noise of late. But who is doing a special re-

vival these days. Putting over "Daughters of To-day." They
do say it's one of those jazz pictures that are "in" these halycon

days. When flappers flap and cuddle all over the screen.

GETTING READY
Understand Joe Plunkett has bought 36 pair of steel sup-

ports for the lobby doors of the Strand. Anticipating the crush

for "The Hunchback" showing.

SHOWMEN
Marc Lachmann, who went to England on "The Hunch .ck"

has an interesting article in "Kine" comparing English and / en

can showmen. In which he says, in part

:

"There is every facility for modern exploitation in Londo
and there is just as much co-operation waiting there for America

exploiteers as there is in New York or Oshkosh in America. Tl

Britisher welcomes live-wire stunts, and is just as affable ar

willing to help put them over as the American, if not more s

This may have just entered into the activities of the British e:

hibitor, producer and exchange man, but it is there to-day stanc

ing out in bold-face type with a welcome hand outstretched f(

any exploitation stunt, American or otherwise, as long as it con

plies with the British regulations."

Something worth remembering. May help George B wn.

Who sails shortly to put the same picture over on the Coni er

Sorry to see George go. One less duffer for the Sprin:

tournament.

BILL HART'S PONY
A brief book. But what an entertaining one. ' Te

about Bill's Pinto pony. Who is as well remembered by far

fans. As Bill himself. Just as wonderful as Tom Mix's )ny

And the pony tells all about himself. Like the famous old :ory

"Black Beauty." You'll weep a bit here and there—an tl

youngsters—well, they'll just eat it up. Fine stuff. Incide al

!

great publicity.

ANOTHER OPEN LETTER
From Arthur Smallwood. Same subject as the off s.

distribution perplexities and a possible solution. Interestir

big subject. Which some day must come in for a truer ib«

understanding. With changes inevitable. From existing :o

ditions. And which will result in a better state of affairs >

concerned.

THANKS
For all the fine compliments ; for all the wires and^

forwarded, telling how good "The Film Year Book, 1924,"

was a big job to undertake ; a better one to complete. A
all feel as eood about it as you do. „J
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Tom Mix in

'Ladies To Board"
Fox

Whole FIRST RATE
ERTAINMENT IN MIX'S
EST. FINE COMBINA-
N OF COMEDY AND
{ILLS IN STORY THAT'S
TE DIFFERENT FROM
AT STAR USUALLY HAS.

Furnishes plenty' of ex-

icnt and will certainly please

idmirers with this one. Even

i off his gloves and wears

; trick clothes that offer the

t styles in cowboy attire.

Very good; Pee Wee
nes gets a great many laughs

his comedy business. They're

g to look for him in more Mix
ires. Gertrude Olmsted a

:y lead and Dolores Rousse
{tractive model. Philo McCul-
h good in typical characteri-

iii and Gertrude Claire the

appealing little mother.

Df Story "Ladies to

-d" is by far the best of all

s recent pictures. It is not
' rather original but well

^ed with comedy thrills that

e it a thoroughly good enter-

nent. Perhaps some of Mix's

ts , such as the auto rescue

the stopping of a runaway
e, are not new to his admirers

he makes them exciting

lgh for you to forget that you
saw them done before. He
goes in for a bit of Harold

•d comedy in the bit where he
oeuvers about on a new build-

structure, high up above the

t. The idea of Mix as

irietor of an old ladies' home
lily suggests the humor that

Situation affords. And director

tone has made good use of

story's opportunities. One of

funniest bits is where Mix,

ing to please the old ladies

adore their proprietor, supply

with a hand made sweater,

and mittens and to please

1 Mix wears the outfit despite

weather although he admits
I lie needs is a blizzard to en-

)t." The titles are funny,
iffice Angle .... Should prove
|od drawing card and you can
it on it pleasing your folks. If

E enjoy a good laugh do your
: to get them in. They'll go
lelighted.

Itation Plenty of stunts

;able providing you want to

i it an extra boost. The human
tunt. indicative of Mix's climb
;he picture, should attract

: ds. Arrange store tie-ups, es-

i lly with gent's furnishing hou-
f-a sign in the window reading:
) style are the latest. So are
s! Mix's in 'Ladies to Board.'

'

: them know Mix is proprietor

i old ladies' home in his latest

ere. That should promise plen-

fun.

*M1 Jack Blystone; Very
«'.

i Wm. Dudley Pelley
i«o Don Lee
idman Dan Clark
t< raphy Good
il Arizona-Vermont
g 6 112 feet.

"When a Man's a Man"
Producer: Principal Pictures
Distributor: First National

As a Whole.... ONE OF THOSE
"OPEN SPACES" STORIES
WITH HERO'S ROLE CON-
SISTING OF JUST ONE
ROUND OF HARD KNOCKS
AND SACRIFICES; AN AVER-
AGE ENTERTAINMENT.

Cast. .. .John Bowers a noble young
man who goes West to become a

real man in order to win the girl

he loves, but doesn't get the re-

ward he expects. Marguerite De
La Motte the girl in the case.

Robert Frazer good as Bowers'
cowboy pal and June Marlowe
suitable as the latter's sweetheart..

Others George Hackathorne, Ar-
thur Hoyt. Charles Mailes, Fred
Stanton, Edward Hearne.

Type of Story Western drama.
Harold Bell Wright's "When A
Man's A Man," is another of those

grand hero tales with the courage-
ous one performing all sorts of

near-miracles, taking the blame and
forfeiting the credit, in true hero
"fashion. Its atmosphere is more
of that popular "wide open spaces"
variety in connection with which
the title writer gets in the usual

philosophy, just as the picture's

title suggests. The plot itself is a

rather farfetched one, interesting in

spite of itself chiefly because the

director has succeeded in keeping
the development from being ob-

vious. You can't really figure

whether hero will be rewarded for

his fine deeds by an eventual re-

union with the girl he loves or

whether he'll marry another girl.

You certainly don't expect him to

ride out of the picture alone but
here's where they brave a non-
clinch ending. Edward Hearn, the

superfluous husband, doesn't appear
in any scene toward the close of

the picture but evidently he wasn't

far enough removed to provide a

happy ending, since it is his wife

that hero loves.

Box Office Angle. .. .Title seems to

promise a much more virile story

than you get but at that the aver-

age crowd will be satisfied with
"When A Man's A Man."

Exploitation. ... Play up the title and
the author's name and arrange a

tie-up with bookstores to put copies

of the book on display. You might
use catchlines such as: "Those who
contend that girls marry for money
will find their theories upset in

"When A Man's A Man.' Hero had

plenty of money but that wasn't

enough for the girl he loved. So he

went West. See what happened
then in First National's picturiza-

tion of Harold Bell Wright's

novel." A cowboy on horseback is

a conventional but appropriate

street stunt to advertise the show-

ing.

Direction. .. .Edward F. Chne; very

good.
Author Harold Bell Wright
Scenario. .. .Walter Anthony, Harry

Carr
Cameramen Ned Van Buren,

Harold Janes
Photography Splendid

Locale Arizona

Length 6,910 feet

"The Stranger"
Paramount

As a Whole .... INTERESTING
PRODUCTION, GOOD CAST
AND SKILFUL DIRECTION
HELP MAKE GALSWORTHY
STORY RATHER GOOD EN-
TERTAINMENT. HAS EFFEC-
TIVE DRAMATIC MOMENTS.

Cast Betty Compson pleasing
and sincere and Richard Dix a

good though somewhat weak hero.

Lewis Stone fairly unimportant and
Tully Marshall handles character
bit splendidly. Others Robert
Sellable, Mary Jane Irving, Frank
Nelson, Marion Skinner.

Type of Story .... Drama topped off

with romance and a murder trial

for a climax. A plot that starts

off by promising a most interesting
love story and with each step in

the development bringing about, or
threatening a breach, until finally

the obstacles are cleared and it's

time for the clinch—that is "The
Stranger," a John Galsworthy story
that doesn't reach any special height
for originality, but which, through
careful handling and good acting
serves as good screen entertainment
with enough box office value to

make it interesting to exhibitors.

You know, as sure as fate, that

Betty Compson and Richard Dix
will sail out to a happy matrimoni-
al sea with "The End" but you're
perfectly content to wait through
the intervening reels and see how
they get there.

And director Henabery, together
with the players, makes it worth
your while. There -is a good cli-

max into which Henabery has in-

jected an effective suspense. It

looks as though hero's conscience
will force him to confess and save
the life of the man who is giving

up his own life that hero and the

girl may be happy. The conclusion
is wholly unexpected inasmuch as

the old man dies before they can
hang him and so hero remains
silent.

Box Office Angle .... Pretty good
prospects with this one. It isn't

a big one nor probably won't
cause any commotion but it should

do a satisfactory business for you.

Exploitation The title suggests

a good teaser campaign that should
get them interested. Distribute

throwaways consisting of plain

cards bearing the lines "Meet me
at (give only the address of your
theater) on (showing date), signed

'The Stranger.' " Billboard post-

ers might read: "'The Stranger' Is

Coming To Town." Later follow

with posters announcing the show-
ing date of the picture and the

principals in the cast. Mention
Betty Compson, particularly if you
have previously shown "Woman to

Woman" in which she appears.

Also use the author's name.
Direction Joseph Henabery;
usually go6d though could have

speeded story at times.

Author John Galsworthy
Scenario Edfrid Bingham
Cameraman Faxon Dean and

L. Guy Wilky
Photography Good
Locale .

England
Length 6.660 feet.

"The Marriage Circle"
Producer: Ernst Lubitsch

Distributor: Warner Brothers

As a Whole .... ONE OF THE
FINEST COMEDIES EVER
PRESENTED FILLED WITH
THE NEWEST IDEAS OF
DIRECTION. A CHARMING
CONTRIBUTION WHICH
WILL HOLD ITS PLACE EAS-
ILY AMONG THE VERY BEST
OF THE YEAR.

Cast Excellently put together.

Monte Blue natural and delightful,

with a true Viennese atmosphere.
Florence Vidor a delightful and
most naturally sweet wife; Marie
Prevost as the vamping wife at

times out of spirit, but usually ex-
cellent, and Creighton Hale delight-

ful. Adolphe Menjou gives another
performance, almost equalling his

w:ork in "A Woman of Paris" but
lacks opportunities. Others unim-
portant.

Type of Story Based on the

complications ensuing when a dis-

illusioned wife starts to flirt with
the husband of her best friend,

and when he tries to avoid her.

This, plus the fact that the hus-
band's business associate is in love

with his partner's wife brings on
one situation more delightful than
another. A thread of a story but
so skilfully handled; so full of un-
usual treatment, that it brings
satisfaction with every frame of

film. The handling of the produc-
tion is the all important matter.
Lubitsch shows a school of direc-

tion which may well be considered
by important American directors.

His touches, his ideas, the lack of

heavy backgrounds; the atmosphere
plan are all done with a master's

hand. The simplicity of produc-
tion is equalled only by Chaplin's

"A Woman of Paris." The titling

might have been improved, al-

though the titles are scarce. That
is why they might have been
better.

Box Office Angle Should get

over nicely. Perhaps in its subtle-

ness a bit over the heads of the

average fans; it will be welcomed
enthusiastically by those who want
something different in their screen

entertainment.

Exploitation .... Get them in. The
rest will be easy. Tell them this

is a real step forward in picture

making, and a delightful comedy as

well. Use Lubitsch's name; remind
them he made Mary's latest,

and that in this modern society

comedy he shows ability as demon-
strated in "Rosita" and "Passon."

Use the names of the players.

They will be remembered for other

Warner successes.

Direction Ernst Lubitsch

splendid. All that was expected of

him, and more.

Author Lother Schmidt

Scenario . . . Paul Bern and Lubitsch

Cameraman Charles Van Eager

Photography Excellent

Locale Vienna

Length 8.310 feet.
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Herbert Rawlinson in

"Jack O'Clubs"
Universal

As a Whole SOMEWHAT
BETTER VEHICLE THAN
USUAL BUT RAWLINSON
FAILS TO IMPROVE WITH
IT. MAY SATISFY WHERE
THEY CAN STAND FOR
STAR'S OVERACTING.

Star Just can't seem to act

natural. The most unimportant in-

cidents, and bits that don't require

any particular effort, arc all over-

done by Rawlinson either in physi-

cal motion or facial expression.

Cast .... Ruth Dwyer gives promise
of stepping into Gladys Walton's
shoes in her particular style of

playing and characterization. Eddie
Gribbon a first rate "tough guy."
Others Edith Ralston. Florence
Lee, Johnny Fox, Jr.

Type of Story .... Romance in the
language of the lower East Side.

' There is some good comedy of a

typically lower class neighborhood
% variety, with the titles just as tough

as the people are supposed to be.

The continual reference to "skirts,"

"coppers," "guys," and the like,

plus a genuinely low brow atmos-
phere, almost tends to make the
spectator feel like talking out of

the side of his mouth and swagger
along in Bowery fashion after

viewing "Jack O'Clubs." So much
for the realism that director Hill

injects.

The story has to do with patrol-

man Foley who incurs the wrath
of Spike Kennedy, gang leader and
fight promoter, when he pays too
much attention to Spike's girl, Til-

lie Miller. During a fight in the
cabaret where Tillie works, she is

injured and Foley accused. She
recovers and falls in love with
Foley, who, meantime has been
losing his nerve because of the ac-

cusation. It leads to a ring fight

between Foley and Spike with
Foley an easy victor, both ways.

Box Office Angle Good for

downtown trade and there isn't any-
thing in the picture to offend a

better class audience if you think

you can amuse them with a comedy
of the East Side. If the star has
a following, it will probably go well

enough. It's a better story than
some they have been giving him
even though he doesn't take ad-
vantage of it.

exploitation The title is good
and should be easy to put over. Use
large ad sheets consisting of a play-
ing card, jack of clubs. This might
be used in teaser fashion at first

and later follow it with announce-
ments of the play date. Distrib-

ute throwaways in the form of play-

ing cards and allow those receiving

the "Jack O'Clubs" to use them as

admission tickets. *

Mrection Robert F. Hill

vuthor Gerald Beaumont
Icenario Rex Taylor

Cameraman William Thornley

..ocale New York City

Photography All right

"The Stranger From the

North"
Maritime Prod.—State Rights

As a Whole LUMBER CAMP
STORY RATHER SLIGHT IN
SUBSTANCE BUT MANAGES
TO HOLD THE INTEREST
SATISFACTORILY; COULD
HAVE HAD MORE PICTORI-
AL APPEAL.

Cast. . . .Richard Travers one of those
he-man heroes who goes into a
lumber camp and fights a whole
band of disgruntled workers into

submission. Gives a suitable per-
formance and Ruth Dwyer a pleas-
ing but poorly dressed heroine. As
the daughter of a wealthy timber
dealer she might be expected to
dress much better. Charles E.
Graham over exercises as the stub-
born father. Does too much gesti-

culating in his acting. Others
James McDuff, P. C. Hartigan.
Louis Dean, DeSacia Moores.

Type of Story Lumber camp
drama of a familiar order for the
most part. The owner of a large
timberland is threatened with ruin

by a syndicate. Besides the worry
of this, he finds that the boss of his

men is attentive to his daughter in

spite of his order that none of the
men were to speak to her. Hero
arrives in camp and for no apparent
reason is subject to harsh treat-

ment on all sides. The foreman
calls all the men off the job, mak-
ing ruin tor the owner almost cer-

tain. At the same time he plans to

elope with his employer's daughter.
But hero, true to tradition, gets
busy at the crucial moment, sup-
plies men to rush the work through,
wins the esteem of the owner, gives
villain his due and returns with the
girl who admits she loved him all

the time. In spite of a cut-and-
dried plot the director has succeed-
ed in sustaining the interest effect-

ively and there are occasional ac-

tion bits to help it along. Inasmuch
as the picture was apparently film-

ed in Nova Scotia, the Land of

Evangeline, it to be regretted that

there are not more pretty shots of

this country.

Box Office Angle Will do ade-
quately for one time showing and
might be bolstered up with good
short reel subjects, a scenic picture

in particular showing views of the

Land of Evangeline, the locale of
Henry „ Wadsworth Longfellow's
celebrated poem.

Exploitation .... Play up the story as

a drama of the lumber camps and
since the locale is something of a

change from the usual run of pic-

tures, you might let them know
that the action is laid in Nova
Scotia. For your women folks

mention the romance of the girl

who read "Evangeline" and im-
agined every man she met was pat-

terned after the lover in Long-
fellow's poem.

Direction ....John W. Noble; ade-
quate on the whole.

Author John W. Noble
Scenario Not credited

Cameramen Ned Van Buren
Photography Poor in interiors

Locale Nova Scotia

Length 5,700 feet

"Marry in Haste"
Phil Goldstone—State Rights

As a Whole CONVENTIONAL
DOMESTIC RELATIONS,
THEME; FAIRLY DULL
STORY ALTHOUGH SINCERI-
TY OF PLAYERS HELPS RE-
LIEVE THE MONOTONY TO
NO LITTLE DEGREE.

Cast. .. .Dorothy Revier and William
Fairbanks struggle bravely with
rather commonplace roles and
strike a pretty high average at that.
Gladden James a not over preco-
cious villain. No others important
hi the story.

Type of Story Drama. "Marry In
Haste" contains a very trite plot,
one of those ever popular and over-
done marital dramas of the "love
in a cjttage" variety. It has no
suspense and consequently a poorly
sustained mtcrest. In fact there is

little to recommend the offering ex-
cept perhaps the rather sincere el-
forts of William Fairbanks and
Dorothy Revier to convince you
of the earnestness of their plight.
But you know from the start that
when the girl leaves New York and
her artist friends for the ranch
home of her supposedly rich hus-
band that there's bound to be
trouble. It arrives in the form of
his father's refusal to accept his
son's wife. Subsequently they
make their home in a rude hut with
ensuing hardships as a result of the
husband's sudden row with his
father and lack of funds. Enter a
villain who casually suggests the
usual remedy—to flee with him.
How the wife decides to stick to her
husband when she learns he enter-
ed a boxing contest and was in-
jured trying to earn money to send
her on a vacation, complete the
yarn.

Box Office Angle.... Not a decided
bet but you may be able to satisfy
an average audience. There is an
angle of the picture that might
make it a good number providing
you cater to transient trade consist-
ing chiefly of male patronage, and
that is the fight sequenre

Exploitation. . . .Here's not a bad title

for you to work on, which is all the
more unfortunate since you will

probably not find the picture
worthy of the exploitation other
than the ordinary routine. Use the
old adage " 'Marry In Haste' and
repent at leisure is an old but true
saying. So look before you leap by
seeing the picture at the blank the-
ater." There are no names in con-
nection with the picture that will

mean anything to your patrons so
resort to stills, etc. A trailer of the
fight might serve to interest your
men patrons.

Direction. .. .Duke Home; ordinary
injects no suspense^ certainly didn't

waste any money.

Author Jean Duvane
Scenario Not credited

Cameraman Not credited

Photography All right

Locale .... New York and western
ranch.

Length About 5,000 feet

"Week End Husbands"
Producer: Daniel Carson Goodman
Distributor: Equity—State Rights

As a Whole FOLLOWS IN
THE FOOTSTEPS OF PREVI-
OUS JAZZ PICTURES AND
USES THE ALWAYS POPU-
LAR MARITAL DIFFICUL-
TIES OF A MOST FAMILIAR
FORMULA.

Cast Contains Alma Rubens,
Maurice Costello, H. E. Herbert.
Charles Byers and Sally Crute; all
work terribly hard to satisfy the
director who apparently had them
going at a great pace. Hard for
anyone to make much of an im-
pression in such a poor picture.

Type of Story A most convention-
al, frivolous concotion with situa-
tions that arc intended to develop
into a moral which, according to a
title, is to the effect that those who
think marriage the end of romance,
should consider the plight of the
heroine, Betty, and then realize that
marriage is only the beautiful be-
ginning. That they'll believe it,

or be convinced by what transpires
in "Week End Husbands" is very
doubtful. Where the recent influx
of jazz pictures has been cordially
greeted it is possible that another
picture with the same atmosphere
will not be amiss, but where they
require good solid, sensible enter-
tainment they will hardly be satis-
fied with the silly business of
"Week End Husbands." The hus-
band supplies the wife with the
luxuries which she requires but
doesn't tell her that his bootlegging
business is the means, nor that this
is the reason for his extended ab-
sences from home. Meantime she
amuses herself in typical modern
tashion. The break comes. She
goes to Paris. He is arrested. She
attempts suicide but recovers in
time for a reunion with the hus-
band who uses his last cent to
clear his name. They continue
"happy though broke."

Box Office Angle Depends upon
the people you cater to. If you
think the jazz angle of it will ap-
peal, you should know how to go
after the business. Certainly the
title caters to a definite class of
patronage and will readily attract
those to whom it will suggest
something a bit spicey.

Exploitation Shouldn't be hard at
all if you really want to bring them
in. The title will catch the eyes of
many. Equity has prepared a cam-
paign book that is replete with sug-
gestions for advertising and exploi-
tation. Get one and make use of
it. Use the name of Alma Reuben

-

in your announcements and recall
her work m "Under the Red Robe"
if you played it.

Direction E. H. Griffith: fair to
poor.

Author .... Daniel Carson Goodman

Scenario. ... Daniel Carson Goodman

Cameraman Not credited

Photography All right

Locale New York-Paris

Length ,- 6,450 feet
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Short Subjects
"Plastigrams"—Ives-Leventhal

Some New Thrills

Type of production. ... 1 reel novelty

One of the latest screen novelties

is "Plastigrams," a form of stereop-

ticon film which requires special col-

ored glasses to view them properly.

The effect is, at first, startling and
then amusing. The object of "Plas-

tigrams" is apparently to afford thrills

for the audience. You look through
the glasses and the objects on the

screen appear to jump out at you.

For instance, pictures of a crawling
turtle, after being viewed for a mom-
ent, take the form of actuality and
the turtle appears to be right up to

your nose. Objects selected are, of

course, of a nature to provide thrills

such as, a hose pointed toward you,

traffic jams in which you fear an
impact at any moment, etc. A first

rate novelty and wholly amusing.

"Keep Going"—Century—Universal

Good Number of Its Type

Type of production 2 reel comedy

This is a more than usually enter-

taining Century comedy, featuring Jack
Earle and Harry McCoy, and a cute

little girl whose name is not men-
tioned. Jack Earle is the very tall

man on the Century lot and in this

comedy his job is that of a traffic

cop. He is the favored suitor of the

girl who is also loved by Harry Mc-
Coy. There isn't much to the action,

but the gags are funny, and the finish

with the girl falling into the lake and
the boys afraid to rescue her is lively.

A particularly amusing bit is the se-

quence in which the cross-eyed taxi

driver figures. His name isn't men-
tioned either, but it should be.

"Over the Fence"—Educational

Much Good Kid Play

Type of production. . . .2 -reel comedy

This Juvenile Comedy, Educational

release, starts out to be a film on

the order of the "Our Gang" comed-
ies, with a group of youngsters hold-

ing club quarters "Over the Fence."

They have a glorious time of it re-

jecting undesirable members and for

the time the offering promises to

give forth a goodly share of laughs.

But it lapses into slapstick with one
of the youngsters taken into the home
of a rich aunt. His rough-neck pals

make a mess of the place and it

ends in typical pie-throwing fashion.

Will amuse youngsters, of" course.

"Quit Kidding"—Century—Universal

Pleasingly Fast Action

Type of production. ... 2 reel comedy

Pirates, mysterious crooks, hidden
treasure, and the ever-present "map"
figure largely in this Buddy Messin-
ger comedy, in which Buddy is a

messenger boy that pets mixed up in

a lot of trouble while delivering a

telegram notifying a pirate's grand-
son that there is treasure hidden in

this home. The action is fast

enough to keep them from thinking
about the helter-skelter plot and
there is plenty of the sliding panel-

trap-door stuff to please those who
enjoy it. On-the-whole a satisfactory

offering.

"Rockbound Brittany"—Fox

Interesting Views

Type of production .... 1 reel educa-

tional

This latest Fox Educational con-
tains many interesting views of Brit-

tany, which, despite modern civili-

zation, apparently prefers to retain

the old methods and fashions. Its

people, towns, industries, etc. make
a quaintly picturesque and interest-

ing educational reel, valuable because
of the variety which it gives to your
program and because it depicts "how
the other half lives." Good short
subject number.

"Easy Work"—Universal

Neither Funny Nor High Class

Type of production .. 1 reel comedy

Slim Summerville and Bobby Dunn
are the featured players in this one-

reelerreeler. in which the comedy is

wholely of the slap-stick variety, and
not very funny at that. Slim tries

to beat Bobby to a chauffeur's job,

by knocking him down but when he

arrives to apply for the position, Bob-
by is already driving the car. Later
both are married to rich women but

finding themselves broke, they plot

to steal Bobby's wife's necklace of

pearls. The inference in this se-

quence borders on the risque, when
the pearls are seen to slip down the

decollets corsage of the lady's gown
and Slim is later chased from the

house by Bobby's pistol after hand-
ing him the necklace. The audience
is, however, aware that the pearls

fell to the fioor where Slim found
them.

"Old Friends"—Sing Them Again

Series—Educ'l

A Fine Number

Type of production .... 1 reel novelty

This is another of the "Sing Them
Again" series. In this issue, the old

songs that are picturized and brought
back to memory are "She Was Bred
in Old Kentucky." "Two Little Girls

in Blue" and last, but decidedly not
least, a stirring picturization of "The
Star Spangled Banner." This might
well be used on any program. There
are some exceedingly good war shots
picturizzing this last song. Inciden-
tally, the titles throughout are ex-
cellent, as is the photography.

Alma, Philadelphia Closes March 1

CSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—The Alma on Ken-

ington Ave., will probably be torn

down about March 1 and converted

into some other business enterprise.

Frank Bell Joins Southern States
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Frank Bell, once with the

Howard, and more recently of

Loew's Palace, Memphis, has joined

the sales staff of Southern States.

Screen Snapshots Sold For West
C. B. C. has disposed of Screen

Snapshots to All Star Feature Dis-
tributors of San Francisco for the

Western territory.

Buys "Gambling Wives"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—J. S. Jossel, of Progress
Pictures has purchased "Gambling
Wives" for Ohio and Kentucky.

Truart Franchise Sold
Truart has closed a franchise with

J. S. Grauman, of Celebrated Players,

Milwaukee, for Wisconsin.

Joe Mercer Gets New Job
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Braddock, Pa.—Joseph Mercer,
until now managing Rowland &
Clark's theater at New Kensington,
has been appointed manager of the
new Capitol here.

Organize To Fight Taxes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Burlingtown, la.-—Theater mana-
gers hereabouts are working together
to fight for the admission tax repeal.

Progress Handling Cummings' Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta— Progress Pictures is

handling "Broken Hearts of Broad-
way" in the South.

Still Closing In Coal Region
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Baldwin, Miss.—Although the cold
snap has revived conditions around
the mine sections somewhat, theaters
continue to close, due to bad busi-

ness. The latest is the Princess.

Saenger's Lease Best, Helena, Ark.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Helena, Ark.—The Saenger inter-

ests have taken a short term lease on
the Best.

Luna Expands
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Silcam Springs, Ark.—E. D. Luna,
who owns theaters at Prairie Grove
and Lincoln, has taken over the
Rialto from Robert Gentry.

Allegheny Changes To Split-Week
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Stanley's Allegheny,
formerly a straight week run, is now
a split week house. The theater
shows pictures and vaudeville.

Big Theater For Milwaukee
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Construction will prob-
ably start in the Spring on the North
side's largest theater, to be included
in a building which will also house
a ballroom. The house is to have
3,000 seats and will be built by the
Saxe Operating Co. Saxe is erecting
the Wisconsin at Grand and Sixth.

Howe Quits Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—G. B. Howe has nl
signed as service manager at trj

Universal exchange.

Lee-Bradford Has Kellerman Fil:

Lee-Bradford announces Annet

,

Kellerman in "Venus of the Soul
Seas," as a current release.

Beaumont Directing Dana
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Harry Beaumont wr-

again direct Viola Dana, this time i

"Don't Doubt Your Husband."

"Connie" In "Heart Trouble"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angele s—Constance TaJ
madge's next picture will be "Heaii
Trouble," from a story by Somersil
Maugham. Jerome Storm will direct

Benton Script for Edwards
Curtis Benton has finished th'l

adaptation of "It Is the Law," whic'
is now in production at the Fox sti

dio, with J. Gordon Edwards direct
ing.

Ohio Theater Changes Hands A
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Salem, O.—W. F. Wiberg, whji

owns the Royal, has purchased
Windsor, Canton, from Edwar
Werner.

ill

Chapman Buys Ohio Rights
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Lee Chapman of S<

curity Pictures has bought "Venus C|

the South Sea" for Ohio.

"Western Grit" Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The second of th

Lester Cuneo series for Warj
Lascelle will be "Western Grit."

Singer With Rewind Company
Julius Singer has joined the In!

ternational Film Rewind Co. whic'!

makes its offices with Biltmore Pici

tures in the Godfrey Bldg.

Guckenheimer Sells Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Savannah—Abe Guckenheimer hai

sold his Star and Globe, both coloreil

houses, to the Savannah Savings t.

Real Estate Co. The latter also op.

erates the Dunbar.

Standard Acquires New Serial
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—S t a n d ar d has ac

quired a new serial, "The Myster
Girl," starring Neva Gerber and Be;

Wilson.

.Brown to Direct "Butterfly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Clarence L. Browi
will direct "The Butterfly" for Uni
versal. Virginia Valli will be starret

with Norman Kerry in the support

"Forty-Horse Hawkins," will b

Hoot Gibson's next picture.

British Preserving Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Museum authorities an
keeping thousands of feet of film fc

future showings. All importan
events that have been recorded bj

the camera are included. An inventoi

claims to have perfected a proces:

that prevents shrinkage and deterio

ration of films from age.
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Ads and Ads
Leo Garner Has an Idea or Two on
the Way Pictures Are Advertised

from New York Showings
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Leo G. Garner, manager of the

Columbia, Bristol, Tenn., writes:

"Picking up a recent issue of THE
FILM DAILY I notice a full page

ad elaborating on what a certain pic-

ture did at the Strand last Sunday.

This is great copy, and should be the

means of pulling heavier rentals from

the boys in the small towns.

"If every picture was as good as it

is advertised we would all get rich.

The trouble with the industry today

lies in the quality of productions.

Every picture is advertised as a

knock-out and a clean-up, but none

of the flivvers ever get notice, or,

perhaps there are no flivvers in New
York. Maybe they don't flivver un-

til they get down to the small towns.

"One of these days a producer with

a conscience is going to run an ad

something like the following:

(Blue) MONDAY
At The
IGNATZ

At THREE O'CLOCK before

supper they couldn't sell any
tickets because nobody asked
for 'em.

At FIVE bells nobody
showed up. At SIX something
(Central time) a man bought
a ticket explaining that his wife

was looking for him and he
was sure she wouldn't come to
the IGNATZ.
There were four ushers, three film

salesmen and two policemen in the

house (all gratis customers). At
SEVEN ELEVEN the police re-

serves passed by (they were going to

a bootleggers ball). At EIGHT
FOUR, or SIX (we forget the ex-

act time), the absentees were still

absent. At NINE SIXTY, one or

two people came in out of the storm
—the lobby was empty—5000 seats

also empty. At TEN TWO &
SEVEN EIGHTHS the fire depart-
ment came in. (They never pay) and
one disappointed exhibitor left the

theater—he couldn't hold out 'till the

finish.

THE PICTURE
WHY DO MEN STAND ON THE
CORNER WHEN THERE IS
ROOM IN THE MIDDLE OF

THE BLOCK
THE PRODUCER

JESSE JAMES—JACK DALTON
(Not now related

to Dorothy)

THE DISTRIBUTOR
ASSORTED SECOND CHILD-

HOOD

Bryan & Eltonhead Move
Morgan Bryan & T. O. Eltonhead

have moved their offices from 723
7th Ave. to 209 W. 48th St.

Northwest Theater Changes
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—The Oak, First and Madi-
son Streets, has been bought by
Harry A. Beal.

Tekoa, Wash.—B. D. Brigham has
sold the Empire to Rex R. Hevel.

Tacoma—Nathan Levin has bought
the Vaudette from B. D. Holcomb.

F. E. Lyon, owner of the Lyric, is

figuring on a new house on Yakima
Ave.

Bonds To Finance Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sacramento—The California Na-
tional Bank is floating an issue of

$300,000 first mortgage of 6 l/2 per cent
serial gold bonds issued by the Para-
mount Corp. of Sacramento, to pro-
vide funds for the erection of the
new Paramount theater on L St. be-
tween 9th and 10th.

Graphic Buys Burr Film

C. C. Burr reports the sale of New
York, except Greater New York
rights on "You Are Guilty" to First

Graphic Prod. Exchange. Greater
New York is controlled by Common-
wealth.

Francole Prod. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Francole Prod., Inc.,

have been formed to star Frances
Cole. The old Signal studios, 4560
Pasadena Ave., have been taken over.

Incorporations
Albany—Hepworth Prod., New

York. 200 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, R. T. Cran-
field, J. Di Lorenzo and M. Kaufman.
Attorney, T. F. MacMahon, New
York.

Albany—Walton Theater Corp.,

New York. Capital $5,000. Incorpo-
rators, R. Lurie, I. Miller and E.

Bernstein. Attorneys, Kaplan, Kos-
man & Streusand, New York.

Jefferson City, Mo.—Gayso The-
ater Amusement Co., Kansas City.

Capital $10,000. Incorporators, W. H.
Harper, C. H. Wornwall and Mord
M. Bogie.

Dover, Del.-—Auditorium. Capital

$100,000. Incorporators, James Mc-
Mahon, J. Warner Reed and Daniel
O. Hastings. (Delaware Registra-
tion Trust Co.)

Augusta, Me.—Allied Theaters of

Bangor; Lewiston. Capital $2 000.

Incorporators, Maude A. Thurston,
Ruth E. Perkins and Ben L. Berman.

Jackson, Miss.—Techula Theater

Co., Techula. Capital $2,000. In-
corporators, B. L. Wallace, W. C.

Perry, et al.

Sacramento, Cal.—Conrad Labora-
tories, Inc., Los Angeles. Capital

$100,000.

We PROMISED in The film Daily yesterday and now we PRODUCE

POSITIVE PROOF
THAT

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT'S
GREATEST NOVEL

"WHEN A MAN'S A MAN"
WITH A FOLLOWING OF 50,000,000 PEOPLE, IS

SMASHING RECORDS
QTREAD FR OM

Breaks Two Records *

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco
—"When A Man's A

Man" which opened at the Warfield

on Sunday grossed $4,513 for the day,

topping "Ponjola" which did $4,275

on its opening Sunday.

EVERYWHERE!

ToL XXVII No. 33 Friday, Feb. 1. 1924 Prta 5 Certs

Los Angeles—"When A Man's A
Man" at the State on Sunday grossed

$5,241 "Black Oxen" did $5,111 at

the same theater on its opening day.

The same thing applies to The Garden Theatre,

Paterson, N. J., the Rex Theatre, Jackson,
Mich., .the Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kansas.

With More Following!f

"The picture is as I wrote the novel," says Mr. Wright

Presented by Sol Lesser
A First National Attraction
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Sells Interests
Al Lichtman Disposes of His Share

in Preferred—Was a Third
Partner

Al Litchman on Friday disposed of

his interest in Preferred. When he

stepped out of the company last Fall,

he took with him a one-third interest

in the organization. His partners

were B. P. Schulberg and J. G. Bach-
mann.
Although no longer actively con-

cerned with Preferred's management,
Lichtman's financial interest contin-

ued while he was busy at Universal

as general manager of exchanges. The
terms of the settlement were not an-
nounced.

Schulberg expects to leave for the

coast in about a week.

Shipman Explains

Ernest Shipman, in commenting on
the dissolution of Ernest Shipman
Attractions in Albany writes:

"Ernest Shipman Attractions was incorpo-

rated by myself in 1903 and was one of my
old theatrical companies. We have recently

desired to change the name of the S. R.

T Pictures, Inc., another company I am
interested in, to Ernest Shipman Prod., Inc.,

but could not do so while the old name
was on file at Albany, they both being quite

similar. It was necessary, therefore, for

my attorneys to dissolve the Ernest Ship-

man Attractions, and the new name of Ernest
Shipman Prod., Inc., is now clear for my
use."

Living Books Cause Fuss

Two of the living books used to

exploit "When A Man's A Man" at

the Cameo caused a rumpus at the

Public Library at noon Friday when
they walked up the library steps and
attempted to persuade the librarian

to see the picture. An effort was
made to arrest them, but the traffic

policeman refused to do so. The in-

cident caused a large crowd to gather.

Davis Joins Russell

J. Charles Davis, 2nd, who resigned

from Arrow has joined Lowell Film
Prod., where he will handle advertis-

ing and exploitation on "Floodgates."

Niblo Film Goes to Lyric

"Thy Name Is Woman," will open
at the Lyric on March 3 and not at

the Astor on Feb. 25, as originally

scheduled.

Educ'l Acquires "Plastigrams"

Educational will distribute "Plasti-

grams," the stereoptican film at the

Rivoli.

18 for the Year
(.Continued from Page 1)

company. These are now being dis-

tributed through state right exchanges
at the rate of one a month. Harry
Asher was in town Friday from Bos-
ton.

Secure "Laugh-O-Graph" Series

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Grand-Asher will

distribute a series of "Laugh-O-
Graphs," described as joke pictures

portrayed by living actors. George
H. Kern, formerly with Christie

comedies will produce them. Work
starts shortly.

Foreign Films Here

The newly-formed Russian Art
Film Co., which will handle foreign

films in this market will represent the

Deutsch-Amerikanishe Film Union
(Dafu) of Berlin, as well as "Prolet-

kino" of Moscow. The German films

include, "Nosferatu," said to be a

weird film like "Caligari," a costume
production, "Queen Caroline of Eng-
land," a one reel airplane trip over the

Alps and a surgical film. The Rus-
sian subjects include Tolstoy's

"Polikushka," a two reel comedy,
"The Miracle of the Soldier Ivan."

and an assortment of short historical

subjects from 1917 to 1923.

Change Minds Toward Normand
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—In retracting the

statements made several weeks ago
regarding the pictures of Mabel
Normand, the Indiana Indorsers of

Photoplays have sent to Floyd Lew-
is, of Asociated Exhibitors, Inc., a

letter stating a change of attitude ap-

parently due to the fact that the in-

dorsers viewed a private screening of

"The Extra Girl."

Sunset Plans Four Units
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Sunset Prod, has
started work on another Kenneth Mc-
Donald feature, "After a Million."

Jack Nelson is directing. In addition

to the J. B. Warner and McDonald
series Anthony Xydias is planning
two additional units. Ernest Van
Pelt has been engaged as supervising
director.

Emil Ascher Dead
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Emil Ascher, father of

Ascher Bros., is dead at the age of 72.

METROPOLITAN
CASTING OFFICES

INC.

M. J. CONNOLLY
Gen. Mgr.

140 W. 44th St., Tel. 8590 Bryant

RESULTS FOR THE FIRST MONTH OF 1924

ALAN CROSLAND
ROBERT WARWICK
JOSEPH KILGOUR
EDOUARD DURANT

HAVE PLACED
BETTY COMPSON
ELLIOT DEXTER
IAN MacLAREN
ALPHONSE ETHIER
LAWFORD DAVIDSON

MAY VOKES
CHARLOTTE WALKER
OLIN HOWLAND
PAUL McALLHSTER

WATCH FEBRUARY RESULTS

In The Courts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Charles Erbstein, attor-

ney, has filed suit against Jones,
Linick & Schaefer and Ralph T.
Kettering, publicity manager, for

$25,000. The suit is based on a story
appearing in newspapers to the effect

that Erbstein, with his staff from his

broadcasting station WTAS, Elgin,

would appear on the stage in the

Rialto in conjunction with L. Wolfe
Gilbert, headliner on the program.

Chadwick Release Monthly

Chadwick Pictures intend state

righting a feature monthly. There
will be four producing units all told.

Hunt Stromberg will head one; John
Gorman, another; Ivan Abramson. a
third and Edmund Lawrence, a
fourth. Stromberg's first is "The
P'ire Patrol." Abramson and Law-
rence will work jointly on the first

picture, "Meddling Women," for

which Lionel Barrymore has been en-
gaged. Later, they will produce in-

dividually. Stories purchased for

production include "The Romance of

an Actress," "Driven from Home,"
"The Shamrock and The Rose," "The
Coast Guard" and "Sunshine of Para-
dise Alley." Roger Ferri has been en-
gaged to handle publicity and adver-
tising.

Chicago Premiere Monday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Hugo Riesenfeld is here
to supervise the premiere of "The
Ten Commandments," at the Woods,
on Monday.

Wants 48 Hour Weeli
d font rage 1)

e shown a certain dil

of their position, btl

(Continued from Page 1)

said the stars are
ference because
that a group of about 3,000 principal
playing important parts and regularly,

are not always so justly dealt witlj
About 2,000 of these principals ai's

members of the Equity, according t:

the union's figures.

"Most of the producers are fa

and in many instances are not awai.
of the treatment accorded members 'I

their casts," said Gillmore. "Ver.
often some subordinate is responsibl
for what he thinks is a clever strol<

of business which works out to tfcj

disadvantage of the actor or actres
We want to systematize conditior'*

and set a standard which all pre;

ducers will have to live up to, inclucj

ing those who may enter the field ij

the future."

8
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Governor At Edison Lunch
Governor Smith will attend th|

luiurheon to be given in honor <I

Thomas A. Edison at the Rits

Carlton next Friday. Theodor!
Roosevelt will be one of the speaker!
and Senators Watson of Indiana an
Edwards of New Jersey will attenc
The tickets are being sold rapidh
Those interested can purchase thei

through George Kleine 'phone Bry
ant 8977.
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Artclass Has New Release

Artclass Pictures will release "Th!
Fall of Jerusalem," on the state righ

market. The picture is in six reel;

WARNING!

The motion picture rights for

"THE DANCERS"
the sensational stage success,

now at the Broadhurst Theatre

are obtainable only through

The Inter-Globe Export Co,

25 West 45th Street New York City
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29 Features Reviewed In 15 Cities
"Anna Christie"—1st Nat'l

Warfield, San Francisco
{Week ending Feb, 2)

BULLETIN—In a word the picture is

estined to occupy the same place on the

creen that the play does on the stage.

Blanche Sweet essays the title role in

he picture and her work is finished and
atisfactory in every respect.

CALL—Blanche Sweet has the role of

inna, and gives to it what may well be call-

d the outstanding portrayal of her career.
* * It has been rated one of the stage's

reatest plays and will no doubt find a like

lace in the annals of the screen.
CHRONICLE—* * * a triumph for Ince,

chn Griffith Wray, who directed its making,
nd for Blanche Sweet. * * *

DAILY NEWS—O'Neill's drama was
xawn with a fine delineation of characters
hat has been excellently interpreted by the
'owerful screen cast presented by Ince.
EXAMINER—* * * worthy enough en-

ertainment. Eugene O'Neill's finely etched
ialogue, his character drawing as developed
hrough the speeches of his three principal
haracters * * * are sadly lacking in the
fhomas Ince film translation. * * *

Nevertheless, Blanche Sweet gives her finest

inema interpretation.

"Big Brother"—F. P.-L.
Colonial, Indianapolis

NEWS—A new star and an amazingly good
ne * * * Mickey Bennett * * * who gives
s remarkable performance of the alley young-
ter as Jackie Coogan did in "The Kid."
fe "runs away" with the picture * * * one
f the better productions of the current season.
STAR—Allan Dwan has succeeded in build-

lg up a story of unusual appeal * * * Tom
loore is fine as the gangster.

Karlton, Philadelphia
INQUIRER—Sticky with maudlin senti-

lentality yet fairly interesting * * * It is

ie sort of thing that has been done over
Bid over again in books, stories, sermons,
lays and the movies.

;
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The di-

ictor has packed some strorg dramatic
finches in it and blended his humor and
ithos well but it virtually remains the usual
'elodramatic version of the underworld where
crook comes out clean with a little child

|
lead him.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING) — The
)ly objection that one might find with it

that sometimes there is too much sen-
mentality—a little too much sob stuff.

RECORD—A sentimental and dramatic
ory of a gang leader who tries to go straight
ter becoming the "Big Brother" of a boy
ho wanted to grow up like his leader. * * *

dith Roberts winsome and charming.
NORTH AMERICAN — The producers
eked an excellent team in Tom Moore and
ickey Bennett. The director, Allan Dwan,
(Serves credit for a number of realistic
uches.

The Call of the Canyon"—F. P.-L.
Eastman, Rochester

imagine why
It drags in

to horseback
and a typi-

"redblooded"
these stories

.'HERALD—It is difficult to
ich a thing is screened. * * '

erything from the world war
:

3ing, sand storms modern jazz
! hand to hand fight between
en. * * * they used to sell

the street for ten cents.
POST EXPRESS—Sounds li

sstern picture but it isn't. * *

me daring gowns and society

,
TIMES-UNION—The play is

| the shots of Arizona scenery
which have a breath-taking

ke a typical
* There are
crap games.
worth seeing
alone, many
beauty.

"Daddies"—Warners'
Metropolitan, Baltimore

NEWS—Mae Marsh has chief role in pho-
lilay about a hachelors' club.
EVENING SUN—This Warner Bros,
vie is a scream * * * story * * "funny
* *fine cast * * * the whole picture is a
Rht, bubbling comedy remarkably well acted
i just as well directed.

"Don't Call It Love"—F. P.-L.
New Lyric, Minneapolis

5TAR—As diverting a film as anyone is

Idy to encounter on any program * * *

> Roque easily deserves especial mention.

"The Eternal City"—1st Nat'l
Grauman's, Los Angeles

{Week ending Feb. 2)
EXPRESS—Personally I can see no reason

for this "modernization" of classics. * * * Ac-
cepting this the modernized story is a good one.
It is smoothly joined and contains many siza-

ble thrills. * * * Particularly fine and signifi-

cant were the mob assemblies. * * * The inte-

rior shots are rarely lovely, in composition and
lighting.

RECORD—Trying to forget the propaganda
and considering "The Eternal City" simply as
a motion picture, one is swept emotionally by
the appeal of pictorial beauty. * * * The actors
themselves are excellent.

HERALD—The picture comprised a touch-
ing creation of cinematic art bearing on the
internal struggles of Italy. * * * The picture
has been directed very beautifully by Mr. Fitz-
maurice.
TIMES—* * * Outside of the exquisite

qualities of setting and the interest that you
may find in the people, it is pretty much
home-made movie.
EXAMINER—Fitzmaurice has directed the

film to the end that beauty is uppermost
throughout. Italian landscape and urban set-

tings have been caught with an intensity that
is almost suffocating in beauty. * * * He has
kept his story well in mind. * * *

DAILY NEWS—"The Eternal City" is

recommended as a remarkable production
which you musn't miss.

Capitol, Montreal
STAR—The story is well told, coherently,

dramatically, directly, and with an absence
of circumlocution and intricacy as welcome
as it is rare. The cast is one of quite un-
usual capacity and skill, and the leading
roles are interpreted with authority, * * *

"The Extra Girl"—Asso. Exhibitors
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—Picture is notable only because
Mabel Normand is in it. Mack Sennett ap-
parently kept only one eye open for humorous
situations for there are few laughs except
during those moments when Miss Normand
gets up a little impromptu fun.
STAR—One of the finest and incidently

cleanest comedies Mabel Nomand has appeared
in for a long time. "The Extra Girl" is

a sister to "Merton of the Movies."

"Fair Week"—F. P.-L.
Missouri, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * Walter Hiers,
who is cast admirably and plays his part
superbly. * * * Throughout the picture the
tempo never lags and there is genuine comedy,
realistic interpretation of the rural charac-
terizations and thrills galore.
POST-DISPATCH—It is a comedy drama.

clean, full of laughs and with enough thrills

to satisfy anyone.
TIMES—An excellent burlesque * * *

No labels are needed for the characters. They
are standard types, tried and true. And
the situations develop in a perfectly patent
way, to an obvious conclusion.

"Flaming Passion"—Warners'
Regent, Rochester

HERALD—Some of the photography is

startlingly fine or perhaps it isn't the photog-
raphy but the direction. At any rate, many
of the individual pictures show a remarkably
tine artistic conception and compositional scene.
* * * The picture contains several genuine
phvsical thrills.

POST EXPRESS—A gorgeously staged
forest n re that would make the most blase
and sceptical spectator sit up and hold his
breath * * * the picture is acted excellently.
TIMES UNION—High pressure melodrama

packed with manufactured thrills and with
dramatic climaxes of the very obvious sort.

It abounds also in inaccuracies. * * * with
all its faults it will amuse you if you go pre-
pared for melodrama of the old school and
leave your critical faculties at home.

"Going Up"—Asso. Exhibitors
Merrill, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—It is one laugh from start
to finish, the story contributing quite as much
to the merriment as the star * * *

"Half-A-DoUar Bill'—Metro
Delmonte, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— "Half a Dollar
Bill" is a mystery melodrama film which
holds the onlookers spellbound almost every
minute of its seven reels and introduces a
child actor new to the screen fans, who prom-
ises to become a star in short order. He
is little Frankie Darro, * * *

POST DISPATCH—Here are combined
heart throbs, rare touches of comedy, beauti-

ful sea views and a remarf.ably fine perform-
ance by a boy actor, Frankie Darro.
TIMES—There are excellent sea scenes,

including a storm, and some good character
acting by Anna Q. Nilsson * * *

"In the Palace of the King"
Gold-Cosmop.

Roosevelt, Chicago
JOURNAL—Another of those highly dec-

orative pictures of court intrigue * * * the
players are always exquisite so consider the
spectacle as an optional treat and let it go
at that.

NEWS—June Mathis who did the sce-

nario gets more credit from this picture than
anybody . None of the acting is inspired.
The scenery and the photography are per-
haps too big to allow the actors to flame.

POST—A picture you will thoroughly en-

joy for the produces have not allowed lavish
settings to overshadow the real story in any
way and the romantic love theme dominates
everything.

"Judgment of the Storm"—F. B. O.
Modern-Beacon—Boston

TRANSCRIPT—As the settings and inci-

dents are stereotyped so too are the person-
ages of the plot * * * a number of capable
actors lend their presumable best to
"Judgment of the Storm" * * * it will not
add to their reputation to mention them by
name in this present instance.

Apollo, Indianapolis
NEWS—A bit too melodramatic in spots

perhaps, it nevertheless has the appeal of
all "good theater." * * * you may be able
to guess the outcome but you will be in-

terested in all the details just the same.
STAR—Mrs. Middleton (the authoress)

has composed a story out of the elements
of the more successful "audiences" pictures
that have gone before.

Fays, Rochester
HERALD— It has plenty of sentiment but

it moves too rapidly to let it get sticky * * *

The acting is generally admirable.
POST EXPRESS—A rather highly colored

drama in which a young man voluntarily enters
a state of virtual bondage, prompted by an
unusual sense of honor.

"The Lone Star Ranger"—Fox
Granada, San Francisco

{Week ending Feb, 2)
BL'LLETIN—The best Western photoplay

brought to the screen for a long time. * * *

CALL—* * * Tom Mix * * * comes into
his own and gives a flawless interpretation
which stamps him an actor of unlimited re-
sources.

DAILY NEWS—Plenty of hard riding, a
sufficiency of gun fights, and a typical Zane
Grey plot will make "The Lone Star Ranger"
acceptable to most Tom Mix devotees. * * »

"The Man From Brodney's"—Vita.
Cameo, San Francisco

{Week ending Feb. 2)

BULLETIN—* * * Is a colorful story of
romance and adventure. * * * A beautiful love
theme runs through the story.

CHRONICLE—The story hurries along in
true movie fashion with exaggerated suspense,
but a great deal of interest for the spectator,
and some pretty good acting by the cast.

"Name the Man"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Allen, Cleveland
{Week ending Feb. 2)

NEWS—Shows he (Seastrom) is a master
of photodramitc art * * * There is a wealth
of vigorous action which entertains * * *

ideally cast.
PLAIN DEALER—It will go more than

half-way toward making Seastrom a house-
hold name. * * * Mae Busch gives one of the
finest performances in her career. * * *

great moments and mightily handled.
PRESS—Whatever else is to be seen in

the picture one finds in it an intelligently
sceptical viewpoint which may be ascribed
to Seastrom.

Imperial, San Francisco
BULLETIN—The theme of the story is

bold, yet in the screen version the facts are
definitely established without any resemblance
to vulgarity. Seastrom, if in no other man-
ner, has demonstrated his ability to handle a
delicate subject. * * *

CALL—* * * Seastrom has not been found
wanting in this his first American trial. He
has made of "The Master of Man" a photo-
drama of great emotional intensity. * * *

he has made of it photographically an artistic
masterpiece.

CHRONICLE—Seastrom has the eye of an
artist and he uses it, and also a good head
which he puts to a good purpose in his di-
rection. * * * Many moments of emotional
stress that have the ring of genuineness are
to be found in the picture, and there is much
good acting, * * *
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DAILY NEWS—Victor Seastrom's pic-
ture is as fine as Hall Caine's novel was bad.
In tact, it is one of the best pictures in
several seasons. Lovers of photodrama will

appreciate the freshness of the Swedish di-

rector's technique. * * *

EXAMINES— * * * in point of dramatic
power and interest, ranks among the very
best of the current releases. * » * well re-
flects the genius of this European director,
• « *

Grand Central-West End Lyric
Capitol, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—It is a master-
piece of straightforward story telling and
splendid acting. Generally known as Caine's
most outspoken and sensational novel. "The
Master of Man" is entertaining and constant-
1> builds towards one dynamic situation that
makes a great "punch" in the picture.
POST-DISPATCH—Old-fashioned senti-

mental drama * * * There are some impressive
mob scenes * * * but the rabble is dispersed
with ridiculous ease * * *

STAR—* * * makes fairly good entertain-
ment but suffers with most other works in
the tendency of most directors to wield too
liberal a brush. * * * Much of the drama
is kept in the film play, however, and the
picture, all in all, is gripping.
TIMES—Thus, "Name the Man" may

have made exciting reading as a novel, but
somehow, on the screen, appears melodra-
matic, although this strong story has many
fine moments, and is well acted.

"Napoleon and Josephine"—S. R.
Columbia, Washington

DAILY NEWS—Especially thrilling was
the Battle of Waterloo and the charge of
the Cuirassiers into the famous sunken road.
' * * It is a picture to see, especially if

you are a student of history or a worshipper
of Napoleoon.
HERALD—A tremendous screen study of

the romance and career of Napoleon * * *

a superb dramatic-historical spectacle * * *

The producer has given us some of the
mightiest spectatcles in the whole Napoleon-
ic career. Among these spectacles is a
re-enactment of the battle of Waterloo that,
for magnitude and dramatic force, is prob-
ably unequalled in screen history.
POST—* * * the attempt to make a

connected story of Napoleon's career * » *

very nearly thwarts the effectiveness of the
theme. But Napoleon triumphs over the
scenario writers as he did over his martial
enemies, and the last half of the picture
is as moving and artistic an historical pro-
duction as Washington has witnessed for
seme time. The word artistic should be es-
pecially stressed, for across the screen there
flash at frequent intervals pictures of such
beauty and imagination that the director's
inspiration must surely "have been some
masterpieces in the Louvre or Luxembourg.
STAR—* * * the photoplay is practically

so much history filmed on a screen instead
of printed between the pages of a book

—

allowing for fictional touches of "heart inter-
est" * * *

The retreat from Moscow, the burning city
and the endless plains of snow give a tre-
mendously realistic sense of what the genu-
ine thing must have been * * *

The portrayal of Napoleon, by Gwlym Evans,
unites a curious resemblance of face and
figure to the painting of the emperor, * * *

Gertrude McCoy makes an excellent Joseph-
ine and the seemingly countless members of
the cast represented a vitally real whole.
TIMES—Europe * * * has thrown a

challenge at the feet of American photoplay
producers. * * * Gwlyn Evans gives a
splendid interpretation of the character ol
Napoleon and Gertrude Mo Coy deserves
only praise in the tragic role of Empress
Josephine. Real artistry is displayed in the
scenic effects—some of which would chal-
lenge the old masters.

"The Old Fool"—Hodkinson
Broadway, Los Angeles

(Week ending Feb. 2)
EXAMINER—* * * Venturini directed and,

all in all, did a creditable job of it. Some of
the exterior shots are particularly notable;
good composition, good lighting.
EXPRESS—While the story is of a some-

what patent nature and its episodes abound
in hokum, there is a human quality in many
of its scenes that saves the day
RECORD—* * « Some good actors in the

cast and some who seem to be "graduates" of
film acting schools; some interesting moments
in the story and a lot of dragged out unes-
sential ; some exquisite photography and a
great deal of very ordinary photography.
HERALD—A western film of the cleaner

sort is "The Old Fool."

"Pied Piper Malone"—F. P.-L.
Palace, Washington

HERALD—No photoplay of the winter
offers more elements of delight and appeal
than "Pied Piper Malone" * * * Mr. Tar-
kingtqn has written few stories more grip-
ping in suspense and romantic force * * *

POST;—

*

* a good moving picture.
Considering those responsible for it, it

couldn't very well be otherwise. How could
a director go wrong who is given a story
by Booth Tarkington, a leading man like
Thomas Meighan, and such stars as pretty
Lois Wilson and the venerable George
Fawcett for the supporting role?
STAR—* * * it is unfortunate that good

vehicles are not found for him always. In
the offering at the Palace this week Tommy
makes the most of a weak role, but "Pied
Piper Malone' 'is too namby-pamby for such
am artist * * *

TIMES—If you like Tom, you will like
him better as "Uncle Jack" in his new pic-
ture, for it is the most human we have
seen in some time, not ordinary, but just
genuinely human, * * * "Pied Piper
Malone" is just chuck full of those little

things you do every day * * *

"Roulette"—Selznick
Central, Washington

DAILY NEWS—The story is old
enough, with everything from fixed cards
to a gamble with human life.

HERALD—* * * melodramatic story of
the gambling tables * * *

POST—* * * an interesting drama * * *

The production is ahandsome one, that ad-
heres to a standard of artistic excellence
quite commensurate with the brilliance of
the cast.

STAR—* * * it is, of course, melodramatic,
and its photography is good, better, perhaps,
than the lesson of the story
TIMES—* * * Acted by a cast of ac-

tors, each of whom is a star in his own
right, the picture should prove one of un-
usual merits, but for some reason, the in-
terest required to put a picture over, is
lacking.

"The Song of Love"—1st Nat'l
Palace, Montreal

STAR—* * * a stirring melodrama * * *
The photography is good, and in one par-

ticular, at any rate, this film is notable, * * *

"Sporting Youth"—Universal
The Boston, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—They will thrill to the
rapidity of plot, the dramatic thrust, the taut
strung suspense, the melodramatic climax
which characterize the film. Few serials of
the older cinema could touch "Sporting
Youth."

"The Stranger"—F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, L. A.
(Week ending Feb. 2)

DAILY NEWS—* * * Offers Tully Mar-
shall an opportunity to do the best work of
his stage and screen career. Richard Dix is

adequate in the role which doesn't seem to fit

his particular personality. Lewis Stone, as
always, is gracious and dignified. Betty
Compson is capable and alluring, but not in
this cinema offering.

TIMES—The picture has atmosphere, to
be sure; at times it is even earnest and con-
vincing. * * » The surroundings are sordid
and the action lacks vigor and reality, and
consequently somehow the picture is minus
the bigger elements of a truly human strug-
gle and remains just drab.
EXAMINER—* * ** Henabery directed the

production and preserved the deep tone and
the heavy drama of the original story. Betty
Compson shows up better than she has in a
lonsr time.
EXPRESS—* * * It is commendable that

so sterling a quartet of actors was chosen
for so impohtant a task. None of the poig-
nancy of "The Stranger's" dilema is lost in
the vivid portrayal by Tully Marshall. * * *

RECORD—* * * The most notable prod-
uct the Lasky film works has turned out in

months. It was made with surprising econ-
omy of hokum, it's story told with fine
dramatic craftsmanship. And another sur-
prise is the excellence of the acting, es-

pecially that of Betty Compson.
HERALD—Director Henabery's faithful-

ness to this realism gives each and every
member of the cast a chance. * * * It would
seem that the director might be a bit at fault
in failing to take advantage of some of the
finer points in the original John Galsworthy
story.

"Through the Dark"—Gold.-Cosm.op.
New, Baltimore

AMERICAN—* * * as thrilling a thriller

as the screen has so far known. * * * a
wow of a picture, as they say in the quaint
patois of the Great White Way. George
Hill, the director, has turned out one of the
liveliest melodramas I have ever seen.

Park-Mall, Cleveland
NEWS—The picture is "preachy" through

its subtitles and presents no new mode in

this type of screen story.

PLAIN DEALER—Nine out of ten pic-

ture-goers greet a good crook story with open
aims and we think this is good enough to de-
serve that kind of a reception. It is es-

sentially an action picture.

PRESS—A fast picture full of action. The
plot is better than the average and the cast
is excellent with the exception of Colleen
Moore.

Metropolitan, Wash.
DAILY NEWS—This Colleen (Moore)

can act. "Through the Dark" is a fine

crook melodrama. It has more good old-

fashioned thrills to the reel than anything
we've seen these many months.
POST—If you like action—go to it.

There is but one flaw in the story. That
is a lack of characterization. It is all plot.

It is a gripping, thrilling story with plenty
of punch and action.
STAR—It has all the elements of cheap

melodrama, with enough thrills, high spots
and climaxes to provide material for three
pictures. There is reason, therefore, to be
thankful that this was not done.
TIMES—Cosmopolitan has a winner

* It contains everything that makes
for good cinema entertainment. The plot
is fascinating in its complications and the
manner in which they work out toward the
logical conclusion * * *

"Trilby"—1st Nat'l

Alhambra, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—* * * Andree Lafayette,
* * is the most refreshingly natural actress

the camera has registered in many a day.
May no American director spoil her, we
pray !

"Twenty-One"—1st Nat'l
Stanley, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Delightful and completely
absorbing picture. It is a relief after the
surfeit of sex stuff and two fisted he-man
absurdities. * * * Barthlemess stands now
more than any of our stars for the clean,
fresh humorous and romantic in pictures.
NORTH AMERICAN—The picture is de-

cidedly unworthy of the talents and person-
ality of its star. From beginning to end it

is artificial medodrama which could be done
by any sort of actor or actors.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—Vast-

ly superior to the general run of pictures
* if insignificant as to story is a thorough-

ly high-class production. * * * has all the
hrll-marks of a lohn Robertson production.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—

Barthelmess endears himself anew to his long
list of admirers of both sexes in "Twenty-
One "

RECORD—The principal role is enacted
by that always pleasing and ever resourceful
screen actor Richard Barthlemess.

HERALD—The best thriller of the sea-
son * * * admirably plotted for the sole and
delightful emotion of excitement * * * is

a melodrama * * * but what a melodrama]
* snow shots most spectacularly beautiful,

POST—All the excitement you want in,
this picture. It starts right in the beginning

j

and never lets up until the end—and by thai
time you are ready to admit you can't stand
any more thrills.

"Unseeing Eyes"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Randolph, Chicago

AMERICAN—Rapid fire action along with
the ruggedly beautiful scenery lavish pro-
duction and expensive cast gives assurance
that lovers of melodrama and the outdoors
will be pleased down to the ground.

"West of the Water Tower
F. P.-L.

State, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—Like too many pic i

tures it has its great moments and like too I

many it disagrees with the original text in

some of the main points, destroying all

imagination but making what the producers
|

hope will be a "great audience picture."
NEWS—As meaty and interesting a tale

as has reached the screen in many a day
* * * Glenn Hunter has never given a more
finished screen performance.
PRESS—Very human and appealing story.

But it would be a far stronger and more
effective picture * * * if it had followed tht

novel more closely.

TIMES—A powerful, realistic picture until

the last few scenes when everything is made
to come out happy by improbably but not

impossible ending.

Adams, Detroit
FREE PRESS—Dignified, very human and

true to the life of a small middle western
town as its own citizens know it.

NEWS—Beautifully acted, but it has been

constructed in such a manner that its mo-
ments of dramatic value are few and far

between. * * * Hunter does much to help the

story along.
TIMES—One of those wishy-washy sex

dramas that is better not told on the screen.
* * * it's plainly seen that every effort was
made to keep from the screen version the

suggestion of the sex drama.

Strand, Milwaukee i

SENTINEL—The individual's reaction I

* * * will be governed by whether or not he 1

has read Homer Croy's amazingly frank story I

in book form. If not, he will find it a good'
picture of small town life, with typical main

street atmosphere and a mighty fine cast
* * *

State, Minneapolis
STAR—With the exception of the changes

wought in the plot the main intent is still

thee. The narow minded people who live

in small town are damned for their biograph)

and youth conquers all with love.

"Woman to Woman"—Selznick

California, 'Frisco
(Week ending Feb. 2)

BULLETIN—A good motion picture, wet
told and enhanced by judicious spectaculai

details.

CALL—* * * The final scene * * • is

glorious in its dramatic quality—the deatt

dance of Deloryse, in which Miss Compsor
rises to heights she has seldom, if ever

approached.
CHRONICLE—* * * Bring Betty Comp

son back looking prettier than ever and cer

tainly exhibiting improvement in her acting

She does really fine bits here and ther<

through the picture. * * *

DAILY NEWS—The picture is entertain

ing and generally good, even if the othei

players, Clive Brook, the leading man, foi

one. are a little stolid.

EXAMINER—A fascinating picture, not

striginkly original in plot nor adventurous ir

theme, but pleasantly occupying the thought!

of beholders. * * *
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CREDIT
By DANNY

"He who steals my purse,"

said Willie Shakespeare, a few
years ago, "steals trash. But he
who robs me of my good name
makes me poor indeed."

The trouble is that Willie

never heard of motion picture

folk. And, according to what
Dr. Giannini told the independ-
ent producers, that was a great

pity. Because Willie might have
told them a few things in addi-

tion. And made them realize the

value of credit.

A business without credit is

not a business. Ba:k in the
days of the "flu" when times
were tough—golly, how tough
they were—we all tried to make
a loan at a big bank. And show-
ed assets of over five to one.

But the bank was rough. "Not
if you had ten to one," said the
president, "motion picture peo-
ple have no standing in here."

Times have changed since then. But
that was the state of mind in many
banks only a very few years ago.
Giannini of the Commercial Trust;
Cooper of the Guaranty Trust; Da-
vidson of Central Union, and one or
two more, have helped a lot to bring
confidence to bankers for financing
this business. And when Giannini ap-

peals for clean, decent business meth-
ods he should be heeded. Not only
for the concern involved, but for the
business as a whole.

Some Statistics

The Film Year Book, 1924. indi-

cates that during the last season
somewhere in the neighborhood of

550 features were released; as against
over 850 during the preceding year.
That's fewer pictures by a lot. And
much better ones to a degree.

There are still too many pictures
being made; far too many. But the
trend seems in the right direction.

Good, fine, pictures, deserve longer
runs and more attention. The way
that some of these better pictures
slide away from public notice and go
crowding in the treadmill of the ex-
change, is something frightful. And
all wrong.

There's a fortune for someone who
will devise a plan to keep these bet-
ter grade pictures in stronger circu-
lation. The quicker it's done, the
better.

" 'The Extra Girl,' is an honest comedy, scorning any resort to slapstick

—

the best film of the month," says M .Elliot in the Daily News, New York.
Mabel Normand's best. Associated Exhibitors.

—

Advt.

Heavy Bookings
Understood in for "The White Sister"

Which Promises to Establish a

Record—Some Comment
It is understood that the bookings

so far made by Metro with "The
White Sister," promise to establish

a record. Reports have it that where
the picture is being shown that the

business builds continuously, and that

without unusual special exploitation

this building of interest promises to

carry the gross intake much higher
than was expected.

While officials of Metro refuse to

divulge figures, or to say anything
except that the picture is doing very
well, it is understood that on the basis

of business written so far, and based
on percentage playing, the picture will

reach a very high figure.

Commenting on this a well known
film man said on Saturday that he be-
lieved "The White Sister," was the
turning point in the long career of

Lillian Gish, who, although a splendid
sctress. had never proven a great box
office asset. It was his belief that this

picture would place her where she be-
longs among the big drawing cards.

What do Al Christie, Mack Sennett and Hal
Roach know of comedies?— See Feb. 17
issue.

Canada Not Hit
By Radio Craze—22,669 Sets in All
Dominion

—

Few Installations in

Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—The radio craze as op-
position to theater business does not
appear to have impressed Canadian
exhibitors to any marked degree.
They are not inclined to believe that
the radio seriously affects business
.'n any way. Letters from exhibitors
which occasionally speak of poor
business make no mention of radio.

The Toronto General Electric, who
is handling radio sets throughout
Canada, stated that there is little the-

ater installation. The demand comes
from the rural districts, the Canadian
West proving the best market at

present. Sales are slow because of
the imperfections still prevailing; but
it is the opinion that when radio sets

become perfected they would become
as popular as the graphophone.

On December 31. there were 22,669
private receiving licenses issued, di-

vided as follows: Nova Scotia. 557:
New Brunswick, 297; Prince Edward
Island, 42; Quebec, 7,133; Ontario.
8.043; Manitoba. 1,269; Saskatchewan,
1.917; Alberta, 1,365; British Colum-
bia, 2,042; Yukon and Northwest
territory, 3.

Plan Coast Unit
Chadwick To Go to Coast to Organ-

ize Independents There

—

May
Foster Exchanges

I. E. Chadwick, president of the In-
dependent M. P. Prod, and Dist.

Ass'n, Inc., will probably go to the

ccast shortly to organize a Western
branch of the association. The work
is at present being handled in Hol-
lywood by Harry Colin of C. B. C.
and Ben Wilson.
There is a move under way in the

local body to foster exchanges in

several cities throughout the country
such as Spokane. Wash., so that

state righters can have an adequate
outlet for their product. The plan
provides an apportionment o& the

expense necessary to maintain such
offices.

The name of the uniform contract

adopted by the I. M. P. P. D. A. will

probably be the Standard Equitable
Leasing Agreement. One of the inter-

( Continued on Page 2)

Many Acceptances For Edison Lunch
The following organizations have

made table reservations for the Edi-
son lunch on Friday: The F. I. L.

M. Club, Universal, Metro, Goldwyn,
First National, Fox, T. O. C. C, M.
P. T. O. of N. Y. and M. P. Opera
tor's Union. Tickets are going rapid-

ly for this affair, which in every way
will lie a notable one.

McCabe Stories in Films
Motion Picture Arts, Inc., has ac-

quired the Shorty McCabe stories,

written by Sewell Ford. They will

be produced as two rcelers. John
L. McCutcheon will direct.

Ingram Back in March
Rex Ingram has advised Metro,

that he will be back in New York in

March with "The Arab." He is now
completing interiors in Paris.

Fox on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—William Fox is here
from New York.

It is reported he has negotiated a
new contract with Shirley Mason.

Tuesday, Feb. 12 being Lin-

coln's Birthday and a legal

holiday, there will be no issue

of THE FILM DAILY pub-

lished.

Is the over long feature a thing of the
past?—See what producers say in Feb. 17
issue.
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Steve Slinger In New Job
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Steve Slinger, for seven

years sales manager for Western Im-

port, has become associated with the

International Cinematograph Corp.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS;,j
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

WAY OUT WE.5T IN COMIC VElfN

BOBBY VERNON
RIDE EM
^COWBOY"
Christie Gomedy

Telephone Number
changed to

ICHICKERING 4052
GEO. E. KANN CORP.

220 W. 42 St., N. Y. C.

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf ALL. THE WORLD

Let 'TED" Furnish the Music
Orchestras, Individuals, Enter-

tainers at Short Notice
Moving picture pianists, organ-

ists, combinations always on
hand.

TED ROSENTHAL
145 W. 45th St., Phone Bryant 1995

RAPID TRANSIT
Wonder reel of 1924

Startling, Sensational and

—

Different

Ask John J. Iris about it.

Jris Film Exch... 729-7th Ave
Phone 3377 Bryant
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To Make "Another Scandal"

G. Marion Burton has been en-

gaged to write the scenario for "An-
other Scandal," a Cosmo Hamilton
story which E. H. Griffith will make
for Hodkinson. Miss Burton and the

director will leave for Miami tomor-

row. It is understood that Lois Wil-

son will appear in the lead instead

of Betty Compson, as scheduled and
that the latter will return to the coast

to appear in. a picture which James
Cruze will direct for Famous.

New House To Surpass The Chicago
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Plans for the new Up-
town theater to be erected by Balaban
& Katz show that the house will

exceed in size the Chicago. The new
house will have at least 500 more
seats. Work on the structure was
started Monday. The site is at

Broadway and Lawrence Ave.

Plan Coast Unit
(Continued from Page 1)

es-ting developments now under way
concerns the establishment of a prop-

erly functioning arbitration system.

A. plan already drawn would allow for

one arbitrator representing the dis-

tributor, another representing the ter-

ritorial distributors and a third drawn
from the ranks of the Arbitration So-

ciety of America. This will take

care of those cases in New York,

while disputes concerning out-of-town
matters can be handled through the

appointment of an arbitrator in New
York. Attorneys for the various

members will meet in a few days to

expound their ideas and later, a

prominent, disinterested lawyer will

be engaged to draw up the agreed
system in adequate phraseology and
pass on its legal aspects.

Decreases Capital

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis—The Lyric Amuse-

ment Co., of Fort Wayne, has filed

a decrease in capital of from $4,500

to $1,000.

The Stone City Opera House Co.,

of Bedford, has dissolved.

Protest Against Inflammable Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa—The yearly protest against

use of nitro-cellulose films was heard
at the annual convention of the Dom-
inion Fire Prevention Ass'n. Inex-
perienced projection machine opera-
tors were regarded as a menace.

Handling "Connie's" Productions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

_

Hollywood—C. Gardner Sullivan

will have charge of Constance Tal-
madge's productions.

Dagmar Godowsky and Wanda
Hawley have been engaged to support
Lionel Barrymore in "Meddling
Women," for Chadwick Pictures.

Louis Seel Inc.

Artistic
animated films
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TRAILERS
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Lane Expected Next Month
Lupino Lane, who is to appear i

|

comedies for Fox, is expected to
rive in this country next month frc

London.
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Success of the Season

Sol Lesser presents

HAROLD BELL

WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAN'S

A MAN"

A mighty picture from the

tremendous story by the

greatest living author

A First National Attraction
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Neill Borrows Marie Prevost
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Warners' have
arranged with Roy Neill whereby
Marie Prevost is to play the title role

in "Rose of the Ghetto." The sup-

porting cast includes Carl Miller,

Anders Randolf, William V. Mong,
'Claire McDowell, George K. Arthur,

and Raymond McKee. Grand-Asher
will release.

FOR RENT
We have more space than necessary.

Separate office consisting of 300
square feet, at 50 cts per square foot.

Use of cutting room and vault space.

Active Film Co., Inc.

Suites 407-8-9 Bryant, 5627

MOTION
Sales

pecouccas AC£N
film Boonea

exfoar

ICTURBS
DISTRIBUTIONc NAr^Ai

STAres B'chts

ENRY KOLLMAN
ITECHNIC41SERVICFS Hon -theatrical

1 5AL£5 PRODUCT! ON 5}
ORGANIZATION, PUBLICITY

PROJECTORS

<£>7 West 44"1
St. New York Grr VANDERBILT 4656

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale* Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

On Broadway
Broadway—"The Eternal City."
Brooklyn Strand—"Painted People."
Cameo—"When A Man's A Man."
Capitol

—"Name the Man!"
Central

—"The Yankee Consul."
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Cosmopolitan—"The Great White

Way."
Criterion

—"The Covered Wagon."
Gaiety

—"Abraham Lincoln."
Loew's New York—Today—"A Lady

of Quality."
Tuesday—"Six Cylinder Love."
Wednesday—"Pleasure Mad."
Thursday—"The Shepherd King."
Friday—"Leave It To Gerry" and
"Kentucky Days."

Saturday—"Reno."
Sunday—"Lucretia Lombard."

Lyric—"The White Sister."

Rialto—"My Man."
Rivoli—"The Next Corner."
Strand—"Daddies."

Next Week
Broadway—Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand—"The Marriage

Circle."

Cameo—Not yet determined.
Capitol

—"Scaramouche."
Central "The Yankee Consul."
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Cosmopolitan—"Yolanda."
Criterion

—"The Covered Wagon."
Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln."

Rialto—Not yet determined.

Rivoli—Not yet determined.

Strand—"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame."

Oppose New Alberta Tax
(S fecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Kdmonton—On the ground that

additional taxes would tend to close

theaters, employees of houses in Cal-
gary, Medicine Hat and Lethbridge,
have protested with Premier Green-
field against the proposal for an in-

crease in the Provincial Amusement
Tax and for legislation to permit a

levy of a separate amusement tax if

desired.

Ontario To Tighten Rulings
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa—A mendments to the
Amusement Tax Act, will include a

provision which will make the owner
of a theater responsible for returns in

the event that a lessee fails to turn
over the complete tax receipts. At
present, the lessee is held to account
and if he fails the Province can go
no further.

!

203 Wl ST 40TH STREET
PENN 2373

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING SAMPLE PRINTS TITL

ANIMATED FILMS
^rt Titles

leaders * trailers

f^DAMMLl^
145 W. 45. ST. N.Y. BRYANT 6796

COMING SOON
AL CHRISTIE

SPECIAL FEATURES
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE
FIRST RUN PICTURES

REBECCA!!
EDDIE SILTON!!

Formerly with the

Edward Small Company

Announce they have formed their own organization, known as

REBECCA—SILTON, Inc.

with offices at

723 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

PRODUCERS

Representing

DIRECTORS ARTISTS
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VALUES
Exhibition and otherwise,

lich leads Harry Reichenbach
comment. After reading

jming to a Head" in your
te:

I just finished reading

jming To A Head" in your
jmn and wonder if you know
m where you utter,

lave you ever learned what
portion of a film's exhibition

ue is ever earned. List' then

ilst I enlighten thee,

f a picture has an exhibition

ue of say, $400,000 and it

t $175,000 to make, the result

I be as follows.
;w York Strand will pay in rent $2940
licago, Chicago will pay in rent $4410
:troit, Capitol will pay in rent $1800

'otential gross at each of

se houses:
id $40,000 Expenses $14,000
ago 50,000 Expenses 25,000
tol 27,000 Expenses 15,000
Now. If picture cost $175,000

Prints 25,000
Distribution 100,000
Advertising 7,500

$307,000

picture ever grosses more
h 65 percent of its ordained
ibition value—hence, at the

gested rate you make—the
rage producer would end up
season with his losses reck-

ed by the number of films he
le.

that's the matter with the
tight that the theater first

; its overhead. The picture

p takes its cost and the ex-

5 .over cost of theater and
duction be split. Certainly
hazard if any, is on the side

the producer.

;
eat either way—but for the
d's sake let's get somewhere.

Getting Somewhere!
ardly. Not until percentage
<ing in fact takes its place in

business. This to apply, of
i'se, not after the second run.

\f
applicable to first and second

;. Then if the big first runs do
pay more than 10 to 15 per cent
leir gross for really good pictures
may have trouble getting them.

3t until the business is readjusted
point where the small exhibitor

>ie_s less of the big burtrens will the
l.tion be sufficiently equitable to
ion an even keel.

"The Extra Girl," Mabel Normand's latest fun picture. Produced by Mack
Sennett—and you know what that means. An Associated Exhibitors' re-

lease.—Advt.

Flynn Back With Fox
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Emmett J. Flynn,
who made "In The Palace of the

King," and "Nellie, the Beautiful

Cloak Model," for Goldwyn, has re-

turned to his first love, Fox where
his initial picture will be "The Man
Who Came Back."

Loew Buys in White Plains

Loew's, Inc., has purchased the

Lynn theater on Main St., White
Plains. It will be opened a week
from Monday, but Nicholas M.
Schenck said yesterday that the policy

had not yet been determined.

La Marr in "Hail and Farewell"

The office of Jay Packard stated

yesterday that "Hail and Farewell,"

by William Hurlburt has been pur-
chased by Sawyer and Lubin for the

use of Barbara La Marr.

Mayo's Contract Ends
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Frank Mayo's con-
tract with Goldwyn has been abroga-
ted by mutual arrangement.

Cochrane Off For Florida

R. H. Cochrane, is en route to

Florida for a vacation.

Famous Players Dividend

On Monday afternoon at the regu-

lar meeting of Famous Players di-

rectors the quarterly dividend of $2
a share on the common stock was
declared, payable April 1 to stock-

holders of record March 15.

Lasky Here

Jesse L. Lasky, who has just ar-

rived from the coast intends remain-
ing until the end of March when he
will return to Hollywood. Plans for

summer and fall production will be
mapped out while here.

Jersey Theaters Face Courts

Prosecution of the 17 theater own-
ers in New Jersey, who kept their

houses open last Sunday, contrary to

law, prohibiting such action is a possi-

bility.

"Secrets" For Astor Theater

Norma Talmadge's 'new produc-
tion, "Secrets," will have its premiere
at the Astor Theater, beginning
March 23.

Burr Re-engages Cabanne

C. C. Burr has re-engaged William
Christy Cabanne, to direct "Lend Me
Your Husband."

Agree on Audit
Consolidated Bankruptcy Up in In-

dianapolis—Liabilities

$4,300,000

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis—A complete audit of

the books of the Consolidated Realty
and Theater Co. will be conducted as

the result of a meeting of about 200
bondholders, noteholders and general
creditors of the company. Fred A.
Sims, receiver, was authorized to pe-

tition the court for the right to issue

receiver's certificates to pay for the

audit, and in addition certificates not

to exceed $50,000 in amount, to be
used in meeting current obligations.

A statement of liabilities shows that

total liabilities now amount $4,300,000.

The assets consist largely of leases

on various business properties in In-

diana. The current liabilities, as de-

scribed in the report of Sims, con-
sisting of creditors' accounts payable,

trade creditors' notes payable, rents in

default, delinquent taxes, accrued sal-

aries and expenses, amounted to $122,-

556.52. The secured indebtedness
was set at $571,681.65, and the cap-

ital indebtedness, consisting of gold
bonds issued and outstanding and
gold notes issued and outstanding,

amounted to $3,698,647.56.

A list of the assets shows that Con-
solidated at the time the receiver was
appointed, owned or controlled the

(Continued on Page 2)

Eastbound
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks, left for the East
Mondav.

Buckley Here

Harry D. Buckley, is in town from
the coast to handle the premiere of

"The Thief of Bagdad," which is ex-

pected to open at the Liberty about
March 17.

Series of "America" Films

The Griffith offices declare that D.
W., will make a series of pictures,

tracing the development of America.
The title of the first which opens on
the 21st has been changed to "Ameri-
ca, Series One—The Sacrifices."

Barthelmess at Rialto

Richard Barthelmess in "Twenty-
One," will be the feature at the Rialto

next week.
"Shadows of Paris " starring Pola

Negri, goes into the Rivoli.

Leave For Coast Sunday
Joseph M. Schenck, Norma Tal-

madge and Samuel Goldwyn leave for

the coast Sunday.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod .110^ 110^4 110^4 100

F. P.-L 68^ 67H 677/a 3,200

do pfd 89 89 89 100

Goldwyn '... 9 8-K Wa 200
Loew's 17 16% 16% 500
Warn. Bros... 11^4 ll/2 W/2 100

The exchange was closed yester-

day. These quotations are as of Mon-
day, Feb. 10.

Dinner for Reichenbach

Samuel Goldwyn, gave a spaghetti

dinner last night at Mori's, as a testi-

monial to Harry Reichenbach, who is

leaving to join Famous. Among
those present, were Dr. A. Giannini,

Joseph M. Schenck, Felix Feist,

Richard A. Rowland. H. O. Schwalbe,
William Morgan and James B. Clark
of First National.

Telephone Number
changed to

CHICKERING 4052
GEO. E. KANN CORP.

220 W. 42 St., N. Y. C.

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

Seek Federal Control
Canon W. S. Chase Sponsors Bill for

Governmental Supervision of En-
tire Industry

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Censorship is given a

new dress in a bill introduced in the

House of Representatives by Repre-
sentative Upshaw (Dem), of Georgia.

According to Upshaw, this bill is not

a censorship measure, but is friendly,

constructive legislation. Quoting
from a prepared statement issued by
him, this bill "does for the motion pic-

ture business what the Federal Trade
Commission has done for ordinary

lines of commerce, but has not been
able to accomplish for the film indus-

try. It does for the movies what the

Interstate Commerce Commission
has done for the railroads of the

country, and what the Federal Re-
serve Board has done for the banks.

The great fear of disaster from cen-

tralization and interference with pri-

vate business which opposed those

measures has since changed to ad-
mitted necessity and universal praise.

The bill rescues the trade from the

despotic control of a few persons and
establishes liberty among all branches
of the trade, setting free the exhibit-

ors, producers, directors, actors and
authors, so that there must be fair

play and cooperation among all fac-

tors in the industry." This bill was
drawn up by Rev. Wm. Sheafe Chase.
This bill would create a Federal

commission consisting of the Com-
missioner of Education and six Com-
missioners to be appointed without
regard to party affiliation by the Sec-
retary of the Interior, to be under
that department, whose annual sala-

ries shall be $9,000 the chairman re-

ceiving $10,000. They would hold
office "during good behavior." This
commission would have supervision

and control with the power to fix

prices over all branches of the in-

dustry, similar to that over the meat
and poultry business in the Packer-
Control Act.

Upshaw contends that the bill does
not provide for censorship, nor for

compulsory investigation before films

are permitted to go into interstate

commerce. He provides that a film

may go into interstate commerce
without inspection by the commission
with a permit granted by the com-
mission upon written description and
a duly attested statement that it con-
tains nothing contrary to the law, and
has never been condemned by any

court or motion picture commission.

Any film which has been inspected

would receive a license from the Com-
mission and a seal to be displayed

whenever it is exhibited. The Com-
mission would have the power to re-

voke the permit. A fee of $10 per

reel for the first film and $5 for each

copy would be charged. Scientific,

educational, religious and non-stand-

ard films would be exempt from the

charge.
All that the commission will have

to do in the way of handling funds

would be to collect enough to pay its

own expenses plus $1,000,000 per

year for the work of the United
States Bureau of Education in visual

instruction.

Agree on Audit
(Continued from Page 1)

following properties: Orpheum, op-

erating lease, Fort Wayne; Liberty

and thirty-three-year ground lease

underlying it, Terre Haute; Capitol

and fee simple underlying it, Clinton;

Hotel Sonntag and Sonntag cafete-

ria operating leases, Evansville;

Strand, operating lease, Evansville;

Strand, operating lease, Kokomo;
Pantheon, and ground lease underly-

ing it, Vincennes; fee simple land,

Anderson; Murray and Murrette op-

erating leases, Richmond; Consoli-

dated office building, Indianapolis;

Capitol and ground lease underlying

it, Indianapolis.

Clark on Rotating Committee
James B. Clark, of Pittsburgh, is

here to serve on the rotating com-
mittee of First National..

Charity Ball Tonight
The Film Mutual Benefit Bureau,

is the sponsor of a charity ball to be

given at the Plaza tonight. The pro-

ceeds will be divided among six dif-

ferent organizations.

Hearing Put Off
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The hearing on the Miller

bill, designed to permit children at

theaters unaccompanied by parents
but segregated in care of a matron,
scheduled for yesterday has been
postponed indefinitely. Several offici-

als of the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to children were before the

committee yesterday, apparently un-
aware of the postponement. They, of

course, opposed the bill while Sam
Berman spoke for it. The committee,
however, will not consider these argu-
ments.

Mim COMPSOH
IN

MIAMI
oM Man Crosland

production

JorHODKWSON RELEASE
FIRST RUN PICTURES

Name Changed to Burr Pictm ?
Burr Pictures, Inc., is the new

porate name of the Burr-Rogers
ducing Corp.

HAL ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL

COMEDIES
"The Pinnacle of Pantomime

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

TO RENT
Entire floor in private building cop

taining offices, private projectio

room, cutting room. Situated o

42nd Street near Broadway. Use c

shipping department can be arrangec

Suitable for Film Company desirin

every convenience. Apply Box ft

12, THE FILM DAILY, N. Y. C

IN 12 TEST RUNS
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WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAN'

A MAN"

Has broken the records <

Black Oxen, Ponjola

Ashes of Vengeance

Voice From the Minart

WHAT'S THE ANSWER

WE ASK YOU

Presented by Sol Lesser

A First National Attractio
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An Open Letter

to National Distributors of Motion Pictures

By Arthur N. Smallwood

President, Pyramid Pictures, Inc.

150 West Thirty-fourth Street, New York

Gentlemen

:

The time has arrived to remove the air of mystery
with which many of you have surrounded the operation

of motion picture distribution, and to throw the search-

light of publicity on a system of selling which is detri-

mental not only to the best interests of the motion pic-

ture producer but of the exhibitor as well.

It has been customary for a lot of people to say "but
the motion picture business is different from other
businesses." That's a lot of bunk ! I will grant that the

selling price of motion pictures cannot be standardized

like the selling price of soap—but the same merchandis-
ing principles prevail.

A producer in any other line of manufacture who
turns out a satisfactory product under ideal manufac-
turing conditions, using the very best quality ingredients

purchased advantageously and prepared for the market
by skilled workmen, operating with a minimum of over-
head costs, could reasonably be expected to find a profit-

able market for his wares—but not if that producer hap-
pens to be an independent producer of motion pictures.

His competitor, the producer-distributor, oftentimes
laboring under much higher costs, operating extravagant-
ly, with waste on every side, and staggering under tre-

mendous overhead, can produce a picture of the same
quality as that made by the independent producer at a
fifty per cent higher cost than the independent producer,
and make money in spite of it, while the independent
takes a loss.

If the so-called independent national distributors of

motion pictures were in a combine with the larger pro-
ducer-distributors for the express purpose of ruining and
killing off all independent production of motion pictures,

they could not accomplish it in a better way than they
are doing today, by giving the independent nroducer
faulty, inefficient and high-cost distribution for his product.
The amount of money lost to producers who have re-

leased their production thru independent national dis-

tributors exceeds many times the amount of profit that
has been made by producers thru the same distributions,

and it is my opinion that if every production you have
released during the past two years had been guaranteed
even its production cost, there wouldn't be a single in-

dependent national distributor in the business outside of

bankruptcy courts. But with all the money your ineffi-

cient and faulty distribution has cost producers— it has
not made any corresponding profit for you.

Don't you think it is about time your system was
changed ?

February 9th, 1924.

hay Your
Cards on
The Table

Come out into the open ! Lay your cards

on the table ! Admit that the present

method of handling the producer's

product is wrong. Wasteful—yes almost
criminal—and try to evolve a new sys-

tem of selling that will eliminate the old system
which was designed to fit the cheap short length program
pictures which were in vogue when the motion picture
business was "still in its infancy."

I am thoroly convinced that a flat selling charge cov-

ering both distribution and selling is wrong. I am just

as thoroly convinced that a physical distributing charge

based upon a percentage of collections is wrong. Those
of you who sell physical distribution for a flat fee of 15%
are getting a whole lot more than your service calls for

when you pull down a fee of $300. on a $2,000. booking
when the work entailed costs you not more than $3.00.

But, on the other hand, it is suicidal for you to handle the

physical distribution on a picture sold to a small town
for $10. for a 15% fee, amounting to $1.50, because it

costs you more than that to honestly inspect the print

and pack it for shipment.

So it is plain to be seen that the good picture which
is worthy of first runs and extensive exploitation is

penalized in carrying an unjust share of distributing

costs, with the result that the producer cannot afford to

give it the exploitation it deserves. I say to you—and
you know it—that it costs more to handle the inspection

and packing of a $7.50 shipment than it does to handle

a $2,000. booking with a brand new print ; and you are

not entitled to a larger fee for shipping the $2,000. book-

ing than for the lower priced one. There is only one
answer to this discussion—physical distribution must be
based on a fit service charge, regardless of the priced

booking it covers. And furthermore—physical distribu-

ting and selling charges MUST be segregated !

You want and call out aloud to producers to give you
real box-office pictures to distribute. You agree that

they will be sold separately and apart from all of your
other products, and then you do the same thing you com-
plain of with your producer-distributor competitors—you
blackjack the exhibitor and make him buy other pictures

to get the good one—and the producer who owns the

good one hasn't any interest in the others. Alright,

Home Offices, deny it if you want to, but you know
your managers and salesmen in the field do this every day.

(To be continued tomorrow)

The above is the First of Three Installments of Mr. Smallwood's Open Letter to National Distributors of Motion Pictures. The Second Installment will
appear in FILM DAILY tomorrow, Thurs. Feb. 14th, and the Concluding Installment on Friday, Feb. 15th. Copy of the entire letter may be had by writing
Mr. Smallwood.



Sporting Youth
No. 372~Straight from tl

President of the U%\

Imagine a picture of today's younger generation

without a single whiskey flask, without even one drunken

flapper, without even one disgusting lounge lizard!

It can't be done? Let's see!

The popular conception of today's younger set in-

cludes all the above things. It includes young girls,

drunk and drooling. It includes young fellows lizard-

ing and lounging—and the whole younger world going

right smack to hell.

Is it true?

I don't know. Neither do you. But I do know

—

and so do you—that there are still millions of clean

youngsters in this well advertised world. There are

still girls and boys of sufficient character and sufficient

cleanliness of soul to keep the old world on the right

track for a few more years to come.

Well, Harry Pollard has taken the clean type of

young manhood and young womanhood as the types to

play the leading roles in "Sporting Youth." And he has

hit the bullseye of entertainment so plumb in the center

that you couldn't find a variation with a pair of calipers.

Reginald Denny and Laura LaPlante! There's the

beginning and there's a whale of a beginning! Add to

these two a whole cast of clever, clean people—then mix



Without a Flask!
Talks by Carl Laemmle,
nres Corporation

in a story that will make your old heart jump—then

shove in a race that will make your pulse do a hop, skip

and jump all over your wrist—and you have "Sporting

Youth."

I am so delighted with this picture, from the first

foot to the last inch, that I hope you will play it for all

you are worth. Take my word for it, you won't be able

to find one person dissatisfied in your whole audience.

You'll send them home WITH A GLEAN TASTE IN

1 THE MOUTH and you'll hear nothing but favorable

comments.

If every picture Universal makes could be as thor-

oughly satisfying as "Sporting Youth" I'd yell for joy

and so would you. And if I were in your place, when I

got hold of a picture like this, I would advertise it so

hard that I'd have the whole town crazy to see it. No
matter how hard you pound away, nothing you can say

in your ads will overstate the case.

You all know what an outstanding success "Merry

Go Round" has been all over the country. Well, sir,

keep your eye on "Sporting Youth" and see if it doesn't

shatter even some of those amazing records established

by "Merry Go Round."
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Newspaper Opinions
"Blow Your Horn"—F. B. O.

Colonial, Detroit

NEWS—Queer story made interesting by
humor and thrills. * » * the action is all

impossible in real life but this does not de-

tract a bit from interest in the rapid fire

series of events.

"Boy of Mine"—1st Nat'l

Capitol, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—One of the

best films built around the character of a

child that we have ever seen * * * to miss
this is to miss one of the best of the screen
offerings.
TIMES-STAR—"Boy of Mine" will long

be remembered by those who see it as one
of the significant achievements of the screen.

"The Day of Faith"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Regent, Philadelphia

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—Has a

strong heart appeal, a worthy moral and a

story which rings true but at times is a little

too melodramatic to be classed as very good.

It tries to cover too much ground for one
thing.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—ditto.

"Eyes of the Forest"—Fox
Liberty, St. Louis

POST-DISPATCH—There are fine West-
ern scenic settings and the story moves swiftly.

STAR—* * * rather good one. * * * All

the other devices are time-tried sure-fire hokum
guaranteed to have the audience a-quiver 90
per cent of the time.
TIMES—Tom Mix followers will like his

latest, * * * There are thrills galore.

"Our Hospitality"—Metro
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Beyond a doubt it is the
most laugh-provoking production of the year
* * * Buster's ride on the first steam train

furnishes one of the rarest comedy scenes
ever made.

NEWS—The longest stretch of fun in the
picture is derived from Buster's humorous
development of an epoch in American trans-
portation * * * this train is an unforgetable
sight.

"Painted People"—1st Nat'l
Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—One of the most delightful
comedy romances that has been released for
many moons * * * we are ready to predict
that "Painted People" will take its place
among the best comedies of the year.
NEWS—While it is not as rich in acting

opportunities as "Flaming Youth" it affords
seme light and rather interesting entertain-
ment. * * * Mary Alden and Mary Carr play
minor maternal roles which is a fair indica-
tion that films picturing the struggles and
sufferings of parents are no longer great
box-office assets.

TIMES—Another very excellent picture
» » Michigan certainly should feel proud
of Colleen Moore * * * really fine comedy
and acting.

"Rupert of Hentzau"—Selznick
State, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—At times the interest does
flag and in some respects the story is con-
fusing » * * actors have little to do but
register determination, tenderness or suspense
* * * all of which they imply quite capably.

"The Heritage of the Desert"
—F. P.-L.

Fenway, Boston
TRANSCRIPT—The one bright spot in

the film was the photography which was
really excellent * * * it is the picture as

a whole that is depressing because of its

melodrama—de-meloizzed"—and for that

reason just doesn't go.

Strand, Cincinnati

TIMES-STAR—Thrilling pursuits, master-
ly feats of horsemanship, picturesque moun-
tain and desert scenery and a round-up of

wild horses are interesting features of the

film.

"Scaramouche"—Metro
English's Indianapolis

STAR—For sheer beauty of photography,
brilliance of direction an« splendor of set-

tings "Scaramouche" takes very high rank.
We found it entertaining as "The Four Horse-
men" and other super-films which created a
profound impression. If it had preceded
them, enthusiasm might have been without
bounds.

"Hook and Ladder"—Universal
Rivoli, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—There's plenty of

thrills and entertainment * * * Indeed, there's

as much action in this picture as any dozen
that has been shown this season.
TIMES—It is good entertainment through-

out, including a spectacular fire scene.

"Let's Go"—Truart
Victoria, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Richard Talmadge certainly

earned his stipend. Did stunts which were
hazardous, foolhardy and dangerous * * *

picture exciting in action, story inane and
the acting excellent.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING) Fairly
interesting * * * every thrill is an honest to

goodness thrill.

"Long Live The King"—Metro
Crecent, New Orleans

ITEM—Gives plenty of excitement, thrills

and entertainment. Jackie was never more
loveable than in his latest play.

\Wmum
203 Wf ST 40TH STREET

PENN 2373

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING SAMPLE PRINTS TITLES

"Her Temporary Husband"-lst Nat'l

Walnut, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL-TRIBUNE—Most de-
lightful * * * full of fun, enough to com-
pensate foi the excitement when kidnapping
and murder are both attempted.
TIMES-STAR—* * * a speedy and hilari-

ous farce comedy. And if amusement with-
out much mental effort is what you are
after, "Her Temporary Husband" will hand
you a healthy bunch of laughs.

Circle, Indianapolis
STAR—Sidney Chaplin fills a lesser part

so deftly that his work outshines that of

Owen Moore and Sylvia Breamer, the fea-

tured players.

"The White Sister"—Metro
Stillman, Cleveland

NEWS—The production registers the ex-

treme heights in pathos and suspense in

photoplay production * * * a real artistic

triumph for Lillian Gish.
PLAIN DEALER—Lillian Gish has made

the picture of her life time. * * * Cutting
very lightly would make "The White Sister"

a fine picture, possibly one of the best. * * *

Ronald Coleman makes an impetuous lover.

PRESS—-There is much nose-blowing at

those times when she (Lillian Gish) suffers

most * * * many like their movies wet.
TIMES—Miss Gish transcends all former

efforts of emotional acting in this * * * in
* * * parts a spiritual quality to the role that
puts the undeniable stamp of genius on her
work.

"Wild Oranges"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE DEMOCRAT—A story abound-
ing in thrills and suspense, and carrying
through it a study of fear and its control of

the human mind. * * *

POST-DISPATCH—It is a rather light

romantic story with most of the thrills in

the closing episodes turning about the de-
feat of the villain and the rescue of the girl.

TIMES—There are touches of horror
rivaling Poe. There are bits of melodrama
which seemed unnecessary. On the whole,
it is an entertaining story, although clumsy
in direction in spots.

"You Can't Get Away With It"—Fox
Fox, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Marmont as pleasing as he
was in "If Winter Comes." Story of uni-
versal appeal if for no other reason because
it presents conditions liable to invade any
strata of society in these times no matter
how high or low.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The

director, Rowland Lee deserves credit for

his excellent handling of this story which
might easily have become sentimental and
maudlin.
NORTH AMERICAN—As the picture

slowly and somewhat tediously unfolded the
spectator completely failed to see just what
the heroine couldn't get away with. * * *

Buys Shorts in Color
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—De Luxe Film has con-

tracted for a series of 12 one-reel

Red Head comedies in color.

Brager a "U" Exploiteer
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Bob Brager has taken
cl arge of exploitation and advertising

at the Universal office.

King Perry Sells Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—King Perry has sold the

Enterprise to Edward Deneen. This
is the third time he has owned and
resold the house.

A. M. Goodman Promoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—A. M. Goodman has been
appointed manager of the Standard
office in Pittsburgh.

Fassaro, Illinois Exhibitor Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Taylorville, 111.—Joe Fassaro of

Fraisina & Fassero, operatives of

many houses in this section of Illi-

nois, is dead. The firm operates the-

aters in Taylorville, Pana, Mattoon,
Nakomis, Litchfield, Carlinville and
Auburn.

EXCEPTIONAL BUY
WILART PROFESSIONAL CAMERA

FITTED WITH CARL ZEISS 2" F3.5 LENS, 4 MAG-
AZINES, 2 FIBRE CASES, GOERZ SET, SPECIAL SUN-
SHADE LOS ANGELES TRIPOD—ALL IN PERFECT
CONDITION—

$390.00
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

U. S. AND CANADA AGENTS FOR DEBRIE CAMERAS AND APPARATUS

BRYANT 6635 118 W. 44th St., N. Y. C

Fitzmaurice to Remain West
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—George Fitzmaurice,
will establish permanent producing
headquarters here.

Fire Destroys "Ashes" Print
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Schuyler, Neb.—A fire in the booth I

of the Favorite recently destroyed a
print of "Ashes of Vengeance."

Thomas Settled In Winnipeg
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—H. M. Thomas, West-
ern Division manager of Famous
Players, is now established here, has
assumed supervision of the Capitol
and Metropolitan.

Lee Plans Own Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Immediately upon
concluding his agreement with Fox,
Rowland V. Lee, will produce on his

own. Lee is back from an extended
trip to Europe.

Kerr Promoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Harry Kerr, for two,
years casting director, has been made
assistant to Joe Engel at Metro. Pete
Hungate has been appointed to suc-
ceed Kerr.

FOR RENT
We have more space than necessary.

Separate office consisting of 300
square feet, at 50 cts per square foot.

Use of cutting room and vault space.

Active Film Co., Inc.

Suites 407-8-9 Bryant, 5627

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS

MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

IEAL

119 Fulton £t., N. V.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

URATIZ
YOUR FILM

220 WEST 42^° STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKERINC ALLAN A.L0WNES
2937 PRES.
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(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood—Raymond McKee has

been added to the cast of "Rose of

the Ghetto."

Work has been completed on "The
Riddle Rider," William Desmond's
new serial.

Alice Day has been signed by
Mack Sennett under a five-year con-

tract.

Sylvia Breamer, Lew Cody, Frank
Mayo, Bessie Love, Hobart Bos-
worth and Mary Carr have been en-

gaged for "The Woman on the Jury."

"The Arizona Express" has been
completed by Fox. Tom Bucking-
ham directed.

New French Color Process
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris—A new color film, "The Life

of Watteau," shown recently in

Lyons, was produced under a process
developed by M. Herault. A positive

is printed by special machines, which
impart the tint of the different colors

to the film, which consists, when
ready for projection, of images in

series of three—violet, green, orange.
Rapidly projected, the eyes see on the
screen the exact color of each object.

Incorporations
Madison, Wis.—United Theaters

Co., Eau Claire. Capital $50,000.

Incorporators, M. Brunner, C. Betz
and A. Werth.

The Denny company has returned

to Universal after filming scenes for

"The Reckless Age" at Les Olwas.

Conrad Nagel has returned from
New York, where he worked in

"Flames of Love" for Distinctive.

Sam Wood is at work on "Bluff"

co-starring Agnes Ayres and Antonio
Moreno.

Finis Fox has engaged Thelma
Smith, to collaborate with him in

editing "A Woman Who Sinned."

Vera Lewis is playing one of the

principal roles in "Broadway After

Dark."

Anna Q. Nillson will play the lead-

ing role in "Broadway After Dark,"
with Adolph Menjou opposite.

Lloyd Bacon is writing the story

which will be the basis of Lloyd
Hamilton's next comedy.

Olga Printzlau is adapting "The
Butterfly" to the screen. Clarence
L. Brown will direct.

Robert N. Lee has completed the

cenario of "Double Dealing." The
urrent western for "Buck" Jones.

Helen Holmes will be Hoot Gib-
ion's leading lady in "Forty Horse
lawkins."

Jean Hersholt is portraying the
ole of a New York saloon keeper
n "The Woman on the Jury."

Bob Horner has signed Jean Riley
o play the lead in a series of pictures.

Cecil B. DeMille has cast Helen
^ynch in an important role in

Triumph."
GREENE

THE TIMES SQUARE
OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

Printing, Loose Leaf Supplies,
Blank Books

TOTEM STATIONERY CO.
1476 Broadway Room 824

Bryant 1871

Theater Unit In Salt Lake
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Salt Lake City—The American
Theater Co. has been formed here
with a capital stock of 4000 shares
of preferred having an aggregate
value of $400,000, and 4000 shares of
common stock without nominal value.
Weir Casady is president; W. J.

O'Connor, vice president; Ralph
Kreutzberger, secretary; Cars ten
Dahnken, treasurer and general mana-
ger, and J. E. Welch, director.

M. P. T. O. Sets Aside Districts

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle—Developments in the M.

P. T. O. of Washington, call for the
selection of a district director for each
section of the state. Meetings will

be called by these directors, who will

keep in touch with headquarters in

Seattle. Round table discussions will

feature monthly luncheons.

Coast Theater Units Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sacramento, Cal.—Articles of in-

corporation were filed for Berkeley
Theatres, Inc., with capital of $150,-

000, and for Progress Theatre Co.
with capital of $50,000. The incor-
porators in each case are the same:
M. Naify, E. H. Emmick, R. A. Mc
Neil and William Nasser.

A 1 b a n y—Stranburg Music Co.,

Jamestown. Capital $500,000. In-

corporators, O. and C. Stransburg
and F. W. Mix. Attorneys, Jackson,
Manley & Herrick, Albany.

Albany—Afington Co., New York.
Capital $10,000. Incorporators, L. P.

and C. L. Chase and A. Brooks. At-
torney, E. F. Silberstein.

A 1 b a n y— Jewett-Brennan, New
York. Capital $25,000. Incorpora-
tors, A. W. and H. E. Jewett and G.

H. Brennan. Attorney E. J. Mac
Dermott.

Albany—Robert Milton, New York.
1,000 shares common stock, no par
value. Incorporators, D. G. Griffin,

E. Brooks and C. I. Johnson. At-
torneys, Kendall & Herzog.

Albany—John J. Sweeney, New
York. Capital $5,000. Incorporators,

A. M., J. J. and M. Sweeney. At-
torney, A. S. Marzo.

Springfield, 111.—Associated Studios
of the Theater, Chicago. Capital

$30,000. Incorporators, Nettie C.

Kenner, John F. Lilly and Henry H.
White.

New Industrial Producer
Advance Prod., Inc., has opened of-

fices in the Loew State Theater
Bldg. The company will produce
industrials and educationals. B. L.
Blake, formerly of Blake & Kleber,
is general manager.

Jossey Buys A Serial
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—J. S. Jossey, of Prog-
ress Pictures has bought "The Fight-
ing Skipper," a fifteen reel serial, for

release in Ohio, beginning Feb. 15.

More Nigh Films For Pathe
Pathe will undoubtedly release two

more Nigh Miniatures to follow
"Among the Missing."

Springfield, 111.—Madison Circle

Theater Co., Forest Park. Capital

$12,000. Incorporators, I. L. Lesser-
man, Ben. Eisenberg and M. B.
Roderick.

Springfield, 111.—Imperial Produc-
ing Co., Chicago. Capital $5,000. In-
corporators, Sam Tishman, Albert
Sabath and Henry Shapiro.

Indianapolis, Ind. — Wood lawn
Amusement Co., Evansville. Capital

$25,000. Incorporators, C. F. Cluthe,

G. J. Schoney, Hulda Cluthe, and
Clara C. Schoney.

Albany—Moeller Theater Service,

New York. Capital $25,000. Incor-
porators, S. Kesand, B. Steinberg and
E. Dewman. Attorney, E. W. Simp-
son, New York.
Albany—Rebecca & Silton, New

York. 50 shares preferred stock, at

$100 each; 90 shares common, no par
value. Attorney, A. I. Smolens, New
York.

COMING SOON
AL CHRISTIE

SPECIAL FEATURES
FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE
FIRST RUN PICTURES

Ottawa Taxes Total $1,362,072

(Sptciol to THE FILM DAILY)
Ottawa—The annual report of the

Public Accounts for Ontario shows
receipts from the amusement tax
amounted to $1,362,072.44. In obtain-

ing this revenue, the Province spent

$43 751.18 in expenses, leaving a bal-

ance of revenue of $1,318,321.26..

—STONE HAS THEM
EDUCATIONAL FILMS

TRAVEL SCENIC
INDUSTRIAL SCIENTIFIC
SPORT MAGIC
HAND COLORED NOTABLES

STONE LIBRARY
Room 303 Checkering 2110

220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

U.S. 8c CANADA AGENTS
FORDEBRIE

CAMERAS andSUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
II8W.44ST.N.Y. BRYANT 6635

SHERWOOD MACDONALD
PRODUCTIONS

10 SPARKLING
BATHING
BEAUTIES

2
REELS

COMEDIES
A NEW FILMBRAND

FOR A NEW COMEDY TYPE

NOW IN PRODUCTION

CTimin« II
3700 BEVERLY BLVD.

MUU1U:>|| LOS ANGELES

WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

fRDMLQWniM!

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.
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right hot off

the fire!

N.B. - RS - R.S.V.P.,

(So darn many big

things are being done
by FIRST NATIONAL
Pictures all over the

country—many times

the news gets cold be-

fore we can it get into

print.

)

Here is a demonstration that shows the cali-

bre of the product

FIRST NATIONAL
is delivering—the sort of thing that makes
the wise showman sit up and do some deep
thinking

For the first time since 1915! Get that! A
matter of 9 years—some stretch!—Gordan's

Olympia Boston, finds it necessary to play

one, then Two—then THREE pictures for ex*

tended runs and these three "BLACK OXEN"
—"FLAMING YOUTH"—"ANNA CHRISTIE"
were all from

FIRST NATIONAL
That's the kind of high powered product

you get when you book the BIG 20

—
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Rarely, ii ever, better. All
nig the Mne. Which means
it exhibitors are really do-

\ well p' he box office,

ominent c ,'ibutor declares
it not even i 1920 were ex-
)itors doing a better busi-
5S generally.
rhe reason: Good pictures,
thing helps so much. Which
as it should be. Even in
I small houses good pictures
:elerate business a lot.

}ne trouble still bothers,
iny pictures too long. Ex-
>itors cannot turn them
m That's the real trouble,
u cannot get the money in
! box office. And then, too,
i program diversity is killed.

The big first run houses
aren't paying as much as they
should. That is, if what
Reichenbach says is borne out
by facts. Brings up the old
story once again : that the small
exhibitor "pays the freight"
where the big one gets off

easy. Which is not difficult to
understand where a controlled
territory is involved. But all

of which should not be.
Vhat of next season? What will

the prevailing type of picture ?

II it be the flapper sort; such as
aming Youth" ? Or will there be
lew order of things ? Advance
edules show a variety—far too
iy different types to be able to
:rmine. But this is only Febrn-

In a few weeks we will have
•etter idea. But if the novelists
tinue to write this sort of stuff

chances are the producers will

tinue to make them. This ready
1c audience from book readers
not be passed by.

Scheduled to talk a bit

Saturday. And figure out
for the National Board of
Review something or the other
ibout "The Public and Pic-
tures." So we're going out
md buy a thinking cap. Or
maybe steal a minute with
flays. And get an idea or
'wo.

By the way, don't overlook
'hat Edison lunch at the Ritz
omorrow. If you haven't se-
cured your seat db- so. It
promises to be the best event
if its kind of the season.

George Mitchell in Judge: "'The Extra Girl,' is a film you'll enjoy. No-
body else in the movies is in Mabel Normand's class." Produced by Mack
Sennett, distributed by Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Gets 'Frisco House
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Leases Strand

There for Two Years—After
First-Runs

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco—Goldwyn-Cosmo-

politan has closed with D. Markowitz
for a two year lease on the Strand,

effective Feb. 23, when "The Great
White Way," opens there. The Strand
is on Market St., nearly opposite the

Granada, one of the Rothchild houses.

The first-run situation here is

somewhat peculiar. The Granada,
Imperial and Portola, owned by Roth-
child, show Paramount exclusively.

West Coast Theaters, Inc., which
operate Loew's Warfield split First

National and Metro to the exclusion

of all other product. West Coast
shows the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
output one hundred per cent in its

Southern California theaters by vir-

tue of a deal closed in New York
last July between James R. Grainger
and Dave Bershon, but at the same
time, the circuit owns a fifty per cent

interest in the Imperial here. The
Rothchild theaters until now have
shown the Goldwyn product, but

some trouble developed over terms
and the deal for the Strand resulted.

(Continued on Page 2)

One from "Doug"
This Year—He and Mary to Spend

Six Months in Europe—Resumes
Work in Spring

Douglas Fairbank will release only
one picture in 1924: "The Thief of

Bagdad." He plans to resume actual

production in the Spring of 1925.

He and Mary Pickford are due in

New York from the coast tomorrow
They will remain at the Ambassador
for a time and then sail for Europe
on a six month's vacation trip. Doug
will remain here for the opening of

his picture at the Liberty while
Mary's, "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon

(Continued on Page 2)

Industry Attacked
By Church Conference in Washing-
ton—Bowlby Promises Crusade

Against Sunday Shows
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The annual attack on
motion pictures and the business in
general was launched yesterday at
the opening session of the National
Conference of Churches on Federal
Control of Motion Pictures at the
Raleigh.

F. P. Turner, secretary of the Con-
ference on Foreign Missions declared
that the pictures turned out today
are seriously hampering the work of
missionaries abroad, because of the
manner in which they depict Amer-
ican customs. Canon Chase of
Brooklyn opened the conference with
;i heated tirade on the present status
of affairs in the business. He said
that Will H. Hays' promise to re-
form the producers had miscarried
the "trust" would not permit him to
carry out his program. Chase
charged that a small group of men
in the business controlled it and
evaded in every manner possible any
moves that would tend to elevate its

standards.
(Continued on Page 2)

Rosen Signs Year's Contract
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lds Angeles—Phil Rosen who di-

rected "Abraham Lincoln," has sign-
ed a year's contract with Max Graf.
An original deal provided for one.

Hughes Denies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Credence is placed
in the report that Rupert Hughes
has left Goldwyn to produce for First

National.

T. N. T. Hotel Astor March 29

Rupert Hughes who is at the Bilt-

more declared yesterday that the

coast report was entirely erroneous.

He sa''d he has four more pictures

to make for Go'dwyn under his pres-

ent contract and that there has been
no word mentioned of a possible deal

with First National. i

Unger Resigns
Joseph J. Unger has resigned as

manager of First National's New
York exchange.
Unger will first take a rest and

then announce his plans; Harry H.
Buxbaum will assume charge of the
exchange temporarily.

Six from Ince
Under Reorganization Plan—John G.
Wray in Active Charge at the

Studio
Thomas H. Ince, under a reorgan-

ization plan at his studio intends

making six pictures for the 1924-25

schedule. The first will be "The
Last Frontier."

As noted, Ince has four more pic-

tures to deliver under his First Na-
tional contract. Of this number,
three are either completed or near

completion. The reorganized studio

force places John Griffith Wray in

the post of production manager. In

addition to those duties, he will direct

two of the six pictures planned for

next season. He will have consider-

(Continuei on Page 2)

T. N. T. Filmdom's Playdate, March 29
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Q<fuotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. . 110^ 110^4 110^ 400
F. P.-L. ... 6834 66^ 67y4 3,900

do pfd Not Quoted
Goldwyn Not Quoted
Loews' .... \7y2 \ty% 17 1,900

Warners' .. \ty% 11J-6 11^ 100

Gets 'Frisco House
( Continued from Page 1)

The house, seats about 1,800 and,

as usual will get the full newspaper
support of the Hearst newspapers
here.

While William Randolph Hearst is

understood to be opposed to the ac-

quisition of theaters in behalf of Gold-
wyn-Cosmopolitan, he likewise feels

that the organization should and must
have adequate first-run representa-

tion in all key cities. To that end,

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan may be ex-

pected to acquire or build theaters, in

the event that what is considered an
advantageous deal cannot be made
with existing houses.

Grand Signs Ethel Clayton
CSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ethel Clayton has
signed a contract with Grand-Asher.
She will make four pictures under di-

rection of Travers Vale.

(T (&cLuxxiticrna£ (J-Lctu/uu

"THE SPICE Or THE PROGRAM"

Telephone Number
changed to

CHICKERING 4052
GEO. E. KANN CORP.

220 W. 42 St., N. Y. C.

Notables to Talk
Speakers at Edison Lunch to Include
Maxim, Mills, Roosevelt, Rupert
Hughes and Governor Smith

About three hundred will attend
the testimonial luncheon to Thomas
A. Edison at the Ritz Carlton to-

morrow. Preparations have been
concluded for the function which will

perhaps draw the most brilliant

group of public men that has ever
gathered to attend an occasion purely
concerned with motion pictures.

The important speeches will be
broadcasted by the Radio Corp. of

America from Station WJZ. Last
night the speakers' list included the

following: Terry Ramsaye, who will

talk on "The History of the Motion
Picture" ; Michael J. O'Toole, of the

M. P. T. O. whose topic will be
public service; Hudson Maxim, Og-
den Mills, Rupert Hughes, Senators
Owen of Oklahoma, Edwards of New
Jersey, Watson of Indiana and Cope-
land of New York; Col. Theodore
Roosevelt, Governor Smith. Will H.
Hays and possibly, ex-President Taft.

Mr. Hays will be the toastmaster.

All of the important executives in

the business will be present. The
arrangements have been in the hands
of George Kleine.

Acquires "Fires of Fate"

Truart has acquired American dis-

tribution of "Fires of Fate," pro-
duced by Tom Terriss in Egypt and
London.

One from "Doug"
(.Continued from Page 1)

Hall," will have its premiere in Bos-
ton.

It is safe to assume that "Bagdad"
will have its usual number of pre-re-

lease runs, as is customary with all of

the Fairbanks pictures and will then

be turned over to Hiram Abrams for

general distribution.

Maurice Cleary, who has been
doing special work for both Fairbanks
and Miss Pickford has been elected

treasurer of United Artists, succeed-
ing Max E. Prager, resigned.

Abrams Visiting Exchanges

Hiram Abrams is due in New York
about Feb. 21, from the coast. He is

visiting United Artists exchanges en
route East.

Newspaper Opinions
"Daddies"—Warners'

Strand
AMERICAN—* * * a nice, little drama,

moving along in smooth channels, with a

nice ending. There are no jarring notes, no
glaring faults in production, no deflections

,n directions and no acting that is conspicu-
ously poor.
On the other hand, "Daddies" will never

qualify as a great picture
EVENING JOURNAL—The comedy is

lightly handled, very well acted, and amus-
ing.

EVENING WORLD—Mae Marsh had
precious little work to do in "Daddies," * * *

Hut in the little * * * she .was the same old
heart-string puller. * * * There is comedy
in this picture, but the thing is not well
fabricated. It gives the impression that the
director was forced to reach for the humor.
Hut it's bound to be a success in the sticks,
* * *

HERALD—A more generally appealing
and amusing comedy than this has not been
seen on Broadway during the present season.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * is as

entertaining as the original stage version
* * To begin with, the situations are frank-

ly farcial and the screen does full justice to

them.
SUN—The scenes in which the children

participate contain adult humor. The last

half of the picture, however, is played almost
exclusively by grown-up movie actors and it

is decidedly infantile. » • * "Daddies" is

amusing for one-half of the evening; the rest
of the time it is tame and slightly dull.

TELEGRAM—It is even better in "the
movies" than it was in the speakies. And that
is high praise.
TIMES—Although the theme * * * can-

not be said to possess the spark of originality,
the story is so well worked out that it suc-
ceeds in being quite amusing.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * proved

to be but an ordinary program feature.
Laughable in spots, fairly well played, but
lacking that necessity to make a picture a
decided box office asset
TRIBUNE—"Daddies'," 5s as good as

stage play, which wasn't anything to get
excited over.
WORLD—Still, it really is not that Miss

Marsh fails to measure up to her part in

"Daddies." The part simply isn't there. The
fact of the matter is that not very much oi
anything is there.

Thomson and Schnitzer Leave
Major H. C. S. Thomson and

Joseph Schnitzer of F. B. O. have
left for the coast.

Doane Leaves

Warren Doane, general manager
for Hal Roach, is on his way back to

the coast.

Jans Enters Local Field

The Jans Film Service which has
been active in Northern Jersey dis-

tribution until now has expanded to

include the Metropolitan territory a?

well. John M. Squires, a former ex-
hibitor in Union Hill, N. J. is asso-
ciated with Jans. The first release

will be "Week End Husbands.'"

Six from Ince
(Continued from Page 1)

able to say in the selection of s
material and will spend part o£
time in New York. Wray is

here on a three weeks' trip. Cc
W. Brown will in the future
known as manager of distributioi

well as personal representative
Ince. He will divide his time
tween New York and the co
Edwin de B. Newman will be 1

iness manager at the studio; R»
Hotick, studio superintendent, It

Carpenter, general counsel, G.
Burkliart, auditor and Arthur I

Lennan, exploitation manager.

Maurice Flynn Leaves
Maurice ("Lefty") Flynn has

for the coast, having complc
work in "The Uninvited Guest."

Laurel Completes Contract
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Stan Laurel
completed his contract with
Roach. He may produce indepe
ently.

Industry Attacked
(Continued from Page 1)

Rev. H. L. Bowlby of the Lo
Day Alliance announced that

religious organizations of the wt
were determined to no longer ]

mit any intrusion on the Lord's I

and that a campaign was about
be started to keep the theater clo

on the Sabbath. The Upshaw
which would place the industry
der Federal control was discus

widely.

HAL ROACH'S
CHARLEY CHASE

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomed
~w

y

U.S. a CANADA AGENT

.

=i=l:J|:
CAMERAS andSUPPLIE
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS

C

II8W.44ST. N.Y. BRYANT 663

FOR RENT
We have more space than necessary.

Separate office consisting of 300

square feet, at 50 cts per square foot.

Use of cutting room and vault space.

Active Film Co., Inc.

Suites 407-8-9 Bryant, 5627

729 7th Avenue, N. Y. C.



This is the Second of Three Installments of Mr. A. N. Smallwood's OPEN LETTER TO NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS OF MOTION PICTURES.
The First Installment appeared yesterday, 'Feb. 13, and the Concluding Installment will appear tomorrow, Feb. 15. Copy of the entire letter may be had
by writing Mr. Smallwood. 1:-.

A Scramble
For
"Volume"

You advertise and exert yourself to get

new product weekly, and give it an hon-
est selling effort for a month or two only,

after which you sell it in block with other

pictures at whatever price the exhibitor

is willing to pay. Of course, you have taken the cream
off—and new productions are coming in every week or

two that must be sold. And furthermore, with a limited

number of salesmen in the field who must keep up their

gross weekly business, and with your Home Office jazz-

ing up the branch manager to increase his weekly collec-

tions or suffer the feel of the axe on his neck, it is most
natural that every one is going to work along the lines of

least resistance. If a branch manager must increase his

collections a few thousand dollars a week at a low cost

to enable his branch to make a favorable showing, he
can't be expected to do it by fighting for fair prices on
pictures that are six months old. He must get his vol-

ume by working on the new stuff or by selling the older

pictures in block at sacrifice prices to build up his collec-

tions. And remember, he is usually operating his terri-

tory with a minimum number of salesmen. One of the
big faults of the distribution you offer is that even good
box-office attractions are "just pictures" after they have
been out a few months and you sell them in block, or I

might even say, virtually by weight, in association with
other "junk" just to get volume business. And the ex-

hibitor who makes a practice of inspecting your "junk
heap" finds a lot of jewels that he buys at his own price.

They "average down" the cost of other product which he
must buy at fair prices, and have paid for many an exhib-

itor's Cadillac car.

You are fully aware of the fact that the majority of

the pictures you accept for distribution are going to show
a loss to the producers who made them—and still with all

of your records pointing clearly to the almost inevitable

outcome you encourage production of new pictures. You
would probably be insulted if this practice was termed
dishonest—or "trimming producers"—but it is my opin-

ion that it does not amount to anything else if the distri-

bution, knowing by past experience just what is ahead,

encourages a producer to make pictures for him without
an absolute guarantee of production cost.

I will say that this is a hell of a fine moral
tone for any business to have, and it is no
wonder if the high principles involved

seep thru to the branch managers and the

salesmen. Is it any wonder that so many
branch managers and film salesmen accept the attitude

that "it's a good graft while it lasts," instead of showing
enthusiasm and loyalty and working hard and co-operat-

ing to their fullest ability with the foreknowledge that

they will be promoted from the ranks and receive a life-

long connection with surety of a competence for their old

age if they make good?

The superabundance of relatives, Home Office politics,

and the general moral fabric of the whole game combine
to kill the ambitions and retard the managers and film

salesmen in the field against doing th<"ir best work. The
incentive for maximum effort does not exist for the sales

departments of our present national distributions under
the present system of selling. The branch managers do
not know from week to week when their heads are going
to be "chopped off." The salesman never knows what
ruling from the Home Office may result in the loss of

his job. The salesman getting fifty or sixty dollars a

week knows that under ordinary conditions he can hold

it if he produces six or seven hundred dollars worth of

"It's a Good
Graft While
It Lasts"

business a week. It has not been-; unknown for film

salesmen securing more business in, a week than the min-
imum which they believed necessary to hold their jobs,

to hold out part of it for the following week and take a
vacation. And I don't blame them a bit under the exist-

ing conditions. They are just playing the game as some
of their bosses play it!

- j-, , There must be a revolutionary change in
J\ tuna

th e method of distributing independent
For Proper motion pictures if the motion picture in-

A advertising dustry is to thrive and prosper. Again I

say to you independent distributors—lay

your cards on the table! Discuss your problems with
the independent producer and let us arrive at a basis

of selling producer's product to theatres that will be
equitable in every respect. If you are handling distribu-

tion on a thirty-five or forty per cent basis, you are not
getting enough to cover physical distribution and selling

costs on pictures sold for small prices, especially is this

true if your contract provides that the pictures shall

be sold alone and not in block with other pictures—and
you observe the contract. On the other hand there is

no basis on which you can justify a thirty-five per cent
fee for selling and shipping a $2,000. booking. Ten per
cent for selling plus a fiat fee for physical distribution

on bookings of $1,000. or more would be more equitable.

And if the producer who makes a picture entitling it to

first run bookings at prices exceeding $1,000. secured this

first run distribution at a selling cost of ten per cent,

which should be profitable to you, he would have a
fund to advertise generously in the trade^papers and ex-

ploit his product properly in the key cities affording the

first run.

I have worked out a table of percentages to cover
what I believe should be the maximum selling charge
made against the producer for the sale of his product.

Physical distribution should be sold at a flat rate per

reel for inspecting and packing for shipment, regard-

less of whether it covered a $2,000. booking or one for

$7.50.

These percentages would apply against
Each Picture
Taking Its
Rightful
Place

all productions of all grades including

the super-special costing more than a mil-

lion dollars to make and the little program
pictures that may have been ground out

at a cost of fifteen thousand dollars. Each class of

picture would automatically take its rightful place in

the scheme of things.

Following is the table of sales commissions to be al-

lowed national distributors:

Commissions

10%
11"
12"
13"
14"
15"
16"
17"
18"
19"
20"
22"
24"
26"
28"
30"
32"
35"
40"

{To be concluded tomorrow)

Bookings

$1,000. or over
900. to $1,000.

800.
(i

900.

700.
(<

800.

600.
it

700.

500.
n

600.

400.
u

500.

300.
ii

400.

200.
it

300.

150.
it

200.

100.
tt

150.

85.
ii

100.

75.
ii

85.

60.
ii

75.

45.
ii

60.

30.
ii

45.

15.
it

30.

10.
ii

15.

Less than 10.



What A Few Exhibitors Wk

HUNCHBACK
DALLAS, Texas

Hunchback opening turned Dallas upside down. House

seating one thousand. We handled over twenty seven

hundred people. Crowd waiting for second matinee at

four o'clock positively blocked street. Congratulations.

Feb. 1th CAPITOL Theatre

Stinnett Charninsky

TACOMA, Wash.
Hunchback broke all records here Saturday and Sunday.

The Universal Company is to be congratulated on this

wonderful production.

Jan. 14th RIALTO Theatre

H. T. Moore

LOS ANGELES, Cat.

Hunchback Notre Dame now playing sixth week doing

exceptionally good business toughest week of year. Pic-

ture is real dollar sixty five picture. Thousands who
have seen it unanimous their opinion of Hunchback as

a great picture. Wonderfully produced and appeals to

rll classes young and old as great love story.

Dec. 28th WEST COAST Theatres, Inc.

Harry C. Arthur

JOHNSTOWN, Pa.

Our patrons claimed The Hunchack of Notre Dame will

ever live in motion picture history as one of the greatest

spectacles ever screened.

Feb. Sth NEMO Theatre

L. M. Conrad

OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.

Hunchback opening Liberty Theatre today, immensi

success. Audience enthusiastic in praise of your ex-

ceptional masterpiece. Confident will have record

breaking week. Congratulations to Universal organiza-

tion for this wonderful achievement.

Feb. 4th LIBERTY Theatre

Robert D. Hutchisor

OMAHA, Neb.
Congratulations on Hunchback. Consider this produc

tion the last word in screen achievement. Opened to

night Brandeis Theatre to biggest Sunday business ir

history of theatre. Advance seat sale points to recorc

run. Glad to have been able to play this Laemmle month
Jan. 21th BRANDEIS Theatre

J. C. Sutphei

PULLMAN, Wash.
Opened Liberty Theatre at two thirty for three o'clocl

matinee on The Hunchback. At two fifty five had everj

seat in house sold and a waiting line of one hundrec

and fifty. Decided to open the Grand and relay filn

from the Liberty and filled two thirds of the house b)

three fifteen when we closed the boxoffice. Running pic

ture on guarantee and split. Hit splitting mark on sec

ond performance. Congratulations.

Feb. 1th GRAND & LIBERTY Theatres

P. W. Strupplei

ASK THE MAN

A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION



uve Played It Say About The

NOTRE DAME
FAR ROCKAWAY, N. Y.

To date there has been a complete sell out on Hunch-

back at every performance. As one of the first exhibitors

in this business I want to assure you that in my opinion

you have both a wonderful production and the greatest

boxoffice attraction of all time.

Dec. 21th STRAND Theatre

Sol Brill

BRIDGETON, New Jersey

Opening of Hunchback of Notre Dame broke all records

by far of any picture played in Bridgeton.

Jan. 30th CRITERION Theatre

Louis Lonker

[
SALEM, Oregon

Hunchback of Notre Dame on its third day continues

to pack them in. Without a doubt greatest boxoffice

picture this year. Expect to break all house records

with Saturday and Sunday to go. Picture is being

praised by press with editorial comment.

Jan. 25th GRAND Theatre

Arthur Hile

10 PLAYED IT

!

MILWAUKEE, Wis.

Hunchback opened today at advanced prices dollar and
a half top to new record for Alhambra Theatre. Have
never heard such unanimous exaltation of a picture.

Should break boxoffice records everywhere and be a

cleanup for exhibitors. Congratulations.

Dec. 26th ALHAMBRA Theatre
Leo A. Landau

BUTTE, Mont.
Just finished an exceptionally fine week on your great

picture The Hunchback of Notre Dame, playing to the

biggest business and the longest run ever experienced

in Butte. Contract originally called for one week which
would end tonight; but on account of many inquiries

have decided to hold picture one extra day.

Feb. 1st RIALTO Theatre
W. J. Sullivan

OTTAWA, Ont.

Hunchback of Notre Dame smashed all attendance rec-

ords today on opening of two weeks engagement. Hun-
dreds turned away and crowds a block long waited in

bitter cold to reach box office. Served them hot coffee

from nearby cafe. Special police< necessary to keep
crowd in order. Unanimous opinion of everyone Hunch-
back greatest picture ever played Ottawa.
Feb. 2nd REGENT Theatre

0. D. Cloakey

SPOKANE, Wash.
Accept congratulations on your wonderful production
Hunchback of Notre Dame which opened at the Liberty,

Spokane, Saturday to the biggest matinee in the history
of the house. Absolutely forced to call out police to

handle crowd at opening matinee. Expect to break all

past records.

Dec. 31st LIBERTY Theatre
Ray Grombacher

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE
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SHOWMEN-
How many opportunities have you missed in this business?

How many pictures at different times have you turned down

—

only to realize later that you made a great mistake?

"AFTER SIX DAYS"
Featuring

MOSES AND THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
Is the greatest "clean-up" this business has ever known.
It has broken every exchange record in every territory sold.

It has created new box-office records in every theatre played.

It has caused more favorable comment by exchangemen, exhib-

itors and public than has ever been accorded a picture.

It can't miss. It is sure-fire.

EXCHANGEMEN—
This is the greatest opportunity you have ever had. What are you going
to do about it? "After Six Days" put into a road show in your territory
and capably handled will make a fortune for you. Its possibilities are
unlimited and what is true this year will prove to be true every year. It

will live forever. "It's a clean-up."

EXHIBITORS—
When the opportunity is presented for you to book this attraction, don't
think twice—if you do it might prove another opportunity lost. Book it

for twice and three times your regular run and after the first smash you
will re-book it for an early return date. It's a "clean-up."

SATISFIED BUYERS
KERMAN FILM EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Greater New York and Northern New Jersey

STANDARD FILM ATTRACTIONS. 1322 Vine Street, Philadelphia
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey

EPIC FILM ATTRACTIONS, 808 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
Northern Illinois and Indiana

CHARLES LALUMIERE, 465 Sherbrooke East, Montreal
Dominion of Canada.

WEISS BROS.

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
1540 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

MOSES and ike.

TEN COMMAND-
MENTS

/

I SEALS.
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Abandons Theater
Famous Decides Not to Build Large

House on English Hotel Site,

Indianapolis

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis—Famous Players has

decided not to build a theater and
five story office building on the west

half of the English Hotel block, as

originnally planned. Rubush and
Hunter, architects together with a

group of business men of which Rob-
ert Lieber is understood to be one,

have purchased the capital stock in

the 99 year lease on the property

held by the Market Circle Realty Co.,

a holding company for Famous Play-

ers.

The new owners plan to remodel

the building for office and store uses.

The transfer of the ownership of the

capital stock of the realty company
also involved the transfer of the

ownership of the lease, William E.

English retaining the title in fee

simple to the property. The realty

company is capitalized at $900,000, of

which $600,000 is in an authorized

preferred stock issue, and $300,000 in

authorized common stock.

None of the preferred stock had
been sold by the bond department of

the City Trust Co., which contracted

to handle the issue, although the real-

ty company had started tearing down
parts of the building, following its

vacation by tenants in August. Fa-
mous represented in the Market
Circle Realty Co., obtained the 99

year lease from English in 1919.

Hoy In Larger Quarters

The Hoy Reporting Service has

removed to larger quarters on the

10th floor of the Bethlehem Bldg.

The new location will serve as the

headquarters of the I. M. P. P. D. A
and the M. P. Equipment Dealers
of America.

Freedman Transferred to Albany
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—S. H. Freedman is here

to manage the Hodkinson exchange.
He succeeds Victor Bendell resigned.

Freedman comes from the company's
exchange in New Haven.

Albany Salesmen May Organize
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The salesmen of Albany
are planning to form an organization,

which will be affiliated with similar

organizations in other cities. There
are 25 film salesmen here.

THeF"f|SriT'~oCo.
America, inc.

729-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI5B

The Mackler Process

PROCESSED FILMS MEANS
ROLONGED LIFE

PERMANENT D R0TECTI0N TO
ERF0RATI0NS AND 1RINTS

WE PROCESSED
YANKEE CONSUL

In The Courts
An injunction suit against the sale

sale of the German film, "'Der Gali-

leer," or "The Passion Play of Jesus
Christ," has been filed in the Su-
preme Court, with an application for

an accounting of any profits obtained
from the sale of the film. The suit is

brought by Erwin Ostermaier who
has been vice-president and foreign

manager of the Astoria Production,
against Theodore Kremer who has
been president" of Astoria, Richard S.

Schwartz, Charles Reinking, the Cen-
tral Film Organization of Berlin,

Bernhard Gotthart and Adolph Fass-
nacht.

In a sjit by the Gotham National

Bank against Edward L. Whitmeyer
and the Sept. Cinema Camera Dis-

tributors Inc., on a note of the corpo-
ration endorsed by Whitmeyer. a de-

fault judgement for $15,232 has been
filed against Whitmeyer.

The Appellate Term dismissed an

appeal by Rothstein & Nelson from
the dismissal of a suit against the

Fox Film for a balance of $2,500 due

for 100 film-mending machines valued

at $5,000, delivered by the Film-

Mending Machine Co., which assign-

ed its claim to the plaintiff.

The Appellate Term has affirmed

a judgment in a suit by Arthur M.
Brilant against Mack Sennett Come-
dies in which Brilant sued for salary

as director of exploitation at $175. a

week. He got a judgment for $993

but the Appellate Term reversed it

and ordered a new trial, and the sec-

ond verdict was for only $77. The
difference was that Brilant devoted

only part of his time to the plain-

tiff, and was also employed by Robert
Vignola, whose interests were adverse

to the Sennett interests, and that he

did Vignola's work at the Sennett of-

fices.

Theater for Jackson Heights

A theater is now under construction

at 25th St. and Baxter Ave., Jackson
Heights, by M. J. Kramer, the builder

of the United States, Reo, Majestic,

Valentine and Gotham theaters.

The new theater will be 75 by 161

feet in dimensions and have a seating

capacity of 1,800.' The G. K. Amuse-
ment Corp., will operate it.

Pathe's Serial Plans

The next Pathe serial, "The For-
tieth Door," is now in production on
the coast. Plans for the two to fol-

low are now under way. One
will be "Ten Scars Make a Man," an
original and the other probably,
"Black Caesar's Clan," by Albert
Pay son Terhune.

Parsons Adds to Duties

P. A. Parsons has assumed the
duties at Pathe until now handled by
Victor M. Shapiro who, as noted, has
joined Samuel Goldwyn Prod.

Nat'l Board Lunch Saturday

The annual luncheon of the Nation-
al Board of Review will be held at

the Waldorf Astoria on Saturday.
Among those scheduled to speak are:

Christopher Morley, Fannie Hurst
Robert Edmund Jones, Quinn Mar-
tin, Ernest L. Crandall, Senator
James J. Walker, Irwin Wheeler,
exhibitor, and Dr. Chester C. Mar-
shall, the National Committee for

Better Films and the editor of THE
FILM DAILY.

'"The Yankee Consul' as

Funny as Chaplin"
—Harriett* Underhill, N. Y. Tribune

in, his new screen, comediy

fikee Gonsnl
"Thrills and Laughter"

-N. Y. Time.

NOW PLAYING

CENTRAL THEATRE

COMING SOON

James Kirkwood,
LilaLee

MadgeBellamy

HODKINSON RELEASE
TiVsf Hun Pictwfes

Minnie Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive representative for

Jose Allesandro
Addrett all Communications to

17 West 42nd Street

Longacre 8225 New York

FOR SALE
Contents of Criterion Theatre,

Buffalo. Complete equipment

for moving picture theatre, in-

cluding Eleven Thousand Dol-

lar Wurlitzer organ. All in

perfect condition. Must be re-

moved week of April 1st as

building is to be torn down.

STRAND SECURITIES

CORPORATION

407 Iroquois Building

Buffalo, N. Y.

SHERWOOD MACDONALD
PRODUCTIONS

10 SPARKLING
BATHING
BEAUTIES

2
REELS

COMEDIES
A NEW F1LMBRAND

FOR A NEW COMEDY TYPE

NOW IN PRODUCTION

STUDIOS
||

3700 BEVERLY BLVD.
LOS ANGELES



New Hollywood Plant for

technicolor̂

Now under construction-

AT Hollywood, work is being pushed on Technicolor's new Plant and

ii California Headquarters. The completion of this plant will insure

prompt delivery of rush prints.

Out in Death Valley, on the Mojave Desert, Technicolor cameras are

being used exclusively, photographing Famous Players-Lasky's next Zane

Grey Picture
—"The Wanderer in the Wasteland," an Irving Willat Pro-

duction. This picture will be done entirely in Technicolor.

Everybody is talking about the wonderful Technicolor sequence in

Cecil B. De Mille's " The Ten Commandments." They'll soon be talking

about the Technicolor undersea scenes in "The Uninvited Guest"—

a

Williamson Production soon to be released through Metro.

Progressive producers do it in Technicolor.

Interior and exterior views ofnew

Technicolor plant at Boston

in iin

Progressive Producers

do it in

Technicolor
Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation

Boston New York Hollywood
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Eastman Guts Price
Positive Reduced 25 Per Cent Ef-
fective March 1—Largest Single

Cut in Eastman History
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—Letters were
forwarded to all important producing
companies in the business yesterday
by the Eastman Kodak Co., inform-
ing them of a reduction in prices of

film effective March 1, as follows:

Eastman positive film standard
width, nitro-cellulose base, in black
and white and tinted base, perforated

1.5 cents per foot.

Eastman news stock, standard
width, nitro-cellulose base, in black
and white and tinted base in three

colors, perforated 1.3 cents per foot.

It is understood that the above re-

duction in prices represents a cut

of 25 per cent, the largest individual

slash in prices ever made by the East-

man company.

George Smith Arrives

George H. Smith, managing di-

rector of Vitagraph Film Co., Ltd., of

London, arrived in New York late

Wednesday to visit his brother, Al-

bert E. Smith, who arrived in New
York from Hollywood the same day.

The visit celebrates the twenty-
sixth anniversary month of the organ-
ization of Vitagraph. The London of-

fice was established in 1905. Smith
brings with him from London the

data upon which will be based "Cap-
tain Blood."

"Sea Hawk" in September

First National intends starting the

fall releasing season with "The Sea
Hawk," which Frank Lloyd is now
producing on the coast. The release

date is tentatively set for September.

Loew Causes Worry
His Theater Activities in Westchester
County Cause Exhibitors There

Some Concern

Exhibitors operating in Westchest-
er County are somewhat concerned
over the theater activities of Marcus
Loew in that field. Additions are
being made to the Loew string which
at present includes successful theaters
in Yonkers and New Rochelle. The
Lynn in White Plains was taken
over earlier in the week and is de-
signed to open in a few days.

A. H. Schwartz who operates a

number of houses in Brooklyn and
who is said to be an ally of the Loew
interests intends building in Mount

(Continued on Page 2)

F. Mordaunt Hall, New York Times: "Those who want a good, hearty
laugh will find their sides aching after they have seen Douglas MacLean
in 'The Yankee Consul.' " Associate d Exhibitors.—Advt.

M. P. T. O. Directors to Meet

M. J. Comerford, E. M. Fay, W.
A. True, R. F. Woodhull, M. J.

O'Toole, L. J. Dittmar and Sydney
S. Cohen will attend the Edison lun-

cheon today. They are all directors

of the M. P. T. O. and will hold a

meeting here, following the luncheon.
The city for the annual convention
may be determined upon.

Cut Censor Costs in Penn.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Harrisburg—The release of six em-

ployees of the State Board of Cen-
sors is disclosed in pay roll reports

for the first half of February. The
board's action was said to have re-

sulted from the necessity of keeping
expenditures within budgetary lim-
itations.

"Connie" in "Peggy"'?

It was reported yesterday that

Joseph M. Schenck had purchased the

rights to "Peggy," originally made by
Triangle with Billie Burke for Con-
stance Talmadge. The story rights

were held by Oscar Price.

T. N. T. Ladies Too!
29.

Astor Hotel, March

Bank Merger

Stockholders of the East River Na-
tional Bank and the Commercial
Trust Co. will, today, vote on the

question of merging the two insti-

tutions. Hereafter the bank will be

known as the East River National
and the Commercial Trust will pass

out of existence. Both banks are in-

terested in picture finance.

Wilson Heads "Wampas"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Harry D. Wilson has

been elected president of the "Wam-
pas." Other officers are Ray Miller,

vice-president; Tom Engler, secre-

tary; Adam Hull Shirk, treasurer,

and the board of directors: Howard
Strickling, Harry Brand, Pete Smith,

Ray Leek and Mique Boylan.

Jersey Sunday Bill Defeated
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Trenton. N. J.—The Assembly
Judiciary Committee has rejected the

Carty measure, giving municipalities

authority to choose Sunday amuse-
ments.

Abe Warner Back

Abe Warner is back from a short

business trip to London.

Vita's N ' Staff
John C. Rock A inted General

Manager—A. V r Smith to
Be His i stant

Albert E. Smith. resident of Vi-
tagraph Co. of America, yesterday
announced the following:
John C. Rock, son of William T.

Rock, one of the founders of the Vit-
agraph Co., to be general manager,
succeeding the late John M. Quinn.

A. Victor Smith, a brother of the
president, to be Rock's chief assist-
ant.

Both of these executives will as-
sume their duties today.
Rock was formerly with Vitagraph

from 1906 to 1916 as general sales
representative of the company in
Chicago and since 1916 has not been
identified with the motion picture in-
dustry.

A. Victor Smith was general sales
manager of the Vitagraph Company
in New York from 1906 to 1916 when
he moved to California and engaged
in business. He went overseas dur-
ing the war and upon his return be-
came assistant to the President of
Vitagraph and production manager,
which duties he held until 1922 when
again he returned to California.

Old timers in the business recalled
yesterday that with Commodore
Blackton again with Vitagraph and
with John C. Rock with the company
it reminded them of the days long
ago when the Smith-Blackton-Rock
combination operated this old and
well-known organization.

Logan Plans More Pictures

W. Ward Damon, secretary and
treasurer of the Logan M. P. Prod.
of Syracuse is in town. He said yes-
terday the company had Dorothy Dal-
ton under contract and that plans for
further production were under way.

George Walsh Here
George Walsh arrived in town

from the Coast yesterday.

Tribute to Edison
The motion picture industry

will pay tribute to Thomas A.
Edison today at the Ritz-Carl-
ton when a luncheon will be
given in his honor. Many lead-

ers in public life will be present.

Close on to three hundred
guests will attend.

T. N. T. Paul Whiteman's Orchestra, March
29.
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Quotations
High Low Close Saiy.

East. Kod. .110^ UOVs 110^ 100

F. P.-L 67y2 66V2 66M 4,2f;0

do. pfd. ... 90 90 90 300
Goldwyn . . . 8J4 8 lA 8J4 30?

Loew's 17 1634 17 2'

Warner's ... 11^ lV/a 1V/& ...

Loew Causes Worry
(.Continued from Page 1)

Vernon. Together with this group,
mention is usually made of the Burn-
side, a large theater on Grand Con-
course in the Bronx which openc"
last week. Those familiar with t'

concentration placed on the deve'
ment of new theater fields by I

Loew organization seem to think that

it will only be a question of time be-
fore Westchester will be an import-
ant factor in that company's prestige.

A Correction

James R. Grainger denied yester-
day that Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan had
leased the Strand, San Francisco for
two years, as reported. He said ar-
rangements had been made to show
his company's product in the house
for two years but that no lease was
involved.

Telephone Number
changed to

CHICKERING 4052
GEO. E. KANN CORP.

220 W. 42 St., N. Y. C.
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NEGATIVE DEVELOPING SAMPLE PRINTS TITLES

ERNEST STERN Gen. Manager
203 4VEST 40TH STREET

PENN 2373

Newspaper Opinions
"The Yankee Consul'—Asso. Exhib.

Centra)

AMERICAN—* * * we must say young
Douglas MacLean gives a very creditable per-

formance * * * the seasick scenes. * * _*

nearly spoiled the picture for us. * * * it is

above the average, and those who enjoy a
mixture of comedy and melodrama can be
assured of getting their money's worth.
EVENING WORLD—As for the picture,

Douglas MacLean gave rather an enjoyable
performance in the title role. * * * All in all,

the film version gives promise of being a
respectable successor to the stage hit.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Technically in

every department, direction, continuity, sets

and photography, it leaves much to be de-

sired, but it corrals the high comedy points,

mainly through the work of the star.

Two more pictures like this from the Mac-
Lean studios, and Harold Lloyd will have
to look to his laurels.

TELEGRAM—Douglas MacLean was the
much harassed "Dudley Ainsworth.' His
idea of a comedy character is distinctly his

own. We like him. And we don't stand
alone. The doors were stormed last night
* * * An amusing picture.

TIMES—* * * is one of the funniest films

it has been our pleasure to see in some time.
* * * Those who want a good hearty laugh
will find their sides aching after they have
seen "The Yankee Consul.'
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It is a whale

of a laugh producer and Douglas MacLean
is as funny in this picture as in "The Hot-
tentot."

TRIBUNE—It seems as if the play had
been one half as entertaining as the picture
we should have remembered it. * * * Mr. Mac-
Lean is charming, * * *

WORLD—The story is too ancient to re
tell, but it takes on a lively pace in the
realism of photography, and Mr. MacLean
carried his role with an excellent sense of
humor. * * * As in almost all film comedy,
"The Yankee Consul," was marred by the
drawing out of funny scenes to the breaking
point.

"The Next Corner"—F. P.-L.

Rivoli

DAILY7 NEWS—"* * * rather an ex-
quisitely handled story of its kind. * * *"
EVENING WORLD—* * * is one of

those things. Some old faces going throug
the same old formula, the denouement prov-
ing to be just what was expected all the time.
HERALD—The accepted formula is fol-

lowed closely. * * * Miss Mackaill is moder-
ately interesting at times, and excessively
negative at others.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—A valiant ef-
fort to give a picture version of Kate Jor-
dan's play, "The Next Corner." Miss Jor-
dan has not supplied her puppets with much
consistency of character * * * Dorothy
Mackaill * * * is appealing even in this
theatrical role, and looks glorious when she
removes the make-up.

SUN—* * * is going to give the censors in
Kansas and Pennsylvania the best time
they've had since they saw "Sapho," "The
Sheik," and "Black Oxen." They are going
to cut and cut. * * * The last half was terrible
trash.

TELEGRAM—The cast, though exception-
al, is only in keeping with the greatness of
the production. * » *
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * • has all

of fine taste and scenic production, but the
effort is all wasted on a weak story.
TRIBUNE—It is a terrible picture and a

terrible bore.

Fire Doesn't Hit Service
The fire which gutted the Famous

Players exchange at Charlotte, N.
C, late last week has caused no in-

terruption in service. Dates are being
met by service from Washington and
Atlanta.

Goulding Writing for Inspiration

Edmund Goulding will sail on the

Berengsria for Italy this week to join

the Wtmy King-Inspiration unit. He
will write two original stories which
will lie produced by Inspiration over
seas.

May Re-Make Own Film
Universal may make a new version

of "We Are French." The original

was made by Rupert Julian, who
played 1'bo principal part, supported
by Ella Hall and Kingsley Benedict.

Tourneur in Hospital
CV//e<<u< to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Ahgoles—Maurice Tourneur is

in the Good Samaritan Hospital, un-
dergoing a slight operation.

Larson Here
T. E. Larson, traveling field repre-

sentative for Principal Pictures is in

lown conferring with Irving M.
Les er.

MacLean In "Never Say Die"
Douglas MacLean has purchased

the rights to "Never Say Die." It

will be his next picture.

20 "Winter" Bookings in Cleveland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—"If Winter Comes," is

playing 20 local theaters this week.

Russell Here
E. Russell of London, a director

of Educational Films, arrived on
Monday.

Minnie Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive representative for

Forbes Dawson
Addr«$$ all Communieatiom to

17 West 42nd Street

I ongaere S225 New York

FOR RENT
We have more space than necessary.
Separate office consisting of 300
square feet, at 50 cts per square foot.
Use of cutting room and vault space.

Active Film Co., Inc.

Suites 407-8-9 Bryant, 5627
729 7th Avenue, N. Y. C.

COMING SOON
LOIS WILSON in

COSMO HAMILTON'S

"Another Scandal"
Directed by E. H. GRIFFITH

FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE
FIRST RUN PICTURES

Hamilton in 1st Nat'l Comedy
•Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Following the cor

pletion of his present comedy, Lloj

Hamilton, will be loaned to First N
tional to appear in a feature corned

Fire Destroys Nebraska Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Gretna Nebr.—J. F. Bredin
Opera Kouse has burned down, t
will erect a new theater to replace it

HAL ROACH'S
CHARLEY CHASE

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomecjy=-®-=

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale- Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

TO RENT
Entire floor in private building con-

taining offices, private projection

room, cutting room. Situated on

42nd Street near Broadway. Use of

shipping department can be arranged.

Suitable for Film Company desiring

every convenience. Apply Box M
12, THE FILM DAILY, N. Y. C.
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This is the Concluding Installment of Mr. A. N. Smailwood's OPEN LETTER TO NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS OF MOTION PICTURES.
The First and Second Installments appeared in FILM DAILY Feb. 13th and 14th respectively. Copy of the entire letter may be had by writing Mr.
Smallwood.

Check these percentages over against the plan of physi-
cal distribution suggested for execution by the American
Railway Express Company, which I covered in letter
sent out last week and you will find what the independent
motion picture producer wants, should have and WILL
have. This same table of commissions should apply to
the sale of foreign rights.

FURTHERMORE, if you do not accept this plan with
a definite responsibility to the producer, as his agent for
the honest handling of his product and his money, in-
cluding all monies collected by your managers and sales-
men, instead of limiting your responsibilities to "Home
Office receipts," some one else will enter the distributing
field, and by giving the producer what he wants, put
every so-called independent motion picture distribution
operating under the present faulty system entirely out of
business.
And because I believe that the motion picture produc-

ing business can be made a good business and a profitable
business for the independent operator if these reforms
are inuagurated, I will furnish the financing for this new
producers' distribution myself if a sufficient number of
independent producers want it and the American Rail-
way Express Company will undertake the physical dis-
tribution of the product. I have proven my ability to
secure motion picture financing and I will secure what-
ever financing may be necessary for a REAL producers'
distributing organization.

_ But a reform covering a change in dis-
1 he Boys tribution as set forth herewith does not
In the go far enough. It should extend to the

Field sales department thru-out the field. Your
system of remuneration for your man-

agers, salesmen and bookers should be based upon a
percentage of the business they do and every incentive
should be offered these men to be loyal, ambitious and
real go-getters.

The sales organizations in the field are entitled to, and
should get not less than sixty per cent of the commission
allowed the Home Office for sale of product. They are
the boys who have made it possible for "rocking-horse
generals" and "swivel-chair admirals" to exist, and it is

high time that they were coming into their own.
If I had anything to do with a national distribution

(and maybe I will) sixty per cent of the Home Office
selling commissions would go to the men who made the
sales. Following is the schedule of Home Office Com-

^ missions I would pay them

:

Salesmen—40%.
Assistant Manager and Booker—5% on total office

commissions.
Manager—10% over-riding on business done by other

salesmen working out of branch. 50% on
personal accounts.

District Manager—5% over-riding commission on his
territory.

Each salesman would be allotted a certain territory
and would receive protection on all of the accounts in

this territory.

I would allow an additional 10% selling expense to
offices such as Seattle, Minneapolis, Kansas City, etc.,

where the "wide open spaces" are general and the selling
toughest. I would proclaim the fact from the roof

Nothing *°P S t^iat * didn't have a living relative

rp c t
*n the world—brother, uncle, cousin orlO KjOUnt grandfather who was ambitious to be a

But Results "fillum" salesman or branch manager, and
let every man in the field know that nothing counted but

This is a third letter of a Series. Number 1 was addressed to Independent
You can have copies of either or both by writing to Pyramid Pictures, Inc.

My next Open Letter will be addressed to Publishers of Newspapers and
Exhibition Values of Motion Pictures.

RESULTS and that there was plenty of room on top
and nothing standing in the way of his getting there
if he was "on the level" and "delivered the goods." And
I'd sell rings around every distribution now in the busi-
ness with any kind of.a decent break on the quality of
my product. And I'd get the best managers and sales-
men from each of your branches because they are REAL
FELLOWS and will go to hell for any man who gives
them a square deal and a chance to advance and improve
their positions without a lot of bootlicking and cheap
politics; and I'd have a bigger selling organization in the
Held than any national distribution at the present time.
The producer would get every dollar his picture was
worth ; the distribution would be profitable ; and the
managers and salesmen on the firing line would make
more money than they have ever made before in their
lives—but they would work for it and be entitled to it.

Now here's another thing that is worrying me and
that I want to get off my chest. We are in the show
business, and the value of the product we sell is de-
pendent upon the number of SEATS it will sell for the
exhibitor, which brings us to the subject of advertising
and exploitation. Altho ten per cent of the negative cost
is too much to spend for advertising and exploitation on
poor program pictures, one hundred per cent of its nega-
tive cost is not too much to spend on good pictures, if it

will sell a proportionate number of seats for the exhibitor.

But what are you doing about it? And
This Would how are you doing it? You probably
Be Real have one or two or three men in your

Exploitation department who are writing the press
books, laying out the lithographs, pre-

paring trade-paper copy, writing stories for the press to
satisfy the boss' vanity, preparing newspaper ads, pre-
paring accessories and what not. And you throw two or
more subjects at their heads every week and think you are
running an advertising department. What happens? You
print a lot of press books without any study of your sub-
ject matter, containing a lot of impossible and threadbare
exploitation stunts. You turn your stills over to an artist

for lithograph layouts, and pass on them without caring
a hang whether they have selling value or not. You
hurriedly pass upon trade-paper advertising layouts, have
the plates made and print them at a cost of more than
$100. a page to the producer, without analyzing their

sales force. Some of your copy is so non-convincing that
if the subject was baked beans and your readers hadn't
eaten in twenty-four hours, you wouldn't be able to sus-
tain his interest.

The producer should handle his own advertising ap-
propriation thru a real advertising service agency which
would make a careful study of the selling angles on each
production, pay particular attention to preparation of

lithographs, press books and other advertising, all on a
flat service charge. Successful producers must be show-
men and must learn to know showman values. Under
the percentage cost of selling set forth in this letter, the

producers of quality product would have an incentive

to have each effort excel the one preceding it. He could
afford to use the trade-papers liberally, he could afford

to buy newspaper space in a national way to help the

exhibitor put over the show. He could afford to carry
on like a real showman instead of imitating the poor fish

that he is today.
LET'S TAKE THE BUNK AND THE AIR OF

MYSTERY OUT OF FILM DISTRIBUTION.
Yours truly,

(Signed A. N. SMALLWOOD.
Motion Picture Producers. Number 2 to the American Railway Express Company.

Trade Papers and to Advertising Agencies. Subject: Advertising, Exploitation and
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the Fine things
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are saying abouteo
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Reads Them

SKI

Put nobody reads
them . So we just
affirm that this
production IS GET-
TING THE MONEY
AT THE WINDOW
-and we can pyove
it. Mean anything
to youA\r.E^3ribitor?

They'll say so, too

Rialto-Rivoli, N. Y. C. McVickers, Chicago

Metropolitan, Los Angeles Capitol, Detroit

Fenway, Boston Rialto, Washington, D. C.

Kings, St. Louis California, San Francisco

Alhambra, Milwaukee Capitol, Dallas

Rialto, Ft. Worth Loew's Palace, Memphis

Colonial, Indianapolis Strand, Providence

Garrick, Duluth Victory, Salt Lake City

Alamo, Louisville Rialto, Denver

-and hundreds of other prominent theatres,

including the Jensen-Von Herberg, South-

ern Enterprise and T. & D. Circuits.

Adaptedfrom, the play by Michad MOTtO/l

o? GrahamCuttiProduction,
Presented by 5aLconfreeclmM&ocLMLe
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Incorporations
Columbus, O.— Crawford-Hough

Amusement Co., Cleveland. Capital

$5,000. Incorporators, S. S. Rosen-
thal, J. H. Rosenthal, Ed. C. Flani-

gan, F. R. Nolan and Edward
Blythin.

Charleston, W. Va.—Manas Amuse-
ment Co., Weirton. Capital $25,000.

Incorporators, Steve Manas, W. C.

Anas, George Tzino, A. G. Davis,

Sam Geffner, all of Weirton.

Madison, Wis.—Milwaukee Film
Ad Service, Milwaukee. 500 shares

common stock, no par value. Incor-

porators, Helen D. Townley, Edna
Garber and Esther R. Thaney.

Nashville, Tenn.—Henderson Thea-
ter, Inc., Lafayette. Capital $10,000.

Incorporators, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Hendren, W. F. Peters, E. W. Akard
and A. T. Hobson.

Dover, Del.—Terpsichore Corp.

Capital $10 000. Philadelphia.
l. - - - ...... >—
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FOR SALE
Contents of Criterion Theatre,

Buffalo. Complete equipment

for moving picture theatre, in-

cluding Eleven Thousand Dol-

lar Wurlitzer organ. All in

perfect condition. Must be re-

moved week of April 1st as

building is to be torn down.

STRAND SECURITIES

CORPORATION

407 Iroquois Building

Buffalo, N. Y.

New Talking and Singing Filmt

Woodland's Talking and Singing
Pictures, a new process of synchroniz-
ing motion pictures and the human
voice, will have its first demonstra-
tion at the Civic theater, Liberty Ave.
and 114th St., Richmond Hill, Queens,
Monday and Tuesday. The process
has been invented and perfected by
John Woodland, considered an expert
projection man. The demonstration
will include two songs sung by Scott
Welsh.

De Mille Returning to Coast
William de Mille leaves for the

coast in a few days. Vera Reynolds,
who played a part in "Icebound," has
already gone. Richard Dix will re-

main to play one of the featured parts

in "Sinners in Heaven."

Closes Deal With Crandall
Joe Brandt, of C. B. C. has closed

a deal with Harry Crandall of the

Exhibitors Film Exchange of Wash-
ington for the C. B. C. output, for

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and the

District of Columbia.

Kraft In Hospital
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—William H. Kraft of

the Universal scenario department is

in St. Vincent's Hospital. He was
taken ill while editing "The Riddle
Rider," a new serial.

Kominik Resigns
Otto Kominik, for two years in

charge of foreign publicity at Uni-
versal has resigned to become busi-

ness manager of the "Excelsior
Cinema," a Spanish trade paper.

Barthelmess Addresses A. M. P. A.
Richard Barthelmess spoke before

the A. M. P. A., yesterday and urged
the publicity men present to present

the stars to the public "as they really

are."

Rathner On Six Weeks' Trip
Harry Rathner, sales representative

for Principal has left on a six

weeks' sales trip. He will travel as

far West as Denver.

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS

MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

COttlNG SOON

James Kirkwood,
LilaLee

MadgeBellamy

HODKINSON RELEASE
^Fiyst Hun Pidufes

Sol Lesser Presents

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT'S
(The Greatest Living Author)

"WHEN A MAN'S A MAN"
Those who have
shown it say:

BIGGEST MONDAY IN HISTORY OF HOUSE.— A.M. Fabian, Garden, Paterson, N. J.

STRONG ATTRACTION.
— Harold Frank, Rex, Jackson Mich.

REMARKABLE SHOWING.— Stanley Chambers, Palace, Wichita, Kas

TOPS EVERYTHING SINCE THE PILGRIM— Fordham, Strand, Erie, Pa.

BROKE ALL HOUSE RECORDS
— James Velas, Liberty, Wheeling, W. Va.

And it will do the same for you I

A. First National Attraction

Craftsmen Film Laboratories announce:

The opening of their new Public Cutting and

Projection Rooms on the top floor of the God-

frey Building, 729 Seventh Avenue.

The location is the most convenient in New
York for film folk.

Rooms are completely equipped and surround-

ed by light and air—the ideal condition for the

editing of your pictures.

An Art Title Department under the super-

vision of Louis Meyer is also included in these

premises, adding greatly to the facilities of-

fered the editor or producer of pictures.

Telephone is Bryant 1923-1924

The Craftsmen Film Laboratories, Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue New York City

Laboratories: 251 West 19th St., New York City

^
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great excitement
over at Universal..,

Laura La Plantes first

feature was screened

yesterday and the

whole place is daffy

with delight...ifs one

of those things that

simply fill your
heart with joy...

There's only one

title for it and that is

excitement
Bob Hill directed it great stuff, Bob!
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Follow the Big Money Line/

TRIUMPH
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Roach Plans
leveral New Units To Start—Am-
bitious Program Under Way

—

Two Features Included
(St-ecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Culver City, Cal.—Hal Roach has
ust announced his plans for the

oming season. The program will

nclude, in addition to many series of

hort subjects, two special features,

ioach is starting a new two reel

omcdy unit replacing the series

tarring Stan Laurel. James Finlay-

on appearing with Laurel will have
. prominent part in these and other

omedians under contract will be
ised, including Charles Puffy, the 350
iound funster recently arrived from
Europe. George Jeske will direct.

Will Rogers, with Bob Wagner
lirecting has just finished a political

atire and is starting another of

his series. The Little Rascals of

Our Gang" company are continuing

>n schedule of two reelers under
he direction of Bob McGowan. The
•pat Family with Frank Butler and
-aura Roessing still fighting with
ay Howe directing. The Charles
7hase one reelers have Ralph Ceder
lirecting and Fred Guiol is directing

he Earl Mohan and Billy Engle
eries of one reel fight pictures.

"Doug" and Mary Arrive

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick-

ord arrived from the coast Friday
nd registered at the Ambassador.

Meighan In "The Alaskan"

Tom Meighan's next picture will

>e "The Alaskan" by James Oliver
urwood.

Remember This
Unable to make a speech

Thomas A. Edison sent this

message to film folk at the
luncheon tendered him yester-

day at the Ritz:
"Remember that you are the

servants of the public and never
let a desire for money or power
prevent you from giving the
public the best work of which
you are capable. It is not the

quantity of pictures that

counts. It is the quality that

produces happiness where that

is possible."

Remember this. Frame it.

Let it prove your inspiration.

And your guide.
DANNY

Washington Daily News: "'Going Up' is chock full of screaming situa-

tions, and Doug MacLean produces a laugh every second." Associated

Exhibitors. Advt.

. N. T. Spill the Beans Show, Astor, March
29.

Inspirational
There was held at the Ritz yesterday a luncheon in honor of

the 77th anniversary of the birth of Thomas A. Edison. About

350 film folk attended. Never has there been a function which

created such a spirit. The only regret—that there were present

Jess than 3,000. It would have benefitted every man and woman
in this industry to have been present. They would have been

inspired—proud of their connection with this business.

Lack of space prevents any extended report. But the remarks

of Senator Owen ; the message given to them by Edison ; the

satirical thrusts of Rupert Hughes towards censors and censor-

ship ; the messages forwarded by President Coolidge ; Lloyd

George, and 100 more, including 17 United States Senators, were

something to be long remembered. And the climax was capped

>when Mary Pickford so feelingly spoke of Edison's great gifts

to humanity.

It was an inspiring afternoon ; an occasion long to be remem-

Dominick Off Board
"Pressure of Other Interests" Com-

pels Him to Retire from Famous
Players' Directorate

Gayer G. Dominick of Dominick
and Dominick, prominent Wall
Street brokers has retired from the
board of directors of Famous Players
because of "pressure of other in-

terests."

This occurred at the directors'
meeting earlier in the week but only
became publicly known on Friday.
Dominick has been on the board for
some time. His company handled
the floating of several stock issues for
Paramount.

R. W. Saunders, comptroller of
Famous declared on Friday that no
successor to Dominick had been ap-
pointed and that the post would
probably remain vacant for the
present.

bered.
DANNY

Broadway Ideas
With Some Suggestions for Using

Certain Types of Short Sub-
jects with Features

The managers of the big Broad-
way houses have earned for their
theaters the reputation of always
presenting well-rounded and har-
monious programs. To this end
there must be as much care devoted
to the selection of the short sub-
jects as is given the feature, and a
constant search maintained for the
novel—the different.

The success of this effort is notice-
able in the reception accorded a novel
reel by the audience. For example,
it will be recalled that when "Roxy"
showed Lyman Howe's "Ride on a
Runaway Train," he found that it

went over so well that it was neces-
sary to repeat the showing a second
week. Here was an instance where
the camera was perched, through the
use of a special contrivance, on the
pilot of a locomotive and the engine

(Continued on Page 4)

Features Reviewed
Page

Men Who Forget
Geneve-S. R 31

The White Sin
F. B. 31

My Man
Vitagraph 31

Daddies
Warner Bros 31

Short Subjects 33

T. N. T. Great Stars There, Astor. March
29.
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ACME THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York

Everything for the theatre

Phone Bryant 7392 7393 9072

Motion Picture Cameras
Two Complete Pathe outfits for
sale—Apply to

VITAGRAPH CO.
1400 Locust Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

"NEWSIES"
A WEEKLY

JOKE SERVICE
FOR YOUR SCREEN

ASK

YOUR SUPPLY DEALER

NEWSIES, Inc., 167 W. 48th St. N.Y.C.

The Overlong Feature
By Elmer R. Pearson

General Manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Exhibitors have been demanding
for the last two years that the length
of feature pictures be very consider-

bly reduced, and having just returned
from a brief trip in the country and
having discussed this very matter
with several of them, I find they are
greatly pleased with the concerted
action that seems to be shaping to-

ward the shorter feature film.

I may add that we have been using
all our influence with our producers
not to let a feature run over six reels,

if it can possibly be avoided, for many
months.

We, as distributors of short length
films, probably hear an exhibitor's

complaint about the too long feature

film more frequently than any other,

because we do find that the average
exhibitor finds it very desirable to ar-

ange his program with as much versi-

fication as the length of the various
subjects thereon will permit, and

anybody knows that a nine or ten

reel feature does not permit of the

addition of very much diversification if

the exhibitor is going to try to get in

two shows during an evening.
It is our opinion that unless feature

producers voluntarily and immediate-
ly reduce the length of their features,

they are going to find that instead

of enjoying from five to six thousand
runs per subject in the United States,

they will come out with three or four
thousand runs instead—the exhibit-

or's business being very much dam-
aged by lack of diversification in the
program and necessity will compel him
to lay off the long feature, and from
what I can learn, there are a great
many exhibitors in the United States
who are doing just that now, hence
the reduction of the feature length
is by no means an altruistic move-
ment on the part of the producer, but
is one of necessity for his own well
being.

Film Guild Elects Directors
Guild Made Pictures, Inc., also

known as the Film Guild, held its

annual meeting Friday and elected

the following board of directors.
Maude Adams ; H. J. Cook, vice president

of the Equitable Trust Co. ; Francis W.
Cronwinshield, editor of Vanity Fair and
director of the Conde Nast publications;
Walter Fahy, partner of Lyman D. Smith
& Co.; Tovvnsend Martin; R. L. Skofield,
director of the American Can Co. ; Louis
E. Stoddard ; Frederick Waller and Dwight
Deere Wiman.
The present officers are Dwight

Deere Wiman, president; Frederick
Waller, treasurer; Townsend Martin,
secretary; Frank Tuttle, first vice

president; Osgood Perkins, second
vice president.

Another Sunday Closing War Starts

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Canton, O.—A movement to close

local theaters on the Sabbath has
been launched by the Stark County
Ministerial Ass'n and the Law En-
forcement League. Eleven theaters

would be affected.

Alamo Amus- Co. Increases Capital

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Austin, Tex.—The capital of the

Alamo Amusement Co. has been in-

creased from $75,000 to $125,000.

New Hallroom Series

C. B. C. Film Sales will produce
a new series of Percy and Freddie
Hallroom Boys comedies. This will

give the organization two short reel

series, the others being Screen Snap-
shots. Actual production plans for

the Hall-Room series are now under
way. C. B. C. declares that the
launching of the comedies was again
brought about because of the demand
of exhibitors for this type of picture.

Houses Taken Over by Keith

The Capital and State in Union
Hill, N. J., built by the Capital Thea-
ter and Amusement Co. two years
ago have been taken over by the
Keith interests. Frank G. Hall was
formerly connected with the company.

Brenon Coming East

Herbert Brenon will make his next
picture for Paramount in the East.
It will be "The Mountebank" and
will feature Ernest Torrence and
Anna Q. Nillson.

Flinn On Trip

John C. Flinn of Hodkinson left

for a trip through the Middle West
Friday. He returns the middle of

the week.

Coming Soon

ETTU COMPSOti
IN

MIAMI
aAn Alan Crosland

production
yHODKINSON RELEASE
FIRSt RUN PICTURES
£

PatkeNew;
No. 13

NATIONAL GUARD DISARMS A.

HERRIN CITIZENS—Fatal rioting

Herrin, 111., results in National Guard
ing summoned.

OLYMPIC GAMES AT CHAMONIJ
Norway excels in ski-jumping.

FIRST AND EXCLUSIVE PICTUR.
OF LENIN'S FUNERAL—Defying t

rific cold, hundreds of thousands turn <:

in Moscow to honor dead Soviet lea*der.

Other News as usual.

tod

HAL ROACH'S
WILL ROGERS

COMEDIES
"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pathecomedy

COSTUMESFOR HIRE
New York'i Newest and Foremost
Costume Ren t a 1 Organization

BROOKS
143 W-fOTSST. N.V. <~

3rd BIG WEEK
CAMEO, N. Y.

Direction B. S. Moss

Sol Lesser Presents

HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT'S

WHEN A MAN'S
A MAN

It 's a Tremendous
Success Everywhere

A First National Attraction
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Personalities

Something about people of

importance who attended the
Edison luncheon yesterday will

be a feature of Monday's issue.

Important short subject matter
crowded it out of today's issue.

Newspaper Opinions
New York

"My Man"—Vitagraph

Rialto

AMERICAN—If one has a sentimental
streak, he will enjoy the picture in spite of

these obvious touches. David Smith, who
directed the picture, has undoubtedly made
a good box office attraction.

DAILY NEWS—Patsy Ruth Miller reg-
isters emotions all over the place ; Mr. Far-
num is broad and noble fn tight fitting

clothes; * * * The film might be described
briefly as one in which the hero tells the
heroine in every other subtitle that he is the
man for her and no one else shall have
tier.

I EVENING WORLD—It is the usual
Chester tale of high finance interspersed, of
course, with romance, and is rather good en-
tertainment.

HERALD—* * * is a dull, uninteresting,
overiong, badly made picture.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * strik-

ingly lacking in originality. Director David
Smith has struggled valiantly to inject a
modicum of suspense into the picture with
indifferent success; however, he did all that
was possible for a director to do, with a
poor working foundation.
TELEGRAM—* * * admirable material for

a good screen play.

TIMES—* * * only interesting because
of the singular methods employed by the di-

rector in attempting to make some situations
laughable and others effective. * * * We
can't say where such a production would
find favor, except possibly at either of the
Poles or Lhasa, where the throngs might
not mean big box office results.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—The picture is

as kicckless as a man in legirons. * * * It is

melodramatic apple sauce and not particularly
well done.

TRIBUNE—Patsy Ruth Miller is the sweet
and attractive heroine, and a very giod ac-
tress she is, too.
WORLD—George Randolph Chester has

gone back into politics and written the ac-
customed fairy tale for the eighty-five cent
seat holders.

Out-of-Town
"The Acquittal"—Universal

Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * gains much in ef-

fectiveness by filming. The entire trial has
been well handled by the producer in such
a way as to give the utmost in continuity
of action. All but the actual murder of
Andrew Prentice, portrayed to perfection by
Charles Wellesley, is seen by the audience.

INQUIRE R—Followers of detective
stories and mystery plays will be well
pleased with "The Acquittal," the feature

at the Stanley this week. Although little

else may be said for it, it is successful as a
mystery picture.
NORTH AMERICAN—* * * a thrilling

mystery play * * * There are many pieces
of evidence pro and con and the final de-
nouncement is surprising, to say the least.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—"The
Acquittal" is noteworthy for its splendid
courtroom scenes. Too frequently the film

version of murder trials is all out of focus.
The director, Clarence Brown, has made
judicious use of a plot that is not exactly
fresh and has made it fairly ingenious by
the use of flashbacks.

Palace, Montreal
STAR—Those who enjoy a tale of human

frailty, in which the stern eye of the law
searches hidden places without avail, but in

which the truth is ultimately laid bare in

a manner both dramatic and sensational, will

find in "The Acquittal" a picture very much
to their liking.

Large Circuit Favors Shorts
By Harold B. Franklin

Director of Theaters, Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

In establishing- the policies of a number of theaters in a large

circuit doing business in different parts of the country, it is im-
possible to operate after a given pattern. Each theater presents
a different problem and requires the personal touch of the man-
ager who is on the ground and who by study and observation
familiarizes himself with the requirements for his theater.

It is therefore obvious that in booking features or short sub-
jects for such a circuit, consideration must be given to the local

situation. There are certain fundamentals however that exist in

all theaters playing to the better grade people. We all know that

every audience, no matter what the location, greatly enjoy a good
comedy and are all interested in seeing a good news weekly.
Therefore we have a definite rule that each program in our Class

A houses must make room for comedy and the news weekly. The
only exception to this rule is made when an unusual super-feature

is presented.

As to those short subjects referred to as scenics, there are

certain theaters that do not play these. Yet in theaters that cater

to a discriminating patronage, some of these "scenics" are ofen

a great help in balancing the program, particularly when a theater

is able to give a proper musical setting. An exquisite touch of

color—a picture poem of nature's treasures—they hold a great

appeal to all who appreciate beautiful things. We like these

"scenics" short—not too long, with as few titles as possible. It is

a case where good things come in small packages.

Then there are novelty reels showing the unusual—for ex-

ample, we are now playing through our theaters a reel called

"Plastigrams." This reel gives the illusion of depth—the third

dimension—and must be viewed with what resemble paper spec-

tacles. Though the reel is only three hundred feet in length, its

showing has naturally caused a great deal of favorable comment.
Reels of such a character fascinate anyone.

A short dramatic subject is good to play with a comedy feat-

ure as contrast. Recently at the Rialto we showed "Bill," a short

dramatic subject, brought from abroad by Hugo Riesenfeld. This

featurette caused more good comment than the feature shown on

the program. Of course, such situations are rare.

Cartoons are interesting and amusing but we do not as a rule

play cartoons when a comedy is provided for a program, as we
find that a comedy and cartoon have much in common.

In order to keep a clear record of what subjects are required,

each theater has a policy card, as to what its film requirements

are. These are entered on a buying record, and in that way only

such subjects as are played by a particular theater are provided.

"Anna Christie"—1st Nat'l

Metropolitan, Wash.
POST—Although the motion picture would

not win a Pulitzer prize it should be well

received by the public. The stage play en-

ioyed a long run in New York and was
recently presented in Washington, acclaimed

by critics throughout the country. While
something has been gained by transferring

the play from the stage to the screen, there

is a loss, too.

STAR—Realism at times almost crass, but

sparkling with vividness, stalks through the

play, gripping attention and interest. Sor-

didness of tragedy is beautified by the tre-

mendous successful struggle of womanhood
to rise above the clutches of horrible cir-

cumstance.

"Chastity"—1st Nat'l

Adams, Detroit

NEWS—The theme is slow in getting un-

der way and there is a tremendous amount
of conversation. It is a picture that will

add nothing to the star's reputation.

TIMES—The picture gives Miss MacDon-
ald plenty of scope to show her ability as

an "emotional actress," and she does her-

self full justice. * * * Beauty is only skin

deep and that is about as far as Katherine's
goes. We're judging her solely as an ar-

tist.

"The Covered Wagon"—F. P.-L.

English's, Indianapolis

STAR—The great enthusiasm with which
the film was greeted at the opening perform-

ance is evidence enough that its first run

here was not half long enough. * * * If

everyone were limited to one film in a

life time "The Covered Wagon" could very

well fill the requirements of most Ameri-
cans.

Davidson, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—* * * a big picture, as big

as they make them, for it tells a big story

in a big way. It is a eulogy to those coura-

geous and visionary men and women of '48,

who with the true spirit of empire builders

left sheltered homes in the east to make
the hazardous journey to the homestead dis-

trict of Oregon.

"Don't Call It Love"—F. P.-L.

Capitol, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—It is a

pleasing series of love affairs of a beautiful

young woman, whose career as a great

singer is all but ruined by her many heart

episodes.
TIMES-STAR—It is merely a rehashing

of one of the most artificial and overworked
plots in dramatic literature, and Mr. de
Mille's elaboration of it does not endow it

with any additional interest.

"Don't Marry For Money"—S. R.

Garden, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—* * * high colored melo-

drama with a too romantic wife, a husband
whom she regards as a checkbook, the in-

evitable triangle and a murder. It is strictly

modern in motif, * * *

"Going Up"—Asso. Exhib.
The Chicago, Chicago

POST—The audience didn't laugh at this

picture—they simply screamed—and there
were times when everyone in the Chicago
theater was almost in hysterics. And in-

termingled in the laughter were staccato
screams of horror as a blimp and two
planes played tag with each other and every
few minutes it looked as if all three were
trying to occupy the same space at the
same time.

Palace, Washington
POST—* * * light, joyous, full of fresh-

ness, charm and spontaneity—a wonderful
play of love and thrills and airplanes. It

is a laugh from start to finish and the clever
subtitles drew enthusiastic response * * *

STAR—Mr. MacLean offers many novel
bits of acting in his picture. At the dra-
matic climax one could have heard a pin
drop, so intense was the attention of the
audience. Margery Daw is pretty as the girl
and the other members of the cast also are
good. The photography is excellent.

"The Governor's Lady"—Fox
Liberty, St. Louis

POST-DISPATCH— It has several highly
melodramatic episodes dating back to those
good old days when distinction in public
life was won by sheer hard work, * * *

(Continued on Page 4)

"the home of novelty pictures"

presents

the following unique program-builders,

every one of which was selected by

Hugo Riesenfeld for Broadway pre-

release runs at his Rivoli and Rialto

Theatres, New York.

"BILL" (Crainquebille)—The 5 reel

novelty featurette voted by the
N. Y. Times as the best photo-
play of 1923.

OUT-OF-THE-INKWELL — Single
reel novelty cartoons by Max
Fleischer. Starring the world-
famous midget clown. A laugh
in every wiggle.

THE EINSTEIN THEORY OF
RELATIVITY—The 2 reel

novelty with $1,000,000 worth
of publicity. Now taking the

country by storm after its sen-

sational 4 weeks run on Broad-
way and 3 weeks Los Angeles.

SONG CARTOONS—Single reel nov-
elties conceived by Chas. K.
Harris, composer of "After the

Ball," and Max Fleischer. Some-
thing entirely new that keeps
your audiences singing and
laughing at once. Opens Rialto

Theater, New York next week.

FUNNY FACE COMEDIES—Single
reels with a laugh at every
sprocket-hole.

All available

for independent exchanges at

"the home of novelty pictures"

RED SEAL PICTURES CORP.
Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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Broadway Ideas
(Continued from Page 1)

sent through a mountainous region.
The result elicited gasps from the
audience because the camera eye
caught unusual shots of valleys and
mountains as the locomotive sped
around curves, and gave the spec-
tators the impression that they them-
selves were on the train.

Another novelty recently shown at
the Rialto was a one-reeler called
"Pen and Ink Vaudeville," produced
by Earl Hurd. This was a burlesque
cartoon on a vaudeville show, which
was made very effective and amusing
by the orchestral accompaniment.
For instance, with the cartoon of a
trombone player, German band, vocal
artist, etc., the necessary sounds were
made by the different instruments
in the orchestra, much to the amuse-
ment of the audience.
A short reel called "Plastigrams"

was shown at the Rivoli last week
for the viewing of which colored
ising-glass spectacles were distributed
to the audience. These brought the
figures on the screen into bold relief

and gave them a steropticon appear-
ance which, because of the subject
matter used, such as water hose di-

rected at the audience, a crawling
bug, etc. provided an unusual thrill.

However, the novelty is not the
only type of short reel that is im-
portant. It is just as necessary to

have the general theme of the feature
amplified and broadened by the judi-

cious selection of scenics. For in-

stance when "Peter the Great" was
shown at the Rivoli, a scenic of the
city of Petrograd carried out the at-

mosphere of the film.

This idea might be developed so
that not only the scenic but the come-
dy used would carry out the general
"tone" of the feature. This idea

would of course have to be used with
discrimination, as with very heavy
dramatic pictures, a light and almost
nonsensical comedy of the "Slap-
stick" type might provide the neces-
sary relief.

As an example of the idea, however,
with a feature in which the love of

little children forms an important part

such as Thomas Meighan's "Pied
Piper Malone," or "Daddies," the
comedy might very easily be one of

the popular "Our Gang" series.

With a sea story such as "Down to

the Sea in Ships," a comedy on the
type of Christie's "Navy Blues," or

a Bruce Wilderness tale such as

"Jean of Haceta Head" which is

woven around the romance of a

lighthouse keeper could be used, and
even with a domestic comedy such
as Lubitsch's "Marriage Circle," in

which the atmosphere is Vienese, why
not a "Spat Family" comedy and a

scenic of Vienna to complete the

program?
If the average exhibitor would de-

vote as much care to his selection of

short subjects as he does to his fea-

tures, that is, spend more time in

trying to compile programs in which
the component parts fit well together
to form a harmonious whole, the re-

sult would be more than satisfactory

and he would build up for himself
the reputation of a showman, and
for. his theater a steady, well-pleased
patronage.
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this Studio were presented
and have received notices in

It looks as though comedies

It's all in the Treatment
By Hal Roach

To most Exhibitors, I presume, an extended run on a two-
reel comedy sounds impossible ; nevertheless, a Will Rogers
Comedy has been running five weeks in Los Angeles and will
be held over at least for six, while the feature has been changed
three times.

Two comedies produced by
first-run at two different theaters
the newspapers topping the feature
are coming into their own

!

Your audience will think just as much of the comedy you
use on your program as you do yourself. If in a corner of your
newspaper ad you are going to say "also a comedy," the im-
pression you will give your audience is that it is simply there
as a filler to take up time before the feature starts. When an
Exhibitor is thoroughly sold on the merits of a comedy and
advertises it as a definite part of his program—giving it billing

equal to the feature—the audience accepts that program as a

double bill and very often feels that it has seen satisfactory en-

tertainment although the feature has not come up to its

expectations.

My impression is that the moving-picture-going public are
not interested in "how long" a picture is, but "how good" it is,

and a comedy properly advertised and presented would be just

as important a part of your program as the feature.

I would like to take this opportunity of thanking Exhibitors
whom I met on my trip last Fall, for the splendid way they have
received the product from this Studio. We are leaving no stone
unturned to make comedies of a quality that will appeal to all

classes of audiences, and I am looking forward to the day when
closer contact between Producer and Exhibitor will make it

possible for us to maintain a standard of excellence in our product
so that it will be of box office value to the Exhibitor, which in

turn will be of financial value to us.

RECORD—"A Lady of Quality" is a fil
hearty, swaggering, blustering impression I
England at the close of the 17th centul
pictured with pleasing beauty and not a li I
humor. In short, it's a pretty good movkl
one of the best Universal has turned cl
TIMES—England, merrie old Englal

with a heigh and a ho, reproduced in I

Lady of Quality,' with beauty evident at evJ
turn of the reel in photography, settings al
costumes, will fascinate the beholders of I

photoplay. This feature indeed is one I

the surprises of the season pictorially, * 'I

"Reno"—Gold-Cosmop.
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—Mr. Hughes, who wrote the si

and directed the feature, has attempted
walk on the proverbial two fences at <

time, and he has, proverbially, fallen betwi
them with a duli, sickening thud. In ot
words, "Reno" is only entertaining in spi-

lt has, incidentally, the worst climax tl

reviewer ever saw. Nothing more wil<
improbable nor ridiculous could be imagin
STAR—Major Hughes chose for the t«

of his sermon at the Ohio the ludicrc
variety of marriage and divorce laws,
enforced in the different states of the uni<
* * * he discusses at length the difficult
besetting the way of those who would forss
what he calls "marriage bliss for separ;
blisters."

OPEN FOR STATE RIGHT
2 Reel special "The Movie Stars
Stampede" with Will Rogers—Pauline
Fredericks—Big Boy Williams, Pete
Morrison." A Rodeo that is combined
with thrills, speed and laughs.

2-2 REEL SPECIALS
H. C. Witwer's Featurette

—

"Fools Rush Out" and "The Speaker
Sex."

Author of

"Leather Pushers," "Fighting Blood,"
"The Telephone Girl."

Distributed by

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
723-7th Ave., N. Y. City

Newspaper Opinions
(Continued from Page 3)

TIMES* * * a story of politics, and the
tragedy of a wife failing to keep step with
her husband as he rises in the world. The
situation is the old pathetic one of outworn
usefulness.

"In Search of a Thrill"—Metro
Colonial, Indianapolis

NEWS—There is nothing unusual in the
story nor the filming of it. It is inclined
to follow the beaten paths without any ex-
plorations along the byways.

STAR—* * * the title of Viola Dana's
new Metro production * * * describes as
well the scenarist's plight. He needed a
big punch to wind up the eighty-five-min-
ute study of a modern young woman's fads
and fancies. So he enlisted the Apache
world of Paris, staged a realistic fight and
gave the story the vitality that it needed.

James Kirkwood,
LilaLee

MadgeBellamy
£>/

HODKINSON RELEASE
tfivst Hun Pictures

"A Lady of Quality"—Universal
Mission, Los Angeles
(Pun beginning Feb. 4)

DAILY NEWS—* * * a noteworthy cine-

matic effort because of three outstanding fea-

tures.

First and foremost of these features is the
photographic work of Charles Stumar. * * *

Second: Hobart Henley is to be con-
gratulated for the intelligent way in which
he handled a difficult story. * * *

Third: For her first starring vehicle Vir-
ginia Valli shows much promise of doing
even greater things.

EXAMINER—* * * an affair of monstrous
sets, of beautiful pictorial quality, and of
a great and forceful story * * *

The story is one of tremendous power,
with a well sustained romance and love in-

terests throughout, and Mr. Henley has
handled his sequences with nice care for the
continuity of the drama.

COMING -
WATCH FOR THE BRAND NEW SERIES OF

PERCY AND

HALLROOM BOY COMEDIES
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER.

PRODUCED BY

C.B.C. FILM SALES CORP. 1600 BROADWAY-NYC
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Ith a GREAT CAST full gANNA O
_^LIAM T. CARLETON

MITCHELL LEWIS
FRANKIE DARRO

i

Story hucwasmmw
titles by

ALFBEDACOHEN
"Directed by

WS.VAN IJYCK
AdaptedQMcLpersovwllu
supervised by

Max:Graf

A Blast of Great Drama—
that will blast all box office

records!

A two-fisted romance of stormy hearts

and surging passions, of fighting men who
are laws to themselves—you'll say "Haif-

a-Dollar Bill"'started a storm at your box
office, when the crowds surge up to buy
tickets for this Metro money maker.

If you had half a dozen theatres, and

were playing Anna Q. Nilsson, William

T. Carleton, Raymond Hatton, Mitchell

Lewis, George MacQuarrie and a Max
Graf-Metro picture in each of them,

you'd think you were "sitting pretty,"

wouldn't you?—well, here you have them

all in one knockout ! Every name there is a

box office guarantee—and besides the cast

the story has every element of popular

appeal to men and women and the youngs-

ters, plenty of action and love

and adventure, to bring them

in and send them away telling

their friends about it.



nd them hemewith theirmoneys worth
"

4^-^« r> i ^e Billboard
lOlllt presents

tX OFFICE -names

NTLSSONT
RAYMOND HATTON
3E0RGE MACQUARRIE
ALEC B FRANCIS

What Makes Dollars Grow
where there weren't any before, and
turns a good picture into a smashing

special ?

Ask the exhibitor who plays"Half-a-Dollar
Bill. " He knows—and we know—because

"Half-a-Dollar Bill" has -got what it

take*!

Human Interest-Heart Appeal

Of course. That's what makes over-night

sensations and creates pictures that audi-

ences love and will never forget.

And all the critics agree on "Half-a- Dol-
lar Bill"—

"chock-full of human interest touches from

start to finish" (Exhibitor'* Herald)

"the human interest element is the prevailing

quality of an attraction worthy the attention

of all exhibitors, big and little" {Exhibitor '§

Trade. Review)

"good audience picture that goes big with the

average crowd" (Film Daily)

"appealing human note will make it a decided

success with the women, while from almost

every other standpoint it is a man's picture"

'Moving Picture World)

That's Your Answer!

i* *

ft * « n

*
; ?•

/«n/ ymperial. 'Pictures £t&. GcclusWe
distributed bhruotd Qrecut JbritairU..
rir.Willia.ifo (iziru,Ma,naaivuj J)ivector.



Will hit the box office target

lumb
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ncture it

always hits
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DOLLAR BILL
A Cinch to Exploit

Metro is behind this picture with every con-

ceivable advertising aid to help the exhibitor

put over "Half-a*Dollar Bill." What a title it

is to exploit! Bank cooperation, tieups with

merchants featuring "Half-a-Dollar Bill"

store sales, newspaper "double-trucks"—they

all come to mind, and there are dozens of

other practical stunts contained in the press

sheet.

And the greatest line of action

posters, adapted for cutouts, that you

ever saw !

Ji

Xfkturz

*,-
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Best Comedies of the

Past Six Months
GUY PRICE

Los Angeles Evening Herald
Two Wagons—Both Covered" (Will
Rogers).

[Why Worry" (Harold Lloyd).
'Our Gang" series (Roach ).

'Picking Peaches" (Harry Langdon).
'Ride 'Em Cowboy" (Bobby Ver-
non).

W. WARD MARSH
Cleveland Plain Dealer

Will Rogers in "Two Wagons—Both
Covered."

Beaton's "Three Ages" and "Our
Hospitality."

larold Lloyd's "Why Worry?"
en Turpin's "Where is my Wander-
ing Boy This Evening?"
Together with Hamilton and with-

>ut too much accent on Rogers, these
re the more popular comedians.

MICHAEL FANNING
Columbus Ohio State Journal

\.esop's Fables.
nternational and Pathe News.
The "Baby Peggy" and a few of

he Christie comedies are the only
ines which remain in my mind. I

lon't think people recall them by their

itles.

BOB CROSLAND
Evansville Ind. Courier

Three Ages."
Why Worry."
Safety Last."
The Pilgrim."

CARL B. ADAMS
Cincinnati Enquirer

If you mean by the five best come
lies of the past six months tho=e
oming under the class of short sub

j

ects, I would not be qualified to

[ive an opinion, since I avoid them
vhenever I can, and those that 1

lo see are about equally inane. Of
he feature length comedies, I should
nclude "Ruggles of Red Gap,'
Dulcy," "Our Hospitality," "Wh-
Vorry?" and "The Brass Bottle'' ?<

,mong the best of those recentb
iroduced.

"BILLY" LEYSER
Cleveland News

The six best comedies I have wit-

lessed during the past six months
nclude "Two Wagons—Both Cover
\d" (This picture, of course, can only
)e appreciated when one has seen
["he Covered Wagon). "Done in

Dil," "The Bar Fly," "Kidding
£atie," "Perfect Thirty Six" and
'Uncensored Movies."

In the mentioning of the above I

ake it that Keaton and Chaplin of-

erings are no further called short
ubjects but feature productions.

WALTER D. HICKMAN
Indianapolis Times

Why Worry?" with Harold Lloyd.
Uncensored Movies" with Will
Rogers. (A short subject).
Going Up," with Douglas MacLean.
'Roughest Africa," a Stan Laurel
comedy, also a short subject which
had great drawing power on its

own merits.

Potash and Perlmutter," with Ber-
nard and Carr.

(Continued on Page 8)

Paving the Way
_

Short subject producers and distributors should welcome 1924 enthusi-
astically. Unless some unforeseen obstacle arises the short subject should
come into its own during the year. Never was the outlook better. The
long special or super special which held the screen hour after hour seems
destined to be of the past. True, there will be big specials; they will roll
along their necessary 10 or 11 reels. But they will be shown 'in houses
specially designed for such entertainment and, 'as a rule they will not be
the annoyance to the average exhibitor that they were during the early part
of this season.

And so the short subject promises to be a more important part of the
program than during the past season when it was almost out of the question
to give them the consideration they deserved. And this is as it should be.
The only misery of it is that many exhibitors who have contracted to run
the long specials must deprive their patrons for some little time to come
of the value of the diversified program which admittedly is the ideal pro-
gram for the average house. So the day of reckoning is a bit further away
than it should be. But better late than never.

PRODUCERS EMBARRASSED
The difficulty is that some of the best producers of short subjects, dis-

turbed by the conditions which developed during the past year, have either
withdrawn or have curtailed their production ideas. And this is to be
regretted. You cannot have too many good short subjects. Unfortunately
there are far too many weak sisters of this type on the market today. They
are cheap—ridiculously and disastrously cheap. After looking over a lot

of these a Northwest exhibitor told me that he preferred to pay the much
higher price for a certain brand—mentioning the name—than to run them
in his houses. "T might as well close up as to show such stuff," he said.

"The better grade costs a lot more. But's it's the old story. In the end
they're worth what they cost."

STUDY THE OFFERINGS
Too many exhibitors are far too lax, too careless in the type of short

subjects which they show. Too many just consider them as "fillers" buy
them as such and run them accordingly. As a matter of fact judicious care
in selection of the proper kind of short subjects would materially enhance
program values. Too often Mr. Exhibitor buys his short subjects in bulk
and just throws them in with his feature, regardless of whether or not
they harmonize or clash with the feature subject. Too many short subjects

are purchased with more regard to low price than to value, fitting either the

feature or the general policy of the house.

If exhibitors would really see the features they play instead of booking
them through titles, value of drawing power of star, etc., and so have a

more definite idea of the feature to be presented they could fit in their short

subjects to much better advantage.

AND THEN ADVERTISING
Perish the mark. If the few lines of type which the average short

subject gets from Mr. Average Exhibitor is to be termed "advertising"

let's hire Madison Square Garden and laugh out loud. I have just looked

over probably 100 theater advertisements from all parts of the country,

trying to find something striking; something unusual, something different,

for the short subject.

But the advertisements indicate that the exhibitors all feel about the

same; they give nine tenths or more of the white space to the advertising

of the feature and the short subject gets an inch or two somewhere in the

ad where it won't attract too much atention. There is one concerns

—

Educational—which uses reverse plate cuts so that these small ads attract

attention. But that is due to the company, not the exhibitor.

TAP YOUR AUDIENCE
Get on the job. Why not find out from your audience just what they

think of the short subjects and what you should do with them. A question-

naire distributed on the seats or through your mailing list would attract

attention. Make your questions brief and pointed. And from your an-

swers determine just what you should do with them. You will probably

be surprised at the mental attitude of your patrons to what you consider an

unimportant part of your program.
DANNY.



In the Name of Showmanship

Advertise Your
Whole Program

"Loew's State Theatre, Los Angeles, gives the

short subject a square deal in the matter of illumi-

nated sign representation," said Exhibitors Herald

in a recent issue.

"in the name of showmanship, why not? Why
shouldn't the short subject get a square deal?

There's no answer. It should. But it doesn't.

"Look at the proposition squarely. Get out of

the box office for a moment and walk across the

street. Go around the corner to the other man's

theatre and see what he has to offer.

deal of space devoted to the

Maybe it's good, and
"There's a great -

title of a feature picture.

maybe it isn't. If it is, fine; if it isn't, what reason

could anyone find for buying a ticket?

"At Loew's State, by contrast, suppose the

feature picture doesn't sell itself. Suppose it is

not an automatic success. If it's one of those 'just

a picture' things, even, there is still a reason to

buy a ticket. You are told that there's a comedy,

and the lights tell you just about all there is to

tell about it. You are told, in short, that while

the feature picture is the big item of the program,

there is also another item of importance. You are

offered, in this case, two chances of being enter-

tained. So far as you are informed, in the other

case, you are staking your time and money on

one chance."

Give Your Short Subjects a Chance to Work for Your Box-Office

ADVERTISE THEM
This Advertising Will Be Doubly EffectiveWhen the Short SubjectsAre

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Because
Educational Pictures Are NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
—the ONLY Nationally Advertised Short Subjects

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

HAMILTON COMEDIES

MERMAID COMEDIES
(Jack White Productions)

JUVENILE COMEDIES

TUXEDO COMEDIES

CAMEO COMEDIES

"SING THEM AGAIN"
Series

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

o ;^^^* —

LYMAN H. HOWE'S
HODGE-PODGE

SECRETS OF LIFE

WILDERNESS TALES
by Robert C. Bruce

KINOGRAMS
The Visual NEWS of all the World

and SPECIALS such as

"PLASTIGRAMS"
The Third-Dimension Movie



Real Entertainment calls for variety

—

for a diversified program. No matter

what the type of your main feature,

the Short Subjects should offer contrast.

This New Series of

WILDERNESS
TALES

By Robert C. Bruce
is just the thing to add variety to your
program when the feature is of the

comedy or comedy-drama type.

Splendid one- reel stories of real life in

the great outdoors. The name Bruce is

sufficient guarantee of their surpassing

beauty, as well as of their dramatic

appeal.

"JEAN OF HECETA HEAD"
"THE HOMEMAKER"
"HAUNTED HILLS"

and five more to come

BOOK THE SERIES

NOW

-f . .(*-.•
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Best Comedies
{Continued from Page 5)

ELMER H. DRESSMAN
Cincinnati Post

The five best comedies I recall see-

ing in the past six months were James
Cruze's farce-comedy, "To the La-
dies," Buster Keaton's "Our Hospi-
tality," Harold Lloyd's "Why Wor-
ry?"; Dorothy Devore in "Navy
Blues" and Cruze's "Ruggles of Red
Gap."
Perhaps I shouldn't include the two

Cruze pictures, as they were not
"comedies" "in the ordinarily accepted
sense of the word. Still, I'll let 'em
stand. I got more fun out of them
than out of a hundred cheap so-called

comedies.
I am strong also, for the Aesop

Fables and the kid comedies made
by Our Gang.

JACK GORDON
Fort Worth Press

"A Perfect 36" with Bobby Burns.
Buster Keaton's "Three Ages."
Harold Lloyd's "Why Worry."

G. C. MACKINNON
Boston Advertiser

"The Yankee Consul."
"The Pilgrim."
"Why Worry."
"Going Up."
And a short one of Lloyd Hamil-

ton's.

Encouraged

Features Too Long
By Edward L. Hyman

Managing Director, Brooklyn Mark
Strand

The short subject concerning the
Brooklyn Mark Strand is, chiefly, the

short feature picture. Shorter fea-

ture productions are the crying need
here. Give us those and we shall not
worry about the other short stuff,

for we seldom use anything outside
of the topical review, and even that

is often omitted in favor of the musi-
cal program. Our successes has been
built up here on two things—the fea-

ture picture and good musical inci-

dents. Short subjects have not figured
except when they were good enough
to stand up as feature stuff. The
program this week is an example. It

contains the feature, running one hour
and twenty-nine minutes (which is

too long); symphonized jazz overture,
six minutes; soprano, six minutes;
ballet incident, twelve minutes; basso,
five minutes, and topical review, eight
minutes.
When we do insert a short sub-

ject we do so because of its general
excellence and box office worth, and
give no thought to whether it has
played New York. Our business is

not affected by any New York runs,
whether they are for one week or one
year. In short, we operate inde-
pendent of any city or theater or
prior run, insofar as the presenting
of the show is concerned.
Our patrons are appreciative of ex-

cellent music, and have learned to ex-
pect four or more elaborate presen-
tations each week. With feature pic-

tures running as long as they do there
is no chance, therefore, to offer any
short subjects except to squeeze in

the topical review. And even this

review, as has been stated, is elimi-

nated on longer picture productions,
so that the necessary musical number
or numbers may be staged.

\ou say that Famous Players, First National and Metro
are making serious efforts to reduce the footage of the average
feature to six thousand feet or less, and ask what effect this
change will have on Short Subjects during the coming season.

This sincere effort to cut out the padding in the average
feature picture is a move that is most welcome not only to the
producers and distributors of Short Subjects, but to exhibitors
who desire to give a diversified program of real entertainment
and to the public; and it cannot fail to bring about a big im
provement in the quality of Short Subjects as well as an in-
crease in the number of these films available to the theaters.

The Short Subject has always been a fertile field for the
experiments which have brought out the great forward steps
in motion picture production. It is here that we generally
see the first signs of a new style in story treatment, or a new
angle in photography.

The producer of Short Subjects is essentially the pioneer.
He is always on the lookout for those things which are novel
and which promise the diversity which the film industry needs
to hold the steady interest of the public.

In the last year, with the average length of feature pic-
tures growing longer and longer, the producer of Short Sub-
jects has had to face an uncertain market for he has known
that his subjects were bound to be crowded off the program
when the feature became of unreasonable length.

It is quite apparent that the efforts of these feature pro-
ducers to bring feature pictures back to normal leng'th are
going to prove a big encouragement to the men who make Short
Subjects. New and comprehensive plans for Short Subjects,
which have been held in abeyance while the feature pictures con-
tinued to be padded into great lengths, are going to be carried
out. Producers will be encouraged to spend more money on the
one and two reel subjects and as the average length of feature
pictures offered to exhibitors is reduced, the exhibitors are going
to find available for their programs the biggest and finest assort-
ment of Short Subjects that the industry has ever known. In
the opinion of practically all farseeing friends of the motion pic-
ture industry, the screen's greatest usefulness and its greatest
future lie along the lines of the picture which com-
bines instruction and a liberal education with amusement and
entertainment. Today, those pictures which fall in this class are
in most cases Short Subjects. The expending of greater effort

and more money in the production of Short Subjects will mean
the steady forward progress of motion pictures.

Nothing could do more to bring this about than the reduc-
tion in the footage of the average feature release until this fea-

ture is brought to a normal length that will enable the exhibitor
to give adequate showing to these shorter pictures.

Sincerely yours,

E. W. HAMMONS
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

Bugs Make a Hit
Lou s H. Tolhurst's idea has hit!

His 'Secrets of Life" which So
Lesser i^ presenting through Educa-
tional have "caught on" and now, for!

tin- first time in the history of thti

industry, pictures depicting "insect

life" are proving money getters at the

box office because of their entertain-

ment value.

"Insect pictures" as educational
subjects are not new to the business'.!

They have filled many a news weekly!
and review. But Tolhurst's "Secrets
of Life." as accurate as they are sci-i

entifically, and as valuable as they:

have proved to he from an educa-i

tional standpoint, are proving actual
drawing cards because of the deli-

cious comedy with which they abound.
lie has taken the fly, the ant, the

doodle-bug and the spider and made
them act, dramatizing their "secret

lives" to an amazing degree. He
shows ants building cities, paying
homage to their "queens," stages a
battle between an ant and a doodle-
hug, just as tense and thrilling as

any el our big battle scenes with a
climax that has rarely been outdon?
in big features. A fly gymnast, actu-
ally juggling tiny cork balls, is shown
lying on its back and in Japanese
fashion balancing and maneuvering
objects with its legs.

May Produce in Canada
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. John, N. B.—Among the pas-

engers who arrived on the Canadian
Pacific Montrose was H. W. J. Rus-
sell, of Los Angeles, who is asso-

ciated with David M. Hartford. Rus-
sell had been in England looking into

the possibilities of making some Eng-
lish pictures with English stories as

a base. He said that at present they
had decided not to attempt any Eng-
lish productions. He announced that

the company expects to make 12 pic-

tures this year and that there is a

possibility some of them will be made
in Canada.

200 foot Moy Camera with \s/&
" and 2" F. 3.5 Goerz

lenses. 4 magazines 2 Fibre cases and

HIGH SPEED ATTACHMENT
Complete Outfit $275.00

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

118 West 44th St., New York Bryant 6635
U. S. AND CANADA AGENTS FOR DEBRIE CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

Seattle Operators Restrained
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—John Danz, of the Globe
Amusement, and Acme Theatre Co.,

owning the Colonial, Class A, Flor-
ence and Star, has filed an application
for injunction against union musicians
and operators, to prevent them from
picketing his houses. Judge Walter
M. French has handed down his de-

cision that the picketing may con-
tinue, but that no "unfair" banners
be displayed, and that patrons must
not be interfered with.

Many Theaters for N. W.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Building plans are going
forward on a number of new theaters
in the Pacific Northwest. Several
are in the $100,000 class as well as

the less pretentious suburban houses.
A report states that the Moore
Amusement Co., plans a new house i

in Olympia, Wash. Its new Kay
theater in Tacoma, will open March 1.

Rossiter Joins C. B. C.

C. B. C. has secured the services

of Ralph J. Rossiter as publicity di-

rector to succeed Esther Lindner.
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Like all the Chronicles of America Series, it brings history

to life, and entertains and instructs at the same time.
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urging that their communities see them at the theatre ; when
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WILL
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in

The Cake Eater
A two part comedy

JT may be that it's possible to make a better comedy
than this, but it hasn't been made yet

!

Did you ever see a comedy with an honest-to-good-

ness story, with laugh after laugh gotten naturally

without slapstick, that was just one succession of

roars and that left you weak but happy?

That's this I
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Serials for 1924
By Edgar Oswald Brooks, Pathe

Exchange
Startling and radical indeed are

the changes which have been made in

serial treatment and production for

this season's output. To put the

matter very briefly: "Hokum" has

been cut out. "Hokum" refers to

the gross impossibilities, the hanging-
on-by-the-eyebrows stunts at the end
of each episode, the absurdly illogical

situations, with which serials were
wont to rely for their chief attrac-

tiveness.

The word "episode" has gone into

the discard, in favor of the logical

subdivision into weekly "chapters,"

emulating the example of the popu-
lar magazines which weekly or

monthly give their millions of readers

installments of serial fiction by
"chapters."

The serial story of today, in order

to make its widest possible appeal,

must necessarily be "written up" to

the level of adult audiences and not

"written down" to the intelligence

of juveniles.
• Hence 1924 marks the dawning of

a new era in serial production, serial

distribution, serial appeal. As our
opening gun in the newer and better

type of motion picture serial Pathe
acquired from Emerson Hough the

motion picture rights to "The Way
of A Man."
Pathe has an adaptation of James

Fenimore Cooper's "Leatherstocking
Tales," "The Fortieth Door," taken

from the "best seller" by Mary
Hastings Bradley. Negotiations are

in progress with Albert Payson
Terhune for the use of his story of

the Everglades, "Black Caesar's

Clan" and Philip Barry has written

an original story "Ten Scars Make
A. Man."
Another "future," not so very far

distant, may as yet be only hinted

at, but it will be of world wide sig-

nificance and importance when the

news breaks, involving as it does the

criminal investigation departments of

New York, London and Paris.

The foregoing examples indicate

the trend of the serial of 1924 and
beyond.

"Abraham Lincoln"—Phonofilmj
Rivoli

"Abraham Lincoln" is a two-reeler in which
the action and voice synchronize on the screen.

It was produced under a process developed by
Dr. Lee de Forest.
EVENING WORLD—The synchroniza-

tion of action and voice is interesting.

HERALD—The Phonofilm is undoubtedly
the best of all the talking movies, in that
It achieves absolute synchronization between
the action and the sound. * * * But the
Phonofilm still leaves much to be desired.

The sound is so vastly less realistic than the
pictures themselves that it can scarcely carry
conviction.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * pro-
duced a telling effect. There is no telling

low far this invention will go, but it must
~>t said that it is highly interesting and is

entirely a new idea.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * rather
:rudely done.
TIMES—The words coming from the play-

x emanated from the screen simultaneously
vith the movements of the players' lips. These
ounds, however, seemed to come from a
:orner of the screen rat'ier than from the
hadow of the player. Hence in its present
tage the "Phonofilm" is not likely to be
aken up by those who are producing on a
arge scale. Nevertheless, this effort dis-
iosed an interesting angle, and that is that
peeches made by distinguished men could
e produced simultaneously with the pic-
urization, * * *

Winning
One of the most successful operators is George Fischer of

Milwaukee, who has put over not only the big Alhambra in

Milwaukee, but the Milwaukee, another big house, as well.

Read what Fischer has to say of the short subject—and then
do some thinking, Mr. Exhibitor. Says Fischer

:

"At the very beginning of motion pictures, we knew nothing of the
so-called long features. Our programs usually consisted of variety sub-
jects. I feel that these variety pictures were in a great way responsible
for the tremendous success of the business today. As we went along,
and the two or three reel features supplanted the so-called two or three
hundred feet subjects, I still tried to give my patrons a well rounded
program, which consisted in those days of a two or three reel feature,

news weekly, and a comedy, occasionally adding a singer or quartette.

"The Alhambra, when first opened was considered the largest motion
picture theater in the world, and if I do admit it, a very successful one.
My programs at the Alhambra always had plenty of variety, and if there

was a new short subject on the market, I was sure to show it there. To
the present day, I am still a very strong believer in the so-called short

subjects. Even when we have played features at the Milwaukee Theater
of 10,000 or 11,000 foot lengths, I have always added thereto the usual
weekly, travel, cartoon, and comedy, even though I felt that the feature

was strong enough without the added attractions. This does not mean
that I gave them four full reels of short stuff, but possibly not more
than two reels, as the four reels were cut to fit my needs.

"I feel that the success of the Milwaukee is greatly due to, not only
the class of productions we are showing, and the service rendered; but
to the so-called short subjects that we always offer. It is indeed gratify-

ing to learn that the producers are about to embark on a new policy

of giving us features of about 6000 feet. While the short subject market
has been very good to us and has given us its best even though the

financial returns did not warrant it, I feel that now we can look forward
to some of the bigge.st things in the short subject field."

It Pays

An idea worth following is passed
along to exhibitors by David Snaper,
proprietor of several amusement en-

terprises in New Brunswick, N. J., in

a letter to the manager of the New
York Exchange for Educational
Films.

Snaper inaugurated a "Jazz Comedy
Day," the program of which consists

entirely of appropriate comedy sub-
jects, augmented by a jazz addition
to his orchestra. Excerpts from
Snaper's letter follow:

"I booked four Educational Come-
dies, 'Plumb Crazy,' 'Kick Out,' 'Roll

Along' and 'Snooky's Covered Wag-
on,' arranged to increase my orchestra
to the extent of one saxophone
player and then advertised 'Jazz
Comedy Day.'

"The house opened at one o'clock,

and man, you should have seen the
way we jammed them into the Strand
Theater for the rest of the day! Be-
cause the show was only eight reels
long, we were able to crowd in four
complete matinee performances, the
most satisfactory business any exhibi-
tor could hope to have. Not a theater
in town stood a chance against my
bill because the diversity of my en-
tertainment seemed to be just what
the people wanted.

"There is nothing like a Short
Subject bill for a special occasion.
Not only does it mean a saving to

the exhibitor from the standpoint of
rentals as against the price we are
compelled to pay for long features,

but it gives the jaded movie audiences

the variety they are looking for these

days. 'Jazz Comedy Days' have

proved wonderful winners for me."

Making the Comedy Pay
One of the best examples of ef-

fective advertising recently seen on a

Christie comedy was the advertising

of Larry Lund owner of The Broad-
way, Los AngeleSi on Dorothy De-
vore's "Navy Blues."

Lund used "Navy Blues," on all

three sides of the marquee, advertising

it with Hodkinson's "The Old Fool,"

as an extra big double bill. He also

used three different combination art

and photograph lobby displays on the

comedy and in addition, thirty by
forty, enlarged photographs of the

comedy action which was taken on
the deck of battleships. Incidentally

this comedy received an unusually big
news break in the papers when it was
reviewed.

Other good advertising on come-
dies seen recently were Crandall's

Ambassador in Washington, which
played up Bobby Vernon, in "Hold
Everything" as an extra attraction

with "Dulcy;" Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo, which advertised Bobby Ver-
non in Christie's "A Perfect 36" in

he electric light display; and the Cali-

fornia, Granada and Warfield theaters

in San Francisco, which have been
carrying the new Christie comedies
on all billboard stands in the city.

Southampton Theater In Fire
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Southampton, N. Y.—The Crescent
theater was badly gutted by fire in

a fire that ruined Odd Fellows'
Hall.

Another Theater Burns
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Carroll, la.—The Royal, owned by
Joe Staak, has burned down. Staak
also owns the Strand.

Out of Their Seats
By Al Christie

Comedy producers are natural stu-

dents of the pyschology of humor
and consequently endeavor to study
audiences in an effort to ascertain the

type of comedy which appeals to the

average person. The wide variance
in senses of humor leaves this stu-

dent in a trance for he will always
find that there are those who laugh
when they shouldn't and should when
they don't. This means that their

sense of humor differs from his. How-
ever, these people are a part of the

average audience and are justly con-
sidered.

It is obvious that physical disconi-

forture is nearly always productive
of laughs and a producer is oiten
forced to inject, against his principles,

such puerile "gags" as pie-throwing
and falling off cliffs to please those
human beings who possess that pecu-
liar complex which demands the

ridiculous.

Subtle humor is a terrible gamble.
It may possibly garner a 10 per cent
acceptance—and those in the audi-

ence who make up this 10 per cent
are afraid to laugh because they are
hopelessly outnumbered. Yet this

ten per cent must be appeased, so the
producer assumes another worry.

Extensive international sales have
a tendency to influence comedy
themes because provincialisms must
be avoided and the stories are neces-
sarily constructed upon a basis of cos-

mopolitan understanding. Comedy
producers have a lot to think about
and they have learned that there is

more grief associated with comedy
than with tragedy.

Beside being bewildered by the

aberrant attitudes of audiences, the

producer encounters ambiguous criti-

cisms and comments which contribute
little to the solution of "what the

public wants." Imagine trying to

appraise the effect of one of your
comedies after reading the following
deviating criticisms of the same pic-

ture from theaters in equal sized

towns:

"Somebody's Wrong," a Christie

comedy. This is the funniest picture

I have ever shown. Audience roared
from start to finish. Book it and your
patrons will fall in love with you.

—

Star Theater, Podunk, N. D.

"Somebody's Wrong," a Christie

comedy. Avoid this one boys. It is

the worst mess that I have ever seen.

I hid in the basement for fear the

audience would shoot me. Moon
Theater, Squeedunk, S. D., (10 miles

from Podunk.)

Such articles, appearing side by
side, are of great help to a producer

—

if he wants to become a raving mani-
ac. Yet is indicative of the fact that

it is impossible to construct a comedy
which will be blessed with unani-

mous approval. So the producer is

driven to tears listening to the appeal

for comedies that will "knock 'em out

of their seats."

It is concluded that a successful

comedy would be one that forces the

producer to dream the following
nightmare:

1. The exhibitor, poking his head
out of the box-office, must be greeted
with the "thud, thud, thud," caused
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by the limp bodies of hilarious pa-
Irons striking the floor.

2. "Gags" and "hokum" must be
avoided.

3. "Gags" and "hokum" must be
prevalent.

4. Producers must furnish stretch-

er-bearers with each comedy to re-

place the customary ushers for the

purpose of clearing the theater of

helpless, but happy, customers.

5. "Silent laughers" must be shot.

6. The rental price of these humor-
ous riots must not exceed $2.

An All-Year Product
By L. J, Darmour, President
Standard Cinema Corporation

The real importance of the short
subject in motion pictures is obtaining
growing recognition, and the future

will see even more rapid developments
in this field. Speaking for one of

the newest companies in the field, I

want to outline the ideas on which our
production and sales policies are

based.

In the first place, we are working
on the fact that there is no slack sea-

son as far as the short subject is con-
cerned—that every part of the year
is good tpr the showing of one
and two reelers of the higher stand-
ard.

The reason for this is simple. The-
ater patrons want to be amused and
interested by having short subjects
on the program in autumn, winter
and spring, but their desire for the
lighter and shorter films is still more

urgent in the summer, which is the

admitted dull season for the regular
features.

Following this basis, Standard is

getting out and will continue to re-

lease new series of shorts throughout
the year, starting them in regular
order, regardless of the season. This
is an innovation which has already
received box-office recognition in the
case of the Jimmy Aubrey comedies.

Another development in short sub-
jects is, that instead of padding out a
subject to two-reels, as used to be the

rule, so that even two reels was too
long, two-reelers are being made as

condensed versions of pictures which
could ordinarily run much longer.

This idea of putting punch and
story in a few thousand feet, of

course, requires infinitely more care
in the production, and the expenditure
of more money to raise the standard
of quality.

Standard has completed plans
where by it will start production
shortly on a number of two-reelers
which, we believe, will be more lavish,

more carefully produced, and, inci-

dentally, more costly ,than any other
film of similar length on the market.

The Standard, in order to carry out
these plans, is negotiating with sev-
eral feature comedians, of world-wide
reputation, who have appeared lately

only in seven-reel features. They will

appear in the same type of success-
ful entertainment they have been fea-

tured in, but they will be of two-reel
length. These comedies will be two-
reel features in every sense of the
word.

Hold Down Footage
By J. R. Bray

The efforts of Famous Players,
First National and Metro, to reduce
the footage of average feature re-

leases to six thousand feet or less, it

seems to me, will have a very mark-
ed effect stimulating interest in the
sale of short subjects. The com-
plaint we hear most of, is that the
features are so long that the theater
manager has very little room for short
subjects, and sometimes has room
only for a news weekly in addition
to his best feature.

With features henceforth cut down
to five and six reels in length, there

will be a great deal of additional

room for first-class short subject ma-
terial which ought to make it possible
for the producers of one-reel and fwo-
reel productions to get a ready mar-
ket for subjects of good quality.

Not only will such a change create

a greater market than at present ex-
ists for short subjects, but I feel sure
that the theater-going public will

greatly appreciate the change. Com-
plaints can be heard on every side

now, that the average feature is too
lcng. that when a feature is of only
average quality and it runs into so
many reels, it has a disastrous effect

upon the box office receipts. Criti-

cisms can be heard on every side

these days, that the average quality

of feature productions is very poor,
and wishes are expressed that the fea-

ture producers should find fresh

angles and new material from which
to construct their productions.

Shortening up the features will

eliminate a great deal of this criti-

cism, because a production of av-
erage quality cut down to the mini-
mum in length will iDe a great deal
more interesting and make a finer
impression on the public than one
that is overpadded and drawn out to
the point of becoming tedious. Con-
sidering this proposed change from
all angles, I think it will benefit not
only the short producer, but the in-
dustry as a whole, and be one of the
greatest factors towards restimulating
the interest of the general public in
moving pictures.

Lillian Gale in New Serial

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Lillian Gale, who left

the trade paper field to become an ac-
tress has been engaged by George B.
Seitz to appear in "The Fortieth
Door," his new serial for Pathe.

Lhasa Films Here
The first pictures ever taken of

Lhasa, the forbidden city of Tibet,
have been brought here by Dr. Wil-
liam M. McGovern professor of Ori-
ental languages at the University of
London.

Foy Making "Hysterical Comedies"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Bryan Foy, former
director for Universal and Fox, has
just completed the third of a series

of 52 one-reelers to be produced dur-
ing 1924 known as "Hysterical His-
tory Comedies." Monte Brice, is as-

sociated with Foy.
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Booked in Big Playhouses Everywhere
Louis H. Tolhurst's Marvels of the Screen

"SECRETS OF LIFE"
A series of microscopic trips to worlds in which tiny creatures have

their loves, hatreds, battles, and live almost as human beings do

NOW READY FOR RELEASE

The Ant The Bee The Spider The Butterfly

Distributed by EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.

Produced by PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION, Sol Lesser, President
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My Pledge for 1924

I will make comedies suitable

FOR EVERY PROGRAM

OF EVERY THEATRE

IN EVERY DISTRICT

At a price every exhibitor can afford

Hal Roach

Pafhecomedy-®~TRADE [ Wj*l MARK
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How Important Newspaper Critics Regard the Short Subjects

| D. Keilman, Topeka Daily Capital

I regard the short subject as much
ssential to the motion picture thea-

;r as the big features.

I believe a steady volume of busi-

ess could be assured if a more con-

istent policy of playing "harmonious

rograms" were adopted.

The average theater manager gives

II his attention to the feature and

ist "fills in" with short stuff to get

le needed footage.

If short subjects were selected and

ooked as a part of a planned pro-

ram it would solve one of the prob-

:ms the theater man has to fight

rhen thinking of "Old Man Over-

ead."

As it is many patrons are en-

ouraged to stay away when their

3rt of a picture is not featured.

[ow much better to make that patron

;alize that it's not just one picture

Ut a whole program that will be

ffered for his entertainment.

I know several persons in Topeka
rho make a practise of attending a

leater where their favorite brand of

ews reels are shown. They know
ley will always be entertained with

omething thai is "Real."

I also know some who always ask
: there is a good comedy on the bill

nd make their decision as to the

heater they will attend on the as-

urance of good laughs.

In my position with the Daily Capi-

E I receive several and some times

lore than several inquiries of that

ature every day in addition to "first

and" opinions of the feature pic-

lres being shown.
Why could not some theater man

et those people as regular attendants

f his place by having the news and
le comedy every program?
It's my opinion that the news
lould be a regular feature of every

11. The same opinion stands for

>medies. The latter should be

joked so their general trend or con-

ast makes them fit the feature pic-

Ire. When I was managing a house,

aimed to follow a sad or tragic end-

g on a feature with a particularly

jroarious comedy—that for contrast

id to let them go out laughing. If

was a comedy feature I used a

iod two reel drama as an introduc-

an so the comedy would appeal

en the more.
I regard prologues an essential

ben playing these really big fea-

res. One always has to hike prices

i such pictures and by spending
00 one can devise a suitable little

t that blends with the feature and
ves the audience the impression that

is getting an elaborate production
- the increased price. I never knew
audience to kick on a price hike

•Jien this thing was done.
IThere is such competition in the

'Smedy producing business right now
i^it it would be hard indeed to pick

t any "Five Best," tho I believe
t\ Stan Laurel series of burlesques
£• about up at the top, and espe-
c lly fitting for use with programs.

'. believe comedies and news reels

a necessities and not "fillers."

There are times too when an edu-
cational or a scenic can be used to

create atmosphere for a feature pic-

ture and are just as necessary, other-

wise if properly picked they will do
as the real fillers when extra footage
is needed. These can be cut to size

much more easily than the features,

or the comedies.

William J. Lewis, Pittsburgh Gazette
Times

Short subjects are the spice of any
photoplay programs always. Quite
often they are the best thing. Of
course, I am speaking of all short
subjects lumped together and thus
the general quality of the whole gets
a lowered average by reason of the
comedies which usually are most
rotten. However, that fact is not
recognized by the run of movie fans,

else there would be no movie thea-
ters, because, bad as they are, the
comedies are little worse than most
of the so-called features. Here again,

the movie critic sets his opinion
against that of the movie patron,
who, as a rule, is well satisfied with
the class of pictures served to him.
Getting back to the short subjects,

they are most important and no good
bill would be complete without them.
I do not believe they would attract

any person to a cinema theater but
I am of the opinion that a large per-
centage of film patrons would be dis-

appointed if they were not shown.

Pittsburgh exhibitors take good
care of their audiences by giving them
various short films in addition to the
feature. I never see anyone walking
out on the short stuff except those
intent on seeing only the feature and
have given themselves just that much
time. About the only thing I know
of that makes an average movie cus-
tomer tired is the usual "Bill Spivens
presents Arty Choke in 'The Whirl-
ing Wheel,' a Vapid Production, made
into a photoplay under the personal
supervision of Bill Spivens. Directed
by G. W. Driffith. Photographed by
J. Artemus Dodds. Scenario by
Bessie Blase from the original story
by Alfred M. Bridle," etc. Who the

hick cares anything but the fact that

good ol" Arty is going to thrill us
again?

I believe that some fail to fully ap-
preciate the interest value of the reels

1 have described and often think they
can relieve the density of a tragic

picture with a short reel farce, which,
they believe, is the more effective the

bigger absurdity it is.

I had rather describe the type of
comedies I prefer than single out any
as the best I have seen. Personally
I enjoy really funny pictures, even
if they are exaggerations, as well as
the finer comedy subjects, but both
should reflect brains and thought in

the maker. The custard-pie comedy,
like coarse slapstick never could ap-
peal to me, and I think only small
children or very dense intellects like

them. I regarded "Our Hospitality"
as very enjoyable entertainment, and,
by the way, I was almost as much
amused at the laughter at Buster Kea-
_ton when he was about to go over
the falls, or take the leap for his life,

as at the amusing sides of the picture
itself. Those who laughed when a
man's life seemed in jeopardy, even
in a picture, did not reflect, in my
opinion, an intellectuality in advance
of the irresponsible small boy, who
laughed at a funeral, because the
corpse looked funny. In comedies
as in its more serious drama the pic-

ture making industry must employ
efficient intellect—and keep the box-
office nose out of production.

W. H. Landvoight, Washington Star

I regard the news, educational and
scenic short reels as often the most
enjoyable portions of the photoplay
nrograms shown in our theaters. The
Urban Movie Chats are excellent and
the news features always interesting.

It has been my observation that au-
diences always give them close and
interested attention.

I believe a great majority of the
nirture audiences would seriously

miss the short reels I have referred

to. There are, alas, too many short

reel socalled comedies—better mon-
strosities, whose absence would be
hailed with much relief by all persons
of average intelligence.

Exhibitors in Washington are, as

a rule, generous in their exhibition of

the good short reel features, although

Harold Kessler, Toledo Town Topics

"Just as important as is the 'funny
page' of the daily newspaper, equally
important is the comedy film in the
picture house. In the newspaper
business we pick these features for

our readers which experience has
taught us hold the widest appeal. It

seems that the motion picture houses
might well follow this example in

building their programs. I think it's

pretty well established that people
go outside and talk about the comedy,
often with more enthusiasm than they

discuss the 'super feature' which may
or may not be good."

Ted Taylor, Los Angeles Record

"A toast, my friends, to the Short
Subject . . . spice of the movie.
"The Short Subject, marked by

originality of idea and enthusiasm
of production almost unknown
among the over-emphasized features.

"Pictures such as Tolhurst's mi-
croscopic dramas of insect life; the

short comedies of Keaton, Hamilton
and 'Our Gang'—and those produced
by Christie and Mack Sennett; the

delightful whimsicalities of Felix the

Cat and the little men who hop out
of the inkwell; the wisecracks gleaned
from the newspaper columns by the

Literary Digest; the grotesque sil-

houettes of Tony Sarg; the cleancut

'Fighting Blood, and. 'Leather Push-
er' series; the adventures in scenic

beauty of Robert Bruce. . . . These
have made picture houses fascinating

despite much drawn-out drivel and
cut-and-dried-hokum.
"And, too, the news reel—proof

that the language of the eye is more
international than Esperanto or

Volapuk. * * *"

David W. Bailey, Boston Transcript

Favoring, as I do, the "unit" pro-
gram, and never more than one full-

length "feature" film on a single bill,

I naturally believe short subjects,

split reels, comedies, "educational"
bits, news weeklies, and magazine
stuff to constitute a body of matter
from which the alert house manager
must choose items suited to the tastes

and capacities of his patronage.

My district—Boston—is at present
handicapped by the almost universal

prevalence of the "two-feature" pro-
gram. This results in the choice,

either of two indifferent or positively

bad films at the possible price of one
first-rate picture and a few sundry
reels, or else of one passably good
photoplay and an exceptionally cheap
one to accompany it. This custom
also leaves little room for intelligently

selected short subjects. From such
programs as do leave room for these

brief, miscellaneous reels I derive the
opinion that Bostonians, or a con-
siderable percentage of them, are at-

tracted to picture houses by short
stuff. This seems especially true in

the neighborhood houses in outlying
wards and suburbs, and in the larger

houses in such sections as the Back
Bay. It goes without saying that

the ordinary fatuous and vulgar
hurly-burly two-reel comedy does not
draw strongly in these more or less

sophisticated districts.

It is my opinion (a fallible one,

remember) that exhibitors in Boston
are showing too few short subjects.

Robert Bruce's out-of-doors stuff,

some Prizma reels, oddities such as
Tony Sarg and the "Inkwell" series,

Will Rogers comedies; the "En-
chanted City," "Sea of Dreams" kind
of filler;—all these have received in-

adequate showings in Boston. I

think that the public hereabouts
would welcome more such reels.

E. B. Olwin, Fargo N. Dakota Daily

Tribune

I believe short subjects have a

rather important place on the motion
picture program, except in the case

of the super-productions. I believe

particularly in the value of the edu-
cational, novelty, and news reel fea-

tures. The short comedies, in most
cases, display a monotonous lack of

new ideas.

I do not believe that any large num-
ber of persons are attracted to a pic-

ture house by a short subject, ex-

cept in the case of established comedy
stars such as Buster Keaton and
Harold Lloyd. At the same time I

do believe that many persons would
be disappointed if the short subjects

were not shown. I have noticed that

many persons who came in late, re-

main for the short reel subjects after

the feature picture is shown, but do
not stay for the opening of the fea-

ture.

Exhibitors in this section are show-
ing enough short subjects. The
length of some of the feature pictures

makes it difficult to include short sub-

jects on the bill.
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Helen de Motte, Richmond News
Leader

Good short features are undoubted-
ly valuable in building up a program,
particularly educationals (real educa-
tional ones), news reels and clean

bright, comedies, not slapstick.

I do not think any important per-

centage of people are attracted to

picture houses by short subjects. It

is possible a certain number would
be disappointed if there were no short

features, especially if the feature pic-

ture is not a strong one, but I be-

lieve the majority of patrons of the

theaters are attracted solely by the

feature picture, either because of the

story, favorite players or the work
of a well known director.

Exhibitors in Richmond, have well

chosen, diversified programs, in the

main.
I do not recall the name of any

comedies during the past six months.
I have neither the time nor inclination

to review them and rarely see but a

portion of a program, in addition to

the feature picture.

Leah Du Rand Des Moines Register

and Evening Tribune

I believe that the majority of pic-

ture patrons enjoy picture programs
built up with a five or six reel feature

and the addition of one or more good
short subjects. Moreover, the edu-

cationals and news reels are beneficial

as well as enjoyable to the majority.

The effect of a "Sing Them Again"
or a Bruce Wilderness or a Lyman
Howe is worth much, in my opinion.

I do not believe that people are at-

tracted by the short subjects, in fact

they never look at any part of the

advertising but the name of feature

or star, in most cases. But I am
sure that most people do enjoy them,

some even appreciate the best ones,

and all would probably miss them if

they were not shown.
Our exhibitors are not showing

enough of the best short subjects,

but too many of the silly comedies
that are a bore.

Richard Hayford, Buffalo Courier

I am in favor of short subjects.

Interspersed, they sort of form a re-

lief, especially if the sensational tcn-

reeler proves nothing but hokum and
cheap trash. By all means, give us

good short subjects, real comedies,

up-to-date educationals and the latest

news reels.

In my mind there is no doubt that

they will greatly help to build up a

program. They are often a compen-
sation for a bunk feature. I am al-

ways looking to that end after a dis-

appointing top-liner, so much in fact,

that once in my review I featured

the short subject matter on a program
of one of our biggest houses and gave
the sensational headliner three lines

which was one too many.
I believe that Buffalo exhibitors

should show more short subjects than

they are doing just now, especially

when they themselves know that the

feature won't stand the test of good
entertainment.

Mae Lillian Fish, Evansville Ind.

Spectator

The short subject, in my opinion,

always improves a motion picture pro-

gram. A diversified bill attracts a

crowd, particularly in Evansville
where people like to get their money's
worth. I think the news reels are
indispensable. Educationals usually
are very instructive, although as far

as I am concerned, this type of pic-

tures, with the exception of travel-

ogues or travel pictures, is nones-
sential. I like good, short comedies,
too.

I think a great many persons are
attracted to picture houses by Short
Subjects and that the most of this

number are disappointed by what is

shown.
Exhibitors in this city are showing

enough short subjects, I believe, but
apparently good short subjects are
hard to find.

I have not seen five good come-
dies in the past month. It would
be difficult for me to name the five

best comedies I have seen during
the past six months. Producers of
comedies, I think, make a mistake
in trying to "pad" their efforts. I

am not saying there are no good
comedians, but the short comedies
are few and far between. I like the
Toonerville comedies, for the most
part, but these are no longer shown
here. I am in favor of better short
comedies and shorter feature produc-
tions.

G. C. MacKinnon, Boston Advertiser

News reels and other short sub-
jects have frequently saved me from
dying of ennui. But I should not
be surprised to find that the majority
of the public disagrees with me in

my oft reiterated praises of short sub-
jects. For I often disagree with the
majority of the public, and they have
every right to return the compli-
ment, and probably do.

Many people, especially in sophis-
ticated city neighborhoods, delight in

such films as "Bali The Unknown."
Of course, this film was fairly long.
But something along the same line,

and shorter, would appease them and
compensate them for terrible features.

The Fenway Theater is commend-
able in this respect, I think. Some
houses show two long, and often very
dismal, features, with two brief sub-
jects, clipped as short as possible, in

between. Lately I have noticed sob-
hokum and exaggerated thrill-bosh

getting the laugh. If an audience
doesn't sorrow with a sorrow-film,
and thrill with a thrill-film, it seems
safe to say that it is being bored.

I doubt that a long, clever comedy
tires anyone except a few benighted
creatures who cluck at the gags as

if agitated and nonplussed. Why not
comedies of medium length, and fea-

tures of the same extent? "Modern
Matrimony" was a good length for

any film, grave or gay. Or perhaps
a bit shorter. I think "Modern Matri-
mony" ran about fifty minutes.

(Ex Abundantia: "Bali The Un-
known" got a great hand at the Capi-

tol, Allston. Jibes, derisive laughter,

and other signs of contempt greeted

a "moral-lesson" film at a high-class

film theater. Is it possible that the

city public is getting tired of cinema
preachments? Nearly all the long

films sermonize. Few of the short

ones do so.)

Jack Gordon, Fort Worth Press

I regard the news reel as indis-

pensable, usually the brightest unit

of the program. Most comedies I

think deplorably trite, inane and
wholly unrelishable. Theaters as a

whole, in my opinion, slight the edu
cational, thereby overlooking one of

the primal possibilities of the moving
picture. I cannot see why travel

films, entertainingly titled (such as

Martin Johnson's stuff) should bore
anyone, but rather instruct and amuse
simultaneously.

It is most deplorable, I think,- to

waste good film on the silly comedies
being issued when this same footage
could be taken up with subjects in-

structive and engrossing like the

Pathe Screen Magazine.
No motion picture program can be

complete without the short subject.

It would be like a restaurant meal
minus the salt shaker. Short sub-
jects fail to bring patrons to a theater

because they aren't exploitated prop-
erly in most cases. Theater goers
select their show by the feature, natu-

rally, as it makes up the bulk of

the show, but expect suitable short

subjects as an appendage to the

program.
Exhibitors in this section are very

generous with short subjects.

Elmer H. Dressman Cincinnati Post

If I were an exhibitor I would use
the same care in the selection of short

subjects that I would like to use in

buying feature films.

To my mind, while a poor feature

cannot always be propped up with
good short subjects, many a good
feature is hurt by the atrocious come-
dy or uninteresting short reeler that

precedes or follows it. There are

cases, however, I believe where a pro-
gram is saved by the excellence of

its "added attractions." I regard
them as of almost equal importance
with the feature picture and I think

they should not be bought on a hit

or miss plan by any exhibitor.

I believe there is a large percentage
of movie patrons which wants news
reels, good comedies, sport and
science short reelers, etc. I am con-
fident that, while any given short one
may not draw crowds to a picture

theater, the consistent exhibition of

high class one and two reel added
attractions will mean folk are going
to come again and again, knowing
they are going to see the things they
like. If I were an exhibitor I should
want Aesop's Fables as a regular at-

traction. I should like to have a good
news reel , sans the parades in

Podunk, acrobatic babies, salmon
fishing up north and the other peren-

nial fillers. I should want a reel

like the Pathe Review or Robert
Bruce scenics every once in a while.

I'd pick my comedies with care,

eliminating the cheap comedians who
only imitate and never originate. I'd

do all these things providing I could

get these pictures, could afford to

pay the price and my patrons re-

sponded to them.
First-run exhibitors in Cincinnati

are presenting, in the main, a very
pleasing array of short reel subjects,

altho some of the comedies are very

mediocre.

Walter D. Hickman, Indianapolis

Times

I have noticed for more than a

year that the movie going public i

not only increasing its interest in ai

'all round' program but is demandini
such balanced programs. Busines
men in this city often protest whei
a news weekly has been withdrawn
One Norma Talmadge picture pro
voked the comment, "Well there wil

be a comedy to make us laugh." I

seems to me that the exhibitor woul<
profit greatly if more legitimate at
ention was given to what is termer
the auxiliary program. It still re

mains true that the public stills buy;

a name feature picture but I hav«

seen such pictures fail to draw as they

should because an opposition house
had a well balanced program.

I am convinced that the house whe
places the correct importance upor
the short subjects will win a definite

following over the exhibitor whe
plugs only a long feature. I believe

that the regular movie public is in-

viting a shorter feature picture. The
continuous vaudeville show mixec
with movies is teaching the movie
public to enjoy variety or not toe

great continuous length. This new
attitude of the public cannot be
studied too closely by theater mana-
gers and the press. I believe thai

the great majority of movie patrons

are "buying" the movie show which
offers a well balanced program, in-

cluding short subjects and novelties.

The larger houses in the larger

cities of Indiana are seeing the

necessity of offering short subjects

but the smaller houses have not

awakened to the demand of the

public.

In my conversation with managers,*
I often have been told that "Our
Gang Comedies" have a strong draw|
in Indianapolis. Also the Mermaid
comedies.

1,

"Billy" Leyser, Cleveland News
To this writer, the short subject,

which includes comedies, news reels,

scenic and travel pictures 'hodge-

podges' educational and the like are

as important to a motion picture pro-

gram as the feature picture or evew s

the projection machines.
There are scores of photoplay pat

rons who go to the theater, with the,

hope that if the feature is not to their,

liking, they know they will see one^

or two short subjects which will com-
pensate them for their time and,

trouble. And there are some whom
I know are disappointed when no

short reels are shown.
The one trouble in this section is

the apparent disregard of the im-

portance a short reel plays in the

completion of a program. Not
enough publicity or advertising is

given—did I say not enough—I
;

meant hardly any notice is given to

the short subjects here in Cleveland,

unless it is a mighty popular one

or one that has had a million lines

of printers ink 'spilled' in its favor.

The attitude seems to be that since

the feature production cost so much
more than the short subject, that it

should be publicized pro rata. To
me, the present day exhibitor, many
of them rather still consider the short

subject, be it comedy, news weekly,

novelty or the like, a 'filler.'

When they consider that a fair

price for a short subject is merchan-

dise that they can capitalize on, then
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the short subject is really coming in

to its own.
There are few feature productions

released today that do not require ad-

ditional attractions. The public ex-

pect them and will pay their money
to see them, but the public must be

Evised that they are being exhibited,

first.

Michael Fanning, Ohio State Journal,

Columbus
The short subject is as important

as it wants to make itself. Some
are terrific bores, others are intensely

interesting. Sad to say the latter are

in the majority.

In my opinion no important per-

centage of people is attracted to thea-

ters by short subject unless they are

serials as "Fighting Blood." How-
ever I believe the majority would be

disappointed if none was shown.
Exhibitors in Columbus are, if any-

thing, showing too many short sub-

jects and duplicating. Aesop's Fables,

the best of them all is shown here

in three downtown houses at one

time.

W. Ward Marsh, Cleveland Plain

Dealer

My opinions haven't had time to

change very much from those printed

in The Film Daily, issue of Sept. 2,

1923.

I would stress again the value of

revivals (at reasonable prices to ex-

hibitors and the public) for summer
wear.

Guy Price

Los Angeles Evening Herald

The "short subject" is all-important

to the theater program. It is the

'relief" so often needed. In the

opinion of this reviewer (twelve years

experience) the short reels are vastly

more helpful to the show than the

musical and vaudeville interludes.

People go to a picture theater for

pictures and they expect to see a

variety.

The ideal bill is a dramatic fea-

ture, comedy and education or a light

dramatic feature, a light comedy and
something of an educational or semi-

serious nature.

It has been by observation that

lot a small percentage of film patrons

is attracted by the one and two reel

subjects.

The theaters in this district are

very partial to the short subjects and
<eep well supplied, using them to ad-

vantage in their programs.

Carl B. Adams, Cincinnati Enquirer

Formerly, I regarded the short sub-

ject much in the same way as I re-

gard the acrobatic act of a vaude-
ville show—a necessary and unescap-
able evil. Of late, there has been
so much improvement in news reels,

educationals, and novelties that I feel

a motion picture program is con-
siderably enhanced by the showing
of one or two judiciously chosen
short subjects. The only department
of short subjects that does not seem
to have improved with age is the

comedy. So far as I am concerned,
the short reel comedy is a waste of

time both for those who make them

Pointers
<• <• \ NYONE who thinks he can be negligent in his attention to
l\ patrons is on the road to ruin!

"No man should be satisfied to rest on his laurels and think that

because the theater is excellent, the location good, his patronage big,

he can stop there.

"A good manager, a good cashier, a good doorman, a good
usher, will so impress everyone he comes in contact with that your
patrons will look forward to another visit to your theater. You
should never be too busy to demonstrate to a patron that it is your
desire to make every visit to your theater a pleasant experience.

"Whoever allows himself to become impatient comes to the fall-

ing-off place before he is aware of it. By indulging in temper a man
loses control of himself—effects nothing except to hurt the institu-

tion he represents. Do not turn friends into enemies by hasty
speech.

" 'By conquering yourself you have conquered me,' were the
words of a great Indian chief when he surrendered to one of our
colonial governors."—Harold B. Franklin in "The Close-Up," house
organ, Department of Theaters, Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

and those who see them. Not more
than one out of twenty-five is really

funny. Most of them are still as

lame, as puerile, and as devoid of

genuine humor as when they first

began making them. This is all the

more to be regretted, because of the

rich possibilities this genre of motion
pictures possesses.

In cases when a photoplay of un-
usual length or unusual emotional
depth is shown, I much prefer that

no short subject at all be included
on the program because it has a ten-

dency to destroy the dominant "tone,"

mood, or atmosphere of the feature.

It has the same effect as clog danc-
ing, tight-rope walking, or clownish
monologues would have if offered

between the acts of "Hamlet" or

"Mary Rose." That is a custom still

followed by itinerant river shows, but
I think motion pictures have prog-
ressed beyond the river show stage.

Of course, in the case of the average
feature, the atmosphere is neither so

subtle nor so penetrating as to be
marred by the introduction of a news
reel or other short subject before or

after the showing of the feature.

I do not think there are many
people in Cincinnati who are attracted

to motion picture theaters by short

subjects, although they certainly are

attracted by the musical accompani-
ment. Just the same, I am convinced
that most of the local audiences
would be disappointed if short sub-

jects were not shown at all, and I

have found from observation that

news reels and Aesop's Fables are

particularly popular.

Exhibitors in this city are very
careful not to overburden their pro-

Trams with short subjects. The usual

thing is a news reel, and in the case
of shorter features a comedy is added
to fill up the program.

reels arc indispensable to the exhibi-

tor and play a large part in building
his box office receipts.

I firmly believe that many persons
are attracted to picture houses by
short subjects. In a canvass of the

office here I find four men out of ten

who declare they desire short reels

and would be disappointed without
them. In a surmise I should have
guessed that 25 percent of the movie
patrons consider the short reel topics

in selecting a movie.

Exhibitors in Evansville for the

most part are showing enough short

reels of an educational value but not

enough short reel comedies, it is my
opinion. I sincerely advocate a

comedy being shown with every fea-

ture despite the nature of the feature

unless it be a comedy within itself.

I believe the movie going public seeks
variety and what greater variety

might be attainable than a tragedy-
drama and a screaming farce. The
American people can laugh and weep
in the same breath and still be
satisfied.

Bob Crossland, Evansville Courier

I advocate the making of more
short reels and news features. In

my opinion much education is to be
derived from the news reels, and it

cannot be denied that short reels

break any monotony that might occur
nrior to the showing of the feature.

I know it to be a fact that short

George C. Warren
San Francisco Chronicle

1 believe, from conversations with
ordinary mortals who are outside the

businesses of newspapers or thea-
ters, that short subjects are very im-
portant, particularly news reels. I

do not believe people are attracted

by short subjects, but I do believe

they would be dissatisfied without
them. There are always a comedy,
news reel and often an educational or

scenic on the programs in the big
first run houses, and the first two
always in the residential theaters.

Julius Cohen, New York Staats-

Zeitung

The short subject is to the motion
picture program what corned beef is

to cabbage. There are a good per-

centage of people "who are attracted

to picture houses by Short Subjects
and who would be disappointed if

they were not shown at all.

The best comedies seen during the

past six months are:

"Why Worry"
"To the Ladies"
"Our Hospitality."

Carl Sandburg, The News, Chicago

The exhibitor, whether he runs a

downtown house or a neighborhood
theater, naturally can't have his whole
program made of short subjects; he
must have one big feature; the one
big feature takes about an hour or

more. Generally then, lie has one
or two short reel subjects, most often
a two-reel comedy and a news reel.

This usually cats up about an hour
and a half or more of time, which
seems to be considered about enough
time for pictures. If the show runs
longer it is filled with music and
vaudeville specialties, or, in some
cases, grand opera numbers. It

seems to be the case that the big
feature pictures are planned to take
an hour or more, going six to ten
reels, seldom less than six, which
takes an hour. There seem to be
few or no producers with the whims
of a Charlie Chaplin. He found, for
instance, that what he wanted to tell

in "The Pilgrim" could be told in

four reels: he could have stretched
it to six reels and made a "one hour
program picture," but he doesn't
work that way. So, when theaters
were showing this Chaplin four-
reeler they had more room on their

programs for two reel subjects. It

seems that there may be more room
for short subjects if the producers
can be persuaded to make their

longest pictures shorter. But we
should remember there is a sort of

theory or tradition that to make the
longer pictures shorter makes the
higher price lower to the exhibitor.

And there we are.

Exhibitors know* a lot about
gauging the psychology of their

audiences. Some exhibitors have
made large fortunes and built chains
of theaters because of their expert
ability in gauging the psychology of
their audiences. It may be that they
have not given the short subjects a

fair test; this reviewer believes that
there is more science, history, poetry
and valuable and exciting knowledge
in the general mass of short reel sub-
jects than there is in the general mass
of "big feature pictures."

Just why more of these are not
shown, the exact reason why more
two-reel educational subjects are not
exhibited, is not clear as yet, outside
of the big main reason that the fea-

ture program of six reels and more
takes most of the time. For one
thing, we must understand that the
exhibitor has to run a theater, tend
to its furniture, heating and ventila-

tion, music, tickets, front lobby dis-

plays, and so on, so that he doesn't
have much time to go through the
extensive lists of short subjects, view
them personally and pick what might
please his line of customers. If the

exhibitors had more time they might
be able to make a wise choice of short

reel subjects, in which case the chil-

dren wouldn't have to go to school

and study geography or science be-

cause they would learn a-plenty at

the movies.

There is something of a curse rest-

ing on the two-reel comedy. A high
percentage of the two-reelers are rot

and silly slapstick with no imagina-
tion nor healthy fun. As to the news
reels, they arc decidedly popular and

( Continued on Page 20)



JIMMY AUBREY

aptly describes this series of mirth-provoking,
riotous comedies in two-reel lengths. Jimmy,
the slapstick king, stumbles from one screaming-
ly funny adventure into the next and the on-

lookers shriek with laughter as they watch his

antics. Each picture is brimming over with

chuckles and gleeful snorts and Jimmy, the in-

imitable, rocks the house with his capers.

These comedies, which are being especially pro-

duced by the Jimmy Aubrey Productions, Inc.,

for the Standard Cinema Corporation, will be

released one each month. Put in your order for

the series now.
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is with us once more and never has

that good, old scout been so absorb-

ingly entertaining, utterly original

and completely comical as in this

new and clever combination of in-

genious cartoons and actual scenes.

In this single reel series, which is

being produced by the Bray Pro-

ductions, Inc., and released at the

rate of one a month by the Stand-

ard Cinema Corporation, the ir-

repressible Colonel Heeza Liar has

experiences which would be beyond
the wildest dreams of a less imag-
inative man and the beholders

chuckle and thrill as they are un-

rolled before their intensely inter-

ested eyes.

Don't miss the popular Colonel

Heeza Liar. His friends and sup-

porters will swell your ticket sales.

«A*fe*> Mm\ n.. .,»„ fefe*x. -<2L

STANDARD CINEM
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DPUCE BARTON

is well known for doing the unusual and in his

series of single reel features produced by the Better
Day Pictures, Inc., he is offering something really

unique. Each subject is distinctly different and tells

a story which cannot fail to hold the attention of

the audience from start to finish.

One of these features may be obtained each month
from the Standard Cinema Corporation but you
may order the entire series now and run each sub-

ject as it is released. This will save you trouble

and insure your receiving a picture which will

please your patrons and bring more money in to

you.

are being made by the L. K. C. Productions in

two-reel lengths. These celebrated, long await-
ed and eagerly anticipated comedies feature
many of Hollywood's most famous funmakers
and their antics would pull a laugh from even
the most serious-minded. Each foot of film con-

tains at least one chuckle and several smiles and
it is safe to bet that an audience will be gasping
for breath and holding its sides by the time the

subject is completed.
Book every one of this series now from the

Standard Cinema Corporation. You will reap
your reward not only in the thanks of your pa-
trons but in increased box-office receipts.

A CORPORATION
THROUGH

ING CORPORATION
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arc being used by many exhibitors.

Just why more scenics and educa-
tional are not used is not clearly

known . Of course, if people like

prize fights and dancing- and jazz

parties better than books or science,

history and poetry, it is going to be

hard to make them like the beautiful

two-reelers on the Einstein theory
of relativity better than flashes of

Cecil B. DeMille's screen version of

"The Admirable Crichton," which he

titled "Male and Female."

C. B. Bahn, Syracuse American

I'm a strong believer in short sub-

jects, whether they're comedies, edu-
cational films or news reels. The
primary object of the theater is to

entertain. And the short subjects do
just that. Sometimes the features do
not.

Give us short comedies by all

means. I'd rather laugh than cry.

And so would you. Give us educa-
tional films. Visual instruction is 100

per cent efficient and—whisper—at-

tractive. News reels? By all means.
Let's see the news as well as read it.

I'd like to particularly call your at-

tention to two recent news reel offer-

ings by International News. One
was the insight into the operations

of a radio station—W O R, to be
specific. The other was that pictorial

narrative of Captain Varges, the dar-

ing International cameraman. Both
were splendid features—examples of

what the newsreel can do.

Would Syracuse picture patrons
be disappointed if there were no
short subjects? Emphatically, yes!

There are feature films, of course,

that are sufficiently important to hold
the screen alone. But I know hun-
dreds, yes thousands, who look for-

ward to the shorter subjects each
week. Syracuse film managers know
this. That's why short subjects arc

found upon their programs.

The five best comedies I've seen

in the past six months? That's no
easy question to answer. Personally,

I'm strong for the "Our Gang" series.

And I like the Sennett releases. But
I think, for novelty of idea and treat-

ment, the Fox "Unreal News Reel"

was one of the funniest comedies
I've seen.

An Idea
Film distributing agencies

are passing up one big bet

—

they are failing to keep us on
the papers who write of the
movies, supplied with pictures
and data of the players in the

short subjects. Movie thea-
ters themselves have had to

educate the public to the value
of the short reels. It is about
time that the short reel pro-
ducers get busy and give us
good pictures for reproduction
so the public may become ac-

quainted with the casts.

Walter D. Hickman,

Indianapolis Times

What the Public Likes
As part <if tlie questionnaire which THE FILM DAILY is-

sued to several thousand patrons of theaters through several
hundred exhibitors was the question :

WHAT TYPE OF SHORT SUBJECT DO YOU MOST PREFER?
'Idie replies varied considerably but were most interesting,

especially in view of the fact that the questionnaire was forwarded
to what is considered the higher grade element of patrons. The
majority favored the comedy type of short subjects.

Some of the replies are presented :

"News."—Maude Richman, State Supervisor of H. E., Oklahoma City,
Okla.

"Scenics such as Bruce or Post Nature."—C. C. Marshall, Minister, Meth
Episcopal Church, Bridgeport, Conn.

"None. The short subject always impresses me as a filler because it is

usually very incomplete."—F. A. Woll, Asst., Prof. College City of
N. Y.

"News."—Frank N. Freeman, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

"The Literary Digest."—Louis Frohman, 709 Greenmount Ave.. Baltimore,
Md.

"Clean Comedy."—Mrs. Edna Hatfield Edmondson, Indiana University,
Bloomingtcn, Ind.

"Pictorial or picturization of current events."—Henry E. Bliss, College
of City of N. Y.

Character Building."—University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

"Comedy."—John Ruckelshaus, Indianapolis, Ind.
"Comedy and News."—South Boston Amusement Co., S. Boston, Ya.
"Educational."—Rev. Ambar M. Blackford, Better Films Commt., Jack-

sonville, Fla.

"I have no choice in the matter of a short subject. Anything so long as
it is funny."—Rabbi Joseph Leiser. Temple Beth El, Helena, Ark.

"Cood comedy."—Bureau of Visual Instr. Extension Div. Indiana Univer-
sity, Bloomington, Ind.

"Historical, literary or nature setting. Cut out the silly love business."

—

Kansas State Teachers College of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Kansas.
"Educational or comedy especially Prizma art pictures."—A. M. Rowley,

Bedford, O.
"Scenic."—A. B. Meyer, Tell City, Ind.
"I think the short subject I should prefer would be an educational one."

—Mrs. James T. Chandler, Jr., 214 W. Ninth St., Wilmington, Del.
"News Weeklies."—Palace Orpheum Theater, Milwaukee, Wis.
"News Weekly, cartoons."—Mrs. Louis Jersawit, 485 Central Park West,

N. Y.
"News reel."—Harry Wasserman, Mgr., Eagle Theater, Roxbury, Mass.
"Patriotic or ideal situation between parents and children."—Rev. Edw.

Scofield, D. D., The Manse, 155 S. Church St., Goshen, N. Y.
"Travel pictures or pictures of places the average person never actually

sees."—M. Caroline Bell, 430 E. Lafayette Ave., Baltimore, Md.
"Good clean comedy."—Cal. Polytechnic School, San Luis Obispo, Cal.
"Comedies."—Virginia Theater, Hazard, Ky.
"Comedy and news."—Rialto Theater, Clinton, Iowa.
"American romance."—A. O. H. Grier, City Editor, Every Evening, Wil-

mington, Del.

"Clean comedy."—W. F. Harris, Palace Theater, Petersburg, Ya.
"News."—Rabbi Lee J. Levinger, 905 Van Buren St., Wilmington, Del.
"Comedy."—Win. G. Taylor, V. P., Delaware Trust Co., Wilmington. Del.
"News reels."—E. N. DeSoto, 8 Delhvood Rd., Hasbrouck Hills, Staten

Island, N. Y.
"I like anything that has a good story, and is above all, well-acted. On

the whole I think I should prefer a Harold Lloyd type of comedy."
—Lloyd V. Almirall, Harvey School, Hawthorne, N. Y.

"Comedy."—Oklahoma United Brethren C, E. Union, T. A. Tripp, Pres.,

Oklahoma City, Okla.
"Comedy."— Rev. Paul Grove, Redwood Falls, Minn.
"Comedy" (Harold Lloyd).— 111. State Normal University, Normal, 111.

"Pathe News."—E D. Turner, Mgr., Imperial Theater, Asheville, N. C
"Clean comedy."—Dr. W. H. McMaster, Pres. Mt. Union College, Alli-

ance, O.
"Historical."—Univ. of Wisconsin Madison, Wis.
"News Weekly."—B. P. Donovan, Equitable Trust Co., S. E. cor. Fayette

& Calvert Sts., Bait. Md.
"I prefer travel, world news, clean cut comedies."—Mrs. Arthur Twining,

Ft. Wayne, Ind.

"Animated comedy."—Attorney, Cumberland, Md.
"Scenic."—Mrs. B. Moore, Sec. Ind. Indorsers of Photoplays.
"Weekly."—New Grand Central Theater, Grand Blvd. at Lucas Ave., St.

Louis, Mo.
"News."—E. S. Dysinger, Fullerton Union High School, Fullerton, Cal.

"Of course I say, scientific and psychic."—The Lowe Observatory, Mt.
Lowe, Cal.

"News."—Rabbi Raphael Goldenstein. Temple B'nai Israel. Pasadena, Cal

"Comedy."—Mrs. Jos. E. Friend, 1807 Palmer Ave., New Orleans, La.

Interesting Replies
To Questionnaire of Motion Picture
News from Showmen Regarding
Importance of Short Subject

In recent issues of the Motion Pic-

ture News appeared the first of s

series of reports from exhibitors in

answer to a questionnaire issued b>
that publication.

One of the questions was "Wha'
do patrons say when you show a fea,

ture only?"

Here are some of the replies:

Wm. Fait, Eastman Theater
Rochester: "Poor show."

Harry Bernstein, Colonial, Rich
mond, Va. : "We have many com
plaints about long features."

Frank Rembusch, Indiana: "Noth-
ing. Just rest before they com
back."

J. W. Hawkins, gen. mangr. Allen
Charobe, Inc., New Bedford, Mass.:
"Where's the rest of the show?"
Ralph Talbot, Majestic, Tulsa.

Okla.: "Patrons complain when al!

short subjects are cut out."

Arcade Theatre Co., Minto, N. D'

"Complaints made."
Clyde Wilson, Martz Theatre, Tip-

ton, Ind.: "No kicks."

R. J. McLean, Palace Washington
Court House, Ohio: "No complaint
if picture is tied up with advertising.'

John O. Raar, Rialto, Allentown.:
Pa.: "Good shorts frequently pull!

through a poor feature."

C. F. Kreigbaum, Paramount The
atre, Rochester, Ind.: "They raise a

fuss."

Robert Sloath, Strand, Cumberland.
Md.: "Very small percentage conn
ment on length."
H. C. Beardsley, Beardsley Theatre.

Red Oak, Iowa: "Not satisfied."

Hugo Riesenfeld, Famous Player-

houses, New York City: "I receive

many complaints when I omit 2

comedy or a weekly and I also re-

ceive many complaints when I have

not a varied program."
H. M. Crandall, Washington, D

C: "The percentage of people whe
complain about the feature is ver\

small—but it is those who go out

do not complain, but do not come*

back that worry us."

George W. Trendle, Kunsky Enter.

Detroit: "We get continual com-
plaints from patrons who see a long'

show with nothing else when thejj

are not satisfied that the feature is

of sufficient merit to warrant the ad-

mission price."

"Roxy" Capitol, New York: "Then
have been man}- complaints on long'

features where the supplementary
program has been cut."

H. D. McNally, Theater Operating

Co., Peoria, ,111.: "Nothing."
Albert Nadeau, Bluebird Theater

Anaconda, Mont. : "A few express

disappointment."
Queen Theater, Wilmington, Del.

"Do producers make comedies an)

more?"

f!

Illinois Theater
"Most of then

Capitol Theater
'Have tried long

feature with 500 ft. filler, but it wa:

unsatisfactory."

E. G. Anderson, Princess Theater

Joseph Hopp,
Rock Island, 111,

object."

Roy McMinn,
Superior, Wis.:
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Aberdeen, S. D.: "Show was good but

too long."
Star Theater, Walsenburg, Colo.:

"Satisfied."

John Graham, Lyric Theater, But-

ler, Pa.: "Complain."
C. R. Sullivan, Fair Theater,

Amarillo, Tex.: "We always show
something besides feature."

Phil Gleichman, B'way-Strand, De-
troit: "Does not give entire satis-

faction."

E. A. O'Keefe, Babcock and Re-
gent Theaters, Billings, Mont.: "De-
pends on feature."

Frank L. Newman, Kansas City:

"No complaint, if feature is top-

notch production."
Fred Bezold, Lotus Theater, Sheri-

dan, Wyo.: "We run complete pro-

gram regardless of length."

H. Hombeck, Colonial, Longasport,
Ind.: "If feature is good, they are

pleased.

Roy Smart, Anniston Enterprises,

Anniston, Ala.: "Many complain at

very long programs without short

subjects."
Frank W. Buhler, Stanley Co.

Philadelphia: "While short subjects

do not, as a rule bring in additional

business, it is a fact that a news reel

or comedy or other short subject add-

ed to the feature sends the patron

out better pleased."

Variety Program
How It Was Put Over by Paul Wil-
liamson, Ideal Theater, Albuquer-

que, New Mexico
In this theater I play to the masses,

not to the classes. This will define

the status of the house. Some three

years ago, I decided that many of the

picture programs were too "heavy,"

that people went to picture theaters

for amusement and light entertain-

ment, and not for the privilege of un-
raveling some complex sex or social

problem. This kind of picture was,
to a degree, scarce in the five reel

features. I had trouble in finding

the four I needed for my four changes
each week.
About this time I noticed some

good two reel dramas coming from
Universal. I already had a serial

(two reels) running each-Friday-
Saturday. This made four reels. I

needed about three more. I decided
that as the program was to run on
Friday and Saturday I should make
a bid for the children's business and
so, decided to put in two comedies,
one of two reels and one of one reel.

I booked about six of these pro-
grams to be run at intervals of about
three to four weeks. I found that

not only children but many adults

were attracted by the "variety pro-
gram."

I gave this program less publicity
than I had been giving features, as
I, like all the film world, looked down
on a program that did not include
a five reel feature, and I never like

to over advertise. However in my
advertising I was on this (and am
on all programs) very explicit. I ad-
vertise for two purposes to attract

those who like the kind of program
I am offering, and to keep away those
who do not like that particular kind
of an entertainment. Under this plan
those who do come to my theater go
out boosting, and those who would
have gone out knocking did not come.

But I am digressing.

I gave the short subject program
less advertising than I had been giv-

ing features. Still it drew its share
of the weekly business.

I decided then that the people
would "stand for it" twice a month
and booked the program to run each
alternate week. This I continued for

a year. Patronage held up. During
the year past I have been running
this short program every Friday-
Saturday. Patronage is still holding
up. I can count on a fair legitimate
profit from this program each week.
The year's average shows more

profit for me in this house on this

program than it does on the so called

"'specials."

The Foreign Angle
By Arthur E. Rousseau, Pathe
Conditions abroad as far as they

affect short-subjects are practically

the same as those existing in this

country. There is the same insis-

tent demand for quality and the same
emphasis on the need for variety in

the programs. Foreign audiences,

like those in America, are made up
of elements of different temperaments
and tastes

t
and the diversified pro-

gram is the one that comes nearest

giving the greatest satisfaction to the

greatest number.
The type of short-subject enter-

tainment in greatest demand is, of

course, the comedy. This demand is

not by any means exclusive of the

other types of short-length pictures.

News reels are also popular, and the

scenic, scientific subject, novelty reel

and animated cartoon have their fol-

lowings. But man always enjoys
a laugh irrespective of his race or
place of habitation, and so the come-
dy always finds a ready market await-
ing it. While there is a widespread
demand for slapstick it is the kid

comedy, the type so ably represented
by the "Our Gang" brand of come-
dies, that is proving universally
popular.
The foreign exhibitors have come

to the realization that short subjects
are not merely fillers and they now
consider a comedy and a news pic-

torial as essential to the complete-
ness of their program as the feature
production. Good quality is espe-
cially required in the case of come-
dies because the foreign exhibitor
knows that he cannot afford to spoil

the effect of a good feature with a
poor comedy. He also appreciates
that it is hard to satisfy everybody
and that a good comedy will quite
often make a success of a show, which
would be indifferent without it.

Again, every exhibitor is bound to

run a mediocre feature once in a

while, in which case he has to depend
upon an excellent comedy to carry
over his program.

Just as the foreign market today
only wants the best in features, so
there is no chance of selling mediocre
short subjects. In cases where pic-

tures are booked individually, the

short subjects are now enjoying the

same possibilities as in this country;
and wherever complete programs are

booked, comedies are being consid-

ered as an integral part of the show
and not as an accessory.
There is a particularly brisk de-

mand for good short subjects in

countries where feature programs
are in active competition, because the
exhibitors there depend upon the
short subjects to gain supremacy over
their competitors, which results in a

genera! improvement of the motion
picture shows all along the line.

The above situation prevails every-
where with the exception of terri-

tories where the quality of films is

not appreciated and everything de-
pends upon quantity. In these coun-
tries, comedies are still being used
as mere fillers just the same as the
features become fillers when the
comedies are the better drawing
cards. However, this situation is

proving fatal to the motion picture
business of those localities where
these conditions exist, and it will not
be long before quantity will give way
to quality in these territories.

The Wise Exhibitor
By D. J. Chatkin

General Sales Manager, Educational
Films Exchanges, Inc.

What are the two greatest emotions,
if brought to the surface by any dra-
matic production, make it a lasting
success?
Tears and laughter—sympathy and

comedy. These are the two supreme
achievements so eagerly sought for

by producer, director, and highly ap-
preciated by the public in any drama-
tic, production. When these two are
combined in one picture, you have a
wonderful production. It is 100%
entertainment perfectly balanced. A
highly sob story without comedy of
any kind, cannot be classed as per-
fect entertainment..
The knowledge of these facts, and

being ignorant of same, is the dif-

ference between the wise and the
foolish exhibitor.

The wise one knows that it takes
two elements, viz: comedy and drama
to put over any show successfully. He
knows his patrons would rather laugh
than cry, or both. He knows that
only once is awhile can he put over
a long dramatic subject without
comedy, profitably. He fully realizes
his regular business depends upon the
two vital entertaining elements

—

drama and comedy—because his pa-
trons pay admission expecting it and
go out with a feeling of disappoint-
ment if they find one of these elements
missing. It's only nature.
The foolish exhibitor cares nothing

about balancing the program. He
would just as soon show a long and
short drama as anything else. He has
only one ambition every night, to

count the receipts and heap abuse on
the general public not having sense
enough to come to his theater in suf-

ficient numbers so he could quit losing
money.
Never once will he blame himself

for the kind of entertainment he pro-
vides. The world is all wrong, he
alone is right. He hasn't the slightest

conception of entertainment values or
what human nature the world over
demands. His own idea of what a

proper program should consist of is

firmly fixed in his mind and no one
cnuld ever convince him he is wrong.
Therefore, the box office alone pro-
ceeds to teach him a very costly les-

son.

It's a true saying, "Showmen are

born, not made." It takes a peculiar
seventh sense to determine public
taste, which is nearly the same the
country over.

The greatest alibi used by these
foolish exhibitors, outside of bad
weather is "My town is different, they
don't want this, and they don't want
that." when as a matter of fact the
exhibitor is only thinking of himself,
catering only to his personal likes
and dislikes. I have heard a number
of exhibitors, particularly in small
towns, say "My audience don't like

comedies of any kind." How utterly
ridiculous. There does not live a hu-
man being who pays admission into
a place of amusement who don't
enjoy a hearty laugh. It's all a ques-
tion of showmanship, which consists
namely of knowing how to cater to
human nature in general, and not
one's self.

The Coming Season
By Al Christie

This is going to be a big year for
comedy, and the laughmakers will
come into their own more than ever
before in the history of the motion
picture business.
The tide of long and boresome feat-

ures has been turned and exhibitors
everywhere have demanded in cer-
tain tones their desire for pure enter-
tainment, whether it comes in large
or small packages.
What will our part in this be?
Our entire organization has been

concentrating these last few months
on new ideas, new situations, new
gags, building up a type of comedy
for laughing purposes only, without
detracting one particle from the stand-
ard we have set for quality produc-
tion.

We are starting on our fourth year
of distribution through Educational,
our eighth year as independent pro-
ducers, and my own thirteenth year
of directing behind a camera, and I

want to say that I fully believe there
is nothing unlucky about the latter

number. It has always spelled good
fortune before, and this should be our
most successful period.
We are encouraged everywhere by

exhibitors who believe in the two-
reel comedy as a regular diet on all

programs. The comedy has been
l'kened to the funny page and the
daily funny strip in the successful
newspapers.

Publishers have long realized that
the cartoon strip is the biggest single
circulation builder in the paper. Like-
wise real motion picture exhibitors

know that the building of a steady
clientele is dependent to a large de-
gree on the showing- of comedies
which put their patrons in good hu-
mor, which give them good fun for

their money. They know that run-
ning a picture theater without high-

class comedy is like printing a news-
paper which is all editorials and read-
ing matter concerning the business,

the crime, the grief and the strife of

the world.
And there's enough grief in the

world without going to a theater to

get more. The whole world loves a

laugh, and the most successful thea-

ter men are taking advantage of this

universal demand by making the

comedy part of their program one of

the biggest advertising assets.
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How Producers Regard the Shorter Feature

Sui

Laemmle's Views

I am in favor of holding down the

footage on feature pictures as far

as a proper development of the story

permits. I believe five or six thou-

sand feet should be ample, except,

of course, in rare instances. I be-

lieve nothing would stimulate public

interest in moving pictures more
surely than a diversified program
which can be had only when features

are short enough to permit the use

of "short stuff" in the same program.

It is my firm conviction that for

the good of the business as a whole
at least three or possibly four reels

of the ten should be short subjects.

CARL LAEMMLE,
Universal Pictures Corp.

Shorter Features Beneficial

If, as you state, Famous Players,

First National and Metro are really

making a serious effort to reduce the

footage of their average feature re-

leases to six thousand feet or less,

it will undoubtedly have a most bene-

ficial effect in the short subject field.

Personally, I am very glad to see

this because I believe that the aver-

age feature would be much better

if the producer would condense his

story into less footage than is being

used at present. It would be bene-

ficial to the exhibitor, and certainly

more satisfactory to the audience, for

many pictures today drag, due to the

fact that the director has over-elabor-

ated his theme, with the result that

the action is materially slowed up.

One of the greatest faults with the

long feature has been that it has pre-

vented the exhibitor from giving his

patrons a more varied program—and
variety is essential in motion picture

entertainment. Of course, the short-

er features will permit the exhibitor

to use one or two more short sub-

jects than he has previously been
able to fit into his program and this,

I think, will materially help business

at the box office.

The advent of shorter features

would, of course, increase the de-

mand for short subjects and, I hope,

would tend to make the exhibitor

exercise more care in the selection

of his short subjects.

We, of Arrow, have always stress-

ed this point and have endeavored to

show through our advertising that

often-times the short subject was in

reality the feature of the program.
In the past, it has unfortunately

been the policy, I think I may safely

say, of exhibitors to exercise a great

deal of care in the selection of their

feature and little or none in the se-

lection of the short subject to ac-

company it.

The short subjects, generally, have
in the past year materially improved,
with the result that the exhibitor to-

day has a wide range of subjects to

choose from, and can, almost always,
get some short subject which will

materially enhance the value of his

program.
We have been watching this very

carefully in our own short subjects,

and the comments that we have re-

ceived from exchanges handling our

various brands have shown that this

is greatly appreciated and is resulting

in increasing business for the ex-

changes and also for the exhibitors.

W. E. SHALLENBERGER,
President, Arrow Film Corp.

Price Doubts

It is obvious that if features are

limited to six thousand feet that the

short subject market will be con-
siderably stimulated. However, with
all due respect to the producers you
mention, as well as to their good in-

tentions, I doubt very much that they
will succeed in compelling the leading
directors to limit their pictures to

six thousand feet no matter how
desirable it may seem to be for the

general good.
OSCAR A. PRICE,
Tri-Stone Pictures, Inc.

THE IDEAL PROGRAM
By Mack Sennett

What comprises the ideal program,
aside from the feature production?
The reply to that question will

bring variable opinions. What may
be interesting to the patrons of a
Los Angeles neighborhood house
might not please those who attend
a motion picture show in Jersey City.

Naturally, I have my own ideas
and preferences, said Mack Sennett,
when speaking on the subject. I have
made a study of the likes and dis-

likes of audiences, and given deep
thought to Exhibitor needs. First

of all, I believe in variety. Second,
being a producer of comedies, I feel

that no program is complete unless
it includes two reels of wholesome,
genuine mirth. There should also be
a good musical program—for who is

there who does not love and appre-
ciate good music? A news reel, and
an educational or travel subject are
also interesting.

With everything considered, con-
trast, should be the outstanding fea-

ture of all programs. By that I mean,
that subjects should be so alternated
that the same emotions will not be
appealed to at any two consecutive
times. For instance—a comedy
should not follow a comedy, a news
reel should not follow an educational,
nor should a light, airy overture fol-

low a comedy any more than a deep,
heavy, emotional selection follow a
drama.

It has been my observation that

short, scenic pictures appeal to lovers

of nature and the beautiful, provided
of course, they are well done. Travel
pictures, I am confident appeal to

most everyone, for who is there that
has not had a desire to hie away to
some remote land, and become a
wanderer on the face of the Globe?
It is an innate desire in every man,
and most women, a,nd the sadness of

it is that they cannot acce,de to the
demand that bids them "go." Their
enjoyment therefore comes through
seeing these foreign lands and cus-
toms flashed across the silversheet

before them.
News reels are ideal program sub-

jects, though the items of which they

are composed should needs be se-

lected with more care and thought
than is usually exercised. The public

is become surfeited with scenes of

parades, army reviews, winter sports

and the like. I really believe the
public's desires are for more and in-

teresting scenes of unusual people
and their habits, events, places and
such things. There are countless of
these which have never been photo-
graphed.

In the matter of program comedies,
I have always striven to attain the
highest degree of excellence. I main-
tain a large and competent corps of

writers and gag men, have under con-
tract some of the best comedy di-

rectors in the business, and a com-
pany of the most popular artists on
the screen. They include Harry
Langdon, whom I honestly think to

be one of the greatest finds the screen
has had in many years. Ben Turpin,
Madelaine Hurlock, Alice Day,
George Cooper and the beautiful and
ever attractive group of new 1924
Bathing Girls, are also prominently
identified with all my new pictures.

Charlie Murray, little Jackie Lucas,
Andy Clyde, Charlotte Mineau and
Louise Carver, will likewise be seen
in forthcoming comedies. The en-
couraging success with which Sennett
comedies are meeting, proves the
efficacy of the two reel comedy as
an ideal program feature.

Educational reels, in my opinion
are exceptionally good, for they have
the effect of visual instruction, than
which, according to renowned edu-
cators, there are no better.

In general, however, if exhibitors
would remember to incorporate more
variety into their programs, a ma-
jority of people will be satisfied.

That's my opinion, at any rate.

CAPSULE ENTERTAIN-
MENT

By Victor M. Shapiro

Speaking of the "long" and "short"
of the movies, as is the wont of

brokers who speak of the bulls and
bears of the stock market, a situation

is arising that is exciting the in-

terest of trade and public alike. As
this situation centers about the de-
mand among the great body of mo-
tion picture patrons for greater di-

versity and variety in their film fare,

a discussion of the point is especi-

ally apropos in the current Short
Subject Number published by Film
Daily.
The theater owner is complaining

that the long feature in more than
six reels, does not permit him to

give his patrons a variety of enter-
tainment in a two-hour show. He
compains of padding, of colossal sets

that cost millions to build, but do
not stir the emotions. He is opposed
to features being paraded as deluxe
and super-specials in order to extract
the last shekel from his till.

The showman is interested in pre-
senting a complete show and so con-
structing his entertainment that pat-

rons will say "There's always a good
show at the Theater."

Even the public, particularly the
more discriminating incline to the
belief that the yardstick of enter-

tainment should be the quality of
amusement and not footage; that
people can get as strong an emo-
tional reaction from short subjects as
they can from long; that beauty,
drama, suspense and laughter can be
crammed into one or two reels in

dynamic doses with the same psycho-
logical reaction as is wrought by the
long feature.

In literature, the short story has
come into a place distinctly its own.
Each year, a competent authority as-
sembles the ten best short stories in-

to one column.

Literature lovers have long since
found out that literary TNT can be
packed into a thimbleful.

While the motion picture industry
has been slow in realizing the "beau"
ideal of achievement, the public them-
selves react to quality in concentrated
form knowing it to be as important
to their satisfaction as the long fea-
ture. The public is interested in the

'

complete unit the courtesy, service,

music, atmosphere, feature and the
short subject which is now coming
into its own.
The News reel, which is President

Coolidge's choice in the motion pic-
ture menu, is a striking example of
quality in a short subject. Its popu-
larity is attested by the fact that over
ten million people see the Pathe News
each and every week.

Hugo Riesenfeld selected another
classic example in "Among the Miss-
ing," the Will Nigh Miniature, which
recently played the Rialto Theater
and the audience response was de-
cisive enough for him to state that
here was genuine entertainment con-
centrated in one dramatic reel.

Will Rogers, who is making a series
of two reel comedies, under the Hal
Roach banner, is responsible for the
classic line: "I am now making two
reel pictures because I found that the
audiences generally go to sleep
around the third reel, and I want to
beat them to it."

"Uncensored Movies," in which
Rogers impersonates Rudolph Valen-
tnio, Tom Mix, Will Hart, and pokes
good-natured fun at Doug and Mary
in "The Covered Wagon," is cited
as another example of an entertain-
ment capsule that packs big laughs
in a little package.

Another product of the Hal Roach
Studios is the "Our Gang" comedies
in which the freckled face Mickey
Daniels, the ace of spades beauty
Farina and other kids who disport
themselves before the public, reveal
a new angle in comedy production.
Critics all over the country have
said that there are more laughs in

an "Our Gang" comedy than most
feature comedies—in fact, Jimmy
Dean, critic of the N. E. A. said:
"I laughed more at the 'Our Gang'
comedy, 'A Quiet Street,' than I did
at Charlie Chaplin in 'Easy Street.'

"

Sennett comedies have been an en-
tertainment watchword for years, as
have the Ben Turpin two-reelers.
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Suggested Short Subject Programs
Educational's Suggestions

Title Star

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
Close Harmony
Navy Blues Dorothy Devore
While the Pot Boils

The Optimist Lloyd Hamilton

Series No. Reels

1

Sing Them Again
Christie

Bruce Wilderness Tales
Hamilton

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
Why the Globe
Trotter Trots

The Limit

Companions
High Life

Cliff Bowes-
Virginia Vance

Lige Conley

L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge

Cameo
Sing Them Again
Mermaid

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
Moving Cliff Bowes-

Virginia Vance
Done in Oil Jimmie Adams
The Ant
Golden Gems '

Cameo
Christie

Secrets of Life
Sing Them Again

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
His New Papa Cliff Bowes-

Virginia Vance Cameo
Yankee Spirit Ben Alexander Juvenile
Hold Everything Bobby Vernon Christie

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
Hang On Cliff Bowes
rhe Ant
Running Wild Lige Conley
Memories

Cameo
Secrets of Life
Mermaid
Sing Them Again

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
Fool Proof Neal Burns
Bottom of the Sea
Uncle Sam Lee Moran

Christie

L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
Mermaid

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
Hot Sparks Cliff Bowes
A Perfect 36 Bobby Vernon
Home Again
Exit Caesar All Star Cast

Cameo
Christie
Sing Them Again
Mermaid

Kinograms, the visual news ot all the world
Liquid Lava
Kidding Katie Dorothy Devore
The Bee
Over the Fence

L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
Christie
Secrets of Life
Juvenile

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world 1

Discontent Bruce Wilderness Tales 1

Simple Sadie Cliff Bowes Cameo 1

Speedville L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge 1

Front 1 Poodles Hanneford Tuxedo 2

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
Don't Hesitate

My Boy Bill

Call the Wagon
Liquid Lava

Cliff Bowes-
Virginia Vance

Neal Burns

Cameo
Bruce Wilderness Tales
Christie
L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
Don't Hesitate Cliff Bowes-

Virginia Vance
Jean of Heceta Head
Lest We Forget
The Spider
My Friend Lloyd Hamilton
A Sailor's Life

Cameo
Bruce Wilderness Tales
Sing Them Again
Secrets of Life
Hamilton
L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
Cliff Bowes-
Virginia Vance

Paris Lights

One Night It Rained

The Homemaker
My Friend

Ned Sparks-
Harry Tighe

Lloyd Hamilton

Cameo

Tuxedo
Bruce Wilderness Tales
Hamilton

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
Neck and Neck Lige Conley Mermaid
Here and There Cliff Bowes-

Virginia Vance Cameo
Stay Single Dorothy Devore Christie

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
The Broncho Express Clyde Cook Clyde Cook
Oh Girls Cliff Bowes-

Virginia Vance Cameo
Aggravating Papa Jimmie Adams Christie

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
About Face
A Movie Pioneer
Lonesome Lloyd Hamilton
Old Friends

Juvenile
L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
Hamilton
Sing Them Again

Kinograms, the visual news of all the world
A Movie Pioneer
Old Friends
The Butterfly
Wide Open Lige Conley
Haunted Hills

L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
Sing Them Again
Secrets of Life

Mermaid
Bruce Wilderness Tales

Title

Columbus
Pathe News
Just a Minute
The Rat's Revenge

The Way of a Man
The Bar Fly
Smithy
Pathe Review
Topics of the Day

Help One Another
Picking Peaches
Big Business
Powder and Smoke

Pathe's

Star

Charley Chase

Suggestions
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1

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

2
1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2
1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

Class

Historical Drama
News
Comedy
Cartoon

Stan Laurel

Serial

Dippy-doo-Dad
Comedy
Magazine
Topics

Spat Family
Harry Langdon
Our Gang
Charley Chase

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Reels

4
1

1

1

2
1

2
1

1

2
2
2
1
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Jamestown
The Man Pays
Pathe Review
Wild and Western

Historical Drama
Dippy-doo-Dad Drama

JUlMagazine
Grantland Rice Sportlight

The Man Who
Would Not Die Indian Frontier Series

The Cowboy Sheik Will Rogers Comedy
One of the Family Charley Chase Comedy
The Way of a Man Serial

Vincennes Historical Drama
One Spooky Night Mack Sennett Comedy
Pathe News News
The Black Sheep Aesop's Fable

Among the Missing Lucille LaVerne Drama
The Frontier Woman Historical Drama
Big Business Our Gang Comedy
Animal Athletes Sportlight

The Man Who
Smiled Frontier Indian

Two Wagons, Both
Covered Will Rogers Comedv

Pathe Review Magazine
Is Conan Doyle
Right? Drama

Why Elephants
Leave Home Comedy-Animal

In Bad the Sailor Mack Sennett Comedy
Daniel Boone Historical Drama

Peter Stuyvesant Historical Drama
Tire Trouble Our Gang Comedy
The Big Idea Ruth Roland Comedy
Topics of the Day Topics

Ruth of the Range Snub Pollard Serial

Join the Circus Snub Pollard Comedy
The Great Outdoors Spat Family Comedy
Is Conan Doyle

Right? Drama

Price of Progress Lumbering
Wolfe and Montcalm Historical Drama
Pathe Review Magazine
The Royal Chinook Scientific

The Darkest Hour Spat Family Comedy
Mother's Joy Stan Laurel Comedy
Sunday Calm Our Gang Comedy
Fully Insured Snub Pollard Comedy

Boy Who Turned
Indian Indian Frontier

A Range Rider Leo Maloney Western
The Great Outdoors Spat Family Comedy
The Five Fifteen Aesop Fable

Postage Due Stan Laurel Comedy
The Man Pays Dippy-doo-Dad Comedy
Just a Minute Charley Chase Comedy
At First Sight Comedy
The Best Man Wins Aesop Fable
Olympic Mermaids Sportlight

Bliss Harold Lloyd Comedy Reissue
Columbus Historical Drama
Tire Trouble Our Gang Comedy
Pathe Review Magazine

Just Passing Thru Will Rogers Comedy
The Knockout Dippy-doo-Dad Comedy
Frozen Hearts Stan Laurel Comedy
Asleep at the Switch Ben Turpin Comedy

Universale Suggestions

Title

Steel Trail

Back to Earth
International News

Star Series
Serial

Century Comedy

The Wandering Two Leather Pushers
Under the Border Western
His School Daze Universal Comedy
International News

Quit Kidding
A Movie Fantasy
Columbia, the Gem of

the Ocean
International News

Society Sensation
The Caddy
International News

Ghost City
Uncle Bill's Gift

International News

Widower's Might
Obey the Law
Dancing Love
International News

Code of the Mounted
Don Covote
Jolly Wood
International News

Fast Express
Nobody's Darling
Own a Home
International News

Indian's Lament
Watch Papa
Be My Guest
International News

.Century Comedy
Universal Comedy

.Gump Comedy

No. Reels
2

2
1

2

2
1

1

Rudolph Valentino Special
. Century Comedy

. Serial

.Gump Comedy

Leather Pushers
.Century Comedy
.Universal Comedy

.Western Drama

.Leather Pushers

.Universal Comedy

.Serial

.Century Comedy

.Universal Comedy

.Western

.Gump Comedy

.Universal Comedy

Something for Nothing Leather Pushers
Fast Express Serial

No Parking Allowed Century Comedy
International News

Riddle Rider
She's a He
Twilight Trail

International News

Barnabv's Grudge
Riddle Rider
Such Is Life
Internationa! News

Perilous Leap
Aggravating Mama
Hail to the Chief
International News

You're Next
Oh Min!
A White-Winged Mon-
key

International News

Fast Express
Girls Will Be Girls

So Long Sultan
International News

.Serial

. Century Comedy

. Drama

.Leather Pushers

.Serial

.Century Comedy

.Western

.Gump Comedy

.Leather Pushers

. Century Comedy

.Gump Comedy

.Animal Comedy

.Serial

.Leather Pushers

.Comedy

2
i
i

l

2
2

1

1
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Regional Editors on Short Subjects as Handled in the "Sticks"
Lawrence A. Urbach,

Motion Picture Journal, N. Y.

The average exhibitor in and
arcund New York, in my opinion,

does not look upon the short sub-
ject with enough foresight to the im-
provement of his theater. He does
not attach enough importance to the

short subject, a matter which is of

the most vital importance to him to

the building up of a patronage that

will insure him a continued influx

of picture-loving people.

I am of the opinion that the ex-

hibitor in a city as large as New York
is always on the lookout for new ideas

for the betterment of his theater, and
will gladly welcome and embrace such
new ideas that will help him give

his patrons what they want. And
the patrons of hundreds of houses are

always on the lookout for a real in-

teresting and entertaining short reel.

It should be the duty of the exhibitor

to investigate the wants of his pa-

trons in that respect, and fulfill those
wants.

I suggest that one day every month
be set aside in the neighborhood as

well as the larger houses, for the

purpose of showing, on that day, a

program consisting of short subjects

only. This was tried at the Capitol

theater, New York City, once, and
proved a huge success. There are

enough good short subjects to make
up an entertaining and attractive pro-

gram for a "show," and the patrons
of the houses where a "short subject

day," maintains will welcome the re-

lief from the usual feature, etc. A
demand for more short subjects on
the part of the exhibitor will have the

effect of bolstering the production of

good short reels, and will cause the

producers of such material to dig up
new and interesting matter. And that

demand should come from the ex-

hibitor, who has the interests of his

patrons at heart, as well as the in-

terest of his box-office receipts. Many
a time patrons have been driven away
from a neighborhood house because
of the cut an dried programs that

were foisted upon them for months
and months. It is human nature to

want variety, and there has not been
enough variety in the feature produc-
tion field to hold the continued inter-

est of the theater-goer.

If the average exhibitor will book
the short subject part of his program
with as much care as he chooses his

feature picture, his patrons will be
more pleased, he will be the one to

[gain at the box-office, and he will

establish a patronage for his house
that will insure him the foundation
of a growing motion picture temple.

• David Barrist, "The Exhibitor,"

Philadelphia

The Stanley Company devotes
about one-eighth of its 24 sheet
stands to its added attractions, which
include the musical numbers as well
as the short length films. Both Stan-
ley and Fox carry their complete
programs in their newspaper ads.

The repeat run houses in the city,

with one or two exceptions ignore

their short subjects entirely in their

poster advertising, carrying them only
on their programs.

The impression seems to prevail
that while the bill surrounding the
feature will often compensate for the
poor quality feature picture and send
the patrons home happy, yet short
subjects in themselves do not pos-
sess sufficient drawing power to justi-

fy any special expenditure for ad-
vertising. There are exceptions, of

course, to this rule in the featured
short subjects like "The Message of
Emile Coue," "Is Conan Doyle
Right?", etc. Especially is this opin
ion more firmly fixed today with all

the star comedians like Buster Keaton
and Larry Semon making feature pic-

tures.

Benj. H. Fletcher, Movie Age,

Omaha
The two outstanding exhibitors in

Iowa and Nebraska are Joe Garman
of the Lyric at Lincoln, Nebr., and
Slater O'Hare of the Orpheum at
Fairfield, Iowa and the Rex at Albia,
Iowa. Both of these men have put
over some very good and substan-
tial advertising on short subjects.

As a whole very little effort is

made by exhibitors in this territory

to popularize the short subject, al-

though they all use them more or
less. Most of the effort is on the
features. Frequently we hear through
the exhibitors report department of
an all-comedy program, made up of
short subjects, and the idea seems
to be gaining popularity which would
indicate that the exhibitor is not im-
mune to the desire to improve that
end of his program.

The only suggestion we could rec-
ommend for advertising the short
subject is a special program adver-
tised as "All for Fun," "Family
Night," "Comedy Carnival" etc., and
we believe that if each exhibitor tried

this idea, he would soon be able to
put over such a program, and sooner
or later be able to set them in fre-

quently.

We find that quite a few of our
showmen are being benefited greatly
by the tie-up through schools,
churches, clubs, etc., of Chronicles of

America, and are arranging to show
short subjects along with this series

to fill out the program. Still more
are using only short subjects to fill

in with on the nights they run their

serials. There seems to be an op-
portunity in both these instances for

further development.

Ben Shlyen, The Reel Journal, Kan-

sas City, Mo.
Though I have made no thorough

study of the efforts of the exhibitors

of this territory put forth to improve
the demand for short subjects used
in their theaters, I do find that there

is such an effort on the part of ex-

hibitors in the keytowns.

Stanley Chambers Palace of Wi-
chita, Harry McClure the Strand,

Emporia, Frank Newman and the

Hardings of Kansas City, as well as
a few of the suburban theaters in
Kansas City, use cuts in their adver-
tisements on their comedies and short
subjects. Aside from this there is

no particular effort made, to my
knowledge, and I am not at present
able to suggest any advertising ideas
which would be helpful.

Sometime ago I carried an editorial

in The Reel Journal calling the ex-
hibitors' attention to the importance
of the short subject on his program,
and suggesting that he give it more
prominence in his advertising to the
public. I believe that this did bring
about some response, but I have been
able to notice it only in the case of
the leading exhibitors, except of
course, where a subject' of a special
nature or one featuring Charlie
Chaplin, Buster Keaton or Harold
Lloyd is used.
The average exhibitor seems to

spend more effort in boosting the spe-
cial short subject wherein a star is

featured, than ordinarily. And I be-
lieve that this has a tendency to put
his regular programs in an inferior
class and causes them to be less at-
tractive than if the exhibitor kept up
a consistent hammering as to the
merit of the short subject that he
shows on his program.

Ray Lewis, Canadian Moving Picture
Digest, Toronto, Can.

The "Big House" Exhibitor ap-
parently does not take the short sub-

ject seriously, as far as advertising is

concerned.
Occasionally at the Hippodrome in

Toronto, an Educational Scenic,

travelogue, or a comedy has been
given a prologue setting, but this is

exceedingly rare—most of the thea-

ters lose the value of the National
advertising which has been given to

short subjects, in view of the fact

that the Trade Mark and name of

the comedy or short subject is in-

variably omitted during presentation
to the public in advertising.

Since producers of short subjects

have spent large sums of money to

advertise the short subject to the pub-
lic, it appears that the Exhibitors
should take advantage of the money
expended; and endetvor to collect on
this, by informing their i^blic that

they are using the product of which
they have heard.

If the Exhibitor persists in calling

the comedy a "Blank Theater Crea-
tion," making it but an incident of

their advertising, the producers of

short subjects had better save this

National advertising expenditure.
The smaller houses throughout

Canada feature their short subjects

somewhat. Some Exhibitors have
experimented with entire short sub-
ject shows, during the summer
months, at intervals; and at intervals

during the regular season.

In Ontario the Cum-Bac Theater,
Toronto, introduced a short subject

show with excellent results.
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Shooting and D eliv e ring the News We ekl]

An all absorbing topic. As an indication of the public in-

terest in this field of endeavor The American Magazine has a

lengthy article on "How the Movie News Man Gets Pictures of

"World Events" and gives Mannie Cohen of Pathe News a great

send off; and the New York Tribune Sunday Magazine carried

awhile ago a very interesting article on "Munchausens Whose
Specialty Is Truth which also told of news weekly cameramen

and their adventures.

Stuart Mackenzie's article in The
American Magazine went over a lot

of ground. In telling of how Cohen
"covered" the burial of the Unknown
American Soldier at Washington two
years ago he said:

"The moment the ceremony at

Arlington was over there was wild

confusion—just as Cohen had anti-

cipated. Some of his camera men
had been perched on the roof of the

amphitheatre. They tossed their

cans of films to their assistants be-

low; and these men, as well as the

other photographers, forced their

way through the mass of people to

a waiting auto and flung the films

into the machine, which dashed off

before the tide of homeward traffic

had a chance to get in motion. At
the foot of the hill the car bumped
madly across a field, the films were
flung into the airplane, and instantly

it was off.

"Hurrying back to his hotel, Cohen
called New York by phone and asked
if the first plane had reached Jersey
City. He was told that it had landed,

but at some distance from the labora-

tory. Why? Because a football

game was taking place on the field

he. had engaged as a landing place 1

"Well," he shot back over the

'phone, "clear that field before the

second plane comes! Bribe the

teams—call out the fire department
—buy the field if you have to—but

see that the plane lands on it!"

He also tells of how Cohen reached
Ercole of Vienna with instructions

to get pictures of .the burning of

Smyrna, and how when Ercole got
his pictures to Paris for delivery on
the Aquitania he discovered that

the boat had left three hours before.

Undaunted Ercole hired an aero-

plane and dropped the cans on the

deck; written instructions on the

package doing the rest.

How Cohen outwitted the police

and got shots of the Dempsey Car-
pentier fight is told, concluding with
this, after the police had been sent

to the roof of the building from
which his men were to shoot. "He
(Cohen) stole quietly down to a room
on the top floor, where he had con-
cealed one of his men in a packing
case! The windows of this room
were on a level with the top row of

seats in the arena. Cohen quickly
got his man out of hiding and they
went to the window—only to find

that their view was cut off by the

men in that top row of seats.

"But a seventeen-inch lens has a

very long angle. The men who shut
off the view were only a few feet from
the window. Cnhen spoke to them in

a low tone—for the policemen were
on the roof directly overhead—and

One reason why news week-

lies always make fine entertain-

ment.

People like babies, dogs—in

other words, human interest.

Plan your program accord-

ingly.
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For eight years, "Jack" Cohen, who is only a little past thirty now, has been
editor of Pathe News. Cohen has a staff of twenty-five full-time photog-
raphers, seventy-five part-time, and fifteen hundred "correspondent" pho-
tographers, covering every country under the sun. The thumb tacks on
the globe in the picture above mark the places he was watching at the time
the photographs was made; places where something exciting was likely

to happen, and where he must be ready to send a camera man at a moment's
notice.

asked two of them to sit a little far-

ther apart. He held out two five-

dollar bills, one for each man. The
bills were accepted with alacrity and
the men shoved over, leaving a space
of eight or ten inches between them.
Not much of an opening, but it was
enough. And the pictures made
through that gap were shown that

very night in scores of theaters."

Roosevelt Most Popular
In part the article says:

"Who has been the most popular
person ever shown on the screen?"
I asked.
"Roosevelt, by all odds," was the

quick reply. "Wilson was always
greeted with applause when he was
President. Then there was a re-

action; but now he is coming back.

And the third person who caught the

public fancy to an enormous extent

was the Prince of Wales. During his

visit to this country, he received an
ovation whenever his picture was
shown; and he is always applauded
even now."
"What kinds of pictures are most

popular with audiences?"
"Soldiers, airplanes, battleships

—

and babies! A picture of a laugh-
ing baby, or of a crying one, stirs a

ripple of amusement. And a picture

of a white baby and a colored one
together gets a big laugh.

"I have a staff of 25 photographers
whose whole time is devoted to the

work. I have 75 other men whom

I use most, but not all, of the time.

I have 1,500 'correspondents' cover-
ing all parts of this country and most
foreign countries. And there are

probably more than 1,000 amateurs
who own motion-picture cameras and
send films to us on the chance of

their being accepted. About 35,000
feet of film come into my office every
week, from my own men and others.

We use only about 2,000 feet of all

this material."

Munchausens
S. H. Mackean, in the Tribune

Magazine, starts his article this way:
"While on a tiger hunt in

India with the Duke of Con-
naught"—

"Oh, that reminds me. The
Gaekwar of Baroda once lent

me his cheetahs for an ante-
lope hunt"—

"Speaking of the Duke of
Connaught, his nephew, the
Prince of Wales, remarked to

me on his ranch in Alberta"—
"We were in the Yildiz Ki-

osk. The Sultan of Turkey
strode over and, extending his

hand,"—
"Passing over the Rockies

at an altitude of 22,000 feet,

we headed for Cheyenne"—

•

"The first shot hit the big

bull alligator sunning himself
on the bank, but it took sev-

eral shots to kill him."

And then goes on to say:

"There are few modern Munchai
sens who would have the temeril

to foregather and swap such seemin;
ly obvious untruths as the anecdote trw

cited—at least, not where they coul

be overheard. Nevertheless, only r<

cently I heard such stories told, nc

briefly, as I have given them, but
extended detail, with many thrilliti

situations outlined full and delivere I

with the utmost in dramatic effect

"And I knew that every man jac

of the story tellers was telling tl

plain, unvarnished truth! I'll let yc
in on the mystery. The story tellei

were motion picture news reel can
eramen. They told the truth."

He mentions U. K. Whipple, whi
he says, "when not world adventurinj

lives quietly in New Jersey and like

to put his time there painting tb

front porch or laying a cement pavefc
ment," and tells of Whipple's tige

hunt with the Gaekwar of Baroda, a

Indian Potentate. He also mention o

Ariel Varges and E. Carl Wallen, a

well as John A. Brockhurst. He tell

of the news weekly organization an

adds: "There is no limit to the Strang

places in which news reel editors hav

to send their cameramen."
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Varges Experiences Unusual
When Ariel Varges reached Ne\

York after an absence of years dur

ing which time he lived the life of ;

Class A adventurer, E. B. Hatrick o

International tendered him a dinne

a f the Friars. And Varges quiet, un

demonstrative, small of stature am
meek of voice, told of some of hi

happenings. They sounded like Muni
cl.ausen tales.

Here are some of the things Varge:

has done. He left New York in May
1919; attended the signing of th<

Peace Treaty at Versailles; was the

first foreigner to enter Germany with

a camera after the war; got picture;

in Berlin of the police shooting dowr

the Royalist mobs; secured the fihr

of the German raider "The Moewe,'

which excited tremendous attentior

when released; attended installatioi

of the Regent of Hungary at Buda
Pest; jumped to Switzerland to ge

photos of the exiled King of Greece

reached Rome and secured the firs

motion pictures of the Pope; and go'

some remarkable pictures of Vesuvius

in action, using an aeroplane; bacl

to Paris on to Ethonia to get photo

of Americans being released fron

Russian jails; then through starving

Russia and back to London to shoot

the wedding of Princess Mary. Again

back to Greece when Constantin war

restored to the throne; and to the

ruins of Pompeii. In May, 1922 he

sailed for India to the frontier where

a war was on, then to Ceylon to "get

a religious festival and then on a tigej

hunt with Viceroy of India into the

jungle. He caught weird religious

festivals in the Straits Settlements anc

went on to China where he joined the

army of Sun Yat Sen and later goi

shots of the Chinese bandits. He
crossed the great Gobi Desert, ane

then after a trip through Korea, hi

heard of the earthquake in Japan am
rushed there. Finally he got back t<

Frisco, after travelling 250,000 miles.

,;:
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The Exhibitor and the Short Subject— Varying Views
Newman Believes In the Feature
We only use our short subjects for

a fill-in. We found that there are

very, very few short subjects that

bring any money to the box office.

They are acceptable and are part of

the program entertainment, and the

patrons expect them, but the feature

picture is 90% of the program. No
matter how good the short subject

may be, if the feature is off color,

business suffers accordingly.

We advertise our jhort subjects,

but of course they are part of our
program. In other words, it is listed

in the papers as one unit of our show.
We feel that the short subjects are

just fillers and do not, as I said be-

fore, bring anything at the gate.

I don't know how I could suggest

that the short stuff could be used

to the best advantage, only that every

house should show a weekly and a

comedy because I believe that the

biggest percentage of the people en-

joy it. I am sorry that I have
found in our case that they never

amount to anything at the gate. Of
course I am not referring to a two
reel Chaplin or a two reel Lloyd.

This is the usual short subject.

Frank L. Newman,
Kansas City, Mo.

Stolte Enthuses
I consider a short subject worth

running, worth advertising.

Tne same amount of care that is

spent with the musical setting for

a feature should be given the short

subjects. Scenic's should be cut down
to agree with the musical settings,

and I do not art any time consider a

short subject just a filler.

The market affords some of the

most educational and intellectual re-

leases that the producers have ever

given us.

A. G. Stolte,

Des Moines, la.

The Western View
Medium to better class houses are

being rated by the public according
to the supporting program of Short
Subjects. I wish that more varied

and better subjects be provided for

our selection.

H. E. Huffman Enter.
Denver, Colo.

A Southern Viewpoint
We try our utmost to place on

our programs only short subjects of

merit, and while we have not found
it profitable to feature short sub-
jects too much, we always try in our
publicity to give the title—the pro-

ducer and actors names, one or the

other or all some prominence.
The News Weekly is always

given reasonable prominence on our
program.

1 R. D. Craver,
Charlotte, N. C.

The Northwest Idea
We use short subjects to the best

advantage in the blending of our en-
tertainment programs.
We advertise them by giving

proper mention in display advertise-
ments and in "press comment."
When the novelty or importance of

the "short subjects" permit, they are

exploited intensively both in the way
of increased advertising space and
"newspaper comment." Short sub-
jects pertaining to golfing we have
circularized various golf clubs by
mailing of circular letters or postal

cards. Short subjects pertaining to

hunting or fishing we have likewise

circularized, securing list of all li-

censed fishermen and hunters from
the County Auditor. News reels,

the most important unit we find of

short subjects, are especially adver-
tised when some happening of na-
tional importance or subject of na-
tional interest is contained in such
reels.

Short subjects are "fillers" to a cer-

tain extent yet we don't consider
them that entirely. We believe that

such reels have an important part

in the "motion picture program" for

these reasons; they assist in a
proper blending of the program, pro-
vide variety to some and offer some
solace to those who believe that the
"motion picture program" should em-
brace things of an educational as well
as entertaining nature. The fact that

so many features nowadays are made
in six, seven or eight reels (ofttimes

to the detriment of the features) has
materially curtailed and in many in-

stances, prevented the use of short
subjects (except the comedies) en-
tirely. This is unfortunate as we
view it. We believe that the more
varied the program the more the
factor of general appeal is strength-
ened.

We believe that short subjects can
be used to the best advantage as
units of a diversified picture program.
We do not believe that the average
exhibitor realizes the opportunity for
increase of business and for the ad-
vancement of the industry as a
whole, that lies in a generous use
of the "short subject." Judgment
of course must be used in selection,
in placements, and in exploitation,
but if the short subject is taken seri-

ously, given intensive thought in

presentation and in advertising, there
is no question as we view it, but that
the cost and effort involved can be
capitalized to the material advantage
of the exhibitor.

Lee Lazelle, Princess, Cheyenne,
Wyoming

Short Subjects have become a
STABILIZED part of the program.

ENTERTAINMENT ByWebster

Reprinted by permission of the Press Publish ing Co,

The News Weeklies, Educationals,
Scenics, Cartoons, Digests and come-
dies are expected in your theater the
same as they expect to hear music
with the pictures.

Serials are alright in certain class
houses but the afore mentioned are
important in any house.
The public does not expect or want

the Short Subjects played up big
in your advertising. The Feature is

the thing there and it requires
strength of Star or Production to get
the money in your box office. How-
ever that does not lessen the value
of the short subject. They are es-
sential in many ways.
Owing to the various lengths in

footage they fill the very important
need of bringing your shows out on
certain times. One can cut out or
add to his program to fit the various
lengths of the feature and keep his

shows always on the same time
schedule. Furthermore they give a
pleasing variety to the program and
help support the educational value
of the theater, a thing which is fast

becoming recognized by schools,
churches and organizations of all

kind.

Oft times a Short Subject, proper-
ly handled with music and effects

becomes a decided "hit" on the bill

and stands out above every thing
else.

Thanks to the producers, short
subjects are usually very good and
require little culling out. Comedies
demand the most viewing.

In my newspaper advertis'ng I

always list the short subjects at the
bottom of the ad in small type as
"Added Attractions." While the fea-

ture is the thing I play up, the other
subjects can not help but add inter-

est to the ad and who knows but
what they sell a ticket now and then.

I think these short subjects, elim-
inating the serials, have done more
than any thing else in putting the
picture theater on a solid footing with
the better class of people. For I

know there are those, not the masses,
but individuals, who go into a thea-
ter purposely to pick up what ever
knowledge the short subjects have
to offer. And they are seldom dis-

appointed.

Waldo Freeman, Imperial, Great
Falls, Mont.

We do not feature our short sub-
jects but we do mention them quite

prominently, by title, in our daily

newspaper ads and we also use photos
and one sheets in the lobby. We
very seldom run advance slides on
short subjects unless it should be
an exceptional comedy.

I cannot say that we consider them
exactly as fillers for a very good fea-

ture will fail to please 100% if the

short subjects are not up to standard.

We consider it almost imperative to

use a two reel comedy with each
program.

Harry Bernstein, Colonial, Rich-
mond, Va.

In our opinion, the short subjects

are vitally necessary to any program
for the needed variety and as we
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EXHIBITORS ATTENTION
NOW IN OUR OWN LABORATORY

ARE ABLE TO OFFER

PROGRAM TRAILERS
A Weekly Film Service of Your Coming Attractions

— It's New—Artistic—Pictorial—Descriptive
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PROGRESSIVE EXHIBITORS EVERYWHERE ARE RUNNING

"THE DAY'S NEWS
IN PEPPY PARAGRAPHS"

j

Average Length Including Ads and Topics only 300 feet *

WE

YOU

SUPPLY THE TOPICS FREE
GET THE ADS
DO THE COLLECTING
MAIL YOU NEW PRINT WEEKLY

GET OUR CHECK MONTHLY
SHOW THIS LITTLE REEL
DO NOTHING ELSE
FILL OUT AND—

JUST MAIL COUPON

DO IT NOW !

CONTINENTAL SCREEN SERVICE CORP.
112 West 44th Street New York City

COUPON
1924

Continental Screen Service Corp.
1 12 W. 44th St., New York

Gentlemen:

Without obligation send us further information
regarding—

"THE DAY NEWS"
PROGRAM TRAILERS

Yours truly
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s nothing but feature comedies, we
vays give them prominence in our

wspaper advertising, as well as

use program, as we positively know
[ motion picture fans require this

cessary "dessert" to their "dinner."

Regarding the News, Travelogues,

ivelty reels, etcetera, trjese also are

ren announcement in the ads and
jgram.
We are glad that there is a ten-

acy on the part of some producers

cut long features to six and seven

•Is, the length they should be. This

II give us considerable more op-

rtunity to give that much more
jminence to our short reel subjects.

A "Fill in"

We occasionally run short subjects

len the feature picture is not too

ig.

rhe importance in program build-

f does not mean anything to us.

e do not now, or did not in the

st get 100 per cent or any per cent

t of short subjects. Probably our

5t advantage in using short sub-

ts is as a fill in.

T. L. KEARSE,
Charleston, W. Va.

Features Too Long
We realize the fact that short sub-

ts are a very prominent part of

r show,, and we endeavor to get

I best on the market. We are

ng Educational short subjects

ncipally.

We try to match up our features

th comedies that do not conflict;

d we have found that our patrons

quently inquire with almost as

ich interest about comedies that are

ing shown as they do about the

tures.

Unfortunately, the features, the past

ison, were so long that it did not
re us an opportunity to present the

mber and the kind of short sub-

t'- that we often desired to pre-

lt, but we believe that this condi-

n will be changed.
FRED LEVY,

Strand Amusement Co.,

Louisville.

way than "just as a filler" except in

rare instances when it contains some-
thing of extraordinary interest to my
patrons.

1 might further say that this does
not occur more than once in three

or four months. It is my thought
that no matter how interesting the

short reels may be, the patron in-

variably patronizes the theater where
the feature advertised is the one that

he desires to see, and it is only in rare

instances that the short reel has suffi-

cient drawing power to increase the

receipts of the house bejond the regu-

lar pulling power of the feature itself.

JOHN H. KUNSKY,
Detroit.

The Saenger Attitude

We handle short reel subjects with

the same care of a multiple reel

subject, provided it possesses the

value and entertainment that will

back up its advanced advertising and
exploitation. The opportunities for

tie-ups with the phase of the subject

presented are profitable, if the ex-

hibitor knows how to go after it.

We give short reel subjects neces-

sary display advertising prominence

—

and on rare occasions—have "divided"

and even "topped" the feature drama
on the same bill for an unusual unit.

E. V. RICHARDS,
Saenger Amusement Co.,

New Orleans.

"Just a Filler"

[ have never found it advisable to

ndle the short subjects in any other

FOR SALE
Contents of Criterion Theatre,

Buffalo. Complete equipment

for moving picture theatre, in-

cluding Eleven Thousand Dol-

lar Wurlitzer organ. All in

perfect condition. Must be re-

moved week of April 1st as

building is to be torn down.

STRAND SECURITIES

CORPORATION

407 Iroquois Building

Buffalo, N. Y.

Balancing the Program
The importance of the so called

"short subject" to the cinema pro-

I

gram is being more generally recog-

nized by thoughtful purveyors of the

cinema art.

A well balanced program in motion
picture entertainment should be the

primary objective of the progressive

exhibitor. A program, blended in ma-
terial, properly projected, with a set-

ting of suitable music, prelude, pro-

logue, or entertainment features, is

the style of motion picture perform-
ance that the public apparently ac-

cepts as standard.

The factor of the short reel in pro-

gram building cannot be discounted,

for through no other medium is it

possible to provide for the balance

and blend in entertainment value that

is so much desired.

We take the question of the so called

blending of our programs seriously,

and no longer consider the short

reel just a "filler." Our short reels

are reviewed with just as much care

as our features, and with the same
thought are set in, either in harmony
with or in direct contrast to the

feature.

Oft times as an atmospheric or in-

spirational setting for a scenic reel,

we provide an overture or classical

orchestral selection, more often, a

pretentious solo classical selection on
the organ.
The News Reel, we regard as a

most important part in program
building.

This has been our observation; that

while some patrons fail to enjoy the

comedy, the scenic or even the fea-

ture, all patrons, as a rule, are in-

terested in and enjoy the News Reel.

We censor the News reels, elimin-

ating from time to time, those pho-

tographic illustrations of incidents or
happenings that are not pleasant, are
untimely, or propagandic in nature.

If the producers could but sense
the desire of the public for shorter
features, and would eliminate the
duplication and padding that is so
common, it would permit the exhibi-

tor to develop programs not too great
in length and well balanced in variety.

About two hours of movie enter-
tainment is the limit (from our study
of the psychology involved) that per-
sons can remain in a theater without
becoming restive and nervous. Be-
yond that period it is difficult to hold
their attention, with the result that

the factor of appeal of the program
is reduced. Five to six reels is the
ideal length for a feature, and with
features of that length, it is possible
for the exhibitor to assemble a varied
program; and variety, as we view it,

unfailingly strengthens the appeal of

all forms of entertainment, and es-

pecially that of the "movie" program.

THEO. L. HAYS,
Finkelstein & Ruben,

Minneapolis.

New Coast Studio
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The erection of a

large studio in Westwood by the Na
tional Film, is planned. The site

which adjoins the Christie holdings,
was acquired for a reported consid-
eration of $250,000. Officers of the
company include: R. E. Frey, presi-

dent; C. G. Logan, treasurer, and
William La Plante, vice-president
and secretary.

Start Next Swanson Feb. 18

Allan Dvvan has returned to the

Paramount studio from Havana
where he went two weeks ago to

rest and to discuss with Gloria Swan-
son their next picture, "Manhandled."
The starting date has been set for

Feb. 1.8

Eliminate Overcrowding in Trey
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Troy, N. Y.—The Department oi

Public Safety, has notified theaters

that when seats have been sold on;
that a sign to that effect must be dis-

played in the front of the house, also
stating that no standing room exists

and that the next show will begin at

a stated time. This action follows
complaints in regard to overcrowding.

Tully Arrives from Coast
Richard Walton Tully arrived in

New York, yesterday from Los An-
geles with print of "Flowing Gold."
During his visit he will confer with
R. A. Rowland, over the details of

'The Bird of Paradise."

Ocean Park House Reopens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ocean Park, Cal.—The first build-

ing to be rebuilt in the amusement
zone since the fire is the temporary
Rosemary theater. Although the

structure has been erected in a tem-
porary location on the sands just

north of the devastated area, the

building will seat 1200 people.

The capital of F. X. B. Pictures,

Voukers, has been reduced from $20,-

000 to $600.

JIMMY AUBREY
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

present

JIMMY
AUBREY
in a series of

two reel comedies for

STANDARD CINEMA CORP.
released by

SELZNICK
JIMMY AUBREY PRODUCTIONS, INC.

(JOE ROCK—President and General Manager)

6050 SUNSET BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.



PARADISE
win/

A whirling love story of

ParisandMonteCarlothat

clicks into the compart-

ment that pays big money*

B.P. Schulberg" presents

GASN IE P^
p roduct-i
With C ast-

Kenneth Hailan
Raymond Griffith

Clara Bow
Carmel >*fyers
From the novel by
Robert W Service
Scenaiio by Waldemar Young'

Preferred Pictures
Corporation

G>.P. Schulberg Ptes. f^jJ.GBachmann. Oreas
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"Men Who Forget"
eneva Distributing Corp.—State

Rights

, a Whole.... CONVENTIONAL
STORY DEALING WITH THE
EVER POPULAR ETERNAL
THREE; NEW PLAYERS AND
DIFFERENT LOCALE MAY
HELP IT OVER. AN AVER-
AGE FEATURE,
ist. . . .No players known to Ameri-
can audiences, though several con-
tribute rather worth while dramatic
performances; occasionally inclined

to be over demonstrative but usual-

ly quite good. The names given are
Bernard Dudly, James Knight.
James Barker and Evelyn Boucher.
Another girl who does quite well is

not credited.

'pe of Story. . . .Drama. This state

rights offering contains a trite story
but it is probable that the appear-
ance of new faces and a fairly un-
usual locale may give it new
strength. A better production and
more capable direction would have
helped a great deal more to cover
up the story's shortcomings. The
development is jerky and quite ob-
vious. Instead of closely weaving
the threads together, the director

has resorted to episodic twists and
turns that give you a disjointed

iontinuity. There is too much skip-

ping about. The locale is good and
the views of a Nova Scotia fishing

village should prove interesting.

The photography is rather poor.
Theme deals with the heroine of

the village, Eileen, loved by Seth
and • John, sea-faring men. They
fight a wrestling match for her and
Seth wins. In the latter's absence,
John's lies win over Eileen and she
marries him, then leaves him when
she learns that his stories about
Seth were untrue. Seth returns and
marries Eileen since it is told that

John died at sea. Once more John
returns but this time decides he
has really been a cur so gets him-
self neatly out of Seth's and
Eileen's way by suicide.

ix Office Angle Fair. Will do
for an average, one time showing
probably and used in conjunction
with good scenic pictures and other
short subjects should make a fair

showing.

tploitation Not very much for

you to work on except perhaps
through the use of trailers. You
might mention the locale, Nova
Scotia, and tell them it is a dramatic
romance of a small fishing village.

If you could secure a scenic show-
ing views of the Land of Evange-
line it might stimulate interest in

feature since the story is laid in

this part of Nova Scotia. There
are no names to use so you'll have
to resort to stills, catchlines and
the regulation routine advertising.
You might interest men folks by
talking of the wrestling match
which occurs in the film,

rection. .. .Reuben Gillmer; could
have been improved considerably.
athor F. Martin Thornton
enario The same
meraman Leslie Eveleigh
lotography Not very good
•cale Nova Scotia
ngth 4,800 feet

Madge Bellamy in

"The White Sin"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole .... FINE NUMBER
FOR ROMANCERS BUT PROB-
ABLY TOO FAR-FETCHED
FOR MOST FOLKS. HAS
THE ACKNOWLEDGED ELE-
MENTS OF AUDIENCE
APPEAL NEVERTHELESS.

Cast Madge Bellamy a hard
working heroine. She's kept busy
emoting, first because her aunt
won't let her attend the ice cream
festival, next because the rich idler

tells her the marriage wasn't legal

and eventually because she can't

marry his brother because the idler

happens to return, from a ship-
wreck. Miss Bellamy's work is

sincere at all times even though
they require too much of her. Hal
lam Cooley is slicked up to the
tune of the idler and John Bowers
always a competent hero. Others
Francelia Billington, Ethel Wales.
Otis Harlan.

Type of Story Drama. Poor
little country girls are always run-
ning away from home for the
luxuries of the city, at least ac-
cording to film plots. Madge
Bellamy is the latest victim in

"The White Sin," a picture that
manages pretty well to hold its

own in spite of a fairly weak
story. The jazz scenes aboard the
private car and then on the yacht
all help to dress it up attractively.

All this appeals to the average aud-
ience. Then they ring in a good
amount of heart interest with the
girl finally winning the affection of
her deserter-husband's parents who
offer her and the baby a home.
AD this time the girl believes the
marriage was not legal and she's
perfectly happy in her love for the
war-invalided brother-in-law. But
the announcement that the father
of her child still lives brings a
shock. That the marriage was
legal is a still greater surprise. To
satisfy a happy ending the worth-
less one eventually gives his life

to save the girl from a fire. Fol-
lows her marriage to his brother.

Box Office Angle .... An average
one time showing feature that can
be played on this basis satisfac-
torily. Should please a majority
and women patrons especially.

Exploitation The title and cer-
tain angles of the story may not
make it appropriate for family
trade. Better see it if you have
to be careful. The title itself read-
ily suggests a story of a sexy
nature and even though it could
hardly be classed as objectionable
at any point, still it would be well
to make clear in your announce-
ments, just what the story is about.
Mention the lure of the city for
country girls, etc. Talk about
Madge Bellamy's work and use
stills in the lobby.

Direction .... William Seiter; made
good use of material generally.

Author Harold Shumate
Scenario Del Andrews
Cameraman Max DuPont
Photography Good
Locale Countrv town and city

Length 6,237 feet.

"My Man"
Vitagraph

As a Whole .... RATHER GOOD
DIRECTION AND INTEREST-
ING PLAYERS HELP COVER
UP CONVENTIONAL "GIVE
ME YOUR DAUGHTER OR
I'LL RUIN YOU" PLOT.

Cast .... Patsy Ruth Miller charm-
ing heroine a little inclined to be
over smiling, however. Dustin
Farnum, the typical political boss
who eventually manages to win the
girl. George Webb adequate as
fortune hunter. Others Niles
Welch, Margaret Landis, William
Norris, Edith Yorke, Violet Palmer,

Type of Story .... Drama. George
Randolph Chester's "A Tale of

Red Roses," from which "My Man"
was adapted, might readily have
fallen into the average class as

far as entertainment value is con-
cerned. But it isn't Mr. Chester
that proved the saving grace. His
theme is of a very conventional
order dealing, as it does, with the

oft repeated political boss formula
and the pretty daughter of his

victim who might readily serve on
the altar of sacrifice, that is if

she would save her father from
ruin. Chester does develop to a

climax that aims to get away
from the usual routine, and in a

measure, succeeds. But it is dis-

tinctly the satisfactory manipulations
of director Smith that makes "My
Man" a pretty fair entertainment.
His production is very good and
the combined efforts of a uniformly
good cast also help to make it in-

teresting. Even Dustin Farnum
foregoes his usual overacting to

give a thoroughly natural char-
acterization, that of the political

boss "who knows when he's beat-
en" and good naturedly prepares
to retire from the battle field only
to find himself a sudden victor,

—

that the girl really loves him. He
immediately straightens out her
father's finances and it all ends
prettily.

Box Office Angle .... Has enough
audience appeal to probably make
it a good number for you. Will
appeal more strictly to your wom-
en folks than male patrons.

Exploitation .... Original title and
prominence of red roses in picture
gives you first rate hunch for ex-
ploitation. You might employ
artificial flowers for street distrib-

ution with tags attached announ-
cing the showing of "My Man,"
adapted from George Randolph
Chester's "A Tale of Red Roses."
Arrange tie-ups with local florists,

having them display American
beauties in conjunction with stills

from the film. Mention Patsy
Ruth Miller's name and talk about
her work in "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame." Even if they
haven't seen it yet, it's worth men-
tioning her appearance in that

film.

Direction David Smith; uses
plenty of good judgment.

Author. .. .George Randolph Chester
Scenario Donald Buchanan
Cameraman Steve Smith, Jr.

Photography Good
Locale Any city

Length 6,800 feet.

"Daddies"
Warner Bros.

As a Whole.... GOOD WHOLE-
SOME THEME THAT IS
OCCASIONALLY AMUSING
THOUGH MOSTLY SLOW
MOVING AND WITH A
GREAT DEAL OF UNIMPOR-
TANT DETAIL AND PAD-
DING.

Cast Mae Marsh cast almost
into oblivion in role that gets her
nowhere and gives her very little

chance at all to do her typical
characterization. Certainly keeps
her in background. Harry Myers.
Claude Gillingwater, Craufurd
Kent, Willard Louis and Boyce
Combe suitable bachelor quintette.

Muriel Frances Dana a cute kid-

die and the DeBriac twins and
King Evers make a mischievous
set of triplets.

Type of Story .... Comedy. Jeanne
Eagles appeared in the Belasco
stage play "Daddies," which is

credited as a success. Mae Marsh
has the Eagles role in the screen
version but for some unknown
reason her part has been consid-
erably curtailed. In fact she
makes but comparatively few ap-
pearances and those fail to allow
her to put over her usual inimitable
comedy business. It remains for

the humorous touches to be
brought out through the efforts of

the remaining members of the
bachelor's club to do something
for humanity by adopting war or-

phans. Their management of the
• youngsters, without feminine assis-

tance, offers some good laughs but
they are too few and far between
to make the picture hold up
consistently for six and a half reels.

Director Seiter has made a much
better showing at the start than
ht has at the finish He gets the
story off at a good pace but seems
to gradually slacken with the end-
ing in sight. You know pretty
well what will happen,—that each
of the avowed bachelors will suc-

cumb and eventually take unto
himself a wife.

Box Office Angle.... Furnishes a
mildly amusing entertainment and
will probably satisfy a majority
though they may be a trifle disap-

pointed that there aren't more
laughs.

Exploitation You should be
able to secure excellent coopera-
tion and at the same time splen-

didly advertise the picture by ar-

ranging a benefit performance for

a local orphanage, and be doing
two good things at one time.

Broadcast the slogan "Adopt an
orphan. See 'Daddies' at the
blank theater and you'll be inter-

ested." Officials and those inter-

ested in orphan homes will prob-
ably be more than willing to help
you. Mention the stage play and
you might use Mae Marsh's name
but they're bound to wonder at

her scant role.

Direction William Seiter; fair.

Author John L. Hobble
Scenario Julian Josephson
Cameraman John Stumar
Photography Good
Locale Any city

Length 6,500 feet.
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Short Subject Releases Sept. 1, 1 923 to Feb. 1, 1 92 I
Educational Pictures, Inc., 729 7th

Ave., New York
Cameo Comedies— 1 reel

His New Papa 9-2-23

Movingfi 9-16-23

The Limit 9-30-23

Simple Sadie 10-7-23

Heads Up 10-28-23

Under Covers 12-8-23

Film Foolish 12-23-23

Don't Hesitate 1-6-24

Paris Lights 1-20-24

Oh Girls 2-3-24

Here and There 2-17-24

Oh Captain 3-2-24

Juvenile Comedies—2 reels

Yankee Spirit 9-2-23

Three Cheers 10-21-23

Over the Fence 10-23-23

About Face 2-17-23

Sing Them Again Series—

1

reel ....

Companions 9-9-23

Golden Gems 10-7-23

Memories 11-18-23

Home Again 12-23-23

Lest We Forget 1-27-24

Old Friends 2-24-24

Lloyd Hamilton Comedies—2 reels

The Optimist 9-9-23

My Friend 1-13-24

Lonesome 2-24-24

Christie Comedies—2 reels

Navv Blues 9-2-23

Hold Everything 9-30-23

Done in Oil 10-14-23

Fool Proof 11-4-23

A Perfect Thirtv-six 11-18-23

Kidding Katie 12-2-23

Black and Blue 12-16-23

Call the Wagon 12-30-23

Ride 'Em Cowboy 1-13-24

Stay Single 1-27-24

Aggravating Papa 2-10-24

Busy Buddies 2-24-24

Bruce Wilderness Tales—

1

reel

While the Pot Boils 9-23-23

Discontent 10-21-23

My Boy Bill 12-2-23

leau of Heceta Head 1-6-24

The Homemaker 2-10-24

Mermaid Comedies—2 reels

High Life 9-23-23

Running Wild 10-28-23

Uncle Sam 11-25-23

Exit Caesar 12-9-23

Flying Finance 1-13-24

Neck and Neck 2-3-24

Lyman H. Howe's Hodge Podge

—

1 reel

Why the Globe Trotter Trots 9-30-23

Speedville 10-28-23

Bottom of the Sea 11-25-23

Liquid Lava 12-30-23

A Sailor's Life 1-27-24

A Movie Pioneer 2-24-24
Secrets of Life— 1 reel

The Ant 11-4-23

The Bee 12-16-23
The Spider 1-13-24

The Butterfly 2-10-24

Tuxedo Comedies—2 reels

Front 10-7-23
One Night It Rained 1-20-24

Clyde Cook Comedy—2 reels

The Pony Exnress 2-10-24

Kinograms (News ReeD—Issued
twice weeklv

Film Booking Offices. 723 7th Ave.,
New York

Second Fighting Blood Series
Long Live the Ring 9-2-23

The Three Orphans 9-16-23

The Taming of the Shrewd 9-30-23
The Wages of Cinema 10-14-23
A Comedy of Terrors 10-28-23
The Merchant of Menace* 11-11-23
A Midsummer Night's Scream

11-25-23
Bahes in the Hollywood 12-9-23

Beauty and the Feast 12-23-23
The Switching Hour 1-6-24

W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
All Star Comedies
Faint Hearts, 2 reels 12-3-22
A Social Error, 2 reels 12-31-22
The Four Orphans, 2 reels 1-28-23
The Fatal Photo, 2 reels 2-25-23
The Busybody, 2 reels 3-25-23
The Pill Pounder, 2 reels 4-22-23

So This Is Hamlet, 2 reels 5-20-23
Helpful Hogan, 2 reels 6-17-23
Wild and Wicked, 2 reels 7-16-23
The Fiddling Fool, 2 reels 8-12-23
Pat's Patents, 2 reels 9-9-23

Fearless Flannigan 2, reels 11-7-23
The Life of Riley, 2 reels 11-4-23

Bray Romances
The Mystery Box, 1 reel 12-10-22
The Sky Splitter, 1 reel 1-7-23

Gambling With the Gulf Stream,
1 reel 2-4-23

Romance of Life, 1 reel 5-20-23
The Immortal Voice, 1 reel 6-10-23
Black Sunlight, 1 reel 12-1-23
Bray Comedies
Heeza Liar's Treasure Island, 1

reel 12-17-22
Heeza Liar and the Ghost, 1 reel

1-14-23
Heeza Liar, Detective, 1 reel 2-11-23
Heeza Liar's Burglar, 1 reel 3-11-23
Heeza Liar in the African Jungle,

1 reel 6-3-23
Heeza Liar's Vacation, 1 reel 8-14-23

Pathe Exchange, Inc., 35 W. 45th
St., New York

Stan Laurel
Man About Town, 1 reel 9-16
Roughest Africa, 2 reels 9-30
Frozen Hearts, 2 reels 10-28
The Whole Truth, 1 reel 11-4

Save the Ship, 1 reel 11-18
The Soilers, 2 reels 11-25
^-orching Sands, 1 reel 12-9

Mother's Joy, 2 reels 12-23

Smithy, 2 reels 1-20-24
Aesop's Fables, 1 reel

The Cat That Failed 9-2

The Walrus Hunters 9-9

The Cat's Revenge 9-16
Derby Day 9-23
Love in a Cottage 9-30
The Cat's Whiskers 10-7

High Fliers 10-14
Aged in the Wood 10-21

The Circus 10-28
A Barnyard Rodeo 11-4

Do Women Pav 11-11

Farmer Alfalfa's Pet Cat 11-18
Happv Go-Luckics 11-25
Five Fifteen 12-2

The Dark Horse 12-9

The Cat Came Back 12-16
F-vc Orphans of the Storm 12-23

The Best Man Wins 12-30
Good Old Davs 1-6-24

The Animals Fair 1-13-24

The Black Sheep 1-20-24

The Morning After 1-27-24

The Rat's Revenge 2-3-24
Mack Sennett, 2 reels

Skvlarking 9-8

Down to the Sea in Shoes 10-7
One Cvlinder Love 11-4
Flip Flops 12-2

Inbad the Sailor 12-30
Ten Dollars or Ten Days 1-6-24

One Spooky Night 1-27-24
Picking Peaches, Harrv Langdon

2-3-24
l

Jathe Review— 1 a week— 1 reel

Topics of the Day— 1 a week— 1 reel

Pathe News—2 a week— 1 reel.

Paul Parrott—Hal Roach
Take the Air, 1 reel 9-9
Finger Prints 9-23
No Pets 10-7

Snub Pollard Comedies, 2 reels

The Walkout 9-16
It's a Gift 10-14
Join the Circus 12-2

Fullv Insured 12-16
The Big Idea 1-13-24

Spat Family, 2 reels

Let's Build 9-16
Heavy Seas 10-7

Roughing It 11-4

The Great Outdoors 12-2

The Darkest Hour 12-30
Help One Another 1-27-24

Specials
Is Conan Doyle Right, 2 reels 9-16
Why Elephants Leave Home, 2, 12-9

Among the Missing 2-17
Our Gang, 2 reels

No Noise 9-23
Stage Fright 10-21

Derby Day 11-18

Sundav Calm 12-16
Tire Trouble 1-13-24

Dippy Doo Dads, 1 reel

Stepping Out 9-30
The Knockout 10-28
Go West 11-25

Lovev Dovey 12-23

The Bar Fly 1-20-24
Chronicles of America
<~olumbus, 4 reels 10-7

Jamestown, 3 reels 11-4

Vincennes, 3 reels 12-2

Daniel Boone, 3 reels 12-30
The Frontier Woman, 3 reels 1-27-24

Serials

Ruth of the Range
Way of a Man
Hal Roach—Will Rogers, 2 reels

Jus' Passin' Through 10-14

Hustlin' Hank 11-11

Uncensored Movies 12-9

Two Wagons—Both Covered 1-6-24

The Cowboy Sheik 2-3-24

Grantland Rice Sports Pictorial, 1 reel

Wild and Western 12-16

Girls and Records 12-30

The Call of the Game 1-13-24

Taking a Chance 1-27-24

Indian Frontier Series, 2 reels

The Man Who Would Not Die 2-3-24

Charles Chase Series, 1 reel

At First Sight 1-6-24

One of the Family 1-27-24

Tust a Minute 2-3-24

Ben Turpin
Pitfalls of a Big City 9-2

Asleeo at the Switch 10-14

The Dare Devil 11-25

Selznick Pictures Corp., 729 7th Ave.,
New York

Hollywood Comedies—Fred Caldwell
2 reels

The Elite of Hollvwood 11-15-23

The Sheik of Hollvwood 12-15-23

The Cream of Hollvwood 1-15-24

The Bishon of Hollywood 2-15-24

Bruce Barton Editorials—1 reel

Those Good Old Days 11-16-23

Poor King Midas 12-15-23

Something for Nothing 1-15-24

Unhappy Husbands 2-1

'

Colonel Heeza Liar Cartoons—

B

1 reel

Forbidden Fruit 11-1

The Strike-Breakers 12-1

The Nature Faker 1-]

Mysterious Case 2-1

Ancestor 3-j

Jimmy Aubrey Comedies—2 reels

The Lobbygow
The Hayseed
The Buttinsky
A Fishy Tale
The Lunatic 3

Universal
Two Reel Features (westerns)

i eeis

Under the Border
Face to Face
Bill Brennan's Claim
Hardluck Jack
The Trail of the Wolf
Dropped from the Clouds
Gentlemen of the West
No Tenderfoot
Code of the Mounted
Shootin' 'Em Up
Twilight Trail

The Indian's Lament
The Payroll Thief
Stolen Gold
The Perilous Leap
Western Skies
Ruslin' Buster
The Last Outlaw
Down in Texas
Gold Digger Jones
The Almost Good Man
Miscarried Plans
Hats Off
Lone Larry
Universal Comedies ( 1 reelers)
His School Daze
Dancing Love
Jollywood
Cuckoo
Own a Home
Cracker Wedding Bells

Going South
Be My Guest
So Long Sultan
The Restless Rest
The Idea Man
No Parking Aloud
A Matter of Policy
Under the White Robe
A Movie Fantasy
Chasing Wealth
A Son of Ananias
A White Wing Monkey
Why Wait
The Mandarin
Down in Tungle Town
The J ail -Bird
Easv Work
The' Very Bad Man
Century Comedies (2 reels)

Back to Earth
Round Figures
Bringing Up Buddy
Nobody's Darling
One Exciting Day
A Regular Boy
Don't Scream
Fashion Follies

Little Miss Hollywood
Golfmania
Down in the Ship to See
She's a He
Miles of Smiles
A Corn-Fed Sleuth

My Pal

(.Continued on page 36)

9-1

9-8

9

9

9
10

10-13

10-2C
10-27

11-5

11-1C
11-17

11-24
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12-8

12-15

12-;

12-:

1
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1-19

1-2

2-2

2-9

9-3
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Short Subject Reviews
"Abraham Lincoln"—Phonofilm

Highly Interesting Achievement

ype of production, 2 reel talking film

"Abraham Lincoln," is a short ree

lat depicts two incidents in the life

: the famous president—one, the de-

,rery of the Gettysburg speech, and
le other, just a glimpse into a sol

ier's shelter hut during the Civil

far. The interesting feature of the

m is that under a process developed
/ Dr. Lee de Forest, the action on

e screen and the voices of the play-

s are synchronized perfectly. The
)S form the words and the correct

iunds are heard. In the delivery

the Gettysburg address, each word
perfectly distinct and perfectly syn-

tonized with the movement of

rank McGlynn's lips. From this

igle, there is little left to be desired,

owever, one is always aware that

e voice comes from a record of

me sort. The sound of the voice

ight be improved upon. Neverthe-
ss, it is by far the best of the talking

ms yet seen and was very well re-

ived at the Rivoli this week.

>olitical Pull"—Spat Family—Pathe

Always Entertaining

ype of production 2 reel comedy
This trio consisting of J. Tewks-
iry Spat, the English husband who
never, never right, according to his

fe, Mrs. Spat, and her brother Am-
ose, who, according to himself is

ver, never wrong, are always good
r some very enjoyable moments. It

1't so much what they do, it's the
ly they work together that makes
e comedies go over so well, and the
turalness with which they get

emselves in the most funny tangles
domesticity. This time they have
vited the Governor to dinner. Great
e the preparations to receive him.
st when he is expected, a stock so-

itor whose name is McGovernor
Us and is mistaken for the expect-
guest. Complications naturally

How but the mistake is not discov-
ed until Ambrose has signed the
tted line which makes him the mi-
lling and unwitting owner of a con-
ferable lot of bricks.

i
"Hards Knocks"—Pathe
lood for Lot of Laughs
of production 1 reel comedy

This is one of the Charlie Chase
'ies of comedies being released by
ithe, but is so far one of the best
the bunch. The gags used have
en done before, times without num-
r but they are the sort that are al-

ys good for laughs if properly
ndled—and they have been in this,

r instance, there is the old, old one
lere the young man is forced to re-

e at a party despite his reluctance
e to the fact that his dress-shirt is

•rely a front and he needs his hands
hold it in place and not to gesticu-
e with. Then, too, the finish of
s one is well handled, keeping them
erested until the final fadeout. in-

ad of just petering out in a chase
many of them do.

"The Telephone Girl"—F. B. O.

Promise Real Entertainment

Type of production 12 episode
chapter play

Judging from the first installment
of Film Booking Offices new serial,

"The Telephone Girl," it seems to

promise plenty of fun and really good
entertainment which is saying much
for a chapter play. Written by H.
C. Witwer, the titles have all the
snap and sparkle of the "Fighting
Blood" series but the action deals with
the love affairs of a telephone opera-
tor who works in a New York hotel,

where her baby stare and intriguing
ways cause plenty of agitation to mas-
culine hearts. Each episode is in two
reels, and has a complete little plot

of its own, although all the episodes
are related to each other. The first

episode is called "Julius Sees Her,"
and deals with the telephone opera-
tor's love affair with a young chorus
man who is also understudy for the
leading man, but has waited in vain
for an opportunity to display his

talent. The leading man happens to

be stopping at the hotel where Gladys
manages the switchboard and she de-

vises a plan whereby he is to be lock-

ed in his room during the performance
so that the young lad will get his

chance. The way this works out is

not altogether what she expected but
it's amusing and satisfactory neverthe-
less.

Alberta Vaughn, has the role of the
switchboard girl and gets It over very
well indeed. She is cute and fits the
part nicely. Arthur Rankin plays op-
posite, as the chorus man and will also

be liked. The cast includes Charles
King, Douglas Gerrard, Gertrude
Short, and others. Mai St. Clair di-

rected.

"Pathe Review" No. 8

Interesting Magazine
Type of production 1 reel magazine
This isn't an unusual number of The

Review, but it contains a certain

amount of interesting material and
the whole shapes up pretty well. The
subjects included are some pretty
shots of the Colorado Rockies, in

which the light effects have been very
well handled; a study of the caddis
worm; a visit to a plate-glass factory
in Pittsburgh which is probably the
best feature of the reel, and finally a

colored bit showing peasant life in

French provinces.

"The Half-Back of Notre Dame—
Sennett—Pathe

Typical Sennett Comedy
Type of production 2 reel comedy

This is a typical Sennett comedy,
full of knockabout rough and tumble
action, enhanced by the well-known
bathing beauties that somehow or

other get pulled into the picture
whether they belong there or not.

The title may prove attractive and
good for a laugh. The cast includes
pretty Madeline Hurlock, Harry
Gribbon and Jack Cooper. You'll
know the type of comedy this is;

you've played it times without num-
ber.

"Peg O' the Mounted"—Century-
Universal

Baby Peggy at Her Cutest

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Baby Peggy, always cute, is even

cuter in this short reel, made over a
year ago and just being released. She
appears more tiny than ever and her
every move is delightful. They have
her all dressed up as a Canadian
Northwest Policeman and have her
chasing a band of mountaineer moon-
shiners whom she finally does tie up
in the very rope with which they lasso
her and leads them into headquar-
ters. Don't let this one pass, because
it's a thoroughly enjoyable short reel.

That's all you need to know.

"The Very Bad Man"—Universal
Average Comedy

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
Neely Edwards and Bert Roach are

usually funnier than they are in "The
Very Bad Man," but perhaps this is

due to the story. At any rate, this

team in tramp make-up usually get
their laughs over by means of their

funny facial expressions and this time
there isn't so much of this sort of

stuff and more of the usual chasing
around. However, where the team is

liked, this probably won't be noticed.

Ned and his valet try to steal a pie

but are chased by a dog into a town
that is being terrorized by a "bad
man" for whose capture a reward is

offered. Ned has his valet imperson-
ate the desperado so they can get the
reward, but the "bad man" finds him
first. Nevertheless, by means of a

ruse, they are enabled to hit him on
the head and drag him to th esheriff.

"Cities of Other Lands—Rome"
Post Scenic

Many Beautiful Shots

Type of production .... 1 reel scenic

Horace C. Schimeld, photographer,
has secured many very beautiful

views of "The Eternal City," as

Rome, is called. The reel contains
many of the famous spots of the

great city, all interesting and splen-

didly reproduced. Among them are
scenes of the Tiber, the old castles

St. Peter's, the Vatican, the Colos-
seum, the Roman Forum and other
points of interest. This scenic is

conjunction with either of the two
recent excellent pictures that have
Italy for their locale,

—"The White
Sister" and "The Eternal City."

"Felix Loses Out"—Pat Sullivan

Amusing Cat Love

Type of production . .-. 1 reel cartoon

Pat Sullivan has his cats perform
many comical antics in his latest

cartoon, called "Felix Loses Out."
Indeed Felix can't compete with his

rival when it comes to love-making
even though he rigs up a tin lizzie

to compete with the other cat's

home-made wagon. The cartoon isn't

as funny as some of Sullivan's Felix
numbers but they'll get enough
laughs out of it to satisfy.

BIGGEST
SINGLE
REEL

ON THE MARKET

OOUGLAS
.FAIRBANKS^

]

«?25s&di&.rtfJ

CHARLIE
.CHAPLIN

^ RUDOLF
.VALENTINO^

'ALL THESE
AND MORE IN

SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS
The most unique and successful

single-reeler. Something new and

different every issue. Properly

called "The Fan Magazine of the

Screen" that gives the public what

they want: secrets of Movieland.

The BACK-BONE of your Pro-

gram, Mr. Exhibitor!

If these short reels are not part of

your program don't blame us

—

Copyrighted and distributed by

C. B. C. film Sales Corporation

1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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Enormous Spectacle
With Pleasing Color
Features Startles

Broadway

"Ten Commandments" Last Word
in Photo Plays Uses Latest De-
velopment in Natural Colors
—Does Great Credit to

Famous Players and
Cecil De Mille

"The Ten Commandments"
with its unique and absorbing
story is pronounced by all the

pinnacle of perfection in color

photography. During its long
continuous run on Broadway,
the thousands and thousands
who witnessed this soul-grip-

ping drama, emerged from the

theater as in a daze—mystified

at the wonderful photographic
effects and the beautiful scenes

in natural colors.

To Famous Players is due
the highest of compliments for

their rare judgment in selecting

such a theme and to Cecil De
Mille for its successful execu-
tion. To them also is due a

great deal of credit for their

selection of color photography
to obtain such wonderful and
striking effects. Produced by
Famous Players, directed by
Cecil De Mille, printed by
Technicolor on Duplex print-

ers.

In recent years there have
been many millions of dollars

spent on various ways to ob-
tain true color photography,
and although many different

companies have developed pro-
cesses that were able to turn
out "beautiful effects," not one
has been able to produce the
true colors of Nature as accu-
rately as "Technicolor."

The remarkable achievement
gained by Technicolor is the
result of many years of most
extensive scientific research.
The many, many experiments
(all of which have cost an un-
told fortune) finally placed
Technicolor on a plane never
before attained in the develop-
ment of screen effects.

After the many years of re-

search the process became
thoroughly perfected and the
Technicolor organization then
found it necessary to turn their

attention to mechanical means
of reproduction, where the ex-
treme accuracy could be main-
tained and sufficient speed at-

tained in printing to put Tech-
nicolor prints on a commercial
basis.

Having arrived at this point
in their work, it was but the
natural thing to select the man
who had invented the most suc-

cessful printer for black and
white reproduction, and this

man, H. O. Carleton—presi-

dent of the Duplex Motion
Picture Industries, Inc., de-
signed and manufactured the
printer which has proven so
successful.

The creation of a printer for

Technicolor is alone a remark-
able feat of motion picture en-
gineering. However, such a
scientific achievement is but
one of the many products
created and manufactured by
this inventive genius.

The entire Duplex line used
throughout the motion picture

industry has been directly or
indirectly the result of this wiz-
ard's brain. The many time
and labor saving devices in-

vented by Mr. Carleton are too

well known to merit space in

these columns. However, in

the last year or so he has
brought into being two pro-

ducts which are perhaps des-

tined to be the most remark-
able creations of the many
years of Motion Picture Equip-
ment manufacture.
But few who read these col-

umns are not aware of the pres-

ent method of developing film.

Those who are more thorough-
ly acquainted with the opera-
tion of the equipped labora-

tories will realize that at its

best the development of mo-
tion picture film by hand is

after all exceptionally slow

—

very expensive—and more or

less unreliable though the finest

developing experts are em-
ployed.

All of us have realized the

present "method of developing"
was not all that it should be
—that compared to the scien-

tific methods attained in other

phases of the industry, devel-

oping was indeed very crude
and a sadly neglected depart-

ment of the business. To rem-
edy this situation Mr. H. O.
Carleton has devoted several

years of his time and after con-

siderable expense, his ever con-
sistent and conscientious ef-

forts has created the present
"Duplex Developing Machine"
which in both speed and ac-

curacy is perfect. This ma-
chine develops film with super-

human intelligence and is af-

ter all no less than marvelous.
Occupying a space of but 47

feet in length and little less

than 7 feet in width (platform

and all) this super-human piece

of mechanism fairly devours
the yellow rolls at one end

—

while from the other end
emerges most beautiful ribbon
of clear pictures which are

wound into rolls now ready for

the shipping room.
The entire process from start

to finish is automatic and at

no time after the roll is one
placed on the spool is it touch
ed by human hands. It devel
ops', fixes, washes and dries

tints or tones the film, not onl;

equaling the best efforts of an;

laboratory expert, but excellinj

both as to the consistent qual
ity of pictures and the spec
with which all work is doni
Then, too, the drying of th>

film in motion over a series o
sprockets, greatly adds to it

flexibility, therefore giving i

a longer life during projection

The second great achieve
ment of Mr. Carleton in recen
years is the creation of th

"Projectograph." Very fev

have seen this projector for us

in the home. Imagine its beau
tiful appearance, its simplicity

its dependability. The sam
lemarkable construction con
sistent in all Duplex equip
ment prevails in this little pre

jector for the home.
The Duplex Motion Pictur

Industries is a business tha

has grown in the last fiftee

years from a little machin
shop, to a concern of worl
wide reputation, as almos
every user of motion pictur

apparatus in this country, an
many in Europe, have som
piece of Duplex equipment.

They are now on the eve c

their greatest expansion. Plan

are now formulated for th

construction of a large fiv

story building on Long Islanc

which will house the world
largest motion picture labor?

tory as well as a new factor fo

manufacturing Duple
Machines.

Its capacity for developin
film will be truly enormou
and will contain many nev

features for the handling c

prints and the service rendere
to the trade will undoubtedl
be unrivaled the world ove
Ample space for manufacture
will of course, greatly spee

up the factory end of the bus;

r.ess, and Duplex equipmen
will in the near future b
stocked in such great quant-

ties that immediate deliver

can be had on almost an
article.

In the history of the motio
picture ever so often som
truly remarkable process O'

the part of some producer c

manufacturer is shown ; and i

such cases we feel it is interesl

ing, educational and well wort
the attention of the thousand
who read the "Film Daily."
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Buckin' the Lino 12-19-23

Hansel and Gretel 12-26-23

Obey the Law 1-2-24

The' Rich Pup 1-9-24

The Caddy 1-16-24

Own a Lot 1-23-24

Such is Life 1-30-24

Keep Going 2-6-24

You're Next 2-13-24

Quit Kiddin
1 2-20-24

Pego' the Mounted ,
2-27-24

Sons in Law 3-5-24

The Gumps (Series of 5)

Uncle Bim's Gift, No. 1 9-17-23

Watch Papa, No. 2 10-15-23

Oh What a Day, No. 3 11-12-23

Aggravatin' Mama, No. 4 12-17-23

Oh Min, No. 5 1-14-24

Joe Murphy
The Leather Pushers (Fourth series)

(each of 5)

The Kid from Madrid, Michigan
(Billy Sullivan) 12-31-23

(One every week thereafter)

He Loops to Conquer 1-14-24

Girls Will Be Girls 1-28-24

The Tough Tenderfoot 2-11-24

Swing Bad the Sailor 2-25-24

Big Boy Blue 3-10-24

International News
(Issued twice a week)

State Rights Distributors
Apollo Exchange, 1600 Broadway,

New York
Monty Banks—2 reels

Paging Love 9-10-23

Covered Schooner 10-4-23

South Bound Ltd. 11-4-23

Taxi Please 1-1-24

Always Late 1-15-24

Boy in Blue 2-1-24

Toe Rock—2 reels

Rolling Home 9-22-23

The Sleep Walker 10-11-23

Mark It Paid 11-1-23

One Dark Knight 12-5-23

Some Nurse 1-4-24

Sid Smith—2 reels

A Man of Position 9-22-23

Don't Play Hookev 10-18-23

Releases
Mama's Baby Boy
Lucky Rube
Hollywood Bound
Hats
Arrow Film Corp., 220 W.

New York
Broadway Comedies
One Kxciting Evening
Be Yourself
Hello Bill

Pay Up
Hello Stranger
Eddie Lyons Comedies
Seeing Double
Almost Married
Welcome Uncle
Only a Bill Collector
Mirthquake Comedies
Oh! Shhot
No Danger
All Is Lost
This Way Out
My Error
A Fake Alarm

11-21-23
11-6-23

1-4-24

2-1-24

42nd St.,

10-1-23

11-1-23
12-1-23

1-1-24

2-3-24

9-1-23

10-15-23
1-1-24

2-1-24

9-1-23

10-7-23

11-15-23
1-15-24

1-27-24
2-1-24

Red Seal Pictures Corp., 1600 Broad-
way, New York

Max Fleisher "Out of the Inkwell"
Cartoon Comedies— 1 reel each

Balloons 9-1-23

The Fortune Teller 10-1-23

Shadows 11-1-23

The Contest 12-1-23

The Laundry 1-1-23

The Masquerade 2-1-24

The Cartoon Factory 3-1-24

M. J. Winkler, 220 W. 42d St., N. Y.

Pat Sullivan— 1 reel each
Felix Gets Broadcasted 9-1-23

Felix Strikes It Rich 9-15-23

Felix in Hollywood 10-1-23

Felix in Fairyland 10-15-23

Felix Laughs Last 11-1-23

Felix Fills a Shortage 11-15-23

Felix the Goat-Getter 12-1-23

Felix Goes a Hunting 12-15-23

Felix Out of Luck 1-1-24

Felix Loses Out 1-15-24

Felix Hits the Hippo 2-1-24

Felix Crosses the Crooks 2-15-24

The Week's Headlines
Monday

I. M. P. P. D. A. to form unit on Coast. In-

dependent exchanges may be fostered in

closed cities.

Indications point toward record bookings for

"The White Sister."

Canada not hit by radio craze,
lations in theaters.

instal-

Tuesday

Lincoln's Birthda

Wcdnsday

Two hundred stock holders of Consolidated
Realty and Theater Co. Indianapol's agree
on audit. Liabilities placed at $4,300,000

Representative Upshaw introduced bill in

House looking for Federal control of On-
screen.

Thursday

Industry attacked at national conference ol

church and reform interests at Washington.
Lord's Day Alliance promises international
campaign for Sunday closings.

Goldwyn-Cosmopolilan places product in

Strand, San Francisco, for two years.

Douglas Fairbanks to release oidy one pic-

ture in 1924, "The Thief of Bagdad."
Rupert Hughes denies leaving Goldwyn for

First National. Has four more to make
under contract.

Thomas H. luce plans six for 1924-25. Stu-
dio reorganized with John (1. Wray in

charge.

Notables in public life and leaders of industry
to attend Thomas A. Edison luncheon,

Friday

John C. Rock, new general manager of Vita-
graph, A. Victor Smith his assistant.

Eastman Kodak reduces cost of positives
twenty-five per cent, effective March 1.

Theater activities of Marcus Loew in West-
chester County cause exhibitors there some
concern,

Saturday

About 350 film folk attend luncheon in hon-
or of Thomas A. Edison at the Ritz.

"Pressure of other interests" compels Gayer
G. Dominick to resign from the Famous
Players' directorate.

Some suggestions lor using certain types of

short reels with features.

Roach lias atnb tious program. Several new
units to start soon.

Will Fight Arrests
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Youngstown, O.—The exhibitors
recently arrested for operating on
Sunday will all fight their cases to
a finish. Joseph Schagrin and Max
Schagrin, of the Park and W. C.
Miller and Harry Miller, Hippo-
drome, are involved.

19 24
of all years—

you '11 need the

finestNewsReelService ,

4 OF THE most important events of human histor
are to take place in 1924—and YOU are the ma
who must bring them before the eyes of your com
munity. You must depend upon news reels fo

this service—and upon International News if yo
want the best service of all. Book Internationa

—and you'll get the finest service 1924 will have to offer

The "International" Expedition!
CAPTAIN Ariel Varges has sailed again for unknown sea

and lands, where he will photograph scenes and people
never before seen on the screen. You remember his won
derful pictures of India, China and Arabia—his 1924 pic

tures will be gretaer even than these!

The North Pole Expedition!
THE epoch-making flight of the valiant "Shenandoah,
the government dirigible, is another event which will arous

the widest interest and enthusiasm! International has pre

pared to give you the finest and most complete chronicl

of this flight obtainable from any source!

The Presidential Campaigns!f

WHO will be elected president? Your patrons will wan
to follow every move of the various candidates, and nowher
will you get such remarkable and intimate views of th>

personalities of the day as in International News!

The Around-the-World Flights!f

THE U. S. Government has announced its plan for ai

attempted circling of the globe by airplanes—a stupendout
undertaking that men, women and children in any corne:

of the world will follow with breathless interest 1 Bool
International News and give those in your community th<

finest story of the flight obtainable!

All a part of the regular

service— at No extra cost!

INTERNATIONAL
NEWS

Advertised Daily in all

Hearst Newspapers

RELEASED THRU UNIVERSAL



There is added assurance of favorable com-

ment—that priceless publicity that only the

satisfied audience can give—when the produc-

tion is right photographically.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Adds true photographic values to picture

interest—carries quality from studio to screen.

Look for "Eastman'' and "Kodak'' in black

letters in the film margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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RITZY
By DANNY

For a long time to come the Edi-
son lunch—as it will be called—will

tie remembered by those who attend-

ed. It was a happy thought which
inspired George Kleine to devise this;

and the manner in which it devel-

oped proved the interest in the event.

Everybody who was anybody was
there. From the old timers—like

Percy Waters and all the old invent-

ors and litigants—like Raff and Gan-
non; Kennedy of the old organiza-

' tion which superseded the General
Film; and many others of bygone
days, down to the men who are im-
portant these days.

A Round Table

The pioneers—as they were called

—had a table all to themselves. Percy
Waters was there, J. J. Kennedy, H.
M. Marvin, who brought his son
along; Herman Casler, Tom Armat
and Charles Urban, while at other

tables were Ned Porter, Norman Raff

and Richard Hollaman of the old

Eden Musee.
And they swapped stories and had

a great time.
* * *

There was a lot of hand shaking
prior to the gathering. Men who had
not met in many moons seemed glad

to again see each other. Jesse Lasky
met a lot of people he rarely sees;

Elmer Pearson and Earl Hammons
recalled Palm Beach days; and
"Roxy" found himself at the trade

press table—all by himself—and stole

the thunder of Broadway.
* * *

George Eastman showed up. Most
unusual for Eastman to leave Roch-
ester for such an affair. But it was
easily understood when, in respond-
ing he said fervidly, "honoring this

most miraculous man; this most mar-
velous man."
And Eastman is somewhat of a

marvel himself.
* * *

Major Bromhead of Gaumont of

London was one of the many from
foreign fields who sent congratula-
tions. Tilley of "Kine" and the ed-

itor of Bioscope also forwarded ca-

bles.
* * *

Terry Ramsaye made a hit when he
said he had started three years ago
to find out for Photoplay who invent-

ed the motion picture, and he hadn't
found out yet. He said Edison in-

vented the motion picture during a

rest—after he had made the phono-
graph. "And since then none of us
have had a rest."

(Continued on Pane 2)

F. Mordaunt Hall, New York Times: "These who want a good, hearty
laugh will find their sides aching af ter they have seen Douglas MacLean
in 'The Yankee Counsel' " Associate d Exhibitors—Advt.

Charges Aid for F. P.
Trade Board Official Alleges Hard-

ing's Secretary Interceded for

Paramount in 1921
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington — Huston Thompson,
chairman of the Federal Trade Com-
mission appeared before the Senate
Interstate Commerce Commission on
Saturday and intimated that George B.

Christian, former secretary to Presi-
dent Harding had endeavored to in-

fluence the course of the commission
in its complaint against Famous Play-
ers. The testimony came in a hear-
ing to determine the committee's rec-

ommendation regarding the appoint-
ment of Christian to the Commission.
Thomoson said he was called to the

White House in May, 1921, and went
into Christian's private office. The
latter, said Thompson, talked with
him about the complaint. Asked if

he considered this action improper,
Thompson replied that his feeling and
that of other Commissioners with
whom he talked was that this was an
effort to bring pressure to bear to

prevent issuing the complaint.
Thompson said that field agents

had reported that strong influences

were protecting the Famous interests
(Continued on Paoc 3)

T. N.
29.

Don't Miss It ! Astor, March

3 Cities Considered
For M. P. T. O. Convention—New

York Out of the Deliberations
Entirely

In the next few davs, the directors
of the M. P. T. O. will probably de-
cide on a city for the annual conven-
tion to be held in May. A three-cor-

nered discussion looms up with Cin-
cinnati, Boston and Rochester men-
tioned.

It is not believed that New York
is favored, because the impression
seems to be that the sources of amuse-
ment in a city of this size are too
varied and may distract the delegates
from the work of the convention.

Clements Heads Coast M. P. D. A.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Roy Clements has
been elected president of the Motion
Picture Directors' Association. Harry
Franklin is vice-president;. Reeves
Eason, technical director; Harold
Shaw, secretary and William P. S.

Earle, treasurer.

Lichtman Leaves For Coast

Al Lichtman left for the Coast on
Saturday, to look over the production
line-up for next season. He will be
cone about a month.

Many B'way Runs
Scheduled for Late February and

March—Five New Specials

To Open
Five new productions, all of them

in the "special class," are designed
to open on Broadway shortly. Two
of them open within the week and the

others in March. The pictures and
theaters are:

"Yolanda," starring Marion Davies
and frequently described by Cosmo-
politan as its most lavish picture to

date. At the Cosmopolitan, begin-
ning tomorrow night.

"America,"' D. W. Griffith's newest.

At the 44th St. theater, beginning
Thursday.

"Thy Name Is Woman," directed

by Fred Niblo for Metro. At the

Lyric, beginning March 3.

"The Thief of Bagdad," the Fair-

banks spectacle. At the Liberty, be-

ginning March 17.

"Secrets," starring Norma Tal-
madge. At the Astor, beginning
March 23.

In addition to these, it is expected
that "Abraham Lincoln," will con-
tinue at the Gaiety while "The Cover-
ed Wagon" will of course, remain
at the Criterion and "The Ten Com-
mandments," at the Cohan.

Again Heads Colorado M. P. T. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Denver-^H. E. Huffman, of the

Blue Bird and Bide-a-Wee theaters

has been re-elected president of the

M. P. T. O. of Colorado. Other of-

ficers are Harry T. Xolan, first vice-

president; C. E. Marguand of Love-
land, second vice-president; F. W.
Bronte of Yuma, third vice-president;

Max Shaback. treasurer and Charles
Gillan, secretary.

Competition on Broadway
Two pictures, both of which have

had their own theaters on Broadway
are playing at competitive first-runs

this week. "Scaramouche" is at the
Capitol and "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," at the Strand.

Arrive From East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Major H. C. S.

Thomson and Joseph I. Schnitzer of

F. B. O. are here from New York.

"White Sister" Closes
"The White Sister." closed its long

run at the Lyric last night.

T. N. T. Only Once a Year, Astor, March
29.
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71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
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ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

A JACK "WHITE PRODUCTION";

NECK «"> NECK
MERMA1P COMBPY WITH

LICE
COWLEY

rs^Uioatumde (rHc£ui£<£>

¥J*x&
Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^

V/°* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf> ALL TUB WORLD

animated films
^rt Titles

LEADERS & TRAILERS

145 W. 45. ST. N.Y. BRYANT6796

RITZY
(Continued from Page 1)

Ed'son cupped his hand over his ear

to get this sally and joined in the gen-
eral laughter.

* * *

Sydney Cohen
sociates were on
ticularly to Mik
the public servic

MPTO. Mike w
talked a bit too
statistics showed
pie saw pictures

of co-operating w
*

and some of his as-

hand to listen par-

e O'Toole talk on
e feature of the

as all right altho he
long. He said that

that 15 million peo-
every day and told

ith the Government.
* *

Hudson Maxim was in great form
and delivered a eulogistic poem on
Edison. It scored. Maxim received
a big hand. He stole the show up
to the time he sat down. Then Ru-
pert Hughes in turn stole it; and
Mary Pickford finally stole it from
all of them.

* * *

Dr. Lee deForest—who, incident-

ally, is some pumpkins of an inventor
himself—declared Edison was "the

greatest living benefactor of our race"

—with which the big crowd enthusias-
tically agreed, and then Senator Ed-
wards of New Jersey created a roar
when he declared that Edison had
evened things up—he had invented
the stock ticker to take away all the
money the picture people made. You
should have heard Adolph Zukor's
laugh at this. Also Bill Atkinson's.

* * *

Major Hughes delivered one of his

well known attacks on censors and
censorship. He said this great boost
for Edison was all wrong; that he
wasn't the great man these people
said, but was "the arch fiend of mod-
ern times. People used to live in

their homes until Edison invented
moving pictures," he said. "And with
that Edison invented crime. Before
this there were dark porches, where
love was made—that horrible indus-
try—then came the movies, and since

then old women of both sexes are in

a position of power to paw over what
movie makers make—and destroy."

He said he had started to invent a

"skipper" so one could skip over the

part of pictures they didn't like—just
as they "skip" in books and about art

galleries—but that he had been too
busy busting picture concerns so he
turned the idea over to Edison for

whatever value it had.
* * *

He went into physics and declared
that light travelled' 186,000 miles a

second—sounds like the cost sheet of

a production—and that sound trav-

elled only 1100 feet—which sounded
like the profits of a picture. This
brought a roar.

* * *

Senator Owen of Oklahoma urged
everyone to remember Edison's mes-
sage.

Doug and Mary had arrived by this

time and Doug was called on. He
respect to Edison and told a story of
California he was proud to tender his

respect to Edison and told a story on
Will Rogers and Lubitsch. "Rogers
was toastmaster when Lubitsch was
called upon. Lubitsch bowed, and in

a Sam Bernard accent said he was
glad to be present, and started to bow
out. "Come back, Lubitsch," called
out Rogers; "come on and speak.
There aren't many people in our bus-
mess who can speak English."

* * *

When Mary was called on—and
made a great little speech—Edison's
expression was worth going a long
way to see. He was all excited. And
when Mary finished he went over and
shook hands, and autographed her
menu as a keepsake.

Binney To Be Extradited
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sacramento, Cal.—Extradition pa-
pers signed by Governor Dixon of
Montana and requesting the return
of H. J. Binney to Butte have been
honored by the State authorities here.
Binney was arrested on a fake stock
venture and is wanted on charge of
obtaining money on false pretenses.

W. and F. Gets "The Battle"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—The W. and F. Film Ser-
vice will distribute "La Bataille"
("The Battle") in England.

Pronounced as it

is spelled

C-Y-T-H-E-R-E-A

COMING SOON
LOIS WILSON in

COSMO HAMILTON'S

"Another Scandal"
Directed by E. H. GRIFFITH

FOR

HODKINSON RELEASE
FIRST RUN PICTURES

New Loew House Ready May 1

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis—Construction is going

forward rapidly on the new Loew
theater which will be completed about
May 1.

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG

COMEDIES
"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafh£comedy

SHERWOOD MACDONALD
PRODUCTIONS

10 SPARKLING
BATHING
BEAUTIES

COMEDIES
A NEW FILMBRAND

FOR A NEW COMEDY TYPE

NOW IN PRODUCTION

STUDIOS
||^Sr

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

3rd BIG WEEK
CAMEO, N. Y.

(Direction B. S. Moss)

And Manager De Rosa of

that theatre says

HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAN'S
A MAN"

Is Overturning Records

Presented by Sol Lesser

A First National Attraction
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Charges Aid for F. P.
(Continued from Page 1)

and that "something would happen
before the complaint was issued."

These agents built up the case and
efforts were made by "certain parties

in New York to get us to eliminate

certain parts of the case," according

to his testimony.
When Thompson saw Christian,

the former testified that Christian

wanted to know why the complaint

was being issued without giving Fa-

mous a hearing. Thompson expressed

surprise at the fact Christian knew of

the proposed complaint, he testified,

and in answer to a question, the Com-
missioner said it was unusual to be

called to the White House on mat-
ters of that kind.

Christian will appear before the

committee later.

A reporter of the New York Her-
ald quoted Adolph Zukor as com-
menting with regard to the Christian

matter as saying: "It is a deliberate,

malicious lie, that is all I have to say

about it."

Mark Browar In Deal
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

. Pittsburgh, Pa.—The new Kenyon,
at Federal and Erie Sts., has been
purchased by Mark Browar for

$190,000.

RAPID TRANSIT
Wonder reel of 1924

Startling, Sensational and

—

Different

Ask John J. Iris about it.

Iris Film Exch., 729-7th Ave
Phone 3377 Bryant

TO RENT
Entire floor in private building con-

taining offices, private projection

room, cutting room. Situated on

42nd Street near Broadway. Use of

shipping department can be arranged.

Suitable for Film Company desiring

every convenience. Apply Box M
12, THE FILM DAILY, N. Y. C.

On Broadway
Broadway—"Discontented Husbands"
Brooklyn Strand—"The Marriage

Circle"
Capitol

—"Scaramouche"
Cameo—"When A Man's A Man"
Central—"The Yankee Consul"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"Yolanda"
Criterion

—"The Covered Wagon"
Fcurty-Fourth St.

—"America" be-
ginning Wednesday

Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln"
Loew's New York—Today—"Fash-

ion Row"
Tuesday—"Steadfast Heart" and
"When Odds Are Even"

Wednesday—"West: of the Water
Tower"

Thursday—-"No Mother To Guide
Her"

Friday—"You Can't Get Away
With It"

Saturday—"Conductor 1492"

Rialto—"Twenty-One"
Rivoli

—"Shadows of Paris"
Strand—"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame"

Next Week
Broadway—Not yet determined
Brooklyn Strand—"Twenty-One"
Cameo—"When A Man's A Man"

(tentative)

Capitol—Not yet determined
Central—"The Yankee Consul"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"Yolanda"
Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
Forty-Fourth St.—"America"
Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln"
Rialto—Not yet determined
Rivoli—Not yet determined

Portland Censors Reappointed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland, Ore.—The city council
has reappointed Mrs. F. O. Northrup
and Gus A. Metzger members of the
censor board for another year. It

is agreed to that the two members
will re-elect Will S. Hale as a third
member.

Northwest Theater Merger
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Medford, Ore.—The George A.
Hunt Co., operating the Rialto, Rivo-
li, and until the recent fire, the Page
at Medford, has consolidated with the
yining at Ashland.

mWmM
NEGATIVE DEVELOPING SAMPLE PRINTS TITLES

ERNEST STERN Gen. Manager

203 WEST 40TH STREET
PENN 2373

Gilmore Heads New Company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Syracuse, N. Y.—Charles P. Gil-

more, of Oswego, has been made
president of the newly formed Ad-
vance Picture Co., Inc., chartered
with a capital of $150,000. The com-
pany was formed for the consolida-

tion of the Onandaga Film Co and
the Puotapla Film Corp.

Berkeley Houses Sold
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berkeley, Cal.—A. H. Moore and
J. P. Dean have sold their interests

in the U. S. and the Berkeley to the

T. & D. Jr. Enterprises. T. & D.
now have 18 in this territory. The
transaction involved close to $200,000.

Coming Soon- TtfkTflt\Y%f

Mackail!
in a

Special (production

^>HODKINSON
RELEASE -*

/first Quii (pictuYes

Artistic
animated films

LEADERS
TRAILERS
220V/EST42ST
NEW YORK

Chicker'mg 1994-
;

The National Committee for Bet-
ter Films is conducting a national
membership drive.

Let "TED" Furnish the Music
Orchestras, Individuals, Enter-

tainers at Short Notice
Moving picture pianists, organ-
ists, combinations always on
hand.

TED ROSENTHAL
145 W. 45th St., Phone Bryant 1995

'"The Yankee Consul' as
Funny as Chaplin"

—Harriette Underhill, N. Y. Tribune

'Thrills and Laughter"
-N. Y. Time.

NOW PLAYING

CENTRAL THEATRE

AVAILABLE FOR PICTURES

OLD JED PROUTY
By RICHARD GOLDEN

This play has stood the test of time and will make another

photoplay as successful as

Way Down East and The Old Homestead

THE H. K. FLY CO., NEW YORK 'PHONE SPRING 5316

LOUIS MEYER
Til rT^i iW^

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS.

251 ^VT£ST
19th STREET 7620-7461
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RICHARD WALTON TULLY'S
presentation of R£X BEACH'S

"FLOWING GOLD''
(also an oil problem)

directed by Joseph de Grasse—with Milton Sills and Anna Q. Nilsson

Will bust open the box offices of

the whole country
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-and this is only one of the bunch

of "Busters" we've got up our

sleeve for the FIRST NATIONAL
1924 schedule.
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TEARS
By DANNY

Sam Goldwyn is all het up.

Travelling to Hollywood. With
a precious diamond decked story

in his possession : "Stella Dal-

las'." Going to make a special

with it. And expects it to be

one of the greatest pictures ever

made.
"Stella Dallas" was written

not quite a year ago by Olive

Prouty. At that time we all

said it would make a picture.

And tried to convince a producer

or two to do it. But they

couldn't see it. Then a half

dozen tried to get it. After they

learned it was to be made into

a play. And Goldwyn outbid the

lot. And got it.

If some director doesn't muff
this one it should be a sweet
one. It is one of the finest

mother love stories ever writ-

ten. And has a punch at the

end that should send the wom-
en folk out all wet and teary.

Goldwyn has his own ideas as to

the cast. Talked it over with him.

And while we don't agree in toto

—

we never do fully agree on anything

—

still it looks as if he has a real cast

in mind. So let's hope for a lot.

Muffing It

That little note about a director

muffing it means something. Had
the most glaring case in months only

last week in "The Next Corner."
Made by Sam Wood. Incidentally

you are liable to see less of Sam Wood
productions from Famous as a result.

The Kate Jordan story was written

for the camera. It was sure fire 100

per cent. Joe Schenck wanted it for

Norma. And tried hard to get it.

But Famous landed it and there were
great expectations. Especially as

clever Dorothy Mackaill was cast for

the lead.

Then Monte Katterjohn took the
story and made an 1895 movie of it,

and Sam Wood did the rest. Result,
an ordinary mediocre picture. Just
a movie and nothing more. Should
have been a triumph. This will result

in Famous losing what should have
been a sweet, clean profit; and if it

breaks into the black ink the sales

department will be good. In fact they
will be better than that.

Warren with Famous. Well,
well. That's a real move.
With a lot of possibilities back
of it. Good for both.
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"The Extra Girl," in which Mack Sennett presents Mabel Normand, is

proving the outstanding hit of that popular -comedienne's career. It's an
Associated Exhibitors release.—Advt.

Wants Exploitation
"Doug" Says It Is As Important As

a Better Distribution to Offset
Extreme Costs of Present Plan

"Doug" got away from art and got
down to hard business cases yester-

day. And while Mary was talking
about Hollywood and her plans
"Doug." hammered away on his fa-

vorite subject.

"Distribution which costs a produ-
cer 24 to 25 per cent or more is all

wrong" he said, "and it must be
changed. I am certain that for those
associated in the United Artists we
:an take our average picture and sell it

on the phone and make a good deal

with the average exhibitor. With
other concerns and other product that

is another matter; but our pictures are

as well known as Pears Soap or any
other commodity. The exhibitor

knows what he is going to get from
us. So this 24 per cent for distribu-

tion, which is altogether wrong from
an economic viewpoint, should be

(Continued on Page 3)

T. N. T. Ladies Too! Astor Hotel, March
29.

Theaters Unmolested
No Action in Northern Jersey—Ex-

hibitors Found Sunday Busi-
ness Satisfactory

Exhibitors interested in theaters in

Hudson County declared yesterday
that since no definite interference has
been made in the operation of the
40 odd houses in that county in

Northern Jersey, they would continue
to . operate on Sunday, despite the
existing, "blue laws" which supposedly
prohibits Sunday shows.

The seventeen theaters in Jersey
City were open all day Sunday and
played to a satisfactory business.
This condition existed all through the
county. No interference was at-

tempted by any of the authorities. It

is expected that action of some kind
will be taken shortly by the authori;
ties but it is now' five Sundays that
the theaters have been operating.

Metro Buys "Jason"

Edgar Selden has sold to Metro
the Justus Miles Foreman novel,

"Jason," in which Raymon Navarro
may a[ pear.

Warren With Famous
Joins Company's Sales Control Board

and Will Advise Generally
on Merchandising

Famous Players announced yester-

day the engagement of F. B. War-
ren, effective immediately. Warren
will have a seat on the sales board of
control of which S. R. Kent is in
general charge.

Warren will serve in a consulting
capacity in the merchandising end of
the business.

Warren is one of the best known
figures in the distribution end of the
business. He was one of the vice-

presidents of the original Goldwyn
company, later joining Hodkinson
and Associated Producers, in charge
of distribution. His last connection
was as vice-president of American
Releasing.

No Hearing On Censor Repeal
(By Long Distance Phone)

Albany—No request has been made
for a hearing on the Walker censor-
ship repeal bill. This indicates that
apparently there is not much oppo-
sition to its passage. The bill is now
in the hands of the Senate Finance
Committee and will probably be re-
ported out in a few days. Its passage
in the Senate is assured, but what-
ever opposition does develop will oc-
cur in the Assembly.

Bronx Exhibitors Held
Four exhibitors in the Bronx waiv-

ed examination and were held in $300
bail each for trial in Special Sessions,
one obtained an adjournment and one
was discharged on charges of permit-
ting minors to enter their places un-
escorted. The complaint was made
by the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children.

"Commandments" Opens In Phila.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia
—"The Ten Command-

ments" opened at the Aldine Theater
last night. Adolph Zukor and S. R.
Kent attended the premiere.

1st Nat'l Executive Committee Here
The First National executive com-

mittee is in New York. Out-of-town
members include Sam Katz and A. H.
Blank. M. L. Finkelstein and Harry
Crandall are also here.

Baggot Renews With "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lo^ Angeles—King Baggot lias

signed a contract for another year
with Universal. He is now finishing

direction of "The Inheritors

T. N.
29.

T. Great Stars There, Astor, March
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Incorporations
Albany—Heartstone Pictures, New

York. 1,000 shares preferred stock,

$100 each; 600 shares common, no
par value. Incorporators, M. V.
Kress, M. C. Lynch and I. Tatt. At-

torney, M. D. Kopple, New York.

Albany— Negro Theater, New
York. Capital $5,000. Incorporators,

R. O'Neill and G. H. Clisbee. At-
torney, A. B. Spingarn, New York.

Dover, Del.—Victor Ford Prod.,

Wilmington. Capital $100,000. (Col-

onial Charter Co.)

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^ Katin
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l^°* r 220 West 42nd St.
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The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

In The Courts
Supreme Court Justice Wagner has

granted an application by the City of

New York to strike out the defense
of the VV. W. Hodkinson Corp., to a

suit by the city to collect a tax on
the personal property of the Hodkin-
son corporation assessed at $100,000
in 1919. The defense was that the
officers of the corporation stated at

the time the assessment was made
that it had only $5,000 of taxable
property, and they were told by repre-
sentatives of the Department of

Taxes that they would have an op-
portunity to fill out the property
blanks to state this fact. This was
not done and the corporation has been
sued for the tax. The court found
that the promise, if made, was not
binding on the city.

A suit for $2,655 on a draft in Paris
for 50,000 francs was filed against the
Sept. Cinema Camera Distributors
Co., Inc., by the French American
Banking Corp. The draft was
drawn to the Sept. Societe Francais.

John L. Moore Co., Inc., Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Binghamton, N. Y.—The John L.
Moore Co., Inc., has been chartered
in Albany, to remodel the Hotel Lin-
coln, erect a new 1,400 seat theater
at Oak and Main Streets and build

an apartment house on other property
on Oak St.

State-Righting Mix Reissue
Exclusive Features, Inc., are re-

issuing "Pal's in Blue" which stars

Tom Mix, on the state rights market.
The picture was re-titled and edited
by Frank P. Donovan and Jack
Weinberg.

Fox, Pittsburgh, Moves
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The local Fox ex-
change has been moved from 4th St.

to their new offices in the Seltzer

Bldg.

Start Again in Six Weeks
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The third Jackie
Coogan picture goes into work in

about six weeks.

Alperson In St Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Eddie Alperson has
taken over the Universal exchange,
succeeding Barney Rosenthal.

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—William Haines has
been loaned by Goldwyn to Universal
to play opposite Mary Philbin in a
picture to be directed by King
Baggott.

"A Man's Mate," the title for the
latest John Gilbert feature, originally

called "The Apache." Edmund Mor-
timer is directing.

The cast of "Men," has been
completed with the selection of

Robert W. Frazer as Pola Negri's
leading man.

The United Studios will be the fu-

ture headquarters of the George Fitz-

maurice unit.

Julia Faye and Alma Bennett have
been added to the cast of "Triumph."

WALTER R. GREENE.

Horsfall With Ouimet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—Basil Horsfall has been
appointed manager of Laval Photo-
plays, Ltd., which was organized by
L. Ernest Ouimet.

King Leaves Allied

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London—George King has resigned

from Allied Artists. F. Wynne-Jones
who left the company recently is now
in New York.

Buchowetzki Starts "Men"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— Dimitri Buchowetz-
ki has started work on "Men" in

which Pola Negri will star.

CYTHEREA

means

LOVE!

Coming Soon- I)fll*f|f
,Yl<YF

Mackaill
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Flinn Closes St. Louis Deal
(Sptciat to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The Kings theater has
contracted for first-runs on the spring

and summer Hodkinson releases, be-

ginning with "The Hoosier School-
master." John C. Flinn came here

from New York to close the deal.

HAL ROACH'S
DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafoecomedy
=ngp3

Phone
—
~Beckman 9091

l£fe

*EAI. SBKUICa

N. t.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

SHERWOOD MACDONALD
PRODUCTIONS

10 SPARKLING
BATHING
BEAUTIES

A NEW FILMBRAND
FOR A NEW COMEDY TYPE

NOW IN PRODUCTION

stylos H
-=««££•"•
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Plans For Dinner

New Angle on Naked Truth Party
This Year—"Wampas" to Listen

by Radio

The committee in charge of ar-

rangements for the Naked Truth
Dinner of the A. M. P. A., which oc-
curs at the Astor on March 29, has a
number of interesting plans under
way. This year's function will he
different in that there will be danc-
ing and, of course, ladies will be in-

vited.

The chief events of the evening will

be broadcasted so that the "Wampas"
on the coast can get an idea of what
the party is about. The A. M. P. A.
is offering a prize of $100 for the
best comedy sketch on the business.
It's a free-for-all competition, every-
one eligible and the only limitation,

the fact that the skit must be perform-
ed in fifteen minutes. The judges
will be Harold Lloyd. James R.
Quirk, of Photoplay and Maurice
Henley of the Newspaper Enterprise
Ass'n. Scripts must be sent to Hen-
ley, Room 306, at 461 8th Ave. Tick-
ets are $15 per couple or $10 per in-

dividual, sale limited to 500 couples.

Charles Einfeld at First National is

in charge of their distribution.

Allvine Swears It's True
Glen Allvine who is handling pub-

licity en "The Ten Commandments,"
inserted a lost and found ad in sev-
eral papers yesterday, seeking the re-

turn of a spare tire stolen from his

automobile Saturday night and of-

fering as a reward, a brace of tickets

for the picture. Allvine swears it's

true. Detectives from 162nd St. police

station verified the fact that Allvine

owns an automobile and that a tire

was missing from the spare rack.

Lawrence Denies

Edmund Lawrence denies that he
is to co-direct with Ivan Abramson
on "Meddling Women." He says he
has been acting in an advisory capac-
ity only. Chadwick Pictures an-
nounced Lawrence would head a pro-
duction unit for them but the latter

declares the announcement was pre-

mature, since nothing of a definite

nature has been decided upon.

Bans Kiddies from "Flaming Youth"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Virginia Minn.—H. E. Billings of

the Garrick decided to keep children
away from the theater when "Flam-
ing Youth" was being shown because
he felt it was not the best entertain-
ment available for children under six-

teen. He arranged a special program
of juvenile films for Saturday morn-
ing to take care of the minors.

Samuels Leaves
Sig Samuels, Metropolitan Theater,

Atlanta, left for home yesterday fol-

lowing a short visit here.

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS
MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

Hurley Showing Cannibal Films

Capt. Frank Hurley who secured
cannibal pictures on a recent trip to
New Guinea and arranged them in a
picture known as "The Lost Tribe,"
is showing them in conjunction with a
lecture at Carnegie Hall on Friday
night and Tuesday, Feb. 26. James
B. Pond is handling the lectures for

Hurley.

Soft Focus Lens for Costumes
Harry Fischback is doing the chief

camera work on "Monsieur Beau-
caire." A soft focus lens is being
used, this being decided upon follow-
ing experimental work with the cos-
tumes. Excellent results are being
obtained and an innnovation in pic-

ture photography is promised.

Big House For Tulsa
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tulsa, Okla.—W. M. Smith has
let contracts for the $760,000 new
Orpheum vaudeville and picture thea-

ter to be erected on W. 4th St. The
theater will seat 1500.

Signs Barnard and Carr
Samuel Goldwyn has definitely

signed Barney Barnard and Alex-
ander Carr to appear in "Potash and
Perlmutter in Hollywood," based on
the stage play, "Business Before
Pleasure."

Martina After Road Shows
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Mt. Morris, N. Y.—Charles Martina
of the Famil}' has opened a dance hall.

He will use it for road shows and
pictures.

O'Reilly Opens Casting Office

J. Francis O'Reilly has opened a
casting office at 159 W. 46 St. He
was formerly with the Metropolitan
Casting Office.

Grossman Here
Edward Grossman, Epic Film At-

tractions of Chicago, is in New York
looking over the market. At the

Astor.

Sigrid Holmquist has been engaged
to play opposite Lionel Barrymore in

"Meddling Women."

Wants Exploitation
(Continued from Page 1)

changed. And some day it will be;
whether the physical handling is by
parcel post, American Express or
some other agency.

"And when this change comes, and
perhaps earlier, we must develop a
school of showmanship.

"Led by men like Syd Grauman and
Morrie Gest we can revolutionize this

business. There are 50 million people
in this country who will go to see a
picture, and who do not go to see
pictures regularly. If the producer
only gets 40 per cent of their 25 cent
average admission that would be
around $5,000,000; which is a lot more
than pictures get. Only showmen of

the type such as I have mentioned
can do this. And that is what this

business needs tremendously. Grau-
man has brought three quarters of

the population of Hollywood to see

'Robin Hood.' That's the best
answer."

"Doug" and Mary will remain here
until after the opening next month,
then sail for Europe where they will

look into business matters relative to

foreign distribution of their pictures,

and when they return "Doug" expects
to have another big idea for his next
picture.

The firm name, Animated Products
Co., a Delaware corporation, has been
changed to Animated Products Corp.

"Discontented Husbands" is at the
Broadway this week. James Kirk-
wood and Cleo Madison are co-
starred.

EMPRESS
Oklahoma City

All Records
Broken By

HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAN'S
A MAN"

IT'S AN AMAZING

SUCCESS EVERYWHERE!

Presented by Sol Lesser

A First National Attraction

Coming Soon

WoYothfDmre
in

AL CHRISTIE
Special (features

oJorHodkinson please

Tirst (Run Qictues

REBECCA & SILTON, Inc.

723—7th AVENUE

PHONE BRYANT 3790 & 3791
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FIGURING
By DANNY

Arthur Smallwood doing a lot

of it. On that idea of distribu-

tion. And has received over 200
letters. Showing interest in his

proposition. From all sorts of

people—distributors, exchange
men, film folk generally—and
even the Curtis Publishing Co.,

- as well as the man who edits the

house organ of the American
Ry. Express Co. All of which
shows a thing or two of the cir-

culation of the little old paper,

as well as the interest generally

in this problem.

"Doug" Fairbanks let loose

an idea or two on this same
problem Monday. It's in the
air—there isn't any doubt
about it. And sooner or later

something must happen to

change the existing disorder

of things in the distribution

field.

Some Percentages

In his last open letter Smallwood
suggests a basis of percentages to

apply on bookings of various sorts;

scaling from 10 per cent for the book-
ing of $1,000 and more down to the

less than $10 booking for which a

charge of 40 per cent should be made
for selling. Now these percentages
may be far from right. Different
minds view these percentages from
various angles. But generally there

is a belief that they can be improved.
The point in the favor of the idea is

that it has started some people think-

ing that there is something in the

Smallwood idea.

Robert Edmund Jones—the

famous scenic artist wants to

see a picture directed by some
unknown artist, aided by a
musician like Strauss, to give
the proper tempo and swing.
Thinks it would result in a

great picture. Which leads to

the thought that perhaps Ries-
enfeld might become a great di-

rector. This, even tho the
skeleton rattles and reminds
of "Roxy's" efforts in produc-
tion.

Powers, Schnitzer, Berman ct al in

a. legalrow. Well, the best of friends

must keep the lawyers busy. Yet
it seems like only yesterday when
the Powers finance put Equity on the
map and led to a lot of the boys leav-

(Continued on Pap* 2)

" 'The Extra Girl,' starring Mabel No rmand, is thoroughly original, thor-

oughly well done, and very welcome," says Judge. It's an Associated Ex-
hibitors release.—Advt.

Who Gets "Brummel"?
Warner's Want Special Broadway

Theater But the Strand Has
a Contract for It

There is some discussion between
Warner Bros, and the Strand man-
agement over "Beau Brummel". The
producers feel that the picture is

strong enough to stand a run at a

legitimate theater on Broadway and
have therefore approached the Strand
to ascertain if the house will relin-

quish the picture.

The Strand contract for "Beau
Brummel" was made along with a

number of other Warner pictures at

the beginning of the season. An of-

ficial connected with the theater sta-

ted yesterday that the agreement in-

cluded the Barrymore picture and that

there would be no deviation from the

letter of the contract.

Coast Taxes Reach New Level
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Shattering all rec-

ords for the collection of taxes on ad-

missions in Southern California, the

receipts of the local Internal Revenue
Bureau for January totalled $476,507,

as compared with $263,547 for Janu-
ary of 1923, a gain of 80 per cent.

Join the Soup Chorus At Seven. T. N. T.
March 29.

Plan Causes Comment
A. N. Smallwood Receives Over 200

Letters to Date On His Dis-
tribution Plan

Following the publication of his

open letter addressed to distributors

in which he suggested taking "the

bunk" and "the air of mystery out of

film distribution," Arthur N. Small-

wood of Pyramid Pictures declared

yesterday that he had received over

200 letters from newspaper publish-

ers, producers, exchangemen and
exchanges in which considerable in-

terest is evidenced in the plan. Ex-
cerpts from some of the letters fol-

low:

A New York laboratory official

says:
"The cause of independence * * * is a

lost one unless others take up the fight

as you have and start some constructive

action."

The editor of "The Express Mes-
senger," house organ of the Amer-
ican Railway Express Co., writes:

"Your circular addressed to express com-
pany, I believe, contains some helpful sug-

gestions which I would like to publish in

our house organ, "The Express Messenger."

A state rights exchange manager in

Washington writes:

"Your 'open letter* to national distribu-

(Continued on Page 2)

Wm. Farnum Signs
To Be Starred by Paramount

—

Adolphe Menjou to Stellar

Rank Later

William Farnum has signed a long-
term starring contract with Famous,
according to announcement yesterday.
He leaves for the coast Thursday to

start work on the first picture which
will be directed by Wallace Worsley.
It will be Farnum's first picture in

over a year and Worsley's first since

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame".
Farnum will be accompanied west

by Edward Peple who will adapt the

stories. Peple is the author of "The
Littlest Rebel," in which Farnum
starred some time ago.
Adolphe Menjou has been added to

the stock company on the coast. He
will be featured in a group of pictures

of which the first will be "The King"
and will later be elevated to stardom.

8 F. P. First Runs in Phila.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—Paramount has eight

pictures at prominent theaters this

week, seven of them at picture houses
and one at a legitimate theater. This
unusual occurrence was heralded by
an advertising splurge in the Sunday
newspapers. The line-up follows:
"The Ten Commandments" at the Aldinc

;

"West of the Water Tower" at the Fox.
"The Humming Bird" at the Stanton, "Pied
Piper Malone" at the Stanley, "Flaming
Barriers" at the Victoria, "His Children's
Children" at the Palace, "Around the World
With the Speejacks" at the Karlton" and
"The Covered Wagon" at the Forreit.

Bromberg Out of Educ'al
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Arthur C. Bromberg, of

Progress Pictures, who has also been
handling the Educational exchange,
has severed connections with the

latter.

Earl W. Hammons has purchased
the stock in the Atlanta Educational
exchange held by Bromberg and has

appointed Arthur Lucas, manager.

J. K. Adams Gets Davis' Job

J. K. Adams has succeeded J.

Charles Davis, 2nd, as director of

publicity and advertising for Arrow.

Friday, February 22 being

Washington's Birthday and a

legal holiday, there will be no

issue of THE FILM DAILY
published.

Girl's Glad Rags Night. Astor Hotel,

March 29.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East Kod...l09^ 109 109^ 200
F. P.-L 66 65 65% 2,200

dopfd 89 89 89 100

Goldwyn ... 8^ % 3A &Y4 100
Loew's .... 16% 16J4 16J4 1,300

Warner's .. 9% 9& 9% 300

FIGURING
(Continued from Page 1)

ing Universal to start in on their own.
Everything was hunky dory and they
looked like they were set. Then
came the expansion into the F. B. O.,

and with that came the beginning of

the end. Some funny things sure do
happen.

Norma Talmadge in "The Song of

Love," is the feature at the Rivoli

next week.

. HE SPICE OF THE PROCRAf w
Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^

Geo*?® ;

fc.a«rv

Cort><*
ttti0

°
V_,u» r 220 West 42nd St

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

WILL BUY FOR CASH
For Reliable N. Y. Exchange
Features—Two reel Westerns
for N. Y. and Northern New
Jersey. New product only.

Write full particulars

Box M 100, Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St

Internal Squabble at Equity
The office of P. A. Powers stated

yesterday that a restraining order had
been secured in Wilmington, Del. to

prevent directors of Equity Pictures
from calling a special meeting in that
city. It was charged that the direct-

ors endeavored to bring into the pro-
posed meeting several individuals who
had been previously on the director-
ate. The spokesman for Powers said
he was a director, treasurer of the

company and its largest individual
stockholder.

De Mille Leaves Today
William de Mille leaves for the

coast today to start work on "The
Inside Story," an original by Clara
Beranger. May McAvoy will be
featured, the others in the case to be
Robert Edeson, Ricardo Cortez,
Ethel Wales and Vera Reynolds.

Show "Violettes Imperiales" Sunday
Charles B. Cochr#r" will give a

special showing of "Violettes Impe-
riales" starring Raquel Meller, at the
Playhouse Sunday. No distribution
arrangements for this country have as
yet been made.

3,000 Seater for K. C.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—David Werby plans
a new theater to occupy the site of
the old Coliseum, at 39 and Main.
The theater will be the largest in the
city, with a capacity of 3,000.

National Theaters In Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Porterville, Cal.— The National
Theaters Syndicate has closed nego-
tiations for the Monache theater. A.
R. Moore and C. G. Howell sold out
for $75,000.

Handling "Floodgates" Abroad
John L. Russell has closed a con-

tract with David P. Howells, Inc.,

covering foreign rights on "Flood-
gates" for all territories outside of
the United States and Canada.

Melford's Next, "The Wildcat"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—George Melford's
next picture will be "The Wildcat".
Estelle Taylor and Antonio Moreno
will be featured.

Moritz Returns

Allen Moritz has returned to New
York from a trip to Pittsburgh, Cin-
cinnati, Cleveland and Detroit, as
special representative for Preferred.

Plan Causes Comment
(Continued from Page 1)

tions of motion pictures in the February
13th issue of FILM DAILY is very inter
esting and I would ask you to be kind
enough to send to me three copies of each
letter you have issued. They ought to prove
very valuable to the cause of independence."'

All independent producer in Los
Angeles writes:

''Your expose of conditions, while generally
known to me should be of great assistance
to independent producers. If you will send
me three copies of each letter published, I

will place them where they will do the most
good and trust you will command me if I
can he of any assistance in carrying on your
work."

A New York producer writes:
"The distribution of motion pictures such

as you describe will bring in a millennium
for the independent producer."

The Chicago manager of a national
distributor writes:

"Your plan of distribution would give the
men in the field something worth while to
shoot at."

The Curtis Publishing Co., advertis-
ing department, writes:
"We would like to avail ourselves of your

offer to send copies of each of the letters
in your series. We have read those with
considerable interest."

A distributor of Louisville writes:
"Your letters are very interesting and will

surely go a long ways toward correcting
the present abuses in the moti.ui picture
business."

Checking Up On Fire Hazards
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Since the recent fire at
the Adelphia, a "legit" house, the
authorities have been making the
rounds of other theaters, churches and
schools. Many theaters were order-
ed shut, but on complying with the
authorities' demands, were permitted
to reopen.

Tony Luchese Here
Tony Luchese, De Luxe Films,

Philadelphia, was in town yesterday.

LOVE
means

CYTHEREA!

"ssjris

Wilson *.

Cosmo Hamilton's

notherScandal"
An E. H. Qriflith Production

jorVodkinson Release
(first %in Pictures
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PatheNews
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GRIFFIS RETURNS HOME—Lieut. Hoo
ven Griffis, the man who attempted to kid-

nap Bergdoll, returns to his home in Ham
ilton, Ohio.

CROSS SAHARA IN RECORD TIME—
Six-wheeled autos cover 1,000 miles of great
desert in six days.

DENBY RESIGNS—Secretary of Navy
resigns from Cabinet following criticism ot
his action in oil leases.

Other news as usual.

HAL ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL

COMEDIES
"The Pinnacle of Pantomime'

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
=H®-3 •

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS
FOR

CAMERAS andSUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO
II8W.44ST. NY. BRYANT 6635
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Pola's packing 'em in!

IN NEW YORK —
The Rivoli did the biggest day's business in its history

last Sunday with Pola Negri in "Shadows of Paris."

Jammed to the limit day and night. In spite of strongest

opposition

!

IN ST. LOUIS —
All records smashed at the Missouri. Nearly $10,000 in

two days (last Sat., Sun.). And getting bigger by the

minute

!

IN THE NEWSPAPERS —
"The best Negri picture made in America."

NEW YORK TIMES

"More good acting than in ten average movies. The old

fire of Pola flames again." NEW YORK HERALD

"Cast fine, story rapid-fire melodrama, acting couldn't

be better." DETROIT TIMES

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

POLA NEGRI
in

A Herbert Brenon Production

"Shadows of Paris"
From "Mon Homme" by Picard and Carco. Adap-
ted by Fred Jackson. Screen play by Eve Unsell.

d Qaramounl Qieture
(Produced by Famous Players-Lasky Corp.)
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Newspaper Opinions
New York

"Shadows of Paris"—F. P.-L.

Rivoli

AMERICAN—* * * so closely related in

theme to "The Humming Bird" they might
almost be founded on the same story. * * *

If there are any holes to be picked in

"Shadows of Paris" the fault does not lie

with Herbert Brenon, but rather with Miss
Negri, who in some indescribable way has

changed immeasurably from the brilliant ar-

tist who captivated America in "Passion" and
"Carmen."
DAILY NEWS—The Negri is a goodly

sight when dressed in trailing, stately white,

but in Apache getup I can't hand her very
much. Her eyebrows do a lot of work. Her
subtle features do not shirk when called upon
to register mad love and hate, and such.

EVENING WORLD—Pola Negri came
back into her own * * * the little emotional

Pole of two or three years back flames anew
for the first time since she had been trana-

planted to the hot-house atmosphere of

Hollywood.

HERALD—There is more good acting in

"Shadows of Paris," * » * than is to be

found in any ten of the average movies. * * *

"Shadows of Paris" is effective because

of Pola Negri and because the director, Her-
bert Brenon, has displayed the genius of a

Rex Ingram in casting. He has not slipped

up on a single part, with the result that his

picture is played to the hilt by everyone,

from Miss Negri down to the lowest extra.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Here is a star

who, because of her very genius, needs stories

like "Revelation," "Rain" or a "Miracle
Man," but instead she gets shoddy, made-to-

order box office stuff that is just movie. We
agree that this one will do the right thing

by old mother ticket office, but just think
what a flood there would be with one of the

above mentioned types • • •

POST—Her American producers have at

last found an^excellent story. * * * The cast

is a perfect one.
SUN—* * * she is dynamic, forceful and

intriguing. She has some acting to do in-

stead of posing. In fact, the director has
given her the gamut to play with, and Pola,
needless to say, runs it with ease.
"Shadows of Paris" is an exciting melodrama.

TELEGRAM—Pola Negri, with her flair

for romantic roles, is particularly effective
* * * majfgs each character vital and moving.

TIMES—* * * gives Pola Negri a far
better opportunity to display her histrionic
talent than any of her other productions made
in Hollywood. * * * As the best picture made
in America with Miss Negri, "Shadows of
Paris" will interest everybody who sees it,

and, those who are a little fastidious about
Parisian atmosphere will find that the action
makes up for what there is lacking in some
costumes and scenery.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—That two of
the Famous stars follow each other (Swanson
in "The Humming Bird") in roles so de-
cidedly similar may have been a coincidence.
• * 4

The two stars are entirely different types,
Pola being heavier and grosser. But Pola
manages to emote sufficiently in a couple of
scenes to make up for anything else that
she lacked.

TRIBUNE—She is the old Pola, and she
not only looks more beautiful, but she has
more fire than she ever had since she came
to America. Her performance alone is worth
the price of a loge seat even if you have to
stand up.

WORLD—* * * a feverish, trivial and pre-
posterous story •_ * * It is something like

"The Humming Bird" in theme. Yet in treat-
ment it is not to be compared * * * The
devitalization process through which Miss
Negri has passed since coming to America
has Ieft_ her just a fairly good emotional
actress in _ these fairly interesting pictures.
Miss Negri, in comparison with the playing
of Miss Swanson. does not begin to act to
capably as the American girl. All things
considered, this conclusion is an amazing one.

Out-of-Town
"Big Brother"—F. P.-L.

Century, Baltimore
EVENING SUN—This joint performance

of Moore and Bennett makes of "Big Brother"
as charming and entertaining a film as has
hove into the local port for many moons. If
you're

_
hunting for inspirational, superclean

entertainment in the movies, here it is. Go
to itt

"The Courtship of Myles Standish"—
Asso. Exhib.

State, Cleveland
NEWS—"The Courtship of Myles Stand-

ish" will never be written in the book as
the best picture Charles Ray ever made, but
it is one that everyone should see. As Mr.
Ray explained to the writer, "It is not
dramatically correct, but it is historically
coirect."
PLAIN DEALER—"Myles Standish" is

recommended to you for its historical and
pictorial qualities. It is the sort of pic-
ture which does the screen much good. It
won't entertain the hectic drama lovers
quite so much as the run-of-mine jazz-age
films, but you can take grandma and all

the children with the assurance that they
will see something worth while
PRESS—We did not expect' to find in

the picture the truly epic quality of "The
Covered Wagon," and were not disappointed
in "The Courtship of Myles Standish."
TIMES—Whether or not the picture is

historically accurate, it is entertaining to
watch the characters in their brave strug-
gles against the vicissitudes of that first

winter. Charles Ray enacts the role of
John Alden, and does it well.

"The Darling of New York"
Universal

Victoria, Philadelphia
INQUIRER—It is calculated to make her

a great favorite with film fans, because she
does some really remarkable things for one
so tender in years.

NORTH AMERICAN—This youngster
has been attracting attention for some time
in shorter films, and finally became so popu-
lar that it was decided to turn her into a
female Jackie Coogan. While she is very
winsome, with a pair of lively and snappy
black eyes, she is totally lacking in any
personality of an original sort and conse-
quently the picture is a trifle flat in places.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—* * *

with the ever-delightful Baby Peggy, is the
feature picture at this theatre. This is her
first appearance as a full-fledged star, and
even the more skeptical are convinced of

the possibilities of this child. The picture
will appeal especially to those who have
enjoyed the dimunitive star's work in her
two-reel comedies.

' "The Ten Commandments"—F. P.-L.

Woods, Chicago
AMERICAN— It is worth your time if

lor no other reason than it provides what
may be called, for want of a better name,
stunts never equalled, it seems, on the screen ;

that it furnishes photographic beauty which
probably has never been excelled ; that it

tosses before you a wealth of amazing sets

and that it pours forth scene after scene
which will astonish you because of its tur-

bulent action. * * *

The modern story is melodramatic, but
interesting throughout.

HERALD EXAMINER—There is more
theater than theology in "The Ten Com-
mandments," which is one way of saying
that Cecil De Mille is responsible for it

and that it is an exciting picture show.
It is all theater, but it is a mile wide; and
he would be a hardened wretch and unwor-
thy who couldn't sneak a thrill out of the

desert chase of Egyptian chariots * * *

JOURNAL—Such miraculous perform-
ances as the Red Sea's parting * * * and
fire springing out of nothing to make a

barrier for the pretty pagans are triumphs
in effect. * * * I think there can be no
doubt that the Woods will house a great

success with this film. It has the elements
of sentiment and splendor that make for

crowds.
NEWS—Cecil De Mille took unfair ad-

vantage of a waiting world when he pro-

duced a picture of the magnitude of "The
Ten Commandments" without inventing the

necessary adjectives to go with it. How
inadequate the poor descriptive weaklings
tremendous, stupendous, magnificent, costly,

epoch-making, overwhelming seem when ap-

plied to the photoplay revealed at the

Woods * * *

"Going Up"—Asso. Exhibitors
The Chicago, Chicago

HERALD-EXAMINER—"Going Up" is

funnier en the screen than it was on the
stage.
NEWS—It is a comedy that tortures you

with laughter and fear * * * "Going Up"
is just as funny as when Geo. M. Cohan
had it on the stage and immeasurably more
exciting.

"Heritage of the Desert"—F. P.-L.
Madison, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * will appeal ir-

resistibly to the lovers of nature and the
great outdoors. It has all the elements of
a worth-while story—thrills, suspense, action
and heart appeal, and some of the finest

photographic "shots" the screen has shown
in many a day.
NEWS—* * * is not as good a picture

as "The Covered Wagon" as has been free-
ly admitted by its producers. It is, how-
ever, a mighty good western—better
pictorially, perhaps, than dramatically—and
rings in some rousing situations that furnish
Torience and Beery a chance to work at
top speed in grimacing at each other.
TIMES—If you like real 'red-blooded'

stories, this one of Grey's is sure to please
you. And if you have never been attracted
by western tales, this will be a good time to
begin for the thrills are egnuine and the
photoplay ranks with the best productions
dealing with the west.

"Hook and Ladder"—Universal
Moon, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—"It isn't as good as
some of his (Hoot Gibson's) recent ones
but the star does his best to please.

"Shadows of Paris"—F. P.-L.
State, Minneapolis

STAR—Miss Negri makes an admirable
underworld character as well as a society
belle.

TRIBUNE—Miss Negri offers a per-
formance which rivals her "Du Barry" of
"Passion."

"Through the Dark"—Gold-Cosmop.
California, Los Angeles

(Week ending Feb. 9)

EXAMINER—"Through the Dark" however
tells in vivid and dramatic manner some of

the handicaps which await the chap who wants
to desert his devious paths of crime * * *

EXPRESS—What an amazing little artist

Colleen Moore is ! Seldom does interest cen-
ter in the star of a motion picture. Colleen
Moore compels attention in this latest Boston
Blackie story in a schoolgirl role—a most
remarkable accomplishment. * * *

HERALD—* * * probably is as charming
and as fascinating a yarn as the camera has
ever visualized.

RECORD—* * * tells the hardships that

attend a young crook's efforts at reformation.
TIMES—* * * full of fascinating thrills

as well as fesh plot twists. There is smash-
ing dramatic situation and action * * *

"Thundering Dawn"—Universal
Rivoli, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * a colorful,

romantic and thrilling picture showing at the

Rivoli Theater this week. The dominant epi-

sode in the picture is a realistic reproduction
of a destructive typhoon followed by a tidal

wave, * * *

STAR—* * * No, the plot is not one of

the points to recommend the picture, but
there are others. Exotic Java for a locale

affords fresh and little-used subjects for ex
cellent photography. Incidental bits of local

color are especially telling.

TIMES—* * * There are thrills galore,

along orthodox lines.

"When a Man's a Man"—1st Ni
State, Los Angeles
(Week ending Feb. 9)

EXAMINER—But this picture possesses
laest five manifest counts upon which to b
a giltedged differentiation between itself ;

what is generally—too generally—referred
as a "Western."

EXPRESS—John Bowers * * * alone ?

tains the interest in the first part of
story, in which certain preachment upon w!

constitute virility, brings to mind the qu
tions of little Rollo and tht answers of
ever-ready Uncle George.

RECORD—There is a very satisfacti

lack of hokum in the play. The story trai

along smoothly and interestingly from st

to finish, but there is no effort to pep up 1

action by artificial methods. The melodra'
fits in, instead of being injected in unr
pressure.

TIMES—The Harold Bell Wright vie

point is generally tinged with an aggravati
smugness, but the photoplay keeps fairly cle

of this, * * * Eddie Cline's direction, wh
possibly showing too much of slapstick
fluence, is free of the slushier banalities, ai

doubtless affected the generally favorable qua
ty of the acting.

ACME THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York

Everything for the theatre

Phone Bryant 7392 - 7393 - 9072

mi

—STONE HAS THEM
EDUCATIONAL FILMS

TRAVEL SCENIC
INDUSTRIAL SCIENTIFIC
SPORT MAGIC
HAND COLORED NOTABLES

STONE LIBRARY
Room 303 Chickering 2110

220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831
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In The Courts
Pat Sullivan, producer of the Felix

Animated Cartoons, has filed suit in

the Supreme Court against Margaret

J. Winkler, for a court ruling as to

whether she has an option for his

next series of 24 cartoons. He said

he has turned over all of the series

contracted for except one which he is

ready to deliver, but she contends

that she has an option on another se-

ries. Sullivan contends that the

agreement between them is void be-

cause it is too uncertain.

Miss Winkler stated yesterday she

held a bona fide option with Sullivan

and that, after two years of work in

building up the Felix cartoons, she

did not intend relinquishing her rights

on the new group.

Youngstown, O.—Theater men ar-

rested for violating Mayor Scheible's

Sunday closing order will be ar-

raigned shortly. An injunction to

prevent the Mayor from interfering

with Sunday vaudeville shows will

be asked. The injunction will ques-

tion the right to discriminate in en-

forcement.

Philadelphia—The Electric Theater
Supply Co., has started action in the

local courts against J. G. Beilan, in-

dividually and trading as the Palace
theater, Bethlehem, to recover $564.-

62, which the plaintiff alleges is due
on pictures for which no payment has

been received.

Rebecca and Silton

Eddie Silton has left

Small organization to

agency business for him
very well known to

here and on the coast,

him is Rebecca Belsky,
member of the Small
will maintain offices at

Formed
the Edward
go into the

self. Silton is

professionals

Joining with
also a former
office. They
723 7th Ave.

Missouri Meets Tomorrow
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The membership
committee of the M. P. T. O. of

Western Missouri has called a special

reorganization meeting to be held at

the Baltimore Hotel, tomorrow. Tax-
ation matters will also be discussed.

Jules Mastbaum Vacationing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Palm Beach, Fla.—Jules Mast-
baum, head of the Stanley Co., Phila.,

is here with his family for a vacation.

Wells Buys Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—Jake Wells and
W. G. Neal have purchased the

Strand at auction for $120,000.

The Goetzs Plan Trip

Ben Goetz and his wife and Harry
Goetz and his wife sail for Cuba on
the Arizaba, on March 15, on a wed-
ding anniversary trip.

Norma in "The Lady"
"The Lady," now playing at the

Empire, has been bought by Joseph
M. Schenck for Norma Talmadge.

Screen rights to Ernest Pascal's
novel, "The Dark Swan," have been
secured by the Warners.

Suit Over Fight Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Mayor James A. Johnson,
of Shelby, Mont., has filed a suit to
restrain Greater Features, Inc., from
permitting pictures of the Dempsey-
Gibbons fight to be shown. John-
son claims the picture was made
under his supervision and was never
intended to be shown outside Mon-
tana. He seeks an accounting.

Slides Off Syracuse Screens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Syracuse
Theatrical Managers' Ass'n has de-
cided not to permit advertising slides

on the screens of local theaters any
longer.

College Plans Little Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O.—A Little Theater
for Missouri University, is being put
in shape in Lathrop Hall. Special
lighting has been installed and a new
stage is being built.

Peggy's Next "Helen's Babies"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Baby Peggy's second
picture for Principal will be "Helen's
Babies," by John Habberton. Hope
Loring and Louis Lighton will do
the script and William Seiter, direct.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Thomas J. Geraghty,

will enter the independent field on his

own and will not join Douglas Fair-
banks and Mary Pickford as reported.

Incorporations
Albany— Rosalie Stewart, New

York. 10 shares Class A, preferred
stock, $100 each; 1,000 shares Class
B, no par value. Incorporators, R.
and L. and B. S. Stewart. Attorneys,
O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll,
New York.

Albany—Leeshow, New York. 10
shares common stock, Class A, $100
each; 1,000 shares common, Class B,
no par value. Incorporators, R.
Stewart, A. French and O. W.
Weinig. Attorneys, O'Brien, Male-
vinsky & Driscoll, New York.

Albany—Frosk, New York. 10
shares common, Class A, $100 each;
1,000 shares common, Class B, no
par value. Incorporators, R. Stewart,
A. French and O. W. Weinig. At-
torneys, O'Brien, Malevinsky & Dris-
coll, New York.

Albany—Robert Milton, New York.
1,000 shares common stock, no par
value. Incorporators, D. G. Griffin,

E. Brooks and C. I. Johnson. At-
torneys, Kendall & Herzog, New
York.

Albany—Morris & Bendien, New
York. Capital $50,000. Incorpora-
tors, E. F. Spewak, M. Aronson and
A. J. Altschuler. Attorney, M. M.
Helfgoot, New York. •

Sacramento, Cal.—Holly-Western
Theaters, Inc., Los Angeles. Capital

$100,000.

At Broadway Theaters
Cosmopolitan

Marion Davies in "Yolanda" is the feature
picture.

Forty-Fourth Street
I). W. Griffith presents "America."

Rialto
The feature is "Twenty-One." Other num-

bers include the overture, "The King Hath
Said"; Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz; Rialto
Magazine; Lillian Powell, dancer, and "He
Loops To Conquer," a "Leather Pushers
comedy.

Rivoli
"Robespierre" is the opening musical num-

ber, followed in order by the Rivoli Pictorial
News, De Forest Phonofilm (Temple Dance
and Bubble Dance, with Lillian Powell) ; Pola
Negri in "Shadows of Paris," "Golliwog Cake
Walk," with La Torrecilla, Zena Larina and
Betty Brown, and "My Friend," a Lloyd
Hamilton comedy.

At Other Houses
Hold-overs this week number seven: "Scara-

mouche" and "The Hunchback" each return
to Broadway, "Scaramouche" at the Capitol,

and the Universal picture at the Strand.
"When A Man's A Man" is in its third week
at the Cameo; "The Yankee Consul' is still
in the early stages of an indefinite run at
the Central; "The Ten Commandments" con-
tinues at the Cohan as does "The Covered
Wagon" at the Criterion; the Gaiety houses
"Abraham Lincoln."

RIALTO
Tula, Oklahoma

"Biggest since
the war'*

So says Tom Boland in

report to First National

on showing of

HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAN'S

A MAN"
It's Going BIG Everywhere

Presented by Sol Lesser

A First NationalAttraction !

' in"" '

Craftsmen Film Laboratories announce:

The opening of their new Public Cutting and

Projection Rooms on the top floor of the God-

frey Building, 729 Seventh Avenue.

The location is the most convenient in New
York for film folk.

Rooms are completely equipped and surround-

ed by light and air—the ideal condition for the

editing of your pictures.

An Art Title Department under the super-

vision of Louis Meyer is also included in these

premises, adding greatly to the facilities of-

fered the editor or producer of pictures.

Telephone is Bryant 1923-1924

The Craftsmen film Laboratories, Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue New York City

Laboratories: 251 West 19th St., New York City
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ROWING GOLD
with MILTON SILLS and ANNA Q. NILSSON

Directed b/ JOSEPH DEGRASSE
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fall for it ~but/~Oh/ Boy-
what a chance for you to
clean up with this FIRST
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MILLIONS
By DANNY

Talked of by "Doug." From
people who do not regularly go
tn pictures. And who would. If

the proper exploitation was used.

His figures aren't the least ab-

surd or unusual. Many think-

ing people believe that the radio

has taken a lot of the old time

regulars from the picture houses.

End that a new lot of fans have

keen created by the newer and

bigger pictures. And they

aren't far from right. This is a

business of exploitation. And
advertising. The better the pub-

licity and advertising the better

the result, no matter how good
Lotir picture is. Proven time

and time again.

This business of publicity

should start before the picture

is started. And it should never

be allowed to drop a whit in

momentum. The means and

methods are enormous; the

possibilities of circulation stu-

pendous. No one has ever fig-

ured out the possibilities of the

right kind of publicity. If they

do few will believe them. That's

how big they are.

Still harping on a pet idea: What
becomes of the pictures after the first

run? And why isn't something done
to give more definite and better pay-
ing circulation to all of them? Take,
for instance, "The Hunchback" play-

ing at the Strand this week. It has
had a long and profitable run in the

Astor, that's true. The Strand busi-

ness is big. House records might
easily have been broken had not the

picture run to such footage. And af-

ter the Strand run here it will go to

the neighborhood houses and then
drop to the third, fourth and fifth

runs.

Why? "The Hunchback" is good
enough to run indefinitely on Broad-
way at 50 cents top. So arc other
pictures which just pass away and are
forgotten. All of which is wrong.
It's just like throwing pearls in the
gutter. And just as sickening.

President Coolidge out with
a statement that business is

sound. Everybody in this bus-
iness could have told him that

(Continued on Page 2)

Repeal Looms Up
Administratioii Cu.^» -..- -.I* ex-

cellent Chance for Passage in

the Assembly, Is Belief

(By Long Distance Phone)

Albany—There has been a decided
change in the attitude of many legis-

lators toward the repeal of the State

M. P. Censorship law. Just what the

reason seems to be is hard to ascer-

tain but certainly the sentiment has
-eversed itself to the advantage of

the industry.

It is believed that when the Ad-
ministration repealer comes before

the Assembly sufficient votes to as-

ure its passage in the lower house
can be mustered. This opinion is

based in particular on the attitude

of a prominent Republican leader in

the Assembly who voted against the
(Continued on Page 5)

Douglas MacLean in "The Yankee Consul." continues to pack 'em in at

the Central Theater, on Broadway. As McElliott said in the Daily News,
this picture "is a triumph—a whiz." Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Piracy Check
I. M. P. P. D. A. Members To Mark

Prints With Secret Code To
Eradicate Evil

The I. M. P. P. D. A. has taken
steps to eliminate piracy as well as

disputes or court actions regarding
the ownership of positive prints

which often get outside of their

territory.

A committee composed of Arthur
N. Smallwood, Jack Cohn and John
Lowell Russell, has been investigating

the situation, having conferred with
George A. Blair, of Eastman Kodak
and with some »f the laboratories. It

was agreed that nothing could be
accomplished in the way of a pro-

tective measure, by photographic or

mechanical processes, either at the

source of raw stock manufacture, or

at the laboratories and it was there-

fore decided that each company
should adopt a secret code for each
release, to be inserted at different in-

tervals on the margin of all reels.

"Red Robe" in London
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—"Under The Red Robe"
will open at the Oxford tonight.

Ladies Top. T. N. T. March 29, Astor.

First-Runs Congested
Flood of Big Pictures in General

Distribution the Reason, John
C. Flinn Found

John C. Flinn is back in New York;
following a short trip through thej

Middle West. It was on this trip that!

he arranged for a number of Hodkin-
son pictures to play first-runs at the

King's theater, St. Louis.

Flinn said yesterday he found the

first-run situation far from satisfac-

tory and laid the blame to the fact

that so many of the special produc-
tions that had their own Broadway
theaters have now been placed in gen-

eral distribution. This has resulted

in tying up the booking time of a

number of theaters that would ordi-

narily be available to other product.

He said "The White Sister" and
"The Humming Bird," were two out-

standing examples of the type pic-

ture he meant. He. found both of

them playing to unusual business.

"America" Opens Tonight

"America" opens at the 44th St.

theater tonight. The audience will in-

clude a group of society people from
Richmond, Boston, Lexington, New
Bedford and Great Barrington.

Sennett Coming East?
(Spcciaf to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—/\ local paper reports

that Mack Sennett will leave for the

East shortly relative to a new releas-

ing contract.

"Eph" Asher, Sennett's Eastern
representative, hasn't heard about
Sennett's proposed trip. He said

there remained a number of come-
dies yet to be delivered to Pathe un-
der the present contract.

"Racing Luck" Through A. E.
"Racing Luck," produced on the

coast with Monty Banks starred, will

be distributed through Associated
Exhibitors. Banks declared yester-

day that he would make three a year
for the company and that he would
leave for Hollywood today to start

work. Roy Crawford at Associated
verified the acquisition of "Racing
Luck," but declared there had been
no deal for further product.

No Plans for "Southern Love"
Al Woods' office stated yesterday

that no plans have as yet been made
for the release of "Southern Love,"
oroduced by Graham Wilcox in

Europe and purchased for this coun-
try bv Woods at a reported figure

of $250,000.

Tomorrow, February 22, being

Washington's Birthday and a

legal holiday, there will be no

issue of THE FILM DAILY
published.

Joy's Birthday, March 29 Astor.
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MILLIONS
(Continued from Page 1)

a long time ago. Business—
broadly speaking—was never
better. (Business of rapping
on wood—who don't believe in
these superstitions'?) And
'what's more—it looks like it is

going to keep on. (More wood
rapping.)
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"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAN

Kat^
Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^
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New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.
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ERNEST STERN Geo. Manage
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Newspaper Opinions

New York
"Yolanda"—Gold-Cosmop.

Cosmopolitan
AMERICAN—* * * the greatness of

"Yolanda" does not rest alone in the magnifi-

cence of its settings—* * * but in a com-
bination of effects—good acting thrilling

dramatic situations and a romantic story that

keeps up its tempo to the last reel.

DAILY NEWS—* * * you may get quite

a kick out of moats and drawbridges, and

Johnny Dooley as a mad prince, and ilol-

brook Blinn as a still madder king. You
may also be found of mob scenes, with hun-

dreds of extras bearing spears. There are

plenty of these in "Yolanda." There are

also pretentious sets * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—Marion Davies,

in the most beautiful and brilliant photoplay
ever produced, gives her most beautiful and
brilliant characterization * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * In reality the

first picture Marion Davies ever saved. * * *

She is the real life preserver that is thrown
out to bring the plot (if any) back to the

spot it belongs on the screen. * * * Marion
Davies in "Yolanda" is one of the best ac-

tresses we have ever seen on the screen.
* * * It's a picture worth anyone's while to

see— if only to note the transgression of

Marion Davies.

HERALD—* * * gorgeous to behold, rich

in its pageantry, but lamentably spineless in

its drama. Far along in its career it man-
ages to get started, and then it fairly rushes
to a climax ; but it has been a long wait. * * *

The early tedium is relieved by the beauty
of the backgrounds and of the ubiquitous
Marion Davies and by the splendid acting

of Holbrook Blinn. * * * emphasizes the

ancient truth that scenic splendor is not
so important as crude drama, on the screen
or anywhere else.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * a splen-

did picture, even if in the opinion of some
* * * night, it cannot be called the best that
the Cosmopolitan Pictures have ever pro-

duced. * * * There were no two thoughts on
the elaborate investiture of the Joseph Ur-
ban sets, * * * nor of the direction of Robert
G. Vignola, and yet with it all there seemed
to be a feeling that there was not enough
action for the spectacle.

SUN—"Yolanda," for all its loveliness of

settings and costumes, for all its castles of

heavy stone, its plumed knights and their

fair ladies, seemed to us a heavy footed,
cumbersome, historical romance. We may
feel this way about it because costume movies
have been done to death—knighthood is no
longer in flower.

TELEGRAM—In "Yolanda" one follows
scene after scene of exquisite beauty, with
a stirring drama constantly developing, * * *

TIMES—The cast alone is one calculated
to attract persons not usually interested in

photoplay efforts. * * * The scenes and set-

tings of this film are a tribute to moving
pictures, as are also the faultless and ex-.

pensive costumes. In addition to this there;

are splendid portrayals * * * Miss Davies's
acting is effective throughout, but we must
say that Ralph Graves is far too modern * * *

To those persons who desire a love story
rendered by a pretty actress with clever sup-
port in amazingly beautiful surroundings, this
picture will have its appeal.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * is a
splendid production, but it lacks the punch
it seems to have needed.

Full of the romance of the Charles Major
story, it aptly fits the charming Marion, who
gives a sterling performance without, how-
ever, the bewitchery which "Knighthood"
permitted for her.

TRIBUNE—The picture is a gorgeous
production. It is costly, beautifully directed,

marvelously photographed and well acted.
* * * But it is not Miss Davies's most at-

tractive production. We liked "Knighthood"
and 'Little Old New York" -better. How
ever, "Yolanda" will undoubtedly make
many more millions than it cost.

WORLD—* * * seems fully as expensive
and fully as beautiful to look upon as

"Knighthood." Perhaps it is made up of

dramatic situations which are just exciting
and as absorbing as those of her first suc-

cess, but we don't think so. Indeed, "Yo-
landa" deserves the highest praise which can
be bestowed upon it for loveliness of scenic
mounting and costume. The work of the star

is good enough.

The picture seems to us to be far from
thorough in its sequence and distinctly in-

ferior in the rather important business of

making the heart beat faster.

"Twenty-One"—1st Nat'l
Rialto

AMERICAN—* * * Barthelmess is at his

best. Not since "Tol'able David" has he
given a better performance.

DAILY NEWS—* * * Mr. Barthelmess,
with shiny black head and defiant dark eyes,

does some fine work as the rebellious Julian.
The action is swift and smooth.

EVENING JOURNAL—Barthelmess is al-

ways a splendid actor, but "Twenty-One" is

that inconsequential stuff from which film
features are sometimes made. • * •

EVENING WORLD—The brilliant young
star rose to the heights wherever it was hu-
manly possible to do so, but this story ob-
viously is not at all suited to his talents.

HERALD—While there is much in" "Twen-
ty-One" to make the judicious grieve and
the exacting complain the vast majority will

undoubtedly bail it with delight. For in this
Barthelmess picture at the Rialto Richard is

himself again.

(.Continued on Page 4)
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E.C.MIX, Sehnicks Salt fjake Manager lOrotey

"All Mr. Porter stated in the wire is based on facts; the mob was terrific

and seat sales had to be stopped; the last of the line-up did not get seated

until half past ten. I haven't the figures at hand just now but the total broke
all records." . ._,

After all its the voice from the box
office that speaks the loudest.
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Some of the flashes of form which had en
drared him to the public are there undouht-
edly, but even Barthelmcss is not able ts

make a success of this story.

TELEGRAM—* * * takes its place among
the best.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Despite the
fact that the material for the fundamentals
of this has been committed to memory long
ago, the leading players give the whole thing
a freshness and buoyancy which helps more
than a little. * • •

While "Twenty-One" is not a world-beater
by any means, it serves to entertain, and that

is more than lots of pictures achieve.

SUN—* * * made interesting by the pres-

ence of Richard Barthelmess, who is inter-

esting. Without him it would be unthink-
able—a ten cent melodrama; and we're not
BO sure but what the ten cents would have a
large sized hole in it, too.

TRIBUNE—Plot nearly downs Barthel-
mess m "21," but his charm and looks win.
TIMES—* * * "Twenty-One" does not

even approach the idea of comparison with
"Tol'able David," which was full of sus-
pense, action and excellent acting. It is quite
obvious that the character of Julian McCul-
lnugh does not suit Mr. Barthelmess in the
least, » * •

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * • it's a
good picture. Furthermore, it looks like some-
thing more important than a good picture

—

an excellent box office proposition. It's an
inspiration. * * * The story is clearly and
concisely told, and the cast, by its capable
interpretation, enhances its undeniable en-
tertainment qualities.

WORLD—The best that can be said for
it. then, is that it strikes an average and
makes no attempt whatever to advance the
motion picture by the split of a hair.

Out-of-Town
"The Call of the Wild"—Pathe

Strand, Cincinnati

POST—"Those who love dogs will be
delighted with the screen version. * * *

TIMES-STAR—Hal Roach, in trans-

ferring the story to the screen, has not
only followed the plot faithfully, but has
succeeded in obtaining the desired atmos-
phere. Above all, however, he has in Buck
a canine star who capably demonstrates
that a real dog can do everything that
London attributed to the "Buck" of the
written pages.

"Defying Destiny"—Selznick
State-Lake, Chicago

HERALD-EXAMINER—Only a specta-
tor motivated by charity, sweet charity, could
call "Defying Destiny" a good cinema. The
motivation which regulates the characters

is, on the whole, absurd and unconvincing.

"The Humming Bird"—F. P.-L.
Allen, Cleveland

NEWS—The story in spots presents some-
thing new by way of screen fare and in

other spots is interesting and thrilling. * * •

On the whole it did not impress this re-

viewer as being a great production but then
there are those Swanson fans who will per-

haps applaud with much gusto at the de-

nouement.

PLAIN DEALER—* * * the finest thjng
Miss Swanson has done. It is pitched high
on the emotional scale, and Gloria strikes

A sharp with gelatinous clarity at the cli-

max. A new chapter may now be added
ot film history—another bathing beauty from
Mack Sennett's swimming pool has made
good.
PRESS—It is flashy movie stuff, quite un-

real, but reasonably convincing, expertly
made and emotionally effective.

Alhambra, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—Gloria Swanson has doffed

her customary brilliant bird of paradise
plumage in "The Humming Bird," * * *

and in place of wardrobe she has assumed
a histronic garb which is far more becoming.

Capitol, Montreal
STAR—* * * she carries out this Apache

role in full measure, and whether she is

thieving in an underworld cabaret or chang-
ing her attire in a cTiurch, she takes full

advantage of the opportunities offered.

Strand, Omaha
NEWS—Gloria Swanson brings tears to

the eyes * * *

WORLD-HKRALD—With its realistic
reproductions * * * "The Humming Bird"

* is one of the best pictures of Paris
and Apaches we have ever seen and one in
which there is not an uninteresting instant.

Stanton, Philadelphia
BULLETIN—Thrills which fit consistent-

ly in a story of regeneration make "The
Humming Bird," * * * fairly hum with in-

terest. It is a vivid picture of love and
patriotism, spiced with episodes from the
Montmartre sections of Paris by way of
good measure * * *

INQUIRER—There is a distinctly Pari-
sian atmosphere created in the picture that
makes it one of the most interesting and
gripping shown on a local screen in many
weeks. * * *

Miss Swanson has a peculiar ability to
touch chords of sympathy. It would be
interesting to analyse it.

NORTH AMERICAN—Miss Swanson is

at times very attractive and funny as the
daring thief, who masquerades as a boy
* * * Of course, with the aid of many dis-

guises she escapes with ease and compara-
tive comfort.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—In

our mind Miss Swanson has made a great
mistake in forsaking Fifth Avenue for the
Boulevards. With all her vivacity she has
gotten very little of Parisian color into her
labored portrayal of the little gamin, with
its excess of shoulder shruggings and
grimacing.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Gloria

Swanson forsakes the role of beautiful lady
and tries her luck with a boy-girl part as
"Toinette" in "The Humming Bird," a some-
what hectic tale of Apaches, war and love.

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"—
Universal

Circle, Indianapolis
STAR—In many respects it is the most

remarkable of all the superfilms. The por-
trayal of thre Hunchback by Lon Chancy
alone is more than sufficient to elevate it

to the highest plane of cinema accomplish-
ment. * * * a massive picture, superbly
produced, beautifully photographed and di-

rected with rare skill by Wallace Worsley.
Everywhere there is apparent meticulous at-

tention to the slightest details. A big
and stirring spectacle that takes rank
among the notable things that have been
done in moving pictures. From first to
last it holds the interest through a long
succession of scenes taking about two hours
to show, scenes that are greatly diversified
and are yet held together by a unity in which
the great cathedral is a dominating factor.

"Rosita"—United Artists

Hippodrome, Baltimore
AMERICAN—All the touches that Ernst

Lubitsch gave "Passion" and Deception," he
has given to "Rosita." * * * But the reason
for "Rosita" is Mary Pickford herself.

NEWS—"Rosita" is a most amusing pho-
toplay. And Miss Pickford is a delightful
comedienne. There are lots of people, massive
palaces and all that sort of thing in "Rosita,"
but Miss Pickford doesn't take it too seriously.

POST—Mary isn't much of a dancer but
she is a finished coquette. She is at her
best when half-insane from grief toward
the close of the picture. * * * You'll like

Mary as "Rosita."
SUN—Mary Pickford has tucked up her

curls an dessayed to play the vampiest of
vampire roles

, in her, j latest photoplay. But.
when the final check-up is made, the movie-
goer is quite likely to vote that beneath it

all is the same Mary Pickford.

"St. Elmo"—Fox
The Fox, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—The screen version is a de-

lig'.t in more ways than one. It will make
many grown-up sixteen-year-olds bring out
their copies of "St. Elmo" to find out if

the novel was really as sentimental as the
picture. As popular as "St. Elmo" was with
the young romantic of several generations,
it may safely be said that the screen ver-
sion will not find favor with the flapper
of today.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—One
might even say that it was dull and hack-
neyed without being accused of exaggeration.
But the subtitles are taken almost word for
word from the original novel, and they are
vastly amusing. The story is too well known
to bear repetition. Written more than fifty

years ago, it has failed to retain the vigor
of some stories of the period.

"Sporting Youth"—Universal
Randoph, Chicago

POST—Speed is the key-note of this pro-
duction * * * it is the sort of picture which
exhilarates your sporting blood and almost
brings the audience to its feet with suspense.

Hippodrome, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—The production abounds

in youth and what is expected to go with it

-—vim, vigor and vitality. It is a happy se-

lection as the feature of a "jazz" program.
Randolph, Chicago

HERALD—* * * a fast and comic romance
with a tempo (as the drama critics call it)

that seldom lags. Included in the action is

an automobile race so excellent photographi-
cally and melodramatically that I don't hesi-
tate in calling it the best of its kind. * * *

JOURNAL—* * * Denny is given almost
exactly the kind of story they used to pro-
vide for Wally—thinner of plot and frailer
than many of Reid's pictorial narratives, but
still a Reid story and a Reid role, with one
of Reid's standard "props," a swift motor
car. They have even given him Reid's sce-
narist. With such material as he receives,
Denny completely makes good his claim to

consideration.

Capitol, Detroit
FREE PRESS—The race scenes have sel-

dom been excelled and a dozen times Sunday
the Capitol audience broke into cheers as
the rushing cars dashed by. Of course the
hero wins, but not until after a series of
scenes that will quicken the pulse and set the
nerves to tingling.

NEWS—There's not the slightest sugges-
tion of sense or reason to be found in the
scenario of "Sporting Youth," * * * but still

it is one of the most satisfying pictures offered
in months. It is thrilling and it is funny
and it has the personalities of two charming
film players to add to its worth.
And what is more, it is a film that may be

fed to every member of the family without
a possible chance of sad after effects.

TIMES—If you want thrills you want to

see "Sporting Youth." Harry Pollard who
directed Denny in his series of "Leather
Pushers" stories, held the megaphone over
"Sporting Youth" and he has done a good
job. His idea of thrills is just about the
idea of the American public in general. He
certainly has given plenty of them in photo-
graphing the race.

"You Can't Get Away With If—Fox
Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—It may upset your ideas of what
a movie story should be, for it is seldom
trite, but it ought to please you much, for
it seems to the writer to be an excellent effort

on the part of William Fox to lift the screen
from the mire of platitudes which have en-

gulfed it.

STAR—* * * is by no means Mr. Fox's
most lavish production, but it is distinguished
by uncommonly good sense.

"Wild Bill Hickok"—F. P.-L.
Piccadilly, Rochester

HERALD—And Bill Hart has brought a

picture to the Piccadilly that will not only
endear him more to his old fans, and they
were legion, but will win for him thousands
of new admirers, • * *

EVE. JOURNAL—Bill Hart in action is

enjoyable, even when the action is as naive-
ly arranged to give him the whole stage as

it is i|i the picture at the Piccadilly this

week.

Thursday, February 21, 1924

TIMES-UNION—There are not mar
dragging moments in the picture and Bi
Hart fans will no doubt find enjoyment in i

"Wild Oranges"—Gold-Cosmop.
Alamo, Louisville

COURIER JOURNAL—There is a tri

mendous fight scene, when the girl tries t

escape, between the half crazed man and tb
man she loves.

The picture is tense with excitement an
some of the added touches that are lent t

add gruesomeness to the deserted barn of
place are almost Poeesque.
HERALD—King Vidor has given anothr

excellent character study in a picture whi<
is full of thrills and sudden climaxes. Ther
s no doubt but what he has surpassed "Thre 8?

Wise Fools" * * *
.|

II

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

ICpowFjiij
C&BORATORits
L INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE -CHICKERING 2937

ALLAN A.LOWNES, GEN. MGR.

Want Live

Exploitation Man
Who Can Write Copy
Large Middle Western City

Give All Details

Box M 200

FILM DAILY
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

Minnie Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive representative for

LOU TELLEGEN
(J. Stuart Blackton Productions)

Addrett all Communication $ to

17 West 42nd Street

Longacre 8225 New York

i

James Kirkwood.
LilaLee

MadgeBellamy

HODKINSON RELEASE
tfirst Jlun Pictures

i
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Keep Crowds Moving
Toronto Theaters Make Transporta-

tion Deal to Eliminate Conges-
tion After Performances

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—An unusual arrangement

is embodied in an agreement drawn
up by a dozen of the downtown the-

aters and the Toronto Transporta-
tion Commission to facilitate the

handling of crowds during the rush
hours of the late afternoon and even-
ing. Matinee performances are held

at hours that will enable patrons to

board street cars for outlying dis-

tricts before S P. M. Hours arranged
by practically all of the important
theaters for the regular afternoon
shows enable the performances to

close at 4.30. The theaters co-opera-
ted in making formal announcements
regarding the schedule agreement
under the heading of "For Your Con-
venience" as follows:

"Cordially co-operating with the Com-
mission in the interest of better street car
service, managers of the principal theaters
lave made arrangements so that their after-

noon performances will be over in time to

illow patrons to get on street cars before
he 5 o'clock rush begins.

"In most cases, this will mean that the
ifternoon programs will begin promptly at
! or 2:15 P. M. and end by 4:30 P. M. at
he latest.

"You can add to the pleasure of your
natinee outings by being in your seat at the
heater before 2:15 P. M., by boarding a
itreet car for home before the rush begins
ind by riding home in comfort.

"Please leave the rush hours' cars free to
:arry the homeward-bound workers who will

ippreciate your kindly thought for their
:omfort."

The theaters which have signed
:he agreement are the Hippodrome,
Regent, Tivoli, Uptown, York, Pan-
:ages, Massey Music Hall, Shea's,
Princess. Royal Alexandria, Loew's
Vonge Street, Grand and Empire.

To Operate Through United
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Allied Prod, and Dist.
Corp. has filed notice of surrender
of authority with the Secretary of
State.

Dennis F. O'Brien, a director of
United Artists explained yesterday
that for purposes of company man-
agement, the business of Allied will
now be handled under the name of
the United Artists Corp. It is known,
of course, that the Allied and United
product have been sold by the same
sales force, operating out of the same
exchanges: those of United.

Fear Death of Cameraman
International News Service re-

ported from Naples yesterday that a
cameraman believed to represent In-
ternational News Reel lost his life

when an aeroplane carrying him fell

into the crater at Vesuvius. E. B.
Hatrick's office said the man was
Umberto Romagnoli, one of Inter-
national's crack cameramen. A pri-

vate cable received last night indi-

cated that he may not be lost, in

view of the fact that he purposely
descended into the crater to shoot
pictures and thus establish a record
for work of that character.

Big House For Brooklyn
A 2,000 seat theater will be part of

a new building venture to be built

at 109th St. and Liberty Ave. in the
Glenwood section of Brooklyn by a
syndicate represented by Sefferman's,
the theater brokers. The house will

be ready by the fall.

Jewel Release Monthly
Universal intends releasing one

Jewel a month during the Spring,
rhe March release will be "Fools'
Highway," April; "The Law Forbids"
md May, "The Storm Daughter."

Walsh Sails for Rome
George Walsh, who will play the

:itle role in "Ben Hur," sailed yester-
day for Rome.

The Goetzs—Ben of Erbograph and
Charles of Dependable Exchange are
to take a trip to Cuba in March.
Harry is not going, as stated.

America.inc.
723-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI58

The Mackler Process

For Stricter Censorship
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—A campaign to make cen-
sorship more effective by its appli-
cation to productions before they
have been nationally advertised and
sold will be launched by the National
Censorship League, recently organ-
ized here.

Exhibitors To Visit Olcott
A group of local exhibitors headed

by Billy Brandt are to pay Sidney
Olcott a visit at the Paramount
studio today to watch the shooting
of several scenes for "Monsieur
Beaucaire."

Rosen Denies
Phil Rosen wired this publication

yesterday from the coast that he had
not signed a year's contract with
Graf Prod., as reported. He will

make only one picture for that or-

ganization.

Pioneer Exhibitor Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Bayonne, N. J.—Samuel Kohn, a

pioneer in exhibiting here is dead.

PROCESSED FILMS MEANS
ROLONGED LIFE

PERMANENT
I

PROTECTION TO
FERF0RATI0NS AND t RINTS

WE PROCESSED
"YOLANDA"

Repeal Looms Up
(Continued from Page 1)

repeal last year but who has now
changed his belief concerning cen-
sorship. The fact the Assembly num-
bers several new members is also sig-

nificant.

It is interesting to bear in mind that

the repealer of last year was defeated
because only five votes were lacking

in the Assembly.

After 100 Runs
1st Nat'l Seeking That Many Day and
Date Engagements for "Lilies of

the Field"
First National is seeking to line-

up fully one hundred simultaneous
first-runs for "Lilies of the Field"
which is set for release in March.
Robert Lieber has issued a call to
First National franchise holders and
open market exhibitors to play the
picture, beginning March 16 as the
opening smash of a nation-wide sales
drive.

"Lilies of the Field Day" has been
proclaimed on March 16 for that
purpose. It is probable that the
Strand will run the picture that week.
Important theaters that have already
booked it for that week include the
Chicago, Chicago; Kinema, Los An-
geles; Metropolitan, Washington;
Capitol, Detroit; Circle, Indianapolis;
Metropolitan, Atlanta and Warfield,
San Francisco.

It was stated yesterday that re-

turns for "First National Month"
were very satisfactory and the cam-
paign the most successful in the com-
pany's history. While no figures
were mentioned, it will be recalled
that the quota set for January was
$3,000,000.

WANTED
small private office in well ap-
pointed suite

Box 102

The Film Daily

71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

Tom Bailey To The Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Tom Bailey, former
branch manager for Famous in Okla-
homa City, and more recently in Dal-
las, is here as district representative
in this territory.

COLORADO
Theatre, Denver

HAROLD BELL!
WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAN'S
A MAN"

BROKE ALL \

RECORDS
Receipts exceeded those

for "Robin Hood"

Book It While Dates \

Are Open For You

Presented by Sol Lesser [

A First NationalAttraction !

Craftsmen Film Laboratories announce:

The opening of their new Public Cutting and

Projection Rooms on the top floor of the God-

frey Building, 729 Seventh Avenue.

The location is the most convenient in New
York for film folk.

Rooms are completely equipped and surround-

ed by light and air—the ideal condition for the

editing of your pictures.

An Art Title Department under the super-

vision of Louis Meyer is also included in these

premises, adding greatly to the facilities of-

fered the editor or producer of pictures.

Telephone is Bryant 1923-1924

The Craftsmen Film Laboratories, Inc.

72°- Seventh Avenue New York City

Laboratories: 251 West 19th St., New York City



"BLACK OXEN-in knocking

records over as easily as

flopping tenpins on the

alleys — is building business

for
t

£lLlESo/^9iELD
THE COR1NNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS INC. PRESENTATION

i

//

featuring

because —

:

CORINNE GRIFFITH
was so blooming beautiful-

and so impressive in her per-

formance in"BLACK OXEN"
she created a following for

her next picture (and what a

picture it is)—' so large, that

LILIES of the FIELD" takes the

position of being one of the

greatest box-office pictures

of the yeai>-

—— and you know what

JOHN FRANCIS DILLON did

with FLAMING YOUTH^vell

lies! Ifou get this One **e made Miss Griffiths latest

When you book the

FIRST NATIONAL 10 J&&&3S
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Directed by

CEO.ARCHAINBAUD

UNIVERSAL JEWEL



Bate Feb. 20th
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OFFICE TELEGRAM
/# Alicoate FrOMl Dannenberg

We have about 200 complimentary endorsement letters

on the 1924 Year Book, Some of them are hot stuff,

I think they would make great promotion advertising

copy to run in the daily when you have the space.

Don't you ?

And If You Don't Think So You're Crazy

Date Peb'.20th hoj»™ Tune !- '--

OFFICE TELEGRAM
JO Danny FrOW Alicoate

Sure. See the inside front cover Sunday

and I'll tell the world I do.
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ore and more ex-

hibitors have come
to realize that there is

only one type of picture
which will assure them
permanencyand success

he ideal picture, the

perfect picture, is

the one that offers an
intelligent combination
of box-office values, au-

dience appeal and
satisfaction
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he reception accord-

ed"Wfoman toWfomari

'

at every one of its pre-
release showings proves
conclusively that it pos-

sesses these requisites.

he enthusiastic praise

of the distinguished

audience which attend-

ed the special showing
at the Ritz-Carlton on
JanuaryTenth subscribes

to its artistic quality
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V
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|\N| hen the names of

*lgk the really great

pictures of nineteen

twenty- four are in-

scribed upon the

scroll of fame, among
the most notable you

will find

CIRCLE PRESS. INC.
NEW YORK

tAdapted from the play by Michael Morton
* / Graham Cutis Production

Presented by Dalcon. Freedman & Saville
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No Hurry
ay Be Some Time Before Max
Reinhardt Directs for Cosmopoli-
tan—Urban"Angle Interesting

Theatrical circles along Broadway
e of the opinion that it will be a

:ig time before Max Reinhardt, the

nous German master of Stagecraft,

11 direct Marion Davies for Cosmo-
litan. As a matter of fact, it is

nturcd in some quarters that this

!1 never occur, despite the fact that

; Hearst organization officially an-

unced that Reinhardt had affixed

name to a contract for a period of

irs.

Reinhardt is to produce for the the-

r to be erected by Otto Kahn for

Drrie Gest. Those in the know
int out that Reinhardt and Joseph
ban are close friends and that these

eat artists are not likely to inter-

e with each other in their respective

dertakings.

Warners' Buy Three

rhe Warners' have purchased three

licles for production on the 1924-

25 schedule. They are "The Lost
dy" by Wida Cathers; "The Dark
an," by Ernest Pascelle, and "The
chelor Girl," an adaptation of a

ench play.

Features Reviewed

The Yankee Consul
Associated Exhibitors.

Page

9

Shadows of Paris

Paramount .... 9

Thy Name Is Woman
... . 9

Yolanda
....9

Ride for Your Life
....10

Leave It To Gerry
Grand-Asher—S. R. . ....10

The Blizzard
Fox 10

The Uninvited Guest
Metro 10

Do It Now
Goldstone—S. R ... .11

North of Hudson Bay
Fox . . .11

Short Subjects 11

The greatest of film comediennes, M abel Normand, is still scoring a na-
tion-wide hit with "The Extra Girl," produced by Mack Sennett and dis-

tributed by Associated Exhibitors— Advt.

Ladies
).

-We want you! T. N. T. March

Indicted
Fannie Hurst talking. At the National Board lunch. De-

clared producers were practically guilty of selling drugs to minors
in providing the type of picture they are doing instead of devel-

oping the average audience by giving them better pictures. And
then added that she did not find that altruism in producers that

indicated they were willing to take a sporting chance. Fannie
Hurst is sure hard to please. Ever since she and some producers

could not agree on just what was the kind of a picture that should

have been made from one of her stories.

Shucks ! Wasn't "The Bluebird" made into a picture? What
greater altruism could there be?

THAT FOREIGN BUSINESS
Gets more and more difficult. A bulky letter from Berlin car-

ried on the envelope stamps valued at over 165 million marks.

Which in the good old days would have meant over $41,000 in

postage—in American money. No wonder Louie Auerbach uses

wireless.

WANTS TO KNOW
Writes Arthur Smallwood, relative to his distribution idea

—

in view of the comment made relative thereto

:

I have never seen a statement issued by a national distributor

outlining what it costs him to inspect and ship a print. I have heard

some of them talk in a general way about the cost running any-

(Continued on Page 8)

What of Olcott?
Present Contract Ends With "Beau-

caire"—Lasky Here to Settle
Matter

One of the interesting matters that
Jesse L. Lasky is expected to settle
while he is in New York will con-
cern the future of Sidney Olcott.

Olcott is now directing "Monsieur
Beaucaire," at the Long Island stu-
dio. This marks the end of his pres-
ent contract and to date, no arrange-
ments have been made for his future
services. However, it is known that
Paramount officials are very much
pleased over the manner in which he
directed "The Humming Bird," which
is playing to big business generally
throughout the country and want to
keep Olcott in the organization. Ol-
cott, on the other hand, is seeking a
contract on a new financial basis. He
has received a number of offers from
other companies, several of which
stand willing to place him at the head
of his own unit

$84,000 For One Scene
Studio gossip declares that Famous

will spend about $84,000 for one ela-
borate shot in "Monsieur Beaucaire."
The scene will represent a garden
outside of a palace in France. A
miniature lake and a cascade effect
will be specially constructed on the
upper stage of the Paramount studio.
The scene will probably run no longer
than three minutes on the screen.

After Pictures for Germany
Robert Schwobthaler, director of

Express Films of Berlin is in New
York, seeking product for Germany
and 'other Central European coun-
tries. He is at the Navarre.

Lichtman on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Al Lichtman is here
from the East to confer with Carl
Laemmle.

Plans Talking Films
Lee de Forest Forms Company

—

Dramas to Be Included in
Schedule

Dr. Lee de Forest has formed De
Forest Phonofilms, Inc., of which he
is president. He will have associated
with him Edward H. Jewett, of the

Jewett-Paige Automobile Co., De-
troit; Frederick W. Peck, manufac-
turer, of Providence; Rhinelander

(Continued on Page 2)

All aboard, nobody bored. T. N. T. Astor,
March 29.
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Three Hold-overs on B'way
Hold-overs at the Broadway first-

run theaters include "Scaramouche"
at the Capitol; "The Hunchback" at

the Strand; "Shadows of Paris"
which goes from the Rivoli to the

Rialto and "When A Man's a Man"
at the Cameo.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions **

Ge<*£
e

Kan*

CotPof*
uon
220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rftU. THE WORLD

ACME THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York

Everything for the theatre

Phone Bryant 7392 - 7393 - 9072

"A LAUGH v"d,"°'

RIOT" -- -

New York
Critics

NOW PACKING

CENTRAL "

rith

Bway at 47 St.

DOUGLAS MacLEAN

in "THE YANKEE CONSUL'
Added Attractions

Will Rogers in "Cowboy Sheik"
Grantland Rice's "Olympic Mermaids"

and Pathe News

Plans Talking Films
(Continued from Page 1)

Waldo, former police commissioner
of New York City, and Frank Hitch-
cock. William E. Waddell, former
general manager of the American
Talking Picture Co., has been made
general manager.

Work will be started immediately
on a series of talking pictures, the se-

ries to include dramas, comedies, con-
densed versions of famous operas,

scenics in which nature's sounds, such
as the singing of birds, roaring of an-
imals, dashing of waves, will be
brought out, news pictures, vaude-
ville acts and comic cartoons with the

character's words actually spoken in-

stead of being printed. J. Searle
Dawley will direct the larger produc-
tions. De Forest's experimental stu-

dio is now being remodeled so as to

permit of making pictures of a more
elaborate kind.

Christian's Name Withdrawn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—President Coolidge,
at the request of George B. Christian

has withdrawn from the Senate the
nomination of Christian to be a mem-
ber of the Federal Trade Commission.
Last week, Huston Thompson of the
Commission testified before a Senate
committee and intimated that Christ-

ian, while Harding's secretary' had
sought to influence the body against

the issuance of the complaint against

Famous Players.

Ingraham Directing Carey
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Lloyd Ingraham is

directing Harry Carey in "Desert
Rose." The cast includes Virginia
Browne Faire, Leon Barry and Fran-
ces Ross.

Julian Back With "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Universal has re-en-

gaged Rupert Julian to direct "We
Are French," produced once before

by the company during the war.

Kroha in From Coast
Philip V. Kroha, production man-

ager for Richard Walton Tully has
arrived in New York to confer over
plans for "The Bird of Paradise."

New Selznick Acquisition
Selznick has acquired "The Right

of the Strongest," produced by Zenith
Pictures and featuring E. K. Lincoln.

The Week's Headlines
Monday

Huston Thompson of Federal Trade Com-
mission intimates that George B. Christian,

while President Harding's secretary sought
to influence the Commission from issuing

complaint against Famous Players.
Cincinnati, Rochester and Boston mentioned

for M. P. T. O. convention.
Five special productions slated for Broad-
way runs.

Tuesday

F. B. Warren joins Famous Players in special

sales capacity.
Douglas Fairbanks says exploitation ' is as

important as distribution. Stresses need
for better showmen.

Northern Jersey theaters operate on Sunday,
despite "blue laws."

Wednesday
Famous will star William Farnum now and
Adolphc Menjou later.

Warner's want special theater for "Beau
Brummel," but Strand will insist on pres-

ent contract.
A. N. Smallwood reports receiving over 200

communications on his plan for a more
adequate distribution.

Thursday
Repeal of New York censor law a strong

possibility. Assembly leaders change their

attitude.

I. M. P. P. D. A. members to mark each
print of future releases in order to check
piracy.

John C. Flinn, back from trip says first-runs

are congested because of release of special
attractions.

Friday

Washington' Birthday.

Saturday

Sidney Olcott's present contract with Lasky
ends with "Beaucaire." Lasky expected
to settle matter while here.

Quite some time expected to elapse before
Max Rcinhardt directs for Cosmopolitan.

Dr. Lee de Forest forms new company to
make talking films.

Robert Fairbanks Here

Robert Fairbanks is at the Ambas-
sador with his family and will remain
until after the opening of Doug's
picture, "The Thief of Bagdad."

Leyser Joins Universal

"Billy Leyser, picture editor of Th*
News, has resigned to take charge
of publicity at Universal City.

Romagnoli Safe

Umberto Romagnoli, International
News cameraman who flew into the

crater at Vesuvius and was believed
to have perished there is safe in

Rome. He was unconscious when
the aeroplane landed.

Starr in from Coast

Herman Starr of the Warner or-

ganization is in town from the coast.
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Return From Europe
Peter Milne and Rosemary The

have returned from Paris, where
teriors were shot for "A Son of 1

1

Desert." Miss Theby has gone
|

the Coast.

New Bill In Albany
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Assemblyman Murphy,
Rochester has introduced a bill wl
would eliminate restrictions on
use and sale of non-inflammable stc

HAL ROACH'S
WILL ROGERS

COMEDIES
"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

Three kinds of

LOVE!
PUPPY LOVE

SURFACE EMOTION,

CYTHEREAN

fi

TRIANON
Birmingham, Ala.

Rain Didn't Make Any
Difference

HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAN'S
A MAN"

Opened In a Driving Storm

and Manager Mooney Put the

S. R. O. Sign Out

This Picture is a Cleanup
Jump Into the Band Wagon

NOW

Presented by Sol Lesser

A First NationalAttraction

niimmmi. mini



Philadelphia's Eight
Leading Theatres All
Showing Paramount
Pictures at the Same Time

endorsement has ever been given by Philadelphia

of motion pictures.

i merit of Paramount Pictures!

exactly like Phila-

jns to gratify

is by no

1VJO such endorsement has ever been
*^ given by Philadelphia before to any
single brand of motion pictures.

By every test of profits to the exhibitor

and popularity with the public, Paramount
leads all other brands of pictures, not only

in Philadelphia, but in every city and town
in the United States.

It pays in any industry to line up with the

leader, and the acknowledged leader of the

picture business— first last and always

—

is Paramount

!

PRODUCED BY

ids

'THE HUMMING BIRD'
at the STANTON

'PIED PIPER MALONE"
at the STANLEY

'WEST OF THE WATER
TOWER"

at the FOX

"HIS CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN"

at the PALACE

'FLAMING BARRIERS"
at the VICTORIA

"SPEEJACKS"
at the KARLTON

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
at the'ALDINE

'THE COVERED WAGON'
at the FORREST

Philadelphia is one of

hundreds of towns
that know

—

If It's a Paramount
Picture, It's the

BestShow in Town.

paramount ffidures
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50 Features Reviewed In 17lCitiev
"Anna Christie"—1st NatT

Circle, Indianapolis
NEWS—Even though you saw "Anna

Christie" as a stage play, you will enjoy

the picture * * * which statement is no faint

praise, * * *

The essence of the story has been retained

and transferred from one medium to another,

and the feature, consequently, has the stark-

ness and magnificence of the drama.
STAR—* * * make the future of the

screen seem more hopeful * * * Ince has

not weakened under the temptation to make
a box-office picture. He has not sacrificed

the fundamental gririiness of the O'Neill drama
to skirt the censors.

"Bright Lights of Broadway"—S. R.

Broadway, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

EXAMINER—In "Bright Lights of

Broadway" you will find plenty of well

accelerated action, plenty of conflict, plenty

of drama and plenty of suspense.

EXPRESS—The cast is the thing *

It overshadows the play completely. How-
ever, "Bright Lights of Broadway" is not

entirely represensible as to plot, its de-

viation from interest is chargeable to the

number of times it has been used previously.

HERALD—* * * rests upon a very good
foundation. This foundation is nothing more
or less, it must be admitted, than the femi-

nine * * *

RECORD—The picture proves conclusive-

ly that a woman cannot have a career and
home bliss, both at the same time.

TIMES—* * * you are going to see some
wonderful acting. * * * One cannot toss the

story so many bouquets. While there are

some fresh twists, * * * and while the sus-

pense is well sustained, still there are some
6cenes that seem absurd.

"Daytime Wives"—F. B. O.
Family, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—The story itself is interesting

and diverting, and is told with commendable
directness, but the cast is even better than

the story. The leading roles are convincingly

portrayed * * *

POST—An interesting story is developed,
* * * The settings and photography are good.

TIMES-STAR—Although the plot was in

its hey-dey when Major Anderson evacuated

Fort Sumter, "Daytime Wives," * * * is

ably acted. Wyndham Standing does ex-

cellent work, despite the handicap of a be-

whiskered vehicle, and is well supported * *

"Don't Call It Love"—F. P.-L.

Regent, Rochester
DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—We did not

have time to read the original, but we ven-

ture to say that whatever of merit the central

character of the original tale had to offer

was completely massacred by the screen

interpretation of Nita Naldi. * * * William

De Mille, who directed this picture, needs a

vacation or something of the sort to bring

him back to normal.
HERALD—This story * * * is a good one.

It could be a splendid motion picture, but

somehow it misses out. It rather resolves

itself into a series of poses, much as in a

fashion salon, by Nita Naldi, and. distracted

pulling of his own hair by Jack Holt. With
the exception of Theodore Kosloff, who is

extremely good, the entire cast seems rather

inadequate.
JOURNAL—The cUrector who took "Jack'

Holt off "the grreat open spaces" and put

him to making love in perfectly appointed

drawing rooms did "Jack" a great injustice.
* * * several reels are devoted almost ex-

clusively to the prostration of Mr. Holt at

the feet of Nita Naldi. * * *

TIMES-UNION—* * * is likely to give

a sufficient amount of entertainment *

though it is not likely to make any great

or lasting impression * * * Nita Naldi, who
plays the role of Rita Coventry, suggests lit-

tle of the subtle but compelling charm that

was attributed to the Rita Coventry of Mr.
Street's story * * * but she gives to the role

the necessary arrogance and wilfulness of the

character * * *

Columbia, Washington
TIMES—If ever there was a movie, here's

one!
And what a movie! Something to suit

every taste.

"The Eternal City"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Rivoli, Baltimore

AMERICAN—• * * Combines a love storv
and a series of spectacles with surprising
coherency. But, '* * * you'll reacll the
backgrounds when the story has faded from
your * * * memory. * * * Photographed
against Rcme and the surrounding campagna,
* * * "The Eternal City" once more asserts
the superiority of genuine scenic settings
over those which Hollywood can provide.
SUN—* * * sounds a note of special pa-

triotic appeal to the Latin movie fan and
rather submerges certain details of the novel-
ist's original tale. * * *

The production has been mounted in lavish
style. A cast of prominent players measures
up to the demands of the occasion.

Capitol, Cincinnati
ENQUIRER—* * * a powerful romance

of heroic proportions, accentuated by situa-

tions of an intensely dramatic nature, and
beautified by settings that are as lovely as
they are authentic. * * *

TIMES-STAR—George Fitzmaurice, * * *

has made an axcellent job of it. He receives
splendid support in the histrionic department,
* * * Fitzmaurice also has utilized to their

utmost artistic advantage the architectural
beauties of ancient and modern Rome for

a series of sumptuous backgrounds.

"Fashion Row"—Metro
Delmonte, St. Louis
(Week Ending Feb. 16) -

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * easily the
best of Miss Murray's long list of successes.

It has every pictorial and dramatic appeal
that delights audiences and the story is in-

teresting, the scenes stunning and costumes
worn by the star beyond description.

POST-DISPATCH—Mae Murray's won-
derful gowns and her excellent acting in a
dual role make "Fashion Row" a decidedly
worth while picture.

STAR—"Fashion Row," * * * is a fashion
show with a plot.

TIMES—The cast is adequate, and the pic-

ture moves swiftly.

Warfield, 'Frisco

CALL—The story is ultra-melodramatic,
* * * The admirers of Miss Murray will be
inclined to credit this as her best picture.

CHRONICLE—Mae Murray seems on the
verge of forgetting she is a personality, a
teetering, tottering personality, and quite a
fascinating one, and is trying her wings as
a real actress.

DAILY NEWS—No devotee of Mae Mur-
ray will be disappointed with "Fashion Row,"
for it is the most elaborate of her series of
razzle-dazzle dramas * * *

EXAMINER—The story * * * has been
cleverly brought to the screen, allowing for
an entertaining combination of the spectacular
and human heart interest.

HERALD—* * * revealed to us a some-
what new Mae in a somewhat different line

of work. Many of her former pictures have
been frothy, so far as plot and story were
concerned; but in this production we are given
something deeply dramatic, rising tumultuous-
ly at times, and then sweeping on to a regular
Muscovite climax.

"Flaming Barriers"—F. P.-L.
La Salle Garden, Detroit

NEWS—There is nothing about "Flam-
ing Barriers," but it is a nice, enteratin-

ing little film and has a good cast.

Victoria Philadelphia
INQUIRER—Again does the flaming forest

fire come into its own. This time it is the

climax of a rather conventional story, with
some thrills, called "Flaming Barriers," * * *

TUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
most exciting thing about the picture is a
great forest fire, * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—There
are many elements of interest, the greatest

of these being a great forest fire. It is one
of the most ambitious forest fires ever screened.

Palace, Washington
HERALD—The fire scene forms the cli-

matic episode of a thoroughly forceful and
particularly engrossing story.

TIMES—"Flaming Barriers" is a story

packed with thrills, brimming full of good,

rich comedy, replete with subtle satire—a broad
statement but true.

"George Washington, Jr."—Warner's
Piccadilly, Rochester

DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE—The utter

improbability of the story of "George Wash-
ington, Ji.,"is its chief point of appeal * * *

In addition to this desirable quality there
is plenty of humor. * * * With positive as-

surance it can be stated that the photoplay
will offer a large measure of entertainment
for adults as well as for the children.

HERALD—One dreads the day when this

freckle faced youngster (Wesley Barry) will

be grown up and gone into the more serious
roles of the movies.

JOURNAL—When the picture isn't sug-
gesting musical comedy, it is reverting to

good old slapstick, but it is all very good
fun. * * * For the first time Wesley Barry
is all dressed up—* * * and he doesn't make
a play for heart throbs once, which is a
great relief. All in all, the picture is very
good diversion.

TIMES-UNION—"George Washington,
Jr.," is crammed with action and with Wes-
ley Barry and probably no one will be so
greedy as to ask that it be plausible as well.

"Half-A-Dollar-Bill"—Metro
Colonial, Detroit

NEWS—* * * has many appealing mo-

"Her Temporary Husband"—1st Nat'l

Karlton, Philadelphia
BULLETIN—* * • one of the best come-

dies seen in some time. The punch begins
when the first caption is flashed upon the
screen, and it gains power until the big climax
at the very end.

INQUIRER—Sidney Chaplin, * * * yes-
terday scored a hit * * * The farcic comedy,
* * * kept the audience in continual laughter
with its mirth-provoking situations,- * *

NORTH AMERICAN—Without doubt this

is the funniest picture which has been turned
out within the last many, many months.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—It is

one of the funniest films we have seen in
some time. * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)— * * *

provides an abundance of laughter, because it

satirizes a subject that has been used over
and over again in the movies.

"Innocence"—C. B. C.
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

BULLETIN—To all those people who like

a good, holding story in their filmfare, who
are not contented with the facial contortions
of pretty stars, but who demand intelligent

acting and artistic dressing of production,
"Innocence" "should make a strong appeal.

CHRONICLE—If you are interested in
machinery perhaps an occasional whirring and
creaking in the plot * .* * won't bother you.

DAILY NEWS—An old-fashioned melo-
drama. * * * and the usual court room stuff,

that's "Innocence" at the Cameo.

HERALD—It is a good picture, nothing
startling nor sensational, but containing an
interestingly blended combination of circum-
stantial evidence, mystery, intrigue and
romance.

"In the Palace of the King"—Go
Cosmop.

Royal, Kansas City
POST—The settings and scenic effects

magnificent. The action drags but the
are well cast and well acted. Blanche
and Edmund Lowe carry the leads.

Kings, St. Louis
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—Not alone has
director done a workmanlike and artistic

but the continuity, written by June Mat
editorial director for Goldwyn, is sometb
to be marveled at for its smoothness,
adherence to the dramatic story unfol<

POST-DISPATCH—* * * a fine old swj
buckling play * * * The versatility of )V

Sweet was never better shown than in
contrast between her work in the role of A-
Christie and in this costume drama.
STAR—Sometimes the movies dig up

old novel and make it into a first rate
;

ture. "In the Palace of the King" is \

packed with sentiment and probably will pie

audiences at the Kings.
TIMES—* * * a beautiful picture.

is at the Kings. Blanche Sweet again dem
strates that she has returned to the scr>

a greater actress than ever.

"In Search of a Thrill"—Metro
Strand, Minneapolis

JOURNAL—* * * is pleasant enough, s:

only when the serious minded director a:

Viola to be emotional. She shouldn't do
* # *

STAR—Viola Dana always furnishes
interesting and entertaining hour and a h
when she puts in an appearance.

"The Love Master"—1st Natl
Park-Mall, Cleveland

NEWS—"The Love Master" has one qu£
fication at least which removes it from t

usual run of dog pictures. Its subtit ;

have a snap and a vein of humor that a

bound to keep the most blase spectator

attention most of the time. The scene
also is above the average, * * *

PLAIN DEALER—"The Love Master"
good screen fare—doubly so for the childre
* * * If we would be absolutely fair abo
the thing, "The Love Master" should
said to co-star Strongheart and Lady Juli

The latter does fully as much in this pi

ture, and does it just as capably as h
|

more famous mate.

"Judgment of the Storm"—F. B. C

Butterfly, Milwaukee
NEWS—"Judgment of the Storm," has

story to tell and tells it, in a straight-forwai
way.

"Just Off Broadway"—Fox
Washington, Detroit
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

NEWS—The punch to this plot is throuj
mistaken identity. You, the spectators, kno
that John Gilbert really is not the clevi

scoundrel he seems to be. That is why
is so interesting to watch his relations wii

the others who really are desperadoes bt

trustful to him.

METROPOLITAN
CASTING OFFICES, Inc., M. J. CONNOLLY, Gen. Mgr.

Results for the first Month of 1924

ALAN CROSLAND
ROBERT WARWICK
JOSEPH KILGOUR
EDOUARD DURANT
DOROTHY DALTON

HAVE PLACED
BETTY COMPSON
ELLIOT DEXTER
IAN MacLAREN
ALPHONSE ETHIER
LAWFORD DAVIDSON

may vokes
charlotte walker
olin howland
paul McAllister
wilton lackaye

and JACK HOLT by arrangement with Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

140 West 44th Street Telephone 8590 Bryant
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"Little Old New York"—Gold-Cos.
Walnut, Cincinnati
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE — Screened

from the stage play of the same name, the

play shows the delightful Miss Davies in an

even more refreshing role than she has filled

heretofore. .

TIMES-STAR—The play is excellently cast

and there is something almost uncanny about

the way in which the famous characters of a

past day suddenly step naturally and non-

chalantly into view. To us the picture was

much more interesting as a vivid re-construc-

tion of an historic period than as a drama.

"The Love Master"—First Nat'l

Strand, Milwaukee
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

SENTINEL—bounds Xjather r i s q u| e ,

doesn't it? Brings up visions of couches

of roses and three minutes kisses. But

don't get excited, "The «,ove Master is

as pure as the driven snow, and there is

plenty of that for it is a romance of the

white stretches of the far north.

"The Marriage Circle"—Warner's
Eastman, Rochester

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—* * * will

offer the discerning who appreciate finesse

in screen acting and accuracy of technique

in manner of presentation, an amount of satis-

faction to be derived from few, very few,

recent photoplays * * * intelligence breathes

in every detail of the picture, and the fact

-that the pictures tell their own story without

the use of numerous subtitles is a triumph

worthy of especial note.

HERALD—A remarkably amusing comedy
of the totally unsubtle type, in which Monte
Blue does some well nigh perfect acting,

Adolphe Menjou is splendid. Florence Vidor

is extremely beautiful, and Marie Prevost is

insufficient. * * * a relief from the ponder-

osity of spectacles. It is frankly amusing,

light and in no way pretentious. The settings

are simple, the plot well developed, the ac-

tion smooth if perhaps a little too speedy.

JOURNAL—Mr. Lubitsch has turned out

a highly sophisticated comedy. It is ever so

merry all the way through, always in the best

of taste and generally as prakling as a

draught it champagne.
TIMES-UNION—* * * quite the cleverest,

most subtle movie comedy that we have seen,

and is one of those artistic triumphs that per-

mits a vision of what may be ahead for the

motion picture if directors arise who study

their medium and their actors * * * The
cast is practically flawless, * * *

"Maytime"—Preferred

Metropolitan, Baltimore
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

POST—* * * proclaimed by many * * *

to be even more delightful than the musical

comedy itself. The story, which covers a

period of time from the early eighteenth cen-

tury up to the present day, is very pictures-

SUN—A tender sentimental romance of

yesterday and today.

Strand, Cincinnati
ENQUIRER—Up to the last reel or so this

* * * is as picturesque and as unassumingly

charming as "Smilin' Through," and its

mingling of humor and pathos is undeniably

delightful." But just in the last reel or so

the key suddenly changes, * * *

TIMES-STAR—* * * it has the fragrance

of faded love letters scented with lavender.

It needs no jazz party or harrowing bedroom
scene to give it a "punch," and the intro-

duction of such discordant elements indicates

not only an amazing grossness on the part

of the director, but an utter lack of good

taste and artistic perception.

"Modern Matrimony"—Selznick
Granada, 'Frisco

(Week Ending Feb. 16)

CALL—* * * one of the brightest bits of

farce comedy brought to the screen in a long

time.
, ,. ,CHRONICLE—* * * a very good light

comedy * * *

DAILY NEWS—"Modern Matrimony
* * * starts out to be nearly as funny as

"Love Is An Awful Thing," with the same
pernickety comedian, Snitz Edwards, in it.

EXAMINER—* * * a sparkling comedy
on the futile attempts of a pair of newly-

weds to establish a home.
HERALD—* * * an interesting comedy

built along somewhat original lines, * * *

The story is almost entirely comedy, and it

is comedy of a most acceptable type * » *

"Name the Man"—Gold-Cosmop.
B'way-Strand, Detroit
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

TIMES—When a picture goes three weeks
at the theater there is something to be

said about it besides the simple "it's a good
picture." It has to be something more than
a good picture to remain at a Detroit theater

more than two weeks.

Merrill, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—The title aptly implies its

content yet it is not clap-trap melodrama but
good stong dama due to the masterly direc-

tion of a new personality in the American
film world. Victor Seastrom, noted as Swe-
den's premiere director, was recently brought
here by Goldwyn and "Name the Man" is

his initial picture and one that argues well

for his future as a teller of shadow stories.

Rialto, Omaha
NEWS—Victor Seastrom * * » has

brought old-world artistry to the American
screen. * * *

WORLD-HERALD—He has proved that

he is a master director by the manner in

which he has handled this production, based
on a most melo-dramatic story.

"The Next Corner"—F. P.-L.

Metropolitan, Los Angeles
(Week ending Feb. 9)

EXAMINER—Dorothy Mackaill * * *

shows a surprising versatility, a fluid emo
tional power and a diverse beauty which

"No Mother to Guide Her"—Fox
Hippodrome, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—* * * leaves the im-

pression of being a pretty poor entertainment.

The film version, * * * naturally has many
advantages over the old-time stage production
of the piece. It gives an opportunity for fine

outdoor settings and more elaborate interior

scenes than they saw in the old ten-twenty-

thirty days. But despite these advantages it

fails to get over in first-class style.

Rialto, Washington
HERALD—If all motion pictures were as

good as "The Marriage Circle," you would
go to the movies every day. * * * Lubitsch
has deftly woven the delicate skein of the in-

volved relationship of the five main char-

acters in the story into an intricate web with
relentless analysis, subtle humor and a gen-

eral outlook on life as different from the ac-

cepted standards as it is intriguing.

TIMES—A worthy candidate for the place

of highest rank on this year's lists of the

"ten best pictures." * * * Ernest Lubitsch
has not only succeeded in adding to his own
fame and that of his players, but to cinema
history as well in introducing several new
ideas in direction.

"The Old Fool"—Hodkinson
Orpheum, Minneapolis, Minn.

STAR—It is enjoyable.

"On the Banks of the Wabash"
Vitagraph

Pantages, 'Frisco
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

DAILY NEWS—J. Stuart Blackton plan-

ned a great picture * * * but it sagged
through excess of sentimentality. We find

it amusing for its tonnage of pathos, rural

types, flagrant melodrama and hilarious

bumpkin comedy. It's a good long one, too,

running nearly two hours.

"Pied Piper Malone"—F.P.-L.
Century, Baltimore

SUN—The production may be ranked of
average program merit. The cast includes
Lois Wilson, George Fawcett, Cyril Ring and
a numerous band of child-actors.

Metropolitan, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

EXAMINER—* * * it's a nice, simple
little tale which children especially will en-

joy. Lois Wilson plays opposite the star

and looks quite her prettiest. * * * It is not
one of Meighan's best adventures on the
silversheet, but it is after all Thomas Meigh-
an, and he seems always to be popular re-

gardless of his vehicle.

EXPRESS—The combination of Tarking-
ton and Meighan brings a refreshing whole-
someness to the production. * * * Sentiment
is adroitly mixed with comedy throughout
and the story which might come under the
classification of "sweet" escapes being cloy-
ingly so.

HERALD—Booth Tarkington is the au-
thor, and there's lots of children in the pic-

ture, so you know it must be clean. * * *

Besides Mr. Meighan, who, of course, is al

ways a great attraction * * * there are a
number of interesting film lights in the pic
ture.

TIMES—Everything to make the Tommy
Meighan far. joyously happy, * * * one of the
best in which Meighan has lately appeared.

Rialto, Louisville
COURIER-JOURNAL—The story is de-

lightful. Tommy Meighan is Jack Malone,
while Lois Wilson plays Patty Thomas.
HERALD—Thomas Meifhan has never ap-

peared to greater advantage.

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * it fits

Meighan like a glove and he has made the
most of it by turning out one of the best
pictures of his career.

POST-DISPATCH—As a romance of sea
and home life, the picture has had few equals.

STAR—Tom Meighan in a part that fits,

a real story about real people, * * * all are
in "Pied Piper Malone" * * *

TIMES—* * * The Meighan and Booth
Tarkington following will like it, as will the
children, but it is a bit dry for grownups,
and too much along fairy tale lines.

State, Minneapolis
STAR—Nothing is left to be desired by this

week's offering.

Stanley, Philadelphia
BULLETIN—A pleasing sea tale. * * *

INQUIRER—It has fallen to the lot of

that popular movie idol, Thomas Meighan, to

appear in nothing lately but the most in-

nocuous pictures. His latest film, "Pied Piper
Malone," * * * the Stanley this week is

no exception. The picture is interminably
drawn out.

NORTH AMERICAN—Meighan plays his

role in his accustomed fashion, a straightfor-

ward style, and in such a manner fhat one
knew perfectly that he would never do any-
thing but the right thing under any circum-
stances. His scenes with the children were
very amusing and well done.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
mere fact that Thomas Meighan is in a pic-

ture is in itself, a sufficient guarantee, but

when one learns Booth Tarkington wrote the

story, one is doubly sure to enjoy it.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING—* * *

has been woven into a delightful photoplay

with just enough of a love strain in it to

give it a modern appeal.

"Pleasure Mad"—Metro
State, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Feb. l'6)

EXAMINER—Aside from its theme—that
getting money doesn't really bring you a
thing in the way of happiness—the film has
little that is novel. The acting is only of
medium quality * * *

EXPRESS—* * * one of many other
screen tales as like as peas in a pod. * * *

The direction is good but not notable

;

the photography adequate and the settings
attractive.

HERALD—The film is really engrossing
and entertaining. * * *

"Pleasure Mad," is not a particularly in-
genious drama, but it is human and intrigues
the eye from first scene to last. * * * Laughs
are intermingled with tears, giving the pic-
ture a popular appeal.

RECORD—The picture is lavishly staged,
and the company, for the most part, is well
picked. Mary Alden, as the mother, is fine.

TIMES—* * * a pearl of a picture * * *

a better picture than it was a play.

COSTUMESFOR HIRE
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"Painted People"—1st Nat'l

The Chicago, Chicago
AMERICAN—Mistitled, based on an un-

original story, which, incidentally, is lacking

in suspense, and given in its early stages to

airing thin philosophy about ambition, this

picture still succeeds in entertaining because

of its chief personality and its liveliness.

JOURNAL—But with all the screen s

horses and all the screen's men, "Painted

People" would remain purely Colleen Moore.

Hers is an effervescent personality that bub-

bles over everything.
TRIBUNE—I have a "hunch" that

"Painted People" is the picture that will

"make" little Coleen Moore. She is adorable

in it!

Strand, Milwaukee
NEWS—We take off our hats to Colleen

Moore. She is the screen comedienne of the

day—refreshing, original and entirely likeable.

Coming Soon- f|||g®fflrtlV

Mackaill
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"The Rendezvous"—Gold-Cosmop.
State, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER -It shows touches of

genius—just as "Fool's First," "Minnie" and
one or two oilier Xeilan products have
shown * * * Sydney Chaplin shows that the

Chaplin flair for comedy is more of a family

than an individual matter. If it weren't

for Syd, "The Rendezvous" would be about
100 per cent duller than it is now.
NEWS—* * * depends on thrills to put

it across. * * * is a picture that will be

entertaining to those fans who enjoy good
film drama and who are willing to overlook

those impossibilities that are certain to crop

out in almost any screen story.

Kings, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * proves to be

one of the best productions made by this

master of film technique.
The film is an exceedingly dramatic one

;

« # *

POST-TJISPATOH—Lucille Ricksen,
» » * gives an excellent account of herself
* * * The picture also has the added merit

of some of the finest comedy touches seen

in many a day.

TIMES—Watch this little girl Lucille

Ricksen. She's advancing. In "The Ren-
dezvous" she gives an excellent performance
» * * -p^g s tory generally is interesting,

well worked out, and worth seeing.

"Reno"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Strand. Minneapolis
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

STAR—The action of the play is rapid
* * * the picture holds the interest of the

audience by its action rather than the qual-

ity of the acting in it.

TRIBUNE—It is difficult to trace the
development of the story. However, it

provides an opportunity for some moments
of passion that must stir the most cold-

hearted.

"Resless Wives"—S. R.
New Lyric, Minneapolis

(Week Ending Feb. 16)
STAR—The producers have emptied the

full bag of tricks in building up the
plot. * * *

TRIBUNE—There is a fire scene in

this picture for which an exact duplicate
of the author's home was built and burned
at midnight.

"Richard the Lion Hearted"
Allied Artists

Gifts, Cincinnati
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—* * * is not
as splendid a picture as was "Robin Hood"
its predecessor.
Of its kind, * * * proves fairly good.

There are some spectacular scenes and a few
thrilling hand-to-hand encounters between the

Crusaders an dthe Saracens, but the deft

touches of "Robin Hood" are missing.
POST—All who saw "Robin Hood" will

be interested * * * you will luce Beery in

this, his first starring role.

TIMES-STAR—* * * the acting of the
principal character, Wallace Beery, as
"Richard" is all that could be asked for;

but those who go with the expectation of see-

ing a second "Robin Hood" picture will come
away sadly disappointed.

"Rosita"—United Artists

Liberty, Kansas City
POST—It has been said that it is the story

of "The Spanish Dancer," a Pola Negri
film, done over. You'll see that it is but
you won't care a hang for Mary, petite and
a direct contrast to Pola, makes another and
more sympathetic character of the street

singer.

Sun, Omaha
DAIIY NEWS—It is by far the most

ambitious picture Mary Pickford has ever
appeared in, and has many emotional scenes.

"The Shadow of the East"—Fox
Liberty, St. Louis

POST-DISPATCH—There is an element
of mystery running through the picture and
a thrilling, if not convincing, climax in which
he shakes off the spell, with resultant recon-
ciliation with his English bride. The pic-

ture has much scenic beauty.
TIMES—Although not outstanding, this

photoplay is good entertainment, and worth
seeing. The plot succeeds in holding the
attention, although the story rambles a bit.

"Six Cylinder Love"—Fox
Strand, Washington

TIMES—The picture is bigger than the

play, with the same clever lines and sympa-
thetic work of the star retained.

"The Song of Love"— 1st Nat'l

Alhambra, Milwaukee
NEWS— She is cast in a part calling for

turbulent passion and an abandon that is

very unlike the Norma of other films. * * *

Although the plot travels a well-worn
groove, it is forgotten in the presence of

Joseph Schildkraut and Arthur Edmund
Carew.

"Sporting Youth"—Universal
Newman, Kansas City

POST— It is full of intrigue, wars, fights,

shots and burning love. * * George Fitz-

maurice has displayed a fine Italian hand in

shooting his story. Plenty of money has been
spent in the film abroad. Most of you will

like it.

California, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

EXAMINER—If you have red blood in

your veins—* * * you'll get a dynamic thrill

out of "Sporting Youth."
The screen version despite the fact that

this is an out-and-out comedy drama—is

plausible and the continuity is swift and
satisfactory.
EXPRESS—"Sporting Youth." shows Mr.

Denny at his best, even if the story is at

times a bit worn. * * * There are ample
thrills in "Sporting Youth."
HERALD—The production may he classi-

fied as chemically pure despite its title, al-

beit it has a kick of its own.
TIMES—If you miss it, you will, indeed

realy overlook one of the best and speediest

comedies with a mile-a-minute finish that

has flashed by the grand-stand in many a

day. It's a real he-man picture, and one
that the women will probably like too, *

Garden, Milwaukee
NEWS—* * * but Reginald Denny is ir-

resistible in "Spotring Youth." He is so

much better on the dirl track than in the

squared circle that we straightway promote
him to this type of role in the future.

POST—George Fitzmaurice has accom-
plished little in modernizing Sir Hall Caine's

story, "The Eternal City," but he has given

us some of the finest settings for a motion
picture ever obtained by any director.

"The Ten Commandments"—F. P.-L.

Aldine, Philadelphia
BULLETIN—* * * its story in varied

forms has been told in countless ways and
in innumerable dramas of life, hut it re-

mained for Mr. DeMille to combine every-

thing that is stunning and magnificent in

the photodramatic art * * '

It is in the first part, however, that the pro-

ducer and his associates have scored their

triumph.
INQUIRER—* * * a truly notable produc-

tion and one which in several ways has creat-

ed something new in the way of motion pic-

ture photography. * * *In the latter half of

the picture De Mille has stepped near the

brink of the sentimental, but the bigness of

the subject and the bigness of his handling
of it prevents it from ever becoming maud-
lin. * * * The second part of the picture is

little different from the average good film.

The first part, however, is one that stands

out as something unique and impressive. It

represents the highest peak motion picture
photography has yet reached.

"To The Ladies"—F. P.-L.
Regent, Rochester
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

HERALD—If it is not so funny as we
remembered the play, the fact must be due
to the limitations of the screen. Certainly

it is not the fault of the cist, which has
been unusually well chosen.
JOURNAL—* * * one of the most pleas-

ing comedies that the Rochester screen has
presented in many a day. It is pleasing
in the first place because rt is a good story

of the struggle of three ambitious clerks

for the empty office of manager in the
Kincaid Piano Works ; in the second place
it is remarkably well cast
TIMES UNION—* " * does not equal

the stage version in subtle comedy effect

but is, nevertheless, quite well done. Helen
Terome Eddy does a splendid piece of act-

ing as Elsie Beebe, and Theodore Roberts
acts the part of the president of the piano
factory to the life.

"Twenty-One"— 1st Nat'l
Metropolitan, Washington

HERALD—The story is visualized with all

of the skill that has characterized the earlier
Barthelmess pictures directed by John S.

Robertson. .Many of the outodor scenes are
of transcendent beauty, * * *

TIMES—One thing that we thank Dick
Barthelmess for is that he never acts and in

this picture he uncovers a subtle vein of
humor which pleases us immensely.

"Under the Red Robe"—Gold-Cosmo.
Rialto, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

DAILY NEWS—Not since the exhibition
of "When Knighthood Was In Flower" has
this little Broadway theater been able to
say that it was showing a film which cost
its producer over a million ; nor could it

boast of a film play which seems a constant
parade of magnificence and finery.
EXAMINER—The glamour of tender ro-

mance, the intrigue of regal politics, and the
pictorial beauty of Old France combine to
make "Under the Red Robe," a picture for
every spectator.

EXPRESS— By so thoroughly relegating
historical incidents to the background * * *

the affairs of the state which might be events
of enormous dramatic import are passed by
with but scant notice * * * So if romance
was expected to be the keynote of the pro-
duction, it has missed fire. Altogether de-
serving of praise, however, are the lavish
sets * * *

HERALD—Cavalier costumes and bewitch-
ingly picturesque gowns give a colorful note
of fascination. * * * Detail of scene direction
is especially worthy of mention.
TIMES—It is yet under contribution to

the dazzling decorativeness of the film spec-
tacle, and while it echoes any number of stor-
ies that have gone before, there is in the ro-
mantic adventure that forms the plot a
good share of reliable entertainment value.

* though cheaper tricks of comedy and
action are not altogether avoided, the story
will doubtless have a satisfactory popular
appeal.

"The Virginian"—Preferred
Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—One of the good pictures * * *

Harlan will in no way spoil your previous
conceptions, for he gives a notable perform-
ance m the role.

STAR—Georgeous open spaces and vigorous
men's men are important features of the ex-
cellent production * * * The new picture
is a far_ better piece of work than the early
Faruum production and it is a pictorial delight.

"West of the Water Tower"—F. P.-L.
The Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—"West of the Water Tower,"
an excellent and intensely human drama of
American small-town life. * * * furnishes
Glenn Hunter and May McAvoy a vehicle in

which they contribute perhaps the best acting
of their screen careers.
INQUIRER—With Glenn Hunter, May

McAvoy, Ernest Torrence and George Faw-
cett * * * could hardly fail to be a good
picture. In addition, there is a plot, an in-

tensely interesting and dramatic one, and the
picture has been well directed.
NORTH AMERICAN—* * * supposed to

he an authentic picture of small town life,

but its principal fault lies in overdoing the
small town atmosphere. In fact, if any town
dared to be so small it wouldn't be a town
at all. It just couldn't exist.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
superb acting of Ernest Torrence and Glenn
Hunter go a long way toward making this

an interesting and sincere picture, despite its

concessions to popular and censorship taste.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)*-* * *

a small town story of a rather unusually real-

istic type. * * * It is difficult to find words
to express our admiration for Mr. Hunter's
inimitable artistry in the depicting of youth.

"The White Sister"—Metro
New Garrick, Minneapolis

(Week Ending Feb. 16)

STAR—There is a religious profundity
about "The White Sister" that might very
well overweigh the theme with a ponderous
note, but for the histrionic skill of two
persons. One is Lillian Gish * * * the

other saving character is Ronald Colman.
* * * a most worthy production.
TRIBUNE—* * * an extraordinary photo-

play. * * * Lillian Gish * * * is very good.
The story comes to a highly satisfactory

close.

"Wild BUI Hickok"—F. P.-L.
New Lyric, Minneapolis

JOURNAL—Classical western drama
should soon recover from its relapse from
popularity with Bill Hart once more in the
saddle.
STAR—All you can say about Bill Hart

of today is that he is the Bill Hart of old.
He is in a class by himself.

"Wild Oranges"—Gold-Cosmop.
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS — Mr. Hergesheimer's narrative
moves swiftly to a strong climax and it has
been adapted to the screen with excellent
taste and appreciation. The cast is capable
# * *

STAR—* * * King Vidor has made an
entertaining picture that mounts at times to
tense melodrama.

"A Woman of Paris"—United Artists
Hippodrome, Baltimore

SUN—Indeed, Mr. Chaplin has turned out
quite a creditable film-drama—although, * * *

it is not meant for the children, being some-
what sophisticated and all that. * * *

The story, which is rather tragic in theme,
is told in a straightforward, interesting
fashion * * *

"Woman to Woman"—Selznick
McVicker's, Chicago
(Week Ending Feb. 16)

NEWS—All French dancing girl pictures

—in fact all revelry pictures whatever—take

their cue from the memory of Gaby Deslys.
# * »

This picture is Betty Compson and the un-

mentioned over-ghost of Gaby Deslys—the

supporting cast will do, but you won't re-

member it.

Colonial, Indianapolis
NEWS—One reason the reviewer liked

"Woman to Woman," * * * is because the

story ends in the only way it could possibly

end, which is, one must admit, unusual in

pictures. Another reason most is that Miss
Compson is excellent most of the time, * *

STAR—Miss Compson not only shoulders

the entire acting burden, but she also succeeds I

in making good screen entertainment out of

Michael Morton's story.

"The Yankee Consul"—Asso. Exhib.
Allen, Cleveland

NEWS—* * * MacLean has turned out

a spicy bit of celluloid amusement in this

comedy. It is racy, full of pep and action,

in fact does not contain a dull minute.

PLAINDEALER—"The Yankee Consul"

is funny throughout and slightly enervating
* * * There's no use trying to tell the plot
* * * It is quite too nutty, and besides

there is some mystery in it—so try to see it

from the beginning.

Incorporations
Albany—George L. Dobyns Shows,

Richmond County. Capital $10,000.

Incorporators, G. L. and G. K.
Dobyns. Attorney, J. A. Timony,
New York.

Indianapolis—Superior Film Corp.,

South Bend. Capital $3,000. Incor-

porators, L. Swan, L. P. McGirr and

Harry A. Richwine.

Springfield, 111.—Epic Film Attrac-

tions, Inc.; Chicago. Capital $20,000.

Incorporators, Ed Grossman and M.
H. Gladstone.

Albany, N. Y.—M. M. P. Corp.,

Buffalo. Capital $50,000. Incorpora-

tors, G. C. May, A. H. Seter and W.
Vogelsang.

Springfield, 111.—Marks Brothers

Theater, Inc.; Chicago. Incorpora-

tors, C. Field, P. Doodois and C.

Sommer.



n a woman be a success in marriage and
siness at the same time?

at's the theme of

Why Get

Married"
Two girl friends became brides at the

same time. One wanted a home. The
other loved office work—and inde-

pendence.

Which was happier?

Andree Lafayette
the Most Beautiful Woman

of All France, in

A First Year story which will pack

your house with young people

val Production,

nted by

nest Ouimet

Encore

Physical Distributor: Pathe Exchange, Inc.

SSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur S. Kane, President
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where from 85c to $1.00 per reel. Why wouldn't it be a good
idea to get statements from various distributors, as to just what
they estimate their cost to be per shipment? If it costs only 50c
a reel, or $3.00 to inspect and ship a six reel show, for a $7.50
booking, and if it is worth an additional $3 to sell a $7.50 book-
ing, which I contend, there would be only $1.50 remaining for the
producer.

If distributors must travel salesmen at a cost of about $25 a
day to sell $7.50 or $10 bookings to small towns, I don't under-
stand how this matter can be honestly handled unless there is ade-
quate selling commission on the small towns; unless the time
comes when some form of collective buying by the small town
exhibitors -makes it possible to sell them without travelling men
for that purpose, in which event the lower selling commission can
be provided.

On the other hand, if the $3 physical distribution charge and
the $3 selling commission are equitable, it means that the producer
must realize that $7.50 bookings are not profitable to him, which
might bring about higher minimum rentals.

STOP PRESS!
As they say in England. Meaning extra extra important

news. Flora Finch is not an extra in "Beaucaire" says Famous
publicity department all excited like.

Well, what if she isn't?

TONGUE TIED SALESMEN
Being used by Selznick. In the form of phonograph records.

Which tell the story of "Woman to Woman" and "Roulette" to

exhibitors. No salesmen needed.

Knew there was a reason for Elljay's visit to exhibitors. He
is re-educating them to language they understand.

AN OHIO SHEIK
Hal Hodes all upset. Received this postal from Middletown,

Ohio: "Dear Sir: I am a lonely man and would like to get a jol

as an extra at your studio. I am a sheik ; a humdinger with th<

girls and a good actor having played in 'The Japanese Girl.

Jerome Snath, 704 Park St."

Perhaps Fred Desberg can use him in a prologue.

ONE ON DUELL
Before he left for Europe Charley Duell had some interesting

ideas as to the value of "The White Sister" which, incidentally

seem to be borne out by the business it is doing. However, whei
he reached London he was willing to listen to offers. For thft

United Kingdom. Among his callers was Woolf of the W&F
which handles the Lloyd's in England. Without a quiver Duel
asked £75,000 for the Gish triumph—despite that the highest J

picture has booked in England so far is a bit over £100,000
Woolf was somewhat staggered at the price. But queried : "Be-

fore I say 'no' to your proposition, which I probably shall, can ]

see the picture?"

To which Duell replied : "It should be good enough for you

that it ran 15 weeks in Philadelphia. And if you don't want to

buy it at that price, good day."

Business of door closing on Woolf. Further business outside

the door: Woolf gasping for breath.

ALL BRITISH

"Kine" pulled a stunt for the All British Film Week. Ac-

cepted no advertising from any concern producing or distributing

American made pictures. That's loyalty with a vengeance.
" DANNY.

THE NEW METAL MODEL DEBRIE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA
Equipped with automatic dissolving shutter.
Special ground glass attachment for focusing.
Nine time magnifying tube for direct focusing.
Stop motion device.

35 m/m, 50 m/m and 105 m/m Zeiss lenses fitted.

Sole leather case for camera.
Eight four hundred foot magazines.
Sole leather case for magazines.
One set of inside masks.
One set of outside masks. Sunshade.
Three finder masks. Rewinder.
Latest model Debrie tripod with quick tilt and

panoram top.

Sole leather case for tripod.

Send Your Order in Now While This Price is in Effect

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

Complete

Outfit

$1250

118 W. 44th STREET
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie

NEW YORK CITY
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Douglas MacLean in

"The Yankee Consul"
Associated Exhibitors

a Whole NICE LIVELY
COMEDY NUMBER WITH
MACLEAN AT HIS BEST; AF-
FORDS GOOD AMUSEMENT
(VND PLENTY OF LAUGHS.
COULD BE IMPROVED UPON
BY SHORTENING STUNTS
rHAT ARE KEPT UP TOO
LONG.
jr.... Wry much at home in type

)f role that he knows how to handle

rery well. Works hard to keep his

audience amused and succeeds

Beditably.

,st Ample though no one re-

juir:d to work as hard as MacLean
Pat'.v Ruth Miller opposite star and
Others Arthur Stuart Hull, Stan-

liope Wheatcroft, Eulalie Jensen,

George Periolat, Fred Kelsey.

'pe of Story. .. .Comedy. Douglas
MacLean's latent offering contains

i story suggested by the Henry
Blossom-Alfred Robyn musical

:omeoy success of the same name.
It provides the star with an appro-

priate vehicle that includes all the

Stunts and comedy business that he

s especially suited to. All in all the

jicture furnishes a good amusement
ml even though the plot, on the

whole, is a more or less conven-
tional brand, it isn't likely that

'familiarity will breed contempt,"

n 'his instance. Director Home
las supplied almost continuous ac-

tion and from the moment hero

;teps aboard the boat to have some
irunks removed and then finds the

vessel sailing down the bay, there

ire laughs galore. The only mis-

:ake. and a common one, is that

Where they do get a new gag. they

work it overtime. This is most no-

iceable in the attempts of Mac-
Lean to take his own picture and
he chase climax where he tries to

•esciie the girl. There is far too

nuch footage in these latter reels,

rhey would be greatly improved
>y cutting.

x Office Angle Good. You
should know how the MacLean
)ictures go. Look up your records

md see what you did with "The
Hottentot," "The Sunshine Trail,"

'Bell Boy 13." "The Yankee Con-
sul." is a good live entertainment
hat will make them laugh.. Fine

i they want to be amused,
plortation . . . . Can be handled ef-

ectively. For a street stunt have
i shabbily dressed man going about
vith a "sandwich" sign reading:

'Don't be a down-and-outer. Get
i new interest in life. See 'The
Yankee Consul' for a remedy."
Have throw-aways printed in the

orm of steamer tickets and bear-
ng the lines: "Here's your passage
o Rio, the place where Douglas
MacLean finds excitement in his

atest release, 'The Yankee Con-
ad.'

"

rection. . . .James W. Home; usual-

y good.
thors. . . .Henry Blossom-Alfred G.
ilobyn.

snario Raymond Griffith

meraman . Max Dupont
otography All right
cale X. Y.-South America
ngth 6,148 feet

Pola Negri in

"Shadows of Paris"
Paramount

As a Whole PUTS POLA
NEGRI BACK IN ONE OF
THOSE "TIGER WOMAN"
ROLES THAT SHE DOES SO
WELL; APACHE ATMO-
SPHERE AND STAR'S PER-
FORMANCE INTERESTING,
BUT THE FORMER QUITE
OVERDONE.

Star.... Puts plenty of fire into her

portrayal and will please those who
favor her in these highly spirited

characterizations. Has opportuni-
ties to appear in fashionable gowns.

Cast Charles de Roche, Huntly
Gordon. Adolphe Menjou principals

in support of star, de Roche good
as her Apache lover. Gordon right

type as prefect of police and hus-

band of Pola and Menjou effective

in characteristic role.

Type of Story. . .Drama. Pola Negri's

latest vehicle, an adaptation of the

play "Mon Homme," provides her

with a role rather reminiscent of

some of her earlier characteriza-

tions and therefore likely to prove
attractive to her numerous ad-
mirers. Pola is the fiery Apache,
the Black Bird, queen of Paris' un-

derworld, who, following the news
of the death of her Apache lover at

the front, consents to become the

wife of the wealthy Prefect of

Police. He knows nothing of her

past and lavishes luxury upon her

but the girl yearns for the old life.

The story is, in reality, without any
particularly startling situations. It

remained for director Brenon to

round it out with atnTosphere, detail

and effective settings, all of which
he has done successfully. It does
reach some fair dramatic heights in

the climax where Pola admits her
connection with the underworld, or

the bit in which she orders the

.sightseers out of the cafe.

Box Office Angle. .. .You should be
able to judge this one for yourself.

By now you know what the star's

name means to the box office. If

she brings them in, boost "Shad-
ows of Paris."

Exploitation. ... Besides Pola Negri's

name to work on you have the

Apache atmosphere to talk about.

It always serves to interest a big
majority if you can tell them the

story deals with the Parisian under-
world. Use stills showing Pola in

her Apache costume and others

contrasting in fashionable gowns.
Catchlines: "What happened when
the Parisian Prefect of Police raid-

ed the Apache quarters and found
his wife the leader of them?" Or,
"Married to a rich gentleman but in

love with an Apache thief. See the

solution to the triangle in 'Shadows
of Paris." Broadcast the star's

name liberally and mention Charles
de Roche, Huntly Gordon and
Adolphe Menjou in support.

Direction. .. .Herbert Brenon; quite

effective though a bit strong on
atmosphere at times.

Authors Andre Picard and
Francis Carco

Scenario Eve Unsell
Cameraman Bert Baldridge
Photography Good
Locale Paris

Length 6,549 feet

"Thy Name is Woman"
Produce)-. Muycr-Xiblo

Distributo)': Metro

As a Whole . . . EXCELLENT DRA-
MA RETARDED BY TOO
MUCH FOOTAGE AND WITH
TWO OF THE THREE PRIN-
CIPALS DYING AT THE FIN-
ISH. BUT PRESENCE OF
BARBARA LA MARR AND RA-
MON NAVARRO WILL IN-
SURE THIS AT THE BOX
OFFICE.

Cast ....While a number of people
appear the real work is divided be-

tween Navarro and LaMarr and
Wm. V. Mong, and they do excel-

lent work. One of the finest acted
performances seen in a long time.

Too much unessential footage hin-

ders, or slows up the story. Wal-
lace MacDonald, Robert Edeson,
and Edith Roberts have fairly im-
portant parts. But LaMarr and
Navarro make up the bulk of the

show and are excellent.

Type of Story \n awkward, am-
bitious soldier, anxious to win
sergeant's stripes by unearthing a

band of smugglers falls in love with
the young wife of the leader of

the smugglers. Tragedy follows

when she is killed by her husband
who dies at her feet, while the

soldier is cared for by the daugh-
ter of the Commander of the post.

Navarro is the soldier and LaMarr
the young wife of the old smuggler.
Their work is fine, and the story

runs along nicely excepting for too

much detail which at times almost
smothers interest. It will probably
appeal. hbwe\;er. Niblo gives this

his usual masterly treatment.

Box Office Angle. .. .Here is a rich

find if your folks like Navarro and
LaMarr. It is a great box office

combination and should prove sure

fire. These two, in combination
with the name of Fred Niblo should

make your showing profitable.

Exploitation. .Excellent performances

by two of the most popular stars

of the day should put this one over.

This is the second time Navarro and
LaMarr have been put to work in

one picture and the result is sat-

isfying. Navarro as the ambitious

soldier, LaMarr as the love-hungry
wife of an old man, make for a

splendid combination. Play up
both of them. Tell of their work
in recent outstanding successes;

Navarro in "Scaramouche" and if

"The Eternal City" has played in

you town remind your folks of La
Marr's work in that. You have

other good names to work with in-

cluding Edith Roberts, formerly a

Universal star, Wally MacDonald,
Bob Edeson and Mong, as well as

Niblo, who should have a strong

following in view of his fine di-

rectorial skill.

Direction. .. .Fred Niblo; gets a lot

out of his story.

Authors Karl Schoenherr and

Benjamin Glazer

Scenario by Bess Meredyth
Cameraman Victor Mdner

Photography Excellent

Art Director Ben Carre

Locale Pvrenees mountains; Spain

Footage .

.". 9,087 feet.

Marion Davies in

"Yolanda"
Producer: Cosmopolitan Pictures
Distributor: G old ir iju-Cosmop.

As a Whole ANOTHER GOR-
GEOUSLY PRODUCED COS-
TUME PICTURE DEALING
WITH THE PERIOD OF
CHARLES THE BOLD. TOO
MUCH FOOTAGE AND LACK
OF STORY RETARDS INTER-
EST ALTHOUGH STAR
WORKS HARD AND USES
SOME WELL KNOWN MARY
PICKFORD HOKUM ADVAN-
TAGEOUSLY.

Star Gives an outstanding per-

formance. Uses a lot of delightful

hokum which makes one think of

Mary Pickford's work in days gone
""by. Gorgeously gowned. On the

screen a lot.

Cast. ... Ralph Graves struts about in

the early sequences and poses too
much as hero; Holbrook Blinn
gives his usually excellent perform-
ance as King Louis and Lyn Hard-
ing is Charles the Bold. Others
Leon Errol, who uses his funny
legs excellently, but has too little

to do; Johnny Dooley funny but
also has too little to do; many
others but with practically no box
office value.

Type of Story Another one of

those huge spectacular films, with
the usual love story, but that is

about all to recommend it. Too
tiresome to hold interest generally.

Fans who have long since tired of

these spectacles will find little to

hold them excepting where they like

Marion Davies. And_ she is very
cute and does some excellent work.
But the story—or lack of it—kills

whatever value she firings to it.

Lots of armored men, armor-
ed horses and gorgeous sets

in castles. This cost a million

easily, and you can see it, but it

doesn't get very far in holding in-

terest. The love story threads its

way to a natural conclusion, and is

interspersed with various gallant

deeds of hero but— . You inevit-

ably come to a "but" in trying to

describe this one.

Box Office Angle. .. .While you can

talk about the star and the cost of

this immense' production you will

likely interest your crowd more by
sticking to "Li'ttle Old New York"
and reminding your people that

Marion Davies is the star.

Exploitation Stick to Marion.
Never mind the rest. You can get

a lot of stills and prove that this

is another super-production. They
will know it is a costume picture,

and they may come along anyway
but if you stick to Marion you may
get them in regardless of all else.

She di'd slendidly in "Little Old
New York" and made an army of

fans.

Direction. .. .Robert Vignola; usually

fair, but story hampered, and too

much footage was necessary.

Author Charles Major
Scenario by Luther Reed
Cameramen . . Ira H. Morgan and

George Barnes
Photography Magnificent; a few

shots colored

Locale . . France in mediaeval times

Footage About 11,700 feet.
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Hoot Gibson in

"Ride For Your Life"
Universal

As a Whole ENTERTAINING
AND FAST-MOVING WEST-
ERN THAT SHOULD PLEASE
BECAUSE OF STAR AND
CAST REGARDLESS OF RA-
TH ER IMPROBABLE AND
ILLOGICAL PLOT.

Cast.... Hoot Gibson and Laura La
Plantc make a very pleasing team
that your folks probably have learn-

ed to look for by this time. Robert
McKim just the type for the vil-

lainous "Gentleman Jim." Others
Harry Todd, Howard Truesdell,

Fred Humes.

Type of Story. .. .Comedy drama of

the west of twenty years ago, with

the hero impersonating a bandit at

opportune times to save the girl

from the clutches of the bad man
and to get back, by means of a

spectacular hold up, money that the

villain has cheated him of. There
is always something doing—the ac-

tion never drags for a minute, but

the development is sometimes il-

logical. For instance it is difficult

to understand why the girl does

not recognize Gibson's voice when
he is masquerading as the bandit.

She has long conversations with

him both masked and unmasked.
Nevertheless, the picture is divert-

ing, and entertaining and the star's

,
personality is likeable in whatever
he has to do.

Box Office Angle If you've been
playing Gibson's releases right along

your crowd will know about what
to expect and will probably be anxi-

ous to see his latest picture. They
should be satisfied with this one
particularly if they like their en-

tertainment with plenty of romance
and hard riding, to say nothing of

bullets.

Exploitation Play up the star, talk

about his previous ones such as

"Blinky" and "Out o'Luck, and fea-

ture the title prominently. Tell

them that it is a story of the west
of 20 years ago, and that they'll

see all the fast riding they want
to. Get after your western fans

with teaser throw-aways that read:

"$5,000 reward for the capture of

the Cocopah Kid" and then follow

it up with "See the Cocopah Kid
'Ride For His Life' at the blank

theater on." You should also men-

tion the star's name in your an-

nouncements. In the event that

you want to use a ballyhoo stunt,

a masked man on horseback riding

through the streets at a fast pace

distributing throwaways wtih the

words "Ride For Your Life" on

one side, and on the other the name
of your theater, and the date.

Direction. .. .Edward Sedgwick; sus-

tained interest all the way and

worked comedy stuff in nicely.

Author Johnston McCulley

Scenario Raymond L. Schrock and

E. Richard Schayer

Cameraman Virgil Miller

Photography Satisfactory

Locale Cattle ranch, gold camp

Length 5,310 feet.

"Leave It To Gerry"
Grand-Asher-State Rights

As a Whole PRETTY GOOD
STORY THAT SHOULD HAVE
MADE MUCH BETTER PIC-
TURE. POOR DIRECTION
KEEPS IT FROM GETTING
FAR AS ENTERTAINMENT.

Cast. . . .Billie Rhodes and William
Collier, Jr., a pleasing pair who
would have been able to put the
picture over splendidly if they had
been properly handled. Well bal-

anced cast and capable consisting
of Claire MacDowell, Kate Lester,

Joe Girard and Kathleen Kirkham.
Type of Story .... Comedy-drama. It

is unfortunate that when they do
get a fairly good story that offers

somtthing worth while and could
be made into an interesting picture,

that it has to be ruined by poor di-

rection. "Leave It To Gerry,"
might readily have served for a
thoroughly good little entertain-
ment if director Gillstrom hadn't
dragged it along so unmercifully.
He has introduced no end of un-
necessary detail and irrelevant busi-
ness that makes it a slow-moving,
tedious affair from start to finish.

At times he gets off the track en-
tirely and seems to forget all about
the original theme, then suddenly
switches back, forcing you to think
fast to recollect your thoughts
There is, to be sure, much good de-
tail especially in the way of comedy
business, such as the boarding
school sequence, but much of it that
is unimportant should never have
been included. Gerry, a tomboy,
goes to live with a rich aunt while
her poor mother, unknown to her is

forced to the poor house by a for-
tune hunter who seeks to marry
the aunt. How Gerry exposes his
fraud, wins her aunt's affection and.
the heart of the boy she loves, is j

finally arrived at, but in a very
rou.id-about fashion.

Box Office Angle If they could
see their way to cutting this, it

would be improved a hundred per
cent. The story is rather interest-
ing and the cast could put it over.
The comedy business of the tom-
boy heroine will probably please
your patrons.

Exploitation. .. .You have a catchy
little title here that should get their
attention. Play it up first in teaser
fashion by just using the words-:
"Leave It To Gerry," printed on
throwaways and poster sheets.
Then follow with catchlines such
as: "Are you in a fix? 'Leave It

To Gerry,' she'll get you out of it.

See her at the blank theater." You
might mention the names of Billie

Rhodes and William Collier, Jr., in

your announcements. A trailer of
one of the comedy bits should in-
terest them.

Direction Arvid Gillstrom; could
have made a much better entertain-
ment by speeding up his develop-
ment and thereb}' providing a more
sustained interest.

Author Adam Hull Shirk-

Scenario Adam Hull Shirk
Cameramen Eddie Linden and

Jack Stevens
Photography All right

Locale Town and city

Length About 6.000 feet

"The Blizzard"
Fox

As a Whole SWEDISH PRO-
DUCTION THAT OFFERS AN
UNUSUAL ENTERTAINMENT
THROUGH A STRONG DRA-
MATIC STORY, A BIT GRUE-
SOME, BUT SPLENDIDLY
ACTED AND WELL PRO-
DUCED.

Cast. .. .Pauline Brunius excellent as

the mother of the insane boy, the

latter played effectively by Einar
Hannson. Mary Johnson pleasing

though rather lacking in expression.

The director might have used her

to better advantage. Adolf OJa-
chansky and Stina Berg excellent as

circus performers. Their comedy
turns are quite acceptable.

Type of Story Drama bordering
on tragedy. The Fox company has
imported "The Blizzard" from
Sweden, the source of several pre-

viously worth while films. It is

from the story by Dr. Selma Lag-
erlof, winner of the Nobel Prize

for Literature. It is unusual in

theme and from a dramatic stand-

point, a thoroughly strong and
forceful theme. Very likely it will

be over the heads of the average,
modern picture audience, and un-
fortunately this class makes up
the greater portion of picture pa-

trons. Still the offering deserves
' a fair trial. While it may. in cer-

tain of its sequences, appear a

trifle gruesome to be entertaining,

nevertheless, it is the splendid di-

rection and forceful presentation

that must be considered. Events
culminating in the hero's insanity

arc vividly pictured. Probably
never before has there been filmed

anything quite as unusual, in its

own particular line, as that of the

reindeer stampede and the wild

dash of the leader who drags hero

by the leash for many miles.

There's genuine thrills in this.

From this point the story drags
slightly. It would have preserved
the interest much better to have
permitted the little violinist to ef-

fect her cure more rapidly.

Box Office Angle A meritorious
effort and deserving of a showing.
If they appreciate any unusual en-

tertainment, they'll be well satis-

fied.

Exploitation Plenty for you to

talk about in this one. Tell them
the story won the Nobel Prize
for Literature. Action lovers will

find new thrills in the reindeer

stampede and a trailer of this se-

quence will serve to give them a

very definite idea of the genuine
excitement contained in it. The
scenes in this episode are splendid
pictorially, also, and the sepia tint-

ing adds considerable to their

beauty. Promise excellent acting

and play up the title with street

stunts. There ' are no names
known to your patrons.

Direction Mauuritz Stiller, un-
usually good; displays grat sense
of dramatic values.

Author Dr. Selma Lagerlof
Scenario Not credited
Cameraman Not credited
Photography . . . Very good
Locale Sweden
Length 5.890 feet.

"The Uninvited Guest'
Producer: Submarine Film Co'

Distributor: Metro
As a Whole TROPIC
ISLAND ATMOSPHERE A
SEQUENCE DONE IN C(
ORS, TOGETHER WIT
SOME FINE UNDERWAT
BITS MAKE THIS VE
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.

Cast. ... Maurice "Lefty" Flynn i

rate hero and well suited; J

Tolley particularly fitted for

part she plays; very pretty in ;

or sequence. Mary MacLaren ;

Wm. Bailey a rather bungling en
duet but fulfill requirements a

quately. Louis Wolheim great
j

lain in role of pearl fisher who
strangled to death by an octop
Well balanced cast.

Type of Story. .. .Drama. Here'.
story that, in skeleton form, wo
probably rank as a most comlj
tional South Sea island numi
with a plot botli familiar and slig

But all this is shelved pretty w
into oblivion through careful ,

rection, splendid incidental busim
good detail, thrills, great und
water sequence, gorgeous color

fects, and a good cast. Direc
Ralph Ince certainly does pr<

that it can be done. "The Unim
ed Guest" is a really interesting p
ture and its good points nea
overshadow a fairly trite sto

Once they land the principals

the desert island, following
shipwreck, things begin to happ
and Ince hasn't wasted any time g
ting to this point. There follows C

liberal episode in colors that is vt

very beautiful. Later, when t

crooks depart, taking with them 1

identity of the heiress whom th

desert, comes the hero who reset

her, brings her to the trading s

tion and protects her from the fiei

Wolheim. The Williamson und'

water photography patents are us

in conjunction with the octop
fight that offers genuine thrills.

Box Office Angle Should b<

very good number. Your folks w
be pleased with "The Uninvit
Guest," a wholly worth while i

version that has many interesti

features to hold them.
Exploitation. . . .Contains numero

effective advertising angles. Ti
about the underwater business; t

pearl fisheries, the fights with t

octopus on the ocean bottom a

numerous shots of ocean vegetatic

Be sure to use a trailer of the bea
tiful color sequence. They're ct

tain to be interested through th

In your ad sheets use the lines:
"

you're looking for something nt

in the way of thrills, see the fig

for life with an octopus. Plen
of excitement for you in Metre
'The Uninvited Guest.' " You c;

make promises for the feature's p
torial appeal and use plenty of sti

in the lobby.
Direction. .. .Ralph Ince: good pie

of work.
Author Curtis Benti

Scenario Curtis Bentc

Cameramen. ... Tav Reseher and
O. Taylor.

Photography Excelle
Locale ...New York-Tropical Islai

Length 6.145 fe
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"Do It Now"
Phil Goldstone—State Rights

As a Whole.... GIVES WILLIAM
FAIRBANKS CHANCE TO

• PUT OVER A COUPLE OF
GOOD FIGHTS BUT OTHER-
WISE IS A WEAK ENTER-
TAINMENT. STORY WAY
TOO SLIGHT AND WITHOUT
ORIGINALITY.

Cast. .. .Madge Bellamy, as the own-
er of oil lands struggles with a role

that doesn't mean very much for

her. Dorothy Revier's part just a
series of poses, and Arthur Hoyt ap-
pears in one of those unamusing
English characterizations for which
he is so frequently miscast. He is

not a comedian in any sense. Ray-
mond G. Nye the usual villain who
bars the doors and then attacks the
heroine. William Fairbanks offers

one or two good scraps.

Type of Story. . . .Dramatic romance.
»Just because Rosemary Smith

wants him to be a "man's man,"
hero William Fairbanks leaves his

fortune behind, and boards a train

for the oil lands owned by Rose-
mary's father. His mission is to

oust one Thurston who claims
ownership. Hero commutes back
to the city, his job supposedly done,
only to learn that he actually put
off the Smith crew. Back he goes
again, this time to find that Thurs-
ton is, in reality, the pretty miss he
met on his first trip. He's just in

time to save her from an attack by
her foreman. Follows the usual
romance and clinch. Malcolm
White, credited as author of "Do
It Now," had but one good idea

and that was the title—providing,
of course, that he is responsible for

that also. But right there his origi-

nality ceased. The plot is the con-
ventional hero formula and serves
chiefly as a vehicle in which Fair-
banks is permitted to display his

usual athletic ability. Production is

adequate and the cast fair but "Do
It Now" is weak on entertainment.

Box Office Angle. .. .About an aver-
age number that will likely get by
for the regulation single day show-
ing. Not worthy of expended ad-
vertising nor promises unless you
know they like William Fairbanks
very well.

Exploitation. . . .You might be able to
get them interested' with the title

which is catchy and lends itself

readily to good advertising lines.

Catchlines can read: "He who hesi-
tates is lost. 'Do It Now.' Go to

the blank theater." Used in teaser
fashion, distribute throwaways
reading: "Do It Now." Post the
town with the title and then follow
up with announcements of the
showing. All this of course, pro-
viding you want to bring them in.

If you cater to regular trade, how-
ever, it may not do to go in for ex-
tensive publicity.

Direction Duke Worne; ordinary

Author Malcolm S. White
Scenario Not credited

Cameramen Roland Price, Edgar
Lyons

Locale Oil wells; city

Length About 6,000 feet

Tom Mix in

"North of Hudson Bay"
Fox

As a Whole MIX OFFERS
MORE VARIATION IN FROZ-
EN NORTH MELLER THAT
CONTRIBUTES ACTION AND
THRILLS FOR THOSE WHO
FAVOR THIS KIND OF EN-
TERTAINMENT.

Star. ... Performs a few new feats

and has an exciting time of it gen-
erally between fights with natives,

an encounter with a wolf pack, and
a struggle against a death sentence
which according to Northern tra-
dition, consits of sending the guilty
one into the wilderness and follow-
ing him until he dies. Mix required
to work hard.

Cast Usual bad men types with
various characterizations adequate-
ly handled by Frank Campeau,
Frank Leigh and Fred Kohler.
Kathleen Key, suitable lead. Others
Will Walling and Eugene Palette.

Type of Story Drama of the
North. Mix appears to be getting
away from the usual routine west-
ern or perhaps it is just a temporary
variation which they are giving him.
At least "Ladies to Board" and
"North of Hudson Bay," are entire-

ly different in atmosphere. This
one is a more or less conventional
theme but with Mix doing one of
his thrilling performances it comes
up nicely and where they favor
suspense, action and stunts, you can
count upon the story pleasing them.
There is the customary, highly
popular rapids climax in which the
heroine seems destined to death un-
til rescued by hero. There's more
good suspense in the clever con-
traption of the villain who places
his gun in such a position as to be
set off by the sun's rays. Of course
all the guilty persons are properly
punished in due time and hero sails

for home with his bride-to-be.

Box Office Angle.. You can promise
more variation for Mix's following
and they'll be well pleased, thrill

chasers in particular.

Exploitation. .. .A trailer of any one
of the thrills' in "North of Hudson
Bay," should serve to bring them
back. The trick explosion of the
gun sequence will give a good idea
of^ the suspense they may expect.
Promise an exciting story of the
North and be sure to let them know
the picture is considerably different

from the usual Mix entertainment.
Posters with suggested catchlines
are "On the journey of death where
men fought for life against the wild
wolf packs of the Arctic. See this

and more in Tom Mix's 'North of
Hudson Bay' at the blank theater."

Direction Jack Ford; good pro-
duction and good suspense.

Author Jules Furthman

Scenario Jules Furthman

Cameraman Dan Clark

Photography Good

Locale North

Length .....-.-. ..... ,..t . . 4,973

Short Subjects
"Frogland"—Fox

Most Unusual Novelty

Type of production. . l
l/2 reel comedy

Russian refugees in Paris, known
as the Russian Art Society, have
made one of the most interesting nov-
elties to come to the screen. It is

claimed that it took nearly two years
to complete this short subject and it

can readily be believed upon viewing
the offering. It consists of the gen-
uinely artistic miniatures of frogs
with a highly imaginative background
representing the frogs' domain at the

bottom of a pond. The lighting, the
movements of the carefully construct-
ed frogs and the colorful settings are
indeed extraordinary. Besides the
wonderful construction work there is

a little story connected. It seems
that the frogs, discontented with their

king, appeal to Jupiter, a rotund little

fellow who sits up in the clouds and
throws down lightning when the
frogs' discontent annoys him. Final-
ly Jupiter elects the stork as King of

the frogs and then matters in frog-
land become worse for the stork eats

all the disgruntled inhabitants of his

kingdom. The novelty, like Aesop's
fables, offers a moral: "Let well
enough alone." This is one of the
best novelty numbers and well worth
a place on your program. It's amus-
ing and interesting.

"Haunted Hills"—Bruce-Educat'l
Always Beautiful

Type of production. ... 1 reel scenic

Some of the most unusual shots,

both pictorially and from the point of

subject matter, that have ever been
screened are included in this Bruce
Wilderness Tale. In addition the
story which is woven into it is dif-

ferent and interesting although inclin-

ed to be a bit too morbid, especially at

the finish. It deals with the efforts

o" a peaceful old man to get back his

store of supplies that have been stolen

from him by a man who uses the hills

as a place of refuge. Unable to best
the man by physical blows, the old
man "haunts" him on his march
through the sandy canyons and beau-
tiful hills—that is, he follows him and
plays constantly upon his nerves by
throwing stones down the mountains,
disarranging his pack when he isn't

looking, until finally his nerves give

way entirely and he falls terrified

down the Sand Creek Canyon.

"Lonesome"—Educational

Hamilton Scores Again

Type of production 2 reel comedy

Lloyd Hamilton is always good for
about fifteen minutes of mirth and this

time,although the gags are not as con-
sistently funny as some of his pic-

tures have been, it is a safe bet to

say that your folks will find "Lone-
some," very amusing indeed. One bit

is particularly worthy of mention. It

is that in which Lloyd who is suf-

fering keenly from the pangs of

hunger, is invited to dine by a strang-
er. He orders clams. They are
served unopened. For fully five

minutes he tries to get the best of

those clams, but to no avail. They
bite his fingers, and shut tightly when
he trys to pry them open, finally grab-
bing his cigarette and puffing it. This
is a new gag and a very amusing one.

The sequence in the tramps rooming
house is rather "messy", but will

probably be thought funny by the ma-
jority.

New Goldwyn Series

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Preparations are un-

der way at Goldwyn for three new
productions. They will be directed

by Victor Seastrom, Marshall Neilan
and King Vidor.

Coast Unit Has Big Plans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sacramento—C. F. Boyle, Sacra-
mento Picture Corp. declares his com-
pany has $2,000,000 worth of con-
tracts for pictures, covering a two
year period. The corporation seeks
to interest civic organizations in erect-
ing studios' here.

Peacock Pictures Sign Morris
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Peacock Pictures Corp.
has secured the services of Lowell
Ames Norris as scenario editor.

Censors Order Chaplin Film Cut
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—The Board of Censors
here has ordered cuts in "A Woman
of Paris" before being shown.

Metro In Vivaudou Tie-Up
Metro has effected a national tie-up

with Vivaudou, Inc., perfumers,
whereby Metro stars will appear in

Vivaudou advertisements in several
of the country's leading magazines.

May House Pictures And Vaudeville
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The theater being erected
at Roosevelt Road and Kedzie Ave.
may not confine itself ^o pictures, but
may have Orpheum vaudeville. Louis
Hendelman is behind the project.

Arrow Has New Serial, "Days of '49"

Arrow will distribute "The Days
of '49," a serial produced by Ben
Wilson. The cast includes Edmund
Cobb, Neva Gerber and others.

W. E. Alexander Out Of Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—W. E. Alexander is no
longer manager at Universal. His
successor is as yet unnamed.

"Cubberly Month"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—April 20, to May 17,

will be celebrated here as "Cubberly
Month" by the~F. & R. Film Co.

Crandall's Tivoli Opens April 1

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—Crandall's new Tivoli

is due to open about April 1.
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Pathe Appoints New Managers

Oscar I [anson, « ho has been in

charge of the Pathe office at Omaha.

has been appointed manager of the

exchange at Detroit. T. G. Myers, a

salesman at Chicago, has been pro-

moted to the managership of Omaha,

succeeding Hanson.

Oppose Sunday Movies
I Special to Till- FILM DAILY)

Cumberland. Md—At a recent

meeting of the Allied Trades Political

Council, a resolution was passed, ob-

jecting to shows on Sundays.

Elrae Opens Soon
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Stanley s new
Elrae theater is fast nearing com-

pletion. An opening date will be an-

nounced shortly.

Forced To Rob Own Theater
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Oakland. Cal.—Two bandits forced

Robert Hay, manager, to rob the

Fremont of $300 for them, by carry-

ing out a heavy iron safe containing

the money and loading it into their

automobile.

"Pal O' Mine" C. B. C.'s Next
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—C. B. C.'s next produc-

tion, following "Discontented Hus-

bands," will be "Pal O' Mine."

Wenatchee House Near Destruction
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Wenatchee, Wash.—The Rialto

narrowly escaped destruction by fire,

when three adjacent buildings were

destroyed.

To Rebuild Capitol, Charleston
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Charleston, W. Va.—A Hyman, of

Huntington and Charleston will re-

build the Capitol, recently destroyed

by fire.

Al Jones To Providence
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Providence, R. I.—Al Jones is

now managing-director at the Vic-

tory. He was one time house mana-
ger of the Strand, New York.

Old Duquesne To Go
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Duquesne,

one of the oldest theaters here, will

shortly be demolished to make way
for a nine story business building.

Cumberland Opposes Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cumberland. Md.—The Allegany

Trades Council has adopted a reso-

lution opposing Sunday picture

shows.

Princess Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington, Ga.—The interior of

the Princess is completely wiped out

bv fire. Mrs. W. Wood operated it.

Another Theater Destroyed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Waynoka, Okla.—Fire at Eaton's

theater recently destroyed the entire

structure.

Pictures Installed In High School
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Westerville.-O.—Pictures will here-

after be included in the course at the

local high school.

Guarantees
The following communication has

been received from W. C. J. Doolittle

of the Selznick Dist. Corp.:
"I noticed in your issue of January 31st

a front page story which announces that the

H. R. Ebenstein Co. lias developed a plan
for financing producers.

"I his story is of especial interest to the

Selznick Dist. Corp., in that it ties in to

a certain degree with our nine months guar-
antee to producers, our producers' trust fund
and our guarantee insurance plan.

"It would seem to us that with the in-

ception of a company which will loan money
to producers at normal rates of interest, when
such producers are backed by a contract from
established distributors, that much of the un-
necessary cost of production which is repre-

sented by bonuses for financial advances can
be eliminated, which naturally means a repre-

sentative reduction in final production costs.

"It has long been our contention that the

business methods which obtain in other lines

of endeavor must eventually become incor-

porated in the production and distribution
_
of

motion pictures and that the sky blue financing

of other days must eventually land in the

well known discard.

"In our small way we have inaugurated
policies which in their fundaments have paved

a way tor a saner and more intelligent financ-

ing of motion picture production and dis-

tribution and we feel that the Ebenstein Co.

has undertaken a work which is basically

sound and will represent a safe type of in-

vestment, while at the same time offering an
economical and practical saving to producers

of recognized standing, integrity and estab-

lished success.

"If we have finally arrived at a point where
the producer can follow through the various

stages of financing beginning with an air-

tight guaranteed contract with a distributor i

financing to enable him to meet his produc-

tion cost at normal rates of interest with a

final guarantee that his certified negative costs

are assured to him, then we also have arrived

at a point where the three most important

factors of the motion picture industry—the

r. the distributor and the. exhibitor—are

reasonably certain of a true measure of sue

cess and permanence."

Olsen Buys A Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—The Regent has been
purchased by the Central Amusement
Co.. owners and operators of the

Apollo, Ohio, Isis and Lyric. The
theater was bought from the Indian-

apolis Amusement Co., which op-

erates the Colonial. The Regent has

a capacity of 700. Charles M. Olsen,

president of the Central Amusement,
Co., said the present policy will be

continued.

Sac City To Have Sunday Films

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sac City, la.—Hopes of the liberals

who wanted Sunday pictures in Sac

City have been realized when the city

Council voted unanimously not to

submit the question to a special

election.

Two Added to Hodkinson
Hodkinson has appointed "Doc"

Smith, former salesman for Pathe as

a member of the field organization in

Pittsburg and Henry Wilkinson as a

member of the sales staff in Buffalo.

Kerman Acquires Gorman Film
Kerrnan Films Inc., has acquired

from Gorman Prod. New York and
Northern New Jersey rights for "The
Eves of Hollywod."

Films Ousting "Legit" Attractions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pictures are ap-

parently supplanting legitimate at-

tractions at local houses. Three
houses, have turned to pictures. The
Pitt is running "The White Sister,"

the Nixon, "Scaramouche," and the

East End, "The Hunchback."

Wyckoff Back With Famous
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Alvin Wyckoff, form-
er head of the photographic depart-
ment at the Lasky studio has re-

joined the company as cameraman for

the Buchowetzki unit making "Men,"

Bell To Make Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Monta Bell, who di-

rected "Broadway After Dark," for

the Warners' will direct "How to

Educate A Wife," for the same or-

ganization.

Niblo Film in Pittsburgh
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—"Thy Name is 'Wom-
an." will come to the Aldine for an
engagement next week.

Robbers Enter Iris, Philadelphia
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Thieves recently en-

tered the office of the Iris. Only
$10, however, was obtained.

Slater Joins Goldwyn Studio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Clyde Slater has
been added to the executive staff of

the Goldwyn studios where he will

be sales-manager of the newly created

rental department.

Seattle 'Change Buys Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—The Western Film Corp.
has purchased six Elfelt Westerns
and will release also the Post Travel
Pictures.

Will Rebuild Strand, Troy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Troy, N. Y.—The Strand, badly-

damaged by fire two weeks ago will

be rebuilt. It has a seating capacity

of 750 and was the oldest picture

house here.

New Producer on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Hollywood Photo-
play Prod., has been formed by Le-
land Stanford Ramsdell, nephew of

the founder of Stanford University

and owner of the Bullock-Jones chain

of stores. Gordon White, will star

and Randall H. Faye is to prepare
and edit scripts.

Pasadena Hard On Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pasadena, Cal.—During January,
ten pictures were barred Irom exhibi-

tion in this city by the Censor Board.
Fifty pictures were, however, passed,

Montreal Theater Transferred
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—The deed of sale of

Loew's Montreal to Famous Players
has been registered at Montreal, the

purchase price being noted at $325,-

000.

Washington Theater Condemned
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hoquiam, Wash.—The Liberty will

be closed by the fire authorities

shortly because of its unsafe con-
dition.

Liberty Has Two New Ones
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—Liberty Films, Inc., will

distribute two new pictures, "Tongues
of Men" and "Call from the Wild."

t

Omaha—Liberty Films, Inc., has

become a member of the Omaha
Film Board of Trade.

Oumansky Gets Coast Post
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Alexander Ouman-
sky has been appointed production
manager of the downtown Grauman
theaters. He formerly acted as bal-

let master at the Capitol, New York.

"Quaker City" Theaters Safe

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—A careful survey of

171 theaters in this city, recently com-
pleted, has revealed that practically

all of them are safeguarded against

fire, with no infractions of the fire

laws. New licenses have been grant-

ed by Marshal Mulherin.

Fay's Theater In Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—The National

Hotel Co. has sold the property

from 75 to 95 Main St. to Albert A.

Fcnyvessey for $1,250,000. Fay's

theater is included in the deal, but

Edward Fay will, however, renew
the lease on the house shortly.

Aggers
250 WEST 5412 ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY. NY.
ART WORK,MAT5,STEREOS,ELECTROS.
PHONES, CIRCLE — 2450-1-2.



There is added assurance of favorable com-

ment—that priceless publicity that only the

satisfied audience can give—when the produc-

tion is right photographically.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Adds true photographic values to picture

interest—carries quality from studio to screen.

Look for "Eastman" and "Kodak'' in black

letters in the film margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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AMERICA
By DANNY

The genius of Griffith. The
turn of the Master. A tremen-
Hisly big picture in many ways,
nd yet, when the end came

—

;

>ruptly, unexpectedly—some-
iing was missing. What was
?

Box office value "America"
is. Griffith the showman saw
rthat. And fought Griffith the
list to a standstill. There is

iiich of showmanship ; of box
See value in the picture. . That
le newspaper critics raved over
le ride of Paul Revere is nat-
ral. That the crowd Was thrill-

I with it quite in keeping with
hat DW intended. And got.

But where was the gran-
deur; the epic value of the
theme

—

the greatest in Ameri-
can history? Left to the melo-
dramatic touches of the villain
Butler, and his renegade In-
dians? Is that all Robert
Chambers could find?

Where was DW's showman-
ship in not showing the blood
stained tracks of the soldiers
at Valley Forge? Colored pro-
cesses are numerous. A touch
of crimson blood on the white
snow would have been su-
premely effective. And where
was that great possibility
of the camera—Washington
crossing the Delaware! And
where the reproduction of
that famous painting, "The
Spirit of '76"? with the tat-

i
tered trio with fife and drum?
Of course the theme is tremen-
us. Of course no one—even DW

—

uld, in one night, show the real
th of this nation. And so much
d, of necessity, to be thrown away
forgotten. But that so much foot-
e should be wasted on Walter But-
and his villainous crew, seems a

y, when there was so much more
portant matter to be considered.

'America" is big; is important. It
II not have the life and sustaining
wer of "The Birth of a Nation,"
t, when cut, it has big possibili-
s at the box office. The witchery
the Griffith photography is again
trailing. Some of the shots are
lerb. What effects; what results
gets! And he can be thanked also

' finding Neil Hamilton, his lead-
r man. Hamilton will be heard of
ther.

"Douglas MacLean is a masterful manufacturer of mirth" says the Boston
Advertiser. "In 'The Yankee Consul' he gets a laugh a minute out of you."
This great hit is distributed by Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Peekskill "Blue" on Sunday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Peekskill, N. Y.—The village board
has turned down a petition filed with
President Jordan and the trustees to

have a referendum as to whether Sun-
day shows should be allowed in

Peekskill. Theaters will remain closed
Sundays as heretofore.

Seek Sunday Shows in Elizabeth
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Elizabeth, N. J.
—-Petitions calling

upon legislators at Trenton to oppose
legislation prohibiting Sunday shows
have been distributed by the Boost-
ers' Club, a civic organization, to all

retail stores. Thousands of signa-
tures have already been affixed.

Acord Series for State Rights

Art Acord is making a series of
westerns for state rights distribution
through the Madoc Sales Co. Two
have already been completed.

Grainger Leaves for Coast

James R. Grainger left for the coast
on Saturday. He will visit Goldwyn-
Cosmopolitan exchanges en route.

Everybody's stepping out. March 29. T.N.T.
At the Astor.

B. & K. Show $1,048,946 Profit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—The report of Balaban &

Katz Corp. for the six months ended
Dec. 20, 1923, shows operating profits

were $1,048,946, from which $106,956
were deducted for depreciation and
$106,713 for Federal taxes, the net in-

come being $734,937, equivalent after

preferred dividends, to $2.40 a share

on the common stock, or on an an-

nual basis of $4.80 a share.

The company is erecting a large

theater at Broadway, Lawrence and
Magnolia Aves., and will have a long
time lease on a theater which will be
part of the new Masonic Temple on
Randolph St.; also a long term lease

on a house at 63rd and Kedzie, now
in construction by Fitzpatrick & Mc-
Elroy.

Plan Test on "Merchant's Nights"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Cleveland M. P.

Exhibitors' Ass'n will stage a test

case of "Merchant's^ Night" assailed

by local police as a 'lottery. Exhibi-

tors claim that patrons buy admission

to a theater, not a lottery ticket. If

they want to give away something
extra in addition to the picture show
for which the patron paid, they are

within the law. Local police have
stopped all "Merchant Nights."

Ray's Next
Expected to Return to the Type of

Picture Which Made Him a Big
Box Office Success

Negotiations are understood to be
under way which will result in

Charles Ray returning to the Coast
in the early future to resume produc-
tions for the coming season.

If plans discussed are completed it

need not be surprising to find Ray
returning next season in a series of
the type which established him as a
big box office bet, but which, when
changed, led to a reversal of opinion
by fans generally.

He will not undertake another big
spectacular production such as "The
Courtship of Myles Standish."

"Commandments" in London
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—"The Ten Command-
ments" will open at the Pavilion
March 17, succeeding "The Covered
Wagon," which closes at that house
on the 15th.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston—"The Ten Command-

ments" will open at the Tremont,
March 10.

No Deal in Phila.
Fox Still Retains Theater There

—

Some Pictures to Be
Interchanged

There has been considerable discus-

sion in the past few days relative to

the situation existing between the
Stanley Co. and the Fox interests in

Philadelphia. It has been reported
that the Fox house has been sold to

Stanley and that the first-run situa-

tion in Philadelphia has again become
a closed one.

Saul Rogers, general counsel of

Fox, stated on Saturday that reports

of the sale of the theater which open-
ed in the fall were ridiculous. "There
has been no change of ownership,"
he said, "and none is contemplated."

Last week the Fox theater for the

first time since its opening played a

Paramount picture, "West of the

Water Tower." The flood of reports

arose largely from that fact. Rogers
explained that the Stanley organiza-

tion often found itself with more pic-

tures on hand than it could show and
that, when such a situation arises and
whenever possible, a switch in book-
ings will be made to the Fox theater.

This will work the other way as well.

It is probable that not more than six

pictures will be interchanged in this

manner throughout the year.

The sr\U that comes once in a year s time.

T. N. T.
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Theater Changes_
Cherokee, la.—French & Son have

sold the Colisuem to Max Drefke.
The latter now controls the situation

here, operating the Empress as well.

Leon, la.—H. C. Harnigan has
disposed of the Strand to Waller &
Michaels. The new owners take
possession March 1.

Medina, O.—Geo. Willis and Benj.
Yukelovich, lessees of the Princess
have purchased the property from
Fred Branch.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Oscar V. Clark
has taken over Rowland & Clark's

Belmar in the Homeward district.

Madera, Pa.—Mr. Shoff, owner of

the Liberty and Wonderland, has sold

the latter to Sam Mannino.

Warren, Pa.—D. M. Parker, form-
er manager of the Rex at Corry, has
taken over the Strand.

Cedar Rapids, la.—E. C. Clifton

has sold the Grand.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

nftV/E YOU E.VCFt COMMITTED MATOlMOINY ?

' DOHOTHYDEVOHE
STAY SINGLE

a

Qhrisiie Com&thgjft^

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions £.£**
Geot

S><**
6o°

Vx°* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York. Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Changes at Fox
Richard A. White, general sales

manager of Fox, is on a tour of the
exchanges in New England and the

Middle Atlantic States.

George S. Forman has sailed for

Kobe, Japan, as a foreign representa-

tive. He will later proceed to Ma-
nila where he will open an office.

Floyd Hopkins sailed last week for

Europe to act as a foreign represen-

tative of Fox.

Ruth Roland in New Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ruth Roland and
Tod Browning have formed Co-Art-
ists Prod, to star Miss Roland under
Browning's direction.

"Extravagance" will be the initial

production.

Foster Making an Industrial
Camerawork is finished on a five

reel industrial, "A Million Miles Of
Music," which will show the process
of recording and manufacture of Q.
R. S. Music Rolls, Ray Foster is

producing.

Hodkinson Managers Changed
Lester Tobias, has been appointed

manager of Hodkinson's New Haven,
sub-branch, to fill the vacancy caused
by the transfer of Sam Friedman,
to Albany.

Feinman in Cleveland for "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Al Feinman is here
from New York to handle the engage-
ment of "The Hunchback" which
opens at the Stillman on March 2.

Start "The Puritans" Today
Work will start today on "The

Puritans," the picture which The Film
Guild has undertaken for the Chron-
icles of America. It will be made at

the Pyramid studio, Astoria.

Kilgour in From Coast

Joseph Kilgour is here from the

Coast to support Marion Davies in

"Janice Meredith." He recently
completed work in "Torment."

Gorman Plans "Painted Flapper"

John Gorman's first for Chadwick
Pictures will be "The Painted
Flapper." Lewis Allen Browne will

write the script.

Crisp to Direct Keaton
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Donald Crisp will di-

rect Buster Keaton's next picture.

That $100 Prize
A. M. P. A. Assures Fair Play in De-

termining Winning Author for

Naked Truth Skit

Just to prove that there isn't going

to be any skullduggery about the

awarding of that $100 prize for the

best fifteen-minute comedy sketch
submitted for production at the an-

nual Naked Truth dinner of the A.
M. P. A., at the Astor, March 29, A.
M. Botsford, chairman of the enter-

tainment committee, announces a new
spec'al provision for contestants.

It is that contestants should sign

a nom de plume to their manuscripts,
to which should be attached a small
sealed envelope containing the right-

ful name of the author. The sealed

envelopes will not be opened until

the night of the Naked Truth dinner,

when the comedy will be presented
and the identity of the author of the

winning manuscript will be revealed.

This means that the aspiring track-

walker of Kenosha, Wis., will have an
equal chance with the president of the
United States; that anyone, in or out
of the industry, has a fair opportun-
ity to win.
The contest closes March 1 and

manuscripts must be ma'led or deliv-

ered in care of Maurice Henley, Room
306, No. 461 8th Ave., New York.

Engage Barrymore's Support

Sigrid Holmquist, Dagmar Godow-
sky, Flora Finch, Ida Darling and
Antoni D'Algy will support Lionel
Barrymore in "Meddling Women,"
to be directed by Ivan Abramson at

the Tec-Art studio. Frank Zucker
will be the cameraman. Barrymore
and Miss Godowsky were engaged
through Jenie Jacobs.

Dorothy Kingdon has been cast for

"It Is The Law."

Coming Soon

mre
lOalterliim

in

AL CHRISTIE
Special features

firHodkinson Qeleose

^ifstQun Sicilies

WL

Weber and North Sales

Film Classics of Illinois, Inc., h
purchased Southern Illinois rights

"Don't Marry for Money" and "M
riage Morals." Standard Film St

ice of Cleveland has purchased "M
riage Morals" for Michigan, O
Western Pennsylvania, West Virg
and Kentucky, and "Don't Marry
Money" for Michigan, Ohio and K
tucky.

Atkinson Buys Home
William E. Atkinson of Metro

purchased the Curran estate on
rona Ave., Pelham, one of the sfc

places of the section. The prope
consists of a stone residence of fc

teen rooms, five baths and three

garage, on a landscape plot havin

frontage of 450 ft.

"The Goof" Next

J. K. McDonald, will make at Id

two more pictures for First Natici
under a new contract. The rl
story is tentatively titled "The Go jl

in which Lloyd Hamilton and 11

Alexander will co-star.

Tourneur Leaves Hospital
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

f

Los Angeles—Maurice Tourn
has left the Good Samaritan Ho
tal, where he was confined for

weeks.

"Wild Oranges," has been bool
for the Capitol, the week of Mai
2.

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG

COMEDIES
"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhejcomedy
^r-(^r=r.

SHERWOOD MACDONALD
PRODUCTIONS

10 SPARKLING
BATHING
BEAUTIES

2
REELS

COMEDIES
A NEW F1LMBRAND

FOR A NEW COMEDY TYPE

NOW IN PRODUCTION

STUDIOS
||

37^rAENSs

LVD
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—In the Cinema Palaces

Broadway,

—

—In unpretentious, but just

as popular, neighbor-

hood houses,

—

—Everywhere

!

—You'll see Jimmy Aubrey
Comedies

—Because Aubrey is a real-

ly comic comedian.

Released by

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION

thru

Selznick Distributing Corporation
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Newspaper Opinions
"America"—D. W. Griffith

44th St. Theater
AMERICAN—David Wark Griffith is him-

self again. After dabbling for months in in-

consequential film tales, he returned * * *

with "America," which is by far the best
thing that he has made since "Way Down
East." There is such a wealth of historical

data associated with the period of 1776 that
no one producer could possibly touch it all.

Mr. Griffith has left unfilmed enough mate-

rial to furnish at least three other produc-
tions.

DAILY NEWS—The first half of Mr.
Griffith's "America" is all charm; the second
half, all war. No one can outdo him in the
films when it comes to charm, and he has a
flair for battle scenes which serves him well

in such a tale as this. * * * Mr. Griffith will

do well to cut footage, especially in the latter

half. And if he ripped out a certain grinding
scene, showing a dead soldier carried in to

his father's room, I should not mind. Out-
side of that—the ayes have it, for "America."
EVENING JOURNAL—* * * A living,

breathing document of the sacrifice and ideal-

ism of the men who freed America. The pro-

duction is intensely vivid, and historically ac-

curate and fascinating. Mr. Griffith amassed
a wealth of detail, and, with comprehensive
vision, represented every actual occurrence of

the period of the Revolutionary War, and
wove into it, an appealingly romantic story.

One is held tense through the innumerably
thrilling incidents of the period—all of which
Mr. Griffith has taken together, and, with a

crescendo of dramatic intensity, combined into

one, human, compelling whole.

animated films
.Art Titles

LEADERS s TRAILERS

F^DAMME^F
145 W. 45. ST. N.Y. BRYANT 6796

EVENING WORLD—"America," in our
estimation, is the greatest thrill-picture of the
season; but when we say "thrill," * * * the
thrill one gets out of "America" is one that
brings every bit of patriotism to the boiling-

point. * * The writer has seen many
liik' pictures, but we cannot recall one single
instance since "The Birth of a Nation" when
we so much desired to give voice to our en-
thusiasm. * * By all means "See America
First.' Then go see it again to retrieve the
parts slithered over during your first visit.
Verily, verily—David Wark Griffith has done
it ugain!

HERALD—* * * Perhaps the most thrilling
episode that the silent drama has ever achiev-
ed, it is the midnight ride of Paul Revere.
For spectacular dash, coupled with tremendous
historic significance, the movies have never
known its equal. * * * In this instance, the
Griffith formula has been reversed. Revere's
magnificent ride comes at the very start of
the picture, instead of at the finish. * * * It
is safe to assume that, if D. W. Griffith had
staged the revolution, he would have forced
Paul Revere to wait a few years. It's too
bad he didn't. For, after the battles of Lex-
ington and Concord, "America" resolves itself

into a mammoth and thoroughly lamentable
anti-climax. There are subsequent moments
of greatness—notably in the scenes at Valley
Forge—but the general trend of Mr. Griffith's
spectacle is down-hill. The later reels are
incoherent and wearisome and the finish ex-
tremely flat. * * * There are, however, plenty
of scenes in "America" which reflect the er-
ratic genius of D. W. Griffith. Many of them
are beautiful and impressive.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Viewed from
any standpoint, this latest production of a
great director must be called a masterpiece of
exquisite photography, flawless direction and
of blood-stirring, appealing force. * * * The
only criticism that could be heard last night
was that in working out his double theme
there was at times a slowing down of the ac-
tion. The drama was too much subordinated
to the development of the spectacle.
SUN—The first half * * * represents by all

odds the most thrilling and satisfying motion
picture entertainment in the city. It is in-
spiring not only because its subject matter is

inspiring, but because it has been prpduced with
a bit of the sweep and fire and fine indignation
that spurred our forefathers to the signing of
their declaration of independence. * * * There-
after, however, "America" seemed to become

only an exceptionally thrilling, brilliantly di-

rected movie. It seemed to have lost some
of the revolutionary fire of the first half. A
little of it was a bit cheap, in addition.
TELEGRAM—Not since the "Birth of a

Nation" has he produced as noteworthy a film,

although it may not be so ornate, in so far
as numbers and sets are concerned. * * * By
all means, you film fanatics who rave and rant
about the wonderful pictures you have seen,
see "America" next. Then you'll have a real
good reel to talk about—something to brag
about.
TIMES—* * * Because in the latter half of

this production the artist got the better of the
showman and insisted on length, which failing

will undoubtedly be remedied by generous cut-

ting. * * * But the first reels of this photo-
drama, which incidentally was sponsored by
the Daughters of the American Revolution,
are something to be remembered, something
greater than even Griffith has ever done him-
self. Nobody who views this marvelous sec-

tion of the production will ever forget his
rendering of Paul Revere's historic ride. * * *

Tears were drawn last night, and sighs and
sobs came from trembling women. * * * The
Battle of Bunker Hill and Paul Revere's ride
make up for all the superfluous detail in the
latter half of this picture, which is certainly
one that will stir the patriotic hearts of the
nation as probably no other picture ever has
done.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—Griffith and

his horsemen have done it again * * * The
picture seems to slow up towards the latter

stages of the initial half and never again picks
up the enthusiasm touched by that ride, al-

though a second solo gallop is revealed in the
after intermission period, as well as Griffith's

well-known capabilities of picturing a body of
horsemen on a rescue mission. Most of the
later stanza is taken up with the story itself,

and there is undeniably room for deletion.

Running 164 minutes, the film is over long
and suffers thereby. * * * The picture is there.

Of that there can be no question, and it is

simply further proof that Griffith not only
has. but can still stage 'em and stage 'em
right.

TRIBUNE—The second half of "America"
cannot compare in any way with the first, but
its faults cannot impair the memory of that
first great half when Paul Revere takes his

famous ride. This to us was the greatest
screen thrill of all our experience. * * * We
are quite sure that we were not the only per-

son in the theater who got nervous and
and tired when the scenes of sensual re'

were dragged out interminably. * * *

then, is our grievance; but in spite
"America" is a great picture—one oi
greatest.

WORLD—The mightiest thrill whicl
have ever met in the cinema is the ri<

Paul Revere in "America." * * * Here
motion picture which will set a new Stat
of achievement in this picture play full

high and as commanding as Mr. Gre
"Birth of a Nation" set in its day. By v
of this latest product of the man from
maroneck, Mr. Griffith, for our own
passes definitely into the ranks of those \

we think of as being the immortals.

WILL BUY FOR CASH
For Reliable N. Y. Exchang.
Features—Two reel Western
for N. Y. and Northern Nev
Jersey. New product only.

Write full particulars
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To all Independent Producer
looking for studio space

You can now secure better studio conditions at the F. B.

Studios (formerly ROBERTSON-COLE) than at any othe
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On Broadway

Broadway—"Name the Man."
Brooklyn Strand

—"Twenty-One."
Cameo—"When a Man's a Man."
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Cosmopolitan—"Yolanda."
Criterion—"The Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street—"America."
Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln."
Loew's New York—Today—"Rou-

lette."

Tuesday—"Three O'clock in the

Morning" and "Waterfront
Wolves."

Wednesday—"The Man Life Pass-

ed By."
Thursday—"In the Palace of the

King."
Friday—"Grit" and "North of Ne-

vada."
Saturday—"Heritage of the Des-

ert."

Rialto—"Shadows of Paris."

Rivoli
—"The Song of Love."

Strand—"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame."

Next Week
Broadway—Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand—"Daddies."
Cameo—Not yet determined.
Capitol

—"Wild Oranges."
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Cosmopolitan—"Yolanda."
Criterion—"The Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street—"America."
Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln."
Lyric—"Thy Name is Woman."
Rialto—Not yet determined.
Rivoli—Not yet determined.

Strand—-"Daughters of Today."

Toumeur Borrows De Roche
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Maurice Tourneur
has signed Charles De Roche, to play

a part in "The White Moth" by ar-

rangement with Lasky.

Mission Finishes "Flattery"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Mission Film has com-
pleted "Flattery," its second for C.

B. C. Tom Forman is now editing

it.

Exhibitor's Exchange Move*
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Crandall's Exhibitor's

Film Exchange, under management
of Edwin A. Sherwood, has moved
into the Mather Bldg.

L. & T. Have New House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Lubliner & Trinz will

operate the new 2,500 seat theater to

be erected on Madison St., near the

Senate theater.

Clemmer Heads Wash. M. P. T. O.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle—At a -trustee's meeting of

the M. P. T. O. of Washington, of-

ficers were re-elected as -follows:
Dr. Howard Clemmer, Spokane,
president; L. A. Drinkwine, Tacoma,
first vice-president; J. M. Hone, sec-
retary-treasurer. A resolution was
passed to include in the membership
Oregon, Idaho and Montana. It was
further resolved to oppose exchanges
supplying pictures to non-theatrical
organizations.

C. B. C. Lining Up Stories

C. B. C. has taken an option of ten
stories, all of them said to have been
written by well-known authors and
a further option on five originals. Joe
Brandt states he has sent a question-
naire to critics in various parts of the
country to get their ideas on the kinds
of stories the public wants.

Cataract Gives Mortgage For $325,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—The Cataract
Theater Corp., has given the Pruden-
tial Insurance Co. a mortgage of

$325,000, which, it is understood,
clears up a number of smaller
mortgages.

Proposed House For Bath, N. Y.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Bath, N. Y.—Charles H. Thomas
has secured an option on the vacant
lot near the National Bank Bldg., on
property owned by Associated The-
aters, Inc. Thomas proposes to erect

a theater.

Holmes Lecturing In Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chjcago—Burton Holmes has be-
gun a five weeks' series of lectures
here, showing travel pictures of his

last tour.

Among Exchangemen
Pittsburgh, Pa.— J. T. Hagerty is

back as West Virginia manager for
Hodkinson. He formerly traveled
for Educational.

Detroit—George St. Goddard is

now a salesman with Rex Film,
succeeding Harry Lloyd who has
gone to Atlanta..

Detroit—Leo Crume has joined De
Luxe and will cover the west side.

Crume was with First National for

three years.

LOUIS MEYER »
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New Theaters
Williamstown, W. Va.—The old

Methodist Church building on Front
St. is being remodeled into a picture

house. This will be the only theater

in town.

Pensacola, Fla.—Demolishing the

old Pastime has already begun to

make way for the new $300,000 the-

ater to be put up by the Saengers.

Charleston, W. Va.—C. A. Midel-
burg will build a new theater to re-

place the old Capitol on Summers
St.

New Haven, Conn.—A syndicate

will shortly erect a new house at 488
Whalley Ave.

Sikeston, Mo.—T. W. Stehlin has

sold the Malone to O. W. McCut-
cheon for $25,000.

Norwood, N. Y.—The Star has
opened.

New Theaters for Pacific N. W.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—E. J. Myrick is to build

a house on Victory Way, suburban
Seattle, about five blocks from
Beardsley's new Hollywood. He will

call it The Egyptian.

G. P. Stewart is building a new
house in Powers, Ore., to replace his

present Pioneer.

Olympia, Wash.—With Zabel &
Wilson's house under way here, the

Moore Amusement Co., of Tacoma,
will erect a modern theater in the

next block.

Changes On Butterfield Circuit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit—The following changes

have been made in the Butterfield

theater force:
J. O. Hooley appointed manager, Majes-

tic, Port Huron ; A. W. Force transferred

to Battle Creek. F. L. Collins, manager
Family, Port Huron; Fred Cassin transferred

to Regent, Saginaw. A. W. Force, mana-
ger Bijou-Arcade, Battle Creek ; vice Clyde
Wixom, resigned ; Fred Cassin, manager Re-
gent Saginaw ; Roger Mack, resigned.

Suit With Studios Settled

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—The suit for $9,000

filed by Josie Sedgwick against Rob-
ert Brunton Studios, Inc., and United
Studios, Inc., has been settled out of

court. The plaintiff alleged that the

studio company had refused to live

up to a contract entered upon in 1919.

Investigation of "Schools"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The State Labor
Commission is preparing for a state-

wide investigation of all film schools

as a result of complaints received by
them. Dr. Louis Bloch, special in-

vestigator is here to start the probe.

Adds Comedies to Releases
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto— United Exhibitors of

Canada, Ltd., handling F. B. O., has
secured two lines of comedies, the

Carter DeHaven and the Plum Cen-
ter two-reelers. Physical distribution

is through Canadian Educational.

Exhibitors Film Delivery Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Ralph Scherzer and
E. E. Jameson are back of the Ex-
hibitors Film Delivery Service, which
will act as a central shipping bureau.
Scherzer who was formerly with Fox,
says his plan will not only facilitate

but reduce costs.

Columbus Committee Reorganized
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O.—The Better Films
Committee, which for the past few
months has suspended operations,

has again begun functioning. Mrs.
Florence Flournoy has been elected
president and Willis Battle secretary.

Fight Night Parking Ban
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Theater managers are vi-

gorously protesting the new ruling
prohibiting parking of automobiles in

the downtown section. They contend
that much of their patronage requires
automobile parkage.

65 Joint Runs in Cleveland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—J. F. Beck, Vitagraph
manager has closed with sixty five

local theaters for a simultaneous run
on "Let Not Man Put Asunder" the
week of March 23.

Gross Transferred
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Carthage, Mo.—Jack Gross, for

three years manager of the El Dorado
and Palace at Eldorado, Kans., has
been transferred here to manage the
Crane and Royal.

Attempted Robbery Frustrated
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Long Beach, Cal.—Quick action on
the part of J. Reidy, manager of the

California, frustrated an attempt to

make way with the day's receipts.

Colored Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winston-Salem, N. C.—The Lafay-
ette, owned by W. S. Scales, and
catering to a colored clientele, is in

ruins from fire.

Buffalo Managers Kicking
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo, N. Y.—Several of the ex-
change managers are protesting
against the way the exhibitors in

small towns are returning prints.

Frances Marion Doing Script

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Frances Marion is

preparing the script for "Potash and
Perlmutter in Hollywood."

Florida Theater Robbed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Orlando, Fla.—Robbers visited the
Beacham, opened the safe, and made
away with $1,700.

Three Oregon Theaters Merge
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Grand Pass, Ore.—The Rialto, at

Medford, t heRivoli, this city, and the

Vining at Ashland, have been merged.

Takes Over Brooklyn House
H. Goldshein will take over the

Hendrix theater, Hendrix St. and Pit-

kin Ave., Brooklyn, effective March 3.

Ralph Lewis' Unit Starts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The organization of
the Ralph Lewis company is complete.
The first picture will get under way
March 1. and will be "The Country
Doctor," an original drama by Albert
Kenyon. Kenyon will co-direct with
Henry McCarty on the first.

J. and V. H. Lower Admissions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Admission prices at the
Coliseum have been reduced to 25
cents for all performances and 10
cents for children. The theater is one
of the Jensen & Von Herberg link

and the largest in Seattle.

Control Wenatchee, Wash.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Wenatchee, Wash.—Jensen & Von
Herberg now have entire control
here, having taken over' the Rialto.

Their other houses are the Liberty
and Gem. W. L. Doudlah will manage
the three.

Rinella Prod. Start in 'Frisco
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Rinella Prod., a
new company, has started work on
its first production at the Gerson
studios. Tom Gibson is directing and
Jay Morley is featured.

New Buffalo House Opens Feb. 29
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—J. D. Parmalee will open
open his new Unity theater, Grand
St. and Military Road, on Feb. 29.

The house is on the site of the old
Tri-It theater.

Archainbaud Engaged
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—George Archainbaud
has been engaged to direct Corinne
Griffith's new production, "For Sale,"

an original by Earl Hudson.

N. C. Theater In Fire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chapel Hill, N. C—The Pickwick
is among the ruins of the recent fire

here. S. J. Brockwell owned the
place. No insurance.

Better Films Committee Meets
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berkley, Cal.—Representatives of

over 40 clubs were present at the re-

cent meeting of the Better Films
Committee.

Seeks Abolishment of C. O. D.'s

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dallas—The Film Board of Trade

has started a move to stop unneces-
sary C. O. D. shipments of film.

Retitled "The Fighting Coward"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"The Fighting Cow-
ard" will be the release title for "Mag-
nolia," which James Cruze directed.

Tulsa House Closes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tulsa, Okla.—Poor business has
forced the Alhambra, a neighborhood
theater, to close.

Indianapolis Theater In Fire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—The Princess was
greatly damaged by fire and water.

Guts and Flashes
Marta Lindquist, of the "Svenska

Dagbladet," is here from Stockholm,
to prepare, from interviews with
the stars, articles about the film world
for her paper.

Marguerite Gove is the author of
"Lend Me Your Husband" now under
production by Burr Pictures, Inc.
Doris Kenyon is in for the lead.

F. B. O. has changed the title of
the third Fred Thomsan western from
"The Sheriff of Tombstone" to "Gal-
loping Gallagher."

The firm name, Criterion Pictures
Corp., has been changed to Grand-
Asher Productions, Boston.

Allan Dwan has started "Man-
handled" at the Paramount studios
in Long Island.

Blanche Craig is completing work
in "The Fool" for Fox.

New Unit On Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Alameda, Calif.—Palmdale Prod.,
as noted, recently chartered with a
capital of $100,000, will make its head-
quarters here, producing in the East
Bay district. Those interested in-

clude: A. W. Cotts and M. E. James,
of Alameda, and Alfred Johnson, of
Oakland.

Catholic Arts, Ltd. Closes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—Catholic Arts, Ltd., has
been closed out by a bailiff's sale.

This organization was a special ex-
change handling films of interest to
Roman Catholics under the auspices
of a society with headquarters in New
York City.

Sunday Shows At Bucyrus, O.?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Bucyrus, O.—Theaters here may
reopen on Sunday. One of the man-
agers plans to start his house running
again on the Sabbath and if the Mayor
does not interfere, it will remain open.
The others, no doubt, will follow suit.

New Addition to Gordon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—Miller Stewart has re-

signed from the Metropolitan to join
the Gordon Amusement Co. of Bos-
ton, of which Charles G. Branham
is general manager. J. A. Reich suc-
ceeds Stewart.

Burr Closes a Deal
C. C. Burr offices report the sale

of "You Are Guilty," to Progress
Pictures Inc., of Washington, for

Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and the
District.

Ontario Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kenora, Ont.—The Kenora, has
been destroyed by fire with a loss

of $65,000. The loss is partially

covered by insurance.

Frank Harris Promoted
Frank Harris, former branch mana-

ger for Pathe at St. Louis, has been
appomted a special feature represen-
tative.
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Coast Brevities
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Earle Williams is back
vith Vitagraph playing the lead in

['Borrowed Husbands," which David
Smith is directing. Florence Vidor

\s co-featured and others in the cast

Ire Rockliffe Fellowes, Robert Gor-
don, Edward Adams and Charlotte

Merriam.

Irving Cummings will next direct

"When Johnny Comes Marching
Home" one of the Gerald Beaumont
stories for Universal. Ethel Shan-
non, Creighton Hale and George
Copper head the cast.

Archie Mayo, who recently joined

Christie has taken active charge of

one of the comedy companies, and is

now directing Bobby Vernon.

"Cissy" Fitzgerald has been en-

gaged to play in "Driftwood," star-

ring Elaine Hammerstein. The pic-

ture is being made at Goldwyn.

Tom Miranda, title editor under

contract with Goldwyn, has been
loaned to Universal to write the titles

for "The Signal Tower."

Barbara La Marr and Conway
Tearle are to be co-featured in

Maurice Tourneur's next picture

"The White Moth."

Jacqueline Logan and Rod La
Rocque will be co-featured in "The
Code of the Sea," to be started at the

Lasky studio.

Mack Swain is the first of the cast

to be engaged by Charlie Chaplin
for his comedy of the Alaskan gold
rush.

Laura La Plante's new picture "An
Old Man's Darling," has been
changed to "The Dangerous Blonde."

Betty Compson will shortly be here

from New York to play the principal

role in "The Enemy Sex."

Home" for Universal.

Walter Long has been cast in

"Driftwood."

WALTER R. GREENE.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING -SAMPLE PRINTS - TITLES
Under the Personal Supervision of

ERNEST STERN
207 W. 40"5T„ N.Y.C. PENnsylvania 237'i

'Just Off Times SQuare"

Let "TED" Furnish the Music
Orchestras, Individuals, Enter-

tainers at Short Notice
Moving picture pianists, organ-
ists, combinations always on
hand.

TED ROSENTHAL
145 W. 45th St., Phone Bryant 1995

Scenario Writers Organize

Alleging that a monopoly exists in

the scenario field, 100 freelance au-

thors have joined in the incorporation

of the American League of Freelance
Authors, which will have its national

headquarters in Chicago.

Discuss Ann Arbor Problems
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ann Arbor, Mich.—Local theater

owners were the guests of the Cham-
ber of Commerce at their last lunch-

eon. Problems confronting local the-

aters were discussed.

Sunday Shows For Geneva
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Geneva, N. Y.—By a vote of 9 to

3, the City Council has passed an or-

dinance permitting shows on Sun-
day, between 2 and 10 P. M.

Old Universal Man Dead
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Louis Friedberger,

one of the oldest employees at Uni-
versal City is dead of pneumonia. He
was 69 years old.

Brandt Plans Another Trip

Joe Brandt, of C.'B. C. is back in

New York after a short visit to near-

by exchanges. He leaves in a few
days for an extended trip throughout
the country.

Hays Back from Havana
Theodore L. Hays of Finkelstein

and Rubin was in New York Satur-

day with Mrs. Hays, en route to Min-
neapolis from Havana.

Open Ritz Theater March 1

The Johnson & Moses Theatrical

Co., operators in Staten Island, will

dedicate their new Ritz theater Sat-

urday, March 1.

Gruman, Blyth's Assistant

S. Edward Gruman has been ap-

pointed assistant director of sales at

Selznick by David R. Blyth, sales

chief.

Maryland Bans "Three Weeks"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore—The censor board of

Maryland has banned "Three Weeks."

Le Saint to Direct

Edward J. Le Saint will direct "Pal

O' Mine," C. B. C.'s next picture.

Incorporations
A 1 b a n y—Broadway Amusement

Park, Buffalo. 600 shares common
stock, no par value. Incorporators,

M. Tomasikiowicz, J. Garzynski and
W. B. Presbybl. Attorney Al. Har-
rison, Buffalo.

Springfield, 111.—Cinema Service

Corp., 845 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Capital $30,000. Incorporators, W.
S. McDowell, Wirt Lee, W. H. Wise.

Madison, Wise—Walnut Theater
Co., Milwaukee. Incorporators, Sam-
uel Ludwig, Henry C. Keifel and
Arthur J. Nelson.

Austin, Tex.—Prince Amusement
Co., Houston. Capital $5,000. In-

corporators, L. Roberts, J. Warden
and G. C. Burke.

In The Courts
A verdict for $1,981 was returned

in the City Court against Ross C.

Croppy in a suit of the estate of Wil-
liam W. Wertenberger. The suit

was based on notes made at St. Joe,

Mo., 1917. The defense was that

Wertenberger sold Croppy his stock

in the Standard Film Co., of Missouri
upon the delivery to Wertenberger
of a release on an $8,000 note of the

corporation, on which Wertenberger
was liable, a sum in cash and $2,000

in notes. Croppy alleged that he fail-

ed to get the stock in time to vote it

at the ensuing annual meeting of

Standard Film, and counterclaimed
for $4,615. Croppy failed to appear at

the trial.

Los Angeles—Legal technicalities

have been cleared away and work is

at last ready to begin on a theater to

cost $1,000,000, at Ocean and Ameri-
can Aves., Long Beach, following a
decision by Judge Hardy of the suit

brought by Walter F. Home and
others against Henry Fidroeff and
others. Fidroeff claimed a lease to

the property, extending for 200 feet

on Ocean Ave., and the plaintiffs

brought suit to prevent him from fil-

ing papers which would encumber the
property and prevent the erection of
the theater.

West Coast Theaters, Inc., inter-

vened to protect their interests, and
then Judge Hanby settled the issues
and cleared the title so that building
operations can be started.

Trenton, Mo.—Edward Dubinsky,
indicted by a Federal grand jury with
his brother Morris, on an embezzle-
ment charge, has appeared before
George D. Beardsley, United States
commission and given $10,000 bond,
returnable in the April term of court.

The Dubinsky brothers were indicted

in connection with their alleged fail-

ure to return $7,910.96 in war taxes
to the government on the Tootle the-

ater, St. Joseph, which they former-
ly occupied.

Trenton, N. J.—Samuel D. Oli-
phant, referee in bankruptcy, has
granted permission to William E.
Green, trustee for W. Henry Elfreth
and William J. Vernon, alleged bank-
rupt theater operators, to lease the
South Broad theater. The play-
house was seized with other prop-
erty of Vernon and Elfreth when

bankruptcy proceedings were insti-

tuted against them more than a year
ago.

Supreme Court Justice O'Malley
has granted an injunction restraining
the Long Island M. P. Co., owner of
a theater in Jamaica, from holding an
election of officers and issuing cer-
tificates for additional stock of $50,-
000 until William Isensee and others
have had an opportunity to subscribe
for an allotment of the additional
stock to which they are entitled.

Final scenes for "In Fast Com-
pany" are being shot at F. B. O.
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Buy 'Spring Gleaning'
Stage Success Goes to Famous

—

Swanson Scheduled for "The
Swan"

Famous Players has acquired one
of the prize plums of the present the-

atrical season: "Spring Cleaning"
which is enjoying a successful run
at the Eltinge theater. It is quite like-

ly that the play will be released in

film form as "The Smart Set." That,
however, is a matter yet under dis-

cussion. "Spring Cleaning" will be
one of the fall releases.

The schedule of the next group of

Gloria Swanson releases has been de-
termined upon. "A Society Scandal"
opens at the Rivoli on March 9 and
the sales department is attempting to

line up as many simultaneous runs
for the picture as possible, beginning
with March 24. A sales executive
stated yesterday that it looked like

200 or more runs.

Mi«s Swanson's next picture will

be "Manhandled" and following that

will come "The Coast of Folly," from
the new novel by Coningsby Dawson;
then "The Swan," now running at the
Cort theater and "Aren't We All,"

written by Frederick Lonsdale, who
incidentally is the author of "Spring
Cleaning."

Le Baron, Paramount Supervisor

William Le Baron has resigned
from Cosmopolitan to join Famous
Players where he will supervise two
of the producing units at the Long
Island studio. Le Baron will work
in conjunction with Julian Johnson
and E. Lloyd Sheldon.

"America" for Boston Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—"America" opens at the
Majestic on March 3 for a run.

The Griffith offices have not made
any further plans for out-of-town
runs for "America." The usual num-
ber of key cities will have special en-
gagements, as is customary with all

of the Griffith pictures.

Unger Joins Famous
Joe Unger. former New York

branch manager for First National
yesterday joined Famous Players, in

charge of the local exchange. John
Hammell will supervise New York.
Albany and Jersey.

Richards Here
E. V. Richards is in town from

New Orleans.

Bamum's Show Outdone At Last. T. N. T.
March 29.

Mabel Normand's "The Extra Girl," a glorified "Molly O," is proving one
of the greatest comedy drama trium phs of the year. Mack Sennett pro-

duced it, Associated Exhibitors is di stributing it.—Advt.

Millions In Theaters
$179,821,700 in New Projects Planned

for 1924, "Architectural Forum"
Survey Shows

The "Architectural Forum," a

recognized journal in its field has pre-

pared an analysis of new building

construction planned throughout the

country during 1924. The report

shows that $179,821,700 will be ex-

pended on new theater projects.

This total is divided as follows:

Northeastern states

North Atlantic states
Southeastern states
Southwestern states

Middle states
Western states

Total

$30,209,500
29,192,700
2,055,300
18.848,000
81,003,000
18,513,290

$179,821,700

The survey was conducted through
the offices of architects throughout
the country. No special information
was sought relative to the kinds of

theaters, but those familiar with the

construction situation, stated yester-

day that there could not be any doubt
but that the greater percentage of the

total involved concerned motion pic-

ture houses.

Charnas Here
Harry Charnas, Standard Film Ser-

vice Co., is in town from Cleveland.

Reviving Keystones
Kessel and Baumann to Resume

Production—Plans In the
Making

Kessel and Baumann have plans
under way for the revival of the fa-

mous old Keystone Comedy brand.
Adam Kessel and Charles Q. Bau-
mann will be directly concerned in

the production of the new series.

The matter is now being discussed
and while final arrangements have
not been made, they will be com-
pleted very shortly. Just where pro-
duction will be centered has not been
determined upon. The pictures will

be known as Kessel and Baumann's
Keystone Comedies.

Form Canadian Subsidiary

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan,

Ltd., has been chartered here to dis-

tribute in the Dominion. Goldwyn
releases are now being handled by
Regal.

The formation of a subsidiary in

Canada carries no special significance,

according to Gabriel L. Hess at Gold-
wyn. Distribution will continue
through Regal, as heretofore.

"Lab" Combine In Air
Republic, Craftsmen and Erbograph

Involved—New Moves by Roth-
acker and Evans

A thrcc-c^rnered consolidation of
important laboratories operating in

New York is understood to be tak-
ing definite shape. In each instance,
the report is denied by persons in-

volved, but despite that, the move is

said to be progressing.

The plants involved are the Repub-
lic Laboratories, Inc., which have a
capacity of about 1,000,000 ft. week-
ly; Craftsmen Film Laboratories,
which are understood to have a week-
ly capacity of about 900,000 ft. and
the Erbograph Co., which has a
capacity of about 750,000 weekly. The
name of the combined organization
is expected to be Consolidated Film
Laboratories, Inc. and the purpose
is to eliminate the overhead in oper-
ating expense and at the same time
make the volume of business greater.

It is planned to eliminate certain
members of the executive staff of
each plant and thus cut the salary
list considerably.

At Republic, H. J. Yates was said
to be out-of-town and in his absence,
no one cared to discuss the matter.
L. J. San, general manager of the
Craftsmen plant scouted the report
and said it was the bunk. Ludwig
G. B. Erb of Erbograph said such
a move had been talked about for
some time but that there had been no
developments to occasion a new crop
of reports. He admitted that figures
concerning a consolidation and the
advantages put forth on behalf of

(Continued on Page 2)

Order Non-Rewind Machines
Edward C. Earle, representing

Bioscope Improvements Ltd., of
Johannesburg, South Africa, and in-

troducing the Way Non-Rewind, a
device for the elimination of rewind-
ing pictures, say his organization has
placed an order with The Pneum-
electric Corp. of Syracuse, to start

the manufacture of the Way Non-
Rewind here.

Interests In Dean Prod. Split

Charles R. Rogers stated yester-
day that he and Hunt Stromberg
had purchased Murray W. Garsson's
interest in Priscilla Dean Prod.
Garsson declared that he had re-

leased Rogers and Stromberg on the
first four pictures, but added that he
(Garsson) returned his interest in

them and in the company.

Get All Lit Up With Joy. T. N. T. March
29.
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Feldstein Promoted
(Special to THE FILM .DAILY)

Montreal—Harry E.. Feldstein, of

the Hodkinson Toronto office, has
been appointed manage}-, here.
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Abrams Optimistic
Back From Western Trip—Found

Conditions Satisfactory All
Along Line

Hiram Abrams is back from a trip

that covered all of the Western ex-
changes of United Artists. He said

he found business extremely satisfac-

tory all along the line and reported
that exhibitors were pleased with bus-
iness wherever he visited.

Abrams intends remaining in New
York for about ten days and will then
take another sales trip, this time tak-
ing in all of the exchanges in the
Eastern part of the country.

Wisconsin Booking Combine
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—The United Theatrical
Exchange of Wisconsin has been
formed in Janesville by C. J. Goetz,
of the Beverly theater and James
Zanias of the Apollo. Headquarters
will be maintained here and the fol-

lowing towns will be served: Richland
Center, Watertown, Janesville, Beloit,
Ft. Atkinson, Platteville, Eau Claire
and Chippewa Falls.

1st National Producing Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—First National Prod.
Inc., is the name of a new company
formed here to cover that company's
production activity on the West
Coast. The officers are Richard A.
Rowland, president; John McCor-
mick, vice-president; Earl Hudson,
secretary and Cliff Butler, treasurer.

Film Men Win Tournament
The Friars' handball tournament

came to an end yesterday with two
film men winning Class A and Class
B trophies. The first was won by
Elmer J. McGovern, a free lance edi-

tor and the second by Ray Gallagher
of the Motion Picture News.

Dinner for G. A. Rogers

Friends of Gustavus A. Rogers, at-

torney will give him a dinner at the

Plaza tomorrow night to celebrate the
completion of twenty-five years at the
bar. A number of state officials will

speak, and probably Will H. Hays.

Keller Joins Marriott Prod.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—M. C. Keller has
joined Mariott Prod, as production
manager. The company's first,

"Young China," is nearing comple-
tion.

"Lab" Combine In Air
(Continued from Page 1)

such a move had been advanced from
time to time.

It was learned yesterday that Tom
Evans of Evans Laboratory had taken
over the Kessel and Baumann labora-
tory at Fort Lee for a period of five

years and that Evans had already
taken actual possession of the plant.

It is understood that the number
of laboratories in and around New
York will be increased by a new plant
which Watterson R. Rothacker in-

tends building. It was reported yes-
terday that this plant would have a
weekly capacity of 2,000,000 feet.

Rothacker, when reached at the Ritz-
Carlton, stated that he had nothing to

say at the moment but that upon his

return from a cruise in the West
Indies, he would be willing to talk.

He sails today.

The Film Laboratory Credit Ass'n
held a meeting at the Astor last night
at which, it was earlier reported, the
consolidation was to be discussed.

Rothacker Winners Announced
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Neil G. Caward, an ad-
vertising man of Chicago has won
first prize in the Rothacker slogan
contest with the following: "First
Choice of the Best Producers." The
second prize was won by Samuel
Schwartzberg a New York attorney
whose slogan was "Makes Better
Pictures Better" and the third

by William J. McGrath of Fox with
the following "Prints with Person-
ality." The prizes were $100, $50 and
$25.

Leota Morgan, writer of originals
has just completed a new story, "The
New Generation."
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Vignola Buys "Mrs. Parmour"
Robert G. Vignola has purchased

film rights to "Mrs. Parmour," Louis
Joseph Vance's new novel. It will 1

be Vignola's first picture under his

own banner.

HAL ROACH'S
DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhecomecjy=-@^

SHERWOOD MACDONALD
PRODUCTIONS

10 SPARKLING
BATHING
BEAUTIES

2
REELS

COMEDIES
A NEW FILMBRAND

FOR A NEW COMEDY TYPE

NOW IN PRODUCTION

CTimmc II 3700 BEVERLY BLVD.Muuiua
|| LQS ANGELES

Phone

—

Beekman 9991

<EA1, SBBV1SC

119 Pulton St., N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Song of Love"— 1st Nat'l

Rivoli

AMERICAN—Norma lias changed. She.

thither by some new diesome mental process

r'jr tonic, has taken ten years off her age.

[
5he looks as she did at the time she played

Vitagraph pictures, when her radiance and
I beauty, swept her into stardom. * * I can

not call the story, based on Margaret Peter-

i son's novel, either original or great, but it

does provide an opportunity for some excel-

lent scenic effects and atmosphere.

|
DAILY NEWS— For loveliness and

Iglamour, I highly recommend this photoplay

of amour. I find it such a blend of beauty
J'for the vision, of feasting for the eye.

(There's padding in the story but happiness

at close.

EVENING JOURNAL—Norma Talmadge
lis always beautiful, but in this picture she is

exceedingly and appealingly so. * * Carewe,

as Ramlika, makes the most attractive sheik

'of them all.

EVENING WORLD—* * * The film,

II * * is rather charming throughout its many
reels inasmuch as one sees a lot of her *

gives Miss Talmadge an excellent chance to

go through all the emotions she is noted for.

It is, in our estimation, well worth the seeing.

HERALD—"The Song of Love," is a

highly amorous melodrama, * * * Although
~there are the makings of a good thriller in

"The Song of Love," not all the materials

are used to the best possible advantage. The
early plotting and intrigue is well managed,
and the amours of Miss Talmadge and Mr.
Schildkraut generate sufficient voltage—but

the climax of the picture is badly botched.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—In compari-

son with other Talmadge pictures it does

not stand up, mainly because of unnecessary
dragginess which could be easily eliminated

by cutting the wealth of incidental details

that retard the action. The best thing about
it is that it disclosed the fact that Norma
can color her work with subtle comedy with

as great effect as she can handle the heavy
emotional climaxes for which she is famous.
SUN—"The Song of Love," at the Rivoli

is the best of the "sheik" series. * * * Norma
carries off the most of the honors in connec-
tion with "The Song of Love." He acting is

quite striking. * * * All in all, "The Song
of Love," is an entertaining, romantic melo-
drama. It is scarcely edifying, but it is never
boring.
TELEGRAM—Matching the superb acting

of Miss Talmadge is the support of her two
leading actors. * * *

TIMES—Her vitality and charm cannot
be denied, as she performs in this attractive

part. 'Some might even say that it is re-

markable that Miss Talmadge did not at-

tempt such a characterization and adopt this

costume long ago. * * * The story has suit-

able complications, and the Biskra atmosphere
is decidedly pleasing. There are some splen-

did shots. * * * "The Song of Love," has
plenty of thrills, especially where Arabs
sweep on in their attack against the French
garrison.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—"T h e
Song of Love," is another one of those desert
pictures, full of sheik stuff and Norma Tal-
madge is a little Arabian dancing girl who
falls for the French secret agent. * * * pic-
torially the picture lias considerable action
and quite some battle stuff.

TRIBUNE—There seems, somehow, to be
not enough of it. Nat in length—we do not

mean there should be more reels—but more
depth. * * * N'orma could not possibly be any
better than she is in this new picture, and
we cannot remember when she has been so
pretty.

WORLD—' * * fair-to-middling entertain-
ment for the please-easies of the movies, with
Miss Talmadge under dressed a good part of
the way, out of respect to the box office.

Incorporations
Albany—Passion Play Prod., New

York. 500 shares preferred stock.

$100 each; 1,000 shares common stock,

no par value. Incorporators, C. Rein-
kling and M. H. Reuben. Attorney,
H. G. Kosch, New York.

Albany—Arthur
tures, New York.
Incorporators, C.
Houseman and H.
nevs, Kaye, McDavitt & Sholer, New
York.

Houseman Pic-
Capital $50,000.
Winthrop, A.

Kalman. Attor-

Albany—S. L. D., New York, the-
aters. 100 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, L. and A.
Mintz and D. A. Weil. Attorney,
C. H. Smith, New York.

Albany—Lee Lash Films, New
York. 1,000 shares common stock,
no par value. Incorporators, L. and
S. Lash and H. J. Kuckuck. Attor-
ney, P. Englander.

Springfield, 111.—Boggs & Holmes
Educational Film Library, Inc., Chi-
cago. Capital $25,000. Incorpora-
tors, C. E. Carnahan, E. Westphal
and L. J. Cochrane.

Albany—Davidson, Inc., New York.
Capital $5,000. Incorporators, A. A.
Schubert, H. O. Duke and J. J. Glynn.
Attorney, B. L. Miller, New York.

Springfield, 111.—Epic Film Attrac-
tions, Inc., Chicago. Capital $20,000.
Incorporators, Ed. Grossman, Myer
H. Gladstone and L. H. Gladstone.

Dover, Del.—Palma Pictures Corp.
has been chartered here with a capital
of $1,500,000.

Dover, Del.—Victor Ford Pictures
has also been formed, listing capital
at $100,000.

Sacramento, Cal.
Inc., Los Angeles.

-Veterans' Prod.,
Capital $500,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—Palmdale Prod.,
Alameda. Capital $100,000.
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| More Big News!
I

| THE STRAND, CINCINNATI |

| THE QARDEN, DAVENPORT, IA.

| Opened yesterday to |

| PACKED HOUSES HAROLD
I

I
with BELL I

WRIGHTS I
THE GREATEST
BOX OFFICE

PICTURE
OF THE
YEAR

WHEN A MAN'S
A MAN

Sixteen Theatres in Different Parts

of the U. S. Have Played Capacity on it.

You Can Do the Same.

It's a Principal Production
A First National Attraction

Craftsmen Film Laboratories announce:

The opening of their new Public Cutting and

Projection Rooms on the top floor of the God-

frey Building, 729 Seventh Avenue,

The location is the most convenient in New
York for film folk.

Rooms are completely equipped and surround-

ed by light and air—the ideal condition for the

editing of your pictures.

An Art Title Department under the super-

vision of Louis Meyer is also included in these

premises, adding greatly to the facilities of-

fered the editor or producer of pictures.

Telephone is Bryant 1923-1924

The Craftsmen Film Laboratories, Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue New York City

Laboratories: 251 West 19th St., New York City
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Olcott Deal Pending
famous Reported Ready to Boost
Salary But Director Wants Less

Interference

The negotiations between Famous
md Sidney Olcott are still pending

It was reported yesterday that Fa-

mous had made bids that reached

very close to the highest offers Ol-

cott has received from competitive

companies.
It seems that the director prefers

remaining with Famous but that he

wants to be sure that his pictures will

not be materially changed after he

completes his work. For that rea-

son, he is said to be insistent upon a

number of rather stringent clauses in

a new contract.

It is also understood that produc-

tion officials at Famous are anxious

to have Olcott direct "Peter Pan,"

/>ut, of course, they have nothing to

say in this connection in view of the

fact that under the present circum-

stances. Olcott will have no contract

with the company following the com-
pletion of "Monsieur Beaucaire."

There is some talk that if a new-

deal is made, Olcott will direct the

second Valentino picture and then

make "Peter Pan." This wou'd tide

the Barrie piece over to the summer
but if this plan is not carried out.

Olcott is slated to make "Peter Pan"
after "Beaucaire."

Irrespective of the director, "Peter

Pan" will be made on the coast.

Race For "Peter Pan"
Next Pictures of Famous Players Di-

rectors to Determine Who Will
Make Barrie Classic

Famous Players will have "Peter
Pan." ready for release along about
the holidays. This means the pic-

Vure will be placed in production dur-
ing the summer months.

It was learned yesterday that no
one had as yet been selected to di-

rect the famous Barrie classic but
that a competitive arrangement will

be made involving all of the Para-
mount directors. The next two or
three pictures from each of the group
will be used as a basis for the final

determination of the matter. A film
man well versed in production yes-
terday advanced the names of two
directors now in the Famous list,

Sidney Olcott and William de Mille.

Brenon Here
Herbert Brenon is in town from

the coast to direct "The Mountebank"
for Famous.

Charles Hastings in Screen Mirror: "Mabel Normand is 'The Extra Girl'
and—the extraordinary girl! We looked and laughed and shrieked." A
great Mack Sennett production distributed by Associated Exhibitors.

—

Advt.

Boston The City
Selected for 1924 M. P. T. O. Conven-

tion—Dates Indefinite But The
Month is May

The 1924 convention of the M. P.

T. O. A., will be held in Boston
some time in May. The definite dates
have not as yet been named. The se-

lection was made by the convention
committee comprised of M. E. Com-
erford, Glenn Harper, Fred Seegert,

John Schwalm. R. F. Woodhull, Jo-
seph W. Walsh and Sydney S. Cohen.

Apparently, the selection of Boston
was influenced by the fact that Mass-
achusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti-
cut and New Hampshire had all voted
in favor of that city.

Sign Contract for Dean Prod.
The contract between Priscilla

Dean Prod, and Hodkinson was fi-

nally signed yesterday. The first pic-

ture will be placed in work April 1.

Ask Danny—He knows shows. T. N. T.
Astor.

Buys "Mary the Third"
Goldwyn has purchased film rights

to "Mary the Third." King Vidor will

direct.

Reunite Old Team
Lubitsch to Direct Negri in One Pic-

ture for Paramount—Follows
"Manon Lescaut"

By arrangement with Warner
Bros., Ernst Lubitsch will direct Pola
Negri in one picture for Famous. It

will be placed in production in June,
following "Manon Lescaut" which
will be Lubitsch's next picture for

the Warners. Following the Negri
picture, the director returns to his

present affiliation.

Miss Negri is now at work on
"Men." It will be followed by "A
Woman of the Night," which Dimitri

(Continued on Page 2)

O'Reilly for T. O. C. C. Presidency
Partial nominations for T. O. C. C.

officers were named at the regular

meeting of the' body yesterday.

Charles L. O'Reilly is undisputed in

the field for president; Charles Stein-

er, for first vice-president; James
Jame and Rudolph Sanders for 2nd
vice-president; Sam Moross for sec-

retary and Sam Schwartz for

treasurer.

Kick Over Shelving
-arthelmess Objecting to Non-Play-
ing of Pictures—Seeks New Re-

leasing Arrangements

The varied reports concerning the

strained relations between Richard
Bartivjlmcss and Inspiration Pictures,

Inc., were reported yesterday to have
reached the point where the former
had definitely served notice on the
company that unless the releasing

contract with First National was
brought to an end, he would not con-
tinue producing pictures for Inspira-

tion.

It is understood that Inspiration is

committed to deliver three more of

the Barthelmess series to First Na-
tional under the present contract al-

though the star's contract with the
producing company runs for a num-
ber of years. Barthelmess' complaint
is said to be directly concerned with
the failure of the First National fran-

chise holders to play his pictures.

There is said to be no complaint over
the gross on the Barthelmess pictures

but only over the fact that the first-

run houses are apparently booking
the series and then shelving them.

At Inspiration, J. Boyce Smith had
nothing to say about the matter. No
one at First National could be reach-

ed for a statement and an effort to

communicate with Barthelmess failed.

Universal Buys "Miracle"

Through Cora C. Wilkening, Uni-
versal has purchased rights to "Mira-
cle," an unpublished novel by Clar-

ence Budington Kelland. Reginald
Denny may be starred. It will be
released as a Jewel.

Building Values
New Smallwood Letter Talks About

Advertising as An Aid to Exhibi-
tion Grosses

The value of advertising is discus-

sed by Arthur N. Smallwood in the

fourth of a series of open letters, this

one addressed to newspaper publish-

ers and the trade press. Smallwood
declares that advertising will enable

the producer to get all of the available

business from a given territory with-

in twelve or fifteen months after the

initial showings instead of having it

drag over a period of years. He is

also firm in the belief that it will aid

the exhibitor in a great measure. He
says, in part:

"Upward of twenty million dollars worth
of motion picture producer advertising will

(Continued on Pagr 7)

Paul Whiteman's orchestra. T. N. T. March
29.
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Reunite Old Team
(Continued from Page 1)

Buchowetski will also direct and
finally the Lubitsch film.

When Miss Negri came to this

country and started work for Fa-
mous, her first pictures, in the opinion
of many, proved disappointing. It

was remarked that she seemed to

lack the old fire that characterized
her work while under the direction

of Lubitsch. The joint work of these

two in one picture should prove in-

teresting.

George Randolph Chester Dead
George Randolph Chester died yes-

terday at the age rf fifty-four. Aside
from his reputation as an author,

Chester will be recalled as the for-

mer scenario editor for Vitagraph and
a general supervisor of production
for that company.

New Additions To "Sea Hawk" Cast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—With "The Sea Hawk"
entering its tenth week of produc-
tion. Wallace MacDonald and Bert
Woodruff have been added to the

cast.

Truart Deal with F. B. O,
Truart has a deal under way where-

by F. B. O. will release the former's

product in those territories for which
no state right deals have been made.
It is possible that the arrangement
will cover national distribution on
those Truart pictures now in work or

to be made.

Bailey Succeeds Hill

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Portland, Ore.—T. H. Bailey, for-

mer special representative for Para-

mount on the coast has succeeded
C. M. Hill as manager here.
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ACME THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York

Everything for the theatre

Phone Bryant 7392 - 7393 -9072

Badger, Taylor's Director

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Clarence Badger has

been selected by Metro, to direct

Laurette Taylor in "One Night in

Rome" which goes into production in

a few weeks.

"U" Buys Morgan Story
Universal has purchased "Cali-

fornia or Bust," by Byron Morgan.
No one has been assigned to it as yet

but it will probably be made as a

Jewel.

Tanner Purchases Three Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pana, 111.—Harry Tanner has
bought the two houses operated here
by the Frisina Amtis. Co., and also

tbe Palace at Nokomis.

"Virtuous Liars" Finished
Whitman Bennett has completed

"Virtuous Liars." Leon d'Usseau,
who co-directed is now editing and
titling.

Stuart Gould Here
Stuart Gould, picture editor of the

Omaha Bee is at the Martinique for

ten days.

In The Courts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Clarksburg, W. Va.—According to

a decision handed down by the Su-
preme Court of Appeals, the Or-
pheum will remain the name of the
theater building at 4th and Pike
Sts. Jack Marks, a former lessee, who
now operates a house on West Main
St., sought to enjoin Frank Moore,
owner, and Claude Robinson, present
lessee, from using the name "Orpheum
Theater," but the restraining order
was denied him both in the Circuit
Court and the State Supreme Court.
When Marks left the Orpheum

and opened the Bijou on West Main,
he named the latter the Orpheum and
instituted proceedings to prevent
Moore from using that name in con-
junction with the old house which
the latter leased.

Dayton, O.—Burt Fiala, owner of
the Alhambra, filed suit in the com-
mon pleas court tor a court order
restraining the operator's union from
picketing in front of his house. The
difficulties started when Fiala refused
to employ a union operator in place
of a non-union man.

Cady .and Cross In Deal?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—It is reported Glenn Cross
and Claude Cady have purchased an
interest in the Isis, Grand Rapids, and
the new Jefferson at Muskegon. It

is also stated that they are negotiating
for other houses.

To Submit "Yoke" Scenario

A number of women's clubs have
filed objections to the proposed film-

ing of "The Yoke" by the Warners'
who have promised the Hays office

to submit the completed scenario be-
fore placing it in work.

CYTHEREA
was the greatest

novel of 1 922

Coming Soon

\ETBJ 00MPSON

"MIAMI"
cM Jlan Crosland

production
~3 ' y '..' <^

^HOOKINSON RELEASE
<\

v
FIRST RUN PICTURES

Rothacker Puts Off Trip

Watterson R. Rothacker cancellf

his passage to the West Indies ye

terday because of the serious illne

of H. J. Aldous, father of Mrs. Rotl

acker and treasurer of the Rothacke
Aller Laboratory, Inc., of Hollywooi
The Rothackers left for the coa;

yesterday.

HAL ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL

COMEDIES
"The Pinnacle of Pantomime"

2 reels

Pafhecomedyw
PRINTING—DEVELOPING

OF QUALITY

HIRLAGRAPH
CHARLES HIRLIMAN

President

723 7th Ave. N. Y. C.

U.S. &CANADA AGENTS
FOR

i=§=m
CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.

ri8W.44ST. NY. BRYANT 6635

4
TH WEEK
CAMEO

(Direction B. S. Moss)

N. Y. City

Manager De Rosa says

HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT'S

"WHEN A MAN'S
A MAN"

Is drawing BIGGER
crowds than during its

Record Breaking First

Week

It will do the same for you

A Principal Picture

A First NationalAttraction

"iiiiii i_m3
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WHAT
THE CRITICS

SAID:

MAN
£1/^ George Randolph Chester

Patsy Ruth Miller
and

\ Dustin FarnumNEW YORK SUN and GLOBE:

"My Man" is much better than sev-

eral more pretentious and sophisticated

features in town at present. Dustin

Farnum plays the powerful politician.

He does it very well, too. He gives

him a bit of a sense of humor which is refreshing. Patsy Ruth Miller is

the girl. In "My Man" she is lovely.

NEW YORK EVENING WORLD:
Dustin Farnum and Patsy Ruth Miller carry off the honors, and the "he-

man" introduces some cave man tactics in his love-making that are novel.

NEW YORK AMERICAN:
David Smith, who directed the picture, has undoubtedly made a good

box office attraction.

NEW YORK TELEGRAM and MAIL:

David Smith has turned it into a lively screen play and at the Rialto

Theatre this week it goes along like a breeze.

NEW YORK TRIBUNE:

Patsy Ruth Miller is the sweet and attractive heroine and a very good

actress she is, too.

A Picture Your Audience Wants to See!

ALBERT I. SMITH president
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Chadwick In Deal With Arrow
I. E. Chadwick has taken over

"Days of '49," the serial, from Arrow,
for the New York territory. De
Luxe Film, Piladelphia, has bought
"Lost in A Big City," for East. Penn.,
So. N. J. and Delaware. Independent
Film, Boston, has secured New Eng-
land rights to "Gambling Wives."
Comique Film, a new company, have
taken over 21 Sport Pictorials and
12 "Tom and Jerry's for the West.
Penn. and West Va. territory.

New Company In Pittsburgh
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—Comique Film Co. is

the name of Pittsburgh's newest ex-
change. Offices have been opened
at 1030 Forbes St. The new outfit
will handle nothing but comedies. A.
H. McCleland is president and mana-
ger. Others associated are Harry
McGowan, M. G. Rhodes and Frank
C. Opiela.

Jacobsohn New Arrow "Rep"
W. E. Shallenberger, of Arrow, has

appointed Fritz Jacobsohn, of Berlin,
foreign sales representative for the
company in Continental Europe.

Detroit Iris Has Mixed Policy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Vaudeville has been added
to the picture policy at the Iris.

Incorporations
Albany—Progressive Poster Ex-

change, New York. Capital $5,000.
Incorporators, L. and R. Weinzimer
and H. E. Gert. Attorney, I. E. Mel-
ler, New York.

Albany—International Pictorial Ser-
vice, New York. Capital $10,000.
Incorporators, I. Landau and M.
Grossman. Attorney, J. Landau,
New York.

Albany—Globe Lecture Bureau,
New York. Capital $10,000. Incor-
porators, M. Grossman, and J. M.
Weiss. Attorney, J. Landau, New
York.

Sacramento, Calif.—Lincoln Amuse-
ment Corp., Los Angeles. Capital
$50,000.

Dover, Del.

—

Western Enterprises
Corp. Capital $200,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—Columbia Pic-
tures, Inc. of Nevada.

At Broadway Theate
Rivoli

"Baccanale," from "Samson and Delil '

is the overture, followed by Rivoli Picto
De Forest Phonofilm, a song and dance r.

ber, called "Orientale," with Miriam '.

soprano ; Adrian de Silva, tenor, and '

Torrecilla, dancer. The feature, "The S
of Love," stars Norma Talmadge. "

Girls," a Cameo Comedy, is last.

At Other Houses
The Cameo still houses "When A MA Man"; the Cohan, "The Ten Comim

mtnts'' ; "Yolanda" is In the early sts
of an indefinite run at the CosmopoIL
"The Covered Wagon" is in its 51st w
at the Criterion ; Griffith's, "America,"
"Abraham Lincoln" are running at the Fo
Fourth Street and Gaiety, respectivi
"Shadows of Paris," at the Rivoli last wi
now at the Rialto ; the Capitol has I

"Scaramouche" over for a second wi
and likewise the Strand with "The Hur
back."

Urge Against Over-Buying
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The M. P. T. O. of Mic
gan is urgently requesting its me
bers not to "over-buy"

mmWii^m.
THE MOST CONVENIENT
L ABORATO R Y

Just Up? T'mes Squar

;

JUST UF~
203 W 40"ST PENN 2;

SHERWOOD MACDONALD
PRODUCTIONS

10 SPARKLING
BATHING
BEAUTIES

COMEDIES
A NEW FILMBRAND

FOR A NEW COMEDY TYPE

NOW IN PRODUCTION

STUDIOS II
3700 BEVERLY BLVD.

II LOS ANGELES

Coming Soon^

LILA LEE
starring in a great
series offeature

productions

& HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first- Run Pictures
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Here ARE Pictures!
<tTHE FIGHTING COWARD" did $11,000 on Saturday

and Sunday at the Metropolitan, Los Angeles. It would
have broken all records excepting for very warm
weather. The picture is 100% and will build up big.

("The Fighting Coward" is James Craze's production of Booth Tarkington's famous "Magnolia",

ivith Ernest Torrence, Mary Astor, Noah Beery, Phyllis Haver, and Cullen Landis. Adapted
by Walter Woods.)

aSHADOWS OF PARIS" broke every house record at the

u

Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, getting $21,511 paid ad-

missions, 41,993 people.

("Shadows of Paris" stars Pola Negri. A Herbert Brenon Production. Supported by Adolphe
Menjou, Charles de Roche, Huntly Gordon. From "Mon Homme" by Andre Picard and Fran-
cis Carco. Adapted by Fred Jackson. Screen play by Eve Unsell.)

THE STRANGER" did $3,567 on Saturday at the Missouri,

St. Louis. Got $6,677 on Sunday, breaking house record

for one day. Forced to put on extra show at 1 1 P. M.

to accommodate crowds.

("The Stranger" is Joseph Henabery's production of John Galsworthy's "The First and the

Last", with Betty Compson, Richard Dix, Lewis Stone, Tully Marshall. Adapted by Edfrid
Bingham.)

And Coming!
"A SOCIETY SCANDAL" "TRIUMPH" "THE CONFIDENCE MAN"
'THE BREAKING POINT" "BLUFF" "ICEBOUND"

(paramount^pictures
(Produced by Famous Players-Lasky Corp.)
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The Long Awaited Sensation

All Previous Efforts Eclipsed

THE
ISLE

OF
VANISHING
MEN

The Barnum Of Them All

Will Tell Why To-morrow
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available to the newspaper publishers of

is country—and an additional two and a

[If million dollars of business to the motion
I'ture trade press—just as soon as the pres-

I faulty and high cost system of distributing

htion pictures gives way to a new system
i
which the independent producer will have

iport unity to merchandise his product in-

digently.

.'Manufacturers in other lines profitably

pend amounts exceeding ten per cent of

eir total sales for Advertising. But in the

ition picture industry, where the exhibition

!ue of the product and its ability to attract

trons to the box-office are dependent Iarge-

upon advertising and other exploitation*

e percentage allotted is less than two per
it ; whereas if there is any business in which
twenty per cent appropriation should be
e rule, it is the motion picture business

—

'show business' wherein the value of the

tres is determined not by manufacturing
st but by intangible qualities that cause
ople to plank down good money at the
x-office.

"Radical reforms in the methods of distrib-

ing and merchandising pictures are due.
id not only will these reforms benefit the
iependent producers who will bring them
out, but every newspaper and trade paper
hlisher will profit—inasmuch as the new
in contemplates intensive merchandising and
vertising and exploitation through a liberal

e of printer's ink. This in turn will create
greater public interest in the motion pic-

re theater and bigger receipts for exhibitors.

"I speak advisedly when I say these re-

ins are due. There is not an independent
Dducer, large or small, who is not thor-

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

oughly disgusted with the present-day distrib-

ution, not a single solitary one.

"The independently produced pictures out-

number those released by the large producer-
distributor organizations. These latter pro-

duce less than one-third of the total number
of feature length photoplays made in this

country annually, and an even smaller propor-
tion of the short subjects. Hut because of

excessive cost of faulty distribution afforded
the independent producer, the producer-dis-
tributor organizations dominate the business

to the extent of virtual monopoly. These
producer-distributors arc not promoting or
fostering any reforms in distribution for the

simple reason that the present system is slow-

ly but surely exterminating their independent
competitors without in any way making them
amenable to the Sherman Anti-Trust Law.
And the present so-called independent dis-

tributors are not fostering any reforms for

obvious reasons.

"The tendency toward monopoly in the

motion picture business must be apparent to

anyone who observes the quiet acquisition

of theaters by producer-distributors, and the

production activity of exhibitor-distributing
organizations. And with all this expansion
by single organizations covering production

—

distribution exhibition, requiring the intro-

duction of important 'new money,' where is

the whole proposition headed? But one way:
toward eventual amalgamation; toward

—

monopoly 1

"A reform in distributing methods, segre-
gating physical distribution and selling of pic-

tures, and placing physical distribution upon
a flat service basis—instead of on a percent-

age basis, as at present—this coupled with
trade oaper exploitation and liberal use of

newspaper advertising nationally, by the pro-
ducers themselves, copy to be released when
picture plays key po'nts in the newspapers'
territory, will afford the solution of the prob-
lem.

"It takes a good article to stand the acid

test of advertising—of real advertising. And
in the measure in which the production would
stand that test and justify the cost of adver-
tising by the greater number of seats it

would sell for the exhibitor, so would its

exhibition value be set. Then would come
real, not imaginary exhibition values.
"When the independent producer gets

proper distribution for his pictures, you news-

paper and trade paper publishers will find

hundred thousand dollar appropriations for

advertising a regular thing ; and furthermore,
the producer-distributors will be forced into
similar advertising and merchandising chan-
nels, resulting in there being no less than
four pictures a week, or two hundred and
eight per annum being exploited through the

newspapers, with appropriations that will

readily average $100,000 each— or more than
$20,000,000 per year!

"This motion picture producer advertising
investment in newspapers throughout the

country will enhance the exhibition values
of the pictures advertised to exhibitors
throughout the country; it will assure the

independent producer first run representation
and enable him to get quick bookings and
play dates from exhibitors in each territory

who will want maximum benefit from the pro-

ducer advertising. This advertising will also

enable the producer to get all available busi-

ness from a given territory within twelve or

fifteen months after initial showing—instead

of having it dragged out over a period of

two or three years—thus enabling the pro-
ducer to limit his contract with the selling or-

ganization to eighteen months, and permit
the re-editing and re-issue of big proven at-

tractions, with new prints and a new adver-
tising campaign, within two or three years
after its premier showing. Proven successes
on the legitimate stage are put on the road
vear after year with profit to the producer,
and this condition can -be brought about in

the motion picture industry. Intensive ad-
vertising and selling will reveal those pic-

tures that car. so survive.

"The A. N. P. A. may well take cognizance
of the necessity for reform in motion pxture
distribution, and foster such a reform in view
of its new business potentialities. The mo-
tion picture trade press is aware of the need
for such reform and should openly champion
it. The mot'on picture exhibitor who doesn't
wish to be throttled by monopoly and who
wants better box-office attractions should ac-

tively interest himself in speeding the day
when the new order of things shall be func-
tioning. Branch managers and salesmen
should be vitally interested because of the big-

ger opportunities for profitable employment
to be presented them.

"And the American Railway Express Com-
pany should be vitally interested because, as

agency
t
for physical distribution, they would

come into tens of millions of dollars of new
business.

"And every independent producer of mo-
tion pictures is interested because it will en-
able him to merchandise his product more
efficiently and with profit to himself."

Pettijohn Returns

Charles C. PettijoTin, returned yes-
terday from a trip to Chicago and
Cincinnati relative to arbitration mat-
ters.

—STONE HAS THEM
EDUCATIONAL FILMS

TRAVEL SCENIC
INDUSTRIAL SCIENTIFIC
SPORT MAGIC
HAND COLORED NOTABLES

STONE LIBRARY
Room 303 Chickering 2110

220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

npowFiiH
isBORATORlts
L INCORPORATED , J

220 WEST 42 N-D STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

The Event of the Season!
THIRD ANNUAL

PARAMOUNT BALL
HOTEL ASTOR, MARCH 7th

(FROM 9 P. M. ON)

* Ann Pennington and Brooke Johns from the Ziegfeld Follies

* The Famous Pianist-Composers, Makers of 0- R- S. Piano Rolls:

Zez Confrey, Victor Arden, Phil Ohman, Max Kortlander at

Two Wurlitzer Pianos

* Vincent Lopez and his Orchestra

OTHERS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION

MOVIES OF EVERYBODY
TAKEN AND SHOWN AT THE BALL

TICKETS $7.50 EACH
AGENCIES OR PHONE MURRAY HILL 6600
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featuring
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Tearle
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Theater Confab
Paramount Bringing In District Man-

agers and Important Managers
for Four-Day Meeting

Harold B. Franklin has summoned
theater district managers, and man-
agers of the more important of the

various theaters controlled by Para-
mount to attend a convention in New
York, beginning Tuesday and termi-

nating on Saturday.
A number of topics will be discus-

sed, among them the booking situa-

tion, balancing of programs, adver-
tising and preparations for the Sum-
mer season.

In connection with the booking
situation there will be brought up for

discussion and analysis, the class of

productions for the individual theaters

and the days on which certain types

of pictures are best suited. This will

naturally establish the class of pic-

tures not wanted with regard to the

demands of the individual house. It

will also provide a wide scope for the

discussion of short subjects, serials,

and states rights pictures. Leases and
renewals furnish two more important
topics. Relations with exchange man-

(Continued on Page 11)

Denies Trouble With First National

Richard A. Rowland declared yes-

terday that First National had ex-

perienced no difficulties with Richard
Barthelmess over the showings of his

pictures. He added that if Barthel-

mess was involved in a disagreemen'

over his contracts it must be with
Inspiration, the producing company

It was denied indignantly that the

First National franchise holders were
shelving any of the Barthelmess pic-

tures. "We consider them fine at-

tractions," said Rowland, "and it is

silly to assume that pictures of that

calibre would be put on the shelf."

Hearing Ne^it Month
One-Day Session in New York Likelj

First and Then Will Be
Resumed in Atlanta

Counsel for the Government will

shortly hold a session lasting one day
in New York and then the hearing
of the Federal Trade Commission in-

to the affairs of Famous Players will

be resumed in Atlanta. This will

probably occur the second week in

March.

Important testimony is to be taken
by the Government investigators in

town. In the interim, Bruce Brom-
ley, on the staff of Robert T. Swain,
who represent Famous in the case will

leave for Atlanta to line up a large
number of witnesses tnat the re-

spondents intend bringing before the
examiner when the sessions are re-
sumed. It is understood that the
Government has practically finished
its case. The testimony gathered by
Famous in Atlanta will be in the
nature of its defense.

Tippett Here
John D. Tippett arrived in New

York yesterday from London. He is

here in connection with the sale of
Gevaert raw stock in this country.

January Tax Report Indicates

Finest Business Since June, 1921

Admission Returns in That Month Reached $7,576,991, an In-

crease of Over $-500,000 Since December, 1923, and an

Advance of $810,783 Over January of Last Year.

Discard "Heart Trouble"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Joseph M. Schenck
has ordered work stopped on "Heart
Trouble," the current Constance Tal-
madge vehicle and has dismissed the

company because the story was found
to be an inferior one. Al Green will

direct "Connie" in the new story
which has not as yet been decided
upon.

De Forest Increases Capital

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dover, Del.—The De Forest Film

Corp., New York, has filed an in-

crease in capital of from $4,750,000 to

$5,500,000.

Dancing with Paul Whiteman's T. N. T.
March 29

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The Internal Revenue Bureau yesterday made

public admission tax figures for the month of January, placing the

total at $7,576,991. This represents an mcrease of over $500,000

as compared with the returns for December when th% total reached

$7,047,876.

The January total, according to the records, shows that busi-

ness at the box office throughout the country was better during

that period than at any time since June, 19zJ, ^Reports for the

past few months, have in the main, indicated a decided up-trend

in theatricals, the figures, of course, including both picttnes anu

other forms of amusements.

When comparison is made with like months of 1922, the in-

crease for the latter months of 1923
becomes pronounced. The following
chart shows comparative figures for

current months and the corresponding
period of last year:

1923 1922
October $6,999,867 $5,396.46!
November 6,849,212 5,484,790
December 7,047.876 6,825,249

1924 1923
January $7,576,991 $6,766,208

Collections from the seating tax for

January totaled $27,707 against $37,-

035 collected for January, 1922.

The House of Representatives has
accepted the clause in the Mellon bill

doing away with the ten per cent tax
on admissions when they amount to

fifty cents and less, all above that sum
to pay the present ten per cent levy.

Mabel McElliott, New York Daily News: "'The Extra Girl' is Mabel

Normand's best. No other woman in the movies has so vivid a feeling for

the comic, mixed with a serious and striking personal loveliness."—As-

sociated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Hampton Buys Five Scripts

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood—Jesse D. Hampton has
urchased five new stories for pro-
'•iction in the Spring. Hampton holds
he screen rights for four more Rex
Beach stories.

Williams Coastbound
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—J. D. Williams is due
momentarily from the East. There is

some talk that his visit concerns ad-
ditional product for Ritz-Carlton Pic-

tures.

Its a party! Astor, March 29. Dont miss it.

T. N. T.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. . 11074 109^4 110 1,000

F. P.-L. ... 653/6 64^ 65 600
do pfd Not Quoted

Goldwyn . . 10J4 10 10J4 800
Loew's .... 1634 1634 16->4 100
Warner's N-tft Quoted

Among Exchangemen
CmaVia—Charles Zagrans has been

appointed assistant manager of the

Fox office, succeeding Harry Hyman.

Des Moines—C. J. Riggs, who haj
been covering the South Platte sec-

tion for Universal, has joined F. B. O.

Omaha—C. R. Blubaugh has re-

signed from Metro to join First Na-
tional at Des Moines.

Des Moines—D. T. McEhinney it

the newest acquisition to Columbia'*
sales force.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Joe Lefko is back
again in local film circles, this time
with Universal.

Cincinnati—M. B. Barnett, Univer-
sal salesman, has been transferred

here from Pittsburgh.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

Geo<Se
£. K^

CorP<*
a60°

V_,°* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York. ("luck. 4052
Cables—Geokann. X. Y.

Coast Brevities
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—For "San Francisco,"
Charles Swickard has engaged Jul-
arine Johnston, Francis MacDonald,
Josef Swickard and James B. Lcong.

"Billy" Rau, veteran unit produc-
tion manager at Universal City, who
has been absent on account of illness,

is back on the job.

Walter Hiers has been engaged by
Al Christie to co-star with Dorothy
Devore in "High and Dry," for Hod-
kinson release.

Chester Bennett has fully recover-
ed from his recent nervous break-
down and is preparing for his next
picture.

Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin
are writing the scenario for "Broken
Barriers," Reginald Barker's next
picture.

John Harron will appear opposite
Ddrothy Mackaill in the production
Frank Woods is making for Hod-
kinson.

Universal has purchased "Equal-to-
Anything Hooper" hy Dorothy
Richardson for Reginald Denny.

Herbert Rawlinson has started
work on "High Speed." Herbert
Blache directing.

Jack Finlayson, member of Hal
Roach's outfit, is back from a visit

to New York.

George Fitzmaurice, has engaged
Ben Carre, to make the sets for

"Cytherea."

Robert Brower has been cast in

"When Johnny Comes Marching
Home."

Marshall Neilan has begun shoot-
ing on "Tess of the D'Urbervilles."

Virginia Valli is due back in Los
Angeles from New York Saturday.

Leatrice Joy is completing one of
the featured roles in "Triumph."

Dorothy Farnum will scenarioize
"Babbitt" for the Warners'.

Roy Stewart has been cast for a
part in "Sundown."

WALTER R. GREENE.

Revoke Storage Licenses

The companies in the- Mecca Bldg.,
1600 Broadway, received a shock yes-
terday when they were informed by
the Fire Department that licenses to
store more than the usual five reels

of film allowed in an office building
had been revoked and that the letter

of the law would in the future be
strictly adhered to. All of the ten-
ants in the building, which houses
Universal, Warner Bros.

t
C. B. C,

Pathe, and Apollo will probably work
in unison to have the restriction lifted.'

New Tax Bill Up In South Carolina
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbia, S. C.—Representative
T R. Bryson has presented a measure
in the House to amend the present
State theater revenue law, by pro-
viding that the tax should not apply
to those houses located in any un ;n-
corporated, industrial or manufactur-
ing community.

"Beau Brummel" on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Beau Brummel" will

have its premiere at the California
theater March 8. It will have an in-

definite run.

The Barrymore picture opens at

the Strand the end of March.

"Driftwood" Cast Completed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Truart has completed
the cast for "Driftwood," Elaine
Hammerstein's next. Ralph Graves
will play the male lead. Others in-

clude Gertrude Astor, Edward Earle
and "Cissy" Fitzgerald.

Tom Moore will play opposite
Gloria Swanson in "Manhandled."

Start Two Films Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Warners' will

start work on "Babbitt" and "How
to Educate A Wife" on March 10.

Monta Bell will direct the first and
Harry Beaumont the second.

Ministers Favor Censors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—At the recent
session of the Ministerial Union of

Rochester, a resolution was adopted
opposing the repeal of the censor-
ship bill in Albany.

Tizon's Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—Samuel Tizon's thea-
ter at Universal was recently burned
to the ground.

i
Coming Soon

Ifm CQMPS0N

oM Alan Crosland
production
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FIRST RON PICTURES

HAL ROACH'S
SPAT FAMILY

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes Only"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy
=r-®~-

America, inc
7Z9-7™Ave.N.Y.- Bryant ZI5B

The Mackler Process

PROCESSED FILMS MEANS
ROLONGED LIFE

PERMANENT R0TECTI0N TO
ERF0RATI0NS AND IRINTS

WE PROCESSED
"THE THIEF OF BAGDAD"

CYTHEREA
means

what you mean

only more so

THE TIMES SQUARE

OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

Printing

Loose Leaf Supplies

Filing Devices

BRYANT 1871

PROMPT SERVICE

TOTEM STATIONERY CO.
LONGACRE BLDG.

1476 BROADWAY ROOM 824



THE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK MODEL

THE
MELODRAMA

"7

1000
THRILLS t

By Owen Davis

Scenario by Carey Wilson

Directed by

EMMETT FLYNN
Featuring Claire Windsor,
Edmund Lowe, Raymond
Griffith, Mae Busch, Lew
Cody, Hobart Bosworth.

Adapted by H. H. Van Loan.

JUNE MATHIS,
Editorial Director.

A Qoldwyn Picture

Goldivyiv&osmQpoUtari
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Some Features The Public Like
Titles of pictures the public liked best among current re-

leases were given in response to the questionnaire recently dis-

tributed by THE FILM DAILY through the courtesy of several
hundred theater owners. The data will be found below

:

Ashes of Vengeance, Covered Wagon, Robin Hood.—B. P. Donovan,
Equitable Trust Co., Fayette & Calvert Sts., Baltimore Md.

Best during summer were: Covered Wagon, Merry-Go-Round and Little

Qld New York.—Mrs. Arthur Twining, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Grandma's Boy, Sailor Made Man.—No name.

Covered Wagon, Alice Adams, Fjifrv'Yfi of W?vn.f? —Mrs. B. Moore, Sec.

Ind. Indorsers of Photoplays.

Ashes of Vengeance, Potash & Perlmutter, Gold Diggers.—New Grand
Central Theatre, Grand Blvd. at Lucas Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

To Have and To Hold, Main Street, The Famous Mrs. Fair.—E. C. Higbie,

Pres., Eastern South Dakota, State Normal School, Madison.

Courtship of Miles Standish, _y^nhVFair^ Safety Last.—E. S. Dysinger,
Fullerton Union High School^EuTlerton, Cal.

Gloria Swanson, Gish & Talmadge's pictures.—The Lowe Observatory,
Mt. Lowe, Cal.

Covered Wagon, Birth of a Nation, Three Musketeers and Jackie Coogan's
pictures.—No name.

Covered Wagon.—Rabbi Raphael Goldenstein.—Temple B'nai Israel, Pasa-
dena, Cal.

Robin Hood, Lorna Doone, Java Head.—Mrs. Jos. E. Friend, 1807 Palmer
Ave., New Orleans, La.

Enemies of Women, Why Worry, Brawn of the North.—No name.

If Winter Comes, Jame iown, Bonnie Brier Bush.—C. C. Marshall-First
Methodist Episcopal Church, Bridgeport, Conn.

Enemies of Womc, Covered Wagon.—F. A. Woll, Asso. Prof., C. C. N. Y.

Haven't seen iiiy lately that I liked.—Frank N. Freeman, University of 1

Chicago, 111.

I haven't seen any picture shows lately.-—Louis Frohman, 709 Greenmount
/ Ave., Baltimore Md.

Circus Days, An Old Sweetheart of Mine, Penrod and Sam.—Mrs. Edna
Hatfield Edmondson, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.

Robin Hood, Three Wise Fools, When Knighthood Was in Flower.—D. M.
Johnson, St. Ignatius Rectory, 6559 Glenwood Ave., Chicago, 111.

Down to the Sea in Ships, Voice from the Mjnaret, Ashes of Vengeance,
Java Head, Robin Hood, Tess of the Storm Country.—Henry E.
Bliss, C. C. N. Y.

Covered Wagon, Ashes of Vengeance, Circus Days—John C. Ruckelshaus,
501 Indiana Trust Building, Indianapolis, Ind.

Knighthood, Sixty Cents an Hour, Sure Fire Flint, Girl of Golden West.

—

South Boston Amusement Co., South Boston, Va.

Merry-Go-Round, Six Days, Call of the Wild.—Rev. A. M. Blackford,
Chairman, Reviewing Com't., Better Films Com't. of Jacksonville,

Fla.

Over the Hills, Sky Pilot, Bonnie Brier Bush.—Rev. E. L. Spiller, Com-
munity Bldg., Lanesboro, Iowa.

Covered Wagon, Robin Hood, The Fighting Blade.—bureau Visual In-

struction, Extension Div. Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

The Old Homestead, Orphans of the Storm, Grandma's Boy.—A. M. Row-
ley, Bedford, Ohio.

The Servant in the House, That Something, The Man Who Played God.

—

A. B. Meyer, Tell City, Indiana.

The Cheat, The Famous Mrs. Fair and The Fog.—Mrs. James T. Chandler,

Jr., 214 W. 9th St., Wilmington, Del.

Merry-Go-Round, Lady of Quality, Acquittal.—Orpheum Circuit, Palace,
Orpheum Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

The Green Goddess, Woman Proof, Merry-Go-Round, Why Worry.—Mrs.
Louis Jersawit, 485 Central Park West, New York City.

Brass, Down to the Sea in Ships, Four Horsemen.—W. T. White, Birming-
ham, Ala.

Hollywood—Harry F. Wasserman, Mgr., Eagle Theater—Roxbury.

Dr. Jack by Harold Lloyd, Back Home and Broke by Thos. Meighan, Pain
Ticket by Shirley Mason.—Rev. Edward Scofield, The Manse, 155

So. Church St., Goshen, N. Y.

Woman of Paris, Scaramouche, Green Goddess.—No name.

Scaramouche, Enemies of Women, Salome.—M. Caroline Bell, 430 E. Lafay-
ette Ave., Baltimore, Md. (I think the average "Serial" »»H comedys

of the Larry Semon character are an insult to the intelligence of the
public. These things are inflicted on the defenseless public. You
have to sit through them in order to see the feature, and they keep
many people away from the movies. Personally, I will not go to

see any picture where there is a Larry Semon comedy on the same
bill. If he is funny, then our sense of humor is missing. I do
enjoy Harold Lloyd to the utmost.)

Robin Hood, The Bright Shawl,' Circus Days.—California Polytechnic
School, San Luis, Obispo.

Robin Hood, Spoilers, Enemies of Women.—Virginia Theatre, Hazard, Ky.
(Mr. WO. Da'nn).

Enemies of Women, Circus Days, Penrod & Sam.—Rialto Theatre, Clinton,
^—~ Iowa.

Famous Mrs. Fair, Daughters of the Rich, Enemies of Women.—A. O. H.
Grier, City Editor, Every Evening, Wilimington, Del.

Bluebeards 8th Wife, Noise in Newboro, Scaramouche.—W. F. Harris,
Palace Theatre, Petersburg, Va.

I have not attended a movie for some time. The last picture I saw was
The Nth Commandment which I regarded as the slimmest apolgy for

drama I had seen in months and since then there has not appeared
anything I had any inclination to witness and we have all the leading
films of the country here and I have free, gratis, for-nothing ad-
mission!—Rabbi Joseph Leiser, Temple Beth El, Helena, Ark.

Green Goddess, Trilby, Robin Hood.—Rabbi Lee J. Levinger. 905 Van
Buren St., Wilmington, Del.

Famous Mrs. Fair, When Knighthood was in Flower.—Wm. G. Taylor,
V. P., Delaware Trust Co., Wilmington, Del.

Rosita, White Sister, The Green Goddess.—E. N. DeSoto, 8 Dellwood Rd.,

Hasbrouck Hill, Staten Island.

Little Old New York, The Hunchback of Notre Dame, Rosita.—Lloyd V.
Almirall, Harvey School, Hawthorne, N. Y.

Potash & Perlmutter, Children of the Storm, When Knighthood was in

Flower.—Oklahoma United Brethren C. E. Union T. A. Tripp, Pres.,

2512 South Broadway, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Oliver Twist, Down to the Sea in Ships, Hunting Wild Game in Africa,

All of Harold Lloyd's Comedy features.—Rev. Paul L. Grove, Red-
wood Falls, Minnesota.

Robin Hood, Covered Wagon, Way Down East.— Illinois State Normal
University, Drawer F. Normal, 111.

Strangers of the Night, The White Rose, Ruggles of Red Gap.—Mrs.
Benj. T. Rochester, 1022 South 18th St., Birmingham, Ala.

Merry-Go-Round, Ruggles of Red Gap, Circus Days.—E. D. Turner, Mgr.,
Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N. C.

Three Wise Fools, The Three Ages, Covered Wagon.—Nat Golden, 717
Vernon St., B'klyn, N. Y.

If Winter Comes, Robinson Crusoe and Little Minister.—Dr. W. H. Mc-
Master, President Mount Union College, Alliance, Ohio.

Robin Hood, Back Home and Broke, Two Orphans of the Storm.—Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, Univer. Ext. Division, Univer, Ext. Bldg.,

Madison, Wis.

announcing

tpriscilla

(Dean
in a series qfspeciQl

productions
for HOOKINSON RELEASE

Season 1924- 1925 ~~ Thirty First- Run Pictures



Five other biglfeatures^recently presented by this

theater averaged only 63% of amount grossed by
"DAUGHTERS"

"Daughters of To-
day" is clean. It cre-

a t e s unprecedented

discussion by news-

papers and by word
of mouth because it

deals with one of the

most vital phases of

life today. Ask the

Exhibitor who has

played it.

"Daughters of Today" will have the

influence for good that characterized

"Over the Hill."

SP^NicKI^DISTRIBUTING tf"
|^ CORPOR£XIOI<J] "~i The Emery Amusement Company is

one of New England's best known
amusement enterprises.

Daughters of Today
is one of the few dramatic pictures ever
passed by the censor for Boston Sunday

showing
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HBACK
Ask

Ask

Ask

Walter Hays, Pres.,

Syracuse Strand Theatre Co., Inc..

Syracuse, New York.

All records for any picture that has ever played

Syracuse either at a legitimate theatre at a

$2.00 top, or a picture theatre, have been broken

with the Hunchback. We are holding the pic-

ture over next week—a rare occasion in Syra-

cuse, and expect record-breaking business the

balance of the engagement.

Peter Wilson,

State Theatre,

Sacramento, Calif.

Hunchback of Notre Dame is a powerful pic-

ture. Lon Chaney's characterization of Quasi-

modo is marvelous. The picture made a tre-

mendous hit at advanced prices. Business in-

creased with every showing.

John H. Kunsky, Enterprises,

Adams Theatre,

Detroit, Michigan.

Opening day Hunchback, Adams Theatre,

broke all records by $1200.

P. S. Second day's business again broke

house record.

Ask Louis J. Santikos,

Rialto Theatre,

San Antonio, Texas.

Packed house night and day. Receipts ex-

ceeded those of any since we opened the Rialto.

Everybody well pleased.

Ask I

Ask

Ask

Ask

Harry C. Arthur, Gen. Mgr.,

West Coast Theatres,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Real $1.65 picture. Thousands who have se

same unanimous in their opinion of Hunc

back as a great picture, wonderfully product

Appeals to all classes young and old. Gre

love story.

J. C. Sutphen, Mgr.,

Brandeis Theatre,

Omaha, Nebraska.

I consider this production the last word

screen achievement. Opened Brandeis Theat

to biggest Sunday business in the history

the theatre.

J. Henry Handesman, Jr.,

Oliver Theatre,

South Bend, Indiana.

The Hunchback of Notre Dame has broken «

house records established at the Oliver The

tre, South Bend, for the past fifteen yeai

Kindly call and see me as I would be inte

ested in a second run of the Hunchback.

Oliver Edwards, Mgr.,

Palace Theatre,

New Haven, Conn.

Hunchback enjoyed greatest opening perforn;

ance of any of the big features at advance

prices. Capacity in a house seating 3200.

is a magnificent production and a great pictur

<•""" NOW BOOKING AT Al

A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION



mO PLAYED

NOTRE DAME
\&k

A. G. Talbot, Mgr. Dir.,

Bishop-Cass Theatres Co.,

Denver, Colorado.

For a number of years we have been seeking

a film production worthy in our estimation of

a reserve seat policy at advanced prices, two

shows per day, at the American Theatre. The
only picture for us, so far, that in the opinion

of the writer, meets with the requirements

above stated, is the Hunchback of Notre Dame.
We wish to congratulate your company in pro-

ducing such a masterpiece and wish your com-

pany every success in the exhibiting of the

Hunchback of Notre Dame throughout the

world.

R. J. Stinnet, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.,

Capitol Theatre,

Dallas, Texas.

It was necessary to have eight policemen han-
dle the crowd in front of our theatre awaiting

the second show. We have been in theatrical

business in Dallas for fifteen years and never

before have there been such crowds. The
Hunchback is the talk of all Dallas. Not a

single person has complained that our admis-

sion price was too high.

Alexander Frank,

Plaza Theatre,

_____ Waterloo, Iowa.

Hunchback opened today to complete sell-out

both matinee and evening. Turned away an-

other capacity house. Expect to reach the

highest guarantee ever offered a picture here

tomorrow, the second day. We still have five

days left to cash in. There is nothing in sight

for a long time to come to equal the opening

record of the Hunchback.

IVERSAL EXCHANGES ~^

Vsk

Ask

Ask

Ask

Ask

W. F. Clarke,

Charlestown Theatre,

Charlestown, S. C.

It has been a great pleasure and privilege for

the Directorate of this theatre, to play the

Hunchback of Notre Dame. We had record

houses for all performances. The film in ques-

tion is the finest that has ever been made. We
shall appreciate very much if you can arrange

an early return date.

*

Charles F. Truman,
Academy Theatre,

Meadville, Pa.

Just closed three biggest days my house ever

knew with the finest picture ever produced.

H. L. Hedger, Mgr. Dir.,

Community Playhouse,

Meriden, Conn.

I consider it the best thing you have done in

pictures. Satisfactory not only to the patrons

but likewise to the management by the box-

office returns, even at the greatly increased

prices.

Donald Knapp,

San Bernardino, Calif.

You are right on the Hunchback. It took San

Bernardino like Grant took Richmond. All

audience records surpassed. Hunchback is

sure-fire winner. It is one of those "glad I

came" pictures. It makes them talk. We
turned them away.

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE
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The day of the FREAK attractions is still here
B. F. KEITH
E. Z. POLI
A. H. WOODS
MARTIN BECK
MORRIS GEST
RINGLING BROS.
"TEX " RICKARD
P. T. BARNUM

THE WORLD'S GREATEST SHOWMEN KNOW

!

THEY ACCUMULATED FORTUNES PLAYING FREAK ATTRACTIONS—
THE DAY OF THE DIME MUSEUM HAS NEVER LEFT US—
ADOLPH ZUKOR
MARCUS LOEW
AL. G. BARNES
KOHL & CASTLE
A. L. ERLANGER
BEN WALLACE
FLO ZIEGFIELD
ALEX. PANTAGES

THE SUCCESS OF THESE MEN IS KNOWN!

THE BIG SMASH—SOMETHING DIFFERENT—

"THE ISLE OF
VANISHING MEN"
Special Showing To-morrow (Friday) at ELEVEN A. M.

CRITERION THEATRE
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Putting It Over
r

1ere is how a brother ex-

\itor put his show over.

ad along your ideas. Let
i other fellow know how you
uned up.

st Boosts Murray Run
cinnati—A newspaper contest

iut over at the Walnut for "The
h Doll," by Albert P. Kaufman
:tro.

called for newspaper coopera-
n a costume-designing contest

ich the theater gave away small

and other inducements under
ispices of the local paper. It

over big in Cincinnati and wher-
:lse it has been done.
:ry day the Times-Star appear-
ith a lead story outlining the

it. The name of the picture,

r and play date were prominently
i up at all times. The judges
sd the best of the designs sub-

1 and these were later displayed

lobby. The final selection was
on the basis of the greatest ap-

[ by the Walnut patronage.
> of $25, $15, and $10, in gold
given away besides additional

lation prizes.

Scores on "Boy of Mine"
ianapolis—An unusual advance
tising campaign was conducted
mager Ace Berry of the Circle,

Joy of Mine."
several days space three by
was used in 4he papers. One
risement of the series played up
ngton Week. Another was a
I statement by J. K. McDonald
ing he had only one ambition
ake good, wholesome, clean and
aining pictures." This was a
aimed directly at the home folks

raw them out. There followed
ed statement by the theater de-

g "Boy of Mine," to be the
's Greatest Human Drama."
lersistent hammering along this

ras unavoidable.

augh A Minute Man
nelia, Ga.—To manager C. D.
augh of the Pastime, goes cred-
one of the quickest rush order
tation stunts on record. Rain
ened to spoil his day and so
>th in touch with the printer.

n an hour, newsboys were on
treets delivering several thous-
handbills. Two cross words:

running up and down along
idjacent borders topped the
ge. "Yes, even if it is raining
an't afford to miss Norma Tal-
e in 'Smilin Through' at the
ne."

ependents At F. B O. Studio
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
llywood—The F. B. O. studio,
sen thrown open to independent
ccrs.

npanies now working at the
mclude "The Black Mask" unit
is co-starring Harry Carey and
Roland; the Douglas MacLean
iny, making "Never Say Die"
e Richard Talmadge unit mak-
n Fast Company."

Making Accident Reels

Billy Brandt is co-operating with
E. B. Hatrock of International News
Reel in the production of a series of

ten accident reels which are to be
embodied in the news reels and then

later made into special reels for show-
ings throughout the state. Fifty local

policemen are being trained to lec-

ture in conjunction with the pictures.

Non-Theatrical Photoplay Starts

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dcnvc r, Col.—Non-Theatrical
Photoplay Prod., has been formed to

make educationals. It is stated that the

new organization may first make a

series of 26 New Testament stories.

Headquarters, will be at Arvada,
near Brighton.

Viola Dana Starts On Next
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Viola Dana is working
on "Along Came Ruth," her first pic-

ture on next 'year's schedule. Eddie
Cline is directing. The support in-

cludes Walter Hiers, Raymond Mc
Kee, Tully Marshall, Victor Potel and
others.

May Build Studio In Sacramento
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sacramento, Cal.— It is understood
that a party of local business men is

anxious to back a new $1,000,000 stu-

dio building for Stereoscopic Prod.
Corp., a new unit, with headquarters
in Hollywood.

Lee Marcus In Bermuda
Lee Marcus, of F. B. O., is on a

vacation in Bermuda.

Incorporations
Austin, Tex.—Fairyland Amuse-

ment Co., Dallas. Capital $50,000.

Incorporators, L. M. Kirkes, E. E.

Harrington and J. H. Cunningham.

Springfield, 111.—Play Prod. Co.,

Chicago. Capital $2,500. Incorpora-
tors, Gertrude Auerbach, J. Dedocy
and A. E. Adelman.

Trenton, N. J.—Nosniv-Borag, Inc.,

theaters; West Hoboken. Capital

$25,000.

Trenton, N. J.—L. & S. Amuse-
ment Co., West Hoboken. Capital

$10,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—M ontrose
Amusement Co., Montrose. Capital
$50,000.

Portland, Ore. — Bend Theaters,
Inc., Bend. Capital $20,000.

Sacramento, C a 1.—Stereoscopic
Prod. Corp., Hollywood.

Sacramento, Cal.—First National
Prod. Inc., Los Angeles.

Jefferson City, Mo.—-Columbia Pic-
tures Corp.. St. Louis.

Columbus, O.—Ohio State Thea-
ter Co., Columbus. ,

Albany

—

Trio Prod., Wilmington.
Capital $30,000.

The Whole Show World

is coming to the

PARAMOUNT

BALL

HOTEL ASTOR

MARCH 7th
Beginning at 9 P. M.

Vincent Lopez and his

Famous Orchestra

TICKETS $7.50

Agencies or Phone Murray Hill 8500



TIMES SQUARE DAILY

AMOUCHE' SMASHES RECORD

TOPPING ALL PREVIOUS RE

BY DRAWING $67,960 AT CAPITO

Washington's "KirthcTay Pulled $14,520—"Robin

Hood" Formerly Held It for Fortnight's Run

—

Look for Better Than $50,000 on Second Week-
Business Good at Other Houses

1*1

'AMERICA' SMASH HIT

"Scaramouche," the Metro spe-
cial, smashed all existing box-office
records at the Capitol last week by
running up gross receipts of $67,960.

The picture on Washington's Birth-
day alone drew $14,520. That is

now the record for one day's taking
at the t>ig picture house.
As against "Scaramouche,," the

Strand held "The Hunchback of
"Notre Dame," the Universal picture,
but it did not have the draw that
the presentation at the bigger house
held. "The Hunchback," however, is

also held over for the current week.
The Capitol yesterday got another
smashing day for the second Sun-
day, $12,290 gross, with the outlook
toeing that business will be in the
neighborhood of $50,000 on the sec-
ond week.
The record for one week at the

house

Norma

Nor;

Hood." 4
obii

.
Themost severe

snow-storm of the
?ear*the strongest
oppositionBroddw "*

hds ever known <-

couldn't stop

SCARAMOUCHE
from settindd
world s record at the

CAPITOL.NewYork

furif Imperial Pictures Ltd.,6xdiui0e
Distributors thruoutqvecct Britain
Sir Williamjm-Lj, Manacjinq Director

fyRAFAEL SABA.TINI
Adaptation and Cbntinuity bu

WILLI? GQLDBECKb
Thoroqraphed bu

JOHNE SEITZ
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leater Confab
Continued from Page 1)

II be considered. Federal

;tion is also on the program.
ives in the New York office

n amassing data pertaining

of the topics scheduled for

i during the convention. Al

10 final solutions to any of

ems named have been decid-

the executives have prepared
ndations subject to the ma-
proval of all the delegates to

ention. This is on general

)n matters concerning the in-

theaters it is expected that

ict managers and their as-

jvill provide the food for dis-

ee pass "bugaboo" has been

:h by the statistical depart-

d the reports of their re-

this field ranks this among
rtant topics as one form of

of profits." It is hoped that

can be decided upon which
reflect unfavorably on the

but will in some way di-

le aggregate free admissions
ven period.

ations for the Summer will

i group requirements so that

jrchasing is done, it can be

nigh bulk purchasers cutting

a minimum the pro rata cost

theater sharing in the buy-
s thought at this time that a

)f exchanges may be effected

atter of draperies and other

s for the decoration of the

uring the hot season, thereby
' expenditures for a period

;ry dollar spent shows only
returns that it would at any
son. One of the most inter-

atters which this convention
al is the type of pictures re-

I the theaters certain days oi

:. Discussion on this point

lit in several changes being
the policies of theaters with
i more or less performances

will be addresses by Adolph
laude Saunders, A. M. Bots-
advertising, and Hugo Ries-
rhe evenings will be devoted
ainment, with theater parties

esday and Thursday, and the
nt ball on Friday,
who will attend from out of

lude:

m of the Florida district. Ford S
of Atlanta, Earl S. Crabb of the
ict, E. L. Perry of the Oklahoma
. S. HH1 of the Carolinas, E. R.
the Alabama district. H. B.
Duluth, F. H. Dowler, Jr., of

ra, H. E. Ellison of Denver. Bruce
Chicago, A. E. Fair, W. P. Gray
(gland, Saul Harris of Little Rock,
I Keys of Johnson City, H. A.
Miami, W. J. Lytle of San An-
I McElravy of Memphis, Herschel
St. Louis, J. E. Waterman of

le home office, with Harold B.
here will be F. L. Metzler, Theo-
>ung, Harry D. Goldberg and Lem

Rapf Through With Warners'
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Despite the fact that

Harry Rapf was scheduled to make
one picture for Warners' following

"Broadway After Dark," the arrange-
ment between both parties has been
terminated.

Rapf's last picture was to be "The
Yoke," to which objections have been
filed via the Hays office. It was
learned confidentially yesterday that

Rapf's share in the pictures he has

made for Warners' has paid him ovcr

$200,000 in the past eighteen months.
This does not include the revenue
which will come to him from future

bookings.

"U" Undetermined over "Damned
Universal has made no decision

about the production of "Damned"
which was acquired some time ago.
E. H. Goldstein declared yesterday
he didn't know whether or not the
story would be filmed. Ethel Smith
Dorrance, the author stated yester-
day it was her understanding her
story would be made and said she
had been collaborating on the screen
version to the complete satisfaction

of Carl Laemmle. Mrs. Dorrance
sent a letter to Will H. Hays yester-
day, asking on what grounds Joseph
M. Schenck made the assertion on
the coast that the production of the
story would prove deleterious to the
best interests of the business.

Brilant Joins Pathe

Arthur M. Brilant has joined Pathe
as exploitation manager. A re-arrangc-
ment there places E. F. Supple in

charge of publicity while P. A. Par-
sons continues in charge of the ad-
vertising. Until now, exploitation

and publicity were handled under one
head.

Ohio Lifts Normand Ban
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Ohio State Board
of Censors has lifted its ban against

Mabel Normand and Edna Purviance
films on the ground that no criminal
charges have been filed against the

two actresses.

»bery in New Orleans
rial to THE FILM DAILY)
irleans—Yeggmen opened the
the Trianon yesterday and
!00, Saturday and Sunday re-
the Trianon and Alamo. The
ises are operated by the

Semon-Vitagraph Trouble Ends
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The entanglement
existing between Larry Semon and
Yitagraph has ended and their dif-

ferences adjusted. Under the settle-

ment, Semon will complete "Moon-
shine."

Earle, Phila. Opens March 24

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—Jules E. Mastbaum

has returned from a vacation at Palm
Beach and has set the opening of

the Earle for March 24. The house
will seat close to 3,000.

Site for Kunsky House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—John H. Kunsky will

build his fourth theater in the down-
town section at Woodward and Eli-

zabeth. It will seat 3,200 and will

cost over $2,000,000.

Elevator Drop Causes Scare

An elevator in the Godfrey Bldg.,
dropped from the 17th floor to the
second about noon yesterflay, due to

a broken chain. No one was hurt
but the incident caused a mild stir.

Fire At Fox Coast Plant
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Fire at the Fox stu-

dio destroyed films worth $50,000 Ttte
blaze originated in the cutting room.

Asher Leaves For Coast
"Ef" Asher leaves for the Coast

today to confer with Mack Sennett.
He will be gone about eight weeks.

Cohen Here From Honolulu
Joel C. Cohen of the Consolidated

Amusement Co., Ltd., of Honolulu, is

here. At the Claridge.

Plans "Liberty Boys" Series

Tefft Johnson declared y_esterday
he had purchased the rights to "The
Liberty Boys of 76," the juvenile
stories published by Harry E. Wolff
which have a large circulation weekly.
Johnson intends making the stories

in two reel form and has completed
plans for a series of twelve.

Nigh Plans "The Tumbleweed"
Nighsmith Pictures will produce

a feature called "The Tumbleweed,"
in which Lucille La Verne and Will
Nigh wi'l play the principal roles.

Nigh will also direct. The company
has completed "The Guest" the third

of its miniature series for Pathe.

Off for Coast

Renaud Hoffman of Poem Classics,

Inc., Hollywood, left for the coast
yesterday following the reported con-
summation of a distributing deal. He
is making a series of eight two reelers.

William Sistrom of Hollywood
Studios left with Hoffman.

Griffith Has Heavy Cold
D. W. Griffith is suffering from a

heavy cold, contracted during the
rush to complete "America" in time
for its premier. He was kept indoors
for several days but went up to the
studio yesterday on urgent business.

Rosson To Direct Dick Talmadge
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—"Stepping Lively" will

be the fourth Richard Talmadge pic-

ture of the series being made by Abe
Carlos for Truart. Arthur Rosson
will direct.

Theodore Hays 111

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis—Theodore L. Hays is

ill with pneumonia. He returned
Sunday from a trip to Havana and
was taken ill at his office.

Show "Vanishing Men" Friday

Herman J. Garfield will give a spe-
cial showing of "The Isle of Van-
ishing Men" at the Criterion tomor-
row morning at 11 o'clock.

Marjorie Daw Coming East

Marjorie Daw is on her way East
from the coast to appear in pictures

scheduled for Eastern production.

M. P. Engineers Meet May 19-22

The Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers will be held at

Roscoe, N. Y., May 19-22.

Blames Exhibitors
Joe Brandt Says They Fail to Give
Independent Producers the Proper

Financial Support

Joe Brandt of C. B. C. is out with
another open letter, this one address-

ed to exhibitors. He blames them
for failing to give the independent
producer the proper financial support
and says:

"I warned you last year that in refusing
decent financial support to the independent
producer you were encouraging the pro-

ducer-theater combinations to increase rentals

to the exhibitor. This is exactly what hap-
pened and you got more or less what I

said you would get—a healthy increase in

national exhibition by all the important na-

tional distributors. The only thing that

saved many of you was the unusually good
business year, which permitted your paying
these unhealthy increases and still survive.
As a prominent exhibitor said to me the other
da\

—

"Everytime I pay a big organization a
fancy price for their product I lose money
on it. but I make up the loss from my cheap-
er 'buys' over the balance of the season."

"Is this fair? Don't you owe it to your-
self to cut down on exorbitant rentals and
to increase on your average rentals so that

the independent producer may become a per-
manent factor in the business—in your ser-

vice?

"And now let me voice my appreciation of

the exhibitor who has consistently supported
independent product, paying for it the best
prices he could in order to keep the Inde-
pendent producer in business. This exhibitor
has witnessed the steady increase in the
quality of the independent product.—he has
seen independent exchanges in many terri-

tories become strong factors (in these terri-

tories) frightening the theater-producer com-
bines in many instances. Within the last

sixty days he has noticed the entrance into

the business of an organization especially
created to encourage the best producers to

go into the independent field.

Brandt concludes by saying that

C. B. C. will increase its output for

1924-1925 from eight to twelve and
possibly sixteen pictures.

Minnie Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive representative for

JETTA GOUDAL
(The Green Goddess)

A ddress all Communication! to

17 West 42nd Street

Longacre 8225 New York

WILL BUY FOR CASH
For Reliable N. Y. Exchange
Features—Two reel Westerns
for N. Y. and Northern New
Jersey. New product only.

Write full particulars

Box M 100, Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St
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ANEW name will have to be invented for the kind of picture James Craze has made
in "The Fighting Coward."

It is a terrific drama—the drama of a pretty boy being turned by scorn into a

man-eater! But it is drama blown across by gale after gale of laughter, absolutely

uncontrollable delight at seeing milk curdled to blood!

This picture kids the whole tradition of risking your life for a hasty word.

There are so many well-calculated insults and guns pulled that you feel sure you
won't be able to draw four more breaths before somebody passes out!

Get This!
(1) James Cruze will go down in history as the

director who could make a reverberating, world-

beating success such as "The Covered Wagon,"

and then have the versatility to create an entirely

new genre in high-voltage satiric drama.

(2) However much you may have enjoyed

Ernest Torrence in the past you will know for

a fact, after seeing this picture, that he has the

film world by the tail in any part he cares to

undertake. Torrence is the world's finest fan-

cier of grotesqueries, mild or murderous!

(3) Let this picture once circulate a bit and the

name Cullen Landis will mean the same as

Money to you. He's the gentle lad who learns

to eat 'em alive and order ham and eggs be-

tween homicides.

(4) When the footage is showing that contains

Noah Beery people will be scared to blink their

eyes for fear of missing a fraction of an inch.

He hurts your ribs with laughter.

(5) Mary Astor and Phyllis Haver provide the

feminine charm about which all these heroes cir-

culate.

And pass out they do, with the audi-

ence's motometer showing ever higher

temperature.

"The Fighting Coward" not only opens

a great new vein of drama and comedy
drenched with a new kind of nervous ex-

citement and surprise, but it absolutely

convinces you that Cruze and all the cast

had a wonderful time making it!

If after seeing it, any exhibitor can

place his hand on his heart and honestly

swear that he did not enjoy it like beef-

steak after a day's fast, why, we will buy
him the most expensive derby on Fifth

Avenue.

"The Fighting Coward" will create its

own audiences everywhere after one

showing.

Get 'em in once and Human Nature will

do the rest!

From Booth Tarkington's play "Magnolia." Screen play by Walter Woods.

(2 (paramountQicture
Produced by

FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION »
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JVI.P.P.D.A. Expands
iove Now Under Way to Secure Co-
operation of Exchange Managers

in All Key Cities

The Independent M. P. Prod, and
)ist. Ass'n, Inc. is launching a move
o secure the co operation of three

undred odd state right exchanges
hroughout the country in an effort

o eliminate evils in the independent
eld.

|
I. E. Chadwick, president of the

Organization is sending a letter to

[very exchangeman enlisting their

id. In it, he declares data is being
'ompiled relative to all branches of the

independent field and also states that

irrangements have been completed
jor legal and accounting reprcsenta-
ion in important cities.

As noted recently, plans will short-

y be launched for a coast affiliation.

Baker Sues For $14,000

George D. Baker, director is suing
International in the Supreme Court
'or -$14,000 on a contract signed by
William R. Hearst as president. He
:laims $7,666 for twenty-three days
extra work in addition to $18,000 paid
him at $2,000 a week for each of the

films ."Heliotrope" and "Buried Treas-
ure," $1,333 for work on script for

four days which are not included in

his contract, and $4 000 due on "Prox-
ies."

Terra Film Officials Coming
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—Erich Morawski and Dr.
Max Glass, both managing directors

of Terra Films intend leaving for

New York about March 13 to make
an American affiliation.

Cleanup Battle In Houston
* (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Houston, Tex.—A movement has

been started here for better pictures
under the leadership of Florence
Sterling, head of the League of Wom-
en Voters.

De Barge Off For Coast
Robert De Barge, producer of the

Art Acord westerns left for the coast
yesterday. Distribution will be
handled through the Madoc Sales
Corp.

Borrows Busch and Menjou
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Reginald Barker has
borrowed Mae Busch from Goldwyn
and Adolphe Menjou from Famous to
appear in "Broken Barriers."

Mabel Normand in "The Extra Girl" is a nation-wide hit, attracting great-

er praise than even "Molly O" aroused. It's a Mack Sennett production,
distributed by Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Cost $1,426,000
Court Action Reveals What Interna-

tional Spent on "Knighthood"

—

Jose Rubens Sues

The fact that "When Knighthood
Was In Flower" cost $1 426.000 is

set forth in a judgment roll signed by
City Court Justice Walsh in favor of

Jose Rubens against International
Film, for $2,000. The court also

found that Rubens was not at fault

when he did not arrive at the studio

on April 18,1922, when directed to do
so in order that scenes could be shot
in which his appearance was neces-
sary, because he had an accident to

his eye on the way.

Rubens sued on a contract by
which he was engaged at $500 a week
for four weeks. He started work
April 17, and alleged that he was dis-

charged on the 19th. The defense was
that his discharge was justified be-
cause he did not arrive at the studio

and kept the entire cast waiting.

Make It Snappy. Soup at 7. T. N. T.
Astor.

"Lincoln" Closes March 8

"Abraham Lincoln" will close its

run at the Gaiety on March 8. No
plans for general distribution have as

yet been made, according to the

Rocketts.

Deny Insolvency
Detroit Fussed Up Over Activities

of Detroit M. P. Corp.—
Society Interested

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit—Local newspapers are de-

voting a good deal of space to the af-

fairs of the Detroit M. P. Corp.

The Englander Co., has filed a suit

for $270 for an auto top furnished

the company's studio during the film-

ing of "Mary." Howard H. Colby, a

director says the suit is the result of

a misunderstanding and squelches the

report that minority stockholders

have forced a special audit of the

books.

The company was organized here
in 1922. Thomas G. Baillie, a form-
er law-office associate of Gov. Alex

J. Groesbeck, represented the com-
pany before the Michigan Securities

Commission, which authorized the

sale of its stock. The first issue was
as follows: 30,000 shares of preferred,

par value $10, and 30,000 shares of

common at no par value, sold at $1

a share. This stock was sold in blocks,

one share of preferred with one share

of the common. The second issue

was authorized in October, 1923. This
was an issue of 30,000 shares of pre-

ferred par value $10, and 30,000 shares

(Continued on Page 3)

Repeal Looks Bright
Assemblymen Will Not Be held to

Party Lines in Voting—Action
Next Week

(By Long Distance Phone)
Albany—The repeal of the censor-

ship bill continues bright. The situa-
tion, if anything has improved.
Speaker Mac Hold announced yes-

terday that he would hold no con-
ference with leaders of the Assembly
to determine the attitude of the Re-
publican party on the measure when
it reaches the lower house. This is

significant. It is also learned that
party lines will not be adhered to
when the measure comes up in the
Assembly, with each legislator vot-
ing as he thinks.

The Walker bill which seeks repeal
is now in the hands of the Senate
Finance Committee. Action on it is

looked for next week.

Ralph Ince Leaves

Ralph Ince is en route to the
Coast, where he plans to direct a ser-

ies of pictures. He is accompanied
by J. O. Taylor, cameraman.

Joe Brandt Leaves

Joe Brandt left for the coast yes-
terday.

Russia Wants Help
Semi-Official Representative Here to

Take Technicians Back—No
Financing

Joseph L. Malkis, former com-
mercial director of Prolet Kino, a
producing and distributing company
in Russia and now in New York as
a semi-official representaaive for the
Soviet Government, in film matters,

stated yesterday that his visit here had
to do with the acquisition of techni-

cians and production experts to go
back with him.
He said Russia was anxious to de-

velop its own film business, not only
in production but in distribution. For
that reason, a selected group of men
familiar with American producing
methods is sought to educate Russian
artists in the technique of the motion
picture. There will be no financial,

aid offered. What ever pictures are
to be made there will be self-financed.

The Government. Malkin explained,
will offer every aid in production and
later in seeing that the pictures get
the widest distribution possible. The
point seems to be that the organiza-
tion that first gets a foothold in Rus-
sia will be in a position to establish

a trade-mark prestige that will be
valuable in the future.

To The Ladies. T. N. T. Hotel Astor,
March 29.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sale*

East Kod. . U0y2 110^ 110^ 300
F. P.-L. .. 66 6SK 66 1.500

do pfd. Not Quoted
Goldwyn Not Quoted
Loew's .... 17*6 16% 17M 1,400

Warner's Not Quoted

Terriss Engages Aviators
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Havana—Tom Terriss is busily en-

gaged on "The Bandolero." He will

use Captain Nunguesser, the French
aviator in part of the production and
expects to secure Andre Bellot and
Maurice Weiss, two other well known
aviators in the picture as well.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

fiflve you eves committed matrimony ?

- dohothy'devohe
STAY SINGLE

a

phristie CometlfayfTK

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

Geotge
t.fca«*

V^°* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING -SAMPLE PRINTS

i„d TITLES

BEST QUALITY ONLY
'03 \v 40"5T .NYC PtNfoYWrfu 2373

Officials Visit Olcott

A group of city officials visited Sid-
ney Olcott at the Paramount studio
yesterday to watch production of

"Monsieur Beaucaire." Among the
visitors were Justice May, President
Riegelman of Manhattan, Richard
Enright, License Commissioner
Glantzmeyer, Justices Taylor and
Martin, John J. McCooey, Charles
Dodd, district attorney of Kings
County and Edward Giesmar, his as-

sistant.

Hear Argument On Picketing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dayton, O.—Hearings on the in-

junction suit brought by Bert Fialo,

owner of the Alhambra, East Third
St., against members and officers of

Local 248, M. P. Operator's Union,
are on before Judge E. T. Snediker.
Fialo started proceedings to prevent
the local from picketing his theater

with objectionable propaganda after

he refused to employ a union opera-
tor.

1st Nat'l's Releases
Five pictures are scheduled by First

National for March release. They
include: "Galloping Fish," "Lillies of

the Field," "Why Men Leave Home,"
"The Goldfish" and "The Enchanted
Cottage."

E. H. Tassey Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Houston, Tex.—E. H. Tassey,
president of Southern Film Service,

is dead, following an attack of acute
indigestion.

Educational Exchange Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Work has been finished

on remodeling the old Realart quar-
ters at 97 Walton St., into an ex-

change for Educational.

Irene Rich in "Pal O' Mine"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Irene Rich will have
the leading role in "Pal O' Mine,"
C. B. C.'s next picture. Edward Le
Saint will direct.

Hart At Rialto Next Week
William S. Hart in "Singer Jim

McKee" will be the feature at the

Rialto next week. "Icebound" will

play the Rivoli.

A Coast Arrival
Lewis Dayton, last in "Maud Mul-

ler," a Renaud Hoffman production,

is here from the Coast. At the Al-
gonquin.

"The Lost Virgin" Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Halperins are

considering a story called "The Lost
Virgin" for their next picture.

"Scaramouche" Over Loew Circuit

"Scaramouche" will start its run
over the Loew circuit on March 10.

William Howard Here
William Howard is in town from

the coast. At the Astor.

Ben Silvey is assisting Ivan
Abramson in the direction of "Med-
dling Women."

In The Courts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Declaring that he
had been discharged without cause in

violation of a contract, Emil Offer-
man has filed in the Superior Court
a suit against the Robertson-Cole
Studios and the Film Booking Offices
asking damages totaling $183,685.69.
The plaintiff stated that on Feb 4,

1922, he entered into an agreement
whereby he was to become general
manager for three years of the stu-

dios at a salary of $500 a week. Offer-
man alleges he was to receive 10,000
shares of common stock in the R-C
Pictures Corp., valued at $10 a share.
Offerman declared he was dis-

charged Nov. 24, 1923. He admitted
receiving a credit of $12,600, but as-

serted there was $34,400 due him for

services rendered and $31,000 due on
the contract. F. B. O., was said by
Offerman to have succeeded the Rob-
ertson-Cole studios and was therefore
made a joint defendant in the suit. In
a separate answer the studios admit
they had engaged Offerman, but
stated that he was employed on a
week-to-week basis, and denied in

their entirety the charges which
named them a joint defendant.
The case has been set for trial June

3.

An attachment for $5,213 has been
obtained in the Supreme Court
against the W. M. Smith Prod., an
Oklahoma corporation, by the W. I.

Film Service Inc. The suit is based
on a previous judgment obtained by
default in Marion county, Indiana,
against the interest of the defendant
in the films, "White Masks" and
"Gold Grabbers."

The New Amsterdam Credit Corp.
has sued the Standard Film Service
in the Supreme Court for $10,597 due
on an agreement by which the defen-
dant took over the lease of four films,

agreeing to pay $15,000 for the first

twelve months for each, and owes the
sum stated on "Darling of the Rich."

COPY writer and layout

man wanted for Adver-
tising Dept. of large pic-

ture company. Experience
and ability essential. Write
details ofexperience and salary.

Box M-50, care of Film Daily

Kann Makes A Deal

George E. Kann has sold the Grea
Britain rights on "You Are In Dan
ger," to Pearl Films, Ltd., of Lon
don.

HAL ROACH'S
CHARLEY CHASE
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Incorporations

J

Albany, N. Y.—Dewhurst Films,

Jew York. 5,000 shares common
tock. no par value. Incorporators,

). L. Johnston, P. E. Cowan and O.
V. McConnaught. Attorneys, Simp-
on, Thatcher & Bartlett, New York.

Albany, N. Y.—Passion Play Prod..

nc, New York. 500 shares prefer-
[ed stock, $100 each; 1,000 shares

:ommon, no par value. Incorpora-

ors, C. Reinkling and M. H. Reuben.

Columbus, O.—The Palace Theater

Co., Inc., Canton. Capital $35,000.

Incorporators, George H. Clark, T.

i
Whitsel, M. Tucker, A. Zimmerman
and A. C. Barthelman.

Springfield, 111.—Monterey Theater,

Inc., Chicago. Capital $20,000. In-

corporators, William Murphy, Abra-
ham Rotblatt, W. B. Armstrong and
S. P. Gurman.

Pass New Fire Rules
(Sp*cial to THE FILM DAILY)

Blytheville, Tex.—The City Coun-
cil has passed a new fire ordinance,
forcing local theaters to be more
cautious for the safety of their pa-
trons. It prohibits patrons from
standing in the aisles or lobbies and
urges more care in the projection

room.

Beaudine To Direct "The Goof"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—William Beaudine has
been engaged to direct "The Goof."
The cast has not yet been completed.

Springfield, 111.—Parish Amuse-
ment Co., Chicago. Capital $40,000.

Incorporators, M. J. Connelly, J. D.

Watts and M. B. Morris, New York.

Albany, N. Y.—Maldina Pictures,

New York. Capital $100,000. In-

corporators, E. Dinapoli, L. .1 Mai-
sell and J. J. Halligan.

Portland, Me.—Colonial Corp. 1,200

shares stock. $100 par value. Incorpo-

rators, M. E. Foster. M. G. O'Neill

and A. B. Farnham.

Albany, N. Y.—Mimar Theater Co.,

Queens.' Capital $10,000. Incorpo-

rators S. E. Harwitz, M. M. Willens

and F. Golding.

Corinne Griffith's next for First

National will be "For Sale" which
George Archainbaud will direct.

r i i rn

Peppard Becomes Partner To Rike
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kemp, Tex.—H. H. Rike, operating
theaters at Kemp, Mabank and Mala-
koff, has sold a half interest to Mr.
Peppard. of Terrell. The new pair

intend building new theaters.

Lowell Preparing Their Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Gloversville, N. Y.—L. Case Rus-
sell is writing the continuity for the
next Lowell production, "Open
Places."

Albany, N Y.—Rivers End, Inc.,

New York. Capital $20,000. Incorpo-

rators, B. and H. O. Kusell and J.

Kendler.

Springfield, 111.—Grand Recreation

Co.. East St. Louis. Incorporators,

A. C. Fritz, E. J. Moser and Maurice
Clancy.

Albany, N. Y.—Newark Stadium
Co., Inc., Newark. Capital $500,000.

Dover, Del.—Western Enterprises

Corp., New York. Capital $200,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—San Francisco
Photoplays, Inc., San Francisco.

Two Alarm Fire At Savoy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Louisville—Fire at the Savoy re-

cently required two alarms to subdue.
Other property adjoining the struc-
ture was destroyed.

Deny Insolvency
(Continued from Page 1)

of no par value which sold at $2.50

a share.

The board of directors is composed
of President, Frank L. Talbot; first

vice-president, Albert P. Ternes, of
the Ternes Coal & Lumber Co.; sec-

ond vice-president, Julius Porath, con-
tractor; secretary-treasurer, Frank
S. Cooke; directors, James P, Tru-
dell, Edward Leszozynski, H. F.

Yatzek, Fred Guenther, C. C. Stark-
weather, Joseph A. Walsh, F. B.
Holmes, C. N. Ray, W. A. Sanders,
Howard H. Colby and J. M. Earle.

Talbot came to Detroit in 1921 and
floated the company. Detroit and
Grosse Pointe society became inter-

ested.

The Detroit News says that be-

tween scenes "work" was set aside for

the clink of tea cups and chatter of

bridge, and the studio took on the

scene of a vast drawing room * * *".

"Visits stopped," says the News'
"when the studio was closed shortly

after Christmas, and today the studio

is guarded by a watchman.

"In answer to the report that mi-
nority stockholders of the company
were hastily seeking to dispose of

their interests, it was announced to-

day at the offices in the Stroh Build-

ing that only three per cent of the

original stockholders have sold their

holdings.

"Payroll figures at the office list

the salary expenses of producing

'Mary' as $10,000 a week. Kenneth
Harlan drew the largest salary, $2,000
a week; Tyrone Power was paid

$1,000 a week; Alan Hale, $750; Stella

Day, $500, and Florence Billings,

$250. At times the company employ-
ed as many as 50 artists, with 20
and 30 extras."

Talbot returned from New York
the other day and so firmly convinced
the directors of the progress he had
made that they pledged to raise im-
mediately enough funds to carry the
company through. Talbot said he
was assured in New York that
"Mary" was a $600,000 production
with a profit of not a cent less than
$200,000.

Harry Edwards will assume charge
of the Jack Earle comedy unit at

Century.

In New "Information" Series
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Shannon Day will ap-
pear in the next "Information Kid"
series with Billy Sullivan.

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS
MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

AT LIBERTY

BLYTHE SHERWOOD
Personal Press Representative

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
if ALL THE WORLD

Wilson *
Cosmo Hamilton's

notherScandal
An E. H. Qriffith Production

jo'Hodkinson Release
<Tirst Qua Pictures

Albany, N. Y.—Clementon Amuse-
ment Co , Camden Countv. Capital

$100,000.

Licenses Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Theater managers
have been notified that the new li-

censes are now payable. Not one the-

ater functioning last year has been
refused a new license, according to

the fire marshal's office. There are

171 picture houses in the city.

Deny Godfrey Elevator Mishap
It was reported in yesterday's issue

that an elevator in the Godfrey Bldg.
fell from the seventeenth floor to the
second. This is denied by the build-
ing management.

"NEW WOMEN FOR OLD."-N. Y. Times

I E G E
by

AMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS
SPUR says "THE BIG SPRING NOVEL!"

Published serially in Collier's
Just out Monday in book form

Publishers: BONI & LIVERIGHT
FIRST EDITION OF 25000

SOLE AGENTS

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
101 Park Avenue VAND. 2972
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-and now look

what we've got!
—A new series from John M. Stahl,

the man who made "Dangerous

Age," whose first in this series is

the best he has ever produced.

WHY MEN
LEAVE HOME

with Lewis Stone and Helene Chadwick and Mary Carr

—Which brings to exhibitors mind

—

that "every day in every way

—
I

66

9*

FIRST NATIONAL gets better

and better."—Why! D it!

It's fust one big hit after another.

m^"w P. S.—apologies to Coue and

congratulations to Louis B. Mayer
H FIRST
NATIONAL
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The Social Event of the Season!

THIRD ANNUAL

Paramount Ball
HOTEL ASTOR MARCH 7th, 9 P. M.

AMONG THE BIG ATTRACTIONS :

* Ann Pennington and Brooke Johns from the Ziegfeld

Follies

*Zez Gonfrey, Victor Arden, Phil Ohman, Max Kort-

lander (Famous Pianist-Composers, Makers of

Q.R.S. Music Rolls) at Two Wurlitzer Pianos

* Vincent Lopez and his Orchestra

* 3 All-Star Acts by courtesy B. F. Keith Offices

Others Too Numerous to Mention

Movies of Everybody A Full Course Dinner
taken and shown at the Ball will be served to all present

TICKETS $7.50 EACH

:

At all Agencies or Phone Murray Hill 8500
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Difficulties Over?
Jarthelmess-Robertson Unit Leaves
for Spain Next Week—"Romeo"

Later

Despite the fact that there has been
l flood of reports concerning the al-

leged strained relations between
Richard Barthelmess and Inspiration

Pictures and despite the fact that of-

'icials of the producing company have
i
naintained a strict silence, develop-

i nents on Friday indicated that mat-
ters have not reached the point where
Jieir settlement is beyond all hope.

It was learned Friday that Bar-
thelmess and John S. Robertson, who
has been directing him in the last

few pictures, sail for Spain and Italy

next week to shoot exteriors for a

new vehicle for which Josephine
Lovett did the scenario. Some of the

scenes may be made in Spain. Later

on, the company will go to Italy to

make "Romeo and Juliet" in which
Barthelmess and Lillian Gish will co-

star.

Ray Lewis Here
Ray Lewis, editor of the Canadian

M. P. Digest is here for a short stay.

Miss Lewis is at the Commodore.

Lynch Leaves for Coast
John Lynch, scenario writer, left

for the coast Friday.

Features Reviewed
Page

The Law Forbids
Universal 9

Poisoned Paradise
Preferred 9

Happiness
Metro 9

America
D. W. Griffith Prod 9

No Mother To Guide Her
Fox 10

North of Nevada
F. B. 10

The Night Message-
Universal 11

Floodgates
Lowell Prod.—S. R 11

Kentucky Days
Fox 11

Three O'Clock in the Morning
Burr—S. R 11

Short Subjects 12

"Success of picture compelled three additional days," wired Exhibitor

Clyde E. Elliott of Evanston, 111., about Mabel Normand in "The Extra
Girl." A Mack Sennett production distributed by Associated Exhibitors.

Advt.

AU The Big Stars Will Be There. T. N. T.
March 29.

D. W.'s America!
What between the Daughters of the Revolution ; the Colonial

Dames; at least 3,423 historians and every descendant of the

Revolution who lives in New England, Griffith must have had

his troubles in deciding just what to do with "America." The
chances are that if the truth were known DW added grey hairs

to his collection ; and the chances are in addition that "America"

as made is far different from what DW would like to have had

it. And incidentally, no matter how he made it. Or what he

did with it. Someone would like to see something else. You
cannot tackle a job as big as the one DW did with any idea of

pleasing all of the people all of the time. It simply cannot be
done.

Personally I would like to have seen much that isn't in

"America" instead of a lot that is. And this isn't highbrowism,

either. In my very humble opinion—and not setting up against

DW as a showman—because he is the daddy of them all when
it comes to that—if the~crossing of the Delaware had been shown
I believe it would have been one of the greatest box office kicks

ever put into a picture. It would have cost much to do it—much
in money, energy and ability. But what a kick it would have

been ! Compared with the thrill that arrives with the ride of Paul

Revere, the Delaware crossing would have been a riot.

(Continued on Page 6)

Davis Sues T. O. D. G.
Seeks Receiver and Accounting

—

Cohen as New President, Re-
placing True, Denies Claims

Harry Davis of Pittsburgh, a vice-
president of the M. P. T. O. A. and
an organizer of the Theater Owners
Distributing Corp., stated Friday that
his attorney, Charles E. Thorn, of
27 Williams Street, had filed an ap-
plication for a receiver against the
latter corporation with a claim of
$6,400.

Davis was one of the group of men
that formed the exhibitor distributing
company in Chicago and was later
elected a member of the board of
directors as well as vice-president.
He stated Friday at the Ritz that
he had gone to court on the matter
because he had made demands on
the officials of the T. O. D. C. for
the return of his money without se-
curing any satisfaction. He said that
he first asked for a return of his
money several weeks ago, acting
through a friend in New York, but
that instead of getting anywhere in

(Continued on Page 3)

New Schulberg Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—B. P. Schulberg Preferred
was formed here yesterday, listing
500 shares of Class A preferred stock,
each share valued at $100; .500 shares
of Class B preferred stock, each va-
lued at $100 and 60 shares of common,
no par value. The incorporators were
given as F. Freeman, Sam Zierler and
B. P. Schulberg.

Busy On Coast Soon
I. M. P. P. D. A. Launching New

Division There—Joe Brandt In
Active Charge of Work

The immediate organization of the
independent producers and distribu-

tors on the West Coast will be un-
dertaken early in March, following
the arrival in Los Angeles of Joe
Brandt, vice president of the I. M.
P. P. D. A.

All those eligible to membership
will be invited to attend a meeting
to be called by vice-president Brandt.

At this meeting the aims and purposes
of the Association will be fully ex-

plained, followed by a report of the

organization's accomplishments since

its inception in December. It is not

mprobable that a branch office of

the association may be established

n Los Angeles.
(Continued on Page 3)

It's A Party. Astor Hotel. March 29. T. N.
T.
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Among Exchangemen
Charlottle, N. C—A. R. Ninninger,

of Universal, has resigned. He is

succeeded by Merritt Davis, formerly

Memphis manager for Paramount.

Portland, Ore.—L. N. Walton is

the newest addition to the F. B. O.
force. He was formerly sales mana-
ger for Greater Features, Inc.

Ferreting Crooks from Theaters
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Proprietors of some of

the cheaper-priced picture houses
have objected to the activity of the
Police Department in selecting their

houses for special treatment in a
drive against crime. During the past
few weeks, nightly raids on saloons,

rooming nouses and cheap hotels

have occurred. Then Chief of Police
O'Brien detailed a special squad to

watch some of the picture houses on
the theory that criminals use the dark-
ened seats of those houses as hiding
places. Police are stationed at the
entrances to make arrests as suspects
enter or depart.

Brush Making "Water Babies"
William B. Brush of Miami who

has been producing on the coast for

the past few months, is due in New
York from Hollywood on Monday.
He will remain a week and then go
to Miami with Elinor Fair to shoot
exteriors for "The Water Babies,"
the Charles Kingsley story.

New Films of West Indies
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa—Ray Peck, director of the

Canadian Government M. P. bureau,
has returned after an absence of five

weeks in Bermuda, Jamaica and Cuba,
where he took a considerable quantity
of pictures for presentation at the

British Empire Exhibition, in Eng-
land, during the summer.

Indianapolis— George Smith has
joined Universal. He was formerly

a salesman for Film Classics in

Pittsburgh.

Kansas City-—L. W. Weir has as-

sumed management of the Universal

office, succeeding Maurice Joseph.

St. Louis—Mike Newman and F.

H. Haynes have been added to the

sales staff of the Universal office.

Two Ohio Exhibitors Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Warren, O.—John J. Murray, pro-
prietor of the Opera House and Hip-
podrome, died Tuesday in St. Peters-
berg, Fla., where he went to fight a
bad heart.

Premiere for "Fool's Highway"
Friday night, Universal staged a

premiere of "Fool's Highway," at the
old Atlantic Garden on the Bowery.
The picture was adapted from Owen
Kildare's novel, "My Mamie Rose,"
the story of which is laid principally

in and around the old showhouse and
incidents of several decades ago. The
atmosphere of the period was carried
out. A number of prominent people
attended and the famous, old East
Side songs sung.

St. Louis Exchange Functioning
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Barney Rosenthal's
new exchange, Columbia Pictures
Corp., has opened. Nat Steinberg,
former short subject manager for

Universal while Rosenthal was man-
ager, and R. G. Taylor, former as-
sistant manager for Universal, are
associated with Rosenthal.

Exhibitor Charged With Fraud
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Warsaw, Ind.—Nick Assuras, own-
er of the Strand is charged with de-
frauding the Internal Revenue office

of $1,910 in admission taxes. When
Assuras filed his report it is alleged
he listed 25 cent admissions at 10

cents for the bigger part of last year.

The authorities became suspicious and
referred to a newspaper file to check
up.

Akron—C. J. Smith, manager of

the Majestic is dead.

Detroit—Ira Cohen, special Fox
representative, has left for the Buf-
falo territory to do special work.

Philadelphia—Sidney Sugarman has
resigned from Keystone to join

F. B. O.

Buffalo, N. Y.—C. C. Charles has
been added to the sales staff at

Selznick.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^ Kan°

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

ACME THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York

Everything for the theatre

Phone Bryant 7392 - 7393 -9072

Hippodrome Amus. Co. Expanding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—The Hippodrome Amuse-
ment Co., of this city, has increased
its capital from $25,000 to $200,000.

Dunlap To Direct Coogan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY}

Hollywood—Scott Dunlap will di-

rect Jackie Coogan in the story writ-

ten by Willard Mack.

Cobe Out of Hospital
Andrew J. Cobe, who was taken ill

six weeks ago and sent to the hos-
pital, has recovered.

1st Nafl Club Holds Party

The First National Club held its

annual dance at the Astor Friday
night. There were all sorts of leap

year dances, lots of music and enter-

tainment. About three hundred at-

tended.

Kirkwood With Mayer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles — James Kirkwood,
who has been appearing opposite Lila

Lee in a series for Hodkinson, has
been signed by Louis B. Mayer to

appear in "Broken Barriers."

Ince Unit To Tahiti
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The "Marriage Cheat"
company is en route to Tahiti to shoot
exteriors.

Starts "Circe" Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Mae Murray will start

production on "Circe," by Ibanez, in

the near future.

announcing

Qriscilla

(Dean
in a series of special

productions
for HODKINSON RELEASE

Season 1924-1925 ~~ Thirty First- Run Pictures

PatheNews
No. 17

WHAT A REAL BLIZZARD IS LIKI
Quebec is swept by a terrific snowstonr
with a temperature of 40 below.

ICE-BOATING AND THRILLS—Wit!

the thrill-hunters at Red Bank, N. J.

MODERN HERMITS—Pathe News canr

eraman discovered some real hermits wto
are cliff-dwellers at Kalabaka, Greece.

Other news as usual.

tod

HAL ROACH'S

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
=-7^p^

Goddesses of LOVE!

Venus, Aphrodite

CYTHEREA

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE

New York's Newest and Foremost
Costume Rental Organization

BROOKS
.l**3 W40 TJJST.N.Y. C.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
Two complete Pathe outfits for

sale. Apply to

VITAGRAPH COMPANY
1400 Locust Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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lie Week's Headlines
Monday

I

harles Ray expected to return to type of

I picture that brought him popularity.

o change in ownership of Fox Philadelphia

r theater. Interchange of several films with
I Stanley planned, but nothing further.

Tuesday

I hree local laboratories reported in local

I combine. Republic, Craftsmen and Er-
I bograph mentioned.

Famous buys "Spring Cleaning." Gloria
Svvanson to star in "The Swan."

'\rchitectural Forum survey shows nation

I will spend $179,821,700 in new theater
I-' projects in 1924.

Vessel and Bauman to revive Keystone
Comedy brand.

Wednesday

Richard Barthelmess reported dissatisfied

over manner in which First National fran-
chise holders play his pictures.

Sidney Olcott still dickering with Famous
over new contract. Reported he may di-

rect "Peter Pan."

Boston to be 1924 M. P. T. O. convention
city.

Ernest Lubitsch to direct Pola Negri in one
picture for Paramount.

\. N. Smallwood, in new open letter, talks
about advertising as an aid to exhibitors.

_ Says it builds exhibition values.

Thursday

lanuary tax figures reach $7,576,991, highest
since June, 1921.

Famous calling in district theater managers
v for four day conference in New York.

Hearing in Famous Players case to be re-
sumed in March.

Friday

Repeal of New York censorship bill looks
bright. Assemblymen to vote independent-
ly without party affiliations.

1. M. P. P. D. A. enlisting aid of exchanges
throughout country to standardize state
right field.

Court action reveals that Cosmopolitan spent
$1,426,000 on "Knighthood."

Detroit M. P. Corp. affairs causes fuss in

that city. Denied company is insolvent,
as claimed.

Russia seeking help of production experts
to establish its own industry on flourishing
basis.

Saturday

Harry Davis, of Pittsburgh, a vice-president
of the M. P. T. O., seeks receiver and
accounting for Theater Owners Distribu-
ting Corp. Cohen replaces True as new
president.

Difficulties apparently settled between Bar-
thelmess and Inspiration. Former leaves
for Spain next week with' director Robert-
son to shoot exteriors for new vehicle.

I. M. P .P. D. A. launching new division
on Coast. Joe Brandt in active charge
of work

New Mid-West Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Morris, 111.—This town is to have
a new $60,000 theater. It will be own-
ed and operated by J. D. McKeen.

Cardwell, Mo.—L. P. Anderson,
mayor of Cardwell, will start con-
struction soon on a two-story theater.
It will be leased to a local syndicate.
The house will cost $20,000.

Finishing Cleveland House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

I Cleveland—The Ohio Amusement
"o., has started work to complete the
:heater at 3120 West 25th St., which
was started by other interests.

Busy On Coast Soon
(Continued from Page 1)

The membership of the association
has been increased to twenty five by
the election of Burr Pictures, Inc.,

George M. Fecke, of Boston and Wil-
liam Steiner Prod. A new contract
with the Hoy Reporting Service was
approved as recommended by the ex-
ecutive committee.

It has been decided to hold the
next monthly luncheon at the Astor
on Thursday, March 6, when several
prominent personages have been in-

vited to address the members. The
next regular business session will be
held on the evening of March 13.

Harry Hecht Now Has Six
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Passaic, N. J.—Harry E. Hecht has
bought the building at 2, 4 and 6
Lexington Ave., which includes the
Garden theater. Hecht now controls
six theaters in this city.

Theater For Odgen, Utah
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ogden, U.—A $300,000 theater is

among the building projects planned
for Ogden. The house will be ready
by May 1 and is being erected for

the Perry estate.

Fleming in 'Frisco
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Victor Fleming is

here shooting scenes for "The Code
of the Sea." Rod La Rocque and
Jacqueline Logan are featured.

Talmadge Film Held Over
"The Song of Love" will be trans-

ferred from the Rivoli to the Rialto
for another week on Broadway.
"Singer Jim McKee" was originally
scheduled for the Rialto.

Marmont Opposite Compson
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Percy Marmont has
been engaged to play the leading role

opposite Betty Compson in "The
Enemy Sex."

Henabery Making "Guilty One"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—On Monday "The
Guilty One" goes into production.
Joseph Henabery will direct and
Agnes Ayres featured.

In Canada for Continental Screen
(Shecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—Sidney Loevin and B.
M. Hirsh have been appointed district

sales managers for Canada of the
Continental Screen Service.

Illinois Exhibitor Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Taylorville, 111.—Joe Fassaro, of
Fraisina & Fassaro, operators of sev-
eral theaters in this section, is dead.

Coast Directors' Party In Frisco
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The M. P. D. A.,
(Fill hold their next frolic in San
Francisco shortly;

Guts and Flashes
The annual revel of the Green

Room Club will be held at the Man-
hattan O. H., April 20.

William Barbarin Laub has com-
pleted a new original story entitled,

"Where there is smoke—

"

Davis Sues T. O. D, G.
(Continued from Page 1)

the matter, T. O. D. C. officials urged
him to carry on in the organization.

Just what were the seeds of his dis-

satisfaction were explained by Davis
when he said, for one thing, that de-
spite the fact that important exhibi-
tors had originally promised to con-
tribute sums of money toward the
maintenance of the organization until

it could become active in the dis-

tributing field, he (Davis) and Sydney
Cohen were the only ones who
had put up any money. Davis de-
clared that the members of the board
were to pass on all pictures secured
by arrangement with Carl Anderson
on behalf of the T. O. D. C. but stated
he was ignored when action on "Af-
ter the Ball" was decided upon. "I
asked them to send me along a print
of the picture," said Davis, "but some-
thing or other happened and I didn't
get a look at the picture.

"The matter simply resolved itself

to this. Certain promises were made
by responsible exhibitors and never
kept. When I go into a thing, I do
it whole-heartedly and those associ-
ated with me must do the same or
I won't play. That's what has hap-
pened in this instance."

It likewise became known on Fri-
day that an entire reorganization of
the Theater Owners Dist. Corp., had
been put through about ten days ago.
The election was held very quietly
and without the knowledge of the
trade in general. It resulted in the
election of Sydney S. Cohen to the
presidency, to replace William A.
True, while the latter was elected
chairman of the board of directors
and treasurer, succeeding Cohen.
Davis was dropped from the personal
entirely and was succeeded as vice-
president by Carl Anderson while
R. F. Woodhull who was elected sec-
retary of the organization will have
Davis' vote as a director. Cohen
stated that he will not assume duties
as president of the T. O. D. C. until
his term as head of the M. P. T.
O. A. expires.

W. A. True could not be reached
for a statement, but late Friday,
Cohen decided to issue the following:
"My attention has been called to

the application for a receivership filed

by Harry Davis of Pittsburgh against
the Theater Owners Dist. Corp. This
^ction is a surprise to all concerned
in view of the fact that the corpora-
tion is in splendid shape and in a
formative period where it is moving
along the lines which brought about
its formation.

"We are now releasing pictures and
making moves in conformity with our
corporate purposes. We have ar-

ranged for additional pictures and
propose to put these into the hands
of exhibitors as soon as the same are

finished and other arrangements com-
pleted. At a recent meeting of the

board of directors, Mr. Davis was not
re-elected to the board and is not now
an officer of the company. Mr. Davis
unfortunately took the position that

the will of the majority should not
prevail and that his ideas should be
given special attention.

"This of course, was not agreeable
to the others and resulted in differ-

ences which we believe culminated in

his present action. The company has
no outstanding indebtedness except
advances made by the directors. The
only purpose of this action is to em-
barrass the operation of the company
which was formed for the purpose
if affording the theater owners special

service along film lines."

Later, Carl Anderson phoned THE
FILM DAILY and requested publi-
ration of a statement which follows:

"The Theater Owners Distributing
Corp., doesn't owe any money except
a loan made by Harry Davis and
some of the other directors. He was
dropped from the board because of
his arbitrary manner and look upon
this action merely as a reprisal."

Portland Censors Make Report
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland—The Board of Censors,
in their report for 1923, say that

6,332 pictures were reviewed during
the year, with but 16 condemnations.
Only 59 were ordered cut.

To Continue Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—The East End theater
in East Liberty, operated by the Har-
ris Amusement Co., which has housed
"The Hunchback" for the past two
weeks will continue a picture policy.

Ruth Clifford Leaves

Ruth Clifford who came East for

the premiere of "Abraham Lincoln,"
left for the coast Friday.

A Denial

Jetta Goudal denies the statement
that M. E. Webster is her exclusive
representative.

Clark Back From Coast
Ralph Clark is back in town from

San Francisco.

PATHE FIELD CAMERA
With F4.5 Anastigmat lens
4-400 ft. magazines
Stop motion attachment
Universal Tripod

Second hand in perfect condition

$250.00
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

U. S. AND CANADA AGENTS FOR DEBRIE

118 West 44th St., New York Bryant 6635
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greater than any!

Was the verdict at the special showing at

the Criterion Theatre, N. Y.

And this is the unanimous opinion of the

San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego

Press

—

"Tremendously interesting, welcome
change to find something real."

Played to record receipts at

Chine's Broadway Los Angeles

Strand —- San Francisco

Pickwick San Diego

Will prove a record breaker everywhere

Releasing arrangements announced soon

HERMAN J. GARFIELD
1540 BROADWAY - - - - NEW YORK
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D. W.'s America!
{.Continued from Page 1)

But you can't have everything. And you sure have a lot in

"America" as it stands.

SMALL TOWN STUFF
They say the backbone of this business is the little theater in

the small town ; that while you get your cost perhaps, or almost
your cost, from the first and second runs, that the real profit

comes from the small town showings ; those 8,000 or so houses.

And it costs somewhere from 40 per cent up to do business with
these houses.

ANY TIME IT COSTS 40 PER CENT TO DO
BUSINESS IT ISN'T HEALTHY. OR SANE.

So it would seem that this infant ( ?) industry might con-

sider this end of the business, and try in some way to lessen

the cost of selling; which, in the end, would mean the exhibitor

would pay less. (Chorus from sales managers—"Less than
$7.50?-!-* * *-!!!-Whadda y'a mean!")

Now just how to do it occupies the time of some people who
think. And want to change conditions. And from time to time
varying ideas have been printed. Smallwood of Pyramid has
recently printed a lot about his ideas. Incidentally the Small-

wood idea of varying the cost of distribution dependent upon the

price the picture brings isn't new. It was worked out—in a trifling-

ly different way—back in the days of the old General Film Co.

HERE'S AN IDEA
You can do anything with a flivver. Incidentally, you can

reduce sales costs a lot in those small towns you hear so much
about. But you cannot do it for any individual concern. Suppose,
however, three or four concerns worked out a plan that for towns
of 3,500—or even 5,000—and less, they agreed on joint distribu-

tion, (Right off the bat this may be impossible.) And then
suppose that instead of sending a salesman out every four wee'ks

or so to grab business they put in the flivver. That flivver would
be a moving exchange; loaded with as many varieties of subjects

as the body would hold—and one would hold a lot. And then,

in a given territory, make weekly or semi-weekly visits, picking

up the film used and leaving the next to be shown. A flivver

would be needed probably for every 200 miles of territory ; in

thickly congested sections perhaps less territory would be covered.

100 $7.50 TOWNS IN 150 MILES
Between New York and Albany—a distance of about 150

miles—there are approximately 100 towns which pay on an aver-

age $7.50 a booking. No more. They are visited by salesmen
of the more important companies once a month. These salesmen,

with traveling expenses, cost about $150 a week and if they do
$400 to $500 in business each week they are going strong. A motor
truck, loaded with film, could reach these same exhibitors every
other day, supply film, save expressage, and reduce the cost

materially. And this could happen anywhere else—except in

the very sparsely settled sections of this country.

LITTLE HOPE FROM THE OLD LINE CONCERNS
From the well regulated old line concerns little can be hoped

for. Some of them do not know just what their distribution costs.

Surprising? Don't believe it? All right. But it's true, neverthe-
less. They have figures ; reports, yes. But definite knowledge

—

no. Not by a big jugful. So if any relief is to come for distribu-

tion it must start elsewhere.

Suppose you were told that Pathe Exchange handles on an
average 185,000 reels of film a month ; would you believe it?

Probably not. But it does. That means, averaging four weeks
to a month, that each week Pathe handles approximately 800 or
more reels daily in its various exchanges. That's some record.

A concern which handles such an amount of product should
know distribution. And if you think Elmer Pearson hasn't his

data down pat just take another think. It might prove a liberal

education to some distribution executives to know the way Pear-

son has his data assembled.

I
It would mean very little additional in the way of help,

for Pathe to handle over 200,000 reeis a month. And it i;

some such neutral distributor that one must look for the deve.
ment that must come, in time, in this business. Of cours
grouping together of independents would bring about the Sc

result—if they could be grouped. But .vanity alone will keep
old line concerns from making a joint move.

THE BOOKING OFFICE IDEA
The difficulties of bringing about such a combination natun :

:

reverts to the booking office idea, in which Harry Schwalbe il

Sam Katz are a unit in belief, and which is one of the pet id

of Jules Mastbaum. These men are convinced that sooner
later something like a booking office must eventuate. They
lieve it is the certain way of bringing out of the existent ch
something like order, and changing a loss to at least a reasona
basis of business.

AHEM!
Said one of the picture wits: "I wouldn't produce a c

tume picture not even if you would provide the costumes."
Business of costume company managers weeping.

FROM THE OTHER SIDE
Little ol'e England. Where there has been a merry hul

balloo over prices. And the claim that American distributors

chiefly First National—have been slashing. Relative to whit!
F. N. asked the trade papers to look over their books. "Bioscopl
did. And then printed a long article. Which, in part said:

"As to prices charged for block-booked or franchise-booked
pictures, our representative was given every opportunity of
noting them, and they vary from £300 to £3, but in every case
were prices consistent with the "run" and the town. The
rumor that First National were accepting giving-away prices is

not proved. Our representative was asked not to disclose the
prices, but was perfectly satisfied that any other firm would be
very glad to accept those which were seen on the contracts.

"The form of contract used is that in regular use by First

National and has no special clauses which would embarrass the
exhibitor further than such contracts usually do."

NOT AN EXPLOITATION STUNT
Every Tuesday at the Astor. There is a Brothers' Lunchec

Club. At which the younger brothers. Of a group of we.

known film men. Have their lunch and talk. For examp
there is Harry Brandt, brother of Billy. And Henry Echmai
brother of Sam. And Clarence Cohen, brother of Sydney
Then too, there is Phil Zierler, brother of Sam and George Steine !

brother of Charlie.

They are all in the business. And they all deny that the clu

is an exploitation stunt. For "Big Brother" or "All the Brothev

Were Valiant."

RESTING
Down Bermuda way. Not going to think of pictures, c

picture people for a whole, full week if it can be done. War
to look at the lilies. Bve, Bye.

DANNY.

Nov Playing'

Glenn
Hunter

IN

I STAR OF

"MEKTCW OF
TrtE MOVIES"

GRIT
with Clara Bow
Directedby Frank Tuttle
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"Big Brother"—F. P.-L.

Capitol, Cincinnati

)UIRER—A pronounced humanitarian
-the spirit of brotherhood and sympa-
revent it from becoming sordid, and
acious, if not very subtle sort of humor
t it from ever becoming melodramatic.
But by far the most agreeable trait

ig Brother" is the way it teaches a
rant lesson without straining to do so
[ES-STAR—Rex Beach's "B i g
x" is a made-to-order story, written
:her the Big Brother movement. * • •

i Moore is happily cast as the young
eader, making it the best of his recent
Little Mickey Bennett as "Midge"

shares stellar honors with Moore.
Crystal, Indianapolis

IVS-—Action and heart appeal of the
iat made "Humoresque" an outstanding
i success are the chief elements of
Brother," * * * with * * * a new child
Mickey Bennett, who is sure to have a
ble future.

Strand, Milwaukee
tfTINEL—* * * we are quite sure that
Moore will take it good naturedly when
r that little Mickey Bennett fairly runs
with "Big Brother," a picture that will

: your hearts.

: Call of the Canyon"—F. P.-L.
Mall, Cleveland

WS—It drags almost to the point of

tiresome, this "Call of the Canyon."
many of the modern-day "shieks'' and
uch of what is called gay, society life

w York and other points east. Both
'd Dix and Lois Wilson work hard to

le film across, but their task is almost
!SS.

MN DEALER—* • * a successful and
sting treatment of the theme of con-
letween the east and west. • • • The
e is well done, the story holds the in-

and with two pretty girl principals
wealth of fine scenic effects, the film,

:rally endowed with beauty. We liked

ESS—* * * one more picture of the
ated open spaces where men are either

i or villains, where people are reward-
punished according to their deserts and
the cordial greeting of the native is,

shore glad to meet you." * » * The
e seems an unsuitable vehicle for Lois
n and. thru no apparent faults of hers,
lothing to her laurels. It gives a better
tunity to Richard Dix * * * Marjorie
as Flo, * * * Noah Beery * * *

"The Great White Way"—Gold.-Cos-
California, Los Angeles

(Week ending Feb. 23)

DAILY NEWS—Highly seasoned with
thrilling moments ; touched here and there
with heart interest; sprinkled with bits of

comedy for relief, "The Great White Way"
* * * undoubtedly go down in the records
as a whale of a box-office-money-getting-
masterpiece, despite the fact that the plot is

extremely thin and weak-kneed.
EXPRESS—* * * from a box-office point

of view it must be admitted entirely satis-

factory. * * * The story is a long-drawn-out
melodrama.
HERALD—For downright good entertain-

ment "The Great White Way" would be hard
to surpass.
RECORD—The plot is delightful and rol-

licking, with just enough melodrama to con-
trast with the comedy.
TIMES—It is an interesting story, but

has been padded with such an over-abundance
of propaganda and advertising that the ap-
proximately two hours required to show it

occasionally proves tiresome.

"George Washington, Jr."—Warners'
Broadway, Los Angeles

(Week ending Feb. 23)
DAILY NEWS—* * * clean, wholesome

fun. and worthy of patronage.
EXAMINER—* * * is excellent comedy

entertainment. It stars Wesley Barry by act

of Warner Brothers, who made the picture,

but it features to a fare-ye-well Charles
Conklin, * * *

EXPRESS—Now don't look for anything
artistic in "George Washington, Jr." Neither
is there any sublety. Just broad burlesque.
HERALD—Made to order for * * *

Wes Barry. * * *

RECORD—There is plenty of opportunity
for the screen prodigy to show his ability as

a finished actor in "George Washington, Jr.,"
and Wesley makes the most of it.

ie Dangerous Maid"—1st Nat'l
Rialto, Chicago

;RALD—* * * belongs to the roman-
>medy type, but unfortunately it isn't

romantic and its comedy is as lean as
)ld friend Jack Spratt. * * * there is

ig surer in the world at this moment
that Connie Talmadge belongs in

ly. Some of the most refreshing mo-
: of my life have been spent in her
Presence, and I trust that she will for-

'The Dangerous Maid" (as I shall,

ly) and make another "Dulcy" for us.

Don't Call It Love"—F. P.-L.
Palace, Montreal

AR—The story is well told, and if it

originality, it certainly possesses ro-

,c interest, enhanced by notable settings
>y artistic photographic achievement.

"Half-a-Dollar Bill"—Metro
Capitol, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—There are many dramatic
moments in "Half-a-Dollar Bill," * * *

NORTH AMERICAN—Very "mellow"
melodrama. * * *
* PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—* * *

bound to have a popular appeal. It does
not claim to be a super-super spectacular film.

It tells a simple story in a splendid fashion.
RECORD—* * * is a good story with lots

of sea scenes, the photography of which is

excellent. The titles or captions which help
to explain the action are rather careless in
their writing and some of the minor incidents
which are needed in the way of developing
the plot are unduly prolonged.

"Happiness"—Metro
State, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—Good direction, capable
acting, excellent sub-titles and good photogra-
phy combine to produce a picture that holds
the attention and gives a great deal of pleas-

ure, in spite of the fact that the plot has no
complications, there are no "big scenes" and
no shooting or stabbing bees. It is remark-
able but true, and the credit must be di-

vided between Miss Laurette Taylor, King
Vidor and J. Hartley Manners.

The Eternal City"—1st Nat'l
Alhambra, Milwaukee

NTINEL—Pictorially "The Eternal
1

is a gem. In addition * * * the film

Irama in the form of swirling mobs that
ten defiance to government and civiliza-

on the very piles of the eternal city's

r civilization, and a throbbing love
e. But it is only the latter and the title

are left of Hall Caine's book, * * *

The Extra Girl"—Asso. Exhib.
Merrill, Milwaukee

^NTINEL—The comedy at times verges
he slapstick but it is clean slapstick, in

the kind that will especially appeal to
ren and those adults who have never for-

:n how to be kids again. Mabel Nor-
1 is the whole show but there is a corn-
it cast in the background nevertheless.

"The Heritage of the Desert"
F. P.-L.

Granada, San Francisco
(Week ending Feb. 23)

BULLETIN—There are times when one
almost forgets to follow the thread of the
story in watching the great scenic panorama.
If nothing else, realistic background has been
brought to this picture * * *

CALL—Zane Grey never wrote a better
western thriller * * * There are thrills. There
is comedy. And there is a pretty love theme
throughout.

CHRONICLE— * * * a vigorous, meaty
and vastly entertaining photoplay with plenty
of fighting for the most rabid admirer of

melodrama, a nice love story and much Tery
beautiful scenery.
DAILY HERALD—Lloyd Hughes • • •

does the best he can with the most unreason-
ably stupid hero role ever perpetrated upon a
supposedly stellar artist in such a photoplay.
And, in the majority, the story is common-
place. * * * The climax is a winner * * *

Opportunity

Will

Soon

Knock

At
Your

Door
fake

Advantage

For

There's

Millions

In

It.
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"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"

—

Universal—Adams, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Never before has there

been shown such massive sets, such superb
directing, more beautiful photography, and
never before have so many actors passed be-

fore the camera in a single production. • • •

But greater than all the massive sets and
colorful scenes of mobs numbering thousands
is the remarkable portrayal of the Hunchback
by Lon Chaney. * * * and to him alone
is due the honor for much of the success
of this screen version of Victor Hugo's classic.

NEWS It is Chaney's hideous yet sym-
pathetic part in this fast-moving tale of the

Middle Ages that sears itself into one's
memory to remain long after the more stir-

ring and spectacular passages of the pic-

ture have come and gone. * * * Altogether
Chaney's performance is one of the greatest

single characterizations the screen has ever
known.
TIMES—Story, acting, direction and pro-

duction—all four points stand out * * '

When these four elements get together and
blend as they do in this picture entertainment
can't help but result. * * * Without an ex-

ception, this "make-up" affected by Chaney
is the most marvelous bit of "stage-craft" we
ever have witnessed. It's a work of art.

"Innocence"—C. B. C.

Regent, Philadelphia
INQUIRER—It is interesting if somewhat

overdrawn and at times illogical. The star

is capably supported.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—It has

been transferred to the screen with great

fidelity.

"Jack O' Clubs"—Universal
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week ending Feb, 23)

CHRONICLE—The story is very much
the same thing that is printed in the kind of

magazines that the news butchers sell on the

local trains. "Jack O' Clubs" is not a bit

more true to life than they, nor is it one whit

less exciting.
DAILY HERALD—* * * affording very

good entertainment.
DAILY NEWS—The tale moves briskly,

with lots of action, * * *

"Let Not Man Put Asunder"—Vita.
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—"Let Not Man
Put Asunder," impresses each spectator ac-

cording to the individual ideas and ideals,

for there is no preachment in the picture.
* * * There are tense moments * * * ab-

sorbing bits of character study here and
there and a touch of humor there renders
the whole a work of art.

POST-DISPATCH—The fine screen pres-

ence and acting ability of Pauline Frederick
and Lou Tellegen give an air of unusual dis-

tinction * * * The cast, the acting and the

general atmosphere of the picture are on a

par with the outstanding personalities of the

stars and the result is a well-balanced pro-

duction which compares favorably with the

stage version. * * *

STAR—There is so much grief and hand-
wringing in "Let Not Man Put Asunder,"
at the Kings, the play becomes delirious.

TIMES—For the, first time in their long

careers, Pauline Frederick and Lou Tellegen
are co-starred in the same photo play.

"The Love Master"—1st Nat'l

Metronolitan, Los Angeles
(Week ending Feb. 23)

DAILY NEWS—Cleverly directed, beauti-

fully photographed, with some magnificent
cloud effects and snow scenes very well done.
• » •

EXPRESS—But the big thrill of the pic-

ture is the dog race, in which fully 12 long
dog teams speed across the snow and ice-

bound mountains and valleys. No fake stuff

this.
,

HERALD—* * * Strongheart, * * * steps

up on the high places reserved for the emo-
tional stars and seems perfectly at home in

the high altitude.

RECORD—Never before, perhaps, have
dogs been featured in a large screen produc-
tion as leads over human actors. The picture
from that standpoint itself is a pleasing
novelty. * * * There are thrills aplenty.
TIMES—And if you want to get a real

thrill—feel the blood tingling through your
veins as it hasn't tingled since your first

horse race, * * * go see Strongheart, the

canine Campinini, and his wife, Lady Jule,
race like mad in the dog-team race staged in

"The Love Master."

Metropolitan, Washington
STAR—* * * Strongheart, the police dog,

and his bride, Lady Julie, a fascinating canine
blond, display remarkable intelligence. * * *

Thrills are given by the picture in the dog
sled race that traverses picturesque expanses
of Canadian mountain scenery.

"The Marriage Circle"—Warners
Modern & Beacon, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—* * * watch Mr. Lu-
bitsch's film reel off. Note how, from the
opening glimpse of a bare toe protruding
through an unmended sock to the fading
view of a dignified medico pursuing at full

speed down an avenue the vision of a pretty
woman, the narrative finds form in visual
symbol and dumb-show. Scarcely more than
a dozen or two sub-titles besprinkle the pic-

ture, a

"Maytime"—Preferred
Karlton, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—* * * has lost some of its

beauty and effectiveness in the screen version
* * *but it still retains the original elements
of sentiment and interest.

NORTH AMERICAN—Both are enacted
in beautiful and costly settings and costumes.
* * * the action moves entirely too slow to

provide much exciting entertainment. Its

chief value lies in its picturesque quality, but
after all, a little picturesqueness goes a long

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—* * *

it shapes up as a fairly interesting picture.

The picture is interpreted by a good cast.

RECORD—Ethel Shannon is charming
and appealing in the leading feminine role
and Harrison Ford plays the opposite role
effectively. The picture is greatly helped by
the recurrence of the music of "Sweetheart"
heard during the showing of the picture.

"The Next Corner"—F. P.-L.
Mc Vickers, Chicago

TRIBUNE—Costumes, sets and scenery
are all you could desire. It seems to me
they usually are in pictures that Sam Wood
directs. All dt the work is marked by a
finse sense of repression.

Palace, Washington
STAR—The production is a colorful story

of a youthful and gullible wife who portrays
the moth and narrowly averts a singeing of

her wings.
TIMES—Seen in the light of the first two

or three reels, nothing can be discerned but
perfection, after which combs a reversion to
true Hollywoodian style. * * * Miss Mack-
aill proves her right to a place in the sun
by her splendid performance * * * Nor is

Ricardo Cortez, a comparative newcomer, to

be denied his deserved praise.

"Pied Piper Malone"—F. P.-L.
Walnut, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—* * * it is one of those films

that are enjoyable without being great, and
weak without being mediocre. Its weakness
seems to lie not so much in the fact that it

has many defects—for it hasn't—as in the fact

that it lacks any overwhelming and outstand-
ing merits.

TIMES-STAR—* * * Meighan finds him-
self in a most congenial role and plays it

with that whole-heartedness which has made
the Meighan personality fan^ous.

State, Cleveland
NEWS—Tom Meighan scores another tri-

umph in the "Pied Piper Malone." It is a
picture in which pathos and comedy are in-

termingled. There comes a lump in your
throat one moment and the next you're smil-
ing. * * * The cast * * * is well balanced.
PRESS—Meighan has a splendid screen

personality and acting ability. One might
suppose the picture would be particularly
cood. We did, an dfound it wasn't. Certain-
ly there seems to be no Tarkington touch in

"Pied Piper Malone."

Colonial, Indianapolis
NEWS—This is a trfling, although enter-

taining confection, made interesting, by the
star and the author. Meighan is one of the
most likeable of the screen's leading men. He
never fails to draw attention, even in ma-
terial so unsuitable to his talents * * *

STAR—Mr. Tarkington has written a story
for Meighan that possesses a rare charm and a
great quantity of human ' interest. * • •

There is a great deal of humor and freshness
in "Pied Piper Malone," which should add
much to Meighan's popularity and which are
more than likely the results of the fine work
by both Mr. Tarkington and Mr. Geraghty.

Capitol, Montreal
STAR—Booth Tarkington and Thomas

Meighan have made a most happy combina-
tion in "Pied Piper Malone," * * * it is a
delightful production, full of natural pathos
and humor, interspersed with thrilling scenes.

"Reno"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Fox, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Yet there is nothing shown
that was not known before, and various bar
associations have not only indicated what the
conditions are, but how they may be reme-
died. Perhaps the author will give the rem-
edy in another scenario.
NORTH AMERICAN—There are only

flashes of the characteristic Rupert Hughes.
* * * The best thing about the picture is the
cast, which is an excellent one.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—* * *

It has many dull stretches during which facts
and information are being imparted to the
movie fans who wish primarily to be enter-
tained and not informed. It is such a vast
subject that it is not surprising if there are
several breaks in the continuity.

"Rcsita"—Unit. Artists
Eastman, Rochester

JOURNAL—Mary Pickford's "Rosita" is

quite different from Pola Negri's "The Span-
ish Dancer." The most outstanding difference
is that it is much less serious and picaresque.
Mr. Lubitsch has put a lot of fun in the tale.
# * *

TIMES-UNION—* * * Another of Ernst
Lubitsch's triumphs of direction. * * * The
ctory moves with celerity and is always amus-
ing, there being no attempt to stress any seri-
ous note of passion or emotion.

"Thy Name Is Woman"—Metro
Allen, Cleveland

NEWS—For those who like film theme de-
pending almost entirely on a sex basis this
picture will meet with approval. "Thy
Name Is Woman" is heavy with love scenes
which at times become so violent that they
almost border on brutality.
The plot is somewhat weak, I believe, but

the almost perfect acting of Ramon Novarro
and Barbara La Marr carry it over the rough
spots.

PLAIN DEALER—The method of devel-
oping the plot and penetrating views into the
characters and their growth are those rarer
touches you find on the screen. The picture
was directed by Fred Niblo from a foreign
play. He selected Ramon Novarro, Barbara
LaMarr and William V. Mong for sides of
his triangle. Too, all of the important action
takes place in one set which is unusual

—

but not cheap. * * * Novarro, the beautiful
man, is this time in splendid element. • • •

Miss LaMarr. without her beautiful togs, dis-

plays great emotional powers.
PRESS—It is adroitly directed. But this

adroitness and suavity are expended on no
fresh observation of life. * * * The whole
play, tho old-fashioned drama in the movies
as it was on the stage, is so cleverly presented
that the picture may be of general interest,
(But a man who sat behind us snored, so
we had to change our seat.)
TIMES—* * * in straining for a rosy

ending, they spoiled what would have been a
magnificent tragedy, but that is small matter,
most film patrons dislike tragedy. * * * is

not by any means a poor picture, despite its

obviously weak ending, and a series of plati-

tudinous sub-titles varying the first word of
the title with other terms such as "misery"
"enigma" ani "hope."
By far the fines tacting in the picture is

done by Barbara LaMarr, who portrays with
admirable deftness all the wiles and depth
of feeling of a woman in love. Ramon Na-
varro falls considerably below the standard
he set in "Scaramouche," William V. Mong
does a commendable piece of acting.

Capitol, Detroit
FREE PRESS—The play, built about the

oldest plot in the world, that of the so-called
eternal triangle, nevertheless has received a
highly original treatment and the outcome
of the melodrama is an unsolved problem un-
til the final scene has flickered out. • • •

The whole thing is beautifully filmed and
marked by extraordinary attention to detail.

NEWS—* * * a Latin romance enclosed in

the Eternal triangle. * * * audiences found
it interesting * * * and they discovered a

good deal to admire in the deportment of

players who seemed greatly in character.
Ramon Navarro, * * * looks national enough
to have come from Seville, and Barbara La-
Marr, * * * is a believable senorita, dark,
subtle, graceful as a mountain cat though
somewhat oversize.

Sunday, March 2, I" *

Delmonte, West End, Lyric & C
tol, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The popularit
the stars is drawing big crowds to all
theaters and their followers are not A
pointed in the picture, as it surpasses
last effort. * * *

POST-DISPATCH—Barbara LaMarr
Ramon Navarro do some of the tensest a
in their careers. * * *

STAR—Ramon Navarro and Barbara
Marr are always well cast when they po:
Latin charactcers. * * * The flaming pa;
here is very flaming indeed.
TIMES—* * * Story, acting and

ations combine to make this photoplay c

esting. * * * The story is a departure
the usual run of photoplay plots, and as
is worth seeing. The supporting cast is

quate and there are plenty of thrills for 1

who must have spectacular effects. * *

11

"Twenty-One"—1st Nat'l
State, Los Angeles
(Week ending Feb. 23)

DAILY NEWS—Sparkling with youth'
mantic to a nicety with a generous portio
adventure thrown in for good measure, "T
ty-One" is a joyful, human photoplay. *'

EXAMINER—A good picture, this
Well made it is, simple, plausible and, or
whole, an honest piece of work.
EXPRESS—There are no more magnet

able young folk in the cinema realm
Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy Macl
and any picture having both of them in it

be graded well above the average.
HERALD—* * * Is an unusual sto I

and one in which the first love depicted in

story is the permanent love. Probably thi

why the picture, or rather the story, is

usual.

RECORD—A delightful story of young I
is "Twenty-One." Not intensely dram

]* * * But there is quiet drama, situation k

natural and true to those almost everyone 1
periences one time or another that they i I
a chuckle of recognition. And for these I
picture is delightful.
TIMES— V'outh has its victory and the 4

suits, while not altogether convincing, an
f

least refreshing. * * *

"Unseeing Eyes"—Gold.-Cosmor. J

California, 'Frisco

(Week ending Feb. 23)
BULLETIN—Barrymore dominates

\

picture throughout, while Miss Owen g
a delightful performance, * * *

CALL—"Unseeing Eyes" has beauty, •

tion—and more important perhaps than : •

thing else, a star.

CHRONICLE—* * * interesting eno I

for an evening's entertainment, altho 'I

there have been better pictures than the N

ture, which is rather aimless as a plot. •[
DAILY HERALD—* * * contains con

-

erable action, but not all of which is exa
plausible.
DAILY NEWS—We thought Lincoln

j
Carter's "Midnight Mail" rather full of
tion and speed, but it's a slow train ale

.

side * * * "Unseeing Eyes."
EXAMINER—The production is amaz

ly dramatic and the scenes are full of |

majesty and beauty of the snowclad No
em mountains.

Regent, Rochester
JOURNAL—The story is strong, vigoi

type which has an almost universal app
The presence alone of Mr. Barrymore in

j

cast marks it as a picture worth seeing, * '

And, again we must mention it, the seen
is truly glorious.
TIMES-UNION—* * * is cramped so I

of realistic detail that there are times w
the story almost is lost from sight. Som< I

this realistic detail is extremely interest
and beautiful, while, at other times, the r
ism becomes rather repellant.

"Woman To Woman"

—

Selznicl

Gifts, Cincinnati
ENQUIRER—* * * glittering product

dealing with the night life of London :

Paris. During the first part of the pict

it seems shallow and artificial, but intei

gradually is heightened, and toward the •

it acquires much more emotional fervor I

dramatic power.

TIMES-STAR—* * * provides an h
or so of fairly good entertainment. The
tertainment probably would be better, hi

ever, if the film did not bear witness to
artistic incisions of the censor * * *
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Baby Peggy in

"The Law Forbids"
Universal-Jewel

a Whole NOT NEARLY
1NOUGH CHANCES IN THIS
OR BABY PEGGY. TOO
,ITTLE OF THE STORY AC-
TUALLY REVOLVES ABOUT
IER BUT SHE'S DARLING IN
NCIDENTAL BITS.
r A cute youngster and clever

s well. Present vehicle not nearly

b appropriate or well suited to her

s her last—"The Darling of New
fork." Role doesn't give her a

prominent enough place in story.

st. . . .Elinor Fair, Robert Ellis and
Winifred Bryson make up the

ternal triangle and handle parts

apably enough.
pe of Story Comedy-drama.
f it were not for Baby Peg-

;y's appearance in the picture

.nd her cute little incidental

•its, there wouldn't be very much
"The Law Forbids." It contains

; very conventional plot of the eter-

lal triangle variety with the fa-

niliar" "a little child shall lead them"
wist. Of course this part gives

iaby Peggy a chance to put over

ome of her genuinely adorable

•laying and her efforts to "see her

Daddy," including her spectacular

ide to New York unaccompanied,
ollowed by her unexpected en-

rance into the stage play in which
ler Dad is appearing, all affords the
roungster opportunities to win over
he audience. But the story itself

s of such a' familiar formula that

•ou merely wait for Peggy's en-

rances and when she's not on the

et, the picture falls quite flat,

["here are not as many laughs in

'eggy's latest feature as there was
n "The Darling of New York."
lor is she required to work quite

s hard. Her adventures with
Uexander, a pet chicken, supply
ome amusing bits, as well as the

ittle star's cute mannerisms and
acial expressions.'

x Office Angle Baby Peggy's
ippearance will probably prove a

laving grace in this instance. Al-
hough they may be disappointed
1 the story, they'll be pleased with
he little star's work.

ploitation If you played the
:tar's "The Darling of New York"
ind it made a hit you should easily

>e able to bring them in by recall-

ng that picture and announcing the
itle of her latest. Be sure and use
i trailer showing Peggy with her
>et chicken, Alexander. If you care
o acquaint them with the story,
:atchlines would do. Say: "He
vas ready to leave his wife for
mother woman but see how Baby
Peggy brings her father and mother
Ogether again in 'The Law For-
>ids.' " A youngster who resembles
3aby Peggy could be driven about
n a pony cart and give the picture
i good bit of publicity.
rection. . .Jesse Robbins; adequate.
thor Bernard McConville
mario . . Lois Zellner and Ford I.

Beebe
meraman Charles Kaufman
otography Good
cale . . New York-New England
'illage

ngth 6,203 feet.

"Poisoned Paradise"
Preferred Pictures

As a Whole .... HAS SOME FIRST
RATE BOX OFFICE ANGLES
AND WILL LIKELY PLEASE
THE AVERAGE PICTURE
GOER. NEEDS CUTTING TO
SPEED UP SOME SLOW
SPOTS.

Cast. . . .Clara Bow the most interest-

ing member. Makes a cute little

French kid who'd rather be Ken-
neth Harlan's sweetie than his

"little sister." Kenneth Harlan
suitable hero and Carmel Myers
in her glory as the dazzling vamp.
Others in the cast: Raymond Grif-

fith, Joseph Swickard, Andre de

Beranger.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
Exhibitors will probably find "Poi-
soned Paradise" a first rate box
office attraction for it has many
angles usually considered to repre-

sent good audience appeal. The
production is good, settings at times

lavish (some of them look very
much like Von Stroheim's "Foolish
Wives" sets) and Carmel Myers
supplies a vamp sequence that won't
be missed by many of your folks

if they are given half an idea of

the picture. Clara Bow's contribu-

tion in a characterization that she
does splendidly will also please

them. She helps in no small meas-
ure to make the picture interesting.

The story itself holds some good
situations, many of which would
have been much more effective if

director Gasnier hadn't distributed

them over so much footage. He
holds scenes and small bits of busi-

ness far too long for their relative

importance thus dragging the in-

terest on more than one occasion.

The idea in which the professor
works his mathematical formula
for sure winning at Monte Carlo
offers interesting material and leads
the plot to a climax which finally

makes Clara Bow the wife of hero
Harlan.

Box Office Angle. .. .Undoubtedly a

good box office number. Has fine

exploitation angles and should
bring you in good returns providing
you handle it properly.

Exploitation About the best ad-
vertising angle in connection with
"Poisoned Paradise," the picturi-

zation of Robert W. Service's novel,

is the claimed fact that it is "the
forbidden story of Paris and Monte
Carlo—made from a book that is

banned by Continental Police be-
cause it tells too much." Use a

trailer showing some of the bits

in which Clara Bow and Kenneth
Harlan are working at their house-
keeping plan. Stills showing Monte
Carlo, others including shots in

which Carmel Myers appears in her
various gowns will also interest

them. Preferred offers a very com-
plete press book with further sug-
gestions.

Direction. .. .Gasnier, good but holds
scenes way too long.

Author Robert W. Service

Scenario Waldemar Young
Cameraman Karl Struss
Photography Good
Locale Monte Carlo
Length 6,800 feet.

Laurette Taylor in

"Happiness"
Metro

As a Whole... LAURETTE TAY-
LOR IN "HAPPINESS" A
KEEN DISAPPOINTMENT AF-
TER HER SUCCESS IN "PEG
O' MY HEART." NEITHER
STAR NOR STORY CAPABLE
OF GETTING THE PICTURE
OVER.

Star. .. .Doesn't equal her perform-
ance in Peg. Not as pleasing nor
interesting but much of her failure

to repeat the favorable impression
of her former portrayal, may be
credited to poor direction. King
Vidor has missed badly on this one,

especially in the handling of the
star and her supporting company.
Certainly didn't measure up to his

success with "Peg."

Cast. ... Fairly well suited types but
have little real work to do. They
include Pat O'Malley, Hedda Hop-
per, Cyril Chadwick, Edith Yorke,
Laurence Grant, Patterson Dial.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
After the success that King Vidor
and Laurette Taylor made of J.

Hartley Manner's' "Peg O' My
Heart," it was to be expected that

Happiness" would prove at least

comparatively good but unfortu-
nately such is not the case. And
it is somewhat difficult to place the
blame. The theme, in the first

place offered nowhere near the pos-
sibilities of Peg, consisting, as it

does of a very slight, Cinderella
sort of plot. In order to round it

out and make it suitable for screen
purposes, it has been padded and
filled to the limit. And eight reels

chiefly of padding can hardly be
counted on to hold an audience,
even with Laurette Taylor at times
putting over her inimitable comedy
business in fine style. But she has
no variation to her playing. It's

either a pucker of her lip, a wink
of her eye, or a kick; and she fits

them in as often as possible. The
development is mostly incident, and
seldom interesting enough incident
to hold an audience.

Box Office Angle. ... "Happiness" is

a sad name in this case. Shears
aplenty may help make it "happier"
but in its present conglomerate
mass of by-play, it fails to measure
up to good entertainment.

Exploitation You had better see
"Happiness." If you think it's

widely separated laughs or scant
heart interest touches will be suffi-

cient to satisfy, you'll have enough
to talk about in the name of
Laurette Taylor and the fact that
she appears in the adaptation of
her husband's stage play, "Hap-
piness." The title lends itself readi-
ly to "Pollyanna" stunts and "Smile
Week" slogans that would natu-
rally afford good advertising.

Direction. .. .King Vidor; capable of

far better things fhan this.

Author J. Hartley Manners
Scenario J. Hartley Manners
Cameraman Chester A. Lyons
Photography .... Usually all right

Locale New York
Length About 8,000 feet.

America
D. W. Griffith

As a Whole. . ONCE AGAIN THE
CHARGING HORSEMEN GIVE
THE THRILL. ONCE AGAIN
GRIFFITH TRIUMPHS EVEN
THO A GREAT EPIC SUBJECT
HAS BEEN ALLOWED TO
DWINDLE AT TIMES TO
SHEER MELODRAMA. BUT
THE PUBLIC WILL PROB-
ABLY EAT IT UP.

Cast. .. .Large, but few well known
to fans. Carol Dempster sweet as

the heroine; Lionel Barrymore a

regular villain, Charles Mack excel-

lent. No others have any box office

value, but keep an eye on Neil

Hamilton, a find, who will be heard
of considerably unless all signs fail.

Excellent as the hero.

Type of Story America in the

making. Many scenes of Revolu-
tionary period bring historical value
and through it is intertwined the

love story of the daughter of a

Tory for an American lad. Of
course it ends happily when hero
brings the cavalry to the aid of the

fort in which heroine and her father

have taken refuge from the villain's

murderous crew. The sort of pic-

ture which will be acclaimed as

having great interest to all, with
notable shots of Paul Revere's ride

and the suffering of the American
soldiers at Valley Forge. But the

scenario makes far too much of

the acts of Walter Butler, who,
dreaming of conquering an Empire,
donr'nates the picture, and will

cause many to re-read history to

see just how important Butler really

was. Notables of the Revolution-
ary period presented, including
Washington, Patrick Henry, Sam-
uel Adams, and George King.

Box Office Angle Likely to ap
peal to all Americans. Those who
may dispute some of the activities

of Butler will only cause discussion
and want others to see it. Of gen-
eral interest.

Exploitation You have so much
to use with this that if you are only
half a showman it should be easy.

It will be some time, however, be-
fore it reaches the picture houses
and meanwhile you can keep an eye
on what is done for it in the big

' cities where it will be road shown.

Direction D. W. Griffith; the old

Master again assumes his leader-

ship. So much is expected of D.
W. that when he fails to give all

that he might he is criticized. But
at that he does so much more than
almost any other director that he
stands out conspicuously. In this,

however, he had so much to handle
that at times it looks as if the big
dominating idea got away from him.

Author Robert W. Chambers
Scenario by Chambers and

D. W. Griffith

Art Director Charles M. Kirk
Cameramen . . Henrv Sartov, G. W.

Bitzer, Marcel Le" Picard, H. S.

Sintzen'ch
Photography Gorgeous. How

does Griffith get it?

Locale . . America in the Revolution-
ary period; a few shots of King
George' court.

Footage . . Still being cut; at present
about 14 reels.
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"No Mother To Guide Her"
Fox

As a Whole OLD SCHOOL
VARIETY OF DRAMA THAT
OFFERS DULL, DRAGGY PIC-
TURE. WELL WORN SITU-
ATIONS WITH DEVELOP-
MENT ILLOGICAL AND UN-
CONVINCING.

Cast. ... Genevieve Tobin featured in

role which she does very nicely but
which offers her little chance to
gain a foothold as a screen player.
Dolores Rousse a cold type but
rather well suited as the girl shield-

ed by Miss Tobin at the sacrifice of
her own reputation. Jack MacLean
is the cad and Jack Richardson a
short-lived villain. Ruth Sullivan,
George Dewey and Katherine
Downer capable youngsters in pro-
logue.

Type of Story .... Melodrama, strict-

ly old-fashioned—the kind with the
wronged girl, one who had a
mother to guide her but wouldn't
be guided, and the good little girl

who had no mother but knew right

from wrong and in return for the
kindness bestowed upon her by the
other girl's mother, is willing to

sacrifice her own reputation and
claim the child as her own. And
then it all turns out lovely when it

is discovered that the marriage was
legal and the girl can announce that

she was the rightful wife of the cad
who deserted her but was killed in

his last attempt to prevent the mar-
riage from becoming known. Of
course the girl never thought of
looking up the validity of the mar-
riage. It would have ended the pic-

ture too soon. Instead they take
the popular roundabout method of
arriving at a happy ending and after

they've touched on what they prob-
ably concede to be a good variety

of entertainment elements, the very
simple conclusion straightens the

tangle out nicely.

Box Office Angle. . . .Not likely to be
favorably received if your folks are
schooled to expect good, logical

stories with strong, sensible situa-

tions. Pretty poor entertainment.
Exploitation The title is enough

to suggest just what the picture is.

Unless you think your folks' prefer-

ences still run along dime novel
lines, don't make any promises.
There are no names to entice them
in. Genevieve Tobin is known for

her stage work but is not familiar

to screen fans. None of the others

in the cast are familiar either. You
know best whether or not you want
to capitalize on the title with catch-

lines. It can be done if you want
to bring them in. A trailer of the
bit in whi h rhe cad husband, try-

ing to prevent the girl from an-

nouncing that he is the father oi

her child, is killed when the ma-
chine is struck by a train, would
p.omise a good thrill. Catchlines
might be used to give an idea of

the story if you think they need
to know something about it but the

title should take care of it amply.
Direction. . .Charles Horan; ordinary
Author Lillian Mortimer
Scenario Michael O'Connell
Cameraman Tom Malloy
Photography Good
Locale Small town
Length About 7,000 feet

Fred Thomson in

"North of Nevada"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole NOT MUCH TO
THE STORY BUT ACTION
AND STUNT THRILLS OF-
FER SOME SURPRISES FOR
A GOOD MAJORITY OF THE
"FAN" CROWD.

Star. .. .Will please the admirers of

cowboy stars. Does his stunts ably
and supplies pep and action where
the story needs it, and that is most
of the time.

Cast Ample. Hazel Keener the

girl. George Magrill wily Indian
villain and Taylor Graves makes
attempts at being a comedian.
Chester Conklin in unimportant
bits. Others Josef Swickard, Joe
Butterworth, Wilfred Lucas.

Type of Story. .. .Western. Another
instance where if it were not for

the good action and stunts the pic-

ture would be lost. The story it-

self is without original situations

and has a plot which suffers from
lack of unity and logic. There are

the usual familiar twists and the

development holds no suspense
whatever, that is as far as the even-
tual finish is concerned. Of course
there are several instances of sus-

pense in the customary hero-vil-

lain fights on the edge of cliffs,

etc., but even then, the "movie-
trained" audience knows well

enough that hero will never be the

one to go over. They do make
one variation, however, in the final

plunge with hero landing in the

water below. His trained horse,

after stamping the villain to death,

leaps off the cliff and rescues his

master. Fred Thomson, a pleasing
• enough western hero, does much
to make the picture satisfy. He
works hard and his stunts consist-

ing of rescues, fights, daring leaps

and bounds will please the average
"fan" crowd—those that favor ac-

tion and thrills in preference to the

other entertainment elements.

Box Office Angle Good average
picture. Not strong on story end
of it but you can likely count on
action and stunt thrills to satisfy

your people. No names that mean
anything.

Exploitation Since there are no
players' names to count on, nor a

title that will attract them without
your playing it up in an unusual
fashion, your best means of bring-

ing them in will be to show a trailer

of some of the better bits such as

hero Thomson's spectacular ride on
a cable, any of the fights, stopping
the runaway, or where his horse
rescues him from drowning. Let
your folks know that "North of

Nevada" is a western and where
you know this will bring them in

talk about the action and thrills.

Direction Albert Kogell; ample

Author Marion Jactson

Scenario Marion Jackson

Cameraman Ross Fisher

Photography All right

Locale Nevada
Length 5,000 feet.
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=| "The Night Message"
Universal

a Whole....CONVENTIONAL
'LOT DEALING WITH POP-
JLAR SOUTHERN FEUD
FORMULA BUT GOOD PRO-
DUCTION AND SPLENDID
OCATIONS, PLUS SOME EF-
FECTIVE CHARACTERIZA-
TIONS SHOULD GET IT
(OVER.
.st Gladys Hulette pleasing as

the heroine; Charles Cruze fair

hero. Howard Truesdale first rate

as old Southerner. Others Robert
Gordon, Edgar Kennedy, Margaret
Seddon, Norman Rankow.

/pe of Story Drama. Perley

Poore Sheehan is responsible for

both the story and direction of

"The Night Message," a plot that

on the whole consists of very fa-

miliar situations, leading up to an
equally trite climax in which the

suspense hinges upon the very well

known threatened execution of an
innocent man and the refusal of

the governor to grant a reprieve.

Director Sheehan has used all the

contrivances for piling on the sus-

pense and increasing the dramatic
action. This serves readily to fur-

nish excitement for the average
audience. The Lefferts accuse
young Longstreet, the last of their

enemies, of killing Harney Lefferts.

Lem Beeman, the guilty one, who
shot Harney by accident, readily

allows Longstreet to be blamed
since he is jealous of the latter who
has won the love of pretty Elsie

Lefferts. The remainder of the

story deals with the efforts of Elsie

and Longstreet's mother to prove
his innocence and the eventual

dramatic confession and death of

the guilty one, followed by the mar-
riage of Elsie and Longstreet.

:>x Office Angle. . . .Pretty good en-

tertainment for the average audi-

ence. If they want action, suspense,

romance and like good small town
atmosphere, they'll be satisfied.

icploitation . . . You have some rather

effective exploitation angles that

should be used to advantage. Play
up the dramatic action of the climax
and talk about the suspense that

it contains. Use catchlines such

as: "The jury said he was guilty

and must pay the penalty. See
(low a mother fought for the free-

dom of the son she knew was inno-

cent. Did she win? See for your-
self in 'The Night Message,'
Universal's latest release at the

blank theater." The title could be
used effectively as a teaser

—

"Watch for The Night Message on
("using showing date)". Gladys
Hulette is the best known of the

players. You might use her name.
Display stills in the lobby and a

trailer to give an idea of the fea-

ture's pictorial appeal. The loca-

tions are beautiful.

irection. .. .Perley Poore Sheehan;
usually all right.

ithor Perley Poore Sheehan

enario .- Raymond L. Schrock

lotography Good
imeraman Jackson Rose
>cale The South
:ngth About 5.000 feet.

"Floodgates"
Lowell Film Prod.—State Rights

As a Whole LITTLE THAT'S
ENTERTAINING IN PICTURE
WITH IMPROBABLE STORY
AND WILD MELLER SITUA-
TIONS. TRITE PLOT THAT
CAN HARDLY BE TAKEN
SERIOUSLY.

Cast. . . .John Lowell sincere and tries

very hard to get the picture over
but his efforts alone are insufficient

to make up for the many short-

comings of both story and produc-
tion. Evangeline Russell amateur-
ish and does not screen well. Jane
Thomas capable but not given very
much to do. A long list of un-
known people—names that won't
mean a thing at the box office.

Type of Story. .. .Melodrama; starts

off with promises of being really

interesting but soon drifts into com-
monplace, improbable situations

that fail to hold the slightest con-
viction. Deals with one of those
.trusting small town heroes who is

looked upon as the leader of the

townsfolk and when he agrees to

sell his property to a man, the vil-

lain naturally, they all follow suit.

But when, later, they discover they
have been defrauded he assumes
the responsibility and by way of

revenge, blows up a dam, the flood

from which will wash away villain's

home. It happens that the aven-
ger's little daughter is undergoing
an operation in this very house.
Of course she is saved and the

villain seeks the forgiveness of the
man he wronged. To tell th's fair-

ly simple story, there is a continu-
ity that beats around the bush,
dragging in much unnecessary and
irrelevant business and consequent-
ly causing a slow, tedious develop-
ment. There is a resultant poorly
sustained interest and unless you
can count on the few thrills such
as the motor accident, the flood and
rescue, to satisfy them, -there isn't

very much left in the picture to

entice them. •

Box Office Angle.... Not especially

prosperous; picture rather amateur-
ish in its making and not big
enough in story to make it attrac-

tive. Nor are there any names to

work on.

Exploitation. .. .When the meller is

laid on so thick, and is so improb-
able, that it verges on the point

of comedy, it isn't likely to satisfy.

And that is what happens with
"Floodgates." The director has
tried so strenuously to be melo-
dramatic that he has overdone it,

to the point of making it funny. If

there were some names with box
office values, a little more action

and thrills, the story might pass.

As it is there is little for you to

talk about and certainly nothing to

make promises for.

Direction . George Irving; very poor

Author L. Case Russell

Scenario L. Case Russell

Cameraman Joseph Settle

Photography All right

Locale Small town

Length About 6,000 feet.

Dustin Farnum in

"Kentucky Days"
Fox

As a Whole DRAMA OF CO-
LONIAL AND GOLD RUSH
DAYS THAT OFFERS SOME
GOOD ACTION AND FAIR
DRAMATIC SUSPENSE EVEN
THOUGH THEME IS OF
FARFETCHED VARIETY.

Star.... Has the sort of role that he
seems to glory in. A most uncon-
vincing characterization called for

but Farnum succeeds rather well in

getting it over. Required to do
some outlandish things.

Cast. .. .Ordinary. No one very im-
portant nor giving any outstanding
performance; includes Margaret
Fielding, Miss Woodthorp, Bruce
Gordon and Wm. P. DeVaull.

Type of Story. ... Drama. Whether
or not the author, John Lynch, aims
to show the difference between
"then and now," in regard to the
old triangle isn't disclosed but it

does appear that he aims to con-
trast the unfaithful wife of Colonial
days with the frivolous lady of the
present, as well as to show you how
a husband who found his wife in the
arms of another would act in 1853.

Instead of politely retiring and
picking himself another mate, the
hubby of those times ordered the
duelling pistols and promptly did

away with his enemy. Next he
proceeded to order his wife from
the home, freed all his slaves, then
grasped a burning log from the
grate and destroyed his home. As
further punishment for the wife he
took her on a wagon train journey
to the West, ignoring her until she
was lost in a sand storm. At this

point he realized he still loved her,

went after her and they lived happy
ever after. Except for a realistic

sand storm and the few thrills and
action bits in connection with the

wagon train episode, there is little

to recommend this latest Farnum
picture, a trite, improbable piece
that is farfetched almost to the
point of being ridiculous.

Box Office Angle. . . .An average pic-

ture. Where the star is popular
they may accept it and the improve-
ment in the latter reels over the
first may serve to send them out
satisfied.

Exploitation.. ..Indicate that the
story transpires in old Colonial
times and is a drama of the old
South during the gold rush days.
You might use catchlines reading:
"What did husbands do in the old
days when they found their wives
unfaithful? Divorce them? No. See
for yourself in 'Kentucky Days,' the

latest Fox feature starring Dustin
Farnum." Use trailer of the desert

sand storm, or shots of the fire if

you know they want some thrills

to interest them.

Direction David Solomon; fair

Author John Lynch
Scenario Dorothy Yost
Cameraman Not credited

Photography Good
Locale The plains

Length 4,508 feet

"Three O'clock in the

Morning"
C. C. Burr—State Rights

As a Whole MAKES IT A
MIGHTY INTERESTING PIC-
TURE WITH THE FLAPPER
JAZZ PERIOD WELL PLAY-
ED UP. SHOULD DO VERY
WELL IN VIEW OF THE
CRAZE FOR THIS MATERIAL.

Players Constance Binney ex-
cellent in the leading role. Great
pity that she doesn't appear oftener.

Gives a likeable performance and is

easy to look at. IVrary Carr as her
mother—and gives the usual Mary
Carr performance. Edmund
Breese as the hard father; and he's

hard. Richard Thorpe is hero.

Others little Russell Griffin, Wil-
liam Bailey, and Edna May Oliver.

Type of Story. .. .Regulation jazz;
with heroine who wants to step out
and meets the inevitable villain. A
Sunday morning breakfast in the
prim home of her prim parents
leads to the smash and she starts

to make her own living. Villain

lands her a job as a dancer and then
wants to exact pay. You know the

kind. In the end the little heroine
discovers—not too late—that hero's
love is clean and fine and he swims
ashore from a South American
liner to put his arms around her.

There isn't a lot to the story but
the treatment makes it stand out
unusually for this type of material.

The suspense is well handled and
the jazz parties and the Sunday
breakfast in the prim old home is

all to the good, plus some rather
well worn but interesting situations.

Box Office Angle Little better
than the average, but good material
of its kind. Few on the state right

market meet the demand of this

jazz type better. Only pity that

Constance Binney is not better
known with a greater following.
This might mop up if it has the
right kind of aid.

Exploitation You have several

good things to help out. The
title is attractive and can be used
to advantage. It is the title of
a popular melody and while tie-ups

with music concerns can easily be
worked you can use a big cut out
of the face of a clock, place it at-

tractively in the lobby and use
some photos of the cast on the big
face of the clock. Of course use
the melody in your orchestra. There
are innumerable ways of using the

title in throw-aways and one that

might be used to advantage is to

get the old litho of the girl kicking,
with the face of a clock in the back-
ground. This is unusually interest-

ing. Catchlines like this might be
used: "Would you like to dance at

three o'clock every morning, and
then pay the piper? See how Con-
stance Binney played and paid, at

the blank theater."

Direction Kenneth Webb; very
good as a rule. Some nice touches.

Author Mann Page
Scenario Gerald Duffy
Cameraman Jack Brown, Bill

McCoy and Neal Sullivan.

Photography Average
Locale Small town near New
York and jazz restaurants.

Length 6,308 feet
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DISTRIBUTORS
Reriewed

'The Valley of the Wolf, (Jack Pick-
ford

ARROW
At Devil's Gorge
The Sting of the Scorpion

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
The Extra Girl (Mabel Normand) . . . 1-27-24

The Miracle Makers
The Yankee Consul

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
Chastity (Katherine Mac Donald ...

Her Temporary Husband 12-16-23

Jealous Husbands 2- 3-24

Thundergate 1-20-24

The Wanters
When a Man's a Man 2-10-24

The Dangerous Maid (Constance
Talmadge) .12-16-23

Boy of Mine 12-30-23

The Song of Love (Norma Tal-

madge) 1-13-24

The Love Master 1-20-24

Black Oxen 1-13-24

The Age of Desire '. 1-20-24

Painted People 2- -3-24

Flowing Gold ' .
.

'

C. B.
Innocence
The Marriage Market .

.

The Barefoot Boy

C.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Big Brother 12-20-23

Call of the Canyon 12-16-23

The Light That Failed 12- 2-23

West of the Water Tower (Glenn
Hunter) 1- 6-24

Don't Call It Love 12-30-23

The Humming Bird (Pola Negri)... 1-20-24

The Heritage of the Desert 1-27-24

Flaming Barriers 2- 3-24

Pied Piper Malone (Thos Meighan) . . 2- 3-24

The Stranger 2-10-24

The Next Corner
Shadows of Paris (Negri)

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Alimony 1-20-24

Breaking Into Society
Fashionable Fakirs
The Mailman 12- 2-23

Judgment of the Storm 12-30-23

The Lullaby 1- 6-24

Phantom Tustice 1-13-24

The White Sin 2-17-24

FOX
The Governor's Lady 12-23-23

The Grail (Dustin Farnum 12-23-23
Mile-a-Minute-Romeo (Tom Mix).
Six Cvlinder Love (Ernest Truex) ..12- 9-23

You Can't Get Away With It

This Freedom 12 -9-23

The Shepherd King 12-16-23

Cupid's Fireman (Chas. Jones.) ....12-16-23
Gentle Tulia 1-6-24
Hoodman Blind 1-20-24

The Net 1-27-24

Just Off Broadway 2- 3-24

Not A Drum Was Heard 2- 3-24

The Shadow of the East 2- 3-24

Ladies to Board 2-10-24

North of Hudson Bay ;

—

Kentucky Days
The Blizzard
No Mother to Guide Her

GOLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN
The Dav of Faith 12- 6-23

In the Palace of the King 12- 9-23
Name the Man 1-20-24

A Slave of Desire 12-16-23
The Steadfast Heart 12-30-23
The Great White Way 1-13-24

Reno 1-13-24

Through the Dark 1-20-24

Yolanda (Davies)

D. W. GRIFFITH
America

W. W. HODKINSON
The Old Fool 12-23-23

Grit 1- 6-24

METRO
Fashion Row (Mae Murray) 12- 2-23
The Man Life Passed By 12-23-23

Half-A-Dollar-Bill 12- 9-23

The Heart Bandit 1-13-24

The Fool's Awakening 2- 3-24

The Uninvited Guest — ..

PATHE EXCHANGE
The Way of a Man 11-18-23

PREFERRED
Maytime 12- 2-23

Poisoned Paradise —
PRINCIPAL

Mmd Over Motor

ROCKETT-LINCOLN FILM CO.
Abraham Lincoln 1-27-24

SELZNICK
Bag and Baggage ....

A Prince of a King . .

Broadway Broke
12-30-23
12-30-23

Defying "Destiny 1-13-24

Woman to Woman (Betty Compson) 1-20-24

Cause for Divorce 1-27-24

UNITED ARTISTS
A Woman of Paris 10- 7-23

No More Women 2- 3-24

UNIVERSAL
Crooked Alley
His Mystery Girl (Herbert Rawlin-

son)
The Near Lady (Gladys Walton).
Pure Grit
The Red Warning (Jack Hoxie)

.

Hook and Ladder (Hoot Gibson) .

The Whispered Name
The Man From Wyoming
The Breathless Moment
Jack O'Clubs

Jewel Prod.
A Lady of Quality
Sporting Vouth (Reginald Denny).

.12- 2-23

.12-23-23
.12 2-23

!.12- 9-23

. 1- 6-24

. 1-13-24

. 1-20-24

. 2- 3-24

. 2-10-24

.12-16-23
. 1-27-24

VITAGRAPH
Let Not Man Put Asunder 1-27-24

The Man From Brodney's 12- 2-23

My Man 2-17-24

WARNER BROTHERS
Conductor 1492 —
Lucretia Lombard 12-23-23

Tiger Rose 12- 9-23

The Marriage Circle 2-10-24

Daddies 2-17-24

STATE RIGHTS' RELEASE
The Unknown Purple (Truart) 12-

You Are in Danger (Blair-Coan) . . .12-

The Satin Girl (Grand-Asher) 12-

The Daring Years (Equity 12-

The Whipping Boss (Monogram) ... 12

Enemies of Children (Mammoth) . . . . 12-

The Marriage Market (C. B. C.)...12
The Veil of Happiness (E. L. Klein) . 12-

After the Ball (Anderson) —
The Supreme Test (Comosart) 12

Other Men's Daughters (Grand-
Asher) 12

Three Miles Out (Kenma).., 1

Restless Wives (C. C. Burr) 1

The White Panther (Goldstone) 1

The Average Woman (Burr) 2

Three O'Clock in the Morning (Burr)
The Trail of the Law (Apfel) 2

Week End Husbands (Equity) 2
The Stranger from the North (Mari-

time) 2
Marry In Haste (Goldstone) 2-

Leave It To Gerry (Grand-Asher) . . -
Men Who Forget 2

Do It Now (Goldstone) -

2-23
2-23
9-23
9-23

16-23
16-23
23-23
23-23

23-23

30-23
6-24
6-24

-27-24

3-24

3-24
• 3-24

Short Subject

3-24
10-24

17-24

Arc Amus. Co. Dissolves
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—The Arc Amusement
Co., of Crawfordsville, has been dis-

solved.

Boys Burn Up $3,000 In Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati—Twelve boys are being
held by the police, charged with de-
stroying by fire, $3,000 in prints. The
films were stolen from the Gerson
Film Exchange during January.

W. R. Bedell Joins Graphic
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—W. R. Bedell, who re-

signed the management of the

Rialto last fall, has joined Graphic
Films here as salesmanager.

North Carolina House Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chapel Hill, N. C—The Pickwick,
the only theater in town, is a total

loss from fire. Loss estimated at

$35,000.

"The National Rash"~Grantland Rice
Pathe

Great for the Golfer

Type of production 1 reel sports

Here's a reel to delight the -golfer

as well as the goofer. It goes way
back to the beginning and shows how
the game was originated in Scotland
by a shepherd lad who hit a stone

with his shepherd's crook. Coming
down to the present date, a number
of celebrities are shown in action, in-

cluding Sarazen. Sweetser, Jones and
Hagen. Last but far from least is a

study of the "duffer who plays and
pays" and his troubles in a sand trap

and the rough will bring forth much
sympathetic laughter, while his de-

light when a wild drive really lands

Ihe ball in the hole, will get a chuckle
from anyone.

"Keep Healthy"—Universal

Mediocre Comedy
Type of production 1 reel comedy

Slim Summerville and Bobby Dunn
are the featured players in this Uni-
versal short reel. They run around
a lot, and work hard but the laughs
aren't as frequent as they might be.

although it may be considered satis-

factory entertainment by a great

many audiences. The comedians are

gardeners in a sanitorium but are

sent to get some trade by the boss.

They pretend to be patient and doctor
and work a fake cure in front of a

crowd. Then, after securing a num-
ber of patients they pretend that

Bobby has smallpox and so force the

"guests" to leave, making sure that

they pay before leaving.

"The Buccaneers"—Our Gang

—

Pathe
Another Humdinger

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
The beloved "gang" has full op-

portunity to display its variations of

histrionic ability and at the same time

have as much fun as possible in

Pathe comedy. They're all dres
up in pirate clothes, boots and
Unfortunately, their cherished ve:

sinks the first time it is launched
is seen no more. Nothing dauu
the pirate crew are playing in a t

sailing vessel that is moored nea;

when its moorings become loosei

and they are really cast adrift. Picl

up by a U. S. battleship, the kids
scared to death, but they escape fr

the sailors into the arms of await
parents who have been sent for ii

government launch. The laughs
many. The kids, a joy forever.

"The All Star Cast"—Aesop Fabh
Pathe

Good Cartoon Comedy

Type of production. . .1 reel animal'
cartoon.

This is a diverting number of P;
Terry's animated cartoon fabl

showing all the different acts of

vaudeville show at the Animals' Op<
House. Should be good for a numt
of laughs, especially for the childr

in your audience.

"The Cake Eater"—Will Rogers-
Pathe

First-rate Entertainment

Type of production. . . .2 reel comei

As a whole one of the funniest

the Will Rogers comedies yet to 1

released by Pathe. Will is seen
a typical messy-looking cowboy b'

two spinsters who have recently con
West think he is "just grand." B
lieving that "the way to a man's hea
is through his stomach" they mal
him eat doughnuts and cake muc
against his will. There are some typ

cally Rogeresque sub-titles that O'l

cation many of the laughs. Thorougl
ly entertaining. We were sorry whe
it was over.

AT YOUR SERVICE

250 WEST 541* ST.
JUST WEST OF BROADWAY. NY.

ART WORK,MATS,STEREOS,EUECTROS.
PHONES,— CIPCLE — 2450-1-2.
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Adds to picture interest the appeal of good

photography—affords an additional safeguard

for the success of the picture in the eyes of

the audience—carries quality from studio to

screen.

Look in the margin of the release print for

the identification "Eastman" "Kodak.''

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Adverse Bills In Ky.
easures Would Sponsor Censorship
and a Ten Per Cent Tax on

All Amusements
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Louisville, Ky.—Fifty-two repre-
ntatives of 100 Kentucky theaters

ive organized for a fight against the

eneral Assembly bills which would
eate a State Board of Censors and
ould place a 10 per cent State tax
n all amusements.
Tom Russell, Maysville, J. B.
tout, Danville, E. J. Wiseman, Har-
jdsburg, and W. R. Patti, Frank-
)rt, were appointed members of a

gislative committee to represent the-
ter owners at Frankfort.
Special opposition was voiced to the
roposed tax on amusements. It was
ointed out that the tax would be an
dditional burden to the public and
was declared to be unfair and inop-

ortune in view of th*sfact that the
tcieral Government now is consider-
lg the removal of amusement taxes,

"his bill was introduced in the upper
ouse by Senator H. F. Green of

mithland.
One of the censorship bills is a
enate measure introduced by Sena-
sr Hiram Brock of Harlan while the
ther is a House bill introduced by
Representative C. W. Ryans of Louis-
ille. Both of the censorship bills

lave been reported favorably, it was
aid at the meeting, and have been
ead into the calendar.
The Ryans bill would provide that

10 "motion picture machine shall be
>peratcd except by hand power."

December Exports Total $778,638
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Figures made public

jy the Department of Commerce
show December exports of films as
follows: Sensitized, but not exposed,
(.450.099 ft. valued at $109,761; nega-
tives, 352.540 ft. valued at $121,079;
positives, 10,590.922 ft. valued at

5547,798. The monthly" total is $778.-
538.

The month's largest shipments in-
cluded 1.904.291 ft. unexposed film,
i-alued at $51,125, to Japan; 183,404
Et. of negatives, valued at $73,722, to
England, and 1,654,566 ft. of positives,
i-alued at $70,218, to Canada.

It's the wise box-office "go-getters" (hat are playing Mabel Normand in

Mack Sennett's comedy drama smash, "The Extra Girl." Mike Shea book-

ed it for the Hippodrome, Buffalo. 'Nuff sed. Distributed by Associated

Exhibitors.—Advt.

Bronx Theater Sold
A client of Armstrong Brothers

has purchased from Schulte Realty
Co., their lease on the block front on
the north side of Fordham Road from
Jerome to Morris Ave. The plot is

improved with two and three story
business buildings, containing seven-
teen stores and a picture theater seat-
ing 600.

New Suit Against Detroit M. P.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The Detroit M. P. Com-
pany which produced "Mary" has
been sued for $1,041.29 wages and
traveling expenses by Kenneth Har-
lan. The suit was filed by Lee Jos-
lyn on behalf of the Preferred Pic-

tures Corp. of New York which has
Harlan under contract.

Garrett Here
Sidney Garrett of Inter-Globe Ex-

port Co., is in New York from Lon-
don. He expects to remain here for

about three weeks.

$6,000,000 Unit Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—The Montrose Pic-

ture Corp. has been formed here with
a capitalization of $6,000,000.

Albany, N. Y.—Reel-Co'ors. New
York has been chartered, capital

$200,000. Incorporators, G. A. Can-
alizo and S. B. Godev.

First

"Lilies" At Strand

National's, "Lilies of the

Leave for the East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—F. C. Munroe and
Harry Richards of the Hodkinson or-

ganization, who have been closing a

number of deals here, left for the East
Saturday with a batch of new con-
tracts.

Geraghty to Produce
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Tom J. Geraghty
plans to have his own production unit.

Before launching it. however, he will

make one picture with Jack Pickford
at the Pickford-Fairbanks studios.

Pictures For Loew's Dayton
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dayton, O.—Effective this week
Loew's Dayton will abandon vaude-
ville for a straight picture policy.

Cosman Bound For Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Jack Cosman of the
Agfa organization is due here from
the East todav.

Schulberg Leaves

B. P. Schulberg of Preferred left for
Field," opens at the Strand next week., the coast on Saturday.

Big Foreign Deal
William Vogel Signs New Contract

for Distribution of Hodkinson
Output Abroad

William M. Yogel, who has been
handling the Hodkinson product in
foreign countries, has closed a new
contract with the organization which
vests in him the disposal of all for-
eign territories for a period of several
years.

The contract is understood to be a
large and important one, running into
a considerable amount of money. Un-
der the terms of it, there will be no
lapse in the sale of the product since
the agreement provides that Vogel is

to begin disposing of the new line-up
where he left off under the previous
agreement.

Vogel has been operating one unit
of his various enterprises under the
name of the Young Pictures Corp.
Notice of a change in name to the
William Vogel Dist. Corp. has been
filed with the Secretary of State in
Albany. It is likely that it is under
this new corporate name that he will
handle the Hodkinson foreign sales.

Lease Cameo For 9 Weeks
Hodkinson has leased the Cameo

for nine weeks, beginning March 9.

The first picture will be "Love's
Whirlpool," to be followed by weekly
changes.

Aid For Small Towns
Goldwyn To Investigate Needs of the

Little Man—Bonns Starts in

New York
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan is about to

introduce an innovation in exhibitor
service, according to home office exe-
cutives. New York State has been
selected as an experimental field in
order to secure first hand knowledge
of what the needs of the small ex-
hibitor are.

Eddie Bonns. special sales repre-
sentative, is in Buffalo this morning
on the firsf leg of an intensive tour
of the state. He intends visiting
towns with a population as low as
1,000 for the definite purpose of learn-
ing what exhibitors want in the way
of service. He will inquire about the
conditions of prints; exploitation aids
and in general, endeavor to ascertain
what his organization can do to help.
Bonns will, of course, take in the

larger cities, but his trip is essentially
on behalf of the usuallv neglected
little fellow.

Later, Bonns will travel in different
territories throughout the country.
His tour through New York State
will take from five to six weeks alone.
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Inc Published Daily except Saturday, at

71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.. by

WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;

J W. Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Man-
ager: Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.

Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.

at the post office at New York, N. Y., unde>

the act oi March i, 1879.

Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside

of Greater New York, $10.00' one year; h

mouths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign

$15.00 Subscribers should remit with order

Address all communications to THE FILS
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New Vor
N. Y. Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-555^.

Hollvwood, California—Walter R. Greect.
' 6411 Hollywood .Blvd. 'Phone. Hollywood

1603.

London Representative—Ernest W. Fredinan

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave..

London, W. I.

Central European Representative—Interna-

tionale Filmscbau, Prague (Czecho Slo-

vakia), Wenzelplatz

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y.— B. P. Schulberg-

Preferred, New York. 500 shares,

Class A, preferred stock, $100 each;

500 shares Class B, preferred stock,

$100 each; 60 shares common, no par

value Incoporators, F. Freeman, S.

Zierler and B. P. Schulberg. At-

torneys, Marks & Marks. New York.

Albany, N. Y.— Echo M. P. House,

New York. Capital $12000. In-

corporators, S: and Y". "Marrow and
B. Eisenberg. Attorney, A. Benja-

min, New York.

Dover, Del.—Montrose Picture

Corp., Wilmington. Capital $6,000,-

000.

To Handle "Bagdad" Abroad

Douglas Fairbanks has made a deal

with Morris Guest whereby the lat-

ter will exploit "The Thief of Bag-
dad." abroad.

Atlanta—Harry Harris has resign-

ed from Universal and is succeeded

by Gilbert M. Tyler.

Foreign Distribution of

Motion Picture
Productions YJ&fr

GeotS>°^
otv

^/°* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokaim, N. Y.

New Theaters
Lebanon. Tenn.—John Hatcher,

v.-ho recently resigned from the Lyric
management, and NeaP Ligbii, are

building a new theater on the north
side. ;•_... kv .•

Lorain, O.—Construction on the

new theater to be erected on the site

of the old Paris, has begun.

Hackensack, N. J.—The new Grant
& Lee theater at Palisade Junction,

has formally opened.

Zephyr Hills, Fla.—A group of lo-

cal business men have opened the new
Zepljyr.

'

Liberty, N. Y.— Messrs. Weber and
Beck have opened their new theater.

The house seats close to 1,000.

Many Changes In Field

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh—A. F. Morrone has be-

come connected with the S. & S. Film
Supply Co.

Atlanta—J. S. Carscallen, formerly
with Paramount, has joined Progress
in North Carolina.

Detroit—Abe Goldener has resign-

ed from the Film Classics' sales force.

Charlotte, N. C.—Jack Cunning-
ham, has joined States Film Co.

Error in Name
Maidena Pictures, not Maldona

Pictures is the name of a company
formed in Albany last week. The
error occurred in telegraphic trans-

mission.. E. Di Napoli is one of the
incorporators.

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The cast for the first

Al Christie feature will be headed by
Dorothy Devore, supported by Wal-
ter Hiers, Tully Marshall, Jimmie
Adams and Earl Rodney.

Myrtle Stedman will play a part

in "The Woman on the Jury," now
in production by First National.

Robert Brower has been cast for

a part in "When Johnny Comes
Marching Home."

Gertrude Astor has been signed for

Rowland West's new picture.

WALTER R. GREENE.

On Broadway
Broadway—"Fools Highway.''
Brooklyn Strand—"Daddii -."

Cameo—"When A Iran's A Man.'
Capito 1—"Wild Orange-.."
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Cosmopolitan—" Yolan da."

Criterion—"Tin- ("nyered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street—"Amern
Gaiety—"Abraham Lincoln."
Loew's New York—Today—"Bare-

foot Boy."
Tuesday—"Discontented H u s-

bands" and "The Lone Wagon."
Wednesday—"T h e H u m m i n g

Bird."

Thursday—"Flaming Barriers."
Friday—"Do It Now" and "Just
Off Broadway."

Saturday—"The Winters."
Lyric—"Thy Name Is Woman."
RialtO—"The Song of Love

."

Rivoli—"Icebound.'" • "

Strand—"Daughters of Today."

Next Week
Broadway—"The Hill Billy."

Cameo—"Love's Whirlpool."
Capitol—Not yet determined.
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Cosmopolitan—"Yolanda."
Criterion—"The Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street—"America."
Lyric—"Thy Name Is Woman."
Rialto—Not yet determined.
Rivo'i—Not yet determined.
Strand—"Lilies of the Field."

WmmmBw
NEGATIVE DEVELOPING - SAMPLE'PPJNTS

and TITLES

BEST QUALITY ONLY
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CYTHEREA

Nov Playing*

Glenn
Hunter
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I STAR OF

rMEKTOA/ OF
THE M0VIE.S"

GRIT
with Clara Bow
Ditcckiby Frank Tuttle

A Film Guild Production

(Distributed tif

HODKINSON
SU9WI 1924-W5 Thirty first-Rim Pkmr«

a sensation in

"BLAC/C
Q)CEN"

HAL ROACH'S

OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

AT LIBERTY

BLYTHE SHERWOOD
Personal Press Representative

RAPID TRANSIT
Wonder reel of 1924

Startling, Sensational and

—

Different

Ask John J. Iris about it.

Iris Film Exch., 729 7th Ave.
Phone 3377 Bryant

Our New
Telephone

Numbers

PENnsylvania

47404741

BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc.

229 West 28th Street

New York

Louis Seel Inc

Artistic
animated films

LEADERS
TRAILERS
220V/EST 42 ST.

NEW YORK
Chickering 1994-
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In The Courts
I(i the dispute over "Der, Galileex,

Pssssron l'!a> of jestts Christ/-

Ibrcme Court' justice Wagner h:<-

iiie'rj an application by Er'wih ( [sjtej

tier for an iivju action against "i i eft

ff Kremer. Astoria I'rod.. R.ieh>r.d

Schuarty. llie Central Fithi Corp
Merlin, 'Charles Reiukillg. and

her-. The Court stated that, it an

junction \\a- granted, it would
actiealh amouM to an adjudication

the controversy hefore the trial

id in Mich a case the truth must be

car and convincing, which in thi-

se 'it is not.

O-Urmaicr contended that he made
rangements to buy the fiim, which
represented to he another "'Ten

ommaildments." in behalf of the

>tona Prod, of -which he is an of-

cer, and that after the defendants

fend out how to go ahout it, they
ought the picture for themselves and
rough* it over here in January.
Rohert Schwobthaler managing di-

ecto'r of Express Film of Berlin, said

i an affidavit that the film is owned
y his company, and_ by George and
tdolph Fassnacht. and that they are

he sole distributors. He said that all

Ktcrmaier ever did was to get an
ption on the film but he failed to

lake a payment of $5,QQ0 at the time
equired and the deal w-as called off.

Drive For Children Patronage
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hartford. Conn.—James Clancy,
lanager of the Capitol says his drive

or special business from children last

,eek when he played "The Barefoot
>oy," worked out extremely well. He
aade a bid for children and their

arents at matinee showings and turn-

d them away through the week, so
reat was the turn-out.

Zambreno Sales Drive
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The Chicago, Indiairapo-
s and Milwaukee offices of the Frank
iambreno organization will conduct
sales drive March 16—April 26.

New Lee Theater Opens Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Thomasville, N. C.—The new Lee,
l which H. B. Varner owns half in-

erest, is due to open soon.

John Goodrich has become a mem-
er of Jack White's scenario depart-
lent.

&&>%DAILY
Theater Changes

St. Louis—Charley Goldman, owner
of the Rainbow, Broadway near Pine,

has taken over the Variety, Broad-
way near Chestnut, and has closed
the

|
house to be repaired and re-

modeled.

Little Rock, Ark.—Samuel S. Har-
ris has leased the New Conway at

Conway, now being erected by S.

G. and Theodore Smith and will open
the house on March IS.

East Brady, Pa.—The owners of
the Star are building a new structure.

When completed the Star will be dis-

continued.

Seattle—Harold E. Daigler has
left for Minneapolis to manage one
of the larger local theaters there.

Houtzedale. Pa.—The Opera House
has reopened, following a ten day
shutdown for repairs.

Enid, Okla.—The Empress has re-

opened under new management of

A. F. Prouty.

Oswego, N. Y.—Associated Thea-
ters, Inc., who are the new lessees of

the Gem.

Tacoma, Wash.—Ed. Shafer is

managing the Proctor St. Blue Mouse.

Niblo Premiere Tonight

"Thy Name Is Woman," the new i

Niblo film will have its premiere at

the Lyric theater tonight. The en-
gagement will last four weeks. S. L.
Rothafel is staging the prologue and
has arranged for the orchestra.

An intensive exploitation campaign
has been under way for several weeks
under Marc Lachmann wdio, among
other things distributed perfumed in-

vitations for the premiere. He also
sprinkled rather plentifully around
town a novel window card listing

Broadway stage success and included
'Thy Name Is Woman." after the
title of each show. These were
placed in all ticket agents' windows.

Coming Soon-QQfQffav

Mackaill
in a

Special (production

>HODKINSON
RELEASE !&*

;

(
ftrst (i{un (Piclufes

North

South

East

West

Everywhere

Executives

Exhibitors

Everybody

Will

Be
Interested

There 's
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Blizzard"—Fox
Liberty, St. Louis

POST-DISPATCH—The story of "The
Blizzard" is not particularly well done in

the film version. There are wide gaps to

interfere with a convenient following of the
plot, if such it may be termed. The story
itself, however, is romantic, out of the ordi-

nary rut, and on the whole the picture is well
worth seeine
TIMES—-Pictures taken during scientific

explorations in the North have been incorpo-
rated into the story. They include a spec-
tacular view of a reindeer stampede. * r

an interesting photoplay has been made
the materials.

of

"Boy of Mine"—1st Nat'l

Lyric, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—Few indeed are the motion
pictures that have achieved, * * * so em-
phatic an emotional appeal, without the least

tendency toward excess sentimentally. Gen-
uineness of feeling and simplicity of treat-

ment make this production one of the artistic

gems of the current season. * » •

"By Divine Right"— S.-R.
Crandall's, Washington

STAR—It is a story which gets well oat
of the beaten path and affords entertaining
•ilent drama. Mr. Dexter is cast in the rol«

of a man who possesses something more than
human perception and thereby is enabled
to adjust the differences of those with whom
he comes in contact.

"Flaming Gold—1st Nafl
Madison, Detroit

FREE PRESS—If it ts excitement, sus-
pense, swift action the thrill of red-blooded
men in fistic battles "Flowing Gold" will

come as a treat, because it posesses in

abundance every element that goes to make
up a capital story. It has some comedy,
too, and as sweet a romance as any woman
would wish to see.

"Flowing Gold"— 1st Nat'l
Madison, Detroit

NEWS—* * * a thoroughly entertaining
picture. * * *Being a sort of melodramatic
picture, it has several thrilling scenes. Among
these are the burning oil well, the river of
flame and a cloudburst.

"Her Temporary Husband"—1st Nat'l
Grand Central, St. Louis

POST-DISPATCH—* * * everything from
melodrama to the most blatant slapstick

comedy.
STAR—Once under way, the picture, "Her

Temporary Husband," brings uproarious
laughter. Syd Chaplin, as a light comedian
with slapstick tendencies, is almost as funny
as his brother, Charlie.
TIMES—* * * a thoroughly entertaining

comedy photo play * * *

"Thundering Dawn"—Universal
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—A picturized drama of

passions, set in an elemental background of

the tropins where the worst from white man't
civilization congregate, and great typhoon
storms destroy as with a breath, * * *

NEWS—It is melodrama of excellent pro-

portions. * * * One leaves the theater with an
intense feeling of satisfaction at having en-

joyed a really good movie.
TIMES—The story recalls that famous play

"The Bird of Paradise." It's an instance of

where a white "blue blood drinks the dregs
of south seas filth and comes back" because
the girl he loved "back home" had the cour-
age to come to him and help him fight his way.
* * * The rapidity of action amazes.

"The Country Kid"—Warner's
Hippodrome, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—* * * it is, * * * an
attempt to make a feature photoplay out of

a few simple incidents and some pleasant
hokum. * * * Wesley Barry himself is a good
ileal more pleasing in this picture than in

several of its predecessors. * * * But Wesley
in many places plays only "second fiddle"

to a younger lad named Bruce Guerin, a
chubby, pleasant little fellow of 3 or 4, * * *

This little fellow is always interesting.

"Mile A Minute Romeo"—Fox
Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * The picture is a typical Mix
production with plenty of two-gun men, lots

of shooting and some good riding * * * The
action is sure fire and continuous.
STAR—* * * is replete with the usual

thrills found in Mix productions."

"Tiger Rose"—Warner's
B'way Strand, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * has been made into
a screen play of transcendent beauty. * * *

contains every element that stamps a master-
piece and a story that "grips" from opening
scene to final fadeout. * * - * Much credit is

due to everyone connected with the produc-
tion. The direction is particularly artistic,

and some if the most attractive exteriors to
reach the screen form aa effective back-
ground.
NEWS—The film drama loses the charm of

Miss Ulrich's voice and accent. It loses the
vividness of her interpretation of the little

French-Canadian girl. But it gains in scenic
effects.

TIMES—It's a typical melodrama. * * *

Lenore takes to the screen like a kitten to milk.
It seems to be a plaything for her.

Mission, Los Angeles
(Run beginning Feb, 18)

DAILY NEWS—Conceived with rare la

agination, elaborately constructed, and spei

tacular in every sense of the word, "Th
White Sister." * * * may easily be classifie

as one of the few outstanding photopla
successes.
EXAMINER—Settings which are super

in their natural or architectural beauty-
* * * make a fitting background for a stor
which has little of joy in it, but much 11

that breathless wonder which is inherent
for us moderns, in a tragic but beautiful lovt

EXPRESS—For "The White Sister" nc
only is the most exquisitely beautiful thir

pictorially throughout, but it marks one <.

the few artistic milestones in motion-pictur
annals in which pure tragedy is adequate!-,
and entertainingly handled, by director Hear,
King and Miss Gish.
HERALD—From the pictorial standpoin

"The White Sister" is most beautiful, it
|

scenes being taken in Italy. It is one of th

very rare screen dramas which has dared t
end other than happily and deserves to b 1

classed as one of the season's outstanding suc-

cesses.

RECORD—The grandeur of church ritut

and pageantry, especially the ceremonies c
the novitiate in the marriage to the church
are beautiful and impressive.

In "The White Sister" the producer
justify their name—Inspiration Pictures.

TIMES—* * * one that in many of it

poignant and dramatically exquisite qualities

promises to be among the rarest of attraction
of the season.

"The Courtship of Myles Standish"
Asso. Exhib.

Stanley, Philadelphia

ENQUIRER—* * * done with meticulous
attention to all the details. Yet, as a his-

torical picture it is not entirely satisfactory.
In spite of the care with which the picture
was evidently done and the amount of his-

torical research * * * the picture lacks the
spirit which actuated the Pilgrims.
NORTH AMERICAN—Ray, in the role

of John Alden, makes the character a very
lovable one, * * * Two outstanding faults
of the production are the fact that there is

not one ray of humor to relieve the serious-
ness of the entire film, and also that many of
the scenes were so palpably faked that it had
the effect of cheapening the production.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—* * *

may quite rightly be called one of the first

American epic pictures * * * The entire pic-
ture is an artistic justification, and Mr. Ray
deserves no end of credit for the painstaking
care he put on the film. It will- live, and it

will be more than successful. All glory to him.
RECORD—This extremely well-made

photo-drama, in which Ray has the role of
that romantic character, John Alden, should
send every American back to his history.
* * * Ray as John Alden is superb. He
makes of him a clear-visioned, clean-minded
and adventurous youth, to whom honor and
friendship were, next to Priscilla's smiles, the
greatest treasures of life.

"Name The Man"—Gold-Cosmop.
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—Victor Seastrom, a foreign direc-

tor, has made the film, * * * and by his capa-
bilities and gifts for injecting life where it

is not, has lifted the offering from the realm
of the too-obvious to the realm of the more-or-
less entertaining.
STAR—* * * aside from providing fine

entertainment, is interesting because of the
promise it withholds for several men and
women connected with its production. Sea-
strom, the director, reveals a flare for th epic-
torial quality that is one of the features of
his first production on this side of the Atlan-
tic. He is a real artist and he handles lights
and shades as deftly as he handled people
and objects. Conrad Nagel likewise comes
out of this picture with prospects that are
unsually bright. His performance * * *

highly sincere. Mae Busch, * * * reaches
heights she has never before indicated she
might touch * * *

"Under The Red Robe"—Gold.-Cos.
Century, Baltimore

SUN—Starting with 13 reels it has been
cut to 10. Three more reels lopped off and
dropped into the waste-basket would still fur-
ther improve matters in our very humble opin-
ion. The picture has cost much money. This
is easily apparent.

"The Song of Love"—1st Nat'l
Family, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—Norma Talmadge's beauty
and charm are shown to the best advantage in

"The Song of Love." Unfortunately, it does
not offer similar advantages for her dramatic
talent.

TIMES-STAR—Its chief claim to atten-
tion is the fact that it presents the beautiful
Norma as an Arabian dancing girl. The story
is neither new nor convincing', and all in all

the production affords an unsatisfactory star-

ring vehicle for Miss Talmadge.

"The Wanters"—1st Nat'l
The Chicago, Chicago

POST—* * * this story will appeal to
everyone, for it is a most human one of
everyday life and every-day people, and at
some time or other you have all experienced
a feeling of longing for nice things similar
to that which consumed Myra Hastings.
TRIBUNE—The film is not cleverly pro-

duced, so all the triteness of the plot about
which it is built sticks out at every turn.
The best that can be said for it is that the
really good players afflicted with the roles
wished upon them bear them with a patience
which is not job-like, because, apparently,
they utter no lamentations.

"Daddies"—Warner's
Rialto, Washington

STAR—The story is refreshingly different

from the usual complicated problem or love
tale. There is a group of charming young-
sters that play important parts in the unfold-
ing of the story and Claude Gillingwater it

excellent in the leading comedy role
TIMES—Though a theme fraught with

untold possibilities for fun, it is also one which
can be spoiled by unskillful handling. It is,

therefore, an impossible task to place re-

sponsibility upon any one person for the suc-
cessful result achieved. * * * William A.
Seiter chose and directed the splendid cast
without which it would have been a "flop."

| of the year.

"The Stranger"—F. P.-L.
Missouri, St. Louis

POST DISPATCH—Tully Marshall gives
a performance in "The Stranger" * * * that
can be compared favorably with some of the
best screen work * * *

TIMES—Betty Compson is pleasing and
sincere, although Richard Dix is a somewhat
weak hero * * * Tully Marshall handles a
character part excellently. The story is

drama, topped off with romance and a murder
trial as a climax. The plot is not particular-
ly original, but good directing and acting
make of it acceptable screen entertainment.
The conclusion is unexpected, and adds to
the story.

Columbia, Washington
STAR—A signal triumph in motion pic-

tures * * * is a distinct departure from the
usual lot of screen dramas foisted upon a
helpless public. * * * and while it has a most
tragic finale, it is so utterly different so su-
perior to the general run, that it promises to
rank well up among the leading productions

"When A Man's A Man"—1st Nat'l
Strand, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—* * * shows how truly in-

teresting this type of motion picture can
be made if a little common sense and discre-
tion are shown. Considering that it is a
story of the West, a remarkably economy of
gunpowder was observed in the making of the
film, but despite this there is no lack of dra-
matic intensity.

TIMES-STAR—As "westerns" go, it is

considerably above par. * * * The story is

interesting and plausible. It presents the "he-
man" motif without overdoing it.

"White Tiger"—Universal
Garden, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—If you will recall "TV
Wildcat of Paris" and similar early produc
tions starring the vibrant Priscilla you wil
understand why we consider "White Tiger'
the best thing that Miss Dean has done fa
Universal in many months. It is a crool
story, original and absorbing, with less ten

'

dency to overdone melodrama than most talei

of the kind, and a decided leaning toward* ii

subtle comedy now and then.

Rivoli, St. Louis
GLOBE DEMOCRAT—* * * is undoubt '

edly the finest crook play brought out sinci

"Outside the Law," was produced. * * * I I

depicts many realistic and strong element-
seldom seen in a play of this character. Thi
cast alone commends it as a picture that i:

j

surpassing worth while.

POST-DISPATCH—Those who like croolj
plays with startling plot complications an<)
revelations of certain phases of underwork
life, will find much enjoyment * * *

STAR—* * * in detail at least, is off th(

beaten track of crook melodramas. Som<
unusual situations develop.

Negative Developing—Printing

Titles In All

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

Languages
Bryant 5450-1

"The White Rose"—Unit. Artists

Piccadilly, Rochester
TIMES-UNION—Many of .these virtues he

still retains and has put to use in the film

"The White Rose." * * * Therefore it is the
more irritating that the faults that always ac-

companied his virtues have grown apace until

they threaten to completely counteract the
good points of his work.

Let "TED" Furnish the Music
Orchestras, Individuals, Enter-

tainers at Short Notice
Moving picture pianists, organ-
ists, combinations always on
hand.

TED ROSENTHAL
145 W. 45th St., Phone Bryant 1995

"The White Sister"—Inspiration
English's Indianapolis

STAR—Lillian Gish. who is featured, addi
in no small measure to the distinction she en-

joys of being one of the screen's finest ar-

tists. * * * In fact, there are moments in

"The White Sister," when she comes nearer
achieving perfection than ever before. * * *

There is more real and powerful drama in

"The White Sister." than in any of the so-

called films of the day.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831
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•o Voice In Company
ij W. Hodkinson Rarely Seen at

Company's Offices—Still Re-
tains Stock Interest, However
Respite the fact -that W. W. Hod-
,on is chairman of the board of di-

nars of the company bearing his

tie, it is understood his active in-

>st in its affairs has practically

sed. As a matter of fact, he has

y made a few appearances at the

dquarters since the new regime
ht into power the beginning of the

r.

iodkinson retains his stock inter-

in the corporation and, of course,

still interested in its doings but
share in the organization's ac-

ties is very slight. He is spend-
most of his time at his Port

ishington home and comes into

;n usually only to attend the

nthly meeting of the directors.
'. C. Munroe and Harry Richards
due in town from the coast to-

rrow. Announcement of several

v deals is looked for.

Eaton on Hodkinson Staff

ack Eaton will represent Hodkin-
during the company's nine week

;agement of the Cameo. The first

ture, "Love's Whirlpool," opens
iday.

"The Public Speaks"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

.os Angeles—Cecil B. De Mille,

i statement dealing with the future

motion pictures, says, in part:
The point is plain that we have at last

:hed the much-to-be-desired stage, where
public as a whole speaks its desires
makes possible the diversity of en-

ainment which the motion picture in-

try needs in order to rise to the still

ater artistic heights which await it. It
i very fortunate for the business of making
itoplays when the voice of the public
an to bulk large enough so that the
i producers felt safe in trusting the ex-
diture of millions to its decision rather
n is relying entirely upon the judgment
a comparatively few men who might
might not strike the correct keynote."

Two More Under Contract
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

-os Angeles—With the shipment
st of "A Boy of Flanders," Jackie
ogan has two more pictures to
ke for Metro. The third will be
iduced from an original story by
Hard Mack. The Coogans are
v reading scripts for the final pro-
:tion.

Baker in from Coast
jeorge D. Baker is in town from
coast. His last picture was a

v version of "Revelation," starring
ila Dana for Metro.

The Ladies! T. N. T. Hotel Astor
tarch 29.

"The Extra Girl' is the best thing Mabel Normand or Mack Sennett has
done, collectively or individually."—Newspaper Enterprise Association.
"The Extra Girl" is distributed by Associated Exhibitors.—Advt.

Rowson Seriously 111

Harry Rowson of Ideal Films,
London is seriously ill in his suite at

the Astor. He had not been feeling

very well but his condition did not
become aggravated until Saturday
morning when it became necessary
to engage specialists and nurses.
He was reported feeling much bet-

ter yesterday.

Editorial Support for Repeal
(By Long Distance Phone)

Albany—A strong editorial en-

dorsement of censorship repeal ap-
peared in last night's Evening News,
a liberal publication without any party
affiliations. The Senate Finance
Committee has not been asked for

a hearing.

Ingram Sails This Week For Home
Advices received by Metro from

Rex Ingram indicate that he sails

for home tomorrow. "The Arab,"
which Ingram went to Africa six

months ago to film, is completed.

Acquires "Law of Israel"

S. Rubenstein has acquired Ameri-
can and Canadian rights to "The Law
Of Israel," an adaptation of "Judith
Trachtenberg" by Karl Emil Franzos.
This film has been shown through-
out Germany and France and will be
released here on the state rights mar-
ket and direct to exhibitors in the

New York territory by Ruby Films.

"Hunchback" Makes a Record
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Sunday records at the

Stillman were smashed by "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame." The
gross for the day topped any previous

figure by $400. The opening was
preceded by an intensive exploita-

tion campaign under Al Feinman.

Christie Returns to Coast
Charles Christie left New York for

Los Angeles Saturday after closing

for a stage production which, reports

state, will be the vehicle for his

second Hodkinson feature.

Lasky Leaves March . Twentieth
Jesse L. Lasky leaves for the coast

on March 20.

Friend Back from Palm Beach
Arthur S. Friend returned from a

vacation in Palm Beach yesterday.

More Theaters In 1924
New Projects Top 1923 by $77,000,000
—Illinois Leads Nation in Cur-

rent Construction

Supplementary information secured
from the "Architectural Forum" re-

lative to theater construction, shows
that projects planned for 1924 will

top the total spent in 1923 by about
$77,000,000. As noted, estimated in-

vestments for 1924 reach $179,821,700,
as compared with $101,891,000, the
estimated total arrived at by the pub-
lication at the beginning of last year.

Below will be found a geographical
chart showing how theater construc-
tion is divided through the country:

No. of
State Investment Projects

Maine $95,000 2
New Hampshire ..

Vermont
Massachusetts 8,805,000 19
Rhode Island 175,000 2
Connecticut 670,000 8

Northeastern States.. $9,745,000 31

New York 5,159,000 26
New Jersey 1,085,000 8
Pennsylvania 1,733,000 13
Delaware
Maryland 1,300,000 4
Dist. of Columbia 140,000 2

No. Atlantic States.. $9,417,000 53

Virginia 115,000 3

North Carolina 210,000 4
South Carolina 13,000 I

(Continued on Page 7)

Ohio Meets Thursday and Friday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O.—Plans are all set for

the third annual convention of the

M. P. T. O. of Ohio, to be held at

the Hotel Chittenden, Thursday and
Friday. Special meetings of the exe-
cutive committee will be held Wed-
nesday evening and Thursday morn-
ing, followed immediately by the con-
vention, which will be opened by
James J. Thomas, Mayor of

Columbus.
George P. Aarons of Philadelphia,

and Lawrence G. Collister of Cleve-
land, will discuss the music tax situ-

ation. Sydney S. Cohen will report

on activities at Washington.

Capitol Establishes New Record .

The Capitol broke its average of

100,000 persons weekly, during the

two weeks engagement of "Scara-
mouche." During the first week, over

125,000 persons visited the theater.

On Washington's Birthday, all house
records for the day were broken with

an attendance of almost 24,000. A
total of 57,000 persons attended on

that Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Join The Soup Chorus At Seven. T. N. T.
March 29.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. . 110 109^ 109% 200

F. P.-L. .. 67 66]/4 66YA 1,300

do pfd Not Quoted.

Goldwyn Not Quoted
Loew's .... 1734 17 17 2,500

Warner's Not Quoted

Norman Dawn in Town
Norman Dawn, director, arrived

in New York yesterday from Holly-

wood. At the Algonquin. He has

with him a print of a picture he made
in Alaska in which Eva Novak is

featured.

([WcULcatlcrruzI U-LctuAjuJ

•«H "THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions Kann

C°*" 220 West 42nd St.

New York. Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Manager having had ten years experi-

ence in leading Motion Picture the-

aters in Metropolitan district desirous

of making change. Highest refer-

ences.. Address Box K-l. c/o THE
FILM DAILY, 71 W. 44th St., N.

Y. C.

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
ISO W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

"Miami" Near Completion

Production of "Miami," the Betty
Compson picture for Hodkinson, is

near completion. The company will

return to town soon. E. H. Griffith,

who will direct "Another Scandal,"
featuring Lois Wilson for the same
company is also in the South.
Lucy Fox of the "Miami" company

returned yesterday.

Urson Assisting De Mille

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Bruce Mitchell, as-

sistant director for Cecil B. DeMille,
has resigned to direct a production to

be made in New Orleans, under man-
agement of J. G. Mayer. Replacing
him is Frank Urson.

No Lull in Two Reelers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angele s—Although the

Christie organization is producing its

first feature for Hodkinson, there is

no lull in the production of the regu-

lar Christie comedies released through
Educational.

Paramount Drive Starts

On Saturday last, a drive was
launched by Famous in Australasia

to boost Paramount product during
March. The drive has been called

"Paramount's First Greater Movie
Season."

Moritz with "U"; Chase Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Haven, Conn.—Allan S.

Moritz, former special representative

for Preferred, is now manager of the

Universal office here. M. A. Chase
has resigned as district manager.

Keegan Back

Jack Keegan who exploited "The
Old Fool" and "The Hoosier School-
master" in Michigan for Hodkinson
is back, following an eight weeks'
trip in that territory.

"Lilies" At Strand March 16

"Flowing Gold" will be the feature

at the Strand beginning Sunday.
"Lillies of the Field" will open
March 16.

Eagler on "Ben Hur" Staff

Paul Eagler, has left for Italy,

where he will join the camera staff

which is to film "Ben Hur."

"Happiness" At Rialto Next Week
"Happiness" goes into the Rialto

Sunday.

In The Courts
Joseph H. Hallberg, who was vice-

president and secretary of the United
Theater Equipment Co., has been ex-
amined before trial in the Supreme
Court in a suit by that company
agaimt him, Herbert T. Edwards and

J. Robert Rubin involving a voting
trust in 1918, the issuance of 500
shares of stock to Edwards, 526
shares to Hallberg and 158 shares to

Rubin, and the consideration for the

stock. He was also questioned con-
cerning negotiations by the defendants
with Barton A. Proctor and Charles
F. Cox concerning patents for pro-

jection machines, and the payment of

$5,000 to each of the defendants.
Hallberg testified that they negoti-

ated for the plaintiff a three-fifths in-

terest in the Proctor Machine Co.,

and that the $15,000 was a payment
for debts of the machine company
for factory work.

The Nicholas Power Co., Inc., has
filed a judgment for $40,941 in the

Supreme Court against the United
Theater Equipment Co., for a balance
due on projection machines sold in

June and July, 1921.

Changes in Albany
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.—Changes in the

management of three exchanges have
occurred. James W. Holden of Cin-
cinnati, has assumed management of

Universal. Harry Seed has resigned
as F. B. O. manager and his succes-
sor has not been named. Jane Hal-
loran, resigned from the Selznick ex-

change and has left for New York to

join Cosmopolitan.

Fewer N. Y. Incorporations
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.—There has been a
decrease in the number of companies
incorporating in New York during
the past month. The Secretary of

State shows a total of 23 concerns
chartered during the month, as com-
pared with 33 during the same month
a year ago.

Keaton Finishes "Sherlock, Jr."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Buster Keaton has
completed "Sherlock, Jr."

The Keaton picture is on the Metro
release schedule for this month.
"Women Who Give," "Don't Doubt
Your Husband" and "The Shooting
of Dan McGrew," make up the bal-

ance of the March release list.

Kansas Meets April 1-2

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Kan.— The M. 1

O. of Kansas has adopted a new
to increase attendance at the twe
session, to be held at Emporia, I

1 and 2. A committee of nine exl
ors, selected geographically frote
state is writing personal letter
their fellow showmen in their par
lar section urging them to attei

Coming Soon
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Special features

oforHodkinson (Release

T'irst linn tficiues

To Help Exploit "Uninvited Gt
Arrangements have been mad-

Metro with the National Biscuit
the Beach-Nut Packing Co.,
Monarch & Co., the Campbell i

Co.. and Swift & Co., to aid iir

exploitation of "The Unim
Guest."

Two Sales on Bible Film
Harry Grelle has purchased M

ern Pennsylvania and West Virg
and the B. & W. Booking Offic
Shelby, N. C., North and South C
lina on "After Six Days" from
class.

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pathrjcomedv

Producers Exhibitors Exchange:

Individuals

INCOME TAX REPORTS

MICHAEL D. FIELDS
729-7 Avenue Bryant 649'.

U.S. & CANADA ACENT1
FOR

4:]:i :

CAMERAS andSUPPLIE
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS C
IISW.44ST. NY. BRYANT 663

Phone

—

Eeekman 9091

*EA1> SBRY1

119 FuTton^StT, N. V.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANi

MOTION PICTURE INDUST



The Tiger Lady
The Cast

AILEEN PRINGLE
CONRAD NAGEL
JOHN SAINPOLIS
STUART HOLMES
MITCHELL LEWIS
ROBERT CAIN
NIGEL DE BRULIER
DALE FULLER
CLAIRE DE LOREZ
WILLIAM HAINES

Directed by

ALAN CROSLAND
Scenario by

Elinor Glyn. continuity by

Carey Wilson

Editorial Director

JUNE MATHIS

A Qoldwyn Picture

Produced by the

Demand of the Great

American Public!

Comes to Life
The queenly beauty of Elinor
Glyn's stately heroine — half-

woman, half-tiger—will soon be
screened in more theatres ofthe
world than any other single
production in fdm history.

Aileen Pringle's performance
will be talked about as much
as the book itself has been.

There never was a production
like this one. It is perfect.

Exquisitely portrayed, with
fidelity to each detail of the re-

nowned story/ThreeWeeks"
will crowd any theatre where
it is played. And by theatre
we mean seats, standing room,
lobbies, and sidewalks!

TH
WEEKS
(^bidivyn^^osnxopo titan
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The Public On The Ideal Prograt
Interesting data on what the public calls the ideal program

will be found herewith. The answers are part of the questionnaire
forwarded by THE FILM DAILY to several thousand persons
through several hundred exhibitors and are replies to the question

:

"Do you prefer a show of one long feature, or a
feature of shorter length, together with a news week-
ly, comedy, etc."

"Feature with news weekly, comedy, etc."—University of Wisconsin, Mad-
ison.

"A combination"—Nat Golden, 717 Vernon St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
"The latter"—Dr. W. H. McMaster, Pres. Mount Union College, Alli-

ance, O.

"One long feature picture"—Mrs. Benj. T. Rochester, 1022 S. 18th St., Birm-
ingham, Ala.

"Shorter feature, comedy, news and an edu. travelogue"—E. D. Turner,
Mgr. Imperial Theater, Asheville, N. C.

"One long feature"— Illinois State Normal University, Normal, 111.

"News weekly and a clean comedy"—Rev. Paul L. Grove, Redwood Falls,
Minn.

"Six reel feature, 2 reel comedy, 1 reel news"—Virginia Theater, Hazard, Ky.
"Varied program is better"—(No signature.)

"The latter"—Rev. C. C. Marshall, Meth. Episcopal Church, Bridgeport,
Conn.

"I rather like a mixture"—F. A. Woll, Asso. Professor, College, City of N. Y.
"One long feature"—Frank N. Freeman, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

"I prefer a short picture with news weekly and comedy"—Louis Frohman,
709 Greemount Ave., Baltimore, Md.

"One feature"—Mrs. Edna Hatfield Edmondson, Indiana University, Bloom-
ington, Ind.

"One long feature with weekly news"—Rev. A. Angold Brown, St. Luke
Cong. Church, New Orleans, La.

"Mixed, unless special kind of feature requires more time"—T. A. Tripp,
Pres., Oklahoma United Brethren C. E. Union, Oklahoma City, Okla.

"I prefer a show of one long feature, except the few times when I am anx-
ious to see a shorter feature for some special reason"—Lloyd V. Al-
mirall, Harvey School, Hawthorne, N. Y.

"That depends on the story. If the action is abundant, then the longer film.
But a picture should never be dragged out to a certain length"—E. N.
DeSoto, 8 Dellwood Rd., Hasbrouck Hill, Staten Island, N. Y.

"I prefer a long feature starring some person or persons whose work I ad-
mire instead of a shorter feature with a comedy and news reel, although
I think the news reel is beneficial to everyone"—Mrs. James T.
Chandler, Jr., 214 W. Ninth St., Wilmington, Del.

"A six reel feature and good short subjects"—Orpheum Circuit, Palace-Or-
pheum Theater, Milwaukee, Wis.

"The latter and here the question of music is also involved"—Mrs. Louis
Jersawit, 485 Central Park West, N. Y. C.

"An hour's feature with news weekly"—W. T. White, Birmingham, Ala.
"Feature with comedy, etc."—Harry T. Wasserman, Mgr. Eagle Theater,

Roxbury, Mass.

"We must give our patrons comedy and news with feature"—W. F. Harris,
Palace Theater, Petersburg, Va.

"I prefer an hour feature with comedy and news weekly added"—A. O. H.
Grier, City Editor, Every Evening, Wilmington, Del.

Coming Soon

y COMPSON
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"The latter"—Rialto Theater, Clinton, Iowa.

"The latter I believe is better. Of course the super-feature is alw;

drawing power."—A. M. Rowley, Bedford, Ohio.

"Prefer feature of not over seven thousand feet; short show necessai

New Grand Central Theater, Grand Blvd. at Lucas Av., St. Louis

"A variety; treatment should.depend on subject."—E. S. Dysinger, Ful
Union High School, Fullerton, Cal. I

"Short and news weekly by all means."—The Lowe Observatory.il
Lowe, Cal.

"Much prefer, feature with news weekly, comedy, etc."—No name.

"I prefer a feature of shorter length with news weekly, comedy."—

1

Raphael Goldenstein, Temple B'nai Israel, Pasadena, Cal.

"Shorter length with variety"—Rev. Johnson, 6559 Glenwood Ave.,
cago, 111.

"The long feature is usually more worth while; but the short feature

be entertaining. It depends on the quality of the thing"—Hem
Bliss, College of the City of N. Y.

"Features with comedy and news weekly"—University of 111., Urbana,

"Feature of shorter length with news weekly, etc."—John Ruckelsl
Ryan Ruckelshaus and Ryan, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Srorter length with news or comedy"—South Boston Amusement
South Boston, Va.

"Feature and news weekly and comedy"—Rev. Ambar M. Blackford, C I

man Reviewing Committee, Better Films Com. of Jacksonville, Fj

"Prefer shorter features with news weekly and comedy"—Wm. G. Tal
V. P., Delaware Trust Co., Wilmington, Del.

"Straight, like a stage play"—Rabbi Lee J. Levinger, 905 Van Bureul
Wilmington, Del.

"One long feature—It prevents our American habit of swinging instil

from ridiculous to sublime and vice versa. How can a message <

come a power for good?"—A. B. Meyer, Tell City, Ind.

"Shorter length, with news, etc."—Maude Richman, State Supervise) o

H. E., Oklahoma City, Okla.

n i

Dance with the Stars

at the

Paramount
Ball

HOTEL AST0R MARCH 7th

Entertainment De Luxe
Complete course dinner
Movies of everybody taken

and shown at the Ball

TICKETS $7.50

Limited number at Agencies and Phone Murray Hill 8500
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"DAUGHTERS OF TODAY"
TURNING THEM AWAY

Here's an ad the STRAND is running today

THOUSANDS PACKED THEATRE TO SEE
THE SENSATIONAL HIT

DAUGHTERS
OF TODAY

"Irresponsibly and consistently good, this film outstrips them all."

Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Evening Journal.

" recommend Daughters of Today as good entertainment."

Sun and Globe.

"There is no doubt about it Daughters of Today is a great box office at-

traction."—N. Y. Herald.

POSITIVELY THIS WEEK ONLY
MARK

Strand
The Keith Circuit are planning a special campaign of advertising and presentation on

DAUGHTERS OF TODAY

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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Trophy For Best Ads
Famous Encouraging Its Theater

Managers to Turn Out Better
Copy

George E. Brown of the Imperial,

Charlotte, N. C, has won for the

second time, the silver trophy award-
ed by the Famous Players theater

department, for the best newspaper
advertisement printed during the

month of January.

This contest, as announced in

"Close Up," the official publication of

the Department, of which Mort.
Blumenstock is editor, is to foster the

use of small space. Writing in a

recent issue Blumenstock said:

"The contest is now open. The
rules are basically simple. Novelty
counts as much as space. A good
ten word slogan will get more credit

than a hundred words of copy. In
the opinion of this department, the

more thought that is given a display,

the less space is required to tell your
message. The judges of the contest

are the members of the Theater Ad-
vertising Department. The contest

will be open until Jan. 1, 1925, unless

the trophy is finally won before that

time. The cup becomes the property
of the winner, for one month. It

does not become his permanent prop-
erty unless he wins it three times
during the period of the contest."

Every winner is given a parchment
certificate of award stating his right to

possess the cup for one month. This
certificate is signed by Harold B.
Franklin, Director of Theaters for

Famous Players.

The entire contest is conducted in

"Close Up," which is issued twice a

month. No award is made without
a full explanation of the merits which
made the winning selection superior
to all the other advertisements during
the same period.

For instance, Charles A. McFar-
land won the first inning of the con-
test with an ad for the Queen, Hous-
ton, which ran three inches over one.
There was no art work, just a simple
arrangement of type and rules with
lots of respect for the effects of white
space.

"While very few advertisers," said
the Close-Up, "know what the page

Here is winning ad. "Close-Up" says it suf-
fers a little under poor reproduction, but is

distinctly a fine piece of newspaper adver-
tising.

is going to look like before the paper
is printed, nevertheless McFarland
knew that his opposition was going
to run heavy black ads designed to

kill the page, and defeated them by
falling back on white space. When
you looked at the page on which this

ad ran, all you could see was a mass

J. P. Harrison of the Hippodrome,
Waco, was close on the trail in thif

instance, failing to win only because
his display did not pack the same
force. Brown won again in the peri-

od just closed by his excellent use

of stock material for "To the Ladies."

Again Harrison was on his heels.

SmcMApaob

The copy that won first inning in the contest for Charles
A. McFarland, of the Queen theater, Houston. The cut

herewith is from "Close-Up."

of black and a little patch of white..

The little white patch was the Queen
theater ad. This coupled with the

fact that McFarland had made his

appeal in small space won the cup
for him in the inning which ended
Dec. 15.

The next month George E. Brown
won with a sensational treatment of

the William S. Hart picture, "Wild
Bill Hickok." Brown intelligently

treated the "wild west angle" with a
little grain of humor. He didn't

make it too serious, which doubled
the appeal of the ad, since it prom-
ised entertainment to those who were
simply looking for a good show, and
to those regular line Bill Hart fans.

Although Brown did not satisfy the
judges in the amount of space he
used, a quarter page, his treatment
of the material was so good it placed
the display head and shoulders above
all contributions for the period, and
he won the cup.

It is interesting to note that the

winners have all won with stock cuts.

The judges, in order to make the

contest fair, and not to give the big

houses an edge over the small houses,
ruled that first consideration would
be given to the ads using stock mate-
rial as only a small percentage of the

Tuesday, March 4, 1924

theaters could afford an artist
had the facilities for making plat

Although only three months o
the effects of the contest are noti<
able in the efforts of the theai
managers to tell the story in smal
space, and to plan their layouts wi
consideration for plenty of white,
is expected by Lem Stewart, agi
head of the theater advertising c

partment, that by the time the co
test is over, the time, trouble a
expense of its inauguration will
more than justified.

"Why Get Married?" is a Marckta
release on the Associated Exhibito I

schedule. Andree Lafayette is fe

lured.

FOR RENT
Large private office with use of
cutting room and vault space.
Also desk room.

ACTIVE FILM CO., Inc.
Suite 409 729 7th Ave.

Phone Bryant 5627

Will take partner or sell film

laboratory in full operation.

Box K-4, care The Film Daily

71 W. 44th St., New York

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS
MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42od St., N. Y. C.

URATIZ
TRADE MARK

YOUR FILM

220 WEST 42^D STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKEPINC
2937

ALLANA.LOWNE!
PRES. '

INDIVIDUALIZED FINANCING SERVICE
AND MERCHANDISING COUNSEL FOR
MOTION PICTURE ENTERPRISES. . . .

Chromos Trading Company
1123 BROADWAY

Interviews Invited in Confidence

SUITE 1207-8 'PHONE WATKINS 4522
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More Theaters In 1924
(Continued from Page 1)

Western States
325,000

DUtheastem States.. $663,000

tucky . . .

.

t Virginia
nessee . .

.

bama
sissippi .

.

isiana

as
ahoma
tansas

45,000
166,000
90,000

5,754,000

"Vs'.ooo

Southwestern States. $6,080,000

io 1,550,000

tliana 772,000
[nois ' 20,520,000

fchigan 1,568,000
Uconsin 265,000
(innesota 160,000
Iva

; ssouri

I rth Dakota
Suth Dakota
/braska
Vnsas

980,000
215,000

Voo,666

Middle States $26,130,000

ontana . .

.

yoming . .

.

Uorado . . .

.

!w Mexico
rizona

tah
evada ....
labo

'ashington
regon

40,000
717,000

420,000
50,000

'.'.'.'.'.'. 2'42*666

223,000
alifornia 4,280,000

Western States $5,972,000

UNITED STATES. $58,007,000

7

15

1

4
1

8

i

15

12
10
25
8
2

4

8
3

74

1

1

*4

3

28

42

230

18,513,200 17,943,000

Total $179,821,700 $101,891,000

Building Boom in Florida

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Palm Beach, Fla.—Many new the-

aters are on schedule as part of the

big building boom through the state.

A group of business men at Zephyr
Hills, are to build a new theater,

which they will name the Zephyr.

Judge Titus recently opened his new
house in New Smyrna, while Carl
Kettler is finishing a new theater

here.

The new Franklyn at Tampa has
only recently been opened. W. G.
S'trawn, of Bradentown, will shortly
open his new house and has plans
for another to be erected at Palmetto.
The new Coco theater, at Coco, has
been opened by Fred Bryan and J.

E. Posten has reopened the Royal,
at West Tampa, after renovating it.

Potsdam, N. Y.—Papayanakos
Bros., have purchased the Horace N.
Clark property and have started

work on a new theater which they
expect to open this Summer.

These figures are compiled from
eports of 1,668 architects reporting

rojects actually under construction,

'he "Architectural Forum" explains

hat a careful analysis of the propor-

ion of architects reporting, together

,ith an examination of the volume of

cork done through various offices as

ecorded in the Architects' Registry

vould indicate that to establish a

;rand total of construction for 1924,

he amount should be multiplied by
he index figure 3.1 which was estab-

ished for the publication's 1923 sur-

vey and proved to be a close, approxi-
nate measure. This would raise the

total amount involved in theater con-
struction to $179,821,700.

It is interesting to note that Illinois

leads the nation in theater projects
with a total of 25, aggregating $20,-

520,000. The group of states known
as the Middle States, composed of

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Minne-
sota, the Dakotas, Nebraska, and
Kansas will spend a total of $26,130,-
000 on theaters alone.

An extremely interesting parallel

can be drawn between this business
and the automotive industry with
which pictures are often compared.
The survey shows that the automotive
industry will spend $146,323,100 dur-
ing 1924 as compared with $179,821,-
700 for picture theaters.
The following table draws a com-

parison between theater expenditures
for 1924 as compared with 1923.

1924 1923

Northeastern States. .$30,209,500 $9,573,000
No. Atlantic States.. 29,192,700 34,847,000
Southeastern States.. 2,055,300 2,759,000
Southwestern States. 18,848,000 7,381,000
Middle States 81,003,000 29,388,000

A new theater to cost $1,350,000 is

to be built at Hammond, Ind., a Chi-
cago suburb. The capacity will be
3 500. The S. J. Gregory Co., will

build and manage the hew house.

Carl J. Carlson will build a house
during the coming Summer on the site

of the roadhouse at Ridge Ave. and
N. Clark St

Providence, R. I.—The new Palace
at Arctic has been opened.

Arrow Sales

Sam and Jake Flax of Liberty Film
Exchange, Washington, have pur-
chased "Days of '49" from Arrow for
their territory. "Lost in a Big City,"
has been secured by De Luxe Film,
Philadelphia for Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware. Comique Film Co., the
new organization covering Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia has
purchased twenty-one Sport Pictori-
als and the "Tom and Jerry" series.

McConville, Patton and Heffron
have purchased "Gambling Wives"
for New England.

Up-State Houses Plan Cuts

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Some of the theaters in

this section are planning to cut some
of the overhead expenses during the
Lenton season. The Mark Strand
and Troy will dispense with soloists,

while the Lincoln, in Troy, will re-

duce its orchestra from ten to eight

pieces. While some of the houses
will continue straight week runs,

others are planning to split their

weeks.

Gold Mines

Oil

Real Estate

Railroads

Automobiles

Have
Built

Fortunes.

There 's

Something

New
And
There 's

Millions

In

It.



-lies just DICK"
to millions
because they love him

That deep affection for

DICK BARTHLMESS which
has made him one of the

veiy strongest of box-office

**s£$ss^ t:ttfSD**
stars-will be deepened

*

"**jj*c£f(08^ upon the release of his

Ojgv« ** * ° - greatest screen effort-

THE ENCHANTED
II with

COTTAGE "* ***"»
^^^ ^*^^ •• <^P *P •P ^M^^ **^ Fiom the play byFrom the play by

SIR ARTHUR WING PINERO
Seen ario . . .by

JOSEPHINE LOVETT ,^^

A Barthelmess Production is Box-office
Insurance-and here is DICK at his best/

On and On they come-one bid hit after
another-The FIRST NATIONAL habit-

hits-hits-hits-hits-hitS.
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Mayer Signs Rapf
To Make Series—Stahl Contract with

First National Renewed—Hen-
ley Through Metro?

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Harry Rapf has sign-

ed a contract with Louis B. Mayer
to direct a series of pictures. The
agreement becomes effective at once
and already Rapf is preparing for
the first picture.

No announcement concerning re-
lease has been made but in view of
the fact that the Fred Niblo and
..Reginald Barker pictures are handled
by Metro, current reports have it that
the Rapf series will go through the
same distributing company.

Stahl Contract Renewed
First National has signed a new

contract for an additional series of
(Continued on Page 2)

New Theater For Harlem
The Seagard Holding Co., headed

by Nathan Goldman, has leased to
Lewis L. Harris, the theater which
that companv will erect at 312-22
West 125th St., between 8th and St.
Nicholas Aves. The deal involves a
total rental of $400,000. Harris con-
trols other theaters in Manhattan and
the Bronx.

Theater Convention Starts
The theater convention of Famous

Players was started yesterday in the
offices of Harold B. Franklin. It

will continue today and tomorrow and
will probably terminate Friday night
when the Paramount annual ball oc-
curs at the Astor.

Loew Dividend Declared
A quarterly dividend of fifty cents

per share on Loew stock, to be paid
March 31, to stockholders of record,
March IS, was declared yesterday fol-
lowing a meeting of the board of di-
rectors.

Mabel McElliott in Daily News, New York: .."Mabel Normand in 'The

Extra Girl,' to my mind is sheer entertainment." Produced by Mack Sen-

nett, distributed by Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

"Wampas" Installation Friday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The installation of
new officers of the "Wampas" occurs
Friday night at the Plantation. It
will be followed by a week-end party
at Tia Juana.

Hart Through
Will Make No More Pictures for

Famous—Finished Only
Two

William S. Hart is through making
pictures for Famous Players. He
made two, "Wild Bill Hickok" and
"Singer Jim McKee," the latter of

which is a current release.

Following the completion of "Wild
Bill Hickok," it was reported from the

coast that Hart had experienced dif-

ferences of some sort with Jesse L.

Lasky and it was then said that, fol-

lowing "Singer Jim McKee," which
was already slated for production,

there would be no more Hart pic-

tures on the Paramount program.
This has now occurred.

To Star Bebe Daniels
It is reported that Famous will

shortly elevate Bebe Daniels to star-
dom, and will bill her accordingly in

all advertising matter used in con-
nection with her pictures.

It's A Party. At The Astor. March 29.
Don't Miss It.

Harper on T. O. D. C. Board

Glenn Harper has been elected a

director of the Theater Owners Dist.

Corp., succeeding Harry Davis of

Pittsburgh. This occurred at the re-

cent reorganization meeting. The di-

rectors are now as follows : Sydnev
S. Cohen, New York; E. J. Dittmar,
Louisville; John Schwalm, Hamilton,
O; Glenn Harper, Los Angeles; R.
F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.; Carl An-
derson, New York and W. A. True,
Hartford, Conn.

Goerz Meets Price
Announces Sale of Positive Stock at

1.50 Cents, the Eastman Quo-
tation—Talk of Price War

Ferdinand Schurman, vice president

of the Fish-Schurman Corp., the

American distributors of Goerz raw
stock, announced yesterday that his

company was ready to sell positive,

perforated raw stock at 1.50 cents

per foot and negative, perforated at

3.50 cents per foot. The figure on
the positive meets the low quotation

announced by the Eastman Kodak
company recently.

In making the announcement,
Schurman said:

"The present situation of the mo-
(Continucd on Page 2)

"Griff" and Davies?
Reported D. W. Is Sought by

Hearst to Direct Marion in

"Quality Street"

William Randolph Hearst is under-
stood to have made an offer to D.
W. Griffith to direct Marion Davies
in "Quality Street." This could not

be confirmed by the Griffith organi-
zation yesterday nor could anyone at

Cosmopolitan be reached to talk about
the matter.

Miss Davies is said to have been
anxious to make the story for some
time while Hearst is reported equally
as anxious to secure Griffith to direct

the production. It was stated yester-

day that the first offer to Griffith was
made about three months ago and that

since that time others have followed
regularly. The matter has now
reached the stage where it will be dis-

posed of one way or the other very
shortly.

Nigh in Universal Plant?

It was reported yesterday, but un-
confirmed, that Will Nigh, who is now
making features in association with
E. L. Smith, had leased the Universal
studio in Fort Lee for a year. The
plant has been used of late by In-

spiration but that company has moved
out.

Fabian Has Plans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paterson, N. J.—Jacob Fabian will

build a new million dollar theater ad-

jacent to the proposed Alexander
Hamilton Hotel. Ground will be
broken for the hotel in April and
the theater will be started about three

weeks after. It will seat 3,000.

Glynne Planning New House
It is reported that Mike Glynne,

owner of the Patchogue, Patchogue,
L. I., will build a $250,000 theater in

Huntington, L. I. A number of busi-

ness men are understood to be inter-

ested in erecting a house there.

I. M. P. P. D. A. Lunch Tomorrow
The regular lunch of the I. M. P.

P. D. A. will be held at the Astor
tomorrow. Addresses will be made
by former Governor Carl Milliken

of Maine whose -subject will be "The
Independent Market as Seen by a

Tenderfoot Producer"; Judge Moses
H. Grossman will talk on "The Court
of Arbitration or the New Tribunal

of Justice." George Blaisdell, editor

of the Exhibitors Trade Review will

also speak.

Childrens' Bill

Would Permit Each Community to

Decide About Admitting Un-
accompanied Juveniles

(By Long Distance Phone)

Albany—Assemblyman Edmund B.

Jenks of Broome County yesterday

introduced a bill regarding the atten-

dance of children between the ages

of eight and sixteen at theaters

throughout the state. The measure
(Continued on Page 2)

Get All Lit Up With Joy. T. N. T. March
29.

1
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Incorporations
Dover, Del. — Jefferson Beach

Amusement Co., Wilmington. Capi-

tal $10,000. (Delaware Charter Co.)

Austin, Tex.—Little Theater Co.,

Dallas. Capital $20,000. Incorpora-

tors, Louis Lipstiz, Elmer Scott and

R. E. L. Knight, Jr., all of Dallas.

Austin, Tex.—Prince Amusement

Co., Houston. Capital $5,000. In-

corporators, L. Roberts, J. Warden

and G. C. Burke, all of Houston.

Goerz Meets Price
(Continued from Page 1)

tion picture raw stock market is a
very peculiar one, since manufacturers
of domestic raw stock, by price cut-

ting and a tariff of 4/10 cents per
foot, are attempting to eliminate our
quality competition.
"Some people suggest that a price

war is on. We disagree. A war
of quality is on. In spite of our pres-

ent lower selling price, we will uphold
the unsurpassed quality of Goerz Raw
Stock, and not sacrifice the quality

of either the base or of the emulsion,

as some manufacturers are now doing.

Goerz stock still has the strongest

base and two more points of grada-
tion.

"Besides, on all Goerz slock used
for prints for exports, a refund of

4/10 cents' per foot (which is the duty
now imposed), or of $3.96 per reel

of 1000 ft. can be secured."
There have been a number of re-

ports in circulation since the cut in

price was made public by Eastman.
Some of the rumblings indicated that

importers of foreign raw stock would
find it impossible to compete with
Eastman in the sale of the positive.

The Fish-Schurman statement is the

first to emanate from a source con-
cerning foreign production.

Columbia Pictures, Inc., Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sacramento, Cal.— Incorporation
papers have been filed by Columbia
Pictures, Inc., with headquarters at

Las Vegas, New The capital is listed

at $5,000,000. The incorporators in-

clude E. A. Manger, C. G. Green and
L. McGee, all of Los Angeles.

Las Vegas, Nev.—Los Angeles
capital is behind the newly formed
Columbia Pictures, Inc., which will

produce here.

Childrens' Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

has the support of the M. P. T. O.
of New York State.

The measure would allow each
community to decide for itself

whether or not juveniles should
be permitted to attend picture shows
without parents or guardians, pro-
vided they are segregated in a special

part of the theater, located on the
street level. Minors would be ad-
mitted, providing their attendance
would not conflict with school and
was confined to shows terminating
not later than six o'clock.

The bill is the same as the Miller
measure which is designed to include
houses in New York City, only the
new statute covers the entire state.

It has been referred to the Committee
on Cities.

Assemblyman Louis R. Schoffel of

the Bronx yesterday introduced an-
other measure which would make it

a misdemeanor for a parent to pur-
chase a ticket for a child under six-

teen years of age.

"Commandments" in Boston
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston — "The Ten Command-
ments" opens at the Tremont Mon-
day. Hugo Riesenfeld will conduct
the orchestra at the premiere.

Davidson Back from Florida

Law ford Davidson has returned
from Florida, where he appeared in

"Miami." He has appeared in sev-

eral English-made pictures.

Conrad Nagle will play the male
role in "Tess of the D'Urbervilles;"
opposite Blanche Sweet.

The title of the third Palmerplay
has been changed from "Lost" to

"His Forgotten Wife."

Tel. Union 4800-1-2

Capacity 1,000,000 ft. Weekly
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Mayer Signs Rapf
(Continued from Page 1)

John M. Stahl pictures, beginni
with "Why Men Leave Home" whi
is a March release. There will
tour in the new group.

It has been reported for soi

weeks that Mayer intended develc
ing his production activities until

finally had six different units. Wi
the signing of Rapf, he now
five, the other four headed
Niblo, Barker, Stahl and Henley.
six is expected to be headed b;

prominent female star.

It was reported in Los Ange!
yesterday that the Henley series m;
be handled through Metro. W.
Atkinson admitted that the deal h;

been talked about but declared th
nothing of a definite nature had be 1

done.

The Eighty-Third Street Theat
Corp., New York, has been dissolve

HAL ROACH'S

STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES

"The Pinnacle of Pantomime"

2 reels
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Young Man—Nine years in motion
picture industry—At present connect-
ed—In same position eight years

—

Desires change with reliable film

company, where initiative ability, ex-

perience and efficiency are appreciated.
Licensed operator—Cutter, and all

around film man. Write quick, Box
lS-5 c/o FILM DAILY, 71 W. 44th
St., N. Y. C.
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Successbound! Cashbound!

"ICEBOUND"!
"Icebound" is doing very, very nicely at
the Rivoli, New York, thanks to its out-

standing merits as a real box-office
attraction and these newspaper reviews:

" 'Icebound' is another feather in the cap
of William de Mille, a jewel in his crown.
The stage set a high standard, but Richard
Dix and Lois Wilson are equally good."—Tribune.

"A corking good picture. As good a pic-

ture as it was a play, if not better. Splen-
didly directed by William de Mille and
finely acted. As good a picture as we've
seen in a long, long while. We advise folks
to see it." —Evening World.

"A beautiful piece of work. Not one false

note. Don't fail to go to the Rivoli this

week." —Telegraph.

" 'Icebound' is a long way above average
standards. An excellently directed film.

The photography is not only expert but
atmospheric." —World.

"Intelligent, restrained, simple and ex-

pressive. An exceptional cast. Touches
of humor. Admirably managed."—Herald.

"Mr. de Mille is to be congratulated. In-

terest in this picture grows. Comedy with-
out resorting to hokum or clownish tac-

tics. Thoroughly well acted. An enter-

tainment well worthy of Mr. de Mille and
compelling to all who see it." —Times.

There's an ocean of Cold Cash in

William de Mille's
iiICEBOUND

With Richard Dix and Lois Wilson. From Owen Davis's play. Screen play

by CLARA BERANGER. Presented by Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky.

(2 Qaramounl Qieture
(Produced by Famous Players-Lasky Corp.)

JJ
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It

Might

Be
A Story

A Plan

A Picture

A Play

Or
Just

Banana
Oil

But

There's

Millions

In

It.

In The Courts
Abraham Flashbcrg lias filed suit

in the Supreme Court against Mur-
ray Weiss and Leo G. Juskowitz to

compel them to return $3,750 paid for

the 50 shares of stock in the Kelwyn
Amusement Corp., owners of the the-

ater at 7 W. 110th St., on the ground
of misrepresentation. He alleges that

they told him that the theater grossed
$600 a week and the expenses were
$425, and that each had a drawing
account of $75 a week with' a sub-

stantial net profit left. He alleges

that the statements were false and
that the corporation had a number
of debts.

In the suit of House Peters against

Charles O. Baumann, questions have
been filed in the Supreme Court in

behalf of Baumann which are to be
asked in the cross-examination of

Philip Cohen, a Los Angeles attor-

ney, Arthur F. Statter, director, and
John Jasper, of the Hollywood Stu-
dio, in behalf of Baumann. Among
the questions to be asked of Cohen
are the following:

Cohen is also to be asked whether
the defendant did not allege that

Peters had repeatedly broken his con-
tract, and if Cohen did not say that

he had wired Peters to take any en-
gagements he could secure, and felt

that he was right from a legal stand-

point in giving him the advice.

The questions to be asked of Jas-
per bear on the lease by the defend-
ant of space in the Hollywood studio,

while the questions to Statter relate

W
t<> his employment to direct all
based on the novel "Q" by th i|J

fendant, in which Peters was t tjh
pear, but which was abandoned teg-

Suit was filed in the Supreme 'jK
yesterday by Loew's St. Louis [I
& Amusement Corp. against the an
sachusetts Bonding & Insuranc |S

for $3,000 damages on the gi mi

that the defendant agreed for $'
to write three bonds aggrej jig

$300,000 to owners of property '$,

Louis on which the plaintiff wjj
erect a theater, guaranteeing thalf
improvements would be made, m
then refused to write the bonds ik-

ing it necessary for the plaint t

pay $7,500 to the National Suret J

European Producer

Returning early in April to Berlin,

in position to represent the intere

of American producers or distributi

agents. Has excellent facilities I

selling in Germany, Austria, Czecl

Slovakia, Balkans and other territory

offices and projection rooms in ceni

'

of film trade. Excellent financial cc

nections and references.

GEORGE JACOBY
789 West End Avenu

Tel. River. 0322

^1
The Show World Will Be

at the

Paramount
Ball

HOTEL ASTOR MARCH 7th

Entertainment De Luxe
Complete course dinner

Movies of everybody taken

and shown at the Ball

TICKETS $7.50

Limited number at Agencies and Phone Murray Hill 8500

......^jjj 1 1 1 H j II HI J
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Newspaper Opinions
Thy Name Is Woman"—Metro

Lyric
MERICAN—In "Thy Name Is Worn-

. ' Mr. Niblo has built from an inconse-

nntial play a pretentious screen drama.

•I * A woman's defenses and offenses are

ured by Barbara La Marr in a manner

tt must appeal to the imagination. Miss

1 Marr is a splendid looking woman, and

I has never been seen to better advantage
« * In fact, I can conscientiously recom-

i "Thy Name Is Woman" to any one in

jrch of good entertainment.

•A'ENING JOURNAL—* * * a very

,tly handled piece of characterization.***

'ere is a great deal of subtlety in the situ-

pns. The theme is elemental, and, as would
', urally follow, compelling. Hut sustained in-

lest depends entirely upon the emotional

; ing of the three players. And one's in-

iest is well sustained.

EVENING WORLD—* * * goes down on

r list of good things in the cinema art.

uly, it is a photoplay well worth going

les to see.

HERALD—It is a supremely silly story

d one which, in its tensest moments, moved
,t night's audience to explosions of untime-

but thoroughly explicable mirth. *

r. Niblo has treated the drama far better

an it deserves. He has devised a great

my striking scenes, has composed them
ectively, and has set them against beautiful

ckgrounds. Thus, the picture is not de-

cent in its superficial pictorial qualities.
-"* * But wasted it is. "Thy Name Is

oman" is bunk—and decrepit bunk, at that.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * a strik-

g example of a really fine, strong picture

.ing wrong before a first night audience.

Up to a given point, in photography, di-

ction and in the acting of Barbara La Marr.

imon Novarro and William V. Mong, it

Id the audience in a vise-like grip. That
lint was the climax, * * * and then, in-

sad of the tensity one had every reason to

pect, in the house there was tittering and
some cases laughter.

POST— * * * a slow moving, well-acted,

ercaptioned and excellently staged pro-

iction. Barbara La Marr is the woman and
more beautiful one it would be difficult to

(1. The man, for whom a few tombstones
ght have well been erected, was, never-

eless, given sincerity by Ramon Novarro.
* *

SUN—* * * just misses being a very
editable photoplay.
TELEGRAM—The film at the Lyric is a

tably beautiful one. * * *

TIMES—There is undoubtedly some ex-

llent drama in this production, but the nar-

tive is no more convincing than it is

mpathetic. Pictorially, this film is beautiful.
* * Mr. Niblo every now and again shows
e spark he struck in previous productions,

it for the most part there is too much
-angling, quarreling and preaching in this

dure.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—As a picture
oduction in this day of real specials, "Thy
ame Is Woman" fails to measure up to that

issification, though taking through an en-
igemcnt in a legtimate house. It is a

ogram picture.

TRIBUNE—Fred Niblo has done a re-

arkably splendid piece of work in putting
arl Schoenherr's play on the screen and
l"hy Name Is Woman" should be listed

th the very few fine productions of the year.

WORLD—In the new picture play, which
about half pretty good acting, based on

x or something, and half terrible by virtue
being based too much on sex or something,

iss La Marr is a great deal better actress

than she ever has been before, and Mr. Ra-
mon Novarro is just about a perfect lover.
* * * made largely for the purpose of exhibit-
ing what in the films they chuckle over as
being sex-appeal * * * the titles are at times
sickening.

"Wild Oranges"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Capitol

AMERICAN—"Wild Oranges," from the
standpoint of direction and photography, is de-

serving of the most superlative language. * * *

With the possible exception of "One Ex-
citing Night," I have never seen suggestion
conveyed with more subtlety than Mr. Vidor
gives us in "Wild Oranges." The blowing
of a loose shutter, the eerie * * *

DAILY NEWS—The picture is charming-
ly photographed, and different. It's padded,
here and there, with the bats and owls and
creaking boards I mentioned before, but you
won't mind that.

EVENING WORLD—* * * real screen
entertainment. * * *

• * * King Vidor * * * has taken a story
with but five vital characters in it and has
brought forth a film of intense interest and
charm.

HERALD—This highly unusual offering

is called "Wild Oranges," and it is deserving
of rank among the silent drama's finest

achievements. * * * "Wild Oranges" is his

(King Vidor's) first serious bid for greatness.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—King Vidor
* * * has done some remarkably fine work.
* * * Mr. Vidor has succeeded in creating

a very definite atmosphere for this tale and
he has spared none of the details of some of

its gruesome aspects.

POST—* * * cast * * * excellently chosen,
relive the scenes of despair and hope, death
and beauty that make this a fascinating tale

of warring languor and action.

TIMES—Fear is a dominant factor of this

rather sketchy story, from which King Vidor,
as the director, has obtained some really

excellent effects. * * * If Vidor had had a

more fluent vehicle this picture would have
been even better than it is. Some of the last

sequences of "Wild Oranges" are strong
enough to impress themselves upon one for

some time.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—With no ne-

cessity for either interiors or exteriors of im-
posing dimensions and minus any need for

"dressing," hte film must rely upon the
actual narrative to interest * * * the pic-

ture really belongs to Post, who, as the
insane "heavy," turns in a performance
which will be remembered by tnose who see

it.

TRIBUNE—"Wild Oranges," at the Capi-
tol, is undoubtedly a good picture, but it in-

terested us only slightly. In the first place
it is depressing, * * *

WORLD—* * * Mr. Vidor has made a
good movie. Still there is nothing great in

it, and nothing which even suggests inven-
tion. * * * There is only a very slight ques-
tion about "Wild Oranges" being a picture
play which will be generally liked most
everywhere, * * *

"Icebound"—F. P.-L.
Rivoli

AMERICAN—Clara Beranger has been as

true to the play as such a translation will

permit. William de Mille has utilized his

skill, which we all know is considerable, and
yet "Icebound" is, in plain language, medi-
ocre.
EVENING WORLD—* * * is a corking

good picture—as good a picture as it was a
play, if not better, and it has been splendidly

announcing

Qriscilla

Wean
in a series ofspecial

productions
for HODKINSON RELEASE

Season 1924- IQ25 ~~ Thirty First- Run Pictures

directed by .William de Mille and is finely

acted by Richard Dix and Lois Wilson.
HERALD—It is thoroughly typical of his

(Win. de Mille's) best work—being intelli-

gent, restrained, simple and expressive.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—William de

Mille has done a beautiful piece of work in
* * * "Icebound" * * * Sincerity seems to

have been the keynote which he endeavored
to strike, and he has succeeded in making the
picture ring true, even down to the smallest
detail. There is not one false note.
POST—Here once again is a great mov-

ing picture! Unheralded and unspectacular
* it is reality and it is acted realistically.

TIMES—Solemn New England characters
are astonishingly well pictured * * *Interest
in this picture grows gradually but surely,
* * * This entertainment is well worthy of

Mr. di Mille and one which will be compel-
ling to alt those who see it

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * while
interesting as a film entertainment, well
handled in direction and capably acted, seems
to lack in box office punch.
TRIBUNE—"Icebound" is another feather

in the cap of William de Mille, or a jewel
in his crown sounds more like it. Mr. de
Mille has taken the Owen Davis play and put
it on the screen intact.

WORLD—"Icebound," as it was revealed
upon the screen, does not reach that point
oi perfection where the motion picture critic

may sit back and say, "My work is done.
The movies have achieved the ultimate." But
it goes a long way beyond average standards.

Mac Lean Film on Coast
Bogart Rogers of Douglas Mac

Lean Prod., yesterday sent this pub-
lication the following wire from Los
Angeles:
"Douglas Mac Lean in 'The Yankee Con-

sul' opened at the California Saturday, play-
ing to heavy business. The original music
was played as the overture and during the
film. It caught on strongly and sent the audi-
ence out whistling the old melodies."

Next Week on Broadway
Gloria Swanson in "A Society

Scandal" will be the feature at the
Rivoli next week.
Laurette Taylor in "Happiness"

will come to the Rialto.

Alyce Mills has been signed by Fox
to play the lead in a new Elmer Clif-

ton picture, production on which will

start within a week.

Negative Developing-Printing

Titles In All Languages
723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

ACME THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York

Everything for the theatre

Phone Bryant 7392 7393 -9072

AT LIBERTY

BLYTHE SHERWOOD
Personal Press Representative

"WE NFVER DISAPPOINT"

CROMLOWFUM
KiBORATORie?
k INCORPORATED -

220 WEST 42 ND STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937

ALLAN A.LOWNFS, CEN.MCR.

COMING
NORMAN DAWN'S

TENSE DRAMA OF
SNOWSWEPT ALASKA

ULURE OF
THE YUKON"

A Master Picture Filmed Right In

Alaska With A Brilliant All StarCast
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Always an extra

run attraction!,

NORMA
TALMADGE

R IALTO THEATRE New York—extends run

on her magnificent production

"The Song of Love"
Presented by Joseph^M. Schenck—adapted from the Margaret Peterson novel—"Dust

of Desire"—Directed by CHESTER FRANKLIN and FRANCES MARION

Again proving the
tremendous drawing
power of this great star

!

A FIRST NATIONAL attraction
P. S.—and Oh! Boy!—wait until we start telling you

about Norma's super production—"SECRETS."
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Action On "Outline"
J. R. Bray to See H. G. Wells While

in England—Former Has New
Projector

John R. Bray, president of Bray
Prod. Inc., sails for England Satur-

day on the Bercngaria for a four
weeks' trip. While there, he expects

to visit H. G. Wells, author of "The
Outline," which the former has held
controlled for pictures for some time.

Bray and Wells will probably dis-

cuss the actual production of "The
Outline" which the former has held
-since May, 1922. It has been re-

ported at various times that Bray in-

tended producing the work in car-

toon form. He has perfected what he
calls the Brayco, a compact projector
that is said to be smaller than a desk
telephone. It would come as no sur-

prise to learn that the making of "The
Outline" and the sale of the Brayco
will be closely connected.

May Re-make Beach Stories

(Special to THE FILM DAILY')
Los Angeles—It is reported that

"The Barrier" and "The Auction
Block." by Rex Beach filmed some
seasons ago. will be made over again
by Jesse D. Hampton.

Louise Lovely Plans Return
Louis Lovely, who has been tour-

ing the country in a vaudeville sketch
plans to return to picture work. Her
last picture was "Shattered Idols,"
released through First National.

Pathe Releasing Bird Novelty
Pathe will release April 6, a three-

reel novelty, "Birds of Passage," story
of the annual migration of birds from
northern climes to the Nile. It was
filmed by Dr. Bengt Berg.

"Secrets" Premiere Now The 24th
The opening of "Secrets," has been

definitely set for March 24, at the
Astor theater.

Fraternal Order
For Canadian Exhibitors—M. P. T.

O. Flourishing There, Accord-
ing to Ray Lewis

,

The M. P. T. O. of Canada, in addi-
tion to its functions as an active ex-
hibitor body, will also enroll its mem-
bers as fraternity brothers. This idea,
according to Ray Lewis, editor of the
Canadian M. P. Digest, which is the
official organ of the M. P. T. O., is

for the purpose of making the bond
between members stronger than it

would be ordinarily, were each thea
(Continued on Page 2)

Elinor Glyn Prod.
To Be Louis B. Mayer's Sixth Unit
—No Director Determined Upon

As Yet
The sixth production unit to be

maintained by Louis B. Mayer will

be known as Elinor Glyn Prod. The
producer has engaged the British

author to write a number of original

stories to be released under her own
name.
No director has been secured for

the pictures but the selection will

probably be made shortly. Mayer's
various enterprises are now headed
by Fred Niblo, Reginald Barker, John
M. Stahl, Hobart Henley, Harry Rapf
and Elinor Glyn.

T. N. T. Astor March 29.

Plan Southern Calif, Chain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—With the purchase of

a three-year lease on the Mission at

Ninth and Broadway for $200,000, the
Pacific Southwest Theaters. Inc., of
which A. H. Emenhiser is head, an-
nounces plans to build first-run thea-
ters in San Diego, Long Beach, Pasa-
dena and here. The company now
controls 11 houses, including the
Plaza, Pickwick, Rialto, Kinema, Cali-

fornia and Rivoli in San Diego, the
Lyric in Huntington Park, and the
Empire, Estralla and Owl of Los
Angeles.
Dwight Hill is the new manager at

the Mission, succeeding Jack Root,
who has just completed a new house
in Pasadena to which he will devote
his attention after he returns from
Europe.

New Films Reviewed
Reviews from out-of-town

newspapers on the following
new pictures will be found in

Sunday's issue:

"The Fighting Coward,"
"Fools Highway," "Lilies of the

Field" and "Nellie, The Beau-
tiful Cloak Model."

"Meredith" In Fall
Production Work Will Run Through

to June—Delaware Episode to

Be Included

Early promises made by Cosmo-
politan that "Janice Meredith" will

be the organization's maximum pro-

duction effort will apparently bear
fruit. The picture is now entirely un-
der way and has been for some time.

The schedule provides that the final

shooting days will occur in the first

weeks of June.

With actual production carried on
right into the summer, the release of

the picture will be tided over to the

fall. It is interesting to observe that

the crossing of the Delaware by
George Washington will be part of

i the completed production and it

seems likely that certain other Revo-
lutionary War episodes omitted from
the Griffith production will be em-
bodied in the new Davies film.

Theater Managers At Lunch
Hugo Riesenfeld gave a lunch yes-

terday at the Hotel Astor to the visit-

ing theater executives of Famous
Players. Reports have already been
submitted concerning the value of star
pictures in various territories and the
reception accorded outside product in

Paramount theaters.

Carewe Returns Saturday
Edwin Carewe and the "Son of the

Sahara" company return to New
York on Saturday from the other
side. Interiors were made in Paris
and the desert stuff at Biskra.

"U" Releasing in Turkey
Universal has made arrangements

with Leon Nissim Taranto of Con-
stantinople to handle its releases in

Turkey, Greece and other Levantine
countries.

Munroe, Richards Arrive Today
F. C. Munroe and Harry Richards

of Hodkinson did not arrive in town
from the coast yesterday as expected.
The arrival is timed for today.

Plans English-Made Pictures

Myron Selznick is leaving for Eng-
land on the Berengaria, Saturday, to

supervise the production of the first of

a series to be filmed in England for

release through Selznick. Accom-
panying him will be Marjorie Daw
and a number of other players.

The first is to be "The Passionate
Adventurer."

Rowson Reported Better

Harry Rowson of Ideal Films was
reported feeling better at the Astor
yesterday. Telephone inquiries are

being answered at the desk in order
not to disturb the patient.

Eschmann Coming Back East

After a tour of the country, during
which he visited most of the First

National exchange centers, E. A.
Eschmann, is en .route to New York.
He has been away eight weeks.

Bushman Sails Saturday
Francis X. Bushman sails for Rome

Saturday, to join the "Ben Hur" com-
pany there. Carmel Myers and
Kathleen Key follow shortly after.

Eastman Case Up
Final Hearings on Federal Action

Under Way—Decision
Soon

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—Final hearings are be-

ing held before the Federal Trade
Commission in the case brought by
the Commission against the Eastman
Kodak Co., et al., charging unfair

competition and monopoly in the sale

of raw stock.

The hearing yesterday was devoted
chiefly to arguments as to whether
the conditions charged by the Com-
mission constitute a violation of law.

It is stated by officials of the Com-
mission that Eastman Kodak has ad-
mitted many of the allegations con-
tained in the formal complaint and
that yesterday's conference was for

the purpose of the two sides agree-
ing as to facts of law.

(.Continued on Pag* 2)

Belasco May House Pictures

There is a possibility that when
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh" closes its

run at the Belasco on March 22, be-
cause of the differences existing be-
tween David Belasco and the Actors
Equity, pictures may go into the the-

ater. If this occurs, it will be the

first time in its history.

"Bread" in Production Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Metro will place
"Bread" in production in about three

weeks. No director bas been selected

as yet.

C. B. C. After Product

C. B. C. is understood to be dick-

ering with three producers in Holly-
wood for distribution of features.

Loew Returns Monday
Marcus Loew is expected from

Palm Beach Monday.

Contract Too Old
Court Decides Year-Old Cancellation

Notice Is Enough to Invalidate
Agreement

The injunction sought by Herman
Wellenbrink, owner of the Wellen-
brink theater, in Montclair, N. J., in

the Chancery Court of New Jersey,

for an injunction against Famous
Players, Cosmopolitan and Goldwyn,
to restrain them from licensing the

Claridge theater, of Montclair, to

show "Little Old New York," on the

ground that in 1922, Wellenbrink had
(Continued on Page 2)

T. N. T. Its A Party
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales
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Loew's 17H W* l ? lA 50°
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Contract Too Old
(Continued from Page 1)

made a contract for the picture with

Famous, has been vacated by Vice-

Chancellor Lewis.
The motion was denied on the

ground that Wellenbrink had waited
for over a year after he had received

a notice of cancellation, and that it

was too late at this time to apply for

a temporary injunction. The defend-
ants were represented by Nathan
Burkan. Ex-Judge Thomas G.

Haight acted for Burkan in present-

ing the case to the Jersey court. An
effort made to reach Wellenbrink at

his Montclair home proved unsuccess-
ful yesterday.

Ercole, Pathe Cameraman Here
George Ercole, staff cameraman of

Pathe News in Paris, is here to confer
with Emanuel Cohen.

Wallace MacDonald is the newest
addition to "The Sea Hawk" cast.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Fraternal Order
(Continued from Page 1)

ter owner to merely belong to a busi-
ness organization.
Miss Lewis stated yesterday that

in Ontario and Quebec, the M. P.
T. O. has a total membership of about
225 exhibitors. A delegation of forty
will attend the annual convention of
the M. P. T. O. A. in Boston in

May.
Canadian Educational has arranged

to allow members of the M. P. T. O.
a fifty percent discount on future
bookings upon the return of mounted
paper in good condition, Miss Lewis
explained. The plan has passed the
experimental stage and is said to be
working out in an extremely satisfac-

tory manner. Educational handles F.
B. O., Hodkinson and some English
pictures. There is a possibility that
several other Canadian distributors

will adopt the same plan in order to

aid the small exhibitor.

Miss Lewis said conditions in Can-
ada "were satisfactory and that busi-

ness generally was good.

Virginia Unit Plans Picture

Sargent Pictures, of Old Point
Comfort, Va., headed by Harry R.
Sargent are coming to New York to

make the interiors for a five reeler

here. Headquarters will be maintained
at Ruby Film Co. and Irving B.
Rubinstien will act as general mana-
ger of the company.

It was stated yesterday that Ruby
Films have no connection with the
distribution of "The Law of Israel,"

a foreign picture acquired for this

country by S. Rubinstien and that no
person is authorized to use the name
of Ruby Films which is registered.

Whaling Film Dividend
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Bedford, Mass.—The board of

directors of Whaling Film Corp., has
declared a cash dividend of $2.50 per
share to its stockholders, payable
March 10. This is the third dividend
to be declared by this corporation,
which owns "Down to the Sea in

Ships," within nine months. The
total of all the dividends paid to date

is said to equal to the amount origi-

nally paid for the stock.

P. Major was elected treasurer at

a meeting of the board in place of

James P. Francis, resigned.

Ben Lyon and Edna Murphy have
been added to the cast of "The White
Moth."

At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

Offenbach's "Orpheus," starts the program,
with a ballet divertissement, called "The
Scarf Dance," immediately after. "The Na-
tional Rash," a Grantland Rice Sportlight
is next, followed by Irving Berlin's new song,
"What'll I Do?" sung by Gladys Rice and
Douglas Stanbury. The Capitol Magazine
is the fifth unit and tne sixth, "Capitol
Broadcasting Artists," a song and dance
presentation, featuring those artists who
broadcast over the Capitol's radio station.
"Wild Oranges" is the feature, and in-

cidentally the closing number.

Lyric
"They Name Is Woman" is the feature.

Rivoli
Selections from "La Boheme" is the over-

ture, followed by the Rivoli Pictorial News,
"tiallery of Living Portraits: Gloria Swan-
son," and Ruth Urban, soprano, in three
song numbers, "Look Down, Dear Eyes,"
"Confession" and "The False Prophet." "Ice-
bound" is the feature picture. Paul Oscard
and La Torrecilla in. "Chinese Dance," and
"School Pals," a Fox comedy, are the last
two units on the program.

Strand
The bill includes: (1) "II Trovatore"

(excerpts), the overture. (2) Topical News
Review. (3) Prologue to the feature,
"Daughters of Today." (4) the feature.
(5) "Buccaneers," a new Our Gang Come-
dy. (6) The closing: An organ solo.

At Other Houses
"The Song of Love" has been moved from

the Rivoli to the Rialto for a second week.
The remaining Broadway houses continue
with the same pictures : The Cameo, "When
A Man's A Man"; Cohan, "The Ten Com-
mandments" ; Cosmopolitan, "Yolanda" ; Cri-
terion, "The Covered Wagon"; Forty-Fourth
Street, "America", and the Gaiety, "Abraham
Lincoln."

Albertini's First Near Completion
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"The Iron Man,"
Albertini's first serial for Universal is

nearly completed. Jay Marchant is

directing.

NOT a musical

instrument

CYTHEREA

Coming Soon^ y

LILA LEE
starring in a great

series offeature

productions
fr HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty First- Run Pictures

Eastman Case Up
(Continued from Page 1)

Following the hearing the case
go to the full commission for c I

sideration and decision. It is exp
ed that the decision will be reac
within two weeks.

Grand-Asher has moved from
W. 44th St. to 1650 Broadway.

HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes Only"

1 reel

Pafh6comedy
=igr~ =*

Young Man—Nine years in motion
picture industry—At present connect-
ed—In same position eight years

—

Desires change with reliable nun
company, where initiative ability, ex
perience and efficiency are appreciated.
Licensed operator—Cutter, and all

around film man. Write quick, Box
IS-S c/o FILM DAILY, 71 W. 44th
St., N. Y. C.

FOR RENT
Large private office with use of
cutting room and vault space.
Also desk room.

ACTIVE FILM CO., Inc.
Suite 409 729 7th Ave.

Phone Bryant 5627

Producers Exhibitors

Individuals

Exchanges

NC0ME TAX REPORT!

MICHAEL D. FIELDS
729-7 Avenue Bryant 6497

U.S. a CANADA ACENTS
FORDEBRIE

CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO
II8W.44ST.NY BRYANT 6635

THE FiL»J^T,NaCo
America, inc.

729-7I^Av;:.N.Y-BnrANT ZI58

The Hackler Process

PROCESSED FILM MEANS PROLONGED LIFE

PERMANENT D R0TECTI0N TO
ERF0RATI0NS AND I RINTS

We Processed "Daughters of Today"



Produced by Demand
FACTS

"Three Weeks" has sold more
than fifteen million copies.

It has been translated into
every language of the world
except Spanish!

There is never a year that
"Three Weeks" isn't a contem-
porary best seller in America.
Last year it sold 100,000 copies.

It has been read by forty mil-

lion people. Twentv-five mil-

lion are women.

Withtheexception of the Bible
it is the best-seller of all time.

of the Qreat
American Public!

THE CAST
AILEEN PRINGLE
CONRAD NAGEL
JOHN SAINPOLIS
STUART HOLMES
MITCHELL LEWIS
ROBERT CAIN

NIGEL DE BRULIER
DALE FULLER

CLAIRE DE LOREZ
WILLIAM HAINES

Directed by
ALAN CROSLAND

Scenario by ELINOR GLYN
Continuity bj

CAREY WILSON
Editorial Director

JUNE MATHIS
A Qoldivyn Picture

Popularity is king in this

business. When the public
wants something it's got to

have it. The consistent in-

terest in Elinor Glyn's undy-
ing romance heralded the

great motion picture that is

now ready to be shown.
And what a glorious show-
ing it will be, for the pro-

duction is a classic, a gem
of artistic portrayal. Can
you think of a title off-hand
that has the popularity of
"Three Weeks?"

Elinor Glyn journeyed all

the way from her beautiful

manor in England to super-

intend the filming of her
great story in Los Angeles.

She picked the cast which
represents her imagination's

ideal. And they performed
her miracles. We'll deliver

some reels of celluloid to

you in tin film cans, but

it's just like handing you a

gold nugget on a silver

platter.

TH
WEEKS
(ffoidivyn^^osirnopoiltan
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Hoffman Sees Prosperity

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—In an interview in

the Daily News, published on his re-

turn from the coast, M. H. Hoffman
says, in part:

"More people will attend motion picture
performances this year than in any previous
year,"

"Just as much money can he made in

making one picture today as could be gained
from twenty pictures, such as were the av-

eiage product of a few years ago.

"Although the big pictures lilte 'The
Ten Commandments,' 'Scaramouche* and
others are here to stay, I found a greater
demand than ever for what is generally
called 'the program* picture, which is a five

or six-reel screen narrative, as compared to
the ten and twelve-reel 'super-specials.'

"A record-breaking attendance for the
year, and possibly years to come if the
quality continues to improve is obvious."

Putting It Over

Here is how a brother ex-
hibitor put his show over.

Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.

Uses Cothiers' Decision

Cleveland—The Ohio Retail Cloth-
ier's Ass'n met here recenty, and,
during the course of the convention,
Ramon Novarro was chosen "the best
dressed man in the movies." This
appeared as a news item in the Press,

Plain Dealer and News.
Novarro appears in "Thy Name Is

Woman," which was due to open at

the Allen within a few days after the

convention. The theater management
began a newspaper contest with prizes

to winning letters of agreement or
disagreement with the clothiers' de-
cision. All three papers that ran the
news item played up the contest,
and the showing.

C. C. Deardourff, Metro's repre-
sentative, hooked up on the Vivaudou
angle. Six of the larger drug stores
carried big pictures of Barbara La
Marr, and tied up with the perfume.

13 Theaters Exploit "Dulcy"
Mexico City, Mex.—Thirteen local

theaters have combined to agree on
play dates and advertising. They in-

clude the Olympia, Cenecia, Rialto,

Ma, Guerrero, Rafae, Bucareli, Ameri-
ca, Buen Tono, Diaz de Leon, Monte
Carlo, Brieseno, Taxpena and Las
Florea. Recently, the 13 houses
played "Dulcy" and each helped each
other in exploitation.

Incorporations
Albany-—Sislake Production (I

New York. 100 shares con
stock, no par value. Incorpon
A. Mayer, B. C. Whitney and I

Bickerton, Jr. Attorneys, Bicke|
Wyttenberg &-Fleisher, New Y|

Albany—K. R. H. Amuse
g

Corp., Brooklyn. Capital $S(|
Incorporators, G. Goldberg an
L. Garfunkel and M. Singer,
torneys, Levy, Gutman & Gold"
New York.

Albany—Comedy Producing
New York. 100 shares con
stock, no par value. Incorporator
McKean, G,' Griswold and H.
clair. Attorneys, Stern & Reuti
New York.

Albany—107th Street & Broad lt

Theater Corp., New York. Ca al

$1,000. Incorporators, D. G. Gr n,

E. Brooks and J. A. Caspari. Ai r-

neys, Kendall & Herzog, New Y k.

Albany—Goldsem Amusement-)
Brooklyn. Capital $15,000. Incon-
rators, M. Malbin, H. Goldschein d

R. Cohen. Attorneys, Greenba
I

Wolff & Ernst. New York.

Albany—Cobin Amusement
Brooklyn. Capital $15,000. Incot

rators, M. Malbin, H. Goldschein i

R. Cohen. Attorneys, Greenba
Wolff & Ernst. New York.

Albany—Paul Koch Prod., 1*> v

York. Capital $20,000. Incorpc -

tors, P. A. Koch, J. Trainor and 1 .

Schonceit. Attorneys, Hamilton t

Stratmann, New York.

Albany—Spectacular Prod., Ny
York. Capital $1,500. Incorporate,
L. H. Allen, M. F. Swier. Attorn,

J. L. Hochman, New York.

Roosevelt Film in 12 Reels
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Alf Goulding who.
producing the life of Theodore Roo
yelt for United Prod, and Dist., saj

it will be a 12-reeler.

$200,000 Theater Fire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kane, Pa.—The Hemple theai

building was the center of a spectac
lar fire. The loss exceeds $200,000.

Coming Soon
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Newspaper Opinions
Daughters of Today"—Selznick

Strand
MERICAN— I admit "Daughters of lo;

is a

as Fatima

. taught me much. I thought I knew all

ut our modern girls, but I fine11 am m
primer clcass, if one is to take tins picture

nuslv * * * To me it is much like a

National story to be seen and forgotten.

,
• as a serious drama, we cannot even

'^VENING JOURNAL—"Daughters of

ikv" is a lavishly dressed, hect ic ally as

ibled flapper frappe. It may not teach a

on or solve a d.fficulty. but it ,s irre-

•nsi'bly amusing, and for any one who likes

it type of picture consistently entertaining.

VENING WORLD—Frankly, we did

"like "Daughters of Today," a little bit.

jrrALD * * * it will reflect no particu-

credit on its makers, with the possible

•eDtion of within their own little set where

v will be extolled for having turned out

"great box office bet." • '/There's no

ubt about it. "Daughters of Today

•at box office attraction. So was 1

• Muscle Dancer.
.,

.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Like, other

empts at sensationalism, the yarn is tilled

th exaggerated incidents, but the audience

In't seem to mind this defect ; at least those

tsent seemed to enjoy it.

POST « » • weak and unsatislactory.

• * The players do the best they can and

me of them * * * deserve a better film.

• •

SUN "Daughters of Today" isn't as good

"Flaming Youth," which it closely re-

•nbles, but its pretty good at that.

TELEGRAM—The photoplay is intended

be entertaining in its revelations of the girl

the period rather than to cause blushes to

junt to the cheeks of the unsophisticated.

TIMES—There is nothing particularly

iginal about "Daughters of Today,

it one sees many of the overworked situa-

>ns and old ideas presented years ago in a

nilar type of picture. After sitting through

; great length, hoping for the welcome

£nd" to appear, one is impressed that it is

i
utterly absurd waste of time.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It is probably

money-getter at that, being a synthetic

icktail of the sure-fire young sex hoke,

looks to the knowing like a hastily con-

ructed thing to use some standing sets he-

re they were cleared to make room for a

al picture.

TRIBUNE—Perhaps "Daughters of To-

iy" is not the worst picture we ever saw.

erhaps time has softened the memory of the

iguish which we have ere now experienced

sitting through one of those "sure-fine"

)x office reproductions. * * * There is ab-

ilutely no story, it being a very feeble imi-

,tion of "Flaming Youth," and it is done

i the cheapest and most tawdry manner.
WORLD—We gotta admit "Daughters of

oday" is the epochal epic in filmdom. For
x hours since seeing it we have combed the

ictionary for adjectives and they just ain't

lere. Gay, glittering, gorgeous, with a

ioral for everyone, man, woman and child,

lis peerless drama of the silent screen is

le cow that jumped over the moon.

"Fools' Highway"—Universal
Broadway

AMERICAN—"Fools' Highway," as a
pictorial description of the Bowery and its

people is very good entertainment but it

would have been infinitely better if some one
had cut out about two reels. * * * Mary Phil-

bin as Mamie Rose, the orphan seamstress, is a

delight. * * * "Fools' Highway," in spite of

its silly name, offers good entertainment for

those who care to enjoy a good, old fash-

ioned melodrama with the three requisites, a
hero, a heroine and a villain.

HERALD—* * * cannot help but strike

a responsive chord in the hearts of those who
sincerely love and really know New York.
* * •

"My Mamie Rose" is generally acknowl-
edged as being one of the most powerful
stories ever written. Certainly, it has all

the elements needed for a great motion pic-

ture. And in the opinion of this writer.

"Fools' Highway" is nothing less than great
* # #

MORNING TELEGRAPH—"Fools'
Highway" is one of those rare highway treats

that once in a long while slip into town
and reveal an almost perfect coordination of
acting continuity, directorial and title-writ-

ing talents.

TRIBUNE—* * * Mary Philbin * • * is

a delight, as well as a thing of beauty. We
shall never tire of Mary Philbin.

So we enjoyed the picture in spite of the
heat and the point of disadvantage from
which we viewed it.

After Fake Schools in L. A.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Vigorous prosecution
of the heads of fake schools is prom-
ised by Walter G. Mathewson, State
Labor Commissioner. After hearing
the report of Louis Bloch, statistician

and chief examiner for the commis-
sion, who has been quietly conduct-
ing an investigation, Commissioner
Mathewson has determined to stamp
out this evil.

Plan New Tarzan Story
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Tarzan and the

Golden Lion" will be filmed by
Grand-Asher. William S. Campbell
will direct and Elmo Lincoln will play

the title role.

Sam Grand is again here from New
York. His complete schedule in-

cludes 20 features and 52 two-reel-

ers. Of these, one group will be a se-

ries of 12 two-reelers adapted from
the H. C. Witwer "Classics in Slang"

with Eddie Gribbon starring. Plans

are being prepared for an annex to

the present studio, which will afford

another large stage running through

from Gower St. to Beachwood Drive.

In The Courts
The Reeland Publishing Company,

Inc., in the Supreme Court, betore

Judge Hatting, has obtained a verdict

of $40,334.00 with interest from the

date of action, March, 1921 against
Rufus S. Cole, John Robertson and
Robertson Cole Co., for goods sold
and delivered and breach of contract.

Will take partner or sell film

laboratory in full operation.

Box K-4, care The Film Daily

71 W. 44th St., New York

Buys Out Hoyburn Theater Co.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Evanston, 111.—The New Evanston
Theater Co., has bought out the Hoy-
burn Theater Co., for $111,000. The
latter operated the Hoyburn on Da-
vis St. Clyde E. Elliot heads the or-

ganization and will manage both the
new acquisition and the New Evan-
ston.

A New Note in Banquets

The first banquet in the annals of

banqtieteering in which no flashlight

pictures will be taken will add a new
and refreshing chapter to entertain-

ment history when The Naked Truth
dinner is staged at the Astor, on

March 29. And just to clinch success,

even that radical departure from pre-

cedent is to be taken. A. M. Bots-

ford, entertainment committee chair-

man, announces that there will be no
speech-making.

Paul Whiteman will be there in

person, with two bands and for the

first time the A. M. P. A. dinner is

open to women.

FILM STORAGE PLANT
FOR SALE

Containing Vaults, Cutting
Rooms, Posters Room, Pro-
jection Room, Ample Storage
Rooms, Poster Room, Pro-
mit For Large Quantity of
Film. A Real Buy For Some-
one.

Box M-10 THE FILM DAILY

Betty Blythe Going to Coast

Betty Blythe leaves for Hollywood

|

March 9th, to take part in a produc-|

tion there.

Flora Le Breton Gets Role

Flora Le Breton has been cast for

her first part in an American produc-
tion. She will play the role of "Mary
Beamish" in "Another Scandal,"
which will be produced in Florida
with E. H. Griffith directing.

R. A. Walsh Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Raoul Walsh expects
to leave for New York in the next
ten days, to reach that city in time
for the opening of "The Thief of

Bagdad," which he directed.

Manufacturers of domestic raw stock, by price cutting and

a tariff of 4/10c per foot, are attempting to eliminate our

quality competition.

We have decided to meet the price, but OUR product

will not be cheapened

—

1 be strongest and run longest,GOEI FILM
FILM will still retain superiority in grad-

ation and photographic quality,

T7T T TV/T
as heretofore, entitles you to a refund

r 1 L»1V1 > of j53 99 a ree i on export prints.

Past history shows that consumers of raw stock are too far-

sighted to purchase domestic film exclusively.

GOEI

INDIVIDUALIZED FINANCING SERVICE
AND MERCHANDISING COUNSEL FOR

. MOTION PICTURE ENTERPRISES. . . .

Chromos Trading Company
1123 BROADWAY

Interviews Invited in Confidence

SUITE 1207-8 •PHONE WATKINS 4522

L RAW STOCK PRICES

Positive, perforated, 1—1 /2c per foot

Negative, perforated, 3— l/2c per foot

Sole Distributors for U. S. A. ana Canada—

FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION
. 33 WEST 60th STREET

NEW YORK CITY

PHONE COLUMBUS 4927-492S
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tea dansants interfere
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WOMEN WILL LEAVE HOME to see
LOUIS B. MATERS presentation

%JohnM.Stahl
•J -* V PcO D U C T I O N

"WHTMEN LEAVE HOME'
35S^

Lewis Stone, HeleneChadwick MaryCan*
WilliamVMong, Alma Bennett^Hedda Hopper
Adapted by A P YOUNGER, from the
AVERT HOPWOOD Stage Success

Directed by » - - JOHN M STAHL
ChieF Photographer - - SOL POLITO

Turn the crank Larry— it's another
box-office wallop for FIRST NATIONAL

and it's in the February toJune-QO
-S Fe**i^» *Jp-<J (j*n*i*4 **^1
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NJew B'way Theater
p E. Lefcourt to Build on Site Ad-
joining the Strand—A $4,000,000

Structure

. E. Lefcourt, at one time presi-

at of the now defunct Pioneer Film
rp, and now an active builder in

Times Square section plans a

ture theater on the southwest cor-

r of Broadway and 47th St. on a

e immediately adjoining the Strand.

The property, which was purchased
im an old estate through William
Sussman, Inc., adjoins the Strand

i- the north side, with a frontage
52 feet on Broadway and a depth
140 feet on the south side of Forty-
?hth Street. To the west of the
reel just purchased is the Longacrc
eater.

At present there are old five-story
n'ldings on the property. Louis
aas and Charles C. Peters repre-
ntcd the buyer in the transaction,
he approximate cost of the land
,d the proposed new building on this

c will be between $4,000,000 and
.000,000, depending upon the size

this new structure.

Powers Stock at 1.50 Cents

Powers Film Product, Inc. stated
sterday that its raw stock is now
ing sold at 1.50 cents per foot and
is been for some months prior to
e reduction made by Eastman
odak.

Jersey Test Sunday
Detectives and patrolmen in Hud-
m County have been instructed to
rest all violators of the "blue laws"
•xt Sunday. The orders are a di-
et result of the action on the part
exhibitors in keeping their houses

>cn despite the law.

Childrens' Bill in Senate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY).

Albany—Senator Michael E. Rei-
trn of New York City yesterday
troduced a bill in the Senate grant-
g each city the right to determine
r itself the question of whether or
)t children should be permitted in
eaters without parents or guardian.
is similar to a measure now up
the Assembly.

Neilan 111

Cioldwyn has been advised from the
>ast that Marshall Neilan was
reatened with appendicitis and that
)ctors were endeavoring to avoid
i operation.

N. T. Ladies Too.
Astor.

March 29. Hotel

3 Cornered Deal
Philadelphia Exchangemen Invade

Washington Territory— Form
Trio Prod.

Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece
Film Attractions, Gene Marcus of
20th Century Films, and Tony
Luchese of De Luxe Films, all Phila-
delphia exchanges have formed Trio
Prod. Inc. a company that will serve
the Washington, Delaware and Vir-

ginia territory. Offices have been es-

tablished at New Jersey Ave. and
K. St., Washington.

Amsterdam, who was in town yes-
terday explained that until now, in-

dividual operation in Washington has
not been very satisfactory. For that

reason, Masterpiece, 20th Century
and Dc Luxe decided on one exchange
to handle their pictures there. Max
Milder, formerly with Selznick in

Philadelphia will manage it and will

have a part interest in its operation.
Fifty-four features will be available

and a number of short reels.

The opening will be marked by a

dinner to be given at the Washington
Hotel, in Washington next Wednes-
day night.

Preferred has disposed of its Wash-
ington territory franchise to Trio
Prod.

Duell Returns from Italy

Charles H. Duell, president of In-

spiration Pictures, Inc. returned to

New York yesterday from Italy

where he has been supervising pro-
duction of "Romola." He is ex-
pected to take up the Barthelmess
situation while here.

Rogers Off For Coast

Charles R. Rogers left for Cali-

fornia yesterday to spend three

months there. He will confer with
Edward Small and "Eph" Asher. his

partners in Corinne Griffith Prod.,

and with Hunt Stromberg on the
Harry Carey and Priscilla Dean ser-

ies. Rogers took with him options
on a number of stories and plays.

"America" Opens in Boston
iSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—"America" had its pre-

miere at the Majestic last night.

Zukor's Name Appears In Reports

Regarding United Artists' Future

"Big Four" Listening to Propositions from All Quarters—No
Definite Tie-up But Paramount's Ability to Roll Up Gross

Bookings Is Said to Interest Fairbanks

Ragland On Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—John C. Ragland is

in town to confer with Harold Lloyd.

J. D. Hampton Here

Jesse D. Hampton is in town from
the coast.

Out of the maze of reports that have been published in the

past few days concerning United Artists and the future of that

company, one appeared to take definite form yesterday. This con-

cerned the reported interest of Adolph Zukor in the company.

It was stated yesterday in one quarter that is usually well-

informed that Zukor had made a propositi *o the "Big Four"
group concerning distribution. This was ted by an official

at Paramount and laughed at openly by D ru. O'Brien, general

counsel for United Artists and persona; ^..torney for Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.

The impression seemed, to be, how-
ever, that the intensive distribution

that Famous can secure on its prod-
uct holds a strong appeal for Fair-

banks who is the dominant figure

in the rumblings and talk of the

many changes afloat regarding the

company.

The problem of operating a nation-

wide distribution machine with so few
pictures as United has had during the

past few years, is, moreover, admitted-
ly a difficult propostion. Especially
is this true in view of the fact that

of the product they have had many
of the more important pictures have
first been road-shown ,thus delaying
the arrival of the prints in the ex-

changes ,and barring income from
being received through selling this

product.

During 1923 United released one
from Chaplin, "A Woman of Paris,"

carried over "Robin Hood" from the

preceding year and had nothing else

from Doug, "Rosita" from Mary, and
carried over "Tess" in the early part

of the year. Front Griffith came
"One Exciting Night" and excepting
for the older pictures running through
the organization nothing else aside

from the Allied Artists product, which
included "Richard the Lion Hearted"
"Loving Lies" and "No More Wom-
en," Jack Pickford's "Garrison's Fin-

ish' 'and "The Hill Billy" as well

as "Paddy-the Next-Best Thing."

Exchangemen well posted as to

conditions declare that the operation

of a national organization with so

few pictures must prove burdensome,
difficult and expensive.

(Continued on Page 2)

"Beaucaire" Next
To Follow "Covered Wagon" in Cri-

terion—Change to Occur in

June

Present plans provide that "The
Covered Wagon" will remain at the

Criterion until the Democratic con-
vention is held in New York. This
will occur in either the latter part of

May or the first part of June.

"Monsieur Beaucaire" is slated to

succeed the Cruze picture at the Cri-

terion for a summer run. No date

has been set for the opening but will

occur sometime in June. "Beaucaire"
will not be completed before the end
of May.

Hart Vacationing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—William S. Hart and
"Scoop" Conlon are both on a vaca-
tion. No one at their office will dis-

cuss Hart's future production plans,

in view of the fact that he will no
longer make pictures for Famous.

No Deals for Future Murrays
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Robert Z. Leonard
stated yesterday that he and Mae
Murray were now making their last

picture for Metro and that no future

distributing arrangements had been
made. He declared he knew nothing

about a deal wtih First National.

It has been reported locally that

the Murray pictures were to be re-

leased by First National upon com-
pletion of the Metro contract.

T. N. T. Two Paul Whiteman Orchestras.
Astor.

\
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High Low Close Sales
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ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

dlMMIE ADAMS
A FAST STEPPING
COMeOY SCREAM

'Aggravating
papa"

A Qhrisiie Com^d^

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

>tge
CotV

Ge°v-_.„of*

£. ^ann
UOtt

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann. N. Y.

FlLMLMBn
THE MOST CONVENIENT
L ABORATO RY

Just Off Times Square,
203w.4 0"st..n.yc. penn.2373.

WANTED
EXPERIENCED MAN

To Handle Publicity And Write Press

Books. Write Fully Past Experi-

ence, References, Salary. Box S-7

THE FILM DAILY
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Zukor in Deal?

(.Continued from Page 1)

Despite what has been published

—

and certainly a number of wild reports
have appeared in print—it can be
stated with an assured degree of ac-
curacy that the "Big Four" group
will listen to offers relative to dis-

tribution from anyone and everyone.
It also seems certain that the group
will act as one, in whatever course
is decided upon.

It is believed to be true that John
C. Flinn of Hodkinson has sat in

with Fairbanks, regarding the exploi-

tation of "The Thief of Bagdad" and
that Hodkinson would like to handle
the physical distribution of the

United Artists product, the smaller
pictures included in order to get the

more important ones. This is simi-

larly true of other companies in the

business. The various factors in

United Artists have not held any
joint meetings since Fairbanks and
Miss Pickford arrived in town. Prob-
ably there will not be any for a week
or two.

So much has been published that

Fairbanks has now adopted the at-

titude of refusing to talk to anyone,
because what he has said has been
so badly garbled. Hiram Abrams
yesterday refused to talk about a

published report which declared his

contract had expired in November.

'

He would say nothing, further than
to point out that he was still on the
job.

Concerning the Zukor report, Den-
nis O'Brien declared yesterday that

Zukor had had Fairbanks, Miss Pick-
ford and Mrs. Pickford as his guests
at dinner Monday night but that bus-
iness was not discussed. They are
all living at the same hotel, the
Ambassador.

DAILY

Explains Arbitration Plan
At the luncheon yesterday of the

I. M. P. P. D. A. at the Astor,
Vincent Gilroy, chairman of the

speakers' committee, Arbitration So-
ciety of America delivered a talk on
the principles of arbitration and ex-
plained how they could be worked
out so far as state right operation was
concerned. Former Governor Carl

Milliken of Maine and George Blais-

dell were the other speakers.

Favors Workmen's Compensation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Senator Meyer Levy of

New York yesterday introduced a
bill in the Senate seeking to include
all studio employees earning a week-
ly salary of $100 or less under the

provisions of the Workmen's Com-
pensation Law.

Stuart Holmes in "Tess"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Stuart Holmes will

play the "heavy" in "Tess of the
D'Urbervilles."

Ernest Torrence Here
Ernest Torrence is in town from

the coast to appear in "The Mounte-
bank," for Famous.

A. D. A. Plans Ball

The Assistant Directors' Ass'n will

hold its third annual ball at the Hotel
Pennsylvania April 24. Music by
Paul Whiteman's Piccadilly Players.

Asher in Atlantic City

Harry Asher of American Feature
Film, Boston was in town yesterday
en route for a week-end vacation in

Atlantic City.

New Hodkinson Representative

E. F. Carruthers formerly with the
Hodkinson in Winnipeg, has been ap-
pointed Hodkinson representative in

Calgary and Vancouver, replacing J.
Plottel, resigned.

More "U" Serials
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—George Pyper, is

working on "Fighting Fate," for Mar-
garet Morris and Jack Daugherty
while Frank Clarke, is preparing ideas
for the next Desmond-Sedgwick seri-
al.

ie

Two Weeks For "Great White Way"

,

"The Great White Way" opens at

the Capitol Sunday. The picture will
be held for two weeks.

CYTHEREA

starts, where

language stops

Nov Playing*

Glenn
Hunter

IN

STAR OF

"MtRTON OF
THE M0VIE.S"

GWT
with Clara Bow
Dhectedby Frank Turtle

A Film Guild Production

<Di$lributed by

HODKINSON
Season W24-W25 Thirir Hrct-RurfKcure*

a sensation in

"BLAC/C

// i

HAL ROACH'!

CHARLEY CHASJ

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy

"New York Chicago Hollyw

Rothacker Laboratori
!

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale' M
542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill H

I

Negative Developing-Printii

Ul

Titles In All Language
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 545C

FILM STORAGE PLANT
FOR SALE

Containing Vaults, Cuttir
Rooms, Posters Room, Pri
jection Room, Ample Stora§
Rooms, Poster Room, Pn,
mit For Large Quantity <

Film. A Real Buy For Som<
one.

Box M-10 THE FILM DAIL

WANTED
Will Rent Or Buy

THEATER
in

Westchester County

N. Y.

Address — C. & S.
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Personality!
Just give your audiences one chance to

Fall for her sunny smile, sparkling blue

eyes and golden hair—and oh, boy! Just

give them a single chance to feel the spell

of her magnetic, vivacious personality

—

and sweet mama—they'll he her slaves

for life! You're hound to he the big win-

ner when you play this winsome star in

the fastest, funniest, most surprising

comedy drama you've ever seen.

CARL
LAEMMLE

presents

LAURA
LaPLANTE

as a star in her own right and playing the

lead in her first big feature.

*- "***
\

Tfieiifle iells the story

\.

V
c~

vc

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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In The Courts
A suit by Dr. Edwin Leibfreed

against George Kleinc for $13,250 in

connection with the Helen Keller

film "Deliverance" came before Su-
preme Court Justice Giegcrich on an
application by the plaintiff to strike

out part of the answer. The court

granted it. on the ground that the

parts struck out were argumentative
and conclusions and the court left

in the answer only the denials of the

allegations of the complaint.

Leibfreed alleged that the Helen
Keller Film Corp., was formed in

1919, and that the defendant got a

contract for three years to market
the film "Deliverance." He alleged

that Kleine agreed to pay the plaintiff

$500 a month salary as secretary of

the corporation during the term of

the contract, and that the amount
sued for is due.

In portions stricken out, Kleine al-

leged that in addition to expenses of

$13,467 he paid the plaintiff $4,750,

making a total of $18,217 which he is

entitled to have repaid. He said the

film has grossed to date only $15,163
and he will be compelled to pay $8,723
more because of the failure of the

Helen Keller Corporation to furnish

pictures and accessories without any
cost to him.

In another claim stricken out, Mr.
Kleine alleged that he has advanced
to the corporation $49,000, no part of

which has been repaid, and that there

is now due him $57,902 in addition to

the expense of handling the picture.

An application has been filed in the

Supreme Court by James Aubrey,
who was sued by George H. Cal-
laghan for $1200 for services, to va-

cate an attachment against his prop-
erty, obtained by the plaintiff on the

ground that he is a resident of Cali-

fornia. The attachment was served
on the Chadwick Pictures Corp., but
no property of Aubrey's was found.
He states that the papers have never
been served on him, and for that rea-

son wants the attachment vacated.

Charles H. J. Dilg has filed suit in

the Supreme Court against Effanem
Photoplays for $5,000 on a note sign-

ed by Anton E. Meyer as vice-presi-

dent and Arthur E. Reinhardt as

treasurer. He also filed a default

judgment for $1,161 against Effanem,
in the City Court on a note, while
judgments for $2,301 by Henry
Hahnenfeld and for $1,161 by Arfthur
E. Reinhardt were also filed in notes.

In a suit of Haring & Blumenthal
against Herbert Brenon for services,

an application was filed in the Su-
preme Court to restore the case to the

calendar for trial because it was over-
looked by the plaintiff's attorneys
when it first appeared.

New Loew House Opens Monday
Marcus Loew and party will attend

the opening of the new Loew's State,

White Plains, Monday night. Loew's
Strand, a new acquisition, now under-
going repairs, opens in White Plains
the following Thursday. The State
will play vaudeville and pictures while
the Strand will have a straight pic-

ture policy.

"Covered Wagon" Anniversary
Next week "The Covered Wagon"

celebrates the completion of a year's

run at the Criterion. Monday night
there will be a second "opening
night." The Indians who were on the
other side in connection with the

opening in London, will appear.

John F. Pell filed a summons in the
Supreme Court yesterday in a suit

against the Pathe Exchange for

$2500. The attorneys are Joseph and
Demov.

"Bed-time Stories" at T. N. T.
While it is true that there will be

no regulation speeches at the Naked
Truth dinner at the Astor on the 29th,

there will be a number of "Bed-time
Stories" told.

$2 Top for "Bagdad"
"The Thief of Bagdad" will open

at the Liberty on the 18th, instead of

the 17th. The evening top price will

be $2 and the matinee top, $1.50.

Newspaper Women's Ball March 21

S. L. Rothafel will have charge of

the entertainment at the second an-
nual Newspaper Women's Club ball

to be held at the Astor, March 21.

Cuts Orchestra From 25 to 14
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—The Capitol has de-

creased its orchestra from 25 to 14,

due, to poor business.

Guts and Flashes
James Home, said to be the only

Chinese cameraman in this country is

in New York to photograph "The
Mountebank." the new Herbert
Brenon production.

Holmes Herbert has been engaged
to play opposite Lois Wilson, through
Jess Smith, in "Another Scandal," to

be made in Miami for Hodkinson.

"The Rejected Woman" is the re-

lease title for "Blood and Gold."
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan will re-

lease it in April.

The number of subjects comprising
"Screen Snapshots" has been reduced
to seven, with added footage for each.

Bertram Millhauser has completed
an original story "Fools in the Dark"
which will be produced by F. B. O.

Adolphe Menjou has been cast for

an important role in "For Sale," the

next Corinne Griffith production.

Elmer Clifton has engaged Orville

Caldwell through Jess Smith for his

next production for Fox.

Al Hall, who recently returned from
England, is convalescing following an
attack of the "flu."

The A. L. Burt Co., has published

a photoplay edition of "Poisoned
Paradise."

From Maine

To Florida

From New York

To California

All

Have

An
Equal

Chance

And
There *s

Millions

In

It.

-
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Coast Brevities
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—King Baggott has

mpleted "The Inheritors," Mary
lilbin's newest production. Miss

lilbin will have a vacation before

ginning "Mitzi," under direction of

ving Cummings.

i Ernest Laemmle, nephew of Carl

aemmle has finished his apprentice-

iin at Universal City and has been

signed direction of a series of two
rl westerns starring Pete Morrison.

Ruth Roland, with Tod Browning,

recting, has begun work on "Ex-
avagance" at F. B. O. Henry B.

,'althall will be leading man.

After waiting for snowfall, the Wil-

ini Duncan unit has left for McCall,

Ja., to film exterior scenes for "The
ree Trader," a new serial.

Matt Moore and Patsy Ruth Miller

ave been engaged as the starring

an; in F. B. O's new production

Fools in the Dark."

Leigh Smith is assisting Edward
line in the direction of "Along Came
uth," Viola Dana's new picture.

Eddie Cline has been chosen by
ol Lesser to direct the next Wright
attire for Principal.

"The Drifter," starring Jack Hoxie.
as been changed to "The Galloping
ce."

Olga Printzlau has completed an
iginal, "My Lady's Lips" for Pre-
rred.

Laura La Plante's third vehicle for

niversal will be "Relativity."

Pauline Garon has been added to

le cast of "Pal O' Mine."
Gasnier has started casting for "The
reath of Scandal."

WALTER R. GREENE.

Bank Sees Prosperity

The monthly business survey of the
'ational City Bank says of current
auditions:

"The industrial trade reports in recent
eeks have generally confirmed the earlier
dications of an increase in business activity
nee the first of the year. .March opens
ith symptoms in evidence which in the
ain are the same as those which accom-
mied the prosperous conditions of last year,
/hile not up to the peak levels of last year,
le majority of business indexes, such as
lilway traffic, factory employment, and the
jlumc of checks passing through the banks,
dicate that production and distribution on
it- whole have been moving forward at ap-
oximately a normal pace."

Jackson to Write Original
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Fred Jackson has
een engaged by Universal to write
n original story, "You Can't Live On
•ove." It will be one of the "Per-
;ct Thirty-Six Jewels" for the com-
ig year.

The list will also include "Butter-
y," "Husbands of Edith," "The Mis-
ourian," "Mitzi," and "The Best in
.ife."

Start Work on "The Puritans"

Arthur Hohl, Osgood Perkins,
Marjorie Young and F. Tweed head
the cast of "The Puritans," being
produced at the Pyramid studio, As-
toria, by the Film Guild for Chron-
icles of America. Frank Tuttle is di-

recting, with H. Mathews as his assis-

tant. Fred Waller is in charge of

photography, with Archie Jacobson
his assitant.

Paramount Club in Atlanta
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Thirty-five members of

the Famous Players distribution and
theater department have formed the

Paramount Club of Atlanta. A. C.

Cowles is president; O. L. Freeman,
vice-president; Mrs. J. N. Thomas,
secretary and Mrs. A. K. Dunn,
treasurer.

Nathanson, Bache and Cohen Back
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—N. L. Nathanson, manag-
ing director of Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp., Louis Bache, Canadian
district manager, and Arthur Cohen,
of Regal films, have returned from
extended trips to Western Canada
and the States.

Ittelson On His Own
Ralph B. Ittelson, has withdrawn

from the law firm of San, Ittelson &
Van Voorhis, who represent a num-
ber of film companies, and will con-
tinue the practice of law at 36 West
44th St. Harry L. Toplitt will con-
tinue with Ittelson, in charge of the
income tax department.

Films At Athletic School
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Waco, Tex.—Motion pictures will

soon be part of the regular school
course at the Baylor University, sum-
mer school for coaches. Slow pic-

nres will be shown to teach the stu-

dents correct methods.

Olympia Theater Leased
The newly formed 107th St. and

Broadway Theater Corp. has leased
from the Edlar Realty Corp. the
Olympia, a 1,500 seat house, at the
southeast corner of Broadway and
107th St.

New $500,000 House For "St. Pete"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Petersburg, Fla.—It is reported
that a well known producing organi-
zation will shortly start construction
on a new $5(10,000 theater and office

building.

Foreign Deal on "Floodgates"
David P. Howells, Inc., has closed

a deal on "Floodgates" with the Ar-
gentine American Film Co. for Ar-
gentine, Peru, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Bolivia, Chile and Ecuador.

American Feature Film Moves
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland, Me.—American Feature
Film Co., has moved to .28 Congress
St. John H. Curran is manager.

Rosson to Direct
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Stepping Lively,"

Richard Talmadge's next picture,

will be directed by Arthur Rosson.

All Branches Under One Name
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Denver—Effective April first, the
exchange owned by Greater Features,
Inc., and operated as Lannon-Shef-
field exchange, will become Greater
Features, Inc. A company operating
under this name has recently gone
out of existence, making it possible
for Greater Features, to use the same
name in all their exchanges.

"U" Adds to Canadian List
(Special to THE FILM DAILY) .

Toronto—Universal has secured
Canadian distribution of 13 Kinogram
Travelogue releases covering Cana-
dian outing, scenic and adventure
from Associated Screen News of

Canada. Canadian Universal is also
releasing the "Seeing Canada" re-

leases of the Canadian Government's
Bureau.

Nat Barach Reelected
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Nat Barach, of Gold-
wyn, has been reelected president of

the Film Board of Trade. Other
officers are: Eddie Fontaine, Fa-
mous exchange manager, vice-presi-

dent, and Clifford Amy, Metro ex-
change manager, treasurer.

Jack Droy Promoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—Jack Droy, for years with
Vitagraph, has been appointed West-
ern Canadian representative of Cana-
dian Educational with headquarters
at Winnipeg. He has jurisdiction

over Winnipeg, Calgary and Van-
couver.

New Theaters
Portland, Ore.—Plans are being

prepared for a $125,000 theater which
W. A. Graeper will put up on Union
Ave., near Russell St. Graeper also
owns the Union Ave. theater.

North Bend, Ore.—The exterior of
the Liberty theater has been com-
pleted and the organ installed. The
house is scheduled to open soon.

Princeon, 111.—A new theater will
be erected on the site of the Liberty
on West Paul St.

Fredonia, N. V.—The Opera House
has opened under management of
Charles II. Tarbox.

Mount Joy, Pa.— B. Lee Kline, of
Lancaster, is here seeking a site for
a new theater.

Middletown, N. Y\—The new Lib-
erty opened this week. The house
seats 850

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
Sample and Release Printing

24 Hour Service

Capacity 1,000,000 Ft. Weekly
FILM DEVELOPING CORP.

210-232 Weehawkin St.
West Hoboken, N. J.

Tel. Union 4S00-1-2

Add To Chicago Chain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Schoenstadt Bros., have
closed a ten year lease on the Regent
6824 Halsted St. The house is on

|

the Southwest side and seats 1,000
The Schoenstadts control six theaters
here.

Young Man—Nine years in motion
picture industry—At present connect-
ed—In same position eight years

—

Desires change with reliable film
company, where initiative ability, ex-
perience and efficiency are appreciated.
Licensed operator—Cutter, and all

around film man. Write quick, Box
'S-5 c/o FILM DAILY, 71 W. 44th
St., N. Y. C.

Long Succeeds Fred Harper
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Brockton, Mass.—Earl W. Long
has been appointed manager of the
Rialto, succeeding Fred J. Harper.
Long is one of the oldest managers of

the Gordon chain.

H. W. Houst Fined
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Oklahoma City—H. W. Houst, of

New York, was fined $100 in the Fed-
eral Court, for transporting the
Dempsey-Firpo fight film across the

state line into Oklohama.

AT LIBERTY

BLYTHE SHERWOOD
Personal Press Representative

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS
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"What a

Relief!"
No matter how excellent tne dramatic feature, it

needs the "relief" of a good comedy to make a

thoroughly pleasing program.

Grace Kingsley, reviewing the program
at Clune's Broadway in the Los Angeles
Times, says:

"Neal Burns disports himself in a
thoroughly delightful Christie Comedy
called 'Fool Proof. ***

" What a relief these bits of nonsense
are after the heavy emotion of the

'features'! Why don't the larger houses

follow the common sense plan of put-

ting in a snappy two -reel joy-pager,

instead of their everlasting grand opera?

"It is always a joy to go to Clune's.

You don't have to watch any second-

rate steppers prance, any third-rate

singers warble, nor get a crick in the

neck looking up at the high-brow grand
opera tabloids."

No better relief from the "heavy features" than

ChristieComedies

PRESENTS

Neal Burns
IN

Busy Buddies"
AND

Jimmie Adams
IN

"Aggravating
Papa"

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
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Studio Held Up
:g Island Residents Opposing
urst's Plan—Hearing Scheduled

Shortly
hearing scheduled to be held

tly before the Board of Esti-

e of Newton, Long Island on the

ication of the Windmuller Estate

e-zone the property in Ward 2

he Borough of Queens, bounded
Middleburg and Woodside Aves.,

St., and Matthews Place into the

estricted class so that the studio

iect planned by William O. Hurst
lie launched.

esidents of Newton and Wood-
, have filed objections to the stu-

on the ground that it will inject

usiness plant into the residential

rict. One hearing has already

ii held before Benjamin Marvin,
nmissioner of Public Works of

jens. Hurst has received a letter

n Borough President Connelly in

ch the latter says he is in favor
he proposed studio,

he property on which the studio

be built involves little excavating.
rst figures that it will take about
it months to complete the struc-

: and have the equipment installed,

is ready to go ahead as soon as
zoning restriction is lifted.

James Back With Telegraph?

.rthur James, is reported about to
iin the Morning Telegraph.

Features Reviewed
Page

Wild Oranges
... 6

Fools' Highway
Universal ... 6

Daughters of Today
Selznick 6

Icebound
Paramount ... 6

Discontented Husbands
C. B. C—S. R ... 7

The Phantom Horseman
Universal ... 7

The Lone Wagon
Aywon—S. R ... 7

A Woman Who Sinned
Hodkinson ... 7

The Vagabond Trail
Fox 11

Drums of Jeopardy
Truart—S. R ...11

Short Subjects ....11

U. B. O. Deal With Universal

W. C. Herrmann, Universal's New
York manager has signed up the U.
B. O. circuit for twenty days out of
March's thirty-one on the following
schedule:

First week in March, "The Night
Message," three days; second, week,
"The Law Forbids," four days; third

week, "The Storm Daughter," three

days and the fourth week, "The
Hunchback," seven days.

Two Bible Films in Boston
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston — "The Ten Command-
ments" opens at the Tremont on Mon-
day. On the same day "After Six
Days," brought over from Europe by
Weiss Bros., starts its run at the
Tremont Temple. Bert Adler is here
to handle the campaign on the latter

picture.

Goldin Here With "Mazeltov"

"Mazeltov," an eight-reel picture,

featuring Mollie- Picon and Jacob
Kalich, will have' its premiere here
shortly. It was directed by Sidney
M. Goldin and produced in Poland.
Goldin, who is an old Universal di-

rector has returned here after direct-

ing in Europe for five years.

Takes Over Inspiration Staff

E. L. Smith of Nighsmith Pictures
has taken over a number of the pro-
duction staff used by Inspiration
when it occupied the old Universal
studio in Fort Lee. Included is

Wiard B. Ihnen.
Inspiration's next Barthelmess pic-

ture is slated to be made in Spain.

Bonus on Workable Basis

It is understood that the bonus
system planned for Famous Players
theater managers has at last been
placed on a workable basis and that
the difficulties encountered shortly
after the announcement of the plan
have been ironed out.

Ansco Reduces Price

Lester Soman, New York repre-
sentative of Ansco Products, declar-
ed Friday that the price of Ansco
stock had been cut to 3.75 cents for

negative and 1.50 cents for the posi-

tive, effective March 1.

New F. B. O. Releases

F. B. O. will distribute "A Girl of

the Limberlost," from the Gene Strat-

ton-Porter novel, and "Damaged
Hearts," a T. Hayes Hunter produc-
tion by Basil King.

To Star Ghadwick
Eastern Prod. Signs Contract—Cast-

ing Under Way—For Na-
tional Release

Eastern Prod, in which William O.
Hurst and Charles S. Hervey, for-

mer Public Service Commissioner, are
jointly interested, has signed Helene
Chadwick to a starring contract. Her
pictures will be made in the East,

with actual production slated to start

very shortly.

Casting for the first is now under
way and will probably go into work
as soon as Miss Chadwick completes
her role in "Monsieur Beaucaire."
It is understood that a deal is under
way for release through a national

distributing company that has made
considerable strides forward in the
past few weeks.

Eastern has just completed "The
Masked Dancer" for Principal with
Miss Chadwick in the cast.

To Operate Until Court Decision
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Canton, O.—Police Judge Bowman
has granted the motions filed by
eleven theater owners allowing them
to continue operation of their thea-
ters until their trials in the Supreme
Court ccme up. They were arrested
for violating the Sunday closing law.

Samuels Moves Uptown
Reuben Samuels, Inc., well known

insurance firm which numbers many
film companies among its clients, has
taken space in the Loew State Bdg.
The company at present is located in

the insurance district downtown.

Importing Italian Pictures

Dora Prod., Inc., have been form-
ed with offices in the Godfrey Bldg.,

to import pictures from Italy. Those
interested are J. Cropansano, J. Milo
and William Mancuso.

No Deal on the Belasco

David Belasco on Friday denied the

report that "Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall" would go into that theater

folowing "Laugh, Clown, Laugh."

Confer on United Artists

It is understood that Hodkinson
officials held a number of conferences

on Friday relative to the United Ar-
tists situation.

The Polis in Florida

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Miami—Mr. and Mrs. S. Z. Poli

are here for a vacation.

Deal With Selznick
Distinctive Arranges New Release

For George Arliss Prod.—"$20
A Week" the First

Buy the terms of an agreement
just completed, Distinctive will re-

lease future George Arliss pictures
through Selznick. The first of these
will be "$20 A Week," which will

be ready about April 1.

The agreement was signed by
Henry M. Hobart, for Distinctive,

and by W. C. J. Doolittle, for Sek-
nick and is the culmination of nego-
tiations that have been under way
fur some time.

"$20 A Week" was directed by
Harmon Weight and has Edith
Roberts, Taylor Holmes and Ronald
Colman in the cast.

The contract between Distinctive

and Selznick with regards to the Ar-
liss productions will not change in

any way the existing contract be-
tween Distinctive and Goldwyn-Cos-
mopolitan, by which the latter distri-

butes other Distinctive productions.

"Lincoln" Run Ends
The run of "Abraham Lincoln" at

the Gaiety will close with the even-
ing performance Sunday. Al and Ray
Rockett are not yet ready to an-
nounce plans for the future of the

picture but it is understood that it is

to be exhibited throughout the United
States and Canada as quickly as the
necessary arrangements can be made
and that negotiations for foreign re-

lease are in progress.
George A. Billings will return to

California to prepare a tour of per-

sonal appearances in connection with
the film.

Harry Scott Warns
Pathc stated Friday that an im-

postor representing himself to be

James Scott and the brother of Har-
ry Scott, has been reported in va-

rious exchange centers as "borrow-
ing" money from friends of Mr.
Scott's. Scott says he has no brother.

The impostor was last reported from
Detroit, having gone there from Buf-
falo.

Yale University Press Chartered
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The Yale University Press
Film Service has been chartered, list-

ing 100 shares common stock, no par
value. The incorporators are: G.

P. Day, E. Parks and A. H. Brook.

Rowson Improving

Harry Rowson is reported improv-
ing. He is still quite ill but his con-
dition is getting better daily.
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New Andy Gump Series

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
. Hollywood—Filming of a new

series of Andy Gump comedies has
begun at Universal City, under di-

rection of Earle C. Kenton. Joe
Murphy portrays the famous charac-

ter, while Fay Tincher is Min and
Jackie Morgan, little Chester. There
will be six in the series.

"Mark of Cain" Starts

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood—Production has been

started at Fox on John Gilbert's

next, "The Mark of Cain." Howard
Mitchell is directing. Evelyn Brent
will be leading lady.

Postal Rates Increased

Special delivery letters to Canada
now cost 20 cents, instead of 10, be-

sides the regular amount of postage.

Helen Hoerle, Title Editor
Helen Hoerle has joined National

Screen Service as title editor.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions t
QeotSe_

K*ntl

CotP°
X&

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

ACME THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York

Everything for the theatre

Phone Bryant 7392-7393-9072

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE

New York's Newest an«l Foremost

Costume Rental Organization
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The Week's Headlines
Monday

William Vogel secures Hodkinson output for

abroad under new agreements. Adverse
legislation up in Kentucky. Censorship
and ten per cent tax on amusement among
measures.

Goldwyn to investigate conditions in small
towns and inaugurate special exhibitor aids.

Tuesday

"Architectural Forum" survey shows that
theater construction for 1924 will top 1923
by $77,000,000. Illinois leads the nation
with $20,520,000 for new houses.

W. W. Hodkinson's activity in company
ceases. Attending directors' meetings only.

Wednesday
Reported D. W. Griffith will direct Marion

Davies in "Quality Street," for Cosmo-
politan.

Harry Rapf signs with Louis B. Mayer.
William S. Hart through with Famous.
Goerz raw stock to be sold at 1.50 cents per

foot, meeting Eastman price.

Childrens' bill up in Albany would allow
each city to determine whether minors
should be permitted into theaters without
proper accompaniment.

Thurslay

Final hearings on Eastman case under way
in Washington. Decision looked for in

two weeks.

J. R. Bray sailing for Europe to confer with
H. G. Wells on "Outline of History."

Louis B. Mayer to make series of Elinor
Glyn Prod.

"Janice Meredith" designed for fall release.

M. P. T. O. of Canada organizing along
fraternal lines.

Friday

Adolph Zukor's name appears in reports
concerning future of United Artists. "Big
Four," listened to distribution offers. Fair-

banks dissatisfied with cost of maintaining
company's exchanges.

A. E. Lefcourt plans picture theater on site

adjoining the Strand.

Masterpiece, De Luxe and 20th Century of

Philadelphia join in formation of Trio
Prod., new Washington exchange.

"Monsieur Beaucaire" to follow "The Cov-
ered Wagon," at Criterion in June.

Saturday
Distinctive in new releasing deal with Selz-

nick, whereby latter will distribute all fu-

ture George Arliss productions.

Long Island residents oppose Wm. O.
Hurst's studio plan in Queens.

Eastern Prod, to star Helene Chadwick.
Casting for first now under way. For
national release.

Two Theaters Burn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Slick, Okla.—Borger & Seaman's
theater is among the ruins of the row
of buildings destroyed by fire. A
whole block and part of another were
burned.

Title Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—-"The Marriage Cheat"
is the new title of "Love Island," pro-
duced under the title "Against the
Rules." "Love and Lies" has been
changed to "Wandering Husbands."
"Blackmail" has been renamed "The
Whispered Name." Jack Hoxie in

"The Drifter" will be released as
"The Galloping Ace" and Ruth Ro-
land in "Dollar Down," changed from
"Extravagance."

Von Stroheim Starts Suit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Erich Von Stroheim

has brought suit in Superior Court
against George Lewys to protect his

rights to "The Merry-Go-Round."
He asks for an injunction to prevent
her from printing further, or circula-

ting a* novel version of the film play
and says he has been damaged to the

extent of $50,000 by her act in bring-
ing out a novel of that name without
his knowledge and consent.

PatkeNe^
No. 19

PRESIDENT DECLARES PHILIPP
UNPREPARED FOR INDEPENDI
Coolidge's letter to Rojas a blow to I

agitators.

CLIMBING HUGE MOUNTAINS
SNOW STORM—Exclusive views o

plorers climbing Mt. Itlaccihuatl, in M
16,960 feet high.

GERMANS PROTEST SEPARA I

MOVEMENT—Thousands voice protc

Berlin against separatist movement in

Other news as usual.

Jersey Studio In Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jersey City, N. J.—George S.

Kaighen, of Glen Ridge, has sold

to Joseph and Louis Samuels and
Harry Weiss, of Weehawken, the

studio building at 670 and 672 Ave.
E. Bayonne for $4,500.

Universal March Releases

"Fools' Highway" heads the Uni-
versal March release schedule, fol-

lowed by "The Phantom Horseman,"
with Jack Hoxie, ."Stolen Secrets,"

with Herbert Rawlinson; "The Night
Message," directed by Perley Poore
Sheehan, and "The Galloping Ace,"
another Hoxie picture.

Dorothy Phillips Injured
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—-Dorothy Phillips was
badly cut and bruised when the auto-

mobile she was riding in collided with
another machine.

Washington, Ga.—Fire that started
in the Strand building destroyed the

upper floors, used as a hotel.

Hickey With Poli Circuit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bridgeport, Conn—William Hickey,

formerly with First National, has
taken over the management of Poli's

Lyric, succeeding George Elmore.

Iris Reel at Rivoli

"Rapid Transit," a one reeler pro-

duced by John J. Iris, goes into the

Rivoli Sunday for two weeks.

Ilk^
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"MIAMI"
dn yilan CrcslandProduction

firoduced by Gilford Cinema Corp.

for HODKINSON RELEASE
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HAL ROACH'S
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in his Dashinq-Screamincr Comedy Kit-'

UheYANKEE CONSUL
"Whale of a laugh producer."—Variety.

"MacLean's new comedy is a whizz."—Los Angeles Times.

"Crowds stormed doors at Central."—Eve. Telegram-Mail.

"Audience in paroxysm of delight."—Detroit Free Press.

"Will be remembered as one of the fastest and best farces of year."—Los Angeles Record.

"MacLean is of the Fairbanks school and at times outdoes the master."—Boston American

N. Y Fire department stopped ticket sale five times in a
dau as crowds stormed Central Theatre box-office-—>.
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45 Pictures Reviewed In 16 Citie
"Anna Christie"—1st Nat'l

Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—About as full of giggles as

"The Hairy Ape" and "The Emperor Jones,"
by the same parent. But for those who go
in for the reelism (excuse it) of the back
room and the stokehole, this * * * will prove
no pallid entertainment.

Pretty Blanche Sweet as the Swedish Anna
does very well indeed, but the outstanding
bit of character work is contributed by

George Marion. * * *

INQUIRER—As good as the screen ver-

sion of such a play could possibly be.

Of course it is devitalized to a certain de-

gree. It must be. * * * The picture, how-
ever, has been excellently done, and has fol-

lowed the play as closely as possibly. * * *

George Marion is splendid as old Chris.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—
Philadelphians will not be able to appreciate

the film version of "Anna Christie" in full,

because the State censors have with entire

lack of vision and foresight, cut and hacked
certain parts beyond all recognition. They,
have attempted to maka of poor Anna a pure

and ur.defiled lily, instead of the poignant bit

of human wreckage conceived by O'Neill.

However, despite this unjust maceration,

"Anna Christie" is a fascinating picture.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—But

in spite of the deletions, "Anna Christie" is

well worth seeing because of the excellence

of George Marion's performance in his origi-

nal role and that of Blanche Sweet's as the

disillusioned Anna.

"Black Oxen"—1st Nat'l

New Aster, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—Corinne Griffith is delightful

as usual. The difficulty in portraying the

dual lole does not hamper Miss Griffith from

displaying her usual charm.
Conway Tearle as the cynical newspaper-

man, Clara Bow as the flapper, Kate Lester,

Thomas Ricketts, Tom Guise and Claire Mac-
Dowell enhance interest in the story by their

vivid portrayals.

"Cupid's Fireman"—Fox
Rialto, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—* * * is replete with ad-

venture and romance, * * * Not a compli-

cated story, but interesting.

Charles Jones performs the title role with

Marion Nixon as leading woman and from
little Eileen O'Malley.

"Daddies"—Warners'
Strand, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—* * * a lightly moralizing

comedy, * * * Claude Gillingwater * *

is delightful. Harry Myers, * * * a perfect-

ly civilized and ardent lover. Mae Marsh
is a demure orphan with far too many woes.

The play never becomes heavy and the

comedy is always dominant.

"The Daring Years"—Equity—S-R
Monroe, Chicago

HERALD & EXAMINER— It has caught

the spirit of youth—the hot whirlpool of those

"daring years" when we discover the world,

its people and ourselves. Played admirably

by Charles Emmett Mack (save his slight

imitation, at times of Barthelmess), the hero

becomes a vivid expression of all young men
at a certain period in their lives. *

JOURNAL—Mack, by D. W.'s training or

by natural penchant, belongs to the simplicity

school of playing, and as an erring youth in

"The Daring Years" he is most effective.
* * * There is frank melodrama in the pic-

ture as an added box-office inducement, but

the shine of earnestness covering it makes
the Monroe a pleasing place to park for an
hour

"Drums of Jeopardy"—Truart—S-R
Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * The picture is from the

novel of the same name from the pen of

Harold MacGrath. » » » The picture is well
produced and cast and while it is not a great
production is satsifactory entertainment, with-
in the limits that impose themselves on
stories about Russian jewels.

"The Extra Girl"—Asso. Exhibitors
Palace, Washington

STAR— * * * contains a definite warning
to young girls who are "movie-struck" and
think they can easily become stars in the
pictures. * * *

Mabel Normand's methods in comedy are
decidedly individual and effective, • • •

TIMES—There is nothing new in the
thejne—a country girl's adventures in Holly-
wood—nor in many of the situations, and
it does not offer the opportunity for Mabel
to display her talent at its best. This latter

may be partly the fault of direction, * * *

In spite of these flaws, however, "The Extra
Girl" is recommended as a sure cure for

blues.

"The Fighting Blade"—1st Nat'l
Piccadilly, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—* * *

it is another vehicle worthy of the expression
of the unmistakable gifts he (Richard Bar-
thelmess) possesses.

HERALD—It is the usual thing. A com-
bine of vengeance, love, fighting and histori-

cal incident. The acting, outside of the two
principals is mediocre, and, including them,
is not exceptional. But in costume setting
and lighting the presentation is little short
of marvelous.

JOURNAL—The picture is a kaleidoscope
of characters, plots, counter plots and mass
action. * * * Richard is heroic and uses
his sword with effect, but the role seems odd
for this soulful and serious young actor.

"The Fighting Coward"—F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

{Week ending March 1)

DAILY NEWS—Once more James Cruze
hits entertainment bullseye and scores an-
other screen success. * * *

EXAMINER— It's altogether delicious en
tertainment * * *Cullen Landis is splendid
in the leading role. Ernest Torrence gives
another new-minted characterization in this
film that you'll love. Mary Astor is utter-
ly charming her part, and Phyllis Haver
does very well too. Noah Beery gives good
flavor to his role. * * *

EXPRESS—James Cruze has displayed
his characteristic genius again. Once more
it is in the direction of fine comedy, as gay
and lightly speaking as "Ruggles of Red
Gap," so nicely shaded that everyone is

bound to be amused.

HERALD—The play is satisfying in that
it portrays that which it sets out to portray.
It is a period play in which detail of cos-
tuming and settings leave nothing to be de-
sired; besides that, it is a thing of action,
much action.

TIMES—* * * directed by James Cruze—
and that's a double recommendation for its

entertainment value. It has that in huge
measure, too, you may believe me, and though
it may not be as much of a knockout as
some of Cruze's other pictures, it is far and
away more interesting than the usual line.

"Fools' Highway"—Universal
Granada, San Francisco
(Week ending March 1)

CALL—* * * a gripping, enthralling ro-

mance called "Fools' Highway," * * *

Heart interest, bigness of treatment and
something different than the ordinary fills

"Fools' Highway" with entertaining features
rarely seen on the screen.

CHRONICLE— It is a wistful and appeal-
ing little heroine that Mary Philbin makes
* * * Just why the title was changed it is

hard to understand, but * * * the story,

however, is still there.

DAILY HERALD—Utterly devoid of a

plot worth mentioning, and tediously lacking
in dramatic values, it does not justify the
footage it consumes.

EXAMINER—Perhaps it is the director's
fault that Mary Philbin doesn't rise to what
was expected of her * * * "Fools' Highway"
is a story highly entertaining and thrill-

ing in spots, with long interludes of bore-
someness and dragging.

"The Great White Way"—Gold.-
Cosmop.—Strand, San Francisco

(Run beginning Feb. 23)

CHRONICLE—The picture runs to nine
fat reels, but there are so many picturesque
details in the way of real, honest-to-goodness
celebrities introduced that one is apt to for-

get all about the passage of time.
DAILY HERALD—* * * might be called

a Broadway revue set to pictures if it were
not for the fact that there is a genuine
old time melodrama plot to it.

DAILY NEWS—* * * E. Mason Hopper,
* * * takes all these materials and makes
spectacular but coherent drama that will de-
light every one not afflicted with a high brow.
Wherefore many thousands of movie fans will

applaud it as one of the finest pictures made
by the Cosmopolitan or any one else.

"The Heart Bandit"—Metro
Delmonte, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The tiny star is

always to be depended upon for an entertain-

ing film, and ""The Heart Bandit," we can
safely say, not only holds up to the very high
average she has set in her series, but goes
the rest of her releases one better.

POST-DISPATCH—It is all melodrama-
tic and improbable, but it moves swiftly and
is entertaining.

STAR—There is nothing new in the plot,

but it makes fair entertainment.
TIMES— First, we are bored with crook

plays. Secondly, we do not like Viola Dana.
And third, Milton Sills, as a youthful lover,

has worn thin.

"Her Reputation"—1st Nat'l

Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN— * * * an entertaining story

of the so-called evil of the extreme sensa-

tional newspapers of today. * * * May Mc-
Avoy excellently interprets her role * * *

Lloyd Hughes, although a bit lacking at

times, gives her adequate support.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—Most
film directors are satisfied if they can put
over a picture with one or two big moments,
but "Her Reputation," * * * has no less

than a dozen.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Thrills,

romance, tragedy—all are in this picture.

"Icebound"—F. P.-L.
Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Around these simple
country folk * * * DeMille has built up a

story that will appeal because of its heart
interest, and will touch the emotions as few
pictures of recent weeks has done.
NEWS—It offers some of the best film

entertainment this city has seen in a long
time. * * * The picture offers an insight into

human nature, into its smallness and its great-

ness, which is searching, and makes one un-
derstand why "Icebound" was awarded the
Pulitzer prize as a drama last year.
TIMES—With virtually no actionable

drama to work with De Mille has given to

the screen one of its best works. And he
has done so by very clever direction.

"In Search of a Thrill"—Men
Regent, Philiadelphia

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)
Search of a Thrill," with Viola Dai

just another melodrama of the Parisij

derworld, * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)-
melodramatic to the nth degree. *

suffers in the same respect that other pi

of the underworld suffer. Tt lacks vei

There is little suspense. One can tell

of time just what is going to happen.

"Ladies To Board"—Fox
Liberty, St. Louis

STAR—There is plenty of action,

comedy and sentiment of sorts. It is a

Mix picture.

TIMES—* * * not on a par with

previous comedy efforts.

"Lilies of the Field"—1st Nat

The Chicago, Chicago
AMERICAN—* * *Miss Griffith,

is more entrancing than ever, if that b'

sible, in this variant of the gold-digger t

* * * Sets, photography and similar fe

are excellent. And thereby the film is

from the box office point of view. * *

will be inclined, very likely, to find the

wanting in many respects, such as origi

in the first half and credibility in the la.

TRIBUNE—It has color, pretty

the sort of men such pretty women
good direction, the right kind of backgt
and one of the dearest youngsters )

ever seen on the screen—wee Dorothy 1

* * * You will be greatly taken (if I'i

mistaken) with the work of .Miss G'

Conway Tearle, and Myrtle Stedman. .

the acting you will admit is good.

"Long Live The King"—Met
Karlton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—The precocious :|
ability of little Jackie Coogan heighte B
interest every scene—and that is mol
them—in which he appears * * It's ll

very impressive or convincing story, Lit

is picturesque, well done and elabo m
visualized.

INQUIRER—Jackie Coogan is

lightful as ever * * * The story of tin

both trite and complicated, is essential

a background for Jackie's smiles and «
and escapades. * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)-'*
story of the lonely little Prince of Li\

told by Mrs. Rinehart, was unforgetal
interpretation given by Master Jackie jJ

most immortal.

(Continued on Page 13)
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"Wild Oranges"
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

As a Whole. . . .DISTINCTIVE DI-
RECTION MAKES HERGE-
SHEIMER MELODRAMA IN-
TERESTING; POSSIBLY A
TRIFLE DISTASTEFUL IN
ONE OF ITS CHARACTERI-
ZATIONS BUT NOT OBJEC-
TIONABLE.

Cast Frank Mayo and Virginia

\ alii fine romantic pair who will

please a vast number of feminine
screen patrons. Charles A. Post
does good work as the half-maniac
but it is in connection with his por-
trayal that the picture may seem a
bit unpleasant at times. His tan-
trums brought about through fan-

cied wrongs and because of his in-

fatuation for the heroine who fears
him, border on the state of grue-
someness occasionally. Ford Sterl-

ing is forced to repress his comedy
desires in the role of Mayo's pal.

Type of Story. . .Melodrama; Herge-
sheimer's "Wild Oranges" gets well
out of the beaten path of meller
and offers an entertainment that will

undoubtedly appeal to a majority.
With King Vidor's capable direc-

tion it becomes an interesting and
quite absorbing picture. His little

knacks of handling situations
through clever suggestion are not
to be overlooked in summing up
the picture's good points. The
interest holds from the very start

when, without even an introduc-
tory sub-title he gives you a close-
up of a piece of paper fluttering

about, next a shot of a horse and car-
riage coming along in the wake of
the bit of paper. The horse is

frightened, starts at a gallop and
the episode closes with the woman
occupant meeting her death. Then
it is that a title says John Wool-
folk's wife's death starts him on a

long wandering in search of for-

getfulness. There is a fine climax
with effective, even if somewhat
mechanical, suspense that brings
the story to a good conclusion. The
production is excellent and the act-
ing very good.

Box Office Angle.... A particularly

good entertainment if you know
your people like melodramatic offer-

ings. You can appeal to them from
the standpoint that it is different
from the usual run of melodramas.

Exploitation . . . Should be worth your
while getting them in. The title

naturally suggests stunt advertising
and tie-ups should be easily ar-
ranged. Most any fruit concern
would be willing to cooperate by
advertising their particular brand
of oranges and at the same time
announcing that "Wild Oranges"
is at the blank theater. The title

doesn't give any idea of the type
of picture so you might use trailers,

stills and catchlines to give them
the necessary information. Use
Virginia Valli's name, recalling her
work in "The Lady of Quality."

Direction King Vidor; wholly
effective.

Author Joseph Hergesheimer
Scenario June Mathis
Cameraman John W. Boyle
Photography Excellent
Art Director Cedric Gibbson
Locale Georgia
Length 6,837 feet.

Mary Philbin in

"Fools Highway"
Universal-Jewel

As a Whole. . . .ATMOSPHERE OF
NEW YORK IN THE DAYS
OF THE BOWERY VERY
GOOD AND QUITE INTER-
ESTING IN DETAIL BUT
DRAGGY, UNEVENTFUL
STORY FAILS TO MAKE
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.

Star Very pretty and wholly
pleasing. Does very good work
and is especially well suited and
capable of putting over a role of

this sort. Poor vehicle for her rise

to stardom.

Cast Pat O'Malley badly directed.

Is allowed to continually overact.

William Collier, Jr. very good as

Max, the tailor's boy, but they for-

get all about him toward the close

and he's allowed to drop out of the

story. Max Davidson typical and
offers splendid character bit as Levi,

the clothes man. Bowery types

greatly exaggerated.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
Folks in New York, those who re-

member and were participants in

the events of the Bowery in olden

days, may be keen enough in a sen-

timental way, to be thoroughly
pleased with the story of "Fools
Highway" as pictured by Irving
Cummings. But what folks outside

of New York, where the Bowery
means little, will find in the picture,

is merely a slow, draggy story, con-
taining a series of incidents loosely

connected and with little or no sus-

tained interest. All Cummings' ef-

forts at detail and atmosphere fail

to make the picture entertaining.

After nearly seven and a half reels

of atmosphere and incident, plus

an occasional good comic twist,

"Fools Highway" reaches a good
ending but too late to send them
out pleased. Kildare's theme deals

with Mamie Rose's love for Mike
Kildare, fighter, and the ups-and-
downs in their romance, finally end-
ing with their marriage, Mike's re-

tirement from the ring and his join-

ing the "force."

Box Office Angle. . . .May get by sat-

isfactorily in New York. Outside
of the city will hardly hold them,
unless it is cut and re-edited to give

it a better sustained interest.

Exploitation. . . .New York exhibitors

will be able to capitalize on the at-

mosphere. Anything indicative of
the metropolis in the days of the

Bowery will prove interesting.

Have your ushers dressed after the

fashion of that period and, of course,
the popular melodies of that time
will play a prominent part. Use
Mary Philbin's name and recall

her work in "Merry-Go-Round."
The title can be used with street

signs reading: "Warning! This is

No Fools Highway. Drive Care-
fully."

Direction Irving Cummings

;

handled story poorly.

Author Owen Kildare
Scenario Harvey Gates
Cameraman William Fildew
Photography Good
Locale New York
Length 7,431 feet.

"Daughters of Today"
Selznick

As a Whole...ANOTHER GIRL
OF TODAY STORY WITH A
MORAL. HAS SOME GOOD
HEART INTEREST TOUCHES.
JAZZY ENOUGH TO SATISFY
THE JAZZ HOUNDS. AT
TIMES DARING.

Cast.... Fine array of flappers and
college boys who seem to find it

easy enough to live up to the stren-

uous pace the author and director

set for them. Includes Ralph
Graves, Patsy Ruth Miller, Edna
Murphy, Zasu Pitts, Edward
Hearn, Truman Vandyke, Phillips

Smalley, H. J. Hobart, Philo Mc-
Cullough, Fontaine La Rue and
Marjorie Bonner. George Nichols
and Gertrude Claire the typical

small town mamma and papa whose
little girl goes to the big city and
almost "to the bad."

Type of Story Drama; will surely

please those who like to see how
the flapper spends her time, with

plenty of wild parties, including a

liberal display of jazz, wine, petting,

midnight bathing parties a la natu-

ral, strip poker games and other

"innocent" pastimes. Little coun-

try girl's love for jazz leads her to

the city where she becomes a mem-
ber of a flapper band, is attacked

by villain and faints. Her little

country mother appears on the

scene, the crowd keeps the real

truth of the illness from her, she

nurses her daughter back to health

and her simplicity and righteous-

ness reforms the whole crew. Moral
is obvious but fairly weak.

Box Office Angle Probably first

rate box office attraction. Will go
big with sensation lovers and those

who get a "kick" out of pictured

jazz life.

Exploitation Suggestions offered

for some of the "modern girl" pic-

tures that have preceded "Daugh-
ters of Today," also go for this

one. You can play up the jazz

angle by securing the services of

a jazz band to go about town play-

ing the popular numbers and ad-

vertising the picture. It all de-

pends upon how much money you
want to spend to get them in

whether or not this would be a

good idea. A tie-up with a music
shop would be a fair stunt. Have
a display of instruments used for

jazz with announcements that

"Daughters of Today" follow the

tune of the saxophone, or what-
ever instrument is on display. It

should be easy to get local flappers

to advertise the showing. Have
them ride about in an auto, throw-
ing away cardboards in the shape
of hearts with the suggestion: Fol-

low the dictates of your heart and
see the modern girl as she really

is in 'Daughters of Today' at the

blank theater."

Direction. .. .Rollin Sturgeon; plays

to the box office; carries jazz busi-

ness too far at times.

Author Lucien Hubbard
Scenario Lucien Hubbard
Cameraman Milton Moore
Photography All right

Locale Small town-city

Length 7,400 feet

II'
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"Icebound"

Paramount
As a Whole STAGE P'
ADAPTATION SERVES ]

VERY INTERESTING SCR1
STORY, SPLENDIDLY P
DUCED BY WILLIAM
MILLE; ABSORBING CH
ACTER STUDY.

Cast. . . .Lois Wilson thoroughly
suited as the girl who moulds
Richard Dix from a dissatisfied

idle fellow to a real he-man. ]

May Oliver offers good char;

sketch as housemaid and (

typical small town types excellc

portrayed by Ethel Wales
Day Murphy, Mary Foy, Jo
Depew.

Type of Story Drama. Th
not a great deal to the story

lavish production, no thrills noi

tion, no especially outstanding 1
formances, and almost six ail
half reels of film—and yet '

bound" is an absorbing pictui i

really interesting one. ItisWilm
DeMille's skillful direction
makes it so. He has taken
Davis' play, for which C
Beranger provided a spendid si
ario, and moulded it into n
worth while screen entertainn
There isn't a great deal to D
theme, still it has a certain degn
originality and strength in its s

tions that have not been lost in

transition. Through remark ]d

careful application there is brontl

out a study of character and *n
trast that cannot fail to prove l-l

teresting. You see so clearly le

workings of the minds of the
dans, the cow-buzzards, who i

the death of the mother to get s

money, their chagrin when it II

goes to Jane, the old lady's CM
panion, and later their "soft-S' >-

ing" around the youngest bro i

Ben when Jane turns it all <r

to him. Of course he realizes ijd

that he loves Jane. "Icebound
undoubtedly one of the best stu

of small town life ever offered, j

true to life.

Box Office Angle. . . .Should go \f
big where they actually apprec e

a good entertainment. Not the -

called office success probably t

a genuine entertainment.

Exploitation Paramount's p

sheet offers a good thouj :

"Don't let your patrons get the a

that this is just one more ston f

the frozen North. 'Icebound' -

fers to feelings rather t I

weather." And it's not a
hunch. Let them know that !

one is different. Boost the title i

talk about it as the Harvard p !

play. Use Lois Wilson's name 1

that of Richard Dix in your -

nouncements. Stunt advertij

:

and tie-ups should be effective i

easy to arrange.

Direction. .. .William De Mille; \-

ticularly good.

Author Owen D; s

Scenario Clara Beran r

Cameraman L. Guy W 1

Photography G $

Locale New England tc J

Length 6.471 f .
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"iscontented Husbands"
C. B. C.—State Rights

Mi Whole....ANOTHER CASE
«F A WIFE WHO FAILS TO
JDJUST HERSELF TO HER
'USBAND'S SUDDEN
; EALTH WITH THE USUAL
CONSEQUENCES; TRITE
LOT BUT FAIRLY WELL
ORKED OUT.

fe James Kirkwood featured in

(lie that doesn't give him any un-

ual opportunities. Not difficult

r him to measure up to its re-

tirements. Cleo Madison suitable

I the wife. Carmelita Geraghty
basing as the romantic daughter,

ernon Steele and Grace Darmond
e contrasting couple.

'je of Story Domestic drama.

popular screen formula is again

ought into play in this latest C.

'!. C. release—the story of a man
imed Mike who wants his wife

call him Michael once he ac-

tiires a fortune. The fact that

is faithful mate cannot adjust herT

;lf to the new surroundings, adapt

;fself to social duties and leave

fer household work in the hands of

:rvants is good enough excuse

ir Mike to seek the society of a

bung matron who wants just the

lings Mike's wife fails to appre-

ate. The theme revolves itself

j.to one of those "other woman"
ots with Grace Darmond vamp-

tig Kirkwood to the point of his

banning to ask his wife for his

eedom. Vernon Steele, as Miss
'armond's husband, has done some
lanning of his own and frames
i elopement with Kirkwood's
aughter. This brings the plot to

fairly good conclusion and offers

little different twist. Miss Dar-
lond accuses Kirkwood of allow-

ig his daughter to wreck her home
!ind he retaliates with the fact that

er husband has wrecked his home.
,in accident stops the elopement
nd Steele explains that it was
Merely a trick to spoil his wife's

omance. It ends happily for both
imilies.

< Office Angle There's always
certain majority of any audience

hat can be pleased with these

domestic dramas. If you think

our folks like this type of story,

ou shouldn't go far wrong on

ploitation Here's a title that

'an probably be counted on to

iring them to the box office. Wom-
n folks especially will be attracted

>y it and if you play it up properly,

t will likely bring you in very good
eturns. Post the town with the
itle and use throw-aways liberally,

^atchlines can read: "Wives, At-
ention! Adapt yourselves to the
imes if you would hold your hus-
>ands. See an example of it in

Discontented Husbands' at the
)lank theater." Use James Kirk-
vood's name. A trailer of the auto
iccident might serve to bring many
)ack.

rection . . . . Edw. J. LeSaint; ample.
ithor Evelyn Campbell
enario Evelyn Campbell
meraman King Grey
orography Good
cale Country place
ngth 5,421 feet.

Jack Hoxie in

"The Phantom Horseman"
Universal

As a Whole AN AVERAGE
WESTERN MYSTERY MELO-
DRAMA WITH NO OUT-
STANDING MERITS SO FAR
AS ACTING, DIRECTION OR
STORY IS CONCERNED; CON-
TAINS PLENTY OF ACTION
AND FAST RIDING FOR THE
WESTERN FANS.

Star Manages to get his person-
ality across despite the fact that he

is hampered by the poorly devel-

oped plot.

Cast Neil McKinnon overacts in

many of his scenes; Lillian Rich, as

the girl, does somewhat better, but
the acting of the entire supporting
cast is stilted all the way through,
with the exception of Ruby Lafay-
ette, who, unfortunately, appears in

only one sequence. Includes Wade
Boteler as the hard-hearted villain,

who holds the too-familiar mort-
gage over the heroine's head; Ben
Corbett and George A. Williams.

Type of Story A western mys-
tery melodrama in which the audi-

ence is really mystified as to the

identity of the marauder called

"The Hawk," but in the effort to

make the mystery element effective

the development of the story has
been made improbable at times and
jerky. Things happen with no ap-

parent cause leading up to them.
In one sequence Hoxie returns

home to find his mother dead from
no cause evident to the spectator.

It is never referred to again and
the very next time Hoxie appears,

supposedly the following morning,
he is smiling broadly with no hint

of his recent loss. The action in

many of the climaxes is mechanical
and stilted, although there is plenty

of action and fast riding to satisfy

those who enjoy this type of pic-

ture.

Box Office Angle. . . . An average pro-
gram picture, but where you know
your following likes westerns con-
taining an element of mystery or

having to do with bandits and their

pranks, or where Hoxie is liked

particularly it should satisfy.

Exploitation Don't make top
much fuss about this one despite

the fact that exploitation would be
easy, unless you are certain that

they will be satisfied with what
they'll see. In that event you could
have a white robed and hooded
rider on a white horse gallop

through the streets with suitable

reading matter displayed promi-
nently on his back. The title will

give an idea of the sort of thing it

is, and a good display of posters in

your lobby together with some stills

should be sufficient to attract at-

tention.

Direction Robert North Brad-
bury; could have been much more
effective.

Author Isadore Bernstein

Scenario Isadore Bernstein

Cameraman Merrit B. Gcrstad

Photography Good
Locale. . . .Western ranch and village

Length 4,399 feet

"The Lone Wagon"
Aywon—State Rights

As a Whole SMALL SCALE
IMITATION OF "THE COV-
ERED WAGON" OFFERS
RATHER SCATTERED PLOT
BUT PROBABLY HAS
ENOUGH ACTION AND
THRILLS FOR THE CASUAL
PICTURE GOER.

Cast. . . .No box office names. Vivian
Rich, Earl Metcalf and Matty Mat-
tison have principal roles which
they play satisfactorily. Mattison
has the most to do and is a hard
working hero; he's kept busy fight-

ing Indians and bandits for the

sake of the girl he loves.

Type of Story Western of pioneer
days. "The Lone Wagon" is an
infant brother to the famous
"Covered Wagon," infant both in

production and story. There is a

very ordinary and weak plot in

comparison with the Hough theme
and a fairly meagre, small scale pro-
duction compared to the gigantic
efforts of James Cruze. And with
all that it is possible that there will

be enough who'll find the action

and thrills of "The Lone Wagon"
sufficient to entertain them. This
state rights offering contains no
prominent players whose names
can be used to attract business but
if you can interest them through
the regulation exploitation channels,
it may do adequately for the usual
one day showing. Matty Mattison
provides most of the excitement in

his one man fight with the Indians,
his escapes and adventures. The
romantic angle is weak and the
plot, on the whole, is somewhat
disjointed, but where they figure

that "all's well that ends well,"

"The Lone Wagon" will fit in.

There are good locations but no
attempts to use them for staging
a big Indian raid, etc. A native
Californian guide is discharged by
the leader of a wagon train because
he dares to make love to the lat-

ter's daughter. Sometime later he
comes upon them again and is in

time to save the girl he loves from
an attack by the Indians.

Box Office Angle. .. .Should suffice

for one day showing. If you know
they like westerns and you can
count on action and thrills to sat-

isfy, regardless of story, you can
use it safely.

Exploitation Best stunt for this

one is to have a typical old prairie

wagon driven about with the title

of the picture prominently painted
on the canvas top. Distribute
throw-aways reading: "Follow
'The Lone Wagon' to the blank
theater and see the West as it used
to be." There are no names to

use in connection with the picture

so stick to trailers, stunt exploita-

tion, stills and the usual routine
advertising.

Direction. .. .Frank S. Mattison; fair.

Author Frank S. Mattison

Scenario Frank S. Mattison

Cameraman Elmer Dyer

Photography All right

Locale The West
Length 4,800 feet.

"A Woman Who Sinned"
Producer: Finis Fox

As a Whole HAS GOOD BOX
OFFICE VALUE AND
SHOULD PLEASE PICTUREPATRONS EVERYWHERE.
COUNT ON YOUR WOMEN
PATRONS TO ADVERTISE IT
FOR YOU.

Cast Splendid cast.. Morgan Wal-
lace good as typical "man of the
world" and Irene Rich pleasing as
his wife though she could have been
more prominent. Mae Busch ex-
cellent, first as the wife of a small
town minister and later as the hard-
ened, avenging mistress of the rich
man. Lucien Littlefield and Rex
Lease good also.

Type of Story Drama. Finis Fox
has taken as a basic theme, one
which, even he will concede, is

not new but through original treat-
ment, unusual twists and skilful
direction, it takes on a new perspec-
tive, with the result a good enter-
tainment, besides being a profitable
box office attraction. His produc-
tion is splendid. Given a locale,
that of a small coast town of the
typical New England kind, he in-
troduces the home of his heroine,
the wife of a minister and content
with her surroundings, her baby
and her husband. Contrasting with
this you view the luxurious quarters
of the rich Randell, a spender who
neglects his wife and hates children.
He lures the minister's young wife
aboard his boat. Rather than re-
turn, disgraced, she leaves the town.
Again she meets Randell, becomes
his mistress apparently, and
avenges the wrong he did her by
exposing his frauds to the govern-
ment. Again a lapse of time. Her
son, now an evangelist is the means
of her redemption. A meagre out-
line can hardly do justice to a
theme that may sound trite but
isn't. There is nothing objection-
able in the situations which might
readily have served for purposes of
sex appeal only.

Effective direction, good produc-
tion values and splendid acting
make "A Woman Who Sinned,"
worth while.

Box Office Angle Will undoubted-
ly satisfy all box office demands.
Your women patrons will adver-
tise it for you once they've seen it.

The picture is best suited to adult
audiences even though there is

nothing actually offensive or over
suggestive in its situations.

Exploitation The title will serve
to bring in many without any ex-
ploiting at all. Play it up promi-
nently and use catchlines to give
them an idea of the story. Talk
about the dramatic climax and use
a trailer of it. Stills in the lobby
and the names of the principals,
particularly Mae Busch, should also
interest your patrons.

Direction. ... Finis Fox; very good;
could edit it out a little more to-
ward the close.

Author Finis Fox
Scenario Finis Fox
Cameramen. . .Hal Mohr-Gene Smith
Art Director Robert Ellis

Photography Excellent
Locale. .. .New England village-city

Length 6,500 feet
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\ STORY that will recall
*"* those masterful, virile,

heart-interest plays which

made fame and fortune for

Drury Lane.

"Three

Miles

Out" I

npHRILLS, of course, and
-" action as restless as the

sea itself—with stirring ro-

mance as the theme and the

majestic ocean as the scene.

An Irvin Willat

Production, presented

by Kcnma Corporation MADGE KENNEDY
in the role of a dare-devil girl who risks life and reputation for the sake of

the man she loves. And supported by a real cast, including such familiar

actors as

HARRISON FORD IVAN LINOW I

MARC McDERMOTT
'

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR S. KANE, President

Physical Distributors: PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.



ea of Mighty Melodrama

tS
business slow?

Is your public

v e a r y of costume

>ictures? Tired of

ong drawn-out
Irama?

rhen here's the story

hat's different—one

hat will catch the

ancy of the passing

rowds—that will ap-

peal to love of ro-

nance and action

—

hat will sell itself in

he lobby display and

1 o 1 d your patrons'

nterest once they're

nside. The best
work yet of

JOHN EMERSON
and ANITA LOOS

Red-Blooded

Romance

WILD Battle of Mate and Sailor on Ship's Deck

Savage Pursuit of Girl Into Rigging High Above Water

Headlong Hurling of Captain Into Ocean

Desperate Adventures with Outcast Rum-Runners

BOOK IT TODAY AND INSURE TOMORROW'S PROFITS

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR S. KANE, President

Physical Distributors: PATIIE EXCHANGE, Inc.
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ASK US ANYTHING
AND WE'LL TRY TO ANSWER

15

111

We Answer Hundreds Of Inquiries Every Month

AND WE LIKE IT
For instance last Friday we checked up

on Inquiries— Here are a few of them

—

Where can I book a Hungarian picture with Hungarian titles?

What concern at Albuquerque, N. M., is to produce Parsifal?

Where can I reach Tom Terriss, now making a picture in Cuba?

What is address of Tom Ince studio in California?

What recent pictures are suitable for Churches? Where to get them?

What portable projection machine would you recommend for private use?

Where is headquarters of Technicolor Corporation?

When and where does "Thief of Bagdad" open in New York?

What is New York address of Sid Olcott?

How should I submit a scenario to a producing company?

Where can I reach Wesley Ruggles?

Who has taken over distribution of old World Film Product?

Where can we see "Name the Man" this week in New York?

Who is the distributor of "Caliban"?

Where can I locate the distributor of "Driftwood"?

What stars are now in the East with their addresses?

Can you supply figures on last year's financial statement of the five largest companies?

What is address of Beulah Marie Dix?

WRITE OR PHONE

INFORMATION DEPARTMENT

VANDERBILT 4551 — VANDERBILT 4552 — VANDERB1LT 5558 — VANDERB1LT 10333
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Elaine Hammerstein in

Drums of Jeopardy"
mart Pictures—State Rights

t Whole INTERNATION-
i CROOKS AND CROWN
[WELS FIGURE PROMI-
NENTLY IN HAROLD MC-
'ATH STORY; PRETTY
t'lTE MATERIAL BUT MEL-
;R TWISTS MAKE IT SUIT-
*;LE FOR CERTAIN CROWD.
((...Pleasing, as usual, and does

»jd work but it does seem that

;jy might have given her a ve-

ile which would permit her to

|ear to better advantage. Not

iny good openings offered her in

<e of girl who possesses Russian

eralds sought by band of crooks.

..Wallace Beery capable vil-

and Maude George his able

listant. Jack Mulhall one of

l>se sacrificing heroes who risks

i and limb for the girl he loves.

I of Story Melodrama. The
?ssian crown jewels once again

; ve as excuse for a screen plot in

'rums of Jeopardy." It's all about

'1 beautiful emeralds, once re-

ared to their owner, a Grand Duke,

i hero Hawksley, and willed

(Hawksley by the Duke. It hap-

iis that Karlov and his band learn

t hero is to receive the famous
^ns and plan to get them. In es-

•ing from Karlov hero is befriend-

by Dorothy, the daughter of Bar-

vs, the banker in whose care the

ivels were left for Hawksley.
implications pile on with Bar-

vs' death at the hands of Karlov,

: wksley's mysterious disappear-

i:e, and the eventual trick by
nch Dorothy traps Karlov and
j band and frees Hawksley, whom
k- loves, and who has been held

:soner by Karlov. There are

•j.ne good melodramatic twists

it furnish excitement and thrills

i ich can be relied upon to please
Certain crowd of picture patrons,

hose that favor melodrama for

t-ir entertainment. They won't
nd that the development isn't al-

i.ys consistent or logical as long
I it keeps moving _ and supplies
::m with thrills.

i Office Angle. . . .Depends on the
:ople you cater to. You know
tot whether or not they relish

jlodrama.
toitation. . . . You can probably
jr up considerable interest in this

In by employing the title with
L mt advertising. Have two men
:!:ssed as Hindus going about
"iting a typical Hindu tune on
:jms. This can be worked first

i a teaser stunt and then have
Ipra display the title and showing
ijiC A jewelry store tie-up would
Up—a display of emeralds with
sign reading "Emeralds play an
iportant part in 'Drums of Jeo-
frdy' at the blank theater." Use
dine Hammerstein's name. She's
i
asing and her admirers will want

i see her in this.

>*ion Edward Dillon; fair;
y.s too much footage.

\™ Harold McGrath
1 a"o Not credited
:sraman James Diamond
l;ography All right

1« New York
th 6,529 feet

Charles Jones in

"The Vagabond Trail"
Fox

As a Whole.. PRESENTS JONES
IN ANOTHER OF THOSE
GRAND AND GLORIOUS
HERO ROLES; AN IMPROB-
ABLE YARN AND WITH A
GREAT DEAL OF HOKUM
BUT ACTION WILL LIKELY
MAKE IT SATISFY.

Star Takes and gives battles in

fast and furious fashion from start

to finish; will go big with hero wor-
shippers; needs to check up on him-
self for posing too often.

Cast L. C. Shumway, Charles
Coleman, Frank Nelson make up
part of Jones' fighting staff; Marion
Nixon suitable heroine; others

George Reed, Virginia Warwick
and George Romaine.

Type of Story Western meller.

Fox presents Charles Jones in an-
other of his typical screen offerings

in which he is a born hero from be-

ginning to end. The plot is of the

usual variety and affords Jones the

customary business of fighting, res-

cuing, protecting and with the con-
ventional romantic twist included,

of course. There is enough action

and thrills to make it a satisfying

number for the admirers of west-
erns and director Wellman has suc-

ceeded in distributing the exciting

moments and sustained the inter-

est creditably between times. Theme
deals with the mysterious Donne-
gar., apparently a tramp, but dif-

ferent from the rest. He's tossed

from a freight train and picked up
unconscious by the heroine, Lou
Macon, bound for a mine owned by
her father. Donnegan appoints
himself guardian of Lou and upon
reaching their destination Donne-
gan finds plenty for him to do. Lord
Nick, Lou's fiance, has cheated her
father and is preparing to run off

with a dance hall girl. Donnegan
interrupts the plan, is shot by Nick
who then discovers Donnegan is

his brother. They are reconciled
and Donnegan wins Lou.

Box Office Angle. .. .Average west-
ern entertainment. You know best
whether they like them. If they
do you can count on Jones to satis-

fy them. There's enough action
and thrills for anyone.

Exploitation. .. .You know best how
to get them interested in the regu-
lation western feature. Where
Jones is popular boost his name
conspicuously and tell them he fur-

nishes plenty of excitement in his

latest feature. Fox's press sheet
suggests plenty of interesting tie-

ups if you care to give the feature
extra advertising. Gas station signs
can read: "Air is Free on 'The
Vagabond Trail.' Park Your Car
at (blank's) garage while you watch
Charles Jones at the (blank) theater,

in his latest Fox production." Other
equally suitable tie-ups are ex-
plained in detail and could be used
very nicely.

Direction. .William Wellman: ample
Author George Owen Baxter
Scenario Doty Hobart
Cameraman Joe August
Photography Good
Locale The West
Length 4,302 feet

Short Subjects
"Under Orders"—Educational

// They Don't Laugh They're Sick

Type of production 2 reel comedy
Here's a comedy that will have

your folks giggling, laughing and
finally roaring. Clyde Cook is a most
ludicrous henpecked husband. In
addition, he has the art of being
funny without resorting to knock-
about methods. He builds up a situ-

ation, and this together with his facial

expressions is enough to send the

spectators into howls ot mirth. About
the funniest sequence in this very
amusing comedy is that In which
Cook who has enlisted in the army
to escape his wife, is forced to drill

with the men under a sergeant who
is his deadly enemy. It's the funniest
thing seen this season. Don't miss
this one. Get it sure. Clyde Cook
and Albert Austin wrote the scenario
and directed.

"Song Cartoons"—Charles K. Harris
and Max Fleischer

Well Handled Novelty

Type of production 1 reel novelty

Here's a new idea in song reels,

presented by Charles K. Harris, the
music publisher who is responsible
for the songs and Max Fleischer
whose animated cartoons skip nimbly
from word to word of the song and
lend much charm and some laughs.
There is no picturization of the ac-

tion described in the song—simply
the words which run along the screen
in large single-line type that moves
slowly from right to left in time to

the music and on which the tiny car-
toon figures dance. The songs in-

cluded are "Mother, Mother, Mother,
Pin a Rose on Me," "Come Take a
Trip in My Airship" and "Goodbye.
My Lady Love."

"Rivers of Song"—Fox Educational

Novel and Interesting

Type of production 1 reel educat'l

This latest Fox educational reel

containing interesting subject matter
treated in a novel and attractive man-
ner. It consists of views of various
well known rivers of the United
States, famed in various songs. For
instance, there is the Wabash, glori-

fied in "On the Banks of the Wa-
bash," the Suwanne. of the renowned
"Suwanee River." Others very beauti-
fully photographed and pictorially at-

tractive, aside from their song con-
nections, are the Hudson, Potomac,
Ohio, Columbia, Sacramento and
Mississippi Rivers.

"Reno Or Bust"—Christie—Ed'cal
Good Situation Farce Comedy

Type of production 2 reel comedy
Bobby Vernon certainly does his

best to make "Reno or Bust" a suc-
cess and really succeeds very well.

The action is very rapid and in spite

of the fact that the chase stuff in

comedies is as old as the movies them-

selves, it just goes to show what good
direction will do for an old idea.

Bobby's new wife, played by Duane
Thompson, is spirited away to Reno
by her mother—Lila Leslie, who in-

cidentally is a very good-looking-
mother—and the rest of the picture

is devoted to Bobby's strenuous ef-

forts to recapture his wife and re-

marry her while evading the law in

the persons of several troops of po-
licemen who have orders to arrest

him on sight. Very amusing, as

well as entertaining.

"Love's Reward"—Dippy Doo Dad

—

Pathe

One of-the Best in Series

Type of production. ... 1 reel all ani-

mal comedy.

This time the highly educated
monkeys and ducks which comprise
the Dippy Doo Dad troupe enact a
domestic comedy that is highly inter-

esting and entertaining. There is

more plot to this one than is usual in

the series and the animals exhibit al-

most human intelligence. This is a
fine novelty reel, which will help you
make up a varied program. The kid-

dies in your audience will just love it

and the older folks marvel at the in-

telligence exhibited by the players.

"Be Your Self"—Fox
No Big Laughs

Type of production 2 reel comedy
Al St. John directed and appears in

a dual role in this Fox comedy, clev-

erly called "Be Your Self." St.

John's work is good and he offers

many new comedy gags that provide
good amusement but, for some reason
or other, there are no really uproari-
ous moments. The second reel brings
in the picture studio business with the
comedian playing double for a star.

There are some first rate tricks in

this and thoroughly amusing. Even
though the number isn't a knock-out
it furnishes a satisfying comedy that
will fit adequately on most any pro-
gram.

"Getting Gertie's Goat"—Christie-
Educational

Peppy Action—Well Directed

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy

Nothing new about the plot of

this one, just the familiar chase stuff

with the eloping couple running away
from the girl's irate father, but di-

rector Sydney has Dorothy Devore
and Jimmy Harrison do their chasing
on motorcycles and by this method
secures some first rate thrills, sus-
tained interest in the action, and a
degree of pep that is high in the ex-
treme. The couple borrow the mo-
torcycles for the cops and the
marriage ceremony is perfomed while
riding, but they are finally arrested
and spend their honeymoon in jail

while father, who is a judge, gleefully
parades outside their cells.
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Theater Changes
Terra Alta, W. Va.—F. F. Nutter,

is installing complete new equipment
in the America.

Spring Valley, 111.—Fielding's O.
H. will be remodeled. The house is

now known as the Liberty.

St. Louis—Bill Laris has leased the
Highpointe.

Moberly, Mo.—Ben Bautle, for-

merly owner of the Grand at Sparta,

111., has purchased an interest in the
4th St. theater.

Johnston City, 111.—Lennie Arnett
has purchased the interest of Jack
de Ponyster in the Palace.

Terriss Shooting Cuban Exteriors
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Havana—Tom Terriss is now on
location at Matanzas shooting exte-

riors for "The Banderlero." His cast

includes Renee Adoree, Pedro De-
Cordoba, Gustave Von Syffeitz, Man-
uel Granado and Arthur Donaldson,
engaged through the Jess Smith of-

fices in New York. George Peters is

cameraman.

Bray Placed in N. W.
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—J. Kopfstein, associated

with J. R. Bray, has placed the fol-

lowing with Greater Features, Inc.,

The "Bray Magazine," "Bobby
Bumps," and "Jerry on the Job" car-
toons and "Secrets of Nature" edu-
cational subjects.

Mayor's Vote Breaks Tie
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington, Ind.—Motion pictures
will be shown on Sunday after a long
and bitter fight with both factions
about evenly divided. The City Coun-
cil, comprised of six members, voted
a tie on the question and it was then
up to the Mayor to decide. He voted
in favor of the measure, although
road shows and vaudeville will be
prohibited. The city has been divided
on the question for a long time.

Increases Capital

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dover, Del.—The Duquesne Gar-

den Arena Co., of Pittsburgh, has
increased its capital from $400,000 to

$500,000.
United Amusements, of Delaware,

has surrendered its authority to do
business in this state.

Goldman's New House Started
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Work of demolishing
buildings on the site of William Gold-
man's new $1,000,000 St. Louis thea-

ter is under way. The contractors
are committed to have the theater
ready for Labor Day.

New Ordinance In Frankfort, la.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Frankfort, la.—A petition to pass

an ordinance which would require
owners of picture house, to conduct
their theaters under a. license which
has been granted by the City Council,
has been filed with the latter body.

Columbia Amus. Co. Starts

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Frankfort, Ky.—The Columbia

Amusement Co., of Paducah, has been
formed by Rodney C. Davis, R. R.
Kirkland and Leo F. Keiler, to take
over the Orpheum theater building
from the Palmer Hotel Co.

Iowa Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dyersville, la.—Fire that started in

the Cozy, destroyed much other prop-
erty recently.

Acquires Houses in Illinois

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pana, 111.—Harry Tanner has taken

over the Frisina Amusement houses
at Pana, and the Palace in Nokomis.

Lawrenceville, 111.—The new the-
ater owned by the Hurley B. Gould
Theaters, Inc., will open St. Patrick's

Day.

Albion, 111.—Raymond McKibben,
has plans for a new theater there.

Harry Eagles, Pickett's Successor
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Harry C. Eagles
has been appointed exploiteer for

Paramount in this territory, succeed-
ing Arthur Pickett, who joined the

sales department.

Carey Working On F. B. O. Lot
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Harry Carey has re-

turned to the F. B. O. lot as a Hunt
Stromberg star. Carey recently com-
pleted a series of six westerns for

F. B. O.

Estelle Taylor In "Tiger Love"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Estelle Taylor has
been signed by Paramount to play
the lead in George Melford's, "Tiger
Love," production on which will start

next week.

John Jones on Censor Head
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Brunswick—John B. Jones has
been appointed temporary chairman
of the New Brunswick Board of Cen-
sors, replacing Dr. H. S. Bridges,
who is ill.

Strand, No. Sydney, N. S. Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

North Sydney, Nova Scotia—The
Strand has suffered a $50,000 loss by
fire. W. H. Cuzner is the owner.

Among Exchangemen
Salt Lake—Able Davis has been

appointed F. B. O. manager here.

Detroit—D. Dickerson has joined
the Selznick sales force. He formerly
operated a state right exchange.

Atlanta—H. P. Lasseter has re-

signed from Progress to join Metro
to succeed Joe Marrenette, who is

now Atlanta representative for As-
sociated Exhibitors.

Cincinnati—James Holden has re-

signed as Universal manager.

Sunday, March 9, M
.
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Newspaper Opinions
^ucretia Lombard"—Warners'

atol, West End Lyric—St. Louis

COBE-DEMOCRAT—It is a drama of

ling passion based on what is probably

r Norris' best selling novel.

I ST-D1SPATCH—Few more thrilling

u kcs have been seen on the screen in the

irnt season than the one on view in "Lu-
e Lombard." * * * It is all very real-

I .nid comes as the accelerator to a film

a i which up to this time has been rather

in ntional and uneventful.

<-.\R— It is a curious analysis of a worn-

i' soul in unusual situations and sensation-

i ludrama.
',.\IES—Here is another picture that

i interesting, is not outstanding.

"The Lullaby"—F. B. O.
Butterfly, Milwaukee

JURNAL—Admitted by almost everyone,

itiy Jane (Novak) herself, to be the best

ere she ever made * * there follow a ser-

i .f highly dramatic situations that suc-

t in touching the tear ducts. * * *

'he Man from Brodney's"—Vita.

Kings, St. Louis
LOBE-DEMOCRAT—Romance glitters

i. hires in one of the finest motion pic-

i of adventure of the season. * * *

:)ST-DISPATCH—This is a swiftly mov-
t omantic melodrama, * * *

AR—"The Man From Brodneys" is a

i tale for grown-ups.
; MES—An improbable story, cast in a

aidary European principality, * * * The
I is in the usual romantic and adven-

ts vein of George Barr McCutcheon, and
,the usual plots, complications, intrigues,

5s and surprises that make a standard
con picture entertainment.

'he Marriage Circle"—Warners'
State, Minneapolis

UBUNE—In producing "The Marriage
e," Mr. Lubitsch has done the unex-
A. * * The film is cleverly conceived,
t*ugh its central action seems to devolve
1 1 a highly improbable condition of affairs.

"Maytime"—Preferred
State, Cleveland

LAIN DEALER—* « * wt found the
ire i shallow, pretty meaningless affair,
»

dmitting its faults so far as story goes

—

must concede that "Maytime" is a pretty

uf celluloid.

"My Man"—Vitagraph
Colonial, Detroit

FAYS—And Miss Patsy Ruth (Miller's)
a is one of the redeeming features of the

She is cliarming and accomplished in

ig. * * * Dustin Farnum is the hero who
ages the difficult task of first getting
^elf disliked and later approved by the
tators.

ellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model"
Gold.-Cosmop.

Rialto, Washington
TAR— Built on standard plot and with
jly defined characters, this picture is a
forever with its subtle touches of satire.

• o attempt is made to spoil the beautifully
)le lines of this moth-eaten plot; instead,
el and delightfully clever comedy relief
nserted both in subtitles and action, with
: Mae Busch as the extremely capable
ng comedienne who lifts the whole pic-
' into a farcical vein * * »

"The Next Corner"—F. P.-L.
Madison, Detroit

REE PRESS—A cast worthy of much
er material was selected to interpret the
en version of Kate Jordan's romance,
* Only the skill of the several ladies and
tlemen seen in the various roles saved the
luction from boredom.* * *

EWS—Many capable players have been
light into the screening of "The Next
ner," * * * Many of the settings are
geous. The photography is particularly
.'llent. Conway Tearle is the suave some-
it bored husband * * * Dorothy Mackaill
revelation as the wife.

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * offers one

of the most sincere and convincing love stor-

ies that has been woven into a screen drama
in many moons.
POST-DISPATCH—Here, the so-called

"sex problem," "eternal triangle," and com-
mon bedroom phase of the picture drama
finds its most indelicate expression.
STAR—-"The Next Corner" is an excellent

picture well directed and staged and extra-
ordinarily well acted by a fine cast.

TIMES—* * * falls short despite its ex-
cellent cast.

"Painted People"—1st Nat'l

Walnut, Cincinnati
COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—C o 1 1 e e n

Moore makes "Painted People," * * * one
of the most amusing photoplays that has come
this way in some time. Certainly this little

star, in a vehicle to her liking, is capable of

a performance that is hard to beat.

Circle, Indianapolis
NEWS—Miss Moore is almost constantly

amusing, which is saying something, for the

story is not worthy of the capabilities she has
revealed of late. Be that as it may, however,
the spectator will doubtless shout with glee
at her antics, at her droll facial expressions,
at her quick changes of emotion, which are
as humorous as anything seen on the screen
this year, and at her general air of reckless-
ness. * * *

"Pied Piper Malone"—F. P.-L.
Eastman, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—* • *

will please the average motion picture patron
more than some of the more finished and
elaborate productions which sometimes cost
their makers a small fortune. The play is

well acted and well photographed ; * * *

HERALD—It is what one might call a
family picture, real old home stuff, with the
thrills of a ship wreck for the youngsters,
a very pretty romance for the daughter of

sweet sixteen, and a genuine old fashioned
family group for the old folks to beam upon.
• • •

"Pied Piper Malone" one feels will not
break the box office records. It is too whole-
some. It is not high drama, but it is rather
a comfortable, old fashioned thing to watch.
JOURNAL—Mr. Tarkington did not ex-

tend himself in making the story for Mr.
Meighan. He hit upon a delicious title and
starting in to sketch a character that looked
promising. But he soon lost his interest in

characterization in building up a plot of
banal intrigue.

"Pioneer Trails"—Vitagraph
Victoria, Rochester

HERALD—* * * a moving picture with
several angles of interest, including the his-

toric, the dramatic, the melodramatic and
that of characterization. It is good enter-
tainment more or less conventionally made.

"Richard, The Lion Hearted"—Allied
Broadway, Los Angeles

(Week ending March 1)
DAILY NEWS—To be sure there is action

1—plenty of it—and suspense has been well
sustained in certain sequences by Director
Withey, but being called a sequel to such an
attraction as "Robin Hood," one who expects
to view a spectacular photo-entertainment,
with elaborate battle scenes, will be greatly
disappointed.
EXAMINER—Chet Whitey directed the

film, which has been cut with too much haste,
and occasionally titles and action do not
quite tie-up but the sparkle and massive ac-
tion of the drama goes on, * * •

HERALD—* * * there are all the re-

quisites of a fine costume picture of a period
when romance was rampant * * * Many of

the court scenes are truly magnificent, and
for those who crave action we can assure a
great deal of convincingly staged clashing of
halberd and arrow on armor.
RECORD—But, Beery as the lion-hearted

Crusader, would make a worthy picture were
he the only one in the cast. * * * A star of
the first magnitude who can mix grim tragedy
with deft humor is Wallace Beery.
TIMES—Taking up the story of third

crusade where "Robin Hood" left off,

"Richard, the Lion Hearted," * * * hasn't
the fast action, although there seems to be
an endless series of fights and intrigues * * *

(Continued on Page 16)
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Newspaper Opinions
"Shadows of Paris"—F. P.-L.

McVicker's, Chicago
HERALD & EXAMINER—* * * La

Negri is the screen's First Actress, shining

even in had plays—which "Shadows of Paris"

is not. It isn't a wonder-play, but the Polish
countess and Charles de Roche make it al-

most that.

T could paw through Roget for an hour
and not find enough jeweled words to por-
tray, adequately, the delight of beholding the

nassionate Pola in her latest effort.

POST—Pola Negri will fascinate you * * *

as she never has before. * * * Again Pola
proves she is a distinctive class by herself.
* * * Adolphe Menjou repeats his success of

"A Woman of Paris," in a very similar role

of the slick villain.

As in most of Pola Negri's stories there
is a strain of tragedy running thru this one,
but the ending loses none of its dramatic
power by leaving you happy.

Allen, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—Pola doesn't come

away with many honors. The fault is the
story's. * * * "Shadows of Paris" nags
even your credulity raw. * * * Pola's role

in this film compared with "Passion" and
"Gypsy Bliod" is synthetic ; verily sub-syn-
thetic in so far as thg. kick is concerned.
Better days when Lubitsch becomes her di-

director next June.

Colonial, Indianapolis

NEWS—The story is a wild one, with no
contact anywhere with reality, but, some-
how, the chief performer and her supporting
cast all do so well that one forgets how ex-
travagant are their posturings. * * * Miss
Negri * * * is more like her old self in this

film than she has been for a season or two.

Columbia, Washington
STAR—"Shadows of Paris" is notable for

Apache scenes that smack strangely of the
Bowery, * * * it is difficult to conceive
why the artistic Pola should submit to the
many "close tips" of herself, with a sneer-
ing smile and a cigarette dangling loosely
from the corner of twisted lips.

There is plenty of action in the picture
and the supporting cast does well with its

improbable and unreal characters and situa-

tions.

TIMES—* * * Pola Negri, at the head of
the list, came through with the best of her
American efforts. * * * She's good—no doubt
of that ; but the spark of her ability is burn-
ing almost to an ash, and it's going to take
some strong blowing to fan it back again.
One sighs at the thought of what a glorious
picture this would have been had Lubitsch
directed Pola through its mazes in the Paris
where its scenes are supposed to have been
laid.

"Shadow of the East—Fox
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * elaborate production
and the story is of the type that holds one
spellbound from the first reel to the con-
clusion. It is rich in Oriental atmosphere,
beautiful in its sets and photography and
splendidly directed by George Archinbaud,
* * * An excellent cast * * *

NEWS— * * * While every effort has been
made to surpass the dash and romanticism
of "The Sheik," the picture fails to impress,
no doubt because this class of film has had
its day. There is, nevertheless, some remark-
able acting and gorgeous scenery, far richer
in some instances than its predecessor. The
big scene is a desert fight with an enemy
tribe.

"Sporting Youth"—Universal
Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—Den-
ny's personality is the right sort for the
role given him, and there will be, very likely,

a few thousand more female worshippers
present at his shri'ne as a result of his vio-
lent heroics on the screen. * * *

HERALD—"Sporting Youth" packed the
Regent yesterday and undoubtedly it will

do so throughout the week. It is distinctly
a picture made for the box office, and, if

athletics, auto racing and swimmirig are act-
ing then it is supremely well acted.
JOURNAL—The picture contains not a

single serious moment, and its concern for
plausibility is at times negligible. It makes
no pretense of being designed for anything
but to entertain, on which score alone it is

entitled to a vote of heartfelt thanks.

"Stephen Steps Out"—F. P.-L.
New Lyric, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—* * * young Fairbanks * * *

displays much promise of establishing him-
self as a screen luminary, * * *

"The Stranger"—F. P.-L.
Fenway, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—Joseph Henabery, * * »

has, * * * woefully blurred the outlines of his

theme ; grossly misplaced the accent in al-

most every sequence. The picture posesses
a powerful plot. Mr. Henabery could not
entirely nullify that. * * *

Strand, Cincinnati
COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—* * « is re-

plete with suspense, tense, dramatic action,
and a charming romance.

"Through the Dark"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—The picture is frankly for enter-

tainment purposes, and as such, it seems to

the reviewer, it is good. It would have been
better without the moral appended at the con-
clusion, hut one must not be too captious,
* * * Miss Moore is agreeable as the heroine,
although the role demands almost nothing
of her capabilities. Forrest Stanley is a be-
lievable Blackie. * * *

"Twenty-One"—1st Nat'l

Palace, Philadelphia
INQUIRER—* * * It is a picture that

will please the average fan because of its

sentimental tone. Barthelmess is quite con-
vincing in his portrayal and Dorothy Mackaill
is excellent as the little factory girl. * * *

"Thy Name Is Woman"—Metro
Capitol, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—The feature
proves a thoroughly entertaining one, excel-

lently directed and skillfully acted. The pic-

ture was produced by Fred Niblo, whose
ability as a director has put him in the front

line of successful movie makers.

Warfield, San Francisco'
(.Week ending March 1)

CHRONICLE— It is a tragic poem of

love, in which the soul of a woman is laid

bare. * * * There is an uncanniness about
the character of Guerrita as played by Bar-

bara LaMarr. It is like having the soul of

a woman on the dissecting table, where the

scalpel has been used ruthlessly. * * * ad-

mirably played by Ramon Novarro. The
acting is almost flawless. The support ren-

dered the two stars is far above the usual.

From the standpoint of acting and picturi-

zation, "Thy Name Is Woman," is, indeed,
a triumph for the oinema.
DAILY HERALD—It is a compellingly

interesting production. * * * it contains all the

ingredients of a really big picture—plot,

scenery, setting, direction, superb acting, and
a story that grips relentlessly. * * * No-
varro acquits himself splendidly, despite the
fact that he has done better work in other
films. Mong's characterization is excellent

;

but Miss La Marr takes the honors. She
achieves stellar distinction in this absorbing
screen drama.
DAILY NEWS—Turning from spectacu-

lar things of popular appeal, * * * Fred
Niblo turns his hand to real photodrama, and
with considerable success in "Thy Name Is

Woman." " * * His direction is sophisticated;
yet the play is instinct with drama and its

tensity, maintenance of suspense and abun-
dance of local color set it apart as one of

the excellent productions of the year.
EXAMINER—Barbara La Marr * * *

almost makes the Warfield screen itself, vi-

brate with the pulsating and conflicting

moods through which a woman in love must
pass. Miss La Marr and Novarro a pair of

ideal lovers. But the medal for the best and
most difficult impersonation in "Thy Name
Is Woman" should go to William Mong.

"Under the Red Robe"—Gold.-Cos.
Bway Strand, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * will go down in

screen history as one of the few pictures
worthy of the title of "great." * * * Its

settings are massive and gorgeous and the
costumes, jewels and ornaments worth a

king's ransom. Indeed, nothing more lavish

or magnificent in the way of settings has been
seen on the screen.
TIMES—* * * The picture is there and

it holds a lot of entertainment in store for

you. Don't take the word of any one person.
See for yourselves.

"Unseeing Eyes"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Garrick, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—Some of the filming of the
snows of Canada is excellent and the ride
taken in a nose spinning airplane is thrilling.

"The Whispered Name"—Universal
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week ending March 1)

BULLETIN—King Baggot's faultless di-

rection brings out every point and the cast
he selected makes the story a live, true-to-
life one in every detail.

CHRONICLE—* * * an intricate story
handled with commendable smoothness and
interest, and the acting in the whole is of
a very fair order.

DAILY HERALD—King Baggot direct-

ed the picture. The reproduction of a great
newspaper office * * * makes a newsroom of
remarkable accuracy, something in which the
screen has failed repeatedly. Also, his

handling of the dramatic climax * * * is

smooth and even. The cast is specially good.

"The White Sister"—Metro
New Lyceum, Baltimore

AMERICAN—All things considered, it is

an amazing photoplay, a silent drama con-
taining no small amount of pictorial and
spiritual beauty, with some of the finest

acting achieved by Lillian Gish since "Broken
Blossoms." * * *

NEWS—It is a beautiful and most worthy
photoplay. Taken in Italy, the exterior

scenes are particularly lovely. * * * There
is genuine pathos in this story, and Miss
Gish's acting as Ange'a will wring your heart.

Ronald Colman, a young man new to me on
the screen, is especially good * * *

SUN (EVENING)— Miss Gish's work is

beyond praise. * * * She is tender, sympa-
thetic, completely alive to all of the part's

emotional possibilities. * * * There is little

of the absurd face-making and finger twid-
dling that Miss Gish was forced to indulge in

under the direction of the "wizard of Mama-
roneck." Ronald Colman forms a fit counter-
part for the superb acting of Miss Gish. This
young actor is a new one to us, but, let

us add. a great one. * * * a tale for lovers
the world over. It is a romance that will

never die. We called it a picture of the ages
once before and we call it that again.

SUN—(MORNING)—While the film play
as a whole has several points of general
excellence, it is to Miss Gish and the note-
worthy direction of Henry King that the
major portion of the glory must be awarded.

National, Washington
STAR— * * * undoubtedly reaches a high

mark of excellence among recent photoplay
productions. * * * well handled in trans-
ferring it to the screen, losing none of its

dramatic power and gaining much through
the pictorial effects. * * *

Henry King's fine touch is seen throughout
the picture, not only in the artistry of scenic
beauty, but in the realism of the situations
and the simplicity with which he has told

the story, at the same time making the most
of its highly emotional possibilities.

TIMES—Miss Gish is one of the most
appealing of actresses on stage or screen
and in this tragic story of the mesh made
for two young lovers by laws, solemn vows
and the military machine, she has a role
admirably suited to her. * * *

"A Woman of Paris"—United A:

Palace, Montreal
STAR— * * * herein lies the appeal

picture. It tells the truth, and it do
j

without any exaggerations either emc
or otherwise.* * * Mr. Chaplin has tn

j

to no popular shibholefhs. He has beet
tent to depict life as he has seen it. T
suit is in the highest degree promising,
shall look for bigger and finer work froi

in future.

"Woman to Woman"—Selzni

Rivoli, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—It is an apt

picture and Betty Compson's delineati

the heroine, Deloyrse, is an artistic tr.

STAR—Betty Compson looks her be;

is guilty of overacting probably due tc

directing. There is an English bra
humor in the picture.

TIMES—The story, in the main, is

esting, and succeeds in holding the atti

"You Can't Get Away With If- a

California, San Francisco
(Week ending March 1)

CALL—The picture aims to be, am i

very large measure is, true to life

Marmont renders a very fine performa 4

the man, as does Miss Bouton as the \ w
in the case.
CHRONICLE—This Betty Bouton «

to be the real thing. She is a comp; j

newcomer, but she gives a performai
fine and so sincere that even Percy M.
fails to overshadow her. * * *

Coming from the Fox studios, thi

ture of course, had to have a certain a
of most abject hokum. In the main,
ever, the psychology is true to life, anc
holds the interest all the way through.
DAILY HERALD—The picture is

entertaining, * * * no detail was omit
scenes or acting, which would weakt
original plot

Incorporations
Sacramento, Cal.—Technicolor lo-

tion Picture Corp., Los An
Capital $300,000. Incorporator C
A. Haight and P. E. Coyle, of B A
line, Mass.; R. S. Almeder an E

C. Ramsdell, of Boston, Mass E

P. Thompson, of Arlington, M le

and E. T. Sheehan and H. P. S' ;t

ser, of Portland, Maine.

Albany—Sterncrest Theaters ( p-

Brooklyn. Capital $15,000. I I
porators, V. Siebel, M. Albert nd

L. Young. Attorney, P. S. Glicl U

New York.

Albany — Actors Theater,
York. Capital $1,000. Incorpor. n

M. Arbuckle and G. Arliss. Attc

P. N. Turner, New York.

Dover, Del.—Universal Pic t^

Corp. of Delaware, Wilmin >n

Capital $10,000.

JUST RECEIVED
THE NEW DEBRIE INTERVIEW NEWS CAMERA
Fitted With Every Attachment Necessary For News And

General Outdoor Work
Direct Focusing Tube
Adjustable Shutter
Film Punch
Footage Counter
Hinges To Hold Front Up

Complete With Tessar F 3.5—2" Lens, 2,400 ft.

Magazine and Carrying Case

$500.00
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

U. S. AND CANADA AGENTS FOR DEBRIE

118 West 44th Street N. Y. C. Bryant 6635

Stop Motion Device
Quick Lens Change
Film Reverse
Focusing and Diaphram Bars op-

erated from rear of camera



EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Adds to picture interest the appeal of good

photography—affords an additional safeguard

for the success of the picture in the eyes of

the audience—carries quality from studio to

screen.

Look in the margin of the release print for

the identification "Eastman" "Kodak.''

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



•edicted
at the end of 1Q14 I

CORINNE GRIFFITH !

would be one ofthe big-

gest stars in pictures"

we apologize
and change that prediction

to read

:

After the release of

LILIES oftheFIELD
a Corinne Griffith Production Inc.presentation featuring

CORINNE GRIFFITH a CONWAY TEARLE
Directed by ^ ^ ^ ^JOHN FRANCIS DILLON

MISS GRIFFITH will be

one of the greatest stars

on the screen to day

"

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
build stars ^prestige and patronage-

1924 like every other year belongs to First National
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Deals at Metro
rl Disposition Awaiting Atten-

tn of Marcus Loew ^Who Re-
turns form South Today

;;ircus Loew returns from a va-

tn at Palm Beach today. Among
e, matters that have accumulated

ihg his absence are two deals con-

ring the distribution of a new ser-

B»f pictures.

de director is . Hobart Henley,

h recently signed a contract with

Is B. Mayer. The other is Robert
, "jgnola who has formed his own
cueing unit and has purchased

is. Paramour," by Louis Joseph
jce as his possible first story. The
foliations with the latter have been
ling-4or some weeks':

'

ie\v will head a party that will

lid the opening of the State the-

i White Plains ti ight. The
><e will operate under a vaudeville

i picture policy. The Strand in

tte Plains is scheduled to open on
I rsday with a straight picture

IV.

Sailings

he outgoing Berengaria on Sat-

iv had a number of film people

ird including- the following:

R. Bray who intends conferring

|i H. G. Wells on the production
The Outline of History."

yron Selznick and Marjorie Daw
i go to London to start work on
|e Passionate Adventurer."

Irancis X. Bushman, bound for

ne to appear in "Ben Hur." 1

Fritzsche Coming From Berlin
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

.erlin—K. J. Fritzsche, of the

ns-Ocean Film Co., leaves for

v York on Thursday, taking with
prints of several pictures made

:. Fritzsche will also line up
erican pictures for sale in Euro-
n countries.

.ease Space at Fairbanks' Plant
I Special to THE FIL,MjDAILY)

-os Angeles—The Pickford-Fair-
iks studio will be turned over to

side producers until their return
n Europe. Frank Woods at pres-

is making a picture for Hodkin-
there.

Carewe Unit Returns
Idwin Carewe arrived in New
rk Saturday on the Paris. With
i came the company that made
Son of the Sahara" in Africa and
Paris.

M. T. Try to get in. Astor.

Hampton Plans Two Zukor Angling For Doug and Mary;
Chaplin and Griffith in Doubt

To Re-Make "The Barrier" and "The
Auction Block"—Goldwyn Will

Probably Distribute

Jesse D. Hampton expects to leave

for the coast in a few days to pre-

pare for the re-filming of two Rex
Beach stories, "The Barrier" and
"The Auction Block " The former
was originally handled through Selz-

nick and the latter through Goldwyn.
The first to be made will be "The

Barrier" which Hampton plans to

shoot at Couer d'Alene, Idaho, as

soon as the snow melts. Final dis-

tributing arrangements have not
been made but it* is understood that

the pictures will be released by Gold-
wyn-Cosmopolitan which is handling
"The Spoilers."

Brenon to Direct Meighan
Tom Meighan is shortly to take a.

three weeks' vacation, during which
time Herbert Brenon will work on
"The Mountebank." When Mei-
ghan's vacation is over, work will be

started on "The Alaskan," with Bre-
non directing.. Victor Heerman was
originally scheduled to direct this

picture.

Busy At Fine Arts Studio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Production of comedy
subjects for Educational is going full

blast at F-ine Arts where Mermaid,
Hamilton, Came'oWrnd Juvenile come^
dies are made.

"Regal Week" for Canada
I ^Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tgrohto—Regal Films, Canadian

distributor of Warner, Metro, Gold-
wyn-Cosmopolitan, Pathe. Selznick

and Welsh-Pearson, will hold a Re-
gal Week March 24-29.

Bruce To. Tour West
Robert C. Bruce, who recently com-

pleted,a tour of the Educational ex-

change's east of the Mississippi, will

le*ave in a few days for a tour of West-
ern territory-.

New Christie Director
, ,

(Special to ,THE_
y

FILM DAILY)

2. .Hollywood—Gil' Pratt has joined

Christie and will direct the' next Bob-
by Vernon 'comedy.

Stewart Succeeds Kearney
Lem Stewart, is- again- manager of

the theater advertisifc^ department- of

Famous
s
Players, succeeding Pat

Kearnev, resigned. , >

- -^i:

Seastrom's Next
Victor Seastrom's next picture will

be "The Tree in the Garden" by Ed-
ward C. Booth.

Paramount's Power as Producing Unit Pointed Out to Fairbanks

—Tie-up Would Eliminate Worry of Finance—Indica-
tions Point to Scrapping of United Artists

On excellent authority it can be stated that the final disposi-
tion of the United Artists situation will be made in the following
manner

:

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary .Pickford are expected to enter
upon a producing alliance with Famous Players.

Charlie Chaplin is expected to continue his present method
of sporadic production, paying little attention to actual distrib-
uting arrangements until his pictures have been completed.

D. W. Griffith may go abroad to produce there for a time.
His future plans are perhaps the furthest from settlement of any
of the entire ''Big Four" group.

It seems likely that United Artists will be scrapped. Hiram
Abrams' contract expired last No-
vember, it is understood, and despite
the fact that he made two trips to
the coast relative to a renewal, this

fact has not occurred.

Coast Talking of Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—One of the topics
avidly discussed here is the United
Artists situation. It seems to be
taken for granted that the company
will disbanrL.wJth Fairbanks, Miss
Pickford and. Charlie Chaplin allying
themselves \yith Famous.

Fox Signs Dorothy Mackaill
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Dorothy Mackaill
has been signed by Fox for the feat-

ured role in "The Man Who Came
Back," Emmett J. Flynn's first pic-

ture under his new Fox contract.

To^Star_ Alice Joyce
Through Rebecca and Silton, Alice

Joyce will be starred in "The Pas-
sionate Adventurer, " to be made in

England for Selznick. Miss Joyce
sails on "the Adriatic March IS.

Gilbert Finishing With Fox
(.Special ,to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—-Jack Gilbert has one
more picture to make under his Fox
contract. After that he intends free

lancing.

Schulberg, Cosman, on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Arrivals from the

East include B. P. Schulberg of Pre-
ferred and Jack Cosman of Agfa.

In the discussions understood to be
under^'way—and there are discussions
despite the cgmp.Je.te reticence of all

parties concerned—the tremendous
power, financial and'.otherwise of the
Paramount organization is said to

have carried sf>me weight with Fair-
banks.

He' is said to have experienced the
same difficulties that have beset prac-
tically every other independent pro-
ducer of motion pictures: the problem
of proper financing. It is under-
stood, on unquestioned authority that

"The Thief of Bagdad" cost close on
to $1,900,000 to produce. This high
cost does not include what Fairbanks
would ordinarily draw in the way of

salary for his services. The tie-up on
exploitation made with Morris Gest
will run into an additional sum of

money that is far from insignificant.

It has been pointed out that all of

these worries will be eliminated were
he to work Hn conjunction with Fa-
mous Players. The publicity and ex-
ploitation angle has caused the "Big
Four" members much concern. They
feel that their pictures have not been
handled the way they, should. The
point has been made that finances,

advertising and complete aid in pro-

duction would be vital factors in a

production alliance with Zukor. The
(Continued on Page 2)

Intimate Acts. T. N. T. March 29.
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In The Courts
Charles S. Goetz has filed suit in

the Supreme Court against Warner
Bros, for $12,625, alleging that the

defendants were financially interested

in the W. B. Film Exchange, and that

on Aug. 1, 1922, he was employed as

general manager. He alleges that he
was also to get 5% of the net profits.

Goetz states that the contract was
terminated July 7 and that the net

profits were $100,000 of which his

share is $5,000, and $2,625 salary is

also slleged to be due.

On a second claim Goetz alleges

that he was employed in October,
1922, to obtain contracts for the dis-

tribution of "Ashamed of Parents,".

"Parted Curtains" and "Your Best
Friend," and was -to get 25% com-
mission on the net earnings. He al-

leges that the. earnings were $20,000
and that his share was $5,000.
' No one at Warner's cared to com-
me-nt.-on the action.

A judgment for $2,567 has been
f.led in the Supreme Court against
Charles "O. Baumann by Abraham J.

Le,*y of; the, Friars Club, who got a

note for that sum from Baumann last

September, but it was not paid,

Buddy Messinger has been added
to the cast of "Relativity" at

Universal.

FIRST WITH THE BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUM.

NEWS
rf ALL THE WORLD

Louis Seel Inc.

Artistic
animated films

LEADERS
TRAILERS
220V/EST 42 ST.

NEW YORK
Chickering 1994-

Hoffman Coastbound
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—M. H. Hoffman of

Truart is expected here from the East
tomorrow. The distribution deal be-
tween Truart and F. B. O. includes
three from Richard Talmadge, "The
Unknown Purple" and the Hammer-
stein pictures.

Realtors Back Of Theater Project
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Long Branch, N. J.—Several real

estate dealers have secured an option
of a site on which they intend erect-

ing a theater to seat 1,500, to be leased
to a well known theater company.

Kenton, a Universal Director
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Earle C. Kenton, for

years a director of Sennett comedies,
will direct a new series of Andy Gump
comedies at Universal.

Hold "Yankee Consul" Over
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The California thea-

ter is holding "The' Yankee Consul'
over for a second week.

Warns Against Employing Children
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The M. P. T. O. of Michi-
gan is warning its members against

employing minors, in their theaters.

Operators Join In Fight
(Special \to THE FILM DAILY)

"Elizabeth, 'N.' J.—TTfnW'Co. Local
No. 485, has entered the fight for

Sunday shows.

- Wray Off For Coast
"

John Griffith Wray, of the Thos.
H. Ince forces,- left yesterday for the

Coast.

Guts and Flashes
Joseph Dreling is due in New

York from Paris to assume charge of

a local department at the Marine
Film Service, Inc.

The New York' Newspaper Wom-
en's Club will hold their second an-
nual ball at the Hotel Astor, March
21.

Templer Powell, who is in "Mon-
sieur Beaucaire," has bought the Eng-
lish stage rights to "White Cargo."

I . 7
The J. Francis Reillv casting office

has moved from 159 W. 46th St. to

151 W. 45th.

Coming Soon^ y

LILA LEE
starring in a great

series offeature

productions

& HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924^-1925 Thirty First- Run Pictures

So

He
Took

The

$50,000.00

And
Is

Waiting

For

To-Morrow
Because

There 's

Millions

In
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Cption Up In May
, . Hearst Has Until Then to De-
ri: If He Wants to Buy Gold-

wyn-Cosmopolitan

[f is understood that William
iiDlph Hearst holds an option on
: urchase of the remaining fifty

ent interest in the Goldwyn-
sopolitan Dist. Corp. The op-
r.vill run until May.

Ejarst at present owns a half in-

in the distribution company
las held it since the deal with

ijAtyn was entered upon last June.
i^as the privilege of securing com-
t control, if he cares to exercise

ption. Whether or not he in-

| doing so is not known at the

nent.

I spite a number of reports that

I appeared in print regarding his

tons with Goldwyn. it is under-
ii that Hearst is very well satis-

jver the manner in which his pic-

are being han J.

I J. Godsol, who has been vaca-
rig in Palm BeacTi, is due back
\vn today.

South Calif. Business Better
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
is Angeles—Admission tax re-
's of $312,053.32 in January.
'sent an attendance in that month
397,253 more than the attendance
tg the corresponding month of
The gain was $80,031.79, or

per cent. The attendance was
2.133 in January, as compared
9,924,880 in January, 1923. The
unts spent for amusements were
-'0.533 in January, and $2,320,220
ig January, 1923.

Beatty Leaving Preferred

rome Beatty has resigned as ad-
sing and publicity manager for
erred. His future plans are un-
vn.

"BrummeP' at Strand Soon
leau Brummel" opens at the
nd either the 23rd or the 30th.
ill probably remain there for two
<s.

Rowson Better
arry Rowson has recovered suf-
titly from his illness to leave his
n at the Astor.

Lena Sails For Rome
Lena is en route to Rome to act

njsiness manager for the "Ben
company.

T. Special Movie. Astor March 29.

Deal With Gordon
Boston Interested in Report Famous

Will Take Over New England
Chain—Denied Here

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston—It is reported in film cir-

cles here that a deal is under way be-
tween Nate Gordon and Famous
whereby the latter company will take
over the Gordon chain of theaters.

Charles G. Branham, who recently
joined the Gordon interests, coming
from the Famous Players Canadian
Corp., has resigned.

Harold B. Franklin, head of the
theater department at Famous stated
yesterday that he couldn't deny the
Boston report too emphatically.

"It has not even been talked about,"
he said.

Off To Coast Soon
Edwin Carewe, who returned Sat-

urday Froiii Europe with his "Son
of the S lhara" company, will leave in
*• o wi s for the Coast. His next pic-

ture " x he Ragged Messenger," will

also be made abroad.

Claire Windsor is en route to the
Coast, while Carewe's cameraman,
Robert Kurrle will leave Thursday.
Bert Lytell may also go to the Coast.
Walter McGrail, Montagu Love, Paul
Pauser, Business Manager Jerome,
Assistant Director Wallace Fox, and
Art Director Jack Schulze of the Ca-
rewe unit, are here.

"One Night" at Capitol

"One Night," produced in Germany
as "Destiny" is expected to go into
the Capitol the second week in April.
The picture is said to be one of the
finest ever turned out of a European
studio and has been controlled for
this country by Weiss Bros, for some
time.

Ingram Arrives Today
Rex Ingram, Alice Terry and sev-

eral members of "The Arab," com-
pany are due in New York today
from Europe. They are on the
Aquitania.
Ramon Novarro arrived on Satur-

day.

Set Convention Date Soon
Sydney S. Cohen is awaiting ad-

vices from out-of-town relative to the
annual M. P. T. O. A. convention.
The probable date will be May 21-22-
23. The city, as noted, is Boston.

Loew Back
Marcus Loew returned yesterday

from hisj vacation in Palm Beach.
;

r //
•

'5

/. j -

Earns $4,245,783
Compared with $4,110,986 in 1922—

Dividend Declared on the Pre-
ferred Stock

Famous Players, in its consolidated
statement which includes the earn-
ings of subsidiary companies, reports

for the twelve months ended Dec.
29, 1923, net operating profits of $4,-

245,783.93 after deducting all charges
and reserves for Federal income and
other taxes.

After allowing for payment of divi-

dends on the preferred stock, the

above earnings are at the annual rate

of $15.07 on the common stock out-
standing.

The board of directors yesterday
declared the regular quarterly divi-

dend of $2 per share on the preferred

(Continued on Page 2)

Celebrate "Wagon" Anniversary

The completion of the first year's

run of "Trie Covered Wagon" was
celebrated at the Criterion last night.

All of the Paramount officials were
present. Today, Adolph Zukor and
Jesse L. Lasky will be joint hosts
at a luncheon tendered, at the Ritz
in honor of the event.

To mark the event last night the
big electric signs were changed, the
interior of the theater was decorated
with flags and a special musical pro-
gram was conducted by Josiah Zuro.

Plan Three from Lubitsch
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ernst Lubitsch
starts work on Monday on his sec-

ond picture for the Warners' who
plan to release three from him on
their 1924-1925 program.
Monta Bell starts "How To Edu-

cate a Wife," this week and Harry
Beaumont, "Babbitt."

Coastbound
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Abe Warner, M. H.
Hoffman and Sol Brill are due from
the East today. The first two are

concerned with production for the

Warners' and Truart respectively,

while Brill is more concerned with
pleasure.

Elinor Glyn Arrives Today
Elinor Glyn is due . in on the

Aquitania today. She leaves for the

Coast the end of the week to confer

with Louis B. Mayer relative to her
new series of pictures.

Vignola to Work on Coast
Robert G. Vignola will probably

make his own pictures on the coast.

U. A. Meeting Soon
Directors to Meet Within Ten Days

—Mary Pickford in "Peter
Pan"?

An important person closely con-
nected with United Artists declared
yesterday that there was not the

slightest truth to the reports linking
the name of Adolph Zukor with the

affairs of the Company. He said that

no mention had been made of the sug-
gestion that Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford might form some sort

of a producing alliance with Famous.
No meetings of United Artists' di-

rectors have been held since the ar-
rival of Fairbanks and Miss Pickford.
One will be held, however, in about
ten days or shortly after the opening
of "The Thief of Bagdad." It was
maintained yesterday that all of the
reports in circulation were not found-
ed in fact and that nothing of any
definite nature had been determined
about the future of the organization.

It was reported again yesterday
that should the Fairbanks-Pickford
arrangement become a fact, Miss
Pickford might appear in "Peter
Pan" for Famous.

Geraghty to Make Three?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Jack Pickford
picture which Tom Geraghty will
make will be "The End of the
World," a magazine story. "The
Times" states that Marilyn Miller will

appear in it and later be starred in a
picture for release through Allied
Producers. Miss Miller told THE
FILM DAILY the other day that
she was here for a rest.

"The Times" also states that Ger-
aghty will make three pictures for

Allied.

Dennis F. O'Brien stated yester-
day he was not aware of any deal
made with Geraghty for a series of
three pictures.

Henley Deal About Set
While the actual contracts between

Louis B. Mayer and Metro for the
Hobart Henley pictures have not
been signed, it seems very certain
that the deal will go through as

scheduled.

Jeanie Macpherson Renews
Jeanie Macpherson has signed a

new contract with Famous under the
provisions of which she will continue
to write exclusively for Cecil B. De
Mille.

T. N. T. Bedtime Stories. Astor March 29,
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After "Bicyclers"

(Sfccial to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Sydney Samson, head of

the Film Board of Trade, states that

"switchers" and "bicyclers" are be-

coming active again in this territory,

and warns that drastic action will be

taken to suppress this evil. A detec-

tive agency has been engaged to run

down the guilty ones.

Schottenfels Joins M. P. World

Clarence Schottenfels, formerly

with the Trade Review and later

sales manager for the Rex Hedwig
laboratory yesterday joined the ad-
vertising department of the M. P.

World.

Crack Safe; Get No Money
Robbers blew the door of the safe

in the office of the Loew's Spooner,
in the Bronx and attempted to drill

through the innner strong box with-

out avail. The attempt occurred
early Sunday morning.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^

Ge<*Se
Kann

Cot?°<
al' °

V^°* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

F. P. Earns $4,245,783
(Continued from Page 1)

stock, payable May 1, 1924 to stockholders of record at the close of busi-
ness on April IS, 1924. The books will not close, it was announced.

The current statement as compared with 1922 follows:

ASSETS

1923

Cash $3,260,601.72

Bills Receivable

Accounts Receivable:
Advances to subsidiary Cos.

(not consolidated)
Advances to outside prods..
Film customers & sundries

$146,339.76
574,984.99
838,015.01

Inventory:
Negatives, positives (residual

value) 14,182,181.16
Rights to plays, scenarios,

etc 1,201,300.87

Securities

101,144.33

1,559,339.76

15,383,482.03

182,330.98

1,759,909.63
605,253.63
726,565.01

12,338,027.72

873,480.76

Total current and working assets 20,486,898.82

Investments in subsidiary Cos

Land, Buildings, leases and equipment, after
depreciation (including equities of
subsidiary companies subject to mortgages
thereon of $11,456,789. being obligations
of subsidiary Cos

Deposits to secure contracts

Deferred charges

Goodwill

4,655,389.61

12,820,324.20

631,253.55

1,167,963.44

8,181,624.58

TOTAL ASSETS $47,943,454.20

1922

$2,310,021.53

62,318.12

3,091,728.27

13,211,508.48

196,949.72

18,872,526.12

9,922,275.68

10,345,128.00

337,020.10

773,013.78

7,842,455.30

$48,092,418.98

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

Bills Payable

Accounts Payable

Owing to subsidiary Cos. (not
consolidated)

Excise taxes, payrolls and
sundries

Owing to outside producers.

$3,385,000.00

917,953.91

293,407.02

830,705.45

514,972.23

(Continued on

$2,957,418.69

1,182,767.75

502,349.95

1,343,947.68

278,331.18

Page 6)

Chromos Trading Company
1123 BROADWAY

RECOGNIZED
FINANCING
ORGANIZATION

CATERING TO THE
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Serves with Confidence and Satisfaction

SUITE 1207-8 'PHONE WATKINS 4522

The sixth member of the
Hur" cast is Nigel de Brullie-j

will play Simonides.

ftara compsox

"MIAMI"
<An ~4lcm CrcslandProduction

Produced hy Gilford Cinema Corp.

£rHODKINS0N RELEASE

Season 1924-1925 Thirty-first Run Pictures

HAL ROACH'!

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy

JOSEPH HERGESHEIMEI

Author

CYTHERE,

The Most Modern & Comp :

ART TITLE SERVI
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, II

.

150 W. 46th St. Bryant 5 3

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS

MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGH/I
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

WANTED
Will Rent Or Bu;

THEATER
in

Westchester Count;

N. Y.

Address — C. & S.

care of THE FILM DAIL



The Tiger Lady
The Cast

AILEEN PRINGLE
CONRAD NAGEL
JOHN SAINPOLIS
STUART HOLMES
MITCHELL LEWIS
ROBERT CAIN
NIGEL DE BRULIER
DALE FULLER
CLAIRE DE LOREZ
WILLIAM HAINES

Directed by

ALAN CROSLAND
Scenario by

ELINOR GLYN. Continuity by

CAREY WILSON

Editorial Director

JUNE MATHIS

A Qoldwyn Picture

Produced by the

Demand of the Great

American Public!

Comes to Life
The queenly beauty of Elinor
Glyn's stately heroine — half-

woman, half-tiger—will soon be
screened in more theatres ofthe
world than any other single

production in film history.

Aileen Pringle's performance
will be talked about as much
as the book itself has been.

There never was a production
like this one. It is perfect.

Exquisitely portrayed, with
fidelity to each detail of the re-

nowned story,"ThreeWeeks"
will crowd any theatre where
it is played. And by theatre
we mean seats, standing room,
lobbies, and sidewalks!

TH
WEEKS
(^oldiOyn^J^osnxofJoLLtan



JIMMY
AUBREY

in

Jimmy
A ubrey

Co dimeaies

That's All!

But,—

That's Plenty!!

Released by

inema

Corporation

Through

Selznick Distributing Corporation



%hati the

The majority ofyour patrons

want to know, Mr. Exhibitor

Americans are a laughter-

loving race.

They insist on a liberal sea-

soning of comedy in their

entertainment.

What do you tell them when

they ask,

—

"What's the Comedy?"

Be able to reply

—

"* '/'
:•.-, :

: ''. ;
-'

'

K: '"

:p^
:

M

:

i

^ We Kave a
NN

HOLLYWOOD COMEDY
Released by

Standard Cinema Corporation
Now Available at All

Selznick Exchanges

Fred Caldwell Hollywood

Pictures

L. K. C. Productions
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1923
Serial payments on invest-

ments due within 12 mo. 450,585.16
1923 Federal taxes (estimated) 360,001.00
Reserve for dividend de-

clared on common stock
payable Jan. 2, 1924 ... 475,862.00

Reserve for dividend de-
clared on preferred stock
payable Feb. 1, 1924... 172,600.00
Total current liabilities

Advance payments of film rentals, etc
Purchase money notes of subsidiary Cos. . .

Serial payments on investments due after
one year

Reserve for contingencies

1922

756,908.17
607,539.67

428,406.00

TOTAL LIABILITIES

sub-Interest of minority stockholders
didiary Cos

Capital (represented by):
Preferred Stock 86,300 shares
$100 par value 8,630,000.00
Common Stock

243,431 shares of no
par value

7,500 shares in treasury

$7,401,086.77
1,459,538.16
228,519.92

630,650.73
229,048.80

$9,948,844.38

245,281.26

179,400.00
$8,237,069.09
1,145,995.92
147,599.07

464,927.63
369,966.81

$10,665,558.52

117,174.25

235,931 shares outstanding
in hands of public 19,639,215.77

$28,269,21 5.77

Surplus 9,480,112.79

•8,970,000.00

*18,989,572.77

27,959,572.77
9,350,113.44

37,749,328.56

$47,943,454.20

37,309,686.21

$48,092,418.98

Contingent mortgage liability

of subsidiary Co. on
properties sold

Contingent liability on in-

vestment notes discounted

604,500.00

1,300,000.00

$1,904,500.00

409,000.00

100,000.00

$509,000.00

CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DEC. 29, 1923

1923 1922

Operating profit for 12' months
Less: Provision for Federal taxes..

Balance carried to surplus.

$ 4,605,784.93
360,001.00

$4,245,783.93

CONSOLIDATED SURPLUS ACCOUNT
AT DEC. 29, 1923

1923

Surplus at December 30, 1922
Less: German investments of

prior years written off

Add: Profit for 12 months to

Dec. 29, 1923, after provid-
ing for Federal taxes, as

above

$ 9,350,113.44

1,541,629.58

7,808,483.86

4,245,783.93

$12,054,267.79
Less Dividends:
On common stock (paid and
reserved in 1923) $1,858,240.00

On preferred stock (paid in

1923) 710,800.00
Subsidiary companies 5,115.00 2,574,155.00

$4,718,526.62
607,539.67

$4,110,986.95

1922

$ 7,663,989.49

4,110,986.95

$11,774,976.44

$1,684,148.00

735,600.00
5,115.00 2,424,863.00

Surplus at Dec. 29, 1923. $ 9,480,112.79 $ 9,350,113.44

'229,203 shares, no par value
*89,700 shares at $100 par value

announcing

Vriscilla

in a series ofspecial
productions

for HODKINSON RELEASE
Season I924--J025 -~ Thirty First- Run Pictures

THERE'S

MILLIONS

IN

IT
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HUMORS
By DANNY

il such. Galore and much-
i profusion. As to what
happen at—and with

—

Id Artists. With tele-

[s from Doug and Mary
\l it isn't so. And "we
irfectly satisfied with the

sltinel of United Artists,"

Yes, yes. But

—

I trouble is that when
']> looking at lillies. And
Is. In Bermuda. The
gslip, and something hap-

\ But the talk—and it is

v schmoos—has no differ-

ackground today than it

nonths ago. And it all

»ack to this:

'ou cannot operate a distrib-

ig machine profitably with
i or two new pictures a year.
1 matter how big, or ho\
jid they are. And with
;ited it can be little different

In with any other distribut-
i machine. Even if Hi
trams can get more for his
>duct than any one else in
I business. You can't run
aw mill without logs. You
,'t run a distributing machine
hout pictures. And there
i are.

irons in the fire will be
itened out soon. Meanwhile
must of necessity be a lot of
hatter. Some of it "broke"
ly in the little old paper. That
-is might get Mary and Doug.

Not a chance. Not at this

anyway. There are many rea-
;'or this. Don't ask what they
It isn't your business. It's

's and Doug's and Mary's.

Down in Bermuda they have
new way of showing fea-
res. Only one machine—
n two reels before chang-
J. Then at the end of the
rth reel they insert adver-
ing slides for five minutes
d then bring on the final
el. Break up the sequence
the most important point.
But don't care. The adver-
•er's pay. And only visitors
tend— usually. But it's
re hell to the picture. They
d it with Mary Bhilbin's
^ools Highway." It was

(Continued on Page 2)

Rowson Closes Deal
Buys MacLean Prod, for England

—Sails for Home Next
Week

Contracts were signed yesterday by
Harry Rowson, president of the Ideal

Films, Ltd., and J. S. Woody, gen-
eral manager of Associated Exhibi-
tors, Inc., by which the British rights

to all Douglas MacLean productions
were, ..taken over by Ideal.

Rowson is taking prints of "Going
Up" and "The Yankee Consul" back
with him when he sails next week.
He is making an effort to have Mac
Lean come to London for the prem-
iere of one of the pictures, and it is

possible that the star will accept.
Rowson hopes that he can then in-

duce MacLean to film "Charley's
Aunt" in England.

New T. O. D. C. Corporation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The Theater Owners Dist.

Corp. of Manhattan has been formed
here by T. F. MacMahon. The pa-
pers list 1.000 shares of common
stock, no par value.

The Theaters Owners Dist. Corp.
was originally formed in Delaware
with a capitalization of $5,000,000. W.
A. True, chairman of the board stated
yesterday there was no special signi-
ficance in the formation of the new
company.

Trio Exchange Opens Today
About twenty local film men in-

cluding Jack Cohn and Bobby North
leave for Washington today to at-

tend a dinner at the Washington
Hotel that will mark the opening of
the Trio Prod, in that city. Trio
is a combination of De Luxe, Master-
niece and 20th Century Films, all

Philadelphia state right operators who
have formed the new exchange to
serve the Virginia, the District and
Maryland territory.

Vitagraph Confabs on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Albert Smith, George
Smith and J. Stuart Blackton are
conferring on the production of
"Capt. Blood" which will be placed
in work in April.

Beatty Still With Preferred

At the Preferred offices yesterday
its was denied that Terome Beatty
had resigned as advertising and pub-
licity manager. He has a contract
which runs for several months.

T. N. T. Popularity Contest, Astor. March
29.

Anniversary Luncheon
In anniversary of the year's run of

"The Covered Wagon" at the Cri-

terion, officials of Famous Players
yesterday tendered a lunch at the Ritz
to critics of the fan, general and trade

press.

A. M. Botsford acted as toast-

master and proved unusually witty.

Among the speakers were Ernest
Torrance, Dr. Riesenfeld and Jesse
L. Lasky, who recounted some of the
experiences of the troupe in making
the famous picture, ending with a de-
lightful tribute to James Cruze the
director. Much of what he told the

crowd was related in an article which
appeared in this publication some
time ago captioned "The Inside Story
of the Making of 'The Covered
Wagon.' "

Revamping T. O. C. C. Constitution

The T. O. C. C. constitution is be-
ing changed to meet changed condi-
tions in the organization. Plans are
progressing for the acquistion of a
clubhouse in the film district which
will be thrown open to everyone con-
nected with the industry. One class

of membership will take in exhibitors,
another group will embrace exchange-
men, architects engaged in theater
construction, trade press and the like

while a third will include out-of-town
exhibitors whose membership will en-
title them to use the clubhouse while
in New York.

Inspiration Won't Star McAvoy
The original plan of Inspiration to

star May McAvoy, following her ap-
pearance in support of Richard Bar-
thelmess in several pictures will not
be carried out. Miss McAvoy is at

present on the coast to appear in "The
Inside Story," William de Mille's
new picture and will later appear in

"Tarnish" for Samuel Goldwyn.

Cloakey Joins Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa—Oral D. Cloakey, mana-
ger of the Regent theater has resign-
ed to become director of exploitation
for Universal's West Coast 'theaters.

He will make his headquarters in

Los Angeles.

Badger to Direct Taylor

Clarence L. Badger is in town to

secure some scenes for "One Night
in Rome," Laurette Taylor's next pic-

ture for Metro. It will be completed
on the coast.

Metro Convention in May
Metro will hold its annual sales

convention in May. The dates have
not been set but the meetings will

in all likelihood run four or five days.

"J. D." After Lloyd?
His Coast Visit Revives Reports of a

Deal for Distribution of Harold
Lloyd's Pictures

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—J. D. Williams is

here from the East.

The visit of Williams to the coast

has revived gossip of a possible deal

between him and Harold Lloyd con-
cerning the distribution of the latter's

pictures. The report has been talked

about occasionally for some time past.

However, in view of the fact that

Ritz-Carlton has not announced its

own releasing plan, it is not held like-

ly that any tie-up between the two
will result.

It is understood that Lloyd has two
more pictures to make for Pathe.

John C. Ragland, Eastern representa-

tive for Lloyd, is now on the coast

where he will probably remain for

some weeks.
"Girl Shy," the new Lloyd picture

will be released nationally on Easter
Sunday, April 20.

Deny Affiliation With Famous
The dfial made by Douglas Fair-

banks and Mary Pickford of any
affiliation with Famous Players
which arrived too late for publication

in yesterday's issue points out that

neither one is considering making any
new alliances. The statement de-

clares that Miss Pickford has been
conferring with Adolph Zukor rela-

tive to her old Artcraft pictures of

which she still owns a fifty per cent

interest.

Will Split Affect "Potash"?
Victor M. Shapiro of the Samuel

Goldwyn organization said yesterday
he was uninformed of the effect of the

reported split between Barney Ber-
nard and Alexander Carr on the pro-

duction of "Potash and Perlmutter
in Hollywood'' for which both were
slated. The team is said to have come
to the parting of the ways because
of differences in temperament.

Principal Has New Releases
Principal Pictures announce a new

group of five releases for state rights

distribution. They are "Daring
Youth," "The Good Bad Boy" and
"Beggars on Horseback," all pro-

duced by Bennie Zeidman; "Listen
Lester" and "The Masked Dancer."

Blumenthal Sails Today for N. Y.
(Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
London—Ben -Blumenthal leaves

today for New York. He has booked
passage on the Olympic. *

T. N. T.
29.

Get Your Ticket. Astor. March
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RUMORS
(.Continued from Page 1)

shameful. But even at that

they couldn't hurt this peachy
picture. Don't think Mary
Philbin isn't there. "Merry-
Go-Round" was not a flash.

She delivers again. Picture a
bit too long. Needs trimming.

See "Morrie" Gest is handling the

advance publicity for "The Thief of

Bagdad." "Morrie" is one of the

highest priced men in his line.

Urson and Iribe to Co-Direct
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Frank Urson and
Paul Iribe will co-direct Leatrice Joy
in "Changing Husbands," her first

starring picture for Famous.

"Secrets" for Coast Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Secrets" opens at

the Criterion on the 20th for a run.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions *^ Katun

V^O*r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Ghick. 40S2
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

In The Courts
A jury in the City Court has

awarded a verdict for $2,037 in favor
of Charles K. Harris against Warner
Bros. The suit was based on a con-
tract made in 1922, by which the
plaintiff gave the defendant his story
"The Bridge of Sighs" to be made
into a film, and gave the defendant
the right to select three other sce-
narios, for which he was to get $15,-

000. He alleged that "The Bridge of

Sighs" was later returned to him, and
he substituted "The Tie that Binds".
He alleged that $2,000 was due under
an agreement to pay him $1,000 a
month.

The defense was that the plaintiff

failed to finish any other scenarios
suitable for the use of Warner Bros,
and for that reason they rescinded
the contract. They counterclaimed
for $8,000 already paid. The counter-
claim was dismissed.

Los Angeles—Federal Judge James
has returned a verdict in favor of

Miss Georges Lewys against whom
Eric Von Stroheim, filed suit for in-

junction charging infringement of

copyright.

The action arose over the publica-
tion by Miss Lewys of a book based
on the "Merry-Go-Round." Judge
James found for the defendant be-
cause the plaintiff had failed to file

within a prescribed period an amend-
ed complaint setting forth the court's

jurisdiction in the case.

In his bill of complaint Von Stro-
heim declared he had written the
script for the picture story and that

Miss Lewys, associated with him in

that work, later infringed on the
copyright by making a book of the
production.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Thomas H. Ince,

Mack Sennett, J. Parker Reed.
Maurice Tourneur, Allan Dwan and
Marshall Neilan, are defendants in si

stockholders' liability suit for $50,000
damages, brought by F. L. Hutton.

The plaintiff alleges that in the past
three years, Associated Producers,
Inc., became indebted to the plaintiff

for $50,000 and that each of the de-
fendants was the owner of one-sixth
of the capital stock of the corpora-
tion. He also declares that each of

the defendants is indebted to him for

$8,333.33. Attorney W. T. Van Pelt.

Earle Opens March 24
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—A final date has been
set for the opening of Stanley's new
Earle theater: March 24. Prior to

the opening, a dinner will be given
by the Stanley organization at the
Ritz-Carlton, at which important film
folk will be invited.

Discuss Fire Prevention
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Charlotte—The exchange managers
recently met with the Mayor to dis-
cuss fire prevention. The recent Fa-
mous Players fire was the first film
fire here in eleven years.

Vogel Honored
This week is being celebrated as

"Vogel Week" by the Western Di-
vision of Hodkinson in honor of the
third anniversary of Sol Vogel's as-
sociation with the company.

Home on "U" Staff

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—James W. Home has

been signed by Universal to direct
Reginald Denny in "The Missou-
rian."

New House For "Quaker City"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Win. Freihofer will
build a theater at 20th and Columbia
to seat 1,800 and cost $150,000.

Fay's Theater In Fire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—Fay's theater
was recently damaged of $50,000 by
fire.

Schertzinger to Direct "Bread"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Metro has engaged
Victor Schrtzinger to direct "Bread."

Guts and Flashes
_
Irwin R. Franklyn has moved Dis-

tinctive Publicity and Exploitation
Service to Suite 1121, Knickbocker
Bldg., where he will continue to

handle star and director advertising
and publicity.

Paul Panzer has returned from
France and Egypt, where he ap-
peared in "A Son of the Sahara."

Eleanor Boardman will play the

lead in "Mary the Third" which King
Vidor will direct.

Coming Soon

VorofhfDevore,

^alterlikrs
m
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The Temple At Kane, Pa., E
(Special to THE FILM DAIL

Kane, Pa.—Fire recently die

000 damage to property here
Temple is included in the ru

Hodkinson Plans Supper-D;
illHodkinson employees w

supper-dance on March 22,

77th Division Club House.
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You know what "The Humming Bird" is doing! Breaking rec-

ords from coast to coast. Copping a barrel of coin. Absolutely

the box-office sensation of the past six months!

Here's a promise and a prophecy: "A Society Scandal" will

be even more of a sensation! Bigger crowds. Bigger money.

The greatest Swanson of them all

!

Drop around to the Rivoli and watch the crowds. And read
these reviews:

"Fits Miss Swanson even better than
did 'Zaza' and 'The Humming Bird.'

"

—Brooklyn Eagle.

"The very best thing Allan Dwan has
ever directed. Everybody is at their

very best." —Tribune.

"Unusually large crowd lured to the
Rivoli by the star's name and the title.

None of them disappointed."

—Herald.

"I should like to have the revenue it

will bring. Gloria's fans are going to

eat it up." —American.

"A vehicle upon which any exhibitor
can ride with profit." —Telegraph.

"Designed to tickle the ladies. Swan-
son fans will draw long breaths."—Daily News.

"Gloria never so glorious. Better than
'The Humming Bird.'

"

—Evening World.

GLORIA
SWANSON

in

"A Society Scandal"
An ALLAN DWAN Production

From Alfred Sutro's "The Laughing Lady." Adapted by Forrest

Halsey. Presented by Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky.

CE Cf>arammintQ>icture
(Produced by Famous Players-Lasky Corp.)
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will be released

APRIL 20

Hold the date open!
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Bsdecker Heads Montana Unit

Special to THE FILM DAILY)

ftconda, Mont.—F. A. Boedecker

e Ellen Bozemau, was elected

e:lent of the Montana M. P. T.

I t a recent meeting. Other of-

e are: vice-president, Gene
lefe, Billings; secretary-treasurer,

White, Livingston; board of di-

ces. Merle Davis, Butte; Connie

Hart, Helena; Edward Lake,

ill, and W. B. Hartwig, Dillon.

Developing N. Calif. Chain

Special to THE FILM DAILY)

1 i torville, Cal.—Frank Vesley of

[ N'ational Theaters Syndicate,

iii purchased the Monache from
. Howell, Everett Howell and

Moore, has assumed manage-
;1 of the house. National is now
ting theaters in Marysville,

Woodland, Madera and Mo-lb,

lllis Leases Strand, Winnipeg
^Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Vnnipeg—Al Gillis, formerly of

: Tapitol, has leased the Strand.

[k Schwartz, formerly assisting

i:.ger of the Starland, has been
pinted manager of the Rialto on
ii Huron Ave.

hanges At Paramount, Buffalo

'Special to THE FILM DAILY)

hffalo—Harold Angers and Mar-
hortnan have resigned from the

mount advertising department,

i
1

: James Cranton has been added
c local office.

Putting it Over

New Theater For Montreal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
bntreal—The Lawland Amuse-
•: Co. will build a theater on Park

| in the north section. The house
I cost $200,000 and will be ready
ugust.

New House for East Side
le Darfel Realty Co., Inc., has

f to Samuel Breiman, Nos. 181-3-5

p]/2 Forsyth St., on which the lat-

vill erect a 1,500 seat theater.

B. O. to Release Seeling Picture

ankee Madness," a Charles Seel-
D
rod., will be released by F. B. O.

j Dove, Walter Long and George
tin are in the cast.

Hepworth Coming Here
"cil M. Hepworth is expected to
from London shortly to stage a
for "Coming Thro' The Rye" in

York.

urran, Arrow's Foreign "Rep"
)m Curran has been appointed
gn manager for Arrow.

egative'Developing—Printing

itles In All [Languages
23 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5450-1

Here is how a brother exhibitor puts his show over. Send along

your ideas. Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Tie-Up With "Happiness"

The Metro exploitation department
has made arrangements with the man-
ufacturers of "Happiness" candy to

cooperate for exploitation purposes.

The candy people have made up
special boxes with a photograph of

Miss Taylor on the cover and the

name of the picture and her auto-

graph under it. In addition, the man-
ufacturers have designed a special

window display card which has
mounted on it a still from the pro-

duction and Miss Taylor's autograph-
ed endorsement. Room has been left

for the theater imprint.

These window cards are being sup-

plied by United to all its stores

throughout the country with instruc-

tion for their managers to get in

touch with the local exhibitors when
"Happiness" is set to play. Where a

city does not have a special United
candy store, the United Cigar Store

in that city will be supplied with a full

order of "Happiness" candy and the

special window display so that the

tie-up may be effective there when
"Happiness" plays.

500 Enter Jackie Coogan Contest

Bangor, Me.—A successful "Jackie

Coogan contest" was put over by Ar-
thur W. Pinkham, manager of the

Park, when he played "Long Live the

King."
Over 500 contestants took part, the

winner receiving a suit of Jackie Coo-
gan clothes. Pinkham held nightly

parades of the contestants in make-
up. He also used window displays in

the most prominent clothing concern
of Bangor and a street ballyhoo con-
sisting of a pony cart with three 3-

sheet cutouts which was driven about
town during the run. In addition,

and as part of the contest, two dozen
pails of "Jackie Coogan Peanuts"
were given out.

Bank Books Help Box-Office

New Haven, Conn.—Tod Brown-
ing, manager of the Olympia, tied up
with the Congress Bank and Trust
Co. to increase his box-office receipts.

Coupons were issued under the aus-
pices of the theater, crediting the

bearer of such a coupon, when pre-

sented with one dollar at the savings
bank department of the company,
with a two dollar account. Only one
coupon was allowed a person and
that had to be presented by a speci-

fied date.

Open Book as Advance Exploitation

Reading, Pa. — Declaring that
"Ashes of Vengeance" was an open
book for all lovers of good pictures,

the Capitol, managed by Joel Levy,
used an open book for its advance
lobby advertising.

A huge book was opened on the

platform. The blank pages had been
hand lettered with the name of the

star and title on one side and descrip-

tive selling copy on the other.

Candy Makers Cooperate

Toronto—The McCormick Com-
pany, candy makers,

>
have started a

big tie-up in the Dominion on "Boy
of Mine." A chocolate bar, called
"Boy of Mine" is being placed on the
stands and stores.

A heavy advertising campaign is ac-
companying the new candy bar.

Twenty-one reduced stills are being
supplied with the wrappers and when
boys or girls get a complete collec-
tion of all twenty-one, they receive
an autographed photograph of Ben
Alexander.
The combination of the "Boy of

Mine" bar, the publicity and the nov-
elty puzzle, furthered by the active
cooperation of the McCormick agen-
cies in advertising with the theaters
and the added inducement of offering
quantities of these bars at cost to

theaters wishing to distribute them
free at special children's matinees, is

making the campaign quite successful.
The tie-up was arranged by Clare

Appel.

Real Effect With Lobby Card
A lobby card calculated to arouse

curiosity and which can be used as an
effective exploitation aid is being is-

sued by Educational for use with the
Ives-Leventhal Plastigrams, the so-
called "third dimension movie."
The card is 11 x 14 inches, and con-

tains an illustration printed in a man-
ner closely approaching the printing
process used in making the picture.

Two images differing only in the op-
tical angle in which they have been
photographed, are superimposed in

red and blue ink. A pair of red and
blue glasses accompanies the card,
and by viewing the card through the
special glasses a startling stereoptical
effect is obtained
The card is intended for use in a

lobby frame, with the glasses sus-
pended near it. It gives an idea of
the effect obtained in the picture in a
realistic manner.

Flower Dealers to Help
"Lilies of the Field" will have wide-

spread cooperation from the Florist's

Telegraph Delivery Ass'n, an organ-
ization with 3,200 members in every
part of the country.

Corinne Griffith's photograph, as
she appears in the picture with a cor-
sage of flowers, will be the center-
piece of an attractive card to be roto-
gravured and delivered to association
members for display in their win-
dows.
The step is the beginning of a new

campaign inaugurated by the Floral
Association to educate the public in

the facilities offered in delivering
flowers by wire.

Capitol Artists to Tour
The Capitol theater staff of broad-

casting artists, numbering 30, leaves
on Saturday for a tour of the larger
cities.

1 First National Busy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—First National is busy
with four units at work. Colleen
Moore started "The Perfect Flapper"
last week, under direction of John
Dillon. The completion of "The
Woman on the Jury" releases Frank
Mayo for the lead opposite Miss
Moore. Laurence Trimble is busy on
"Sundown." Corinne Griffith's new
story, "For Sale," is well under way.

Percy Marmont will play the male
lead in "The Enemy Sex."

Bryant 3740

SERV!,1

1540 Broadway, N. Y.
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TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

FILM STORAGE PLANT
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HUNCHBACK
"THE PICTURE BEFORE IT

came to Santa Cruz was in demand
by the public who showed their wel-

come by a phenomenal attendance
during the opening performance and
who showed their appreciation of the

great artistic worth and entertainment
value by a tremendous business done
throughout the engagement. 'The
Hunchback of Notre Dame' is an ex-

ample of a big picture properly ex-

ploited."—W. J. Citron, Louis R.

Greenfield Theatres, San Francisco,

Cal.

"I HAVE JUST CONCLUDED
a successful week's engagement of

'The Hunchback of Notre Dame,' a

week in which new records, both at-

tendance and receipts, were estab-

lished. This is all the more remark-
able when one realizes that I am op-

erating' a suburban theatre, a theatre

with an established admission price of

35 cents. I was very sceptical about

raising my prices, especially to 55

cents—83 cents—$1.10 and $1.65. But
results proved that this was what
helped put the picture over. Our net

business for the week was $5034.25.

Oh, Boy, what a week! Sure could

stand a few more like it."—Jack H.
Roth, Isis Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

'"HUNCHBACK. OF NOTRE
DAME' opened here today Majestic

Theatre and smashed record of house
by over five hundred dollars. Capac-
ity business and hold-out crowds all

evening. Most successful opening in

history of theatre. Excellent adver-

tising campaign. Congratulations."

—

Consolidated Theatres, Inc., Grand
Rapids. Mich.

"'HUNCHBACK' OPENED
here to tremendous crowds at ad-

vanced prices. It is a great picture

and a great business-getter. Have
heard nothing but enthusiastic com-
ments. Give us more like it. Con-
gratulations." — V. H. Waldron,
Broadway Theatre, Haverstraw, N. V.

" 'HUNCHBACK' WORLD'S
greatest picture two days packed
houses."—T. F. Thompson, Manager
Palace Theatre, Cedartown, Ga.

A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTKI
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EXCHANGES

'FOR THE FIRST TIME IN
the history of the Allen Theatre, Lon-
don, the usual policy of continuous
performance was suspended for the
engagement of 'The Hunchback of
Notre Dame.' Two shows daily at

advanced prices. Business exceeded
our greatest expectations. We sin-

cerely congratulate Mr. Laemmle on
this wonderful production. It is one
of the very few pictures that backs up
its advertising."—T. W. Logan, Allen
Theatre, London, Ontario.

"WE HAVE JUST FINISHED
the first week of our engagement of
'The Hunchback of Notre Dame' at

our Syracuse Strand Theatre. Al-
though we were handicapped by very
bad weather conditions our record for

any picture that has ever played Syra-
cuse either at a legitimate theatre at

two dollars top or a picture theatre
have been broken with The Hunch-
back. We are holding the picture over
next week a rare occurrence in Syra-
cuse and expect record breaking busi-
ness for the rest of the engagement.

—

Syracuse Strand Theatre Co., Inc., by
Walter Hays, Pres.

* * *

" 'HUNCHBACK' W ONDER-
ful success here played to one third

entire population knocked em dead
all house records in town shattered at

stiff, advance admission scale."—Tom
Brown, Iowa City, Iowa.

* * *

"HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE
Dame' enjoyed greatest opening per-
formance Sunday night of any of the
big features at advanced prices play-
nig the Palace period capacity in a

house seating thirty two hundred
'Hunchback of Notre Dame' is a
magnificent production and a great
picture."-—Oliver Edwards, Manager
Palace Theatre, New Haven, Conn.

"WISH TO CONGRATULATE
your company as having the best

picture I have ever shown in Chey-
enne in the last ten years namely
'The Hunchback of Notre Dame.'
From a box office standpoint the re-

ceipts were nearly three hundred dol-

lars better than any other picture we
ever ran at advanced prices for three
days. Trusting that you may make
many more pictures equally as good
as 'The Hunchback of Notre Dame.'

"

—Earl Nye, Carl Ray's Princess The-
atre. Cheyenne, Wyoming.

resented by CARL LAEMMLE
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At Broadway Theaters
Cameo

"Love's Whirpool" is the feature. An
overture and the usual short reels make up
the balance of the program which is closed

with an organ solo.

Capitol

The overture is second on
,
the bill this

week, the Capitol Magazine opening the per-

formance. "The Great White Way" is the

picture, the length of' which prevents show-
ing any of the usual numbers. An organ

' selection is played as the exit march.

Rialto

"Mignon" is the overture, immediately fol-

lowed by "Covered Wagon Days." played by
the orchestra; the Magazine Weekly, and
Themy Georgi, tenor, singing the Aria from
"Martha." Laurette Taylor is next presented

in "Happiness." Ingeborg, danseuse, in

"Album Leaf," is sixth on the program and
"The 'Fraidy Cat," a Pathe comedy, is last.

Rivoli

"A Society Scandal," featuring Gloria

Swanson, is the feature. The remaining part

of the program consists of : Riesenfeld's

Classical Jazz ("Covered Wagon Days") ;

"Memories of Lincoln," a De Forest Phono
Film ; "Rapid Transit," a short reel ; Theo-
dore Vito Kittay singing the Aria from "The
Pearl Fisher," and "Mother Goose Land," a

cartoon.

Strand
The program includes : Famous Composers

Series, No. 2 : Schubert, presented by
Joseph Plunkett ; the Topical News Review,
prologue to the feature "Flowing Gold;" the
feature ; "Why Mice Leave Home," an
Aesop Fable, and a closing organ selection.

At Other Houses
"The Ten Commandments" remains at the

Cohan, and "Yolanda," at the Cosmopolitan.
"The Covered Wagon" is celebrating its

first birthday at the Criterion. "America"
is at the 44th St. theater. The Lyric con-
tinues with "Thy Name Is Woman."

Close One Wenatchee House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Wenatchee, Wash.—Jensen & Von
Herberg are reported to have closed
the Liberty, except on Saturdays,
since acquiring the Rialto, and thus
eliminating competition.

Rosalia, Wash.—A. B. Carter has

purchased the Rose from Fannie T.
Colvin.

El Centro's Two Houses Sold

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
El Centro. Cal.—James A. Cook

has sold the Palace and Valley thea-

ters to D. M. Croft and Arthur Brick
of Los Angeles. Cook has operated
the Palace since 1913 and the Valley
for the last three years. They are the
only theaters in El-Centr<>.

"% -

Fay Out Of Philadelphia?

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—An unconfirmed re-

port has it that Ed. Fay has sold

Fay's theater, formerly the Knicker-
bocker, at 40th and Market Sts., and
that the house will continue its pres-
ent policy under new management.

G. E. Cordingley Quits
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Oswego, N. Y.—G. E. Cordingley
has 'leased his Gem to Associated
Theaters. Inc. Cordingley declares
that he could not book good pictures
because they were given to his op-
position and so was forced to quit.

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Two stories for Jack
Hoxie have been purchased by Uni-
versal, "Black Trail," and "Tripple
Cross for Danger," by Walter J. Co-
burn. Cliff Smith will direct.

R. G. Edwards, formerly produc-
tion manager for Truart, will direct

"Driftwood," Elaine Hammerstein's
next. Ralph Graves will be the lead-

ing man.

Maurice ("Lefty") Flynn and
George Fawcett have been added to

the cast of "Code of the Sea" which
Victor Fleming is directing for Fa-
mous.

"High Speed," Herbert Rawlinson's
new feature, has been completed at

Universal City under direction of

Herbert Blache.

Dr. H. R. M. Maddock, has been
signed by Fred Niblo as technical

advisor and research expert on
"Judgment."

Anna Q. Nilsson will play the lead
in Vitagraph's "A Woman Between
Friends," opposite Lou Telligen

Marshall Neilan has engaged
Joseph J. Dowling to play in "Tess of

the D'Urbervilles."

WALTER R. GREENE.

1,200 Seat Theater for Alton, 111.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Alton, 111.—W. M. Sauvage has

taken over the Grand. He also owns
the Hippodrome and only recently
started tearing down his airdome pre-
paratory to erecting a new 1,200 seat
pne-floor theater.

Arrow In Three Deals

Frank Zambreno, of Chicago; Big
Pictures Corp., of Louisville, and
Progress Pictures Corp., of St. Louis,

have bought "Days of '49," the Arrow
serial, for their respective territories.

Calihan Now Eastman Booker
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—Bill Calihan,
manager of the Regent, is now buy-
ing product for the Eastman, Regent
and Piccadilly theaters.

Wood's Film, "The Child Bride"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Frank E. Woods'
picture for Hodkinson will be releas-

ed as "The Child Bride."

Among Exchangemen
Buffalo—Joe Liberman has been

transferred from the Bond office in

Syracuse to Rochester. Jess Kauf-
mann goes to Syracuse, replacing
Liberman.

Buffalo—Paul Elliot is the newest
addition to the Selznick sales force.

Elliot is from Indianapolis.

DON'T
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No Lambs in
theMetroFold

Say Metro for
March/and book
these four live

lion"Sized hits "

March comes in like

a lion ~ so do some
pictures <-* but it takes
METRO product to
finish the same waV/

March 3
Louis B. Mayer presents

Reginald Barker's

WOMENWHO GIVE
fiased on SARAH P.MCLEAN GREENE'S
"CAPE COD FOLKS." Scenario by
A.P.YOWSGER.JUacted bu BERNARDMcCONVILLE dnd J.G.HAWK5 «/?

March 31

1Shooting/DanM
c

Grew
ARTHUR IBHIHERBERT
SAWYERlSSI LUBIN-

SPECIAL

zOiih,

March 24

VIOLA DANA

BarbaraLaMarr-lew Cody

(W^B^er MaeBusch^IfercyMannoiit

L^Tsln,* &«?$* SPELL of ihe^^Sr YUKON" *vROBERTW
.WinifredDunn SERVICE

in

Don't DoubtYourHusband
directed byHARRY BEAUMONT
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Incorporations
Albany, N. Y.—Yale University

Press Film Service, New York. 100

shares common stock, no par value.

Incorporators, G. P. Day, E. Parks
and A. H. Brook. Attorneys, Larkin,

Rathbone & Perry, New York.

Albany—Theater Owners' Distrib-

uting Corp., New York. 1,000 shares

common stock, no par value. In-

corporators, P. H. Roshner and I.

Speigel. Attorney, T. F. MacMahon,
New York.

Sacramento, C a 1 .
— Cooperative

Films, Inc., San Francisco. Capital

$25,000. Incorporators, H. V. Cof-

fey and L. S. Coffey, of Oakland, and
M. L. Carlson, of San Francisco.

Albany—American Films & Sup-

plies Corp., New York. Capital $20,-

000. Incorporators, M. Peikon, W.
Syman and H. Juskowitz. Attorney,

C. A. Schneider, New York.

Albany—Blinderman's Amusement
Co., New York. Capital $5,000. In-

corporators, B. and S. Blinderman
and S. Davis. Attorneys', Weinberg
& Koppelman, New York.

Albany—Equity Theatrical Supply

Co., New York. Capital $10,000. In-

corporators, S. Gutterman, A. M.
Konrady and I. Judge. Attorney, J.

Meadow, New York.

Fred Zimmerman Wins Prize
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Fred Zimmerman, man-
ager of the F. B. O. exchange, is

the recipient of a check for $100 from
the home office for winning first

honors in the Major Thomson con-

tract expedition. Charlie Goodwin
has resigned.

Chestnut Hill Theater Damaged
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Chestnut Hill

theater owned by Elliot Goldman,
who also operates the Bluebird, has
been closed because of damage done
when dynamite used in blasting an
adjoining site cracked the theater

walls.

Canadian Theaters Sold
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg — Paul Riseman has
bought the Arlington, a suburban the-

ater, from M. J. Williamson.

Winnipeg—A. H. Wicks, formerly
an exhibitor of Bredenburg, Sask.,

has purchased the Bijou at Rivers.

Two Detroit Deals
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Ray Lapman has sold the

Universal, Michigan Ave., to Sam
and Harry Trustman, and has leased
the Cozy at Port Huron from John
Brennan.

Hayes Doing Special Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—E. J. Hayes, last' with
First National as manager of their

local office, is handling a special block
of 16 pictures for Associated Ex-
hibitors.

Milwaukee House Opens the 28th

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee—The opening of the

New Wisconsin has been set for

March 28. Jack Cuddy, recently on
the reportorial staff of the Milwaukee
Journal, has been appointed adver-
tising and publicity director. Ru-
dolph Kopp, former orchestra direc-

tor of the Chicago, will have charge
of the symphony orchestra. Ed.
Weisfeld, now manager of the Strand,

will be the managing director.

Buys Missouri Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boonville, Mo.—W. C. Sears, of the

Lyric, has purchased the theaters at

Bunceton and Tipton, from Mrs.
Brent Peters.

Oran, Mo.—S. M. Robinson has
purchased the Majestic from A. J.

Matthews & Co. It will be managed
and operand by Holly A. Robinson.

Film Conservation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—A group of ex-

changemen and exhibitors met recent-

ly to argue pro and con the question

of preserving the life of the prints,

without reaching any conclusion.

This matter has been discussed a

number of times.

Mayer, Agent For Boyle
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—J. G. (Jerry) Mayer
has closed negotiations with Jack
Boyle for the sales of all of the au-

thor's stories. Mayer is also to

handle Boyle in the matter of writing

adaptations.

Exchangemen Become Exhibitors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Joe Desberger, well

known in exchange circles, is now
managing the Delmonte, while Bar-
ney Fagan is the new manager of the

Congress theater on Olive St.

First Hoxie-Smith Completed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—"Ridgeway of Mon-
tana," the first of the new Jack Hoxie-
Clifford Smith productions, has been
completed at Universal.

Take Larger Quarters
The H. E. R. Studios have leased

additional floor space at 150 W. 46th

St. The company is busy making
titles for Famous Players.

Ray Alexander on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ray Alexander of

the Chicago exchange of Universal, is

here on a pleasure tour.

Theater Changes
Royersford, Pa.—The Penn has re-

opened under management of Lewen
Pizor. The house was formerly known
as the Grand O. H. and has been re-

modeled.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Harrison & Fitzer
have changed the name of their re-

modeled Savoy to "The Little

Brother To The Empire."
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>ewspaper Opinions
L Society Scandal"—F. P.-L.

Rivoli

\ERICAN—"A Society Scandal" de-

v a hand from the standpoint of direc-

n acting and production. The story

sight and frothy as whipped cream, and

1 uch for those who like serious photo-

U but I should like to have the revenue

I will bring into the Famous Players-

si coffers. Gloria's fans are going to

up, and even those who are not self-

ifsed Swanson fans are going to agree

the does some very good work.

D1LY NEWS—"A Society Scandal" is,

iw, what I call a vurr' dressy piece, de-

i! to tickle the ladies. The Swanson
isiarticularly will draw long breaths on

vg it. I drew a long one myself at the

t oseup.

iENING JOURNAL—Lavish settings

Bcularly stunning costumes, and an in-

eng story, give Gloria the background
t;he has to have.

lENING WORLD—Gloria was never

ii'so glorious as she * * * in "A Society

jal;" * * *

E'RALD—Nothing in a long while has

t; the peculiar talents of Miss Swanson
ill as this Sutro story. * * * "A Society
a^al" finishes "high. "That is to say it

:«>etter as it goes along and the last part
lot a dull moment in it. The excitement
ise. * * *

BRNING TELEGRAPH—Under the
£ion of Allan Dwan she has full oppor-

if for the display of her particular talents,

i seems these days to be developing in

i directions. She is careless and light-

ed betimes, sad, frightened, desperate,
uraged, cynical, most emotional, and
<l melting in all of which, she appeared
n the hearty approval of her audience.

JN—

*

if you saw the play
iRivoli is a good place to stay away
i this week. * * » por "A Society
iftal" has changed not only the story of
Laughing Lady." It has thrown away

jery delightful flavor and spirit of the

(LEGRAM—The film play depends for
lccess on its melodramatic pictures of

;• life and the big scene by means of
i Miss Gloria Swanson as the divorced
wins another husband by a trick which
worthy of the brilliant woman.
1MES—This is an entertainment well
By of better class pictures, and one to
ii one can look forward as an evening
"light. Mr. La Rocque is composed and
111 as the young lawyer. Ricardo Cortez
I a pleasing performance of the love-
-:n young man, and Allan Simpson is
ile as Colbert.

MES SQUARE DAILY—* * * classes
pretty good picture.

•IBUNE— * * it is the very best thing
[Allan Dwan ever has directed, and there
moments when it reminded us of "The

page Circle." Everybody is at his very
1 and the picture abounds in delightful
"r. Gloria Swanson is remarkably good
e heroine.

TRLD—Miss Swanson's last previous
re play was "The Humming Bird," and
id one, too. But the young woman and

i mployers evidently felt a consuming urge
irry back to silks and dramatic inanity.

i is accomplished to a remarkable degree
ie Rivoli. * * There is no use com-
"'» further upon an exhibit so dull and
II of junk as this.

Love's Whirlpool"—Hodkinson
Cameo

IERICAN—"Love's Whirlpool" with
lie and Lila and Madge, while typical
e stuff, will nevertheless interest the
1 and his wife. Principally because all
vorld loves a lover and a crook melo-
a.

ENING WORLD—* * * has about
thing in it we've ever seen in pictures
is based on the original theme of the
leration of a master-crook through the
of a good woman.
jI

?,
ALP

—
* * * a fairly well done "crook

a. At times it is especially exciting
at others highly entertaining * * *

J n
nd there is no restraint, the old hokum
ft is entirely emptied and the picture
out with a touching closeup of a lover's

clinch and a shadowed cross. Entertaining
to some no doubt, but the brilliant Mr. Kirk-

wood is deserving of better stuff than this.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—This is

pretty much of a hackneyed tale, but it is

made possible by several ingenious twists.

However, the Kirkwood-Lee series are de-

serving of better material, and it would be

more pleasureable to view them in tales of

modern matrimony, which always have their

appeal, and would be admirably suited to the

talents of the two.

TELEGRAM—The picture was well filmed

and the thrills were all there. When the

liner went down the mad rush for boats, the

plunges to death, were realistic.

TIMES—There is such a thing as a bad
picture which is interesting. This belongs
to that type. There is not a hope of fol-

lowing the story in "Love's Whirlpool," but

some of the reckless ideas are interesting, as

is also the daring of the director, Bruce
Mitchell.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—All things

considered, it is a program picture made at

a price that will get by in a lot of houses
that it is especially designed for.

TRIBUNE—The photography was excel-

lent, the play was well directed and the con-

tinuous melodrama afforded many thrills.

That is, if one can forget the improbability

of a play's plot and enjoy the thrill that an
isolated situation can afford.

WORLD—* * * is one of the few enter-

taining stories screened in the last six months.
It is purely a melodrama. It makes no pre-

tensions whatever.

"Flowing Gold"—1st Nat'l

Strand

AMERICAN—"Flowing Gold," as a novel,

has all the Beach flare for action, suspense

and adventure. Not one item of this is lost

in its union with the screen. One of the

lest him:: of this kind I have seen in a long
time.

EVENING JOURNAL—Rex Beach's

novel, on the screen, is a highly enjoyable

adventure, for Richard Walton Tully, in his

production of the picture, puts romance and
suspense into the thrilling fights, humorous
situations and interesting theme.

EVENING WORLD—But it's a good pic-

ture, and would have created a lot of talk

and interest even if the papers hadn't been

all oiled up for weeks past.

HERALD—The comedy relief somewhat
eases the pain caused by the generally irri-

tating production of "Flowing Gold,"
In spite of its artificial situations, the worn

characterizations and the offensively red

blooded Mr. Milton Sills' "Flowing Gold"
had its qualities.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * proves

that Richard Walton Tully has the singular

knack of providing entertainment that enter-

tains whether his medium be the screen or

the stage. * * * contains the satisfying in-

gredients of suspense, laughter, thrills and
human interest, and is most capably acted by
the cast, which features Anna Q. Nilsson and
Milton Sills.

SUN—Rex Beach's Flowing Gold." at the

Strand, is a fairly good picture * * "Flow-
ing Gold," will please you if you are "hell-

bent" on a melodrama some time this week :

otherwise it is only so-so.

TELEGRAM—* * * the film play is based.

It is a stirring picture full of excitement and
thrills, and has the advantage of being the

result of Mr. Beach's personal experiences.

TIMES—"Flowing Gold." fills one with
amazement at the amount of movie hokum that
can be packed into eight reels. * * * Im-
probable as it is, the first half of this picture
is entertaining, as the atmosphere is fairly

well depicted. * * * Those who can bear
with hokum may find this picture an average
entertainment.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It is an in-

teresting story of the Texas oil fields be-
coming mellowly melodramatic at the climax
with the hero caught in a derelict cottage
in a cloudburst.

WORLD—In the movies. "Flowing
Gold," is a motion picture which shows that
everybody concerned with it worked mighty
hard to make it a howling thriller.

Keystone comedy injected in a drama, "Hap-
piness" may be just what they are looking
for. It has its amusing moments.

DAILY NEWS—It's a pity, but true, that

charm on the stage is not always charm on
the screen. Take Laurette Taylor, for in-

stance. * * * take Laurette in the movies,
"Happiness," for example. Terrible ! Painful
to look at! Full of inescapable boorishness
and tiresome to a serious degree

!

EVENING WORLD—We have never seen
this star look better either on or off the screen
* * * We thought "Peg O' My Heart" a
wonderful picture with Miss Taylor in the
title role, and couldn't believe it was really

she playing the part, but go and see "Hap-
piness." She's even better; and that's say-
ing a lot.

HERALD—'"Happiness" is a routine af-

fair, conforming in every respect to the con-
ventional musical comedy plot * * * It is

palpably a vehicle for Miss Taylor. For-
tunately she needs no such mechanical con-
trivance ; she can travel on her own motive
power, * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The charm
of Laurette Taylor is enough to put any pic-

ture over, * * * The theme of the story is

slender, but it has an ideal cast and has been
well directed by King Vidor.

TELEGRAM—There is the same wistful

charm in the heroine of "Happiness" that
made "Peg O' My Heart" so irresistibly ap-
pealing.

TIMES—* * * While "Happiness," is far

from being an effort that will create any stir

in the movie world, it has certain ideas that
will make it entertaining to many of the
younger element of cinema enthusiasts. * * *

Through her presence, and not always her
acting, Miss Laurette Taylor, who plays the
part of Jenny Wreary, saves the film from
being a most ordinary picture.

TRIBUNE—"Happiness" will calmly
please if not startle you.

WORLD—* * * Miss Taylor goes blithely
through a badly told story to the crystal
coach and the golden palace. The direction
is unspeakable, Miss Taylor being constantly
before the camera, exhibiting her hair.

-DeForest

"Happiness"—Metro
Rialto

AMERICAN—"Happiness" is a glorified
slapstick comedy. * * * For those who like

their film mixed with generous hunks of

"Memories of Lincoln"-

Rivoli

HERALD—Chauncey Depew appeared in

De Forest Phonofilm and the result was
amazing. Every word was clearly heard and
synchronized perfectly. It was easy to im-
agine, after the film had run awhile, it was
Mr. Depew himself sitting there in the the-
ater and talking of Lincoln as he knew him
in quiet conversational tones.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Among the
other striking features of the Rivoli program
this week is a De Forest Phonofilm, in

which Chauncey M. Depew, nearing 90, gives
his recollections and summing up of Lincoln
in perfect synchronization with the picture.'

TIMES—* * * not perfect, but at the
same time most interesting. Chauncey De-
pew * * * proceeds to talk for about four
minutes on "Memories of Lincoln." One
can hear every word he utters, which is re-
markable considering the age of this states-
man. It was interesting to note that when he
coughed it was also heard from the screen.
The voice is well synchronized with the ac-
tion of Mr. Depew's lips. In fact the chief
weakness of this remarkable invention is that
the sound comes from the sides of the screen,
and not from the lips. However, there are
moments when one loses sight of this defect
by the sheer interest one feels in what the
speaker utters.

"The Hill Billy"—Allied Prod.
Broadway

AMERICAN—* * * "The Hill Billy" is

about the best thing that young Mr. Pick-

ford has made for the screen since "Seven-
teen" and those long ago films when, as a

juvenile hero, he had a big following.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * thor-

oughly delightful and refreshing. * * * Jack
Pickford is very much at home in the part.

He is natural and unaffected, and brings a

seriousness and poise to the role which is

effective.

U.S. a CANADA AGENTS
FOR
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DEALS
By DANNY

'nihilities of changes. Mo-
ntis and more so. Still fill

: ir. Looks like most any-

n might happen for the next
In. Some switches surely

tin. Incidentally everybody
gding up. Getting ready,

cthe line up looks imposing.

}e of the notable produc-

I
to be "Peter Pan" by Fa-

i. The Barrie classic. In
ii Maude Adams triumphed
-ears. Lasky and staff all

iied. Can't determine on
« is to play Peter. Realize

: eed of a definite touch here,

hrwise possibly difficulties

—

;>e failure.

3 course there is one sure fire bet

;

ie part—Mary. But how to get

5 the problem. Possibly Zukor
talked exclusively of those old

es when he met Mary at tea.

+ips he has hinted of Peter Pan.
je not. But if Mary could be
ired in to do it—what a picture

iuld be! Not getting Mary—and
jetting don't look too good at

loment—then who? Swanson has
suggested. Barred. Too much
ppeal. They have no other star

ineir list who might do it—not
who could dare attempt it.

ggestions have poured in. Bar-
ants a boy to do it. Mickey Ben-
might do admirably. If a boy is

ed upon. Vivian Martin played
r on the road some time ago.
;name has been passed along. So
Dauline Garon's. Also May Mc-
:. Also a flock of others. And
re still trying to figure it out.

An interesting point in the
amous financial statement

:

1,500,000 invested in the Ger-
lan studio wiped out. Off the
ate. Business of tears. And
eeps.

Page Ben Blumenthal.

irejgn market looking up, so they
Better prices coming from Cen-
Europe than for many moons.
they are paying in dollars—not

«. If Central Europe gets going
it will not be overly long

re Russia awakes. And then the
V will be on right. Just now it's

acked up. And you don't do busi-
through a key hole. Understand

(Continued on Page 2)

Gov'ts Make Offers
European Countries Interested in Fi-

nancing Big Productions—Ap-
proach D. W. Griffith

It is understood that four European
countries: Norway, Soviet Russia,
Germany and Italy are interested in

the financing of large and important
productions in order to- show to their

own film industries what can be done
in the way of production.

Representatives of two of these
Governments are now in New York:
one representing Soviet Russia and
the other representing Italy. It is

figured that were these Governments
to sponsor a large production,
handled by an acknowledged leader
in the making of pictures it might
have a stimulating effect on their

domestic producing factors. In this

connection, it is learned that David
W. Griffith has been made four dif-

ferent offers by representatives for the
foreign countries mentioned above. In
each case, he has been assured that

the Governments will finance the pic-

tures to the necessary amount.
The Italian offer has been discus-

sed in various phases for about two
years. The representative here is

anxious to have Griffith sail on April
2 for an interview with officials of the
Mussolini government and inspect
studio facilities. If this deal were to

go through, the subject to be made
would be "The Last Days of Pom-
peii."

Griffith is undecided over his

plans. lie would like to make a

sequel to 'America'' but whether or
not tli.it plan goes through is largely

dependent upon circumstances devel-
oping in the next few weeks.

Goldman Forms New Co.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Organization of the
William Goldman Theaters Co. is

complete, with the selection of David
Sommers and W. Frank Carter to
head it. A deed conveying the
property on the southeast corner of

Grand Blvd. and Morgan St. to Wil-
liam Goldman, has been executed and
work of clearing the site for the
new $1,000,000 St. Louis theater is

under way.
It was originally intended to make

the new house 3000 seats, but it

will contain 4000 seats on the first

floor and balcony.

Branham Here
Charles G. Branham, former gen-

eral manager of the Gordon chain
of theaters in New England is in

town.

T. N. T. Sat. Night Party. Astor. March
29.

Clem's Stuff
Famous travelogues from Eu-

rope, Irope and elsewhere, in-

cluding Palestine, by Clem
Deneker—assisted by his bet-

ter seven eighths Lucinda

—

owners of the famous Nevada
circuit, will appear daily begin-
ning in tomorrow's issue.

Claim Record Price
"The Hunchback" Sold for Germany
—Universal Says French Objec-

tions Are Now Silenced

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
has been sold by Universal to Bruch-
man's of Berlin for Germany at a
figure which is said to be a record
price for that territory. While the
terms were not made public, the price,

if correct as reported, is unusual.
Bruchman is handling a number of

the more important Universal releases

in Germany, including "Merry-Go-
Round." The deal involves $52,000,
but includes several productions other
than "The Hunchback."

Word from Paris indicates that

considerable opposition has devel-
oped there over the proposed show-
ing of "The Hunchback" which will

probably be released in France as

"Notre Dame de Paris." The issue

raised is that the picture is a dese-
cration of Hugo's famous novel and
as such, should not be permitted to

be shown. As a matter of fact, the
matter reached the stage at one point
where societies to oppose the picture

were formed.

At Universal, it was said yesterday,
however, that changes had been made
in the picture that would appease the
anger of those who had originally ob-
jected to the picture.

South Carolina Tax Stands
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbia, S. C.—The House has
vetoed the measure introduced by the

Ways and Means Committee seeking
to repeal the present 10 per cent seat-

ing tax on theaters in the state, and
instead substitute a more equi-

table form of taxation for the exhib-
itors.

It is claimed that lack of exhibitor

cooperation defeated the repeal.

Coast Arrivals

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Paul Mooney and

Charles Rogers have arrived from the

East.

Inspiration Let-Out
Leads to Reports Regarding Future

Production Activities of Duell
Concern

A number of changes were author-
ized in the organization of Inspira-
tion Pictures, Inc., yesterday by
Charles H. Duell before he sailed for

Italy. They were made in order to

bring about economy in the oper-
ating expenses of the company.

The fact that certain eliminations
had been decided upon caused the
circulation of the report late yester-

day that Inspiration was about to

cease all production and that Duell
had again set out for Italy to wind
up producing activities there. It was
reported that all but several unim-
portant people had been let out, these
including Josephine Lovett, scenario
writer for the John S. Robertson unit;

Shaw Lovett, studio manager, Lewis
Levenson, director of publicity and
Gertrude Chase, head of the scenario
department. It was recalled that the

old Universal plant which Inspiration

had been using had been given up
and will be used by Nighsmith Pic-
tures for the production of "The

(Continued on Page 2)

Purves Here from Australia

Roy T. Purves, manager of the

Sydney office of the Hoyts De Luxe
chain of theaters in Australia, arrived

in New York yesterday from the

coast where he spent three weeks
looking over the production end of

the business. Mr. Purves will remain
in New York until the end of April,

and will make his headquarters at

the First National office while here.

Baker Here
George D. Baker is here from the

Coast. He finished a new version of

"Revelation" for Metro, with Viola
Dana, before coming East.

Vignola Signs
Closed Deal Yesterday with Metro

for Series of Pictures—May Be
Made on Coast

Contracts were closed yesterday be-

tween Robert G. Vignola and Metro,
whereby the former will make a series

of pictures for the distributing com-
pany.

In all probability, actual production
will be centered on the Coast. Vig-
nola has purchased "Mrs. Paramour,"
a novel by Louis Joseph Vance.
This will probably be the second of

the series.

Only 1,000 T. N. T. Tickets. Get Yours
Now,
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Quotations
High -.OW Close Sales
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Gold\vyn ... 10^4 10% 10/4 100
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Warner's Not q noted

DEALS
(.Continued from Page 1)

some very interesting doings have
been afoot in Central Europe and
some announcements of importance
are scheduled for early arrival. Mean-
while you don't have to believe all

you hear.

Talking to Nate Burkan
about United Artists. "Fun-
ny," says he, "I have to read
the papers to learn what's go-
ing on. And I'm a director in

the company. So far as I know
everything's fine and dandy."
Did anyone ever tell you

Nathan Burkan wasn't a
smart lawyer?

(T (QcCtLcaticrruif. O-tctuAJU^.

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^ fca«n

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann. N. Y.

Why Worry Later

Do IT Now
INCOME TAX REPORTS

MICHAEL D. FIELDS
729-7 Avenue Bryant 6497

Repeal Gets Set-Back
(By Long Distance Phone)

Albany—The campaign for the re-

peal of the censorship law received
a set-back yesterday when the House
Ways and Means Committee refused
to report the Hackenburg bill out of
committee. The measure would call

on the M. P. Commission to turn
over its books and papers to the State
Comptroller and to end its activities

as a state department.

Canadian Producer Here

J. Arthur Homier, a producer, who
makes his headquarters in Montreal,
is at the Monticello Hotel with prints
of "Oh, Oh John," a three reeler and
"The Fatal Drug," a six reeler which
he is endeavoring to place for the
States.

"Camera!" to Resume Publication

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—The publication of

"Camera!" will be resumed shortly.

A new company is being formed in

which S. W. Lawson, the present pub-
lisher, will retain his interest.

Coast Theater Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Healsburg, Calif.—The California

Theater Co., has closed a deal for the
acquisition of the Liberty on a long
term lease. The company now con-
trols nine houses.

Schenck To Attend Premiere
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Joseph M. Schenck
will leave Hollywood in time to arrive

in New York to attend the opening of

"Secrets" on the 24th.

"Loves of Mary" Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto, Out.—Canadian Educa-
'ional has for distribution in the Do-
minion "The Loves of Mary, Queen
f Scots," an Ideal production.

Next Week on Broadway
"The Fighting Coward," will be the

feature at the Rivoli next week.
Gloria Swanson in "A Society

Scandal," will move from the Rivoli

to the- Rialto.

"Spirit of America"

The title of Emory Johnson's new
production for F. B. O. will be "Spirit

of America." The working title was
"Swords and Ploughshares."

Inspiration'Let-Out
(Continued from Page 1)

Tumbleweed." As a matter of fact,

as noted at the time, some of the

studio force used by Inspiration has
been taken over by Nighsmith.
The report that Inspiration would

cease production temporarily was
given credence in some quarters, in

view of the difficulties the company
has had with Richard Barthelmess.
At the company offices, it was ex-

plained that the eliminations had been
made because there was no immediate
work for certain members of the or-

ganization to do. "Romola," it was
said will take several months to pre-

pare for the market while a new
Barthelmess picture will take some
time to make.

It is more or less common knowl-
edge that Barthelmess has been dis-

satisfied because Duell has paid so

much attention to the Lillian Gish
unit and has absented himself from
New York for so long. It is the claim

of Barthelmess' friends that Dick's
pictures have thereby suffered.

Making Film in Illinois

Gladys Leslie. Mahlon Hamilton,
Jane Jennings and Jack Drumier are

at Oak Park, 111., working in "Blind
Virtue," being directed by Arthur
Berthelet. Burr Mcintosh will join

the cast shortly.

Beaulah M. Dix With DeMille
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Beulah Marie Dix will

adapt Cecil B. DeMille's next picture,

"Feet of Clay." Jeanie Macpherson
will be at work on the production to

follow "Feet of Clay," while this is

being filmed.

Otto Directing "Dante's Inferno"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Henry Otto has

started work on "Dante's Inferno"
which will be one of the high lights of

the Fox program for 1924-1925.

E. H. Tassey Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Houston, Tex.—E. H. Tassey,
president of Southern Film Service,

is dead from acute indigestion.

Andy Cobe To Florida

Andrew J. Cobe left yesterday for

a three weeks' trip to Florida to re-

cuperate from his recent illness.

hBETTy COMPSOti

"MIAMI"
jln yflon CrcslandPrcdncUcn

J^rcduced hy Oilford Cinema Corf}.

/SrHODKINSON RELEASE

Season 1924-1925 Thirty-first Run Pictures

Kann Secures Comedy Sei

George E. Kann, has coir.

with Verity Films for 12 tw
comedies to be probably for I

rights distribution. The corned
being made at the Plympton
in Yonkers. Gene Laymon, r< I

returned from Germany whe I

worked for Aden Film and
Velde, are featured.

Arthur at the Cosmopolite
(Special to THE FILM DAILW

Toronto—Jack Arthur, direnl
music and productions for F;|

Players, has been appointed m
of the Cosmopolitan Theater
York. He leaves May 1 to j L

his new post, and will be ass< 1

with Victor Herbert.

"Billy" Armstrong Dea<
(Special to THE FILM DAIL.'

Los Angeles—"Billy" Arm:;
a featured comedian in early Ke

j

comedies, is dead.

Jesse Goldberg Back
Jesse J. Goldberg is back ill

York from a trip to the coas

HAL ROACH'

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes Onh

2 reels

Partiecomedy

Beauty

!

Romance !

Drama

!

CYTHERE

nURATIZC
TRADE MAOK »~

Uyour filmL.

OS
220 WEST 42^D STRIT

NEW YORK
PHONE I

CHICKERINC ALLAt*A.L<JES|

2 93 7 -
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Produced by Demand
FACTS

"Three Weeks" has sold more
than fifteen million copies.

It has been translated into
every language of the world
except Spanish!

There is never a year that
"Three Weeks" isn't a contem-
porary best seller in America.
Last year it sold 100,000 copies.

It has been read by forty mil-

lion people. Twentv-five mil-

lion are women.

Withtheexception of the Bible
it is the best-seller of all time.

of the Qreat

American Public!

THE CAST
AILEEN PRINGLE
CONRAD NAGEL
JOHN SAINPOLIS
STUART HOLMES
MITCHELL LEWIS
ROBERT CAIN

NIGEL DE BRULIER
DALE FULLER

CLAIRE DE LOREZ
WILLIAM HAINES

Directed by
ALAN CROSLAND

Scenario by ELINOR GLYN
Continuity bj

CAREY WILSON
Editorial Director

JUNE MATHIS
A Qoldwyn Piccurz

Popularity is king in this

business. When the public

wants something it's got to

have it. The consistent in-

terest in Elinor Glyn's undy-
ing romance heralded the

great motion picture that is

now ready to be shown.
And what a glorious show-
ing it will be, for the pro-

duction is a classic, a gem
of artistic portrayal. Can
you think of a title off-hand
that has the popularity of

"Three Weeks?"

Elinor Glyn journeyed all

the way from her beautiful

manor in England to super-

intend the filming of her
great story in Los Angeles.

She picked the cast which
represents her imagination's

ideal. And they performed
her miracles. We'll deliver

some reels of celluloid to

you in tin film cans, but

it's just like handing you a

gold nugget on a silver

platter.

TH
WEEKS
(ffbiduo ifn^J^osmopotitan
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Halt Sale Of Stock
Missouri Revokes Permit of General

Film Mfg. Co.—New Hearing
Granted

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jefferson City, Mo.—Deputy Fin-

ance Commissioner B. T. Hurwitz, in

charge of the "blue sky" department,

has summarily revoked the permit

granting the General Film Mfg. Co.

the right to sell its stock in the state.

Hurwitz did not give the company
a hearing before revoking its permit

but claimed that he took such action

because he was dissatisfied with the

financial statement for 1923 and that

while the original application showed
that the company had started with

proper intentions his department had

been forced to conclude that it has

degenerated into a mere stock-selling

proposition.

St. Louis—On protest of officials of

General Film Mfg. Co., Deputy Fin-

ance Commissioner Hurwitz has

agreed to re-open the case against the

company. The hearing was scheduled

for yesterday.
Officials of the company point out

the company has just finished "The
Love Power," a feature. "A Child's

Problem," a 3-reel drama, is now fin-

ishing also "A Dog's Tale," the first

of a series of ten 2-reel comedies, and

has started work on "The Toll." The
company is also producing industrials

for St. Louis concerns.

Indianapolis Houses Sold

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—The St. Clair, a new
theater at Ft. Wayne Ave. and St.

Clair St., and the Oriental, a neigh-

borhood theater at 1105 S. Meridian

St., are now owned by Joseph F.

Smith, manager of Bair's South Side.

The former owner is Michael J.

Duffecy.

Suit Over Theater Stock

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Holyoke, Mass.—The Victory The-
ater Co., is suing Frank J. Hegy in

the civil court to recover $1500 al-

leged to be due as the result of a stock

transaction in which the defendant is

alleged to have subscribed for 15

shares of preferred stock at $100 per

share.

Soldiers in "Janice Meredith"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pottsdam, N. Y.—Soldiers from

the military posts at Fort Ethan Al-

len, Vermont, and Plattsburg Bar-

racks will take part in "Janice Mere-
dith," which is being made by Cosmo-
politan Prod.

Montreal Enforcing Minor Law
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—Enforcement of existing

legislation which provides for the ex-

clusion of children under sixteen years

from theaters, is provided for in a

motion passed unanimously without

debate.

Schlesinger Recovering

Gus Schlesinger is rapidly recover-

ing at his home after a minor opera-

tion at the Fifth Ave. Hospital.

Highway Film Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—"The Road To Hap-
piness," a highway film produced
jointly by the Ford Motor Co., the

Nat'l Automobile Chamber of Com-
merce, and the Highway Education
Board has been released for distri-

bution. The film is distributed by
Ford through its numerous branches
without other charge than the cost

of transportation.

Consolidated Amusements In Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tampa, Fla.—Consolidated Amuse-
ments, Inc., has closed a deal for the

property at the southwest corner of

Florida Ave. and Polk St. on a long
term lease from George Weeks and
Judge James F. Glen. The deal in-

volves $1,200,000. Consolidated will

erect a -$500,000 theater.

Palfreyman Quits First Nat'l
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

C 1 e v e 1 a n d—David Palfreyman,
manager of First National, has re-

signed to become secretary of the

Detroit Film Board of Trade. He
succeeds W. F. Wilkinson, recently

appointed assistant to C. C. Pettijohn.

Grand-Asher Moves
Grand-Asher is now located in its

new offices to 1650 Broadway. The
bock-keeping department now in the

main Boston office, will be moved to

New York.

Wholesale Thefts In Phila.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—The Film Board of

Trade has been aroused by the whole-
sale thefts of film during the past

two or three months.

Porter Unit Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sacramento, Cal. — Incorporation
papers have been filed by Gene Strat-

ton Porter, Inc. to handle and exploit

the Porter novels.

Guz Kohtz Now Capital Partner
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Gus Kohtz has be-

come associated with Morris Brown
in the Capital exchange. Kohtz for-

merly was with F. B. O.

"In Fast Company" Completed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The third of the

Richard Talmadge series for Truart,
"In Fast Company" has been com-
pleted.

Security Gets "Lost Battalion"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland—Security Pictures Co.,

has taken on the sales and bookings
of "The Lost Battalion."

Baren With Commonwealth
L. Lawrence Baren has been ap-

pointed supervisor of New Jersey for

Commonwealth. Jules Jasper has

been added to the sales force.

Washington House Boosts Admission
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Port Angeles, Wash.—The Dream
has raised prices of admission from
ten to twenty cents.

In The Courts
The American Play Co., Inc., has

filed suit in ' the Supreme Court
against Bayard Veiller to recover
one-fifth of his royalties from scena-
rios, etc. The plaintiff alleges that

it became Veiller's agent in 1922,

under a three year agreement and
advanced him $3,000. It was alleged

that in disregard of the agreement, he
has been employed by International

Film earning large sums and re-

fused to turn over to the plaintiff its

share. The complaint states that

Veiller has testified that he earned
$22,000 a year during the period in

question.

Supreme Court Justice Mullan has
dismissed a suit of the New Amster-
dam Credit Corp. against the Stan-
dard Film Service Co., because the

case has been settled.

The Canal Securities Corp. filed a

default judgment for $14,000 in the

Supreme Court yesterday against the

Elite Amusement Corp., on notes
made in 1916 and 1917.

London Showing for Color Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—The first public showing
of films made by the Friese-Greene
color process will take place on March
25 at the Holborn Empire. This pro-
gram will be made up of a number
of subjects, including "Moonbeam
Magic," "A Quest of Colour" and
"The Dance of the Moons."

It is understood London and Bris-

tol business and professional men are

backing the company, known as Spec-
trum Films.

Crosland Assigned a Picture

Another new production to be
started Monday at the Paramount
studio will be "The Man Who Sold
Himself." Richard Dix will have the
featured role and Alan Crosland will

direct. Herbert Brenon is finishing

preparations for "The Mountebank,"
which will be started this week with
Ernest Torrence and Anna Q. Nils-

soil featured.

Minimum Wage for Females
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto, Ont.—The Board of In-

quiry of the Minimum Wage Board
has decreed that the; minimum wages
for female employees at theaters shall

be $12.50 per week, working 40 hours
a week.

Kettler Opens New House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Palm Beach, Fla.—Carl Kettler has
opened his new half million dollar

Kettler theater at West Palm Beach.
Kettler owns many other theaters in

the South.

J. H. Butner Back With Lucas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—J. H. Butner has been ap-
pointed manager of the Educational
officq here by Arthur Lucas, thus re-

newing a business association of long
standing.

Deputation Seeks Aid For I ytf
{Special to THE FILM DAII [v

Quebec—A delegation of th
T. O., together with Col. Coil
the M. P. Distributors Ass I
representatives of the Montre ]
ater Managers Ass'n, recentl J
with the Hon. L. A. Tascl
Premier of Quebec, and disci
reduction of the admission tafl
10 to 7%; repeal of the s

which is twenty cents in villi

cents in towns and 50 cents i 1

treal and Quebec. ReadjustrJ
the Province's censor board v|
requested by the committee
asked that the board have an
representation.

America, inc
723-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant* 5:

The Mackler Prqce

>R0CESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVIt

We Processed And Treate.

'

FLOWING GOLD
Playing At The Strand

RECEIVER'S SALE- PRIZM 1

The Receivers of PRIZMA, INC. (ill

ceive sealed bids for the assets of Pri I, Ii

hereafter generally described, at the nnU
of the United States District Court, ias«

of Commerce Building, 20 Branfo ! Pla

Newark, N. J., on

APRIL 7, 1924, AT 10 A. SlU

The property includes:

REAL ESTATE—Manufacturing nt

.

equipment, with separate office buildi:knn
as Nos. 3191-3197 Boulevard, Jersey it;,

J., 100 feet front on Boulevard; fact 'hi
ing brick and stone fireproof cor ncMj

office building brick construction.

EQUIPMENT—All building < ipi

machinery, appliances, including carr >s, 74

jection machines, printing machine: (ind J

office furniture.

SUPPLIES, &c—Miscellaneous ljof 4
terials and supplies incident to the psi

including all negatives and prints.

PATENTS, &c—All patents, pat* 1

! ris«

patent applications, improvements, d< ?es a

processes owned or controlled by Pr 'ja, i

These relate generally to color photoi iph?

TERMS—All bids must be accorr lie

certified check to Receivers' order f< 10
r

r

the amount of the bid. In no event pB

check be less than $5000.

All bids will be immediately repi «!

Judge of the United States Dist! ;
(

then sitting at above place, for si '•>

thereon as may be deemed proper. I

The right is reserved to reject ai an 1

bids.

The bids will be subject to mortga aik I

liens against the above real estate oir

to approximately $44,000.

On approval of any bid, 50% tl »f ^
be payable in cash, balance in tb 1

unless other terms specifically agree o.
|

Further particulars on reque

CHARLES K. D. WJ SB

ALBERT I. DRAYTi ,

15 Exchange PI., Jersey Cit (f.



Metro is Running
Circles around
the RestI

ROBERT Z LEONARD
Dircehr General Tiffany Productions. M H

Hoffman, Gen Mgr.

presents

MAE MURRAY
in

"MADEMOISELLE
MIDNIGHT"

with

MONTE BLUE
By John Russell

end Carl htarhauth

a

LAURETTE
TAYLOR

in

HAPPINESS"
Directed by

KING VIDOR
from

J. HARTLEY MANNERS'
sta^e success

(Now at Lyric
Theatre, New York)

LOUIS B. MAYER
presents

FRED NIBLO'S

i"THY NAME
IS WOMAN"

RAMON
NOVARRO

with

BARBARA
LA MARR,

AJapUj J„ BESS MEREDYTH f,om
BENJAMIN F. CLAZERS ArJtZ
tmtm 0/ Karl SCHOENHERKS play

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
presents

BUSTER
KEATON

in

SHERLOCK JR.
By J,ap Hate, Jaitph

MltMl.ClyJtBruclpnvi

J. E. WILLIAMSON
presents

THE UNINVITED
GUEST"

Directed by

RALPH INCE
Wtltkn ly CURTIS BENTON

PradyitJIySUEMARINE FILMCORP
arJa WILLIAMiON fal,nh. Natural
tola, nmi by TECHNICOLOR

REX INGRAM'S

"SCARAMOUCHE'
With

Ramon Novarro
Alice Terry

Lewis Stone

By
RAFAEL
SABATINI

Adapted by

WILLIS
COLDBECK

Photographed by

JOHN F SEITZ

VIOLA DANA

"DON'T DOUBT
YOUR HUSBAND"
DlmhJ ty HARRY BEAUMONT. Wrlilm

ly SADA COWAN and HOWARD H1CCIN

Get Into the Running

with these 12 Winners

from Now till June!

REX
INGRAM'S

"THE ARAB"
(Filmed in Egypt)

With

RAMON ALICE
NOVARRO TERRY

Beiti on EDGAR SELWY/YS
play. Phalotraphtd ly JOHN f.

SEITZ

Inspiration

Pictures, Inc.

Chas. H. Duel!, Jr., Prcs.

presents

LILLIAN GISH

HENRY KINGS
"THE WHITE

SISTER"
By F. MARION CRAWFORD

LOUIS B. MAYER
presents

REGINALD BARKER'S

"WOMEN
WHO GIVE"
Aiapkd hy BERNARD McCONVILLE
v>l J- C HAWK, J„m SARAH P
MtLEAN CREENES TAPE COD
FOLKS." Scenario by A P YCUNCER

.
*A SAWYER-LUBIN Specie?

"THE SHOOTING
OFDANMcGREW"

uith

BARBARA LA MARR
PERCYMARMONT

LEW COD Y MAE BUSCH
Directed by CLARENCE BADGER

Supervised by ARTHUR H. SAWYER
Piduriicd by WINIFRED DUNN

..*.,. from
THE SPELL OF THE YUKON"

ly ROBERT W. SERVICE

JACKIE
COOGAN

"A BOY OF
FLANDERS"
By LOUISE DE LA RAMME (OUIDA)
DintliJ (y I7CTOR SCHERTZINCER
AdapUd by MARION B. JACKSON
Crmllnwly h WALTER ANTHONY
EMU by IRENE MORRA

Supervised by

JACK
COOGAN. SR.
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^A\j%* /(U^ T N " Flapper WiTCS" Laurence ^iX}*
\f* V Trimble and Jane MurHn have& .^O*

Trimble and Jane Murfin have

created a distinctlv different

A\]\ nLl/ Flawless direction coupled with ^J^*^ p. discriminating casting has made pos-

#%j|r ftS sible a production which, while ^1
^AhDK A ^/l/'iOlK. tensely dramatic, is consistently con- ^DflMi*

x^dapted from the play of the same

tf\mr *i^rtj name by Jane Murfin, the action il^rti
ri/tfflPlri rl ^fOrfl^I^G carries just enough true comedy to Tf&fGl^i'
3X l^lfC^* n^lti*lf*r act as an admirable foil to the dra- G^g$ \i\
/(l)l S(]J** matic situations. ^JJ* II

ijtf*4JJ0* 4J30A $!3»

V

lOdPfif iOdPE$' iMPBlf lfolP&A lOdPl
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Portrayed by the [/* 'iJU

following notable Cast #%fl/^ #%tt/"

May Allison ^PlgA jJ^PlfiA
Rockcliffe Fellowes l\\"^ ^HUV^^
Vera Reynolds

Edward Horton
Harry Mestayer

William V. Mong
and

The Greatest Dog Actor on

the Screen

Selznick Distributing lUtfi^ Hf!)!*^
i Corporation

" .W

8#f
4SP

8* 483* *9** *9**

lapE
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Opinions on the Length of Pictur
One of the inquiries put to a number of picture "fans" through

THE FILM DAILY questionnaire concerned the length of fea-

ture pictures. The investigation was national in scope and was

conducted through the cooperation of several hundred theater

owners. Some of the replies will be found below

:

"Many are."—University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

"No."—Nat Golden, 717 Vernon St., B'klyn.

"Yes."—Dr. W. H. McMaster, Pres. Mount Union College, Allianc*, O.

"No."—Mrs. Benjamin T. Rochester, 1022 S. 18th St., Birmingham, Ala.

"Over seven or eight reels is detrimental."—E. D. Turner, Mgr. Imperial

Theater Asheville, N. C.

"No."—Illinois State Normal University, Normal, 111.

"No, not if real stuff."—Rev. Paul L. Grove, Redwood Falls, Minn.

"Very seldom."—Rev. A. Angold Brown, St. Luke Cong. Church, New
Orleans, La.

"About right."—T. A. Tripp, Pres. Oklahoma United Brethren C. E. Union,

If

Oklahoma City.

"No. As a general rule I like a picture of the length of "Little Old New
York."—Lloyd V. Almirall, Harvey School, Hawthorne, N. Y.

"No. The more detail the clearer the film."—E. N. DeSoto, 8 Dellwood
Rd., Hasbrook Hill, S. I.

"Yes, most of them."—Wm. G. Taylor, V. P., Delaware Trust Co., Wilm.
Del.

"Not the good ones; some are padded."—Rabbi Lee J. Levinger, 905

Van Buren St., Wilmington, Del.

"Yes, 5,000 to 6,000 ft. plenty."—W. F. Harris, Palace Theater, Peters-

burg, Va.

"Yes."—Rialto Theater, Clinton, Iowa.

"One hour's showing is adequate."—A. O. H. Grier, City Ed., Every

Evening, Wilmington, Del.

"Personally I have never seen a feature picture which I found too long."

—

Mrs. James T. Chandler, Jr. 214 W. Ninth St., Wilmington, Del.

"Usually, unless interest is very sustained."—Orpheum Theater Milwaukee,
Wis.

"Not the length but the waste of films, the dragging and prolonging."

—

Mrs. Louis Jersawit, 485 Central Park West, N. Y. C.

"Yes."—T. White, Birmingham, Ala.

"No."—Harry T. Wasserman, Mgr. Eagle Theater, Roxbury, Mass.

"Some are padded."—(No signature).

"No."—M. Caroline Bell, 430 E. Lafayette Ave., Baltimore, Md.

"No."—Polytechnic School, San Luis Obispo, Cal.

"Yes, entirely. I prefer 6 reels."—Virginia Theater, Hazard, Ky.

"8 reels is enough."—(No signature).

"Yes. Twice as many sub-titles as necessary if picture is well- directed."

—Rev. Chester C. Marshall, First Meth. Episcopal Church, Bridge-
port, Conn.

"No, I do not think so."—F. A. Woll, Asso. Prof. College City of N. Y.

"No."—Frank N. Freeman, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

"They are positively too long."—Louis Frohman, 709 Greenmount Ave.,

Baltimore, Md.

"No."—Mrs. Edna Hatfield Edmonsdon, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Ind.

"Most of them are."—D. M. Johnson, St. Ignatius Rectory, 6559 Glenwood
Ave., Chicago.

"I think not."—Henry E. Bliss, College of the City of N. Y., N. Y. C.

"I think they are all right."—Office of the Dean, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111.

"Mostly not."—John Ruckelshaus, Ryan, Ruckelshaus & Ryan, Indianapolis,

Ind.

"Yes. 6 reels should be max."—South Boston Amusement Co., South
Boston, Va.

"Those in which interest lags are. It is a question of how far a pi

holds the interest."—Rev. Ambar M. Blackford, Better Films

Jacksonville, Fla.

"Feature pictures are too long when they are."—Rabbi Joseph Leiser, |tl

El Congregation, Helena, Ark.

"No."—Rev. E. L. Spiller, Lanesboro, Iowa.

"Yes."—Bureau of Visual Inst. Extension Division, Indiana Unive
Bloomington, Ind.

"No."—Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kansas.

"Some are and some are not. I think mostly not."—A. M. Rowley, Bed -d,

Ohio.

"No."—A. B. Meyer, Tell City, Ind.

"Yes."—Maude Richman, State Supervisor of H. E., Oklahoma
Okla.

"No."—Mrs. Joseph E. Friend, 1807 Palmer Ave., New Orleans, J

"No."—B. P. Donovan, Equitable Trust Co., S. E. cor. Fayette & Ci

Sts., Baltimore, Md.

"No."—Mrs. Arthur Twining, Fort Wayne, Ind.

"No, if otherwise good."—No name.

"No."—Mrs. Bloomfield Moore, Sec. Ind. Indorsers of Photoplays.

"Entirely."—New Grand Central Theatre, Grand Blvd. at Lucas A
Louis, Mo.

"No."—E. S. Dysinger-Fullerton Union High School-Fullerton, Cal

"Some."—The Lowe Observatory, Mt. Lowe, Cal.

"Depends on the picture and plot."—No name.

"Some of them."—Rabbi Raphael Goldenstein-Temple B'nai Israel-

dena, Cal.

"I do not think feature pictures are too long, as a rule."—E. C. Hipe,

Pres., Eastern South Dakota State Normal School, Madison

•;

Chromos Trading Company
1123 BROADWAY

RECOGNIZED
FINANCING
ORGANIZATION

CATERING TO THE
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Serves with Confide?ice and Satisfaction
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VALENTINO
MARCUS LOEW is one wise showman—he saw at a glance

that Rudolph Valentino in Universale "A Society Sensa-

tion" was a sure-fire bet! He booked it right off the bat

—a total of 100 days in 35 theatres in Greater New York
alone. Valentino's name in theatre lights right now is

the chance of any showman's lifetime. Some booking

—

some picture!

Get your date set now for this two-reel de luxe re-issue of

the original feature success, "A Society Sensation," star-

ring Rudolph Valentino and Carmel Myers. Brand-new
prints, beautifully re-edited and titled and up-to-the-minute

accessories make it pure gravy for any showman ! At your

Universal Exchange!



-meet the Mama.no no!

SON »- SAHARA
He's here! EDWIN CAREWE
brought him! Took him
months to land this bird

w

and he sure got a lulu!—

whooper! It's big!—gorgeous!

But .... wait until we open

the box and let him out

Some Son! Some Sahara!

SOME PICTURE!

All-a-a-board! FIRST NATIONAL
specials, for all points, leave every

minute—day and night!
FIRST

NATIONAL
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PRINTS
By DANNY

When Eastman announced a

tit in the cost of positive. And
,as followed by many other raw
ock concerns. It meant a tre-

icndous saving to producers.

omething like $100,000 a week.
)r, in round figures, $5,000,000

year. There isn't any indica-

ion that this saving is going to

e passed on to Mister Exhibi-

pr. There probably will be
one. Producer's don't think

nat way.
There is no reason, however, why

his cut shouldn't benefit the Exhibi-
or—and at the same time help the

iroducer, or distributor. And that.

>y a very simple process—more prints

or each picture. This will aid ma-
crially in many ways. It will bring

[he subject to the smaller exhibitor

more quickly, so that he can have
he advantage of the national or early

idvertising which the picture re-

vives—it would enable the sales de-

partment to get a higher rental pro-
portionately from the smaller exhibi-

tor, and it would stimulate things all

around.

Star Stuff

Ducll sails. Barthelmess loafs.

Everybody's happy. And the silent

hattle wages. Dick don't like things.

Duel! holds the contract. So another
Valentino case looks like it's coming.
And you can lay your bet either way.
Know nothing of what's why—except
that Dick isn't satisfied. But these
contracts are contracts, even if they
do run for five years. Duell refuses
to be worried. Dick isn't. So there
you are. Meanwhile Barthelmess
fans will wait. And the star will
suffer accordingly.

Outside of Saturday and
Sunday nights Wednesday is

the best business night of the

week, says Marcus Loeiv. Who
should know. Thursday tough
—all the servants and maids
go off and everybody has to

stay at home—at least those

who depend on servants. But
the latter go to the neighbor-

hood house shows, even if the

downtown houses suffer.

Bob Vignola had lunch with Mar-
cus yesterday. Right in the open at
the Astor. That's the way the Metro

(Continued on Page 2)

Hart Seeks Amity
Hopes to Patch Up Trouble with

Famous

—

In New York for

That Reason

William S. Hart is in town from
the coast, accompaneid by "Scoop"
Conlon. Hart intends remaining here

for about three weeks, during which
time he expects to confer with offi-

cials of Famous Players relative to

his future relations with the company.

He explained yesterday that it was
true that there had been a business
misunderstanding with Famous but
that he was anxious to seek an amica-
ble adjustment. As noted, lie has
made "Wild Bill Hickok" and
"Singer Jim Mc'Kee" for Paramount.

The indications are that he will not
make any more for the company al-

though nobody at Famous will talk

about it.

Darmour Assisting Doolittle

L. J. Darmour has been appointed
assistant to President W. C. J. Doo-
little of Selznick. Darmour's duties

will be concerned with the acquisi-

tion of new product. He has been
active head of Standard Cinema
which releases short stuff through
Selznick, and will probably handle
those duties as well for the present.

Kolker Returns

Henry Kolker is back in New York
following an extended stay in Eng-
land where he produced several pic-

tures for Ideal, among them "I Will
Repay" and "The Great Well." Kol-
ker has brought back with him a num-
ber of stories written by Claude Ser-
rere for disposal in this country.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
On Board the Tuscania.

Dear Danny:

Well, here we are, Mrs. Deneker
and me, out at sea. It's a great ocean
this Atlantic and not a bit over rated.

I've got so used to exaggeration, I

thought sure this ocean would be a

flop, but it's a big one. Here I been
out two days and can't see any land
anywhere and they tell me it's two
miles to the bottom.

I'm sort of sorry I am on this boat,

though, for I see a notice posted that

they are going to show a picture

Thursday night in the main saloon.

I knew something would come up to

spoil the trip. Here's me leaving
Pneumonia, one of the prettiest towns

(Continued on Page 2)

Only 1,000 T. N. T. Tickets, Get Yours
Now.

Griffith Cuts Force
Reduces Studio Organization to Skel-

eton, Pending Development of

Future Plans

D. VV. Griffith has discharged a

number of employees at his Mamaro-
neck studio and has cut his force

there down to the hone. Over 20
have been let out, pending future pro-
duction plans.

As pointed out on various occa-
sions. Griffith is very uncertain over
future plans. It is more or less

of an open secret that the problem
of proper financing is an irksome one.

It is known in the trade that he ex-
perienced some difficulties in securing
money to make "America," and that

when the production had advanced
very considerably, he found it neces-
sary to turn to outside help for funds.

The reduction at the studio has
therefore been decided upon as an
economy move, until matters adjust
themselves. It was pointed out yes-
terday that Griffith is seriously con-
sidering a trip abroad to make a pic-

ture. It is also within the realms
of possibility that he will make a pic-

ture for other producing interests in

this country.

Carol Dempster and Neil Hamil-
ton, who are under contract will prob-
ably be farmed out to other interests

for the time being. Hendrik Sartov
and Bill}' Bitzer, heads of the camera
staff have been retained as have the
heads of the other departments.

The report that the Mamaroneck
plant would be dismantled and the
equipment sold was denied at the
Griffith offices yesterday.

Still Hope in Assembly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Assemblyman Frederick
Hackenhurg has received the consent
of Speaker McGinness of the House
Ways and Means Committee to call

the censorship repeal bill up again
when the committee meets a week
from Tuesday.

The Senate Finance Committee will

take action on the Walker bill at its

Tuesday meeting. The Senate is

causing no concern, but the Assem-
bly will bear watching.

Hammons Off For Coast

E. W. Hammons, left Wednesday
for his annual early spring visit to Los
Angeles. It is expected that final de-

tails for next year's series of Christie

Comedies will be arranged and con-
tracts closed. Negotiations with Jack
White and other units now operating
in the Fine Arts Studio will be dis-

cussed.

Cohen-True Split
And Two T. O. D. C. Units Enter

the Field—Latter Heads N. Y.
Corporation

Rumblings of further dissension in

the ranks of the Theater Owners
Dist. Corp. came to a head yesterday
when announcement was made by
William A. True that he had formed
a new Theater Owners Dist. Corp.
under the laws of the State of New
York with himself the president. This
brings two companies with the same
corporate name into being.
One is the original company formed

in Chicago and later incorporated un-
der Delaware laws with a capital of

$5,000,000. True was one of the or-

ganizers. So was Sydney S. Cohen.
It is very apparent that, just as Harry
Davis of Pittsburgh split with True
and Cohen, so now have the latter

two come to the parting of the ways.
Cohen heads the first company and
True, the new one which has a capi-

talization of $10,000.

True makes some pointed remarks
in his statement. He states during
the controversy with Davis, he held
the opinion that exhibitor politics had
no place in a theater owners distribu-

tion idea and that if pictures "by
exhibitors and for exhibitors" were to

be a success, all affiliations with or-

ganization politics must be eliminated.

He announced his advisory board
was composed of the following: Mar-

(Continued on Page 2)

Hodkinson Signs Chadwick
The Helene Chadwick series to be

made by Eastern Prod., Inc., will be
distributed by Hodkinson.

Guard for Employees
Bills in Albany Would Place Studio
Help Under Provisions of Work-

men's Compensation Act

Two measures introduced in the

Legislature at Albany by Senator
Meyer Levy would have an important
effect on the status of studio em-
ployees in New York studios. Both
bills have been sponsored by Nathan
Burkan and would include the motion
picture industry under the provisions
of the Workmen's Compensation
Law.

It is stated that the necessity for

these bills became apparent in the

recent suit of Beatty vs. Pearl White
and Fox Film in which Beatty, an
extra man, doubled in a runaway
scene of a White film and was in-

jured in doing so. Although it was
(Continued on Page 5)

T. N. T. Sat. Night Party. Astor. March
29.
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High Low Close Sales
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PRINTS
(.Continued from Page 1)

family get happy with each other.

Talked an hour or two about material.

And other things. Vignola is anxi-

ous to get to work. Probably on
the Coast.

Why aren't more men devel-

oped by the large concerns to

become production managers?
Why are they so scarce?

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

7>ipBROMCHO
EXPRESS

^w/Or—''.'
-^e.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

>tge
Cort>

£.fcat*v

Ge°\*^ot»*<"
220 West 42nd St.

New York, Cluck. 4052
Cables-^Geokann, N. Y.

WANTED
An Up-To-The-Minute Adver-
tising and Publicity Man. Reply
By Letter Stating Experience
and Salary Box M-28 THE
FILM DAILY.

<^3
Enlist Federal Aid

Active War on Film Pirates

Launched—I. M. P. P. D. A.
in the Fight

The aid of various Government
authorities will be sought by the I.

M. P. P. D. A. to stamp out the

practice of pirating. It was stated

yesterday that a number of com-
plaints had been filed with the or-

ganization by state right operators in

various parts of the country.
It is possible that the Federal Trade

Commission will be asked to step into

the matter on the ground that prints

are being sold for different territories

by persons who do not own the rights

or the titles. There seems to be a
more particular anxiety over the

damage done to pictures in foreign

territories by the unexpected appear-
ances of prints in countries for which
the distributor has not yet disposed
the rights. Another avenue of at-

tack is believed to be opened by a
violation of the copyright laws.

Cohen-True Split
(Continued from Page 1)

tin G. Smith, Toledo; Eli W. Collins,

Jonesboro, Ark.; J. W. Walsh, Hart-
ford; John A. Schwalm, Hamilton,
O.; W. W. Watts, Springfield, 111.;

Fred C. Seegart, Springfield, 111.;

J. Dolle, Louisville; Lawrence E.

Goldman, Kansas City; Charles R.
Sears, Nevada. Mo.; Joseph Phillips,

Ft. Worth, Tex.; and Thomas Arthur
Lansing, Mich.
All of them are presidents or com-

mitteemen of exhibitor bodies.

The T. O. D. C. of Delaware has
announced only one picture, "After
the Ball," which was acquired by
Anderson Pictures. When True was
asked yesterday about the future dis-

posal of this, he replied that he didn't

know because he was not a lawyer.
Carl Anderson could not be reached
for a statement nor could Sydney S.

Cohen. The M. P. T. O. A. moves
today to 25 West 43rd St., where it

will occupy offices on the same floor

that houses the T. O. D. C, (of Dela-
ware).

INDIVIDUAL— CORPORATION— PARTNERSHIP

Returns Made Out Competently

INCOME TAX REPORTS

MICHAEL D. FIELDS
729-7 Avenue Bryant 6497

DAILY

Clem's Ocean Stuff
(Continued from Page 1)

in the country to get away from pic-

tures and I find them in the middle of

the Atlantic. I guess this ain't my
lucky year.

There's a funny assortment of peo-
ple on board too.

There's a guy on board from Des
Moines who knows Abe Blank and
who goes to Abe's shows. He says

Abe's had a great season out there,

as he sold two of his houses this

year.

There's people on board from every
state in the Union and some of the

Southern states. One man is boast-
ing here about the fine calibre of the

southern tear of states as he calls it.

I asked him why he calls them the

tear—and he says, "ask anyone who
has sold pictures to the Saenger
crowd." I guess the guy knows what
he's talking about, he lives down
there.

There's a sucker on board from
Indianapolis who damned near starved
to death up to this morning when
some one told him the meals went
with the tickets.

We are at 34 east by 43 longitude
west right now which is as clear to

me as a statement of expenses from
the Skouras circuit.

My next letter will be from Ma-
deira which is said to be an island but
I won't commit myself until I see it.

Mrs. Deneker met a woman on the
upper deck today who likes Western
subjects. Just my luck, she don't live

in any of my towns.
Any particular subjects you want

covered cable me to Shepards Hotel,
Cairo, Egypt.

Clem.
P. S. Owing to cost of wireless I

will only sign my first name you can
put Deneker on them.

Say!
See!
Book

!

CYTHEREA
.^TiltlfWk

yBETW COMPSOti
m

"MIAMI"
^ilan CrcslandProduction

^uced by Jilfora Cinema Corf).

/&-HODKINS0N RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty-first RunPictures

I

Friday, March 14, !|U

HAL ROACH'S

CHARLEY CHASE
COMEDIES

"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafogcomecjy
=H$I as =*

FOR RENT
Small office, reasonable, excel

lent location, now building cor

Broadway and 51st St. Inquir

Room 401, 1650 Broadway

EXPERT
In Advertising and Publicity

Can Handle One Additiona

Account. Moderate Service

Free. Address, K-14 c/o THE
FILM DAILY.

FIRST WITH THE BFJ

KINOGRAMi
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf ALL THE WORLD

mx\lMnM%
THE MOST CONVENIENT

i\ LABORATO R Y
Just Off Tines Squar,
z03w.40"st.,n.y.c. penn.237.

TRUART FILMS
announces

in preparation for

motion picture production

"THE ETERNAL
RIDDLE" !

an adaptation of the

f Sir A. Conan Doyle novel

"The Tragedy of the Korosko"

AU Rights Protected

Truart Film Corporation
M. H. Hoffman, Vice-President

1540 Broadway, N«w York
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FIGURES TALK
According to Variety issued March
12th the grosses of three Broadway,

New York theatres for preceding week
(first week of Lent) were as follows:

Strand $30,000

Rivoli $16,880

Rialto $18,855

Of course, the picture at the Strand was

that phenomenal box office attraction

DAUGHTERS OF TODAY
The above comparative figures again

prove the drawing power of this re-

markable picture.

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION



Entirely in
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Famous Players-Lasky's

Forthcoming Zane Grey Picture

THE photographing of Famous Players-Lasky's next Zane Grey Picture

—"The Wanderer of the Wasteland," an Irvin Willat Production

—

has been completed. Technicolor cameras were used exclusively. Watch

for the release date!

For weeks everybody has been talking about the wonderful Technicolor

sequence in Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten Commandments." And they're

already talking about the Technicolor undersea scenes in "The Uninvited

Guest"—a Williamson Production released through Metro—which opened

in Loew's State Theatre, Boston, on March 3rd.

At Hollywood, work is progressing rapidly on Technicolor's new Plant

and California Headquarters. The completion of this plant will insure

prompt delivery of rush prints.

Interior and exterior views of new

Technicolor plant at Boston

Progressive Producers

do it in

Technicolor
Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation

Boston New York Hollywood

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 in 1 1 1 1 1 1 u 1 i 1 1 1 i 1 ii 1 1 1 t 1 1 ii-i 1 1 1 n 1 ri 1 >» 1 1 11 11 i ir • i r
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urd for Employees
{Continued from Page 1)

I that Fox carried workmen's
rnsation insurance the court

ihat such insurance did not ap-

) persons engaged in making

ties and that if Beatty came with-

t: provisions of the Act, Pearl

ij: could not avail herself of the

s a fellow-servant,

tate Bill No. 1123 would amend
ct to include this industry when
mployees connected with pro-

:t>n receive a daily wage of not

rthan $25 or a weekly compensa-

nf not more than $100. This

j include electricians, carpenters,

g hands and extras. The law

ul provide that in the event of

I, the injured would accept

rnsation without bringing a legal

I. Senate Bill No. 1124 would
lie that where an employer shall

r secured compensation for his

:d employee under the Act, this

I be a complete defense to an

ii of one fellow-servant against

>er. In other words the bill pro-

t-that a servant may not sue his

tz-servant but must accept com-
l tion in the event of bodily harm.

Incorporations
Albany—Hurd Prod., New York.

Five shares preferred stock, $100
each; 200 shares Class A common, no
par value, and 200 shares Class B, no
par value. Incorporators, W. J. Neu-
mann, G. D. Skinner and H. J. Wheel-
er, Jr. Attorneys, Masten & Nich-
ols, New York.

Albany—Millions In It Co., New
York. 100 shares preferred stock, $100
each, and 110 shares common, no par

value. Incorporators, M. D. Rosen-
baum, I. Paul and J. Ross. Attor-

neys, Smith Heymsfeld & Weiss, New
York.

Baton Rouge, La.—New Orleans
Feature Film Corp., New Orleans.
Capital $50,000. Incorporators. A. C.

Jacobs, I. B. Rennyson and Crawford
H. Ellis, all of New Orleans.

Albany—Elliot Producing Co., New
York. Capital, $50,000. Incorporat-
ors, E. Forman, M. M. Goldstein and
R. Kinoy. Attorneys, Kindler &
Goldstein, New York.

ilVER'S SALE-PRIZMA, Inc.

I Receivers of PRIZMA, INC., will re-

tealed bids for the assets of Prizma, Inc.,

:. er generally described, at the Chambers
I United States District Court, Chamber
himerce Building, 20 Branford Place,

k, N. J., on

APRIL 7, 1924, AT 10 A. M.

1 property includes:

iL ESTATE—Manufacturing plant anc
i lent, with separate office building, known
>;. 3191-3197 Boulevard, Jersey City, N.
I< feet front on Boulevard; factory build-

ick and stone fireproof construction;
nuilding brick construction.

IJIPMENT—All building equipment,
iiery, appliances, including cameras, pro-

[l machines, printing machines and all

: furniture.

IMPLIES, &c.—Miscellaneous lot of ma-
I and supplies incident to the business,
ing all negatives and prints.

TENTS, &c—All patents, patent rights,

I applications, improvements, devices and
<ses owned or controlled by Prizma, Inc.
I relate generally to color photography.

ulMS—All bids must be accompanied by
l;d check to Receivers' order for 10% of
nount of the bid. In no event shall such

|
be less than $5000.

1 bids will be immediately reported to a
I of the United States District Court
(sitting at above place, for such action
i n as may be deemed proper.

I right is reserved to reject any and all

: bids will be subject to mortgage and tax
against the above real estate amounting
iroximately $44,000.

approval -of any bid, 50% thereof will
yable in cash, balance in thirty days,
other terms specifically agreed to.

Further particulars on request.

CHARLES K. D. WALSH,
ALBERT I. DRAYTON,

15 Exchange PI., Jersey City, N. J.,

Receiver!.

Albany—Darnold Amusement Co.,

New York. Capital $5,000. Incor-
porators, B. and M. J. Wallack and
J. Goldberg. Attorneys, Breitbart &
Breitbart, New York.

Albany—Rhinelander Theater, Inc.,

New York. Capital, $50,000. Incor-
porators, W. Salkin, H. Goldblatt and
J. Krulick. Attorney, L. Fierman,
New York.

Albany—C. H. M. Amusement Co.,

Brooklyn. Capital. $25,000. Incor-
porators, T. Capp, M. Mysyk and W.
Herman. Attorney, A. S. Cohen,
Brooklyn.

Albany — Interloculotory Films,
Yonkers. Capital $15,000. Incorpor-
ators, Whitman Bennett and H. C.
Miner. Attorney, M. L. Lesser, New
York.

Springfield, 111.—Lester, Ltd., Chi-
cago; scenery and costumes. Capital
$100,000. Incorporators, Margaret
Essig, L. C. Essig and N. F. Essig.

Dallas—Fairyland Amusement Co.
Capital, $50,000. Incorporators, L.
M. Kirkes, E. E. Harrington and J.

H. Cunningham.

Foreign Buyers Here
A number of foreign buyers are in

town conferring with Arthur Lee of

Lee-Bradford. They include Wolff
M. Heinus of Berlin, Waters and
Spence of New Zealand, M. Trespeuh
of the Gaumont Paris office and M.
Huett of Barcelona.

Lee has completed a deal with the

National Screen Players Inc., to pro-

duce a series of two reel comedies
for the state rights market.

Ohio Amus. Co. Now Has Twelve
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Ohio Amusement
Co., has added the Lakewood theater,

Lakewood, a suburb, to its chain of

local neighborhood houses. This
makes 12 houses operated by the

company.

Harris Elected Capitol Head
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Passaic, N. J.—At a recent meeting
of the Capitol Theater, Inc., stock-

holders, Theodore Harris was elected

president; Martin D. Harris, vice-

president, and S. E. Harris, secretary

and treasurer.

Ince Buys Laboratory
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Thomas H. Ince has
purchased the equipment of the Hol-
lywood Laboratories Corp. In addi-

tion to his own printing, he will seek
outside business.

Hughart Succeeds Sigmond
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Butte, Mont.—W. H. Hughart has
been appointed manager of the First

National office, succeeding Harry
Sigmond.

Columbus, O.—Glouster Theater
Co., Inc. Incorporators, G. C. Faw-
cett, W. C. Marty and C. E. Duncan.

K. C. Salesmen To Meet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The Film Board of

Trade will hold a salesmen's meeting
on March 22 at which sales problems
will be discussed.

HAZEL A. BERKOWITZ
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER

NOTARY PUBLIC
MANUSCRIPTS
Phone Bryant 3377

Room 811 729-7th Ave., N. Y. C.

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS

MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H. CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
Sample and Release Printing

24 Hour Service

Capacity 1,000,000 Ft. Weekly

FILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-232 Weehawkin St.

West Hoboken, N. J.

Tel. Union 4800-1-2

AT LIBERTY

BLYTHE SHERWOOD
Personal Press Representative

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale- Mg.-.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

NegativelDeveloping—Printing

Titles In All Languages
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5450-1

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS

CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO
II8W.44ST N.Y BRYANT 6635

Dover, Del.—Copeland Cooperative
Playhouses, Inc. Capital, $100,000.

Dover, Del.—Comerford Construc-
tion Co., Inc. Capital, $250,000.

Albany—George J. Grassberger,
Wilmington. Capital, $525,000.

Dover, Del.—Electric Pier Amuse-
ment Co. Capital $3,750,000.

Dover, Del.—Gene Stratton Porter,

Inc. Capital, $300,000.

Dover, Del.—Aldine Amusement
Co. Capital, $50,000.
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[:y Remove 2 S. Tax
iti Government Considering Cut,
\ ording to London Report

—

Fight a Long One
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lidon
—"The Film Renter" de-

r "on good authority" that the
ivnment intends making an im-
rmt concession on the entertain-

:r; tax and that the Chancellor of

; Exchequer will abolish the tax
Missions to 2 shillings.

lis further reported that the tax
:kets above that figure will prob-

1- be retained.

Ie English trade has been con-
r:d for some time past with ef-
• to secure relief from the bur-
t»me admission tax. The situa-

nover there has been a close par-
( of conditions in this country,
1 the claim has been advanced
ithe Government tax in England
.•proved even more irksome than
t

(Continued on Page 2)

Talbot Here With Mary
lank Talbot, president of the De-
: M. P. Corp., is in town with a
i: of "Mary" the feature made in

;
oit which occasioned a good deal
om-nent in that city when sev-
suits were filed against the com-

Features Reviewed
Page

ove's Whirlpool
Hodkinson 6

Vomen Who Give
Metro 6

-ilies of the Field
1st Nat'l 6

l Society Scandal
Paramount 6

Itolen Secrets
Universal 8

rhe Wolf Man
Fox 8

Waterfront Wolves
Gerson—S. R 8

7lowing Gold
1st Nat'l 8

rhe Isle of Vanishing Men
Garfield—S. R 9

Short Subjects 9

I. T. Sat. Night Party. Astor. March

"Labs" Dickering
Three-Cornered Combination Still on

Tap—Rothacker Plant Ready
by November

The combination of local labora-

tories which will include Republic,
Erbograph and Craftsmen is still in

the conference stage, according to in-

formation secured Friday. The in-

dications point toward the carrying
out of the original plan.

A well-posted laboratory man
stated that in the operation of the

majority of "labs," the margin of

profit was so small that a judicious

saving in the cost of overhead might
make a material difference in opera-

(Continued on Page 2)

Fait in Cleveland
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—William Fait, former
managing director of the Eastman
theater, Rochester, is holding a simlar

post at Loew's State.

Grainger Reaches Los Angeles
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—James R. Grainger
is due here Monday from Seattle. He
is making a tour of Goldwyn-Cosmo-
politan exchanges

America the Crux
Kolker Declares European Producers

Will Make Any Concession to

Break Into This Market

European producers are willing to

make almost any concession to break
into the American market with their

pictures, according to Henry Kolker,

who is just back from England where
he made two pictures for Ideal.

Kolker stated that film men in Eu-
rope recognize that there are only

two important film markets in the

world: United States and England,
and are therefore willing to go the

limit to reach those screens.

"There is plenty of money ready to

(Continued on Page 2)

Kansas Meets April 1-2

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City, Kans.—The sixth an-

nual convention of the M. P. T. O.
of Kansas has been set for April 1

and 2 at the Broadview Hotel, Em-
poria.

Lichtman Returns Monday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Al Lichtman was here

Friday, en route from the Coast to

New York. He leaves Sunday.

The Parting
Dost hear the dripping of the tears? Or see the rivulets

of woe? Dost not? Then—well, what's the use of orating?

It has come to this. Julius, nothing less—our dear Damon (please,

Mr. Comp. don't spell it Demon) and Pythias, otherwise Sydney

Cohen and Bill True have reached the parting of the ways.

Oh, for some Griffith glycerine tears! And now, instead of

one we have two nice distributing concerns to appease the ap-

petites of exhibitors who want to book pictures from an exhibitor

organization. Two! And yet for months it has been hard going

to get one started.

Perhaps you have heard of thousands of exhibitors standing

wet and teary on the side street pleading and begging for those

super attractions to come from the exhibitors' distributing agency

Perhaps. Or possibly, if your sight is no better than ours you

haven't. Still, exhibitors can congregate in strange places away
from the crowds. So maybe you overlooked them. As we did.

Meanwhile, sad and starving for product as they have been, they

have gone along in some sort of fashion these many dreary weeks,

patiently standing in front of the window marked -"Receiving"

at theirNational Bank and rarely ever appearing at that window
marked "Loans." No; they seem to have struggled along with

those punk pictures turned out by "factory made" methods--you

know, those features which have brought tremendous, but dumb
crowds, to their palaces. Taken all in all you haven't heard

of many exhibitors going into bankruptcy because of the poor
(Continued on Page 4)

Abrams' New Plan
"Vernon" Sold to First Runs on New

Basis Which May Start Some-
thing for Coming Season

Hiram Abrams is just back from
Toronto where he closed a deal for
the showing of Mary's newest,
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"
under what is claimed to be the new-
est idea of selling pictures to the ex-
hibitor. Abrams refused to discuss
the terms of the deal yesterday but
admitted that he had closed 12 im-
portant cities in this country, includ-
ing Chicago and Cincinnati, on the
same basis.

While details are lacking, it is un-
derstood that the plan calls for a
top price of $1.50, which, in a mea-
sure, compares with the idea adopted
by Universal for its pre-release runs
of "The Hunchback." Abrams ad-
mitted that if the plan proved suc-
cessful it would probably revolution-
ize distribution ideas for next season.

(Continued on Page 2)

Blank Closing Two Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dcs Moines—A. H. Blank has
closed the doors of the Capitol for
an indefinite period. The Rialto
is scheduled to close April 1. The
reason assigned for this action is ex-
tremely poor business. Blank states
all forms of theatricals are affected
and that for some unknown reason,
attractions that have been sure-fire in

other parts of the country fail to at-

tract here.

C. B. C. Adopts Trade Name
C. B. C. has decided to call its

future releases "Columbia Pictures.*'

Clem's Ocean Stuff
5 Days Out at Sea.

Via Wireless.
Dear Danny:

Well, anytime you think the film

business is big—take a trip over this

old pond. Boy, it's big.

I saw a whale today, frolicking

around and it was so long it would
take two dollars to send a postal card

from its head to its tail and the cap-
tain said it was just a baby one. From
what he said he's got me convinced I

only saw a sardine (if this is spelled

wrong correct it—I been out of school

thirty years).

From what I hear we will be two
(Continued on Page 2)

Only 1,000 T. N. T. Tickets.

Now.
Get Yours
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May Remove 2 S. Tax
(Continued from Page 1)

The general opinion has been that

with the tax removed, either in part

or in whole, the industry in Britain

will be stimulated to a marked degree.

Construction of theaters, held to be

a vital factor in the healthy develop-

ment of the industry there has been

held up not only because of the

stringent construction restrictions

placed on new buildings during the

war, but because of the added bur-

den of taxation.

It is interesting to note that the

Birtish reduction, which amounts to

between 40 and 45 cents, practically

approaches the cut planned for this

country.

Mary Astor Eastbound
Mary Astor is en route from the

Coast to appear in "The Man Who
Sold Himself," to be directed by
Alan Crosland for Famous. Lynn
Shores is to assist Crosland and
Henry Cronjager will do the camera-
work. James Creelman prepared the

continuity.

Anna Nilsson Here
Anna Q. Nilsson is here from the

Coast to appear in "The Mounte-
bank," to be directed by Herbert
Brenon. James Howe will do the

camera work.

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE

New York's Newest and Foremost

Costume Rental Organization

BROOKS
143 WrOTaST.N.Y. C.__

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions ^^

GeotSe
Ka»n

Cort"***
00

V/«* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York. Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
(Continued from Page 1)

days late at Madeira as we got to

make some kind of a detour. I'm glad
I am making this trip for the next
time they try to overcharge me for

a sea picture I can tell them I know
they let them use the ocean for loca-
tion gratis. Nothing like travel to
educate you.

Well they showed that picture last

night. If you think I'm having a
pleasure trip, you're wrong. My wife
who is sort of a climber out home,
gets to talking to one of those pas-
sengers who helped put salt in the
original ocean and tells him I am the
Managing director of a big picture
circuit and later when the pursuer,
(that's the guy that pursues everyone
to collect tickets, etc.) meets me he
says Mr. Deneker will you make a
little speech tonight before the pic-

ture is shown on the future of the
movies. Well, as I don't want to be
unpopular, why I says yes. Well
Danny. My speech was a knockout.
I won't go into details but I opens
with "Ladies and Gentlemen, I want
you to know that our industry is in

its infancy." Well I gets a big hand
and then I lets 'em have it. I told
them all about the great men who
made up the producing and distrib-

uting companies (don't worry Danny
I didn't tell them what I told you pri-

vately about these guys.) The speech
was so good they want me to think up
snother one. I got an idea from Mrs.
Deneker for the return trip. I think
I will hire about ten prints and show
them each night on the boat. Charge
a buck to get in, take out my over-
head and split the profit with the boat
company. You know what I can do
with overhead.

If this strikes you as a good idea,

let me hear from you.

Madeira in two days. My first for-

eign land abroad. Full details in my
next wire.

CLEM.
Sign Deneker yourself.

Honor Sydney Cohen
The board of directors of the M.

P. T. O. A. has passed a resolution
of appreciation in acknowledgment
of Sydney S. Cohen and "the great
service he has rendered and is still

giving our organization." Cohen
steps out of M. P. T. O. affairs in

May when a new president will be
elected.

Abrams' New Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

Percentage naturally is part of the

deal, inasmuch as United has been
selling first runs on a percentage
basis wherever possible from the

start.

Premiere on the Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Premiere of

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"
is slated for Grauman's Million Dol-
lar Theater on Monday.

Mabel Normand Coming East
Mabel Normand is en route from

the coast for a vacation. She is ex-
pected to make personal appearances
at the Branford theater, Newark dur-
ing the week of March 22 in con-
junction with "The Extra Girl."

Rename "3 Weeks" for England
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Goldwyn's trouble with
the censors over "Three Weeks," has
apparently been brought to an end
by agreeing to a substitute title. "The
Romance of a Queen."

New Bennett Film
Alma Rubens, Sigrid Holmquist,

Montagu Love and Marie Shotwell
have been engaged for a new Whit-
man Bennett production to be made
in Yonkers, commencing next week.
Edward Paul will be the cameraman.

Color Sequences in "Cytherea"
There will be three color sequences

in "Cytherea" which George Fitz-

maurice is now completing on the
coast. Each episode will mark a

climax in the story.

Stoll Withdraws from K. R. S.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Stoll Film Co. has with-
drawn from the K. R. S..—the Kine-
matograph Renters' Society.

"Labs" Dickering
(Continued from Page h

tions of that character. The plan of

the consolidation seems to concern it-

self with a reduction in the number of

department heads and a general co-
ordination of departments.
Watterson R. Rothacker is under-

stood to have completed plans for

his New York laboratory. It will

be ready by November and is expect-
ed to have a capacity of about 1,400,-

000 feet weekly.

^
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America the Ox
(Continued from Page 1)

be diverted into picture proc tioi

said Kolker, "if the terms ai ::t

The business is prosperous in

The important theaters in P. s,l

example, are booked aboi •..

months ahead. I know of sevi lp

ducers who have important ,c

tions awaiting special runs ii P*
but they will have to wait.

"It was my observation th; un<

ual story material that will h
much-needed freshness to tt:

will emanate from Vienna am
pest. I found dramatists and I

there willing to talk about at
but they have been rather bad', tre

ed by American producers in. far

royalties are concerned an
I

therefore become wary of futu|di

ings.

"Production is, of courser ea

in Europe, with the exception E

land and Germany. There is sfB
of untouched material and w<ldn

scenic splendors that still reilin

be filmed. If only the prope tie

can be made so far as dish ut

here is concerned, I am sure fii!

erable worthwhile product
turned out in Europe."

HAL ROACH'

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop

2 reels
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An Up-To-The-Minute Ad r

tking and Publicity Man. R< \]

By Letter Stating Experio
and Salary. Box M-28 TI
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Chalk up Jim Cruze's

5th hit in a row!
U^HE Covered Wagon," "Hollywood," "Ruggles
X

of Red Gap," "To the Ladies," and now "The
Fighting Coward"—five, count 'em, five!

No other director can boast of a record like this ! No
other director and no other producing company can

offer you a big, joyous 100% box-office comedy like

Cruze's "The Fighting Coward."

Cruze took a gang of stars to Natchez, on the Missis-

sippi, and recreated the old, romantic "befo' the wah"
South of duels, steamboats, pretty women and mint

julep. But, boy, what he's done to it! He's jazzed

it, kidded it, blended it with one-and-only Cruze
sense of humor.

Boys, it's rich! — rich in entertainment, rich in

revenue. Go to the Rivoli, New York, next week
and see

"The Fighting Coward"
ERNEST TORRENCE MARY ASTOR
NOAH BEERY PHYLLIS HAVER

CULLEN LANDIS

From BOOTH TARKINGTON'S "Magnolia"

Adapted by Walter Woods

(X Qaramouni Qicture
Produced by

0K*! FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION }$^Kfc.
. AOOLPH ZL'KOB Pr<e>-dent • . UBjgjgJBaS—=——*--™-—

nSsSs
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The Parting
{Continued f,

pictures they had been compelled to show while waiting for the

development of that exhibitor-distributor organization. Or have
you?

And so there are to be two, where but yesterday there was
only one. 'Tis sad, Julius, sad. And where yesterday Bill and
Sydney were true friends today they are rival distributors. Ah,
Julius, 'tis sad. The best of friends do part in the picture busi-

ness. 'Twas always so. 'Twill always be. Look at Zukor and
Abrams. Zukor and Greene. Zukor and Lichtman. Lichtman
and Schulberg. And many, many others. Yes, Julius 'tis sad.

THE FOREIGN MAIL BAG
Hello, says Charley Hyman, who with the Missus, is in

Tangier—over the Mediterranean way (isn't an Exhibitor's life

tough?) Then Hope Hampton drops a postal in the box at

Athens, and sends along a picture of a beauteous maid, adding
"everything is so colorful and delightful." Then Jake Wilk writes

from Cannes—in the Riviera, and tells of how three of the four

houses there were showing African animal pictures, with "Blood
and Sand" for opposition. Adding he was on his way to Rome
to see the making of "Ben Hur." Then Harry Reichenbach drops

a postcard from Gibraltar and so it goes.

The life of the idle rich!

NEWSPAPER vs. NATIONAL ADVERTISING
Writes Chris Behrens from Davenport, Iowa, where he runs

the Family theater

:

"Three cheers! This 'Great Gulliver' industry of ours is at

last beginning to see the break in the horizon and the slogan
"Truth in Advertising." 1 want to congratulate you on the fact

that you give credit to the Advertising Clubs as being a force

through which many of the ills of this industry could be corrected.

When our producers and exchange men conceive and get into their

hearts the real meaning of 'Truth in Advertising,' then will the

great body of exhibitors place some confidence in their dealings,

as well as some of the statements and advertising copy which is

sent out from their office, but the great majority of exhibitors

today give very little credit to the advance dope which is sent

out on the entertainment value, or the box office value, of any
picture. These reports come out too often from controlled

theaters or by some press agent whose job is wholly depending
upon the bunk which he can put over in his reviews or criticism,

making all due 'allowances for diversified opinion.

"At various times trade paper articles have questioned the

value of national advertising to the exhibitor. This has always
been a very great question with me—referring to magazine and
periodical national advertising. In my judgment national ad-
vertising that would help the exhibitor and create an interest

and a demand in any worth-while picture would be the medium
which is universally used by the exhibitor to create admissions
to his theater, and that is the daily newspaper which reaches the

average home at least once a day."

WEEP, WEEP, WEEP!
That old Western street at Universal city has been dis-

mantled. Big stage to be erected on site. Something like 1,500

producers and directors have used this street for as many pro-
ductions. Many independents built an entire Western story around
it, using exteriors otherwise, and running negative cost down
below $15,000 in the old days. (Now it's different.) But this

old street was historic. Pity it had to make way. And what
on earth will those producers do now for a street scene in a small
Western town?

GETTING IN
It took a long time. But pictures finally got in the Washing-

ton mess. Roxy Stinson, divorced wife of an intimate friend of
Attorney General Daugherty, testified that if a "proposed ven-
ture" in which Smith and Daugherty were interested had mate-
rialized, they would have been enriched $180,000. This venture,
she said, involved the rights of the Dempsey-Carpentier fight
film.

KUNSKY CELEBRATES
About 18 years ago John Kunsky opened the Casino Theatre

in Detroit. If you've been in this business since Thursday a

rom Page 1

)

week ago you need not be told that he is today the boss c

Detroit territory. Ask any First National producer if you
proof. Or ask Phil Gleichman. Like Dad, he knows,
anyway, John celebrated his anniversary last week. And 1

enough. Except this—that his newest proposed house will

it all over the others. Congrats John.

A PERFECT DAY
Sig Schlager rhapsodizing. All het up. Of the combir,

between Doug and Morrie Gest. Regarding which he writ

length. And says in part:

"Doesn't the combination of Doug Fairbanks and Morrii

Gest for the exploitation of 'The Thief of Bagdad' signify mon
to this business than a few columns of publicity in the daily an<

trade press?

"This combination, which excites me to eulogy, appears t<

me as the awakening of the picture industry as represented bj

Fairbanks, to the true meaning of the genius of exploitation
exemplified by Gest. Vision is something certainly lacking ii

the usual space hound or stunt artist today.

"I am willing to wager that the run of 'The Thief of Bagdad
will be illuminating to this industry and will serve as a signpos
leading toward hitherto untravelled roads in the exploitation an<
marketing of cinematic product.

"Unquestionably the greatest developments to be hoped foi

in this business within the next year lie in the departments o:

exploitation and marketing."

A REAL COMBINATION
Gest is a showman—a real one. Doug eulogized hi:

length before the announcement came that Gest had been acq
to put over "The Thief of Bagdad." And showmen are n
in this business badly. Some say Gest is to receive $10,(

week. Sounds like too much money. But this is true;
intended getting away for a rest, until Doug's offer stopped
in his tracks.

A. P. A.'s WOES
Always come for a big opening. But Arthur Zellner,

is handling the copy for Doug's premier has more than the
problems. Not only is Doug's personal list of must attends
but Mary has her own, so has Ma Pickford, and then to

the world sweeter Morrie Gest also has his own collection.

day night promises to be a gala event—even if Zellner dc
live to see it.

BEANS VS
The M. P. T. O. is to nationally assemble in Boston.

May. But that did not block Frank Rembusch from writit
Sydney, suggesting that the national convention be held at Fr
Lick. Well, they have good beans in Boston, anyway.

HAVE YOUR TABLE?
If not take off the ear muffs. And make sure of beir

on the TNT party at the Astor on the 29th. Looks like a
party, really. The boys are working hard to insure everyt
It should be a bear.

DANr

a

m

EXPORT!
Young American—35—extensive experience in foreign

field—headed foreign department big distributing con-

cern—seeks affiliation with live organization. Future
possibilities more important than immediate salary.

Box M-60,

FILM DAILY,
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.
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THE THIRD-DIMENSION MOVIE

AVAILABLE
NATIONALLY
FOR THE
FIRST TIME

If you want to give your patrons a treat,

and incidentally show a novelty that will

create a lot of talk, get hold of the short

reel of third -dimensional pictures called

Plasnigrams " * * shown at the Rivoli last

week * * * Some amazing effects are ob-

tained * * * shouts of amazement and sur-

prised laughter from the unsuspecting audi-

ence * * * Plastigrarns are a great novelty.

The Billboard.

/?

Ives-

Leventhal

Presented by

E. W. HAMMONS
Marking one of the greatest feats of motion picture produc-

tion ever, achieved, this great novelty will bring shrieks of

laughter and excitement, and set your patrons to talking.

([
(Skliccciticrruz£ u^ctuAjU^

ASK TO SEE IT
At Your Exchange

For Foreign Rights address

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

ST FILM CORPORATION, 729 Seventh Ave.. NEW YORK
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"Love's Whirlpool"
Producer: Regal Pictures

Distributor: Hodkinson

As a Whole GOOD CROOK
MELODRAMA. HAS SOME
CUSTOMARY ACTION AND
THRILLS BUT WILL DRAW
VERY WELL WHERE THEY
FAVOR THIS KIND OF EN-
TERTAINMENT.

Cast First rate. James Kirkwood
good as Jim Reagen, crook, who
builds an elaborate revenge for his

brother's death only to have it shat-

tered by his own reformation. Lila

Lee suitable and capable as his ac-

complice. Others appropriately cast

include Robert Agnew, Mathew
Betz, Edward Martindel, Margaret

Livingston,' Madge Bellamy.

Type of Story. . . .Melodrama. Lov-

ers of crook melodrama couldn't

ask much better than "Love's

Whirlpool," incidentally not the

most appropriate title for the pic-

ture. It doesn't do it justice and

will probably prove misleading. The
story contains all the requirements

for a good live entertainment. Di-

rector Bruce Mitchell has employed
some familiar stock tricks in arriv-

ing at suspense, thrills, etc., but he

handles them well and gets the

most out of the material. The open-

ing reels contain better speed than

the closing. The picture opens with

a robbery, is followed shortly by a

shipwreck, and proceeds into a care-

fully planned revenge sequence in

which the crooks arrange to "get"

their victim through the means of a

fake medium or clairvoyant. This

latter sequence runs a little slow,

delaying the inevitable happy end-

ing, but with some editing and ton-

ing down it can be improved con-

siderably. Theme deals with the

efforts of Jim Reagen to avenge the

death of a younger brother, caused

indirectly by a bank president

whose daughter is rescued in a

wreck by Jim and, her memory
gone, retained by him as a means
through which to ruin her father.

Instead, Jim's sweetheart, reformed
through her sudden belief in God,
returns the girl to her father and
eventually Jim, too, is won over

and revenge forgotten.

Box Office Angle... Undoubtedly the

right attraction for many exhibitors.

Has certain amount of box office

value and will likely play to satis-

fied audiences most anywhere.
Exploitation. . . .Better get in back of

this one if you want to make it

bring in returns. The title isn't a

good one and will need plenty of

help to get it over. They'll never

guess it's crook melodrama. They're

more than likely to expect a ro-

mance. Use a trailer showing the

wreck, a bit of the clairvoyant busi-

ness, the prison escape, or anything

suggestive of the action and thrills

contained. Use the names of Lila

Lee and James Kirkwood.
Direction. .. .Bruce Mitchell; usually

good. -

Author Martha Lord
Scenario Elliott Clawson-Bruce

Mitchell.

Cameraman Steve Norton
Photography Good
Locale Varied
Length 6,028 feet

"Women Who Give"
Producer: Louis B. Mayer

Distributor: Metro

As a Whole PATTERNED
AFTER THE ORDER OF
"DOWN TO THE SEA IN
SHIPS" BUT NOT NEARLY
AS GOOD A PICTURE; STORY
DRAGGY, AND POORLY DI-
RECTED.

Cast A good cast but director

hasn't gotten the most out of it.

Frank Keenan Barbara Bedford
have fits of overacting. Robert
Frazer does well as skipper and all

around he-man. Renee Adoree,
Joseph Dowling, Margaret Seddon,
Joan Standing, Victor Potel, Eddie
Phillips, William Eugene others

who complete the cast.

Type of Story. .. .Drama. New Eng-
land fishing villages and "men who
go down to the sea in ships" have
been gaining prominence in recent

screen plots. "Women Who Give,"
though you would never suspect it

from the title, offers another of

these dramas of the sea. The pic-

ture's good points consist of some
mighty fine marine sequences show-
ing the fishing smacks at sea during
storms, the boats lost in the fog
and with no light to guide them,
some interesting views of whalers
and generally fine pictorial appeal
from this angle. The entire atmo-
sphere is good and the production
given good consideration. But on
the story end of it, "Women Who
Give," is weak, draggy, with a

poorly developed plot that fails to

prove entertaining. Director Bar-
ker has lost out. He does too much
beating around the bush, takes too
long to arrive at srtuations and
postpones his climaxes intermin-
ably, with the result that when he
does bring the hard-hearted codfish

millionaire to realize that he is re-

sponsible for much of the unhappi-
ness in the little village, the specta-

tor has all but completely lost in-

terest. He doesn't get the best out
of the material.

Box Office Angle.... It doesn't seem
possible that even the splendid at-

mosphere and fine sea sequences of

"Women Who Give" will save it.

Generous cutting,especially of sub-
titles, might give it a better sus-

tained interest.

Exploitation. . . .Provided you want to

interest your folks in the picture

talk particularly about the atmo-
sphere and the lives of the people
who make up the small New Eng-
land fishing villages. Show a trail-

er of scenes on the fishing trips.

Use stills giving an idea of the little

coast village. The title needs ex-
planation. They'll need to know
something about the story for

"Women Who Give.," is inclined to

be misleading. Use the names of

those in the cast who may be
known to your patrons.

Direction. .. .Reginald Barker; could
have made much more of story;

production is good.
Author. .. .Sarah P. McLean Greene
Scenario A. P. Younger
Cameraman Percy Hilburn
Photography Excellent
Locale ....New England fishing vil-

age.

Length 7,500 feet

DAILY

"Lilies of the Field"
First National

As a Whole THREADBARE
ETERNAL TRIANGLE THEME
ALL DRESSED UP IN ELE-
GANT PRODUCTION.
STRESSES MOTHER LOVE
ANGLE TO GIVE IT NEW
APPEAL. AT THAT A LIKE-
LY BOX OFFICE.

Cast Corinne Griffith certainly

"easy" on the eyes; wears clothes

well and photographs splendidly,

though given too many over-large
close-ups. Her work usually very
good but occasionally doesn't quite

measure up to the emotional situ-

ation. Conway Tearle good but
rather stiff in his playing. Myrtle
Steadman adequate as one of the

none too white lilies. Other lilies

of less importance in the story are

Alma Bennett, Sylvia Breamer,
Phyllis Haver, Cissy Fitzgerald.

Craufurd Kent the businessman-
husband with appointments that

keep him out all night. Little

Dorothy Brock an adorable young-
ster.

Type of Story. . . .Drama; a plain out
and out eternal triangle theme is

the basis of William Hurlburt's
stage play but with an effective

heart interest supplied through the

devotion of the heroine for her
little child, a production that cost

not a little, plus the presence 'of

the attractive Corinne Griffith,

"Lilies of the Field" takes on a

new lease of life, at least to the

extent that it will probably be con-
sidered "one of those pictures that

you'll want to see." Naturally it

is well stocked with sex appeal and
the sort of business that readily

lures a good percentage of the pic-

ture going public. The mbther love
angle serves to shadow, rather suc-
cessfully, the business of beautiful
apartments, the gorgeously gowned
lilies that live in them and the
somewhat pointed titles that in-

dicate their method of operation.
The picture abounds in lavish dis-

play,—both scenic and physical.

Box Office Angle. .. .Naturally it is

to be expected that this one will do
business. These sort of pictures
usually do and the more they say
against the sex angle, the bigger it

draws. "Lilies of the Field" is es-

sentially a sex picture with a
mother love angle to back it up.

Exploitation. . . .The title should lend
itself readily to a variety of adver-
tising stunts. Distribute artificial

lilies with tags attached containing
catchlines relative to the picture.

Play up Corinne Griffith's name
prominently and talk about her
work in "Black Oxen." If they
saw that one they'll be anxious to

see "Lilies of the Field." By all

means use a trailer and plenty of
stills. Make promises for produc-
tion values and the splendid cast.

Direction John Francis Dillon;

good but lets story run way too
long; some sequences don't belong
at all.

Author William Hurlburt
Scenario Adelaide Heilbron
Cameraman Jas. C. Van Trees
Photography Very good
Locale Any city

Length 8,510 feet

Sunday, March 16, 1(

"A Society Scandal
Paramount

As a Whole GOOD D]
TION WITH LOTS OF
TOUCHES MAKES "A S(
TY SCANDAL" A FIRST ]

ENTERTAI N M E N T E
THOUGH THE STORY
NEW. GLORIA AGAIN
PLAYS NEW GOWNS.

Star.... Gets back to her regi

fashion display for the mos.
although she does some goo
ing toward the close. Will
her admirers very much. Do
photograph well occasional
close-ups, maybe due to poor
up.

Cast Rod La Rocque, R
Cortez and Allan Simpson n
handsome supporting trio,

pull big with the feminine (

gent. Ida Waterman suita

the typical mother-in-law
Yvonne Hughes the co-respt

who is kept pretty well in the
ground. There is no chance f

good looking woman takinj

honors from Gloria.

Type of Story Domestic i

Old as the hills is this yarn
fred Sutro's, which was usei

stage vehicle for Ethel Barr;

under the name of "The Lai
Lady," but for the second t

one week the be-whiskered i

triangle theme, through
treatment, becomes interestii

tertainment. (The other pic
"Lilies of the Field.") D
Dwan shows a keen sense of

and his comedy touches are
taneous, original and alwa;
over. A good share of the
for the laughs belongs to F
Halsey for his corking fine

The production, of course, is

Settings, atmosphere, style,

thing done up elegantly and (

of course, displaying the late

ditions to her wardrobe. Dw,
proves upon the story as hi

gresses. The latter sequenc
especialty good and the endin

Box Office Angle First ra

tertainment that should pleas'

folks whether they happen 1

the star or not. They'll be a
and you can count; on it satis

Exploitation. .. .Plenty to talk

Get them interested in the ti

playing it up prominently
catchlines and teaser ads. ]

the broadcasting you can it

laughs that are contained in tl

ture and go after your.womei
in connection with Gloria ar

new array of gowns. Use as ;

er any of the sequences cont
a laugh. Your feminine p
will also be interested in G
male support and you can cc
this bringing them in. Stunt
tising and any effort that y<

forth should be well repaid ;

office receipts.

Direction Allan Dwan; sf

Author Alfred

Scenario Forrest ]

Cameraman Hal I

Photography Ver\

Locale
Length 6,4
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A// Chicago Critics Agreed With This:

"The audience didn't laugh at this picture

—

they simply screamed—and there were times

when everyone was almost in hysterics. . . .

And, intermingled in the laughter were stac-

cato screams, as a blimp and two planes

played tag with each other in the sky."

—CHICAGO EVENING POST.

$3,000
T{AND0LPH

K V *«
n30

Same Week:-
" 'Going Up' Topped

All Theatres

in Washington, D. C."
— Variety

A&THVR,SMKMPres. VRmphysiealdistribatois
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Herbert Rawlinson in

"Stolen Secrets"
Universal

As a Whole GENTLEMAN
CROOK STORY, BETTER
THAN RAWLINSON'S PAST
FEW VEHICLES AND WITH
STAR SHOWING SIGNS OF
OVERCOMING HIS DESIRE
TO OVERACT.

Star. ... Shows considerable improve-
ment in his playing and is favored

with a more appropriate story in

"Stolen Secrets."

Cast. . .Kathleen Myers pleasing lead

for Rawlinson but she hasn't a

great deal to do. Politicians, con-

fidence men, city officials and the

usual types adequately portrayed by
Henry Herbert, Edward Davis,

Arthur Stuart Hull, Wm. Conklin,

Geo. Seigmann, Joseph North, Jos.

Girard and others.

Type of Story Crook mystery
drama. Of course you would never

guess that Herbert Rawlinson was
playing the part of a secret service

man of some kind if the same idea

hadn't been used so many times

before, but the average picture

goer is sufficiently familiar by now
with film plots to quickly recognize
the lay of "Stolen Secrets" and size

up the ending for just what it is.

In spite of its obviousness, Director
Cummings makes the picture fairly

interesting and it holds the atten-

tion nicely for its five short reels.

A gentleman burglar, calling him-
self "The Eel," works his game
with ease and without capture. The
mayor's pretty daughter, Cornelia
advertises in the "personal" column
for the Eel to secure certain papers
from a political boss which will

prove her father innocent of cer-

tain allegations that threaten his

office. How the Eel fulfills the

mission and discloses his true

identity is followed, of course, by
the usual clinch.

Box Office Angle. .. .Average offer-

ing; is better than Rawlinson's
more recent releases and can be
used satisfactorily on the regulation
daily change program.

Exploitation Throwaways might
read: "Look Out. The Eel is com-
ing to town. You'll be surprised at

the STOLEN SECRETS that are
going to be exposed." Suggested
tie-up is that with a hardware store

for the display of locks, burglar
alarms, etc., with the caption, "See
Herbert Rawlinson outwit the

crooks in 'Stolen Secrets' at the

blank theater. You can outwit
them, too, with these safeguards."
Use a trailer of any one of Rawlin
son "polite" hold-ups. His meth
od should serve to get them inter-

ested in the picture. If the star

happens to have admirers among
your clientele be sure to say that

"Stolen Secrets" is the best of his

recent productions.

Direction. Irving Cummings;
quite all right.

Author Richard Goodall
Scenario Rex Taylor
Cameraman Charles Stumar
Photography Satisfactory
Locale City
Length 4,742 feet

John Gilbert in

"The Wolf Man"
Fox

As a Whole. . . JUST WHAT THE
TITLE IMPLIES. STORY
WITH HERO WHO IS HALF
BEAST AND HALF MAN.
GIVES GILBERT FINE ACT-
ING OPPORTUNITIES AND
AFFORDS GOOD ACTION

Star Overacts occasionally but

usually measures up to require-

ments adequately. Is required to

work fast and furious in latter reels.

Cast . . . .Norma Shearer pretty hero-

ine, one of those society girls look-

ing for a thrill. She gets it all right.

Eugene Pallette a mild enough vil-

lain but furnishes some good fights.

Others Alma Frances, Edgar Nor-
ton, Thomas R. Mills.

Type of Story. .. .Drama. The first

reel of "The Wolf Man," promises
original and interesting story of

English society. The beginning of

the second reel brings it down a

peg when the plot takes a conven-

tional turn but, even though the

remainder of the story doesn't quite

live up to the expectations suggest-

ed by the opening, it makes a good
entertainment of its kind and good
action, acting and some thrills,

though they be of a familiar order

(the ever popular rapids stunt being

used for a climax) make up any
shortcomings of the story. You
have the situation in which two
Englishmen, brothers, love the

same girl. Reggie, jealous because

Gerald is accepted, convinces the

latter that he murdered the girl's

brother while intoxicated, and per-

suades him to flee to Canada. -This

leaves Reggie free to win the girl.

In Canada Gerald lives the life of

a lumberjack and indulges in the

"wolf" side of his nature, to the

extent of kidnapping a pretty girl.

It ends in marriage for the two
following an exciting climax.

Box Office Angle Good average
entertainment that will do nicely

for the general public. If the star

is popular, boost his name and tell

them "The Wolf Man" is better

than his previous recent releases.

Exploitation. . . .Play up the title and
talk about the Jekyll and Hyde
nature of hero John Gilbert in his

latest picture, "The Wolf Man."
Use catchlines such as: "Can a man
be a gentleman and a caveman at

the same time. See a story of an
interesting dual personality in John
Gilbert's 'The Wolf Man,' a Fox
production at the blank theater." A
novelty stunt would be to have a

man in evening clothes sitting in a

cage, with the title of the picture

properly displayed in conjunction

with catch lines: "He's gentle but

he's wild. Come to the blank the-

ater and see what tames him."

Direction Edward Mortimer

;

usually good.

Author. .Frederick and Fanny Hatton

Scenario The same

Cameramen ....Don Short—Michael
Farley

Photography Very good

Locale England; Canada

Length .5,145 feet

Ora Carew in

"Waterfront Wolves"
Gerson Pictures—State Rights

As a Whole CROOK MELO-
DRAMA THAT FURNISHES
AVERAGE ENTERTAIN-
MENT; PRODUCTION IS RA-
THER ORDINARY BUT SOME
GOOD BITS OF ACTION
WILL LIKELY GET IT BY
WITH MAJORITY.

Star.... Does good work and photo-

graphs real well in some close-ups
although there are too many of

them. Has some exciting times as

daughter of crook.

Cast.... Jay Morley a suitable if not

handsome hero. Certainly struggles

to "retain his sweetheart's honor"
by keeping possession of a handker-
chief containing pearls which she
entrusted to his keeping. No one
else in the cast whose names or

faces are familiar to your patrons.

Type of Story. .. .Crook melodrama.
There's not a great deal of origin-

ality in "Waterfront Wolves" but
for those who like action and are

satisfied as long as the story keeps
moving and furnishes excitement,
the picture will probably offer a

passable entertainment. To start

with there is a pretty heroine, the

tool of her crook father. She is

entrusted with a famous string of

pearls and in eluding the police is

injured and taken aboard a sailing

vessel by hero who befriends her.

He takes her to his home port and
eventually she becomes a part of

his household and under the care
of his mother regains her health,

meantime falling in love with hero.

She gives hero the pearls to hand
over to the police. Her father in-

tervenes and tries to take the pearls

away. A general shooting affray

then takes place with both hero
and the girl's father being injured,

the latter dying. Then a China-
man, whose previous appearance
gave a mysterious touch to the pic-

ture, announces that he possesses
the real pearls, having taken them
from the girl to protect them and
save her from the police. This in

return for a kindness done him by
the girl's mother. A pretty com-
plicated plot but it works out fairly

well at that.

Box Office Angle. . . .You know what
you can do with this. Where they
want action you'll be able to get
this one over. It's an average film

that offers a suitable entertainment
for a certain clientele.

Exploitation Here's a title that

you should be able to interest them
with. Use it prominently in all

your announcements and talk about
the crook story contained in it.

You might mention Ora Carew's
name and say that she plays the
innocent victim of her father's

thefts. Catchlines and the usual
publicity should be sufficient to let

them know what to expect.

Direction Tom Gibson; fair

Author Tom Gibson

Scenario Tom Gibson
Cameraman Not credited

Photography All right
Locale Waterfront town
Length About 5,000 feet.

II

"Flowing Gold"
Producer: Richard Walton i

Distributor: First Nation

As a Whole... THRILLING
MAX SERVES AS GOOD
ISH ALTHOUGH IF IT
COME SOONER IT WC
HAVE BEEN MUCH BET

' INTERMITTENT COM
BITS HELP TO BREAJ
THE SLOW SPOTS.

Cast. . . .Anna Q. Nilsson and 1

Sills carry the brunt of the

and both do very well. Alio
houn pleasing in less impor
Others Craufurd Kent, John
Cissy Fitzgerald, Jo>e]iliine

ell, Bert Woodruff and C
Sellon.

Type of Story Melodrama.
Beach's story of the early ds

the oil fields offers a melodra
average entertainment value. "

ing Gold" would have been
better, however, if Directo
Grasse had managed to te

story in five, or at the mos
reels. As it is it runs over
giving the story a draggy, slo

velopment that at times fails t<

interest. There is a first rat

max that offers somewhat of ;

thrill but it comes too late. Tl-

casional comedy bits in conm
with the "hicks" who try to

their suddenly acquired mi
help at times to break up thi

notony of the slow spots but a
liberal cutting would do moi
ward speeding things up.

deals with the adventures of

Milton Sills who goes West c

to get the man who caused hi

honorable discharge from the I

Incidentally he becomes invoh
the oil field rush and there's a

stretch of plotting, double-cro
threatening and much irrel

business before they get bac

the main track with hero f

forcing his man into a corne
securing the desired vindicatio

clearing of his name.

Box Office Angle. . . .Average pi

Will do on a daily change bas

is hardly strong, nor big enou
warrant a run. If the pictur

be cut it would stand a much i

chance of pleasing. At preS 1

is far too long to hold them.

Exploitation The name oi

Beach as author can be used
terest them and those who
have read his story will pro

want to see the picture. Thet
may be played up by throvvaw;

the way of imitation coins, ma
cardboard and covered with
leaf. Promise a lucky numbei
and, of course, catchlines will

order,, also a trailer of the c

sequence and use the names oi

ton Sills, Anna Nilsson and a

the other players whom you
might attract your particular

tele. Arrange a bookstore
for display of novels by Rex E ch

Direction Joseph DeC s»

Author Rex j d

Scenario Richard Walton 1

Cameraman Gilbert Warr «

Photography &
Locale
Length 8,07> ee
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"he Isle of Vanishing

Men"
Alder Exploration

.Whole TRAVELOGUE
KM INTERESTING FROM
tjCATIONAL STANDPOINT
& NOT SUITABLE FOR
BtfERAL ENTERTAIN-
INT; GRUESOME AND UN-
>EASANT IN SOME OF ITS
JTAILS.

it Kia Kias, a head hunter
ri., inhabitants of the interior of
)ch Guinea. A savage, grotesque
e~>le so far removed from civil-

son that it is almost impossible
j'dieve that what you see is ac-
1 Even more crude in their

l^.ner of living than some of the
rvilized tribes of Africa and the
rith Sea Islands. And yet their
linuity in certain things is sur-
r|ing. For instance, their meth-
6 of cooking, building huts, and
lr own conception of "water
nf" roofs.

) of Story Travelogue. This
list cannibal picture, the Alder
sloration into the interior regions
fDutch Guinea, offers still fur-
I exposition of "how the other
Ej

1 lives." The picture contains
rinteresting mass of detail and
eeral information regarding the
•e of Kia Kias, an especially gro-
:;ue race. "The Isle of Vanish-
LjMen," so called because shortly
fir this picture was made the Kia
Is became extinct through a
l;ue, is probably a more vivid,
ij at times unpleasant, insight in-

savagery than previous cannibal
lures. The Alder picture pre-
jts a great deal of detail in re-
ad to the actual mode of living,
Iwing how they sleep, eat and
lr general manner of existence.
s in connection with these bits

detail that the film may be said
)e occasionally unpleasant, even
,the extent of being nauseating.
!ws of their personal tortures, by
•' of adornment, their preparation
'foods such as dogs' heads, and
ural evidence of no moral stand-
's^ are not pleasing to look upon
pite their apparent educational
Lie. The feature is rather short
pictorial appeal, the most of it

ig given oyer to pictures of the
jives in their home environs.

'Office Angle.... It would seem
k a far better method of distri-

ion here would be to split the
hire up into a series of short
jects rather than to send it out
a six reel feature. There is too
ch sameness for it to hold an
lience for that length of time,
is more educational than enter-
ling and can best be used for
icational purposes.

oitation. .. .Depends entirely up-
how you want to use the pic-

e. It is not suitable as the only
ture on your program and far
1 long to be used for double feat-
: program. If you have played
y of the previous feature trave-
,ue pictures you'll know best
at you want to do with this one
d to what extent you want to go
interest your folks.

:tion William F. Alder
rth 5,400 feet

In The Courts
Fred J. Harrison, who was arrest-

ed in 1921 in a civil suit brought
against him by the American Sensi-

tized Film Co., and held in $5,000
bail, has applied in the Supreme
Court for a reduction of the bail to

$500. He stated that the suit was
brought when he was instrumental in

the prosecution of Jacques Cibrario,

when Cibrario was indicted for lar-

ceny, and that the purpose of the suit

was to harass Harrison. It has never
been put on the trial calendar he said,

by the plaintiff. His bond has cost

him $650 and it is now about to ex-
pire, and he says he may not be able
to raise the sum necessary for a new
bond unless it is decreased.

The Canyon Pictures Corp., has se-

cured an order in the Supreme Court
from Justice Mullan making Lloyds
Film Storage Co., a defendant in a
suit brought on March 10, against the

Inter-Ocean Forwarding Co. The
suit is to regain films in the possession
of the defendant. When a writ of

replevin was served on Inter-Ocean,
the later stated that the films had
been stored with Lloyds. The sheriff

refused to act against Lloyds unless
that concern was made a party to the
suit.

Whitman Bennett stated yesterday
that the suit of the New Amsterdam
Credit Corp., against the Standard
Film Service Co., reported settled has
been transferred to Cleveland, where
Standard makes its headquarters. The
action involves certain payments on
"The Darling of the Rich" a B. B.
Prod., made by Bennett, sold to

Standard and then assigned by Ben-
nett to the New Amsterdam Credit
Corp.

A default judgment for $24,426 has
been filed in the Supreme Court by
David O. Selznick against Briton M.
Busch on notes aggregating $20,000
made in 1920 to Lewis J. Selznick at
the office of Select Pictures Corp.,
which were endorsed to the plaintiff.

A summons has been filed in the
Supreme Court in a suit of Joseph F.
Lee against Charles E. Blaney's Pic-
tures Corporation for $30,000. The
attorneys are Jonas & Neuberger.

Port Arthur, Tex.—J. A. Gibson
and others are seeking an injunction
against George B. Murr to prevent
the latter from building a wooden
structure theater.

Wynn New Educ'l Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—The vacancy at Educa-
tional, caused by the transfer of C.
F. Senning to Kansas City, has been
filled by Jimmie Wynn, for several
years with First National in Iowa and
Nebraska.

Effective this week, Educational of-

fice will handle independent product
until now controlled by A. H. Blank.
Sam Cohen will handle these sales.

The Pathe office tendered a fare-

well testimonial dinner the early part

of the week to Oscar Hanson upon
his transfer to Detroit.

The Week's Headlines
Monday

Future plans of D. W. Griffith undetermined.
May go abroad.

Two directors, Hobart Henley and Robert
G. Vignola dickering with Metro on distri-

bution.

Jesse D. Hampton to remake "The Barrier"
and "The Auction Block," probably for

Goldwyn release.

Tuesday

United Artists directors to meet shortly on
future plans. Reported Mary Pickford
may appear in "Peter Pan."

William Randolph Hearst holds option for

remaining fifty per cent interest in Gold-
wyn-Cosmopolitan Dist. Corp. Runs until

May.
Boston film circles discussing possible thea-

ter deal between Gordon chain and Famous
Players. Denied here.

Famous Players earns $4,245,783 in 1923.
Increase over 1922.

Wednesday
Visit of J. D. Williams to coast revives re-

port of possible deal for Harold Lloyd.

Harry Rowson purchased Douglas Mac
I can Prods, for England.

Thursday

Inspiration reduces organization to skeleton.
< < mpany denies closing down on all pro-
duction.

Four European Governments make offers to
D. W. Griffith to make pictures for them.

"The Hunchback" sold for Germany at a
record price.

Robert G. Vignola signs contract with Metro.

Friday

Sydney S. Cohen and William A. True split

over T. O. D. C. affairs. True forms an-
other company with the same name but
divorced from all exhibitor political af-
filiations.

William S. Hart in town to seek settlement
of difficulties with Famous Players.

D. W. Griffith cuts studio force to the bone
pending development of future plans.

Two bills in Albany would place industry
under provisions of Workmen's Compen-
sation Act.

I. M. P. P. D. A. enlisting aid to check
piracy.

Saturday

Hiram Abrams closes deal in Toronto for
showing of "Dorothy Vernon" on new
basis. Plan may start something for com-
ing season.

Reported British Government considering cut
on 2 S. admission tax.

Local combination of laboratories : Repub-
lic, Erbograph and Craftsmen, still in con-
ference stage. New Rothacker plant ready

by November.
Henry Kolker declares European producers

will make any concession to break into
American market.

John Friedl Now Managing Palace
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—John Friedl has been ap-
pointed manager of the Palace for

Southern Enterprises. Friedl hails

from Kansas City where he was with
the Frank Newman theaters.

Short Subjects
"Rapid Transit"—John J. Iris

Good Thrills

Type of production. ... 1 reel novelty

Some time ago there was released

a novelty film, similar to this, called

"The Runaway Train," and which of-

fered the same kind of thrill that

"Rapid Transit" offers. The number
consists of rapid fire shots of prog-
ress through traffic. To start with
you have a car speeding up Fifth Ave.
faster than it could ever go actually,

that is and still be intact after a few
yards distance. Next you are taken
on a wild ride from Rector St., via the

Sixth Ave. "L" and ending in what
has the effect of a grand smash at

one of the uptown tunnels. It's a
first rate novelty number and serves
to offer a good thrill even though its

effectiveness may be somewhat les-

sened due to the fact that the idea

has been used previously.

"Ship Ahoy"—Universal
Mediocre Comedy

Type of production .... 1 reel comedy
"Ship Ahoy" features Slim Sum-

merville and Bobby Dunn and was
directed by Summerville. It's just

another of those incoherent pseudo-
humorous short reels that make the

spectator wonder what it's all about
without getting a hearty laugh. Slim
and Bobby knowing that their girl

likes sailors, try their luck in sailor

suits, only Slim's is an officer's suit

that he has stolen. The officer calls

to get his suit back and sends both
the boys to scrub decks on a battle-

ship. That's about all there is to it.

"That's Rich"—Century-Universal
Features a Cute Kiddie

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Little Arthur Trimble is the saving

grace of this Century comedy, but
that will probably suffice to put it

over. He's a cute kiddie. The plot

of "That's Rich" deals with the hard-
ships that Arthur goes through with
a large family who have adopted him
solely to make him work. A passer-

by tells the foster father that the boy
is worth a million dollars. He gets

the best of everything—for a day

—

until the stranger is seen being taken
off to the lunatic asylum. Too much
footage is devoted to the chase be-

tween Arthur and the father and not
enough to the "good treatment" sit-

uation. Should please as a whole.
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Soup at Seven Sharp— LADIES TOO!

DANGER
Take No Chance of Missing

TNT
The Naked Truth

4th Annual A. M. P. A.

PRESS AGENTS' REVEL

dinner" DANCE
HOTEL ASTOR

Saturday Night, March 29
Everybody who 's anybody will be there

THE SENSATIONAL SPECTACULAR
SPILL THE BEANS SHOW

FILMDOM'S BIGGEST JOY NIGHT
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ate interpretation of the spirit oi the

RALD—To Americans accustomed of

:o gigantic spectacle, the Italian pro-

seem obvious and crude; the lighting

aerally harsh and the photography un-

juished.
lilarlv, this picture does not impress as

:ctac!e. Some of the scenes a>-e re-

],le. hut most of them are palpably

—the Tower of Babel for one—and

ghout, a desire for economy in setting

ostume is in contrast with the unbridled

jality of our own producers* ' * enough
e power of the narrative was retained

lahasize the simple drama of the Bible

ST— * * * an intelligent presentation

e screen of such Biblical and historical
* * *

JLEGRAM—The settings in Egypt and
ind of the Israelites bring home the

of the Old Testament more clearly than

e Bibles in the world.

Ie history is unfolded in a detailed fash-

hat wou'd not find the slightest disap-

)1 from even the most exacting religious

it.

rjAVELER—This picturization, faith-

. and reverently done by an Italian film

uny, is said to have been taken on the

I
al locations in Egypt and Palestine * * *

"America"—D. W. Griffith

Majestic, Boston
(|(ERICAN—* * * So vivid and touching
gain and again the audience wept un-

it inedly * * * Mr. Griffith, who has out-

himself in the stirring touches of which
a master, was forced to respond to the

ring and deeply moved audience. On
rst night evidence it may be predicted

there will be even more scalping done
e the ticket office than occurs in the

l scenes of the picture.

ILY ADVERTISER— If you ' don't
to "America" the D. W. Griffith film

e|whieh a first-night audience went wild
e Majestic last evening, then you're
proof and deserve sympathy * * * Im-
lable, soul-gripping pictures *

h's master hand has lost none of its

ng. Rather, with this undying tale of

1 orn clinging to a hope which subborness
iJ preposterously come true, it has gain-
w magic.
OBE—* * * Only another proof that

. W. Griffith has his finger on the pulse
iple. * * * "America" is a strange com-

l on. There is the awe-gripping Spirit
eedom that animates the film during the
half * * • In the second half Griffith
lowman is paramount. Griffith has ac-

n ished a great work in "America." He
siot made a perfect picture but he has
i' one that will interest and help the
4- of the United States.
"RALD—* * * He has produced a stir-

annal, a film document that surpasses
ing that he has yet done. * * * "Ameri-
j indeed an epic, and it is rarely that
riuch abused term may be applied with
limity to a film. To the freshness and
oi the his incident, Mr. Griffith has
rarely beautiful photography, the soft-

rmtline and vignetting, the sharpened sil-

tc as in the beginning of Paul Revere's
one of the most exciting rides that we
ever seen on the screen, that are pecu-

it his.

1 ANSCRIPT—The various components
e whole are mixed with a painstaking

I :
the pictorial narrative is couched in

H Griffith's own unmistakable idiom; and
e.nished product is topped off with just
iC; a moralizing quirk as previous ac
stance with the director's style wouk
a|)ne to anticipate. * * * Mr. Griffith am-
'Chambers have mustered a narrativ

little better than trival to carry interest along.
* * * But i*ie real dramatic power * * *

resides in those scenes which have the least

organic connection with the plot. Paul Re-
vere's ride is a crashing bit of filming, know-
ingly cut and joined. * * *

TRAVELER—He has made a fine begin-

ning, fiom the point of view of the historians;

a better ending according to the dramatists.

For the first half is manly episodic, pre-

senting page after page from history whereas
the last part of the picture grasps the story

by the horns, * * * and present it in a strong
well-knit crescendo of interest that makes
even the "final clinch," * * * seem anti-

climax. * * * There is so much in Griffith's

pictures—something for everyone. * *

Whether Griffith has in "America" done his

greatest work is doubtful. He has, however,
accomplished another notable achievement.

"Courtship of Myles Standish"

—

Asso. Exhib.—Walnut, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—Charles Ray
* * * gives, on the whole, a good characteri-

zation. * * * There are some points in which
history and Longfellow ave stretched a bit,

but in the main all is as it should he. * * *

ENQUIRER—* * * As the shy but loyal

suitor, torn 'twixt love and friendship, Ray
displays not only a sound understanding of

human nature, but a keen sense of humor
as well. The historical background for the
love story is intensely interesting. *

TIMES-STAR—* * * another of those
familiar literary classics which could never

be put on the screen in a manner to suit

all tastes. * * *it is more or less episodical

and uneven in development. Its pictorial

beauty is impressive, but at times the main
thread of the theme becomes snarled * * *

gives evidence of the greatest care in main-
taining accuracy in atmosphere. Despite its

dramatic defects, "The Courtship of Myles
Standish" is worth while as an artistic spec-
tacle.

Walnut, Cleveland
POST—The historical value alone makes

* * * "The Courtship of Myles Standish" *

* * film classic. Combined with this is the
wonderful characterization portrayed by
Charles Ray.

"The Eternal City"—1st Nat'l

Stanton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—In some respects, the pic-

turization. of Sir Hall Caine's "The Eternal
City" * * * is one of the finest films of its

kind, but something seems to be lacking.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—* * *

but in this case even the beauty of Michael
Angelo's dome, floating like a bubble in the
soft Italian skys and the exquistely photo-
graphed exteriors, cannot redeem the banality
of the story.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Al-
together, "The Eternal City" is an enjoyable
film—not great, but well acted and interesting
throughout.
RECORD—The background of the picture

is the architectural glories of Rome and the
quiet beauty of the Italian countryside, and
these scenes are photographed to bring out
their charm and beauty. The picture falls

short in its handling of the social aspects
of the story. The tale of the lovers is co-
hesive and well directed.

"Flowing Gold"—1st Nat'l

State, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—It is jerky. It leaves,

* * * vita! details to subtitles, and pictures
the amusing and exciting along with the
necessary sequences. That is not good
policy. * * * doesn't compare very favorable
with the other Rex Beach story, "The Spoil-

ers," * * *

PRESS—Tt»*- ~l-~ lilr- mplorlrama will

"Fools' Highway"—Universal
Bowdoin, Boston

POST—* * * a fascinating and interesting

story of society and near-society life in the

great metropolis * * * The leading roles are

well taken * * * The picture is colorful and
well presented with many spectacular scenes

"The Galloping Fish"—1st Nat'l

Gordon's Olympia, Boston
GLOBE—"The Galloping Fish," for whom

the uproariously funny photoplay is named,
is a seal. So well trained is this seal as a

fun maker that he deserves to be installed in

the cinema hall of fame, together with Charlie

Chaplin and other comedians.

"The Greatest Love of Air—Beban
Grand Central, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— It rivals "The
Sign of the Rose" for heart-appeal and as a
vehicle for the actor's brilliant playing * * *

The idea of having a screen crowded with
twenty-four people suddenly dissolve into a
stage setting with all of the people occupy-
ing the same positions they held a moment
before in the picture is a unique one, and

* has a "kick" that you feel.

POST DISPATCH—This is a fine and
moving story of mother love, with Beban in

his favorite role of an Italian immigrant.
STAR—* * * the photoplay is well pro-

duced and is gripping in spots.

TIMES—But somehow, with all that, the
sum total is disappointing. Where there
could be pathos, comedy results. And the
stage portion of the production lacks genuine-
ness in measure, and is all too short. Not
that the production lacks appeal, but that it

falls short of expectation, is its weakness.
Beban may be right.

"Hoodman Blind"—Fox
Rialto, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—* * * comes to the movies a

bit too late to be anything but hackneyed
movie stuff. Still there is some interesting

acting by Gladys Hulette in the dual role

of mother and daughter.

Strand, Washington
POST—The picture is a typical Fox melo-

drama with none of the thrills left out. The
plot just teems with action, but that's all.

TIMES—It is the old story with the bitter

consquences of jealousy, wronged and de-

serted wives. In places it seems to have
had the cobwebs dusted off the plot structure

and the delicate odor of mothballs now and
then fills the air. Otherwise it's a good pic-

ture with a good cast.

"The Hoosier Schoolmaster"—Hod.
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—It is a production
worthy of notice, not only for the story but
for the manner in which it is told on the

screen. Many pictures heralded as "super-

productions" could well take a lesson from
it.

POST-DISPATCH—* * * Then the teach-

er himself is accused and his trial and his

defense of himself make one of the big scenes.

STAR—It is valuable as a record, inter-

esting as a story and a delight for the many
odd personalities deftly portrayed.
TIMES—* * * an interesting film which

holds the attention. Its merit is its simple

story, merit inherent in the plot itself.

"The Great White Way"—Gold.-Cos.
Roosevelt, Chicago

AMERICAN—* * * ten rte'.s of Broad-
way, which will overwlu'in ) ou with its ex-

travagance, hold you tense with its thrills

and just naturally keep you interested all the
way through. * * * More than a score of

celebrities, whose names sound like a roll call

of sport, theatrical, art and newspaper circles,

break into films here.

"Happiness"—Metro
Columbia, Washington

HERALD—Miss Taylor ai d Mr. Manners
have left nothing undone to make the screen
production of "Happiness" worthy of their

high traditions.

POST—* * * all that it should be. Never
before on the screen has s 'ch remarkable ap-
peal in an actress been evident as in the in-

terpretation of Miss Tayloi. The part could
not be properly cared for by any other per-
son, in the opinion of the reviewer.
STAR— It is doubtful that this new vehicle,

written by J. Hartley Manners, husband of
Miss Taylor, author of " Peg O' My Heart,"
is destined for the same degree of success as
"Peg."
TIMES—It has an all-star cast and gor-

geous atmospheric beauty, which , combined
with intensely dramatic stories, have marked
so many season's plays, but is unique in that
it depends almost entirely upon the person-
ality of its pivotal character for interest.

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"—
Universal—Metropolitan, Wash.
POST—The story is one of practically un-

relieved tragedy and suffering, yet it is made
vital and absorbing by the atmospheric veri-

ties of the settings and Charley's wonderful
performance. * * *

STAR—* * * intensely interesting through-
out.
TIMES—True to the original, there is

rot ample relief from the tenseness which
runs through the story. But it is a big
picture and an excellent one.

• "Icebound"—F. P.-L.
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—The adapters have made some
slight changes in the story, to its better-

ment, one suspects. The director has handled
his situations admirably, and the cast has ac-

quitted itself with more than the usual credit.

STAR—It is doubtful if his brother Cecil,

for all his exotic bathroom dramas, could
equal the workman-like job William has done
* * * an excellently directed film * * *

"Luck"—S. R.
Liberty, St. Louis

POST-DISPATCH—Comedy -along the
broadest farcical lines makes a most amusing
picture of "Luck,"
STAR—Johnny Hines in "Luck" has a

consistently entertaining farce, though one
touch of melodrama toward the end nearly
ruins the story.

TIMES—There is little originality in the
plot or the developments, but on the whole
the picture moves fast, and there is plenty
of action, and sufficient thrills * * *

Headquarters for

Motion Picture Cameras
New and second hand

Now in stock—The New Debrie Interview Equipped with

every feature including stop motion device for news and general

outdoor work. '

Fitted with F. 3.5 Tessar 50 mm lens, case and 2-400 ft.

magazine.

$500.00
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

U. S. AND CANADA AGENTS FOR DEBRIE

118 West 44th Street N. Y. C. Bryant 6635
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"The Marriage Circle"—Warner's
Orpheum, Chicago

JOURNAL—Those of us who looked to
this master cinema mind of the German peo-
ple for a production with plenty of horses,
mobs, and the spectacular, received a sur-
prise, "The Marriage Circle," is exceeding-
ly sparse of players and decidedly chary
of extravagance. Perhaps these are its most
distinctive virtues. * * * The interesting point
is that he has managed to create action of
thin air and abundant action and a neat
plan. * * * A deft atmospheric savor per-
vades the picture. * * * American motions
have been displayed thoroughly as an oyster
on the half shell.

NEWS— * * * you will find little to criti-

cize in direction, acting or photography but
the story may—note the may—bore you to
a stupor or, on the other hand, it may in-

trigue you into thinking you are devouring
a French novel. It all depends. * * * It
is too American to be foreign and too for-
eign to be American. * * * Charming in-
teriors, beautiful exteriors, several handsome
bedroom scenes, an evening party or two

—

what more could any movie-goer ask?
POST—The entire production is a pleasure

to watch. • • * There are no tiresome de-
tails here, a gesture, a look, gives you the
entire situation and you are carried along
swiftly from one amusing situation to an-
other. It is clever humor, not to be enjoyed
by those who crave heavy drama, not to be
admired by the conventional minded—but
divertingly refreshing entertainment that will
keep your mind alert and your wits nimble.

this, her latest, production, "Painted People,"
she uses the utterly delightful, irresistibly

ebullient quality that's so peculiarly hers. The
plot is a simple one * * *

EXPRESS—* * * the brilliant little co-
medienne, Colleen Moore, so thoroughly
captivates that there is little thought of any-
thing but her vivid characterization of the
pert little tomboy whose aim in life is to be a
lady. * * *

Following so closely upon her triumph in
"Flaming Youth," it will place her well to
the fore of screen comediennes of the day.
TIMES—It looks in this, too, as though

the vivid little Colleen were rapidly qualify-
ing as the leading comedienne of the screen.
That is, she has a rare sense of comedy
which she expresses vividly, * * *

"Name The Man"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—What originality in direc-
tion with intelligent attention to detail can
do for ?n average plot is seen in "Name The
Man," at the Stanley. This is a film ap-
preciators of good photo plays should view.
It is a triumph of the director's art, an adap-
tation of Sir Hall Caine's novel. "Master
of Man."
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—* * *

turned out to be splendidly directed picture
based on a well-known theme * * * He has
to suffer the consequences. It is the superb
direction that lifts the picture out of the
"ordinary" class.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Suf-
fice it to say, that Victor Seastrom has made
a picture of very high merit, commendable
for its treatment more than for the story it-

self.

Under Seastrom's capable touch situations
which in themselves are merely artificial
achieve new life and meaning.

RECORD—The action was logical, the
theme never obscured, the objective never lost
sight of. * * * An impressive picture is
"Name the Man," with settings that are at-
tractive and episodes that are thrilling.

"Shadows of Paris"—F. P.-L.
Capitol, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—Never has
the beauteous and dynamic Pola had a bet-
ter role. It almost seems to have been writ-
ten for her, since she has the opportunity
to do all the things which have attracted
the attention of the public to her.

ENQUIRER—Is splendidly suited to the
peculiar talents and temperament of Pola
Negri. * * * The climax is unexpected, yet
logical. A toning down of some of the situ-

ations would not detract from the dramatic
appeal, and might add considerably to the
air of reality. Brilliant support was given the
star. * * *

TIMES-STAR—* * * a conventional melo-
drama of made-to-order situations. * * * One
has to take many things for granted in ac-
cepting the plot, but the story will be found
to contain plenty of action, the requisite
number of thrills, a considerable element of
suspense, and a regular fairy-tale ending. * * *

Pola, of course, dominates the action.

Capitol, Cleveland
POST—Herbert Brenon is the first Ameri-

can director to make Pola do her best work.
The fast action and the excellent continuity
also are to his credit. * * * Here is the Negri
of "Passion" and "Gypsy Blood" back again.

Alhambra, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—* * * another example of

the fact that you don't need a mob of 3,000
extras, and $1,000,000 worth of sets to make
an interesting picture, providing you have
a story and a small but competent cast. * * *

an artistic as well as a dramatic production
and its cast is excellent with Tully Marshall
carrying off first honors as the stranger.

IES TOO!

"Napoleon and Josephine"—S. R.
Fenway, Boston

GLOBE—It is a rather pudgy Napoleon
played by Gwyim Evans, * * * and the
Josephine portrayed by Gertrude McCoy re-
sembles a musical comedy empress rather
than a real character in history * * * Chief
among the good points of the film is the
ball before the battle of Waterloo, which gives
a very fine idea of that thrilling evening. * * *

And another stirring scene is the return of
Napoleon from Elba, * * *

"The Next Corner"—F. P.-L.
Colonial, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * a good program picture.
Its story is of standard type, not very ori-
ginal, but well enough done to hold the in-
terest. The cast is worth while, * * * In
short, the producer has given his more or
less routine material a thoroughgoing treat-
ment that lends it the needed touch of dramaSTAR—Dorothy Mackaill * * * completely
transforms herself when, in her giddy mo-
ments, she dons gay French clothes * * *

Conway Tearle contributes his customary fine
work * * and Ricordo Cortez follows the
best Valentino traditions in his work as the
Spanish villain. Lon Chaney's work as the
servant is the best by far.

"Painted People"—1st Nat'l
State, Los Angeles
(Week ending March 8)

EXAMINER—* * * Colleen Moore is
given a truly made-to-order vehicle. She—if

any star is—is a personality performer." In

"Singer Jim McKee"—F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

(Week ending March 8)
EXAMINER—There are several sensa-

tional stunts, notably a fall on the pinto pony
and a high dive which furnishes thrills.

The story is not real stuff for Mr. Hart,
however. While it offers him an opportunity
for some real acting, there are a thousand
facets of his comprehensive art which are
untouched.
EXPRESS— :'Singer Jim McKee," is vast-

ly superior as a medium for the beloved Bill

than was "Wild Bill Hickok." * * * an ap-
pealing story with an abundance of action
a sprinkling of comedy and in beautiful na-
tural settings. * * *

TIMES—On the whole, "Singer Jim Mc-
Kee" should please the Hart fans, and though
he has made better films in the past, this

averages well.

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—It is a worthy

picture, has a good story, well acted and di-

rected. One hardly gets tired of seeing
Hart, * * *

POST-DISPATCH—* * * holds the screen
with less gun play than usual at the Missouri.
In this offering he has one of those senti-

mental roles which accent the softer side of
the hero's nature.
STAR—* * * which is acceptable enough

as an occasion for Bill to run through the
tricks at his command.
TIMES—It is an improvement on his

previous efforts, for there is much more story,
and much less heroics on his part.

"The Ten Commandments"—F. P.-L.
Majestic, Boston

(Run beginning March 10)
GLOBE (Morning)—With this ideal before

him DeMille has succeeded in producing one
of the greatest pictures of the generation, and
certainly the most gorgeous spectacle ever
filmed. * * * DeMille has given to his admir-
ers as fine an exhibition of motion picture
skill in making grand spectacles as can be
found in film annals. * * * The first part of

the film is a noteworthy attempt to make the
Biblical days as clear and strikingly close to

home as the events which occur today. There
is something awe-inspiring about that pro-

logue. You forget DeMille, you forget tht
Famous Players, you forget the wonderful
music, you forget everything but the immor-
tal story unfolding on the screen.
The second half of the film is an every

day story with a lot of chances for drama.
At times the story of the two brothers, one
of whom keeps the Commandments and the
other who doesn't, seems pure melodrama.
Yet it has a punch and it means something.
It may contain a lot of bunk, but it is artis-

tically portrayed by splendid actors.

GLOBE (Evening)—Ditto.
HERALD—Cecil DeMille has staged a mag-

nificent prologue to his film of "The Ten
Commandments," and iri the vigorous pictures
of the flight from Egypt, the seemingly miracu-
lous crossing of the Red Sea and of Moses on
Mount Sinai, he has created a film narrative
of some consequence. In each detail of the
biblical episodes, he has lavished the resources
and intelligence of his art. * * * This is a cu-
rious mingling of effectively pictured biblical

narrative, and sermonizing tale, that Mr. De-
Mille has produced, and has produced well.

POST—* ' * A mighty and impressive pic-

torial sermon. It is a stupendous spectacle
unfolding scene after scene of grandeur and
beauty which smite the eye with their majesty.
* * * The prologue is magnificently done, the
telling effects materially heightened by the
wonderful musical score. * * * The modern
story is Cecil DeMille himself. It is sheer
melodrama, smashingly presented, but we
shudder to think what it might have been with
ordinary players.

TELEGRAM—To say that it is a picture
great in thought, great in execution, is hardly
enough. It is one which we can truthfully
praise. Colossal settings, impossible to de-
scribe, made a great, almost incomprehensible
background for the first part of the picture.
Huge temples, palaces, and sphynxes in con-
struction are but a hint of the bigness of it

all. The endless expanse of barren desert-
land, faintly tinted, was worthy of the spon-
taneous, sincere applause of the audience.

TRANSCRIPT—The picture reveals all the
familiar qualities of "C. B." raised to the
Nth. But they remain the qualities of "C.
B." * * * He used to insist upon fun-thump-
ing, tasteless moralizing, to bring the "mes-
sage" of his pictures home to the least acute
observer. All these things he does once more
in "The Commandments." He does them with
a zest quite unprecedented. * * * He prefers
to limit his spectacles to a few thousand feet,

and fill in the chinks with a fearsome farrago
of musty theatricalities. Thus blinded to his
proper talents, he remains a minor maker of
mov ;

'.s, raised by the fortune of his position
to '^e director general of a vast staff, and enti-
f'jd to do unimportant things on a vast scale
and crow uncomfortably loudly over them.
Mr. Cecil B. DeMille might be a great director
of far-flung spectacle.

TRAVELER—It has the power that only
the genuine can impart, and at the same time
it has plenty of the bunk that the movie fans
adore—on rather a firmer foundation than
usual. * * * The modern story is not unusual.
* * * DeMille has introduced much that is

good and much that is original into "The Ten
Commandments." There are many new and
smashing photographic effects. There are many
fine acting bits. There are touches of adroit

"Thy Name Is Woman"—M. j

Capitol, Montreal
GAZETTE—* * * Ramon Novar ,*

Miss Barbara La Marr * * are fully |
to all the admiration of which they ;

obiects. * * * The story lacks clarity < oa
points, due partly, it is to be inferred, t w.
delicacy on the part of a censorship. * I
STAR—There is some excellent actin •'

first-class entertainment.

"West of the Water Tower"—F. -L

Strand, Omaha
WORLD HERALD—If you thinlc *

mount's picture, "West of the Water Tfl
* * * is an exact translation of Homer
novel of the same name, please let i

you right here that it isn't. * * * B
Sturgeon has caught the spirit of thi at
town bigotry and the spirit of the re

youth. The characterizations and the
sphere are fine.

"Why Men Leave Home"—1st

The Chicago, Chicago
JOURNAL—* * * admirably susta

terest from beginning to end, and e\

is so busy deciding just who to Ma:
everything, a pleasant time is sure to
by all. Some of the points are not
made, but the general entertainment v
the offering is not seriously affected.

t v :

d.

"Wild Oranges"—Gold.-Cos
Merrill, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—* * * A spirit of
broods over the entire proceedings a
skill of King Vidor has translated this «•

less fear into the picture * * * h; j#-

formed his directorial task with unerr a
telligence and skill * * *

"The Stranger"—F. P.-L.
Century, Baltimore

SUN—* * * We should like to call your
attention particularly to Marshall's work in

and as "The Stranger." Galsworthy's story
makes for an unusual and far from dull hour
and a half of screen entertainment. The un-
derlying idea is off the beaten path. * * *

Allen, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—* * * Is recommended a , ,

little better than average popular entertain- [

direction and cunning twists of continuity

ment.
TIMES—"Just another picture"—neither

specially bad nor extremely good * * * Sus-
tains interest until about midway, when the
action begins to drag. It steadily grows worse
until the producers achieve their inevitable
happy ending by calling in Fate in a large
overdose to straighten out matters. Of the
cast, Tully Marshall's acting is most merito-
rious.

"A Woman of Paris"—Unit, i :.

Circle, Indianapolis
STAR—* * * A sincere, dramatic fil ac

* * * very well acted.

Eastman, Rochester
DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE-'.'

If ever a screen drama has approachec ill

try in the achievement of expressive nfr

mime and dared to be logical in its adl ae

to truth, it is this play written and d *
b yone whom, until very recently, we r< jb

in the light (or shade) of a slapstick cor 01

JOURNAL—* * * Come distinctly n I
ranking of one of "the best ten." * • 1
greatest value lies in the uncanny dip ra

skill that Mr. Chaplin has put into it.

TIMES-UNION—"A Woman of Pa
one of the most artistic productions of[
the screen can boast. Its technical pei t*

and originality can scarcely be grasped
viewing and it is one of the few pho layi

that is worth seeing more than once.

EST JOY

"The Yankee Consul"—Asso. I

California, Los Angeles
(Two weeks ending March 15)

EXAMINER—The situations * *

hand-picked and used to the best p
advantage. They are well timed, 1

with fine economy of footage and th

last drop of economy is squeezed out
—and onto the celluloid.

EXPRESS—Chuckles and then upr
laughter greet Douglas MacLean's
* * * Clean comedy is rare; in fact, al

scarce as 50-carat diamonds.
TIMES—If anything is funnier tha

Lean, or "The Yankee Consul," then .

_<now what it is.

.



EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Adds to picture interest the appeal of good

photography—affords an additional safeguard

for the success of the picture in the eyes of

the audience—carries quality from studio to

screen.

Look in the margin of the release print for

the identification "Eastman" "Kodak.''

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



It's a comedy clean-up

Louise Fazenday^ ^^ Ford Sterling Sydney Chaplin

^Jnc exhibitors who book, this one are
certainly gfettin£ the funniest-start to finish
comedy that the screen has seen for many mooi

Join the procession now*
STRAND, Cincinnati, O.

ALLEN, Cleveland, O.

NATIONAL, Louisville, Ky.

RIALTO, Chattanooga, Tenn.

KENTUCKY, Lexington, Ky.

RIVOLI, Baltimore, Md.

MAJESTIC, Bloomington, 111.

MIDWAY, Rockford, 111.

FORT ARMSTRONG, Rock Island, 111

STRAND, Altoona, Pa.

GRAND, Pittsburgh, Pa.

LIBERTY, E. Liberty, Pa.

VICTOR, McKeesport, Pa.

ELLEN, Bozeman, Mont.

BABCOCK, Billings, Mont.

LIBERTY, Kalispell, Mont.

STRAND, Madison, Wis.

PASTIME, Delavan, Wis.

IDLE HOUR, Jefferson, Wis.

ELITE, Appleton, Wis.

OPERA HOUSE, Berlin, Wis.

MAJESTIC, Rhinelander, Wis.

STRAND, Knoxville, Tenn.

GaH.
Ifios.U. Jnce's

• •in? Fish
Castjdso includes Chester Conklin and Lucille Ricksen

Directed by Del Andrews -from the story by Frank Adams*
produced under the personal supervision of Thos. H. Ince

Distributed byvA^ociated "3ir>6t national Picture*
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]HE PLAY
By DANNY

jfrlie Shakespeare said years

tit's the thing. Or words

lit effect. And while a lot of

i directors and producers

(been trying to disprove it

ict remains—it is.

ierybody's looking for good

Hal. Naturally. The trouble

!: difference of opinion as to

makes good material. Some
: best bets have been passed

y many. Before they were
:. And proved winners. This

des "The Four Horsemen."
wyn passed it up. Neilan

i fit, too, because he couldn't

t. Famous wouldn't touch

ck Oxen." Afraid of it.

:y did not want to make
rton" several years ago.

he will. For the coming
3n. And so it goes.

Joe Schenek en route for
aterial. For both Norma and
onnie, as well as Keaton.
alf a dozen have tipped him
"Battling Butler" for Bus-

r. Still holds off. Connie is

ffinilt to fit with the right

aterial. Needs it badly. A
m comedienne if given the

ffht stuff. Hasn't had it for
onths. Schenek just scrap-
ie start of her latest.

arst lias a lot of fine material,

ybody's been trying to get "The
stress" away—a strong Ibanez
. Also likes costume stuff; has
t of such stories, and is always in

narket for them.

iginal's aren't in strong demand
ig the leading producers. Want
nsurance that a popular play or

gives.

ridcntally they tell a yarn on
st and DW which may explain

DW did not shoot the crossing
p Delaware for "America." Want-
i do it but Hearst heard of it and
d DW that this woudn't do

—

Marion was going to do it for

ire Meredith" and hinted at some
:s which might occur if DW shot
Don't) believe the story. But so it

i

anyway.

Over a year ago we all chat*
:red about the effect radio had
n this business. Nobody seem-

(Continued on Page 2)

Coming Back East
Two Units Decide to Make Next

Pictures Here—La Marr One and
Dick Talmadge the Other

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Arthur H. Sawyer
is en route to Chicago where he will

meet Herbert Lubin and discuss plans

for the production of the first two
of the Barbara La Marr-First Na-
tional series in the East.

Sawyer will then go to New York
to make his arrangements. The plan

is to take the entire Associated Pic-

tures staff East, including Bert En-
nis and Bert Lubin, the latter of

whom has been appointed production

manager.

Clarence Badger will direct the first

La Marr picture, following the com-
pletion of "One Night in Rome" for

Metro.
Abe Carlos who is making the Dick

Talmadge pictures for Truart has al-

so decided to transfer his production

activities to the East.

At First National, it was stated on

Saturday that there had been no new
developments in the plan to bring

back the First National producing

units to the East. Richard A. Row-
land's ideas on making pictures in

and around New York are well-

known.

Schenek After Material

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Joseph M. Schenek

lias left lor the Fast to attend the

opening of "Secrets" and buy story

material for Norma and Constance.

Norma will probably not make "The
House of Youth." As noted, Con-

stance was well advanced on a pic-

ture when Schenek decided to scrap

the whole thing because he believed

the story to be a poor one.

Laemmle Returns in April

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Carl Laemmle ex-

pects to be back in New York the

first week in April.

Al Lichtman will not reach New
York from the coast until Wednes-
day.

New Orleans Feature Film Starts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Baton Rouge, La.—The New Or-

leans Feature Film Corp., has been

chartered here by A. C. Jacobs, I. B.

Rennyson and Crawford Ellis. Capi-

tal is listed at $50,000.

New Orleans—Prominent business

men are behind the newly organized

New Orleans Feature Film Corp.,

which will produce here.

Mrs. James B. Clark Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—Richard A. Rowland
is here from New York to attend the

funeral services for Mrs. James B.

Clark, his sister. Mrs. Clark is dead

as the result of an operation.

Kann Buys Another Picture

George E. Kann has purchased

foreign rights to "The Wonderful
Lover," starring Rodolph Valentino.

The picture was made several years

ago.

Stern Leaves For The Coast

Abe Stern of Century Comedies left

for Los Angeles yesterday.

Eschmann Returns
E. A. Eschmann, general sales

manager of First National returned

on Saturday from a long trip through-

out the country. He was away nine

weeks, during which time he visited

all of his company's exchanges.

New One For Detroit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—A 2.000 seat vaudeville and

picture theater will be put up at Gra-

tiot and May Aves.

Green to Direct "Potash"

Al Green will direct "Potash and
Perlmutter in Hollywood" for Sam
Goldwvn. Production on the coast.

T. N. T. Sat. Night Party. Astor. March
29. *:i

Clem's Ocean Stuff
Six Days out

Totally at Sea.

Dear Mr. Danny:

I have not seen Clem since early

this morning and it's almost dinner

time now. He locked the compart-

ment door and refuses to answer.

Yes, it's a bit rough. He told me that

he was afraid I would get sea sick

but that he was not in the least wor-

ried about himself, for as he put it,

after a year in the picture business,

nothing could make him sick. Any-

how, he's hiding out and I think the

old boy is sunk.

Clem told me he wanted to get a

wire off to you today, so when he

failed to come up for air, I thought

I would give you some impressions

so that you won't be disappointed.

When we came aboard last week,

Clem took a look at the steamer and

intimated it was the same one used

in a Mack Sennett picture. At least

(Continued on Pag* 2)

More Release Prints
Discussed at First National—Distrib-

utors Saving Half Cent on
Printing Costs

It is understood that the executive

committee at First National is discus-

sing a plan to increase the number
of release prints on all pictures. The
plan which is yet in the indefinite

stage has several clear-cut, definite

purposes in mind.

Distributors are now saving a good
deal of money on print costs in view

of the price reduction of a half cent

made by Eastman and other manufac-

turers of raw stock. The idea seems

to be that instead of merely consid-

ering the difference in cost a saving,

the money should be diverted into an

added number of prints so that the

smaller exhibitor will get better ser-

vice and possibly secure pictures

closer to a general release date.

Sydney R. Kent stated on Satur-

day that Famous Players did not in-

tend using the saving for other uses

but that additional prints would be

turned out for the benefit of the small

town exhibitor.

E. H. Goldstein of Universal said

his company met with very little trou-

ble with prints because it was their

experience that the original quota dis-

tributed on release dates was usually

ample to take care of exhibitor needs.

New Company Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Millions In It Co., of New
York, has been chartered here with

100 shares preferred stock, $100 each

and 110 shares common stock, no

par value. The incorporators are:

M. D. Rosenbaum I. Paul and J.

Ross.

"There's Millions In It," is being

handled in this country by Inter-

Globe Export Corp.

Shirley Mason's First

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Shirley Mason's first

picture under her Fox contract will

be "The Strange Woman." Edmund
Mortimer will direct.

Noble Plans A Series

It is understood that John W.
Noble has completed plans for the

production of a series of pictures in

the East.

"His Darker Self" At Cameo
"His Darker Self" opens at the

Cameo, March 23.

Only 1,000 T. N. T. Tickets. Get Yours

Now.
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THE PLAY
{Continued from Page 1)

ed to bother with it then. To-
day it's different. Everybody
sit's up. Radio is fine for the

big first run houses, withbroad-
casting publicity stunt effects.

But in the small community
it's—as Moe Finklestein so elo-

quently puts it
—

"p'isen."

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

a Juvenile comedy

VABOUT

Foreign Distribution of
IVJutiuii 1'iclur

Productions

V->u * v 220 West 42nd St.

New York. Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann. N. Y.

miXLMLAWv-
NEGATIVE DEVELOPING -SAMPLE PRINTS

"V and TITLES

BEST QDAUTV WLY
2b3 W 40"ST.,N.Y.C. Pennsylvania 2373

WANTED
An Up-To-The-Minute Adver-
tising and Publicity Man. Reply
By Letter Stating Experience
and Salary. Box M-28 THE
FILM DAILY.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
(.Continued from Page 1)

they both have two smoke stacks and
he said, I'm afraid this old tub won't
ever get us over safe. All the first

two days he was worried it might
sink. This morning when I asked
him if he was afraid the boat would
sink—in a small shaky voice he an-
swered, "No, now I'm afraid it won't."

I guess he ain't feeling any too well.

Clem was a big hit at the concert

yesterday.

He lectured on the film industry as

he found it and was very witty. He
called all the big producers by their

first names and discussed moving pic-

ture theaters through the eyes of a

circuit owner.

One of the passengers— I think he's

a traveling salesman, disturbed Clem
during the speech by asking him if

he ever had a short circuit on his cir-

cuit. But Clem got right back at him
by telling him to go to H .

Clem is there on repartee.

We arrive at Madeira tomorrow at

sun-up and I am anxious to get Clem
up and about so he can look! the the-

aters over and render a report.

In case his sick spell becomes
chronical, I will write you again.

Yours Truly

Lucinda Deneker

Wife of Clem Deneker
Manager Deneker Circuit.

Robbers Hold Up R. & C. Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Robbers held up
the cashier at Rowland & Clark's

Manor theater and made away with

a day's receipts.

S. & S. Acquires Hart Series

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh, Pa.—S. & S. Film Sup-
ply has acquired for this territory,

a "series of 18 two-reel Neal Hart
westerns.

Penn. Exhibitor Killed By Train

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

California, Pa.—George Ferrari,

owner of the Savoy, was struck and
killed by a train near here.

John H. Kunsky Celebrates

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—John H. Kunsky is cele-

brating his eighteenth anniversary as

an exhibitor.

On Broadway
Broadway— '

' T h c Hunchback of

Notre Dame."
Brooklyn Strand

—"Flowing Gold."

Cameo—"The Hoosier Schoolmaster"
Capitol—"The Great White Way"^
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan

—"Yolanda"
Criterion

—"The Covered Wagon"
44th Street

—"America"
Loew's New York—Today—"Scara-

mouche"
Tuesday-

—"Through The Dark"
and "Dangerous Trails"

Wednesday—"Hoociman Blind'"

Thursday—-"Shadows .<f the East"
F r i d a y—"Unseeing Eyes" and
"Eyes of the Forest"

Saturday
—"The Next Corner"

Lyric
—"Thy Name Is Woman"

Kialto
—"A Society Scandal"

Rivoli
—"The Fighting Coward"

Strand
—

"Lilies of the Field"

Next Week

Astor
—

"Secrets"
Broadway—Not yet determined
Brooklyn Strand—Not yet determined
Cameo—"His Darker Self"

Capitol
—"The Unknown Purple"

Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"Yolanda"
Criterion

—"The Covered Wagon"
44th Street

—"America"
Lyric

—"Thy Name Is Woman"
Riato—Not yet determined
Rivoli—Not yet edtermined
Strand—Not yet determined

Federated Month In Pittsburgh

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh, Pa.—This month is

Federated Month here. The com-
pany is conducting an extensive sales

campaign.

J. O. Brooks Transferred
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—J. O. Brooks, who has

been doing special work for Fox in

Michigan, has been transferred to the

South.

Grossman Buys Hepworth Films

Edward Grossman, of Epic Film
Attractions, Chicago, has purchased
the Hepworth product for Northern
Illinois and Indiana.

Newman Quits Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—D. C. Newman has re-

signed from Universal to go into the

business for himself in the East.

.^mitmawh,.

Tbewj compsox
in

"MIAMI
jln Alan CrcslandProduction

firoduced hij ^Jilfcrd Cinema Corp.

/GrHODKINSON RELEASE

Season 1924-1925 Thirty-first Run Pictures

Urbach Joins M. P. Worli
Lawrence A. ("Larry") \_

has resigned as editor of the
Journal to join the adverlisinj
partment of the M. P. World,
ive today. Roger Ferri succeec
bach at the Journal with Jay I

in charge of advertising.

HAL ROACH'

OUR GANG
COMEDIES

".Wit With A Wallop'

2 reels

Pauhecomedy

Pronounced

Sith-i-REE-aah

cythere;
Thy Name Is Lo\

Louis Seel I

^artistic
animated film

LEADERS
TRAILERS

220 West 42 S'

NEV YORK
Chickehng 1994-

Negative Developing Prin

Titles In All Langua

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5»«

FIRST WITH THE

KINOGRAIli
THE VISUAL

NEWS
y Mi. THE WCRIB
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/
Excitement./
^Excitement/'

"Excitement /
"Excitement /*

Excitement /*

Excitement /

\that's the title. Remember
it/ Excitement/ It's a
brand new Universal
presented by" Carl
^aemmle and starring

the new screen person-

ality/aura /a PIante,

et it/ uet excitement/

Get it now/Boost it and

watchyour audiences
S eat it up /
1

_. ' ^Directed byRobertHill

J
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The Biggest

Hits

In Germany

ARE WITH

THE

TERRA FILM
MAIN OFFICE

Terra Building, Berlin, Kochstrasse 73

Cable Address: TERRATRUST
Studio: MARIENFELDE near Berlin

BRANCHES
BERLIN BRESLAW DRESDEN

DUSSELDORF FRANKFORT
HAMBURG COLOGNE LEIPZIG

MUNICH DANZIG

BALE VIENNA PRAGUE
ROME RIGA WARSAW

President, MAX GLASS

General Manager, ERICH MORAWSKY

MY BOY
(First National Production)

CIRCUS DAYS
(First National Production)

with Jackie Coogan

THE ISLE OF LOST[SHIPS
(First National Production)

THE GIRL FROM KENTUCKY
(First National Production)

with Mary Pickford

LARRYISEMON Comedies
(Vitagraph Production)

THE MAN WITH THE IRON MASK
(Terra Production)

HANNEL'S TRIP TO HEAVEN
(Terra Production)

with Gerhard Hauptman

BOB AND MARY
(Terra Production)

MONA LISA
(Terra Production)

in preparation
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Newspaper Opinions
"Big Brother"—F. P.-L.

Strand, Minneapolis

IAILY NEWS—If "Big Brother" doesn't

far toward making Mickey Bennett the

standing juvenile star of the movies, noth-
will. * * # For entertainment, the pic-

: cannot be beat. The tough little Midge
fishes a constant interest. And Tom
ore is always good.
RIBUNE—Pathos and humor are to be
ud in Allan Dvvan's screen version of Rex
ich's story. * * * There are good melodra-
ic situations with plenty of punch, -but
story is largely narrative of the develop-

it of the two main characters.

Picadilly, Rochester
lEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—"Big
ther" will tug at your heartstrings
ther you will or no; and it will, at the
le time, do for you what it did for us,
ke you think a little bit more sympa-
tically about the "underdog."
OURNAL—* * * drags decidedly in
ts, and is cluttered with a good manv un-
essary scenes. The picture is enjoyable
ertheless. It presents an amusing picture
the human side of the underworld * * »

^IMESUNION—* * * advise everyone
. likes a clean, wholesome story that tugs
the heartstrings a bit and also brings
ny smiles, to see it before it leaves the
ater.

"Daddies"—Warners'
California, 'Frisco
(Week ending March 7)

SULLETIN—It is a good picture, unus-
ly entertaining and is highly amusing It
jiven perfect settings with clever subtitles,
d direction, and a splendid cast.
.ALL—"Daddies"—here is a picture that
clean cut comedy, human, appealing and
ling instant response in the hearts of its
vers be they young or old.
HRONICLE—Mae Marsh proves the same
imsical Mae as of old, and she receives
able support along the line of light com-
hy Harry Myers.
)AILY HERALD—It is a clean, spark-
i comedy with a convincing touch of pathos
t rounds out capital entertainment.
MILY NEWS—The story is frankly farce,
is immensely funny to married folk, but
sic to bachelors.
EXAMINER—"Daddies" has laughs. * * »

! cast of "Daddies" consists of a list of
able players.

"The Governor's Lady"—Fox
Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN— * * * like one of those old
tumntal melodies that touch the heart-
mgs. Although it is dull and drab in
its, it is intensely interesting and entertain

'UBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—* » »

ds itself readily to the screen and results
a well presented and dramatic albeit a
newhat slowly-moving story
'UBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—With
s plot to work on there is, of course, notb

surprising in the picture, although the
•ry is well handled and well acted with
•quale settings throughout.
RECORD—If Jane Grey, as Governor
,<te s wife, felt it necessary to appear stu-

lii a role requiring quiet understanding—
11. its a fault. If Robert T. Haines, as
Oovernor, believed it necessary to be

?7 t
aml hrarcl—that ;'l*o can be over-

sea. It is an old story of iolly revived.

FOR RENT
Small office, reasonable, excel-
lent location, new building, cor.
Broadway and 51st St. Inquire
Room 401, 1650 Broadway

EXPERT
In Advertising and Publicity.
Can Handle One Additional
Account. Moderate Service
Fee. Address K-14, c/o THE
FILM DAILY.

"Judgment of the Storm"—F. B. O.
Gifts, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—* * « Then
bats off to Mrs. Middleton, who has given

us something really original in the way of

photoplay material. * * * The great snow
scene is magnificently staged and compares

in every respect with the famous scene in

"Way Down East." The entire picture is

well acted and furnishes the best sort of

screen entertainment.
ENQUIRER—* * * though not a brilliant

picture, it admirably illustrates some of the

advantages to be derived from writing di-

rectly for the screen * * * Then too, a strict

economy both of scenes and characters has

been observed, all of which conduces to in-

creasing the dramatic intensity * ' * A
terrific storm scene adds force to the climax.

TIMES—Most of the action took place in

a blinding blizzard, and the spectator be-

comes saturated with snow and ice before the

final fade-out.

Gifts, Cleveland
POST—* * * rather original theme * * *

[f there would be no other reason to like

the picture, the snow storm scenes make it

well worth seeing.

Sun, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—Notwithstanding the

good cast, the production is just a fair

picture and nothing to rave about. *

Central, Washington
POST—* * * a picture which utilizes fun-

damental emotions as a means of building

up to the climax.
STAR—The characters seem true to type

and move rationally throughout.

"The Man From Wyoming"

—

Universal
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week ending March 7)

CHRONICLE—Every "Western" thriller

has to have a certain amount of improbability,
but this one has more than its share. Were it

not for the fact that Jack Hoxie is at once a

personable and sincere? he-man * * * and that

some of the outdoor scenes are genuinely
beautiful, "The Man From Wyoming" * * *

would be a sorry mess indeed.
DAILY NEWS—Hoxie does capable work

in the role of sheepman, and there is plenty

of fast action to suit the audience.
DAILY HERALD—There are many loose

ends and inconsistencies in this production,

which is western melodramatic type of the

orthodox variety.

"Ladies To Board"—Fox
Moon, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—* * * a first rate

comedy drama which carries a note of pathos,

considerable heart appeal and plenty of ac-

tion.

"Let Not Man Put Asunder"—Vita.

Keith's 105th St., Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—* * * could have been

vastly improved by more judicious editing.

The scenes are short and jerky, and there

are far too many sub-titles in stilted, artifi-

cial language. * * *

Auditorium, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—* * *

J. Stuart Blackton, who
lirected the filming, has made a picture which
s well above the average and the acting is

everything that one has become accustomed
o expect from Miss Frederick and Mr. Tel-
legen.

"The Love Master"—1st Nat'l
Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—While the story may be
a little lame in spots, Strongheart and his

mate Lady Julie, * * * supplies heart inter-

est in abundance and "The Love Master"
will doubtless be numbered among the suc-
cessful films of the year.
NEWS—Strongheart's latest picture, * * *

is reinforced by the prettier and daiuter
police dog, Julie and the amazingly human
little passages between the two help to
smooth over some rough spots in the scenario.

"Maytime"—Preferred
Granada, San Francisco

(Week ending March 7)
BULLETIN—Yet the picture version of

"Maytime" is an entertaining film with the

story well worked out.

CHRONICLE—We say that "Maytime"
just misses greatness because, after all, there

is a slight sense of disappointment about it.

DAILY HERALD—It is a particularly in-

teresting production.

DAILY NEWS—Tasteful settings, correct-

ed to period, simple and natural acting, a plot

and theme of considerable charm, make the

picture an agreeable one.
EXAMINER—"Maytime" on the Granada

screen retains the pretty story of the stage

play although it is jazzed up a good deal in

the reels dealing with the latest generations

of the Waynes. * * *

the small-town comedy stuff draws endless

laughter.
EXAMINER—* * * A sparkling comedy-

drama. * * * It is well seasoned with thrills

and heart throbs as well as laughter. "Painted
People" is one of those rare, sure-fire pictures

that no one can afford to miss.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale- Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

AT LIBERTY

BLYTHE SHERWOOD
Personal Press Representative

"Painted People"— 1st Nat'l

Warfield, San Francisco
(Week ending March 7)

BULLETIN—"Painted People" has some
really enjoyable comedy situations in the early

part of the picture, but is weak in the latter

part of the play. There was a splendid op-

portunity to make a thoroughly good picture.

CHRONICLE—A fine picture, "Painted
People," * * * a picture that gives a new
light on the art of Colleen Moore.
DAILY HERALD—Colleen Moore gives a

vital and delightful performance. * * * She
simply steals the picture, story and the whole
works. * * * The story is somewhat hard to

take. * * * The latter part of the picture is

rather too romantic for plausibility.

DAILY NEWS—As a drama it isn't much,
but Colleen works in lots of pep and the

U.S. & CANADA ACENTS
FORDEBRIE

CAMERAS andSUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.

II8W.44ST. NY. BRYANT 6635

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
Sample and Release Printing

24 Hour Service

Capacity 1,000,000 Ft. Weekly

FILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-232 Weehawkin St.

West Hoboken, N. J.

Tel. Union 4800-1-2

"The Marriage Circle"—Warners'
Imperial, San Francisco

(Week ending Marcli 7)
BULLETIN—Notwithstanding the promises

made for the photoplay, it lives up to all

claims. There are also a few pleasant sur-
prises. It is not so much the story as the
master hand shown in the creation.
CALL— But it isn't sordid. It isn't sensa-

tional nor sexual. Nor is it foolishly farci-
cal. It's just human, a slice out of everyday
life. It has its heart throbs and its laughs,
to be sure, but so has life.

CHRONICLE—The story told in the picture
is not "meat for babies," but is delightful
entertainment for the adult mind, fast, naugll
ty, finely presented.
DAILY NEWS—Ernst Lubitsch departs

from the costume drama to make a brilliant
success in high comedy with "The Marriage
Circle." It is one of those rare pictures that
the theatergoer of taste makes an effort to see
at least twice.
EXAMINER—At any corner you look there's

a triangle in "The Marriage Circle." But it's

all the fault of the vampire. The continuity
has been expertly handled for so much trian-
gular mixup, and even though everything's a
trifle illogical Lubitsch's master strokes makes
one forget the utter improbability of some of
the episodes.

WORLD'S RIGHTS FOR SALE
The Novelty Single Reel of 1924

'RAPID TRANSIT"
Gives You the Thrill of Your Life

Played RIVOLI last week

RIALT0 THEATRE, N. Y. aii .m. we.k
Look it over and make me a proposition

JOHN J. IRIS, 729 Seventh Ave.
Phone 3377 Bryant IRIS FILM EXCHANGE Room 811

Announcing -

LILALEE
Starring ina great

series of feature
productions fir

HODKINSON RELEASE^
Seasonl»m9?S Tbli^ BreHbmftconw



Marriage
CheatP

and what a fast stepping winner

this is/ And why shouldn't it be-

Look at the expert hands that built

it! %os.% free personally supervised

it! FrankAdams wrote the story .

C. Gardner Sullivan adapted it. John

Griffith Wray, who made Anna Christie"

directed it~and the cast composed or

LEATRICE JOY, PERCY MARMONT I

and ADOLPHE MENJOU is worth

big ticket sales at any box ottice. I

presented by /tWS.M JftCC
J

Here's a real tip! When were, riding-soak your money

on the FIRST NATIONAL entry/-- -.
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BOO!
By DANNY

,et's all shiver. Let's all get
ird. Because—as Whitcomb
;y put it—"th' goblins '11 get
if you don't watch out." All

which refers to what one F.

Adams has been writing in

nema" of London,, about
it American banks, interested
lictures, intend doing in Eng-
1. According to Adams the
ks want to protect their in-

tments in American picture
cerns, so American picture

rests are gobbling English
ure houses.

'c wouldn't bother much with
brilliant idea excepting that

ras will be here soon. And we
expect a lot of this sort of talk
l his arrival. So this goes while
idea is heated. Perhaps it isn't

leated as he would have it. Once
I a time Adams was managing di-
ar—that's the British term for
>s"—of the Provincial Cine. Thea-
one of the biggest chains in

land. Since he was retired he has
i very bitter against Sir Wm.
_ and Lord Beaverbrook; who, in-
itally are well known to the trade.

Says Adams, in one of his
<rticles:

"This brief statistical survey
<f the American film position
t the beginning of 1924 shows
hat she (America) has money
nough and to spare for any
ampaigns designed to streng-
hen her position in the Brit-
sh and Dominion markets.
She has the money; first,

>ecause she can get unlimited
apital from the banks. * * *"

"Unlimited capital from the
anks" for pictures! Would
:at it were true, Adams; would
hat it were half true. If
II the producers and distrib-
tors who cannot get money
rom the banks were laid head
o toe they would stretch al-
aost all the way from Holly-
o New York, or further.

lere may be some dark and secre-
move on the part of American film
to gobble all the theaters worth
ng in England. It may be true.
• is a business of huge possibili-
One never can tell. But at the

lent it might be safe to say:

Boo!

Italy Faces Crisis
Many Studios There Closed—New
Company Formed to Revive Pro-

duction Morale
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rome—A production crisis exists in

Italy. There are about twenty stu
dios that have closed down complete
ly, these including Pasquali, Itala,

Gloria, Photo-Drama, Leonardo, Tiz
iano and Ambrosio.
Various reasons are assigned for

the slump. The technical equipment
is not as modern as it might be. It is

interesting to learn that of the pic-
tures shown in Italy, 40 per cent is

American, 10 per cent French and
the rest of local origin. At one time
the Italian industry made enough pic-
tures to take care of its own market
but this percentage has steadily de-
teriorated. There are about 2,200 pic-
ture theaters in the country and about
4,000 privately owned halls in which
pictures are sometimes shown.
A new company designed to pro-

mote Italian relations with other na
tions through the medium of the
screen has been formed. It is known
as the Propaganda Industriale Artis-
tica Cinematografica Europea; it will

have its headquarters in Turin and
have the moral support of the Gov-
ernment.

The offer made to D. W. Griffith

by an Italian syndicate has for its

purpose a general bolstering of film
production which has reached a low
ebb in Italy. Griffith has not accept-
ed and will not until he makes an in-

vestigation of Italian studio facilities.

He leaves for Rome on April 2.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
Off the bottom of the sea

Somewhere.
Dear Danny:

Just thought you might like to
know something about the ship, the
passengers, etc.

It reminds me of a convention of
butchers at Sioux City, with a side
convention of the guys who raise the
cattle.

There's an old dame on board very
religious and she's sore because the
boat runs on Sunday. She wanted to
anchor from Saturday night to Mon-
day.

I never saw so many captians on
any one boat either, and they all want
to give orders all day long.

About the food. The coffee is so
(Continued on Page 2)

Only 1,000 T. N. T. Tickets. Get Yours
Now.

More Prints Needed
So E. A. Eschmann Observed On Ex-

tensive Tour of the Country-
Long Runs Responsible

E. A. Eschmann, sales manager of
Filrst National stated yesterday that
the necessity of supplying exchanges
with a greater number of prints was a
vital one and a move that his organi-
zation would inaugurate at once.
Eschmann returned on Saturday

from an extensive tour of First Na-
tional exchanges. He said long runs
were chiefly responsible for addition-
al prints, in view of the fact that the
strain to which prints were subjected
because of extended engagements in

key cities was something hitherto
unknown in distribution. He found
that, as a result prints reaching the
smaller exhibitor were in poor con-
dition in a number of cases.

Shauer Returns March 24
E. E. Shauer is en route to New

York from Valparaiso, Chile and is

due March 24. While in South
America, he discussed future distri-

bution with Max Glucksmann and
arranged for the premiere of "The
Covered Wagon" at the Capitol the-
ater, Buenos Aires.

Jess Smith to Produce
Jess Smith has formed a producing

unit to be known as the Eminent
Pictures Corp. Associated with him
in the enterprise are Philip M. Plant,
Leland Hayward and T. A. Persons
as producing manager. The first ve-
hicle will be Rex Beach's "Birds of
Prey," now running in the Cosmopol-
itan Magazine. Releasing arrange-
ments are now being made.

"Bagdad Premiere Tonight

"The Thief of Bagdad" will have
its premiere at the Liberty tonight.
Guests at the opening received their
tickets yesterday in the form of
souvenirs which represented to -be a
near-bronze figure of a camel, resting
on its knees and haunches, bedecked
with the gay colors of Bagdad, bear-
ing in its hump a small inkwell in

which the tickets are folded.

Barthelmess Serves Notice

Dennis F. O'Brien, attorney for
Richard Barthelmess stated yester-
day that the latter had served can-
cellation of contract notice on In-
spiration Pictures, alleging breaches
in his contract. No one at Inspira-
tion could be reached for a statement.

Finkelstein Here
M. L. Finkelstein of Ruben and

Finkelstein is in town from Minne-
apolis.

Buy "T" Assets
Pass Into Hands of P. A. Powers

and Oscar Price—Former Un-
decided Over Plans

E. V. Durling in Sunday's Herald,
said, in part:

"A new chapter in the history of
the famous o.ld Triangle Films Corp.,
was written last week when it was
purchased in its entirety from the re-
ceivers in bankruptcy by Hunter P.
Lovelace. It is believed that the real
purchasers are Pat Powers and Oscar
A. Price, who for reasons of their
own seem to wish to play the shrink-
ing violets for the present.
"This purchase is interesting to the

public because the Triangle at one
time had on its pay roll about 90 per
cent of the real talent of the screen.
"Pat Powers and Oscar Price, while

not given to wandering in the wide
open spaces, are known to the cinema
trade as strong, silent men. They
have not purchased the Triangle Film
Corp.—if it is in reality they who

(Continued on Page 2)

Williams En Route East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—J. D. Williams left

yesterday for New York.

Blumenthal Due To .y

Ben Blumenthal is aboard the
Olympic, scheduled to dock today.

Here on Theater Project
Charles G. Branham is conferring

with James A. Tuck, a Boston archi-
tect relative to several theater pro-
jects for New England.

Christie Renews With Educ'l
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Charles H. Christie
has signed with Educational for the
distribution of all Christie two-reel
product for the fifth consecutive year.

Cole Here from Texas
Col. H. A. Cole of Marshall, Tex.

and president of the M. P. T. O. of
that state is at the Astor. Cole was
here some months ago relative to

the campaign for the repeal of the
admission tax.

Maurice Schlesinger Dead
Maurice Schlesinger of the Inter-

national Variety and Theatrical
Agency, Ltd., important operators in

South Africa died yesterday from
spinal meningitis. The funeral will

be held at 2 o'clock today. Schle-
singer was one of the best known fig-

ures in the export field.

T. N. T. Sat. Night Party. Astor. March
29.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. .110 109;/s 109^ 300
F. P.-L 66y2 65 vi 6Sy4 3,200

do pfd Not quoted
Goldwyn .... UH Uyi 12& 1,000

Loew's 165/6 155/6 1554 1,200

Warner's Not quoted

24 Studios in France
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris
—"La Cinematographic Fran-

caise" has prepared figures showing
the extent of the industry in France.
The survey shows there are 24 stu-

dios, 2,772 exhibitors, 157 producing
and distributing companies and 54
directors.

(T (SkLu&xticrnal. (J-lctLC-uu^

»w

^

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

Ge°
CorP<*

ftti0*
V^u* r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

itg6

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
150 W, 46th St. Bryant 7273

WANTED
An Up-To-The-Minute Adver-
tising and Publicity Man. Reply
By Letter Stating Experience
and Salary. Box M-28 THE
FILM DAILY.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
{.Continued from Page 1)

thick one sucker broke his spoon stir-

ring it. My stomach is full of fights
from eating scraps. You get your
choice of steak or potatoes at dinner.
We got decks walkers with hob nail

shoes on who get up every morning
to see what the ocean does at day-
light. As soon as they see—they be-
gin pacing the deck. Kipling must of
got hiS idea for his poem "Boots" on
this trip.

Tomorrow we reach tropic seas,

I had one day when I didn't feel so
good. Something went wrong with
my stomach and before I had a
chance to get to my cabin, I was in

terrible condition.

I'm standing at the rail, during the
above named spell when a guy ap-
proaches me and says, "Don't give up
to it old chap, it's all in your mind."

Well, I comes back at him, if your
mind is in your stonjach maybe you
can control it—but I got mine up in

my head and that ain't where I'm
feeling bad. And I've already give
up.

There's a funny collection of peo-
ple on board.

Mrs. Deneker met a society woman
from Peoria today whose husband is

leaning up against the saloon door

—

so that when they open it he'll fall

right in. She says he misses his

hooch so much she's spent her last

four years on the ocean and that he's

booking up for next summer and the
one after.

There's two priests on board and a
rabbi. From the way I felt yesterday
I could have used them all.

Will write you from Madeira to-

morrow. I understand it's a closed
territory.

A friend of* Mrs. Deneker's from
Exzema joined us at our table today.
Our table is closer to the kitchen so
some of our fcod arrives warm.

Best ever from your tourist friend.

CLEM.
Sign Deneker yourself.

Sail Saturday

Alice Joyce and her brother, Frank
sai: for England Saturday. Miss Joyce
will be starred in "The Passionate
Adventurer," which will be made by
Graham Cutts for Selznick distribu-

tion.

Charles Walton is back from a va-
cation in Bermuda.

Buy "T" Assets
(Continued from Page 1)

are behind the Lovelace deal—for a
plaything. It is very probable that
they propose to reorganize the com-
pany, using as a basis the some two
thousand negatives of all the famous
stars and directors they have on hand,
along with the immensely valuable
story rights the Triangle is known to
have possessed. With this as a start

they will undoubtedly enter the pro-
duction field for the purpose of once
more giving battle to some of the old
line cinema firms."

P. A. Powers stated yesterday it

was true he and Price had purchased
the Triangle assets, but declared he
didn't know just what would be done
with the story rights. The original
purchase was made by Frank W.
Severn of 1476 Broadway, but Powers
stated that Severn had acted on be-
half of the Kessels and that his deal
was made subsequently.

Carl Kettler 111

(Sfecial to THE FILM DAILY)
West Palm Beach, Fla.—Carl Kett-

ler is critically ill. His newest the-

ater, the Kettler opened recently.

Meighan Goes On Vacation
Following the completion of "The

Confidence Man," Thomas Meighan
has gone to White Sulphur Springs,
for a vacation of three weeks.

Schnitzer Back from Coast
Joseph I. Schnitzer of F. B. O.,

is back from the coast.

Fairbanks Party Sails The 12t

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary 1 <.

ford sail on the Olympic April li x
Cherbourg.

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

PafhecomeoV—=-®-

Powerful Modern

Society Drama

CYTHERE^
Goddess of Lovt

Graham Wilcox Buys Two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Graham Wilcox Co., has
purchased "Thelma" and "Lights Out"
produced by F. B. O. for England.
The company will next produce "De-
cameron Nights."

'

Stebbins Supply Co. Moves
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The Stebbins Picture
Co., is now on the second floor of the
Keystone Press Bldg.

FOR RENT
Small office, reasonable, excel-

lent location, new building, cor.

Broadway and 51st St. Inquire

Room 401, 1650 Broadway

announcinq

HelmChadwick
ina seriesof
specialproductions

Jot
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The Historic Tiger Skin
is now on display in the lobby of

Tom Moore's Rialto, Washington

where (^/nOl^^n^
"Three Weeks" is playing

as a preview. This great

picture is making Washington

BoX'Ofjice History

Scheduled for Early Release by
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jwspaper Opinions
:
Darling of New York"—Univ.

Washington, Detroit

EE PRESS—* * * has much to corn-

it, an exciting story, a well chosen

ind a star with a universal appeal. • * •

iy Peggy is without doubt at her best

5 picture, * * * There is no doubt that

icture will have a wide appeal.

WS—The personality and magnetism of

Montgomery rise above everything * * *

ure-length comedy, the first of its kind

:o exploit this little maid, and those who
her two-reel efforts a treat should de-

riple the enjoyment from this one.

UES—Many an adult actress would fail,

ould say, where little Peggy has per-

d with what appears to be a consum-
iassion. * * * Baby Peggy is an ex-

e little being.

"Daytime Wives"—F. B. O.
World, Omaha

)RLD-HERALD—* * * Emile Chau-
the director, has built fine climaxes that

time become theatrical.

"Defying Destiny"—Selznick

Lyric, Cincinnati
QUIRER—Some portions of this pro-

Dn defy not only destiny but common
as well. * * * The most genuine merit

is its acting, particularly that of Irene

and Monte Blue, who play the leading

Lyric, Cleveland
)ST—* * * Some of the factors in the

strain one's credulity, as most "falsely

;ed" stories do, but the direction and
jgraphy, as well as the acting are A-No.

Don't Call It Love"—F. P.L.

Park and Mall, Cleveland
,AIN DEALER—Rita Coventry, the

i donna, as played by Nita Naldi is a

lifferent personality than the Rita Co-

y of the Street story. * * * The story is

i new one, either. Dressed up in fine

es and elaborate settings, it is the same
dy old tale of the simple, doting girl who
her man to a vampire—and then takes

back after the vamp has given him the

left shoulder.
tESS—* * * The tale is filmed with some
and humorous discernment. It is po-

ind bright. But there isn't much emo-
1 kick in it. There was kick in the

I, but some of that was lost when it

filmed. Still, it's a good movie. It

s the real characters who have real

ves* * * Nita Naldi wears some sensa-

1 clothes.

rhe Drivin' Fool"—Hodkinson
Capital, Philadelphia

JBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—"The
in' Fool," is one of the speediest pictures

here in some time. It is not only breezy
it has abundance of clean-cut comedy
a sweet little love story.
TBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—This
ire is one of the finest films ever made,
e are thrills galore.

SENTINEL—Some day the millenium in

pictures will arrive—and then Metro will give
Viola Dana a role that is worthy of her tal-

ents. * * * In "The Heart Bandit," her
latest comedy drama, her part is the usual
one of the good-bad birl who reforms and
she is adept at it because she's had that same
role in every one of her recent pictures.

"Jacqueline" Arrow-S. R.
New Lyric, Minneapolis

DAILY STAR—* * * told in a highly in-

teresting manner.
TRIBUNE—Plenty of thrills are displayed

* * * The Canadian timber country forms
a picturesque background for the melodrama.

"Just Off Broadway"—Fox
Empress, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—* * * John Gilbert,

who has the role of the hero, handles it most
satisfactorily. * * * Edward Mortimer, the
director, keeps the story moving with action
and incident. It is staged with first rate

atmosphere.

The Fool's Awakening"—Metro
Palace, Montreal

\ZETTE—"The Fool's Awakening" suf-

from the same quality of ineffectiveness
lay material • • •

rAR—* * * does not always convince,
one rich in highly interesting situations,

means devoid of excitement and even
brills, with plenty of emotional atmo-
re and no little romantic flavoring.

Delmonte, St. Louis
^OBE-DEMOCRAT—Why a thorough-
ntertaining and true-to-life novel makes
I picture material can be easily under-
i by audiences who see "The Fool's
kening." • • •

DST-DISPATCH—A fine cast • • •

!MES—* * * is illogical and far fetched,
esting while you are looking at it, but
otten as soon as it is over. There is

>od cast and good direction.

"The Heart Bandit"—Metro
Garden, Milwaukee

)URNAL—* * * Nothing extraordinary
it it, except Viola. * * * Little Vi Dana
it—whatever "it" is. She personality

"Loving Lies"—Allied Prod.
Regent, Phildelphia

BULLETIN—For any one who is willing

to overlook the fact that the plot (outside
of a few novel twists) is stereotyped, and
the sub-titles are too abundant, there is cer-

tainly enough action to provide plenty of
ordinary enjoyment.
PUBLIC LEDGER( MORNING)—There

are plenty of thrills in this narrative—

a

storm at sea, a wreck and a thrilling rescue
through the pounding surf
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—The

most exciting sequences in the picture are
the storm at sea, the wreck and the rescue
through the pounding surf.

JOURNAL—Just another preachment
against the evils of the riches, the madness
of jazz and the dangers of idleness, beauti-

fully screened and admirably acted.
TIMES-UNION—But, as presented by

(the cast) it becomes quite well worth seeing
even though one realizes that there are a
number of points where it fails to remain
true to life.

"The Man From Brodney's"—Vita.
Strand, Montreal

STAR—* * * A cast of unusual note, • * •

has made this film one of the best of the
year at this theater.

Ambassador, Washington
POST—Here is a photoplay subject that

embodies all the suspense of Belasco's "The
Drums of Oude," with an insular revolt run-
ning at full blast with the lives of a small
group of British and American subjects its

principal object.

"Mothers-in-Law"—Preferred
Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—"Mothers-in-Law" is another
chapter in the film series glorifying the home.
* * * Edith Yorke gives a satisfying if, at
times, overambitious portrayal of Mom Win-
gate. Ruth Clifford and Gaston Glass are
good as the son and daughter-in-law. The
remainder of the cast ic adequate.

"A Ride For Life"—Universal
Isis, Indianapolis

NEWS—"A Ride for Life," is a bit un-
certain at times, for the continuity is wobbly,
but the action is rapid, the anecdotes suffi-

ciently disturbing to the nerves and all the
rest of it, so why worry?

Rivoli, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—An interesting

little picture this, and Gibson at his best.

Laura La Plante is charming as the girl. Ed-
ward Sedgwick's direction is very good. The
picture moves with swiftness and smoothness.
STAR—A typical Hoot Gibson western

• • •

TIMES—Hoot Gibson ought to have more
of a following than he has. His sepecialty
is "westerns" and he does them well, * * *

"The Song of Love"—1st Nat'l
New Astor, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—• • • Norma Talmadge ap-
pears in an entirely different type of role
from any she has thus far attempted. As an
Arabian dancing girl, Miss Talmadge is af-

forded ample opportunity for effective emo-
tional scenes * * * The production has been
artistically mounted and finely photographed.

C. J. Morton, formerly with Conti-

nental Service, is now sales manager
for the Publicity Clock Co., Inc.

DURATIZC1B4DE MAP* F"
YOUR FILMIm

220 WEST 42^STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKERINC
,2937

ALLAtf'A. LOWNES
PRES.-

"Our Hospitality"—Metro
McVicker's, Chicago

TRIBUNE—It may be said that the pic-
ture was received with manifestations of
great joy. * * * Mr. Keaton "pulls" a lot of
new stuff that no doubt most people will find
highly entertaining. As per usual, he is

smileless. Also—thank him for the surprise
he hands you as the final reel ends.

"Pied Piper Malone"—F. P.-L.
Strand, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—Booth Tarkington wrote the
story as an original screen vehicle for Thomas
Meighan but it is Tom's own magnetic per-
sonality and the flock of children who are
seen that make it mildly entertaining, rather
than any brilliance on the part of Mr. Tark-
ington.

"Pleasure Mad"—Metro
Garrick, Minneapolis

SENTINEL— • • a hectic expose of the
so-called modern jazz life, is distinguished
particularly by the fine work of Mary Alden.
TRIBUNE—Aside from the main theme,

the elaborate settings are of exceptional in-

terest. * * * Mary Alden heads a brilliant

cast. * * *

Regent, Rochester
DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—The

play is convincingly moral, one of the few
in which the lessons of virtue are stressed
more emphatically than the scenes portray-
ing the transgressions of propriety.

Louise- Lagrang has arrived fron?

the Coast to appear in "The Mounte-
bank," being directed by Herbert
Brenon.

FINISHED PRODUCTIONS
MARKETED AND FINANCED

GEO. H CALLAGHAN
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

TRUART
announces

in preparation for

motion picture production

an adaptation of the novel

"DARING LOVE"

All Rights Reserved

Truart Film Corporation

M. H. Hoffman, Vice-President

1540 Broadway, Naw York

t<04>

*****

ftara compsox
n

m

MIAMI a

An Alan CrcslandProduction

Jkxfuced hy Gilford Cinema Corp.

&- HODKINSON RELEASE

Season 1924-1925 Thirty-first RunPictures

DON'T LET INSUFFICIENT CAPITAL
STUNT YOUR EXPANSION ....
FINANCE ON THE CHROMOS PLAN

Convenient Arrangements for

Legitimate Propositions

An Interview Won't Cost You Anything

Chromos Trading Company

SUITE 1207-8

1123 BROADWAY
'PHONE WATKINS 4522
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All wool and
a yard wide!

Yes, sir! That's our guarantee behind

the Louis B. Mayer presentation

of the

JOHN M. STAHL production

"WHY MEN LEAVE HOME"
Adapted by A. P. Younger from Avery Hopwood's great stage success.

Directed by John M. Stahl — Chief Photographer Sol Polito.

Master at all times of the art of depicting entertain- 1

ingly and intensely interesting the ups and downs of
g

married life, John Stahl has far surpassed all his pre-

vious efforts in this, his first under a new First National

contract. "Why Men Leave Home'' is a great pic-

ture to advertise, a wonderful picture for the public

—a peach of a business getter for the box-office.

Lights ! Cameras ! Cut ! There — that's

another perfect hit shot for

FIRST NATIONAL
FIRST

NATIONAL

with Lewis Stone — Helene Chadwick — Mary Carr — William V. Mong
Hedda Hopper %>sw*
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BAGDAD
By DANNY

lug's" latest. Pictorially, won-
! Too many adjectives of a

imentary nature cannot be

to describe it's pictorial con-

anJ value. It is just as though
one was turning over a book of

isand pages of Maxfield Parrish

ngs illustrating The Arabian
3. Gorgeous in its innumerable,
tic sets; delighting the eye a

ed times in as many shots "The
of Bagdad" will stand as a

to shoot at by producers for

; time to come for this particular

to its general entertainment
that is another story. Quite.

11 delight millions of children,

all men and women are but
en grown up. But somehow,
e its beauty, its illusive charm,
andeur,, at times it kept slipping

and away; and even the willing-

)f a fervid first night Doug and
audience never arose to an ex-
nit pitch. It was beautiful,

ous, delighting the eye, but

—

1 its a but with a big B.

3 is being written at midnight,
moments after the closing of

>.ow; and there is neither time
jace to go into detail in many
about this magnificent produc-
;asily the finest thing pictorially

made. But one expects more
ust a series of magnificent pic-

from Doug. True showman
ie is he has missed little op-
lity to use these instincts to

fullest extent. And in many
these register definitely. But
rst part is entirely too long,
vhile the second part lifts the
ction materially still it ends
a feeling that the producer of
n Hood" while making a great
Jtstanding picture has not made
hich, in general public expres-
wil! displace his former effort.

a box office attraction much may
d for "The Thief of Bagdad."
pinions of some of the most im-
lt showmen in the business ven-
after the final curtain last night
far from optimistic. They

d doubtful of it; afraid of it;

:gardless of its many fine points.

ibtless much will be gained
the picture is cut for general
uption. It must have been 13
re reels in length when shown
ight.

e in tomorrow's issue.

Get Alaskan Picture
Associated Exhibitors Close for Nine

Reeler Made in the Far
North

Associated Exhibitors have pur-

chased from the Alaskan Pictures

Corp., through Captain Lathrop, the

nine reel feature, "The Chechachos,"
made entirely in Alaska and, which,
according to reports, is one of the

most novel productions ever brought
to the market.

Officials at Associated beyond ad-

mitting that the deal has been closed

will say nothing, but it is reported

that they think so highly of the pro-
duction that it will be given a special

showing at one of the hotels.

English Tax Yield Heavy
i Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—A discussion in the

House of Commons over the revenue
yielded by the entertainments tax de-

veloped the following figures:
1917 £ 3,001,268
1918 4,987,558
1919 7,520,080
1920 10,479,516
1921 11,735,840
1922 10,279,543
1923 9,603,047

Total £ 57,606,852

C. B. C. Plans Eight
C. B. C. plans to produce eight

features for next season. These will

be known as Columbia Pictures, the

new brand name for the company.
"Yesterday's Wife," "Forgive and
Forget," "Innocence," "The Marriage
Market," "Discontented Husbands,"
and "The Barefoot Boy" have been
sold to Apollo Trading Corp. for all

of Europe with the exception of Hol-
land and Scandinavian countries.

Clem's Ocean Stufi
Leaving Madeira Permanently.

Dear Daily:
I been on this boat a week now and

was wondering what was wrong with

it. Now I found out. It's a Scotch
boat. I didn't know this until I saw
two emaciated sea gulls that has been
following us all the way over. They
are near starved.

This is a funny boat. A shark
started to follow us out of the har-

bor at Madeira, but when it saw the

Scotch flag—it turned around and
went back.

Well, as far as I am concerned

these cruises is the bunk. I wanted
to cancel my ticket at Monte Carlo

and get an adjustment, but the cap-

tain said he wouldn't do it, that it was
too hard to get people onto the Tus

{Continued on Page 4)

Only 1,000 T. N. T. Tickets. Get Yours
Now.

Ince May Renew
Contract with First National Likely

to Carry On—"Last Frontier"
On New List

A statement from First National
concerning production activities from
Thomas H. Ince yesterday concluded
with the following paragraph:

"Following completion of the cur-
rent schedule, Ince has announced
plans for a new schedule of six big

specials for First National release,

one of which will be 'The Last Fron-
tier', a stupendous 'western' based
on the book by Courtney Riley
Cooper."

At the Ince offices, no information
was available concerning the intima-

tion that a new contract had been
signed but in view of the fact that

Ince has been a unit on the First

National releasing program since

1921, it would not prove surprising
were he to continue his present re-

lations. With the release of "The
Galloping Fish," First National de-

clares there remain two more to be
delivered under the present program.
These are "The Marriage Cheat" and
"Those Who Dance." An important
feature on the new Ince program
is "The Last Frontier."

Discuss Children's Bill

Part of the discussion at the regu-

lar T. O. C. C. meeting yesterday

concerned the children's bill in Al-

bany. The matter is considered an

important one and a subject in which
exhibitors generally are very much
interested. The impression is that

children should be admitted to the-

aters in charge of a matron, in view
of the fact that the calibre of theaters

has advanced so considerably in the

past decade.

"Passionate Italians"

The $100 prize winning sketch to

be presented at the Naked Truth
Dinner at the Astor on March 29, is

to be enacted by a trio of stars. The
sketch is entitled "Passionate Ital-

ians" and it is an adaptation of that

well known Broadway success, "Ro-
meo and Juliet, by Will Shake-

speare. Bebe Daniels will appear as

Tuliet. and Richard Dix will stand be-

low the balcony as Romeo and Ernest

Torrence has been cast
_
as Friar

Laurence. The author will be an-

nounced at the dinner.

Arthur Loew Sails on 27th

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Arthur Loew leaves here

for New York on the 27th.

Get Together
Plans Being Discussed by Which
Harmony Can Be Restored to

National Organization

Plans are being discussed by sever-
al groups of exhibitors for the pur-
pose of developing a harmonious state

of affairs within the national exhibi-
tor organization, to the end that in

Boston, or immediately thereafter, the
M. P. T. O. will again present a
solid front.

Members of the organization in-

sist that the rebuilding should come
from within and that the insurgents
should make a proposition to the na-
tional body; but others on the out-
side say that regardless of how the
matter can be rearranged that the

old organization as well as the dis-

satisfied groups should come together,

settle their differences, and start

afresh.

Dickering for Auto Club Bldg.

It is understood that the T. O. C. C.
is dickering for the Automobile Club
of America building, 247 West 54th

St., in which to house its proposed
clubhouse. The plan provides for the

T. O. C. C. to use two stories and
rent out the other five to exchanges.
In view of the recent up-town ten-

dency in business, the T. O. C. C.

does not consider this an unworkable
scheme.

Inspiration Denies Claims

It is understood that Inspiration

has served notice on Richard Barthel-

mess that the company does not

recognize the breaches which Bar-
thelmess claims. The latter is now
in Bermuda.

New Warner Deal
1924-1925 Product Sold For England

to Gaumont Co., Ltd.—Effective

in September

The Warners' have made a new
distributing deal for England with the

Gaumont Co., Ltd., one of the most
important of the British releasing or-

ganizations of which A. C. and R. C.

Bromhead are the active heads.

The new arrangement becomes ef-

fective in September and covers the

1924-1925 product. The present

Warner output is being handled
through F. B. O. Ltd. The company
expects to have twenty features on
its next schedule, with the possibility

that this will be augmented by three

from Ernst Lubitsch.

T. N. T. Sat. Night Party. Astor. March
29.
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Independents Meet On Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—A meeting of inde-

pendent producers was held last

night at the Montmarte Cafe. Joe
Brandt explained plans for the forma-
tion of a Coast unit of the I. M. P.

P. D. A.

Hamilton With Famous
Neil Hamilton has been "farmed''

out by D. W. Griffith to Famous
Players to appear in "The Mounte-
bank."

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

Juvenile comedy

ABOUTrFACS

*\>cU&rq£4cn&aJ[.

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions £ fca«»

KA> X r 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables-r-Geokann, N. Y.

AT LIBERTY

BLYTHE SHERWOOD
Personal Press Representative

Loew Co. Wipes Out Deficit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—Loew's Toronto Thea-

ters, Ltd., wiped out a deficit from
the previous year, liquidated a fairly-

large bank obligation and showed a

substantial net profit during the fiscal

year ending Jan. 5. The company has
two houses, Loew's Yonge Street and
Loew's Uptown.
Revenue in 1923 totalled $289,094

and of this amount the Yonge Street
contributed $237,111. The net bal-
ance or profit is $80,587, as compared
with a deficit of $6,192 the previous
year. Bank loans of $73,785, were
liquidated and cash on hand stands
at $36,483. Total assets are $2,284,-

191 and include $750,000, for good will

and booking rights; real estate lease-

holds and equipment, $1,431,569; or-
ganization expenses. $30,000; current
assets, $46,401, and discount on bonds,
$22,474, current liabilities $83,893.

Decision for United Artists

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—United Artists has been

awarded the decision by Judge Mor-
son in a suit by that company against

S. Garr, representing Dominion Films.

Judgment was given for $100 and
costs, representing the damages for

alleged breach of contract in connec-
tion with rental of "Robin Hood."

Henderson Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Dell Henderson ex-

pects to leave for the East today
where he will make a picture, proba-
bly for the state right market.

Finishes "Meddling Women"
Lionel Barrymore has completed

work in "Meddling Women," for

Chadwick Pictures. Dagmar Godow-
sky is the female lead.

Lefcourt Won't Build For Year
The theater at Broadway and 47th

St., adjoining the Strand which is

planned by A. E. Lefcourt will not

be built for about a year.

Visitors
Visitors from out-of-town yester-

day included Guy Wonders of Balti

more and Julian Brylawski of

Washington.

Woods Leaves For Coast
Walter Woods, scenario editor with

the James Cruze unit has left for the

coast, following a stay of a few days
here.

Akron Exhibitors Meet

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Akron, O.—The Akron Theater

Owners Ass'n, at the recent annual
meeting, re-elected its entire list of

officers, namely: Ike Friedman, Ak-
ron Theater Co., president; Charles
Menches, Liberty, vice-president; F.

C. Buben, Palace, treasurer; Albert
Ploenes, Orpheum, secretary, and L.

J. Callinan, assistant secretary. Trus-
tees also re-elected are: James P.
Dunlevy, Strand; C. W. Belden,
Thornton, and Allen Simmons, Al-
len..

Discuss Albany Bill

(By Long Distance Phone)

Albany—A hearing was held yes-
terday on the measure which would
make it compulsory for every person
handling inflammable stock to secure

a license from the State Labor De-
partment. An amendment has been
made which would provide that the

New York City license would eman-
ate from the Fire Department.

Four "Wilderness Tales" Ready
Before leaving for his tour of Edu-

cational exchanges, Robert C. Bruce
completed cutting the last four of his

"Wilderness Tales" of the 1924 ser-

ies. They are "The Trader Keeps
Moving," "Just Waiting," "The Ex-
Bartender Retires" and "The Fare-
well."

"Manhandled" in Work
"Manhandled." starring Gloria

Swanson, is directed by Allan Dwan,
with Dick Rosson assisting. Hal
Rosson is the cameraman. Tom
Moore is featured, with Paul McAl-
lister, Frank Morgan, Carrie Scott
and Ivan Keith in the cast.

Acquired "Beloved Vagabond"
F. B. O. has acquired American

distribution of "The Beloved Vaga-
bond," starring Carlyle Blackwell. It

was made abroad.

AVAILABLE
Young Man, Age 24, Thoroughly
Experienced In Film Exchange As
Cashier, Bookkeeper, Auditor, Etc.
Available April 1. Desires Position.

Apply: BOX M-38.

THE FILM DAILY
71-W. 44th St

N. Y. C.

Announcing -

LIU LEE
Starring inagreat

series of feature
productions fir

HODKINSON RELEASE^
Season 1924*1925 Thirty first-Bun Pictures

Guts and Flasht
Charles K. Harris has corn

the second in a series of one rei

cartoons which he is making
old American songs.

Bebe Daniels will appear op
Richard Dix in "Unguarded Wc en"

which Alan Crosland will dire for

Famous.

"The First Notch" is the ti (

the first of the new Ben Wilsc s

ries of westerns for Arrow.

Kerman Films have taken adc dd-

al floor space in the Godfrey B t

Arthur Edmund Carew has a

from the Coast.

HAL ROACH'!

STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES

"The Pinnacle of Pantornirn

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

J

Everyone

is talking about

CYTHERE^
Goddess of Love

'WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

tSBORATORii
L INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STREE
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 29;

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CT£N. MCR.

Phone Bryant 3377 Room 81

HAZEL A. BERKOWITZ
Public Stenographer

Notary Public

729 'Seventh Ave. New Yorl

Typewriting, Multigraphing, Mimeographing,

Addressing, Manuscripts & Translations



Cruze has Another Knockout!

Adolph Zukor and Jesse LLasky
present A

JamgCRUZE
PRODUCTION

WITH

ERNEST TORRENCE
MARY ASTOft
NOAH BEERY
PHYLLIS HAVER
CULLEN LANDIS
CC (paramountQiclure

The greatest combination of roaring comedy and appealing romance ever

screened ! Cruze's fifth big hit and, except "The Covered Wagon," the big-

gest of the five. Adapted by Walter Woods from Booth Tarkington's

"Magnolia." Doing stand-out business at the Rivoli, New York, this week.

Reviews? Read 'em:

"One of the best features of the season.

If the play had held the entertainment

values the picture includes, it would have

been running yet. A splendid cast."

—

Times Square Daily.

"An entertaining and constantly amusing

photoplay."—World.

"James Cruze is the possessor of the

keenest sense of humor in the cinema di-

rectorial field, and he is at his best in 'The

Fighting Coward."—Herald.

"Most delightful and gratifying. Never
has James Cruze done a more delightful

piece of directing. We want everybody
to see it."—Tribune.

"A hilariously funny entertainment."

—

Times.

"A thorough-going delight. Cruze is

making one hit after another, because he
is an organization director. He can, with-
out losing a bit of his own virile original-

ity, take advantage of the resources, fa-

cilities and brains around him."—Motion
Picture News. (William A. Johnston)

Produced by

ffiFAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKYCORPORATION /*
ADOLPH ZUKOR. President , L

'NEW YORK CITY1

4-col. Press Sheet Ad. Mats and Electros.
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At Broadway Theaters! Clem's Ocean Stuff

Rivoli

Selections from "Eileen" are played as
the overture, immediately followed by the

usual "Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz" number:
"Dear Old Southland." The Rivoli Pictorial

News Weekly, De Forest Phonofilm and
"Along The Mississippi," sung by Miriam
Lax, soprano, assisted by the Rivoli Ensemble,
come next, in order. "The Fighting Cow-
ard," the feature, is sixth on the bill. "Cake-
walk," with Paul Oscard and La Torrecilla,
and "The Tough Tenderfoot," one of the
Leather Pushers' series, are the two last units
on the program.

Liberty
Douglas Fairbanks,' "The Thief of

Bagdad," is the feature.

Strand
The program as follows: Joseph Plunkett

presents : Famous Composers Series, No. 3

;

Massenet with (a) "Le Roi de Lahore," by
the orchestra

;
(b) "Meditation," played on

the violin by Madeleine MacGuigan; (c)
Duct from "Herodiade," sung by Ruth
Arden, soprano, and Louis Dornay, tenor,
and (d) Ballet Music, an elaborate ballet of-

fering; next is the Strand Topical Review;
"Lilies of the Field," the feature, and "Two
Little Love Birds," a Pathe comedy. An
organ solo closes.

At Other Houses
"The Great White Way," at the Capitol

last week, has been held over. "A Society
Scandal" is playing a second week on Broad-
way, having been moved down from the
Rivoli to the Rialto. "The Ten Command-
ments" continues on at the Cohan, as does
"Yolanda," at the Cosmopolitan. "America"
remains at the 44th Street, while the Lyric
still houses "Thy Name Is Woman."

The Receivers of PRIZMA, INC., will re
ceive sealed bids for the assets of Prirma, Inc.,
hereafter generally described, at the Chamber!
of the United States District Court, Chamber
of Commerce Building, 20 Branford Place,
Newark, N. J., on

APRIL 7, 1924, AT 10 A. M.

The property includes:

REAL ESTATE—Manufacturing plant anc
equipment, with separate office building, known
as Nos. 3191-3197 Boulevard, Jersey City, N.
J., 100 feet front on Boulevard; factory build-
ing brick and stone fireproof construction;
office building brick construction.

EQUIPMENT—All building equipment,
machinery, appliances, including cameras, pro-
jection machines, printing machines and all
office furniture.

SUPPLIES, &c—Miscellaneous lot of ma-
terials and supplies incident to the business,
including all negatives and prints.

PATENTS, &c—All patents, patent rights,
patent applications, improvements, devices and
processes owned or controlled by Prizma, Inc.
These relate generally to color photography.

TERMS—All bids must be accompanied by
certified check to Receivers' order for 10% of
the amount of the bid. In no event shall such
check be less than $5000.

All bids will be immediately reported to a
Judge of the United States District Court
then sitting at above place, for such action
thereon as may be deemed proper.

The right is reserved to reject any and all
bids.

The bids will be subject to mortgage and tax
liens against the above real estate amounting
to approximately $44,000.

On approval of any bid, 50% thereof will
be payable in cash, balance in thirty days,
unless other terms specifically agreed to.

Further particulars on request.

CHARLES K. D. WALSH,
ALBERT I. DRAYTON,

15 Exchange PI., Jersey City, N. J.,

Receivers.

(.Continued from Page 1)

cania to let anyone leave before their

time was up.

There ain't much doing in the way
of moving picture theaters at Ma
deira. It's a small place that seems
to get smaller every time it rains.

Sort of shrinks. They get their ser

vice (which is a nice word to call

what they get) from England. A boat
gets to Madeira every time a captain

loses his way at sea and if they hap
pen to have a picture on board, the

manager of the theater at Madeira
gives a show. Admission prices are

as follows:

People with pants on 1000 reis.

People without pants on 500 reis

Reserved seats with pants on 2000
reis.

Reserved seats without pants on
1500 reis.

Well I sees the price list in the

lobby through the cob webs and gets

to thinking that here's one exhibitor

who knows how to charge high ad-

mission prices, but when I finds out

that it takes a couple hats full of reis

to make a dime, I ain't so stuck on
him.
The kids are all naked here and the

principal business is selling monkeys
and parrots and making suckers out

of tourists.

Cook's tourist company handles the

excursions off this boat and most of

the saps on board is signed up. Not
yours truly. From the looks of

things the folks is going to see most
of Europe in about twenty minutes.

I'm hitting out independently and
Mrs. Deneker and me sees about
everything there is. I speak a little

Mexican I picked up during my spell

at Hollywood, and this is carrying
me through plenty OK.
We gets to Gibraltar Tuesday.

This is the place that insurance com-
pany built so as to have an ad for how
strong they are. I don't guess I'll

go ashore there. Knowing its a tie-up

with the Prudential, there's probably
nothing to see but cemeteries.

I understand there's two movie
houses at Gibraltar. One open for
business, the other making money.

Weli, will send you another analy-
sis from Algiers if there's anything to

analyze.

CLEM.
Sign Deneker yourself.

Pickford Film for Criterion

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall,"
the new Pickford picture opens at

the Criterion either May 4 or May 11.

The contracts have not been signed
but it is taken for granted that the
deal will be consummated. The pic-
ture will replace "The Humming
Bird," at Grauman's Million Dollar
theater, Los Angeles as soon as the
latter completes its run.

No Title For Johnson Film
Harry Berman stated yesterday

that the new Emory Johnson film will
not be known as "Spirit of America,"
because he felt this title would en-
croach on the Griffith picture,
"America."

Frolic and fun

Skit and Pun

Razz and Jazz

Beauty and Brains

Ra! Ra! Bingo

Ifs a Party

Press Agents Revel

and Dinner Dance

T. N. T.

Astor, March 29



Opiiewspaper upimons
New York

ilies of the Field"—1st Natl

Strand

[ERICAN—* * * amusing and enter-

g If we were to dissect the story we

i not find anything that requires gray

r I might even say it is trashy, but

is so well done in the matter of acting

production we have to overlook the

ia M. Clay tendencies of plot,

lile the play belongs to Connne Griffith

lust share it with Conway Tearle * *

ILY NEWS—* * * Miss Griffith has

bly never been in a prettier picture, so

s" will please those who found her, in

k Oxen," a worthy successor to Helen

-oy et al. * * * This picture is bound

lit popular taste, if only because of the

show element * * * Mr. Tearle's ad-

s will find him as noble and serious as

ENING JOURNAL—Myrtle Stedman,

is Haver, Alma Bennett and Cissy Fitz-

i, in sumptuously furnished apartments,

out the sophisticated leit-motif of the

with entertaining situations, and advice

just gets by the censors. * * *

ere is a moral, of course; the sets are

iful; the furs and gowns gorgeous, and

ictors, wordly-wise and weary. * * *

'ENING WORLD—Corinne Griffith

Conway Tearle, one of the surest of

fire screen combinations, scored another

ry * * *

id we have never seen them work better

in this, * * * and * * * they are ably

ted * * *

• * It's diverting to say the least.

ERALD—* * * skates warily over the

ice beneath which lurk the black waters

ensorial damnation. It is one of those

quite" dramas which evade the clutches

-.e professional prude by sliding up to a

ous situation and then dodging at the

fractional instant.

irinre Griffith, beautiful to the point of

dibility, * * * and Conway Tearle of

se impersonates the catch of the sea-
• * •

ORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * it will

ably be as good a box office attraction

le picture theatres as it was on Broad-

SLEGRAM—* * * Whether cloaked in

;dy or drama—"Lilies of the Field" has

in its claim to entertainment * * *

:MES—* * * Aside from two rather

»ard sequences, this is a remarkably
We effort. Beauty, true oeauty, grace-

arrayed, is always an important asset

photoplay, and therefore the presence
* of Corinne Griffith, * * * adds con-

ably to this film.

iss 'Griffith is ably assisted by Conway
-le, * * * Dillon, directed this picture,

most of his work is efficient, * * *

'is is nevertheless, a good entertainment,
h will please most persons who see it

*

:MES SQUARE DAILY—* * * "Lilies

he Field" was a second rate play and
't improved any as a picture,

lis film is of the regular program type
'gh it cost a lot of money, which is its

outstanding asset except the lovely and
(ted Miss Griffith.

UBUNE—"Lilies of the Field," is about
much like William Hurlburt's play as
< is like cheese. * * *

* the picture is so badly done, so
ess and so improbable that one acutely
trs from fatigue before it is finished
ORLD—In creating beautiful pictures
he expert employment of light and lens,

artist who photographed "Lilies of the
1" has done a really remarkable thing

picture is extremely fine in another
rtment.
he story, which came to the stage to
oit the life and habits of the kept woman,
iteresting a great deal of the time, daring
sionally, and soggy a little. * • •

is a picture play worthy of success

DAILY NEWS—"The Fighting Coward"
seemed to me to be awfully funny, but not

because the director meant it to be. How-
ever, on second thought, maybe he did. • * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * fine film en-

tertainment. * * *

James Cruze, * * * has scored again, only
not in such a massive way. * * *

Take it all and all * * * a delightful

afternoon's entertainment.

HERALD—James Cruze is the possessor
of the keenest sense of humor in the cinema
directorial field and he is at his best in

"The Fighting Coward." * * * The picture

gets under way very slowly but later de-

velopments prove this somewhat necessary
in order to more accentuate the speed it

eventually attains. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * it is

entertaining from the outset. * * * However,
somehow or other, the picture lacks vitality,
* * * Also, in the screen version, all per-

sonality is lost. Ernest Torrence * * * Cul-

len Landis * * * Mary Astor, Noah Beery
anc Phyllis Haver, though adequate, are
indefinite. It is not James Cruze at his

best by any means, but it is amusing.

POST—One of the finest directors in the
country, James Cruze, and a carefully

thought-out and beautifully staged produc-
tion give two important constituents in a

good photoplay. But add aninteresting story

and an excellent cast and you have "The
Fighting Coward", * * * The picture is

a joy and so is Ernest Torrence. * * *

It is one of the few photodramas that are
worthy of practically unqualified approval.

SUN—* * * "The Fighting Coward" will

provide a wholly diverting evening—even
for professional Southerners and professional
anti-Southerners.

TELEGRAM—* * * It is an exciting
story * * *

TIMES—* * * Provided one is in the
mood this is a hilariously funny entertainment
without an ounce of probability.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * Cruze,
directing, has turned in one of the best
program features of the season.
A splendid cast, in which Ernest Tor-

rerce and Cullen Landis stand out in bold

TRIBUNE—* * * Never has James Cruze
done a more delightful bit of directing, and
Walter Woods is to be congratulated on his

perfect adaptation. Ernest Torrence is an
absolute joy. So is Noah Beery, * * *

WORLD—The day-dreams of youth, shy
and meek, but raging inwardly with an in-

tense passion some day to burst into swag-
gering heroics, are made into an entertain-
ing and almost constantly amusing photo-
play in "The Fighting Coward," * * *

after the titles. This, In combination with

a slow tempo, has resulted in a story that

wanders aimlessly along to the perfectly

apparent ending.

POST—Thrills abound in "The Hoosier
Schoolmaster", in which Henry Hull, a good
actor, did his very best with poor material.
* # *

TELEGRAM—* * * the finest piece of

characterization of people and a period that

has been done into pictures.

The true beauty of the tale is the clean-

cut, unburnished picturization of the men
and women that went to make up the isolated

community ; the community as a whole, their

joys, their sorrows; the wholesome and the

bad under conditions that made for bad-

ness. * * *

TIMES—* * * it is not particularly in-

spiring or entertaining. However, the photo-

play does give some conception of the usual

monotonous existence of a small community
years ago in old Indiana, and the consequent
importance attached to trivial incidents.

Out-of'Town
Through The Dark"—Gold.-Cosmop.

Parkway, Baltimore
AMERICAN—The suspense of the narra-

tive is maintained until the very end, and, at

the same time, the characterization remains
remarkably consistent. This, in itself, is no
mean achievement where an out and out thrill-

er is concerned.

STAR—It is a play well known and the

present screen version is by far the best yet

offered of it. A story of the western plains

with a romance interwoven, it offers strong

characterizations and thrilling as well as amus-
ing situations.

"When A Man's A Man"—1st NatT

Madison, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Admirers of Harold Bell

Wright and his he-man heroes will be pleased

with the picture presentation of one of the

novelist's greatest books. * * * Beautiful back-

grounds of mountain and plain form an ap-

propriate setting for the piece.

NEWS—Quite a chummy little western with
a very serious treatment of the usual story

about the eastern waster who goes West to

become a man. * • •

TIMES—Detroiters wishing to see a fine

example of story writing, cast and types, act-

ing, photography and production don't want
to miss "When a Man's a Man."

Regina Crewe is handling publicity

for Rebecca-Silton, Inc.

he Fighting Coward"—F. P.-L.
Rivoli

MERICAN—There is grave danger that
>ne who attempts to read the titles in
e Fighting Coward" may die of lock-
« » #

Magnolia" as a play teemed with color-
screen possibilities. As a picture very
of these potentialities materialize. The

\ seems to be a failure to supply sufficient
onality.

"The Hoosier Schoolmaster"

—

Hod.
Cameo

AMERICAN—Whitman Bennett should be
commended for the sincere motive that, I

am sure, inspired him to make "The Hoosier
Schoolmaster." I have not a doubt that
his picture will be recommended on the high
screol list of worthy films. * **

* * * it is not one of our best "fillums"
not yet one of our worst.
EVENING JOURNAL—Edward Eggle-

ston's commentary on the Indiana of 1853
shows a great deal of scenery, various types
of the period, and the thankless job of educa-
ting future novelists. There are several
fights in the picture by Nat Pendleton, who
has a good screen appearance; * * *

EVENING WORLD—For the first time
in our history as a reel reviewer we couldn't
fi( rht our way through a crowd.

This happened three tunes • * * but, try
a! hard as we did, we simply couldn't get
in.

And, as far as we're concerned, this is

about as good a recommendation as we could
write of a picture.
HERALD—"The Hoosier Schoolmaster"

is an undistinguished, badly directed and
cheaply produced picture. It moves along
in the routine fashion affected by producer!
and directors who believe themselves to be
the last word in knowing what is "sure fire

stuff." * * *

Henry Hull, playing the title role, is an
unusually attractive young fellow and a first

rate actor. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * • It
deals with the days when orphans were
bound out to serve as servants • • • and
is a fairly interesting record of those times.

* * * the director has permitted a great

deal of his drama to be explained in the
titles, with the result that the big scenes
lose some of their punch when they appear

"This Freedom"—Fox
Hipp, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—The picture moves
steadily and consistently from one situation to

another. Jfou get the message—that a woman
cannot divide her time between business and
a home without the home suffering—without
having that message thrust at you distaste-

fully in long-winded sub-titles. * • • "This
Freedom" has no "thrills" and no wild melo-
drama. But it is a sensible, well constructed
picturization of the author's story, and it

presents his idea fairly and intelligently.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

"Twenty-One"—1st Nafl
State, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—Richard Barthelmess discards
his costumes and appears as a youth just

reaching his majority. * * * Dorothy Mack-
aill plays opposite Mr. Barthelmess to ad-
vantage, * * *

STAR—* • "Twenty-One" is a picture
that all can enjoy, a bit of high-class en-
tertainment.

"The Virginian"—Preferred
Capitol & West End Lyric, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * a notable

success. Thrills, action, romance and clean
entertainment are the ingredients that go to
make it a real treat.

STAR—A splendid new production * * *

TIMES—Has good cast. What makes
"The Virginian" an enjoyable photoplay is

that it is an out and out Western story,
simple logically developed, with good atmo-
sphere, its quota of shooting and riding and
romance.

Crandall's Washington
POST—While a drama of the West, this

subject partakes of none of the chief crudities
of the ordinary cowboy thriller.
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showmen grow-
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^tiv°5 "* **s a hig showman's

^\8§L pictures regular box

office steam roller.

Wow/ How they can
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PRAISE
By DANNY

caps of it. Praise galore.

"The Thief of Bagdad." In

newspaper criticisms. As
to be expected. Because

g has a marvelous picture

lany ways. Practically every
c raves over its pictorial ap-

r Practically all of them re-

to its fairy tale atmosphere.

turally this tremendous produc-
will be road shown first. It will

a long time before it reaches
Mr. Exhibitor, so you need not

y about it for a time. But when
•rnies along you will probably
it because there arc mighty few

u'tors who dare not run a Fair-

S picture, regardless of the price.

there arc few, indeed, who will

flock to sec "Doug's" latest. In

I ways this one is "in" from the
office viewpoint. Whether it will

! money for you depends to what
it it is cut, what you have to
for it, and how often you can
your show. It will have oodles
ublicity and advertising. Any
iKtion of this type would neces-
t attract much publicity. It is

oidablc. And the start it will

with Gest publicity will carry

hi every sense "The Thief

f Bagdad" is a pictorial

chievement rather than a
rnmntic n)ie; an achievement
f (he camera and the tcchni-

il artists rather than of the

rtors. It is essentially a one

ian show. And it finds Dong,
ke Griffith, yielding to dra-
inlic repression as if each

>ere thinking in slow motion,
tid forgetting that their pub-
e expects faster pulse beats,

'he speed of the story docs

ot keep up with the speed of

olloping imaginations of the

ublic of today.

ie tricks arc delightful. The
c carpet thrills. But there was
gic carpet sequence in a German
: picture shown here two years
A fine one, too. (No; this pro-

ion is not going to be named
nor its release.) And that same

ire had another sequence in which
army developed from a small
c, like the Trojan horse of an-

(Coniinued on Page 2)

Ray Rejoins Ince
Back With His First Affiliation—
To Make Type of Picture That

Made Him Popular
Charles Ray and Thomas H. Ince

have again joined forces. As a result

of a deal closed yesterday, the Ray
studio in Los Angeles has perma-
nently closed and Ray has returned
to the auspices under which he first

made his mark before the public.

The announcement came as a com-
plete surprise to the trade. It was

(Continued on Page 2)

Merger Forces Sherwood Out
The consolidation of the Herald

and the Tribune has resulted in the

elimination of Robert E. Sherwood
as picture critic for the combined
paper. Harriette Underbill continues
with the Herald-Tribune.

Universal's 36
Universal has selected the majority

of its vehicles for the scries of 36

Jewels panned for 1924-1925. This
will mean a threefold increase in its

line-up of specials over 1923. There
still remain about a dozen vehicles

to be selected, but the list as it now
stands includes the following:
Mary Philbin in "The Inheritors,"

"Mitsi," and "The Best in Life"; Hoot
(Continued on Page 4)

Censorship in N. Y. to be Abolished

And the Penal Code Strengthened

If Bill Planned is Passed by Legislature—Confidence Expressed
by Those Familiar with the Situation—Would Result in

Huge Saving if Effected

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany— if present plans are carried out the existing Censor-
ship Act will be repealed during the present session of the

Legislature. This will result in a saving to the industry of ap-
proximately a half million a year.

The purpose of the action planned is to assure the citizenship

of clean, decent pictures by amending the Penal Code so that

the showing of a picture considered immoral will lead to the

arrest of the exhibitor showing it as well as the producer and
distributor involved, with a resultant trial by jury. It is expected
that this will not be necessary as production standards are such
today that no producer of importance, nor an exhibitor respect-

ing his patronage will show pictures that are below the existing

high standard.

The Penal Code contains a1

section which makes it a criminal

offence to dispose of obscene postals and such matters. This
section will be changed to read "motion pictures" and is expected
to be made sufficiently strong to insure the proper action through
the police department.

"Western Grit," featuring Lester C uneo, supported by Alma Deer
()

is re-

plete with everything that makes a Western good entertainment." The

second of eight, produced and distributed by Ward Lascelle Productions—

Advt.

The bill has not been presented to

the Legislature as yet. Those inter-

ested expeel, however, that it will

be presented in a short time. No
serious difficulty is anticipated in its

passage.

The leaders in the Assembly will

hold a meeting next Wednesday, at

which they will decide the course

they will take in the repeal of the

Assembly censorship measure.

May "Farm Out" Robertson

It is not improbable that Inspira-

tion will "farm out" John S. Robert-
son to another producing company, in

view of the fact that difficulties be-

tween the company and Richard

Barthelmess preclude possibilities of

launching a new picture for some
weeks at least.

Suggests A Probe
W. A. True Charges Mysterious In-

fluences Blocked Exhibitor Dis-

tributor Plan

William A. True, in a statement

issued yesterday, made charges that

"mysterious influences were blocking

every constructive move made by the

theater owners in their attempt to

(Continued on Pag* 2)
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PRAISE
(Continued from Page 1)

cient Greece. Both of these tricks

were mighty well done.
One of the regrets of the produc-

tion was that the tremendous set

showing Bagdad was not flashed. It

appears towards the finish, hut the

flying carpet intrigues the eye, and
the stupendous set is all but lost.

Schenck Here

Joseph M. Schenck is in town from
the coast.

(fl&cUuuztlorud (fictuAjiD
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Suggests A Probe
(Continued from Page 1)

promote a co-operative picture dis-

tribution." He suggested that it

might be necessary to stage a Teapot
Dome investigation of politics in the

exhibitor ranks in order to clarify the

atmosphere.
True is now president of the The-

ater Owners Dist. Corp. (New York)
which declares it is entirely divorced
from exhibitor politics and intends
carrying out the plan for which the

other existing company, the T. O.
D. C. (Delaware) was originally

formed.
True says that the mysterious in-

fluences "suddenly became bold and
daring when the first picture put out
by the Theater Owners Dist. Corp.
was ready for release and that fur-

ther mysteries enshrouded and handi-
capped progress immediately preced-
ing and following the annual meet-
ing of the stockholders." He declares

that "the wielders of mystery were
content to mark-time and prevent re-

sults for what purpose and to what
end the theater owner public has not
yet learned."

In a letter which was sent to Syd-
ney S. Cohen, under date of March 15,

True said in part:

"While I was president of the corpor-
ation, as you very well know, I repeatedly
attempted to clear the way toward obtain-
ing pictures for distribution. That was the
purpose for which we organized, but in-

variably I was blocked by my fellow mem-
bers on the Board, and that no time did
any one of them offer any substitute plan
that could in any wise effectuate the pur-
pose of the corporation.''

"Apparently you and my other associates
on the Board were going to let the ship
sink ; that is why I got out. I want no
part in that sort of thing."
"As I have told you before and as I

told them, I intend to take care of the ex-
hibitor stockholders of the Delaware corpor-
ation who were not on the Board and I

have no fear that my conduct in this matter
will be misunderstood by any fairminded
man."

The M. P. T. O. issued a joint

statement emanating from Harry
Davis, Pittsburgh; R. F. Woodhull,
New Jersey; Glenn Harper, Los An-
geles; and Sydney S. Cohen, all of

them described as stockholders of

the T. O. D. C. in which amazement
was expressed that True and Carl
Anderson had formed a T. O. D. C.

under laws of New York State. The
statement said, in part:

"It is our purpose to use every means to

protect the interests of the stockholders of

the T. O. D. C. (Delaware) and to see
that the moneys due this company from
the Anderson Pictures Corp. on account
of distribution of the T. () D. ('. picture
'After the Ball' will be paid to the T. O.
D. C. (Delaware) which has a contract
with the Anderson Pictures Corp. regarding
same.

"Irreconcilable differences arose in the
management of the T. O. D. C., one of
which was the desire of Mr. True and
Mr. Anderson to amalgamate and consolidate
the Anderson Pictures Corp., with the T.
O. D. C. (Delaware) on a basis that we
felt was unfair to the stockholders of the
T. O. D. C. and one that would give the
virtual control of the company to Mr.
Anderson."

The M. P. T. O. A. also issued a
copy of a telegram sent to True by
Martin G. Smith, president of the
M. P. T. O. of Ohio in which Smith
said that the circumstances surround-
ing the formation of the T. O. D. C.

(New York) made it impossible for

him to join.

Carl Anderson said:

"It was Mr. Cohen who suggested
that Anderson Pictures amalgamate
with the T. O. D. C. and it was
Anderson Pictures that turned down
the offer because the T. O. D. C. had
nothing it desired."

Ray Rejoins In

;

(.Continued from Page 1)

stated exclusively in THE JU
DAILY several weeks ago th 1<

was about to resume producn
pictures depicting the bashful'

j

can youth which he does so wt(|
agreement with Ince calls for p i»

of that type. No mention ha be

made of the distribution. Work i

first will start almost immedi.
jj

Ray entered pictures eleven «
ago as an extra at Inceville, ltr\\
outdoor set in Santa Monica ( ij

and remained with him for ei

years. He then became a prodi r

his own and made "A Tailo I,

Man" and "The Girl I Lovefi
United Artists and then "The I

ship of Myles Standish" for
ated Exhibitors.

M. P. T. O. Convention May 27-29

Official dates of the M. P. T. O. A.
convention in Boston, have been set

for May 27-29. The national officers,

board of directors and executive com-
mittee will meet on the 26th.

annoimcmq
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Convenient Arrangements for
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An Interview Won't Cost You Anything

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY

SUITE 1207-8

1123 BROADWAY
'PHONE WATKINS 4522

HAL ROACH'

SPAT FAMILY •

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes Onl;

2 reels
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!
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The Dagger
that turned the tide of a historic romance

Part of the fascinating lobby display to be

used by leading theatres in presenting

THREE WEEKS
FACTS

"Three Weeks" has
sold more than fifteen

million copies.

It has been translated

into every language of

the world except
Spanish

!

There is never a year

that "Three Weeks"
isn't a contemporary
best seller in America.
Last year it sold
100,000 copies.

It has been read by
forty million people.

,
Twenty-five million are
Lwomen.

With the excep-
tion of the Bible
it is the best-seller

of all time.

The film that the world
will never stop talking

about

!

Scheduled for

early release by

/aL
Qoldwynr

Cosmopolitan

THE CAST
A1LEEN PR1NGLE
CONRAD NAGEL
JOHN SA1NPOL1S
STUART HOLMES
MITCHELL LEWIS
ROBERT CAIN

NIGEL DE BRULIER
DALE FULLER

CLAIRE DE LOREZ
WILLIAM HAINES

Directed by
ALAN CROSLAND

Scenario by
ELINOR GLYN
Continuity by

CAREY WILSON
Editorial Director

JUNE MATHIS

A Qoldwyn Picture
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Universal's 36
(.Continued from Page 1)

Gibson hi "Courtin' Calamity,"
"Broadway or Bust," and two ori-

ginals written by Edward Sedgwick,
one of them '"Idic Pony Express";
Reginald Denny in "The Reckless
Age," and "The Missonrian"; Vir-

ginia Valli in "The Signal Tower"
and 'K'"; Plain' Peggy in "The
Burglar"; "The Bugler of Algiers",
which Rupert Julian will direct; "The
Turmoil", by Booth Tarkington;
"Wine", originally held by Selznick
and later sold to Universal; "Butter-
By" with Laura La Plante and Nor-
man Kerry; "The Tornado", a Lin-
coln |. Carter melodrama; "The Hus-
bands of Edith"; "You Can't Live
on Love"; "Miracle", a new Clarence
Budingtori Kelland novel; "Damned",
for which plans are not yet definite;

"Up tbe Ladder"; "The Phantom of
the Opera", a Gaston Leronx mystery
story: an automobile storj' by Byron
Morgan and "Headlights", one of
the prize-winning scenarios of the
company's recent contest.

Newspaper Opinions

De Mille Engages Millhauser
(.Special In THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Bertram Millhauser
has been engaged by Cecil R. De
Mille to work in collaboration with
Beulah Marie Dix on his next pro-
duction. Millhauser has begun work-
on tbe adaptation of "Feet of Clay,"
the forthcoming De Mille picture.

A Correction
Tbe Warners' denied yesterday

that their 1924-1925 product had been
sold to Gaumont Co., Ltd.. for Eng-
land, as noted yesterday. Gaumont
has purchased two pictures on this
year's schedule: "The Marriage Cir-
cle" and "Broadway After Dark."

Visitors

Visitors yesterday included "Eph"
Rosen, former Universal manager m
Minneapolis and George Rotsky,
manager of the Palace, Montreal.

Mintz Plans Foreign Offices

M. J. Mintz, originator of the
thematic cue sheet sails for Europe
shortly to open offices in London,
Paris and Berlin.

Novarro Off for Coast
Ramon Novarro left for the coast

yesterday to start work on his first

starring picture for Metro.

Johnnie Walker will play the role
of William in "Mary the Third."

I

"The Thief of Bagdad"—Douglas
Fairbanks

Liberty

AMERICAN -* * * a fantasy huilt on a

foundation of every fairy tate ever written.
Douglas Fairbanks, without any thought of
imitating the immortal Shakespeare, * * *

has helped himself to whatever fairy story
took his fancy. By this you must guess that

Elton Thomas, author of "The Thief of Bag-
dad,'* and Douglas Fairbanks are one and the
same,

Elton Thomas, author, is ably assisted by
Raoul Walsh, director, who is touched by
a spirit of inspirational daring that motivates
every bit of action. * * * is by far the best
thing that he has ever directed. * * *

Perhaps Douglas Fairbanks reckoned there
would be some matter of fact folk who needed
a plot. At any rate, be is too good a show-
man to depend entirely upon bis magic tricks.

He has built a love story with a sustained
interest that carries along the tale to an ex-
citing conclusion. * * *

* Fairbanks has given us his finest

picture and his finest work in "The Thief of
Bagdad." * * *

DAILY NEWS—' * * Scnor Fairbanks
has outdone himself in this. It is, * * * a
fairy tale for adults. Or perhaps it is a small
boy's dream of greatness, * * * worked out
against a fantastically lovely background,
making it easy to believe that the Fairbanks
price list is true: that millions were spent
and countless energies expended, * * *

In the first half of the film Douglas is

himself—* * * Spectacle and scenery en-
shroud him in tbe latter part * * * This
stretches out the story to enormous length.
As always, in these super-films, there is too
much of everything. Beautiful but surfeiting,
the million-dollar movie!

"The Thief of Bagdad" is a film which will
exhaust fans' superlatives for some time to
come. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—* « * a fantastic
screen symphony—fifteen reels of rhapsodic
rhythm. Fairbanks is superb in his charac-
terization, and the color, the moods, the
imagination of the theme and setting, give one
the sensation of day-dreaming a page of ad-
venture in the time of the Caliph Haroun
Al-Raschid, the just one, tbe holy one. * * *

the scenes and illusions are gorgeously exe-
cuted. * * * Pictorially and fantastically.
the picture is perfect. * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * a splendidly
gorgeous affair with funny characters, glori-
ous scenic effects and many opportunities for
the star to caper about to his heart's con-
tent.

*' * we feel bound to say it was forced
to divide honors with its presentation and
its audience. In fact, in many instances, the
picture was secondary in brilliance compared
with the many screen stars and celebrities
On hand. * * *

* * * a weird sort of an affair, * * * He
smirks and smiles far too much, * * * But
is upon the scenic beauty of the whole affair

that most eyes will be focused, * * *

If they bad stopped the picture just at

the intermission we would be willing to go
in record that it was an artistic achievement,
but following the intermission it took on the
semblance of a Mack Scnnctt comedy.

HERALD TRIBUNE— * * * after it was
all over we found that we were terribly

tired. That was undoubtedly due to the fact
that one never for a moment relaxes while
that one never fur a moment relaxes while the
story is on the screen. * * Raoul Walsh * *

HERE AT LAST
THE BIGGEST BUY
EVER OFFERED THE

STATE RIGHT MARKET

PALSm BLUE
A SUPER FEATURE REVIVAL
Wire—Phone—or Radio

fEXCLUSIVE FEATURES, Inc.

130„W.:i46th St.,: • S^BLN.Y.City

been put on tlic screen !
' * we enjoyed

Douglas's antics more before lie renoum ed

thievery and became a knight.

The story becomes more and more fantastic

as it proceeds until you arrive at a state of

mind where nothing surprises you. * * '

* * * Fairbanks has done things that never
have been done on the screen before * *

his tricks are absolutely new and baffling

even to those who know their way about
behind the scenes.

Fairbanks himself is gorgeous. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * Un-
doubtedly Mr. Fairbanks has created a new
style of motion picture, at least for Ameri
can audiences, and perhaps has originated
a new type of films. It is fair to assume
there will be imitations and imitators, but it

is difficult to conjure up a picture which
would outclass it in wealth of settings, in

costuming, in its Oriental exteriors and interi-

ors and in those scenes which display an ex
traordinary range of fancy. * * *

POST—A fantasy with a moral! It's

something new for the screen ; and this story,

"The Thief of Bagdad," is even mote fan-

tastic than the tales of the Arabian Nights.
around which it it woven. In addition to

all the good things that a" good motion pic-

ture should boast, it has a piquant flavor, a

joyousness, a scintillating cleverness, and a

"tongue-in-the-cheek'' attitude which has
made something new. Once again Douglas
Fairbanks * * * has taken a decided step

forward in showing what can be done with
intelligence and a camera. * * *

No picture has ever been more colorful

than this; the grays of the screen suggest

a riot of colors. And vivid compositions arc

effectively balanced by cool soft pictures,

pastel in quality. * * * The story, of course,
is delightful. * * *

SUN—* * * Of the beauty and amaze-
ment of "The Thief of Bagdad" there is no
possible doubt whatever. Gloriously built

and peopled scenes * * * as incitive of thrill

and imagination as they are deferential to ar-

tist ic sense. * * *

It is something to file away in a bronze
reel case in the hollow of a keystone that will

show some prying generation of the future
how far Americans came in ingenuity and
sensitiveness from the bulky, meaningless pa-
rades and gladiatorial masses that were the
wonder of the first European super films.
* • •

TELEGRAM—* * * the most marvelous
film of the year. * * * Pictures of surpassing
beauty came one after the other, each seem-
ing more beautiful than those that went be-

fore. * * * All the glamour of the "Arabian
Nights"—every one of the thousand and
one of them—seemed to be reproduced,

Dominating it all was Doug himself * * *

Fairbanks lias never been seen to better ad-
vantage. * * * he does incredible things * *

TIMES—* * * It is a picture which re-

minds one of Barrie, of Kipling, of Hans
Andersen, * * * miraculous feats of the photo-
grapher. * * * remarkable sets and cos-

tumes * * *

Douglas Fairbanks is his happy-go-lucky
self * * * he shows his dexterity and agility,

but not to an extent to destroy any illusion

the photoplay sheds on the audience. * * *

It is an entrancing picture, wholesome and
beautiful, deliberate but compelling, a feat

of motion picture art which has never been
equaled and one which itself will enthrall
persons time and again. * * *

WORLD—* * * Fairbanks's new picture
play need fear no man. * * * sets itself apart

from anything in the films which •

seen. It is from its opening scene
final second finely woven fantas> of .

so far superior to anything of its

character ever done before that compa
rendered impossible.

It is a line, vital glamorous pcrfa
which Mr. Fairbanks gives. 1 1 is

woman is stunningly handsome ami
ly capable. * * *

We arc quite certain that if we ha<

way "The Thief of Bagdad" would h
what shorn immediately after in term >j

While the picture is happily free in a
abundance of sub- titles, there are
few which should go by the board. * '

We do not wish to register anything t

but admiration for this fine film play,
a perfectly gorgeous adventure into
in the cinema * * *
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Esther" Script Ready!
: W. R. Hearst Has Not Decided
Vhether Or Not He Will Ever

Make It

Villiam Randolph Hearst has had
pared a complete script covering
story of "Esther." Whether or

. Cosmopolitan will ever make it

indccided at the moment,
learst usually instructs his

uario department to prepare de-

ed synopses on subjects that of-

screen possibilities and then he
:n makes final decisions from the

pts. "Esther" is ready so far as

nario is concerned.

eek Longer Protection in Troy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

roy. N. Y.—There is a move here
the part of first-runs to obtain
y-days protection. There is an
ecially sharp competition in Troy
the present time, and the second-
houses have been cutting into the
mess of the first-runs by adver-
lg the same pictures for one-half
admission at the second-run thea-
within a few days after first-runs.

Film Crossing of Delaware
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

lattsburg—T h e Cosmopolitan
lpany under direction of E. Ma-
Hopper has finally shot scenes of
shington crossing the Delaware
Valley Forge for "Janice Mere-

Foreign Conditions
From Satisfactory, According to

Jen Blumenthal—Believes Ger-
man Affairs Unsettled

ust back from a trip through the
itinent, Ben Blumenthal yester-
expressed himself as rather dis-

sfied with film conditions through-
Europe.

Germany, in particular," said
menthal, "is now undergoing a
lod of expansion which is hardly-
ranted, and I am convinced there
be a smash later which will prove

istrous. In the Balkan countries
ditions are as a rule improved, but
erally conditions are far from
sfactory."

t is Blumenthal's belief that
uld the "kontignen" be lifted in
many that a wholesale dumping
foreign films, including American,
uld occur immediately thereafter,
s ruining whatever market there is

ler the existing conditions.

y l.OfcC T. N. T. Ticiert. G« Yours
ci».

Lester Cuneo featured in "Western Grit"—Is a finished actor—a great
rider and a great fighter.

—"Western Grit" is the second of eight-produced
and distributed by Ward Lascelle Pductions.—Advt.

Hold Theaters Not Liable
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Orleans—The Supreme Court
has decided that patrons take their

own chances when they stumble and
meet with an accident in dimly
lighted theaters. The decision was
handed down in the case of Airs.

Joseph Givens against Saenger
Amusement Co., for $7,500 as a result

of injuries sustained when she fell in

the Strand.

Auerbach Sails Saturday

Louis Auerbach, of Export and Im-
port Film leaves on the Roosevelt
for Bremen Saturday. This will be
his first trip to Europe in a number
of years. He will be gone several

months.

Cromelin Recovering

Paul H. Cromelin. president of In-

ter-Ocean is expected back in his of-

fice in about a month. In late Febru-
ary he was stricken with what was
believed to be a form of sleeping sick-

ness.

Connecticut Endorses Cohen
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Haven—At the banquet of
the Connecticut M. P. T. O. on "Wed-
nesday night, an unanimous resolution

was passed endorsing Sydney S.

Cohen for his work as president of
the national organization. Reports
relative to the legislative situation in

Washington were made.

~Three Sales Meets
Planned by Paramount in May—-Neyt

York, Chicago and Finally San
Francisco

The Paramount sales organizatipii

will meet in annual convention .in

New York on May 17 and 18. Home
office executives will attend and the

sales managers for nearby exchanges
called in for the sessions. r

A second conference will be heMd
in Chicago on May 21 and a. third

in San Francisco on the 28th. It is

likely that a group of home office of-

ficials will attend each meeting in the
same manner as last year. The plan
for an international meeting in Kan-
sas City at which domestic and for-

eign representatives alike were to, be,

present has been abandoned. .
' '

Complete plans for the 1924-1925.

season will be gone into and the line-

up announced. Following the three,

major meetings, special sales repre-

sentatives will make individual tours
of the exchanges in order to stimulate
and keep stimulated the sales cam-
paign.

Fox Sells Liberty, St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—William Fox has sold

his lease on the Liberty to Oscar
Dane, a burlesque man, and begin-
ning April 1, the Liberty will en-

ter upon a policy of a combination
girl show with pictures.

Brandt Leaves Saturday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Joe Brandt will

probably leave for the East Saturday.
Before going, he will appoint ai West
Coast representative for the I. M.
P. P. D. A.

The Warners' and Brill Leave Sills, Wallace Beery Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY) Milton Sills and Wallace Beery

Los Angeles—Abe Warner and Sol ' are in town from the coast on a visit.

Brill left for the East Tuesday. Harry They finished work in "The
M. Warner left Wednesday. I

Hawk" before coming East.
Sea

Milwaukee Seeking "Cleaner" Films:
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Certain pictures re-
cently shown here were characterized
as "deplorable and most objection-
able," by the Milwaukee County Fed-
eration of Women's Clubs at a meet-.
ing Monday. The film particularly

mentioned was "Flaming Youth."
Mrs. J. C. Buckland, a member, of

the Milwaukee Motion Picture Com-
mission will head a committee of 10
from the federation to work out »
scheme for the promotion of clean

films.

May Build on Mission Site

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— It is reported here

that the Mission theater may be-dis-

mantled and a big time Orpheum
vaudeville house erected on the site.

The Mission was formerly owned by
Mack Sennett.

Carewe at A. M. P. A.

Edwin Carewe recited some of his

experiences in making "A Son of the

Sahara" yesterday at the A. M. P. A.
Montagu Love who is a member of

the cast was also present. Karl Kit-
chin likewise spoke.

Buys Foreign Rights
Paul Davidson, of Berlin, has pur-

chased "The Marriage Circle" for

Germany, Norway and Sweden from
the Warners' for what is claimed a

record price.

T. N. T. Sat. Night Party. Astor. March
29
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( Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod Not quoted

p p._L • Not quoted

'do pfd. :.....:. Not quoted

Goldwyn Not quoted

Loew's 16 16 16 200

Warner's .

.

'. 9% 9 9 400

I ^corporations
Albany — Producers Management

Corp., New York. Capital $20,000.

Incorporators, V. E. Gatton, M. B.

Wilson and R. H. Taylor. Attorney,

D. B. O'Connor, New York.

Albany—J. H. Taylor Film Corp.,

New York. Capital $20,000. Incor-

porators, T. H. Taylor and M. Gerst

AUuiaey, H. G. Kosch, New York.

S . ngfield, 111—Orchid Theater

Co, Inc., I liicago. Capital $10,000.

Incorporators, 1. Stskxn, Benjamin

Nathan md I eo B :rn >t
:

i.

Springfi -Id, I I
-Id -al I h : il " Co.,

Chicago. Capita* -$10,000 i -.or-

ators, Benjamin Nathan, Leo Bern-

stein and I. Sisken.

Spi ingfield, [11.—Unity Amusement
Co., Chicago. Capital $10,000. In-

corporators, J. A. Siegler, S. L. Cohen
and T. M. Whitson.

Springfield, 111.—Janet Theater Co.,

Chicago. Capital $10,000. Incorpor-

ators, I. Sisken, Leo Bernstein and

Eeniamin Nathan.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

LLOVD
HAMILTON

"Beau Brummel" at Strand March 30

"Beau Brummel" opens at the
Strand March 30. It was originally

planned to give the picture an ex-
tended run, but because of the con-
tract with the Strand this was impos-
sible. A number of companies will

be sent out, the first opening at the
Lyceum, Baltimore, Monday, at $1.65
top. A second opens simultaneously
at the Lyric, Allentown, Pa.

"Name The Man" In London
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—-"Name the Man" is play-

ing at the Oxford which Goldwyn
controls until May. "Yolanda" will

follow. It has not been decided
whether the Davies picture will re-

main there for three weeks or five.

If the shorter period is determined
upon, "The Great White Way," will

go in for two weeks.

Pauline Lord in Films?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Screen tests of

Pauline Lord were made at the Gold-
wyn studio last week. It is possible

that she may appear in a picture for

that company.

F. and R. Buy Snapshots
F. and R. Film Co. of Minneapolis

will handle the distribution of "Screen
Snapshots" in Minnesota. The deal

has just been closed by C. B. C.

Schuchert Returns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Joseph A. Schuchert, who
owns the Columbia and the Colonial,

has returned from Havana.

Mabel Bardine with Small
Mabel Bardine has joined the Ed-

ward Small organization where she
will probably take over the duties

formerly handled by Rebecca.

Sunday Music at Criterion

Beginning Sunday, March 23rd at

12.30 Josiah Zuro with an orchestra

of 60 will present free religious con-

certs at the Criterion.

"After Six Days" in Pittsburgh
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—"After Six Days" will

open at the Nixon on March 31.

Schlieff Passing on Product

J. W. Schleiff has been put in

charge of the acquisition of new prod-

uct by Selznick.

Guts and Flashes
Frank Losee has been engaged by

Famous to appear in "The Man Who
Sold Himself." This is his first

screen work in about two years.

Vivian Surtees. English child ac-

tress is on location at Plattsburgh
with the "Janice Meredith" company.

Before coming East to shoot scenes
for "Water Babies," William B.

Brush completed "Defiance."

The definite title of Frank E.
Woods' picture for Hodkinson will

be "What Shall I Do?"

The title of the first Christie feat-

ure for Hodkinson release will be
"Hold Your Breath."

Holmes Herbert will play the male
lead in "Another Scandal" for Hod-
kinson release.

Jack Cohen is in Boston relative to

the opening there of "Discontented
Husbands."

The new casting offices of J. Fran-
cis O'Reilly are located at 151 West
46 St.

"Woman to Woman," will go into

the Rivoli March 30.

Debate On Censorship
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester—The City Club listened

to a debate on the question of repeal-

ing the censorship laws. George H.
Cobb, chairman of the Commission
argued for retaining the censorship,

while Cortland Smith, secretary for

Will H. Hays upheld the negative.

Application For Permit Again Denied
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—The City Council has
again deferred the application of H.
Jeub for a permit to erect a theater

at Oliver and West Broadway.

Lee-Bradford Sales
Lee-Bradford Corp. reports the sale

of "The Stranger of the North," "De-
termination," and "The Broad Ror.d"
to Fontenelle Feature Film Co., of

Omaha.

Standard Release Weekly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Standard Films an-

nounce a release weekly during 1924.

Coming Soon^ y

LILA LEE
starring in a great

series offeature

productions

& HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty First- Run Pictures

"Blue Fox" For Brazil

Universal has bought the Slue

Fox" from Arrow for Brazil.
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Vestern Penn. Meets Today
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

tsburgh—The M. P. T. O., of

ern Penn., will hold a special

ng this afternoon at the organi-

i's headquarters in the State

The music tax will come up

scussion.

Casper Resigns?

Special to THE FILM DAILY)

tsburgh, Pa.—Reports have it

[erome Casper, general manager
Dwland & Clark, has resigned

iresidency of the M. P. T. O.

estern Penn. Casper's ever-in-

ing heavy duties has something

i with the reported resignation.

Canadians Going to Boston
[Special to THE FILM DAILY)

ronto—Canadians who will rep-

t the Canadian M. P. T. O. at

Boston convention include A.

i, Montreal; Maurice West, Mon-
A. Sperdakes, Montreal; J. C.

y, Toronto, and others.

Texas Meets May 6-8

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

tllas—The Texas M.
.
P.. T. O.

-lold a meeting here May 6, 7 ..nd

which time new officers will he

ed.
" :

MR SALE-PRIZMA, Inc.

Recivers of PRIZMA, INC.. will re-

sealed bids for the assets of Prizma,

hereafter generally described, at the

tiers of the United States District Court,

ber of Commerce Building, 20 Bran.
J
lace, Newark, N. J., on

APRIL 7, 1924, AT 10 A. M.

property includes:

i\L ESTATE—Manufacturing plant

quipmcnt, with separate office buildinf,

i as Nos. 3191-3197 Boulevard, Jersey

X. I.. 100 feet front on Boulevard, fac

luilding brick and stone fireproof con-

ion; office building brick construction.

(JIPMEXT—All building equipment,

fiery, apcl ances, including cameras,

|tion machines, printing machines and
ice furniture.

PPLIES, &c.—Miscellaneous lot of inl-

and supplies incident to the business,

ing all negatives and prints.

FENTS, &c.—All patents, patent rights,

applications, improvements, devices

rocesses owned or controlled by Priz-

ic. These relate generally to color pho-

ny.

*MS—All bids must be accompanied by
;d check to Receivers' order for 10%
amount of the bid. In no event shatl

heck be less than $5000.

i
bids will be immediately reported to a

of the United States District Court
sitting at above place, for such action

i as may be deemed proper.

right is reserved to reject any and all

.

bids will be subject to mortgage and Ux
igainst the above real estate amounting
roximately $44,000.

approval of any bid, 50% thereof will

jyable in cash, balance in thirty days,
' other terms specifically agreed to.

Further particulars on request.

CHARLES K. D. WALSH,
ALBERT I. DRAYTON,

|
15 Exchange PL, Jersey City, N. J.,

Receivers.

In The Courts
A default judgment for $1,341 has

been filed in the City Court by Bau-
mann & Co., against the Mastodon
Films, Inc., on drafts. Because the

plaintiff was unable to serve the pa-

pers on Charles C. Burr, president of

the defendant personally in the Glen-
dale studio, the plaintiff got an order
permitting the papers to be left at

the office of the defendant at 135

W. 44th St.

The Neptune Film Corp., has filed

suit in the Supreme Court against

Herbert Miles for $5,000 damages for

breach of warranty in the sale of nine

films. Miles is suing the film com-
pany in the Municipal Court for $106
for the, films. The Neptune company
has applied: to have the two cases

consolidated and tried together in the

Supreme Court.

Perfects New Camera
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Carmel, Cal.—Prof. James Worth-
ington, states hi has perfected a new
camera which takes perfect pictures

by starlight. Worthington says he

was perfecting a camera capable of

making 16,000 exposures a second,
utilizing the ideas incorporated in his

latest discovery. A' tr|ough admitting
it possibly has possibilities in motion
picture photography; Worthington as-

serts his greatest value will be in as-

tronomical photography.

The Hudson Trust Co.. has filed

suit against the Berson Amusement
Corp., M. William Berman and
Joseph Wolfson for $2,000 on notes.

The papers were served on Berman,
who applied to Justice Erlanger to

vacate the service on the ground that

he resigned as president two months
ago, but the court refused.

Los Angeles—A suit for $250,000

damages for infringement of copy-
right on a book entitled "The Sea
Lion." filed against Goldwyn has been
dismissed in Federal Judge Bledsoe's

court. The action was brought in

October, 1922, by Emilie Johnson,
who charged Goldwyn with pirating

the story of "The Sea Lion" and
showing it in motion pictures under
the title of "Godless Men."

Next Week on Broadway
William S. Hart in "Singer Jim

McKee" will be the picture at the

Rialto next week. "The Dawn of

a Tomorrow" will be the feature on
the Rivoli program.
The Strand will hold "Lilies of the

Field" for a second week.

Southern Musical Heads Switched
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—On March 24, Enrico
Leide, director of the Howard or-

chestra, will succeed Buel B. Risenger
at the Metropolitan, while Risenger
assumes the duties of Leide at the

Howard.

Connelly Injured Severely
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Purvin : Connelly is suffer-

ing from severe injuries sustained in

an auto wreck when his car turned
over near Sweetwater. Connelly
manages the R. & R. exchange.

Celebrities to Attend T. N. T.

Among those who are going to hear

the unvarnished facts about the in-

dustry in the series of Bedtime
Stories at the T. N. T. dinner will be:
Adolph Zukor. J. D. Williams, H. O.

Schwalbe, Louis B. Mayer, Rodolph Valen-

tino, Bebe Daniels, Rex Ingram, William
Fox, Will'am A. Brady, Gloria Swanson,
Bert Lytell. Edwin Carewe, John Emerson
and Irving Lesser.
The illustrious guests who shall tell the

Redtime Stories, the same to be broadcast

bj radio via station WEAK, are Mary Pick-

ford Douglas Fairbanks, Will Hays, D. W.
Griffith, Samuel Rothafel, Rupert Hughes. A.

M. Botsford and the Big National Person-

ality whose identity is being withheld as a

surprise.

Lawlor Busy Titling

Hoey Lawlor has just completed
titling "Lure of the Yukon," produced
by Norman Dawn in Alaska; and
"That Old Gang of Mine," which
May Tully completed shortly before

her death.

Controls Foreign Rights

Mildred Rosenfie'd has secured

from Sunset Prod, foreign rights on

a series of Kenneth McDonald stunt

pictures and a group of J. B. Warner
westerns.

Caplan To Europe July 1

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Maurice J. Caplan sails

for Europe on July 1, to attend the

London convention of the Advertisers

of the World.

Clifton's Next, "Crossed Wires"

Elmer Clifton's next picture for

Fox will be "Crossed Wires." Orville

Caldwell will play the male lead.

New Vitagraph Stories

Vitagraph has purchased rights to

"The Road That Led Home," by Will
E. Ingersoll; "In The Garden Of
Charity," by Basil King; and "The
Range Boss," by Charles ., Alden
Seltzer.

New Corinne Griffith Story

(.Special to THH FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— It is understood that

"If I Ever Marry Again," a maga-
zine story, has been purchased for

use of Corinne Griffith.

Fuld Back With First Nat'l

Jack Fuld is back with First Na-
tional handling exploitation on "A
Son of the Sahara."

In From The Coast

Ruby Miller, last in "Alimony" is

here from the Coast and will do stage

and screen work in the East.
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its seen in every foot. That
soul stirring punch—as only

these two punch experts

Qhos. H. Ince and John Griffith

Wray can picture it. -^ —
Drama we all like. There isn't

a man or woman in the

world who is not swayed by

drama.vlhe Marriage Cheat «*»

with such stars as Percy Marmont,

Leatrice Joy and Adolphe Menjou
to carry the burden of the

punch moments, sweeps across

the line— a runaway winner

among powerful pictures.

ST NATIONAL £e#XSl
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J^eaturing—

'

BILLY SULLIVAN
as7he information KllL* Shannon Da

fl
* snanpU cast

U&ooaooo PEOPLE
have read and are waiting for

these picturizations of
GERALD BEAUMONT'S
famous racing stories in the

Red Book Maga:yne~
UNIVERSAL JEWELSERIES
Directed by Edward Laemmle



nnouncin

Produced by
Tilford Cinema Corp

T TERE are all the elements of a sen-

*- ^ sational box-office success—a great

star—a great author—a great story—

a

great director—and a great cast, in-

cluding Holmes Herbert, Flora La
Breton, Hedda Hopper, Alan Simpson.

dis ^Wilson
in

(Distributed by

HODKINSON
Season 1924M925- Thirty First-Run Pictures

ANOTHER
scmmi;

Cosmo Hamilton's latest and greatest novel

cja. &.H. Qrifiith

^production
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iggests Innovation
>luh Would Have Exhibitors

a Fixed Rental and Also Pay
for Use of Prints

s Rosenbluh of the Fox New
xchange, has advanced an idea

i in his opinion, might help

ome of the existing difficulties

to the cost of distribution.

relieves that a simple remedy
be to make a charge to the

or for the right to show a pic-

ifid in addition have a rental

i made for the use of the print,

irint cost, would, of course,

in the total rental charge, but
is belief that it would mate-
simplify conditions, allowing
nducer to get a rental for his

, and at the same time the

Jtor would be paid for the run-

f the picture by the exhibitor

<eeping the accounts separate.

s would materially help," he
:specially for the small exhibi-

o pays so little that distributors

igured out that it cost from
iO per cent to supply this man
lm. Now if a price was fixed
• right to show a picture and
r price for the use of the print

us would be better off. A
quitable price for the exhibitor
result, incidentally. The first

in would, of course, pay more
use of his print, and, in pro-

i, the price would decline as
n was put into furthter use.

the average length of a print
from 60 runs up.

iomething along this line was
o execution it would be a big
the problem of distribution."

features Reviewed

Page

Hill Billy

Hied Prod 3

Fighting Coward
iramount *\

Storm Daughter
niversal 3

Thief of Bagdad
lirbanks 3

Isle of Vanishing
R

Men

Arizona Express

iuctor 1492
arners'

. 11

t Subjects
. . , 11

Dispute with C. E. A. Ends
First National was advised Friday

from London that the dispute be-
tween the C. E. A., the English ex-
hibitor organization and the various
distributors there over a suitable form
of contract, had been settled with the
adoption of a new contract. This
form provides that the renter or ex-
change can cut off service from the
exhibitor even though a contract
exists, when the exhibitor fails to

live up to his payments as per agree-
ment.

Gleichman to Build
{.Special to THil FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Phil Gleichman intends
building a new downtown theater and
hotel building, to cost $6,000,000. The
site is not known, but the house will

seat 3,590. Arrangements have been
made with the Federal Bond & Mort-
gage Co. to handle the financings

"Funshop," New Educ'l Release

Maxson Foxsal Judell, author of

"Black Must Be Read" which ap-
pears in many theater programs in

New York is the producer of a new
reel called "Funshop" to be released
every week by Educational. Tie-ups
with newspapers in many cities have
been made. The reel will contain
sayings by well-known authors and
a 200 ft. cartoon strip on "Mother
Goose" by Max Fleischer.

Warners' Buy Two Stories

The Warners' have purchased the

picture rights to "So Big," Edna Fer-
ber's new novel.

Another purchase is "The Vanish-
ing Point" by Coningsby Dawson.

Due In Sunday
Harry M. and Abe Warner are due

in town from the coast on Sunday.
They will discuss fall distribution

upon their arrival.

New Tax Proposed For Miss.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jackson, Miss.—A bill has been
introduced to the state legislature

proposing a tax of five cents on each
admission. It is believed that if the
measure should pass many theaters

would be forced to close.

Lasky Leaves

Jesse L. Lasky leaves today for

the Coast.

Burnside to Direct

R. H. Burnside, who has been
studying production at the Para-
mount Long Island studio, will prob-
ably direct his picture for Famous
shortly.

Conlon to the Coast

"Scoop" Conlon leaves for the
Coast on Sunday, but will stop off

at Detroit to visit his mother.

Hays Not Called
Counsel for Sinclair Questions Le-

gality of Testimony—Commit-
tee Will Decide as to Action
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Will H. Hays was to

have testified before the Senate Com-
mittee investigating the oil situation
Friday, but whether or not he will

be allowed to testify depends upon
the decision of the Committee fol-

lowing an objection raised to further
inquiry of the investigation by Martin
Littleton, of counsel for Harry F.
Sinclair.

Littleton declared that in view of
legal action pending in which Sin-
clair was involved, that Sinclair

should not be compelled to testify.

This led to a long argument and
all other matters rested pending the
decision of the Committee.

"Doug's" Latest
Immense, of course; fine pictorially. A great effort, and sets

a new standard of technique in production. Oh ; that the story-

was .stronger. And how much better entertainment it would
have been had Doug clowned more ; had he remained the thief

longer, and not become penitent and ceased his clowning to be-
come a lover, imbued with the spirit of right living and right
thinking.

"The Mark of Zorro" brought Doug further back to pre-

eminence than any effort in years. How the crowds loved him
in that? And as "Robin Hood" what a delight? Of course there
is but one Doug. There is no other anywhere near him. He
stands alone. But that doesn't prevent his thousands of admirers
from desiring to see him as they love him ; as the devilish sprite

;

the mischievous elf, jumping and tossing about in his devil-may-
care-manner.

"These big pictures are fine for Doug' 'said an important
New York exhibitor, "but how I wish he would give us three

a year like 'Manhattan Madness'! Then all of us would make
more money—even Doug."

Something to think about, this.

(Continued on Page 8)

With reference to Hays' appearance
before the Committee, The New York
Times yesterday pointed out that
Hays was to testify relative to Sin-
clair presenting the Republican Na-
tional Committee with 25.000 shares
of stock of Sinclair Oil which wiped
out the deficit of the Committee of
$1,600,000. The Times also said:
"Mr. Hays is expected also to confirm

the report that his law firm in Sullivan,
Ind., was retained by the Sinclair in-

terests, adding that he is still a member
of the firm, but not active. One of the
conditions of the contract Mr. Hays made
with motion picture interests was that he
should be allowed to retain his connection
with the law firm.

"The firm represents railroad interests in
Indiana and also several oil companies.
Hinkle Hays, Will Hays's brother, is the
active head of the concern. The two brothers
consult on cases occasionally and Will Hays
retains all the rights of partnership, though
he devotes very nearly all of his time to
the motion picture industry."

Clem's Ocean Stuff
Approaching Gibraltar.

Dear Film Daily:

Maybe some of my good readers
which ain't ever been on a little boat
with a big name, would like to know
just what is what on the high seas.

High seas is the right word for what
we had two days last week. Well it

ain't all honey.
There's a fat guy on board who

probably ain't ever been closer to the
ocean than a view in the Pictorial

weekly and who come aboard with the
swellest bunch of summer clothes the
world has ever saw.
Two days out of New York it's so

cold, even the Captain's complaining.
What does this fat guy do but show
up on deck with white duck pants on.

There he stood in the middle of the

deck with ice bergs, bearing down on
us direct from the North Pole, his

(Continued on Page 2)
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Cuts and Flashes
Will Rogers in "Big Moments from

Little Pictures" is scheduled for re-

lease by Pathe, March 30. "The King
of Wild Horses" will be - released

April 13.

Arthur Cozine is assisting Herbert
Brenon, in the direction of "The
Mountebank." Maurice Cannon has
arrived from the Coast to appear in

it.

Arthur Housman has joined the

cast of "Manhandled," starring Gloria

Swanson.

Red Seal Closes Deals

Edwin Miles Fadman of Red Seal

Pictures is back from a sales trip dur-

ing which he closed the following
deals:

"The Einstein Theory of Relativity," "Bill"
and 26 "Inkwell" cartoons to Greiver Prod.,
Chicago for Northern Illinois and Indiana

;

"The Einstein Theory" to Standard Film
Service Co., Cleveland for Ohio, Kentucky,
Michigan, West Pennsylvania and West Vir-
ginia; "Bill" to Skirboll Gold Seal Prod., for

Ohio and Kentucky.

Roamax Starts on Third
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood — Roamax Film has
started production on a third picture

starring Dorothy Chappel. Lee-
Bradford will release the series on
the state rights market.

Reorganized Venard Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Peoria—Ross H. Strain president
of the Venard Film Corp. is reorgan-
izing the company to handle an in-

creased production of industrial films.
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New York, Chick. 4052
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Foreign
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Artcraft Pictures Chartered
(Special to l!in FILM DAILY)

Albany—Artcraft Pictures, of New
York, has been chartered with a capi-

tal of $100,000. The incorporators
arc: E. J. Van Zantht. J. J. Hickey
and E. M. Von Thad.

Artcraft will make two reel come-
dies, starring Ed Scanlon. Work
starts May 1 in the Adirondacks.

McKinley Theater Sold
Through Lee Ochs who acted as

broker, Clarence Cohen has sold the

McKinley theater, Boston Road to

Haring and Blumenthal. The house
has been running stock for the past
year.

Ralph Meyers Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—Ralph Meyers, well
known as a salesman and theater

manager, is dead as a result of in-

juries sustained in an automobile ac-

cident last August.

Williams Joins Inspiration

Inspiration announces the acqui-

sition of Wythe Williams, former
Paris correspondent of the Philadel-

phia .Public Ledger as general di-

rector of publicity.

Tolhurst Process in Feature
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Principal may pro-
duce a feature educational subject,

using the Tolhurst microscopic
system.

Newcombe Joins Griffith

Warren A. Newcombe has joined
D. W. Griffith as art director. If the

director should make a picture in

Italy, Newcombe will build the sets.

Trade To View "Girl Shy"
The first special pre-view of Harold

Lloyd's "Girl Shy" will be presented
by Pathe at 2 o'clock Friday, at

Loew's New York Roof.

Club To Honor Olcott
The Green Room Club will honor

Sidney Olcott Saturday by another
of its famous midnight parties.

Nat'l Screen Adds Hodkinson
National Screen Service Co.. Inc.,

has secured exclusive distribution of

trailers on all Hodkinson releases.

Blyth on Sales Trip
David R. Blyth of Selznick, has

gone to Chicago as first stop on a tour

oi exchanges.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
(Continued from Page 1)

knees knocking together with cold,

but someone told him that white pants
freezing.

was the thing for boat wear and no
one could make him believe he was

The next day it's nice and warm
and I says to myself, I'm glad for the

fat guy's sake that his clothes is going
to fit the weather, when up he comes
with a heavy woolen sweater, evident-

ly hand lithographed, with tokens of

Egypt and ancient Babylon painted
all over it. To top this off he had on
a lavender overcoat with great pearl

buttons on. Mrs. Deneker who is

very witty when she ain't sleeping,

said all he needed was a whip to make
him the perfect coachman.

Everyone on the boat got to won-
dering who he was. But I figured

him as a small town clothing guy who
made enough dough to retire and fail-

ing to sell his stock has decided to

wear it all on this trip. He's a sight,

so fat that when he stoops over with
those duck pants on it looks like a
four master coming at you head on
with all sails set.

The portions of food on the Tus-
cania are getting smaller every day.

I don't know whether they are run-
ning out of food or true to Scotch
form. Mrs. Deneker had chicken
casserole for dinner last night and
when she asked the waiter where the

chicken was, he said, right under that

carrot there.

And say, Danny, talk about hard
beds. The pillows on this scow are

so hard, if you move them at night

you scratch all the paint off the side

of the cabin. I tried to find out what
steel mill they were made in but they
won't give you any information on
this skiff. In fact they are so tight

they even whisper the day's run in

your ear so that not more than one
passenger will hear it at a time.

I just heard there are three mov-
ing picture houses at Gibraltar and
you can expect an analytical com-
munication from me from there.

Mrs. Deneker is all het up on get-

ting to Paris. She's been talking to

some author's wife from Chilocothe,

Ohio, who tells her not to buy any
ready mades there—but to have every-

thing built.

So long till tomorrow.
CLEM.

Spell Deneker yourself.
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Suggests German Reta
(Special to THE FILM DA y]

Berlin—The American pr ti c

severely criticised in the 1H
of the "Lichtbildbuhne" foi ft

to appreciate the excellence
,f

man pictures and stealing thU
theaters for American pictu J
"typical" American film maj
cribed as a mixture of "1

1

ingratiating hypocrisy" who 3
English market from the m
took the French market off I |J
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Jack Pickford in

The Hill Billy"

(Producers and Distributors

hole... PROBABLY THE
: WORK JACK PICK-

HAS EVER DONE.
,NDID DRAMATIC AC-
> AND FINE PICTORIAL
vAL.
Gives a truly excellent per-

nce as the Kentucky moun-
boy. His characterization

[id all the way through and

i; convincing.
...Several very worth while

imances by players especially

suited to individual roles.

i
Yearsley very good as the

,10-account son of the villain,

ery well portrayed by Frank
:. Lucille Rickson an appeal-

'neroine, and quite pretty.

Is who contribute good bits

ne Keckly and Snitz Edwards.
Story. . . . Drama. "The Hill

1 is an excellent dramatic en-

iment. The story is full of

ng situations and director

e Hill has certainly gotten the

out of them. The dramatic
is well timed and never

>. It is sure fire. The devel-

it is smooth, logical and con-

ig. Besides a really interest-

tory, well told, "The Hill

not only presents Jack Pick-
in what is undoubtedly the
erformance he has ever given,

Iso contains other thoroughly
:haracter sketches each well

seeing. Plus these good
; you have remarkably fine

ial .appeal. The locations are
ful and the photography ex-
t. The plot revolves about
IcCoy, son of the Widow Mc-
whose husband was mysteri-
killed. "Groundhog" Spence

es the widow, knowing that
nd contains coal. At the same
his degenerate son Aaron

; Emmy Lou, his father's
• little niece, to marry him.
; accused of murdering Aaron
eed. Later, with the "Ground-
out of the way, Jed is happy
Emmy Lou.
ffice Angle Should please
folks. If your patrons like

)d dramatic story, they will

ell satisfied with this. You
afely make promises for it.

ition Talk up Jack Pick-
Get them interested in him

promise them the best work
is ever done. Show them a
• of the fight on the raft as
;eds down the rapids. Use
' of stills to give an idea of
nature's splendid pictorial ap-
The title may not get them
away so use it with catch-
and exploitation that will let

know that the story is about
^ntucky mountain lad who

to save his people from
hers."

>n George Hill; especially

John Fox, Jr.
o Marion Jackson
man .... Dave Kesson-Allen
ipson
raphy Excellent

Kentucky Mountains
5,734 feet.

"The Fighting Coward"
Paramount

As a Whole A CHARM AND
DELIGHT. AGAIN ERNEST
TORRENCE SCORES. CRUZE
DOES WONDERS WITH THIS
BOOTH TARKINGTON
STORY. WHAT BETWEEN
CRUZE AND TORRENCE
THIS SHOULD MAKE A FINE
BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION.

Cast. .. .Ernest Torrence heads a
mighty good cast which includes
Cullen Landis, Mary Astor, Noah
Beery, and Phyllis Haver, although
the latter has little to do. Beery
has only one good sequence but he
is immense in this. Landis does
very well. The part fits him ad-
mirably. But Torrence—well your
people will be delighted with him
again. A fine actor.

Type of Story. . . .The regeneration of

a coward; a boy really not afraid

of fighting, prefers to read poetry
and chase butterflies, but is driven
from home by an angry father

when humiliated by a bully. The boy
later develops, chiefly through the
aid of a river gambler, into a no-
torious "killer" when, in fact, he
never kills, but only has the repu-
tation. How he is redeemed in the

sight of his parents and gets his

sweetheart fills up the story. But
this synopsis cannot give an idea of

the charm and delight of all

of it, although it starts slowly.

Once it gets moving Cruze
never misses. It is fine stuff

and will delight your regulars as

well as a higher than usual grade.

It was adapted from Tarkington's
stage play, and is really better en-

tertainment than was the play. The
locations are laid in the South dur-

ing slavery days.

Eox Office Angle. . . .Should be a hit.

There is so much good humor in

this; all clean; and so much good
story material that your folks are

sure to like it. Has many points

of appeal.
Exploitation A cinch. You have
James Cruze's name to begin with.

While perhaps "The Covered Wag-
on" has not yet reached your town
your folks pretty well know of it

and they know Cruze directed this

big success. Y
;
ou can promise a

lot for the picture delivers. Tell

them Cruze handles this in the

same big way, although don't let

them think it is spectacular. Then
you have the name of Ernest Tor-
rence and you can promise a lot

for him. A big Sunday audience
roared at the final shot which gives

Torrence a great chance. The
scene between Torrence and Noah
Beery is worth talking about. Use
a trailer of the gambling scene

where Landis wins all the clothing

of his opponent. It's sure fire for

a laugh. Tarkington's name will

mean something with a lot of your
people.

Direction James Cruze; admir-
able.

Scenario Walter Woods
Photography Excellent
Author Booth Tarkington
Cameraman Karl Brown
Locale. .. .The South in slavery days
Length 6,501 feet

Priscilla Dean in

"The Storm Daughter"
Universal-Jewel

As a Whole THRILLING SEA
STORY WITH PRISCILLA
DEAN AND SUPPORTING
CAST DOING GOOD WORK;
PRODUCTION FIRST RATE
AND ATMOSPHERE AU-
THENTIC.

Star Always at her best in role

which permits her to play the game
of a woman's wits against a man's.
Sacrifices all personal attractive-
ness to give force to her portrayal
but even at that is very pleasing
and good to look at at all times.

Cast.... Tom Santschi suitably cast
for the role of brute sea captain.
William Davidson also right for

the part of the first mate. Pat Har-
tigan, one of the crew, contributes
some effective comedy touches.
Cyril Chadwick and Bert Roch
good, too, in minor bits.

Type of Story Sea melodrama.
There have been numerous screen
plots patterned after the fashion of
Jack London's "The Sea Wolf" and
others that have employed practi-
cally the same formula as that used
in Priscilla Dean's "The Storm
Daughter," but through capable di-

rection, fine realistic atmosphere
and good acting, the familiarity is

overcome to a considerable degree
and the picture offers a live, inter-

esting entertainment that should
especially please the lovers of sea
stories. It has action, thrills, ro-
mance and the rest that makes for
audience appeal. Santschi, tyrran-
ical skipper of a sailing vessel, picks
up Priscilla Dean and her compan-
ion fishermen. Her unfearing at-

titude toward him soon breaks his
spirit and he begins to lose con-
trol of his men. They decide to
mutiny and Santschi is put in irons.

Meanwhile Priscilla learns that
Santschi's hatred of women was
caused by an unfaithful wife. After
a spectacular wreck, the two are
cast on an island where they de-
cide to start life over together.

Box Office Angle. . . .Good action pic-

ture that should satisfy big major-
ity. First rate audience number.

Exploitation You'll best interest

your patrons by using a trailer of
the storm sequence or any one of
the fight scenes. Be sure to let

them know that this is an action
picture and promise them several
very fine performances. Talk about
the star and get her admirers in-

terested by telling them this is the
best of her recent pictures. A man
going about togged out in rain

clothes with the title of the picture
painted on- the back of his rubber
coat should attract attention. Teas-
er stunts and catchlines, plus what-
ever additional exploitation you can
give it, should bring you good re-

sults.

Direction George Acchainbaud;
production and story development
good. A few bits of minor detail

could be improved upon.
Author Leet Rennick Brown
Scenario Edward J. Montagne
Cameraman Jules Cronjager
Photography Good
Locale Aboard ship

Length 6,304 feet

Douglas Fairbanks presents

"The Thief of Bagdad"
As a Whole PROBABLY THE
MOST MAGNIFICENT PRO-
DUCTION OF THIS KIND
EVER MADE. A FAIRY TALE
ATMOSPHERE WITH DOUG
CONSTANTLY IN THE FORE-
GROUND OF A VERY THIN
STORY.

Star.... His usual delightful self dur-

ing the early reels when he is a

common thief, but later after he

decides to earn his happiness he

becomes a lover but loses much of

his delightful charm.

Cast Doug practically the whole

show. Little for others to do.

Snitz Edwards pleasing as his evil

associate. Julanne Johnston pretty

as unimportant heroine. Anna
May Wong good. Others don't

count.

Type of Story.... If you opened the
Arabian Nights at any page you
would probably read some such a
story as Doug has used for this ex-
travagant, colossal production. Such
story as it is, however, deals with
the happenings which occur to a

thief after he has decided to live

right and after he falls in love with
a princess. What occurs to and
with him during this period includes
many spectacular developments
such as riding a flying horse, delv-
ing on the floor of the sea, the ap-
pearance of a flying carpet, and the
use of a magical powder which de-
velops an army of countless thou-
sands as he flings it about him. In
the end, of course, he ceases to be
a thief, is a true hero and gets the
usual reward of such—a beautiful

sweetheart.

Box Office Angle. . .You know what a

Fairbanks picture can do for you.
That's all that need be said.

Exploitation Stick to Doug and
forget all the rest except the splen-
dor and magnitude of this superior
production which easily outclasses
anything of its kind ever attempt-
ed. Never in the history of pro-
duction have there been so many
sets used to such advantage in any
one production and in addition
there is the trick stuff such as the

flying carpet, the winged horse and
the magic army. It will be a long
time before you get this and you
will have ample opportunity mean-
while to figure out what is the best

way to handle this unusual and bi-

zarre production.

Direction Raoul A. Walsh; very
gosd.

Author Elton Thomas (Douglas
Fairbanks).

Scenario Lotta Woods (Fair-

banks' staff).

Cameraman Arthur Edeson, as-

sisted by Richard Holahan, P. H.
Whitman and Kenneth MacLean.

Photography Magnificent

Locale. . . .The ancient city of Bagdad

Length Premiere showing about
14 reels, which is expected to be cut

materially for general distribution.
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43 Pictures Reviewed "In 16 Citi
"After The Ball"—Anderson

Butterfly, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—* * * an adaptation of that

grand old sentimental ballad, which the gen-

eration that sung before the jazz days will

vividly remember. * * * lavishly mounted

"Bill"—Red Seal-S. R.
Strand, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—The artistic

feature on the program is * * * Anatole
France's * * * "Cranquebille," which is pre-

sented under the title of "Bill." * * * It is

a quaint bit of life in the Paris markets and
is delightfully presented by the French star.

POST—"Bill," a three-reel French picture,

is a slice of life, artistically portrayed and
presented, and delightfully different from the

run-of-mine picture.

"Broken Hearts of B'way"—S. R.

Kings, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—Here is a photo-

drama that goes to the very heart of artistic

life in New York. While its theine is love,

there are other strains of adventure running
all through its thrilling scenes.

POST-DISPATCH—* * * a melodramatic
but interesting photoplay * * * It is as if

all of the truth and fiction written about the

metropolis and its white lights had been
crowded into a single story.

STAR—* * * skillful presentation makes it

entertaining, if not absorbing. It is not a

great picture, but it will prove a popular
one.
TIMES—If one will let several incon-

sistencies pass without notice, this screen of-

fering proves a sweet story, with adequate
love interest, * * *

"By Divine Right"—F. B. O.
Keith's 105th St., Cleveland

NEWS—They really couldn't pack much
more agony into one picture. * * if you
like agony in every shape and form on the

screen, by all means look at "By Divine
Right."
PLAIN DEALER—* * * a combination

of half a dozen old time melodramas of "The
Faith Healer" and the "Servant in the

House" type. * * * The picture might have
been made plausible and convincing by better

acting. No one in this film acts like a sane-

minded human being or talks like one in the

titles.

"Conductor 1492"—Warners'
Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—
Rarely have we seen a more amusing comedy.
The most unexpected comic touches in the
production, most of them due to the ir-

responsible star, kept yesterday's capacity in

gales of laughter.
JOURNAL—The picture is sheer, delicious

foolery. Plot and the other characters wait

while Johnny stages his stunts. * * * The ac-

tion is swift and there is not a dull moment.
* * *

TIMES-UNION—It was very evident

that yesterday's audience found no lack

in the play and thoroughly enjoyed its

comedy, for laughs were frequent and pro-

longed.

"Courtship of Miles Standish"
Merrill, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—On the whole, we wouldn't

say that "The Courtship of Myles Standish"
should be done in bronze * * * But it is an
ambitious portrayal of life among the Pil-

grims. * * *

NEWS—Longfellow's beautiful poem, "The
Courtship of Miles Standish," has been ar-

tistically reproduced and folks recognizing its

worth are packing the Merrill.

"A Dangerous Maid"—1st Nat'l

Metropolitan, Washington
POST—Constance Talmadge has actually

taken this romance of old England and in-

jected comedy into it—a difficult feat, and
one that perhaps nobody but Constance could
have achieved. * * *

STAR—* * * Miss Talmadge adds to the

individuality of her characterization of the

rebellious "Mistress Barbara Winslow" by
deft touches of that delightful humor for

which she is noted.
TIMES—* * * another costume picture

—

of which there has been an abundant re-

dundance this season. But to give the little

"devil" her due, it can be classed at least

as a different sort of costume picture. * * *

"The Dangerous Maid" is that rara avis, a

comedy-drama.

"The Drivin' Fool"—Hodkinson

Fenway, Boston

GLOBE—A thrilling automobile race with

time across the continent from Los Angeles

to New York is the feature. * * * The pic-

ture is particularly amusing. * * *

HERALD—The story makes no pretence

at being more than thoughtless stuff, lightly

characterizing, direct in its telling. Each
player fills the weathered niche * * * The
pace is never tedious, nor is the story dull,

and the spectator finds himself unwilling

victim to the demon of speed.

TELEGRAM—A comedy which makes you

laugh outright is surely a comedy which is all

right, and by all right, we mean that it leaves

nothing to be desired. Just such a comedy is

"The Drivin' Fool." * * *

"The Eternal City"—1st Nat'l

Garrick, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—"The Eternal City" is an ex-

ceptionally massive screen opus and contains

many dramatic scenes and melodramatic in-

cidents. There is excitement and thrills * *

"The Eternal Three"—Gold.-Cosmo.
Walnut, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—* * * it is

filled with suspense. * * * Marshall Neilan

produced the picture, which shows the skill

of his directorial hands.
POST—Of Marshall Neilan we expected

more than we received in "The Eternal

Three," which, as the name implies, is an

"eternal triangle" story.

"The Extra Girl"—Asso. Exhibitors

Piccadilly, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—* * *

picture that comes close to rivalling the stage

success of "Merton of the Movies'' and the

screen success of "Hollywood."
JOURNAL— If the acting of one character

can save an otherwise mediocre picture and
make it a success, then "The Extra Girl,"

at the Piccadilly this week may be classed

as such.
HERALD—Miss Normand has neither the

face nor the personality to be tragic and she

has not depth of stage character enough to

be among the suitable comedians. * * * The
picture will suffice for an hour's pastime if

one is hard put for entertainment.

TIMES-UNION—An excellent supporting
cast and a number of interesting and more
or less amusing scenes are the chief attrac-

tions of "The Extra Girl."

"Flowing Gold"—1st Nat'l

The Chicago, Chicago

HERALD AND EXAMINER—There is

character as well as adventure in "Flowing
Gold;" the people are more than puppets for

a plot.

Warfield, San Francisco

{Week endina March 15)
BULLETIN—With all of the excitement

of the Texas oil fever in the early days,

"Flowing Gold" * * * has a tendency to stir

the blood at many points in the unfolding of

the tale. * * *

CALL—As a novel, "Flowing Gold" will

prove one of the most popular of the Rex
Beach best sellers, and as a movie it should

prove the most acceptable of the Richard Wal-
ton Tully productions to date.

There is a thrill, which keeps the viewer
keyed up to a high point of excitement, in

every hundred feet. * * *

CHRONICLE—Richard Walton Tully just

missed making a great picture. * * * It has
all the ingredients of a big story but it has a

slow start and a cheaply melodramatic finish

with flaming oil wells, a cloudburst and flood,

so dragged in they are almost laughable.

DAILY NEWS—A most entertaining film

this, well cast and as well directed.

EXAMINER—"Flowing Gold" has every-
thing that made "The Spoilers" a great cin-

ema success—heart interest, melodrama, a

fight which is a real he-man affair; a pretty

love story and an abundance of comedy, and,
in addition, it has a cast of "type actors"
that is almost flawless.

State, Los Angeles
{Week ending March 15)

EXAMINER—There are suspense, sur-

prise, comedy, thrills—and they are well
handled and subtly evoked—and there is a
love story which is true to life, even though
it doesn't dominate the entire action of the
drama.
EXPRESS—* * * Abounds in what the

industry calls "sure-fire stuff." * * * It is

these characterizations, for the most part ex-
cellently done, and the two great thrills of

the picture that remain in the mind after one
passes through the exit.

RECORD—The picture has a wonderful
punch at the finish. Everyone has seen fire

scenes, and everyone has seen flood pictures,

but it remained for Richard Walton Tully to

put them both in the same scene.
TIMES—* * * A really fine old-fashioned

movie; indeed a sort of supermovie. * * *

"Flowing Gold" is wild and rambling and
occasionally terrible. But it will register a

gcod entertainment.

"Fools' Highway"—Universal
Hippodrome, Cleveland

NEWS—There is something about the pic-

ture that holds you and instinctively you like

it.

PLAIN DEALER—* * * the most in-

teresting picture shown at the Hippodrome
this season. * * * We recommend this pic-

ture without any qualifications as an un-
usually entertaining and accurate picturiza-

tion of the life and atmosphere of the old time
Bowery. * * * Mary Philbin gives an ex-
cellent, realistic performance as Mamie Rose.
PRESS—New York's Bowery of a gen-

eration ago, * * * is admirably pictured in

"Fools' Highway." filmed from Owen Kil-

dare's sentimental biography, "My Mamie
Rose." * * * It's a good picture.

"The Galloping Fish"—1st Nat'l
Strand, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE— If you like

the most obvious sort of comedy with no
apparent point, then you will get a lot of
laughs out of this feature.
POST—"The Galloping Fish," * * * is

our idea of what a fun film should be.

"Hoodman Blind"—Fo
Modern, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—All the oldest 1
,

the land is trotted out before the n ,

and bewildered gaze * * * and, oddl;

the picture, * * * is moderately g<-

tainment.

"Icebound"—F. P.-L.

Metropolitan, Los Angel
(Week ending March 15)

EXAMINER—It suggests not s

what we are pleased to call a "motion
as a play in celluloid form. * * • T
tion makes the entire pace of the f

slow ; but it gives to a marked d<

quality that Mr. Davis desired in his

EXPRESS—Its tempo therefore

edly slow on the screen, even undei

pert hand of William de Mille. Per
lagging pace may be charged partial

work of the camera. * * * Miss W
the most part has done excellent worl '

HERALD—But from introdiu

final fadeout the story will warm and r|

cockles of your heart. Of "hokum,"
i

merit of excitement and suspense, it i

little.

RECORD—"Icebound" is so simpk
and has been pictured so simply arid-

that your movie fan is going to havi

suspicion he has been seeing someth
brow. It is nothing of the sort, of a
TIMES—"Icebound" is really v«

The psychology, the smoothness, the

the acting is in the finest. Mr. De
nothing if not meticulous in the c

which he seeks out just the right s

truth and sincerity at just the opporti a

Rialto, Omaha
BEE—William de Mille * *

bound," * * * has a really way do h

east atmosphere drama along the i

the famous "Way Down East," e> t

worked out. * * *

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—"Icebound

worth-while photoplay and William 1

has given it a touch of humanness th;

it convincing.
POST-DISPATCH—This film reli<

interest neither on elaborate settinj

gowns, nor scenes of violence; but

skillful depiction of the common i

humanity * * *

STAR—* * * more a character
the persons involved than a plot an
development. It is unusually telling

TIMES—It is not lavish, or thri

outstanding in performance—yet it

esting, absorbing and genuine entert

"Happiness"—Metro
Aldine, Pittsburgh

PRESS—* * * Miss Taylor saves this film
through her presence, though not always
her acting, from a most dismal failure. * * *

The story, * * * is entirely dependent upon
the actress. Without her it would mean noth-
ing, with her it is an amusing feature, well
worth the seeing.

A LIFE SAVER
FOR THE

INDEPENDENT MARKET
A BOX-OFFICE CLEANUP

"PALSm blue
A SUPER FEATURE REVIVAL

Write—Phone—Wire or Radio
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, Inc.

130 W. 46th St., N. Y. City

"The Love Master"—1st N I

Randolph, Chicago
AMERICAN—* * * you like w

like so much more intensely than
j

like what you dislike that you, or

many of you, may have a good timi

ing "The Love Master."
HERALD AND EXAMINER-1

kind of a film, manufactured in the '.

lovely mountains and snowy woods,
the scenery, the dogs and the pleasant
unbrilliant players soften the harsh |

POST—Lovers of dogs and anim
simply revel in this picture—and I d

lieve there is anyone who will not
» # #

(Continued on Page 10)
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arold Lloyd
i n

Girl Shy

will be released

April 20

More thrills than "Safety Last"; more human

interest than "Grandma's Boy"; more laughs

than "Why Worry?"; more of everything

than any feature comedy ever made.

Hold the date open!

A Pathe Picture



what is it
If a man called you
a chechahco would
you be insulted?

Don't know what a chechahco is?

Then you'd better learn because soon
it's going to be a word on everyone's

tongue. Lounge lizards will be sput-

tering it, flappers will be clucking it,

taxi drivers registering it and even the

maid will be serving it with dinner.

chechahcos
(pronounced' chfe-chavr-koze)

is the fascinating title of a motion pic-

ture classic which will make box office

history.

ssociated Exhibitor
ARTHUR S. KAN E, Frtndtnt

PATHE, Physical Distributor



Dollars Streaming In!

Colombia Theatre, Seattle

Saturday, March 15, 8 P.M.

Line extended half block from

theatre, up and down Second

Avenue.

Sunday, March 16, 7 P.M.

Two lines, each a block long,

with people moving three

abreast.

Capacity at Every Showing

RMAND
in

AMack Sennett Production

A Long, Happy Line!

Portland, Oregon.
Saturday and Sunday.
March 15 and 16.

Rivoli: "The Eternal City."

Liberty : "Lilies of the Field."

People's: Pola Negri.

Columbia: "The Extra Girl."

Lined 'em up Saturday.

Repeated Sunday.
Only house in town.

That held 'em in line.

Sunday night.

That's Meeting Competition!

f Directed by F.RichardJones

Associated Exhibitors
°hysical Distributors Pathe 'Fxehange./nc. Arthur S. Kane, President Foreign Representative Sidney Garrett
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"Doug's Latest
HICK STUFF

Wally Beery is one of the bold, bad men of fillums. Wally
had not been in New York for over four years so he decided to

come back and take a looksee at things. So he did. And left his

realty deals, his playing contracts and other worldly affairs in

Hollywood and journeyed to the Big Town. So now you can
find him almost any day wandering around Broadway and looking
at the big buildings. Just like a hick.

ONLY TOO SELDOM
Once in a while—in a very great while—a picture slides in.

without fuss and noise and proves worth while. This happened
during the week. When John Flinn landed the crew to look at
"Which Shall it Be?" A little picture, but with a theme as big
as the great open spaces. Hodkinson will try it out here and
upon how the public views it will decide on possible distribution.

It is full of homely sentiment; with a flock of kiddies that
tear at your heart strings and get you. Not exactly big enough
for important first runs unless cut to a semi-feature. But a
delight and joy otherwise.

And while we're talking about pictures. Saw "Floodgates,"
the Russell production a day or so ago. Story might have been
shaped better and cut to much better advantage, but there is

a pretty good kick in it towards the close which will please
audiences of a certain type
market.

Pretty good stuff for the state rights

BROADWAY PRICES
Not the intake. But otherwise. They do say along Broadway

that Moe Mark is breathing hard. That the Pathe crowd want
so much for Harold Lloyd's latest

—
"Girl Shy"—that Moe is per-

spiring hard. And also want a guarantee for three weeks—if the
business justifies, of course.

THE BRILLIANT PRESS AGENT
This comes from the Goldwyn publicity office

:

"It". The indefinable something. What is it? You must
have it to be a successful lover. It is the force which attracts
women to men and men to women. It is the inexplicable quality
which makes Valentinos, Lew Codys, Gloria Swansons, and
Peggy Hopkins Joyces.

Ah! Wonderful. But what is "it" all about?

DEADLY SHAME
Incidentally talking of press agents. The worst of all things

has happened. A press agent has become an actor. Who?
Lou Marangella.
Formerly with Warner's.

ANOTHER OPEN LETTER
From Arthur Smallwood. This time he cracks at combina-

tions which seek to establish monopolies, in which he points out
that "any producer-distributor who handles his selling under a
block booking plan is guilty of unfair competition" and suggests
that those who agree with him write to the Federal Trade Com-

(Continued from Page 1)

mission. Then he supplies a blank which the exhibitor is

to fill out and which reads:

Federal Trade Commission,
Washington-, D. C.

Attention Mr. W. H. Fuller, Chief Counsel.
( irntlemen:

—

1 believe that the following practices of producer-distribut<

in the motion picture industry constitute unfair competition ai.

conspiracy in restraint of trade.

1st. Producer-distributor ownership of theaters.

2nd. Block booking.
3rd. The system of advance deposits.

4th. The sale of unmade or "paper pictures".

I wish to register my protest against these practices in th

motion picture industry and ask that your commission rendc

the relief that is necessary in the general prosperity of the indut

try.

Yours truly,

FAME
Kine of London, commenting on a report that Sam Gol

is to write for the London Sunday Express says : "That al

was Goldwyn's ambition, literary fame."

BEING BROADMINDED
Nathan Burkan attended the banquet of The Friendly"

of St. Patrick last Monday night. Yep. True.

RATTLING THE SKELETON
The old New York Herald developed a .lot of men fot

business. About seven years ago at one row of desks were To
Geraghty, now producing on his own at the Fairbanks Pic'

Studio; John Flinn, Vice-President of Hodkinson; Willia

Gill, Eastern Sales Manager for the Rothacker Laboratc
Leonard Mitchell, in charge of film renting for the U. S. Ship

Board ; Luther Reed, scenario writer for Cosmopolitan ; H;
Thew, scenario writer ; C. Gardner Sullivan, scenario editor; I

Mordaunt Hall, motion picture critic for the New York Ti

Bill Murphy, Fox Film publicity department ; Charles U
Famous Players ; George Bonte, Warner Brothers. In the

office, but as a cartoonist of no mean ability, was Larry Senior

screen comedian.
It was seven years ago that all the above gang workei

gether at the Herald, and the first to leave was Flinn whe
went into the publicity department of Famous.

SOCIAL NOTES
Bill Hart tried to crash in the Palais Royale a few nights

with Scoop Conlon. But the}' wore no evening duds ar

looked as if they were in for tough sailing until a California!

rived and got them in. Then Bill had a royal time; even da

with Florence Walton.

A LITTLE LATE
Still, better than never. So Bob Kane is swelling up bee

he has been awarded the Belgian Croix de Guerre. It really c

to him in January 1919, but he only heard of it from the Dej 1

ment last week.
DAN

Fremont To Have Four
(Special to THE FTLM DAILY)

Fremont, Neb. — Following an-
nouncement of combination of the
Empress and Wall, under one man-
agement, Jolly Jones, who has been
managing the Wall, announces he
will open a new theater. This \\\\\

give Fremont four houses.

Robbers Get $3,716 In Omaha
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—The cashier of the Or-
pheum was held up and robbed of
$3,716 while returning from the bank.

Capitol, Dallas Cuts Admissions
I Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Admission prices at the
Capitol have been cut from 55 cents,
top, to 40 cents top.

Colonial Out of Receivership
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland-—The Colonial at Elyria,
has just been lifted from a receiver-
ship, under which it has been oper-
ating for the past year. John Pekras,
of the Dreamland and his associates
are now backing the Colonial. The
house is closed for two weeks for

repairs and redecorating.

Lynch Secures " '49"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
P h i 1 a d e 1 p h i a—Bob Lynch has

bought "49" from Arrow for the

American Feature Film Exchange.

Harry Charnas In Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

C 1 e v e 1 a n d—Harry Charnas, of

Standard Film, has bought "Marriage
Morals," for Mich, Ohio, West. Penn.,
W. \"a. and Ky., and also Michigan,
Ohio and Ky. rights to "Don't Marry
For Monev."

"Mickey" at Capitol

(Spfcial to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—-"Mickey" will b

vived at the Capitol next week.

Asks Vote on Sunday Ban
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Corono, Cal.—Voters of Cc

have signed a petition to the

Council asking the Sunday cl<

measure be repealed and a vote t

at the April election to finally d

mine whether or not theaters si

be closed on the Sabbath.
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WILLIAM STEINER
Takes Pleasure in Introducing

His No. 4 Producing Unit

CHARLES HUTCHINSON
"HURRICANE HUTCH"

"THE DARE-DEVIL THRILL CREATOR"

In a Series of Six Five-Reel

SENSATIONAL FEATURE ATTRACTIONS

Supported by Large and Appropriate

BOX OFFICE CASTS OF SCREEN NOTABLES

ARTISTIC * ELABORATE * CONVINCING
STAGING % SETTINGS * LOCATIONS

EMOTION AROUSING STORIES OF ACTION, REAL LIFE AND HEART INTEREST

! * ! * v

The First "HURRICANE HUTCH" Presentation

(To be Released at an Early Date)

"SURGING SEAS"
Included in the Cast Are

CHARLES HUTCHINSON GEORGE HACKATHORNE
EDITH THORNTON DAVID TORRENCE
EARL METCALF CHARLES FORCE

To Be Followed By * Noiv In Production

"HUTCH OF THE U.S.A." "THE CRASH"
For Franchises For Territorial Rights Apply

THE NEW-CAL-FILM CORPORATION
220 West 42nd Street, New York City Distributors for William Steiner Productions
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Man From Brodney's"—Vita.

Broadway, Los Angeles
(Week cndinii March 15)

EXPRESS—As a film it has been given
careful direction, an exceptionally good cast

and colorful backgrounds, all of which give
a certain degree of authenticity to a highly
imptobable romance.
RECORD—Vitagraph has made the familiar

nov( ] into an exciting romance punctuated
Willi realistic duels and climaxes. * * *

"The Marriage Circle"—Warners'
B'way Strand, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * skates on thin ice,

but in so doing it kindles real sparks of

subtle humor, humor which in places becomes
broad and highly mirthful. It is a real con-
tribution to the screen and should serve as
a pattern for others to follow.

Stanley, Philadelphia
NORTH AMERICAN—The most polished

and finished comedy of the entire year is the
main screen feature at the Stanley. * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—The recipe
is really very simple. * * * It's Simon-pure
farce. Miss Florence Vidor is good.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—Ditto.
SENTINEL—The picture is not the simple

thing one would imagine from the poem. On
the contrary, it is filled with fighting, ex-
citement, thrills, elaborate sets—everything
that the moving picture fan of today re-

quires.

Grand Central-West End Lyric-
Capitol, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT- * * * has created
a picture that surpasses any he made on the
other side, in point of mechanical perfection.
Artistically, the picture is different from his

others.
POST-DISPATCH—Ernest Lubitsch has

done a remarkable piece of work in the con-
struction and direction of "The Marriage
Circle," * * *

STAR—This German director has some
sound ideas * * * the result is fully as en-
grossing as a study of movie technique as it

is interesting as a drama of marital relations.

TIMES—Go see "The Marriage Circle."
It is one of the best comedies in years, a

comedy of situations, clever, sophisticated, di-

rected by a master and played by an ex-
cellent cast.

"North of Hudson Bay"—Fox
Rialto, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—* * * a brisk melodrama,
well directed and beautifully photographed.

"Not A Drum Was Heard"—Metro
Monroe, Chicago

JOURNAL—Is a good title and a good
picture, though they seem to belong to each
other like a right-hand glove and a left foot.
Mr. Williams no doubt knew what he was
aiming at, but 5,000 feet of celluloid has lost
the target somewhere.

"Painted People"— 1st Nat'l
State, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—"Painted People" gives Col-
leen Moore a chance to exhibit her piquantly
subtle mannerisms. * * * A brilliant cast
is in support of Miss Moore.

"The Phantom Horseman"—Univ.
Isis, Indianapolis

NEWS—The story is cut and dried, and
would be dull were it not for Hoxie's scenes
and his riding. What thrills there are come
during those moments.

"Pied Piper Malone"—F. P.-L.
Granada, San Francisco
(Week ending March 15)

BULLETIN—Aside from the story there
are some remarkable scenes at sea in this
picture. One shows a storm on the ocean in
which the great waves seem every moment
to almost engulf the camera.

' CALL—"Pied Piper Malone" is a comedy
drama possessing a wealth of human interest.
CHRONICLE—The Meighan picture fits

Tommy splendidly, for there is little or no
acting to do. He has to look handsome and
manly, and Tom can always be depended on
in these particulars. * * *

DAILV NEWS—It is weak drama, indif-

ferently told. The love element, with Lois

Wilson, acting under careless direction, is not

well dovetailed.

EXAMINER — "Pied Piper Malone,"
though lacking the customary thrills of former

Thomas Meighan pictures, is as genial a pho-

toplay as this popular star has ever done.

"Poisoned Paradise"—Preferred

Garden, Milwaukee

DAILY WISCONSIN NEWS—Although
"Poisoned Paradise" isn't to be shouted from
roof-tops, it's a rather interest'ng picture

dealing with the tragedies underlying the
artificial gayety in the kingdom of chance,
Monte Carlo.

JOURNAL—* * * such an utter jumble
of ideas that the spectator never quite catches
up to learn what it's all about. It is, *

a "forbidden story." It should be.

SENTINEL—* * * it is more comedy
drama than melodrama. The picture's chief
fault is its length, minor incidents having
been dragged out far too" long. There is a
good cast, however, of seasoned players, most
interesting among them being Clara Bow.

"Reno"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Smith's Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * it is senseless, in bi
|

a good deal of time, and now and ther
j

right silly.

"Scaramouche"—Metro

Eastman, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE
like a series of exquisite photographs

|

fyingly logical in arrangement * * * 1

artistic stimulation in viewing "Scarar. ;

such as you will rarely enjoy.

JOURNAL—All in all, it is a pictu't

worth seeing, and one which holds
tention from start to finish.

HERALD—* * * it is most enjoya
|

tertainment and carries with it a very i

romance as well as a goodly round oi
|

that are not introduced in the usual
1

1

manner.

TIMES-UNION—"Scaramouche"
J

primarily a play of the French Revi
;

but a play of human emotions and
against the background of the periot

|

as such it is eminently successful.

(Continued on Page 12)

GILBERT FRANKAU'S

GERALD CRANSTON'S LADY
The Love Story of Aliette Brunton. The Woman of the Horizon.

Seeds of Enchantment. Peter Jameson. Etc.

. Sole and Exclusive Agents

HUGHES MASSIE & CO.
347 Fifth Avenue Ashland 6208
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LABORATORY COMBINATION
TO THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY:

It is my pleasure to announce an important combination, which has existed for some time, viz., the
combination of a finely equipped plant and exceptional service to our customers, with greatest technical

knowledge which has been effected by CLAREMONT LABORATORIES, Inc.

It is this combination which has enabled us to produce UNEXCELLED QUALITY, as demonstrated
in the releases we have printed, including Mary Pickford in "Lord Fauntleroy," "Tess of the Storm Coun-
try" and "Rosita," and Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin Hood," Elliot Dexter in "By Divine Right," the Whit-
man Bennett production, "The Leavenworth Case," as well as scores of other big productions.

We have not sacrificed quality for cheapness ; we do not evade tinting and toning, and we do not use

developing machines . The price of raw stock is now so low, and the standard price for printing so cheap

that producers should not encourage a cheaper product at the sacrifice of quality.

While it costs more to handle every foot of film individually and not by machine, we only charge the
standard price for printing. Our profits may be less, but our satisfaction is the fact that we are recognized
as AMERICA'S PREMIER LABORATORY .

We are now making prints on Douglas Fairbanks ' latest achievement, acclaimed as the world's great-

est motion picture in cost and magnificence, and requiring the utmost in photographic science to do justice

to it, namely,
"THE THIEF OF BAGDAD"

Yours truly,

WALTER E. GREENE.

CLAREMONT LABORATORIES, INC.
430 Claremont Parkway New York City
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Johnny Hines in

"Conductor 1492"

Warner Bros.

Whole GOOD COMEDY
IITERTAINMENT WITH
INE SHARE OF LAUGHS
HAT SHOULD MAKE IT A
FRST RATE DRAWING CARD.
l,OT A BIT FEEBLE BUT
ONTINUOUS COMEDY
IJSINESS COVERS IT.

i As both author and star of

I. latest picture, Johnny Hines is

;busv young man but his efforts

J; not in vain.

li Dan Mason, remembered as

k conductor in the "Toonerville

'olley" series, plays the Irish

) her of Hines in a truly charac-

|-istic fashion. Doris May is the

fa in the case and Robert Cain
le villain.

p of Story Comedy-drama.
onductor 1492" is chiefly come-

i with incidental dramatic bits

fch as the sequence in which the

Iroine's young brother is saved

pm death by hero and the meller

max consisting of a fire and spec-

:ular rescue. Otherwise the pic-

re is composed of comedy inci-

nt with the actual plot, rather

;ak of itself, nicely camouflaged,
le picture is a laugh from start

finish—from the time Johnny
ives his home in Ireland until

wins a fortune and the girl he
ves. It doesn't matter that some
the comedy is derived through

Je-stepping the main story. It's

I good and usually quite original,

ne bit in which Hines looks for

s collar button by taking off his

oes and walking around until he
eps on it, is a particularly good
ugh. The titles bring many
ughs also. The plot has to do with
e efforts of certain directors in

e transit corporation to secure
'0 shares of stock that will give
em control and oust the heroine's
ther from the company. How
to Johnny produces the missing
ares, owned by his Dad who had
em since he was a conductor,
ings the story to a happy con-
usion.

Office Angle. . . .Should be good
>x office number. If your folks
ijoy laughing you can count on
Conductor 1492" pleasing them,
ou can make plenty of promises
r the comedy it contains.
loitation It shouldn't be too
:travagant to even hire a trolley
r exploiting this one. If you can't
) this, try and rig up an old horse-
ir and have it going about the
reets prominently displaying a
gn reading: "This car is in

large of 'Conductor 1492.' Let
m give you a transfer 'to the blank
leater." If you care to play up
le Irish wit contained in it, it

wuld be easy to decorate your
bby and get over the atmosphere,
se a trailer of any one of the
smedy stunts.

sction.
. .Charles Hines and Frank

riffin; good.
hor Johnny Hines
nario Johnny Hines
neraman Charles Gilson
tfography All right
ale Ireland-Ohio
igth 6,500 feet.

DAILY li

"The Arizona Express"
Fox

As a Whole WILD, WILD
MELLER THAT OFFERS
GREAT EXCITEMENT FOR
THRILL 'LOVERS BUT SO
RIDICULOUSLY IMPROBA-
BLE THAT IT MAY PROVE
AMUSING.

Cast. . . .David Butler, Pauline Starke,

Harold Goodwin, Evelyn Brent,
Francis MacDonald the principals

in a hard working) and wonderfully
enduring cast. All suitable and
capable.

Type of Story Billed as "honest
melodrama." It's melodrama all

right but far from honest in the
sense of being truthful. Many of

its situations never could be true.

Lincoln Carter is at his "wildest"
in "The Arizona Express," even
surpasses his "The Fast Mail," a

1922 Fox production. No one can
complain of lack of action or sus-
pense. They do take a little too
long to get their plot planted, but
once they do, oh boy, they go to it

with a vengeance. Hero's due for

the gallows. The girl he loves

claims he was the one who killed

his uncle. The audience knows all

the time that her crook friend did
it. .Hero's sister gets a tip that the
girl has the evidence necessary to

free her brother. Then things be-
gin to happen. First of all there's

a spectacular jail break followed by
a long, thrilling episode in which
the sister, after securing the evi-

dence, tries to reach the Governor
before the execution. There are

some fine stunts in this for the thrill

chasers even though they be
the height of improbability. The
chase includes many spectacular
jumps from the moving train to a

speeding auto, a runaway train

rolling down an embankment, an
automobile going over a cliff, and
all the action typical of a Lincoln

J. Carter meller.

Box Office Angle. . . .Depends entire-

ly on whether or not your patrons
still favor this old fashioned melo-
drama. Where they do you should
clean up with "The Arizona Ex-
press."

Exploitation. .. .Trailers on this one
can be used to great advantage.
Just a few glimpses of the thrills

contained in it will be sufficient to
bring your patrons back if they are
at all interested' in a picture of this

kind. Talk about the spectacular
jail break, the runaway train, the
auto wreck. Tell them about the
mad race of the heroine to reach the
Governor with evidence that will

save her brother's life. Use the title

in connection with stunts. Post
your local station with the title and
catchlines and have a youngster go-
ing about in a small express wagon
bearing the sign: "This is not 'The
Arizona Express.' You can see

that at the blank theater."

Direction. .. .Thomas Buckingham; a

bit slow starting but makes up for

lost time.

Author Lincoln J. Carter
Scenario Not credited

Cameraman Not credited

Photography All right

Locale The West
Length 6,316 feet

Short Subjects
"Big Moments From Little Pictures"

Roach-Pathe

Another Rogers' Winner
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Your folks know by this time that

Will Rogers generally affords them
plenty of fun as well as a novel form
of comedy. This one starts with Will
coming out presumably before a Fol-
lies audience and telling them that

he has brought back from Hollywood
some "big moments" from well known
films for their enjoyment. Accord-
ingly, a screen is dropped and scenes

from "Blood and Sand," "Robin
Hood" and finally the old "Keystone
Cops" are shown with Rogers, of

course, in the leading roles. Of
course, the action is all burlesqued
and many laughs afforded. Get this

one. They'll surely enjoy it.

"Barnum Junior"—Juvenile—Edu-
cational

Enjoyable Kid Comedy
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
With a cast headed by Johnnie

Fox, Jr., and including several amus-
ing and natural acting youngsters,
this Juvenile comedy should have no
difficulty in pleasing almost any au-

dience, particularly where there are

kiddies. The boys are all Scouts and
Johnnie's father objects strongly to

his son's taking part in their activi-

ties. The boys hold a charity circus

—which incidentally is very amusing
and everything is going fine until all

the dog-owners in town arrive after

searching the town for their pets.

Johnnie does very good work all the

way through. Arvid Gillstrom is re-

sponsible for the direction.

"Hayseed"—Chadwick-Selznick
Typical Slapstick

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Jimmy Aubrey is the star of this

two reel comedy, which has its lo-

cale on a farm. It is typical slam-
bang stuff with the laughs being de-

rived from the series of accidents

happening to Aubrey who is a farm
hand, and the owner of the farm,

who suffers continually because of

Aubrey's mishaps. One stunt that

is used time after time, with varia-

tions, is that of having the two men
at opposite ends of a rope held taut,

and having one or the other of them
suddenly let go with the result that

the other is thrown violently down.
Of course, he always falls in a wet,

muddy or otherwise sloppy place.

Good enough of its type.

The Week's Headlines
Monday

First National to increase number of release

prints in order to improve service to small
exhibitors.

Sawyer and Lubin to produce two pictures
in New York. Abe Carlos to make one.

Tuesday

P. A. Powers and Oscar A. Price purchase
Triangle assets, including about 2,000
stories.

Italy faces production crisis. Many studios
there closed.

E, A. Eschmann declares long runs arc re-

sponsible for greater print need.

Wednesday
Plans discussed by which harmony may be

restored in exhibitor politics.

Associated Exhibitors to distribute "The
Cheechachos," produced in Alaska.

Thomas H. Ince may renew contract with
First National. Plans six for next year.

Thursday

Censorship in New York to be abolished and
the penal code strengthened.

Charles Ray again to produce under Ince
banner.

Universal selects 25 of its 36 specials for

1924-1925.

W. A. True charges mysterious influences
blocked T. O. C. C. and suggests a probe.
Cohen, Harper, Davis and Woodhull make
counter-charges against True and Carl
Anderson.

Friday

Three sales conventions planned by Famous
Players, beginning May 21.

W. R. Hearst prepares script for "Esther."
Undecided about its production.

Foreign conditions far from satisfactory,

Ben Blumenthal reports.

Saturday

Whether or not Will Hays will testify be-

fore Senate Committee investigating Sin-
clair oil mixup is up to committee, fol-

lowing objections raised by Martin
Littleton, counsel for Sinclair.

Louis Rosenbluh would have exhibitors pay
a fixed rental and also pay for prints.

Incorporations
Springfield, 111.—Lester, Ltd., Chi-

cago. Capital, $100,000. Incorporat-
ors, Margaret Lester and C. Essig.

Sacramento, Cal—Lone Star Dis-
tributing Co., Los Angeles. Capital

$10,000.

Dover, Del.—Kentucky Reel Show
Corp., Wilmington. Capital $150,000.

Dover, Del.—Western Enterprise

Corp., Capital $200,000.

Dover, Del.—Trio Prod., Inc. Cap-
ital, $30,000.

LENSES FOR MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
SLIGHTLY USED AT BARGAIN PRICES

F 3.5 in barrel

F 3.5 in barrel
' F 4.5 in Debrie mt.
F 3. in barrel
F 2.9 in Debrie mt.

Carl Zeiss Tessar focus 2"

Carl Zeiss Tessar focus 3"
Carl Zeiss Tessar focus 43/n'
Goerz Kino-Hypar focus 4"

Dallmeyer Pentac focus 2"

Bausch & Lomb Tessar focus 2" F 3.5 in focusing
mt. ' 38.50

Wollensak Verito soft focus F 4. focus 3" in barrel 22.00
Aldis Anastigmat focus 2" F 3.5 in barrel ....

Heliar Anastigmat focus 2" F 4.5 in barrel ....

EVERY LENS FULLY GUARANTEED

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.,
U. S. AND CANADA AGENTS FOR DEBRIE CAMERAS

118 West 44th Street N. Y. C.

List Special Price
$35.00
40.00
55.00
42.00
75.00

$18.00
24.00
33.50
29.00
35.00

17.50
10.00
9.00
6.00

Inc.

Bryant 6635
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Newspaper Opinions
"Singer Jim McKee"—F. P.-L.

Park-Mall, Cleveland
NEWS—It's a Bill Hart picture, but it

doesn t measure up to the standard of those
he made before he went on a two year's leave
of absence-from the screen. Hart isn't the

^d^t™3
?.,?! t ^ in "Singer Jim McKee."PLAIN DEALER—"Singer Jim" is a longway from being wholly bad, but there is i

strain of too long suffering in it, * * * con-
siderably better than "Wild Bill Hickok," but
only because I feel Bill isn't giving the best
lie has, I am lighting this fire under the fry-
ing pan—in the hopes he will not jump into
the nre in his next effort.
PRESS—* * * except for such exciting

moments of old-fashioned movie melodrama
as when Hart holds up a stage coach, dives
from the top of a cliff into a river, dives
head-first thru a glass door and chokes the
villain, the movie, to our way of thinking, is
rather dull stuff.

CHRONICLE—There is a fascinating pic-
ture m "The Stranger." * * * Miss Compson
looks uncommonly pretty as the girl and Rich-
ar

?LP,!
x pIays the bad b°y convincingly

. ?AI^Y„ifEWS—A highly dramatic pho-
toplay is "The Stranger." * • * Her (Betty
t-ompson s) performance is miles ahead of her
last appearance in a picture we saw, and she
does some fine things in this one.EXAMINER—It is one of those plays, al-
together too numerous, that encourage the
rather popular notion that circumstantial evi-
dence is m the habit of hanging innocent men
and that therefore it is something that ought
to be abolished. It should be abolished from
the screen. * * *

STAR—-Color photography and several
gripping episodes, one of which is the
overworked fight with a cuttle fish, make
The Uninvited Guest," at the Delmonte,

a good entertainment * * *

TIMES—A romantic drama of the sea
with scenes in natural colors, is "The Un
invited Guest," • * • featuring Jean Tolly
a new "find" in the film world.

"A Society Scandal"
State, Boston

ADVERTISER—Somewhat transformed to
suit the fancied tastes of the photoplay public
and the well known tastes of the silly censors'
the story in its movie clothes still moves the
normal spectator to laughter
TR^NuS^F P̂ —

*
* * the sl>Pshod man-

ner which Mr. Dawn for the moment affects
can only result in a tasteless and pointlessmovie—just such a movie as "A Society
Scandal proves to be.

"Thundergate"—1st Nat'l
Victoria, Philadelphia

NORTH AMERICAN—American en-
gineers, harems, confused identies, disguises
oriental royalty and American democracy
are all a part of the intricate and thrilling
P 1°\, thls mystery story, which carries many
a thrill * * « '

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)-
Thundergate * * * affords a treat for those

patrons who like action, the red-blooded kind
and a plot in which there is something doing
every minute.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Ditto.

"When A Man's A Man"—1st Nat'l
Strand, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—Harold Bell Wright's most
recent best seller has been brought to the
screen with a fidelity that is rather a credit
to Director Eddie Cline.
SENTINEL—* * * it is a good picture

of the red blooded type of story laid in the
great open spaces." * * *

"The Song of Love"—1st Nat'l
Strand, Omaha

,c ?•£.,.d *n°se love scenes with Joseph
Schildkraut! * * * the action starts and
events happen with the speed of a wild, wild
melodrama.

"The Stranger"—F. P.-L.
McVickers, Chicago

AMERICAN—Here you find a story which
is quite as likely to "grip" you as the ac-
cepted box office melange, but which has a
verity, dignity and spiritual depth which en-

£ iKHr11 better tnan average rating.DAILY NEWS-* * * this is fhe first
piece of Galsworthy fiction which has been
permitted to enter the movies. A respectable
r" C

r^TTrA°T
r
A
d
T
erln

f 2" the wicked and fateful.JUUKJNAL—* * * the cinematic result of
decanting the rich wine of one of John Gals-
worthy s stories, "The First and the Last."

Karlton, Philadelphia
NORTH AMERICAN—* • •

js far «t
of the beaten track, and contains a great
deal of real spiritual beauty
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The

acting is comparable to the story. Tullv
Marshall does a fine bit of acting as the
scruo man who gives his life so that othersmay live on in happiness

California, 'Frisco

_ (.Week ending March 15)BULLETIN-* * *
S7

For a long time, the
star has been surrounded with an excellent
cast, which goes far to make the picture a
finished product.
CALL—The Galsworthy tale has made ex-

ce lent screen material and under the unus-
ually skillful treatment of Director JosephHenabery has been turned into a picture play,
which for sheer gripping intensity and inter-
est holding dramatic suspense it would be
difficult to improve upon.

"Thy Name is Woman"—Metro
Colonial, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * the story is a complicated
mixture of desperate deeds and impassioned
love-making, a series of incidents following
one another quickly. The general impression
left is good entertainment, considerable ex-
citement and some artistry. * * *

Columbia, Washington
STAR—* * * Barbara La Marr and Ra-mon Novarro, a rare combination * * * The

acting is excellent, but some of the situations
are fraught with the element of melodrama
that does not come up to the "better art"
that the movies are striving for.

T]
[
MrtS—* * * another Fred Niblo tri-umph which almost beggars description. * * *

Everybody enjoyed it, the men. too, for all
their blase front * * *

"Women Who Give"—Metro
Palace, Washington,

STAR—* * * The picture is thrilling, ro-
mantic and clean entertainment.
TIMES—* * * a tale of the men who go
down to the sea in ships" and of the women

who wait on shore. * * * The author has
taken the big events in the lives of the men
of the sea and by merely placing them in
sequence has brought forth a stirring story

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The balance of
cast has been selected for "Pj
Mine." It will include Jean Del
Willard Lewis and Al Roscoe.

"The Guilty One," featuring A
Ayres, has gone into production a
Lasky studio with Joseph Hena
directing.

Malcolm MacGregor will ap
opposite May McAvoy in "The
side Story," William de Mille's
picture.

"Under The Red Robe"—Gold.-Cos.
Arcadia, Philadelphia

NORTH AMERICAN—There is already a
large list of these costume plays of the middle
ages, * * "Under the Red Robe" while done
on a more elaborate scale than some of the
others and acted by a cast of very well-

StV^t
13-™.65 '

is IittIe different from the rest.PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—K°be
.

rt
,

B
.- Mantell in his incomparable role

of Richelieu takes the part of His Eminence
in Under the Red Robe" and has an op-
portunity to show what a fine screen actor
he is.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Ditto

"The Scarlet Lily"—1st Nat'l
Regent, Philadelphia

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
power of the press * * * is vividly portray-
ed m "The Scarlet Lily," * * * A well-
balanced cast supports Miss MacDonaldPUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Ditto.

"Secrets of Paris"—Burr-S. R.
Moon, Omaha

BEE—As a study of action of life among
the people who make up the world of apaches,
Secrets of Paris" is more probable and cer-

tainly more interesting than many a previous
underworld story,
NEWS—Longfellow's beautiful peom, "TheBrenon gave Pola free reign to portray the

Black Bird as she saw fit, and we'll say
Brenon showed much wisdom.

Buddy Messinger has been loi
i

to Universal to appear in "Relativ
in which Laura La Plante stars.

Kathlyn Williams, Huntly Gor|
and De Witt Jennings have been i

ed to the cast of "The Enemy Sex

Raymond McKee has been ad 1

to the cast of "Along Came Ru
the new Dana picture.

Paulin Garon and Eleanor Bog
man have been cast for parts
"Mary the Third."

Lloyd Bacon, will direct Lk
Hamilton in a new Educational-Hi
ilton comedy.

John Goodrich has become a me
ber of Jack White's scenario deps
ment.

"Shadows of Paris"—F. P.-L.
Alhambra, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—Pola is a wildcat and—you've
got to hand it to her;—quite the wildest little
tigress we have seen in American films re-
turning again to the type of acting that firstmade her famous in Passion
.
SENTINEL-* * * the high spirited star

is more like the Pola Negri of "Passion" than
she has been since joining the Paramount
forces.

Ashley Weed Dickinson has joir
the press department at the F. B.
studio.

Raymond Griffith has been add
to the cast of "Tess of the d'Urb.
villes."

"The Uninvited Guest"—Metro
Delmonte, St. Louis

f

GL BE-DEMOCRAT-* * the spec-
tators held their breath at the thrilling rescues
and realistic undersea scenes that make this
production decidedly unusual. A gripninc
love story, * * * 6

POST-DISPATCH-* * * natural color
sections of the picture will be its most in-
teresting features. * * * the undersea views
have a charm all their own.

Ethel Wales has been signed for
character role in "The Inside Storj

"The Shadow of the East"—Fox A , AU u u 7 j
AdoIIo, Indianapolis t
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as been placed under co

^^P^16 pIot is not so good as that I

tract h? Stern Brothers.
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Adds to picture interest the appeal of good

photography—affords an additional safeguard

for the success of the picture in the eyes of

the audience—carries quality from studio to

screen.

Look in the margin of the release print for

the identification "Eastman" "Kodak/'

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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COMING
By DANNY

/loving right along. Gradu-
v getting close to the top.

) important drawing cards.

>inne Griffith. It has taken
• just four pictures in a row.

be established dangerously
ise to the top. As one of the

it attractions in pictures,

w she's moving like a house
e. Mighty smart of First

tional to have her on the list.

7unny things happen in this busi-

es. Very funny. Several years ago
king with the then management
First National, the suggestion was
de to take Corinne Griffith over.

ose in control couldn't see her with
d glasses. Yelped about a lot of

rigs. Time moved along. It has a
my way of doing that. And today
st National is paying her about
ir times what she could have been
1 for then.

Corinne Griffith presents a
personality that is rich to the
screen. Given the right ma-
terial she promises to go far.
She has a tremendous physi-
cal appeal, wears clothes
splendidly—-direct appeal to

women and what hire she pos-
sesses for men? What more
do you want?

An Author's Woe
iome months ago Sid Kent was
;uing with Lasky and the produc-
1 staff of Famous as to how a play
lid be written around a title. They
nurred. (That's a nice word for

If they hadn't liked him so

ch they would have told him he
s cock-eyed. But he is a director

the corporation. So they didn't,

t they angered him enough that
went home and started to build
tory around a title he believed in.

rhe current issue of The Saturday
ening Post carries his story, "Man-
idled." And Arthur Stringer ap-
irs as the author. The play is

work with Gloria Swanson in the
d. Studio gossip says it looks im-
nse. But this is aside from the
nt. Kent proved his contention.
d may back it up with another
ich he has in mind for Meighan.
nen the Post arrived Kent laid

de all work and read his own story
print. And got a kick out of it.

Oh, yes; Famous paid him
for the screen rights. And
what do you think he did with
the check? Divided it up
among his boys— managers,
salesmen, etc.

The Deluge
By ALEXANDER. S ARONSON
Sales Manager, Tniart Film Corp.

What of the Picture Season of 1923-24 Now On Its

Last Lap—What Lesson Will the Industry Learn—
Who Has Profited Most—And Has It An Aftermath?

In spite of the claims made by exhibitors generally that they

have had to pay unusual prices for product, with rare exception,

this has been an "exhibitors year." The Gods have been good
to the exhibitor. His prayer for good pictures has been answered,
and his cry for audiences to come and see has been answered

—

and well. He is satisfied and reckless in his prosperity—he has
bought and will continue to buy—his business is good—new pic-

tures look good—no speck on the horizon—everything is rosy

—

film salesmen are good fellows—he is giving everybody a chance

—

it is not a business, it is a pleasure.

Everything is great, and it is for

the moment. History will likely

record the season of 1923-24 for the

exhibitor as a big outstanding pros-
perous year. It does not follow that

with the general prosperity enjoyed
by exhibitors it will reflect itself with
the distributor, but it does follow that

when depression generally comes the

exhibitors way it reflects itself very
materially with the distributor.

Seven months of this season have
gone by. The distributor has written
volumes of business on paper. "It

has been a pleasure for the exhibitor

to give it to him," and he has given
him plenty; and before the season
wanes, he will get plenty more. But
of what good is it? Who is going
to play it? Where are the play dates

coming from before the" season ends?

Generally, distributors have written

a great volume of business. Add to

this their expectations before the

season ends, and it will reach a rec-

ord breaking figure. But in the
seven months gone by,

a research shows that less than

thirty-three percent of this rec-

ord breaking' business has been
played and paid for, leaving

sixty-seven percent or more yet

to be played largely in the

next five months, with the

summer coming to help along

this impossible situation.

The reservoir of unplayed business

in this industry on August ISth next

should be sufficient to engulf or make
the going hard for many. Numbers
of distributors will realize in the com-

(Continued on Page 2)

Only 1,000
Now.

T. N. T. Tickets. Get Yours

Annual Meeting Set
First National to Gather at New Or-

leans Next Month—Executive
Committee Meets This Week

The annual meeting of Asso. Fir<t

National Pictures will take place in

New Orleans on April 27 and will

continue for about four days. Those
attending will be guests of E. V.
Richards and the Saenger Amusement
Co. during their stay.

During the week the executive com-
mittee will meet and pass upon a
number of problems some of which
will be presented to the annual meet-
ing for final adoption. Among the
matters under discussion by the ex-
ecutive committee will be the ques-
tion of production plans for the com-
ing season, especially as to the ex-
tent of productions to be made by
their own organization. It is under-
stood that some of the executive com-
mittee are in favor of extending this

production for the coming year.

Taylor Forms American Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The John H. Taylor Film
Corp. has been formed here.

Taylor is head of Screen-Art, Ltd.,

of London. The new company will

import English pictures and sell

American films in England.

Matron Supervision For Kiddies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Senator Reiburn's bill to

permit the admission of children

under 16 years of age to picture the-

aters has been amended providing for

a matron to be in charge of the chil-

dren.

Censor Bills Dead
Oklahoma and Louisville Adjourn
Without Taking Action—Bills Up

in N. Y. and Mississippi

Two censorship victories were re-

corded last week when the legisla-

tures in Oklahoma and Kentucky ad-
journed without taking action on ad-
verse bills under consideration in

committee.

There are two other states in which
the censorship problem is a live issue.

A bill has been introduced in Missis-
sippi and is now under consideration.

The legislature has three more weeks
to meet. In New York it is expected
that definite action of some sort will

take place shortly. As noted, a move
is under way to abolish the censor-

ship commission and strengthen the

penal code.

Hays Denies Receiving Stock
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Will H. Hays testi-

fied on Saturday before the Senate
committee investigating the oil sit-

uation that it was not true that Harry
F. Sinclair had given any stock to

wipe out a $1,600,000 deficit of the
Republican National Committee after

the 1920 campaign.

Bernard's Death Changes Plans
The death of Barney Bernard will

cause a change in production plans

of "Potash and Perlmutter in Holly-
wood" since Bernard was scheduled
to appear as Abe Potash. The local

offices of Samuel Goldwyn did not
know on Saturday what the new
plans were.

Earle, Phila. Opens Today
A group of film executives will at-

tend the opening tonight of the Earle
theater, the new Stanley house at 11th

and Market Sts., Philadelphia. The
theater will house Keith vaudeville.

New Million Dollar Coast House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Santa Barbara, Cal.—The opening
of the new Granada, costing $1,000,

000 will occur shortly.

Lila Lee Starring Alone
Lila Lee will make a new series of

starring pictures for Hodkinson.
James Kirkwood co-starred in several

of the first group.

Cabanne Back With Burr
William Christy Cabanne has bee

(

re-engaged to direct a new pictui 1

for Chas. C. Burr. Shooting will stai j

April 1.

T. N. T. Sat. Night Party. Astor.
29.

March
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Apollo Closes Deals

Apollo Trading Corp., which con-
trols foreign rights to the Grand-
Asher product, has closed a number
of deals which include:

Asso. First Nat'l, has purchased the 13
Monty Banks comedies for Australia, Tas-
mania, New Zealand, Fiji Islands and Switz-
erland. Pearl Films, Ltd., will handle 10
Joe Rock comedies in United Kingdom.
Famous has purchased the Joe Rock series

for Australia, Dutch East Indies, Straits
Settlements, Tasmania, Malay States ; also
the 13 Banks and the 13 Sid Smiths for
Japan. Max Glucksmann, the Banks and
the Rock groups for Argentine, Chile, Para-
guay, Uraguay, Peru, Equador, Bolivia.
Quality Features, Ltd. will handle "Mine
To Keep" in Australia and New Zealand,
while the Havana Film Co., Ltd., has bought
Cuban rights.

Exhibitors Beat Themselves
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Charlestown, S. C.—The recent re-

jection by the House of the measure
which would eliminate the State ad-
mission tax of ten per cent is blamed
on the exhibitors themselves because
at the time they were fighting for the
repeal of the tax, theaters at Colum-
bia and other cities voluntarily raised
their admission prices, thereby "con-
tradicting their own arguments," as
W. G. Query, head of the State Tax
Commission put it.

Health Violations in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Eighteen theaters warned
by the Health Department that they
were violating health ordinances, have
been closed and several more are.iex-

pected to be dark. These houses will
remain closed according to orders un-
til another inspection shows that they
can be operated according to regula-
tions.

New Members Elected To Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—At the last meeting
of the M. P. T. O. of Kansas City
Mo., A. M. Eisner, of the Broadmour;
Julius Blender, New Centre, and Jay
Means, of the Murray, were appoint-
ed new members of the Joint Ar-
bitration Board, representing ex-
hibitors.

Henley's First, "Free Love"
(Special to .THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—H o b a r t Henley's
first picture under his contract with
Louis B. Mayer will be "Free Love."

Bradley With Bennett Unit
William B. Bradley has designed

the sets for the new Whitman Ben-
nett picture now in production.

The Deluge
(Continued from Page 1)

ing May to August the "fool's gold"
value of many of their contracts,

when in their frantic endeavor they
try to play them up.

When the next season's selling rolls

around, the distributor will find that

the exhibitor has plenty of this sea-

son's product still unplayed, and the

exhibitor's zest for new product will

not be as nearly exciting as the dis-

tributor will imagine. He will be in

no hurry to contract for next season,

yet the distributor will be very anxi-

ous to get himself set with his new
product; and more than ever before,

he will find himself cornpeting with
his own unplayed pictures of the sea-

son just waning.
Most assuredly all this will have a

tendency to lower rentals without re-

gard for cost or values, and if this

reflects true conditions, cheaper nega-
tives must be the rule, and with
cheaper negatives comes mediocre
pictures. The aftermath is a slide

backward and not a step forward.
This is a survey—it offers no solu-

tion, but does prove that the over-
production in the industry not here-
tofore affecting good pictures has this

season affected the bulk of the prod-
uct created because in the light of

modern picture making, a greater

number of pictures were good; that

this overproduction will continue is

an obvious thing, so long as Eastman
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sells raw stock, Kleig sells lar

Bell and Howell sells came
Spaulding sells megaphones,
Manhattan sells sport shirts. In
meanwhile, "the exhibitor must
served—after me the deluge."
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Film Box-Office Hits

In Key Cities Last Week

City. Theatre Feature Receipts

Baltimore—Century—"Shadows of Paris" $14,000

Boston—Loew's State—"Shadows of Paris" 17,000

New York—Rivoli—"Shadows of Paris" 30,lir

St. Louis—Missouri—"Shadows of Paris" 21,519

-A
HERBERT
BRENON
PRODUCTION

STARRING
POLA NEGRI
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Stiff Competition in Kansas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City, Kan.—Non-theatrical

competition is causing considerable

concern here. Schools and churches
long have been a thorn in the side

of exhibitors in several sections.

Supreme Court Judge Richard Hop-
kins, of Kansas, when he was Attor-
ney General, gave it as his opinion
that schools and churches using pic-

tures commercially ought to be taxed
and that it was unfair for non-taxable
institutions to commercialize in an
industry in which others were taxed.

New Rules For Arbitration Board
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Ben Berve, Adam Dern-
bach, Jack Miller, Ludwig Siegel and
Aaron Saperstein comprise an exhibi-

tor committee which is working with
a committee from the Film Board of

Trade in drawing new rules under
which the Arbitration Board will

work.

Bell Becomes Film Classics Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—Earl Bell has been ap-
pointed sales manager for Film Clas-

sics, Inc., handling the Warner prod-
uct. Bell was formerly with Fox.

Specify

GOE1RZ-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

Positive l.Sc per foot
Negative 3.5c per foot

FIiSH-SCHURMAN CORP.
Phone Col. 4927 33 W. 60 N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant 3377 Room 81

1

HAZEL A. BERKOWITZ
Public Stenographer

Notary Public

729 'Seventh Ave. New York

Tjpenritinr Miltiiraphiit, MimM(riphH(,

AMnssiif, Miavscripts I Traislatins
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>ILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-16 Veehawken StUfest HobokenJU

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing,
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone UNION— 48OO

On Broadway
Astor

—
"Secrets"

Broadway—"Daughters of Today"
Brooklyn Strand—"Lilies of the

Field"
Cameo—"His Darker Self"

Capitol
—"The Unknown Purple"

Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"Yolanda"
Criterion

—"The Covered Wagon"
Loew's New York—Today—"Under

the Red Robe"
Tuesday—"Week End Husbands"

and "The Galloping Ace"
Wednesday—"The Stranger"
Thursday—"Painted People"
Friday—"The Average Woman"
and "Fools Highway"

Saturday
—"The Extra Girl"

Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Lyric—"Thy Name Is Woman"
Rialto

—"Singer Jim McKee"
Rivoli

—"A Dawn of Tomorrow"
Strand—"Lilies of the Field"

Next Week
Astor

—"Secrets"
Broadway—Not yet determined
Brooklyn Strand

—"Sporting Youth"
Cameo—Not yet determined
Capitol—"Three Weeks"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Cosmopolitan—"Yolanda"
Criterion

—"The Covered Wagon"
44th Street—"America"
Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Rialto—Not yet determined
Rivoli—Not yet determined
Strand

—"Beau Brummel"

To Take Vote On Sunday Question
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kokoma, Ind.—The Kokoma The-
ater Ass'n plans to take a public vote

regarding the Sunday closing ques-

tion. Two questions will be asked:

Are you in favor of Sunday movies?
and: Shall the proposed ordinance be
passed by the City Council? If the

measure is passed by the City Coun-
cil, the managers intend fighting to a

finish in the courts.

E. J. Crabb Succeeds Al. Fair
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—E. J. Crabb is successor

to Al. E. Fair as district manager of

theaters for Southern Enterprises in

this territory.

Standard Has Beery Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Standard Film Serv-
ice is distributing in Kansas and
Western Missouri, "When Law Came
to Hades."

ComingSoon

BETHC0MPS0N
MIAMI
dn Aim CnslondfitrJucUm
Produced hy OilfcrJ Cinema Corp.

^HODWNSON RELEASE
Season 1924 '1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures

STORIES
We are disposing of our valuable

accumulation of stories, all of

which possess ex-

ceptional picture

values.

ADDKESS—

Selznick Distributing Corp.

729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

By such authors as

Booth Tarkington

P. G. Wodehouse

Richard Harding Davi

Meredith Nicholson

and

many others.

Springtime m
Birth of LOVE!

CYTHEREA
Goddess of Love

Reborn in a modern
societ y drama

Released at the peak
of the Love Season

Say! See! Play! I

CYTHEREA
Goddess of Love
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SECRETS
By DANNY

Nrma's latest. Shown last

But not a secret so
; lis goes: the best pi^ e

->na has made in

wis. Gone the memorj
rlast, "The .Song of Lo\ .

i gotten the splend t of sets
Ashes of Vengea. v' Here
story ; a magnifi at tory

ih gives her back >.»r ace
le sun.

fecrcts" is a woman's pi ire; the
| of a great love, basi : on the
I
play of the same name. But

e the stage play was seen by
larative thousands the picture
be seen by millions. And how
en will adore it, and rave over
••d gnsb pbout Norma? And
go back home and ask their

's, or Bill's, or whatever his name
be, to unfold the story of his
Boy; it's a whale of a picture

women; but how tough it may
life for some men!

A great picture at the box
See. Fine sets, fine acting,

:s; but greater than all; a

ory that holds throughout,
nd Norma is a positive de-

jht; even as the old woman
-because she is a charming,
iant actress, who sacrifices

:r appearance for the sake of

te story.

WILLIAMS IDEA
rdec thinks a thing or two.
it distribution costs. Doesn't
^e the big star should pay the

ratio for his release as the
ary producer. Dead right.
1st every principle of business,
exactly new. Has been dis-
d on many occasions. And
d be until something is done
:t away from this archaic idea.

declared a druggist only
s 11 cents a dozen on Palmolive
which retails at 10 cents a cake,
nakes 33 cents a dozen on non
tised soap selling at the same
And rightly thinks that where

)ducer spends a lot advertising
tar or picture he should get a
r deal than a star or picture
io advertised.

i going to take a lot more talk
lange this ancient idea. A lot.
let's have it. And let's change

Some Opinions
On tn Aronson Article—Rowland

Spe -s For If
,T

'
f
'l and Shallen-

jergc Arrow
\\ •• ad lat a danger to

the ludust . t is to a certain ex-
tent >ecai ^e of the large amount of

' yed business, as pointed out by
ander S. Aronson in yesterday's

. Richard A. Rowland declared
erday that such a condition did
affect First National.

"While this may be Aronson's ex-
perience," said Rowland. "I am happy
to say that our bookings are very
well played up, and we do not antici-

pate any great amount of unplaycd
bookings at the conclusion of the sea-
son.

"I have no doubt that Mr. Aron-
son may be correct in his statement to

some extent. I think one of the dif-

ficulties in getting play dates from the
exhibitors is for t\vn./,p-j'-oiis, namely:
either because in jtrle cases where
pictures have been oversold to them,
or where in their opinion the picture
is undesirable, probably due to lack
of quality. Another reason that may
allow for unplayed pictures is that the
exhibitor has contracts for more pic-
tures than he can use in anticipation

(.Continued on Page 7)

Braden Back from Italy

Col. Wm. Braden, vice-president of
Goldwyn, returned yesterday from
Europe, during which time he spent
some time in Rome, relative to "Ben
Hur," which is now in production.

Shauer, Glucksmann Due Today
Emil E. Shauer of Famous Players

and Jacobo Glucksmann are due in
New York today from Buenos Aires.
Their boat has been held up a day.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
At Sea yet—March 1st, This year.

Dear Danny:
You remember how I told you how

cold it was at Pneumonia.
Last year two Esquimaux froze to

death from exposure in one of our
steam heated rooms. Well, boy, it's

nice and sunny there compared to
this summer cruise.
We are now in the middle of the

Mediterranean Sea and never in all

my life have I been so cold.
If I could get hold of the guy who

sold me this tour there ain't nothing
I wouldn't do to him.
Every minute I expect to hear us

crash into an iceberg.
(.Continued on Page 7)

Offer To Dempsey
Universal Wires Pugilist's Manager
—Kearns Leaving for Coast to

Discuss It

Universal has made an offer to

Jack Dempsey, which, according to

a statement, would net the champion
$1,000,000. Carl Laemmle has been
in telegraphic communication with

Jack Kearns, Dempsey's manager.

Laemmle has wired his home office

that Kearns said he would leave for

the Coast yesterday, to discuss the

proposition. No mention has been
made of the manner in which Univer-
sal would use Dempsey, but several

stories are under consideration.

It has been reported for some
weeks past that Dempsey was re-

considering a return to pictures.

Lichtman Denies Shakeup

Al Lichtman denied yesterday that

a shake ;i|) was about to occur in the

Universal sales force, as reported in a
theatrical publication. His statement
also dealt with his recent visit to

the Coast, and, in connection with
production at Universal City, he said

three-quarters of the 36 Jewels
planned for next season would be
ready by August.

Hicks Coming from Australia

John W. Hicks, Jr., managing di-

rector of Famous-Lasky Film Service,
Ltd., of Australia, arrived in San
Francisco on March 21, en route
to New York for his annual confer-
ence with E. E. Shauer. He wili

reach New York about April 1.

Madge Kennedy Plans Film
It is understood that the Kenma

Corp., has started casting for a new
Madge Kennedy picture to be made
in the East.

Making Fall Plans
Harry M. and Abe Warner arrived

in New York from the coast late

Sunday, accompanied by Sol Brill

and Motley H. Flint. A series of
meetings concerning fall distribution
will be entered upon at once by the
Warners'.

Production is alreadv under wav
on the first of the 1924-1925 series.

Ernst Lubitsch is directing. "The
Dark Swan" will be the second pic-

ture of the proposed' twenty to go
into work.
As soon as fall distributing plans

are completed, Harry and Abe
Warner will again go to the coast
studio to devote all of their time to
production.

Distribution Costs
Analyzed by J. D. Williams—Wants
"More Equitable Basis for Impor-

tant Stars and Productions

Just back from the Coast, J. D.
Williams yesterday declared that the

greatest impediment to the progress
of the industry today is the faulty

method of distribution. Distribution

is the one branch of the business, he
said, which had not developed. The
same idea was in vogue years ago,
only upon another basis.

Declaring that producers are at

present making fewer suitable sub-
jects for important first-run theaters
than will be necessary for the coming
season, Williams blames inequitable
distribution costs for the shortage of

high grade subjects which he believes

will make itself felt next October.
"When I predicted a shortage next

fall to a prominent star the other
day," said J. D., he replied: 'This
shortage will mqk'' i

f "inch better

for my pictures.' "This is entirely er-

roneous in principle, because if the
average exhibitor does not get enough
worth while pictures to assure good
average business, he cannot pay for

and sustain himself upon the occa-
sional big picture when it does come
along. The industry as a whole is

so inter-dependent upon its compo-
nent parts, that to maintain a healthy
condition, all must function properly.

"Distribution is the greatest prob-
lem that we have to contend with to-

day," continued Williams. "Unless
the method of selling pictures is im-
proved, it will result in more harm
than any other single impediment the
business has yet had to endure.
"The average distributor will tell

(Continued on Page 2)

New Stanley House Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Earle theater,

the latest in the Stanley chain formal-
ly opened last night. The program
was essentially Keith vaudeville but
there were several film numbers in-

cluding Pathe News, an Aesop's
Fable and Topics of the Day.
Among those present were Adolph

Zukor,Sydney S. Cohen. Samuel
Katz, E. V. Richards. Julian Saenger,
Robert Lieber, Abe A. Blank, Rich-
ard Rowland, Harry Crandall, and
Jules Brylaski, Jack McKeon, John
Clark, Harry Schwalbe, Moe Mark,
John Zanft, Hugo Riesenfeld, Gabc
Hess, B. S. Moss.

Weeks on Sales Trip
George W. Weeks left Saturday on

a tour of Paramount exchanges in

the Middle West. He will be away
about two weeks.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. . 109 108J4 109 300

F. P.-L. ... 67 65% 66 1,800

do pfd. .. 89^ 89^4 89^ 100

Goldwyn .. 15^4 12 \M/% 5,200

Loew's .... \ty% 16 163/6 800
Warner's Not Quoted

Incorporations
Raleigh, N. C.—Carolina Consoli-

dated Theater Co., Inc., Raleigh, 1,000

shares preferred stock, par value, $100
each and 2,000 shares common stock,

no par value. Incorporators, W. T.
Van Plancke, F. D. Kudenal and B.

Mitchell.

Trenton, N. J.—Engelwood Stadi-

um Corp., Engelwood. Capital $100,-

000.

Dover, Del.—C. P. Lens Sales Co.
Inc. Capital $100,000.
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"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

ADVERTISING—PUBLICITY
EXPLOITATION

Man—8 years with biggest and best
distributors. Has the ideas—and
angle. All around man for small,
substantial company, reliable for big
one.. Address Box M 200.
THE FILM DAILY

71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

Distribution Costs
(.Continued from Page 1)

you that pictures cost 30% to dis-

tribute, yet I know from personal ex-

perience that some subjects cost 15

and some 90 per cent between studio

and theater. The gulf between what
we know as 'independent' producers
and distributors will continue to

widen until the distributor can, with

fairness, correctly assess the varying
cost where it belongs in order that

the producer may be charged with

the costs on his own production.

"Distributors today are averse to handling

a production which lias cost $500,000 if they

estimate it will not gross over $700,000. At
the same time they welcome negatives cost-

ing $150,000 which will gross $300,000. It

is my contention that there should be more
money in properly made pictures of the first

class than the latter, because both will play

approximately the same number of theaters,

both require the same number of calls by
salesmen with consequent equality in selling

costs. The physical distribution cost of six

to eight reels of film is the same, whether
they earn the larger or smaller gross. This
comparison applies, of course, to productions
which have been made without waste by com-
petent producers.

"To realize that distribution has always
been a vexing problem, we need only recall

the time when all pictures sold for 10c per
foot. Then a few farsighted men got out
of the rut by making big features, which
earned large profits, and we moved along
until we bogged into the present 30% rut.

It is economic that 4000 contracts on one
picture grossing $300,000 should not entail

approximately the same distribution costs
as 4000 contracts on another grossing $600,-

000. The only difference is the interest on
the money involved during the time it is in-

vested. The percentage of selling cost on
the $600,000 negative should be less,, if there
be a difference in rate at all.

"Right now we should be producing more
$400,000 or $500,000 pictures, but experi-
enced independnt producers are disinclined
to do so because of the fear that they will

not earn sufficient to cover distribution costs,

provided the gross fails to approximate a
million. This is where distribution costs
affect the exhibitor, because he needs high
grade product.

"Until distributors can make moncj- bv
selling a $400,000 picture for $500,000, we
will not get enough big pictures. Promi-
nent stars, well known books and plays low-
er the distributor's advertising costs, reduce
sales resistance, and make money for the
exhibitor, but there is no incentive for the
independent producer to put them in pictures
so long as he has to pay an unfair percentage
of the overhead for distribution as does the
cheaper negative with none of these expen-
sive elements."

Coast Receiver for Prizma
(Special to 1 ilE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Judge Bledsoe in the
Federal Court has appointed Howard
S. Clewett receiver for Prizma, Inc.,

of Hollywood and Jersey City. This
is in conformity with a simlar order
issued in the Federal Court of the
District of New Jersey.

First-Runs Congested
All Have Overbought, Paul Mooney

Found on Sales Trip—To Coast
Later On

Paul C. Mooney, vice-president of

Hodkinson, is back from a six weeks'

sales trip through the country, with
the interesting assertion that first-

runs are congested with bookings that

will fill their time until July.

Mooney said the condition is one
brought about by over-buying of

product and has resulted in making
it difficult for new pictures to break
in. He found business generally very
good with the exception of the
Dakotas and several of the North-
western States; unemployment at a

low ebb and an active theater build-

ing program under way.
Mooney expects to remain here for

some weeks and will later make a

trip to the Coast with John C. Flinn.

___
May Go Through Vitagraph
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—It is reported here
that "The Tumbleweed," which Will
Nigh will produce in the East will be
distributed through Vitagraph. Cul-
len Landis will appear in it.

E. L. Smith of Nighsmjth Pictures,

declared yesterday no arrangements
had been made for the release of the

Nigh film.

Detroit Exhibitor Robbed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Harry Brown, owner of

the Astor, Acme and Buchanan, was
recently hold up and robbed of nearly

$800, on his way home.

"Try and Get It" will be the fea-

ture at the Cameo next week.

Office and Shipping Space to

Rent. We can also handle
physical distribution of your
product to your advantage.

Box K 100.

The Film Daily
71 W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
ISO W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

A MESSAGE FROM THE FRONT

!

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
469-5th AVENUE,

NEW YORK CITY
"PLAYED 'HIS DARKER SELF' FOUR DAYS TO

BEST BUSINESS IN MANY MONTHS PICTURE
PLEASED ONE HUNDRED PER CENT."

ROY MC MINN
RIALTO THEATRE

SUPERIOR, WIS.

Pickford Film Opens May 4

The definite date for the prer.

of "Dorothy Vernon of Ha>
Hall," at the Criterion is May 4.

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy

You*11 surely

Love

just
;

MARY
Motion Picture Executive and Ac-

countant going to Coast. Experienced

in Production and Distribul ion. WiU
consider confidential work or any

offer. Box M 25.

The Film Daily
71 W. 44th St.,

N. Y. C.
,

Bryant 3740

Si

*EAl,

1540 Broadway, N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR

DURATIZETRADE MARM ^~
YOUR FILMt-

220 WEST 42^° STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKERINC
,,-, 2 93 7

ALLAtf'A.tOWNES
PRES.



The Eyes
That blazed forth magic and

conquered the heart of Vaul

THREE WEEKS
FACTS

"Three Weeks" has
sold more than fifteen

million copies.

It has] been translated
into every language of
the world except
Spanish !

There is never a year
that "Three Weeks"
isn't a contemporary
best seller in America.
Last year it sold
100,000 copies.

It has been read by
forty million people.
Twenty-five million are
women.
With the e\ception of
the Bible it is the best-

seller of all time.

at last in

pictures

Cosmopolitan

THE CAST
A1LEEN PR1NGLE
CONRAD NAGEL
JOHN SAINPOLIS
STUART HOLMES
MITCHELL LEWIS
ROBERT CAIN

NIGEL DE BRUL1ER
DALE FULLER

CLAIRE DE LOREZ
WILLIAM HAINES

Directed by
ALAN CROSLAND

Scenario by
ELINOR GLYN
Continuity by

CAREY WILSON
Editorial Director

JUNE MATHIS
A Qoldwyn Picture



Soup at 7, don't be late Ladies Too!

ANNOUNCING
J

That Big Prize Skit on the M. P. Biz I

entitled

"PASSIONATE ITALIANS"
Adapted from^ROMEO & JULIET by Bill Shakespeare (deceased)

With these Great Stars
who will positively play the roles personal

—

themselves

Beb Daniels asjuiiet

Richard Dix as Romeo

Ernest Torrence as Friar Laurence

This stupendous emotional cataclysm will be
but one feature in the riot of entertainment at

AKED 1 RUTH
PRESS AGENTS' REVEL and DINNER DANCE

with Two Paul Whiteman's Orchestras

Hotel Astor, Sat. Eve. Mch. 29th
Positively only 1,000 tickets will be sold in

order to avoid crowding the Grand Ballroom

Ask any A. M. P. A. Publicity Man
or Wire or Write

Tickets, Couple $15. Single $10. s chas einfeld, Geni Ticket Ag t

r ° Care First National Pictures

383 Madison Ave. Tel. Van. 6600
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Some Opinions
(.Continued from Page 1)

I of the companies falling down
Irenes and to guarantee him

iU product, with the result that

companies do deliver the pic-

lat may be oversold to him or

sable, he eliminates and re-

d give playdates.

-> not believe, however, that

can argue that the exhibitor

-t play the better pictures, and

always that in this business

vill be more or less pictures

d each season having been

ted for previously, for the rea-

t forth above, namely, in an-

dii of their being good pictures,

ler contracting for more than

.uirements, on the theory that

not get 100% delivery. Also,

ersold production will suffer,

el that every year there will

I; of 'culls' left over unplayed."

I. Shallenberger of Arrow de-

that it was not his observation

is state of affairs existed in the

ight field but he saw a great

if this were true. He said:

nay be possible that the con-

as stated by Mr. Aronson ex-

day. We do not find it to be

far as independent pictures are

ned and if this condition is

Aronson must be thinking of

s released by national distrib-

mA possibly the reason that the

ndent exchanges are playing

ctures right up to date is due
fact that the exhibitor has been
i buy them at more reasonable

and, therefore, has postponed
dates on the higher priced pic-

If this is true ,then during the

hree or four months, the in-

lents are going to suffer, be-

the exhibitor is going to rush

on the higher priced pictures

:t them played before the real

:r season begins because he
afford to hold the higher
pictures over to the next year
either will the distributor per-

to be done.
annot see any indication of the

: business backsliding as Mr.
)n sets forth. Every producer
lake an effort to make better

stter pictures as it is the real

on of the industry. The only
that might be accomplished
be that producers would cut

at of unnecessary overhead and
e which is now being charged
t producing, giving us excellent

:s at lower costs, but they will

ve us a mediocre class of pic-

2&"lDAILY
Acquires Comedy Series

Mildred Rosenfield has closed with

Imperial Prod, of Hollywood for

state rights and foreign release of a

series of one reel Sid Smith come-
dies. Miss Rosenfeld is also handling

foreign sales on the Kenneth McDon-
ald stunt pictures and the J. B.

Warner westerns. Four McDonalds
are finished and five Warners.

Fontenelle In Deal With Arrow
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—The Fontenelle organiza-

tion has closed with Arrow for "The
Santa Fe Trail," and a series of nine

Jack Hoxie's.

Curley Calvert has joined Fonte-

nelle as sales manager.

Deny Theater Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Lipp & Cross deny the re-

ported deal that the organization and
Claude Cady had purchased an in-

terest in the Jefferson theater.

Fire In Passaic Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Passaic, N. J.—Fire that started in

the projection room of the City the-

ater, 108 Second St., caused much
damage.

Elliot Film Board Treasurer

^Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Art Elliot. F .B. O. mana-
ger, is now treasurer of t lie Film
Board of Trade.

In The Courts
The estate of Maxwell Karger, who

died May 5, 1922, has been appraised

at $128,292. His estate included $63,-

849 received from the sale of Metro
stock, $21,000 due from Richard A.
Rowland, and $11,021 due from
Joseph Engel. A half interest in

"Some Baby" was appraised at $1,500.

He owned 1500 shares of Loew's, Inc.,

worth $25,681. He had $1464 de-

posited in a bank in Hollywood. He
gave $25,000 to three sisters, and left

the rest of the estate to his widow,
Anna Karger, of the Hollywood Ho-
tel, and a son and daughter.

A default judgment for $926 has
been filed in the Supreme Court by
the Film Developing Corp.. against

Ben Strasser of North Carolina for

services in printing and developing
the films "Shot in the Night" and
"Devil's Match." The suit was not

defended.

tfROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 Broadway

IT is no idle boast when we tell you that

many have benefitted immeasurably by
bringing their financial problems to us.

And, it is only natural that we serve the

Producer Distributor Theatre Owner

'Phone

Watkins 4522
Loans In Any Amount
to Reliable Parties

Clem's Ocean Stuff
(Continued from Page 1)

Yesterday we put the day in at

Gibraltar and as I said in my letter

from Madeira, I didn't think I would
go ashore there as I knew it was just

an advertisement for the Prudential

Insurance Co. But when I heard

there was a motion picture house
there, I knew it was my duty to Amer-
ican exhibitors to let them know
what's what. So at nine in the morn-
ing Mrs. Deneker and I left our con-

crete couches and stumbled over

trunks, etc., to the tender. By the

way this tender was the first thing of

that kind we've noted on board. Sure-

ly there's nothing tender about bed
or board.

We landed OK at Gib, and I look-

ed up the movie house which turned

out to be the Venus Palace. It is lo-

cated on a side street and how the

people locate it I don't imagine to

know. They had a special all star

bill consisting of Chaplin's "The
Tramp," a Harold Lloyd two reeler

and as a fill in Eileen Percy in some-
thing which they didn't take the pub-

lic into their confidence in. They
charged from six pence to one shilling

for seats. Later I found out they

called the house the Venus Palace be-

cause the chairs didn't have any arms.

After visiting the theater someone
suggested that we go for a tour of the

big English Fort on top of Gibraltar

and in doing so I came mighty near

losing my life long companion, Mrs.
Clem Deneker.

As you know, since I been suc-

cessful Mrs. Deneker suddenly de-

veloped ankle trouble and I bought a

horse and carriage so that she hasn't

walked twenty feet in forty weeks.
Well, they give us a guide at the Fort

and we started off, up hill. Every-
thing went well until Mrs. Deneker
found there was nothing to ride in

and after making a couple of tunnels

and a few hills, the old gal sat down
on a rock and begins to cry. Well,
Danny, there's nothing I could do but
let her go on crying until she's done
which is what I did. So that all I

saw of the Fort was one tunnel, two
hills and my good wife sitting on a

rock with tears streaming down her
face. I guess the English captured
Gibraltar because the people who had
it got so tired walking up to the fort

they couldn't fight when the time
came. Anyhow I'm off the walking
stuff as long as Mrs. Deneker is with
me and it looks like she's on for the

whole tour.

The fat guy I told you about before

showed up on deck yesterday with a

hand lithographed sweater on. If he

gets off the boat at Cairo with it on,

they're liable to begin digging holes

in him—he looked just like an Egyp-

tian Tomb.
My next letter will be from Algiers.

I wish I'd gotten some letters of in-

troduction from Valentino, I under-

stand the place is just dirty with

Sheiks.
Best Ever from Mis. D. and Yours.

CLEM.
Sign Deneker yourself.

Try-out for "Extra Girl"

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Troy, N. Y.—"The Extra Girl" will

be given a try-out in this section of

the state next week at the American.

Exhibitors are awaiting with in-

terest the public's verdict. An at-

tempt to show the picture recently

at the State, Schenectady, brought

forth such disapproval from the

Federation of Women's Clubs and

ministers that it was decided not to

show the picture there.

Among Exchangemen
Seattle—W. C. Pugh has arrived

from Spokane to take over the As-

sociated Exhibitors' exchange, suc-

ceeding J. A. Hughes.

Atlanta—Bill Harwell, former Par-

amount exploiteer, has joined the

Consolidated sales force and will

travel Alabama.

Cleveland—O. G. Yeislev, former

owner of the Lyric, Toledo, is now
handling Progress sales in the west-

ern territory.

Dallas—B. H. Robinson, formerly

with Enterprise, has joined Progress

Pictures, succeeding Tommy Thorn-
ton.

Montreal—Mrs. B. Drucker has

joined the Hodkinson sales force. She
will cover Quebec.

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS
FOR

•rarui
CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.

II8W.44ST.N.V. BRYANT 6635

GILBERT FRANKAU'S

GERALD CRANSTON'S LADY
The Love Story of Aliette Brunton. The Woman of the Horizon.

Seeds of Enchantment. Peter Jameson. Etc.

Sole and Exclusive Agents

HUGHES MASSIE & CO.
347 Fifth Avenue Ashland 6208



NORMA
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Los Angeles acclaimed yoi

New York concurred! FIRS
NATIONAL is proud of yci

and extends its congratul:-

tions to you for your triumpti

and to Joseph M. Schenck hi

the showmanship manner i]

which he has presented yo|

on the screen in the grestj

New York stage success
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ALBEE
By DANNY

||g the head of the Keith cir-

l. And a power in vaudeville.

tla lot of ideas which, from time

Hie, have excited interest among
tie folk of importance. Once
j Albee gave them something to

i[ about. At the Stanley dinner,

{j-ing the opening of the Earle,

F^ladelphia Monday night.

1 told of the development of their

ihzation and the working ar-

jment they have with 10,000

villians; of the Vaudeville Man-
|f

Asso., and the clubhouse for

jOrkers; of the sick benefit funds,

K human touch in their relation-

'each to the other. And argued

t could be done in any business,

he was right.

"When I take a manager for

new house," he said, "I don't

y to get someone from anoth-
• house. We develop them

om the newspaper field; from

her sources. I don't believe

>u can teach an old dog new
icks." And again he is right.

:ture folk attended the affair in

numbers. Zukor, Kent, Frank-
id others from Famous; Robert
:r, Joe Schenck, Katz, Schwalbe,
Ostein, Blank, Richards, Saeng-
]randall and others from First

>nal; Eddie Saunders from Met-
lome office; Jack Woody of As-
:ed Exhibitors; Doc Shallenber-
nd Ray Johnson of Arrow; Ar-
Friend, Elljay Selznick, and oth-

k> numerous to mention. None
em got into the speech making,
ill were interested immensely in

:'s talk. Especially Zukor.
cupped his ear to make sure of
ng none.

For some years Zukor has

'Meved in many of the Albee

eas. He would like to see a

ore harmonious arrangement
this industry between its

irious branches. The Kent
hool of salesmanship, devel-

ring a new type of film sales-

an, also follows the Albee
ea, in a broad way.

was a big affair; the opening of
e house; and as usual Senator
outdid himself in hospitality and
Mastbaum made one of his nat-

' graceful addresses; one of the
vorth listening to.

New Distributor
Arthur Smallwood Forms Producers

Dist. Guild to Handle Quality
Business—30 Offices

Arthur N. Smallwood yesterday
announced the formation of the Pro-
ducers Dist. Guild to release a limit-

ed number of quality pictures per
year. Temporary offices have been
established with Pyramid Pictures,

Inc., at 150 W. 34th St.

The new organization is the
outgrowth of the deluge of cor-
respondence Smallwood says he has
received as a result of his series of
open letters dispatched at various
times to independent producers, the
American Railway Express Co., rela-

tive to physical distribution, national
distributors, newspaper publishers
and trade paper editors. Smallwood
is out with another open letter in

which be explains his plan. The high-
lights follow:

"Producers Distributing Guild shall func-
tion as a highly specialized motion picture
merchandising agency, its operation to be

(Continued on Page 4)

Color Film Demonstration
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—The premier demonstra-
tion of the color process perfected by
Claude Friese-Gr'eene and offered by
Spectrum Films Ltd., was held at the
Holborn Empire yesterday. Felix
Orman, formerly with J. Stuart
Blackton, was in charge of the pre-
sentation.

Shauer Back
E. E. Shauer returned to New York

yesterday from Buenos Aires and
other South American cities where
he found conditions unusually good.
It is understood a new contract for
Paramount distribution in the Ar-
gentine has been signed but no men-
tion of this was made yesterday.

Educ'l To Handle Vernon Series

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Educational will re-

lease a series of Bobby Vernon come-
dies beginning in the fall. Vernon
will produce at the Christie studio.
Gil Pratt will direct.

Grainger Starts East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—J. R. Grainger starts
for New York today via the Southern
exchanges.

Olcott Plans Trip Abroad
Sidney Olcott plans a six weeks'

vacation in Italy as soon as he com-
pletes "Monsieur Beaucaire."

Harris-Woods Unit
To Make 10 Productions for Hod-

kinson Release—Each to Con-
tribute Five

Elmer Harris, who, in association

with Frank Woods, has been releas-

ing through Allied Artists, is to con-
tinue his association with Woods in

a new producing company backed by
a group of well known western capi-

talists and contracts have been sign-

ed for ten features, five from each,

to be released through Hodkinson.

This announcement was made pub-
lic yesterday at a luncheon tendered
to Harris at which Harris outlined
his plans. Associated with Harris
and Woods in the new company are

A. B. C. Dohrman of San Francisco
and W. J. Connery of Los Angeles.
Present plans call for the pictures to

be made in San Francisco.

Harris is the author of many Broad-
way musical comedies including "So
Long Letty" and "Canary Cottage"
and his latest creation "The Wise

(.Continued on Page 2)

Exhibitor Conference Friday

The executive committee of the M.
P. T. O. of New York and of the

T. O. C. C. will hold a special con-
ference at the Astor on Friday, to

discuss the legislative situation ' in

Albany where 12 bills affecting the

industry have been introduced. The
Davison measure and the children's

bill will come up for discussion.

Dempsey Dealing with "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—It is understood that

Jack Dempsey and Carl Laemmle
have entered upon a tentative agree-

ment for the former's services and
that the final contract will be signed
shortly. Dempsey will probably be
starred in a serial.

Loew in Middle West
Marcus Loew is making an inspec-

tion tour of his Middle Western the-

aters and will visit St. Louis, where
his newest house, now in the course
of construction, will be opened early

this Fall.

"U" Sending Weil to Paris

Universal is sending Joe Weil to

Paris to handle exploitation for the
French premiere of "The Hunch-
back." He sails a week from today.

Baggott Renews with "U"
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—King Baggot has re-

newed his contract with Universal.

February Slumps
Taxes Total $6,738,627 As Compared
With $7,576,991 In January—In-

crease Over 1923
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Figures just made
public by the Internal Revenue Bu-
reau show admission tax collections

for February to have totaled $6,738,-

627, as compared with $5,877,392 in

February of last year. Collections
from the seating tax amounted to

$21,771, against $19,835.

As compared with January collec-

tions, February shows a falling off of

more than $800,000, the January total

having been $7,576,991. This falling

off, however, is attributed to the fact

that January included the Christmas
holiday attendance at the theaters.

Hearing on Children's Bill

(By Long Distance Phone)
Albany—The Jenks bill which

would permit children between the

ages of eight and sixteen to attend
picture shows without the care of

a matron, was given a hearing yester-

day. No one spoke in favor of the
measure but a representative of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children appeared against it.

Crandall's Tivoli Nearly Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Harry Crandall ex-
pects to open his Tivoli theater the
early part of April. While the house
will not have a large seating capacity,

Crandall believes it will be one of the

most beautiful theaters in America.

New Roach Series

Hal Roach will feature Earl Mohan
in a new group of comedies for Pathe.
The series is titled, "One At A Time."
The first will be released April 20.

Less Overbuying
According to Al Lichtman Who

Finds Exhibitors Overcoming
That Tendency

In commenting on the danger of

unplayed business as pointed out by
A. S. Aronson, Al Lichtman declared
yesterday that exhibitors were gradu-
ally overcoming the tendency to buy
more pictures than they could use.

Lichtman said:

"There has always been a tendency
on the part of the exhibitor to con-
tract for more pictures than he can
really play within a specified period,

particularly actuated by his desire to

protect himself against distributors,

who have in many seasons past, fail-

ed to deliver the number of pictures

provided by the contract, and particu-
(Continued on Pag* 2)
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Less Overbuying
(.Continued from Page 1)

larly caused by the desire on the part

of the distributor's representatives to

secure contracts without proper
thought as to the actual exhibition

dates.

"However, the tendency for over-

buying on the part of the exhibitor

and that of taking contracts by the

distributor without play dates is con-
sistently decreasing and from my
knowledge, no conscientious exhibitor

buys product without the intention to

play and no efficient distributor ac-

cepts contracts without play dates. To
my mind, distributors who do are

just foolish."

W. E. Atkinson of Metro stated

that his company's business was prac-
tically normal and added:

"I have no data in reference to the
percentage of played and unplayed
business of the industry at large.

"As far as Metro is concerned we
are within five per cent of our ex-
pectations, and the loss of this five

per cent can easily be accounted for

by the fact that we got quite a late

start last Fall.

"Inasmuch as expectations are
based on experience of what we have
done in previous seasons it means
that our business is practically nor-
mal."

Claim Withdrawal of Names
The M. P. T. O. A. charged yester-

day that certain exhibitors named by
W. A. True as members of the T.
O. D. C. of New York advisory board
had withdrawn when they learned
that the organization referred to was
not the original Delaware company.
It was alleged that True had worded
his telegram peculiarly and that the
men in the field were mislead. Those
named by the M. P. T. O. were Fred
C. Seegert, W. W. Watts, John A.
Schwalm, E. W. Collins, C. A. Lick
and Martin G. Smith.

True declared yesterday that the
new organization had made more
progress in two weeks than the old
had in 14 months and that, he said,,

was sufficient in itself. He called

Cohen's statement "bunk."

Changes In Pathe Force

New branch managers have taken
charge of Pathe's Albany, Minne-
apolis and New Orleans offices. P.
A. Schmuck, a Philadelphia salesman,
will manage New Orleans, succeeding
H. J. Bayley, who is shifted to Min-
neapolis, taking the place of Charles
W. Stombaugh, transferred to Al-
bany.

T. O. C. C. Holds Election

The T. O. C. C. held its annual
election yesterday. The following
officers were elected:

Charles L. O'Reilly, president ; Charles
Steiner, 1st vice-president; Joseph Jame, 2nd
vice-president ; Sam Moross, secretary and
Sam Schwartz, treasurer. The directors

:

Sol Brill, Hy Gainsboro, Arthur Hirsch,
John Manheimer, Joseph Stern, Sol Raives,
William Landau, Lee Ochs and Hyman Rach.

New Move in Albany
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Assemblyman F. T. Davi-
son, Republican, introduced a bill late

Monday night seeking the abolition
of the Motion Picture Commission
and an addition to the general penal
code under which violators would be
punished.

3rd Ave. Regent Sold
The Regent on 3rd Ave. between

27th and 28th St. has been sold by
the Consolidated circuit to William
Yoost. Lee Ochs was the agent.

Next Week On Broadway
"Virtuous Liars," will be the fea-

ture at the Rialto next Sunday.
Betty Compson in "Woman to

Woman" is coming to the Rivoli.

Harris-Woods Unit
(Continued from Page 1)

Virgin" will be the first subject to

be placed under production. Con-
tracts have been signed with Patsy
Ruth Miller and Matt Moore to be
jointly featured in the first produc-
tion and then* is a possibility that

Patsy Miller will be seen in several

of the subsequent subjects.

The formation of the company and
the distributing arrangements are the
culmination of conferences held re-

cently in San Francisco and Los An-
geles by the Western financiers and
F. C. Munroe, president of Hodkin-
son and in speaking of these dis-

cussions Munroe said that while his

company had set out to distribute

about 36 pictures during the coming
year, that in the aggregate Hodkinson
would possibly handle 40 or 41 pro-
ductions beginning in September.

Dorothy Mackaill will be featured
in three of the Woods productions.

Wallace Fox is en route to the
Coast. He is Edwin Carewe's as-

sistant.

r n
Available!

Nationally accredited thea-
tre director. A recognized
leader in exploitation, pre-

sentation public contact, musi-
cal settings, novelties, pro-
jection, and the innumerable
touches that make for success.

* * *

I keep the standard (ifs

important!)

'WAY UP
but the cost (it's vital! !)

'way down.

Address Box M-201
c/o THE FILM DAILY

silm Developing Corp.
210-16 VeehawkenSt.WestHobokenJU

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing.
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone UNION—4800

lom'tng ooon

LIU LEE
Starring ina great

series of feature
productions fir

HODKINSON RELEASED
Season 1924*19?$ Hurt? first-Bun Pictures
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WITH THE WORLD FLIGHT
The U. S. Army world flight p
Sacramento and arrive at Sea

WILBUR BECOMES SECRET YNAVY—Denby"s successor aj, i«

new duties in Washington.

MEXICO'S DAREDEVIL S T A riTHE CITY OF MEXICO—He' i

fly and he climbs smooth marble alb

Other news from San Francii
(

bridge, Mass., Honolulu, Jugo-Slavi Fri

etc. etc.

todav.

HAL ROACH! I

STAN LAUREI I

COMEDIES i|

"The Pinnacle of Pantoiril"

2 reels

Pathecomedy
=i|f=—*-.

You'll soon

see

JUST

MARY
'WE NEVER DISAPP0IN

npowni
iABORATORli
. INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STREJ
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 29

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCI
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[truly floe motion picture. I'i

Burnett's -book and play,
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Boys, here's a real clean-up

!

Read the review the hard-boiled New York World critic

wrote about "The Dawn of a Tomorrow" above. See
the great reviews in the other papers. Look over the
crowds that are filling the Rivoli every performance
this week.

Then you'll KNOW Melford has made one of the big-

gest pictures of the year out of the world-famous novel
and play by Frances Hodgson Burnett (Adapted by
Harvey Thew).

Book it while it's hot

!

(X (paramountQidure
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New Distributor
(Continued from Page 1)

divided into three departments, to-wit : ad-
vertising and exploitation, selling, and coop-
eration with physical distributor.

"The changes in method of distribution, in

merchandising of motion pictures, the econ
omies offered by Producers Distributing
Guild are revolutionary, but perfectly prac-
tical, commonsense and businesslike. Let us
review the functions of its three departments:
"Only a limited number of productions

of the better quality will be accepted for

distribution each year. There will be no
mad scramble for 'volume.' Each picture
peccpted for distribution will have to meet
our thought as to potential box-office value.
And its producer must agree to a certain
and exploitation appropriation, the same to
cover newspaper and trade paper advertising.
Not a penny of this appropriation will be
spent for 'institutional' or distributor ad-
vertising. Each picture will have its indi-

vidual appropriation and that appropriation
will be used for advertising and exploitation
of that individual picture only.
With Producers Distributing Guild show-

manship will be a major factor, because ex-
hibition values will be arrived at not by pro-
duction costs or mere names but by care-
ful study of the production's box-office ele-

ments and carefully prepared plans for ex-
ploiting them to the limit—not merely as sug-
gestions in press books, but direct to the pub-
lic through newspapers in the form of real

advertising by the producer. Thus exhibition
value will be built up by creating public
demand by intensive and judicious advertis-
ing. Public demand will influence exhibitor
demand. The advertising, exploitation and
publicity department shall really be an ad-
vertising agency with agency recognition.

"This service will be handled for the pro-
ducer at net cost to Producers Distributing
Guild, plus a service charge of 15%, pro-
viding that the service charge totals not less

than $5,000 on the entire campaign for the
individual production ; for a minimum ser-

vice fee of $5,000 will be exacted of each
and every production accepted * * *

"The rates of commission are graduated
so that the lowest rate is paid on the largest
bookings, as witness the following scale

:

Bookings Commission:
$1,000. or over 10%

900. to $1,000 11

800. 900. 12
700. 800. 13
600. 700. 14
500. 600. 15
400. 500. 16
300. 400. 17
200. 300. 18
150. 200. 19
100. 150. 20
85. 100. 22
75. 85. 24
60. 75. 26
45. 60. 28
30. 45. 30
15. 30. 32
Less than 15 35

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf ALL THE WORLD

THE NEWSREEL
BUILT LIKE A NEWSPAPER

THE HAND COLORING

"LITTLE OLD N EW YORK'
was done by

BROCK
Phone Morningside 1776-528

Riverside Drive, N. Y.

Negative Developing-Printing

Titles In All Languages
723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

These percentages will apply on all pictures
sold by Producers Distributing Guild. A
production whose national exhibition value
calls for a $2,000.00 first run booking in a

Class A city will be sold on a 10% commis-
sion, whereas a first run booking of the same
production in a Class C city would sell, un-
der the national exhibition value, at $750,000
and the commission on this sale would be
1 3* < . and so on."

"We will accept only a limited number of

productions for distribution each year, these
to be of high type, and producer must agree
with our plan for campaigning these pictures
in the newspapers as well as in the trade
papers. We pledge ourselves not to sell in

block, but to give thorough individual ad-
vertising, exploitation and selling effort to
each production accepted for distribution.

"We will operate not less than 30 branch
offices—and maybe more."

Mrs. G'.yn's First, "His Hour"
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Elinor Glyn's first

picture under contract with Louis
B. Mayer will be "His Hour."

New Mayer Unit
,S fecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover—The Louis B. Mayer Corp.
was formed here yesterday with a

capital of $500,000 for taxation pur-
poses only.

Won't Direct Novarro

Contrary to reports, John S. Rob-
ertson will not direct Ramon Novarro
in his next picture. Robertson is still

under contract to Inspiration and is

awaiting settlement of the difficulties

with Barthclmess before beginning a

new picture.

Hughes Leaving Soon
Rupert Hughes will return to the

Goldwyn studios about April 1, to

begin work on a new picture. While
in New York. Hughes signed con-
tracts for 22 short stories and ar-

ranged to write a play for David
Belasco.

Sullivan To Write Ray Story
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—C. Gardner Sullivan
will write the first story for Charles
Ray under the lattcr's new arrange-
ment with I nee.

Incc has signed Warner Baxter.

Incorporations
Albany—Ansco Photo Products,

New York. 40,000 shares preferred
stock, $100 each; 150,000 shares com-
mon, no par value. Incorporators,
H. E. Coy, C. J. Craugh and E.
T. Eustis. Attorneys, Breed, Ab-
bott & Morgan, New York.

Albany — Selco Pictures, New
York. 100 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, L. G.
Bernstein, H. Wisan and H. P.
Booth. Attorneys, Rabenold &
Scribner, New York.

Albany—Cayuga Amusement Co.,
Auburn. Capital $50,000. Incorpora-
tors, C. A. Parker, G. L. King and L.
E. Lippitt. Attorney, G. E. Treat,
Auburn.

At Broadway Theaters
Astor

Norma Talmadge in "Secrets" is the

feature.

Cameo
The feature is "His Darker Self."

Capitol
Carl Goldmark's, "Spring," is the overture,

followed by Ballet Divertissement : Waltz,
"Artist's Life;" a Post Scenic, "Children of

Other Lands (Germany) ;" "Deep River." a
musical unit, and the Capitol Magazine. "The
Unknown Purple," the feature is next pre-

sented. An organ selection closes.

Rialto
"Zampa" is the overture, Riesenfeld's

Classical Jazz, the Rialto News Weekly, and
Charles Hart, tenor, singing "Marcheta."
follow in order. The feature is "Singer Jim
McKee," "Spring Fever," a comedy, is last.

Rivoli
The program includes: "Light Cavalry,'

-

the overture ; Rivoli Pictorial ; Roger Wolfe's
Symphony Jazz Orchestra, with Arthur
Lange ; "The Dawn of Tomorrow;" Span-
ish Dances, by Paul Oscard and La Torre-
cilia, and the last unit, "No Loafing," an
Educational comedy.

At Other Houses
The hold-over list includes : At the Cohan,

"The Ten Commandments;" the Cosmopoli-
tan, "Yolanda;" Criterion, "The Covered
Wagon:'' Liberty, "The Thief of Bagdad;"'
Lyric, "Thy Name Is Woman," and "Lilies
of the Field," for a second week at the
Strand

jHew York Chicago Hollywood

B
Xothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern S««M Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

BLYTHE SHERWOOD

Personal Press ' Representative

RECEIVER'S SAIE-PRIZM,

The Receivers of PRIZMA, INC
ceive sealed bids for the assets ol^
Inc., hereafter generally described it t

Chambers of the United States Distr \
Chamber of Commerce Building,

j

ford Place, Newark, N. J., on

APRIL 7, 1924, AT 10 A. M

The property includes:

REAL ESTATE—Manufacturin
and equipment, with separate office

g
known as Nos. 3191-3197 Boulevar

j

City. N. J., 100 feet front on Bou^ 3

tory building brick and stone firepi I

struction;- office building brick cons)

EQUIPMENT—All building eq i

machinery, appliances, including
projection machines, printing mach

|

all office furniture.

SUPPLIES, &c—Miscellaneous lei

terials and supplies incident to the
including all negatives and prints.

PATENTS, &c—All patents, patei)
patent applications, improvements,
and processes owned or controlled
ma, Inc. These relate generally to cc(
tography.

TERMS—All bids must be accompi
certified check to Receivers' order l|

of the amount of the bid. In no ev
such check be less than $5000.

All bids will be immediately repor
Judge of the United States Distric
then sitting at above place, for sue'

thereon as may be deemed proper.

The right is reserved to reject any
bids.

The bids will be subject to mortgage I

liens against the above real estate an
to approximately $44,000.

On approval of any bid, 50% ther

!

be payable in cash, balance in thirt

unless other terms specifically agreed i

Further particulars on request.

CHARLES K. D. WALJ

,

ALBERT I. DRAYTON
15 Exchange PI., Jersey City, ! J.,

R«iro

Sacramento, Cal—Dunsmuir
Amusement Co., Dunsmuir, Capital
$50,000.

POWERS FILM
"Survives the Long Run"

Comparative wear and tear tests, both

in research laboratories and in actual

use, prove conclusively that POWERS
FILM gives 25% to 40% longer

projection life than any other film.

POWERS FILM PRODUCTS, Inc.

Neiv York Office:

POWERS BUILDING
cor, 48th St. & 7th Ave.

Factory & Laboratories:

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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Sincere pride that we
announce the acauisition

of the latest product o/W
DISTINCTIVE PICTURES CORPORATION

starring a supreme artist *&

GEORGE ARLISS
4

in
'$20 aWEEK

SE1ZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

njeatured with cMrcArliss in

this Distinctive Picture are

Taylor Holmes and Edith
Roberts. HarmonWeight di-
rected it.^^ It is based on
Edgar Franklins «> ^The
Adopted Father''
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Newspaper Opinions
New York

"His Darker Self"—Hodkinson
Cameo

AMERICAN—To judge hy the chuckles
of laughter that greeted Lloyd Hamilton who
substituted for the missing Mr. Jolson, the

motion picture patrons have no grievance
against the famous comedian for his desertion.
' * * rattling good fun, something different

and something really amusing.
EVENING WORLD—If you enjoy an

evening of good fun, and most of us do, don't

fail to take a dash up to the Cameo. You
won't regret it.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—"His Darker
Self,'' is a thin comedy thread that should
have been limited to two reels of film. * * *

The timeworn slapstick gags are used end-
lessly to holster up the story but without
much success, until the end when a good
series of fights between the bootleggers and
(he revenue officers take place.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—Lloyd Hamil-
ton, in "His Darker Self," his first full fea-

ture length comedy, gives a lot of laughs,
due as much to the titles as to the action.
POST—The story is about negroes, boot-

legging, and an amateur detective, all of

which supply material for a few hearty
laughs and an accompanying staff of chuckles.
Several long stretches of the film, which
would have been otherwise tremendously
dreary were enlivened by some of the funniest
and cleverest titles seen in many a day.

Out-of-Town
"The Great White Way"—Gold.-Cos-

Roosevelt, Chicago
DAILY JOURNAL—"The Great White

Way" does what a movin'pitchoor can to move
Broadway to the screen of the Roosevelt thea-

ter. * * * It is * * * an accurate, or at

least a cinemaccurate picture of what the

Manhattan dwellers accept and regard as life.

DAILY NEWS—* * * depicts New York
sporting and theatrical and newspaper life

as it really exists.

Allen, Cleveland
NEWS—Some may say it is only a Drury

Lane melodrama transplanted to Manhattan,
but no one will deny it has high interest and
a curious breeziness. * * * In my opinion it

is a distinct and interesting screen novelty.

PLAIN DEALER—William Randolph
Hearst, * * * is the invisible megaphone
wielder on the sighseeing bus * * * he seems
to give a more nearly accurate sight of New
York than most of the other pilots did of
Hollywood. * * *There is a reasonable ex-
cuse for its existence. It is entertaining.
PRESS—The movie is on the level of old

time stage melodramas. But while the story
is childish, though artificial, the backgrounds
are realistic. It all is made more convincing
and given a certain news interest by ringing
in such notables as Ziegfeld and Irvin Cobb.
TIMES—* * * A good picture, as such

pictures go, and chief among its features is a

realistic championship fight. * * * Without
contributing anything to the story, the pro-

ducers ring in a number of leading lights in

the newspaper, boxing and theatrical world.

"Ladies To Board"—Fox
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * we can truthfully

say this six-reeler is genuine entertainment,
for it possesses just enough comedy, suspense,
thrills and pathos to please people of al na-
tures.

I
»|

Family, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—Tom Mix
uses the old story of a young man who falls

heir to an old ladies' home * * * While the

story is far from being new, so far as the
stage and screen are concerned, it is some-
what novel * * *

POST—Tom Mix is versatile * * * In
"Ladies To Board," at the Family, lie gives
* * * fans a refreshing change from the great
open spaces.

Fox, Philadelphia
NORTH AMERICAN—Tom Mix in his

latest picture, ""Ladies To Board," * * *

trying to break into the realm of comedians,
which is indeed unfortunate, since he is de-

cidedly out of his element.

"Lilies of the Field"—1st Nat'l

Olympia, Boston
TRANSCRIPT—"Lilies of the Field," in

short, is another one of the long list of so-

ciety films, which have become familiar to

patrons of the screen. It is honestly enough
done, * * * too bad that such apparent sin-

cerity of effort should be wasted on a com-
monplace story.

Capitol, Cincinnati
COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—It is still a

stirring story of women who seek happiness in

the gilded rooms of cafes or in the luxurious
apartments of the Metropolis.
POST—"Lilies of the Field" is high class

photoplay entertainment. Its settings are lav-

ish, its continuity good and its acting nearly
flawless.

Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * a picture that will

please all of the people some of the time and
a majority of patrons most of the time. It

is lavishly produced and richly embellished,
with dramatic high lights, some comedy,
suspense, just a little hokum and several
scenes that will bring handkerchiefs into use
by even the most blase picture fan.

Circle, Indianapolis
NEWS—* * * The movies, in other words,

have toned down William Hurlburt's play, and
have made the picture more than a wee bit

sentimental. * * * Even so, however, the film

is more than average good.

"Ride for Your Life"—Universal
Cameo, San Francisco
{Week ending March 15)

BULLETIN—It is the type of role in which
Gibson excels, that of a whimsical cowboy,
humorous and human. It entails hard rid-

ing, fast shooting and some dramatic acting,
but the broad thread of humor that is inter-

woven in the story furnishes the big enter-
tainment punch to the picture.

CALL—"Ride for Your Life" is the con-
ventional western melodrama, full of thrills

and stirring incidents, but without much of
a story to hold the interest.

CHRONICLE—In fact it deserves to be
rated as above the average "western," and
certainly it is) drawing the biggest crowds the
Cameo has had for quite a while.

"The Shepherd King"—Fox
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—The eye of the spectator, * * *

is frequently thrilled by some glimpse of
the pyramids, or the sphinx, or the vast ex-
panse of sand mountains. Against these ex-
otic backgrounds the flowing robes and color--
ful vestments of biblical people take on an
added naturalness. * * * The cast is entirely
foreign, with the exception of Violet Mer-
cereau, * * *

ComingSoon

ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI

<dn Alan CrcslandfimducUcn
ftrufjitced hy Gilford Cinema Ccrb.

£r HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty fest-Run Pictures

What productions 1

have you

—

for immediate sale on\

the European continent?

WE have been authorized by a Euro-
|

pean firm of long standing to ob-
j

tain American films for them for
/' £, j'ii immediate sale on the Continent. Our

\dM Ckoryc do J. / clients will consider the purchase of

either single productions or the entire

output of some distributor

—

at unusually
advantageous terms. Quick action is

desired. What have you?

The above request is just one

of the many which ;t'c arc
constantly receiving.

Geo Corporal
220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052"

Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

In one Woman—
Beauty, Mystery
Fire and Ice

CYTHERE
Goddess of Love\

In one photoplay—
Glowing, colorful,

she lives anew in a

revelation of high
society today.

Say! See! Play!

CYTHEREA
Goddess of Love
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Coercion Denied
eies for Famous Testify No
sure Was Brought to Bear

in Atlanta Territory

[t'.ciaX to THE FILM DAILY)

ata—The def" Famous
:i against cha. _

monopoly

i by the Federa. ^ ade Com-
oi was launched yesterday with
induction of testimony refuting

?ms of Government witnesses

le respondent had used co-

in the booking of pictures or

i ration of theaters in the At-
rritory.

market in Atlanta, and the ter-

't serves, is free and open to

ipanies, it was testified by W.
;er, manager of the Hodkinson

fi
defense witness in the Feder-

de Commission's hearing on
: of unfair competition against

s Players and Southern En-
:s, Inc.

x declared that the fact that

rn Enterprises owned a chain

(Continued on Page 6)

ate Hearing on Music Tax
•>ecial to THE FILM DAILY)
lington—The Senate Patents
ttee will hold a hearing on
I, on the bill of Senator Dill

d to define the rights of com-
as related to the broadcasting
ic over the radio. The use of

hted music by exhibitors will

tedly be injected into the dis-

s.

sew Theaters Seat 74,502

:one at the Loew offices has
out that the 38 Loew theaters

ter New York will seat exactly
t a single performance. Strik-

average of four performances
rith the straight picture houses
even shows and the vaudeville

doing three shows, 316,412
seated in a single day and 2,-

in a full week.

offman Back from Coast

!. Hoffman returned from the
resterday. When asked about
urray and her future affiliation,

ely said she had still another
to make for Metro. Abe

left Los Angeles for the East
ly. A. S. Aronson leaves on
) points east of the Mississippi
:ek.

America" in Philadelphia
vcial to THE FILM DAILY)
delphia—D. W. Griffith's

ca" will have its premiere at

estnut St. O. H. March 31.

That Deal
By DANNY

A deal is under way between Metro and Goldwyn. The
details of this amalgamation have not been definitely shaped,

but premature publication yesterday of the matter allows for

some discussion of the existing situation.

Metro will take over Goldwyn Pictures. The deal involves

no cash consideration, but Metro stock will be passed to the

Goldwyn people. It may be possible that an issue of preferred

stock of Metro will provide for this deal.

While official statements from the companies indicate that

the purpose of the deal is for physical handling only of Goldwyn
product it need not prove surprising if all production was centered

in the Goldwyn lot in Culver City, and the Metro studio dis-

posed of for its realty value. One or the other of these studios

will either be dismantled or sold intact.

Another move is under way providing Metro with

a production head which, if culminated, will bring

in charge of Metro production a well known figure

in the producing ranks.

Whether or not Wm. Randolph Hearst will carry Cosmopoli-

tan Productions into the new alignment remains to be seen. It

is fully expected by those who have engineered the deal that

Hearst will continue with Metro. This, however, is not at all

definite. Hearst was in Washington yesterday, and could not

be reached for a statement. Hearst left Famous about a year

ago to distribute through Goldwyn and had an option to take

a 50 per cent interest in the distributing company on April 15.

At varying times he has been reported as both very much pleased,

and again dissatisfied over sales conditions. Recently he wrote

a letter to a publication declaring he was very happy in his Gold-

wyn alignment.

This is certain : Hearst has no production plans definitely

in sight after completing "Janice Meredith." "Yolanda," which
was to have been run as a super until Fall and then put into regu-

lar distribution goes into the Goldwyn machine immediately.

METRO GETTING IN SHAPE
Metro, through the Goldwyn deal, acquires product which

will materially help out the Metro distribution. Goldwyn has

a number of pictures ready, including "Three Weeks," Von Stro-

heim's "Greed." being cut; "Nellie the Beautiful Cloak Model,"

"Second Youth," "Recoil" by Rex Beach; "True as Steel" and
"The Great White Way." Neilan is making "Tess" ; Seastrom,

"The Tree"; Vidor, "Mary the Third"; and Brabin, "Ben Hur."

There are several others being made for Goldwyn release. This

will materially aid in filling the Metro schedule. Metro has not

yet announced production plans for next season, but Vignola

has been lined up for a group, as has Frank Borzage. Jackie

Coogan, of course, and the Ingram specials, although of late there

have been rumblings of dissatisfaction from Ingram. Novarro
(Continued on Pane 7)

Goldwyn-Metro Deal
Reported On—Statements Indicate

the Purpose to Be for Physical
Handling of Pictures

Officials of both Goldwyn Pictures
and Metro admitted yesterday that
a deal was under discussion. Reports
have been in circulation for nearly
a week that the deal was under way,
and as usual, these reports more or
less varied.

The following statement was issued
by Metro yesterday:

"Metro and Goldwyn are discuss-
ing the possibility of combining the
physical distribution of films. The
respective sales organizations are to
be kept intact and very material
economies are to be effected by the
elimination of duplicate exchanges."

Inquiry at Metro developed the

fact that were a deal to go through,
only physical dr 'ibution would be
involved. Product n is no way to be
included, nor is the actual sales

handling of the project to be charged
(Continued on Page 2)

Valentino in the Strand

It is reported that when Valentino
finishes "Monsieur Beaucaire," it will

be shown in the Strand. This is the

first time in years that a Famous pic-

ture will be shown at that house. Re-
ports which cannot be confirmed are

to the effect that it will have a two
weeks run, and perhaps hold for a
third week if business justifies.

"Beaucaire" was to have been
shown in the Criterion, but this was
changed by virtue of Mary Pickford
taking that house for the summer
for "Dorthy Vernon."

Atlanta Real Estate Deal
.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—The Enterprise Realty
and Investment Corp.. which includes

several associates of S. A. Lynch has
purchased the land on which the

Howard theater stands. The house is

operated by Famous Players under
a twenty-five year lease.

Keith House for Fordham
A large sign on a plot of ground

on Fordham Road near Morris Ave.,

announces the erection of a picture

house by the Keith interests. The
proposed theater is about two blocks
away from Keith's Fordham, which
runs vaudeville and pictures.

"Yolanda" Closes Saturday
"Yolanda" closes at the Cosmopoli-

tan Saturday night. The house will

probably remain dark for a time. A
ballet may go in there later on or

perhaps a picture.
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Quotations
High ^ow Close Sales

East Kod. . 108/2 1077/\ 108^ 500

f. p.-l; . .. 66 65 66 1,600

do pfd. .. 89 89 89 100

Goldwyn .. 153/g 15 15/4 1,600

Loew's . . .. 16 16 16 100

Not Q uoted

Incorporations
Albany—Mindlin, Goldreyer &

Manheim, New York. Capital $10,-

000. Incorporators, I. H. Herk, C.

Franklyn and A. J. Eder. Attorneys,

House, Grossman & Vorhaus, New-
York.

Albany—Link Amusement Corp.,

Bronx. Capital $36,000. Incorpora-
tors, H. Suchmau, J. Rosenthal and
F. Berger. Attorneys, Suchman &
Samuels, New York.

Thwart Piracy

The I. M. P. P. D. A. states that

the leasing of pictures without lawful
rights has received a jolt through
legal actions recently instituted by
it on behalf of several members, with
the result the defendants have re-

quested the court actions be with-

drawn, and have returned prints un-
lawfully held. This has occured in

three specific instances.

North Canaan, Conn.—The Canaan
Amusement Co. has been incorpor-

ated with a capital of $50,000. Her-
bert E. Blanchard and others are

the incorporators.

Albany—United Theatrical Engi-
neering Corp., Chicago. Capital $10,-

000. Incorporators, H. J. Samuel,
R. Pritiken and M. Kompel.

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Ge<*S
e

cotv°
,a

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Porter and Holman Promoted
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—At the annual stock-

holder's meeting of Christie Film, the

board of directors elected Ered
Porter, formerly secretary, to vice-

president and treasurer, and William
S. Holman, secretary. Al Christie

remains president and Charles H.,
vice-president and general manager.

Exclusive Closes Deals
Exclusive Features, Inc., announce

sales on "Pals in Blue":
Maryland, Delaware, District, Virginia

to Progress Pictures Inc., Washington;
Michigan to Exclusive Film Co., Detroit;
Texas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma to Special-

ty Film, Dallas; Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey to Rialto Prod.,
Phil., and Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia to S. & S. Film Supply Co., Pitts-

burgh.

Howell Reopening Dover House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, N. J.-—John Howell will re-

open the New Playhouse on Monday,
following extensive alterations. He
is inviting the New York salesmen
covering" Jersey to attend.

Elsmere Opening Postponed
The official opening of Loew's

Elsmere, scheduled for tonight has
been postponed to April 3, to permit
Marcus Loew, now in the Middle
West, to be present.

Mulhauser, Berger Join Famous
Jim Mulhauser and Sam Berger,

formerly associated with Joe Unger
at First National, have joined the lat-

ter at Famous. Mulhauser will super-
vise New York and Berger, Brooklyn.

Stapleton In New York
B. F. Stapleton, of Ottawa, is here

to serve on the First National Ro-
tating Committee. He will remain
two weeks.

Road Shows for "Chechahcos"
"The Chechahcos" is scheduled to

be road-showed by Associated Ex-
hibitors, according to J. S. Woody.

Goldwyn-Metro Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

in any way. Metro would handle
the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan releases

out of the Metro exchanges and Gold-
wyn would discontinue its branches it

was stated.

Edward Bowes at Goldwyn stated

that there were no negotiations under
way that would involve a disposal of

interest on the part of F. J. Godsol
or Col. William Braden.
"No deal has been closed," said

Bowes. "We are discussing it and
hope that something definite will de-

velop. Goldwyn maintains exchanges
in practically every city where Metro
does. The plan merely concerns
physical distribution. Goldwyn sales-

men are not and would not be con-
cerned with prices for Metro pictures

and vice versa. We would maintain
our own sales identity but the over-
head would be cut."

Film Conference for Washington
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Talks by prominent
writers and prominent figures in the
industry, a voting contest on "The
Ten Best Films I Have Seen and
Why I List Them," will be features
of the National Conference on Motion
Pictures to be held during the bien-
nial convention of the League of
American Pen Women, April 23-26,

at the Shoreham.

Cayuga Amusement Co., Chartered
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The Cayuga Amusement
Co., Inc., has been formed here with
a capital of $50,000, by Charles A.
Parker, George L. King and Laurence
E. Lippitt.

Auburn, N. Y.—The newly formed
Cayuga Amusement Co., Inc., with
headquartters here, will operate the-
aters.

George Marion. Jr., is handling
the title department at F. B. O.

mmmLiwA
THE MOST CONVENIENT
L ABORATb R

Y

Just Off Times Square.
203W.40"ST..N.YC. PENN.2373

Coming Soon -*

Dorothy Mackaill

a FrankE.Woods SpecialProduction

. &> HODKINSON RELEASE
^Season 1924 1925 TruThjBrst-RimRictures | I

Changes in Buffalii
(Special to THE FILM D/M

Buffalo—Mickey Rose h;L
the Paramount forces. Rl
Murphy has left the salesI
Warner Bros. Charlie GoocB
merly a member of F. B. (i
with Pathe. Eddie Hayes is ft

to be "cleaning up" on a piK
of "block features" for Assofl
tors. Harry Thompson forijB

fice manager for Asso. ExhilB
joined Universal in Albany I

HAL ROACUS

SPAT FAMILY

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes Oi

"

2 reels

Pafoecomedy
:=r~®r^— \

America, inc.
7Z9-7™Ave.N.Y.- Bryant,,

The Mackler Proc

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVI

We Processed And Treats I

"UNKNOWN PURPL
Now Playing at the Capit(

Renown Picture

Save yout

Dates
for

JUST

MARY



EMMETT FLYNN'S Production

THE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK MODEL

THE
MELODRAMA

of

1000
THRILLS

By Owen Davis

Scenario by Carey Wilson

Directed by

EMMETT FLYNN
Featuring Claire Windsor,
Edmund Lowe, Raymond
Griffith, Mae Busch, Lew
Cody, Hobart Bosworth.

Adapted by H. H. Van Loan.

JUNE MATHIS,
Editorial Director.

A Qoldwyn Picture

Goldwyn&osmGpolltaii
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Dawn of A Tomorrow"

—

Famous Players

Rivoli

AMERICAN— I do not think that I would
have minded the plot so much, because the

picture, while sentimental and banal, is by
no means bad entertainment, if Jacqueline
Logan had not had the leading role. * * *

she is not even pretty.

EVENING WORLD—* * * was wonder-
fully touching stage play when it made such
a hit several seasons back. It is just ap-

pealing, or was to us, as celluloid strip.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * We honestly

believe that the credit should go to George
Melford, who directed * * * although * * *

the results are not always what we could
wish, * * * He made a picture written around
a risky theme * * and made it so human
and so quaintly humorous that the most
hardened skeptic could not call it "glad." * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * a good
entertainment * * * George Melford has done
an excellent piece of work as the director
# » *

POST—When an intelligent director, such
as George Melford films, a well adapted play

like "The Dawn of a Tomorrow," with such
capable actors as Jacqueline Logan, Ray-
mond Griffith, and David Torrence, the re-

sult is pretty certain to be real entertain-

ment for picture patrons.

TELEGRAM—It is even more effective

as presented in a motion picture drama at

the Rivoli Theater.

TIMES—* * * This picture might make a
moderate entertainment for small towns. But
to those who have read the story, those who
know London's squalid districts and realize

the rich possibilities the director, George
Melford, had, it is something at which to

shake one's head. * * *
* * * this film might be mildly entertaining

* * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—Jacqueline
Logan, in the role of "Glad," showed she is

capable of acting. She made a decided im-
pression. * * * The sets, especially the Lon-
don street stuff, was well done, and Mel-
ford's direction moved the story along logi-

cally.

WORLD—* * * is a truly fine motion pic-

ture. Frances Hodgson Burnett's book and
play, which might so easily have been brought
to the screen dripping with sentimental gush,
has with rare discretion and infectious acting
been made into one of the finest pictures of

the year.

"Secrets"—First National

Astor

AMERICAN—* * * an inspired choice for

an actress of Norma Talmadge's experience
and understanding. It gives her a chance to
run, the gamut of emotions * * * has not de-
viated from the original text a quarter of an
inch. * * * The emotional demands on her
are many, but Norma Talmadge meets them
all in a way that left me filled with renewed
admiration. * * * "Secrets'' is a good picture
for husbands, * * * Seriously they've done a
lovely, delicate thing * * * Norma Talmadge,
in the billowing crinolines and negligible bo-
dices of the 1865 period is rather a dream
of enchantment. Her performance has finish,

a nice sense of values and is marked by re-

straint. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * Norma
Talmadge, more beautiful than ever, has in
the production, a charming setting for her
personality. * * * Eugene O'Brien * * *

handles his role sympathetically. Miss Tal-
madge does some excellent acting, and has
good support from the rest of the cast. * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * It is one of
the most beautiful photoplays we have yet
seen and gives the star her best opportunity
so far to do some real acting. * * * Take it

all in all, it's the best we have seen Norma
do. It gives her better chance than she has
ever had before; and she grasped at the
chance.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * Taken all in
all, it is a pretty fine picture, * * * Frank
Borzage directed the picture and he has done
it so beautifully that there seems to be more
momentous secrets on the screen than in the
stage version. It has been handled with
rare understanding and humor. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * one of
the most appealing love stories flashed across
the New York screen in many a day. * * *

POST—"Secrets" * * * is everybody's

story, for the sympathetic hand of Norma
Talmadge leads us back over the long, long
trail to the days of bygone sunshine and
shadow which have come to all of us.

* * * Her ability as an actress is second
to none, and in "Secrets" she does some of
the best work of her career.

SUN—* * * This new picture * * * how-
ever, would be alone worth while for giving
Miss Talmadge a chance to prove that she
can run the well known gamut with the best
of our screen actresses. Her performance
here * * * is one of the most beautiful ex-
amples of acting that the screen can boast
of.

TELEGRAM—* * * Norma Talmadge
has found the best material she has ever had.
* * * Miss Talmadge's skill as an actress is

revealed here in all its versatility. * * *

TIMES—* * * As a picture it is a charm-
ing romance told with rare dignity and re-

straint. The story itself is admirably suited

to the talent of Miss Talmadge, * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—"Secrets" is

100 per cent better and greater than it was
as a play. * * * it is going to be 100 per
cent greater as a box office attraction. In
addition to the tremendous artistry of Miss
Talmadge, a story that is 100 per cent there
is also the added sales angle to the public with
Eugene O'Brien. * * *

WORLD—* * * Here, in a background of

lovely settings, supplied with gowns which
are a delight even to the heathen masculine,
Miss Talmadge is charming. "Secrets" is

her finest two hours and it is also one of the
things which are sure to keep the cinema
critic's nose in the air these days.

"Singer Jim McKee"—F. P.-L.

Rialto

AMERICAN—Mr. Hart reckoned with his

public when he made "Singer Jim McKee."
Those who worship at the Hart shrine are

not going to be disappointed. It is a typi-

ual W. S. Hart drama of the romantic Wild
West.

DAILY NEWS—"Singer Jim McKee" is

one of those why pictures. Why did Bill

Hart write it? Why did he act in it? Why
was it produced, anyhow?

EVENING WORLD—It is a typical
Hart picture, * * * If one likes Hart ,and
legions seem to, one will like "Singer Jim
McKee," * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—The new picture is

just a shade bigger and better than those
"Westerns" of the early Bill Hart days, but
otherwise nothing is changed. * * * It is the
best of the kind that Mr. Hart has done.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The picture
as may be expected, was greeted by a large
audience of Bill Hart fans, but it must be
stated that they did not speak of it with en-
thusiasm after the final fadeout. The con-
sensus seemed to be that it was by no means
the best work of the producer-star.

POST—* * * as he fulfills as usual all the
demands of his fans the actions of his as-

sociates are relatively unimportant. The
photography is unusually giod, and the ex-
terior scenes are beautiful.

SUN—* * * it is pretty terrible stuff if

one takes it seriously. Otherwise it will furn-

ish an evening of hearty laughter at its own
expense. * * *

TELEGRAM—The scenes were taken at

Sonora, in the actual locale where the story
is supposed to take place. They have great
beauty and charm.

TIMES—This is not a vehicle to be taken
seriously, and it is hardly necessary to dwell
upon the pantomimics of the players. Suffice
it to say that Mr. Hart almost leans back-
ward to be erect, and that he even keeps to

such a pose when embracing his ward. We are
afraid that this picture does not even come
up to the old-fashioned standard of Mr. Hart's
previous film, "Wild Bill Hickok."

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—The latest

Hart film * * * carries along nicely until

midway through the footage when both the
story and the action seem to falter. * * *

The picture holds the usual picturesque
exteriors always associated with Hart's west-
erns and will unquestionably appeal to his
followers.

WORLD—* * * Hart seems determined
to roll down hill of his own accord. His pic-
ture, "Singer Jim McKee," at the Rialto this

week, is sentimental slush of the worst kind,
rising at times to heights of silliness which
are beyond the grasp of your correspondent.

"The Unknown Purple"—Truart

Capitol

AMERICAN—Summing up the situation,

I might say "The Unknown Purple" is fair

entertainment. It is not much from the

standpoint of lighting, production or direc-

tion, but anyone who likes spook stories is

going to get his money's worth.

EVENING JOURNAL—The story is de-

lightfully illogical, and, therefore, good en-

tertainment. The element of mystery is

smoothly sustained, and action, which means
everything to a theme of this type, moves
lapidly.

EVENING WORLD—"the Unknown
Purple" is weird, but entertaining.

DAILY NEWS—* * * The element of

unexpectedness prevails. * * *

* * * well edited. It will please the people
who adore spooky plays but hate to hear the

guns go off * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—Not a single
tremor did we get * * * the story seems
rather disjointed * * * It may be, however,
that those who did not see the play will

be well pleased with the picture.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—It moves
along smoothly and coherently unlike many
mystery plays, and while the fear element
isn't any too strong, it was evident that the
audience at the Capitol Theater yesterday af-

ternoon had a few mild curdles up their
spines.

POST—* * * is a curious mixture of ex-
cellence and imperfection which ends in being
unconvincing and generally disappointing.
The excellence consists of several settings
which are as near to artistic perfection as
any which have been shown on our screen
to date. The imperfection is made up of
thrills so apparently dragged in * * *

SUN— * * * a fantastic melodrama * * *

Although it is a first cousin to the trashy
old "Fantomus" series—one of those con-
tinued-next-week things * * * manages to be
fairly thrilling.

TELEGRAM—* * * keeps the onlooker
at a high pitch of excitement.

TIMES—As a melodrama with a fair ele-

ment of mystery, * * * "The Unknown Pur-
ple," * * * is in many respects a vehicle well
suited to the screen. It seems, however,
that with more adroit handling and less at-
tention to some sequences the actual de-
nouement could have been better concealed.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It has been

excellently handled, and so far as that goes is

definitely favorable to the author-director.

* * * Henry B. Walthall is the t nil
and has turned in a performance u|,

responsibility. * * * The pictu is

the best of its type * * *

WORLD—"The Unknown iB
a mystery play on the stage and jj

,

mystery play on the screen. It

to present first rate trick came
certainly the interior settings whii

employed in its making are amo
liest.
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Doubt Over 'Siegfried'

High Praise For Production Values
of German Epic But Sales Angles

Are Questioned
{Special to THE FIi.M DAILY)

London—Considerable space is de-

voted by English trade papers to

"Siegfried," produced by Fritz Lang
for the Ufa of Berlin and claimed by
many as the outstanding picture of

German studios. English trade paper

editors were guests of the company in

Berlin for the premiere.

The production values are highly

praised but there seems to be doubt
over its box-office appeal, particularly

outside of Germany.

The Bioscope said:

"For 'Siegfried'—a studio production from
beginning to end—they built a dark and
gloomy forest, spacious dream-like palaces,

and even a lofty mountain peak which, reared
against a flaming artificial sunset, creates an
effect of windswept wildness more awe-in-
spiring on the screen than any natural alp.

"Two years have elapsed since Fritz Lang,
producer of 'Dr. Mabuse,' commenced his

worth on the 'Nibelungen.' For two years
an army of actors, architects, engineers and
stage hands have been laboring day by day
under Herr Lang's consummate generalship.

"Exhibited for the first time to an audience
of 3,000 in the U. F. A. Palast, Berlin, last

Thursday evening, 'Siegfried' is, in every

sense of the phrase, a great artistic triumph
for its producer and his associates. It is the

work of a true master of creative cinema-
tography—a worthy rendering of the ancient

saga, full of epic dignity and infused through-
out with the loftiest poetical feeling.

"Six months were occupied, I was told, in

constructing the dragon, which was 70 ft.

long and weighed 3,500 lbs. * * * It is un-

doubtedly the finest piece of stagecraft that

it has been my privilege to witness.

"Artistically, the film compares favorably
with any production yet seen from any
country. Its appeal, however, like that of

Germany's best pictures, is directed to a
type of mind which is not at present ex-
tensively represented among the picture-

going public !"

The Film Renter said:

"The whole photoplay is an amazing con-
struction from start to finish, and is a per-
fect representation of the Nibelungen. Com-
plete faithfulness to the atmosphere and the
period have been demanded, and in no single
instance can one find any scene to which one
could point and say that it had no connection
with the picture. Fritz Lang has given us
a photoplay in this film that is literally an
epic of screen art, for its settings are
astonishing, and, better still, he has succeded
in making a great opera into a wonderful
photoplay.

"There are no big stars in the picture,
but each and every performer gives a por-
trayal that is well nigh perfect."

Kine Weekly said:

"What will be the immediate material suc-
cess of 'Siegfried' outside Germany depends
upon many external considerations ; but this
at least must be said, that Lang and those

who support him have never given less than
the best that is in them.

" 'Siegfried' is, of course, not to be re-

garded as an ordinary super-film. If that
much overworked word had never hitherto
been used, it could now have been at last

accurately employed. For there is in the
scope, the imagination, the subject, and the
treatment of the work all those qualities
which place it upon a higher plane than has
yet been attained in the art of screen pro-
duction.

"* * * \y e see a rea j drama, a story of

love and hatred, of jealousy and treachery.
And it is handled by an artist in whose
make-up are vision, phantasy and originality,
linked in an amazing manner with the power
of command, the control of the minutest de-
tails, and endless patience.

"Probably British opinion will agree that
the seventh canto, which closed the story as
shown in Berlin, is in the nature of an anti-

climax. For the death of the hero at the
end of the sixth is one of the most gripping
tragedies ever screened, and the grim words
of the murderer, 'The hunt is over,' bring
down the curtain with a finality like the
clanging-to of a steel door.

Paris
—"La Cinematographic Fran-

caise" says of "Siegfried":

"I believe that this production of Fritz
Lang will mark an epoch in the history
of the screen. It is not only a film which
contains many marvellous effects. It 'S an
ensemble, a unity, a complete harmony, in

which the poetic beauty of inspiration, the
plastic magnificence of each vision merges
into perfect reality. * * * I am convinced
that 'Die Nibelungen', * * * is a master-
piece."

Big Building Plans for Winnipeg
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—Many new theaters are

planned for this year and a number
of exhibitors intend remodeling their

houses before the next season starts.

The Parkview on Portage Ave. will

be completely rebuilt. The house
was detroyed by fire last January.
H. Gernberg, owner of the Palace,

is dickering for property on which
he will put a new $30,000 structure.

M. Blanstein is already to start on
a new house on Stafford St., Fort
Rouge. It will cost $60,000.

Sloan-e in Indiana
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—Paul H. Sloane is

conferring with Booth Tarkington
relative to the scenario for "Whisper-
ing Men" a new Tarkington story for

Thomas Meighan .

F. & M. Co. Decreases Capital

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Springfield, 111.—The Fitzpatrick &

McElroy Sales Co., Chicago, has de-

creased its capital from $100,000 to

$1,000.

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 Broadway

IT is no idle boast when we tell you that
- many have benefitted immeasurably by
bringing their financial problems to us.

And, it is only natural that we serve the

Producer Distributor Theatre Owner

'Phone

Watkins 4522
Loans In Any Amount
to Reliable Parties

Coercion Denied
(Continued from Page 1)

of theaters and sold pictures in blocks,

did not interfere with the business of

other companies, as previous witness-

es had testified for the Government.

M. Remond, of Birmingham, form-
erly an employee of Famous Players,

testified that he had never threaten-

ed Frank Smith, an exhibitor, who de-

clared on the stand last July that Re-
mond had tried to force him (Smith)
to sell his theater.

Frank Miller testified that i witness, named
Hacksworth, from Huntsville, Ala., who com-
plained that Southern Enterprises had ar-

bitrarily withdrawn service from him, was
an active member of a booking association of

30 or 40 exhibitors, the purpose of which was
to threaten, boycott and compel Southern
Enterprises to sell Paramount pictures ex-

clusively to members of the group. The as-

sociation of exhibitors maintained an "all or

none" policy, the witness said.

Further contradictory testimony was given
by Charles McElravy, district superintendent
for Southern Enterprises at Memphis. An
exhibitor named Jackson, of Columbus, Tenn.,
had declared in July that, after making
threats against him. Southern Enterprises
had purchased a rival house and then trans-

ferred the Paramount account from his the-

ater to the competition. McElravy denied
this, stating that the house had been pur-

chased by his own brother, who had no con-
nection, he said, with Famous Players, or
its subsidiary. The rival '.heater exhibited
the Paramount pictures with much more satis-

faction than had Jackson, McElravy said.

The first witness for the defense was Mar-
tin May, a wealthy Atlantan, who gave testi-

mony regarded as damaging to the Govern-
ment's case. He flatly denied the statement
of L. H, Joel, manager of theaters at Jack-
sonville and Lakeland, Fla., and Greenville,

S. C, who dclared last Summer he had been
forced to sell his houses to Southern Enter-
prises, because of alleged unfair practices.

According to May, he financed Joel in the
purchase of the theaters, and was Joel's sole

financial backer. Contrary to Joel's state-

ment, which was to the effect that he, (Joel),
had made the transaction with Southern En-
terprises, May said that he, made the trade
and Joel did not figure in the deal. May
stated that he was not forced into the trade
by anyone, and that he considered the price
he received for the theaters, outrageously
high, and one which netted him considerable

profit. He said the deal was a stra k,

ncss transaction in which coercio
,|j,

no part. He asked $35,000 for tli
a ,

theater at Greenville, and had act I
ceived $34,000 for it, he said.

W. H. Fuller, counsel for the Cot «>
is cross-examining for the Gon
mous Players is represented by Bru. Br<
ley, Robert Swain and E. J. ]<

30 witnesses have been summoi
hearing is expected to continue tl

of the week.

Theater Stockholders El<
(Special to THE FILM DAII

Belleville, 111.—Stockholders A
Mullen Building Corp., operat

Playhouse, at their annual
re-elected P. K. Johnson,
Miller, Dr. B. E. Twitchell, a

Wangelin, Walter Rhein,
Knobloch and Richard Hilgan 1
tors. Walter J. Kohl was at d

the board. Oscar Beck will c :ii

as manager.

Bucyrus No Longer "Blu
(Special to THE FILM DAIL

Bucyrus, O.—Picture hou
Bucyrus are open again on S

They have been closed for a

year, through the action of

mayor Charles Picking, after -

suits had been tried in court.

T. Shuler, present mayor, dec]

say what his attitude will be
opening.

Tom Miranda, having coi

editing and titling "The
Tower," has been engaged t

"Love's Insurance."

:
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STORIES
We are disposing of our valuable

accumulation of stories, all o

which possess ex-

ceptional picture

values.

ADDKESS—

Selznick Distributing Corp.

729 Seventh Ave. N. Y. C.

By such authors a '<

Booth Tarkington

P. G. Wodehouse

Richard Harding Da

Meredith Nicholson

and

many others.
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More Prints?

A. 'owers Points Out The Value
of^arger Life Prints Due to

Research Work
'Simltaneously with the recent

<se eduction of positive by East-

n illovving the cut made by
Film Products, a 'drive'

m; to be in progress for 'More

int|' The exhibitor suddenly

ne in for a large share of the

m for print deteriorations and
idicrs are asked to offset this de-

ioition with additional prints,

us he price advantage, due to the

er cut, is to be absorb in greater

is-nption of raw material," says

A Powers.

EV. Richards, in a recent issue

I M. P. News, scores exhibitors

msive handling of prints and
icdes that the remedy lies in

31 Prints.' The News queption-

r< develops a very mixed opinion

1 is doubtful if a truly reliable

e'to the problem can be obtained
ijiuestion involving so many fac-

fE FILM DAILY of March
(ills for 'More Rekase Prints'

:uggests that the saving of the

^;nce in cost of raw stock be di-

ll into an added number of prints.
" A. Eschmann of First National
k March 18 issue of'the FILM
LY, that long runs are chiefly

nsible for the demand for ad-
,al prints.

A. Jones of the Eastman Corn-
sums up the situation with the

1 statement that whatever
to gives greatest satisfaction to

iltimate consumer, even if it

more money at the start, works
he general progress and pros-
' of the business,

one will deny that more prints
tend to give better exhibition
;. In all the agitation so far

. the idea seems to prevail that
emedy all lies in 'More Prints.'

hought is expressed as to the
nility of greater projection life

stion picture film and how this

be accomplished to the financial
itage of the industry in general.

: 'longer wear' idea as an idea has
gnomic advantage—the 'more prints'
ition only serves to increase the old
igance in the motion picture fild from
we should attempt to recover.

: technical details relative to longer
: investigation is obviously ou tof place
jt such investigation has actually been
fress for more than two years in the
ch Laboratory of the Powers organi-

laustive tests have clearly demon-
the possibility of improving the use-

ful life of the present motion picture film
from 25 to 50 per cent. Motion picture film
embodying this feature has actually been,
and is being circulated and independently
reported from separated territories as show-
ing greatly increased projection life.

"It has been found that increasing the use-
ful projection life of the sprocket holes elimi-

nates many of the other objections to long
runs such as rain marks, unsteady pictures,
and of course enormously reduces breaks in

projection."

Kansas Has Large Program
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City, Kan.—Topics lined up
for discussion at the M. P. T. O. con-
vention to be held April 1 and 2
at Emporia include: Road-shows,
music tax, carnival and tent show sit-

uation, church and school opposition,
prints, rentals, legislation and national

organization.

At Work on "Hamilton"
Through George L. Clarke, George

Nash, Mabel Taliaferro, Alex Con-
nors and Albert Barrett have been
sfgned for "Alexander Hamilton,"
now in production at Vitagraph with
Kenneth Webb directing. It will be
made for Chronicles of America.

Sales Tour on "Triumph"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Barrett C. Kiesling,

personal representative of Cecil B.

DeMille, plans a trip to Paramount
exchanges in the interests of "Tri-

umph," which DeMille has just fin-

ished.

Start "North of 36" in Summer
Famous will place "North of 36"

in production this summer. Much of

the action will be shot in Texas. The
cast will include Ernest Torrence and
Tully Marshall, Jack Holt, Jacqueline
Logan and Noah Beery.

New Chicago Exhibitors
i Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Samuel Cohen, Thomas
Whitson and A. L. Siegler have form-
ed the Unity Amusement Co., with a
capital stock of $10,000 to operate
theaters.

Mid-West Adds to Chain
{Special io THE FILM DAILY)

Elgin, 111.—The Midwest Theaters
Inc., have leased the Rialto from
Frank E. Bodenshatz for ten years
at a total rental of $75,000.

Hagerdorn Managing Detroit House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Charles Hagedorn has
taken over the new Liberty. He for-

merly managed the Lyric, Mt.
Clemens.

STATE RIQHT BUYER
DONT PASS UP

IIS MONEY MAKER
PPING UP EVERYWHERE

in

WLSm BLUE
A DELUXE FEATURE REVIVAL

Territory Selling Fast [

XCLUSIVE FEATURES.'Inc.:
W. 46th St., tN. Y. City

That Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

will be starred, Niblo, through
Mayer, will have a series, as will

Reggie Barker, and Hobart Henley
has just been given a unit with Mayer.
There is a possibility of "Romola"
and other Duell pictures going
through Metro. There will be
others, of course, but these are the

top liners.

Exchange Conditions

There will necessarily be many
changes in the operation of the ex-

changes of these concerns, which will

bring about economies. Just what
will occur, remains to' be seen.

The Theater Situation

The terms of the deal will involve

the passing of the Goldwyn interest

in the Capitol, New York, the Cali-

fornia, Los Angeles, the Bishop-Cass
circuit in Colorado and the Ascher
circuit in Chicago to Metro. It is

understood that the Goldwyn inter-

est in the Capitol, New York amounts
normally to about $200,000 a year.

When Effective

Unless something unforseen devel-

ops the deal will become effective

about April 15. Goldwyn can do
nothing in the nature of a distribu-

tion deal until then because of the

Hearst option.

William Sistrom, general manager
of the Hollywood Studios, has re-

turned from an extended business
trip to Los Angeles.

Seven Leads in "Mary The Third"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—King Vidor has
started work on "Mary the Third," in

which there will be seven leading
men opposite Eleanor Boardman;
Ben Lyon, Johnnie Walker, William
Haines, Creighton Hale, Buster Col-
lier, Jr., James Morrison and Niles
Welch. Pauline Garon is in the cast.

Percy Marmont has been engaged
for the leading masculine role in Uni-
versal^ production of "K."

A-l

Publicity—Advertising

Exploitation Man
Now Free Lancing

No Job Too Big

No Job Too Small

Part Time or AH Time

Making Press Books
My Specialty

JESSE WEIL
Room 603 729 7th Ave.

Bryant 2091

ULYofthe
ALLEY

It Didn't Cost a

Million

There are not a thousand

people in the cast

is^^

Written an<f
' Directed by1HenryEdwards

Released through leading
Independent Exchanges .-

i

DISTRIBUTED BY
HEPWORTH PRODUCTIONS, INC.

729 7th Ave. N. Y. C.

The costumes were not es-

pecially made in France

BUT

"LILY OF THE ALLEY''

A simple human story

Will remain with you long

after all the colossal films

are forgotten

0&*
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DAUGHTERS OF TODAY
BREAKS MORE RECORDS

NEWARK THEATRE, NEWARK
SUNDAY NIGHT

Had a line until 10:40

Standees until 11:30

GAVE SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOW
YET TURNED AWAY HUNDREDS

Adam Adams, Managing Director of Newark Theatre and one of

the real showmen of the film industry gave Daughters of Today

special presentation and exploitation and the picture did the rest.

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORP.
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Market Open
ldknow Testifies He had No

rible in Selling in Atlanta
Territory

\-ial to THE FILM DAILY)

n—Oscar Oldknow, president

eeral manager of Southern

lilm Co., the local distributors

i/arner product was the chief

sfor Famous Players at the

[lay's hearing on Government
!Df monopoly. Oldknow testi-

i he had found the market in

^Southeastern States an open

L one always and that the

; kind of competition existed

? Southern Enterprises and
iganizations.

iind other testimony, designed

i the Government's charge
imous, through its subsidiary,

[i Enterprises, Inc., had tried

opolize the industry in the

ccupied the second session.

,'rute, an exhibitor of Hunts-
la., was on the stand yester-

ding to Oldknow, he sold

product and other pictures on
ck booking system, used by
(Continued on Page 2)

orship Dead in Mississippi

ecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Dn, Miss.—The Committee on
on has unanimously reported
the proposed censorship bill

isissippi. This makes it im-
of passage. The fight here

: of the most hotly contested
istory of the industry.

oldwyn Due Tomorrow
el Goldwyn is due in New
om the coast tomorrow with
of "Cytherea—Goddess of

While here, he will select

r to replace the role originally

i to Barney Bernard in "Po-
ll Perlmutter in Hollywood."

nference Today
Ws and Hays Office to Discuss
any Legislative Situation

at Astor

mportant conference will be
three o'clock this afternoon

i the executive committee of
P. T. O. of New York State

;t of the T. O. C. C. Court-
tnith, secretary of the Hays
ition will also be present,

legislative situation in Albany
discussed. There are about a
)ills now in various stages of
ment before the Senate and
sembly.

Exchange Center
L. R. Bernier Would Build Structure

at 7th and 51st St. to House
All Distributors

A plan is afoot to construct a build-

ing on the site of the carbarns at 51st

and 7th Ave., in which all of the ex-

changes in New York City would be
housed. The T. O. C. C. has been
approached by the promoter, L. R.
Bernier who is understood to be will-

ing to have the structure known as

the T. O. C. C. building and set aside

the top floor as club rooms for the ex-
hibitor organization.

The plan is still tentative and there

remain a number of firms to see about
the matter. The building, if it should
definitely develop, would be 200 by
250 ft. and would probably be ten to

(Continued on Page 2)

Quimby Again Subpoenaed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Fred C. Quimby will

appeal1 today before the Senatorial
committee investigating
General Daugherty in

with the Dempsey-Firpo
tures.

Attorney
connection
fight pic-

Sheehan Returns Today
Winfield R. Sheehan is due in New

York today after a two months' Eu-
ropean trip. During his tour abroad
Sheehan visited all the Fox branch
offices, including those opened this

Spring.

Dana Contract Ends in May
Viola Dana's contract with Metro

ends in May. It was denied yester-

day that a deal was under way on her
behalf with Hodkinson.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
Off the African coast (forever)

Dear Film Daily:

As I write this I'm sitting in front

of an Algerian restaurant watching
the Turks and Greeks go by, and boy,

from now on I'm off the travel stuff.

No wonder they can't make clean

Oriental pictures. I ain't seen a clean

one since I landed.

It's against the laws to bathe here
and I understand the law ain't been
broke in more than two hundred
years.

Algiers is in two parts. The upper
and the lower towns. The farther

up the hill you go the dirtier the place
gets and where we had lunch today
was the last house on top of the hill.

Funny looking guys with red Klu
Klux Klan outfits on shuffle by, look

(Continued on Page 4)

Joint Distribution Plan

Discussed by Leading Stars

Would Also Erect 15 Long Run Houses in as many Pivotal Points

Throughout the Country—Existing Distributing Contracts

May Delay Action Temporarily

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—It is reported here that a number of conferences
have been held between the most important stars in the busi-

ness for the purpose of getting together for distribution.

The stars mentioned in this connection are Doug and Mary,
Norma Talmadge, Charley Chaplin, Griffith, and Harold Lloyd.

As part of their plan it is understood they will erect thea-

ters for long runs in 15 of the most important cities in the country
including New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles, and
other cities of the same comparative size.

Existing contracts relative to distribution may temporarily
delay the actual development of this plan, but within the next

18 months those stars not releasing
through United Artists will have
completed their present contracts and
the plan discussed calls for the per-
fection of the idea by this time, if

not previously.

"T. N. T." Tomorrow
"Ampas' " Party Looks Like Big

Event of the Year—Many
Special Numbers

"T. N. T."—The Naked Truth din-

ner, annual revel of the Associated
M. P. Advertisers occurs at the Ho-
tel Astor tomorrow tonight. Dinner
will be served at seven o'clock to ex-
actly 1,000 persons. The seating
capacity has been limited in order to

make everyone comfortable.

Later in the evening, two Paul
Whiteman orchestras will supply
dancing. The committee has decided
to permit late arrivals partake in the
dancing at $5 per couple. Men at-

tending "stag" will have to pay the

five.

One of the highlights of the enter-

tainment will be the $100 prize win-
ning sketch, "Passionate Italians,"

based on "Romeo and Juliet" with
Bebe Daniels. Richard Dix
Ernest Torrence in the leads.

(Continued on Page 2)

and

German Film Men Due Today
(Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
Aboard the Berengaria—-There is a

group of German film men aboard the

Berengaria which is due in New
York Friday afternoon. They are

Wolfsohn, editor of the' "Lichtbild-

buhne;" Fritsche of Transocean
Film; Moravsky and Glass of Terra
Film and Zelnik of Zelnik Film.

The purpose of the theaters in the
15 pivotal points is to offset the ne-
cessity of road showing productions
made by these stars. These houses
are planned along the line of the
Egyptian, the Grauman Hollywood
bouse, and are expected to house the
big pictures of this group for runs
of from eight weeks up where the
production justifies it through busi-
ness at the box office.

All pictures under the proposed
arrangement, are to be sold on a basis
of percentage, and each will be sold
independently.

Nate Ascher Here
Nate Ascher of Chicago is in town.

Sued For Interfering With Showing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—United Artists has filed

suit for $50,000 against seven city and
police officials who took part in stop-

ring "The Birth of a Nation." Charles

J. and James J. Trainor, attorneys for

the plaintiff, declare they have evi-

dence showing a conspiracy between
Chief of Police Collins, several alder-

men and other officials to stop the
showing for purely political purposes.

One More Under Contract

Mae Murray is here from the Coast.

She said yesterday that she had one
more picture to make for Metro, af-

ter which her agreement with Tiffany
Prod., would also terminate.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. . 109 108^ 109 200

F. P.-L. .. 66 64^4 65J4 4,200

do pfd Not Quoted
Goldwyn .. 15^4 Uy& Uys 1,500

Loew's .... 16 16 16 100

Warner's Not Quoted

Incorporations
Albany—Matchwig Corp., New

York. Capital $5,000. Incorporators,
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Leff, New York.

Dover, Del.—Atlas Film Prod.
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tura and Pietro Santaro, all of New
York.

Albany—Pennant Film Producing
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Edwards Going To Italy

J. Gordon Edwards sails for Italy

oi>. April 2 to make a series of pictures

for a company there.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS^

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

AIM EXTRA BIG LAUGH FEATURE "

^NEALBURNS

"BUSY
buddies"

Chrisiie Comedy

WAGL

Market Open
(Continued from Page 1)

Famous Players with the exception
of a short time during 1923 when he
undertook to sell on the selective

system which he later abandoned
when it met with failure. His testi-

mony indicated that keen competition
existed between Southern Enterprises

and other companies. On cross-ex-

amination by Chief Counsel W. H.
Fuller, he reiterated his testimony.

E. R. Matthews, city treasurer of

Huntsville, Ala., J. V. Matthews, his

brother, and H. C. Laughlin, also of

Huntsville, testified that C. L. Hack-
worth, an exhibitor at Huntsville,

never owned an interest in the Lyric,

at Anniston, Ala. Hackworth had
previously testified that Southern En-
terprises had forced him out of busi-

ness. C. T. McClellan, manager of a

Southern Enterprise theater in Gads-
den, Ala., from 1919 to 1920, denied

that he had threatened to run out of

business, Will B. Woods, an exhibit-

G'- of that town. Woods has claimed

that McClellan had been responsible

for his failure. McClellan denied any
responsibility for Woods' going out

of business. McClellan also denied

that Southern Enterprises had start-

ed a price war in Gadsden.
C. B. Thompson, an exhibitor of

Cedartown, Ga., testified that he own-
ed the only theater in Cedartown and
a number in surrounding towns. He
said he had been exhibitor for many
years and preferred to buy his pic-

tures on the block system such as was
employed by Southern Enterprises.

He declared he had never been com-
pelled by Famous to buy pictures he

did not want.

Ohio Bans Fight Pictures

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus. O.—Vernon M. Riegel,

head of the Ohio censor board, has
banned the showing of the Dempsey-
Firpo fight pictures. This, after Ed-
ward Sullivan, owner of the Ohio
rights had been given the right by
local Federal authorities to show the

pictures, and after the Ohio censor

board had passed them.

"T. N. T." Tomorrow
(Continued fiom Page 1)

Bedtime stories will be delivered
by the following: Bill Hart and Dr.
A. Gianinni, Charles M. Schwab,
Arthur Brisbane, Rodolph Valentino,
Will Hays, Rupert Hughes, A. M.
Botsford and Samuel Rothafel. The
special film "The Naked Truth," is

in the last stages of cutting. Tickets
have been practically all sold out, and
all indications are that the party
will be the biggest event in film cir-

cles up to the present time.

Remaking "Man Without Country"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Fox is making "The
Man Without a Country," as a 1924-

1925 special. This story was made ori-

ginally by Frohman Amusement
Corp., with Arnold Daly playing the

lead.

Associated Starts East April 6
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The production staff

of Sawyer-Lubin and Associated Pic-

tures leaves April 6 for New York
to produce the next two pictures

starring Barbara La Marr.

Blyth Back
David R. Blyth, of Selznick has

just returned to New York after a

trip around exchanges in the East
and South.

Glucksmann Due Monday
Through error, it was stated the

other day that Jacobo Gluckmann had
arrived in New York. His boat is

not due in until Monday.

Beery Leaves
Wallace Beery left for the coast

yesterday.

Cleveland Aiding Veterans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Cleveland M. P.

Exhibitors' Ass'n is working out a

plan for a Disabled War Veterans'

Day in this section. A percentage of

profits will be turned over to them.
The idea originated with Sam Schach-
tel, of the "Y" theater.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sa'u Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUM.

NEWS
of ALL THE WORLD

THE NEWSREEL
BUILT LIKE A NEWSPAPER

ComingSoon

ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI

<An Alon CrcslcindProduction.

flrcijitced hy OilfbrcJ Cinema Ccrb.
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TOM MOORE
of Washington

Just Telephoned:—

"Daughters Of Today
Now Playing at Rialto Theatre

is doing

RECORD BUSINESS
Equalled Only By

THE SHEIK
and

THREE WEEKS"

"Daughters of Today* ' is one of those real attractions

that come only once in a blue moon

Available at all Exchanges of

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The Screen Actors'

Club Agency, 921 West Sixth St., has

been closed, its license having been
revoked by Walter C. Wathewson,
state labor commissioner. The con-

cern is said to have violated law pro-

visions by accepting indirectly a reg-

istration fee.

Ralph Lewis will play an import-

ant role in "The Man Who Came
Back," under direction of Emmett
Flynn. He will make "The Country
Doctor" later.

Work has been started at Univer-

sal on "The Fighting Ranger," a serial

featuring Eileen Sedgwick and Jack
Daugherty under direction of Jay
Marchant.

Robert Cain has been engaged by
Universal to play the masculine lead

opposite Mary Philbin in "Mitzi."

Neal Hart has leased space at the

Hollywood Studios and is making a

five reel historical Indian feature.

Three stories are now under con-

sideration as possible starring vehi-

cles for William Farnum.

"Blazing Love," is the new title of

the current Truart production star-

ring Elaine Hammerstein.

Bess Meredyth has completed the

script on "Judgment" the next Fred
Niblo production.

Marion Nixon, is no longer under
contract to Fox, their agreement hav-
ing terminated.

Turpin has resumed work on his

Pathe comedies. His next will be
"North of 57."

Edward Burns has been signed by
Lasky to play the male lead in "The
Guilty One."

Edward J. Montague will adapt
"The Last of the Duane's," a future

Fox special.

Mai St. Clair is filming Episode 7
of the "Telephone Girl" series for F.

B. O.

Hoot Gibson has just started work
on "Broadway or Bust."

WALTER R. GREENE.

Dunas Now A "U" Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—The management of

Universal has passed into the hands of

Phil Dunas, who succeeds Eph Rosen,
resigned.

Cortland Prod. Buy "The Nest"
Edgar Selden, acting for Wm. A.

Brady, has sold rights to "The Nest,"
to Cortland Prod., of Los Anglees.
Production will be at the Ince stu-

dios.

The Wisconsin Opens Tonight
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—The new Wisconsin,
built by J. E. and Thomas Saxe will

open tonight.

Out-of-Town Criticism
Newspaper criticisms on "Beau
Brummel" from Baltimore, Los
Angeles and San Francisco;

and on "Dorothy Vernon of

Haddon HalL" from Los An-
geles will appear in Sunday's
issue.

New DeVry Projector

The DeVry Corp. has put on the

market a new model called the Super

De Vry which is a combination of

projector and steropticon. This equip-

ment has a 1000 watt monoplane lamp
and when desired, the steropticon

may be instantly detached and either

the projector or steropticon used

separately. This projector was made
to supply the non-theatrical field with

a semi-portable projector that would
give brilliant projection at long

throws and could be used in the large

school or church auditoriums.

Lunch To Fairbanks

The editors of "Boys' Life," pub-
lished by the Boy Scouts of America,

gave Douglas Fairbanks a luncheon
yesterday at the Aldine Club in recog-

nition of his series of articles that

have been appearing in the magazine
relative to the scout movement.

Fred Meyer Honored
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hamilton, O.—Every year the Ad-
vertising Club of Hamilton awards a

trophy for truth in advertising. Fred
Meyer, of the Palace, is given honor-

able mention in the list just an-

nounced.

Clem's Ocean Stufi
(Continued from Page 1)

at you out of the corner of their" eyes

and seem to say, 'Oh boy, if only I

could get you alone in a dark alley.'

As far as I'm concerned I wouldn't

walk ten feet from an electric light

at night and never into the shadow
daytimes.

The weather ain't so nice either.

Its colder than an exchange managers
heart and windier than a salesman
and from the looks of the sky and the

peddlers, its storming up for tomor-
row.

There's two movie houses here.

There ain't no titles in the films be-

cause the people don't read—which is

tough—for there's no suckers to read
the titles out loud and someone's
liable to enjoy it.

Two guys sit near the screen and
tell the people about the story. One
of them speaks in Arabic and one in

French and each one struggles to

beat the other. But they are smart
guys at that to find something in

pictures to talk about.

The town's French from a selling
point of view and Algerican from a
buying point.

They were playing a Fox picture

here. It had no main titl bi|

had stills out in front she ni

of people on a raft etc. V en

inside the picture was a d< rt

I found out later he had th stil

over from last year and d I
to waste them. The people
isfied though.

It costs one franc for e

seats and two francs if yoi
thing good in the picture.

'

take your word for it, but i

face throughout the show
register pleasure—you pay.

We leave Algiers toniglta

night for Monte Carlo butfil

you a complete analysis

boat tomorrow. Mrs. Dt
straightened up again.

Regards from the Africaijoa

Best from the toui

Sign Deneker yourself.

WHAT DO
WE LIVE FOl

WAGL

Children Barred During Church
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland, 'Ore.—Following several

requests from ministers that children

not be admitted to theaters during

Sunday School hours, theater man-
agers have barred all children until

after 12.30.

Spencer Plans New House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. John, N. S.—Fred G. Spencer
has decided to build his new theater

on Charlotte St., opposite the new
"Admiral Beatty" Hotel. He con-

trols other theaters in the Dominion.

Ky. Exhibitors Ask Removal Of Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Louisville—A petition signed by
over 300 members of the M. P. T. O.
of Kentucky asking for the removal
of the seating tax has been presented
to Senator Richard P. Ernst.

Wilkinson, Pettijohn's Assistant
W. E. Wilkinson is now assistant

to Charles C. Pettijohn in the con-
duct of the various Film Boards of

Trade. He was secretary of the De-
troit board for two years.

Winnipeg Rialto In Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—John A. Schulberg has
assumed control of the Rialto and
has placed Helmer Jernberg in

charge.
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A doll and a woman—

Both

disturbed

a man's

love-life,

haunting, taunting II

mocking and shocking
Both doll and woman take leading parts i:

CYTHERE^
Goddess of Lovi
A Sensational Revelation of Society Today

Seek! Say it! Play it!

Watch for! Wait for

LOVE
WEEK

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

LOVE
WEEK



Packing em in

at the famous
LYRIC THEATRE,
New York at

$ 1.50 top ^

RAMON NOVARRO and

BARBARA LA MARR in

one of the greatest

money making pict-

ures ever made by
any company

Metro does it/

"SCARAMOUCHE *

7^WHITE SISTER
and NOW"

FRED NIBLOS

THYNAME
IS WOMAN

LOUIS B.MAYER
presents a,

Fred Niblo
Production, With

RAMON NOVARRO
and

BARBARA LAMARR

(fury imperial Pictures jCultocLusive Distrib-

utors IhritAuLQraal J2>rcUu.n Soy Wt-Uiavtt

faun/, M0.n*\quvu> JD^rnctor

Based, on BENJAMIN F.

GLAZER'S Ctmerlcan Version

ofKARL SCHOENHERR'S/^y
Qdapta£lon and Continuity

6#BESS MEREDYTH



MONEY I

does our talkingj
In One Day Over

• tit$13 oo
«-' the gross on the

opening day at the

Capitol,New York-*

never equalled in

that theatre •- and
in the face of the

stiffest opposition*

means that

- Rex Ingram's

SCARAMOUCHE
is the world-beater

you've waited for,a
competition-killing,

record « smashing
HIT/

'Jrom the famous notfel by

RAFAEL SABATIN1
^Adaptation and Continuity by

WILLIS GOLDBECK
Photographed by

JOHN F. SEITZ

id'dh

RamonNovarro
Alice Terry and

Lewis Stone

tfury ifmperud Pictures

£td£ictusuJe Distributers

thruoutQreaLJiritCU-n Sir

Wrnjuru.ManaqonO Dor-

.
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Mce Theaters in Baltic States

facial to THE FILM DAILY)

Wlhington—There are 85 theaters

I t\\ Baltic Republics of Latvia

i.thiia and Lithuania, according to

ur made public by the Bureau
(mmerce. This represents an

rrese since 1922 of 35 houses.

Diing 1923, German-made films

;pl/ed in these countries averaged

oi 65 per cent, American 30 per

nt nd French 5 per cent. Indica-

m:ire that films of American man-
ac re will supply nearly 50 per
ntif the market requirements dur-
[t 924 owing to irregularities in

m ng German films as well as the

o\ng demand for American
ans.

Aschers Leave Capitol Go
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Mlwaukee— An organization
on as the Capitol Theater Co., has

over the lease on the Capitol
anitowoc, held for three years
e Ascher interests. The George

jers, are behind the new com-
ij Burt Fischer will manage.

Uliam H. Craft, director of Wil-
r Desmond has recovered from an
eition for appendicitis.

IYER'S SALE-PRIZMA, Inc.

: Receivers of PRIZMA, INC., will re-

sealed bids for the assets of Prizma,
hereafter generally described, at the

bers of the United States District Court,
ber of Commerce Building, 20 Bran-
Place, Newark, N. J., on

APRIL 7, 1924, AT 10 A. M.

: property includes:

AL ESTATE—Manufacturing plant
:quipment, with separate office building,
n as Nos. 3191-3197 Boulevard, Jersey
N. J., 100 feet front on Boulevard, fac-
building brick and stone fireproof con-
iion; office building brick construction.

UIPMENT—All building equipment,
inery, appliances, including cameras,
:tion machines, printing machines and
Bee furniture.

PPLIES, &c.—Miscellaneous lot of ma-
s and supplies incident to the business,
ling all negatives and prints.

TENTS, &c—All patents, patent rights,
t applications, improvements, devices
processes owned or controlled by Priz-
nc. These relate generally to color pho-
phy.

RMS—All bids must be accompanied by
ied check to Receivers' order for 10%
e amount of the bid. In no event shall
check be less than $5000.

bids will be immediately reported to a
: of the United States District Court
sitting at above place, for such action
m as may be deemed proper.

: right is reserved to reject any and all

i bids will be subject to mortgage and tax
against the above real estate amounting
proximately $44,000.

approval of any bid, 50% thereof will
tyable in cash, balance in thirty days,
i other terms specifically agreed to.

Further particulars on request.

CHARLES K. D. WALSH,
ALBERT I. DRAYTON,

15 Exchange PI., Jersey City, N. J.,

Receivers.

Putting it Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor puts his show over. Send along

your ideas. Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Appeals to Music Lovers for This

Boston—For the recent run of

"Puritan Passions" at the Beacon and
Modern theaters, Manager Lourie
and Joe O'Sullivan, Hodkinson ex-
ploiteer, cooperated in an exploitation

campaign in which they appealed to

the lovers of good music to put the

picture across.

In cooperation with Manager Lou-
rie, O'Sullivan, worked out a cam-
paign based on the extraordinary dra-

matic appeal of the picture and the

unusual possibilities for appealing to

the lovers of good music afforded by
the wonderful music score specially

composed for "Puritan Passions" by
Frederick S. Converse, the famous
operatic composer.

In the New England Conservatory
of Music, cards announcing that the
first original photoplay-symphony
ever written would be played in con-
junction with the showing. These
cards were also placed in five music
stores handling the music of Oliver
Ditson Co., -who published excerpts
from the score. Announcement cards
were placed in the lobby, to the same
effect.

The day before the opening.
Converse talked over the radio station
WHAC, his subject being "Music and
the Photoplay," with special reference
to the score for "Puritan Passions."

Advertised in Drug Store Windows
Chicago—The Melba drug store co-

operated with the Chicago manage-
ment in exploiting "Painted People."
Cutouts, stills, sign cards and hand
painted posters announced the show-
ing in the company's store windows,
occupying about half the window
space while the other half played up
cosmetics.

Old Fire Engine as Ballyhoo

#
Buffalo, N. Y.—Manager C. E. Wil-

liams, of the Majestic, used a simple
but effective exploitation stunt to help
announce the showing of "Hook and
Ladder." An old fire engine was ob-
tained from the fire department and
used as a ballyhoo, parading it up and
down the main thoroughfares, with
billing on each side of the truck tell-

ing of the run. Later, the apparatus
was displayed in front of the house.

No Daylight Saving For Niagara
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—The City
Council has adopted a resolution re-

pealing the existing daylight saving
ordinance. A referendum last fall

showed that the people disapproved
of the measure. Lockport has also
voted against daylight saving.

Troy, N. Y.—Theater owners are

determined to kill daylight saving.

Similar steps are being taken by ex-

hibitors in Albany and Schenectady.

Artistic Displays in Lobby
Eugene, Ore.—Artistic displays,

both in the lobby and on the stage

helped put "Song of Love" across

when it ran at the Rex.
The outside lobby was decorated

with a painting of the desert, in three

panels. The center one was three

times as large as the outside two and
showed the approach to an Arabian
city. Underneath the painting the

star and title was played up. The
desert atmosphere was further car-

ried out in the prologue which had
a pretty night background and a tent,

with a song number in the act.

"Big" Pictures in "Small" Towns
Hart, Mich.—F. N. Harris, of the

Amuse theater, put "Merry-Go-
Round" and "A Lady of Quality"

across in a novel way. Harris was
handicapped by the fact that both
pictures had played Detroit a few
weeks, so he displayed in his lobby,

advertisements on the two produc-
tions as they appeared in the Detroit

dailies. Slides described the charac-

ter of the pictures and their previous

successful runs in other communi-
ties, three weeks before the opening
dates.

Cashes In on Toy Show
David Bader, of Century, through

the co-operation of J. L. Amber, head
of the Amberg Doll Co., manufactur-
ers of the Baby Peggy doll, obtained
some free publicity for "The Darling
of New York" at the recent annual
toy show, held in the Bush Bldg.,

New York. "Darling of New York"
banners, placards, photos and other
material was placed conspicuously
around the show.

Changes in St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Joe Safferty formerly
with Universal is now traveling for

Hodkinson.

C. L. Hickman has resigned from
F. B. O. to join Paramount.

Spickard, Mo.—Ira D. Cooley has
tendered his resignation as manager
of the Peoples theater.

Marcus New Branch Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Nate Marcus succeeds
Sam Hocstim as Associated branch
manager. Hocstim has taken over
the managership of the Star in

Hudson.

THE GIRLS GO
CRAZY OVER IT

WAGL

iILM DEVELOPING CORP.
| 210-16 Veehawken St.Vest Hobokenju.

§| Laboratory with the lowest InsuranceS -
^. Rates in the East. Negative Developing.

^ Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone UNION— 4-800

Negative Developing—Printing

Titles In All Languages
723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

A-l

Publicity—Advertising

Exploitation Man

Now Free Lancing

No Job Too Big

No Job Too Small

Part Time or All Time

Making Press Books
My Specialty

JESSE WEIL
Room 603 729 7th Ave.

Bryant 2091

r.v/i/w

mvcmBmm
an Al Christie Feature ~u>ith

Dorothy Devore
Walter Hiers , Tully Marshall,

Jimmie Adams Priscilla Bonner

andJimmie Harrison

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 [forty first-Run Rehires
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Harold Lloyd
in

Girl Shy

A Partial List of Big First Runs Already

Negotiated

New York; the Strand; beginning April 20.

Boston; the Fenway; beginning April 19.

Rochester, N. Y.; the Eastman; beginning May 7.

Buffalo; Hippodrome; beginning April 27.

Indianapolis; the Apollo; beginning April 27.

St. Louis; the Missouri; beginning April 26.

Cincinnati; the Walnut; beginning April 27.

Columbus; the Colonial; beginning April 27.

Dayton; the Strand; beginning April 20.

Salt Lake City; the Kinema (starting date still to be
determined).

Spokane; the Ritz and Casino; day and date.

Milwaukee; the Wisconsin; beginning April 26.

"More laughs than 'Why Worry?' more thrills than 'Safety

Last'; more human interest than 'Grandma's Boy'

"

A Pathe Picture
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Che easiest thing that
iny exhibitor has to do
is to cleanup with a
Hoot Gibson picture
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HORSE
HAWKINS

1
Beyond a doubt the fastest/
funniestmost entertaining
picture this popular star

has ever produced
Directed by

EDWARD SEDGWICK
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jpes To Gut Loans
h Zukor Seeks to Wipe Out
11 Indebtedness by End of

Year—Some Plans

in interview in the Wall Street

al, Adolph Zukor recites a num-
f matters discussed at the Fa-
Players annual meeting held

in the week.

or, in a message to the stock-

's, declared it was the ambition
management to wipe out bank
by the end of the present year,

neeting was uneventful so far

nges in the directorate was con-
1.

Wall Street Journal article

joes on to say:
ites payable are now about $3,-

0, against $3,385,000 at the end
'.3. Production in 1924 will be
i a budget system with the ob-
>f clearing up floating indebt-

; by the end of the year. If this

omplished, only seasonal bor-
(Continued on Page 6)

Selco Pictures Formed
o Pictures, Inc., has been
d for the acquisition of product
listribution through Selznick.
fficers are: W. C. J. Doolittle,

ent; Ralph B. Ittelson, vice-
ent; Walter Jerome Green,
rer, and L. J. Darmour, secre-
The directors are: Charles E.
Green, Ittelson and Motley H.

son Making A "Black Tears"
ray Garsson is producing a pic-

alled "Black Tears" at the Tec-
udio.

Features Reviewed
Page

e Shooting of Dan McGrew
fletro 9

ig of Wild Horses
>athe 9

Boy of Flanders
ffetro 9

rets

st Nat'l 9

5 Hoosier Schoolmaster
lodkinson 11

; Next Corner
'aramount 11

i Darker Self

lodkinson 11

ger Jim McKee
'aramount 11

>rt Subjects 12

Tie-Up L. A. Theaters
If Universal Leases Clune's B'way,

All First-Runs Will Be
Distributor-Controlled

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Universal is under-

stood to be negotiating for the lease

of Clune's Broadway. If this deal

goes through, it will place every first

run in the downtown section of the
city in control of distributing com-
panies.

Grauman's Million Dollar, Rialto
and Metropolitan are owned by Fa-
mous. Talley's Broadway was re-

cently acquired by West Coast The-
aters, Inc., which is, of course, a

First National ally. West Coast also

controls the Criterion and operates
Loew's State. The California and
Miller's are the local first-runs for

Goldwyn pictures and are controlled

by that organization.

San Diego House Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Diego, Cal.—The Balboa the-

ater, a $1,000,000 house built by West
Coast Theaters, Inc., opened Friday
night with all of the officials of the

circuit present as well as a group of

about fifty professionals.

Eugene Zukor Returns

Eugene J. Zukor returns today

on the Paris from a two months trip

abroad.

Mayer, Studio Chief
For Goldwyn-Metro Merger, Is Coast

Report—Production at One
Plant

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Louis B. Mayer
and Irving Thalberg are en route to

New York where they arrive Sunday.
It is reported here that their trip

concerns the deal pending between
Goldwyn and Metro and that Mayer
may become the active producing
head of the Metro organization.

The impression here is that pro-

duction of both organizations will be
centered at the Goldwyn plant in

Culver City and that the Metro stu-

dio will be dismantled. Before James
R. Grainger left for the East, he de-

(Continued on Pag* 6)

Seek Compromise Measure

The executive committees of the M.
P. T. O. of New York and the T.

O. C. C. met with representatives

of producers at the Astor, Friday, to

discuss the Davidson Bill, which
would abolish the M. P. Commission
and strengthen the Penal Code. Ex-
hibitors are generally opposed to the

measure, while producers are under-

stood to be favorably inclined. A
compromise is now being sought and
to this end an exhibitor committee
of seven will meet today at the Hays
office for further discussion.

"Mine, Mine ft

The handwriting on the wall. To every state right operator in

the business. Blind indeed he be who will not read it. Because if

it were in letters a foot high it could not be clearer.

Do you gentlemen realize that you all may be out of business,

so far as important product is concerned if your present methods
are continued? Something to thing about. It is something to

answer.

Why? Do you need ask? Don't you know? I think you do.

But in the event that your memory needs refreshing just bear this

in mind : The Warner output for next season may not be sold as

last season. The Preferred product probably will be. But if the

Warner product isn't what will you do for this type of material,

assuming you cannot find sufficient from Preferred?

There are other producers presenting good marketable pic-

tures on the state right market. Many of them. But "how many
have a sustained product, the quality of which you know and
-which you can dispose of in block? Or do you wish to go back to

the basis of selling picture for picture? If so, how many of you can
stand this expense?

At this moment there is a serious question in the minds of

the Warner organization as to just how they will handle their pro-
(Continued on Page 4)

"Big 4" Garry On
United Artists Renew Contracts for

Three Years Each

—

-Abrams
Remains in Charge

The annual meeting of United Ar-
tists was held Friday. Following the
meeting, the following statement was
issued over the signatures of Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, D. W.
Griffith, Charles Chaplin and Hiram
Abrams:
"The annual meeting of the stock-

holders and owners of United Artists
Corp., was held at the offices of

United Artists Corp., 729 7th Ave.,
New York City, on Friday, March
28, 1924, at which were present Mary
Pickford, Charles Chaplin, Douglas
Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith, the

owners and their representatives, and
it was unanimously decided to not
only carry out their existing con-
tracts, but to renew and extend their

contracts for a period of three years,

except Charles Chaplin who has eight
pictures still to deliver to the Cor-
poration.

It was the unanimous sentiment
(Continued on Page 2)

New $350,000 House For F. & M.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Work has started on
Fitzpatrick & McElroy's. new $350,-
000 Highway theater on the east side

of Western Ave. and 63rd St. The
house will seat 1,200.

Dover. Del.—Fitzpatrick & McEl-
roy, Chicago, have filed an increase
in capital of from $1,200,000 to $1,-

700,000.

Maryland Bill Dies
Sunday Measure Killed in House—

Advocates Seeking a
Re-hearing

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Annapolis, Md.—The House has

killed the bill to permit showing of

pictures on Sunday. The action came
so swiftly that advocates of the meas-
ure say it wasn't given a chance. The
bill was killed on a viva voce vote,
despite the fact that a number of
members of the House had demanded
a roll call. Speaker Curtis failed to
recognize them.

The bill came up on special order.
Following the motion to lay the bill

on the table, the vote was taken,
and Floor Leader Frank S. Given
then moved for adjournment. The ad-
journment was recorded at 12.29 P.

M.. and the House met again three

minutes later for other business. It

is proable the measure will be
brought up again.
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"Big 4" Garry On
(Continued from Page 1)

expressed by the owners and stock-

holders of United Artists Corporation

that they were perfectly satisfied with

the executive and personnel of their

organization, which resulted in the

re-election of all the officers of the

corporation."

Fight Added Express Charges

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—The M. P. T. O. of Can-

ada, in cooperation with Famous
Players and the Canadian M. P. Dist.

Ass'n are co-operating in opposing

the application of the Express Traf-

fic Ass'n of Canada for an increase in

express charges on pictures and other

commodities.

Burr Closes Foreign Deal

C. C. Burr reports the following

foreign deals: to Sociedad General, of

Buenos Ayres, the Argentine, Uru-
guay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru and
Ecuador rights to "Three O'Clock
in the Morning;" "Restless Wives"
and "The New School Teacher."

The Macaulay Company, book
publishers, has issued a photoplay

edition of "Three Weeks."
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The Week's Headlines
Monday

Censorship killed in Oklahoma and Kentucky.
First National calls annual meeting for April

27 in New Orleans.
Alexander S. Aronson discusses danger of

unplayed business and says only thirty-

three per cent of a record breaking volume
has been actually played.

Tuesday
J. D. Williams sees need for a more equit-

able basis of calculation for pictures of

important stars.

Universal negotiating with Jack Dempsey,
probably for serial.

Harry M. and Abe Warner here to set fall

distribution plans.
Richard A. Rowland and W. E. Shallenberg-

er discuss Aronson article but declare First

National and Arrow do not fall in that

category.
Wednesday

February tax returns total $6,738,627, as

compared with $7,576,991 in January.
Elmer Harris and Frank E. Woods to make

ten pictures for Hodkinson.
Arthur N. Smallwood forms Producers Dist.

Guild to handle limited number of quality

pictures. Plans thirty exchanges.
Al Lichtman, commenting on Aronson ar-

ticle says exhibitors are less inclined to-

ward overbuying.
Thursday

Deal on between Goldwyn and Metro where-
by latter would handle former's physical

distribution.

Federal Trade hearing resumed in Atlanta.

Famous introduces witnesses to deny Gov-
ernment's charges of unfair business tac-

tics.

Exhibitors to hold conference on legisla-

tive situation in Albany.

Friday
Joint distribution planned, discussed by lead-

ing stars. Plan would call for the build-

ing of fifteen long run houses in key cities.

Oscar Oldknow testifies in Atlanta that he
has always found market there open ; had
no trouble in selling in Southern states.

Plan afoot to build one large exchange center

in New York. Would house all distrib-

utors.
Naked Truth dinner scheduled for Astor Sat-

urday. Many celebrities to attend.

Saturday
United Artists renew contracts for three

more years each. Hiram Abrams remains
as president.

Adolph Zukor seeks to wipe out all in-

debtedness of Famous Players by the end
of the year.

Louis I?. Mayer may head production ac-

tivities at Metro. Future activities may
be centered at Goldwyn studio.

Universal negotiating for Clune's Broadway,
Los Angeles. All downtown houses there
are now controlled by distributors.

Sunday shows killed in Maryland.

Brown Handling Former Duties
George Brown, who was assigned

by Universal to handle special ad-
vertising and exploitation for "The
Hunchback" has resumed his former
duties as advertising manager and, in

addition, will assume charge of the

entire exploitation force.

"U" Resumes 2 Reel Westerns
Universal has decided to resume

production of two reel westerns which
will be released weekly.

Censors To Judge Three Weeks"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—A reconstructed ver-

sion of "Three Weeks" is before the

Pennsylvania Board of Censors. The
Board condemned the original pro-

duction and is carefully considering

Ihe present one.

Security In Deal With Lascelle
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Security Pictures Co.,

has purchased from Ward Lascelle

Prod, a new series of eight Lester
Cuneo Westerns for Ohio. They will

be ready for release May 1.

Chaplin's Next in September
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The first sequence
of Charlie Chaplin's new comedy of

Alaska gold mining days is completed.
The picture will be ready in Septem-
ber.

Developments On Tax Situation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The M. P. T. O., of Illi-

nois has voted to join the National
Association for Broadcasters in fight-

ing the music tax, pledging $10 a

house.

Stanley Co. To Build Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Stanley Co., has
purchased a plot of land at 52nd and
Chestnut upon which it is planned to

erect another theater.

Apollo Now A First Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The policy of the

Apollo, one of the leading suburban
houses, has been changed to first

runs.

Ask

Victor Hugo Halperin about

WAGL
KINOGRAMS

THE VISUAL

NEWS
tf> ALL THE WORLD

THE NEWSREEL
BUILT LIKE A NEWSPAPER

>ominq Joon

LILALEE
Starring inagreat

series of feature

productions fir

HODKINSON RELEASE^
Season 1924*1925 Thirty first-Bun Pictures

In The Courts
W. C. Hawkins has filed a s

$65,000 damages against the
Prod, and Dist. Ass'n and
employees thereof alleging th

various defendants made stab
|

concerning him in connection
the theft of films that have sin r

vented him from securing e 1

ment.

Courtland Smith said his

tion's defense had been ente
that he was anxious and wil

have the case come to trial.

Oppose Portland's Sunday Sws
(Special to THE FILM DAIL

Portland, Ore.—Exhibitor: ar-

confronted by a fight against : id;,

shows sponsored by the Pre ta

ccuncil of churches. The cl ch

threaten that if exhibitors c t

agree to remain closed until e

P M., the question will be pu p
the voters in the November e don

Jackie Coogan's next pictu

be "Little Robinson Crusoe."

HAL ROACH'

WILL ROGERS

COMEDIES
"Wit With A Wallop'

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

STELLA M
is one of the stars ii

JUST

MARY
Motion Picture

and

Theatrical

INSURANC:
Problems

Quickly and Satisfactorily

Solved By

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., 1 1

1540 Broadway, N. Y
|
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"round the world
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it echo at the
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"Mine, Mine—"
{Continued j,

duct for next season. Well there may be. They have had difficul-

ties—tremendous at times—to finance your operations. Not their

own. Had they been able to finance as planned their troubles would
have been few. Their production problems are not serious. They
seem to hit upon a goodly average of entertaining pictures—and
some of them, notably "Beau Brummel" and "The Marriage Cir-

cle" promise to find their way among the finest pictures of the

season.
PICTURE MAKING FINANCE

There are troubles enough in producing when the capital is

assured. What must it be when the question of raising money is

added? Yet, withal the failure of the buyers to respond to their

agreements, promises, even notes, Warner's have kept on with
their schedule. And the day has passed by when the Warner's
need worry as to distribution of their product. Last season they
could have made a deal with one of the largest distributors in the

business. Another very important company wanted the product.

There is no secret as to what disposition they can make of their

pictures planned for next season.

If, however, this product is to remain on the state right market
the men who contract for this material must be ready to make a
deal which will permit of production without those financial dis-

turbances which caused so much trouble this season.
And gentlemen of that market you might as well understand

this now : where are you going to get a sustained product of the
Warner type if they stop distributing through this method?

4—COUNT 'EM—

4

Circus stuff; remember? That's the way they refer to the
ticket sellers at the Capitol for "Three Weeks" which opens Sun-
day. Roxy is looking for one grand jam. Goldwyn will be ill if

he is wrong in the hope.

CHAIN YOUR STENOGS
Charley Chaplin has gone and lost his secretary. She was

so good as the masseuse in "A Woman From Paris" that he had
to give her a job in his new picture. And now he hasn't a secre-

tary.

ON THE CARPET
Just to show how humble they are the Paramount trade mark

is in the new carpet at the Rialto. You can walk all over Para-
mount—so long as you pay the price.

THE ST. LOUIS
The big 4,000 seater which Billy Goldman is putting up in

that town. To open Labor Day. Promises to be important. Will
certainly ease up the closed situation. Imagine: Neither "Rosita"
nor "A Woman of Paris" had been shown in St. Louis up to a few
weeks ago.

ANTIQUES
There is a pretty good house in a Texas town. Seats 1,500.

Has a 21 piece orchestra. And plays the big ones. Had "Scara-
mouche" on and priced the seats in various parts of the house
accordingly. Something like 1,500 people scattered all over the

house, regardless of what they paid for their admission. Why?
Because this enterprising exhibitor still uses a National Cash
Register ticket machine. Which issues the same sort of ticket,

color and size, for all prices, from a dime to 55 cents.

Yet some exhibitors wonder why they don't make money.

ANDY RECOVERS
Yep. Andy Cobe. Who moves about the Broadway houses.

Picture to picture. Down at Miami. Getting OK. Writes he is

all right.

SHAUER'S TRIP
From South America. Was just as tough as selling Max

Glucksmann a series. Had a nice little hurricane hit his nice little

4500 ton steamer. And tossed about the Atlantic like a cork in a
mill pond. Don't remind him of it. It's a subject taboo.

rom Page 1)

A DELIGHTFUL COMPLIMENT
In his own inimitable way Joseph Hergesheimer pays jj

Gish the most delightful of tributes in the current issue c]

American Mercury—the new Mencken-Nathan review.

When a writer like Hergesheimer can fill pages with

treatise one wonders why someone hasn't placed Lillian Cl

the hall of movie fame long before. There isn't a produce
i

tributor, and especially a publicity man, who can affc

miss this. Just to see—if for nothing else—what the

word can do.

WAR CORRESPONDENT ON THE JOB
From Bill Wright, war correspondent at the front.

Yorktown, Virginia, Wednesday last:

"General Washington has just succeeded in capturin t
fortification under Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown, Va. The jl

ing raged all today, the last redoubt falling at five P. M. I

engagement under Director Webster Campbell for Yale Uvi

sity Press has been a notable one for Yorktown and vicinityB

And Pathe doubtless hopes it will be notable also.

TRUTH IN ADVERTISING
Just what constitutes this may prove interesting. And

cult. But the AMPA can render no greater service than to

bringing conditions about which will either nullify the n<

such laws for this industry, or prevail upon its membership
that no violations occur.

In a business such as this, fraught with the many tend

to exaggerate, a sharp eye will be needed to prevent difficult si

Rhode Island, where such a bill is pending, as well as those j;:

munities where such statutes are in force.

SAYING A TONGUEFUL
Elmer Harris, the producer. Doing the talking. Dell

the producer was too far away from the exhibitor. What a l

But what is the producer doing to keep in better touch ? U a!

leaves it to the distributor. And so must accept what hep
100 per cent. But why?

Talking to a group of directors, some of whom were prod

on their own—at Hollywood last Fall, offered the suggestioi

any of these men could keep in close touch with exhibitor;

trifling cost. All they need is a brainy girl to write letters,

bunk stuff telling what they were doing, but sensible stuff 2

for ideas and information from the exhibitor, as wrell as que

him as to what suggestions he had in mind for them. Fred
thought the idea so good he said he was going to do it right

Wonder if he has?

This is perhaps a broad statement : there isn't a director

business who couldn't well afford to do this. And then, if in

tion to keeping in touch this way he woulel keep his own i

tising campaign going direct to the exhibitor, he would
himself far more certain of continuous work than leavin

whole thing up to his distributor. This sounds like an appe

advertising from the director. Bunk.

Who knows better than the director that the distrit

don't know how to properly advertise their product. The
campaign is a flock of pages when the picture is first releasee

then the picture is forgotten. It is almost impossible to fi

advertisement of a picture—no matter how good it is—two m
after release date. And this applies to every company in the

ness. Some day some distributor may wake up to this.

THE GALLOPINGS
First National has a "Galloping Fish," Universal a "Gall

Ace" and FBO "Galloping Gallagher." Don't get these G
ingfs mixed up.

DAI
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YouKnow
Geo. M. Cohan

is

A Million Dollar

Box-Office Bet!

After seeing "The Yankee Consul"

James Quirk says:

(In April Photoplay)

"Douglas MacLean is beginning to be, to the

screen, what Geo. M. Cohan is to the stage-
Re might be calledan all American Comedian»

Kenneth Taylor says:

(/« Los Angeles Times)

"Douglas MacLean is now rated as one

of the sure-fire hits of the screen"

un •

NOW BOOKING
i Going Up" and "The Yankee CousuF

In preparation
—

"Never Say Die"

Sidney Garrett

Foreign Representative

Released by Associated Exhibitors

Arthur S. Kane, President

Pathe

Physical Distributors
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Hopes To Gut Loans
(Continued from Page 1)

rowing during the height of the pro-

duction period will be necessary.

"Famous plans for 1924 the biggest

line of pictures both in quality and

number they have ever made, Mr.

Zukor said. So far, the moving pic-

ture companies have not found that

radio interfered with business, and

do not expect any serious competition

from this source.

"In commenting on inventories, he

said that present stocks valued at

$15,383,482 are composed of about 110

pictures, none of which is more than

two years old. Those over a year

old are written down to 12% of cost

or less in accordance with established

depreciation policy.

"It is hoped to write off good will

item totaling $8,181,624 in a year or

two by deducting it from surplus

which is now $9,480,112.

"In commenting on the govern-

ment suit against Famous Players,

Mr. Zukor said that it might be a

year before it was finally settled, but

that the company had no apprehen-

sion whatever on that score. Famous
cannot be proved a monopoly he said,

because they only own a small num-
ber of the thousands of theaters in

the country. Every other large mov-
ing picture producer has important

theatrical holdings, which are used

as the "show windows" of the busi-

ness to advertise new films.

"Famous produced about 60 of the

863 pictures made last year in the

United States. There is an actual

need for 700 pictures a year in this

country.

"Foreign business last year increas-

ed 9% over 1922. American pictures

predominate in European countries

where there are no restrictions in

imports."

Four New Paramount Directors

Paul Bern, Paul Sloane, R. H.
Burnside and Frank Tuttle were an-

nounced Friday as new directors for

Famous Players. Coincident with

this, Paramount declared that 18 com-
panies would be at work within the

next two months. 13 of these will

work at the Lasky plant in Holly-
wood and five at the Long Island

studio.

Deals On Independent Product

Independent has sold the eight

Franklyn Farnum's, and "The Wild-
cat," "The Offenders," "In The Spid-
er's Web," "Shattered Faith" and
"What Three Men Wanted," to Co-
lumbia Pictures, of St. Louis, for So.

111. and Eastern Mo.
"What Three Men Wanted" has been pur-

chased by Apollo Exchange for Greater New
York and No. New Jersey. J. K. Adams
closed for "The Wildcat," "In The Spider's
Web," "The Offenders" and the eight Far-
num's for Arkansas. All Star Feature Dist.,

the California, Arizona, Nevada and Ha-
waii rights to the Farnum's which have also
been bought by Big Feature Rights for
Kentucky and for the First Graphic Exchange
for Northern New York. Evan Anderson
has secured "What Three Men Wanted" for
Calif., Ariz., and Nevada. The Farnum's are
also involved in a deal with Max Glucksmann,
for Argentine, and Mountain States Film
Attractions for the Mountain States

Plan Two Montreal Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal — United Amusements,
Ltd., have arranged for the construc-
tion of two additional houses. One
of the new theaters will cost $200,000
and will have a seating capacity of

1800. The other house will seat 2000.

Both will open next fall.

Natonal Theaters Corp. Expanding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Topeka, Kan.—The National Thea-
ters Corp., will erect a new theater
on Jackson St., which, when com-
pleted, will probably be named the
National. The site was formerly oc-
cupied by the old Grand.

Will Produce Comedies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—A syndicate of local

business men have taken over the
studio of the National Screen Players
and will produce 24 two reel come-
dies. Betty Blythe will be leading
woman and Joseph Levering, director.

To Arbitrate For Members Only
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—At a joint two-day
session of the local arbitration board,
it was decided that the board would
arbitrate for members only and that

the body will not act for those ex-
changes supplying non-theatrical ex-
hibitors.

Columbia Gets Charter
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The Columbia Picture
Corp. of St. Louis has been issued a
certificate of incorporation with a
capital of $10,000. The incorporators
are Barney Rosenthal, Nathan Stein-
berg and Robert G. Taylor.

Crystal, Milwaukee In Trouble
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—For the second time in

three months, stench bombs have
been exploded in the Crystal, each
time during the Saturday night show.

Consolidated Theaters In Deal
-.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Consolidated
Theaters, Inc., have taken over the
Isis. No change in policy is con-
templated.

Saxe Resigns As Fair Head
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Tom Saxe has resign-
ed as superintendent of the Wisconsin
State Fair, operating the largest
shows in the state.

Vote on Sunday Closing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dixon, 111.—The question of clos-

ing theaters on Sunday is to be sub-
mitted to a vote on April 1.

Magner In Deal With Arrow
Arrow has disposed of "The Blue

Fox," "Nan of the North," "The
Fighting Skipper" and "The Santa
Fe Trail," to Nat A. Magner, of
American Film and Equipment Co.,
ct San Francisco, for Calif., Arizona
and the Hawaiian Islands.

Mayer, Studio C
(Continued from Page 1)

nied that any deal was under
certain quarters, however, t\

has been passed around that

tire matter is all set.

Lorain Theater Robbed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lorain, O.—Bandits cracked the
safe in the State, and escaped with
$2500. The State theater belongs to

Mark Greenbaum of Cleveland.

Sunday Shows Win in Ada
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ada, Minn.—Culminating a fight

which has been waging for five years,
Sunday films were victorious in a
referendum held recently.

New House For Detroit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—A new theater, to seat

1,200, will be put up at John R. and
the Six-Mile Road. Work will start

at once.

At Metro it was stated on
that Mayer's name had not be
ticned in any way in connecti
the possible deal between th

pany and Goldwyn. It was
in view of the fact that Ma;,

making a number of pictures

ly for Metro, that it was real

to assume that he would arrf
make his pictures on wha
the company used.

There was likewise no definij

regarding the disposition of th
[

studio. However, it was poii
j

that there would be no necesj

maintaining two expensive
when both companies could i

their pictures at one studio.

Cosman Eastbound
(Special to THE FILM DAll

Los Angeles—Jack Cosman
for New York.

INTERESTED
In Films With Rights i

Greater New York And N'l

ern New Jersey.

Address S 300 care 1!

FILM DAILY.

Maybe Jack Woody kn

something about

WAGL

C. B. C. Closes Cuban Deal
C. B. C. has negotiated a deal for

the distribution of its productions in

Cuba with Liberty Film Co.

Incorporations
Albany—Pre-eminent Pictures

Corp., New York. 200 shares pre-
ferred stock, $100 each; 200 shares
common, no par value. Incorporat-
ors, W. G. Lovatt, S. Schwartzman.
Attorney, H. S. Hechheimer, New
York.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Michigan City
Beach Co., Michigan City. Capital

$100,000. Incorporators, G. J. Brei-
nig, John A. Sweeney and G. R. Hill.

Springfield, 111.—United Theatrical
Engineering Corp., Chicago. Capital
$10,000. Incorporators, H. J. Samuel,
R. Pritiken and M. Kempel.

COMING sn/w .

CtDYCl&B&EA?
an Al Christie Feature ^toitk

Dorothy Devore
Walter Hiers , Tully Marshall,

Jimmie Adams Priscilla Bonner

and.Jimmie Harrison

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season I924'I925 Thirty First-Run Retires

The Penn Theater Co., Brooklyn,
has been dissolved.

Sacramento, Cal.—Commonwealth
Enterprises, Inc., San Diego. Capital
$500.

Dover, Del.—Romance Pictures,
Inc., Wilmington. Capital, $250,000.

T. N. T. Consolation I

DANCE TICKETS I

A limited number of tickets for the dancing starting at 11 o'd.h

(after the dinner and entertainment) will be sold at the door a*

11 o'clock.

The Quota of 1000 tickets for Dinner, Show, etc. sold out yestercr

Astor Grand Ballroom Tonight
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? Pictures Reviewed In 14 Cities
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ej Brummel"—Warners'

ew Lyceum, Baltimore

IICAN—Any motion picture in

ihn Barrymore appears is bound to

)
(

i your while. * * *

. s without saying that Mr. Barry-
lays his part with sympathy and
«# »

As acted by Mr. Barrymore and
Beau Brummel" is chiefly in-

in its presentation, of excellent
studies of the famous dandy and

m! and enemy, the Prince of Wales,
i a costume and scenic picture of
m Nineteenth Century in England.
'(Morning)—"Beau Brummel" is not

\i with appeal for the film fan who
tigh-spirited action. Rather it is a

i
moving biographical sketch, depending
linterest upon the sustained portrayal
Barrymore. * * *

(Evening)—'"Beau Brummel" must
ely be put down as representing the
er mark of Jack Barrymore's career,
.r as it has been connected with the

California, Los AngeJes
'(Run beginning March 16)
VflNER—Few actors have offered
rilliant character delineation on the
* * The cast is large, the film ex-

so far as sequences, titles and pro-
goes, but the timing is a little slow,
ny of the closeups are held far too
make for the best dramatic effects.

*ESS—For the role is exactly suited
tarrymore personality and gifts, * * *

s something more than the classical
or the aristocratic intellectual flash
interest to this characterization. There
dash and warm fascination. * * *

lout were unusually lovely settings,
a series of exquisite pictures ; * * *

Brothers are to be congratulated
eir achievement.
ALD—It is one of the pictures that
listed among the film classics of the
* * His acting is superb; it holds

lost spellbound at times. * * * If
: a photoplay of the ordinary type,
ses and "live happily ever after" at
don't see "Beau Brummel."
3RD—The picture gives John Barry-
i opportunity to give one of the most
ble charactterizations ever seen on
;r screen. With wonderful poise * * *

2S— Don't miss "Beau Brummel" be-
>u dislike the masquerade of the fancy
This is a pictture in which the frills

lunt. There's a lot of lace and ruffies,

re is a lot of humanness too. * * *

s a courteous gesture to the entire
id its ironically light and amiable
nent * * * There is gingerbread in

I the settings, to be sure, and a cer-
iwness about the royal progressions,
i whole the picture discloses far more
ty than nine-tenths of the other orna-
potpourris.

Imperial, San Francisco
(Week Ending Mar. 21)

LETIN—Barrymore's interpretation
famous character is destined to live
tna art, and he brings to the silver
le * * * finished performance, that
>f individuality * * *

L, AND POST—In casting about for
e word with which to best describe
iduction one's exploring mind seems
y to select "magnificent" from the
! superlatives which suggest them-
* * #

ONICLE—"Beau Brummel" as done
Warner Brothers, is one of the most
ig pictures of bygone times that has
ne to the screen.
MINER—"Beau Brummel," from a
ion whole, is as finely done as is

ividual triumph of the star. Not an
down to the smallest supernumer-
t fills his role adequately.
.Y HERALD—John Barrymore
a personal triumph * This is

er production that will undoubtedly
ink with the noted "Scaramouche"
i Woman of Paris."

"Daddies"—Warners'

Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—
Many of the most amusing lines of the play
are lost in the cold print of a subtitle.

In addition to this, the continuity of the
pictured story is not always smooth ;

* * *

However, even with these technical defects,

the photoplay still remains a relatively good
one * * *

HERALD—"Daddies" won over yester-

day's Regent audiences completely. A small

boy enjoyed it beyond measure, * * * the
woman who was with him, was equally
pleased. A flapper somewhere on the left

managed to get a lot of laughs out of the
story and the writer himself found no monoto-
nous moments.
JOURNAL—* * * highly amusing and

uncommonly appealing.
It has been made from the stage play

of the same name, and much of the delightful

humor of the original has been transferred
to the screen
TIMES-UNION—* * * it must be ad-

mitted that the Belasco success does not film

well, or, at least, that it has not done so
under its present direction. The members
of the cast, with the exception of Georgia
Woodthorpe and Crauford Kent seem never
to be able to forget that they are acting
a role.

Jroadway Broke"—Selznick
Butterfly, Milwaukee

riNEL—Here is a story of stage life

different, for it is not the usual sor-
nmon place of the story of the chorus
: a really effective, heart interest play.

"Daughters of Today"—Selznick
Rialto, Washington

HERALD— * * * distinctly modern and
American. Life in a college town, with jazz,

"petting parties," and modern frivolities of

pleasure-loving young people, is depicted.

The craze for the whirl of pleasure and
some of its sad endings are vividly shown.
STAR—* * * a wild, wild picture if one

goes to the theater with mind made up
to look for the strip-poker, bathing in B.

V. D.'s, jazz, plus cocktail scenes. * * *

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"—
Mary Pickford—Grauman's, L. A.

(Run beginning March 18)
EXAMINER—* * * shows you just the

Mary you like. Grown up—or not grown
up—there are certain essentially Pickford
tricks which endear the lovely young star to

her fans, and they are all in this picture. * * *

There's sparkling action all along the cellu-

loid, there's plot and counter plot, deception
and intrigue. * * * No higher praise can
be given to this film than to say that period
costumes and settings are forgotten in the
vitalitv and spontaneity of the picture.
EXPRESS—Promise that "Dorothy Ver-

non of Haddon Hall" would be the greatest
of Mary Pickford's pictures to date, * * * was
made good last evening. It combines in
crafty manner the elements of unusual pic-

torial values, poetry of conception, thrilling

and plentiful action, entire humanization of
costume to its proper office of adornment
or expression of the personality rather than
the hampering of that humanity and a de-
lightful and varied portrayal of the notable
little star's histrionic talents.

RECORD—But the cream of the humor in

this comedy romance is put over in long-
shot pantomime—a refreshing and novel pro-
cedure.
Mary Pickford's fans will receive "Dorothy

Vernon of Haddon Hall" with open arms.
In the opinion of this reviewer it was over-
long ; still there is dramatic suspense in later
reels.

TIMES—Mary has not made a picture as
diverting as this in ages and it is sure to
prove one of her most magnificent tri-

umphs, * * * Indeed, "Dorothy Vernon"
is one of the most human and amusing, and at
the same time, decorative pictures that has
ever been made, and it is a really splendid
achievement for Miss Pickford, Mr. Neilan
and their aides.

"The Fair Cheat"—F. B. O.
Strand, Montreal

STAR—One of the most attractive of the
younger film stars. Dorothy Mackaill,
scores an undoubted success in "The Fair
Cheat," * * *

"The Fighting Coward"—F. P.-L.

Fenway, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—* * * may yet become a
familiar theme for discussion in every town
and hamlet where the name "Paramount" is

wont tto splash the hoardings.

Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * It is magnificently funny, a
gorgeous satire, imaginative, free from con-
ventionalism, and remarkably well directed
by James Cruze. * * *

STAR—* * * Contains a vein of braggado-
cio humor and mock-seriousness that stamps
it as an extraordinarily amusing production.

Palace, Washington
HERALD—Memories of the old South,

of steamboat days on the Mississippi, * * *

all these have been wonderfully evoked and
brought to live again * * * In its central

roles appears a quintet of Hollywood's best,
# * *

A wonderfully tender romantic climax has
been added to a drama of the utmost fas-

cination * * *

STAR— Cullen Landis does some excellent

acting, Ernest Torrence is a most
convincing and delightful villain, * *

James Cruze, * * * has made the most
of the material he had to work with. It

cannot, of course, compare to his former
success.

"Flowing Gold"
Capitol, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—"Flowing Gold" resembles
"The Spoilers" in many ways, and, though
its action is just as fleet-footed, its brawls
and pugilistic encounters are not quite as vio-

lent.

TIMES-STAR—Despite its bid for thrills

with its storm scene, its burning oil well and
the picturesque cloudburst * * * it is the act-

ing which lends chief distinction to "Flowing
Gold."

Circle, Indianapolis
STAR—Near the close * * * there comes

a tremendous climax which is as thrilling as
anything shown on the screen this season.

"The Galloping Fish"—1st Nat'l
Metropolitan, Washington

HERALD— * * * an entirely new type of

screen comedy, based on a new idea in

silent drama. * * *

Sydney Chaplin is splendidly cast, and
equally effective comedy roles are portrayed
by Ford Sterling and Miss Fazenda. Ches-
ter Conklin disports himself ridiculously as
the driver of a broken-down taxi.

POST—* * * The seal, Sidney Chaplin,
Louise Fazenda, Ford Sterling and Chester
Conklin have provided a lot of laughs, but
they have fallen far short of giving us
the comedy that Thomas Ince and his press
agents had led us to expect.
STAR—

*

The only times the im-
mense audience stopped rocking with laugh-
ter were the times when they had to breathe.

* * Teddy, the "golloping fish," a won-
derfully well trained seal and a comedian
worthy almost to be classed with even
the great Chaplin.

"The Great White Way"—Gold.-Cos.

Capitol, Montreal

GAZETTE—* * * in addition to telling

a slight but coherent story in a dramatic
and humorous way, is distinctly topical in

its interest, for it introduces as incidental
participants a score or more or real per-
sonages known by their works. * * *

STAR—"The Great White Way" * .*
*

is a remarkable example of a film that is at

once highly interesting and highly improb-
able. * * * But the public will go and see

this picture. * * *

"Happiness"—Metro

Allen, Cleveland

NEWS—Lauretta Taylor is her own viva-

cious self in "Happiness" and taken all in all

the picture is about the equal of the stage
success from which it is adapted.
PRESS—The movie certainly is as inter-

esting as the play from which it was made.
It emphasizes the moral that happiness must
be earned.

Garden, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—There would be a lot more
happiness in store for the onlooker if the

producers had seen fit to put some brevity into

"Happiness." As it is a very slender thread
of a story has been strung out into eight

reels and it comes pretty near to breaking in

more than one spot.

Delmonte, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—When it comes to

really first-class comedy, hats are off to

Laurette Taylor and the Metro Company for

their production of "Happiness." It is an
aeon since anything has appeared on the
scieen so light, deft and amusing.
POST-DISPATCH—Those who like the

Pollyanna type of entertainment will take
keen and optimistic delight in "Happiness,"
with Laurette Taylor.

STAR—Laurette Taylor, * * * and Pat
O'Malley, * * * furnish delightful comedy
in "Happiness," * * *

TIMES—Those who enjoyed "Peg O' My
Heart" will like "Happiness,' a comedy along
the same lines, by the same author, and with
the same star, Laurette Taylor.

"Icebound"—F. P.-L.

Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—It would be unfair to say
that without Lois Wilson, "Icebound," * * *

would be flat and unentertaining, for there are

flarhes of humor that lighten the tedium of

an otherwise dull and improbable plot. The
film version of the Pulitzer prize play of last

year is mechanical and artificial in plot and
motivation.
NORTH AMERICAN—Richard -Dix and

Lois Wilson are once again associated as

the leading players. Each has a decidedly
wholesome and pleasing personality, very well
suited to the roles in which they appear.
PUBLIC LEDGER—New, in that it

shows that a picture can be interesting with-
out gorgeous settings, sparkling clothes and
beautiful scenery.

PATHE STUDIO CAMERA
BRAND NEW

With automatic dissolving shutter, veeder counter, metal fittings

in film race, 4 magazines, leather case for camera, leather case

for magazines and precision ball bearing tripod.

$650.00
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

U. S. AND CANADA AGENTS FOR DEBBIE CAMERAS

118 West 44th Street N. Y. C. Bryant 6635
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"Lilies of the Field" —1st Nat'l

State, Los Angeles

(Week ending March 21)
EXAMINER—* * * one of those satin-

finished dramas whose main achievement lies

in the fact that it isn't as out of drawing
as it might be. Indeed, everything in screen

plays of this type being relative, this film

adheres with very fair rigor to the actualities.
* * * If there is any woman in motion pic-

tures who makes you feel that she is very

much alive, that she is sharing her emotions
with you, the beholder, Corinne Griffith is

that woman.
EXPRESS—* * * for in "Lilies of the

Field," there is little else than a series
_
of

closeups of the lovely Corinne registering

every emotion woman is heir to. * * * Much
of the smart dialogue with which William
Hurlbut adorned his somewhat maudlin story

of a few gold diggers and one who wasn't

has of necessity been curtailed to afford

scope for action.

HERALD—Delights to the eye are many
in this picture. There are a fashion show,

some munificent shots * * * Miss Griffith
* * * is not, however allowed to rest on her

laurels as a lovely wearer of gorgeous
gowns. During most of the closing reels

she is called upon by the scenarist to do the

severest kind of emotional work.
RECORD—Corinne Griffith does quite the

best work of her career as Mildred Harker.
There seems to be genuine feeling in her

work, and she gets over the difficult hokum
of the birthday party for the absent baby
in convincing manner.
TIMES—Some few of the screen dramas

have bits of verisimilitude and flashes reveal-

ing the depths ; and among these we may
count, it seems to me, "Lilies of the Field,"
* * * For the most part it is artificial.

Grand Central, Capitol & West End
Lyric, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—A fine story and
gorgeous production features make "Lilies of

the Field," * * * one of the best First Na-
tional pictures ever shown. * * *

POST-DISPATCH—Here is a picture

ture somewhat reminiscent of "The Gold
Diggers," * * * It is all rather cheaply senti-

mental.
STAR—The picture is at once clever and

banal, good and bad. * * * Gloria relies on
eccentric attire and more on plot and char-

acterization.

TIMES—The sophisticated may find some
of the pathos bordering on sentimentality, and'

that detracts from the picture, but in the

main it is an interesting story.

Warfield, San Francisco
(Week Ending Mar. 21)

BULLETIN—The photoplay * * * has
every element of splendid entertainment, giv-

ing story, seemingly taken from real life

with just enough of the romantic to insure

the always necessary human interest angle.

CALL AND POST—* * * gives promise
of more than equaling its stage success in

film version.
EXAMINER—* * * "Lilies of the Field"

is not a "one part" motion picture story;

it is simply that Miss Griffith, in the leading
role, carries away the acting honors of a
story that is filled with good acting parts.

DAILY HERALD—There is nothing start-

lingly new about the story of the lilies that

neither spin nor toil; but the subject is

treated differently, and with decidedly inter-

esting results.

"The Marriage Circle"—Warners
Circle, Cleveland

NEWS—Here is a real picture. It is not
elaborate, not spectacular, but it's real be-

cause it's human. It is an unusual version
of not at all unusual happenings.
PLAIN DEALER—"The Marriage Cir-

cle" is first, last and always adult enter-
tainment, and is an extraordinarily well done
picture.

B'way Strand, Detroit
FREE PRESS—* * * Ernst Lubitsch

threatens to become as popular as D. W.
Griffith and other American directors,
through this contribution to the classics of
the screen.

"The Meanest Man In The World"
1st Nat'l—Strand, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—There is nothing of the
super picture about it. The Cohan formula
is closely adhered to for it is an adaptation
of the stage play of the same name, yet the
audiences chuckled and laughed and had a
great time watching it, hokum and all.

"Nellie the Beautiful Cloak Model"—
Gold.-Cosmo.—Capitol, Detroit

NEWS—There is nothing left to do now
but award Claire Windsor, who plays Nellie,

a medal of some sort. She is the gamest little

girl in the movies.
TIMES—* * * any one of the hundreds

who attended the Capitol yesterday will tell

you that "Nellie" batted 400 from the opening
flash to the fade-out. "Nellie" * * * sounds
like a joke, but it isn't. It's one of the sur-
prises of the movie year.

Merrill, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—* * * doggone good meller-

drammer, considering its type !—has a thrill

and a laugh and some demgorgeous ward-
robes. They've got a good cast, too, * * *

SENTINEL—A glorified version of the
old-fashioned "meller drama." * * * in

which no expense has been spared to make it

as gorgeous pictorially as it is thrilling.

"The Net"—Fox
Hippodrome, Cleveland

NEWS—/The picture has a unique but
rather impossible plot. It has its good points
and its bad but on the whole it probably will

entertain even though the acting doesn't
warrant complimentary adjectives.

"The Next Corner"—F. P.-L.
Alhambra, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—Dorothy Mackaill fusses
along in a bizarre and terrible get-up through
just so much ado about nothing in Kate
Jordan's The Next Corner.
SENTINEL—* * * a hectic tale of an

unusually foolish wife as told by Kate Jor-
dan.

California, San Francisco
(Week Ending Mar. 21)

CALL AND "POST—Chancy, incidentally,

appears without any radical make-up of his
features or body. This enables one to see,
perhaps more clearly than ever, his natural
genius for acting.
DAILY HERALD—There is nothing par-

ticularly startling about "The Next Corner,"
but it nevertheless affords good entertain-
ment.

"Not A Drum Was Heard"—Metro
Family, Cincinnati

TIMES-STAR—The friendship sacrifices
of Damon and Pythias are reproduced in in-

tensely human form in the readiness of two
Western cowboy pals to die for each other
in the melodrama, "Not a Drum Was Heard"
which held large audiences with gripping in-

terest * * *

ENQUIRER—The time-worn theme of
self-sacrifice is carried almost to excess * * *

and yet, * * * it rarely fails to awaken a
responsive chord in the average movie pa-
tron.

"Painted People"—1st Nat'l
Park-Mall, Cleveland

NEWS—It's a likeable picture, this. It

is simple and the plot is not exceptionally
strong but somehow it appeals to you.
PLAIN DEALER—Whether it is the work

of Colleen Moore, the humor in the sub-
titles, or something less tangible—that some-
thing in this picture makes you like it in

spite of its hokum.

Eastman, Rochester
DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—* * •

there is scarcely an inch of the six thou-
sand feet that is devoid of entertainment.
This fund of humor, present despite the ridi-

culous fallacies of the plot, is due chiefly

to the antics of Colleen Moore. * * *

The only error from which the presenta-
tion suffers is its prolongation after the cli-

max has been reached.
HERALD—* * * most amusing comedy,

despite the fact that it is practically con-
structed to give Miss Moore a delightful
part, and one which she does with her usual
vivacity and fine acting.
JOURNAL—* * * Miss Moore's admirers

will welcome her appearance in this picture,
first of all because it tells rather an appeal-
ing story, in spite of its probabilities, and
secondly, because it affords her a role that
gives wide opportunities for the natural and
hoyden*sh talents which she possesses.
TIMES-UNION—Colleen Moore's quaint

personality, some amusing situations, and
captions that are mirth-stirring and out of
the ordinary make the play one worth while
seeing; but it is not one that: calls for
any very serious consideration, * * *

"Phantom Justice"—F. B. O.

Fay's, Rochester

HERALD—* * * an entertaining though
theatrical story at the same time * * *

"Polikushka"

Engineers' Hall, Cleveland
PRESS—The movie, * * * was made in

Russia from a tale by Tolstoy, and is called

"Polikushka." * * * if this reviewer were
the only one who liked it, we would still say
we have never seen a movie more real or
more moving than "Polikushka."

"The Rendezvous"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Although the picture is

charming and highly entertaining, it lacks
sincerity in some episodes.
NORTH AMERICAN—* * * The cast

is an excellent one and every one of the
players gives thoroughly fine and consistent
portrayal.

Granada, San Francisco
(Week Ending Mar. 21)

BULLETIN—This latest product of Nei-
lan is a disappointment and is ridiculous

in the scenes introducing Sidney Chaplin,
whose comedy would have been hilarious

in the year 1900.
CALL AND POST—* * * proved to be

one of the best productions made by this

master of film technique.
CHRONICLE—The picture has compen-

sating qualities, however. The Russian types
and atmosphere are admirably depicted.

"Reno"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Piccadilly, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—* »

so skilfully blended is the moral lesson this

director would have you learn with the clever-

ness which truth alone can impart to satire

that it is only by enjoyment of the latter

that you can benefit by the former—an ideal

condition. * * *

HERALD—* * * why are unsuspecting
innocents, out for a little frank entertain-
ment, compelled to be preached at by
authors, of the level of Rupert Hughes,
motion picture directors, and producers.
* * * For those contemplating divorce and
for the naturally legally curious it is a
fairly good review of the divorce laws of

the various states. * * * As a sermon "Reno"
is poor, as a picture, uninteresting.
JOURNAL—Rupert Hughes, * * * sets

out to prove something or other about the
evil of divorce. * * * At the beginning of
the film one thinks that Mr. Hughes is in

favor of the absolute abolition of all di-

vorce. Later on, however, the picture seems
to be more or less propaganda for a uni-

form divorcte code. * * *

It is done in the usual Rupert Hughes
manner, with careful direction, good back-
grounds and a well chosen cast.

TIMES-UNION—It was planned for a
box-office success, but we doubt whether
it will achieve even that purpose, for it

lacks real cleverness and is so flagrantly
melodramatic toward its close as to be-
come laughable.

"Secrets"—1st Nat'l

Criterion, Los Angeles
(Run beginning March 20)

EXAMINER—For it is as an actress that
Miss Talmadge shines in this play. The
smaller arts of "stardom" have been forgotten
in the sincere delineation of a role which,
for scope of characterization and intensity
of feeling, excels any other feminine portray-
al on the silversheet. * * * Frank Borzage
has handled the story with masterly direction.
He has given it at once delicacy and a pro-
found dramatic power.
TIMES—Indeed, it is one of the best that

she has made during her entire experience,
and is one of the most charming and appeal-
ing productions that has been offered this

season. * * * The victory is Norma's through-
out the film, though Frank Borzage will en-
hance his prestige immensely for the senti-

ment in his direction.

"The Unknown Purple"—Truart
Karlton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * is an exciting mystery
story that makes the blood tingle and gives
the audience what is familiarly called "the
creeps." * * * Mr. Walthall, as usual does
his part exceedingly well, and somewhat re-

deems mediocre acting on the part of his as-
sociates.

"When A Man's A Man"—Is (|

Orpheum, Chicago

JOURNAL—The maker of the pi<

transferred to the serial snapshots
mosphere of place, the flavor of c
and the strain of sentiment found
printed page. That is exactly , ,

one of Wright's million devotees wo
it, and that, too, is as it had to be
the picture the magnet it is.

POST—This is a story in which
is given all the spotlight. In fact,

important characters are men, and
en really have very little to do in
* * *

TRIBUNE—Mr. Harold Bell Wn
is responsible for the story is ere
saying that the screen version is

"exactly as I wrote it." * *

Man's a Man" is fair entertainment
One shudders to think what less

players might have done with the

"The White Sister"

Walnut, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—The dramatic materi
in "The White Sister" is a curious
of the trite and the novel, the lurid

dramatic and the soundlv artistic.

TIMES-STAR—For tense drama,
ly acted amid scenes of unusual bea
stunning realism, "The White Sister'

takes first place among the new [

offerings of the week.

Adams, Detroit

NEWS—Lillian Gish has never be
so emotional or quite so artistic al

emotionalism. * * * She is freed f

shackles of the sentimental Griffith ai

her cues from Henry King. * * * Th
of her role is made to seem genuine
much of the credit for this must go
who handled the delicate subject m
reverently.
TIMES—"The hand of Griffith"-

If you want to fully appreciate what
go * * * and see Lillian Gish in "Th
Sister." * * * Some of the mob see

especially the scenes showing the nat

ing to escape when Vesuvius eru

thrillers.

American, St. Louis
GLOBE DEMOCRAT—Here is a

picture achievement that deserves ;

mands the use of all the praise it is

to bestow, for nothing finer has ever
the screen.

POST-DISPATCH—Rome is seer
its moods, from the happy carefree
in the street to the solemn pomp of
astic ceremonial in the church. * *

the added attraction of tense emotio
ing by Lillian Gish.
STAR—Those women whose idea

pleasant evening is to go to the thea

sob over the imaginary woes of tr

ine have opportunity to revel in a g
* * * "The White Sister" has not a <

mement.
TIMES—A marvelous artistic triv

"The White Sister," starring Lillia

at the American theater. * * * it ran
the best offerings in the history of the

"-

When you're not thinkir

unimportant things you'll

thinking about

WAGL

GEVAER!
RAW STOCK

As Qood As The Bes>

Service Unequaled

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc
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1540 B'way N. Y
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Pictures may come, and pictures may go,

but the

Pathe News
goes on and on, bigger and

bigger, better and better, in

the hearts of the great Ameri-

can public.

Wherever people want the

best in motion pictures, they

judge the theatre by this ques-

tion : "Does it show the Pathe

News?"

Pafhepicture



HAROLD
in

Giir Shy
More thrills than "Safety Last"; more
human interest than "Grandma's Boy";

more laughs than "Why Worry?" more
of everything than any comedy ever

made.

A Pathe Pictuij

®



LLOYD



Many big theatres book the

Pathe Review
because of the Pathecolor alone

Pathecolor is still the finest color in motion pictures.

It is always beautiful, always clear, always natural.

The beauty spots of the world have been put into Pathe-

color.

Pathecolor is an important part of each number of the

Review but only a part.

You get also a complete show in each issue,—science,

industry, art, etc.

"It must be interesting to be in the Pathe Review."

One reel, each week

Pafhgpicture
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lie Shooting of Dan

McGrew"
roducer: Sawyer-Lubin
Distributor: Metro
hole. . . .S-E-X APPEAL IN
LETTERS. A SURE BOX-
[CE SUCCESS FROM
5 ANGLE. BUT NOT SO
}NG FROM THE STAND-
JT OF WHOLESOME-
3.

'.arbara La Marr as the "Lady
n as Lou" gives a highly sen-

and voluptuous performance

ends her physical charms lib-

for purposes of sex-appeal, of

i she is "nothing else but."

near-nakedness quite likely to

he picture where there are

eyed censor boards. Lew
up to his usual devilish tricks.

've probably cut considerable

ie scenes between Cody and
ara. There is only about one
left in which he attempts to

love to her and that's short.

I Marmont is her husband and
ge Seigmann would like to be.

Busch hasn't a great deal to

No others of importance.

f Story Drama. Based on
Spell of the Yukon" and other

s by Robt. W. Service, "The
ting of Dan McGrew" offers

ture with its chief element of

il consisting undeniably of

-the lure of a physically attrac-

heroine, "the lady known as
There is an acknowledged

lpt to offset this appeal with
>thcr love angle and the hero-
underlying devotion to her

and. Understand, she does not
t herself as a lure but she ac-

the results of her power to at-

ns a means to an end,—that of

mg for her husband and baby
noney that will make it pos-
for them to better their living

ition. This is all more or less

rfvge and fails to disguise the
intent of the theme. Regard-
of camouflage the picture re-

s one of sex appeal solely. It

>een given a rather spectacular
iction. with interesting settings

'pt for studio snow . and a
)le cast. The development is

and the logic faulty.

ffice Angle Undoubtedly a
-up for some exhibitors. You
' what you ca*n do with a sex
il story. And this is it. You
know what you can't do with
udge accordingly.
ation Barbara La Marr's
ical charms have been exploit-
:fore. You may recall how she
over in such of her previous

.ictions as "Jealous Husbands."
ling Women," "The Eternal
" and "Thy Name Is Woman"
latter playing on Broadway

' The title in this case may
:t.

on. .. .Clarence Badger; sup-
good production; might have

: story more plausible at times.

'.....Based on verses by Rob.t.
Service.

'o Winifred Dunn
irnan Rudolph Berquist
iraphy Good

South America-New York
ka.

i •••••• 6,318 feet

"King Of Wild Horses"
Producer: Hal Roach
Distributor: Pathe

As a Whole ... ONE OF THE FIN-
EST HORSES EVER SEEN
MAKES FILM REMARKABLE.
PRACTICALLY ALL THE
PLAYERS AND WESTERN
ACTION JUST A BACK-
GROUND FOR THE ANI-
MAL'S WORK. GOOD
THRILLS AND SOMETHING
THEY WILL TALK ABOUT.

Cast.... Rex, a beautiful, fine animal

that is a delight whenever he is

in the screen. Exhibits almost hu-

man intelligence and registers emo-
tions so that his feelings are un-

mistakable to the spectator. Leon
Bary does good work as the cow-
puncher here but the entire cast is

subordinated, and rightly, to the

horse's work. The cast includes

Charlie Chase, Pat Hartigan and
Edna Murphy.

Type of Production. ... Different and
interesting "outdoor" pi ture. Deals
with chase and capture of a wild

horse, the king of his tribe. How
he eludes pursuer, a cowpuncher,
for days, gets into a forest fire from
which he is rescued by the man
whom he then considers the lesser

of the two evils, and thereafter

serves him loyally in gratitude,

forms practically the first three

reels and by far the best part of the

picture. The balan;^ deals with
the troubles of a crippled rancher
whose crooked foreman plans to

steal horses and the wav he is frus-

trated. There are numerous thrills

and much fast action to please the
western fans but it is the horse all

the way through that hold's one's

sympathies and attention.

Box Office Angle Here's one for

the folks who want something "dif-

ferent" in the way of entertain-

ment. It's in five reels which is

all right for most neighborhood
houses to use with a good program
of supporting short reels.

Exploitation You have something
to talk about with this one. Prom-
ise the most wonderful pictures of
a horse ever seen. Talk about
thrills: the fight between Rex and
a white horse who wants to steal

the flock; the forest fire; the jump
from cliff to cliff, once with a rider

and once without; and the scene
in the river. Show trailers of any
of the chases. If you can get a fine

looking black horse have him parade
through the streets with a crown on
his head and a placard across his

saddle reading "I am Rex, the King
of Wild Horses. See me at the
blank theater."

Direction. . . .Fred Jackson; excellent.

Author Hal Roach

Scenario Not credited

Cameraman Floyd Jackman
Photography .... Good; some dupe

shots used

Locale The West

Length 5,000 feet.

"A Boy of Flanders"
Jackie Coogan in

Producer: Jackie Coogan Prod.
Distributor: Metro

As a Whole....CHARMING AND
PICTURESQUE STORY OF
ORPHAN LAD OFFERS
JACKIE ROLE WITH MANY
OPPORTUNITIES. SURE TO
DELIGHT HIS GREAT FOL-
LOWING

Star. . . . A surely enjoyable youngster

with a marvelously expressive little

face. Gives an admirable perform-
ance and is at his best when playing

on his own.
Cast.... All suitable. Includes Nigel

de Brulier, Lionel Belmore, little

Jean Carpenter and others. Teddy
a truly wonderful dog.

Type of Story Drama. "A Boy
of Flanders" presents the inimitable

Jackie in a picture unique in at-

mosphere and charming in story.

It also gives the young star a fine

variety of opportunities to display

his pantomimic versatility to a

splendid degree. He has a wonder-
fully expressive little face and a

bag of trick mannerisms that never

fail to win an audience. And he

uses them all to good advantage
here. There is only one fault to

be found and that is where they
don't let Jackie "be himself." He's
still a Boy and shouldn't be given

old man stunts to do. The pro-
duction is excellent. There are any
number of picturesque settings, all

pictorially attractive. The story is

interestingly told and contains ef-

fective heart interest touches.

Jackie is an orphan boy in Flan-
ders. The early reels are devoted
(perhaps too extensively since the

picture runs pretty long) to show-
ing the hardships the lad encoun-
ters in spite of his kindly disposi-

tion. His winning of the art prize

and adoption by a famous artist

brings about the usual happy
ending.

Box Office Angle Very good.
Should do splendid business. You
know what you can do with Jackie's

name so it's up to you to go after

it. Plenty for you to talk about
and should go big.

Exploitation Tell them that in

"Long Live the King" Jqckie was
a Prince who was troubled by too

much riches and that in "A Boy
of Flanders" he's an orphan starv-

ing to death for lack of riches.

Promise them a picturesque number
and play up the atmosphere of

Holland so attractively pictured.

Show them a trailer of any of the
scenes with Jackie and the dog.
Use stills lavishly and have a
youngster dressed to resemble
Jackie, in Dutch costume and
wooden shoes, going about dis-

tributing throwaways.
Direction. .Victor Schertzinger; very
good but picture runs a little too
long.

Author Louis D« La Rame,
adapted by Marion Jackson

Scenario Walter Anthony
Cameramen. . .Frank Good and Robt.
Martin

Photography Excellent
Locale Holland
Art Director J.J. Hughes
Length 7,018 feet.

Norma Talmadge in

"Secrets"
Asso. First National

As a Whole. . . .THE FINEST BOX
OFFICE ATTRACTION NOR-
MA HAS HAD IN A LONG
TIME. SURE FIRE FOR WOM-
EN AND LIKELY TO BE RE-
CORDED AS ONE OF THE
BEST PICTURES OF THE
SEASON.

Star. .. .Never better. Will delight

her fan audience completely. Gives
a characterization which will stand
for a long time. At times she is a

delight; and she is always compell-
ing and sincere.

Support. . . .Eugene O'Brien again her
lover, and later her husband. Gives
his usual excellent performance.
They make a great team. George
Nichols the usual good father; Ger-
trude Astor striking in the little she
has to do; others unimportant.

Type of Story.... A charming love

story which your women folks will

"love." It tells how, in reviewing
her long married career Norma,
through the reminder of her diary,

portrays all she has gone through
with her husband; from the early

days when as a girl she was kept
under lock and key away from him

;

the elopement, their life on the
American prairies; how she saves
his life; his latter success and his

confession of his affairs with other
women, but always loving her, with
a conclusion which satisfies. This
meagre outline fails to do justice

to the story and its treatment. As
a picture "Secrets" is far better than
the stage play, and it was a big hit

in London and New York. Much
of this success is due to the sce-

nario so ably prepared by Frances
Marion and the "touches" which
Frank Borzage adds.

Box Office Angle This one is

"in" no matter from what angle you
look at it. Norma is her old self;

the story is A-l and for the average
fan crowd this should be a great
success.

Exploitation So many excellent
opportunities to put this over you
need only use but one—tell your
people Norma is better in "Secrets"
than she has appeared in any of
her many recent pictures. You will

have to go a long way back to find

a picture in which she has so much
appeal. Bank on Norma to the ut-

most but don't overlook using
Frank Borzage's name and tell them
he has made a picture as rich in

its human touches as "Humor-
esque"—they'll all remember that

one.

Direction. .. .Frank Borzage; his fine

touches noticeable often. A finely

directed picture.

Authors. .. .Rudolph Besier and May
Edginton.

Scenario by Frances Marion
Cameraman Tony Gaudio
Photography Excellent. Night

shots better than any ever seen.

Art Director Stephen Gossoon
Locale London during the late

70's and today; American prairie

land.

Length 8,300 feet
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40 people isolated
themselves six months
to film* this picture

Risking death every minute, they raced

over treacherous glaciers and mountain

peaks making the first motion picture

of Alaska ever ''shot" on the spot.

They were pioneers in the truest sense

of the word.

The result—a picture that will go

thundering down the ages to enduring

fame and success.

chechahcos
(pronounced chee-chaw-koze)

Associated ExhibitorC
ARTHUR S. KANE, President

^-*

PATHE, Physical Distributor
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Hoosier Schoolmaster'
iducer: Whitman Bennett
Distributor: Hodkinson
/hole. . . .CONTAINS GOOD
riON, INTERESTING
JNTAINEER CHARAC-
S AND PLEASING RO-
JCE THAT SHOULD GIVE
UITABLE AUDIENCE AP-

..Henry Hull not an especial-

lposing hero although he meas-

up to requirements usually.

: of his conquests, particularly

e he is victor in a fight in

h he has about twenty-five

against him are not convincing.

Thomas good as the "bound
girl who falls in love with the

slmaster. Good character bits

-ibuted by Mary Foy, Dorothy
i, Nat Pendleton, O. W. Hall,

ur Ludwig.
of Story Drama. "The
sier Schoolmaster," deals with
old-fashioned, country school

:m in which the teacher made
rounds of the various homes,
ig part of his remuneration in

d and lodging. In this case,

locale is Indiana and the time,

t ten years before the Civil

. In the little town into which
new teacher comes, there is a

:ery surrounding certain rob-

:s that have been occurring. It

isy to fasten the guilt on the

comer. The plot becomes a

s of attempts to put the blame
ero, of varied attempts to deal

punishment without the formal
edure of a trial. This includes

y good bits of action in the way
Ejhts and attacks in which hero
only the support of two or

i against great odds—those
believe him guilty. Woven in

: is a fine amount of detail

acteristic of the small town
le, their methods and manner
ving. There is also a pleasing

antic element and enough gen-
audience appeal to make it a
fying entertainment. There
a great deal of suspense in the
lopment but since the picture
iort and the director has wasted
ootage in reaching a climax, it

not really drag,
•ffice Angle ....A good average
ber. Effective small town at-

phere and characteristic rural

lies, plus some satisfying action
ences make it entertaining.
itation A good title and
ild be easy to get them inter-

i. Have a tall, rather ill-pro-

ioned and conspicuous man,
sed after the fashion of the old
schoolmaster, going about the

:ts prior to your announce-
ts. When they've all had a
ice to see him and wonder what
epresents, flash the title with
lines: "Have you seen 'The
isier Schoolmaster.' He's in

i. Stopping at the blank the-
." Throw-aways printed in the
i of slates will get attention.
ion Oliver Sellers; good
r Edward Eggleston
"io E. Stuyvesant
aman Edward Paul
graphy Good
; Indiana
h About 5,500

"The Next Corner"
Paramount

As a Whole. . . NOWHERE NEAR
ENOUGH TO THIS STORY TO
WARRANT THE FOOTAGE
THAT HAS BEEN EXPENDED
UPON IT. SLOW, DRAGGY
DEVELOPMENT AND POOR
DIRECTION GENERALLY.

Cast.... A first rate company practi-

cally gone to waste. All allowed to

do a lot of meaningless standing
around. Conway Tearle an over-
impassive and far too complacent
husband and Dorothy Mackaill
pleasing when she happens to strike

a bit that suits her personality. Not
suited to the role given her on the

whole and why they ever rigged
her out in such freak fashion in one
sequence is past comprehension.
Her costuming and make-up are

both impossible. Lon Chaney's
great ability completely lost in

this. Others Ricardo Cortez, Louise
Dresser, Dorothy Cumming.

Type of Story. .. .Domestic drama
with the inevitable eternal triangle

the basic theme. In a story that

might have served well, Director
Sam Wood has produced a weak,
meaningless picture, which drags
from the start. It would seem that

Wood didn't realize that he had a

poor scenario to start with and fail-

ed to appreciate the very draggy
development, even after he had got-
ten well under way. Once Elsie

Maury commits the indiscretion of

being a party to an unchaperoned
week-end affair, she strives, in a
series of tedious episodes, to keep
the knowledge of it from her hus-
band and lives in constant dread
of the arrival of a letter which she
had written him containing a con-
fession of her act, but which had
never reached him. There is a
constant dickering about whether
or not she should keep on with her
husband, tell him the truth or leave
him. This arbitrary business con-
sumes most of the footage and a
great quantity of the spectator's
patience, before the usual clinch.

Box Office Angle Won't hold
your patrons. It's too slow moving
and there are no compensating
features to make up for it.

Exploitation You can't make
promises for it. If you care to

capitalize on names you have those
of several prominent players that
will undoubtedly attract many. Use
those of Conway Tearle, Lon
Chaney and Dorothy Mackaill.
Catchlines will give an idea of the
story and stills can be given the
usual display. You might say that
the story deals with a young wife's
mistake and her husband's forgive-
ness. Your women folks will let

it by, more readily than the men.

Direction Sam Wood; not what it

should be and very poor in spots.

Author • Kate Jordon

Scenario Monte M. Katterjohn

Cameraman Alfred Gilks

Photography Good
Locale Paris-Argentine

Length 7,081 feet

"His Darker Self"
Producer: Albert E. Grey
Distributor : Hodkinson

As a Whole. . . .HAS SOME FIRST
RATE COMEDY SITUATIONS
THAT AFFORD FINE
LAUGHS BUT THERE IS
REALLY NOT ENOUGH TO
IT FOR A FEATURE.

Star. . . .Repeats many of his previous
gags especially in the opening reels

but gets into some new stunts in

the black face sequence later on.

Not likely to pull enough laughs,
however, to keep him in feature
comedies.

Cast ••.Tom Wilson and Tom
O'Malley both good in black face

roles; Lucille La Verne good, Irma
Harrison pretty, and others Edna
May Sperl, Sally Long, Kate Bruce,
Warren Cook.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
Lloyd Hamilton, who has contrib-

uted many thoroughly fine short

reel comedies, was selected to play
the black-face role in this combi-
nation "black and white" comedy.
D. W. Griffith had intended making
it with Al Jolson until Jolson de-
cided otherwise. "His Darker Self,"

is a fair enough bright, original
comedy but it too often drifts into

a line of old gags that have been
done time and again and have lost

their power to draw laughs. If

Hamilton, and his director had
stuck to the darkey comedy busi-
ness they would have had a genu-
inely fine picture. In these se-
quences dealing with the colored
cabaret, the christening in the river,

and other pertinent incidents, the
film is at its best but they revert,

every so often, to a side line of
drama that brings a lull in the
laughs and the two elements, in this

case, do not mix properly. The
titles are rather numerous though
usually quite funny, especially the
little paradies such as: "Sing a song
of six pence a hip-pocket full of
rye, four and twenty blackbirds
pickled to the eye."

Box Office Angle Tlr's will un-
doubtedly please most audiences if

they really want to be amused but
it is not quite as continuously funny
as it should be. The dramatic angle
of it could be toned down and bring
out the comedy business to better
advantage.

Exploitation Where your patrons
are familiar with Lloyd Hamilton
and his two reel comedy offerings
you can do some extra talking by
telling them that he is appearing
in his first feature comedy, "His
Darker Self." Show them a trailer

of the darkey comedy sequence and
count on it bringing them in. The
only thing is they're likely to be
disappointed that there isn't more
of it. This is the picture that D.
W. Griffith intended to make with
Al Jolson until the latter backed
out of the contract.

Direction. . . .Jack Noble,* satisfactory
although the laughs should have
been kept closer together.

Author Arthur Caeser
Scenario Not credited
Cameraman Not credited
Photography All right

Locale • • Any place
Length 5,300 feet

William S. Hart in

"Singer Jim McKee"
Paramount

As a Whole HART A FAR
BETTER ACTOR THAN AU-
THOR HIS LATEST STORY
A SICKLY SENTIMENTAL
AND SOFT AFFAIR THAT
GIVES STAR TOO MUCH
MUSHING AND TOO LITTLE
ACTION.

Star. . . .Should get back to the "wide
open spaces" as quickly as some
author can get him there. May
please his loyal following in this

sort of picture but those who want
the fightin' Bill Hart of old won't
think much of this kind of busi-

ness.

Cast Phyllis Haver good except
when she cries. Then all she does
is open her mouth wide. Edward
Coxen and William Dyer the vil-

lains in the case and others Gordon
Russell, Bert Sprotte, Ruth Miller,

George Seigmann, Baby Turner.

Type of Story Drama. Perhaps
Bill Hart wants to show his versa-
tility or maybe it's because he likes

sentimental roles. At any rate

"Singer Jim McKee," while it gives

the star unlimited opportunities for

heroics and acts of sacrifice, is over-
burdened with sentiment.. Hart
plays around with baby booties,

caresses his partner after the latter

knocks him down, fondles a parrot,

a calf and what-not, besides any
number of loving scenes which he
goes through as part of his devotion
to the girl to whom he plays fos-

ter-father. And on several occa-
sions he has the girl's chum as well

to share in the kisses. The action

bits are by far in the minority and
there is little else in the film that

puts the star in the atmosphere in

which he belongs. His saddle and
horse are sadly neglected in "Singer
Jim McKee." Naturally there is

a romantic ending with Bill marry-
ing his adopted child though ac-

cording to the lapse of time he must
be much more than twice as old

as she is.

Box Office Angle Do your folks

like Bill Hart well enough to stand
for him in the role of a love-sick
man or will they be disappointed
because he doesn't give them the
sort of picture they expect? You'll
have to take this into consideration.

Exploitation. .. .You can't boost this

as a typical Bill Hart western. It

isn't. The only thing western
about it is the location, the sheriff

and one or two holdups. If you
know the star has a loyal follow-
ing you'll stand a better chance of
pleasing them. Use stills showing
Hart in an apron. You might use
a trailer showing Bill's escape from
the sheriff, his fight with the cir-

cus man, etc. Use pictures of Phyl-
lis Haver, his leading lady.

Direction. .. .Clifford S. Smith; fair;

should have toned down the senti-

mental and gushing touches.

Author Wm. S. Hart
Scenario J. G. Hawks
Cameraman Dwight Warren
Photography . . Good
Locale The West
Length 7,098 feet
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Short Subject
"Wolfe and Montcalm"—Chronicles

of America—Pathe

Good Number of Fine Series

Type of production
3 reel historical subject

Dealing with the struggle between
the British and the French for su-
premacy in North America, this latest

episode in the "Chronicles of Amer-
ica" series brings clearly before the
spectator's mind and eye the manner
in which this event took place. In-

cluded in the picture is the battle of

the Plains of Abraham preceding the

fall of Quebec. In spite of the com-
paratively small number of extras
used, the spirit of the battle is excel-
lently gotten over and the interest

very nicely sustained. The landing of

the British at dawn at the foot of the
cliffs upon which the town was sit-

uated, the scaling of these almost im-
passable cliffs in absolute silence, the

surprise of the French and their final

surrender together with the death of
the British commander, Wolfe, are
all well depicted.

"Bargain Day"—Cameo-Educational

Average Shoj't Reel

Type of production. . . .1 reel comedy
Featuring Sid Smith, Cliff Bowes

and Virginia Vance, this one, as the
title indicates, has to do with the an-
gry hordes that infest a department
store on bargain day. If seeing a

man continually being jammed into

an elevator and stepped on time after

time is some folks' idea of amuse-
ment—then this will amuse. Sid
Smith is the injured party. One sure
laugh is incorporated in "Bargain
Day," however. It occurs when
Bowes who has been employed as a
demonstrator in the store gets all

mussed up demonstrating cooking
utensils and is told to get cleaned up.

He proceeds to take a bath in a
"model" bathroom which is on dis-

play and the crowds gather in front

of it thinking he is demonstrating the

way it works.

herder. Those who enjoy Hamil-
ton's type of humor will doubtless
like him in whatever he does and will

find "Killing Time" very amusing.
The action is more diversified than
usual in Hamilton's comedies. The
plot or theme isn't very well defined,

being content to just ramble along.
There are one or two very funny
stunts, particularly one sequence in

which Hamilton endeavors to eat oys-
ters with his knife, and the finish is

a wild jumble of excitement when a

live wire slides down his back and
everyone he touches becomes "elec-
trified," too. Not as funny as some
he has made, but still amusing.

"Dusty Dollars"

—

Cameo—Educat'l

Moderately Amusing and Enter-
taining

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
Here's a pleasant little comedy, not

hilariously funny but moderately en-
tertaining. Virginia Vance, Cliff

Bowes and Sid Smith are the featured
players. The girl's father owns a cu-
riosity shop where nothing is ever
sold. Bowes is the stupid clerk in the
shop and Sid Smith is the lover who
devises a plan to get business. He
marks every article in the store No.
6 and then drops fake telegrams
around advising that Captain Kid's
treasure is hidden in article No. 6

in the curiosity shop. It works in

great shape and all the things are
sold. There is a surprise ending that

is sure to please.

Pathe Review No. 14

Especially Good Number
Type of production. . 1 reel magazine

Opening with a pictorial interpre-
tation of Arthur Chapman's poem,
"The Man the Desert Got," going
from that to a subject showing how
Japanese umbrellas are made and dec-
orated, thence to a very cute bit

showing Allene Ray and two little

love birds that are her pets, and final-

ly ending with a colored bit show-
ing scenes in "The Land of the Mos-
lems," this is a highly diverting num-
ber of Pathe's Weekly Review.

"Killing Time"—Hamilton—Educat'l
Good Average Comedy

Type of production 2 reel comedy
Lloyd Hamilton starts in this by

being a milkman and finishes by
teaching table manners to a newly-
rich oil magnate, formerly a sheep

"Friend Husband"-Hal Roach-Pathe

Usual Snub Pollard Stuff

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Snub Pollard is seen as a soldier

who has the reputation of being crazy
because he picks up every piece of

paper around the barracks, looks at

it and throws it away, saying "That's
not it." Finally he is given his dis-

charge. He clutches it gayly, saying
"Hurrah, that's it!" That should
give them a laugh at the beginning.
The rest of the film deals with Snub's
efforts to get away from a wife who
has a wallop in each hand and a flock

of relatives who let the husband sup-
port them. The final fade-out sees
Snub back in the army and glad of

it. Fairly good comedy.

"The Fly"—Principal—Educational
Instructive—Educational—Beneficial

Type of production. .. .2 reel biolog-
ical study.

In bringing to the screen this ex-
tremely comprehensive study of the
house fly, Louis Tolhurst, the pro-
ducer, says by means of an opening
sub-title that having made the picture

for entertainment purposes, many re-

pellant facts concerning the insect

have been suppressed. Nevertheless,
as the picture unfolds, many of the
facts shown are sufficient to cause
impressionable people to swat every
fly that afterwards crosses their path.

And this is a very good thing for the

general health of any community.

By means of powerful microscopes
the insect's anatomy is shown in most
minute detail—the eyes, composed of

thousands of lenses and the wings and
feet which carry millions of bacilli and
pollute everything they touch. A
very instructive and beneficial short
reel.

"Seein' Things"—Our Gang—Pathe
Little Farina Steals Lloyd's Stuff

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Here's where the "Gang" steals

Harold Lloyd's thunder. Director
MacGowan has little Farina climbing
a la Lloyd up the side of a sky
scraper, looking down at the traffic

way below her, walking out to the
edge of a plank extending from one
of the windows and otherwise bring-
ing the spectator's heart into his

mouth. Besides the fact that Farina
is the leading light of the picture, it

is crammed full of the sort of things
that have made the "Our Gang" com-
edies the most popular short reels on
the market today. The kids have a
"barbecue" in a vacant lot. The
chicken is roasted with its feet still

on. Farina is an unbidden guest at
the feast and they won't let her in on
the party, so she stamps her feet in

a mud-puddle and splashes the chick-
en all full of mud. We don't have to
tell you not to miss this one.

"Birds of Passage"

—

Pathe

Interesting Bird Study
Type of production, 2 reel educational

Photographed by Dr. Bengt Berg,
a Swedish ornithologist, this short
reel deals with the annual migration
of birds from northern countries to
the banks of the River Nile in Egypt.
There are close-ups of many varie-
ties of birds that are almost unknown
to us here, as well as some lovely
shots of huge flocks rising from the
ground and in flight. The pyramids
of Egypt form interesting back-
grounds for many of the scenes. An
interesting and instructive reel.

Employees Net $4,500
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—More than $4,500 was
realized from the annual benefit of
the Stanley Employees' Beneficial As-
sociation held recently in the Stanley.

Sunday Shows Win At Renville
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Renville, Minn.-—By a majority of
nine votes, the ordinance seeking to

close local theaters on Sunday was
defeated.

Erskine, Minn.—For the third time
an election was held to determine
whether Erskine should or should not
have Sunday shows. The reform ele-

ment was again defeated.

Sebeka, Minn.—As was the case of

the election held at Renville and Er-
skine, Sebeka will continue to have
pictures on Sunday as a result of

a vote.

10 Weeks' Run For "Brumn '

(Special to THE FILM DAIL)

Los Angeles—"Beau Brui H
has been booked for three we

;

the California and for seven ddt

tional at Miller's.

Big Remodeling Plans for S i
(Special to THE FILM DAIL.

Atlanta—Several Southern
tors announce plans for renr fo

of their theaters.

J. K. Singletary will erect nt*

house on Pine St., Bradentowi -1;

to seat 1,200. Judge Henry
it,

will remodel the Crystal at D; on

installing new equipment. The »
at Wilson, N. C, owned by
Pradis, is undergoing extensi I

decorating. The new Caroli ;

Southern Pines, N. C, has un-

opened by C. W. Pickquet.

Schine Improves Strand
(Special to THE FILM DAIL:

Oswego—J. M. Schine is sp lin

$80,000 to construct an addition th

Strand which will double its j >tr

capacity.

$200,000 House For Bluefield, \ Va

(Special to THE FILM DA1I ]

Bluefield, W. Va.—A new cor I
backed by Charles A. Midd: jr.

plans to erect a new $200,000 i ah

here to seat 2,000. George I I
will manage.

Detroit Houses Plan Alterai is

(Special to THE FILM DAIL)

Detroit—Many of the big tl tei

throughout the state are to lo;

down June 1 for alterations.

Smith Settles in Philadelpl

(Special to THE FILM DAIL.

Philadelphia—E. J. Smith, 1

1

manager for F. B. O., has set 1

Philadelphia, and will supervi tl

Eastern territory.

Willat Finishes Color Fil

(Special to THE FILM DAIL
Los Angeles—Irwin Willat 1

for Boston, where he will su

the cutting of "Wanderer •

Wasteland" produced in natun
by the Technicolor process.

Weisman Has Plans

(Special to THE FILM DAI.

Minneapolis — William W
plans to build an eight stor

and theater building at 305-1

nepin Ave., to cost $350,000

structure will occupy the site r

cupied by the Crystal.

;

McGuirk Elected Preside

(Special to THE FILM DAIL

Reading, Pa.—The Reading
Theater Co., operating the (

has elected John McGuirk, pre

Mr. Potteiger, vice-presiden

Sydney Wilmer, treasurer.

Fred Weiler Resigns

(Special to THE FILM DAIL

Philadelphia—Fred Weiler, r

manager of the Fox, has n
and is succeeded by Mr. Sc;<

who has been house manager
Keith circuit for many years.



EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Adds to picture interest the appeal of good

photography—affords an additional safeguard

for the success of the picture in the eyes of

the audience—carries quality from studio to

screen.

Look in the margin of the release print for

the identification "Eastman" "Kodak.''

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



They wanted a sure-

fire hit to open the new
j

3,500 seat $2,000,000

Wisconsin Theatre,

Milwaukee with— so
j

they selected I

The JOHN M. STAHL Production

"WHY MEN LEAVE
HOME"

A

with LEWIS STONE, HELENE CHADWICK, MARY
CARR and WILLIAM V. MONG. Adapted by A. P.

Younger from the stage success by Avery Hopwood.

When there is a big important box-

office job to be done you'll find a

FIRST NATIONAL hit there doing it.

Presented by Louis B. Mayer— Directed by John M. Stahl
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Planned Boycott
ess Says He Was Hired by
^ucas and Kessnich to Fight

Paramount
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

lanta—W. T. Murray who said

as genera! manager of the Ex-

Dr's Theater Corp.. appeared be-

the Federal Trade Commission
testified he had been hired by

ur Lucas and Charles Kessnich,

rm the company a booking corn-

ion, for the purpose of fighting

hern Enterprises, by booking
mount pictures one hundred per

for the members' theaters. If

mount refused to sell a picture

ny one member of the combine,

aid, the remainder of the mem-
hip planned to boycott the corn-

ore testimony in contradiction of

offered by previous witnesses in-

uced by the Government was
A from witnesses placed on the

d. John Crovo, manager of the

c, Atlanta, and formerly manager
he Rialto. at Greenville, S. C,

{Continued on Page 2)

New Distributor in Canada
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)
iironto—Announcement is made
le organization of Premier Films,

, with head offices at Toronto, to

ibute independent pictures. The
! of the company is Harry Kauf-
. He has made arrangements for

;ical distribution through Hodkin-
Canadian Corp.

Loew Returns
arcus Loew has returned from his

die Western trip. It is under-
id that he is interested in securing
eater in Baltimore and that some
of a deal, either involving an

ting house or a new one will be
ed soon.

A Prophesy
By DANNY

About eighteen months ago Joe Schenck voiced an idea. It

was his belief that for the best interests of the accepted admitted

stars with box office drawing power that there should be a unifi-

cation of these individuals. It was his belief that practically

none of the more important productions of these stars received

the runs that they were entitled to in the more important cities

of this country. It was his belief that there would be developed

in the more important cities of this country theaters which would

insure longer runs for the product of these stars.

EVOLUTION
This is a business of marked and rapid changes. Much has

happened since Schenck voiced his idea. But much more promises

to happen in the somewhat early future. One might easily dream

this:

That there will come into being such an organization as

Schenck prophesied. Big people with big interests naturally gravi-

tate together. The most important stars in this business have

much in common. That they have already discussed these prob-

lems is undeniable. This of course in an unofficial way. Harold

Lloyd and Cecil DeMille are very close friends. Douglas Fair-

banks and Joe Schenck are very close friends. Harold Lloyd and

Joe Schenck are very close friends. Charlie Chaplin and Douglas
Fairbanks meet v,ery often. And so it goes. One can easily see

how their mutual desires could easily be a matter of discussion

when they meet.

THOSE CONTRACTS
Of course existing distributing contracts, all of which will

be completed, make it difficult for the development of any matter
at the moment. Harold Lloyd however has approximately but a

year to go to complete his Pathe contract and Schenck's contract
with First National need of necessity not run much more than a
year. And with these stars in the open do not be surprised if they
happen to become identified with the same organization which
distributes the productions of Mary, Doug and Chaplin.

It's a very natural development.

Clem's Ocean Trip
Somewhere in the Carbuncle Alps.

March 18

r Danny:

ain't going to write any com-
nts on this trip. Anyone whose
n in the film business seven
iths as I have, surely is used to

iships and anything that happens
him outside of the business is

tough incident. But, crossing any
he frontiers here is like trying to
first run on a Fairbanks picture
have a little left over to buy

es for the kiddies. It can't be
e.

m on my w-ay to Paris and it

(Continued on Page 3)

Feinman in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Al Feinman is here to

take up duties as divisional exploita-

tion manager for Universal with head-
quarters in Chicago. He came from
Cleveland where he handled exploita-

tion for "The Hunchback" at its Still-

man run.

Leonard Coming To Town
Robert Z. Leonard is due in from

the coast tomorrow. He and Miss
Murray will return to Hollywood
later in the week to start on "Circe."

Laemmle Leaves Coast Tuesday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Carl Laemmle leaves

for New York on Tuesday.

F. B. O. Negotiating for Product
It is understood that F. B. O. is

negotiating for the distribution of
"Messalina," produced in Italy by En-
rico Guazzoni and also a series to be
made by Jesse D. Hampton. Ferdi-
nand Luporini who represents Guaz-
zoni here denied any deal had been
decided upon.

S. W. Smith In From London
S. W. Smith, managing director of

Napoleon Films, London, is at the
Biltmore. His visit here concerns
"Napoleon and Josephine."

No Compromise
New York Exhibitors and Hays Of-

fice Deadlocked Over Davi-

son Repeal Bill

The M. P. T. O. of New York and

the T. O. C. C. have failed to reach

any agreement with the Hays office

regarding the workability of the Davi-

son bill which, as noted, would
abolish the M. P. Commission in

New York State and hold exhibitors

accountable for the showing of inde-

cent films by strengthening of the

present penal code.

Following the initial meeting at the

Astor on Friday, another was held at

the Hays office Saturday morning.

This was followed by an exhibitor

conference later that afternoon. In

view of the fact that the Legislature

is expected to adjourn on April 10,

the need for speedy action became
apparent. Therefore, following the

address of Will H. Hays at the Naked
Truth dinner on Saturday night, a

special meeting composed of Hays,

Courtland Smith, Charles C. Petti-

john and an exhibitor committee of

five was held.

The exhibitor opinion seems to be

divided. Man)- feel that aside from

the fact that the Davison bill would
increase the fine for a misdemeanor
from $2,500 to $5,000, it would also

make it possible to introduce injunc-

tion proceedings that might eventual-

ly result in padlocking the doors of

New York State theaters. The in-

terest of the Hays office in the mat-
ter is understood to In- born of the

belief that it is only through such a
compromise measure as the Davison

bill that censorship in this state can

be lifted. It is for that reason that

the measure is favored.

The exhibitor standi now that mat-

ters are deadlocked, is somewhat in-

definite. Sam Berman, secretary of

the state unit, will be in Albany this

afternoon as will Charles L. O'Reilly

of the T. O. C. C. They want to be
on hand to watch developments
closely.

Senator James J. Walker has in-

troduced a repealer in the Senate but
whether or not it can pass the As-
sembly is a grave question. In view
of what is believed to be the atti-

tude of Assembly leaders, this is

highly problematical.

Rowland Going to Coast
Richard A. Rowland will leave

for the coast the early part of this

week.

That Party
Saturday night was a real one.

The "Who's Who" was there
in force. Everyone had a lot

of fun, what with dinner, en-
tertainment and dancing.
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"Enchanted Cottage" Showing

Inspiration will give a showing of

"The Enchanted Cottage." in the

Crystal Room of the Ritz. Friday.

The picture opens at the Strand April

13.

No Coast Deal Yet

E. H. Goldstein of Universal stated

on Saturday that no deal has as yet
been closed for the leasing of Chine's
Broadway, Los Angeles.

After New Material

Burton Holmes and- E. M. Newman
sailed for Europe Saturady in search
of new picture material.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECT^]
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

ArM EXTRA BIG l_AUC»-t FEATURE "

NEALBURNS
"BUSY

BUDDIES"
Christie Comedy

(JU-l \2t.<?7aji cU UJ

Ge
\^*
%&x&

otSe cot?o<
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Foreign
Distribution

I am in the market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris Film Exchange
JOHN J. IRIS

Phone- 729 -7th Ave. N. Y.
Bryant 3377

Plans For "Outline"
Part to be Made in England—Brayco,

New Projector to Show
"Stills"

I Mans to picturize the "Outline of

History." are being completed by J.

R. Bray, now in Loudon. Brayco.
Inc., is the name of the producing
company.

Part of the "Outline" will lie made
in England, but tie bulk of it will be
made here. In conjunction with the

production, arrangements will be
made to photograph specially selected

scenes for use on the Brayco, a new-

type of projector designed to show
"still" pictures on tin- screen instead
oi the old-fashioned and cumbersome
glass slides, which it is predicted will

revolutionize the visual education and
home entertainment field.

The story will thus be shown in

loth "still" and motion pictures and
will be availab'e for use by theaters
or for the home or classroom in either

form.

In The Courts
An application has been filed in the

Saipreme Court by Hunter P. Love-
lace in a suit against the New York
M. P. Corp., for the appointment of

a receiver to take possession of the
assets Lovelace stated that he is act-
ing for stockholders and directors and
that of the 10.000 shares of stock
9.000 were owned by the Triangle
Fi'm which Lovelace has acquired.
He states that the assets include a

contract made in January 1923, with
Oscar Price, Inc., for the distribution

of 65 films. He stated that Triangle
has paid $33,900 to New York Motion
Picture, on account of the contract.

In a suit by Bernard Kaminsky
against Harry Mishkin for $5,000
damages on the ground that the de-
fendant got $1 000 from him for a
half interest in his business by false

representations. The defendant con-
sented to judgment for $1,000. The
plaintiff said that Mishkin represented
that he was a film expert and owned
certain picture rights from which he
received $100 a week. The plaintiff

said the statements were false.

Planned Boycott
(Continued from Fage 1)

testified that in 1919, when he was
manager of the house in Greenville.

the Garing theater was burned. He
denied that when the Garing, operated
by Martin May and Joel, burned he

vint to Oscar Hodges, owner of the

properly, and bid against Joel and
May for the lease. This procedure
had been laid to Crovo in previous
testimonv.
W. R." Lynch, brother pf S. A.

Lynch, who preceeded Crovo on the

stand, denied that while engaged by
Southern Enterprises in Dallas he had
used unethical methods in acquiring
additional theaters. He said that he
never went to a town to look at a

theater .unless someone in the town
had requested him to do so.

Mrs. W. M. Kimbrough, an exhibit-

or at Greensboro, Ga., where she ope-
rates the Greenland, testified that Fa-
mous Players exchange never forces

her to buy any pictures she does not
desire. George R. Allison, Southern
manager for Fox testified that ex-

hibitors who patronize his exchange
desire to buy films in blocks. He
stated he sells pictures in blocks and
finds no difficulty in disposing of

them.
When cross-examined by Chief

Counsel Fuller he said he didn't re-

member admitting to a government
investigator in 1920 that the acqui-
sition of theaters by Southern En-
terpises had substantially reduced his

film earnings. On redirect testimony
he denied having made such an ad-
mission.

A. C. Bromberg, president of

Bromberg Attractions was on the

stand Saturdav.

Kuersten Now With Graphic
'Special to THE FU.M DAILY)

Atlanta—H. Kuerstein, for years
with Rothackej- has become associ-

ated with Graphic Films, in charge
of their laboratorv.

Albany, N. V.— F. L. Davie has
been appointed F. B. O. manager
here.

Two judgments have been filed in

the City Court by C. J. O'Brien, Inc.,

against the Film Bulletin Corporation
for printing. One is for $1689 and
one for $2055.
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On Broadway
—"Secrets."

iJway—"Sporting Youth
"

idyn Strand—"Sporting; Youth."

Io—."Trv and Get It."

M—."Three Weeks."
ii—"The Ten Conmiin Iments."

K-ion—"The Covered Wagon."
[Street—"America

"

ty "The Thief of Bagdad."

>s New York—Today—"The
'lunderer" and "The Society

Sensation."

esday
—"Singer Tim McKee" and

The Dancing Cheat."

dnesday
—"Happiness."

ursdav
—"Gambling Wives."

day—"The Nieht Hawk'" and

The Hill Billy."

urday
—"The Marriage Circle."

o
—"Virtuous Liar;."

!i
—"Woman to Woman."

id
—"Beau Brummel."

Next Week
r—"Secrets."
dway—Not yet determined,

klyn Strand—"Beau Brummel."
so—Not yet determined.

:ol—Not yet determined.

n—"The Ten Commandments."
Hon—"The Covered Wagon."
Street—"America."
rty_"The Thief of Bagdad."
—Not yet determined.

H—Not yet determined,

id
—"Beau Brummel.

Sam Brown Building

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

troit—Sam J. Brown who own*
Acme, Astor and Buchanan, is

ing a new theater in Highland
, seating 1.200. The house will

eady Sept. 15

Glynne Buys Opposition
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

tchogue. N. Y.
—"Mike" G'ynn

ie Patchogue lias purchased the

ue from Nathan Goldstein.

!ed Seal Acquires Comedies

d Seal has just taken over the

ibution of a series of nine come-
known as "Funnv Face." come-

'ffice and Shipping Space to

ent. We can also handle
hysical distribution of your
roduct to your advantage.

Box K 100.

The Film Daily
I W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
(Continved from Fatie 1)

looks, from the way Mrs. Deneker
likes to get into bed early at night,

as though I was going to have a lot

of time on my hands evenings (hot

dog). Well, as I said. I'm enrouty tr>

Paris and we gets to a place in the
mountains that the conductor tells

me what sounds like Modane in the

Carbuncle Alps and its just com-
ing around to day light when a guv
sticks his head in the compartment
door (how he ever found room to

get his head in I don't know) and
yells "customs" and out I got to. git

and let the pirates look through my
trunk.

Now I ain't bought a thing over
here I'm ashamed of, but the way
those guys can turn your stuff up
side down is a miracle.

He passes Mrs. Deneker's trunk
without a whimper and God knows
there's stuff in there no one knows
what it's used for and then he comes
to my trunk. Well before we gets
in Modane there is a slip of paper
give us which is to be filled in with
your name and age and the kind of

business your in and I tills mine out
thus.

Name—Clem Deneker

Home—Pneumonia. Nevada
—Exzema, Utah
—Erysipilis, Nevada
—Hives. California

Bu>:ness—Motion Picture Exhibitor

Age—48. Exhibition value 45

Like a fool I put the kind of busi-

ness Em in which is what must of

set him against me for he took every-
out of my trunk down to the bottom
and suddenly lie come across a bunch
of old press books I been carrying for

sort of ballast and he took them and

Specify

OERZ-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

WAGL
will make money for the

exhibitor. It's what their

patrons want

Coming Soon -*

Dorothy Mackmll

ATSHA11 I DO'
Frank E.Woods SpecialPmducHoY

. firHODKINSON HELEASE
^Season 1924 1925 ThirtyRrst-HunPictures §

rushed over and showed them to the
'

bos> who came back and said some
th.ing in French which was pret ;

hot 1 guess and then he took t e

press books and handed them • vc

to a policeman and 1 never did g<^

them back. I guess its aga.n t tl

law to take them into Frame.
Our train stajed so long at Mo-

dane I got to thinking may be it vvafi i

as far as it went, but finally the en-
]

gine which worked like it had aSthni
got going again and here 1 am en ;;>;.

way to the town of surprises.
Mrs. Deneker did some sho; >p n

at Venice. She bought some V'ene
tian mirrors, but so far 1 can t see
a damn thing in them I can't -ee in

American ones.
Mrs. Deneker once had an uncle

who was a wonderful swimmer and
who came to Venice to get a job as
traffic cop in" the Grand Canal. I don't
know how he made out. Any how
I'm off Venice. If you can't swing
jou can't get anywheres. I'd starv:
to death running a movie bouse here
and swimming down to work even,
day. Not me.
So long till Paris. Hot Skirt-.

CLEM.

D. T. Shea has been added to the
Universal staff.

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf ALL THE WORLD

THE NEWSREEL
BUILT LIKE A NEWSPAPER

U.S& CANADA AGENTS

CAMERAS and SUPPLFES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
118W.44 ST. N.V. BRYANT 6635

Minneapolis—H.
joined Hodkinson.

H. Kopald has

silm Developing Corp.
210-16 Veehawken St.West HobokenJlJ.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Pboae UNION—4800
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Do you know
the first Love Goddess of the white race?

Do you know
the fiery beauty who was born 2800 years ago
this spring?

Do you know
she still lives, stirring the blood and thrilling
the hearts of maids and men today?

JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER
knew, when he wrote about her.

GEORGE FITZMAURICE
visualized her soul in a modern woman.

FRANCES MARION
gave color and action to her drama.

That's why

CYTHEREA
Goddess of Love

is a Love Classic of Today
And will be tomorrow's Box-office Sensation

Watch for

LOVE
WEEK

Wait for

LOVE
WEEK

Produced by SAMUEL GOLDWYN
(NOT NOW CONNECTED WITH GOLDWYN PICTURES)

llllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllillffl



They'll all say this i

the best one to dati

Jennie Wetherby, 20, married

wanted to climb. By the use of

a bowl of goldfish she notified

her different husbands when
she was tired of them and

so up she went from song

pushers wife to wealth and high

position. This is Connie at her best

A 3iiat ttatiottxiL Attraction
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HAYS
By DANNY

br many years the leaders of

business have been subject

nany attacks. They have
ii charged with many fail-

; from lack of foresight to

of imagination. They have
i charged with so many
Its, and so few virtues, that

eems incredible that they
d retain control of an in-

ry so huge, so vast in its

stance, if any of these
ges were true.

esterday they again proved
e charges to be silly. Yes-
ay again they demonstrated
r farsightedness and usual
nen—they re-elected Will
lays to head their organiza-
for a period of three more

s.

Hays' present contract did

ot expire until a year from
ow. There was no apparent

ason why, at this time, the

)ntract should be renewed,

ut there was a reason—

a

dghty strong reason and a

swerfully good reason why
le contract should have been
:newed: that Will Hays has
sne, is doing, and will do far

>o much for this industry to

low him to contemplate

—

'en for a moment—changing
s activities to some other
:ld.

-'8 is a long way off. Many
s may occur in this business by

It may be that the industry
Je in such splendid, healthy con-
i, that neither Hays, nor anyone,
>e needed to steer the ship safely.
aps the shoal waters will have
passed. Perhaps the business

—

what a great business it is—will
set." But if by chance this has
Dccurred, the finest part of the
-am will be this: that Hays may
evailed upon to stay longer.

It is a mutter of sincere

'vgratulation to all involved,

was a fine piece of work—
~st to land Hays—then to

'ep him.

Mary's Aims
Would Devote Her Time Developing

"Ambassadors"—Doug and
Mary Receive Fine Tribute

When Mary Pickford finishes pro-

ducing she wants to devote her time

to the development of talent for the

screen. She believes this is to be her

greatest work, even though it be un-

der endowment of the Government.
She told 500 diners at the dinner ten-

dered she and Doug by the Society of

Arts and Science at the Biltmore
Sunday night that she believed this

would prove her greatest work be-

cause in producing future talent she
{Continued on Page 4)

Guild Plans Active Program
Guild-Made Pictures, Inc., better

known as the Film Guild, announced
yesterday that the affiliation of Frank
Tuttle with Paramount as a director

would in no wise affect it. Townsend
Martin will assume Tuttle's duties.

Maude Adams is expected back from
England shortly and will figure large-

ly in future activities. "Kim" is on
the production schedule as well as

"Aladdin". The latter will be made
in color.

Two Contracts Renewed
Jacobo Glucksmann has renewed

two importnat contracts for distribu-

tion in Argentine, Uruguay, Para-
guay, Chile, Peru and Bolivia: one
with Famous Players and a second
with First National. The latter deal

involves about thirty pictures, most
of them 1923 releases.

Glucksmann returned from Buenos
Aires yesterday.

English Plea for Tax Cut
(Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
London—A deputation of promi-

nent theater men has appealed to

Chancellor of the Exchequer Snow-
den to modify the entertainments tax.

They claim that the theater business

has been sadly affected by the meas-
ure.

Cole Leaves
Col. H A. Cole, president of the

M. P. T. O. of Texas has left for

home following a stay of several

weeks.

Weil Sails Tomorrow
Joe Weil sails on the Paris to-

morrow to handle the premiere of

"The Hunchback" in Paris.

"Three Weeks" Breaks Record
"Three Weeks" has established a

new Sunday night record at the Capi-
tol.

Loew Profits Larger
Six Months' Statement Shows $42,326

Increase Over Corresponding
Period in 1922-1923

Profits of Loew's, Inc., and sub-

sidiary companies owned 100% to-

taled $1,598,880.35 for the six months
beginning Sept. 1, 1923 and ending
March 9, 1924, according to a state-

ment issued yesterday. This repre-

sents an increase of $42,326 over the

corresponding period of 1922-1923.

The statement shows that the in-

come from theaters and rentals to-

taled $10,362,964 and that the cost of

maintaining the Metro distributing
(Continued on Page 4)

Warner's Plans
Relative to the plans of Warner

Brothers for next season, Abe Warn-
er leaves tonight for Chicago and
Herman Starr of the organization for

the South. It is expected that final

plans will be determined upon with
their return. H. M. Warner expects
to leave for the Coast accompanied
by Motley Flint within the next two
weeks, assured that the plans for the
coming season are set.

Jannings Remains in Germany
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—Contrary to report, Emil
jannings has not accepted any Ameri-
can offer. He has just closed a con-
tract with Ufa-Decla for a series, the
first to be directed by Ludwig Mur-
nau.

Nigel Barrie is playing the male
lead in a new Ufa-Decla picture,

"The Comedy of Hearts."

Metro-Goldwyn Deal
Nothing definite relative to the

pending deal between Metro and
Goldwyn may be expected for the

next few days.

L. B. Mayer, who, in all likelihood,

will have charge of Metro production
beginning with the coming season,
was in conference yesterday with exe-
cutives of Metro.

Shapiro on Trip
Victor M. Shapiro of Samuel Gold-

wyn Prod., left yesterday for a trip

to the Middle West on behalf of "The
Eternal City."

Nathanson Here
N. L. Nathanson, managing direc-

tor of the Famous Players Canadian
Corp. is in town.

Rowland Leaves Today
Richard A. Rowland leaves for the

coast today relative to First National
production plans.

New Hays Contract
Will Head M. P. P. D. A. Until 1928

—Present Agreement Has Al-

most Year to Run
Will H. Hays yesterday signed a

new contract with the producers M.
P. Prod, and Dist. Ass'n., under the

terms of which he will continue as

president until 1928.

General Hays' present contract

does not expire until the end of the

current year. The annual meeting
of the association was held yesterday

after the conclusion of which the new
contract was announced. According
to a statement issued yesterday the

original organization has expanded
until it now includes 21 companies.

The Hodkinson Corp. is the latest

to join.

January Exports Total $783,047

(SpefM to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—January exports as

reported by the Department of Com-
merce, included 4,441,655 ft. of un-

exposed raw stock, valued at $119,-

573; 576,912 ft. of negative, valued at

$83,665, and 13.564,915 ft. of positive,

valued at $579,809.

The heaviest importers of Ameri-
can film were: Raw stock. England
with 2,453,200 feet, valued at $57,-

912; negatives, England with 287,364

feet, valued at $47,345; positives,

Canada with 1.647,425 feet, valued at

$102,136, and Australia with 1.977,-

238 feet, valued at $75,484.

Zelnik in Town
Freidrich Zelnik, of Zelnik Film

and Zelnik-Mara, producing organiza-r

tions releasing through Phoebus Film
of Berlin, is in town, stopping at the

Pennsylvania. Zelnik has as his star,

Lya Mara who he says is one of the

most important stars in Germany. He
is desirous of arranging for his star to

produce in America and will enter ne-

gotiations with the larger companies
for that purpose. It is his plan to

make one or two pictures here to
demonstrate the ability of his star. :

Olcott Reported With Schenck
It is understood that negotiations

pending between Joseph M. Schenck
and Sidney Olcott have been closed
and that the director will leave for
the coast in a few weeks to direct
Norma Talmadge in one picture. He
may return to Famous later.

To Address I. M. P. P. D. A.

Huston Thompson, chairman of
the Federal Trade Commission will
address the I. M. P. P. D. A. at
their next luncheon April 8.
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Warner's Not Quoted

Hinton Out of Hodlrinson
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Charles Knicker-
bocker is successor to George W.
Hinton as Hodkinson manager.
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Foreign
Distribution

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

KELLY
For Titles, Cartoons, Prologues

In Color

Phone Cliffside 1345

21 Paramount Exploiteers Named
In anticipation of the heavy releas-

ing program for the fall, Claud
Saunders has reorganized the Para-
mount exploitation department. The
present force of five has been am-
plified to 21, assigned as follows:

Russell B. Moon, Chicago ; Leslie F.
Whelan, Philadelphia ; Kenneth Renaud, De-
troit; Harry C. Eagles, San Francisco, Rick
Ricketson, Salt Lake City ; Bob Giry, Kan-
sas City ; George Gambrill, St. Louis ; Vernon
Gray, Washington; Jack Hellman, Minne-
apolis; Gavin C. Hawn, Atlanta; William
Bender, Cleveland

; John Callahan, New
Haven; Curtis Dunham. Dallas; John P.
McConville, Boston and Portland, Me. ; Wil-
liam Mendelssohn , Buffalo; Maurice Ridge,
Cincinnati; William Robson, Pittsburgh;
Harry Swift, Los Angeles ; Charles E. Wag-
ner, Columbus; Irvin A. Waterstreet, Indian-
apolis; Donald McLoud, Milwaukee.

Non-Theatrical Unit Formed
(Special to THE FIuM DAILY)

Albany—Consolidated Film Indus-
tries, Inc., was formed yester-
day with a capitalization of $6,200,-
000. The stockholders are H. W.
Patrocki, Frank C. Taylor and
Thomas E. Hallee.

The above company will deal in
the non-theatrical field.

Out of "Beaucaire" Cast
Because of delay in the production

of "Monsieur Beaucaire," Helene
Chadwick has had to give up her
role in order to begin the two pic-
tures she has contracted to make with
Eastern Prod

Loew's Elsmere Opens Thursday
Loew's Elsmere will open Thurs-

day night. Marcus Loew will be
present with a number of celebrities.

Kansas City—C. F. Senning has
arrived here from Omaha to assume
the managerial duties at Educational

New Theaters for Pacific N. W.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—When N. Constanti's lease

is up on the Stewart, Puyallup,
Wash., the house will be taken over
by Jensen & Von Herberg, according
to report. Constanti will probably
build a new house.

J. Brooks of the Washington In-
vestment Co., Kelso, Wash., has pur-
chased a half-block, upon which he
will erect a business block housing
a 1,500 seat theater to be opened as a

10c-15c house.

Clint Thomas has purchased Mil-
ler's, Starbuck, Wash., from Jess Mil-
ler.

Weltner on Special Mission
George Weltner, a representative of

the Foreign department of Famous
is en route to Buenos Aires on a spe-
cial mission for E. E. Shauer. He
will spend several months in Argen-
tina and Brazil assisting in exploi-
tation.

Two New Ones For Iron Mountain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Iron Mountain, Mich.—A. E.
Braume. who operates the Colonial
and Bijou, will erect a new $250,000
theater. A Chicago syndicate also
announces plans for a new theater
here to cost $300,000.

McManus in New Company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hileah, Fla.—A new producing
company, headed by Dr. Miller Reese
Hutchinson and E. A. McManus both
of New York will start work on a
series of six films.

Norman Manning, studio manager
of Principal, will shortly sever con-
nections with that organization.

Coming Soon

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 Broadway

I" T isn't a bad idea to establish more than
* one line of credit for yourself. At some
time or other you may find it expedient to

borrow from a source other than your usual

connections. We finance worthy enterprises.

'Phone

Watkins 4522
All Transactions In

Strict Confidence

Loew-Metro Club Elections

Col. Jasper E. Brady will ag; b,

a candidate for president ol tht

Loew-Metro Club at the annua |
tion which takes place April 8.

HAL ROACH'!

DIPPY-DOO-DAa

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhgcomedy
=t|)~ ^

TYRONE POWEI
Another Star

In Cast of

JUST

MARY
Bryant 3740

ftBAli raid

1540 Broadway, N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERT!
TO THE THEATRICAL A )

MOTION PICTURE INDUS Ri

It keeps you at work —
and away from work I

WAGL



"Three Weeks" Sunday broke
the Capitol Theatre (N. Y.)

attendance record for any
opening night in the theatre's

wonderful history

Despite the Fact
that "Three Weeks" is one of the greatest

pictures ever made and has more publicity

connected with it than any picture in history

It will not be roadshowed
—but will be released to motion picture houses first

THREE WEEKS
FACTS

"Three Weeks" has
sold more that? fifteen

million copies.

It has' been translated
into every language of
the world except
Spanish !

There is never a year
that "Three Weeks"
isn't a contemporary
best seller in America.
Last year it sold
100,000 copies.

It has been read by
forty million people.
Twenty-five million are
women.
With the exception of
the Bible it is the best-

seller of all time.

Worth $2
admission

to see

SOON FROM

E

QoLcLwynr
WsmopoUtan

THE CAST
AILEEN PRINGLE
CONRAD NAGEL
JOHN SAINPOL1S
STUART HOLMES
MITCHELL LEWIS
ROBERT CAIN

NIGEL DE BRULIER
DALE FULLER

CLAIRE DE LOREZ
WILLIAM HAINES

Directed by •

ALAN CROSLAND
Scenario by

ELINOR GLYN
Continuity by

CAREY WILSON
Editorial Director
JUNE MATHIS

A Qoldwyn Picture
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Loew Profits Larger
(.Continued from Page 1)

machine was $1,870,688. Below will

be found the detailed operating state-

ment. A comparative statement cov-

ering the six months' period just pass-

ed and that of 1922-1923 will be pub-
lished in a subsequent issue:

Gross Income :

Theater Receipts,
Rentals $10,362,964.34

Rentals of Stores,
Offices 899,032.37

Hooking Fees and
Commissions . . 394,306.09

Dividends Receiv-
ed from Affilia-

ted Corp 346,882.00
Miscellaneous In-

come 96,712.55
$12,099,897.35

Expenses

:

Theaters and Of-
fice Bldgs $ 4,792,240.32

Distribution 1,870,688.14

^nEjjj^ daDAILY Tuesday, April igy,

It

Amortization
Films

Advertising Acces
sories

Producers' Share.

o(

781,446.37

175,144.92
2,445,477.28

10,064,997.03

Operating Profit before Depre-
ciation and Federal Taxes... $2,034,900.32

Depreciation of
Buildings,
Equipment $257,811.75

Federal Income
Taxes 178,208.22

436,019.97

AT LIBERTY
Advertising and Publicity Man

Live wire—8 yrs. experience with biggest

and best distributors. Crack publicity writer,

long on exploitation ideas, original layout

and copy man. Box S-301 THE FILM
DAILY, 71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

Ask Eddie Halperin

WAGL

Net Profit Sept. 1, 1923, to
March 9, 1924, after Depre-
ciation and Federal Taxes... $1.598,880.35

Incorporations
Columbus, O.—Palace Gardens

Amusement Co., Cleveland. Capital
$50,000. Incorporators, A. E. Gor-
don, R. Cioni, E. C. Fleischman, L.
Lubisky and H. P. Lawrence.

Nashville, Tenn.—Rockwood
Amusement Co., Roane County. Capi-
tal $5,000. Incorporators, James S.,

R. D. and W. N. Fulks, Tom Teder
and J. Ralph Tedder.

Columbus, O.—Beehive Amusement
Co., Cleveland. Capital $30,000. In-
corporators, J. H. Smith, John Web-
er, H. C. Hinds, C. J. McDonald and
R. T. Heller.

Frank Losee and Joe King have
been added to the cast of "Unguarded
Women," to which Alan Crosland is

producing with Bebe Daniels and
Richard Dix.

Mary's Aims
(Continued from Page 1)

would be developing the "ambassa-
dors" of this country, through the

agency of the screen.

Doug paid a gallant tribute to Mary
telling her faithfully she worked
starting in the studio at 8.30 A. M.
He said the only relief they had in

Hollywood was seeing pictures, and
their only dissipation when they

came to New York.

Among the other speakers were
Rupert Hughes; Arnold Daly, Sophie

Irene Loeb, Beatrice Fairfax, Wilton
Lackaye and Saul Rogers of Fox
Film who attributed the success of

the two to the "sheer force of their

artistry." He declared that Doug was
"the Peter Pan of the screen" and
Mary "the embodiment of romance."

Theater in $75,000 Bla;

(Special to THE FILM DAI.
,

Barbourville, Ky.—Fire ori I
in the National caused $75,0( &
age to other business buildini

i *

GEVAERf
raw stoc;

As Qood As The Be

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Id

•GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way

ComingSoon

ETTYCOMPSQ
MIAMI

c//n ytlan CrcslaridPrcduelim

Produced hy Gilford Cinema Ccrb.

£rH0DKINS0N RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures

OH BOY-WATCH FOR
THE COMING BOX-OFFICE SENSATION
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PLANS
By DANNY

a better understanding
r exhibitor organizations.

way. Headed by Cole of

. This fellow Cole needs at-

n. Sincere, earnest, anxious
exhibitor organization. A

ne. Where politics are but
: issue. And where every
tunity will be grasped. For
fng conditions of the ex-

r. In every way. And there

any ways where this is

1.

has just returned home. Tried
together with some people

'Jot very successful. But that

stop Cole. He believes in the

\nd believes it will work. And
Id.

e will be the annual meeting
M. P. T. O. A. at Boston. But
i no way will interest those
nits outside that organization,
lere are a lot of them: New
Minnesota, North Carolina,
a District of Columbia, Tex-
nsas, Indiana, Illinois. And
ire rumblings that Maryland
) happy over the present na-
>ody. And its methods.

ole thinks if these groups
do nothing else they can
his: have a representative
a central point—like I

higan—and through this
act point keep in touch
; each other so that when
occasion arises they can
perate. And work out \

r problems as they did the
lission Tax repeal. If
ing else can be done this
Id be a good move. Any-
jr is better than nothing.

iy be that the Boston meeting
rk out something. Perhaps the
it of line can be prevailed upon
and make up. But that "per-
asa lot of strings to it. Oh, so
trings. Possibly too many.
; a tremendous gap between the
the dissatisfied groups. And

• nothing in sight to indicate
rthing is being done to bridge
p. Not a single thing. Mean-
lust to keep the atmosphere
sy reports continue to circu-
it when Sydney Cohen steps
e dais he will be succeeded by
known in exhibitor political

as "a Cohen man." If any-
ere needed to more completely
situation this is it.

Deny Closed Market
Competitive Firms Testify Paramount

Didn't Bottle Up Atlanta
Territory

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta—Further testimony in-

troduced by counsel for Famous
Players at the Government hearing
here indicated that competitive firms
found the Atlanta territory free and
open. R. A. Davis, manager of the
exchange which distributes Preferred
pictures here, and J. J. Barker, Jr., of
Metro testified they, too, sold pictures
under the block booking system prac-
ticed by Famous Players.

The testimony of E. F. Boyd, an
exhibitor of Adel, Ga., to the effect

that Famous tried to force him to use
Paramount pictures was contradicted
when R. B. Wilbanks, booker for the
Paramount exchange in Atlanta, took
the stand for the defense. Boyd had
testified last summer, when he ap-

(Continued on Page 2)

Dempsey Signs With "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Jess Robbins has
been engaged to direct Jack Demp-
sey in the ten pictures which the
champion will make for Universal.
Gerald Beaumont will write the stor-
ies which will be along the lines of
the Witwer "Leather Pushers."
Bennie Zeidman has been engaged

by Julius Bernheim as his assistant.

Ballin Prod. For Goldwyn
Hu?o Ballin will make a picture

called "The Prairie Wife," for Gold-
wyn-Cosmopolitan release.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
Off the Chilly Coast

In the Frozen Tropic seas.

Dear Film Daily:

Here I am right in the middle of
the Mediterranean Sea and I'm so
cold T couldn't analyse a bottle of
soda pop. Beside which my face is

so bruised up at sleeping on iron pil-

lows I can't even laugh at my own
smart cracks.

Boy. it's cold.

We left Algiers in the middle of a
snow storm and thev told us its the
first one they had in 35 years. It

sure waited a loner time to get us.

Anvbow the closer we get to the
tropics the colder it erets. so al' I can
figure out is that we went through
the wrong channel at Gibraltar and
got into the Arctic sea. It wouldn't

(Continued on Page 6)

Extending Activity
Hays Organization to Keep a Watch-

ful Eye on Conditions Affecting
Industry All Around the World
One of the matters which came into

discussion at the annual meeting of

the directors of the Hays organiza-
tion Monday was the extension of the
activities of that body into foreign
fields.

Various problems affecting Ameri-
can producers and distributors are
constantly arising in foreign lands.

Only a few months ago there was a
difficulty in Mexico which needed at-

tention and which was straightened
out to the satisfaction of the Ameri-
can companies. Certain foreign coun-
tries have in effect censorship laws
or other ordinances affecting the show-
ing of pictures and if present plans
are carried out the Hays office will

keep watch on these matters and
where necessary step into protect the
interests of the American producers.

Loew Earnings $1.50 Per Share

The Wall Street Journal stated yes-
terday that the Loew financial state-

ment shows earnings of $1.50 per
share on 1,060.780 shares of stock out-
standing. The complete statement,
as compared with the corresponding
period for the last fiscal year will be
found elsewhere in this issue.

Grainger Expected Monday
I (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—James R. Grainger is

dye here Saturday from the coast
and will arrive in New York on
yConday.

Copyright Conference
Authors' League Council to Discuss

Ballinger Bill Today

—

Oppose
Certain Clauses

The council of the Authors' League
of America will hold a meeting today
to discuss certain clauses embodied
in the Dallinger copyright bill, in-

troduced in the House of Representa-
tives at Washington on March 24.

The bill has the backing of the
Hays office and while it is stated by
members of the Hays committee
handling copyright that 'Dallinger's
measure is not designed expressly to

safeguard picture producers, it does
include certain matters which pro-
ducers feel will protect their product
in all English-speaking countries. The
bill was prepared with the aid of Ar-
thur Weil, counsel for the Hays com-

(Contitutcrf on Page 2)

Tax Repeal Promising
With Senate Committee Favoring Re-

peal Believed Proposition Will
Not Be Affected Later

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—With the Senate Fi-

nance Committe favorably disposed
toward the repeal of the tax of 50
cents and under admissions those in-

terested in the measure feel that it has
an excellent chance to become ef-

fective when the final tax bill is pass-

ed.

The measure will pass on to the

Senate floor and inasmuch as those
opposed to the repeal have voted for

it in Committe no trouble is expect-
ed there. Later the bill will go to

the Conference Committee where re-

adjustments will occur. But there is

a strong belief that the admission tay

will be left intact and thus become
effective when the bill is finally pass
ed.

Banzhaf Sailing With Griffith

Albert H. T. Banzhaf, attorney fot

D. W. Griffith is sailing with the lat-

ter to Italy. The date has been
postponed from today to the 12th.

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair-

banks will be on the same boat.

"America" for Pittsburgh Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—"America" opens at the

Pitt on March 7.

Ralph Lewis Series for F. B. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Plans for the Ralph
Lewis unit have been completed. He
will appear in four films to be made
at F. B. O. and released by that com-
pany.

Wm. Fairbanks Signed by C. B. C.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—C. B. C. has signed
William Fairbanks to appear in a
series of 12 features. The group will

not be Westerns, but society dramas.

Carewe Leaves for Coast
Edwin Carewe left for Los Angeles

yesterday.

1st Nat'l Plans
For Coming Season—Rowland Leaves

For Coast—Expects Strong
Line-up For Fall

Richard A. Rowland, general man-
ager of Asso. First Nat'l, left yester-

day for the Coast. Before going he
outlined briefly some of the plans for

the coming season, declaring, how-
ever, that a complete announcement

(Continued on Page 6)
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High Low Close Sales
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Keays To Direct Jack Pickford
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Vernon Keays, for

five years assistant to James Cruze,
will direct as his first picture, "The
End of the World," starring Jack
Pickford.

tf (^cLtLCCLtiOnal. U^CctuASA^

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

JsA Zkortx, do U-! _ ^-*
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CotV
220 West 42nd St
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New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Foreign
Distribution

INSURANCE POLICIES
ARE EASILY ISSUED

BUT—
IF YOU WANT PROPER
PROTECTION CALL

OR WRITE

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Bryant 3040

Deny Closed Market France Progressing
(Continued from Page 1)

pearcd as a witness for the Commis-
sion, that Famous sent the J. H.
Watson tent show to Adel in an ef-

fort to force him to exhihit Para-
mount pictures. Wilbanks testified

that Famous had no connection with

the Watson tent show and that the

show had been a Paramount customer
for many years. He said the show
plays the greater part of the time in

small cities where there are no pic-

ture theaters.

In The Courts

The Chelsea Exchange Bank filed a

default judgment in the Supreme Court
against the Primrose Pictures Corp.,

for $1471 on a note.

Charles K. Harris has been award-
ed a judgment for $2,000 in the City

Court gainst Warner Bros., for an
amount alleged to be due on "The
Tie That Binds."

The Warners stated yesterday they

have filed a bond covering the amount
until the action comes to trial and that

they intend fighting the claim.

Heath Cobb Back

Heath Cobb, of Grand-Asher. has
returned from Boston. Sam Grand
is going to the Coast shortly to get

12 productions under way. The com-
pany will feature Richard ("Skeets")
Gallagher in 12 two-reelers.

Blyth Resigns
David R. Blyth has resigned as di-

rector of sales for Selznick.

Copyright Conference
(Continued from Page 1)

mittee and an expert in matters per-

taining to copyright protection.

Members of the Authors' League
have made objection to the clause

which would define the motion pic-

ture producer as the author. Certain
free lance authors have registered ob-
jection because of another clause

while that section which deals with
damages in case of infringements has
also come in for argument. The
bill, as now drawn, would make the
United States a member of the In-
ternational Convention at Berne and
assure producers of protection in all

countries where the convention has
members.

In Exploitation, Adolphe Osso Says
—Here on Fall Paramount

Distribution

Adolphe Osso, managing director

of Societe Anonyme Francaise des

Films Paramount, the Paramount dis-

tributing unit in France, is here for

a conference with E. E. Shauer, re-

garding plans for distribution next
year. He will return to Paris in

April.

"Perhaps the most encouraging fea-

ture in the French film industry to-

day is the increased interest being
shown by the more progressive ex-
hibitors in exploitation," said Osso
yesterday. "Quite a few of our best
known exhibitors have taken up pic-

ture exploitation with a considerable
degree of success, and their success
is encouraging others to plan greater
activity in this respect."

Osso said one of the helps in bring-
ing about this interest was the run
of "The Covered Wagon" in Paris.

Pickford Engages Hawks
Mary Pickford has engaged Wells

Hawks as personal representative for
a number of road show engagements
of "Dorothy Vernon," including the
New York premiere, now set for May
5, at the Criterion.

You'd Walk A Mile

To See

WAGL
Enlargements

of
Motion Picture Film Clips

for all purposes also
Developing and Printing

of
Kodak Rolls

W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33rd St. Vanderbilt 7361

*ILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-16 ¥eehawkenSt.WestHotx)lffiiLNJ.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing.
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone UNION—4800

Announcing

PatsyRuihMiller
in a series of
ELMERHARRIS
Productionsyfe-

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season\92H92S Thirtv first Bun Pictures

MjeNeyj
Sees All V$) Knows 1

No. 28

AMERICAN PRELATES BE)u
CARDINALS—Archbishops Haj
Mundelein are elevated to the Carr m
Rome; crowds receive them at t' In
capital.

ITALY ANNEXES FIUME—At -,
of dissension the port becomes part Ink
territory and is taken over by Ki Vict
Emmanuel.

PRESIDENT'S FATHER CELE AT:
HIS 79th BIRTHDAY—Col. John »!
is still active on his Vermont f t (

spends his birthday gathering mapli
p.

Other news as usual.

todav
.*_.

HAL roach;

STAN LAUREl

COMEDIES
"The Pinnacle of Pantonie"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

ARNOLD DAI
In The Cast

Of Stars In

JUST !

MARY
"WE NEVER DISAPPOIf

incorporated!

220 WEST 42 nd STRf
T

NEW YORK
PHONE-CHICKERING

ALLAN A.LOWNES. GEN M
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An Open Letter
to

Mr. Charles S. Chaplin Mr. M. C. Levee
Mr. Chas. H. Duell Mr. Harold Lloyd
Mr. Douglas Fairbanks Mr. Louis B. Mayer
Mr. David W. Griffith Miss Mary Pickford

Mr. Wm. Randolph Hearst Mr. Hal Roach
Mr. Henry Hobart Mr. Sam E. Rork
Mr. Samuel Goldwyn Mr. Jos. M. Schenck
Mr. Thos. H. Ince Mr. B. P. Schulberg

Mr. Sol Lesser Warner Brothers

I congratulate you and other producers of quality motion pictures upon the forthcoming
advent into the motion picture industry of a neutral physical distribution which will serve to cut

the present excessive cost of distributing good pictures.

This neutral physical distribution will operate on a flat service charge per booking. It

will materially increase the number of days each print plays. It will eliminate "miss-outs." It

will wipe out "bicycling" of prints, and that pernicious practice known as "back door booking."

And the very life of prints will be lengthened by guaranteed inspection, regardless of the price

or importance of the booking served.

Collection will be made by this neutral physical distributor. Immediate cash will be real-

ized on every play. And producer's net will be remitted to him direct by the physical distributor.

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING GUILD, INC., will operate no "branch exchanges," but,

functioning as a highly specialized motion picture merchandising agency, will maintain 30 or

more SALES OFFICES in principal cities. These offices will be manned by high-powered sales-

men who, freed of physical distribution responsibilities and annoyances, will devote themselves

exclusively to intensive selling; and they will be reinforced by adequate quotas of national news-
paper advertising and exploitation. A booking clerk in each sales office will cooperate closely

with the neutral physical distributor.

The commission scale under which PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING GUILD, INC., will

operate will encourage production of pictures of the finest magnitude instead of penalizing them
as does the present faulty system of distribution.

. - m>\ Yours very truly,

^^C^c^/^-*-**^^^^^^^
President.

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING GUILD, INC.

150 West 34th St., New York City.

ADVT.
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ASK THE MAN

THE HUNCHBAOJ
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" 'HUNCHBACK HAS PLAY-
ed to capacity audiences every
performance. Increased price

seems to add prestige to house.

Production wonderful. Congrat-
ulations!"

Tivoli Theatre,
Beaumont, Texas.

"NOW PLAYING SIXTH
week doing exceptional business.

Thousands who have seen it

unanimous in their opinion of

'Hunchback' as a great picture

wonderfully produced. Appeals
to all classes."

West Coast Theatres, Inc.

Harry C. Arthur, General Mgr.
Los Angeles, Calif.

"'HUNCHBACK' OPENED
today to capacity business.

House packed and lined up half

block on last show. Highest ad-
mission ever charged. Business
wonderful !"

Rialto Theatre,
Abrams and Weiner,

Houston, Texas.

"A COMPLETE SELL-OUT AT
each performance. You have
both a wonderful production and
the greatest box-office attraction

of all time."

Strand Theatre,
Sol Brill,

Far Rockaway, N. Y.

"ALL RECORDS FOR ANY
picture that has ever played Syr-
acuse either at a legitimate thea-

tre at $2.00 top, or a picture thea-

tre, have been broken with "The
Hunchback.' We are holding
picture over next week !"

Syracuse Strand Theatre Co. Inc.

Walter Hayes, Pres.

Syracuse, New York.

" 'HUNCHBACK' HAS BROK-
en all house records established

at Oliver Theatre, South Bend,
for the past fifteen years. Inter-

ested in second run."
Oliver Theatre,

J. Henry Handlesman, Jr.,

South Bend, Ind.

"HAVE BEEN IN THEATRI-
cal business in Dallas for fifteen

years and never before have
there been such crowds. 'Hunch-
back' is talk of Dallas. Neces-
sary to have eight policemen to

handle crowd."
Capitol Theatre,

R. J. Stinnet, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Dallas, Tex.

"IT TOOK SAN BERNARDINO
like Grant took Richmond. All

audience records surpassed.

'Hunchback' is sure-fire winner.

We turned them away."
Strand Theatre,
Donald Knapp,

San Bernardino, Calif.

flln New fi

prints of tu

duction ai:

taneously I

"'HUNCHBACK' IS A PW-
erful picture. Lon Chaiy"?

characterization of Quasii ><k

is marvelous. The picture i ide

a tremendous hit at advaw
prices. Business increased itr

every showing."
Strand The ;re

Peter Wion

Sacramento, (lif

'i -"'HUNCHBACK' OPEN'1

here today and smashed r<

of house by over five hurw
dollars. Capacity business to

hold out crowds all evety

Most successful opening inii

tory!"

Consolidated Theatresj«
Grand Rapids, lich

A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION F«
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iO PLAYED IT!

F NOTRE DAME
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m

i alone, 25

idous pro-
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HE HUNCHBACK' PLAY-
o the greatest number of ad-
dons ever played in Ana-
la. Box office receipts were
largest ever taken in on a
ure in Anaconda. The great-
picture that ever played the
»

Margaret Theatre,
D. S. Scott, Prop.,

Anaconda, Mont.
-* -

...... -

.

FR PATRONS CLAIMED
nchback' will ever live in mo-
picture history as one of

itest spectacles ever screen-

Grand Amusement Co.
L. M. Conrad, Mgr. Dir.,

Johnstown, Pa.

"CONSIDER THIS PRODUC-
tion the last word in screen

achievement. Opened Brandeis

Theatre to biggest Sunday busi-

ness in history of the theatre."

Brandeis Theatre,
C. Sutphen, Mgr.,

Omaha, Neb.

"CAPACITY IN A HOUSE
seating 3200. Enjoyed greatest

opening performance of any of

the big features at advanced
prices. A magnificent produc-

tion."

Palace Theatre,
Oliver Edwards, Mgr.,
New Haven, Conn.

"PACKED HOUSE NIGHT
and day. Receipts exceeded
those of any since we opened the

Rialto. Everybody well pleased."

Rialto Theatre,
Louis J. Santikos,

San Antonio, Texas.

"'HUNCHBACK' OPENED
here to tremendous crowd at ad-
vanced prices. It's a great pic-

ture and a great business getter.

Have heard nothing but enthu-
siastic comments. Give us more
like this one."

Broadway Theatre,
V. H. Waldron,

West Haverstraw, N. Y.

"CONSIDER IT THE BEST
thing you have done in pictures.

Satisfactory not only to patrons
but likewise to management by
box office returns."

Community Playhouse,
H. L. Hedger, Mgr. Dir.,

Meriden, Conn.

by CARL LAEMMLE

the

don't miss

"The Universal

Weekly" dated
April 12th for

UNIVERSALE QREAT
SPRINQ DRIVE Is On!

You'll thank us I
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Clem's Ocean Stuff
{Continued from Page 1)

surprise me if I bumped into some
company making a sequel to Nanook.

The passengers is getting up a pe-

tition to the captain to go north from
here and may be find a nice day.

They are also asking him to change
the name of -the boat from the Tus-
cania to the Toughcania in honor of

the meat.

They served us chicken last night,

and if it wasn't eagle I'm not the

judge of fouls I thought. And god
knows I been booking them long

enough to know a foul when I see it,

let alone eat it.

Mrs. Deneker wasn't feeling well

last night at Algiers and me and a

couple a other suckers from the boat

went ashore and we hired a guide to

take us around. Oh, boy. I can't

write all the stuff I saw but as I

will be home in April me and you
and that guy Alicoate and the doctor

who owns that bank, will get to-

gether.

By the way, I had to have a little

dough when I got to Algiers and all

I did was to mention Dr. Gianini's

name, and hand out my dough and I

got anything I wanted, Nothing like

influence.

If Valentino ever saw the sheiks at

Tunis he'd take to making other kind

of pictures.

Mrs. Deneker was walking down
the street of Camels in Cairo and she

sees about a million Turks in a bunch.

Being curious she walked over to the

crowd and who is it they are looking

at but Hope Hampton. Hope is

looking prettier than ever, and boy
them Turks was following her around

like a lot of indians. We talked to

Mr. Brulatour and his wife and they

said they had a wonderful time too,

like we did, except they didn't have

no good food and it was cold.

About the movie houses in Monte
Carlo. They don't do so good. The
people there play roulette or domi-

noes or some of the other games till

they are broke then go down to the

movie house and panhandle their way
in.

I guess I won't start no circuit here

like I was thinking about doing, but

which I didn't say nothing about be-

fore I left Pneumonia for fear some-

one would beat me to it. I don't

care who does it. In fact, I'm going

to try to get my opposition to come
over here and open.

This will be all for this time. I

will write you from Naples if I ain't

starved to death when I get there.

Best ever,

CLEM.

Final editing is now under way at

Universal on "Dark Stairways," Her-

bert Rawlinson's next.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothaeker laboratories

WILLIAMS. GILL, Ea.Lern Sik« Mgr.

542 rilil, Ave Itl. Murray Hill 1831

Newspaper Opinions

New York
"Three Weeks"—Gold.-Cosmop.

Capitol

AMERICAN—* * * From a technical

standpoint "Three Weeks" leaves little to be
desired in the way of photography and pro-

duction. The sets are beautiful, and so is

the scenery. As for the romance, it is

there all right. "Three Weeks' is going to

have its followers. * * *

DAILY NEWS—* * * See "Three Weeks"
if you must, but don't say I sent you.

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * Elinor Glyns'

bestseller of thirteen years ago, filmed, one
in assured, under her own supervision, is

a sensationally sentimental affair on the

screen, * * * a picture that will undoubtedly
have a tremendous box-office pull. * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * And we're all

due for a great disappointment. * * *

* * * we thought we were going to see a

real naughty picture. Instead we saw a beau-

tifully mounted picture very well acted by Con-
rad Nagel and Aileen Pringle. * * * Goldwyn,
who produced it, and Alan Crosland, who di-

rected, have cause to be right proud of their

efforts and work.
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * Is "Three

Weeks' the story which thrilled and shocked
the world a short twenty years ago? If so,

the world has changed, for we are quite sure

the picture * * * would never shock any-

body—-not even a set of parents. My, but
it is a cold and proper piece, * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * will

surely meet with the approval of a large num-
ber of those who read the book. * * * this

photo-play may look forward to a prosperous
career, for there are many who will be
pleased, and entertained at the proceedings.
* * #

POST—* * * the story has been followed
carefully. Most of the material is pretty

stage-worn stuff, but it has been dressed

up in such glittering garments and given
so elaborate a screening that it passes for

fairly pleasant entertainment.
But when you come down to production

itself, that's something else again. The
people in the large cast handle their parts
very capable; the continuity and direction are

both of the highest class, and the settings

and costumes are artistic and in good taste.
* * *

TELEGRAM—* * * Aileen Pringle in the
leading role, is a compartive newcomer in

pictures. She appears as the Queen, with
Conrad Nagle as the young Englishman.
There is a big cast of famous names who
"carry on" to bring the story to its natural
culmination. * * *

TIMES—* * * has all the fantastic flavor
of her red-covered book. * * * The story is

* * * well produced and the acting suits the
narrative.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * The

famous sex novel was filmed eight years ago
and staterighted. This time it is a more
legitimate production, a finer cast and far

more intelligent—though not as ravishing

—

direction. * * *

"Three Weeks" is a good picture and will

stand the scrutiny of those who come * * *

panting and hungry for the famed spice of
the story. * * *

WORLD—* * * It is a juicy mess. In
the movies they have not yet struck upon the
Avery Hopwood device for making bedroom
plays entertaining. * * *

* * * It is one of those things which the
films must get out of their systems sooner
or later. * * *

Out-of-Town
"The Leavenworth Case"—Vitagraph

Rialto, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—The production is peppered
with thrilling incidents aside from the mur-
der, such as a fist fight on the edge of a roof.

The cast has been generally well chosen * • •

"Little Johnny Jones"—Warners'

Strand, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—Lively comedy, juvenile

drama, and some typical Cohanesque touches
of flag-waving are the principal elements of

"Little Johnny Jones."
TIMES-STAR—* * * a highly diverting,

wholesome comedy, with a dash of melo-
drarta, and a while of a racing scene.

"Love's Whirlpool"—Hodkinson
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—"Love's Whirl-
pool," * * * is an interesting story, excep-
tionally well acted.
POST-DISPATCH—* * * is frankly melo-

dramatic.
STAR—* * * sets out to be a crook melo-

drama, and as long as it is, it is effective and
interesting, but toward the end it taperi off

into tearful speculations about souls and
hereafter.

TIMES—With plenty of material for an
interesting story, there have been enough
maladroit touches to spoil it. One inelegant
word "sloppy," best describes the slush.

"The Man From Brodney's"—Vita.
Scollay Sq., Olympia, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—For a sample of stock
melodrama, "The Man from Brodney's" is

perhaps worth seeing. Outside of a certain
archaeogical interest in watching for the re-

appearnce of time-honored dodges, however,
there is little to recommend it.

Gifts, Cincinnati
DAILY TIMES STAR—* * * moves on

from one climax to another, providing enter-
tainment that really entertains. Romance?
Yes. Thrills? Certainly. What more could a
person ask?
ENQUIRER—* * * a thrilling film for a

thrill-loving public, and as such makes pleas-
ing diversion.

Colonial, Indianapolis
NEWS—* * * may be said to be as im-

plausible as fiction of a decade ago, and as
entertaining. * * * You will undoubtedly find

pleasant entertainment in "The Man From
Brodney's." It is as breezy and swift-moving
as a western, and far better done.
STAR—From one of the facile George

Barr McCutcheon's novels of mythical royalty
and unheard-of principalities, David Smith
has succeeded in producing a picture rich in

excitement and romance.

"Singer Jim McKee"—F. P.-L.
Lyric, Cincinnati

TIMES-STAR—Charity will forgive a fail-

ure to discuss the alleged plot. * * * nice, old
reverend plots that have whiskers, palsy, 'n'

everything * * * No, it's what Bill Hart does
that makes the picture worth-while at all

ENQUIRER—It is inferior * * * the
* * * chiefly because of its clammy senti-

mentality. * * * Compared to Hart's previ-
ous effort, it is sadly deficient.

1st Nat'l Plan:
(Continued from Page 1)

as to their line-up for nex n
would be made early in May.

"I am going to see what s te o:

our pictures look like," he sa "S

have had glowing reports i Th,
Sea Hawk' which I believe 1 fo

one of the great pictures -of m ta.

son; of 'Sundown' which Eai ft

son has been working on; 'Q ;t(

which Sam Goldwyn has ju

pleted, and 'The Lost World
|

will be finished when I rea tj

Coast. Then I want to see bor

getting 'The Bird of Paradise tai

ed. Some other productio
need attention as well."

Rowland will leave the Co
time to attend the directors' i •£»

to be held late this month i

Orleans.

Clara Beranger Here
Clara Beranger, author o: 'Tht

Bedroom Window," which \ Ham

de Mille is filming for Para >un-

has returned from the Coast t on:,

plete her scenario for de Mille nex

production.

Foster Producing Own Pic es

Ray Foster, former direct
f,

Screen Snapshots has resign

form a producing company • hi'

own.

"White Tiger"—Universal
Washington, Detroit

NEWS—* * * It is a story of the private
lives of crooks but its purpose is somewhat
vague and it does not develop the melodra-
matic action the spectator expects of a story
of this type.
TIMES—* * * Is all its press agents said

it would be. It's intense. It's natural. It's

well done. There are scenes it is as difficult

to "put over" as ever were attempted on a
megaphone directed lot. * * * Miss Dean's
work is marvelous.

"Women Who Give"—Metro
State, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—Into the plot are intro-

duced moments of pathos, moments of senti-
mentality and moments of real drama.

THE HAND COLORIK
in

"ENEMIES OF WOMEI
was done by

BROCK
Phone Morningside 1776
528 Riverside Drive, N. Y.

Have You A

WAGL
In Your Home?

A Complete Laboratory I Title Semite

The Standard of the Indntb

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 54!

Coming Scon

Starring in a _

seriesofspecial
productions
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The Loew Statement
ie financial statement of Loeiv's, Inc., for the six months be-

g Sept, 1, 1923 and ending March 9, 1924, as compared with

t months' period beginning Sept. 1, 1922 and ending March 11,

will be found below:

ASSETS
Sept. 1, 1923—March 9, 1924

nd Working:

$692,715.18
78,361.00

1,146,423.14

aWes: .

t.unts receivable . .

.

t s receivable

from affiliated corps.

:ss than 100% owned)

es:

in process, com-
:d and released (after

•tization) $2,650,078.79

iccessories 267,211.28

ir, studio supplies... 70,152.93

oducers, secured by
uctions $2,927,058.40

ists, employees 6,776.65

ige, interest paytn'ts 149,229.31

Total Current and Working Assets

nts:

acquired in affiliated

ts on
racts .

laneous

leases and

"100% owned:

and equipment,
lolds

reserve for deprecia-

$3,387,394.01

255,351.84
142,674.85

$4,286,510.29
14,115,337.73

242,498.84

$18,644,346.86

1,822,440.61

$1,559,405.81

1,917,499.32

2,987,443.00

3,083,064.36

$9,547,412.49

3,785,420.70

Sept. 1, 1922—March 11, 1923

$1,628,425.18

1

contracts and goodwill.

nts payable
payable

ssion taxes
al income taxes (net)
ices from affil. corps.

end payable March 31...
ind mortgages:
itions of subsidiary corps.
i credits:
ities from tenants...
Is received in advance
ve for theater over-
d

16,821,906.25
457,317.00

11,045,310.36

$41,657,366.80

LIABILITIES

$927,120.18
965,000.00
226,452.46
90,433.50
131,303.23

$710,930.56
63,571.41

1,123,649.44

$2,042,150.90
304,936.28
84,136.83

$1,135,250.07
30,768.29

107,249.99

$3,080,759.97

222,536.10
96,033.60

$3,719,099.04
13,062,962.93

249,648.84

$17,031,710.81

1,248,458.87

"1,961,657.52

2,431,224.03

1,273,268.35

$7,294,575.08

3,399,329.6"

15,783,251.94
523,204.82

11,035,084.15

$38,035,445.66

$236,320.89
494,139.01

329,630.09

for Federal taxes—current period . . .

stock and surplus:
al stock outstanding:

1,060,780 shares without par value

$2,340,309.37
530,390.00

7,767,925.00

1,060,089.99
178,208.22'

26,280,858.14

$937,001.94
174,451.58
214,068.28
83,256.70

$309,631.29
310,451.33

283,094.35

$1,408,778.50

7,029,000.00

903,176.97
211,755.84

26,280,858.14

"Play It With Music"

Mr. Exhibitor

:

The real "star" of your theatre is your
ORCHESTRA.

Why not feature it with James A. Fitz-Patrick's

"Famous Music Masters" Series.

One reel novelty subjects with complete or-

chestrations.

Prodidced and Distributed by

FITZ-PATRICK PICTURES, Inc.

Poli Building, New Haven, Conn.

Surplus:
Surplus Sept. 1, 1923 $2,961,485.73
Net profit for period per

operating statement 1,598,880.35

$4,560,366.08
530,390.00

$4,029,976.08

530,390.00

Less dividend paid.

Less dividend declared,
payable Mar. 31, 1924.

.

3,499,586.08

$41,657,366.80

OPERATING STATEMENT

2,201,876.21

$38,035,445.66

Gross income:
Theater receipts, rentals,

sales of films and acces-
sories $10,362,964.34

Rentals of stores & offices. 899,032.37
Booking fees and commis-

sions
:
... 394,306.09

Dividends from affiliated

346,882.00
96,712.55

corps
Miscellaneous income ....

Expenses:
Theaters and office bldgs.

.

Film distribution
Amortization of films
Film accessories
Producers' share of rentals

$12,099,897.35

$9,495,753.69
977,451.94

251,203.47

356,604.26
121,315.97

$4,792,240.32
1,870,688.14
781,446.37
175,144.92

2,445,477.28
10,064,997.03

$2,034,900.32

436,019.97

Net profit after depreciation and taxes $1,598,880.35

$5,055,424.62
1,257,849.98
1,256,965.66
145.426.82

1,479,048.90

Operating profit before depreciation and Fed-
eral taxes

Depreciation of bldgs. and
equipment $257,811.75

Federal income taxes 178,208.22
239,303.47
211,755.84

$11,202,329.33

9,194,715.98

2,007,613.35

451,059.31

$1,556,554.04

*This figure includes the following two items:
loans to employees (secured), $27,632.50.

Federal income tax claim, $35,873.61;
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A story that puts

Bounce in your Blood

CYTHEREA
Goddess of Love

With a cast that draws
lines to your lobby

Lewis Stone
Alma Rubens
Norman Kerry
Irene Rich
Constance Bennett

Say! See! Play!

The Love Classic of Today!

It will be tomorrow's Box-office Sensation

Watch for ^^^ Wait for

LOVE
WEEK

LOVE
WEEK

Produced by SAMUEL GOLDWYN
(NOT NOW CONNECTED WITH GOLDWYN PICTURES) I

aiinmiMHiiiiH^



~he loved her and had savej

her from slavery He was a £

SHEIK! 1

The greatest box-ofa

character known-
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UX SET
By DANNY

7irst National. For what
iticipate will be their big-

:ar. "Dick" Rowland will

smplete charge of produc-
iverything pertaining to

ving been cleaned up last

And he will go along for

efinitely long time. Row-
as worked wonders with
tion for F. N. Some say
ck. Others admit it was
judgement. Be that as it

Phis remains: Rowland's
:tions placed F. N. right

on the map during this

. He slammed four in a
one after another, that

a lot of money at the box
Made a lot of friends for

-and also some money.

and feels optimistic for the
season. Expects tremendous
from "The Sea Hawk." Also
infident about what Earl Hud-
1 turn out.

About Hudson
development of Earl Hudson

i outstanding producer in his

st season is one of the unusual
s of the business. Hudson
rmerly assistant to J. D. Wil-
With a previous background

:wspaper man. When Rowland
n—and Williams went out

—

rfudson was to do became a
n. But Rowland placed him in

of production of several units,
udson came through with fly-

ors. That is one of Rowland's
. Of picking men who make

very producer interested in

tographic results should see

iree Weeks." Some of the

ts are of such a stereoscopic

ore that they are nothing
rt of marvelous. It is a pity,

ugh, that so many long
ts were considered neces-

7. They show off the sets

they dwarf the actors.

"e will be more pictures made
around New York this sum-

lian ever before. Which pres-
omething. Watch this turn of

It is important. And the rea-
simple: getting production
(Continued on Page 2)

New Foreign Factor
Company to Develop Theater Chain

In Central Europe—Charles S.

Hervey Interested

Formation of an organization to

distribute American-made pictures

and to establish first run theaters in

Germany, Central Europe, the Near
East and eventually in Russia was
revealed in radiograms received in

New York yesterday. Ludwig
Klitzsch, reputed to be the owner of

a string of newspapers, magazines
and news services in these countries
and managing director of many com-
mercial enterprises, will be the head
of the enterprise, incorporation pa-
pers for which were filed in Berlin
two days ago.

Charles S. Hervey, president of

Hervey, Inc., has been appointed
American representative. Hervey, a
former Public Service Commissioner
is now treasurer of Distinctive and
associated with him, is Charles Mur-
ray, who will be the representative
in Berlin.

Hervey said Klitzsch is giving his

attention to the transformation of
legitimate theaters into local Strands,
Capitols, Rialtos. Hervey, Inc., was
organized a month ago to buy, sell

and exploit pictures in the foreign
field.

Deal Not Closed

Late yesterday there were indica-

tions that final details of the Loew-
Goldwyn deal would not be worked
out for several days. There is hardly

a doubt, however, but that the deal

will be consummated.

Deal Reported On
It was reported yesterday, some-

what authoritatively, that negotiations

were on between an important dis-

tributor and Samuel Goldwyn for the

release of next season's product made
by Goldwyn.

It was impossible to reach Samuel
Goldwyn yesterday for a statement.

Bern To Work on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Of the four new Para-
mount directors, Paul Bern will be
the only one to work here. The others,
Paul Sloane, R. H. Burnside and
Frank Tuttle, will work in the East.
Bern's first will feature Adolphe
Menjou who will later be starred.

Since his advent as an independent
producer Sam Goldwyn has attracted

considerable attention among dis-

tributors. His "Potash and Perl-

mutter" has grossed in the neighbor-

hood of $600,000 according to report,

and while "The Eternal City" has
been out only about two months it

is said the bookings so far have been
very heavy, indicating that the pic-

ture will gross somewhere in the

neighborhood of $800,000 or more.
According to Coast reports his latest,

"Cytherea" also looks like an im-
portant box office production.

Goldwyn still has two to deliver

to First National upon his existing

contract, another "Potash" and an-
other Fitzmaurice production. He is

busy on "Stella Dallas," regarding
which distributing plans have not
been settled.

"Lab" Combine
Republic, Erbograph and Craftsmen
Form Consolidated Film Indus-

tries, Inc., a $6,200,00 Unit

Formal announcement will be made
today of the combination of three

important local laboratories under the

one name of Consolidated Film
Laboratories, Inc., a $6,200,000 corpo-

ration. The plants involved are Re-
public, Erbograph and Craftsmen.

Negotiations have been under way
for some weeks past. While no in-

formation was available yesterday, it

was recalled that the original report

concerning the merger dealt with at

intention on the part of several per-

sons involved to introduce a joint

management covering all three plants

in order to reduce overhead.

It was reported yesterday that one
of the executives now interested fi-

nancially in one of the "labs" would
retire from the business completely.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
Dear Film Daily:

Well, here I am in Rome after a
wild trip over the Mediterranean sea.

I promised you in my last letter I

would tell you something about Al-
giers and Cairo and the motion pic-
ture theaters of these two cities.

I came onto the one at Algiers by
accident and I will tell my fellow ex-
hibitors bow to find the movie houses
in Arabian towns so they can find
them if ever they lose so much money
they have to take a European trip to
get even on the season.

Here's the idea.

First you ask some Arab where the
motion picture house is located. No
one knows exactly where it is, but
they can tell you the general neigh-
borhood. Then you go to that spot

(Continued on Page 4)

Action Expected In Albany
(By Long Distance 'Phone)

Albany—Definite action on various

bills affecting the industry is expect-

ed within the next few days. There
was a conference held yesterday on
censorship repeal, at which represen-

tatives of various women's organiza-
tions filed protests. Courtland Smith,
Charles L. O'Reilly and Sam Berman
spent yesterday here.

One Picture for 1st Nan
A deal is about to be closed be-

tween Garrick Pictures and First

National for one picture which Wil!
Nigh will direct. The story is "Born
Rich" and will be made at the Bio-

graph studio. Garrick Pictures is the

new name for Eminent Pictures

which has been formed by Jess Smith
Philip M. Plant, Leland Hayward and
T. A. Persons. It was originally

planned to make "Birds of Prey,"

Rex Beach's new story.

No Film Cuts, Court Rules
[Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Film Classics Co.,

brought suit against Martin Printz,

manager of the Circle, for cutting
"The Marriage Circle." Common
Pleas Judge Ruhl ordered Printz to

restore all parts of the pictures ex-
cepting only what had been previous-
ly deleted by the Ohio Censor Board.

Sales Reorganization at Selznick

W. C. J. Doolittle and L. J. Dar
mour will operate the sales end oi

the Selznick distribution in place of

David R. Blyth, and will put into

effect almost immediately a plan

whereby to every six exchanges then:

will be one manager, instead of hav
ing a manager in each branch.

Saxe Acquires "Defiance"

Sam Saxe has acquired world's
rights on "Defiance," produced on the

coast by William B. Brush with Lew
Cody, Renee Adoree, Josef Swick-
ard and Charles Post. It will be state

righted.

"Brummel" Held Over
The Strand will hold over "Beau

Brummel," for another week.

Warners Engage Rosen
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The Warners' have
engaged Phil Rosen to direct "Being
Respectable."

Laemmle Eastbound
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Carl Laemmle left for

New York yesterday.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sale*

East. Kod. . 10874 IO8/2 108% 400

F. P.-L. ... 67H 67 <>7y4 1,100

do pfd Not Quoted
Goldwyn Not Quoted
Loevv's .... 16 16 16 600

Warner's Not Quoted

ALL SET
{Continued from Page 1)

closer to the bank roll. That is one

of the most important matters in the

business. And the sooner more of

this is done the quicker much of the

waste will disappear. There isn't one
director out of ten who really can

handle the business end of picture

making. And they shouldn't be ex-

pected to.

c/LeA Jarraju do U~ I ^ wV^V

Geo<S
e

cotv°
ta

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

KELLY COLOR
Reproduces Color
Photographically
For Any Purpose

Laboratory, Cliffside, N. J.

Phone Cliffside 1345

26 Die in Theater Fire

The Associated Press reported yes-

terday from Mexico City that at least

26 met death when an electric wire
in a local theater fell from the ceil-

ing and killed all those touching it.

Fire caught and the wild stampede
that followed resulted in over 55

injuries.

"Classics In Slang" Series

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Work on the first ot

a series of twelve two reelers based
on "Classics in Slang" by H. C. Wit-
wer, will begin next week under di-

rection of William Hughes Curran
for Grand-Asher.

Special Staging of "Holy City"

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington-—A number of pro-

ducers have been invited to view "The
Holy City" next week at the Presi-

dent theater, to demonstrate the pic-

ture material this biblical drama con-

tains.

Musicians Stage Walkout
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—Musicians staged a walk-
out last week in 20 local houses, the

majority of which were operated by
Famous Players. The strike was
settled within a few hours.

Chevy Chase Has Sunday Show
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washingto n—Despite protests

made in virtually all of the churches
in Chevy Chase, the Chevy Chase the-

ater instituted its new policy of ex-

hibiting Sabbath pictures.

Lachmann Exploiting "Secrets"

Marc Lachmann is now handling
special exploitation on "Secrets," at

the Astor. Joseph M. Schenck is in-

augurating a drive that will embody
all key cities.

Court Enjoins Picketing

The M. P. Operators' Protective
Union, Local 306 has been enjoined
by Supreme Court Justice Callaghan
from picketing in front of the Garden
and Nassau, Brooklyn, owned by
Rosen Bros. & Co.

C. B. C. Deal With Certified

C. B. C. has closed a deal with
Certified Screen Attractions, Boston
for distribution of "Pal O' Mine"
and "Discontented Husbands" in

New England.

Sheldon Story, Vignola's First

Robert G. Vignola's first produc-
tion for Metro will be from an origi-

nal story by E. Lloyd Sheldon. It

will be made on the coast.

Sills to the Coast

Milton Sills is en route to the

Coast, following a week's stay in

New York.

Incorporations
Austin, T e x.—Luling Capital

Amusement Co., Luling. Capital

$8,000. Incorporators, Ernest Wilson.
G. C. Jacobs and W. B. Walker.

West-I. F. A. (Berlin) Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Walter West has made
a deal with I. F. A. Company of Ber-
lin for joint production. Some of

the series will be made in London
and others in Berlin.

Albany—Mildred Mary Amusement
Co., Bronx. Capital $1,000. Incorpo-
rators, J. and E. C. Solly. Attorney
H. M, Schiffer, New York.

Next Week on B'way

Dorothy Dalton, in "The Moral
Sinner," will be the feature at the

Rialto next week.
"The Breaking Point" will be at

the Rivoli next week.

Niblo Film at Coast Mission
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Thy Name Is

Woman" goes into the Mission for a

four weeks' run, following "The
White Sister."

Austin, Tex.—City Amusement Co.,

San Antonio. Capital $8,000. Incorpo-
rators, Al Jonas, D. Gottlieb and J.

Zalmanzig.

Sacramento, Cal.—Midway Amuse-
ment Corp., Los Angeles. Capital

$100,000.

Albany—United News
Capital $100,000.

Pictures.

Who wouldn't
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A HANDY CHECK-UP ON BIG PICTURES
THREE WISE FOOLS. With Eleanor Board-

man, Claude Gillingwater, Alec Francis, Wm. H.
Crane,Wm.Haines,BrinsleyShaw,Zasu Pitts. King
Vidor,Director. Adaptedfrom play by Austin Strong.
StagedbyWinchellSmith.PresentedbyJohnGolden.
JuneMathis>Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

SIX DAYS. By Elinor Glyn. With Corinne Grif-

fith and Frank Mayo. Directed by Charles Brabin.
Scenario by Ouida Bergere. June Mathis, Editorial

Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

THE GREEN GODDESS. With George Arliss,

Alice Joyce, David Powell and Harry T. Morev.
Directed by Sidney Olcott. Adapted by Forrest

Halsey from the famous stage play by William
Archer. A Distinctive Picture.

THE SPOILERS. By Rex Beach. A Jesse D.
Hampton Production with Milton Sills, Barbara
Bedford, Robert Edeson, Anna Q. Nilsson, Ford
Sterling,LouiseFazenda,Noah Berry,Robert McKim.
Directed by Lambert Hillyer. A Goldwyn Picture.

ENEMIES OF WOMEN. By Vicente Blasco
Ibanez. With Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens.
Directed by Alan Crosland. Scenario by John
Lynch. Settings by Joseph Urban. A Cosmopol-
itan Production.

RED LIGHTS. With Marie Prevost, Johnny
Walker, Alice Lake, Raymond Griffith. A Clarence
Badger Production. Adapted by Carey Wilson
from Edward E. Rose's Stage Play. June Mathis,
Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

THE RENDEZVOUS. By Madeleine Ruthven.
With Conrad Nagel, Lucille Ricksen, Elmo Lincoln,
Sidney Chaplin. Directed by Marshall Neilan. A
Goldwyn Picture.

THE ETERNAL THREE. With Hobart Bos-
worth, Claire Windsor, Bessie Love, Raymond Grif-

fith. Directed by Marshall Neilan and Frank
Urson. A Goldwyn Picture.

THE STEADFAST HEART. Sheridan Hall,

Director. With MargueriteCourtot,MaryAlden,Jos-
eph Striker,Mi ria tn BattistaJosephDepew. Adapted
by Philip Lonergan from Collier's Weekly Story by
Clarence BudingtonKelland. A Distinctive Picture.

SLAVE OF DESIRE. Presented by Gilbert E.

Gable. Directed by George D. Baker. With George
Walsh, Bessie Love, Carmel Myers. Adapted from
the immortal story "The Magic Skin" by Balzac.
JuneMathis,Editorial Director. AGoldwynPicture.

THEDAYOF FAITH. ByArthurSomersRoche.
Directed by Tod Browning. With Eleanor Board-
man, Ford Sterling, Raymond Griffith, Tyrone
Power,Wallace MacDonaid. Adapted for the screen
by June Mathis and Katherine Kavanaugh. June
Mathis, Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

INTHEPALACEOF THE KING. By Marion
Crawford. Directed byEmmettFlynn.With Blanche
Sweet, Pauline Starke, Hobart Bosworth, Edmund
Lowe. Written for the screen by June Mathis. A
Goldwyn Picture.

LITTLE OLD NEW YORK. With Marion
Davies. Directed by Sidney Olcott. Adapted by
LutherReed from stage play by Rida Johnson Young.
Settings by Joseph Urban. A Cosmopolitan Prod.

UNSEEING EYES. From ArthurStringer'sStory.

Directed by E. H. Griffith. With Lionel Barrymore,
Seena Owen, Louis Wolheim. Adapted by Bayard
Veiller. Settings by Jos. Urban. A Cosmopolitan
Production.

RENO. Written and Directed by Rupert Hughes.
With Helene Chadwick, George Walsh, Lew Cody,
Carmel Myers. A Goldwyn Picture.

THROUGH THE DARK. Directed by George
Hill. With Colleen Moore. Adapted by Frances
Marion from the story by Jack Boyle. A Cosmo-
politan Production.

UNDER THE RED ROBE. Directed by Alan
Crosland. With Robert B. Mantell, John Charles
Thomas, Alma Rubens. Adapted by Bayard Veiller

from the story by Stanley Weyman. Settings by Jos-

eph Urban. A Cosmopolitan Production.

WILD ORANGES. By Joseph Hergesheimer.

Directed by King Vidor. With Frank Mayo, Vir-

ginia Valli, Ford Sterling. June Mathis, Editorial

Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

NAME THE MAN! Victor Seastrom, Director.

Adaptedfrom"TheMasterofMan"bySirHallCaine.
With Conrad Nagel, MaeBusch, Patsy Ruth Miller.

Hobart Bosworth, Aileen Pringle, Creighton Hale.
Screen adaptation by Paul Bern. June Mathis,
Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

NELLIE, THE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK MODEL.
By Owen Davis. Directed by Emmett Flynn. With
Claire Windsor, Edmund Lowe, Mae Busch, Ray-
mond Griffith, Lew Cody, Hobart Bosworth. Ad-
apted by H H. Van Loan. Scenario by Carey
Wilson. June Mathis, Editorial Director. A Gold-
wyn Picture.

THE GREAT WHITE WAY. E.Mason Hop-
per, director. With Anita Stewart, Oscar Shaw, T.
Roy Barnes, theatrical, newspaper, sports celebrities

and Ziegfeld Chorus. Adapted by Luther Reed from
story "Cain and Mabel" by H. C. Witwer. Settings

by Joseph Urban. A Cosmopolitan Production.

SECOND YOUTH. Directed by Albert Parker.

With Alfred Lunt, Mimi Palmeri, Walter Catlett,

Herbert Corthelljobyna Howland,Lynn Fontanne.
Adapted by John Lynch from Allan Updegrafl's
novel. A Distinctive Picture.

TRUE AS STEEL. Written and Directed by Rup-
ert Hughes. With Aileen Pringle, Eleanor Board-
man, Louise Fazenda, Norman Kerry, William H.
Crane, Raymond Hatton. A Goldwyn Picture.

RECOIL. By Rex Beach. Directed by T. Hayes
Hunter. A. J. Parker Read, Jr. Presentation. With
Betty Blythe, Mahlon Hamilton and Europe's Ten
Most Beautiful Women.
THE REJECTED WOMAN. Albert Parker,

Director. With Alma Rubens, Conrad NageLWynd-
ham Standing. From the Story by John Lynch.
A Distinctive Picture.

THREE WEEKS. Elinor Glyn's Production of

Her Famous Novel. Alan Crosland, Director. With
Conrad Nagel and Aileen Pringle. Scenario by
Elinor Glyn. Continuity by Carey Wilson. June
Mathis, Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.
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At Broadway Theaters
Cameo

"Try and Get It" is the feature. An
overture selection and a short reel fight pic-

ture, "Big Moments from Big Fights," are
other units of the program which closes
with an organ solo by John Priest.

Capitol

"Capriccio Italien," by Tschaikowsky, is

the overture, followed by Drigo's, "Polka
Reconciliation," by the Capitol Ballet Corps;
a Lyman H. Howe "Hodge Podge"; Kather-
ine Reiner (debut), soprano, singing "The
Bird Song" from "The Violin Maker of

Cremona ;" Capitol News Magazine, and
Capitol Sextette in "Barcarolle" from "Tales

of Hoffman." "Three Weeks" is the fea-

ture. An exit march is played on the organ.

Rialto

The overture is "Der Freischuetz," imme-
diately followed by Riesenfeld's Classical

lazz. The Rialto Magazine and "The Old
Country Fiddler," a De Forest Phonofilm,

come third and fourth on the bill, while

Miriam Lax, soprano, and Themy Georgi-

tenor next sing Aria from "The Pearl

Fisher." "Big Moments from Little Pic-

tures," with Will Rogers, follows the feature,

"Virtuous Liars."

Rivoli

Betty Compson in "Woman to Woman"
is the feature. A Mermaid Comedy, "Flying
Finance," and the Pictorial News Weekly
make up the balance of the film numbers,
while the remaining program consists of:

"First Hungarian Rhapsody," played as the

overture; Roger Wolfe's Symphony Jazz
Orchestra with Arthur Lang, and "A Flirta-

tion Dance," by Paul Oscard and La
Torrecilla.

Strand
The program includes : Prelude, by the

orchestra ; Topical News Review ; John Barry-

more in "Beau Brummel," and a closing

organ solo.

At Other Houses
"Secrets" is in the early stages of an in-

definite run at the Astor; "The Ten Com-
mandments" continues at the Cohan. "The

|

Covered Wagon" at the Criterion; "Ameri-
ca" at the 44th and "The Thief of Bagdad'
„t the Liberty.

Illinois Theater Co. Quits
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Springfield, 111.—Dissolution papers

liave been filed by the Illinois Thea-
ter Co., of Rock Island.

The De Kalb Theater Co., De
Kalb, has increased its capital from

£75,000 to $100,000.

"Extra Girl" Shown In Troy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Troy—"The Extra Girl," first re-

fused a showing in Schenectady was
-xhibited at the American last week.

COLUMBIA
PICTURES

SEMS OF THE SCREEN

C.B.C. FILM SALES CORP.
1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

Clem's Ocean Stuff
(Continued from Page 1)

and start walking through the narrow
streets. Every time you come to a
smell, look in. If it isn't an Arab
restaurant, its a movie house. I found
every one in Algiers and Cairo this

way; but as I used to be in the cattle

business at Erysipilis, Utah, I had all

the best of it.

I met the chief of police at Algiers
and he sort of took a fancy to me.
Liked my western get-up I guess,
anyhow he took me through the Rue
Barbazon and showed me bibles and
other antiques, thousands or years old.

He said Algiers had the greatest an-
tiques in the world.

I told him I enjoyed the trip a lot

and that if he would come with me
T would show him an American an-
tique. So I took him to a movie
house where they was playing
Nazimova in War Brides.

Danny, we sure had a bad trip from
Algiers to Monte Carlo, which by the
wav. is some place.

We ran into a storm and for twenty
cour hours I didn't hear a peep out
f Mrs. Deneker. Then when she got

up, she said she kept flat to keep from
being sea sick. I kept flat because
'f T'd a got uo, so would some of
those releases I've had in the past.

I blew in a couple hundred franks
at Monte Carlo just to test out the
roulette tables. I learnt enough. Kid,
when I can't crack once in twenty
bets, the old horse hair's got my num-
ber.

While I'm playing the wheel a
^rench girl is standing by me root-

:ng for me and keeps saying "sent
franks, sent franks, " Well, I said
back to her. I don't know you and
didn't sent no franks to anyone. I

see a fellow named Jake Wilk' at
Monte Carlo who said he used to be
in the film business, or art, but that
he reformed about ten years ago.

Cairo ain't so much. Take any
town in the United States, throw a lot
of garbage in the middle of the street,
get a blowing machine like they used
in movie storms and blow sand in
everyone eyes, charge ten smackers
a day for a bed and one infirm wash-
stand, and you have Cairo, except
the boogies is got to wear dirty night-
gowns and talk gibberish.

We stopped at Athens and I went
ashore for two hours. I must a
asked fifty people if they ever heard
of Skouras brothers from St. Louis
and none of them did so I guess the
Skourases wasn't so much at home,
leastwise not much publicly.

I get to Paris next week, from
where you can expect a hot letter if

ill the movies I seen is anywhere
near true.

Your Towering Friend.

CLEM.

Gordon Plans A Boston Capitol
(Special to 1iIE FILM DAILY)

Boston—The foundation has al-

ready been laid for the new theatei
and hotel to be known as the Capi
tol which the Olympia Theaters Inc.
will erect at Tremont and Hollis Sts
The structure will be capped by a
high tower which will dominate every
building in the district.

Theaters Closed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The following theaters

are reported closed in this territory;

Advance, Mo., Advance; Ashley, 111.,

Eloise; Carlinville, 111., Grand & Lan-
dale; Creal Springs, 111., Crystal;

Cynthiana, Ind., Royal (Burned);
Cutler, 111., Gem; Cypress, 111., Pal-

ace; Dawson Springs, Ky., Auditor-
ium; Donnellson, 111., F. E. Edwards
Frankfort Heights, 111., American
Horse Cave, Ky., Star; Hobson, Mo.
A. E. Sellers; Jackson, Tenn., Rex
Knox City, Mo., Princess; Lebanon
Mo., Electric; Marshall, Ark., Treece
Mt. Carmel, 111., Palace; Parkin, Ark.
Princess; Robertsville, Mo., Santens
Hall; Russellville, Mo., Russellville

Scottsville, 111., Bijou; Stillerton, 111.

Rex; Tellico Plains, Tenn., Monroe
Wardell, Mo., Roosevelt; Searcy
Ark., Grand; Strassburg, 111., Liberty
Carlyle, 111., Carlyle.

Theaters reported closed and now
open.
Conway, Mo., Electric, (Name

Changed to Empress) ; Clinton, _Ky.,

Star; Dresden, Tenn., Kozy; Griggs-
ville, 111.; LadrVmia, Mo., Empire;
Shelbyville, 111., Playhouse.

Bloomfield Theater, Bloomfield,

Mo., is now being handlel by Stod-

dard Countv Trust Co.

Mid-West Theater Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The following theaters

have been reported closed: Bearden,
Ark., Grand; Brunswick. Mo.. Isis;

Frankfort Heights, 111.. New Grand;
Queen City, Mo.. Elite; Stephens,
Ark.. Palace; Oklona, Miss., Prin-

cess; Wheatland, Ind., Monroe.
The following theaters are now re-

ported open: Carlyle, 111., Carlyle;

Dawson Springs, Ky., Auditorium;
Scottsville, 111., Bijou.

In The Courts
A judgment has been filed in the

"upreme Court dismissing a claim
against the Aywon Film Corp., by the
Denn Import & Export Corp. The
olaintiff alleged that it contracted to

pay the defendant $12,500 upon sign-
ing a contract for ten episodes of the
"Adventures of Helen." The plaintiff

sued for $17,500 on the ground that
the defendant refused to deliver the
films. The defendant alleged that

$2,250 had been paid for three of the
episodes and counterclaimed for

$5,250 for the others, which it offered
cle.iver.

STATEMENT OF THE OWf («
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATI M
REQUIRED BY THE ACT '?
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State of New York,
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About Hollywood

V»t about pictures for next sea-

? Here it is only a few months

o announcements of next year's

d:t must be made by national

:rutors. And yet—except in a

istances—only one organization

ctures finished for next season;

irsal. With eight pictures all

d—and another eight just being

aeted or starting within the next

'it's the situation on the coast

s, Famous Players are produc-

; fast as possible for spring re-

s to keep up with schedule. First

tnal unit's working hard to de-

for early release. And all down
ne the same way.

'iich is quite a comparison to this

last year when cameras could

>e bought or rented—stars and
ors were at a premium, and
extras were hard to obtain.

less production increases materi-

within the next month, exhibit-

'jll be shown a lot of next year's

ict on paper rather than in the

ction room when September rolls

id.

ill Rogers, since his arrival from
last to make sprocket hole operas

ial Roach, is relieving Fred
3 on many occasions as master of

nonies.

ic of the real important accom-
ments of the new producers' as-

tion is the cooperation among
nembers regarding players under
act. Formerly, producers ask-
ach other all the traffic would
when players were loaned to

other for pictures,

ider the new arrangement, the
:iation is notified when a con-
player will be available, and if

:ier member of the organization
es the player, the latter can be
ned at the same salary rate that
erm contract calls for.

e Unsell and Beaulah Dix, two
linent writers for the screen,
written a play "Stigmata" which
ed in Brighton, England a few
:s ago. Phylis Neilson-Terry is

using it as a starring vehicle, and ex-

pects to open in New York with it

in 1925, after completion of the Lon-
don run.

Jackie Coogan will make two more
pictures for Metro. One is starting

right now. After they are completed.
Jackie is slated to head the Near East
Relief ship which will sail from New
York either in August or September
with a million dollars worth of milk
for the children of European coun-
tries.

And then when Jackie returns late

in the fall, a new distributing contract
will be negotiated. Step in line

—

don't rush.

Doug Fairbanks invented a. new
game which will undoubtedly become
very popular. Out here at the Pick-
ford-Fairbanks studio they call it

"Doug." Briefly—it's along the lines

of tennis—same court, higher net,

light rackets—but a dart is used in-

stead of tennis balls.

The dart must be kept moving back
and forth across the net without
touching the ground. It's so much
faster than tennis or handball, there's

no comparison.

During the making of "The Thief
of Bagdad" Fairbanks used this game
as a medium to keep down to exact
weight.

Abe Carlos with his Richard Tal-
madge company, and Arthur Sawyer
with the Barbara La Marr unit, are
the first two producers to move back
east for the summer.

Unquestionably, they will not be
the only ones to move east this year.
It is just a matter of time before
many other units pack up and dust
along to New York for the coming
summer's production schedule.

Carl Laemmle is cleaning up the
loose ends of a two month's visit to
Universal City, and has left for New
York.

GREENE.

Hoxie Renews With "U"
(Special te THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Jack Hoxie has sign-
ed a new contract with Universal for
five years.

America, inc.
729-7™Ave.N.Y.- Bryant ZI58

The Mackler Process

A RECORD BREAKER
We Processed and Treated the following first-run Super

Features.

r?mTn, S?"A,
N THEATRE THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

^fiTn^^^iS12 THREE WEEKS
§{vm? ?£££?££ VIRTUOUS LIARS
STP?Mn ^"EATRE- WOMAN TO WOMAN
LIBERTY T

H
h
EATtR^ BEAU BRUMMEL

CRI??ptt,m
H?^1?5^ THIEF OF BAGDAD

BROOK! VM £t
H
o
E
a
A
J,?

E COVERED WAGONBROOKLYN STRAND SPORTING YOUTH
"There must be a good reason for the above".

SpeakiiigofBigPictiires
Ifead idiatlheNewYork Times
Says

%

A Speedy Picture.

SPORTING YOUTH, with Reginald Denny, 1

Laura La Plante, Hallam Cooley, Lu-
cille Ward, Malcolm Denny, Leo White,
Frederick Vroom, Henry Barrows, R,olfe
jSedan, L. J. O'Connor, C. L. Sherwood,
William A. Carroll and others, adapted
from the story by Byron Morgan. At the
Broadway.

As an illustration of a well-knit and
Swiftly moving story we have viewed
no better example for some time than
"Sporting Youth," the film wUch is be-

ing unfurled this week to enthusiastic

crowds in the Broadway. We say en

thusiastic crowds because we gather

that yesterday afternoon must be in-

dicative of what happened the previous

two days and what may happen the

balance of the week. In fact we have
seldom heard a picture applauded as

was this enjoyable feature, which with

Reginald Denny obviously appeals to
the romantic and sporting spirit of the
audience.
Mr. Denny is an exceptionally pleas-

ing player. For some time he has been
featured in H. C. Witwer's series of
stories known as "The Leather Push-
ers." He is a good-looking, virile young
man who does not overact, and never
seems conscious of his appearance.
Those who feel sleepy in the dark of
a motion picture theatre will find that
the speed of this film is enough to
restore a happy wakeful feeling, as
from the very start, with the main
title, one sees speeding cars dashing by.
LaUra La Plante is effective as Betty,

and Cooley is an efficient villain. This
is a picture which will please the world
and his or her father and mother. It
is also being shown at the Brooklyn
Strand.

UNIVERSAL JEWEL
presented byCARLLAEMMLE
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Newspaper Opinions

New York
"Beau Brummel"—Warner's

Strand

AMERICAN—* •- * Warner Brothers
• • * have given their best to the making

of this classic there can be no doubt and

that John Barrymore is an inspired choice,

no one will dispute. The faults in the pic-

ture ar minor ones, and speaking generally,

without going into minute detail, "Beau
Brummel" is a credit to the house of Warner.

DAILY NEWS—* * * Devastating is

the proper word for Mr. Barrymore's Beau
Brummel, bowing himself gracefully through

life * * * It is a polished and a flawless

performance. * * *
* * * The film story unfolds with ease

and charm. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * Barrymore
is a delight in a role to which only an ex-

perienced pantomimist could have done jus-

tice. Every little nuance,, each gesture, has

a significance that is subtlty perfect. * * *

The direction is sympathetic, the settings

are beautiful, and the entire production

though about two reels too long, is an

achievement of artistic characterization. * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * we were
woefully disappointed * * * Not that Barry-

more doesn't do some excellent work, be-

cause he does lots of fine acting; * * *

"Beau Brummel" as screen entertainment

will be all very well for those who never saw
and heard Richard Mansfield in the same
subject * * * falls far short of our expec-

tations ; but then, we may have expected
too much.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * "Peter Ib-

betson" is the only other love story we
know which is so beautiful, and we enjoyed
"Beau Brummel" much more.

It is beautifully produced and is played
by a cast that is prfect. * * * We know
that most of the scenes were too long, but

we do not think that they should be cut
an inch. * * *

* * * the illusion is so perfect that you
are going to weep no matter how hardend
you are. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * With an
entirely adequate supporting cast, handled
with direction that does not falter, with
sheer artistry, balance repression and when
called upon, powerful acting, he has made
a picture which must survive as one of the

splendid achievements of the silent drama.
• # #

While "Beau Brummel" may be called a
picture of very high excellence that does not
mean it will appeal to all motion picture
audiences. It might be that exhibitors whose
patrons do not like tragedy or death to
touch the leading characters will not become
enthusiastic over it.

POST—* * *a pretty fine piece of work
as a whole, * * * nary a palm would have
smacked against another if the last half of

the film hadn't been so extraordinarily good
that the many irritating faults of the first

part were forgotten. * * *Mr. Barrymore
plays the difficult part with the finished and
polished excellence that we have come to
expect from him. * * *

* * * excellently directed by Harry Beau-
mont. Its chief fault is that it takes a weary
while getting started. On the whole it is

very good entertainment of higher than av-
erage intelligence. * * *

SUN— * * * it was one of the most en-

joyable pictures of the season. * * * John
Barrymore, * * * had by his wholly delight-
ful performance as the famous Beau become
the screen's most capable actor. * * *

Th picture seems to have thrown away a
bit of the play and it has added a new mis-
tress or so to those Mr. Fitch provided for
the Beau. Perhaps this is for the best. The
production is rather lavish and the costumes
are picturesque and handsome. The one fault
is that the photo play is a trifle too long.
• • »

TELEGRAM—* * » It is the most fas-
cinating motion picture play of the year, a
veritable screen comedy of manners, and
of morals, too.

TIMES—One of those artistic celluloid
efforts that come along none too frequently

John Barrymore, * * * delivers a per-
formance that is a delight to the eye, and,
in the picture, it is probably more true to
life than the stage version. * * *

* * * This is a stirring picture, not merely
for the "upper ten," but also for O. Henry's
four million and several other millions.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * "Beau
Brummel" isn't a whale of an unusual pic-

ture, but it is a film dstined to get big

money in the majority of the bigger towns.

For Broadway it is certain to be a knockout,
as Barrymore has a tremendous following

in New York, as he also has in the other

big cities of the country. * * *

The direction by Harry Beaumont might
possibly have been improved upon, as there

are too many luong three-quarter shots. * •* *

WORLD—* * * The film version, pro-

duced by double exposure and superimposed
scenes, is effective and beautiful. * * *

In casting this film play, something has
gone entirely wrong. * * *

"Try and Get It"—Hodkinson

Cameo
AMERICAN—* * * a good afternoon's

entertainment for those who enjoy this type

of motion picture. * * *

* * * amusing enough to stand well with

almost any member of the family.

EVENING JOURNAL—The slight plot,

* * * is amusing, the situations are snappy
and Washburn registers an extremely likable

screen personality. * * *

* * * lightly entertaining throughout, de-

mands no heavy concentration, which should
make it an ideal film feature.

EVENING WORLD—* * * it was rather

pleasing. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * It is

* * * amusing and entertaining * * * has been
well directed and a good balance has been
maintained throughout. * * *

POST—* * * The only funny thing about
* * * "Try and Get It" * * * is that some-
body put up real money to make the pro-

duction. * * *

TIMES—There are some amusing inci-

dents in "Try and Get It," * * * but for

the most part this picture is based on a
story which could not stand the strain of such
a length of film. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * The

story includes a fashion parade, nicely pro-

duced, that should interest feminine witness-

es, while aH the interiors are both substan-
tial looking and decorative.

"Virtuous Liars"—Vitagraph

Rialto

AMERICAN—"Virtuous Liars" is, to put
it mildly, much ado about nothing. * * * it

runs on and on and never reaches anywhere.

* * * while not the worst thing that has
come to our town, belongs to the vintage
of 1912. Edith Allen, in our opinion better

stay in the class of extras, just as Rex In-

gram cast her." She is certainly not leading
woman material.

EVENING WORLD—* * * It isn't a
picture any one would rave over very much,
but it has Dagmar Godowsky as one of its

redeeming features. * * * She does excellent
work with the material furnished her, as do
Burr Mcintosh and Naomi Childers. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * Even if you
do not care for the story—and perhaps you
will not—there is nothing in the picture that

one may resent, because it makes no pre-
tenses. It is just a pretty good program
picture, with a well known cast. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * With
a few stretches of the imagination, perhaps
there will be those who will find enjoyment
in "Virtuous Liars," * * *

POST—Why do they do it? As if there
wasn't enough woe in the world, every once
in a while somebody comes along and in-

flicts on a too-trusting public a picture that
takes most of the remaining joy out of life.

Handicapped by its title to start with, "Vir-
tuous Liars" meanders along for some five

or six reels through the sloughs of hokum
and the arid wastes of bunk. * * *

TIMES—* * * a moderate entertainment,
the story of which dos not bear close scru-
tiny. * * *

* * * This is a movie, and as a movie with
conscientious players, it can be enjoyed if

approached with an untroubled and a none
too critical mind.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* .
* » The

picture is a light-waisted story that carries
nd particular punch, although the title may
have a box-office value for the smaller type
of houses. * * *

WORLD— * * * one of those obviously
manufactured motion pictures which mean
nothing at all, not even an evening's enter-

tainment. It is of that one-a-week school of

films which strings together an assortment
of unnatural happenings, places them before

fussy settings, and then sends them to the
public with what is supposed to be a catchy
title. * * *

Out-of-Town
"Eyes of the Forest"—Fox

Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * as upsetting to the nerves
as any of Mix's films, for it causes the chilli

to run up and down the spine in the ap-
proved manner. * * * There are only five

reels, but enough happens in those five reels

to fill five ordinary melodramas. * * * Tom
Mix has enlisted the services of an airplane
and a set of timber thieves. These, with
Mix's usual fervor and deftness in the saddle,

combine to make good Western entertain-

ment.

"Flaming Youth"—1st Nat'l

Stanton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Colleen Moore plays the

part of Patricia Frentriss, the girl whose
head is turned by the gayety and glitter of

the night life, doing the best possible with
a part far too foolish to be true, * * *

NORTH AMERICAN—Miss Moore * * *

never has recovered from that trick of all

beginners, of looking persistently at it and
into it, without any apparent rhyme or rea-

son. There are innumerable close-ups of the
young lady, and toward the end she really

becomes rather monotonous since she has
neither the ability nor personality that scin-

tillates.

PUBLIC LEDGER—Elliott Dexter lends
his name to the cast, but little else. The
supporting cast is good, but it is Colleen
whose maneuvers hold, attention throughout.
If yesterday's audiences are a sign, the the-

ater will be packed all week. The show de-

serves it.

"The Heritage of the Desert"
F.P.-L.

State, Cleveland
NEWS—"The Heritage" might please those

who are passionately fond of westerns, but
for the average picture fan it will not have
much of an appeal. * * *

PLAIN DEALER—* *. * scenically, is a
photographic gem. * * * color photography,
soft focus effects, and other photographic
novelties which hold the eye.

PRESS—* * * It is good old-fashioned
western melodrama and the elaborate effects

in the picture serve to invest the melodrama
with greater interest.

Crandall's, Washington
HERALD—* * * has the distinction of

having been filmed in the Arizona canyons,
the exact locale of the novel * * * The
story, like all of the Grey's, is alive with
action and thoroughly thrilling in develop-
ment.

STAR—* " * photographed in the Ari-

zona canyons, the real location of the story

written by Mr. Grey depicts the virile narra-
tive through the able interpretation of a
cast of artists * * *

Lawrence D'Orsay and Effie Shan-
non have been added to the cast of

"The Mountebanks."

"In the Palace of the King Q^
Cosmop.

Loew's, Montreal
STAR—This thrilling sixteen^

historical romance is rich in actii m,
spectacle, but * * * the producers h •
ed subordinating the action to the ttn
lar element, * * *

"I Will Repay"—Canadian A
Palace, Montreal !

GAZETTE—Having for its b m
the stirring scenes of the French F I
"I Will Pay," * • • lends itself ai

to screen adaptation, and • • •
, ]

of an exciting and eventful perio jt
called.

STAR—It is a film of real tea t •

played throughout. * * * The act fr |
mirable alike in its sincerity and
utilization of restraint when emoi a] r.

play would mar the dramatic sign «
the moment.

"Shadows of Paris"—F. ! L,

Metropolitan, L. A.
(Week ending March 21)

EXAMINER—Miss Negri give
. „

account of herself in both phases c he i
drama, and while a faster moving it

would perhaps be more convincii *

the retarded tempo gives splendid o rton

for the exploitation of her individi beat

and unusual facial portrayal. * * *
ae e

is excellent. * * *

EXPRESS—Miss Negri • • can

nearer of being the dashing Carmen 'G
Blood" and the beautiful Du Barrj "

sion" than in any of her previou: udt-

America pictures.
HERALD—Although with nothi a

tional in the way of a plot and nik
ing in thrills, the picture is undeni • i

esting by virtue of its story * • "fl
TIMES—has the honor to be e n

worst picture in which Miss Negr u pi

appeared. * * * Miss Negri is as m
as ever in the picture—but the ! j ii

there.

"Wild Oranges"—Gold.-C( lop

Strand, San Francisc
(Week Ending Mar. 21)

BULLETIN—If you like the

unusual, with a dash of mystery di b»'

perts, for a bit of diversion in y I
entertainment, go to the Strand
CALL AND POST—It is melodi a'

dealing with the elemental in huoM
tions. But it is warranted to

sponse from film fans who like tl
' tfi

fast and their thrills piled on ck I

plenty.
CHRONICLE—The story is ibl(

times, the terror that fascinates : q
tator and holds him breathless, an be I

ture has been splendidly made, 1 K

Vidor directing.
DAILY-HERALD—The pictui id-

tedly has fine characterization, but e «t

ing feature about the productic ii

vividly graphic manner in which V r tri

his subject.

For the people

By the people

Of the people

WAGL

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 Broadway

T T isn't a bad idea to establish more than

* one line of credit for yourself. At some
time or other you may find it expedient to

borrow from a source other than your usual

connections. We finance worthy enterprises.

'Phone

Watkins 4522
All Transactions In

Strict Confidence

1
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'aramount Plans
it- Lasky Outlines New Pie-

ces—Wm. de Mille to Do
"Spring Cleaning"

pedal to THE FIt.M DAILY)

3 Angeles—Although the Fa-

<(ine-up for the fall will be an-

rd at the annual sales conven-

i May, Jesse L. Lasky in the

, tells of some immediate plans

iiramount directors.

•1 B. De Mille will start shortly

;et of Clay," in which Rod La
<e will appear. Having
•ted "The Enemy Sex," James
iwill turn his attention to "Mer-
1 the Movies," starring Glenn
r. William De Miille, who has

arted "The Bedroom Window,"
How with "Spring Cleaning."

itri Buchowetzki. will again di-

/liss Negri in "Compromised,"
1ptation by Paul Bern of Henry
nan's "Song of Songs." When
e Melford completes "Tiger
' he will begin "Empty Hands"
d from Arthur Stringer's serial

rper's Bazaar. Jack Holt and
:line Logan will be cofeatured.

Man Who Fights Alone" has
selected as William Farnum's
cture. Production is scheduled
t April 14.

) directors now in the East will

to the Coast. Herbert Brenon,
Droducing "The Mountebank"

(Continued on Page 2)

A Correction

C. J. Doolittle denied yesterday
he S«lznick sales force would
irganized so that one manager
handle a group of six ex-

;s. He said, ihat, on the con-
four special representatives

'eing added and that no changes
present personnel was planned.

O. D.'s Cause Huge Waste
special to THE FILM DAILY)
leapolis—The Film Board of
is issuing a letter calling at-

i to the loss sustained by ex-
s because of C. O. D. ship-
declaring that over $50,000 is

annually on this practice.

Kane En Route East
'pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles—Arthur S. Kane has
r New York, following a long
n here. He will stop off at
a, his home town for a week.

andt to Talk Over Radio
iam Brandt will deliver a talk
Station WHN next week on
Opportunities of the Motion
e Industry."

A Favorable Reaction Repeal Up Tuesday
Exhibitors Offer Mabel Normand 30
Weeks of Personal Appearances
—Experiment Successful

A three weeks' personal appearance
tour for Mabel Normand in the na-

ture of test engagements in order to

secure the reaction of the public has
been so successfully launched that

John S. Woody, of Associated Ex-
hibitors, has extended the tour to

cover ten weeks. Further than that,

if it can be arranged, he will book
Miss Normand for an extended peri-

od.

Her first appearance was at the
Branford, Newark, last week where,
Woody declares, . the business on
"The Extra Girl" was unusual. Miss
Normand is now en route to St.

Louis to appear next week at the
New Grand Central. From there, she
has been booked in Detroit, Cleveland
and Philadelphia. Woody said

yesterday that he has offers on hand
that would keep the comedian busy
for about thirty weeks.

Woody's assertion relative to the
Branford was borne out by the Fa-
bians who operate the theater. Miss
Normand also appeared at two other
Fabian houses, the New Montauk,
last Saturday and Sunday, and at the
Regent, Elizabeth, the first three days
of this week to big business.

Organize New Film Co.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Memphis, Term.—George Hively
and Howard Webster are organizing
the Memphis M. P. Corp., to be capi-
talized at $100,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—Glavey-Dunaway
Prod., Los Angeles, has been char-
tered with a capital of $250,000.

Mrs. Reid Plans New Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Mrs. Wallace Reid
has in mind a picture dealing with a
mother's problem in raising a son. It

will be started shortly.

Add Tax on Tickets
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Prince Albert, Sask.—A municipal,
admission tax on theater tickets is

to be levied, in addition to the pres-
ent Provincial tax.

Weir, A Hodkinson Supervisor

Hodkinson announces the appoint-
ment of L. W. Weir as Western Di-
vision manager, succeeding S. J.

Yogel.

Conference Slated in Albany—Pres-

ent Law Favored Over Davison
Bill

(By Long Distance 'Phone)

Albany—The fate of censorship in

New York State will be decided at an
important conference of Assembly
leaders to be held here Tuesday.

Charles L. O'Rei'ly and Sam Ber-

man are still here. The opinion has
been expressed in certain quarters

that some exhibitors would prefer to

operate under existing censorship
rather than have the Davison bill

become a law.

The entire repeal situation will be
gone over. The Davison bill and the

Walker n easure will be discussed and
a definite attitude decided upon. The
children's matinee measures will al-

so c.omo up.

Prevent Film Suppression
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—An attempt on the part of

Police Chief Severyns to suppress the

showing of "Flaming Youth" at the

Neptune was frustrated by the at-

torneys for the theater, who met the

police chief at the door with an order
from Judge Frater preventing the
city from interfering with the film.

Woodhull for M. P. T. O. President

At the regular meeting of the di-

rectors of the M. P. T. O. of New
Jersey, a resolution, was unanimously
adopted supporting R. F. Woodhull,
for the presidency of the M. P. T. O.
A. Asbury Park will be the scene
of the next convention.

Protest Sensational Publicity

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ontario—The M. P. T. O. of Can-

ada has passed a resolution protesting
against the practice of newspapers
which indiscriminately link the film

industry with "sensational publicity''

of private individuals.

Compson Film for Selznick

Selfnick has acquired American
distribution of "The White Shadow."
starring Betty Compson and made by
Grahan Cutts who directed "Wom-
an to Woman." It will be a May re-

lease, probably under a new title.

Plan "Super-Educational"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Sol Lesser and Louis
H. Tolhurst, plan ja. "super-education-
al" for Principal Pictures that will

treat with the development of life

from its earliest stages.

16 Bills Killed
Measures Ranging From Fire Pre-
vention to Censorship and Sales

Taxes Defeated Since Jan. 1.

Sixteen pieces of adverse legisla-

ture affecting this industry have been
defeated since the first of the year.

The bills have covered a variety of
matters, including fire prevention,

transportation of films, censorship,

special taxation on amusements and
advertising regulation.

These have been introduced in the
following states. Kentucky, Massa-
chusetts, Mississippi, New York, Ok-
lahoma, Pennsylvania, South Caro-
lina and Texas. Four measures were
killed in Kentucky: one on censorship,

one calling for a 10 per cent admission
tax and two dealing with fire preven-
tion. Massachusetts had three bills

up: one censoring billboard advertis-
ing and posters and two governing
shipping. Mississippi sought to pass
censorship and tax theaters ten per
cent on admissions. In New York
a fire prevention measure and one on
transportation have thus far been de-
feated. Censorship in Oklahoma was
killed and in Pennsylvania, a preven-
tion measure was thwarted. Censor-
ship in South Carolina was defeated
but a special tax levy was made ef-

fective, beginning Jan. 1. This, how-
ever, was carried over from a previ-

ous session. Texas sought to im-
pose a sales tax on theaters.

"The Tumbleweed" Coming Later
Will Nigh, who wi 1 direct "Born

Rich," for Garrick Pictures-First
National release, has not abandoned
plans for "The Tumbleweed." This
will be made following "Born Rich."
E. L. Smith is associated in this ven-
ture. Nigh will also make addition-
al "Miniatures."

Fox Remaking "Last of Duanes" •

Fox will make a new version of
"The Last of the Duanes!' with Tom
Mix starred and Lynn Reynolds di-
recting. The same company made
this picture in 1919, starring William
Farnum and directed by J. J. Gor-
don Edwards.

To Attend Walker Dinner
A group of local exhibitors will go

to Albany next Tuesday to attend a
dinner which is being given to State
senator James J. Walker at the Ten
Eyck.

Cabanne, La Marr's Director?
It was reported yesterday that the'

first La Marr First National picture
which will, be made in New York
will be directed by Christy Cabanne.
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Incorporations
Albany—Counsell Film Process &

Chemical Co., Long Island City.

Capital $80,00(3. Incorporators, C. T.

Coi;nsell, A. M. Henry and A. J.

Clark. Attorneys, Mmiii, Anderson
and Munn, New York.

Albany—Stage Plays Corp., New-

York. Capital $10,000. Incorporators,

R. W. Brown, F. A. Bull and G. H.
Merrit. Attorneys, Burlingham-
Veeder, New York.

Albany—Palace Garden Amuse-
ment Co., New York. Capital $30,000.

Incorporators, J. Fontes and C. T.

Charity. Attorney, B. A. Leerburger,

New York.

Sacramento, Cal.—Pacific States

Amusement & Realty Co., Inc., San
Francisco. Capital $10 000.

Sacramento, Cal.—Strovan Prod.
Inc., Los Angeles. Capital $50,000.

New Historical Comedies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—A new series of

comedies by Bryan Foy and Monte
Brice, is being filmed under the super-

vision of Zion Myers for Universal.

Each wiil be a one-reel comedy on a

famous historical personage or event.

Schenck Signs Sid Franklin
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Sidney M. Franklin
has been placed under a two year
contract by Joseph M. Schenck. He
will alternate in directing Norma and
Constance Talmadge.

Albany Club Growing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The recently organized
film salesman's club has a member-
ship of 25.

Nellie Parker Spalding has been
added to the cast of "The Mounte-
bank."

ilm Developing Corp.
210-16 VeehawkenSLWestHobokeraJ.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone: UNION 4SOO

Paramount Plans
(Continued from Page 1)

will direct Thomas Meighan in "The
Alaskan." Willat, now in Boston is

cutting "Wanderer of the Waste-
land," will produce "The Story With-
out a Name," featuring Agnes Ayres.

Jetta Goudal Signed

Famous has signed Jetta Goudal. to

play leads, with a later starring pos-

sibility. Her first picture will be op-

posite Adolphe Menjou, to be directed

on the coast by Paul Bern.

Paul Sloane, newly created director,

will make his first picture this sum-
mer in the East. R. H. Burnside's

first assignment will be a picture with
Richard Dix while Frank Tuttle's

first will be a Bebe Daniels subject.

Carlton, L. A. Opens
• 5fecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Carlton a 1,500

seat house at 64th and Western has
opened. It is a part of the West
Coast Theater chain and has a tri-

weekly change policy.

"King of Wild Horses" at Rialto

"The King of Wild Horses." a

novelty feature, produced by Hal
Roach, will be at the Rialto next
week.

Everybody's Talking

About

WAGL
A Complete Laboratory & Title Service

j

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5450-1

Managing Director, well known, high-
class, with ability, knowledge, experi-

ence and judgment desires connection
with a first-class theatre or chain in

an executive capacity. Very best ref-

erence. Address Box M-203.

THE FILM DAILY
71-73 West 44th St., New York City

Comingboon

ykiscillatyean
in a series ofspecial

productions
/&H0DKDIS0N RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty Firec-Run Rduits

HAL ROACH
CHARLEY CHAE

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good*

1 reel

Pathecomedy

FLORENCE BILLINl

In The

Star Cast In

JUST

MAR\

UNUSUAL OPPORTU TY

to take part in syndicate DB
ed to make early New ort

nroductdon of a drama 1 ring

picture possibilities in th mil

lion dollar class. Syndica or

ganized on new plan by < ieri

enced manager having i :ep

tional facilities for bringii ou

play at far less than usu ex

pense. A picture producin:on
cern or director wishing en

ter producing field and > liiu

to make moderate inve: ten

can form valuable conrtioi

and obtain picture rights i fa

vorable terms.

ADDRESS—PRODUCE
Box W-400
c/o FILM DAILY

Watch for

"FIFTH AVENIE'

By Charles Beaha

"The Street of a

Thousand Emotion
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Newspaper Opinions
"Woman to Woman"—Selznick

Rivoli

AMERICAN—* * * Unfortunately the

picture does not live up to its star. * * *

If only these ambitious English producers
had gone a step further and imported an
American technical staff, we might have been
able to say a good motion picture has come
out of England.

We doubt if the play by Michael Morton
would have ranked very high in cinematogra
phic art, for the reason that it is one of

those tales that we would prefer not to see
growing in motion picture soil. * * *

ENLARGEMENTS
of

MOTION PICTURE FILM CLIPS
for all purposes also

Developing and Printing
of

Kodak Rolls

. W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33rd St. Vanderbilt 7361

The World Wags

So Does

WAGL

DAILY NEWS—* * * Everything which
belongs rightly in melodrama is present * * *

* there is something terribly artificial

and incredible about the story. * * *

* it is all quite wild and unreasonable.
The subtitles are like all the rest—stilted and
artificial. Miss Compson, however, uses her
lovely looks to goo effect.

EVENING WORLD—* * * We cannot
give Miss Compsorj much on this picture

;

in fact, th's is about all we can give her.

HERALD TRIBUNE—When Selznick
went to England to make "Woman to
Woman'* it was a step in the right direction.
The idea was a good one. It would have
been a better one, however, if they had let

the picture remain across the ocean. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * is far
and away the best picture that England has
sent to these shores. The story is a melo-
drama that, despite its trite theme, provides
good entertainment and marks the return
of Hetty Compson to her rightful heritage,
that niche in the film hall of fame reserved
for real troupers. * * *

POST—* * * tells an interesting and
fairly plausible story in a rambling manner
so full of obviously manufactured suspense
and watery heart throbs that it often makes
you squirm with impatience. Still, it has
Betty Compson, and it has been given a
very interesting scenic production. * * *

The picture isn't at all bad whenever she is

on the screen. * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * It has a fine strength,
an almost logical plot and a great deal of
tragedy that taxed little Miss Betty Compson
to the bottom of her emotional powers. * * *

* * * The selection of "types" was bad

—

no stretch of the imagination would convince
any one the play was laid in England. * * *

TIMES—* * * Inexperienced direction is

obvious in many stretches of "Woman to

To MORRIS GEST
Your extraordinary genius as one of the world's

leading popular showmen has lately been revealed
again by your magnificent management of the
world's premiere of Douglas Fairbanks in "THE
THIEF OF BAGDAD" at the Liberty.

You occupy a unique place in the American Thea-
tre. Your name is synonymous with spectacle, pa-
geantry, magnificence, lavishness and international
art. You are the premier who brought to America
the world's greatest art of the theatre—the ballet

and the drama of mysterious Russia.

A cordial invitation is extended to you to visit

the Cameo Theatre next week to witness a very re-

markable motion picture entitled "WHICH SHALL
IT BE ?". Renaud Hoffman is the producer—a name
unknown to you, no doubt, and to millions of others.
It is a motion picture story without a hero, a villain,

a cabaret, a bathing pool, a jazz-crazed girl, or a
single suggestive thought.

It is a great, big, throbbing, inspiring and thrill-

ing story about simple, home-loving people who live

under the sweet protection of American liberties.

Don't miss it!

(Signed) MANAGEMENT
CAMEO THEATRE.

P. S.—Continuous performance.

No advance in prices.

Woman," * * * Betty Compson, * * * is

far better than any of the other players, * * *

is not enough to make up for the poor di-

rection and the rather worn-out theme.

Too much seems to be taken for granted
in some sequences, and too little in others.
* * .

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * if this

is an example of England's better celluloid

products there doesn't seem to be any spe-

cific reason for the wail against British

screen vehicles, for this one can stand with
any American output showing on Broadway
houses week in and week out and is far

superlative to those which may be gleaned
in the daily change theaters.

WORLD—* * * satisfies the requirements
of prohibitive morality, but it snaps its

fingers at human nature. * * *

* * * Betty Compson, * * * is an all
j

bit who gives a winsome performance. 'I

Moral Squad in Milwaukee
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—The Federation
Women's Clubs has appointei

morals squad of ten women to l*p

an eye on questionable films am :o

make recommendations to exhibi g.

The Keith houses on the Metroji
tan circuit will play "The Courtjj

of Myles Standish" Easter week.

ComingSoon

ETTYC0MPS01
MIAMI

c//n Alan CrcslandProduction
J\cduced hy Gilford Cinema Ccrb.

/TrHODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1025 Thirty first-Run Pictures

LOVE
WEEK

Comes and Conquers when you

Say! See! Play!

C YTHEREA
Goddess of Love
A GEORGE FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION

from the sensational novel by
Joseph Hergesheimer

Adapted for the screen by
Frances Marion

With an "electric light" cast including

Lewis S. Stone Irene Rich
Alma Rubens Norman Kerry

Constance Bennett

Today's Love Classic!

Tomorrow's Box-Office Sensation!

Produced by SAMUEL GOLDWYN
(Not Now Connected with Goldwyn Pictures)
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With
John Harron, Louise Dresser

and William V. Mong
Directed by John G. Adolfi

Story, Supervision and Editing by Frank Woods

FRANK.
E.WGDDS

Special (production.

'Distributed by

HODKINSON
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR-

Wm VOGEL, DISTRIBUTING CORP

Seasoa 1924-1925

Thirty First-Run Pictures
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illarde Finishing
t Fox Contract Ends with
Tipletion of "The Fool"

—

Going Abroad
Millarde whose "Over the

:arved a particular niche for

l screen history is making his

cture under his present Fox
t. The production is "The
md will be completed in sever-

<s.

irde plans a trip to Europe in

l the nature of a vacation. He
; to be gone about three

itterfield Back from Coast
pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
le Creek, Mich.—W. S. But-
has returned from a two

;' trip to the Coast. He stop-

f in Chicago, en route here
proved plans for a new $1,000,-

>use which he will build in

Butterfield has taken over the

lm, Fort Wayne, Ind. It will

.nodeled and renamed the

est Non-Theatrical Showings
pedal to THE FILM DAILY)
:stown, N. Y.—A delegation of

ors appeared before the Film
of Trade of Buffalo and pro-
lon-theatrical showings in their

Tippett Sails Today
D. Tippett sails for London

on the Belgenland.
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Page
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Compromise Repeal Bill

(By Long Distance 'Phone)

Albany—Senator James J. Walker
has prepared a new compromise re-

peal bill which will be considered by
the Senate Finance Committee next
week. The measure in some respects,

is similar to the Davison bill and pro-
vides for the elimination of the cen-
sorship commission and the strength-
ening of the Penal Code. There is

an indication here that one comprom-
ise measure will be agreed upon.

$1,000 for Distributing Plan

The M. P. News on Friday an-
nounced a prize of $1,000 for a new
distribution plan, the merits of which
will be decided by a committee of
five, to be selected by a group of

twenty-five exhibitors. The competi-
tion is open to everyone in the busi-

ness and closes on Monday, June 2.

Select the Copley-Plaza

The M. P. T. O. A. convention will

be held at the Copley-Plaza Hotel
in Boston. The banquet which is

usually an important part of the con-
vention will be held Wednesday, May
28.

Warner's Buy Two Stories

The Warners' have purchased
"Eve's Lover" and "The Eleventh
Virgin," for production on next
year's schedule.

Roth Succeeds Ginsberg
Henry Ginsberg, general sales

manager of Preferred since its in-

ception has resigned and has been
succeeded by Max Roth who joined

the company weeks ago, to handle
"The Virginian" and "Maytime."
Roth is now on a four weeks' tour of

exchanges.

Ginsberg on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Henry Ginsberg is

here from New York.

Change in Kansas Censors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Governor Davis has
asked Emma Viets to resign as mem-
ber of the Kansas censor board with-
out assigning any reason for his re-

quest. He has appointed Ella Tripp
of Fort Scott her successor.

Rohlfs with Stromberg
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—John B. Rohlfs, for-

merly with Hodkinson has joined

Hunt Stromberg. His duties will

concern the Priscilla Dean and Harry
Carey pictures.

Ingram 111

Rex Ingram is said to be suffering

from nervous indigestion which is re-

tarding the cutting of "The Arab,"
made abroad.

That Deal
By which Metro will take over Goldwyn. Official announce-

ments, etc., coming in a few days. Meanwhile possess your souls

in patience. Premature publication of the affair has caused con-
siderable annoyance up to the moment. A field force extending
all over the globe is easily upset when these things "break" and
without reason a lot of men get all upset. Until this is ready just

forget some of the wild yarns you have seen printed—notably one
about Samuel Goldwyn blocking the deal. And you can also put
a pin in this: Hearst will go along with the deal—all reports to

the contrary notwithstanding.

HART AND FAMOUS
It will be sad if Bill Hart and Famous have come to the part-

ing of the ways. The Paramount schedule will look awkward
without a series of Hart pictures. It is known that for sentimen-
tal reasons alone Adolph Zukor wanted Hart to continue—regard-
less of any other reason. Hart stuck to Zukor in the old days
when most of the others cut adrift. And Zukor never forgot it.

Unfortunately Hart and the production department could not
agree on this vital point: the stories that Hart was to make.
Famous did not enjoy the material that Hart used in his recent
pictures. The way the last was jumped upon by the critics did

(Continued on Page 18)

Hart Deal Off
Star and Famous Disagree over Se-

lection of Story Material—For-
mer's Plans Indefinite

The deal pending between William
S. Hart and Famous Players for fu-

ture pictures has been broken off.

Hart leaves for the Coast on Tues-
day, without any definite plans in

mind for future activities.

He stated over the telephone Fri-

day that negotiations had ended and
that, while he was willing to yield

on almost every point, he refused to

give up what he termed his inde-
pendence. Hart said the differences

arose over the selection of story ma-
terial, with Famous insisting on cer-

tain vehicles submitted to the pro-
duction department but which Hart
decided did not suit him. He holds
the opinion that he knows through
long experience what best fills his

requirements.
At Famous, Elek J. Ludvigh who

has been handling the matter for the
company stated that it was true the

deal had fallen through but that he
hoped negotiations would be resumed
at a future date. Both Hart and
Ludvigh declared that the friendliest

sort of feeling existed in all quarters.

For many years Bill Hart has been
a feature of the Paramount program.
He has always had complete say as

to story, direction, etc., and this is

one of the important points on which
Hart and Famous officials could not
agree.

Quimby Recovering

Fred Quimby is recovering at the
Polyclinic Hospital from an opera-
tion. Expects to be out in a few
weeks.

Harry Berman of F. B. O. was re-

ported resting well Friday after a
somewhat serious operation. Unless
complications set in he will also be
up and about in a few weeks.

Beatty, "U" Exploitation Chief

Jerome Beatty has resigned as di-

rector of publicity and advertising
for Preferred to handle a national ex-
ploitation force for Universal. He
assumes his new duties on Monday.
At present, Universal has the nucleus
of such a force on hand but a number
of additions will be made.

Fox Back in Few Weeks
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—William Fox expects
to leave for the East in several weeks.

Schulberg Due from Coast
B. P. Schulberg is due in town to-

day from the coast.
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San Heads "Lab" Combine
L. James San will be president and

general manager of Consolidated

Film Industries, Inc., which includes

Erbograph, Craftsmen and Republic
laboratories. Other officers will be
ilerbert J. Yates. Harry M. Goetz
and Leonard Abrahams, vice-presi-

dents; Benjamin Goetz, treasurer and
Hubert E. Wimar, secretary. Lud-
wig G. B. Erb, Morris San, Edmund
C. Dearstyne and Joseph San will

comprise the directors. As indicated,

Erb will step out of the active end
of the business. A laboratory is

planned for Los Angeles and another
for England.
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WHY NOT
Let

STEBBINS
Solve Your

INSURANCE
PROBLEMS

Specialists in Motion Picture
and

Theatrical Insurance

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Bryant 3040

Can't Rebuild in Santa Monica
• Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Santa Monica, Cal.—City commis-
sioners have refused to grant a lease

to L. L. Bard, theater operator, for

a site upon which the temporary
Rosemary theater now stands. Bard
explained that he had formerly ope-
rated a small house upon the Ocean
Park pier and had suffered a complete
loss in the fire.

Theaters Aiding Near East Fund
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—During the past week
many theaters here donated part

of their receipts to the Near
East Relief Fund. The drive is un-
der direction of Al Beckerich, presi-

dent of the Buffalo Theater Man-
agers' Ass'n.

Says France Needs Theaters

Adolph Osso of Famous Players
Paris office said Friday he believed
that there was a large opportunity
in France for the building of a num-
ber of large, important theaters, such
as are known as first run houses in

important American cities.

Given Clean Bill

(Sptcial to THE FILM DAILY)
Lockport, N. Y.—City Engineer

Ralph Smith, with State Inspector
Anthony W. Horenburger, declare
that the local houses are satisfactory

so far as building rules are concerned.

Bradford Films For Mid-West
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Mid-West Distribu-
ting Co., has purchased from Lee-
Bradford, eight productions released
by that company.

Temple, Phila., Changes Hands
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—H. R. Abrams has
disposed of the Temple and other ad-
joining structures to Theodore E.
Nickles.

Epstein Buys "Almost A Man"
Sam Epstein of the Industrial Film

Co. has bought the U. S. and Can-
adian rights for "Almost A Man,"
starring "Pickles," a famous monkey
actor.

Harris May Produce

There is a possibility that Sam
H. Harris will produce some of his

stage plays in picture form. How-
ever, the plans are not definite.

Adventure Prod. In Deals
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—Adventure Prod.,
headed by Samuel Ludwig, has ac-

quired the six Art Mix Westerns,
eight Franklyn Farnum's, eight Al
Fergusons and six starring "Big Boy"
Williams. Adventure, in the last few
months, has taken over Premier,
Globe, Tri-State and Greater Fea-
tures exchanges.

First Nat'l, Atlanta, To Move
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Early in May First Na-
tional will move to the new Film
Lldg. The office is now located at

148 Marietta St. The new structure

was started by the Massell Realty Co.,

but William Oldknow bought it for

$102,000.

Would Vote on Sunday Question
i Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albion, Neb.—An ordinance pre-
vents theaters from opening on Sun-
days here. Those in favor of Sun-
day shows are circulating petitions

requesting that the question be put
to a vote.

Hepworth Opening Exchange
A local exchange for Hepworth

Prod, will open in about a week.
The office will be located in the God-
frey Bldg. and will serve Greater
New York and Northern New Jersey.
Joe Di Lorenzo will supervise sales.

It's on everybody's

mind

WAGL
Kelley Color Laboratory

Negatives and first prints

Color prints for any purpose

Palisade, N. J.

Phone: Cliffside 1345

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
ff ALL THE WORLD

THE NEWSREEL
BUILT LIKE A NEWSPAPER

ComingScon |

HhmChmick
Starring in a

.

seriesofspecial
productions

HODKINSON RELEASE
Se4swl9#-19tf Unity UtoBcbutt

PafheNevs

Sees All \^f) Knows /

No. 29
J

EGYPT OPENS TOMB OF TUT gH-

AMEN—Government re-opens torn

work is relinquished by Carter.

BRITISH START WORLD FLI T-
British airmen start from Southamp or

25,000 mile trip around the world.

CYCLONE SWEEPS WESTERN S

—Eight persons killed in Oklahom; o»j

which bears the brunt of terrific stor

Other news as usuaL

tod§£
HAL ROACH'!

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy=-®-=

ALAN HALE
One Of The

Many Stars In

JUST
]

MARY

GEVAER1
RAW STOCK

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM

1540 B'way N. Y.<
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puzzled
Are you wondering why
we persist in using an un-

usual title like chechahco?

Couldn't we have found some-

thing simpler?

Certainly we could. We might
have named the picture "The Gold
Rush" or "The Birth of Alaska/'

or what-not, but these would have

classified it as an ordinary movie*

And that's just what this picture

isn't.

chechahcos
(pronounced chce-chaw-koze )

is as different in quality and appeal

as its intriguing title is different

from ordinary titles.

A ssociated ExhibitorC
-*"*- ARTHUR S. KANE, President ^-*

PATHE, Physical Distributor
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J&X.x-zes-;:Some Laughs!" Says Wid Gunning:

1 have said repeatedly that the great American public

craves comedy. I want to emphasize to you right now

that this picture can do a terrific business for you and

register tremendous satisfaction if you will get behind

it and make the right sort of noise about it. ....

The gang wants to laugh and this carries some great

laughs, so it is up to you to cash in on it."

Encore
pctuwg

E X H I
SIDENT.

B I TO R S
Foreign Representative : Sidney Garrett
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Bennett Sanders, Garden, Pittsburgh, Fa.
Stanley Swartz, Darlyn, Brodhead, Wis.
L. C. Lidball, Isis, Fort Worth, Tex.
Mrs. J. G. Heywood, Lyric, Cornell, Wis.
Hayes Ames, Columbia, Philadelphia, Pa.
L. C. Farquhar, Opera House, Guide Rock, Neb.
York Palace Theatre, Philadelphia. Pa.
Harry Muller, Crystal, Anderson, Ind.
John F. Hayes, York-Columbia, Philadelphia Pa
W. C. Hearn, Hub, Bishop, Tex.
C. T. Gresham. Art Craft. Mooresville, N. C.
George W. Vint, Grand, Harrisburg, Pa.
R. A. Flora, Powers, Caribou, Me.
Hippodrome, Williamsport, Pa.
Charles W. Ryan, Milford, Chicago, 111.

Palace Theatre, Marksville, La.
Theo. P. Davis, Fourth Street, Moberly, Mo.
H. T. Hare, Russell, Detroit, Mich.
Louis R. Markun. Tuxedo, Indianapolis, Ind.
G. H. Jenkinson, Victor, Minocqua, Wis.
W. H. C. Dudley, Dudley's O. H., Americus, La.
N. T. Thompson, Stuart, Wausau, Wis.
Harry Hall, Dean Street, Adrian, Mich.
E. W. Sloop, Strand, Osage City, Kas.
M. J. Black, Bijou, Waverly, 111.

J. F. Jorgensen, Community, Mount Hope, Kas.
Fred Meyn. Pershing, Kansas City, Kas.
E. G. Michel, Michel, Marble Falls, Tex.
G. B. Morris, Strand and 1 2 others, San Antonio, Tex
A. E. Andrews, Opera House, Emporium, Fa.
C. H. Browp, Liberty, Zanesville, O.
G. F. Post, Post-Cammack, Spring Green, Wis.
W. A. Erwin, Orpheum, Marion, 111.

N. C. Sikes, Lomax Opera House, Lomax, 111.

Mainline & Lawphen. California and Majestic, Corona,
and others who made title suggestions.

Cal.

":'|^j

PHYSICAL D1STRIBUT0

CIATED
ARTHUR S. KANE,

EXCHANGE INC.

J



Your Opinion U Sought by the Producer and the Distributor as

to Whether Material Here Presented WoutdMakea

Satisfactory Motion Picture.
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You win!

/ou have convinced us

of the inadequacy of the

title, "Plaster Saints," al-

though it was success-

fully used for a book and

two serial publications of Frederic Arnold Kum-
mer's gripping story of modern life.

You have sold us on the necessity for a title more

descriptive—more specifically appealing—better

understood. Such a title has been adopted. It is

"The Spitfire."

Your suggestions, and those of several hundred

other exhibitors, have resulted also in important

changes in the plan for picturizing Mr. Kummer's

book. These will be made known soon. We hope

—and -believe—you will approve these changes.

It is your picture. You are the ones to be pleased.

We thank you most sincerely for your frank and

intelligent response to our production question-

naire. A better picture than we had planned will

be one gratifying result of your cooperation.

Murray W. Garsson

J. S. Woody

«*rL JoL Jl JfcS ll JL CJr JtC 2^
PRESIDENT

FOREICN REPRESENTATIVE SIDNEY GARRET
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Cuts and Flashes Coast Brevities

Frank Zucker has completed photo- Hollywood—Frank Mayo, is now
graphing "Meddling Women," star- playing oposite Colleen Moore in

ring Lionel Barrymore. "The Perfect Flapper."

Cornelius Keefe has completed

work in "Lend Me Your Husband,"

a Burr production.

Commonwealth Films announces

that L. Lawrence Baren, is no longer

with the company.

Frank Lloyd has engaged Modest
Altschuler to write the musical score

for "The Sea Hawk."

Jean Tolley is in Memphis, making
personal appearances at showings of

"The Uninvited Guest."

Work will start soon on "Stepping

Lively," starring Richard Talmadge
James Home will direct.

H. Zerbes, cameraman, has return-

ed from a world tour, having finished

a photographic record of his trip

for the American Express Co.

Henry Sedley and Lucile Lee
Stewart have joined the cast of "The
Fool," being directed by Harry Mil-

larde.

Charles E. Gilson has returned

from a year's stay on the Coast,

where he photographed several pro-

ductions.

Through Jack Crosby, Helene
Chadwick has been engaged for the

Whitman Bennett picture now in pro-

duction.

George Coudert, cameraman, leaves

soon for Brazil, where he will do
research work for the University of

Pennsylvania.

Elinor Dell and Henry Sands have
been added to the cast of "Crossed
Wires," being directed by Elmer Clif-

ton. Willard Robertson is Clifton's

assistant. A. G. Penrod is camera-
man.

"Floodgates" Sold For Kentucky
"Floodgates" will be distributed in

Kentucky by the Big Feature Rights
Corp.

Prohibits Referendum
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. James, Minn.—The City coun-
cil refused a petition asking for a
referendum on Sunday shows on the
ground that the city charter made
no provision for such a referendum.

Two Houses In Town of 778
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Houston, Minn.—With the opening
of the old opera house as the Com-
munity by Foss & Olson, the town,
with a population of 778, now boasts
of two theaters. Kerrigan & Forsyth
operate the Lyric. Both houses will
open Wednesdays and Saturdays, and
charge 10 and 25 cents.

Director Fred Caldwell, has com-
pleted shooting "One Day in Holly-

wood" for Selznick. Muriel Rey-
nolds is featured.

"Double Dealing" is the title of

Charles "Buck" Jones' new picture.

Production started this week under
direction of George Beranger.

David Smith will begin production

on his second "1924 series" for Vita-

graph in the week. The story is a

Western drama.

Mary Roberts Rinehart's "K," is

under way. Harry A. Pollard, will

direct this for Universal.

Charles Kenyon is adapting "A
Strange Woman," for Fox,

Bruce Mitchell has resigned as Ce-
cil DeMille's assistant director to di-

rect a picture in New Orleans for

J. G. Mayer.

Fred Tyler will assist Scott Dunlap
in the direction of "Little Robinson
Crusoe."

Edward Connelly, will appear in

support of Viola Dana in "The
Beauty Prize."

Charles Kenyon is now engaged
on the adaptation of "The Strange
Woman," a forthcoming Fox special.

Production is under way on "Tiger
Love." Antonio Moreno and Estelle

Taylor are featured.

Howard Mitchell is directing "The
Mark of Cain" for Fox, instead of

Edmund Mortimer, as previously an-
nounced.

Edward Laemmle has begun film-

ing "Shooting Star," fourth of the

"Fast Steppers," series of racing
stories.

"The Beauty Prize," an original

by Nina Wilcox Putnam, will be
Viola Dana's next vehicle for Metro.

William DeMille has started work
on "The Bedroom Window." Rob-
ert Edeson has been cast for a prin-

cipal role.

Kenneth Harlan has been cast for

"Butterfly." The picture will be di-

rected by Clarence L. Brown.

Percy Marmont has been cast by
Universal in the leading masculine
role of "K." novel to be produced for

the screen for Universal.

Chester M. Franklin has begun
production at Universal on a crook
feature based on a story by William
J. Flynn. It will be filmed under the
title of "Souls that Pass in The
Night."

GREENE.

Among Exchangemen
Kansas City—Bob Carnie has join-

ed Paramount.

Detroit—Harold Weiss has rejoin-

ed Exhibitors Supply Co.

Kansas City—C. A. Schultz has
succeeded George Ware as Vitagraph
manager.

H. M, Berman has appointed Mil-

ton Hossfeldt manager of the Port-

land exchange.

Philadelphia—Al Fisher Jr., is cov-

ering the Philadelphia territory for

Vitagraph.

Buffalo—Earl Arnold is back in

the exchange business as salesman
for F. B. O.

Buffalo—O. R. Rieffel, Fox, has
been assigned sales work in the
Southern territory.

Cincinnati—Sid Lawrence, former
manager of the Regent, Grand Ra-
pids, is now with Film Classics.

Kansas City—J. Erwin Dodson is

now with Fox, having been out of the

business for two years.

Spokane, Wash.—Theodore John-
son has been appointed special serial

salesman for Pathe's Western di-

vision.

St. Louis—Columbia Picture Corp.,
has leased the Metro quarters. Metro
moves into its new home at 3328
Olive St., about April 15.

Philadelphia—Paul Schmuck, who
has been in charge of publicity and
exploitation for Pathe, has been pro-
moted to manager in the New Or-
leans exchange.

Cleveland—H. A. Kaufman has
been named assistant manager of
Pathe, in charge of the newly created
Service Dept. Kaufman was pre-
viously inspector booker at large,

covering the entire 34 branch offices.

New Theate:
Greenville, Pa.—Walter I

berg is behind the new theati

planned for the Stage pro
South Mercer St., opposite
cer Square theater, which S

also operates. Silverberg
Olympia here, too.

St. Petersburg, Fla.—A r

ter, which is to be constructf

nection with an office build

cost of $500,000, is planned
city. The theater will be ot

Renaissance type. Ground
broken within the next mont

Honesdale, Pa.—The O
Amusement Co., of Scranfr

control the Dreamland here,

ing over a site here for a ne

Monterey, Cal.—Work i

rushed on the theater for

Kuster on Ocean Ave. The
scheduled for an early open

Liberty, N. Y.—Liberty's
ater has been opened. It s

H. M. Weber and J. M. Be

local merchants, are back of

ject.

Freeport, L. I.—Herbert ]

build a modern, fire proof tl

the site of Auditorium, rew
stroyed by fire.

Brady, Tex.—Julius Levy
start work on his new $40,00(

He also runs the Lyric.

Aberdeen, Wash.—George
converting the Grand O. E
picture theater.

Royerford, Pa.—The Pern
700 seat house, has opened,

Portland—Ike Geller's new
Park has been opened.

Doylestown, Pa.—Nick Pc
build a theater here.

"Play It With\{Music!"

"If Music be the food of Love, play on"

with James A/Fitz-Patrick's Famous Music Masters

Series.

One reel novelty features with complete or-

chestrations.

Produced and Distributed by

HTZ-PATRICK PICTURES, Inc.

Poli Building, New Haven, Conn.

V— w>^
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Miich Shall It Be?"
ttucer: Hoffman Productions

Whole SENTIMENTAL
THE EXTREME WITH

YSTANT TUGGING AT
JR HEARTSTRINGS
KES THIS SMALL PRO-
CTION WELL WORTH
ILE AND MIGHT PROVE
:EAL BOX OFFICE.

1 No one of importance and

lames of consequence, but seven

he most delightful kiddies that

I stepped before a camera. They

j

almost like the "our gang"
ra playing straight.

of Story Many years ago

I. E. L. Beers wrote a poem cap-

bd "Which Shall It Be?" which
of the struggle of a man and

wife, both very poor, who faced

problem of sending one of their

n children to the husband's
brother. In the end, of course,

e of the children were allowed

o. Upon this thin but gripping

y there has been built a series

equences which while sentimen-
are none the less interesting,

imes the story is too gushy and
ht easily be cut to advantage,
taken all in all there is a very
jhtful entertainment present es-

ally when the kiddies act. They
so natural. There is little for

grownups to do excepting that

el Wales as the mother also

is most natural.

of Story The important

t of this production is its sim-

ty. It only proves again that

s sums of money are not nec-

ry to make a worthwhile pro-
:ion. The absence of import-
costly sets is hardly notice-

. One forgets the need of such
in watching the development

be simple yet direct story which
s so strongly.

offman just misses having an-

:r "Over the Hill." His effort

specially worth while when it

onsidered that he not only di-

ed this, but acted as his own
eraman.

Dffice Angle. .. .Hardly impor-
enough to run at full length by
ortant first-run exhibitors who
ht easily condense it to a worth-
le featurette. Should be good
erial for neighborhood houses
small theaters.

itation Properly handled
e is no reason why every moth-
n your community should not
interested in "Which Shall It

" and there are few emotions
ch can be so successfully built

is that of mother love, and while
her love is not the actual theme
so close to it that no difficulty

uld be encountered in finding

erial easily which should attract,

rest and hold the attention of

mothers of your community.

don Renaud Hoffman
»r Mrs. E. L. Beers

rio by Renaud Hoffman
raman Renaud Hoffman
igraphy Excellent

e....A farm and a few library

ts.

th About 5,000 feet

"The Dawn of a Tomorrow"
Paramount

As a Whole INTERESTING
CROOK STORY WITH FAITH
THEME WOVEN IN. VERY
WELL MADE PICTURE AND
FINELY ACTED. JACQUE-
LINE LOGAN, DAVID TOR-
RENCE, RAYMOND GRIF-
FITH GREAT TRIO.

Cast.... Very well balanced and all

splendidly suited to individual roles.

Jacqueline Logan kept in tattered

clothes all the while and manages
to get her role over through sheer

good acting. Raymond Griffith ex-

cellent in this particular type of

characterization. He handles the

part cleverly and amusingly. Da-
vid Torrence also good. Others
Roland Bottomly, Harris Gordon,
Guy Oliver, Alma Bennett.

Type of Story .... Crook melodrama.
There's a "Pollyanna" atmosphere
in this and a certain amount of

crook regeneration and faith busi-

ness that might tend to make it

seem like pretty conventional ma-
terial but Frances Hodgson Bur-
nett's novel, which also served for

a stage play, is not trite. At least

it doesn't appear so under the very
capable direction of George Mel-
ford. He has supplied a thorough-
ly worthwhile production, an ex-

ceptionally well suited cast and
used it to the best advantage. There
is a realistic atmosnhere of the Lon-
don slums, a pleasing romance and
a succession of interesting situa-

tions, nicely dove-tailed that hold
the attention all the way. The
theme holds forth a certain amount
of philosophy that may well point

a moral—that of looking on the
bnVht side of things no matter how
dark they mav seem. The story
shows how Glad, a girl of the
slums, prevents a rich man from
taking his life, gives him an entire-

ly new perspective through her pol-
icy of cheer and is happy later with
her sweetheart, also saved from a
crooked path through her devotion.

Box Office Angle. . . .You can interest

vour folks in this if vou trv and
thev should go out rather well sat-

isfied. There's a good production,
good cast and interesting storv.

Exploitation. . . .Inaugurate a "Smile"
week and do some Pollvanna broad-
rastinf to get them interested in

"The Dawn of a Tomorrow." Have
•1 man garbed in sombre attire eo-
ing about carrving a sandwich sign
upon which are the lines: "I was
ousted from the blank theater to
make room for the glad girl in 'The
Dawn of a Tomorrow.' " Distrib-
ute tov brooms with tags attached
bearing catchlines: "Brush away
vour cares and follow the crowd to

the b'ank theater where 'The Dawn
of a Tomorrow' show you how to

be happy." Use George Melford's
name recalling previous produc-
tions and mention the principals in

the cast.

T)irection Georo-e Melford.
Author. ... Frances Hodgson Burnett
Scenario Harvey Thew
Cameraman Charles G. C'arke
Photography Good
Locale London
Length 6.084 feet

"Three Weeks"
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

As a Whole... GORGEOUS PIC-
TORIALLY BUT THOSE WHO
EXPECT SENSATIONS WILL
PROBABLY BE DISAPPOINT-
ED. THE TIGER-SKIN EPI-
SODE ISN'T WHAT IT'S
CRACKED UP TO BE.

Players. ... Conrad Nagel your out-

standing possibility here although
there are many good names includ-

ing John Sainpolis, Robert Cain,

Mitchell Lewis, Stuart Holmes.
Aileen Pringle lacks sex appeal to

a material extent and her perform-

ance as the Queen suffers there-

from. Oh, for a Barbara La Marr.

Type of Story. . .About a decade ago!

women from eight to eighty thrill-

ed when the title "Three Weeks"
was mentioned. In those days it

was a great idea, but since then
there have been a few such as

"Flaming Youth" and others of that

type that sort of put "Three Weeks"
in the background so far as this

type of material is concerned. Any-
how it is a tale of a great passion

which lasted three weeks and then

the Queen and her English lover

parted and everybody cried. But
as the story has been transferred

to the screen the tears will be for

another reason. Even the famous
episode of the Queen and her Eng-
lish lover on the tiger-skin fails to

thrill. It doesn't even emote. Real-

ly, it's rather blaah! Of course, in

the end the son of the Queen and
her English lover appears as the

King and is crowned with all due
pomp and ceremony, while the an-

guished father watches from the

side lines.

The production is magnificent.

The sets are unusually fine, and the

photography at times is probably
the finest seen in any of the big

productions recently, particularly in

some shots of a stereoscopic nature.

Lack of sex appeal weakens the

appearance of Aileen Pringle in

what should be an outstanding
characterization. That she was se-

lected for the part by Mrs. Glyn
is somewhat obvious.

Box Office Angle. .. .Everything will

stand or fall upon the title. If that

doesn't get them in nothing else

will.

Exploitation. . . .There is considerable

to work with here, especially the

title. Every woman will remem-
ber the vivid tale written by Elinor
Glyn and you must work up from
this angle. The fact that the pro-
duction is gorgeous and the cast

rather satisfactory will prove im-
material unless you get your pat-

rons interested from the angle of

the title and its rather famous au-
thoress. Teaser campaigns and
catchlines can be effectively used.

Direction. .. .Alan Crosland; did fair

ly good work considering material
at hand.

Author Elinor Glyn
Scenario June Mathis
Cameraman John J. Mescall
Photography Gorgeous, finest

stereoscopic effects ever presented.
Locale.... A mythical Balkan king-
dom.

Length 7,468 feet

Harold Lloyd in

"Girl Shy"
Producer: Harold Lloyd Corp.

Distributor: Pathe
As a Whole. . . NOT AS CONTIN-
UOUS A SCREAM AS ONE OR
TWO PREVIOUS LLOYD PIC-
TURES BUT SURELY VERY,
VERY FUNNY AND WITH A
COMEDY-THRILL CHASE
THAT IS THE BEST OF ITS
KIND.

Star. .. .Always amusing and injects

plenty of spontaneous comedy busi-

ness that's sure-fire.

Cast. . . . Jobyna Ralston rather pretty

lead and others Richard Daniels
and Carlton Griffin.

Type of Story. .. .Comedy. Harold
Lloyd's latest is really very good
comedy once it gets going. It's

fairly slow at the start and for a

time threatens to fall below his

usual standard but it picks up nice-

yl and the laughs start coming in

quick succession, finally ending
with a chase that is a riot of laughs
and stunts. There is apt to be a
wrong impression created at the

point where Lloyd finishes his

"love adventures" manuscript and
falls asleep. It gives every indica-

tion that what is to follow is a

dream but it isn't. It might help

to make the laughs more genuine
if they knew at the start that what
follows isn't a dream, without wait-
ing for the end. Lloyd is a bash-
ful, stuttering hick who imagines
himself a regular Romeo. He
writes a book of would-be adven-
tures, meets a rich girl and decides

to marry her when he "collects"

on the book. The publisher turns

it down and Harold gives up hope
of the girl. Later, when the pub-
lisher decides to print his volume
as "The Diary of a Boob," Harold
makes his mad dash to get the girl

before she marries the other fellow.

Box Office Angle Sure-fire, of

course. Should get started faster

but this can be remedied and even
if it isn't Lloyd's admirers and
comedy fans aren't likely to worry
about it.

Exploitation Lloyd's name and
the title of his latest should be
enough to pack your house. If it

isn't, it's probably because they
don't know who Harold Lloyd is.

Should that be the case, get busy
and acquaint them. Tell them that

"Girl Shy" contains one of the best

comedy-thrill chases that has ever
been done. Show them a trailer

of Lloyd's wild and dizzy ride on
the top of a runaway trolley, a bit

of the train sequence in which the

lady passenger finds her negligee
in his pockets, or any of the pic-

ture's big comedy moments. Dis-
tribute toy whistles with tag's at-

tached reading: "It takes a whistle

to stop Harold Lloyd from stutter-

ing in 'Girl Shy'. Blow around to

the blank theater and see his latest

picture."

Direction Fred Newmeyer-Sam
Taylor; all right.

Author Sam Taylor
Scenario Sam Taylor
Cameramen . . Walter Lundin-Henry

Kohler.
Photography Good
Locale Small town—city

Length 7,500 feet.



Hal Roach presents



iWld Horses
He Was As Dangerous As a Tiger

Yet the Sympathy of a Man Tamed Him

!

Almost every stallion is dan-

gerous.

But when he is a wild stallion,

foaled in the mountains, with a

mother and a sire who have never

felt the halter, then he is doubly

dangerous.

Rex ranged the canyons with his

berd of mares. By his strength, skill

ind cunning he not only escaped

capture but he drove away rivals

and kept his herd intact.

Story by Hal Roach

Man after man tried to capture

this magnificent coal-black horse,

but tried in vain. His rivals he de-

feated; men he kept at a distance,

until one man came along. That
man didn't capture him; he cap-

tured the man

!

The most unique feature ever

presented, with novelty, thrill, ex-

citement and a real wild horse as

the hero, a horse so dangerous that

the cameramen were in danger of

their lives. For concentrated punch
it is a feature in a thousand

!

Directed by Fred Jackman

Pafhepicture
TRADEw MARK.
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"The Plunderer"
Fox

As a Whole GETS A LITTLE
AWAY FROM THE REGULAR
ROUTINE PLOT AS FAR AS
DEVELOPMENT IS CON-
CERNED IF NOT FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF SITUA-
TIONS.

Cast. ... Frank Mayo has another of

his fighting' roles which he does
very well and Tom Santschi also a

capable scrapper. The two offer a

first rate thrill in their climax bat-
tle. Evelyn Brent probably not the
best type for dance hall proprie-
tress but she makes the most of it.

Others Peggy Shaw, James Mason,
Edward Phillips, Dan Mason.

Type of Story Western drama.
Nothing very exciting happens in

the early reels of "The Plunderer"
but as the plot develops the action
gets under way and there is enough
excitement to satisfy the most ard-
ent admirers of thrills. The basic
situations of Roy Norton's story
are not new but George Archain-
baud has handled them to good ad-
vantage and through good detail

and with the cooperation of a first

rate cast he has succeeded in main-
taining the interest evenly. The at-

mosphere is realistic and shots in

and around an old unused mine af-

ford interesting views for the spec-
tator. The plot concerns the ef-

forts of Bill Mathews to restore an
old mine owned by young Town-
send who has inherited from his

father. Bill Presbey, who operates
an adjoining mine, tries to dissuade
them from reopening the mine.
Mathews is suspicious of him but
it is not until a dancer, deserted by
one of Presbey's accomplices, gives
him the proof that Presbey is tap-

ping the Townsend mine, that Ma-
thews accuses his competitor. A
fight follows, Mathews wins, Pres-
bey gives up and the romance of

the latter's daughter and young
Townsend is completed while Ma-
thews rides off in search of The
Lily, former proprietress of the
dance hall, who had closed it and
left town because she thought Ma-
thews did not return her love.

Box Office Angle Should please
the average audience. Will appeal
to admirers of western dramas and
has enough good moments to talk

about to get them interested.

Exploitation. .. .Secure a trailer con-
taining shots of the mine cave-in,

the fight in the dance hall or the
big scrap in the climax where Sant-
schi and Mayo have a fight to the
finish. Your men folks particularly
will be interested if you promise
them some exciting fights. For the
benefit of your women patrons talk

about the romance contained in the
story and use stills of Evelyn Brent
and Frank Mayo, the chief "roman-
cers." The title isn't especially ap-
plicable to stunt exploitation so
you'll have to resort to regulation
advertising and announcements.

Direction George Archainbaud;
generally quite satisfactory.

Author Roy Norton
Scenario Doty Hobart
Cameraman Jules Cronjager
Photography Good
Locale The West
Length 5,812 feet

"His Forgotten Wife"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole A PLEASANT
ENOUGH LITTLE PICTURE
DESPITE ITS SOMEWHAT
FAR-FETCHED PLOT; CON-
TAINS GOOD ELEMENT OF
EXCITEMENT TO HOLD IN-
TEREST. HAS BEEN GIVEN
NICE PRODUCTION.

Cast Billed as all-star, but with the

exception of Madge Bellamy, War-
ner Baxter and possibly Maude
Wayne, there are no well-known
names. Miss Bellamy's work as

the little French girl is by far the
most pleasing thing in the picture.

Warner Baxter is also good as the
hero. Maude Wayne has been well
cast as the selfish fiancee.

Type of Story. . . .Deals with the ro-

mance of a French Red Cross
nurse who falls in love with a sol-

dier who has lost both his memory
and identification tag in a battle;

to ease his mind she pretends to
find his identity card and gives him
a "missing" man's name. Upon his

recovery they are maarried and re-

turn to America. Unable to obtain
employment they take positions as

butler and lady's maid in what
proves to be the man's own home
which he has left in a will to his

former fiancee. She recognizes him
and unscrupulously decides to take
all his bonds and money from the
bank before he can regain his mem-
ory. He is operated upon, regains

his memory up to the time he was
shot, remembering nothing of his

wife. Of course, it all comes right

at the finish—he remembers her
when he sees her. and is told that
she is his wife. The development
at this particular point is not as
smooth as it might be, however.
There are two highly exciting auto-
mobile chases that keep the interest

at high pitch during the latter reels,

which is a good thing. Madge Bel-
lamy looks very sweet and makes
her role as convincing as possible.

Box Office Angle Should prove
satisfactory entertainment for the
average audience. Talk about
Madge Bellamy and mention the
rest of the cast.

Exrjloitation. . . .Play up the fact that

Madge Bellamy and Warner Bax-
ter are in the cast. Get them inter-

ested bv telling them that it is a

story of a man who lost his mem-
ory and gained a wife onlv to for-

get here when he regained his mem-
ory. Catchlines along these lines

might attract attention. For exam-
ple, "He had lost his memory and
his name. She gave him a name
and then married him. But—he re-

gained his memory. See what hap-
pened then." You might run a

trailer of either of the automobile
chases, or one showing Madge Bel-
lamy in cap and overalls holding up
the car and getting the satchel full

of money.

Direction. . . .William Seiter; all right

Author Will Lambert
Scenario Will Lambert and Del
Andrews.

Cameraman Max Du Pont
Photography Satisfactory

Locale. . .
.French n^cH 4"1 !—America

Length 6,500 feet

Jack Hoxie in

"The Galloping Ace"
Universal

As a Whole DYED-IN-THE-
WOOL VILLAIN PLOT BUT
SERVES FOR FIRST RATE
ACTION AND SHOULD SAT-
ISFY THE CROWD THAT
FOLLOWS WESTERNS.

Star. .. .Saves heroine's marble quar-

ries and otherwise protects her in-

terest in true hero fashion. Hoxie
a good type and should please the

legion of hero worshippers.

Cast. .. .Frank Rice and Julia Brown
good comedy couple and Robert
McKim the villain, of course. Mar-
garet Morris a pleasing and fair

heroine.

Type of Story .... Western comedy-
drama. Hero Jim returns from the

war only to find that his job is

not waiting for him as he expected,

nor is the girl true to him as she
had promised. But it doesn't take
hero Jim long to find some excite-

ment. Anne Morse, who owns a
neighboring ranch, is having trou-

ble with Kincaid who threatens to

take over her property by exercis-

ing a verbal option which he had
on the property, but which Anne
claims had expired. How Jim foils

Kincaid's plan and naturally wins
Anne as a reward, offers some us-

ual but exciting action that will

make the offering popular with the

devotees of westerns.

Hoxie doesn't spare himself when
it comes to putting punch into his

action bits. His chase and subse-
quent fight with McKim is a good
thrill, also that in which he gets by
the guards stationed on the ranch
by McKim. There are some effec-

tive comedy touches supplied by
Frank Rice as Zack, the handy man
who violates the eighteenth "Com-
mandment" by drinking his wife's

flavoring extracts. The locations

are good and views in and around a

marble quarry supply interesting

detail and fine atmosphere.

Box Office Angle. . . .Should give am-
ple satisfaction. You know wheth-
er or not you have a crowd that

favors westerns and can judere ac-

cordingly with this one. It's as

good as the average.

Exploitation Universal's press

sheet suggests a rope throwing con-

test as an exploitation stunt. Also
it suggests copy for an attractive

3-sheet. "Pinochle players beware
of—'The Galloping Ace.' World
War Vets—he's one of the bunch

—

'The Galloping Ace.' Girls—you'll

fall in love with him—'The Gallop-

ing Ace.' " Use throw-aways
printed in the form of a olaying

card ace with the title printed across

the face. Use Jack Hoxie's name,
a trailer of the fight, stills from the

picture and tell them there are some
laughs mixed with the thrills.

Direction .."Robert North Brad-
bury; good.

Author Jacques Jaccard

Scenario Isadore Bernstein

Cameraman Merritt Gerstad

Photography Good

Locale The West

Length 4,561 feet

"Gambling Wives"
Arrow—State Rights

As a Whole MODERN PI
LEM PLAY WITH AT
SPHERE AND INC IDE
THAT WILL UNDOUBTE
APPEAL TO LARGE MAJi
TY OF PICTURE FANS.
GOOD CAST AND PROI
TION TO BACK IT.

Cast. ... Competent and well set

company that includes se

prominent players. Marjorie
pleasing as the young wife wh
cides to teach her husband a 1.

by going in herself for the tl

which he goes in for. Ed
Earle suitable as the hush
Earle is photographed badly. '\

Crane the usual type of "man i

town" who lures the pretty y
wife. Hedda Hopper the custo

"lily of the field."

Type of Story Domestic dr

This type of story and the a

sphere contained in it seems t<

peal to the average picture

and regardless of a fairly trite

theme, in which the old eterna

angle makes its appear
"Gambling Wives" will undou'

ly prove entertaining. It deals

the modern problem so libe

exploited by screen writers

newspaper reporters alike,

everyday reading as well as e<

day picture material. You
a young, newly married co

happy but struggling along (

meagre income. The husbanc
comes interested in a get
quick-method by way of gaml:

He also interests himself in am
woman. Some "friends" pass

word along to the wife and
she discovers that her husbanc
squandered their savings, she

on an idea to reform him: she

in for gambling herself but her

gets beyond her intentions anc
1

finds herself implicated with

notorious Van Merton. It hap

that Van Merton has neglectec

other woman and eventually

kills him, leaving the young cc

free to resume relations, both

ing learned their lesson, at thi

pense of two others.

Box Office Angle. .. .Good pro

tion, good cast, jazz atmosphet
cabaret life, lavish apartments
the like, will make this good :

ence number for big majority,

know whether or not they lik

Exploitation. . . .Talk about the
j

atmosphere, peppy cabaret sc

and use a trailer of these seque

to get them interested. Use
names -of the more prominent ]

ers and say that there is ar

around good cast in "Gaml
Wives." The title will surelj

tract many and can be playe(

with catchlines: "Wives, atten

Don't try to reform your hus!

by making the mistake that

young wife makes in 'Gaml

Wives', Arrow's latest prodw
Wives', Arrow's latest product

Direction. .. .Dell Henderson; g

Author Ashley T. L
Scenario Leota Mo
Cameramen . . . Eddie Linden-

Stevens
Photography All i

Locale Any
Length ''.438
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DON'T BE MISLED!
The Smashing Photoplay Success

"AFTER
SIX
DAYS"

Is Not

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
Information has reached us that "AFTER SIX DAYS" is being confused with "THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS." Exhibitors and State Right buyers are hereby informed that this

gigantic production has no connection with any other picture. It is the picture that is

smashing all box office records at the Tremont Temple, Boston. It is the picture that is

standing them in line five blocks long at Nixon's Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa. It is the picture

that opens at the Castle Theatre, in the Loop, Chicago, 111., April 21st, for an indefinite run
and now playing hundreds of solid week stand bookings. It is the only picture now avail-

able for showing by any exhibitor anywhere which features

MOSES
AND

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
SATISFIED BUYERS

KERMAN FILM EXCHANGE, 729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. Greater New York and Northern New Jersey.
STANDARD FILM ATTRACTIONS, 1322 VINE STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA., Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
EPIC FILM ATTRACTIONS, 808 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, IU. Northern Illinois and Indiana.
SUPREME PHOTOPLAY CO., 1014 Forbes St., Pittsburg, Pa. Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
B. & W. BOOKING OFFICE, Princess Theatre Bldg., Shelby, N. C North and South Carolina.
CHARLES LALUMIERE, 12 Mayor Street, Montreal, Canada. Dominion of Canada.

For Open Territory

WEISS BROTHERS' ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
1540 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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Fred Thomson in

"Galloping Gallagher"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole THE AGE OLD
TRIO: HERO, HEROINE, AND
VILLAIN. ALL UP TO THEIR
OLD TRICKS BUT THEY IN-
CLUDE PLENTY OF ACTION
AND THRILLS FOR THOSE
WHO WANT THEM.

Star. .. .First rate hero whose stunts

and fights keep the picture going
at a good clip all the way through.
He certainly deals out a terrible

beating to the bad men of Tomb-
stone.

Cast... Frank Hagney, a slick villain

who, instead of twirling his mus-
tache like villains of old, polishes his

finger nails. Hazel Keener pleasing
heroine and the regulation western
types properly handled by Nelson
McDowell, Shorty Hendricks, Andy
Morris and others.

Type of Story Western comedy-
drama. While there are westerns
there will probably be the famous
combination of hero-heroine-villain
arid as long as this trio exists there
will be fighting, rescuing, double-
crossing and happy endings, which
is to say that "Galloping Gallagher"
runs true to formula and offers a
familiar plot but good action and
stunt thrills to satisfy the crowd
that still gets a kick out of this sort

of picture. Besides the action, in

this case, there is some comedy
business that will likely amuse many
although it's pretty low. There's an
undertaker comedian who stands
about ready to measure his victims
and generally makes himself promi-
nent in the picture.

Gallagher, a wanderer, lands in the
town of Tombstone where a hold-
up is the regular pastime. Hero be-
comes the devoted protector of the
pretty evangelist whom villain has
selected for his own. How Gal-
lagher fights villain and his band,
makes all sorts of daring rescues
and escapes, saves the girl when she
is kidnapped by villain's men, and
wins not only the approval of the
townspeople, but the heart of the
girl, offers some first rate excite-
ment.

Box Office Angle. . .Average western,
the sort where you can count on
the action and thrills to cover up
an unoriginal story. Hero Fred
Thompson works hard to furnish
a thrilling picture.

Exploitation .... Handle this the way
you handle any western. Talk about
the stunts that hero performs and
use trailers to give them an idea
of the action they can expect. Show
them Thomson's various rescue
stunts, a bit of his climax fight with
villain to show off the action busi-
ness. Tell them about Silver King,
hero's trained horse, who knows
some good tricks. Use catchlines
with the title and if you think it

worth while put it over with stunt
exploitation.

Direction Albert Rogel; good
Author Marion Jackson
Scenario Marion Jackson
Cameraman Ross Fisher
Photography Good
Locale The West
Length 4,700 feet.

Buddy Roosevelt in

"Rough Ridin'

"

Producer: Lester F. Scott, Jr.

Distributor: Approved Pict. Corp.

As a Whole....GOOD WESTERN
ENTERTAINMENT WITH
CATTLE RUSTLING AFFORD-
ING PLENTY OF ACTION
AND THRILLS. SHOULD
PLEASE AN AVERAGE
CROWD.

Star Likable cowboy star who
rides well and is good looking too.

Not given many opportunities to

show how he can scrap but gives

some promises of being able to put

up a good fight.

Cast.... Joe Rickson suitable villain.

No names that are familiar but a
satisfying cast.

Type of Story Western. Cattle

rustling is one of the most popular
formulas for westerns but despite

the frequent repetition it usually

serves to offer a good action pic-

ture that appeals to those who pick

out westerns for their film enter-

tainment. "Rough Ridin' ", star-

ring a new comer, Buddy Roose-
velt, whose name happens to link

up nicely with the title since it

readily suggests the connection of

Theodore Roosevelt and his famed
Rough Riders. The story, fairly

familiar in its main situations, man-
ages nicely, however, to hold its

own with some first rate action in

the way of stunt riding, fights, spec-
tacular leaps and bounds and excit-

ing rescues. It deals with the
rustling business of Wells, fore-

man for young Ross, ranch owner,
whose sister is in love with Buddy
Benson, owner of a neighboring
ranch. The girl avoids Buddy after

he accuses her brother's men of

stealing his cattle and plans to leave

the West. Buddy kidnaps her and
puts her in the care of a squaw
while he goes out to prove his

assertion that Wells is guilty of

rustling. How Buddy accomplishes
his task, plants the guilt on Wells
and proves his accusation to the
girl's satisfaction, is followed by
the girl accepting Buddy's proposal.

Box Office Angle Good average
western. You know what you can
do with it. Where you know wes-
terns please them, you can count on
this one getting over as well as
the next one.

Exploitation You'll have to in-

terest your folks with the title be-
cause they won't know the players.

Of course you can link up the

star's name with it and probably
catch the attention of many who
will readily associate the tie-up

with Theodore Roosevelt and his

connection with the famed Rough
Riders during the Spanish Ameri-
can War. Have a man in cowboy
attire riding about on horseback
displaying a sign reading: "See
Buddy Roosevelt at the blank the-

ater in 'Rough Ridin', a western
with action and thrills."

Direction Richard Thorpe; satis-

factory.

Author Elizabeth Burbridge
Scenario Margaret M. Harris
Cameraman Ernest Haller
Photography All right

Locale The West
Length 4,650 feet.

George Larkin and Billie Dove in

"Yankee Madness"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole... ACTION IN REV-
OLUTIONARY PLOT MAKES
THIS A SATISFYING PIC-
TURE FOR THOSE WHO
LIKE EXCITEMENT IN
THEIR FILM ENTERTAIN-
MENT. PRODUCTION AND
ATMOSPHERE GOOD.

Stars .... George Larkin is a mighty
busy hero. In fact he has a whole
revolutionary band to clean up be-
fore he can claim the girl he loves.

Billie Dove an attractive heroine
who might have been given more
prominence. She hasn't a great

deal to do except smile prettily for

close-ups.

Cast Earl Schenck a suitable

enough villain and Walter Long his

"greezer" accomplice. Numerous
others in the way of soldiers, rev-
olutionists, etc. Ollie Kirby good
as a Spanish vamp.

Type' of Story Melodrama. Those
who want action will be thoroughly
satisfied with "Yankee Madness,"
F .B. O.'s latest release co-starring
George Larkin and Billie Dove. The
plot is of a more or less conven-
tional one, built along lines, how-
ever, that make it suitable for

George Larkin and his athletic abil-

ity. Larkin is the son of a ranch
owner who journeys to a Central
America village in search of a girl.

Once there he becomes involved in

the revolution and, intending to spy
upon them, becomes one of them
until his identity is discovered. He
escapes and joins the President's
forces and is the means of saving
the administration and the girl he
loves who, it develops, is the Presi-
dent's daughter. Naturally the plot

affords good opportunities for ac-
tion. There are several first rate

fights, the attack of the revolution-
ists, the rescue of the girl when
the leader of the revolutionists tries

to kidnap her and two rescue stunts
early in the picture. On the whole,
Larkin has a busy time of it sav-
ing the life of Billie Dove.

Box Office Angle. . . .Should give av-
erage satisfaction. If you know
your patrons like action pictures
you can count on "Yankee Mad-
ness" satisfying them.

Exploitation You can boost the

title attractively by going in for

patriotic business in the way of
lobby decorations. Use flags lib-

erally and you might get some
youngsters who would be glad to
parade about with signs reading:
"Follow us to the blank theater;

you'll see plenty of excitement in

'Yankee Madness.' " Probably you
might interest them with George
Larkin's name. Talk about the
fights he puts up to save Billie

Dove, the heroine. A trailer of one
of his rescue stunts should attract

also.

Direction .... Charles R. Seeling; all

right.

Author Charles R. Seeling
Scenario Charles; R. Seeling
Cameraman Pliny Goodfriend
Photography Satisfactory
Locale New Orleans-Central
America.

Length 4,680 feet

"Dangerous Trails
Ambassador Pictures—State .

As a Whole.... GOOD MYS'
PLOT THAT WILL Al
SATISFY THOSE WHO
TO BE BAFFLED. EFI
IVE DEVELOPMENT K
DENOUEMENT FROM
COMING OBVIOUS.

Cast First rate companj
Irene Rich and Tully M-
handling principal roles capal
interestingly. Allan Penrose
as the Mounted Police office

Jack Curtis a wily Oriental.
Beery and William Rowley
able in less important parts]

Type of Story Mystery t

There is a Mounted policemaij

in "Dangerous Trails" but
doesn't make it a Mounted
story. On the contrary it

J

good mystery theme that wi
doubtedly please the averag
dience, especially those wht
to be kept guessing. And
the theme may not be a parti

ly convincing one, nor logi>

serves appropriately as a mj
and through pretty effective

tion, it maintains a fine suspei
the way through. It includes

familiar tricks, to be sure, bu
are combined with enough oi

angles to preclude its gettinj

the hackneyed class. The pi

tion is average. Story deals

the opium smuggling busim
the notorious Wang and his

ness agent, played by Tully
shall, who, to disguise his "p

sion," runs a dance hall.

Rich, a singer, pretends to

love with Marshall nor doe;

spectator actually know just

her game is. On the track of

shall and Wang is St. Claire

pected to be a Red Coat, bui

offers to purchase opium. I

case of matching wits witl

hands suspecting each
Eventually the girl and St
both turn out to be officers (

law and Wang and Marshal
trapped.

Box Office Angle. . . .Should pul

quately particularly if your
like mystery dramas. There
be a little difficulty with censo:

cause of the opium smuggling
ness and a few scenes sh<

Wang luring a white girl int

establishment, but these can
be removed.

Exploitation There shou
enough here for you to talk

to get them interested. The
ental atmosphere part of it cj

exploited and will bring in

who really recognize it as sug

ive of mystery business. L
trailer of scenes indicative o
mystery that it offers and sti

the lobby to get their attention

have the names of Irene
Noah Beery and Tully Marsh
use prominently. They are

known and should attract you
trons.

Direction. . .Alvin J. Neitz; ade(

Author Alvin J
Scenario Alvin J.

Cameraman Not ere

Photography
Locale Canada-S
Length About 6,001
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Short Subjects
"Brothers Under the Chin"—Pathe

Novel Effect Makes Infants of Men
Type of production 2 reel comedy

A novel and somewhat amusing ef-

fect is used in opening this comedy
which stars Stan Laurel The scene is

an orphan asylum. There are close-ups

of several cute crying babies, inclu-

ding a Chinese one. Then comes a

sequence in which Laurel and James
Finlayson are dressed in babies' caps

and gowns and are lying in a wash-
basket, presumably twins, each hav-
ing a birthmark consisting of a let-

ter "Z" under their chins. Hence the

title. The "babies" are separated
and the next scene is some twenty
years latter. Finlayson is the cap-

tain of rip-roaring ship, on which
Laurel is impressed into service.

There are some good laughs, also

some occasioned by old gags such as

the dropping of hot coffee etc., be-

cause of the rolling of the vessel.

One sequence which could easily have
been left out to good advantage
shows the crew leaving the dinner
table one by one, being overcome
with seasickness. This one should
be good for considerable laughter.

"Dandy Lions"—Educational

First Rate Short Subject

Type of production 2 reel comedy

Here's another comedy with lions

in it. But it's far and away the most
amusing one seen this season. First

of all the idea is novel—the girl in-

sists on being married to the boy in

a lion's cage because she thinks he is

a coward—and then the titles and the

action have been so well handled as

to keep the interest highly sustained
all the way at all times and bring
plenty of laughs besides. This is one
short subject that certainly can be
advertised and exploited easily. The
boy's name is Daniel, played by Neal
Burns. All you have to do is talk

about Daniel and the lion's den with
a catchline or two and you'll have
them interested. The cast includes

Jay Belasco, Natalie Joyce, Lila Les-
lie and George Pearce. Archie Mayo
directed.

"Our Little Nell"—Dippy Doo Dads
Pathe

Good Novelty
Type of production 2 reel animal
comedy.

Wonderful patience on the part of
the director sticks out all over these
animal pictures, the entire cast of
which is composed of monkeys, a
dog, a duck and some extras com-
posed of hens, chickens, and a goat
or two. The titles are first-rate, and
the little story dealing with Nell, her
lover who is merely a thief, and let

watchful father who rescues her from
an unworthy marriage at the last

moment, holds the interest, and
amuses. A top-notch novelty and
great stuff for the kids.

"A New England Farm"—Fox
Educational

Pretty Farm Scenes

Type of production 1 reel Educa-
tional

For the benefit of those who may
feel sorry for the quiet existence of
farm folks, and for the purposes of
giving a better idea of what a well
managed farm is like, Fox offers a
very interesting educational called
"A New England Farm." The farm-
er has anything but a dull life ac-
cording to the views presented. Nor
is it all work and no play with him.
The reel consists in scenes showing
the events in the day of farmer's
life, from his early rising and the
first chores, including the milking of
the cows, until sundown when that
task is repeated. The reel offers
many picturesque shots and besides
showing how a well managed farm is

conducted, gives an insight into the
farmer and his family, showing how
all hands, from the father down to
the smallest youngster contribute to
the general smooth, even tenor of
farm life. The picture is pictorially
attractive as well as interesting from
the standpoint of the material con-
tained in it.

"The Trader Keeps Moving"—
Bruce-Educ'l

A Charming Number
Type of production 1 reel wilder-

ness tale.

With a cast composed of a man and
a dog, Robert Bruce has managed
to make this wilderness tale entirely
interesting and enjoyable. It's just
the doings of a man who trades his

possessions for something better all

the time and so proves his rule that
"you've got to keep movin' to be a
success." First he trades his jack-
knife for a wheel-barrow. Then he
trades the wheelbarrow for a bicycle.
Then the bicycle for a horse, then the
horse for a broken-down flivver,

which he fixes, and finally after
catching a thief who has attempted to
steal his flivver, he finds the knife that
was his sole capital in the beginning.
Thus he gets his capital back and
"still hangs on to the interest." The
backgrounds are woods and country.
Very restful, and pretty.

"One Wet Night"—Universal
Rather Silly But Will Pass

Type of production 1 reel comedy
Starring Neely Edwards and Bert

Roach, with Alice Howell in the cast,

"One Wet Night" will probably get
a few laughs from the average audi-
ence. It is silly, on the whole, but
the sight of several people getting
hopelessly drenched because one of
them has accidentally shot a hole in

the roof and it is pouring rain as it

only pours in movie comedies, will

probably tickle some people's sense
of humor. The finish shows the
folks playing cards in bathing suits

under a huge umbrella.

To Make Historic Pictures

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—"Blue Wing's Re-

venge," is to be the first of historic

series to be directed by William H.
Craft for Universal, starring Ruth
Royce.

Burning Film Threatens Town
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Bisbee, Ariz.—Fire that started
from burning film in a theater at
Benson, near here, for a time threat-

ened to wipe out the whole place.

Hear "Naked Truth" By Radio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—The Northwest Film
Board of Trade, held a banquet at the
Hotel Gowman Saturday night and
listened by radio on the "Naked
Truth" dinner in New York.

Midwest Theaters Acquire Grove's
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Elgin, 111.—Midwest Theaters, Inc.,

will, take possession of the Grove
from Frank Bodenschatz. The com-
pany owns a string in this section.

Making "Youth to Sell"

Through Jack Crosby, R;
Bennett, Charles Emmett
Sigrid Holmquist and Mae A
have been signed for "Youth to
to be directed by William C
Cabanne for Chas. C. Burr.

Cook and De Paul in Merj
(Special to THE FILM DAILYl

Saulte Ste. Marie. Mich.-
[

petition between the Temple, S|
and the Dreamland has ended.
W. George Cook and Charle
Paul forming a partnership,
runs the Temple and Strand,
latter the Dreamland. The
will remain open with the
land dark except Saturday andl
day. The Strand will contimf
present policy.

Well, who wouldn't

WAGL

To S. L ROTHAFEL ,

Your extraordinary genius as one of the woij

leading popular showmen has lately been revc

again by your successful use of the radio, which
ries your name and Capitol program into mil
of homes.

Has it occurred to you that there is a drai

every one of those homes? Surely the comedies
tragedies, loves and desires of life are not conf

to the theatres on dazzled Broadway.

Renaud Hoffman, a young, unknown product
photoplays, has looked with sympathetic eyes
the American Family, and he has translated ii

motion picture a story of what goes on within I

hearts of men and women. This picture is enti.

"WHICH SHALL IT BE?" and it will be show!
the Cameo Theatre all next week, comment!
Sunday.

"Roxy," you must see it, not only because it i

great, tremendous, powerful story about simfl

sweet and home-loving people, but because it

give you inspiration when you talk to your gi

invisible audience.

(Signed) MANAGEMENT
CAMEO THEAT

P. S.—Continuous performance.

No advance in prices.
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A new group

of fast-action

comedies produced

by that master of high-

speed fun—Jack White

P\
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A

Three
two-reel

fun- subjects,

beginning with

"Midnight Blues",

full of thrills and
merriment

that come at

a mile-a-

minute
clip.

"Here is one of the most interesting

two-reelers turned out in a long, long

time. It is chock-full of real comedy
of a variety that is different than

usually seen in these short subjects.

xxx The action is fast and furious

xxx This one is good for laughs in

any kind of house."

-M. P. New,

ffi%.
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ith LlGE CONLE
•rvision of Jack

OnM
For foreign rights

address

FAR EAST FILM
CORPORATION

729 Seventh Avenue i

New York City

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

President
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not help matters. But Hart thinks lie knows best what to make.

And there you are.

REGARDING MR. HARRIS
A theatrical publication reports that Sam Harris may make

some pictures. "Rain" is one of the few properties Harris owns

—

practically all the others have been sold for picture purposes.

At the moment Mr. Harris—like many theatrical producers

—

is in a jam with the Actors Equity. Regarding the proposed con-

tract. Wonder if the other theatrical producers are thinking the

same way?
THE LATEST NIFTY

When Clara Beranger wrote her script she titled it "The
Inside Story." Now the powers that be at Famous have decided

on "The Bedroom Window" as the title. Just an evolution.

WIT
They do say that some exhibitors insist that 'The Galloping

Ace" is a pinochle story.

ENGLISH IDEA
Renter," London :

Wardour Street last Monday, who in-

formed me that he did not know what to think of 'The Ten Com-
mandments,' as he had not read the novel."

THE
This from "The Film
"Met an exhibitor in

STORY VALUES
Frances Marion—one of the cleverest women in the business

—talking: Says back in the old days a scenario writer was glad

to get $15 for a script, and now producers are paying $100,000 and
more for material. Just as though it counted for nothing. Then
goes on to tell of a producer who is accumulating material. Paid
on an average of $6,100 for 85 plays and books in 1920; averaged
$8,500 for each of the 64 he bought in 1921 and for the 22 he
bought in 1922 he averaged $18,000 each. And though he bought
but 16 during 1923 they averaged $21,000.

Which shows how the market has been advancing. And the

end isn't in sight yet.

DEVELOPMENT
Famous announces four new directors to go to work. Fine.

Men who have never before been important in production. And
grooming others, so it is said. In the lot are Paul Bern, who has
done some fine scenario and preparatory work ; Paul Sloane who
prepared the script for "Over the Hill"; R. H. Burnside, who for-

merly had charge of the big Hippodrome productions; and Frank
Tuttle who broke "into directing with the Film Guild. In a few
months you may hear of Carl Fleming being promoted from Sid
Olcott's assistant to a full fledged director.

Dick Rowland uncovered Earl Hudson as a producer. Look
for some more surprises from Rowland. He has them up his

sleeve. Harry Rapf is giving Monte Bell, formerly Chaplin's
assistant, his first chance as a director. Which is fine stuff. Let's
have a new note in the business. New blood does it.

THE OLD COMBINATIONS
What all the producers may well attend to is this : the right

kind of a combination of director, scenario writer and player

—

whether star or not. Tom Ince made his- great successes when
he had his units working in this manner. Who will ever forget the
famous old combination of Agnes Christine Johnston as scenario-
ist; Jerome Storm as director, and Charles Ray the star. That
was a really fine combination.

This is really the way to work out production. Look at what
Cecil DeMille and Jeanie Macpherson have accomplished. And
there are others.

PRODUCERS NUTTY, SAYS LEHR—WHO KNOWS
Abraham Lehr in charge of Goldwyn production. Quoted as

saying

:

"No producer is normal. He must be a 'nut' or he woul

take the chances he must take every time he puts a picturt

production. If he were normal he would buy bonds, or real (

or jewels."

So. Well, who knows better than Mr. Lehr?

JUST SMART
Arthur Smallwood of Pyramid Pictures. Promises ex

ors a brand new, nicely working fountain pen. If they will

work for him. If they will only fill in a blank. And tell

when they booked his pictures to play, and what they pai

them.

It's sure an easy way for an exhibitor to secure a fountain

But oh, what a check that will be on his distributor!

NOT FOR BETTY
The National Screen Players operate at 19 E. Wilkin;

Indianapolis. They recently issued a statement that they inte

making a picture with Betty Blythe in the leading role. \

Betty heard of it she promptly wired H. K. Burton of Indiana

it wasn't so and that she was going to take some legal steps,

she turned the matter over to the Hays office. Betty woi

Probably because Burton said the last concern selling stock

picture concern out that way took $200,000 "from the neighl

without ever making a picture

One of the directors of the National Screen Players is m
L. B. Lookabill.

ANOTHER GALLOPING
Canyon Pictures point out—incidental to all the gall

pictures now out. That they made "The Galloping Devil"

years ago. Any more Galloping's around?

PUBLICITY!
How it didn't work. Bert Adler got up a great yarn. A

sunken treasure being found by Ernest Williamson. While
ing an undersea picture. And the Boston Sunday American
dicated it broadly. Great yarn. Only they got it twisted a

And made Bert sour. Had garish headline of a bank being

barrrassed ; the police being stirred up and the film com;

being driven from town. All of which wasn't so. Trouble

k«

Bahamas didn't re

became indignant
the editor of a little paper down in the

what a press agent's story was. And
wrathy.

NO CANES IN BERLIN HOUSES
Over in Berlin you cannot carry a walking stick into a m

house. Must be checked at the door. For a dime. Wonder
R. I. P.—IN IMMORTALS

Awhile ago there was a stir. A great stir. It looked

ART—in large, bold capitals. Had come into the industry

the highbrows were happy—oh, so happy. The Little Tht

Films was started in Hollywood. It was to do for pictures \

the Little Theater movement had done for the speaking stage

At the forefront of this venture was Curtis Melnitz. On
advisory board were Hugo Ballin, Paul Bern, Ralph Block, Ch;

Chaplin, William De Mille, Walter Prichard Eaton, Don
Fairbanks, Clayton Hamilton, Rupert Hughes, Rex Ingi

Charles Lapworth, Ernst Lubitsch, George Marion, June Ma
Mary Pickford, Frank Reicher, Victor Seastrom, Robert E. S

wood, Maurice Tourneur, Oswald Garrison Villard, Rob Wag
Stark Young.

Most of them are well known in pictures. Well, Me'

went ahead. Even got a picture ready for release. And could

release it. "It wouldn't pay," said the distributor. And t(

Melnitz is trying to secure a job. He needs it. He should 1

it. He deserves it. Even tho the fine, high spirited idea v

on the rocks.

DAN
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Week's Headlines
Monday

>rk exhibitor organizations at odds
Hays office over Davison repeal

e.

for Famous in Atlanta hearing says

tors' Theater Corp. was organized

cott Paramount.

Tuesday

Hays to head M. P. Prod, and Dist.

for three more years,

ckford tells Society of Arts and Sci-

she wants to devote her later life

^eloping new talent for the screen.

[nc, statement for six months shows
of $1, 598^880 or $42,326 above same
last year.

Wednesday

n tax repeal looks promising. Sen-

>mmittee favors move,
s at Atlanta hearing testify they never

market there closed against them,

lice to extend activities to encircle

!obe. Particular attention to be

to foreign problems.
owland leaves for coast on First Na-
i fall line-up.

it conferences under way over Dal-

bill. Authors object to certain

Thursday
, Erbograph and Craftsmen labo-

s form Consolidated Film Industries,

j. B. Erb to retire from Erbograph
ement.
Klitsch, German newspaper owner
company to buy American films for

1 Europe and develop theater chain

s S. Hervey, local representative.

>orted on for future distribution of

ioldwyn Prod.

Friday
adverse bills killed since Jan. 1

iture would have affected industry
ntucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi,

fork, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South
na and Texas.
eaction favors Mabel Normand. Per-
appearance tour extended from three
weeks.

>rk censorship repeal to be decided
iembly meeting Tuesday.

Saturday
nding between Wm. S. Hart and
is off. Disagree over selection of

material.

lillarde finishing up with Fox. On
>t picture.

linisters Indorse Censors
pedal to THE FILM DAILY)
idelphia—At the recent meet-
the Presbyterian Ministers, the
3oard of Censors was voted a
ion of indorsement.

y To Lecture On "Hollywood"
penal to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles—David Horsley is

ig a nation-wide lecture tour
3llywood."

Firpo To Make Serial

pedal to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles—Luis Firpo, is under
:t to make a serial for Theo-
/harton.

! Pattersons to the Coast
pedal to THE FILM DAILY)
nta—Mr. and Mrs. Willard
son have left for a trip to the

You'd leave your

happy home

WAGL

Incorporations
Albany—Numotion Products Corp.,

New York. 1,000 shares preferred

stock, $100 each; 4,500 shares com-
mon, no par value. Incorporators,

H. M. Kannee, J. M. Hart and H.
B. Waimsley. Attorney, F. J. Knorr,
Albany.

Albany—Port Henry Picture Corp.,

New York. Capital $150,000. In-

corporators, J. E. Giovanelli, D. Mali-

terne and L. J. Scherer. Attorneys,
Wechsler & Wechsler, New York.

Albany—Consolidated Film Indus-
tries, Inc., New York. Capital $6,000,-

000. Incorporators, H. W. Parrocki,

F. C. Taylor and T. E. Halle. At-

torneys, San & Van Voorhis, New
York.

Albany—Bassist-Goetz, New York.
Capital $10,000. Incorporators, A.

Bassist, H. Goetz and E. W. Wolf.
Attorney, M. S. Hirschberg, New
York.

Albany — Hurrican Film Corp.,

New York. Capital $5,000. Incor-

porators, J. Marks and E. F. Johnson.
Attorney, K. S. Deltz, New York.

Sacramento, Cal.—Palmer Insti-

tute of Authorship, Inc., Los Angeles,

Capital $300,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—San Pablo The-
ater Co., San Francisco. Capital $50,-

000.

Dover, Del.—Peninsular Studios
Wilmington. Capital $600,000.

A Correction

Arthur H. Sawyer stated on Fri-

day that there was no truth to the

report that Christy Cabanne would
direct the first La Marr picture for

First National. He added that the

director had not been selected.

Fight Kokomo Sunday Closing
(Spedal to THE FILM DAILY)

Kokomo, Ind.—Local theater men
will fight the Sunday closing ordi-

nance and have retained Judge C.

H. Wills for the purpose.

Goldwyn To Release "Recoil"
Goldwyn is preparing for early re-

lease "Recoil," adapted from the

story of Rex Beach, and made in

France under direction of T. Hayes
Hunter.

Two "Miniatures" Ready
Nighsmith Pictures have completed

production on "Her Memory" and
"The Guest," the second and third

"Miniatures."

Theater Changes
Hartford, Conn.—The Strand

which had been closed for several

weeks for extensive alterations re-

opened with "Lilies of the Field."

Pittsburgh—J. D. Smouse, an old

timer in the field, has become man-
ager of Rowland & Clark's Arcadia
on the South Side.

Troy—The old Strand which was
badly damaged by fire a few weeks
ago will be torn down and replaced

by a store.

Deland, Fla.—I. L. Kennedy will

succeed Richard Dorman as mana-
ger of the Dreka and Athens.

Booneville, Mo.—W. C. Sears has
bought the theaters of Mrs. B. Peters
In Tipton and Bunceton.

Empire, Ala.—James R. Daly has
acquired the Empire from the De-
Bardeleben Coal Corp.

Milwaukee—Albert Dobbs, who re-

cently acquired the Miramer, has fin-

ished remodeling.

Arkansas City, Kan.—M. L. Smith
has purchased the Strand from J.

T. Salmons.

Nutley, N. J.—F. H. Black has
succeeded E. C. Wyckoff as manager
of the Park.

Sioux City—George W. Latenser
has purchased the Empress from M.
H. Garvin.

Alva, Okla.—L. W. Brophy pur-

chased the Yale from Will Rogers
for $9,000.

Troy—The Astor has been leased

by Filkins and Gilmore of Syracuse.

Corpus Christi, Tex.—The Ideal

shut down for extensive alterations

Boston—Alterations to cost $30,-

000 will be made on the Temple.

Jamaica, L. I.—The owners of the

Merrick have leased the Rialto.

Mitchell, S. D.—S. W. Richards has
taken over the New Lyric.

Houston, Tex.—W. J. Lytle has
leased the Princess.

In The Courts
The Appellate Division on Friday

reversed a Supreme Court decision

for $5,530 handed down in favor of

George B. Ward and against P. A.
Powers. The original action con-
cerned the employment of Ward by
Powers at the latters' raw stock fac-

tory in Rochester. Ward alleged
Powers agreed to pay him $60 weekly
and give him weekly six shares of

stock in the company. It was al-

leged at the end of a year that Powers
owed Ward 312 shares which had not
been turned over. Powers' claim was
that he discovered he could not turn
over the stock without a considera-
tion but the Supreme Court decided
for Ward.

Chadwick Pictures has just com-
pleted "Meddling Women," starring
Lionel Barrymore.

NOTICE Of SALE

The Trustees of Reliance Motion

Picture Corporation in Dissolution

will offer for sale at public auction by
Adrian H. Muller, auctioneer, on the

16th day of April, 1924 at 12:30

o'clock in the afternoon, at the Ex-
change Salesroom, 20 Vesey Street,

New York City, the following prop-

erty of the Corporation:

465 Motion Picture negatives to-

gether with all of the right, title and

interest of the Corporation, if any,

in and to the scenario and story rights

thereof.

A complete list and description of

said negatives may be seen at the of-

fice of the Trustees in Dissolution,

1457 Broadway, New York City,

Room 1103, or at the office of Adrian

H. Muller, auctioneer, 55 William

Street, and an inspection of the prop-

erty may be had by appointment.

RELIANCE MOTION PICTURE

CORPORATION
By JOHN KOLLMAR

De Brullier Sailing

Nigel de Brullier who will play
Simonides in "Ben Hur," will sail on
the George Washington today.

Heenan Month in Philadelphia

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—May will be celebra-

ted in this territory as "Bill Heenan
Month" by First National.

Announcing

PatsyRmhMiller
in a series of
Elmer Harris
Productions^

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 192H925 Tluity first Bun Pictures
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Newspaper Opinions
"America"—D. W. Griffith

Chestnut St. O. H. Philadelphia
BULLETIN—No other photoplay since

Girffith's "Birth of a Nation" reaches the

heights attained by "America" from a pa-

triotic and dramatic as well as artistic view-

point.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—
"America" is one of D. W. Griffith's finest

productions. * * * It is no exaggeration to

say that this picture makes screen history.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Since
* * * "The Birth of a Nation," no screen

production has so completely expressed the

life of a people as "America," D. W. Griffith's

latest handiwork, * * *

"The Call of the Wild"—Pathe
Capitol, Philadelphia

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—
It is the sort of picture that takes you out

to the white open spaces, revealing back-

ground as vital and picturesque as the action

which accompanies them.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Ditto.

"The Country Kid"—Warners'
Lyric, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—However, it is so well acted

both by the adolescent^ Barry and his sup-

porting cast that its crudities of plot and
situation almost can be overlooked.
TIMES-STAR—"The Country Kid," is

good enterta.nment, containing, as it does,

the elements of humor and pathos, and Sun-
day's audience seemed to appreciate it.

"Daddies"—Warners'
Strand, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—All in all "Daddies" is

mildly amusing but it is a trifle too long
and the laughs are scattered instead of being
concentrated. There is a capable cast. * * *

"The Dangerous Maid"—1st Nat'l

Garden, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—It is a pretty picture and

has a pleasing romance, but it isn't the type
of a story at which Constance .Talmadge is

at her best.

"The Darling of New York"
Universal

Broadway, Los Angeles
(Week ending March 29)

EXAMINER—Baby Peggy is really a de-

lightful child. King Baggott puts her
through a lot of paces and she registers some
great stuff. She is surrounded by a bevy
of child talent that helps the picture, too.

EXPRESS—The story is none too ab-
sorbing to begin with, and as it is pro-
longed to six reels the tiny actress is just

about at the end of her resources by the

time of the final fade-out
HERALD—"The Darling of New York"

might be termed comedy melodrama. It is

100 per cent entertainment, although the
title is a little misleading.
TIMES—There aren't any very original

turns to the plot * * * but then, with Baby
Peggy you don't need them.

"The Dawn of To-Morrow"—F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

(Week ending March 29)
HERALD—* * * Those who like the

thrill of the detective story flavored strongly
with atmosphere of the Polyanna type, if

such an incongruity can be imagined, should
* see "The Dawn of Tomorrow."

RECORD—The picture is enjoyable for
three reasons: (1) Raymond Griffith, (2)
David Torrence, and (3) Jacqueline Logan.
TIMES—Each member of the cast paints

an almost perfect character. After you leave
the theater you may forget entirely what
the story is about. But the characters will

live with you for some time. •

"The Eternal City"—Gold-Cosmop-
Metropolitan, Washington

HERALD—A distinguished cast has been
assembled, including Barabar La Marr who
does, by far, her most birilliant work in the
role of Roma, with Bert Lytell is an im-
passioned lover.

POST—Rome, with its deep background
of sumptuous yesterdays, provides a stirring

and unusual setting for the film.

STAR—All the colorful romance, vivid pic-

turesqueness of landscape and architecture,
and that indefinable atmosphere of "sunny-
ness" that is fundamentally Italian are em-
bodied in * * * "The Eternal City."

"Flaming Passions"—Warners'
The Chicago, Chicago

AMERICAN—In fact, aside from the
punch reels, the acting is about the best thing
to be noted in "Flaming Passion."
HERALD AND EXAMINER—The tale

is well and simply told, and in its three im-
portant roles very honestly acted.

POST—A glance at this cast brings the
exclamation, "So many players I like." And
you will admire them more than ever after

seeing "Flaming Passions."

"The Great White Way"—Gold-Cos.
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—It is a story of
Broadway as the world knows it and it is

not much of a strain to imagine the appeal
it is bound to have for the theater going
public.

POST-DISPATCH—There is material for

half a dozen ordinary melodramas in "The
Great White Way," the week's feature.

STAR—It is flashily entertaining in a
three-ring circus sort of way.
TIMES—The film is an elaborate produc-

tion, and among its extras are many promi-
nent writers and artists.

Rialto, Washington
STAR—* * * would seem to qualify as a

leading film substitute for the old fashioned
circus, with stars, sideshows, performing ani-

mals and everything.
POST—* * * the citizenry is craning its

neck this week to look at shadow pictures
of certain sports writers and cartoonists, not
to mention a fight promoter, a jockey, Irvin
S. Cobb and others of more or less note.

"The Heritage of the Desert"—
F.-P. L.—Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Those who have read the
book will be keenly disappointed because the
story comes to the screen with many of the
best and most powerful chapters missing or
revised.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—* * *

ran true to the Wild West form. Ernest
Torrence put real life into the man who went
through pioneer prairie days with the fear
of God in his heart and a six-shooter in his
right hand.

"The Hill Billy"—Allied Prod.
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * thoroughly de-
lightful and refreshing.
TIMES—* * * when there is a production

that stands out it, indeed, is a triumph. And
it deserves unstinting praise.
There is such a picture—a good picture

—

in Detroit this week. Its Jack Pickford's
"The Hill Billy" with Lucille Ricksen, as
lading woman.

"Ladies To Board"—Fox
Keiths 105th St., Cleveland

NEWS—Tom Mix and a fair story. * * *

touches of real, lump-in-the-throat pathos are
injected here and there, but all are subordi-
nate to the comedy. Mix sports a deal of
originality in his sartorial attire and Pee Wee
Holmes brings much laughter.
PLAIN DEALER—Light, frothy and im-

probable stuff, most of this film is com-
prised of, but it gives a good opportunity
for Mr. Mix to do acrobatic stunts and to
play the big-hearted hero. The picture is

better, too, because it never takes itself seri-
ously, and a title writer with a sense of
humor has added to the general effect.

HERALD—The film shows some rather

fine views of the world's greatest gambling

joint. As to the acting, Clara Bow is in

the lead. Clara is cute.

TIMES-UNION—* * * a pretty little love

romance of the fairy-tale type * * * excel-

lently staged and photographed so that it

is a pleasure to watch from an artistic stand-

point.

"Poisoned Paradise"—Preferred
Piccadilly, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—* * *

significantly moral without being too obvi-
ously a preachment, moderately satisfactory
as to cast and intelligent in the assembling
of details that come under the general term
direction, sums up briefly our impression
of Poisoned Paradise."
JOURNAL—A splendid cast has made of

"Poisoned Paradise," * * *

"Secrets"— 1st Nat'l

Stillman, Cleveland
HERALD—* * * the famous novel by

Harold Bell Wright, has finally reached the

screen in a flashing, dynamic production
» • #

NEWS—."Secrets" is a picture worth see-

ing. And you can thank Norma Talmadge
for that.

PLAIN DEALER—* * * begins with a

telling blow below the emotional belt. As
the play unfolds it gradually grasps your
heart, already in your throat. It wrings

your tear ducts dry. It terrifies you during

its melodramatic sequences, and finishes by
sending you out of the theater crying over
the happy ending—and over the greatest

picture Norma Talmadge has ever made I

"Secrets" is Norma Talmadge's picture

from start to finish.

POST—* * * theh producers are entitled

to a lot of credit. They have taken a plot

that could—and in the original probably did

—exude mock heroics and blatant platitudes.

And, as filmed, it is rather enjoyable.

PRESS—Miss Talmadge exceeds all others

we know in her ability to show emotion in

her face * * * This tempts directors to keep
her expressing something all the time. They
keep twisting situations to that end. * * *

She acts one character from youth to old

age. The theme is a woman's life-long de-

votion. That is touching. But we find the

situations conventional and hackneyed.
TIMES—Miss Talmadge has in this in-

stance risen to heights which entirely eclipse

anything which she has ever attempted to

portray on the silver sheet. The remainder
of the cast, while consistently good, rather

fade into the background before the vitality

of Miss Talmadge's performance. * * *

The picture is builded on sentiment without
sentimentality, there is a sureness and spon-
taneity with reality always close to its sur-

face.

Criterion, Los Angeles
EXPRESS—Never has Miss Talmadge

demonstrated her piquant beauty, sensitive-

ness and charm with such display of facility

and intelligence.

HERALD—"Secrets," is as fine a pho-
toplay as that talented actress has ever ap-
peared in, which is stating more than a
mere mouthful * * *

RECORD-—I can't think of another screen
flayer who could equal her acting in "Se-
crets." And I'm not referring alone to that
astounding make-up of the old grandmother
when I say "acting."

"Unseeing Eyes"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Broadway Strand, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Patrons of the silent
drama who enjoy their film fare with action,
thrills and plenty of dramatic interest will

find all of these ingredients in "Unseeing
Eyes."
TIMES—* * * It has the advantage of

most Canadian northwest dramas of having
Lionel Barrymore for the hero, a "Wally"
Wolheim for the villain and such a good look-
ing bit of femininity as Seena Owen for the
heroine from the city.

"The White Sister"—Me
Eastman, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICL
such pictures as "The White Sist

make us believe in such an accomp
as art in motion pictures and tha |
our fearless use of the sacred tern-

discussion of them.

JOURNAL—"The White Sister"

done. The cast was taken to Italy j

of the scenes made over there. Tl

is that for the most part the sci

of Italy.

HERALD—* * * with remarkal
tion, splendid photography and exi

acting it is, with the possible exce
Mr. Chaplin's "A Woman of Pa'
best picture that Rochester has se«

TIMES-UNION—"The White Si
scenically, one of the most beautiful

picture plays that ever has been show
city.

:

"Women Who Give"—Me
Loew's, Los Angeles
(Week ending March 29)

EXAMINER—* * * storms ami
never played more into the hands i

producer-director than they did for jfl

in this picture.

EXPRESS—It is an absorbing m
document couched in vivid pictoria irw

which at moments are compellingly r isa

HERALD—Stormy seas and ] I
ships, tragedy, sacrifice, and tender i «
These make "Women Who Give."
Barker's screen masterpiece * * •

the best productions of its kind.
TIMES—For it has freshness, vivi

direction so natural it seems as the
were peeping through a window at it!

Delmonte, Capitol—St. Lo
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—By all mi

"Women Who Give" because you'll

ing up one of the very best if you d(

POST-DISPATCH—* * * excell

of character work by Frank Keer
Joseph Dowling in these roles. As
other New Englanders in the picti

are well drawn.
STAR—One high light is the actu;

ing of a school of whales in nigh
a swordfish, the harpooning of the s

and a terrific fight between two m
dory and the wounded sea-wolf.
TIMES—The plot develops smoot

there are no uninteresting moments.

!

"Woman To Woman"—Seh
Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE
with a director's evident belief ths

tators of photoplays must not think ft

selves * * * relegates this produc
the collection of thousands of motion
that are mererly produced to be fo

JOURNAL—* * * the plot is d
thin * * * the directors found it n
to pad the action with a good deal

traneous detail to make the picture of

length.

HERALD—"Woman to Woman;'
enough. It is no doubt entertaini
sufficient for an hour or so of pastiir

other of the old stories, revamped.

TIMES-UNION—* * * is good
movie entertainment if one does no
the lack of plausibility in the actioi

characters to overshadow its good p

PATHE STUDIO CAMERA
BRAND NEW

With automatic dissolving shutter, veeder counter, metal fittings

in film race, 4 magazines, leather case for camera, leather case

for magazines and precision ball bearing tripod.

$650.00 I

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc. I
U. S. AND CANADA AGENTS FIR DE8RIE CAMERAS

118 West 44th Street N. Y. C. Bryant 6635

"



Skillful cinematography exacts accurate re-

production—from highest light to deepest

shadow the full scale of tones in the negative

must be secured in the print.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Gives faithful reproduction no matter how
delicate the detail. Look for the identifica-

tion— "Eastman" and "Kodak'' — in black

letters in the transparent margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Oh! If she were only fr|

that he might tell her
his love for her!

fatosHJi
fjl presents ^

#eChea

Eggs*5

You can't beat the sure-fire appeal of

drama. What is there that is as sure

to stir the emotions as the combin-
ation of good drama and heart

interest appeal.

Such stories as "The Marriage

Cheat" can always be counted

upon to hit the masses. This story

with such dramatic moulders as

Thos. H. Ince and John Griffith

Wray to guide its course; with such

artists as Percy Marmont, Leatrice

Joy and Adolphe Menjou to por-

tray the characters—is bound to

develop into as sweeping, and as

powerful a photoplay as can be

produced.

A 3iiat national Attraction
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will have "The Chechahcos,"
skan picture which is being
is a winner, and half a dozen
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' Lubitsch with Pola abroad

—

an story. First National will

rytherea" the Sam Goldwyn
vhich promises much and Col-
loore's "Perfect Flapper"
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c office successes can rest as
ground. Nothing special in
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he Great White Way" which
) clean up; "Three Weeks"
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box office title—and "Nellie
itiful Cloak Model" plus some
Universal will have "Riders
(.Continued on Page 2)

Try 107 Gases
Cleveland Arbitration Board Active

—

Majority of Disputes Over
Play Dates

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland—Figures prepared by

the joint Board of Arbitration for

the local territory show that 107 cases
were tried between May 4, 1923 and
the end of that year. The cases were
divided as follows:

Total claims heard 107
Brought by exchanges 103
Brought by exhibitors 4
Decisions in favor of exchanges 82
In favor of exhibitors 3
Compromise decisions 19
Selected by recommendation of board... 3
Exhibitors present to defend themselves.. 21

The majority of claims concerned
dates to complete contracts. A num-
ber was for payment of shows ship-

ped to exhibitors in accordance with
contracts but refused by the exhibit-
or upon delivery. The board states

few of these would have reached it if

exhibitors had turned them over to
Sam Bullock, field representative for
the M. P. T. O. About one in seven
is the ratio of cases actually tried by
the board, since Bullock handles the
rest, in conjunction with W. J. Banks,
secretary of the Cleveland unit and

(Continued on Page 2)

Hammons in From Coast
Earl W. Hammons of Educational

has returned from the coast where he
arranged for the 1924-1925 distribu-
tion of the Christie comedies and
closed several other deals to be an-
nounced later

United Artists Meeting Today
The annual meeting of United Ar-

tists, originally scheduled for the first

Monday in April will be held today.
It is expected to be a routine affair.

Clem's Ocean Stuff
All Wet in Venice

Well, Film Daily:

If this letter don't knock you off
your chair, you're nailed in. Here I

am in Venice Italy, full of red ink
and black and blue marks and me not
even knowing one good overhand
strcke. Boy, this is a great old world.
I start out to make a cruise on the
Mediterranean and here I am way up
in Venice with about four more weeks
to scout around. If I ain't the trav-
elingest exhibitor in America I am at
least the travelingest west of the
Rockies.
That guy Harry Nolan is got to

perk up with me when he sends his
salesmen along and I pulls Combien
and Boucoup Argent on him then

(Continued on Page 7)

Just a 'Patsy'
No Rose Colored Vision for Joe
Brandt—Asks What's It All

Coming to?

Joe Brandt is back in town. And
in his path from the Coast are no rose

colored visions, nor memories. Cold,

hard brass tacks for Joe. And the

question is: where is the independent
producer going, and where will he
end?

The answer? Well, according to

Brandt it is to much of a problem
for him. "The exhibitor has been us-

ing the independent producer as a

'Patsy' " he said yesterday. "In the

early part of the season he stalls off

because he wants to see what he can
do with the old line companies. Then
he uses your product against them.
In the latter part of the season he
gives a play date that makes it im-
possible almost to do busines with
him. Incidentally, no matter how
good your picture is he plays you
for a 'Patsy' again by offering al-

ways, he never varies, at least 25 per
cent less than he pays for average
pictures from the old line companies.
The cast of the independent picture

is as strong, if not stronger, than in
(Continued on Page 2)

Two Runs For "Bagdad"
Frank Bruner has been engaged to

handle the premiere of "The Thief of

Bagdad" at the Forrest, Philadelphia,
beginning April 28 and Clarence
Hyde for the Boston run, beginning
May 5 at the Colonial.

Wray Back on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—John Griffith Wray
has returned from a six weeks' trip to

New York.

Laemmle Optimistic
Sees New Season Greatest Yet for

Universal—Two New Stages
Found Necessary

Carl Laemmle returned from the
Coast yesterday with a tale of op-
timism over Universal's 1924-1925
plans. He said he felt the new sea-
son would be the biggest yet for his
organization.

The production schedule as now
drawn up is so pretentious that it

was found necessary to build two new
stages to take care of the units. One
of these has been completed, and, as
noted, was properly dedicated last

Saturday night by a dance at which
1,500 attended.

Laemmle will make his usual trip

abroad this summer.

Summer Releases
About Ninety Scheduled in Advance

Lists—More to Be A "

" J
Later On

Information obtained from the ma-
jority of distributors yesterday in-

dicated that about ninety pictures will

be released during the summer
months.

The schedule is an advance one. It

is not complete, either so far as com-
panies or titles are concerned, but
in the main does include all releases
for May, June, July and August.

ARROW
May I. Range Blood—Edmund Cobb.
May 1. Whirlwind Ranger—Richard Hal

ton.

May 15. Notch No. 1—Ashton Dearholt.
May 15. Two Fisted Justice—Richard Hal

ton.

July 15. Lash of the Whip—Ashton Dear-
holt.

Four others, each starring one of the above.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Release dates on the following have not

been set, but they fall between late April
and June.
When A Girl Loves, Agnes Ayres and

Percy Marmont ; Racing Luck, Monty Banks;
The Lone Wolf, Dorothy Dalton and Jack
Holt ; The Chechahcos, Eva Gordon and Gladys
Johnston; The Spitfire, Betty Blythe, Lowell
Sherman and Elliot Dexter; Unseen Hands,
Wallace Beery; The Sixth Commandment.

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
May 5. Cytherea Fitzmaurice.—L e w i s

Stone, Alma Rubens.
May 12. The White Moth, Tourneur

(Continued on Page 6)

Fox Making Ten Features
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ten features arc
scheduled for production at the Fox-

studios. With the arrival of William
Fox several weeks ago, production
took a boom and studio space is at

present at a premium.

Walker Dinner Tonight

Senator James J. Walker will be
given a testimonial dinner at the
Ten Eyck, Albany tonight. A dele-
gation of local exhibitors and ex-
change managers will attend.

"Rust" Bought by Metro
It is understood that Metro has

purchased rights to "Rust," now play-
ing at the Gaiety, for Ramon Novar-
ro.

More Runs for "America"

"America" opens at the Auditorium.
Chicago on May 5 and at the New
Forum, Los Angeles, May 9.

Barthelmess Returns

Richard Barthelmess has returned
from a vacation in Bermuda.
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Qinotations
High Low Close Salei

East. Kod. 109J4 109^4 109J4 100

F. P.-L 69 67Vs 6734 5 500

do pfd. ... 91 91 91 600
Goldwyn . . . AAYA Ui/A Uy4 100

Loew's 17% 17% 17H 2,300

Warner's Not quoted

SUMMER
(Continued from Page 1)

Up" which they expect to be unusual,

and their regular weekly releases.

Laura La Plante in "The Dangerous
Blonde" may be worth watching
especially. A comer. Warner's release,

among others, "Babbitt" in May.
Judging from the success of the

book this should be a draw. "Corner-
ed" arrives June 1.

A lot of pictures have not
been included in this list. A lot

of companies as well, the big

point being that from what
the lists show the above are
the high lights. That doesn't
mean there aren't any more
especially good ones. Not at
all. And if there are any
others so much the better.

The more the merrier the
tinkle of the cash box.

n (S>tLux^aJUxnva£ (JsLctuAsA-s
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
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Try 107 Cases
(Continued from Page 1)

Howard Christman, secretary of the

F. I. L. M. Board. In seventy-five

per cent of the cases, the decisions of

the board were observed by both par-

ties, the remainder had to be enforced.

In only one case was the service of

an outside arbitrator found neces-

sary.

Charles C. Pettijohn, general coun-

sel of the Hays office who is handling
the national operation of the F. I. L.

M. Clubs stated yesterday that since

April, 1923 over 5,000 cases have been
actually tried by the thirty-one boards
in operation, but that fully three

times that number have come up for

argument outside the meetings. He
said the system is working so well

that in not more than fifteen instances

has it been necessary to go to an out-

side arbitrator.

Churches and Theaters in Battle

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Portland—A boycott against thea-

ters is raging here. A few weeks ago
Portland theaters announced they
would open at 11 o'clock Sunday
mornings, with bargain admissions.

This excited some 150 Protestant
churches and its members promised
a boycott on all theaters unless the

opening was set back to 1 o'clock.

Jensen & Von Herberg, Struble's

Blue Mouse, and other theaters com-
plied with a request of the city

council that Sunday morning show-
ings be abandoned, and besides, bar-
red children until after Sunday school
hours. Notwithstanding this, the
boycott is spreading and indications
are that it will become serious.

Await Music Tax Decision
(Special to JilE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Judge Van Valken-
burgh is considering briefs submitted
by six exhibitors and the American
Society of Composers, contending
parties in the music, tax case, and is

expected very shortly to render his

decision.

New Loew House For Pittsburgh
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—Marcus Loew, is con-
sidering the erection of a 4,000 seat

theater. No definite site has been
selected.

May is "Buxbaum Month"
The local First National sales force

will celebrate May as "Buxbaum
Month" during which an effort will

be made to establish a new sales rec-

ord in Greater New York. During
that period, there will be four First

Nationals playing at the New York
and Brooklyn Strands and one "The
Love Master" at the Capitol.

"Anti-Flam" Bill in Congress
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce of

the House, is considering a bill in-

troduced by Representative Sanders
of Indiana which prohibits the mail-

ing, sending or transporting in any
manner of inflammable films in inter-

state commerce.

Bennett Changes Title

Whitman Bennett has changed the

title of "Divorced in Name Only" to

"Love of Women." Helene Chad-
wick, Montagu Love, Maurice Cos-
tello, Mary Thurman, Lawford Da-
vidson, Marie Shotwell and Frankie
Evans are in the cast.

Hicks Here from Australia
John W. Hicks, Jr., managing di-

rector of Famous-Lasky Film Ser-
vice, Ltd., of Australia, is in New
York on his first visit in two years.

Lytell on Coast
< Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Bert Lytell is here
from New York. He leaves shortly
for the East to appear in a picture.

Shapiro Back
Victor Shapiro of Sam Goldwyn

Prod, returned yesterday from .a trip

through the Middle West on behalf
of "The Eternal City."

"Yolanda" Opens in London
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—"Yolanda" opened at the
New Oxford last night for a limited

engagement.

23 Companies Formed in March
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Twenty-three motion pic-

ture companies were formed in

March.

Ass't Directors Plan Ball
The M. P. Assistant Directors'

Ass'n will hold their third annual
ball at the Pennsylvania April 24.

Announcing

PatsyRuthMiller
in a series of
ElmerHarris
Productions\jvr
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spaper Opinions
oy of Flanders"—Metro

State, Cleveland

-A picturesque production, prin-

to the locale * * * There is noth-

il about the story. It merely

a poor orphan boy in Holland

I a time getting along as he would

•x land. * * *
.

,
Jackie, with the assistance of nis

[
pretty good job in this release.

DEALER—Jackie Coogan makes

of Flanders" a worthy picture.

9 a good continental flavor in

and not a little of the tang in

-The story, it is easy to see, ha9

i only because of its suitability as

or young Coogan. Jackie meets

-etty well. He has an attractive

and naturally expressive features.

olonial, Indianapolis
.* * * Jackie, * * * being a gifted

• and an appealing one at the same
credence to the performance, and

establishes his claim to filmdom's

aiile.

rs of the Rich"—Preferred
Hipp, Cleveland

•The film isn't as bad as all that,

very well done and for the most

convincing.
DEALER—* * * a tearful, long

sermon against the fallacy of rich

tempting to marry their daugh-

les * * * as a whole, the film

the lower 50 per cent, and
machine made entertainment. It

within fifty notches of real life

haracterization or acting.
-* * * the familiar sort of sensa-

s, in which a rich girl, played by

rd, in love with a nice young
rried off to a Russian nobleman,
Stuart Holmes. There are duels

dinners and the like in it.

ashion Row"—Metro
Sun, Omaha

-HERALD—Like all Mae Mur-
i, this one has been lavishly mount-
utifully costumed. The Russian

:y and the Russian dive present

ghting Coward"—F.-P. L.

New, Baltimore

QRNING)—The drama, which at

is strongly upon burlesque, has

gently directed and moves for-

Enterest well sustained.

/ENING)—Nothing would please

Jian to grab a good large mega-
the elevator to the top floor of

largest building and just tell you
ich we enjoyed "The Fighting

IcVicker's Chicago
AN—For this photoplay is an
Idition to the long list of suc-

!d out by this * * * director, re-

I "The Covered Wagon." * * *

L—Here is action speaking more
han words, beyond a doubt for

n early death with speech, begins
iid for immortality without it.

)-EXAMINER—"The Fighting
i a comedy done with a certain

|
derisive laughter not always

f screen entertainment.
E—"The Fighting Coward"
ludicrous subtitles and ridiculous
It is well directed, well acted, and
raphed.

Palace, Montreal
* * if one accepts it as a

n it proves a most enjoyable
:nts to watch upon the screen.

Missouri, St. Louis
DEMOCRAT—"The Fighting
* * is of the finest screen ma-

? with the old South.
SPATCH—In acting, in its na-
s, in plot in the creation and sus-
nterest it is far and away ahead
majority of motion pictures.
t is a colorful melodrama, re-
md again by first rate comedy.
* * * the story goes off with a
ne principals wade knee deep into

"Forgive and Forget"—C. B. C.

Gifts, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—* * * another one of the

multitudinous photoplays dealing with the

indiscreet wife, and it is a sort of synthesis

of all the moss-grown situations that have
been used in motion pictures that last IS

years.
POST—A certain degree of suspense and

a few thrills which run thru the picture help

make it pleasing entertainment.
TIMES-STAR—The drama, with its tragic

retribution for the bad and its reward for the

good, hold the audience with gripping inter-

est.

Empress, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—Howard M. Mitch-

ell, the director, with the help of a very good
cast, has made a picture that is no better

nor worse than many other pictures of its

type.

"Let Not Man Put Asunder"—Vita.

Rivoli, St. Louis

STAR—For those who care for thickly

coated emotion in a high key "Let Not Man
Put Asunder" may be freely recommended.

"The Love Master"—1st Nat'l

Strand, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—Judged however, by the

standards previously set for this type of pic-

ture, "The Love Master" ranks high. It is

surpassed only by "The Call of the Wild" as

a story of dog life.

POST—Those who raved about Strong-

heart before will have every reason to keep
up their enthusiasm.
TIMES-STAR—All previous efforts of

canine actors fade into nothingness when
compared with the performance of Strong-
heart, the marvelous police dog. * * *

"Lucky Dan"—S. R.

Isis, Indianapolis

NEWS—If you are familiar with Tal-

madge's acrobatics, you will like "Lucky
Dan." for it is active and breezy.

"The Man Life Passed By"—Metro
Parkway, Baltimore

AMERICAN—* * * it is only fair to

tell you that some of the backgrounds are

pretty good, that a little of the acting is

fair * *

The nicest thing about "The Man Life

Passed By" is a jolly old Roman revel with
an arena, a dais and no end of lovely lady

Romans.

"The Marriage Market"—Warners'
World, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—It's wholesome, good
entertainment, all about a twentieth century
girl who craved romance and adventure.

"Maytime"—Preferred
Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—A plot that may have been suf-

ficient for a musical comedy of the stage,

with the reinforcement of singing and danc-

ing, appears in the photoplay to less ad-

vantage.

"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model"
Gold.-Cosmop.

Arcadia, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—There are two redeeming
features to the film. The first is the pow-
erful portrayal of a dual role by Hobart Bos
worth, the other the comical acting of both
Mae Busch, as Nellie's friend, and Ermund
Lowe, as the taxi driver.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—
The film version of "Nellie the Beautiful
Cloak Model," the famous thriller of the same
name, is quite a picturesque treatment of

the higher and lower ways of living.

"Other Men's Daughters"—S. R.
Regent, Philadelphia

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
plot is rather hackneyed, but the acting
comes .very near compensating for the lack of
originality.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Ditto. I

"Ride For Your Life"—Universal

Moon, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—It is a stereotyped

western in which the director, Edward Sed-
wick, seems to have forgotten continuity.

"Shadows of Paris"

Strand, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—* * * Miss Negri's

latest * * * gives this star in a role that is

the best she has had since she came to

America and one that is more like her Eu-
ropean roles than any in which she has here-

tofore appeared.

"A Society Scandal"—F. P.-L.

Capitol, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—Neither the theme nor the

treatment of this latest Gloria Swanson star-

ring vehicle is likely to leave and indelible

impression on the mind. It certainly is below
the standard set by "Zaza" and one or two
other recent productions featuring Gloria

Swanson.
POST—Gloria Swanson of 'The Society

Scandal" is not the Gloria Swanson of "The
Humming Bird." We were disappointed
* # #

TIMES-STAR—Admirers of Gloria Swan-
son who rejoiced at the artistic progress
shown by her in "Zaza" and even more re-

cently in "The Humming Bird," are going to

be somewhat disappointed in "A Society
Scandal."

Allen, Cleveland
NEWS—It will never make motion history

but it may break box office records. * * *

she isn't much different from any other ac-

tress who is capable of making a clothes
model of herself. She's nothing like the

Gloria in "The Humming Bird."
PLAIN DEALER—* * * the Gloria of

so much promise in "The Humming Bird."
* * * continues on the upgrade.
The film is modern, very elaborate, very

much dressed; with Gloria changing a gown
for every scene, as in the other days, but
this time acting.

PRESS—The picture makes unusual de-

mands upon the central character, * * *

Miss Swanson has sufficient gowns to meet
the exigency. But alas, not sufficient his-

trionic talent. At times her acting is splen-
did. But at other times her raising of eye-
brows and compressing of lips and clenching
of hands is just that and nothing more.
The play is closely knit. There doesn't

seem to be a weak spot in it, and there
are many novelties.

Alhambra, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—it is a bit disappointing for

those who prefer finish and polish in pic-
tures to sensation to find (Gloria Swanson)
back on the clothes rack again.

Stanley, Philadelphia
BULLETIN— Pretty thin entertainment

is provided * * * in the feature film, * * *

with Gloria Swanson in the leading role. * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
Gloria Swanson fans will revel no doubt,
in her gowns and enthuse over this latest of-
fering of hers, but some will be disappointed
that she did not keep on "acting."
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—* * *

she does not depend on the wealth of strik-
ing gowns she appears in to win stellar hon-
ors, but displays some really rare artistry in
acting and in an emotional riot or two.

"Tiger Rose"—Warners'
Grand Central and West End Lyric,

St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The dramatic
tension and suspense of "Tiger Rose" as
played on the stage is maintained to the last

degree in the picture
POST-DISPATCH—Lenore Ulric, * * *

gives fine film characterization of the fiery,

elemental young Canadian girl who fights
with truly tigerish intensity to protect the
man she loves when he is being hunted down
for murder.
STAR—It is a remarkable picture.
TIMES—Leonore Ulric, of legitimate

stage fame, is given an opportunity to ex-
hibit her talent at its best, in the screen
version of the "Tiger Rose."

"The Wanters"—1st Nat'l
Karlton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * interest * * * never
seems to lag when the subject is presented
with a new sort of twist as it is done this
week at the Karlton theater.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—

It has a simple, human story to put across,
and it does this successfully in a most ef-
fective manner.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—The

lesson fails to register, and we have left a
fairly fast, fairly interesting yet ordinary
story.

"Wild Oranges"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Park, Cleveland

NEWS—King Vidor brings it out of the
mold of the commonplace and makes it into
a picture that is better than the average.
* * * Some of the scenes are almost painfully
graphic. * * *

PLAIN DEALER—"Rattling good" in
this case may be taken literally, since it is

the picturization of rattling window shutters,
banging doors, continuously rocking chairs
and fifty other little details which gives
this film an atmosphere of mystery and hor-
ror, and makes it intensely interesting.

* * * not a very good dose for young
children. Adults, though, will find it a
gripping mystery film.

The Most Modern & Complete

ART TITLE SERVICE
Under One Roof

H. E. R. STUDIOS, INC.
ISO W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

Bryant 3740

*EAL SHKVJCT.

1540 Broadway, N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 Broadway

Telephone

Watkins 4522

THERE is no reason why a shortage of

working capital should menace a promis-

ing proposition. Call on us for financial

relief. Our service will prove most beneficial.

Rates within reason. Investigate with no

obligation on your part.





elf A Piece o£ Cake /
Help yourself! We can only tell you what exhibi-

tors are telling us every day about these high-

class attractions listed here* They take the cake.

They satisfy. They are business builders because

they have great stories, great stars, great produc-

tion. Help yourself. You'll come back for more
after one helping. Take your slice

of the profits now.

'oldwyn^J^bsrnopoUtarv
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Summer Releases
(Continued from Page 1)

Prod.—Barbara LaMarr, Conway Tearle.
May 26. The Perfect Flapper—Colleen

Moore, Frank Mayo.
June 17. The Goof—Ben Alexander, Lloyd

Hamilton.
June 24. Woman's Dangerous Age, Stahl

Prod.
July 1. For Sal

Ellis.

July 29.

Carewe.
August 5. Flaming Wives—All Star.

The Lost World.
of the Hungry

-Claire Windsor, Robert

The Ragged Messenger—Edwin

August 12
August 19. Christine

Heart—Ince.
August 26 Potash & Perlmutter in Holly-

wood—Samuel Coldwyn

C. B. C. FILM SALES
Two Columbia features monthly, beginning

June and July.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
May 5. The Breaking Point—Brenon

Bluff—Agnes Ayres, Antonio

The Moral Sinner—Dorothy Dal-

Prod.
May 12.

Moreno.
May 19.

ton.

May 26.

June 2.

Men—Pola Negri.
The Code of the Sea—Rod La

Rocque, Jacqueline Logan.
June 9. The Guilty One—Leatrice Joy.
June 16. The Bedroom Window—Wm. de

Mille Prod.
June 23. Montmarte—Negri-Lubitsch.
June 30. Tiger Love—Estelle Taylor, An-

tonio Moreno.
July and August not yet set.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
May 5. Untamed Youth.
May 12. Honor Your Mother—Emory

Johnson.
May 26. The Dangerous Coward—Mono-

gram.
May 26. The Danger Line—Bambal-Delac.
June 2. A Woman Who Sinned—Finis,

Fox.
June 9. Fools In The Dark.

FOX
May 4. The Trouble Shooter—Tom Mix.
May 11. The Circus Cowboy—Chas. Jones.
May 18. The Lone Chance—John Gilbert.

June—none. July and August not deter-

mined.

GOLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN
No release dates on the Following.
Nellie The Beautiful Cloak Model.
The Great White Way—Cosmopolitan Prod.
Three Weeks—Aileen Pringle, Conrad

Nagle.
Second Youth—Distinctive Prod.
True As Steel—Rupert Hughes.
Recoil—T. Hayes Hunter, Betty BIythe.

Rejected Woman—Distinctive Prod.

HODKINSON
April 27. Miami—Betty Compson.
May 11. What Shall I Do—Frank Woods,

Dorothy Mackaill.
May 18. The Lightning Rider—Harry

Carey.
May 25. Hold Your Breathe—Christie

—

Dorothy Devore and Walter Hiers.

June 22. Another Scandal—Lois Wilson.
July 13. Tiger Thompson—Harry Carey.

July 20. Her Own Free Will—Helene
Chadwick.

METRO
Schedule not determined but The Arab,

Ingram; Little Robinson Crusoe, Jackie Coo-
gan; and One Night in Rome, 'Laurette Tay-
lor; will probably be released in August.

PATHE
Giry Shy, Harold Lloyd; general pre-

release April 20. Several others to be an-

nounced.

PREFERRED-
May The Breathe of Scandal—Gasnier.

June The Triflers—Gasnier.

July When A Woman Reaches Forty

—

Gasnier.

SELZNICK
May 1. The White Shadow—Betty Comp-

ton.

One other in May. July and August not

set.

UNITED ARTISTS
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall—Mary

Pickford.

UNIVERSAL
May 5. Riders Up—Creighton Hale and

Ethel Shannon.

May 12. Ridgeway of Montana— Jack
Hoxie.
May 19. The Dangerous Blonde—Laura

La Plante.
May 26. High Speed—Herbert Rawlinson.
June 9. Broadway or Bust—Hoot Gibson.
June 16. Souls That Pass in the Night-

All Star.
June 23. The Back Trail—Jack Hoxie.
July 7. Young Ideas—Laura La Plante.
July 21. Dark Stairways—Herbert Raw-

linson.

VITAGRAPH
May 11. Between Friends—David Smith.
May 13. Borrowed Husbands—J. Stuart

Blackton.
May 18. Virtuous Liars—Whitman Ben-

nett.

May 25. One Law for the Woman—Chas.
E. Blaney.

WARNER BROS.
Beau Brummel, Broadway After Dark and

How to Educate a Wife, pre-release in April.
May 15. Babbitt—Willard Louis, Mary

Alden.
May 30. Lover's Lane—Harry Beaumont.
June 1. Cornered.
June 15. Being Respectable—Wm. Beau-

dine.

June 30. The Tenth Woman.

New Theaters
Sterling, 111.—Another new house

for this part of the country is the
Illinois, under the management of

Greenough and Weeks. The new
house seats 1,100.

Pottstown, Pa.—Bennethum and
Snyder have received the plans for

a new $250,000 theater. Work will

be started as soon as the weather will

permit.

Birmingham, Ala.—Joe Steed has
leased the Masonic Temple which he
will operate as a theater at a yearly
rental of $25,000.

Mahony City, Pa.—The Chamber-
lain Amusement Co. of Pottsville has
started work on a new theater to

cost $250,000.

Plymouth, Pa.—Work is to be
started soon on a new theater for

the Comerford Amusement Co., in

Plymouth.

Chicago—Work is soon to begin
on a new theater to cost $350,000 pro-

jected by Alexander C. Dallach.

Mexico, Mo.—A new theater will

be erected in the building now occu-
pied by the Barnes-Boyd Co .

Belfast, N. C.—-Work on the new
theater owned by Joseph Dondis will

be completed this spring.

Keene, N. H.—The new Colonial

will shortly be opened. C. C. Bald-
win is manager.

Kansas City—J. L. Woolfolk, large

realty operator will build a new house
shortly.

Osage City, Kan.—R. E. Nicholas
opened his new picture house April

1st.

Lawrenceville, 111. — Hurley B.

Gould Co. has opened a new theater.

Dallas—The Rex Theater Co. will

open a theater shortly.

Seymour, Wis.—Arwin Otto plans

a new theater here.
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1
1
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(Continued from Page 1)

ito Eyetalian and says Quando.

'm there.

I, Mrs. Deneker and me gets

esterday morning from Flor-

i a sleeper and the first thing

is register at the Royal Daniel-

Well hotel without no street in

of it, and if you want to go

iere you got to hire a gondoler

guy who rows you around. If

nn't want that, you can swim.

|en sticking to the gondolers.

morning I asked the porter

here the best cheap restaurant

he tells me to swim down two
then swim one block east and

1 the Terra Firma Cafe. Terra

hell, why you could sell one

ior a fortune here. There ain't

ny terra firma here in hundreds

rs and its getting worse all the

"e's one nice movie house here

couldn't get in last night. The
as too low and our gondoler

't get up to the front door,

guy that rrns the place is sure

to get a tough break if ever

lave low water here for a spell,

yone goes out gondoling every

nere and guys sit in the back of

boat and play mandolins and
I've heard Ave Marie often

a to know it backwards. Last

Mrs. Deneker was feeling wide
so we takes a gondoler and

or a walk on the Grand Canal

; is the main street here. We
a dark looking sucker who
> in the back of the boat and
f pushes the canal from under
'pat. but just our luck, the tide

pming in while we was going
Id the harder he pushed the less

Jived and after an hour of this,

Is just ten feet behind the place

krted from and we decided to

ibed. The euv charged us for

jtrip around Venice while all I
f

as the back of his neck, which
'ur marcel waves in it.

1, in four weeks we will be on
a ship bound for good old New
where you know just how the

are gypping you. Over here

you are through paying for any-
you got all day to worry about
nuch you lost—while over in

ca you know the language you
nuch you were trimmed the

[ your trimmed.
, Deneker sends her regards to
* exhibitors wives in America
ys if she can be of benefit to

if they ever go abroad to Eu-
o let her know.

Your moist friend,

CLEM.

:paration For Sabatini Film
fecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles—C. Graham Baker, of

aph, is preparing the contin-
nr "Captain Blood," which the
ny is shortly to produce. Vita-
has secured the newspaper

rights for the story.

Beauty" Room For Strand
Strand will open an elaborate-
•ointed "cosmetics parlor" this

}on. It has been installed for

>nvenience of women patrons.

The Passing Years
Five Years Ago Today

World Film acquires "East and
West," with iShirley Mason.

Charles Miller, formerly with Tri-

angle and Goldwyn, to produce on his

own.
"Elmo, the Mighty," title selected

for new "U" serial featuring Grace
Cunard and Elmo Lincoln.

"The Girl from the Marsh Croft"
shown in Chicago. First Swedish-made
picture to appear in America.

Four Years Ago
Hiram Abrams talked of as new

United Artists' head, succeeding Os-
car Price, retired. Wm. G. McAdoo
reported out as general counsel.

Twenty-five cents average admis-
sion for evening shows, at 1,000 first

and second run houses, survey shows.
Triangle regains possession of its

18 exchanges and all product which
United Theaters had been handling.

Albert Capellani reported in deal

with Cosmopolitan for series. Latter

now releasing through Famous.

Three Years Ago
Charles O'Reilly elected head of (N.

Y. State Exhibitor's League,) suc-

ceeding Sydney Cohen. Wm. Brandt
declares "no member of T. O. C. C.

will put up advance payments for

any pictures during next season."

Two Years Ago
Will H. Hays elected head of M.

P. P. D. A. Eight distributors and
Joseph M. Schenck, elected to mem-
bership.

Admissions way off for February.
$5,867,256 collected, as compared with

$7,802,776 for Feb., 1921.
New exhibitor-producer plan an-

nounced, to "combat high rentals."

Would have $4,000,000 fund and have
producing units in one studio. Sydney
S. Cohen denies knowing anything
about it.

One Year Ago
Cohen out of race for M. P. T. O.

A. presidency. So informs exhibitors

at state conventions.
$25,000 pledged to launch plan to

establish pictures as fine art. The
Cinema Foundation started for this

purpose.
Dr. Lee De Forest working out

weekly "Phonofilm" release beginning
in June.

Multnomah Theater Corp. Formed
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland, Ore.—The Multnomah
Theater Corp., which will operate

seven second run houses, has been
organized with a capital of $200,000.

The incorporators are: Bob White,
Edward Fautz, S. S. Parker, William
Graeper, Hugh McCredie and H. C.

Phillips.

Opens Foreign Offices

Harry S. Stone, of the Eskay Har-
ris Film Co., has returned from a

trip to Europe, where he established

offices in London, Paris, Rome and
Berlin. He also arranged for two
European made features to be distrib-

uted here. His company has opened
new branches in the Brokaw Bldg.

New One for T. & D., Jr.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Construction on
the new theater to be built at East
14th and 91st Ave.. Elmhurst, has
been started. The house will be op-
erated by the T. & D., Jr., circuit,

will seat 1,500 and cost $100,000.

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Ruth Clifford, Laura
La Plante, Kenneth Harlan and Nor-
man Kerry have been chosen for Uni-
versal's new feature, "Butterfly,"

upon which work will start in a few
days.

Reeves Eason will direct a Harry
Carey production for Hodkinson ti-

tled, "Tiger Thompson." Marguerite
Clayton will play opposite.

The title of John Gilbert's latest

has been changed from "The Mark
of Cain" to "The Lone Chance." Ho-
ward Mitchell directed.

Rowland V. Lee's next production

for Fox will be a "period" picture

Robert N. Lee, the director's brother,

is the author.

Edward Laemmle will direct "The
Tornado" for Universal after finish-

ing the present series of "The Fast

Steppers."

James Berry, five year old colored

comedian, has been placed under a

contract by Century for 10 comedies.

Gibson Gowland and Wallace Mc-
Donald have been selected for roles

in "The Bugler of Algiers."

Julanne Johnston, has been selected

for the leading role opposite Reginald
Denny in "The Missourian."

"Dark Stairways," directed by Rob-
ert F. Hill will be Herbert Rawlin-
son's next for Universal.

The title for Tom Mix's latest,

"Mixed Manners" has been changed
to "Fine and Dandy."

Jerome Storm will direct Priscilla

Dean in "The Siren of Seville," by
H. H. Van Loan.

"Yankee Speed" starring Kenneth
MacDonald, has been completed by
Sunset.

Douglas Maclean has begun
"Never Say Die," at the F. B. O.
Studios.

Ben Carre is to be art director for

the Fred Niblo unit productions.

Mae Busch will play one of the

leads in "Bread" for Metro.

WALTER R. GREENE.
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EVILS
By DANNY

;iere are enough short sight-

people in this business to

all the oculists in America
for years—if glasses alone

d be the remedy. They
:'t. And among these short

ted people are some exhibi-

Some who think that
ugh effecting buying com-
is, and working through
j:ing arrangements they can
ce the price of film. So far

lat goes they can—and do.

!
do they see any farther

1

the end of their nose?

Because if this practice con-

lues—together with other

le practices—what will be the

suit? The weaker companies,

lable to stand the gaff, will
i forced out of business. Then
le exhibitors will be left in

le hands of the stronger com-
mies. And how they will pay
en for their short sighted-

;ss. How they will pay—and
ly—and pay!

2 hold no brief for any distribu-
Nor, for that matter, any ex-

jt, or group of exhibitors. But
is isn't the coldest of cold corn-
sense, what on earth is? If you
:he goose that lays the eggs

—

golden, some not—what are you
: to do? Oh, says Mr. Exhibi-
serenely, "there'll always be
one to do business with." And
right. There always will be.
do you notice how the circle
lishes every few years? Do you
te how the old line companies,
Jse of necessity, combine? And
ou realize that there are in this
try today less—by far—inde-
ent exchanges than there have
in years? Do you realize that
years ago there were over four

>anies making short stuff to the
ioing it today? Does this mean
ng? Or is it that a blind man
3t see.

Just as surely as booking
wibines work to the destruc-
on of this business, so do
lentlemen's agreements" be-
veen exhibitors to keep down
-ices. It's just as wrong as
cycling film or pirating
nnts. You can imagine how

(Continued on Page 2)

Wants a Hays
Oscar Neufeld Believes State-Right
Men Should Organize and Affiliate

with Independent Producers

A very interesting idea was voiced
yesterday at the regular luncheon of

the Ind. Prod, and Dist. Ass'n. at

the Astor by Oscar Neufeld, of De
Luxe Films, Philadelphia, when he
suggested that state-right exchange-
men should organize and affiliate with
the Independent Producers.
Among other speakers were Hotis

ton Thompson, Chairman of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission, Robert E.
Welsh of the Moving Picture World
and a representative of the Post
Office Department.
Neufeld said that early reports rel-

ative to the Association attacked the
honesty of the state-right buyer, a

matter which he regretted very much.
He said it was difficult in view of
these statements to convince exhibi-
tors of the situation as well as the
banks in the territory where the state
right operator lived. He said that
a week ago he had heard that the As-
sociation had stopped credit to the

(Continued on Page 4)

Hazza Heads Canadian F. B. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—F. B. O. has installed its

own sales organization, thus termin-
ating the arrangements whereby F.
B. O. was represented by the United
Exhibitors of Canada, Ltd. Phil.

Hazza, has been appointed general
manager. W. E. Allen has been ap-
pointed manager at Montreal; Harrv
Decker at St. John, and W. Gould
at the Winnipeg, Manitoba, office.

Managers are to be appointed for
Calgary, Alberta, and Vancouver.

Brockell Joins Katz
Leads to Reports of a Booking Com-

bination in Chicago and a
Denial from Katz

When the report circulated through
the market yesterday that Floyd
Brockell, formerly with First Na-
tional, had left for Chicago, a report
spread that he was to act in charge
of a booking combination for Balaban
& Katz, Ascher Bros., and Lubliner
& Trinz.

As a resist, Sam Katz was wired.
His reply follows:
"There is no booking combination

contemplated between Ascher, Lub-
liner and ourselves. Brockell joining
us and we expect to be able to advise
some development in our interests

in near future."

Brockell's duties have been as-

sumed by J. C. Vergesslich.

Distributing Heads Discuss Combines

Of Exhibitors and Booking Circuits

Serious Situation Menaces Industry—Production Plans Also

Taken Up—No Solution Presented but Many Ideas

Offered—May Meet Again

What to do with the growing menace of buying combines
among exhibitors, and booking circuits operating in various parts

of the country, led to a meeting of sales executives Monday night

at the Astor.
Practically every company of importance was represented,

and while no definite program was evolved, it is understood there

will be a meeting shortly at which it is hoped to agree upon some
plan to offset what the sales directors believe to be the greatest

menace facing the business.

The development, during the past

few years, of exhibitor combinations,

plus the growth of booking circuits,

has given much thought to men sell-

ing pictures. Some companies, not-
ably Famous, insist they will not do
business with booking agencies or
combines. During the discussion
Monday night several interesting

matters, hardly new, and heretofore
reported in these columns, were
brought up for discussion. The sit-

uation dealing with the West Coast
Theaters, Inc. was discussed at

length. The operation of a booking
organization in the Mid-West also
came up as did the problem of what
to do with exhibitors who have a
mutual understanding as to what
product they will handle. Some of
these exhibitors agree among them-
selves to split up the product of vari-
ous companies. Exhibitor A agrees
to take all of Metro and Exhibitor
B is allotted First National product.
Exhibitor C can have half of Famous
output, etc., etc., and so it goes. It

may be recalled that some months
ago in this paper appeared a report
from a small town in Michigan where
two exhibitors had agreed on this pol-
icy, and when the sales manager of a
certain state-right company arrived
to make his sale he found that the
exhibitor to whom the print had been
forwarded had in turn sent it to the
other exhibitor who was to show the
picture. The sales manager refused
to let this exhibitor have it. He has
done no business in that town since.

During the past year or two such
agreements among exhibitors are re-
ported to have developed to such an
extent that this condition is becomin;
more alarming than the closed tow

:

(Continued on Page 4)

Coast Convention
Planned by Warners'—No Change

in Distribution for Season of
1924-1925

Sam E. Morris left for Chicago
yesterday to meet Abe Warner and
discuss the possibility of holding a
national convention of Warner fran-
chise holders at the studio in May.

It was announced vesterdav that
distribution for 1924-1925 will con-
tinue as at present, through fran-
chises held by state right operators.
The output for the new season is now
set at twenty pictures, but it may be
increased to twenty-four.
A division in Western territory has

been made. L. K. Brin of Kwality
Pictures will handle Oregon, Idaho,
Washington and Montana, and Frank
Barmettler, a Denver publisher, Col-
orado, Utah, Wyoming and New
Mexico.

Weight to Direct Compson
Harmon Weight will direct "Ram-

shackle House," by Hulbert Footner,
the second Betty Compson picture for
Hodkinson. He left last night for
Miami.

Intern'l News Reel-"U" Deal
International News Weekly has

signed a five year distribution . con-
tract with Universal. R. V. Ander-
son, sales manager, is working out a
schedule of increased prints.

"Big 4" Meeting Routine

The annual meeting of United Ar-
tists, which was held yesterday, was
a routine affair. Hiram Abrams and
other officers were reelected.
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EVILS
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far reaching it is when you
know this: that on the East
side of New York there is a
buying arrangement among
two exhibitor groups for Yid-
dish pictures. If that isn't

the limit, name it.
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Educational Exchange
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Unloading in Europe
Arthur Loew Says American Pro-

ducers Are Flooding the Conti-
nent With Old Pictures

American producers are losing thou-
sands in England and on the Conti-
nent because of their policy of un-
loading old pictures in those mar-
kets, according to Arthur Loew, for-

eign manager of Metro, who returned
recently from abroad. While in Paris
he sold this year's product to Gau-
mont for France and Belgium.

Loew found conditions generally
improved over six months ago, ex-
cept in those countries where the
dumping process is under way. "The
foreign market," he said yesterday,
"is limited as to theaters and they are
all eager to buy outright, or play per-

centage, big American productions.
This demand has created a buyer's
market that should mean even more
to American producers in future
years than it does at present. Amer-
ican distributors have literally flooded
the foreign markets with old releases

of several years ago and films of infe-

rior quality that cannot compare with
current productions because the short-

sighted producers figure that they
have the pictures and whatever they
can get is profit. Metro is making
more money from the foreign market
now than ever before, simply because
it is our policy to release our latest

productions over there simultaneously
with their release here."

Ben Blumenthal, whose knowledge
of European film matters is extensive,

stated that it was not a question of

release dates that interested buyers
and exhibitors in Europe but one of

merit. "No one in Europe is buying
today without first seeing the pic-

tures," he said. "It makes no differ-

ence when the picture was made, so

long as it is good. It's merely one
of merit."

Barker Plans Sea Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Reginald Barker has
plans for another sea production for

which he aspires to charter an ocean
liner, take an all-star cast with him
and travel around the world shooting
as he goes.

Ray's First, "Smith"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—"Smith" is the title

of the first of the new Charles Ray
series.

Sales Cooperation
1st Nat'l Bringing Managers Here,

Two at a Time, for Week
Stays

Instead of calling a national sales

meeting, E. A. Eschmann has devel-

oped a new idea of co-operation be-
tween his field force and the home
office, by bringing the branch man-
agers to New York two at a time.

The first two will be F. E. North of
Detroit and Leslie Wilkes of Dallas
They will report May 4th and remain
the entire week in consultation.

"By having each branch manager,"
says Eschmann, "spend time with the
accounting, sales, advertising, pub-
licity, supply, purchasing and film de
partments individually and alone there
is no doubt but that a greater good
is accomplished than by any national
convention.
"In bringing our branch managers

to New York, however, we do not
intend that home office executives
should neglect their tours of ex-
changes. Some major home office

executive will be on the road at all

time visiting our branches, and this

contact will supplement the visits of

branch managers to New York."

M. P. Arts Finish Films

Motion Picture Arts, Inc., have
completed a production based on a

Bruce Barton story. John L. Mc-
Cutcheon directed with James Brown
as cameraman. Melville J. Shyer,
formerly of D. W. Griffith, was Mc-
Cutcheon's assistant. The picture

will be released by Selznick.

Harris Leaves Tuesday
Elmer Harris leaves for the Coast

next Tuesday to start his first pic-

ture for Hodkinson. As noted, he
and Frank Woods will each make
five pictures. Most of the stories
have been selected.

Try To Lift Theater Ban
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lancaster, Pa.—Efforts are being
made to rescind the Methodist "dis-
cipline rule," which prohibits theater
going, at the 137th annual convention
of the Methodist Church.
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FIRST PICTURES OF HONOR
ROME WHEN TWO AMES MWERE MADE CARDINALS—Arc) 3
Hayes and Mundelein are elevated 1
highest council of the Roman 1

1

Church.

SPILLS AND THRILLS AT ENGL
GREATEST STEEPLECHASE—Qui
a million spectators, including King

|

and the Royal family, see many thrills

National in Liverpool.

ONLY GORILLA IN CAPTIVIT
RIVES IN NEW YORK—"John Dat
comes to this country, with his Me
trainer, an English lady.

Other news as usual.
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Every record made by
THE HUMMING BIRD";
(and it's made hundreds of 'em

)

being smashed by

GLORIA SWANSON
tollSociety Scandal"

UP
are-'

ALLAN
DWAN'S
PRODUCTION OF

ALFRED SUTRO'S— »Hhe „

iaugMng jady
SCREENPLAY BY
FORREST HALSEY

At the McVickers Theatre, Chicago, "A
Society Scandal" did $24,646 in one week.

At the Imperial, Charlotte, N. C, it broke
all records for three days and beat "The
Humming Bird" by $248.

At the Bijou, New Haven, Conn., it beat
the opening night record, held by "The
Humming Bird," by $77.

Spragg Amusement Co. (Ohio circuit)

writes: "We are making house records
with 'A Society Scandal.' THERE in

every detail. Just the type they want."

And so it goes all over the country

!

The BOX-OFFICE RAGE OF THE
HOUR is "A Society Scandal"

!

PRODUCED BY

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASIWCORPORATION
AOOIPH ZUKOR JESSE I LaSKY CECIL B OtMlUC
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(Continued from Page 1)

condition. The practice becomes par-

ticularly obnoxious to the sales de-

partments because in many of these

towns top price paid for a feature

heretofore has been about $25. and

this has been materially reduced by
the plan now in effect.

If the sales executives can deter-

mine upon a course of procedure it

is expected that this method, as well

as other pernicious methods of a simi-

lar type will be ended.

Discuss Production

At one stage of the proceedings

there was considerable discussion as

to the extent of production by the

various companies. The opinion was
voiced that perhaps the entire busi-

ness would be in better condition if

the heads of the producing companies
could agree among themselves as to

a production program which, while

giving sufficient pictures for the sea-

son, would not overload the market.

"Boy of Flanders" at Rialto

Jackie Coogan's new picture, "A
Boy of Flanders," will go into the

Rialto Sunday for a week.
Tom Meighan in "The Confidence

Man" will be the Rivoli feature.

"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model"
goes into the Capitol.

ilm Developing Corp.
210-16 WeehawkenStVestHobokenJU.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing.
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone UNION— 48OO

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

iCpfflffl
LABORATORIES
< INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

Wants a Hays
(Continued from Page 1)

state-right buyers and he regretted

this very much. He said that the

Association and the exhibitors were
partners. He suggested the forma-
tion of a war chest for the new or-

ganization.

Product coming from the indepen-

dent distributor said Neufeld easily

takes its place with the average prod-
uct of the old-line companies except-

ing for the super-specials which he

said were sold at such a high price

and with other restrictions that in

the end the exhibitor, although he has
increased his receipts, has dissatisfied

many of his patrons and profited not

for himself.

He suggested that if the indepen-
dents would let the state-right ex-

changemen know six or eight months
in advance what their product would
be so that the exchangemen could
prepare a proper pressbook that this

would be very helpful. He also sug-

gested an organization of state-right

men which should be affiliated with
the independent organization and said

he would like to see a man like Hays
at the head of it.

Houston Thompson of the Federal
Trade Commission gave an enlight-

ening address on tht practice and pro-

cedure of the Commission. His talk

had very little to do with motion
pictures or this industry excepting
that at the conclusion he told of

American pictures which he had seen
abroad and what he thought was the

effect of the competition of American
pictures. He pointed out that through
the showing of motion pictures in

the slum districts of London that

police officials declared they had a
tremendously favorable reaction in

offsetting the effects of alcoholism
both with men and women.
He urged American producers to

add the spirit of morality and spirit-

uality to their pictures which would
result in American pictures being the

greatest force in the world for moral
good.

Robert E. Welsh of the M. P.

World told the Independents that

they had been the football of the busi-
ness for many years and that it was
time that they ceased being used in

this way.
O. A. Keen, an inspector of the

Post Office told of the plans by which
the Post Office Department expected
to aid the organization by bringing
fraud charges against fly-by-night ex-
changemen who pirated prints.

Coming Scon -*

Dorothy Mackaill
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578 Houses in N. Y.
There are now 578 exclusive picture

theaters in Greater New York with

a combined seating capacity of 428,-

926. The total revenue received by
the city in license fees is placed at

$216,650 and of this amount picture

theaters contribute $81,900.

The present total compares with
423 in 1919. Aside from the fact that

existing theaters are greater in num-
ber, they are also of a better grade.

Many of the smaller houses operating
in 1919 have been torn down and re-

placed with modern structures.

Principal Lists Six

Principal Pictures will have six re-

leases during the summer months:
"Captain January", a Baby Peggy
feature; "Daring Youth," with Bebe
Daniels; "Listen Lester," "The
Masked Dancer" with Helene Chad-
wick and Lowell Sherman; "The
Good Bad Boy" with Joe Butter-

worth and Mary Jane Irving and
"Daughters of Pleasure" with Marie
Prevost and Monte Blue.

Brisbane's "Today" on Screen
Robert Thornby, the director and

Arthur Shaughnessy will shortly is-

sue a one-reeler based on Arthur
Brisbane's famous "Today" editorials

which are published in hundreds of

newspapers daily. The editorial text

will be amplified by plastic illustra-

tions. Release will be weekly at first,

and probably twice weekly later.

"Sandra", La Marr's First

"Sandra." a current novel by Pearl
Do'es Bell, will be Barbara La Marr's
initial picture for First National.

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE
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"Play^It With Music!"

For National Music Week— May 4th— 11th, book

"FRANZ SCHUBERT," the first release of James

A. Fitz-Patrick's "FAMOUS MUSIC MASTERS"
series. One reel novelty features with COMPLETE
ORCHESTRATIONS!

Produced and Distributed by

FITZ-PATRICK PICTURES, Inc.

Poli Building, New Haven, Conn.
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PROOF
By DANNY

bn Adolph Zukor planned
jlio for Long Island City

In investment of $2,500,-

jie film world figured he
white elephant on his

And they figured about
It was. There were con-

ion faults, difficulties in

don, costly experiments,
eadaches. But there it

I
And something had to

le with it.

t tin's time Jesse L. Lasky sold

ane the idea of coming from
pia to run that white elephant,
id. Rcalart pictures were pro-
herc. Then Realart went out
less and Kane had other things
i Then it was planned to shut
he studio. This was in Con-
ime. And shut it was. Mean-
Cane did some figuring. And
J
a plan which was put into

pn. Instead of a tremendous
id it went to nothing—practi-

oday, with the Kane idea

king, Famous has four of

most important units at

k on Long Island. And the

duction costs have been cut

such an extent that it is

? to say that Famous will

fee at least 40 per cent of

product for the coming
son on Long Island.

: Lasky is coming East. He
ren up his home in California.
1 likely make his headquarters
Do not be surprised, therefore,
er cent of Famous' production
e East beginning with product
season of 1925-26.

the "white elephant" has been
into a profitable investment
Zukor feel good. It is natural
should. That Bob Kane

feel proud of what has been
ilished is also easily under-
And then arises this nigger
woodpile: if Lasky remains

hat will happen to Kane? Will
:r all this, be sent to the Coast?

That Summer Season

i all its problems is interesting
of people. Read what Eddy
ann has to say. It's worth
And he's right. If you "lie

(.Continued on Page 2)

Discuss Neufeld Plan
Certain I. M. P. P. D. A. Members

Inclined to Favor Organization
of State Right Exchangemen

The suggestion advanced by Oscar
Neufeld, of De Luxe Films, Philadel-
phia that state right exchangemen
form an organization of their own to

co-operate with producers belonging
to the Independent M. P. Prod, and
Dist. Ass'n has already been discussed
by members of the latter association.

The question will in all likelihood
come up at an early meeting of the
producers. There are about 350 ex-
changes scattered throughout the
country which to draw for member-
ship. Neufeld suggested at the Tues-
day lunch of the producers' organi-
zation that he favored securing a man
like Will H. Hays to head it but it

was stated yesterday that this was
not considered feasible, insofar as the
cost attendant upon such a step is

concerned.

It is not at all unlikely that ex-
changemen will be urged to get to-
gether either in a separate b >dy or
under the wing of the I. M. P. P D.
A.

Seeks Music Tax Relief
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington — Sydney S. Cohen
yesterday presented to the Senate
Patents Committee a brief on behalf
of the M. P. T O. A., in favor of
the Dill bill which makes it illegal

for music publishers to levy tribute
upon radio broadcasters. The bill

does not similarly cover picture the-
aters and Cohen has suggested an
amendment to take care of them.
The main case in favor of the bill

was presented by the broadcasters
and the hearing was given over to
them. The opponents are to be heard
next Thursday.

Chase, Selznick Sales Chief

Maurice A. Chase has been placed
in charge of Selznick sales in the
Eastern division with supervision of
New York, Albany, Buffalo, Cleve-
land, Detroit, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, Washington, Boston
and New Haven.

Germans to Make Film Here
Ernest Wolff and Paul Ebner of

Berlin are at the Astor. They will
take some scenes in New York for
a picture that will also include shots
of London, Berlin and Paris.

Rowson Sails

Harry Rowson of Ideal Films, Ltd.
sailed for London yesterday follow-
ing a stay of some weeks here.

Summer Business
And How to Handle It—An Interest-

ing Suggestion from E. A. Esch-
mann of 1st National

E. A. Eschmann of First National
advanced an interesting suggestion
yesterday relative to summer busi-

ness. He said:

"With all of us becoming more
and more interested in the study of

business conditions as effected by
money, crops, industry, and so forth,

I wonder whether in the very study of

these things we do not cut paths of

thought which take too much for

granted.

"To give us graphic and concise
interpretations of these various ele-

ments in business we call into consid-
eration various forecasts as furnish-

ed by various organizations and if we
conclude from the perusal of these
reports that the summer period- of-

fers no particular reason for opti-

mism, I wonder if we do not reflect

to one another a rather taken-for-
granted poor summer period. And
having made up our minds to poor
business during June, July and Au-

(Continued on Page 7)

Loew's Boston Co. Gets Loan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—Loew's Boston Theatres
Co. has negotiated a loan of $900,000
with the Provident Institution for
Savings secured by first mortgage on
its property. The proceeds will re-

tire $960,000 outstanding 7% prefer-
red, cash difference being made up
from this year. Reduction in charges
ahead of common dividends may re-

sult in increase in dividends on 114,-

167 shares of common now on $1
annual basis.

Reliable Outlet for Ind'p'ts Needed
"If there is one thing the film in-

dustry has needed and needs today,
it is a reliable, honest and efficient

outlet of the product of the indepen-
dent producer," declared H. C. S.

Thomson, managing director of F.
B. O., in a statement issued yester-
day.

Non-Theatrical Dinner May 15

The M. P. Chamber of Commerce-
Non-Theatrical plans to hold its an-
nual dinner at the Commodore on
May 15. The next regular dinner, a
monthly affair is slated for April 16
at the Cafe Boulevard.

New Bronx House Opens April 17

The R. & S. Amusement Corp. will
open the new Blenheim, 169th St.

and Park Ave., April 17. The house
seats 2,500 and took 14 months to
build.

Famous' Sales Plans
Will Sell a Block of 40 Beginning

Immediately After Sales Con-
ventions for Next Season

Immediately after the sales con-
ventions of Famous, to come to an

end late in April, the product for next
season will be offered to buyers. It

is understood that the product will be
sold in two blocks, the first block
to consist of the first 40, which will

carry productions made through Jan-
uary. While it is expected that Fa-
mous will have 70 productions at least

this may be increased by a few more
before the end of next season.

The first block of pictures will in-

clude several which are expected to

prove of unusual interest at the box
office. Among these will be the two
Valentino specials; "The Covered
Wagon," two Tom Meighan's and
two Negri's and two Swanson's in

addition to a Cecil B. DeMille special.

Planning Road Show Truck

Engineers are working on plans for

a special truck for Famous to be
used for road show purposes. The
truck will have a projection machine,
full equipment, including screen, and
the sides will be so constructed that

when turned flat they become a stage
for special seats. The truck will be
used only for the small towns where
there is no hall or theater sufficiently

equipped to present big pictures. A
tent with seats for 400 will be part
of the equipment.

Asks State Ban on Jolly Jones
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—The Hostettler theater en-
terprises has filed suit against Jolly
Jones, former manager of a Hostett-
ler house, asking $5,000 damages and
seeking to restrain him from oper-
ating a theater in Nebraska for the
next ten years. It is claimed that
Jones created opposition houses to

sell to the company, the latest of
which was the Fremont Strand.

New House For Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Hollywood Theaters,
Inc., affiliated with West Coast The-
aters, Inc.. will build a new $500,000
house at Santa Monica Blvd. and Ha-
venhurst St., known as Crescent
Junction. The house will seat 1,800
and open in August.

Hayakawa in German Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—Sessue Hayakawa, will star
in two pictures for Stern Films. Karl
Grune will direct.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. . 109 IO834 109 500

F. P.-L. ... 677/8 67y2 67y2 900

do pfd Not Quoted
Goldwyn .. 14J4 13^ 14J4 1.100

Loew's .... \7y2 17 17 300

Warner's Not Quoted

PROOF
(Cdntinued from Page 1)

down" to the problem and don't fight

it of course you get nowhere.
Have some mighty interesting ideas

on this subject from another big man
in the business. Coming in a day
or so. And he puts the blame square-

ly on the shoulder of the exhibitor.

Don't miss it.

Banquet Planned by 111. M. P. T. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The M. P. T. O. of Illi-

nois and the Film Board of Trade
will stage a banquet and frolic at the

Sherman House on April 23, as the

social highlight of the State conven-
tion.

Hold Over Cameo Picture
"Which Shall It Be?" will be held

over at the Cameo for a second week.

cud 3e<rra& do U. / vOft.

Geo>tg
e
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Hurst Recovers from "Flu"

William O. Hurst returned to his

office yesterday, following a ten days'

siege of the "flu." The first Helene
Chadwick picture for Hodkinson
which will be made by Eastern Prod.
Inc., in which Hurst is interested

goes into production May 1 at the

Biograph studio. Paul Scardon will

direct.

New Burr Picture Ready
C. C. Burr states that "The New

School Teacher," featuring Russell

Griffin and Mickey Bennett, is ready
for release. Gregory La Cava direct-

ed. Work on "Lend' Me Your Hus-
band," has been completed by Christy

Cabanne who will also direct "Youth
to Sell."

A Correction
In the issue of April 7, it was stated

from Detroit that Dave Mundstuk
had purchased "Boys in Blue" for

Michigan when the title should have
been "Pals in Blue." The picture

is a Tom Mix reissue.

Dell Henderson Here
Dell Henderson has returned from

the Coast, where he directed "One
Law for the Women" and "Gambling
Wives." He will direct Benny Leon-
ard in two-reelers

Two More with Barrymore
Chadwick Pictures will produce

two more pictures, starring Lionel
Barrymore. Both will be made in

the East under supervision of Ivan
Abramson.

Rothacker Eastbound
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Watterson R. Roth-
acker has left for New York, first

stopping off at Chicago for a few
days.

Davis in from Coast
H. O. Davis, supervisor of Coast

production for Cosmopolitan and
manager of the Hearst newspaper
enterprises in the West is back from
Los Angeles.

Carleton May Produce Here
Lloyd Carleton, coast director may

produce a series of pictures in the
East.

Segal Here From Boston
H. G. Segal, Pioneer v :t— f Bos-

ton is at the Astor for a few days.

Sales By The Seat
Coast Attorney Sees Pictures Sold

That Way—Favors Joint

Distribution

Commenting on THE FILM
DAILY'S exclusive Hollywood dis-

patch concerning a joint distribution

plan on behalf of important stars, A.

P. Michael Narlian, a well-known Los
Angeles attorney writes:

"I believe when I was last in New
York some representative of your
newspaper called on me at the Bilt-

more. I believe I had just spoken a

few words at a luncheon given by
Fred Elliott. My opinion then was
that joint distribution would save a

very large sum per annum and that

it would not in any way impair their

individuality as well as the executive
efforts of the various national distrib-

uting film organizations.

"I have in mind for the future

something even more radical. I be-

lieve that the day will come, whilst

I may not live to see it, that pictures

will be sold on the per seat plan and
I have voiced this opinion for the last

two years. Men in the business that

I know very well, who know it thor-

oughly, do not believe in it but mark
what I tell you, it will come and
may come earlier than you expect. I

know in my own kind of a plan that

would make the financing of pictures

the easiest thing in the world. If

only the smaller organizations would
get started it might force the larger
ones to follow suit."

"U" Has New Des Moines Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines—Sam B. Stoll has
taken over the Universal exchange,
coming from Kansas City.

MILDRED B. ADAMS
Has For Sale Screen Rights To

Broadway Plays.

Stuyvesant 9075 8-E. 9th St.

New York

Who put the wag
in

WAGL?
Ask Halperin

fomlng ooon
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series of feature
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HODKINSON RELEASE^
Season 1924*1925 Tliirtp finfrfiun Pictures

Title for Johnson's N> t

"The Spirit of the U. S. I
been selected as the final itle

Emory Johnson's new proc :tu,

.

HAL ROACH
SPAT FAMILll

COMEDIES I

"Laughing Purposes OiF

2 reels

Pafheicomedy—=^s>~ ^

KELLY COLO!
Reproduces Color
Photographically

j

For Any Purpose I

Laboratory, Cliffside, Vm
Phone Cliffside 1345 f*

SHE'S ON HER WA

I

JUST

MARY

GEVAERf
RAW STOC1

As Qood As The Be.

JOHN D. TIPPETT, In

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. TC.
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16AOL MAOK

YOUR FILM

220 WEST 42 ND STR
NEW YORK
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This is the

f

and it's Leap Year,

Ph Women

!

Chicken-heart NeverWon
a Fair Lady, Whether She
Was a Flapper, a Business
Girl or a Super-Romantic
Boarding House Keeper.
Play This Picture and Let
Your Patrons Laugh as

THE" Girl Makes a Reg-
ular Fellow Out of a Man
Who Was Deathly Afraid
of Skirts.

The Motion Picture News
says Albert Parker has
accomplished splendid

results with an unusually
fine cast. . . . It's a Picture

That MakesThem Laugh."

*u^ %

Distinctive'Pictures
Corporation presents

K

Adapted byJOHN LYNCH from Allan UpJafraff's novel. ''With.

ALFRED LUNT, MIMI PALMER. , WALTER CATLETT,
HERBERT CORTHELLJOBYNA HOWLAND.LYNN FONTANNE

aiS^pa^cek ^DISTINCTIVE PICTURE
Distributed by Goldu/ifnofSosmopoLitcin,
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Breaking Point"—F. P.-L.

Rivoli

AMERICAN—* * * a mystery story with

plenty of pep and action. * * *

* * * a picture made by a director who
understands his craft, which is a great help

in the success of any picture.

DAILY NEWS—* * * the story rides

along smoothly to a finis. * * * However,

"The Breaking Point" all told is good amuse-

ment. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * well plan-

ned, acted and presented, and enough action

in it to keep one interested until the de-

nounement.
* * * The entire cast is well chosen.

EVENING WORLD—* * * It is a mys-

tery drama right up to the last few feet and

is well worth seeing. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—"T h e Breaking

Point" seems to us slight entertainment, not

even yielding as much as the stage play,

which never was what Broadway calls a

"wow.'* * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * a good

all round moving picture, not subtle or fra-

gile, but an intensely interesting story, im-

bued with all the ingredients which go to

make up a popular film for any audience.* * *

Herbert Brenon, who directed * * * has

staged one of the most convincing snow-

storms of the season, and the handling of this

scene * * * is well done. Nita Naldi gives

a satisfactory performance as the seductive

actress. Matt Moore, * * * is excellent.

POST—* * * The first part of the film

is very interesting, but bye and bye the many
improbabilities of the plot, * * * become
laughable. * * *

SUN—* * * and one is very much inter-

tained and now and then quite exhilarated

by "The Breaking Point." * * * It is one

of the scientifically gymnastic films, leaning

heavily on loss of memory. Guided by the

skilful hand of Mary Roberts Rinehart and
misguided by an excitable reaction to Miss
Naldi's profile. * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * "The Breaking Point"

is one of the best mystery film plays. Its

scenes shift from the life of Broadway to the

excitements of ranch life in Wyoming.
Matt Moore is an excellent embodiment of

the hero.* * *

TIMES—* * * Those concerned in the

producing of "The Breaking Point," * * *

have not made a picture which adds to their

laurels. This is a singularly clumsy effort

in which there is little or nothing in the

way of entertainment, and even some of the

players who have hitherto proved their pro-

ficiency give a very poor account of them-
selves. * * * From the most charitable view-

point one could not say that the story is in

the least convincing, especially the way it

has been handled by the scenario writers.

Herbert Brenon, who has had long experience

as a director, has not improved matters. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * Herbert
Brenon has made an interesting release of it,

well played. * * *

WORLD—* * * "The Breaking Point," is

a motion picture melodrama which covers
more ground, time and action than any cine-

ma in years and years. * * * Herbert Bren-
on has taken this hop, skippety jump story
and pictured every last inch the script called

for. * * * "The Breaking Point" is pretty
clumsy business.

"The Moral Sinner"—F. P.-L.

Rialto

AMERICAN—* * * I am afraid I can-

not hand "The Moral Sinner" much. It is

old-fashioned in its treatment and not to

be mentioned in the same breath with the

average Paramount feature picture. Ralph
Ince, as the director, has not added much
to the occasion, making an indifferent picture
out of what might have been a worth-while
contribution. * * *

DAILY NEWS— * * * "The Mora! Sin-

ner," gives Miss Dalton little to do, and she
does that little with a certain lackadaisical

air. She is not at all convincing as Leah.
* * * The film has an atmosphere decidedly
foreign, Paul McAllister of the Gallic beard
contributing much to this. I do not think
people are going to go wild, simply wild
about the production, * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * The setting

is effective and the story interesting. * * *

The action contains a fire, a detailed burglary
and some very good acting.* * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * It is a more
or less thrilling picture to Dorothy Dalton

fans and to those who like pictures of the

lower strata. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * • Everybody
sat breathless during the overture and went
to sleep during the feature." * * *

* * * None of the faults of the picture

should be blamed on the actors, however,
for they did the best they could under the

circumstances. Ralph Ince, the director,

seems not to have grasped the spirit of the

play. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * one
of those slow moving things that never seem
to have a chance to get into the class of good
entertainment. It has been handicapped by
an ante-bellum continuity and old-fashioned

direction, which has failed to iron out the

creases in the plot. It drags along in an
aimless way and the star, Dorothy Dalton,

contributes a colorless characterization, in a

part that should hold forth real acting op-

portunities. * * *

POST—* * * Dorothy Dalton * * * puts

over a very acceptable piece of work, * * *

The plot of the picture is interesting, if

not wildly gripping, and Ralph Ince has di-

rected well, except that in his efforts to avoid

a final clinch he has made a rather amateurish
ending.

SUN—* * * "The Moral Sinner," is, in

short, more than a little dull.

TELEGRAM—* * * "The Moral Sinner,"

the story of Leah Kleschna loses none of

its bite and power * * *

TIMES—Dorothy Dalton * * * quite a
capable performance, * * * There are a num-
ber of exceedingly charming settings in this

film which are fairly faithful reproductions
of some old Paris structures. The direction
* * * is on the whole good but staccato in

spots.
* * * It is an excellent feature drama.

The weak feature * * * is that it is fash-

ioned with little in the way of suspense.
Therefore, one can frequently anticipate the
next move of the characters.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * Doro-
thy Dalton is splendid, and is ably supported
* * *

WORLD—* * * makes an unusually in-

teresting picture. Yet, somehow, just as one
settles back thoroughly to enjoy it, the pic-

ture's all over. It ends in mid-air just about
the time it ought to be reaching a climax.

EVENING WORLD—* * * We enjoyed

it and think it has an appeal to thousands,

but it is not the sort of picture we would
select for our daily or nightly entertainment.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—"Which Shall It

Be" has two courses open to it. One is

to keep its name and become a one-reeler,

and the other is to remain a five-reeler and

be labeled "The Farmer and His Ways With
His Young." This will make it an educa-

tional. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * a pic-

ture that is off the beaten track and which,

in its simplicity and directness, carries an
appeal straight to the heart.

* * * the product of some obscure com-
pany, but whoever was responsible for the

transference to the screen of the old poem
has done a piece of work of rare taste and
appeal. * * *

The picture has been exquisitely cast.

There isn't a bit of overacting. * * *

POST—* * * There is nothing much in

the way of a thrilling story in it, simply
a description of the mental anguish endured
by two poor but human parents * * *

SUN—* * *one of the most sentimental
and tear filled cinemas. * * *

We have seldom seen more perfect acting,
screen or otherwise. * * *

TIMES—A delightfully simple yet most
effective motion picture, with sterling pathos
and glimpses of delicate comedy, * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * It is

a simple home life tale, no great cast of
picture names, but a story that is going to
grip every mother's heart and bring tears
to the eyes of those who seen it.

WORLD—* * * It is altogether lovely.
Quietly and unexcitedly, somewhat lazily, in

that charming way in which a brook is

lazy, * * *

"Which Shall It Be?"—Hodkinson
Cameo

AMERICAN—* * * If I had "Which
Shall It Be" in my family, I would cut it

down to two reels or possibly three. It

is a film that even the family pastor will

sanction and one that the churches will not
hesitate to run if they see it, so thoroughly
in accord with all that is good and proper
is its teaching. * * *

DAILY NEWS—* * * There is no plot,

no life, no movement in the theme. Only a
crew of pretty, well bushed and well dressed
children running in and out.

* * * The rural setting is picturesque,
charming and credible.

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * There is

a refreshing absence of villains, railroad
wrecks or midnight cabarets in the picture,
which contains a sincerely told story, in-

teresting in its sympathetic simplicity, and
answers the question to every one's satis-

faction. * * *

'See how the world Wags,"
said Shakespeare.

Nowadays it

WAGLs

Specify

GERZ-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

America.inc.
729-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI5B

The Mackler Process

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
ROLONGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated

"GIRL SHY"
Playing Next Week At The

Strand Theatre. N. Y.

Coming Soon

Sol Lesser Says:

"I'VE JUST SEE>

BABY

PEGGY
in

'CAPTAII

JANUARY
Adapted from th.

world-famous stov

byLaura E. Richarc

.

Its Box-Office Vah

is TREMENDOUS.

LESSER IS A SHOWMAi

HE KNOWS.

The Greatest Littl

Star in Pictures, wit

the Greatest Cast o

Noted Players Eve

Assembled.

Method of Distribution

to be Announced Later.
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HAPPINESS
FROM THE FAMOUS
STAGE SUCCESS BV

J.HARTLEY
MANNERS

DIRECTED BV
KING VIDOR

Sufferin eats ,yes/«

*n the birdies are sino'-

inoVn everybody's oet'

tinp^ Spring' Fever «»«

But you should
worry dS lono' as yon
can keep your box-
office temperature
normal with »

yu/y Imperial Pictures Ltd .txclusive

Distributors thruout 9rectr £>nt-am ..

SirWilh'amrluru, Manoqinq Director -



Uninvited

Guest

presented by

J.E.WILLIAMSON
'Directed by

RALPH INCE
Wrilhenby CURTIS BENTON
Produced bu SUBMARINE
FILM CORP. Under tke patents of

WILLIAMSON SUBMARINE
CORP. J/ktund ColorScenes by

TECHNICOLOR MOTION
PICTURE CORP...

In the Cast

MAURICE FLYNN-
JEANTOLL.EY-

LOUIS WOL.HEIM*
MARY MCLAREN"
andWILLIAM BAILEV

yciii/ Imperial Pictures Ltd,£xclusive

Distributors thruout Great Britain.

Sir William jury, Managing Director

didn't wait for an
invitation to head
the honor list ofnew
pictures »» It just

naturally took its

place at the front

.

"that's where it he"

long'sBecause it's not

onlythe first picture

to comhine natural

colors with undersea

photo^raphythut its a
thrilling'melodromdnce

of Broadway and the

South Seas

.
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g;t do we not sit back and reconcile

I
presumed inevitable rather than

s
- up ways and means to combat

a unconsciously imbued spirit of let-

jvn and let-up?

Just this morning Mr. Santikos of

;i Antonio, Tex., dropped in for a

jieral discussion and stated that he

nuld be obliged to have better pie-

ces in June, July and August than

i
September and the following

inths. Naturally I asked him why,

il he replied that he had a natural

isndance in the fall, winter and
:ly Spring, but that he must create

i'ollowing while the hot weather is

'Realizing that a super effort must
made during the summer, Mr.

Intikos makes it, while we to too

:at an extent accept the drop off

business as forecast generally and
:n go to the extent of withholding
: very pictures required to fight off

: inclination toward summer slump,
my opinion all of us who distrib-

; pictures should early in the year
ree to release a minimum number
big pictures and in that way aid

d assist the exhibitor in giving
ht to the summer fall-off in at-

ldance. This may not be a specific

the ill, but it should prove an
xiliary at best and would build up
: morale of all of our selling or-

nizations.

'It is almost an impossibility for

y one sales manager to produce
: right condition of mind through-
t his field force if all others, or
: greater number of all other dis-

jutors are counteracting his efforts

that direction by continuing to re-

se "just pictures" during the sum-
r.

'We in this industry cannot com-
i summer slump with "just pic-

es." Let's agree upon a set joint
!icy toward the betterment of re-

ns at the box office. It can be
le."

Officials to See "Cheechahcos"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Vashington—"The Cheechahcos,"
1 be shown in Exhibition Hall of
Department of the Interior to-

ht before President Coolidge and
rernment officials.

Gill Breaks Arm
Villiam S. Gill, Eastern sales man-
I for the Rothacker laboratories
nursing a a broken left arm, the
alt of a taxicab accident.

In The Courts
Suit for $5,755 has been filed in

the Supreme Court by the Property
Operating Corp. against John J.

Wittman on a guaranty for the Wil-
kens Amusement Co., on a lease of
the Art theater at 1077 Southern
Blvd., the Bronx. The suit alleges
that the theater was leased to the
Wilkens Co., in 1919 for five years, at

a rental from $5,000 to $6,500 a year
The suit was brought on the ground
that the lessee had failed to pay rent
since January last and also owed
for taxes and for damages to the
property due to alleged negligence.

The employees of F. B. O. held a

dance at the McAlpin last night.

WAGL
is as

WAGL
does

U.S. & CANADA ACENTS
FOR

CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
II8W.44ST. NY. BRYANT 6635
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CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 Broadway

Telephone

Watkins 4522

THERE is no reason why a shortage of

working capital should menace a. promis-

ing proposition. Call on us for financial

relief. Our service will prove most beneficial.

Rates within reason. Investigate with no
obligation on your part.

'It has
a thrill

a second!»
says Don Allen

in the N. Y. Evening World

Reel Reviews
By Don Allen

«iSporting- Youth/ ' Universal's lat-

est big picture, is the fastest moving
auto race picture we ever saw. And
despite the fact that a 500 -mile auto
race furnishes most of the thrills, that
is by no means all that is in the pic-

ture, for, strange as it may seem, it

has a corking good plot, lots of sus-
pense and plenty of good, clean
comedy.

In our humble estimation the rcene
where a dignified old lady, dressed to
kill, is trapped in the tonneau of a
machine being driven by a speed ma-
niac, is one of the most laughable
things we have seen on the screen
in years.

Take our advice and see "Sporting

Youth." It has a thrill a second.

UNIVERSAL JEWEL
PRE6ENTED BY

CARL LAEMMLE
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MABEL NORMANDS PERSONAL APPEARANCE AT NEW

GRAND CENTRAL CREATED A SENSATION UNDOUBTEDLY

MISS NORMANDS APPEARANCE IS THE BEST WE HAVE HAD

ON OUR STAGE STOP THE IMPRESSION SHE CONVEYS TO

OUR AUDIENCE IS TRULY WONDERFUL STOP EXTRA GIRL

ACCEPTED BY THE AUDIENCE SAME MANNER AS MOLLYO

WITH EXCEPTION THAT EXTRA GIRL HAS A GREATER BOX

OFFICE VALUE STOP WE BROKE ALL RECORDS STOP

GRATEFUL FOR ARRANGING MISS NORMANDS PERSONAL

APPEARANCE AND CONGRATULATIONS FOR EXTRA GIRL

S P SKOURAS
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ARGUE
By DANNY

Ml you please. About the

smmer picture situation. And
yu get in a circle—and get no-

uere. Because the exhibitor

fices the blame of conditions on

K producer. And the producer

;d distributor blame the exhib-

it. And there is no give and
Ike. So there you are.

"Several years ago," said an im-

rtant official of Famous, "we made
strenuous effort to make our spring

d summer schedule very attractive,

e listed some of our best product
r release during the summer
onths. But when it came to selling

em there was another story. We
»re offered about a third less than
; would have been able to get

—

r those very same pictures—had
ey been released during the Fall

Winter."

Cheap, unsatisfactory pic-

tures, not good for showing

any other time are released

and shown during July and Au-
gust. This seems to be the

cleaning up period for all the

unsatisfactory stock on the

shelves. And what does this

mean?

Heretofore it has meant this—al-

lys: that your patrons get sick and
ssatisfied; that they see one poor
:ture after another and then stay
ray. Which means that you have to
ow a half dozen big successes early
the season to again get them in the
bit of coming. If this isn't the
ight of asinine business ideas what
' You wouldn't find a duplication
such ideas in any other business
the world.

// there isn't any money in

running a theater during July
and August why keep a thea-

ter open? Certainly it would
be far better to close during

those two months, keeping

your business in good shape
by doing so, than remaining
open, showing bad pictures, or

poor pictures, making dissat-

isfied patrons and otherwise

injuring your good will.

There are a lot of mighty good pic-

"es that—for various reasons—are

(Continued on Page 2)

Split Pickford Films
Twenty-One Famous Players and
Artcraft Pictures to Be Divided

By Mary and Paramount
Twenty-one pictures produced by

Mary Pickford for Famous Players

and the old Artcraft company and
owned equally by Miss Pickford and
the old Paramount subsidiaries are

to be divided today.

The division will be made on an
equal basis, selections to be made
alternately by Miss Pickford or a

representative and Elek J. Ludvigh,
on behalf of Famous. With each pic-

ture will go an agreement turning

over the fifty per cent interest of the

other party to the new owner. Those
pictures that Miss Pickford thus se-

cures will be her exclusive property

to do with as she pleases. As in the

case of "Tess of the Storm Country,"
she may remake any of them or sell

the rights. This will, of course, hold
true with Famous.
The action on the Pickford product

is somewhat similar to that taken

on the Fairbanks-Artcraft product
some time ago when the five year
distribution clause held by Famous
expired and Fairbanks again secured
rights on his old pictures.

Canada Sunday Law Up
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—An interesting situation

with regard to Sunday observance
has developed in Canada because of

an issue which has been raised in

Manitoba through the action of that

Province in taking upon itself-the au-

thority of passing Sunday laws to

meet local conditions. This is said

to be in contravention of the Lord's
Day Act, a Federal Statute enforced
by the Dominion Government for the

whole of Canada.
Exhibitors of Manitoba cities are

watching developments because the
situation may- lead to the possibility

of Sunday shows. The legality of
Manitoba Sunday enforcement will

be settled by the Privy Council in

London, England, next July.

$10,000,000 in Admissions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Sol Lesser, vice-

president of West Coast Theaters,
Inc., estimates that between $9,000.-

000 and $10,000,000 have been taken
in in admissions by his chain in the
past twelve months.

New Devore Series

Educational will have a new series

of six Dorothy Devore two-reel come-
dies for next year, to be made at the
Christie studios.

Exhibitors Confer
In Chicago on Possibility of Form-

ing A New National
Organization

(Special to THE FIl.M DAILY)

Chicago— It was learned yesterday

that W. A. Steffes of Minnesota, Col.

H. A. Cole of Texas, Frank Rem-
busch of Indiana and Henderson M.
Richey of Michigan held a meeting
here on Wednesday at which were
discussed exhibitor problems and the

possibilities for forming a new nation-

al organization.

Col. Cole, president of the M. P.

T. O. of Texas has been in New
York on several occasions relative to

exhibitor matters. While here, he

advanced feelers on organization mat-
ters and conferred with a number
of exhibitors about the functioning

of a national body.

Change in Ontario Contracts
(Stecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto-—Ontario exhibitors have
been notified by the Canadian M. P.

Dist. Ass'n that a two weeks' clause

will be enforced in all contracts to

cover the privilege of a change in

playing dates. This clause has been
inserted to eliminate misunderstand-
ings and disputes regarding playing
dates.

Missouri Convention April 22
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The annual convention
of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Mis-
souri will be held at the Elks Club,
April 22. A movement is under way
to give Eastern Missouri jurisdiction

over Southern Illinois.

Underwood Here From Dallas
William G. Underwood, Warner

distributor in Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas is in town.

Float Notes on Missouri Theater
(Special to THE FILM PAILY)

St. Louis—The Mercantile Trust
Co. has placed on sale an issue of

$1,200,000 first mortgage serial notes
of the Missouri Theater Co. The
notes are secured by the Missouri
theater and office building.

Stanley Anniversary Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Stanley Co. will

celebrate their tenth anniversary the
week of April 28.

13 Chronicles Finished
Production of thirteen of the

Chronicles of America series has been
finished or nearing completion. There
are thirty-three in the series.

Censors May Remain
Davison Bill Killed in Assembly

—

Walker's Measure Believed to

Have Slim Chance

At the hour of going to press, in-

dications pointed to the continuance
of censorship in New York State

for at least another year. The Legis-
lature has been holding night meet-
ings in order to clean up uncompleted
work by this morning when the ses-

sion is to adjourn.
Yesterday afternoon, the Assembly

defeated the Davison repeal measure
by a vote of 77 to 65. The action in

Albany came as a surprise to produc-
ing interests that had generally fa-

vored the measure as the one way
out of a rather difficult situation, but
as a gratifying piece of news to ex-
hibitors who had opposed the repeal
bill so completely as to split with
the Hays organization on the ques-
tion.

Senator James J .Walker has a
repeal bill, closely similar to the Davi-
son measure up in the Senate. At
a late hour, no action had been taken
on it. It was conceded that the mea-
sure would pass the Senate but
the general opinion seemed to be
that it could never get through the
Assembly.

Levy Bros. Selling Holdings?

With the leasing of the Bedford,
Bedford Ave. and Bergen St., Brook-
lyn by Levy Bros., to Frank Keeney,
it is reported that the Levys are
planning to dispose of all of their

theatrical holdings. The Borough
Park, one of their houses has been
leased to the Loew circuit while Wil-
liam Fox still holds a lease on the
Ridgewood.
The Loew circuit was after the

Bedford but Keeney secured it by
virtue of a large cash payment.

Clark With Kenma
It is understood that Ralph H.

Clark, former New York sales man-
ager for First National is now hand-
ling sales for Kenma Corp., producers
of the Madge Kennedy pictures.

Ragland Back from Coast

John C. Ragland, Harold Lloyd's
Eastern representative has returned
from the Coast.

Mayer Leaves for Coast

Louis B. Mayer left for the Coast
yesterday.

Rialto Books "Maytime"
The Rialto has booked "Maytime"

for one week. The date has no* been
set.
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ARGUE
(Continued from Page 1)

not shown in various communities

during the early release period. If

Mr. Exhibitor would work a little

harder—instead of being interested in

the ball game—and dig some of those

up he would be in an excellent posi-

tion to do business—and keep his pa-

trons happy—rather than show a lot

of junk, just because he buys it

cheap. The exhibitor who thinks he

is getting away with something by

showing cheap pictures is like the

man who wears a toupee. He only

fools one—himself.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

DOROTHY DEVOHE^
JETTING
ERTTE'S
GOAT"
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220 West 42nd St

New York. Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Gtokann, N. Y. Distribution

Convention Program
Many Social and Business Functions

Outlined for Forthcoming
Sessions at Boston

Mayor Curley of Boston will form-
ally open the annual convention of

the M. P. T. O. A. at the Copley-
Plaza Hotel, to be held May 27, 28
and 29. The business sessions will

start following short talks by some of

the City dignitaries.

At a meeting of the convention
committee, the following program
was decided upon

:

Monday, May 26
Meeting of national officers and

members of the executive committee
at the Copley-Plaza for reports of the

year and final convention arrange-

ment.
Tuesday, May 27

Opening of the convention at 11

o'clock. Address by the Mayor of

Boston and others. Convention busi-

ness. Grand Ball at the Copley-
Plaza Hotel, in the evening.

Wednesday, May 28

Convention business continued.

Trip down Boston harbor in the af-

ternoon. Convention banquet at

night.

Thursday, May 29

Convention business continued.

Visit to Bunker Hill and other his-

toric places. Evening—adjournment.

Terriss Returns

Tom Terriss is back from Cuba
where he secured exteriors for "The
Bandolero." Interiors will be made
at Tec-Art.

Rupert Hughes Leaves

Rupert Hughes left for the Coast
yesterday to resume production for

Goldwvn.

Goldburg Plans Trip to Coast

Jesse J. Goldburg, head of Indepen-
dent Pictures, will leave for Los An-
geles next week.

Amsterdam Buys "Defying the Law"
Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece,

Philadelphia has purchased "Defying
the Law" for Southern New Jersey
and Eastern Pennsylvania from Go-
tham Prod., as Sam Saxe calls his

new company.

Buckley Handling "The Thief"
Despite reports to the contrary,

Harry D. Buckley will handle all

road-shows for "The Thief of Bag-
dad."

S. Illinois Hit
Coal Miners Unemployed There

—

Theaters Affected With Many
Forced to Shut Down

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis— With 40,000 coal miners
out of work and other thousands
working but part time conditions in

the Southern Illinois coal fields are

unsatisfactory. The unfortunate part

of the entire situation is that the dis-

trict is just entering upon what should
normally be the dull season of the

year. Observers say that there will

be no relief for the coal industry
before next September or October.
Theater owners as well as other

business interests in the coal mining
sections are feeling the effects of the
unemployment. Many theaters have
closed while others are running but
one and two days a week. Exhibitors
with large investments are forced to

keep open although the weekly deficit

is getting larger and larger.

Edgar Lewis Recovers
Edgar Lewis has recovered from a

long siege of illness and got about
yesterday for the first time.
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/^HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures

Estelle Taylor, De Mille's ;aa

(Special to THE FILM DAI1 )

Los Angeles—Cecil B. ! Kli|

has signed Estelle Taylor on Jon;

term contract to replace Leati|
as the feminine featured playeind
forthcoming productions.

Cavanagh Leaves "U"
Raymond Cavanagh, for ninvea

with Universal and of late in iai

of Universal has resigned. jj w;

join a distributing company ter.

Schachtel Dead in Clevehi
Cleveland—Max Schachtel, iters

exhibitor and exchange man,*r
dead.

HAL ROACH'

DIPPY-DOO-DAD

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good*

1 reel
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for all purposes also
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W. J. MORAT
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=
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were '49ers
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are 36 s

WAGL
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Film Boom In Australia

["he Australian business is at pres-

enjoying great prosperity in the

nion of John W. Hicks, managing

ector of Famous-Lasky Film Ser-

e, Ltd., of Australia, who arrived

ently for a conference with the

w York office.

We have enjoyed the best business ever

wn in Australia," said Hicks. "Our lead-

exhibitors are wholeheartedly back of the

rement for better pictures and are lean-

their earnest support to the proper pre-

ation and exploitation of high class pic-

's. A number of new high class theaters

ri will be in operation, and there is every

cation that the year 1924 will witness

ig increase in Australia's rapidly increas-

film business."

Incorporations
Sacramento, Cal.—Altamount Pic-

tures Corp., San Francisco. Capital

$100,000. Incorporators, Donald
Woodrum, E. J. Dupuy, H. L.

Wogan, L. C. Harmon, L. Robin. J.

H. McClellan and J. G. Moser.

Sacramento, Cal.—A ssociated
School & Community Films, Inc., Los
Angeles. Capital, $300,000. Incorpo-

rators, R. J. Tobin, Mrs. E. D. Dut-

ton, Robt. Trilby, F. H. White and
C. E. Perry, all of Los Angeles.

Truart Reports Foreign Sales

[acobo Glucksmann has purchased

rums of Jeopardy," for Argentine,

uguay, Paraguay, Chili. Peru,

ilivia and Ecuador and Juan

inzler of Sociedad General Cine-

itografica, "Let's Go!", "On Time!"

d "In Fast Company" for the same

ritory. All from Truart.

U" Dismantles Cleveland House
(Special te THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Standard. Prospect

d E. 9th St.. is to be dismantled

d converted into mercantile use. It

is operated by the Standard Amuse-

;nt Company, which, was owned by
liversal.

Kumler Gives Up Toledo House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toledo—The Adams closes its

tors permanently on April 13. John
umler, who also owns the Pantheon

d Priscilla, plans to dismantle the

use.

Albany—Europart Co., Inc., New
York. 200 shares common stock, no

par value. Incorporators, A. P.

Maerker, Ed. B. Towns and F. H.
Koschwitz. Attorneys, Koschwitz &
Towns, New York.

Albany—Putnam Prod. New York.

Capital $20,000. Incorporators, D.

Samuels, S. H. Chrisman and N.

Machat. Attorneys. Dreschsler, Or-
enstein & Left, New York.

Plan Additions to "U" Force
The present Universal exploitation

force will shortly be augmented by
Jerome Beatty. Those on the staff

now include Jean Belasco, with head-
quarters in Kansas City and St. Louis;

Jack Meredith, Dallas and New Or-
leans; Andrew Sharick, Atlanta and
Charlotte; Harry Yost, Philadelphia

and Washington; Jack Hays, Pitts-

burgh and Cincinnati; Herman Fish-

er, Des Moines, Omaha and Sioux
Falls; Al Feinman, Chicago, Milwau-
kee and Minneapolis; Wayland Tay-
lor, San Francisco and Los Angeles;
M. H. Wilkes, Toronto and Montreal.

Sacramento, Cal.—John B. O'Brien

Prod., Inc., Los Angeles. Capital,

$50,000. Incorporators, John B.

O'Brien, Thos. F. Calhoun and R. A.

Calhoun, all of Los Angeles.

Brown Succeeds Weisfeldt
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Stan Brown has suc-

eded E. J. Weisfeldt as manager
Saxe's Strand. Weisfeldt was pro-

ofed to director of production at

e new Wisconsin.

Refuse to Lift Sunday Ban
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Eagle Grove, la.—Despite a strong

•otest, the city council voted 5 to

against rescinding the existing ordi-

mce prohibiting shows on Sunday.

Albany—Fulcher & Bohan, New
York. Capital $1,000. Incorporators,

Irene Jonani, M. L. Fulcher and W.
D. Bohan. Attorney, B. H. Reich,

New York.

Albany — Hortein Realty Corp.,

New York. Incorporators, Henry
Herzbrun, Wm. Kessler and Harry
Lewis. Attorney, Henry Herzbrun,

New York.

Goldwyn Reassigns N. W. Towns
{.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—The Seattle office of Gold-
wyn-Cosmopolitan has transferred

the following Washington towns to

the Portland office for service: Kala-
ma„ Woodland, Kelso, Vader, Napa-
vine, Tenino, Castle Rock, Winlock,
Bucoda, and Onalaska.

Guts and Flashes
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan has just is-

sued a complete exploitation book for

"The Great White Way."

Ince Buys Norris Novel
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Thos. H. Ince has
bought the screen rights to "Christine
of the Hungry Heart," by Kathleen
Norris. Production will begin in two
weeks under direction of John Grif-

fith Wray.

Three Sennett Units Under Way
iSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—There are now three
units working on comedies at the Sen-
nett plant, headed by Harry Langdon,
Ben Turpin and Sid Smith and Ver-

I non Dent.

Sacramento, Cal.—Midway Amuse-
ment Corp., Los Angeles. Capital

$100,000. Incorporators, J. F. Sey-

mour, H. I. Iasigi and E. E. Hamil-
ton.

Roach Signs Arthur Stone
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Hal Roach has signed

rthur Stone, to appear in a comedy
Ties as soon as his present vaude-
lle contract expires.

Joint Booking For Pickford

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle

—"Dorothy Vernon" will

lay the Strand, Seattle and the Peo-
les, Portland April 26, day and date

: $1.50 top.

Albany—Leon Gordon Prod., Inc.,

New York. Capital, $50,000. Incor-

porators, L. Gordon and D. Smith.

Attorney, W. H. Adams, New York.

Dover, Del.—Leo. A. Scheuneman,
Inc. Capital, $500,000. Incorporat-

ors, Leo A. Scheuneman, Henry
Morris and Helen Scheuneman.

Enact Booth Regulation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Harrisburg, Pa.—The City Council
has passed an ordinance compelling
the use of fireproof booths when films

are exhibited in churches, hotels,

dance halls, and similar places.

Gilosky Retires
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Paul—James Gilosky has re-

signed the management of the Al-
hambra and retired from the business
to enter the insurance field.

Universal has purchased "The
Ridin' Kid from Powder River" for

Hoot Gibson.

ilm Developing Corp.
210-16 VeehawkenStWestHobokenJU.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing,
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Pbone UNION— 48OO

WAGL
to me only

with thine eyes

Albany—Sassano Film Co., Brook-
lyn. Capital $55,000. Incorporators,

A. and A. Sassano and F. P. Amato.
Attorney, M. Miele, New York.

"Trail" Sold for N. W.
(Spectal to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Greater Features, Inc., has
ought "The Santa Fe Trail," for

ght Pacific Northwest states.

Dover, Del.—Pottstown Theaters,

Philadelphia. Capital $150,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—Film Club, Inc.

San Francisco.

'Frisco Film Club Chartered
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sacramento, Cal.—The Film Club,
; San Francisco, has received a

larter.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothackcr Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale- Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

New Orchestra Unit at Capitol

The Capitol has organized a new
musical organization: the Capitol
Theater Broadcasting Orchestra,
which will broadcast over the theater's

radio station.

YOU'LL BE AMAZED

WHEN YOU SEE

BABY PEGGY

in

"CAPTAIN JANUARY"

Adapted from the world-

famous Story by Laura E.

Richards

Presented by Sol Lesser with

a marvelous cast

IT'S A PRINCIPAL PICTURE

Released April 20*J924

WANDERING HUSBANDS
..-*>

I James Wrkwood
and Lila Lee

MARGARET LIVINGSTON
Presented Ay RE0AL PICTURES INC.

/W-HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 19M925 Thirty First-Run Pictuifs
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"—by far the best thing Barthelmesi

Robertson and Miss McAvoy hav*

ever done and is the first pictur*

in months to bring tears to th

eyes of a hardened reviewer."
DON ALLEN in New York Evening Worll

INSPIRATION PICTURES, Inc.

Charles Duell, President, presents

RICHARD BARTHELMES! I

in

The ENCHANTED COTTAGE
from play by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero—with MAY McAVOY. Scenario by Josephine Lov»t

A JOHN S. ROBERTSON PRODUCTION

OPENS APRIL 13th

MARK STRAND
NEW YORK

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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-CDean
who is established as a first run star of

tremendous drawing power, will soon be seen
in a series of four special productions. In this

series Miss Dean has been provided with

vehicles that will give her an opportunity to

display to the utmost the consummate artistry

that has endeared her to the amusement going

public.

The first of the series has as its theme a
powerful story under the personal supervision

of one of the screen's greatest directors.

WATCH FOR FURTHER
ANNOUNCEMENTS
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icoln To 1st Nat'l
Exploitation Campaign Plan-

With Immediate Runs in

Few Key Cities

otiations were completed Fri-

>y which First National took

the Rockett's "Abraham Lin-

for release. It is understood

s part of the plan the Rockett's

d on a big exploitation cam-
to go behind the picture, and
tas agreed to. Something like

00 will be spent to "put the

e over."

ost immediately pre-lease show-
vill be held in a limited num-
; key cities including Los An-
and Chicago. Usual release,

er, will take place in the Fall.

t the exploitation of this fine

e would be an important part

: deal was natural in view of

:perience of Al and Ray Rock-
len they opened the picture at

raiety. Despite that they had
:edly one of the finest pictures

season business was far from
was desired, and this was attrib-

chiefly to the lack of picture

tation that followed,

ile the Rockett's have several

ction plans under contemplation
lave not yet decided which will

ally agreed upon.

Reichenbach Returns

ry Reichenbach returned from
ition in Europe on Friday He
duties with Famous on Monday.

Features Reviewed
Page

e Breaking Point
Paramount 6

citement
Jniversal 6

e Beloved Vagabond
I B. 6

au Brummel
Varners' 6

•tuous Liars
fitagraph 11

/ and Get It

lodkinson 11

Man's Mate
rox 11

e-A-Minute Morgan
Vywon-S. R 11

>rt Subjects 12

Coast Work Delayed
Hoof and Mouth Epidemic Retarding

Production—Roach Puts
Off Films

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—A hoof and mouth

epidemic among animals in Southern
California is holding up production
to a sciious degree. The health au-
thorities have issued strict orders
against the transportation of animals
of any kind for great distances.

This is tying up work on westerns
of eveiy description. The authorises
have also closed to tiavel a number
oi canyons that are c.ed by compan-
ies for exteriors.

Production at the Roach studio has
been upset because of the epidemic.
At many studios, the quarantine hns
extended to the coming and going of

autos because of the a'.i.mals quarter-
ed litre.

Flint, Not Warner Treasurer
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— It is reported here
that Motely H. Flint has assumed the
post of treasurer of Warner Bros.

Asked by the Los Angeles Exam-
iner about the truth of the Flint re-
port the Warners' on Friday wired
the following:

"Flint very close and a helpful
friend but is in no way officially con-
nected with this organization."

Censorship Stands
Walker Repealer Passed in Senate

But Defeated in Assembly—

A

Long Fight
(By Long Distance 'Phone)

Albany—Censorship in New York
State will continue for another year.

The long fight for the repeal of the

law ended Friday with the -defeat of

the Walker measure in the Assem-
bly.

The Legislature adjourned Friday
after a series of all-night sessions.

The Davison measure, as noted, was
defeated in the Assembly Thursday.
Senator Walker's bill which was al-

most identical with that of Davison
was introduced in the Senate and
managed to get through because
three Republicans forgot party lines

and voted with the Democrats. The
final vote was 26 to 23. The bill then

(Continued on Page 4)

Penn Pictures Chartered
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—Penn Pictures, Inc.,

has recived a charter, listing capital

at $1,000,000.

Penn Pictures, Inc., of which Mc-
Clung Francisco is president, S. T.
Stephens, vice-president, and E. B.

Cockrell, secretary-treasurer, has op-
ened offices in the Candler Bldg. The
company is handling "The Discovery
of America." a ten-reeler.

Failure
For another year New York State will have picture censor-

ship. "When a lot of milk is spilled it doesn't do much good to
trounce the baby. It's spilled—so what's the use. Which, per-
haps, is as good a way as any to figure the censorship situation.
The milk was spilled. That's all. But it's too bad. Because so
much depended upon the repeal of the New York law. And for
a time it looked as if the repeal might come through.

Politics, it is said, spoiled the chances of the repeal. Political
objection on the part of Republicans to anything which might help
Governor Smith. This may be true. But certainly the difficul-

ties which arose from exhibitor ranks over the phrasing of the
Davison bill opened wide the door to difficulties, and effected
a most perfect alibi.

SUPERSTITIOUS?
Friday is the one day of the week that Marcus Loew taboo's

when it comes to signing papers. Which, perhaps, explains why
the Metro-Goldwyn deal was not signed yesterday. Of course
Marcus Loew isn't superstitious. But Friday—well, he just won't
sign anything on Friday. Any Friday. That's all there is to it.

SELLING FILM
Joe Brandt is telling this one: Man buys theater. Former

(Continued on Page 3)

10 States Meet
Plan Conferences of M. P. T. O.

Presidents Every Sixty Days

—

To Work With Hays
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—An association of M. P. T.
O. state units to be known as the Al-
lied State Organizations is under dis-

cussion, according to H. M. Richey,
who is back from a two-day meeting
held at the Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Present at the meeting were ex-
hibitor leaders from the following ten
states: 'Minnesota, Michigan, Kansas,
Indiana, Texas, Illinois, North Caro-
lina, North and South Dakota, Vir-
ginia and the District of Columbia.
The Chicago meeting was an out-
growth of the meeting held at French
Lick when it was more or less ex-
pected that a definite step would be
taken looking toward the formation
of a new exhibitor body.
The plan is to function as an or-

ganization of state units. The state

presidents are to meet every sixty

days with the next meeting scheduled
for Morehead City, N. C. on June
11. Each chairman is to function
for sixty days and the first is W. A.
Steffes of Minnesota. Richey has
been named secretary.
The organization has sent S. A.

Handy of Kansas to Washington to
work on the music copyright situa-
tion. A request has been sent to Will

(Continued on Page 4)

Another German Buyer Here
In addition to a number of German

buyers reported here it is understood
that Express Films, Berlin, are send-
ing Robert Schwobthaler, managing
director, to New York, to arrange for
purchases, etc. He will make his
headquarters at 330 W 88 St.

Off for Europe Today
Mary Pickford, Douglas, Fairbanks,

D. W. Griffith and Albert H. T.
Banzhaf sail for Europe today on the
Olympic. Mary and Doug, go on
a well-earned vacation, while Griffith
and Banzhaf will go to Rome and in-

spect studio facilities.

Rock Optimistic
John B. Rock, general manager of

Vitagraph, predicts the coming sea-
son will be the most prosperous the
industry has known for ten years. He
has just returned from a visit to Chi-
cago, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Detroit,
Buffalo and Albany.

"White Sister At Capitol"
"The White Sister" will play the

Capitol the week of April 20. "Girl
Shy," will be the feature at the Strand
the same week.
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Are You Sure

That You Are Properly

Protected By Insurance

Consult us without

obligating yourself

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Bryant 3040

Biechele Heads Kansas Unit
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Emporia, Kan.—Newly elected offi-

cers of the Kansas M. P. T. O. fol-

low: R. R. Biechele, Kansas City,

president; Harry A. McClure, Em-
poria, A. R. Zimmer, Marysville,

Walter Wallace, Charles Bull, Wi-
chita, vice-presidents; C. M. Bones,
Kansas City, secretary and Fred
Meyn, Kansas City, treasurer.

Attend Arkansas Convention
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—G. E. McKean, Fox
manager; Charley Werner, Metro;
Jack Weil of Goldwyn and Shalet of

United Artists attended the annual
convention of the Arkansas State Ex-
hibitors in Little Rock, Ark., Tues-
day and Wednesday.

Suit Planned on Fight Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Government officials

in New York are understood to be
making an investigation into the

showing of the Carpentier-Dempsey
fight films in various States with a

view of bringing indictments for con-

spiracy to violate Federal statutes.

New 'Change Building for Dallas

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—The new exchange build-

ing on Hollywood St., adjoining the

present building, will be ready soon.

Among those who have already sign-

ed for space are: F. B. O., Specialty,

Steco, Goldwyn and Southern States.

Screen Advertisers Meet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The national convention
of the Screen Advertisers' Ass'n will

be held here today and Monday. Mau-
rice J. Caplin, head of Metropolitan,
is in charge of arrangements.

Hollywood Photoplay Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The Hollywood Pho-
toplay Prod., headed by Leland S.

Ramsdell, has leased space at the F.
B. O. and will make a series of two-
reel college comedies.

L. & T. Will Have 17

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—When Lubliner & Trinz

take over the lease on Orchestra Hall
in the Loop, this Summer, their the-
ater holdings will be increased to 17.

Brunswick Tax Totals $57,369

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fredericton. N. B.—Revenue se-

cured by the Province of New Bruns-
wick in 1923 amounted to $57,369,40.

Theaters which contributed the larg-

est amounts include those operated

by W. H. Golding, St. John; F. G.
Spencer, who has six in New Bruns-
wick, and Torrie and Winter of

Monoton.

Mixup Over Censors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Houston—The censorship situation

is becoming more and more compli-
cated. A demand has been made by
some exhibitors that the censors pow-
ers be modified, while others ask that

the measure be repealed completely,
although the trade, as a whole, is tak-

ing no particular action.

Detroit Lifts Normand Ban
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The M. P. T. O. has
lifted the ban on Mabel Normand,
and following this, Phil Gleichman
booked "The Extra Girl" for the

Broadway-Strand. The star will

make personal appearances at the

theater.

McDermott Succeeds Perry

Oklahoma City—George McDer-
mott is now district manager for

Southern States, in charge of Okla-
homa and Arkansas. He succeeds E.
L. Perry, who has gone to the coast
to become studio manager for First

Nat'l.

Rosen With Warners'
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Phil Rosen will di-

rect "Being Respectable" for the
Warners'. The cast will include
Monte Blue, Marie Prevost, Louise
Fazenda and Irene Bich.

Inter-Ocean Closes Deal

Inter-Ocean has acquired European
distribution of Screen Snapshots,
produced by C. B. C. The Hallroom
Boy comedies have been sold by the
company to the Selco Co. for

Australasia.

Brinch Here

P. N. Brinch arrived in New York
from Europe Friday. He is in charge
of Paramount offices in Austria,
Czecho Slovakia, and other Central
European countries.

ComingSoon %

ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI
dn yilan CrcsltrndProduction

^reduced hy Oilford Cinema Corp.

/&-HODKINS0N RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures

Pafhe New
Sees All *w
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SHIP GOES ASHORE—The Anah
on the sand of Long Island during

gale, and the Coast Guard rescues i

GREEKS VOTE FOR REPU 1

GOVERNMENT—Wild scenes g
nouncement of the results of the vo

House of Deputies, Athens.

THE DAWES COMMITTEE \%g
ITS REPORT—Interest in it was !

b,
that special methods were used t< j«t

to the newspapers of the United Stat

todav

HAL ROACH'

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhgcomedy

GEVAER'
RAW STOCK

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.;

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y.

What is life

without a

WAGL?

COSTUME:
FOR HIRE

New York's Newest and Foremost

Costume Rental Organization

BROOKS
143 W *«> TJ* ST. N.V. C._ i
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Failure
(Continued from Page 1)

\ advises him as to purchasing film. "Just offer the sales-

lalf of what he asks." Several days later salesman arrives

a cheap feature. "Want this for $8" he asks.

iive you $4" says the new exhibitor.

,et's compromise on $6" suggests salesman.

iive you $3" says exhibitor, without a smile.

;an't do it" says salesman, "but wait until I call the manager." He
hone and returns.

'ake it for $4" he says.

'11 give you $2" says the buyer.

Vait till I phone" says salesman—who again phones. "Take it for

e says, "we want to get you started on our books."
'11 give you $1," is the come back.

,ay" says salesman in disgust, "I'll give it to you sooner than take

rice."

Von't take it," says buyer, "If I'm getting it for nothing I want two
is."

alesman faints.

MEMORIES
eeing Carlyle Blackwell in "The Beloved Vagabond" re-

the old picture in which Edwin Arden and Bliss Milford

red. And which Edward Jose directed. Released in 1915.

jhty good picture, too.

NO COPYRIGHT, BUT—
f you put your hands in the pockets of Doug Fairbanks and

$50,000 or more-or-less you would probably serve a long

in some penitentiary. But if you took a pair of scissors,

:d out an advertisement from a New York newspaper of

's ad of "The Thief of Bagdad," omitted Morris Gest's name,

ubstituted the name of another picture for the same idea

tising another picture, you wouldn't go to jail. Nor pay any

penalty for the theft. Yet in effect it is the same thing.

3est is getting something like $50,000 from Doug for his

lign. And a Los Angeles house manager apparently unable

some thinking on his own part steals the Gest advertising

for the run of "Secrets." If "Secrets" hasn't more than

di inspiration for it's own campaign then I'm crazy. Yet by

this style of advertising Doug is blocked—as is Sid Grau-

-when "The Thief of Bagdad" runs in Los Angeles—where

s produced.

mother Los Angeles first run house advertises John Stahl's

r Men Leave Home" with a pictorial display of women's
with skirts raised more than knee high. And men draw
es for being advertising and exploitation "experts" for this

)f stuff.

IN THE MAIL BAG
ieveral interesting communications from off the beaten
One a compliment regarding the Year Book from Hong

—another from Bombay, India, from A. Hague, Pathe dis-

:or, who is anxious to help co-operate so that the list of dis-

:ors in far away India should be 100 per cent correct.

Vhich makes one stop work—and ruminate. Wonder if you
that over 40,000 Year Books are in circulation today? Won-
you know that the work of preparing the Year Book carries

y after day—many nights, too—every day in the year—that

before the last one is off the press the work of collecting data
le next is under way? Wonder if you know that outside

e regular channels in this business the Year Book is con-

[y used by civic center organizations; librarians, editors of

papers, ministers, Better Film workers, to say nothing of the

hat in some of the largest companies no casting director works
»ut having a Year Book at his elbow ; to say nothing of its

usage by exhibitors and distributors. Wonder if you know
Government officials feel about it—if you know to what ex-

tent quotations and excerpts from the Year Book appear in the

Federal Trade Commission action against Famous—and in other

ways? Just wonder, that's all.

WOODS' IDEA
Frank Woods—who is producing for Hodkinson—out with

a statement that before long the most successful pictures will

be found to be those for which the story was specially written for

the screen, rather than an adaptation.

Maybe so. But there are a lot of producers who will stand
a lot of arguing on this point—a lot.

TERRY, THE DEMON POTE
Otherwise Terry Turner. Sends out a long poem about Mar-

cus Loew entitled "Just a Man We Know." Biographical. Tells

of how Marcus sold newspapers, tried to be a printer, then a

furrier, and then opened theaters. How today he runs

"Three hundred now from Coast to Coast
Yet seldom do we hear him boasf.

He's not the kind to prate and yell

But when he sees this—I"ll catch Hell."

Yes, Terry, you probably will.

RIGHT AND LEFT
I. E. Chadwick, head of the Independent's talking. "We are

more and more beset by combines. To the right combinations of

producers and distributors. To the left combinations of exhibi-

tors. We are going through a squeezing process, but we—as

independents—are prepared to meet it."

BEING FRANK
Writes the loquacious Jimquin. From down San Antonio

way:
"Danny, you can tell the wide, wide world for me, from Will

Hays down, or up, or across—gracious me, I don't know which
way you go from Hays to get through the film business—but
you can tell them all that if more people in this industry, which
is still in its infancy, that is to say this infantile industry—would
tell the truth in as frank and honest a way as the fellow who
wrote this ad, we would soon become an honest, God-fearing set

instead of—well take your choice of the various things we've
been called.

"Here's the ad

:

"YY^Jiflfprl Janitor for theater who has
operating experience to do

relief work. Must have experience. Write
box 1598, Picher, Okla.

DANNY.

PATHE STUDIO CAMERA
BRAND NEW

With automatic dissolving shutter, veeder counter, metal fittings

in film race, 4 magazines, leather case for camera, leather case

for magazines and precision ball bearing tripod.

$650.00
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

V. 1 UD CAUDA UFJTJ FIR DEBIIE CAMERAS

118 West 44th Street N. Y. C. Bryant 6635
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In The Courts
Kerman Films, Inc., have applied

in the Supreme Court for an injunc-

tion restraining Independent Pictures

Corp. from exhibiting Franklyn Far-

num films through anyone but the

plaintiff for Greater New York and

Northern Jersey. It is alleged that

after Jesse J. Goldburg had induced

the plaintiff to take the series at a

deposit price of $750 for each, and

half the net returns, and after three

films had been delivered, the defen-

dant countermanded the shipment of

the fourth, "Desperate Adventure."

The plaintiff alleges that when
Goldburg was consulted, he stated

that Bobby North had offered him a

much larger sum for the remaining

picture, and that the plaintiff must
either deposit $1,500 for each film or

agree to give the defendant 70% of

the profits. The plaintiff alleges that

$25,000 worth of contracts had been

made for the film.

Goldburg claimed on Friday that

Kerman had breached its contract

and had not submitted authentic re-

ports on bookings to Independent.

Goldburg also alleged that the pic-

tures were undersold.

The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
has dismissed a suit of Earl Carroll

against Oliver Morosco and Elmer
Harris, over the picture rights to "So
Long Letty." The defendants sold

rights without the music or lyrics

Carroll had written for the play in

1915. Carroll alleged he was owner
to the extent of one third and sued

for that portion of the picture returns.

Arthur Edmund Carew on Friday
secured an attachment against Tom
Terriss and Tom Terriss Prod, on
a suit for $6,000 which Carew alleges

to be due him in connection with

"The Bandolero." He claims he was
engaged for eight weeks at a salary

of $750 per week by Terriss but that

the director later negotiated with

Pedro de Cordoba for the part, final-

ly engaging him.

Survey of Aspirants

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—"The Movie Age," names
Glenn Harper, Los Angeles; M. E.

Comerford, Scranton, Pa.; Harry Da-
vis, Pittsburgh; Fred Seegert, Mil-

waukee; Martin Smith, Toledo; Gus
Schmidt, Scranton; R. F. Woodhull,
Dover, N. J.; C. W. Collins, Arkan-
sas, and Joseph Mogler, of St. Louis,

as possible candidates for president

ot the M. P. T. O. A.

Only 30 Out of 300 Fit

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winstom-Salem, N. C.—In an ad-

dress before the North Carolina
Methodist Sunday School Confer-
ence, Miss M. E. Kennedy, superin-

tendent declared that out of 300 pic-

tures examined by the church only

30 were fit for children to see.

George Smith Leaves

George H. Smith, managing direc-

tor of the Vitagraph Co., Ltd., Lon-
don, is on the Berengaria en route to

England, after a several weeks' visit

on the Coast.

10 States Meet I The Week's Headlines Censorship Sta
(Continued from Page 1)

H. Hays to call a conference on the

uniform contract in which changes
are desired while a resolution of

thanks was passed, commending Hays
for his assistance in the admission

tax campaign.
The group is expected to work in

harmony with Hays and the fact

that its initial action indicates a co-

operative spirit is considered signifi-

cant.

Those present were W. A. Steffes

representing Minnesota and the Da-
kotas; J. R. Denniston, J. C. Ritter

and H. M. Richey, Michigan; R. R.

Beichele and S. A. Handy, Kansas;
Frank Rembusch and William Con-
nors, Indiana; H. A. Cole, Texas;
and Glen Reynolds and Ludwig Sei-

gel, Illinois.

At the Hays office, it was stated

Friday that no communication had
been received from the new exhibitor

body. It was pointed out, however,
that Charles C. Pettijohn who is

handling the arbitration work and
F. I. L. M. Clubs under the uniform
contract had received a number of

suggested changes in the uniform
contract and it was expected to hold
some sort of a meeting to determine
what should be done along those

lines. The original plan was to bring

all of the F. I. L. M. Clubs into New
York for a joint conference and then
evolve changes from these meetings.

New Theater Unit in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—A newly formed trio of

exhibitors has started under the name
of Unity Amusement Co., with a capi-

tal of $10,000. Thos. Whiteson, A.

L. Siegler and Sam Cohen are be-
hind the project which will acquire

local theaters.

Two Theater Fires in South
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Electra, Tex.—Defective wiring is

blamed for a fire that did considerable
damage to the Crown.

J. R. Holmes' theater at Perry, Ark.
was recently burned.

Barbara La Marr En Route

Barbara La Marr is due in New
York from New Orleans on the "Cre-
ole" Monday. Her first Eastern-
made picture, as noted. " ,;n he "San-
dra."

Segal in Deal with Independent

Harry Segal, head of the Pioneer
Film Corp., Boston, here for a
few days, has closed with Indepen-
dent Pictures for the eight Franklyn
Farnums.

Lubitsch Picks Leads
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ernst Lubitsch has
selected, Pauline Frederick and Lew
Cody as two of the leads in his new
picture.

Monday
Thomas H. Ince may make specials for

Hodkinson. Contract signed for "Barbara
Frietchie." Charles Ray may release

through Asso. Exhibitors.

Small laboratories in New York considering
a merger, similar to Consolidated.

Atlanta hearing turns to block bookings.

Tuesday

Summer releases to total about ninety pic-

tures.

Cleveland arbitration board tries 107 cases
from May to December, 1923.

Joe Brandt, back from trip, pessimistic over
future of independent producer.

Carl Laemmle, here from Coast, predicts

new season will be Universal's best. Two
stages built to accommodate new units.

Wednesday
Distributing heads, at Astor dinner discuss

combines of exhibitors and booking cir-

cuits. Conditions facing industry said to

be serious
Oscar Neufeld at I. M. P. P. D. A. luncheon

suggests state right exchangemen form or-

ganization and get a Hays to head it.

Coast convention planned for Warner fran-

chise holders. No change in distribution
for next season.

Floyd Brockell joins Balaban and Katz,
Chicago. Sam Katz denies report of
booking combine to embrace him Lubliner
and Trinz and Ascher Bros.

Thursday
Famous Players to make 70 pictures for 1924-

1925. Plan to sell first group in block
of forty.

I. M. P. P. D. A. members to discuss Neu-
feld plan for state right organization at
near meeting.

E. A. Eschmann, First National says summer
slump could be warded off if distributors
did not hold good pictures for fall release.

Friday

Censorship in New York will probably con-
tinue for another year. Repeal measures
have slight hope of passage.

Twenty-one Pickford-Artcraft films to be di-

vided between Mary and Famous. Com-
plete rights go with each.

Important exhibitor leaders hold Chicago
meeting to discuss plans for possible new
national organization.

Saturday

Ten M. P. T. O. units to form "Allied State
Organizations." Will probably work in
harmony with Hays office. Outgrowth of
French Lick meeting.

Hoof and mouth epidemic among animals
holding up Coast Broduction.

First National ti distribute Rocketts' "Abra-
ham Lincoln." Deal calls for $100,000
exploitation campaign.

Censorship stands for another year. Long
fight to pass Walker repealer ends when
defeated in Assembly after passing Senate.

Abe Warner Back
Abe Warner returned Friday from

Chicago. Sam Morris remains there

for a few days.

(Continued from Page

went to the Assembly wh
defeated by a vote of 77 to I

All bills relative to motion J
were killed. Passage in eithtl
was secured but where the fm
passed a bill, the Senate faile<fl

similar action. The measure!
ting children between the I

eight and sixteen to attem'l
theaters provided a matron!
charge and the bill relativel

use of non-inflammable fil|

killed.

Henderson Won't Direct
Reputable Pictures who are to pro-

duce the Benny Leonard two reelers
deny that Dell Henderson will direct,

as reported from the Coast.

Kathlee Key Due Here
Kathlee Key is due to arrive in

from the Coast on Sunday. She will

sail for Italy to play in "Ben Hur,"
next Saturday.

Cromelin Improved
Paul H. Cromelin who was taken

ill with a form of sleeping sickness
some weeks ago has improved con-
siderably.

Fox to Remake "Checkers"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Fox will remake
"Checkers," originally a 1919 release.

"Woman Who Sinned to F. B. O.

"A Woman Who Sinned," pro-

duced by Finis Fox on the Coast will

be distributed by F. B. O.

Lee-Bradford Closes Foreigl

The Cosmopolitan Trading!
of Rangoon, has bought frojf

Bradford.
"The Unconquered Woman,"

Spirit,'' "Superstition," "Orphail
"Call of the Hills," "Insinuation,"!
Worth While," "Is Money Evl
"The Broad Road," "Shattered RerJ
"The Image Maker," "Pair of
"Who's Cheating," "In the Shade]
Moon," also six Squirrel Come
Burma, Ceylon and India. The
controls a chain of theaters.

EXPORT EXECUT]
With established and successfu
ord of ten years (most of it \ i

national distributor) is open tl

gotiate for a new connection inl

ately. Trained to think clear!

quickly and get things done wl
friction. Would prefer exclusivtf
arrangement on commission ba

'

independent producer of worth 1

pictures, or will accept a nomin s

ary until worth is proved. CONll
IMMEDIATE BUSINESS.

Apply Box M-204
The Film Daily
71 W. 44th St.

N. Y. C.

You don't need a brass bid'

Just whisper*
WAGL

Lines form to right, left d

center

MILDRED B. ADAMSl
Has For Sale Screen Right B

Broadway Plays.

Stuyvesant 9075 8-E. 9tlSI

New York

•:

With a Star Cast

and

Titles By Ralph Spei

JUST ]

MARY
will soon be here
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"The Breaking Point"

Paramount
As a Whole FREQUENT CO-
INCIDENCE IN PLOT DEVEL-
OPMENT MAKES THIS A BIT
ABSURD AT TIMES BUT
QUICK COMEDY RELIEF US-
UALLY SAVES THE SITUA-
TION. GOOD CAST AND WILL
LIKELY PLEASE THEM.

Cast Nita Naldi decorates various

scenes capably but her role does not
permit her any real acting oppor-
tunities. Matt Moore gives a sat-

isfying performance as the hero
whose various memory lapses pro-
vide him with unusual adventure
and romance. Patsy Ruth Miller

pretty as the eventual bride. George
Fawcett has one of his typical char-
acterizations and Theodore von
Eltz is the conventional "missing
link" in the plot.

Type of Story Mystery drama.
There is good drama in Mary Rob-
erts Rinehart's "The Breaking
Point" but the mystery element, as
brought out in the picture is con-
siderably lacking since there is no
doubt at all in the spectator's mind
as to who committed the actual

killing. During the scuffle in which
the actress' husband is shot, there

are intermittent cuts of her busi-
ness manager peeping through a

curtain and since the audience is

acquainted with his state of mind,
it is quite natural that this would
be an appropriate moment for him
to aim at the other man, his half-

brother and enemy, and satisfy his

own revenge. The fact that he hits

the wrong man affords further com-
plications, to be sure, but in no way
causes any suspense with regard to

the actual murderer. The plot will

prove interesting, however, to the
average picture audience and even
some very bold coincidence in the
development may not be classed as
absurd if the quick comedy relief

is as successful as it seemed to be
with the Rivoli audience. The
story covers a lot of ground and
includes a variety of situations that
should fill a big order.

Box Office Angle Pretty good au-
dience picture in spite of the flaws
that may be picked in it.

Exploitation Naturally you'll want
to boost Mrs. Rinehart's name and
should find a book-store tie-up and
display of her books of considera-
ble advantage in exploiting the pic-
ture. Talk about the murder se-
quence in which a hero with a dual
personality plays an important part.

Play up the stage atmosphere in
connection with Nita Naldi and her
role of Broadway favorite. Run a
trailer consisting of the sequence in

which the actress' husband is killed
and cut it off with the query: "Who
killed Beverly Carlysle's husband?
See 'The Breaking Point' here on
(date) and learn the answer." Use
the names of Nita Naldi, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Geo. Fawcett, Matt Moore.

Direction Herbert Brenon; us-
ually good.

Author Mary Roberts Rinehart
Scenario Julie Herne-Edfrid
Bingham.

Cameraman James Howe
Photography Good
Locale N. Y.—Wyo.
Length 6,664 feet

Laura La Plants in

"Excitement"
Universal

As a Whole STAR VERY
PRETTY AND SHOULD MAKE
GOOD IN MODERN GIRL
ROLES BUT HASN'T MUCH
OF A CHANCE IN THIS SILLY
BURLESQUE STORY THAT
HASN'T EVEN A DREAM
ENDING TO EXCUSE IT.

Star Photographs splendidly and
is always very good to look at but

needs much better material than
this if they want to build up a

reputation for her.

Cast. .. .Adequate; includes Edward
Hearn, William Welsh, Frances
Raymond, Fred De Silva, Margaret
Cullington, Albert Hart, Rolfe Sed-
an, Bert Roach, Lon Puff.

Type of Story Farce comedy.
Farce that borders on burlesque

can be comical without being silly

but "Excitement" gets way out of

bounds and becomes almost foolish.

Evenly this highly exaggerated
business might be excused some-
what if they had passed it off with
a dream ending. When the young
wife decides that her year of mar-
ried life has been dull and plans

to go off on a vacation by way of

becoming a companion to a crazy
woman things begin to happen.
The woman isn't insane, merely a

"bug" on Egyptian stuff and it is a

scheme of her brother to cure her
of this and marry her off to his

business partner. The plan of the

girl's husband to cure her of her
passion for excitement consists of a
round of mild thrills including an
airplane ride with the girl confined

in a dummy case. The case slips

out of the plane, the pilot makes
a nose dive and the case lands back
in the plane. All this may be amus-
ing and probably will get some
laughs but most of the stunts are
so farfetched and silly that it's dif-

ficult to get laughs out of them. It

would have been a big improve-
ment for the picture to have had a

dream ending, with the wife waken-
ing up and then being satisfied with
her husband and a quiet existence.

Box Office Angle In case you
don't find it hard to amuse your
folks you might consider "Excite-
ment." Where they laugh easy the

picture will undoubtedly satisfy.

Laura La Plante is pretty and
they'll like her even if they do
wonder that she wasn't given a bet-

ter story for a start.

Exploitation Title will get their

attention no doubt. Use advertis-
ing lines such as: "'Excitement' at

the blank theater with Laura La
Plante, Universal's latest star."

Use stills of the star and get them
interested in her. Your women
pations might be invited to see
some of her pretty gowns. She
wears clothes well. Catchlines:
"Wives, Attention. Are you dis-

satisfied? See 'Excitement' and
you'll never be dissatisfied again."

Direction Robert F. Hill; fair

Author Crosby George
Cameraman Jack Rose
Photography Good
Locale • • Suburbs
Length 4,913 feet

Carlyle Blackwell in

"The Beloved Vagabond"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole EXCELLENT
HEART INTEREST AND
SPLENDID CHARACTERIZA-
TION WORTH WHILE FEA-
TURES IN ENGLISH PRO-
DUCTION. STORY AN ADAP-
TATION OF FAMOUS NOVEL.

Star Gives a performance that is

at times striking and again fails

somewhat to measure up to expec-

tations, but on the whole his char-

acterization is effective and played

with a certain amount of restraint.

Cast Next to Blackwell, young
Albert Chase does the best work.

He's a likeable chap and has al-

ready well mastered the art of pan-

tomime. Phyllis Titmuss rather

pretty but not always photographed

correctly. Sydney Fairbrother fine

in small part of cockney washwom-
an. Madge Stuart suitable and

others appropriate though not fa-

miliar to American audiences.

Type of Story Romantic drama.

There's a strong heart interest in

the pathetic love story of the violin-

ist Gaston de Nerac who signs an

agreement whereby he must give

up the girl he loves to save her

father from disgrace. His rival

then provides the necessary money
while Gaston, without a word to his

sweetheart (part of the agreement)

goes out of her life hoping that

her faith in him is strong enough

to hold her affection until the two
years will have elapsed. How he

sinks to the lowest level offers in-

teresting detail and provides un-

usually fine characterization, plus

a forceful heart interest that runs

right along through the whole
story. Granville tells the story

nicely and holds the attention well

except for occasional over stressed

points. The production might have
been more attractive. The story

is a really beautiful romance and
might have been given a more
colorful background.

Box Office Angle.... For those who
appreciate a picture that gets away
from the routine and offers a really

interesting story with a very defin-

ite heart appeal, "The Beloved
Vagabond" will be good entertain-

ment. It shows a serious effort to

do something worth while.

Exploitation. . . .If your folks are cry-

ing for better pictures you would
do well to put this one on your
list. If they are tired of the con-
ventional, cut-and-dried "movie"
formulas, let them see this one and
it may help to restore their faith

in pictures. It is a step in the right

direction. Talk up the title and get

them interested in it by recalling the

novel and putting it over in con-
junction with book store tie-ups.

Do your best to get them interested

through unusual exploitation, if

necessary.
Direction. . . .Fred Leroy Granville; a

worth while effort.

Author William J. Locke
Scenario Carlyle Blackwell
Cameraman Walter Blakely
Photography Usually good
Locale London-Paris
Length 6,217 feet.

Sunday, April 13, ;4""""""'^
John Barrymore in

!

"Beau Brummel"
Warner Bros.

As a Whole OUTSTAN N<

STRIKING PERFORM 1C1

OF STAR LIFTS THIS »IC

TURE TREMENDOUSLY DI
LIGHTFUL LOVE S'lR

SHOULD INTEREST 'I
WOMEN PATRONS. PIC R

RUNS ENTIRELY TOO 1 NC

Star. . . .There isn't an actor wP
before the camera who col

profitably take lessons frorr <

Barrymore—as a result, the *

of little Mary Astor, swecli

pretty as she is, fail to a tn
dous extent. Barrymore
perfect in his characterizatic

Players .Alec Francis gives ac

standing performance, ranking

to Barrymore. He is deli 1

Willard Louis excellent as

Regent. Irene Rich has

do. Carmel Meyers too

Others unimportant.
Type of Story. .. .When hifi

heart is compelled to ma
other, George Bryan Brur
officer of the guards, plan

venge during which he beco
outstanding figure of the

world of England. There
tragedy in the end when
and poverty-stricken he
meets the spirit of his swe
This brief outline fails in

tirety to tell of the excel!

the many incidents which a

quisitely portrayed in this pi

tion. In this connection it

be mentioned that the Droc 1

is one of unusual beauty ai

cellence.

Box Office Value When
Barrymore is popular—like iifl

York—his name alone is suji

to bring them in. But reg

of his general standing th(!

duction is so lovely, the st<
-

beautiful that it should :

worth-while at the box-offic

Exploitation You have m I
work with. You first have dk

Barrymore who ranks as th be

and if not one of the very bffl

tors of the day. You also!
the name of Clyde Fitch wbjl
be remembered by your oldi I

rons as a playwright of distiti

and note.

In addition you have the 1

of several players well-kno -

fans including Irene Rich.jB
Francis and Mary Astor
whom might easily have a f o

ing in your community. UrW
nately John Barrymore c'|fl

make enough pictures to in:*m

great; fan clientele. You ca at

talk about the production wlB
beautiful. You can easily p: ni

that John Barrymore give I
greatest performance of his

p
career. He does.

Director Harry Beaumont; fl

ly excellent. Allows som •

quences to run too long.

Author Clyde iif

Scenario Dorothy F;l
Cameraman Daviev
Photography Ex>M
Locale .. England during the!!

of George III
Footage 9,90 :et
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It's simple. There are two classes

of people in Alaska

:

The sourdoughs, meaning the old-

timers, and the

chechahcos
( pronounced chcc-chaw-kpzc ).

meaning neweoming miners, or

the tenderfeet. Our picture, an

epic of the screen, deals dramatic-

ally with the newcomers.

A ssociated ExhibitorC
**- ARTHUR S. KANE, President ^-*

PATHE, Physical Distributor
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Both honestly seeking happiness

ne retains her position in business

other dives 100 % to her home
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ROMANIC
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resentative Sidney Garrett
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Shirley "used only two ideas" but he

cleaned up. With a title that was a

"box-office magnet" and which had

"unlimited exploitation possibilities"

he gained "overwhelming results."

And you can do the samel

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTOR.
PATHG EXCHANGE, INC.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR S...KANE • PRESIDENT

Sidney Garrett
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"Virtuous Liars"
'roducer: Whitman Bennett
Distributor: Vitagraph

s Whole PRETTY FAIR
'/JDIENCE MATERIAL IN
<ORY DESPITE ETERNAL
WANGLE SITUATION BUT
]' IS BADLY PUT TOGETH-
fe AND POORLY DIRECTED.

ai Brings back some of the

; sentees including Maurice Cos-

ilo, as the rich art and music

Jtron; Ralph Kellard as the no-

,-count husband. Kellard was
Ice a thoroughly interesting lead-

k man but neither his work nor

5 looks warrant a come-back. He
lotographs terribly. Naomi
lilders and Dagmar Godowsky
jso make return appearances,

dith Allen is rather attractive and
ight be used to good advantage.

he is given to posing too much,
avid Powell is another who has

:en conspicuous by his absence
xently.

ie of Story Domestic drama.

ick Banton staggers in at five in

ie afternoon with a woman's glove

angling out of his pocket. A short

me later he staggers out, bag and
aggage. The usual time elapses,

he wife pursues her career as an

rtist and under the guise of being

widow, receives the patronage of

rich man who proposes marriage,

len dies when he finds she is al-

:ady married. His nephew takes

p the quest and is just proposing
hen the husband returns. He in

lrn is followed by his Cuban
.veetheart, who is also followed

y a jealous suitor. Naturally the

usband is duly killed off by the

:alous one and everything rides

ong merrily. Probably the story

n't quite as bad as it sounds,
lough it is pretty poor. But it

light have served to much better

Ivantage since it contains a cer-

lin amount of audience appeal,

ren if only for a limited number
: patrons. But the plot is like

patch-quilt. A bit of this and
line of that. The continuity is

)or and there is no effort, in the

rection, to overcome this in-

riority.

: Office Angle May stand a

lance where they are not critical

lout plot construction and are not
l the alert for illogical incident.

your folks are at all fussy, they
•e not apt to be satisfied. The
ialto audience seemed to find it

lite amusing at times.

loitation Depends upon how
uch you want to interest them.
he title itself is a pretty fair one
id might be used with catchlines

ich as: "Are white lies danger-
is? See 'Virtuous Liars' for the

lswer. At the blank theater on
late)." You might mention the
imes of those in the cast especial-

David Powell, Maurice Costello,

agmar Godowsky, or those you
ink are best known to your
itrons.

sction. .. .Whitman Bennet; poor.
nor E. C. Holland
lario Eve Stuyvesant
leraman Edward F. Paul
tography Usually all right
ale New York
gth 6,600 feet.

"Try And Get It"

Producer: Sam V. Grand
Distributor: Hodkinson

As a Whole. . . .STORY A TRIFLE
SCANT FOR FEATURE COM-
EDY PURPOSES BUT IT HAS
AMUSING TURNS THAT
SHOULD MAKE IT PLEAS-
ING TO THE AVERAGE AU-
DIENCE.

Cast Bryant Washburn good as

the unsquelchable bill collector and
Edward Horton suitable, though
not as strenuous, as a salesman.
Billie Dove the fair heroine in the

case and Lionel Belmore an an-
tagonistic business man who starts

all the row because he refuses to

pay a small bill. Joseph Kilgour
has role of minor importance.

Type of Story. . . . Comedy. "Try and
Get It" is an adaptation of Eugene
Lyles' "The Ringtailed Galliwamp-
us," a story dealing with the at-

tempt of an ambitious bill collector

to secure payment on a small bill,

the success of which will bring him
a big raise or, if he fails, he is to

lose his job. The plot resolves
into a series of attacks in which
hero tries to gain a safe and sane
audience with his victim. His vari-

ous methods of attack and means
of getting by the guard set against
him afford good amusement. The
stunt in which he almost ruins
business in the modiste shop by
squirting an odorous perfume about
will probably bring many laughs,
plus his ingenious methods of get-

ting by the door man. His last

big trick, which brings the payment
of the bill, and a reward consisting
of a good job and the hand of the
creditor's daughter, is also amus-
ing. The story is rather slight for

feature purposes and at times
moves along quite slowly but it is

likely that the average audience will

find enough laughs in it to satisfy

them.

Box Office Angle If your folks

enjoy a clean, amusing comedy
number you can recommend "Try
and Get It." You may number
enough Bryant Washburn admirers
to interest them by playing up his

name. Where they like to laugh
and aren't cranks about the legi-

timacy of the comedy business, the
picture should go very well.

Exploitation Here's a catchy title

that should lend itself readily to

good stunt exploitation. Have
throw-aways printed in the form of

bills made out to "Mr. Moving
Picture Patron" for the amount of

$25.11. Then across the face of
the bill, in red ink, the words:
"Try and Get It." Follow the stunt
with announcements of the show-
ing. You might use the idea in

more extensive fashion in conjunc-
tion with your mailing list. Use
a trailer showing Washburn at one
of his tricks to get to the man who
owes the bill.

Direction. .. .Cullen Tate; all right.

Might have speeded story in parts.

Author Eugene Lyles
Scenario Jules Furthman
Cameraman Not credited
Photography All right

Locale Any place
Length 5,707 feet.

John Gilbert in

"A Man's Mate"
Fox

As a Whole APACHE ATMO-
SPHERE WILL PROBABLY
MAKE IT ATTRACTIVE FOR
MANY. JOHN GILBERT AND
RENEE ADOREE VERY
GOOD. STORY GOOD AT
FIRST BUT BECOMES TER-
RIBLY FAR-FETCHED.

Star. .• -Fulfills requirements without
any great trouble. Role doesn't

give him any particularly outstand-
ing opportunities. Asks some very
outlandish things of him at times.

He isn't given much chance for ac-

tion but there's one good bit of

fighting in the apache sequence.
Cast Renee Adoree a capable por-

trayer of dramatic parts who is

really far better than many actress-

es who claim drama as their forte.

Miss Adoree was excellent in

Metro's "The Eternal Struggle."

She's equally good in this.

Type of Story. .. .Drama. It's un-
fortunate that "A Man's Mate,"
couldn't have fulfilled the promises
it made in the early reels. It really

threatened to be a thoroughly ab-
sorbing drama of the Parisian un-
derworld, with the son of a rich

man becoming one of its inhabi-

tants through a clever bit of sub-
stitution, made possible through his

temporary loss of memory. But
along about half way through the
impossible begins to happen and,
while the subsequent situations pro-
vide chances for Renee Adoree to

do some good acting, the develop-
ment becomes far-fetched, even to

being almost ridiculous. When the
heroine discovers that the man she
loves is really the son of a rich man,
she decides to take him back to his

people. He fails to recognize his

father and they seek to have him
undergo an operation which will

restore his memory but which will

also blot out his experiences in

the Apache dens and his love for

the girl. They ask the girl to per-

suade him to have the operation.
After he recovers he fails to re-

member, as they predicted, but
eventually it comes back to him

—

in time for the usual clinch..

Box Office Angle In spite of the
fact that it doesn't maintain the
starting pace, neither in speed nor
interest, you'll probably find that

your folks will like it.

Exploitation. .. .Play up the Apache
atmosphere and use a trailer show-
ing some of the scenes in which
Gilbert is forced to fight for an
Apache girl he had never seen before.
If John Gilbert has a following use
his name prominently and tell them
about the good work of Renee
Adoree, as the Apache girl. Use
stills showing Renee Adoree in her
Apache attire with the caption: "See
the Queen of the Montmartre in

Paris. She laughed at men and life."

Direction Edmund Mortimer;
good with some imorobabilities.

Author Charles Kenyon
Scenario Charles Kenyon
Cameraman G. O. Post
Photography . . • • All right

Locale Paris
Length 5,041 feet

"Mile-A-Minute Morgan"
Aywon—State Rights

As a Whole GOOD COMEDY
WESTERN THAT AFFORDS
ACTION, LAUGHS AND IS
FIRST RATE AVERAGE AT-
TRACTION GENERALLY.
CONTAINS FINE LUMBER
CAMP LOCATIONS.

Cast.. . .Matty Mattison and Billy

Franey gets over the comedy busi-

ness in fine style. They'll probably
gather in some admirers for their

work in this. Vivian Rich suitable

heroine though not especially

pretty.

Type of Story Comedy-western.
Here's a good little picture, not

conspicuous in any one particular

point, but an all around, satisfying

number that should please a good
majority of most any audience. The
story isn't especially strong but

there is enough good incident, ac-

tion and comedy to make up for

any other shortcomings. To start

with Matty Mattison and Billy

Franey make a natural comedy
team and "do their stuff" with ease

and a certain assurity that makes
them both interesting and amusing.

There is a good, speedy develop-

ment with the laughs and action

stunts coming in quick succession.

Mattison is the disowned son of

a lumber king who, with his pal

Franey, decides to make good by
working his way up, incognito, in

his father's company. Mattison
incurs the wrath of one of the men
and the unsuspecting Franey boasts

that his pal is the famous Mile-a-

Minute Morgan, renowned fighter.

The lumber jacks decide to stage a

bout and Mattison can find no way
out of it. The fight is on and he's

about to go for the count when
told that the foreman's daughter is

in the clutches of villain. This spurs
him on and the fight is his. He
saves the girl who tells him she
knew all the time that he was the

owner's son. Follows the usual

ending.

Box Office Angle. .. .First rate com-
bination of action and comedy that

should get this one over nicely. It's

not a big picture but a really satis-

fying entertainment of its kind.

Exploitation Let your patrons
know that this one contains an
evenly balanced story with the

laughs and action bits well distrib-

uted. It holds the attention nicely

all the way, too. Show them a
trailer of the bout episode and
others to give them an idea of the

splendid lumber camp locations.

The picture contains many fine

shots of a big camp at work. Tell
them Matty Mattison and Billy

Franey are a couple of laugh get-

ters and mention "The Lone
Wagon" if you think they liked

Mattison in that.

Direction Horace Carpenter; very
good.

Author •• Not credited

Scenario Not credited

Cameraman Elmer Dwyer
Photography Very good
Locale Lumber camp
Length 4,800 feet
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Short Subjects
"Hit the High Spots"—Spat Family

Pathe

Don't Miss This One

Type of production 2 reel comedy

The troubles of the Tewksbury
Spats when they go scaling Alps

have been adequately titled "Hit the

High Spots." They not only hit the

high spots, but the low ones as well,

to say nothing of mountain streams

and dark caves. Under the guidance

of Brother Ambrose who as usual

"knows all about it," they get all

dressed up in Alpine equipment in-

cluding the little long-handled picks

which prove much more trouble to

them than help. The film gets fun-

nier and funnier as it goes along, end-

ing in all three of the would-be moun-
tain-sealers tumbling down an en-

tire mountain-side and landing right

where they started from. Don's miss
this one. Give your folks a hearty

laugh.

"The Racing Kid"—Century—Univ.
Should Satisfy

Type of production 2 reel comedy

This is one of the best Messinger
comedies in quite a while. Buddy is

seen as the son of the owner of a

racing stable. All the scenes are laid

in and around the stable and for the

climax a big race is put over with

very good suspense and excitement.

A new idea in gags is having the

horse and jockey hustled into a taxi

about the middle of the race and
dumping them out almost at the fin-

ish so that they come in first. This
will surely get a laugh. Martha
Sleeper, a newcomer, is seen in sup-

port of Buddy. She has plenty of

pep but is inclined to do things a bit

too quickly. This should give aver-

age satisfaction.

"Heart Throbs"—Sing Them Again
Educational

Always Pleasing

Type of production 1 reel song
novelty

Three sentimental songs of the type
that will never grow too old to sing
are included in this number of the
"Sing Them Again Series" and while
the issue may not occasion many

laughs as some of the previous ones,

owing to the songs chosen, the folks

will probably enjoy singing these just

as much. The songs included are

"Listen to the Mocking Bird," for

which an old church yard furnished

the inspiration to the composer;
"Good-Bye," which Chauncey Olcott
used to sing, and finally that old fa-

vorite, "My Old Kentucky Home."
First rate number especially for

neighborhood houses.

"A Trip to Mars"—Max Fleischer
Red Seal

Some New Tricks

Type of production. .. .1 reel cartoon

Max Fleischer continues to inject

originality and niVehy mto his car-

toon numbers. His latest, "A Trip
to Mars," on the Rivoli program last

week, is a clever and amusing num-
ber that shows the. cartoonist at his

best and with his pen clown per-

forming a series of comedy tricks

that will amuse and entertain any
audience. The clown is sent, via a
sky-rocket, to Mars where Fleischer
installs all sorts of grotesque, imagin-
ary beings. The artist appears in

his film as usual and makes a flying

trip to Mars himself through means
of trick photography. This is an Al
cartoon number, a good novelty and
quite amusing.

"The Hollywood Kid"—Sennett
Pathe

Novel Opening and Idea

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Here is a Sennett comedy that

should give very good satisfaction.

The opening, and in fact the entire

subject is novel, dealing with a pro-
ducer's troubles in selecting and
"making" a new juvenile star. The
opening is in Mr. Sennett's private

office, with Sennett himself interview-
ing directors, actors, would-fee come-
dians and lions. A director tells him
of a child he has seen and is told to
sign him up. After much trouble this

is done and the kid—played very
nicely by little Jackie Lucas—be-
comes a star. Charlie Murray gets
over a lot of good stuff as the father.

The "behind the scenes' 'atmosphere
will surely please the fans.

Announcing

PatsyRuihMiller
in a series of
ElmerHarris
Productions^-

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 192W925 Thirty first Run Pictures

"Fold Up"—Cameo—Educational
Good Number

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
A brand-new idea in apartment

houses causes much of the laughter in

this Cameo Comedy. To give the

tenants more room in the tiny apart-
ments, the furniture is so arranged
that by touching a button all of it

slides into compartments built in the
walls and is completely hidden. The
owner's country cousins arrive from
the wilds of Iowa and much of the
action consists in showing the ways
in which they are frightened, tricked
and maddened by the disappearing
furniture. A thoroughly amusing
comedy. Directed by Albert Ray.

"Cities of Other Lands Warsaw"

—

Post Nature

Replete With Unusual Views
Type of production. ... 1 reel scenic

Post is offering a series of very in-

teresting pictures consisting of views
of famous cities of the world. This
one presents many unusual views of

Warsaw, among them some of the
magnificent structures and imposing
edifices of the great city. Besides
interesting detail contained in the
titles there are interesting pictures
showing the industrial element, street

traffic, railway systems, etc. There
are also evidences of destruction, re-

sults of the late war and indications
of the poverty of the lower classes.

Of good educational value and an
interesting subject.

Improve Print Service
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—A new arrangement,
now makes it possible for exchanges
to carefully check over and inspect
the reels, thus insuring better prints.
The exchanges have entered into a
co-operative plan whereby all prints
are returned immediately after the
concluding performance and are not
held at theaters until the following
morning. Exchanges in the Albee
Building, have engaged a special night
porter who is on duty every night
form 11 P. M. to 1 A. M.

Albertini Back in German
(.Special to THE FILM DAIV.

Berlin—Lucien Albertini, the
an stunt actor who went to the
to appear in a serial for Un
is back and will make pictur
Phoebus Films. This compa
conjunction with Zelnik Film
produce 17 pictures next seasor

Friedrich Zelnik of Berlin
New York at the moment.

Buys for Ohio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY,

Cleveland—Security Pictures!
bought "Shattered Reputations'!
Lee Bradford, and "Trail o|
North" from Fred Balshofer

|

Ohio.

New Montreal Exchange
(Special to THE FILM DAILVI

Montreal—B. M. Garfield, mal
of the Gayety for four years!
open an exchange in the Orrfc
Theater Bldg.

Kelley Color Laboratory

Negatives and first print! i

Color prints for any purpc

Palisade, N. J.

Phone: Cliffside 1345

A lot of exhibitors are

going to make big profits

just because

WAGL

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf ALL THE WORLD

THE NEWSREEL
BUILT LIKE A NEWSPAPR

"Play It With\\Music!"

For National Music Week—May 4th— 11th, book

"FRANZ SCHUBERT," the first release of James

A. Fitz-Patrick's "FAMOUS MUSIC MASTERS"
series. One reel novelty features with COMPLETE
ORCHESTRATIONS!

Produced and Distributed by

FITZ-PATRICK PICTURES, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
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Thrills! Speed! Stunts! Action! Romance! Adventure!

WILLIAM STEINER
Presents

CHARLES HUTCHISON

"HURRICANE
I

HUTCH"
"THE DARE-DEVIL" THRILL CREATOR

In a Series of Six Super Features

SENSATIONAL FEATURE ATTRACTIONS
Supported by Large and Appropriate

BOX-OFFICE CASTS OF SCREEN NOTABLES
in

EMOTION - AROUSING STORIES of ACTION, REAL LIFE and HEART INTEREST

ARTISTIC ELABORATE CONVINCING
STAGING SETTINGS LOCATIONS

The First "HURRICANE HUTCH" Presentation

"SURGING SEAS"
These Productions Are Not Reissues

To Be Followed by Now in Production

"HUTCH OF THE U. S. A." "THE CRASH"

Distributed by

THE NEW-CAL-FILM CORPORATION
For Territorial Franchises

220 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.
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IN SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, SATURDAY, APRIL 5, 1924

A TRIBUTE
FROM A

BIG NEWSPAPER
TO A

LITTLE ONE
•«»

The 1924 Film Year Book
IS

Free To Subscribers
as a regular part of

Film Daily Service
•*4SW»*-

THE FILM DAILY,
71-73 West 44th Street,

New York City.

Herewith my check for $10 covering one year's subscription to

THE FILM DAILY. This to include:

THE FILM DAILY, every day (except Saturday).

THE SUNDAY EDITION, 16 to 24 pages, including reviews on all

features and short subjects

THE 1924 FILM YEAR BOOK.
SHORT SUBJECT NUMBERS, quarterly.

DIRECTORS' NUMBER, every Spring.

Name Theater

Street City State

YEAR BOOK OF

MOVIES.JULL OF

INFORMATION

Every Phase of Filmland in-

dustry Covered in the

512 Pages

The Film Daily, a bright little news-

paper devoted to the interests of motion

pictures and published in New York, has

issued its 1924 Year Book, a volume of

512 pages, containing information seeming-

ly on every topic connected with the in-

dustry.

There are lists of theaters devoted to

pictures, the titles, character, producer and
director of every picture released in 1923;

the titles of magazines and newspapers de-

voted to films; the names and their media
of the men and women who write about

pictures; financial statements of the larger

producing companies; lists of studios all

over the country.

TEN BEST PICTURES
Also the selections of important motion

picture critics of he ten best pictures for

the year 1923, and the consensus of opinion

of these writers, the list including "The
Covered Wagon," "Merry-Go-Round," "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," "The Green

Goddess," "Scaramouche," "Safety Last,"

"Rosita," "Down to the Sea in Ships,"

"Little Old New York" and "If Winter
Comes."

There are an "Exhibitors' Accessory Buy-
ing Guide," a catalogue of films released by
the Department of Agriculture, the names
of the important first run houses of the

land, reports on conditions in foreign coun-

tries, legal opinions and decisions of the

year.

FULL OF INFORMATION
Interesting is the list of newspaper "head-

lines" for the year, a catalog of theater

chains, the personnel of important produc-

ing and distributing organizations, censor

board standard by States, a list of scenario

writers and their best-known works, cam-
eramen and their productions, productions

of the year by companies, directors and
their productions, stars and their produc-

tions, and hundreds of other items that have

interest for the public and for the men with

whom motion pictures are a business prop-

osition.

The book is well printed in clear type on

calendared paper and is a valuable compen-
dium of things pertaining to a great busi-

ness. It is edited by Joseph Dannenberg

—

"Danny" of Film Daily.
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7 Pictures Reviewed In 15 Cities
After Six Days"—Weiss Bros.

Nixon, Pittsburgh
] ESS—* * * it represents a distinct de-

irre from the accepted form of photo-

a * • * it is not colored by the tints of

la There are no characters introduced
idid not actually exist—no incidents that,
* did not actually occur.

"America"—Griffith

Pitt, Pittsburgh
l.ESS

—"America" is a masterpiece. This
:cannot be denied. Not since the "Birth
Nation," has anything approached it,

in the opinion of this reviewer it is even
ier than that feature.

;rN—It is the Griffith of "The Birth of
ation" and of "Intolerance," who re-

i
to us after "The White Rose" and

'.: Exciting Night," to prove to us that
till has the "edge" on all competitors

it comes to power and sweep and
ination.

'The Arizona Express"—Fox
Washington, Detroit

tEE PRESS—Out-and-out melodrama,
h makes no pretense of being anything
and which is described as "honest
drama," is "The Arizona Express."
EWS-^To report that "The Arizona
ess" is sprinkled with thrills would be
ry conservative statement. It is simply
ated with them.
MES—Romantic in conception and
takingly modernized Mr. Fox has marie
picture stand out among his productions.

"The Blizzard"—Fox
Modern-Beacon, Boston

IANSCRIPT—Splendidly contrived
s" of the herd crossing streams, racing
hillsides, and milling frantically in the

:r of the fir-woods as the storm over-
ns them, prove pictorially fascinating
arresting.

PRESS—* * * there's much that's fetching,

and a good deal that's sound in James
Cruze's movie. What interests us in it is

the way it laughs at the old illusion of the

fearless hero. * * *

Capitol, Detroit
FREE PRESS—* * * clean entertainment,

humorous and witty, artistically photograph-
ed with many "shots" of the old South, its

plantations and fine old mansions, * * * in-

vesting to last. * * *

NEWS—Mr. James Cruze, of Hollywood,
possessor of the keenest sense of humor in the

film directing field, tosses another brilliant

picture into his well-filled basket of successes
• * *

TIMES—Good picture at the Capitol—
"The Fighting Coward." Good cast. Very
good comedy. Good direction, Good story.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
adaptation of the play is well done and holds
several surprises for the unwary spectator.
The climax is led up to gradually and evenly.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—* * *

a good fist fight, a storm and an explanation
straighten things out in the end.
It is the acting which smooths over the lack
of finesse displayed by the director in parts.

Che Breaking Point"— F. P.-L.
Madison, Detroit

JW'S—* * * a very interesting motion
re, well done in most respects and par-
tly appealing to those people who do
sk too much in the name of plausibility.
™ES—It is typically Rinehart through-
nth the unsusupected angle at the very
changing the whole story.

Metropolitan, Los Angles
(.Week ending April 5)

.AMINER—The story is one of Mary
mic plot, "The Next Corner" * * * has
s along with good speed and well main-
i suspense.
IPRESS—Never to my knowledge has
re Fawcett failed to give a well-turned
significant characterization * * * in
Breaking Point." * * * he very nearly
.way with the picture.
JRALD—"The Breaking Point," is an-
one of those melodramas dealing with
ual life of an amnesia victim.CORD—Featured by an all-star, cast
ncture is one of the best shown at a
town playhouse this season.MES—Herbert Brenon made the screen
iction which is mildly entertaining. You
probably like particularly in the cast
Moore. Patsy Ruth Miller, and Theo-
'on Eltz.

'Conductor 1492"—Warners'
Strand, Milwaukee

URNAL-* * *
fl p S from farce tQrama and back again with confusing

VTINEL—An occasional bit of drama,
as the rescue of the little brother of 'hew or a spectacular fire, is thrown inod measure, but it's the fun that counts

ie Fighting Coward"—F. P.-L.
Allen, ClevelandMN DEALER-* • * "The Fighting

ra is a celluloid gem with its ironic
cutting deeply into the traditions of

a south and also reflecting a noble sense
nor.

"Flowing Gold"—-1st Nat'l

Wisconsin, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—It has humor and pathos and

thrills and romance—what more can you
ask ? And it has been registered on the

screen with fine balance by Richard Walton
Tully and his capable cast, * * *

SENTINEL—The picture in view of re-

cently awakened interest in oil and oil hold-
ings, is decidedly timely. It is a story not
of oil scandals, however, but of the early
days of the oil fields, told in melodramatic
fashion.

Capitol, Montreal
GAZETTE;—The screen play made from

the novel, * * * gives intimate glimpses
of a side of industrial and business life un-
familiar in this part of the world, * * *

STAR—"Flowing Gold" is full of rich
melodrama, romance and a spice of humor,
and therefore provides good entertainment
for every class of movie-lover.

"The Hoosier Schoolmaster"—Hdksn
Keith's 105th St., Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—There is no complaint
on the atmosphere, settings and costuming
of the film. These seem true to the story and
give this picture a considerable degree of
charm and romantic color.

"The Great White Way"—Gold-Cos-
Ohio, Indianapolis

STAR—William Randolph Hearst paints a
melodramatic picture of New York's Main
street in "The Great White Way," * * *

with an array of Mr. Hearst's own newspaper
writers cartoonists in the large cast.

Merrill, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—A better than bird's-eye view

of most of the celebrities of the sporting,
theater, and newspaper world (with special
emphasis upon the employes of the Hearst
organziation) is the highest high light of
this story * * *

SENTINEL—"The Great White Way," is

in perfect keeping with its title, for it has
all the dash and glitter of Broadway itself.

Arcadia, Philadelphia
INQUIRER—It is a picture full of laughs.

The plot is a real one, composed of some-
thing more than a dashing motion picture
star and several thousand dollars' worth of
gowns.
NORTH AMERICAN—Enough celebri

ties to make the picture worth more than
the price of admission on this score alone
« * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
innumerable scenes of Broadway are pictured,
and the notables of the newspaper world
and race-track circles lend a realistic flavor
to a picture which has more atmosphere than
anything else.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—The
picture has for its background Broadway with
all its glitter and glamour. * * * The inside
"shots" of a newspaper office and the
glimpses of Broadway at night add to the
interest of the film.

"The Heart Bandit"—Metro
Strand, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—The production affords plenty
of opportunity for Miss Dana to portray
her comedy and emotional talents.

"Hoodman Blind"—Fox
Fox, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—* * * is a story of everyday
life, told frankly and with keen regard for
the truth on the silent stage.

_
NORTH AMERICAN—"Hoodman Blind"

is the kind of picture that proceeds upon the
theory that nobody involved can see or hear
the obvious.

"Hunchback of Notre Dame"
Imperial, San Francisco

(Week ending April 5)
BULLETIN—Chaney has a technique

that cannot be surpassed ; he acts with in-
telligence that makes his work Mansfieldian,
and it is probable that no one has ever
exceeded him in the art of makeup.
CALL AND POST—* * * is a cinema-

graphic masterpiece in the truest sense of
the word.
EXAMINER—You get the very marrow

of Victor Hugo without the ineffable weari-
ness of fishing for it yourself. The meat is
all there, carefully prepared and screenically
edible.

NEWS—The settings of medieval Paris,
centering about the cathedral, and the stir-
ring revivification of the picturesque char-
acters that people the immortal story, make
the picture one worth seeing and studying.

Broadway, Los Angeles
(Week ending April 5)HERALD—The production * * » was

met with high favor, exceeding any big
production within ready memory and prom-
ising a permanence most gratifying to all who
have the welfare of the screen at heart.

"Icebound"— F. P.-L.

McVickers, Chicago
HERALD AND EXAMINER—* * *

seemed pretty good to me. It is a con-
flict of character, and I find such struggles

considerably more interesting than the battle

of some handsome Hollywood boy against

the flamese or floods of the studio.

JOURNAL—Transferring to the screen the

terse bitterness of Owen Davis' play, "Ice-
bound," William De Mille makes for himself
another triumph.
POST—"Icebound" is quite different from

the usual photoplay—a refreshing contrast
because of its novelty, and will prove a rare
treat to those who admire excellent acting and
a very carefully chosen cast.

TRIBUNES—It deals rather with charac-
ters that, chill in themselves, send out an
icy atmosphere to numb other pleasure-lov-
ing, warmth-seeking natures that come with-
in their radius.

"Maytime"—Preferred
Broadway-Strand, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Its transfers to the sil-

ver sheet has been accomplished deftly and
possibly more interestingly than usual.
NEWS—Therefore, summed up in its en-

tirety', "Maytime" is a rather incongruous
effort.

TIMES—There is a nice sentiment car-
ried throughout the reelage of "Maytime."
It's purely romance.

The secret's out!

A WAGL is a girl who marries

for money

!
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1 THINK THIS OVER |

The Biggest Little Star in Pictures

I BABY PEGGY
I

g The Greatest American Story ever written of a Lone 1
I Man's Devotion and a Child's Love and Loyalty

I
^CAPTAIN JANUARY"

1
g By Laura E. Richards 3

Now in its 54th Edition. Circulation 600,000

| Supporting Cast'. Hobart Bosworth, j
| Irene Rich, Harry T. Morey, Lincoln
1 Stedman I

Director, Eddie Cline, who directed
Jackie Coogan in "Circus Days"

IS IT A BIG BOX~OFFICE SMASH?
WE'LL SAY IT IS!

Presented by Sol Lesser
It's a Principal Picture

METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION TO BE
ANNOUNCED LATER
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"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model"—
Gold.-Cosmop.

Modern-Beacon, Boston
TRANSCRIPT—But the younger may

now rejoice that it has shared the diversions

and distractions of at least one classic from
the days of ten, twenty, and thirty, "Nellie,

the Beautiful Cloak-Model," palpitating cre-

ation of that estimable journeyman of the

playhouse, Mr. Owen Davis, * * *

State, Cleveland
NEWS—For months and months the pub-

lic has been clamoring for something new
on the screen. It looks now as though the

demand has been granted.
PLAIN DEALER—All the old time in-

gredients of all the old time mellerdramers
are simmered into this play which if you have
a grain of humor will keep you interested

most of the time.

PRESS—* * * a gaudy opus replete with
hokum and boob-bumping tactics. * * *

Palace, Montreal
GAZETTE—Owen Davis' eventful story

has been told with graphic detail and the
employment of some sensational adjucts, in-

cluding a big fire, a kidnapping and a rescue
on the tracks of the elevated railway.

STAR—The story is told with great detail,

much wealth of pictorial background and
exciting incident, and it leaves you no time
to do more than gasp between the thrills.

California, Los Angeles
(Week ending April 5)

EXAMINER—In some sequences, because
of Flynn, in others in spite of all he could

do, the comedy is a scream, the entertain-

ment superb.
EXPRESS—There's a laugh and even a

thrill in every situation and a suggestion of

a "wisecrack" in every title, * * *

HERALD—* * * action of the real old

fashion variety makes chills run up and down
your spine and your heart almost stop beat-

ing for fear that the beautiful heroine is go-

ing to be killed before the hero can marry
her.

NEWS—Those of you who have been wait-

ing for a genuine thriller, the kind that makes
the gallery gods stand up and shout, have
a delicious treat waiting for you * * *

RECORD—In fact it was just a little

too much for the nine o'clock audience, and
they had to laugh out loud. That's the re-

sult of seeing many breakneck two-reel come-

dies.

But the picture is absorbing.

TIMES—The satire-proof members of the

audience took it all seriously, and got an

awful kick out of the kidnaped and rekid-

naped heroine, the double coat of black on

the heart of the villain ; and most of all

from Nellie left on the railroad track of the

New York elevated.

"The Next Corner"—F. P.-L
Walnut, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—"The Next Corner" is so

much like a dozen other photoplays using the

same theme that one can anticipate almost

every stage of the plot's development.
TIMES-UNION—Handicapped by a pre-

historic plot, "The Next Come-*" * * * has

some difficulty in living up to its advance
notices.

"Painted People"—1st Nat'l

Smith's, Indianapolis
NEWS—Colleen Moore, who has devel-

oped into a charming comedienne, is to be

seen * * * in "Painted People," a slender

tale which she enlivens with her personality.

STAR—* * * a considerably finer film

than her first, "Flaming Youth." » * *

Tivoli, Washington
HERALD—* * * affords its star another

superb opportunity. In this subject Miss
Moore assumes the role of a tomboy, and
disports herself.

TIMES—much more humorous than the

title would imply, and with the Flaming
Youth girl capering as a tom-boy and an
impudent little heathen.

"The Phantom Horseman"—Univ.
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week ending April 5)

BULLETIN—Hoxie does some of his best

riding in this picture and there are many
thrills

CHRONICLE—A dash of mystery serves
to relieve the triteness of the story, and by
dint of a good star and much fast action
the picture holds the interest all the way
through.

HERALD—It is a mediocre western melo-

drama, with a story as old as the Twin
Peaks.
NEWS—A yarn of the "two-fingered

Jack" variety that small boys will thrill

over is "The Phantom Horseman" at the

Cameo

"Poisoned Paradise"
Rialto, Los Angles
(Week ending April 5)

HERALD—Filling all expectations, the

world premiere of "Poisoned Paradise,"
* * * is a picture only too true of the

comedy, tragedy and drama that is found

in any great gambling center.

NEWS—There is nothing about it to

arouse one's enthusiasm to a fevered pitch,

although in some instances the action be-

comes hectic ; some of the situations are

not without human appeal but for the most
part it is simply a screen story, melodra-

matic in nature, artificial and unconvincing.

RECORD—Interesting; at moments fas-

cinating; but not intended to resemble any-

thing in real life.

TIMES—"Poisoned Paradise' 'isn't very

much poisoned; it is just a mild little dose

of bromide.

Rialto, Omaha
BEE—"Poisoned Paradise" contains every-

thing that goes to make an interesting mo-
tion picture.

"Shadows of Paris"—F. P.-L.

Family, Cincinnati
ENQUIRER—So dynamic, so turbulent is

the star of this photoplay that she fairly

overwhelms those who see her, and adds ar-

dor to a production that otherwise would be

sadly wanting.
TIMES-UNION—The tempestuous Pola,

appearing first as an Apache of a notorious

underworld resort and later as the respected

wife of an aristocratic government official,

runs the gamut of fiery emotions in her most
vivid style.

"The Shooting of Dan McGrew"
Metro—Palace, Washington

HERALD—* * *—a story of powerful
climax, suspense and drama.
STAR—•* * * it is streaked with hard

drinking, blood and such rare bits as "I'll

tear you to pieces with my hands." The
audience was duly appreciative.

TIMES—The picture people * * * worked
out quite a logical and actionful romance.

"Singer Jim McKee"—F. P.-L.

Orpheum, Boston
TRANSCRIPT—The film seemed a maze

of hastily thrown together sequence. Much
time was spent in fruitless guessing as to

what it was all about. The hazards finally

revealed the substance of the plot—nothing.

"A Society Scandal"—F. P.-L.
Colonial, Indianapolis

NEWS—Miss Swanson is not so good in

"The Society Scandal" as she has been in

her two latest films, but she is pleasant to

look at.

STAR—Even the worst non-believer in the

gorgeous and glorious Gloria Swanson's ta-

lents as an actress will have to relinquish

part of his stand as an infidel after one look

at "A Society Scandal," * * *

"The Song of Love"—1st Nafl
Stanley, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—"The Song of Love"—

a

story of love, hate, and racial pride—permits

Miss Talmadge again to exhibit to advan-
tage her beauty of face and figure as well as

her talent along emotional lines.

NORTH AMERICAN—The plots and
counterplots are kept at fever heat, and that

is more important than plausibility in pic-

tures of this type.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—
Norma Talmadge fans will be delighted with
"The Song of Love," in which their Norma
appears as an Arabian dancing girl, Miss Tal-

madge demonstrates that she can dance in

addition to her other screen accomplish-
ments.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—The

picture, however, is worth seeing if but for

Norma herself. She is her ever-charming
self as a native dancing girl. Noormahal,,
probably Arabesque for Norma.

Metropolitan, Washington
HERALD—"The Song of Love" is a

thrilling tale of romance, intrigue and ad-

venture under African skies.

STAR—The Metropolitan yesterday had
waiting crowds to see Norma Talmadge in

her newest picture, "The Song of Love,"
* * * it is undeniable that Miss Talmadge
is beautiful and her acting, as always, excel-

lent.

TIMES—* * * Norma Talmadge * * *

drew her usual eager throng of admirers, far

in excess of the seating capacity of the

Metropolitan.

"Sporting. Youth''—Universal
Granada, San Francisco

(Week ending April 5)
BULLETIN— It has life, color, romance,

danger and speed—plenty of speed, with the

necessary punch of good acting to make
Byron Morgan's story go over for all it is

worth.
CALL AND POST—* * * is best char-

acterized as a real "speed" picture. So
fast is its tempo that it lends the appearance
of being literally sky rocketed across the
screen.
CHRONICLE—An exciting picture * * *

and which introduces a very delightful young
actress in a prominent role, is "Sporting
Youth," * * *

EXAMINER—No more enthusiastic au-
dience ever attended the thrilling and dan-
gerous contest of an automobile speedway
than that which yesterday thronged the
"grandstand" at the Granada. * * *

HERALD— It has been splendidly cast,

directed with the fine lightness of touch that
it required, and has an admirable apprecia-
tion of the comedy possibilities.

NEWS—"Sporting Youth" at the Granada
is mild and fast loving entertainment * * *

being an auto racing romance.

"The Temple of Venus"—Fox
Piccadilly, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—We
experienced an extraordinary amount of ar-
tistic pleasure in the numerous natural back-
grounds, chosen by some great lover of
beauty.
HERALD—There is nothing very wild

about the film.* * * There are parts of "The
Temple of Venus" that one enjoys very much.
JOURNAL—In producing "The Temple

of Venus," William Fox's intention unques-
tionably was to create something stupenduous-
ly beautiful. And beauty he has achieved.

"Her Temporary Husband"—1st Nat'l
Crystal, Indianapolis

NEWS—Drama, mystery and comedy

—

with comedy mostly—are the three elements
of "Her Temporary Husband," * * *

STAR—* * * is the laugh getter it is be-
cause two of the principal roles are handled
in great fashion by Owen Moore and Sidney
Chaplin.

"Three Weeks"—Gold.-Cosmop.
The Chicago, Chicago

AMERICAN—Whether you like or dis-
like Ellinor Glyn as a writer, it would appear
that you have an interesting time watching
the unreeling of "Three Weeks," her favorite
and most famous creation.
JOURNAL—The picture is gorgeously

panoplied, extravagantly put together, radi-
ant in picturesque effect. It is as beautiful
and cool as a glowing diamond, and in the
jewel box of the Chicago theater a fitting
center for admiration.

"The White Sister"—Metre
Adams, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Always appealing, a ,„
lovely in "The White Sister" Miss Gis

i S!

added a maturity, a degree of feeling, ck

is destined to endear her still more t ln

already devoted American public.

Aldine, Pittsburgh
CHRONICLE-TELEGRAPH—* • -,

fering many thrills, including an actual ip.

tion of Vesuvius and a flood that s ^
away an Italian town and makes one a m
feel that he is to be taken with it, so i i

tically has it been done.
PRESS—Wasted adjectives on othe. o.

ductions are regretted when a review

confronted with such a picture as the I ry

King production of "The White Si •"

SUN—The Aldine and the Camera] ot

box offices will tell the tale this week or

if ever there has been combined upoi h«

screen all that is best in professional ij

industrial filmdom, we have it in "The \

Sister.''
'

'Why Men Leave Home"—1st ltl

Loew's State, Los Angeles
(Week ending April 5)

EXAMINER—Of course the stor; is

light ; it's a study of customs more tha in

intense drama, * * * Lewis Stone does it

a splendid performance of the role, whi is

simple and natural.

EXPRESS—Now this naughtiness, ev to

the point of broadness, is the real poii of

the original * * * Without it the pictur j.

came a homily, mostly, though not wi
p
ut

its delicious moments and sly laughs.

HERALD—* * * may not exactly ; le

the reason why, but it does give a few hu n,

humane and humorous sidelights to the r

riage relation that will be invaluable t

who are, are going to be, ought to bi

want to be married.
NEWS—* * * it has all the qualities i

honest, wholesome entertainment ; * • I
is not difficult to understand its subtle hu r,

:

RECORD—Amusing sidelights on ma :d

life, presented in an inoffensive and hunx is

way, are cleverly revealed in the feature :•

ture, "Why Men Leave Home." * * *

TIMES—This is really a clever and ch i-

ing production. It is one of the best c U
kind, in truth, since Cecil De Mille did "

Change Your Wife," which in them< it

somewhat resembles.

Circle, Indianapolis
NEWS—Those who enjoy true real,

not the tarnished, sordid so-called re; n

of some present-day writers, should visit it

Circle this week.
STAR—* * * this picturization of A y

Hopwood's play is an excellent film, de. I
ted as it is to the great American hus! d
and his patient, waiting wife.

Released April 20, 1924

WANDERING HUSBAND
J t0k^ James Mrkwood

and Lite Lee
MARGARET LIVINGSTON
Pfsrnttd by REOAL PICTURES INC.

VHOOKINSON RELEASE
S«ason 192+-I925 Tnirty First-Rim Pichiiw



Skillful cinematography exacts accurate re-

production—from highest light to deepest

shadow the full scale of tones in the negative

must be secured in the print.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Gives faithful reproduction no matter how
delicate the detail. Look for the identifica-

tion— "Eastman" and "Kodak''— in black

letters in the transparent margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Poor fellow, his day

was over,—he is about

to go like the rest of

them via"the Bowl of

Goldfish route.

It's "Connie" as the

world loves her.

Just belore lie
' the bowl/

A^iacAt national Attraction
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3ABBLE
By DANNY

i is April. There is a long

: ahead before next Fall,

tie most important topic,

(ntly, in various compa-
3 what they are planning

for next season. All of

is fine. And optimistic.

does seem that a lot of

ant people are overlook-

e fact that there is a long

it to live through, and in

onths poor pictures may
hurt a lot of the splendid

ss which has developed so

virtue of the excellent pic-

eleased last Fall.

stead of making splendiferous

>r next season some of these

^es would work out something

good of the business during

imer months it might be help-

lot has been said—and it is

ss true—that if the exhibitor

fficiently interested in getting

ctures for the summer season

: producer should not worry,

it is only half true. Just be-

ne group of men fail to think

y of a serious problem is no

why others better qualified

not think for them.

ic outlook for many fine,

box office successes for the

mer season is far from
using. You will need all the

grade of pictures possible

summer. Particularly be-

e of the business situation.

Street regards the latest re-

the Steel Corp. as an index of

actory conditions. Perhaps
ikers are skeptical. Perhaps,
. Presidential election year
> the usual timidity which
with such a situation. But it

as well to keep your ear to
and—and be governed accord-

Quit the Babble

Harry Warner, of the cheaper
idea. "Don't let people get

. that for next season pictures
made at a lower cost than

>re. Don't let them get the
it because some big pictures

(Continued on Page 2)

No. Carolina Slumps
Industrial Conditions There and Ra-

dio Cutting in on Business
at the Box Office

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lexington, N. C.—Business in

North Carolina is dull at present. The
textile industry in this state is one
of its most important enterprises, but
cotton mills are now running two and
three days only with a ten per cent
cut in wages because the finished

market is limited.

Exhibitors are therefore having
their troubles, in view of the indus-
trial situation, and the added burden
of Federal taxes. The radio is cut-

ting in, too, and the opinion of a con-
servative exhibitor is that business
is duller today than it has been in the
past five or six years.

The Carolina exhibitors will hold
their next convention at Morehead
City, June 10-11-12. The theater
owners from Virginia and South Car-
olina have been invited as well as ex-
change managers from Atlanta and
Washington. An invitation has been
extended to Will H. Hays.

On the 11th the second meeting of

those states interested in the Allied
state organizations discussed at Chi-
cago last week will occur.

Roach Here Today
Hal E. Roach is expected in town

today from the coast on his regular
visit.

Clem's Ocean Trip
Vichy.

Dear Mr. Dannenberg:

As Clem is out looking things over
I thought maybe a few lines from
me regarding his actions over here
would be in order.

Clem is like a new man. I have
a terrible time getting him to bed
nights and the first thing in the morn-
ing he is up and around. This morn-
ing he got in about half past two and
I asked him where he'd been. O, look-
ing the shows over, he said. Now I

don't know much about Europe, but
I do know there ain't any shows open
at that time in the morning and if

they are it's the kind your paper don't
review unless the FILM DAILY is

changed a lot since Clem sent his

ten dollars in last year.

Clem seems to be suffering from
having things too easv. He says he
air.'t had a good fight since he left

home and is itching to get back and
get in harness.

(Continued on Page 7)

Radio Pictures What of M.P.T.O.A.?
An English Invention—Possibilities

of Development Dependent Upon
Improved Apparatus

The latest issue of Kinemetograph
Weekly, London, carries a most in-

teresting article on "The Radio Ki-
nema" by F. H. Robinson, which, in

part, says:

"There is a close association between the
kinema and radio, obvious when one realizes

that light waves and wireless waves travel

through the same medium—ether.

"A definite link has now been established
between these two types of waves. It is

called television, and far from being the
'dream of the future* is an established fact.

"Not so very long ago I visited one John
Logie Baird at his laboratory at Hastings
and saw a demonstration which proved that
he has proceeded so far along the road to

radio vision as to make it almost a commer-
cial proposition, for the whole of the appa-
ratus used in the experiment about to be
described could have been purchased for £40.

"The apparatus used can be applied to wire
or wireless transmitters with ease and with-
out the alteration of anything further than
the microphone, in which circuit the 'Radio
V ision' machine is connected.

"This roughly is the method employed by
Mr. Baird. A powerful light, either a gas-
filled electric or arc lamp, is used as the
prime mover. The image to be transmitted
is cut out of some solid opaque material, say
cardboard.

"In front of the image are two revolving
discs. The first contains a number of holes

(Continued on Page 7)

Piccadilly Ready in August
Work on the Piccadilly which Lee

A. Ochs is building on Broadway be-
tween 51st and 52nd Sts., is under
way. Ochs plans to open the theater
on Aug. 28.

Across the street on the northwest
corner of Broadway and 53rd St. the
steel work for the new Moss theater
is being laid.

Koerpel Reports Business Good
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—J. A. Koerpel, division
manager for Goldwyn, declares busi-
ness is about normal. He says that
although exhibitors are kicking of
poor business, records show there is

no falling off for this time of the
year.

West Coast Laboratories Chartered
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—West Coast Labora-
tories, Inc., has been chartered with
a capital of $1,000,000.

Astor Showing for Distinctive

Distinctive will give a showing of
"The Rejected Woman" at the Hotel
Astor Thursday evening, at 8:30.

Speculation Over Cohen's Organiza-
tion in View of Strong Line-Up of

Mid-West and Southern Groups

Sydney S. Cohen on Saturday re-

fused to make any comment on the

meeting of ten Middle Western and
Southern States in Chicago last week
at which time an association to be
known as Allied State Organizations
was discussed.

An exhibitor well acquainted with
the national situation pointed out that

the line-up in the proposed associa-

tion was a strong one since it includ-

ed well organized bodies like Min-
nesota, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana,

North Carolina and Virginia. The
only weak link in the prospective
chain, it was said, was the fact that

New York was not included. It is

understood that New York State

leaders were not informed of the

meeting and that the two day session

came as a complete surprise.

Assuming that the states named
above should decide to work together

—and it looks very much like it

—

speculation is rife as to what the Co-
hen organization would have in its

line-up.

Cohen's organization is, of course,

at odds with the Hays office on mat-
ters pertaining to the uniform con-
tract and the like. The new group,
as pointed out, is inclined to work
with Hays.

The Changing Times
Hugo Riesenfeld, who is rounding

out his eighth year on Broadway,
says that what seemed an extrava-
gant cost for a whole program back
in 1916, wouldn't pay for a two reel

comedy today.

"We used to get the best pictures on the
market—Douglas Fairbanks, Bill Hart, Nor-
ma Talmadge—for only three hundred a
week," he says. "And we thought that price
so exorbitant that we insisted on having a
comedy thrown in. Now if we get our feat-

ures for ten times that amount, we consider
ourselves lucky, and the comedies come as
teasers. On music alone at the four theaters
which I direct, we are spending nearly a
million a year. It costs more to operate a
first class motion picture house than the most
lavish musical comedy."

Naulty, Vitagraph N. Y. M'g'r

J. N. Naulty, former Eastern stu-
dio manager for Famous Players and
a producer on his own, is now local
exchange manager for Vitagraph.

Henabery to Direct "Rudy"
Joseph Henabery is in town from

the coast to direct the second Ru-
dolph Valentino picture, a story by
Rex Beach.
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BABBLE
(Continued from Page 1)

did not pay that their entertainment
will be the less next year." And he

is right. This hits us as well. We've
been hollering a long time to keep
production costs down. But this is

strictly within the trade. And was
supposed to reach the trade only.

That is different from broadsides is-

sued to the public at large. Incident-

ally, it happens to be a fact that you
need not pour the coffers of Ind into

a production to make it a great suc-

cess at the box office. This has been
proven time and time again.
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New Canadian Educ'l Managers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—John Droy is now West-
ern Canadian manager for Educa-
tional with headquarters at Calgary.

Harry Matthews is now manager at

Winnipeg; Joseph Plavelle in Cal-
gary and E. Dieppe in Vancouver.
Educational is taking care of the phy-
sical distribution of Hodkinson, F.

B. O. and other releases in addition

to handling its own and Ideal (Eng-
lish) pictures.

Dante's "Inferno" in Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Dante's, "Inferno,"
will be one of the highlights of the

Fox 1924-25 schedule. The picture,

is being directed by Henry Otto.
Lawson Butt portrays Dante, while
Ralph Lewis, Pauline Starke Josef
Swickard. Howard Gay, Gloria Grey,
Wm. Scott and Bob Klein are in the

cast.

Pictures Popular With Children
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Bloomington, 111.—A canvass made
among school children shows that out
of one group of 850 children, 180
attended pictures two or four times
a week and more than 300 attended
more than once a month. Tom Mix
was selected as the most popular male
star.

In the Courts
A $5,000 suit against the Hygrade

Amusement Co., owner of the Photo-

play at 1770 Third Ave., brought in

the Supreme Court by Margaret Mo-
riarity on unusual grounds, was dis-

missed when she failed to appear at

the trial. She alleged that on July

7, 1921, "The Wild Man of the

Jungle" was being shown in the the-

ater, and to attradt attention the

management had a man dressed in

a lionskin, who so frightened persons

in front of the theater that they

trampled the plaintiff underfoot, and
caused serious injuries.

George O'Brien Heads Cast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The cast for Fox's,
"The Man Who Came Back," has
been completed. George O'Brien
plays the title role. Others are Cyril
Chadwick, Ralph Lewis, Emily Fitz-

roy, Harvey Clark, Edward Piel and
David Gibson.

Ouimet Buys "After Six Days"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—L. E. Ouimet, president
of Laval Photoplays, Ltd., has se
cured Canadian rights on "After Six
Days." Ouimet will also release
"Why Get Married?", his own pro-
duction starring Andree Lafayette
and 13 Harold Lloyd re-issues.

Ohio Exhibitors Help German Fund
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toledo—The M. P. T. O. of Ohio
is urging its members to cooperate
in obtaining funds for the relief of
German children.

Harry Houdini, as trustee of bank-
ruptcy of the Octagon Films, has filed

suit in the Supreme Court against the

estate of Albert H. Fischer, former
head of Octagon, for $24,722 which
Fischer is alleged to have caused the

corporation to advance to him for

his personal use, and for $77,000 for

stock alleged to have been alloted to

him and unpaid for. A recent ap-

praisal of the estate of Fischer show-
ed that although his film ventures

proved costly, he left a large net es-

tate due to profits from a leather busi-

ness.

Some Better Films
(Special to THE FILM DAW:

Chicago—The Joint Commit i

Better Films of the Parent-Te; \^
Ass'n the 111. League of Vtnei
Voters and the Chicago Wi en';

Clubs, recommend the followir
pjf .

tures:

From ten years up : "The Shepherd n|*
"The Love Master," "Our Hosp ity

"George Washington, Jr." and "Pie >\

Malone." For high school ages:
Passion," "Going Up," "The Ma
Passed By," "Powder River," "Th«

;

White Way," and "The Greatest 1 \

All." For adults: "Scaramouche,"
People," "The Eternal City," "The L;

|

bids" and "The Green Goddess."

Supreme Court Justice Gavegan
has granted the application of F. B.

Warren to restore to the calendar for

trial his suit against Associated Pro-
ducers. His attorney said that an
effort to settle the case has been in

process for two years and for that

reason it was permitted to be stricken

from the calendar. It is now found
that no settlement can be made and
counsel for Warren asked that he
have his day in court.

The application by creditors and
stockholders of the New York Mo-
tion Picture Co., that a receiver be
appointed to take possession of the
assets and distribute them pro rata,

has been granted in the Supreme
Court.

W- A-G-L
You've guessed it, Algernon,

Each letter stands for a word in

a picture title.

Announcing -'••:": :
:
: :':': : :-:

: -

PATSYRUTrlMlLLER
in a series of
Elmer Harris
Productions^

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924*1925 Thirty first Bun Pictures

HAL ROACH'!
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"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
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Best!
Righto/YouGuessed it

!

That's rhyme «

And that's reason /

^Presented by

J.EWILLIAMSON
directed by

RALPHMCE
'Writtathf CURTIS BENTON
Produced by SUBMARINE
FILM CORP. Under ike paieviU
o/WILLlAMSON SUB"
MARINE CORP.. Jfotard Color

Scenes by TECHNlCOLOPo
MOTION PICTURE CORP.

jury Imperial Pictures Ltd.,Exclui'ii/e

Distributors thruout Irear Britain..

Sir William juru, Manaainq Director

Because THE

UNINVITEDGUEST
IS the best / Its the
first motion picture
ever to combinenatural
colors with undersea
photography in a story
that thrills from the
word "go". Sound Sense
means round cents
(that's rhyme too) »and
that's your reason for
booking'

IkUNINVITEDGUEST



Hear, hear

!

Douglas
Maclean in

Jhe Yankee Consul"

James Quirk says:

( in April Photoplay)

Douglas McLean is

the Geo.M.Cohan
of the screen'!

*3

PHYSICAL OISTHJBOTOR.
PATHS £XCHANGI,IHC.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR S. KANE • PRESIDENT
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•he Courtship of Myles Standish"

Asso. Exhibitors

West End Lyric, St. Louis

["IMES—The film is almost everything ex-

( ,t what the title indicates, but is sure

I be enjoyed by all who witness it.

"Daughters of Today"—Selznick
Olympia, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—Patsy Ruth Miller is the

idliner in the cast. She is the lead in

vilment, but it is merely the effervescence

youth and she has a true spirit. Miss

iller acts with some charm and ability

d is far better than usual.

Randolph, Chicago
POST—If you like yours spicy and with »

uble-barrel kick, here you are; just help

urself to any kind of wicked shimmy, po-

nt cocktail, risque bathing party or other

tra modern jazz entertainment. It is all

re in strong—and not hard to take—doses.

TRIBUNE—It will probably go big with

ofessional reformers and would-be "peep-

g Toms."
But it should have been called "Daughters
Yesterday."

The Dawn of a Tomorrow"—F.P.-L.
State, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—* * * the only feeling is

tat the picture would have been good if

had not been so very long drawn-out.

Strand, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—Not since "Broken Blos-

)ms" has the squalid, mysterious, crime-

ifected London underworld been depicted as

raphically as in this remarkable film.

TIMES-STAR—"The Dawn of a To-
lorrow" is not as dramatic a story of the

dd mingling of London slum and society

fe as "The Stranger," but nevertheless it

a vivid and absorbing photoplay.

Olympia, Pittsburgh

SUN—While the present production has

inch of atmosphere and excellent photo-

raphic treatment, there is an apparent lack,

amewhere, of courage to make of it what
'ranees Hodgeson Burnett evidently intended
to be.

Discontented Husbands"—C. B. C.

Gifts, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—Seldom have domestic prob-
:ms been treated with as much sanity and
umor as is the case in this enjoyable film.

TIMES-STAR—The play is only mediocre
1 theme and there is little in the acting
nd production to save it from the class of

ke ordinary.

(Richard Barthelmess) portrays, the same
convincing poise and action that put him
on a par with Lilian Gish in "Broken Blos-

soms."

Don't Doubt Your Husband"—
Metro—Park—Mall, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—"Don't Doubt Your
lusband," Viola Dana's latest out of the

lovie mill, * * * is bad propaganda for in-

:rior decorators—especially if they chance
j be young, pretty and blond.
PRESS—The story itself has the merit of

eeping one wondering what is going to hap-
en next. The audience Sunday seemed to

ke .it

Delmonte, St Louis
TIMES—If contemplating matrimony, see
Don't Doubt Your Husband."

"The Eagle's Feather"—Metro

New Grand, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—The picture contains much
ction and shows some thrilling shots of a
attle stampede.

"The Extra Girl"—Asso. Exhibitors

Grand Central-Capitol, St. Louis

STAR—Lots of fun, some melodrama and
a touch or two of pathos combine to make
Mabel Normand's latest, "The Extra Girl,"

undiluted amusement almost to the final fade-

out.

TIMES—If your taste in movies runs to-

ward ccmedy, do not miss "The Extra Girl,"

a full-length comedy drama.

'The Enchanted Cottage"—1st Natl
Grand, Pittsburgh

PRESS—There is that same sincerity of
ffort, the same fidelity to the character

"The Humming Bird"—F. P.-L.

Eastman, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—Miss
Swanson is less of a clothes model and more
of an actress in "The Humming Bird" than

she has been in any other picture in which
she has been starred.

HERALD—In other words, it is a much
overdone thing including a satiety of cheap
emotionalism, the wolves of the Montmartre,
the World War, and a fine close up of Gloria
Swanson's upper teeth.

JOURNAL—Not only does (Gloria Swan-
son) eschew fine feathers, she acts—actually

acts. She abandons all restraint and throws
herself whole-heartedly into the role of

Toinette, the Apache girl * * *

TIMES-UNION—"The Humming Bird,"
* * * is a picture of such technical excellence
that one overlooks the improbability of its

theme * * *

"Ladies To Board"—Fox
Blackstone, Pittsburgh

CHRONICLE TELEGRAPH—Film fans
who remember Tom Mix in "Soft Boiled,"
that placed him among the screen comedians,
will like "Ladies to Board," it is said.

SUN—* * * Tom is successfully breaking
away from the stereotyped "westerns," * * *

"Let Not Man Put Asunder"—Vita.
Garden, Milwaukee

JOURNAL^The picture is lavishly staged
with a wedding scene, an evening at the
opera, and a New Year's orgy for the pro-
ducers to spend money on.

Strand, Montreal
STAR—Pauline Frederick maintains her

standard of acting * * * Basil King's story
is pregnant with moral teaching, despite im-
perfect continuity and scenes somewhat too
involved.

Karlton, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Instead of being a "daring"
exposition of the divorce evil, as it was her-
alded, "Let Not Man Put Asunder, " • * *

is the usual conventional presentation of the
same old plot.

NORTH AMERICAN—It cannot be said
that there is much inspiration or originality
in the story or its treatment. Evidently the
Farrar-Tellegen matrimonial episode suggest-
ed the idea of the plot, but this is worked
out in a saccharine and flabby manner • * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—That
the acting of Pauline Frederick and the part
time support of Lou Tellegen makes the pic-
ture enjoyable is without question.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—The
photography is excellent, the settings delight-
ful, particularly the scenes of the old Eng-
lish estates, beautiful glimpses of English
countryside and bits of the brighter parts of
the Thames.

"Long Live The King"—Metro

Sun, Omaha
BEE—Jackie Coogan has an unusually

beautiful picture in "Long Live the King,"
and really lives up to the extravagant praise
that has been sent out by * * * Jackie's
press agent.

"The Light That Failed"—F. P.-L.

Alhambra, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—The picture is fairly interest-

ing and has some outstanding moments but
it has some dull ones as well. And some-
where—;can't just put your finger on the
spot t—it just misses the Kipling spirit, and
a miss is as good as a mile.

SENTINEL—The staging throughout con-
sistently carried out the atmosphere of the
story and the balance of the support is cap-
able.

"Love's Whirlpool"—Hodkinson

Rivoli, St. Louis

TIMES—-The interesting way in which a
"fake" medium attempts to hoax a par-
ticular victim is shown in what is the best

picture that has come to this Sixth street

house in several months.

"Montmartre"—F. P.-L.

Missouri, St. Louis

STAR—This is by no means Negri's best
picture. There are spots in it that are not
even good, but, it seems, she and her famous
director have wrought fairly good entertain-

ment of unpromising material.
TIMES—If you go to the movies to see

acting, rather than to be puzzled by un-
expected turns of picture plots, you will en-
joy "Montmartre," * * * in which Pola
Negri is the star.

"Name the Man"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Capitol, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—So thickly coated with
dramatic paint is "Name the Man" that it

brings back fond reminiscences of those days
when we used to sit up in "peanut heaven"
and behold the melodramatic spectacle of the
pre-movie period
TIMES-STAR—Happily, the author's love

of lurid tints has been neutralized by the
efforts of a splendid cast of players, with the
result that the film is a fairly gripping one,
and the characters are plausibly human and
real.

mopolitan production starring Robert B.

Mantell as Cardinal Richelieu in a Louis

XIII setting won spontaneous praise from
all who saw it.

"Peter the Great"— F. P.-L.

Fenway, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—But, violently episodic as
it is, it grips the observer. The settings are
picturesque; the handling of large crowds

—

as in the battle scenes—well-contrived; and
the mimicry of the principal personages sure
and vigorous.

"Twenty-One"—1st Nat'l

Strand, Omaha
BEE—"Twenty-one" is a drama of youth

but the story is so complicated that the spirit
of the story is entangled in a mess of ma-
terial that has to do with the untangling
of the meshes of the plot.

"Thy Name Is Woman"—Metro
Garrick, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—Mr. Niblo has developed the
theme in such a manner as to make the
conclusion a stunning surprise.

'Under the Red Robe"—Gold-Cosmo
Roosevelt, Chicago

HERALD AND EXAMINER—The Cos-

"The Wanters"—1st Nat'l

Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—With
such thematic material it is surprising and
paradoxical that the photoplay offers a fair

measure of worth while entertainment. This

fact is due to the excellence of the cast, and
the intelligent direction. * * •

HERALD—Somehow, one feels that these

motion pictures, or the makers of them do
not delve at all into the way things are done
in the business of living.

JOURNAL—* * * choice bits of moral
truth are also pointed out during the course
of the picture, all aimed to prove to the poor
working girl that her lot is far happier than
that of her seemingly more fortunate sisters.

TIMES-UNION—Marie Provost is most
conscientious in following out the commands
of her director, though many of them verge
upon the insane.

"Wild Oranges"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Garden, Baltimore

AMERICAN—Fear is the dominant factor
of this memorable if somewhat sketchy nar-
rative, and, realizing this, King Vidor, the di-

rector, has managed to secure some really

excellent effects.

"Women Who Give"—Metro
Warfield, San Francisco

(Week ending April 5)

BULLETIN—There is all the thrill and
go of the old-time melodrama with a modern
finish in "Women Who Give" at the War-
field this week.

CALL AND POST—Those who like their

drama of the human sort—with splendid

scenes of spirited adventure on the high
seas—will find a great deal to applaud in

"Women Who Give." • • •

CHRONICLE—* * * "Women Who
Give" is a good picture and even better than
that, and should fill the Warfield to its capa-
city during its run there.

EXAMINER—"Women Who Give," • • •

will never go down into screen annals as one
of the "great" pictures of the year, but it

provides interesting entertainment.

HERALD—With a story of surpassing
interest, a cast that challenges comparison,
genuine thrills, romance and pathos, and with
excellent comedy relief, "Women Who Give"
* * * truly a remarkably fine production.

NEWS—If you like the sea, plenty of
6torm scenes, and fisher folk and old salts

with your romance of true young love, here
it is.

J. and H. House for Portland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland, Ore.—Jensen & Von
Herberg, will build a large house in

the Rose City district of suburban
Portland, near the Highway thea-

ter.

Snohomish, Wash.—A large new
theater will be built here.

Coming Soon -

Dorothy Mackaill
i in x#;- :i
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HE'LL
SWEAR
TO IT!

Charles

Olsen-
One of the Foremost
Exhibitors in the
Middle West—Offers
to give a SWORN
STATEMENTto any
Exhibitor that

"Daughters Today"

Exceeded by Several

Thousand Dollars the

Largest Gross Ever
Attained by Any Pic-

ture at the
OHIO THEATRE
INDIANAPOLIS

Tried and Proved—A Certified Winner
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(Continued from Page 1)

(its edge, cut in series of fives so that

2s revolved each hole transmits a strip

j image.

j: light-flashes passed in this manner are

Jpted by the second disc, which re-

in the opposite direction to the first

Is a serrated edge, formed of spokes.

(is disc is driven at a speed sufficient

:se spokes to cut up the light impulses

by the first disc into flashes of an

j; frequency. These flashes are then

|d on to a light-sensitive, or selenium

effect the light impulses have been

A into audible impulses, and if a tel-

; were connected across the output side

cell a high pitched note would be heard,

is serrated disc has therefore overcome
: the principal difficulties, which by the

/as mentioned in these columns a short

ago ; that is the very definite 'lag' of

lenium cell. Although this cell is very
ve to light it is unable to follow very
hanges. When the impulses are of an
e frequency, however, it is able to fol-

hese and definite current pulses result

; output side.

lese pulses are amplified by four stages
» frequency amplifiers and one power
which employs 200 volts on the plate,

lese amplified impulses are passed into
dinary microphone circuit of a wire or
ss transmitter and radiated in the usual
:r.

>r detecting the audible impulses the
valve detector is employed, the resul-
impulses being again enormously am-

(It should be made clear that dis-

i does not affect transmission or recep-
is the zero points of each wave must
at recognized periods, no matter how
ted the waves may be.)
lese amplified impulses are then passed
other revolving disc. On this in place
! holes which are cut in the transmit-
lisc there are a number of quick-acting
arranged in positions corresponding to

lies in the transmitting disc.

1 of these lamps are wired up to a com-
or to which the impulses are fed. The
then light up in sympathy with the

flashes passed by the transmitting disc
reproduce the original image. It is
lary, of course, to synchronize the trans-
g and receiving discs,
myself saw a cross, the letter 'H,' and
ngers of my own hand reproduced by
pparatus across the width of the labo-
'. The images were quite sharp and
although perhaps a little unsteady This,
'er, was mostly due to mechanical de-m the apparatus and not to any fault
system.

oving images may be transmitted by this
I and distance is no object, merely de-
ig on the power of the wireless trans-
and the sensitivity of the receiver em-

is possible that machine-made appa-
on the lines indicated above could be
for some £50, which would be capable
tismittmg letters and words clearly many
through the ether, and all that appears
necessary in order to reproduce and

rut moving pictures is more expensive
laborate apparatus.

le inventor is confident that no tech-
difficulties stand in the way of the
Jission of moving images by wireless."

Francis Jenkins, a Washington
itor, has been at work on an in-
on along similar lines for some
time. In newspaper statements,
as made the assertion that pic-
by radio will be an assured fact

e not far distant future.

me Rich has been engaged to
a part in a new Vitagraph pro-
on.

Here it is

:

MEN A GIRL LOVES

On Broadway
Astor—"Secrets"
Broadway—"The Galloping Fish"
Brooklyn Strand—"The Enchanted
Cottage"

Cameo—"Which Shall It Be?"
Capitol

—
"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak

Model"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Criterion

—"The Covered Wagon"
44th Street

—"America"
Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Loew's New York— Today— "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame"
Tuesday—"The Love Letter" and
"Yankee Madness"

Wednesday—"The Great White
Way."

Thursday—"The Arizona Express"
Friday—"Excitement" and "What
Three Men Wanted"

Saturday—"The Yankee Consul"
Rialto—"A Boy of Flanders"
Rivoli

—"The Confidence Man"
Strand—"The Enchanted Cottage"

Next Week
Astor—"Secrets"
Broadway—"Beau Brummel"
Brooklyn Strand—"Girl Shy"
Cameo—Not yet determined
Capitol—"The White Sister"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
44th Street—"America"
Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Rialto—Not yet determined
Rivoli—Not yet determined
Strand—"Girl Shy"

Defines Use of Name "Loew"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lynn, Mass.—The State Supreme
Court has restrained Marcus Loew
from operating theaters under his own
name in Massachusetts cities where
Elias M. Loew already has houses,
thus ending a bitter legal battle of
two years which Marcus Loew under
the name of Loew's Boston Theaters
Co. waged against Elias.

The Court further ordered Elias M.
Loew to refrain from operating thea-
ters under his name in Massachusetts
cities where Marcus Loew now has
houses.

Raw Stock Bill Passes

Courtland Smith of the Hays office

stated on Saturday that the bill gov-
erning the kinds of films to be used
by theatrical and non-theatrical ex-
hibitors had passed in Albany, de-
spite reports to the contrary. The
measure permits theaters to use in-

flammable film but makes it neces-
sary for non-theatrical institutions to
use slow burning material.

Cleveland Wary of Minors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Local exhibitors are
"off" children performances since
Corinna Harding was fined and sen-
tenced to jail after a jury found her
guilty of child labor law violation.

Miss Harding was released on $200
bail pending motion for a new trial.

The Maisonneuve Montreal Opens
(Special t» THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—The new Maisonneuve
theater, in the East End is open the
opening attraction being "Richard the
Lion Hearted."

Incorporations
Albany—Prism Screen Corp., New

York. 200 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, O. V. Ma-
han, T. H. Forsstrom and J. F.

Cleaveland. Attorneys, Lawyers'
Service Corp.

Albany—Sassano Film Co., Inc.,

Brooklyn. Capital, $50,000. Incor-

porators, Al. and Antonio Sassano,
Frank Amato and H. Satriano. At-
torney, M. Miele, New York.

Albany—Putnam Prod., Inc. Cap-
ital, $20,000. Incorporators, David
Samuels, Sam Grisman and Nathan
Machat. Attorneys, Greenstein &
Left, New York.

Augusta, Me.—Colonial Corp.,

Portland. Capital, $20,000. Incorpo-
rators, M. F. Foster, president; M.
G. O'Neill, treasurer, and A. B. Farn-
ham.

Springfield, 111.—Scene-in-Action

Corp., Chicago. Capital, $100,000.

Incorporators, T. Byrne, Jr., P. R.

Simon and A. Sabath.

Dover, Del.—Universal Pictures

Corp. of Delaware. Capital $10,000.

Dover, Del.—International Publi-

city Service, Inc. Capital $120,000.

Dover, Del.— Jefferson Beach
Amusement Co. Capital $10,000.

Dover, Del.—Potomac Photo Sup-
ply Co. Capital $50,000.

Dover, Del.—Atlas Film Prod,
Corp. Capital $50,000.

Dover, Del.—Romance Pictures,

Inc. Capital $250,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—Heintz Labora-
tories, Inc., of Nevada.

Dover, Del.—United Newspictures,
Inc. Capital $100,000.

Dover, Del.—Louis B. Mayer Corp
Capital, $500,000.

Albany—Garrick Pictures Corp.,

New York.

Dover, Del.—Strand Corp.
tal $500,000.

Capi-

Columbia, St Louis Buys Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Columbia Pictures has
obtained Southern Illinois and East-
ern Missouri rights to "Broad Road,"
"Strangers of the North," "Paying
the Price," "Shattered Reputations,"
"The Image Maker," "A Pair of Hel-
lions," "Courage," "In the Shadows
of the Moon," "Crossed Trails,"

"Male -Wanted," "Caliber 45," "In
the Spider's Web," "Who's Cheat-
ing," "Border Intrigue," "Western
Vengeance," "Shattered Faith," "A
Desperate Adventure," "The Offend-
ers," "Crossed Trails," "What Three
Men Wanted," "A Two Fisted Ten-
derfoot," "The Wildcat" and
"Baffled."

Clem's Ocean Trip
(Continued from Page 1)

We had a hard time getting out of
Venice as the porter told Clem he
had a nice berth for us on a Wagon
Lits and Clem refused to budge from
the hotel until he found out the wag-
on lits was the Eyetalian way of say-
ing sleeping car. He told the porter
he wanted no Covered Wagon stuff
in his and was awful stubborn. He
was on the point of telegraphing
Washington until an American ex-
plained it to him.

A wagon is a wagon, says Clem
and putting lit behind it don't change
it.

One thing is certain Clem is a
smart one for traveling.

He speaks pretty good French now.
Of course he has a hard time making
anyone understand him, but he speaks
it. He says he is sorry he won't be
there for the Naked Truth dinner but
that the boys there haven't got any-
thing on him for naked truth after a
visit to the music hall at Monte Carlo.
He lost almost 1000 francks there
working a system, but I told him if

he had a system at all it was all run
down and that should give it a tonic
before we went back there.

Well, that's about all the news. We
got to change our money again which
always gives Clem an excuse for re-
fusing to give me any, as he says
wait till you learn its value. By that
time we are in another country and
he says the same thing. So far all I
got was explanations of value.

Best regards to exhibitors wives,
let the producers wives take care of
themselves.

Yours truly,

MRS. CLEM DENEKER.

Fred E. Baer has moved his pub-
licity service to 1441 Broadway.

Watch For Further
Big Facts About

BABY PEGGY

in

"CAPTAIN JANUARY"

You're Bound to Book

It Because Your Audience

is Waiting

Presented by Sol Lesser

It's A Principal Picture

Method of Distribution to Be

Announced Later
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IE PLAY
By DANNY

e are today a large num-
stage plays and books

are in strong demand
roducers. Many of these,

ue of plot or story, border

ously close to the salaci-

They are—at the least

>ng." This particularly

to certain current litera-

It is natural that picture

ers should desire to capi-

these newer works. And
in" on the interest they

me of these books, or

s, have proven tremendous

esses at the box office.

naturally leads producers

mtinue searching for such

trial. But the serious

tion arises : Even though

', is a big profit in making

i material does it, in the

pay?

tor, of tremendous importance
business—whose vision and

ige of conditions makes his

nt authoritative, says: "There
mediate gains, huge profits,

ut such productions eat into

td will established and in the

ist millions. Many books;
jlays, may do very well as

But they are totally unfit for

i. When a picture is success-

es an audience compared to

he reading or speaking theater

nee is a joke. The motion
the one real diversion for mil-

nd the only entertainment for

nore millions, cannot absorb
aterial without a terrific cost,

egardless of the immediate

> long as such productions
e to the screen just so long
there be difficulty in re-

ing censorship where it

ts—or preventing it from
sloping elsewhere. The
that a picture is based on
ly or a book has nothing to

nth the broader question of
it fit for the family? For
picture is the entertainment
:he family, kiddies, adole-
its and all.

her of the ills that develop
is procedure is that the adver-

(Continued on Page 2)

Holds Seventh Place
Pictures Rank Seventh Among Lead-

ing Industries—How Banks
Look Upon Business

The Wall Street Journal is com-
pleting a series of interesting articles

concerning the financial structure of

the picture business and how the in-

dustry, as such, is viewed by leading

banking institutions. The first ar-

ticle makes the interesting assertion

that films stand seventh in the list

of leading industries. The complete
text follows:

"Motion pictures with an invest-

ment of $1,250,000,000 have already

pushed up to seventh place among the

nation's leading industries. Yet only

a half a dozen prominent banks in

the entire United States of America
give them extensive credits.

"Leading bankers and motion pic-

ture promoters have given Dow,
Jones & Co. their views on why it

is that an industry spending more
money than any other on plant en-

largement gets 65% of its credit out-

side the banks.
(Continued on Page 7)

33 Million Cut in Revenue
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The new revenue bill

as it now stands lists $52,000,000 as

the total revenue to be derived from
admissions. This compares with
$85,000,000 under the present law or

a cut of $33,000,000.

Foreign M'g'rs Here
Eight of Paramount Staff in for Con-

ventions—Japan Recovers from
'Quake

Eight foreign representatives of

Famous Players are in New York
to attend the Eastern sales convention
which opens at the Pennsylvania to-

morrow and runs for three days.

Further conferences will be held with
Emil E. Shauer, director of the for-

eign department.

As noted, John W. Hicks, manag-
ing director of the Australian com-
pany and Adolphe Osso, head of the

French unit arrived a few days ago.

P. N. Brinch, general representative

with headquarters in Vienna arrived

on the Aquitania on Saturday.
Others here include R. E. Mac Intyre,

assistant manager of the Japanese
unit who, it will be recalled, was in-

strumental in securing pictures of the

recent earthquake for later distribu-

tion by Paramount in advance of the

regular news weeklies; William C.

Winship, Mexican representative;

Ary de Lima, in charge at Rio de

(Continued on Page 5)

Pickford Films Split
11 Go to Mary and 10 to Famous

Players—Each Assumes Full
Ownership

The twenty-one pictures, produced
by Mary Pickford for Famous Play-
ers Film Co. and Artcraft, some years

back, and owned jointly until now by
Miss Pickford and Famous, have been
divided.

Famous Players selected the fol-

lowing ten productions: "Stella

Maris," "Hulda from Holland,"
"Amarilly of Clothesline Alley," "The
Little Princess," "Little Pal," "A
Romance of the Redwoods," "Capt.

Kidd, Jr.," "A Girl of Yesterday,"
"The Eternal Grind," "How Could
You, Jean?".

Miss Pickford selected the follow-

ing eleven: "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm," "The Pride of the Clan,"

"Less Than The Dust," "The Poor
Little Rich Girl," "The Foundling,"
"Rags," "Madame Butterfly," "Jo-
hanna Enlists," "The Little Ameri-
can," "M'liss" and "Poor Little

Papina."

As noted, the pictures are now
owned in their entirety by each party.

To Release Hoffman Film
Hodkinson yesterday closed for the

distribution of the picture made by
Renaud Hoffman on the coast as

"Which Shall It Be?" It will be re-

leased as "Not One to Spare."

Refuses Censors More Funds
(By Long Distance 'Phone)

Albany—Governor Smith is appar-
ently determined not to broaden the

powers of the M. P. Commission.
He has refused a requested appro-
priation of $3,000 which was sought
as salary for a new assistant deputy
commissioner.

Fox Drops Stock Players
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Fox has let out all

of its stock company and will here-

after engage players, picture by pic-

ture.

Hunter in Town
Jack Hunter, who left Asso. Prod.

some time ago and engaged in other
distributing activities in Canada, ar-

rived in town Sunday.

Kane Returns
Arthur S. Kane reached New York

yesterday from the Coast where he
made his headquarters for some
weeks past.

Viola Dana Finishing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Viola Dana is mak-
ing her last picture under her Metro
contract. She will free lance there-

after.

N. Y. Convention in Buffalo
The M. P. T. O. of New York will

probably hold its state convention in

Buffalo at an undetermined date, but

in all likelihood after the national con-
vention in Boston.

Fairbanks' Ideas

Before sailing for his vacation in

Europe, Douglas Fairbanks told ship

news reporters that he was interested

in a possible production of Baron
Munchausen and Don Quixote.

Oldknow Here
Col. "Bill" Oldknow of Atlanta is

in town. Expects to be around about
10 days. Says business has been
pretty good all through the South.

Schenck Back on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Joseph M. Schenck
has returned from New York.

"Sea Hawk" for Astor Run
"The Sea Hawk" will follow "Se-

crets" at the Astor theater for a run
beginning some time in May.

Neilan-Sweet in Another
Blanche Sweet will appear in Mar-

shall Neilan's next picture, following

"Tess of the D'Ubervilles."

Stanley Co. Earnings $1,110,816

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—Net earnings of the

Stanley Co. of America, according to

the fiscal statement just issued, for

the year ending Dec. 29,1923, totaled

$1,110,816 before taxes and depre-
ciation, against $964,280 in the pre-

vious year. Box office receipts in

1923 reached $7,196,232, an increase

of $1,621,715 over the previous year.

Women of History In 2-Reelers

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—J. E. Rickards has
begun production on the first of a

series of twelve two-reelers dealing

with a famous woman of history.

Mabel Julienne Scott is the star. Sce-
narios have already been prepared
for a story of Pocahontas, Betty Ross
and Barbara Freitchie.

Julius Stern Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Julius Stern, head of

Century Comedies, is en route to

New York.
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THE PLAY
(Continued from Page 1)

tising of such pictures often carries

with it that which, for obvious rea

sons, the producer cannot put in the

picture. The danger of such tactics

has been demonstrated in many spots

during the past six months.
It is time to seriously consider this

problem.

Marian Nixon will play opposite

Tom Mix in "The Last Of The
Duanes."

ff
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22H
Dizzy!

(By Long Distance 'Phone
from Hollywood)

Dick Rowland talking: "Have
just seen some of First Na-
tional's coming product I'm
so dizzy; so happy about it that

I just had to call you up to
tell you so. Boy, it's great.

G'bye."

Music Week Aids
Committee To Help Exhibitors In

258 Cities Stage Attractions

That Will Draw
The National Music Week Com-

mittee at 105 West 40th St., is co-

operating with exhibitors in 258 cities

to make National Music Week, May
4-10, enjoyable to patrons as well as

beneficial to the houses. The com-
mittee is offering excellent musical
programs to exhibitors to be played

with the pictures and assisting house
managers to stage special numbers
and enlist local talent.

Exhibitors in small communities
that have no great musical resources
are urged to communicate with the

Committee who will use their best

efforts to provide trained artists for

such theaters.

It is expected that Music Week's
slogan, "Give More Thought To
Music," will bring clearly before the

public the fact that picture houses
have done a great deal in regularly

providing the finest music with the

showing of films.

Kerman vs. Independent Pictures

Relative to the action of Kerman
Films, Inc., against Independent Pic-

tures over local distribution of

the Franklyn Farnum series, Jesse

J. Goldburg denies making the state-

ment that Bobby North had offered

more for the series. North likewise

declares that when approached, he
found another company had them
and refused to have anything to do
with the matter.

Appelgate Resigns from United
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The resignation of

S. E. Appelgate as manager for

United Artists here, has caused some
comment. He is succeeded by J. E.
Hennessey.

DAILY

An Idea
The following communication has

been received from George E. Kann,
formerly foreign manager for Goid-
wyn, and now distributing in the for-

eign market:

"Here is a thought which in my
opinion should net some valuable

comment from you.
"As you know, producers make two

negatives of productions; one for do-

mestic use, and the other for for-

eign. As you also know, there has

been considerable criticisms from for-

eign sources because some of our pro-

ductions have a forced 'happy end-

ing,' when the natural outcome of the

story would indicate a tragic ending.

In continental Europe and elsewhere

they would prefer the tragic version;

and, therefore, it occurred to me that

at very little additional expense, and
with the probability of greatly in-

creased returns, this second negative

instead of being an exact copy, could

be changed to such an extent as to

conform with the psychology of for-

eign nations.

"At first thought this sounds like a

large order, considering the many
countries to which our productions

are exported, but really it is not. We
are only people who insist on the

happy ending. Europe does not; nei-

ther do the Central and South Amer-
icas. A twist here and there, a dif-

ferent ending in many cases, and
many of our pictures would be of

considerable additional value abroad.

"What do you think?"

Too big a problem, George. Many
producers have their own ideas.

Others don't want to think. Doubt-
less you are right. Perhaps these

endings which you suggest would
help the pictures a lot. But when
Mr. Producer won't bother to learn

what the American public wants

—

through the medium of the box-office

—how do you expect him to consider
what a lot of European countries

want?
DANNY.

Edith Yorke is playing a "mother"
part in "The Beauty Prize," Viola
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Make a date with

fktiit
FHE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK MODEL

An Emmett Flynn Production

By Owen Davis. Written for the screen

by Carey Wilson. Adapted by H. H. Van
Loan. June Mathis Editorial Director.

"I got a terrible kick out of seeing Nellie

tied on the elevated tracks with the 'L'

train thundering down upon her. I also found
Lew Cody the last word in villains. 'Nellie,

the Beautiful Cloak Model' is a melodrama
of the first water. Claire Windsor is just as
beautiful as Owen Davis described her in the
original play and has everything happen to
her that any heroine in any novel ever had."—Louella Parsons, N. Y. American

"There is a perfectly grand picture at the

Capitol Theatre called 'Nellie the Beautiful

Cloak Model.' If we were you we should

not miss Nellie for anything."

—Harriette Underhill,

N. Y. Herald-Tribune

"The screen has certainly done right by our
Nell! 'Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model' has
all the laughs and thrills of the ten-twenty-
thirty and, best of all is played that way.
The producers have made a frank, unashamed
melodrama and the result is that they are
'eating it up' at the Capitol Theatre this

week. There is a real thrill in the train
wreck and the audience shrieks with delight.
The cast is just what it should be."

—Aileen Brenon, Morning Telegraph

"When Owen Davis mapped out the thrills

for his old melodrama 'Nellie, the Beautiful
Cloak Model' little did he think that people
long afterward would shake their sides with
laughter in a theatre like the Capitol at the
sight of Nellie's hairbreadth escape in film
form. Anybody can have an enjoyable time
watching this picturization of the old fash-
ioned melodrama."

—F. W. M. Hall, in the N. Y. Times

With

Claire Windsor, Raymond Griffith

ilae Busch, Lew Cody, Edmund Lowe
Hobart Bosworth

A Goldwyn Picture

(^^<i^ri^J^rixopolitart

Claire Windsor

Melodrama
of '

lOOO
Thrills



VALENTINO
in "A SOCIETY SENSATION"

which is proving booking

sensation of the season!

Sensational is the only word that characterizes the tremendous

flood of bookings which has poured into the Universal offices on

this two-reel feature, featuring Rudolph Valentino and Carmel

Myers. Valentino's name over any box office means real business

and the picture's record of box office earnings is equally as note-

worthy as the fast growing list of bookings.

"A Society Sensation" is the two-reel de-luxe edition of the form-

er feature success starring Rudolph Valentino and Carmel Myers.

New prints and new accessories help to make this a sure-fire bet

for any showman. Now booking at all Universal Exchanges.

Just a few of the bookings on this big short feature follow

:

AND MYER

CITY
Waukegan, 111.

Chicago, 111.

Chicago, 111.

Chicago, 111.

Chicago, 111.

Chicago, 111.

Chicago, 111.

Dayton, Ohio
Logan, Ohio
Hillsboro, Ohio
Oxford, Ohio
Pomeroy, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Steubenville, Ohio
Lima, Ohio
Youngstown, Ohio
Elyria, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.
Muskegon, Mich.
Toledo, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.
Jackson, Mich.
Louisville. Ky.
Buckner, Mo.
Maryville, Mo.
Wichita, Kans.

THEATRE
Elite

Windsor
Peerless

Regent
Plaza
Halstead
Randolph
Loew's Dayton
Ruble
Forum
Oxford
Electric

Mayfield

Rex
Quilna
Liberty
American
Washington
Garden
Valentine
Strand
East Side

Ideal
Majestic
Emerald
Electric
Miller

Universal's
Great

SpringDrive
l is on/

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE

"A Society Sensation" is just one
of the big box-office bets included in

Universal's Great Spring Drive.
Never before in the history of the
industry has such a complete and
impressive group of product been
offered to exhibitors—just when
exhibitors need it most

!

ciTir
Geneseo, Kans.
Mattoon, 111.

Springfield, 111.

Paris, 111.

St. Louis, Mo.
Blackwell, Okla.
Omaha, Neb.
Council Bluffs, la.
Newport, Ore.
Mt. Angel, Ore.
Estacade, Ore.
Tillamook, Ore.
Toledo, Ore.
Toledo, Ore.
Portland, Ore.
Portland, Ore.
Kelso, Wash.
Carlton, Ore.
Sheridan, Ore.
Portland, Ore.
Portland, Ore.
Long Beach, Wash.
Portland, Ore.
Tewaco, Wash.
Rexburg, Idaho
Ogden, Utah
Santa Rosa, Cal.
Del Rey, Cal.
Oakland, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
Loyalton, Cal.
Nevada City, Cal.
Gross Valley, Cal
Valleso, Cal.
Westwood, Cal.
Susanville, Cal.
Colusa, Cal.
Woodland, Cal.
Graftor, Cal.
Tacoma, Wash.
Centralia, Wash.
Mt. Vernon, Wash.
Chehalis, Wash.
Seattle, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
So. Tacoma, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
Orting, Wash.
Seattle, Wash.
Grafton, Cal.
Pueblo, Colo.
Long Beach, Colo.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Princeton, Mo.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
New York, N. Y.
Baltimore, Md.
Winnipeg, Man.
Washington, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meadville, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sheridan, Pa.
Barnesboro, Pa.

THEATRE
Opera House
Grand
Strand
Lincoln
Regent
West End Lyric
Sun
Liberty
Midway
Auditorium
Gem
Coliseum
Liberty
Valentine
Walnut Park
Woodlawn
Liberty
Carlton
Grand
Sellwood
Columbia
Sunset
Portages
Tewaco
Elk
Ogden
Elite
Lyric
State
California
Loyalton
Broadway
Auditorium
Virginia
Westwood
Liberty
Star
Airdome
Welcome
Blue Mouse
Liberty
New Rex
St. Helen's
Columbia
Rose
Realart
Paramount
Kay St.

Palace
Sunset
Rex
Bijou
Orting
Grey Goose
Welcome
Majestic
Laughlin
Gem
Grand
American
Fugazy
Dunbar
Starland
Globe
Cameo
Strand
Academy
Liberty
Sheridan
Russell

Rudolph Valentino and Carmel Myers in a tense scene from "A Society Set. oc
Its rare combination of action, drama, and typical Valentino romance is making
ture extremely popular with picture patrons everywhere.

crry
McKees Rocks, Pa.
Bloomfield, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
E. Liberty, Pa.
California, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Halifax, N. S.
Vancouver, B. C.
Winnipeg, Man.
Sarnia, Ont.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
New Brunswick, N. J.
Hoboken, N. J.
Montclair, N. J.

New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City

Newark, N. J.
Astoria, L. I.

New Rochelle
Newark, N. J.
New York City
Newburgh, N. Y.
Port Jervis, N. Y.
New York City
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Paterson, N. J.

New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City

New York City Loew's
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City

Brooklyn, N. Y
Brooklyn, N. Y
Brooklyn, N. Y
Brooklyn, N. Y
Brooklyn, N. Y
Brooklyn, N. Y
Brooklyn, N. Y
Brooklyn, N. Y
Brooklyn, N. Y
Brooklyn, N. Y

THEATRE
Liberty
Metropolitan
Gould
Alhambra
Savoy
Variety
Orpheus
Pantages
National
Imperial
Strand
Opera House
Strand
Claridge

Loew's Circuit

Sheridan
Harlem Grand
Cosmo
State
Astoria
New Rochelle
Savoy
Allone
Star
New
Jewell
Washington
Strand
U. S.

Roosevelt
Odeon
Douglas
Bluebird
Bunny
Gotham
State
Lexington
Greeley
Orpheum
Reo
Victoria
Delancey
Avenue B
American
New York
81st Street
86th Street
Lincoln Square
7th Ave.
42nd Street
Circle
116th Street
Boulevard
National
Burland
Burnside
Elsmere
Spooner
Victory
Palace
Gates
Bijou
Warwick
Brevort
Alhambra
Boro Park
Broadway
Alpine
Fulton

CITV
Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Butte, Mont.
Petersburg, Va.
Rock Springs, Wyo.
Wheatland, Wyo.
Pueblo, Colo.
Casper, Wyo.
Tama, la.

Ames, la.
Waterloo, la.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Pedro, Cal.
Toronto, Ont.
Palestine, Tex.
McAllen, Tex.
El Paso, Tex.
Wynne, Ark.
Ripley, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Adams, Mass.
So. Norwalk, Conn.
So. Norwalk, Conn.
Holyoke, Mass.
Westfield, Mass.
Northampton, Mass.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Hartford, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New Orleans, La.
New Orleans, La.
Chester, Pa.
Easton, Pa.
Audubon, N. J.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
York, Pa.
York. Pa.
Winchester, Va.
Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore, Md.
Washington, D. C.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Marion, S. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Birmingham, Ala.
Nashville, Tenn.
Americus, Ga.
Selma, Ala.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Whittier, Cal.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.

THEATR1
State
Orpheum
Olympic
Rialto
Bluebird
Rex
Iris

Majestic
Wyoming
New Mills
Twin Star
Plaza
Broadway
Sun
California
Loew's
Best
Queen
Rex
Dixie
Dixie
State
Atlas
Regent
Palace
Strand
Strand
Plaza
Palace
Palace
Crescent
Wonderland
Magic
Grand
Star
Highland
D'Annunzio
Point Breez
Richmond
Jefferson
Earl
New Coloni

Ridge
Hippodrome
Wizard
Empire
Garden
McHenry
Century
Grand
PalaceColun
Barcli
Idlehour
Grand
Bijou
Vendome
Rylander
Academy
Belvedere
Strand
Merril
Arcade
New Lyric
Lake
New Lake
East Lake
Lover
Hamline
St. Clare
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>reign M'g'rs Here
(Continued from Page 1)

ro and Clarence C. Margon,
ger in Guatemala.

,c Intyre stated yesterday that

ldustry in Japan is now in better

than it ever had been. The
nment there is co-operating in

Tort to bring the business back
Drmalcy. The government has

fn great liberality in granting

its for temporary theaters and
lew buildings. To date twenty
orary theaters, without balconies,

been built in the devastated dis-

and ten new ones have been

ed in sections which were with-

heaters prior to the earthquake,

ral temporary theaters have been
in Yokohama and others have
erected in other cities which
badly damaged.

ie business of the Tokyo theaters" he
"has increased from two hundred to

hundred per cent since the disaster,

Lich as the strict regulations regarding
rowding of theaters were set aside by
ity officials. Every theater is packed
people hungry for the best in Ameri-
ictures, and Paramount is enjoying its

st business since its entry into Japan,
ess will continue to grow, as there is

indication that Japan's list of motion
e houses will be considerably augmented
the present 650 mark within the next

ears.

pan is rapidly becoming an important
1 picture producer, but this competi-
las not decreased the interest in the
;t class pictures from this country. The
ese theater-goers are very fond of the
g American artists and keep well posted
their work in the American studios,

esult has been that all of the good pic-
have met with a great reception. Tokyo
rs which did a business of approximate-
00 yen per week are now doing from
1 to 14,000 yen and everybody is ex-
y happy. Theaters outside the zone
by the earthquake also are doing a

;ty business and the next important
in the industry undoubtedly will be
ection of new theaters to care for this
sed business."

ir business in Austria and the Central
iean countries has been very satisfactory
one considers the conditions still in
ace in those countries. The outlook
e future is more hopeful than ever and
irking out of the problems attending the
nent of the reparations issue will serve
sten the restoration of more normal
ions.

ie currencies of the various countries
been stabilized to a degree and the
ss interests are able to make more defi-
ilans for the future as a result. High
American motion pictures are always

received, some of the most successful
lount pictures in this country having
ed great receptions in Austria and the
joring countries."

Greene Goes to Paris

ed V. Greene, Jr., has sailed for
> as exploitation manager for
mount in France.

Theater Activities in Cleveland

'.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Reel, on Ninth St.,

has closed, the lease having been pur-

chased by the Cleveland Trust Co.,

which will use it for its mailing de-

partment.

The Angella, Buckeye Rd. and East

89th has changed ownership. Joe
Deutch sold it to Sam Robinson. Sam
Kaufman has sold the Miles Square,

Miles Ave., to H. Vincent Seas.

The New Philadelphia Amusement
Co., is taking bids on a new house to

be erected in New Philadelphia at a

cost of $250,000.

Andover—The Pleasurette, is open
once more, this time under manage-
ment of Mrs. Lillian Anderson.

Norwalk, O.—The Moose Lodge
has taken over the Gilgar from J.

Felter.

In Trouble Over Minor Law
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Warrants have been
sworn out by T. L. Griffin, head of

the Dept of Commerce and Labor,
charging Howard Prince, of the
Kingsmore, and W. T. Murray, of the

Rialto, with violating the child labor

by employing children in theaters

under 14J/2 years of age.

Berinstein Now Owns Five
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Corning, N. Y.—Wm. Berinstein

has bought the Liberty for $100,000,
taking possession July 1. He also

owns the Strand and Majestic in

Elmira, the Colonial, Albany, and the

Palace, Troy.

Donates $10,000 to Hospital
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Harry Koplar of the
St. Louis Amusement Co., which con-
trols 14 theaters here, donated $10,-

000 to the fund being raised for a
new Jewish Hospital.

Blackton's "Woman of Hollywood"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—"A Woman of Holly-
wood" will be J. Stuart Blackton's
next for Vitagraph. Production
starts soon. Irene Rich will play one
of the leads.

Information-Wanted
If Gerald Irwin, (reported to be

acting in pictures) will communicate
with this office he may hear some-
thing to his advantage.

"heatre Owners
ittention I

Can you afford to let your theaters run down?
Don't let the question of expense stand in the
way of necessary alterations and improvements.
We will advance the funds. ..Let us explain ho*
you can increase the value of your pi> »perty at
little cost.

Chromos Trading Company
123 Broadway, - - Phone Watkins 4522

Among Exchangemen
Seattle—E. L. Walton, manager of

the Butte office for Greater Features

Inc., has been transferred to Denver.
He is succeeded in Butte by F. E.

Harris.

Cleveland—Sherman S. Webster
has resigned as manager of the Hod-
kinson exchange. He is succeeded by
Jack Mooney, a brother of Paul C.

Omaha—Carl Mock has become
special representative for Enter-
prise Dist. Corp. He formerly was
on United Artists staff.

Montreal—James Gorman, man-
ager of Associated First National, has
recovered from an operation on ap-

pendicitis.

St Louis—George Gambrill on
April 1 will assume charge of the

local exploitation department of Fa-
mous.

Kansas City—L. W. Alexander,
formerly with Universal, is here as
manager of the Hodkinson office.

St. Louis.—R. R. Ransdell is now
touring Southern Illinois for St.

Louis Exhibitors Supply Co.

Cleveland—Chester Lowe has been
appointed manager of the American
M. P. Co.'s local exchange.

Cleveland—A. Atkinson, formerly
Metro manager in Pittsburgh, is now
with Universal.

Buffalo—Charles N. Johnston,
formerly with F. B. O., is now with
Renown.

Omaha—Earl Bell is the new
Screen Classics manager.

Cincinnati Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati—Fire destroyed the Del-
bee, 40th St. and Decoursey Ave.,
owned by Henry Simpkins.

Independent Pictures' Releases

The summer release schedule of

Independent Pictures Corp. includes:

May—"A Desperate Adventure;"
June

—"Western Vengeance;" July

—

"Calibre 45"; "Her Game"; Aug.

—

"Border Intrigue"; "Her Code of

Honor"; "The Corsican Brothers;"

"If Winter Goes" and the first of the

new series of Helen Holmes features.

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS
FORDEBRIE

CAMERAS andSUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
II8W.44ST NY. BRYANT 6635

Everybody gets excited

WHEN A GIRL LOVES

THE NEW FORM

I. M. P. P. & D. A.

CONTRACT IN STOCK
READY FOR YOUR

IMPRINT

PHONE—BRYANT—1-8-7-1

FOR OUR LOW PRICE
ON ANY QUANTITY

TOTEM STATIONERY 10.

1476 BROADWAY ROOM 824

COR.42ND STREET

"Not One to Spare"
is the title of the famous classic and will hereafter

be the title of the year's WONDER PICTURE

"Which Shall It Be?"
We believe this change in helpful to make it

easier for the public to recall to their mind the

famous poem and we agree that the title better

suits this marvelous story.

Producer—Madeline Brandeis

Director—Renaud Hoffman
Distributor—Hodkinson

"Not One to Spare"
Now in its Second Week

Continuous io;jo A. M. to 11:15 P. M. c
B. S. MOSS'

A M E
B'way at 42nd St.

o
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inkers have vivid recollections of

tional methods of promoting

ng picture companies. "Best

biggest in the world" methods

dvertising pictures even today

many avoid the film business as

Id for conservative investment,

ecent developments, however,

•evolutionizing the film business

I lines which are bringing the

'per cent, of the motion picture

5try has been concentrated in

lands of a dozen firms, with as-

running into two-figure millions

These firms have for years

getting bank credits, but from

ry limited number of banks,

'hey now have gotten together

he producers' association, and
falling into line in applying busi-

methods in working to a budget,

in making a statement of their

ness at the end of the year,

tanks which have picked pru-

ly among the best motion pic-

companies have done a large

profitable credit business with

l. Motion picture firms, too, ap-

iate good bank contracts, because

: credit which costs them 5% to

from private money lenders costs

i sometimes as high as 25%.

Enormous Business

iix companies now do 80% of

production business. The 12

est concerns, producers and dis-

itors together, in 1921-1923 did

oss domestic business at a yearly

age of $84,000,000. The nation

it $520,000,000 on admissions last

Vrchitects estimate that the movie
istry ordered buildings to cost

>,000,000 this year, compared with

1,000,000 last.

some 300,000 people are perma-
tly employed in the motion pic-

: business, as many as in the auto-

)ile business. Studios have an
ual payroll of $75,000,000.

Studios estimated that in the year
ing next June they will have
it some $200,000,000 producing
' pictures.

Stars' Big Salaries

rhe American motion-picture in

try pays the highest salaries in

world. Several actor-producers
h as Douglas Fairbanks, Mary
kford and Charlie Chaplin are
li supposed to clear over a million
ear. Fairbanks, said by bankers
iave a fortune around $10,000,000
' into his pocket for the money to
nee his latest film the Thief of
fdad. It cost $1,600,000. Norma
madge is said to get $10,000 a
:k. Lillian Gish and a score of
ers get $5,000 and a large number
iOO a week.

Some $8,000,000 of American films
exported each year, and already
erica has 80% of the international
ure business. The recent British
i_ week proved a landslide for
tish producers, sending their de-
id for American films well above
o of their total consumption of
year.

Will Hays' organization, Motion

Keeping House
New York.

The Film Daily
New York City.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed find check for $10

covering one y«ar's subscrip-

tion.

Permit me to add that I fail

to see how anyone in the mo-
tion picture industry can keep
house without THE FILM
DAILY.

Sincerely yours,

ALBERT M. BEATTY.
M. P. Chamber of Commerce-

Non-Theatrical.

Incorporations
Albany—G. B. Costume Co., New

York. Capital $10,000. Incorpora-

tors, M. and S. and S. Bronstein. At-

torney, A. Morris, New York.

Albany—United Chair Seat & No-
velty Corp., Long Island City. Capi-

tal $10,000. Incorporators, S. Nichols,

E. Fass and S. Levine. Attorneys,

Fass & Levine, New York.

Albany—Till Amusement Corp.,

New York. Capital $20,000. Incorpo-

rators, H. G. Kraft. L. Graff and M.
Oheir. Attorneys, Siegeltuch, Butler

& Kraft, New York.

Picture Producers & Distributors of

America, Inc., says that at the pro-
ducing end of the industry alone over

$5,000,000 is spent on advertising.

Several millions more are spent by
the 15,000 moving picture theaters on
their own advertising. Some $7,000,-

000 go into materials for glass slides,

cards and posters.

"It is evident from these figures

that the motion picture industry is

forcing itself into the limelight.

With radio it competes for first place

in rapid expansion."

Changes in F. P.'s Detroit Force
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Otto Bolle, of Paramount,
has made the following changes: C.

J. Bell, has been given Eastern
Michigan; succeeding R. H. Ramsey,
who will cover the Northern Ohio;
Tom Harper, northern Michigan
salesman, will hereafter cover cen-
tral territory, while Forrest Little,

goes out on the road covering Har-
per's old section.

Albany—Port Henry Producing
Co., New York. Capital $150,000. J.

Giovannilli, president, and D. Moli-

terno, treasurer.

Now "The Lightning Rider"

The title of the second Harry Carey
production for Hodkinson release has

been changed from "Desert Rose"
to "The Lightning Rider."

Albany—Capitol Dist. Co., New
York. Capital $30,000. Incorpora-

tors, H. Merlestein, N. Green and R.

Rodoff. Attorney, B. Switky, New
York.

Dover, Del.—West Coast Labora-
tories, Inc. Capital $1,000,000.

Dover, Del.—Elsie H<«--~ Studios,

Wilmington. Capital $50,000.

Dover, Del.—Penn Pictures, Inc.,

New York. Capital $1,000,000.

Handling Government Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Al Mertz and Syd Hack-
ford, former Universal managers,
F. R. Cleaver, recently with Film
Classics, and Joseph Carver, former-
ly with Universal, are selling the
Government picture, "Powder River."
Mertz handles the eastern territory,

Hackford the southern, and the other
two will take of the remaining states.

Theater Merger in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—With the merging of the
Chicago United Theaters, Inc., and
the National Theaters, Inc., the Strat-
ford, Hamilton, Chatham and nearly-
completed Capitol are placed under
one management. This consolidation
affects over 2,000 stockholders.

Mid-West Theater Changes
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Lou Stahl has taken
over the Union, Union Blvd. and
Easton Ave. He contemplates no
change in policy.

Ironton, Mo.—A. P. Schaefer has
started construction on his new 600-

seat house. His old house burned
down about six months ago.

St. Louis—Houses that reopened
recently are the Auditorium, Dawson
Springs, Ky.; Bijou, Scottsville, 111.,

and Carlyle, Carlyle, 111.

Wyaconda, Mo.— The Star has
closed temporarily for repairs. There
is a smallpox epidemic raging in the
town.

Fontenelle Will Distribute Columbias
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—Fontenelle has taken over
the local office of Columbia Pictures
and will distribute the C. B. C. pro-
duct.

"Quaker City" House in Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia — The Apollo, 22nd
and Cambria St., has been disposed
of by Dave Muldofsky, to J. Rogrove.

Ziegler, 111.—F. O. McNeil is pre-
paring to open an airdome.

Tbe only cold-blooded thing abont

WHEN A GIRL LOVES
is the shooting in Reel One

DO YOU KNOW—
That

BABY PEGGY
. Whose First Big Picture

CAPTAIN

JANUARY
By Laura E. Richards

Is soon to be released,

has Millions of "Fan"

Followers? Proof: Thousands

of Letters to her Daily

Here's a Star with

Box Office Power

Presented by Sol Lesser

It's A Principal Picture

ComingSoon
h

ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI

•An Alon CrcslandProduction
deduced hy Gilford Cinema Ccrb.

£r HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty First-Run Pictures
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and first out of the
new crop'box

comes a great drama. The only persons

this picture will not move emotionally,

will be the statues to be found in the

parks and public squares.

It's more gripping than ''Madame X" and
the realism and artistry of Sylvia
Breamer's interpretation of the character

"Betty Brown," is one of the greatest

pieces of emotional acting ever seen.

Jt's a Jirst Tlational hit*

Associated First National Pictures Inc presents

%eWOMAN on the JURY
From the New York stage success by Bernard K. Burns

Directed by Harry Hoyt

with an all star cast including

Sylvia Breamer, Frank Mayo, Lew Cody Henry B. Walthall
Bessie Love, Myrtle Stedman, Mary Carr, Hobart Bosworth
Ford Sterling, Roy Stewart and Jean Hersholt

torn*™ Rjfljuj Z*m\iti*6 bs V
<oat<S» tan U4.JOMJ 1-.-.... Ik'

I

!

and that's a guarantee you'll make money
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3RAINS
By DANNY

iii't often that Adolph
iilks publicly. He is shy,

| afraid of such affairs,

lis a pity. When you
what he has to say. For
what he said yesterday

dclntosh lunch. At the

, nought of monopoly for this

i
can only develop in the

jf one who has not studied

[istry.

oo big. Any group of bank-
control the steel industry.

h, or any field where there

vn deposits. But the motion
industry deals with brains,

gray matter of our industry

>e put under control, because
ains will clash. Do'lars do
d. If you attempt to control

iiness you are retarding its

not advancing it.

than anything else the suc-

this business depends upon
Financial genius is just as

it as artistic influence. Corn-
makes this industry whole-
It would not have made the

it has without competition.
Ily I welcome competition.

t no time have I shirked

ing anyone coming into

ausiness who would put it

e right light. I have no
or the parasites. This in-

y is big enough to em-
every group, or individual

will make it a life work,

es not welcome those par-

i who get in, take their

ind run away."

'ukor is right. Every state-

made bears the hall mark of
ifou need not only brains in

on, but brains in every other
ent. The operation of a huge
— and unfortunately there
small machines possible in

iness—calls for expert hand-
lert development. The mak-
. great picture is but a part
eneral scheme of things. Af-
s been made it must be mar-
It must be merchandised,
tion is the wrong word,
idising is the real word to

>nopolizing brains is an
ssibility. Just as futile to

(Continued on Page 2)

After More States
New Exhibitor Organization Plans

Expansion—Frank Rembusch
Explains Purposes

The Allied State Organizations
will not confine its membership to

those units which have already joined,

but will include other territories as

well. Frank J. Rembusch. who at-

tended the first meeting and who is

an important figure in Indiana ex-
hibitor affairs is in town for a few
days and explained yesterday why
the association came into being.

Rembusch declared that the need
became apparent for an exhibitor

group in which the buyer's interest

was paramount. He said that the

present M. P. T. O. A. was not strict-

ly a buyer's unit, since it had become
entangled in distribution. Rembusch
was evidently in favor of two opera-
tive bodies in the industry: one, like

the Hays office in which producers
and distributors were represented and
another, in which the exhibitor or

buying portion of the business held

(Continued on Page 5)

Lyric for Presentation Runs
The Lyric beginning June 1 will be

operated as a presentation first run
theater under management of Andrew
J. Cobe. He has been trying for the
past year to get control of a theater

to be used exclusively for this pur-
pose.

Theater for Jackson Heights

Another picture theater is to be
erected at Jackson Heights. The site,

comprises a plot of ten lots at the
southwest corner of Jackson Ave. and
226 St. The theater is to be erected
by the Emanon Realty Co.

Meet Tomorrow
Paramount Convention Here for

Three Days—Chicago on Mon-
day and San Francisco, the 27

The first of three Paramount sales

conventions, at which fall plans will

be discussed, opens at the Pennsyl-
vania tomorrow to continue to Satur-
day. That afternoon home office

executives will entrain for Chicago
where on Monday, a meeting opens
at the Drake. On Wednesday night,
the group will leave for San Fran-
cisco to meet at the Hotel Whitcomb.

Following that a visit will be paid
to the studios and on May 2, the
group will leave for the East. The
local meetings will be attended by
the foreign representatives. H. G.
Ballance will preside here; George
W. Weeks in Chicago and John D.

(Continued on Page 2)

Will Ohio Go Blue?
Supreme Court There Considering
Whether or Not Sunday Shows

Are Legal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus—The status of Sunday
shows in Ohio is now in the hands of

Supreme Judge Jones. The matter
rests with the decision as to whether
a picture show is a dramatic or a

theatrical performance. This point

has been argued in every court from
police court to the Supreme Court.

1 i a picture show is a dramatic or

a theatrical performance, it is pro-

hibited on Sunday. If it is not then
it is a legal Sunday exhibition. Judge
Jones is expected to render a decision

within the week.
Fred Desberg, of Loew's Ohio

Theaters, appeared before the Su-
preme Court when the case against

L. V. Richards of Fenley came up,
and explained why a picture show is

neither a dramatic nor a theatrical

performance. At the conclusion of
the hearing the Ohio Allied Churches,

(Continued on Page 2)

Vidor Series for Hodkinson
Hodkinson will distribute a series

of five Florence Vidor starring pic-

tures, the first to be "Barbara Freit-

chie." The producing company will

be Regal Pictures, Inc., with head-
quarters at the Ince studio, Culver
City.

Waller Sails for Paris

Fred Waller, treasurer and techni-

cal director of the Film Guild, has
sailed on the Aquitania to meet
Maude Adams in Paris and confer
with her regarding a production to be
made abroad.

Four Roach Features
On New Schedule—Likewise 104
Comedies, Half in Two Reels and

Remainder in Single Reels

Hal E. Roach who is here from
the Coast is discussing fall production
plans with Pathe. He intends re-

maining here about a week and will

then return to the coast.

Roach intends making four fea-

tures next season. One will in all

likelihood be a horse picture to fol-

low "The King of Wild Horses"
which is now in general distribution.

Two of the four will be comedies and
the other two, of a dramatic nature.

The comedy output will total 104 pic-

tures. Of this, half will be in two
reels and half in one reel form. The
two reelers will include, among
others, the Our Gang and the Spat
Family series.

British Pictures
To Properly Present English Ideals,

Regardless of Where Made, Big
Plan of H. D. Mcintosh

Hugh D. Mcintosh of Australia,

well known in his native land as the

owner of a string of newspapers, a

promoter of important theatrical and
boxing events, and who has dabbled
with pictures, sails for England to-

day, and will, while there, perfect

plans for the production of British

pictures which will be useable, not

only as 'entertainment, but for the

purpose of propaganda for Britain.

At a luncheon tendered in his be-

half at the Ritz yesterday Mcintosh
spoke briefly of his plans. He said

that in justice to England, and her
colonies, that something should be
done to properly present England
and her people, to portray the

ideals of England. "The average
Englishman shown in pictures is an
idiot with an eyeglass. He doesn't
exist. This is only one of the

wrongs," he said.

The pictures, Mcintosh said, would
in no way be competitive with Ameri-

(Continued on Page 2)

Murphy Bill Not a Law
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Despite statements to the

contrary, the original statement pub-
lished in THE FILM DAILY that
the Murphy bills governing the use of

inflammable stock in this State were
killed, stands. The measures were
not enacted into laws. It is true that

they did not pass the Assembly but
were killed in the Senate. The clerk
of the Senate has gone over his rec-
ords and declares the bills were not
favorably acted upon.

Iowa Exhibitors Meet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines—The Iowa exhibitor
body held their annual Spring con-
vention here yesterday.

Cowards
A number of threats have

reached Dr. A. H. Gianinni of
the Commercial Trust Co. both
in writing and over the 'phone,
following his attack upon bonus
boys and their methods of op-
eration at the A. M. P. A.
Naked Truth dinner. These
threats have all been of an
anonymous nature. They would
be.

DANNY.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales
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F. P.-L. .. 67K 66 67 6,400

do pfd Not Quoted
Goldwyn ..14 14 14 500

Loew's .... 16 lA 16 16 500

BRAINS
(Continued from Page 1)

attempt to do this as to attempt
to make bricks of straw. And
this industry means nothing un-
less brains, first, second, last,

all the way, is the chief com-
modity used.

Hayakawa Film for F. B. O.

F. B. O. will distribute "The Dan-
ger Line," starring Sessue Hayakawa
and Tsuru Aoki. The picture is a

version of Claude Farrere's novel,

"The Battle."

Vogel Sailing Today
Sailing today with Hugh Mcintosh

and J. D. Williams, is William M.
Vogel.

jADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for tnis "ad" FR£E at your

Educational Exchange

;T&NEWSHERIFF"
^ATiryedo Comedrj

^~i' f "Poodles"
Hanneforcl

British Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

can pictures, "which are now swamp-
ing England," but the best of Ameri-
can stars, the best of machinery, the
best of everything would be used for

the purpose of making these pictures
worth white, and present English
ideas and ideals in a worthy manner.
"I hope they prove profitable," he
said, "but the big point is not the
possible revenue; rather of showing
England in her true light."

It was Mcintosh's belief that pic-
tures would prove far more power-
ful in cementing a union between the
two great English-speaking races
than the League of Nations. "I feel

that we two nations can do a great
bit of work if we work together."

Sailing with Mcintosh will be J.
D. Williams" of Ritz Carlton Pic-
tures, who acted as toastmaster at the
affair which was attended by Adolph
Zukor, Elmer Pearson, Pathe, F. C.
Monroe and Raymond Pawley of
Hodkinson, and others. When Mc-
intosh was pressed for details of his
big plan he said that any statement
which might be made now would be
premature. Mcintosh and Williams
have been friends for many years.
Among the other speakers were

Adolph Zukor, whose remarks will
be found elsewhere, Bob Welsh of the
M. P. World, and Dr. A. H. Gian-
inni of the Commercial Trust Co.

Walsh Deal Under Way
Raoul A. Walsh, who directed "The

Thief of Bagdad," expects to sign a
new contract this week and will leave
for the Coast, where he will make his
future pictures.

QeotSe cot*
ot*

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Will Ohio Go Blue?
(Continued from Page 1)

representing 16 Protestant churches,
presented a brief objecting to Sun-
day shows.
The Richards case is of vital im-

portance. On its decision rests sev-
eral other decisions placed in abey-
ance pending the verdict of the Su-
preme Court. Canton is one of the
cities waiting for the final word. The
Richards case has been in the courts
for over two years, during which time
Richards has been arrested in the
neighborhood of 210 times for viola-
tions. The fact that the Supreme
Court of Ohio recognized a debatable
point between the statute defining il-

legal Sunday shows and the status
of pictures under that statute, seems
to argue well.

Meet Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)

Clark in San Francisco. There will

be a banquet Friday night at the

Pennsylvania to close the local con-
ference. The home office staff that

will go West includes:

Adolph Zukor, S R. Kent, George W.
Weeks, John D. Clark, Mel Shauer, A. M.
Botsford, C. E. McCarthy, M. H. Lewis,
G. B. J. Frawley, A. O. Dillenbeck and
Phillip Reisman.

In addition to the above, the following will

attend the New York convention : From the
home office, J. A Seidclmann, O. R. Geyer,
G. M. Spidell, Claud Saunders, T. A. Kilfoil,

L. J. Bamberger, D. Souhami, Eugene J.
Zukor.

New York and New Jersey—J. A. Ham-
mell, J. J. Unger, P. Goldman, S. N. Burger,
J Mulhauser, R. Gledhill, A. Ferraro, M.
Kurtz, H. Hummell, S. Zerin, R. Flacks,
E. Bell, J. Levine, H. Danto, M. Gluck,
M. Kusell, J. Lee, J. Wolf, A. Gebhart,
R. Fannon, E. Moeller.

Boston—George A. Schaeffer, J. A. Davis,
Gus J. Schaeffer, H. H. Goldstein, Al Bevan,
K. G. Robinson, Charles Mekelburg, H. J.
Lorber, T. J. Donaldson, J. P. McConville.
New Haven—J. D. Powers, M. H. Re-

banus, J. R. Tierney, H. Germaine, A. E.
Poulston, J. Callahan.

Portland—William Erbb, Joseph Cronin,
E. C. Bradley, F. Stone.
Albany—J. H. Maclntyre, D. Lake, J.

W. Thurlow, M. N. Silver, A. J. Marchetti,
A. Novak.

Philadelphia—W. E Smith, P. A. Bloch,
A. C. Benson, K. A. Suelks, B. H. Griffith,
R. J. O'Rourke, L. A. Lang, U. Smith,
V. O'Donnell, L. F. Whelan.
Washington—H. Hunter, F. H. Myers,

H. M. Messiter, J. J. Culahan, H. J. Lego,
G. Kallman, F. B. Boucher, L. F. Edelman,
H. Clark, Vernon Gray.

Wilkes Barre—E. W. Sweigert, W. A.
Devonshire, H. L. Coombs, H. Kehoe, W.
Waters.

Buffalo—M. W. Kempner, E. M. Kemp-
ner, M. Rose, Earl Brink, A. W Friemal,
M. K. Ross, W. A. Bork, E. Williams, W.
Mendelssohn.
Montreal—Edward English, John Levitt,

Thos. Dowbiggan, Al Richie.
Toronto—W. A. Bach, L. D. Hatfield, R

Bell, T. H. Long, J. Marshall, H. R. Patts,
H. Q. Burns.
Winnepeg—G. A. Smith.
St. John, N. B.—P. J. Hogan.

EXHIBITOR
Are You Sure

That You Are Properly

Protected By Insurance

Consult us without

obligating yourself

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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FIRST AND EXCLUSIVF A
OF SURRENDER OF MEXIi |1

ARMY—The last rebel army,

surrenders at Iguala, Mexico.

LUDENDORFF ACQUITT: A
general for participation in upr ,

.

acquittal, at Munich.

HARNESSING GEYSERS— U|

gin work in California to ge' m
of geysers.

Other news as usual.
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>on't Meighan Beat All?
HE SURE does. Hit after hit, never the slightest sign of a flop.

Winter, summer, spring or fall—seasons don't mean a thing
to Meighan. The crowds come just the same.

Take his latest, "THE CONFIDENCE MAN." Packing 'em in

solid at the Rivoli, New York, this week, despite wonderful spring
weather outside.

"Refreshing entertainment. Meighan's part gives him every op-
portunity to display his remarkably engaging personality," says
the World. "The fans are going to step right up and be cheer
leaders for 'The Confidence Man/ " adds the American.

Laurie Erskine and Bob Davis wrote the story. Victor Heerman
directed. Adaptation by Paul Sloane, and titles by the one and
only GEORGE ADE.

You need this one RIGHT NOW!



What's the use
of talking -*

when

Reginald Barkers

WOMENWHOG
is so darn
good that it

talks for

itself

^/ (Presented by

Louis B.Mayer
Adaptation by BERNARD
MTONVILLEawUfcHAWKS
Scenario by A.P.YOUNGER
Based on SARAH EM'LEAN
GREENE'S Famous story..

"CAPE COD FOLK,S"

In the Cast ~

BARBARA BEDFORD
ROBERT FRAZER
RENEE ADOREE
FRANKKEENAN

Iuru Imperial Pictures Ltd.. CxclusiOe
Distributors thruout 9reat Britain. .

.

dirWiliiam tfuru, Manaqincf Director
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Ideas For Spring

Wit Exhibitors Can Do to Fight
he Automobile and Outdoor
Appeal in Warm Weather

arold B. Franklin, director of the-

ati; for Famous Players offers some
id<s to hold theater patronage in

th'Spring. Writing on that general

hding, he says in "The Close Up,"
hi: department's house organ:
spring is a challenge to the effi-

iicy of every exhibitor. This time

jf he year introduces many rivals

:ohe theater. The lure of the great

Diloors is strong. The automobile
wch was stored during the Winter
s dw ready to carry the family along
h curving highways where Spring
)(<ons. The appeal of the open
ij:es is an irresistible force which is

t hallenge that should make every
jjibitor only more eager to prove
i; worth, when competition is

itmgest.

This is the season of the year that

igests the birth of new ideas, new
lughts. It therefore behooves

: ry manager to make double his

: >rts to maintain a good, healthy
i,iness.

At this time a theater must be
:.de more attractive than ever if

s to successfully combat the sea-
i. The spirit of Spring has touch-
every possible patron of your the-
r. They are all now in the mood
this new season.

'Every detail of your theater
)uld harmonize with the spirit of
ring. You must play upon the
>od of the season.
'In every theater there should be
/isible effort to brighten up gener-
y. Your patrons have their Spring
aning at home, and I am sure they
11 appreciate finding that their fa-

rite theater is also cleaning up.
ery theater should reflect the spirit
Spring. Stuffy atmosphere, dusty
niture, poor ventilation, thick,
ivy draperies, dead music, sleepy-
id attendants, yawning ushers,
end that spirit.

'In high grade theaters, the atmos-
ere of Spring is added by placing
ractive flowers in the lobby and
•er. Spring flowers are inexpensive
i many a beautiful effect can be
:ained in this respect. Where a
ater is large and plays to Class
patrons, greens on top of the mar-
:e go a long way towards an in-
ing appearance. Electric signs
>uld be brightened. If the electric
"s are in bad shape, they should

be painted and varnished. If this is

not necessary, they can be washed.
Bay trees at the entrance to high
class theaters are always inviting.

"Hangings should be cleaned thor-

oughly and the dark, dingy draperies

should be eliminated. In every pos-
sible way the theater should get away
from Winter attire and begin to in-

troduce the cool and inviting sur-

roundings of Spring.

"Spring atmosphere can be sug-
gested even in newspaper advertising
through the use of proper cuts (il-

lustrations) and where theaters have
their own art departments, there is

a wealth of opportunity here.

"The colors used in lobby displays
should be of the lighter tones and
should not have a splash of glaring
colors. The whole idea of your lobby
should be to Refresh. For the same
reason that one dresses up in his

best when he wants to make an im-
pression, so should the theater be
garbed in new Spring attire. There
are countless touches which the wide-
awake manager who heeds the mes-
sage of Spring will introduce.

"One of the reasons the motion
picture theater is so popular is be-
cause exhibitors are farther advanced
in theater management than any other
branch of the theater business. The
great care with which most modern
picture theaters are managed, the at-
mosphere and environment that have
been instilled in these theaters, have
given them first place in the heart
of the American public. Novelties
of all kinds are a distinct claim for
patronage and the 100 per cent theater
never rests on its laurels. It is con-
tinually trying something new."

"Love Week" for "Cytherea"
The week of May 4 to 11 has been

designated as "Love Week" by Sam-
uel Goldwyn to celebrate the national
release of "Cytherea"—Goddess of
Love." The picture will be shown si-

multaneously in sixty cities. The idea
is Vic Shapiro's.

ILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-16 VeehawkenSt.WestHobokenJU.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone: UNION—4800

Announcing

PatsyRuthMiller
in a series of
ElmerHarris
Productions/£r

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 19244925 Thirty first Bun Pictures

After More States
(Continued from Page 1)

dominance. He holds that individual

members belonging to any exhibitor

body may, as indidivuals, dabble in

production or distribution, but that

the entity must be composed of men
who are primarily theater owners and
nothing else.

Rembusch made the point that ex-
hibitor interests cannot be respected
and safeguarded when a national or-

ganization is interested in distribution

because the other two factors in the
industry can always point to the ex-
hibitor as a producer or a distributor

as well. The Allied State Organi-
zations will work on a policy on co-
operation with Will H. Hays. There
may not—and problably won't—al-

ways be agreement but at least a
round table conference in which all

parties will participate will be held.

Producing in Rhode Island

Edward Hurley and Joseph Byron
Totten are producing features and
two-reelers at Westerly, R. I. Six
rural features, starring Hugh Thom-
son, are to be made and 12 two-reel-
ers, with Charles De Haven and Fred
Nice. The schedule also includes 26
two-reel "kid" comedies, starring
Knox Kincaid and Ethel Fisher

465 Negatives On Auction
The trustees of the Reliance M. P.

Corp., will offer for sale at public
auction, 465 negatives, together with
all rights in the scenario and story.
The sale will be held today at the Ex-
change Salesrooms, 14 Vesey St.

"Triumph" at Rivoli

"Triumph," will be the feature of
the Rivoli program next week.

THE HAND COLORING

"THE SHEPHERD KING"
was done by

BROCK
Phone Morningside 1776
528 Riverside Drive, N. Y.

KELLEY
For Titles, Cartoons, Prologues

In Color

Phone Cliffside 1345

Some wonderful settings in

WHEN A GIRL LOVES
Nothing but!

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

THE NEW FORM

I. M. P. P. & D. A.

CONTRACT IN STOCK
READY FOR YOUR

IMPRINT

PHONE—BRYANT—1-8-7-1

FOR OUR LOW PRICE
ON ANY QUANTITY

TOTEM STATIONERY CO.

1476 BROADWAY ROOM 824

COR.42ND STREET

8JBM.

"Play It With Music!"

For National Music Week—May 4th— 11th, book
"FRANZ SCHUBERT," the first release of James

A. Fitz-Patrick's "FAMOUS MUSIC MASTERS"
series. One reel novelty features with COMPLETE
ORCHESTRATIONS

!

Produced and Distributed by

FITZ-PATRICK PICTURES, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
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Newspaper Opinions
"A Boy of Flanders"—Metro

Rialto

MERICAN—Jackie Coogan is growing

pHe is losing the baby expression which

i its way into a million hearts. But the

i! of the baby may be compensated by the

c if only his elders will not attempt to

;h him to act.

uida's classic, will please the great army
thildren who look upon Jackie as their idol
•

AILY NEWS—* * * He is quite unchild-

l now, with all his gesturings. * * *

he dog is perhaps the best actor in the

iare. Isn't it a pity Jackie had to be all

lied up in this fashion I'm afraid we shall

it again have anything so good as "The
» m

VENING WORLD—* * * as always,

;; a remarkably appealing performance.
jough there are several distinguished

jes in Jackie's supporting cast, Teddy,
: venerable Great Dane and one of the

:en's most capable actors, must be given
,
credit for a wonderful performance. * * *

[ERALD—* * * in our estimation, it is

t finest thing Jackie ever did. The child
ly gives a remarkable performance, and
know quite well that the reason we like

better than we ever did before is be-
se he has at last grown into his genius,
never did quite fit him before, he being
ch too young to have any such thing. * * *

10RNING TELEGRAPH—* * * he
<es you laugh and cry. * * *

'he locale of the story is Antwerp, and
at praise is due to the scenic designer for
ing produced not only some realistic sets,

for flooding the entire film with atmo-
ere.

'he story is delicately handled * * * and
ws the youthful star off to admirable ad-
itage. * * *

'OST—* * * Jackie Coogan makes another
hit in his new picture. * * * To our

y of thinking it's the best picture he's ever
a in. * * •

rELEGRAM—* * * Picturesque scenes
>wing life in Holland make this new film
usually attractive. Little Jackie is an un-
lally appealing figure as little Nello, * • •

In the scenes with Teddy, the dog who has
much to do with the little Dutch boy's

itiny, Jackie is at his best—and that is

T good indeed.
TIMES—Although it may be a story for
ildren, as told upon the screen, "A Boy
Flanders" with that clever mite, Jackie
ogan, makes quite a charming picture,
jvided one makes allowances for parts of
: narrative. The scenic effects are beauti-
and the Dutch atmosphere is entrancing

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * "A Boy
Flanders," * * * suffers from a weak

ript. The youngster himself has turned in
fair enough performance, but the tale is
3 sterotyped to make it impressive. * * *
A dearth of comedy is an outstanding
alt, with the picture reaching its principal
tertaining capabilities in the screening of
children's party, * * *

WORLD—* * * Jackie's new picture is
e of the best. Instead of relying, as so
iny child pictures do, on the pitter-patter
little bare feet, baby smiles and all that

rt of bunk, this film has an intelligent plot,
mosphere, humor, action and splendid act-
?•

Half of the best acting is done by Jackie,
e other half by his true and trusted friend
:ddy, a huge Great Dane.

Richard Barthlemess and May McAvoy
give a gratifyingly understanding interpreta-

tion of their roles. * * *

EVENING WORLD—In all our picture-

going experience we have never seen a better

made or more charming photo-drama * *

And we have never seen Richard Barthelmess

do a better bit of acting (and this goes for

dainty little May McAvoy, too).

The direction by John Robertson is well-

nigh perfect and * * * the story, * * * is

beautiful and rather intricate, * * *

It is a beautiful picture, beautifully done

and one that no one should miss.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * one of the

most enchanting pictures we have seen. * *

Gaze on "The Enchanted Cottage," and never

again will you believe it when they tell you
that pictures are in their infancy and that the

surface has only been scratched. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—A production

of rare beauty * * *

Richard Barthelmess has never been as

forceful and interesting as he is in this pic-

ture. * * *

Mr. Robertson has handled the * * * play,

* * * with a delicate and appreciable sense

of drama and beauty. * * * the lighting and

photography excellent.

POST—* * * It has been given a fine pro-

duction, and is well acted in the principal

parts—but it isn't a good movie. * * * For
artistry, it would be hard to surpass "The
Enchanted Cottage;" but art plays the lead

over action, characterization tries to take the

place of conviction. * * * The only outstand-

ing hunman feature of the film is the appeal-

ing work of May McAvoy, the one good
player in the cast, excepting Mr. Barthelmess.

SUN—* * * Barthelmess adds another to

his series of rather fine accomplishments, and
Miss McAvoy demonstrates a hitherto not

fully realized ability to act. So that it is not

all loss.

TELEGRAM—* * * Barthelmess has

never done anything more moving in motion
pictures than this * * * May McAvoy * * * is

an ideal associate.

TIMES—* * * much more satisfying on
the screen than it was on the stage. The di-

rector, John S. Robertson, has filmed this
* * * with his customary restraint, availing

himself of charming double exposure effects

and most attractive settings. * * *

* * * Richard Barthelmess gives a good
performance.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * "The

Enchanted Cottage," with the Pinero fan-

tasy, isn't the sort of a picture for the av-
erage film fan. It is over their heads.

In sets, lightings, direction and advance-
ment of the story, the utmost in artistic

work is shown. The same goes for the play-
ers. * * *

WORLD—* * * one of the finest motion
picture dramas which we have ever seen.
Richard Barthelmess comes forward here in
an inspired and astonishing performance. We
are not even afraid to call it great. * * *

We want to advise every-one to go and see
the beauty of this gem of intimate cinema
dramatics. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * Claire

Windsor, Raymond Griffith, Lew Cody and
Mae Busch make "Nellie the Beautiful Cloak

Model," * * * the sort of picture one hoped
it would be, when one heard it was to be

filmed. * * *

There is a thrilling fire, a dazzling dis-

play of fashion models, a collision, and then

—the elevated episode 1 * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * It is a rank

out-and-out melodrama and must be given

credit for not claiming to be anything else,

» * •

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * There isn't

really much in the picture that one found in

the play, but there are plenty of compensa-
tions. There are Claire Windsor, * * * Ho-
bart Bosworth, * * * Lilyan Tash * * * Mae
Busch and Raymond Griffith, * * * Edmund
Lowe, * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * has all

the laughs and thrills of the ten-twenty-

thirty and, best of all, it is played just that

way.

The producers haven't kidded themselves

into believing that they have created a work
of art. They have made a frank, unashamed
melodrama, and the result is that they "are
eating it up" * * *

The cast is just what it should be * * *

POST—* * * "Nellie" gives you seventy-

two minutes of fast action, thrills, human in-

terest stuff and laughs—lots of laughs—and
if that isn't a good movie there never was one
made.

Of course, there's nothing highbrow or
very fine about the picture. It's old stuff

—

but so was "Way Down East." It is splen-

didly acted by one of the best casts of the

season. * * *

SUN—* * * "Nellie" has returned, some-
what modernized from the original Owen Da-
vism, but a corking and noble thriller. * * *

* * * It is interesting, this revival of melo-
drama. * * *

TIMES^* * * Emmett Flynn * * * gives
the story in the old-fashioned way, only em-
bellishing it with expensive settings and
beautiful costumes. * * *

There are some clever double-exposure
photographic effects * * *

Strange as it may seem, anybody can have
a thoroughly enjoyable time watching this
* * * melodrama, in which the players ap-
pear to realize the possibilities of their parts
and are happy in their screen labors.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * The
picture is just as much of a rip-snorter of a
meller as the play was. * * *

The cast is the strongest thing about the

production. * * *

In the small houses this picture is going
to mop up, but it isn't a prelease feature

by a long shot.
WORLD—* * * There is a thrill for you

* * * You have no idea how easily you can
be kidded until yon go • • •

The H. C. Miller Amusement Co.,

of Chicago, has been dissolved.

It's a picture—not an

exhibition

—

WHEN A GIRL LOVES

Exhibitors Everywhere 1

Are Waiting to Book I

BABY PEGGY I

"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model"—
Gold.-Cosmop.—Capitol

AMERICAN—* * * a melodrama of the
first water. The Goldwyn Company has tak-
en some of the curse of improbability off the
film by indulging in some good comedy. * * *

Emmett Flynn, the director, * * * does
very well for himself.

OFFICE FOR RENT—FILM
BUILDING—729 Seventh Avenue.
We are taking larger quarters and
offer for sub-lease our splendid office

about 400 square feet. Rent reason-
able. Occupancy May 1st or later.

Answer Box K101, Film Daily.
71 W. 44th St. N. Y. C.
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CAPTAIN
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Because They Know

Its Value

Presented by Sol Lesser

It's A Principal Picture

Method of Distribution tolbe
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rhe Enchanted Cottage"—1st Nat'l

Strand

AMERICAN—* * * It is so well done and
indled with such rare discrimination it
ould be a reflection against our motion pic-
ire public if they fail to appreciate it.

* * *

Possibly * * * too long. Almost any pic-
ire built on as thin a plot structure as this
ould seem too long if extended beyond five

ii
'

t'le workmanship, down to the
nallest detail, is so, fine, I cannot find it in
y heart to recommend the scissors.
We might say Richard is himself again.
DAILY NEWS—The sheer suspense of

. is rather wonderful. * » *

Yes, you will be glad to have seen "The
nchanted Cottage."
EVENING JOURNAL—* * * There is a
:licacy about the treatment of the theme a
nsitiveness about the direction and acting
iat contains all the strength and preserves
1 the illusions of the story.

ALICE

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgc
542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

"Not One to Spare"
is the title of the famous classic and will hereafter

be the title of the year's WONDER PICTURE

"Which Shall It Be?"
We believe this change in helpful to make it

easier for the public to recall to their mind the
famous poem and we agree that the title better

suits this marvelous story.

Producer—Madeline Brandeis

Director—Renaud Hoffman
Distributor—Hodkinson

"Not One to Spare"
Now in its Second Week f^ - , ,-, fi

V^ A M E \^J
B'way at 42nd St.

Continuous 10:30 A. M. to n;i5 P. M.
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^Y&u're Guilty

F IRST NATION
guilty of contributing to the screen one of the

finest dramatic productions ever recorded in

the book of great screen achievements.

We sentence you therefore, to SUCCESS

—

GREAT SUCCESS and we'll make it great, by

packing the theatres who run

thaw*
jM Idknce pick**

Associated First National Pictures Inc presents

TfteWOMAN on the JURY
From the NewYork stage success by Bernard K. Burns

Directed by Harry Hoyt

[«uKKlau4 tun HtUJbli Pserur** Inc.]

with an all star cast including

Sylvia Breamer, Frank Mayo, Lew Cody, Henry B.Walthall

Bessie Love, Myrtle Stedman, Mary Carr, Hobart Bosworth
Ford Sterling, Roy Stewart and Jean Hersholt

The public's verdict on a FIRST NATIONAL
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By DANNY

i M. P. T. 0. of A. will

:s annual convention next

t in Boston. Recently in

so another group of ex-

(S, not identified with
rtional organization, met
!cago. And what of it?

rogram has been devel-

or the national exhibitor

! It has been printed,

t tells of business ses-

ta trip down the Bay, a

, and the election of offi-

But what about the

—

ss sessions? Never mind
st. What will these busi-

sessions do to help Mr.
itor? What will he
• from them ? What will

:e back home to help him
business?

here are enough pressing

>lems affecting every type

xhibitor to keep him listen-

to sane, sound advice for

y minute of the time al-

:d for the convention, and

e him glad to forget the

of things. There are

igh sane, honest men who
d be gathered to discuss

e problems with exhibitors

nake the time well spent,

it is being done along these

:? And if not, why not?

ner is coming. There are

problems about summer
to spend a day discussing

o advantage. The Fall line

n sight, with each company
all sorts of promises—what

: exhibitors talk about regard-

> matter? And will they try

h some plan to prevent them
hoked up with a lot of prom-
pictures that will not arrive,

lyone discuss from the plat-

e sheer need of keeping open
r the unexpected picture that

arrives every season. Will

start a discussion on longer

r why not? WilL^nyone dis-

e need of better projection;
(.Continued on Page 2)

Why The Noise?
E. V. Richards Asks Some Pertinent

Questions Relative to the Theater
Combination Report

The following wire was received

yesterday from E. V. Richards, gen-

eral manager of the Saenger Amuse-
ment Co., New Orleans:
"The April 9 issue of THE FILM

DAILY is almost entirely devoted to

"the panic of circuits and booking
combines." Why all of the noise?

"Who are the real big circuit and
buying powers but the largest pro-

ducers and distributors? Let's talk

abcut where film rentals have jumped
in the past five or six years, and how-

Fairbanks, Chaplin and Lloyd, and
numerous others, get millions in spite

of all that. Let's talk about the fact

of the millions invested in theater

properties by these circuits that make
it possible for them to multiply
rentals. Let's talk about who gets
the cheapest film service in relation

(Continued on Page 7)

Franklin Going to Coast

Harold B. Franklin leaves for the

Coasl on Saturday to discuss with
Al Kaufman a summer policy at Fa-
mous' Los Angeles theater. He will

be away three weeks and will also
visit other houses.

"Peter" on Paramount Schedule

Famous has placed "Peter The
Great" in general distribution. The
picture played at the Rivoli some time
ago and has Emil Jannings in the title

role.

Clem's Ocean Trip
Aix Les Bains, France.

Dix de March
Dear Film Daily:

When I asked the porter at Venice
what time I could get a train out of
there for Paris, he said ten minutes
after seventeen. What time do I get
to Paris, I asked. At half past
twenty-two was his answer. Now I

leave it to you as to the conditions
here. I ain't sure but I think at the
present rate of exchange four o'clock
in New York is about eighteen
o'clock here. Anyhow, that's what
time I left. I'm stopping over here
for a while but am getting out on
the first train. I was deceived into
this stopover.

I met an American encyclopedia
at Venice who said, if you want to get
a good look at the French pheasants,
stop over at Aix les Bains. Well I

(Continued on Pag* C)

Engel To Produce
May Head Unit for Metro—Louis

Mayer to Handle His Duties
at Studio

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Joe Engel, at pres-

ent studio manager for Metro may
head a producing unit of his own and
release through Metro. The matter
has not been definitely determined
but will be settled in New York when
Engel arrives there in a few weeks
for a conference with Marcus Loew.

It is understood that Engel will

first finish "The Human Mill" on
which Allen Holubar was working
when he died. Victor Schertzinger,
now directing "Bread" for Metro will

probably direct.

Under the terms of the Goldwyn-
Metro merger, as noted, Louis B.
Mayer will be in charge of Metro
production. This would have left

Engel without any definite duties.

Mayer and Irving Thalberg arrived
from the East Monday.

Labor War Reaches Climax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee — Milwaukee's theater
labor war has reached its climax with
the arrest of Frank Hayeek, secre-

tary of the musician's union, charged
with breaking stench bombs in the-

aters that hired non-union musicians.

Music Tax Hearing April 25
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The Committee on
Patents will hold a hearing on the
copyright bill April 25. There are
three such measures before Congress.

Sennett-Pathe Deal
Mack Sennett has renewed his con-

tract with Pathe. Under its terms,
there will be more Sennett two reelers

than in the past. About 42 comedies
are covered in the agreement, thus
permitting Pathe to list about three
from the Sennett studio each month.

The company's entire release sched-
ule for 1924-1925 is about set. As
noted, Hal E. Roach will supplv 52
two-reelers and 52, one-reelers. There
will be a total of 104 two-reelers for

the year, plus the one reelers. In ad-
dition the Roach features, will, of
course, be included and the other
regular series now part of the pro-
gram, such as the Chronicles of
America, Pathe Review, Pathe News,
Aesop's Fables, Topics of the Day,
Sportlights and several serials.

Harold Lloyd still has several pic-

tures to make for Pathe under his ex-
isting contract.

Box Office Check-Up
50 Exhibitors Aiding Famous Players

Determine What Public Wants
In Production

Officials at Famous Players declare

that a production check-up carried on
by exhibitors is working out in a

satisfactory manner.
Fifty representative exhibitors in as

many cities scattered throughout the

country are working in conjunction

with Henry Salisbury, Jesse L.

Lasky's_ personal representative in the

production department on what is

termed an effective analysis of what
goes* and what does not go with the

public. Reports are submitted on all

Paramount Pictures on types of stor-

ies,, production values, work of fea-

tured players and the like.

The information, it is said, is prov-

ing of value in the fomulation of fu-

ture schedules.

California Theaters Show Gain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Admission taxes paid

to the Department of Internal Rev-
enue for the district of Southern Cali-

fornia show that 14,606,360 persons
visited picture theaters and other

places of amusement in February, a

gain over the figures for February
1923 which were 13,591,800.

Neill to Make Edwards' Comedy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—R. William Neill will

produce "Sun Bonnet Sue," Gus Ed-
wards' musical comedy, for Grand-
Asher.

S. W. Smith Sails for London
S. W. Smith of Napoleon Films,

Ltd., of London, who has been in

New York for several weeks sailed

for home yesterday on the Aquitania.

"Reichenbach Day" at A. M. P. A.
Today will be "Harry Reichenbach"

Day at the A. M. P. A. Harry will

tell about his trip abroad.

Kane Optimistic
Says Sanity in Production Has Re-
turned—This The Day of Inde-

pendent Producer
Arthur S. Kane, back in town fol-

lowing a long sojourn in Hollywood
stated yesterday that sanity in pro-
duction has returned and studios are
now working on a firmer foundation.

"Theaters both on the Pacific

coast and in the Middle West are
having a very good season indeed,"
said Kane. "Production in all stu-

dios in Los Angeles has been put on
a much firmer foundation in the l^st

(.Continued em Page 2)
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cleaner houses; better courtesy and

more of it, and the thousand and one

other things that come up in house

management?

These are the problems
that should be discussed at
exhibitor's meetings. And
nothing else. National legis-

lation-—yes. Any legislation

that affects the business of
running a house at a profit.

Yes. As for the politics of
the situation—who is to be

president, and why, should
take about nine minutes dur-
ing the last ten of the last

hour of the convention. That's
how important that is.

But let's see what will happen.
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"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Harry's Latest

Harry Reichenbach worked a very

effective teaser campaign on behalf

of "Triumph," the De Mille picture

which goes into the Rivoli next week.

He prepared a series of seven ads,

published in the dailies, with the fol-

lowing copy: "Tea," "Are," "Eye,"

"You," "Emm," "Pea," "Haitch." The
first correct response, that of Charles

W. Dudrap of Yonkers was awarded
a prize of $25 and the other awards
are to be second, $15; third, $10; and
then one hundred passes for the Rivo-

li. At 11 A. M. yesterday, 3100 re-

sponses had been received. The copy
appeared in confusing order and the

stunt, of course, was to arrange the

words so as to spell the title.

Murphy Bill a Law
The confusion over the status of

the Murphy bill which regulates the

use of non-inflammable film in New
York has been finally cleared away.
The bill was passed by the Senate,

at 7:45 A.M. April 11, the morning
of adjournment, but was not recorded

by the Senate clerk at Albany because
of pressure of business at the time.

The measure is now in the hands of

Governor Smith awaiting his signa-

ture.

Salesmen to E'.ect Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The newly formed
Kansas City Salesmen's Club has
nominated the following: for presi-

dent, Charles Russell; first vice-presi-

dent, J. E. Dodson; second vice-presi-

dent, M. E. Williams; third vice-

president, Fred Savage; secretary,

Frank Cass, and Robert Withers
treasurer.

Fisher Interests Expanding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—The new Capitol will

be opened by the Fishers on April

22. The house seats 800 and is lo-

cated in the West Allis section.

Fisher also runs the New Milwaukee.

West Coast Books "Girl Shy"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—West Coast Thea-
ters, Inc., have booked "Girl Shy'
over its entire circuit. About 110 the-

aters wil play the picture.

Wolf Joins Orpheum Circuit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—Nat Wolf has resigned as

manager for Preferred to join the Or-
pheum circuit.

Elliott Handling New Projector

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Syracuse—Frederick H. Elliott, in-

strumental in the formation of the I.

M. P. P. D. A. has withdrawn from

that organization and is here this

week, demonstrating a new projector

invented by George R. Macomber
and C. Francis Jenkins which, it is

claimed, will permit the showing of

pictures in broad daylight, "operating

continuously without any attention

whatsoever."
Elliott is here with Charles Ray-

mond Thomas, producer of educa-

tionals.

Seek Data on Film Types
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—One of the interest-

ing matters to come up at the League
of American Pen Women convention

at the Shoreham on April 23 will be

a canvass of film types. A general

request is being made for the titles of

six best films and a reason for the

selection from every person interest-

ed. Replies can be sent to the above
address. The information is sought

by five of the large companies in

an effort to gauge future production.

Hutchinson Series Sold
The New-Cal Film Corp., is state

righting a series of Charles Hutchi-
son pictures, produced by William
Steiner. The first three are "Surg-
ing Seas," "Hutch of the U. S. A. and
"The Crash." The following have
bought the series:

Commonwealth, New York; De Luxe,
Philadelphia; Cosmopolitan, Boston; Ad-
vance, Syracuse; Supreme, Pittsburgh; Fa-
vorite, Detroit ; Argentine-American Film,
South America, Screen-Art Ltd., for United
Kingdom.

"Flying Fists," Leonard Series

The 12 two-reelers that Benny
Leonard will make for Reputable Pic-
tures will be known as the "Flying
Fists" series and will be based on
sories written by Sam Hellman sports

writer. Larry Windom will direct.

Borzage Reading Stories

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Frank Borzage is

reading stories to select one as his

first picture for Metro. He expects
to start actual work shortly.

Seitz Here
George B. Seitz, serial producer for

Pathe is in New York preparing for

a new serial which will be placed in

production in about two weeks.

Coming Soon

W

"ANOTHER SONDAL
Cosmo Hamilton's latest andgreatest novel

an E.HGriffith Production

HODKINSON RELEASE^
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Kane Optimig
(Continued from Page I

six months than during thel

year. Profiting by the ej|

which practically all the

had with the high cost of pi.l

this season's market, they I

controlling expenditures mu|
and have been for the

months. •

"This makes very certainly for I

the whole industry. It does not tl
sation or even a lapse in fine prooll

market, but rather, for less ofl
upon the distributive and exhibiti||

the business, and with logically
j

results to exhibitors themselves.
"The position of the independerl

is distinctly favorable. He is m:|
of the outstanding hits that are hi
tered today. The cause of this i I

to find. In controlling only i [i|
tions each season, and as a rule \r
only one picture at a time, the p I

able to devote intensive, individual
to each and every particular att I
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Important 1 rade Oho
Announcing the preview showing

of Distinctive's latest feature pro-

duction in the Grand Ball Room of

the Hotel Astor, tonight, April 17th

at 8:30 o'clock.

THE

Jk WOMAN
with

ALMA RUBENS
CONRAD NAGEL
andWyndham Standing

John Lynch's Vital Drama of Modern Life,

Set in a World of Luxury, Jazz and Carefree

Beauty. Miss Rubens and Mr. Nagel appear

Together for the First Time, supported by a

Brilliant Cast, including Leonora Hughes,

famous Broadway dancer and New York So-

ciety Beauties.

Produced by

Distinctive Pictures Corporation
Directed by ALBERT PARKER

sw&UUiwr^Qosrnopolitafi



You are in the midst of Universale Great

Spring Drive! Every showman in the

business should book Universal product

as a matter of self-interest. No showman
—not a single exhibitor,— can afford to

miss the chance to cash in on this great

drive offer. Your keen sense of show-
manship will prompt you to act at once.

Here is everything—audience-tested pic-

tures at a price not a cent higher than you
can afford to pay!

UNIVERSAL JEWELS
THE STORM

with Virginia Valli and House Peters.

HUMAN HEARTS
with House Peters and a big cast.

THE SHOCK
with Lon Chaney and Virginia Valli.

UNDER TWO FLAGS
starring Priscilla Dean.

KENTUCKY DERBY
starring Reginald Denny.

TRIFLING WITH HONOR
with an all-star cast.

HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA

THE FLIRT
with an all-star cast.

THE FLAME OF LIFE
starring Priscilla Dean.

DRIVEN
with an all-star cast.

THE ABYSMAL BRUTE
starring Reginald Denny.

BAVU
with an all-star cast.

MERRY GO ROUND
with Mary Philbin, Norman Kerry,

George Hackathorne.

A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE
A Lois Weber production with a great

cast.

DRIFTING
starring Priscilla Dean.

THUNDERING DAWN
with J. Warren Kerrigan, Anna Q. Nils-

son and Tom Santschi.

THE ACQUITTAL
with Claire Windsor, Norman Kerry,

Barbara Bedford and Richard Travers.

A LADY OF QUALITY
starring Virginia Valli with Milton Sills.

THE DARLING OF NEW YORK
with Baby Peggy and an all-star cast.

WHITE TIGER
starring Priscilla Dean.

THE LAW FORBIDS
Baby Peggy with Robert Ellis, Elinor

Faire and a big cast.

FOOLS HIGHWAY
starring Mary Philbin.

SPORTING YOUTH
starring Reginald Denny.

THE STORM DAUGHTER
starring Priscilla Dean.

THE LEATHER PUSHERS
Smashing romances of the prize ring

from H. C. Witwer's Colliers' Weekly
Stories. First, second and third series

featuring Reginald Denny. Fourth se-

ries featuring Billy Sullivan. Universal
Jewel Series.

FAST STEPPERS
starring Billy Sullivan. Stories by Ger-
ald Beaumont, master of sport stories

appearing in the Red Book Magazine.
Universal Jewel Series.

A Special Word
No. 380. Straight from the Shoulder Talks

by Carl Laemmle
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation

HIS talk is intended for those of you

who are ruinously hammering down
Universal rental prices through book-

ing circuits, booking agencies or whatever

you choose to call them.

You tell me you formed these booking

combinations to defend yourselves against

producers or distributors who are crushing

you. You tell me your booking combination

is the only weapon with which you can com-

bat still greater circuits, whether owned by

producers or not.

I don't know anything about that, be-

cause undoubtedly there are two sides to that

story as to every other story. But I do know
that, thoughtlessly and without intending to

do so, you are hammering prices down on

the very company you ought to support to

the last ditch. Every time you use that book-

ing combination against Universal, you are

using it against yourself! Everything you do

to weaken Universal is a good swift kick in

your own pants!

I ask you to stop it and stop it now!

With all the power at my command, I

ask you to realize that if you treat Universal

as an enemy—as some of you are unintention-

ally doing—you are fighting you own future,

battling your own flesh and blood!



Jooking Circuits!

Do I ask special favors for Universal?

YOU BET YOUR LIFE I DO!

I ask you to treat Universal as you would

treat a partner. Regardless of what your

booking combination rules may be, I ask you

to waive them in dealing with Universal. I

ask you to quit forcing me to deal with one

theatre. I ask you to quit restraining me
from gettingthe benefit of competition among
you! I ask you to quit fixing the price that

I've got to accept for my pictures! I ask you

to quit clubbing my prices down to a ridicu-

lous basis!

By what earthly right do I ask these

things? Simply by right of the fact that I've

never done anything to warrant this sort of

rough treatment from exhibitors. I am not

threatening you with great chains of thea-

tres. I never tried to force you to book
"everything or nothing." I never tried any

cute or devilish little tricks or schemes or de-

vices to take you into camp. I've always

played with you with every darned card on the

table, face up, and not a card up my sleeve.

If you are determined to use a club in

booking, don't use it where it will damage
you in the end. There is no greater blow

you could give yourself than to injure Uni-

versal. I know you are hurting us without

realizing what you are doing. Now that you
do know, will you wake up and quit fighting

yourself over my shoulder?

Universal Star Series

Here is a group of high-powered
box-office stars supported by splen-
did casts, expert direction and all the
resources of Universal City in a
great variety of appealing stories.

JACK HOXIE
In seven rough-riding outdoor ac-

tion pictures.

HERBERT RAWLINSON
Nine tested and proved pictures of

the gentleman-adventurer variety.

GLADYS WALTON
In five noteworthy pictures of the

modern girl.

LAURA LA PLANTE
In two productions full of peppy,

actionful comedy. A magnetic new
screen personality.

ALL STAR CASTS
Here are a dozen productions with

sure-fire box-office profits guaran-
teed on past performances. All pro-
duced with special casts and ex-
ploitation angles.

HOOT GIBSON
The whimsical western star in eight
galloping releases, each an audience pic-

ture with a box-office wallop!

UNIVERSAL
SHORT SUBJECTS

CHAPTER PLAYS
"The Steel Trail," "The Fast Express,"
"The Ghost City," "Beasts of Paradise."
Featuring William Duncan, Pete Morri-
son, Margaret Morris, William Des-
mond and Eileen Sedgwick.

CENTURY COMEDIES
starring Hilliard Karr, Jack Earle, Al Alt,

Pal, the Dog; The Century Follies Girls,

Buddy Messinger and Spec O'Donnell.
UNIVERSAL ONE-REEL

COMEDIES
Featuring Neely Edwards and Bert Roach

THE GUMPS
Featuring Joe Murphy and Fay Tincher.

TWO REEL WESTERNS
featuring: Pete Morrison, Harry Carey,
Bob Reeves, Roy Stewart, Helen Gibson,
Kingfisher Jones, Jack Dougherty and
Helen Holmes.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
The best pictorial news service brought to

the screen. Advertised daily in all Hearst
papers to over 20,000,000 readers.

THE MIRROR
A novelty sensation reflecting the past and
current events.

Universal's
Great

SpringDrive
L isml

Get the bi

surprise offer

[UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE
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Films Self-Financed
Of the general estimate of $200,

000,000 spent on production annually,

the industry itself finances 64%. Banks
advance 35% and private leaders only
1% of this enormous figure. This
information is embodied in the second
of a series of four articles dealing
with the financial texture of the in-

dustry and published in the Wall
Street Journal. The second article,

in full, follows:
"Although moving picture concerns

take in $500,000,000 admissions a

year, and spend half of this on new
productions and housing, they have
not a speaking acquaintance with
most leading banks of the country.
Of the $200,000,000 which goes into

new films each year only 35% comes
from the banks. Outside private
lenders put up about 1%. The mov-
ing picture people put up the re-

mainder.
"Only one movie concern gets its

bills discounted by the Federal Re-
serve Bank. In general, bank inspec-
tors put moving picture credits down
as slow, according to C. S. Pinkerton,
comptroller of the First National Co.
He insists that reputable moving pic-

tures concerns have for years been
paying their bank debts promptly.

What Bankers Say
"Bankers who have to do with

moving picture investments give a
wide variety of answers to questions
about their experiences. Boards of
directors and trustees of the big banks
are in general hostile to moving pic-

tures as sound investments. One
vice-president gives limited credit to

movie theaters in his neighborhood
where the borrowers have assets at

least twice the value of the credit

advanced.
"But a bank is handicapped in a

number of ways in determining the
solvability of a movie plant. Some
of the largest assets are intangible
like goodwill, or in anticipated profits

from films which are in the making
or finished and not released. The
bank must take the company's word
on their value. Estimates carry more
weight when supported with statistics

showing returns from previous ven-
tures such as companies today com-
pile.

"One big bank which has carried
28 new productions in the last six

months, sometimes investing $3,000,-
000 to $5,000,000 a day in motion
pictures, is enthusiastic over returns
and is constantly enlarging the
amount of credit given. The bank
does business with five of the leading

motion picture companies. All of
the 28 pictures paid back credit ad-
vanced. The bank sent out an in-

spector to look over studios seeking
money, just as it would have looked
into the assets of any other concern.
It checked over the motion picture
company's notes, cash inventory, and
current liabilities.

"Banks are often shocked by the
high inventories motion picture com-
panies carry, relatively much higher
than those m other industries. Gold-
wyn, for example has enough proper-
ties and equipment to 'shoot' 11 pic-

tures at a time. Some of this is

doubtless a burdensome overhead.
'Banks also look with disapproval

on the high salaries paid some of

the stars. Producers shrug their

shoulders and say the number of stars

is small, and that salaries are fixed

by competition in the market, and
what the public is willing to pay for

favorites.

"The principal objection bankers
make to producers' methods is not
so much in the sums of money they
spend in staging a story as in their

failure to keep within agreed limits.

It is here that the producers' asso-
ciation is carrying on its most active
agitation for more business-like
methods. Most of the big concerns
have already adopted a budget
system.

Production Economy
"The first conspicuous move to-

ward production economy was made
last October when Famous Players-
Lasky closed down their plants at

Hollywood and Long Island City
for a couple of months. In the last

two years all the big companies have
adopted the budget method, estimat-
ing their production costs when the
scenario is agreed upon. The four
companies with their stock listed on
the Stock Exchange publish annual
statements. Others prepare them for

the banks, but have not adopted the
policy yet of making them public.

In a word the motion picture industry
is being put on a business basis. Mr.
Saunders, comptroller of Famous
Players, said:

" 'It is just as well that there is not
a rush of investors into the moving
picture field. The big companies al-

ready have bank contacts and are
getting more credit as they demon-
strate that they run their business
along sound, profitable lines. The
plungers and hokum experts in the
business are being gradually weeded
out and the line is constantly more
sharply drawn between legitimate
and fly-by-night business.'

"

ComingSoon

ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI

<Jn yifan CrcslandProduction.
Produced hy OilfcrJ Cinema Ccrb.

/&-HODKINS0N RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures

Clem's Ocean Trip
(.Continued from Page 1)

bought a gun and a hunting outfit

and here I am and what do I find?

That he meant the French peasants,

or poor people, like ushers and opera-

tors in America. I don't know why
they call them pheasants here, but
guess they call the poor people in

Italy guinea hens. It's the same
thing.

We had an hour stop over at Pisa

where the famous tower is. One
man there to'.d me it is over 700 yenrs

old. I know what made it lean

—

booking pictures without seeing them.
That's what made me lean last year.

I met an Eyetalian exhibitor at Pisa

who don't know the name of any of

the big film companies in America. I

found out later that he is a notorious

bicycler and that he is very, very reli-

gious and that he don't want to know
the names of the firms he is trimming
so that his conscience won't be both-
ered. His brother has a couple of

theaters in Tunis and bicycies his

films clean across the Sahara on a

camel.

It's tough enough from Pneumonia
to Hives, which are only twelve miles

apart let alone clean across a desert

on a slow going camel.

It was a great ride from Venice to

the French frontier only the food on
the train wasn't so good. If you
didn't happen to like what the con-
ductor liked, you could go hungry.
As far as I was concerned it was OK.
but Mrs. Deneker is having a hard
time finding anything thas is as good
as her cook, Daisy hands us at home.
Daisy is part Indian and part colored
and we have had her two years be-
cause I give her passes to the shows.
She's good, too; for some times she
helps make the joint look full when
things is tough.

Well, that's all the news now but I

am feeling all hotsy totsy for Paris
where I'll be in about four hours
more.

Wish you would send me a list of

new promises for the coming season,

Thursday, April 17, 1 *

I want to kid myself along till 1

1

home.
Your Homesick Frien

CL

C. B. C. Deal With De Luxe
C. B. C. has closed a deal with

Luxe, of Philadelphia, for its 1

25 product covering 16 productii
eight of them "Columbias," and
other eight "Perfection Specials."

WANTED
If your organization has an openinf

for an efficient bookkeeper they cai

secure the services of a thoroughly ex

perienced young lady by addressiiif

me c/o The Film Daily. Box S-302

^6 F.LMteSpVAT1NGC
America, inc.

I

723-71^ Ave. N.Y- Bryant ZI5

The Mackler Process

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated
'NELLIE, THE BEAUTIFUL

CLOAK MODEL"
Playing This Week At The

Capitol Theatre, N. Y.

WORLDS RIGHTS
NEGATIVES FOR SALE

Twelve negatives of two reel

westerns directed by DAVID
W. GRIFFITH, with the fol-

lowing stars:

LILLIAN GISH, MAE MARSH,
BLANCHE SWEET, HENRY B.

WALTHALL, HARRY CAREY,
LIONEL BARRYMORE.

Reedited and Retitled—For Sale

—Cheap—A Sacrifice for Cash.

Address Box S 310 c/o The
Film Daily.

"Not One to Spare"
is the title of the famous classic and will hereafter

be the title of the year's WONDER PICTURE

"Which Shall It Be?"
We believe this change in helpful to make it

easier for the public to recall to their mind the

famous poem and we agree that the title better

suits this marvelous story.

Producer—Madeline Brandeis

Director—Renaud Hoffman
Distributor—Hodkinson

"Not One to Spare"
Now in its Second Week

Continuous 10:30 A. M. to 11:15 P. M. c
B. S. MOSS'

A M E
B'way at 42nd St.

o
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Nhy The Noise?
(Continued from Page 1)

t:eipts and proportionate cost of

ts Is it the straight picture house,

lixed vaudeville and pictures?

";t's ask the bond buyers and

n:rs if the great theaters and cir-

itwere placed at the mercy of the

a s and skinflint selling meth-
swould it be possible to build and
nnue to improve in the theater

dof this industry in cities now
y g enormous rentals for film ser-

if Let's talk about who gives life

k independent features when they

e>roduced by men of ability and

v merit. If it is not the circuits

carge houses throughout America,

kLloyd, Chaplin, Fairbanks and
National.

'^sk the star and producer do they

i conditions chaotic as existed in

egitimate field, when 90 per

of the receipts went to the pro-

on guarantee and high percent-

houses to decay; bankers and in-

rs disgusted; in the majority of

and towns no improvement, or

'ncement, or progress for ten

fe; the calibre of management of

[olane of the billposter; the musi-
1 of the old "fiddler band" type,

ild the conduct of this business

he standards of progress to the

ness on this basis?

It is not a fact that the real alarm
the theater "closed town or book-
combine" that is paying an av-

e of 25 to 30 per cent of his re-

ts for his average film service and
margin on big investments is not

net results of a good bond in the

nary business?

s it not a fact that we have about
too many distributing organiza-
s; about a dozen too many trade

:rs and hypo exploiters; and a
sand too many lawyers; and a

ion special advisers on that side

ie industry taking its toll? Danny,
boy, strike at fundamentals. Don't
)t sky rockets.

Dut of this chaos will rise, very
try, an organization headed by
of the calibre of Loew, Lieber,

or, and others that will calm the

m. Evolution will take care of
merit in a business that is as

srtant and is in as great demand
he public, as this industry,

["ell the calamity howlers and
>agandists if they don't want a
: and national regulation of this

ness they had better leave some
he profit with the local the-
owners. Closed towns and cir-

> matter not, the banker and in-

Dr must get his.

am not writing this from any
sh interests of my company, but
ebody must have the guts to tell

the facts as seen by the theater
of the question. I am further

i harm than the average helpless
bitor."

"Siegfried" Sold for Britain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
:rlin
—

"Siegfried," the first of

i Lang's pictures dealing with the
;lungen has been sold for Great
lin to an unnamed buyer. The
ire will open at Albert Hall. Lon-
April 29.

Films a Necessity
In response to a communica-

tion from the M. P. T. O. A.,

offering the screens of its mem-
bers to the furthering of public

service work, President Cool-
idge said:

"The motion picture is a real

necessity now in American life.

It is one of the greatest service

mediums in the world and you
are doing great work for the

American people."

Fadman Going to Coast

Edwin M. Fadman, of Red Seal,

will leave shortly on a sales trip to

the Coast. He will take with him
a series of "Funny Face" comedies,
and "Marcus Cartoons" which his

company recently acquired.

Three Join I. M. P. P. D. A.

Sunset Prod., Sanford Prod, and
Eddie Lyons Prod., all Coast com-
panies have joined the I. M. P. P.

D. A. A Coast representative will

be selected shortly.

To Organize Coast Unit
Jesse J. Goldburg will complete the

organization of a coast unit of the

I. M. P. P. D. A., work on which was
launched in Los Angeles by Joe
Brandt.

Lake Amuse. Co.'s Cashier Held Up
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—Robbers made away
with over $1,000 after holding up a
messenger of the Lake Amuse. Co.

Gary F. P. Exploiteer in K. C.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Bob Gary has been
placed in charge of exploitation in

this territory for Famous Players.

"Second Youth" at Cameo
"Second Youth' 'has been booked

into the Cameo the week beginning
Sunday.

Capitol Stage Enlarged
The stage at the Capitol has been

enlarged to make more room for the
orchestra.

Virginia Dale Here
Virginia Dale, picture critic of the

Chicago Daily Journal is at the Ma-
jestic.

Newspaper Opinions
"The Confidence Man"—F. P.-L.

Rivoli

AMERICAN—* * * Thomas Meighan's
latest is full of hokum * * *

Whatever are its shortcomings—they were
not enough to bore * * *

EVENING WORLD—In all screendom
we have yet to find a more satisfactory com-
bination than Tommy Meighan and George
Ade. * * * Their latest effort "The Confidence
Man," * * * is merely another proof of the
efficacy of this combination. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—We sincerely hope
that "The Confidence Man" isn't as poor a
picture as we think it is. * * *

Can it be possibly that any one can view
that picture and not know that it is dripping
with false sentimentality, that the actors
are all overacting and that the thing moves
at such a snail's pace that it appears to be
another one if those slow motion pictures?
# * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * they
have an undercurrent of delightfully human
comedy that helps a lot. Victor Heerman
directed the picture and did a workmanlike
job, and the titles of George Ade add to the
assets of the story material. * * *

POST—* * * This isn't a bad picture, and
you wouldn't kick at all if you saw it at some
suburban theater. But it's far from feature
material. * * *

TELEGRAM—There is a heap of shrewd
American humor with the undercurrent of
applied pragmatism in "The Confidence
Man." * * *

The story is told with a lot of human
quality, and if the climax seems a bit hur-
ried, probably it is owing to the need of hur-
rying the end lest it grow a bit preachy.

There is an abundance of interesting de-
tails and several amusing episodes. * * *

TIMES—* * * is for the most part a
cheerful if improbable story, * * * If the
fun and speed had been maintained through-
out, it would have made quite a good enter-
tainment.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * Just an

ordinary Paramount program release, de-
pendent 99 per cent on Meighan's popularity,
gained in better stuff.

WORLD—* * * is refreshing entertain-
ment.

But it's well done. The plot is entertaining
and the situations are amusing. Meighan's
part is one which gives him every opportun-
ity to display that remarkably engaging per-
sonality he has. And he makes the most of it

Specify

^RZ-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS
FOR

CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
118 W. 44 ST NY. BRYANT 66>S

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 Broadway

Telephone

Watkins 4522

THERE is no reason why a shortage of

working capital should menace a promis-

ing proposition. Call on us for financial

relief. Our service will prove most beneficial.

Rates within reason. Investigate with no

obligation on your part.

This Will Establish

Big House Records

Sol Lesser Presents

The Star That Wins All

Hearts

BABY PEGGY
in

CAPTAIN

JANUARY
By Laura E. Richards

Adapted from the great

American classic now

in its 54th edition; cir-

culation 600,000.

Supporting Cast:

Hobart Bosworth

Irene Rich

Harry T. Morey

Lincoln Stedman

Barbara Tennant

Produced by

Principal Pictures Corp.

1540 Broadway, New York

Method of Distribution To

Be Announced Later.
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and the second that

is drawn from

The FIRST NATIONAL ''new crop" box
is another great drama.

This one is certainly intense—packed with
the familiar Ince emotional wallop with
the acting honors falling to Blanche Sweet,
Bessie Love, Warner Baxter and Robert ]

Agnew. I

Get out the harvesting tools boys, there's
j

great reaping to do with such money
j

makers ahead as
j

Crhos.H.Jrwe
presents

THOSE WHO DANCE
J3if GEORGE GIBBE TURNER.

Adapted by ARTHUR, STATTER., directed btf LAMBERT HILLTER
"Under the personal supervision of THOMAS H. INCE
With BLANCHE SWEET, BESSIE LOVE
WARNER BAXTER, and ROBERT AGNEW
A Tiiat national Attraction
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IETR0-G0LDWYN
tficial Statement
gig Details of Huge Combin-
)-How Loew Strengthens

Theater Position

fficial statement issued said:

|to Pictures, Goldwyn Pictures

wis B. Mayer Co. today for-

lerged their immense holdings

iimalgamation which will also

iht distribution of Cosmopoli-
id. The combined company
uoint of magnitude, influence,

'sical scope be the peer of

er film organization in the

egotiations which have been

'ess for some time were ini-

y F. J. Goldsol, president of

n and were completed today
e signing of papers by the

Is.

name of the merged corpora-
I be Metro-Goldwyn Corpora-
n addition to F. J. Godsol.
I Bowes, vice president of

n, will be on the Board of

"s and actively associated with
algamated company, as will

:ssmore Kendall and William
Louis B. Mayer will be vice

it in charge of all production
s.

consolidation is intended to

e waste in production, to

igger and better pictures at

t, to furnish better service to

rs, and to accomplish a tre-

s saving in distribution. The
will in no way submerge the
n Company or eliminate or
ts producing and distributing

ition.

wyn executives and the Gold-
ganization will be retained
out. Abraham Lehr, vice
t of Goldwyn, in charge of
lios, has not yet indicated
he will remain with the
company. This statement,

today by Marcus Loew, is

ienial of various unfounded
that Goldwyn would disap-
m the field after the merger
ctro.

amalgamation brings to the
of the Metro-Goldwyn Com-
(Continued on Page 7)

France Seeks Place
Making Determined Effort for Posi-

tion of Importance in Produc-
tion—At Work Now

A determined effort is apparently

being made in France to secure for

that country a definite place in the

world's film markets. An interest-

ing move is described in a special dis-

patch published in the New York
Times from Paris and reprinted by
permission.

A company has been formed there

by the Due d'Ayen, backed by pri-

vate capital but apparently with con-
siderable official support. The Times
dispatch says the must brilliant minds
of France seem to be collaborating.

(Continued on Page 2)

Two Sales Meets Planned

Hodkinson will hold two sales
meetings, one in New York, on April

26, and the other in Chicago, May 3.

The managers of the New York, Buf-
falo, Boston, Philadelphia Washing-
ton, Atlanta and Pittsburgh ex-
changes will attend the New York
session, while Chicago, Cleveland,
Detroit, Cincinnati, Minneapolis,
Omaha, Kansas City and St. Louis
offices will be- present at Chicago.
The company's 1924-25 plans will be
announced.

Metro Takes Over the Goldwyn Co.;

Gives 5 Million of Preferred Stock

Louis B. Mayer Units Also Join Metro—Mayer to Have Charge

of Metro Production—Metro Plant to Be Dis-

mantled—Hearst Goes Along

The Passing
By DANNY

The Goldwyn Company has passed from existence and in its

passing there should be a lesson—something which should never
be forgotten—when ambition steps in and pride proceeds to its

ultimate fall.

In a few weeks, perhaps in a few days, what was once a tre-

mendously important factor in this business will have been for-

gotten. People are prone to forget very rapidly in the rush of
business.

But when all others have forgotten that a concern of this name
was in existence there will remain one who will never forget. He
has an office on Madison Avenue and today he is regarded as an
important factor as an independent producer. His name is Samuel
Goldwyn.

(.Continued on Page 6)

Late yesterday afternoon final papers were signed and Metro
Pictures Corp. took over Goldwyn Pictures. Stockholders of both
corporations must ratify the proceedings. Loew, Inc., owns Metro,
and there is a voting trust of five which controls the disposition
of Goldwyn stock. These stockholders' meetings are expected to
be held in the early future, and the deal ratified. There was some
talk yesterday that the minority stockholders of Goldwyn might
raise some objections to the proceedings, but this is not regarded
seriously by those who engineered the deal, inasmuch as the voting
trust trustees have ample power to close such a deal.

Prior to the official statement being issued, the voting trus-
tees of the Goldwyn stock met and approved the merger at about
4.30 o'clock.

William R. Hearst, Cosmopolitan Prod, will continue—at
least for the time being—to release through Metro-Goldwyn. The
Louis B. Mayer Productions were also taken over by Metro, and

Mayer will have complete charge of
Metro-Goldwyn production—the ex-
tent of which can be imagined when
it is realized that at present 17 di-

rectors are under contract by the
several companies, all of whom will
produce for next season for Metro-
Goldwyn.

Metro will issue $5,000,000 of pre-
ferred stock which will be allotted to
the holders of the 184,000 shares of
Goldwyn stock, share for share. As-
suming this stock is issued at par

—

$100—it would place a valuation of
$27.10 for each share of Goldwyn
stock. Metro preferred will carry 7
per cent. In other words Goldwyn
stockholders are assured of a 7 per
cent dividend—assuming dividends
are declared.

The present Metro plant in Holly-
(Continued on Page 6)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales
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Fait Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—William Fait, Jr. has
resigned as manager of Loew's State
to take over the general sales of
Fleurette Electric Signs in New York
and New Jersey.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS,' "]

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

f TO SEPARATE VOU FROM YOUR WORRIES-

DOBBY VERNON"
RENO OR BUST"

Christie
Gomedg

\

<hU 3ioraC do Ll~! ^\

Geotg*
%*>*

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—-Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

54;'. Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

France Seeks Place
(Continued from Page 1)

"The object of the company, which
has adopted the name of the Society
for Filmed Historical Romances"
says the Times, "is to present to

the world a true representation of

France's difficult struggles toward
her present greatness.

"The program consists of 18 films,

which commence with the victory
of Louis XI. over the Burgundians
and ends with the great war. As
a basis for each film a well-known
French writer will take the great his-

torical facts and weave romances
about the principal characters. In
the first film, which is to be called

'Miracle of the Wolves,' the love of

Jeanne Hachette for one of Charles
the Bold's commanders supplies the
theme of the story.

"To assist in the first production
3,000 French poilus, at the order of

the Government are taking part.

"Vanni Marcoux, the opera singer,

enacts the part of Louis XL, and
Yvonne Sergl of the Odeon is Jeanne
Hachette. It is estimated the film
will cost some 10,000,000 francs, not
counting governmental assistance.
The first representation is to be given
at the Opera early in October."

"Dorothy Vernon" in Cleveland
(Sfecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—"Dorothy Vernon of
Haddon Hall" opens at the Stillman
Easter Sunday.

Referendum On Sunday Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Norwich, N. Y.—The Common
Council has authorized a referendum
on Sunday films .to be held May 5.

Montague Love in "Legit"

Montague Love, last in "A Son of
the Sahara," and a Whitman Ben-
nett production, is now rehearsing
in a play for Oliver Morosco.

Back From Foreign Jaunt
Jules E. Brulatour and Hope

Hampton (Mrs. Brulatour) have re-
turned from a trip through Europe.

Meighan At The Rialto
Following a week's run at the Rivo-

li, "The Confidence Man," will open
at the Rialto Sunday.

"U" Buys Quinn Martin Story
Universal has purchased "The

Little Cat," from Quinn Martin.

Sidney to Succeed Bernard

Samuel Goldwyn has signed
George Sidney to play the part of

Abe Potash in "Potash and Perl-

mutter in Hollywood." This is the

role originally planned for Barney
Bernard. Goldwyn leaves for the

Coast tomorrow to remain there for

four months. "Production of "Po-
tash" and "Stella Dallis" will oc-

cupy his attention while there.

Off For New Orleans Monday
The following First National exe-

cutives will leave for New Orleans
Monday to attend the annual meeting
of the company, beginning Wednes-
day: H. O. Schwalbe, E. A. Esch-
mann, E. Bruce Johnson and Mark
Kellogg. R. A. Rowland will leave

Los Angeles in time to attend the

meetings.

Reichenbach Day
The A. M. P. A. celebrated the

return of Harry Reichenbach yester-

day by having a Reichenbach Day
luncheon. Harry told some of his

interesting experiences while making
the Mediterranean trip.

Abandon Road Show Plan

Arthur S. Kane, of Associated Ex-
hibitors declared yesterday that plans
to road show "The Chechahcos," had
been abandoned because of a number
of protests received from exhibitors.

Walsh of Conn. A Candidate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Haven—The Connecticut M.
P. T. O. is fostering a boom for Jo-
seph W. Walsh as president of the M.
P. T. O. A.

Paine a District Sales Manager
John F. Paine has been appointed

a Selznick district sales manager, in

charge of the Middle West, with
headquarters in the home office.

C. L. Parsons Dead
C. L. Parsons, father of P. A.

Parsons, of Pathe is dead. The end
came rather suddenly. Funeral ser-
vices will be held tomorrow.

Lee-Bradford Get "Lure of Yukon"
Lee-Bradford will distribute Nor-

man Dawn's, "Lure of the Yukon;"
via the state rights market. It will
be a summer release.

"White Sister" At Capitol

"The White Sister" will be the fea-
ture at the Capitol next week.

Coming Soon

In The Court
In the suit of the Mercant

tors Corp., against Warner
Pictures, on the endorsement
by the defendant, a judgment
rected by Supreme Court
Ford for $2,500 due on notes

«

for the Standard Film Sen
for the Independent Film
The defendant had paid $5,00'

Standard notes, and $10,000
Independent notes.

i

A default judgment for $18 '

filed in the Supreme Court
i

of the Penn Import & Exp>
in a suit against Frank G. '.

notes of the Hallmark Picture]

of which he was president.

May Go Abroad
It is reported that Mae Ma:

shortly sail for Germany, to

in a picture for Stern Films.

HAL ROACH
DIPPY-DOO-DAI

COMEDIES!
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy
=-(§5-=

;

KINOGRAR'i
THEVTSUAI.

NEWS
if til. THE WORLD

THE NEWSREEL I

BUILT LIKE A NEWSPA

I

OFFICE FOR RENT—FI
BUILDING—729 Seventh Ave
We are taking larger quarters
offer for sub-lease our splendid o
about 400 square feet. Rent rea'

able. .Occupancy May 1st or li

Answer Box K101, Film Daily,
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. (

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industr

723 7th[Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 545

ENLARGEMENTS
of

MOTION PICTURE FILM CLIPS
for all purposes also

DEVELOPING and PRINTING
of Kodak Rolls

W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33rd St. Vanderbilt 72
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DID they like

CYTHEREA
Goddess of Love

New York's moi

brilliant audien
comprising

—

—Showmen—Authors—Artists
J—Editors

and just folks—
proclaimed and acclaimed this

production at the Ritz pre-view
Wednesday Evening.
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they enthused
]anny (Film Daily)

Box Office Analyst
tist a whale of a box-office.

fjarold B. Franklin
General Manager Theatres, Famous Players

Hiked it. I enjoyed it. I feel sure it will make a box-
office success.

William Johnston
Editor, M. P. News

A wonderful audience picture, especially to women.
Skilfully handled all the way through. No censor
can object to it.

William Brandt
Pres. M. P. T. O. N. Y.

A knock-out audience attraction.

>seph Plunkett
Managing Director, Strand, N. Y.

rare treat, whether they've read the book or not.

ally James Farnham
Noted Sculptress

hsorbing, a corking picture. Beautiful and dramatic.
Fitzmaurice is a genuine artist.

Adele Fletcher
Brewster Publications

"Cytherea" has real appeal to all women. I liked it

tremendously.

Louella Parsons
N. Y. American

A great audience picture true to life.

'ose Pelswick
New York Journal

^his is every woman's picture. They'll go wild about
it. Splendid direction.

Dorothy Day
N. Y. Telegraph-

I liked it very much; beautifull

flock to see it.

•aul Swinehart
Zit's Weekly

^ill get a whole lot of money. Every married woman
will see this, cry and gossip about it.

Leland Heyward
Picture Play

A great film, a true-to-life pici

effective.

Job Welsh
M. P. World

Ln exhibitor wrote my review when he said at the
final fade-out, "A picture packed with audience
value."

George Blaisdell

Exhibitors Trade Review
Delightful entertainment ; hold,

dramatic and fine ; a quality p;

Chalk Up Another Box-Office Sensation for
Samuel Goldwyn

(Not Now Connected With Goldwyn Pictures)

—

GEORGE FITZMAURICE
and FRANCES MARION

ind the "Electric Light" Cast including Lewis S. Stone, Alma
lubens, Norman Kerry, Irene Rich and Constance Bennett.

Fes! It's Getting to be a Habit!
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Metro-Goldwyn
(Continued from Page 1)

wood will be dismantled, and all pro-

duction activities will be carried on

at the Goldwyn lot in Culver City.

The realty value of the Metro lot has

been regarded by experts in Holly-

wood as easily worth over $1,000,000.

The official statement issued failed

to indicate whether there would be

any changes in the field sales forces

of the two companies, but in all

likelihood exchanges will be con-

solidated wherever possible, and in

time there will be a weeding out and

rehabilitation. James R. Grainger,

director of sales for Goldwyn, will

continue with Metro-Goldwyn. Ed-

ward M. Saunders is at present in

charge of sales for Metro.

The Theater Situation

As part of the deal the Capitol the-

ater, New York, the California, Los

Angeles, and the Ascher chain in Chi-

cago come into possession of Metro-

Goldwyn. The old Goldwyn com-

pany had what amounts to a 50 per

cent interest in the Capitol, owned

the California and about 50 per cent

of the Ascher circuit of about 12 or

14 houses in Chicago, fit one time

Goldwyn owned several other houses,

but these have been disposed of.

i-owers Negotiations

During the past two weeks, P. A.

Powers has been making efforts look-

ing to taking over control of the Gold-

wyn concern. These negotiations,

which started with a plan to take

over the notes outstanding, amount-

ing to about $1,300,000 to be follow-

ed by control of the company, came
to naught, although only yesterday

an offer in writing reached an official

of the Goldwyn corporation from
Powers.

Godsol Far From Well

Now that F. J. Godsol has com-
pleted the transaction and is no long-

er concerned with the management of

the Goldwyn company, he will take

a long rest. He will probably leave

tomorrow for Asheville, where he will

remain the greater part of the sum-
mer, leaving there to go to Lake
Placid where he will remain indefi-

nitely. Godsol is far from well. He
has been suffering for over a year

with a malady that for a long time

defied the experts, but the consensus

of opinion of a number of diagnosti-

cians is that he must abstain absolute-

ly from work of any kind for

the greater part of a year, rest com-

The Passing
(Continued from Page 1)

It was something like nine years ago that he left the Fa-

mous-Lasky organization which he helped perfect, with plans

which sought to dominate the motion picture business. He was
about thirty-two and "he knew it all." He is forty today, a much
wiser man who is anxious to live and learn.

Back of the Goldwyn Corp. at its inception was an ideal

—

the ideal of Samuel Goldwyn.

An ideal which has meant considerable to the motion picture

business. The development of authors to write for the screen and
only for the screen was one of his firm beliefs. That there should
be a better relationship, a cleaner business method, a finer under-
standing between buyer and seller was part of the Goldwyn ideal.
That there should be an aristocracy
of the profession and of this art was
one of his beliefs.

But the producing of pictures is one
thing and the marketing of them an-
other. One can have great ideals but
a dollar is, after all, a dollar. And
so the relentless pursuit of the 'ideal

was followed by a more relentless

demand that dollars be furnished for

these productions. This took his

mind from production. And in the
business affairs of the company there
developed internal difficulties, which,
added to his sessions with the monied
men interested led to his retirement
from the corporation which he had
founded and built and bankers step-
ped in.

When they came, the DuPonts and
the others, they brought with them
the promise that Goldwyn was to be
the Durant of the business and that

Goldwyn Pictures would be another
General Motors. But when the pro-
ducer wanted money from these mil-
lionaire visionaries they were very
busy doing something else and the

great dream of a General Motors in

the picture business dropped out of

the Fifth Avenue eighth-story
window and smashed like a tea cup.

Even when he had nothing but his

stock interest in the concern—before
he took up producing—Goldwyn re-

mained active in the business which
he loved. He became chairman of

the committee which reorganized the

old National Association and secured
Will Hays to head the producers and
distributors organization.

You can't make Sam Goldwyn talk

about the Goldwyn Pictures Corp., no
matter how hard you try. But those
who have known him long and know
him well know how he feels—like a

mother who has lost a child. Not
so much for the money that has
gone although that is considerable,
but for the ambition that has been
killed, for the ideal that has been
lost.

And the end came yesterday with
the official announcement of the tak-
ing over of Goldwyn by Metro.

which he may regainpletely, after

his health.

The New Name "Metro-Goldwyn"
The name of the operating com-

pany will be "Metro-Goldwyn." Ex-
cepting for the legal department prac-
tically all of the home office staff, as

well as the exchanges of Goldwyn,
will be taken over by Metro. Edward
J. Bowes, right hand man of Godsol,
in Goldwyn will go over to Metro.
Abraham Lehr, vice-president in

charge of production, located in Cul-
ver City, will, in all likelihood, be
invited by Metro officials, to remain
with them in the production depart-
ment. But those who know Lehr
feel that unless he is given an execu-
tive poeition of importance in the
production of Metro he will not ac-

cept such an opportunity.

As to Hearst

Wm. R. Hearst will have a number
of productions going through Metro-
Goldwyn. He will have no new pro-

duct for release until September next,

and during the next few months will

in all likelihood determine as to his

future course, although it is confi-

dently expected by those in the the

know, that he will continue with
Metro-Goldwyn for release of his

early future product.

The Mayer offices at 383 Madison
Ave., have been given up and the

company will move into the State

Bldg., which now houses the Loew
executive offices.

For the present, the Goldwyn of-

fices will be maintained at 465 5th

Ave., chiefly because the Loew quar-
ters are rather congested.

Sonin Joins Film Classic)

Cleveland—Carl Sonin has b|
manager of Film Classics.

1HE NATION'S CHILD

Sol Lesser Presem

BABY PEGG
in

CAPTAI1

JANUARY
By Laura E. Richard:

With This Exceptionc

Cast

Hobart Bosworth

Irene Rich

Harry T. Morey

Lincoln Stedman

Barbara Tennant

Produced by

Principal Pictures Corp i

1540 Broadway, New YorH

Method of Distribution To

Be Announced Later.

"Not One to Spare"
is the title of the famous classic and will hereafter

be the title of the year's WONDER PICTURE

"Which Shall It Be?" '

We believe this change in helpful to make it

easier for the public to recall to their mind the

famous poem and we agree that the title better

suits this marvelous story.

Producer—Madeline Brandeis

Director—Renaud Hoffman
Distributor—Hodkinson

"Not One to Spare"

CNow in its Second Week
Continuous 10.-30 A. M. to IIJI5 P. M.

b. s. MOSS' >^v

A M E {J
B'way at 42nd St.
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pjthe immense Loew chain of

Krs and the large number of

B; which Goldwyn at present

bis throughout the country, the

K important being the Capitol

ac, New York. Goldwyn owns
jjf interest in the Capitol, the

ie half interest being owned by
jilall Realty Corp., of which
estiore Kendall is president and

ford Bowes, vice president and
iiging director. The policy and
r£nel of the Capitol will remain
s«tely unchanged. Also included

1a deal are two theaters in Los
lies, the California and Miller's;

rs in Seattle and Tacoma,
ington and Portland, Ore., of

ii one-half is owned by Goldwyn
|>ne-half by W. R. Hearst; also

4scher circuit of houses in Chi-

g|
and adjacent territory, com-

Ig more than twenty theaters in

ifi Goldwyn Company owns a

iialf interest,

fhe Goldwyn studios at Culver
Cal., covering 40 acres, the larg-

nd finest studio property in the

V, is also included in the merger,
jwill be producing center of the

nined companies,

fr. Loew, in commenting on the
igamation and explaining the
is of the four companies in the
per, added:
The motion picture business is

? through a stabilizing process
is working itself out on sane
omic principles. Through com-
tg our forces in the best inter-

]

of all parties to the merger.
:

o, Goldwyn, Cosmopolitan and
s B. Mayer Company are going
ng way in the right direction,
irder to obtain the greatest effi-

:y and economy in production
a step was inevitable.

Every other business has experi-
d the same difficulties in its be-
ings, and has come to realize
economic necessity of centraliza-

In the railroad business, for

ilm Developing Corp.
210-16 %ehawkenSt.VfestHobokenJU

aboratory with the lowest Insurance
ates in the East. Negative Developing
rinting, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone UNION—4800

instance, this was brought about by
the Union Pacific, the Southern Pa-
cific, the Central Pacific and the Il-

linois Central, who gradually
achieved the amalgamation of all the

western roads. They were central-

ized, as they are today, yet all re-

tain their individuality.

'"The merger will accomplish mu-
tual savings that will react to the

benefit of the exhibitor, and through
the exhibitor to the public, which is

what we wish to bring about.'

"Marcus Loew's position as the

heaviest theater owner in the country
will be greatly strengthened.

"The combined organization of

Metro, Goldwyn, Cosmopolitan and
Mayer will have for release the com-
ing season, as a result of the merger,
such immense productions as 'Ben
Hur,' now being filmed in Italy by
arrangement with A. L. Erlanger;
Rex Ingram's 'The Arab,' recently

filmed in North Africa; Marshall
Neilan's 'Tess of the D'Urbervilles,'

now being completed; and Eric Von
Strcheim's 'Greed,' which has been
a year in the making.

"Other celebrated directors for the

new amalgamation wil linclude Clar-
ence Badger, Reginald Barker, Frank
Borzage, Charles Brabin, Edward
Cline, Alan Crosland, Scott Dunlap,
Emmett Flynn, Hobart Henley, E.
Mason Hopper, Rupert Hughes, Rob-
ert Z. Leonard, Fred Niblo, Harry
Rapf, J. Parker Read, Jr., Victor
Scherzinger. Victor Seastrom, King
Vidor, Robert Vignola and others."

Loew's Ottawa Profit $40,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa—The 1923 report of
Loew's Ottawa Theatres, Ltd., shows
the 'Loew theater earned a net profit
of $40,000, as compared with a small
deficit during the previous 12 months.
The new board of officers includes
E. R. Fisher, president; F. D. Helps,
vice-president, and J. P. Coulson, J.
E. Gravelle, and E. McMahon. Ar-
thur Washington was re-appointed
secretary of the company.

Won't Dismantle Cleveland House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—J. V. Wolcott has
leased the Standard from the Mae
Realty Co., for five years. Mae Realty
just concluded a lease from Universal.
It was previously announced that the
house would be dismantled. Wol-
cott also has the Princess.

anAl Christie Feature ~witk

Dorothy Devore
Walter Hiers , Tully Marshall,

Jimmie Adams Priscilla Bonner
a/a/Jimmie Harrison

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season I924"I925 Thirty First-Run Pictures

MIRIAM BATTISTA AS JULIET |

PROVES GREATEST CHILD ACTRESS
[

Her Palace Theatre Debut This Week In

Balcony Scene from "Romeo and Juliet"

Scores A Sensational Success I

Little Miriam Battista, aged ten, who first attained fame
as the crippled child in "Humoresque," has won the praise

of the New York critics for her remarkable acting as Juliet

in the balcony scene from "Romeo and Juliet." She is the

youngest artiste ever to have attempted this exacting role,

and her appearance marks a new achievement in the theater.

Master Charles Eaton, well known as a stage and screen

actor, is the Romeo. He is the twelve-year old brother of

Mary Eaton.

Presented by

ROBERT EDGAR LONG
1482 Broadway

mm!
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Associated First National Pictures Inc presents

TheWOMAN on the JUKT
From the NewYork stage success by Bernard K. Burns

Directed by Harry Hoyt

with an all star cast including

Sylvia Brearner
Frank Mayo, Lew Cody, Henry B.Walthall Bessie Love,

Myrtle Stedman, Mary Carr, Hobart Boswortn Ford Sterling
Roy Stewart and Jean Hersholt
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"The Leather Pushers"

and book

"Fast Steppers"

CARL LAEMMLE
presents

featuring

Billij Sullivan
fbpular staroP"THE LEATHER PUSHERS"as

"TME INFORMATION KID"

Supported bij : Shannon Day * Duke R . Lee •

CaesareGravina»JamesT.Qyinn and others
Directed by EDWARD LAEMMLE

From the world Pamous Red Book Magazine
Racing Stories by

GERALD BEAUMONT
UNIVERSAL JEWEL SERIES
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5 "Vernon" Runs
rugements at $1.50 Top Start

ionday—60 Showings Planned
Beginning Labor Day

iram Abrams, who has been at

a lining up special runs for

[rothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"

ibeen successful in securing 35 ex-

::ed engagements for the Pick-

| picture, beginning Monday.
i practically every case, the ad-
;ion price will be $1.50 top.

lams also hopes to have sixty day
I date showings for the production,
ting Labor Day and in the na-

! of an opening fall smash.

he current runs are on a percent-
basis. The theaters have agreed

;et aside a certain block of seats

ch are to be sold at admissions
ve the regu'ar prices, in order to

ire for United Artists a revenue
imensurate with the character of
picture. The purpose of the
ams' plan, is of course, to coun-
ict the road show situation and
mit regular picture houses to play
film, rather than legitimate thea-
or auditoriums.

Off For New Orleans

rving M. Lesser left for New Or-
is Friday to meet Sol Lesser and
:e Rosenberg who are coming in

n the Coast. Distribution of the

>y Peggy pictures and future Har-
Bell Wright stories will be dis-

sed. They will also attend the
it National meeting.

Features Reviewed
Page

rhe Confidence Man
Paramount 5

-ytherea
1st Nat'l 5

rhe Silent Stranger
F. B. 11

JeUie. the Beautiful Cloak Model
Gold.-Cosmop 11

Surging Seas
New-Cal-S. R 11

Second Youth
Gold-Cosmop 11

>ossed Trails
Ind. Pict.JS. R 13

rhe Dancing Cheat
Universal 13

Setween Friends
Vitagraph 13

fhe Enchanted Cottage
1st Nat'l 13

Short Subjects 12

Reciprocity In Films
French and German Film Men Dis-

cuss Exchange of Pictures At
Paris Dinner

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris—Efforts to bring about a

"rapprochment" and establish a re-

ciprocal exchange of films between
France and Germany were made
when representatives of the French
film publications gathered at a din-

ner in the Carlton Hotel with leaders
of the German film industry.

M. Schach, head of "Stern Films,"
Berlin declared himself in favor of
beginning a "reciprocal exchange"
between the two countries, and stated
that he intended to start by buying

* Cotit \nvra » pape 2")

Claire Windsor Signs

Metro-Goldwyn has signed Claire
Windsor on a new long term agree-
ment. Her present Goldwyn contract
expires May 17. Hers is the first

renewal under the new combination.

Lois Wilson to the Coast

Lois Wilson, who has been in New
York for the past six months making
pictures, has returned to the Coast
to start work on a new Paramount
production.

Murray With Metro
New Arrangement Made on Recent

Visit Here—One More for

Tiffany

When Mae Murray completes
"Circe" for Tiffany, released through
Metro, she will make her own pic-

tures thereafter for Metro release.

There has been considerable difficulty

between Metro officials and excutives,
and Tiffany company executives with
reference to contracts and other
matters.

Recently Mae Murray and her hus-
band, Robert Z. Leonard, were here
from the Coast, and negotiations were
finally completed with Marcus Loew
for Mae Murray to continue on her
own on the Metro schedule.

Zukor Gives Dinner

The local Paramount sales con-
vention was practically terminated
Friday night with a dinner tendered
the home office staff and visiting
sales managers by Adolph Zukor at

the Pennsylvania. The Chicago meet-
ing opens at the Drake Monday.
A film with flashes of all Para-

mount stars since Sarah Bernhardt
was shown, while Adolph Zukor and
Sydney R. Kent, although there in
person delivered addresses via the De
Forest Phonofilm.

Marcus
Not changed a bit. Marcus Loew. Even tho through the Gold-

wyn-Cosmopolitan-Mayer deal he advances his position consider
ably in this business. Just figures he has a lot more resoonsibility
on his shoulders. Than yesterday. That's all. Proud of his line-up
for next season. Anxious that the deal shall work out well. For all

parties concerned. Modest, democratic, and insists he is an exhib-
itor first; and a producer-distributor last of all.

Four years ago "Al" Lichtman—then- with Famous—told
Loew how he was going to buy "The Miracle Min." And it

didn't set well with Loew. The next day he was out in th^ mar-
ket looking for a producing- organization. And landed Metro.
No one was g-oing to tell him how to run his theaters. Or his
business. Metro went pretty bad for awhile. The waves were
rolling high. The ship was going badly. Then came the turn
of the road. And now the Goldwyn deal places him further along
the road than he has ever been.

Peculiar, isn't it; that an expression from one man to an-
other, can work such changes. Yet if Loew had not been told
how he had to buy one picture—well, the history of this business
would have been materially different.

HARRY'S NIFTIES
Reichenbach. Talking to the Advertisers. Of his trip abroad.

(Continued on Page 4)

50 Metro-Goldwyns
38 from Metro and 12 from Goldwyn

on New Schedule—24 Ready
by September

While complete plans have not
been made for the 1924-1925 season,
in all likelihood Metro-Goldwyn will

release fifty pictures. Of that num-
ber, Metro will produce 38 and Gold-
wyn 12.

A number of pictures designed for

fall release are either completed or
in last stages of production. By Sept.

1, when the fall season opens, Metro-
Goldwyn will have 24 pictures com-
pleted and in the exchanges for dis-

distribution, according to W. E. At-
kinson, of Metro.
The bulk of the product will be

director specials. With Louis B.
Mayer in charge of production, his

former units will now function as

part of the Metro organization. There
will be series from Fred Niblo, Reg-
inald Barker, Hobart Henley and
probably a series of Elinor Glyns.
Others will come from Robert G.
Vignola, Frank Borzage and star

groups from Ramon Novarro, Mae
Murray and Buster Keaton. Jackie
Coogan has two to deliver under his

present contract, "Little Robinson
Crusoe" and one other. Rex Ingram
has, as noted, completed "The Arab"
and is scheduled to make "The Goose
Man" and "Toilers of the Sea." "Ro-
mola," which Inspiration is now com-
pleting in Italy at a cost to date of

about $800,000, will probably be one
of the Metro specials.

The first four of the Goldwyn
group will be "Tess of the d'Urber-
villes," produced by Marshall Nei-
lan; "Greed," a Stroheim picture;

"The Tree in the Garden," which
Victor Seastrom is making, and
"Mary the Third," which King Vi-
dor is directing. Laurette Taylor will

have "One Night in Rome."
It is hoped that "Ben Hur" will be

completed in time for pre-release
around Christmas.
There were a number of confer-

ences held at the Metro offices Fri-

day, concerning details of the mer-
ger. The policy, it is understood,
will be one of welding, rather than
of disintegration.

Silly reports have been in circula-

tion the past few days linking the
name of Loew with that of the Cap-
itol. Such reports are absolutely
without foundation. The Capitol will

continue to operate as is, without any
change in name, management or
policy.

Off to Join "Ben Hur" Co.
Kathleen Key sails today on the

President Roosevelt to join the "Ben
Hur" company in Rome.
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Reciprocity In Films
{Continued from Page 1)

a French production at once. He al-

so announced his intention of engag-
ing a French director for forthcoming
productions. M. Kyriloff, Russian
director of the "Westi Films" Berlin,

which is backed by the Stinnes group,
stated that his company would make
a production in France.

Balsdon, Vitagraph Supervisor

George Balsdon, Sr. a supervisor
for Vitagraph has been given charge
of the following additional offices:

Philadelphia, Washington, Buffalo,

Albany, Toronto, Montreal, St. John's
and Boston.

Red Head Comedies in Color

Contracts have been signed with C.
Lang Cobb, of K. C. Films, for the

processing in "Kelley Color" of the
Red Head Comedies, distributed at

the rate of one per month by the Lee-
Bradford Inc.

dsA Jtorjc do U~ / ^ -/»^\

Ge CotVo*
»*Vptv

220 West 42nd St.

New York. Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

EXHIBITOR
Are You Sure

That You Are Properly

Protected By Insurance

Consult us without

obligating yourself

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Bryant 3040

Song Writers Win Damages
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Song publishers won
the first battle in their three-year
legal fight against exhibitors, when
Special Master Walter C. Douglas,
conducting hearings in the 39 suits

which the American Society of Coin-
posers, Authors and Publishers has
filed, found that exhibitors had vio-

lated the copyright law and were lia-

ble to $250 damages for each right

violated.

The exhibitor interests entered ob-
jections and the case is now in the
hands of U. S. District Court Judge
Thompson for occasion.

Quarantine Closes Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Gustine, Cal.—The breaking out of

the hoof and mouth disease among
livestock has caused authorities to

take great precautions against the

spreading of the disease by human
carriers. Picture theaters here have
been ordered closed, public gatherings
prohibited, quarantine conditions in

general prevailing.

Saxe's Strand Adopts Sliding Scale

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee — Following the new

policy of Saxe's Wisconsin, the slid-

ing scale has a'so been adopted for

the Strand. The new prices are:

from 11 A.M. to 1 P. M., both houses
charge 30 cents; from 1 P.M. to 6
P.M., 40 cents, and after six 55 cents

Competition at Bemidjii, Minn.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Bemidjii, Minn.—Elias Stephen will

build a new house here, and the Rex
will reopen. This will give the town
four theaters, the other two, owned
by the operators of the Rex, the
Bemidjii Theater Co., Inc. are the
Grand and Elko.

House Reverts to Freuler
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Following a trial

eration of the Butterfly, the
Crosse Amuse. Co. has been released
from its contract obligations and the
house has reverted back to its old
owners, the John R. Freuler interests.

op-
La

Palace Destroyed By Fire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Beckley, W. Va.—The Palace was
destroyed by fire, with a loss of

$50,000.

Dallas Wins $1000 Laemmle Prize

The Dallas exchange of Universal

won the $1000 prize offered by Carl

Laemmle for rolling up the greatest

volume of business during "Laemmle
Month." New York was second,

winning $750, while Jacksonville won
the third prize of $500. Individual

salesmen who received special prizes

for exceptional work are: W. Esch,
Indianapolis, $250; W. La'sance, Cin-
cinnati, $150; J. Howley, Des Moines,
$100.

Lee-Bradford Plans

Lee-Bradford has arranged with
three producers to make 12 produc-
tions, the first to be ready August 1,

and one release a month thereafter.

There will also be three special pro-
ductions. Arthur Lee will direct ac-
tivities from New York while F. G.
Bradford will take care of Pacific

Coast Sales, with offices in California.

Frank Whittle will handle foreign
from New York office.

Special "Roto" Issue For Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore—All of the larger houses
and 55 neighborhood theaters are in-

terested on the new 16-page roto-
gravure program to be published by
the M. P. T. O. The first issue ap-
pears April 28. The program will

be distributed to patrons of each the-
ater which runs an individual ad.

Daylight Saving for Ottawa
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa—Daylight Saving will go
into effect on May 17 and remain
"fast" until the end of September.
Hull, Quebec, just across the river,

has not yet decided on daylight saving
and there is a possibility that the two
cities will have opposed times.

Trendle Back from Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—George W. Trendle, gen-
eral manager for Kunsky, is back
from a month's stay on the Coast.
He says that coming releases will
be of a fine quality, judging from
those in the work at various studios.

MILDRED B. ADAMS
Has For Sa'e Screen Rights To

Broadway Plays.

Stuyvesant 9075 8-E. 9th St.

New York

ComingSoon
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ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI
dn Alan CwslandAvducHcn

js,
^Produced hy Gilford Cinema Ccrb.

/^HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures

Pafhe Nev;
Sees All \£) Knows li
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BASEBALL SEASON OPENS
national and international, assume
portance as the 1924 Baseball season
Washington, Boston and New Yor]

WITH THE ROUND THE
FLYERS—U. S. Air Squadron a]
Prince Rupert, B. C, the first sto

:

the United States.

CAMBRIDGE BEATS OXFO -

world's most famous and ancient x
classic ends with the defeat of th

can-stroked crew by Cambridge, i

Thames, England.

Other news as usual.

toda^

HAL ROACH'

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Walla

2 reels

Pafhecomed
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GEVAER'
RAW STOCK

As Qood As The Bes\

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y.,

KINOGRA1V
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf ALL THB WORLD

THE NEWSREEL
BUILT LIKE A NEWSPA1

COSTUME
FOR H I R I

New York's Newest anJ Foremost

Costume Rental Organiiation

BROOK.*
,143 W«tOtHST.N.Y. C.
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Marcus
(.Continued

Speaking of Greece. "In Athens," said Harry, "it seems to me

that everybody's name was Skouras. Sixty out of every 80 seem-

ed to have that name. I was interested because of some gentle-

men I know in St. Louis. Who know a lot about making up an

expense account. When I asked a Greek if his name was Skouras

he said, 'him Skouras,' pointing to someone else, 'him' pointing

to another 'Skouras.' And it kept on that way until I learned

later that skouras was a Greek cuss word.

"In Paris the fellow who was running 'Down to the Sea'

had an exploitation stunt in front of his theater—he had a cutout

whale, over which water was running. Ocean stuff. Some of

those cookies over there would walk under the stunt for hours.

Then sue the exhibitor for ruining their clothes. He had 77

suits filed against him in one day.

"In London they have a new game now—find the movie

house. They keep the movie houses so dark no one can find

them. An exhibitor in Shepherds Bush has a big sign over his

house, the upper part of which advertises the London Express.

He cannot understand why his business falls. I told him maybe

his fans were tired of expecting to see the Daily Express play

at his house. It has been there—according to the sign—about

four years."

GUEST OPERATORS
They have guest conductors at symphony orchestras; guest

professors from English to American universities, and guest, etc.,

etc. So Glenn Alvine and Reichenbach arranged to have guest

operators for the opening of "Triumph" Monday at the Rivoli.

The operators at the Cohan and Rivoli theaters will switch for

the night.

ANOTHER NIFTY
This one from "Bux" of First National. Explaining about

the Broadway showmen. "Roxy puts 'em over," he explains,

"Joe P^unkett gets 'em, and Riesehfeld makes 'em."

SECRETS
Horace Judge sends a lot of postals from Lunnon. About

"Secrets." One of which reads : "It's not what you put into a

picture, but what you get out of it. That's why 'Secrets' will

profit you handsomely no matter what you pay for it."

They tried selling exhibitors this way a long time ago. Yes.

The yelp is still heard.

CONWAY'S CORPORATION
Conway Tearle has gone and incorporated himself. His wife

will be treasurer of the concern, and his lawyer, the secretary.

Why incorporate, Conway? Hasn't it always been that way?

DOUG'S NEXT
May be "Baron Munchausen" or "Don Quixote." Either of

which should fit him to a T. But it will be some time before
either is made. So don't worry about it.

DETERMINATION
Exemplified by Madeline Brandeis. Of Omaha. Who is

really responsible for "Not One to Spare," Hodkinson release.

No one hears of her, so far as the picture is concerned. Renaud
Hoffman gets the credit. But back of the production is Miss
Brandeis ; a determined, plucky woman, who for the past seven
or eight years has been interested in picture production. And

from Page 1)

who was willing to finance her own efforts. I remember meet

her about seven years ago. When she was just beginning to

interested in pictures. Keep your eye on her. Anyone who
produce the kind of a picture she has will bear watching.

a lot of it.

A RECORD—AND AN ENDORSEMENT
If you know anything about pictures and Kansas City yo

know this. That next to breaking into the vaults of a natio 1

.

bank, the next easiest thing is for anything connected with
\

tures to break into the Kansas City Star. So when a paper t

looks at your business this way busts loose it's time to sit up i

take notice. Here's what the Star said editorially about Frank

Newman

:

"It would be fine to be a movie critic if one could hibern

during long, dreary seasons of mediocre pictures and come

life occasionally to shout out the window and mail postal ca

to the readers to be sure and see the rare good offering.

"That is what Frank L. Newman has managed to do a

in so doing has made of himself a reviewer whose judgment
'

what people will like holds few equals. When he affixes i

personal recommendation to a film it is well to cut out sor-

thing at the cafeteria that week and sink your savings at ;

Newman. But then, Mr. Newman has endorsed just six pictu i

in ten years. Imagine what would happen to most reviews

with a record like that. He has never gone wrong, but just thi<

how many times he has kept quiet."

THINK THIS OVER
Personal endorsement of any picture is something you, lh

Exhibitor, should look out for. You don't necessarily have
follow Frank, who is overcautious in this regard. Because in

last ten years there have been a lot more than six pictures tlj)

he could easily have endorsed. But the big point is this: dot
endorse a picture until you know it is right. Then go the lh^
on it.

We've had ideas on this subject ourselves. We don't nuji

a habit of boosting pictures unless there's a mighty good rea&B
First we're emotional, and that shouldn't be. And it's like :

chap who had 100 reasons for not playing poker. The first v»
he had no money. The rest didn't count. But when you do laJj

one you can endorse go to it. And use the biggest megaphce
you can. Meanwhile lay off recommending a lot of pictus
just because someone sold you on the idea. It's the old stol
Don't open your mouth until you have something to say. Tl«
say it.

DANK'-'

7\iinouncing

PatsyRuthMiller
in a series of
Elmer Harris
Productions^-

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 19?4«19?5 TTurty &st Rim Pictures
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Thomas Meighan in

The Confidence Man"
Paramount

Whole MEIGHAN-ADE
-iMBINATION WORKS
NCELY BUT STORY COULD
kVE MOVED ALONG MUCH
ESTER AND STILL NOT
E OKEN THE SPEED REC-
-JDS CUTTING WOULD
ECLP IT IMMENSELY,
i . . .Will please his following and

| a role that he knows how to

iy. Always seems to be convinc-

;ly regenerated by a little old

Jy who "believes in him."

(..•Virginia Valli poorly photo-

iiphed. She's much prettier than

;; appears here and capable of a

i>re expressive role. Laurence

iheat suitable as Meighan's crook

;ddy. Others Charles Dow Clark,

felen Lindroth, George Nash.

: of Story. . . .Crook story. Here's

aere exhibitors can probably capi-

ize on the recent oil expose and

t their folks interested by telling

sm that Thomas Meighan's latest

;ture contains a story in which
oney oil stocks play a prominent

rt. George Ade's yarn provides

e star with another of his crook

les in which he pulls off a grand
formation after doing good for a

I of small town folks, instead of

oing them good" as he set out

do. There's the usual sympa-
etic twist and heart interest

uches when the little old lady's

ilief in him is so strong that he

st has to give up the game
id reform. Hero certainly does
lot for the folks in Fairchild

here he had gone to relieve the

d skinflint Queritt of some of his

ealth. He turns his home into a
itel for the aged, runs off a church
ir and otherwise plays benefac-
r for the town. Of course there's

girl in the case and after hero
lits his employer the man higher
i, declares he's through with the
me forever, etc., there's a wed-
ng in sight.

Office Angle Good little pic-

re but would be better entertain-
ent if it would step along a bit

ster. Takes too long for things
happen but where the star is

ipular they may not mind watch-
g him for seven reels insead of
re—all the story warrants.

loitation Star's name, of
urse, will bring them in. Play
i the Meighan-George Ade corn-
nation and mention that Ade al-

wrote "Our Leading Citizen."
lack Home and Broke" and
Voman Proof" for Meighan.
•omise them an insight into the
I scandal and it might do to use
is idea for a teaser campaign with
les such as: "Great Expose of
e Oil Scandal at the blank theater
xt week." Follow up with an-
mncements of the picture, etc.

ction. .. .Victor Heerman; drags
quences.

»or George Ade
ario Paul Sloane
eraman Henry Cronjager
tography Good
de New York-surburban
Jth 7,304 feet

Hollywood Previews

As productions are invariably cut after previewing, a

general idea of each picture only is given, rather than a

complete analysis. The usual review will appear when the

picture is shown in New York.

"The Fighting Tylers"

Hal Roach Feature—Pathe

This is a feature from the new unit

Hal Roach established to produce

five and six reelers. He has taken a

totally unknown cast, and in other

ways inaugurated some new ideas in

production methods.

It might be called a drama—every

character and incident is played seri-

ous—but there are a million laughs

in the picture. It makes fine enter-

tainment, and should get over in good
shape, regardless of the lack of

names.

The story deals with a father and
three sons back in Kansas around
1860. The father, the town's black-

smith, rules everyone and everything

with an iron hand—in fact he is

mayor, judge, jury, etc. combined.
His two older sons also are fighters,

but the younger son of about eighteen

endeavors to go along on the family

reputation. The older brothers con-

tinually pick on the kid, with the lat-

ter devising many ways of avoiding
their wrath; with many humorous
situations resulting.

Box Office Angle.... The one big

thing is to get them in to see this one
at the start—then it will carry along
very nicely. A big angle for exploi-

tation can be developed along the

lines "Will He Be Harold Lloyd's
Successor? Glen Tryon was select-

ed by Hal Roach, after careful in-

vestigation, to take the place of

Harold Lloyd in a series of features.

See 'The Fighting Tylers' and judge
his possibilities yourself."

"The Signal Tower"
Clarence Brown Prod.—Universal

Here is a crackerjack railroad

story, with much human interest in-

terwoven, which gets over in fine

shape. Rockliffe Fellowes has an
ideal part, and the rest of the cast

shows up satisfactory in their respec-

tive roles. The story is laid in the

mountain country, revolving around
the operators of the railroad signal

tower.

Clarence Brown gets over the rail-

road stuff in a most convincing way,
and also gives fine treatment to the
human interest development. The
runaway freight down the mountain,
culminating in a realistic wreck, gives
an abundance of thrills,

Box Office Angle "The Signal
Tower" is way out of the ordinary
run of pictures, is good entertainment
for all classes of audiences. Go after

exploitation and promise a fine rail-

road yarn. There's plenty to satisfy

them.

"The Inheritors"

King Baggot Prod.—Universal

King Baggot has done some very

nice work with his story of Eng-
land. Mary Philbin is as sweet and
as charming as ever, and Grace Dar-
mond puts over her role as a London
chorus girl in fine shape.

The settings and background carry

the quaintness and charm of English
aristocracy; which, combined with
an appealing story, will please gen-

erally.

In preview form, the picture was
a little too long, and showed a ten-

dency to drag in spots. This will

be overcome before the picture is

finally shipped from the studio. In

all likelihood, the title will also be
changed before release.

When finally edited, the picture

should go out and do a most satis-

factory business for all theaters.

"Sherlock, Jr."

Buster Keaton—Metro

You'll have to chalk up another
hit for Buster Keaton. "Sherlock,

Jr." has plenty of fine comedy ma-
terial that is sure-fire.

Buster, as a moving picture opera-
tor, falls asleep in the booth, and
dreaming, walks right into the pic-

ture. Laugh after laugh is devel-

oped for sure-fire audience value, with
many good gags and situations. In
preview form ran about 4500 feet,

with apparently very little trimming
to be done.

Box Office Angle Your only
trouble on this one is to get them
in to see it. Buster Keaton certainly

is a drawing card enough to insure

good houses, but let them know this

is one of his best efforts for laughs
and wholesome entertainment.

"The White Moth"
Tourneur Prod.—First National

"The White Moth" radiates sex,

and though skating on thin ice, never
breaks through. It is a whale of a

box-office picture and should get over
all down the line.

Barbara La Marr has the title role,

and charms the males without any
particular effort. Conway Tearle,
Charles de Roche and Ben Lyon are
the charmed, with Tearle finishing in

front at the final fade-out.

The story is laid first in Paris,

where Barbara is the White Moth
and then the scene moves to New
York, where they have the final

clinch.

Tourneur has made a fine box office

picture that should draw the crowds.

"Cytherea"
Producer: Samuel Goldwyn

Distributor: Asso. First National

As a Whole SURE-FIRE AND
A WHALE OF A SUCCESS
AT THE BOX-OFFICE. CON-
TAINS MANY INGREDIENTS
TO BRING THEM IN, HOLD
THEM AND SEND THEM OUT
SATISFIED. ADMIRABLE
PRODUCTION.

Cast. .. .Lewis Stone in another of
those roles for which he has be-
come famous—the man of forty

who feels romantic. Gives excel-
lent performance. Connie Bennett
makes her screen debut and does
very well. Irene Rich the some-
what nagging wife. Alma Rubens
does not look the part of the fragile

and exotic social leader with whom
Stone has his affair. Norman
Kerry in small part. Others unim-
portant.

Type of Story. . . .It is almost impos-
sible to make Joseph Hergesheim-
er's famous "Cytherea." for the
screen and so certain changes have
taken place; but unless your people
have wildly enthused over the book
they will not know this nor will

they notice it. As it has been made
for the screen "Cytherea" is a com-
bination of another version of "The
Dangerous Age," plus Hergesheim-
er's book and with a new ending for

the purpose of avoiding censorship
difficulties and sending the audi-
ences home feeling good. It tells of
how a married man over forty falls

in love with a New York social

leader and elopes with her to Cuba
where she dies, after which he re-

turns to the placidity and comfort
of his home. Upon this story Fitz-
maurice has thrown his wealth of
production experience and he has
made a magnificent picture pictori-

ally.

Box Office Angle There should
be a tremendous lot of discussion
about "Cytherea." Many who read
the book will be anxous to see what
has been done with it for the screen.
This natural curiosity together with
the name of the director and the
well-known cast should prove ex-
tremely profitable at the box-office.

Exploitation. . . .If you have run "The
Eternal City" you can promise that
Fitzmaurice outdoes himself ire

his latter production for Samuel
Goldwyn—"Cytherea." If the book
had wide-spread popularity in your
community you can use this angle
to advantage. You can also promise
that Lewis Stone gives another ex-
cellent performance in the type of
role for which he has become fa-

mous and don't overlook the fact
that Alma Rubens wears some per-
fectly stunning and gorgeous gowns.

Direction . .- -....George Fitzmaurice;
excellent, and has given a splendid
mounting including two splendid
sequences in color.

Art Director Ben Carre
Author Joseph Hergesheimer
Scenario Frances Marion
Cameraman . .

• • Arthur Miller
Photography Excellent
Locale. .. .Philadelphia suburb; New
York mansion and Cuba.

Length 7,445 feet
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MAY 12th

IS MOTHER'S DAY
By DANNY

AND what are you, Mr. Exhibitor, going to do about it?

May 12 falls on a Monday. And you know what your business on

Monday usually is—or isn't? Are you going to let this opportunity pass

you by, or are you going to cash in on it?

There are quite a few pictures around that fit in with the celebration

of Mother's Day. And you can use one of them to advantage. There

haven't been a conspicuous lot of pictures with a mother love theme re-

leased of late—you will find some of them on the following pages. But

if for some reason these aren't available try to make a point of it to do

something for May 12 and tie it in with the national celebration.

There are a lot of old fashioned, old time songs that your mother

loved to sing. Some of them have been filmed appropriately and will

make a mighty fine featurette. There are enough short subjects with a

mothe/ love appeal to help a lot if you'll just dig for them.

Every man is supposed to wear a white carnation on May 12 in cele-

bration of the event. The least you can do is to supply every one who
visits your house that day with a carnation. Have a table in the lobby

with a lot of carnations ;
give one of them to the passers by, even if they

don't come in. Carnations are cheap.

Reach your ministers and see to it that they devote their sermon on

May 11 to the mother theme. They will probably thank you for the sug-

gestion. Reach your editors and try in some way to capitalize for your

house what you are doing in connection with the national holiday. And
above all step forward with your advertising and publicity and hammer
home the idea that your house is in line with the national celebration

and is doing something. Then tell them what.

Don't overlook this opportunity.



iMOTHER'S DAY
-(Sunday May 11 th

) and week following:

William de Mille and
Lois Wilson tell the
truth about mothers.

>

THE CRADLE
Ethel Clayton's great
drama of heart-throbs.

IMPOSSIBLE MRS.
BELLEW

Gloria Swanson facing a
hostile world for her child.

JUST AROUND THE
CORNER

A picture for mothers and
daughters.

OLD HOMESTEAD
Theodore Roberts in James
Cruze's production.

TO THE LADIES
James Cruze's comedy
what every wife knows.

of

Cpammount
*
*
*

•k

+

Eamous Playirs-LaskyCorp
- do i eh lunoe— m-ifjiM

i
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A Laugh riot—
For

Every Mother
And

Every Mother's Family

They all love

Douglas MacLean
In

"The Yankee Consul"
Of Laughing Memory

BOOK IT! PLAY IT!
ON

MOTHER'S DAY
Sunday May 11th

Pathe

Physical Distributors

Associated Exhibitors

Arthur S. Kane, President

H mother is a mother still

Che Holiest thing alive.

—COLERIDGE

A true symbol of mother love is Baby Peggy, sweetest of

motion picture stars. Through the devotion of her mother

and the constant care of her father she has been developed

into what she now is the most winning child in the world.

Her greatest and latest triumph is

BABY PEGGY
in

CAPTAIN JANUARY
By Laura E. Richards Baby Peggy and her Mother

Now in its 54th edition; circulation 600,000 copies. Published by L. C. Page & Co., Boston

WITH THIS MAGNIFICENT CAST: HOBART BOSWORTH, IRENE RICH
HARRY T. MOREY, LINCOLN STEDMAN, BARBARA TENNANT

Directed by Edward F. Cline> who directed Jackie Coogan in "Circus Days"

Presented by Sol Lesser Produced by Principal Pictures Corporation
1 540 Broadway, New York

Method of Distribution to be Announced Later.
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Let's make it

"Mothers' Week"

Here are six ideal

attractions for that week

Woman to Woman
Pagan Passions

Flapper Wives

Broadway Broke

Daughters of Today

The Monkey's Paw

Obtainable at live and let live prices

Selznick Distributing Corporation
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Mother always

called him

<.<*BOY of MINE"

MAE TINEE in

Chicago Tribune

—

m
BOY OF MINE'

is one of

any year's

best pictures"

And how like millions of other mothers

—ever since the world began who called

their little growing man: "Boy of Mine."

For "Mother's Day"—here is a wonderful

title, as well as a marvelous picture. It's

story by Booth Tarkington—directed

by William Beaudine—with BEN
ALEXANDER as her boy—this J. K.

McDONALD presentation is the sweet-

est box office bet for MAY 11th show-

ing the market offers.

A JirAt National Picture
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Fred Thomson in

The Silent Stranger"
Film Booking Offices

H Whole..ANOTHER ONE OF
HOSE ACTION PICTURES
\HERE THE THRILLS
AID STUNTS EASILY COVER
V PLOT ABSURDITIES AND
F.MILIARITIES.

Ha ... A hard working hero who
ges a fast and furious perform-

a;e in the conventional role of

s ret service man for whom the

t]id of mail robbers is no match.

;a . Hazel Keener suitable lead

ai customary villainous band com-
ped of appropriate types, played

1 George Williams, Frang Hag-
iy, Horace Carpenter, Bud Os-
lrne.

ys of Story Western. Just a

utter of liking plenty of action

;d liking "The Silent Stranger."

ed Thomson make a first rate

-:stern hero who furnishes his au-

unce with a lot of thrills in the

•iy of knock-outs, dizzy leaps and

'.unds, rescues, chases and the

ual line-up of stunts that afford

spense and excitement. And if

ey prefer this sort of entertain-

ent "The Silent Stranger," should

1 the bill. It doesn't matter a

eat deal that the plot consists

the well worn secret-service-

an-in disguise who is suspected

being a desperado until he has

tally rounded up the band of mail

•bbers and then springs his grand-

and play—showing off his little

idge. Naturally it affords suffi-

ent excuse for all kinds of action.

Hero is on trail of the robbers

\t five reels and in his various pur-

lits he gets over some first rate

irills. The chase is particularly

ood and some of Thomson's stunts

•e reason enough to hold your
reath. The star is ably assisted

iy his white horse, Silver King.
' well trained and intelligent ani-

lal that runs Tom Mix's Tony a

lose run for horse honors. The
cture is not long and should
lease the average audience for its

ve reels.

c Office Angle . . • • You know best

ow westerns go with your patrons.

f they favor them you can count
n "The Silent Stranger" to satis-

y. It is a good action film,

ploitation. . . .The title should go
icely worked with teaser lines such
s "The Silent Stranger Is Coming
3 Town. Watch for His Arrival."

'ollow it up by having a man rid-

lg about on a white horse and dis-

laying lines reading: "The Silent

tranger is in Town. See Him at

rie blank theater on (date)." Se-
ure a trailer containing some of the
icture's exciting moments and you
light talk about Fred Thomson
nd get them interested in his line

f stunts.

ection Albert Rogell; made a
ood western.

:hor Marion Jackson
nario Marion Jackson
neraman Ross Fisher
rtography Good
:ale The West
»gth 5,040 feet

"Nellie, The Cloak Model"
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

As a Whole REGULAR OLD
TIME MELODRAMA WITH
ALL THE HOKUM NEATLY
SERVED A LA 1924. GOOD
GOOD CAST AND PRODUC-
TION. LIKELY TO PLEASE
A GOOD MANY AT THAT.

Cast First rate. Ciaire Windsor
a pretty Nellie and Lew Cody a

devilish villain who would put
Claire out of the way and become
heir to her fortune. Mae Busch
and Raymond Griffith put over
some taxicab comedy bits that are

very amusing. Edmund Lowe an
inconspicuous hero. Hobart Bos-
worth suitable in dual role. Others
Lilyan Tashman, Dorothy Cum-
mings, Mayme Kelso.

Type of Story. . .Melodrama. "Nellie,

the Beautiful Cloak Model," one of

the oldest of meller thrillers has
found its way into the list of 1924
productions and all the hokum of

Owen Davis' play is elegantly in-

corporated into a Goldwyn picture

that, in spite of its title and dime
novel reputation, looks to be a

pretty good box office attraction.

Emmett Flynn brings Nellie right

up to date and injects the necessary
bits of audience appeal that help
considerably to cover up the crude
improbabilities of Davis' story.

There's a good looking production,
first rate cast and events of interest

such as a fashion show, to hold
their attention. The development
is good and there aren't any really

slow moments in the film. Of
course the thrills are pretty wild
with the efforts of villain Lew
Cody to put Claire out of reach of

a fortune, providing most of the
excitement. It wasn't considerate
of the Capitol audience to laugh
when Claire was tied to the "L"
tracks and the express train. came
within an inch of decapitating her
pretty blonde head. But they
seemed to enjoy the thrill of this

and other bits, nevertheless.
Box Office Angle. . .Where you know

they like plenty of excitement in

their film diversion, you can get in

back of "Nellie' 'and boost it. You
can promise a fast moving story
and rest assured you're not mis-
representing facts when you say it

contains action and thrills galore.
Exploitation. . .Get your trailers busy
on this one. Show them a bit of
the runaway "L" Express and
Nellie tied to the tracks. Use part
of the wild taxi ride where Ray-
mond Griffith chases an ambulance
through the crowded thoroughfares.
Tell them about the fashion show
and use plenty of stills of this se-

quence to decorate the lobby. Use
the name of the players: Claire
Windsor, Mae Busch, Hobart Bos-
worth, Lew Cody, Raymond Grif-
fith. Arrange for tie-ups, teaser
ads and stunt exploitation to get
them interested.

Direction Raymond Griffith.

Author Owen Davis
Scenario Carey Wilson
Cameraman Lucien Andriot
Photography Good
Locale New York
Length 6, 598 feet.

Charles Hutchison in

"Surging Seas"
Wm. Steiner—State Rights

As a Whole GOOD ACTION
PICTURE THAT OFFERS
SOME NEW STUNTS AND
THRILLS WHICH SHOULD
MAKE IT A SUITABLE AT-
TRACTION FOR MAJORITY
OF EXHIBITORS.

Star.... Former serial star supplies
plenty of excitement in role that

keeps him on the jump; not a ma-
tinee idol hero but will please the
action lovers immensely.

Cast Contains prominent names
but players are all more or less

unimportant in comparison with
star. Includes Edith Thornton,
George Hackathorne, David Tor-
rence, Earle Metcalf, Patrick Har-
mon and Charles Force.

Type of Story Drama. There are
a number of good action pictures
on the market right now. "Surging
Seas," a William Steiner produc-
tion, is another that offers a fine

array of stunts and thrills that
should make the offering a suitable
number for the majority of exhibit-

ors. Most any audience likes a
stunt hero who gives them excite-
ment in the way of daring leaps,

miraculous escapes, rescue stunts
and the like. Charles Hutchison,
probably the best known for his

work in serials, "Hurricane Hutch"
in particular, keeps the story going
at a fine pace once they let him
in. He's a bit late in making his

appearance due to the fact that the
director uses his opening scenes to

lay a "basis for the plot, which,
really of itself is not important,
but through the efforts of Hutchi-
son offers good entertainment of
its kind. The star gets over some
original bits that will have them
on edges, such, for instance, as
where he rolls under a moving
train or where he makes a getaway
by climbing the rigging of a ship.

No place is too tight for Hutchison
to get out of. He makes all sorts of
unexpected breaks and evades pur-
suers. Eventually he proves him-
self innocent of the theft of bonds
from his father, exposes his guilty
brother and wins the girl.

Box Office Angle First rate num-
ber for action lovers. You know
whether or not this form of enter-
tainment draws well with your pa-
trons.

Exploitation You had better play
this up with a trailer giving them
an idea of the stunts that Hutchi-
son performs. They won't guess
the nature of the picture from the
title so you'll have to do some talk-

ing about it. Promise them plenty

of action and recall the star as the
hero of various serials, especially

"Hurricane Hutch." Talk about
the stunt where he rolls under the
moving train. Use the names of
others in the cast who may be
known to your patrons.

Direction. .. .James Chapin; adequate
Author J. F. Natteford
Scenario J. F. Natteford
Cameraman Ernest Miller
Photography All right
Locale San Francisco
Length 4,700 feet

"Second Youth"
Producer: Distinctive Pictures

Distributor : Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

As a Whole..- GROSSLY OVER-
DONE AND EXAGGERATED
COMEDY BUSINESS THAT'S
FUNNY ONLY BECAUSE IT'S
SO RIDICULOUS. ARRAY OF
STAGE PLAYERS NOT FAMI-
LIAR TO SCREEN FANS.
VERY POOR DIRECTION.

Cast Contains many names of
prominent stage people, all capable
performers, even though you would
never guess it judging from their

playing in this. Alfred Lunt over-
acts to the point of being painful
and Jobyna Howland, as the man-
crazy, boarding house mistress,
misses out altogether. Others, well
known of the stage, but not familiar
to picture patrons, are Maragaret
Dale, Walter Catlett, Herbert
Corthell, Lynn Fontaine, Lumsden
Hare, Hugh Huntley. Mimi Pal-
med and Faire Binney have done
some picture work previously.

Type of Story Comedy. Allan
Updegraff's novel, from which
"Second Youth" has been adapted,
might possibly have served as a
fairly amusing comedy number,
but its material has been put to
such poor use and its situations so
incomprehensibly overdone, that it

fails utterly as comedy. It amuses
only when its situations becomes
so ridiculous and are so overdone
that the silliness of it is bound to
bring laughs. The facial contor-
tions that Alfred Lunt goes through
are most exaggerated and why the
director allowed him to go through
such stretches of overacting is in-

conceivable. The great trouble
with "Second Youth' 'is that there
is not sufficient comedy business
for feature purposes and the few
good situations it does offer have
been so grossly overdone and pad-
ded with so much detail that it is

tedious and not a bit funny—it just
fails to satisfy. Nor is the cast
suitable. There is not a genuine
comedian in the company. They
are capable performers, no doubt,
but they do not belong in this sort
of picture and some do not belong
in pictures at all.

Box Office Angle Not very likely.

It might be possible to improve
this somewhat by liberal cutting
and re-editing. In its present form
it will hardly amuse even a non-
critical crowd.

Exploitation Does not warrant
your playing it up to any extent.
If you care to use it on a double
feature program you may get by
with it but at best your folks are
more than apt to be bored with
the long, over-detailed, unamusing
sequences. There are no names
to entice them in and with one or
two possible exceptions they will
probably never have heard any of
them before. The title is mislead-
ing and certainly can't be boosted.

Direction. .. .Albert Parker, extreme-
ly poor.

Author Allen Updegraft
Scenario John Lynch
Cameraman J. Roy Hunt
Photography All right
Locale New York
Length 6,169 feet.
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Short Subjects
"There He Goes"—Mermaid—Educ'l

New and Amusing Material

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy

Jack White has several new ideas

in this Mermaid comedy which has its

locale in the old South where hospi-

tality and horse-racing are the princi-

pal occupations. The first half deals

with the hospitality and the second

half with the horse-racing. Both are

funny. Some sort of a halloween

party is taking place at the Colonel's

home. His daughter, Dixie Belle,

has invited a variety of guests among

them being a golf fan. There are the

usual comedy stunts but, in addition,

there are a flock of hop toads which

get into all sorts of mischief, jump

in the punch, get covered with pop-

corn and raise a disturbance. They

will amuse any audience. In the

horse-racing sequences many stunts

strange to the usual race have been

incorporated. The hero's sulky is

wrecked but the unconquerable man
rides on the horse's tail. Should have

no difficulty is pleasing any type audi-

ence.

"Going East"—Hamilton—Ed'c'l

Here's One for Hamilton Fans

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy

Here's a Lloyd Hamilton comedy,
which will probably be found very

enjoyable entertainment where this

comedian is a favorite. As a whole,

however,, it doesn't seem to quite

measure up to the standard of some of

the comedies he has previously made.
The action takes place on a train. A
couple of crooks are being taken to

Sing Sing. They get loose and the

sheriff deputizes Hamilton to help

him. Hamilton is a sweet young
thing who is afraid of his own
shadow. This sequence is the most
amusing in the picture. There is also

the mother and her dozen children

who puts several of them into Hamil-
ton's berth, where they eat crackers
and generally disturb the peace. They
have used a skunk in the train to

create an exciting finish.

"Out Bound"—Cameo—Educational

Has Breath-Taking Thrills

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy

Where a fast-moving comedy with
a thrill that will put their hearts in

their mouths is desired. "Out Bound"
will fit the bill. The thrill sequence
is a wow! A doctor is sitting on a
patient's bed, in front of an open
window. A truck with a crane passes,
the crane slides under the bed and
lifts it with both men^ who travel
right along on it. The truck comes

to a high cliff, the crane goes up in

the air with the men on it. The
driver endeavors to walk up the crane

and save the patient. He falls, hangs
over the cliff and the patient catches

him by his suspenders. These stretch

and stretch and finally break, but the

suspense is very great and the ex-

citement at high pitch. An excellent

short reel of its type.

Pathe Review No. 17

Up to Usual Standard

Type of production. .1 reel magazine

Views of Bear Creek Canyon, Colo-

rado, with its huge boulders and crags

opens this issue of Pathe Review. A
glimpse of coal, both hard and soft,

under the microscope gives an inter-

esting insight as to its substance; a

visit to the factory in Philadelphia

where the American flag is manufac-
tured is interesting and has a decided
patriotic appeal. The Pathe color

scenes which complete the issue are

of the resort of Cinta, in Portugal.

"Get Busy"—Snub Pollard—Pathe

Fairly Amusing

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy

This comedy didn't seem particu-

larly hilarious to us, but Snub Pol-

lard's following will no doubt find it

entirely satisfactory. Paul Parrot is

in the cast, and he and Snub try very
hard to keep out of the clutches of a

policeman, who tells them they must
get to work or be arrested. They
finally become life guards on the

beach, where their one thought is to

rescue someone or something from
the waves and get rewarded. They
throw a dog in and pull him out only
to be told that he does not belong
to the woman they thought he did.

Snub finally does rescue a girl how-
ever, only to have her call the wrong
man "her hero."

"Politics"—Universal

Just Fair

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy

Slim Summerville and Bobby Dunn
try very hard to make this one-reeler

go over, but unless your folks are

easily pleased they may not think this

is so funny. The boys are rival candi-

dates for the political office of police

judge. Most of the action takes place

at a political rally. The old stuff of

greasing the floor and putting glue

on chairs to embarrass the oponent

has been included. The election vote is

a tie so the candidates are fighting it

out with boxing gloves when the po-

lice arrive and arrest them for dis-

turbing the peace.

"Compromised" New One for Negri

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Pola Negri will

shortly begin work on Sudermann's
"Song of Songs," which Paul Bern
is adapting under the title of "Com-
promised." Dimitri Buchowetzski
will direct.

Stromberg Moves To Ince Studio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Hunt Stromberg has
moved his entire staff to the Thomas
Ince studio, where the first Priscilla

Dean production will be made for

Hodkinson.

New House for Columbus, O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O.—William N. Petrar-
kis and Anthony J. Nelson are build-
ing a 1,000 seat theater at West Broad
St. and Oakley Ave. in the west end
part of Columbus. Theodore J.
Pekras who manages the Dreamland
will be in charge.

Farnum's First

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—William Farnum's

first picture for Paramount will be
"The Man Who Fights Alone,"
which Wallace Worsley will direct.
The second will be "The Miracle of
Love."

Syracuse Houses Fireproof
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Syracuse, N. Y.—Following a rigid
inspection by Acting Commissioner
of Public Safety, D. E. Lillis, local
theaters were given a clean bill with
regard to fire regulations.

Says Radio Situation is Serious
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Arthur L. Skinner, mana-
ger of the Victoria, thinks the radio
problem is a serious menace to the
box-office, especially to small town
neighborhood houses.

Cutts Directing Another
Graham Cutts is directing an( q

for Selznick in a London studio th

an American cast. He has st; »d

on "The Passionate AdventujB
starring Alice Joyce, supported

>j

Marjorie Daw. Cutts directed "^jj
an to Woman."

Some Better Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jamestown, N. Y.—The Pa
Teachers Ass'n, working with
Better Films Committee have

|

proved the following pictures:
For adults: "Flapper Wives," "I

Highway," "Icebound," "Nellie, the Bi
ful Cloak Model" and "Poisoned Para
For boys and girls of high school
"The Arizona Express," "Courtin' Calan'i,'

"Daddies," "The Fighting Coward,'
ing Gold," "My Man," "Ride for

"Secrets," "Smilin' On," "Stolen Se
"Torment," "The Uninvited Guest"
"The Vagabond Trail." For younger
dren : "The King of Wild Horses" d
"Women Who Give."

St" ;3

ger J.

es" nd

los-

.Y)

hots,

Two Cleveland Houses Clc

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Two downtown hoi;

the Standard and Reel, both
i

closed down to make way for cier

business enterprises. The Stani'd

was the first theater in this cit :o

be built to show pictures.

New $400,000 House for Baltinre

(Special to THE FILM DAILY) I

Baltimore—The National Ame-
ment Co., of Durham, N. C. is n-

sidering a new $400,000 theater :o

seat 2,200.

Weinberg Back from Englant
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

;

Buffalo—Eddie Weinberg, for;r

manager of the Mark Strand I

Elmwood, has returned from a
;

™
to England.

Indep. Supply Co., Buffalo, Clou

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo—The Independent The :r

Supply Co. has gone out of busing
The stock has been taken over y

Al Becker, of Becker Theater Suj y

Co.

"Play It With Music!"

For National Music Week— May 4th— 11th, book
"FRANZ SCHUBERT," the first release of James

A. Fitz-Patrick's "FAMOUS MUSIC MASTERS"
series. One reel novelty features with COMPLETE
ORCHESTRATIONS

!

Produced and Distributed by

FITZ-PATRICK PICTURES, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

"V N -
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"Crossed Trails"
fn'-pendent Pictures Corp.—St. R'ts

A a Whole.... RATHER WEAK
WESTERN THAT DEPENDS
OSTLY ON ONE OR TWO
IGHTS AND SOME FAST
IDING FOR ITS ACTION.
O O R IN COMPARISON
VITH MANY GOOD ACTION
'ICTURES AVAILABLE
:IGHT NOW.

Sr Franklyn Farnum not called

pon for any strenuous playing,

lis is a mild hero role with the

xception of an occasional scrap

nd even then they don't get very

xciting.

Est J. P. McGowan would have
illed the Farnum role much more
apably. McGowan outdoes Anna
}. Nilsson when it comes to sacri-

icing looks. Miss Nilsson suffered

male hair-cut for "Ponjola" but

vIcGowan takes a clean shave to

lide his identity in "Crossed
Trails." Western types adequately
jlayed by Billie Bennett, Little

3uck Black, Wm. Buehler, Mack
Wright and Alyce Mills, opposite

Franklyn.

'pe of Story Western. Here's

he old stage coach hold-up and the

Dretty heroine who turns against

lero whom she had been admiring,
»vhen he tells her her father is one
of the band which has been rob-
bing the mails. Later on hero dis-

covers that the real bandit is one
called "Pepper" so out he goes af-

ter "Pepper," brings him in and
when his prisoner is shot from am-
bush hero get a still further hunch,

i

—"Pepper's" buddy must be the
.guilty one too. Out he goes again
and brings in another man. Mean-
while the housekeeper in heroine's
home discovers that "Pepper" is

,her long lost husband. Still later

it is discovered that hero is her
son. This is pretty poor material
and there isn't enough good action
to cover it up. Franklyn Farnum
doesn't measure up to the expecta-
tions of hero worshippers and
doesn't put enough fight into his

performance. McGowan and Far-
num might have switched roles to
very good advantage.
ox Office Angle Fair western.
Not enough action to satisfy the
crowd that likes this type of pic-
ture. May do on a double feature
bill.

xploitation. . . .Not much for you to
talk about. Use the usual trailer
and you might interest them by in-
cluding in the trailer pictures of the
various ones suspected of the mail
robberies and ending off with the
question: "Which one of these
men robbed the stage coach. Take
a guess, then come and see the pic-
ture and find out if you are right."
Franklyn Farnum hasn't done
enough recently to warrant boost-
ing his name. J. P. McGowan may
be familiar to them.
irection J. P. McGowan; better
actor than director.

uthor Joseph Armant
:enario Agnes Parsons
ameraman Walter Griffith
hotography Fair
ocale West
ength About 5,000 feet

Herbert Rawlinson in

"The Dancing Cheat"
Universal

As a Whole. . . .SOMEWHAT BET-
TER THAN THE USUAL
RAWLINSON VEHICLE.
CROOK REGENERATION
THEME THAT'S FAIRLY IM-
PROBABLE BUT OFFERS
PICTURE OF MEDIUM IN-
TEREST.

Star. .. .Seems to be ridding himself

of inclination to overact and, while
this particular role doesn't provide
him with anything out of the or-

dinary in the way of acting oppor-
tunities, he makes the most of

of what comes his way.

Cast Alice Lake really has the

more important role. She handles
it satisfactorily. Edwin Brady is

usual villain type.

Type of Story. . . . Dnma. They never
make Rawlinson's position clear in

the story. All you are told is that

he's an American, apparently of
wealth, who appears to have no bet-

ter reason for staying in the Mexi-
can town than to admire the pretty
cafe dancer and wish that he could
reform her although he makes no
outward appearance of trying to do
so and even spurns her efforts to
become acquainted. The main ac-
tion subsequently revolves about
the girl and her scheme to make the
American pay for his attitude to-

ward her, thus giving Alice Lake the
more important part in the story.
Her plan offers some fair action
and it holds the interest fairly well
but there is a lack of suspense and
force that fails to bring it above
the average in entertainment value.
Nor is the development always
logical. Instead of the girl aveng-
ing herself she falls in love with
the American. Her worthless hus-
band, originator of the revenge
scheme, appears on the scene and
takes her away. Later an enemy
conveniently kills the husband leav-
ing the way clear for the happiness
of the American and the reformed
dancer.

Box Office Angle. . . .Average picture
that you can use adequately on a
regular daily change program. It

should give medium satisfaction
and where they like crook stories,

should please.

Exploitation The title may attract
attention. Arrange with local vic-
trola shops to display a small ma-
chine with one of those mechanical
dancing dolls and i card announc-
ing that "The Dancing Cheat" will
be at you theater on a given date.
If it happens that the star is popu-
lar you might use his name promi-
nently in your announcements and
say that the story deals with hero's
efforts to reform a cabaret girl, of
her trick to win him and her inten-
tion to cast him aside and then her
failure to complete her plan when
she actually falls in love with him.

Direction Irving Cummings; av-
erage.

Author Calvin Johnson
Scenario L. G. Rigby
Cameraman Wm. Thornley
Photography All right
Locale • • Mexico
Length 4,726 feet

"Between Friends"
Vitagraph

As a Whole SOME NEW
TWISTS IN THIS LATEST
ETERNAL TRIANGLE PLOT
AND THERE'S A SPLENDID
PRODUCTION AND FINE
CAST THAT ALSO HELP TO
MAKE THE PICTURE INTER-
ESTING.

Cast. . . .Anna Q. Nilsson good in the

role of wife who kills herself after

her husband's best friend tires of

her. Lou Tellegen suitable as the

husband who lays an elaborate re-

venge once he learns his friend has
betrayed him. Norman Kerry a

regular Lew Cody he-vamp. Alice

Calhoun sometimes pretty as the

model and Stuart Holmes appro-
priate as the studio-hanger-on who
pursues the pretty model with sug-
gestions of breakfast, bankrolls,

etc.

Type of Story Domestic drama.
Robert W. Chambers' novel under
the careful treatment of J. Stuart

Blackton, offers what is likely to be
a good box office picture in spite of

the evidence of the hoary eternal

triangle. There are some new
angles and the unexpected does
happen in "Between Friends."
Blackton tells the story smoothly,
develops the plot with increased in-

terest and provides an attractive

production and a good cast to back.
There is just one exception to be
taken to the director's efforts and
that is his prolonged climax. He
takes far too long to bring the story

to a close. Once it is obvious that

Tellegen is about to relent and
forego his plan of revenge against
his best friend, it is natural that

the end is at hand. Instead of ar-

riving at it quickly and bringing
about the expected conclusion, he
drags it out. This can readily be
remedied, especially by eliminating
the long series of close-ups of Tel-
legen sending a mental message to

his friend in which he prevents the
latter from self-destruction and the
contrasting long close-ups of the
friend receiving the message.

Box Office Angle • -Should be a

good attraction for majority of ex-
hibitors. Enough for you to talk

about and will undoubtedly satisfy

most audiences.

Exploitation You can talk about
the cast, the story, the author and
the production. Use the names of

Lou Tellegen, Norman Kerry,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Alice Calhoun
and Stuart Holmes. Tell them
Robert W. Chambers is the author
and that his story is an eternal tri-

angle with some new angles and
that J. Stuart Blackton has pro-
vided a splendid production. Stills

will attract attention.

Direction ..J. Stuart Blackton; gen-
erally very good.

Author Robert W. Chambers
Scenario ..••Chas. L. Gaskill-Marion

Constance.
Cameramen . . Steve Smith-Reginald
Lyons.

Photography •.... Very good
Locale New York
Length About 7,000 feet

Richard Barthlemess in

"The Enchanted Cottage"
Producer '.Inspiration Pictures

Distributor: First National

As a Whole VERY SINCERE
EFFORT TO PRESENT A
PHASE OF LIFE NOT OFTEN
TOUCHED ..UPON ..NOR
TREATED. EXCELLENT HU-
MAN INTEREST BUT DO
PEOPLE WANT THE UN-
HAPPY SIDE OF LIFE EVEN
WITH THE SPLENDID MOR-
AL THAT THIS STORY
HOLDS?

Star. .. .Probably has one of his best

acting roles and handles it capably.

Gives an interesting performance
and one that is not easy to do.

Cast May McAvoy sacrifices

beauty during most of her perform-
ance to play the ugly duckling who
is the means of bringing sunshine
into the crippled hero's life. Once
again the question; do folks want
to see a pretty girl like May Mc-
Avoy made up to appear homely?
Others 'not important but Florence
Short manages to make herself con-

spicuous by flaunting herself all

over the set in which she appears,

by way of putting over the idea

that she's "mannish."
Type of Story. . . .Dramatic romance.
That love is blind is certainly

definitely established in Richard
Barthelmess' latest picture. And
to give it the credit due, the picture

is a charming film play, very splen-

didly acted and beautifully done,

and with a story that, while it may
not appeal to the average picture

patron, is decidedly different. It

touches on a subject more or less

sordid and not a wholly pleasant

theme but it is rich in human in-

terest and heart interest which
should make up considerably for

the unhappy atmosphere. John
Robertson has handled it splendidly

but it is another question whether
or not his treatment is not over
the heads of most folks. It prob-
ably fits the so called "high brow"
crowd better. The deformed war
veteran and his homely little bride

see only beauty in each other and
thereby find the happiness they
thought they had missed.

Box Office Angle.... A class picture.

Will not suit the masses. Richard
Barthelmess, May McAvoy John
Robertson, Josephine Lovett, the
Cameraman, and all the others con-
tribute to a worth while picture
but problematical as to the exhibi-
tor's purse.

Exploitation Of course you can
count on the star's name as a draw-
ing card. Whether or not his ad-
mirers who liked him in "Tolable
David," etc. will enjoy him in such
material as this, is another matter.
You had better see this one your-
self to judge it properly.

Direction John S. Robertson; ef-

fective but picture runs too long.
Author Arthur Wing Pinero
Scenario Josephine Lovett
Cameraman Geo. Folsey
Art Director Livingston Piatt
Photography Good
Locale England
Length 7,120 feet
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In The Courts
The American City Bureau Film

Service has filed a mandamus suit in

the Supreme Court against Comptrol-

ler Craig to compel him to pay a bill

of $5,921 for exhibiting four reels en-

titled "Standing Room Only" in 476

picture theaters in Greater New York,

at the request of the Transit Com-
mission. The films were ordered in

connection with the effort of the com-
mission to show crowded conditions

in the subway and on the elevated

railroads, but the city has refused to

pay the bill.

A default judgment for $980 has

been filed 'in the Supreme Court
against the Mastodon Films in a

suit of Dorothy de Jagers to recover

that sum under an agreement to pay
her $150 a reel for editing and titling

the film, "Average Woman," based
on a scenario written by the plain-

tiff. The plaintiff was unable to serve

the papers personally on Charles C.

Burr, president of the Mastodon
Films, and got a court order to serve

them by publication.

Miss Winkler Closes Deals

Margaret J. Winkler announces the

following deals:

To Sam Moscow, Moscow Films; for all

of New England : the Felix, Out-of-the-
Inkwell and Alice comedies ; also Holmes'
"Snapshots of Travel." To Masterpiece
Film Attractions, for S. Jersey, and Eastern
Penn. : the Alice comedies. To Trio Prod.,
for Maryland, Del. and District of Columbia,
the Felix and Alice series. To F. & R.
Film, the Holmes travel reels, for Minne-
sota, and Michigan.

The Week's Headlines
Monday

Speculation over status of M. P. T. O. A.
in view of formation of Allied State Or-
ganizations in Chicago.

Industrial slump in North Carolina causes
drop in theater business.

English inventor claims perfection of radio
pictures. C. Francis Jenkins, an American
at work on same scheme.

Tuesday

Mary Pickford and Famous Players divide
Artcraft films. Mary gets eleven and Fa-
mous, ten.

Wall Street Journal survey of industry placed
pictures in seventh place among industrial

leaders.

Seven Paramount foreign managers here to
attend sales conventions. Japan reported
recovered from earthquake; Central Europe
looks hopeful.

Wednesday

Hugh Mcintosh, wealthy Australian to make
pictures showing British ideals. Explains
plans at Ritz lunch, prior to sailing for

Europe with J. D. Williams.

Frank Rembusch, explains Allied State Or-
ganizations were formed because to keep
d stribution out of exhibitor affairs. More
states to join.

Supreme Court in Ohio considering "blue
law" regulations. Decision expected soon.

Hal Roach has four features on new schedule.
Comedy list totals 104.

Thursday

Fifty exhibitors co-operating with Famous
Players in effective check-up on story and
player values.

Joe Engel may produce for Metro.

Mack Sennett in new deal with Pathe. To
make 42 two reelers.

E. V. Richards aroused over reported star

combination to build theaters. Gives some
straight-from-the-shoulder data about exist-

ing conditions.

Arthur S. Kane, back from coast, says sanity
has returned in production.

Friday

Metro takes over Goldwyn and forms Metro-
Goldwyn Corp. Louis B. Mayer to handle
all production. Capitol, New York; Cali-

fornia, Los Angeles and Ascher Chicago
circuit included. Cosmopolitan to distrib-

ute through new company. New unit will

issue $5,000,000 in preferred stock.

France making determined try for mark in

world's production forces. Historical ser-

ies under way, with leading celebrities in

collaboration.

Saturday

Probably 50 pictures from Metro-Goldwyn
for next season. 38 from Metro and 12

from Goldwyn. 24 will be ready and in

the exchanges by September.

French and German film men discuss recipro-

city in films at Paris dinner.

After Mae Murray completes "Circe" for

Metro, she will make her own for Metro
release.

Thirty-five extended runs of "Dorothy Ver-
non" at $1.50 top. Start Monday.

Cast Complete For Lloyd Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The cast has been
completed for a new Harold Lloyd
production and work has already
started at the Hollywood studios. The
cast includes: Jobyna Ralston,

Charles Stevenson, Josephine Crowell
and little Mickey McBan. Fred
Newmeyer and Sam Taylor are di-

recting.

Incorporations
Albany—Long Lane Prod., >

York. 1,000 shares preferred st<

$50 each; 2,000 shares common st<

no par value. Incorporators,
Bedrick and A. A. Kastner. Attori

D. J. Goldberg, New York.

Austin, Tex.—Teatro Atenas
ciedad Anonlymous Mexicanas. C.

-

tal $8,000. Incorporators, Jose
Garcia, J. E. Fores and V. Salazar

Oklahoma City—Slick Amuset
Co., Slick, Okla. Capital $4,000.

corporators, P. R. Isley, J. J. Kir

and A. M. Morley.

Austin, Tex*.—City Amusement (

,

San Antonio. Capital $8,000. Incor
rators, A. C. Jonas, Dave Gottlieb ;1-

J. Zalmanzig.

Albany—Siwanoy Holding Co
J

New York. Capital $700,000.

Dover, Del.—Phidias Film
Pittsburgh. Capital $50,000.

Co .

Werner Secures New Product
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Samuel Werner
United Film Exchange, back fr<

i

New York last week, has purcha
Southern Illinois and Eastern
souri rights on "For You My Bo'
"Fires of Youth," "Not for Sal'

new series of stunt pictures by I

Mix and the Bray cartoons. Anotl
purchase was a series of Sid Sm
comedies.

AL GILBERT
producer of

THE BOOTLEGGERS — IS A MOTHER TO BLAME

SWEETENING KITTY

Now
General Manager of

ROMANCE PICTURES, Inc.

wishes to announce

To The Trade
That they secured the exclusive Motion Picture Rights for

"THE TRIUMPH OF LOVE"
A 6 reel super feature production with an all star cast. Now in preparation; cast to be announced later.

ROMANCE PICTURES, Inc.
112-118 W. 44th Street, - - - New York City
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4 Pictures Reviewed In 18 Cities
"After the Ball"

Gifts, Cincinnati
1ST—The story is a good one. Spec-

taiar dramatic moments fill the plot, which
concerns the life of a brother and

the son and daughter of a millionaire.

"April Showers"—Preferred
Fay's, Philadelphia

iQUIRER—Fight fans will appreciate

an enthuse over this, while the average per-

so will enjoy the romantic love story which

is tertwined with the more sensational in-

ci, its.

Ashes of Vengeance"—1st Nat'l

land Central, Capitol, Lyric, St.

Louis
LOBE-DEMOCRAT—It ranks with the

b( productions ever sponsored by Norma
Tnadge, which is saying a great deal.

DST-DISPATCH—It is a play of emo-
ither than action and it gives Miss

V rig a go^id opportunity for her talents.

TAR—It is only occasionally that a pho-

tciy is brought forth that really excel-

I Such, however, is "Ashes of Ven-
g,ice,"

IMES—"Ashes of Vengeance,' 'a Norma
Tnadge production, * * * ranks among
tl best pictures of the year.

"Big Brother"—F. P.-L.
Capitol, Detroit

REE PRESS—It is not often a power -

[i sermon comes in the guise of popular en-

Iiainment, but that is just how it is pre-

wed at the Capitol this week * * »

"Bluff"—F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

{Week ending April 12)
.XAMINER—Unfortunately after giving

I a Ayres what promised to be such a real

iortunity they promptly turn the story
ut into a sort of illustrated argument.
IERALD—Clever continuity and equally
id direction is in a measure responsible for

neatness and dispatch with which this

htly old fashioned plot, * * * is carried
ti good and logical ending.
LLUSTRATED NEWS—It is somewhat

I prising to find that Mr. Sam Wood's
itoplay, "Bluff," is neither pretentious nor
sh, and although it does not merit unusual
*ntion, it can immediately be regarded as
using.

RECORD—"Bluff" takes its place in the
at Pluck and Luck series that the movies
>e been carrying on from the point where
less elaborate paper back novel series left

TIMES—The story is ingenious and di-

ting, if not inspired. But the work of
ss Ayers and Mr. Moreno is very fine in-

•i.

"A Boy of Flanders"—Metro
, Madison, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Jackie Coogan in "The
ly of Flanders," one of the most appealing
:tuies this greatest of all juvenile stars
s ever made, * * *

"Boy of Mine"—1st Nat'l
Karlton, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Though full of comedy, this

iture is probably more serious in intention
m any of the other screen successes of
ys' Hfe b> the same author.
NORTH AMERICAN—That elusive trait

whimsical understanding and keen sym-
thy which marks Booth Tarkington's
iries of adolescence has been felicitously

ptured and made eloquent on the screen
"Boy of Mine." * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—"Boy
Mine" is the entertaining picture of ju-

nile life * * *

"The Breaking Point"—F. P.-L.
Columbia, Washington

HERALD—Love, mystery and melodrama
vt been wonderfully blended in Herbert
"ion's new Paramount production, "The
taking Point," * * *

STAR—Romance, mystery and the strange
adventures of a wealthy clubman in New
York provide the elements around which is

developed from the story a picturization not
only entertaining, but commanding in its

appeal.
TIMES—A brilliant cast and competent

direction have restored to the story its origin-

al vitality and power.

"The Dawn of A Tomorrow"
F. P.-L.

McVicker's, Chicago
AMERICAN—Such stories no doubt have

a "draw," * * * And this one is a rather

good one of its type.
London tenement atmosphere is well con-

veyed. Fog scenes, particularly, will catch
your eye.

HERALD AND EXAMINER—The pic-

ture oozes with atmosphere, from the dirty

children and lame beggars to the long-neck
curate of the mission and the London police-

men, * * *

JOURNAL—As a relief from the frisky-

flapper stories which fill our programmes,
there comes "The Dawn of a Tomorrow"
to McVickers, sweet, uplifting, chaste and
rosy.

Palace, Washington
HERALD—Jacqueline Logan ,

• • *

brings what is easily her greatest charac-
terization to the screen * * *

STAR—"The Dawn of a Tomorrow" is

melodramatic, interspersed, however, with
threads of comedy, philosophy, tragedy and
pathos.
TIMES—"The Dawn of a Tomorrow" is

surely a skeleton, there is no fleshy padding,
no graceful curvature of figure—bone, just
bone.

"Desire"—Metro
Clune Broadway, Los Angeles

{Week ending April 12)
EXAMINER—* * * offers you a lot of

genuine screen entertainment. The cast is

one of the most imposing that's been as-
sembled in any recent picture. * * *

HERALD—If you like something different
in the films, something that has in its basic
story a real idea, a real plot, you will wor-
ship the film "Desire," * * *

ILLUSTRATED NEWS—* * * if it is to
be at all convincing it must be made interest-
ing and that is what "Desire" is not. It is

so melodramatic that it is funny; * * *

TIMES—It is warmly human throughout,
its story is absorbing if naive at moments, it

is very finely acted * * * and it has moments
that are truly great.

"The Drivin* Fool"—Hodkinson
Eastman, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—On
the whole, however, the story material is

rather too thin to hold the attention of the
spectator throughout so many thousand feet
of film.

HERALD—As for acting—well, Wally
Van is a fairly good speed driver, he is not
much of a comedian, and, in the serious
parts, he is a little ridiculous.
JOURNAL AND POST EXPRESS—

* * * "The Drivin' Fool" is rather weak as
a feature.

TIMES-UNION—"The Drivin' Fool", is

a light but cleverly constructed film play.
There is nothing new in plot or in develop-
ment, but there is constant action, amusing
incidents, suspense, and a well worked out
climax.

"The Enchanted Cottage"—1st Nat'l
The Chicago, Chicago

HERALD AND EXAMINER—My ad-
vice is just this—don't miss "The Enchanted
Cottage." Now you—or rather, I—can't say
that about many films.
POST—The picture is one of the most

enchanting fantasies you have ever beheld.
It is a story which you will tuck away in
the corner of your heart and keep forever.

State, Los Angeles
(Week ending April 12)

EXAMINER—As delicate as the touch of
Queen Mab's wand, as English as crumpets,
or monocles, or gaiters, or broad "A's," is

"The Enchanted Cottage." * * *

HERALD—If you are a disciple at the

shrine of Difference "The Enchanted Cot-
tage," * * * should stand forth as a special

diety.

ILLUSTRATED NEWS—In this season
of unusual photoplays, "The Enchanted Cot-
tage" may rightly be considered the most
unusual ; * * *

RECORD—"The Enchanted Cottage" is a
fine thing to see on the screen. I only hope
the Loew's State management and other ex-

hibitors who show it can draw to their the-

aters people who can understand and appreci-
ate such a picture, and thus justify Inspira-
tion's production of it.

TIMES—For this picture summons cer-

tain charming illusions out of the nowhere
into the yes, and endows the screen with a
new sort of romance.

"Excitement"—Universal
Rialto, Washington

HERALD—"Excitement" is a high-geared
farce-comedy in which the star assumes the
role of a girl who lived and thrived on
excitement and thrills.

STAR—A notable addition to the few
clever motion picture farces is at the Rialto
this week, in the Universal photoplay, "Ex-
citement."
TIMES—* * * "Excitement" is well

named. Laura La Plante, as Nila Lyons,
sees that there is plenty of it, well seasoned
with fun.

"The Eternal Three'—Gold.-Cosmop.
New, Baltimore

AMERICAN—If you enjoy these hus-
band-wife-lover film-plays, you'll enjoy Mr.
Neilan's latest, for, in spite of its theme
it is well done and sufficiently diverting.

"The Extra Girl"—Asso. Exhibitors
Broadway Strand, Detroit

FREE PRESS—"The Extra Girl" is an
original story of comedy and thrills from
the pen of Mack Sennett and tells a story that
enables Miss Normand to bring all her win-
ning ways and clever acting ability into full

play before the camera.

"The Fighting Coward"—F. P.-L.
Garrick, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE (MORNING)—Not alone is

the comedy excellent, but the production
displays good direction, background and pho-
tography. The locations are exceptionally
interesting.

TRIBUNE (EVENING)—Same.
Strand, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—If you are fond of
satire, don't miss * * * "The Fighting
Coward," * * *

"Flaming Barriers"—F. P.-L.
Park and Mall, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—The old hokum buck-
et is carried to the well a good many times
in "Flaming Barriers." * * *

"Flaming Gold"—1st Nat'l

Metropolitan, Washington
HERALD—The picture reaches a hair-

raising climax when an oil well is set ablaze

by a flash of lightning during a cloudburst

and the high water breaks down the dam and
the country is flooded with a deluge * * *

STAR—* * * tingles with real adventure,

spiced with authentic twentieth-century ro-

mance and flavored with homely humor that

is entertaining * * *

TIMES—All the thrill and romance that

could be packed into the bringing of a gusher
with its consequent change from poverty to

riches for a poor prairie nester and his

family is in this picture.

"Gentle Julia"—Fox
Fox, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Clean fun and lots of it,

mingleed with real romance, mark the pro-

duction * * * of "Gentle Julia," from one
of Booth Tarkington's stories * * *

NORTH AMERICAN—Many humorous
touches are added to the picture by Florence
Atwater, a niece of Julia's, a lively young-
ster as full of deviltry as Peck's bad boy.

This role is very naturally acted by Mary
Arthur.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—The
picture follows the famous novel by Booth
Tarkington very closely and is quite inter-

esting in that it shows clearly the difference

between real love and just plain "mashing"
of the man from the "big city."

"George Washington, Jr."—Warners'
Hippodrome, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—It has everything a
good picture ought not to have, including
Master Barry, * * *

This new one is a farce, comedy, with
heavy accent on the farce, but accent it as
strongly as I could, there were few laughs

—

and if you only knew how easily I am
amused 1

Strand, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—It's a pretty ticklish propo-

sition—finding the right sort of story for a

boy of Wesley's unhandsome years. And,
while the kid is not just the Cohan type,

both star and story might have fared a heap
sight worse. The result proves at least

milnly entertaining.

SENTINEL (MORNING)—Young Barry
is not the type of hero the play was written
about, but he does nicely and is assisted

by a cast including Gertrude Olmstead, Leon
Barry, Charles Conklin and Otis Harlan.
NEWS—George M .Cohan's vehicle has

given Barry one of the finest chances he
has had since he reached the lanky stage.

"The Heritage of the Desert"
F. P.-L.

Rialto, Omaha
WORLD-HE"RALD—If all western pic-

tures were as good as Paramount's "The
Heritage of the Desert," which is based
on Zane Grey's novel, * * * the western

type of picture would never lose its popu-
larity .

HEADQUARTERS FOR

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS & ACCESSORIES

Everything necessary for the production of Motion

Picture Films. New and used. Little allowances made

on outfits taken in trade.

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

0. 1 UO CAUDA ASEITS FIR DEBRIE CAMERAS

118 West 44th Street N. Y. C. Bryant 6635
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"His Darker Self"—Hodkinson

Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—"His Darker Self"

is one of those rare comedies that are not

only played by a good comedian, but which
have in their plots real comedy situations.

STAR—Whoever directed it seems to have
been unable to make up his mind to what he
was trying to do.
TIMES—From those who like to go to

the movies to laugh away their worries.

•'His Darker Self," a Ham Hamilton fea-

ture will find a hearty response.

' 'The Hoosier Schoolmaster"—Hod.
Fenway, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—Over-emphasis is a pit-

fall that has snared many an actor and spoil-

ed many an attempt to portray rural life

en the screen. * * * Something of the sort

happens here, * * *

"Icebound"—F. P.-L.

Capitol, Cincinnati
COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—The pres-

entation is thorough in every respect and
the acting of the two principal roles excep-

tionally fine.

ENQUIRER—Given a play like "Ice-

bound," a director like William deMille and
two featured players like Lois Wilson and
Richard Dix, what but a film masterpiece
could result?

POST—"Icebound" is dififerent. Its story
is a departure from the ordinary themes, and
it is presented with simple scenes and dia-

logue.
TIMES-STAR — "Icebound," dependent

for its dramatic effect solely on character
conflict and atmosphere, is the sort of pic-

ture material with which William DeMille
is at his best.

Alhambra, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—For Icebound marks all who

are connected with it as the foremost ex-

ponents of repressed emotiins on the cellu-

loid.

SENTINEL (MORNING)—One of the
best studies in small town life ever offered
is to be found in "Icebound," * * *

Granada, San Francisco
(Week ending April 12)

BULLETIN—"Icebound" is a romance
of the new variety and William De Mille the
producer, has given some very interesting
type interpretations of "Down East" folks.

CALL AND POST—If anything, the work
has ga'ned in its transition to the screen
and it stands as entertainment of the highest
order.
CHRONICLE—One might call it super-

fine, for De Mille has refused to fall for the
usual movie hokum and has done a straight,
artistic piece of work.
EXAMINER—In its film version, De

Mille has succeeded in bringing a good story,
filled with interesting type studies to the
screen.

HERALD—William De Mille, who pro-
duced it, has done a beautiful piece of work
with this story. There is not one false note
in it, even down to the smallest detail ab-
solute sincerity characterizes the picture.

"The Land of Whispering Hope"
Tivoli, San Francisco

BULLETIN—With Borneo for its back-
ground. Burr Nickle has created for the
screen what might be termed one of the very
few great adventure pictures. * * *

CALL AND POST—* * * "The Land of
Whispering Hope," * * * gives us something
that is as new and different as it is amazing
and authentic.
CHRONICLE— If you would see the

wild man of Borneo in his native haunts, to-
gether with his wives, aunts, uncles, cousins,
sons, daughters and nephews, go to see "The
Land of Whispering Hope."
EXAMINER—It is an extraordinary pic-

ture, full of interest for those who like to
see the primitive folk in their native haunts
and little raiment.

"The Moral Sinner"—F. P.-L.
Missouri, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—While it is an-
other story of Paris with its wicked cafes
and underworld inhabitants, it furnishes the
best screen material of the year for the
photoplay dramas that have the famous
French underworld for their locale.

POST-DISPATCH—Miss Dalton's acting
is subdued throughout but through gesture
and expression, she conveys the impressions
of one who has undergone a deep moral
change.
STAR—It is a program picture, neither

better nor worse than dozens of others.
TIMES—In "The Moral Sinner," at the

Missouri, Dorothy Dalton is not shown at
her best. But it seems like the role of
Leah Kleschna could have been filled as well
by almost anyone else.

"The Next Corner"—F. P.-L.
Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * "The Next Corner,"
well merits the classification of "a fine film."
The most searching analysis discloses but
one weakness, and that is of plot, * * *

INQUIRER—Why the tedious picture at

the Stanley this week should be named "The
Next Corner' 'is probably a question that
not even the writer of the scenario could
answer
NORTH AMERICAN—It ought to have

considerable appeal here, since it has a full-

sized moral attached, * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—"The
Next Corner" does not display any great
great deal of originality, for it is based upon
the threadbare triangle theme.

"The Rendezvous"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—The story of "The Rendezvous"
is of no importance, since it is almost ridi-

culous. Lucilee Ricksen, however, is excel-
lent as the heroine, and Conrad Nagel is a
substantial American hero.
STAR—Sidney Chaplin's merry-making is

the joy of the somber part yMarshall Neilan
has concocted in his Russian drama, "The
Rendezvous," * * *

New Lyric, Minneapolis
STAR—To say that it a Marshall Neilan

production would ordinarily be sufficient,
but this time the famous director must share
honors with his cast, for the playing of
Conrad Nagel, Lucille Rickson, Sydney
Chaplin. Richard Travers and Elmo Lincoln
is exceptionally good.

"Shadows of Paris"—F. P.-L.
Stanton, Philade'phia

BULLETIN—* * * with the dashing Pola,
the film play, produced under the more strik-
ing title. "The Shadows of Paris," * * *

is brought forth as one of the cinema suc-
cesses of the season.
INQUIRER—* * * it has a definite story

to tell instead of the vague meanderings of
the usual scenario.
NORTH AMERICAN—An unusually fine

cast and splendid direction combine to make
the "Shadows of Paris," which yesterday
began a run at the Stanton, a picture of ab-
sorbing interest.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—Pola
Negri has at last come into her own in
"Shadows of Paris." * * * Her admirers
will be glad to hear that something worthy
of her has at last been done.

"The Shepherd King"—Fox
Modern, Beacon, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—Now the tribes of the
Bostonians camp into their house of pleas-
ant sights, which they do call the Modern
or yet again the Beacon House. And when
they had looked, loud- was the voice of
lamentation in their land.

Palace, Montreal
STAR—Moreover, there is in this film

such a variety of incident, such a wealth of
color and of conflicting emotions as cannot
fail to satisfy even the most exacting of
movie enthusiasts * * *

"Sherlock, Jr."—Metro
State, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—But, in the main, the
picture seems to rely on Mr. Keaton's
wholly perfect and inimitable face. He never
laughs; he never even smiles; but the on-
looker realizes that beneath the composure
of his features lies a true appreciation of
the humor and the fun.

"Singer Jim McKee"—F. P.-L.
Piccadilly, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—
"Singer Jim McKee," Will S. Hart's latest
starring vehicle, will scarcely satisfy the
thousands of Hart fans who go to see the
erstwhile hero of the "open spaces" * * *

HERALD—"Singer Jim McKee" is a pic-

ture fraught with overdone emotion • * •

Bill Hart acts well the part that se;ms
hardly worth acting. Phyllis Haver over-

does things a bit and the rest of the cast

suffices.

JOURNAL AND POST EXPRESS—
These prove conclusively that the gods did
not endow Mr. Hart with a sense of humor.
* * * He has swallowed whole the hokum
propagated by the dime novel and the early
two reelers and never risen above it.

TIMES-UNION—As a picture, there is

not much to be said for "Singer Jim McKee,"
but as a medium for keeping Bill on the
screen and putting him through all his old
paces * * * it scarcely could be bettered.

"A Society Scandal"—F. P.-L.
California, San Francisco

(Week ending April 12)
BULLETIN—In ."A .Society .Scandal"

there is more than the story. In a way it

is a screen fashion show. Miss Swanson
» * * wears a collection of the most startling
gowns, hats and cloaks. * * *

CALL AND POST—* * * Miss Swanson
combines in her characterization a rare
blending of the best of her accomplishment.
She is really more fascinating, more vivacious
and even more dramatic than she has ever
been in any one single production.
CHRONICLE—If any doubt lingered that

Gloria Swanson has become an actress of first

lank, her work in "A Society Sensation,"
* * * forever settles the matter that she can
* # #

EXAMINER—Miss Swanson's beautiful
gowns do not in any way detract from the
emotional power and fire she throws into
the big scenes of the production. * * *

HERALD— It is a splendidly produced
feature, with a role that fits the star excellent-
ly, and in which she does some very fine act-
ing—to. say nothing of her gorgeous assort-
ment of gowns. * * *

"The Stranger"—F. P.-L.
State, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE (MORNING)—The picture is
earnest, and although it is lightened by ro-
mance bringing about the regeneration of
the lovers, there is no attempt at comedy
TRIBUNE (EVENING)—Same.

"The Temple of Venus"—Fox
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week ending April 12)

BULLETIN—There are many spectacular
scenes. The picture was made at Santa Cruz
Island, and at times hundreds of bathing
beauties are seen in the beach scenes.
CALL AND POST—It looks like all the

bathing beauties in the world are on the
screen at the Cameo this week,
nymphy, if you get what we mean.

"Temptation"—C. B. C.
World, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD— It is founded on
common sense and a theme that preaches
"the more truth than poetry" theory.

"Torment"—1st Nat'l
Strand, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—"Torment-
is a dramatic film that savors somewhat of
the usual detective-mystery story. The story
undoubtedly will interest the average spec-
tator because there is just enough suspense
and mystery to hold the attention.
ENQUIRER—* * * travesty dealing with

the disappearance of the Russian crown
jewels * * * That's what Maurice Tourneur
has done, however, in "Torment," and so
far as the critic was able to ascertain he
seems to have done it well.
POST—Russian crown jewels and a Japa-

nese earthquake lend a colorful background
to "Torment," the detective melodrama * * *

TIMES-STAR—* * * everything con-
sidered, it provides excellent entertainment,
containing just enough mystery to massage
the intellect and just enough thrills to ex-
cite interest.

"Thy Name Is Woman"—Metro
Wisconsin, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—For the second time Bar-
bara La Marr and Ramon Novarro are seen
together in a passionately tragic story of
consuming love in "Thy Name Is Woman,"
an excellent drama that is heavier fare than
is usually ladled out on the celluloid.
NEWS—You'll agree that it's one of the

most beautiful pictures in some time.

"West of the Water Tower"—F. L.

Strand, Montreal
STAR—Either the passion of the di tor

to "improve" upon the original story, i \*

anxiety of some censors * * * is respc Mi

for the complete ruination of the
i

thesis and significance of the novel i M
screen version.

"When A Man's A Man"—1st

State, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—Western meloc. m,
played in the customary vein, with m
customary comedy antics from Arthur >y

as a "very" tenderfoot; pretty gooij

tertainment. Pictorially beautiful.

PRESS—If you like western i

broncho busting, bulldogging steers,

play, fist fights, and the like, you'l a

plenty of it in "When a Man's a

But as to idea. You'll find little.

"Wild Oranges"—Gold.-Cosm

.

Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE-
melodrama" is the verdict of the review of

this paper regarding "Wild Oranges,"
HERALD—All in all "Wild Orsej

strikes one as a very well done motio tic

ture. It is well cast, well acted, a rema blj

fine example of photography and it co in

one of the best fights that the write ba
even seen on the screen.

JOURNAL AND POST EXPRESS-"
bespeaks the skill of the director wh br

means of a decaying house, desolate ur
roundings, flapping shutters, a high ii

and spiders has managed most succe ilfj

to create the eerie, unnatural atmosphe for

which the story calls.

TIMES-UNION—* * * is stirrini ind

thrilling in many of its moments ; but i hei

can it be denied, * * * that it is one tl

most repulsive repellant plays that we m
seen.

"Woman To Woman"—Selzn:

Sun, Omaha
NEWS—Temperamental, artistic, at vi-

vacious yet restrained, dainty Betty ' n»-

son runs the gamut of emotions in "V us
to Woman" * * *

WORLD-HERALD—Elaborately not
ed, beautifully photographed and well M
by the star, Hetty Compson, "Wontl
Woman," * * * is an interesting prodi M.

"Women Who Give"—Meti

Allen, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—* * * the pi «
smoother, because it has a more inteiat
story to tell, which includes the capt- c<

swordfish, and finally because it sav ib

"big punch" for the climax—and th( dt

livers a terrific wallop.
PRESS—There are interesting pictu c

fishing schooners with their dories
cod and sword fish. Also there are ti
successful scenes which show a sc! M
can toss in a gale.

TIMES—All in all, "Women Who <
is one of the best pictures Cleveland ha ea
for some time.

"Why Men Leave Home"—1st at'

Warfield, San Francisco

(Week ending April 12)

BULLETIN—It is not so much the*
but the manner in which the screen lfl
of the stage success, * * * is handle
makes the picture thoroughly enjoyal I

tertainment.

CALL AND POST—* * * good, I

fun and humor. And then, to inter I

with the comedy, there are touches of!
interest, drama and pathos.

CHRONICLE—* a very enter' I

comedy picture with a serious undt'
thought.

EXAMINER—"Why Men Leave El
adapted from the Hopwood farce, is

entertaining from beginning to end, wi
'

moral as the tag caption.
HERALD—The picture contains >

novel situations, but, unfortunately, th >hc

tography is somewhat poor.
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JHOWMEN
By DANNY

Mio are they? Where do they
vt And how do they operate?
for many of them, I wonder,
I follow the idea advanced by
Jei'ge Trend le of the Ku risky

o';es. And start showing- big\

n pictures beginning about
u 10? One of the most im-
oant distributors of the busi-

e has told Trendle that he can
a t as many of the big pictures

iiconcern will release for the

B, any time he wants them in

w. There is no special pref-

ace to the Kunsky houses
'ii this offer. Doubtless he

: do this cheerfully for any
t;r first run operator. The
h is hardly practicable in

cses of other denomination.

Showing big pictures in

July on a pre-release basis, is

joing to do a lot for the en-

lire business. First it will keep
people coming to the theater

during the summer. This is

most important. Everyone
knows how business slumps
off after audiences have seen

five or six poor pictures in a
row. And everyone in this

business knows how late May,
June and July have been used
as the spot to get rid of the

poorer type of picture.

^hen—and this is most important

—

:ributors will not face the prob-
i of trying to have a market ab-
b such a tremendous quantity of
f pictures for the coming season,
inning with Labor Day. There
only a limited number of first run
ises in the important cities; dis-
iutors want early play dates so
y can follow through on sales to
neighborhood houses and the sec-

l and third runs, and when play
es are pushed further and further
k it means the capital involved in
se productions is "frozen" when it

uld be liquid. Pre-release show-
s in July will mean a lot in curing
difficulty, and giving four to five

lions of liquid capital for future
ductions.

But the biggest point of all
is that instead of having your

(Continued on Page 2)

London House
"The Capitol" Secured by Ben Blum-

enthal and Al Woods—Important
for American Distributors

(By Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
London—It is understood that

Ben Blumenthal and Al Woods have
taken over the Capitol, the newest
2,500 seat house built in London, for

50 years, and will use it for extended
runs for important pictures.

Ben Bluementhal admitted on Sat-

urday that the cable was correct, and
added: "The opening of this house
should prove a Godsend for Ameri-
can producers and distributors. It is

the only house in the active down-
town section of London that seats

2,500 people, has a stage and will al-

low for the presentation of pictures

in the manner and style which is

known as a 'Broadway presentation.'

"Mr. Woods has six theaters in Eu-
rope today and if the Capitol works
out as we hope we may develop
others of this type for other points

abroad."
While Blumenthal refused to dis-

cuss the matter it is known that

negotiations are on for the services

of one of the best known managers
in the business to take this house
over.

Goldin to Europe
Sidney M. Goldin leaves for Eu-

rope on the Bereneraria, Wednesday
to direct the Yiddish Art Players
starring Maurice Swartz, in several
pictures.

Rosher Sailing
Charles Rosher, cameraman for

Mary Pickford, is at the Astor, and
will sail on Wednesday for Europe
to remain until August.

Combines and Why
H. B. Varner Tells of Their Develop-
ment—Says Producers and Dis-

tributors Don't Follow Hays
The following communication has

been received by this publication from
Col. H. B. Varner, president of the
M. P. T. O. of North Carolina:

"I have just read your issue of
April 9th and I am not surprised at

the alarm of the producers and dis-
tributors in the growth of booking
circuits and buying combines. It is

perfectly
_
natural that such things

would exist on account of the action
of film boards of trade and their
methods toward exhibitors especially
in open towns. The distributor com-
bines and their methods are respon-
sible and nobody else.

(Continued on Page 6)

Summer Schedule
George Trendle Will Carry On With
Big Pictures—Pre-Release for Fall

Season—Beginning July 10

One of the big operators in the

business who is not deterred by the

so-called summer slump is John
Kunsky of Detroit. George W.
Trendle, who manages the Kunsky
properties, said Saturday that he was
laying plans for running the biggest

pictures scheduled for the Fall sea-

son beginning with July 10; just as

he did last year, when the idea

proved very successful.

"This policy," said Trendle "means
that we have a period of about three

weeks during which we cannot find

the kind of pictures we would like.

But that is all. In July we start show-
ing the biggest pictures on the Fall

schedules of the big companies as a

pre-release, and we keep our patron-

age coming in fine shape. This can be
done by any exhibitor with a first

run house. The distributors, except-

ing those of independent producers,

have ample product, and the only
problem of course, is getting together
on the price. Obviously we cannot
pay as much during a summer season
as in the Fall. But we can, and do,

give the pictures a start, we hold up
(Continued on Page 2)

All Set for Pennsylvania Meeting
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—Plans have been com-
pleted for the fourth annual conven-
tion of the M. P. T. O. of Western
Pennsylvania, at the Fort Pitt Hotel,
April 28, 29 and 30.

Warner on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Harry M. Warner ar-

rived from the East Saturday.

Lehr On His Own
May Work for Metro-Goldwyn

—

Mayer Moves Over to Gold-
wyn Plant Today

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Abe Lehr, for six

years vice-president of Goldwyn Pic-
tures in charge of production, will

branch out as an independent pro-
ducer, starting activities at once.
He states that a distributing con-

tract with "a big organization" has
been practically closed but he won't
mention which one. It is under-
stood, however, that the company is

the new combination, Metro-Gold-
wyn.

Louis B. Mayer, the new produc-
tion chief for Metro-Goldwyn, moves
over to the Goldwyn studio today to
assume charge.

No Foreign Changes
Planned Now By Metro-Goldwyn

—

Each Has Effective British

Distribution

There is naturally much interest as

to what—if anything—will occur in

the foreign field in view of the Gold-
wyn merger with Metro. It can be
stated authoritatively that for the

present no changes will occur, and at

the moment none are contemplated.

In Canada both Metro and Gold-
wyn have been releasing through
Regal Films and no change is neces-

sary there except for routine and of-

fice management. In Great Britain,

which represents 50 per cent of the

foreign market both organizations are

very strong. Metro releases though
Jury's Imperial Pictures, of which
Sir Wil'iam Jury is the head. Metro
has been very satisfied with the re-

sults obtained. On the other hand
Goldwyn has its own organization in

London headed by George Smith and
the record established by this organi-
zation has also been very satisfactory.

Those interested in foreign fields

are watching; the developments with
much concern.

Leave Coast for New Orleans

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Richard A. Rowland

and Earl T. Hudson left yesterday
for New Orleans to attend the First
National convention.

Sol Lesser, Mike and Abe Gore and
Adolph Ramish are already en route.

Emory Johnson To Make 4 Features
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Emory Johnson is

scheduled to produce four big fea-

tures for F. B. O. this year instead
of two which he formerly turned out.

Industry Steadier
Survev Shows Hazards Are Being

Eliminated—Producers More
Careful With Finances

Internal chanees in the industry
are tending to lift .it out of the class

of hazardous speculation and trans-
forming- it into a more secure invest-
ment field, according to a Wall Street
Journal survey. The publication
points out that the biggest stabilizer
is the fact that 95%, or some $2,137.-
500.000 invested, is controlled by a
dozen establishments. The article,

the third in a series of four, then says:

"Producers are not abruptly saving;

money, but they are not throwing it

(Continued on Page 7)
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SHOWMEN
(.Continued from Page 1)

clientele grow sour over the

many bad pictures you will

keep them happy, keep them
coming, and be all set for a
real, profitable business when
the Fall arrives.

Joe Godsol left Saturday for Ashe-
ville. Later he proceeds to the Adi-
rondacks. He is a very sick man.
You know the kind of illness that

causes one to go to the mountains for

dry, crisp air. And that is what he
has. It's tough luck.

Daylight Saving for Ottawa
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa, Ont.—Ottawa will have
daylight saving once again. A motion
has passed the City Council to this

effect.

d
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Comerford Growing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Scranton, Pa.—Besides taking over
the Pinebrook here, and the Family
at Glenyon, the Comerford Amuse-
ment Co. will build new theaters
shortly in Luzerne, Green Ridge and
Plymouth. Pa.

Writer Sues for $51,250
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles — Frank Howard
Clark, has brought suit against the
Douglas MacLean Prod, for the re-

covery of $51,250 damages resulting
from alleged breach of contract.

Film Indorsers' Election
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—Mrs. David Ross has
been elected president of the Indiana
Indorsers of Photoplays. The organ-
ization indorsed 480 out of 520 re-

leases during the past year.

Bailey on His Own
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Wilmington, N. C.—George W.
Bailey, former general manager of the
Wells Amusement Co., has leased the
Royal from that company.

Landau Back from Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Leo A. Landau, direc-

tor of the Garden and Alhambra, has
returned from a vacation through
Florida and Mississippi.

Reopening Famous Players House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Memphis—Famous Players reopen-
ed the Strand yesterday. The house
has been dark for several months.

Aywon Sells "Virginian Outcast"

Aywon has sold rights for "The
Virginian Outcast," for Indiana,
Michigan, Penna., N. J., Maryland,
Virginia, Illinois and New England.

Walgreene Film Corp. Dissolves
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Dissolution papers have
been filed by the Walgreen Film
Corp., of New York.

R. L. Barnhart, Exhibitor Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Charleroi, Pa.—Robert L. Barn-
hart, owner and manager of the Pal-
ace, is dead.

Old Hyperion to be Rebuilt

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Haven, Conn.—The old Hy-
perion will be closed April 26, and
immediately workmen will start tear-

ing down the structure which will be
replaced by a new house for the Poli

interests.

Plan to Cut School Competition
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Representatives of

the Parent-Teachers Ass'n met with
members of the state M. P. T. O. to

devise a plan to cut the number of

school showings.

New $1,500,000 Chicago Theater
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago— Fred Becklenberg will

build a new $1,500,000 theater which
Jones, Linick and Schaefer have con-
tracted to lease for 20 years. The
new house will seat 3700.

Bandy Has New Job
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—H. A. Bandy, district

manager for First National, is acting

manager of the local exchange, due to

illness of Norman Moray.

Cast Returns From South Seas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Thomas H.
Ince Company sent to the South Sea
Islands to film the "The Marriage
Cheat," has returned.

Protest Sunday Noon Concerts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Strong protests have
been registered in church circles over
the Sunday noon concerts at Saxe's
Milwaukee.

American Film Safe Co. Expanding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore—A concrete three-story
addition is to be made to the plant

of the American Film Safe Corp.,

OFFICE FOR RENT—FILM
BUILDING—729 Seventh Avenue.
We are taking larger quarters and
offer for sub-lease our splendid office

about 400 square feet. Rent reason-
able. Occupancy May 1st or later.

Answer Box K101, Film Daily.
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

Coming Soon ~>

Dorothy Mackaill
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Summer SchedE
(Continued from Pane I'M

business, and keep the good]
the community, and that me;l8
later in the season.

"It is impossible for any •
to run all the good, big pictuBJ
are released in September, b|
with Labor Day; although e'flj

tributor thinks you are
against him when you canndiB
pictures. This is sure: you cl
anything like all of them, tfl
too many good ones, and th [d
too much together."

HAL R0ACH5
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We dare any exhibitor
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melodrama <+> <*> ** ***

^We areproud to announce that

one ofthe greatest melodramas
eVerJjlmed is now availableJbr

immediatebookings
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Incorporations
Albany—Optical Illusion Adver-

tising Co., Inc., New York. 200
shares stock, no par value. Incor-

porators. V. D. Gordon, F. R
Rosenbaum and George Wilson. At-

torney, Louis Schnitzer, New York.

Albany—American Play Co. Stock

Department, Inc., New York. Capi-

tal $5,000. Incorporators, J. Rumsey.
R. Madden and H. Rumsey. Attor-

neys, Ernst, Fox & Cane, New York

Albany—Jordan Amusement Co.

Inc., New York. Capital $100,000

Incorporators, G. H. Jordan, R.

Campbell and A. E. Magnus. At-

torney, J. J. Buckley, New York.

Springfield, 111.—United Theaters
Concession Co., Chicago. Capital $1,-

000,000. Incorporators, S. C. An-
schell, E. Schonfeld, S. H. Anschell,

J. Schonfeld and R. F. Anschell.

Springfield, 111 —Universal Thea-

ters Candy Co., Chicago. Capital $50,-

000. Incorporators, S. C. Anschell,

E. Schonfeld, S. H. Anschell, J.

Schonfeld and R. F. Anschell.

Albany— Bee-Bee Enterprises,

New York. Capital $5,000. Incor-

porators, B. G. Baerwitz, D. Suss-

man and H. L. Boasberg. Attorney,
D. Steinhardt, New York.

Albany—Lyric Playhouse, Inc.,

New York. Capital $50,000. Incor-

porators, Rose Pincus, L. Passman
and A. Ritter. Attorneys, Kramer
& Kleinfeld, New York.

Albany—Standard Play Co., Inc.,

New York. Capital $5,000. Incor-

porators, H. O. Blaney, G. M. Kar-
min and K. L. Blaney. Attorney, D.
H. Sloane, New York.

Albany—Lucon Prod., New York.
Capital $25,000. Incorporators, M.
Phillips, V. R. Beecroft and C. M.
Rosenthal. Attorneys, Goldsmith &
Rosenthal, New York.

Albany— Delaney Prod., New
York. Capital $100,000. Incorpora-
tors, H. Delaney, C. A. O'Donnell
and W. L. Stow. Attorney, R.
Cohen, New York.

Albany—Triumphant Prod., New
York. Capital $20,000. Incorporators,

N. Nathanson, F. J. Whittle and M.
Rothman. Attorneys, Campbell &
Miners, New York.

Albany—Jayman Prod., New York.
Capital $25,000. Incorporators, C. C.
Fuchs, R. Burroughs and E. L.
Bishop. Attorney, W. Klein, New
York.

Hatrford, Conn.—Lenox Invest-
ment Co., Inc. Capital $70,000. In-
corporators; Joseph Rattnor, Max
Pear!, and Leo M. Glassman.

Dover, Del.—Superior Art M. P.,

Inc., Wilmington. Capital $50,000.

Asks Frotection of French Films
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris—The French industry is in

peril, declared Pierre Taittinger, a
member of the Chamber of Deputies,
in an interview in "La Liberte," in

which he urged the adoption of high
protective tariff against foreign pic-

tures. Claiming the motion picture

as a French invention, and declaring
that from an artistic point of view
French productions far surpassed
"cheap foreign pictures," Taittinger
nevertheless admitted that "French
motion picture theaters are practical-

ly becoming an American colony
within the country."

Anti-Flam Question in France
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris—The question of non-in-
flammable films is now before the

government bureau of "cinemato-
graphic" Although no decision has
been arrived at, it is thought that
considering the unfavorable results

obtained with non-inflammable film,

that the government bureau will con-
tinue to permit the exhibition of in-

flammable films.

A Correction

In the review of "Nellie, the Beau-
tiful Cloak Model," published in yes-

terday's issue, transposition of type
credited Raymond Griffith with being
the director when, of course Emmett
J. Flynn was meant. The analysis of

Flynn's work characterized it as

"quite all right."

Chicago Film Men To Play Golf
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—With the opening of the

golf season film men are planning
a good deal of activity. The open-
ing match will be held between Harry
and Nate Ascher of the Ascher cir-

cuit, and Fred Aiken and L. A. Ull-

rich of Pathe.

Polart Film Co. Opens Office

The Polart Film Prod. Co., of

Lwow, Poland, has opened an Amer-
ican office at 729 7th Ave., which will

be managed by Joseph J. Akston and
Marjan L. Pisarek. The company has
been in operation for over a year in

Lwow, making educationals.

Two Changes in Capital

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany—The capital of Screen

Craft Pictures, of New York, has
been reduced from $100,000 to $25,000,

while that of the Shield Theater Co.,

also of New York, has been increased
from $60,000 to $150,000.

Mark Strand Leases the Lincoln
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Troy. N. Y.—The Mark Strand in-

terests, operating the Troy, have tak-

en a ten year lease on the Lincoln,
the Troy's chief competitor. Harry
Symansky has been retained as man-
ager.

Combines and Why
(Continued from Page 1)

"I had great hopes of seeing the

film industry put on a legitimate basis

like other lines of business, under the

leadership of Hon. Will H. Hays,

who is big and broadminded and I

think he has done his best to improve
conditions, and he has improved a

great many things in the industry,

and would revolutionize this business

for the common good of everybody
if the people who employ him would
only follow his advice.

"My observation is that the majority of

the distributors of this country are only

following Mr. Hays' advice purely from a

short-sided, money standpoint. They are not

following his advice in the broader, more
far sighted policies that he advocates. The
slogan of 'confidence and cooperation' has

not been carried very far, I am sorry to say,

and result is, today there is more bad feeling

between exhibitors and distributors than in

anytime during the past ten years.

"I am sorry to say that the exhibitors arc

not organized with few exceptions, in their

respective states, and so far as a Nationa'
organization is concerned, we haven't any

worthy of the name, with the exception of

that group of exhibitors who are cooperating*

with Mr. Hays for the repeal of the admission

tax.

"On the other hand the distributors are

thoroughly organized, and know what they

want and go after it in a more intelligent

manner than they ever have been before, and
knowing their power under our so-called-uni

form contract, and knowing the weakness of

exhibitor organizations, the average small
exhibitor has been catching the devil for more
than a year.

"In many instances, the exchange mem
bers of the boards of arbitration with the

backing of strong organized film boards, have
been running rough-shod over the small ex-

hibitor. I have in mind a recent case where
the Board of Arbitration in Charlotte, in

my absence, tried an exhibitor without any
authority whatever in his absence, and did

him a great injustice. The matter was
I could get relief, and I appealed to the
the exchangeman who was prosecuting the

exhibitor, I appealed to the Charlotte Film
Board to give the exhibitor a rehearing, but
they did not listen. They insisted on squeez-
ing this man for every drop of blood and
every pound of flesh. Then I felt sure that
I could get relief, and I appealled to the
Hays organization, and up to this good hour,
I could get relief, and I appealed to the
agement from either New York or Char-
lotte. In the meantime, we discovered that
the exhibitor had not signed a uniform con-
tract and the exchangeman failed to get his

flesh or blood.

"Such conditions as this and other methods
that are being used, are exactly the things
that are producing booking agencies and buy-
ing combines.

"I agree with you, absolutely, that the
exhibitor has no bus ness whatsoever pro-
ducing or distributing films. He should
stay in his place and operate his theater. I

am also just as strongly convinced that the
producer and d stributor should only pro-
duce and distribute and should stay out of
the theater business. And that enough pro-
ducers and distributors should get together
and force, if possible, the industry to re-

form itself and do business on the squa m
the same manner that any other bu
conducted—'Confidence and Cooperatio*

1

"I am still of the opinion that if th

dustry can be reformed and be made t

have itself, that Hon. Will H. Hays
do it, and while I have the greatest fa

Mr. Hays, I sometimes doubt his abili

do the things that I think he is strivi

do.

"Personally, I don't need any booking
bines. I can fight my own battles, but
methods that are now being used ar

cut out, we are going to see exhibitor:
ting together in some fashion or other,

have got to do it in order to protect
own individual bus'ness. I am ii

of getting together with producers aroi

table and settling these matters. E
we can't control them in that way, I :

favor of booking combines. In other v

the only way to fight the devil is to
him with fire and water, and if the proc
and distributors won't be fair, then w
hibitors will be compelled to fight i

same manner that the film boards have
fighting.

"Pardon me for writing in length, but!
editorial was so one-sided that I couli
resist expressing myself

"

Fined for Sunday Violation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Harlingen, Tex.—H. K. Allen
been fined $50 here for operating
Rialto, on Sunday. Harlingen is be

only town in this section that 1

hibits Sunday shows and Alien \ja

to fight the case in higher courtj

Epidemic Closes Wisconsin Hce
(Special to THE FILM DAILYUM

Milwaukee—The theater at PB
field, has been ordered closed b>l
health authorities, because of a .ll

let fever epidemic.

Theaters Fight Daylight Savir.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY) I
Schenectady—Local theaters I

putting up a fight in conjunction tl

the Parent Teachers Ass'n. agl
the adoption of daylight saving.Il

10 Road Shows For "After Six D s"

Harry Asher will send out ten id

showings of Weiss Brothers' "JU
Six Days," providing an elatxfl

musical and vocal program with I
performance.

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th; Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5450

Sacramento Cal.—Oakland Ticket
Co., Oakland. Capital $10,000.

West Virginia House Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Beckley, W. Va.—Fire destroyed
the Palace, with a $50,000 loss.

ComingSoon

ETTYCOMPSOI
MIAMI

<An Alon CrcslandProduction
^Produced hy Gilford Cinema Corb.

/^HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures
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On Broadway
tor—"Secrets."
iridway

—"Beau Brummel."
Br)klyn Strand

—"When a Man's a

an."

"a'eo
—"Second Youth."

Zatol—"The White Sister."

;can
—"The Ten Commandments."

^rerion
—"The Covered Wagon."

(4 Street
—"America."

^i;rty_"The Thief of Bagdad."

Itvr's New York—Today—"King of

the Wild Horses."

uesday
—"Cupid's Fireman" and

"The Law Forbids."
'ednesday

—"Society Scandal."

hursday
—"The Plunderer."

riday
—"Virtuous Liars" and "Rid-

iers Up."
iturday

—"Chastity."

g|t0
—"The Confidence Man."

Roli
—"Triumph."

Slind
—

"Girl Shy."

Next Week
(tor
—

"Secrets."

B>adway—Not yet determined.

B-oklyn Strand—"Girl Shy."

Znto—"Second Youth."
:i)itol—"The Rejected Woman."
]ian
—"The Ten Commandments."

^terion
—"The Covered Wagon."

[<i Street
—"America."

Llerty—"The Thief of Bagdad."
Slto—Not yet determined.

Soli—Not yet determined.

5and—Not yet determined.

May Take Over Houses
special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—It is reported that the

idwest Theaters, Inc. (the Bur-

«d organization) may take over

uses in several important towns
thin the next week.

New One for K. C. Ready

I

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—W. C. Gumm plans

lopen his new theater, at 75th and
ashington, Waldo, about June 30.

>.e house will be called the West-
wreland.

Martinas Acquires Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Middleport, N. Y.—The Martin
os.. operating theaters in Mt. Mor-
and Dansville, have taken con-

)1 of the Star here, formerly own-
by J. Crowell.

Liberty, St Louis Dark
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The Liberty on Delmar
vd., will be dark for one week,
hen it reopens it will present a
iture in conjunction with a girl

ow.

imedies To Feature Gordon White
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles — Leland Stamford
msdell has started work on two-
:1 comedies featuring Gordon White
F. B. O. studios.

&WDAILY

Goldin To Work in Germany
Sidney Goldin sails today for
irmany, where he is to direct two
aductions.

Industry Steadier
(Continued

around in the dark as was done in

the past. They spend lavishly, but

for larger returns. Some firms gauge
public taste for a 100% success as

precisely as a successful magazine
editor knows a sure ringer short

story.

"Hit-and-miss producers are fall-

ing by the wayside. The successful

producers have the probabilities and
even the purely artistic side of their

business diagramed and weighed as

elaborately as an insurance company.

"The financial comptrollers of sev-

eral of the largest firms let Dow,
Jones & Co. in behind the scenes

showing how they make their budget.

The most doubtful factor in the

business would seem to be the future

success of a film. The returns from
new pictures do not come in for three

years.

"Two companies interviewed were
Famous Players-Lasky, whose 1923

report shows inventory $15,383,482 in

negatives; rights to plays, and total

assets of $47,943,454; and the First

National with 26 franchise holders

with motion picture theaters worth
$150,000,000.

Lasky Charts Everything
"Famous Players-Lasky stands out

conspicuously in the field for scien-

tific management. Their financial

comptroller was formerly cashier of

the National Bank of Commerce. He
has several young New York Uni-
versity statisticians associated with
him. Dozens of charts and statistical

curves were shown analyzing past

business and determining cycles in

that to come. In tabular form they
show costs, and past and future re-

turns of all their films. Out of the

last 164 films, but nine failed to pay
expenses, some by but a small mar-
gin. Four of these were films with
Fatty Arbuckle. Another was a film

with an English cast produced abroad
to show the English that no attempt
was being made to crowd out their

home talent. The American public
found the star too cold and rejected

the picture. Two of the remaining
were below the dead line by only a
small margin.
"An interesting chart was what

seemed to be a parallel range of
mountains showing in different colors
returns from each picture over the
range of its life. This chart demon-
strated that, irrespective of the pic-

ture, the span of its life and the high
and low points of returns on it follow
much the same cycle. The film baro-
meter shows that film rentals ordi-
narily bring in returns over 3]4 years.
In three months 50% of the cash
returns come in. The residual value
of the film from long experience is

marked down 88% in a year and
100% in two years.
"Before a picture leaves the studio

•he producer usually can tell whether
; t will be a success or a partial one.
fn the first few weeks of its run in

New York total earnings can be
gauged with surprising accuracy. It

s only the rare degree of failure or
success, like 'The Covered Wagon',
which cannot be foreseen. This oic-
fure has already paid costs of produc-
tion, brought in gross receipts of

from Page 1)

some $9,000,000, and is expected to

make $3,000,000 clear profits. A pic-

ture should bring in three times its

cost of production. Distribution

takes an added 20-25% of cost.

Every phase of motion-picture pro-

duction has been charted. There are

charts showing returns from each
film in terms of the stars in it, those

showing earnings of pictures by pro-

ducers, by total costs, by amount of

publicity, by sections of the country
and in foreign returns.

"Comptrollers of Famous Players,

of First National and several others

declare that they now make rigid bud-
gets, and more important still keep
to them. When a scenario is com-
pleted, items of cost are not left to

the fertile fantasy of the producer and
to chance as in the past, but are

fought over item by item with the

business department. When a produ-
cer threatens to overdraw, a business
conference is held to determine on
cutting certain scenes or, if some im-
provement has been made, of pro-

viding for a new appropriation. Fa-
mous Players boast that in their 60
pictures under way this year they are

still well on the sunny side of their

budget—an achievement unique in

movie history.

Stars' Market Value
"The outsider looking into motion

picture production costs is startled by
the enormous sums spent on stars

and on staging. Stars will continue
to get salaries running as high as
$10,000 a week and more producers
say because the public demand them
and are willing to pay for them. The
presence of this or that star is at
once reflected at the box office. Ap-
pearing separately, pictures of stars

show steady high averages. With
two stars in one film their box office

returns were double what they would
have been for either one of them
alone. It is the public and not the
producer, therefore, which in last an-
alysis pays the star.

"The last few years the public has
demanded grandiose palatial sets,

vast caravans, armies, and mobs of
thousands. Producers admit that this

has been overdone and turn with re-

lief from the super-film to the more
intimate one. It is not overlooked,
however, that the world wide success
is still linked with colossal presenta-
tion such as the Covered Wagon, The
Ten Commandments and the like.

17,000
I AMERICAN
EXHIBITORS

Are waiting to

show

BABY

PEGGY
In

CAPTAIN

JANUARY
By Laura E. Richards

The most impelling of

American Heart Stories

with a superb cast includ-

ing Hobart Bosworth,

Irene Rich, Harry T.

Morey, Lincoln Stedman,

Barbara Tennant.

Presented by Sol Lesser.

It's a Principal Picture

Method of Distribution to

Be Announced Later.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS X ACCESSORIES

Everything necessary for the production of Motion

Picture Films. New and used. Liberal allowances made

on outfits taken in trade.

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

D. I AMD CANADA AGENTS FOR DEBRIE CAMERAS

118 West 44th Street N. Y. C. Bryant 6635
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The drama has

yet to be made
that can touch it!

I

and the performance has yet to be per-

formed that can beat Sylvia Breamer's

marvelously real portrayal of the woman
who sacrificed everything to save

another.

You can drag out the book of big pic-

ture records and jot down at once—the

t
*

I
Associated First National Pictures Inc presents »

VieWOMAN on the JUKT
From the NewYork stage success by Bernard JC. Burns

Directed by Harry Hoyt

with an all star cast including

Sylvia Brearner
faxs&zzxiz*^ Frank Mayo, Lew Cody, Henry B.Walthall Bessie Love,
s-~-*-»-~ s Myrtle Stedman, Mary Carr, Hobart BoswortH Ford Sterling

Roy Stewart and Jean Hersholt

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
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VIDE OPEN
By DANNY

^o monopoly in raw stock.

Jat's just what the Federal

Tide Commission says. In its

filings against the Allied Lab-
aitories, Eastman and Brula-

t.ir. And then tells Eastman to

rlpose of the three big lab's

but New York. Only fair to

1/—in behalf of Eastman

—

tit in February, 1923, he sent

iletter to the members of Al-

1, and told them that the Ko-
}k Company did not wish them
: feel "obligated in any way to

ie in your laboratories only
nerican made film."

3ut while the members of Allied

y not have been "obligated" they
:
tainly didn't break their necks to

: foreign raw stock. For, accord-
I to the report during the first

:ht months of 1921. foreign raw
j'ck was sold to Allied members to

: extent of over 67,500,000 feet.

id from September 14, 1921. to
te, neither Gavaert, Pathe or Agfa
ve sold enough raw stock—if any—
members of the Allied—to talk

sut.

// these lab's used no for-
eign raw stock they must
have used some other kind.

Self-evident, isn't it. Perhaps
they used Powers, or Bay
State, or something else. Pos-
sibly they used Eastman
stock. At all events 67 mil-

lion feet of raw stock means
something in dollars and
cents. And the decision opens
the door again—presuming
the lab men want to use for-

eign raw stock.

Tilm men posted as to the situa-

i talk like this: "Eastman isn't

zy. He doesn't want to control
narket and get in hot water con-
ritly with the Federal Government.
if the foreign makers of raw stock
a certian amount the Kodak com-

ty doesn't become alarmed. Be-
ise it still does a tremendous busi-
s. Beyond that point, however,
Btman's men step in."

?his is sure: the one end of the pic-
e business that never loses is the
I stock maker. You may have
dit galore. But when you buy raw

(Continued on Page 2)

52 From First Nat'l
And Perhaps More—Home Office

Group Off for Annual Meeting
at New Orleans

Definite plans for 1924-1925 will

be formulated by Associated First

National at the annual meeting of

the 26 franchise holders which opens
at New Orleans on Wednesday.

At five o'clock yesterday, the fol-

lowing executives left for the South
where, during the life of the sessions,

they, and others from different parts

of the country, will be the guests of

Saenger Amusement: H. O.
Schwalbe, Robert Lieber, E. A.
Eschmann, Herman Brunner, Marc
Kellogg, E. Bruce Johnson, C. S.

Pinkerton, Moe Mark, Nathan Gor-
don, John H. Kunsky. George
Trendle and Abe Fabian. At Phila-
delphia. John McGuirk and Abe Sab-
lotsky of the Stanley Co. joined the
group and at WasHnnton, Harry M.
Crandall.

The organization will have a fea-

ture release weekly for next season
and it is quite likely there may be
more. The meetings will run from
Wednesday through to Saturday.
The New York delegation expects to
start for home immediately after the
final meeting.

Germans Exhibiting Cash
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Many of the German film
men coming here on business seem
to have an abundance of cash. Repa-
rations and indemnities apparently
have not made any difference.

Colman in "Tarnish"
Ronald Colman, who attracted con-

siderable attention by his work in
"The White Sister" has been engaged
by Samuel Goldwyn to appear op-
posite May McAvoy in "Tarnish."
George Fitzmaurice will direct.

Clem's Ocean Trip
Paris, Midnight.

Dear Old Film Daily:
Here I am in Paris for the first

night it's just twelve o'clock, the be-
ginning of the day here. Mrs. Deneker
is asleep and I am just starting out
to see the town. Tomorrow you can
look for the hottest letter ever writ
by an American Motion Picture ex-
hibitor or any other kind for that
matter.

Sure enough we got here at half
past twenty two and took it on the
run for the Crillon Hotel where the
manager and house detective said
they remembered Danny very well
and considered him an active man.

(Continued on Page 5)'

Rapf On Metro List
Will Make Three—Details of Pro-

duction Plans for Each Di-
rector Announced

Harry Rapf, who terminated his

relations with the Warners' recently

and then joined Louis B. Mayer will

be one of the latter's assistants in

handling the heavy production sche-

dule planned by Metro-Goldwyn for

1924-1925. He will also make three

pictures.

It is quite likely that upon comple-
tion of "Tess of the d'Urbervilles, the
Neilan-Sweet combination will be
continued. Reginald Barker is now
making "Broken Barriers" and will

next make "Dixie." There will be
at least two others from him. Fred
Niblo who is now directing Ramon
Novarro in "The Red Lily" will con-
tribute five more to the 1924-1925
program. Elinor Glyn's first picture
will be "His Hour." Hobart Hen-
ley will make five, the first to be
"Free Love." Robert G. Vignola is

now on the Coast preparing for
"East of Suez."

Rex Ingram's future activities will
be concerned with "The Dead Com-
mand," an Ibanez story; "The
World's Illusion" and "The Goose

(Continued on Page 4)

Sunday Fight in Norwich
The M. P. T. O. of New York is

about to launch a move to combat
the referendum for Sunday shows
which the reform element in Nor-
wich, N. Y., a town of about 8,000
is sponsoring. The vote will be held
on May 4. Norwich is in Chenango
County and has three theaters.

Garrett Back in London
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Sydney Garrett has re-

turned from New York.

Britain Inactive
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—There is considerable in-

activity in British production at this

time.

The Bromheads have three direct-

ors at work: George Pearson, Gra-
ham Cutts and George Cooper. The
Stoll plant is quite busy. Aside from
these two companies little is happen-
ing. Single units are making a pic-

ture here and there, but there is no
attempt to turn out a program on
their part. Ideal has closed its stu-

dio and Hepworth is practically shut.

"The Ten Commandments" is doing
a record business. "Secrets" and
"Anna Christie" both proved very
disappointing at the Palace theater.

Eastman To Fight
Will Oppose Federal Trade Decision
—Intends Appealing o Circuit

Court

The Eastman Kod.ik Co. an-
nounced yesterday at Rochester that

it will oppose the order of monopoly
filed against it and others, by the

Federal Trade Commission and that

it will apply to the Circuit Court of

Appeals for a revue of the Commis-
sion's findings. George Blair, speak-
ing for the company, said:

"The order does not affect the

manufacture of raw film, but simply
the printing of film from original neg-
atives."

Investigation launched by the Fed-
eral Trade Commission in February
1922. terminated on Sunday with the

issuance of an order citing the East-
man Kodak Co., the Allied Film Lab-
oratories Ass'n, Inc., and Jules E.

Brulatour, a monopoly in restraint of

trade.

The Commission gives Eastman
120 days in which to submit a brief,

indicating to what extent it has car-

ried out the Government order to

break up those practices considered
monopolistic.

One of the important decisions pro-
pounded in the findings makes it com-
pulsory for Eastman to dispose of the

Paragon, San Jacq and G. M. labora-

tories to parties not identified with
any Eastman enterprises. The opinion
was voiced yesterday that Eastman
might experience some difficulty in

doing this, in view of the present ten-

dency in the laboratory field to com-
bine plants for the purpose of re-

ducing overhead.
(Continued on Page 2)

Paramount Meets in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago— The Mid-West Para-
mount sales convention was launched
at the Drake yesterday. The home
office group arrived on the Century
Sunday morning.

Migrating Eastward
Decided Tendency Toward Produc-

tion Here, Wall St. Journal
States—Interesting Data

The final article of the Wall Street

Journal dealing with motion pictures

concerns itself with the trend in fu-

ture production. The publication
states that the tendency is decidedly
Eastward and explains that New
York banks have been "cold" to films

produced on the other side of the

Rockies.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. 107 104^ 106J4 1,100

F. P.-L. ... 69 67y8 67y4 5,800

do pfd Not Quoted
Goldwyn .. 15^ 15^ 15J4 800
Loew's .... ny% i6y2 \ey2 1,400

Warner's Not Quoted

WIDE OPEN
(Continued from Page 1)

stock your check precedes delivery.

And this goes for the biggest com-
panies in the business. It's a C. O. D.
business. Raw stock makers give

just as much credit as exhibitors

—

none.
Wonder, by the way, what will

happen to the three big lab's that

Eastman and Brulatour own around
New York?
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Six 'Changes Opened
By F. B. O. in Canada, Thereby
Completing Its Own Organiza-

tion in Dominion
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—F. B. O. has completed
its direct exchange organization in

the Dominion. The company was
formerly represented in Canada by
the United Exhibitors of Canada,
Ltd., which succeeded the Canadian
Exhibitors Exchange.

Phil Hazza has been appointed
general manager and six branch of-

fices have been opened, as follows:

Toronto, 277 Victoria St.; Montreal,
Albee Bldg.; St. John, 39 Waterloo
St.; Winnipeg, 504 Hargrave St.; Cal-
gary, 405 Eighth Ave.,, and Van-
couver, 533 Granville St.

Some "Vernon" Runs
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall,"

opened at the Park, Boston; the Tu-
lane, New Orleans; the Victory, Day-
ton; the Stillman, Cleveland and the

Princess, Waterbury, Conn. last

night. Other openings this week will

be in Edmonton, Alta.; Seattle and
Portland, Ore. The Chicago run at

Orchestra Hall, opens on May 26th.

Graham Wilcox Buy "Siegfried"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Graham Wilcox is the
British company that has taken over
"Siegfried'' for England. The presen-
tation at the Royal Albert Hall will

have an orchestra of seventy-five
pieces and several operatic stars.

Special Shows for Old Folks
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The News has arranged
to show "The Greatest Love of All,"
the George Beban picture to five

homes for the aged. The first show-
ing was given yesterday.

Plan Novelty Two Reeler
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Kathleen Clifford
has been engaged by Christie for
"Grandpa's Girl," a two reeler in

which she will appear both as a boy
and a girl. Gil Pratt will direct.

Wm Cranston Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—William Cranston is

dead. Cranston was one of the best
known individuals in Dominion film
circles. He was with Famous and
United Artists at various times.

Eastman To Fight
(Continued from Page 1)

The agreement between Eastman
and Allied under which members of

the association were to use Ameri-
can-made stock is ordered dissolved.

It will be recalled that on Sept. 9,

1921, Eastman and members of Al-
lied entered upon agreement which
prohibited the use of other than
American raw stock. For this con-
sideration on the part of the labora-
tories, Eastman agreed not to operate
its three plants, the capacity of which
is sufficient to accommodate the needs
of practically the entire Eastern
market.

However, Eastman made the point
that the plants would be kept in

readiness at all times, in the event
that Allied members failed to keep
their agreement. It is understood
that Eastman maintained working
forces in all three "labs" keeping the
equipment up-to-date, but that in re-

cent months, the plants have been
permitted to deteriorate. On Feb. 28,

1923, Eastman sent an unsolicited
letter to Allied members, advising
them that stipulations of the 1921
contract were no longer obligatory.
The Commission in its report declares
that Eastman changed its atti-

tude while the Government investi-
gators were at work but before the
complaint was formally issued.

Under the law the findings will

be turned over to a Federal Court
which will then issue the order.
Eastman Kodak can appeal the de-
cision. A telegram requesting the
attitude of the company was dis-
patched to the Eastman Company
yesterday, but at press time no re-
sponse had been received.

Joseph H. San of San and Van
Voorhis, attorney for Allied, declared
yesterday that it was the intention of
that body to obey at all times what-
ever regulatory measures the Govern-
ment decided upon.

The reaction in the trade was
one in favor of the importers of for-
eign raw stock. The ruling makes
it illegal for any American laboratory
to discriminate against imported stock
and, in effect, throws the market
wide open.

Jack Cosman, American represen-
tative for Agfa of Germany said:

"I have been waging this fight
quietly for about two years. It is

a source of gratification to me that
the Government, by its decision has
recognized the rights of foreign im-
porters in this market."
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;. HODKINSON Season 1924-1925

RELKASE Thirty First-Run Pictures

A. D. A. Ball Thursday
The Assistant Directors' Ass'n

hold its annual ball at the Penj
vania on Thursday. Tickets wi4
available at the entrance to the f

ballroom at 9 P. M. that even

HAL ROACH'S
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For Titles, Cartoons, Prologues
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1540 Broadway, N. Y.
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GEVAERT
RAW STOCK
As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.
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1540 B'way N. Y. C.



A HANDY CHECK-UP ON BIG PICTURES
THREE WISE FOOLS. With Eleanor Board-
man, Claude Gillingwater, Alec Francis, Wm. H.
Crane,Wm.Haines,BrinsleyShaw,Zasu Pitts. King
Vidor, Director. Adaptedfrom play by Austin Strong.
StagedbyWinchellSmith.PresentedbyJohnGolden.
June Mathis,EditorialD rector. A Goldwyn Picture.

SIX DAYS. By Elinor Glyn. With Corinne Grif-

fith and Frank Mayo. Directed by Charles Brabin.
Scenario by Ouida Bergere. June Mathis, Editorial
Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

THE GRBEN GODDESS. With George Arliss,

Alice Joyce, David Powell and Harry T. Morey.
Directed by Sidney Olcott. Adapted by Forrest
Halsey from the famous stage play by William
Archer. A Distinctive Picture.

THE SPOILERS. By Rex Beach. A Jesse D.
Hampton Production with Milton Sills, Barbara
Bedford, Robert Edeson, Anna Q. Nilsson, Ford
Sterling.Louise Fazenda,NoahBerry,RobertMcKim.
Directed by Lambert Hillyer. A Goldwyn Picture.

ENEMIES OF WOMEN. By Vicente Blasco
Ibanez. With Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens.
Directed by Alan Crosland. Scenario by John
Lynch. Settings by Joseph Urban. A Cosmopol-
itan Production.

RED LIGHTS. With Marie Prevost, Johnny
Walker, Alice Lake, Raymond Griffith. A Clarence
Badger Production. Adapted by Carey Wilson
from Edward E. Rose's Stage Play. June Mathis,
Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

THE RENDEZVOUS. By Madeleine Ruthven.
With Conrad Nagel, Lucille Ricksen, Elmo Lincoln,
Sidney Chaplin. Directed by Marshall Neilan. A
Goldwyn Picture.

THE ETERNAL THREE. With Hobart Bos-
worth, Claire Windsor, Bessie Love, Raymond Grif-
fith. Directed by Marshall Neilan and Frank
Urson. A Goldwyn Picture.

THE STEADFAST HEART. Sheridan Hall,

Director. With MargueriteCourtot,MaryAlden,Jos-
eph Striker,Miriam Battista,JosephDepew. Adapted
by Philip Lonergan from Collier's Weekly Story by
Clarence BudingtonKelland. A Distinctive Picture.

SLAVE OF DESIRE. Presented by Gilbert E.
Gable. Directed by George D. Baker. With George
Walsh, Bessie Love, Carmel Myers. Adapted from
the immortal story "The Magic Skin" by Balzac.
JuneMathis,Editorial Director. AGoldwynPicture.

THEDAYOF FAITH. ByArthurSomersRoche.
Directed by Tod Browning. With Eleanor Board-
man, Ford Sterling, Raymond Griffith, Tyrone
Power,Wallace MacDonald. Adapted for the screen
by June Mathis and Katherine Kavanaugh. June
Mathis, Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

INTHEPALACEOF THE KING. By Marion
Crawford. Directed byEmmettFlynn.With Blanche
Sweet, Pauline Starke, Hobart Bosworth, Edmund
Lowe. Written for the screen by June Mathis. A
Goldwyn Picture.

LITTLE OLD NEW YORK. With Marion
Davies. Directed by Sidney Olcott. Adapted by
LutherReed from stage play by Rida Johnson Young.
Settings by Joseph Urban. A Cosmopolitan Prod.

UNSEEING EYES. From ArthurStringer'sStory.

Directed by E. H. Griffith. With Lionel Barrymore,
Seena Owen, Louis Wolheim. Adapted by Bayard
Veiller. Settings by Jos. Urban. A Cosmopolitan
Production.

RENO. Written and Directed by Rupert Hughes.
With Helene Chadwick, George Walsh, Lew Cody,
Carmel Myers. A Goldwyn Picture.

THROUGH THE DARK. Directed by George
Hill. With Colleen Moore. Adapted by Frances
Marion from the story by Jack Boyle. A Cosmo-
politan Production.

UNDER THE RED ROBE. Directed by Alan
Crosland. With Robert B. Mantell, John Charles
Thomas, Alma Rubens. Adapted by Bayard Veiller

from the story by Stanley Weyman. Settings by Jos-

eph Urban. A Cosmopolitan Production.

WILD ORANGES. By Joseph Hergesheimer.
Directed by King Vidor. With Frank Mayo, Vir-

ginia Valli, Ford Sterling. June Mathis, Editorial

Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

NAME THE MAN! Victor Seastrom, Director.

Adaptedfrom"TheMasterofMan"bySirHallCaine.
With Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch, Patsy Ruth Miller.

Hobart Bosworth, Aileen Pringle, Creighton Hale.
Screen adaptation by Paul Berns June Mathis,
Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

NELLIE, THE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK MODEL.
By Owen Davis. Directed by Emmeti Flynn. With
Claire Windsor, Edmund Lowe, Mae Busch, Ray-
mond Griffith, Lew Cody, Hobart Bosworth. Ad-
apted by H H. Van Loan. Scenario by Carey
Wilson. June Mathis, Editorial Director. A Gold-
wyn Picture.

THE GREAT WHITE WAY. E.Mason Hop-
per, director. With Anita Stewart, Oscar Shaw, T.
Roy Barnes, theatrical, newspaper, sports celebrities

and Ziegfeld Chorus. Adapted by Luther Reed from
story "Cain and Mabel" by H. C. Witwer. Settings

by Joseph Urban. A Cosmopolitan Production,

SECOND YOUTH. Directed by Albert Parker.

With Alfred Lunt, Mimi Palmeri, Walter Catlett,

Herbert Corthelljobyna Howland,Lynn Fontanne.
Adapted by John Lynch from Allan Updegraft's
novel. A Distinctive Picture.

TRUE AS STEEL. Written and Directed by Rup-
ert Hughes. With Aileen Pringle, Eleanor Board-
man, Louise Fazenda, Norman Kerry, William H.
Crane, Raymond Hatton. A Goldwyn Picture.

RECOIL. By Rex Beach. Directed by T. Hayes
Hunter. A. J. Parker Read, Jr. Presentation. With
Betty Blythe, Mahlon Hamilton and Europe's Ten
Most Beautiful Women.
THE REJECTED WOMAN. Albert Parker,

Director. With Alma Rubens, Conrad Nagel,Wynd-
ham Standing. From the Story by John Lynch.
A Distinctive Picture.

THREE WEEKS. Elinor Glyn's Production of

Her Famous Novel. Alan Crosland, Director. With
Conrad Nagel and Aileen Pringle. Scenario by
Elinor Glyn. Continuity by Carey Wilson. June
Mathis, Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.

Tried and
Proven

Box-Office
Attractions rQoldwyfYfQosmopolitan

Tried and
Proven

Box-Office
Attractions



Theater Changes
Washington, Pa.—John C. Bixler

has disposed of his interest in the
Palace to his partner, N. I. Walken.
Bixler will go to Scottdale to operate
a theater now under construction.

1
Tuesday, April 22,M

Seattle—A. E. Barry, with the
Jensen-Von Herberg theaters for the
three years, has been made manager
of the Strand, succeeding Dana
Hayes, who resigned.

Incorporations
Albany— Westchester Ad Film

Corp., Bronx. Capital $30,000. In-
corporators, J. A. Sarafitel, J. Naf-
talison and L. Joffe,. Attorneys, Joffe
& Joffe, New York.

Guts and Flashes
Victor Fleming has completed "The

Code of the Sea" for Paramount. Rod
La Rocque and Jacqueline Logan are
featured.

Schuykill Haven, Pa.—Refowich
Brothers, operating the Refowich at
Freeland, are new owners of the
Opera House, having bought out C.
A. White.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Glen Fleser,
will open a new house shortly. The
new theater is but a few blocks away
from one Fleser now operates.

New Prague, Minn.—The Savoy
has been closed by Lowell Taft, who
plans to enter exhibition elsewhere.
J. Bowman is the new owner.

Chicago—The 900 seat Crescent, on
Milwaukee St., has been disposed of
by J. M. Kleczkski, to Max Gum-
bincr for $84,000.

Mifflintown, Pa.—L. R. Eicker, who
also owns the Photoplay, Duncan-
town, bought the Stouffer from Wm
Heffley.

Albany—Tompkinsville Amuse.
Corp., Richmond Borough. Capital
$60,000. Incorporators, R B. Curtis,
P. Licht, Jr. and T. F. Buchanan. At-
torney, F. H. Innes, St. George.

Albany—H. B. H. A., Inc., New
York. Capital $50,000. Incorpora-
tors, A. Gans, R. Kinoy and K. Kend-
ler. Attorneys, Kendler & Goldstein,
New York.

Trenton, N. J.—Robin Hood
Amusement Corp. Capital $50,000.
Incorporators, Louis Schaukler, Mor-
ris Rabinowitz, Jack Finkelstein.

Mexicans Behind New Venture
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kingsville, Tex.—The Teatro
Atenas Sociedad Anonlymous Mexi-
canas has been formed by Jose A.
Garcia. J. E. Fores and V. Salazar
to open a combination vaudeville-
picture theater.

Goldfield, la.—W. A. McCarthy,
owner of the Princess and Eagle,
Eagle Grove, la., has reopened the
Cosmo.

Bremerton, Wash.—A. Finkelstein
has resigned management of the Rial-
to, and has been succeeded by J. P.
Scates.

Lexington, Ky.—Earle Hall Payne
is now managing the New Kentucky
for the Lafayette Amusement Co.

Stewartville, Minn.—Weiland Bros,
have taken over the Opera House.
E. E. Horton formerly owned it.

Rebuild Ocean Park Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

^ Ocean Park, Cal.—The Raymond
Co. has started to rebuild the old
Rosemary, which was destroyed by
fire, with fireproof structure cost-
ing $150,000.

The firm name, Numotion Products
Corp., New York, has been changed
to Old Dominion Motion Products
Corp.

Henry Sands has completed work
in "Crossed Wires," which is being
directed by Elmer Clifton.

Wittman Bennett has changed the
name of "Divorced in Name Only"
to "Love of Woman."

Brenda Bond has completed work
in "The Fool," being directed by
Harry Millarde.

Dallas Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—The Garrick theater is a
total loss from fire.

Fire caused $100,000 damage to
property at Colorado, Tex. The blaze
started in the projection room of the
Palace.

Split Policy for Midwest Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Elgin, 111.—The Midwest Theater
Corp., has introduced a vaudeville-
picture policy in its theaters. The
company recently acquired the Crock-
er on a ten year lease.

Amsterdam Buys Color Magazines
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Ben Amsterdam of
Masterpiece Attractions has bought
the first twelve "Kelley Color" Mag-
azines for Southern New Jersey and
Eastern Pennsylvania.

Stillwater, Minn.—The Hilltop is

no more. The building is being re-
modeled into a garage.

Cleveland—Matthew Schiessel, man-
ager of the Reel until it closed, is now
auditor for Universal.

New Theater Building For Durham
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Durham, N. C—The Southern
Amusement will build an eight story
theater building to cost $500,000. The
exact site is as yet unknown.

Seattle—A. Barry of the Greater
Theaters Co., has taken over manage-
ment of the Strand.

Seattle—Hal Vaughn, short subject
salesman for Pathe, has been trans-
ferred to Spokane.

Buffalo—L. G. Barger has resigned
as general manager of the Border
Amusement Co.

Holdredge, Neb.—The Crescent is
now under management of M. H
Garvin.

Palestine, 111.—Guy Waumple has
sold the Royal to Hawkins & Salis-
bury,

Price War at Pierre, S. D.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pierre, S. D.—A price war is rag-
ing here between J. E. Hippie, owner
of the Bijou, and Charles L. Hyde,
running the Grand.

California Exhibitors Hopeful
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—The prospect for
good crops is destroying pessimism
among farmers and causing small ex-
hibitors to book liberally.

Choteau Has Plans for Chain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Houston, Tex.—A. A. Choteau has
bought the Cozy. He also owns a
house at Fort Worth and plans a
string in this section.

Central Park, Chicago Celebrates.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The Central Park, first
of the Balaban & Katz chain, is cele-
brating its seventh anniversary.

Rapf On Metro List
(Continued from Page 1)

Man." The fall schedule will con-
tain three Viola Dana vehicles:
"Revelation," "Along Came Ruth"
and "The Beauty Prize." "Wife of
the Centaur" will be released as a
special. No announcement is made
of the director for "Toilers of the
Sea" which will be made on a large
scale, but it has been generally
thought that Ingram would do it.

At least, it was once on his schedule
of future pictures.
A

;

new purchase is "The Waning
Sex," by Frederic and Fanny Hatton.

Friedman To Quit Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Friedman will resign as
manager for Universal, as soon as a
successor can be appointed.

Alexander In Kansas City
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—L. W. Alexander is

here from San Francisco to take over
the Hodkinson exchange.

Arriong Exchanger;
St. Louis—Roy Dickson, foB

Selznick manager, is now in I

of the Associated Exhibito
change, succeeding Steve
now assigned to other duties.

Cleveland—George Jacobs, pj
al representative for Al Lichtm;
been appointed temporary m
for Universal, following the rj
tion of Harry Brown.

Albany—The new film sale,

club, of which Jimmy Rose is

dent, is planning many partii

the summer, including baseball
and a clambake.

Minneapolis—Ben Marcus, t
for F. B. O., has been promote
sistant manager and booke
Omaha

Detroit—
J. J. McCabe, for

with Paramount in Pittsburg!
Columbus, has joined the Go! >

staff.

Buffalo—Max Rowley has bee
gaged by the First Graphic to
ceed Phil Gentille in Rochest

Detroit—The eastern half of 1
gan will hereafter be covered
H. Livesy for Standard.

Minneapolis—John Kopald hakl
signed from F. B. O. to join Tjfl
Artists.

Buffalo—Bob Murphy, fori 1

with Warner's is now with Ho
son.

Milwaukee—Donald McLoud
been appointed Paramount explo

PRODUCERS'
We Will Buy
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GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS

1600 Broadway, N. Y. C,
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0em's Ocean Trip

(Continued from Page 1)

f]je funny way the time runs here

p > twenty-four o'clock gets Mrs.

lejker puzzled but not me. I am
e^ng two watches and look at

,e: both and then just add them up.

I sked the porter where we could

a t see life and he said go to Pair-

ifcjts which we did but we didn't

iv no dress-suits on so we couldn't

8t,n. I got it fixed for tonight

icfh for I made an affidavit before

ie American Express Company that

.\ve a dress-suit but my trunks

n: arrived. If this affidavit don't

ettis in I'm going to stick to the

jirvards which ain't so terrible

hi. they are full of French mammas
h give you nice dirty looks as you
rq.enade.

^e money's changed again and

sqs me with a pocket full of Eye-
K liars and they're no good, so

pess I will give them to my wife

Harrow. Maybe she can pass 'em.

]jot some great ideas for exhibit-

rswhen I get back. One place I

liid through I see all the men sit-

n on a fence watching the wora-

1 flowing so I'm thinking now of

H;.ng a farm. Especially as Mrs.
K taking on weight.

t'le ticket sellers at the movies
a are smart. When you go to

B'a ticket they looks at you and if

I are an American they set you
i' twice as

#
much as you were a

rich man. So here's my idea. The
cjbitors should know everyone in

w towns then when anyone buys
t'ket, if he's a stranger charge him
Dj)le. Of course you got to be care-

In case a person comes up who
IS moved to your town. If you
st to be perfect make a tie-up with
itstation agent and he can tip you
fiiow many people got off the
Si each time one gets in.

lere's an old guy in front of the
3l here who says if I give him
:. franks he'll show me around af-

:'Mrs. Deneker gets to sleep to-

ij'row but its just my luck she
t't be sleepy then or the guy won't
(v up.

he conciergy here tells me Danny
il this old guy every night he was
l! last year. Hot dog?
ook for the hot letter tomorrow
|

if you think it is too frank (like

imoney here) don't publish it but
k it for me when I get back so I

(remember what to tell you I saw.
sk Doc. Gianinni if he's got a
K here. It looks like I'm going
heed it if this old guy is on the

Best Ever,

CLEM.

ore Resignations at Fox, Phila.
' (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
'hiladelphia—Frank J. Black, as-
iate conductor of the Fox orches-
has resigned. In the past few

:ks many attaches have resigned
Deen let out.

$2,000,000 Theater For Poli
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Worcester, Mass.—The Poli cir-

vvill erect a $2,000,000 theater

: before the end of the summer.

Plan 4 Columbus Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, Ohio—William M.
James, president of the James Amuse-
ment Co., is making plans to build

four theaters, each with a seating

capacity of at least 1000.

Curfew in Camden, N. J.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Camden, N. J.—The Board of Cen-
sors has decided that children will

not be allowed to attend shows after

nine o'clock, unless accompanied by
parents.

Seattle F. B. O. Office Wins Contest

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—The F. B. O. exchange is

the winner of the ten weeks' sales

drive, barely nosing out Philadelphia,

which held first place through the

drive.

Maclntyre Heads Albany Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—J. H. Maclntyre, new
manager of the Famous-Lasky ex-

change has been elected president of

the Film Board of Trade.

"Counterfeit," New 1st Nat'l
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Colleen Moore and
Conway Tearle are to be co-featured
in "Counterfeit" for First National.

Palma Files Name Change
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—The Palma Pictures
Corp., of New York has filed a name
change to Associated Arts Corp.

Ten Weeks' Sales Drive
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Vitagraph has launched a
ten weeks' drive for new business. It

ends June 14.

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Metro has signed Pat
O'Malley for a part in "Bread." He
is now appearing opposite Viola
Dana in "The Beauty Prize."

Ford Sterling has been cast for

one of the roles in "We Are French,"
Rupert Julian's new Universal pro-
duction.

Ramon Novarro will start work on
his first starring picture for Metro
following the Fred Niblo's "The Red
Lily."

Isadore Bernstein, has been chosen
to do "Heart of the Night Wind," the
next William Desmond serial.

Eulalie Jensen, Gertrude Claire and
Lucille Hutton have been added to
the cast of "Mary the 3rd."

Irving Asher, has been assigned to
assist Zion Myers, supervisor of com-
edv units at Universal.

Wanda Hawley and Mae Busch
have been engaged for parts in

"Bread" for Metro.
GREENE

Migrating Eastward
(Continued from Page 1)

"The tide of motion picture pro-

duction," says the Wall Street

Journal, "which until now has moved
westward for California sunshine has
been checked by 'good-as-sunlight'

improvements in artificial lighting.

The motion picture business of the

next decade will be mostly within
sight of the tower of the Woolworth
building, except for tropical sets

which can be made somewhere near
Miami, Fla., 42 hours from Broad-
way.

"Money spent in the motion picture

production has gone mostly to Cali-

fornia, to the building of enormous
studios and cities such as that of

Hollywood with its permanent 15,000

colony. But managements continued
to keep their main offices in New
York. It is here that films receive

the stamp of approval or fail. Forty
per cent, of their money is invested

on this side of the Alleghenies. Off
in California companies have huge
traveling expenses, and oftentimes
work at odds with the home office.

A European setting means a 2500-
mile trip east and as far again to the

Continent. Costs for shipping prop-
erties are large, and often mean
circling half the globe. New York
banks were cold to films produced on
the other side of the Rockies.

Long Island Favored

Migration east has begun. In 1922
Famous Players-Lasky produced but
20% of their pictures at Long Island
City, last year 40%. They also are
planning to sell one of their smaller
studios in California. When asked
about this shift of production Famous
Players said they have no intention
of shifting their entire production
east.

"A group of promoters have an
option on a large expanse of property
near Brooklyn and intend to begin
constructing large studios in the near
future unless blocked in court by ad-
joining property owners.

"Griffith continues to stage his

films along the eastern coast. There
are a number of studios growing up
on Long Island and in the neighbor-
hood of Jersey City.

Why East Desirable

"Now that New Yrok banks are
showing more active interest in

financing moving pictures producers
see advantages in being nearer their

money. Most of the industries man-
ufacturing moving picture supplies
are also in the neighborhood of New
York. An important consideration is

in greater facilities for getting casts
in New York. The choice is many
times larger, mobs come cheaper, and
enormous transportation charges are
eliminated.

"According to Jenkins' percentage
tables 42.4% of the movie public is

in the states between Maine and Vir-
ginia. New York has 18.7%, New
England 8.5% and Pennsylvania 8%.
The largest western -state is Illinois,

with 9% of the total public.

"Some of the motion picture in-

dustry is firmly anchored in Cali-

fornia. Some producers have settled

down for good, and get their money
from local banks. Some of the movie
stars and producers have invested
much of their money in California
real estate. It is safe to say, how-
ever, that in the future the bulk of
production will be done within easy
reach of Manhattan."

Helen Ferguson will appear, with
Lillian Rich in "Never Say Die," fea-
turing Douglas McLean.

Simplex Projection Rooms
Longest throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

U.S. & CANADA ACENTS
FOR

CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO
II8W.44ST.N.Y. BRYANT 66 i>

The Biggest Little

Star in Pictures

Sol Lesser presents

BABY PEGGY
in

CAPTAIN
JANUARY

By Laura E. Richards

Now in its 54th Edition;

Circulation 600,000

With a superb cast includ-

ing Hobart Bosworth,

Irene Rich, Harry T.

Morey, Lincoln Stedman,

Barbara Tennant.

Produced by
Principal Pictures Corp.

Method of Distribution to

Be Announced Later.
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Associated First National Pictures Inc presents

WeWOMAN on the JURT
From the NewYork stage success by Bernard K. Burns

Directed by Harry Hoyt

with an all star cast including

Sylvia Brearner
[AiiorKw* hn\ NujmuJ Pcpjn.

Frank Mayo, Lew Cody, Henry B.Walthall Bessie Love,
Myrtle Stedman, Mary Carr, Hobart Bosworth Ford Sterling,

Roy Stewart and Jean Hersholt
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A CALL
By DANNY

Ad a call down. Real one.

oi Harry Segal. Pioneer Film
I>ston. Who "argues" just as

kts were asked to do. About
Ipictures for next summer.
i says, in part, of a very in-

eting letter:

'bu make general statements

iljare slightly out of focus with
ilicts. Your vision seems to be
jtited to the doings of the chain

fiizations only. You overlook
tily the independent exchanges
buy and release pictures of mer-
;.l who maintain the same stand-
Bpf ethics, right along—winter or
[per.

' may be that to the chain ex-
ii;e systems, - whose well-adver-
1 peach orchards are plentifully

i:d with lemon trees, the sum-
4 as you say, 'seems to be the
?ing-up period for all the un-
fectory stock on the shelves.'

lare apparently blind to the fact
.'the independent exchanges, who
In in the open market the best

I

their money can buy, need no
i cleaning-up period."

No, Henry. Not blind.

aybe a trifle astigmatic. But
)t wholly blind. Because if

1 these fine pictures for the
immer season are in sight,

t's ask this: who has seen
iem? True; there are a lot of
sod, fair to middling pictures
i sight. But they are just the
Jid that have always caused
ouble. Because the public has
;en so fed on the better type
E picture that the ordinary
ae's won't do. That's all there
to it.

bneer, like other good indepen-
1 operators, can only furnish what
market offers them. Segal says
roduct for the next seven months
xcellent. Good. And he also
ests that before we start wail-
ve should be sure there is some-
l to wail about. True. Good
gh. But bear in mind, Henry;
ere is nothing to wail about then
xcupy the corner all alone.

But also bear this in mind:
hat if we happen to be right;
nd the good pictures don't
how up this summer we won't
ccupy the wail corner. In-
tead there will be a lot of ex-
ibitors doing our act. And
oy, how they wail when they
'ail! You know, Henry, you
now.

Jackie Finishing
Last Picture for Metro to Be Ready

by Summer—"Dirty Hands" is

Title

/< (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Jackie Coogan's last

picture for Metro will be "Dirty
Hands." It will be finished by the

early summer, but will probably be
held for release late in the year or

the early part of 1925.

This will complete a series of four,

the first of which was "Long Live the

King" and the second, "A Boy of

Flanders." These have already been
released. Production work on the

third, "Little Robinson Crusoe" is

about completed.

It is understood that the question
of future Coogan pictures under the

present distributing arrangement has
not as yet been discussed. Jackie is

scheduled to take a trip abroad, as

soon as the present production sched-
ule is rounded out.

French Trade Unsatisfactory

Jean Wall, former Paris represen-
tative for Universal is here seeking
product for European distribution.

He said yesterday conditions in

France were not particularly satis-

factory and advanced the opinion
that, with the exception of one
American distributor, all others were
losing money in main'^inint their

French establishments. Wall is mak-
ing his headquarters with Arthur
Landau, 1476 Broadway and intends
remaining here until May 14.

Completing Merger
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover—The Metro Corp., capital

$3,100,000 was formed here yesterday.

J. Robert Rubin, attorney for

Metro declared yesterday that the
formation of the above company was
the first step in the merger of Metro
and Goldwyn. The present Metro
company is a New York corporation.
The new unit, a Delaware company
can now merge with Goldwyn, like-

wise a Delaware incorporation.

Brenon to Direct "Peter Pan"
Herbert Brenon has been selected

to direct "Peter Pan" for Paramount.
He is now finishing "The Mounte-
bank:" will next direct Tom Meighan
in "The Alaskan" on the coast and
will then start the Barrie fantasy. It

will be recalled that Brenon directed
"Neptune's Daughter" and "A
Daughter of the Gods " both fantasies

for Fox some years back.

"Styx" In Films
Emmett Flynn to Make Bangs' Fa-
mous Stories—Like "Connecticut

Yankee"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Emmett J. Flynn
who is now making "The Man Who
Came Back" for Fox has purchased
the rights to the two famous stories

by John Kendrick Bangs,' "The
Houseboat on the Styx" and "The
Pursuit of the Houseboat."

It is not stated whether Flynn will

make them for Fox or produce them
later as an individual venture. It

will be recalled that Flynn directed

"A Connecticut Yankee in King Ar-
thur's Court." The Bangs stories are

along the same lines.

Douglas Rothacker Reelected
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—At the convention of the

Screen Advertisers Ass'n, Doug'as D.
Rothacker, of Rothacker Film, was
re-elected president. Vice-presidents
are: M. J. Caplan, of Metropolitan.
Detroit, and George A. Zehrung. head
of the Y. M. C. A.'s film activities:

Marie F. Goodenough was re-elected

secretary-treasurer. An educational
campaign among non-thetrical opera-
tors, intended to result in better pro-
jection and increased life for prints

will be launched.

Nigh Plans "The Red Streak"

ShooMnT on "Born Rich" which
Will Nigh will direct for Garrick
Pictures will start tomorrow at the

Biogranh studio. Later. Nish wi'l

make "The Tumb'eweed" and "The
Red Streak." for Nighsmith Pictures.

his own company.

ZeJntV Sails To^"
Fricdricti 7elnik. of Ze'nik Fi'ms.

Berlin sails for hornp tod.-"- follow-
ing a short visit. H<> -'ntPiiHq return-

•nc this summer with Lya Mara, one
of his stars to do some work here.

Start Huntington Park Theater
(Special to THE FJT.M DATl.V}

Los Ancreles— A 2 000 seat theater
to b^ built r»n ^otitk Parific B'vd
Huntington Park wil' be started

shortly by West Coast Theaters, Inc.

Here Until October

The Barbara La Marr unit which
is now in New York wi 1

l remain here
until October, durine which time two
pictures for First National will be
made. The first will be "Sandra."

Ideal-F. B. O. Deal
English Films Go to American Dis-

tributor—Three Productions
Involved

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—The Cinema declares it is

in a position to announce that three

of Ideal's recent productions have

been sold for America to F. B. O.

The pictures are "The Great Well,"

"I Will Repay" and "Out to Win."
The deal was closed when Harry
Rowson was in New York.

At F. B. O., Joseph I. Schnitzer

had nothing to say about the Lon-
don report.

Two From Rin-tin-tin

There will he two dog pictures with

Rin-tin-tin on the Warner schedule

for 1924-1925. One will be a modern
detective story with a New York set-

ting.

Hitherto unannounced stories in-

clude "The Lighthouse by the Sea,"

by Owen Davis; "My Wife and I,"

by Harriet B. Stowe; "The Narrow
Street" by Edwin Bateman Morris

and "The Dear Pretender" by Alice

Ross Colver. The list of new fran-

chise holders will be practically the

same as last year.

Greene in Projector Co.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The Capitol Machine Co.
has been formed here. Active capital

is listed at $300,000; 1,500 shares arc

preferred, valued at $100 each and
6,000 common at $25 each. The in-

corporators are W. E. Greene, J.

Frankenberg and L. J. Rosett.

Walter E. Greene yesterday refused

to comment on the purposes of the

Capitol Machine Co. The incorpora-

tion papers stated, however, that the

company would deal in projectors.

The Ballins Leave
Hugo and Mabel Ballin have left

for the Coast to produce "The Prairie

Wife" for Metro-Goldwyn. Follow-
in gthat, Ballin will make "The
Woman at the Door."

Polo Going To Spain
Eddie Polo is expected to sail for

Spain Saturday concerning future
production. It is reported he will

make "The Barber of Seville."

Rialto Eight Years Old
Next week the Rialto will celebrate

its eighth anniversary. The feature
will be "Bluff." An anniversary
program will be offered.
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Quotations
High

East. Kod. .106

F. P.-L 69

do pfd. ... 89

Low Close Sales

106 106 600

67H 6834' 3,100

89 89 100

Goldwyn ... 15^ 1534 1534 3,400

Loew's 16J4 1634 1634 1,800

Warner's Not quoted

In the Courts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ivor McFadden has

filed suit for $30,000 against Belasco
Prod. Inc., alleging that amount to

be due him for rights on "Stepsons
of Light."

Birskin On His Own
Samuel J. Birskin, for three years

secretary and office manager of C.

B. C. has resigned to form a state

right organization of his own.

Robert Frazer has been signed by
Metro for "Bread."
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Scott Darling, who
has just finished six scenarios on Ger-

ald Beaumont stories of "The In-

formation Kid," will collaborate with

Beaumont in writing the 10 stories

which Jack Dempsey is to do for

Universal. Jess Robbins will direct.

Eddie Gribbon, Dot Farley, Shel-

don Lewis and Mildred June, are in

the cast of "Lady Macbeth," one of

the "Classics in Slang" for Grand-
Asher.

The next Harold Bell Wright story

to be filmed will either be "The
Winning of Barbara Worth" or

"The Mine With The Iron Door.

Hjalmar Bergmann has completed
adaptation of "The Tree of the Gar-

den" for Goldwyn. It will be directed

by Victor Seastrom.

Spotiswoode Aiken has been added
to the cast of the third Harry Carey
production for Hodkinson, titled

"Tiger Thompson."

Harry Myers has been 'signed by

J. Stuart Blackton to appear in a

new Vitagraph production, title un-

decided.

Tom Mix's latest production, filmed

under the name of "Mixed Manners,"
has been changed to "Fine and
Dandy."

James Cruze will start work within

the next 30 days on "Merton of the

Movies" starring Glenn Hunter.

Harold Goodwin will support Shir-

ley Mason in "The Strange Woman,"
now in production by Fox.

R. William Neill is busy making his

next for Grand-Asher, "The Back of

Beyond."

William de Mille has completed
shooting on "The Bedroom Win-
dow."

George Fawcett has been engaged
for a part in "Tess of the D'Uber-
villes."

Slim Summerville is back at the

Fox lot directing comedies.

GREENE

Gaudio Heads A. S. C.

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Gaetano (Tony)
Gaudio has been elected president of

the American Society of Cinemato
graphers. Other officers are: Gilbert

Warrenton, Karl Brown and Homer
Scott, vice-presidents; Victor Milner
secretary, and Charles Van Enger,
treasurer. The board of governors
includes Philip H. Whitman, James
C. Van Trees, Frank B.Good, Ly
man Broening, Fred Jackman, King
D. Cray, Reginald Lyons, Paul P
Perry and John F. Seitz.

Additions to "For Sale" Cast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Vera Reynolds, John
Patrick, Jule Power, Lou Payne,
Phillips Smalley, Christine Mayo.
Jean Vachon, George Irving, Frank
Elliot, Finch Smiles and Marga de
Rubia have been added to the cast

of "For Sale."
'

Capitol Radio Artists on Second Tour
"Roxy" and his broadcasting artists

have left on a second tour, giving
benefit performances for local chari

ties, to take in towns of Massachu
setts.

Robinson with Garrick Pictures

Clark Robinson has been engaged
as art director by the newly formed
Garrick Pictures.

Incorporations
Albany—New Plays, Inc., New

York. 500 shares preferred stock,

$100 each; 1,000 shares common, no
par value. Incorporators, A. F.

Jenks, R. D. Thomas and R. W.
Gilmore. Attorneys, Holmes & Gil-
more, New York.

Albany—Cosmos Stage & Screen
Prod., New York. 1,200 shares com-
mon stock, no par value. Incorpora-
tors, M. Robertson and V. J. Royer.
Attorney, A. D. Van Buren, New
York.

THE HAND COLORING

"FOOLISH WIVES"
was done by

BROCK
Phone Morningside 1776
528 Riverside Drive, N. Y.
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What will Cecil B. JPREVIEW

De MillesTRIUMPH
do at the Box-Office?!

Here's theAnswer
\

Step up to the Rivoli,New York, where "TRIUMPH"
is playing this week, and take a look at the crowds
lined up.

And these reviews: "A showman's picture." (N. Y.
Times.) "An uncommonly high class picture, good
for any kind of theatre and crowd." (Telegraph.)
"A splendid box-office film." (Daily News.) "Give
De Mille credit for giving the public what it wants."
(American.)

YES, SIR— "TRIUMPH" IS THE SPRING'S
GREATEST BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION!
Screenplay by Jeanie Macpherson from May Edgin-
ton's story. With Leatrice Joy, Rod La Rocque and
all-star cast.

TRIUMPH
is truly a triumph for

Cecil B. DeMille

(X paramountQ>icture

Released CLprL

IS

L

» //

Cecil B. De Mille's Late
Play, "Triumph" It

Well Named
"Not In the plaudits of the throng,

Not In the Crowded Street,

But In ourselves Ilea Triumph,
«•»-—and defeat'*

This 18 the text of a suMi tie and
briefly states the theme of Cecil B.

DeMille's newest Paramount pro-

duction, "Triumph," which was pre-

viewed at the Temple theater last

night.

The reaction of the audience told

the Story of- the picture's success.

Applause greeted the title on the
screen as the watchers recognized
the name of the great producer.
Following the final fade-out, a ver-

itable torrent of applause swept the
house as the audience realized they
had Just viewed one of the finest
screen offerings ever produced.

"Triumph" Is a story of a poor
man ruined by wealth, and a rich

idler made Into a useful man by
contact with poverty. Although the
elements of capital and labor entej

into the story, there is no shade „
antagonism to either class/ V7^
rather the angle is used to HtfeigT.-

1

en the appeal of the striking 'plot.

Many Star's

The dramatic honors go to Rod
Lft Roque, Victor Varconi and Lea-

trice Joy. Although Miss Joy's role

gives little opportunity for excep-

tional acting, she is thoroughly

capable in a prominent part.

Rod La Roque gives an impres-

sive performance and one that will

make him an even bigger favorite

v.ith picture fans.

Victor Varconi, a young Hungar-
ian actor who has been taken un-

Vder the directorial wing of Mr. Dc
Mills, gives a portrayal that stands

out to bold relief. His work Stamps
him &« an artist whose expressions

are perfectly adapted to screen

Work, and gives promise, of develop-

ing into one of filmdom's foremost

players.
William Boyd, Zasu Pitts and

ChferteS Ogle- make small roles

stand out with .prominence, .Others

in the oast include George Faw-
cett, Robert Edesou a*nd others of

esser importance.
Is Real Triumph

In summary, "Triumph" is truly

a triumph for Cecil B. De Mille.

Although not tho most spectacular,

It is as fine an entertainment as

he has ever sponsored, and one that

is surely destined for big things

when it is relc-ased. ^ ....
i

— a wi i
» — *

t

AlhambiulCdJ.) Post-Advocate
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"Keep 'Em Coming"
Says Joe Schnitzer—As the Solution

For Good Shows During The
Warm Weather

The following communication has

been received from Joseph I. Schnitz-

er of F. B. O.:

"In a recent editorial—"ARGUE"
you quote a film executive as ad-

vancing the theory that exhibitors

should close their theaters in the sum-

mer and not attempt to buck Old

Sol and the out-door sports.

"F. B. O. is a firm believer that mo-

tion picture entertainment is an all-

around-the-year proposition. We sel-

dom find ideal weather conditions

that can be coupled up with the busi-

ness. In the winter time, it is too

cold' and blizzardy to bring them

out of their homes; in the summer
time it is too hot; in the spring they

like to ride in autombiles, and in the

fall they do something else. In order

to pull them away from the various

things we all think they are doing,

we must furnish the exhibitor with

the highest type of attraction.

"As far as the summer business is con-

cerned, exhibitor efficiency has reached the

point where the inside of any motion pic-

ture theater is cooler than it is outdoors, and

on hot nights nowadays many people flock

to the theaters to keep cool. The exhibitor

can't afford to close his theater in the sum-

mer time unless it becomes a matter of

everybody closing—which might be a good

thing for the entire industry from the stand-

point of creating a stronger desire on the

part of the public, after being denied its

entertainment for a period of weeks. Other-

wise, many showmen know, to their great

sorrow, that the closing of a theater means
that the great portion of their patronage,

who visited their shows each week, will ac-

quire the habit of going to some other the-

ater and, in the vernacular of the street,

"try and get them back."
"Without attempting to inject any ad-

vertising into this letter, let me advise you
that F. B. O. is going to release the three

best pictures of its career during the sum-
mer months. If the exhibitor hasn't the

type of entertainment that will offset the

hot weather, it won't be our fault. We
proved conclusively and to our own satis-

faction last year when we released "Human
Wreckage" in the middle of July, that

all this talk about not being able to get

satisfactory prices in the summer time is

the bunk."

Ballyhoo Truck in Indianapolis

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—The "After the Ball"

minstrel ballyhoo truck has reached
here on its journey to the Coast. The
party, in charge of Wm. Quick, has
been on the road three months. Of
the 860 theaters that played the pic-

ture in the Southern territory, dur-
ing the time the car has been on the

road, 450 of them have been able to

use the ballyhoo.

New Theaters
Toronto, O.—The Washington, a

new house, has opened. It is on
S. 14th St., and will be operated by F.

D. Sinclair, S. B. Goucher, Peter Cali-

cus and Nick and John Manos.

Mexico, Mo.—The New Grand
Theater Co., headed by Melville Paul,

has begun work on rebuilding the

Barnes Motor Bldg., into a theater,

to be called the New Grand.

Bellaire, W. Va.—A theater will

replace the Presbyterian Church, ac-

cording to James Velas, owner of the

Liberty, Wheeling. The house will

cost $50,000 and seat 1,000.

Kelso, Wash.—J. Brooks, of the
Washington Investment Co., has ac-

quired a site here on which he will

erect a new two-story theater to seat

1,500.

Columbus, Ga.—Roy E. Martin will

build a new $25,000 theater at 22nd
Street and 2nd Ave. The house will

seat 1,050.

Kansas City—W. C. Gunn has let

contracts for the construction of a
$65,000 picture house in the Waldo
district.

Chicago—Fitzpatrick and McElroy
have started work on the new High-
way, to cost $350,000.

Belding, Mich.-—Frank Joslin, own-
er of the Empress, is building an-
other house here.

Price, Utah—Georgides Bro. have
opened the new Star. The house
seats 750.

Wichita Falls, Tex.—Wm. Mc-
Ilheran has opened his new Garden.

Elksville. 111.—A. E. Atkins plan*
to build a new $35,000 theater here.

Susanville, Cal.—The
pheum has opened.

new Or-

aILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-16 Feehawken St.West HobokenJU.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Pbone: UNION—4800

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway

Watkins
4522

THE permanent success of any business
depends entirely upon "RE-ORDERS,"

which makes us modestly state that it works
both ways with us. Our most successful

clients are continuous users of our financing

service. May we have an opportunity to

convince you of its merits? No proposition

too small or too large.

At Broadway Theaters
Cameo

"Second Youth" is the feature, although
there is another picture along semi-feature

lines, the title of which is "The World
Struggle for Oil," made by the Dept. of the

Interior and the Sinclair Oil Co., which
tells of the progress of oil is. The usual
short reels and opening musical number
makes up the balance of the program. An
organ solo closes.

Rivoli

The overture is "Concerto in A Minor"
(First Movement), followed by the Pictorial

News Weekly. One of the series of the De
Forest Phonofilms: Chauncey Depew on
"My 90th Birthday" is third. The Ritz
Male Quartet, rendering two selections: (a)
"The Palms" and (b) "Ave Maria," pre-
cedes the feature, Cecil B. De Mille's, "Tri-
umph."

Strand
Preston Wareorem's "American Indian

Rhapsody" is the overture. The feature of
the Strand's Tenth Anniversay is Harold
Lloyd's "Girl Shy." Other units include:
"Do You Remember," excerpts from old
Pickford, Hart, Fairbanks, and other early
successes; "Our Birthday," a revue, and a
prologue to the feature, which is sung by
Estelle Carey and Frnak Mellor.

At Other Houses

"Secrets'' remains at the Astor. "The
White Sister" is again at a Broadway house,
this time at the Capitol. The Cohan houses
"The Ten Commandments," and of course
the Criterion, "The Covered Wagon," for
just a while longer. "America" and "The
Thief of Bagdad," remain at the 44th Street
and Liberty, respectively. The Rialto is

playing a holdover : "The Confidence Man,"
at the Rivoli last week.

PRODUCERS
We Will Buy

Your

Finished Production

GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS

1600;Broadway, N. Y. C.

Matt Moore will appear
Patsy Ruth Miller in "The
for First National.

oo ;

ENLARGEMENTS
of

MOTION PICTURE FILM CLIP!
for all purposes also

DEVELOPING and PRINTING
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Everybody's

Going

ASSISTANT
DIRECTORS

BALL

HOTEL
PENNSYLVANIA

April 24th

Paul Whiteman Mut

1 $2.50 Per Perso

"Play It With Music!"

For National Music Week— May 4th— 11th, book

"FRANZ SCHUBERT," the first release of James

A. Fitz-Patrick's "FAMOUS MUSIC MASTERS"
series. One reel novelty features with COMPLETE
ORCHESTRATIONS

!

Produced and Distributed by

FITZ-PATRICK PICTURES, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
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Vfe moral is **

Don't Doubt
\bur Husband

The Newspapers are full

of it -* preachers shout it

from the pulpit h its in

every home , in every
Village , from Greenwich
to Greenplains *~* no
matter where you go
they're all talking

about it A* and the
exhibitor who plants

^Directed, by

HARRY
BEAUMONT

Written by

SADA COWAKoHd
HOWARD HIGGIN
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StOt flialributors thruouiQriat
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VIOLA
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in this F.F.F.

hit h (fast , furious

farce) ** will mop
up/ Its the laugh*

show that puts

come in comedy **

watch em/
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Thank You Mr* Crossland

THE EVANSVILLE COURIER
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

April 17. 1924

Film Daily,

71 West 44th Street,

New York City.

Dear Sirs:

I am not ungrateful nor unappreciative, merely busy and there-

fore advance such an excuse for not communicating with you

sooner to tell you that I think your 1924 Year Book is the most;

complete document of its kind ever published.

The book is actually invaluable to me and I have used it al-

most daily in my work since it arrived. Your statistical data is

marvelous and you and your staff are to be congratulated upon the

painstaking efforts portrayed upon every page. I have taken the

lib3rty of "lifting" several items of various kinds from both the|

Year Book and from FILM DAILY, which I have carefully credited

to the publication from which they were taken.

Again congratulating you upon your wonderful piece of work

rnd wishing you continued success, I beg to remain,

Sincerely Yours,

R. O. Cross/and
M. P. Editor Courier (Morning).

Journal (Afternoon)

The Year Book Is FREE To Film Daily Subscribers—Others $2.50
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"Triumph"—F. P.-L.

Rivoli

/[ERICAN—* * * In addition to its

ljt .ffice appeal "Triumph" has an interest-

» * *

( the de Mille workmanship, which in-

ft production, direction and photography,

. iave only praise. Summed up as a

h, "Triumph" is a very satisfactory pro-

lc ,'n The story is out of the ordinary,

e ast is all more than adequate and the

t;ainment is first class. * * *

I ILY NEWS—* * * Mr. De Mille has

K ice Joy and Rod La Rocque acting all

ethe place. She seems to me too coy,

idhe too certain of his undeniable male

Rjwever, it will be a splendid boxoffice

rr I'm sure. It never bores you.

l'ENING JOURNAL—* * * the photo-

a in staging, gowns and settings, reaches

icer Cecil B. De Millennium,

"e story is extremely interesting. Miss

Uis very appealing and Rod La Rocque

icVictor Varconi stage a thrilling fight

l'ENING WORLD—* * * is even more

eitille than some of his earlier pictures.

:h a thing were possible. It is replete

i-.
ultramodern sets and figures; gaudy

:es of a splendor to defy such things in

Blife, yet withal, stringing along with all

s vishness of set and costume and revel,

is a right human touch. * * *

'ke it all in all, "Triumph" is well worth

Kieeing, and it is Cecil De Mille at his

dme best. * * *

liRALD-TRIBUNE—* * * "Triumph
n a great picture, but it is a very inter-

it; and amusing picture, and we like the

ait is written, the way it is acted and

Bivay it is directed. Leatrice Joy never

idone anything better than the heroine.
* And Rod La Rocque never has done

ning nearly so good as * * * the hero.
i

ORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * not an
jhal film, but an uncommonly high-class

r ram picture, good for any kind of a

J.er and appealing to any class agreeing

> le proposition that "all's well that ends
(" * * * There can be no criticism of

n work done by the three leading players.
•

)ST—* * * is the world's funniest pic-

x It was undoubtedly intended to be a

e, very serious drama. But if it is true
1 it's only a step from the sublime to the

iculous, then Cecil De Mille is the cham-
i« broad jumper of the universe. He is

sensible for "Triumph"—and what a ter-

} responsibility it is.

ankly, it is almost impossible to say
nhing adequate about this picture. * * *

JN— * * * If we were to be perfectly

i to the play we would be compelled to

d.t that it has several incidents which are

veil done that they become quite enter-

ing. But we have no desire to be fair

>he play— it dies not quite deserve fair-

e. It is stupid, inane and ingenuous to

r.lmost inconceivable degree.
le play is from a story * * * by May

^'igton. We read it, if we remember cor-
ey, and if we

#
do Miss Edington has

iinds for suit.

ELEGRAM—* * * The scenario, it

eis to us, lacks sequence and in one or
places is abrupt, which was not apparent

lie original, * * *

le film is a model of sharp and clear

i photography, natural portrayal of the

3dus roles and, withal, has enough laugh

-

r oking scenes to make it a very pleasing
i.M d. version. * * *

IMES—Originality and sublety are not
ired in Cecil B. De Mille's new pictorial

fit, * * * Mr. De Mille has bowed to

It is termed a showman's idea of a pic-

d, and the result is that one has to sit

I" ugh a mile and a half of hokum. * * *

* It may be entertainment to those
I like to gaze upon life in a can factory,

tw York Chicago Hollywood

lothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, E.itern Sales Mgr.

S42 Fifth Are. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

but so far as the rest of it goes, it is an un-

real and unconvincing story, acted in a way
which reminds one of the movies of earlier

days.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * looks

to be one of the best program features this

director has turned out in some time. Per-

haps a bit too long, in that it runs 88 min-

utes, the film can nevertheless stand up,

principally through the work of the cast. * * *

It's a smooth presentation that will do

Paramount, the director and the entire per-

sonnel a world of good. * * *

WORLD—"Triumph," * * * is a series

of pretentiously annoying absurdities, made
endurable by the magnetic personality of Rod
La Rocque and a momentary glimpse of Ray-
mond Hatton as a tramp.

This picture has everything but sense. * * *

In reality the picture has nothing but

Mr. La Rocque, his charm and his gift for

comedy, all of which are good. It has Lea-

trice Joy, to be sure, and she makes Mr.
La Rocque a likeable companion, even though
the freaks of this thing's plot are a bit un-

fair to her.

"Girl Shy"—Pathe
Strand

AMERICAN—* * * "Girl Shy" bears a

remote resemblance to "The Tailor Made
Man," although the kinship is not close

enough to agitate the author or Charles Ray,
starred in the screen version * *

Needless for me to suggest that a visit

* * * will not be time misspent, because the

Harold Lloyd fans, who are legion, will be

there anyway. * * *

EVENING WORLD— We have seldom,

if ever, heard more laughs per minute than
* * * during the showing of * * * "Girl Shy."

* * * Harold has a role absolutely to his

liking, and, as always, he squeezes every bit

of comedy and every laugh possible out of

scores of honestly funny situations.

As far as our opinion is concerned, one
cannot make a mistake in going to see a Har-
old Lloyd picture ; and that goes double for

"Girl Shy." * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * It sounds so
foolish to say that Harold Lloyd's latest pic-

ture is his funniest. One just keeps on say-
ing that after each comedy he makes, but
it really does seem as though this one is the
funniest. We do not care so much for the
story as for "Dr. Jack" * * * but in the
new picture the fact that the plot is about
as minus as most comedy plots is compen-
sated for by the fact that the picture is full

of new ways of getting laughs, and getting
laughs is serious business. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * "Girl
Shy" is not as entertaining as some of its

predecessors due to the fact that the story
structure, especially in the fifth reel, is too
thin and burdened with "gags," still it is

diverting enough to make * * * audiences
laugh their troubles away. This is more than
most comedians accomplish, even with their
best productions. * * *

POST—* * * This is a very entertaining
and at times amusing comedy, directed by
Albert Parker. Lunt especially does some
good work. * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * "Girl Shy," is one of
the most hilarious films that have ever been
shown in this city.

"Girl Shy" surpasses all Mr. Lloyd's
previous efforts. * * *

TIMES—* * * filled with farcical sequences.
Mr. Lloyd is a genius in obtaining and mak-

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Cutting Room and

Vault Space
Suitab'e for Film Exchange or

State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

ing the most of new ideas to bring happiness

to audiences, and while we do not think that

this particular effort is quite as subtle in its

fun as "Why Worry?" there is no denying
that row upon row of faces in the packed
theater enjoyed it to their heart's content.
# * *

WORLD—"Girl Shy" is the feeblest of

the more important Lloyd film plays. At
the same time it is the funniest thing in

screen form in town. * * *

A sweet and talented little lady, Jobyna
Ralston, has stepped gracefully and capably

into the professional shoes of Mildred Davis.

Miss Ralston is a worthy partner of the

lad we consider to be the screen's greatest

comedian.

tainment, with capable acting and splendid

photography. It is fairly well produced,
nothing being overdone in the matter of

scenery.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * It is a

topical comedy drama that has a lot of laughs
provided to a great extent by Miss How-
land, who looks like a million dollars on the

screen and puts over a character role with a

wallop. Withell handled a comedy role ef-

fectively.

WORLD—* * * This is a silly piece of
work, presented in amateurish manner de-
spite the great names in its cast.

Alfred Lunt gives what is recognized as

one of the finest perfomances of the current
dramatic season in "Outward Bound;" in this

motion picture he grimaces and overacts until
it hurts.

"Second Youth"—Gold-Cosmop.

Cameo
AMERICAN—Tt takes the mind of a

mathematician and the patient sould of a Job
to keep the plot unraveled. Not that plot

matters a great deal in a broad farce of this

kind. * * * "Second Youth" is a farce. If

you have a sense of humor that includes a

sense of the ridculous, you may find "Sec-
cond Youth" to your liking. * * *

DAILY NEWS—* * * However, it is a

comedy.
* * * has a most engaging and lovely hero-

ine in the person of Mimi Palmieri.

EVENING WORLD—* * * It is an in-

teresting picture and one that could and
would attract a line to the box office. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * a perfectly

terrible picture—just snatches of horrible

slapstick joined together by nothing. Per-

haps when the picture was assembled they

inadvertently used the part they had intend

ed to throw away.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * we

regret that there is little to be said about
his latest effort. It is all overplayed and un-

funny—the only laughs coming from such
overpowering humor as seeing a few of the

leading characters groveling about on the

sidewalk or stretched out on the drawing-
room floor. * * *

POST—* * * it's a humdinger. A very
pretty little story runs through it, and there
are more Al funny stunts of genuine com-
edy value than we ever saw in a picture of

equal footage. It wouldn't be quite fair to

say that this is his best film, for it is very
different from any of his recent releases.
* * *

SUN—* * * We enthusiastically and amid
hearty guffaws recommended it as thing of
unflagging delight and invention ; of laugh-
ter almost uninterrupted. It has, more-
over, four or five incidents of comic richness
equal to the best of Chaplania.

Harold the serious, the always expectant,
the inevitable surprised, wanders in "Girl
Shy" through as declious a series of side-

splitting adventures as we can remember hav-
ing seen on the screen or elsewhere. It is

the best Harold Lolyd movie we have ever
seen.* * *

TIMES—* * * it is a farce, and as such
it makes an amusing and pleasing enter-

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
ff ALL TUB WORLD

THE NEWSREEL
BUILT LIKE A NEWSPAPER

They're making

BABY PEGGY
Handkerchiefs, Writing
Paper, Underwear, Dolls,

Hosiery, Books, Coats,
Jewelry, Dresses, Balloons,

Shoes, Candy, Hats.

She's The Nation's Child

Known and Loved in

Every Home. Her Greatest

picture is

CAPTAIN
JANUARY

By Laura E. Richards

A Big Human Story of a

Little Sea Waif.

Presented by Sol Lesser

It's a Principal Picture

Method of Distribution to

Be Announced Later

jn production

FLORENCE VIDOR
qX superspeciolfilm dramatization

*BARBARA
FRIETCHIF

HODKINSON
RELEASE

Season 1924-1925

Thirty First-Run Pictures
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some do and
some don't •

V\

but "Those Who Dance" the step as de-

picted in this tense Ince drama, certainly

do dance to a lively tune.

Here is a picture for every darn person

who can see—a cracker-jack title and a

cast of headliners. It's an ace high pro-

duct for any showman

—

Cfftos.H.Jnce
presents

THOSE WHO DANCE
J3xj GEORGE GIBBE TURNER.

Adapted by ARJTHUR STATTER, Virected by LAMBERT HILLYER
'Under the personal supervision of THOMAS H. INCE
With BLANCHE SWEET, BESSIE LOVE
WARNER BAXTER and ROBERT AGNEW
A Tirat national Attraction
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10 YEARS
By DANNY

V ch, in this business, means
a lifetime. And yet, from
day, since April 11, 1914,

1 trand has gone merrily on
ofitable Broadway way.

I tands, even in this era of

Wtant, big houses, the out-

[ling mark—the pioneer of

t; picture palaces, not only

Is country, but the world

r

: as the genius, the inspiration

'Itch" Mark, a brother of Moe
What caused the Strand to start.

t: Broadway theatrical vvise-

slaughed at the idea of a pic-

alace. How they have eaten

rvords? And. reasoning other-

!,iow those who invested in the

| stock have made them laugh!

.11 that special presentation

nans in pictures started at

',. Strand. All that "Broad-

ly showmanship" means to-

iy started with "Mitch"

Vrk. All that splendid con-

nection, gorgeous decora-

\ns, magnificent music, and
jgram amplification means
krted at the Strand. And
|s should never be forgotten.

whole industry owes much to

>od old Strand. How much no
:nows. There "Roxy" started

iternational career. His pro-

ideas, his entertainment con-
n proved the nucleus for hun-
of exhibitors. Basically, pro-

. for picture houses, have re-

d, in a general sense of the
what "Roxy" and "Mitch"

started.

s week Joe Plunkett has ar-

d a program thoroughly befit-

:he tenth anniversary. Among
novelties he shows bits of film,

50 feet or so, of the important
es played in succeeding years
it house. And what a riot they
iroving! Especially the bit of
!in.

Here's long life to the Strand

iy it live long—it must pros-

r.

to Joe Plunkett—who has had
uch to do with the continued
ss of the house—here's hoping
lys a long time on the job.

Picture Conference
Held by League of American Pen
Women in Washington—Scenario

Editors Ta'k
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The League of
American Pen Women held a motion
picture conference at the Shoreham
Hotel yesterday. The original plan
called for a two day session, but this

had to be curtailed.

A number of well-known figures

came down from New York to attend
and deliver short addresses. Those
here included Col. Jason Joy, Chair-
man of the Committee on Public Re-

(Continited on Page 7)

Seeking American Players

Syd Walker and John Harding
are at the Algonquin, from London,
looking for players and material for

a company known as International
Prod. Ltd., which will produce in

both London and Berlin. They are
going to Hollywood to study pro-
duction and will return here sometime
in Mav. Walker is the original "Old
Bill."

Klaw Won't Enter Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Times publishes
an interview with Marc Klaw in

which the latter denies any intention
of entering the picture business. The
Times adds that "rumors of another
merger" have now been set to rest.

Leave For States Shortly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—Paul Davidsohn and Sam-
uel Rachmann expect to leave for

New York shortly.

Clem's Ocean Trip
Dear Film Daily:

If ever there was a two legged
scorpion, that guide is it and that

hot letter I told you to expect is all

cold.

I give up all of last night after

twelve o'clock to go with the guide
and what do I see? Napoleans Tomb
and Notre Dame from the outside.

I traveled ten thousand miles to

see a Universal set. I must a walked
twenty miles too, and was so tired

and bent over I could a played Lon
Chaneys part without any corsets.

But I got even. 1 slipped the guide
a hundred german marks in the dark
and he don't know yet, as far as I

found out that it wasnt french money
I slipped him.
I'm sure disappointed in this burg.

(Continued on Page 7)

Garsson Expanding
Signs Extended Contract with As-

sociated Exhibitors, Inc.—Several

Series Involved

Murray W. Garsson, Inc., has sign-

ed a new contract with Associated
Exhibitors for a number of pictures

designed for 1924-1925 release. The
statement makes no mention of the

number involved, but it is understood

to run into several series.

The first will be "The Spitfire,"

directed by Christy Cabanne under
the working title of "Plaster Saints."

The second will be "The Love Thief"
with Alma Rubens as the feminine

lead.

Unique Front for Criterion

The Norden Electric Sign Co., is

preparing a special front for "Doro-
thy Vernon" at the Criterion. It will

represent the exterior of Haddon Hall

in and around which the action of

the picture occurs. The front is now
being constructed and must be erect-

ed in two days, since "The Covered
Wagon" closes on May 3rd and the

new picture opens on the 5th.

Walsh Dickering for "The Miracle"?

A press story issued yesterday on
behalf of R. A. Walsh declared that

he was negotiating with Morris Gest
for the picture rights to "The Mir-
acle". Walsh is credited with plan-

ning Lady Diana Manners and Or-
ville Caldwell for the leads.

Germans Leave for Home
Messrs. Glass and Morawsky, ex-

ecutives of Terra Films of Berlin and
K. J. Fritsche of Trans-Ocean Film,
Berlin sailed for home yesterday.

Hobart Elected
Henry M. Hobart was elected

President of Distinctive Pictures at

the annual meeting held Tuesday
night. He was one of the organiz-
ers of Distinctive and has been in

charge of all production.
Earlier in the day a meeting of

stockholders was held, at which Jef-

ferson Seligman, of the banking firm

of J. & W. Seligman & Co., was add-
ed to the board which is now con-
stituted as follows: Hobart, Charles
S. Hervey, Winthrop Aldrich, Jeffer-

son Seligman and Richard Whitney.
Hervey, was re-elected treasurer

Richard Whitney was named assist-

ant treasurer, and Cornelius H. Mil 1 -

er, secretary.

It is understood that Distinctive's

future plans will be rounded out in

the near future.

Strong Combination
One of First Developments of Metro-
Goldwyn Deal to be Mae Murray

in "The Merry Widow"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Mae Murray will

make "The Merry Widow" for Met-
ro release.

This is the first significant move
following the Metro-Goldwyn mer-
ger. Goldwyn owned the rights to

the famous operetta and Metro have
Murray under a working arrange-
ment. Probably no one on the screen
can handle this delightful role to bet-

ter advantage than Mae Murray. In-

cidentally it will give her another
opportunity to dance to Lehar's fine

music, and this should be a great
angle for showmanship when the pic-

ture is released.

Bob Leonard will, of course, direct.

When Goldwyn acquired the prop-
erty it was regarded as highly likely

that Von Stroheim would direct the

picture. But the experience of Gold-
wyn with "Greed" has probably killed

off any possibility in that direction.

Publicity Clocks in Theaters

The Publicity Clock Co., Inc., has
secured the co-operation of the M.
P. T. O. units in New York and
Jersey in fostering the sale of a con-
trivance which projects a series of 12

ads on a clock face at intervals of

thirty seconds. The mechanism is

supplied by the company and is usual-

ly placed alongside the screen. The
exhibitors pay a stipulated amount
per month and the treasury of the

state exhibitor unit is also swelled
for the endorsement which the unit

gives. The clock company, of course,

gets its revenue from the advertiser.

270 Cities To Observe Music Week
The National Music Week Com-

mittee, states it will cooperate with
exhibitors in 270 cities to celebrate

National Music Week, May 4-10.

The National Committee is assist-

ing exhibitors through local bodies
in communities throughout the coun-
try, to stage special instrumental and
vocal numbers, and to arrange musi-
cal programs of the finest selections.

Sutch With "Janice" Unit

Cosmopolitan has engaged Herbert
Sutch formerly with D. W. Griffith

to direct certain exteriors for "Jan-
ice Meredith." The production is in

general directorial charge of E.

Mason Hopper.
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"THE SPICE OF THE PRC3RAM"

Censors Praise Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—The State Board
of Censors since its establishment in

July, 1922, viewed 2656 pictures, dis-

approving of only nine. Emma Speed
Sampson, a member of the board,

declared the quality was improving,

particularly in regard to photography
and acting. Comedies, she stated,

have not kept pace in excellence with
features.

C. B. C. Selects 8 Stories

C. B. C. has selected eight stories

for 1924-1925 release. They are "The
Battling Fool", "Fatal Kiss", "Wo-
man First", "The Woman Hater",
"The Fearless Lover". "A Fight for

Honor", "All for Love" and "The
Price She Paid".

"Expo" in Indianapolis

Through George L. Clarke, Jane
Thomas, Zena Keefe and Mary Mac-
Laren have been signed to make per-

sonal appearances for the National
Screen Players Co., at an exposition

in Indianapolis this week.

Here From Washington
John Payette, general manager of

the Crandall theaters, Washington,
and E. W. Sherwood, manager of the

Exhibitor Film Co., operated by
Harry Crandall are at the Astor for

a few days.

Aronson in Detroit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit—Alexander S. Aronson of

Truart was here yesterday. He is due
back in New York in about ten days.

Goldburg To Lecture On Sales

J. J. Goldburg, says he will tour the

country starting July 1 and deliver

lectures on salesmanship, advertising

and exploitation.

Deal with Arrow
The Electric Theater Supply Co.,

Phila., has bought "The Mysteries of

Mah-Jong" from Arrow.

Guts and Flashes
Stuart Holmes and Alan Forrest

will appear in support of Priscilla

Dean in "The Siren of Seville."

Tom Terriss is shooting exteriors
for "The Banderlo" at the Tec-Art
studio.

Indianapolis Theater Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—The Selmar Theater

Co. has been formed here with a capi-

talization of $40,000. The directors

are Harding O. Martin, Cresson E.

Smith and John A. Verhoeven, Chi-

cago; Clyde E. Elliott, Evanston, 111.;

Damon Orlowski, Gary. The com-
pany has secured a ten year lease on
the Masonic Auditorium, Hammond,
Ind., with a ten year renewal option.

Scenarist Writes Stage Play

G. Marion Burton who prepared a

number of scripts for Rex Ingram has

written a play called Values" which
has been accepted by A. H. Woods.
Miss Burton is in Miami where she

wrote the script for "Another Scan-
dal," a Hodkinson release.

Calvin, Northampton Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Northampton, Mass.—The Calvin

Theater, named after the President is

open. The house was built by Gold-

stein Bros. Amusement Co. who
operate a chain in New England.

Making "11th Commandment"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Fay Compton will be the

featured player in "The 11th Com-
mandment" which George A. Cooper
will direct. It is based on a play by
Brandon Fleming.

Title of "The Goof" Changed

The title of "The Goof" being pro-

duced by J. K. McDonald Prod., Inc.,

tor First National has been changed
to "A Self-Made Failure."

Film Board Elections Ap
(Special to THE FILM DAL

Buffalo—The Film Board v
election of officers April 28.

Bennett in Burr Film

Richard Bennett has been secured

for "Youth to Sell" which Charles

C. Burr is producing for state rights

release.

Heath Cobb with C. B. C.

F. Heath Cobb has joined C. B. C.

as publicity and advertising director

succeeding Ralph Rossiter, resigned.

THE WORLD IN COLOR
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Must Woman Use Her Sex
to forge ahead in Business?

RUPERT
HUGHES'

Norman Kerry drama of home and busineSS Aileen Pringle

TRUE
AS STEEL
Written and Directed by Rupert Hughes

Another Live Love Story from

(tyddutyr^GostnopolitaiiEleanor Boardman Raymond Hatton

William H. Crane Huntly Gordon Cleo Madison Louise Fazenda



They couldn't handle the crowd

Mate! Aormanq
in

The Extra Girl
Phil Gleichman wires:

"Mabel Normand has proved the biggest personal

feature ever offered in Detroit.

"We were absolutely unable to care for the crowds

at the Broadway Strand, and the finest society women
Were forced to stand at the rear of the gallery.

"Everyone says a good word for 'The Extra Girl.'

"

A Mack Sennett Production

Directed by F. Richard Jones

Encore

Associated Exhibitors
Physical Distributor Pathe Fxehange/nc. Arthur S. Kane, President Foreign Representative Sidney Garrett



Summer Business
Wit a Salesman Thinks—How the

Aerage Small House is Run

—

Why It Needs Improvement

jhe following communication was

sei in by a film salesman, well

town in the territory he covers,

wise name, for obvious reasons, is

wiiheld.

Tnny:
get your F. D. every day, and

beg actively interested in the M.
P.)usiness in Penn., I want to add

i :tle to the recent reports and in-

te iews about the "summer busi-

nes' etc.

The producers- pass the pan to

th exchange, then to the sales de-

psiment, then to the exhibitor, and

th exhibitor squirms around to cut

ai cut and cut some more in the

siiimer. All business reacts from
ri: manufacturer to consumer and

th from consumer to manufacturer,

o visa versa. All this while the

ttjle industry figures very little

a'mt the 'Dear Old Public', who,
v\en it is all said and done, is the

ex of the business. Instead of

s rting a real 'Keep going to the

dater' all the year round campaign
t(the public in April and May, they

?|it until hot weather hits them, then

tiy start to 'panic themselves'.

Start a campaign in April, keep it

u tell the public, the good pictures

t t are coming in June and July and
/gust other points of interest in

'le picture news' to the fore. The
plic believe in the truth. There is

r wonder that the public gets tired

eiecially in the summer.
'On a recent trip of six weeks
cwn South starting from here, I

slipped in most of the towns through
Innsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and
iwn the line. Here is what I found:
Raters in eight out of ten, dirty;

(ojection in eight out of ten, ab-
ilutely rotten; instead of congenial
«ployees in the houses, they as-

.<med the attitude 'we don't care a
<jmn if you come in or not'. Seven
(it of ten poorly lighted; seven out
•i ten the music was rotten, no cue
iusic rendered with the pictures;
veral places no music at all. Six
lit of ten, the lobby advertising was
j:ceedingly bad; some places it was
. disgrace to look at.

i"If the summer business is to keep
ithin normal confines, the small and
'g town exhibitor must be reached
lid taught 'house personnel' with bal-
liced good pictures, and the produ-
h must kick in, too. Unless some-
ie, or group of exhibitors and exe-
ltives devise a 'standard' for all the-
:ers, 'that need it/, then theater
wners can squawk until it hurts.
My not use Will Hay's office to
ring these essential helps through
iplomatic channels; show the exhibi-
>r that good steady projection,
bliging employees, excellent music,
ood lighting, clean lobby and dis-
lay advertising will keep business
ormal winter and summer?
"All the bunk both sides of the in-
ustry expounds is of no avail unless
be 'dear old public' is appealed to
ight.

"Just a parting shot: Exhibitors
ay that the automobiles hurt them.

Sure, so does a belly filled with green

apples. Fight fire with fire. Have
the exploitation and publicity experts

get up a series of weekly slides to

automobilists, give them a schedule

for every evening, 'after dinner a ride

until 8:30 P.M., then to the theater

for a good Show at 9 P.M.* It's

safer in the theater, amusing the

family than risking being jammed up

in collisions, etc. Let them keep the

'live news' on the screen starting in

April for the summer. It can and
must be done.

"Cordially,

"Just An Ordinary Film Salesman."

Films for Geography Study
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kent, O—The State Normal
School has contracted with the

American M. P. Co. for a series of

pictures on geographical subjects to

be used in a summer course which
is ordinarily attended by about 4000
teachers. It is thought that these

teachers will also use pictures when
they teach.

In The Courts
Supreme Court Justice Giegerich

has denied the application by Kerman
Films, Inc. for an injunction restrain-

ing the Independent Pictures Corp.
from distributing Franklyn Farnum
films in Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey territory

through anyone except the plaintiff.

Kerman alleged that Independent
was trying to compel it to pay an
increased price for the film. Inde-
pendent replied that Kerman broke
the contract by failing to make re-

ports in some cases and making false

reports in others, and is alleged to

have cancelled the agreement itself

on April 3rd. Jesse J. Goldburg,
president of the defendant, declared

in an affidavit that Kerman misrepre-
sented its financial ability, that checks
it gave were dishonored, and that it

distributed reissues representing them
to be new productions.

Justice Giegerich decided that there

is such "grave doubt" of the plaintiff's

right to the injunction that he would
not be justified in granting an injunc-

tion prior to the trial of the case.

In a suit of Gerald C. Duffy against
Mastodon Films, Inc., C. C. Burr,
Inc. and Charles C. Burr, to recover
on an accounting for sums due, a de-
fault judgment for $1249 was filed in

the Supreme Court.

Knickerbocker in Minneapolis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—Charles Knickerbock-
er is new manager of the Hodkinson
office, formerly held by E. E. Reyn-
olds, resigned.

Penn Censors Tightening Hold
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Board of Cens-
ors is tightening its grip on pictures
which deal with crime.

3 Big Pictures for Phila.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—When the "Thief of

Bagdad" opens at the Forrest, April

28, there will be three pictures show-
ing here at a top price of $1.65. The
others are "The Ten Command-
ments" at the Aldine, and "America"
at the Chestnut St. O. H.

Consolidated Film Corp. Dissolved
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—The Consolidated
Film Corp. has filed dissolution

papers.

De Kalb, 111.—The capital of the

De Kalb Theater Co. has been in-

creased from $75,000 to $100,000.

Two Deals on Arrow Product
The Blank Enterprises will handle

"Jacqueline" and "The Broken Sil-

ence" in Iowa, Nebraska, Western
Missouri and Kansas. The six Hat-
ton Westerns have been bought by
Independent Film, of Omaha.

Competition for Toronto
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—Competition is seen for

picture theaters here with reports

that a new $2,000,000 vaudeville house
will be built. Jerry Shea is said to be
interested.

Stanley Co. To Celebrate Boys' Week
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Stanley Co. will

celebrate Boys' Week, Apr. 26-May
3, which will end with a free show to

children at the Metropolitan O. H.

Fined for Sunday Violation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Harlington, Tex.—The Rialto has
been fined $50 for violating the Sun-
day opening ordinance. The case will

be appealed to higher courts.

Two Texas Theaters in Fires
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Granbury, Tex.—Fire partially de-
stroyed the theater here. Consider-
able damage has been done the Opera
House at Mexia by fire.

LARGE PICTURE PRODUCERS SEEKING

BEST SCENARIO EDITOR AVAILABLE

Desire Man Or Woman With
Successful Record Possessing

Necessary Ability To Establish

Finest Scenario Staff In Motion
Picture Industry.

One of the largest motion picture producing organi-

zations offers a remarkable opportunity to the right

man or woman:

This company is seeking the services of an experi-

enced scenario editor thoroughly versed in every phase

of scenario duties; one who possesses to the highest

degree the executive ability to surround himself or

herself with the very finest talented staff.

The applicant must show by past achievement a

keen unfailing sense of sound picture values in addi-

tion to a fine imagination that can swiftly and surely

visualize the screen possibilities in the manuscripts

submitted.

He or she must be a thorough craftsman—a showman
as well as artist. To such there is here offered a most
remarkable opportunity.

Only applicants possessing splendid records of

actual achievement need apply. Of course, all letters

will be received in strictest confidence. Address your

letter to XYZ, Box M.-205.

FILM DAILY,
71 W. 44th Street, N. Y. C.



FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Announces the Third Big 1

PALMER PHOTOPLAY
To Be Released 1

April 14th I

It is with pleasure we announce "HIS FORGOTTEN
WIFE" as the third big PALMER PHOTOPLAY.
Directed by Wm. A. Seiter, story and scenario by Wm.
Lambert and Del Andrews. With Madge Bellamy and
Warner Baxter and great supporting cast, this produc-

tion with its powerful box office title will go over big.

If you've played "JUDGMENT OF THE STORM"
and "THE WHITE SIN" you already know the pulling

power of PALMER photoplays. If you haven't played

these two, do so and arrange your play dates now for

"HIS FORGOTTEN WIFE." Our powerful posters
and advertising material guarantees your success with
these pictures.

723 Seventh Ave.,

New York, N. Y. FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Sales Office: United Kingdom,

R-C Picture Corp., 26-27

D'Arblay St., Wardour St.,

London W. 1, England
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Bern's Ocean Trip

(Continued from Page 1)

Vffr seeing "The Apaches Revenge"
II "Boulevarde Bertha" both of

vhh lost dough for me, I thought

hi was a live place.

1'eryone wants to show me ceme-

ers and tombstones as if we didnt

ia- one of the most successful ceme-

ers in Pneumonia that exists in

hf whole country and one of the

anst in percentage to the popula-

io

met an American named Walter
,Viger here on the Boulevarde De
i aix and asked him where I could

10 ights. Well Walter, being a nice

;u says, why not go up to Mose
tf te and I said, will my wife en-

o;it. Oh, says Walter, if you got
0' wife with you why not go to

>e and get a good rest. Well, of

cse as I didn't get hep to what he

n«nt, I ast him to have lunch with

is nd he did and while we was eat-

nj(by the way they eat snails over

le ) he says, I think you would en-

o.the cheese Fisher.

ell, if there's anything Mrs.
)(eker loves it is cheese, so prompt-

f t eleven o'clock we grabs one of

hn there condensed taxes and gets

u at what is spelled Chez Fisher.

V goes in and sits down and as

0(. as we gets planted, they sticks

•ttle of wine on the table. Well,
aves it away and tells them to

rg one straight whiskey and one
h olate soda.

ne waiter keeps putting the wine
ole back and then a waiter who
p ks English tells me they don't

I nothing but wine there so I told

i: we was on the grape wagon
n as they didn't sell nothing but
'i;, we'd just take a Cannibal sand-
ii and sit around. Well, we waits
n pretty soon the place starts to

lip and boy, talk about crowding.
ty kept putting tables in every
c< they could till finally people was
tng on Mrs. Deneker's lap and
«blew the joint. I never saw so

|y people crowded into one room
|rc It was so full a guy at the
a table to me was feeding another
:"'W by mistake.

m disappointed at Paris but the
<ciergy here tells me he'll write
-the names of some places for me
»
ro if I get another night out.

omorrow I make make the movie
lies so look for the analysis.

Bon Soir,

CLEM.

Flood Inundates the Troy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
roy—The Troy had a narrow call

n destruction when the flood

ers from the Hudson inundated
basement of the theater and darn-
el part of the boiler room.

Just Moved

THE O. &, W.
Restaurant

New—Comfortable—Spacious

48 W 49th St. - N. Y. C.

Portland Houses May Combine
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland, Ore.—Reports are cur-

rent of a consolidation among subur-

ban theaters, who are said to have
agreed to pool their interests and ar-

range a profit-sharing plan. Details

are vague, but the houses and their

owners, mentioned are: W. E. Tib-
bitts, Highway; W. E. Graeper, Un-
ion Avenue and Tivoli; Bob White's
Bob White; Stephen Parker's Alham-
bra; Edward Fautz's Echo; G. O.
Garrison's Laurelhurst; M-cCreedy's
Multnomah, and Phi'lips' Gay. It is

assumed one man will do the booking
for all.

, Film Board Settles Disputes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The local Film Board
of Trade since its inception two years
ago, has settled many disputes which
would ordinarily have gone through
the lengthy and expensive process
of court trial. The majority of dis-

putes concerned dates for which at-

tractions were contracted to be play-
ed, exhibitors frequently desiring to

change the play dates originally
stipulated. The arbitration board sits

every Tuesday morning.

Arrow Closes Two Deals

De Luxe, of Philadelphia, has
bought the "Tom and Jerry" series

from Arrow, for Eastern Perm., So.
Jersey and Delaware. "The Lone
Horseman" and "Western Justice,"
have been purchased by Fontenelle
Feature Films, of Omaha.

New Serial Starts at "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Universal City—Work has started
on "The Fighting Ranger", a new
Universal serial, starring Eileen
Sedgwick and Jack Daugherty, under
direction of Jay Marchant.

Federal Photoplay Prod. Starts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hull, Que.—The Federal Photo-
play Prod. Co., Ltd., has been formed
with a capital of $50,000 by a group
of local business men to produce.

Phonofilms for Science

Lee De Forest intends turning over
prints of a number of Phonofilms to
the Smithsonian Institute at Wash-
ington for the permanent use of that
establishment.

Progress Office in Okla. City
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Oklahoma City—Arthur Bromberg,
head of Progress, has opened an
office here.

- America, inc.
723-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI5B

The Mackler Process

:i

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated

"THE WHITE SISTER"
Playing This Week At The

Capitol Theatre, N. Y.

Picture Conference
(Continued from Page 1)

lations of the Hays office who spoke
on "Opportunities for Women in the

Film Industry"; Don Carlos Ellis,

secretary of the General Vision Co.;

Mrs. Florence Straus, scenario editor

for First National; and Ralph
Block, managing editor of the Fam-
ous Players story department.
The general theme was "How Can

Writers and Producers Co-operate to

Produce the Best in Screen Drama?".
An interesting development is expect-
ed out of the voting contest. The
producers whose films appear on the

lists of the six best which those in-

terested have been asked to submit
will be queried on the box-office value
of the productions. This information
will be relayed to members of the

League for their future guidance in

writing.

Ellis delivered an interesting talk

on developments in the educational
field.

Mr. Ellis traced the development
of the movement for visual education,
pointed out that it was now occupy-
ing the attention of leading educators
had been given major recognition by
the National Education Ass'n. "Auth-
ors," said Ellis, "will find a new field

of endeavor awaiting them here, but
must develop a specialized ability and
work in closest .co-operation with
pedagogical producers and school
people".

Specify

GOERZ-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

Manager German Film Com-

pany in New York wishes to

make arrangement with

American producers to handle

their product in Germany.

Apply Box S.-303

Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

New York City

Hodkinson Conference May 3

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—Central divisional manag-

ers of Hodkinson will meet at the
Congress Hotel May 3. Eight
branches under the jurisdiction of

Cecil Maberry will be represented.

Organize Treasurers' Club
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—Theater treasurers of the
city have organized a society called
the Treasurers' Club of New Eng-
land.

A Child

Her Devoted Dog

A Battling Pelican

An Uncensored Parrot

A Lovable Old Sea Cap-

tain

All in a Lighthouse

Sol Lesser Presents

BABY PEGGY
in

CAPTAIN

JANUARY
By Laura E. Richards

Now in its 54th Edition;

Circulation 600,000

Produced by

Principal Pictures Corp.

Method of Distribution to

Be Announced Later

ca snm

an Al Christie Feature ~with

Dorothy Devore
Walter Hiers . Tully Marshall,

Jimmie Adams Priscilla Bonner

andJimmie Harrison

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season I924'I925 Thirty First-Run Pictures
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so this is

PARIS!
Right again!—and what a Paris

it is!—a Paris where the rich

and the aristocrats spend their

lives—gorgeous!—beautiful!

TOURNEUR has hit the box-

office bull's-eye right in the

middle with

"THE WHITE MOTH"
Presented by M. C. LEVEE By IZOLA FORRESTER

A MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTION
with

BARBARA LA MARR and CONWAY TEaRLE
Personally directed by MAURICE TOURNEUR

—each week is hit week with

FIRST NATIONAL!
FIRST

NATIONAL
PICTURES
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MID-WEST
By DANNY

here is a world of signifi-

ca:e in the news that there is

so e sort of a deal on between
thBalaban & Katz and the Mid-
wit Theater organization in II-

liris. Information at hand does

r\( disclose to what extent B.

&.<.. will control the Midwest
hcses. But some sort of a work-

in arrangement is in effect.

hose who know Sam Katz will

apeciate that this is the first of his

m es in what in his opinion is a

ne'ssary part of the exhibition busi

ne;. For a long time he has be-

lief in the value of the booking of-

fie to the business. Both to the ex-

hi tor as well as the producer and
diributor. To him it is the finest

jhconomics. And he believes sin-

rely in the idea that without sound
jciomics no business can prosper.

Whether you agree with Katz
is beside the question. Katz,
with his associates, has proven
that showmanship can be made
|to pay strong dividends. There
are few amusement proper-
ties, indeed, throughout the
world that have made the finan-
cial, as well as the artistic suc-
cess that the B. & K. houses
have.

>everal years ago Sam Katz was
r of the organizers of the Na-
iial Booking Corp. Which set up
ces on Broadway. And for a time
ked as if it was going to get some-
jere. But several obstacles arose;
• offices were dismantled, and the
a was abandoned. Few, however,
preciate how close to successful
eration the National Booking idea
s.

Down here on the little old paper
have always been opposed to the

a of a booking proposition of any
id. Chiefly because unless it is

erated by an infallible being it will
sduce the greatest distress imag-
;ble. We have had several long
ks and arguments with Sam Katz
this subject. Of course, we got

where. Two men looking at the
ne idea through different views
ter do.

We're going to keep an eye
on the new cpmbination. May-
be something will develop
worth recording. Any time
any man as smart as Sam
Katz starts something it is

worth watching. And Sam
{.Continued on Page 2)

Theater Merger On
Small-Straseberg Circuit Reported

About to Close With Suozzo's
Queens Chain

It is understood that the Small-
Straseberg circuit of theaters which
includes six neighborhood houses in

Brooklyn is discussing a merger with
Charles Suozzo who operates eight

theaters in Queens.
It was stated in one quarter yes-

terday Suozzo had admitted that the
deal was under way, but that nothing
of a definite nature had been determ-
ined upon. From another source,
it was learned that negotiations had
reached a rather definite stage. The
Small-Straseberg chain includes the
Kismet, Marcy, Republic, Williams-
burg, State and Sumner, all of them

{Continued on Page 2)

Metro Units at Goldwyn.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—With the exception
of the Schertzinger unit which is at
work on "Bread", all of the Metro
units and staffs are now housed in
the Goldwyn plant at Culver City.
Louis B. Mayer has likewise brought
over his various companies, with the
exception of the Stahl troupe which is

temporarily at the plant on Mission
Road.

Joe_ Jackson will be director of the
combined studio publicity staffs
which have been retained in their en-
tirety.

Salesmen Insurance
Planned by Paramount—100 Per Cent
Club Formed—To Advise Home

Office Staff

Formation of the Paramount 100

Per Cent Club and the provision for

group insurance of salesmen, head
bookers and exchange advertising

sales managers, were announced by
S. R. Kent at the Paramount sales

convention in New York last week
but revealed publicly yesterday.

The club will be a continuing or-

ganization with changing personnel
and will be made up of 18 salesmen,
who are deemed the best representa-

tives in the field. This group will

meet yearly as a council, will sit in

on sessions of the executives and by
the exchange of ideas will be able

(Continued on Page 5)

"Wagon" Closing Run
"The Covered Wagon" will close

its run at the Criterion on May 3

at which time it will have rounded
out fifty-nine continuous weeks on
Broadway. Famous declares the pic-

ture will have played to practically

500.000 people and to a gross aggre-
gating $600,000. It had its premiere
March 16, 1923.

Five million persons is the esti-

mated number of those who have
seen the picture, in New York, Holly-
wood and in those cities where it has
been road shown. The gross at the
Egyptian, Hollywood is placed at

about $700,000.

FORE!
The Spring Film Golf Tournament will be held

on Wednesday, June 4, at the Sound View Golf Club,
Great Neck, Long Island.

Everybody pray for good weather.

This will be the sixth tournament held, and no
one need be told what a great outing it is. Every-
one in the business knows that by now.

The Committee will strive to make the coming
event more successful than any ever held. There is

every indication that between 250 and 300 will attend.

Send your application to any member of the Com-
mittee. Also your check: $10 for players, $7.50 for
goofers who have lunch and dinner, and $5 for those
goofers who only come to dine and laugh.

The Committee: Bruce Gallup, First National,
383 Madison Ave.; Felix Feist, State Theater Bldg.,
1540 Broadway; Abe Warner, Warner Brothers, 1600
Broadway; E. K. Gillette, Motion Picture News, 729
Seventh Ave., and Danny, care Film Daily.

50 Houses in Deal
Balaban and Katz and Mid-West

Theaters Inc., Merge—Sam Katz
the President

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—An important theater

deal has been perfected here. It in-

cludes the Balaban and Katz Chicago
theaters and those houses operated

by the Mid West Theaters, Inc. in

many Illinois cities. The official an-

nouncement follows:

"Balaban and Katz have completed
the formation of the Balaban Katz
Midwest Theaters, Inc., a Delaware
corporation. This corporation will be

headed by Samuel Katz as president,

and the policies carried out under his

personal direction.

"This corporation will include the

theaters of the Balaban & Katz
group, and also those theaters former-

ly grouped under the Midwest Thea-
ters, Inc., and operated by Messrs.
Thielen, Burford, Ruebens, Van Ma-
tre, Ellis, Lucas. Irwon, Koppelberg-
er, Charles Lamb and C. B. Sawyer.
The activities of this corporation

(Continued on Pagt 5)

Outsider as Exhibitor Head?
There is some talk about the ap-

pointment of a T. O. C. C. committee
to attend the Boston M. P. T. O. con-
vention with a plan to secure an out-

side figure to head a national exhibit-

or body. In view of the fact, that the

T. O. C. C. has no affiliation with the

national body, the actual carrying out

of such an intention might prove rath-

er delicate handling.

Series for Associated Exhibitors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Paul Schonfield and
W. K. Howard have formed Scho-
field-Howard Prod, and will start

shortly on the first of a series of

four for Associated Exhibitors. Pro-
duction at the Ince studio.

Three Holdovers on B'way
"Triumph", at the Rivoli; "Girl

Shy", at the Strand, and "The White
Sister," at the Capitol will be held
over for a second week.

Ginsberg on His Own
To State Right Six Jesse Hampton
Prod.—Production to Be Centered

on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Henry Ginsberg, for-

mer sales manager of Preferred in-

tends entering distribution on his own
and has arranged with Jesse D.
Hampton to produce a series of six

pictures for independent release.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod... 106^ 106 106# 300

F. P.-L..... 69% 68^ 69 6,700

do pfd.... 89 Ya, 89# 89 J4 100

Goldwyn ... 15% 15^4 15*4 800

Loew's .... 16^4 16J^ 16# 300

Warner's Not quoted

MID-WEST
(Continued from Page 1)

Katz is one of the smartest
men in this business—even if

we don't agree with him on
the booking idea.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your

Educational Exchange

Kft-l44-rTI

Cly-cLe Cook D.IN
K"THE
! MISFIT"

<xW ZUoryb do ll~ !

Qeot6e cot?
220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

iiLM Developing Corp.
210-16 VeehawkenStWestHobokenJU

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing.
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Pbane UNION—4800

Guts Commissions
5 Per Cent on Bookings of $5,000

and More Under Arthur Small-
wood's New Schedule

Arthur N. Smallwood, president

of Producers Dist. Guild, which will

inaugurate a merchandising and ad-

vertising service in the fall season,

announces a further reduction in the

sales commissions to be charged pro-

ducers on bookings exceeding $1,000.

The previously published schedule

provided for a minimum charge of

10% on all bookings of $1,000 or

more, with a graduating scale to cov-

er producer costs on lesser bookings.

Smallwood's revised schedule pro-

vides for a sales commission of only

five per cent on bookings of $5,000

or more.

A circuit booking will be handled

as one booking, regardless of the

number of theaters embraced, and the

rate of commission will be based on
the sum total of the booking, insofar

as the commission charged the pro-

ducer is concerned. Following Is a
revised selling commission.

Bookings of $5000. or over 5 Per Cent
" 4000. to $5000 6 "
" 3000 to 4000 7 "

" " 2000 to 3000.... 8 " "
" 1500 to 2000 9 "
" 1000 to 1500.... 10 "

The commmission scale on book-
ings of $900 to $1000, and thence on
down to $15 bookings remains as ori-

ginally published.

These commissions cover selling

costs. Physical distribution will be
handled by an established organiza-

tion which will handle the actual

physical distribution on a small flat

service charge basis for inspection

and shipping of prints, collection ot

rentals and remittance direct to the

producer of his share of the rentals.

It is promised that immediate cash
returns will be made direct to the

producer by the physical distributor

on each booking.

Merger Capital $8,100,000

Stockholders of Goldwyn Pictures
Corp., are in reciept of a letter signed

by William Braden, F. J. Godsol,
Moritz Hilder and Duncan A. Holmes
in which the capital of Metro-Gold-
wyn is given at $8,100,000. The
Metro Corp. of Delaware is capital-

ized at $3,100,000 and Goldwyn at

$5,000,000.

Selznick After Films
About to Close Deal With 'Well-

Known Producing Organization—
Now Releasing Elsewhere

Arrangements are nearing comple-
tion for the acquisition by Selznick

of the output of a well known produc-

ing organization. Negotiations have
been going on for some time and the

deal will be closed in a few days.

New Selznick releases for the next

six months include "The Passionate

Adventure", being made in England
with Alice Joyce as star; "Missing
Daughters" with Pauline Starke,

Rockcliffe Fellowes, Eva Novak and
Eileen Percy; "White Shadows," star-

ing Betty Compson; "$20 A Week,"
starring George Arliss.

L. K. Reichert has been appointed
division manager for the West Coast.

Miller Heads Calif. M. P. T. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Newly elected offi-

cers of the M. P. T. O. of Southern
California follow: Fred Miller, Cali-

fornia theater, president; B. M. Van-
derlip, first vice-president; Harry C.
Arthur, second vice-president; Glenn
Harper, secretary and the following,

directors: L. J. Siler, James Sams and
F. W. Anderson.

Brown Continues with "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Clarence L. Brown
has signed a new contract with Uni-
versal under which he will make four
features for next season. He is now
at work on "The Butterfly".

M. P. Engineers Meet May 19
The Spring meeting of the Society

of M. P. Engineers will be held at

Lakewood Farm Inn, Roscoe, N. Y.
May 19-22. The Engineers meet
twice a year.

Perry, la. May Have "Blue" Sundays
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Perry, la.—An ordinance prohibit-
ing shows on Sunday has been intro-

duced in the city council.

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
0»AIX THE WORLD

THE NEWSREEL
BUILT LIKE A NEWSPAPER

Released April 20/1924

WANDERING HUSBANDS
1 ^ James Brkwood

andLilaLee
MARGARET LIVINGSTON
Prurntrd by REGAL PICTURES INC.

iWHODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Tnirty First-Run Pithiiw

Theater Merger ».
(Continued from Page 1)

in thickly populated Brooklyr
dig.

tricts. Suozzo operates the / ade
Arena, Steinway in Astoria; th Vic
toria, in Elmhurst and the Hy;H||
Victoria, Colonial and Palace

,

rona. The Corona houses are ha
formerly operated by Sam Sh«H

HAL ROACH'

DIPPY-DOO-DAD!

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

I reel

Pafhecomedy

ARE YOU THE MAI

If you have exceptional sa

and exploitation ability, are c<

structive in your work, 10(

dependable and have a recc

of accomplishment, there is

place for you with a leading d

tributing organization n<

building a staff to marl

outstanding attractions. Yc

detailed reply to OPPORTU
ITY, care of FILM DAIL
will be kept in confidence.

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 545C

U.S. & CANADA AGEN'
FOR

CAMERAS andSUPPLU
MOIION PICTURE APPARATUS*
113 W. 44 SI N.Y. BRYANT 66

Just Moved

THE O. &, W.
Restaurant

New—Comfortable—Spaciou:

148 W 49th St. N. Y. (
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\nd an Avalanche of dollars to Thousands of Exhibitors-

EMORY JOHNSON'S
I

MIGHTY NEW MOTION PICTURE

with MARY CARR and JOHNNIE WALKER
Together again for the first time since—"OVER THE HILL"

TREMENDOUS EXPLOITATION
SPEAK NOW FOR YOUR PLAY DATES

^23 Seventh Are.,

New York, N. Y. FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Sale* Office: United Kingdom,

R-C Picture Corp., 26-27

D'Arblay St., Wardour St.,

London W. 1, England
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Incorporations
Albany—Lin-Croft Pictures, Inc.,

New York. 200 shares, no par value.

Incorporators, Viola McLaughlin,
Pearl Cohen and Sabra Ellis. Attor-

ney, M. P. Lesser, New York.

Albany—Theodore Hammerstein,
Inc., New York. Capital $40,000. In-

corporators, T. Hammerstein, Al.

Price and Henry Redfield. Attorney,

Max Greenfield, New York.

Albany—Athletic Holding Co.,

Woodstock, Ulster Co. Capital $30,-

000. Incorporators, W. S. Elwyn, F.

Happy and H. White. Attorneys,

Van Eltten & Cook, Kingston.

Albany—Capitol Machine Co., New
York. Capital $300,000. Incorporat-

ors, W. E. Greene, J. Frankenberg
and L. J. Rosett. Attorneys, Rosett

& Deutsch, New York.

Albany—Dahaus Amusement Co.,

Brooklyn. Capital $25,000. Incorp-
orators, D. and E. Davis and M.
Hausner. Attorneys, Levy, Gutman
& Goldberg, New York.

Albany—Harry E. Morton, Syra-

cuse. Capital $50,000. Incorporators,

H. E. and M. S. Morton and D. R.

Sanneman. Attorneys, Hogan, Byrne
& Byrne, Syracuse.

Albany—Pickwin Realty Corp. New
York. Capital $1,000. Incorporators,

David Blum, Irving H. Greenfield

and Matie Hammerstein. Attorney,

I. Frey, New York.

Springfield, 111.-—Du Page Theater
Corp., Chicago. Capital $150,000. In-

corporators, V. T. Lynch, G. J. Kap-
pus, V. R. Langdon, F. W. Moreau
and M. J. Mueller.

Sacramento, Cal.—San Francisco
M. P. Corp., San Francisco. Capital

$1,000,000.

Albany—Tantrum, Inc., New York.
Capital $20,000. Incorporators, Wm.
Dugan, Ed. Petigor and Adele Jasous.
Attorney, Ed. Petigor, New York.

Augusta, Me.—Hall Amusement
Co., Bangor. Capital of $10,000. In-

corporators, Frederick T. Hall. Louis
D. Hall, Benjamin W. Blanchard.

Springfield, 111.—Paramount Theat-
ers, Inc., Chicago. Capital $250,000.
Incorporators, L. K. Edmondson, R.
M. Johnson and W. W. Porter.

Hartford, Conn.—Canaan Amuse-
ment Co., North Canaan. Capital

$55,000. Incorporators, Herbert E.
Blanchard, and "others"".

Dover, Del.—Metro Corp., Wil-
mington. Capital $3,100,000. (Corp-
oration Trust Co. of America). -

Sacramento, Cal.—Golden State
Theater & Realty Corp., San Francis-
co'. Capital $1,000,000,

Dover, Del.—Central Texas Theat-
ers Corp. Capital $25,000.

Putting it Ov\er
Here is how a brother exhibitor puts his show over. Send along

your ideas. Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up

"Secrets" in Cleveland

Cleveland—M. A. Malaney, publi-

city director of Loew's Ohio Thea-
ters, sprang a bull's eye stunt in

connection with the opening of "Se-

crets." Every day in the week, he

mailed out five "Secret Envelopes"
to five people, selected at random
from the city directory.

Newspapers carried the story that

they were sent at the request of

Norma Talmadge. Each day were
announced the contents of the en-

velopes of the previous day, and the

names of the recipients of the next

day's package. Here's a sample list

of the "secret envelope"; a pair of

silk stockings; a box party at the

Stillman where "Secrets" is playing;

check for $5; round trip ticket to

Buffalo on the Seeandbee; a year's

subscription to the magazine called

"Secrets."

The prizes varied each day, and
aroused tremendous interest in the

picture. The $1.65 admission price

marks the first time a Norma Tal-
madge picture ever played here for

more than seventy-five cents.

500 Exploiteers for This Picture

Indianapolis—Five hundred news-
boys helped exploit "When a Man's
A Man", when that picture played
the Circle. Ace Berry was respon-
sible for the stunt.

The newspapers harped continually

on the fact that some of America's
greatest men had worked as news-
boys and that often the self-made
man had been a newsboy.

This idea, got the kids interested,

with the result that over a thousand
newsboys were advertising the pic-

ture with their papers, both before
and after the showing.

Tank Divers Featured in Prologue

Paterson, N. J.—A novel idea in

prologues was worked out on "The
Galloping Fish" at the Garden. Be-
hind a scrim, to give a silhouette

effect, four tents were placed, each
one large enough to allow a person
to turn around in. The scene showed
four girls in bathing suits, something
along the lines of an artistic bathing
review.
The four girls then""moved up the

ladder to a high diving plank, at the
bottom of which was a tank, and
jumped off.

Dates Suggested for "Sahara"

First National suggests using dates
in exploiting "A Son of the Sahara".
A tie-up with any fruit shop can be
made with the simple reminder to

the public that "a date should be kept
open" for "A Son on the Sahara."
The dates can be placed in small

envelopes either at the theater a week
or so before the run, or else on the
streets and at offices.

Odd Fellows Help "Shepherd King"

Winnipeg, Can.—The highlight of

the exploitation campaign conducted
for "The Shepherd King", during the

run at the National, was the coopera-

tion given by the Odd Fellows, who
were in convention at the time.

A special screening was held for

the delegates, which resulted in the

Odd Fellows getting the National

Railways to use the following in-

dorsement in their main office win-

dow: "The Shepherd King" traveled

from place to place on the backs of

camels. Had he lived today, in the

present age of rapid transit, his mode
of travel would surely be in a Canad-
ian National Pullman".
The Grand Master of the Grand

Lodge of Manitoba sent out a letter

to residents in the vicinity of the

theater, strongly recommending the

picture.

Four Stores Stage Revue

Ashville, N. C.—Four of the big
department stores cooperated in ex-

ploiting "Fashion Row", for the Im-
perial. E. D. Turner, manager, and
C. D. Haug of Metro, were responsi-

ble for an elaborate fashion revue, the

expense of which was paid by the
stores.

Models of thousands of dollars

worth of cloaks and suits were used,

full page advertising in the dailies, a
singer, a mail campaign and a large

stage setting. Besides this, each clerk

was instructed to mention the picture

and the showing when waiting on
customers.

Song and Book Tie-ups

Numerous song and book tie-ups

are announced by First National for

exhibitors, on the following pictures:

Grosset & Dunlap have published
an illustrated edition of "The Sea
Hawk" and also "Sundown", while
"A Son of the Sahara", is out in a
photoplay edition. Exhibitors can get
in touch with the leading book stores
in their city for window displays.

Jerome Remick & Co., song pub-
lishers are distributing a song.titled
"Secrets", which can be featured in

a prologue.

Parking Space for Autos
Pittsburgh—"The Lariat", the

house organ of the Rowland & Clark
theaters, recently published a long
article, calling the attention of its

patrons to the parking space in East
Liberty, where the Liberty is located,
as a business stimulator for the auto-
mobile trade.

Lobby Turned Into Chinese Cabaret
Philadelphia—When "Thundergate"

played the Victoria, the entire front
was done over in a Chinese Cabaret.
Chinese lanterns, Oriental lighting ef-

fects were visible. Character cutouts
and stills from the picture, with Chin-
ese lettering appeared.

Among Exchangei e
Cincinnati—Joseph Mayer \

was publicity manager and s; m
for Universal is now selling f<m
ro in Kentucky.

Kansas City

—

L. W. Weir t

signed as manager of Unive il

take over a position on the coj «
Hodkinson.

Seattle—H. N. Holmes has m
Universal as Western Was ,gi

salesman to replace Melvin G,
stock.

,

Los Angeles—Joe Stout hsJ
appointed Hodkinson manage hi

succeeding J. R. Beal, resigne

Cincinnati—George Germain oi

erly with Selznick has join

Kaiser Enterprises as salesma

Kansas City—George Hintc i

was manager for Universal has )ii

Hodkinson.

Buffalo—Jack Thompson f< I
with Associated is now witlSi

nick.

Philadelphia—Carl Schwar
resigned as salesman for F. B ).

Form $1,000,000 Compan
(.Special to THE FILM DAIL

San Francisco—The San Frjci

M. P. Corp. has filed articles!

corporation with capital as $1, U
Directors for the new compa ;

Percy E. Towne, A. W. Lfe
Edmund Scott, M. Colhurst, 1
Rhein and F. B. Campbell.

Two Houses for Steuben* e
(Special to THE FILM DAU\.

Stubenville, O,—The :
Amusement Co. has started vj
a new $500,000 picture house, 1
Bros, have filed plans for a hi
cost $200,000.

Daylight Saving To Be Ccly
(Special to THE FILM DAIL

Albany—Exhibitors in this 1
well as in Troy and Schenectafl
mate that daylight saving wjl
them between $5000 and $10,0 e

in business.

De Forest Making New Pho.fi

Lee De Forest is making J
phonofilm titled "East Side!
Side", in which a German big
elevated train and a group of I
sons will be used.

NOTICE TO EXHIBITCl

CHARLES HUTCHISOI I

(HUTCH of Serial Farrli

wishes the Exhibitor to l|l

that former serials are In
re-issued as five reelers.

Don't Confuse These with!
Own series of Six FeaJl
Now in the making in

country and being reltm
Only through Wm. SteineM
Y. C.
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5alesmen Insurance

(Co»»«n««f from Page 1)

tadvise on the operations. Promo-

iis will be made from the club,

n addition each member will re-

-,/e an annual bonus of $750 and

[aid up life insurance policy in the

Euitable Life Assurance Society for

I )00 The first year a salesman be-

-nes a member the life insurance

II be for two years. If the sales-

un qualifies for a second year in the

~b the policy will run for five years.

Wording to the group insurance

on, each salesman, head booker and

a'e'rtising sales manager who has

cnpleted six months of continuous

svice is insured on a straight life

picy for $1,000. The policies, which

a issued by the Equitable and are

ni-assignable, were distributed at

t convention by Kent and are dated

Jirch 1.

iach policy-holding employee is

gen a quota to fill during the fiscal

vir ending April 30, and should he

b successful in filling this quota he

hi his insurance increased to $3,000,

t be in force throughout the suc-

cding year. The insurance is car-

rd free to the insured, as long as he

mains in the department of distrib-

uon. In case of total disability

tough injury or disease the full

aount will be paid in cash install-

rnts starting six months after the

s|>mission of proof of disability.

Associated to Release 8

Associated Exhibitors will release

t following pictures in the next two
r>nths: "Racing Luck," featuring

bnty Banks, "The Spitfire," star-

rg Betty Blythe and Lowell Sher-

rn, "The Chechahcos," "Unseen
finds," featuring Wallace Beery;
'ihe Sixth Commandment" with
\|illiam Faversham; "Why Get
Jirried?", with Andree Lafayette;
"/hen A Girl Loves," with Agnes
J res; "The Lone Wolf," starring
Irothy Dalton.
\ private showing of "The Che-

cihcos," followed by a supper for

t: press will be held at the Ritz-
(rlton Hotel, May 1.

Paul Gulick's Father Dead
Paul Gulick, director of publicity
f Universal was called to Salisbury,
I., on Wednesday because of the ill

tss of his father, the Rev. Harvey
(iilick. Yesterday Universal was ad-
•ved by telephone that the minister
Id died. He was 78 years of age.

Some Lee-Bradford Deals

Lee-Bradford announce the follow-

ing sales:

To Greater Features, Inc., Seattle,

Northwestern rights to "Cap't Klein-

schmidt's Adventures in the Far
North". To Apex Film, Pittsburgh,

the West. Penn. and Western Virgin-

ia rights to "The Stranger from the

North", and to Neptune Film, "Ad-
ventures in the Far North", for

China.

4 Detroit Theaters Change Hands
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Four theaters have been

sold. The Dix, on Dix Ave., has

been sold by A. W. Buton to Mr.
Markowich, former owner of the

Ecorse. Otto Golchert has bought
the Billiken from P. W. Bradt. Ar
thur Simpson is the new owner of

the Wayne. Al Martens has sold the

Fairmount.

Tally Suing Fox
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—T. L. Tally has filed

suit in the Superior Court against

Joseph K. Hutchinson and the Fox
Film Corp. for the recovery of $7785
Tally asserted was due in rent under
the terms of a lease on the Broadway.

Dempsey At Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Jack Dempsey has
started work on his first two reeler

for Universal, under direction of Jess
Robbins.

N. J. M. P. T. O. To Meet June 25
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Asbury Park, N. J.—The New Jer-

sey M. P. T. O. will hold their an-
nual convention here June 25 and 26.

Beaumont to Make "Cornered"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Harry Beaumont
will direct "Cornered" for Warners'.

Ginsberg on His Own
(Continued from Page 1)

Ginsberg leaves for New York in

about a week and Hampton may ac-
company him. Production, however,
will be maintained here.

Changes in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Herman Stern, former
district manager for Universal, has
joined Hodkinson, in charge at Oma-
ha. Harry Hollander is no longer
with Goldwyn, having resigned to

take charge of Universal's Kansas
City branch. Ted Schlanger, for

years with Universal, is now with the
Gregory Enterprises, operating an In-
diana theater chain.

Kenma Offers Managers Prizes

To aid sales promotion on "Three
Miles Out," the Kenma Corp., is of-

fering to managers of Associated Ex-
hibitors, which is distributing the
film, prizes consisting of an equity on
a house and lot worth $10,000, a $25
a week increase in salary and a $500
dinner ring. Prizes will be awarded
Aug. 16 on the basis of collections
on the quota of sales assigned to each
branch office.

Ginsberg will probably state right

the Hampton pictures on a franchise

basis. Through long experience with
Preferred, he is personally acquainted
with the more important state rights
distributors in the field.

Hampton was reported about to

close a deal with F. B. O.

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway

THE permanent success of any business
depends entirely upon "RE-ORDERS,"

which makes us modestly state that it works
both ways with us. Our most successful
clients are continuous users of our financing
service. May we have an opportunity to

Watkins convince you of its merits? No proposition
4522 too small or too large.

Neilan on Exterior Jaunt
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Marshall Neilan is in

San Francisco shooting exteriors for

"Tess of the D'Urbervilles". The pic-
ture is practically completed, except
for those scenes now being shot.

Allen in from Coast

L. H. Allen, general manager of
the Coast units producing for Educa-
tional is here, conferring with E. W.
Hammons. Fred Hibbard, Lloyd
Hamilton's director came East on a
visit.

Sunday Shows Win IS Year Fight
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Staples, Minn.—At an election,
recently, Sunday shows were victor-
ious by a vote of 435 to 318, following
a bitter 15 year fight.

Finney to Produce
Ben Finney, Jr., who appeared in

"Miami", is to become an independ-
ent producer and will make his first

picture in the East.

50 Houses in Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

comprehend the city of Chicago and
the major cities of the State of Illin-

ois, and number approximately fifty

theaters at the present time.

"The purpose of the corporation

will be to institute into all these

theaters the same policy of operation

and service that has made Balaban
& Katz theaters successful. The en-

tire group of theaters will be institu-

tionally advertised in their respective

communities, and the highest stand-

ard of entertainment maintained.

"All film purchases and bookings
for the entire group of theaters will

be concentrated under the direction

of Floyd M. Brockwell, formerly dis-

tribution head of Associated First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc.

"All legal matters and details of

management and policy have been
consummated and the company be-

gins operations May 1.

"Offices of the new corporation will

be in the Butler BIdg., North State

St.—opposite the Chicago Theater
BIdg".

Goldwyn Back on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Samuel Goldwyn has
returned from the East. His stay

here will be of several months' dura-
tion.

Simplex Projection Rooms
Longest throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Cutting Room and

Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or

State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

ENLARGEMENTS
of

MOTION PICTURE FILM CUPS
for all purpoaes also

DEVELOPING and PRINTING
of Kodak Rolls

W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33rd St. Vanderbilt 7361

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale- Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

ComingSoon %

ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI

<dn Alon CrcslandPrcduclion
J&cjuced hy ZJilfcrd Cinemct Corp.

£r HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures
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"THEWHITE MOTH"
Isn't that a walloper of a title? I

It sure is and furthermore—it's 1

a walloper of a picture Tourneur 1

has made of this story by Izola

Forrester. I

—And Oh! Boy! wait until you 1

see those scenes in the gilded 1

night palaces of Paris. 1

And look at the featured players 1

-BARBARALAMARR as "The

White Moth" and CONWAY
TEARLE form a wonderful I

ticket selling team

—

1

You're going to knock 'em cold with this

MAURICE TOURNEUR production
Presented by M. C. LEVEE Personally directed by MAURICE TOURNEUF

It's the fourth of the FIRST NATIONAL new crop hits
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Valturdaw Receiver
Eject to Carry Business on—Ameri-
in Companies Concerned

—

One
of Best Known Concerns in

England
(By Cable to THE FILM DAILY)

.ondon—A receiver has been ap-

puted, and is in charge of Waltur-
d;'s, Ltd. It is proposed to carry

oand continue the business. Much
d>ends, however, on what is possible

tcbe done with the Preferred Pic-
tts contract. The liabilities are

kjvy. Walturdaw handled, among
oier product, certain Selznick re-

lees as well as the first year output
otPreferred Pictures.

C. Doolittle, foreign manager for
Mmick, stated he had not heard
il nt the Walturdaw receivership
u said he felt sure that his own
ecsentative in London would have
nrmed him about it.

he Preferred foreign distribution
s eing handled by Ben Blumenthal,
r> said on Saturday that he arrang-
ed cash settlement with Walturdaw
icie time ago and that the receiver-
b meant nothing of importance to

Hoxie Starts New Contract
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

.os Angeles—Jack Hoxie's first

) ure under his new Universal con-
it will be "Fighting Fury". Cliff
5ith is directing.

Russian Situation
Ltle American Product Going In
iasler of Berlin Here Regarding
(Opening of American Product
>. H. Basler of Chateau Films, and

13 identified with other film propo-
ions in Berlin, is in New York,
langing, incidental to other matters,
1 possible opening of business in
Rssia to American films.

IThere seems to be a hesitance on
part of American film men to

Msider doing business in Russia,"
siler says, "but in our coun-

we are going right ahead.
^;d considerable business has de-
eped. Last year something like
> 0,000 of film was sent by our firm
i> Russia. Of this something less
In 10 per cent was American prod-
*• The rest was German, Swedish,

| Among the American pictures
|'i was 'The Kid' which brought
> ,000. This gives an idea of values.

(Continued on Page 2)

Trifling Changes
Personnel of 1st Nat'l Practically the

Same—Moe Mark Off Exec-
utive Committee

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New Orleans—The personnel of

First National remains practically
unchanged. There have been some
changes in the realignment of vice-
presidents while George W. Trendle,
of the Kunsky organization of De-
troit, succeeds Moe Mark on the ex-
ecutive committee.

Robert Lieber was re-elected pres-
ident; Sol Lesser is first vice-presi-
dent; John H. Kunsky, second vice-
president; Jacob Fabian, third vice-
president; Harry O. Schwalbe, sec-
retary-treasurer. The new executive
committee is composed of E. V. Rich-
ards, Sam Katz, A. H. Blank, George
W. Trendle, Robert Lieber and Harry
O. Schwalbe.

Closes Sale for Hampton Series
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Henry Ginsberg left

for New York Saturday, but before
leaving sold the Jesse Hampton se-
ries to All Star Features for all of
California, New Mexico and Arizona.
Ginsberg will open an office in Loew's
State Bldg., New York.

Exhibitors Favor Summer Closing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Exhibitors are favor-
ably disposed toward closing theaters
for a period of six weeks during the
summer and it is likely that the M.
P. T. O. will consider the question.

Henius, Terra's Agent Here
Wolff M. Henius, has been ap-

pointed resident agent for Terra
Films of Berlin. He will make his
headquarters at 1482 Broadway after
May 1.

Details of Merger
How Metro-Goldwyn Will Be Con-

stituted, Explained by Stock
Brokerage House

Newburger, Henderson and Loeb,
members of the New York Stock
Exchange, have prepared a circular
letter giving the details of the Metro-
Goldwyn merger, as follows:
"Plan—A new corporation Metro-

Goldwyn Corp. will be formed with a
capitalization of approximately $8,000,-
000, of which about 5,000,000 will be
7% cumulative preferred and the bal-
ance common.

(Continued on Page 2)

Financial Problems
(By Cable to THE FILM DAILY)

London—J. D. Williams of Ritz
Carlton is here. It is understood that

a number of conferences have taken
place with Mr. Thompson, who repre-

sents the British capital invested in

Ritz, and who it is said, wants to
withdraw. This is said to be due to

something which has occurred with
the contract that Ritz has with Ru-
dolph Valentino.

Cautious Over Block Bookings

Sam Morris, general manager for

Warners' back after visiting ex-
changes in Chicago, Des Moines,
Cleveland and Milwaukee says:

"Big block bookings are just what the
exhibitor is cautious about. I found this
to be true everywhere I went. They do not
want to sign up for fifty or sixty pictures,
and take them on a gamble. But all ex-
hibitors are anxious to sign up a depend-
able product of about twenty pictures as a
foundation of their bookings."

M. P. T. O. Eliminates Ball
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—The plan to hold a ball on
May 27, during the M. P. T. O. A.
convention, has been abandoned be-
cause of the inability of the local
committee under Ernest H. Horst-
mann to secure the promise of stars
to attend.

Bershon Again Resigns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Dave Bershon, book-
ing manager for West Coast Thea-
ters, Inc., has again resigned. He
left West Coast some months ago but
was later persuaded to return.

Studio Formally Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Metro-Goldwyn
studios formally opened on Saturday
with the presence at the plant of a
number of city celebrities.

Ince to Remain
Expected to Continue Distributing

Through First National—No
Signed Deal Yet

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—It is understood that

details of a new arrangement between
Thomas H. Ince and First National
are now being cleared away and that
the producer will sign a new contract
covering 1924-1925 in about a week.

It will include the Ince specials and
will have no effect on the productions
Ince is turning out through Regal
Films for Hodkinson release.

Cooper Resigns
Important Official of Guarantee Trust

Co., Well Known in Film Cir-
cles, to Join Private Banking

Concern

Oscar Cooper, for many years a
vice president of the Guaranty Trust
Co.. and through whom most of the
motion picture loans were transacted,
has resigned, effective May 15. He
will tour Europe and on his return
join Shearson, Hamill & Co., bank-
ers.

He will be succeeded by George L.
Burr, who will come uptown mid-
week to the Fifth Ave. headquarters.

While the Guaranty Trust has not
been overly active in financing pic-
ture propositions, they have been
steadfastly interested in several com-
panies, notably the Vitagraph Co. of
America. They have also, in the past
several years, developed some inter-
esting picture accounts. In film cir-

cles on Saturday there was much in-

terest as to whether with his new
connection he would continue his in-

terest in pictures. At Shearson,
Hamill & Co. it was stated, however,

(Continued on Page 2)

Flood, a Warrfer Director
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—James B. Flood,
Ernst Lubitsch's assistant in the pro-
duction of "The Marriage Circle" has
signed a three year's contract with
the Warners' to direct.

Charges Combine
S. S. Cohen Renews Charges Against

American Society at Music
Tax Hearing

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—Sydney S. Cohen,

here in connection with the music tax
hearings, told the House Patents
Committee that he believed the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers to be a combination
in restraint of trade and that a com-
plaint had been filed with the De-
partment of Justice on that ground.
He also asserted that the society con-
trolled 90 per cent of the popular mu^
sic produced in this country.
Cohen also presented a brief in-:

which he declared that "good public
policy should not require us to pay
it (the tax) as license fee or tax."

E. C. Mills of the American So-
j

ciety said on Saturday that Cohen had
filed a complaint with the Federal

(Continued on Page 2)
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Cooper Resigns
{Continued from Page 1)

that Cooper was not expected to join

them until July 1 and that at present

it was very indefinite as to just what
his activities would be.

Gilbert Plans Six Reeler
Al Gilbert, general manager of Ro-

mance Pictures declares he is prepar-
ing to make a six reeler called "The
Triumph of Love". Jack Crosby will

do the casting.

Goldbeck to Confer With Brenon
Willis Goldbeck has arrived in New

York to confer with Herbert Bren-
on on the adaptation of "The Alas-
kan" and "Peter Pan."

Plans Branch on Coast
James S. Brown, Jr., vice-president

of M. P. Arts, Inc., leaves Wednes-
day for Los Angeles, where he will

establish a branch office.

Minter Moves
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—James Minter has moved
his Strand Pictures, Inc. to John R
and Adams Ave.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for tnis "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

'

/
--=\ eJACK "WHITE .PRODUCTION

"FAMILY
LIFE
tltMAXO C<m A. MBRMAtP COMBO*

<LsA Seerat da It* /

CotF
220 West 42nd St

ot*
1

Xvtv

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Details of Merger
(.Continued from Page 1)

"The preferred stock will have a

par value of about $27 a share, the

book value of the present Goldwyn
stock, and will be distributed to Gold-
wyn holders share for share.

"Metro-Goldwyn common stock
will be given to Loew's Inc. in ex-
change for its holdings of present
Metro stock.

"Significance to Goldwyn stock-
holders—In place of a stock which
has received no dividends since or-

ganization, Goldwyn stockholders
will receive a new stock with an an-
nual cumulative dividend rate of ap-
proximately $1.90 a share, or over
12% on the present market price.

This stock will be the premier secur-
ity of the company owning the entire
assets of the present Goldwyn Pic-
tures Corp. and Metro Pictures Corp.
While official earnings figures are not
available, it is estimated that the new
corporaion will have an earning pow-
er of between $1,500,000 and $2,000,-
000, or approximately from four to six

times annual dividend requirements
on the preferred, without giving effect
to the economies that might be ef-

fected by the merger.
"In addition, a sinking fund of

$100,000 per annum will be available,
beginning 1926 to retire this preferred
at about 27.

"On account of its priority to the
interest of Loew's Inc. in the new
corporation, which it is said involves
a substantial part of Loew's earnings,
this preferred will occupy a strategic
position.

"Significance to Loew's, Inc.,

stockholders—The company will con-
trol the consolidated holdings of the
two present existing corporations, and
will operate 340 theaters, including
the Capitol, said to be the largest
theater in the country. Stockholders
will benefit by the excess of present
earnings of Goldwyn over the divi-
dend requirements, which are report-
ed to have been earned by its con-
trolled theaters alone. Increased ef-

ficiency and material economy of
operations due to the elimination of
the present double overhead and the
wider distributing facilities should
materially add to the earning power
of Loew's."

Theater Owner Elected Mayor
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

~
Pierre, S. D.—J. E. Hippie,, veteran

owner of the Bijou, has been elected
Mayor.

Russian Situation
(Continued from Page 1)

Russian conditions today do not war-
rant of cash business. We get about
25 per cent cash and the balance

over a period of six to nine months,
but well secured.

"There are about 1600 theaters in

Russia now open. None of them
compare to your big first run houses.

Besides there are thousands of cin-

ema clubs—every factory has its own
theater, and in many of them films

are shown. The Soviet operates a

number of houses through the State
film organization. But through the
Dufa company we are doing consider-
able business."

Urges Burial of Hatchet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Little Rock, Ark.—At the conven-
tion of the M. P. T. O. of Arkansas,
the following resolution was adopted:
"Whereas, dissension and disagreement

have resulted in the partial dissipation of the
strength of our national organization, and

"Whereas, we believe the hour is ripe for
reuniting our forces and that a reconcilia-
tion between the warring factions can be
effected if both sides will adopt a sane and
reasonable attitude toward each other

;

"Therefore, Be it resolved that the M. P.
T. O. of Arkansas in convention assembled
does urge these leaders to subordinate all

personal grievances and lend, each to the
other, full cooperation in adjusting existing
conditions,

"And be it further resolved that this organ-
ization thru its officers does offer its good
services in any plan that will reunite and
solidify our national organization."

Charges Combine
(Continued from Page 1)

Trade Commission and with the De-
partment of Justice two years ago;
that the Commission had dismissed
the action and that the Department
of Justice had done nothing. Mills
declared that about 22,000 musical
compositions are filed in the copy-
right office at Washington annually
and that the members of the Ameri-
can Society contribute only two per
cent of that amount.

ilm Developing Corp.
210-16 Veehawken St.Vest HobokenJU.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone: UNION— 48OO

WORLD'S PREMIER TONIGHT
BETTY COMPSON

"M I A M I"
RIALTO THEATRE—Providence, R. I.

W. J. MAHONEY, Mgr.

Trains from Grand Central Station, N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.—1.00

p. m. and 3.00 p. m.
Headquarters for New York guests, Biltmore Hotel, Providence.

T. O. C. C. Installation May
The installation dinner of the T

C. C, an annual event will be
on May 24 at the Ritz.

HAL ROACH'S

OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

. * tCSTER F SCOTT *

\tfh M A Ir% fflWi.' *

AT LAST!!

A Series of 8

Action Pictures

That Mean Somethini

A STAR!
WITH THE CREATES

BOX-OFFICE NAM
IN THE BUSINESj

For Open Territory
\

Artclass Pictures Coi

1540 Broadway New Yol

New York Chicago

Rothacker Laboratori

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Ml

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill Ifii
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On Broadway
«i-"Secrets."

ia„ay
—

"Nellie, the Beautiful

:kik Model."

oiyn Strand
—"Girl Shy."

n,_"Tiie Enchanted Cottage."

nil—"The White Sister."

C—"The Ten Commandments."
tepn—"The Covered Wagon."
ii itreet

—"America."

dir—"The Thief of Bagdad."
v; New York—Today—"When
l an's a Man."
feday

—"Untamed Youth" and
Galloping Gallagher."

V nesday
—"The Unknown Pur-

!-"

'hrsday
—"Love's Whirlpool."

Piiay—"His Darker Self" and
'Vanted by the Law."

ia.rday
—"Wild Oranges."

-"Bluff."
*J—"Triumph."
all—"Girl Shy."

Next Week
tc-"Secrets."

jjway—Not yet determined.

jdyn Strand
—"The King of Wild

Ises."

tr's—Not yet determined.

|j>l
—"The Rejected Woman."

B)
—"The Ten Commandments."

I ion
—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-

lc Hall."

:b>treet
—"America."

My—"The Thief of Bagdad."
W—Not yet determined.

frl—Not yet determined.
1—"Why Men Leave Home."

Landau Issues a Slam?
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Mwaukee—An advertisement in-

fill in local papers by Leo Landau,
jejor of the Garden and Milwau-
e,s believed to be a direct thrust

lie Saxe interests, who recently

e d the new Wisconsin.
fr: ad, captioned "No Strings

e to These Two Theaters", and
jtd "Alhambra and Garden Man-
ejent", reads in part: "No film

nany has any interest in them or

y contracts for all of its films.

He two theaters pick from all film

nanies solely on a merit basis.

H lame of the producer cuts no ice.

I picture itself must be up to

jlt.ard * * *.

I . Comerford Indorsed
1

'Special to THE FILM DAILY)

pfiladelphia—The M. P. T. O. of
i:rn Penn. has endorsed M. E.
• erford as a candidate for the
|sdency of the M. P. T. O. A.

Hays on Guard
Determined to Keep "Sexy" Books
and Titles Off Screen—Excerpts

From Addresses

The complete text of the letter read

by Col. Jason Joy on behalf of Will

H. Hays before the League of Ameri-

can Pen Women in Washington con-

tains an interesting assertion regard-

ing the production of books that have

doubtful titles. That portion of the

Hays letter read as follows:

"Our Association is determined to do
everything possible to prevent the more or

less prevalent type of book from making any
serious inroad toward becoming the prevalent

type of picture ; to try to make certain that

there is recognition of the fact that that

which may be produced in a spoken drama,
or written in a book or newspaper, in many
instances cannot be made the subject matter
of a motion picture ; to try to make certain

that only books or stories are used which
are of the right type for screen presentation;

to avoid the picturization of books or plays
which can be produced only after such
changes as to leave the producer subject to

the charge of deception, and to avoid using
titles which are indicative of a kind of pic-

ture which could not be produced, or by
their suggestiveness seek to obtain attend-
ance by deception, a thing equally repre-

hensible."

Col. Joy read a paper of his own
in which he said that a survey had
shown that 750 former journalists

were now engaged in the production
end of the business. Discussing the

present trend toward economy, he de-

clared scores of capable women at

the moment were without unemploy-
ment because of temporary suspen-
sions in production.

Ralph Block, managing editor of

the story department of Famous
Players said, in part:

"I know that it is generally believed that
the producer selects and changes titles arbi-

trarily out of pure wilfulness. As a matter
of truth, the producer is artistically much
wiser than many of his conscientious critics.

The producer alone understands that au
diences are not born, but must be created.

and that no entertainment exists successfully

unless it creates its own audience. It is

the motion picture title which performs a

very large part of this function. The pro-

ducer knows that he must have in electric

lights names and phrases that will strike at

the time-sharpened imagination of his poten-

tial audience. He knows that a significant

title will create an audience out of an un-

formed mass of people uniting them in bond-
age to one idea.

"I am aware that there is a gentral

prophecy that some day the screen writer
will occupy the same position as the stage
dramatist. In my opinion, this will come
true only to a very limited extent. No doubt
as motion picture distribution is divided up
into its various elements and certain theaters
exist for certain kinds of entertainment and
certain kinds of audiences, there will then
be a sufficient incentive for creative minds

of the first order to write directly for the

screen, after they have learned the capacities

and limitations of the form. But in the

end, no visualized drama can ever be actual-

ly written, it can only be produced ; and
when the screen reaches an adult age, its

great figures will be creators who embody
in themselves all the logical imagination of

the writer and the visualizing power of the

artist and the director. The great screen

figures will always be screen producers, not

merely writers, nor merely directors."

Zachariah W. Tinker Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Zachariah Wainwright

Tinker, pioneer in building picture

houses died on Apr. 19.
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TITLES
NEGATIVE—POSITIVE

RUSH WORK
E. FERRO

Motion Picture Titles

130 W. 46th St. Bryant 2779

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS
0»AUTHB WORLD

THE NEWSREEL
BUILT LIKE A NEWSPAPER

w

Coming Scon

DorothyMackam

WHATSHALL I DO"
a FrankE .Mfoods SpecialProduction, J?

. 7&HODKINSON RELEASE
^Season 1924 1925 ThirtyRrst-HunPictures g |

Every American

is waiting to see

BABY PEGGY
in

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS
FORDEBRIE

CAMERAS andSUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
II8W.44ST. NY. BRYANT 66. .5

Just Moved

THE O. &, W.
Restaurant

Formerly 46th St.

Now 148 W. 49th St.

CAPTAIN

JANUARY
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Picture %% A Marvelous

:| for American "Home %

\l Folks," From An
||

8 American Classic Read 8

a

by 1,300,000 people |

Presented by Sol Lesser

Its a Principal Picture

Method of Distribution to

Be Announced Later
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627
persons bought standing room tickets last week and

remained standing through 13 reels of Cecil B.

De Mille's "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS." You

don't have to stand to see this greatest of Para-

mount pictures if you buy your tickets in advance

at the box office of the GEO. M. COHAN THEA-

TRE, Broadway at 42nd Street. Twice Daily 2.30

and 8.30, Sunday Matinee at 3. Best Matinee

Seats, $1.00. Fifth capacity month.
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—Sw e e t

cookie!
. Here's a box-office!

—a corker!

—a rip snorting audience holder

if there ever was one

Tourneur at his best! His
very, very best—and Barbara

La Marr a sensation. Catch

"THEWHITE MOTH*
with BARBARA LA MARR and CONWAY TEARLE

by Izola Forrester—personally directed by Maurice Tourneur—presented by M. C. Levee

a MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTION!

and you've got a FIRST NATIONAL
"new crop" hit that will knock 9em for a row of duck pins
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WHY?
By DANNY

your
vest

>hen the cockles of

It warm—when your

e a bit tight—and you feel

•e:y good about this business

-rte column four—don't for-

;t:his : that one of the reasons

>r the big advance at the

x office—the big interest—is

ie finer and better picture.

no other cause can be

Ibuted the splendid show-
igthe theater has made during

le^ast nine months. Business

jdcies tell of a slump, of cur-

dd buying, etc., but this busi-

es has kept merrily on its way.
J'.ch is fine.

It don't overlook this: that the

x business you are having, and
1 had, can keep up only with a

irnuance of this type of material,

h summer months are in sight,

eiencies to buy cheaper product
cvith many, natural. It won't do.

ill the quicker you forget it, Mr.
xbitor, the better off you will be.

Go after the good pictures. If

iey cost a few dollars more,

jn't bother about it. Pay for

.em and keep your clientele

ippy. Good showmanship will

:lp a lot, too. Keep the people

iming to the box office. Give

lem no opportunity to go auto-

g these fine spring days. Make
3ur show so attractive that

iey will be compelled to come

And your regulars will be

ith you right along.

" ick" Rowland and his party are
k from New Orleans. And hap-
r

i Boy, they are so pepped up it's

ii to talk to them without being
fited with their contagion. "You
m that crowd of franchise holders,
«: you?", asked Rowland, "and
hi I tell you that after seeing 'The
i:Hawk'—and they started it after

: night—this crowd cheered like

a you'll have an idea of what we
I in this picture."

s, Dick, we do know those 26
i hise holders. Know them pretty

Perhaps better than that. And
t;y can cheer anything at 1.30 A.
1. 1 must be good. Because when
imes down to analyzing box of-

(Contmued on Page 2)

Changes
Paul N. Lazarus Resigns from United

Artists—Abe C. Berman Quits
Foreign Post

Paul N. Lazarus, general sales

manager for United Artists and an
official of that organization since its

inception five years ago has resigned.

He declared yesterday there was
nothing he could say about his fu-

ture plans. Hiram Abrams has ap-
pointed T. Y. Henry, Lazarus' suc-

cessor. Henry has been associated

with Abrams in various film enter-

prises for a decade.

Lazarus joined United Artists from
Vitagraph and was first placed in

charge of advertising and publicity.

He later gradually took over sales

control until he was finally appoint-
ed general sales manager.

Abe C. Berman, likewise an old
employee of United has resigned. He
was in charge of foreign sales and has
been succeded by Monte Speele, who
has been with the company for sever-
al years. Berman has been Cana-
dian manager, New York manager
and head of Allied Artists (British).

More Changes Reported

It was reported yesterday that ad-
ditional changes in the United Ar-
tist's personnel would develop later

in the week, but Hiram Abrams
stated he knew nothing about any
such report.

Taylor Quits "U"; Joins F. B. O.

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—P. C. Taylor has re-

signed as sales manager for Univer-
sal in Canada to accept the general
managership of F. B. O. in the Do-
minion.

Lesser Here
Sol Lesser arrived in town yester-

day from the First National conven-
tion. Distribution of the Baby Peggy
pictures and the future Harold Bell
Wrights' has not been determined.

Maeterlinck Sues
Seeks $200,000 from Goldwyn, Basing
Claim on 1920 Contract for Three

Stories

Maurice Maeterlinck, the famous
Belgian author yesterday filed a suit

for $200,000 damages against Gold-
wyn Pictures Corp. alleging breach
of a contract made for three scripts

in 1920.

Maeterlinck claims he was to write
three original stories or prepare adap-

(Continued on Page 2)

1923-24 Theater Business Tops
Previous Year's Record By Millions

Month by Month, Admission Taxes for Current Season Show
Increase Over 1922-1923—Nine Months' Total Ending in

March Reaches $57,767,266 As Compared With
$51,171,209 in Corresponding Period

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Compilation of admission tax returns from July,
1923 and ending with March, 1924 shows a consistent up-trend,
month by month during that period. The figures indicate that
theater business for that nine months' interval exceeds the cor-
responding period during 1922-1923 by many millions.

Tax totals from July, 1923 to March, 1924 reached $57,767,266
as compared with $51,171,209 during the same period of the pre-
vious year. This is an increase of $6,596,057 and represents mil-
lions of additional dollars spent at theater box-offices by the
public.

A comparative statement reveals the extremely interesting
and important fact that each month during the last half of 1923

' and the first quarter of 1924 the Gov-
ernment figures indicate a greater
volume of business as compared with
the corresponding month of the pre-
vious year. In January, 1924, the to-
tal was $7,576,991, an increase of
$500,000 over December, 1923 and ex-
actly $810,783 more than in January
of 1923. Likewise, it is interesting
to note that January figures repre-
sented the finest business at the box-
office since June, 1921, or in about
two years and a half.

Optimistic
Rowland Declares 1st Nationalities
are Delighted With Next Sea-

son's Prospects
R. A. Rowland, general manager

of Asso. First Nat'l Pictures returned
yesterday from New Orleans, where
he dropped in on the annual meeting
en route from Hollywood where he
has been looking over product for the
coming season.

"I never saw such an enthusiastic
crowd," said Rowland, referring to
the First Nationalites. "You know

(Continued on Page 2)

Five Year Deal With Warners'
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Lee Duncan, owner
of Rin-tin-tin has signed a five year
contract with the Warners.' He will

produce two pictures yearly with the
German police dog.

Unique Short Reel
C. B. C. Handling Distribution for
French Animal Picture Bought
In Paris by Harry Reichenbach

While Harry Reichenbach was on
his pleasure jaunt abroad, he pur-
chased a feature produced in France
with an entire animal cast. The pic-

ture is now in this coutnry; it is

being edited and is now in the hands
of C. B. C. which is handling its sale

for Reichenbach.
(Continued on Page 3)

A comparative table of returns for
the nine months ending with March
follows:

1923 1922
July
August
Sept.
October
November
December

$5,140,506
5,560,748
4,932,527
6,999,867
6,849,212
7,047,876

$4,620,893
4,710,470
4,789,391
5,396,461
5,484,790
6,825,249

1924 1923
January
February
March

$7,576,991
6,738,627
6,920,912

$6,766,208
5,877,392
6,700,355

Totals $57,767,266 $51,171,209

Seating tax collections for March
(Continued on Page 3)

Peters, a "U" Star
It is understood that negotiations;

are about completed for House Peters
to star in a series of six Jewels for

Universal. The contract will prob-

ably be signed today.'
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod,...106 I
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Loew's 16J4 16f£ 16^ 400
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WHY?
(Continued from Page 1)

fice product they are just about as

tough as they come.

// these Spring days—and
nights—do nothing else they
should do this: keep a lot of
people away from the radio.

Which gives you a chance for
an even break for their busi-

ness. At the little, old, but
well-known box-office.

N \ ^i£cLcaticma£ \fi^ztuAjU>

Maeterlinck Sues
(Continued from Page 1)

tations from written works for which
he was to receive a guarantee of $15-

000 per script and one third of the

net profits.

He returned to Europe following

an American tour, the papers claim,

and there wrote an original story

called "The Power of the Dead". This
and several others were rejected, it

is alleged. Maeternick then asserts

he attempted to discover what Gold-
wyn expected from him in the nature

of material without avail.

The damages he seeks are based
on what he says he would have se-

cured had the Goldwyn contract been
carried out or what he would have
earned had he been free to carry on
other work without being hampered.
No one at Goldwyn could be reach-

ed yesterday for a statement.

Optimistic

OLfc/ CkffraC dor U* /

G©OtS
C

Cor?
220 West 42nd St.

New York. Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Calls Public to Task
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Schenectady, N. Y.—Wm. Shirley,

of the State, took the public to hand
in a newspaper advertisement, be-
cause of its failure to support the

"better pictures" he had given them
in response to a declared demand.
The advertisement said:
"Are we to infer that you simply talk of

better pictures? Must we believe that no
matter how excellent are the pictures we
show you will not support them? Are we
to take our lesson and offer you the usual
run of program pictures?"

Goldburg Closes Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati—Jesse J. Goldburg,
while en route to Los Angeles from
New York, stopped off here and
closed with Excelsior Film for the

eight Franklyn Farnum's for Ohio.

O'Hara to Direct
Kenneth O'Hara will direct "The

River Road" for Ernest Shipman.
The complete cast includes May Al-
lison, Mahlon Hamilton, Mary Foy,
Fay Marbe, Flora Finch, William
Calhoun and George Williams.

Lunch to Benny Leonard
Benny Leonard, the lightweight

champion, will be the guest of honor
at a "Silent Drama Luncheon" to be
given tomorrow, at the Knickerbock-
er Grill by Reputable Pictures which
will star him in two reelers.

Charles Beyer has completed work
in "Youth to Sell," directed by Wm.
Christy Cabanne.

THE WORLD IN COLOR
A short subject

Issued monthly by
Kelley Color Laboratory Inc

Palisade, N. J.
Phone Cliffside 1345

State Rights

(Continued from Page 1)

most of the time when meetings of

this kind are on they are always inter-

ested in coming product. They never

even mentioned it. Not once. And
when they saw 'The Sea Hawk' they

gave the greatest cheer I have ever

heard in a theater. They started it af-

ter 11 at night, and it was nearly two
the next morning before it was com-
pleted. And they had a hard day of

it, too, before we started the picture.

That gives you an idea of the enthu-
siasm.

"On the Coast I saw five pictures

which are in the making for Fall re-

lease. They look good. I think 'The
Sea Hawk' will be one-two-three
among the big pictures for next sea-

son.

Gifts Drops Admission
(Special to THE FILM DAILY

Cincinnati—The Gifts will dr
regular admission price of fifty

to thirty cents for the summer,

Plan "Super" Educational
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Sol Lesser and Louis
H. Tolhurst will start immediately on
"From Fire-Mist to Man," the edu-
cational which they plan to make
along special lines.

"Secrets of Life" Titles by Anthony
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Walter C. Anthony
will write the titles for all the "Se-
crets of Life," series of insect pic-

tures, now being filmed by Principal.

Illinois Elects in May
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The Illinois M. P. T. O.
will hold an election of officers on
May 6.

Montgomery Here
George N. Montgomery, president

of the Supreme Film Co., inc., of Los
Angeles, is in town. At the Astor.

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

Art Title Service

Special Photography

Trailers—Announcements

H. E. R. STUDIOS, Inc.

150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

ComingSoon

ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI
dn Alon CrcslondfiivJudion
^Produced hi) Gilford Cinema Ccrb.

&-H0DKINS0N RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures

HAL ROACH'!

DIPPY-DOO-DAD^

COMEDIES
"A- Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy
=r-(gr^

GEVAER
RAW STOCK

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inci
GEVAERT FILM

1540 B'way N. Y.

Just Moved

THE O. &, W.
Restaurant

Old and New Friends
Cordially Welcomed

148 W. 49th St.

Bryant 3740

*EAL

1540 Broadway. N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERT31
TO THE THEATRICAL AD

MOTION PICTURE INDUSE

URATIZ
YOUR FILM

protector!
220 WEST 42 *STRE

NEW YORK
PHONE

CHICKERING
2 93 7

ALLAh'A.LOV
PRES.
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ri$15,646, a decrease of $280 over

ame month in 1923.

.ds Less Unemployment
Cosmopolitan News Service in

'flgular survey of business condi-

>n finds that unemployment is de-

ie;ing, the main improvement being

kneed in the building trades and
r:ularly in skilled lines. In New
mind, many textile mills have

Ojd but the labor has found em-
o;nent elsewhere during the shut-

tr'i. A spirit of cautious buying,

wver, seems to be actuating mer-
iats in general,

"he Guaranty Survey," publish-

I y the Guaranty Trust Co., re-

Jt; a slight depression in business

Ifnaintains that there is no threat

£, general depression comparable

II that of 1920-1921. Normalcy in

m is looked for.

"?ie Federal Reserve Board in

Vjhington, in its usual monthly
ra: survey reports a drop in whole-

al and retail trade during March
madds that the slight depression is

,0' expected to assume proportions

I n alarming nature.

Messalina" Showing in Rome
'„ Walter Williams in a special

ine dispatch, published in the Sun-
la) Times says

:

* new moving picture, 'Messalina,' deal-

igwith the incidents in the life of the

|fcror Claudius, and full of thrills, has

id been produced here and is attracting

crowds. It has been made in Italy

"the scenes in the Forum, and the house
E,.'astor and Pollux have been well exe-

il. The chariot race in the Colliseum
j-obably one of the most realastic and
ting incidents of its kind ever thrown
ihe screen."

Sohmer Buys Comedy Series

Vave Sohmer of Biltmore Ex-
pige has purchased Greater New
yk and Northern New Jersey rights

ra series of Red Head Comedies.
i intends increasing Biltmore's re-

:se schedule and is in the field for

fitional product.

"Thief" Opens in Philadelphia
p

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
'hiladelphia—"The Thief of Bag-
1" opened at the Forrest last night,

iladelphia critics made a trip to

iw York Sunday night to see the
tture at the Liberty.

^avid Smith is on location for "The
nge Boss."

Felts May Stage Come-Back
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—It is reported that

the Felt Bros, plan re-entering the

local theater field, and that they in-

tend building a 1,800 seat house at
Fifth and Olney Ave. and another in

Wynnefield. The Felts' last venture
was not successful. They built the
Aldine and the Ambassador, and later

acquired the Aldine, Wilmington, and
the Aldine, Pittsburgh. The latter

proved unprofitable, the Ambassador
was leased to Nixon-Nirdlinger, and
the Aldine to the Stanley Co.

Chaplin Film, Reconstructed; Passes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Harrisburgh, Pa.—"A Woman of
Paris", once rejected by the Censor
Board, has been passed, following
elimination of parts objected to. The
picture will play the Stanley, Phila-
delphia, the week of May 19.

"Merton", Cruze's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Merton of the Mov-
ies" will be James Cruze's next pic-

ture. Glenn Hunter will be starred.
He is now in New York but will

shortly leave for Hollywood.

Radio for Saxe's Wisconsin
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Saxe's Wisconsin has
arranged for the broadcasting of its

musical program, the first theater in

the city to use the radio.

"Quaker City" House Closed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Argonne, form-
erly the Stenton, a neighborhood
house on Stenton Ave., has been
closed indefinitely.

Three New Salesmen for Friedman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Friedman Film has
added E. E. Reynolds, Frank Mantz-
ke and W. C. Lestico to its sales
staff.

"The Dangerous Coward" is the
fifth Fred Thomson picture for F.
B. O. release.

MAY 11th
IS

SHORT SUBJECT DAY

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway

" /"" REAT oaks from little acorns grow"
^-* —a small borrower often becomes a

large operator. Curtailed working capital

curtails results. We finance worthy individ-

uals and worthwhile projects, specializing in

motion picture problems. Consult with us.

Watkins Limitless Resources

4522 Convenient Arrangements

Unique Short Reel
(Continued from Page 1)

The film was made by Rene Fe-
queant in Nice and took two years
to complete. In its original form, it

was a six reeler but was later edited

down to three. There is a story
thread running through but the en-
tire cast is composed of dogs, chicken,
turkeys and mice. The French title

was "Betes-Comme les Hommes" but
the American title will be "Hot Dog."
Fequeant is said to have made the
picture because of his love for ani-
mals. It was more of a pleasure task
than an attempt to turn out a
commercial piece of property.

Strand Features Acquires Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Strand Features, Inc., has
secured for Michigan the following:
Four Wm. Fairbanks specials; four
Rex Bakers; nine Neal Harts; six
Leo Maloney Westerns; six featuring
Franklin Farnum; four with Ora
Carew, and a new series of Syd Smith
and Paul Parrott one-reel comedies

Anoka "Scalping" Tilt Over
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Anoka, Minn.—While both sides
offered different versions, the case of
Kopman Brothers, Green theater,
against First National, was settled
out of court when brought up before
the arbitration board.

Specify

GOEEZ-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

{CHARLES HUTCHISON
(HUTCH of Serial Fame)

announces release of his first

new feature through William

Steiner, N. Y. C.

"SURGING SEAS"

with an all-star cast including

Edith Thornton, George Hack-
athorne, David Torrence and

"Hutch" in his Legitimate

Death Defying Stunts.

Burglars Active In St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Theaters were hit hard
by burglars and yeggmen last week.
On April 13, cracksmen robbed the
Lyric of $4,000. The same night rob-
bers stole $600 from the New Shen-
andoah after prying open the pro-
jection booth. A burglar stole a pic-

ture machine valued at $200 from a
public school.

Wanda Hawley will appear in

"Bread" for Metro.

&3tcr7.ScottJr.
prtstnls

BUFFA
BILL"

11

DON'T HESITATE!

A SERIES OF 8

FEATURES THAT

SPELL DOUGH AT

THE BOX-OFFICE.

ACTION AND THRILLS

GALORE.

FOR OPEN TERRITORY

BBJr.

ARTCLASS PICTURES COM
imo BrocUwtiy, N \ C -

Coming Scon -*

Dorothy Mackaill

HATSHAllI
aFrankEA\foods SpecialPrvduction

. /&HODKINSON RELEASE
^Season 1924 1925 llurtyRrst-HmiPictures
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Attraction

Goddess
ofCove

George Fitzmaurice's
greatest achievement

.

The Book, by Joseph Hergesheimer, A Big Seller!

A Great Director!

A Box-Office Cast!

A Great Audience Picture!

Adapted for the screen by FRANCES MARION
With a stellar cast including LEWIS STONE,
ALMA RUBENS, NORMAN KERRY
IRENE RICH and CONSTANCE BENNETT

A 3ir6t national Picture

Play it LOVE WEEK <
S Foreign Rijhu Conuolled by *
Anooiitd Km National Pictui«i Inc.

383 Mgjjjgg Avenue. Ngw IbA *>
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BLIND
By DANNY

.'ell known exhibitor talking.

,(der among New York ex-

liftors. Sane, sensible man.

,Vo has done a tremendous lot

exhibitors in this territory,

'nmenting on markedly de-

psed revenue to distributors,

^ause of buying combines of

Crater New York.

'io men can't see further than the

n of their nose," he said. Right

iffthe bat. Like that. "Some men
Br want to see. They don't realize

hj are heading for destruction.

lr)ng these are exhibitors who
sis down the price of film. They
at realize that men cannot stay in

uness unless they have money to

i«t their obligations. Producers

a'lot live without revenue. Cutting
u( ii biiiai i'y :-i)ii|)i\ .

iihe end that they will be forced

ret cheaper pictures and their big

e;:y investments will go to the dogs.

"They don't seem to realize

hat their actions will bring

bout further combinations
mong the big producers-dis-

ributors. It will not be long

—

t the present practice continues

-where there will be but four,

ir at the most, five big produc-
ug-distributing combinations.

Vnd through their own theaters

hey will control this entire

msiness. Because no exhibitor

if importance can exist on the

iroduct which will be left once
hese big combines are opera-
ing."

fhese combinations will have their

v theaters. Famous, Loew, First

;ional have a tremendous start in

i, direction already. God help the

upendent exhibitor when this day
>es. If he isn't in on the combi-
a(on somewhere he may as well
1 buttons as peddle lead pencils,

tause he will be out of this busi-

?., even though he owns one or

le houses. He will be better off

j than in."

There are a lot of people
\vho are studying this busi-
less. The existing evolution
s making them think. Where
hey never thought seriously
ieforc. And among these are
i large number who agree
oith the line of reasoning of
his exhibitor.

makes little difference—at the
t—who originally caused the

(.Continued on Page 2)

Trophies

At the Spring Golf Tourna-
ment in addition to the usual
trophies for the golfers there

will be special prizes for two
classes of goofers-pinochle and
bridge. Al Aronson of Truart
is in charge of the committee
which will have charge of the

pinochle goofers and J. C. Barn-
styn will be in charge of the
bridgers.

Jury Coming Over
Likely Metro-Goldwyn English Situ-

ation Will Be Clarified Upon His
Arrival Here

(By Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
London—Sir William Jury, in

charge of Metro distribution in Great
Britain, sails for the States shortly.

It is expected that ihc disposition of

the distribution of Metro-Goldwyn
pictures will be settled upon his ar-

rival in New York.

Those interested in the foreign

market are awaiting with interest the

settlement of the question of the dis-

tribution of the Metro-Goldwyn pro-

duct abroad. Both Metro and Gold-
wyn have excellent machines for dis-

tribution in Great Britain.

Witchalls, Walturdaw Receiver
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—F. W. Witchalls has been
appointed receiver for Walturdaw,
Co., Ltd. The business will be car-

ried on; a receiver being appointed
only as a protective measure in the

interest of creditors.

Clem's Ocean Trip
Paris nif de Mars.

Mon Cher Dannie:

(Rub that French on your bald

spot) here's the hot letter. Of course

Danny you got to read between the

lines for no one is going to put ex-

actly what happens to him in this

town, down in print. But if you just

shut your eyes for a minute and im-
agine some of the scenes, boy you'll

know Clem Deneker is living.

You remember I told you about B.

B. (you remember without my spell-

ing it) well out we blew last night

after Mrs. D. is knocking off the

morphia sixty miles to the gallon of

snores and the first place we gets to
(Continued on Page 5)

Exhibitors Back up Hays
Various producing offices yester-

day received from the M. P. T. O.
of Michigan a letter backing up the

attitude taken by the Hays organiza-
tion with reference to preventing the

existing tendency of plays and books
from becoming screen material. The
Michigan letter suggested that this

matter be given serious attention in

producers' plans for the coming sea-

son. Some producers answered the
communication, and others decided to

take it up with the Hays office.

Editor's TVofe—The problem of
pictures of this type has given pro-
ducers much concern in their plans
for next season. At the suggestion
of the Hays office several pictures

of this type which were planned for

production have been definitely cast
aside. The Hays office at the mo-
ment, faces no problem of more im-
portance than this. This is due not
only to possible productions but the

{Banner in which these are exploited,

not only by distributors, but by ex
hibitors as well.

Won't Flood Britain
Removal of Import Duties Doesn't
Presage Deluge, Local Opinion

Here
(By Cable to THE FILM DAILY)

London—There is considerable agi-

tation in the trade over the recom-
mendation of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer to abolish the McKenna
Duties, including that on imported
film. It is felt that, once the step is

(Continued on Page 2)

"Chechahcos" Showing Tonight

"The Chechahcos" will be shown
privately at the Ritz Carlton tonight.

Two showings are planned, one at

8:30 and a second, at 9:45 P. M.

Selznick in Radio
In annoncing his connection with

the General American Radio Mfg.,

Corp., with which Arthur Friend is

identified as treasurer, L. J. Selznick

added this:
"Up to this time I have never seen fit

to dignify by denial the absurd stories that

have been circulated to the effect that I

have retired from the picture business. How-
ever, it is now reasonable to question me
on this matter. In reply, I need only say
that I and the immediate members of my
family own. always have owned, and always
will own over 80 per cent of all the Selz-

nick motion picture interests. As far as
active participation goes, Myron Selznick
is Vice-President of the Selznick Dist. Corp.
I have other picture plans, which, because
of the ambitious scope of my radio enter-

prises, must be held in abeyance for the

present. These may also hold a measure of

interest for the picture world."

Local Combines
How Prices Have Been Reduced
Through Operations in Greater

New York
Distributors call them "buying com-

bines."

Exhibitors use the term "interlock-

ing interests."

Both mean the same thing, as ap-
plying to the condition in the Greater
New York territory, where, as an
important distributor says, rentals

have been reduced about 40 per cent
during the past year, because of the
actions of the combined buying
groups.

Prominent local exchange man-
agers said yesterday they doubted
whether the reduction in income
reached 40 per cent. All agreed how-
ever, that the income had been cut

at least 25 to 30 per cent and

declared that for the coming
season there was every indica.
tion that another cut in income
was in sight.

One local manager of a very im-
portant company made the prediction
that if the buying combines continued
in operation for another year that

instead of the Greater New York
territory being regarded as a 12 per
cent territory it would drop to the
level of a 7 per cent territory.

Another voiced the belief that a

company with a very strong line up
(Continued on Page 5)

"Beaucaire" at Strand Aug. 12

The tentative date for the opening
of "Monsieur Beaucaire" at the
Strand is August 12. The picture will

remain there for several weeks to be
followed by a week at the Rivoli.

Pathe Declares Dividends

Pathe Exchange, Inc., has declared
a dividend of 10 per cent on the com-
mon stock, payable in common stock,

June 5th. to stockholders of record
as of May 15th, and the regular
quarterly dividend of 2 per cent on
the preferred, payable June 1, to

stockholders of record as of May 10.

No More Movie Chats
Urban Contract With M. P. T. O.
Runs Out—Production Tempor-

arily Discontinued.

It was learned yesterday that the

contract between the M. P. T. O. A.
and the Urban M. P. Industries, Inc.,

for the production of Movie Chats
has run out after a two year period.

Urban has for the time being discon-

(Continued on Page 2)
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Won't Flood Britain^
(Continued from Page 1)

taken it will allow every cheap pic-

ture from America and other coun-

tries to flood Britain.

American exporters do not share

the opinion of the trade in London,
regarding the effect of the proposed
lifting of the duty on films imported
into England. They point out that

Kngland has already been flooded for

many months with films of duhious
quality and that only those of more
than average box-office pull get book-
ings.

The most important reaction to the

move seems to he the saving that

British renters will meet with in no
longer finding necessary to pay the

import duty. In Kngland, however,
exhibitors will benefit in that the tax

on sixpenny seats will be eliminated

entirely and that on admissions up to

1 s., .} d. will he cut in half.

Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod Not quoted

F. P.-L 69 68^4 69 1,600

do pfd. ... 89^ 89/2 89^ 100

Goldwyn .... Uy2 W/2 UyL 300

Loew's 16 16 16 1,900

Warner's Not quoted

BLIND
(Continued from Page 1)

trouble. Once this fight gets down to

bare knuckles and free-for-all rules,

it will a case of the devil take the

hindmost. And this isn't so far away
as it may seem.

Either this business must read-

just itself to a parity of live and let

live. Or there promises to be the

damndest smash that any business

ever saw.

February Exports Worth $778,940

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—Exports during Feb-

ruary, as reported' by the bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, in-

cluded 13,666,608 ft. of positive, val-

ued at $532,317; 597,038 ft. of nega-

tive, valued at $129,350; and 5.147,429

ft. of unexposed, valued at $117,273.

The best markets during the month
were: Positive, England, 1,007,669 ft.

valued at $67,767; Canada, 1.529;i22

ft., valued at $65,635. Negatives,
England, 253,278 ft., valued at $103,-

837. Unexposed film, Japan, 2
t
239.-

845 ft, valued at $56,683; France,
1,096,458 ft., valued at $16,916.

"Film Facts", New Series

Red Seal has made arrangements
with the Inkwell Studios for a new
series of single reels called "Film
Facts" to be edited by Max Fleischer.

There will be 26 during the year,

each to consist of a complication of

happenings all over the world during

the past ten years.

iflScLicaticrnai U-LotuAjLA)

"THE SPICE O? THE PROGRAM"

"Wagon" Sign Down Today
The famous "Covered Wagon"

sign which has graced the Broadway
and 44th St. fronts of the Criterion

for almost fifty-nine weeks will be
taken down today to make room for

the new sign for "Dorthy Vernon."
It is understood the Pickford pic-

ture will remain there for fourteen
weeks.
"The Covered Wagon" goes into

the other Famous Broadway theaters
later for week runs.

"Expo" In Brussels
International Exposition To Be Held
May 10-18 Will Embrace All

Phases of Industry

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Brussels—An international cinema
exposition in which representatives

of the film industry from every coun-

try in Europe will participate will

be staged here May 10-18.

The city has offered the use of the

magnificent palace of the Duke of

Arenberg for the show, and sessions

will be held there every day. The
exposition will embrace every phase

of the industry. Particular attention

being devoted to scientific develop-

ments made possible through the mo-
tion picture.

Supplementing the show, sessions

will be held under the direction of

leading scientists in which will be
demonstrated the use of films for

educational, pedagogic, hygienic and
industrial purposes. There will be
special showings for students of the

universities. The exposition will end
with a banquet and ball.

No More Movie Gha
(Continued from Page 1)

tinned the reel, but it was stated y
terday that it will probably be resu

ed shortly.

Distribution was handled throu
Hodkinson but that agreement wh
originally ran for a year and was tl

renewed for another has now ten
nated. Because of the fact that H
kinson will no longer handle sh

reds, Urban will be forced to lc

elsewhere for distribution.

Lease Space in L. A. Bldg.

The following companies have
agree to lease space in the new twelve
story exchange building which
Messrs. Pacht and Aller will build at

Pico and Olive Sts., Los Angeles;
E. B. O., Hodkinson, Educational,
Vitagraph. First National and Pathe.
Universal which planned its own
building will probably abandon the
project in favor of the proposed build-

ing on which work starts in a month.

Vitagraph Waging Sales Drive

This is the third week in Vita-
graph's ten week drive for summer
business.

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

Barbara La Marr at A. M. P. A.

Barbara La Marr will address the
A. M. P. A. at the Cafe Boulevard
today.

America, inc.
729-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI58

The Mackler PaorES5

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"
Opening At The Criterion Theater

N. Y. May 5th
The Process That Made Good

CUA JtoraL do lL!

Qeo*Se cot?
ot^v

pti

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

ANNOUNCING
ELMER HARRIS'

first picture

"THE WISE VIRGIN"
starring

PATSY RUTH MILLER and MATT MOORE
for early fall release by

HODKINSON

HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes Only"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

MAY 11th
IS

SHORT SUBJECT DAY

THE WORLD IN COLOR
A short subject

Issued monthly by
Kelley Color Laboratory Inc.

Palisade, N. J.
Phone Cliffside 1345

State Rights

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.

DURATIZC
YOUR FUmL»

220 WE&T42^°STR£t
NEW YORK

phone:
CHECKERING .ALLAN* A. L0WN

2937 PRES.
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and accessories ready prepared tor
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FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, Inc. 723 Seventh Avenne, New York City
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About Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The Wampas have
presented gifts to a number of those

responsible for the success of the

Frolic in San Francisco.

Fred Niblo, who has been master

of ceremonies at the three Frolics,

was presented with a handsome sil-

ver-mounted megaphone. Bryant
Washburn and Wanda Hawley, who
gave their time for publicizing the

event in advance in 'Frisco, were also

the recipients of both hearty thanks
and gifts. Hal Roach, who donated
the services of Garrett Graham to

take charge of the affair, was present-

ed with a set of silver spurs.

The Wampas presented a check for

$1000 to the Actors Fund, and also

donated the same amount to San
Francisco charities.

Sid Grauman last week put on a

little celebration upon the two hun-
dred and fiftieth performance of "The
Ten Commandments" at the Holly-
wood Egyptian.
The event was widely advertised,

and was used as one of the many
stunts to hold local interest in the

production. The way business is hold-
ing up, it looks like "The Ten Com-
mandments" will run into the sum-
mer, with "Thief of Bagdad" follow-

ing. Weekly gross right now is con-
sistently hitting around $18,000.

When R. A. Rowland planned a

visit here last fall, someone connected
with First National thought it would
be a fine thing to erect a handball
court for Rowland's pleasure.

Then plenty of enthusiasm for the
game developed among the hired
help, and this continued until the de-
parture of Rowland for the east. At
which time the game was soon for-

gotten, and there stands a forlorn

handball court on the United studio
lot waiting for customers.

Al Kaufman, in charge of the three
downtown Grauman houses, recently
experimented in turning the Rialto
into a second run, following the Met-
ropolitan. Apparently results were
not up to the mark, for last week the
house returned to the extended run
policy of first showings with "Poison-
ed Paradise".

Hal Roach has one of the consist-

ently busy studios on the coast, and
still finds time to play polo, vice presi-

dent for the producers association,
etc. His latest adition to a long list

of activities is that of president of

Clippinger-Kincaid, Inc., one of the
most important Chevrolet distributors
in Los Angeles.

The Motion Picture Producers
Assn. and the Directors' Association
have launched a campaign to have all

important pictures produced on the
coast open their Los Angeles engage-
ment before being shown in New
York or the rest of the country.

Bruce Guerin is no longer under
contract to' Warner Bros., and will

hereafter free-lance.

GREENE

American Films Lead in Singapore
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Imports of American
films to Singapore for the fiscal year
ending March, 192.? amounted to 18,-

226 ticals or $6,743.62, according to
reports of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. Imports from
all other countries for the same per-

iod amounted to 9,490 ticals or
$3511.30. Total imports for the King-
dom of Siam were 281,050 ticals, or

$103,988.50. The business is practi-

cally monopolized by one firm which
operates nine theaters.

To Revise Minneapolis License Fees
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—The license commit-
tee of the city council is seeking in-

formation relative to a scale of

licensing theaters, with a view to re-

vise the present system. It is claimed
that the suburban theaters are paying
a larger fee, in proportion, to the
downtown houses and Alderman C.
H. Rudsdil urges a readjustment. The
new license year begins May 5.

Sunday Closing Activities

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bloomfield, la.—The city council,

by unanimous vote, has passed an
ordinance prohibiting shows on Sun-
day. G. M. Solon, of Spencer, la.,

will pay all expenses of a referen-
dum.

Bitter Fight Over Sunday Closing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Sharon, la.—With Elmo Hoff-
man, of the Star, waging a strong
counter attack against the Sunday
closing forces, the battle has develop-
ed into a hot fight.

Otto J. Lauer Back on Job
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—After 27 months' absence,
most of it spent in a Milwaukee sani-
tarium, Otto J. Lauer has resumed
the management of the Lyric at Man-
istee.

Trio Buys Inkwell Series
Trio Prod, of Washington has pur-

chased 36 Out-ofAthe-the-Inkwell
novelties from Red Seal for the Dis-
trict of Maryland. Virginia and Dela-
ware.

Incorporations
Albany—Daniel Costume Co., New

York. 150 shares preferred stock,

$100 each; 100 shares common, no
par value. Incorporators, B. T. Pas-
kow, H. L.Finkelstein and W. R. Ra-
wick. Attorneys, Leibowitz & Shien-
tag, Brooklyn.

Albany—Ker Corp., New York.
Capital $10,000. Incorporators, W.
G. Lovatt, W. S. Walters and N.
Hechheimer. Attorney, H. S. Hech-
heimer, New York.

Sacramento, Cal.—Studio Motor
Car Corp., Los Angeles. Capital $10,-

000.

Dover, Del.—Leo A.
Inc. Capital $500,000.

Schuenman,

Newspaper Opinions
"The Goldfish"—First Natl

Circle, Indianapolis

NEWS-—The story is amusing, full of

laughs, and it would seem, nicely fitted to

Miss Talmadge's gifts as a comedienne.
STAR—Constance Talmadge * * * gives

a delightful light comedy performance that
is more nearly akin to her "Dulcy" than
anything else.

"The Great White Way"—Gwyn-
Cosmop.,

Madison, Detroit

NEWS—There are thrills in the spectacu-
lar fire ; the old melodrama of the track,
with the crooked jockey * * * the opening
of a new show on Broadway and finally a
great prize fight, * » » The fight scenes are
exceptionally good.

Anita Stewart is the Follies queen but
she is neither enchanting nor convincing.

TIMES—E. Mason Hopper held the
megaphone and he has done a far better
job than he did with the one or two other
Cosmopolitan productions he directed. • •

represents one of the most entertaining works
to reach a Detroit screen in a good long
time.

"A Lady of Quality"—Universal
Karlton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—But it is a good plot, never-
theless, and entirely interesting throughout.
It is unusual, this picture.
RECORD—The picture is well photo-

graphed and the backgrounds of England in
the time of Good Queen Anne are pictur-
esque.

"The Leavenworth Case"—Vitagraph
Broadway, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Apr. 19)

EXPRESS—The story is splendid melo-
drama and the scenario is well devised so
as to sustain interest, but we can't imagine

anyone sitting through Paul Doucet'g re
sentation of the guilty secretary without
lieving he is seeing a burlesque.
HERALD—Some laughs, some tears, i

thrills, some suspense, all stirred into

entertainment called "The Leaven*
Case.
NEWS—"The Leavenworth Case" I

lukewarm attempt on. the part of the f

to steal a little of the stage's thunder.
RECORD—Almost five reels of fast r,

ing scenes are shown before the myster
solved.

"Let Not Man Put Assunder''-
Vitagraph

Miller's, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Apr. 19)

EXAMINER—Pauline Frederick app.

to much better advantage than in the fi i

she made immediately prior to her sojo i

away from things silver-sheetistical. ] |

Tellegen, * * * shows his fine training.

EXPRESS—Miss Frederick • • • '

looks, intelligence, sensitiveness and the p
er to put those qualities into effective act

Lou Tellegen was curiously inept, but ral

interesting by reason of his good looks.

HERALD—A great story, a wonde
actor and an equally wonderful actress i

hard combination to beat. * * * contains
the elements that spell an entertaining ph<

play.
NEWS—* * * vividly pictures the inte

emotional drama of love, marriage and
vorce.
RECORD—While the plot is a bit

volved, the action is brisk and the scenes
well staged.
TIMES—If, after the ipicture has b

run off once, you know what it was
about, you should be entitled to any kind
medal you choose to present yourself.

"Triumph"—F. P.-L.
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * Rod LaRocque, Leati

Joy, Victor Varconi, ZaSu Pitts, Chai
Ogle, George Fawcett, Raymond Hat
and Theodore Kosloff are the principal m<
bers of the cast. Their acting is as good
a highly conventionalized plot permits.

SERVICE STATION
FILM DAILY TALKING

SAM ROTHAFEL
DR. RIESENFELD
JOE PLUNKETT

SUBJECT

Broadway and the Short Subject
a >f

BROADCAST IN

Short Subject Issue

SUNDAY MAY 11th
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lem's Ocean Trip
(.Continued from Page 1)

is lellas cafy in Mose marte. Well

we'ets a seat in the middle of the

ca
(' (cafe is French for luncheon-

rod) and pretty soon a couple of

iVf\ girls comes up to us and starts

yirering away in French. Well all the

i

u h I know is writ at the top of

thi letter but Mr. B. eats it up and

he tarts gibbering back and then he

n s to me and says, Clem ( I call

hii Ben too) Clem he says, would

yo like to see an apache dance.

fell, I got scruples, but I says,

t^cto it Ben, if it's as good as it

soids, tell 'em to do it twice. Well,

i
>ugh looking Guiny comes out,

gns one of the dames and took a

hamerlock on her and I was just

arthe point of jumping up and biff-

in him, when Ben tells me to sit

d; n. Well, I seen a lot of dances,

sue of them by Indians but this was

tli real thing. Hot Petite Marmite.

I- way that guy slung her around

y ( 'd a thunk they was married.

\M1 after that I'm feeling tuned up

3i Ben says, now we'll go over to

tf Rat Mort. Go to it I says but it

sends dirty to me. Well over we
wit to another place, spelled Rat

Crt meaning dead rat so Ben told

n maybe that was the name, but I

n er seen so many live rats in one

p;e, human rats I mean.

lere we see another dance, this time

uh no throwing around, but feet

a't used much (read between the

liis here.)

"hat's all I can write about from

he then we went to a place that

smded like Pigs Alleys where we
s Boogeys dancing with white girls,

all (read between etc.)

iVell, we went to two more places

(ad etc.) and at five o'clock in the

nrning I sneaks into the room and
tre's Mrs. Deneker sitting up wide
alake. She's heard noises out in the

Wl and was sceert.

Where you been, she cracks.

Seeing a private showing, says I.

Of which, she asks.

German pictures, I comes back.

What was their names, she pulls.

They ain't titled yet, says I.

Book 'em, says she.

Not yet says I. Then I had to

itch her all night out of the corner

|
my eyes. But boy, this is the

wn. If I can peddle that circuit

ead between the lines.)

Bon Voyage,
CLEM.

In the Courts
Supreme Court Justice Leonard A.

Geigerich has issued a temporary in-

junction restraining the Roy Sheldon
Prod., from selling stock in New
York State. The order was issued

upon the application of Attorney
General Carl Sherman, after receiv-

ing a complaint from Peter Anselmo,
who wanted to become an actor by
attending the company's school.

Erasmus J. Sigler, president, and
Roy Sheldon, secretary, were directed

to show cause in Special Term. Part

1, next Friday morning, why the in-

junction should not be continued.

Eric Von Stroheim and two surety

companies named as co-defendants
has filed demurrers to suits brought
by Selma and Gladys Lewis on ac-

count of the novel version of "The
Merry-Go-Round," and the Citzens'

Print Shop filed an answer denying
Von Stroheim's assertions in his suit

against it.

Leonard Meets Newspaper Folks

Reputable Pictures, sponsors for

the new Benny Leonard series of two
reelers, gave him a lunch at the

Knickbocker Grill yesterday to intro-

duce him to newspaper folks. The pic-

ture will be known as the "Flying
Fist" series, twelve all told. The
first is "Ham and Eggers" now in

production at the Metro studio.

Sheriff at Grand-Asher Plant

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—The sheriff is now in

possession of the Grand-Asher studio,

following the filing of an attachment
for $20,000 secured by Ben Wilson
on notes which have not been met.

May Resume With M. P. Journal

I. E. Chadwick may resume publi-

cation of the M. P. Journal, the local

regional publication which has been
suspended for several numbers. Al.

Karten is talked of as the new editor.

"Rejected Woman" At Capitol

The feature at the Capitol next
week will be "The Rejected Woman."

Just Moved

THE O. & w.
Restaurant

Unsurpassed Hungarian Kitchen

148 W. 49th St. N. Y. C.

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway

tt/^ REAT oaks from little acorns grow"
^^ —a small borrower often becomes a

large operator. Curtailed working capital

curtails results. We finance worthy individ-

uals and worthwhile projects, specializing in

motion picture problems. Consult with us.

Watkins Limitless Resources

4522 Convenient Arrangements

Local Combines
(Continued from Page 1)

could successfully beat off the buying
combines. All, however, admit the
situation is serious. "Where we
formerly got $500 for a second run in

the Heights (Washington Heights)"
he said, "through the buying com-
bines we now get $300 for first run.

That is the situation throughout the
territory."

It is contended that the Mayer &
Schneider circuit on the East Side
have an "agent" who arbitrarily fixes

a price and allots product for other
exhibitors in the same territory cov-
ered by M & S. In the Williamsburg
section Straseberg controls the situ-

ation, and Bach & Landau and Jaffe
have the Heights situation in hand.

At the Mayer and Schneider of-

fice, it was said both members of the
firm were out of town and when the

office of William Small of the Small-
Straseberg circuit was reached, Small
had gone for the day. Efforts made
to reach the others for statements
proved unavailing.

Monta Bell Here
Monta Bell, director of "Broadway

After Dark" and "How to Educate
a Wife," is at the Algonquin for a
week. Just in from the Coast.

JUNE 4th 1924
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FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

Jfster7.ScotiJi
presents

BUFFA
BILL"
"RARIN TO GO"

IS THE TITLE OF THE
FIRST OF THIS SERIES
OF 8 HAIR-RAISING
"STUNT" WESTERNS.
EXHIBITORS WILL BE
"RARIN TO GO" AFTER
THE WHOLE SERIES
WHEN THEY SEE THE
FIRST ONE.
BUFFALO BILL, JR.,

WILL BE A NEW WORD
FOR MONEY THIS SEA-
SON.

FOR OPEN TERRITOR Y
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\MM ARTCLASS PICTURES COUP
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COMING SOON
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ETHEL M 0ELL
Directed tx| Paul Scdrdon

Produced tm

EASTUW PRODUCTION to

HER OWN
FREE WILL
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Season 1924-192S Hurry Eisi Bun Pictures
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First National Pictures Inc presents

TheWOMAN on the JUKT
From the NewYork stage success by Bernard JC. Burns

Directed by Harry Hoyt

with an all star cast including

Sylvia Brearner
Frank Mayo, Lew Cody, Henry B.Walthall Bessie Love,

Myrtle Stedman, Mary Carr, Hobart Bosworth Ford Sterling
Roy Stewart and Jean Hersholt

Qlie best and only the best for FIRST NATIONAL
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Price 25 Cents
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Greatest Production '
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Universal Jewel Reissuepiesentedty Carl Laemmle
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W* VOGEL, DISTRIBUTING COR.P.
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far $1,000,000 Film
in:d by Universal with Lon
uaney in Leading Role

—

Launched in Summer
Trersal is at work on plans to

k. another $1,000,000 picture in

ic Lon Chaney will have the prin-

| ole. E. H. Goldstein admitted

Fday that Chaney had been sign-

fJa big production, but declined

g}e any information about the

j
story.

t understood, however, that the

K will be of a semi-historical

i! ; that it will be placed in work
ii(me during the summer, prob-
yi June or July and that it will

die on a large and impressive

l«

hrsal Film Exchange Chartered
special to THE FILM DAILY)

utin, Tex.—Corporation papers
ebeen filed with the Secretary

S te, by the Universal Film Ex-
re, Inc., of New York, listing

Kshares preferred stock and 100

r common, no par value.

Terriss Sails

Vi Terriss, who is making "The
ulero," will sail this morning for

i where bullfight scenes will be
i He will be accompanied by
I de Cordoba, Renee Adoree,
rel Granada. Dorothy Ruth and
EDthers.
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Important Deal
Reported on Between Katz of Chica-

go and Famous—Sam Katz
Denies Report

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago— It is understood that

Adolph Zukor has some sort of a
deal on with Sam Katz of Balaban
& Katz whereby Katz will take over
the management of McVickers, and
also the entire output of Famous for

all their houses.
Sam Katz says the report of his

deal with Famous is "entirely without
foundation."

Busy on Criterion Exterior

Workmen are busy erecting the
new front for the Criterion on "Dor-
othy Vernon." The theater, as it ap-
pears now, is to pass from view, and
be made to resemble in every detail

the Haddon Hall of Tudor days. The
structure is now being built in de-
tails, battlements, turrets and walls.

The only modern touch will be the
electric lettered signs, and these will

be made to harmonize with the struc-

ture just as far as a flashing display
can be linked up with the facade of
an old castle.

"Birth of Nation" at Cameo
"The Birth of a Nation" has been

booked into the Cameo next week.

Another Consolidation

(By Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
London—Regent Films, distribu-

ting "Stormy Seas" have made a dis-

tributing arrangement with Butchers,
Ltd. This is the latest consolidation
here.

There is talk concerning one of the

largest distributing concerns having
financial difficulties.

Two Franchises Sold
Franklin Film of Boston and Skouras

Bros, of St. Louis First To Sign
for New Warner Product

The first two deals covering 1924-

1925 distribution of the Warner pro-
duct have been closed. Franklin Film
of Boston will handle the group of

twenty pictures in New England and
Skouras Bros., owners of the St.

Louis Film Exchange, in Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois. Sam
Morris has been making a number
of trips into the Middle West on
other deals.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—The Warners have

completed a three story laboratory
(Continued on Page 2)

F. B. O. Will Release "Napoleon"

F. B. O. will release "Napoleon
and Josephine".

Closing In
Under the caption of "The Disappearing Renter", appears an

excellent editorial in the current issue of "Kine" of London. In
telling of how the industry is becoming centralized the article

says, in part.

"One result—perhaps inevitable—of the growth of the Film
Industry is the gradual elimination of the small renter. With
the increase in the cost of production, the demand for big
pictures, the refusal of the public to accept program films, and
the need for heavy capitalization to carry the cost of intensive
exploitation and high-priced productions, the small man is going
to the wall. * * *

"In the recent past three have been washed away by the
ever-rising tide of expansion. They have refused to admit that
the day of the small program feature, cheaply made and as
cheaply acquired, had gone.

"In America the State Right distributor is in fair danger
of extinction for similar reasons. He approximates much more
closely to the small renter here than he does to the territorial

renter, and one by one, the few big concerns who distributed in
the States by this method are withdrawing and either selling
up their own exchanges or operating through the big National
distributors.

"So also here the tendency is for the large American con-
cerns to operate on their own account instead of through
British renters. * * *

(Continued on Page 14)

Plan More Financing
M. P. Capital Corp. Increases Capital,

Preparatory to Increasing Loans
to Producers

The M. P. Capital Corp. has filed

notice of an increase of capital from
$6,250,000 to $9,250,000 with the Sec-
retary of State at Dover, Del. This
move is a prelude to the introduction
of additional money into the business
for the financing of production.
The company is headed by Frank

R. Wilson as president and has been
active of late in financing a number
of pictures for Hodkinson release. Of
the group interested in it, Jeremiah
Milbank is one of the prominent fig-

ures. It is said that the experience
of the M. P. Capital Corp. to date
in advancing loans has been so satis-

factory, that the sponsors now stand
ready to put up large, additional
sums. Several hundred thousand dol-

lars are understood to be immediately
available.

Banner Prod. Formed
S. J. Briskin and George H. Davis

have formed a partnership under the
name of Banner Prod. The company
will franchise on the state right mar-
ket a series of eight pictures. Four
of them will be produced here and
four on the coast. Offices will be
maintained in the State Bldg.

New Step In Merger
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—The Goldwyn Cosmo-
politan Co. of America has changed
its corporate name to Goldwyn Cos-
mopolitan of New York.

Bell With Metro-Goldwyn
Monta Bell, in from the Coast on

a brief vacation has signed a year's

contract with Metro-Goldwyn where
he will be associated with Harry
Rapf.

Garyn Plans Trip

W. P. Garyn, one of the Goldwyn
sales managers leaves Wednesday for

a trip through the Middle West. He
will visit fourteen exchanges.

Theda Bara Forms Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover. Del.—Theda Bara Prod,
have been formed here with a capi-
talization of $50,000.

Mac Lean May Go Abroad
Douglas Mac Lean is due in New

York from the coast the last week in

May. He may go abroad for a short
stay.
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Two Franchises Sold
(.Continued from Page 1)

which will be placed in operation June
1. It is said to have a weekly capacity

of 2,000,000 feet. It contains five

storage vaults, complete ice plants,

filters for waters and chemicals, large

ventilating system, three big projec-

tion rooms and eight cutting rooms.
Three more pictures are yet to be

made on the present schedule: "Cor-
nered" which will be started May 14

with William Beaudine directing;

"Lover's Lane", to be direted by Mai
St. Clair and "The Tenth Woman."

Building Boom in Canada
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—Permits to the value of

$592,500 have been issued in Canada
during the first three months of 1924,

for the erection of theaters. This
figure includes two new houses which
Independent Amusements, Ltd., plan
to erect.
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

INSURANCE
We have been handling

Motion Picture and Thea-

trical Insurance for the

past fifteen years and are

in a position to handle any
proposition—big or little.

Arthur W. Stebbius & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Bryant 3040

New Film Center in Cologne
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Investigations by the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce indicate that a new Ger-
man film center is being built up at

Cologne. Many companies that are

affiliated with the Berlin and Munich
industry have opened offices at

Cologne.
A laboratory is planned to make

the Western German film industry

more independent of Berlin. Gevaert
has established an agency here.

In spite of high admissions, thea-

ters are crowded.

Metropolitan Theater Corp. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The Metropolitan Thea-
ter Corp., with a capital of $600,000,

has been incorporated. It is the com-
pany that will build William Gold-
man's big theater, work on which has
already started. The incorporators

are: David Sommers, E. S. Straus,

L. Ackerman, E. A. Frendregen, Sam
Kopler, Sam Lewis and Lambert E.

Walther.

Disapprove Sunday Forenoon Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—Agitation has been
started by church authorities to pro-

hibit the opening of houses on Sun-
day before 1 p. m., following a series

of noonday concerts inaugurated by
the Wisconsin. Other houses open
at 11 a. m.

Buy Out Capitol Amusement Co.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Ray Stinnett and Si Char-
ninski, who have been operating the
Capitol on a lease, have purchased
the stock of the Capitol Amusement
Co. The pair have been running the

house on a short term lease.

Oregon Theaters Consolidate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland, Ore.—The following thea-
ters have consolidated in order to
buy jointly: the Tivoli, Union Ave
Bob White, Echo, Alhambra, High-
way, Laurelhurst, Gay and Multno-
mah.

New $1,000,000 Company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—The Golden Gate
Theater and Realty Co. has been in-

corporated with a capital of $1,000,000
by R. A. McNeil, E. H. Emmick, M.
Thomas and L. S. Hamm.

Glucksmann Decision Reversed

The Appellate Division of the Su-

preme Court has reversed a decision

secured in the lower court by Max
Glucksmann for $5,159 against Gilles-

pie Bros. The original action con-
cerned the distribution of Select Pic-

tures in South America. Gillespie

had the rights for the northern por-

tion of South America and also acted

as agent for an Argentine company
that held southern rights. Select can-

celled the Argentine contract and
made a deal with Glucksmann, not,

however, before the Argentine com-
pany had distributed several pictures.

Glucksmann then brought action, bas-

ing it on what he alleged his profits

would have been had he released the

pictures. The Appellate Division

threw out the lower decision.

Vote Against Carnivals

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—-The M. P. T. O. of

Southern California has petitioned

the City Council to make the regula-

tions against carnivals and outdoor
shows more stringent. The request
also is for an increase in license fees

from $25 to $100.

"Passionate Adventurer" Ready Soon

"The Passionate Adventurer,"
which is being made in England with
an American cast for Selznick, will

be completed about May 15. The
company will return to this country
by June 1.

Claire Adams in Semon Cast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Claire Adams will

have the lead opposite Larry Semon
in "The Girl in the Limousine."
Charles Sellon is in the support.

Hines Back With Burr

Johnny Hines has signed a new
contract with Charles C. Burr.

"Rapid Transit", a short reel pro-

duced by John J. Iris has been book-
ed over the entire local Loew circuit.

M

mm. l_

IDYClfo BREATH
an Al Christie Feature ~witk

Dorothy Devore
Walter Hiers , Tully Marshal],

Jimmie Adams Priscilla Bonner

andJimmie Harrison

HODKINSON RELEASE
Season I924'I925 Thirty First-Pun ftctures

Seeks Reduction in Insurance
at<

(Special to THE FILM DAIL
Milwaukee— Arrangements ^

been made by the northwest
1

tor body with the Theater (

m

Service Bureau which may rest in

25 to 50 per cent saving in fi an

liability insurance. The plan f

the Bureau to appear before tl ral

ing bureaus throughout the c itr

in an effort to bring about 101

equitable basic rates on insun
this kind. If the Bureau is sue sfi

the first year's saving will go to en

but in the event a reduction 1

made, the Bureau receives noth: i

its services.

Hodkinson Chicago Meetii

F. C. Monroe, John C. Flin a:

Paul C. Mooney of Hodkinsc
for Chicago Friday to attend t

day Middle Western sales rr tif

at the Congress Hotel.

Fidelity Handling "Sharaz:

Fidelity Pictures is state ri in

"Sharazad," an Arabian Nights or

produced by Ruth Bryan
daughter of William Jennings '.

'ai

HAL ROACH',

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pathejcomedy=-®~

THE WORLD IN COLOR
A short subject

Issued monthly by
Kelley Color Laboratory Inc.

Palisade, N. J.
Phone Cliffside 1345
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The Week's Headlines
Monday

Oscar Cooper, banker, interested in film

loans, leaves Guaranty Trust to Join Shear-

son, Hammill and Co.

Walturdaw of England in hands of a receiver.

First National officers re-elected. Moe
Mark replaced by George H. Trendle on
executive committee.

Sydney S. Cohen charges American Society

of Composers, Authors and Publishers with

being monopoly.

Thomas H. Ince expected to remain with

First National.

S. H. Basler, here from Berlin, reports

little American film going into Russsia.

Tuesday

1923-1924 theater business tops previous year's

record by millions. Nine months admission

tax totals reach $57,767,266 as compared
with $51,171,209 last year.

Paul N. Lazarus and Abe C. Berman re-

sign from United Artists. T. Y. Henry
and Monte Speele, their respective suc-

cessors.

Maurice Maeterlinck sues Goldwyn Pictures

for $200,000, alleging breach of contract.

R. A. Rowland, back from First National

convention, reports enthusiasm on part

of franchise holders.

C. B. C. to handle distribution on all-ani-

mal film brought here by Harry Reichen-

bach.

House Peters to be a Universal star.

Wednesday

Sol Lesser, discussing operating methods of

West Coast Theaters, declares for better

ethics in business.

Report in "Kine" Weekly that Famous will

continue to star Valentino called absurd

here.

Larry Semon to make one feature for I. E.

Chadwick and perhaps more. Two reelers

later for Educational.

Vitagraph to release 24 in 1924-1925.

Thomas H. Ince studios and Christies to

make further pictures for Hodkinson.

Thursday

Local exhibitor combines held responsible for

thirty per cent cut in distributor returns

in Greater New York district.

Sir William Jury coming to America, rela-

tive to Metro-Goldwyn merger.

Lewis J. Selznick and Arthur S. Friend form
General Radio M'f'g Co.

No more Movie Chats for M. P. T. O. A.

England may remove import duties on films.

Local opinion doesn't presage flooding that

market.

Friday

Paramount announces first fall group of forty

pictures. Covers six months' releases. Full

list of titles and featured players. Valentino
down for two.

D. W. Griffith returning from Italy shortly.

May take long rest before resuming work.

Strand holds over "Girl Shy" for third week,
for first time in its history.

Paramount spending $185,000 for prints on
"Wanderer of the Wasteland."

National Vigilance Committee attacks Weiss
Bros., for advertising campaign on "After
Six Days." Louis Weiss denies attempt
to capitalize on "Ten Commandments"
popularity.

Huston Thompson, Federal Trade chairman,
charges Department of Justice failed to en-
force dissolution decree against Eastman
Kodak.

Saturday

Universal plans another $1,000,000 picture
with Lon Chaney in the lead.

Deal on between Balaban and Katz and Fam-
ous Players for operation of McVickers
theater in Chicago. Also involves Para-
mount first-runs,

Warners close two deals for 1924-1925 dis-

tribution. Complete laboratory at coast
studio.

M. P. Capital Corp. increases capital by
$3,000,000 and stands ready to further
finance producers.

Three comedy units are working
simultaneously at Universal City.

Berinstein Now Has Seven Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—William Berinstein who
runs a chain of six theaters has added
the Van Curler, Schenectady, to his

list. He has three in Elmira, two in

Albany, and one in Troy.

After New Texas Theater
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—H. G. McNeese, secretary

of the M. P. T. O. of Texas, is back
from a trip through the state securing

new members. He reports the trip

was successful.

Policy Changed at Isis, Grand Rapids
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Consolidated

Theaters, Inc., new owners of the

Isis, announce a drop in admissions,

straight pictures and a small orches-

tra.

Kunsky Seeks Name for Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—John H. Kunsky is seek-

ing a name for the new theater he
will erect at Woodward and Eliza-

beth St. It will seat 3,500.

Brouse Adds to Real Estate

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa—Harry Brouse, owner of

the Imperial, has bought the Castle

Bldg. and has leased it to the Canad-
ian Government.

Burkhart Now Controls Crestline, O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland, O.—Leo Burkhart now
owns all the theaters here. He bought
the Strand, the only remaining oppo-
sition.

Road Shows for Strand, Fremont
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Fremont, O.—Carl Miller of the

Fremont and Strand, is adding a

stage to the Strand to play road
shows.

Progress Buys "Days of '49"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland—Progress Pictures an-

nounces the purchase of the serial,

"The Days of '49" for Ohio.

Letonia, O., House Destroyed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Letonia, O.—The Delbee theater

was recently destroyed by fire caus-
ing a $6,000 loss.

MAY 11th
IS

SHORT SUBJECT DAY

WANTED—
FEATURES and COMEDIES

for State Right Distribution

E. W. SMITH
1600 Broadway—Room 405
New York City, N. Y.

Theater Changes
Lorain, O.—Fred E. Walters, pub-

licity man for Metro, has been made
manager of the State. Bentley Wal-
lace, former State manager, is now
handling publicity for the Opera
House in Mansfield. Both theaters

belong to Jack Greenbaum.

Birmingham, Ala.—Joe Steed has

leased the Temple which he is con-

verting into a picture house contain-

ing 3500 seats.

Pete Callages, former owner of the

Royal and Opera House at Salem,
has purchased the New Washington
at Toronto.

Cavein Rock, 111.—The Lyric which
closed recently because of a smallpox
epidemic has re-opened.

Shelbyville, Mo.—E. G. McBride,
will rebuild the Opera House which
was destroyed by fire.

St. Louis—Joseph Walsh, secre-

tary of the Mo. M. P. T. O., has pur-

chased the Bridge.

Maiden, Wash.—A. M. Foreman
has taken over the Isis, from a Mr.
Dillingham.

Montreal—The lease of the Or-
pheum, has been renewed by J. A.
Gauvin.

Concrete, Wash.—Stickley & Phe-
bus will open a new 500 seat house
June 1.

Lipson Adds Grand Rapids House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Ike Lipson,
operating a chain in Cincinnati and
Southern Ohio, has taken over the
Empress. Although he will continue
for the present with Keith vaudeville,
it is understood that a split policy
will be inaugurated for the summer.

MILDRED B. ADAMS
Has For Sale Screen Rights To

Broadway Plays.

Stuyvesant 9075 8-E. 9th St.

New York

Film Salesmen To Dance
(Special to THE FILM DAI

|

Albany—Film salesmen w\
a dance at the Ten Eyck Ho
26.

Fire Destroys the Pa
(Special to THE FILM DAI

\

Beckley, W. Va.—Fire di
the Palace with a loss of $5( KJ
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HAROLD LLOYD
in

"GIRL SHY"
For the first time in history, a feature

plays the New York Strand for

three consecutive weeks!

"Girl Shy" has been held over for a third week at

New York's Strand.

Never before has a picture played the Strand for

more than two weeks.

It took the screen's greatest comedian in his great-

est picture to do the trick.

And Crowds! CROWDS! CROWDS!

A PATHE PICTURE
4=
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Putting It Over

Here is how a brother ex-

hibitor put his show over.

Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know hoxv you
cleaned up.

A "Scaramouche" Campaign

Chattanooga—Street banners, spe-

cially designed 24-sheets, window dis-

plays marquee and lobby decorations,

a teaser newspaper advertising cam-
paign, the posting of paper on all

available stands and a house to house
campaign was the manner in which
"Scaramouche" was put over for the

Tivoli. The campaign was put on
by C. B. Stiff, manager, aided by C.

D. Haug, Metro exploiteer.

For the house to house canvass,

Haug designed a card clockdial with
hours printed in big red letters and
the hands pointing to the time of

performances. Across the face was
written 'Now is the Time to See
'Scaramouche' at the Tivoli. These
were hung on thousands of doors, dis-

tributed conspicuously in telephone

booths, stores, department stores

and in every other conceivable and
helpful location.

Carroll Scores in Utica

Utica, N. Y.—In planning a cam-
paign for "The White Sister" engage-
ment at the Majestic, Howard G.

Carroll, Metro, made a special ap-
peal to Italians.

He had a circular printed in

Italian that was widely distributed.

An Italian card was also used to ad-
vantage. The result was that 30 per
cent of the business done was drawn
from the Italian population. Carroll

also interested all the Catholic or-

ganizations of the city. He held a
special showing for the Catholic
clergy, and on the strength of their

endorsement sent letters asking the

cooperation of the Catholic Clubs.
Complimentary tickets were present-

ed to the club heads, and in exchange
for this courtesy, the clubs posted
a bulletin on engagement, and in other
ways, boosted the picture.

Cathedral Lobby Effective

Haverhill, Mass.—Manager Ed Fol-
ey, of the Academy, and Phil Kahn, of

American Feature Film worked to-

gether to make the presentation of

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame", a
success. The high light of their cam-
paign was achieved with a lobby re-

production painted on wall board of
the Notre Dame as shown in "The
Hunchback".

A stained glass effect produced by
cutting out spaces in the rose win-
dows and in the window and door
arches, filling them with variously
colored gelatine paper with a light
in the back was enhanced by a steel-
blue spot light from the front. The
Cathedral was mounted over a motor
driven Grafonola playing a church
chimes record. A repeat attachment
made the playing of the record con-
tinuous.

Flint Capitol Bldg Co. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Flint, Mich.—The Flint Capitol

Bldg. Co. has been formed with a

$500,000 capital, and permission to

issue $500,000 worth of stock. J.

Bradford Pengelley is president; A.
M. Davison, vice-president; John
Pierce, secretary, Ed Atwood, treas-

urer, and W. S. Butterfield, managing
director. A new theater planned will

cost $1,000,000, occuping a site at

Harrison, 2nd and Brush Sts. Ground
will be broken by May 15 and the

house ready by April 1, 1925.

"Strathmore" Started
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Work has been start-

ed by Fox on "Strathmore," by
Ouida, under direction of Denison
Clift, Wyndham Standing and Ruth
Miller play the leads. The new
Charles Jones vehicle, made under
the title of "Double Dealing," will be
released as "Western Luck." John
Gilbert's newest, "Colorau," now in

production, will be released as "Ro-
mance Ranch."

Midwest Territory Being Revised
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Early in May, the Detroit
Paramount Exchange will stop sup-
plying Toledo, Northern Ohio and
Indiana. A new office will be opened
in Louisville and the whole territory

is being revised. Toledo will be
supplied from Cleveland, while North-
ern Ohio will be handled out of In-

dianapolis.

Bray Returning

J. R. Bray arrives in New York to-

day from the other side. Through
Lord Beaverbrook and Col. Brom-
head, of Gaumont, Bray contracted
with the British Government to make
a series of technical pictures for use
of the British Army and sold "The
Elements of the Automobile" to the

latter.

Mclntyxe Film Board Vice-President
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—J. H. Mclntyre, of Fa-
mous, has been elected vice-president

of the Film Board of Trade. The
first get-to-gether will be held tonight
in the nature of a dinner at the St.

James.

Guts and Flashes
The title of "The Great Well, one

of the pictures acquired by F. B. O.
from Ideal, has been changed to "Ne-
glected Women". "I Will Repay"
will be changed to "Swords and the
Woman".

Mrs. Russ Whytal, who created
the role of the mother in "Tarnish,"
has been engaged for the screen ver-
sion of the play.

Whitmann Bennett has purchased
"Two Shall Be Born," by Marie Con-
way Oemler, production will be
started.

"Get Your Man" is the next picture
which Warners' will make with Rin-
tin-tin,

Incorporations
Albany—Whitman Bennett Fi-

nance Corp., Yonkers. 2,500 shares

preferred stock, $100 each; 3,500

shares common stock, no par value.

Incorporators, V. McLaughlin, P.

Cohen and S. Ellis. Attorney, M. L.

Lesser, New York.

Albany—Gothic Pictures Corp.,

New York. 100 shares common
stock, no par value. Incorporators,

L. Baum, F. Freeman and I. Levin.
Attorneys, Marks & Marks, New
York.

Albany—Instructive Pictures Corp.,

New York. 100 shares common
stock, no par value. Incorporators,
A. Rosenbaum and M. Marmor. At-
torney, R. B. Ittelson, New York.

Columbus, O.—Elberta Beach
Amusement & Development Co.,

Cleveland. Capital $500. Incorp-
orators, J. H. Gongwer, M. O. Chub
and H. Shibley.

Augusta, Me.—Hall Amusement
Co., Bangor. Capital $10,000. In-
corporators. Fred Hall, Benj. W.
Blanchard and Loren T. Hall.

Albany—Mae Marsh Prod., New
York. Capital $5,000. Incorporators,
M. Arms, J .N. Patch and M. W.
Marsh. Attorney, N. Cohen.

Augusta, Me.—Fairmount Coli-
seum Co., Bangor. Capital $50,000.
Incorporators. Jack Lamb, Delmar D.
Terrill and R. A. McClure.

Austin, Tex.—Will Horwitz, Jr.,

Houston. Capital $60,000. Incorpor-
ators, Will Horwitz, Jr., William Hor-
witz and Agatha Horwitz.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Slick
Amusement Co., Slick. Capital $4,-

000. Incorporators, P. R. Isley, J.

J. Kirsch and A. Morley.

Albany—Cameo Theater Co., New
York. Capital $25,000. Incorporat-
ors, D. and B. Weinstock and E. M.
Laitman. Attorney, M. Schmer, New
York.

Austin, Tex.—Gulf Amusement
Co., Galveston. Capital $5,700. In-
corporators. W. L. Roe, George King
and S. J. Gaido.

Dover, Del.—Franklin Picture
Corp., Wilmington. Capital $50,000.

Dover, Del.-—Balaban & Katz Mid-
west Theaters, Inc. Capital $44,000.

Dover, Del.—Superior Art M. P.
Inc., Wilmington. Capital $50,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—Keroscope Co.,
Los Angeles. Capital $500,000.

Switch in Grand Raj
|

(Special to THE FILM DA
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Alt

|

Majestic and Strand have
the past played Paramount
the new series is being so

Regent and Express.

Claremore, Okla.—L. W.
has bought the Yale and bil



SaveTWENTY
Dates for the

NewWarner
TWENTY,

Reason

tlo.l-

Mr. Exhibitor j

Don't tie up your booking time for 1924*25.

Save TWENTY dates for the new Warner TWENTY.
This year we promised you EIGHTEEN 'Classics'—and

delivered TWENTY. For the year 1924-25 we will deliver
at least TWENTY, and possibly TWENY-FOUR.

Each picture is being made with a view toward BIGGER
and BETTER box-office returns--real money makers that
no showman can afford to miss. Here's the first

:

RIN-TIN-TIN
THE WONDER DOG EN

"GET YOUR MAN"
The First of Two Big Box'Office Qems

RIN-TIN-TIN is the canine star in "Where the North
Begins." Showmen everywhere and millions of fansremember
him. Exhibitor reports describe the production as the greatest

audience picture of the year.

In "Get YourMan" RIN-TIN-TIN isevenmore spectacular

than in "Where the North Begins." Instead of a strictly

Western atmosphere, typical of practically all dog pictures,

"Get Your Man" is a modern, fast moving detective story,

a thriller in every true sense of the word, in which this wonder
dog performs in a manner that would do credit to the most
eminent of our human actors.

This is the FIRST of TWENTY good reasons for not

|
tieing up your booking time. Next week we will give you

\ another. In the meantime--*

Save TWENTY dates for the new Warner TWENTY !

i
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"The Galloping Fish"

Producer: Thomas H. Ince

Distributor: First National

As a Whole PLENTY LAUGHS
IN INCE'S LATEST COMEDY
THRILLER. STORY NOVEL
AND. WHOLLY AMUSING.
SHOULD GO VERY WELL.

Cast First rate cast with Ford
Sterling, Louise Fazenda and Sid-

ney Chaplin a fine comedy trio.

Get laughs over in great style.

Chester Conklin also offers good
humorous characterization in role

of taxi driver. Lucille Rickson has

minor part.

Type of Story Comedy. This

latest Thomas H. Ince attraction

is a speedy comedy number that

should prove 6ure-fire entertain-

ment for those who go to pictures

to be amused and on the other

hand, a fine feature for exhibitors

catering to these people. The
laughs are continuous and spontan-

eous and the story wholly novel

and unusual, even though it is of

a highly farcical nature. Toward
the close it gets into bedroom farce,

without becoming vulgar however,

and ends up in a side-splitting com-
edy-thrill climax that will have

them in roars. In fact it did just

that in the combination vaudeville

and picture house where it was re-

viewed. Freddy, a clever trained

seal, who gives the picture its title,

brings about all the complications-

which afford splendid situa/tions.

Undine, the diving Venus, tries to

prevent the sheriff from taking her

trained seal in lieu of unpaid debts

and drags Freddie, an unhappy
newlywed, into her scheme, with

plenty of domestic troubles piling

on. The plot is too extensive for

outline but assuredly amusing all

the way through. The climax se-

quence in which a flood sends the

players floating around on roof tops

with the ingenious Conklin still

trying to collect an enormous taxi

fare and Freddie trying to explain

matters to his wife and at the same
time keep on the right side of a

rich uncle, is a series of real laughs.

Box Office Angle Should be ex-

cellent. No one is apt to kick if

you can show them a novel comedy
thriller and this fills the bill.

Exploitation. . . .If you know you can

please them with a sure-fire comedy
don't fail to get this one and put it

over. The title is novel and could

be cleverly advertised by the dis-

tribution of small pieces of isin-

glass cut in the shape of fish, which,

when placed on a flat surface, jump
about. Stationery or novelty shops
might supply these. Play up the

name of the all-star comedy cast:

. Louise Fazenda, Ford Sterling, Sid-

ney Chaplin and Chester Conklin.

Direction . . Del Andrews, very good

Author Frank Adams

Scenario Will Lambert

Cameraman Max Dupont

Photography Good
Locale Any place

Length 5,395 feet

"Listen, Lester"
Producer: Sacramento Pict.

Distributor: Principal Pict.

As a Whole....ADAPTATION OF
MUSICAL COMEDY OFFERS
MILDLY AMUSING STORY.
NOT NEARLY ENOUGH TO
IT FOR FEATURE PURPOSES
AND EXTENSIVE PADDING
DOESN'T GET THE LAUGHS.

Cast Rather a good cast but
handicapped by roles that fail to

supply them with enough opportun-
ities. Harry Myers, Louise Fa-
zenda, Alec Francis, Eva Novak,
Geo. O'Hara, Lee Moran, Dot
Farley and Eugenia Gilbert kept

busy moving about but no one has
much of a chance to become con-
spicuous.

Type of Story Farce comedy. It

is seldom that a musical comedy
has much of a plot even in its ori-

ginal form so that in transfering it

to the screen it is only to be ex-

pected that the story will be slight

in substance and, on the whole lack-

ing in situations. "Listen, Lester"

is no exception to the rule. There
isn't a great deal to the story and
it has been necessary to pad it ex-
tensively. Unfortunately the pad-
ding doesn't round out the plot

with a great number of laughs.

Col. Dodge is a gay old dog who
is followed to a Florida resort by
the persistent Arbutus Quilty.

While the Colonel's daughter
amuses herself with Jack Griffin,

who believes that the Colonel is

the girl's sweetie, the Colonel is

kept busy dodging Arbutus. At the

same time there are two or three
people after the Colonel's letters

which Arbutus has in her posses-
sion and threatens to use against
him. The plot resolves into a series

of catch-as-catch-can chases and
stunts with an elevator worked over-
time in the process. Eventually the
Colonel decides to make Arbutus
his wife and the daughter wins Jack
Griffin.

Box Office Angle. .. .Will probably
satisfy if they really want to be
amused. The picture is not entire-

ly without comedy moments and
with a little more editing could be
made more consistently amusing.
Numerous unnecessary shots of

people entering and leaving eleva-
tors could be entirely omitted.

Exploitation The words of the
title were quite in vogue at one
time as a popular by-word and you
might readily put the title over in

teaser fashion. Post the town with
the words: "Listen Lester" and dis

tribute throw-aways with catchlines
including the title. Mail special an-
nouncement to all the "Lesters" on
your mailing list. "Use the names
of Louise Fazenda and Harry
Myers in your billing and make use
of the score from the musical com-
edy for the showing.

Direction Wm. A. Seiter; has
done better things.

Authors • • Harry L. Cort, Geo.
Stoddard, Harold Orlot.

Scenario .... Louise Milestone and
Wm. A. Seiter.

Cameraman . . • John Stumar
Photography All right

Locale • . . Florida
Length 5,488 feet

"$20 a Week"
Producer: Distinctive Prod.

Distributor: Selznick Dist. Corp.
As a Whole INTERESTING
AND UNUSUAL STORY PLUS
EXCELLENT CHARACTERIZ-
ATION OFFERED BY GEORGE
ARLISS MAKES IT THOR-
OUGHLY ENJOYABLE.

Star.... Has an appropriate role and
handles it splendidly. Always con-

vincing and makes the most of op-

portunities that the part offers.

Cast. .-. .Taylor Holmes not partic-

ularly well suited as millionaire

waster. Does far too much gestic-

ulating. Edith Roberts suitable and
Ronald Colman, who appeared re-

cently in "The White Sister" in

support of Lillian Gish, good but

not very important.

Type of Story. .. .Comedy. A year

or so ago George Arliss appeared in

'The Ruling Passion," a picture

with a story not greatly unlike that

contained in "$20 a Week." It was
a decidedly fine comedy entertain-

ment and very true to life. His

current production is equally inter-

esting and from the same stand-

point. Arliss decides that too much
wealth spoils people. In the pre-

vious picture he gave up luxury and
secretly engaged in the garage busi-

ness." This time he foregoes the

things that his money could secure

for him, and on an allowance of $20

a week starts in to live on what he

earns by working as a clerk in a

firm carelessly managed by the son

of his old friend, now dead. His
scheme works wonders with two
adolescent young men, his own son

and the son of his friend. The plot

is cleverly put together and amus-
ingly worked out. Occasionally
Director Weight lays too much
stress on incidents that don't war-
rant prominence. This is especially

true in connection with the child

adopted by a girl who wants to

annoy her brother since she knows
that he doesn't like children. The
story never really drags but some
cutting in this unnecessarily long

drawn out sequence, would speed it

up greatly.

Box Office Angle An enjoyable

entertainment. The story is novel

and should prove interesting to a

majority of any audience. Arliss

does good work and will please his

admirers.
Exploitation. .. .It shouldn't be diffi-

cult to get them interested in "$20

a Week" and you can feel sure that

they'll go out satisfied. Play up
the title and distribute hand bills

printed in green with the title of

the picture printed on the face and
the date of the showing at your
theater. Use catchlines: "If you
were a millionaire would you take

a $20 a week job just to show your
son that where there's a will there's

a way? See how this amusing sit-

uation works out satisfactorily in

George Arliss' latest picture '$20 a

Week' at the blank theater."

Direction Harmon Weight
Author Edgar Franklin

Scenario . . . . » Forrest Halsey
Cameraman Harry Fischbeck

Photography Good
Locale New York
Length 5,990 feet

"Riders Up"
Universal

As a Whole ...CORKING )c
ENTERTAINMENT \

*

FINE STORY AND L ELDEVELOPMENT
MAKES IT THOROUi
INTERESTING. COM m
COMEDY AND HEAR

I

TEREST PLEASINGLY.
Cast. . . .Creighton Hale and
Cooper a great team as

track buddies. Cooper c at

fits splendidly with this soi^
mosphere and line of comtc u:

Price excellent as Mother
tji

the boarding house mistre <

Ethel Shannon suitable

daughter.
Type of Story Comedy -a

Here's a peppy little story i

ving Cummings has whipp jg

a delightful little picture. I, A
fire entertainment and shoul I
everywhere it is shown,
a big picture in any sen 1

n

makes no strides towards m
anything but a short, snap lii

feature that brings a succe: >n

laughs, heart interest touche joi

race track thrills and a loifi

cidental amusement that n et

thoroughly enjoyable. Joht a

Jinx, two buddies of the ra

board at Mother Ryan's. Vil
rest of the boarders they ar> iq

behind in their rent. Oni ui

bet brings home the baco a

Johnny decides to go norm

)

mother in New England, in

ing, to send for his swe le

Mrs. Ryan's daughter. W e

his round of good-byes Joh i

counters old Jeff, an old tr; |

eran, who asks him to th tr

where he hopes to win ent ;h

gain entrance to a home. J<

failing eyesight prevents I

knowing that his horse 1<

that the "winnings" wen n

other than Johnny's dollars c

away for the trip home. Al

fine sacrifice Johnny retu

Mother Ryan's where he's i

corned back and plans are rr e

a trip East with Mother J r

Johnny's mother-in-aw anc
j

trailing along as usual.

Box Office Angle Shoulc I

your folks immensely.
Exploitation. . . .This may no

important release but if yoi

to give your people a pleasii I

picture, this will be im r

enough for you to get. It ii

please them all. Talk ab<

race track atmosphere. 1

1

them some genuinely funny t

business and get them inten

George Cooper and Creightcl

as the race track buddies, i

trailer showing any of the 'i

sequences, especially the i

where the boarders at

Ryan's pawn her silverware

on a "sure thing." Men,
and children alike will be

with the picture.

Direction. . . . Irving Cumming
of fine touches.

Author Gerald Be:i

Scenario Mont
|

Cameraman Ben R<

Photography
Locale Th

I
Length 4,9
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"The Martyr Sex"

Phil Goldstone—State Rights

(Via Whole MOUTAINEER
TORY WITH ACTION AND
LOTTING THAT AFFORDS
IRST RATE EXCITEMENT
ND HAS PRETTY INTER-
STING THEME TO BACK IT
P. CONTAINS GOOD MOUN-
AIN ATMOSPHERE.

dt William Fairbanks and

lorothy Revier featured. Both do

ood work and are well suited,

illy Bennett convincing as the

row-beaten wife of the ruffian

lountaineer. Other mountain types

Drrectly portrayed by Pat Har.
on, William Dyer.

T>e of Story Drama. The theme
f "The Martyr Sex" is a somewhat
jpnventional one but probably not

s frequently used as some of its

-ite competitors so there should

fe no great objection to it on the

rounds of the material being too

imiliar. There is the rough moun-
ain band, men who prey upon
ther men and treat women as im-
lied through the title. In this case

here is Clawson, his son, and Lem,
[he latter aspiring to the hand of

"lawson's daughter, Beulah. There
; a local doctor, a city chap, who
aves Clawson's life by amputating
lis arm and thereby incurs the

irath of Clawson who thinks the

loctor need not have done so.

There develops an interest between
he doctor and Beulah, the former
ecognizing that the ill treatment
>f Clawson and his men have un-
lermined the girl's health. The
loctor decides that only a blood
ransfusion will save her life. He
orces her brother to submit to the
operation and performs it while
inder the fire of the elder Claw-
on's and Lem's guns. How the
'oung doctor's kindness brings
ibout the reformation of the entire
Tlawson crowd is not without some
jhrills and action and is followed
>y his eventual marriage to Beulah.

Ix Office Angle. .• Good average
[ilm that will do nicely for single
lay showing and is short enough
o serve adequately for a double
eature day program.

Iplotation William Fairbanks
ind Dorothy Revier should be
gathering the attention of picture
matrons. They have appeared in
several rather worth while offerings
ecently that should be winning
hem a certain amount of popular-
ty. If your folks like action and
thrills you can likely satisfy them
ind you might talk up' the title

>y asking: "Which is 'The Martyr
Sex'— Male or Female? What is

-'our opinion? See the picture at
he blank theater and be convinced
hat it is the—sex." Where you
lave shown pictures with Fairbanks
ind Miss Revier you might use
j:heir names and pictures in the
obby.

Irection Duke Worne; satisfac-
tory.

tAhoT Leeta Rennick Brown
Jenario Jefferson Moffett
(meraman Roland Price
^orography Good
1-cale Mountains
J ngth ..... About 5,000 feet

"Chastity"
First National

As a Whole • THEATRICAL
ATMOSPHERE AND PHASE
OF STORY WHICH DEALS
WITH RISE OF YOUNG AC-
TRESS WILL PROBABLY
GET THIS BY.

Star Rather a difficu't role to

make pleasing but she does it fair-

ly well. Not always well photo-
graphed and might have presented
a better looking wardrobe.

Cast. . . . Huntly Gordon suitable and
handles part capably. Others not
important.

Type of Story Drama. "Chastity"
will likely please an average audi-

ence even though it just about
makes the average line as enter-

tainment. The story seems to go
along in stops and starts at first

but finally settles down and runs
along smoothly, if not swiftly. The
opening reels are very slow and
fail to establish a satisfactory pre-

mise. Thereafter, while the de-

velopment is clear and plausible, it

doesn't increase the interest nor is

there much doubt as to outcome.
But in spite of story shortcomings
there is effective audience appeal
in the stage atmosphere, cabaret
scenes and the like that will prob-
ably help considerably to get the

picture by with the average crowd.
"Chastity" deals with the attempt
of an heiress, under an assumed
name, to gain fame on the stage
without the necessary "sacrifices."

She becomes famous, to all appear-
ances through the fincial backing of

a, rich man. Roche, a manager, who
had warned the girl what success
would cost her, meantime falls in

love with her but questions her as-

sociation with her backer. She
leads him on and when she finds

he refuses to believe in her, leaves

the stage and her wealth is reported.

Sometime later the pair are re-

united and Roche learns that her
backer was her uncle and that the
chaperone is her aunt.

Box Office Angle.... Fair. It's very
possible that the stage atmosphere
and certain other elements of audi-

ence appeal will get this over so if

you know your folks are strong for

these sort of pictures, you may
find that this will satisfy.

Exploitation There is always
more or less discussion about the

personal lives of actresses and
people usually like to argue about
whether or not they attain popular-
ity through their own ability or
through the efforts of their man-
agers, backers, etc. You might
play up this angle in presenting
"Chastity" and use catchlines say-
ing: "Can a girl attain success on
the stage solely through her own
ability? See the question argued
out in 'Chastity.' A ^Catherine Mc-
Donald Prod."

Direction Victor Schertzinger;
could have improved the early reels

considerably.
Author Ernest Pascal
Scenario Eve Unsell and Jos.
Rathman

Cameraman .... Joseph Brotherton
Photography • • All right
Locale New York
Length 5.976 feet

"Bluff"
Paramount

As a Whole.... MAYBE THE AU-
DIENCE WON'T LIKE BEING
BLUFFED TO THIS EXTENT.
IF THEY DON'T OBJECT
PROBABLY THEY'LL FIND
THE ABSURDITIES INTER-
ESTING.

Cast Agnes Ayres not especially

well suited and doesn't always ap-
pear at ease. Antonio Moreno
good looking lead but that's about
all. His role doesn't get him very
far. Others who have little to do

—

include Clarence Burton, E. H.
Calvert, Fred Butler, Jack Gardner,
Pauline Paguette, Roscoe Karns,
Arthur Hoyt.

Type of Story Adventure story.

Incidentally they've selected a
thoroughly appropriate title for this

latest Agnes Ayres-Antonio Mor-
eno picture that hasn't been so well
directed by Sam Wood. It's just

about as much a matter of bluffing

the audience into being entertained
as it is bluffing the modistes of New
York into believing that the ambi-
tious Betty Hallowell is the famous
Nina Loring. At least the audience
is apt to feel that way about it un-
less they're quite willing to be
bunkoed along with the modistes
who flock to Betty's hotel suite

where she pays $150 for the week
and has 37 cents left for a cheese
supper. Movie heroine's have
nothing on the bobbed-haired band-
it when it comes to nerve. But, of
course Betty's bluff doesn't work

—

that is the way she expected. It

does lead her into a very inviting

romance and when she comes near
going to jail both for securing
money under another's name and
because, as the other woman, she
would be tried for the misappropri-
ation of Red Cross funds, hero
steps in, admits that he knew all

along that she was spoofing, settles

matters "out of court" and ends up
by getting ready to put a ring on
her finger. There's not a lot to this

unintentionally silly little yarn and
the picture isn't long enough to

bore even with its absurdities.

Box Office Angle. . -. .About a half

way choice. The production is

good and the development isn't

slow regardless of the unreeling
improbabilities. It will likely hold
the average audience.

Exploitation Paramount's press
sheet contains a poster suggestion
showing a picture of Moreno and
Agnes Ayres in the act of going
through the final clinch. It's likely

to bring in the romance lovers if

you will only give it proper promi-
nence. Say that the story deals
with the adventures of a small town
girl who decided to bluff the New
York bluffers and won—but not in

the manner she had expected. If

the featured players are well liked

use their names prominently.
Direction Sam Wood; fair.

Authors Rita Weiman and
Josphine L. Quirk.

Scenario Willis Goldbeck
Cameraman Alfred Gilks
Photography • Good
Locale New York
Length 5,442 feet

Betty Balfour, British Favorite
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Betty Balfour took first

honors in The Daily News "favorite

British film stars" contest. Alma
Taylor came second, while others fol-

low in order: Gladys Cooper, Vio-
let Hopson, Matheson Lang, Fay
Compton, Chrissi White, Stewart
Rome, Owen Nares and Ivor Novel-
lo.

TheShot
thatwas
heard
Round
theWorld

was fired in

1776~But
thai was
hefore

i



987 newspaper critics, exhibitors and
film company officials pre-viewed
"THE CHECHAHCOS" at the Ritz-
Curlton Hotel last night and

the verdict was

a
IT'S A G
PICTURE"

becittise

It is romantic, thrilling, -holds one
intensely and is idemr cast and clean.

It is a powerful human interest

drama. -.§
'"

It is a magnificent scenic masterpiece,

i but principally because

It's REAL, not a studio or California

made imitation Alaskan.

Associated ExhibitorC
Arthur $'. Kane, President

PATHE, Physical- Distributor

- ^*- ' ---•
-
:— r-

:
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"Flapper Wives"
roducer: Laurence Trimble-Jane

Murfin
Distributor: Selznick Dist. Corp.

i a Whole... DOESN'T PROM-
ISE TO LIVE UP TO TITLE
AT FIRST BUT LATER DE-
VELOPS INTO "MODERN
GIRL" STORY. THIS ANGLE
IS NOT HOWEVER THE PRE-
DOMINATE FEATURE OF
THE STORY.

(,st Appropriate and capable.

May Allison pleasing as the rich

man's wife, Rockliffe Fellowes sin-

cere as the modernist minister and

Edward Horton suitable as the in-

nocent young rounder.

Vpe of Story Drama. It isn't

altogether unlikely that the recent

church controversies between the

fundamentalists and the modernists

have suggested, as least in part, the

theme of Jane Murfin's story.

Whether or not Mrs. Murfin got

her idea in this way or not, "Flap-

per Wives," (a not wholly pertinent

title either) contains a situation in

its opening sequence rather similar

to recent church matters. Rev.

Stephen Carey is asked to resign

as rector of St. "Marks because the

vestry does not agree with his radi-

cal ideas. The theme is inclined

to be episodic. After the minister's

resignation there follows his ef-

fort to restore a child's eyesight

through faith healing. Next comes
a sequence devoted to the affairs of

a garage man and his flapper wife,

incidentally an almost entirely ir-

relevant episode. The continuity

could have been greatly improved
upon particularly toward the close

where the early situation dealing

with the rich man and his wife is

left practically unfinished unless

you are to assume that she divorces
herhusband and marries the min-
ister. A little careful reediting

would improve the picture im-
mensely and make it far more en-

tertaining. The story is a good one
and contains interesting situations

that could be brought out to much
better advantage.
)x Office Angle The title will

bring them in and even though they
may be prepared to be disappoint-

ed when it doesn't get into the

flapper business right off; they'll

very likely go out satsfied. There
is a good cast and production to

talk about.

xploitation. . . .The title will stand
exploiting and the cast may con-
tain names of players pleasing to

your patrons. Appeal to your
women folks especially and if you
think well of it you might use of
the religious discussion angle con-
tained in the story. In the story
the carelessness of a woman who
tosses away her cigarette causes a
fire which is responsible for the loss
of a child's eyesight.
irection..... .Jane Murfin and Justin
McCIoskey; should have developed
story better.

uthor Jane Murfin
:enario Jane Murfin
ameraman . . • • King Gray
hotography Good
rt Director . .. Fred McBann
ocale . . • • California
ength About 7,000 feet

"Ridgeway of Montana"
Universal

As a Whole COMBINATION
WESTERN AND MODERN
GIRL STORY THAT WILL
UNDOUBTEDLY PLEASE AU-
DIENCES EVEN THOUGH
THEY MAY NOT BE CON-
VINCED BY THE FLAPPER'S
METHOD OF "BUFFALOING"
A WESTERNER.

Star- •
. . Fulfills requirements but isn't

sufficiently romantic type for a
role of this kind. Does too much
posing in close-ups of which there
are too many.

Cast Olive Hasbrouck suitable

flapper heroine. She's not pretty
but rather winsome.

Type of Story Novelty western.
Jack Hoxie hasn't a particularly
well suited vehicle in "Ridgeway of
Montana" but there is a certain ap-
peal about the story that will like-

ly make it suitable entertainment
for a majority of screen patrons,
the general "fan" crowd especially.

They'll like the flapper angle and
you can count on your bobbed-
haired patrons being thoroughly
thrilled with the young heroine's
man round-up. The picture is de-
cidedly more suitable to youthful
audiences. Grown-ups and so-call-

ed "hard boiled customers'' will

probably be bored by the flapper's

attacks and hero's surrender. Aline
Hanley picks the rough westerner,
"Buck Ridgeway" as her next vic-
tim but Buck doesn't surrender to
her first attacks. In fact he even
leaves her father's house without
saying good-bye to her. Aline de-
cides upon pursuit. She follows
Buck to his mountain cabin and
when a storm prevents them from
getting back tD civilization that
night, Aline informs him that such
a compromising position can only
be satisfied by his marrying her.

Buck agrees and after a little ex-
citement in which Aline is captured
while trying to escape from Buck,
there follows the happy reunion.

Box Office Angle Average enter-
tainment but will probably orove
even better than average if you
cater largely to young folks.

Exploitation Get your flapper
delegation interested in the picture
by playing it up with catchlines
such as: "Girls, Attention! Don't
miss 'Ridegway of Montana.' It

contains the very latest method of
capturing a husband. It's very
simple and worth trying. If you
don't believe it, see Jack Hoxie's
latest picture at the blank theater
and learn how he was lured into a
marriage ceremony by a bobbed-
haired heroine." The title will need
explanation. Use stills and the
conventional trailer of the more ex-
citing bits. Promise glorious thrills

for the flappers.

Direction Clifford S. Smith; all

right.

Author Wm. MacLeod Raine

Scenario E. Richard Schayer

Cameraman Harry Neuman
Photography Very good

Locale ••.... Montana
Length 4,843 feet

"Pagan Passions"
Producer: Rellimeo Film Syndicate

Distributor: Selznick Dist. Corp.
As A Whole.... RATHER TENSE
DRAMA WITH EXCELLENT
ORIENTAL ATMOSPHERE
AND GOOD ACTING TO REC-
OMMEND IT. COINCIDENCE
PROMINENT IN DEVELOP-
MENT BUT USUALLY CON-
VINCING AT THAT.

Cast. . . .Very good. Several interest-

ing performances contributed by
Wyndham Standing. Rosemary
Theby, Tully Marshall, Raymond
McKee and June Elvidge, who car-

ry principal roles through very
well. Sam DeGrasse and Barbara
Bedford have less important parts.

Type of Story. .. .Drama. There is

a certain element of audience ap-
peal in Grace Sanderson Michie's
story, "Pagan Passions", that is a

popular favorite with a majority of

picture goers and that is the Orien-
tal atmosphere which predominates
in this. Besides there are effective

dramatic situations and some rather
tense moments that should make it

particularly attractive where they
favor entertainment of a heavier
variety. The production is good
and there are several very worth
while performances, notably those
of Rosemary Theby, Wyndham
Standing and Raymond McKee.
The theme deals to some extent
on the effect of the tropics on
Americans living there and later

develops into an interesting, even
though somewhat conventional,
story of a supposedly half-cast hero
in love with a white girl. But the
interest is splendidly sustained
throughout and regardless of some
rather flagrant bits of coincidence
in the development, director Camp-
bell has handled them carefully and
in a manner that makes the inci-

dents seem not so illogical as they
might have under less skillful treat-

ment. The story principally con-
cerns a woman who deserts her
babe in China, steals another wo-
man's husband a«d then pays dear-
ly for all her ill deeds both through
physical and mental torture. Her
last minute regeneration and death
brings about happiness to those
whom she had wronged.

Box Office Angle. .. .Give particular

attention to exploiting the atmos-
phere. Decorate your lobby with
lanterns and trimmings of the Or-
ient. Have your announcements
printed in Chinese style and display
stills liberally in the lobby. Capital-
ize on the names of the prominent
players in the cast. There are
those of Tully Marshall, Wynd-
ham Standing, June Elvidge, Rose-
mary Theby, Raymond McKee and
Barbara Bedford. The title should
attract those who pick their pictures
bv titles and should be well adver-
tised.

Direction by Colin Campbell;
supplied good production and han-
dled story nicely.

Author .... Grace Sanderson Michie

Scenario.... Grace Sanderson Michie

Cameraman Joseph Brotherton
Photography Good
Locale . . Malay Pen.—China—U. S.

Length 5,600 feet

Comerford Chain Increased by Two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ashley, Pa.—The Comerfords have
bought the Park here, and the Family
at Glen Lyon.

Retter in Exhibiting End
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—James Retter has re-

signed from Metro to enter the ex-

hibiting field, and has bought the

Savoy at California.

Theater for San Fernando, Cal.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Fernando, Cal.—Local prop-
erty owners are forming a syndicate
for the purpose of financing of a pic-

ture theater to be erected on the site

of the old Presbyterian Church.

Rothacker Laboratory Remodelled
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The Rothacker Co. has
remodelled its commercial laboratory
and will give special service to free

lance cameramen and non-theatrical
producers in developing, printing and
titling.

J. and H. Take Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Port Angeles, Wash.—Jensen &
VonHerberg have purchased the

Mack, from Mack J. Davis.

Thome Returns from Africa
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Dick Thorne, pioneer Alas-
ka showman and formerly theater

owner in South Africa, is just back
from a trip of several months to

South Africa.

Vote For Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dixon, 111.—The voters in a refer-

endum turned down a Sunday theater

closing ordinance.

Pans, 111.—The City Council by a
majority vote passed an ordinance
legalizing Sunday shows.

Exhibitor Buys Rain Insurance
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Schenectady—R. V. Erk, owner
of the Barcli, has insured himself
against rain to the extent of $3,500.

He will receive $500 a night if it rains

an eighth of an inch between 4 and
8 o'clock.

New $1,000,000 Theater Begun
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Joliet, 111.—Work has been begun
on the Rialto Square, a new $1,000,-

000 theater which will seat 3,000.

Two Theater Companies Quit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—The Liberty Theater
Co., of Washington, has filed dissolu-

tion papers. Papers of dissolution

have also been filed by the Metro-
politan Theater Co., of Charlestown,
W. Va.

Friedman Won't Quit Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Joe Friedman will con-
tinue with Universal, having recon-
sidered and withdrawn his resigna-
tion.
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The third and last of

the Lee-Kirkwood series for Hodkin-
son will be "Another Man's Wife"
which Bruce Mitchell directed. Miss

Lee will continue as an individual star.

William Duncan and Edith John-
son are back from an eight weeks'

location trip to McCall, Ida. for

"Wolves of the North", a Universal

serial.

Fred Kohler, Duke Lee and George
Connors have been added to the cast

of "Triple Cross for Danger", a new
Jack Hoxie picture.

Frank Currier and Mitchell Lewis
have been added to the cast of "The
Red Lily", a Niblo picture.

Mary Philbin has completed work
in "The Rose of Paris", placed in

production as "Mitsi".

"The Sawdust Trail" is the release

title for "Courtin' Calamity", a Hoot
Gibson picture.

The Universal picture being made
from "Mitzi," will be released as "The
Rose of Paris".

Irene Rich has started on "A Wo-
man of Hollywood" at the Vitagraph
studios .

Clara Bow will play an important
part in "Wine", a Universal release.

GREENE

Sales Contest in Canada
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—Next month, First Na-
tional managers will strive to secure

a record number of contracts carry-

ing play dates up to Sept. 27, in a

sales contest, the first competition be-
tween First National managers in

Canada. A prize will be awarded the

manager finishing first and one to the

salesman.

Mayor Vetoes Pana Closing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pana, 111.—Mayor E. G. Johnson
has vetoed the ordinance to permit
Sunday shows. He contended that

the ordinance was passed without a

legal majority, as there is one vacency
in the council. The vote was 5 to 4
for the measure.

Chalet Resigns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—William Chalet, manag-
er of United Artists, has resigned
and plans to enter business in New
York. He will be succeeded by Will-
iam A. Barron. Both Barron and
Chalet are nephews of Hiram Ab-
rams.

Start on "Man's Woman"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Romayne Fielding, of
General Film, has started work on
"Man's Woman." Fielding and Joan
Arliss have the leading roles.
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Short Subjects
"Trailing Trouble"—Century—Univ.

Contains Some Laughs

Type of production 2 reel comedy

A good deal of stuff is included in

this one that doesn't mean much but
will get laughs from the average au-

dience. Buddy Messinger is a would-
be detective studying under Sherlock
Holmes, who, in this case, has a

young daughter and a designing sister

who plans to get his home away from
him. There is much trick stuff

—

electric wires and finally for no ap-
parent reason a man in a monkey-
skin and a frightened colored butler

enter into the action. This has been
done times without number, but it's

always good for a few snickers.

"Near Dublin"—Hal Roach—Pathe

Laughs in Novelty Setting

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Regardless of the laughs in this

—

which are of average number—it has
a novelty of setting to recommend it.

As the title indicates, the scene is

"near Dublin." Stan Laurel, the star,

is seen as a postman in a small vill-

age in the Emerald Isle. James Fin-
layson is the stoney-hearted land-
lord who orders the girl and her old

father out of their home unless either

the rent or the girl is forthcoming.
Heavy stress is laid on the love of

the Irish for brick-throwing. There
is a barn dance that ends in a free-

for-all battle, and murder trial that
is quite funny.

"The Lone Round-Up"—Universal
Should Go Where They Like

Westerns

Type of production 2 reel drama
"The Lone Round-Up" is just an-

other average western drama, not
particularly good and not particularly

bad. During a party, Gorwin, a

bank cashier asks Norma, Buck's girl,

to leave the dance and see the new
vault. She goes and Buck follows
Thev are held up in the bank by
bandits who escape. Norma follows
them and leaves a trail of confetti

—

no mention is made of where she pot
it—Buck escapes and fol'ows the

trail and it all ends happily with the
bandits being cleverly and literally

"bagged" by Buck, who catches them
as they slide down a mine shaft.

"The Junior Partner"—Juvenile-

Educational

Good Average Comedy

Type of production .. .2 reel comedy
Here's a Juvenile comedy with

Johnnie Fox, Jr., heading the cast,

but not as a Boy Scout as usual. He
works in his father's general store

and before the two reels are over has
managed to mess the place up gener-
ally. There are numerous incidents

that will amuse—the little fat boy who
loves bananas and eats a whole bunch
at one sitting; the lady who sits on

the fly-paper; the cat that gets its

nose into everything; and others.

Arvid Gillstrom directed and the cast

includes little Peggy Cartwright, Jack
McHugh, Roger Keene, Bobby Gor-
don and others.

"North of 50-50"—Dippy-Doo-Dad

Pathe

Thoroughly Delightful

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy

This is the best of the Dippy-Doo-
Dad series seen so far. It has much
more plot and holds the interest until

the last flicker And besides, it is

amusing, clever and as always, ex-

cellently directed. The little story

of the Northwest mounted policeman
who is told to "get his man" and
who tracks him to his sweetheart's
shack where dripping blood betrays
his hiding place contains all the tricks

familiar to the usual run of Northwest
mounted dramas. The monkeys are
marvellously human, and with the ex-
ception of a few ducks and a dog,
complete the cast.

"The Bonehead"—Tuxedo-Educ'l

Certain to Please

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
"Poodles" Hannaford is the star of

this Tuxedo comedy and is seen in

the title role. As the new property
man of a country theater where a
traveling troupe of vaudeville per-
formers are striving to please, he
manages to do the wrong thing in-

variably and besides becomes the
chief entertainer in every act, though
entirely unaware of the hit he is mak-
ing. To add to the excitement there
is a thieving manager who steals the
box-office receipts and is brought to

justice at the finish by "Poodles."
"The Bonehead" is sure to be liked

by any type of audience. Hannaford's
type of humor is different and en-
joyable.

New—Spacious

—

Comfortable

THE O. &, W.
Restaurant

OUR MOTTO IS SERVICE
148 W. 49th St. N. Y. C.

MAY 11th
IS

SHORT SUBJECT DAY

Stillman Reverting to Old Policy

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland—The Stillman theate

goes back to its old policy of 75 cent
admission, at the conclusion of th

current engagement of "Dorothy Ver
non of Haddon Hall". The first 7

cent pictures announced includ(

"Three Weeks," "Beau Brummel"an<
"Girl Shy".

TheShot
thatwas
heard
Round
theWorld

was fired in

1776 ~But
lliat was
hefore
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GRAUMAN'S RIALTO
LOS ANGELES

POISONED
PARADISE

oAnd Look What the ^viewers Say
TED TAYLOR in the Los Angeles Record

"Here is a romantic kaleidoscope. Many charac-

ters, quaint, crafty and sympathetic, falling into

new patterns. Interesting, at moments fascinat-

ing. An array of actors that could hardly be

bettered."

GRACE KINGSLEY in the Los Angeles Times

"POISONED PARADISE is a peach of a title.

Brilliant touches introduced by Waldemar Young
and Gasnier seem truly inspired. Clara Bow, that

marvelous child, is a joy every minute. Carmel

Myers' siren is endlessly alluring."

GASNIER'S Newest Production
Presented by

[
B. R SCHULBERG

From the Novel by ROBERT W. SERVICE
Adapted by WALDEMAR YOUNG

With

CLARA BOW - - KENNETH HARLAN
CARMEL MYERS - RAYMOND GRIFFITH

GUY PRICE in the Los Angeles Herald

"Filling all expectations, it is a picture only too

true of the comedy, tragedy and drama that is

to be found in any gambling centre. The whole

affair is excellent and the action never lulls."

CHARLES GOSS in the Los Angeles Express

"POISONED PARADISE is interesting. The
cast is composed of well known players and they

give a good account of themselves. Clara Bcw is

an excellent choice. Kenneth Harlan plays with

a nice distinction of light and shade."

Preferred Pictures
Corporation

ft.P.Bchulberg, Pres. («R) J.G.Bachmann. Oreas.

16&0 Bro adui a y. Neu> Yorh.

Foreign Distributors : Export and Import Film Co., Inc.
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Closing In
(Continued from Page 1)

"And so the period is coming when there is little or no

product save the small stuff of the in-and-out product available

for the independent renter. * * * side by side with the dis-

appearance of the independent renter is happening the disap-

pearance of the independent producer as such. * * *

"Is there a solution? We believe there is a partial one:

for the small renters to pool their resources, to eliminate

thereby the multiplication of overheads, to expand their methods

and their outlook, and to handle, in this combination, only

the independent product that is really worth while. * * *"

Every now and then we disagree with "Kine's" ideas. Priv-

ilege. But here is one in which we heartily concur. Watch the

way this business is closing in. It's worth watching.

JULIUS IN THE LION'S DEN
Julius Stern is mighty proud of his Century Comedies. He

never overlooks an opportunity to push them. Of this there have

been innumerable stories. Here's the latest. Col. Fred Levy of

Louisville was visiting Hollywood. Of course, he stopped in to

see Julius. And, of course, Julius took him all over the Century

lot. Incidentally, they visited the zoo and Julius, trying to show
the Colonel all his tricks, boldly entered the cage of a mangy lion.

When he left the cage of the toothless, slow moving beast and

returned to the Colonel, he was out of breath. The Colonel was
naturally sympathetic. "Julius," he said, "you shouldn't take

such chances."

"Oh," said Julius nonchalantly, "that's the chances we have to

take in the motion picture business."

EDDIE'S PLAY
While Eddie Goulding postcards blithely from Italy—where

he is working on a picture—his play "Dancing Mothers" opened,

under the Selwyn management, in Washington. Newspaper re-

ports promise much. Perhaps a real hit. Still you never can tell.

His friends—who attended the opening—say we all should be

proud of Eddie, a motion picture boy, putting over such a success.

Righto ; if he has, we are.

Don't be surprised if, upon Goulding's return, you hear of

him directing a picture. Fox wanted him to direct for his organ-

ization some months ago.

THE RECORD
"The Covered Wagon" closes its Broadway run today. Just

think—59 weeks on Broadway. In one house. There are mighty
few plays—and there are fewer pictures still—which can hope to

touch this record. One picture a season like this and you have
established something for which every one connected with pic-

tures may well be proud.

IT'S A BUSINESS
Once upon a time Marcus Loew lived a sort of secluded busi-

ness life. But that was when he was just an exhibitor. Now that

he's producer, distributor, exhibitor and has his name listed on
the Stock Exchange. So it's different. And to make matters
worse, they are going to install a telegraph wire direct from the

studio to the home office. Once that's in if Marcus Loew ever

gets a chance to do any of the things he likes—well—he's given
up hope.

Meanwhile Bob Ruben receives something like 90 wires a day
from the Coast. He is still optimistic. He is willing to wager
that some day he gets over 100.

PERSONALITY
What a tremendous asset it is. In a business such as this.

For instance : Sol Lesser, who is a West Coast theater man ; a

producer, a state rights distributor, and a First National \

president. Yes; he's young. Perhaps in a few years he wil
a few more things.

Everyone knows of the difficulties the distributors are ha>

—and have had—with West Coast. It's an old story. Yet, ui

the spell of Lesser's personality listen to what a prominent
tributor says : "If Lesser lived in New York, and did the bu*

of the West Coast from here he would be able to buy lower t

West Coast does today ; and would have friends among the

tributors instead of enemies."

That might easily prove true.

"BOO!"
When F. E. Adams wrote in "Cinema" of London aboul

invasion by American concerns of England, and of taking ov
lot of theaters we characterized the idea by saying "Boo!"

Now Adams writes an open letter in "Cinema" addressin

to the editor of THE FILM DAILY and says in part:

"My Dear Danny,

—

"Many Britons were told in July, 1914, that an immediate
war with Germany was threatening, and they answered "Boo."

"British film men have recently been told that an American
invasion of British exhibiting interests was threatening, and
they have not answered "Boo." That has been left for you to

do, Dear Danny, sitting 3,000 miles away in complete ignorance
of the facts. We have a saying that he who rushes into print

is a fool; this is equally true of laymen or journalist when
either lack precise knowledge of the subject on which they
write. Marshall Foch and Sir Douglas Haig did not give the

details of their plan of campaign to journalists, but they did

take into their confidence the people who might be expected
to help to put them over. Similarly the leaders of the threatened
new movement in British filmland have not given you their

confidence. They may have pretended to do so, but that is

purely their little piece of bluff, and you should have recognized
it as such. * * *

"No! Danny dear, you are out of your depth for once—see

to it they don't 'cod' you' again, and whatever you do don't
'Boo,' it is so childish."

To which might be added this: We have never set up
idea that we have the complete confidence of the leaders of

industry. Perhaps Mr. Adams has. Perhaps he knows mor
their intentions regarding England than we do. He says he •

anyway. Then, too, he chides us for being "childish" when
say "boo!" Oh, Mr. Adams, thanks for the compliment,
say "boo !" once again. And close this.

SOME BOOKOO BOOK
The American pronunciation for a French word descri'

elegance is (phonetically) "bookoo." Nothing better describes*

magnificent book issued by Famous regarding its output for
1

coming season, copies of which were issued several days

It is one of the finest things of its kind ever appeared. EI

know where the credit for its make-up and contents belc

But if it isn't the best piece of selling copy to an exhibitor

made-up in the picture business we would like to see that wj

has it beat. Hats off to A. M. Botsford. Members of the Aft

take a look! And learn something!

PUTTING IT OVER ON MORRIE
Morrie Gest is considered a great showman. Even "D<

Fairbanks uses his ability. And Gest has brought in some g

grosses. But how does he feel knowing that the opening ofj

grand opera "Nero" in Milan brought a $45,000 house?

DAN
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Newspaper Opinions
"he Arizona Express"—Fox

Loew's, Montreal

glR—Thrills galore; express trains ca-

Lg to destruction from high embank-

£* * * hair-raising races in which hu-

i, lie is the stake, and a realistic light-

,g.torm form but a few of the features

•he Arizona Express," *

K Boy of Flanders"—Metro
Chicago, Chicago

iERICAN—You will find as much to

fc as ever in Jackie * * * Without Jackie

feuite likely the film would tend to apall.

E\VS— It is Jackie as the public wants

dragged, forlorn, mischievous. It is

It's classic for children, "A Dog of

B:rs," and it suits the boy star down

I ground with one possible exception in

Et doesn't give him as many chances

\ funny as have his proceeding pictures.

ICRNAL—The fact that anyone is apt

Ifcome sentimental about Jackie serves

e Tering from be'ng maudin.
p>T—"Triumph" is not sensational in

iv 'av, but it is a very good, wholesome,

jc.ble play.

jpt;T—As for Jackie frmself. he is as al-

I a marvel and a delight. The play

(oression over his child face, the heart

rrn? sadness his dark eves can mirror.

I ir'ck change from grief to mirth, all

{ tie tricks find opportunity here.

"BUNE—Little Jackie Coogan and Ted
i >e Sennett dog, carry away the hon-

I. For the most part, the tiny star is

||vn adorable natural self.

Warfield, San Francisco
(Week Ending Apr. 26)

Bf.LETIN—It is a story adaptable to

el's present age and having dramatic

f. uction, human interest appeal, with an

faonal touch of comedy, it gives the

la actor his best screen play for several
3'

DLL & POST—Indeed. Jackie acts so

Bin "A Boy of Flanders" that many
n' stars of today might well take lessons

Mthim in sincere pantomime.
CRONICLE—These would-be actors

down enormous salaries, * * * talk

b of "the profession" and "art"—and
Set a little child not yet 10, play rings

5il them.
1 funny part about it is that Jackie
l.n really acts.

EAMINER—"The Dog of Flanders";
Jackie does the cleverest acting of his

as Nello. the orphaned boy of Ant-
Terry, the Great Dane star of many

,;fcilm successes, plays Petrasche. * * *

IRALD—It is a remarkably fine fea-

A . after having been flooded with maw-
I sentimental drivel, this production

as a distinct relief, * * *

RWS—Jackie Coogan comes thoroughly
lis own in "A Boy of Flanders." Since
pKid" he has done nothing so true and

i tful.

"Boy of Mine"—1st Nat'l

Regent, Rochester

li MOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—"Boy
ine,'' the photoplay which opened a
engagement at the Regent Theater

lay, is a screen story which every
0! , teacher and lover of children should

S JRNAL—With a Booth Tarkington
excellent direction, Ben Alexander as
oy hero, and an altogether splendid

I is the ingredients of "Boy of Mine,"
' it goes without saying that it is a
Ighly enjoyable play.
IES-UNION—One must be very hard-
as to sensibilities if one's throat does
ghten in some of the moments * * *

oadway After Dark"—Warners'
Granada, San Francisco

(Week Ending Apr. 26)

LLETIN—The story is an honest at-

Oil to reveal, via the screen, the soul of
lorld's greatest city, and to show that

;
glth the outward glare and glamor of the

White Way human hearts and im-
01 i are the same as on "Main Street."
RONICLE—A certain gentleman by
lame of Monta Bell has taken this

« it skeleton and made of it a shrewd
Ul ighly intelligent photoplay.

HERALD—There are two strikingly no-

ticeable things about this picture. One is

the splendid direction of Monta Bell, * * *

and the other is the impressively fine work
done by Norma Sheares * * *

NEWS—"Broadway After Dark" is one
of those antique melodramas which has been
revamped in its setting and the style of

clothes worn by the woman, but is still

musty in its sentiment.

"The Confidence Man"—F. P.-L
State, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—The typical Thomas
Meighan fan is going to like "The Confidence

Man," the State's new picture a lot. Be-

cause the genial Mr. Meighan here does all

over again so many of the things he has

done well in previous instances.

State, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—* * * offers Meighan * * *

the type of role which he portrayed in "The
Miracle Man," and which * * * gained for

him filmdom recognition.

Palace, Washington
HERALD—Here is where Thomas Meig-

han offers one of the strongest and most
convincing pieces of acting he has ever con-

tributed to the silversheet.

POST—Thomas Meighan, although his ve-

hicle is weak, pleases again at Loew's Pal-

ace.
STAR—To Thomas Meighan fans that

star's latest picture, "The Confidence Man,"
* * * will be a joy and delight. * * *

"Daddies"—Warners'
Karlton, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—A film adaptation of the de-

lightful comedy, "Daddies" * * * afforded
pleasant entertainment for the audience.
NORTH AMERICAN—That Whimsy of

David Belasco's stage production has been
done over in terms of mild farce, sometimes
uproarious to those that know it.

PUBLIC LEDGER—Mae Marsh has re-

turned in "Daddies," and, although it sounds
trite, one way to express our joy is to say
that she is "the same old Mae."
RECORD—The film has the sentimental

charm of the stage version, is very pleasant
entertainment and contains abundant and
wholesome humor.

CALL AND POST—The romantic story

has much to please an audience. The flash of

swords, as well as temper and wit, daring

rescues, thrilling rides and, withal, a delight-

ful love tale, make it a picture of universal

appeal.

CHRONICLE—If you like romance—and
what human being doesn't?—you will have

a hard time finding it served in more palat-

able form * * *

EXAMINER—Miss Pickford is completely

satisfying in her interpretation, combining
a deal of old Pickford hoydenishness with

a new dignity of technique that seems to

be this star's principal aim nowadays.

HERALD—* * * It is a splendid pro-

duction.
The little star and her supporting cast are

at their best in this sparkling romance of

England in the days of Elizabeth, * * *

NEWS—The picture has more than set-

ting, however. The story is full of action

and gives Mary every opportunity to do well

all the things she can do better than any-
body else on the screen, * * *

"Daughters of Today"—Selznick
Strand, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—* * * another story of the
modern girl and an obvious preachment
against the speed of the jazz age.

"Don't Doubt Your Husband"—
Metro

Garden, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—Viola Dana frolics through

frivolous farce in "Don't Doubt Your Hus-
band" and by sheer force of her dynamic
personalities saves the familiar plot of the
suspicious from monotony.

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall'—
United Artists

Imperial, San Francisco
(Week Ending Apr. 26)

BULLETIN—* * * Miss Pickford brings
all her old charm to the screen and she is

more like the Mary as we remember her
a few years back.

"The Enchanted Cottage"—1st Nat'l.

Strand, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—This situa-

tion furnishes Miss McAvoy and Mr. Bar-
thelmess superb opportunity to show that

love is the alchemy that turns all things

into beauty.

POST—"The Enchanted Cottage," * * •

converts this reviewer to the cause of ap-
plause in motion picture theaters, which
has been opposed in this column.

TIMES-STAR—Certainly nothing finer has
been seen in many a day than the acting
of Richard Barthelmess and May MvAvoy
in the leading roles.

Park & Mall, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—To the few who sided

with me in favor of "Peter Ibbetson" (or
"Forever" as it came to the screen), I warm-
ly recommend "The Enchanted Cottage,"
a plot entirely different from "Forever,"
however.

"The Extra Girl"—Asso. Exhib.
Fox, Philadalphia

INQUIRER—The comedy, written by
Mack Sennett, combines slapstick with senti-

ment without achieving particularly interest-

ing results.

NORTH AMERICAN—The comedy runs
from mere clowning, in which Mabel Nor-
mand is at home, to uproarious comedy.
There is some exquisite fun * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—The
tale is short but exciting adventure in "movie
town," and its outcome is the plot of the
picture, which ends quite happily.
RECORD—In the picture, "The Extra

Girl," Miss Normand appears in a set of
false curls and exhibits her ability to be
natural on the screen.

"The Fighting Coward—F. P.-L.

Stanley, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—It is a satire on the South-

ern chivalry of three generations ago, and

provides a series of chuckles from beginning

to end.

NORTH AMERICAN—Turned upon the

outer rather than the inner event, direction

has made "The Fighting Coward" broad

comedy rather than the homely drama of

Tarkington brew. However, this picture has

plenty of interest and amusement.

TheShot
thatwas
heard
Round
theWorld

was fired in

1776 *>But
tlud was
hefore
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"Flaming Barriers"—F. P.-L.

New Lyric, Minneapolis

STAR—A drama of rural life, with a fine

cast led by Antonio Moreno and Jacqueline

Logan, « * The picture * * * is one^of

thrills and an admixture of comedy. * *

"Forty Horse Hawkins"—-Universal
Grand, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—As a rustic jack-of-all-trades,

Hoot Gibson evokes a deal of comedy from

his latest film vehicle. * * *

"Girl Shy"—Pathe
Walnut, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—After hav-

ing seen Harold Lloyd in his latest feature,

"Girl Shy," we have come to the conclu-

sion that he is just about the most versatile

star we have in motion pictures today.

POST—You have heard of numerous come-

dies being "a cure for the blues," but when
you see Harold Lloyd in "Girl Shy," at

the Walnut Theater this week, you will agree

that he is the leading manufacturer of laughs.

TIMES-STAR—Critically analyzed, it may
not equal "Why Worry?", but it is a cork-

ing good comedy and will amply satisfy the

Harold Lloyd fans or anyone else who enjoys

wholesome, harmless fun.

Apollo, Indianapolis
NEWS—There are numerous comical de-

vices that are nothing short of side-splitting.

Lloyd is one of the best entertainers in

screendom, and "Girl Shy," while it is not

one of the best pictures, is more than amus-
ing enough for laughing purposes.

STAR—Another winning farce.

Wisconsin, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—"Girl Shy" is brim full of good

clean humor, with a delicate thrust here and
there to tickle the funny bone of the fasti-

dious and a touch of slapstick comedy now
and then to please the phlegmatic.
LEADER—The picture is a sure success

;

funnier, faster and more thrilling than any-

thing Harold has been seen in before.

SENTINEL—"Girl Shy" is not as novel

as "Safety First," and is slow in getting a

start, but once it's going its a regular Lloyd
sure fire go get there piece of film.

"Nellie The Beautiful Cloak
Model"—Gold.-Cosmop.

Ohio, Indianapolis

STAR—Goldwyn and Emmett Flynn have

done pre-eminently right by our Nell, the

harassed, but fastidious heroine of Owen
Davis's ancient shocker.

"No Mother To Guide Her"—Fox
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—The picture is. brightened

by many touches of homely humor and quaint

bits of character drawing. It also contains

a sensational train wreck that is used for a

high power thrill.

"Rosita"—United Artists

New Astor, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—Against a picturesque back-

ground of old Spain, Mary Pickford gives

a delightful subtle portrayal of a piquant

young street singer. * * *

"Shadows of Paris"—F. P.-L.

Piccadilly, Rochester
DEMOCRAT and CHRONICLE—"Shad-

ows of Paris" will, we think, please the

public more generally than any other of

Miss Negri's American made pictures.

JOURNAL* * * Pola Negri has found

a part which suits her, perhaps, better than

any she has had in her other American made
pictures.

TIMES-UNION—Pola Negri acts with

her old vividness and fire and seems much
more at ease with herself than in other of

her recent pictures.

CHRONICLE—Crook play—fast action

stuff, with not a single one of the time-

honored attributes missing—* * *

EXAMINER—Colleen Moore s work as

Mary is very fine. For some years the hero

of the Alcazar stage and more recently prom-

inent in various Cosmopolitan pictures, For-

rest Stanley gives a realistic portrayal of

Boston Blackie.
NEWS—"Through the Dark," is one of

those fables that teach us a man is straight

if his nose is straight when seen in profile.

"Thy Name Is Woman"—Metro
New, Baltimore

AMERICAN—Here then, is almost every-

thing the moviegoer desires. Here is sex,

excitement and scenery ; the lovely Barbara
La Marr, the handsome Ramon Navarro.

Arcadia, Philadelphia
INQUIRER—Moralists witnessing this

screen version of Karl Schoenherr's stage

success have a very tough crust to chew.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—Though

the ending of Fred Niblo's picture, "Thy
Name Is Woman," is marred by being too

abrupt (or too much censored) the tale

nevertheless is an interesting one well set

forth.

RECORD—The picture is one of the best

that has been presented at the Arcadia this

season. The work of Ramon Navarro as

the young soldier, and Barbara La Marr as

the young wife is always irreproachable.

"The Mail Man"—F. B. O.
Gifts, Cincinnati

POST—Most of the thrills in the picture,

of which there are plenty, are of such im-

probability that they become more boresome
than entertaining.

TIMES-STAR—What justification exists

for attributing all the amiable qualities in a

human being to a postman, rather than to

an individual in any other walk of life, is

not explained * * *

"M'lle. Midnight"—Metro
Colonial, Indianapolis

NEWS—Mae Murray's restless feet flash

through the measures of Mexican folk dances.
For Mae Murray fans this probably is

all that need be said about the picture.

STAR—It is a well-costumed and beauti-

fully-produced romance.

"Montmartre"—F. P.-L.

California, San Francisco
(Week Ending Apr. 26)

BULLETIN—It is a new Pola Negri, in

hoop skirts and feather-covered hats, the
prevalent styles of the times, that flashes

on the screen. She gives the role finish and
vivacity.

CALL & POST—Miss Negri, presenting
her most recent accomplishment, "Mont-
martre," amply demonstrates her finished

artistry * * *

CHRONICLE—In all fairness to "Mont-
martre," it must be admitted that the pic-

ture turned out to be vastly better than one
expected.
EXAMINER—The vivacious Pola is in

hoop-skirts of course, and there is a generous
amount of oldfashioned hoop-skirted, night
life atmosphere of old Montmartre through-
out the story.

HERALD—It is a well done story of the
famous French district laid in the eighties.
NEWS—To Pola Negri we doff our cha-

peaux for the success of "Montmartre," the
love story of a girl of Paris cafes, * * *

"A Son of the Sahara"—1st Nat'l.

Capitol, Detroit
FREE PRESS—"The Son of the Sahara"

depicts a colorful romance, with two of

America's best known screen stars, in the

feature roles.

NEWS—"A Son of the Sahara" is the

feature picture this week and its title is a

dead give-away. It is a film story laid in

those great open spaces of Arabia where
men are sheiks.

TIMES—"A Son of The Sahara" is a

"knockout" of a picture * * * "mussy"
ending * * * spoiled a masterpiece * * *

Circle, Indianapolis
NEWS—Though there is hardly anything

in the picture to distinguish it from the

typical one of its classification, it at least

boasts the virtue of having been filmed in the

native heath instead of on the home
grounds—the imitation deserts of California.

STAR—To Algiers itself Edwin Carewe
went for the scenes in his de luxe edition,

"Sheik." * * * a desert picture with almost
not a tent in sight, an accomplishment of

no little distinction in itself * * *

Metropolitan, Washington
HERALD—Many of the ensembles are

lent added vigor by the employment of thou-
sands of Arabs, hundreds of camels and
horses and other contributing factors.

POST—Torrid desert wastes, Arabs, har-

ems, charging horses, a handsome young
sheik, and a beautiful girl—of such stuff is

"A Son of the Sahara" composed.
STAR—Photographed in Africa, with great

herds of camels, dusky Arabs, spirited Arab-
ian horses, a harem and miles upon miles of

sandy desert space, "A Son of the Sahara"
is a gorgeous picture * * *

"Tiger Rose"—Warner Bros.

Capitol, Cincinnati
COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—* * * Miss

Ulric arises to great heights in her picture
acting.
POST—"Tiger Rose," * * * could easily

be just another picture. It is melodrama of

not a particularly novel kind, and it is

enacted with a background of the great
Northwest and Royal Mounted Police, * * *

TIMES-STAR—"Tiger Rose" is a melo-
drama raised to the dignity of art. * * * is

far superior to the play from which it was
adapted, as we remember it.

Allen, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—Here is another >

has all the earmarks of another success

never goes very deeply or accurately
life as it is lived, but it hits at the tr

viewpoint of these things, giving the
i

what it wants to believe rather than
is the truth.

Eastman, Rochester
DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE

for the story, it is simple melodrama
simple melodrama so well interpreted, d

ed, and appropriately presented against
istic backgrounds that it is redeemed
the class merely negligible tales of wh-
is unquestionably a type.

JOURNAL—It has an effective et

story and is well acted by the cast asser

for it, but within a couple of weeks
seeing it, one will be unable to tell

much about it.

TIMES-UNION—* * * is an outstai

example of the attempt to exalt the t

theme by means of technical adequacy
a group of noted names.

Columbia, Washington
HERALD—Aside from its gripping d

"Triumph" is literally an eye-filling spec
dazzling in the beauty of its costume el

lavish to the last degree in settings

fascinating in its entertainment possibi

POST—While it lacks the spectacula:

tures of the "Ten Commandments," th-

man interest in the photoplay makes tht

sentation exceedingly interesting.

STAR—Picture fans have a real trefl
store at Loew's Columbia this week In I
De Mille's "Triumph." It is a good :
well directed, capably acted and artist!
photographed.

"Triumph"—Paramount
Century, Baltimore

SUN—"Triumph" is made of the stuff that
keeps a long line in front of the box office.

Starring in it are Leatrice Joy and Rod La
Rocque.

McVicker's, Chicago
AMERICAN—* * * a product which re-

flects, throughout, in its gorgeousness, splen-
dor, novel effects and entertaining qualities
the Midas touch of these collaborators.
HERALD AND EXAMINER—* * * has

De Mille written all over it. But for "The
Ten Commandments," it is De Mille at his
best.

TRIBUNE—Miss Joy is pretty and clever
as usual. The support—well, watch 'em act

!

"Triumph" is well staged, photographed,
and directed with a flourish. The subtitles
for the most part are worth reading.

"Under the Red Robe"—Gol
Cosmop.

Merrill, Milwaukee
LEADER—It is a charming love

and an historical narrative worthy o
greatest praise.

SENTINEL—Cosmopolitan * * * ha
done itself in producing "Under the

Robe." * * It is a thing of gorgeous
and scenery, * * * beyond being a spe
it has little to offer, unless it is the It

footage of film history so far.

"Why Men Leave Home"—1st

Olympia, Boston
TRANSCRIPT—* * * Lewis Stone'

ing is consistently good throughout *

He never makes one of those false i

that so thoroughly and completely ro
lusions. He stays within the bounds
characterization and gives it a clear ar

cisive quality. * * * Avery Hopwood.
wrote the play for the stage, has dom
ter, but has certainly also done worse,
play is very amusing in spots, and soi

the original lines are retained in the
titles. They are refreshingly amusing.

"Name the Man"—Gold. Cosmop.
Palace, Montreal

STAR—Scenically, the film is more than
good. In fact, its faults are singularly few,
from whatever viewpoint it may be judged.

"Three Weeks"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Alhambra, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—* * * if you're looking for the
significance of the "tiger skin," * * * and
the "lips red as wine," prick the balloon
of your hopes ** *

If, however, you are looking for an ar-

tistically staged and rather well-acted pic-

ture, "Three Weeks" will undoubtedly fill

the bill.

SENTINEL—* * * the present genera-
tiin, * * * will feel no palpitations of the
heart in viewing the screen version of "Three
Weeks."

"Through The Dark"—Gold.-Cosmo.
Strand, San Francisco
(Week Ending Apr. 26)

CALL & POST—"Through the Dark" is

an outstanding example of his genius carried
into picture form by a director who is

apparently adept in handling the sort of
lurid and fast moving situations * * *

SHORT
SUBJECTS

Film Daily—Spring Special Edition—May 11th



EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Make sure the release print is on Eastman

Positive Film and you make sure that the

photographic quality of the negative is car-

ried through to the screen for your audiences

to enjoy.

Look for the identification "Eastman"

"Kodak'' in black letters in the film margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Hollywood

Preview on^

ffTHE WHITE
MOTH •)•)

says:

"It's a whale of a box-

office and should get

over all down the line/*

A MAURICE TOURNEUR
PRODUCTION ^S

featuring BARBARA LA MARR
and CONWAY TEARLE
personally directed by Maurice Tourneur

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
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HOGS
By DANNY

' Two footed kind. Described

>y Elmer Pearson. In his letter

ound elsewhere in this issue,

^nd he is speaking of the kind

>f exhibitor "who is not satis-

ied with his fair share of such

i great gross as the public paid

nto the nation's box offices in

923."

And he goes on. And describes

he actions of "cliques of ex-

libitors" who form buying
)odies "for the sole purpose of

securing service for less than

hey should and can afford to

)ay" as "plain stealing."

Harsh words? Not a bit. Not
hcrsh enough. And thfit 's

where the great trouble lies.

Not among the average big cir-

cuit operators—but among some
small ones.

There are several large important
;ircuits whose ideas on prices are re-

garded by many distributors as un-
air and unlivable. Fortunately these

arger circuits are in the minority as

:ompared to the operation of the

Jsual large circuit. Usually the buy-
;r for these larger circuits realizes

iust how far he can go. And he
iaren't go any further. He needs too
many pictures. His needs call for

ill the good pictures he can get—re-

gardless of the source.

The small independent dis-

tributor, of course, gets his
licking from the large cir-

cuits. The reason: usually
the small distributor, or in-

dependent operator hasn't suf-
ficient important product to

make the circuit buyer "sit

up and take notice."

But the "cliques of exhibitors" the
small buying combinations—these are
the boys who put over deals on the
distributor—large and small (the
smaller the worse the break) and use
methods little short of criminal, that
should make decent, self respecting
people refuse to do business with
them.

We need a lot of ethics for this

type of animal particularly. Perhaps
if they were made to shift for them-
jselves, without important decent pic-
tures of the better type, they would
soon be brought to realize the crimi-

Jnal tendencies of their methods. For
if they are not criminal they are dan-
gerously close to it.

Seeks New Blood
I. M. P. P. D. A. Hopes Closed Ter-

ritories Will Open Up—Bad
Spots West of Mississippi

Members of the I. M. P. P. D. A.
have been discussing the exchange
situation in key cities, west of the
Mississippi for some little time. The
territory, with the exception of those
section6 served by Dallas, Los An-
geles and San Francisco has been
practically closed to new distribution,

either because of inadequate exchange
service or because of the present grip

held by existing state right ex-
changes.
As a matter of fact, members of

the organization have been seriously
considering financing their own ex-
changes in a number of those Far
Western cities. The plan is tempor-
arily held in abeyance, only because
the association hopes to be success-
ful in persuading new blood to en-
ter the exchange field or make what
it deems suitable and equitable ar-

rangements with exchanges now ope-
rating.

Coast Reports Melford Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—It is again reported
here that George Melford is out of
Famous Players.

It may be that Melford is taking
a leave of absence, but it is not be-
lieved here that he will leave Famous
Players. Melford is scheduled to
make two pictures in the group of
forty for fall and winter release,

"Empty Hands" and "The Crimson
Alibi."

Trophies
Many Offered for the Spring Film
Golf Tournament—Some New

Donors
Trophies and prizes, for the Spring

Film Golf Tournament are pouring
in.

Those offered even this early in-

clude cups from "Watty" Rothacker.
"Motion Picture News," Elmer Pear-
son for Pathe Exchange, Abe Warn-
er in behalf of Warner Brothers and
Jack Cosman of "Agfa."
The FILM DAILY will offer a

special trophy, in addition to the big
cup which is still in play—at present
in possession of Nat Rothstein of F.
B. O., and George Blair of the East-
man Kodak Co., Saturday promised a
fine camera—a kodak, of course—as
a special prize.

Entries so far in approximate 50.

See to it that your entry is forwarded
quickly.

Four Theaters Leased
Haring and Blumenthal's Bronx
Houses to Go Over to J. Jolson

for 21 Years

It is understood that the Crescent,
Belmont and Melrose, owned and op-
erated by Haring and Blumenthal in

the Bronx, are about to be leased to

J. Jolson for a period of twenty-one
years. The McKinley Square, now
housing a Jewish stock company, is

also included, in the event the pres-

ent tenants fail to exercise an option.

About $2,000,000 in leases is involved.

The deal will temporarily eliminate
Haring and Blumenthal as a theater
factor in Greater New York, but it is

understood they are considering tak-

ing over several local theaters as soon
as this deal is set. Jolson owns the

Parthenon in Brooklyn and formerly
held the Academy and Liberty, Jer-
sey City. Sofferman's and Dave Berk
are said to have acted as agents.

Pearson On Ethics
Uses Some Plain Language—Says Il-

legitimate Consolidations Are a
"Weak Confession of Inefficiency"

The following communication has
been received by the Editor of THE
FILM DAILY from Elmer L. Pear-
son, vice-president and general man-
ager of Pathe Exchange:
As usual your watchful eye and ear

has detected a great need, and I only
hope you will continue the devotion
of your paper to further discussion
of "Ethics" and "Fair Play," because
the more our industry familiarizes it-

self with these two great business
fundamentals, the greater application
they will find with great moral and
financial benefits to everybody.
Every member of the industry now

knows enough about every other
member's problem to know to a near
exactness what really constitutes fair-

ness in dealings with such other
member.

(Continued on Page 3)

Methodists for Amusements
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Springfield Mass.—The Board of
Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in meeting here has submit-
ted a report, favoring the removal of
the ban on amusements.

Dunn, Wurtzel's Assistant
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—William K. Dunn, a
relative of William Fox and the lat-

ter's former private secretary will act

as assistant to Sol Wurtzel at }he
coast studio.

New First Run Plan
1st Nat'l Inaugurating Special Sales
and Exploitation Service With

"Secrets" and "Sea Hawk"
First National has formed a new

department to handle special key city

runs for its more important releases.

The special service will be inaugu-
rated with "Secrets" and "The Sea
Hawk."
The general thought that prompt-

ed the step was a desire to do busi-
ness with motion picture theaters
throughout the country, rather than
have dealings with legitimate theaters.
At the same time, it is the intention
to see that important box-office at-
tractions get the fullest sort of at-
tention, so far as exploitation and
advertising are concerned. Andrew
H. Smith, who has been assisting
E. A. Eschmann in the department
of distribution has been placed in
charge of the new work.
The force will, in effect, be an

auxiliary to the present First Nation-
al sales and exploitation staff. It will
naturally work with the representa-
tives in the field but will, at the
same time, be largely independent.
A certain number of special runs in
each key center will be decided upon.
They will be controlled completely
from the First National home office.

Combine Results in New Company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Small's Queen Theaters
of Brooklyn have been formed, listing
200 shares of common stock, no par
value. Incorporators are S. Strase-
berg, William Small and M. Lerner.

The Small-Straseberg interests, as
noted, have taken over the seven the-
aters operated by Charles Suozzo in
Queens.

Friese-Greene Process to be Shown
(Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
London—Claude Friese-Greene, in-

ventor of the color process bearing
his name, together with S. M. John-
son in charge of exploitation, and a
member of the technical staff sail for
New York early in May. They will
demonstrate this new color process
in New York, showing, incidentally;
some shots of Hope Hampton taker*
in London. '

Returning to Coast
Sol Lesser expects to return to the

Coast tomorrow.

Ben Schulberg of Preferred is in
hopes of completing plans for nexit
season early this week, so he can re-
turn to the Coast and may leave any
day.
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Incorporations
Albany—Small's Queens Theaters,

Brooklyn. 200 shares common stock,

no par value. Incorporators, S.

Strausberg, W. Small and M. Lerner.

.Attorneys Levy, Gutman & Goldberg,

New York.

Albany—Lincoln Strand Theater

Corp., Buffalo. 500 shares common
stock, no par value. Incorporators,

M. and E. B. Mark and M. Sharaf.

Attorneys, Phillips & Schlenker, Buf-

falo.

Albany—North Side Amusement
Corp., Bronx. Capital $6,000. In-

corporators, I. Oksenkrug and D. and
H. Stravitz. Attorneys, Suchman &
Samuels, New York.

Sacramento, Cal.—Pacific Coast
Theaters, Inc., Los Angeles. Capital

$150,000.

Dover, Del —Roy Sheldon Films,

Wilmington. Capital $500,000.

Sunday Closing Bill In U. S. Senate
'

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—A bill prohibiting

Sunday shows in the District of Co-
lumbia has been introduced in the

Senate by Senator Wesley L. Jones
(R.)
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Hodkinson Meets in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The second of the Hod-
kinson sales conventions was held at

the Congress, Saturday, presided over
by F. C. Munroe, Paul Mooney and
John C. Flinn. Those attending
were:

Cecil Maberry, Central Division manager;
L. W. Weir, Western Division manager;
H. H. Hum, Cincinnati; L. W. Peckham,
Detroit; Charles Knickerbocker, Minneapolis;
H. S. Lorch, Chicago; C. D. Hill, St. Louis;
Herman Stern, Omaha; J. J. Mooney and
the following Chicago salesmen: Phillips,

Greenwood, Lundgren, Hickey, Baker and
Decker.

"Vernon" for Chicago Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall," will open at Orchestra
Hall on May 20, for an indefinite

run. The theater has been leased by
Lubliner & Trinz and exploitation

will be handled by Carlyle R. Robert-
son and Jules Moss.

$53,582 For Rothchild Library
The sale of the private library of

Herbert L. Rothchild, president of

the Herbert L. Rothchild Enterprises
of San Francisco, held at the Ameri-
can Art Assn., brought $53,582. The
collection included many rare manu-
scripts, among them Oscar Wilde's,
"The Happy Prince."

Plans S. Calif. Chain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Mark M. Leichter of

San Francisco declares he and a

group of 'Frisco and Los Angeles
business men intend building a chain

of residential theaters here.

Ginsberg Returns
Henry Ginsberg who has arranged

with Jesse D. Hampton to distribute

the latter's pictures is back from the

coast. Headquarters will be main-
tained in Room 1405, Loew State
Bldg.

Mrs. Drew Plans Features
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Mrs. Sidney Drew-
has engaged space at the Hollywood
studio where she will make a series

of five four-reel comedies, based on
stage plays.

Davies Lunch
Marion Davies will entertain the

trade press at lunch Wednesday at

the Tilford studio, after which they
will watch the shooting of some spe-
cial scenes for "Janice Meredith."

Newspaper Opinions
"Thief of Bagdad"—Fairbanks

Forrest, Philadelphia

NORTH AMERICAN—The gasps of

sheer wonder it provokes drives one to a
preliminary shake of the bromide bottle. You
have to see it to believe it I It is a "Pil-

grim's Progress'' turned into Oriental jazz.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—"The
Thief of Bagdad" is not comparable to other
pictures for the simple reason that it achieves
a goal that those others have never even
attempted to reach.
RECORD—Those wonders are beyond the

extravagances of any word picture and in

"The Thief of Bagdad," * * * there is at-
tained ideal and supreme entertainment.

"Triumph"—F. P.-L.

Grauman's, Los Angeles

(Run starting April 23)

EXAMINER—Rod La Rocque is the
outstanding feature * * *

Mr. De Mille is entitled to applause for
his earnest endeavor to portray one of the
most gripping themes in the world on the
screen. * * *

However we must have dramatic license,
and obviously that covers these little illogical
moments in this picture.
EXPRESS—No, this is a surprisingly

good meaty and entertaining film, satirical,
a little overdrawn, as any clever cartoon is,

but full of food for good, healthy thought.
The audiences yesterday responded enthusi-
astically to its temper and its skillful touches
of fun.

HERALD—With a cast that would as-
sure any picture director an actual triumph
in his endeavors, photography that is superb
and titles so human, their sharp points of
truth dart from the screen like so many
points of lightning. Cecil DeMille has added
more laurels to his fame.

RECORD—The story is typically DeMille
material, with its dexterious promotions from
dinner pails to silk hats, and breath-catching
descents from mahogany desks to park
benches.
TIMES—"Triumph" is perfectly good en-

tertainment. At least, it is something dif-
ferent. But it is not a big feature, with
throngs of extras. Its claim to interest is on
a basis of intimacy. There's really a lot
of charm in the telling of the story of "Tri-
umph." There's a splendid even quality too
about the acting and direction.

Hopcraft Succeeds Di Lorenzo
Edward H. Hopcraft has been ap-

pointed general sales manager of
Hepworth Pictures, succeeding Jo-
seph Di Lorenzo, effective today.

Specify

GOEI i-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

COMING SOON

SJ ^Sirensf Seville
fi' HODKINSON RELEASE

Season 192**1925 Thirty Erst Bun Pictures

by "rl.HVAN LOAN

JEROME STORM

In the Courts
W. A. True, through his assig

Arthur A. Wakoff has been gran
a summary verdict of $1,381 in

City Court against the Theater 0\
ers Dist. Corp., in a suit for moi*
loaned. The T. O. D. C. put in \\

defense that True had misappror.
r

ated $4,000. True maintained tj

contention was irrevalent and t|

was sustained by the court,

says he stills has due $2,300 for moi
loaned and $20,000 for salary.

HAL ROACH'S

OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

.

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

Right Now!

SLAZENGERS

MOTION PICTURE TITLES,
of Any Description

Translations in All Languages
Rush Work—Our Dish

E. FERRO
130 W. 46th St. Bryant 2779'

New—Spacious—Comfortable

THE O. & W.
Restaurant

ALL OUR MOVIE FRIENDS WELCOME

148 W. 49th St. N. Y. C

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

S42 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray HiU 1831
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'earson On Ethics
(Continued from Page 1)

I: also knows that unfairness can

\ only selfish temporary advan-

I with certain retribution com-
jjoon.

One Great Federation

r entire industry is one great federation

riling the greatest form of entertain-

nljver devised and lives and thrives upon
ioney paid to it by the public,

r.t public has demonstrated a willing-

so continue to pay more and more in

I itio that we furnish better and better

eiinment.

fjt we of this favored federation should

He in disastrous quarrels over a division

t: money is the height of folly,

ft either the producer, distributor or

bjtor faction should attempt to devise

yand means of cheating the other fac-

n'of the wherewithal to carry on with

:i; share of proper progress is simply

u;ss suicide for the perpetrators.

Plain Words
flt any one exhibitor or clique of ex-

i<s should form themselves into buying
li for the sole purpose of securing ser-

Sor less than they should and can af-

no pay is just plain stealing from the
^federation of which they (unfortunately
je industry) are members,

ijone who is not satisfied with his fair

i of such a great gross as the public

dtito the nation's box offices in 1923 is

ii plain "Hog" and certainly does not
Jtp membership in this or any other civil

j>' of human beings.

try movement or organization large or
I. for the purpose of controlling prices
ii up or down is a selfish, hoggish,
riolistic effort to damage some other
t)f the industry and thereby hope to

t something for themselves to which
lay and common law ethics do not

it them.

ive been in this business 14 years and
1

k been my observation that the great
I of economics eventually overwhelms

_jh consolidation is a weak confession
ifficiency and either efficient competition
1, in and drives them out of business or

monopolies swallow or destroy the
ones and eventually the government

n and dissolves the survivor.

he meantime, the public wonders why
iannot have better pictures.

ie Exhibitor, the Retailer
other retailer in the world finds it

to sell merchandise for a dollar that
im but 25 cents.

then to think that many of our re-
are trying to buy it for even less,

can they expect the producing end
business to survive, much less pro-

ead of spending so much time ?nd
ss effort in trying to buy for less,
ot try the much more profitable sys-
seeing how a larger per cent of the

can be paid for merchandise? I, for
n sure the public will be only too glad

BIG GAME SHOOTING
bite hunter, 16 years' experience in
odesia, Kenya, Sudan, Tanganyika,
•asaland, P. E. A. and Uganda,
w in England, but returning shortly,
ites inquiries from anyone wishing
arrange TRIP FOR SHOOTING,
ientific or Photographic Purposes.
S. WALLER c/o Westley Rich-

Is, 23 Conduit Street, London, W.,
England

Right Now!

AZENGERS

to respond with enough more money to fur-

ther increase profits for all.

Mind you, I have no quarrel with circuits

merely because they are circuits and for

the most part the large circuits are con-

trolled by capable business men whose ac-

tual desire seems to be to help the producer
and distributor and who recognizing the pro-

ducer's problems know how to help ; like-

wise such business men have complete knowl-
edge of the value of fair play and good ethics

Big Circuits Play Fair
Unfortunately, I am not permitted to re-

late details but our exchanges have had ex-

periences with some of these larger circuits

involving voluntary fair play, the like of

which rarely, if ever, occurred before men
of such high calibre came into the industry.

Circuits and theater chains are coming
more and more to being a constructive force

in that they standardize operation on an
economic, yet more efficient basis. While
most of them may have been originally form-
ed with the idea of reducing rental prices,

it is indeed gratifying to observe that most
of them have abandoned that idea for pur-
poses more noble and constructive.

The time will come when such circuits will

welcome an independent theater owner in

each of their theater localities, and we will

see those independent owners showing a
nice profit and receive the fair play of every-
body including their competitors, because
by then the circuit owners will have fully

realized the stimulus value of competition and
safe in their more efficient administration will

show more profit than their independent com-
petitor.

"Mother's Day" Pictures

Selznick offers "Woman to Wom-
an," "Pagan Passions," "Flapper

Wives," "Broadway Broke," "Daugh-

ters of Today" and "The Monkey's

Paw," for "Mother's Day," Sunday,

May 11.

On Broadway
Astor—"Secrets."
Broadway—"Pal of Mine."
Cameo—"The Birth of a Nation."
Capitol

—"The Rejected Woman."
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall."

Forty-Fourth Street
—"America."

Liberty—"Thief of Bagdad."
Loew's New York—Today—"Sport-

ing Youth."
Tuesday—"The Sword of Valor"
and "After a Million."

Wednesday—'"Boy of Flanders."

Thursday—"Ladies to Board."
Friday

—"Ridgeway of Montana "

and "Borrowed Husbands."
Rialto

—"Men."
Rivoli

—"The Lone Wolf."
Strand—"Girl Shy."

Next Week
Astor—"Secrets."

Capitol—Not yet determined.
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments.'
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall."

iilm Developing Corp.
210-16 weehawken St West HobokenJU

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing.
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone. UNION—4800

ComingSoon

ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI
dn Alon Crcslandfiwduclion

v J^-cJuceJ hy ^Jijfcrd Cinema Ccrb.

y&HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures

Forty-Fourth Street
—"America."

Liberty
—"Thief of Bagdad."

Rialto
—"Men."

Rivoli
—"Between Friends."

Strand
—"Why Men Leave Home."

&litO.SaliJt unmet

RODilveur
*"Rou£hftiAiri*

: YOURIEXHIBITORS

WILL THANK YOU
FOR BUYING

THIS SERIES OF

8 .SUPERBLY PRODUCED

PUNCHY WESTERNS

AND WHAT A
NAME TO ADVERTISE!

FOR OPEN TERRITORY

meric, due in New York on i nurs- 1 year siai.i.rg ^"""y- *""" — "
—

\"1 '

| Mayer for Metro-Goldwyn
.day

Summer Pictures
Boosting good pictures, keeping big attractions in the Kun-

sky houses in Detroit has proven successful with George W.

Trendle and he proposes to carry on in this manner this summer.

Trendle's ideas were printed in a recent issue. To ascertain

how other important exhibitors viewed this idea THb MLM
DAILY sought opinions. Here are a few from some of the lead-

ing first run operators in the larger cities:

Philadelphia

The Stanley Co. of America advises that it has always ^de an effort

to get the best pictures possible for the summer. Frank W. Buhler says.

(Continued on Page 6)

Clip This
Out in Kokomo, Indiana,

when the city council voted 5

to 5 on the question of Sunday

closing, the Mayor cast the de-

ciding vote and closed theaters.

Frank Hiller, president of the

Indiana M. P. T. O. took the

case to court; claiming the

Mayor had no right to decide

such matters. And the court

upheld Hiller, declaring that the

Mayor is an executive officer

only. Now the Kokomo thea-

ters are open Sundays.

Remember this when the

Mayor wants to step in and

vote on your problems.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. ..107^ 107^ 107^4 200
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Universal Holds Meeting

Salesmen and sales managers from
Universal exchanges at Buffalo, Al-
bany, New Haven, Boston, New
York, Washington, Philadelphia, and
Washington held a sales meeting at

the Astor on Sunday, presided -over

by Al Lichtman. Twelve Jewels will

be released, one every other week, be-
tween August and January and on
odd weeks, there will be available a

series of Jack Hoxies, Hoot Gibsons
and other Westerns. The first Jewel
will be "The Signal Tower".

"Beaucaire" Finished

The final scene for "Monsieur Beau-
caire" was shot yesterday. The cost

is said to have passed the $500,000
mark.

Bray Returns

J. R. Bray reached New York from
Europe yesterday on the America.
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"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM'

GeotS
e\J^

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Grand-Asher Suing Wilson
Sam Grand, in a letter denies that

the sheriff of Los Angeles County
has taken possession of their studio,

as reported from the Coast. Grand
admits that Wilson has brought suit

and that he secured an attachment
but adds that under the California
law, a litigant can attach property
without first finding it necessary to

secure a judgment. Grand also states

that his company has filed a counter-
suit against Wilson for $83,000 based
on a breach of contract.

Eastbound
Agnes Ayres and Antonio Moreno

are en route from the Coast to appear
in "The Story Without a Name"
which Irvin Willat will direct. The
story will run serially in Photoplay
Magazine and a $5,000 prize will be
offered for a winning title.

Paramount Group Back Tomorrow
The Paramount home office staff

that attended the Chicago and San
Francisco sales conventions is due
back " from the Coast tomorrow.
Adolph Zukor is expected in on Sat-
urday and S. R. Kent about May 15.

Wood Back with Famous
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Sam Wood will re-

turn to Famous Players to direct one
picture, "The Female", with Betty
Compson.

Davidsohn Off for Coast
Paul Davidsohn, just in from Berlin

left for Hollywood yesterday.
Samuel Rachmann came over with

Davidsohn.

Schmidt in Town
Art Schmidt, F. B. O. sales super-

visor on the Pacific Coast is in New
York.

"Dorothy Vernon" Opens
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"

had its premiere at the Criterion last

night.

Anna Q. Nillson, having completed
work in "The Mountebank" has left

for the Coast.

Worried Over Cost
(.Continued from Page 1)

immediately following "The White
Sister." "The Thief of Bagdad" will

follow the Pickford film.

The principal item of news in Eng-
lan this week is the decision of the
Kinematograph Trades Council to

hold a big garden party at the Royal
Botanical Gardens in June, the pro-
ceeds to form the nucleus of the new
National Benevolent and Provident
Funds.

When Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks arrived here there was
nothing like the scenes on their previ-
ous visit. Both Mary and Douglas
took the earliest opportunity of visit-

ing Haddon Hall to see the original
of Mary's picture and later journeyed
to Nottingham where Fairbanks
viewed the locale of "Robin Hood."
Whilst they are here they are being
entertained by Lord and Lady Louis
Mountbatten.

J. D. Williams is here. It is re-

ported there is trouble with H. W.
Thompson over the Ritz Carlton con-
tract. Thompson is reported to be
wanting his money back and it is ex-
tremely probable that Williams will

come to other arrangments while he
is over here.

Katz Here
Sam Katz of Chicago is in town.

Art Title Service

Special Photography

Trailers—Announcements

H. E. R. STUDIOS, Inc.

150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

SLAZENGERS
MR. ENGLE

Murray Hill 7217

"MIAMI" A SENSATION AT PREMIERE SHOWING - •

Providence, R. I., May 3, 1924

W. W. Hodkinson Corp.,

469 5th Ave.
New York

"MIAMI' with Betty Compson great picture. Despite

first day of daylight saving opening was remarkable.

Business all week capacity. Critics raved over picture.

Audience comment, 'best we ever had,' 'scenic settings

exquistely beautiful.' Picture playing second biggest

week of year and we have shown the best. Business to-

morrow may set new house record. Regret previous con-

tract prevents second week as demand for hold over is

tremendous. Best wishes."

William J. Mahoney, Manager, Rialto Theatre

A HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925—Thirty First-Run Pictures

Out of Associated Exhit
Frank Shellabarger and

Vance of the Associated Ex
publicity department have rL
Howard Stuckel will take ovef
abarger's duties.

HAL ROACH!

DIPPY-DOO-DAIi

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy

THE WORLD IN COLO
A short subject

Issued monthly by
Kelley Color Laboratory Inc. i

Palisade, N. J.
Phone Cliffside 1345

State Rights

Bryant 3740

ptimmi
ftEAb IV

1540 Broadway, N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPER'tl
TO THE THEATRICAL I

MOTION PICTURE INDll

GEVAERF
RAW STOCM

Negative Positive

As Qood As The Be,

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Ini

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N.
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The World's Biggest Newspaper

NEW YORK NEWS says

"The Chechahcos has that desired something new
which frenzied directors and producers are ever seeking.

The snow scenes have a magnificence and intensity

which dwarf mere humans. I enjoyed the

picture."—McELLIOTT

%e and the N. Y. Review critic writes:—

"Magnificent spectacular scenic effects.

"It assays high in entertainment value. The cast is above the

average and the photographic effects are magnificent.*'

ED. E. PIDGEON writes in

THE JOURNAL OF COMMERCE:
'*Of truly absorbing interest, vitality and general

merit. The work of the players will be remembered

for a long time to come."

TOM HANLY says in

THE MORNING TELEGRAPH:

"As a hot weather feature it should get the money.

It held its audience at the first screening."

Associated Exhibitors
Physical Distributor Pathe Exchange, Inc. Arther S. Kane, President Foreign Representative Sidney Garrett
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Summer Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

"If you will look over our record

for the past three or four years, you
will find that this idea originated with

the Stanley Company. We are now
laying our plans for the summer along

the same lines."

Louisville

Col. Fred Levey, whose Lafayette

Amusement Co., operates a large and
important chain in Kentucky and In-

diana declares that all the houses in

which he is interested are following

out the idea advanced by Trendle. In

other words he says he is a firm be-

liever of playing the best pictures ob-

tainable both during the summer and
winter.

Chicago

Max Balaban of Balaban and Katz
writes:

"I agree with Mr. Trendle whole-heartedly
on the idea of running big pictures during
the summer months.
"We do our biggest business during June,

July and August, due to the fact that we
give them big pictures and keep our theaters

cool. While it is true we have a cooling
plant, still I believe, every exhibitor can do
the same thing in a smaller way in making
his theater appear cool during the summer
months by keeping his theater well venti-

lated, seats covered, ushers dressed in white
uniforms and fronts decorated in greens,
and by letting the public know three or four
weeks in advance just what he is doing, also

letting them know what pictures he has for
the summer months, I am sure it will in-

crease his attendance.
"Indirectly we are connected with several

small theaters that have no cooling plants
and we have tried this method for the last

two years and have made a profit during
the summer months. I am sure that if every
exhibitor will use this same method he will
accomplish the same results."

In Balaban's list appeared "The
Hunchback," "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
"The Covered Wagon," "The Sea
Hawk," "Secrets," "Cytherea," "The
White Sister" and a number of others,
which in the main were First Na-
tional's.

Atlanta
Sig Samuels, of the Metropolitan,

Atlanta, says:
"It is a great idea. We have con-

sidered doing this in our house but
we would never get big pictures. By
all means lets have some big ones
to stimulate business during the Sum-
mer. The Fall and Winter will take
care of itself. Trendle is right. There
are so many pictures out after Labor
Day the exhibitor cannot play them
promptly."

Indianapolis
E. H. Bingham of the Colonial, In-

dianapolis, writes:
"The Trendle idea might be a

right for a 'summer' town like De-
troit, but Indianapolis is affected by
the exodus to the great out-doors in

the summer months.

"The automobile, golf and the sum-
mer sports have the picture patrons
'hog-tied' in this section during the

heated term. Our endeavors are to

give good pictures to keep the real

'fans' in the habit but it would be
folly to attempt to pay the price for

the big ones as the producer could
not stand the gaff any more than the

exhibitor.

"Pictures arc no longer novelties—
they have taken the place of so-called

legitimate attractions and are fall,

winter and spring diversions in en-

tertainment."

St. Louis

Spyros Skouras, head of the cir-

cuit bearing his name, says:

"I am heartily in sympathy with Mr. Tren-
dle's plan of releasing big productions com-
mencing July 10, and we are gratified with
this opportunity of impressing upon the pro-

ducers the advisability of so doing.

"If this system is generally adopted in the
centers where long run theaters are in ex-

istence it will prove beneficial to both producer
and exhibitor. Why select one particular

time in the year to release product, thus
congesting the market and causing the an-

nual scramble for dates and the subsequent
dissatisfaction on the part of everyone who
doesn't get what he's after?

"Furthermore, why spoil the public in one
or two particular months. Why not give

them a consistent supply of good pictures the

year around instead of throwing up the sponge
and giving them poor pictures in July and
August followed by a flood of good pictures
that come so fast people haven't time to see

them all and appreciate their merits.

"Then too, if producers see fit to release

big pictures starting July 10, it means that

when September rolls around the neighbor-
hood and outlying theaters will have strong
programs. Under the present plan they are
short of good product until the middle of
October, and the newspapers will give the
proper comments when big pictures are re-

leased singularly instead of a number of them
together."

New East Side House
Solomon Sufrin has purchased the

premises of 181, 183, 185 and 185^
Forsyth Street, from Darfel Realty
Co., Inc., for Samuel Breiman. Plans
are now being prepared for an up-to-
date house with a seating capacity of

1 500.

SLAZENGERS
MR. ENGLE

Murray Hill 7217

Mr. Exhibitor:

Would the acquisition of another theater

strengthen your position and increase your buy-
ing power? Lack of sufficient ready cash should
be no bar to your goal. We can help you. Let
us show you how. No red tape—convenient
arrangements.

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway, Suite 1123 Phone Watkins 4522

Binney Jailed
Promoter With Varied Career in

Montana Prison for Period
of Years

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle—Harold J. ("Josh") Bin-

ney, who has promoted production
companies in many parts of the West
Coast, has been sentenced to from
three to six years in the state peni-
tentiary, at Butte, Mont., for obtain-
ing money under false pretenses in

promoting the Vigilante M. .P. Pro-
ducers Co.

Binney was arrested in Santa Rosa,
Cal., several months ago and taken
to Montana for trial. He weighs
334 pounds, and considers himself the
"biggest individual asset" of the com-
pany. He had stung ex-governor
Sam Stewart and a number of others
in his promoting scheme, according
to the findings.

Moss Back With Paramount
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Edgar Moss, one of
the best known exchangemen in the
territory has resigned from Goldwyn-
Cosmopolitan to rejoin Famous. He
will do special work in this and the
Wilkes-Barre district.

Monta Bell Tendered Dinner
Monta Bell was given a dinner at

Sherry's last night by C. T. Brainerd,
of Harper's. Bell, at one time, was on
the Harper staff.

T
NEW YORK EXCHANGE

Opens To-Day

HEPWORTH PROD. In<

729-7th Ave., N.Y.C.
Phone Bryant 2091

Specify

a-RAW ST0
FOR QUALITY

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

"WARNING"
I hereby serve notice thai]

am the owner of the two pla

copyrighted and produced

der the titles of

—

"MY MOTHER," and—
"SWEET ROSIE O'GRAD"?

And, I will take necessa

steps to prosecute any perst

company, or corporation, usi

the above plays.

MATTHEW OTT
Suite 817 1476 Broadw

New York City, N. Y.
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Announcing

"PUPPY LOVE STORIES"

a series of eighteen two-reel athletic comedies

directed by Robert Eddy

no slapstick, no burlesque—real college types and

atmosphere

now in production at the F. B. O. Studios,

Hollywood, Calif.

HOLLYWOOD PHOTOPLAY PRODUCTIONS

L. S. Ramsdell, President

Randall Faye, Supervisor of Productions
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3e Stryker, last in "Painted Peo-
)1" is here from the Coast to ap-

|
nr in a new Ivan Abramson pro-

ition, starring Lionel Barrymore.

Ian Crosland's new production
—liguarded Women," with Bebe
=)iiels and Richard Dix, has been
-oipleted.

[istorical Pictures, Inc., are shoot-

Tnn pictures of the founding of the

Wdel House of Childhood at Ocean-

l, L. I.

ane Jennings has returned from
-Chester, where she made personal
=*jearances with "Emblems of

i/e".

,'onstance Bennett and Holmes
Frbert will appear in support of

Rene Chadwick in "Her Own Free
Vll."

lolmes Herbert has returned from
birni, where he appeared in "An-
Der Scandal," a Hodkinson release.

,,'he Harcol Film Co., of New Or-
lis, has changed its firm name to

Frcol M. P. Industries, Inc.

}eorge Fawcett is on his way East
tcappear in the next Swanson, "The
Ceen's Love Story".

i The next Jimmy Aubrey comedy
bng made for Standard Cinema is

>' Peaceful Riot."

PHow to Educate a Wife," will go
p the Rivoli or Rialto on May 18
it a week.

Gov't Develops New Camera
I

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

[
.Vashington—Experts connected
:h the Bureau of Standards have
tfected a new camera that is cap-
Be of taking pictures of projectiles
i flight. It can take 250 exposures
b econd, but this number can be in-

rased by adding to the number of
1 ses.

I Special Matinees for Children
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

[Los Angeles—A better films move-
i:nt is under way to give special
utinees for children every Satur-
iy afternoon, in all suburban dis-
pts. Local women's clubs are be-
lid the move.

Edison, Steinmetz in Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Schenectady—An educational in-

tended largely for historical purposes
has just been made by the General
Electric Co., showing Thomas A.
Edison and the late Charles P. Stein-

metz. Achievements in the life of

Edison, form the basis of the film.

Scardon Directing Chadwick
Work has started on ''Her Own

Free Will," starring Helene Chad-
wick. Paul Scardon is directing, with
Ben Silvey as assistant. J. Roy Hunt
is doing the camera work. Holmes
E. Herbert, Constance Bennett, Vio-
let Mersereau and Harry Lee are in

the supporting cast.

Lloyd Picks New Cast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Jobyna Ralston will

again appear opposite Harold Lloyd
in his new production. The cast also

includes Charles Stevenson, Joseph-
ine Crowell and Little Mickey Mc-
Ban. Fred Newmeyer and Sam Tay-
lor are directing.

Start New Swanson Film
Production started Saturday on "A

Woman of Fire," starring Gloria
Swanson. Allan Dwan is directing,

with Dick Rosson assisting. Hal Ros-
son is the cameraman. Ian Keith,

George Fawcett, Mario Majeroni and
Eklund Gayer are in the cast.

Start on "Born Rich"
The cast has been completed and

work started on "Born Rich" at the
Biograph studios. Bert Lytell,

Claire Windsor, Cullen Landis, J.

Barney Sherry, Frank Morgan and
Jane Jennings will appear in it. Will
Nigh is directing.

New Theaters
Rochester—Joseph Joroslow will

build a 1.500 seat playhouse, which
will cost $100,000.

Chicago—Alexander C. Dallach
plans a new theater to cost $350,000.

Brady, Tex.—The new Lyric is

scheduled for an early opening.

Mountain Grove, Mo.—J. H. Riley
has opened his new Cozy.

Quincy, 111.—The new Washington
Square, will open June 15.

Brownwood, Tex.—The Gem will

open in the near future.

EDWARD SMALL COMPANY
THE WORLD'S FOREMOST ORGANIZATION
DEVOTED TO SERVING THE PRODUCER,
ARTIST AND DIRECTOR

SERVICE PLUS INTEGRITY
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD

LONDON—PARIS

Incorporations
Jefferson City, Mo.—Metropolitan

Theater Corp., St. Louis. Capital

$600,000. Incorporators, David Som-
mers, L. Ackerman, E. A. Frendre-
gen, Sam Koplar and Lambert Wal-
ther.

Albany—Pro Products Co., New
York. 100 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, H. Berlack,

S. I. Fischer and L. Johnson. At-
torneys, Miller & Wessel, New York.

New Bedford, Mass.—Weld-On
Amusement Co. Capital $50,000. In-

corporators, E. D. Davenport, C. S.

Davenport, O. E. LeDoux and E. C.
LeDoux.

Dover, Del.—Phidias Film Corp.,

Pittsburgh. Capital $50,000.

Dover, Del.—R. G. Hill Enter-
prises, Inc. Capital $100,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—Peninsula Stud-
ios, Inc., of Delaware.

Sacramento, Cal.— Scrccnland Club,
San Francisco.

Gaumont Buys "Surging Seas"

"Surging Seas" starring Charles
Hutchison has been sold to Gaumont,
for the United Kingdom.

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS
FOR

CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
118 W.44 ST. NY. BRYANT 6635

Meet Me For Lunch

THE O. & W.
Restaurant

148 W. 49th St. N. Y. C.

Artcraft Plans Comedy Series

Artcraft Pictures, Inc., plan a new
series of 13 two-reel "Hick'ry Cor-
ner" comedies. Work on the first

starts May 15 with Eddie Scanlon
and Winifred Sackville Stoner fea-

tured.

tCsmmmr

jfiter 7. Scotbji

presents

BUFFA
BILL""

THIS SERIES OF

S NEW WESTERNS WILL

EARN FOR BUFFALO, Jr.

THE TITLE OF

"STUNT KING"
IF YOU WANT A PROSPEROUS

SUMMER GRAB THE SERIES

NOW.

FOR OPEN TERRITORY

"WANDERING HUSBANDS"
A KNOCKOUT AT GRANADA THEATRE

San Francisco, Calif.

May 4, 1924

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.,
469 5th Ave.,

New York
"Congratulations on 'Wandering Husbands.' It is

hundred per cent all the year picture. Opened at Granada
today to capacity afternoon and evening, and they liked

it from start to finish. Kirkwood and Lee are at their

best. Picture is sure fire audience, and hope to see more
like it especially this season. Regards."

/. A. Partington, Manager

A HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925—Thirty First-Run Pictures
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THOSE WHO DANCE
J3if GEORGE KIBBE TURNER.

Jdapted btj ARTHUR. STATTER, Virected by LAMBERT HILLTER
llnder the personal supervision of THOMAS H. INCE
With BLANCHE SWEET, BESSIE LOVE
WARNER BAXTER., ROBERT AGNEW

and MATHEW BETZ
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IN BLOCKS
By DANNY

Block booking is in sight for

the coming season stronger than

ever before. At least that is the

report at hand. And it is causing
much concern on the part of

small exhibitors. Several im-

portant out of town exhibitors,

men of importance in their vari-

ous communities, men like Al
Steffes of Minnesota and Joe
Dennison of Michigan, view the

tactics of the larger sales organi-

zations with alarm.

How the small exhibitor can ab-

sorb anything like 30 or 40 pictures

from any one company is beyond
their comprehension. "I know in

one small town in my section" said

Steffes, "when the exhibitor could
;not get together with Famous on
'The Covered Wagon' the picture

was sold to the American Legion.
In another town a distributor is try-

ing to make a deal with a man who
isn't an exhibitor at present, trying

to get him to take their 40 to be
shown at the ball park.

"Meanwhile we exhibitors are
having a terrible time to keep
our theaters open. Business has
gone to smash. Crops are ter-

rible. I know a lot of exhibit-

ors, small fellows true, who will

do anything to keep their

houses open. And with this

condition existing how on Earth
is any exhibitor going to absorb
20 or 30 or 40 pictures from any
one company?"

Dennison argued just as vigorously.

He related some of his own experi-

ences in trying to book certain pic-

tures with well known stars in them.
"But I can't do it," he said, "and stay
in business. I'm willing to break even
on some pictures, but I can't afford
to book a lot I know I can't make
money on, just to get the few that

may show me a profit. How is the
small exhibitor going to keep afloat?

How can he live?"

Meanwhile Billy Brandt has

an idea that block booking

isn't the ivorst thing that can

happen. We're going to print

a thought or two on this in to-

morrow's issue. Certainly

block booking is big enough

as a problem to make a lot of

people think.

Changes In Contract
To Come Out of Exhibitor Meetings
With Hays—Many Suggestions

Made
There was another series of con-

ferences held yesterday at the Hays
office with exhibitor leaders from the

Middle West. Additional meetings
are scheduled for today.

Out of the deliberations, it is ex-
pected there will come some changes
in the uniform contract. Charles C.

Pettijohn who is general counsel for

the various F. I. L. M. Boards of

Trade has received innumerable com-
munications from the Boards, making
suggestions about revisions in the
contract, in order to meet new situ-

ations. All of them have been care-

fully filed away and are now receiv-

ing proper attention. It is the inten-

tion of those discussing arbitration
and the uniform contract not to over-
look any suggestion that might prove
advantageous.

So far as distributors are concerned,
the impression is one of satisfaction

with the F. I. L. M. Boards. By uni-

ted action of all exchanges through
the clubs, duplication in expense
has been eliminated, in a number of

ways.

Roach Holds Rogers Option
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Will Rogers leaves
in about two weeks for New York to

join the new edition of Ziegfeld Fol-
lies.

The original contract oetween Will
Rogers and Hal E. Roach has ex-
pired, but the latter holds an option
on Roger's services for future pic-

ture work. The contract was origi-

nally arranged so that Rogers could
return to the stage for a period of
about six months.

Hearing in Cleveland June 4

(Steciai to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland—The Federal Trade

Commission hearing into Famous
Players will open here June 4. The
last session closed in Atlanta late in

April.

Peters Signs; Leaves Today
House Peters has signed his con-

tr; ct with Universal under terms of

which he will star in six pictures and
will leave for the Coast today.

Foreign Rights for Baby Peggy
Inter Globe is handling the foreign

rights on the Baby Peggy series

being produced by Principal Pictures.

Not Interested
Allied State Organizations Not Con-
cerned With Boston Convention

—

Little Hope For Truce

Naturally there was much interest

in the arrival here of Steffes, Den-
nison, Richey and others of the "Al-
lied States Organizations" as to what
action they intended to take, if any,

with regard to the forthcoming an-

nual convention of the M. P. T. O.
of A.

Although none of these executives

cared to talk for publication regarding
the Boston meeting, it can be stated

authoritatively that the states involved
in the "Allied" organization will

neither be present, nor interested in

the operations of the Boston gather-

ing.

In the "Allied" group are approxi-
mately 10 important state units, in-

cluding Michigan, Minnesota, Mary-
land, Texas, Kansas, North and South
Dakota, North Carolina, Virginia,

Missouri and Illinois. It may be that

the M. P. T. O. of A. will also have
representatives from these states

present at the convention. If,

however, these states are not repre-

sented, the gap will be conspicuous.

Historical Features in Work
iSftcial to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—If present plans are
carried out, there will be a number of

historical productions ready for the
fall. First National will then release
"Abraham Lincoln". Alf Goulding
definitely promises "The Life of The-
dore Roosevelt". Rowland V. Lee
declares he will film the famous
"Message to Garcia"; Vitagraph is

reported making a picture based on
the life of Alexander Hamilton; and
Fox is making "The Man Without a

Country".

First National Drops "Associated"

Notice has been filed with the Sec-
retary of State in Albany that the
corporate name of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., has been
changed to First National Pictures,
Inc.

Pollak Sails Saturday

Joseph Pollak, President of the Na-
tional Screen Service, Inc. sails on
Saturday on the Columbus for a vaca-
tion in Europe.

"Sea Hawk" At Astor in June
"The Sea Hawk" will open at the

Astor theater in June, replacing
"Secrets."

T. O. C. C. In 30 Cities
Is Plan to Perfect a Working Ex-

hibitor Ass'n—To Suggest It in

Boston

T. O. C. C. leaders, meeting in exe-

cutive session for several weeks past

have discussed and formulated a plan

to perfect a nationally effective ex-

hibitor organization. The details are

these:

Theater Owners Chambers of

Commerce would be formed in every
exchange center. This would mean
about thirty distinct units. The gen-
eral plan to be followed would be the

one under which the New York T.

O. C. C. works. Rather than have a

general convention every year, such
as the one planned for Boston, the

presidents of the T. O. C. C. would
meet, each representative to be em-
powered to act on behalf of his en-

tire organization.

Whether or not, an outsider would
be engaged to exercise a supervisory

control would be a matter to be de-

termined by the general meeting of

the various presidents.

It is understood that, when the lo-

cal exhibitor group goes to Boston, it

will carry this plan along and merely
offer it as an effective means to an

end of exhibitor organization dis-

sensions.

Two Units on "Today" Series

Robert Thornby left for the Coast
yesterday to start work on the fa-

mous editorials of Arthur Brisbane,

Production will be at the Ince stu-

dio but another unit will work in

the East simultaneously.
It is understood that an arrange-

ment is pending whereby important
stars will appear in flashes in the reel

in return for which Brisbane will oc-

casionally give them editorial men-
tion.

Governor Vetoes Murphy Bill

(By 1-onci Distance 'Phone)
Albany—Governor Smith yester-

day vetoed the Murphy bill which was
designed to remove restrictions on
the sale and exhibition of non-haz-
ardous films. The measure was fa-

vored by non-theatrical organiza-
tios.

Schulberg Leaves Shortly

B. P. Schulberg leaves for the
Coast in a few days to start work on
"The First Year." Preferred will
maintain one producing unit, with
Gasnier probably in charge.

Franklin Due Thursday
Harold B. Franklin is due back

from Los Angeles tomorrow.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. ..107 106-J4 107 300

F. P.-L 703^ 69yi 6934 1,500

do pfd. ... 90/8 90 90/ 100

Goldwyn .... 14/ 14/ 14/ 400

Loew's 16/ 16/ 16/ 300

Warner's ... 8 8 8 100

Seitz Starts Work
George B. Seitz has started work

on a new serial for Pathe at the Uni-
versal studio, Fort Lee. Jack Mulhall,

Edna Murphy, Constance Bennett,

Tom Blake and Bradley Bradley are

in the cast. Malcom Strauss is un-

derstood to be associated with Seitz.

The Mid-West Group
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Complete personnel of

Balaban and Katz Mid-West Thea-
ters, Inc., follows: president, Sam-
uel Katz, Chicago; vice-president,

Frank Theilen, Aurora; treasurer,

Barney Balaban; Chicago, secretary,

W. D. Burford. Aurora. Board of

trustees—W. N. Van Metre, Rock-
ford; Jules Rubens, Aurora; Samuel
Katz, Chicago, and Max Balaban,
Chicago.
The Balaban and Katz theaters

are: the Chicago, Tivoli, Roosevelt,
Riviera and the Central Park. The
new Masonic theater under construc-
tion in Chicago will be the largest in

the group.
Midwest Theaters, Inc., control the fol-

lowing:
Elgin—Rialto, Crocker and Grove.
Aurora— Rialto, Fox and Strand.
Beloit, Wis.—Majestic and Wilson.
Bloomington—Castle, Irvin, Majestic and

Illini.

Decatur—Avon and Lincoln Square.
DeKalb—DeKalb, Princess and Star.
Kankakee—Majestic, Le Petite and Court.
Galesburg—Colonial, West, Orphum and

Plaza.
Joliet— Princess, Orphum, Crystal and Ri

alto Square.
LaCrosse, Wis.—Majestic, Rivoli, Reviera

and LaCrosse.
Rockford—Orphum, Palm, Midway and

Strand.

Maidina Pictures Plans Features

Maidina Pictures, Inc., a new com-
pany will make five and six reel fea-

tures. Burton King has been en-
gaged as director. Maidina is headed
by Commendatore Filoteo Alberini,

as president; Eugene di Napolo, treas-

urer and Lewis I. Maisel, secretary.
Alberini who is said to be the founder
of the Cines company of Rome has
invented a panoramic camera which
uses a special width film and is said
to bring out detail in long shots not
attained through present cameras.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for tnis "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

BARNUM JUMIOR
-^Juvenile

•COMEDV^

WITH
Johnnie Fox Of.

OuU SicrraC do il~ /

220 West 42nd St

New York. Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann. N. Y

%&.tvtv
fit*

,iot»

Foreign
Distribution

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray HiU 1831

Arbitration Plan Works
The I. M. P. P. D. A. stated yes-

terday that the first attempt at arbi-
tration of difficulties between a pro-
ducer and an exchange had been ar-

ranged amicably through an arbitra-
tor for each side and a representa-
tive of the Arbitration Society of

America. Future disputes will be set-

tled in the same manner.

In the Courts
Supreme Court Justice Gavegan

has dismissed a suit for $25,000

brought by Albert Fortuol against the

Empire City Film Laboratories, Inc.,

on the ground that the negatives of

the film, "It May Be Your Daughter"
were delivered to the defendant, and
that the defendant later gave notice

that one of the reels had been lost,

which made the whole photoplay
valueless.

William I. Rosenfeld has filed suit

in the Supreme Court against the

Selznick Distributing Corp., for $27,-

500 on a guaranty that a note of

Finis Fox and Finis Fox, Inc., given

to the plaintiff for a loan of that sum
would be paid. The Fox corpora-

tion was making the film "Bag and
Baggage," and the defendant had a

contract to distribute it. Selznick

applied to make the Fox company a

defendant on the ground that the

guaranty was without consideration,

and that the plaintiff got a bonus of

$5,000 for making the loan, and
should collect from Fox and not from
it.

Viola Dana in "Merton"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Viola Dana will play
the lead opposite Glenn Hunter in

"Merton of the Movies" for Famous.
Following "Merton," Miss Dana

will head the list of featured players

in "Open All Night."

When you think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

S T E B B I N S

Specialists in Motion Picture and

Tlieatrical insurance for the past

fifteen years.

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Bryant 3040

"MIAMI" A SENSATION AT PREMIERE SHOWING - -

Providence, R. I., May 3, 1924
W. W. Hodkinson Corp.,

469 5th Ave.
New York

"MIAMI' with Betty Compson great picture. Despite
first day of daylight saving opening was remarkable.
Business all week capacity. Critics raved over picture.

Audience comment, 'best we ever had,' 'scenic settings
exquistely beautiful.' Picture playing second biggest
week of year and we have shown the best. Business to-
morrow may set new house record. Regret previous con-
tract prevents second week as demand for hold over is

tremendous. Best wishes."

William J. Mahoney, Manager, Rialto Theatre

A HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925—Thirty First-Run Pictures

Small Optimistic
Eddie Small who operates agencu

both on the Coast as well as in Ne
York, said yesterday that he v/i

very optimistic over producing cond
tions on the Coast. "I think tliei

will be marked activity during th

summer," he said, "and while I thin

there will be more pictures produce
in the East than heretofore, Holl>
wood will continue to produce th

bulk of pictures for the coming ser

son at least."

There is a marked demand, sai

Small, for American players to wor
abroad. The latest to secure a for

eign contract is Lionel Barrymon
who will shortly go to England.

To Film Everest Trip

The Associated Press reports fro

Darjeeling, India, that the Mt. Evi

est expedition is to be filmed
members of the expedition. By mea
of a clock-work camera and a spec
telephoto lens which can photogra
two mile distances, it is hoped
climbers on the mountain can be fil

ed from the glaciers below.

HAL ROACH'S

STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES

'The Pinnacle of Pantomime"

2 reels

Patfrecomedy
^TgJ-

SLAZENGERS
12 E. 43 St. N. Y. C.

THE HAND COLORING
in

MONNA VANNA
was done by

BROCK
Phone Morningside 1776
528 Riverside Drive, N. Y.

'WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

CRJPWFIIH

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

ALLAN A.LOWNES, GEN.MCR.
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:'ola Negri's Greatest is

i May Paramount Release!

very Spring Paramount

icture is a Gold-Getter!

GLORIA SWANSON in

"A SOCIETY SCANDAL"

CECIL B. DE MILLED
"TRIUMPH"

THOMAS MEIGHAN in

"THE CONFIDENCE MAN"

"THE GUILTY ONE"

WILLIAM DE MILLE'S
THE BEDROOM WINDOW"

«TIGER LOVE"

"MEN" is packing 'em solid these

balmy Spring days at the Rialto,

New York, and it will get big

money in any town or weather

because
" 'Men' is going to get a lot of money.

It's a story that Pola shines in and she

certainly plays the part as if she loved

it"
—Times Square Daily

"As good as anything we have seen on
Broadway this year."

—N. Y. American

"One of the best entertainments the

screen has offered."

—N. Y. Times

"By far Pola Negri's best since she

came to this country."

—Evening World

"Pola gives a magnificent performance

in 'Men.' " —Evening Post

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

POLA NEGRI
in "MEN"

Dimitri Buchowetzki Production

Story by Buchowetzki. Screen play by Paul Bern

(X Cparamuunl Qicture
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1st NatT Buys "So Big"
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Edna Ferber's "So
Big," originally held by the Warners
has been purchased by First National

for Colleen Moore. Other First Na-
tionals planned include "Wilder-

ness," adapted by Mary Orth for Co-
rinne Griffith; "The Eternal Lamps"
for which Charles Maigne is doing

the script and "Out Where the

Worst Begins" which will feature

Ben Lyon. Kenneth B. Clarke is

adapting it.

New Hotel for Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—An Algonquin Hotel

for Hollywood will be started in

ninety days. Necessary papers to se-

cure the site on Hollywood Blvd.,

have been signed by Douglas Fair-

banks, Mary Pickford, Jesse L. Lasky
and Frank Case. It will cost $1,500,-

000.

Chaney in Metro Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Lon Chaney has
signed with Metro-Goldwyn to star

in "He Who Gets Slapped". Vic-
tor Seastrom will direct. "The Tree
in the Garden" has been postponed.

Vidor Making Glyn Story
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— It is understood i.

King Vidor will direct "His Hour
the first of the Elinor Glyn stories

for Louis B. Mayer and Metro\Gold
wyn.

Brenon to Coast May 13

Herbert Brenon completed "The
Mountebank" on Saturday and is

now editing and titling it. He leaves
for the Coast on May 13 to direct

Tom Meighan in "The Alaskan".

Semon Reissues Through Vitagraph

Vitagraph has ready, reissues of ten,

one reel Larry Semon comedies. New
prints have been made.

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5450-1

Seek Receiver for M. P. Journal
An application for the appointment

of"'* receiver for the M. P. Journal
has \>een filed in the Supreme Court
by C. J. O'Brien, Inc., because a

judgment for $3,591 obtained against

the Film Bulletin Corp., had not been
paid. It is alleged that Isaac E.

Chadwick, president of the defendant,
stated that the only asset is $999 de-

posited in the Pacific Bank, and that

the defendant owes the Merit Film
Corp. for rent.

Ochs Arranges Theater Sale

The Fugazy theater, MacDougal and
Houston Sts., has been sold by the

MacDougal Amusement Co., to the
East End Theater Co., Frank Valle,

president. The house seats 1,700 and
its sale was negotiated by Lee A.
Ochs.

Colman Here
Ronald Colman has returned from

Italy where he pla3'ed opposite Lil-

lian Gish in "Romo!a." He leaves
for the Coast on Saturday to play op-
posite May McAvoy in "Tarnish."

Lipowetzki Dead in Berlin

A cable received by E. E. Shauer,
yesterday carried news of the sudden
death of J. J. Lipowetzki, manager
of the Paramount Berlin office.

Fox Buys Frankan Novel
Hughes, Massie and Co., have ne-

gotiated the sale of the picture rights
of "Gerald Cranston's Lady" by GiU
bert Frankau to Fox

Paramount Reissues for N. Y.

Paramount is reissuing a series of

21 features for summer bookings in

Greater New York. They will be sold

in a block at a special price and in-

clude "Blood and Sand", "The Sheik",

"The Young Rajah", "Manslaughter",
"Beyond the Rocks", "For Better, for

Worse", and "The Whispering Chor-

us". New prints have been made.
Universal intends reissuing "Blind

Husbands" during the summer.

Valentino Goes To Florida

Rudolph Valentino has gone to Mi-
ami, for a short vacation. When he
returns he will begin work on "A
Sainted Devil."

Charles Giegerich of Hodkinson has
secured the exclusive use of the store
windows facing the entrance to the
Godfrey Bldg. for lobby displays on
summer releases.

ALICE

FROM A NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR-
TO GENERAL SALES MANAGERS:

Due to unforseen changes in our policy, we wish to place with

some other firm one of our most valued employees.
This party is an A-l Exchange man and Office Executive and

has obtained results for us which are most gratifying.

He has managed New York Exchanges and directed Sales-

forces for the past 15 years with great success; is a hard worker,
knows conditions thoroughly and can be depended upon.
This party is fully capable of handling your local Exchange,

will positively increase your Sales and be an asset to your organi-
zation.

If in need of a high class man, it will be to your advantage to
communicate with us.

ADDRESS: BOX M. 206 FILM DAILY
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

Paramount Officials Back

E. E. Shauer, Mel Shauer, C. E.

McCarthy and A. O. Dillenbeck, who
attended the Paramount sales con-

vention in Chicago and San Francis-

co, arrived in New York yesterday

morning, coming directly from Los
Angeles.

Can't Ship to Iceland

The World reports from Washing-
ton that the new Icelandic law pro-

hibits the importation of motion pic-

tures for a period of two years.

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

SLAZENGERS
12 E. 43 St. N. Y. C.

aILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-16 Feehawken St.Vest HobokenJU.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone UNION—4800

Richard Talmadge He!
Richard Talmadge is in N<l

to start on the first picture of]

ond series for Truart.
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fresents

RQ3SWEI
IN

Gougbffiai

A NEW KIND OF WEST

FEATURE PRODUCTK
WITH FIRST RUN CU
PLUS ACTION OF TIM

BOX-OFFICE KIND. A
A SUREFIRE NAME If

DRAW THEM WITI

A SERIES.OF 8

FOR OPEN TERRITO]

Distributed .1

WEISS BROTH

Artclass Picture; i

1540 Broadway,

"WANDERING HUSBANDS:
A KNOCKOUT AT GRANADA THEATRE

San Francisco, Calif.

May 4, 1924

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.,
469 5th Ave.,

New York
"Congratulations on 'Wandering Husbands.' It

hundred per cent all the year picture. Opened at Granac
today to capacity afternoon and evening, and they like

it from start to finish. Kirkwood and Lee are at the

best. Picture is sure fire audience, and hope to see mo;
like it especially this season. Regards."

/. A. Partington, Manag

A HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925—Thirty First-Run Pictures
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SELLING
By DANNY

about this block booking.

ing which the small ex-

—let's say the average ex-

—had his say yesterday.

<s like his fears are justi-

. Plans for the coming sea-
- xcept in a few instances

—

Iing
held officially under

Here is the line-up

:

mous—Selling 40 in a

.Ik.

irst National—Sales depart-

ing has nothing to say of

Mr plans for next season.

llfetro—Selling plans not set.

king everything at one time
n season.

Voldwyn—Plans not set.

Induct selling this season in

aous ways except Cosmo-
o:an productions which have
«i sold individually.

f jahrersal—Plans not set.

5duct sold this season in

ous ways.

nited Artists—Selling pic-

as as heretofore.

tc booking does not affect the
Suxhibitor with several or more
I He needs a lot of product.
m he isn't anxious to have the

I of the larger distributor. But
||ie smaller exhibitor it is an-
tory. If he starts block book-
h is hog-tied before the season
I Once tied in with his book-
l ' is unable to take advantage
lining coming along excepting
I he companies he is working
Ht is an old. old story that the

I an exhibitor ties in with one
|*> companies that he wants
I'ing from another concern. And
I he cannot afford to shelve the
i contracted for and run what
tits. Or what he thinks he
I Or if a hit unexpectedly de-
) what time has he open for

n the other hand the large

\ributor has his argument:
t only must he have play

|!8, but the expense of en-

ding these play dates by

\ther visit of the salesman
\t be eliminated. Any dis-

'•utor will tell you that it

Is far too much to operate
'Uably to do business with

(Continued on Page 2)

A $200,000 Action
Epoch Prod. Corp. Suing Elliott

Film, Minneapolis, for "Birth of

A Nation" Rights
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—The Epoch Produc-
ing Corp., of New York has filed suit

in the Federal court against A. E.
Nelson, F. York Elliot and the Elliot

Film Corp., for $200,000 and the re-

turn of the rights on "The Birth of

A Nation."

The suit is based on alleged

breaches in the contract. An account-
ing is sought and a termination of

the ten year contract held by the de-
fendants covering releasing rights in

Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska,
Iowa, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
Idaho, Nevada, Arizona New Mexi-
co, Oregon and Washington. The
papers allege that a direct breach

(Continued on Page 2)

Competition for Detroit First Runs?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Instead of the usual sum-
mer fall off in first runs, the warm
months are expected to see more local

houses playing the bigger pictures.

It is reported several legitimate thea-
ters will show pictures. The Opera
House, is showing pictures "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall." Phil Gleich-
man holds the lease.

Erb to Produce for F. B. O.

Ludwig G. Erb, of Erbograph lab-

oratory, is to make a series of six

pictures for F. B. O., in conjunc-
tion with O. E. Goebel. The pic-

tures will be made in Hollywood.

Clem's Ocean Trip
Dear Danny:
Maybe you wont be surprised to

read that I am one of the best known
men in Paris today and all because
the head waiter at Parakeets took a

fancy to me and named a cocktail

in my honor. And this morning my
elephone bell rang and who was on
the other end but Ben Blumenthal
who just got here from some place

in Austria and who made a date to

take me out tonight.

Yep—on the menu at Parakeets is

cocktail Clem Deneker and in honor
of the damn thing, I drank so many
of them last night I even forgot to

fight with the taxi driver for holding
me up. Well, Danny, the first good
break I got since I been here was to-

day. Yesterday I went into a store

and bought some shirts for 100 Frs.
(Continued on Page 7)

Deal With Selco
Entire Output to be Handled by

Selznick—L. J. Sand on
Board

Selco Pictures, Inc., announced
yesterday that a contract had been
signed with Selznick Dist. Corp.
whereby the latter company will

handle S^lco's entire output through-
out the world. J. W. Schleiff has
been placed in charge of the acqui-

sition of product.

E. J. Doo'.ittle, foreign manager
for Selco has closed two deals; one of

them gives Selco, the Distinctive

output for Australia and the other,

the Hodkinson output for the same
territory.

L. J. Sand, president of Consoli-
dated Film Industries, Inc., which
include the Erbograph, Republic and
Craftsmen laboratories has been add-
ed to the directorate.

Harris Sells Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Little Rock, Ark.—Saul Harris has
sold his twenty-five per cent interest

in the Kempner, Capitol, Royal, Gem
and Rial to to the Kempner Bros.,

who now own fifty per cent of the
group. The remaining interest is

held by Arkansas Enterprises, Inc.,

a theater subsidiary of Famous Play-
ers. Harris steps out on June 28.

Morgan Now With Pathe

Oscar Morgan, formerly of Famous
Players theater department, has be-

come a special representative for

Pathe. He is now on a trip through
the South.

New Go-operative Plan
A new organization, the Producers

and Exhibitors Co-operative Trust,

formed under the laws of Illinois, will

open offices in New York and func-

tion under a co-operative plan which
will have for its object the supplying
of daily programs for exhibitors.

The organizers are W. D. Russell,

president of Russell Prod, Holly-
wood, and James D. Barton.

Russell, who is now in New York,
declares 1,400 exhibitors in five states

have assured their co-operation and
supnort, and Henry Weiner, assistant

to Barton, has sailed on the Majestic
to inaugurate the plan in Europe.
The company declares that the or-

ganization will form an alliance be-
tween the producer and exhibitor;

that the producer will be guaranteed
twelve months distribution in ad-

(Continued on Page 2)

Famous' Earnings Off
First Quarter Total To Be About

$800,000—Fewer Pictures

Blamed

"The Wall Street Journal" said

yesterday:

"Forecast of earnings of the Fa-
mous Players-Lasky Corp., for the

first quarter of this year is approxi-

mately $800,000, equal to about $3.10

a share on 235 931 shares of common
against $1,018,100 or $3.66 a share,

earned in first quarter of 1923. First

quarter this year reflected effects of

the shut down last summer since

fewer pictures were ready to be re-

leased this spring. Benefits from the

shut down began to be shown in

March and April, when the lower cost

of production was first in evidence.

Returns from 'Covered Wagon' and
'The Ten Commandments' are fully

up to expectations and another im-

portant picture, 'Monsieur Beaucaire,'

has just been released. The return

of Rudolph Valentino to the screen

will also help earnings."

Cumberland Takes Over Four
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tullahoma, Tenn.—The Cumber-
land Amusement Co. has acquired

four theaters, all in Tennessee, giving

the company a total of nine. The
new acquisitions include the Imperial
South Pittsburg; Gay, Harriman, and
one at Oakdale and one at Kingston.

Barthelmess to Start Soon
It is understood that Richard Bar-

thelmess will shortly resume work
for Inspiration Pictures. One of his

new pictures will be "The Song and
Dance Man".

Compson Again a Paramount Star
Betty Compson has signed a long-

term contract as a star and featured

plavcr for Paramount. Her first nic-

ture under the contract will be "The
Female."

Stoll Shows Little Profit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Profits of Stoll Picture
Prnrl Ltd., for 1923, total only
£1,023.

New lersey Meets May 25 and 26

The M. P. T. O. of New Jersey

will meet in convention at the Mon-
terey Hotel, Asbury Park, May 25-26.

"Chechahcos" at Cameo Sunday
"The Chechahcos" opens at the

Cameo on Sunday for a minimum run
of two weeks.
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SELLING
(Continued from Page 1)

the small, or average exhibit-

or. That is one reason why the

block booking idea is desir-

able. Otherwise the distribut-

or says he cannot remain in

business.
There you have it. The average

exhibitor says he cannot operate on
such a basis.

The distributor says he cannot
operate upon any other kind of a

basis. The horns are locked. The
battle will be on. And the winner
wins what—ill will!

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT JSUBJECTSJ

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

ILOYD HAMILTON

KILLING TIME
•...HAM'HON

2 C<&cUcatumo£ (fl^twuD

ptv

otge *_
220 West 42nd St.

New York. Chick. 4052 Foreign
C-ibles—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

*%t^)X

A $200,000 Action
(Continued from Page 1)

of contract was made when the pic-

ture was sold to Liberty Films, of

Omaha, and to Greater Features of

Seattle. It is also contended that

some of the accepted rentals were far

below the picture's worth.

Klliott, a co-defendant with Nelson
in the action, in speaking of the suit,

says the suit is an effort to scare

Elliott Film into giving up the rights.

He added that he had been offered

$15,000 to assign the picture to United
Artists for distribution but that he
had turned down the offer.

Big Program for United Lot
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Increased production

will start at United the latter part

of this month. By June, eleven units

will be at work, among them "Be-
longing," two for the Talmadges,
"Birds of Paradise"; "Tarnish", "Pot-
ash and Perlmutter"; "The Ragged
Messenger," "Single Wives," "Coun-
tefeit" and "The Lost World". Frank
Lloyd will also head one.

Universal Brys Arrow Serial

Universal has bought Arrow's ser-

ial, "Days of '49", for South America,
Japan, China, the Philippines and the

Far East. Other foreign sales in-

clude Billy West Comedies to Fam-
ous for Australia and the Dutch East
Indies, and a series of "Mirthquake"
comedies, "The Fighting Skipper"
and "The Sante Fe Trail" to the
Imperial Variety & Theatrical Agen-
cy, for the Dutch East Indies.

Torrence Returns To Coast

Ernest Torrence was in such a

hurry to get back to his family in

Hollywood that as soon as he had
finished his last scene in "The
Mountebank" he hiked for the Grand
Central station and caught the 20th
Century just as it was pu'ling out.

"V" to Make "Headlights"
Universal will produce "Head-

lights", an original by Charlotte K.
Kunzig of Temple University and the
winner of the second prize in the,

Lacmmle scenario contest.

"Spirit of the U. S. A."
"The Spirit of the U. S. A.". Emory

Johnson's latest for F. B. O., will

open at the Lyric on Sunday, May
18, for a two weeks run.

Music Week
Broadway Playhouses Present Pro-

grams of Special Prologues, Or-
chestral and Vocal Selections

Music Week is being celebrated

this week with special programs of

fine orchestral and vocal selections

presented by Broadway theaters. Hu-
go Riesenfeld arranged as the. over-

ture for the Rialto the famous tone

poem of Franz Liszt, "Les Preludes";

the Rialto String Quartette is play-

ing Tchaikowsky's "Andante Canta-

bile", while the Riesenfeld "Classical

Jazz" number is "Somebody Loves
You After All."

\
., . . ..

The overture at the Rialto consists

of selections from Gounod's "Faust";

Ruth Urban, soprano, sings Wood-
man's "An Open Secret", Albert

Vete's "Oh, You Don't Know What
You're Missin' ", and Ray Goetz' "So,

This Is Love". Lerelei Kendler and

Nella Hillhouse offer a dance diver-

tisement, "Nola".

An unusual composition, played for

the first time in New York, is Pres-

ton W. Orem's "American Indian

Rhapsody", rendered by the Strand

orchestra. The themes for the rhap-

sody were gathered by Orem during

a period of twelve years from melo-

dies sung and played by Indians

among whom the composer lived.

The Capitol orchestra is playing an

elaborate overture "Wagneriana", ar-

ranged by Herman Hand, first horn

player, which consists of principal

themes from Richard Wagner's operas

in symphonic form. Another con-

sists of impressions from Gilbert and
Sullivan's "Pirates of Penzance", with

Herbert Waterous, Sarah Edwards,

J. Hunbird Duffy, Frederick Wheeler,

and Helen Brett, in the principal roles.

The ballet corps contributes a pirate

dance.

149 Exchanges in England
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Speaking of distributing

overhead in England, "The Cinema,"

says editorially that there are 149

branch offices scattered throughout

Britain, operating at a total estimated

cost of £387,400.

New Go-operative 'Ig

(Continued from Page 1)
:

\

vance, at a cost representing (Jji

fraction of the present opera I
pense for this service; that S

hibitor will be assured, "on pj

advantageous conditions."
program. The expense of ti

vice. Russell declares, will be
the exhibitor as to make st

competition virtually impos
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an Al Christie Feature ~teith

Dorothy Devore
Walter Hiers . Tully Marshal],

Jimmie Adams Priscilla Bonner

<wJimmie Harrison
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THE NEW FAMOUS

?r>^ygb Qaramount ^pictures
FOR FALL AND WINTER ~~ !924-~5
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Telegram from Frank L. Newman,

Newman Theatre, Kansas City:

e

IN MY OPINION THE FAMOUS FORTY PARAMOUNT
PICTURES FOR RELEASE THIS FALL AND WINTER,
WHICH I HAVE VERY CAREFULLY STUDIED, IS THE
GREATEST LINE-UP OF PRODUCTIONS, STARS, STO-

RIES, AND ESPECIALLY TITLES THAT HAS EVER
BEEN OFFERED BY ANY PRODUCER. THIS LINE-UP
WILL UNQUESTIONABLY STIMULATE THE MOTION
PICTURE BUSINESS THROUGH THE ENTIRE COUN-
TRY, AND AS AN EXHIBITOR I WANTTO CONGRATU-
LATE THE FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORA-
TION. I AM HAPPY THAT I WILL BE ONE OF THE
FORTUNATE EXHIBITORS TO PLAY THE PARA-
MOUNT PRODUCT DURING THE COMING YEAR. I

PREDICT FOR EVERY EXHIBITOR WHO PLAYS THESE
PICTURES THE GREATEST YEAR IN THEIR HISTORY.

FRANK L. NEWMAN.

Get them while they're hot, boys

!

PRODUCED BY ->-*»«•
vdSa\

! FAM( MIS PLAYERS-tASKYCORPORATU IN ;'{M£k-

.
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Next week (issue dated May

24, 1924) EXHIBITOR'S
HERALD will announce

the most significant editorial

development in the history

of motion picture trade

journalism.

(Signed) Martin J. ^uigley.

Publisher,

i iEXHIBITOR'S HERALD"
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Newspaper Opinions
"orothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"

United Artists

Criterion

MERICAN—* * * Last night at the

r-erion theater there were some dissenting

tjes a few of Miss Pick ford s friends

mila'ining that "Rosita" still held preced-

""must stand by my guns, however and
• that in "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
111" Mary Pickford has never had a

v„cle better suited to her talents and never

h.-
she given a more satisfactory account of

*
-elf

• * an historical romance laid in the

s,eenth century, possesses many of the

fa
litications that made "When Knighthood

Vs in Flower" such a delightful picture.

* *

)AILY NEWS—* * * a brisk and ro-

rntic story. Sunlight niters through old

al beautiful trees on the grounds of Had-

ci Hall; knights and ladies canter ex-

isitely down the magical paths; * * *

lary herself wears lovely looks in the

Iddresses and stiff silks of the period.

ere may be an actress who could do more
edit to Dorothy Vernon, but I do know
\3 she is.

;VENING JOURNAL—* * *The photo-

ry is a spectacular one, gorgeously pro-

ved and exquisitely presented. Miss Pick-

f.l,
* * * is appealingly beautiful. * * *

"iie settings are very impressive, and Mary,
* * has a remarkably effective background.
, *

Hare Eames, as Queen Elizabeth, is per-

L * * *

iVENING WORLD—* * *is most de-

csdly not the best thing Miss Pickford has

tr done; and, just as decidedly—it is not

t worst. But it strikes a middling aver-

a that will, we think, rather please those

\o are still Pickford fans.

n many ways this latest picture does not

enpare with "Rosita," * * * but Mary is

it and vivacious * * *

A great deal of credit should be given

irshall Neilan, who directed, and in spots

ire is some of the most beautiful photo-

l phy we have seen for a long time. * * *

GERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * never in all

I long screen career has she looked so

1 fectly beautiful.

Next to the star comes Clare Eames in the

lie of Queen Elizabeth. There is one of

[t finest pieces of acting we ever have
'(•nl * * *

* * * The settings and the photography are

»erh, no anachronisms occur to spoil the

usion, and Waldemar Young, * * * never
I let the story sag for a moment. We al-

iist forgot to give credit for the direction
' Marshall Neilan. Good work, say we.

if* *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * in sev-

(it respects is the most ambitious spectacle
the star's career, * * *

The consensus seemed to be that Miss Pick-
rd had done an uncommonly fine bit

acting and that not at any time had she
owed herself to be submerged as it were
the big scenes. Her wide range of talents

d been successfully invoked * * *
* * * there is splendid photography and
me spirited mass scenes. * * *

POST—* * * on the whole it's a pretty
ity picture, * * * Miss Pickford is de-

[htful always and is convincing and appeal-

[g in the latter half of the film. She is

ettier than she has ever been before, in

ite of the uninteresting costumes * * *
* * is a good, satisfactory picture on

je whole, provided—however, go and take
; look at it and then you can decide how
'uch you disagTee with us one way or an-
.her.

SUN—* * * "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
all" is a stunning thing to look at. * * *

Quite the biggest thrills in this * * * are
nrnished by Clare Eames as Elizabeth. * * *

* * * well worth seeing for its physical
i;auty and its general excellence of produc-
bn. Marshall Neilan the director, may well
je proud of his output. In fact, everyone
j>es his and her share of the work unusually
ell. * * * "

i
TELEGRAM—* * *It was the same Mary

lat film fandom has learned to love, but
fferent from the Mary of Rosita. And it

as a Mary with added histrionic ability
* #

Yet Mary does not enjoy the spotlight
lone. Marshall Neilan, who directed the
roduction, has placed her in the center of a
ast that is excellent and beyond. * * *

TIMES—* * * As Dorothy Vernon, Miss
'ickford has a part which suits her as well
s any in which she has appeared. It gives
er a chance to become coy, impulsive, saucy,

Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any member of the com-

mittee :

Here is my entry for the Spring Film

Golf Tournament to be held Wed-
nesday, June 4, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

My check herewith ($10 for players, including

lunch, dinner and prizes. $5 for goofer diners). My
average round is

THE COMMITTEE
Bruce Gallup, First National, 383 Madison Ave.

Felix Feist, State Theater Bldg., 1540 Broadway.

Abe Warner, Warner Brothers, 1600 Broadway.

E. K. Gillette, M. P. News, 729 Seventh Ave.

Danny, The Film Daily, 71 West 44th St.

angry, vivacious and perfectly lovely. Even
the costumes of the day look well on her
dainty, small figure. In some of the scenes
Miss Pickford appears more charming than
ever. To many it will seem as if she had
stepped from the covers of the romance to

delight those who found pleasure in the
story. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * It isn't

in the full sense of the word a box office

picture for the legitimate theaters and as
a run-show it does not appear to have that
which will get it over.

But as a picture for the regular price of

admission in the picture houses it is certain
to be a clean up. * * *

* The cast supporting Miss Pickford
gives everything that could be desired and
a not-to-be-forgotten performance is that of
Clare Eames as "Queen Elizabeth." * * *

Mary Pickford. however, as the wilful and
tempermental Dorothy is the picture. It is

Mary Pickford, first, last and always * * *

WORLD—* * * has all the charm and
delicacy of Charles Major's vivid romance.
It is a truly beautiful photoplay pictorially.

It has a substantial plot. It is well acted.
If the picture lacks anything, it is pace.
» # »

Still, if the picture starts slowly, it gains
in acceleration until it reaches exciting
heights. * * *

Allan Forest makes a personable hero, and
a valiant one. And little more could be de-
sired than Marc MacDermott as the villian.

The others were good. And their direction
throughout was splendid. * * *

"The Rejected Woman"—Gdwyn-
Cosmp.—Capitol

AMERICAN—* * * is generous melodrama
of the old time school, with a touch of up-to-
date movieism. It is the kind that will take
Paducah, Ky., by storm and bring everyone
in Beecham's Corners out to the evening per-
formance.

* * * some of the snow scenes are most
effective * * * Albert Parker, as the director,
has made the most of the story. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * The story

moves melodramatically * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * in our estima-

tion one of the most insane pictures we ever

saw and as a result will probably be one of the

biggest money makers. The story is in itself

absurd and even the expert hand of Director

Al Parker could not lift it above its medio-
crity. * * *

There is everything in this picture that has
ever been used before and nothing that is new
or startling.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—What we cannot un-
derstand is why Distinctive ever let "The
Rejected Woman" go out to meet the world
fitted up with such a set of titles. They are
so intrusively bad that they nearly spoiled the
picture for us. * * *

Alma Rubens does the best work she ever
has done in her life. Conrad Nagel is as good
as he always is. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * typical

motion picture hokum, with the attendant in-

congruities both of plot and of action. John
Lynch has a surprising method of whisking
his characters about from continent to conti-

nent with barely so much as a title or so fore-

shadowing the events. But it is so well acted
and so well directed that you almost forget
the jumpiness of the sceario. * * *

POST—* * * Alma Rubens and Conrad
Nagel are aided by a good cast * * * This
film starts out well, but sags in the end. For
all of that, however, it is sufficiently dramatic
and exciting to keep you interested, and while

it quaffs large gulps from the old hokum
bucket, the other things about it outside of

story itself—direction, acting, photography and
sets—are very good. * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * There are more stars

in "The Rejected Woman." * * * than can
be counted by the most enthusiastic film fan
during the rapid projection of this absorbing
story. * * *

TIMES—* * * is not an especially brilliant

production * * * It is a rambling story with
weird sub-titles, beginning with life in the

Canadian village of San Michel, and culmin-
ating in a cathedral-like mansion in New York.
* # *

There are some effective blizzard scenes
in the first portion * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * "The
Rejected Woman" can boast most of its title

as a box office attraction. * * *

* * * The first few minutes at the opening
and the first part of the last reel contains the
most punch. * * *

WORLD—* * * It is a picture set in silks

and satins. But its story is all cotton and
less than 35 inches wide.

Alma Rubens is quite lovely at various
times in the course of the picture. Conrad
Nagel is likeable. It would be unfair to
them to say much of their acting because the
film's story requires such absurdities of them.

Joe Brandt on Trip

Joe Brandt, of C. B. C, is visiting

key cities relative to the Fall product.
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The Mackler Process

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated
'Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"

At The Criterion Theater
For An Extended Run

The Process That Made Good
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Incorporations

ndianapolis—National Screen Play-

ei, Inc., Indianapolis. Capital $100,-

01 Incorporators, Harry Rybolt,

} W. Lookabill, J. W. Spcicher, L.

1 Lookabill, W. B. Stroup, D. R.

Icker, C. A. Wulf, F. E. Ellis, J.

\. Langley and B. E. Kirkbride.

\lbany—Miller Sanders Prod.

f w York. 200 sbares common stock,

r par value. Incorporators, M. Licb-

ehan, M. Shindler and R. H. Lcvine.

.torneys, Boskey, Schiller & Sterl-

i>. New York.

Mbany—Pearl River Industries,

I;.. New York. Capital $20,000. In-

rporators, A. and P. Martens and

] Moll. Attorneys, Van Ness &
1 n Ness, New York.

\lbany—Oscar C. Buchheister Co.,

1:., New York. Capital $20,000. In-

cporators, O. C. Buchheister, B. L.

(abbs and J. E. Lange. Attorney,

! M. Piatt, Bronx.

Albany—Gustave Bloom, New
'irk. Capital $25,000. Incorporat-

es G. Blum, M. Wellin, and H. B.

Jrbes, New York.

Springfield, 111.—Kettering Prods.,

1;., Chicago. Capital $10,000. In-

(porators, I. Fox, S. T. Lawton and
^ R. Wittelle.

Sacramento, Cal.—Schofield-How-
di Prod.. Los Angeles. Capital
3i,000.

Trenton, N. J.—Lodi M. P. Co.,

llyonne. Capital $100,000.

Lewis Feature for F. B. O.

F. B. O. will release "The Coun-
ts Doctor" in which Ralph Lewis
'11 star.

"Two Houses Both Alike

in Dignity, On Fair Broad-

way Where We Play Our

Pictures"— THE FAM-
OUS MUSIC MASTERS
SERIES One Reel

Novelty Features With

Complete Orchestrations !

!

Produced And Distributed By

FITZPATRICK
PICTURES, Inc.,

729 Seventh Avenue,

New York City.
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Says Films Are Immoral
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Paul—Mrs. Charles Merriam of
Chicago, Chairman of the Better
Films Committee, addressed the Na-
tional Congress of Mother and Parent
Teachers Ass'ns and said that pro-
tests against the filming of salacious
books have been in vain. Mrs.
Merriam declared there was too much
crime and immorality depicted on the
screen.

Work on Swayne Story Starts

(Special to THE FILM DAILY,
Hollywood—J. G. Blystone has

begun work on "The Last Man on
Earth," by John D. Swayne, for Fox.
Earl Fox heads the cast which in-

cludes Grace Cunard, Gladys Tenny-
son, Clarissa Se!w"yn, Buck Black and
Maurice Murphey.

Roach Entertains Exhibitors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Hal Roach entertained

a number of Southern California ex-

hibitors at a lunch at the studio Mon-
day. Installation of officers of the

Theater Owners Ass'n took place,

with more than 300 attending.

Shoot "Janice" Ball Room Scene
Reviewers and newspaper folks at-

tended a luncheon tendered bv Mar-
ion Davies yesterday at the Tilford
studio, following which the big hall

room scene for "Janice Meredith"
was shot.

Zierler in Deal With C. B. C.

Sam Zierler. of Commonwealth has
signed for C. B. C.'s entire output in-

cluding a series of eight Columbia
Prod, and eight Perfection Pictures
for New York State and Nothern
Jersey.

Theater Architect Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Wm. H. Hoffman,
theater architect, and designer of the
Earle, Stanton and Stanley theaters,

is dead.

"Signal Tower" at Strand

It is understood that "The Signal
Tower," one of the new Universal
Jewels goes into the Strand in June
for one week.

Blanche Sweet Going Abroad
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Blanche Sweet, will

leave June 1, for an extended tour of
Europe.

"Wasteland" Showing at Rialto
Famous will give a special showing

of "The Wanderer of the Wasteland"
at the Rialto at 11:30 P. M. May 19.

Edna Williams Going Abroad
Edna Williams, foreign manager of

R-G Pictures leaves for Europe on
the Berengaria, May 14.

Davies Plans Western Trip
Following completion of "Janice

Meredith," Marion Davies will leave

for a visit to the West.

Clem's Ocean Trip
(Continued, from Page 1)

(thats French for their dough) and
paid a deposit on them. Today the

old franck hit the bottom for a row of
carpet tacks and I buy enoush francks
to pay for the shirts at almost half

price. Take it from me I dont pay
no more cash while here, I'm a de-
posit guy from now on.

Well I went to a show with Ben
Blumenthal and if you think, it wasnt
hotsy totsy—it was the Folies Ber-
gere and the show was "tit for tat":

mostly body with not much head to

it. I cant write you about it for I

know too many exhibitors wives who
read your paper, in fact more than ex-

hibitors but I can make your eyes
pop out when you read what I am
writing separate. Hot kidneys.

Mr. Blumenthal said he owed me"

a good time for he read in one of my.
former letters where I paid a good
price for Mistress of The World and
as he was responsible for it. he felt

it his duty to sort of do something
for me.

Boy, I wouldn't have on my mind
what he's got if he made thaif one.

This afternoon Jake Shubert and
Irving Marks took me and Mrs. Den-
eker to Claridges restaurant to tea

and the place was full of swell ma-
mas, but Mrs. Deneker made 'em
look like mummies with her new
dress. She's set me back a years
profit with the three new dresses
and say, maybe I aint glad she bought
them before she found out they aint

wearing much in back. If ever she'd

wear clothes like that in Pneivmonia
or my new town, Hives, Cal.. they'd

raid her.

At the present rate of exchange
here the Alps will soon be nothing
but foothills. But then it's an ill

wind that blows nobody's nose, savs
I, talking about how cheap the francks
are.

Adolph Osso, the Famous Players
agent here wants to take me for a

ride if he ever gets his new Spanish-
squeezer going. He's had it' two
weeks now and it's only done two
miles, which is the distance his. house
is from the garage.

Mr. Blumenthal wants to know if

you're coming over this year and
when, so he can arrange ano.ther trip

for you. Hot dog Danny, this is the

place. Its looking up. The hot let-

ter will follow soon .as I cool off.

Adios toots suite.

CLEM.

In the Courts
J.'. J. Blanchard. former salesman

wijh Commonwealth, has secured a

judgment against that company for

HSS.40, alleging that amount to be
due him for salary and commissions.

Patterson Back from Coast
(Special' to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Patterson have returned from a
month's trip to California.

ROOSWELT

feougMtoiri"

THIS IS NO GAMBLE!
Each of the series of 8 wonderful

Westerns are as sure fire as the name
—Buddy Roosevelt

ASK
GENE MARCUS

20th Century Film Co., Inc.,
258 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

East. Penna.
iSouth. New Jersey

R. G. HILL ENTERPRISES, Inc.,
1022 Forbes St., Pittsburg, Pa.

West Penna.
West Virginia

Distributed By
WEISS BROTHERS

Artclass Pictures Corp.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway

Watkins
4522

6t/^<REAT oaks from little acorns grow"
'^J —a small borrower often becomes a

large operator. Curtailed working capital

curtails results. We finance worthy individ-

uals and worthwhile projects, specializing in

motion picture problems. Consult with us.

Limitless Resources

Convenient Arrangements



Listen to me a
minute, Mr.Exhibitor

k lhis is Gene
m.. Stratton-%rtcr
Hp speafnnq

The tremendous sale of my books throughout the country
by Doubleday Page & Co., and Grossett & Dunlap & Co. has a direct

bearing on your box office.

Where the sale of 20,000 copies of a book is considered
successful in the marketing of a popular edition, there have been
sold 1,644,557 copies of "A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST."

These books have been sold not alone to individuals but
to libraries and the average number of readers to a popular
book has been estimated at eight readers, thus more than
13,000,000 people have read "A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST."
So—you are buying a great deal more than "just a

picture" when you buy "A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST."
You are buying your share of a ready made audience of

more than 13,000,000 people who want to see the picture after

having been entertained by reading the book.

Many exhibitors have been prone to overlook such a
potential power—have ignored, so to speak, the direct bearing-

such wide spread reading has on their box offices.

I have written many popular "best sellers." Upon investi-

gation I believe you will find that more of my books have been
sold and read throughout this country than those of any other
writer of popular fiction.

This means prospective picture patrons for your
theatre. As a test, you can quickly find out how many possible

picture patrons you have for "A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST" by
inquiring of your local librarian (in your public library)

of the estimated number of readers this story has had in your
own town. Also inquire about the wide circulation of my
other stories.

Nearly every girl who has grown to womanhood has read "A
GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST." Thus your appeal is not
alone to the present generation but to older generations.

"A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST" is a fine, clean, inspiring
story. It is an example of how entertaining pictures can be
made and be censorproof.

I commend this story to you. You will be surprised at the
response at your box office when you announce "A GIRL OF THE
LIMBERLOST." You will be pleased at the results.

It is being distributed throughout the country for me
by FILM BOOKING OFFICES Of America, Inc., who will serve you
most efficiently. Very sincerely yours,

Gene Stratton Porter
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FAME
By DANNY

Associated Press carries this.

Copenhagen—"When Douglas
nk's press agent informed a

i
newspaper that Fairbanks and i

Pickford were ready to visit

irk if the newspapers could ar-

an audience for Douglas and
with the King, the editor of the

rang up the King's Chamber-
ld asked whether this would be

e.

'ho are Fairbanks and Pick-

asked the Chamberlain."

n the Chamberlain was told

nd what they were and in re-

id they must apply for an au-

through the American Embas-

le's a bet: if that Chamberlain
; !r. led by the common people
* >r|rk would you give against his

jLtion ?

Small Town Stuff

ie what Eddie Bonus has to say
it the exhibitor in the small town
flaw he regards exploitation. It's

I reading. Also thinking about,

r.'ar too much attention is paid

tploiting the picture in the big

I. Much of that exploitation is

c;d for the purpose of selling

chibitor in the nearb.v towns. It

', help a lot if he was aided in

ploitation ideas. Why not try?

Film men of prominence
enmenting on the attack made
3 on the industry in Wash-
jjijton Wednesday by Nathan
krkan were inclined to de-
pre the happening. One
'tinted out that Burkan had
nny strong friends in the in-

istry; was counsel for many
ners; and, regardless of the
ippenings which led up to

ie attack they felt he should
Ive ignored them as trivial,

ther than make a move of
• is kind.

Offering Stagey Stock
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Fladelphia— A syndicate headed
.dward B. Smith and Co. is offer-

[itanley Co. of America stock at

ler share, no par value, to yield
li per cent at the present rate

n'dends which is $6 a year.

No Changes at Pathe
Stockholders Hold Annual Meeting

—

Last Year's Directors and Of-
ficers Are Re-elected

The annual meetings of stockhold
ers and directors of Pathe were held

Tuesday. The stockholders re-elect-

ed the same board, as follows: Ed-
mund C. Lynch. Paul Fuller, Jr.,

Elmer Pearson, William Fellowes
Morgan, Charles Pathe, Bernhard
Benson, Gaston Chanier, Jansen
Noyes, and Lewis Innerarity.

The directors then convened and
re-elected last year's officers as fol-

lows: Edmund C. Lynch, chairman
of the board; Paul Fu'ler, Jr., presi-

dent; Elmer Pearson, vice-president

and general manager; Bernhard Ben-
son, vice-president; Lewis Innerarity,

secretary; and John Humm, treasurer.

Patbe's plans for the coming season
were discussed in details Officials

declared it to be their opinion that

Patbe's feature and short-subject out-

put during 1924 will win a volume
of business surpassing by 35 per cent

or 40 per cent that done in 1923.

Bad Print Situation Serious in Mich.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—In an effort to find out

what is the cause of damaged prints,

the Film Board of Trade and the M.
P. T. O. of Michigan will make a

thorough check-up during the next
six months.

Films Improving, Say Censors
i Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—Out of a total of

2,656 pictures viewed by the State

Censor Board since July 1922, only
nine have been disapproved of. The
censors declare the quality of pictures

is improving. They contend, how-
ever, that comedies have not im-
proved proportionately.

Woody on Sales Trip

Jack Woody has left for a four
weeks' trip through the Middle West.

Fox Back From Coast

lliam Fox returned from the
yesterday.

Eager For Big Films
Small Towners Want Important
Films With Lots of Exploitation,

Bonns Found
Exhibitors, particularly in the

small towns, are keenly interested in

exploitation suggestions and acces-
sories and are eager for big pictures

which are worth while exploiting, is

he report brought back by Eddie
Bonns, just returned from a nine
weeks' trip on behalf of Goldwyn-
Cosmopolitan among exhibitors in

New York State. Missouri and Kan-
sas.

{.Continued on Page 6)

Birthdays
Marcus Loew celebrated his

54th birthday anniversary very
quietly on Wednesday.

Well, we didn't make a lot

of fuss about the seventh birth-

day of THE FILM DAILY
which occurred yesterday.

Congratulations, Marcus
Loew.

Attacks Industry
Nathan Burkan Calls It Parasitic in

Hearing on Music Tax Bill in

Washington
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—At the closing ses-

sion of the hearing on the Newton
bill which would amend the copy-

right law and exempt picture theaters

and radio broadcasting sations from
^ying license fees to composers
whose works they reproduce, Nathan
Burkan, counsel for the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers launched an attack on
films and the radio.

Speaking of the industry, Burkan
said

:

"The pending bill is promoted by
purely selfish interests who are seek-

ing to secure, for the purpose of

profit, the works of American com-
posers without any return. The mov-
ing picture owners have amassed tre-

mendous fortunes. The principal part

of their programs consist of musical

features. This industry began as a

parasitic industry taking novels, stor-

ies and plays for reproduction in pic-

tures without leave or license until

it was stopped by the Supreme Court
in the 'Ben Hur' case.

"This bill is unconstitutional, be-

cause it seeks to take from the au-

thors exclusive rights in their writ-

ings."

Commission for Sales
Associated Exhibitors Place Selling

Force on New Basis—No More
Salaries

Two months ago, Associated Ex-
hibitors engaged a special force to

push the sales of pictures, not in gen
eral distribution. The salesmen were
placed on a commission basis but the

experiment proved so successful that

some of the curren tpictures were
then included.

Officials of the company later de-

cided to place the entire national

sales staff on a commission basis. The
(.Continued on Page 6)

Italy Not a Factor
D. W. Griffith Not Impressed with

Producing Facilities There—
Health Improved

D. W. Griffith returned from Italy

yesterday on the Homeric, having
spent a few days in Rome investigat-

ing facilities looking toward the

production of a picture for a coterie of

Italian financiers interested in reviv-

ing their country as a factor in pro-
duction.

Griffith apparently was not impress-
ed with what he saw in Rome. He
stated that the chief difficulty that

Italy had to face was a sad lack of

proper studio facilities.

"The present Italian studios", he
declared, "are on par with what ex-
isted in this country before the war
and those familiar with the history
of production know what that means.
There doesn't exist a studio in Rome
equipped with sufficient electrical

power to shoot a large set. Produc-
tion under such handicaps is out of
the question.

"Before I left New York, it was
my impression that pictures could
be made in Italy at one third of the
American cost. In Rome, they main-

(Continued on Page 2)

Export Club in Sight

George E. Kann has plans for the
organization of an export club, the
membership of which will embrace
all those whose work brings them in

contact with the foreign fields in any
way. David P. Howells was active in

a similar move several years ago.

Eastman Declares Sp'c'l Dividend

Eastman Kodak has declared an
extra dividend of 75 cents in addition
to the regular dividend of $1.25 on the

common.
Eastman has also declared a regu-

lar quarterly dividend of $1.50 on the
preferred. All dividends are payable
July 1 to stock of record May 31.

National Ad Campaign
For Paramount Pictures to be More

Intensive Than Ever Before—
Some Plans

The national advertising campaign
which has become institutional with
Paramount will be in greater volume
and of a more intensive nature this

year, according to a company state-

ment.
The backbone of the campaign has

been the Saturday Evening Post.

Most of these advertisements have
been in two colors, but from now on
the schedule calls for two-color ad-
vertising exclusively, one page every

(Continued on Page 2)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. .107/4 107 107*4 200
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do pfd Not quoted

Goldwyn ... 14J4 14 14^4 800
Loew's Not quoted

Warne's Not quoted

Gasnier with Universal

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Gasnier has signed

with Universal to direct "Wine" in

which Clara Bow, Forrest Stanley,

Hunty Gordon. Myrtle Steadman,
Robert Agnew and Walter Long will

appear.

Calnay Gets 18 Months

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los. Angeles—James Calnay has

been sentenced to serve in Leaven-
worth prison for eighteen months and
to pay a $2,000 fine on a charge of

using the mails to defraud. He de-

clares he intends appealing.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for tnis "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

LLOYD HAMILTON

KILLING TIME"

C<£<lu<a&ona£(/hUwiS)

cuU kAotoI, da il~ ! w»^\

Ge C<*9
ot•J0

ptv

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Foreign
Distribution

In the Courts
A transcript of judgment for $5,-

734 filed at Ithaca, N. Y., by Howard
Cobb against the Cayuga Pictures,

Inc., has been filed in the Supreme
Court in New York. The cause of

the judgment was not stated.

An application has been filed in

the Supreme Court by the Standard
Film Service Corp., of Cleveland, for

permission to file a new complaint
in the suit against the Alexander
Film Corp., Stoll Film Corp., Ltd.,

and others over the "Sherlock"
Holmes" films. The plaintiff alleges

that it obtained the rights to its

territory from Alexander and that

although the contract returned con-
tained a blank space for the period

of the contract, the term of five

years was written in with the consent
of the defendant. The plaintiff states

that this fact was partly responsible
for the decision of the Appellate Di-
vision in favor of the defendants.
The suit is for $100,000 damages and
an accounting.

National Ad Campaign
'(Continued from Pncic 1)

four weeks until August. Starting

with the issue of August 23, and
every four weeks thereafter, the space
will be increased to two pages, each
page being printed in a different two-
color combination, giving the unique
effect of a four-color spread. In the

Ladies Home Journal, Paramount an-
nouncements will appear regularly in

the second black and white adver-
tising page, following reading mat-
ter. Space will be used in the new
weekly published in roto by the Chi-
cago Tribune.

Advertising in leading fan maga-
zines and these publications already
listed will give Paramount national
advertising a total reader circulation

of approximately 30,000,000.

On or about August 1 advertise-
ments of 1.500 lines each, or nearly
a full page, will be run in the lead-
ing newspapers in the exchange cities

and other important cities. These
flashes will announce the forty pic-

tures scheduled for the Fall and
Winter. A month later there will be
the usual Paramount Week news-
paper campaign.

Zambreno Here
Frank Zambreno of Chicago is in

town for a week. At the Astor.

Arkansas All Muddled Up
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Little Rock.—Arkansas is badly

split up in film deliveries. The state

is now served from no less than sev-

en cities. Patne and Famous serve

from Memphis; F. B. O. from Little

Rock, where First National is prepar-
ing to open a sub-office; Specialty

handles the state from Little Rock;
Universal from Oklahoma City and
Memphis. This has resulted in chaos
as far as Film Boards of Trade arc

concerned and is not satisfactory to

exhibitors. It is understood that Fox
will put an office • in Memphis and
handle the state from there. It is

understood that national distributors,

through the "Hays office, are making
a survey to determine a solution.

Ten Units at "U" City
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ten companies are

at work at Universal City. The first

Dempsey release will be "Winning
His Way".
William Seiter has been signed to

direct a series of Jewels.

Vote on Free Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dryden, Mich.—A special referen-
dum will be held this week to de-
termine whether or not Dryden will

have free shows during the summer,
the expense to be raised by special

taxation.

Smith Endorsed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toledo—At a meeting of the exe-
cutive committe of the M. P. T. O.
of Ohio, Martin G. Smith, head of the
unit, was unanimously endorsed for
the presidency of the M. P. T. O. A.

Ballin With Eastern Prod.

Hugo Ballin will head a unit for
Eastern Prod. Inc., the first picture
to be "The Prairie Wife" for Metro-
Goldwyn. Eastern plans a picture to
be made abroad in the Fall.

ilm Developing Corp.
210-16 Feehawken St.West HobokenJU

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
^ Rates in the East. Negative Developing

^ Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms

I Phone UNION— 4-800

ANOTHER SCMDAl
Cosmo Hamilton's latest andgreatest novel

an E.H Griffith Production

HODKINSON RELEASE^
Season 1924 '1925 Uity Hist Ban Pictures

Italy Not a Factr
(Continued from Page 1) I

tained the cost was one foi h
great. My observations, h< ev<
lead me to doubt very scricly
production can be carried ii It,
any cheaper or as cheaply as en

t

"D. W.'s" trip was essenti J
' nature of a vacation. He

jij

ten pounds since his departur
in]New York and said he was \

like a new person. The Italiai roi

told him they intended buii ig
studio with modern equipme

|

Griffith does not know whet r (

not he will return to Rome B
production plans are indefinite

"Men" Held Over
Pola Negri in "Men," will 1 |K

for a second week at the Rial

HAL ROACH'

DIPPY-DOO-DAD

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy

New York Chicago Holly* I

Rothacker Laboratori;
WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales ft

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 111

Write Phone Wire
For Information Regarding Kp

Class Feature Productions

HEPWORTH PROD. Im|

729-7th Ave., N.Y.C.
Phone Bryant 2091

LET US
Supply You

With Your

New

GOLF]
EQUIPMENl

SLAZENGER
12 E. 43rd St. N.Y.C
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«***» THE NEW FAMOUS

(paramount ^pictures
FOR FALL AND WINTER - - 1924-5

Release Dates of The Famous Forty
(Aug. 1—Nov. 1 given below. Watch for Nov. 1—Feb. 1 tomorrow!)

Aug. 4

Aug. 11

Aug. 11

Aug. 18

Sept.

Sept.

22

22

Aug. 18

Aug. 25

Aug. 25

Sept. 1

Sept. 8

"MANHANDLED." Sept. 15

Starring GLORIA SWANSON. AL-
LAN DWAN Production. By Arthur
Stringer. Adapted by Frank Turtle.

Zane Grey's "WANDERER OF
THE WASTELAND."
IRVIN WILLAT Production. Jack
Holt, Kathlyn Williams, Noah Beery,

Billie Dove. Adapted by G. C. Hull
and V. Irvin.

"CHANGING HUSBANDS."
Starring LEATRICE JOY. From
"Roles" by Elizabeth Alexander. Di-

rected by Frank Urson and Paul
Iribe.

"MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE."
Starring RUDOLPH VALENTINO.
SIDNEY OLCOTT PRODUC-
TION. With Bebe Daniels, Lois

Wilson, Doris Kenyon, Lowell Sher-

man. From Booth Tarkington's novel

and the play by Tarkington and E. G.

Sutherland. Screen play by Forrest

Halsey.

"UNGUARDED WOMEN."
ALAN CROSLAND Production.

Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix, Mary As-
tor. Story by Lucy S. Terrill. Screen

play by James Creelman.

"THE ENEMY SEX."
JAMES CRUZE Production. Betty

Compson. Owen Johnson's novel.

Adapted by Walter Woods and Har-
vey Thew.

"COMPROMISED."
Starring POLA NEGRI. DIMITRI
BUCHOWETZKI Production. By
Sudermann. Adapted by Paul Bern.

"THE MOUNTEBANK."
HERBERT BRENON Production. Oct.
Ernest Torrence, Anna Q. Nilsson.

From Wm. J. Locke's novel. Adapted
by Willis Goldbeck and Julie Heme. Qct
"THE COVERED WAGON."
JAMES CRUZE Production. By
Emerson Hough. Adapted by Jack
Cunningham.

Sept. 29

Oct.

Oct. 13

Oct. 13

Oct. 20

Oct. 20

27

27

MEIGHAN.
Production.

Production.
Taylor, Vie-

By
Mor-
Bern.

"MAN WHO FIGHTS ALONE"
Starring WILLIAM FARNUM.
WALLACE WORSLEY Production.
With Lois Wilson. By Wm. Blacke
and J. S. Hamilton. Screen play by
J. Cunningham.
JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S
"THE ALASKAN."
Starring THOMAS
HERBERT BRENON
"FEET OF CLAY."
CECIL B. DeMILLE
Rod LaRocque, Estelle
tor Varconi. By Margaretta Turtle.
Adapted by B. M. Dix and Bertram
Millhauser.

"OPEN ALL NIGHT."
Adolphe Menjou, Jetta Goudal
Willis Goldbeck. From Paul
and's stories. Directed by Paul
"A WOMAN OF FIRE."
Starring GLORIA SWANSON. AL-
LAN DWAN Production. From
"Queen's Love Story" by Mary R.
Rinehart.

"EMPTY HANDS."
VICTOR FLEMING Production.
Jack Holt, Jacqueline Logan. By Ar-
thur Stringer.

"THE FEMALE."
Starring BETTY COMPSON. SAM
WOOD Production. By Cynthia
Stockley.

"SPRING CLEANING."
WILLIAM DeMILLE Production.
Betty Compson. Adolphe Menjou
Huntly Gordon. Screen play by Clara
Beranger from F. Lonsdale's play.

"WILD MOMENTS."
Starring BEBE DANIELS. ALAN
CROSLAND Prod. From Clyde
Fitch's story.

"FORBIDDEN PARADISE."
Starring POLA NEGRI. LUBITSCH
Prod. By Paul Bern.

"STORY WITHOUT A
NAME."
IRVIN WILLAT Prod. Agnes
Ayres, Tony Moreno. By Arthur
Stringer.

(Continued Tomorrow)
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You'll Find a Whole Army of

Real Money Making Ideas
Behind

FIRST NATIONAL'S
'The

PERFECT FLAPPER'
With

COLLEEN MOORE
In the

NATIONAL
«?»: «r stz, «ss

SECTION

mmm
it
WW-
ITfc . Mr-

ss

MAKING
A PICTURE
SURE-FIRE
There is no doubt about

"The Perfect Flapper" with
Colleen Moore being an out-
standing box-office attraction
of the highest calibre, but
when you add to that fact
the co-operation of national
manufacturers in the follow-
ing lines:

Gowns
Perfumes

Hosiery

Candies

Beauty

Products

Shoes

Jewelry

Music

Novels

Parasols

Flowers

Millinery

Records

—you begin to realize that

you have a sure-fire picture

from the exploitation angle

actually tipping the one hun-

dred per cent mark.

EVERY ALERT
SHOWMAN

WHO FAILS TO
GET HIS

TRADE REVIEW
EVERY WEEK
IS LOSING
MONEY!

THE ANSWER
IS ON THE

OTHER PAGE

Of the

Exhibitors Trade Review
Out

Next Week (Dated May 24)

Wherein

Thousands of window displays will be

made available for those exhibitors who
book this latest effort of the 'Flaming

Youth girl ! A Sensational Box-office Idea !

CLIP THE
MONEY
MAKfNG NATZONAL TIE-UP COUPONS
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The Sensational Success of the

National Tie-Up Section
Is Only

ONE OF MANY REASONS
You Should

Make Doubly Sure
That

You Always Get
The

•i>

EXHIBITORS

TRADE
REVIEW

life

HERE ARE
SIX OTHER
REASONS:

In addition to the National
Tie-Up Section, you will hud
oodles of money-making ideas
every week in practically
every department of Exhibi-
tors -Trade Review. Ideas
that are easy to follow out

—

cheap to carry out. Here
they are

:

Tried and Proved
Pictures

Box-Office Reviews

Showmanship
Lobbyology

Advertising Aids

Exploitation Ideas

—every one of them revealing
carefully laid out plans where-
by you can save money and
make money. At a cost of
less than 4c weekly.

IF YOU ARE
DEPENDING
UPON THE
NEWSSTAND

OR THE OTHER
FELLOW'S COPY

YOU HAD
BETTER SIGN
AND MAIL

THIS COUPON
TODAY!

r,
Please send

Exhibitors Trade Review
„ (45 West 45th Street, New York City)

starting

Next Week (Dated May 24)

For 52 Weeks

FOR WHICH I AGREE TO PAY $2.00 AS

SOON AS I RECEIVE SUBSCRIPTION BILL

Name- City-

Address. State-

_l

EVERY
WEEK
IN THE EXHIBITORS TRADEREVIEW
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The cast for "Being

Respectable," will include Marie Pre-

vost, Monte Blue, Louise Fazenda,

Irene Rich, Frank Currier, Eulalie

Jensen, Kenneth Gibson and Lila

Leslie.

The principal players in the new
Lubitsch production are May Mc-
Avoy, Pauline Frederick, Lew Cody,
Willard Louis and Pierre Gendron.

Marguerite Clayton has been en-

gaged as leading woman for Harry
Carey in "Tiger Thompson", a Hod-
kinson release.

Charles Hutchison has signed Ern-
est Miller to do the camerawork on
his pictures being made at the Gold-

wyn studios.

Bertram Millhauser is collaborating

with Beulah Marie Dix in adapting

"Feet of Clay" which Cecil De Mille

will produce.

Bruce Mitchell has been engaged
by Sunset Prod, to direct a J. B.

Warner feature, "Taming the Devil".

Universal has purchased "Oh,
Doctor", by Harry Leon Wilson.
Harvey Tfrjfw will do the continuity.

Louis Weadock is titling and edit-

ing "A Prince of India" in which
Mozunda, a Hindu mystic appears.

The Reginald Denny and the Jay
Marchant companies are back at Uni-
versal City from location trips.

Florence Vidor has been selected

by John M. Stahl to play one of the

stellar roles in his next picture.

Lois Wilson will play opposite

William Farnum in "The Man Who
Fights Alone".

Marion Harlan is playing the fem-
inine lead opposite Hoot Gibson in

"Hit and Run".

WALTER R. GREENE.

Sunday Shows Lose in Spencer
Spencer, la.—The referendum to

determine to status of Sunday shows,
resulted in the reform element win-
ning by a vote of 1,092 to 988. The
contest was a bitter fight, both parties

using newspaper space, pasters, and
even carrying the voters to the polls

in automobiles.

Eager For Big Films
(Continued from Page 1)

He met and talked with managers
of the houses in all of the towns vis-
ited in regard to the kind of pictures
they want and how producers and
distributors can aid in exploiting them
so that they can derive every possible
hit of revenue. Everybody visited
was enthusiastic about the agricultur-
al condition and outlook, and because
of this exhibitors generally expect a
prosperous summer and fall.

He says there is a vast improve-
ment in the small towns in their pro-
jection machines, screens and other
equipment; that they have learned
that they must give the public the
same kind of an entertainment, in

projection and other features that

make for their comfort and enter-
tainment, as is given in the big towns.

"I learned a number of unusual
things," said Bonns. "One is the
kceness of the interest of the small-
town merchants in the theaters. This
is especially true in towns so small
that the picture house is open but
two nights a week. Often the theater
is run by a merchant. The business
men of these towns want something
to attract the people from the sur-

rounding territory into town so that

they may sell their goods. The stores

remain open on the nights when a

picture is being screened, for the peo-
ple come from miles around to see

the picture and while in town do a lot

of shopping.
"I found very few exhibitors even

entertaining the idea of closing for

the summer. Instead of booking re-

issues and old pictures, as they form-
erly did, they are booking the most
up to date product they can get".

Commission for Sales
(Continued from Page 1)

new order of things is now rounding
out its first week. All salaries have
been eliminated and no drawing ac-

counts are allowed. The pictures are

placed on a, percentage arrangement
and against this, salesmen draw com-
missions. Aaron Sacks, a member of

the local force earned $655 in com-
missions up to Wednesday of this

week and the average for five New
York salesmen on the week thus far

was $385.

The company is perfecting a new
system of handling publicity and ex-
ploitation on its more important re-

leases. Each picture will be handled
by a special representative who will

do nothing but devote all of his time
to that particular picture. There will

be six such representatives.

Mr. Exhibitor:

Would the acquisition of another theater

strengthen your position and increase your buy-

ing power? Lack of sufficient ready cash should

be no bar to your goal. We can help you. Let

us show you how. No red tape—convenient

arrangements.

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway, Suite 1123 Phone Watkins 4522

New Orleans Board Elects
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Orleans—Arthur S. Dickinson
is the new president of the Film
Board of Trade. Other officers are:

C. J. Briant, vice-president; Harold
Wilkes ,secretary, and Mrs. A. H.
Sessions, treasurer. The directors

are: C. J. Briant, W. M. Osborn, P.

H. Dudenheifer, Paul Tessier and
Dickinson.

Estridge Has Plans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Gastonia, N. C.—J. A. Estridge
and J. E. Simpson, owners of the

Gastonia and Ideal and J. W. Ware,
head of the Third National Bank,
have purchased a site and will erect

a new 1,500 theater to cost $150,000.

Screen Writers' Elections
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Screen Writers'
Guild has elected the following of-

ficers: Grant Carpenter, president;

Jane Murfin, vice-president; Richard
Willis, treasurer; Doris Schroeder,
secretary.

Daylight Saving Causes Drop
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Theaters here and in Troy
and Schnectady, already report a drop
in admissions as a result of daylight
saving. The smaller towns in this

territory are running on standard
time.

Weill Again Theater Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Edgar Weill is managing
the Rialto, Glens Falls. He formerly
managed the Strand, Syracuse, but
recently was exploiteer for "The
White Sister" and "Scaramouche".

Incorporations
Albany—Lincoln Strand Th

Corp., Buffalo. 500 shares stocl

par value. Incorporators, Moe J

E. B. Mark and Morris Sharaf.
torneys, Falk, Phillips & Sharaf,
falo.

Albany—Plywood Reel C

Corp., Schenectady. Capital $1(

Incorporators, R. H. and C. F. h
man. Attorneys, Wemple, Peters
Wemple, Schenectady.

Madison, Wis.—Wisconsin An
ment Co., Chippewa Falls. Ca]

$25,000. Incorporators, John C
shell, E. J. Lenmark, A. L. Put
and F. J. Roach.

Boston—G. E. Lothrop T <

Co., Boston. Capital $50,000
corporators, A. L. Griffith, C
Tukesbury and R. A. Somerby, a

Boston.

Albany—Bernfeld Amusement
New York. Capital $10,000. Inc
orators, H. Gittelson and D. fi

man. Attorney, H. Barshay,
York.

Wilmington, N. C —Frankl'n
ture Corp. Capital $50,000. Inco
rators, F. I. Mettler, P. M. Gi
and M. E. Mettler. of Wilming
Del.

Austin, Tex.—Pinto Lake Am
ment Co., Mineral Wells. Caj

$65,000. Incorporators, E. F.
muke, W. H. Mercer and G. A. S

COMING SOON

Siren /Seville
f* HODKINSON RELEASE

Season192H92S TWty Em Sim Pictures

by UH VAN LOAN
OlttXCTCD »»

JEROM£ STORC

SERVICE PLUS INTEGRITY
AND

EXTRA EFFORT

For the Producer, Director, Artist and Author

EDWARD SMALL COMPANY
NEW YORK-1493 Broadway
Hollywood—6912-Hollywood Blvd.
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HAROLD LLOYD
in

"GIRL SHY"
RECORDS! RECORDS! RECORDS!

Warfield, San Francisco; "Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Turner & Dahnken, Oakland; "Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Godard's, Sacramento; "Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

California, Berkeley, Cal.; "Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Liberty, San Jose, Cal.; "Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Howard, Atlanta, Ga.

;

"Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Victory, Tampa, Fla.

;

"Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Fairfax, Miami, Fla.

;

"Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Plaza, St. Petersburg, Fla.

;

"Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Empire, Montgomery, Fla.

;

"Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Capitol, Altoona, Pa.

;

"Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Missouri, St. Louis; "Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Virginia, Wheeling, W. Va.; "Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Carolina, Pinehurst, N. C; "Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Columbia, Erie, Pa.; "Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

Imperial, Columbia, S. C; "Girl Shy" breaks all records for gross

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

and attendance

Also now breaking records at Stockton and Fresno, Cal.; will be held for a third

week at the Warfield, San Francisco, an unprecedented run, and with eight shows

a day; the original run at Berkeley was for a week and the picture is now being

held over; broke all records of New York's Strand by playing three consecutive

weeks.

WATCH RECORDS EVERYWHERE GO GLIMMERING!

A PATHE PICTURE
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Guts And Flashes
Irene Rich leaves Hollywood

for New York next week, having
completed a part in "Being Respect-
able" for the Warners. She will star

in a picture to be made abroad.

The supporting cast for Hetty

Compson in "Ramshackle House"
will be Robert Lowing, John David-
son, Dan Duffy, William Black and
Guy Coombs.

Montagu Love will play Lord
Cornwallis in "Janice Meredith." At
the same time he will appear in "The
Schemers," the new Morosco show.

F. Heath Cobb, advertising and
publicity head of C. B. C, has ap-
po'nkd J. Morgan Goetz to head the
exploitation department.

Through the Edward Small com-
pany, Marie Prevost has been en-

gaged for Sam Goldwyn's "Tarnish."

Holmes F. Herbert has begun
work as leading man for Helene
Chadwick in "Her Own Free Will."

Elmer Harris has signed Lucy Fox
to appear in "The Wise Virgin" for

release by Hodkinson in the Fall.

The cast of "Her Own Free Will."
is complete with signing of Violet
Merscreau and Allan Simpson.

Victor M. Shapiro has gone to Chi-
cago in connection with the run of

"Cytherea" at the Chicago theater.

Advance Prods., has completed
"The Country Cousin", a two-reel in-

dustrial.

"Between Friends," will be the
feature at the Rivoli next week.

"Thy Name Is Woman" will go
into the Capitol Sunday.

Samson Heads Buffalo Board
'Serial to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Sydney Samson, of Board
Photoplays, has been elected presi-

dent of the Film Board of Trade.
Other officers include: George K.
Rudo'ph, Fox, vice-president; Bob
Wagner, Hodkinson, secretary; Hen-
ry W. Kahn, Metro, treasurer. The
directorate comprises: Howard Brink,
Educational; Vincent McCabe, Gold-
wyn; Marvin Kempner, Paramount,
Fred Zimmerman, F. B. O. and G. K.
Rudolph.

Finkelstein Joins Von Herberg
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Albert Finkelstein has re-

signed the management of the Rialto
at Bremerton, to become assistant
general manager to J. Von Herberg,
of t' e Greater Theaters Co. J. F.
Scatcs succeeds Finkelstein.

Weinberg, Blank's "G. M."
rSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines

—

Harry Weinberg, for-
mer First National manager here has
been appointed general manager of
the Blank theaters. Arthur G. Stolte
will manage the Capitol here.

"Men"—Famous Players

Rialto

AMERICAN—* * * "Men" is by no means
a conventional drama. Pola Negri seems to

realize this and rises to heights that she has
not yet achieved in her American-made pic-

tures. She gives the same colorful perform-
ance that first attracted the American public
to her and made her seem the most desirable

of the foreign stars.

DAILY NEWS—-* * * The picture is most
charmingly and subtly directed, being extra-
vagant in its details and thrifty in its subtitles,

the touches we have come to regard as for-

eign. Pola, too, seems to have gained in

color from this direction.

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * All the fire

and magnetic spontaneity of her former for-

eign-made productions is apparent in this pic-

ture, written and directed by Dimitri Bucho-
wetzki. Whether it is that Buchowetzki un-
derstands the Polish nature better, or that she
can work only with some one possessing a
Continental comprehension, Pola has happily
given up the sterotyped posing of her last

two pictures and really acts. And when she
acts she's worth seeing. * * *

EVENING WORLD—"Men," Pola Negri's
latest, and by far her best since she came to

this country, * * * Miss Negri shows many
flashes of her old time fire * * *

The costume ball scene is really gorgeous
* * *

Pola Negri fans, and they are legion, will

enjoy her latest picture immensely.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—"Men" is a mad,
mad story which drags a little in the begin-
ning and then suddenly realizing that some-
thing has to be done about it some one speed-
ed up the story considerably. Only that some
one mistook action for plot, and so the story,

which is too frail to hold up under the riot

of an artist's carnival in Paris, just natural-
ly conies to a happy end—happy for all of us.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Pola Negri
has been freed of her fetters. Her star is

again ascendent, and she takes her rightful
place as the greatest emotional actress we
have in the world of pictured life, after a
series of lukewarm stories, a mist amazing
transformation has been worked and the
credit for revealing the obscured flame must
be given to her new director, Dimitri Buch-
owetzki, who wrote, as well as directed,
"Men." » * *

POST—Pola Negri has staged a real come-
back, and incidentally it looks as if a new
director has burst forth and threatens to
crowd some of the present megaphone celebri-

ties out of the sun arcs. * * *

SUN—* * * Personally the writer thought
"Men" very interesting, but around him he
heard expressions from paying patrons to the
effect that it wasn't half as good as most of
Pola's past performances, speaking in terms of
the turf.

Be that as it may, however, Pola's person-
ality and acting ability make all her films

worth while, and "Men" is no exception.* * *

"Men" is worth seeing, if you like Miss
Negri.

TELEGRAM—* * * Men and women
should see "Men," if for no other reason than
that Pola Negri is in it. * * *

TIMES—* * * is filled with deft touches
and original ideas. It is a splendid entertain-
ment in which once more the importance of
the directorial control over the players is pro-
nounced. The types in this photoplay have
been aptly chosen, and they show a pleasing
spontaneity in their respective roles. The
lighting is a dream of delight, and the im-
portant stretches with large crowds are as
realistic as anything ever thrown upon the
screen.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * The pic-

ture is going to get a lot of money. Negri
has been developed into a box office card now
* # #

It's the story that Pola shines in and she
certainly plays the part as though she loved it.

In the matter of scenes the director has had
them build a number of corking sets, some
used only for brief shots. * * *

WORLD—The new motion picture with Pola
Negri as star is worked out by strictly mathe-
matical formula. A lie, a sigh and a close-up.
Its story is of the dirty variety, bunked suf-
ficiently with moral uplift sop to kid the cen-
sors along. Its general get-up is rickety. It

exhibits for twenty minutes a French carnival
scene. Its photography is excellent, and its

views of the star intimate and often.

Newspaper Opinions
"The Lone Wolf"—Asso.-Exhibitors

Rivoli

AMERICAN—* * * Those of our friends

who prefer less intrigue and more down to

earth stuff may find "The Lone Wolf" old-

fashioned and too much crockery for 1924

entertainment. * * *

It has its good points and is, as film enter-

tainment goes, a very fair crook melorama.

DAILY NEWS—* * *. The direction is

jerky, and the production in toto falls short

of expectations.

The airplane scenes at the end of The Lone
Wolf's career, however, have an element of

excitement not to be disdained.

EVENING WORLD—* * * it gives hoth
Holt and Miss Dalton ample opportunities.
* # *

It is in our estimation exciting enough for

any afternoon or evening and is well directed

and is worth a trip to the Rivoli. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—If "The Lone
Wolf" was as confusing to the police as he
was to us, no wonder they never could ap-

prehend him. Not only could we not appre-

hend—we could not even comprehend * * *

we certainly could not follow this story.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * should
find plenty of company, for it belongs to

that type of crook drama so dear to the heart

of every audience. * * * there is no doubt
that "The Lone Wolf" will clean up wherever
he goes.

POST—Dorothy Dalton can put more ac-

tion into a crook picture just by being in it

than any other three queens can by acting
all over the lot.

Her latest film, * * * is a most satisfying
picture. It's a regular satisfying crook melo-
drama, but it does manage to keep you guess-
ing for a reel or two, * * * action is so swift
and Miss Dalton is so sure in her 'technique
that you enjoy the rest of the picture anyhow.

TELEGRAM—* * * the most up-to-date
screen play of he season * * * many thrills in

a picture that was contrived for that purpose

—

afford thrills. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—An extremely
unsubtle yet live and exciting French crook
film * * *

The names and a certain melodramatic ap-
peal, phoney but still somewhat effective, will
save "The Lone Wolf" from being a bust,
but it will never be an important screen con-
tribution either at the box office or in the
hall of fame.

WORLD—* * * entertaining melodrama
spoiled by a climax of fake photography.

There is action of all kinds. * * * all mingle
to make what would like to be called a thrill-

er. But only lead up to the big punch, * * *

* * The cast generally is high grade.

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

Greenwald Makes Buys
(Sficial to THE FILM DAILY) I

Cleveland—Frank Greenwald,
Grecnwald-Griffith Exchange
bought "The Mysterious Pearll
serial from Photoplay Serials Co.'
"The Return of Draw Ej i

"Bride of Hate," "The DiscH
"Truthful Tul liver," "The Pat]
"Captive God" from Tri-Stone(
Ohio.

Jester 7. Scott Jr
present*

BUFFA
BILL"

8

Breezy

Punchy

Startling

Dare-Devil

Thrilling

Lightning Fast

FOLLOW THESE BUYERS

WESTER

•20th
258 N

GENE MARCUS
Century Film Co., Inc.,

13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

East. Penna.

South. New Jersey

R. G. HILL ENTERPRISES, Inc.

1022 Forbes St., Pittsburg, Pa.

West Penna.

West Virginia

Distributed By

WEISS BROTHER,

Artclass Pictures C(

1540 Broadway, N. Y

FROM A NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR-
TO GENERAL SALES MANAGERS:

Due to unforseen changes in our policy, we wish to place with
some other firm one of our most valued employees.

This party is an A-i Exchange man and Office Executive and
has obtained results for us which are most gratifying.

He has managed New York Exchanges and directed Sales-

forces for the past 15 years with great success; is a hard worker,
knows conditions thoroughly and can be depended upon.
This party is fully capable of handling your local Exchange,

will positively increase yourlSales and be an asset to your organi-
zation.

If in need of a high class man, it will be to your advantage to

communicate with us.

ADDRESS: BOX M. 206 FILM DAILY
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.
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Hodkinson Film Booked

A CONTRACT has been arranged by both the

Loew and Fox circuits in the Metropolitan dis-

trict for an early showing of Hodkinson's

new picture,"N0/ One to Spare". This production

was recently put on by Hodkinson for a two

weeks' run at the Cameo Theatre under the

title of "Which Shall It Be?" since changed

and although in no way a pretentious offering,

received what is probably the most unanimous

praise accorded a recent picture on Broadway.

The Fox and Loew showings will be in the

nature of a semi-prerelease run before general

distribution.

?^W™

National

Release Date

June 15, 1924

«f

(Distributed by HODKINSON
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR

W*1 VOGEL DISTRIBUTING CORP

Season 1924-1925 Thirty First-Run Pictures
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"U" Selling in Block
Jarthelmess Contract Calls for

t Pictures for First National
Release

i statement issued Friday by
L. Malevinsky of O'Brien,

insky and Driscoll on behalf

hard Barthelmess, it was offici-

tated that the differences be-

the latter and Inspiration had
A new contract has been

I

to run for a period of two
during which Barthelmess will

light pictures for First Nation-

understood the agreement pro-

that John S. Robertson will

ue as director and that the pic-

will be made in the East. As
Walter Camp will handle the

of the Barthelmess unit,

terms of Barthelmess' former
ct were such, that were they
carried out to the letter, it

have meant that the major
i of his picture life would be
in making productions for In-
on.

e Houses in Sight for Detroit

fecial to THE FILM DAILY)
•oit—Henry S. Koppin, owner
Koppin, Comique, La Salle,

ud Garden and Ferndale, oper-

y the Woodward Theater Co.,

rect a new 1,2000 seat house
an R. and Minnesota Ave., to

Own as the Ambassador. He
utends building several subur-
leaters before the year is out.

V. Munz, operating the La Salle
ns, Palace and Tuxedo, accord-
report, intends building a new

seater at Grand River and Joy
the West Side.
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12 Jewels in First Fall Group

—

Dempsey Highlight of Short
Subject Schedule

Universal intends selling its twelve
Jewe s, designed for release the first

six months of the new season in t.

block. The pictures to be available

one every two weeks are:
"The Signal Tower," with Virginia Valli:

"The Reckless Age," with Reginald Denny:
"ihe Gaiety Girl," with Mary Philbin; "The
Turmoil," all-star; "The Family Secret," all-

star, including Baby Peggy; "Butterfly,"
cast headed by Laura La Plante; "Captain
Fearless," with Reginald Denny; "The Rose
of Paris, with Mary Philbin; "K-the Un-
known," with Virginia Valli; "Love and
Glory," (We Are French"); "Wine" with
Clara Bow; and "The Tornado," with House
Peters.

There will also be fifteen Westerns,
three of them to star Hoot Gibson
for release one every two months and
six Jack Hoxies, to be sold in series.

The short subject line-up will in-

clude the Jack Dempsey series of two
reelers which will be the highlights
of the list. There will also be one
reel comedies, two reel Centurys, four
serials, two reel Westerns and Inter-
national News Reel.

Franklin Returns

Harold B. Franklin, head of the
theater department at Famous is back
from the coast where he discussed
the summer policy at the Paramount
Los Angeles houses. Bookings for
the next four months have been ar-
ranged, the basis being the "Famous
Forty." Franklin found conditions
generally satisfactory, but discover-
ed the hoof and mouth epidemic in
California was temporarily hitting
theater business.

Davies in "Quality Street"

Sidney Olcott leaves for the Coast
shortly to direct Norma Talmadge
in "The Fight." He plans to com-
plete it and return to New York in
early August. About the ISth of that
month, he intends starting work on
"Quality Street," by James M. Barrie,
with Marion Davies as star

R. G. Hill Enterprises Start
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—The R. G. Hill Enter-
prises, Inc., is the latest to enter the
exchange field here. Offices have
been fitted up on the second floor of
1022 Forbes St. The exchange will
release one western a week, to be
augmented by a series of 12 society
dramas.

Goulding Returns

Edmund Golding returned Friday
night on the Berengaria.

Minus
Yes, we have no Danny co"-

umn today. He's been so busy
fussing with short subjects he
hasn't had time to even think
of anything else. Scrry.

RED.

$10,000 Award in Fall
Zukor Prize for Best Picture to Be
Announced by Christmas— No

Committee Yet

Along about Christmas, a special

committee to be named by the Au-
thor's League of America will an-
nounce the winner of the competition
for the best-produced picture of the

year. The award will be a $10,000
cash prize offered by Adolph Zukor.
The prize is to be offered as an

outgrowth of the Authors' Congress
eid last year at the Wa'dorf at The

termination of which Zukor volun-
teered to add a stimulant to tne pi in-

duction of higher grade pictures by
giving the $10,000 prize to the pro-
ducer turning out the best picture be-
tween Sept. 1, 1923 and Sept. 1, 1924.

The decision will rest with a group of

men, composed of a dramatist, an
author, a motion picture producer, a
critic and several others.

Universal Executives on Trip

Carl Laemmle, Al Lichtman,
Julius Stern and Harry Zehner left

Friday for Chicago, French Lick and
Louisville to be gone about two
weeks.

A Mid-West sales convention will
be held in Chicago Saturday and
Sunday.

Aronson Resigns
Alexander S. Aronson, genera!

sales manager of Truart Prod., an-
nounced his resignation on Friday.

Brady Deal Off?
It is understood that the deal pend-

ing between William A. Brady and
Hodkinson has fallen through. Con-
ferences had reached the point where
it was generally thought the con-
tract would be signed.

Zukor, Lasky Eastbound
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Adolph Zukor and
Jesse L. Lasky left for the East
Thursday. Lasky may take a vacation
in Europe, sailing the end of May.

Check Up on Prints
Hays Office Has Inspectors in Sev-

eral Bad Territories, Seeking
Remedies

As a result of a number of strong
complaints about prints by exhibitors
in several territories, particularly,

those served out of Atlanta, Detroit
and Minneapolis, the Hays office has
dispatched inspectors to look into the

trouble.

It is hoped the investigations

will result in a practical method
of improving the situation which
is said to be aggravated in Michi-
and Minnesota. The question of

prints was discussed earlier in

the week when W. A. Steffes,

H. M. Rickey and other Mid-West
exhibitor leaders conferred with of-

ficials of the Hays association. In
Detroit, the M. P. T. O. and the lo-

cal Film Board of Trade have de-
cided to conduct a check-up that wi'l

cover six months. Here as in other
points, the Hays inspectors will trace

the life of prints from the time they
leave the exchanges until their re-

turn from the theaters. The dif-

ficulty exists partially because many
exhibitors—and this is especially true

in the smaller towns—have not kept
their equipment up-to-date. It is also
quite likely that the prints are not
gone over as carefully as they might
be before leaving the exchanges.

New Warner Deals

Two new deals on Warner product
have been closed, one with Specialty
Film of Dallas, for Texas, Arkansas
and Oklahoma and the second with
Independent Film. Philadelphia for

Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern Jer-
sey, Virginia, Maryland and the Dis-
trict.

Beaumont Signs

Harry Beaumont has signed a long
term contract with the Warners and
will make "Deburau" as the first pic-
ture under the arrangement. Willard
Louis has also been signed for a
number of years.

"This Woman" by Howard Rockey
as been purchased.ha

Educ'l Acquires "The Chase"
Educational will distribute "The

Chase," made in the Swiss Alps and
imported by the Fabians. It was the
feature of a special short reel pro-
gram at the Capitol last summer .

Jury and Bromhead Arrive
Sir William Jury, Jury's Imperial

Pictures and Col. Bromhead. Gau-
mont, Ltd., of England arrived Fri-
day night on the Berengaria.
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Famous Books Hodkinson Films

W. F. Seymour of Hodkinson has

closed with Famous for the showing
in forty towns in the South of "Mi-
ami", "Wandering Husbands" and
"Try And Get It". "Wandering
Husbands" and "Miami" will be
shown at the Fenway, Boston.

"Barbara Fritchie" Protected

Prompted by a report that "Bar-
braa Fritchie" was not protected by
copyright, Hodkinson has issued a

statement declaring that the produc-
tion is fully protected under copy-
rights held by the Clyde Fitch estate.

Asks Lifting of Theater Ban
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—The City Council is

considering a petition filed by S. G.
Lebedoff, requesting the lifting of the

ban against the erection of a theater

at Plymouth and Newton Aves.

1
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Specialists in Motion Picture and
Theatrical insurance for the pan

fifteen years.

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Bryant 3040

Reviews Held Over
The usual consensus of out-

of-town newspaper reviews
which have been crowded out
of this issue, because of the
great mass of short subject
material, will appear, in part,
in Monday's issue.

Mid-West Theater Changes
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Changes in the theater
field in this territory include:
Theaters closing: the'Opera House, Diver-

non, 111.; Annex, Harco. 111.; Bijou, Carroll!
ton, 111.; theater at Huntsville. Ill,, dis
mantled; Star, Palmyra, 111.

J Liberty, Lo
gan, III.; Pershing, Du Quoin. III. The
Roseland, Flat River, Mo. w II close Sun-
days

; the Lannae, Worden. 111. on Wednes-
days and Thursdays; Lyric, Elkville, III.,
two nights a week. J. F. Lawrence has
taken over the Princess. Humboldt, Tenn.,
and will move his Lyric into it ; Guy Warn-
pie has sold the Royal. Palestine, III. to
Hakins and Salisbury ; Russell Armentroui
has taken over the Star at Barry. 111. ; tne
Opera House, Shelbyville, Mo., has burned
down; W. H. Ownes has taken over the
Isis at Brunswick, Mo. ; R. C. Williams now
has the Puritan O. H. at West Salem 111
»nd Mrs. Ruby Heyds, the Elks at Olney

Rochester Rialto Closes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester. N. Y.—The Rialto, own-
ed by Albert A. Fenyvessy has closed
its doors and the building will be
torn down to make way for a new
clothing structure. It is supposed to
be the oldest theater building in Ro-
chester.

Zellner in Buffalo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—Irvin Zellner, formerly in
charge of Goldwyn exploitation in
this territory is in charge of the same
department for Universal.

Action in Pirating Situation

The I. M. P. P. D. A. states that
the Federal Trade Commission has
placed a representative in charge of
the investigation of the pirating and
sale of leased prints.

WANTED—
FEATURFS and COMEDIES
for State Right Distribution

E. W. SMITH
1600 Broadway—Room 405
New York City, N. Y.

Wisconsin Amusement Co. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chippewa Falls, Wis.—The Secre-
tary of State has chartered the Wis-
consin Amusement Co., listing capi-
tal at $25,000. The incorporators are:
John C. Boushell, E. J. Lenmark, A.
L. Putnam and F. J. Roach.

Aust Quits Selznick; With Associated
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Paul R. Aust has resign-
ed management of the Selznick office
to become Western division manager
for Associated Exhibitors, in charge
of Seattle, Portland, Spokane and
Butte.

Changes Around Boston
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—"Chubby" Davis has gone
back to Federated, covering Vermont
and New Hampshire. Frank Repetto
and Harold Eskin have joined Hod-
kinson. The latter was formerlv with
United Artists.

Murrays Enter Theater Field
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—The Murray Bros.,
who have been connected with the ex-
change end of the business, have turn-
ed to exhibition, having bought the
Idle Hour at Cambridge Springs.
They will rename it the Cambridge.

DeForest Forms Canadian Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—Talking Pictures of
Canada, Ltd., in which Lee DeForest
is interested, has been organized un-
der a Canadian charter.

Fire Destroys Michigan House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Morenci, Mich.—Fire has destroyed
the Gem leaving one other house in
the town, the Princess.

The WAY NON-REWIND is of in-
estimable service to the Exhibitor in
providing him with efficient projec-
tion. It will fit any standard machine.

WAY NON-REWIND
201 West 49th St.

New York City

MILDRED B. ADAMS
Has For Sale Screen Rights To

Broadway Plays.

Stuyvesant 9075 8-E. 9th St.

New York

oJlnnouncing

>7/ieWISE VIRGIN
STARRING

Patsq Ruth Miller &.Matt Moore
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SPECIAL PRODUCTION
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HODKINSON RELEASE

Pafhe Nei
Sees All \^f) Knows t

NO. 39

Fairbanks, Alaska—First Arctic
plane goes into service, speeding
livery 2 weeks 1 Dog-teams bring s
flying field.

FORMOSA, JAPAN—Uncivilized t
Pacific photographed for first time b>
News—the "Urai" villagers face the'
with surprise, but little fear.

DVINSK, LATVIA—Vast ice block
Dvina River causes havoc over big
Ice jams up over river hanks, c
countryside.

WASHINGTON. D. C—Philippine .

again seeks "immediate and absolut.
pendence". Delegates appear before
( ommittee on Insular Affairs.

HAL ROACH'!

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

THE WORLD IN COLOE
A short subject

Issued monthly by
Kelley Color Laboratory Inc.

Palisade. N. J.
Phone Cliffside 1345

State Rights

GEVAER'
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y.

COSTUMEFOR H I R I

New York's Newest and Foremost
Costume Rental Organization
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Qaramount ^pictures
FOR FALL AND WINTER - - 1924-5

Release Dates of The Famous Forty

>

(Aug. 1—Nov. 1 given yesterday. Nov. 1—Feb. 1 today)

Sept. 15 "SINNERS IN HEAVEN." Dec. 22
ALAN CROSLAND Prod. Bebe
Daniels, Richard Dix. By Clive Ar-
den. Screen play by Frank Turtle.

Nov. 3 "MERTON OF THE MOVIES." Dec. 29
Starring GLENN HUNTER. JAMES
CRUZE Production. From the novel

by Harry L. Wilson and the play by
Kaufman and Connelly. j)ec 29

Nov. 10 "WHISPERING MEN."
Starring THOMAS MEIGHAN. By
Booth Tarkington. Directed by Vic-

tor Heerman.

Nov. 17 "WORLDLY GOODS."
Starring AGNES AYRES. By Sophie
Kerr. Directed by Paul Iribe and
Frank Urson.

Nov. 17 Rex Beach's "A SAINTED
DEVIL."
Starring RUDOLPH VALENTINO.
JOSEPH HENABERY Production.
From "Rope's End." Screen play by
Forrest Halsey.

"HEADLINES."
Starring RICHARD DIX. R. H.
BURNSIDE Prod. From "Contra-
band" by Clarence B. Kelland.

"ARGENTINE LOVE."
ALAN CROSLAND Production.

Bebe Daniels, Ricardo Cortez. By
Vicente Blasco Ibanez.

"THE CAFE OF FALLEN AN-
GELS."
JAMES CRUZE Production. By
Leroy Scott.

"THE BEAUTIFUL ADVEN-
TURESS."
Starring BETTY COMPSON. From
"The Heart of a Thief" by Paul Arm-
strong.

"THE COAST OF FOLLY." Jan. 26

Starring GLORIA SWANSON. AL-
LAN DWAN Prod. From Coningsby
Dawson's novel.

Nov. 24

Nov. 24

Dec. 1

Dec. 8

Dec. 15

Jan.

Jan. 12

Jan. 12

Jan. 19

Jan.

Jan.

19

26

"PETER PAN."
HERBERT BRENON Production.
Assisted by Roy Pomeroy. From Sir

J. M. Barrie's famous story.

Zane Grey's "THE BORDER
LEGION."
VICTOR FLEMING Production.
Jacqueline Logan, Antonio Moreno.
"NORTH OF 36."

IRVIN WILLAT Production. Jack
Holt, Ernest Torrence, Jacqueline
Logan, Noah Beery, Tully Marshall.
By Emerson Hough.
"THE HONOR OF HIS
HOUSE."
Starring THOMAS MEIGHAN. By
Andrew Soutar. Directed by Victor
Fleming.

"LITTLE MISS BLUEBEARD"
Starring BEBE DANIELS. From
the play by Avery Hopwood and Ga-
briel Dregely. Directed by Frank
Tuttle.

"MANHATTAN."
Starring RICHARD DIX. From
"This Side of Paradise" by F. Scott
Fitzgerald. Directed by Paul Sloane.
Supervised by Forrest Halsey.
"THE GOLDEN BED."
CECIL B. DeMILLE Prod. Rod
LaRocque, Estelle Taylor, Victor Var-
coni. Screen play by Jeanie Mac-
pherson. From Wallace Irwin's novel.

"PLAYTHINGS OF FIRE."
Starring AGNES AYRES. Directed
by Frank Urson and Paul Iribe. By
Forrest Halsey.

"A WOMAN SCORNED."
Starring POLA NEGRI. DIMITRI
BUCHOWETZKI Prod. From a
story by Perley P. Sheehan and the
play by Owen Davis.

"A BROADWAY BUTTER-
FLY."
WILLIAM DeMILLE Prod. By
Clara Beranger.

Read again the 20 releases listed yesterday. Study the 20 listed

today. The Famous Forty — the greatest line-up ever!

PRODUCED BY

FAMOUS PLAYERS L\SKY CORPORATION
AOOLPE. ZUHOH JESSE I IAS«» CECEE.E
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Infrequently there arrives in the amusement world a story, play

er motion, picture which might truthfully be described as
*4
differ-

cit." By different we mean a piece that departs from the hackneyed

in theme* from the commonplace in construction, from the ordinary

in purpose.

Two years ago hlase New York suddenly found itself shaken to

its theatrical foundation by the appearance of a play utterly "differ-

ent" from the ordinary. Powerful in dramatic plot, novel in theme,

with a background of quaint European beauty, this play^ presented

by America's wizard of stagecraft, at once became the sensation of

Broadway. Such was the success of

Da v i d B el as co ' s

"DEBURAU"
Foremost among the TWENTY big stories chosen by Warner

Bros, for its 1924-25 output of "Screen Classics" is this great Belasco

stage production. Written by Sacha Guitry, peer of European play-

wrights, "DEBURAU," with its wealth of dramatic strength, fine

comedy, touching pathos and colorful setting, is the ideal story for

the screen.

In producing "DEBURAU" for the screen Warner Bros., in as-

sociation with Mr. Belasco, is bringing into play the full strength of

its powerful production force. Perfect direction, skillful acting and
artistic arrangement combine to make of it a production that sets a

new high standard in entertainment values. HARRY BEAUMONT,
who made "Beau Brummel" for the screen, will personally direct

"DEBURAU."
That's a second good reason why you should—

-

Save TWENTY dates for the new Warner TWENTY!
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Weeks Headlines
MONDAY

ational forms special department to

key city runs on special pictures

Secrets" and "Sea Hawk."
P. D. A. hopes to open closed ex-

points by interesting local capital,

and Blumenthal lease Bronx theaters

Jolson.

TUESDAY
Co. of America opens New York
Reported ambition is to develop na-

theater chain like Loew's, Inc.

es between Richard Barthelmess and

ation near end. Walter Camp to

; Barthelmess unit,

st exhibitor leaders conferring with

office on uniform contract

at first-runs favor release of big pic-

I in summer to bolster up business,

distributors consolidating to reduce

;ad.

WEDNESDAY
C. C. units in thirty exchange cities

ited as way out of exhibitor organiza-

r

roubles.

ices at Hays office to result in changes

iform contract.

state organizations not interested in

oming M. P. T. O. A. convention

THURSDAY
earnings for first quarter of 1924

jl $800,000; drop from 1923.

rod. Corp. suing Elliott Film, Minne-
for $200,000 and return of rights

jirth of a Nation."
o., placed all product through Selz-

rs' and Exhibitors' Co-operative Trust
ses to supply exhibitors with daily

tm change.

FRIDAY
it a factor in production, says D. W.
h upon return.
bids annual meeting. No changes in

inel.

Burkan, in Washington on music tax
alls industry parasitic,

ed Exhibitors place sales force on
Ission basis,

jwn exhibitors eager for big pictures

lenty of exploitation, Eddie Bonns
in trip through N. Y., Kansas and

iri.

int plans heavier national ad cam-
for 1924-1925.

SATURDAY
office checking up on print troubles,

d Barthelmess signs two year con-
ith Inspiration. Release continues
First National,
rsal selling fall pictures in block.
der S. Aronson resigns as sales

for Truart.
award for best picture of year

.ade at Christmas.

Burke, Jr. Heads Atlanta Board
ISpedal to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—At the recent meeting of

the Film Board of Trade, J. J. Burke,

Jr., was elected president, L. W.
Clark, of Goldwyn, vice-president,

and I. P. Stone, Vitagraph, secretary-

treasurer. The new board of direc-

tors includes: W. W. Anderson,
Pathe; Burke, J. T. Ezell, Select;

Ralph Williams, Consolidated, and
Arthur Bromberg, Progress.

Kiddie Programs at Tivoli, Wash.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Crandall's Tivoli has
arranged a series of three programs
for children on May 10, 17 and 24.

They will each run from ten o'clock

until noon. The first which occurs
today (Saturday) will be composed
of two special short subjects and
story telling by Mrs. Peggy Albion
of the University of Virginia.

The program will be broadcast.

Stahl's Next, "Husbands and Lovers"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—"Husbands" and Lov-
ers" has been decided upon as the

title for John M. Stahl's next for

Louis B. Mayer. Work on the pic-

ture is already under way with Lewis
S. Stone, Florence Vidor. Lew Cody
and Dale Fuller in the cast.

Cole Reelected Texas Head
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—H. A. Cole has been re-

elected president of the state M. P.

T. O. unit. J. A. Holton, is first

vice-president, and C. W. Batsell, sec-

ond vice-president.

athe Officials on Trips

ir O. Brooks, Pathe serial sales

er is away on a trip through
uth and Middle West. Miles
is, in charge of short subject
las started a coast-to-coast

f-

orite Buys "Hutch" Series

pedal to THE FILM DAILY)
oit—Favorite Film has bought
hurricane Hutch" series. I

Evans Sells Phila. House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—John S. Evans has
sold the Dreamland, 36th and Haver-
ford to Leo Poselsky who has pur-
chased a small house in the same
neighborhood.

A Correction

In the review of "$20 a Week,"
Harry Fishbeck was credited with
the camera work when George
Peters' name should have been men-
tioned.

How to prolong almost indefinitely
the life of the poritive print, install aWAY NON-REWIND. Witness a
demonstration.

WAY NON-REWIND
201 West 49th St.

New York City

A Splendid Opportunity
To buy a good camera at a bargain price. Brand new 400 ft.

Universal Camera latest model with Automatic Shutter Dis-

solve, B. & L. 2" F 3.5 lens, 4 magazines and case.

All for $375X0 Worth over $700.00

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

U. S. AND CANADA AGENTS FOR DEBRIE CAMERAS

118 West 44th Street N. Y. C. Bryant 6635

Incorporations
Boston—Melrose Operating Co.,

Melrose, Capital $100,000. Incorp-
orators, E. M. Levy. Joseph Stone,

Joseph Cohen and F. G. Woodbury.

Springfield, 111.—Joyland Amuse-
ment Co., Chicago. Capital $50,000.

Incorporators, A. L. Williams, James
T. Cooper and R. F. Spriggs.

Oklahoma City—City Amusement
Co., San Antonio, Texas. Capital $8,-

000. Incorporators, Zalmanzig, Da-
vid Gottlieb and A. C. Jones.

Boston—Kennedy Comedies, Inc.

Capital $50,000. Incorporators, Frank
P. Kennedy, Leon E. Dadmun, Char-
les Kapka and Daniel Maguire.

Oklahoma City—Pipeless Pipe Or-
gan Co., Ardmore. Capital $10,000.

Incorporators. W. C. DeWitt, Percy
Preston and M. L. Rees.

Austin, Tex.—Universal Film Ex-
change, Inc., New York. 2,000 shares
preferred stock and 100 shares com-
mon, no par value.

Boston—Instructorscope, Inc., Cam-
bridge. Capital $50,000. Incorpora-
tors, K. L. Hayes, A. B .Smith and
L. M. Lombard.

Boston—W. J. Cook, Inc., Spring-
field. Capital $50,000. Incorporators,
W. J. Cook, Helen B. Cook and C. A.
Warren.

Dover De'.—Theda Bara Prod.
Capital $500,000.

THE WORLD IN COLOR

A short subject
Issued monthly by

Kelley Color Laboratory, Inc.
Palisade, N. J.

Phone Cliffside 1345
State Rights

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

New Tri-Stone Series

Tri-Stone will release June 1 the
"Five And One Series", composed
of five of Triangle features in which
Wm. S. Hart appeared. The sixth
release is the "Bride of Hate", star-
ring Frank Keenan. The Hart fea-
tures are: "Return of Draw Egan",
"Truthful Tulliver", "Bride of Hate",
"The Disciple", "The Patriot", and
"Captive God".
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Summer Showmanship
By E. W. Hammons, President

Educational Film. Exchanges, Inc.

Every year just about this time

there is a great hue and cry about
the quality of feature pictures being
released for showing during the warm
summer months. Exhibitors every-

where wear furrowed brows, and
their talk is sad and gloomy.
Undoubtedly where there is so

much smoke, there must be some fire,

and it is reasonable to credit a cer-

tain amount of this talk. But it is

not my desire to discuss the quality,

or lack of quality, in current feature

releases.. Instead, I would like to

point out that this is the time of year,

above all others, for Real Showman-
ship. Instead of spending all his en-

ergy worrying about the quality of

feature pictures he is going to get

during the next three months or so,

the exhibitor wil be building up a

much better foundation for his Sum-
mer business by calling into play
all his Showmanship qualities, so that

his warm weather programs will

make up in novelty and variety what-
ever they may lack in feature quality.

Summer, of all times in the year,

is the time for the Variety Program.
And the Variety Program means
more Short Subjects, carefully select-

ed and properly presented.
Fortunately for the exhibitor who

is striving to offer his patrons Real
Summer Entertainment in the form
of a Well Balanced Program, the fea-
ture pictures being released now are
of a more reasonable length than the
average six months ago, and it is not
nearly so baffling a problem for him
to build up a diversified program. He
can now offer his public not only a
feature picture, but a good comely,
a novelty subject and a news reel.

But the exhibitor must not leave it

to his patrons to guess what he is

doing when he prepares programs of
greater novelty for tKe warm Sum-
mer evenings. The Short Subjects
which he puts on his programs for
their entertainment value have also
a big box-office value, and every unit
on the Summer program should be
made to count in drawing the crowds
by proper mention in the exhibitor's
advertising.

No 'vaudeville manager would think
of building up a fine balanced pro-
gram and then advertising only the
headliner. No mor« should a motion
picture theater owner build up a di-
versified program with several Short
Subjects, and then mention only the
feature in his advertising.
One of the biggest vaudeville

houses in the world—a popular New
York theater—carries in its program
a special statement to the public call-
ing attention to the entertainment
value of he program as a whole.
Every item on the bill, the statement
explains, is carefully selected and pre-
sented so as to contribute to a well-
rounded program. No one act makes
all the appeal, or even a lion's share
of the appeal. Each unit helps build
up a Whole Evening's Entertainment.
And this theater is filled at every
show.
Here is a lesson worthy of con-

sideration by every motion picture
exhibitor.
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Brevity
By DANNY

"The quality of being brief"—is a standard definition.

In pictures the definition would mean—the quality

of being entertaining.

And this, after all, is the task, imposed by a willing

and anxious public, upon every producer making pic-

tures.

Vanity—in pictures—consists of trying to absorb

more and more film, without excuse, to outshine some-
one else. What joy ; what rapture to some director

in his personal projection room? But what of the count-

less throngs who, bored to distraction, wonder what
it's all about?
The short subject—the life of any program—can-

not find its place—and it is a valuable and noteworthy
place—unless the producers of features realize that

length alone is not the answer to a fine audience—value

picture. It is true that some subjects—notably "The
Thief of Bagdad," "The Covered Wagon," "The Ten
Commandments" and other great triumphs of this

type—need footage. Lots of it. But these pictures

are limited in number. The rest

—

so called super fea-

tures and specials, hardly worth being dignified by that

name except in the ravings of the publicity shark,

could easily be cut ; and cut to great advantage.
Vaudeville has found its great momentum in that

there is a collection of short acts. Some good, others

passable, others poor. But no one act is so distract-

ingly long that the audience will not tolerate it. Publi-

cations such as "The Saturday Evening Post," owe
their popularity to the diversification of contents.

When will the producer realize that concen-
tration of interest; enthusiasm and enjoyment of

an audience has a certain stopping point, beyond
which the audience tires? The legitimate stage
producer has worked this out satisfactorily. The
usual act runs between 35—and at the most—45
minutes. Trust the legitimate producer not to

take a chance on boring his audience. He wants
their attention too much to take a chance on tir-

ing them. He wants them to come back to see his

next show. Why doesn't Mr. Producer figure that
way when he starts making a picture?

Elsewhere in this issue will be found some interest-

ing ideas of men who operate big first-run houses or
chains . E. V. Richards of New Orleans frankly admits
that in the handling of short subjects in his territory

his organization is in a rut. This question was put up
to the big first-run men frankly. Some have answered
just as frankly. Others—well, read what they say.

One thing is positive ; the first-run operator can in-

fluence the producer to make his pictures with more
brevity—and therefore -more wit—and no one else can.

And this is where the influence must come from.
Whether Mr. Producer gets a few more or less book-
ings at $25 or $7.50 doesn't concern him very much.
But let him lose a half dozen $2,500 bookings in first-

runs because of his unnecessary vanity footage and he
will sing another song—and make shorter—and better

—pictures.

Out on the Coast they have a nifty applied to Sol

Lesr.er of Principal Pictures. They say his slogan is

"better and Lesser pictures." It's a great pity that

more producers weren't named Lesser at birth. They
might live up to their names in producing.

A Reason
Short subject distributoi

contend that one of the chit

reasons for the failures <

wider distribution of these er

tertaining features of the pr<

gram is that feature subject

are so long that the short sut

ject "doesn't get a chance."
Here are some figures t

demonstrate the correctness <

their attitude. The figures ai

based on features shown to th

New York State Censor Boau
from Jan. 1 to Apirl IS, a pel

iod of 15 weeks.
Five reelers 68
Six " 47
Seven " 34
Eight " 18
Nine " 3

Ten " 3

Over 10 reels 3

Diversity for Diversi

in Program Buildir
By John E. Storey, Pathe

The taste of the American pu
especially that portion which we
justifiably term "entertainment-s

ers," runs largely to brevity, cornp

ness and diversity.

In literature they do not tun
long drawn out stories in book f

requiring anywhere from two to1

volumes in the telling. Our paiv

and our grandparents enjoyed t

because such was the taste of t

time. We of today seek our litel

relaxation in a volume of short 9

ies or through a popular maga.

that specializes in that form of r

ing matter. Serials, too, claim out

tention for they are in reality 1

stories broken up into short pi

In the legitimate theatricals this

dency is fully marked.

Our so-called legitimate ho

may or may not hold crowds e
night, but a nightly "sell-out"

vaudeville houses is the rule

than the exception. No longer i

the musical comedy of the style «

valent from 1900 to 1910 offer afr

peal. The "revue" has taken its p—the "revue" which is in realil

sort of glorified vaudeville stt

along together on the thinnest i.

of more or less disconnected na

tive.

It is the spirit of the day, an

ward manifestation of the dew
for much in little time, or for bre

and diversity. We are so busy
we cannot take our entertainmen

large doses so we must make up

it by taking a large number of si

ones.

It is my firm conviction, howe
that the day of the short subject

the short subject program is at hi

The producer who turns his ge
to the making of one and two-reel

the distributor who evangelizes :i

field in their behalf, and the exh

or who takes into account the und
able popular taste for diversity ofl

gram are the coming leaders of

motion picture industry.
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Nation Wide Canvass of Exhibitors'

Treatment of Short Subjects
CALIFORNIA

iranch manager of Educational
orthern California, I consider
fortunate in having as our

>al first-run account the Her-
.othchild Entertainments, con-
the Granada, California, Inl-

and Portola.

Partington, managing direc-
ay well be ranked as one of the
progressive exhibitors in this

y, and that undoubtedly means
>rld. Being the first exhibitors
3 territory to stage elaborate
ues of feature pictures, he also
the lead when he not infre-

y staged effective prologues in

ftion with the showing of some
short subjects.

t Partington, unlike so many
exhibitors, large and small in

rritory, does not consider short
ts as "just fillers" is best borne
' the fact that two-reel come-
re often being advertised on
-sheet boards in the form of
nipes or by placing a one-sheet
corner of the board. Short

ts of importance are also giv-
eral space in the newspaper
isements; on the especially
ed motion picture trailers as
s in the lobby and the mar-

Heralded "Plastigrams"

coming "Plastigrams," our
limension film, to the screen of
ranada, was heralded by the

I throughout the city of spe-
iree-sheets of a particularly

g design and phrasing. Other
of curiosity-arousing adver-
were resorted to with the re-

that "Plastigrams" must be
:d with drawing a large per-
e of the crowds now thronging
anada daily.

dless to say that such exploita-

f short subjects is bound to re-

the benefit of our subsequent

e are in the territory being
out of San Francisco, a great
real live showmen who over-
ne opportunities to boost short
ts and who conscientiously en-
to offer their patrons well bal-
screen entertainment.

, alas, equally true that a too
percentage entirely pay little

attention to the building of
creen programs, considering as
o all short subjects as merely

conveniently produced for
>le purpose of "killing time"
the patrons are being seated
to the screening of the "fea-
picture. Regardless of merit
>roduction cost, all two-reel
ies are worth just so much per
.nd in many cases it is very,
ittle.

example: Albert Huntley,
id, Sebastopol, a town boast-
population of 1,500 inhabitants

and located in a thickly settled re-

gion, has a fixed price of $1.00 per
reel for either one-reel or two-reel
subjects, irrespective of quality.
What surprises one is that he seems
to have but little difficulty in secur-
ing sufficient short subjects at such
rentals. That such an economy pol-
icy is entirely unsound in principle
and in practice is best proven by the
fact that two of the churches in Se-
bastopol as well as the high school
and grammar school have recently
seen fit to install projection equip-
ment.—G. C. BLUMENTHAL, San
Francisco Manager, Educational.

Novel Exploitation Campaign
An unusual exploitation campaign

was organized by the American,
Oakland, Cal., for the Pathe Review
No. 12, which showed the process of
manufacturing ball bearings. The
film was played on the same program
with Bill Hart's "Singer Jim McKee."
A guessing contest was organized

with $25 in prizes to those guessing
most correctly the number of ball
bearings in a bottle placed on display
in the American lobby. Dodgers
printed in heavy type and calculated
to arouse curiosity as to the manu-
facture of bearings were distributed
in machine shops, factories and gar-
ages. Tack cards supplementing
these dodgers were placed in these
factories and plants.

In addition to this, a special letter

was sent to every garage in the city
announcing the showing of the ball
bearing film. Novelty heralds con-
sisting of small envelopes enclosing
small ball bearings which were
wrapped in an announcement of the
film, were distributed far and wide
These heralds and dodgers were
passed o,ut at union meetings of auto
mechanics and other machinists.

To top it all, considerable space
was devoted in the regular news-
paper advertising to the ball bearing
picture as well as on the one sheets,
three sheets, and window cards. The
field was thoroughly covered and the
result was capacity business.

CONNECTICUT
The majority of exhibitors through-

out the New Haven territory do not
appreciate the full value of short
subjects. They treat them as fillers.

In so doing one of the best features
of a moving picture program is sadly
neglected.
A few of the wise ones get the

best results from the exhibition of
short subjects by properly exploiting
them. They realize the fullest pos-
sibilities of the short feature as well
as the long one. These exhibitors
can see the value of handling short
subjects as feature units of their
programs instead of mere fillers.

Sad to say there are too few of
these wide awake show men. How-

ever, each day exhibitors everywhere
throughout the territory are profit-

ing by the success of the few that

are getting results with their short
features. This is attested to by the
pominent display of advertising ma-
terial in theater lobbies and news
papers.

A. P. ARCHER, New Haven Man-
ager, Educational.

GEORGIA
Exhibitors in this territory, almost

without exception, supplement their
features with comedies or other short
subjects. Comparatively few of the
exhibitors reap as large a benefit
from their diversified programs as
they would if they realized the ad-
vantage that would come from wider
and more consistent advertising of
their short subjects.

It is frequently the case, and ex-
hibitors will admit, that their pro-
grams have been redeemed from
utter failure solely through a good
comedy, and yet this good comedy
may never have been advertised
Now, if a good comedy, unadver-
tised, can be the salvation of a show,
why would no£ this same good com-
edy, well advertised, have tended to
the financial salvation of exhibitors
by increasing the number of people
who would see it?

Educational advertise their come-
dies extensively in nationally read
publications. Yet many exhibitors
miss this very patent opportunity tc

tie up either on the screen or in fror-'.

or in the newspapers with what the
distributing company has done in ex-
pending printer's ink for their bene-
fit.

In this day the merchant cannot
sell his wares without advertising;
them nor can the exhibitors sell ad-
missions to his theater without ad-
vertising what he is going to show

J. H BUTNER, Atlanta Manager
Educational.

ILLINOIS
Short subjects as a rule are given

secondary consideration so far as
publicity and exploitation is concern-
ed, as most theaters in Chicago give
the feature prominence in advertising
and in some instances in newspaper
advertising they mention the comedy
in small type and in the lobby of the
theater, ordinarily use a one sheet.

INDIANA
We find that the majority of our

accounts are giving our produc'
space in their newspaper ads and
also a goodly portion in their lobbies

Exhibitors in this territory are
progressive and realize that the day
of the long drawn out feature is

about over. They are endeavoring
to give their audiences diversified
entertainment which is without a

doubt a stimulant to the box office

The above applies particularly tr

the Circle, Indianapolis, which very

seldom omits the two-reel comedy
from its program. In addition to

this comedy it always offers a novel-

ty reel of some sort and a news reel.

—H. C. DRESSENDORFER, Indi-

anapolis Manager, Educational.

IOWA
Leo Moore of the Majestic, Cen-

terville, uses a COMEDY CARNI-
VAL PROGRAM on one night each

week. In this program he uses 3

two-reel comedies. Moore advises

that this plan is very successful and

something that goes over big in his

theater. The exhibitor showed ex-

cellent judgment in putting this pro-

gram on Saturdays. As a rule the

patronage being mostly transients,

they were not attracted by big mul-

tiple reel features, but with the op-

portunity of seeing at least, two
of their favorite comedies that es-

pecially appealed to them. The box

office results proved that the COM-
EDY CARNIVAL PROGRAM has

a triple drawing power in any thea-

ter.

Sam Westcott of the Strand, Cedar
Rapids, has found he is very suc-

cessful with the "CHRONICLES
OF AMERICA" releases. Westcott

used, as long as releases would per-

mit, one of the "CHRONICLES OF
AMERICA" subjects each week. His

patrons are very enthusiastic about

these subjects. Westcott recently

arranged a campaign with the

schools, which included the distribu-

tion of 9,400 special students' tickets.

The gratifying results impelled

Westcott to arrange for CHRON-
ICLES one each week, until he

caught up with release date.—R. S.

BALLANTYNE, Des Moines Man-
ager, Pathe.

KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE
In Louisville. Lexington, Chatta-

nooga, Memphis and Nashville,

which are the key points in our two
states, Kentucky and Tennessee, the

first run theaters, using our Educa-
tional short subjects, are controlled

by such well-known interests as the

B. F. Keith's, Famous Players,

Loews, Crescent Amusement Com-

pany and Lafayette Amusement
Company. The writer thinks that

just another tribute to the expert

showmanship possessed by the heads

of these companies, is that they rec-

ognize the fact that no program is

complete without a good and varied

number of short subjects. With very

few exceptions, these big theaters

are at least including a comedy and

news reel on every program, regard-

less of the excessive length of the

feature.

(.Continued on Page 17)
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The newspaper clippings reproduced
below are typical of the space devoted to
International News subjects in Hearst
newspapers—read by over 20,000,000 peo-
ple daily. International's exclusive up-to-
the-minute news service is backed by all

Hearst publications. This helps to make
it the world's greatest news reel—a real
feature for any theater!

The spectacular event covered by
the newspaper articles below is

found in International News No.
39—at no extra cost!
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How Airplanes Could Hide New York in Smoke
A GIANT bombing plane, followed by three other aircraft, yesterday swept about lower Man-
*\ kaftan and dropped a smoke screen that made the towering tip of the island safe from the guns
of an enemy fleet—an imaginary one, ot course. The screen trailed out behind the first skip
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The Short Subject on Broadway
peaking of Short

Subjects
'ugo Riesenfeld, Famous Play-
ers' Broadway Theaters

>rt subjects are today the sine

ion of the program. Translated
\mericanese, that means "With-
^m, there ain't nothin' ". I am
;ing, of course, not about the

of house which has to play two
res to get one patron, but of the

rn motion picture theater. An
itor in a standard theater who
to get along without short sub-
would be in the same position

nan who tried to get along with-
iitamines—he would become an-

rough the gradual experimenting
has gone on since the nickelo-

days ,we have evolved a definite

of entertainment. Or rather I

i say we have arrived definitely

It so much the form—for there is

plenty of room for originality

svising a program—but at least

imount of time that makes an
tainment psychologically satisfy-

at time is, roughly, two hours,
low that lasts much longer is

e too rich for our tastes; a show
lasts much less is an unsatisfac-
as a baseball game that is ter-

ted by rain in the fifth inning.
latter remains technically a

;• but the spectator remains un-
ied.

we may take for granted the
ise that the two-hour show is

lologically right, then we may
1 and consider the program itself

the standpoint of the psychology
le American people. Nor will

'gies be difficult to find. For,
all, whether the films are the
ng eighth part—as we think—
3t, the indisputable fact is that
are one of the main sources of
tainment. If we look to another
ard source of entertainment, and
ze the points of appeal, we may
le to see whether or not we are
le right track.

us consider then the popular
zine, certainly one of the prime
s of entertainment. And, just
sure, let's take the most popular
iem all, the Saturday Evening

Praise
May I not avail myself of
ds opportunity to compliment
3u on the splendid fight which
3u waged in behalf of short
ibject motion pictures during
ie last twelve months?
The results cannot be accu-
itely gauged at this time, but,
5 soon as the shortened fea-
jire pictures have had a wider
iistribution subjects will as-
ome their right position of im-
ortance on every well balanced
leater program.

G. C. BLUMENTHAL,
an Francisco Manager, Educ'l

Post. What's the main attraction?

A story by Tarkington or Zane Grey

or Julian Street or Harry Leon Wil-

son. Very well, that's our feature,

too: a Tarkington story for Meighan,

or Grey's "Call of the Canyon" or

Street's "Don't Call It Love" or

"Merton of theMovies".
But there's more—much more.

Here's a funny yarn by Sam Hell-

man. What's it all about? A prize-

fighter. And before Hellman Lard-
ner was writing about the busher.

And there's Witwer. All right, let's

have a comedy on our program, pre-

ferably about sports. Say one of the

"Leather Pushers".
Here's an article by Sam Blythe

about who's doing whom at Wash-
ington. Short, snappy, picturesque

and illuminative close-ups of people

in the limelight. Boy, put the news
reel on in a good spot.

Here's a cartoon or two on the

humorous page, with no political sig-

nificance attached. So we'll put in

an "Out-of-the-Inkwell" Cartoon.

And here's a bit of serious verse.

Serious verse in the Saturday Evening
Post? Let's look at it again. Yes,
you're right. A poem by Alfred
Noyes. Well, if they want that, we're
glad to give it to them. Let's have a

Tschaikowsky overture. And if

there's room, let's put a charming
scenic in.

And what's this? Light verses by
Arthur Guiterman, F. P. A., Berton
Braley. Well, let's have a classical

jazz. Let's take something light and
delicate and do it with all the crafts-

manship that Guiterman and Adams
put into their verse.

And—wait a minute. Here's an
article on H. G. Wells on education,
and here's one on gland treatment by
Voronoff. So let's slip in an interest-

ing "educational".

So there briefly is the basis of the
popular magazine and of the modern
form of picture presentation. And if

that modern form of picture presen-
tation resembles to a startling degree
the Rialto and Rivoli form of presen-
tation—why, you're right. We're
giving them what they want to the
best of our ability.

But let me here point out
what I consider a dark cloud
on the horizon. That is the
tendency of the director to con-
sider a picture of less than
seven reels as inferior product.
That tendency—one that disre-

gards the public psychology

—

is a definite menace to the man
who spends his time, money
and ingenuity in devising short
subjects. If something is not
done either by exhibitor, de-
mand, or the directors them-
selves, many short subject pro-
ducers may be forced out of

business, and our programs will

have large gaps that we will be
unable to replace. For it is only
when many men are creating
diversified products that we can
get good and diversified pro-
ducts.

But someone is going to interject

"What about the good long feature?"
And he will be right. The great pic-

ture can run two hours and break
all rules. But very few pictures are
great. They don't make a "Covered
Wagon" or "Ten Commandments"
or "Hunchback" or "Thief of Bag-
dad" every day. Those pictures may
run for years. But you can put it

down as a fairly good rule that 99
per cent of seven-reelers will never
run a year; they simply run the hour
and a half that they consume.

The Short Subject
By S. L. Rothafel ("Roxy")
Capitol Theater, New York

Of all the phases in this continually
developing motion picture industry,
perhaps no feature has developed
more rapidly or strongly than the
short subject. Our particular interest
in this part of motion picture presen-
tation is not recent. We have long
advocated the program value of the
short subject. We have even experi-
mented on entire programs made up
of this type of feature. We have
written and spoken about the value
of the short feature before.

It is quite true that the past year
has not seen the short subject as fre-

quently in its accustomed place in the
program. This has been due princi-

pally to the increased output of two
hour pictures which has eliminated
the- .possibility of any accompanying
features other than a special musical
presentation. Nevertheless the short
subject has lost none of its popular-
ity and it cannot help but increase
in value as greater care and thought
is given to its production.
The possibilities of the short sub-

ject is so unlimited that it offers any
number of new fields to the producer
with imagination. Travel, scenic
studies, cartoon series—each supplies
a different need. The variety of such
films place at the disposal of the ex-
hibitor material with which he can
build up atmosphere in a program,
strike a timely note on any particular
subject, or create a complementary
entertainment to his principal feature.

Furthermore, the musical possibilities

which are contained in the intelligent

and imaginative scoring of such short
subjects, provide an additional feature
in successful program building.

More Short Subjects
By Joseph Plunkelt, Managing Director

Mark Strand, New York City.

The short subject on Broadway!
That's easy—there's but one an-

swer. It is simply this: Give them
more and more short subjects.
The more short subjects in a pro-

gram, the more diversified the pro-
gram and, of course, the wider the
appeal to patrons. Some of the audi-
ence like a scenic; others favor the
news reels, and, if they are not
oleased with the feature picture, they
Te 3t leist given some entertainment
by the diversified program.

All showmen surely remember the

late President Wilson's oft-quoted
statement about vaudeville. As I re-

call it, he regularly attended the
Keith house in Washington during
and after his White House days be-
cause, he said, he was sure to find

entertainment in some of the acts,

even though the others might not
appeal to him.

More short subjects for Broadway
moving picture theaters, means more
acts which appeal to a cosmopolitan
audience. You can't please them all,

I'm sure, but with a varied program
of short subjects you stand a better

chance of making them feel that

they've got their money's worth.

I've been building and presenting

programs of the Mark Strand theater

for just five years, and my experi-

ence dates back many more years,

but I am not yet vain or foolish

enough to believe I know just what
the public wants. For me to say that

short subjects must be on every pro-

gram would, I believe, be folly.

But I do say that from my own
experience, the more diversified the

program is (particularly with the idea

of setting off your feature picture)

the more interesting and entertain-

ing your program will be to patrons.

How do I know that my programs
please the patrons? The infallible

proof is the box office. Our patron-

age is steady and gaining; we see

the same familiar faces every week,

and during the Tenth Anniversary

we had letters from hundreds of pa-

trons saying they had missed but one

or two weeks in the entire time the

Mark Strand was open. Others wrote

they had attended every show. And.
quite needless for me to say, the

folk who took the trouble to write

to me in congratulation on our Tenth
Anniversary took the trouble to tell

us that our programs had been a

genuine entertainment.

Another interesting method we
have of learning just what the Mark
Strand patrons think of the pro-

grams is through the "comment
slips." Ushers make out a memoran-
dum giving as nearly as possible the

exact phrases they have overheard
from patrons leaving the theater. O.

yes; we get criticisms as well as

good words. The idea is to get a

frank unbiased slant from the pa-

trons on just what they think of the

program. The ushers have been in-

structed not to dope the comment
slips; we want to hear the "knocks"

if any, just as we want to hear the

boost. Then we can correct our own
faults.

When I say, "more short subjects,"

I soeak from experience of five years

in the Mark Strand as managing di-

rector: I soeak with the supreme
authoritv of steadilv increasing box
office fieures, and the backing of the

comment slips.

The short subiect is essential to a

program.
Ayf^^a f tV«om p*-a needed o*i

Broadwav—and elsewhere!
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What the Public Wants in Short Subjects

As Voiced by the Committee on Public Relatio\

Improve Quality
By Horace McFarland, President

American Civic Association,
Harrisburg, Pa.

I have noticed the serious condi-

tion complained of. Short films are

not only short in length but short

in wit, and sometimes short in

decency.
If they are properly handled they

can be to the main feature of the per-

formance just what the anthem and
the prayer are to the preacher's ser-

mon—properly introductive.

Items of a witty nature will of

course always be suitable for these
films. Short travel incidents ought
to be very much in point. The occa-
sional presentation of the motive of a
book among the best sellers would
fit. A short showing of some great
city, particularly of Washington,
would count. I could see an inter-

esting short film relating to the rest

hour of a great school, showing the
kiddies pouring out of the door and
getting at their sports.

But I think your producers ought
to have no difficulty in finding the
subjects.

Health Subjects
By James A. Tobey, Administrative
Sec'y., National Health Council,

Washington, D. C.
I wish to state that it is my opinion

that more short subjects dealing in

a proper manner with Public Health
would be of great value in the motion
picture industry. Such films could
be produced so that they are interest-
ing as well as instructive, and they
need not be merely pictures on the
expression of dry, tiresome facts.

Health can be made interesting, and
it is of course obvious that the subject
is one of the most important that any
individual in this country has to deal
with.

Through the Committee on Public Relations the Hays or-

ganization is in constant touch with the demands of the public

as to pictures through 62 civic, welfare, and other organizations.

In an effort to determine the wants of the public as to short sub-

jects, the editor of THE FILM DAILY sent to Col. Jason S.

Joy, executive secretary of this committee the following letter

:

The Letter
Upon the development and the improvement of the short sub-

ject I believe much that concerns the motion picture business in a
vital manner depends.

If the short subject is allowed to deteriorate—and unless some-
thing is done in a manner of support—this branch of our business
threatens to ease off and in time to drop into the hands of a very
limited number of people. The reason for this is that the exhibitor
believing that his public is not very much interested in short subjects
refuses to pay a price sufficient to allow the operation of this branch
of the industry to a degree sufficiently successful financially.

Will you, I wonder, bring up before your Committee on Public
Relations the question of what they desire in short subjects. Whether
they think the present type of material could be improved and how,
and any other questions along this line which occur to you.

Replies reseived come from various parts of the country ; they
represent every class of the public and every shade of opinion,
forming an opinion in short subjects.

Children's Subjects
By C. J. Atkinson, Executive Sec'y.,

Boys' Club Federation, N. Y.
I agree with the general statement

that the present type of material pro-
vided through the "short subject"
reel, is very frequently open to ob-
jection and should be improved. My
suggestions for improvement are:

(1) The use of children subjects

—

this is a theme universally popular
and always appealing. It lends itself
to the sentimental, pathetic and hu-
morous, (often to all three at once.
Such subjects are equally popular
with children and adults. Care should
be taken to avoid any childrens'
pranks that are vicious or distructive.
There is plenty of material without
this. (2) Here is an opportunity of
working in scientific subjects that
must of necessity be dealt with brief-
ly. This applies particularly to studies
in Natural History but can be car-
ried into any branch of science.

Discussion Necessary
By Hugh Frayne, General Organizer

American Federation of Labor
It is my opinion that the subject

which he mentions should be brought
before the Committee on Public Re-
lations at its next meeting, for discus-

sion and action. In the meantime,
it might be a good idea if you and
Colonel Joy would prepare an opin-

ion for the benefit of the Committee
at that time.

Appoint Committee
By Estelle M. Sternberger, The Na-

tional Council of Jewish Women
I feel that if a committe were ap-

pointed to work out a list of short

subjects, it will be possible to obtain

a better reaction on the whole ques-

tion. Do you not think it would be
advisable to appoint a special com-
mittee with this question in mind?

Geographical Films
By John F. Moore, The Internationa^

Committee, Y. M. C. A.
The question asked is difficult to

answer, although it is interesting to

note that both in the large theaters

and the small family picture houses
the audiences respond surprisingly to

short films of a semi educational char-

acter, especially those showing the

habits and lives of animals, birds and
flowers. I think that while the slap-

stick will always have some followers
their number is rapidly lessening and
that the short picture of the old order
is nearing the end of its day.

I wonder whether a series of short

pictures told in story form showing

the great cities of the world might
not have a public appeal. To merely
show moving pictures of the great
cities does not get very far. I saw
a fine motion picture of London but
it left the audience cold. If, however,
there had been some little thread of
story to carry it along the response
of the audience I am sure wou d have
been quite different.

Again more short films on the Yale
order would help. Judging from those
I have seen they seem equally to
please the high-brow and the low-
brow. Possibly they are a little too
long and that a seues of pictures of
historic events of not more than one
reel each would help greatly.

I am becoming one of those who
think the tendency to long pictures is

being overdone. There appears to be
not a few pictures of eight, nine, ten,
eleven and sometimes even more ree's
and with rare exception they would
be far better if the padd ng were
taken out and they were reduced to

two thirds their apparent proportions.
I think the producers will be wise to

learn in time that the public is far

more interested in good pictures than
in long pictures.

To sum up—I would suggest not
the elimination of but lessening of
the slapstick. I think we could safely

dispense with the bathing ladies as
they have been with us long enough
to be quite familiar. We could use to

larger value stories woven around
great cities, distant countries and
single events in history and in fiction.

Short stories could be culled from
great books just as short half hour
plays have been made from similar
sources.

Need for an Ed
tional Campari

By Jason S. Joy, Executive
Committee on Public ReU\
The thing which strikes

forcibly is the need for an ed
campaign designed to bringl
knowledge of, and support fot
subjects which, of course, wc
act favorably on the producing
the game.

b
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Important Probl*
By Mrs. Coffin Van Renssela<
ecutive Secy. Nat'l Civic Fed±

I entirely agree with you tlL
short reel material is as imjB 1

''

a subject as the producer muP
and in which some danger liel

Safety Lessons
j

By Marcus Dow, Executive
tary, Bureau of Public Safeti
lice Department, New York I

Short reels containing storie^

will convey a lesson in public

will not only hold interest al

popular but would be a most va

contribution to the movement
ter films.

It

Illustrated In Filr
By Le Roy Bowman, Sec'y. and i

The Natn'l. Community Center t hat

Columbia University, N. Y
I have been concerned aboi

elimination or subordination c

short subject in motion pictun

some time past and have
spoken of it. I believe this is a

ter on which our Committee ar

organization represented o n

Committee can well afford to e^y<

some thought and energy.
There are two reasons a

others that lead us to the theate

to the motion picture house. C
cultural stimulation and educ

and we go with the expectatic

watching keenly and profiting,

a splendid picture as "Abraham
coin" and "The Covered Wago
very welcome when we go with

in mind and we put as much o

psychic energy in watching anc

preciating the picture as we wou
some of our major work of the

There is another reason, how
that leads more of us to the the

and that is relaxation of a kind

is pleasant and, in the second p

instructive and helpful. My sti

in sociology lead me to suspect
"

the city environment creates a g
er need for relaxation than it

for cultural development, and de

the vast importance of this 1

ideal, it is the short subject that

tributes most to relaxation. I be

the short subject could be impr
a great deal if there was more a

tion put on plot as there is no'

the longer reels. I believe it

subject of a different technique

K
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jer and should be studied much

ould like very much to see one

departure in the short subject

at is a very brief development

1 topics of current interest. I

J a short reel on Teapot Dome
mrnoptical review of the life of

H the public eye would be fairly

gb get and would prove exceed-

, interesting. Little journeys

,' give some sort of story form

ie possibility also of bringing

h material that is easy to fol-

)icturesque, and beautiful in

\ big advantage of the short

It is that, unlike the long one

entertainment, you arenjt

rtely disappointed if you don't

for something else supple-

st.

jcational Subjects

|,
Thomas A. McGoldrick, Dept.

rature, International Federation

tolic Alumnae, Sinsinaiua, Wis.

ems to me an absolute neces-

the motion picture to include

subject picture of a high tone

;je. Indeed, too frequently, an

f's picture enjoyment is ruined

'usting comedy, or antiquated

iicture. I think the educational

can be made an interesting

iller picture by 1, showing lo-

ot famous stories; 2, by illus-

well known dramatic poems;

ravel pictures of places figur-

the day's news.

e are only a few of the num-
excellent possibilities awaiting

oment, I think the public likes

that it is learning something

>uld quickly show its apprecia-

te well balanced program

a worth while short picture.

Peggy, all utterly opposed to good

comedy.
These certainly reflect a pretty poor

estimation of the public's tastes, for

though it seems to be conceded that

the average taste is rather ordinary,

yet the younger generation would
doubtless benefit from a higher pro-

duction, and in time, really reject the

poorer stuff.

The Lloyd or Sidney Drew pic-

tures and other like ones, based on

possible and humorous events of

everyday life, are far more healthful-

ly entertaining, and have, I am sure,

been quite equally as popular as

others. Not enough distinction has

been made between pure comic films

and offensive, grotesque antics.

Colonel Joy, at the last meeting,

requested from the Members some
intimation of what would be desired

at future meetings. May I not in-

clude my suggestion in this letter to

you? I would be interested in seeing

one Children's Matinee Program, or

more especially a few examples of

the kindof comedy used at such per-

formances.

ndense Scenarios
By Elsie Pearl

ieve that if the exhibitor who

lack of interest on the part of

blic, could be dissuaded from

:a, which to my mind is quite

us, there wou'd result a good

Tward. I hear from all sides

or that feature picture being

g, and this or that short film

joo poor. Could not producers

ouraged in condensing some

Fine scenarios? The average

igests a short lecture or a short

ir better than a long one, and

[ue strikes home quicker with

ling direct and concise, than

ling which leaves it fatigued,

i fact, exhibitors and producers

take advantage and I feel

ter a sincere trial, the outcome

be successful artistically and

ircially.

jems that a large proportion of

subjects are comedies, and_ it

this type that most attention

be given, for while there has

considerable improvement,
yet room for a great deal

Many of these films are so

lacking in any continuity

;pear to be merely the result of

seeking the most ut'er c orl

|e-podge. I have in mind par

y the mud -slinging variety and

ms as are used to exploit Baby

Nature in Films
By Harold A. Caparn, Landscape

Architect, New York
Probably the producers assume that

a filler ought to be comic as anti-

thetical to the usual serious character

of the main picture, and thus easily

assume that slapstick comedy is what
the public likes. For my part, I think

the slapstick definitely bad, not only

because of its witlessness, but because
it accustoms the public to think that

painful and humiliating situations are

in themselves humorous.
I should say that one class of avail-

able substitutes might well be the

insect and other natural history pic-

tures which often seem to be well

received. Also I think the usual line

drawing absurdities are acceptable.

Also the shorter historical pictures,

best of all in fact, if they can be used.

I am wondering if it would not be
well for the producers to look upon
fillers much as stage producers used
to look on curtain raisers, i. e. as

tabloid dramas not usually employing
the best stars, and requiring little

stage setting or change of scene. If

fillers could be produced on this basis,

utilising some of the innumerable good
short stories comic, tragic and other-

wise. I would think their cost might
be comparatively small and the status

of the filler might be much improved.
I asume that the scenarios of fillers

would be constructed to avoid expen-
sive settings, thus forming a sort of

foil or contrast to the main picture.

Short Stories
By Lillian A. Lilly, Chairman, Motion
Picture Committee, General Federation

of Women's Clubs.

A performance made up of just

feature pictures would be both tire-

some and tiring to me as I find the

short reel breaks the tension after

sustained interest, but just what they

should be is another story.

We have novels of book length,

and magazine short stories of all

lengths, why not what is popularly

called short stories on the screen?

These latter are simply one incident

developed, moving to a swift con-

clusion and comedy or tragedy as the

author wills. Is it not just as good
business to the screen the good short

stories that we have as well as the

book ones? There is a large field

for selection here. Some of the short

story plot has been used but built

out into a feature picture, why not

have just the simple short story to

balance the feature picture? Of
course, I do not know the financial

side of this but I pass it along as a

suggestion.
The short reels are a boon to the

person who only has a limited time
to spend in the theater and who can
get a complete impression in a little

space of time.

I'm just wondering as I write

whether it would be possible to run
on an act of some popular play. Here
again I am on strange ground but

almost everything is done these days
and there might be some way of

reconciling differences between the

spoken and silent drama. It would
not be necessary to have only mod-
ern ones but some that have reputa-

tions that have survived the years
Then too, we have the great paint-

ings whose scenes as they are re-

lated to history or life might be
illustrated in this way.

I do hope for the reputation of the

Public Relations Committee that you
receive some valuable suggestions
and that some of the members will

be more intelligent on the subject
than I am. Of course, we would all

chorus patriotic and civic subjects

but these I take it are not what you
mean.

is

Improve Comedies
By Mrs. Frank H. Parcells, Daughters

of the American Revolution,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

I think the style of short reel pic-

ture could be improved. It is seldom
that I see a good comedy short reel.

At present I have no suggestions
to make as to the subjects to be used,
or improvements to be made in the
old ones which I realize is not help-
ful, but I feel that good comedy pic-

tures can be made without being so
ridiculous and cheap as most of them
are today.

Emotional Variation
By Rev. G. J. Becker, Financial Sec'y.,

The American Sunday School Union,

Ne<w York City.

I heartily agree with you regard-
ing the seriousness of the situation

which has developed. I believe that

every effort should be put forth to

produce a clean, as well as interest-

ing, type of short picture. It seems
to me that these short picture sub-

jects are necessary to a well rounded
program. Anyone who appears be-

fore the public realizes that it is un-
wise to play upon one set of emo-
tions alone and frequently the feature

film does this very thing. I believe

the public should be educated to

support short subject films.

The program which you showed
on Tuesday before the meeting of

the Committee on Public Relations
it seemed to me was almost ideal

So far as practicable, an approach
should be made to a program of thi

sort

Shorts "Crowded Off

Market" by Features
By De Sales Harrison, Southeastern

Representative of the Committee
on Public Relations

In my opinion, short subjects will

never receive the proper attention

from producers—that is, the majority

of producers—until they are made a

more certain medium for prodlucing
revenue.

On account of the exceptionally

long features that have been released

within the past two years, the short

subject has practically been crowded
off the market. Of course, this state-

ment cannot be taken literally, but
I recall when I was booking pictures

for thiry odd theaters for the South-
ern Enterprises, short subject con-
tracts were piled high on the desk,

with numbers and numbers of sub-
jects contracted for and unplayed.
These subjects could not be put into

the program, as the majority of fea-

tures average eight reels and over.

When a manager, or booker, is ar-

ranging a program, an eight reel fea-

ture, a two reel comedy, and a one
reel news, allowing five to ten min-
utes for announcements, advertising,

overture, or any additional novelty,
will mean a two hour show. I believe

that exhibitors realize that this is too
long for the average motion picture

entertainment.
The ideal running time for a mov-

ing picture theater is an hour and for-

ty-five minutes. A two hour show,
with, an unusual production of a big
type such as "The Thief of Bagdid"
is all right.

I realize that this answer to your
letter is more or less indefinite, but
in my opinion the subjects will not
improve until they are better revenue
producers. They cannot be made un-
less they are given the bookings. The
bookings cannot be given unless the
features are shorter.

The answer is—are the producers
to discontinue the two reel comedies,
or shorten the majority of the feature
pictures. In my opinion, feature pic-

tures should be shortened, as a good
short reel subject is a decided ad-
vantage to a program.

Century's Plans
In his address to the Universal

sales force at their convention in the
Hotel Astor, Julius Stern, president
of the Century, releasing through
Universal, outlined his company's
product for the coming season.

Among other things he promised
the salesmen that his organization
would give them assured box-office
bets. He based his assurance, not
only on the enlarged staff equipment,
but also on the list of stars lined up
for the production of two-reel Cen-
tury comedies. These include Buddy
Messinger. Waunda Wilej', Harrv
McCoy, Hilliard Karr, Al Alt, Jack
Earle. Henry Murdock, "Spec" O'
Donnell, "Bubbles," the latest Stern
"discovery," a five year old colored
comedian, the Century Follies Girls
and "Pal," the wonder dog of the
screen.
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New Color Process
Prologues, Historical Films and

Other Short Subjects Planned

by Reel-Colors, Inc.

A new company known as Reel-

Colors, Inc. capitalized at $200,(100

has been formed for the purpose of
|

making short subjects in color. Of-

have been opened at 50 River-

side Drive and laboratories at Lynd-
hurst.

This company declares it will "cre-

ate" from o'd negatives lying idle on

the producers' shelves pictures in col-

ors, sample of which is ready, called

'Arabian Dreams, a Creatinon in

Colors."
It will produce prologues in colors.

This company will produce one or

two-reel subjects dealing with the

lives of prominent men. It will also

produce "novelettes" by the same pro-

cess, based on the American and

Foreign novels and poems, and play-

ettes based on famous plays.

It will also produce now and then,

original reviews of each world event

of importance, ready for distribution

within 48 hours after that event

1 as taken place.

The officers of the company are:

A. L. Godoy, vice-president and
treasurer; James T. Ruddy, second
vice-president and Jose Sales Diaz,

secretary.

All Star Short Bill
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sedalia Mo.—The management of

the Liberty theater ran an a'l short

subject program last Saturday and
Sunday, making a special appeal for

c' ildren patronage. The idea went
over big and will be tried again.

Anions the subjects shown were
"The Ant", one of Educational's "Se-

crets of Life" series; "Barnum, Jr."

a Juvenille comedy; the Bruce Wild-
erness Tale, "While the Pot Boils,"

rn 1 others.

Music Master Films
One Reelers of Great Composers'

Lives Get Complete Orchestra-
tion by Fitz-Patrick Pictures

Fitz-Patrick Pictures, Inc. are pro-
ducing an interesting series of one-
reelers, based on important incidents

in the lives of internationally known
musical composers. The plan, as it

now stands, calls for six pictures.

Fitz Patrick has a novel method of

selling exclusive first-run rights to

a representative theater of each city.

For instance: The Eastman controls
exclusive first-run for Rochester;
Kunsky's Capitol for Detroit; the Cir-

cle for Indianapolis; McVicker's,
'Woodlawn and Stratford for Chicago;
the Strand for Brooklyn; Gordon's
Olympia Circuit for Massachusetts
and New Haven; Rowland and Clark
l-ouses for Pittsburg; the Lyceum for

Duluth; the Strand an 1 Princess for

Hartford; the Rialto and Rivoli for

Broadway; and so on.

"Franz Schubert", the first release,
was s' own at the Rialto the week of
May 4 and was so well received that
Hugo Riesenfeld is holding it over
for another week. This is perhaps
f e first time in the history of pictures
that a complete and specially ar-
ran ve 1 ochestration was ever sent

out with a one-reel subject. The
score for "Franz Schubert" was spe-

cially arranged by Victor Wagner
Director of Music at the Eastman
Rochester.
The music is scored perfectly with

the action. Five of the famous Schu-
bert compositions are played: Ballet

from "Rosamund", "Moments Musi-

cale", "Who Is Sylvia", "The Unfin

ished Symphony" and "Serenade". Dr.

Riesenfeld used Miriam Lax, soprano
and Adrian de Silva. tenor for the

"Sylvia" number. The entire presen

tation was extremely effective ana at

a mid-week evening performance at

the Rialto, the applause was gener-

ous.

A Summer Necessity
By J. A. TILTON

Standard Cinema Corp.

Tiie short subject is an attractive

part of the up-to-date motion picture

program all the year round, but in the

Summer season now approaching, it

is nothing less than an absolute ne-

cessity.

It is becoming more universal'y

recognized among showmen both

large and small, that the little feature

must be chosen with the same dis-

crimination as the six-reeler. The
good one and two reeler provides a

concentrated package of amusement
of interesting entertainment in its

best form and its brevity, lightness

and punch are welcome characterist-

ics of the theater program at any
time.

The short subject has the immen e

popularity possibilities of the new
paper daily comic strip, and tl i

should be capitalized by the show-
man. Play up big your good c~>m

edians, and let your patron-, know
when you can expect to see them
again—get them into the habit of

looking for them at regular intervals.

on regular days. It is this continued
habit that some of our most success
ful papers coined until now they are

running as many as 12 or 16 differen

series of comics clay by day, and
finding them among their strongest
circulation builders

Co-operation
By Mack Sennett

Comedies are necessary to an ideal

program. Our daily mail from ex-

hibitors and fans prove this to be
true. Different communities and lo-

calities vary in their opinions as to

which is the most popular type of

comedy entertainment. Where some
insist on the broad, exaggerated slap-

stick, others will patronize nothing
but refined, situation stories with a

good plot and a reason for the pic-

tured action. These wants of the

public must needs be studied to pro-

vide satisfaction; all of which means
that a large corps of writers must be
maintained to supply materia! for the

directcrs, who in turn confer with
their respective "gag-men," and to-

gether they figure out what often ap-
pears, almost impossible pieces of ac-

tion, more often referred to as tricks.

Such departmental co-operation :s ab-
solu'ely essential if a producer is

s' riving to attain the highest degree
of excellence in his pictures.
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PAUL BERN
Adaptations and Originals

"MEN"
STARRING

POLA NEGRI
Dimitri Buchowetzki- Famous Players La;

"THE MARRIAGE CIRCE

"NAME THE MA

"THE CHRISTIAN

Now in Production

POLA NEGRI
IN

"COMPROMISED
Dimitri Buchowetzki -Famous Players Las

THE AMBASSADOR HOTEL
LOS ANGELES
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House Spirit
•old Franklin Has an Idea or Two
That an Exhibitor Can Use

1 the current issue of "The Close-

[the house organ for the Famous
fcrs theaters Harold B. Franklin,

Ctor in charge of theaters, says:

first-class theater should breathe

atmosphere of inconspicuous re-

cent. It should offer a service

is distinctive, yet not obtrusive.

truly successful manager is one

se theater is considered the dom-
t theater in a community. His

ter is accorded first place because

he spirit that dominates the em-
ees, because his advertising in-

confidence, and because the ser-

that is offered to patrons stands

filne, in his community.

theater that carries with it an
jsphere of gloom cannot be suc-

ful. Theater-goers are looking
diversion and happiness. There-
it is not surprising that they will

the Gloom theater absent treat-

:. What we need most in any
ter is good cheer—a smile atmos-
e will gladden a patron for an

'e performance.

love all, no theater can be suc-

ful with a "Public-be-damned"
:y. It doesn't belong any more,
vhere. The day is past when un-

• li ushers can chew the rag, and
Ushers must be at their post,

must be neat, properly uniform-
' shoes shined, with a smile of con-
ice on their face. No manager
lid overlook the fact that the at-

les of his theater play an import-
lpart in making it successful, or
ffwise. It is the ushers, doorman
pshier who can make a friend of
patron. More good-will can be
l£d by the attaches than by any

point of contact with your
ter. These employees are truly

representatives, and to most of

patrons, they are the only repre-
atives with whom they come in

act.
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Prospects for Summer Business

Were Never Better, Pearson Says

D employee has any right to in-

1 dispute with a patron regard-
of the cause. Marshall Field

tted the maxim long ago that
; customer is always right". Your
loyees must realize that the thea-
S operated for the patron, and not
the employee, and that it is his
er special privilege to act towards
y patron as host or hostess,

here should be a hospitality ap-
nt the moment a patron enters
door of your theater—not insin-

counterfeit courtesy. A good
ager cultivates among his staff
enuine spirit of hospitality and
>urages a sunny disposition by
ng a good example himself,

service such as this will sell your

Iter
to the public more than any-

|
e,se. _

An Idea
he Howard, Atlanta, which is

idered the finest theater in the
h, often uses a clever little pro-
e when they play "FELIX the
"." and oft times they are featured
e the attraction played.—JAMES
I HICKS. Atlanta Manager En
'ise Distributing Corp.

Suggests Cool Houses, Comedies
and Short Subjects with "Pep"

to Draw Patronage

By Elmer L. Pearson, Pathe

Gross business of both rentals and

box office receipts have shown steady

increases in the last couple of years

hat has been greater in proportion

Ian the increase in general business

f the country, thus clearly indicating

hat the motion picture business is

still steadily growing and whereas
general business conditions have ey-

ries of reaction and depression, from
ime to time, that, to a very large

xtent, wipe out the gains previously

nade, the motion picture reactions

ire apparently of a milder nature and
do not nullify a

_
very large portion

of its previous gain.

A few years ago exhibitors in some
sections of the country looked for-

ward to each summer's reaction with
considerable apprehension.

Las summer, to the surprise of a

great many, that apprehension was
entirely unwarranted and most ex-

libitors went through the summer
with a nice profit to their credit in

;pite of some lethargy occasioned by
nental submission to apprehension.

Since the box office receipts are

low on a higher general average level

han they were a year ago, such slight

eaction as summer and industry ap-
irehension may bring about, will, in

-11 probability, not drop down to the
ame level of box office receipts as
those of last summer.

If we got through all right last

summer we ought to get through
considerably better this summer.

In addition to which, encouraged
by the box office response to their

efforts last summer, exhibitors will

undoubtedly make greater efforts this

summer than last with the net result
flat this year may see the entirp
elimination of the old summer fright

bogey.

The thoughtful exhibitor cannot af-

ford to close his theater during the
summer time because patronage of
motion picture theaters with a great
many people is a pleasant habit, and
denied the opportunity of indulgence
'n this habit, in a measure, destroys
the habit, to rebuild which in the Fall
the exhibitor must resort to expen-
sive exploitation and entertainment.
That portion of his normal early Fall
profits is dissipated, hence, if he can
oossibly get through the summer by
keeping open, experience has taught
him that it is far better to do so.

The small portion of the average
community's population that leaves
during the summer should make very

little difference in box office receipts.

The principal reason why business

falls off a little in the summer time

is because theaters are not properly

cooled. If the patrons are compelled

to sit through long, dry programs
they emerge anything but refreshed

and they do not come as often as

at other times of the year.

It naturally follows that if during

the summer the exhibitor will avoid

the extremely long, dry and profound
subjects and inject "pep", comedy
and diversification into his* summer
entertainments, there is no reason

why his business should fall off to

any appreciable extent.

Today's market, and particularly

the output of Pathe, affords an ex-

hibitor such a wide range of diversi-

fication of extraordinary attractive-

ness and "pep" that there is no excuse
whatever for offering as entertain-

ment the awesome solemnity that

stigmatizes so many of the motion
picture programs now being offered

the public by many exhibitors.

Just now there are 10,280 exhibitors

in the United States showing the Hal
Roach "Our Gang Comedies." It oc-

curs to me that that fact is irrefutable

evidence that the public enjoy the

diversification that good comedy in-

jects into a program. Show me the
series of dramatic subjects that has
endured at all for over two years.

Show me the series of dramatic sub-
jects that has endured one year, that

at the end of the year had even half

this man>- regular customers.

Pathe are releasing an average of

two Two-Reel Comedies per week,
consisting of "Our Gang", "Mack
Sennett", "Will Rogers", "Harry
Langdon-Sennetts", "Spat Family".
'Stan Laurel." "Ben Turpin" and
others of equal or better quality, and
while we did not get this comedy
series well under way until recent
months, their reception at the hands
of the public has just been one tre-

mendous ovation after another. In
fact, while our customers have con-
siderably increased their use of come-
dies, it is still very plain that they are
still considerably underestimating the
ability of the public to consume and
pay fq,- this type of entertainment.
The best advice I know of to offer
the exhibitor at this time is:

"Buy comedies and diversification in your
program until it hurts with absolute safety,
because it will never hurt, and in all prob-
ability it will put you through the summer
with a splendid profit, your apprehensions
not withstanding/'

Try a couple all short subject pro-
grams per week. The results will

surprise you, and there is plenty of

this kind of film for the purpose.

Youngster Will Accept Surplus Films
Hal Hodes, New York manager for Educational, received the

following letter from Charles Hawlik, Garfield, N. J., a freckle-faced

youngster of 9 who wanted "a few rools of films" to play with.

Hcdes comments on the letter as follows: "The writer ol the at-

tached must have seen some of the super-long—excuse me—super

big features that were released this last year and consequent y fig-

ures that a few "rools" would never be missed from these films."

Key City Conditions
By D. J. Chatkin,

Sales Manager Educational.

Just returned from a trip to the
following cities: Chicago, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Des Moines, Omaha,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Indianapolis,
Louisville, Cincinnati, Cleveland, De-
troit and Buffalo.

I took special pains to investigate
the manner in which short subjects
are being advertised today and it is

indeed gratifying to note the im-
provement in this respect, over what
was being done a year ago. I believe
the exhibitor is really beginning to
realize the value of advertising his
short subjects to his box office.

Briefly, this is what I found in the
various cities:

Chicago: One of the outstanding
cities in this respect. A great deal of
attention is given the short subject
by largest theaters in city. Not only
on advertising and electric lights, but
advance trailers are used. This must
bring returns to box office or it

would not be done.
Milwaukee: Short subject receives

splendid advertising and exploitation
by the largest first run houses. One
house in particular went so far as to
build a special prologue around the
comedy—with box office results.
Minneapolis & St. Paul: Some the-

aters in the twin cities let the public
know when they have a comedy, but
nothing is done in a concrete man-
ner. The idea seems to prevail that
short subjects are just fillers, and
no mention need be made of them.
An altogether erroneous idea. The
public is interested in every single
unit of each show. Several houses
in the twin cities take full advantage
of every opportunity to exploit their
short films.

Des Moines has started to. take ad-
vantage of short subjects in their
advertising and out front, but not
enough to get them any returns. I

believe however they intend to go
after this much stronger. What is

being done is certainly an improve-
ment.
Omaha certainly gives short sub-

jects plenty of space in newspapers
and out front.

Kansas City: Very little space is

given to short subjects in the ad-
vertising or out front.

St. Louis: Gives short subjects
splendid exploitation. Very good
space in newspapers as well as ad-
vance trailers are used which un-
questionably bring results to the box
office.

Louisville still a little backward on
advertising short subjects. Not much
change here since a year ago.

Cincinnati: Xot very much atten-
tion is given to advertising the short
subjects either in newspapers or out
front. About same as last year.

Cleveland: A vast improvement is

noticeable here in method of adver-
(Continued on Page 3 3

)
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The Felix Vogue
England Takes to the Famous Cat-
Experiences of the Only Woman

Distributor of Short Subjects

Everybody knows
Felix—the funny

cat. Felix has
brought laughter

and life to many
an otherwise dead
program. And
while A m i- r i c a

seems to have ap-

preciated Felix
considerably from

M. J. Winkler t h e box-office

view point, over in England—and

they do sav Englishmen have no

sense of humor— Felix has walked

right in, stood them on their heads and

walked right out again. In London

today Felix is the recipient of an

honor in that the most popular song

of the day is entitled "Felix Nep. On
Walking" and it is being sun<* by

many music hall performers. There

are Felix handkerchiefs, Felix toys,

Felix chinaware and an actor in

vaudeville is made up to resemble

Felix and struts in the same manner

as Felix's peculiar little walk.

Back of Felix is Pat Sullivan the

cartoonist. Few know Sullivan but

there is hardly anyone who doesn't

know Margaret J. Winkler, the only

woman distributor of short subjects

in the business. Up to 1921 Margaret

Winkler—she's married now and has

another name—was secretary to

Harry Warner. Because oi the Fed-

erated Convention on the Coast she

was taken there by Harry Warner

and later she decided to get into the

business on her ovra. She looked

about for material and decided upon

Felix which had been shown for

three years on the Paramount sched-

ule. Since then her success has been

most unsual.

Felix is in distribution in practi-

cally every part of this country and

the foreign rights are reported to be

working out very successfully.

Now, in addition to Felix. Miss

Winkler is handling the Alice series

and in the Fall will start distribution

on a series of two reelers based on a

series of poems written by Edgar A.

Guest and published in Red Book and

other well known magazines.

The Felix cartoons are distributed

through the King Newspaper Feature

service anc it is reported that the

Geo. Borgfeldt Co., will have a line

of Felix toys.

Producers of Short Reels

Producer
Bray Prod., Inc.

New York
Studio Address Ree

130 W. 46th St

The News Weekly
How it Developed from Early Elks'

Parades to Present Costly Staff

Men Around the World

Can you remember the old "news
reel?" Remember the Elks' parades;

the unveilings of monuments, the

eternal ship launching and the neigh-

borhood festivals? They were a

"riot" in 1912, in the early days of

the co-called "news reel."

The "weekly" of 1912 was not un-

like a rural or small town newspaper.

Small town papers have their places.

They are a necessity. But they have

no business trying to appeal to a

world-wide audience. The "weeklies"

Robert C. Bruce Care Educafl, 370 7th Av.
Chronicles of America .... 15th & Locust, B'klyn
Fables Pictures, Inc 133 W. 52nd St

Fox Film Corp 10th Ave. and 55th St. .

.

Funk and Wagnalls Co.... 354 4th Ave
Farl Hurd Kew Gardens, L. I

Intern'l News Reel Corp.. 281 William St
Kineto Co. of America. . . . Irvington. N. Y
Kinograms Pub. Corp. ...121 West 41st St

Out-of-the-Inkwell Films,.

Inc 1600 Broadwav
Pathe News 35 West 45th St

Pathe Review 35 West 45th St

Tony Sarg 54 West 9th St

Screen Snapshots, Inc 1600 Broadway
Pat Sullivan 1947 Broadway
Timely Films Inc 1562 Broadway
Eltinge F. Warner 25 West 45th St

M. J. Winkler Prod 220 \V. 42nd St

Archie Comedies, Inc 145 W. 45th St

Artcraft Pictures Corp.... 145 W. 45th St
Fitz-Patrick Pictures, Inc.. 729 7th Ave
Herbert M. Dawley Chatham, N. J

John J. Iris 729 7th Ave
Kelley Color Films Palisades, N. J

M. P. Arts, Inc 25 W. 45th St

Reel Colors, Inc 80 Riverside Drive....
Reputable Pictures. Inc.. 729 7th Ave 2
Burlingham Travel Pictures220 W. 42nd St 2

Hollywood
C. B. C 6070 Sunset Blvd 1

Fred Caldwell Prod Fine Arts 2

Christie Comedy Co 601 Sunset Blvd 2
Century Film Co 6102 Sunset Blvd 2
lack White Corp 4500 Sunset Blvd 2
Lloyd Hamilton Corp.... 4500 Sunset Blvd 2
Sherwood McDonald Prod.3700 Beverly Blvd 2
Principal Pictures Corp... 7250 Santa Monica Blvd 2

(Tol. Miscroscopic's)

F. B. O. (Tel. Girl Series) Melrose & Gowers Sts. 2

Hal Roach Culver City

(One and 2 reel specials)

Mack Sennett 1712 Glendale Blvd.... 2
Universal Film Corp Universal City 1-

Timmy Aubrey Prod., Inc. 6050 Sunset Blvd 2
Krell-Rock Prod. (Wesley

Barry) 2
Eddie Lyons Prod 5821 Santa Monica Blvd 2
Hollywood Photoplays... F. B. O. Studios 2
Fox Film Corp Western Ave. & Sunset

Blvd 2

Glavey-Duaway Prod 1438 Gower St 2
Carter De Haven Prod ..Hollywood Studios.... 2

C. W. Patton Prod 6060 Sunset Blvd Ser

Elsewhere
Bray Prod., Inc Norwalk, Conn
Rothacker Film Co 1339 Diversey Park-

way. Chicago
Worcester Film Corp Worcester, Mass

Is Release
Standard Cinema
State lights
Hodkinson
Educational
Pathe
Pathe
Fox

Universal

Educational

State rights
Pathe
Pathe
Education
State rights
State rights
Pathe

State rights

State rights

State rights

State Rights
Standard Cinema
Educational
Universal
Educational
Educational

Educational

F. B. O.
Pathe

Pathe
2 Universal
Standard Cinema

Fox Film

ials Pathe

filled with trivial happenings of no
general interest, were trying to ap-
pear to a vast, cosmopolitan clientele.

They were "chasers" on the theater
programs.

In 1913, William R. Hearst started
the International News. Pathe, which
had its share of the old line stuff,

came along a year later. But Hearst
developed a battery of camera men
all around the world, with trained
newspaper editors back of the organi-
zation ferreting out news. Now Pathe,
International, Fox and others have
staff men everywhere.

In 1912 public men—governments

—

considered the "weekly" a form of

cheap entertainment. They were
thinking of nicolets, nicolodeons and
such where school children sneaked
in of an afternoon without the knowl-
edge of their parents and where loaf-

ers loafed for a few minutes of their

abundance of time.

Editors of the News Reed had to

fight this attitude. The news reel

finally gained the recognition it de-

served. It is gaining more recogni-

tion every day. At one time public

men ignored the news reels as they
had ignored the "weekly". Today
they seek out the news reel editor in

1 his lair.

Saving the Bil
By William Fait

The principal and best reas>

the use of short subjects is of
that of giving variety to a prr

and any man who has watch
audience closely will have disc
that there is a certain class of p
age who are always more inte

in the short subject than in

called feature of the bill

It is my experience that the
subject often saves a week's bu
I recall in the past year one par
occasion when for the want of
thing better I was forced to
very mediocre feature. Alone tl

ture could not have brought an
but a very bad week's busines
cutting the feature to the bor
putting in some particularly
short subjects. I turned that
business not only to an acce
week, but received more fav
comment on the whole bill than I
for a long time before or for
time after.

Short subjects however must a
carefully selected and present

J
the feature on the bill. Thetj
few films made today either &
or short subject that are not tool
There is little or no difficulty ill
ing out a thousand or fifteen hu|i|

feet from the average feature of d;

without spoiling either story oil
tinuity, likewise the average 10

subject will always stand cl
without spoiling them.
While at the Eastman in Rocljj

I had three News services, from e

I culled from six to eight hu r

feet scored them carefully ami
news reel was a Feature on th.I

Just as in vaudeville the shor'l
ject must have its proper "spol
the bill, this depending of course!
the nature of the subject and th I
ance of the program. Likewis t

short subject must be selected!!
due regard to the rest of the!
gram.

I hope again to see the day I

features will be made in from U

to 6 000 feet (plenty long enoul
tell the average story) which will
us ample room for short stuff
will unquestionably help thel
office.

Lecture to Accompany Travel I

"Into the Sahara", made by Hf
D. Ashton on the great desert
be shown at the Rivoli this •

Ashton will relate his experi
during the showing.

Editorials in Film
Bruce Barton's editorials, whic

pear in a number of well ki|

magazines are being made int!
reel films by Motion Picture '

Inc., under the name "Better
Pictures."

These editorials which are rel(
one a month, are illustrated t
the directorship of John L. McC
eon, with a cast consisting of W
King, Maude Hill and Paul Wa
M. P. Arts is planning a 5

of one-reelers dealing with impo
current topics in addition to its

ent re'eases.
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Compare it with any feature production you

ever saw; it stands comparison and shines!

Announcing

The Fortieth door
Produced by

C. W. Patton

with ALLENE RAY
And a Wonderful Cast

Directed by

George B. Seitz

The public has "gone nuts" over stories of the

Orient.

Look at the big successes, past, present and
coming, with an Oriental background.

Here's a peach of a story, laid in Egypt. A
young American rescues a beautiful young girl

from a harem, but doesn't get her to safety until

he has been vamped, captured, beaten, shot at,

imprisoned and a few other things for good
measure.
As a production it is positively splendid. The

cast is perfect. Allene Ray is a most charming
heroine; Bruce Gordon is fine as the hero; Anna
May Wong is the vamp of the harem (and she is

there); and Frank Lackteen as Hamid will knock
them all cold.

We Unreservedly Recommend This

Great Serial

Pafheserial



Guaranteed entertainment, certified by the laughter

of ten years of theatre audiences—

Hal Roach Comedies
One Reel

"The Best We Can Find"

"Hal Roach Comedies are the best one reelers

we can find. They are always consistently

good and get the laughs." C. L. Graham,

Forest De Luxe, Minneapolis {Amusements).

"Extra Good"
" 'Oranges and Lemons' is an extra good one

reeler." Miller and Wilcox, Lake View, Lake

View, la. (Ex. Herald).

"Good, Clean Comedies"
" 'Passing the Buck* is a good comedy. These

are all good, clean comedies." D. A. White,

Cozy, Checotah, Okla. (Ex. Herald).

"The Best Single Reel

Comedies Today"
"Hal Roach Comedies are without question

the best single reel comedies made today."

Fred Beecher, Orpheum, Sioux Fall.s S. D.

(Amusements)

.

"100%"

"'Get Your Man' registers 100% again. The

children thought it great. Those around 65

enjoyed it, also." D. A. White, Cozy, Checo-

tah, Okla. (Ex. Herald).

"One of the Best We've
Ever Shown"

" 'The Uncovered Wagon' is one of the best

one reelers we have ever shown." E. A.

Band, Star, South Range, Mich. (Ex. Herald)

.

"The Best On the Market"

"Hal Roach Comedies are perhaps the best

one reel comedies on the market." Smith

Bros., Orpheum, Menominee, Wis. (Amuse-

ments).

'The Best On the Market"

"Hal Roach Comedies are the best on the

market and nothing else but." T. Burton,

Lyric, Mitchell, S. D. (Amusements)

.

Pafhecomedy
TRADE TmJMAwT
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Wide Canvass of Exhibitors

'

Treatment of Short Subjects
(Continued from Page 7)

Insufficient Advertising

, ever, it is a lamentable fact

boever is responsible for the

t
exploitation does not give a

>
proportionate amount of ad-

i lg to the short subjects. In

c ;e of Educational, it is hardly

juse for this lack of advertising

I part of the big theaters, as

lally all the advertising aid ;

aiilable on short subjects, as arc

5-d by the exchange on fea-

I The manner in which well-

y newspaper reviewers have

jd the Educational one-reel

;,-, Plastigrams, in their reviews

I that the public's interest at

hs not always centered on the

P. Often the short subjects are

I the most entertaining numbers
I program, and the writer be-

ithat if exhibitors would stress

<mportance on their short sub-

sthey would find that where
r features prove disappointing.

le strength and popularity of

iort subjects would overcome
.ficiency on the feature in the

c of the audience.

|i small town exhibitor, who
little or no newspaper adver-

i can exploit the short subjects

iberal and prominent lobby dis-

'f posters and photos.—LEE L.

DBERG, Sec'y. Big Feature

fei Corp., Kentucky.

Lloyd in "Girl Shy," a single-reel

drama was presented and another of

the "Secrets of Life" Series titled

"Ihe Bee," both subjects being very
appropriate to surround the feature;

MASSACHUSETTS
I the matter of presentation of

subjects, the Fenway, Boston.

i the field in New England.
ince F. Stuart, manager of the

iy, has a keen eye for short

its and knows how to put them
: er, the proper musical setting

t an important feature.

sin example of the kind of pro-

[which I believe to be a well-

,ed one, recently the Fenway,
t'lted a News Reel; Robert

I
"Wilderness Tale," "From th"

tows of My House;" and one of

Secrets of Life" series titled

ppider,' a Secrets of Life Film,

•el Educational "Juvenile Corn-
titled "Barnum Junior;" also

I Boston Transcript, when com-
fig on the showing of the above
iim, said. "This writer is es-

py pleased that at last Boston
lew England have a manager
Stuart of the Fenway) and a

iful theater that have an eye for

subjects and novelty reels

—

Spider,' a Secrets of Life Film.

>uted by Educational is excel-

md Robert Bruce's 'Wilderness
'From the Windows of My

,' deserves special mention,
'nusical setting for these sub-
is appropriate and worthy of

ther example of Mr. Stuart's

ility in selecting programs so
iliave diversified entertainmen*
urnished when using Harold

a jazz poem in addition to the Over-
ture gave added pep to the bill—cer-

tainly a well-balanced program.

—

JOHN J. SCULLY, Boston Man-
ager, Educational.

MICHIGAN
Every key town in Michigan, with

the exception of the first run accounts
in Detroit, seem to realize the value
of advertising their short subjects.

Particularly is this true of the Bijou
Theatrical Ent. Co., known as the
Butterfield Circuit. E. C. Beatty,
the general manager of the Butter-
field Circuit, books his longer pic-

tures one to two months in advance,
and very conscientiously surronds
same with the pick of the short sub-
ject market. Beatty has contracted
and played practically all of our re-

leases ever since we have been a Na-
tional organization.

On the releases that we furnish
mats, the managers of the Butterfield

Circuits use same in all their towns,
and there have been a great many
instances when they have devoted
as much space to the two reel comedy
in their newspaper ads, as they have
to the longer picture.

Roy Tillson of the Fuller, Kala-
mazoo, is also a great believer in ex-
ploiting and getting everything out
of his short subjects. His policy is

three acts of vaudeville, a feature

picture, and a two reel comedy, and
he advertises the two reel comedy
over the feature picture in numerous
instances.

The Consolidated Theaters in

Grand Rapids, also exploit their short
subjects, and as far as the key towns
are concerned in this territory, they
realize the value of the short sub-
ject to their program. The only
towns that do not seem to get behind
their short subjects properly, are the
smaller towns.

Regarding the first run situation in

Detroit, we are up against a very
peculiar proposition, due to the fact

that in nine cases out of ten, the

Kunsky houses do not select their

short subjects for the following week,
until Friday or Saturday, and as their

copy goes to the newspaper on Thurs-
day, it is impossible for them to ad-
vertise their short subjects. The Fox-
Washington and the Broadway-
Strand seem to make it a rule to al-

ways mention their short subjects in

their advertising.

Several times the writer has been
informed by outside people regard-
ing the high merit of some of our
single reel releases that are playing
the first run houses in Detroit, with-
out any advertising. This especially

applies to our "Secrets of Life" Ser-
ies, and on numerous occasions we
know that one of these releases have
stolen the glorv over the longer pic-

ture.—M. HARLAN STARR, De-
troit Manager. Educational.

Hew Jcrres F. Powers, Manager o Fo T i's Bijou, New Haven, Conn,
advertises short ree's i;i frcn': of his thea'.er.

The Strand Flint has a big sign

across the front of the theater read-
ing "Pathe News Here Every Week."
The Fox-Washington, Detroit, gives

one-third of the display advertising
to short subjects on the bill.

The suburban runs and smaller
towns use liberal space in advertis-
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ing short subjects. When using the

Our Gang, Will Rogers and fre-

quently Ben Turpin comedies, they
give as much space to the advertising
of these subjects as they do their

feature.

How Handled
As a rule, the exhibitors open their

program with the News, then run the
comedy to get the people in a mood
to appreciate the feature picture. By
running a good comedy, the people
forget the worries of the day and by
the time the comedy has run, are in

a very fine mood for whatever is to

follow. Occasionally, if the feature
is a highly dramatic production and
has very little comedy relief, the
comedy subject is run after the fea-

ture picture, so as to get the people
in a happy mood when they leave
the theater, because in this way they
will appreciate more the feature and
will talk more of the show. People
are always more enthusiastic when
they are happy.
Some of the suburban theaters are

running two 2-reel comedies on a

bill, giving them a two-reel comedy
for the reasons stated above and a

two-reel comedy after the feature

picture.

The managers of the larger thea-

ters are very careful to balance their

features with well selected short sub-

jects. If a feature is of a comedy
drama nature, subjects as "Birds of

Passage," "Black Shadows," "Is

Con.an Doyle Right?," "Why Ele-

phants Leave Home" and etc. are

used to round out the program. For
instance: With "Stephen Steps Out"
the Kunsky Interests used "Why
Elephants Leave Home;" with "La-
dies to Board," a Tom Mix western
comedy picture, the Fox Washing-
ton Theater used "Among the Miss-

ing" and hence brought out both

pictures to very good advantage and
made a very strong bill.

Special care is also used as to the

type of feature certain comedies are

played with. If a feature is sensa-

tional, such as "Flaming Youth" etc.,

the Sennett, Turpin and Laurel com-
edies are used. Comedies such as

the Our Gang, Rogers, Spat Family,

etc. are used with more of a family

type of picture.

Serials Used
Serials are used on programs to

attract at the box office the atten-

tion of people who love action, thrills

and out-door pictures as compared to

the usual slow moving society pic-

tures. Hence a program with a serial

featured along with the feature pic-

ture, is one that will please every

type of patron.

Such short subjects as "Aesop's

Fables," "Topics of the Day," Grant-

land Rice's "Sportlights," "Pathe Re-

view" and "Pathe News" are always

welcome on any program at any time

and are used on a standing order

basis regardless of what feature pic-

tures are played.

Most theater managers in this ter-

ritory realize that the subjects play-

ing with the feature program are as

important as the feature itself. In

many of the suburban and smaller

town theaters, the exhibitors tell us

that outside of few very big pic-

tures the good two-reel comedies

will draw equally as well as the fea-

ture.

The Keith Circuit, of which we
have two representatives, one at De-
troit and one at Grand Rapids, fea-

ture "Aesop's Fables," "Topics of
the Day" and "Pathe News" just as
strong as any act. A short time ago
there appeared in the Detroit Free
Press, a report on the Temple, De-
troit, saying that "Aesop's Fables"
were ten times as funny as any act
on the bill and one hundred times
as funny as anything in pictures.

The Keith people use "Pathe
News" the last thing on the bill in

order to hold the people until the
show is entirely out, for they have
learned from experience that unless
there is a very strong act or film at

the end of the show, that many people
will leave before the show is entirelv

over. — C. W. HANSON, Detroit
Manager, Pathe.

MINNESOTA
Short subjects to such a man

necessarily mean nothing. He ad-
mits, however, that if he were to give
them to his patrons he would have
to continue to do so because they
would ask for them and asking for

them he would necessarily have to

appease them in some way. There-
fore, it is evident that if a theater
were to open in his town with good
complete programs the patrons
would flock to the new theater at the
expense of the old self-satisfied ex-

hibitor who is not giving to his

patrons what they deserve. He re-

fuses to believe that there is addi-

tional money to be made in his town,
claiming that just a certain percent-

age of the people go to the show
anyway and he does not believe in '

the idea of creating new business,
j

therefore is doing nothing so far as

the advancement of the show busi-

ness is concerned. When an exhibitor

refuses to believe his business is ad-
vancing he is through. His days are

numbered so far as success is con-

cerned. Some day we will see in

that town a great, fine theater built

on the principle of giving an even-

ing's entertainment and rest assured
it will pay. It cannot help but pay.

—

A MINNEAPOLIS EXCHANGE
MAN.

along with each program. In other
words, most of them have gotten out
of the idea that a complete program
can be made up of the feature alone,
even though it does extend to eight
or nine reels. Unfortunately, these
long features have caused the exhibi-
tor to play less comedies the past
several months than ever before.

It does not seem to be the ex-
hibitor who is at fault on account of
not running short subjects, but the
feature concerns who put out from
seven to ten reel subjects.—C. C.
VAUGHAN, Kansas City Manager,
Pathe.

|

We have few exhibitors indeed in

the St .Louis territory who realize

the exploitation possibilities on short
subjects. Mr. Dessberger of the Del-
monte and Mr. Goldman of the Kings
theaters, however, are exceptions to

the general rule. They at least give
the short subjects a reasonable dis-

play in their publicity. Both of these
men give the short subjects approxi-
mately one-third of the amount of
space given so-called feature pic

tures.

HARRY GRAHAM,
Pathe Manager, St. Louis

MISSOURI
The Newman, Kansas City, makes

a specialty of short subjects, adver-
tising them almost as heavily as the

feature. Comments from the public

indicate that this policy is correct.

They make it a point to play every
week some kind of novelty subject

along with the regular releases of

News, review and comedy, making
four or five reels of short subjects

which is almost as long as the fea-

tures playing in this particular thea-

ter. In other words, half of the pro-

gram is devoted to short subjects.

The Miller and Palace, Wichita,
controlled by Stanley Chambers, also

exploit short subjects. One specific

instance, "TWO WAGONS BOTH
COVERED," featuring Will Rogers,
was played along with "ICE-
BOUND" and created more com-
ments than any short subject ever
before in the town.

I find the majority of exhibitors in

the territory make it a point to play
as many short subjects as possible

Milton Feld, the Managing Direct-
or of the Newman and Ro3'al in Kan-
sas City, is very careful when select-

ing his short subjects claiming they
are one of the big assets to the
theater.

Feld informs me they are being
highly complimented by their pa-
trons. He also states that due to the
long features he has been unable to
use Short Subjects as often as he
would like and was hoping that the
producers in the future would reduce
the footage of features whereby he
would be able to use them regularly
each week. C. F. SENNING,

Kansas City Manager,
Educational.

I have in mind one account in Kan-
sas City that thinks so little of
short subjects that I cannot help
outlining his particular policy, which
to my mind, is a very, very crude
one.
This particular theatre, unfortun-

ately, is losing very heavily at the
present time and has been for some
time back. It is the only theatre in
the country that I know of that
does not play a News reel of some
nature. This theatre does not con-
sider a news reel of any value what-
soever. I might add that it is a
vaudeville house, which makes it all

the more peculiar.—An exchange
manager.

NEBRASKA
It is my candid opinion that the

average theater owner does not ap-
preciate the box office drawing pow-
er of honest-to-goodness short reel
subjects. The average exhibitor just
books a comedy whether it is a sin-

gle or double reel, more or less as
a filler and often does not even men-
tion in his advertising that he is

running a comedy.
In our larger towns in this partic-

ular territory, the exhibitors do play
up the comedies in their advertising;
particularly in our two first-run the-
atres, the Strand and the Rialto.

which in several instances hav
ads on short subjects almost
as their feature ads.

The majority of exhibitors
with a starring comedian like )!j

ton, do not obtain the result ;h

should from the running of his
|

dies simply because they wi]
advertise and boost same.

I know instances where cxh i

will not even use 1-sheets or ;

comedies and some of them e*i

so far as to not use a set of i

graphs. This applies particul;

the small towns where I believ

are making serious mistakes.
been my experience that in the

towns, particularly those cater

the majority of farmers, if the

dies are handled correctly and
tised as they should be, the tr

will show an increase in busii

JAMES WINN, Omaha Ma
Educational.

NEW YORK
The short subject is slowl)

ing ground, as practically eve

hibitor is now doing some adve

on his short subjects. It is c

rare instances where an ex

does not give some space tc

subjects, at least in his new
advertising.

The demand from most Fjr:

exhibitors for Press Sheets,

that they really want matei
that they can advertise their

subjects and give them the

place in their program.

J. H. MORG
Albany Manager, Educ

h

BUFFALO
You probably have heard t

story of the foreigner who r

to pay $2 for a small pair of

that fit him because he saw
in the window twice as large i

same price.

Unfortunately, some exh
purchase their films and i

them, using the same judgm
this foreigner. They figure th

tractions by length rather thj

quality, and do not realize thj

public does not buy entertail

by the yard but by the caliber]

subject.

Vaudeville some years ago si

from the same complaint; a

act received a certain salary, a I

act received almost twice as

but today that method is "passj

some single acts in vaudeville •

a larger salary for twelve or

minutes work than a troupe
people do for an act that runs
hour.

Advertise Short Reels
Fortunately, for us here in E

our first run accounts are m;

by two men that received thei

business experience in vau
Vincent McFaul at Shea's
drome, and Al Beckerisch at

State, both realize the import;
exploiting and advertising the

ent units in their program, l

less of their length. Conseq
"Our Gang" and the name c|

Rogers are often seen in the •

lights at Loew's State, and tr

pin, Sennett and Langdon co

are exploited in the same l

Shea's Hippodrome.



SUMMER
and SHORT SUBJECTS

Warm weather calls for light entertainment. No use

spending great sums to make your house comfortable

and attractive if you are going to offer only the long

"heavy" melodramas and sex plays.

Your patrons want comedy, novelty, variety. Give them
these warm weather attractions by booking more Short

Subjects. They are

The Spice of the Summer Program
Educational Pictures never "let down"aswarm weather

approaches. In fact, the subjects being released right

now or scheduled for early release for Summer exhibi-

tion include many of the best pictures Educational has

offered this season.

Rely more on Short Subjects this summer and you
need not worry so much about your features.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.



&tyo4&oau^j^A^ PRESENTS

Lloyd Hamilton

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

IN TWO-REEL

HAMILTON
I COMEDIES 1

A bigger box-office attraction than most

stars in the longer features.

One of the best assets you can have for

the summer months is a contract for

this series of short comedy gems.

The half- hour of laughter which he

provides will send 'em away happy, no

matter how warm the evening.

"GOING
EAST"

> IS ONE OF
HAMILTON'S BEST

Exhibitors Trade Review says:

"This is one of Lloyd Hamilton's best short

comedies, and that is saying something. It

shows as much care in preparation and direct-

ing as the average feature. A sleeping car is the

scene of the greatest action and many of the

stunts are side-splitting. *****
"You can book this picture and give it good

advertising."

(<£>cLu>a£icrrta£ uictwuU^

For foreign rights address

FAR EAST FILM CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City



MERMAID COMEDIES
Every one a new story, with new laughs and something DIFFERENT
in comedy entertainment. But every one full of fast, snappy action.

EVERY

Jack White Production
IS A SURE LAUGH-GETTER

"FAMILY LIFE"
With MARK JONES

and SUNSHINE HART
'"Family Life' will prove the hit of

any program, and the hard-boiled ex-

hibitor or patron who doesn't get a lot

of laughs out of it needs a pulmotor

—

he is almost dead. * * * One of the best

cbmedies Jack White ever made."
Exhibitors Herald

"You can usually count on a brand-
new comedy stunt in a Jack White
production, and 'Family Life' is no
exception." Moving Picture World

THERE
HE GOES"

With

LIGE CONLEY
Remember what a scream Lige Conley was

as the automobile racer in "Backfire"? You will

agree he is even funnier in the horse race in

"There He Goes".

by JACK WHITE

For foreign rights address

FAR EAST FILM CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue
New YoTk City

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
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Both of these theaters also give a
good portion of their advertising
space to comedies and other short
subject novelties.

I have seen both theaters give one-
quarter of the space in their news-
paper ads to announcing some event
appearing in the PATHE NEWS,
which did not run over three hun-
dred feet.

Only a short time ago Mr. Becker-
isch of Loew's State told me he had
more complaints from his patrons if

he cut out a PATHE NEWS at a

performance (on account of time)
than if' a vaudeville act were missing.

"RAPID
TRANSIT"
The Novelty Reel of the Year

STATE RIGHTS
For Sale

Prereleased at the

RIVOLI and RIALTO, N. Y.

STRAND, B'klyn.

and the record breaking

booking of

120 DAYS
on the

LOEW CIRCUIT
commencing this Monday

MAY 12th
Must be very good to get

these play dates

STATE RIGHTS
For Sale

IRIS FILM EXCH.
JOHN J. IRIS

729—7th Ave., N. Y. City

Phone 3377 Bryant

"RAPID
TRANSIT"

This proves the importance of the
NEWS reel and exhibitors who show
it without advertising same, are los-

ing a lot of business that should be
theirs.— BASIL BRADY, Buffalo
Manager, Pathe.

It invariably features "Our Gang"
Comedies and the Mack Sennett Ben
Turpin Comedies over the feature
length productions presented at the
theater.—C. W. STOMBAUGH, Al-
bany Manager, Pathe.

The undersigned who is handling
a number of best short subjects in

both independent and national field.

is so disgusted with the manner
which same are received in this terri-

tory that he hasn't a good word to

say for either the theater owners or

he managers of the Buffalo territory.

The whole country enthusiastically
received the "Felix Cartoon," The
Inkwell comics. Post Nature Scen-
eries, etc., while in Buffalo, Roch-
ester and Syracuse, they are passed
up as if they were the worst junk,
by the foremost providers of enter-
tainment. If this is intelligent con-
sideration on their part we apologize
but beg to differ.

Sorry but thftt'.^s our experience in

this territory while we know that 85
per cent of otS^r territory is quite

different—J. BURIROWITZ, Buffalo
Manager, First Graphic.

The Lincoln, Troy, is an outstand-
ing example of a motion picture

house which handles short subjects
to advantage.

A short time ago there were two
very dead houses in Albany namely
the Leland and Clinton Square thea-
ters. Oscar Perrin became Manager
of both of these houses and is putting

both of them over in a wonderful
way. Part of his success is due not
only to the judicious advertising of

his features, but to always givirg his

two reel comedies, single reel sub-
jects and News Week'ies the proper
space in his advertising.

While out in the territory a short

time ago the remark was passed by
an exhibitor who controls quite a

few theaters, that he would not pur-

chase any short stuff from any ex-

change who put out lengthy features,

as lie felt that his patrons were de-
serving of a diversified program. Also
he felt that long features was hurting
his business.

Of course there are a few exhibit-

ors who think of short stuff as "Fill-

ers" but we feel that we are educating
these few to looking at it as part of

•i^rir show and to advertise these

Illustrating how Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, N. Y., advertised a Christie

Comedy on the marquee lights.

reels just as much as he d
feature.

The first runs in our territ

vertise short stuff as follows:

Hippodrome, Buffalo, advert

an electric sign as well as

grams. Loew's State, Buffalo

tise their vaudeville acts, feat

comedy on a program board
of the theater. They do n<

programs or electric signs.

In Rochester, the Eastman,
and Piccadilly do not advert'

comedies in the newspapers—

:

only. However, when our
Comedy entitled 'Aggravating
played at the Eastman, it was'

tised on an electric sign in f

the theater.

The Empire, Eckle and
Syracuse, advertise in the new
as they do not have electri|

or program boards.

Our smaller accounts arei

more and more advertising m;
short stuff. In fact, we h;

creased our standing order
sheets, three sheets, photograi
slides 50 per cent over what
a year ago.

HOWARD F. BR
Buffalo Manager, Edu<

For years we have been em
ing to get the exhibitor to c
all the units of his program,
the short subject units, and ac

them and consider them as se

as do the B. F. Keith Circu
every act they play. By advi
each of the acts they have
hundreds of new head line

semi-head liners that have bo
value, and our argument is,

the exhibitor would do this he
soon find that all the units
program had a draw.
With comparatively few

tions, the exhibitor does not
but waits until a subject b<

popular of its own accord
they feature or advertise.
The most we have ever see;

in the exploitation of a short
is a 1-sheet placed in the lobt

mention in the program, and
occasions a displav on the
sign s.—A NEW YORK
CHANGE MAN.

There are two theaters in tl

ritory. namely the Bardavo;
Stratford, Pouglikeepsie, con
by one Company, which are

changing their policy, and
claiming that business is ver;

These theaters consider then
subjects merely as filler and
always act as if they were a;

to place short subjects on the

gram when they use special U
This is possibly one of the

why these theaters have no
over as they should have.

NEW YORK CITY
j

Although the majority of exl

in this territory have still to

nize the box office advantage
vertising their short stuff aggi
ly, an increasing number of sh;

are discovering the money v; ;

telling their prospective patr
the good things with which th«

surrounded their feature pictu
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" peculiar phase of this situation

It the very exhibitors who fail

r
Xertise their short subjects, will

aably bolster up a weak feature

I the strongest shorts they can

: Their motive is obvious, yet

• ido not realize that the shorts

:li will please their patrons once

jare inside the house, may bring

s people into the theater if the

its are advertised outside the

J'
rJe of the livest exhibitors in this

Jpry is Dave Snaper, who runs

trand at New Brunswick, N. J.

i:r not only advertises the Edu-
iial product aggressively—and by

[[
mean that he gives the short

Jets their share of advertising

I

in all of his mediums and in

ibby—but evety once in a while

11 build up a program consisting

sively of short subjects, which
tl/ertised as an "All J a zip Comedy
'I A saxaphone is added to his

sjjstra, which enables him to an-

ifce an 'Augmented Orchestra",

I the result that this showman
!a splendid business because his

for that particular period differs

any other in town.

O. Mumford, who runs the

,i, Newark, for Joseph Stern is

r one of the best advertisers in

territory Mumford doesn't be-
in hiding his light under a

el basket. His comedies are

i almost as much space in all

advertising as are his features,

mediums are the newspapers,
oards, programs, mailing lists,

y, screen, etc. For instance, Cliff

es in a Cameo Comedy—a single

r—will be given as fair a share
Ivertising space as any of the big
ires which play at the Tivoli. It

umford's theory that Bowes, hav-

j

established himself in Cameo
iedies, has created a clientele

h would bring additional patron-
i to the Tivoli if that theater's
pective customers knew of his

mg.

ere is how Mumford explains it.

merely announce a comedy, with-
revealing its title or the particu-
star featured in it, puts the ex-
or in the same class with the
turant man who, having a variety
ioups to suit all tastes, merely
ts the word 'soup' on his menu.
aesn't mean a thing to those peo-
vho like certain soups. "A Com-
', to people who want to see
d Hamilton, Clyde Cook, Lige
ley. Cliff Bowes, or any of the
edy stars doesn't mean a thing
he shoppers of motion picture
rtainment. After all, why keep
name of the attraction a secret?
t's why I tell every person reach-
>y my advertising mediums all

it my entire show."

le Bimburg people, who control
West End, Standard, Broadway
ioplay and Schuyler theaters here
wn, are also alive to the fact that
t stuff is capable of attracting
Jnage. Eddie Bimburg, who does
)ooking for these houses, declares
it is a regular policy of his or-
zation to advertise the short sub-
on the marquis of the houses,
programs, their paper, lobby

ays, etc., and that they would no

more think of discontinuing this poli-

cy than in shutting down the box
office because they want to discour-

age patronage. "A live showman,"
said Bimburg, "will never overlook
any bet which promises to increase

the crowd at the box office, and the

difference between a live showman
and one who is constantly crying

about his business consists, in the

majority of cases, of the kind of ad-

vertising these individuals do."

Russel Cohen, who books for the

Schwartz circuit in Brooklyn, recent-

ly told me of an incident which illus-

trates what his people think of adver-

tising in connection with the short

subjects they use. The Merrick, Ja-
maica, was about to play "Little Old
New York". A two-reel comedy had
been booked at one of the exchanges-
and was scheduled to go on with this

feature when the discovery was made
that "Little Old New York" was too
long to allow a two-reel comedy to

be played. As a result, Cohen ar-

ranged to replace it with one of our
"Sing Them Again" subjects, on the

theory that it contained sufficient hu-
mor, aside from \t£ community sing

qualities, to take the place of a com-
edy. The "Sing Them Agai-n" was
given practically equal prominence- on
the marquis of'tht Merrick as was
the big feature, and the same was
'true of all the rest of the advertising
done by that house.

In this connection, Russel Cohen
made a very significant statement.
Said he, "The majority of exhibitors

today are in much the same position

as were the retail merchants back in

the days when John Wanamaker set

out to show the world what real ad-
vertising was. Whereas the old time
retailers were merely content with
advertising that consisted of ordinary
announcements, the future Merchant
Prince, from the very start adopted
an aggressive advertising policy, thus
revealing for the first time a method
which demonstrated the right kind of

advertising. The exhibitor of today
has at his disposal the finest adver-
tising mediums in the world, but a
short sighted policy prevents him
from making proper use of them."

While passing an uptown theater

not long ago, I saw in blazing elec-

tric lights the name of the feature

and then on the line below, merely
the two words "A Comedy". Curious
to know what comedy was being
played, I investigated and found it

to be a Lloyd Hamilton. Upon in-

quiring why this exhibitor had failed

to use Hamilton's name on his mar-
quis, I was informed that he never
advertised a comedy star or brand.
It took some time to convince him
that he ought to change his policy.

He played another Hamilton last

week. This morning he told me that
that star's name in lights on his mar-
quis had bettered his receipts more
than $75 as compared with his for-

mer short sighted plan of making no
particular mention of either the brand
or star name.

It wasn't so long ago that George
Gerhauser of the Eden, Brooklyn,
one of that borough's prettiest thea-
ters, and catering to the highest class

clientele, found that a certain feature
he had booked in, did not come up to

the standard. Gerhauser, who had
also booked the two-reel Educational
drama "Ne'er-to-Return-Road", fea-

turing Lewis Stone and Wallace Ber-
ry, saw the possibilities of this subject
and promptly converted that two-reel
drama into his main attraction. His
advertising carried the line "Lewis
Stone and Wallace Berry in "The
Ne'er-Do-Well". "Added attraction
* * *'' and here was the name of the
feature which was originally to have
been the main attraction of his show.
In other words, Gerhauser is a man
who studies his short subjects for

their possibilities and then bills them
for all they are worth.

HAL HODES,
New York Manager, Educational.

OHIO
A large majority of the exhibitors

in this territory use short subjects,

(.specially comedies with their features

whenever it is possible to do so, and
the few who do not are the ones who
are not usually found in the lime-

light. In Cleveland, Al Freedman, of

Loew's Ohio Theaters, uses a com-
edy with each feature if it is possible

for him to' do so, and it is not unusual
for him to cut the length of the fea-

ture in order to put in a come*dy.
He also gives his comedies and short

subjects a portion of his advertising
space in the newspapers, and he is

continually complaining about the
length of the features—in that their

length prevents him at times from
using as many short subjects as he
would like to.

In Toledo there are four first run
theaters, but only one, The Princess,
Paramount, uses a comedy regularly,

and their standing order is for 2-reel

comedy each week, no matter what
the length of their feature might be.

The other three first class run thea-
ters do not pay much attention to

their short subjects. Their main idea
is to get as many shows in as possible
on Sundays, and in order to do that
they cut their shows as short as pos-
sible, never figuring that there are six

more days in the week when they
will have sufficient room to take care
of all the patrons who desire to come.
As a result, the Princess, in giving
their patrons a well balanced show,
usua'Iy does the business of the town.

In Akron, Dunlevy, of the Strand
and Botzum, of the Orpheum, give a!
lot of attention to their short subjects, i

and the same is true of the Strand,
|

Alhambra and Valentine at Canton, i

Ohio. i

In Youngstown, Christy Deibel, of

the Liberty, uses a 2-reel comedy
each week and besides exploiting it

in the newspapers as a special attrac-

tion board hanging under his marquis

on which he features on brand, title

and stars as his comedy.

In summing up the short reel situ-

ation among the exhibitors I find that

the one who does not use short sub-

jects is the one who is not rated as

a successful exhibitor.

HARRY SKIRBOLL,
Cleveland Manager, Educational.

Comedy Program
The best example of proper util-

ization of short subjects in our terri-

tory, is the exploitation used by
Loew's Alle'n, Cleveland.

For instance: '*JAZZ WEEK-
ALL COMEDY PROGRAM—AL-
LEN, Week of Jan. 6; Buster Keaton
in "OUR HOSPITALITY;" Will

Rogers' in "TWO WAGONS—
BOTH COVERED;" Ben Turpin in

"THE DAREDEVIL."
HAPPINESS WEEK beginning

March 23; Laurette Taylor in "HAP-
PINESS;" Ben Turpin in "10 DOL-
LARS OR 10 DAYS;" Lloyd Hamil-
ton in "LONESOME."
Another JAZZ WEEK program

consisted of Douglas McLean in

"YANKEE CONSUL;" Will Rogers
in "UNCENSORED MOVIES;"
Lloyd Hamilton in "MY FRIEND"
(would have used another Turpin,

but had none available).

In every instance, the short sub-

jects on the programs mentioned
have been just as much the feature

of the program as the feature-length

subject. The "Sportlight" on the

Park program was billed as heavily

as the feature and comedy.

The Loew houses in Cleveland are

very appreciative of good short sub-

jects, and where the length of their

features does not interfer, they de-

vote much of the time on their bills,

and in advertising to short subjects.

—O. J. RUBY, Cleveland Manager,

Pathe.

Everything for the

GOLFER

SLAZENGERS
12 E. 43rd Street, N. Y. C.
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JIMMIE ADAMS
in

"Safe and Sane"
The story is unusual and carries more of a plot than the

average short subject. The cast is good and there is just

enough slapstick to brighten it. ... A good fast comedy and
will fit well in any program.

—

Trade Review.

BOBBY VERNON
In

"Reno or Bust"
The bill at the Metropolitan is exceptionally well bal-

anced ; the Christie comedy is very well done and worthy of
praise, for it is built on a story. Variety is the spice of the

whole program, which you should enjoy.

—

L. A. Daily News.

NEAL BURNS
in

"Dandy Lions'
... so well handled as to keep the interest highly

sustained all the way at all times and bring plenty of laughs

besides. This is one short subject that certainly can be
advertised and exploited easily.

—

Film Daily.

3 **>
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Occasionally a short subject will

be given prominent space in the ad-
vertising and lobby display by Mr.
Dolle of the Alamo, Louisville; Mr.
I. Libson of Cincinnati, Columbus
and Dayton, and Mr. Fred Meyer of

the Palace Theater, Hamilton.
For instance, pictures of the Ken-

tucky Derby and the Championship
Race of Zev and In Memoriam last

year, were advertised exceptionally
by these exhibitors and Mr. Dolle
just recently played the Will Rogers
two-reel comedy "TWO WAGONS,
BOTH COVERED," as part of a

double feature bill, devoting as much
space to advertising the comedy as
he did to the feature.—S. C. JAC-
QUES, Cincinnati Manager, Pathe

We have found that there are very
few theatres with the exception of
our first-run account which are using
any novelty one-reelers with their
program. By novelty one-reelers we
mean such releases as Pictorial Re-
views, Sport Lights, Scenics and
Cartoons. Ninety per cent of the
exhibitors are still of the opinion that
all one and two-reelers are merely
fillers and do not warrant their ser-
ious consideration in advising the
public.

A great complaint against short
reels among the exhibitors at the
present time, and their reason for
not giving them more consideration
is the fact that for the past year most
of the features have been from one to
three reels longer than the regular
features of two years ago, and it is

impossible to play over a certain
number of reels on their programs in
order to maintain their schedule.
The average length feature which
they would like to play is six or
seven reels. At no time should they
be over seven reels in length.
You will find that the comedies are

always booked with each show, but
very little attention is given in any
of their advertising or at the front
of the theatres to let the public
know what they are playing.—J. S.

JOSSY, Progress Pictures, Cleve-
land.

OKLAHOMA
Our experience has bee nthat the

large majority of exhibitors in this
territory are not alive to the possi-
bilities and reward of properly ex-
ploiting their short subjects. The
only advertising which is usually done
is to merely mention in their news-
paper or program Ads., "Added a
Comedy" or "Good Comedy today".
This is done in spite of the fact that
they all admit the value of good Short
Subjects to their program and box
office. We do not know how to ac-
count for this condition, for in the
case of our Company, an extensive
line of good advertising materials is

carried, which makes it easily pos-
sible for them to get the most out of
it.

If exhibitors would advertise in the
same proportion as the footage of the
reels they run, much more space
would be given to Short Subjects,
and if their advertising was based on
the merits of the various pictures
constituting the program, there is no
doubt that there would be a large

increase in the advertising space de-

voted to the Short Subject.

Regret to say that we do not know
of any exhibitor in the territory who
consistently advertises his program
on the above basis.—N. P. EBER-
LEY, Oklahoma City Manager, Edu-
cational.

PENNSYLVANIA
An important exchange man

writes: "Most first run programs in

Pittsburgh consist of a feature, com-
edy and news. None have featured
shorts over the feature or have played
a complete short subject program.
"Rowland & Clark Theaters, the

biggest chain in Pittsburgh very sel-

dom advertise in the newspapers the
brand or title of comedy playing.
T n fact, no mention is made of the
short subjects. There are several
brands of two-reel comedies that

have box office value and if adver-
tised would increase theater attend-
ance. Just why they do not adver-
tise comedies and short subjects has
never been satisfactorily explained.
"The Million-Dollar Grand devotes

\ corner space in its Sunday adver-
isement to the comedy, giving name
if star and title; also line space to

'he News and Topics."

We find that the exhibitors in this

territory cater towards good short
subjects. They are more anxious to
play, five, six or seven reel features
and add short subjects, than they are
to play a feature of ten or twelve
reels.

We think that the public in this

territory are very anxious to see good
short subjects. We believe that the
price we get for short subjects dis-

courages the exhibitor in making
them. We think that the exhibitor
should give serious consideration to

his surrounding bill—try to increase
the price he is paying for them.
De Luxe has taken quite a number

of very good short subject series,

which we purchased at a fair price
and which we are able to sell at a

price attractive to the exhibitor, but we
do not think that the producer would
be able to continue to make short
subjects profitable to himself at the
price he is securing for the entire

United States and foreign countries
OSCAR NEUFELD,
De Luxe Film Co., Inc.

The Olympic, Pittsburgh, adver-
tises the complete program, naming
all shorts by their proper trade name
i.e. Pathe Review, International
News, star, title, brand and name of

comedy, and devotes about one-third
of the ad space to the shorts. Loew's
Aldine also mentions the comedy
name and various other shorts in its

Sundays ads.

Louis Sidnev, Loew's Aldine, put
on the "NATIONAL RASH," Grant-
land Rice's Sportlight for which he
gave a stage setting, consisting of a

club house, miniature greens, etc.

—

B. M. MORAN, Pittsburgh Man-
ager, Pathe.

TEXAS
Southern Enterprises, who operate

the Palace in Dallas, use the short

subjects on a'l programs to their best

advantage.

"Regardless of what length feature

they have, they always run their com-
plete short subject program. Right
after the prologue they open up with
the Pathe News reel, follow it with
Pathe Review. In the event they
have any other special one or two-
reel subject booked as they generally

do from one week to another, this

subject follows the Review. ' After
this the feature is flashed on the

screen, and the program winds up
with a one or two-reel comedy.
"To my way of thinking this is

the best way to balance the program,
for as a rule features that are of the

melo, or society drama type that have
a plot that keeps the audience in-

tensely interested, holds them prac-
tically under a strain. By running
the comedy after the feature is com-
pleted, it gives them a chance to
relax, so to speak, and sends people
out in a cheerful mood.
"To my way of thinking the Palace

in Dallas has one of the best balanced
programs for a straight motion pic-

ture show in this part of the country.
"The Majestic, Dallas, which is

operated by the Interstate Amuse-
ment Co., also has a well balanced
program, but on account of running
vaudeville, their arrangement is a
little different. They open with Topics
of the Day, which gets the audience
in a cheerful mood at the start, come
back with Aesop's Fables, following
with the vaudeville. They close their
show with the Pathe News. For a
vaudeville house. I do not know of
any better combination than these
three reels or three similar ones run
in this manner.
"Mr. Hoblitzelle is the owner of the

Majestic operating in Dallas, Ft.
Worth, Houston, and San Antonio,
and all these theaters have the same
method of exhibiting their short sub-
jects.

S. J. COUGHLIN,
Pathe Manager, Dallas.

Short subjects play a very im-
portant part in the programs of the
Phillip's Egypt, Fort Worth, C. A.
McGuire, Manager, states that he
considers the short subject most es-
sential to balance his program and
he uses the utmost care in his selec-
tion, in other words, quality short
subjects are selected with just as
much care and thought as the fea-
tures, which results in a perfectly
blended bill.

This exhibitor displays his short
subjects in the lobby, using cut-outs,
photographs, etc. He assumes that
the average patron is interested in

the short subjects, therefore he does
not fail to mention in his ads what
these subjects are. He states that
the short subject has many times in

the past saved the show from com-
plete failure.

I am happy to say many more ex-
hibitors in this territory have the
same thought along these lines.

F. A. TOMES,
Dallas Manager,

Educational.

two-reel western and a two-reel
edy and one-reel scenic.

In the past two years they
not been using the reel progra
extensively as before, for the r

that there have been a great
re-issue features put on the m:
and they were sold at about the
of a good two-reel western. Bi
two-reel western seems to be
in demand now than they have
for some time, and whenever a
reel western is in demand it is

to make up a short reel progrj i

We are releasing a serial of

reel western starring Leo Mali
and we have better success wi

than any serial we have even
with possibly the exception of d

two.—FRANK FAY, Southwt;
Film Corporation, Dallas.

In small towns they usually make
a short reel program of a two-ree!
serial, a two-reel western, or a one
or two-reel comedy, or they get a

TENNESSEE
We have in this territory a

number of very progressn °

ors who take advantage of ndvet

their short reels \nd would nutj

sider using a program with!
comedy, or some other kind of

reel.

The first run theaters in thi,

ritory using Pathe News alwaa
advantage of advertising tn
events and one theater keeps a!

sheet on the News in front I

theater at all times in a most
spicuous place.

Carey encloses a letter fron

F. Suzore of the Suzore, Met;

as indicating how one progress!'

hibitor in his territory employ
all-comedy program to distinc

vantage. The letter addresse
Carey from Suzore reads as fo'

"In regard to an all comedji
gram, I wish to say that Tu
night has been one of my off

so thought I would give the all

e-y program a trial, using a
Rogers, A Spat Family, a Stan ]

and a 2-reel Our Gang comedy,
ing an 8 reel program.

"I put up a banner with
Comedy Carnival, All Comedy;
gram on it and it must say that

very much surprised at the r

It broke all Tuesday night n
and my receipts were about 1/3
than usual on Tuesday.

"On the following Tuesday
on another all ocmedy progra
short notice with practically n

vertising and did better than th
Tuesday.

"I am going to make Tuesday*
all comedy night as the kids wil

come and they bring the old
with them."

A. J. CAR*
Memphis manager,

UTAH
George E. Carpenter of the

mount-Empress Salt Lake Cit

one exhibitor in this particular

tory who appreciates the dr

power and value of good shor
jects and always advertises his

show. He not only gives a

amount of space in his newspap
but the titles of each comedy is

on the marquis of the theater

given a prominent space almost!

to the feature.
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/penter believes in giving his

Ks a whole evening's entertain-

Oiand when one sees the crowds

h theater and waiting in line to

pickets there is little doubt that

' itrons are thoroughly sold and
liciate his ideas.

C. H. MESSENGER,
i [anager, Inter-Mountain Educ'l.

WASHINGTON
Specific example of a right and
'fe method was clearly demon-
id at one of the first run thea-

iiere.

["• exhibitor gave the writer to

Tstand that he regarded short

lets merely as a filler, something
fsorb time and add no drawing
I whatever.

["; writer then visited the exhibi-

ftheater during an evening per-

lince and noticed that when the

leel comedy was projected on
Icreen it was a signal for recess
fie orchestra. The organist took
Be musical theme. The exhibitor

Its seriously to lively music
>ers being played on the organ,
esult, a very sad number was

j rendered while a comedy was
;gling to obtain laughs from the

:nce. It was like trying to make
with wet wood.
le next morning the writer vis-

the exhibitor and brought the
er to his attention. Today the
dy subject enjoys the same
e on the program as the feature.

advertising space in the paper
vided into three equal parts. The
ure. the Music Score and the
ledy, an evolution in his former
edure.

le orchestra plays to the picture
they are just as careful now with
proper music score for the two-
comedy as they have been with
largest feature production por-
ed on the screen. A WASHING-
N EXCHANGE MANAGER.

xhibitors in this territory as a
; give very little space to

ir short subjects in newspapers,
boards, or other advertising med-
is, being content with a big flash

their feature and usually adding
he bottom of their advertisements:
vs reel comedy etc.

fetzger of the Rivoli, gave con-
irable prominence to a Will
jers comedy, 'Two Wagons—Both
rered' advertising this above his

ular feature attraction in the news-
ers and also posting block 24-
ets.

A New Idea
In the Tackett Theater, Cof-

feyyille, Kansas, they play a
serial along the lines of a cir-

cus playing a concert or wild-
west rodeo after the main event
is over.. All the people file out
of the theater and then return,
paying 5 or 10 cents to see one
episode of a serial. This ex-
hibitor has been playing serials
along this line for sometime and
has found this arrangement
very successful.

Frank Lacey of the Majestic

sometime ago utilized his 90 three-

sheet boards and posted this with
posters on the Harry Langdon com-
edy, 'Picking Peaches.'

The results at the box office in

both instances were very satisfactory

which proves that the public is in-

terested in good short subjects and
that they are worthy of space in the
exhibitors advertisements.

WISCONSIN
We find in the majority of in

stances that the exhibitors are begin-

ning to appreciate more and more
the value of building programs con-
sisting of a suitable number of select-

ed short subjects instead of the old

fashioned policy of just giving their

patrons a feature and a two-reel

comedy which seemed to be the

policy up to some time ago. So far

as our product is concerned, we have
found that in a good many of the

smaller towns where they have never
used single reel subjects outside of

comedies, it was necessary for us to

carry the various subjects which we
had to offer, under our arm, so to

speak, and screen the individual sub-
jects for each particular exhibitor. We
are happy to state that in the mapor-
ity of cases whenever we were in a

position to screen a novelty reel such
as we have described, it has enabled
us to not only sell the exhibitor the

product which we had to offer, but
they generally felt that we were doing
them a great favor by pointing out

to them where it was to their best
interest to give their patrons product
with as much variety and diversement
as possible.

Take the New Milwaukee, the fin-

est outskirt house in the city of which
George Fischer is manager. This
house under Fischer's direction is a

great success and Fischer attributes

the greater portion of the success of

the New Milwaukee to the fact that

he is continually building suitable

programs and always on the look-out

for novelties which he is in a position

to use. The patrons who frequent

Fischer's theater are always treated to

never less than two hours of enter-

tainment. Regardless of how great

the hold-out may be, and this hap-

pens very often, not one inch of the

film is cut from the original program

regardless of what same may be.

It seems as though exhibitors who
never used any great number of short

subjects outside of their regular rou-

tine, are sort of vying with Fischer

in an endeavor to build programs in

the same manner he does.

Of course, there are and always

will be a great number of exhibitors

who can not be impressed with the

value of using short subjects to any

great extent. So far as our territory is

concerned, we believe this number is

very few and far between.

MAX STAHL,
MilKvaukee Manager, Educational.

Clever Advertising Brought Results
An example of clever advertising which brought capacity au-

diences to each performance was furnished by the Miller, Wichita,
Kas., which was playing Will Rogers' "Two Wagons, Both Cov-
ered," in conjunction with DeMille's "Icebound."

Throwaways were distributed in which "Icebound" was only
mentioned once in a streamer across the paper, while the rest of

the paper was devoted to a description of the 2-reel comedy in

unique wording which immediately intrigued attention.

At the top of the throwaway was
a bold headline "A GIGANTIC
PRESENTATION OF THE HIS-
TORY-MAKING, HEART
BREAKING EFFORT TO WIN
THE WEST FROM FEROCIOUS
JACK RABBITS, AND SAVE
CALIFORNIA TOURISTS FROM
REAL ESTATE AGENTS." Im-
mediately underneath this headline

was a cartoon showing Will Rogers

with a gun in one hand and a whip
in the other straddling two covered

wagons. t

On the other side of the paper an-

other headine appeared "SEE THE
WILD 'ESCROW INDIANS—
SAVAGE REAL ESTATE
AGENTS OF LOS ANGELES-
SEE THE HARDY "HARD" AND
HARDUP PIONEERS, SEE
WILL BUNIAN THE SHEIK OF
THE TRIAL. SEE JIM BADGER
THE BEST SCOUT THAT EVER
IGNORED A SAFETY RAZOR."
Underneath this "head" was a "still"

from the comedy with two columns

of clever descriptive matter on both

sides.

Among other sentences appeared

the following: "SEE * * *—the pi-

oneers cross Nebraska seven years

before the birth of Bryan and twenty-

one years before he started to run for

president. * * * Six quarts of mucilage

up on his face. * * * Two thousand

and forty-six and a half feet of film

were used to produce this picture

which is only 2,000 feet long.

The 46j4 feet were lost because

someone moved when the picture was
taken.

Thirty-nine girls of the cast had to

be supplied with wigs—the other one

waited until the picture was finished

befor ebobbing her hair. * * * Four-

teen packages of safety pins were
used to hold the covers on the

wagons.

Two Saxophones—one was de-

stroyed by Will Rogers when he

heard an "extra'' playing "Yes, We
Have No Bananas."

One pint of gas, three quarts of oil,

and forty gallons of water was used

in the Ford used to haul the "extras."

Business Slumps
When Short Subjects Are Not Ad-

vertised or Are Cut Off the
Program

An interesting experience is related

by Joe Brandt of C. B. C, which oc-
curred during one of his recent trips

over the country and points out very
effectively the attitude which exhibit-

ors throughout the country are tak-

ing on the short stuff.

In talking to one of the exhibitors

in a middle west city a comment was
made that he could not understand
why the patronage of the men folks

in his towns had dropped off so con-
siderably and when Brandt analyzed
his program, the reason was very ap-
parent.

The exhibitor had bulit up a show
consisting of a feature, an overture
and a weekly and was satisfied that

he had given his public their money's
worth considering the fact that he
was running an eight reel feature

the night in question. A great many
of the men who accompany women
to the theater openly expressed their

opinion that they were not interest-

ed in the picture and since there was
no billing showing that there was a

comedy or some other short subject

that would interest them, they were
going to spend their time at the

pool room or at .the vaudeville show
and call for the women after the pic-

ture was over.

Exhibitors have gotten to a
point where they consider the
short stuff only as a filler and
in doing this this they have tak-
en from their program the one
thing that made it possible for
any person who went into the
theater to see something that

would interest them.
This indifferent attitude on the part

of the exhibitors has resulted in the

elimination of a great many producers
of short stuff and the indications are

that unless the exhibitors will pay
more attention to their short sub-
jects and pay a reasonable price for

this kind of service, the field will very
soon be restricted to possibly one or
two concerns who will manufacture
this kind of product; and those ex-
hibitors who are still live enough
showmen to know that they must
have a diversified program will have
to foot the bill. While the blame is

not entirely on the shoulders of the
exhibitor, because of the fact that

some of the producers have made
eight reel features, which makes the
program rather lengthy if he uses
a weekly and comedy, nevertheless,
if the exhibitors were to assert them-
selves effectively enough, the pro-
ducers would bring their features
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THE LIFE OF THE K^l A FEATURE IN
program *lmmr one reel

FELIX
EVERYWHERE—NORTH, EAST, SOUTH AND WEST YOU WILL

SEE FELIX IN THE BEST THEATRES. I AM HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE
THE IMMEDIATE RELEASE OF A NEW SERIES OF 24 SUBJECTS.
TERRITORIAL ALLOTMENTS ARE BEING GRANTED. CORRES-
PONDENCE IS INVITED.

FELIX IS A PROVEN FIRST RUN SUBJECT AND IS A CREDIT
TO THE FINEST EXCHANGE AND THEATRE.

ANNOUNCING
A NEW SERIES OF 13

ALICE COMEDIES
KID COMEDIES WITH CARTOONS CO-ORDINATED INTO THE

ACTION
A DISTINCT NOVELTY

M. J. WINKLER
220 West 42nd Street, - - New York
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ai to normal length and make it

fble for the exhibitors to use

Igh short stuff to give the sort

pitertainment that is necessary to

(est both the men and women
I not excluding the children.

lie motion picture business was

jnally built up on the diversified

fcram plan and if we are going to

jiway from it, it is very evident

ipatronage at the box office must

prtionately suffer.

Short Subjects
By Charles F. Hynes

Editor, Greater Amusements

3X Office Builders
Possibilities of The Short Length
Feature For The Wise

Showman
By J. R. Bray

im going to preface my com-

s with a prediction. The predic-

-and I make it without qualifi-

i or reservation—is this: There

ng to be—in fact there are many
nces. that it has already begun

—

rked increase in interest among
ore progressive exhibitors every-

e in the short length attractions

leir programs during the coming
aer.

iny exhibitors who hitherto have

more or less indifferent to the

of entertainment they have pro-

their patrons in the shorter

cts on their bill, are going to

this part of their program vastly

consideration.

.ey will do this because the big

feature, whether cartoon, com-
3T scenic, or all three combined,

a special appeal of its own for

hot weather audience and one

h can be made to equal and often

seel the drawing power of the

iple reel feature, if adequately

rtised and exploited.

is means; of course, that the ex-

Dr must use care and showman-
in selecting Jhe subjects for his

length program, just as he does
oosing his main attraction, for I

ot profess to maintain that all

subjects will prove box office

ers, any more than all big fea-

will.

ere is now such an increasing

ty of good short length attrac-

to select from, however, that

sure no exhibitor who takes

)ary care will have any difficulty

curing subjects that will please

latrons and increase his box of-

ecipts, especially if he gives them
ft of the consideration he gives

arger feature.

cent reports from exhibitors in

ly different sections indicate that

y theaters this summer are plan-

to set aside one or two days
week on which they are going

low a program exclusively made
I short features.

ley are also going to build up
part of their program on other
of the week with greater care
formerly, and many state that
intend to call increased atten-

to this part of their bill in their

y, program, screen or newspaper
rtising.

le reasons that they give for do-
his are twofold. One is that they
gnize the growing interest among
' patrons for the better type of
t length picture and the fact that

The short subject is coming into

its own. This great and vital factor

of motion picture theater operation

is coming to be recognized for what

it is to the immense benefit of the

motion picture industry and to the

pocketbook of the individual exhibit-

or.

There is no exhibitor who boasts

ability as a showman, who denies the

value of the short subject. As a

showman, he knows that people come
to his theater for entertainment—the

chief and predominant feature of

which is diversity. He knows, top,

that it is bad business to "put all his

eggs in one basket," so to speak, tak-

ing a chance that the feature will sat-

isfy all of his patrons.

There is a wide and varying pref-

erence on the various types of pic-

tures. What suits one person will not

suit another, and it is upon appreci-

ation of this factor that the short

subject is rising to new heights, as

an essential part of every program.
The short subject with its educa-

tional force has been of invaluable

assistance in counteracting adverse
criticism leveled at motion pictures

generally.

The short subject, of course, is

being handicapped greatly by over-

long features. Because features are

so long, exhibitors are forced to dis-

pense with most, and sometimes, all

of their short subjects. This is par-

ticularly true in the rural districts,

where patrons, coming a considerable
distance to see the show, make the

element of time an important and of-

ten the deciding factor in their at-

tendance at the show.
In this connection, a recent instance

in this territory is worthy of particular

note. Crockett Brown, Unique theater,

Nashwauk, Minnesota, a strong de-

votee of short subjects, was having
considerable difficulty in using the

short subject specialties he had select-

ed with great care. This was due to

his inability to obtain features of

reasonable lengths. Accordingly, he
inserted a paid advertisement in

Greater Amusements, stating he was
in the market for good, snappy fea-

tures, refusing to consider any over
six reels. This shows to what lengths
exhibitors are willing to go to make it

possible for them to give the proper
attention to the short subject end of

their program. While some exchange
managers thought him crazy, the idea
was successful, and he got the 40 or
50 short length features he was after.

The instance cited demonstrates
that the excessive-length padded pic-

ture's death knell already has been
sounded, bv the aroused demand of

exhibitors for short length features.

The conditions caused by the exces-

sive-length picture is a temporary one,

due to the trend of the times and is

the fault of producer, distributor and

exhibitor. It will be righted in a

slow, but nevertheless sure process.

Its righting is inevitable because pad-

ding is directly contrary to and vio-

lates a basic rule of entertainment.

The future of the short subject is

concerned only with the speed with

which this righting is brought about.

What the short subject should be

concerned with is in how to get its

message to exhibitors. There would
be a much wider use of short sub-

jects, if the exhibitor knew about the

great number of quality short subjects

on the market.

The exhibitor is interested in short

subjects, and if he is not giving them
a fair break, it's because he doesn't

feel they have it coming. So far as

the Northwest is concerned, exhibit-

ors are showing their appreciation of

the importance of short subjects,

through the Exhibitors Reports. In

Greater Amusements alone, short sub-

ject reports have increased tenfold

within the last year, and are continu-

ing to increase. Other publications

printing reports also appear to have
noted an increase.

Short subjects have a lot of mis-

sionary work to do. Exhibitors, while

noting the effect of short subjects on
their audiences, still regard short sub-
jects as fillers, paying for them ac-

cordingly, in many instances.

That is because sufficient stress has

not been placed on the individual

short subject, and instead are being
grouped together under the one gen-
eral classification, and are so consid-

ered by the exhibitor.

The trouble with the short subject

is that it hasn't "stepped out" and de-

manded the attention which is its due.

Instead, it has sought recognition

apologetically, trailing along after the

feature meek and submissive, content
with the few favors and scant recog-
nition accorded it.

The short subject has nothing to be
ashamed of, in fact the tremendous
strides it has made, may well be en-

vied by the feature. The short sub-
ject is carrying a heavy burden, as it

is assuming the task of pleasing pa-

trons who do not like the feature.

The short subject is coming into its

own in the northwest, but much re-

mains to be done in the campaign of

necessary education, which must be
waged to sell the exhibitor propcly
und thoroughly on the idea o* the

short subject.

they believe it to be ideal for summer
entertainment. The other is that

:

many exhibitors are convinced that

there is going to be a decided let-

down in quality in a majority of the
multiple-reel pictures released this

summer and so are turning to the
shorter subjects to strengthen their

program and hold their oatronage.

Wisdom
The best motion picture

in the world is worth no-
thing on the she f. The
man who made it must
sell it to someone.—Hal
Roach.
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Box Office Values of

Short Reel Program
Commenting on the all short sub-

ject program idea the Newark (N. J.)

News says editorially. "A sort of

vaudeville of the screen, that type of

short subject program might well be

worth a trial in the small centrally

located theater. Not since the days
when the two-reelers marked the

limit of celluloid enterprises has a

local playhouse been devoted exclu-

sively to the exhibition of short sub-

jects. And yet such a program has

its advantages over the program
dominated by the 'special.'

"In the first place the smaller

films now on the market in an assort-

ment of the same length as the fea-

tured photo-play, are available at a

much cheaper rental figure—so much
so as to permit a box-office rate of

from fifteen to thirty cents in the

class of playhouse now showing the
usual bill. Such a program would
please and attract many who find in

the news reel and its companions
their keenest enjoyment in filmed en-
tertainment. The necessity of arriv-

ing at a theater at the beginning of a
featured picture or sitting through it

twice would be eliminated. Greater
variety would of course, prevail, and
the short subject, so fruitful in its

possibilities, probably would be en-
couraged and improved."

Short Subject "Saved The Show"
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—A well chosen short
subject "saved the show" for an ex-
hibitor as evidenced by the newspaper
review of the program of Clune's
Broadway, wherein the reviewer in

the Los Angeles Illustrated News, af-

ter declaring the feature attraction
"painful and boresome" states that the
Christie Comedy "Stay Single" witli

Dorothy Devore, "is worth more than
than the price of admission."

New Idea In Historical 2 Reelers
Historical Pictures Inc., has started

work on a new idea in 2-reelers. Be-
ginning with the "History of Nassau
County" the company, John J. Liv-
ingston, president, will start produc-
tion on 485 stories dealing with the
history of this country and with im-
portant events in the history of other
countries.

Particular attention will be paid to
pictures dealing with the history of
ancient Greece and Asia. In produc-
ing these films miniature sets will be
used to reproduce naval battles and
dramatic events which have influ-
enced the course of the world.
The films are intended to be chiefly

educational, but Livingston is plan-
ning to make them sufficiently inter-
esting to have entertainment value.

"Phonofilms" Proving Attractive
By W. E. Waddell, DeForest

Phonofilm
Notwithstanding the fact that it

is simply a strip of ordinary motion
picture film it has the uncanny power
of reproducing any "act" or "number"
one may see performed by living
actors; every word, every musical
note, and every audible sound being
faithfully_ produced with infallible
synchronism.
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Short addresses by famous people

are being produced from time to time

by people who could not otherwise

be seen or heard. For instance the

Rivoli, New York, recently had

Chauncey Depew as the star attrac-

tion. Any exhibitor will realize that

such an offering will bring into his

horse a multitude of people who are

not regular patrons.

Senator Depew was 90 on April 23,

and in his Phonofilm production he

discussed "birthdays" with the dry

humor for which he is famous.

Good Showmanship
Means That On Every Program

Short Reels Must Play
Important Part

By G. Ralph Branton, Minneapolis

Sales Manager, Educational.

Showmanship in the motion pic-

ture husiness is not based alon e on

the money that can be dragged into

the box office through the exploita-

tion of any particular feature. From
the exploitation man's angle this is

all that is necessary. However, it

would be well for exhibitors to stop

and consider showmanship not from
one, two, three days, or a week's

angle, but from a 365 day standpoint,

and to do that it is very necessary

to take into consideration the whole
show. You can sell your patrons the

idea that every show in your theater

is a complete and good program.

You will have a better and a more
substantial business than if you build

your business around a certain fea-

ture and go out and get all the
money your town or community af-

fords, and the rest of the week or
month may suffer.

Short subjects have a great deal to

do with such showmanship and the
building of a permanent business for

any theater. This has been proven
in many cases. In the Northwest
territory the firm of Hay & Nicholas
of Fairmont, Minnesota, stands out
in relief against the exhibitors who
are prone to give proper attention

and thought to the short subjects on
their program. This firm uses fifty

per cent of advertising in newspaper
space to the short subjects on their

programs. According to their state-

ment, in every program that they
run, as much care and consideration
are given to the short subjects as

to the features. Every program con-
tains certain adaptable short features

that they feel will make better their

feature and to complete a whole
evening's entertainment. They use
their billboard space, not in the same
proportion, but plenty of billboard

space is given to the fact that always
comedies, news reels, and novelties
can be seen at the Strand.

The result has been a steady, good
business in a territory that has been
down to the lowest ebb, so far as

exhibitors' profits were concerned.
This firm has at all times main-
tained a steady average of business
which can only be due to their sell-

ing argument of a good evening's
entertainment and of not overselling
any single feature production.

1 also cite the case of V. B. Val-
leau, recently of Albert Lea, who was
one of the most successful exhibitors
of this territory and who claims that
ninety per cent of his success was
due to the fact that not one single

picture was ever shown in his theater
without a good two-reel comedy to

accompany it. Valleau's statement
is as follows: "Personal observa-
tion has taught me to believe that

while most people may come to your

theater because such-and-such a pic-

ture is on, a two-reel comedy in the

theater at all times, is the greatest

asset one could have. It means that

if a feature does not come up to the

expectation of your patrons the two-

reel comedy is a great relief, or if

the feature meets their every antici-

pation, the two-reel comedy only adds

to their enjoyment, and I believe if

all exhibitors would disregard the

length of features and insist a two-

reel comedy play the theater at every

showing, the ups and downs of the

exhibitor's business would be less."

Valleau's success as a showman is

unquestioned. He is known through-

out this territory as one of the keen-

est judges of pictures and running

some of the best managed theaters

in the Northwest.

HERBERT MDAWLEY
SHOBT SUBJECTS
IN SILHOUETTE-
COMEDIES -NOVELTIES-
HOLIDAY LEADERS-
EDUCATIONAL AND
INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS-

STUDIO CHATHAM N- J-

Liberty Gives Short Reel 1

(Special to THE FILM DAI
Sedalia, Mo.—The Liberty

augurate a' novelty program
Saturday and Sunday show,
ing entirely of comedy and

|

subjects, all in short subject

The initial program will

largely of comedy, but the

item on the bill will be one
"Secrets of Life" series, "Tl
released through Educational.

Editor Wants Short Reel 1

(Special to THE FILM DAI,

Baltimore, Md.—The Eve
has endorsed the idea of an
subject theater.

"It seems to us," writes "Q.
the motion picture editor,

theater like this would prove
mine, not only in Baltimore 1

where. The people who likj

subjects would prove faithful 1

to such a theater. The best c

and news weeklies could ah
found there. There would be 1

of course. The orchestra shoi

all the time and not turn o
comedy to the organ, as is

most eveo'where these days.
the short subjects all corr;

this house, the other theater
show their feature pictures
thing else. We would certai.j

to see someone build just
theater in Baltimore. What
think of it?"

"Plastigrams" In Psychology
Dos Moines, la.—Local

gists have been attracted by
grams", Educational's third

sion film as a basis for experii;

psychological reactions.
Dr. Sylvester, of Drake Ur

has had his classes view thii

at the Des Moines, and the
will prepare analyses of th
reactions and the reactions
on the part of the spectators.

Rowland and Clark have p
a book on "Plastigrams" enti

"Third Dimensional Movie'
!

Small Town, But

—

George W. Petengill runs tl

Schoo 1 movies in St. Pet<

Florida. But this did not st

from trying out a "comedy ci

and he reports it went over
ran a Pathe program.

The Balanced Proj
News Reel, Comedy, Scenic 1

Necessary To Maintain P
Psychology

By "Billy" Brandt, Pres
N. Y. M. P. T. O.

The short subject on a pro)

ata absolute necessity, for it

by showing short subjects
proper program can be built t

the diveristy so necessary m
arrangement of a good progr
tained.

The popularity of the motii:

ture entertainment has been bi

on the fact that the audieni;

sees a new weekly which is i

tional, a comedy which is en
ing. a bit of educational or
and then the play of the evenir
feature picture.
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program is so constructed that

climax of the snow is the feature

and when the footage of a

'.action is so long that it becomes

. ssary to eliminate the shorter

lects and show the feature im-

'^iately, a great deal of the psy-

lejogy of the motion picture presen-

«4n is eliminated and lost.

|ne thing is certain. If a special

were made of big productions

eliminating all the shorter sub-

\, the public would rebel and re-

such a program. For one thing,

Inews weekly is an absolute essen-

today in every program.

ijj'he late war did more than any-

[g else to create this demand, for

l( 'public were greatly interested in

:| it this country was doing in de-

li
jping its resources in the army and

ill y, and they have been educated

!
expect it now at every perform-

jj,
and are greatly disappointed

ill they do not see,n it as part of

program.

be exhibitors do not want produc-

s beyond eight reels in length

he extreme, and why the pro-

ers go to the extra expense in

asing subjects of greater length

bmething that is beyond me.

or a nicely balanced program,

ft subjects are an absolute essen-

Putting Over the

Chronicles

Lmong the important innovations

the short subject field during the

year has been the "Chronicles

America" series, produced by the

le University Press and distributed

Pathe.

n some respects the Yale Univer-

/ Press enterprise is unique in the

fory of the motion picture indus-

I In the first place, here, for the

t time in the career of the screen

educational institution of world-

ie prominence becomes identified,

ough the intermediary of one of

auxiliary bureaus, with the produc-

i of a series of motion pictures

de expressly for regular theatrical

ertainment.

I description of the campaigns con-

ted in Jersey City and Seattle on
)lumbus" will serve to indicate

v exhibitors are handling these re-

ses. The showing at the Fulton,

sey City, was preceded by a cam-
jn addressed to the local news-
er editors; school superintendents

principals; teachers; clergy; heads
:ivic, fraternal, welfare, and busi-

5 organizations; municipal offici-

and citizens prominent in the

's professional activities. Letters

hese individuals apprised them of

nature of the Yale University

ss enterprise and the showing at

Fulton. Invitations were also en-

ed with tickets of admission to a

ate screening staged on the Satur-

preceding the regular run. The
ionse was tremendous. Editors,

gymen, educators, and organiza-
heads vied in lending their sup-

I In several instances, ministers

went to the extent of voicing their

personal endorsement from their re-

spective pulpits on the Sunday pre-

ceding the regular opening. In ad-

dition, the Fulton ran special chil-

dren's matinees at a ten-cent admis-
sion price and tied up the local mer-
chants and the Jersey Journal on an
essay-writing contest for elementary
and high school pupils in the city.

In Seattle, Mayor Edwin J. Brown,
following a private showing of "Co-
lumbus" issued in advance of the

regular showing through the columns
of the local press an official proclama
tion, calling attention to the new
screen series and the forthcoming
presentation at the Liberty. For an
essay-contest idea the Liberty substi-

tuted a poster contest, which also re-

ceived liberal space in the local dailies

This contest was declared open to
three separate grades—university or
college students, high-school students,

and elementary school children, with
prizes for the winners in each class

One drawing was submitted by each
contestant dealing with any phase
of the "Columbus" subject. The jury
of award was made up of representa-
tive citizens, and in addition the Lib-
erty tied up the Seattle Society of
Fine Arts, the Cornish School of Art,
the Federated Clubs of Seattle, and
the Parent-Teachers' Association on
the contest.

"The Neglected Short
Subject"

(Reproduced by permission of The
Moving Picture World, issue of

April 19)

"* * * The management of the
Grand Central readily admitted that
the length of the feature governs the
number and class of short subjects
put on its screens, and that it was
only when an exceptionally good com-
edy was obtained that it was given
more than passing attention.

"A good comedy on the same bill

with a poor feature will not save the
show," one of the officials of the
theater stated. "However, if we have
a good feature our patrons will not
complain if the comedy, news or
other shorts are somewhat below the
usual Grand Central standard."

The Missouri also guides itself by
the length and quality of the feature
in preparing its screen program al-
though Herschel Stuart, in picking
the news items, etc., for the Missouri
Magazine, uses the utmost care to
hold them up to the Missouri stand-
ard. He also is very critical about
his comedies and other short films,
and on some occasions has exploited
them somewhat. He has also tied
up his short pictures with outside
interests, such as women's clubs, etc.,
and at different times has held radio
expositions and similar events in the
spacious lobby of the Missouri, tying
them up with one of the short sub-
jects on his bill.

Musical Comedy Atmosphere
But St. Louis has a musical comedy

atmosphere it seems. One of the chief
accomplishments of the present city
administration being the quality of

ARTCRAFT PICTURES Inc.

Presents

ICK'RY CORNER COMEDIES
»- b, HAMILTON SMITH

A series of 12 two reel subjects typifying

rural life.

Featuring

EDDIE SCANLON
Latest comedy find of D. W. Griffith

and

WINIFRED SACHVILLE STONER
(Countess De Bruche) who played op-

posite Jack Holt in (The Tiger's Claw)

Supported by an all star cast including

GUS ALEXANDER
MARGIE EVANS

J. E. POOLE
JUNE ALEE

Now in production at South Schroon

Lake, Adirondack Mts.

Method of distribution to be announced

later.

ARTCRAfT PICTURES Inc.

145 West 45th Street

Suite 211

New York City
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the comic operas put on every Sum-
mer in the Open Air Theater in For-

est Park, and a manager of a first-

run picture house in St. Louis to be

successful apparently has to keep that

fact in mind.
Take Fred L. Cornwell of the Del-

monte, the largest one-floor motion
picture theater in the world, for in-

stance. He swung a master stroke

several months ago when he pur-

chased the St. Louis and St. Louis
County film rights to Metro's entire

year program over a two-year period,

but nevertheless, jazz and girls usual-

ly obtained most generous treatment

in the advertising of that wonderful
film house.

So experienced a showman as Will-

iam Goldman, owner-manager of the

Kings Theater, gives scant space to

short films in exploiting his shows.
And he is no saver of advertising

space. His newspaper ads are well

arranged and the exploitation stunts

he has pulled to put over big features

has set new marks for his brother ex-

hibitors to shoot at. Yet it is rare

indeed that the Kings Theater ads

tell what the title is of the comedy
and other shorts on the week's pro-

gram.
Harry Greenman of the William

Fox Liberty gives bare mention to

his comedy unless it is exceptionally

well known and good.
The same general condition exists

throughout the city. From one end
of St. Louis to the other the feature

picture is the thing thought of.

Little Attention at Neighborhoods
Your correspondent asked Dave

Nelson, of the Webster, a substantial

and successful neighborhood house
in a section the writer thought would
desire comedy and other shorts of a

snappy sort, what he did to exploit

his comedy offerings. He seemed sur-

prised at the question, then admitted
that he gave little attention to them,
concentrating his exploitation and ad-

vertising campaigns on the feature

pictures.

Charley Vollmer, veteran mana-
ger of the Mid-Way, made the same
confession: that he picked his feature

-length films first and then worked
out his program from the basis. He
said that very few, if any, of the ex-

hibitors in St. Louis ever put on an
entirely short-subject program. In-

stead, double-feature bi'ls are the

thing resorted to by the smaller

houses to get larger crowds.
A tour of the city covering all sec-

tions and an inspection of the lobby
displays, posters and other advertis-

ing put out by theaters revealed the

same characteristics everywhere

—

domination of the feature picture.

DALLAS
Without short reel subjects, one

Dallas exhibitor would close his thea-
ter. That statement is outstanding
among all the ideas and information
gleaned from a trip along Movie Row
in Dallas. It was Si Charinsky speak-
ing. .

Short subject units have prominent
places on the programs of every first-

run house in Dallas. They likewise

prove to be virtual lifesavers for the
smaller houses. In isolated instances
short subjects have been exploited

ahead of the longer features with
which they are run. For example,
when the Palace secured for first run
the new third dimension P'astigrams.
the Dallas Dispatch carried a column
and a half that started smack on
page 1.

In that particular instance, the

Plastigram picture was run in con-
junction with "Scaramouche," Metro's
masterpiece. For a one-reel subject

to be exploited by a remarkable news-
paper above a production like "Scara-
mouche" was altogether unusual.

Opinions on short reel subjects, like

opinions on any other subject, vary.

On the other hand, three of the 'arg-

est Dallas houses the Palace, Melba
and Capitol, all invariably open shows
with a newsreel and send them out
laughing with a comedy.

P. G. Cameron ,of the Melba, looks
upon the short reel subject like this:

It is like advertising: you don't

know what good it does you but you
can't do without it. It completes a

program and rests the audience's
mind from the intricacies of a longer
feature.

Against strenuous competition, na-
turally, Mr. Cameron believes that an
all-short-subject program never is ad-
visable. While this exhibitor does
not give the briefer unit the same po-
sition as a feature, nevertheless, the
shorter subjects are well advertised
on his programs.

Cameron seizes every opportunity
to tie up with clubs and civic organi-
zations when he has short subjects
booked affecting their particular
sphere of activity. In fact, the owner
of the Melba is more or less of a

pioneer along his line, incorporating
the parent-teacher and like organiza-
tions.

Shorts Permanent Institution

Jean Finley, manager of the Palace
and Old Mill, regards the short reel

as a permanent institution. Adver-
tising done by these two theaters
stresses not so much the feature as

the show itself, the atmosphere and
the music. Naturally, under these
conditions, the short subject must be
of paramount importance.

"No, the all-short-subject program
is not a success in this city However,
the plan can be carried out very suc-
cessfully in other communities. We
tried this out and know. The last

a'1-short-subject program that we put
on was more or less of a failure, yet
every subject in that briefer unit pro-
gram had a star. It simply goes to

prove that the more stars you cram
into a picture, the punker that pic-

ture is going to be. One should con-
centrate."

"We figure that shorter reels should
get from one-fourth to one-third the

amount of advertising that we do
on the feature. We play up the short

reel in electrics when it is a "name'
picture; when it has a star, for in-

stance , like Lloyd Hamilton, Will
Rogers, or when it is a Sennett com-
edy.

"This week part of our Internation-

al news reel shows physical-culture

training in Eng'and. We tied this up
very nicely with the local high
schools. Some time ago one of our

news reels gave a pictorial treatise on
careless driving. This came at a
time when the newspapers were play-
ing up the large number of accidents
resulting from careless driving on the
streets of Dallas, so it was an easy
matter to tie up with the Dallas Traf-
fic Club. Some time ago, too, when
we had a briefer unit showing some
jumping horses in Italy, we co oper
ated with a local troop of cavalry and
had some mighty good results, al-

though we never run advertising on
our screen. When we got hold of a

short strip showing the inside of the
dairy business, we commercialized it

with a tie-up with local dairymen, bin
at the same time mentioned no par-
ticular products on our screen.
"We bill the short subject very

prominently on our printed pro-
grams."

Short reels occupy the same posi-
tions on Si Charninsky's program at

the Capitol as they do on their first-

run programs in Dallas. Charninsky
agrees with his conferes that an all-

short-subject progrem is not practi-
cable for a house on Main Street. Mr.
Charninsky features shorter reels sec-
ond to the feature picture. He de-
clares that no program is complete
without the shorter subjects. He
stresses the fact, too, that in most
theaters over the country the briefer
units are shown to the accompani-
ment of an orchestra, whereas fre-
quently the feature is projected with
only an organ playing. This is as it

should be, he commented, for the rea-
son that folks get interested in the
continuity of a feature, whereas no-
body ever knew a comedy to have
anything approaching continuity.

When They D(
Laugh

By Mack Sennett

There are some things tl

public will not laugh at. 1

knows just why, but it is jus'

they will not.

One of these things at wh
public will not laugh is a S
pony. For some reason they
having a "Shelty" ridiculed. V
tried them in all kinds of co
but it is useless. They just v

laugh.

Spectators will laugh at an
kind of a horse in a comedy sit

they begin to snicker whenev
see a burro come on the scree

not a wee pony.

By the same token,, in the c

throwing days, I always notic
fans didn't like to see a girl in ;

lawn dress get hit with pies.

they didn't like to see youn
pie strewn anyhow.

Perhaps the oddest thing o:

that they resent any kind of del

on the screen except cross eyes
would have you if you made
a man with one leg lost; but c

eyes seem to be considered fair

The man in the top hat is

fire laugh. For some extraor
reason every one hates to let

with a top hat escape unscathed
want something done to him.
gine the reason for this is som
deeper than the mere fact thai

hat looks funny falling off. Af
the supreme joke of life is t

of dignity. And the top hat
final symbol of dignity.

NEW BEDFORD, MASS
The short subject program pre-

sents this problem to exhibitors-
"Will the patron feel that he is get-
ting his money's worth?" So asserts
Reginald V. Tribe manager of the
Empire Theater. "Of course, there
are a lot of good short subjects," he
says, "but in my opinion it would take
a tremendously good program of well
diversified subjects, well arranged as
to running order, to make a success
of the short subject program from
the box office standpoint. It certainly
would have to be an experimental
proposition."

The same issue of the World car-
ried the following tabulation by R.
K. Russell of the Legion, Cushing,
Iowa:
Her Dangerous Path Pathe Serial ..

Bang Educational Comedy Good

Ouch Educational Comedy Fair

Short and Snappy Educational Comedy Fair

Crash EducationalComedy Fair

Sunless Sunday ..' Educational Comedy Good

Hurry Up Educational Comedy Fair

Battling Torchy Educational Comedy Good

Tea N. Tea Educational Comedy Good

Oh Buddy EducationalComedy Fair

The Greenhorn Educational Comedy Fair

No Parking Educational Comedy Fair

Our Gangs Pathe

Kinograms Educational .

Putting It Ove
HIGH LIGHTS OF NEW

LUSTRATED IN FILM
By LeRoy Bowman, Sec. and

Minneapolis — When Educ
released one of the "Plastigram
jects here they secured a full

story and layout of cuts whic
peared in the St. Paul "Daily I

1

of Sunday, April 6. The stor

illustrations were planned by
Ferris, manager of advertisin
publicity for Finkelstein &
The illustrations occupied a half

and with the story, gave a luc

planation of how the stereoscop
feet is secured. This helped
in getting the picture over.

R

.Fair Fair

Aven

Foor

Fair

Good

Good

Fair

Good!

Goodi

Good

Fair

Fair

Always consistently

Worth twice the m.

Pathe Playets Pathe Little hits of big

Fighting Blood, 1st Series.. F. B. O Different, a consistt
traction for us

Pathe Diversified entertai
and good to look

"That's all, there isn't any more."

Pathe Review
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/bout Hal Roach
fjarly Days—at $5 Per—With
;old Lloyd—Today the Most

aportant Producer of Short

Subjects

By Garrett Graham
takes two qualities for a man
ceed. To excel in one thing is

''

lough. He not only must be

) do something better than the

,! ;e, but he must market that

,
t's Hal Roach's outlook on the

ss world. Ten or twelve years

, e drifted down to California

.(
\laska, where he had been driv-

,' pg teams, 'and became a film

(|

y at Universal City where he

s first experience in pictures and
he met a youth named Lloyd,
ying to break into the game.
wo boys, barely out of their

," were glad to get work for $5

y clung together in adversity.

Harold Lloyd is a name for

:ors to conjure with and
oach is one of the most promi-
;ures among film producers.
started without a cent. He

ver had a dollar of outside capi-

first picture Roach made was
t comedy with some child ac-

Harold Lloyd played an unim-
t "bit."

first Roach was the author, the

sr, the business manager and
:ally everything else in his com-
In that first picture Lloyd

stood out so in his work that he
was the leading comedian from then

on. They experimented with differ-

ent characterizations and different

"make-ups" for their leading "comic."
Finally they hit on the character of

the well-dressed young man with the

tortoise shell glasses. It stuck and
became world-famous.

Roach began with Lloyd in one-
reel comedies. The product became
established and found a steady, de-

pendable market. When Lloyd was
advanced to two-reel comedies the

producer was not satisfied with one
unit. He started another one-
reel company. Theater owners be-
gan to recognize and remember the

name of Hal Roach on short come-
dies. It gradually became a hallmark
of excellence. As time went by and
he got more money to work with.

Roach started other units. He ac-
quired a tract of land, then compara-
tively cheap, at Culver City, and
started his present studios. All the
time he was putting back into the
business the money his pictures

brought from exhibitors.

The producer's really great success
came when he advanced Lloyd to

feature-length pictures. He was brin-g
ing a clean, new, refreshing brand
of comedy to the screen. One of the

first of these ran something like 11

weeks in Los Angeles, a thing then
unknown in film circles.

When Lloyd left the Roach fold to

produce his own pictures, Roach
lured Will Rogers back to the screen

from the New York stage.

Today the Roach studios with eight

producing companies is one of the

busiest in the industry. The secret

of it all from Roach's standpoint is

that he has never been afraid of new
ideas. He has made many experi-

ments with comedy subjects. Most
of them have been successful and
profitable. A few have failed to hit.

Several years ago Roach conceived
the idea of the "Our Gang" series

which have become the best sellers

in the two-reel comedy field. An-
other novelty that Roach developed
successfully the Dippy-Doo-Dad
comedies, made entirely with animals.

Key City Conditions
(Continued from Page 15)

tising short subjects. In addition to
newspaper and lobby displays, special
musical scores are prepared which
add greatly to the enjoyment of all

short subject showings.
Detroit: With possible exception

of one theater, not much attention is

given short subjects either in news-
paper or out front. By no means
what short subjects deserve. Noted
no improvement in this respect over
a year ago.

Buffalo: While it could give short

subjects more attention yet what is

now being done is a vast improve-
ment over a year ago.
Sooner or later every exhibitor,

large or small, is going to realize

what it means to advertise his short
subjects, at the box office. Nothing
more true was ever said, than "If it's

good enough to show on the screen
it's eond enough to advertise."

1-Reel Fairy Tales
Chatham, N. J.—Herbert M. Daw-

ley is working on a series of 8 one-
reel fairy tales in his marionette
studio here. The Dawley produc-
tions, which will be incorporated in

the Pathe Review will include stories

of "Jack the Giant Killer", "Thum-
belina", "Jack and the Bean Stalk",
"Cinderella", "Sleeping Beauty",
"Beauty and the Beast", "Tatter-
coats", "Alladin and the Wonderful
Lamp".

The one-reelers are made by man-
ipulating marionettes against minia-
ture sets in silhouette form and be-
sides embodying the main features of
the stories will be liberally sprinkled
with humor.

Dawley is at present producing
"Sillyettes" which appear as part of
the Pathe Review. In 1921 Dawley
was associated with Tony Sarg in the
production of the famous "Almanac".

Planning a Super-Special Educational

Los Angeles—Plans are expected

to be completed upon the return of

Sol "Lesser from the East for the pro-

duction of a super special educational

by Louis Tolhurst, who is now pro-

ducing the Microscopic series (Edu-
cational). It is Tolhurst's idea that

this will be made on a super-produc-
tion basis and road-showed at top-
prices. It is a direct outgrowth of
the "Secrets of Life" series of insect
pictures.

COMING

TEAPOT DOME
Not a Review-A"HISTORIET" Do you know what a "HISTORIET" is?

"A 'HISTORIET' IS TO MOVING PICTURES WHAT A SHORT STORY IS TO LITERATURE"

Something New and Unusual

ALL our "HISTORIETS" are illustrated, animated and "Cartoonized"

Besides having our own beautiful "MULTI-COLOR" titles and scenes

Soon to Follow

'Famous Sayings of Famous Americans" "Witty Sayings of Witty Frenchmen" and "Witty, Naughty Thoughts"

Andthenwitha BANG ! ! ! TWO SERIES
"Love Affairs of Famous Men" and "Lives of Famous Stars"

Note: Our "Multi-color" titles and scenes literally mean—"THE RAINBOW IN EACH FRAME"

REEL COLORS, Inc.
85 Riverside Drive (Art Studios and General Offices New York

Telephone: Endicott 7784—7364 (Laboratories at Lyndhurst)
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First Run Showmen Asked "Are You in a Rut? 9

Furnish Interesting Replies on Short Subjei

An Ideal Program
Max Balaban Suggests Feature, Com-

edy, Weekly, Scenic and novelty

Reels For Average Theater

By Max Balaban, Balaban & Katz
Corp., Chicago

My idea of a well balanced pro-

gram for the average motion picture

theater around the country is a seven

reel feature; two reel comedy; six

minute weekly; four minute scenic,

and some other novelty reel, which

gives a small house an hour and for-

ty-five minute show, and the deluxe

theater a two hour and ten minute

show, allowing for an overture and

two specialty numbers.
I believe comedies should be adver-

tised the same as the feature picture.

Every time we eliminate a weekly at

our theaters on account of a long fea-

ture, our audience leaves the theater

disappointed because they come every

week expecting it as part of our pro-

gram, and they don't know we have

eliminated our weekly on account of

the long feature picture.

Just as soon as the producers keep

their pictures down to around 7,000

feet, I believe it will be better for

everybody concerned, as it will send

the public away more pleased and
it will create new picture patrons.

Another great fault with the long

feature picture is that the average

exhibitor in order to get his patrons

in and out of the theater is forced

to speed up his picture to such an

extent that the public cannot read

the subtitles and regardless of the

quality of the picture they leave the

theater dissappointed.

Shorter Films Coming
By Frank W. Buhler, Stanley Co.

of America, Philadelphia

I believe conditions in the picture

industry are righting themselves as

to the short subjects.

It is absolutely necessary that we
have a diversified program in theaters

catering to the masses, as does the

motion picture theater. Producers

are seeing the advisability of this and
are making their pictures in shorter

lengths.

It is a very rare exception when a

story cannot be told in six reels and
told well—without undue padding

—

giving the exhibitor a chance to give

his patrons what they want—and they

do want comedy.

Important first run exhibitors were questioned "Are You in

a Rut?" as to their handling of short subjects. Many replied.

Some frankly admitted they were. Others—well, read what
they have to say. Regardless of their admissions, their ideas

on the short subject will surely prove of interest.

The responses received offer a wide and varied opinion
on short subjects and how discriminating exhibitors look upon
this particular type of production.

in Saturday and Sunday special news-
paper pages as "special extras" and
carried on every program, giving the
names of the stars and the comedy's
title, etc.

We also feature our musical in-

terpretations in newspapers and pro-
grams, as well as the screen, and very
often we offer this in novelty form
through announcement cards or spe-
cial slides.

"Special" Short Reels
By Harry Bernstein, Colonial Thea-

ter, Richmond, Va.
I consider short subjects very val-

uable to any program, for the need-

ed variety to round out the proper
program. It should be gotten be-

fore the clientele of the house that

on every program they can expect
in addition to the feature, a good
comedy, travelogue or novelty reel

and a news reel. These are featured

In the Northwest
By Theo. L. Hays, General Manager
Finkelstein & Ruben, Minneapolis

We are all in a rut. Many of us do
not realize it, but we are there just

the same.
I have written you on several occa-

sions concerning the disadvantage of

the feature of "long reelage" and the
positive advantage of the "short feat-

ure."

If vaudeville entertainment con-
tinually offered one act of an hour
and a half, people would soon tire of
it. It is variety that appeals.

Film programs should offer the
greatest variety possible. News reels,

scenics, novelty reels and comedies
are all good program units and
should be extensively used to blend
the ideal motion picture program.

Single reels should be adver-
tised and such advertising will

bring results.

A large percentage of motion pic-

ture patrons miss the short subjects
and if they are eliminated entirely,

the monotony of the long feature will

eventually lessen interest in motion
pictures or drive our patrons away
permanently.
We frequently receive complaints

on the length of features with sug-
gestions towards the varied program.
Am glad you are stirring this mat-

ter up again, as you have frequently
done in the past, apparently however
without much result.

Hope that something definite and
constructive will result from your
present effort.

Where Fault Lies
By Harold B. Franklin, Director of
Theaters, Famous Players-Lasky

I can well realize that something
ought to be done to give the short
subject producer greater encourage-
ment.

I believe the principal difficulty fac-

ing the short subject producer is the

fact that most small exhibitors do not
recognize the true value of the short
subject. It has really been only the
large theaters in the country that
have given short subjects proper sup-
port and attention. Frequently I have
found the short subjects on a pro-
gram the most interesting part of the
show . . . and not only interesting,

but at times highly entertaining.
Of course, one of the difficulties

that the small exhibitor is up against
in considering short subjects is the
fact that the features he has to play
are frequently of excessive footage.

It has been suggested that one reason
why producers encourage the padding
of pictures is because exhibitors will

not pay the same price for a short
feature that they will for one of 7, 8
or 9 reels. This is a fallacy. The
price of any commodity is governed
by demand and this same rule applies

to motion picture product. A feat-

ure's value can only be measured by
box office results. The public is not
interested in whether a picture is long
or short. The successful picture is

one in which padding has been elim-
inated and among the better produc-
ers, there is no such thing as wasted
footage.

Exhibitors must not discount the

importance of the short subject,

whether they operate a great big the-

ater in a big city, or a theater in a

small town. The short subject lends

itself admirably to the building of a
program, and every exhibitor will find

it pays to balance a program into a

good entertainment.

At most of our theaters the
selection of the short subject
is given the same care as the
selection of the feature, and
every short subject is given the
same musical synchronization
that the feature is given.

The short subject gives an exhib-

itor an opportunity for showman-
ship. With ease he can blend his pro-

gram so that it is an harmonious ar-

rangement of contrasts.

It is my thought that short subjects

on a program should be properly ad-

vertised. It seems antiquated to play

anything on a program without let-

ting the public know what you are

offering.

I believe that a great percentage of

our audiences would miss the short

subjects if they were eliminated, and
excepting where a super-feature of

unusual length is shown, we never
attempt to eliminate them from a

program. A certain percenta]
our audiences look for the
weekly, for the comedies, for the]

ics, for the scientific subjects
and I believe if exhibitors in g
would carefully study this pr(

they would realize that the
look forward to seeing the shor
jects on the program.

While I do not think any
subject can be considered or cc

upon as a box office attraction
believe short subjects are ex.-

by every high class audience in

theater where motion picturi

played.

Materially Hel]
By James B. Clark, Rowlan

Clark Theaters, Pittsburgm

In answer to question Nl
"Should they be advertised mojj
tensively?" In my opinion the*
tainly should. I feel that mal
ordinary feature which without §
subjects would go over very fla

your audience is helped out ver
terially by good short subjects,

to the fact that it sends your
ence home feeling that even
feature was not quite as good a:

probably expected, the show
whole—on account of the good
subjects—was a very good sho\

Question No. 2, "Should th«

advertised at all?" Mv answer
be "Yes." While I do not fee
the short subjects will draw a <

regardless of the feature, I dc
as stated above, that if properl|s

vertised and the short subject

good, they materially help our
show.

Question No. 3, "What perce

of your audience do you think
would miss the short subject i

eliminated it from your progi

Our experience with extra long
ures which in the smaller hous<
cessitated cutting out of the

subjects has been that our au«

were not slow in letting us knoV
the short subjects were missed,

Question No. 4, "And to whs
tent would you hear from tl

Would say that our experienc
been, as stated above, that we
heard from our audiences on ni

ous occasions when we hav
down the short subjects on ac

of a long feature. We try to di

just as little as possible, but in s

er capacity houses it is some
necessary.

I do realize that the number oi

ducers of short subjects has

rially decreased in the past few ;

I think there is a good reaso;

this, as good short subjects—ii

opinion-—are just as hard to pr<

as good features. In former
when short subjects were handli

almost all of the distributor

quality was very inferior. 1

there were more produced a
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rtof them were driven out of busi-

lecause of the quality of their

Is. I think the short subjects

(lis are handled by Educational
lathe are very much superior in

T and are commanding much
i prices than formerly,
jink it would be a great mis-

. o eliminate the short subjects

'(he program.

jne Real Thinking
V. Richards, Jr., Vice-Pres. &

, Mgr. Saenger Amusement
Co., Inc., New Orleans

eply to your letter as regards
ig in a rut

—

WE ARE!
short subject is very valuable
program and a very essential

f the variety or spice of the

|
—and this is a very big IF

—

in get the idea out of the pro-
' heads about footage on the

It is dangerous for the
e exhibitor to set a policy of
our and fifty minutes or two
this week for a show and then
with an eight reel the follow-

:ek at the same price of admis-
and attempt to keep his

reels on the same bill. You
t put your short reels on one
and then pull them off the next
We should have a set policy

nission prices in a house. The
e exhibitor may not have ex-
d it in so many words, but he
id to disturb a set policy with
reels as the outstanding part
regular policy.

Another thing—there has never
been an established short reel pro-

gram by a distributor figured out to

match in with fifty-two weeks in the

year, or whatever number of changes
the average exhibitor may require

during the year—that he could buy
in one volume, to be shipped out
simultaneously with his features. In
other words, balance his program
same as the U. B. O. would send out
a vaudeville bill.

Whenever the short reel people
become organized in that manner
and can cooperate with the feature

people so that the short reel business
becomes established and the exhibit-

or knows where he is at in making
such a policy, I am sure that it would
soon be recognized by the exhibitor,

as to just exactly the value of short
reels as related to his program.

The above may be as clear as mud
to you, but what I am trying to say
is

—

Limit your features to six

thousand feet and for argu-
ment's sake, Limit your short
reels to two thousand feet, or
not make your average pro-
gram combined for the average
house, to run over eighty-five
hundred feet of film.

Let him know what he is going
to get a year in advance, or six

months in advance, and you will get
the short reel features stabilized, and
the exhibitor will be able to do a
good many things when he knows
about the amount of time consumed
on his days when time is very limit-

ed and very vital to his success.

I know that you want it all in ten

words so that you can put it in your
ten-inch paper, so boil it down after

you have gotten the meat out of it

and shoot! Them's my sentiments.

Featuring Short Reels
Satisfying Demand of Canadian Pa-

trons Who Like News Reel,

Travelogues, Cartoons and
Good Comedies

By N. L. Nathanson, Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corp., Toronto

As far as the operation of our cir-

cuit of theatres is concerned, we pay
a great deal of attention to the short

reels. We are very careful in our
choice of the subject matter, and I

personally consider the News Reel
one of the best features and I know
that it has a real following. There
are a lot of our patrons who enjoy
the news reels and short educational

subjects.

In our larger theaters in the key
cities we give quite a varied program.
Where there is something special to

advertise in the short reels, of some
unusual nature, we do so, but as a

rule it takes only a small place in our
advertising plan.

With regard to what can be done
to give this part of the program bet-

ter standing, I think that is a matter
for the individual manager. We do
not as a rule show all of the short

reels together. We try to feature

them as much as possible. As to ad-
vertising it more extensively, unless
it is a subject of unusual interest I

do not see how it is possible to adver-

tise it to any effect.

I believe that a great deal of the

audience would miss the short sub-

ject, particularly the News Reels,

while I believe in comedies in the

smaller theaters, I have lately been

of the opinion that unless it is a

feature comedy or unless the comedy
is something unusual, we would be

better off in our larger theaters using

either a cartoon or other short reel

rather than to just play an ordinary

two-reel comedy because it is a

comedy.

I believe that the patrons of our

theaters regard the short subject as a

part of the entire performance, and

while no doubt they are attracted by
the feature picture, the show is bal-

anced and made more entertaining to

them by the introduction of varied

subjects.

The type of short subject that I

find most entertaining to our patrons

here, are travel reels, showing scenes

and life in foreign countries. We get

too little of this class of subject, and
in my opinion, too much of the

stereotype, so-called, comedy reels.

However, short subjects have a

place in all of our programs, and I

have a thorough belief in their value.

I

WE MAKE 'EM!!!

MOTION PICTURE ARTS, Inc.
25 West 45th Street, New York City BRYANT 4174

SCHUYLER E. GREY
President and Gen'I Manager

JOHN L. McCUTCHEON
Director of Productions

COAST PRODUCTIONS
In Charge of

JAMES S. BROWN, JR.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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BRAY
PRODUCTS

Are

QUALITY

PRODUCTS

That

BUILD

YOUR
BOX OFFICE

—BOOK—
These Single Reel Subjects

COL HEEZA LIAR

The Screen's Most Popular

Cartoon Comedian
Supported by Real Actors

Released Every Four Weeks

The BRAY

SCREEN MAGAZINE

New, Thrilling, Entertaining

—The Best Short Subjects

Gathered From All Over

The World

Issued Every Two Weeks

and

BRAY NATURE PICTURES

Vivid and Intimate Scenes of

Wild Animal, Bird and

Subsea Life

One Every Four Weeks

BRAY PRODUCTIONS, INC.

J. R. BRAY, Pres.

130 West Forty sixth Street

New York

A Real Novelty
French Production Has Unusual

Dogs as Leads with Ducks,

Chickens, Monkeys, and

Other Animals as Sup-

porting Cast

When Harry Reichenbach was
abroad he picked up a six reeier call-

ed in French "Betes-Comme les

Hommes" which had a long run in

Paris. He has re-titled it "Hot Dog"
and reduced the footage to about
2,300 feet. It makes one of the most
novel films of its kind ever shown,
and should prove a great drawing
card especially for the kiddies.

This picture was made by Rene
Fequeant in Nice, on the French Ri-

viera, and it took two years to pro-

duce. Mr. Fequeant is not a producer
of photoplays, but an ardent lover

of animals. It occurred to him one
day that it might be worth while to

see some of his many pets on a film,

and therefore, with the assistance of

one or two men who knew something
about producing motion pictures, he
mapped out a scenario, built sets that

were in proportion to the size of the

dogs and chickens, including a dimin-
utive train, and had a happy two
years picturing the different scenes.

In one sequence the producer has
endeavored to picture a foot flirtation

and the turkey is supposed to believe

that the rabbit is pressing his soft

foot against hers. Actually the hero
believes her foot is a bone and the

soft touching with his tongue is only
preparatory to using his teeth, which
fact she discovers in time to save her
pedal extremity from being gnawed.

There are interesting sequences
in a "prizefight," the combatants be-

ing two roosters, one much heavier

than the other. There is the squared
ring, the canvas covered floor and the

ringside seats, wherein one sees the

villain and the heroine seated to-

gether. The poor old hero hasn't a

penny to bless himself with, so he
has to watch the battle through
a hole in the canvas, through which
he manages finally to squeeze his

whole head. Seldom is he without a

pipe, it being almost as much a part

of him as it was of Sherlock Holmes.

Short Films Neglected
By Fred Levy, Lafayette Amuse-

ment Co., Louisville, Ky.

Most exhibitors are in a rut today
as far as short subjects are concerned.
A good short subject, in my opinion
is essential to the success of the show
as any other number on the program.

It is like a vaudeville bill that might
be made up of a number of good
headline acts and yet not be thor-
oughly satisfactory, because it lacked
the presence of a comedy act or two
to make the bill properly diversified.

Then, there are certain parts of our
audience, notably the children, who
are attracted to the theater probably
by the comedy end of the program.
I think that most of our exhibitors
have become so excited over the im-
portance of the long features that
they have really neglected the short
subjects.

Artcraft Making "Hickory Comedies"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

South Schroon Lake, N. Y.

—

Art-
craft Pictures is making a series of
twelve 2-reel comedies entitled "Hick-
'ry Corner Comedies", starring Eddie
Scanlon the comedy "find" of D. W.
Griffith. The comedies will typify
rural life. Winifred S. Stoner,
(Countess De Bruche) will play op-
posite Scanlon, while Gus Alexander,
Margie Evans, J. E. Poole and June
Alee will complete the cast.

Artcraft has New York offices. Dis-
tribution will be announced later.

Please the Women
By Al Christie, Producer

of Christie Comedies and Features

There is a well known adage in the
show business that if your commodity
appeals ,to women your battle is

mostly over, because the women con-
trol the bulk of the money which is

paid in to box offices in all countries.
The women may not actually do the
spending but their wishes determine
what shows to go to and what shows
to avoid. Moving picture theater
men have estimated that 75 per cent
of the receipts are determined by wo-
men, but I would put this estimate
even higher.

We offer here the statement that

short comedies should be designed
primarily for the kids and they will

bring their parents. This is part
of our theory of working but not
all of it; for in giving general au-
dience satisfaction we find that it is

most successful in the long run to
make a type of comedy which grown
ups particularly women, can enjoy as

well as the kids.

We are well aware that women
audiences like fast farce and hokum
in their comedies, but they also like

a good basis for the funny business
to rest upon. This illustrates the
great difference between the modern
hokum comedy and the old fashioned
type of rough slapstick. With the old

strong-arm methods of making com-
edies, there wasn't any plot. Pie-
throwing orgies were indulged in

without any rhyme or reason. Now
the method is to take a little story
and sprinkle in enough fast action and
gags to enliven a story of funny situ-

ations.

A critic recently hit the nail right

on the head when he said "Give us
less kicks in the pants in our com-
edies." And another reviewer, speak-
ing of the newer type of successful

two-reeler, said "It is exceptionally

bright, clean, and in good taste. More
of this kind would revive interest in

this feature of the average moving
picture bill."

We have a staff of gag men who
do nothing else but think up amusing
situations to inject into the plots

after the basis of the story is written
out. This means plenty of outright

laughs, for the women as well as for

men and the boisterous youngsters
down in the front rows. But in add-
ing gags, one rule is that they must
never be in bad taste, and there has
to be some reason behind the dress-
ing of hokum.
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Our Gang
By Hal Roach

Children have played in pictui
most since pictures began,
have played parts that have
for dramatic ability just as mil
trie parts played by grown-ups.
children have bce.i a rucress
time, then their p >pularhi has w
except in a few instances, su
those of Jackie Coogan and
Peggy. These two youngesters
played parts that required real ?

and the popularity they enjoy is

that they have done it well—

1

was left for Hal Roach to bring
ferent kind of child to the scr
or rather a group of different
dren—who truly depict Am'
youth—because they do not act
simply play out their story befoi
camera, just as children do in res

I reasoned that the psycholi
effect of such a picture would be i

able reaction in the mind of th

erage human being; he would
the antics of these children, eith»

cause he remembered similar t

done by himself, or because h
membered seeing other childre
these things. So—I found a dir
picked the "Rascals," as they ai

fectionately called and "Our
was formed.

Bob McGowan, the director
an almost uncanny understandii
child nature; he is patience pe
fied; he is kindly, and he is a
good fellow. When he directs hi
tures, he in reality plays witl
children.

McGowan at one time own<
motion picture theater. He
care for the type of pictures
made in those days, so he sat
and wrote to Biograph and Ess
setting forth what he thought
wrong with the movies. He ke
writing, and writing, and nothing
pened, so he sold his theater
came to Los Angeles to attend 1

matter personally. That was
years ago, and it followed imme
ly upon the purchase of one c

ideas by Essanay. Since that tii

has worked in nearly every d<

ment of picture production. Hi
property man at Universal. Th
became assistant to Al Ch
comedy producer and director
he joined us.

The personnel of "Our Gam
made up of Mickey Daniels, fre
Irish and red-headed; Mary
man, blonde leading lady, who \
the daylights out of her variou
mirers; Jackie Condon, with
tousled hair and mischievous
Joe Frank Cobb, the fatty of
bunch, without which no grot
complete; Ernie Morrison (Sun
Sammy) whose wide grin and |
eyes have graced many a H
Lloyd comedy made under the
Roach banner—and last, and
(but in size only) Farina, or S
as he is called at the studio, the
dusky pickanninny.

Of course, all children like
pictures, but as a well known ie

itor said recently: "They are
laugh getters, and the grown-up
them better than the kids."
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Short Subjects in the Foreign Market

Reel Comedy Not In Favor

C. Barnstyn, British and Con-
tinental Trading Co.

e most desirable type of short

cts is the two-reel comedy. Au-
jes abroad look for entertainment

as American audiences do and

ieel comedies, like: "Our Gang,"

|:nile,'' and "Mermaid," will find

jdy market everywhere,
many countries, people are fed

-ith the pronounced "slapstick"

e reel comedies, either "slapstick

fined," are dffiicult to sell in most
: foreign territories and the same
r prevails for cartoons.

velty reels like "Plastigrams"

interesting subjects like "Screen
shots" are in great demand
where and especially the latter

been used for propaganda pur-

to make the American stars

n in various territories,

itinental Europe and the United
lorn have as a rule, only one
e in their program and corn-

same with a "News" reel and
3-reel comedy and sometimes a

ty reel. For that reason there
') room for one-reel comedies,
i wiuld make the program en-

! too long.

Jier Pushers" Made "Clean-Up"

N. L. Manheim, Universal

he Leather Pushers" made a

-up from one end of the world
ie other. There was only one

exception—Brazil, where the natives

couldn't find any Portuguese words
into which to translate Witwer's

breezy sub-titles. I nevery other

country the "Leather Pushers" beat

all records for short stuff. In fact

the success of these pictures is one

of the good reasons why you recently

read the headline "Universal Signs

Jack Dempsey To Make 10 Two
Reel Sport Subjects".

Demand For 2-Reel Comedies

By David P. Howells

For the foreign market, a good
two-reel comedy is most in demand

—

in fact there seems to be too few ot

these comedies at this time.

A two-reel comedy is a very con-

venient length for the fact that added
to a topical review and an average
'ength feature film, it rounds out a

good program for the average theater.

Then, too, people want to see a com-
edy and they would much prefer it

in two reels than five or six, or even
one.

"Medium" Type of Comedy Suc-
cessful

By E. W. Hammons, Educational

In a general way the comedy is by
far the most popular American sub-

ject for the foreign market.
Perhaps, the most popular comedy

product is what I might call the

'medium" type of comedy. That is,

the comedy which is neither too light

farce nor too full of slap-stick. They

like the broad action which is also

so popular in our own theaters as

long as it is of a fine clean character.

All the two-reel comedy series

which Educational has been distribut-

ing in the United States are doing
very well abroad especially in the

British Isles and on the main land

of Europe.

High Lights of News
Bijou, Playing All Short-Reel

Programs, Leads Other
Houses in City

Wilmington, N. C.—The Bijou pre-

sents an all-short program, six days
a week. We use almost the entire

output of short subjects of all pro-
ducers. We present a five reel bill

(one hour) for a dime, daily from
11 A. M. to 11 P. M. The Bijou
clears a larger net profit every year
than the other three theaters com-
bined, and last Saturday played to

more paid admissions in the one day
than the Victoria (super-feature
house) did all week.
We endeavor to play up a two-reel

headliner on each bill, just the same
as the average house exploits its

feature; but are greatly handicapped
because the producers do not even
furnish press sheets, much less mats
or cuts, with their short subjects (I

refer especially to Universal and
Pathe—Educational does furnish this

matter). How can they expect us to

exploit their short subjects when we
cannot even determine the cast with-
out searching through your reviews?
Not a single producer was able to

furnish me thumb-nail cuts or mats

of their leading comedy stars—

I

even asked the New York offices for

them.

The Bijou advertises short reel

programs by distributing heralds,

tack cards and dodgers. Cards are

sometimes passed out to school chil-

dren which are good for 5 cents at

a specified time, say Wednesday be-
tween 3 and 4, or at some other time
when attendance would ordinarily

not be very heavy. In this way the

house is kept full at all times.

D. M. BAIN, Booking Manager,

Bijou Amusement Co.

Judging a Comedy

J. A. Partington, production
manager of the Herbert L.

Rothchild theaters in San Fran-
cisco, says:

"Don't try to judge a comedy
—or any production for that

matter—by hanging around in

the back of the house and
listening for laughs.

"The only way you can tell

anything about it is to walk
up the aisles and watch the

faces. Many observers take
their amusement quietly, it reg-
isters in chuckles, nudges,
whispers, and particularly by
smiling faces. You can't hear
smiles from the box-office. You
have to get down in front of

the house and see the faces."

A BOX-OFFICE PUNCH IN EVERY PICTURE!

To Be Released Soon

BENNY LEONARD
World's Lightweight Champion

in

U
FLYING FISTS"
A Series of 12 Two Reel Pictures

Written by Sam Hellman
Famous Sports Writer and Humorist

Directed by Laurence C. Windom

REPUTABLE PICTURES CORPORATION
220 West 42nd Street, N. Y. C.
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A GOOD COMEDY
Has Saved Many A Weak Program And Strengthened Many A Good One
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HAL ROACH
Offers This Varied Program

—In 2 Reels—
Will Rogers— The Spat Family— Stan Laurel

—

Our Gang 1

—In 1 Reel—

Charley Chase—Dippy Doo Dads—Earl Mohan—Billy Engle

—Remember—

'THE KING OF WILD HORSES"
The Screen's Greatest Dramatic Novelty

All Produced By Hal Roach

Pafhgcomecjy
TRADE ( «pl] MARK
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Suggested Short Subject Programs
PATHE'S SUGGESTIONS

'itle

ejfandan's Oath
j s. Paprika

eVay of A Man
lyMice Leave
Itie

il, & Montcalm
U of Glory
r'n Much
t

1
, Review

toments From
[le Pictures

ijhied Lovers
,t;rstocking

I News

of Passage
Swift & t h

:

; Things
News

Star Series

Indian Drama
Stan Laurel Comedy
Allene Ray Serial

Will Rogers
Harry Langdon
Edna Murphy

Our Gang

;rs Bold
erstocking

i Husband
Review
News

Spat Family
Edna Murphy
Snub Pollard

Medicine Hat
ers Under The
I
Little Nell
>ah Lived Today
:s of the Day

iray to the West
Hollywood Kid
: News
ip to the Pole

Stan Laurel
Dippy Doo Dad

ring Youth
>row Stuff

jruest

Review
News

Harry Langdon
Will Rogers

Fortieth Door Allene Ray
lencement Day Our Gang
:ity Pays
Review
less Pups

Charlie Chase

Cartoon

Historical Drama
Sportlight

Comedy
Magazine

Comedy
Comedy
Serial

News

Novelty

Sportlight
Comedy
News

Comedy
Serial

Comedy
Magazine
News

Indian Drama

Comedy
Comedy
Cartoon
Topics

Historical Drama
Comedy
News
Cartoon

ind Snow Sportlight
le High Spots Spat Family Comedy
erstocking Edna Murphy Serial

\t A Time Earl Mohan Comedy
s of the Day Topics •

Comedy
Comedy
Drama
Magazine
News

Serial

Comedy
Comedy
Magazine
Cartoon

"ilgrims
' Fever

Historical Drama
Sport light

No. Reels
2

2

Black Oxfords
Pathe News

Bottle Babies Spat
Near Dublin Stan
Pathe Review
Pathe News
Topics of the Day

The Fortieth Door Aller

Going to Congress Will
The Cat's Meow Harr
Topics of the Day

The Declaration of In-

depence
Cradle Robbers Our
Before Taking Farl
Topics of the Day

Rupert of Hee-Haw Stan
The Lion and the

Souse
Building Winners
Her Memory
t athe News

UNIVI
Name

Trailing Trouble
Stepping Some
Wolves of the North

Shooting Star
Tired Business Men
Case Dismissed
International News

Riddle Rider
Boss of Bar 20
Poor Kid

What's The Use
Fast Express
Rest In Pieces
International News

The Powerful Eye
Delivering The Goods
Jack And The Bean stalk

Fiddlin' Doll
The Bull Tosser
A Pigskin Hero
International News

Taxi Taxi
Our Pet
Fast Express

The Lone Round Up
The Iron Man
My Little Brother
International News

Flower Girl

The Empty Stall

Fast Express

Andy's Temptation
The Honor of Men
Why Pay Your Rent
International News

Comedy
News

2

1

7

3

1

Family
Laurel

Comedy
Comedy
Magazine
News
Topics

2
1

7

2

le Ray Serial

Rogers Comedy
y Langdon

Topics

2

2

1

7

3

Gang
Mohan

Historical Drama

Comedy
Comedy
Topics

1

2
1

7

2

Laurel Comedy

Comedy
Sportlight
Drama
News

2
1

1

1

7

:rsal SUGGESTIONS
Brand

Comedy
Baby Peggy Comedy
Serial

2

9

1

1

1

7

Fast Steppers
Comedy
Comedy

Serial

Western
Comedy

3

2

1

1

Gump Comedy
Serial

Comedy

7

1

2

Western
Comedy
Baby Peggy

2

1

1

7

Fast Steppers
Western
Comedy

2
2

1

Comedy
Baby Peggy
Serial

1

1

7

2
2
1

1

1

Western
Serial

Comedy

Baby Peggy Comedy
Fast Steppers
Serial

7

3

1

Gump Comedy
Western
Comedy

2

1

1

7

2

2
1

1

1

Reels
2

2

2

2

2

1

1

2
2

2

2

2
1

1

2
2
2

2
2
2
1

2
2
2

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

2
2

1

1



SHORT SUBJECTS MEAN
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES

BEN TURPIN
SERIES OF

Mack Sennett Comedies

ALICE DAY

MACK SKNNETT

F. RICHARD JONES
Supervising- Director

HARRY LANGDON
SERIES OF

Mack Sennett Comedies

MADELINE HURLOCKL

RALPH GRAVES
SjBlUFS OF

Mack Sennett Comedies
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EDUCATIONAL SUGGESTIONS
iic Star Series

Rranis, the visual news of all the world
Sing Them Again Series

Clyde Cook Comedies
Ago
fcny Express
omemaker

*)me

Clyde Cook

Lloyd Hamilton
Wilderness Tales by Bruce
Hamilton Comedies

No. Reels
1

1

2

1

2

mams, the visual news of all the world

firls Cliff Bowes

—

Virginia Vance-
Sid Smith

of Sport
jht Blues Lige Conley
'riends

Jiords Sing Them Again Series

und Cliff Bowes—
Virginia Vance—
Sid Smith Cameo Comedies

iutterfly Secrets of Life Series

and Neck Lige Conley Mermaid Comedies
ing Jacks

y Tour of the

L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge

5. A. L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
;rams, the visua news of all the woiId
ig Gertie's Goat Dorothy Devore Christie Comedies
grams
Trader Keeps Wilderness Tales by Bruce
ving

g Time

vie Pioneer

Lloyd Hamilton Hamilton Comedies

L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
riy Secrets of Life Series

t Face Johnnie Fox, Jr. Juvenile Comedies
Srs of Hate Wilderness Tales by Bruce
or Bust Bobby Vernon Christie Comedies

grams, the visua 1 news of all the world
f Dollars Cliff Bowes

—

Virginia Vance

—

Sid Smith Cameo Comedies
t Throbs Sing Them Again Series

Vew Sheriff "Poodles" Hanne-
ford

Tuxedo Comedies

ted Hills Wilderness Tales by Bruce
; He Goes Lige Conley Mermaid Comedies

grams, the visua news of all the world
3onehead "Poodles" Hanne-

ford
Tuxedo Comedies

^ady Bird Secrets of Life Series

y Lions Neal Burns Christie Comedies
t Throbs Sing Them Again Series

Somemaker Wilderness Tales by Bruce
; Tonic Jimmie Adams Christie Comedies
grams t

ing Jacks L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
X East Lloyd Hamilton Hamilton Comedies

rrader Keeps Wilderness Tales by Bruce
ving
;rams, the visual news of all the world
:ed Bobby Vernon Christie Comedies
Butterfly Secrets of Life Series
Misfit Clyde Cook Clyde Cook Comedies

grams, the visual news of all the world
aund Cliff Bowes

—

Virginia Vance—

-

Cameo Comedies
L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
Jack White Comedy
Sing Them Again Series

Sid Smith Cameo Comedies 1

"riends Sing Them Again Series 1

grams 1

A.ir Pockets
Realm of Sport

Kinograms, the visua
Oh Girls

The Trader Keeps
Moving

Aggravating Papa
Heart Throbs
Dizzy Daisy

Lige Conley Mermaid Comedies
L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge

news of all the world
Cliff Bowes

—

Sid Smith

—

Virginia Vance

Jimmie Adams

Louise Fazenda

Cameo Comedies
Wilderness Tales by Bruce

Christie Comedies
Sing Them Again Series
Jack White Comedy

Kinograms, the visual

The Junior Partner
Realm of Sport
Powder Marks

Flowers of Hate
Getting Gertie's Goat

news of all the world
Johnnie Fox, Jr. Juvenile Comedies

L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
Cliff Bowes

—

Virginia Vance

—

Sid Smith Cameo Comedies
Wilderness Tales by Bruce

Dorothv Devore Christie Comedies

2

1

7

1

1

2
1

Choosing Shorts
Selling the idea of service to the exhibitors in the Northwest

for the past three years has brought about a realization on the part

of the exhibitors that the short subjects occupy a very essential part
of their programs.

Our service consists of a compilation of the complete
programs of the leading theaters in the Northwest. This
service is available to the small exhibitors, who realizing
its benefit, send us their advance feature bookings and we, in

turn, from our records, book the most suitable short sub-
jects. They even depend on us to keep within their pro-
gram footage.

In reviewing our May bookings we find that twenty-five per
cent of our accounts are now forwarding us their advance feature
bookings and requesting us to complete their programs with short
reels.

Is this a forward stride—We ask YOU.
J. A. GAGE,

Seattle Manager, Educational.

Here is the way O. L. Meister of the Whitehouse, Milwaukee, exploited the

Our Gang Comedy, "Sunday Calm." A special platform was constructed
the entire width of the lobby. On the outer edge was a picket fence cov-
ered with vines. About two feet back of the fence were cut-outs of the'

Gang, so mounted to give them the effect of looking over the fence at the

onlookers. In the center a stuffed goat, hitched to the wagon, in which wax
figures were specially made up to represent the various members of the Gang.



Exhibitors Attention !

For the first time in the history of motion pictures

A single reel novelty film with complete

orchestrations . Made to feature

YOUR ORCHESTRA
The Real Star Of Your Theatre

f!*2J :,~r.J

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK'STAMOUS MUSIC MASTERS .SERIES
ISSUED ONE EACH MONTH AS FOLLOWS

Schubert, Foster, Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt

FRANZ SCHUBERT, the first release playing at the

following theatres:

Rialto Theatre, Broadway, New York City

Eastman Theatre, Rochester

Circle Theatre, Indianapolis

Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

Liberty Theatre, Pittsburg

Olympia Theatre, New Haven
Strand Theatre, Hartford

Capitol Theatre, Detroit

Rialto Theatre, Washington,

McVicker's Theatre, Chicago

Woodlawn Theatre, Chicago

Stratford Theatre, Chicago

State Theatre, Pittsburg

Lyceum Theatre, Duluth

Capitol Theatre, Boston

Princess Theatre, Hartford

Century Theatre, Baltimore

D. C.

The Famous Music Masters Series Will Put "Class" Into Your Programme

We Book It Direct To The Theatre Because It Sells Itself.

Produced and distributed by—

Fitzpatrick Pictures, Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue
Bryant 8139 NEW YORK CITY
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Reviews of Latest Short Subject Releases
I, Fortieth Door"—C. W. Patton

—Pathe
1' Produced Serial with Egyp-

tian Locale
>of production. . 10 episode serial

lie's latest serial has, as serials

iilite a number of things to

Emend it. Pretty Allene Ray
star, the locale of the story

pEgypt—where the hero, Bruce

in, is excavating a Pharaoh's

I There is a good love-interest

|:n the Mohammedan girl and
nerican scientist who helps her

from the villainous Hamid
j) whom she is to be married.

:ge B. Seitz, who has directed

Pathe serials, has cone just as

ith this, judging from the first

episodes. The sets are more
usually good, showing the

of Cairo, the interiors of Turk-
laces and the desert. There is

ked absence of "stunts"—that

re are no wild jumps off cliffs

ut the excitement is supplied

h episode with tense situations

CREEN
UPSHOTS
IE GREATEST SINGLE

EL ON THE MARKET

sry issue full of the kind of

?rtainment that all your pa-

is like.

ious stars as they really are,

lome, at play, on location.

»py, novel, very attractive.

wonder every exhibitor who
»ws it swears by it

!

)ery Number Is a Box
fice Attraction, For It

is the Box Office Stars

B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
Broadway N. Y. City

in which either the hero or heroine

or both are in extreme danger, and
left so until the next episode.

In view of the talk and publicif}'

which the discovery of the tomb of

Tutankhamen occasioned there should

be many ways of tying up and ex-
ploiting this serial. The cast should

not be overlooked, either. It includes

besides Allene Ray and Bruce Gor-

don, Anna May Wong, David Dun-
bar and Frankie Mann, Frank Lac-

teen and Lillian Gale, all of whom do
good work. Pathe's pressbook con-

tains many good ideas for exploita-

tion.

"Fast Steppers"—Universal

Play Up the Races; Exciting
Type of production

series of two-reel stories

"Fast Steppers" is a series of two-
reelers based on "The Information
Kid" group of race track stories by
Gerald Beaumont which ran in the

Red Book Magazine. Billy Sullivan

who succeeded Reginald Denny in

the second "Leather Pusher" series

is seen as "The Information Kid",
a race track tout.

The pictures have been produced
and handled in much the same style

as the popular "Leather Pushers"
except that they draw their excite-

ment from horse-racing sequences in-

stead of from boxing. The Tia
Juana race track has been photo-
graphed for the series and the rac-

ing sequences seem to be the real

thing. There is a complete story in

each picture, but all of them deal
with practically the same characters.

"The Information Kid", his tough
partner who supplies the comedy ele-

ment—James T. Quinn,—"The Kid's"
girl, who plays the violin in a cabaret
—Shannon Day, and others. Edward
Laemmle directed. Properly exploit-

ed this is a series of short reels that
should make money for the exhibitor
and please the crowds. A trailer of
any of the racing sequences should
bring them back for more.

NAPSHOTS

"A Stitch In Time"—Max Fleischer
—Red Seal

Exceedingly Clever Cartoon
Type of production

1 reel cartoon comedy
Max Fleischer's imp of the inkwell

tries a new stunt this time. The art-

ist sews him together instead of draw-
ing him, as usual. The imp grabs
the needle and the artist his pen and
they have a duel. Finally sliding off

the paper the little imp gets the spool
of cord and ties up everything in the
artist's home, much to the amuse-
ment of the audience. Cats, puppies,
pictures, chairs, all are tied with cord,
which is finally untangled by the
artist and the imp put safely back
in the inkbottle. There is the usual
deft handling of actual photography
and cartoon work seen in the Flei-
scher offerings. The audience at the
Rialto 'iked this a lot.

"The Pilgrims"—Chronicles of

America—Pathe

Worthwhile Historical Number

Type of production
2 reel historical drama

The trials and tribulations of the

Pilgrim Fathers are depicted in this,

the ninth chapter of the Chronicles
of America series. The story begins
with the persecution of the Separat-
ists in England, showing their flight

to Holland, and finally after twelve
years, their voyage to America in

the "Mayflower" with the rigors and
privations of a bleak New England
Winter following their landing at

Plymouth Rock. This intensely dra-

matic tale is told with simplicity and
will strike a spark of patriotism in

every American who sees it, as well
as make the history of the Pilgrims
clear. It is very worth-while, as is

the entire series.

"April Fool"—Roach—Pathe

Really Laughable

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
Genuine, spontaneous laughter will

result from the showing of this Char-
lie Chase comedy, which, is built, as

the title indicates around the practical

jokes played on that date. Seeing
the other fellow /"fall" when you
know the joke is always funny, and
they have played upon this to the
last flicker. The titles too, are good.
Chase is seen as a reporter on a news-
paper. He is in love with the editor's

daughter. The office boy fools every-
body with rubber hammers, paper-
cutters, tin ink-spots, etc. and Charlie
bets ten dollars no one can fool him.
After which he sits down in real ink,

breaks the glass door with a r aal

hammer, thinking it rubber, and fin-

ally lets the editor's house burn down
because he thinks the fire is just an-
other jcke. Should be good for many
laughd.

"Fishin' Fever"—Grantland Rice

—

Pathe

Interesting and Well Produced
Type of production

1 reel sport review

Fishing in all its phases is shown
in interesting fashion in this issue of
Grantland Rice's Sportlight. The pic-
tures deal with the development of
so-called "fever" from the tiny tots
and their toy fish-pond, to the bare-
footed boy with willow rod and over-
alls, and the he-man's sport of deep-
sea fishing. The reel finally closes
with a shot of an old man dozing
under a tree with his rod in his old
wrinkled hands. The photograph is

particularly good.

"A Tiny Tour of the U. S. A."—
Hodge-Podge—Educ'l
A Novel Presentation

Type of production. ... 1 reel novelty
Lyman H. Howe's "Tiny Tour of

the U. S. A." should find a suitable
place on any program. The subject

matter is varied and the manner in

which it is presented is interestingly

novel. Cartoon bits are also inter-

spersed here and there throughout

the reel with good effect. The places

pictured are first located on a map
and then the scenes are shown.

Among the shots are a driveway in

Central Park, New York City; the

Military Academy at West Point, N.

Y.; a steel mill furnace in Pittsburgh;

a glimpse at the Colorado Rockies;

Yosemite Valley and finally the

streets of Washington. This last

looks as if it were taken from a low-

flying aeroplane and the spectator

gets the sensation of riding in it.

"Air Pockets"—Mermaid—Educ'l

Cutting Heightens Effects

Type of production 2 reel comedy

Good cutting is responsible for the

effects obtained in the second reel of

this isick Whit-- production i • w' ieh

two coons are caught and carried ' \)

accidentally by rising aeroplanes.

They are seen high up on the clouds,

sailing over housetops, etc, finally

catching hold of the same flag-pole,

which sways and bends precariously

under their weight. This situation

alone is enough to put the comedy

over, although the first reel contains

several bits of humor involving a

folding flivver that blows apart when

the window is opened and a fat wom-
an who insists upon climbing upon a

moving wagon that tips over when-

ever she puts her foot on it. Fred

Hibbard directed and Lige Conley is

the featured player. The cast in-

cludes Earl Montgomery Sunshine

Hart, Olvie Borden. Peg O'Neil.

"Nerve Tonic"—Christie—Educ'l

A Lively, Funny Number

Type of production 2 reel comedy
Remember the old sliding-panel-

trap-door-hidden-passage serial? Har-

old Beaudine, the director of this

Christie Comedy starring Jimmie

Adams, has got all the old stuff and

some new in this. And what's more,

it's funny. It goes at such high

speed that it's all you can do to keep

up with it. Of course, you know
there's a catch to it all—and it comes

out at the finish when you find that

the mysterious house is an amuse-

ment park device that a doctor has

rented to cure his nervous patient.

Jimmie Adams is the patient. Jay

Belasco the doctor, and Marie Astair,

the girl whom both love. Walter

Graham is responsible for the story.
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Short Subject Releases February to May 19.
Educational Film Co.

Cameo Comedies—1 reel

Oh, Girls 2-3-24

Here and There 2-17-24

Oh, Captain 3-2-24

Cave Inn 3-16-24

Famous
Murders

History

JuliusCaesar

Thomatdhdffill

QkrdkamlmcoXn

JackdeSauUes

JosephElwood

JacquesLelaudy

Dorothy King

I

Bargain Day 3-30-24
Dustv Dollars 4-1-24
Fold Up 4-27-24
Out Bound 5-11-24

Powder Marks 5-25-24

Mermaid Comedies—2 reels
Neck and Neck 2-3-24
Wide Open 3-2-24

Family Life 3-20-24

There He Goes 4-27-24
Air Pockets 5-25-24

Wilderness Tales—1 reel
The Homemaker 2-10-24

Haunted Hills 3-9-24
The Trader Keeps Moving 4-20-24
Flowers of Hate 5-25-24

Secrets of Life Series—1 reel
The Butterfly 2-10-24
The Ant Lion 3-9-24

The Fly 4-13-24

The Lady Bird 5-11-24

Clyde Cook Comedies—2 reels
The Broncho Express 2-10-24

The Misfit 3-23-24

Christie Comedies—2 reels

Aggravating Papa
Getting Gertie's Goat
Reno or Bust
Safe and Sane
Dandy Lions
Cornfed
Nerve Tonic

2-10-24
3-9-24

3-23-24
4-6-24

4-20-24

5-4-24

8-18-24

2-17-24
3-30-24

5-25-24

Juvenile Comedies—2 reels
About Face
Barnum, Junior
Junior Partner

Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge

—

1 reel

A Movie Pioneer 2-24-24

Tumping Jacks 3-23-24

Realm of Sport 4-20-24

A Tiny Tour of the U. S. A. 5-18-24

Sing Them Again Series—1 reel

Old Friends 2-24-24

Long Ago 2-23-24

Heart Throbs 4-20-24

Lost Chords 5-18-24

Hamilton Comedies—2 reels

Lonesome 2-24-24

Killing Time 4-6-24

Going East 5-11-24

Tuxedo Comedies

—

2 reels

The New Sheriff 3-16-24

Jack White Specials—2 reels

Midnight Blues 4-13-24

The Bonehead 5-18-24

Fun Shop— 1 reel—every two weeks
Kinograms—Twice weekly

Film Booking Offices, 723 Seventh
Ave., New York

The Telephone Girl Series—2 reels

each
Julius Sees Her 3-3-24

When Knighthood Was in

Power 3-17-24

Money to Burns 3-30-24

Sherlock's Home 4-13-24

King Leary 4-27-24

William Tells 5-11-24

For the Love of Mike 5-25-24

The Square Six 6-8-24

W. H. Hodkinson Corp.

Fun From the Press—Literary Di-

gest— 1 reel each—released one a

week.

7thSelznick Pictures Corp., 729
Ave., New York

Hollywood Comedies—Fred Caldwell
2 reels

The Bishop of Hollywood 2-15-24
One Day in Hollywood 4-15-24
Jimmy Aubrey Comedies—2 reels
The Lunatic
The Mechanic
A Ghostly Night

3-1-24

4-1-24

5-1-24
Bruce Barton Editorials— 1 reel
Unhappy Husbands 2-15-24
Just-a-Little-Late Club 3-15-24
When an Apple Hits You 4-15-24
Colonel Heeza Liar Cartoons—Bray— 1 reel

Ancestors 3-1-24
Knighthood 4-1-24

Sky Pilot 5-1-24
Dare Devil 6-1-24

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Stan Laurel
Postage Due—2 reels 2-17-24
Zeb vs. Paprika—2 reels 3-16-24

Brothers Under the Chin—2 reels
4-13-24

Near Dublin—2 reels 5-11-24
Rupert of Hee-Haw—2 reels 7-16-24
The Wide Open Spaces—2 reels

7-16-24

Aesop's Fables—1 reel
The Rat's Revenge 2-3-24

Good Old College Days 2-10-24

A Rural Romance 2-17-24

Captain Kidder 2-24-24

Herman, the Great Mouse 3-2-24

An All-Star Cast 3-9-24

Why Mice Leave Home 3-16-24

From Rags to Riches and Back

Again
;

The Champion ;

Running Wild
If Noah Lived Today «

A Trip to the Pole *

An Ideal Farm
Homeless Pups
When Winter Comes J

The Jealous Fisherman !

The Jolly Jail-Bird
One Good Turn i

The Flying Carpet
Mack Sennett—2 reels
The Half-Back of Notre Dam

t

Smile Please (Harry Langdon) I

Scarem Much 3|
Shanghaied Lovers (Langdon!

31

The Hollywood Kid 4J

Flickering Youth (Langdon) 4|

Black Oxfords 5l

The Cat's Meow (Langdon)
Yukon Jake (Ben Turpin)

The Lion and the Souse

Pathe Review—1 a week—1 ree

Topics of the Day—1 a week

—

Pathe News—2 a week— 1 reel

Spat Family—2 reels

Political Pull

Hunters Bold 31

Hit the High Spots 4]

Bottle Babies 5

Suffering Shakespeare 6'

Our Gang—2 reels

ROBERT McGOWAN
Director of

OUR GANG" COMEDIES

for HAL ROACH

Hi
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usiness
uccaneers
Things
encement Day
Robbers

and Rice Sports
1

1 Athletes
>ia Mermaids
ational Rash

2-10-24

3-9-24
4-6-24

5-4-24

6-1-24

Pictorial

—

2-10-24

2-24-24

3-9-24

I

Fields of Glory 3-23-24

The Swift and Strong 4-16-24

Sun and Snow 4-20-24

Sporting Speed 5-4-24

Flashin' Fever 5-18-24

Building Winners 6-1-24

Hal Roach—Will Rogers—2 reels

The Cowboy Sheik 2-3-24

The Cake Eater 3-2-24

Big Moments from Little Pictures
3-30-24

High-Brow Stuff 4-27-24

Going to Congress 5-25-24

Chronicles of America
Peter Stuyvesant—3 reels 2-24-24

Wolf and Montcalm—2 reels 3-23-24

Gateway to the West—3 reels 4-20-24

Indian Frontier Series—2 reels
The Man Who Would Not Die 2-3-24

The Man Who Smiled 2-17-24

The White Man Who Turned
Indian 3-2-24

The Mandan's Oath 3-16-24

The Dirty Little Half-Breed 3-20-24

The Medicine Hat 4-13-24

Charles Chase Series— 1 reel

Powder and Smoke 2-10-24

A Perfect Lady 2-24-24

Hard Knocks 3-2-24

Love's Detour 3-9-24

Don't Forget 3-23-24
The Fraidy Cat 3-30-24

Publicity Pays 5-4-24

April Fool 5-18-24

Hal Roach— Snub Pollard— 1 reel
Friendly Husband
Get Busy
Pippy Doo Dads— 1 reel
The Man Pays
Love's Reward
Our Little Nell
North of 50-50

Serials

Leatherstocking
Fortieth Door
Specials
Birds of Passage—3 reels
The Guest
Her Memory

4-6-24

4-27-24

2-17-24

3-16-24

4-13-24

5-11-24

4-16-24

4-27-24

6-22-24
Roach-Earl Monan Series— 1 reel
One at a Time 4-20-24
Before Taking 6-1-24

Universal
Universal Comedies— 1 reel

The Jail Bird 2-4-24
Easy Work 2-11-24
Very Bad Man 2-18-24
Feather Pushers 2-25-24
Should Poker Players Marry? 3-5-24
Keep Healthy 3-10-24
Nobodv to Love 3-17-24
Ship Ahoy . 3-24-24
Marry When Young 3-31-24
Spring of 1924 4-7-24

One Wet Night 4-14-24
Green Grocers 4-21-24
Politics 4-28-24
A Pigskin Hero 5-5-24
My Little Brother 5-12-24
Why Pay Your Rent? 5-19-24

Case Dismissed 5-26-24

Westerns—2 reels
Lone Larry 2-9-24

The Bull Tosser 5-10-24

The Lone Roundup 5-17-24

The Honor Men 5-24-24

Boss of Bar 20 5-31-24

Century Comedies—

2

reels
Keep Going 2-6-24

You're Next 2-13-24

Quit Kidding 2-20-24

Peg O'Mounted 2-27-24

Sons-in-Law 3-5-24

That Oriental Game 3-10-24

A Young Tenderfoot 3-17-24-

That's Rich 3-26-24

Hit 'Em Hard 4-2-24

5-25-24

2-11-24

2-25-24

3-10-24

Checking Out 4-9-24

The Racing Kid 4-16-24

Pretty Plungers 4-23-24

A Lofty Marriage 4-30-24

Taxi Taxi 5-7-24

Trailing Trouble 5-14-24

Tired Business Men 5-21-24

Delivering the Goods 5-28-24

The Gumps—2 reels

What's the Use?
Leather Pushers—2 reels

Tough Tenderfoot
Swing Bad the Sailor
Big Blue Boy
Special Release
A Society Sensation—2 reels 3-5-24

Serials

Ghost City—1 chapter (2 reels)

each week for 15 weeks, begin-
ning 2-4-24

The Fast Express—1 chapter (2
reels) each week for 15 weeks,
beginning 3-10-24

International News—2 issues each
week

State Rights Distributors,
Apollo Exchange, 1600 Broad-

way, New York
Monty Banks—2 reels

Hot Sands
Wedding Bells

Play or Move
Joe Rock—2 reels

Laughing Gas
Love Birds
The Job Dodger
A Bill Collector

2-24-24

3-17-24

4-13-24

2-1-24

2-21-24

3-17-24

4-27-24

Sid Smith—2 reels

Hats 2-10-24

Winning Out 3-3-24

Built on a Bluff 3-25-24

Tin Can Alley 5-1-24

Arrow Film Corporation, 220 West
42nd Street, New York

Broadway Comedies
Hello Stranger 2-1-24

Nervous Reporter 3-1-24

Not Wanted 4-1-24

Oh, Billy 5-1-24

Eddie Lyons Comedies
Only a Bill Collector 2-1-24

Lucky Loser 5-1-24

Mirthquake Comedies
A Fake Alarm 2-1-24

The Unmounted Policeman 3-1-24

Models and Artists 4-1-24

Flapper Fever 5-1-24

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation,
1600 Broadway, New York

Screen Snapshots— 1 reel—one a

week

Red Seal Pictures Corporation, 1600
Broadway, New York

Max Fleischer "Out of the Inkwell"
Cartoon Comedies— 1 reel

The Cartoon Factory 2-21-24

Mother Goose Land 3-21-24

A Trip to Mars 4-1-24

Stitch in Time 5-1-24

M. J. Winkler, 220 West 42nd Street,

New York
Pat Sullivan—1 reel

Felix Tries to Rest 4-1-24

Alice Comedies—Walt Disney— 1 reel

Alice's Wild West Show 3-1-24

Alice's Spooky Adventures 4-1-24

Alice's Day at Sea 5-1-24

Burlingham Travel Pictures
1 reel each

Distributed by Joe Sameth, 220 W.
42nd St.

Foreign Distribution—Richmount
Pictures, 723 7th Ave.
Across the St. Gothard Alps.

Way Down Upon the Suwanee
River.

The Island of Surprise.

An Alpine Ride Up the Stanser-
horn.
An Arctic Hike on the Great

Aletsch Glacier.

Pelican Island.

Mont Blanc.
A Borneo Venice.
Cataracting Around Niagara.
Paradising on the Italian Lakes.
Monkey Land.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-

Rothorn.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
Memories of the Alpine Republic.
A Wedding Feast Among the Bor-

neo Dayaks.
From Montreux to the Bernese

Alps.

Quaint Berne, the Swiss Capital.

Sky Trails Above Lake Lucerne.
The Lure of the South Seas.
The Dizzy Land of William Tell.

Down the Crater of Vesuvius.
Winter in the Engadine.
Mediterranean Scenes.

FILL THIS IN

Date.

THE FILM DAILY
71-73 West 44th Street,

New York City.

Herewith my check for $10 covering one year's subscrip-

tion to THE FILM DAILY. This to include:

THE FILM DAILY, every day (except Saturday).

THE SUNDAY EDITION, 16 to 24 pages, including

reviews on all features and short subjects.

THE 1924 FILM YEAR BOOK.

SHORT SUBJECT NUMBERS, quarterly.

DIRECTORS' NUMBER, every Spring.

Name Theater

Street . Citv . State
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"Pal 0' Mine"
C. B. C.—State Rights

(Whole STORY CON-
[tlNS POPULAR BRAND
J*)VIE PLOT, — SPLENDID
JST AND GOOD PRODUC-
[iON HELP GREATLY TO
FSET STORY'S SHORT-
(MINGS.
...Irene Rich always convinc-

in her work and displays a

sonality that cannot fail to win
miration for her and the part

j: plays. Albert Roscoe suitable,

luline Garon sure to catch the

e and John De Briac adequate

\t depressing as a tempera

sntal, and later, insane artist. Wil
id Louis typical as theatrical man
|er.

ii of Story. .. .Domestic drama.
Ikere isn't a thing that happens in

' al O'Mine" that hasn't occurred

1
1
many previous pictures with
jries having exactly the same
lisic situation as those found here,

fere is the wife who gives up a

reer that promises fame and for-

tie to marry a comparatively poor
in. When he is without work
[d is laid up in a hospital as the

suit of an accident, the wife again

kes up her career in order to pro
He for both of them. Eventually
he husband is known merely as

iadame Montfort's husband.
then this threatens a breach, the

lima donna, unknown to her hus
nd, arranges that he be given a

b with the company for which he
Jpaid out of her salary. Later he
frns the truth, accuses her of

ling unfaithful, believes reported
andals about her and her man-
er, and is about to leave her, in

Bte of her coming motherhood,
ien he suddenly learns of her
eat sacrifices, of her faithfulness

d complete innocence of the
ings of which he accused her.
ere is a plot that is obvious from
e start. It has no suspense, noth-

% to lead off the beaten track.
ie redeeming features, that may
ssibly get it over, are the high
ade cast and first rate production.
Office Angle. . • -Where they still

ror these domestic dramas "Pal
Mine'' will undoubtedly interest

em. Irene Rich does a great deal
make a thin story pleasing
ough her convincing manner and
lightful personality.
lotation You might arouse
:erest by telling them that "Pal
Mine" raises the question of

hould A Wife Work?" Where
:y like problem plays this one
11 furnish material for argument.
iy it up with catchlines: "She
ve up a career for the man she
red and resumed it to save him.
it he did not understand. Why?
e for yourself in 'Pal O' Mine'
the blank theater." Use Irene
ch's name prominently and talk
her good work.
ction Edw J.Le Saint; good
production and fair on handling
Story.

'or Edith Kennedy
ario Edith Kennedy
eraman Not credited
ography Good
te ....Any large American c'.ty

th • • 6,000 feet
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Dorothy Dalton and Jack Holt in

"The Lone Wolf"
Associated Exhibitors

As a Whole MYSTERY MEL-
LER WITH ACTION AND
THRILLS FOLLOWING IN
RAPID SUCCESSION. MUCH
HOKUM AND LITTLE LOGIC
BUT GOOD EXCITEMENT
AND PLENTY OF IT FOR
THOSE WHO LIKE IT.

Stars Work nicely together and
fulfill requirements without much
trouble. Roles don't ask much seri-

ous effort of either.

Cast Includes some well known
names but no one gaining promi
nence either for the prominence of

his part or the excellence of his

work. A well balanced cast and
capable for the most part. In

eludes Wilton Lackaye, Tyrone
Power. Charlotte Walker.

Type of Story Mystery melo-

drama. Back in 1917 Herbert
Brenon produced Louis Joseph
Vance's "best seller" for Selznick

and at that time the picture was
criticized for being too gruesome
and badly in need of reediting. S

E. V. Taylor's production, with the

same story brought up to date, is

not gruesome—in fact the mur
ders and knock-outs are usually

done in the dark—but the reediting

criticism still holds good. There
is such a wealth of incident, so

much rapid incident, that you're

bound to lose track of the thing.

You can't keep up with it. For
some this probably won't be a

fault, however. They'll probably
consider it part of the mystery
business. But those who like to

have things clarified won't be satis-

fied when events happen faster than
they can keep track of. "The Lone
Wolf" contains, however, a plot

that is too illogical for much ex-

planation. It's mostly a matter of

taking things for granted and ac-

cepting them for the action and
thrills they afford. It's speedy all

right.

Box Office Angle Depend upon
the action and thrills to send them
out satsfied. You know whether
or not your folks like exciting pic-

tures. They should be familiar

with the title and unless you cater

to folks that want logic and won't
get a kick out of thrills and hokum,
it should do very nicely.

Exploitation Boost the title and
arrange book-store tie-ups for the

display of Vance's book. Promise
plenty of thrills and talk about the
workings of the Parisian under-
world band known as "The Pack"
and the secret maneuvering of the
crook who worked alone and be-
came notorious as "The Lone
Wolf." Use the stars' names
prominently and if you want more
detailed exploitation suggestions,
get a copy of Associated's press
sheet. It is quite complete.

Direction. .. . S. E. V. Taylor; keeps
it going all right.

Author Louis Joseph Vance
Scenario • S. E. V. Taylor
Cameraman Jack Brown
Photography Good
Locale Paris
Length 5 640 feet

Buster Keaton in

"Sherlock Jr."
Producer: Jos. M. Scheuck

Distributor: Metro
As a Whole ..THE BEST COM-
EDY THIS YEAR. A RIOT OF
LAUGHS. PROBABLY THE
BEST THING KEATON HAS
EVER DONE. IF THEY DON'T
LAUGH THEMSELVES SORE
THERE'S SOMETHING
WRONG.

Star. .. .Better than ever before. Has
a knock-out story to begin with but

he gets his gags and stunts over

particularly fine.

Cast. ... Buster has his father work-
ing for him again in "Sherlock

Jr." He plays the part of the father

of Buster's sweetheart, the latter

played by Kathryn McGuire.
Type of Story. .. .Comedy, but not

just plain comedy—a comedy-riot
fits it better. Buster Keaton has
made mighty fine comedies before

but never has he had a story with
as many original stunts and new
comedy gags as he offers in "Sher-
lock Jr." To describe the laughs
in the picture is impossible. They
have to be felt to be enjoyed. Bus-
ter is a moving picture operator
who falls asleep while watching a

drama from the projection room.
He has just lost his sweetheart be-

cause his rival placed a pawn ticket

in his pocket indicating that hero
pawned his prospective father-in-

law's watch. As a side line

Buster has been studying to

be adetective. In his dream
the sweetheart and rival as-

sume the characters of the people
in the drama and Buster is the fa-

mous Sherlock Jr. His adventures
in pursuing the villain and his

method of "detecting" evidence
provides constant laughs. There is

such a wealth of original business
in the picture that it is difficult to

pick out any one sequence as the
best but to give an idea of the
stunts—while escaping from vil-

lain and his band after rescuing
the girl, Buster, driving one of the
new four wheel brake cars, sud-
denly comes to a lake and when he
applies the brakes, the car stops,

the body lands in the lake, Buster
stands the hood up on end and the
pair go sailing peacefully across the
lake. The chasis remains in the
spot where Buster stopped the car.

Box Office Angle.... Big in letters

as big as you can make them.
"Sherlock Jr." is a riot of laughs
and if you don't show it you're
doing your patrons an injustice.

Explotation Shouldn't be neces-
sary to go into detail on this point.
Just get your booking and don't
spare yourself to put it over. Tell
them it is the funniest picture Bus-
ter Keaton has made yet and the
best comedy this year, because it

has continuous laughs and original-
ity.

_

Direction.... Buster Keaton; great.
Authors ....Clyde Bruckman. Jean

Havez. Joe Mitchell.
Scenario The sama
Cameramen ...... Byron Houck and

Elgin Lessley.

Photography Good
Locale Any place
Length • 4,065 feet

REVIEWS
If you want unbiased indepen-

dent Reviews of the latest re-

leases of Features and Short

Subjects Film—YOU NEED
THE FILM DAILY

Historj?

i
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REVIEWS
If you want unbiased indepen-

dent Reviews of the latest re-

leases of Features and Short

Subjects Film—YOU NEED
THE FILM DAILY

Laura La Plante in

"The Dangerous Blonde"
Universal

As a Whole THEY STILL
HAVE TO FIND BETTER
STORIES FOR THE STAR.
CURRENT VEHICLE GIVES
EVERYONE IN THE CAST
MORE PROMINENCE THAN
IT GIVES HER. FAIR PIC-
TURE.

Star. .. .Pretty and wears attractive

clothes. Needs a lot better materia!
than either her first or second pic-

tures contain if she is to make a

place for herself. Very limited

role in this.

Cast All have more to do than
star. Edward Hearn suitable as the
football hero and Arthur Hoyt fails

to do much but overact. Others
Philo McCullough, Eve Southern.
Margaret Campbell and Frederick
Cole.

Type of Story. .. .Romantic comedy
drama according to Universal's bill-

ing but there's more slapstick and
helter-skelter action than either

romance, comedy or drama, the lat-

ter element being out entirely.

"The Dangerous Blonde" is a weak
story and there isn't much to be
recommended in the way of enter-

tainment. There is one compensat-
ing feature, however, that helps a

lot to make the picture possible and
that is the pace that it moves at.

It isn't slow. Even if there isn't

much weight to the incidents and
not always a satisfactory amount
of humor, it keeps moving along
and ends in the fifth reel so that
there isn't any reason for being
bored with it. Laura La Plante is

pretty and displays some attractive
gowns that will appeal to feminine
patrons. With proper material she
should be developed into a worth
while bet. The story has to do
with the attempt of Diana Faraday,
a college girl, to retrieve letters

written by her father to a vamp
who threatens exposure unless he
"comes across." Diana's efforts to

secure the letters and the anxiety
of her sweetheart who has not been
taken into the scheme furnishes
some fast moving, though pretty
absurd, incidents.

Box Office Angle Average picture.

Even though it isn't strong in story
nor unusual in other respects, you
need not worry that they'll walk
out. It keeps moving and should
hold them.

Exploitation. . . .You might work this

up in comedy fashion with lines

reading: "Husbands, Attention!
Are you married to woman or a
battleship? Daddy Faraday thought
his was a battleship. But he had
good reason. See 'The Dangerous
Blonde.' " Or, "Write letters if you
will but don't give your right name.
'The Dangerous Blonde' will ex-
plain why.' " A striking blonde dis-

tributing throwaways containing
catchlines should attract consider-
able attention.

Direction. .. .Robert F. Hill; ample.
Author ••.... Hulbert Footner
Scenario Hugh Huffman
Cameraman Jackson Rose
Photography Good
Locale • • New York
Length' 4,919 feet

"The Goldfish"
Producer: Joseph M. Schenck
Distributor: First National

As a Whole.... DECIDEDLY THE
BEST VEHICLE CONSTANCE
TALMADGE HAS HAD IN-

SOME TIME. DOES SOME OF
HER BEST. TROUPING IN
THIS.

Star. .. .Makes up for the disappoint-
ments of her last few pictures. As
the "dizzy" wife of the cabaret
singer she's great.

Cast Pat O'Malley splendid as
Connie's "retired" husband. Jean
Hersholt great type as Herman
Krauss, the love-sick German who
becomes Connie's second husband.
Zazu Pitts good in comedy role.

Type of Story. . . . Comedy. It has
been a long time since Constance
Talmadge had a story that fits her
as well as "The Goldfish." It gives
her all the opportunities in the
world to troup in her own style
and she doesn't let a single chance
get by her. The opening reels are
packed full of great comedy busi-
ness. Both the star and Pat O'
Malley contribute fine character
sketches in this sequence. Un-
fortunately they set too fast a pace
in the opening reels and since they
haven't got quite as good material
for the latter part of the story, it

seems to slow up a bit toward the
close but this could be consider-
ably remedied by a little cutting.
The titles are corking fine and draw
many of the laughs. The theme
deals with the rise of Jennie Weth-
erby who divorces her first hus-
band, whom she loves dearly, to
marry Herman Krauss who has
plenty of money. Her next step is

to divorce Herman and marry the
president of Herman's company.
Husband number three dies, leav-
ing her a fortune, and she's just
about ready to marry an English
Lord when Jimmy re-appears and
Jennie elopes with him. The story
is not without a moral: that hap-
piness can only be attained through
true love.

Box Office Angle. . • -Very good. You
may have to do a lot of talking to
convince them that Constance
really has a winner in "The Gold-
fish." Her recent pictures haven't
been the sort that her admirers
want of her so do your level best
to bring them in for this one and
count en pleasing them.

Exploitation Title readily suggests
effective stunt exploitation and tie-

ups. Secure window space in a
prominent locality and stock it with
gold fish in globes and display signs
announcing the picture. Get bird-
stores to co-operate in the display.
Play up the star's name and say
that Marjorie Rambeau appeared in

the stage play of "The Goldfish."
Teaser ads and stunt exploitation,
trailer advertising and stills will all

help.

Direction Jerome Storm; very
good.

Authors .....Paul Armont and Mar-
cel Gerbidon

Scenario C. Gardner Sullivan
Cameraman Ray Binger
Photography . . • • Good
Locale New York
Length 7,145 feet

Mae Murray in

"Mile. Midnight"
Producer: Tiffany Prod

Distributor: Metro

Asa Whole ARTISTIC 1
DUCTION AND RATHEF j
TASTIC ATMOSPHERE I

STAR VERY MUCH INj
USUAL. SURROUNEl
STORY A BIT SLIGHT
FOOTAGE ACCORDED.

Star.... As vivacious as usua'
is inclined to overdo it son
Nearly always dashes off
the set. Very pretty and sp
ly photographed. Her gow
attract attention. They're be
and not quite as bizarre as
she has worn in previous p
tions.

Type of Story Drama. Mexi
its political strife holds the
of interest in Mae Murray's
photoplay, a drama in which
big, fat Mexicans are strivi:

leadership and involving a
little miss whose father is kil
the agent of his own broth*
latter than secreting the dav.

and heiress, while he plans
control of her fortune to furtl
political ambitions. There i

wealth of material or a grea
of originality in the story b
rector Leonard has dressed it

an elegant production and
rounded the star with plenty t

torial appeal to offset the
shortcomings. It includes
tractive role for Miss Mum
lowing her several opportunit
dance, and develops into a pi
romance when the brave Am
saves her from her villainous
Some of the bandit busines.-
bit hectic and could have
omitted without detriment,
development isn't slow but tr

a little too much footage fc

amount of story.

Box Office Angle You
whether or not you can pleasi
folks with a Mae Murray p
She's made enough of them

they like her they'll be p
with this.

Exploitation Here's an t

title that should catch their
Play it up extensively and in

announcements say that Maei
ray plays the part of a viv.:

miss of French ancestry whe
the call of her great-grandm
a belle of her day, whose inri

but frivolous escapades cause
to be banished from the F
Court. Say it is a story of b.
bold and a hero brave who
the lady he loved from a vilh
uncle who sought to confinf
in an asylum while he approp 1
her fortune. Boost the star's I
and use plenty of stills and a t 1

Direction Robert Z. Lee
very good.

Author John Russell and
Harbaugh.

Scenario The
Cameraman Oliver I

Photography
; . . . exc

Locale France-lv
Length (,jj{
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Make sure the release print is on Eastman

Positive Film and you make sure that the

photographic quality of the negative is car-

ried through to the screen for your audiences

to enjoy.

Look for the identification "Eastman"

"Kodak'' in black letters in the film margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



will they like i

You can stake dollars

to doughnuts they're

going to rave about it.

Life! Beauty! Gowns!
PARIS!!!

What a picture this one
is for any box-office

M. C. LEVEE presents

u Maurice Toumeur
P RO D U C T I O N

//

VheWHITE MOTH
By IZOLA FORRESTER

Barbara LaMarr
Conway Tearle
Personally directed by MAURICE TOURNEUR

et the FIRST NATIONAL habit. It's all the rage/
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rHE BAG
By DANNY

y'ho holds it? Does the pro-

f,
the distributor, or the ex-

jbf? Buck-passing has been

jst the national pastime in

• ndustry with regard to the

;er. We re heard a lot late-

xhibitors who complain of

:
pictures and blame distrib-

|; and the latter pass the

! to the producers. And the

:icers !

—

I one of those Clem Deneker's.
just get nowhere. And we—but
he Chadwick group of Indepen-
M. P. Prod. & Dist. have one
ose famous lunches tomorrow.
t[rs. Astor's. And we're due to

>me ideas. So we'll talk about
ling the Bag." And let it go
at. Sydney S. Cohen of the

. T. O. is also to talk. And tne

al subject relates to the co-de-
:nce of the independent pro-

, distributor and exhibitor. Syd
always worth listening to.

Praise from Caesar

Writes Al Lichtman.

"My Dear Danny:

"I want to compliment you
i the splendid articles you
ve published recently in your
luable paper concerning the
ying and selling conditions
lich exist in our industry.

"I believe if you continue to

blish these constructive ar-

les for a better code of ethics

the buying and selling of
;tures, it will result in the
tterment of conditions for all

ncerned.

"Personally, I greatly ap-
eciate your articles and hope
ey continue."
Now, Al, that's nice. Glad
>u liked them.

There's going to be a nice

eeting of the Hays group,

eal soon. And it promises re-

Its. Relative to certain types

pictures. Which were gener-

ly agreed upon as "out." And
t—by that perversity which
stinguishes some of our ablest

tizens. Some of the "outs"
ve been scheduled for pro-

iction for next season. Which
s stirred up some of the gen-

(Continued on Page 2)

More Trophies
Hirlagraph Offers a Sept Camera

—

Others Promised—Tardy En-
trants Annoy Committee

More and more prizes and trophies
for the Spring Film Golf Tournament
continue pouring in.

Saturday, Charles J. Hirlaman of

the Hirlagraph M. P. Corp., stepped
right up and offered as a trophy a

Sept camera and carrying case, with
a capacity for 224 feet of film. And
the Hirlagraph Laboratories will de-
velop and print without charge the
first 1,000 feet of film shot by the
winner.
Boy— that's a prize. The Com-

mittee will be up all night deciding
the kind of golfer or goofer to get it.

In addition Jules E. Brulatour of

Eastman raw stock fame, will con-
(Continued on Page 2)

20 Cleveland Runs
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—"The Marriage Circle"
which has just concluded a five

week's engagement at the Circle, is

scheduled to play 20 local neighbor-
hood houses day and date the week of

May 18.

Inaugurate Exhibitors' Month
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—The M. P. T. O. of Neb.
and Western Iowa has entered upon
a profit-sharing agreement with Lib-
erty Films covering all pictures sold
during June and July.

Fred Thompson Series Finished
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—H. J. Brown Prod,
has just completed the last of the
Fred Thompson features for F. B. O.
release. The series was directed by
Al Rogell.

Summer Pictures
Warner Bros, will release eight pic-

tures during the summer months.
They will be completed and delivered
on or before August 1.

"Broadway After Dark" prints arr
now in the exchanges. The loca
premiere will be at the Rivoli May
18. Other releases will be "How to

Educate A Wife." "Babbitt," "Being
Respectable," "Her Marriage Vow,"
"Cornered," "Lover's Lane," and
"The Tenth Woman." Phil Rosen is

putting finishing touches on "Being
Respectable;" Millard Webb is well
under way on "Her Marriage Vow;"
William Beaudine has started on
"Cornered" while "The Tenth W°m-
an" will be started June 1,

Admission Figures
Bring Hot Retorts from Exhibitors

in New England and Nebraska

—

Hostettler Wants to Know
The April 29 issue of THE FILM

DAILY carried the report of the ad-

mission tax figures furnished by the

Government, indicating that busi-

ness was far better than a year ago.

A general cry has resulted. "Al"
Steffes of Minneapolis protests the

figures; Joe Dennison of Michigan
thinks they fail to show truthfully

existing conditions, and several sales

managers declared, commenting on
them that business was far from
good in several sections.

The mail of the past few days has
contained quite a few letters showing
exhibitor agitation resulting from the

(Continued on Page 6)

New Better Fflm Movement
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Durham, N. C.—The first step in

the campaign launched by the

Women's Club for better pictures for

children has been made. Matinees
will be given once a week at which
special pictures will be shown.

Non-Theatrical Dinner May 28

The next monthly dinner of the

M. P. Chamber of Commerce of

America, Non-Theatrical, will be held
at the Cafe Boulevard on May 28.

The annual dinner will be held in the
early Fall.

Cast All Colored in New Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Lawrence Goldman,
of the Monarch Prod. Co.. has re-

turned with his company of colored
players from location, having finished

"The Flaming Crisis."

"Girl Shy" at Cameo
"Girl Shy" will follow "The Che-

chahcos" at the Cameo. The Lloyd
picture opens May 25 for an indefinite

run.

Editor's Note—Behind this incon-
soicuous news report is a mighty im-
portant matter. Especially, as it con-
cerns the showing of the Lloyd pic-

ture during the summer months. The
Cameo run is going to block the
showing. The reason: inability of
buyer and seller getting together.

Pathe won't talk about it. Neither
will the big circuits involved. But
the point remains that either because
of inability to make a deal or the

(Continued on Page 2)

At Work on "Ben Hur"
No Intention of Bringing Unit Here,

Despite Report—Some Scenes
Shot in Tunis

Edward Bowes denied on Satur-
day the report that the "Ben -Hur"
company would return to New York
and make the picture in this coun-
try.

He admitted that adverse weather
conditions had retarded the building

of sets but declared that the produc-
tion was advancing as expected. The
picture will be made abroad as ori-

ginally planned. Some of the scenes
those dealing with the "Wise Men of

the East" have already been shot in

Tunis.

Offers A Suggestion
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City
—"The Reel Journal,"

makes the following suggestion edi-

torially:

"The exhibitors of Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois have done a wise thing
in consolidating into one organization, and
we wonder why it would not be a good plan
for the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Kansas to bring into their organization the
exhibitors of Western Missouri, who seem to

be having quite a difficult time in reorganizing
themselves, as they some weeks ago set out to

do."

Board to Help Eliminate Bad Prints

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City—The Film Board of

Trade will cooperate with exhibitors
and exchanges in insuring the pro-
tection of prints.

Aldous Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—H. J. Aldous, is

dead, following an illness of several

months. Aldous was treasurer of the

Rothacker-Allen laboratory.

Norwich For Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Norwich, N. Y.—A referendum on
the Sunday show problem has re-

sulted in favor of Sabbath perform-
ances.

New Company To Make 10 Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—A new syndicate

headed by A. B. C. Dohrmann will

produce 10 pictures at the San Mateo
studios.

New House for Brooklyn

The Small-Straseberg circuit is

building a .3,200 seat theater at Pa-
cific St. and 4th Ave., in one of the

busiest neighborhoods of Brooklyn.
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THE BAG
(Continued from Page 1)

tlemen who believe in gentle-

men's agreements.

You'll notice a holler. From Hos-

tettler and a New England exhibitor.

About the admission tax figures.

Well, they're right. But you can't

go back of the record. Business isn't

good. In a lot of spots. So much so

that a prominent distributor just noti-

fied some of his men. To have the

pictures played—even if they had to

be furnished free. To keep some
houses open. In the territories af-

fected. Here's hoping that imposi-

tions do not develop.

If they do they will just choke a

mighty decent effort to help out.

When help is most needed.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for tnis "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

eJIMMIE ADAMS,

SATEE«4SANE
Christie Comedi

^t\ SAFE BETTHAT VOULL CROCK WITH LAUGHTER>

cuU 3e<rral< da il~ •

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

I-
O'V

Foreign
Distribution

MOTION PICTURE TITLES
of Any Description

Translations in All Languages
Rush Work—Our Dish

E. FERRO
130 W. 46th St. Bryant 2779

More Trophies
(.Continued

tribute a . trophy. You know how
Brulatour does things—this will In
another real prize. And then "Artie"

Slebbins steps out and offers a special

prize for the golfer who takes the

least number of puts for the last 18

holes. Danny says that's the i nly

prize he has a ennnce to iv'n and is

out after it from now on.

A week ago cups were offered by
"Watty" Rothacker, "Motion Picture

from Page 1)

News," Elmer Pearson for Pathe Ex-
change, Abe Warner in behalf of

Warner Brothers and Jack Cosman
of "Agfa."

By the way, the Committe feels

upset at the tardy attitude of the en-

tries. The Committee wants all the

entries possible at the very earliest

moment. These entries are needed
early to save a lot of annoyance later.

Shoot your entry in. Do it today.

Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any member of the com-

mittee :

Here is my entry for the Spring Film

Golf Tournament to be held Wed-
nesday, June 4, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

My check herewith ($10 for players, including

lunch, dinner and prizes. $5 for goofer diners). My
average round is

THE COMMITTEE
Bruce Gallup, First National, 383 Madison Ave.

Felix Feist, State Theater Bldg., 1540 Broadway.

Abe Warner, Warner Brothers, 1600 Broadway.

E. K. Gillette, M. P. News, 729 Seventh Ave.

Danny, The Film Daily, 71 West 44th St.

Mothers' Day Matinee At Strand

Mothers' Day will be observed at

the Strand tomorrow afternoon by
a special matinee for gold star

mothers. Helen Chadwick, featured
player of "Why Men Leave Home,"
the picture at the Strand, will act as
hostess.

New Members Of Arbitrat'on Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Ben Amsterdam of

Masterpiece, M. Landau of Universal,

and Jack Flynn of Universal, have
been appointed to the arbitration

Committee of the Film Board of

Trade.

Injunction Against Greiver Prod.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Braden and Chester and
Celebrated Players have secured an
injunction against Greiver Prod., re-

straining the latter from using the

words "powder" or "river" in con-

nection with the distribution
_
of

"Flashes of Action" which Greiver

controls. The defendants hold the

rights to "Powder River."

"Girl Shy" at Ga
(Continued from Page 1)

jockeying methods resorted tc

Shy," will not play any of t

local circuits this summer,
means that the second and late

cannot show the picture.

In the Fall—when it is too

the picture will probably be r<

in the local territory. Buyers 1

like a "summer price" on a [

There is no "summer price" on
And in the Fall—when there ai

of other excellent pictures arc

there will be another jam. Pr.

by the inability of buyer and
to get together when it mea
most.
Throughout the country the

picture is being released this su

Exhibitors, other than in this

tory, will have a Lloyd to bols

business. But not in and aroun
York.

DA

Roy Chandler Back
Roy Chandler, manager of the film

department of Chipman, Ltd., has re-

turned from an extensive trip through
Europe.

oJlnnouncirig
ff

7^eWISE VIRGIN
STARRING

patsti Ruth MillerkMatt Moore
AN ELMEfc HA/miS-
SPECIAL PRODUCTION

-fan

HODKINSON RELEASE

Baby Peggy's second
"Helen's Babies" has been com -J

HAL ROACH'

OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

A COMPLETE LABORATOR
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Indust

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 54! 1

GOLFER|S
If you are interested in >

sporty imported English {

sweaters and stockings J

should see the new stock

just took out of customs.

Positively the finest line

imported stockings and swe

ers you ever saw and at v<

reasonable prices too.

SLAZENGER
12 E. 43rd St. N.Y.C
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Admission Figures
(.Continued from Page 1)

tax figures. Two of the most inter-

esting are printed below:

HOSTETTLER AMUSEMENT CO.

Executive Offices

Omaha, Neb.

Film Daily,
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:

We are just in receipt of issue of your
paper of April 29th, in which you reveal

figures regarding admission tax.

We would certainly thank you if you will

try ,to analyze these figures and find out

just where and why the tax was higher.

Certainly it could not have come from mo-
tion picture theatres—I mean the rank and
file of picture theatres in which fifty-piece

orchestras and stage presentation, which rival

the Music Box Review production, are not

used. We have quite a large number of

theatres and are in constant touch with
hundreds of exhibitors, and cannot accept the

figures as any indication that the motion pic-

ture receipts are increasing. We do not say
that there are not localities where the picture

business is better, but we think these in-

stances are few and far between.

If there is any way to find out from these

figures the sections of the country that are

doing an increased business over last year,

that is, what we term motion picture thea-

tres, we would be pleased to have you advise

us.

Very truly yours,

HOSTETTLER AMUSEMENT CO.,

M. W. REINKE.

ELM AMUSEMENT COMPANIES
27 School Street

Boston, Mass.

Editor, Film Daily,

New York, N. Y.
Dear Sir:

Apropos your article in the April 29th
issue, giving statistics and figures that "1923-

24 Theater Business Tops Previous Year's Rec-
cord by Millions," it is well to state in addition

that the fact alone does not necessarily mean an
improvement in the business in general. A
mere increase in volume of business does not,

of itself, indicate larger profits. It may well

be, and, I think, it is true in this instance,

that the high cost of operating our theatres

which has been brought about by the steadily

increasing cost of pictures, rentals, and gen-

eral overhead expenses, has necessitated a
slight increase of admission charges, which in

return is reflected, of course, in larger ad-

mission tax to the Federal Government. All
of this, however, does in no way show or prove
a larger net profit. The larger cost of opera-
ting is met by a larger and corresponding cost

of admission, but in the final analysis, no
better result from a profit standpoint than
hitherto.

At no time is it safe to give figures on
business done without at the same time show-
ing cost of doing that business, for it gives

an erroneous impression. And, in this day,
when so many exaggerated accounts are cir-

culated as to the fabulous profits made by
men in the industry it is proper that some
word be said to correct that impres-
sion. If we are to be relieved from the bur-
densome taxes, we cannot afford for our own
protection to allow such statistics to go un-
challenged, unless we add this word to give
a proper focus of the situation.

If you consider this point worthy of a place
in your daily why you are at liberty to insert

it.

Very truly yours,

HENRY H. LEVENSON.

Kennedy Comedies Formed
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—Kennedy Comedies, Inc.,

has been charted with a capital of

$50,000. Those behind the enterprise
include Frank P. Kennedy, of Pep-
perell; Leon E. Dadmun, of Har-
vard, and Charles Kapka and Daniel
Maguire of Boston. The new com-
pany will produce at Newton High-
lands.

Hollywood Previews

As productions are invariably cut after previewing, a

general idea of each picture only is given, rather than a

complete analysis. The usual review will appear when the

picture is shown in New York.

"The Marriage Cheat"

Ince—First National

The best part of "The Marriage
Cheat" is the beautiful photography
and magnificent backgrounds. The
story proves to be not very good for

picturization purposes, and at times

dwindles off to absurd situations. But,

regardless of the story lack that is

evident, John Griffith Wray has in-

jected certain values that may pull

the picture through with the average
audience to a little better than ordin-
ary business.

The story deals with a missionary
on an out of the way south sea island.

A white woman who had jumped
overboard from a passing yacht is

rescued by the natives and brought to

the island. A love affair develops be-
tween the missionary and the girl,

and even though the girl tells she is

married, the missionary hesitates to

give her up. Then the husband re-

turns to the island on his yacht

—

discovers the state of affairs—with
the missionary fighting for the girl.

As a finale, we find the three prin-

cipals tossed upon the rocks in a
storm—the missionary swims two
miles to shore to summon help, and
the husband conveniently slips off the
rocks to leave his wife with the mis-
sionary.

The cast including Percy Marmont,
Leatrice Joy, and Adolphe Menjou,
may, with the title, help to draw the
customers.

ter. It is the experiences of three

married couples—the main couple,

however, being Monte Blue and
Marie Prevost. They get jammed up
into all sorts of matrimonial difficul-

ties and misunderstandings when she
endeavors to help her husband in

business.

A number of very clever situations

have been devised, and the story
moves along at a nice rate of speed.

In addition to Monte Blue and Marie
Prevost, the cast includes Creighton
Hale, Betty Francisco, Vera Lewis
and Claude Gillingwater.

With the exploitation possibilities

of the title, plus the real entertain-

ment values in the picture, it should
go very nicely.

"How to Educate a Wife"
Warner Brothers

This is a very clever comedy-drama
of domestic strife, that should get
over most satisfactorily in every thea-

"A Son of the Sahara"
Carewe Prod.—First National

Even though Carewe journeyed
with his company and staff all the

way to northern Africa to film this,

the finished product does not justify

all the trouble expended.

The story is typical "sheik" style

in unfolding—sheik in love with white
girl—kidnapping and placing the girl

in his harem when she discovers his

nationality—then, later her discovery
that he is really of English parent-
age.

Carewe has obtained some very
colorful settings, but the story drags
in spots, and Bert Lytell is far from
a matinee idol sheik in the part he
portrays.

On the whole, "A Son of the Sa-
hara" is little better than program
material, with certain audience value
if you can interest your public in a

"sheik" picture.

On Broadway
Astor—"Secrets"
Broadway—"The Fighting American"
Brooklyn Strand—"Why Men Leave
Home"

Cameo—"The Ghechahcos"
Capitol—"Thy Name Is Woman"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandents"
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall."

44th Street
—"America"

Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Loew's New York—Today—"The

Girl of the Limberlost"
Tuesday—"Man's Mate" and "The
Dangerous Blonde"

Wednesday—"Three Weeks"
Thursday—"The Courtship of

Myles Standish"
Friday—"Don't Doubt Your Hus-
band" and "The Covered Trail"

Saturday—"Why Get Married?"

Rialto
—"Men"

Rivoli
—"Between Friends"

Strand—"Why
#
Men Leave Home"

Next Week

Astor—"Secrets"

Broadway—Not yet determined.

Brooklyn Strand—"The Woman on
The Jury"

Cameo—"The Chechahcos"
Capitol—Not yet determined.

Cohan—"The Ten Commandents"
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall."

44th Street
—"America"

Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Lyric—"The Spirit of the U. S. A."
Rialto

—"Broadway After Dark"
Rivoli

—"The Goldfish"

Strand—"The Woman on the Jury"

In the Courts
The Cosmograph M. P. Macl

;

Co., has filed suit in the Supn
Court against the National Non-T
atrical M. P. Machine Co., for a 1

ance of $3,440 due for machines
livered in 1921 and 1922. The def

dant counterclaims for $10,000

ages on the ground that it signe

contract to become exclusive ag
for the plaintiff for five years, ;

that the plaintiff broke the contr

by failing to fill orders with f

class machines, and to put an unt
writer's label on the standard saf

machine.

The Appellate Division has dec

ed that Eggers, Inc., need not tesi

before trial in a suit by Abbey Pri

shop. Inc., for $3,405 due for servi
,

and materials in printing the "Sen.
Mirror." The defendant is count

claiming for $3,325 on the ground t

the plaintiff used such poor par.,

ink, and press work that the ne\-

dealers returned 3,500 copies of e; i

issue of the paper. The plain :

sought to examine the defendant

to these allegations.

Supreme Court Justice Ford 1

denied an application by Willi.'

Faversham to set aside an order
his examination before trial in

suit of the Selznick Distributi

Corp., for $44,036 damages
breach of contract to make a fi

:

under an agreement with Lewis
Selznick.

A default judgment for $4,822 1

been filed in the Supreme Court
;

Mary F. Yoost against Alfred
Harstn on a note payable at I

Dyckman Theatre, in W. 207th S

Supreme Court Justice McCc
has signed an order dismissing a si

of the Automatic Reel Co., agaii

the Precision Machine Co., Inc., b
cause the case has been settled.

Contest Winners Announced
(Sptcial to THB PIl.U DAILY)

Los Angeles—The winners of 1j

scenario contest held in "La Journa
Paris, have been announced. Anc
Boucler, Guy Bouree and Noel Re
ard are first prize winners, each i]

ceiving 1,000 francs for the best see

arios out of 1,024 submitted. T
contest was conducted by Mauri
Tourneur and its object to present
fine picture of the French woman
today.

Ivan Abramsom has started wc.

on the second Lionel Barrymore p
duction for Chadwick Pictures. 1
cast includes Gaston Glass s

George Stewart.

ilm Developing Cori
210-16 VeetaawkenStWestHobokenJ

Laboratory with the lowest Insuran
Rates in the East. Negative Developin
Printing, Cutting and Projection Roon

Phaae. UN ION—4800
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Ilewspaper Opinions
"Alimony—F. B. O.
Empress, Omaha

>"WS—Maybe wives will like this pic-

jr but husbands—never.
ORLDHERALD—* * * elaborately

icited and well photographed but the act-

ipust isn't, and the situations are uncon-
Dlg.

"America"—United Artists
Auditorium, Chicago

MERICAN—Another Griffith pictuke,
nher masterpiece of the cinema, another
cummately artistic fusion of romance
n history * * *

)URNAL—It was not only that this

i'.rical shelter for artistiic achievement
oed the spectacle, nor that a great scion
f fine historic family, Lionel Barrymore,
l.'»d an unimportant part. It was be-

lle the greatest pictorial biography the
n has ever seen was presented.

-EWS—The ride of Paul Revere is

i outstanding and important piece of mo-
c picture art in this production. * * *

1] poet Longfellow is surpassed and out-
er in the swiftness and breath-taking
lity of the scene of the Paul Revere

RIBUNE — "America," the greatest
lioplay D. W. Griffith has made since
'e Birth of a Nation," * » *

'hat a picture! The illustrated story
Fnomentous events in our country's his-

Shubert, Cincinnati

iOST—The Griffith film is a stupendous
ig. There are hundreds and hundreds of
pie in some of the scenes. * * * The war
its were gripping, and to verify the
rare all we have to do is to turn to
I authentic history.
ilMES-STAR—As sweet as an old song
X at twilight, yet so powerful that it

lis the heart and stirs the soul, * * *

inerica," » * * w ;n ljve iong a fter ;ts
tor is dust and its actors phantoms.
RIBUNE—* * * the latest and greatest
D. W. Griffith's productions, not only a
;rb picturization of the Revolution, but
an inspiring lesson in patriotism.

"Beau Brummel"—Warners
Rialto, Washington

OST—This is a picture that is certain
go down in your list of best pictures,
is the something we have been waiting

IMES—-"Beau Brummel" will be one of
films that future generations will study
future thespians revere * * *

side from his "Jekyll and Hyde," Bar
ore has never done any work to equal
au Brummel."

roadway After Dark"—Warners'
Metropolitan, Baltimore

UN (Evening)—* * * by the sheer force
his directorial wizardry, this Bell man
developed the thing in a glamour that
ehow or other dazzles. * * *

Modern & Beacon, Boston
RANSCRIPT—Aside from ' Mr. Men-
s acting, and from these scenes, how-
, the film is ashes in the mouths of
e who seek new flavors in thier shadow-
Id banqueting.

'he Confidence Man"—F. P.-L.
Granada, San Francisco

(Week Ending May 3)
ULLETIN—The picture is a romance
is filled with exciting situations, and

e watching it one is reminded of the
idid work accompanied by Meighan in
first big crook drama.
ALL—It keeps one guessing as to what
(ring to happen next and whether or not
hero will forsake his evil ways or not.
XAMINER—A sort of "Wallingford"
: is given to the play, although the oper-
ns are conducted on ordinary lines of
idling and there is good entertainment
igr with the constant dramatic action of
play.

rEWS—Interest is sustained in "The
fidence Man" to the end without resort
melodramatic climaxes and it proves a
n -and wholesome picture.

"Cytherea"—1st Nat'l

Olympia, Boston
TRANSCRIPT—* * * a series of sticky,

colored scenes, quite devoid of any exotic

charm * * *

The characterizing values of Mr. Herge-
sheimer's story are, of course, completely

lost.

Capitol, Detroit
FREE PRESS—Hergesheimer's novel * *

* was loved by thousands * * * and the play

should prove equally popular *

Lewis Stone is admirable in the part of

the husband. Some of the scenes in colors

are unusually interesting and the whole is

well staged.
NEWS—"Cytherea" has been splendidly

staged and good judgment has ,been shown
in selecting the cast. Lewis Stone as the

husband gives his usual effective perform-
ance * * *

* * * it's not a bit shocking. However,
it's much too sexy for any but adult minds.
TIMES—* * * has lost none of its charm

of interest being transferred to the screen.

"Dawn of a Tomorrow"—F. P.-L.

California, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 3)

CALL—This picture has action that rivets

the interest of the spectator to scene after

scene, and when the story is told it really

ends something that some picture plays for-

get to do.

NEWS—"The Dawn of a Tomorrow" is a

good film, and unusual in that it manages
to be a sentimental story that is not senti-

mentalized in the telling.

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"—
United Artists

New Detroit, Detroit
FREE PRESS—Many factors contribute

to the success of this attraction. Naturally
Miss Pickford is the principal one. The ap-
propriate cast assisting the star is also of

material importance
NEWS—Not since the happy days of "A

Romance of the Redwoods" and "Daddy
Long Legs" has the sprightly Pickford spirit

had such romping leeway * * * the whimsi-
cal touches of Marshall Neilan, who directed,

are always in evidence.
TIMES—The picture shows up a new

Mary Pickford, as fascinating as any of the
others and with an additional impressiveness
and dignity already mentioned. The other
acting is good.

"The Eternal City"—1st Nat'l
New Astor, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE (Morning)—Barbara LaMarr
and Bert Lytell play the effective roles of
the two lovers, while Lionel Barrymore gives
an excellent performance of the unsympa-
thetic baron. Richard Bennett and Monta-
gue Love head the supporting cast, which
includes hundreds of people.

TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same.

"Excitement"—Universal
Randolph, Chicago

TRIBUNE—My name is "Excitement"
and I am greatly in need of help. I limp
badly so a pair of crutches would be ap-
preciated. * * * I am supposed to be funny
but am not, is the common complaint against
me.

"Judgment of the Storm"—F. B. O.
Reade's Hipp, Cleveland

NEWS—* * * it has a story to tell and
tells it in a manner that holds the interest.

Fay's, Philadelphia
INQUIRER—Just the sort of entertain-

ment for the time of year, was the verdict
of the audience at Fay's last night, judged
by the salvos of applause which were show-
ered upon the performers, as well as the
photoplays.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rofecfcgr Laboratories

WILL5AM S. GiLL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

"Let Not Man Put Asunder"

—

Vitagraph
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—It is an absorbing treatise

on love, marriage and divorce *

NEWS—* * * unquestionably takes the

record for number of divorces and marriages
crammed into one feature picture.

TIMES— Pauline Frederick, Helen d'Algy
and Lou Tellegen, supported by an excellent

cast, have blended their talent in a vibrant

drama of modern life, a portrayal of the

possible evils of divorce and the age-old di-

vinity of love.

"The Lone Wolf"—Asso. Exhibitors
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—"The Lone Wolf"
has given a most adequate scenic investiture

and there is real environment for the many
scenes of underworld mysteries of Paris.

POST-DISPATCH— It might have hap-
pened anywhere, or it might not have hap-
pened at all, which is more likely.

STAR—"The Lone Wolf" is a reasonably
engrossing presentation of swift-moving ad-
venture, with many unexpected climaxes and
anti-climaxes.

"The Love Master"—1st Nat'l

Eastman, Rochester
IIKMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—The present

writer has seen few pictures as artistically

appealing as some of the poses of Strong-
heart and Lady Julie caught by the photo-
grapher. * * * every boy should be allowed
to see it, for what boy does not love a

dog?
A word of commendation is due the writer

of the subtitles * * * Intelligence and wit
make them a joy.
HERALD—* * * the real interest is

centered about Strongheart, a superb dog,
and The Faun, an even more superb canine.
The acting of these two "dumb" brutes
is truly phenomenal.
JOURNAL—Strongheart is an exceed-

ingly likeable star. He is always natural.
* * #

The picture is well done, and the out of
doors scenes are particularly attractive.
TIMES-UNION—"Don't miss it."

"The Man Life Passed By"—Metro
Victoria, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Although the story may be
along familiar lines and treats of the eternal
conflict betwen the rich and poor, "The
Man Life Passed By," * * * is of decided
appeal.
PUBLIC LEDGER—* * * the story of a

man whose bitterness against life is changed
by a woman to love, and the woman is the
daughter of his enemy. Percy Marmont
is more than satisfactory in a rather im-
possible and unplausible role.

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS
FOR

CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
II8W.44ST. N.Y. BRYANT 6635

"Slave of Desire"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Victoria, Rochester

•HERALD—The full dramatic strength
that Balzac gave his story has been re-
tained. * * *

George Walsh was happily chosen for the
main role, and Bessie Love and Carmel
Myers leave nothing to be desired in their

portrayals of the leading feminine roles.

%3

/ester ?.Scobb Jr.

presents

BUFFA
BILL"

WISE

STATE RIGHT BUYERS

ARE GRABBING OFF

THE

BUFFALO BILL, JR.

SERIES OF 8 STUNT

WESTERNS FAST

THESE MEN KNOW
GENE MARCUS

20th Century Film Co., Inc.,

258 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

East. Penna.
South. New Jersey

R. G. HILL ENTERPRISES, Inc.,
1022 Forbes St., Pittsburg, Pa.

West Penna.
West Virginia

Ask
WEISS BROTHERS

Artclass Pictures Corp.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

COMING SOON

Siren sf Seville"
f» H0DKINS0N RELEASE

Season 1924-1925 Thirty first ihm Pictures

by "H.ri VAN LOAN
DinECTeo&y

JEROME STORM
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By DANNY

Ihy do we everlastingly talk

jut money? Why when any-

ng important happens in pic-

'es that the first thing some-
is thinks about is in terms of

[lions? There are a lot of

ks hiding behind screens who
t wait for these figures and
! them against the industry

en the opportunity happens.

•or instance—a few weeks ago we
re all fussed up in the office. Over
figures showing the volume of

iiness done at the box office. And
nted to the increase with pride.

d—a few days later—during the
hearing in Washington these very

bres were used against the tax
uction on admissions.

In Washington several years

ago we were threatened with

serious taxation on produc-

tion because a Western Sen-

ator was peeved that Mary
\Pickford's income was vastly

in excess of the income of the

President of the United States.

Vhen a wise press agent sent out
eport of Jackie Coogan getting a

ck for a huge amount against his

[t four pictures, this was turned
inst the business. Let's all agree
lay off using figures. Especially
en they crawl into the millions. It

I save a lot. And block Canon
ise from being oversupplied with
terial.

Nice

lere's what the Motion Picture
ws says about the coming golf
rnament:

These film tournaments have be-
ne extremely popular. They bring
boys together in a fine spirit of

)d fellowship. Ideas are exchang-
-and so is the stuff that finds park-
space in the hip pocket. They

y not make many 'birdies' or
gles,' but they make a happy
iwing concentrated around the
eteenth hole. They start off by
rating 'Fore!'—and end up by
>uting 'More!'

"

rHANKS, BILL.

Two of England's most
prominent film men are here.

Sir William Jury, and Col. A.

C. Bromhead of Gaumont's. Do
(Continued on Page 2)

Break With Educ'l?
Jack White Here on Reported New

Deal—Plans Features Next
Year

Jack White is at the Commodore
in connection with what is said to be
a new distributing arrangement for

his 1924-1925 product. The various
White units at present supply a con-
siderable portion of the Educational
program.
When White was reached on the

telephone yesterday, he refused to

either confirm or deny the report

about a new release. However, a

spokesman for him declared that,

while White did not want to make a

definite statement, it was true that

he was figuring on a different distrib-

ution.

White said he intended operat-
ing sixteen units next year, an
increase of six over his present
forces and that he intended mak-
ing feature length comedies, in addi-

tion to short subjects. Educational,
during the current season, has listed

a total of fifty-seven pictures produc-
ed by the White organization.

It was impossible to reach anyone
in authority at Educational for a
statement.

Mass. Passes Billboard Measure
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—Governor Cox has signed
a bill under which towns and cities

may adopt regulations for billboard
advertising without interference from
the state.

Richards and Saenger Here
E. V. Richards and Julian Saenger

of the Saenger Amusement Co. are
here from New Orleans.

Small Houses Aided
English Budget to Relieve Little

Fellow—Worry There Over
Import Duty Removal

BY ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Of The Film Renter and M. P. News

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London—While the elimination of

the entertainment tax on all seats

up to 6d., is by no means all that ex-
hibitors hoped for, yet it is a step
in the right direction, and has been
received with satisfaction on all

hands. The effect will be that in the

smaller kinemas throughout the
country considerable relief will be
felt as most of the seats in these halls

average from Sd. to 9d. and it there-
fore means almost abolition

The intention of the Government
to abolish the McKenna import du-

(Continued on Page 4)

Famous Declares Dividend
The board of directors of Famous

Players met yesterday and declared

a regular quarterly dividend of $2
on the common stock, payable on
July 1 to stockholders of record as

of June 16.

Joint Sales Control
Suggested For All European Pro-
ducers—German Editor Would

Draft Agreement
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—A co-operative agree-
ment, embracing the leading figures

in the European film industry in or-

der to permit each producer to get
his cost out of the Continental mar-
ket and thus add an impetus to the

sale of foreign rights, perhaps ir-

respective of price, is suggested by
Gustav Wolfsohn, editor of the

"Lichtbildbuhne" of Berlin. The
Wolfso'-n article is given prominence
in "Kinematograph Weekly."

Wolfsohn's analysis of America
and how this country regards foreign
pictures is lucid and clear. He argues
that the idea of an American boy-
cott is silly and admits that Ameri-
cans need have no fear of European
competition, at least, as he says, "for
the time being." He points out that

some German pictures have gone
over very well in America and places
the blame squarely on the producer
for his failure to follow up his ad-
vantage. Wolfsohn says, in part:

"If we wish to sell our goods we must be
ready to risk some expenditure. Instead of
casual trips to the States, we ought long ago
to have founded American branch offices of
our own, just as the Americans are doing in
all the important European markets.

"The strength of the American position
is due to the fact that they can recover
their cost in their own market, which means
that the American producer is financially
independent of any other market. * * *

(Continued on Page 2)

Hold Meeting On Zoning Question
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The M. P. E. A. and
the Film Board of Trade held a joint

meeting at the Winton Hotel in an
effort to settle the zoning question
which would do away with arguments
over precedents of runs in neighbor-
hoods.

Kansas City to Join Allied

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City—The local M. P. T.

O. has voted to affiliate with the
Allied State Organizations.

"Miami" at Rivoli

"Miami," a Hodkinson release, goes
into the Rivoli in June. It plays over
the Loew circuit later on.

Outlook Good
Adolph Zukor Finds Business Con

ditions Generally Satisfactory

—

Enthusiasm at the Studio

Returning yesterday from a visr

to the Coast, during which he at

tended sales conventions in Chicagf
and Los Angeles. Adolph Zukor n
ported that he found business cot
ditions generally satisfactory.

"I talked with several exhibitors,

he said, "and except that weatlu
conditions at the moment are unsatit
factory they all were optimistic. Busi-
ness has been excellent excepting in

a few spots. In the Northwest, I

was told that with the reduction of
the admission tax it was believed that

much help would come to the exhibit-

ors of this section, because they have
absorbed the tax; this will help. In
the farming sections of the West
business has not been satisfactory be-
cause of crop conditions. Otherwise
business looks good. General mer-
cantile conditions are not so good."
As to production plans he said he

felt very happy over the enthusiasm
and spirit which was manifested at

the studio. "Several stars and direc-

tors told me that if they could not
turn out their pictures under the con-

(Continued on Page 2)

Willat Here
Irvin Willat and Billie Dove (Mrs.

Willat) are here from the Coast,
stopping at the Commodore. Willat
is putting finishing touches on "The
Wanderer of the Wasteland," which
will be shown privately at the Rialto

Monday night at 11:30.

Segal of Boston Here
Harry Segal, Pioneer Film of Bos-

ton is at the Astor for a few days.

Keep N. Y. Rights
Warners to Distribute Themselves

In This State and Northern
New Jersey

All reports to the contrary, the

Warners will retain the distributing

rights of their 1924-1925 product for

themselves and handle their own re-

leases in New York City, New York
State and Northern New Jersey.

The present Warner exchange, ad-
joing the executive offices in the

Mecca Bldg., will accommodate the

selling force to serve the city. North-
ern New Jersey and part of the State.

No exchange has been secured in

Buffalo as yet, but it is quite likely

that an arrangement will be made
with an existing organization to

handle physical distribution.

Sam Warner leaves for the Coast
on Wednesday
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{Continued from Page 1)

they rush into print? They do

not. They are reticent, calm,

and go about doing their

business. And in due time

—as the Englishman always

does—they will make a brief

announcement. And go back

home. Something some of our

executives might consider

—

when they go abroad.

Wilfred Buckland is here, from Los
Angeles to confer with William De
Mille and Clara Beranger on the pro-

duction of "Spring Cleaning".

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

clIMMIE ADAMS
safMsane
Christie Qomedt.

A SAFE BET THAT VOULL CRACK WITH LAUGHTER

auU CkoraC chr Ih

!

^ wO(\

&otv

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Banner Prod. Chartered
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Banner Prod., listing 500
shares of preferred stock, $100 each,

333 of common, Class A, and 666 of

Class B. common, no par value, have
been formed here. Incorporators:

George H. Davis, S. J. Briskin and L.

Leavy. Attorney, M. Sheinart, 305

Broadway.

Coast Film Benefit June 21

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The semi-annual
benefit of the picture branch of the

Actor's Fund of America will be held

at the Philharmonic Auditorium,

June 21. Frank Woods is chairman
of the committee in charge, with Har-
old Lloyd in active charge.

Dreier Signs with Lasky
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Hans Dreier who
came to America with Dimitri Buch-
owetzki has signed a long-term con-
tract with Famous as art director.

His first job will be "Compromised",
the new Negri picture.

Harris' First, "The Wise Virgin"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Elmer Harris' first

picture for Hodkinson will be "The
Wise Virgin," an original story writ-
ten by Harris and sold to Famous
before he entered production on his

own.

Two Mayer Films on B'way
Two pictures produced by Louis

B. Mayer are playing at Broadway
first-runs this week: "Why Men
Leave Home" is at the Strand and
"Thy Name Is Woman", at the Capi-
tol.

Hillyer to Direct "Frietchie"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Lambert Hillyer will

direct "Barbara Frietchie," to be
made by the Ince studios for Hod-
kinson.

Harry Ennis With Weiss Bros.

Harry Ennis, for a number of years
with "Variety" and "The Clipper"
has joined Weiss Bros., where he
will handle publicity and advertising.

Tompkins, Brooklyn to Re-open
The Tompkins. 534 Gates Ave.,

will re-open Thursday evening, hav-
ing been closed for a month or more.
Herman Lightstone is manager.

Joint Sales Control
(Continued from Page 1)

"We must enter the American market,

not in order there to earn a few odd dol-

lars, but in order to get a footing over there

for good, to secure a future market.
"The essential thing for the leaders of

the European Trade is to see that this

splendid isolation, is the real source of their

weakness, and that it needs co-operation in

order to bring them on the same footing

with their American competitors. The idea

is to get the leading personalities of the

European film trade to sit down round
a table and come to some agreement re-

garding the marketing of their productions
within Europe. There is no reason why
such an agreement should not be reached.
"Only by thus establishing a certain solid-

arity within the European film producing
countries, only by co-operation such as out-

lined above, will it be possible for European
producers to obtain a firm footing on the
American market."

A Correction
In THE FILM DAILY of April

27, "The Lone Wagon," and "Mile-
a-Minute-Morgan,'' state rights re-

leases, were erroneously credited to

Aywon. The pictures were produced
and owned by Sanford Productions,
Los Angeles. "Mile-a-Minute Mor-
gan," was written and directed by
Frank S. Mattison. Aywon distrib-

utes the pictures in Greater New
York.

Hope Hampton Starts Work
A new picture starring Hope

Hampton, was placed in work yester-

day at the Whitman Bennett studio.

The supporting cast includes Lowell
Sherman, David Powell and Mary
Thurman. Burton King is directing.

"America" in L. A. Thursday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"America" will open
the new Forum on Thursday, at $5
top for the opening, and $1.50 top
thereafter.

Leave for Coast May 17

Tom Meighan and Herbert Brenon
leave for the Coast May 17 to start

work on "The Alaskan". Willis Gold-
beck goes with them.

Long Beach House Opened
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Long Beach, Cal.—Cheroskes'
Egyptian has been formally opened.

THE WORLD IN COLOR
lubjei

Issued monthly by
Kelley Color Laboratory

Palisade, N. J.
Phone Cliffside 1345

State Rights

Inc.

/// production

FLORENCE VID0R
qA super-specialfilm dramatization

BARBARA
FRIETCHIE

4

HODKINSON
RELEASE

Season 1924-1925

Thirty First-Run Pictures

,

Garsson Starts New Film
Work started yesterday at the

Art studio on "The Lawful Chea
a Murray Garsson Prod., for As i
ated Exhibitors. William Ch ty

Cabanne is directing, with F ij

Armand and Walter Arthur c"a

the camerawork. The cast incl ei

Alma Rubens, Frank Mayo. rJ B.

Warner, Lilyan Tashman and Wjl
McGrail.

Through the Edward Small
Elinor Glyn's "The Reason \
has been sold to Louis B. Maye

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhficomedy

Bryant 3740

1540 Broadway, N. Y.
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Putting It Over

Here is how a brother ex-

hibitor put his show over.

Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.

Essay Contest on "Scaramouche"

Terre Haute, Ind.—An interesting

essay contest was the pivot of the

campaign around which the manage-
ment of the Grand, waged their ex-
ploitation campaign for "Scara-
mouche." With the support of the

school heads the management sent

out notices to all its patrons and ad-

vertised it in local papers. Prizes
totalling $50 were to be distributed

to the first four winners on a "Scara-
mouche" essay for school children.

The only rule laid down was that

each each contestant was to enclose
with his essay the stub of the ticket

to the Grand and to name the hour
and the day on which he had attend-

ed. The judges were the principals

of the two high schools and George
Jacobs of the Grand.
The newspapers cooperated with

stories on the contest and "Scara-
mouche" and numerous stills from
the picture.

Broadcasts Showing Over Radio
One feature of the exploitation

campaign put over at the Brooklyn
Strand for "When A Man's A Man,"
was a radio tie-up with Loeser's store.

On the Saturday preceding the open-
ing, mention was made of the picture,

accompanied by musical numbers in

the radio announcements from the

store, through station Weaf.
Many window tie-ups were also

made. At Womrath's, one of the big-

gest stores in Brooklyn, a 40x60 spe-

cial output was used as a central dec-

oration, surrounded with mounted
stills and copies of the book, making
a most attractive and effective win-
dow display.

Other windows and store tie-ups

included the insertion of 100 4x8 inch
frames in choice restaurants and drug
store locations.

Preview Gets Free Publicity
Cleveland—under the auspices of

the News, which gave the event daily

publicity, "Happiness" was presented
at a special pre-view showing before
the combined girls' clubs of Cleve-
land and the organization affiliated

with the Cleveland Girls' Council.
The Allen played "Happiness" im-
mediately afterward, taking quick ad-
vantage of the publicity. The thea-
ter arranged the pre-view.

Ohio Theater Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Victory Strand,
Superior Ave., is closed for the sum-
mer. The Glenn, St. Clair Ave., is

closed also.

William Tallman has closed the
Ceramic, East Liverpool for three
weeks while he puts in about $10,000
in improvements.

Manager L. Mueller of the Casto,
Ashtabula is closing his house on
June 1 for the summer.

Organize Kahn Kid Komedies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—With a schedule
calling for 18 two-reel comedies an-
nually, a new company, the Kahn
Kid Komedies, has been incorporated.

Officers are: Ivan Kahn, Pres.; S. W.
Womack, Vice-Pres.; C. B. Mc-
Knight, Sec'y.

Graham Buys McCarthy Theatres
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines—John Graham, a

Paramount salesman, has bought the

theatre holdings of W. A. McCarthy,
which includes the Eagle and Prin-

cess, Eagle Grove, and the Princess,

Goldfield.

Two Theaters In $500,000. Suit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cincinnati—The Urichsville State

Theater Co. failed to secure an in-

junction restricting the Opera House
Co. from showing "The Covered
Wagon", and is bringing suit for

$500,000.

Liberty Adopts Picture Policy

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit—The Liberty has abolished

musical comedy for pictures, effective

immediately. There will be four
changes weekly with a twenty cent
admission scale.

Acquires 8 Farnums
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Cosmopolitan Film Ex-
change has purchased a series of 8
Franklin Farnum Westerns for the

Pacific Northwest.

Iowa Theater Burns Down
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lost Nation, la.—Fire has destroy-

ed the Opera House, causing $8,500
damage, of which amount $2,500 is

covered by insurance.

New Selznick Manager Joins Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City
—"Jimmy" Foland,

new manager for Selznick, has been
made member of the Film Board of

Trade.

May Close Adams
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—John H. Kunsky may
close the Adams for a few weeks dur-
ing July to alter the house.

Blank to Release "Jungle Goddess"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—A. H. Blank Enter-
prises will handle "The Jungle God-
dess" in this territory.

Columbia Acquires "Felix" Cartoons
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—Columbia Film Ser-
vice, Inc., has bought the "Felix, the
Cat" cartoon series.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With cutting room and vault
space. Suitable for film ex-
change or state right office.

Projection room on same floor.

Apply third floor 723 Seventh
Ave.

Small Houses Aided
(Continued from Page 1)

ties on films is still creating some lit-

tle consternation. In many instances,

laboratories are more seriously hit

as it is felt that the larger American
corporations will, directly after these
duties are abolished, send their own
prints into the country. It is also

felt that this country which is al-

ready glutted with product is likely

to receive a tremendous amount of

cheap Continental and American pic-

tures which otherwise would be kept
cut by reason of the fact that the
duty would militate against them.

Graham Wilcox gave another
trade show when they screened "The
Nibelungs" the German epic to an
audience of over 9,000. The hall was
packed with leading lights in the pro-
ducing and exhibiting side of the in-

dustry, whilst Society personalities

were to be met with on every hand.
The film is acclaimed in this country
to be a masterpiece.

Fritz Lang, the producer, who was
present at the trade show, intimated
that his next picture will be a great
modern drama.

Louis Mercanton, the French pro-
ducer, is over here to arrange for an
international cast for his next picture,

"Two Little Vagabonds." He plans
to place it in production in the next
month.

Herbert Wilcox has now definitely

fixed his cast for "Decameron
Nights" the Drury Lane drama, -on
which he starts work shortly. The
leads will be Lionel Barrymore, and
Ivy Duke, the well known English
screen star. They will have a strong
supporting cast.

"The Ten Commandments" is still

going strong at the London Pavilion.
One of the latest stunts of the man-
agement was to invite a large number
of clergy to be present.

The next big conference of the
Kinematograph Exhibitors Ass'n will
take place at Scarborough on July 1.

The President of the French Exhibit-
ors' Ass'n., has been invited to at-
tend.

Russell Joins Paramount
John Russell, well known short

story writer has joined the Long Is-
land scenario staff of Famous Play-
ers.

Outlook Good
(Continued from Page 1)

ditions which are existing they wo
be very much disappointed."

42,000 Scenarios Flood Studios

__
Jesse L. Lasky, just in from

Coast said yesterday that over 42,(

scenarios and original stories w
submitted last year to Hollywc
studios and, of that number, onl>

handful proved acceptable.

Fontenelle Release Weekly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines—Fontenelle Film, \

release one feature a week during
coming season.

Art Title Service

Special Photography

Trailers—Announcements

H. E. R. STUDIOS, Inc.

150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

Your Positive Prints

Infinitely Superior
In Quality

"THE RITZ WAY"
701 Seventh Ave. N.

Phone Bryt. 6355.

Everything for the

GOLFER
SWEATERS
STOCKINGS
SHOES
GOLF BAGS
GOLF STICKS
GOLF BALLS

Prepare for The Film Daily

Golf Tournament NOW

!

SLAZENGERS
12 E. 43rd St. N.Y.C.

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway

Watkins
4522

U^HY not establish credit with us? It's

a mighty comfortable feeling to know-

where to turn if you're in a pinch for cash.

Loans in any amount arranged with facility

on convenient terms. A visit will involve

no obligation. Call on us.
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Malicious Gossip!!!
Certain persons have been spreading false and malicious mis-information about

Independent Distributors. These inspired gossipers have been trying to persuade the trade

that Independents charge higher prices than national distributors for similar product;

give inferior service ; lack consideration in ordinary business contacts . . . etc., etc.

Such methods usually defeat their ends. Exhibitors have become suspicious of the

rumors flying around and are daily expressing to us, as well as to other reliable Independ-

ents, the assurance of their earnest support for the coming season.

Speaking as an Independent Distributor—meaning thereby a distributor who sticks

strictly to the business of selling pictures to theatres without being an Exhibitor on the

side—Commonwealth Film Corp. promises for the new season of 1924-25 the finest and

most comprehensive product in its history.

Since its beginning in 1919 Commonwealth has handled a product worthy of repre-

sentation in the finest theatres. Each year has seen that product expand in variety and
scope, all the while maintaining the highest standard. Incidentally, we have never been

lacking in customary business courtesy nor in efficient service.

This year our product is bigger and better than ever.

36 Productions
12 of them ready for your screen examination by June 15

There is not space here to enumerate them all, but their box-office value

can be gauged by the following:

THE BOOMERANG POISONED PARADISE
Belasco's great play At Monte Carlo—All star cast

MEDDLING WOMEN THE PAINTED FLAPPER
Stars Lionel Barrymore James Kirkwood and all star cast

THE FOOLISH VIRGIN A FOOL AND HIS MONEY
By Thomas Dixon By George Barr McCutcheon

MA YTIME
World famous musical drama success. Perfect cast

\ No gossip can hurt them

COMMONWEALTH ^$»v S. ZIERLER. President

FILM COKPORATION Mf) 729 seventh avenue
"Handling Only Assured Successes" ^jg«F NEW YORK CITY
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Newspaper Opinions
"Bluff"—F. P.-L.

Missouri, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—Agnes Ayres and
Toney Moreno - are a happy combination.

The Paramount picture, "Bluff," is excep-

tional.

POST-DISPATCH—Agnes Ayres and a

bewildering assortment of gowns * * *

make "Bluff," * * * a picture that appeals

mainly to the eye and hits that "modern"
note which so many present-day movie regu-

lars seem to demand.
STAR—The picture, while nothing to write

home about, presents a fair way to spend

an idle hour.
TIMES—* * * a sequence of events that

are amusing to the extreme.

Columbia, Washington
POST—The old story of a small town

girl's struggle in New York and how she

won out by applying an American character-

istic, "Bluff," is cleverly portrayed by Agnes
Ayres.
TIMES—Besides the inducements of a

good story, plus Agnes Ayres plus Antonio
Moreno the role of Agnes as a costume
designer is an excuse for a fashion display

that alone is worth seeing.

"Fools Highway"—Universal

California, Los Angeles
(Week Ending May 3)

DAILY NEWS—As unusual as it is in-

teresting. . ,EXAMINER—The story * * * is slight,

its principal purpose being to supply an
interesting medium for little Miss Philbin
* * * the suggestion of talent is strong

throughout her work.
EXPRESS—Two things particularly dis-

tinguish "Fool's Highway." * * * It con-

firms the impression that Mary Philbin is

a sensitive little actress of genuine and un-

usual gifts. And, it may be classed with that

growing list of productions which portray

certain phases of our multiple American
life.

HERALD—Mary Philbin, * * * finds new
laurels, not alone through her splendid in-

terpretation * * * but through Cummings'
masterful direction. The picture, * * *—is

enhanced to a place among the super-pro-

ductions of the film world by the director's

carefully arranged presentation.

RECORD—Mary Philbin, * * * plays ex-

cellently, the part of wistful Mamie Rose
who loves Mike Kildare, played by Pat

O'Malley.
TIMES—The picture is as full of human

nature as a hotel, yet as full of romance as

a girl's first kiss. In it Cummings has given

us a completely fresh screen style, and one
as colorful and arrestingly vivid as stained

glass.

And what a genius Mary Philbin isl

"Forty Horse Hawkins"—Universal
Strand, Montreal

STAR—The dry, inconsequential, restrain-

ed humor of Hoot Gibson in "Forty Horse
Hawkins" * * * will keep audiences chuck-
ling merrily throughout the show.

Moon, Omaha
NEWS—Those who have lived in small

towns * * * will appreciate "40-Horse Haw-
kins," » * *

High steppers on the other hand, will

appreciate a back-stage glimpse of a Metro-
politan theater in the same.
WORLD-HERALD—It starts out to be

a pleasing comedy but it soon becomes tire-

some by the introduction of too much ho-
kum.

"Girl Shy"—Pathe
Adams, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * has all the dramatic
and heart interest of "Grandma's Boy," the

thrills of "Safety Last" and all the laughs
that were ever crowded into a motion pic-

ture.

NEWS—* • * ^inds Mr. Lloyd traveling
at his fastest pace. But, let us hurry to
warn you not to miss it.

Stanley, Philadelphia
INQUIRER—Take all the antics of Har-

old Lloyd that have made the world laugh
in days gone by ; add to them as many more
and equally original antics with the star
in the role of a stuttering country lad, and
you have Lloyd's best and newest produc-
tion, "Girl Shy," • * •

NORTH AMERICAN—* * * we admit
freely there is plenty of art in Harold Lloyd's

simon-pure facial pantomime. He drama-
tizes with complete truth very simple emo-
tional facts, especially the fact of another's

disconcerting, without rancor, and that's

what honest slapstick comedy is. Harold
Lloyd doesn't make clumsy burlesque of it.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—Most of

the laughter comes in the last part of the

picture from his frantic efforts to arrive

at the girl's house in time to stop her from
marrying his hated rival.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—There are

so many different thrills and laugh-provokers
that to enumerate would necessitate the head-

ing of " a thousand and one."

Warfield, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 3)

CALL—"Girl Shy," in which Lloyd i6

appearing * * * is a corking comedy, * * *

EXAMINER—There is only one Lloyd.

And nobody knows that fact better than

the patrons at the Warfield, where all day
yesterday hundreds and hundreds waited
patiently in line until the hundreds and
hundreds who were viewing and laughing

at "Girl Shy" went their merry way.
NEWS—It may or may not be the funni-

est picture ever made. That doesn't matter
either. What does matter is that it is

excruciatingly funny and an amazingly good
show.

"Jealous Husbands"—1st Nat'l

New Lyric, Minneapolis
STAR—"Jealous Husbands," at the New

Lyric this week is played by Earle Williams
and Jane Novak and is a movie that ought
to please screen fans. It has all the re-

quisites of a good movie.
TRIBUNE (Morning)—An impressive

characterization is offered by Mr. Will Will-

iams as the husband. He is given capable
assistance by Jane Novak and a supporting
cast * * *

TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same.

"Mile-a-Minute Romeo"—Fox
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 3)

BULLETIN—There is breathless action,

a number of thrills and other situations of

considerable interest.

CALL—* * * in addition to breathless

action and a number of thrills, Mix offers

in this his newest story situations of con-

siderable interest.

NEWS—In- addition to breathless action
and a number of thrills, Mix offers in this his

newest story situations of considerable in-

terest.

"Mile. Midnight"—Metro
State, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—The plot in its concep-
tion and execution is antique. All the big
moments are such as one may see in any
melodramatic production. There is the ab-
duction of the lady, her rescue by the night-
riding, loyal "rurales," the fight between
hero and villain.

Piccadilly, Rochester
DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—"Mile. Mid-

night" is better than the average picture
in which Miss Murray is starred. * * *

Monte Blue, of course, can be depended
upon to play the lead opposite any star.

His presence in the cast of this photoplay
is a decided asset.

HERALD—The picture * * * shows the
touch of an indefatigible, understanding and
artistic directorial hand.. * * * a picture
well worth attending.
JOURNAL—There is plenty of action

* * * so much that it really leaves scarcely
any time for the familiar Murray postur-
ing.

* * * Miss Murray makes a stunning
senorita in a black wig and a series of gorg-
eous Spanish shawls.

* * * She dances, of course.
TIMES-UNION—There is much action,

but not very much acting * * *

Mae Murray burlesques her way through
the role of Renee, wearing many elaborate
costumes and, at times, looking rather pretty.

"Mdntmartre"—F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

(Week Ending May 3)

EXAMINER—Pola Negri is lovely to the
eye and thrilling to the imagination in this

picture, but the story itself is trite enough
and scarcely worth the time of either star
or director.

EXPRESS—It is the acting that makes
this film worthy of attention. * * *

Despite its technical shortcomings, "Mont-
martre" is a picture that all interested in

cinema affairs and particularly those follow-

ing closely the careers of Pola Negri and
Ernst Lubitsch, should see.

DAILY NEWS—* * * —certainly the
production cannot be called a contribution

to the cinematic achievements of the year.

It was made in Europe before Miss Negri
and Mr. Lubitsch decided to come to the

United States—what more could be said?

RECORD—From Hollywood standards
there is too much story and not enough
plot * * *

Yet it has the flavor of old Paris, charac-
ters that a Dickens might have penned,
and its scenes are as grotesque in compo-
sition as a Hogarth sketch.
TIMES—Probably one of the most gen-

uinely sophisticated that has shown lately.

There is nothing especially pleasant about
it, but there are many subtle bits of realism
that will delight the picture-goer who is in

search of grown-up entertainment.

"The Old Fool"—Hodkinson
World, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—Nothing extraordin-

ary about the plot * * * nevertheless it

holds your interest throughout. E. D. Ven-
turini has handled the direction exceedingly
well.

"Peter the Great"—F. P.-L.
Karlton, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Emil Jennings, as Peter I,

Czar of Russia, shows a remarkable versa-

tality in the handling of a part which calls

for a display of brutality and tenderness,

bitter hatred and love, voluptuous dissipa-

tion and clear-headed planning, strength and
cringing remorse.
NORTH AMERICAN—The background

of the czar of all the Russia's domestic life

is detailed and realistic.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—Emil
Jennings is one of the few actors who can
trifle with serious history and produce a
good result. * * * With deft acting and
skill that is a joy to watch he reveals the
Czar's personality, * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening))—The pic-

ture is worth seeing if only from the point
of view of a desire to watch Emil Jannings
place another * * * new mark several yards
further on upon the road which may some
day lead him to America, * * *

"Sherlock, Jr."—Metro
Allen, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—* * * "Sherlocl
..

is considerably better than "Our ]
|

tality." * * *

Loew's State, Los Angele
(Week Ending May 3)

DAILY NEWS— ** * undoubted,,
that it is guaranteed to be—"his fu;

.

fun film"

—

EXAMINER—It's one of those fill a
which is a few marvelous—marvelous isH
used advisedly—gags are built up and l X
ed closely to the situations in the cc I
EXPRESS—Funny? This photoplay 1

riot.

HERALD—Buster Keaton is proving «
the best laugh insurance is a certain axiV
of money always set aside in the f h
sock with which to buy tickets every
a Keaton comedy is shown.
RECORD—* * * amusing and in

ways original. It hasn't the connected stol

"Our Hospitality" and it hasn't the gaj
gun succession of gags that Keaton's
comedies used to have, but it has :]
of fun in it.

TIMES—The picture seems to be fu «
than "Our Hospitality," measuring we ip

to the standard of "Three Ages."

"Shooting of Dan McGrew"—Mro
Colonial, Indianapolis

STAR—"The Shooting of Dan McCl
is good old melodrama, served up with •»

garnishings. There are fancy cabaret sell

a man chase, revenge and murder, tcaj

by some fine views of the northern lfl

and their like.

Alhambra, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—All the elements of ml

drammer—that's what makes the mar, p
in "The Shooting of Dan McGrew.
NEWS—It's melodrama and that in 1

is all right but the salt and drop col
"snow" scenes and some of the acting v J
leaned heavily toward the burlesque at tl
was so crude that it was laughable.

"Shadow of the East"—Fox
Fox, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—"The Shadow of the East",
* * * is another of those silly and ridiculous
pictures of Arab love which followed in the
wake of the popular "Sheik,"
NORTH AMERICAN—"The Shadow of

the East" is a sentimentally extravagant
piece by the author of "The Sheik," F M.
Hull.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—* * *

a desert picture full of the heart-throbbing
scenes * * *

"Singer Jim McKee"—F. P.-.

Capitol, Philadelphia

PUBLIC LEDGER—* * * it det

upon a story of peculiarly intriguing qu;

both from the standpoint of freshness |
originality of twist. * * *

"A Society Scandal"—F. P.-L

Capitol, Montreal
STAR—The combination oif a soc

scandal and gorgeous gowns attracted
crowds to the Capitol. * * *

Palace, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—The picture commands]
terest from start to finish and some of

scenes were made in aristocratic loca

of New York. Some superb gowns
worn by Miss Swanson.
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Lbout Hollywood
facial to THE FILM DAILY)

Mywood—Fred Niblo, of whom
r !is none better in the Hollywood

Ha picture colony, has been the

j.'nt of many honors during the

,'f his latest effort, "Thy Name
^man" at the Mission.

| opening night found one of the

5
representative audiences of

rnent picture folk attending, and

I in the evening, a testimonial

nr was given to the director at

iltmore.

I satisfied with this, the Wam-
aged a little dinner of their own
nor Niblo, and then the Wampas
fed through the downtown
s to the Mission to see the pic-

DAILY

;iversal opened a new stage a

weeks ago, said to be the larg-

ldoor stage in captivity. That
elf deserves a few lines, but the

fdance that was arranged to form-

jopen the stage meant a lot to

Jersal City.

arly 2,000 of the staff of Uni-

1 City and their friends were

[. And the spirit that was ap-

iit during the evening through-

the crowd showed conclusively

(Universal had done more by this

[stunt to gain a closer contact

i

the workers, than anything that

been done in years,

rpenters, electricians, etc. took

en interest in pointing out im-

int stars or players to their wives
iends.

larlie Chaplin kidnapped Sid

iman and carried him many miles

Hollywood 1

s not a press agent's yarn, either,

larlie is making a picture based
he Alaska gold rush. We had
lea that Sid Grauman could give

plenty of material, in view of the

that Sid had been in the rush

orth. So early this week Char-
Irove out to Grauman's Holly-

i and dropped in to have a chat

Sid. The latter walked out to

lie's car—when he was sudden-
:ized and thrown bodily into the

usine.

le next heard of Sid, he was five

Ired miles north of Hollywood,
ing for Truckee, where Chaplin
to shoot his snow stuff!

11 Russell is back in Hollywood
[gain appear before the camera,
was not very far away, but he
d not listen to picture offers.

>r he's a racing enthusiast, and
a stable parked at Ti Juana dur-
the winter meet just finished. And
lad many of his horses carry off

place honors during the meet,

al St. Clair, who recently direct-

The Telephone Girl" series for

!. O.. will direct the next Warner
ire with the dog, Rin-Tin-Tin.

nd Bill Seiter, who has developed
• fast in the past year, has signed
the next six months to direct for
yersal.

GREENE

Pictures For Flag Day
The National Committee for Bet-

ter Films has prepared a list of fifty

pictures suitable for exhibition on

Flag Day, June 14, and the Fourth of

July. The list :s available on appli-

cation to t.-.c- Committee.

F. & R. Buy Burton Holmes Series

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—Finklestein & Ruben
have purchased from M. J. Winkler,

the Burton Holmes travel series for

Minnesota, the Dakotas and Upper
Michigan.

Eugene Daley 111

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore—Eugene M. Daley, be-

cause of ill health, has been forced

to temporarily give up the manage-
ment of the New, a Whitehurst

house.

New Deal With Progress

Progress Pictures, Atlanta, will dis-

tribute "Gambling Wives" in the

Carolinas, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee,

a deal having been closed with Ar-

row.

Blank Increases Sioux City Holdings
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sioux City, la.—The Plaza has

been acquired by the Blank circuit,

giving them two first run houses here.

They have owned the Princess for

several years.

Stanley Co. On Daylight Saving
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia— The Stanley Co.,

which last year stuck to standard

time, is this year operating on day-

light saving.

New Equipment for Metropolitan

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—A complete new bat-

tery of projectors and a new screen

have been installed in Crandall's Met-
ropolitan.

Pembroke Busy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Percy Pembroke will

alternate with Mai St. Clair in direct-

ing the "Telephone Girl" series for

F. B. O.

Friedman Exercises Option
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—Ben Friedman, has
exercised his option on the remain-
ing three of the Richard Talmadge
series.

Among Exchangemen
Cleveland—William Bender, for-

merly with First National in Mil-

waukee, is now in charge of Para-
mount exploitation out of the local

exchange.

Portland, Ore.—Goldwyn-Cosmo-
politan has appointed Louis Amacher
manager of the local exchange, suc-

ceeding A. A. Schayer.

St. Louis—Nickie Goldhammer
has succeeded R. J. McManus as

sales manager for Universal.

Cleveland—Lou Thompson has
been appointed manager of Univer-
sal here. Thompson has been man-
ager in Indianapolis.

St. Louis—J. Danks is the new
manager for Vitagraph, succeeding

W. Cullingworth, who has gone to

New York.

Seattle—Paul R. Aust, formerly
with Selznick, has been appointed
district manager for Associated Ex-
hibitors.

Buffalo—Richard Fox is back as

manager for Selznick. Lester Wolfe,
becomes special representative.

Cleveland—J. L. Hatcher, former
manager of the Victory, Mt. Victory,

is now with Paramount.

Cleveland—Jack Edwards is here
to take charge of Universal exploita-

tion in Northern Ohio.

Cleveland—Ray Morris has quit

Paramount to go into real estate.

HEPWORTH
Now Releasing

For
State Right Market

10 Feature Productions
729-7th Ave. N. Y. C.

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

Calif. Taxes For April, $352,710

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Federal taxes col-

lected during April indicate attendance

at places of amusement in Southern

California increased 3,152,000 during

the month as compared with a year

ago. Collector Goodcell reports

amusement taxes for April at $352.-

710 as against $252,209 in 1923. The
total attendance was 20,380,000 in-

volving $4,227,000.

CHARLES
HUTCHISON

witk
ANNE LUTHER

W* In the

tnrillostunt

drama

TEN
After
ten

Contiiwni$yictionl

NOW READY
Buy the Series of 5

1—TEN AFTER TEN
2—THE LAW DEMANDS
3—THE FATAL PLUNGE
4—THE RADIO FLYER
5—FANGS OF THE WOLF
Revised from the serials Great
Gambling and Wolves of

Kultur

FOR OPEN TERRITORY

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS INC.

1540 Broadway New York City

Fire Damages Graham's Grand
(Special to THE FILM DAILT)

Centralia, Wash.—Fire of unknown
origin caused $10,000 damage to
Frank Graham's Grand.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Cutting Room and

Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or

State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

NOW PLAYING

1IV

fames IQrkwood p
) (mdjQaigei

tMNDERING
HUSBANDS'

Supported bvj MARGARET LIVINGSTON

r HODKINSON RELEASE
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An Open Letter
To the Committees of the Photoplay Magazine and

Adolph Zukor Prizes

Gentlemen:

—

In a year replete with the finer things in Motion Pictures, we, with unbounded

faith, enter for the Best Photoplay of 1924

—

HUNT STROMBERG'S
Mighty Melodramatic Spectacle

"THE FIRE PATROL"
with a cast of Distinction including ANNA Q. NILSSON, MADGE BELLAMY,

HELEN JEROME EDDY, JOHNNY HARRON, SPOTTISWOODE AIKEN, JACK
RICHARDSON, CHARLES MURRAY, GALE HENRY, CHESTER CONKLIN,

HANK MANN, BULL MONTANA, BILLY FRANEY and others.

That's our sincere opinion of this remarkable photoplay and the public and you

will agree when you see it.

It took eight months to produce, but worth every minute of it.

It reveals the screen's most timely need—a new genius in Direction

—

MR HUNT STROMBERG!
He has arrived and takes his place among the leaders.

Faithfully yours,

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION.

N. B. "THE FIRE PATROL" is one of the BIG 9 CHADWICK PICTURES

for 1924-25
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By DANNY

|jt only among relatives. Not
yimong friends. But in your

jless procedure. It means a

Mot only in tangible dollars

ents. But in those things

tmild for a finer understand-

ji better appreciation of the

e fellow's problem. The man
is working in your business.

i exemplified, for instance, by
audeville Managers Protective

1 dinner Monday night. Vaude-
jfolk from far and near—and

i
motion picture exhibitors who

iiterested in vaudeville as well

inded. They found a spirit of

Ip; they found an atmosphere
^operative helpfulness which
1 prove an inspiration. Many of

were members of the M. P. T.
)thers were what is known as
'?." But they were all exhibi-

all have the same problems. All

ime difficulties.

[f the spirit they witnessed;

the atmosphere which en-

loped that dinner meant any-

ng to them it should have in-

ired this thought: that the

ly way to get anywhere with

i vexing problems that har-

i and disturb the picture

siness must eventually be

aightened out by arbitration,

oner or later the legs of all

ist go under the arbitration

>le. Can't we have some sort

an organization in pictures

ch as they have in vaude-

le? And if not, why not?

ducers want current literature

:ture material. That seems na-
What the public wants a pro-
wants to give. But does the

: want this type of literature?

vhat the President of the Ameri-
looksellers Asso. told delegates
e convention now on in New
: 'There is too much new fiction

rthy of a permanent place in

ure.' That is one of the reasons
e attitude of the Hays office to
of the current literature and

l. It is not only unworthy of
manent place in literature; it is

rthy of either publication or
itization. No, we're not an old
n. We know something of the

(Continued on Page 2)

A Golf Drive
Flock of New Names Added to List

of Entries—Many, Prominent
Exhibitors

Yesterday was spent in rounding
up tardy entrants for the Spring Golf
Tournament. It was something that

resembled a clean sweep. No less

than twenty-two new names were ad-
ded to the list, bringing the total num-
ber up to seventy. That's nothing.
Watch how they flock in.

The first drive yesterday was aimed
at the exhibitor group around town.
It was worth the effort, because after

it was over, many had declared their

intentions of going out to Sound View
on June 4. Whether they play golf,

pinochle or just have lunch and din-

ner doesn't matter so much. The
point is they will be there.

Billy and Harry Brandt, Louis F.

Blumenthal, Bernard Edelhertz, Sam
Berman, Charlie O'Reilly, Leo
Schwartz, Charles Steiner, Lee Ochs
—all of them—will be out. The next
move was lunch over at the Astor
where the process of eating was inter-

rupted to corral more entrants. Re-
sults as follows:

(Continued on Page 7)

"Phonofilm" on "Covered Wagon"
Hugo Riesenfeld has arranged for

a private showing at the Rivoli next
Tuesday morning at 11 A. M. of two
reels of "The Covered Wagon", with
the same musical score presented at

the Criterion and photographed by
Dr. Lee de Forest's "Phonofilm" pro-
cess.

New Contract for Fleming
Victor Fleming has signed a new

contract with Famous. The first pic-

ture under it will be "Empty Hands"
after which Fleming will make more
Zane Grey stories.

Four From Ingram
Under Present Contract—Director

Back From Miami With
Health Improved

Rex Ingram is back in New York
from Miami where he had gone to re-
gain his health. He is now engaged
in editing and titling "The Arab."

According to a Metro statement
issued yesterday, Ingram has four
more pictures to make under his con-
tract. The next one will be "The
World's Illusion" by Jacob Wasser-
man. Metro has secured the rights
to four other books, from which In-
gram will select three. These are
"The Dead Command" by Vicente
Blasco Ibanez; "A Cigarette Maker's

(Continued on Page 2)

Seek Go-Operation
Independent Producers and Independ-

ent Exhibitors to Work in Closer
Harmony—Cohen's Address

Sydney S. Cohen was the chief

speaker yesterday at the last of the
special luncheons given by the Ind.
Prod. & Dis. Asso. until next Fall,

at the Astor yesterday. In closing
he invited President I. E. Chadwick
to be the guest of the M. P. T. O.
at Boston, and to bring some of his

members to the convention. In turn
Chadwick expressed the hope that

there would be closer co-operation
between the members of the M. P.
T. O. and the independent producers
and distributors.

In part, Cohen said:
"Because of the intricacies in this industry

of ours, it is possible for certain factors
within the business to consolidate many
things into as dangerous a trust or monopoly
as could possibly exist and to accomplish
this purpose in such a manner that many of
the more astute minds in the country would
not be aware of it.

"The only ones who generally seem able
to stand together in this industry are the
ones who are bent on centralizing and con-
trolling it, so they can make and shape the
general policies of the business to suit their
own needs.

"It is the old story of an organized minor-
(Continued on Page 7)

Lasky Renews with Grey
Zane Grey has signed a new con-

tract with Paramount, under the
terms of which all of his stories are
to be filmed in their exact locale.
Lucien Hubbard has also signed a

new contract to continue as super-
vising editor of future Grey stories,
the first of which will be "The Border
Legion".

Cohen to Address A. M. P. A.
Sydney S. Cohen is expected to ad-

dress the A. M. P. A. tomorrow. The
"barker" of the day will be Edward
L. Klein.

State Meeting July 7
M. P. T. O. Convention for Buffalo—

To Run For Four
Days

The annual convention of the M.
P. T. O. of New York State has been
set for Buffalo, July 7-11. The actual
business meetings will be held at the
Statler.

Billy Brandt, state president is at
work on the plans. It will be the
first state convention to be held in
the month of July and the reason is

deliberate. It is planned to permit
exhibitors to get a vacation and to this
end. a number of side trips are being
arranged. The business sessions will
be limited to three hours daily, start-
ing at eleven and ending at two
o'clock.

_Suit Over Bible Film
Famous Charges Unfair Competition

Against Artclass on Use of "Ten
Commandments" in Advertising

Action was filed yesterday in the
Supreme Court, by Famous Players
to restrain Artclass Pictures Corp.
from using the words "Moses and
the Ten Commandments" in adver-
tising "After Six Days." In its suit,

Famous maintains that the featuring
of "Moses and the Ten Command-
ments" in the advertising of "After
Six Days" is unfair and works injury
to the plaintiff's picture, "The Ten
Commandments."
From the papers filed there arc,

joined with Artclass as defendants,
all the state-right buyers, including
Louis Weiss, Adolph Weiss, Max
Weiss, Edward Grossman, Standard
Film Attractions, Supreme Photoplay
Company, Kerman Films, Inc., B. &
W. Booking Office, and Charles Lalu-
miere.

It is alleged that Weiss Bros, and
Artclass purchased in 1922 a fifty-

three reel picture produced in Italy
and bearing the title. "The Holy
Bible in Motion Pictures," and
through an agreement with National
Non-Theatrical M. P., Inc., distrib-

uted it to churches and schools in

one reel a week, and that they con-
tinued to distribute and advertise the
picture under the original title as a

(Continued on Page 7)

Sailings
Aboard the Berengaria, which sail-

ed at one o'clock this morning were
Sir William Jury, of London, P. N.
Brinch of Famous Players and Edna
Williams of R-C Pictures.

New Fiction Unfit
Booksellers' President Denounces

Trend in Current Literature

—

Opposes Censorship
Much of the current new fiction

was denounced as "unfit" and "un-
worthy of a permanent place in the
home library", by Simon L. Nye,
president of the American Booksell-
ers' Ass'n. in an address at the 24th
annunal convention of the organiza-
tion. Several hundred booksellers
from all parts of the country attended.

"It seems that the publisher, striv-

ing in keen competition, aims to see
how many, not how worthy, books he
can publish in a given period," Nye
said. "He is responsible for that
class of retail customer who now con-
siders a book that is three or four
weeks old behind the times. Almost
without exception, a book of fiction

that has been published three months
practically is dead, forgotten, await-
ing its removal to the bargain tables."
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(Continued from Page 1)

value of box office titles; heart inter-

est, soul stuff and the wants of flap-

pers and such. But we also know
something else; that this country is

fundamentally clean; that the people

of this country think straight and
clean and want their picture enter-

tainment accordingly. Temporarily
perhaps, a success, a certain type of

picture. But in the long run just plain

ordinary T. N. T. that will blow us

all out of business.

Theater Boom in Texas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Many theaters are under
way and several more are planned,

while others are reopening.

Jean Wall Sails

Jean Wall sails for France today
on the Paris.

CUU v&cro6 do il~! ^ wOf\
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

At Broadway Theaters
Cameo

William Axt's, "The Frozen North",
starts off a well balanced bill, in keeping
with the feature, "The Chechahcos." Second
on the program is the Cameo Pictorial,

the usual news weekly, followed by "If
Winter Comes," an Aaesop Fable.A soprano
selection by Miss Jan Moore precedes the
feature. John Priest plays an exit march
on the organ.

Rivoli

Borodin's "On The Steppes of Central
Asia" is the overture. Next comes "Into
the Sahara", an illustrated narrative by
Horace D. Ashton. Third is "Mother of

Mine," consisting of (a) "Rock-a-Bye-Baby,"
sung by Miriam Lax, soprano ; (b) "Negro
Lullaby", by Jean Booth, contralto; (c)
'Unter Sorele^s Wiegele." by Ruth
Urban, soprano, and (d) "Mother Machree",
by Adrian da Silva, tenor. "Between
Friends", is the feature. The Rivoli Pictorial
News Weekly is fifth, while the last offering
is a "Dippy-Doo-Dads" comedy, "North
of Fifty-Fifty".

Strand
The program is presented for the first time

on the theater's new stage. The bill be-

gins with "First Hungarian Rhapsody", the
overture, followed by "The Miniature Review,"
a unique offering which includes (a) "Statu-
ettes", by Miles. Klementowicz, Bawn and
M. Daks (music by Chopin) ; (b) Song Pic-
ture: "Sweetheart O' Mine", sung by Es-
telle Carey, soprano; (c) Danse Russe, by
the Strand Ballet Corps and M. Bourmann.
The Topical News Review is next. "Why
Men Leave Home" is the feature. The
Bray picture, "Col. Heeza Liar, Sky Pilot",
and an organ solo, are the last two units.

At Other Houses
"Secrets" continues at the Astor, while

"Thy Name Is Woman" is at the Capitol.
The Cohan and 44th Street still house "the
Ten Commandments" and "America". Doug
remains at the Liberty in "The Thief of
Bagdad", and the Rialto holding' "Men" for
a second week.

George T. Howard Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—George T. Howard, build-
er of the first million dollar picture
house in the South, the Howard is

dead.

"Gold Fish" at Rialto Next Week
"The Gold Fish", with Constance

Talmadge, will be the feature at the
Rialto next week. The attraction at

the Rivoli will be "Broadway After
Dark".

Buys the "Chadwick Nine"
Commonwealth has purchased the

"Chadwick Nine" for Greater New
York and Northern Jersey.

Four From Ingram
(Continued from Page 1)

Romance" by F. Marion Crawford;
Victor Hugo's "Toilers of the Sea"
and "The Goose Man", by Wasser-

Incorporations
Albany—Golden Spoon, Inc., New

York. 200 shares preferred stock,

$100; 450 shares common, no par
value. Incorporators, Max M. Simon,
Robert T. Hardy and Frederick
Bruegger. Attorneys, Bickerton,

Wittenberg & Bleisher, New York.

Albany—Banner Prod., Inc., New
York. 500 shares preferred stock,

$100; 333 shares common -stock, no
par value. Incorporators, George H.
Davis, Samuel J. Briskin and Lewis
Leavy. Attorneys, Max Scheinhart.

New York.

Providence, R. I.—Hillsgrove
Amusement Co., Hillsgrove. Capital

$50,000. Incorporators, Abraham
Mayberg, Charles M. Robinson and
Maurice Robinson.

Albany—Minerva Prod. Corp., New
York. Capital $300,000. Incorpora-
tors, J. M. Bryant, G. E. Cooper and
M. J. Casey. Attorney, A. H. Good-
man, New York.

Springfield, 111.—M. & H. Theaters
Corp, Chicago. Capital $500,000. In-

corporators, J. J. Tufts, Geo. T. Drali-

meier and W. P. McCarthy, Jr.

Boston—G. E. Lothroo Theaters
Co., Boston. Capital $50,000. In-
corporators, A. L. Griffin, C. G.
Tukesbury and R. A. Somerby.

Boston—Powwow Amusement Co,
Amesbury. Capital $5,000. Incorp-
orators, W. E. Hodgdon, F. L. Cic-
caro and Charles F. Pillsbury.

Boston—Melrose Operating Co,
Melrose. Capital $100,000. Incorp-
orators, Ed. M. Levy, B. H. Green
and W. T. Stewart.

Boston—Instructorscope, Inc. Cam-
bridge. Capital $50,000. Incorpora-
tors, K. L. Hayes, A. B. Smith and
L. M. Lombard.

Dover, Del.—U. S. Camera Corp,
Wilmington. Capital $100,000.

SPORTING GOODS
For

MEN WHO KNOW
SLAZENGERS
12 E. 43rd St, N. Y. C.

MARCUS LOEW KNOWS A WINNER
He Picks "MIAMI," the sensational photodrama of

modern society, starring BETTY COMPSON for his

entire chain of New York theatres for 120 days book-

ing time.

Distributed by HODKINSON
Season 1924-1925—Thirty;First-Run Pictures

rVrfheNev
Sees All \$J Knows ,

PORT MOLLER, ALASKA
Lost world-flight commander safe

F. L. Martin, after crash of plane int 101

tain in fog, rights way to safety in 14
ordeal in wilderness.

1. Pathe News presents first and uji

pictures of Martin plane at Chig, gj

Alaska, whence start was made on d tm,

flight.

2. The coast line from Chignik to 1 1*:—This country, over which Major u-

and his mechanic, Sergt. Harvey, f fc

desolute and barren stretch of lifelesi r»
mountains.

3. Frequent and dense fogs d f

mountain range on which Major [at

crashed. (Pictures made from U. (

Guard Cutter Haide, arting as ta
convoy to flyers.)

4. Taking off over the mountains e rd
Chignik Bay.

5. Map shows intended course, ; q
where Major Martin's thrilling s I
began—and happily ended.

Other news as usual.

toda^
;

HAL ROACH 1

STAN LAUREL i

COMEDIES
J

"The Pinnacle of Pantomitf

2 reels

Pafhgcomedy
^-xir^ 1

A COMPLETE LABORATO!
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Indi

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryanti

WE S O L V
INSURANC
PROBLEM
Specialists in Motion Picture a

Theatrical Insurance

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Ii

1540 Broadway, N. Y.
|

Bryant 3040
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Newspaper Opinions
New York

"Between Friends"—Vitagraph

Rivoli

AMERICAN— * * * I consider "Between
Friends" the best thing that J. Stuart Black-

ton has made in a long, long time. *

* * * first-rate entertainment.
DAILY NEWS—* * * Just as the char-

acters in this Robert W. Chambers story were
cheap and unreal, so are they in the film
# * *

* * * Mr. Tellegen suffers, oh, how he

suffers I And Miss Nilsson, as the wayward
Jessica, dies early in the film.

EVENING WORLD—* * * isn't such an
awful much as films go. * * *

* * * to us the story was draggy and one
that would never have been missed had it

never been placed on the screen.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * It seems to

us like an awful lot of nothing at all and
the only player who is interesting is killed

off in the first reel.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—It is many a

day since Mr. Blackton has made a better

picture * * * Not only has he handled a

strong story with intelligent dignity and
repression, but he has skillfully avoided an
interpretation which easily could have made
it objectionable to the censors and the cen-

sorious.

POST—* * * How anything so fright-

fully poor, so hilariously ridiculous and gen-

erally terrible could ever be screened at

all, much less shown at a Broadway house,

passeth comprehension. It's so thoroughly
atrocious that the problem of trying to re-

view it staggers the mind of ye reviewer.

Lou Tellegen is at his terrible worst * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * It is a typical Cham
bers story, not too close to life to disturb

any film fan by its excessive realism. * * *

TIMES— * * * A picture of dubious merit
which may have a certain element of popu-
lar appeal * * * The narrative contains many
queer ideas and in the end does not seem
to get anywhere. Everything that is on
the boards to happen is suddenly changed
and what may have been mistaken for deli-

cate and subtle touches has been inserted.
* * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * It is at

the best a weak sister and not at all of the
calibre of screen production qualified to

show at one of the Broadway pre-release
houses. * * *

From a drawing standpoint at the box-
office it does not appear that "Between
Friends" is going to pull anything like the
usual week's business at the Rivoli.

WORLD—* * a racy and sophisticated
society drama, quite artificial and untrue,
but so superbly directed and acted as to be
absorbingly interesting. * * *

Sounds like what is known as a "box-
office attraction." It is, but it is more.

"The Chechahchos"—Asso. Ex.

Cameo
AMERICAN—* * * It may be education-

al, but that does not keep it from having
romance, adventure and a murder or two.
To balance this, we have some glacier

scenes that are remarkable. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * There are
blizzards; views of Mount McKinley, said
to be the only photographs of the high peaks;
melodramatic dance hall scenes; the pilgrimage
at Chilcoot Pass, and a scene of boats cross-
ing the rapids that makes one forget the
greater-than-ever flood scenes introduced in
other epics. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * The story
doesn't amount to much and we never be-
fore saw any of the people who play in it.

Somehow it held our interest, however, even
at the end * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * Later

when Summer comes * * * there will be,

without doubt, an even better reception

awaiting this story, which is worked out

amid the snowy wastes, mountains, glaciers

and ice locked rivers of the North. * * *

Louis H. M'oomaw, the director, has caught

the atmosphere of the country as he has

told the tale of the first stampede over the

Chilcoot Pass. * * *

POST— * * * It would be a great thing

for movie-goers if all the fillums were as

beautiful scenically * * *

It's only when you come to the human
material that the picture slips. * * *

Some of it is very amusing, some of it is

exciting, and all of it is delightful from a

scenic and photographic point of view. *

TELEGRAM—* * * It is a typical film

story, with thrills and thunders. There is

much more to grip the attention than the

story itself.

Here are superb scenes of Alpine beauty

in the Richardson Highway, fascinating pic-

tures of the perils of the snow trails, and
the terrible majesty of Alaskan glaciers

sweeping down into northern seas.

TIMES—While some of the scenes of snow
and ice are of interest and the race between
dog teams across the white desert is thrilling,

the actual story * * * is by no means a

masterpiece. * * *
* * * It is merely an excuse to show

some beautiful Alaskan snow scenes ;
per-

haps if one can look upon it as bloodthirsty

melodrama of the snows, it may be mildly

diverting. * * *

WORLD—* * * Its scenery is gorgeous.

Its outdoor pictures of snow and ice and
glaciers and mountains and sleds and dogs
and men are fascinating. * * *

Out-of-Town

"Girl Shy"—Pathe
Missouri, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The new comedy
is funny. With Lloyd's personality and pep

the picture is outstanding in comedy values.

STAR—Harold Lloyd continues to go him-

self one or two better with each successive

picture, the case in point being "Girl Shy,"
* * *

TIMES—Harold Lloyd was never better

in any of his productions than in "Girl Shy,"

"The Enchanted Cottage"—1st Nat'l

Grand Central West End Lyric
St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—It is different and
genuine, a picture anyone will like and one
that may set up some new records for the

theaters which are presenting it.

POST-DISPATCH—Richard Barthelmess
has been quoted as saying he did the best

work of his career in "The Enchanted Cot-

tage," * * * but in this instance Richard
seems to be right.

STAR—The picture is a tour de force, a

triumph of artistry and mechanics, but it is

not entertaining.

TIMES—The scenes are wonderfully well

filmed, and show the master-touch of Direc-
tor John M. Stahl. Barthelmess does some
wonderful acting * * *

TIMES-STAR—Both as a play and as a
production, "A Son of the Sahara" sur-

passes all of the recent flock of Oriental

and "sheik" pictures.

TRIBUNE—"A Son of the Sahara", which
opened at the Strand yesterday, is a good
picture for entertainment.

"Three Miles Out"—Asso. Exhibitors
New Grand, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE (Morning)—Throughout this

seafaring melodrama, Miss Kennedy succeeds
in injecting a pleasing personality into the

role of a wealthy society debutante, who is

tricked by a distressed rum smuggler.
TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same.

"Three O'Clock in The Morning"—
Burr-S. R.

Tivoli, Washington
TIMES—* * * It contains little of the

rabble of trashy devices which cinema di-

rectors employ traditionally to indicate the
younger generation, and has comedy in good
measure. Few photoplays outside the cos-

tume class have been produced more lavish-

ly-

ilm Developing Corp.
210-16 Weehawken St.West HobokenJU

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
, Rates in the East. Negative Developing
§ Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms

I Phone UNION—4800

"Nellie, The Beautiful Cloak Model"
—Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Kings, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—While it has been

freely adapted to the screen, its melodramatic
high lights have been retained and its thrill-

ing moments kept the chills chasing up and
down one's spine while it is being unrolled.
POST-DISPATCH—There never was on

land or sea or stage or screen a melodrama
like "Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model,"
which is sending thrills of every description
through audiences * * *

STAR—* * * it is a curiously interestinug
piece of work with at least one hair-raisingly
melodramatic wallop.
TIMES—* * * proves, by the crowds

which it has been drawing the public desires
the old melodrama.

"Three Weeks"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Century, Baltimore

AMERICAN—* * * has been fashioned
into an entertaining and pictorial photo-
drama * * *

Capitol, Cincinnati
POST—By the way, our opinion of the

picture is that it must be an improvement
on the novel, because of its beautiful scenes
and its acting, but it takes far more than
that to make a poor story a good film.

TIMES-STAR—Whatever one's ideas

about the story itself may be, however, one
must give Mrs. Glyn and the Goldwyn of-

ficials credit . for having made a beautiful

production.
TRIBUNE—* * * has passed beneath the

keen scalp of the censors and comes out
cleansed as by fire, and all that is left of
the vivid, flaming, passionate story written
by Miss Glyn is an ember and that a cold
one.

Stillman, Cleveland
NEWS—Elinor Glyn's little passion flower

has emerged from the censorial sterilization

so pale and anemic that it has lost much of
its fervor.

PRESS—The movie really belongs to the
period in which the book was successful.
Romantic love is expressed in elegant ges-
tures, accompanied by heavings of the shirt

front. * * *

PLAIN DEALER—The screen should
have little place for this kind of silly and
erotic twaddle. * * *

The backgrounds are pretty, even gorgeous
—but you can't make silk purses from little

acoins * * *

Ohio, Indianapolis
STAR—The thrills and gasps which "Three

Weeks" imparted in 1908 are missing in the
film. The glamour of old has been replaced
by a prim English respectability that should
offend no one.

Sun, Omaha
NEWS—* * * follows Elinor Glyn's story

closely enough to shock those who would
be shocked by the book.

* * * your first impression will not be
of the moral tone, but of its beauty. Set-
tings are regal, yet simple, not bewilderingly
complex. * * * No new tricks of photo-
graphy. Simple exquisite detail.

WORLD-HERALD—Some will be disap-
pointed. Some will not. It will depend
upon your point of view.
The production is magnificently presented.

"Why Men Leave Home"—1st m['
State, Cleveland

PRESS—The movie suffers from Jj.

cision. At times it acts as tho it w qj
to be a Cecil DeMille spectacle w I
million dollars worth of bathroom fix I
At other times, it acts as tho it want o
be a deep problem play.

PLAIN DEALER— This picture has tt
given intelligent direction and it is play iij

intelligent actors.

You don't need much more than th to

recommend it to you.

Palace, Montreal
STAR—It is a diverting and innc yg

story—as told on the screen by the

ducer.

Grand Central, Lyric, Capitoi
St. Louis

POST-DISPATCH — Marriage, 11

mooning, and even the possibility of M
natal influence, are treated with a ligh ti

which crosses the boundary line bet en
legitimate farce and cheap vulgarity.
STAR—This photoplay is a common ce

complication of obvious contrasts. 1

1

a searching probe into the problem a
gested in the title.

TIMES—* * * it is film well worth*
ing. It is full of good entertainment

|

laughs, but carries a lesson with it.

to see it.

Meptropolitan, Washington
POST—A celluloid apostle, evidently

secrated to the task of telling the wide \j
and points south why so many marr I

go ker-flop.

TIMES—Unusually directed by
M. Stahl, this picturizatiin of a Hop'Jl
stage success, is dedicated to "the |M
American husband, and his patient «
The cast could not be improved upor

New York Chicago Hollywoo !

Rothacker Laboratorie

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray HiU 183

THE HAND COLORING

ADAM AND EVA
was done by

BROCK
Phone Morningside 1776
528 Riverside Drive, N. Y.

"A Son of the Sahara"—1st Nat'l
Strand, Cincinnati

POST—The situations in "A Son of the
Sahara" are very apt to become confused
in the spectator's mind with the events of
any number of other sheik pictures and
stories.

"Torment"— 1st Nat'l
Colonial, Detroit

TIMES—The plot has been cleverly in-

terwoven about the affairs of a band of
international crooks who are brought from
one country to another and finally to Japan
in time to suffer from the earthquake.

"Thy Name Is Woman"—Metro
Metropolitan, San Francisco

(Week Ending May 3)

CALL—The story has a background of
Spanish splendor with thrilling escapes and
love scenes.
CHRONICLE—* * * a three-cornered

battle of love and wits which has been made
into an absorbing photoplay.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

CROMLOWFIIM

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.
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ieek Go-Operation
(Continued from Page 1)

Irecting an unorganized majority. In

,1
industry the independent theatres

Uiout the country far outnumber the

Tiled houses of the producers, and the

k of people attending the independent

jes is likewise far greater than the

Jr attending the producer-owned and

fed theatres.

] note of warning was sounded at a

lE before the Patents Committee of

''

ouse of Representatives the other day

ashington by Mr. Nathan Burkan, a

J
York attorney, who called attention

e monopolies and trustification pro-

|
existing in the motion picture industry,

inentioning particularly the case of a

ie owner in Peekskill, New York, from

i
film was withheld and who was de-

ian opportunity of operating his thea-

Ilmost resulting in the virtual destruc-

hf his investment and indirect confisca-

|if his property.

[lis attorney explained how it was neces-

ior him to take the matter to the higher

of the State to secure justice for his

,ie impression created in the minds of

I of the Congressmen was one that

fe it necessary for all of us to think

isly of the developments in this indus-

(long certain lines, as it may mean, if

corrected, Congressional action which

kend to control our business by legis-

[

processes sucn as an Interstate Film

nission or some similarly constituted

jch an eventuality would be very dis-

us in my opinion and every effort should

ade to prevent it; but it is absolutely

[tial to call the attention here of those

Is bent on control and centralization in

i industry, that there are many more
skills,' many more similar situations in

Citv, and State and throughout the

ry, that are danger signals on the road

lich they are seemingly headed, and it

ives them to Stop 1 Look I and Listen 1

tie of the major producing and distribut-

companies has announced a number
to be issued for the first six months

e coming season, and one of their

Is advised certain theatre owners with

they were negotiating that these pic-

would have to be played within this

, When advised by these theatre owners
this was an impossibility as it would

,-b all of the available dates for the

id and virtually leave no time open for

Pendent productions, they were told that

was their very purpose and they wanted
r play date.

'hese people through a very high powered
organization and merchandising methods,

:e a demand for their product and it

) to the independent producers and dis-

tors to create a selling machine or a

ibuting organization that will emulate
example set by these interests or even
ove on same.
'he biggest change and advance needed
lis industry is along lines of exploitation.

mces are being made in this direction

the industry is developing and progress-
but more intensified effort is required,

in this way many millions of people
do not now attend motion picture thea-

will he brought into the theatres, thus
ting a more wholesome atmosphere in

y way. All values in this industry are
icted on the public's appreciation of our
ts.

^s it is, the independent theatres are be-
asked rental prices by independent dis-

itors without any pressure put behind

tlieir pictures, commensurate with those ob-

tained by companies which not only advertise

nationally but exert tremendous force in ex-

ploitation. To command these prices which

would enable you to merchandise your prod-

uct more profitably, you have got to sell an

exhibitor more than several spools of cellu-

loid bearing a lurid title, and which you
tell us will 'mop up' for us. You must sell

us something for which a demand has been

at least partially created, or join with us in

creating a demand.

"During the past 18 months only two con-

cerns in this territory who could in any-

wise be classed as 'independents' have devi-

ated from this old custom. They are F. B.

O. who by virtue of intensive, and intelli-

gent exploitation have 'put over' several fea-

tures which have made money for the ex-

hibitor, not because they were better than

features which Apollo, Merit, Common-
wealth, Vitagraph and others are releasing;

but because a real demand was created for

them. The other company is Universal, who
by presenting a couple of outstanding fea-

tures and letting the public know about same,

have done the same thing. By these intelli-

gent business methods they have made the

exhibitor want their pictures, and they have

made the public want them too, and the

public is the element we are trying to please.

"With the absorption of theatres that one
circuit has been indulging in in this terri-

tory, they have added to ther purchasing

power and almost all but one or two of

the independent distributors in this territory

cater to them wholely and entirely not think-

ing that if these people continue to absorb
theatres and extend their activities in this

territory, there will be a closed market for

these independent distributors. You people
must learn soon that there are other theatre

owners who have play dates for you beside

'Mr. Circuit'.

"Through the gradual development and
progress of our industry, evolutionary moves
will provide a way to eliminate the many
parisitical influences in the business at this

time. There are too many in-between-middle-
men between the producer and the exhibitor
of a picture, and these influences are too
highly geared, resulting in needless waste.
The cost of operating of theatres is becom-
ing too burdensome and the theatre owner's
back is not strong enough to bear the strain

of the weight that is being placed upon him
and the breaking point is being reached."

Preceding Sydney Cohen the Edi-
tor of the FILM DAILY spoke.
Some of his ideas as to the interde-

pendence of the independent producer,
distributor and exhibitor, will appear
in an early issue.

Suit Over Bible Film
(Continued from Page 1)

serial and without reference to either

Moses or the Ten Commandments
for several months, until it was an-

nounced by Famous that Cecil B.

DeMille was producing "The Ten
Commandments".
Then, it is charged, the Weiss Bros,

determined to make a theatrical pro-

duction of their picture and, after

re-editing and cutting down the film

to about twelve reels, advertised it

as "After Six Days."
It is further charged that the

Weisses to confuse the public and
capitalize on the DeMille picture, ar-

ranged for special showings of "After

Six Days" in Boston and Chicago,
while DeMille's "Ten Command-
ments" was playing in those cities.

Ralph A. Kohn issued a statement
yesterday which said, in part:

"It seems peculiar that 'After Six Days'
first was released as a non-theatrical serial

and then, as we are informed, played in

New York at, among other places, the

Fifth Avenue Theatre, 110th St. and 5th

Ave., and at the Freeman Theatre, Freeman
St. and Southern Blvd., the Bronx, both
neighborhood houses, and that as soon as
DeMille's 'Ten Commandments' established

its tremendous success the owners of this

picture suddenly decided to road show it,

using new advertising that featured 'Moses
and the Ten Commandments.' "

Louis Weiss, speaking for Artclass
said:

"I welcome the filing of this action.

There has been a lot of goings in

the dark and I welcome the bringing
of this matter into the open where
a court can decide who is right in

this matter. I once before charged
Famous Players with backhanded
methods. I repeat that and merely
want to again say that I rejoice in

the suit".

Tippett Here

John D. Tippett of London arrived
yesterday on the Majestic. At the
Astor for a week.

ARTIST WANTED
Experienced pen and ink artist, must
be good at action figures for news
paper reproduction—fast worker.
Steady work—salary. Apply with
samples of work.

Advertising Dept.

Universal Picture Corp.
1600 Broadway, New York City.

New York Hollywood

Operating offices in the two film centers of the

World w^e are able to assure the producer a Service

heretofore unparalleled.

EDWARD SMALL COMPANY
NEW YORK-1493 Broadway
Hollywood—6912-HolIywood Blvd.

SERVICE PLUS INTEGRITY

A Golf Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

Gus Mayer and M. S. Schlesinger,

Arthur Brilant, who just spent a lot

of money to buy clubs and boasts of

an average of 160 (for eighteen

holes) ; Billy Wilkerson, and Edward
L. Klein.
There wil be more prizes than ever

before. The list of entrants will be
published in full shortly.

CHARLES
HUTCHISON

with.

LEAH BAIRD
and

'SHELDON LEWIS

Your Positive Prints

Infinitely Superior
In Quality

"THE RITZ WAY"
RITZ LABORATORIES, INC.

701 Seventh Ave. N. Y.
Phone Bryt. 6355.

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS
FOR

CAMERAS andSUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
II8W.44ST. NY. BRYANT 6635

the

tivrittostunt

drama/

NOW READY
Buy the Series of 5

1—TEN AFTER TEN
2—THE LAW DEMANDS
3—THE FATAL PLUNGE
4—THE RADIO FLYER
5—FANGS OF THE WOLF
Revised from the serials Great

Gamble and Wo'.ves of

Kultur

FOR OPEN TERRITORY

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS INC.

1540 Broadway New York City

COMING SOON

Siren sf Seville
-

f» HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 192H9?S Thirty Hist Rim Pictures

by TH.rl VAN LOAN
* rtm cr-rcn avDlft.ECTEO 6V

JEROME STORM
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If ever you took
a wise tipl^and

played it "till

the cow's come home"
i

take this one!

Get this hit

'THE PERFECT FLAPPER
1)

with

COLLEEN MOORE
"The Flaming Youth girl" in her greatest picture. Adapted from the story
by Jessie Henderson—Presented by FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES Inc.

Directed by JOHN FRANCIS DILLON

FIRST NATIONAL hits-hit! W.
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?iles Double Suit

tiy Damages Involved in Action

ftiinst Selznick and Offices "f

American Releasiiif.

Per Licari, as trus' >ank-

i'y of the American i\ >asing

,r, has. filed suit in the Supreme
I against the Selznick Distrib-

r Corp. and former officers of the

rvican Releasing Corp., for $350,-

Irom each and for an order di-

ng that all the property trans-

it by the American Releasing

i.,. to the Selznick Distributing

i ., valued at -this sum be returned.

le complaint alleges that on May
merican Releasing had 20 branch
s, .was distributing SO pictures

'Nad contracts with a number of

beers to whom $100,000 had been
need, and which was to be re-

rsed to American Releasing out

e distribution proceeds. It is al-

leged the corporation had $4,000

le bank, and owed $375,000 to

tors. The complaint asks a

ment against Walter E. Greene
esident, Mark Connell, treasurer

Leo. J. Rosett, secretary of

rican Releasing, on the ground
by transferring the property to

lick they stripped American Re-
ig of all its property and it be-

: insolvent.

Iznick issued the following state-

e suit by Licari, as trustee in

ruptcy of American Releasing
., to set aside the contract of

22, 1923 with Selznick Distribut-

lorp. and to recover damages, is

:ted to take the regular course
ch lawsuits. Selznick Distribut-

(Contimied on Pane 4)

ew $500,000 Theater Company
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
icago—-The M. and H. Theater
. has been formed with a capital

500,000. J. J. Tufts George T.
meier, and W. P. McCarthy, Jr.,

he incorporators.

Hied Exhibitors Won't Attend
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
troit—The Allied exhibitor

), it is understood here, will not
representatives to the M. P. T.
..convention at Boston.

ay Through Pathe
the will distribute a series of

Charles Ray Prod., the first of
li Will" be "Smith." It will be
ible for September.

Aronson With Metro
To Act as General European Repre-

sentative^—Will Remain Abroad
Five Years

Alexander S. Aronson joins Metro
on Monday and in a few weeks will

sail for Europe to make his general

headquarters, probably in Paris or

London.
Aronson will act as general Euro-

pean representative for the company
and will co-ordinate distribution

wherever the need for such action

may develop. He expects that his

work will keep him in Europe for

about five years.

Stanley Opens N. Y. Offices

The Stanley Co. of America has
opened an office at 1562 Broadway.
Jules E. Mastbaum, president issued

the following statement:
"The Stanley Co. of America are

heavily interested in theatre proper-
tie:

:n Pennsylvania, New York and
adjacent territory, and we have found
it imperative for one or more of the

officials of the Stanley Co. of America
to be in New York every day. The
Stanley Co. of America extends the

courtesies of their offices to their

friends and business associates. The
Stanley Co. of America will be repre-
sented in New York by Mr. John
McKeon."

Yates a Bank Director
H. J. Yates of Consolidated Film

Industries, Inc., has been elected a di-

rector in the Longacre Bank, which
is not expected, however, to take any
marked interest in motion picture fi-

nancing.

Five 1st Nat'l Reissues
First National will reissue five pic-

tures for the summer, each to have
new prints and accessories. They
are "The River's End," "Go and Get
It," "Nomads of the North," "The
Hottentot," and "The Isle of Lost
Ships."

Ohio Goes "Blue"
(Special ti THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus ,0.—The Ohio Supreme
Court has ruled that motion pictures
are classified as theatrical perform-
ances and as such come under Sun-
day closing law in the state.

Even the showing of pictures in
churches on Sunday will probably be
prohibited under the new interpreta-
tion of the law. The court ruling
came on an appeal of Walter K. Rich-
ards, of Findlay, who was arrested
and fined under Section 13049 of the
General Code for operating a show on

(Continued on Page 2)

Melford Through
Ends Long Association with Famous
—To Direct Barbara La Marr

in "Sandra"

George Melford, for a number of

years a featured director with Famous
Players is no longer associated with
that organization. He is in town
from the Coast to direct Barbara La
Marr in "Sandra", for First National
release.

Before coming East, he completed
"Tiger Love" for Paramount. The
two pictures in the "Famous Forty"
which Melford was scheduled to make
will be directed by Victor Fleming.

Mary Won't Do "Peter"
Hiram Abrams issued a statement

yesterday on behalf of Mary Pick-
fcrd which said, in part:

"In view of the many erroneous
reports concerning the plans of Mary
Fickford and her future film produc-
tions, it is timely to say that Miss
Pickford has no intention of making
pictures for distribution through any
organization other than United Artists

Corp., nor has she any intention of

producing 'Peter Pan' for any other
distributing company."

"Two Man Convention" Starts
The plan to bring two First Na-

tional exchange managers to New
York every week to confer on sales

problems has been launched. The
first two were F. E. North, Detroit
and Leslie Wilkes, Dallas. They
were succeeded by R. H. Haines,
Cincinnati and B. D. Murphy, Toron-
to and on Monday, F. G. Sliter,

Seattle and S. J. Coffman, Vancouver
come in for a week.

Hampton Film For Banner Prod.
The picture, in which Hope Hamp-

ton is appearing under direction of
Burton King, will be state righted by
Banner Prod., the new company in

which Samuel J. Briskin and George
H. Davis are interested.

Deny Reported Break
Earl W. Hammons yesterday for-

warded the following to which was
also affixed the signature of Jack
White:

"Over my written signature, I beg
to inform you that Educational and
Jack White at this moment have had
no break of any kind to my knowl-
edge. Mr. White informs me that he
did not give THE FILM DAILY
any such information and we both
wish you to deny the reported break
between us in as prominent a way as
you gave publicity to it.

Piracy Evil Grows
Practice Malignant in Central Europe

and Baltic States, Exporters
Report

An increase in piracy through Cen-
tral Europe and the Baltic States is

reported by a number of exporters
who declare the practice is gro • *ng
more and more pernicious.

The office of William M. Vogel
has a great deal of trouble with "The
Kid". It is alleged that the Chaplin
picture has been shown in theatres
in Constantinople, Athens and in Riga
although the picture has not been
sold for those territories. At various
times, pirated prints have shown up
in Roumania, Poland, Turkey, Bul-
garia, Greece, Latavia, Esthonia, Lith-
uania and Russia. Vogel has been
diligent in tracing the unauthorized
copies to their sources, but has not
been able to secure any convictions.

This is largely due to the fact that

Middle Europe is divided into so
many new states, each governed by
its own laws.

United Artists have experienced
trouble with "Robin Hood", particu-
larly in Poland and, it is understood,
Metro has had difficulties with "The
Four Horsemen" and "Scaramouche"
in some of the countries named above.

The Hays office has been working
on the problem for several months.
Efforts are being made to co-operate
with the State Department at Wash-
ington on methods that might tend
to lessen the practice. The point
made in exporting circles is that the
showing of pictures pirated into ter-

ritories immediately decreases the
value, even if the illegal use is stopped
by legal means.

Julanne Johnson Going Abroad
Through the. Edward Small com-

pany, Julanne Johnson has been sign-

ed by Paul Ebner and Ernest Wolff,
German producers, to appear in a pic-

ture to be made in Germany.

"Souls Adrift" for Selznick

Selco has acquired for Selznick dis-

tribution, "Souls Adrift" with Rose-
mary Davies. Others starring Miss
Davies are planned.

A. C. F. A.'s Foreign "Rep" Here
Mayo Wadler, foreign director of

the American Continental Film
Ass'n, has arrived in New York from
Berlin.

R. A. White Leaves Fox
R. A. White yesterday resigned as

sales manager for Fox, No successor
has been named.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. .108 107% 107^4 400

F. P.-L 70y2 70/2 70/2 1,900

do pfd Not quoted
Goldwyn ... 14^ 14^ 14% 300
Loew's 16 15% 15% 700

Warner's Not quoted

In The Courts
Application was made yesterday in

the Supreme Court for the appoint-

ment of Nat Lewis as guardian for

Jackie Coogan, in the suit for dam-
ages he is about to bring for the

wrongful use of his pictures in adver-

tising. The application was made by
his mother, Mrs. Vivian R. Coogan
of Los Angeles.
The first suit for $10,000 is brought

against Charles E. Weyand & Co.,

Inc., the concern being charged with

having made use of Jackie's picture

for advertising without the knowledge
or consent or aproval of Jackie or

his mother. The second action, also

for $10,000, is against the Adams-Bach
Hankerchief M'f'g. Co., Inc., on a

similar allegation.

Rifkin Here
Herman Rifkin, of Boston is at

the Astor.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FRfiE at your
Educational Exchange
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Richey Speaks On Behalf Of Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—H. M. Richey of the M.
P. T. O. is conducting an educational
campaign directed toward creating

a more favorable attitude on the part

of the public for films. He is address-
ing civic organizations on the sub-
ject.

Rejects 12%; Cuts Another 38%
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—During the year ending
April 30 the Censor Board of Quebec,
barred 831 pictures, out of 5,674 re-

viewed, or a total of 12%. A total

of 2,019 was ordered cut before being
permitted to be shown.

Poli Circuit Employes Insured
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Haven—Sylvester Z. Poli has
bought a group life insurance policy
under which all employees in his en-
terprises are covered by amounts
ranging from $500 to $2000.

Elect Illinois M. P. T. O. Officers

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—At a meeting of M. P. T.

O. • directors, Charles Nathan was
elected president, A. Haperstein, vice-
president, L. H. Frank, secretary, and
M. Siefel, treasurer.

Special Runs in Cincinnati
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati—The Keith house is

showing "Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall," and the Shubert has turn-
ed to pictures, presenting "America."

Kunsky's New House, The State
(Sptcial to THE FILM DAILr)

Detroit—The State has been de-
cided on as the name of John H.
Kunsky's new 3,200 seater, work on
which will start in September.

Women Give Children's Show
(Sptcial to THE FILM DAILY)

Durham, N. C—The Women's
Club has taken the matter of better

films for children in hand, and start-

ing Saturday will set a precedent by
presenting a special show with Mar-
guerite Clark's "Seven Swans", at the

Paris.

Vitagraph Players Escape Disaster

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—David Smith, John
Bowers and Alice Calhoun-, narrowly
escaped drowning when a sudden ris-

ing of the Mohave River which they
were fording carried them beyond
their depth.

Bring 6 Exhibitors To Court
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—The Police Department
made a round-up of exhibitors who
had been lax in the matter of permit-

ting unaccompanied children to enter

theatres and arrested six exhibitors.

Theaters Capitalize "Boys' Week"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Bedford' Mass.—The Empire
and Olympia celebrated Boys' Week,
by installing boys as managers. A
great deal of profitable newspaper
publicity resulted.

Newcombe Paintings on Display

Warren A. Newcombe has on ex-

hibition at the Art Center a number
of the original paintings used in the

production of "The Enchanted City"

and "The Sea of Dreams".

Daylight; Saving Wins By Margin
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Quebec City—By the slender mar-
gin of 3,440 in favor, and 3,314

against, voters passed the daylight

saving referendum.

"ONE HUNDRED PROOF SURE
FIRE BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION"

is report on "MIAMI" starring BETTY COMPSON, from

Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

May 13, 1924. .

Paul C. Mooney,
469—5th Ave., New York

" 'MIAMI' opened with a bang. Opening day eclipsed

only by 'Hunchback of Notre Dame.' 'MIAMI' one of

the classiest pictures ever shown in Capitol Theatre.
Compson great favorite. Her work impressive and ap-

pealing. As Box-Office attraction, 'MIAMI' is ONE
HUNDRED PROOF SURE FIRE. Give us more pic-

tures like 'MIAMI' say all of our patrons. We second
the request."

Charninsky & Stinnett

Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Texas

IT'S A HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925—Thirty First-Run Pictures

Ohio Goes "Blu"
(Continued from Page 1)

Sunday. Richard's conviction

held by the Common Pleas j

peal Court of Hancock Coj
well as by the Supreme Com

HAL ROACH!

SPAT FAMILY

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes

2 reels

Pafhgcomecjy

GEVAER1 1

RAW STOCK
-

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM

1540 B'way N. Y.

:

For Rent—Furnished—83rd S

40 East, Ap't 23—May to Oct

ber—at a great sacrifice—E •

quisitely furnished cool apai

mentj—8 rooms—3 baths—

;

outside exposure—complete

every way — radio — electrj

grand piano, etc. Seen by aj;

pointment. Phone: Butterfiel

0295.

GOEEZ
Specify

-RAW ST0CI

FOR QUALITY
FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St.. N. Y. C.

THE WORLD IN COLOR
A short subject

Issued monthly by
Kelley Color Laboratory Inc.

Palisade. N. J.

Phone Cliffside 1345
State Rights

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up

to-date rooms in the city. Opei

9 A. M. until Midnifht.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street
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Qicmresi

£ ^paramount pictures
FOR FALL AND WINTER ~~ 1924-5

Are These Box-Office Titles!

"THE
COVERED
WAGON"

RUDOLPH
VALENTINO

in "Monsieur Beaucaire"

"THE FEMALE" "WILD MOMENTS" "OPEN ALL NIGHT"

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S

"THE GOLDEN BED"

GLORIA SWANSON
IN

iiMANHANDLED"

"CHANGING HUSBANDS"
Supervised by Cecil B. DeMille

"THE ENEMY SEX"

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in CURWOOD'S

"THE ALASKAN"

"SINNERS IN
HEAVEN"

Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix

The first flash sells the public. Imagine these titles—and 29 other

Paramount Famous Forty titles just as good—flashing in YOUR electrics!

,4FAMOUS PIAYERS-UVSKY CORPORATION
*OOl»H ZUHO» JlSS-f l LASKV CICIL t. CM Mill L
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Newspaper Opinions

New York

"Why Men Leave Home—1st Nat'l

Strand

AMERICAN—* * * Alma Bennett again

is given a disagreeable role * * *

A saving grace * * * is the comedy and

Mary Carr as the Grandmother. * * *

* * * you will not be bored, but you

will not feel that the solution of why men
leave home is adequately solved.

DAILY NEWS—* * *The picture is sup-

posed to prove a number of things, among
them the fact that matrimonial tiffs should

not be taken seriously. (The same applies to

the film.) Mr. Stone and Miss Chadwick
perform as creditably as they can, in the cir-

cumstances. Alma Bennett is a pouty office

vampire, a libel on all good private secre-

taries.

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * the situa-

tions provoke a hilarious comedy, the sort

to delight a motion-picture audience.

Stone is an excellent actor, with a quizzical

acceptance of his part that justifies all his

actions; Miss Chadwick and the rest of

the cast is well chosen; the story is human,
understandingly told and deftly directed.

EVENING WORLD—* * * and expur-

gated film version of the recent Avery Hop-
wood stage success and really, in our esti-

mation, makes mighty good screen material.
» # *

You won't make the slightest mistake by
choosing "Why Men Leave Home" for an
afternoon or evening. We wouldn't have
missed it for worlds.
HERALDTRIBUNE—* * » With a few

of those titles removed and a few of them
rewritten, "Why Men Leave Home" might
be another "Marriage Circle." Praise can
go no further. And yet we doubt not that

those titles are a slight concession to the
public—* * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH — Louis B.
Mayer has a winner on his hands in "Why
Men Leave Home" * * * It is not a lurid

movie as the title would suggest, but an
amusing, witty photodrama, cleverly contrived
in its adaptation * * *

* * * The cast, too, is splendid.

America, inc.
729-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI58

The Mackler Process

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
ROLONGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated
BETWEEN FRIENDS
A Vitagraph Picture

Now playing at the Rivoli, N. Y.
The Process That Made Good

Sick!
From a well known inde-

pendent exhibitor located in the

East: "I have been a pretty
sick man for the last 8 months
devoting very little time either

to my business or anything else,

and with the changes that have
arisen in this business through
individual bookings and the fact

that the independents are forced
to buy about twice as much film

as they can use in order to get
a date this thing has been one
of the rasping conditions upon
my noodle.

"To an independent exhibitor
who desires to run theaters and
does not control the film or the
zone which he is in, the detail

work is enormous, and I am up
to a point combined with sick-
ness and age, that I can't stand
the pressure".

POST—* * * It's pretty true to life-
some life— and there's a moral in it that's
as much needed today as it is ancient. It
might be said in passing that the film ver-
sion isn't nearly as breezy as was the stage
play. * * *

Lewis Stone and Helene Chadwick play
the leads and the work is good, though no-
thing to write home about.

SUN—* * * is an extended comic strip,
proving through many somewhat amusing
scenes and a collection of surprisingly inane
captions * * *

Laying the theory aside, one is apt to
find the film very amusing.
TELEGRAM—* * * Without any cost

to credulity, Mr. Stahl has produced a
picture that rings so true to life that it
is uncomfortable. With the assistance of
clever actors and actresses, he truly holds
a mirror up to his audience and whether
or not they like what they see within is
up to themselves.
TIMES— * * * a competent piece of film

work with which the censor has been rather
lenient. It has its sighs and its laughs,
its suspense and its satisfaction. It is an
entertaining photoplay for adults, a serio-
comedy in which allowances must be made
for pantomimic license. * * *

Files Double Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

ing Corp. is advised by counsel that
the suit cannot be successfully main-
tained.

In Production

THE LAWFUL CHEATER
Under Direction of

William Christy Cabanne

CAST

ALMA RUBENS WALTER McGRAIL
FRANK MAYO LILYAM TASHMAN

H. B. WARNER
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS RELEASE

Arthur S. Kane, Pres.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * It is

an unusually sane and intelligent film story,

not sensational, but bright and human. There
is a little too much non-essential detail, but

that seems to be movie fashion which may
not be violated. * * * far superior to the

average feature in that it strives for little

of the hectic and therefore attains much of

the dramatic. * * *

WORLD—* * * those who expect to find

shocking disclosures as to why husbands run
away from their wives deserve to be told

that it falls quite a bit short in details.

It is a slow-moving, rambling, at times,

really humorous continuity, * * •

Out-of-Town
"Sporting Youth"—Universal

Lyric, Cincinnati

POST—An auto race, chucked with thrills,

kept an audience intense with excitement at

the Lyric * * *

TIMES STAR— Its only attempt is to

be entertaining, and it succeeds remarkably
well.

TRIBUNE—Some of the racing scenes
are honestly thrilling. The picture is not
without comedy, either.

"Trouble Shooter"—Fox
Monroe, Chicago

HERALD & EXAMINER—"The Trouble
Shooter" is a picture to be seen, and as
far as I can recollect it is the best of the
Tom Mix adventures.

thriUo-sbunt dr<<

"The Unknown Purple"—Truart
Gifts, Cincinnati

POST—-The settings are elaborate and
the story is constructed to please those of a
detective disposition.

TIMES-STAR—A clever mystery play
which holds the interest of the spectators
grippinglv from start to finish * * *

TRIBUNE—If you delight in the impos-
sible, if you like to see a mystery picture,
then you will want to see the "Unknown
Purple," * * *

"When A Man's A Man"—1st Nat'l
Garrick, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE (Morning)—A notable cast en-
act the story in a highly satisfactory manner.
# * *

Excellent riding sequences and numerous
episodes are interspersed throughout the pic-
ture.

5 WISE EXCHANGEME 5

Have Already Bought Their '.m
tories

For the series of 5 Hutcioi

Thrillers

(These five pictures are all read for

delivery)

KERMAN FILMS. INC.—Greater let

York and Northern New Jersey

STANDARD FILM ATTRACTION
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern n
Jersey

R. G. HILL ENTERPRISES I .-

Western Pennsylvania and West Virg i

BEACON FILMS INC.—New Er iri

States

QUEEN FEATURES INC.—Georgia,
da, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisia

FOR OPEN TERRITOR1
CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, I

1540 Broadway, New York C

t£r n

;ia

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway

\UHY not establish credit with us? It's

a mighty comfortable feeling to know

where to turn if you're in a pinch for cash.

Loans in any amount arranged with facility

on convenient terms. A visit will involve

Watkins no obligation. Call on us.
4522

uv

NOW PLAYING

flames IQrkwood p

1 HUSBANDS
Supported b\f MARGARET LIUINGSTON

r HODKINSON RELEASE
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comes another new red hot box office

picture backed by showmanship that

means money to you. Here's a great

story of hot Gypsy blood, wild

youth, stern parents, mad adventure,

—It speeds across the screen with

action, fine acting and sure fire enter-

tainment. It's great for the flappers,

and still
.
greater for mothers and

fathers. See this picture

—

723 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office United Kingdom:

R-C Pictures Corp., 26-27 D'Arblay St.,

Wardour St., London W. 1, England

And LOOK at this Cast!
Ralph Lewis, Derelys Perdue, Lloyd Hughes,

Joseph Swickard, Emily Fitzroy

A Real Audience Picture

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
of America, Inc.



What s wrong with
this picture? Whj!,

(fury lfi^ipenaLJ^icUaxs£tcLCxcUi5a)e
<Oc5trcbu.bors tkruout (jreatBritain

SLv.Wm.jary, Mcataqcna fiurector. . .

.

herlock Jr.

You re dern tootin' it's a
warm <-weather buster , the
funniest long comedy j?ou

ever placed/
Erected

Buster
Keaton

Presented by

Joseph M.
Schenck

Story by

Jean. Havep
Clyde Bruckman
Joseph Mitchell
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REVIEWS
By DANNY

And reviewers. What they

E worth to readers of a trade

per. Or are they worth ally-

ing? Martin Quigley—straight

ooting, hard hitter that he is,

mes out flatly in the current
;tie of The Exhibitors Herald,
d says reviews aren't worth
tinkers damn—and he intends
throw them into the discard.

Well, Martin; you're going to give
: publishers of the other trade pa-
's something to think about. That's
e. Meanwhile, we are going to

;p on reviewing pictures. Not go-
I to argue the points you make

—

my of them are excellent. And
're going to keep on doing our
rndest to get them right. It's true
it even the highest standard of re-

wing efficiency will—at times

—

err,

slip. Infallibility is one thing

—

nesty, good judgment, sincerity of
rpose, another.

But oh, Martin, how your brother
tde paper publishers are going to
lp!

One of the reasons we intend
continuing reviewing pictures is

this: once in a while the Coast
propagandists start smooching.
It percolates East. Yep; it's

"the greatest of all great pic-
tures ever made." You know the
rest of it. And finally it ar-
rives. And it looks as if it

grew on one of those Holly-
wood lemon trees. We're not
going to mention names. But
that sort of propaganda must
have an offset.

Take a look. See what Paul Laz-
us. And the rest of his Imperial-
's promise. And then do some
inking. We're doing a lot of it.

rid we're going to think out loud
out it in tomorrow's issue. Be-
use it's a mighty big idea, and

—

"11—wait. Meanwhile, if you have
I ideas about it; shoot them in.

Sydney Cohen, commenting
on some of our ideas expressed
to the Independent Producers.
Pointed out that some of it

was "misinformation" but that
happened frequently in th'

little old paper about the
MPTO of A. Yes, it has.
That's openly admitted. But
there's a reason, Sydney, and
you, better than anyone else,

{.Continued on Page 2)

Gov't Aid on Piracy
State Department Asks Foreign
Countries to Help When Assist-

ance is Sought
The State Department at Washing-

ton, through the efforts of Will H.
Hays has promised to assist Ameri-
can exporters in thwarting the illegal

practice of pirating which is apparent-
ly gaining headway in a number of

foreign countries, notably those in

Central Europe and the Baltic States.

Assistant Secretary of State Leland
Harrison has informed Hays that in-

structions have been issued to all

diplomatic and consular offices

throughout the world to co-operate

with American film representatives

when pirated prints make their ap-
pearance.
The assistance of proper authorities

in those countries will be sought in

an effort to check the evil. The rep-

resentations will, of course, be made
in an informal manner, but the ex-

perience of persons familiar with
ethics in the consular service indicates

that the request will be observed as

fully as possible.

Meyer Succeeds White
Sidney Meyer, since 1918 manager

of the Chicago office has been ap-
pointed Fox general sales manager
succeeding R. A. White, resigned.

Meyer is only thirty years of age.

Warners Plans Convention
Abe and Sam Warner, Sam Morris,

Lon Young and Mrs. Pearl Keating
leave for the Coast on the 24th to

attend a national convention at the

studio.

Apollo Deal with Warners
Despite the original intention of the

Warners to distribute their fall prod-
uct in Greater New York themselves,
a deal has been made with Weber and
North of Apollo Exchange covering
Greater New York and Northern Jer-
sey.

Fox Studio Inactive
The Fox Eastern studio will remain

inactive, as soon as Elmer Clifton

completes editing "Crossed Wires".
Just when additional pictures will be
placed in work here is in doubt.
Four productions, all of them now

completed have kept the plant quite
busy. These were "It Is The Law'',
directed by J. Gordon Edwards; "The
Fool", directed by Harry Millarde
and "The Warrens of Virginia" and
"Crossed Wires" which Elmer Clif-

ton directed.

It was declared by an individual
close to the Fox organization yester-

(Continued on Page 7)

Attack Distributors
Northwest Exhibitors Aroused Over
Alleged High Rentals and Deal-

ings With Churches
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—The M. P. T. O. con-
vention at the West Hotel opened
with a bitter attack by members on
alleged excessive film rentals and un-
fair practices indulged in by First Na-
tional in Minnesota and the Dakotas.
Threats of drastic action were made

by exhibitors if First National did not
cease to lease pictures to churches and
non-theatrical organizations, which
exhibitors declared, cut seriously into

their business.
A special meeting of franchise hold-

ers and open market buyers was called

to which First National executives
have been invited to hear and defend
the charges made by Northwest show-
men. Efforts will also be made, it

stated, to compel other exchanges to

cease renting films to non-theatrical

buyers.
In this connection a report was cir-

culated, which stirred up much ire,

that "The Covered Wagon" was being
leased to fair associations for summer
showings. A special committee was
appointed to investigate the matter
and take action.

Concluding the first session the

Northwest M. P. T. O. went unani-

mously on record as favoring affilia-

tion with the Allied States Assn., of

which Al Steffes is chairman. It is

thought that Al Steffes is practically

certain of re-election as president of

the Minnesota M. P. T. O.

E. A. Eschmann, sales manager for

First National declared yesterday
that in all dealings his salesmen were
instructed to deal with exhibitors first.

He explained that regular picture

theatres were always given first con
sidcration and that only where an
exhibitor refused to book a picture

at a given point, were negotiations
entered upon with churches or non-
theatrical exhibitors,

No More Reviews
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—In an editorial issued in

'he current issue of "The Exhibitors
Herald," Martin J. Quigley announces
his intention to run no more reviews
of motion pictures in that publication.

This, undeniably, is the important ed-
itorial announcement which he had in

mind in a recent advertisement. The
editorial goes into length as to the

reasons for this move, saying in part:

"The Herald will no longer make
the absurd pretense of reviewing mo-
tion pictures from an entertainment

(Continued on Page 2)

Imperial Enters Field
Lazarus, Berman, R, A. Walsh and

Others to Sell Pictures Direct
to Exhibitors

The formation of Imperial Pictures
Corp. was announced yesterday to

sell pictures direct to exhibitors
through the creation of approximately
one hundred theatre centers through-
out the country. The personnel of the
organization, follows:

Paul N. Lazarus heads the com-
pany as president; Raoul A. Walsh
is director-in- chief; A. C. Berman,
first vice-president; Eugene H. Roth,
second vice-president; Arthur S
Friend, secretary and general counsel;
Kenneth Hodkinson, treasurer and
general manager; Cresson E. Smith
general sales manager; George W.
Stout, general manager of produc-
tions, and Charles H. Hickman, as-

sistant production manager. These
executives make up the Board of Di-
restors. Lazarus, Berman, Hodkin
son and Smith were associated for

some time in United Artists.

In explaining the plan, Imperial
said: That instead of dealing with
exhibitors through a distributor and
through a chain of exchanges, Imper-
ial will deal direct with the exhibitor,

selecting approximately one hundred
theatre-centers as its points of con-
tact.

Each of the centers is surrounded
by a territory in which hundreds of

theatres operate. These theatres na-
turally follow the lead of the first

runs of the theatre-center. All terri-

tories have been so arranged, geo-
graphically, that they are of equal
theatre population; that is to say, each
of the hundred centers is surrounded
by a territory practically equal in

theatre going population to every
other territory.

(Continued on Page 2)

Oppose Filming Barred Books
(Special >, THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—At a special meeting
of the Board of Directors of the M.
P. T. O. of Wisconsin, a resolution
was unanimously adopted requesting
producers to refrain from producing
any and all pictures, whose story or
scenario may be based on books bar-
red from circulation 1>\ public
libraries.

Newman Leaves for Northwest
M. H. ("Mike") Newman, super-

visor of Universal theatres in Port-
land, Seattle, San Francisco, Salt Lake
and Los Angeles left for Portland
yesterday with stopovers planned in

St. Louis and Kansas City where the
company maintains houses. He said

conditions in the Northwest were
satisfactory, just that.
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REVIEWS
(Continued from Page 1)

knows what that is: the ina-

bility of this office to get a fair
break from the office of the
president of the National ex-

hibitor's organization. We've
tried to get facts often, and
had to be content with every-
thing but facts.

Two Building at Sand Springs, Okla.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sand Springs, Okla.—Two theaters

are in the course of construction here.

One is being erected by Fred Ganez,
and will be managed by T. A. Burton,
the other by Wm. Fleming. Both
will seat 300.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

**\HT 0LUES
Atackwhitf
1 ° COMEDY **

WITH
LICE CONLEY

C <S>--cl>Jyvt>T^CL£ '<^JjjAxdJ J

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Imperial Enters Field
(Continued from Page 1)

Instead of selling only one run, Im-
perial will sell to its exhibitor-pur-
chasers the entire exhibition rights
for their territory for a period of

years. The picture will in turn be
rented, by the exhibitors themselves,
to other exhibitors throughout the
territory. Imperial will not partici-

pate, in any manner whatsoever, be-
yond the original flat-price purchase
of the exhibition rights.

In this connection, Imperial said:
"It will be seen at once that under this

plan of selling, the heavy toll now paid by
exhibitors for distribution disappears. There
is no frightful waste for selling cost to be
covered. A picture costing $150,000 to pro-
duce does not have to be sold to exhibitors
on an exhibition value of $500,000 in order
that the producer and distributor may make
a profit, regardless of what happens to the
exhibitor.

"Because of the equality of the territories
in theatre population, the price for each pic-
ture has been nationally standardized.
"The production cost has been fixed in ad-

vance for the pictures. If the cost of any
picture exceeds the fixed production cost, the
selling price to the exhibitor will not be
changed. Imperial will bear the extra pro-
duction cost, and not the exhibitors.

"If, however, the actual production cost
of any picture is less than the fixed produc-
tion cost, the territorial purcraseis wi'l each
be rebated their pro rata share of the sav-
ing, and all users of the production will nat-
urally save accordingly.
"Twelve productions ,of uniform price, to

be delivered one a month, are provided for
in our first contract.
"We shall not ask exhibitors to buy stock

in our company.
"We shall not ask exhibitors to pay us

any advance deposits.'*

The fact that R. A. Walsh becomes
director-in-chief may mean that he
will supply several of the twelve pic-

tures promised in the first contract.
Roth is to make his headquarters in

Los Angeles where he will work on
production. Local offices have been
opened at 522 Fifth Ave. and a coast
branch in the Stock Exchange Bldg.
in Los Angeles.

Fox Making "Darwin Was Right"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Lewis Seiler has
started work on "Darwin Was Right",
a feature for Fox, in which Max Mor-
itz and Pep, chimpanzee actors will
share honors with human actors. The
story concerns the experiments of a
scientist seeking the elixir of youth.

New Arkansas House Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Conway, Ark.—The new Conway
has opened with one price for adults
and children, for all shows, 35 cents.

No More Reviews
(Continued from Page 1)

standpoint for the business guidance
of exhibitors because—IT CANNOT
BE DONE."

In an effort to secure the reaction

of trade paper publishers and editors

to this drastic move they were asked
for a statement. Neither Wm. A.

Johnston, publisher, nor J. S. Dicker-
son, the managing editor of the Mo-
tion Pictures News, were available,

both being out of the city. There
was no one else authorized to speak
for publication.

George Blaisdell, editor of The Ex-
hibitors Trade Review said:

"No one denies a review is a one-man
opinion, but some opinions are more highly
considered by some men than are others.
An exhibitor follows a reviewer from week
to week, and he soon learns whether that
reviewer's mind travels along lines similar
to his own or otherwise.

"The man away from the key centers
wants news about a picture—he can't get
into town to see it himself—and he must
lean on somebody.

"I think Mr. Quigley is making a very
interesting experiment, for it is an experi-
ment. My observation over a dozen years
leads me to believe he is making a false step

—

but time will tell.

"I believe a well conducted review depart-
ment is perhaps one of the two most im-
portant sections in a motion picture trade
paper. If it isn't .and if Mr. Quigley can
demonstrate that it isn't, he will have per-
formed a service."

Robert E. Welsh, editor of the M.
P. World, said that inasmuch as he
had not seen the e'ditorial he did not
care to comment upon its contents
until he had time to digest it.

Speaking in general terms on the
subject of what should or should not
be done in a trade publication he de-
clared:

"I do not feel called upon to enter
into an argument on a subject merely
because Martin Quigley has spent
many years trying to handle it and
finally admits that from his viewpoint
IT CANNOT BE DONE."

Cast for English Picture

Irene Rich and Pauline Garon sail

for London on the 21st to appear in

"What the Butler Saw", which Dew-
hurst Prod, will make. The deal was
arranged through Mike Connolly.
Upon her return, Miss Rich will

start a new three year contract with
the Warners.

Howard Irving Young has written

"March On" for the legitimate stage.

COMING SOON
HUNT STROM BERG
& CHARLES

P*

IKUriDCKir V *

1
Dean

"^ftie Siren
of Seville"

Stonjbu RH.VAN IQM-DirecUdbuJEROME STORM

In The Courts
Two suits on notes of the Lij

Pictures Corp. have been filed in

Supreme Court by Fannie G. Sen
as assignee of the Amsterdam Cij

Corp. against Marian Schlager.
suit for $18,500 is also based cl

note of Sig Schlager. The set (J

suit is for $16,500. The answer \i

leges that the Amsterdam Cl it

Corp. failed to lend the ami it

agreed upon the Luxor Pictures C< J
and for this reason, it became iir 1
sible for Luxor to complete the

tures in question, and they bee
worthless.

Cohen Addresses A. M. P. A
Sydney S. Cohen was the princ

speaker at the A. M. P. A. yesten
He covered a good deal of the gro
gone over at the Tuesdav lunch
of the I. M. P. P. D. A. and poit

out how much exploitation mean 1

the success or failure of a pict

Edward L. Klein introduced him.

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES I

"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Cutting Room and

Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange oi

State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

HEPWORTH
State Righting

10 Feature Productions

20 1 Reel Classics

729-7th Ave., N. Y. C.

GOLF
EQUIPMENT

For MEN WHO KNOW
SLAZENGERS
12 E. 43rd St., N. Y. C.
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(paramount ^pictures
FOR FALL AND WINTER ~ ~ 1924-5

Telegram jfrom
8
Stanley N.

Chambers, Consolidated

Amusement Co.,Wichita,Kas.

SINCE RETURNING FROM CHICAGO MY
ENTHUSIASM FOR NEXT SEASON'S
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS FORTY HAS IN NO
WAY ABATED. WANT TO CONGRAT-
ULATE YOU FOR WHAT SEEMS TO BE
THE BEST BOX-OFFICE LINEUP IN THE
INDUSTRY'S HISTORY. WHEN BROAD-
CASTED TO EXHIBITORS SHOULD PROVE
A SENSATION. MY OFFER TO YOU TO
WRITE YOUR OWN TICKET STILL GOES.

—Stanley N. Chambers

And there's several thousand others like him!
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An Overmrf
HardboUed N<

surprise

CARL
LAEMMLES
laughing—gasping

comedy—thriller

featuring

Pat O'Malley
Mary Astor
Raymond Hatton

and others

# * # #

Booked on sight during sensational

Broadway showing for immediate

playdates over the entire U. B. O.

circuit

!
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DirectedbyTom Format*
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roadway fans and critics a real thrill I

The Morning Telegraph says:
" 'The Fighting American' is sprightly comedy and contains a real

airplane thrill."

The N. Y. Herald Tribune says:

"When Carl Laemmle offered $1,000 for the best scenario sub-
mitted by a college student, and then chose 'The Fighting Amer-
ican', he chose both wisely and well. It is one of the best trav-

esties on time-worn cinema situations that we have seen in some
time, and we enjoyed every minute of it. Whoever wrote 'The
Fighting American' deserves a medal all by himself."—Harriette
Underhill.

The N. Y. Times says:

"One might set it down as pleasant nonsense."

The Daily News says:
" 'The Fighting American' is quite mad, it is amusing. Besides,

any picture with Mary Astor is worth looking at."

NIVERSAL PICTURE

NOW BOOKING!
Get your dates set now
for a sure Summer
Clean Up!
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Newspaper Opinions
"Triumph"—F. P.-L.

Fenway, Boston
TRANSCRIPT—Rather, it falls in the

category, the commonplace; in that great

limbo of photo-dramas which are seen only

to be forgotten.

Madison, Detroit
FREE PRESS—People who never read

the story will like it much better than those

who have read it.

Lovers of an interesting story capably

acted and presented with the usual DeMille

lavishness will find much to admire and

enthuse over * * *

NEWS—"Triumph" contains an interest-

ing plot, and is faultlessly produced and

acted, but if events of the kind described

ever happened in real life the whole world

would go mad.
. .

TIMES—Little remains of the original

manuscript except the title. * * *

However the splendid «ast of Paramount
stars have responded with excellent results

to the De Mille megaphone.

Grauman's Million Dollar, Los
Angeles

(Week Ending May 3)

HERALD—"Triumph" is De Mille at his

best.

Strand, Omaha
NEWS—DeMille missed an opportunity.

It's elaborate, typically DeMillian, without

being overdone in that direction.

WORLD-HERALD—We like the way this

interesting story * * * is adapted, the way
it is acted and the way it is directed.

"Under The Red Robe"—Gold.-
Cosmop.

Park & Mall, Cleveland

NEWS—If the pomp and glory of the

kings impresses you; if you get a kick out

of duels and have a mania for intrigue, then

"Under the Red Robe" is your dish.

PLAIN DEALER—All the king's horses;

all the flash of the ladies* silks and all the

lavish outlay of money represented in its

making, do not make "Under The Red Robe"
go. It has everything but life and vitality.

"The Woman On The Jury"—1st

Nat'l

The Chicago, Chicago
POST—It is probable that few who see

the picture will bother to analyze its curi-

ous logic, or lack of it. They will be con-

tent to enjoy the emotional thrills, to laugh

at its comedy and to enjoy its acting, which
is very good of its kind.

TRIBUNE—* * * Sylvia Breamer, in the

leading role, would be my idea of why the

picture should not be shown.
She gives a lifeless, uninteresting por-

trayal. « • •

The director could have got a lot more
out of it than he did, it seems to me. Cer-
tainly he had an able cast—with the excep-
tion named.

Circle, Indianapolis
STAR—* * • "The Woman on the Jury,"

which opened at the Circle yesterday, is a
stern, unflinching drama of life as it is lived

in a sealed jury room.

Wisconsin, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—It is on the whole a tensely

dramatic production that will keep you in-

terested from start to finish.

NEWS—Added to an interesting story,

cleverly directed, is a splendid cast including
Sylvia Breamer, Bessie Love, Mary Carr,
Frank Mayo, Hobart Bosworth, Lew Cody,
• * •

Rialto, Omaha
NEWS—* * * stage story translated to

the screen. It loses in conversion, although
the cleverest bits are subtitled. It gains in

pantomime and vision.

WORLD-HERALD—An interesting bit of
life, realistically presented, tensely dramatic
and well directed, * • •

"Women Who Give"—Metro
State, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE (Morning)—It reveals con-
stantly increasing suspense, culminating for
pictorial effect, in tremendous scenes of a
storm at sea and a rescue by life boats.
TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same.

Loew's, Montreal
STAR—The deep-sea fisherman is repro-

duced with a fidelity bound to evoke admira-
tion from those who know the type. In fact,

the characterization is stronger than the
story.

Regent, Rochester
DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE—' * *

gorgeous vistas of sailing ships upon the

briny deep * * *

Despite • * * two thousand excessive feet

of film * * * fine photography and a good
cast manage to keep the spectators' interest

throughout. • • *

HERALD—The writer does not wish to
imply that this is in any way a "rip snortin' "

intense picture. It is not. But it does wax
rather emotional in parts and these little

touches of laughter help considerable. One
must also mention the excellency of the
photography. Some of the storm scenes, at

sea, are remarkable.

JOURNAL—* * * an entertaining and
enlightening story • * *

The sea scenes are probably the best
things in the picture. The effects are oftimes
really stirring. The storms are numerous, oc-

curing eachtime the action of the drama
reaches a high pitch.

TIMES-UNION—Well cast, well directed
and well staged, * * * will bring you extreme
delight if you are one of those many whose
blood runs quicker at the sight of heavily
rolling waves and dashing foam and spray.

Toronto Prohibits Popularity Stunts
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—Police Chief Dickson has
decided to prohibit beauty or popu-
larity contests which, he declared,

were in contravention of the Crimin-
al Code.
The Danforth, one of the Famous

Players' houses, had announced a
popularity stunt when the police

clamped down the lid.

"Girl Shy" Breaks Boston Records
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—"Girl Shy" broke records
at the Fenway in a two weeks' run.

"America" closed after a nine
weeks' run at the Majestic.

Plan Italian Screen Magazine
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"II Cinemateatro,"
an Italian film magazine to be circu-

lated among the Italians in this coun-
try, will shortly be published by Al-
fred P. Verrico,

$75,000 For Freezing Plant
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The McVickers is spend-
ing $75,000 on a freezing plant to cool

the house during the summer.

New $400,000 Theater For Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Kazatchik and Manta
will build a 1,500 house at a cost of

$400,000.

Hal Roach Studio Busy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Hal Roach stu-

dios are busy . A new comedy
drama, featuring Glenn Tyron and
Blanche Mehaffy, with Ted Wilde
and Fred Guiol co-directing, has been
started.

Theaters Will Not Lower Prices
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Schenectady—There will be no
change in admission prices at the
Albany, State or Strand, during the
summer. Manager Shirley has de-
cided.

Fire Damages Imperial
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rock Hill, S. C—The Imperial
was damaged by fire to the extent of

$3,000.

Cooperates With Better Films Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Anderson, S. C.—W. A. Byers of

the Imperial, is stimulating his busi-

ness by cooperating with the Better
Films Board. He organized a series

of Saturday morning children's ma-
tinees in conjunction with the Board.
Since that time his receipts have
grown.

Strongheart at Capitol

"The Love Master," featuring
Strongheart, will open at the Capitol
Sunday.

Academy Destroyed By Fire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lowell, Mass.—The Academy of

of Music was destroyed by fire.

STUDIO FOR SALE
Located in Florence, Italy. Contains 150,000
square feet space, fully equipped and modern
in every respect. Built in 1921. Also avail-

able 3000 costumes of 13th century, 200 sets

interiors and exteriors. Bargain. Apply

ROBERT SCHWOBTHALER
330 West 88th Street, New York

Phone: Schuyler 5850

DURATIZCTRADE MARK
YOUR FILML-

220 WEST 42^D STREET
NEW YORK

.

PHONE
CHICKEPINC
2937

ALLArA.LOWNES
PRES.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

Two Theater Fires

(Special to THE FILM DAI
Newark, N. J.—Fire in tt

in the Alpha, Belleville, did
estimated at $5,000.

South Carolina Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAI.

Rock Hill, S. C—An earr-

ing fire recently gutted the ]£
on Main St. The house will
modeled.
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Just a flash of one of

Five Humdingers that mean

Real coin for the box office.

The following exchange me
already bought

—

how about

HERMAN FILMS INC., 729 Sever

New York City, Greater New Y
Northern New Jersey

STANDARD FILM ATTRACTIOI
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa. Easter

sylvania, Southern New Jersey

R. G. HILL ENTERPRISES IN
Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa. Westei
sylvania, West Virginia

BEACON" FILMS INC., 454 Stu.

Boston, Mass. New England Sta

QUEEN FEATURES INC., 3031

Bldg., Birmingham, Alabama,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and I

FOR OPEN TERRITOl

Wire Immediately

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS.
1540 Broadway, New York

EDWARD SMALL COMPANY
THE WORLD'S FOREMOST ORGANIZATIOI
DEVOTED TO SERVING THE PRODUCEF
ARTIST AND DIRECTOR

SERVICE PLUS INTEGRITY
NEW YORK - - - HOLLYWOOi

LONDON—PARIS
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Jeichman Suing
against Famous Players and
Jy Involves Detroit First-

Runs

r[ne Court Justice Giegerich

.Jied that Adolph Zukor, Sid-

t Cent, George W. Weeks and
[Ludvigh, of Famous Players,

ttify here in the suit brought

<it by Phil Gleichman against

i John H. Kunsky, and the

3, Capitol and Adams thea-

fie witnesses in question ob-

j
testifying on the ground that

Ijoena served on them required

lj give all the details concern-

I

tracts with fifty-fve of the

heatres of the country, which

m contends are of the same
and seating capacity as his

the Broadway-Strand in De

man is suing for an injunc-

jraining Famous from furnish-

Jires to anyone in Detroit ex-

j
theatres, and contends that

>ct was made with the Kun-
tres for 1922-23 because the

it was able to get a better

,
Famous in seeking to have

Giegerich vacate the order.

:hat the contracts with the

eatres represent private deal-

should not be disclosed.

ier and Trinz Will Build 2

Theatres
Trial to THE FILM DAILY)

go—Lubliner and Trinz will

4,000 seat house at Madison
yfield. The firm already owns
f on Madison St. near the site

quired upon which they will

2,500 seat theatre. The smaller

rill be built first.

Judge Arraigns Films
trial in THE FILM DAILY)

real—Judge J. O. Lacroix, of

enile Court has arraigned mo-
:tures as inciting children to

In 70 cases out of a hundred,
children steal in order to be
attend a picture show. The
advocated censorship and

id stringent action against

» admitting children under six-

shows, unaccompanied.

Bitterly Attacks Censorship
nas Dixon, bitterly attacked

:d censorship of books and
5, in ah address before the

an Booksellers Assn. at the

idore.

Almighty never made a man
lan good enough, wise enough
the autocratic power", Dixon

d amid much applause, "to

lands on an author and say
lall think only as I think, and
inly what I say shall be writ-

,000 Seater for Pilcher, Okla.
serial to THE FILM DAILY)
ier, Okla.—The three buildings
at 325-329 S. Main St., have

ought by L. Stevens, owner of
liety, who will erect a 1,000
iuse on the site. Work on the

, to be known as the Dream-
rill start immediately.

Incorporations
Albany — Associated Managers,

New York. 200 shares common
stock, no par value. Incorporators,

A. J. Johnston, E. Kraychie and A.

S. Lillman. Attorney, H. Goldman,
New York.

Albany—Film Dist. Corp. of Am-
erica. 2,000 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, G. H. Ker-
ner, R. Sandlow and E. C. Dreyer.
Attorneys, Gilbert & Gilbert, New
York.

Albany—Lake Shore Beach & Ser-

vice Co., Buffalo. 100 shares com-
mon stock, no par value. Incorpora-
tors, J. A. and M. B. McGraw and
A. G. Maddigan.

Albany—Lavenham Corp., New
York. 500 shares preferred stock,

$100 each, 1,500 shares common, no
par value. Incorporators. F. A. Fritz,

H. N. Taylor and H. J. Wickes. At-
torneys, Piatt, Field & Taylor, New
York.

Dover, Del.—Popular Pictures,

Wilmington. Capital $5,000,000.

Boston—Beacon Films, Inc., Bos-
ton. Capital $10,000. Incorporators,

E. P. Cornell, Fred A. Powell and
Earl E. Sanborn.

Boston—Capitol Film Co., Boston.
Capital $25,000. Incorporators, N. F.

Brink, Mitchell Brink and Joseph
Brink.

Boston—Kennedy Comedies, Inc.,

Boston. Capital $50,000. Incorpora-
tors, Frank P. Kennedy, Charles A.
Kapka and Daniel J. Maguire.

Boston—New Era Film Co., Inc.,

Boston. Capital $25,000. Incorpora-
tors, G. Sarno, S. Tripari and A. J.

Morgana.

Sacramento, Cal.—Anna May
Wong Prod., Inc., San Francisco.
Capital $150,000. Incorporators, Anna
May Wong, Forrest B. Creighton,
L. Mauthe, N. Haberman and M. S.

Jung.

Sacramento. Cal.—San Jose M. P.
Prod., Inc., San Jose. Capital $200,-

000. Incorporators, Wm. Goeffroy,

J. T. Brooks, D. M. Denegri, O. H.
Speciale, Art Lee, S. A. Court and
M. Phillips.

Fox Studio Inactive
(Continued from Page 1)

day that cessation of activity in the

East presages nothing unusual. He
pointed out that when the local plant

was built, it was not part of William
Fox's plans to make a large number
of pictures in the East. Most pro-

duction was scheduled and is now
planned for the Coast plant where a

large number of units are busy. Every
year, there occurs a period of inactiv-

ity at the Eastern plant and whether
it will be of any longer duration this

year than before, is a matter yet to

be determined-

It is interesting to note that, be-

cause of the fact so much independent
production is planned in and around
New York during the next few
months, those employees who would
have been without jobs ordinarily as

a result of the shut-down will be ab-
sorbed by other units.

Sacramento, Cal.—San Francisco
M. P. Corp. , San Francisco. Capital
$1,000,000. Incorporators, Hays, Mc-
Mullin, A. W. Leonard, E. Scott, M.
Colhurst, Sidney Rhein, Percy Towne
and F. B. Campbell.

West Va. Exhibitor Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rivesville, W. Va.—R. Rasva,
owner of the State, is dead.

Selznick Office Takes Over Vermont
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The local Selznick office

has taken over Vermont of which
Ben Smith will take charge.

Seventeen Units on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—About seventeen
units are busy at the Fox studio. In
order to relieve the pressure on the
indoor stages, two sets which would
have ordinarily been built inside have
been constructed outdoors.

To Make Harriet Stowe Story
Paul W. Whitcomb Prod, intend

producing "The Pearl of Orr's Is-

land", a Harriet Beecher Stowe story

in Boston and environs. Leon Dad-
mun will direct and Raymond Low-
ney appear as the lead.

Jane Thomas has left for the Coast
to appear in pictures made there.

FOUR NEGATIVES
For Sale

Featuring

CHAS. HUTCHISON
and strong cast.

These are original negatives, as
originally produced and not "re-

hashed" or cut down from other
pictures.

Good stories and direction.

Very reasonable price for quick
sale.

Box M 207

No New Funds for Va. Censors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—No further approp-
riation has been made by the state
assembly for the operation of the
Board of Censors, since the 1923 ses-

sion. It is thought the present ap-
propriation will be sufficient until the
next session.

Mitchell Joins 1st Nat'l
Lebbeus H. Mitchell, for four years

in charge of trade paper • publicity
for Goldwyn has joined First Nation-
al in a similar capacity.

U.S. & CANADA AGENTS
FOR

CAMERAS andSUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
II8W.44ST. NY. BRYANT 6635

aILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-16 VeehawkenSlWestHobokenJU.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing.
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone UNION— 4-SOO

"ONE HUNDRED PROOF SURE
FIRE BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION"

is report on "MIAMI" starring BETTY COMPSON, from

Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

May 13, 1924

Paul C. Mooney,
469—5th Ave., New York

" 'MIAMI' opened with a bang. Opening day eclipsed

only by 'Hunchback of Notre Dame.' 'MIAMI' one of

the classiest pictures ever shown in Capitol Theatre.
Compson great favorite. Her work impressive and ap-
pealing. As Box-Office attraction, 'MIAMI' is ONE
HUNDRED PROOF SURE FIRE. Give us more pic-

tures like 'MIAMI' say all of our patrons. We second
the request."

Chaminsky & Stinnett

Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Texas

IT'S A HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925—Thirty First-Run Pictures
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It's got the kick

of ten mules!

you never in your

born days saw so

much real punch

in a picture as is

in the

Cfftos.H.Jnce
presents

THOSE WHO DANCE
By GEORGE KIBBE TURNER

Adapted, h\j ARTHUR. STATTER., Virectedbif LAMBERT HILLYER

llnder the personal supervision of THOMAS H. INCE
With BLANCHE SWEET, BESSIE LOVE
WARNER BAXTER, and R.OBERT AGNEW
A 3irAt Ylaticmal Attraction

Just another FIRST NATIONAL money getter
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(Distributed by

HODKINSON
FOREIGN DISTRHBUTOR. \Vm VO'GEL DISTRIBUTING CORP

Season 1924-1925 Thirty First-Run Pictures

Produced by Tilford Cinema Corp.

She sent him
away from her on his private yacht with a

young girrfthe girl's hostess and a friend,

all of whom were invited to make the trip

by the wife. Thqp actuated by jealousy she

deliberately wounds him. The resultant

parting and the battle of the wife to retair

her husband comprises a story of gripping

and vital human appetal.

RELEASED JUNE 22, 1924.

Booking Reservations Now

i
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Fight Competition
nesota Exhibitors Determined to

ppose Churches—Steffes Again
Elected

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

inneapolis—The chief topic of dis-

i.ion at the two day session of the

P. T. O. of Minnesota was the

iti'on facing Northwest exhibitors

the form of competition from

rches and non-theatrical exhibi-

lans are in the making for a co-

stive scheme with exchanges to

:k the practice as far as possible,

libitors consider such competition

rect and serious menace to their

stments.

special committee of ten headed

W Steffes took up the question of

vered Wagon" booking to fair

iciations in the territory and ex-

d a promise from the Paramount
lange manager, Jack Raver that

company will not book this or any

ts other pictures outside of regu-

picture theatres without the ex-

;s permission of the exhibitors

:ted.

resolution was passed requesting

). Lukan, First National manager
nform his own office that exhibi-

considered rentals demanded by
company exorbitant and that re-

istments were desired.

1 Steffes was elected president of

unit for the seventh time. Theo-
: Hays was elected vice-president;

ie Hitchcock is the secretary and
iry Green, treasurer.

Features Reviewed
Page

Sorrowed Husbands
Vitagraph 10

'he Danger Line
F. B. 10

)aring Youth
Principal-S. R 10

'he Chechahcos
Asso. Exhibitors 10

-ily of the Alley
Hepworth S. R 11

word of Valor
Goldstone-S. R • • . 11

"he Life of Dante
Express Films 11

iter a Million
Sunset S. R 11

hort Subjects ...12

Abroad on Indefinite Stay

Myron Selznick who went abroad
to supervise the production of "The
Passionate Adventurer," will in all

likelihood remain in England for
some time, in charge of production of
the Graham Cutts company. The
pictures will probably be released
through Selznick.

One Lubitsch for Paramount
(Special Id THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The picture that
Ernst Lubitsch will make for Para-
mount will be "Forbidden Paradise",
with Pola Negri starring. The ar-
rangement was made with Warner
Bros, and covers only one production.

Fox Convention in June
The annual- Fox sales convention

will be held in June, the dates as yet
not set. A number of the foreign
managers will be in town for the ses-
sions which usually run a week.

Brulatour, a Bank Director

Jules E. Brulatour has been elected
a director of the Chelsea Exchange
Bank.

Beier Resigns

Nat Beier has resigned as manager
of the W-B Exchange, effective May
31.

"Lab" Men Meet
Members of the Allied Labora-

tories, Assn, Inc. held a meeting Fri-

day night to discuss the recent Fed-
eral Trade Commission ruling against
that body and Eastman Kodak. The
laboratories will file a notice of as-

sent.

Burr Plans 3 Hines' Features

C. C. Burr intends producing four
features for 1923-1924 and of that
number, three will star Johnny Hines.
One will be "The Speed Spook.."
The fourth picture will be "The
Shame Dance," by Wilbur Daniel
Steele.

"Ten Commandments" in Detroit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit—"The Ten Command-

ments" is booked for an eight weeks'
run at the Detroit O. H., starting in

September.

Virginia Exhibitors to Meet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond. Va.—The M. P. T. O.
of Virginia will hold a meeting at

the Arlington Hotel, May 20-21.

Thompson, Schnitzer to Coast

Major H. C. S. Thompson and Joe
Schnitzer leave for the F. B. O. stu-

dios in Hollywood in a few days.

Small Towns
The bone and sinew. Of the business. So they always say.

Even if they do pay but $7.50. For any rental. Of any picture.

Any day. But Eddie Bonns of Metro-Goldwyn sticks to them just

the same.

Doing a message carrying act. To the small exhibitors. In the

sticks. Regarding which Eddie says

:

There is too much attention paid to the big key city

exhibitor and too little to the small town exhibitor who
is in the majority and who needs more assistance than
the man in the key city because he has an efficient Ad-
vertising and Publicity Department.

There is only one way to find out the needs of these

little fellows and that is by actually going into the terri-

tory and discussing their problems with them. No man
holding a job in the New York office can be successful

unless he knows territorial conditions and the only way
to find out is to get out into the field and meet the little

fellow.

At the Independent Producers luncheon. A few days ago.
Sydney Cohen demanded more co-operation and putting the pic-

ture over stuff. From distributors. To the exhibitors, other than
(Continued on Page 4)

Another Hugo Story
Universal Big Fall Picture to be "The

Man Who Laughed," Starring
Lon Chaney

Although no announcement has
been made by Universal concerning
the nature of its big picture for next
season, aside from the fact that Lon
Chaney will be starred, it is under-
stood that the story is another Victor
Hugo novel, "The Man Who
Laughed."

Universal intends spending ap-
proximately $1,000,000 on the picture.

The large exteriors will be built near
San Francisco, according to present
plans, and the picture will go into

work in the summer. The Hugo
novel is a powerful one. The picture
is sure to be one of contrasts. The
novel offers ample opportunity to

show the dissolute life of the nobles
and the debaucheries of the court at

Versailles, on the one hand and the
wretched conditions of the common
people, on the other. Chaney's char-
acterization will, in all likelihood, be
an extremely interesting one. In the
book, the man who laughed earned
that cognomen because his face al-

ways bore that appearance, as a re-

sult of scars inflicted upon him by
French justice for a criminal act. The
novel is highly dramatic and offers
ample opportunity for spectacular ef-

fects in mob scenes and sets. At the
same time, the tale is heavy, replete
with many horrible incidents.

Estelle Taylor, Meighan Lead
Estelle Taylor will play opposite

Tom Meighan in "The Alaskan".
Miss Taylor was originally cast for
the lead in "Feet of Clay", the next
Cecil DeMille picture, but she was
thought to be ideally suited for the
Meighan film, and so the change was
decided upon. She will, however, re-
turn to the DeMille unit later, to be
featured in "The Golden Bed" and
others that DeMille will make.

"Passion Play" Here
Picture Made by Buchowetzki in 1922

to Be Road-Showed—Frei-
burg Players in It

A film version of "The Passion
Play" is in this country, controlled by
Passion Play Prod., Inc., of 130 W.
46th St. W. A. Schwartz declares
the picture will be road-showed in a
number of important cities, beginning
June IS.

Immediate plans include New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chi-
cago, Detroit, New Orleans and Dal-
las. It is understood that later on

(Continued on Page 2)
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Show Film of 1890 Origin
The Berlin manager of the Fox

organization happened upon a short

strip of film which he sent on to New
York. The picture which is now
here is said to be the first motion
picture ever made, according to Fox,
dates back to 1890 and shows scenes

of Prince Bismarck. The inventor is

claimed to be Max Skladanowsky
who is said to have perfected the

first projection machine in 1888.

Blackton to Stay in L. A.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—J. Stuart Blackton
has disposed of his real estate prop-
erty in the East and intends making
his permanent home here.

Crandall Buys "Man-Jong"
Harry Crandall, of the Exhibitors

Film Exchange, Washington, has
purchased "The Mysteries of Mah
Jong" for Maryland, Virginia and the

District.
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Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Oaten

9 A. M. until Midnight-

Checkering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

Employment Better
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The falling off of

employment in the New England
textile mills in April has been more
than offset by the increase of activity

in many industries in the current
month, according to a report publish-
ed by the Dept. of Labor.

Increase in employment has been
reported in the following industries;

steel, road construction, building
trades, automobile manufacturing,
automobile repair, radio, silk manu-
facturing, collar industry, linotyping,
hardware and metal work. A slight

surplus of labor exists in wholesale
establishments and clerical occupa-
tions.

Films Stimulate Interest In Books
Moving pictures and radio, instead

of keeping people away from reading,
stimulates public interest in books.
Marion Humble, executive secretary
of the American Bookseller's Ass'n.
told delegates of the organization at

the Commodore. Miss Humble de-
clared that since the advent of motion
pictures, people throughout the coun-
try were "thinking more."

Burns Heads Nicholas Power Co.

Samuel Ralston Burns, for a num-
ber of years an exective of the Nicho-
las Power Co., has been elected presi-

dent to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of Edward Earl.

"Dorothy Vernon" in Kansas City
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City
—"Dorothy Vernon of

Haddon Hall," opens Sunday at the

Isis for a two weeks' run, at $1.65
top.

Niblo May Direct Norma
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—There is a possibility

that Fred J^iblo will direct Norma
Talmadge in one picture.

Barker Plans "Great Divide"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Reginald Barker is

slated to direct "The Great Divide"
for Metro-Goldwyn.

M. P. Corp. Buys Kelley Color Series

Kelley Color Laboratory, Inc., has
sold the New England rights to the

12 magazines in color to the M. P.
Corp.

In The Courts
Supreme Court Justice Churchill

has dismissed a suit of Abe E. Siegel,

formerly an officer of the Timely
Films, against it to recover $5,000
alleged to be due on a contract. Siegel

was accused by the defendant of

breaking the contract himself by
causing an agreement by which Time-
ly Topics was releasing "Literary Di-
gest" reels to be switched to the

Funk & Wagnalls Company.

Goldwyn Pictures Corp. on Friday
filed its answer against the suit of

Maurice Maeterlinck who sought
$200,000 damages because of the al-

leged failure of Goldwyn to live up
to its contract with him. The Gold-
wyn answer denies that Maeterlinck
ever delivered any scripts as he claim-

ed he had. The company also says

it paid him $6,300 in royalties.

Lou Baum on Friday filed a suit

against Equity Pictures for $3,500 al-

leged to be due him in back salary.

Vitagraph Convention May 23

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Vjtagraph's sales con-
vention will be held here on Friday
and Saturday. Albert E. Smith and
John B. Rock will come from the

coast to attend.

The New York delegation will in-

clude A. Victor Smith, A. J. Nelson
and W. Wallace Ham.

New Series for Goldburg

William Desmond and Billy Cody
will each make eight Westerns for

Independent Pictures. Desmond will

be featured with Helen Holmes, J.

P. McGowan directing. Independent
will also handle 52 single reels, "The
Screen's Book of Knowledge."

Jerome Arrives on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—L. M. Jerome is here

from New York to act as business

manager for the Edwin Carewe unit,

which will make "The Ragged Mess-
enger."

U. B. O. Books "U" Features
The U. B. O. circuit has booked

"Blind Husbands," a Universal re-

issue, the run beginning in June. "The
Fighting American" plays over that

time around Decoration Day.

COMING SOON

Jm Wilson

AnotherScandal"
Cosmo Hamilton's
latest and greatest noveL —

<$n £<H Griffith Production
produced by
Tilford Cinema Corpii

HODKINSON Please

"Passion Play" H i
(Continued from Page 1)

state rights will be sold. On li M
a trade showing will be gi i j
Proctor's Roof Garden, Newarl
The picture was directed l<|

mitri Buchowetzki, who is n<
( {

recting Pola Negri. It was rriiea

1922 and the Freiburg (B;
Players appear in it. Chris
played by Adolph Sassmacht
Judas by George Sassmacht, v»

herited the roles from their

tors. It is said the Freiburg F
Play antedates the Oberamr
players by three hundred year.'

It is understood that the ]

was made with the financial

Carl Laemmle, who originally h

option on American distributioi

Protest "Three Weeks" Shovig

(Special to THE FILM DAIL)

Atlanta—Several members (d
Better Film Committee petition th

Mayor to compel the Metrojitj

to cancel the showing of

Weeks," last week. The May, n
viewed the picture with the Boia
Review, who unanimously pass it

HAL ROACH'!

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy=-®~

GEVAER'
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best I

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc. b

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. YJM

WE SOLVE
INSURANCE
PROBL EMS
Specialists in Motion Picture ano

Theatrical Insurance

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C
Bryant 3(40
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Small Towns
(Continued from Page 1)

the first run men. Well, Sydney, you're right. But take the tip.

Get Eddie Bonns up to Boston. Let him tell some of his experi-

ences. Let him tell some of the things he managed to help out

Yes; in a way it's a sort of an advertisement for Metro-on
Goldwyn, but what of it?

THE IMPERIAL PLAN
Interesting. Very. Whether Paul Lazarus and his associates

can get this over remains, of course, to be seen. They should.

There will be a lot of criticism of the idea—there must be. Some
of it will be sound. Much faulty because of lack of knowledge of

the facts. But this is surely so : any plan whereby the cost of pic-

tures can be reduced to the exhibitor must have attention. The
Imperial plan calls for this—at least so the promoters of the idea

say. It remains for the testing out in fact. Then all of us will

know a lot more.
Don't overlook this : that the idea of having a given number

of pictures go to a group of exhibitors was the basic idea on

which First National was planned. Back in the old days by
"Manny" Mandelbaum of Cfeveland. The material difference of

the Imperial idea and the old FN idea is that there is no fran-

chise problem involved.

FIRST RUN OPERATOR A JOBBER
Paul Lazarus likens the first run operator in a given com-

munity to being a jobber—in that unless he puts the picture over

in his neighborhood it is hard sledding to get it by. That's a

well known and admitted fact despite that some pictures have
made good even when denied a first run showing. So if Mr. First

Run Exhibitor takes to the Imperial idea he becomes a jobber in

fact. Don't forget that several years ago the Warner policy was
almost along this line. They sold the first runs, put the pictures

over, and then disposed of the remainder of the territory to some
state right operator. This will be the idea of Imperial. After the

first run buys the right to the 12 pictures Imperial doesn't care

what he does with the product. He can show them in his own
houses, rent them elsewhere, or do what he pleases. Imperial

will have their money in, the exhibitor the print ; the transaction

will be closed.

If pictures can be merchandised on this plan there is

no reason why Imperial—or someone else—cannot re-

lease more than 12 pictures a year.- The question is

can it be done?
But after all the plan is but a plan. The big thing to be

evolved therefore is not alone the idea ; but the result. And the

result of any plan in this business is pictures. And only pictures.

Let Imperial make 12 good pictures and the weaknesses of the

idea—if there are any—will quickly be readjusted. „

But without good pictures, box office attractions, no plan is

worth a darn. The most inspiring phase of the Imperial idea is

that something new is promised for next season—and another
producer is in sight. That's always encouraging—especially in

these days of closing—in and concentration.

THE 100 ZONE IDEA
Why hasn't someone thought of it before? Why must the

distribution idea of pictures remain where it was when Zukor
started? There is much more possible in the 100 zone idea as to

distribution than in the old state rights lines. It takes little fig-

uring to see this. All of you figurators planning how to get Bill

Johnson's thousand smacks for the best distribution idea might
well think this over. No copy right on the thought, either.

THE HAREM OF HADDON HALL
When the rain came pouring down. Early in the week. They

covered up the plaster bust of Mary Pickford. At the Criterion.

And one of the near wits said : "Ah I see they have the harem of
Haddon Hall ; all veiled and everything."

THEY DO SAY
We are moving along. Our film folk are become financiers

faster and faster. Herb Yates goes on the Longacre Bank b

And Jules Brulatour—so they say—is to become a direct<|

Chelsea Exchange Bank.

PAGE MR. REICHENBACH, PLEASE
The Tribune runs this:

"Cablegrams from Vienna announce that Prof. Hubert Gril

of the University of Munster has deciphered certain recent!

coveries and believ them to be hits of the original tablets, ll

officials of the movie company sent the following cablegral

Grimme: "Famous Players-Lasky Corporation wants Ten (I

mendment tablet remnants, first, for exhibition at George|

Cohan Theatre here, with Ten Commandments photo-play;

for the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Please cable price wan

IDEAS
Sig Schlager postcards from Binghampton: "This is howl

are advertising 'Thy Name Is Woman' here: "Now playinl

Broadway for $2. The Snappiest Society Play of Them All."|

you see Freddie Niblo's tears? Snappy!
And Ralph Spence shoots a postal from Albuquerque. S

ing one of those tame Fred Harvey Indian squaws. Saying "?

sell you anything. Even a picture."

GETTING A BREAK
February 6th. Harry D. Buckley left Hollywood to open 'I

Thief of Bagdad" in New York. May 6th three months lal

84 days to be exact, his clipping book exclusive of syndicate

out of town publicity for which the New York engagement
[

no credit showed an average of over four columns a day, wl

is said to be the biggest publicity break that any picture con
to New York ever got. Neither does this include the prelimi|

publicity.

LICHTMAN'S LATEST
Al Lichtman says the gag man in a comedy unit is the

low who figures out the newest way for throwing the comedij|
a pond.

DANI

HEADQUARTERS FOR
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS, LENSES & TRIPODS;
NEW AND SECOND HAND. COMPLETE STOCK OF

ALL ACCESSORIES
PORTABLE PROJECTORS, FILM MEASURES, FILM

SPLICERS, NEGATIVE REWIND FLANGES,
REWINDERS, FILTERS, ETC.

EVERYTHING NECESSARY FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF MOTION PICTURE FILM

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

118 West 44th Street
New York City Bryant 6635

U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie Apparatus

IN PRODUCTION

Dramatizatii

"BARBARA
FRIETCHIE
BASED ON PLAY BY—
CLYDE- FITCH
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Follow

the Leader!

Grosses tell their own story. Grosses

prove that Rex Ingram's "SCARA-
MOUCHE" and LILLIAN GISH in

Henry King's "THE WHITE SISTER"

are your best bet today—tomorrow

—

and the next day! Play them once and

you'll play them again.

Because they're hits that repeat every time.

That's what they're doing now, and going over

just as big and bigger on return engagements

as the first time! Twins that make their own
welcome in any house!

jury Intperud'Pictures. Ltd., exclusive Distributors th.ru.out

<3reat &ritai-n ... SirWMia-nt 'fury, Managing "Director..
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Make Up Your Mind

About One Thing!—
If there's such a thing as a "summer picture,"

here it is!

This one will pull them in during the warm-
weather months. It's the year's outstanding

novelty, the first time that two marvels of

screen photography—natural colors and under-

sea pictures—have been combined in one pro-

duction!

What's more, it's a fast-moving adventure

drama that "stands on its own," full of love in-

terest, with plenty of fighting and action with a

thrill to every foot. A South Seas background

of rolling oceans, sunken ships and pearl treas-

ure—what could be sweeter for summer exploi-

tation? Yes, sir, "THE UNINVITED GUEST"

Retrol
bh^ ft that

is a cinch for showmen!

m
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THE

UNINVITED
GUEST

~X)ireci,ceL by

RALPH INCE
Story by CURTIS BENTON

IN THE CAST
MAURICE'LEFTYTLYNN
JEAN TOLLEY """
LOUIS WOLHEIM •"•

MARY MAC LAREN"
WILLIAM BAILEYS-

FILM CORP.. Under tke

WILLIAMSON patents..
f'JT&tu.rtil Color Scenes by ">*

TECHNICOLOR CORP-
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A News Story That Will Startle The Nation!

A most sensational scoop on the biggest topic of the day!
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Startling disclosures that may change the entire policy of

the Government; and result in radically changed laws!

PATHE NEWS
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presents in Issue No. 41, out today, the only complete exposition

of the rum runners and their methods that has yet appeared,

in picture or paper.
8
8
if

The whole vast and illegal traffic in alcoholic liquors is laid

bare, from start to finish. From the day the liquor is shipped

from Europe to the day when it is put into the hands of the

petty bootleggers, the story is complete and conclusive.

Too long for one issue, it will be shown in success-

ive numbers. i

To get the whole amazing story you must get each number
of the News.

Today's installment is

Doing Business On Rum Row; Fifteen Miles Out
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Once again the Pathe News Leads! §
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The Weeks Headlines

Monday
Edward Bowes denies "Ben Hur" company

will return to work in America.
Exhibitors object to admission figures, de-

claring they fail to show true conditions.

"Girl Shy" goes into Cameo for ten weeks,
because distributor and local exhibitor can't

get together on prices.

Tuesday
Adolph Zukor. back from cross country trip,

finds conditions generally satisfactory.

Jack White reported about to break with
Educational. Denied by White and E. W.
Hammons.

Gustav Wolfsohn, German trade paper editor,

suggests a joint sales control to govern
film industry in Europe.

Warners to distribute their own product in

Upper New York State.

Wednesday
Famous Players seek injunction to restrail

Weiss Bros, from using "Moses and Ten
Commandments" in advertising relative to

"After Six Days."
Independent Prod, and Dist. Assn. wants co*

operation with exhibitors. Sydney S. Co-
hen talks on exploitation.

M. P. T. O. of New York to hold annual
convention in Buffalo, July 7-11.

Metro says Rex Ingram will make four more
pictures under contract.

American Booksellers' Assn. declares much
of new fiction is unfit for place in Amer-
ican libraries.

Thursday
Kxporters report revival of piracy evil in

Central Europe and Baltic States. Trouble
over "The Kid," "Robin Hood" and others.

Alexander S. Aronson to be Metro's gen-
eral European representative.

Peter Licari, trustee in bankruptcy for Amer-
ican Releasing, sues officers of that com-
pany and Selznick, charging assets were
transferred.

Charles Ray series to go through Patlie.

George Melford through with Famous. To
direct Barbara La Marr in one picture.

Sunday shows illegal in Ohio, State Supreme
Court decides.

Friday
Paul Lazarus, A. C. Berman. R. A. Walsh.
Arthur S. Friend, Cresson 'Smith and others
form Imperial Pictures to sell 12 pictures
direct to exhibtitors. No exchanges planned.
Exhibitor to buy rights for his territory on
flat payment basis.

State Department instructs all consular of-

ficers to work with industry in checking
piracy.

Minnesota M. P. T. O. attacks distributors
on excessive rentals.

Fox Eastern studio to remain inactive for
time. Sidney Meyer succeeds R. A. White
as sales manager.

Saturday
Universal big Fall picture to be "The

Man Who Laughed", by Victor Hugo, star-
ring Lon Chaney. $1,000,000 will be spent
on the picture.

"Passion Play", made by Dimitri Bucho-
wetzki in 1922, in this country. To be road
showed by Passion Play Prod., Inc.

Minnesota exhibitors meet. Determined to
oppose churches. Steffes reelected.

To Produce Rochester Industry

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester—The Baumer Industrial

Film Co., will produce a civic and in-

dustrial picture of the Kodak town
which will be shown at the Victoria,

following which it will be presented

to the Chamber of Commerce.

New House for Richmond
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—Charles A. Somma
and Walter J. Coulter, operators of

the Bluebird, will erect a new $70,-

000 house at Brookland Park Blvd.

and Hanes Ave., on the North Side,

to be ready Sept. 1.

Munz's New House to Seat 3,000

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit—The new theater which C.

W. Munz and associates will erect

at River Ave. and Jov Road, will seat

3,000 and cost $500,000. Work starts

immediately and it is scheduled for

opening Jan. 1.

Discuss Fire Prevention Matters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—A representative of the
Hays organization, spent several days
here last week with Dave Palfry-
man, of the Film Board of Trade, dis-

cussing fire prevention.

Among Exchangemen
Baltimore—Lou Lyons, formerly

with Universal and First National,
has joined Hodkinson.

Court Enjoins Censors
(Special tu THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago

—

The Board of Censors
has been restrained from interfering
with the showing of "The Woman
on the Jury" at the Chicago, when
attorneys for the theatre interests ob-
tained an injunction from Judge Ira
C. Ryner. The censors refused to
permit persons under 21 to view the
performance.

Albany—The Merit exchange has
moved to the same building housing
Universal and Bond.

Philadelphia—Norman Ayres has
been transferred from Baltimore by
the Warners.

Albany—Sam Fried, formerly with
Renown, is now head of the ex-
change.

Albany—Frank S. Hopkins, form-
erly with Vitagraph has joined Hod-
kinson.

Baltimore—Louis O. Maas is back
in Baltimore, selling Trio produc-
tions.

Buffalo—Fenton Lawlor is the
newest addition to the Warner Staff.

Butte, Mont.—Dave Frazer has
been shifted to Seattle by Universal.

Cole Acquires Bonham Interests

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bonham, Tex.—Major H. S. Cole,

has taken over the R. & R. American
and the R. & R. Lyric, and will move
his residence here.

THE WORLD IN COLOR
A short subject

Issued monthly by
Kelley Color Laboratory Inc.

Palisade, N. J.
Phone CUMde 1345

State Rlifhts

STUDIO FOR SALE
Located in Florence, Italy. Contains

150,000 square feet space, fully equip-

ped and modern in every respect.

Built in 1921. Also available 3000 cos-

tumes of 13th century, 200 sets inte-

riors and exteriors. Bargain. Apply

ROBERT SCHWOBTHALER
330 West 88th Street, New York

Phone: Schuyler 5850

Incorporations
Albany—Hancock Theater Corp.,

New York. Incorporators, L. Mark-
ham, E. Finestone and S. Zucker-
man. Attorneys, Shaine & Weinrib,
New York.

Sacramento, Cal.—Cloudster Prod.,

Inc., Los Angeles. Capital $75,000.
Incorporators, Richard Grace, Stanley
DeLay, Harry Boswell and Paul
Malvern.

Chicago—Joyland Amusement Co.,

has been organized with a capital of

$50,000. Incorporators are, A. L.
Williams, James T. Cooper and F.

Spriggs.

Sacramento, Cal.—Peninsular Stu-
dios, Inc., San Francisco. Capital
$600,000. Incorporators. T. L. Cro-
teau, M. A. Brace, A. M. Hoover.

Sacramento, Cal.—Nasser Bros.,
Inc., San Francisco. Capital $10,000.
William Nasser, Elias Nasser and L.
S. Hamm are the incorporators.

Albany—Puritans, Inc., New York.
Capital $60,000. Incorporators, N. B.
Gurock and A. Tolk. Attorney, J.
Kirschner, New York.

Sacramento, Cal.—Film Exchange
Building, Inc., Los Angeles. Capital
$1,000.

Dover, Del.—Guard Screen Corp.
Wilmington. Capital $100,000.

It won't be long now!

June 4th is the date of The

Film Daily Golf Tournament.

Don't wait until the last

minute to get your golf

equipment.

Get it now at—
SLAZENGERS

12 E. 43rd St. N. Y. C.

Sunday, May 18, 19;

Stanley Co. Joins M. P. T. 0.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Stanley Co., h

joined the M. P. T. O. of Easte
Penn. and will send delegates to ti

Boston convention.

OWssHUTCHISOK
MM.

ANNE LUTHER. inthttkrilb-shc
drama.

5%dsof
Continuous Jktbon

One of the 5 Chas. Hutchison co

getters now ready for delivery,

which includes

"TEN AFTER TEN"
"THE LAW DEMANDS"
"THE FATAL PLUNGE"
"THE RADIO FLYER"
"FANGS OF THE WOLF"

Revised from the serials "Gre;

Gamble" and "Wolves of Kulrur"

TERRITORIES ALREADY SOLD—
Kerman Films Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,

Y. City—Standard Film Attractions 13;

Vine St., Philadelphia Pa.—R. G. H
Enterprises 1022 Forbes St., Pittsburg

Pa.—Beacon Features Inc.
Territories Already Sold

KERMAN FILMS INC., 729 Seventh Avt
New York City, (Greater New York ar

Northern New Jersey)
STANDARD FILM ATTRACTIONS, 13!

Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern Penr
sylvania. Southern New Jersey)

R. G. HILL ENTERPRISES INC., 102

Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa. (Westei
Pennsylvania, West Virginia)

BEACON FILMS INC., 454 Stuart
Boston, Mass. (New England States)

QUEEN FEATURES INC., 3031 Pottc

Bldg., Birmingham, Alabama, (Georgi;
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and Louis
ana)

For Open Territory

Wire
CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC

1540 Broadway, New York City

In Production

THE LAWFUL CHEATER
Under Direction of

William Christy Cabanne

CAST

ALMA RUBENS WALTER McGRAIL
FRANK MAYO LILYAM TASHMAN

H. B. WARNER

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS RELEASE
Arthur S. Kane, Pres.
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"THE AGE OF
INNOCENCE"

By EDITH WHARTON

Book publishers are born gamblers. Life to them, commercially
speaking, is just one hazzard after another. They review an author's

work, like it, publish the book and--—wait for returns. If the first issues

"catch on" with the public, its success is assured. If not, its doom is

equally certain.

Publishers long have competed for the works of Edith Wharton.
Miss Wharton has a knack for writing "best sellers." She not only
knows life in its many aspects, but she knows her fiction-reading public

and its demands. As a result her novels always are among the most
widely circulated books of the day.

In 1920 Miss Wharton's "THE AGE OF INNOCENCE" was award-
ed the Columbia University Prize as the best novel of the year depicting
American life. Hundreds of thousands of copies of the book were sold
and even today it is among the best sellers on the stands.

Great though it is as a novel, "THE AGE OF INNOCENCE" is

even greater as a motion picture story. It has drama, romance and
adventure and behind it all the gay glamor of New York's social life.

Ideally cast and faultlessly produced, this production easily takes its

place among the best of Warner Bros. TWENTY "Screen Classics" for

the year 1924-1925. Its title has tremendous box-office value; its ex-

ploitation possibilities are unlimited. You'll want to show this attrac-

tion and your patrons will want to see it.

Save TWENTY dates for the new Warner TWENTY.
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A Statement

To The Motion Picture Industry

By—Arthur N. Smallwood

Certain interests in the motion picture industry are seeking to discredit the

Producers Distributing Guild and the P. D. G. plan of distributing motion pic-

tures by making personal attacks upon me, my record and my integrity.

The P. D. G. Plan of distribution offers far-reaching benefits to the exhibi-

tor and the independent producer which must be admitted by anyone who has

made a careful study of the situation. It is the biggest step forward ever taken

in the motion picture industry to insure independent exhibitors and producers

against EVENTUAL MONOPOLY by interests which are slowly but surely

strangling independent producers and exhibitors to death.

There is nothing in my personal record of which I am ashamed and I can

look any man in the eye and tell him where to go. I have been more or less

associated with the motion picture industry since 1909 and no man can point to a

dishonest act on my part, in or outside of the motion picture industry, since or be-

for that time.

I can offer sworn testimony by competent witnesses to prove that my dealings

with my fellow-men have always been actuated by the highest motives and ideals. I

am in the motion picture industry to stay and I am going to win and succeed in

this business.

(Signed) Arthur N. Smallwood.



and this is praise indeed
"The Chechahcos has that de-

sired something new which

frenzied directors and producers

are ever seeking. The snow scenes

have an intensity and magnifi

cence which dwarf mere hu-

mans."
—Mabel McEUiolt in

N. Y. DAILY NEWS

J%0**

and the critic of the conservative

New York JOURNAL OF COMMERCE said:

"It is of truly absorbing interest,

vitality and general merit. The
work of the players will be re-

membered for a long time to

come."

while the New York Review penned:

"It assays high in entertainment

value and has magnificent spec-

tacular scenic effects."

Equally enthusiastic was the

praise from all other critics.

Associated ExhibitorO
**- Arthur S. Kanb, President ^-'

PATH E,. Physical Distributor

means Exhibitors' Summer Insurance
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Florence Vidor in

"Borrowed Husbands"
Vitagraph

As a Whole... MORE HUSBANDS
AND WIVES AND THEIR
TROUBLES. NICELY MADE
PICTURE AND MAY AMUSE
BUT STORY IS PRETTY FAR-
FETCHED.

Star. . . . Pleasing as always but hardly

the right type for role of woman
who borrows other women's hus-

bands. Does her work nicely at

all times and sure to please.

Cast Robert Gordon not suit-

able as Miss Vidor's husband al-

though he, too, handles the part

capably. Others Rockliffe Fellowes,

Violet Palmer, W. J. Irving, Al-

pheus Lincoln, Earle Williams,

Charlotte Merriam.

Type of Story. .. .Comedy-drama.
Nancy Burrard refuses to accom-
pany her husband to South Ameri-

ca, and, while apparently very much
in love with him, decides to amuse
herself in his absence by borrowing

the husbands of her friends. She
meets a major who believes she is

a widow and after paying her a

great deal of attention, proposes.

Without telling him the truth, she

refuses him. Later on she receives

a more violent proposal from a

friend's husband, a famous surgeon,

with whom she has flirted merely

to have the opportunity of turning

him down and taking away some
of his conceit. Several other milder

affairs occur and finally Nancy
becomes the innocent victim of an-

other husband who pays her at-

tention just to make his wife jeal-

ous. It is at this point that Nancy's

husband returns but he's easily con-

vinced that Nancy's escapades were
quite harmless and Nancy herself

is cured of borrowing husbands.

The average audience will probably

find the adventures of Nancy quite

original and amusing. Florence

Vidor's striking personality does

a lot to help a fairly weak plot

over the dull spots and a good
production is another compensat-
ing feature. If not taken too seri-

ously the theme is sufficiently in-

teresting to hold most audiences.

Box Office Angle Count on star

and her ability to hold an audience
if you figure on showing this one.

The story may amuse if they
don't pick it apart for absurdities.

Exploitation You'll probably
find that this title will bring many
in. It suggests the marital tangle

that always appeals tc a certain

majority, women in particular. You
might make a special appeal to

them and use catchlines saying:

"Mrs. Housewife, are you the bor-

rowing kind? If you are there's

a new angle on this pastime. See
it for yourself in 'Borrowed Hus-
bands', Vitagraph's latest release,

starring Florence Vidor."
Direction .... David Smith; doesn't

finish off sequences satisfactorily at

times.
Author Mildred Barbor
Scenario C. Graham Baker
Cameraman Steve Smith
Photography Good
Locale N. Y.-Washington
Length 6,850 feet

Sessue Hayakawa and Tsuri Aoki in

"The Danger Line"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole. . . JAPANESE STARS
COME BACK IN THRILLING
DRAMA OF EUROPE AND
THE ORIENT. LIKELY TO
REGAIN THEIR POPULAR-
ITY AND A STRONG FOL-
LOWING.

Stars. ... Have splendid roles and do
fine work. Tsuri Aoki bound to

interest women especially, since she
appears both in modern clothes and
native attire. She's pretty in both.

Hayakawa does some heavy dra-
matic playing in the war sequence
that brings him back in his own
forte.

Cast Suitable.

Type of Story . . . . Drama. It is

several years since the Japanese
star, Hayakawa and his wife, Tsuri
Aoki, have been seen in films in

this country. They have been mak-
ing pictures abroad, of which "The
Danger Line", made in France, is

the first to be shown here. The
fact that it is a European produc-
tion should not influence American
audiences against accepting the

star's return since the picture is in

every way up to modern standards
and presents Hayakawa and his

wife in an interesting story, well

handled and artistically produced.
The theme contains splendid dra-
matic action, a thrilling climax,
showing the Japanese Navy at war,
and has been given a thoroughly
attractive setting. The photogra-
phy is excellent and there are many
very beautiful shots. The theme
deals with the love of a Japanese
wife for her husband, a loyal Naval
Lieutenant. An American woman,
in the absence of the Lieutenant,
amuses herself by teaching his wife
European manner of dress and cus-
tom. The husband is pleased with
his wife's adaptation of European
dress but worried because he be-

lieves she is in love with a British

officer. The latter accompanies the

Lieutenant for observation pur-
poses, when the former's ship goes
off to war. During a skirmish the

Japanese is wounded and the Eng-
lishman takes his place, and is kill-

ed. The Lieutenant returns to his

wife satisfied that she is loyal.

Box Office Angle. .. .Good dramatic
offering and should bring in the
many former admirers of the Japa-
nese players.

Exploitation. . . . Play up the names of

Sessue Hayakawa and his wife,

Tsuri Aoki. Tell them this is the
first of a series of new productions
which they have made. Use a
trailer showing Madame Aoki in

modern clothes and bits containing
some of the more picturesque set-

tings contained in the picture. Tell
them it is good to look at and that

the stars do very good work. The
admirers of Hayakawa will be well
pleased with his performance.

Direction . . E. E. Violet; very good
Author .... From Claude Farrere's
"The Battle"

Scenario Margaret Turnbull
Cameraman Not credited
Photography Sp'endid
Locale Japan
Length 5,800 feet

Bebe Daniels in

"Daring Youth"
Producer : B. F Zeldman

Distributor: Principal Pictures-

State Rights

As a Whole DOMESTIC RELA-
TIONS PLOT THAT OFFERS
RATHER ENTERTAINING
PICTURE WITH GOOD CAST
AND CERTAIN AMOUNT OF
AUDIENCE APPEAL THAT
SHOULD MAKE IT POPU-
LAR.

Star.... Good in the part. Has role
that is surely going to give the
"conservatives" in your audience
a bit of a shock but they'll get over
it if they wait for the ending. Gives
a good performance and should
please.

Cast. ... Norman Kerry suitable as
the other party to a part-time mar-
riage. Cast adequate.

Type of Story. .. .When Fannie
Hurst, the novelist, married in 1920
she gave out a statement expressing
her philosophy regarding married
life and offered as her idea of a
perfect working agreement between
husband and wife, the theory of
part-time marriage. Miss Hurst
believes, or did at that writing (she
hasn't committed herself in print
lately), that to sit opposite the
same man at the breakfast table
for seven mornings a week is likely
to prove irksome after a time so
she and her husband worked out
a plan whereby they were to
breakfast together only on certain
mornings and each maintain sep-
arate apartments and retain their
own friends and. incidentally, their
individualities. And Dorothy Far-
num has worked out the idea in

"Daring Youth" only to prove that
it won't work. Alita, the bride, in-

stead of enjoying the liberties

which her self-imposed freedom af-

fords, is angered because her hus-
band doesn't become jealous and
insist upon the conventional mar-
ried life. The plot is bound to
seem absurd to a conventional
minded audience but they'll feel
compensated by the ending which
proves Miss Hurst's dope is all

wrong.

Box Office Angle Here's a picture
that should start a great deal of
controversy. Miss Hurst's article
did when first printed. Revive it

and get their attention.

Exploitation Post the town with
large ad sheets reading: "Do you
believe in part-time marriage? Can
a man or woman marry and be
happy while retaining the liberties

that was theirs prior to the mar-
riage ceremony? See the problem
worked out in 'Daring Youth' with
Bebe Daniels and Norman Kerry."
Show a trailer well in advance and
put the above query to the end of
it. Promise the home pest argu-
ment agitator some food for dis-

cussion. The plot offers plenty.
Direction William Beaudine; satis-

factory.

Author Dorothy Farnum
Cameraman .... Charles Van Fnger
Photography Good
Locale New York
Length About 6,000 feet

"The Chechahcos"
Asso. Exhibitors

As a Whole FINE OPP<
TUNITY IN CLOSING RE
BUT BETTER EDITING N!
ESSARY TO WHIP THIS
TO SHAPE.

Cast. ... Hardly anyone with kn<

box-office value in this. Dept;

entirely upon pictorial appeal.

Type of Story They had a g
chance in making this first Ala.

production. Someone missed, pi;

ably the director. The story d

with the adventures of the gjl
seeking mob and the frenzied cl e

over Chilkoot Pass into the mil g
section of this barren region, w
woman is separated from her c|i
following a shipwreck. The cl
is taken care of by two miners d

in the end marries the younr.
Meanwhile, the mother, trapped i-

to an unhappy position by a gW
bier, is reunited at the end with t

daughter, when the villain is kil

The closing reel showing
;(

tragic death of the villain as hi
thrown over the edge of a eras g
ice field is sublimely realistic, u

last reel gives a great opportu*
for putting this picture over 1
the story needs a lot of editin, :o

whip it into much better shapj:o

make it first-class in audienceSl
peal.

It is to be regretted that the I
ducer or director failed in devfB
ing the opportunity. This rr3
easily have been a very big pic e.

Box Office Angle Should M
out excellently for hot weaa
business but a discerning ctfl
will want a story put togethein
much better form.

Exploitation. .. .Deal with the •
that this is the first all-Alain
picture ever made. Tell ho- it

shows the chase for gold and in

a trailer showing the tragic enM
the villain. This will surely ll
them back. It is great audiB
stuff.

A big talking point is the s

splendor of the production
scenes on the glacier and man
the long shots are realistic to

last degree. Mention the fact

when the late President Har,
was in Alaska, he visited the tr

making the production. Try t(

the Pathe News material shoi
the trip. This should serve
arouse interest in the picture.

If you are running this di

the very hot weather w
probably will come this summe
always has—you should be ab
do very interesting things in

way of lobby displays. This is

of the best snow pictures of

season.

Director Lewis H. Moomaw;
ordinary

Author Lewis H. Moo
Scenario Lewis H. Moo
Cameraman .... Raymond K. J

son and Herbert H. Brownell

Photography Generally

Locale A
Footage .... Approximately 7,50(

«
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Lily Of The Alley"
Hepworth

Whole ..CONTAINS EFFEC-
'E DRAMATIC ACTING
D QUITE INTERESTING
DRY THAT IS A BIT SLOW
STARTING BUT GAINS

rED IN DEVELOPMENT

"Sword of Valor"
Phil Goldstone—State Rights

As a Whole NOT MUCH IN
THE STORY THAT'S NEW
BUT GOOD CAST AND
RATHER ATTRACTIVE PRO-
DUCTION HELP MAKE IT
INTERESTING.

D FINISHES WITH GOOD, Cast Dorothy Revier good as the

MAX AND SURPRISE
DING.
...Henry Edwards good as tip-

ockney. Gives interesting char-

rization and handles both com-

and dramatic bits nicely. Chris-

White does good work but

tographs rather poorly, probab-

lue to improper make-up. An all

;lish cast with no names famil-

to American audiences.

of Story Comedy-drama.

ly of the Alley", a Hepworth
duction made in England, is

ut equally divided on comedy
drama. The first half is ab-

oed chiefly in much good cock-

humor dealing with escapades

Bill, a tipsy, good-natured fel-

whose luck with the horses

vides a livelihood without his

king for it. These early reels get

story off to a rather slow start,

chiefly" to too much footage

rig devoted to long close-ups,

it gains in speed as the develop-

nt progresses and the latter half

:rs interesting, and in the climax,

ler tense dramatic situations

t are thoroughly well done both

acting and direction. The cli-

X threatens to brave a tragic

ling when the dream ending

iils the illusion but probably

es the story as far as the gen-

1 public is concerned since it

;n't gotten to the point of ap-

iving of unhappy endings. Lily,

heroine, leaves a drunken father

1 finally marries Bill when he

imises to give up drinking and
tie down. His lunch wagon busi-

is keeps him busy most of the

ie and Lily threatens to leave

ri because she is left alone so

ich. She has a dream in which

\ sees Bill come tottering in and
ieving him drunk leaves him.

ter she learns he is blind; there

a fire in which both their lives

| threatened but Lily wakes in

fe to be happy with her husband.

Office Angle Will have to get

^r purely on the strength of the

ry and good acting of the play-

but it should have little diffi-

|ty in making this grade.

oitation. .. .There are no names
use in connection with interest-

^ them in this English production
rr are there any big sets or lavish

play to talk about. You'll have

go after them by boosting the

wy and saying that it is unusual,

ntains first rate cockney comedy
d good dramatic situations and
well acted. If they are interested

these qualities in pictures, you
ould be able to get them in.

ction Henry Edwards; usual-

quite satisfactory.

ior Henry Edwards
lario Not credited

teraman Not credited

tography Could be better

ale England
gth 5,850 feet

Romany heroine and not without
a certain degree of feminine appeal.

Snowy Baker right hero for the

job. Role gives him plenty of op-
portunities to get over his usual
line of stunts. He has a duel, sev-
eral scraps and the ever popular
rescue chase in which she saves
the girl he loves. Baker is al-

ways capable of this sort of part.

Others in the cast: Otto Lederer,
Armando Pasquali, Countess D'
Lanti, Edwin Cecil, Fred Kavens..

Type of Story Drama. When
Ynez, a Romany lass, reaches the
marriagable age her father decides
that, since his farm lands are not
bringing in the returns that they
once did, it would be a good idea

to display the girl's beauty along
the Riviera in hope of enticing a
rich husband. Leaving a gypsy
suitor at home, Ynez ~oes off and
shortlj' the father is made a gener-
ous offer. Meantime the girl meets
an American soldier who saves her
life, when she feigns drowning, and
who follows her back to Romany
as does the rich bidder. The rich

man employs a famous swordsman
to pick a quarrel with the Ameri-
can in hopes that the latter will be
killed in the duel. Instead, the

jealous gypsy lover, aiming at the
American, kills the rich man and
kidnaps Ynez. Hero rides to the
rescue with the usual ending

—

marriage. There is little out of the

ordinary in the story but it has an
interesting setting, a good cast and
a good production to help cover
up the weak spots so that probably
it will get over without any great
difficulties. There is good pictorial

appeal and some effective action

and thrills along in the latter reels

that should appeal to a majority.

Box Office Angle. .. .Good average
attraction with enough good points

to cover up the weaker ones. At-
mosphere of story, cast, and certain

good bits of pictorial appeal will

please.

Exploitation. .. .You might make it

clear, in view of the title, that this

isn't a costume picture. They may
expect one when they read the title.

Tell them it has to do with an
American hero who refused to

fight a duel until it was a matter
of preserving his honor and win-
ning the girl he loved. If you
think they know Snowy Baker you
might use his name. Show them
a trailer containing bits of the res-

cue sequence in which Baker saves

hi-; Romany heroine. Stills in the

lobby and pictures of Miss Revier

will attract.

Direction. .. .Duke Worne; adequate.

Author Julio Sabella

Scenario Jefferson Moffitt

Cameraman Roland Price

Photography • Good
Locale Romany
Length About 5.000 feet

"The Life of Dante"
Express Films Co.

AS a Whole BIOGRAPHICAL
SKETCH OF LIFE OF DANTE.
BIG SCALE PRODUCTION
BUT EPISODIC NATURE AND
FOREIGN ATMOSPHERE
AND PLAYERS NOT LIKELY
TO MAKE IT SUITABLE EN-
TERTAINMENT FOR AMERI-
CAN AUDIENCES.

Cast. . . .Some bits that include rather

fair acting but most of it is un-

convincing and greatly overacted.

Make-up is very poor and players

are never properly photographed.

No especially outstanding perform-

ances. Title role played by actor

who is almost entirely lacking in

force.

Type of Story Biography. "The
Life of Dante," another product of

European stdios, offers interesting

subject matter for a higher class

audience, those interested in the

classics among which there is Dan-
te's famous "Inferno". For these

people the film may prove satisfy-

ing if for no other reason than it

presents a graphic account of the

adventurous life of the great poet,

Dante Alighieri, from his early life

until his death in 1321. As a matter

of general entertainment the pic-

ture cannot be classed as suitable

for distribution. The average au-

dience will hardly be interested in

the life of one whom probably most
of them knew nothing about and
to whom "Divina Commedia"
means no more than the "Inferno".

And it must be the events pictured,

rather than the manner in which
they are pictured, that will hold an

audience. The production, though
spectacular and built upon a large

scale, is far inferior to stveral other

spectacles coming from Europe.
There are mob scenes to be sure

but they are only mildly thrilling.

Poor photography, improper edit-

ing and too liberally translated sub-

titles are other handicaps in this

production.

Box Office Angle.... Not suitable as

entertainment. It is interesting from
a historical standpoint and will ap-

peal to certain people who like

historical spectacles and will accept

the picture for the subject matter
contained in it. For educational

purposes it should be especially

good. The name should mean con-

siderable in bringing in high class

patronage.

Exploitation .... Secure the coopera-

tion of local educational boards and
work for the patronage of high

school and college students. Play
up the title and tell them the picture

offers a biographical sketch of the

life of the great Italian poet, Dante,

and talk about Dante's "Inferno"

and "Divina Commedia". Get the

endorsements of professors and
teachers.

Direction. .. .Not credited; not up to

current standards but shows serious

effort.

Author Not credited

Scenario Not credited

Cameraman Not credited

Photography Poor
Locale Italy

Length About 7,000 feet

"After A Million"
Sunset Prod.—State Rights

As a Whole. . . .AVERAGE STATE
RIGHTS OFFERING THAT
WILL SUFFICE WHERE
THEY WILL ACCEPT AC-
TION WITHOUT SUSPENSE
AND DON'T OBJECT TO
LACK OF LOGIC.

Cast No one important and no
prominent names. Ruth Dywer
badly miscast as Countess Olga
and Joe Girard a scheming Rus-
sian. Alphonse Martell and Jay
Hunt also implicated in the plot
to get the countess' fortune. Ken-
neth McDonald a stunt hero who
is likeable.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
Given a Russian Countess for the
heroine and a Yankee soda clerk
for the hero you can readily guess
the rest and nothing bu)t what
you expect does happen. "After
a Million" presents one of those
athletic heroes who performs all
sorts of stunts and miraculous fetes
in order to befriend the little Rus-
sian countess who is in dire trouble
due to the attempts of certain of
her Russian friends to do her out
of a fortune by telling her that if

she marries an American by a given
time, the money will be hers and
she can aid the stricken people of
her native country. At the same
time it happens that if the Yankee
hero reaches a certain bank by a
certain hour, he too will inherit a
fortune. With two fortunes and a
wedding ring you couldn't expect
anything but the usual happy end-
ing. Minus the absurdities of a
hectic plot, and taken from a stand-
point of the action afforded, prob-
ably "After A Million" will please
an average audience. Where they
like stunt heroes who perform
dizzy fetes such as jumping from
railway trestles to auto tonneaus,
climbing up the sides of sky-scrap-
ers, and the like, it should stand
even a better chance. Kenneth Mc-
Donald affords plenty of thrills in
his series of knock-'em-dead es-
capades.

Box Office Angle. .• -Fair. Where
you know your patrons favor -stunt

heroes who go through a variety
of breath-catching thrills in order
to amuse them, the picture should
prove thoroughly satisfying.

Exploitation. .. .Not a bad title by
any means and might readily serve
to bring in the title shopper who
is always ready to bite at a title

that promises a thrill. Surely

there's a thrill in going after a

million. Play it up with catchlines:

"What would you do to win a
million? Would you go through the

perils that the hero in 'After a Mil-

lion endures? See for yourself."

There are no names of players to

use unless you want to get them in-

terested in the new stunt perform-
er, Kenneth McDonald.

Direction.... Jack Nelson; average.

Author Not credited

Scenario Jay Inman Kane
Cameraman • • . . Not credited

Photography All right

Locale Russia-U. S.

Length About 5,500 feet
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Short Subjects
"Going to Congress"—Will Rogers—

Pathe

Subtle, But Funny

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy

As is usually the case with Rogers'

comedies, "Going to Congress" is ex-

tremely funny in its subtleties. Big

town audiences will enjoy it without
doubt. Rogers is seen as Alfalfa

Doolittle, of a small mid-west town,

who has never done much but sit

around the stove at the country store

and tell all comers his ideas on how
the country should be run. He is fin-

ally elected to run for Congress. His
speeches before the election, his cam-

paigning tour and his final arrival in

Washington are truly funny. The

film ends with an amusing bit. Ar-

riving in Washington, he is accosted

by a pretty young woman who flat-

teringly tells him that she loves Con-

gressmen and that her grandmother

was kissed by one. After Will kisses

the young lady, he finds that his

watch is gone. Proceeding up the

street toward the Capitol, another girl

asks him the time. Glaringly he says,

"Go ask your grandmother!"

Pathe Review No. 21

Delightful Reel

Type of production. . 1 reel magazine

Picturesque views of old trails in

New Mexico open this issue of Pathe

Review. Next comes a most artistic

and interesting study of the making

of miniatures in wax. Jumping

thence to a hillside in old Japan, the

natives are seen making charcoal for

sale in the market, while still another

jump takes the spectator to Tunis

where colored and colorful scenes of

the "City of Secrets" are shown.

"The Cat's Meow"—Sennett—Pathe
Here's a Winner

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy

Harry Langdon does exceedingly

good work in this. He's funnier than

ever before. He is seen as the very

timid sweetheart of a sweet young

thing whose imposing mother is the

head of a purity league the purpose

of which is to clean up the slums.

"The Cat's Meow" is a cabaret and

dance hall of most doubtful nature.

Langdon and, his girl on a slumming
party go in to look it over. The com-

edy ensuing is really funny. Lang-

don's facial expressions put it over

in great shape. The second reel

shows Langdon appointed policeman

by the purity league to clean up the

slums and incidentally "The Cat's

Meow." The chase stuff is different

and funny. Don't miss this one. Get
it sure.

"Delivering the Goods"—Century

—

Universal

A Clever Dog

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy

Pal, the very clever dog, makes
this enjoyable. He is in front of the

camera most of the time, which is a

good thing for the comedy. Spec
O'Donnell works well with him as

the young clerk in his father's gro-
cery store, which as usual is very
much shot to pieces before the final

fade-out. The sequence in which
Spec and Pal deliver the baskets of

groceries to the different customers
and the one in which the horse runs

away with the wagon and Spec in it,

are the best in the film.

"Dizzy Daisy"—Mermaid—Educ'l

Good for Any House

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy

There's plenty to recommend the
showing of this Mermaid comedy.
First, it was produced under the su-

pervision of Jack White, and has a

goodly supply of his novel stunts

—

this time in the form of a motorboat
chase wherein one of the boats is cut
in half but still keeps on going—then
a first-rate cast headed by the always
amusing Louise Fazenda and includ-

ing Lee Moran, Otto Fries. Cliff

Bowes, Dick Sutherland, Virginia
Vance and others. Louise is seen as

the dumb daughter of a fisherman
who is so tough he blows the railings

of his porch away every time he spits.

A jewel robbery, and a trained seal,

among other things, help to keep the

interest from flagging.

"Lunch Brigade"—Cameo—Educ'l

Has Rapid Action

Type of production. . . .1 reel comedy

Sid Smith, Cliff Bowes and Virginia

Vance get mixed up in a cafeteria in

this Cameo comedy. The tempo of

the action is rapid, with food that is

blown, slung or stolen the theme.

Contains quite a few laughs. The
finish is quite novel—Bowes runs

after his rival, Smith, who is perched

upon an immense gas balloon that has

rolled out of a gym. The balloon

rolls up and down hill but finally

comes to a stop at a curb where a

small fire is burning. In the explo-

sion that follows only the hats of the

two men are left. It is a welcome
change from the usual battered dere-

licts which generally emerge from

wrecks of this type fo greet the au-

dience with bewildered looks.

New Theaters
Seattle—Reports have it that

Charles Louie, |intends building a

new $35,000 theater at 514 Seventh
Ave.

Concrete, Wash.—Stickley &
Phebus are erecting a new 500 seat

house.

Platteville, Wis.—Wm. C. Tracy,
will build a new house in the Cum-
mins Bldg. on Main St.

Cincinnati—A new theater will be
erected on Hamilton Ave., near Cedar
at a cost of $80,000 to seat 800.

Pine Bluff, Ark.—Work is pro-
gressing on Saenger's new house.

Irwin, Pa.—The Maute, a new
house, has opened.

Chadron, Neb.—Plans have been
drawn for the new theater to be put
UP by J. W. Pace.

Tuscaloosa, Ala.—A new house will

adjoin the new Merchants Bank &
Trust Bldg., to seat 950, and to be
operated by the South Ala. Enter-
prises.

Rosenbery, Tex.—Mart Cole has
opened the Dreamland. The house
will be open three days a week. Cole
also runs the Liberty.

Long Beach, Cal.—Stephen D.
Brown is manager of the new Ori-
ental, just opened.

Blytheville, Wash.—The Home, a
new house, opened recently.

St. Louis—Tom Curley plans to
open an airdome at Wellston.

Alexandria, La.—Dr. R. E. Blan-
chard recently completed a house
which he will open in the near future.

Burlington, Vt.—A well known the-

tre syndicate is planning a new thea-
tre.

Burlington, Vt.—Plans have been
filed for a new playhouse.

Tallahassee, Fla.—C. E. Daffin wil
erect a modern house here.

Chicago—Work has started on the
Diversity, the new Jones, Linick and
Schaefer house to cost $500,000

Boston—Excavation work on the
new Gordon has already begun.

Roxbury, N. Y.—A $40,000 thea-
tre will be open July 1.

San Fernando, Cal.—Work will

soon start on a proposed $50,000
playhouse.

Potsdam, N. Y.—Construction has
already been started on the theatre
which the Papayankos Bros, are

erecting.

Dorchester, Mass.—The
Field's Corner has opened.

new

Salesmen Stage Dance for ft r

(Special to THE FILM DAIL
Albany—Over 1000 tickets hi

ready been distributed for tr
j

salesmen's dance to be held
Ten Eyck, May 26.

Fire Drives 200 From All

(Special to THE FILM DAW.
Bellville, N. J.—Fire which

out in the projection room
Alpha drove 200 persons fro

theater. Nobody was injured.

To Fight for Sunday Clos
(Special to THE FILM DAILi.]

Kokomo, Ind.—A group of \

ters has decided on launching ;xj
war for Sunday closing because d

John Marshall permits theatc

remain open.

3 Seattle Theaters Change H;i
(Special to THE FILM DAILY

Seattle—The Apollo was bj

by A. M. Dunlop; the Man! I

was sold to R. Dunham; the

Park has been acquired by Ra jr

and Cauffman.

$1,000,000 House for Flint, 1

1

(.Special to. THE FILM DAILY,

Flint, Mich.—Ground willj

broken May 15 for the Capitol
new $1,000,000 house which the

Theatrical Enterprises is buildii

Dallas Board Busy
(Spina! to THE FILM DAILY

Dallas—The recent third sessi of

the Arbitration Board disposed I

cases.

Fire Causes $20,000 Loss To tar

(Special to THE FILM DAILY]*
Attleboro, Mass.—Fire caused fy

000 damage to the Star.

Buys Northern Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Greater Features, Incli

purchased "Adventures in thef
North" for eight Pacific NortlB
states.

Divide $2,000,000 Small Est
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—The estate of the trun-

cal magnate, A. J. Small, amouiig
to $2,000,000 w_as formally diisd

among his relatives. Small my:>
crusly disappeared Dec. 1, 1919 id

has not been heard from since. I

Elliott Dexter Entertains F. EB
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Elliott Dexter, was 4l

to the local F. B. O. organiziM
at a dinner last week.

Mark Co. To Build $300,000 Ho J

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany—The Mitchell H. Ij

Realty Co., owners of the 1]
Strand, will soon build a $30(1

playhouse.

Quimby Returns After Open*;

Fred C. Quimby, short sul|

sales manager for Universal has I

turned to his desk following an op I

tion for appendicitis.



EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Make sure the release print is on Eastman

Positive Film and you make sure that the

photographic quality of the negative is car-

ried through to the screen for your audiences

to enjoy.

Look for the identification "Eastman"

"Kodak'' in black letters in the film margin.

\

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



worth

of tickets were
stripped from the

roll and dropped

in the chopper of

LOEWS STATE
by the people of

Los Angeles to see

this hit!

M. C. LEVEE presents

u Maurice Toumeur
P RO D U C T I O NT

^WHITE MOTH
By IZOLA FORRESTER

Barbara LaMarr
Conway Tearle
Personally directed by MAURICE TOURNEUR

with

and

FIRST NATIONAL hits sure get the money!
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STYLES
By DANNY

ley change as much in pic-

6 as in clothes. At least

Uph Zukor thinks so. Say-

"A play, or a book popular

cade ago, would not fit the

ent day scheme of things in

ire making. They would be

uch out of fashion as clothes

were in style several years

People demand that their

ire entertainment shall be as

d date as their clothes. Many
the pictures we have
duled for the coming season

pased upon playV and books
are current successes. It

Id be useless, futile, to at-

)t to do otherwise."

ell, that's true. To an extent,

ay. And yet several days ago I

ened to see a picture based upon
lodrama that was produced years

ind was an outstanding success.

the picture
—"The Fire Patrol"

prove a box office winner is

st certain. Full of melo-hokum,
but sure fire picture material.

;rstand it is going out on the

right market. Also understand
one of the most important of the

nal distributors wanted to release

ut Chadwick said "no." Wanted
r the independents. And boy,

ome box office. Hats off to Hunt
nberg. Another coming young-

There are a lot of books and
lays current today that won't
e worth salt a few years from
ow. But there are a tremend-
is lot of books and plays writ-

:n years ago which, made
roperly, brought up to date in

eatment and handling, will

in out. You can bet the roll

i that.

lis John Iris is stepping out. His
)id Transit" is a step in the right

tion. Just as was his "Main
;ts" from all over the world.
: is the type of short subject ig-

d too long, and passed aside by
people. There is a world of

an interest in such material. The
of it is that there isn't more to

rhere must be reams of it, reels

in the libraries of the older com-
:s. Why isn't it dug out?

Joe Brandt believes there
till be 200 independent pic-

(Continued on Page 2)

Frederic G. Lee Dead
Prominent Banker and Famous Play-

ers Official Succumbs to Long
Siege of 111 Health

Frederic G. Lee, chairman of the

finance committee of Famous Play-
ers and a member of the board of di-

rectors died at his home in Bronx-
ville, N. Y., Friday night. Funeral
services will be held this morning at

eleven o'clock.

Mr. Lee. was fifty-one years of age.

Those who knew him declared him to

be an indefatigable worker. About
four years ago, his health began to

fail him and it became necessary for

him to retire to a sanitorium for a

time. He never fully recovered.
Mr. Lee first met Adolph Zukor

when connected with the old Broad-
way Trust Co. at Broadway and
Eight St., and it was Lee who ad-

vanced Zukor's first loan. Later, Lee
became associated with the Irving

Trust Co. of which he became presi-

dent and when the Irving Trust was
absorbed by Irving National, Le4
eventually became a vice-chairman of

the board of directors. His duties

were highly important and concerned
the advance of credits. In January,
1921, he withdrew from his various

financial affiliations to join Famous
where he occupied a position of con-
siderable importance until he died.

Mr. Lee was held in great esteem
by his associates at Famous Players.

Adolph Zukor said on Saturday:
"I feel that the industry has lost a

very close friend."

To Show Color Process Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Claude H. Friese-Greene
and Stuart M. Johnston of Spectrum
Films, Ltd., which control the color

process perfected by Friese-Greene
left Saturday for New York aboard
the Franconia to demonstrate the pro-

cess in New York. Pictures made of

Hope Hampton in color will be

shown.

Clem's Ocean Trip
London, March 31, 1776

Dear Danny:
It's too bad the revolution is not

over, they seem so hostile to every-
thing American over here. There's

a fellow named Tilley who don't

know it's over and thinks Cornwal-
lis is still at Saratoga. Well my
Mediterannean cruise is at an end
and since I left the Sunny shores
of France I've gotten thawed out.

That's why I couldn't write more
letters from Monte Carlo, my fingers

were frost bitten. Well London is

(Continued on Page 8)

Asher Leaves Sennett
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—E. M. ("Eph") Ash-
er has resigned as general Eastern
representative for Mack Sennett and
will devote all of his time to the

Corinne Griffith unit.

F. P. Canadian Listed

(Special t-> THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal—Arrangements have been

completed for listing on Montreal
Stock Exchange of $4,150,000 8% first

preference cumulative shares and
$7,500,000 common shares of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., though
these issues will probably not

be called for some time yet. The
company has paid 8% regularly on
preference stock but no dividends
have been paid yet on the common
stock.

European Market Improving

England is slowly but surely re-

covering from the slump of a few
months ago, says D. J. Mountain, of
Richmont Pictures. British exhibi-

tors, he adds, are looking forward
to an excellent summer and by the
fall expect business back to normal.

American pictures are becoming
popular in Germany, and there is a
demand for films of the better grade.
Austria, Czecho-Slovakia, the Balkan
States and Russia are showing a
great improvement, Mountain's state-

ment goes, while within the next six

months American distributors may
look forward to the best season they
rave had since the close of the war.

Run Theatre On Part Time Basis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Eau Claire, Wis.—Arrangements
have been made between local theatre
owners to operate houses on a part
time basis. The O'Klare will present
shows every week day night; the
Grand will be open Saturday and
Sunday, while the Unique, the only
vaudeville house in the town will

present shows Saturday and Sunday.

Ontario Collects $1,453,567 Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—Official announcement by
t'e Ontario Provincial Government,
shows that revenue derived from
the tax on admission tickets in On-
tario for 1923 amounted to $1,453,-
567.77 The expense involved in the
collection was $83,138.39, and profit

to the Government, $1,379,429.39.

L. A. Forum Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The new Forum
theatre has opened with "America."
The house is beautiful.

East Becomes Active
New York Studios Busier Now Than

for Some Time Past—Many
Independents

Observers of the trend in produc-
tion are of the opinion that activity

in and around New York has reached
a point without equal for some time
past. There seems to be a diversity

in opinion on how present production
here compares with other years. It

is agreed that there is more work
under way and planned this spring
than at this time last year and in

some quarters, it is believed that cur-
rent production is the heaviest since

1920.

Technicians are in demand. One
producer last week was called on to

permit his paintoars and electricians

work on another production. Appar-
ently there are enough stage crews
to handle the volume of business. The
only plant of any proportions that
is about to close is the Fox plant,
the studio force of which will prob-
ably be absorbed by other units.

The Paramount studio in Long Is-
land City is a barometer by which
activity in the East is usually gauged.
This time last year, there were only
two companies at work. Now there
are four, headed by Irvin Willat,
Alan Crosland, Joseph Henabery and
Allan Dwan with R. H. Burnside
and Frank Tuttle to start later.

At the Biograph plant, one stage
houses the "Born Rich" unit of Emin-
ent Pictures. This will be released
by First National. The other stage is

being used by Eastern Prod, making
"Her Own Free Will," the first Hel-
ene Chadwick picture for Hodkinson.
The same studio will be used for

"Trouping with Ellen," an Earl Derr
Biggers story for Miss Chadwick.

At the Whitman Bennett studio
near Yonkers, Banner Prod, recently
formed by S. J. Briskin and George
H. Davis is producing its first picture
with Hope Hampton and Lowell
Sherman in the cast. Burton King
is directing; release will be state

rights. Whitman Bennett is prepar-
ing to start a picture there of his

own very shortly.

At Tec-Art on East 48th St., Chris-
ty Cabanne is making "The Lawful
Cheater" for Murray Garsson and
Associated Exhibitors while Ivan Ab-
ramson is scheduled to start on a

new Barrymore film for Chadwick
Pictures next week.

The Metro Studio on East 61st St.,

houses the Benny Leonard unit, mak-
ing two reelers for Reputable Pic-

tures.

(Continued on Page 2)
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STYLES
(Continued from Page 1)

tures made for the coming
season. That will be a lot—
an awful lot. Let's hope many
are good. Otherwise the 200
won't count. At least very
much.

The death of Frederic G. Lee will

be a loss—a great loss to Famous
Players. And especially to Adolph
Zukor. Lee gave Zukor his first real

start. When he was cashier of the

old Broadway Trust. And from then
on Lee became much interested in

pictures—and Zukor. That the lat-

ter was able to tempt him from an
important banking position to join

Famous is incidental. Lee was prob-
ably the first bank official in this

country who saw the possibilities of

motion pictures—and supported them.

Detroit Golf Tournament
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Entries for the local film

golf tournament are coming in. The
affair is being promoted by Fred Nu-
gent.
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INEAL BURNS

DANDY LIONS
ghristieComedy

East Becomes Active
(Continued from Page 1)

The Tilford plant on West 44th
St. and the Jackson studio in the

Bronx are being used by E. Mason
Hopper for "Janice Meredith".

Kenneth O'Hara at the Glendale
studio has started work on "The
River Road", the first picture to be
made by Ernest Shipman's Long Is-

land Cinema Corp. May Allison is in

the cast.

Over at the Universal studio in

Fort Lee, George B. Seitz is making
a new serial for Pathe with Edna
Murphy and Jack Mulhall in the

leads.

At the Vitagraph plant in Brook-
lyn, the Chronicles of America Pic-

tures Corp. has taken over practically

the entire plant for its historical series

which Pathe distributes.

Charles C. Burr has mapped out
a schedule of four pictures for next
season. Three will star Johnny
Hines. They will be made at the

Glendale plant, now being used by
Ernest Shipman. Arthur Housman
has just completed several comedies
at the Tec-Art plant.

Those who are understood to have
plans under way include Lloyd B.
Carleton who has been in town for
some weeks, getting ready for pro-
duction here; Edwin L. Hollywood,
who recently made a picture for Hod-
kinson; and the Rockett Bros.

The La Marr unit starts work on
"Sandra" in early June.

Artcraft Comedies have started a
series of two reelers in the Lake
Schroon region of the Adirondacks;
M. P. Arts, Inc. are making Bruce
Barton editorials and may make some
features here; W. P. Burt, who has
been confining his production activ-
ities to Gloversville, N. Y. is expected
to continue work there while at West-
erly, R. I. the Hurley-Totten com-
pany intends making several series

of comedies and some five-reelers.

A company known as Paul Whit-
comb Prod, intends producing "The
Pearl of Orr's Island", by Harriet
Beecher Stowe in Boston shortly.

Coast Active
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The spring produc-
tion peak is expected to be reached
in about a month. Famous Players,

Universal and Fox are working full

blast, preparing for the first of their

fall releases. Pictures to be released
during the summer months have
practically been completed.

The Goldwyn lot at Culver City
will be an extremely busy place in

about a month, or just as soon as

Louis B. Mayer co-ordinates the Met-
ro, Goldwyn and his own directors

and draws up a production schedule.

F. B. O. and the Hollywood studios

are housing a lot of independent units

that lease space as their needs de-
velop, because of the fact that Gold-
wyn has refused to handle any more
of this class of business.

Stromberg Units Busy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The various units in

which Hunt Stromberg is interested

are busy. Pfiscilla Dean is about
half way through "The Siren of Se-
ville" which Jerome Storm is direct-

ing, while Harry Carey has just com-
pleted "Tiger Thompson," his third

for Hodkinson.

The Corinne Griffith unit is in the

third week of "Single Wives". Charles
R. Rogers, who is interested with
Stromberg expects to leave for the

East in June.

Pathe Acquires "Maud Muller"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—It is understood
Pathe will distribute "Maud Muller",
produced by Renaud-Hoffman, the
unit that made "Not One to Spare".

Charles R. Rogers who placed the
latter picture with Hodkinson has
made a long term arrangement to

handle future Renaud-Hoffman out-
put.

Universal to Feature Gareth Hughes
Gareth Hughes will be featured

with William Desmond by Universal
in "Desert Love", a western directed

by Ernest Laemmle. The picture

was originally filmed by Universal
about five years ago under the title,

"Overland Red", with Harry Carey.

Litson, Frank Lloyd's Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Mason N. Litson
has been appointed general manager
of Frank Lloyd Prod., Inc. Litson,

comes to the Lloyd organization from
the J. K. McDonald unit, where he
was manager of production.

11\
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E. FERRO
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fwspaper Opinions
Beau Brummel"—Warners

Strand, Milwaukee

riNEL—For though the picture has

;ning and costly background and a

o well known supporting people, it is

r>re as the Beau, whose name has since

nonymous with the ultra in masculine

< that is the dominating feature.

"Bluff"—F. P.-L.
New, Baltimore

(Evening)—A not unentertaining pic-

Ht around a workable idea that should
oduced something better than it did.

Boy of Flanders"—Metro
Strand, Minneapolis

i—Jackie is exceedingly vivacious in

, in which he portrays as a ne'er-do-

la Dutch village.

ilUNE (Morning)—As a vagabond,
jdown upon by the inhabitants of the

Ivillage, Jackie has a role that suits

its.

SUNE (Evening)—Same as morning

e Breaking Point"—F. P.-L.

State, Boston
NSCRIPT—Mr. Brenon as director.

;, can be held accountable for the

way in which the harrowing tale is

1, for details which he has borne on
ily as to make the improbability of the

ling stand forth like a nightmare.

McVicker's, Chicago
\LD & EXAMINER—"The Breaking
is persuasive in the same degree that

inehart's novel was persuasive; that

I she piles up so many coincidences
e believing powers of an average
r are severely strained.

idway After Dark"—Warners
State, Minneapolis

JUNE (Morning)—The brilliancy of

minated signs flashing from out of a

t sky, the endless processions of mo-
des, the lavishly decorated shop win-

id the nocturnal revelers are authentic
i of the "Great White Way."

i Chapter From Her Life"
ne's Broadway, Los Angeles

(Week ending May 10)
MINER—* * * A simple story like

has a fine flavor of novelty and
r Lund at the Clune Broadway is

it to his patrons this week with
approbation upon the part of all

RESS— * * * "A Chapter From Her
: picture that many men, women and
will enjoy to the fullest.

iS—"A Chapter From Her Life" is

picture—that is, a child runs away
Jane Mercer is the little girl's off-

lame. Her performance in this pho-
will endear her to the majority of
ho see it.

urtship of Miles Standish"

—

Asso. Exhib.
Strand, San Francisco
(Week ending May 10)

LETIN—A praiseworthy effort is the
transplantation of Longfellow's epic
'The Courtship of Myles Standish."

L, AND POST—The audience which
d the theatre were in no wise dis-

-d in the film fare offered them.
MINER—Lots of people who seldom
the movies will undoubtedly be at-

by "The Courtship of Myles Stand-
r it is a picture taken right out of
liest Colonial history and it merits
ntion of all who delight in that his-

'S—The entire spirit in which "The
ip of Myles Standish," Charles Ray's
cent picture * * * was conceived, is

of the highest praise.

"Cytherea"—1st Nat'l
Chicago, Chicago

RICAN—The picture is nicely staged
itographed ; with some colored views,
dream sequences, of particular inter-
* Save for the Cytherea angle, this

would be a regular triangle picture,
no doubt, than a great many.

HERALD AND EXAMINER—There was
irony rather than open preachment—and I

think I like my "lesson" that way. * * » The
story seemed to me strangely honest for the
screen.
TRIBUNE—I'm keen for the picture. It's

a handful of life. It's a study in contrasts.

Circle, Indianapolis
STAR—Joseph Hergesheimer's story of a

romantic fascination, engendered by the mys-
terious repose of a lifelike doll, has been
brought to the screen in the form of an
excellently directed adult picture, "Cytherea,"
which opened at the Circle yesterday.

"Daddies"—Warners
Grand Central, West End Lyric,

Capitol, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—"Daddies" is a

story primarily for the grown-ups, but its

cast includes the appearance of some excep-
tionally cute kiddies. The humor is whole-
some.
POST-DISPATCH—The comedy possibil-

ities and the excellent juvenile buoyancy of the
stage play "Daddies" have been well pre-
served in the screen version. * * *

STAR—"Daddies" is a sugary concoction
of comedy, well done and sustamed to a sen-
timental conclusion. * * *

TIMES—No better film than "Daddies"
has been seen in St. Louis this season.

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"—
United Artists

National, Washington
HERALD—* * * has all the elements

needed for delighting an audience. There are
thrills, wonderful vistas, magnificent settings,
and more important than all else, the charm-
ing caprices and moods of the ever-lovely
Pickford herself » • •

POST—* * * if the manifestations of ap
proval bestowed by applause and exit com-
ments mean anything, then this little queen
of the silver screen has achieved the crown-
ing triumph of her career.
STAR—The star's right to this distinction

was never more triumphantly demonstrated
than by an audience that literally packed the
house in defiance of the storm.
TIMES—The hoydenish, elfin Pickford is

still with us in vengeance but it is a sub
dued Pickford, reflecting the best direction
of her career, surrounded by a cast whose
talents sparkle like a Peggy Hopkins brooch

"Enchanted Cottage"—First Nat'l
Arcadia, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * if there were a Pulitzer
prize for great movie acting, Richard Barthel-
mess, who is the featured player, would have
little competition.
INQUIRER—A lovely world of illusion

constructed by love from sorrow and unhappi-
ness is visualized on the screen in "The En-
chanted Cottage," * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—From be-
ginning to end, the story runs on relentlessly
without becoming sordid or mawkishly senti-
mental. It is a pleasure to note the total ab-
sence of hokum. It is simply told and there
are no digressions to detract from the interest
in the theme.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—All in" all,

we would say that "The Enchanted Cottage,"
will be one of the outstanding pictures of the
year • * •

"Excitement"—Universal
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week ending May 10)

BULLETIN—-"Excitement" has many big
laughs, but the principal appeal is the great
number of thrills. There are more stunts in

this production than in four or five ordi-
nary pictures.

CALL AND POST—The play is clever in

that much of the time the comedy is subtle,

which keeps the audience chuckling, while
there are other places with big laughs
CHRONICLE—It is high speed—very

high speed—romance, with overtones of farce
and undertones of melodrama.
NEWS—The title of the feature picture at

the Cameo is a trifling misleading. * * *

Laura La Plante has little * * * excitement
* * * and the audience get but a little.

"The Galloping Fish"—1st Nat'l
Madison, Detroit

FREE PRESS—* * * The gales of laughter
which swept through the auditorium attest the
fact that Mr. Ince has added a laugh-maker
to the list of comedy classics that will tickle
the resibilities of millions during the months
to come.

NEWS—Mr. Ince's fondness for water
stuff again finds an expression in "The Gal-
loping Fish," a sticky sort of a slap-stick

comedy. * * •

TIMES—The theater was filled during Sun-
day's business hours with one sustained shriek
of laughter.

"Half a Dollar Bill"—Metro
Lyric, Minneapolis

JOURNAL—As drama, "Half a Dollar
Bill" is sentimental, episqdic to the degree
that it resembles a patchquilt, and highly
improbable, but as a picture of episodes it

becomes an intensely amusing moving pic-
ture.

STAR—Anna Q. Nilsson's latest picture,

"Half a Dollar Bill," is interesting offering.
» * »

TRIBUNE (Morning)—* * * A picture
that is amusing and dramatic. * * *

TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same as morning
edition.

"Hoodman Blind"—Fox
Reade's Hippodrome, Cleveland
NEWS—Here is an old and forgotten stage

play made into an entertaining motion picture.
It is a good old melodrama written in the
lays when an author who had two ideas
didn't save one of them for his next picture.
PLAIN DEALER—"Hoodman Blind" is

one of those pictures which interests in the
darkness of a theater or projection room—but
doesn't bear up under cool analysis out in

broad daylight.

"The Humming Bird"—F. P.-L.
New Astor, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE (Morning)—In the role of

Toinette, an Apache girl, regenerated by the
war. Miss Swanson gives a thoroughly sin-

cere portrayal.
TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same as morning

edition.

"Law Forbids"—Universal
California, San Francisco

(Week ending May 10)
BULLETIN—Baby Peggy gives a truly

emarkable performance and there are times
when the grown-ups in the cast are relegated
to the background.
CALL AND POST—"The Law Forbids"

* * * is a directly told drama, picturing the
alluring cabaret life and the great institution
of motherhood with equal fidelity.

CHRONICLE—* * * One of the best
child pictures that has been shown in a long
time, for it has credibility and interest, and
the child is not pushed forward out of all

reason.
EXAMINER—"The Law Forbids," at the

California, is a rather forced story of a play
wright who separates from his wife and is

being vamped by the leading woman in the
theatre producing his new play when his 4-

year-old child comes to the rescue and leads
him home.
NEWS—Baby Peggy in "The Law For

bids," delighted large audiences with her
winsome, cherubic gifts at the California yes-
terday.

"Lilies of the Field"—1st Nat'l
Crandall, Washington

HERALD—Interwoven with a narrative of
romantic charm in a vien of mother love that
lends the play dignity and impressiveness.
POST—The development of the story is

punctuated with much humor, * * * but is by
no means devoid of tremendous dramatic
power in the later climacteric scenes wherein
Miss Griffith proves herself an emotional
actress with an unsuspected command of mi-
metic expression.
STAR—A strange mixture of mother love

and glorified "lilies of the field," denizens of
New York's gorgeous, gilded upper set of
the underworld. * * *

f

TIMES—Corrinne Griffith, in the role of a
devoted mother and a tricked wife, does her
best work. • * •

. New York Chicago I Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

"The White Moth"—Metro
Loew's State, Los Angeles

(Week ending May 10)
EXAMINER—A tale of jangling cross

purposes, of embittered marriage, and finally

of real love which wakes out of mingled trials

and dangers.

EXPRESS—" The White Moth" is pure
tinsel.

_
Its characters are highly artificial

and their movements and the reasons there-
for are scarcely less than implausible. There
is beauty, of course, in many of the settings.

HERALD—* * * Barbara La Marr does
the finest work of her exceptional career.
* * * Credit is due Conway Tearle. * * * To
Charles De Roche. * * *

NEWS—"The White Moth" is not a
thoroughly clean and wholesome entertain-
ment.

RECORD—"The White Moth" is one of
Tourneur's best pictures, if not the best.

TIMES—Maurice Tourneur seems to me
like a bad little boy peeking around a corner
and yelling "yah-yah" at a policeman. His
picture has such very, very naughty touches
in it. * * * It is about as brave and daring
and true to life as a tin soldier.

"White Shadows"—Selznick
Garden, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—* * * Is handicapped by a
ridiculous story written by none other than
the rather well known playwright, Michael
M,orton.

CUes HUTCHISON
*w#d LEAH OAiaD ^SHELDON LEWIS

thrillostunt drama

tHE LAW
DEMANDS

reels of
continuous

action/
*

<\ >>

Another of the 5 bing-bangers of the
series that includes "Ten After
Ten," "The Law Demands," "The
Fatal Plunge," "The Radio Flyer"
and "Fangs of the Wolf."

The discerning exchange men
listed below have bought the terri-

tories underlined.

Kerman Films Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City. (Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey )

Standard Film Attractions 1322 Vine
St., Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey)

R. G. Hill Enterprises, 1022 Forbes
St., Pittsburgh, Pa. (Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia)

Beacon Films Inc., 454 Stuart St.,

Boston, Mass. (New England
States)

Queen Features Inc., 3031 Potter
Bldg., Birmingham, Alabama.
(Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Miss-
issippi and Louisiana)

BE SMART
and Wire for open territory

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
1540 Broadway, New York City
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Universale Grea
Carl Laemmle presents the first

The

Signal Tower
The

Reckless Age
The

Gaiety Girl

The

Turmoil

The

Family Secret

Butterfly

"Greater than 'The Storm'!"
starring

VIRGINIA VALLI
with a splendid supporting east

Adapted from the story by Wadsworth Camp
Directed by CLARENCE BROWN

A thrilling and riotous dramatic farce starring

REGINALD DENNY
with an up-to-the-minute cast

Adapted from the novel "Love Insurance" by Earl Derr
Biggers

Directed by HARRY POLLARD

A charming, dramatic romance starring the beautiful

'Merry Go Round' girl

MARY PH1LBIN
and an unusually strong cast

Adapted from the serial novel that appeared in "Good
Housekeeping Magazine" as "The Inheritors" by I. A.
R. Wylie

A KING BAGGOT PRODUCTION

Adapted from

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S
great novel of American life with one of the most

impressive casts ever assembled

GEORGE HACKATHORNE
Eileen Percy Emmett Corrigan Pauline Garon
Winter Hall Eleanor Boardman Edward Hearn

Kenneth Gibson Bert Roach
A HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTION

Adapted from the great stage success, "The Burglar"

by AUGUSTUS THOMAS
and the popular novel, "Editha's Burglar"
by FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT

starring

BABY PEGGY ||

supported by a cast of popular screen favorites

Directed by WILLIAM SEITER

From the extraordinarily popular novel by

KATHLEEN NORRIS
sumptuously produced with a great cast headed by

Laura La Plante Margaret Livingston
Ruth Clifford Caesare Gravina
T. Roy Barnes Norman Kerry

Kenneth Harlan
Directed by CLARENCE BROWN

UNIVERSAL HAS THE PICTURES
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\>e Universal Jewels for 1 924-25

Captain

Fearless

The

Rose of Paris

K-the
Unknown

Loveand Glory

Wine

Brimful of adventure, romance and action

Starring

REGINALD DENNY
with a splendid supporting cast

Adapted from Eugene P. Lyle, Jr.'s popular novel,

"The Missourian"

Directed by JAMES W. HORNE

Paris Vienna Gayety Life!
starring

MARY PHILBIN
with a fine cast of supporting players

Adapted from the very popular French novel, "Mitsi," by

Delly

AN IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION

Founded on

MARY ROBERTS RINEHART'S
famous novel "K" starring

VIRGINIA VALLI
with PERCY MARMONT

and an excellent supporting cast

Directed by HARRY POLLARD

A stirring and thrilling drama of human emotions from
the novel, "We Are French" by Robert H. Davis and
Perley Poore Sheehan.

Produced by RUPERT JULIAN
with a brilliant all star cast including

CHARLES DE ROCHE MADGE BELLAMY
Wallace McDonald A. Gibson Gowland
Ford Sterling Priscilla Dean Moran

One of the most powerful stories of the year by William
McHarg as it appeared in Hearst's International Maga-
zine. With

CLARA BOW
Forrest Stanley Huntly Gordon
Myrtle Stedman Robert Agnew
Robt. S. Benedict Walter Long

Walter Shumway
Directed by LOUIS GASNIER

The sensationally thrilling melodrama by

LINCOLN J. CARTERThe
mbmmb "• starring

Tornado house peters
with an all star cast

A KING BAGGOT PRODUCTION

UNIVERSAL HAS THE PICTURES
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Clem's Ocean Trip
(Continued from Page 1)

a quaint old place where every night

after dark the populace play a game
called "find the movies". Here's how
its played. Eight people gather at

a given point and then each one
starts out to find a moving picture

theatre. The first one that locates

one, is the guest of the last one to

find one. Today I met some fellows

who have been playing it for nine

nights now and no one has won yet.

But these English are a tenacious lot

and they are going out tonight again.

Once the game is started it has got

to be played till there is a winner.
The government here decided that

summer would start on March 23, but

I guess they didn't take heaven into

their confidence for it hasn't started

yet and I sail for good old Pneu-
monia next Saturday and it looks

like I'll have to go all the way to

Alaska to find spring breezes.

I met Ernest Fredman here; he's

editor of a film catalogue like yours
only with more pages and which takes

up so much of his time putting it to-

gether he ain't got time to play golf

and go to Bermuda like you, then
again he says he don't have to go to

Bermuda as they sell it everywhere
here. But he's a fine fellow and I

wouldn't be surprised if he was an
American somewhere inside.

He gave me a luncheon at the Tro-
cadero cafey yesterday and I met a

swell bunch of Englishmen. There
was Colonel Bromhead and Jeffrey
Bernerd and the two Wilcox boys
from Wardour Street (that's pro-
nounced Water St.) and Reggie Ford
and John Graham and Percy Phillip-

son of First National and Ralph Pugh,
in fact it was a luncheon of the all

men in Great Britain who was too
smart to try to make pictures over
here, but who were also smart enough
to run rental offices.

Then Hope Hampton and her new
hubby (now slightly used) got here
and gave us a farewell party and I

made a speech about everything in

general and nothing important and
Arthur Clavering and Ben Hicks and
any number of swell guys and women
came and then Lady Beresford White
whose husband owns a new color
process, was there. Well we had
what is called a "good time by every-
body".

Freddie Martin of Famous Players
is the real live publicity man over
here. He is very modest which will

keep him from being a good man in

America and it took John Graham to

tell me how Freddie worked up the
idea of bringing Indians over to the
opening of the Covered Wagon. He's
a smart press man OK. only he
makes a terrible mistake calling his

stuff letter press.

I find business good in all the thea-
tres which don't play Foreign pro-
ductions. The others, of which there
are none open now, are not doing
so good.

I was going to write an analysis
of the English film market but its

too much work mailing you a letter

with only one line of writing so will

say good bye.

Best ever to the trade over there.

Yours, CLEM.

Europe, Bad Offender
Piracy Most Prevalent There—Chip-
man Tells of Some Interesting

Experiences
The piracy evil has played some

peculiar tricks with pictures con-
trolled in foreign fields by Chipman,
Ltd., which controls the Metro Pic-

tures for some of the European coun-
tries. Roy Chandler of that organi-

zation recently returned from Europe
and in speaking of his experiences

over there said release of "The Four
Horsemen" in the Balkans was held

up because of the present prevalency
of pirating.

"We have had no reports," Chand-
ler said, "of this trouble from either

our South American or Australian of-

fices but in Europe they think noth-

ing of making dupes of anything they
want. Italians are continually show-
ing pictures in Jugo-Slavia and
Greece for which they have no rights.
"Our Constantinople office reports that

the exhibitor dares to pay only a slight

increase over the price of the print, and if

a picture is successful several other prints

immediately appear in the territory and kill

his business. This was the case when I

was in Turkey two years ago investigating
the situation personally, and evidently con-
ditions have not improved.
"We have not released the 'Four Horse-

men' in the Balkan territories for the present
owing to this danger.

"Spain and Portugal also think nothing
of pirating pictures. Recently the 'Prisoner
of Zenda' was being shown in the principal
theatres of Lisbon and when I took the
matter up with the owner of the clandestine
print together with our Spanish agent and
the Metro Paris office, he merely laughed
and the picture continues to be shown
throughout Portugal in spite of legal efforts
to stop it."

Exhibitors Must Use Standard Time
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Exhibitors who stole

a march on daylight saving by pre-
senting an extra show Saturday night
ending at 12 p. m. standard time and
opening Sunday night at daylight
saving time, were ordered by the po-
lice to open and close their Saturday
and Sunday night shows on standard
time.

New Renaud-Hoffman Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Renaud-Hoffman is

directing and producing "The Legend
of Hollywood", Frank Gordon's
mystery story in the March "Photo-
play." Percy Marmont and Zasu Pitts

head the cast.

Steiner on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—William Steiner of
New York City, who handles dis-

tribution of Chas. Hutchison's fea-

tures, is here conferring on produc-
tion.

Gaumont Buys "Music Masters"

Gaumont Co. has -purchased the
Fitz Patrick "Music Master" series of

one reelers for France. The deal
also includes complete musical or-
chestrations.

Hartford House Near Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hartford, Conn.—The Tuck-Hart-
ford is being completed. It will seat

1350.

On Broadway
Astor—"Secrets."
Broadway—"Listen Lester."

Brooklyn Strand
—"The Woman on

the Jury."
Cameo—"The Chechahcos."
Capitol

—"The Love Master."
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall."

44th Street—"America."
Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad."
Loew's New York—Today—"The

Printer's Devil."
Tuesday—"High Speed" and "Not
One To Spare."

Wednesday—"The Confidence
Man."

Thursday—"Daring Youth."
Friday—"When a Girl Loves" and
"Try and Get It."

Saturday—"Icebound."
Sunday—"Nellie, the Beautiful

Cloak Model."
Lyric—"The Spirit of the U. S. A."
Rialto—"The Goldfish."
Rivoli

—"Broadway After Dark."
Strand—"The Woman on the Jury."

Next Week
Astor—"Secrets."
Broadway—Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand—"A Son of the Sa-

hara."
Cameo—"Girl Shy."
Capitol

—"Mademoiselle Midnight."
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall."

44th Street
—"America." ,

Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad."
Lyric—"The Spirit of the U. S. A."
Rialto—Not yet determined.
Rivoli—Not yet determined.
Strand—"Cytherea."

Calif. After M. P. T. O. Convention
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Southern California

exhibitors intend making a determin-
ed effort to secure the 1925 M. P. T.
O. A. convention. Glenn Harper has
already secured the co-operation of

producers and important civic offi-

cials to that end.

F. P. Float in Parade

Famous Players had a "Beaucaire"
float in the Safety Parade on Satur-

day. The center figure, portrayed by
Ruth White was surrounded at each
end by four girls, each wearing a cos-

tume used in the picture. Six white
horses drew it.

Guts and Flashe;
George Melford starts wor on

"Sandra," starring Barbara La I
in June. The arrangement was J
through Rebecca-Silton, Inc.

O'Brien, Malevinsky and Dip
have moved from 1482 Broadwtfc
the Knickerbocker Bldg., 15511

42nd St.

Yvonne Hughes has been adc ti

the cast of "A Woman of Fire.

GOLF
EQUIPMENT

For MEN WHO KNO)\

SLAZENGERS
12 E. 43rd St., N. Y. C. I

STUDIO FOR SALE
Located in Florence, Italy. Contains :.0N

square feet space, fully equipped and 1 1st

in every respect. Built in 1921. Also*
able 3000 costumes of 13th century, 2 at
interiors and exteriors. Bargain. At.

ROBERT SCHWOBTHALER
330 West 88th Street, New Yor

Phone: Schuyler 5850

OFFICE TO LET
With cutting room, vault, pi

jection room, use of desks, ej

Temporary phone. Private el

trance faces elevators. Chej
immediate possession. Rocl
401, 130 West 46th St.

U.S. & CANADA AGEN
FOR

CAMERAS andSUPPLI
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
1 18 W. 44 ST. NY. BRYANT 6€

ILM DEVELOPING CCP
210-16 ¥eehawkenSt.WestHolx4|B

Laboratory with the lowest I nana
Rates in the East. Negative Devel %
Printing, Cutting and Projection I m

Phone UNION 48C

COMING SOON
HUNT STROM BER6MUIN I JIKUHDtKU _ _
&CHARLES R ROGERS • H <~^

^me Siren
of Seville"

Styty H.H.VAN LQAN-^rerfai^JEROME STORM
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PICTURES
By DANNY

There will onb be as many
>od pictures. At. there is good
Skterial. Never one more. Big
lectacles may come—yes. Fine

[ection will lift mediocre ma-
ial—yes. But in the final an-

i'sis if you haven't the story

>,u are going to be in trouble.

>r money making pictures,

tat goes all the way across the

ard.

That's why Carl Laemmle's an-

uncement. As to the Universal

tform registers. At least with

urs sincerely. Laemmle says he

n't know how many "great" pic-

es Universal will make. The "lem-
> * * * will be shelved." And while

emmle doesn't say the material is

: important point we do.

Another producer—one of
the cleverest of the business
—whose record last season
was outstanding: Dick Row-
land. And Rowland says
this: "We are digging
all the time for material.

That's the answer to money
making pictures. As many of
these as we find we will pro-
duce. Or contract for. And not
one more."
f producers generally would work
that basis we would have a lot

much better pictures. Samuel
Idwyn has proved this within the

it year. No idea of how many

—

t how good. No distributor in the

rid can promise any given number
good pictures. His producer will

to make them—as many as he
>mised. No one starts out to make
ioor picture. And you want to re-

mber this when you book. And
:p open time—if such a thing is

isible—in these days of block book-

Well, there's a national sol-

diers' bonus. In a tax sense, it

will bring its reactions; any
such expenditure is inseparable
from the question of taxation.

But, remember this and write

a black mark for memory.
Never sell the United States

"short". Never in all our na-
tional history has our country
had so much money and never,

in all history, was so much of

that money in the hands of all

of the people.

'lease Mr. Producer—one and all

you—see "Broadway After Dark".
(Continued en Page 2)

Combine Offices
Goldwyn, Ltd., Merges With Jury's

Imperial Pictures In England

—

New Company Formed
Details of a merger, worked out

during the brief stay here, last week,
of Sir William Jury, were made
known yesterday when it was an-
nounced that Goldwyn, Ltd., of Eng-
land, and Jury's Imperial Pictures,

Ltd., had been combined into one or-

ganization. Goldwyn has, of course,

handled that company's products in

Great Britain, and Jury's Imperial,
controlled Metro distribution there.

A new company, to be known as

Jury-Metro-Goldwyn, Ltd., will be or-

ganized to act as distributor for

Metro-Goldwyn pictures throughout
England.

Merger Completed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—The Metro-Goldwyn
Pictures Corp., has been chartered
here with a capitalization of $8,070,-

656.

Blumstein Leaves Fox
Abe Blumstein, one of the best

known figures in the local film world
and for almost twenty years with the

Fox theatre department has resigned
to enter business for himself. It is

understood he has made a deal with
Sam Zierler that involves the opera-
tions of Commonwealth but Zierler

claimed to know nothing of this yes-
terday.

Blumstein did much of the booking
for the local Fox circuit. His succes-

sor has not been named.

116 Entries
Names Flock in for Spring Tourna-

ment—George Blair's Camera
Arrives

Flocks of new entries for the Spring
Golf Tournament hit the office yester-

day. It was a busy day and the

voting lady whose business it is to

index the names in their proper pig-

eon-holes says she only had time to

get as far as the 116th name and had
to let it go at that.

And so will be found below the

names of the first one hundred and
sixteen. There are more but these

will appear later. Everything is shap-
ing up very nicely for the event.

George Blair's Kodak has arrived

from Kodak Park and it's a beauty.
Certainly a prize worth striving for.

All ye golf enthusiasts, pray for

good weather.
The entries include:

Aronson, Al, Metro
Alicoate, John, W., Film Daily

(Continued on Page 5)

Loew Declares Dividend
The board of directors of Loew's,

Inc. met yesterday and declared a
quarterly dividend of 50 cents, pay-
able on June 30 to stock holders of

record as of June 14.

Methodists End Amusement Ban
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Springfield, Mass.—The Committee
on Amusements of the General Con-
ference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church has adopted a report provid-
ing for the repeal of the ban on gen-
eral amusements.

Deal Off for Present
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The deal reported pend-
ing between Adolph Zukor and Bala-
ban & Katz is off for the time being.
The deal involved B. & K. taking
over McVicker's.

Four 1st Nat'ls on Broadway
First National is playing four pic-

tures on Broadway this week. They
are: "Secrets" at the Astor; "The
Love Master" at the Capitol; "The
Goldfish" at the Riafto, and "The Wo-
man on the Jury" at the Strand.

Goldwyn's Denver M'g'r. Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Denver—Ben Fish, with Goldwyn
for several years has resigned as

manager of the local exchange.

Keith House for Stamford
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Stamford, Conn.—The Keith inter-

ests will build a combination picture

and vaudeville house on Bell St.

"Nibelungen" Coming
"Ufa" Officials Bringing Over Spec-

tacle in June—Eugene Schles.

inger Here Again

Felix Kallman, president and Erich
Pommer, chief of production of the

"Ufa", the largest company in Ger-
many will arrive in New York next

month with "Die Nibelungen", the
film version of the Famous German
classic which was produced in two
parts by Fritz Lang. The first is

"Siegfried" and the second, "Kriem-
hild's Revenge".
Kallman and Pommer will endeavor

to sell the American rights while
here, according to Eugene R. Schles-

inger, director of the theatre depart-

ment of the "Ufa", who is again in

New York from Berlin. Schlesinger
arrived on the "Deutschland", the

new boat of the Hamburg-American
Line.
The "Ufa" has secured the exclu-

sive right to present pictures on all

(Continued on Page 2)

Bonus Passes
And with it Hope for Admission Tax

Repeal Wanes, According to

Well Posted Representatives

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—With the Senate

passing the soldiers' bonus bill over
the veto of President Coolidge many
well-posted Representatives are of the

opinion that this action will seriously

obstruct the repeal of many of the

taxes for which relief had been plan-

ned. Among these is the admission
tax affecting motion picture theatres,

where it was fully expected that on
all admissions of 50 cents and under
the tax would be repealed.

At this moment it is very early to

attempt to anticipate what action, if

any, will occur regarding the tax re-

peal, but with the enormous amount
needed for the soldiers' bonus it is

believed all tax repeal will be serious-

ly impeded, if not completely blocked.

Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P. T. O.
of A. had no comment to make yes-

terday relative to the possible effect

of the bonus bill upon admission tax

repeal.

Will H. Hays could not be reached
for a statement.

"On Oct. 31, 1923, a special dispatch

from Washington to THE FILM
DAILY said in part:

"If the soldiers' bonus bill was killed

there might be some hope for the

repeal of the admission tax. Those
politicians favoring the defeat of the

bonus bill would like to see the pic-

ture people take up this idea—they
need propaganda in the effort to kill

off the passage of this measure."

Duell, Joyce, Wilk Arrive

Aboard the Olympic, which docked
yesterday, were H. Duell, return-

ing from Italy where he super-

vised production of "Romola";
Alice Joyce, who played the lead

in "The Passionate Adventurer",
made in London for Selznick

and Jake Wilk, who has spent

considerable time of late in Paris and
other European capitals.

Business Outlook
Kent of Famous Believes Fall Will

Be Excellent With Election Out
of Way

S. R. Kent, in charge of sales for

Famous, returned yesterday after at-

tending the sales conventions and also

visiting some key points in the West
and Northwest.

He said that business conditions

were unsettled at the moment, be-
(Continued on Page 4)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod Not quoted
F. P.-L 71% 70?4 71% 1,000

dopfd 92 9iy2 92 300
Goldwyn 13% 13^ Uy2 300
Loew's 1534 15^ 155/6 400
Warner's Not quoted

PICTURES
(Continued from Page 1)

Then remember this—that a former
newspaper man—Monta Bell—direct-

ed it. Here is a field from which
you may pick many of your coming
directors. More of this tomorrow.

Lowe in "Frietchie"

Edmund Lowe has been borrowed
from Fox by the Ince organization
to play the lead opposite Florence
Vidor in "Barbara Frietchie." He
leaves for the Coast on Decoration
Day.

"Nibelungen" Coming
(Continued from Page 1)

Hamburg-American boats plying be-

tween home ports and American
points. The "Deutschland" gives

shows nightly for first, second and
third class passengers, the programs,
of course, including "Ufa" product
only. Eighteen boats are showing
pictures regularly and more are to be
equipped in the fall.

Schlesinger said theatre business in

Germany was very good but that ac-

tivity in production was somewhat
hampered because of a lack of funds.

He is here for ten days and is at

the Astor.

"Ramshackle House" starring Betty
Compson will be released by Hodkin-
son as "All for Love".

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT {SUBJECTS

MATS for thU "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

<*§2 p, ROAR FROM START TO FINISH-

INEAL BURNS

DANDY LIONS
Christie Comedy

<5d*AC<xXumal 0~ictuA*+s

Geo,tg
e

Cot?
,ot»

\*otv

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

"Lincoln" Showing in Washington
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—A showing of "Abra-
ham Lincoln," will be given here

Thursday night before a group of

Government officials.

New Hodkinson Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Salt Lake—C. F. Parr has been
appointed Hodkinson manager here,

succeeding W. B. Corby, resigned.

Garyn in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Pat Garyn of the Gold-
wyn home office staff is here for two
weeks.

"Sea Hawk" Opens June 2

"The Sea Hawk" opens at the As-
tor theatre, June 2. Jack Pegler will

handle exploitation for the local run.

M. P. Engineers Meet
The four day Spring convention of

the Society of M. P. Engineers open-
ed yesterday at Roscoe, N. Y.

STEBBINS
CAN SAVE YOU

MONEY
ON

INSURANCE
Specialists in Motion Picture and
Theatrical Insurance for fifteen

years—
Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Bryant M40

Equity in Receiver's Hands
Wilson L. Cannon has been ap-

pointed receiver in equity for Equity
Pictures under a court order issued

in the District Court of Wilmington,
Del. but transferred to the Federal
Court for the Southern District of

New York. Neither P. A. Powers
nor Joseph I. Schnitzer, officers of

the company could be reached for a

statement.

"Garragam" Planned

The new picture in which Julanne
Johnston will appear will be "Garra-
gam," from a story written by Gus-
tav Wolf. It will be made by Elwe
Films, Inc., and will be shot in vari-

ous European capitals. Edward
Burns is also in the cast.

Bernadac With Tilford

A. F. Bernadac has been signed as

production manager by the Tilford

Cinema, which is producing "Ram-
shackle House," at the Miami Stu-

dios, Haleah, Fla.

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy
=n$r=

—

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Potitive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.

COMING SOON

B4EA7M
vfn AL CHRISTIE FEATURE

with Dorothy Devore
WALTER HIERS - TL1LLY MARSHALL - JIMMIE ADAMS -

PR1SC1LLA BONNER and JIMMIE HARRISON

M HODKINSON RELEASE

ATTRACTIVE OFFICE
Present occupant will divi

1400 sq. feet. Windows faci

Broadway, 50th & 51st Streej

Unusual opportunity. Rrx

701—1650 Broadway.
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yewspaper Opinions
"Girl Shy"—Pathe
Orpheum, Chicago

tfERICAN—For in "Girl Shy," to an
thigher degree than in "Why Worry?"
I a thoroughly amusing thing, and with

ich excitement as in "Safety First," but

Hess strain on the nerves. * * *

3ST—Again Harold Lloyd has based a

ijy on ideas rather than buffoonery and
I he has made a production which is

I amusing and seldom silly.

Criterion, Los Angeles
(Week ending May 10)

IAMINER—It is, in the story fabric it-

[just as funny as his last film, "Why
yV But it is much faster and cer-

has twice as many gags.

PRESS—* * * This latest comedy
of Harold Lloyd's is, if anything, in

ly a more perfect creation, and equally

1 of laughs.
iRALD—This is Lloyd's first picture

i own producer, and the vehicle reveals

undance of wit and laughter.

WS—* * * Drew from the Saturday
ee spectators such healthy, hearty

ter that the walls of the Grand Avenue
'e actually seemed to rock.

CORD—"Girl Shy" has the essence of

; in it : Youth, Loye, Laughter—and all

tfES—The time has come for all good
e-goers to laugh again. They'll laugh
long and famously this time. For even
son with a lifelong grouch would have
d time resisting Harold Lloyd's "Girl

"The Goldfish"—1st Nafl
State, Cleveland

WS—Having of late taken a flight at

t every type of role but the one for
she is best suited, Constance Talmadge

"he Goldfish" returns to the part that
responsible for her elevation to screen
im, the flapper.

AIN DEALER—Other than two titles

would not jar the ear at all if spoken,
Goldfish" is nice, light, amusing cellu-

are.

Wisconsin, Milwaukee
ADER—It is a wholesome comedy, one
Constance can do justice to, and she
tys the part of a flapper to the amuse-
of all who have seen it.

NTINEL—It is not as hilarious in film

lind the footlights, for the plot is pretty
md the best situations are decided farce.

'The Guilty One"—F. P.-L.
aman's Metropolitan, Los Angeles

(Week ending May 10)

AMINER—This Joseph Henabery pro-
Mi opens up as a sure-enough problem
1. Only about the middle do things
to happen that are very dramatic. After
there's a lot of fireworks.
PRESS—"The Guilty One," a smart
y vignette * * * excites widespread com-
for it presents powerful truths in a deft
n.

HERALD—This screen production is by
far better than was the stage version. No
apparent reason for it-—the story is followed
religiously—other than that Joseph Hena-
bery, who directed it, seemed to get more
out of the story than did the director who
staged the play. * * *

NEWS—"The Guilty One" is an interest-

ing mystery murder film drama. * * *

TIMES—I really forget who the guilty

party was, I got so tired suspecting before
we found out. The only interesting man in

the story died early.

"Miami"—Hodkinson
Fenway, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—* * * The picture is about
as stilted as a three-legged horse and limps
along like a convict after a day's work on
a good granite rock pile. And, worst of all

this, Betty Compson is at her most hopeless.

"Mile. Midnight"
Allen, Cleveland

NEWS—* * * Does contain a goodly share
of action and a remarkable amount of color.

The sets are excellent and no part of the
picture bores the spectators.

PLAIN DEALER—The romantically-in-

clined fan will be entranced by this exotic

star. * * »

Alhambra, Los Angeles
(Week ending May 10)

EXPRESS—Petite Mae Murray becomes a

sun-burned senorita of Mexico in "Mademoi-
selle Midnight." * * * That, however, does
not deter her from giving her usual vivacious,
inimitably gay characterization of a dancing
debutante.
HERALD—* * * Mae Murray, seen in her

latest production, proves she can be just as

gorgeous in an outdoor setting as in a rich

and tapestried interior. * * *

Garrick, Minneapolis
JOURNAL—Mae Murray and a squadron

of movie Mexicans furnish the thrills of

"Mademoiselle Midnight," and any Mae
Murray follower will cheer her through the
mazes of her new opus.
TRIBUNE (Morning)—Mae Murray, in

her latest cinema release, "Mademoiselle
Midnight," at the Garrick this week offers a
colorful portrayal.
TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same as morning

edition.

Palace, Montreal
GAZETTE—There is a great deal of moon-

light in it, in which both villainy and love
flourish, and when the good and evil come
to close grips things are undeniably exciting.

Art Title Service

Special Photography

Trailers—Announcements

H. E. R. STUDIOS, Inc.

150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

STAR—You simply want her to walk out of

the screen, and while you are perfectly well
aware that she won't, you think it is a. great
pity, for Mae Murray in person would be
somebody well worth seeing. * • *

Columbia, Washington
HERALD—Mae Murray, the screen's most

gorgeous butterfly, brings her latest and dra-
matic starring production * * * in "Mile.
Midnight," a vivid romantic drama of modern
Mexico.

POST—With languorous and beautiful
Mexico as a background and a thrilling story
of love and intrigue set in it like a jewel,
Mae Murray has the best role of her career
in "Mile. Midnight." • * •

STAR—Mae Murray fans will not be dis-

appointed in it, as the story offers the star
opportunities to exploit her "line" quite cred-
itably.

TIMES—* * * A vivid romantic drama of
modern Mexico.

"The Next Corner"—F. P.-L.

Park, Mall, Cleveland

NEWS—"Excellent" meaning the photog-
raphy.

"Luxurious," an adjective describing some
of the scenery shots.

"Terrible" meaning the picture as a whole.

PLAIN DEALER—There you have the
story. Not a new one and far from startling.

Here it is lavishly mounted and interpreted
by a fine cast of players, numbering Lon
Chaney, Dorothy Mackaill, Conway Tearle
and Ricardo Cortez. The result is a polished,
superb production of a pretty pallid tale.
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14. When in Washington,

D. C. visit Tom Moore's

FAMOUS RI ALTO
THEATRE to see James
A. FitzPatrick's FAMOUS
MUSIC MASTERS
SERIES. One reel novelty

films with complete orches-

trations !

Produced and Sold Direct
To The Theatres by

FITZPATRICK
PICTURES. INC.
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City
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ANCIENT FIRES
The SATURDAY EVENING POST serial

BY
I. A. R. WYLIE

I Is out in book form today

Exclusive Agents

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
Vanderbilt 2792 101 Park Avenue

"Trouble Shooter"—Fox
Fox-Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—The Mix feature, "The
Trouble Shooter," is the thrillingest thriller
we have seen in a long time * * *

NEWS—* * * Tom is going in for romance
a little stronger than usual, but in the mean-
time he has not crowded out the horseman-
ship and thrill effects that first won him his
high place in the film world.
TIMES—As the press agent has said there

are more and greater risks taken in the film-
ing of this production than in previous Wil:

liam Fox specials.
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Redecorating the Cosmopolitan

Extensive alterations are being
made at the Cosmopolitan theatre,

preparatory to reopening the house in

August with "Janice Meredith."
Among the alterations will be a new
floor designed to improve the acou-
stics of the theatre. A new marquis
is to be installed. A new curtain,

designed and painted by Joseph Ur-
ban, will be a decorative feature.

Chairs are to be completely refurn-

ished. The theatre, in its new dress,

will carry out the Colonial note which
is already emphasized in the archi-

tecture.

Pathe Films Rum Runners
Beginning with issue No. 41 Pathe

News will show, in successive install-

ments, the inside story of the rum
runners. Chartering a fishing schoon-
er, Emanuel Cohen, editor and a staff

of cameramen went fifteen miles off

the coast of Massachusetts, and visit-

ed the fleet of rum runners anchored
there. The true character of his

vessel was carefully disguised. The
cameramen were hidden under tar-

paulins and in that way secured the
material.

Forum to Broadcast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The new Forum the-
atre intends broadcasting its pro-
grams as well as dance music, eman-
ating from the roof garden.

Mt. Vernon to Have New House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Mount Vernon, N. Y—The Ho-
mack Construction Co., N. Y. has
filed plans for a 1,399 seat theatre
to cost $250,000.

U.S. & CANADA ACENTS
FORDEBRIE

CAMERAS andSUPPLIES
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
II8W.44ST.N.Y. BRYANT 6635

Your Positive Prints

Infinitely Superior
In Quality

•THE RITZ WAY"
RITZ LABORATORIES, INC.

701 Seventh Ave. N. Y.
Phone Bryt. 6355.

Business Outlook
(Continued from Page 1)

cause of the crop condition in the
Mid-west and because the hoof and
mouth disease was playing havoc on
the Coast.

"If it continues for another 60 days
it is going to prove very difficult to

bring about a recovery," he said and
added it was his belief that after the
election business would be very good.
"Basically, conditions are sound" was
his comment.

Novel Business Booster
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Vancouver, B. C.—The Pantages
has established "Ladies' Guests Mat-
inees" Wednesday afternoon during
the spring and summer months, which
enables women patrons to bring a
friend with her without extra charge.

Obtain Injunction Against Union
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—An injunction was
obtained by the Marlborough re-

straining an operators' union from
picketing the front of the theatre.

Simplex Projectfon Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. H. until Mldnifht.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

Theatre Posters Torn Down
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Bedford, Mass.—Following
the enactment of the state law per-

mitting towns to regulate their own
bill board advertising, Police Chief

Edward P. Doherty ordered poster

advertising of local theatres to be
torn down. Doherty defended his

"poster attack" by saying he wished
to prevent a repetition of last year's

circus advertising that covered every
fence and available building in the

community.

St. Louis Amusements Make Change
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co. has appointed "Buck"
Weaver manager of the Lindell, suc-

ceeding Sam Norman; Nick Doxes
goes to the Pageant; Frank Rice as-

sumes charge at the Grravois while
Harry O'Brien will run the Moffitt.

Bryant 3740

0HKUZSS3

1540 Broadway, N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
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Chromos Trading Company
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Phone
Watkins
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tion if it's sound, on convenient terms. Investi-

gate our service.

In Production

THE LAWFUL CHEATER
Under Direction of

William Christy Cabanne

CAST

ALMA RUBENS WALTER McGRAIL
FRANK MAYO LILYAM TASHMAN

H. B. WARNER
A Murray Garsson Production

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS RELEASE
Arthur S. Kane, Pres.
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Gain.
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sterdam, Ben, Masterpiece, Pliila.

nstyn, J. C.

man, Sam
ir, George, Eastman Kodak
isdell, George, Trade Review,

menthal, L. F., Haring and Blum-

lthal

dy. Richard, Eastman Kodak
ndt, Billy, M. P. T. O., N. Y.

ndt, Harry
ck, Louis, First Nat'l

cher, Leo, Plaza Theatre

lant, Arthur, Pathe
:er, C. Graham, Vitagraph

ich, F. A., United Artists

tty, Jerome, Universal

oks, E. O., Pathe
iwn, George, Universal

los, Abe, Truart
leton, Carl
itkin, D. J. Educational

mer, Claud, First National.

wert, James Z., Merrill, Lynch

od Co.
.wford, Roy, Asso. Exhibitors

in, James A., Trade Review.

likshank, H., Trade Review,

iny, Film Daily
rham, J. A., Cosmopolitan
•nstein, Arthur, Ebenstein Co.

snstein, Herbert, Ebenstein Co.

ties, Eddy, Trade Review.
plhertz, Bernard
ihmann, E. A., First National.

ins, Tom, Evans Lab.
ian, Abe, 1st Nat'l, N. J.

fan, Si, 1st Nat'l, N. J.

kt, Felix, Schenck Prod.

hkel, Wm.
foer, Jack, Lakewood, N. J.

ids, Seymour, Eggers Engraving
nsboro, Hy
hip, George B., First Nat'l

, Wm. S., Rothacker
ette, E. K., M. P. News
ham, Arthur Butler

ick, Earl, Gude Adv. Co.

ety, Tom, Universal
icksmann, Jacobo
ick, Paul, Universal
laman, Chas. J., Hirligraph M. P.

,o.

ffman, M. H., Truart
ckstaff, Fred, Vitagraph
mmons, E. W., Educational

dwig, W. K. Rex-Hedwig Lab.

nry, T. Y., United Artists

rron, Fred L., M. P. P. D. A.

rst, W...O., Eastern Prod,
nn, George, E.
an, "Red", Film Daily
ne, Robt. T., Famous Players

Uogg, Mark, First Nat'l

tin, Edward L.
.owles, Harley, Friars Club
ulin, Harry, Powers Engraving
sser, Irving, Principal

ughborough, J. M., Principal Pic.

jew, David, Loew's, Inc.

fn.cn, Oscar S., Morgan Litho
innix, Ed. J., Schenck Prod.

reus, Lee, F. B. O.
|issce, Wm.
stbaum, Jules E., Stanley Co.

y, Mitchell, Jr.

rsereau, Don, Film Daily
K>re, Tom, Rialto, Washington
>ore, William, Rialto, Washington
irgan, Len, Trade Review.
>rgan, William, First National.

>yer, Charles, United Artists

ble, John W.
rth, Bobby, Apollo Exchange
hs, Lee, Costello Theatre

Sign

mittee

:

Golfers, Attention!
this and forward to any member of the com-

Here is my entry for the Spring Film

Golf Tournament to be held Wed-
nesday, June 4, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

My check herewith ($10 for players, including

lunch, dinner and prizes. $5 for goofer diners). My
average round is

THE COMMITTEE
Bruce Gallup, First National, 383 Madison Ave.

Felix Feist, State Theater Bldg., 1540 Broadway.

Abe Warner, Warner Brothers, 1600 Broadway.

E. K. Gillette, M. P. News, 729 Seventh Ave.

Danny, The Film Daily, 71 West 44th St.

O'Reilly, Chas. L., T. O. C. C.
Pearson, Elmer, Pathe
Pinkerton, C. C, First National.
Price, Oscar A., Tri-Stone
Pettijohn, Charles C, M. P. P. D. A.
Parker, Watt, Warner Bros.
Reilly, Wm., Cine-Mundial
Rothstein, Nat., F. B. O.
Schlesinger, Gus, Warner Bros.
Schlesinger, Mayer
Schlesinger, M. S.
Schnitzer, Joe, F. B. O

Schwartz, Marty
Segal, Harry, Pioneer, Boston.
Shear, J. M., Ebenstein Co.
Smith, J. Boyce, Jr., Inspiration

Snyder, A. C., Pioneer, Boston.
Stebbins, Arthur
Steiner, Charles
Storey, John E., Pathe
Strauss, Ben
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
Starr, Herman, Warner Bros.

Steele, Monte S., United Artists

EDWARD SMALL COMPANY
THE WORLD'S FOREMOST ORGANIZATION
DEVOTED TO SERVING THE PRODUCER,
ARTIST AND DIRECTOR

SERVICE PLUS INTEGRITY
NEW YORK - - - HOLLYWOOD

LONDON—PARIS

IN PRODUCTION

Tierney, Howard S.

Underwood, Fred,
Unger, A., Trade Review.
Warner, Abe, Warner Bros.

Wilk, Ralph, Film Daily
Wilkerson, Billy, Burr Prod.
Wilson, George, Tyrone, Pa.
Wonders, Guy, Baltimore

If you have not as yet sent in your

entry, fill in the blank, found else-

where on this page, and send it to

any member of the committee.

Love
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Oh! Man! what a

clean-up hit this

one is!

i

Look at that title!
(you can use it in a hundred ways)

Look at that star!
(her name always means additional tickets)

Imagine what you can dc

with such a combination a$

"THE PERFECT FLAPPER'
«** COLLEEN MOORE!

adapted from the story by Jessie Henderson with Sydney Chaplin-

Frank Mayo—Phyllis Haver—directed by JOHN FRANCIS DILLOI

_ A FIRST NATIONAL "hit*

that is going to be one of the bes
little money makers you ever saw
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[ old bottles. Perhaps in new
les. But at all events new
i. And worth trying. All

hicti deals with the new crop

[irectors. And where they

coming from.

le of the places where they

be found : newspaper of-

Who is smiling? And
J|

i you realize that the producer

made the biggest dent in the pic-

world for the season was a news-
- man? Yes. Earl J. Hudson,
produced for First National

ning Youth," "Black Oxen" and
wrote "Sundown" as well as

iced it for FN for next season.

who is looking after many of

important coming productions.

any one—outside of Dick Row-
—would have figured that Hud-
jvas a producer they kept pain-

silent about it. And there are

Is. Take a look—if you please

—

hat one Monta Bell has done
"Broadway After Dark" for

ler's. Maybe Harry Rapf was
'ed. Perhaps he is the seventh

if the seventh son. But Monta
las shown what he can do. And
i few years ago he was dramatic
on a Washington paper. And
ps Hunt Stromberg isn't doing
well as both director and pro-

;; when he can turn out some-
! like "The Fire Patrol." And
was a newspaper man.

There is no broader training

ssible for directorial skill

an that which comes in a

:wspaper office. If producers

ill simply keep their eyes

ide open they will find a lot

material for future directors,

d even producers, right in

5 dusty, grimy newspaper

ices.

e of our boys messed things

In rewriting an item from
er Amusements he failed not only
/e credit but also said that the

arbitration board of Minneapolis
1 hereafter arbitrate for members
with reference to non-theatrical
tes. The facts are that members
e Minnesota unit have refused

t on cases where distributors

(Continued on Page 2)

Plans For "Rudy"
J. D. Williams Expects Him to Start

For Ritz in August—After
New Star

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London—J. D. Williams has told

Ernest W. Fredman of "The Film
Renter" that he expected Rudolph
Valentino to start work for Ritz
Pictures in August. Fredman, quotes
Williams as saying that, despite re-

ports linking Valentino and Adolph
Zukor on future pictures, he (Wil-
liams) will distribute the Valentino
pictures through Ritz.

"J. D.," says Fredman in "The
Film Renter", "declined to commit
himself when I pressed him as to the
distribution of the. Valentino pictures
in this country neither confirming
nor denying the many rumors that

(Continued on Pane 3)

Ta'ks of "Trust" in France

Jake Wilk, back from eleven
months in France declares that Broad-
way is not the only spot where a
"closed" theatre situation exists. Wilk
said that those producers who failed

to play with two or three leading
French renters might as well take
their pictures "and play them up an
alley". He said pictures in color
were in vogue all through Europe
and mentioned two Williamson under-
sea pictures that had attained great
popularity in England, "The Wonders
of the Sea" and "The Uninvited
Guest". Wilk said his most import-
ant piece of business in France was
the purchase of the rights to "The
Hunchback" for Universal.

Estabrook To Produce
Howard Estabrook will produce a

series of features under his own name.
The first will be based on "The Price
of a Party", by William Mac Harg.
with the author co-operating in the
production, which will be made at
the Tec Art studios in June. Associ-
ated Exhibitors will release.

Estabrook is also president of Crea-
tion Pictures Corp., which will also
produce.

Going To India
Elmer Clifton, Through With Fox-

To Make Another Sea Story
in Tropic Seas

Elmer Clifton has completed his
contract with Fox and intends sail-

ing for India about the first of June,
in connection with a producing plan
of his own. He intends making two
pictures in tropical waters and will

(Continued on Page 3)

R. T. Kane Resigns
Withdraws As Production Manager

for Famous—May Turn Pro-
ducer Later

Robert T. Kane, for some time, gen-
eral production manager of Famous
Players has tendered his resignation

to Jesse L. Lasky, effective July 1.

Lasky said yesterday that no success-

or would be appointed.

Kane, will spend the summer in

Europe, and he indicated yesterday
that on his return he probably would
organize a producing company of his

own.
In announcing Kane's resignation,

Mr. Lasky expressed keen regret at

his assistant's departure.

"I consider Bob Kane, one of the
best production men in the business,"
he said "and, after such a long and

(Continued on Page 2)

Koerpel with Selznick
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—J. A. Koerpel, district

manager for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
in charge of Cleveland, Buffalo and
Cincinatti has resigned to join Selz-

nick.

Koerpel is considered one of the
best posted exchangemen in the Mid-
dle West. He will have the title of
assistant to the president at Selznick
and his work will concern sales con-
trol.

New Metro Series
Dorothy Gish is to be starred in a

series of pictures, to be directed by
Henry King for Metro-Goldwyn re-

lease. Work on the first will be start-

ed, as soon as remaining interiors for
"Romola" are shot in this country.

Miss Gish is said to be on her way
back from Italy. The new series will

be made by Inspiration Pictures.

Charles Christie Coming
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Charles Christie is

scheduled to arrive in New York
Thursday or Friday.

Changes In Field
Consolidations of Goldwyn and Metro

Forces in the Middle West
Perfected

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City—George A. Hickey,

district manager for Goldwyn-Cos-
mopolitan in charge of Chicago, Min-
neapolis, Milwaukee and Indianapolis
before the merger with Metro has

(Continued on Page 3)

Tax Repeal Set
Regardless of Bonus, Unless thf

President's Veto of Entire Tax
Bill is Sustained

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—Passage of the Sol-

dier's Bonus bill can have no effect

on individual items in the revenue bill.

The conference committee, which is

now working on the latter, is con-
fined in its activities to the limits of

the measure as passed by the House
and Senate. In-as-much as the

House and Senate are in accord on

t
the tax cut with respect to admis-
sions and the elimination of the seat-

ing capacity taxes,

nothing will prevent these
changes from becoming effec-

tive except a sustained veto of
the bill by the President.

The two items most distasteful to

the President—the Jones graduated
tax on undistributed corporate profits,

and the publication of tax returns

—

are apparently to be settled by the
conference committee in a way which
will be satisfactory to the Administra-
tion, thus lessening the chances of
President Coolidge vetoing the meas-
ure when it reaches him.

The question of raising any money
required for cash payments under the
bonus bill, need not be taken up by
Congress until the next session, as
such cash payments are not to be
made until after March 1, next.

Up-State Theatre Purchased

W. N. Shirley, managing director
of the Farash Theatre Co., Inc., of
Schenectady advised THE FILM
DAILY by long distance telephone
yesterday that he acquired the Bar-
clay in that city. This gives the com-
pany four theatres there, the others
being the State, Strand and Albany.

Wilson-Arrow Deal
Producer Sets Program for Next
Season—Serial, 4 Stunt Pictures,

26 Features Included

Ben Wilson leaves for the Coast
tomorrow, after having set his pro-
duction plans for Arrow release for
next season. The deal with "Doc"
Shallenberger calls for a serial for
delivery by Sept. 1 and four stunt pic-
tures based on happenings in a mythi-
cal kingdom, on the order of the Doug
Fairbanks special. In these Ashton
Deerholt will be featured.

There will be a series of 26 five

reelers including six with Dick Hat-
(Continued on Page 3)
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NEW WINE
(Continued from Page 1)

serve film to non-theatrical institu-

tions competing unfairly with mem-
bers of the exhibitors organization.

A small matter to take so much
space. But we're glad to say we're
sorry it happened.

There's something wrong.
Here the MPTO national con-
vention is but a week off. And
still the fireworks aren't being
used up. Is it possible that
both the National organiza-
tion as well as the Allied
group are preserving their
powder? Or are they becom-
ing business men?

Atheneum Destroyed by Fire
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sayville, N. Y.—A fire which con-
sumed 20 buildings destroyed the
Atheneum.

fj
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Can't Wire Films
American Telephone Co. Experts
Think Motion Pictures Cannot
Be Transmitted That Way

There have been a number of
claims advanced that motion pictures
will eventually be transmitted by
wire or radio. C. Francis Jenkins,
a Washington inventor of consider-
able reputation has been at work on
such a plan for some time and de-
clares he has been successful in caus-
ing a moving hand and other moving
objects to appear roughly outlined in

light and shadow, following radio
transmission.

Another such claim has been ad-
vanced by an English inventor. Now,
however, it becomes known that ex-
perts of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. who have succeeded in

transmitting photographs from Cleve-
land to New York over a telephone
wire are of the opinion that the same
method cannot be used as applied to

motion pictures.

The telephone engineers found that

they could send 25 or more dots of

light so swiftly one after the other
that to the eye they seemed to be
simultaneously. These dots could be
disposed in a pattern. Light and shad-
ow effects could be produced on a

coarse scale, roughly resembling mo-
tion pictures. It would take hundreds
of thousands of dots of light of this

kind, it was said, to give genuine
radio motion pictures. The prospect
of shooting prizefight pictures from
the ringside to radio audiences, or of
transmitting synchronized pictures
with opera or other entertainment,
was said to be simply nil.

Pass Better Censorship Ordinance
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Waco, Tex.—A new censorship or-
dinance, designed to create a better
understanding between exhibitors and
the censorship board has been passed.

Next Week at Rialto and Rivoli
Rod La Rocque and Jacqueline Lo-

gan are at the Rivoli next week in

"Code of the Sea." "Sherlock, Jr.,"
starring Buster Keaton, will be at the
Rialto.

"Traffic in Hearts" Ready
C. B. C. announces that "Traffic

in Hearts" has been completed. Scott
Dunlap directed.

R. T. Kane Resigns
(Continued from Page 1)

pleasant association with him, it is

a matter of great regret to me that
the condition of his health makes it

imperative for him to relinquish his

duties. The best wishes of everybody
in the Paramount organization for his

speedy recovery and future success

go with him."

The announcement from Famous
Players pointed out that Kane's resig-

nation was due to ill health. .

Craal Again Heads Va. M. P. T. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Present officers of the

Virginia M. P. T. O. A., were re-

elected yesterday at a meeting held at

the Arlington Hotel. Due to the

very inclement weather, the attend-

ance was somewhat smaller than is

usually the case. However, there was
nothing of stirring importance. The
officers are: E. T. Craal, Newport
News, president; I. Weinberg, Lex-
ington, vice-president; Harry Bern-
stein, Richmond, secretary-treasurer,

and Jake Wells. Richmond, and F.

W. Twyman, Charlottsville, members
of the board of directors.

Following the meeting, the exhibi-

tors visited the local exchanges. The
music tax settlements and general

business conditions were discussed
briefly.

;

Export-Import Un
Joseph Simmonds and George I

Form New Organization to Cot
Foreign Field

Joseph Simmonds and Georg
Kann have formed the SimmcjJ
Kann Enterprises, Inc., with o I
at 220 West 42nd St., to engagl
export and import. Both are

known in the export field.

A great deal of product has air I
been acquired, including twelve Cj
wick Pictures and a group of C
features, and the world rights to

'

Are in Danger."

Tom Terriss Writes From Leviathan
Tom Terriss, who is now in Spain

where he will film scenes for "The
Bandolero" wrote from aboard the

Leviathan that on board he met Emil
Straus and David Sommers who are

planning a $1,000,000 theatre for St.

Louis. They will copy architectural

features of the chapel of Versailles,

for the new theatre.

Small Fire at B'klyn House
A small fire occurred at the New-

kirk theatre, 597 E. 16th St. Brook-
lyn on Monday night when a reel of

film caught in the operators booth.

Several hundred people in the audi-

ence remained quiet and orderly.

"Dorothy Vernon" In Dallas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas
—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-

don Hall", is being road showed here.

"Jimquin" is handling the show at the

Majestic.

NOW PLAYING

_ Betty

O^mpson

MIAMI
Story fr> JOHN LYNCH

an Alan Crosland Production

Produced o, TILFORD CINEMA CORPORATION

HODKJNSON
.RELEASE >

iChadwick Leaves For Coast

I. E. Chadwick, president of Cl
wick Pictures has left for the •
to arrange production of a five rfl

by Larry Semon.
Pictures scheduled for imme(J

production on the coast are:

Tomboy" and "The Street Sinil

directed by John Gorman, and k

Romance of an Actress" and "

shine of Paradise Alley" to be ifl

by Hunt Stromberg.

Novel Way of Showing Seri {

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
J

Providence—Ed. Reed, manag oi

the Strand, is using the serial,"
of '49," in an unusual way. D 1
the month of July he will shovB
serial in three separate parts o a;

reels each, cutting out the chl
titles and repeat action, thus mil
each episode about 9,000 feet eacfl

HAL ROACH'S

STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES

'The Pinnacle of Pantomirr

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
=-tgr^

PLAY GOLF!
For First Class
Golf Equipment

SLAZENGERS
12 E. 43d St., N. Y.

"WE NEVER DISAPP0IN

[ROMiOWFll

L INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 nd STREE
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING ZS

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CSN.MCP
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\: Broadway Theaters
Capitol

colai's "Merry Wives of Windsor" is

noverture, followed by the Capitol Maga-

j Next comes a long and elaborate song-

ic presentation: "Pinafore" in tabloid.

Csailles", an Urban travel classic is screen-

Jijst before Strongheart, the dog, and star

[i'The Love Master", makes a personal

jarance. The organ plays a closing solo.

Lyric
the Spirit of the U. S. A." is the fea-

i Other units include the overture,

•h consists of a medley of popular songs,

The Telephone Girl", a comedy.

Rialto
?irst Roumanian Rhapsody" is the over-

i.
Other musical offerings are: Riesen-

*s Classical Jazz and Marcel Salesco,

jlone, singing Aria from "Benvenuto Cel-

]'. The feature is "The Goldfish", star-

( Constance Talmadge. The balance of

i
program is made up by the Magazine
•Sly and "Echo and Narcissus" (Classic

is Retold).

Rivoli
ie bill is headed by the overture, "Thir-

th Rhapsody", and is comprised of (2)

ill Pictorial; (3) De Forest Phonofilm,

I Roger Wolfe's Symphony Jazz Orchestra

I'ing "Raggedy Ann"; (4) "A Perfect

", sung by Miriam Lax, soprano; Bar-

1 Rowie, soprano ; Inga Wank, mezzo-

fano, and Jean Booth, contralto; (5) the

tare, "Broadway After Dark", (6) Eccen-
Dance, performed by Brennan and Sands,

(7) Lloyd Hamilton in "Lonesome", an
fcational comedy.

Strand
he following are listed on the Strand

fram: Overture—"Capriccio Italian";

A Garden", a dance; The Strand Pic-

il Review ; Wanng's Pennsylvania Orches-

| the feature, "The Woman on the Jury",
an Aesop Fable, "The Flying Carpet".

At Other Houses
feecrets" is still at the Astor; "The
chahoos", in its second week at the Cam-
the Cohan still housing "The Ten Com-
idments", and the Criterion with "Dorothy
non of Haddon Hall"; "America" is at

44th St., and "The Thief of Bagdad",
the Liberty.

Strauss a Producer
Malcom Strauss is producing a pic-

e at the Universal Fort Lee studio

:h George B. Seitz directing. The
ture will be made in serial form
i as a feature for Pathe release

nstance Bennett, in addition to

:k Mulhall and Edna Murphy is

tured.

Nolan Handling 3 Exchanges
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

)enver—Harry T. Nolan has taken
:r supervision of First National of-

:s in Denver, Butte and Salt Lake.
b. Skirboll retains charge in Seat-

Portland, San Francisco and Los
geles.

Lustig Here
lenry H. Lustig is at the Astor
m Cleveland. He and Mrs. Lustig
tcred in.

"Dinty" a Reissue
'"irst National has revised its list

five reissues to include "Dinty".

Wilson-Arrow Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

, and in which will appear two
ned horses said to be marvels.

Takes Product for Europe
H. Taylor of Screenart, Ltd., will

: the Wilson product for United
gdom, France, Switzerland, Hol-
l and Portugal.

Plans For "Rudy"
(Continued from Page 1)

have been current here that Mr. H.
W. Thompson wished to terminate
the contract that he holds for the dis-

tribution rights of Great Britain. Mr.
Williams is also engaging another
screen artist, about whom he is re-

ticent at the moment, but concern-
ing whom he will have some more
news to give out before he returns in

approximately a month's time."
Hugh D. Mcintosh is expected to

handle the Valentino productions, ne-
gotiations between J. D. Williams and
H. W. Thompson having, it is report-

ed, fallen through.

Starts "Sainted Devii" Today
Rudolph Valentino starts work on

"A Sainted Devil," this morning at

the Paramount studio. Joseph Hena-
bery will direct.

More Offices for Brazil

Paramount intends opening offices

at Recife, Ribeirao Preto and Botuca-
tu, all important Brazilian points in

order to further take care of distrib-

ution. Three branches are now main-
tained in that country.

Walsh Leaves For Coast

Raoul Walsh chief director and a
member of the directorate of the new-
ly formed Imperial Pictures Corp., is

en route to the coast to film the com
pany's first picture.

Burstein and Jacobs Here
Arrivals from Europe include L.

Burstein, a Swiss distributor and Ar
thur H. Jacobs. The latter told friends
aboard ship that he intended enter
ing another business.

Neilan Faces Operation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles — Marshall Neilan
leaves for London in about two weeks
to undergo an operation of the stom-
ach.

Flinn Due Friday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—John C. Flinn has
left for the East, via San Francisco.
He is due in New York Friday.

Hoyt to Direct "Lost World"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Harry O. Hoyt will
direct "The Lost World" for First
National.

Going To India
(Continued from Page 1)

probably remain away from New
York for about seven months.
He will maintain headquarters in

Calcutta, but will charter a boat in
much the same manner as he did for
"Down to the Sea in Ships," and will
secure the highlights of his produc-
tion aboard the vessel. A. G. Penrod,
the cameraman who photographed
the unusual whaling sequence in the
other Clifton picture, will go with the
director. It may be necessary to send
for American players later on, but
Clifton stated yesterday he was not
sure about that at the moment.

In The Courts
A judgment for $1300 was direct-

ed in the City Court yesterday against

the Theatre Owners Dist. Corpora-
tion, in a suit of Arthur A. Waloff on
an assigned claim of William A. True
for a loan to the corporation from
October to March last. The defen-

dant alleged that while True was act-

ing as president and general man-
ager, he withdrew $4,000 from the

company without the knowledge of

the other officers, and applied it to his

own use.

Sydney S. Cohen, who states that

he has resigned as president of the

defendant, sent in an affidavit that the

money advanced by True was only to

be repaid out of the sale of stock and
from profits. True denied this, and
said that he has a further claim for

$2300 for loans and $20,000 for sal-

ary.

Seattle Censor Board Quits

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle—Most members of the local

censor board have resigned as a re-

sult of Mayor Brown's attempt to

add on duties formerly handled by the'

police department. Mary Green
Lewis is temporary chairman of the

new board, the attitude of which is

causing exhibitors and exchanges
some anxiety.

Boston Film Club Holds Elections
(Special to THE FILM BAILY)

Boston—Mrs. Winifred C. Pike has
been elected president of the Film
Club. Nancy Harris was chosen vice-

president; Elizabeth A. Downs, sec-

ond vice-president; Mrs. Edwin L.
Klahrex, secretary; Mrs. J. J. Cor-
bert, treasurer; Mrs. Alma Rogers,
auditor.

Pre-Historic Animals in Film
(Special to THB FILM DAILY)

Washington—At the recent con-
vention of the American Ass'n of

Museums, pre-historic animals ap-
peared in a film as part of a lecture

by Arthur S. Coggeshall, of Pitts-

burgh.

Reports On Projection Machines
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The first report of

the newly appointed inspector of pro-
jection machines for the Film Board
of Trade, W. Q. Keen shows that ex-
hibitors were in the mood to co-oper-
ate with that body to conserve films

by repairing defective machines.

Saves House From Flames
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Eleanora was
threatened by destruction by fire but
the damage was confined to only a
few hundred dollars because of the
quick work of a policeman.

Higgins Erecting $550,000 Theatre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tampaqua, Pa.—The Higgins Ho-
tel Corp. is erecting a $550,000 hotel
and theatre building.

Vera Gordon has been secured to
appear in "Potash and Perlmutter"
in Hollywood. She leaves for the
Coast in a few days.

Changes In Field
(Continued from Page 1)

been appointed district manager for

the combined companies, in charge
of St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha
and Des Moines.
Sam E. Shirley, district manager

for Metro in charge of Chicago, Kan-
sas City, St. Louis, Omaha, and Min-
neapolis is to be a district manager for

Metro-Goldwyn with Chicago, In-

dianapolis, Milwaukee and Minnea-
polis under his wing.
Both Hickey and Shirley are now

here, following a visit to various ex-
changes of both companies in this

part of the country. In Omaha, C.

T. Lynch who is now Goldwyn-Cos-
mopolitan manager is to be Metro-
Goldwyn manager and in Kansas
City, L. M. Metzger, now with Gold-
wyn-Cosmopolitan is to be resident
manager for the new company.

Remy Out in Dallas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—L. B. Remy, district man-
ager for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan in

Dallas and Oklahoma has resigned.
No announcement has been made of

his successor.

Chicago Forms Baseball League
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Baseball teams from lo-

cal Metro, Universal, Paramount and
First National exchanges have been
formed and will soon enter into an
inter-exchange tournament.

Warned Against Fire Violations
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—All exhibitors have re-

ceived a list of rules and regulations
relative to fire ordinances for theatres,
taken from the Rules and Regulations
of the Amusement Act.

Examinations for Laboratory Aid
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The Civil Service
Commission will hold an examination
throughout the country on June 18
to fill vacancies in the Dept. of Agri-
culture, laboratory end.

"Winning His Way" and "The
Title Holder," the first two of the
Dempsey two reelers for Universal
are en route from the Coast.

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5450-1

ATTRACTIVE OFFICE
Present occupant will divide
1400 sq. feet. Windows facing
Broadway, 50th & 51st Streets.

Unusual opportunity. Room
701—1650 Broadway.
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swept hard boiled New
>rk off its feet!

Read what the critics say:

»njoyed every moment of it!

ly decidedly, do not miss this picture."

N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

?htly comedy. A good hour's entertainment."

N. Y. Morning Telegraph.

sing entertainment."

N.Y. Daily News

entertainment, clever and well done throughout."

N. Y. Evening Journal

Get your dates now
for big Summer business!

MARY
ASTOR

IIVERSAL JEWELV WARNER OLAND RAYMOND HATTON

CAPL LAEMMLE
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Newspaper Opinions

New York
"Broadway After Dark"—Warner's

Rialto

AMERICAN—' * * The play was prob-

ably heavy, cumbersome melodrama without

a saving ray of sunshine, while the picture is

such' good entertainment we sit and wonder
how it was possible.

One reason it was possible is that

Monta Bell held the directorial reins. * * *

DAILY NEWS—If you are not already

initiated into the ways and wonderments of

the so-called Smart Set you'd better take a

look at "Broadway After Dark," * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * Anyway, it

is a frank and thrilling mellerdrammer and
one that will make the folks in the small

towns "Oh 1" and "Ah I" and mutter what
a terrible place Broadway must be after

all. * * *

* * * The film will probably "knock 'em
cold" in the small towns.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * a long stride

in the right direction. It pleases us im-

mensely and if any there be who does not
like this * * * we shall be glad to take him
aside and show him where he is wrong.

* * * Every one in the cast deserves a

medal for his good work. Monta Bell di-

rected the picture. He deserves two.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * The
Owen Davis play has received excellent han-
dling by both the scenario writer and Monta
Bell, the director. * * *

* * * Improbable it may be, but it is also

highly entertaining and provides art hour
of laughter and absorbing interest. * * *

POST—* * * an interesting film, but it

gives you the same feeling that you get when
watching one of these slow-motion pictures.

It hasn't enough speed or action or what-
ever it is that makes good pictures hold you
breathless while they zip along. * * *

Still, there are two things * * * which
make it stand out above a good many other
fillums we have seen * * * the acting, and
* * *Norma Shearer, * * *

SUN—* * * once you get into the spirit

of the thing, it fairly fascinates you. * * *

"Broadway After Dark" is entertaining.

TELEGRAM * * * you will have glimpses
of club life, the goings on in cabarets, ex-

citing parties in studios. * * *

TIMES—* * * a pseudo-melodrama light-

ened with stretches of really good comedy.
* * * The story is of the old variety, but the

picture has been so skillfully handled, espe-
cially in the injection of funny situations,

that one forgets to grieve at the heroine's
plight. We venture to say that it is a pro-
duction which will be immensely enjoyed.
* * * Monta Bell directed this production,
which makes an unusually good entertain-
ment. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * looks
like 100 per cent money getter in almost any
type of theatre. It is good jazzy hoak with
the punch to put it over at the box office.
* # #

WORLD—* * * It is pretty sickly stuff
* * * and still the picture is going to be im-
mensely interesting to persons who have
heard all about and never seen the Great
White Way. * * *

With due credit to Mr. Bell, the director,
for a perfectly fine piece of work, consider-
ing, there isn't a great deal in it to wring
the heart or send you up shouting. * * *

good comedy. * * * and so the picture drags
along instead of bounding along as it should
do. The story is too full of holes to bear
a scrutinizing gaze. * * *

POST—* * * While you may not exactly
like the subject matter of it—we didn't

—

there's no getting away from the fact that

it's full of laughs and good acting and Con-
nie Talmadge, which would seem to be about
enough for one picture.

Miss Talmadge is prettier than ever, * * *

TIMES—As a light comedy, * * * "The
Goldfish," * * * is one of those refreshing

entertainments one enjoys while viewing and
forgets soon afterward. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * Pro-
jecting for 78 minutes, the feature inclines to

pall as it approaches the closing footage.

The simple expedient of cutting should
remedy that blemish.

It pleased at the Rialto, and it will do
likewise in any of the better houses for

those who pass through the gate to see it.

WORLD—* * * The film version has
made it even more innocuous and added a

dash of slapstick, hilariously played by ZaSu
Pitts. Constance Talmadge prances through
the role of the much married Jennie * * *

very prettily. * * *

"The Goldfish"—First Nat'l

Rivoli

DAILY—NEWS—* * * All the charm-
ing vulgarity of our divorce laws creeps
naively into the unfolding of the artless tale.

Which is to say that "The Goldfish" is

funny and bad mannered. Zasu Pitts, * * *

Mr. Mulhall * * * and Edward Connelly help
to enliven the scene. Talmadge fans will

find it without a flaw. There are enough
closeups of the star to satisfy the most de-
voted admirer.

EVENING WORLD—* * * "The Gold-
fish," is a far more enjoyable picture than it

was a play. In fact, we think it is one of
the best things, if not the best, that Con-
stance has done. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—"The Goldfish"
has been badly cut and it seems a shame, for
if the scenes were reduced to exclude repeti-
tion the * * * picture would be a mighty

"The Love Master"—First Nat'l

Capitol

AMERICAN—* * * rather ordinary melo-

drama, but my two canine friends relieve it

from being just a picture. Anyone who loves

dogs will enjoy seeing the romance. * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * There is not,

in our estimation, a more natural actor on
the screen than this wonderful dog and it is

a decided pleasure to see him work. * * *

* * * is by far the best dog-star picture we
ever saw. It is our advice that movie-goers
do not miss it.

HERALD—TRIBUNE—* * * we never
yet have seen one of his pictures that did not

seem far too long. * * *

* * * we like it better than any of the
others because it has plenty of comedy and
some excellent titles. We especially like the

scenes in which no humans interfere. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—A picture

with Strongheart is always refreshing. It

has none of the stereotyped conventions
which so often comprise celluloid drama, but
it establishes a field of its own. It has the

tang of the great outdoors the appeal of

wild things, * * *

POST—* * * His work in the picture,

"The Love Master," again shows his re-

markable intelligence and camera technique,
though the story doesn't give him as much
of a chance as some he has worked in. The
film is pretty good, on the whole, * * *

TELEGRAM—Strongheart, * * * makes a
big hit in * * * "The Love Match" * * *

TIMES—* * * The interesting scenery
coupled with the sympathetic actions of the
two dumb animals prop up a weak and drag-
ging narrative, which by careful editing and
cutting could be considerably improved.

* * * Laurence Trimble, the director, has
centered his attention on the dogs without
giving as much heed to the story as he
should have done. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * is far

from being the best story that he has had on
the screen. It is a long, drawn-out and tire-

some tale that is entirely disconnected and
very weakly knit together. * * *

Where the dog is used to make personal
appearances the picture will get over, but as
general entertainment it is poor stuff. * * *

WORLD—* * * Strongheart * * * is a
magnificient dog, one quite apart in sense
from any canine ever placed on exhibition
before. And still, the story, an improbable
and rambling piece, seemed far beneath its

star's own requirements. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * will

bring its producer and distributors great fi-

nancial profit if the millions who weekly at-

tend the motion picture threatre of this coun-
try still love their hoakum strong and un-
diluted. It has all there is and then some.
By that is meant that "The Spirit of the

U. S. A." is a flag play. It is a mother
play, and Mary Carr is the mother. * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * Like his other popu-
lar films. "The Spirit of the U. S. A." was
written for him by his mother, Mrs. Emilie
Johnson, who admits that the passing of

the late President Wilson inspired her to

write this "mother-patriotic picture" which
glorifies mother and son love.

"The Woman on the Jury"—1st Nat'l

Strand

AMERICAN—* * * a mystery story with
a mystery unfolded in the beginning. Even
so, it is good entertainment, and does not
lose any of its value. * * *

"The Woman on the Jury, while no great
contribution to the artistic success of the
"fillums," is a rattling good box office at-

traction. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL— * * * The
photoplay has a compelling theme and re-

sembles in every detail the stage play of the

same name. Striking scenes are well portray-
ed, though at times exaggerated. * "* *

EVENING WORLD—* * * a corking
good picture; so good, in fact, that we are
going to see it again. Seldom have we be-
held a picture with such a cast. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—It is far away
from being a good picture. The story never
interested us very much and it doesn't seem
to prove anything; and leaving Sylvia Bream-
er in the title role certainly doesn't help
matters any. * * *

The lighting or the printing was so bad
that it made even Bessie Love look old and
ugly. So the picture registers zero as far

as we are concerned.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * those
who want to see a tense dramatic story,

splendidly acted by an unusually notable cast
* should go to see it. It will hold them,

once the plot gets going, to the final fadeout,
* * * ,

POST—* * * While the story requires
some padding to make it stretch to feature
length, it contains such tense dramatic situ-

ations flavored with a little spice, and is so
admirably acted, that it makes a mighty fine

picture. * * *

SUN—* * * one of the best melodramas
presented at the local movie emporiums dur-
ing the season. * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * Here is an ideal melo-
drama * * * with a story that catches the
attention from the beginning and holds it

steadfast until the final fadeaway. * * *

TIMES—* * * It is an instance where the
narrative survives in spite of much exagger-
ated acting, poor direction and an overdose
of unnecessary close-ups. As for the sub-
titles, they are hardly marvels of originality

or terseness.

Lew Cody * * * is quite capable. * * *

WORLD— * * * There is a naive disregard
for abstract justice in the theme which is

amusing or shocking according to your re-

actions toward abstract justice. * * *

The film was acted according to the best
Pinero traditions with Sylvia Breamer and
Lew Cody heading the cast.

Out-of-Town

"The Rendezvous"—Gold.-Cos
Strand, Detroit

FREE PRESS* * * * From the d
point of view, the picture is one of t

that Neilan has made; in technique,
photography, and in lighting, it is

and compelling.
NEWS— It is well off the beaten j

aglow with vibrancy and color and is

taining in spite of its inconsistent sib

TIMES— Marshall Neilan in "The
vous" which opened at the Broadway
Sunday has produced a picture sur

with Russian atmosphere, tense with
full of strong emotions.

"The Song of Love"—1st 1

Olympia, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—* * * Tendency t
* * * spreads rapidly to other mem
the cast and ultimately to the audienc
Song of Love" degenerates by su
stages ever more swiftly into the
"Saharan drama" that was outmodi
"The Sheik."

"The Spirit of the U. S. A."—F. B. O.

Lyric

EVENING JOURNAL—Mary Carr and
Johnnie Walker are again united in a throb-
bing heart-interest story and are well cast.
* * *

Mrs. Carr does some appealing acting
as the mother. * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * It is another
one of those mother pictures. * * *

But when Mary Carr plays the mother and
Johnny Walker plays the son, there is bound
to be a lot of good acting and barrels of
tears. * * *

* * It is a picture well worth the seeing
if you want to cry a bit, smile a bit and
laugh a bit.

"Through the Dark"—Gold.-Co
Strand, Montreal

STAR—An intensely exciting
Blackie" film with San Francisco's
world as a background is presented
under the tile of "Through the Dark.
story has a good moral.

New York Chicago Hollyw
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Thundering Dawn"—Universal

Strand, Cincinnati

riBUNE—* * * Anything in which Anna
jlsson plays a part is essentially inter-

i(. Miss Nilsson is charming in her role

: "first love."

"Tiger Rose"—Warners
Strand, Omaha

li)RLD-HERALD—As for Miss Ulric.
jrives an interesting performance • • •

<s girl of the north who drifted into the
• from "way up north." She has a trick
j'een fascination all her own.

"Triumph"—F. P.-L.
Walnut, Cincinnati

IIBUNE—The way in which the girl

i|es the man she loves proves to be the
iiial feature of interest in the picture.

Alhambra, Milwaukee
tNTINEL—Although it is melodrama, its

is and situations have been so cleverly

fed that there is no hardship in following
haze of complications that beset the hero
lieroine before love's path is clear.

Missouri, St. Louis
i.OBE DEMOCRAT—* * * Filled with
(rn sets and figures. Gaudy scenes of

Jdor, lavishness of costume and revel, and
human touch, gives "Triumph" a very

y reception.

)ST-DISPATCH—The excellent work
eatrice Joy and Rod La Rocque in the
lg holes has much to do with the sue-
ul exploitation of a story. * * *

'MES—* * .* The film is a very good
ng's entertainment.

"True As Steel"
California, Los Angeles

(Week ending May 10)

lAMINER—If he isn't setting out with
dea of making it great, he at least is

re in trying to make it real. A genre
ing of the upper middle class in our
ica, you might call this, his latest pic-
from his own pen and megaphone.

.

^PRESS—Rupert Hughes has given a
edly interesting and entertaining view
isiness in its effect upon the relations of
and women in "True As Steel."* * •

JRALD—Rupert Hughes wrote "True
Steel," a charming little story with life

jpersed throughout its length and
Ith.

£WS—Rupert Hughes, well-known man-
urer of cinema puzzles, succeeds so
lughly in mystifying those who try to
his latest invention, which he has had

ited under the label, "True As Steel."

SCORD—"It's the little things that
t," one sage remarked. So it is with the
res written by Rupert Hughes. He
color to his photoplays by bringing out
human interest touches that are gen-

' omitted.
MES—* * * "True As Steel" doesn't
! anything—not even that the major can
out a remarkably fine or clever picture
attempt.

Rialto, Washington
MES—It is a story of human, living
cters, who live natural lives in a natural
There are no spotless heroines, there

10 godlike heroes. * * *

"Twenty-One"—1st Nat'l
Regent, Rochester

CMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—Rich-
3arthe1mess can give even a rather hack-
1 picture, such as is the one in which
ime to the Regent yesterday for a week's
?ement. a pleasant flavor and a good
:e of appeal.
SRALD—To the director of this picture,
ver he is, the writer has striven for some
to discover his name, go several leaves
the bay leaf crowns that justly go to
Ed Barthelmess and Dorothy Mackail
r-ving the screen an entirely delightful
rn-st^ entrancing photoplay, "Twenty.

URNAL AND POST EXPRESS—
I isn't much to the story—it appeals just
ise it is so human and every one acts
v much as you would expect him toMES-UNION—"Twenty-One" which is
[shown at the Regent Theatre is not
bad entertainment, though it is not so
a vehicle as that always sincere and

ted actor Richard Barthelmess is enti-

"Vagabond Trail"—Fox
Moon, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD — There are enough
original twists in the plot of * * * "The
Vagabond Trail," * * * to make this western
story entertaining, even to those who care
little for this type.

"Week End Husbands"—Equity
Karlton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Without a doubt, Mr. Aver-
age Movie Fan will find "Week-end Hus-
bands," now showing at the Karlton, enter-
taining enough. There is sufficient action and
just about the right amount of romance and
love tossed into the lot.

INQUIRER—* * * Is the old movie story

of marriage with a new name. It is aimless
and lacking in interest.

NORTH AMERICAN—It is a bootlegging
tale that travels a gilded but moral way from
the Atlantic coast to Paris.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—* • • Is

based upon the well-known triangle situation

in which the charming young wife plays with
the affections of the other man while her
husband is busy making enough money to

keep her in luxuries.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—If one is

willing to pass over the fact that a poison
case is cured by the use of a stethoscope, the
picture will be found quite entertaining.

"When A Girl Leaves Home"—Asso.
Ex.—World, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—An all star cast that
really is an all star cast and a dominating
love theme makes Associated Exhibitors' pic

ture, "When a Girl Loves," * * • interesting.

Kings, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * A remarka-

ble cast, a most interesting background and
theme * * *

POST-DISPATCH—Swift action starting

in Russia and moving on to even quicker
tempo in the United States make a thrilling,

if sometimes distracting and disquieting mel-
odrama. * * *

STAR—* * * A somewhat incoherent but
never dull drama of many characters and
mixed emotions.
TIMES—Agnes Ayres, as a sentimental

daughter of Russia, assumes a wistful role.
* * * The title, so apparently intended to at-

tract attention, does not at all reveal the real

worth of the picture.

"The Whipping Boss"—F. B. O.
Olympic, Chicago

HERALD AND EXAMINER — "The
Whipping Boss" could scarcely be described
as a pretty film because most of its events
demonstrate man's brutality to man, but for
its purpose it is reasonably effective.

JOURNAL—"The Whipping Boss" is a
neat and interesting showing of adventures
in cruelty, successfully put down by the
Legionnaires. It has the punch of prom-
ising drama, abundant action and that fair

indispensable—love.

"The White Sister"—Metro
Capitol, Montreal

STAR—With Lillian Gish in the role of
the heroine of Marion Crawford's charming
novel, the production is more than a dramatic
love story; it is an inspirational picture of
the beauty of sorrow and sacrifice. * * *

"Why Men Leave Home"—Warners
Capitol, Cincinnati

TRIBUNE—A clever satire on modern mar-
ried life in which a man neglects his wife
after only a year of marriage forms the basis
of the plot of "Why Men Leave Home." • • •

Rialto, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD— The production Is

filled with bubbling chuckles and here and
there a big laugh. It is a very sparkling
comedy which in the beginning pokes sly
fun at the women.

"The Woman on the Jury"—1st Natl
Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—A photoplay that should be
listed among the best of the 1924 releases is
"The Woman on the Jury." • • • It is one
of the most gripping film plays offered to
Detroiters in many weeks.
NEWS—A gripping climax staged in a

jury room • • • gives "The Woman on the
Jury," at the Capitol this week, a distinctly
ew film situation of powerful audience appeal.

.
TIMES—* * * Is filled with tense dramatic

situations that grip the interest of the audi-
ence to final fadeout. And it has its lighter
moments with some genuine comedy fur-
nished by Ford Sterling.

IN BOSTON
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America Convention

May 27th, 28th, 29th.

EVERY MORNING
Bright and Early Special Editions of The Film Daily For

All Who Are There

EVERYBODY
Throughout the Country Will Be Interested in What's

Going On— They'll All Be Reading

BBHBr*tiEfiVg1U'ara£.'<£5ES»SS3ai
3/* BUD5TREET^JgFfllflk 7A>RECOMIZED
oTfilmdom^" FUl*""1** Authority

Special Convention Numbers

More Circulation—More Interest

More Size—Same Rates
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when he wired!

from the coast

"another Knockout!"
Oh Boy, you'll say he

was when you see

5

"THE PERFECT FLAPPER
«** COLLEEN MOORI

adapted from the story by Jessie Henderson with Sydney Chaplir

Frank Mayo—Phyllis Haver—directed by JOHN FRANCIS DILLC

It's the biggest bunch of box
office values on the market
FIRST NATIONAL hits with another I
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PROFITS
By DANNY

ire there any? In keep
h house open during the hot

nmer months? If not; why
r they kept open? Just a fewy
fche questions propounded byf
h operator of one of the largest

i:uits in the country. Who?
t;, no. But think over what he
I s.

the M
iced THE FAMOUS FORT!

about time," he queried, ount has ever produced. I a
forgot thinking smaii ave its biggest year."

sn't it

l|it we
i!n ways? Keeping the houses open
jyear was all right during 1900.
J it's different now. And why don't
operate accordingly? Why don't

! follow the legitimate, and close

Vn during the hot weather? It

uld mean a lot. First we would
save money—and thus make

fiey.

"Secondly we would rest up
our people, our patrons, and
make them hungry for good
pictures in September. What
do they get as 'entertainment'

in the summer months? Pic-

tures we won't play any other

time. Exhibitors won't ^y
real prices for summer shows;
distributors hold back conse-

quently anything worth while;

and the public is sour of what
:hey see.

Meanwhile, with operating costs
mting we are up against it. One
ion they mount is that all help
ut our theatres feel we must need
n to keep open 52 weeks a year.
I they make us pay through the
:. Our big houses cost $25,000 a
I more to operate today than four
ive years ago. In wages alone

—

icians, electricians, operators, etc.

ve ran 40 weeks and laid them
you would find things different."

Lot of truth in this. And
wu know it. But where will
lou find the Hero. Who first
tarts closing down in sum-
ner. Not so long as his oppo-
ition remains open. He isn't
'oing to give that bird a
hance. To steal his business.
Uxy; no; NOT!

ad a great laugh yesterday. Saw
t Dog" an animal comedy brought
1 Europe by Harry Reichenbach.
• of good entertainment. Couple

{Continued on Page 2)

)US FORTY all look good to
to take care of a bigger busi

Agree On Repeal
Conferees on Revenue Revision Bill

Decide Not to Change Items Af-
fecting Industry

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—The conferees on the

Revenue Revision Bill came to an

f* agreement on that measure yesterday.
No changes have been made in the

items of direct interest to the moving
picture industry.

It is anticipated by Chairman
Smoot, of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, that the report of the con-
ferees can be wipped into shape in

time to have it acted upon finally in

the Senate on Saturday and in the

House on Monday.
Discussing the bill as it now

stands, Senator Smoot declared that

while it is not what he would like to

have it, in its present form, it is not
so bad and he hopes that the Presi-

dent will find it possible to sign the
measure.

THE FAMOUS FORTY a?
Keneiai uusmras (.omflTmmi ,«»„...

Pittsburg, Cleveland Cincinnati"and
that section, as far from good. "Autc
manufacturers are laying off hands,
the coal mining section is unsatisfac-
tory and business is consequently off",
he says.

Giannini Heads Merged Banks
The Commercial Nat'l Bank and

the East River Nat'l Bank have

I

merged, under the title of the latter

I

institution, with Dr. A. H. Giannini
as president. Both banks have been

|
interested in film finance for some

, time. Five offices will be maintained,
with the main office at 41st St. and
Broadway. On the board of directors
are: Joseph M.^ Schenck, Nicholas
Schenck, Sam H. Harris, Fortune
Gallo, of the San Carlos Opera Co.;
A. L. Erlanger and John Golden.

Grand Resting
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—Sam Grand is reported to
be in a hospital here, taking a much
needed rest cure.

Pointed Questions
R. Wilby of Ala. Wants to Know
About Values—Some Interesting

Things About Salesmen
Robert B. Wilby runs a half dozen

houses in several cities in Alabama.
He takes up the cudgels in behalf of
the little exhibitor, and in a very in-
teresting letter says:

"Dear Danny:
I take it that Mr. Pearson, and

therefore you in so heartilv endors-
ing his statement in vour" issue ofMay 5 is complaining: not so exeatlv
at combinations as at the results got-
ten by them, the "securing service at

(Continued on Page 4)

Foreign Director for Alice Terry?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Herbert Howe, who
accompanied Rex Ingram to Africa
where "The Arab" was made, has
written a long article for the Times
in which he discusses Ingram and his

plans. Speaking of Alice Terry, he
says:
"He (Ingram) plans to get a noted

foreign director to direct her in sev-
eral big productions over there."

New Warner Deals
The Warners' have closed the fol-

lowing branches for 1924-1925 pro-
duct. Territory served out of Los
Angeles and San Francisco to George
A. Oppenheimer, Inc.; Canada to

Regal Films. Ltd.; and Wisconsin to

Tunstall Film Exchange.

Emmett Flynn Here
Emmett J. Flynn is in town for a

conference with William Fox.
-Thomas _N«-_Mh-anda who wrote

the continuity for~
Jl
l he Houseboat on

the Styx" which Flynn will direct is

also here.

Theatre Competition
By Producers-Distributors and Non-

Theatrical Exhibitors to Be Dis-
cussed at Boston Convention

To more definitely and specifically

establish and protect the position and
interests of the exhibitor against the

constantly widening competition of

producer-owned theatres and non-
theatrical institutions of all kinds will

be one of the bigger tasks to be dis-

cussed at the Boston convention of

the M. P. T. O. A. next week.

Exhibitor officials report that there

is so much to be done and so short

a time to do it in, that the program
laid out has been revised so as to

bring forward the highly important
elements and thus have time to con-
sider essentials.

They declare that every hour of

May 27th, 28th and 29th will be de-
voted to important exhibitor business
at the Copley Plaza convention hall.

It is expected that a considerable por-
tion of the work will come into the

meeting fairly well shaped because
it has been considered so much in

detail by the state and regional
bodies. Sydney S. Cohen has trans-

(Continued on Page 2)

May Settle Out of Court

Harry G. Kosch, attorney for Weiss
Bros, and Ralph A. Kohn of the Fam-
ous Players legal department will

hold a meeting today to discuss the
suit filed by Famous against Weiss
Bros, over the use of "Moses and the
Ten Commandments" in exploiting
"After Six Days". The possibility of
arranging- the matter out of court
will be discussed.

Kaufman Coming East

Al Kaufman is due in New York
from Los Angeles in about ten days
on a vacation.

Baum To Produce
Former Equity Sales Manager to Re-

lease Through F. B. O.—Forms
Gothic Pictures

Lou Baum,'* former sales manager
of Equity Pictures has formed a new
company called Gothic Pictures Co.
of which he will be president. The
company has secured a distribution
contract for four pictures from F.
B. O.
The product will be made at the

distributing company's coast plant,

the first to be "Purchased Youth" ;n
which Anna Q. Nillson will Be" fea-
tured. Roy Neill will direct. Baum
leaves for the Coast in a few days to

get work under way.
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PROFITS
(Continued from Page 1)

of those dogs are almost human. No
release set. But it will help out the
program on many summer shows;
that's sure.

Balance your program. Elmer
Pearson of Pathe has just sent
a strong letter to his branch
men. To keep this balance
right. And he is on the right
road. It's no use to show any-
thing like a fine short subject

—

such as The Chronicles of Am-
erica—with a picture of exceed-
ingly doubtful moral tone. It's

the silliness of ideas. And it

should be stopped. Balance
your bill. Then your bank bal-
ance will be healthy.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

A OACK WHITE PRODUCTION

A
THERE HE GpES"

COM0PY
\A/1TH

Ligt (on\ey\

cuU 2e<rraC do iMf

Ge°,tg
e

Cot?
otd&

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Theatre Competition
(Continued from Page 1)

mitted to state officials the subjects

likely to form the basis for definite

action and asked that they be con-
sidered carefully so as to arrive at

entirely practical conclusions at the

Boston meeting without unnecessary
delay.

Tlie producer-owned theatre is held

to be one of the problems in the

industry. M. P. T. O. officials be-

lieve tlie situation not only involves

unfair competition but also brings to

view a public menace in a possible

centralized control of the screen. It

is believed that definite action will

be taken on that subject by the con-
vention delegates.

"Another line of procedure", said

an M. P. T. O. A. statement yester-

day, "will be the laying of plans for

the strengthening and development
of state and regional bodies. With
membership in the national organi-

zation direct and with strong affilia-

tions in every state, through National

M. P. Day participation and other
activities the work has finally as-

sumed a complete nation-wide aspect

and these new conditions must be met
and processes evolved to keep pace
with the latest developments. The
utility of state and regional bodies
must be brought to a higher stand-
ard in legislative matters especially

to completely protect the interests of

the theatre owners."
The formation of grievance boards,

to consider the direct complaints of

exhibitors and suggest lines of action

for state and regional bodies, will be
one of the subjects discussed. This
question is said to be operating well
in certain sections of the Middle-
West.
Canadian affiliation will be discuss-

ed to extend and develop the commer-
cial and social relations between Can-
ada and this country through screen
publicity. A large delegation will be
present from Canada.

Sydney S. Cohen leaves for Boston
tomorrow to arrange for the meeting
of the board of directors on Monday.
He was advised by wire from Glenn
Harper that the Los Angeles delega-
tion would leave today with instruc-

tions to support a presidential candi-
date "in harmony with the present
administration".

Says L. A. Should Boost Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Speaking before the

Los Angeles Credit Men's Assn., John
E. Barber, vice-president of the First

National Bank, declared that $1,250,-

000,000 had been invested in the film

industry and that it was most essen-

tial to the welfare of Los Angeles.
Barber said that as the largest single

hen he wh
om the coa

mother Kn
>h Boy, yoi

i when yoi

Mae Murray in "Mademoiselle
Midnight," will be the feature at the
Capitol next week.

IV 4
"Hold Your Breath" Showing
Hodkinson will give a showing of

"Hold Your Breath" at Loew's New
York Roof this afternoon at 2:30.

ATTRACTIVE OFFICE
Present occupant will divide

1400 sq. feet. Windows facing
Broadway, 50th & 51st Streets.

Unusual opportunity. Room
701—1650 Broadway.

COMING SOON

rtOLDVOUtf*

vfn AL CHRISTIE FEATURE

Dorothy Devore

„ i

with

WALTER H1ERS - TL1LLY MARSHALL - JIMMIE ADAMS

PRISC1LLA BONNER and KMMIE HARRISON

J HODKINSON RELEASE

[HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes Only"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy=-%-=

—

GOLF
EQUIPMENT

For MEN WHO KNOW
SLAZENGERS

12 E. 43d St., N. Y. C.

CAMERAS WANTED
M. P. Studio Camera Also 8 x 10

Still Outfit. State Particulars.

PRODUCTIVE FILMS, INC.
292 Flatbush Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE WORLD IN COLOR
A short subject

Issued monthly by
Kelley Color Laboratory Inc.

Palisade, N. J.
Phone Cliffside 1345

State Rights

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.
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jewspaper Opinions
"Sherlock, Jr."—Metro

Lyric, Cincinnati

".IBUNE—Keaton's portrayal of a general

iy person employed by a theater provides
nirth-provoking situations for which he is

Loews Palace, Washington FOR FALL AND WINTER

m mumtm^m. mt mt

»****,

EBALD—In "Sherlock, Jr.," Buster Kea-
.•itt'ers one of the most droll and convuls- 1

screen laugh-makers he has ever brought
e silver sheet.

1)ST—•* * * Is told in a series of laugh-
:>king scenes that whizz by in rapid sue-

On. There is not a dull moment in the
is picture.

JAR—It would not be fair to future
l nces to list the many delightful occur-
;:s that aroused continuous laughter yes-

y afternoon. It is sufficient to say that
frlock, Jr.," is one of the best antidotes
loom. * * *

VIES—* * * Here not only is genuine
aking, but skill of no uncertain order
•anning the "gag."

(paramount pictures
- 1924-5

Man

—

f the Mail Pours In!"Sporting Youth"—Universal

Fox, Philadelphia

.'LLETIN—* * * Is "just another one of

j
racing pictures." Reginald Denny makes

asing hero, as the chauffeur who disobeys
bss, enters the motor race, and, of course^

ce^ rpjjg FAMOUS FORTY is the greatest line-up of box-office attrac-

[ffiido^ produced. I am positive that with this line-up, Para-

)RTH AMERICAN—The plot is neatlyiaVe *tS Dlgg6SI year.
ailed and briskly handled. In the part
e racing chauffeur, the Reginald Denny
e £ "Le thernnsher" fame has other

M. ALLEN
Allen Theatre
Windsor, Ont., Canada.

"THE FAMOUS FORTY all look good to me. With such pictures I feel like remodel-

ing my house to take care of a bigger business in the Fail."

N. I. WALKEN
Palace Theatre
Washington, Pa.

"The titles of THE FAMOUS FORTY are the best any company has yet given their

features. It looks just like one box-office value after another."

C. C. PYLE
Home Theatre
Danville, 111.

"From point of view of titles, casts and stories, Paramount's FAMOUS FORTY
should prove a winner at the box-office. The advertising paper is certainly going
to prove an asset."

A. N. GONSIOR
Virginia Theatre
Champaign, 111.

And hundreds of other letters like these!

e

PRODUCED BY

A FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
* ADOI'M 1UKOR JE'iii IL.S.V C ECIL . Ol M IU.E.

m^mf "T V ww w j
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Pointed Questions
(Continued from Page 1)

less than they should and can afford

to pay". That, it seems, is the sore

spot.

"You say that such an exhibitor—the one
who doesn't pay all he can afford—is a hog;
Mr. Pearson calls him a thief. Then you
say the words aren't harsh enough.

"Of course you and Mr. Pearson know
exactly what you're talking about. Like
plenty of other little exhibitors, I, imagine,

I don't. So I ask

:

"Is the measure of the worth of a picture

what an exhibitor can afford, and that only?
"And what can he afford? 20%? 25%?

30%? And how can he know exactly, or

even nearly, how much that is before he plays
the picture?

"If he pays more, is he a philanthropist,

or is the fellow who gets it then a hog and
a thief?

"Does the mere production of a picture

—

say a good picture—necessarily entitle the
producer of it to a split of the gross in a
theatre everywhere?

"How does the distributor know so in-

fernally well just what an exhibitor should
pay? Or is he just bluffing about knowing,
and calling names on his guess?

"Last fall a salesman came in here and
wanted $835 for a certain good picture in a
little town. Afterward it played there on
percentage, and grossed a little over $600

—

good business in that place. Was he a hog
for asking? a thief if he'd gotten it?

"Mr. Pearson talks of the exhibitor being
the only retailer getting $1.00 for something
which costs him 25 cents. Bunk. The re-

tailer sells his stuff today or keeps it until
tomorrow. His stuff comes to him all ready
to deliver. Isn't the music something an
exhibitor sells with the film? Doesn't he
render other services beyond that of the usual
retailer. Isn't he more like a manufacturer
who makes up a product by assembling parts
made by someone else? Certainly he can't
sell the product he buys without a lot of
service no other retailer would consider.
Any other retailer who gives his whole propo-
sition to just one product for a day or a
week?
"And what about the hog who wants

more than his share ; is a guarantee set in-
fernally high, plus 50% of the gross over
three times that guarantee, is that just fair,

or is it a hog's part of the gross on a pic-
ture? That proposition comes from Mr.
Pearson's company.
"I'm not getting away with anything, and

I'm not considering myself hit by the name
calling spree you fellows are having. Don't
want to be called names, so I just ask these
questions to find out what's expected."

Meyers Here from India

Edwin Meyers who produced a
series of features for Madan Theatres,
Ltd. of Calcutta, India, is in New
York on a tour of studios to study
American production methods. He
thinks the opportunities for produc-
tion in India are many.

Garibaldi Film for Fox
The World reported from Rome

yesterday Gabriellino D'Annunzio,
son of the famous Italian poet has
agreed to produce his father's history
of Garibaldi for Fox. No one at Fox
could be reached yesterday for a state-
ment.

Incorporations
Albany—The J. G. Carlson Realty

Co., Inc., has organized with a capital

of $75,000 to build a theatre at West-
field, to be operated by the Zicofe
Amusement Corp. of Buffalo.

Albany—Victor Cine Sales Corp.,
New York. Capital $64,000. Incor-
porators, F. A. Fritz, H. N. Taylor
and H. H. Wickes. Attorneys, Piatt,

Field & Taylor, New York.

Denies Arrests in Toronto

J. C. Brady of the Canadian M. P.
T. O. advises that there were no
arrests in Toronto last week in con-
nectionwith allowing children to at-
tend picture theatres, as reported.
Each of six exhibitors received a sum-
mons, but there were no arrests.

Albany—Textophote Corp. of

America, New York. Capital $20,000.

Incorporators, F. Flournoy, L. Brit-

ton and A. Baum. Attorney, H. S.

Hechheimer, New York.

Albany—A. Baldwin Sloane En-
terprises, New York. Capital $25 000.

Incorporators, R. H. Kittel and E.
A. Greenberg. Attorney, P. M-
Abrahams, New York.

Albany—Major Features, New
York. 200 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, M. Gerst
and A. Thompson. Attorney, H. G
Kosch, New York.

Sacramento, Cal.—California Pic-
ture Corp., Sacramento. Capital $504.

Ask $3,500 For Free Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—A resolution re-

questing an appropriation of $3,500
for free motion pictures to be pre-
sented by the city has been intro-

duced by the board of aldermen.

To Build $216,000 Glendale Theatre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Glendale, Cal.—The Glendale The-
atre Co., Inc., has filed plans for the
erection of a new $216,000 house. The
theatre will be controlled by the West
Coast Theaters, Inc.

Cheroskes Open $500,000 Theatre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Long Beach, Cal.—Cheroske Bros,
have opened their new Egyptian thea-
tre, which cost $500,000 as a first

run house.

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood — Complete cast for

"Merton of the Movies" includes

Glenn Hunter, Viola Dana, De Witt
Jennings, Elliott Roth, Charles Sel-

len, Charles Ogle, Ethel Wales, Luke
Cosgrove, Gale Henry, Frank Jonas-
sen and Eleanor Lawson.

Rowland V. Lee, directing "The
Man Without a Country," has en-

gaged Edward Hearn to play the

lead. Other members of th.e cast are

Pauline Starke, Richard Tucker and
Earl Metcalf.

Shore Run for "Wagon"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlantic City—The Stanley Co. has
leased the Garden Pier theatre for a
period of weeks and has arranged
with Famous for a run of "The Cover-
ed Wagon" there, beginning June 7.

Zambreno Buys "Floodgates"
John Lowell Russell of Russell

Prod, has sold "Floodgates" to Frank
Zambreno, Progress Pictures, Chica-
gofor Northern Illinois. Indiana and
Wisconsin.

Off for the Bahamas

h
Richard Dix, Bebe Daniels and the

"Sinners in Heaven" company leave
for the Bahamas this week to shoot
tropical scenes. Alan Crosland is di-
recting.

Ben Lyon, has been loaned by
First National to Famous to appear
opposite Pola Negri in "Compro-
mised", an adaptation of Sudermann's
"The Song of Songs".

[HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes Only"

2 reels

Pafh£comedy
^r-tgr^

"From Fire-Mist to Man" has been
decided upon as the title of the educa-
tional feature which Louis H. Tol-
hurst will make immediately.

GOLF
EQUIPMENT

For MEN WHO KNOW
SLAZENGERS

12 E. 43d St., N. Y. C.

After two weeks in a timber region,

the William Craft-William Desmond
unit has returned to Universal City to

finish "Big Timber."

John Jasper, will supervise the film-

ing of "The Mine With the Iron
Door," to be placed in production
by Sol Lesser.

Two stories are waiting for Tom
Mix production while the third is

being written by Robert N. Lee, of

Fox.

"The Man from Texas" will be the

release title of the Harry Carey pic-

ture produced as "Tiger Thompson."

Maurice Tourneur has returned
from a week's vacation in Mexico and
is searching for a story.

GREENE.

CAMERAS WANTED
M. P. Studio Camera Also 8 x 10 ,

Still Outfit State Particulars.

Simplex Projection Roorr<
80 ft. throw. Most modern a

to-date rooms in the city. Cj

9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

\t

Specify

„-RAW STO'i

FOR QUALITY
FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

Sameth on Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Denver—J. Joseph Sameth of the

Madoc Sales Co., New York, is here
on a country-wide tour of independent
exchanges.

Plan $200,000 St. Louis House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Plans are being pre-

pared for a $200,000 picture palace to

be erected opposite the Grand O. H.

Toronto—P. C. Taylor has been
appointed Canadian general manager
for F. B. O.

- —

-

£E
F.%RopvATINe :

America,inc.
729-71!? Ave. N.Y.- Bryant Zl

The Mackleh Prdces

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated

THE SPIRIT OF THE U.S.
An F. B. O. Picture
Now Playing At Lyric

Garsson Returns
Murray Garsson is back from a

trip to Chicago.

Banks After Stories

Monty Banks is at the Algonquin
from the Coast. He is looking for
stories for future production.

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway

Phone
Waikins
4522

SPECIALIZING as we do in the financing c

^ motion picture enterprises has given us

fine understanding of its trials and tribulations

We make your problem our problem—AN1
WE SOLVE IT. We will handle any proposi

tion if it's sound, on convenient terms. Invest!

gate our service.
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ewspaper Opinions
"Sherlock, Jr."—Metro

Lyric, Cincinnati

IBUNE—Keaton's portrayal of a general

/ person employed by a theater provides

lirth-provoking situations for which he is

as.

Loew's Palace, Washington
.RALD—In "Sherlock, Jr.," Buster Kea-
iti'ers one of the most droll and convuls-

creen laugh-makers he has ever brought
e silver sheet.

ST— * * * Is told in a series of laugh-

king scenes that whizz by in rapid suc-

in. There is not a dull moment in the
• picture.

AR—It would not be fair to future
nces to list the many delightful occur-

s that aroused continuous laughter yes-

y afternoon. It is sufficient to say that

Hock, Jr.," is one of the best antidotes

loom. * * *

MES—* * * Here not only is genuine
aking, but skill of no uncertain order
anning the "gag."

'Sporting Youth"—Universal

Fox, Philadelphia

fLLETIN—* * * Is "just another one of
racing pictures." Reginald Denny makes

asing hero, as the chauffeur who disobeys
bss, enters the motor race, and, of course,

QUIRER—* * * There are thrills galore
i kaleidoscopic change of scenery from
ning to end.
»RTH AMERICAN—The plot is neatly
ailed and briskly handled. In the part
2 racing chauffeur, the Reginald Denny
e of "Leatherpusher" farhe has other
s to conquer.
BLIC LEDGER (Morning)—The race

:rifle monotonous, but very exciting. All

of accidents that happen to racing auto-

es occur.
BLIC LEDGER (Evening)—Any one
cares for real thrills, "spills" and close

es and the myriad exciting periods of
ltomobile road race. * * * is going to

himself. * * *

Three Weeks"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Piccadilly, Rochester

MOCRAT & CHRONICLE—For those
like to see very frank, passionate love-

Sg, with the primitive softened by graces
lture, Elinor Glyn's film production of
noted romantic novel entitled "Three
's" is recommended.
;RALD—As it is, it palls and bores one
its vapidity and untruthfulness, both to

tfear East kingdom and to life in general.
(JRNAL & POST EXPRESS—The re-

s a highly romantic tale of an old order,
a good deal of emotional heaving and
crushing, and surprisingly interesting

le most part.

MES-UNION—And, as the film now
3, one is constrained to borrow that de-

ully descriptive phrase which Booth
ngton puts into the mouth of the small
pr of "The Flirt": "Oh slush, lov-elly

rhe Uninvited Guest"—Metro
Loew's, Montreal

AR—* * * Action chiefly takes place on,
r under the sea, but after that various
; show good form—and forms—in a

? act that concludes with one of the
spectacular dives we have ever seen.

Guts And Flashes
The continuity of Hope Hampton's

new production, "Woman", now be-
ing directed by Burton King, was
written by William Laub.

Jack Sherrill, formerly with the

Hollywood office of the. Edward
Small company, has been transferred

to the New York office.

Bert Ennis has opened an office for

Sawyer and Lubin in Room 809,

Loew's State Bldg., to handle pub-
licity and exploitation.

Elmer J. McGovern will assist

Walter A. Futter, film director for

Cosmopolitan in editing "Janice Mere-
dith" to release length.

The film bureau of the Western
Electric Co., has moved from 71 West
23rd St., to 120 West 41st St. Charles
Barrell is director.

Otto Brower is here from the Coast
to assist Irvin Willat in the direction

of "A Story Without a Name."

"The Bulletin," covering the Pitts-

burgh territory, is celebrating its

tenth anniversary.

William P. Carleton is here from
the Coast. He was last in "Half a
Dollar Bill."

Selznick has changed the title of

"White Shadows" to "The White
Shadow."

Martin Faust has been engaged for

Ivan Abrahamson's "I Am the Man."

Epic Buys Hepworth Output
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Epic Film Attractions
have purchased the Hepworth prod-
uct for this territory.

E. M. Hopcraft, newly appointed
Hepworth sales manager plans a
country-wide sales trip.

Arthur Refuses Offer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—Jack Arthur, supervisor
of music and presentations of the 65
Famous Players theaters has turned
down an offer to become general
manager of the Cosmopolitan, New
York, at a salary of $30,000 a year.

NOW PLAYING

v«

^TMNDERING
HUSBANDS

Supported b\J MARGARET LIUINGSTON

f HODKINSON RELEASE
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1

Banner Productions, inc.

I

Sam'l J. Briskin Geo. H. Davis

ANNOUNCE

BIG SPECIALS

WITH.

BOX OFFICE CASTS

i

1540 Broadway New York City

Bryant 4114

"Make This Your BANNER Year"



Colleen's

problem was:

-ptw,
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"What sort of a girl

must I be—to be the

sort of a girl the

boys want me to be."
(subtitle from "The Perfect Flapper")

but-for EXHIBITORS-there
is no problem—because

"THE PERFECT FLAPPER"
with COLLEEN MOORE

and SYDNEY CHAPLIN
FRANK MAYO and PHYLLIS HAVER—Adapted from story by Jessie Henderson-

Directed by JOHN FRANCIS DILLON

Is what a picture must be—to be the

sort of a picture the public wants
to see and of course its from FIRST
NATIONAL.
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SEAT HEAT
By DANNY

How to do it. As Nat Roth-

in figures it. And gives a
sen reasons—and sugges-

ts— as to how. Worth think-

I about. And following out.

ook big attractions," says

ft, "if you want to draw peo-

away from the beaches and
;door sports." Fine—if you
ii get the pictures. And while

I's may be difficult. Don't for-
L

, this : there are always a lot
1 more than averagely good
tures about. Only you have
dig them out.

'hen he suggests the use of fans

—

n if you have a cooling plant—be-

se of the psychology of covers

y bring; the use of seat covers;

, purchase of cool, cheap, white
forms for the ushers; and the use

wicker furniture and green plants

^he lobby. His idea of free lern-

;de is mighty good, and that ex-

j'tors should change the front of

r house fine. Use green and blue

its and never red or organge

—

|
good. The idea of selling tickets

the entire family at special rates

yorth while also, and particularly

jd is the idea of advertising how
,1 the theatre is.

This winter like spring
weather has been a God-send
fo many exhibitors. It has
leld business up, at any rate—
except where industrial condi-
tions have affected the com-
munity. Lay your hands on
the best pictures possible for
June and July. Handle as
few of the "poor sisters" as
oossible. And for the love of
lour bank roll when you have
i weak one slide it by. Make
<io promises. And build your
ihow with good short stuff.

oston promises to stir something.
he program is carried out. And
[e is a real discussion. As to pro-
sr owned theatres. This is al-

s a good topic. For national ex-
tor conventions. If the discus-
is constructive—good. If it is only
lg to be a hammer and tongs af-

cracking the big companies, get-

nowhere, then it will be a waste
ime.

Talk continues circulating.

Df the plan to get 6,000 days
if booking time. Through one

(Continued on Page 2)

Vita Heads Meet
Sales Plan for Coming Season Out

lined—First General Meeting in

Several Years
CSpeciai to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Important executives of
Vitagraph are here for a general con
ference with sales heads from all sec-

tions of the country. The meeting
will last several days, and following
this there is scheduled a special 10

weeks' drive on Vita product.
Among those attending are Presi-

dent A» E. Smith; John B. Rock, A.
Victor Smith, A. J. Nelson, assistant

general manager and W. Wallace
Ham.
This is the first general meeting

Vitagraph has held for several years
and is the result of Rock's efforts to

bring the various heads of the sales

force into closer cooperation.

Those attending are:

George A. Balsdon, special representative

;

J. M. Duncan of Chicago, H. Bradley Fish
of Los Angeles and Thomas G. Guinan of
Atlanta, Division managers; S. N. Burns,
Albany; Ira P. Stone, Atlanta; C. W. Sawin,
Boston ; C. W. Anthony, Buffalo

; J. A. Stein-
son, Chicago ; C. L. Kendall, Cincinnati

;

J. E. Beck, Cleveland; J. E. Huey, Dallas;
Frank E. Hickey, Denver; J. H. Young,
Detroit; C. A. Schuttz, Kansas City; C. N.
Hill, Los Angeles ; Fred H. Knispel, Min-
neapolis ; B. A. Gibbons, Montreal; M. W.
Osborne. New Orleans; C P. Nedley, Oma-
ha; Robert S. Horsley, Philadelphia; F. W.
Redfield, Pittsburg; R. Romney, St. John;
A. Danke, St. Louis; R. S. Stackhouse,
Salt Lake City; W. C. Wheeler, San Fran-
cisco; H. A. Black, Seattle; Stanley Spoehr,
Washington and A. S. Clatworthy, Winnipeg,
branch managers.

Start on Valentino's Second
Production work on "A Sainted

Devil", the second Rudolph Valentino
picture for Paramount, was started
yesterday at the Famous Players
Long Island studio. The story is by
Rex Beach and was prepared for the
screen by Forrest Halsey, who also
adapted "Monsieur Beaucaire." Joseph
Henabery is directing.

Fox Plant Busy
Many Coast Units At Work—May

Star Earle Foxe—Bosworth in
"Hearts of Oak"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood—The Fox plant is kept

pretty busy. Earle Foxe and George
O'Brien have signed long term con-
tracts. Foxe may be starred later on.
One of the specials for the fall will

be "Hearts of Oak," the famous melo-
drama by James A. Heme in which
Hobart Bosworth will play the lead,
supported by Pauline Starke. Jack
Ford will direct.

Pictures now in work include "The
(Continued on Page 2)

Nazimova with First National
First National yesterday announced

that Alia Nazimova would appear in

a coming First National picture, the

title of which is withheld at the mo-
ment.

Since making "Salome", Nazimova
has appeared in vaudeville.

Warners in Deal
Col. A. C. Bromhead, representing

Gaumont of England, has closed a

deal with Warner Brothers for the

20 productions for the coming sea-
son, and also "The Marriage Circle"

and "Broadway After Dark" of this

season's product. It is understood
the Gaumont deal with the Warner's
is for a term of years, and for the
entire output.

Lincoln Showing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Before a representa-
tive audience including members of
the Cabinet and notable Army and
Navy officials, and with the Marine
Band in attendance, "The Dramatic
Life of Abraham Lincoln" was shown
in the New Willard ball room last

night. The picture opens for a three
weeks' run at the Metropolitan next
Monday. The Met has never play^

any picture over a week.
Attending the showing were a nu

ber of First National officials and rep
resentatives of the trade press.

Rothacker Due Today
Watterson R. Rothacker will be in

town this morning from Chicago to
discuss production plans for "The
Lost World," with First National.

Hays Off for Grand Rapids

Will H. Hays left for Grand Rapids
yesterday to attend the general as-

sembly of the Presbyterian Church
and will return early in the week.

Want Entertainment
Frank Rembusch Has Something

to Say Regarding Poor
Pictures

Frank Rembusch who runs a chain
in Indiana, like Bob Wilby, of Ala-
bama, has something to say about the
"exhibitor combination" idea. What
Rembusch overlooks saying about so
called "big" pictures that are lemons
is worth reading. Here it is:

"I have been reading those direful tales

of producer complaints against exhibitor
combinations and I am moved to utter a
word.
"When the picture business goes bad, that's

the time for Old Alibi to put on a new suit

of excuses and explain the whole trouble.
The usual thing is for the exhibitor to put

(Continued on Page 2)

Preferred Receiver
Conklin of Standard Laboratories in

Charge of Affairs—Schulberg to
Produce

Frank Conklin, representing the

Standard Laboratories of Hollywood,
was yesterday appointed receiver for

Preferred Pictures in the U. S. Dis-
trict Court. It is understood that the
receivership is of an amicable nature.

Standard being a heavy creditor of
Preferred. The liabilities are under-
stood to be about $500,000, but amply
covered by contracts.

Under the terms of the franchise
(Continued on Page 4)

Corinne Griffith in "Declasse"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Corinne Griffith will

star in "Declasse" for First National.
It will be made following "Wilder-
ness," which goes into production up-
on completion of "Single Wives," the
picture now in work. "Declasse'
will be made in the East.

"Declasse" wasoriginally held by
Famous for Ehyfcfiserguson. At Fa-
mous, it waa^said yeS^erday the deal
was abo>*r closed.

raden, Not Brady, a Director

In the announcement of theSnewly
elected directors of Metro-Goldwyn
pictures it was stated that Col. Jasper
E. Brady had been elected to the di-

rectorate. This was an error. Wm.
;aden, formerly a director of Gold-

wyV was elected to the Metro-Gold-
wynv>oard, and not Col. Brady.

Flynn to Direct "Daaeeis"

It is understood that Fox has pur-
chased the rights to "The Dancers"
and that Emmett J. Flynn will direct
it. Dorothy Mackaill may be fea-
tured.

State Right Market
Gets Two Baby Peggy's and Two

Bell Wright's—Principal Starts
a Franchise Basis Plan

Irving M. Lesser of Principal Pic-
tures yesterday announced that the
two Baby Peggy specials. "Captain
January" and "Helen's Babies" as
well as "The Mine With the Iron
Door" and another Wright story,
would be franchised on the state
right market. In addition, these will
be augmented with six Master At-
tractions, including "Daring Youth"
starring Bebe Daniels, "Daughter of
Pleasure" starring Marie Prevost;
"Listen Lester" "Girls Men Forget"
and "The Good Bad Boy".
"Captain January" is booked for the

Strand, New York, week of July 6.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales
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do pfd Not quoted
Goldwyn Not quoted
Loew's 16K 16 16^ 1,000

Warner's Not quoted

BEATuHEAT
(Continued from Page 1)

agency. The plan hasn't devel-

oped materially—not as yet.

Perhaps it never will. But if it

does it will mean something a

lot more serious than producer-
owned theatres.

What a big family that Metro-
Goldwyn crowd makes! Interesting,

too, to see Godsol as a Director.

Callahan Quits Loew's Ohio Theatres
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Joe Callahan has re

signed as publicity assistant to M. A.
Malaney of Loew's Ohio Theatres,
to go on the road with the Dempsey-
Firpo flight pictures.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

A JACK WHITE PRODUCTION
' THEREHE GOES"

COM£DY
VV1TH

f" (S-cCtACatLon ajO. U-i-cluu.

Ge Cot?o*
•Potv

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Want Entertainment
(Continued from Page 1)

the blame of poor business on the producer,

or visa versa. The latest alibi for financial

loss on the part of producers is the claim that

exhibitor combinations, wholesale bookings,

etc., is forcing down prices. This is the

most alibiest of them all.

"But, no, no. That is not the trouble. No
one can ever make me believe that the ex-

hibitors have any such organization whereby
they can force prices down. This will never

happen. If it does, then know that the Mil-

lenium is here. Why not face facts. Let's

be honest in the matter and we will get some-
where. There never has been a time in my
long experience when the exhibitor has not

paid every dollar he could scrape up for good
pictures and he always will. He will al-

ways do this for at least one reason : To
keep his competitor from getting the picture.

"What is ruinous to all of us is paying big

prices for little pictures.

"Every time we buy a group of pictures

we buy -them on blue-sky salesmanship. The
producer shows us a lot of pretty booklets
of how wonderful their 'conceived, but un-

born child well be'—especially in the box-
office.

"I have experienced that of these big spe-

cials only one out of eight are up to the sales

talk. This is the thing that is putting us
all out of business. We are first oversold,

then we over-sell our patrons.

Sees Entertainment Lack
Here are concrete examples

:

"At the beginning of last season a certain

picture was touted sky-high. The reviews
on it were good, espcially as to the gorgeous
settings, etc. Recently I played the pic-

ture for a three days' run in a small town
and it died the death of a dog. I began to

examine to learn what was at fault. I had
never seen the picture so I helped to fill

the empty seats and took a good look. I

had a perfectly miserable hour and a half

looking at a sordid, inane, asinine story of

some half lewd people groing through a

lot of divorce and unhappy situations that

would make any ordinary mortal wish there

never was a picture show in existence.

"I paid $150 for the picture and totfk in

a gross of $132. If I could have seen the
picture when I bought it, it never would have
gone on my screen as a precious gift.

The next two days were off days and to

rest up the town, I had a little picture—

a

Universal Star Series—that did not cost
much. It had no big sets. Just a little out-
door picture with Gladys Walton. But there
was more entertainment in one reel of this

little picture than in the eight reels of the
feature preceeding it. I paid expenses on
the little picture and pleased my patrons,

while I lost a couple of hundred on the big
feature.

"So you can see when an exhibitor takes
a whipping like this on a big feature, he
soon begins to get hard-boiled on the big
feature propaganda. It has got so we cannot
believe anything we read about big pictures

unless we personally look. There are two
reasons why the prices of pictures are going
down. One is that we have been fooled so
many times that we cannot believe any one
any more, and the other one is that we have
paid out so much big money for little pic-
tures that we have no money left to experi-
ment further.

"Another instance: About a month ago we
played a so-called big picture, by a great

director, for a week's run in one of our cities.

We had done everything for the picture any-

one could do. We opened up to about two-

thirds of our regular business and the sec-

ond day it dropped to zero. I again in-

vestigated personally. As I entered the thea-

tre it was a delight to see the decorations

to 'boost the picture, but when I looked at

the empty seats I almost passed away. 1

asked the orchestra leader, 'Why don t they

like our theatre this week?* The answer was,

"Look at the picture.' I did. If I could have

seen that picture before I bought it, no

amount of money could have let it come to

my screen.

Entertainment, Entertainment, Entertain-

ment that's what we want and have not. Big

pictures that are big pictures we are always

ready to pay for, but those half baked, would-

be big pictures with costly sets, and beautiful

clothes and fine manners, all without enter-

tainment—without the soul of pictures—en-

tertainment—thats what ruins us.

"When it's a little picture, let's buy it as

such. If it's half way, just between a big

one and a little one, sell it for that kind.

When it's big, all right, we will support it.

But, by heck, we exhibitors are not going to

pay out our good money for a lot of an-

ticipated big ones that are just imitations any-

how. And we have all of us found out this

thing about the same time and that's why we
refuse to be held up paying big prices for

little pictures.

"No exhibitor combination has brought

this about. Just our tearful experiences. I

can take a little picture and buy it right and
put on something extra with it, build it up,

please my patrons, and make money, but

when I get in one of those eight to twelve

reelers that is quoted as big, paid for as big,

I am ruined, because it's too long—too tire-

some—too costly, and you cannot afford

to add more to the overwhelming amount,
and it is impossible to do anything but to

try to force it over, take a good whipping and
swear by all that lives and has gone before

that I never will do it again.

"Entertainment. Entertainment. Mr. Pro-
ducer, please give us pictures that entertain

and your exhibitor combinations will pay you
more than any individual can or will, alone."

Some C. B. C. Sales

Harry Charnas, Standard Film Ser-

vice, has closed for the eight Colum-
bia pictures for Ohio, Kentucky, West
Va., Michigan and West Penn. H.
Lieber has secured the Columbias and
the eight Perfection Pictures for In-

diana. The two groups will be
handled in Wisconsin by Celebrated
Players. Joe Brandt of C. B. C, is

on a trip through the territories.

sILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-16 Weehawken St.West HobokenJU.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone: UNION—4800

COMING SOON

HCXPMWfl
B4EAIK

vfn AL CHRJSTIE FEATUIiR

Dorothy Devore
WALTER HIERS - TULLY MARSHALL - JIMMIE ADAMS -

PR1SC1LLA BONNER and JIMMIE HARRISON

[ Fox Plant Busy
(Continued from Page 1)

Last Man in the World." a story A

in 1924, 1940 and 1950 with
. k

Blystone directing; "The Pai d

Lady," directed by Chester Ben
i

with Dorothy Mackaill and Gee e

O'Brien featured; Charles Jonein
"The Ghost Chaser," with Edrr d

Mortimer directing; a Lincoln i.

J. Carter melodrama which
Buckingham is finishing; Tom M
a Western which Jack Conws s

directing; "The Phantom Jury," <

.

ring Shirley Mason under directio i

Denison Clift and "Checkers" w h

Lambert Hillyer is directing,

latter was made once before by 1 ;.

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhejcomedy
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if
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H
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15. When in Atlanta, Ga.,

visit Howard Price's

Kingsmores Famous How-
ard Theatre to see James

A. FitzPatrick's FAMOUS
MUSIC MASTERS
SERIES. One reel novelty

films with complete orches-

trations!

Produced and Sold Direct
To The Theatres by

FITZPATRICK
PICTURES. INC.
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

Bryant 8139

HEPWORTH
State Righting

10 Feature Productions

f T
Ll 20 1 Reel Classics

729-7th Ave., N. Y. C

New York Chicago Hollywo

Rothacker Laboratoric:

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales My

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 183

—
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.»*»» THE NEW FAMOUS «****

(paramount Qlctures
FOR FALL AND WINTER - ~ 1924-5

Right when you need them

most

—

they're coming!
FAMOUS FORTY AUGUST RELEASES

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
in

"Monsieur Beaucaire"
Sidney Olcott Prod. Bebe Daniels, Lois Wil-
son, Doris Kenyon, Lowell Sherman. From
Tarkington's romance and play by Tarking-
ton and E. G. Sutherland. Screen play, For-
rest Halsey.

GLORIA SWANSON
in

"Manhandled"
Allan Dwan Prod. By Arthur Stringer.

Adapted by Frank Tuttle.

Zane Grey's

"WANDERER of the WASTE-
LAND"

Produced entirely in COLOR by Irvifl Willat.

Jack Holt and all-star cast. Screen play by
G. C. Hull and V. Irvin.

"CHANGING HUSBANDS"
Supervised by Cecil B. DeMille

With Leatrice Joy. Story by Elizabeth Alex-
ander. Directed by Frank Urson and Paul
Iribe. Adapted by S. Cowan and H. Higgin.

James Cruze's

"THE ENEMY SEX"
With Betty Compson. From "The Salaman-
der" by Owen Johnson. Adapted by Walter
Woods and Harvey Thew.

POLA NEGRI
in

"Compromised"
Dimitri Buchowetzki Prod. From novel by
Sudermann and play by Edward Sheldon.
Adapted by Paul Bern.

UNGUARDED WOMENn

Alan Crosland Prod. Bebe Daniels, Richard
Dix, Mary Astor. From story by L. S. Ter-
rill. Adapted by James Creelman.

And the Box-Office Rush is On!

PRODUCED BY

^FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION
DOLPH ZUKOR J€SS€ L IASHY CfCILBOlMlUE

w WW W
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Among Exchangemen
Sioux Falls, la.—Sherman Fitch,

F. B. O. manager, has been trans-

ferred to Omaha, succeeding I.

Schlank. Fitch is succeeded by S.

Davie s.

Kansas City—W. P. Bernfield is no
longer city salesman for Universal,

having joined Hodkinson. Syd Rosen-
thal succeeds him.

Detroit—Harry Handorf, formerly

city salesman for Pathe, has joined

Universal. Jack Morgan succeeds
him at Pathe.

Oklahoma City—Progress Pictures

has just opened an exchange here of

which Harry Brown has been man-
ager.

Kansas City—Bert Edwards, form-
er Fox branch manager, and more
recently with Selznick, is with Metro.

Toronto—I. Soskin has been ap-

pointed special representative for

Hodkinson in Western Canada.

Butte—J. R. Allen, has joined

Goldwyn, replacing Louis Amacher.

Philadelphia—Geo. Stiles, former-
ly with Selznick has joined De Luxe.

Butte—G. F. Walton, has become
booker for Greater Features, Inc.

Replace Illegally Appointed Censors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City — Because appoint-

ments to the censorship board by
ex-mayor Cromwell were found to be
illegal, Dell Keizer and Mrs. George
P. Whyte will be appointed members
of the new board as soon as legal

formalities will permit.

Film Board Honors Henry W. Kahn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—The Film Board of Trade
has presented Henry W. Kahn, of

Metro with a wrist watch, in recog-
nition of his work in staging a recent

ball.

Frisz Made Manager For Receivers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Ind.—Ray Frisz has
been appointed manager of the Mur-
ray and Maurette by the receivers of

the Consolidated Realty and Theatres
Corp.

Cunningham Appointed Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Danville, Va.—Jack Cunningham
has been appointed manager of the

local houses owned by the Southern
Amusement Co.

Staples Wins Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Staples, Minn.—Voters have won
a victory for Sunday shows after a

long fight with the reformers.

Exhibitor Elected City Mayor
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pierre,, S. D.—J. E. Hippie, owner
of the Bijou has been elected mayor
of the city.

Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any member of the com-

mittee :

Here is my entry for the Spring Film

Golf Tournament to be held Wed-
nesday, June 4, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

My check herewith ($10 for players, including

lunch, dinner and prizes. $5 for goofer diners). My
average round is

THE COMMITTEE
Bruce Gallup, First National, 383 Madison Ave.

Felix Feist, State Theater Bldg., 1540 Broadway.

Abe Warner, Warner Brothers, 1600 Broadway.

E. K. Gillette, M. P. News, 729 Seventh Ave.

Danny, The Film Daily, 71 West 44th St.

Preferred Receivr
(Continued from Page 1)

issued to state right buyers by
j

ferred there remain 9 pictures

be furnished, and it was stated y I

day that these pictures would be
|

duced and delivered to the frai
|

holders.

B. P. Schulberg recently fc i

B. P. Schulberg, Inc., and it neej

be surprising if the business wasi
tinued under that firm style i

]

future. Schulberg is expected to

for the Coast early next week.

Interpret Prologues As Vaudeli

(Special to THE FILM DAILY
Ontario—The Amusement B a

has warned exhibitors that the a
entation of elaborate prologues!

other special attractions in addit>

pictures constitutes vaudeville, a

such makes them liable to the v
ville regulations calling for si

safety devices back stage as w
the required features of constri

of the theatre proper.

Planning For Jersey Meeting
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jersey City—Plans are near com-
pletion for the three day convention
of the M. P. T. O. of New Jersey, to

be held June 24. 25 and 26 at As-
bury Park. At the meeting, a move
will be launched to repeal the old

Jersey "blue laws."

Kupper Succeeds White
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—W. J. Kupper has suc-

ceeded Sidney Meyer as Fox manager
here. Kupper was a former special

sales representative, working out of
the home office.

"Pompeii" Again
(Special to .THE FILM DAILY)

London—Kine's Rome correspon-
dent states that Carlo Amato of Rin-
ascimento Films will make a new
version of "The Last Days of Pom-
peii," to be directed by Amleto Paler-
mi. Pina Menichelli is to play the
lead.

Jack Okey Heads Cinemagundi Club
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Jack Okey, art direc-

tor of the United Studios, has been
elected president of the recently form-
ed Cinemagundi Club, made up of art

directors and draughtsmen.

Title Correction
The latest Harry Carey will be

"Tiger Thompson" and not "The
Man from Texas" as announced in

a Coast report in yesterday's issue

Hodkinson release.

New Industrial Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY,

Washington—"The Story of

oline," is the latest three reel e

tional released by the Dept. o

terior. It was produced with tfr

of the Standard Oil Co., of Inc

T. O. C. C. Installation Tomorrow
The annual installation dinner of

the T. O. C. C. will be held tomor-
row night at the Ritz. This will be
the fifth event of its kind.

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 545C

Montague Love Signed
Famous has engaged Montague

Love to appear in "Summers in Hea-
ven," and leaves today for the Ba-
hamas with Bebe Daniels, Richard
Dix and Alan Crosland.

Hampton Here
Jesse D. Hampton has arrived from

the Coast.

EXTRA EFFORT
IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SUC-
CESS AND FAILURE.
THE EDWARD SMALL COMPANY IS

MAKING EVERY EXTRA EFFORT TO
GIVE THE PRODUCER

SERVICE PLUS INTEGRITY
EDWARD SMALL COMPANY

New York-1493 Broadway. Hollywood-6912 Hollywood Blvd.

if

NOW PLAYING

Betty

Qompson

Win Sunday Pictures After 5 years
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ada, Minn.-—After a five years'
fight voters have won the right to
have Sunday pictures.

MIAMI
Story dy JOHN LYNCH

an Alan Crosland Production

Produced by TILFORD CINEMA CORPORATION

HOD KIN SO
. R.ELEASE >



NEW" YORK, SUNDAY, MAY 11, 1924.

An F. B. O. release. Reviewed by Aileen St. John Brenon v]

beautifully executed and splen-itis story is one of rare charm and appeal .

didly acted . . . possesses both ideals and idealism and aside from being a most intel-

ligent and tense story, provides Sessue Hayakawa with an opportunity to give one of
those outstanding characterizations which makes him one of the finest dramatic act-

ors on the screen today . .

.

Those who find genuine pleasure in fine acting, direction of more than passing
interest, sets in fine taste and good to look at, and a story which practically elimi-

nates the hackneyed sex stuff and gives glimpses of real human emotion and ideal-

ism will leave the theatre satisfied.

THIS
ANSWERS
ALL/

QUESTIONS

A Great Title

A Splendid Picture

Brilliant Exploitation

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
Tsuri Aoki and exceptional cast in

DANGER UNE
Presented by Aubert Delac Production

Released through Producers Security Corp.

GIANT Naval battle scenes surpassing anything ever shown on the

screen in motion pictures. A huge fleet in actual battle array,

—

tremendous detonations of big guns, submarines, cruisers, all as

a background to this highly colored moving story with the great Box
Office Star Sessue Hayakawa and wonderful cast. Count on this one

to make money for you.

IT'S AN

F. B. 0.

PICTURE

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
723 Seventh Ave., New York City, N. Y. Exchanges Everywhere
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Colleen Moore—

"The boys want a girl

to have pep,—dash,

to be alive!"

so with SYDNEY CHAPLIN she start

Tons of dynamite fun is immediately

injected into

"THE PERFECT FLAPPER'
«*» COLLEEN MOOR

and SYDNEY CHAPLIN
FRANK MAYO and PHYLLIS HAVER—from story by Jessie Henderson-

Directed by JOHN FRANCIS DILLON
j

It's a beaut!

A FIRST NATIONAL Hit that Hits
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CARL
LAEMMLE

presents

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FIGHTING
AMERICAN
feaiurrna pat O'MALLEY*MARYASTOR
J ° AND A GREAT CAST

A UNIVERSAL JEWEL

A Smashing Picture for Great Summer Business
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Production

HODKINSON
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR-

V^VOGEL, DISTRIBUTING CORP

Season 1924*1925
Thirty First-Run Pictures M

r^^
Hunt Stromberg and Charles R. Rogers

^^^ present -_ «

piisdlla

-0)ean
in

y 1 . S». N

"The Siren
of Seville"

Story by H. H. VAN LOAN

Photographed by SOL POLITO

Directed by JEROME STORM

Personally supervised by
Hunt Stromberg

-r^
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». D. A. To Produce
iolding Company to Make 16

ures for Grand-Asher—Each
to Cost $100,000

fecial to THE FILM DAILY)

| Angeles—The Motion Picture

<0rs' Ass'n has formed a holding

iny which will produce. Sam
I'ff, acting for Grand-Asher has

|
a contract to distrihute six-

ictures to be made by its mem-

i picture will cost about $100,000.

i directors who are available

institute the source from which
le drawn the actual producing

Phil Rosen is president of the

organization; Roy Clements,

resident; George Sargent, secre-

nd members of the board: Clar-

3adger; Reginald Barker, Will-

eadine and Paul Powell,
plan is the one taken up with

ck some time ago. Several

jers of the Eastern branch of

I. P. D. A. also discussed the

(.Continued on Page 2)

Engel Coming Here Soon
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles—Joe Engel will leave

ew York in a few days to con-
th Marcus Loew relative to the

es he will make for Metro-
^yn. There will be three a

which Victor Schertzinger will

Jackson Resigns
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles—Joe Jackson has re-

1 as director of publicity at the

i-Goldwyn studios.

Features Reviewed
Page

y Men Leave Home
st Nat'l 8

n

aramount 8

: Signal Tower
fniversal 8

rothy Vernon of Haddon Hall
rnited Artists 8

a't Doubt Your Husband
letro 10

soleon and Josephine
I B. 10

i Woman on the Jury
st Nat'l 10

ladway After Dark 10

rit of the U. S. A.
I B. 11

i Masked Dancer
'rincipal-S. R 11

s Reckless Age
Fniversal 11

; Fire Patrol
lhadwick-S. R 11

irt Subjects 12

Cohen Leaves
Goes to Boston for Convention—M.

P. T. O. N. Y. and T. O. C. C.
"Not Interested"

Sydney S. Cohen left Friday after-

noon for Boston to arrange for the

pre-convention meetings of the execu-
tive committee of the M. P. T. O. A.
at the Copley-Plaza.

Aside from mapping out the prob-
able course of the convention which
officially opens at 11 o'clock on Tues-
day, there still remains a number of

details to be cleaned up relative to

the program. All of these matters
will be straightened out before the
opening session.

'Continued on Page 2)

Depinet and Michaelove Here

Ned Depinet and Dan Michaelove,
of the Universal Southern executive
staff, are in town. The latter said

conditions in the South were fine;

that the outlook for Universal was
never better and that Reginald Denny
was proving a real bet through that

territory.

Peters-Baumann Suit Ends
The litigation brought in the Su-

preme Court by House Peters against

Charles O. Baumann, formerly his

manager, was settled when Justice
Ford signed an order submitted by
Nathan Burkan discontinuing the ac-

tion

19 From Hodkinson
August-February List Drawn Up

—

May Feature Margaret Living-
ston

John C. Flinn of Hodkinson re-

turned from a trip to the Coast on
Friday where he made a number of

plans for the fall. The company will

release nineteen features between
August 1 and February 1. These pic-

tures will include some made at the

Thomas H. Ince studios, the Harry
Careys and Priscilla Deans which
Hunt Stromberg is making, several

from the Elmer Harris-Frank E.

Woods combination and several

Christie features.

(.Continued on Page 2)

Kodak Official Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester — Word was received

from Salamanca on Friday that

George Van Vlack, chief engineer of

the Eastman Kodak Co. had died in a

hospital as a result of injuries re-

ceived when his automobile turned
over Thursday night.

B. and K. Plan Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Balaban and Katz will

shortly start work on the Masonic, a

new house to be built on Randolph
St. and only a short distance away
from the Chicago State-Lake and
Roosevelt.

Boston
Next week Boston gets on the map. The MPTO annual con-

vention. Minus, it is true, many figures heretofore important in

exhibitor convention circles. The leaders of the Allied group will

he conspicuous by their absence: Steffes ; the Michigan crowd;
Theodore Hayes; Col. H. B. Varner

; Jake Wells; and others.

Marcus Loew will not attend—unless something causes him to

change his mind at the last moment. Neither will Zukor. And
so the party will be left entirely to those who have faithfully fol-

lowed the banner carried by Sydney S. Cohen.

With no intent to criticise ; with no desire to open old wounds ;

might this be asked : how far can a national exhibitor organiza-
tion go that is so divided? And how far can it get? The chances
are the Allied group will not be mentioned ; in all probability they
will be ignored. And that Marcus Loew—who has faithfully

attended these conventions for years—will not be present, may
not cause a ripple. But when the convention gets down to busi-
ness it will be interesting to see what will happen. During the
past few years the great bulk of the time has been consumed with
electioneering; with political problems, and delegates, who might
have carried home something to aid and stimulate them in their

{Continued on Page 6)

Paramount In Strand
Four Pictures in Addition to "Beau-

caire" Get Bookings There—

A

Precedent

An unusual booking deal has beei

closed between Famous and the man.
agement of the Strand, under th<

terms of which a total of five Para
mount Pictures will play that houst

As noted, "Monsieur Beaucaire'

has already been booked for August
It will remain there several weeks
perhaps three. The other four pic

tures will be "A Sainted Devil," th<

second Valentino; "Sinners in Heav-
en " which Alan Crosland is now di

recting with Bebe Daniels and Rich-

ard Dix in the leads; "Spring Clean-

ing" in which Betty Compson will

be featured and "The Enemy Sex," a

James Cruze Prod., featuring Miss
Compson.
This is the first time in the long

history of the Strand that any group
of Paramount Pictures has broken
into that theater.

Acquires New Holmes Series

Margaret J. Winkler has secured

distribution of a new series of 26

Burton Holmes travel pictures. They
will be state righted. Miss Winkler
is also handling the Alice comedies
and a new group of 24 "Felix, the

Cat" cartoons. The difficulties existing

between her and Pat Sullivan, the pro-

ducer have been straightened.

Nat Levine has been appointed

general sales manager for Miss
Winkler, who together with C. B.

Mintz, her husband leaves for the

coast shortly to secure new product.

Expect 400 at T. O. C. C. Dinner

About four hundred are expected at

the installation dinner of the T. O. C.

C. at the Ritz tonight (Saturday).

As usual, State Senator James J.

Walker will attend and will figure

largely in the conduct of the affair.

The installation dinner is very often

attended by many prominent leaders

in the industry. It is expected this

wi'l occur again at the current func-

tion.

Off For Coast
To Attend Warner Franchise Hold-

ers' Convention at the Studio

—

Discuss Fall Program
A group of Warner Bros, officials

leaves for the Coast today (Saturday)

to attend a national convention of

franchise holders. Those leaving from
New York will include Abe Warner,
Bobby North, Henry Segal, William

Shapiro and I. Wallenstein of Bos-

ton, Lou Berman of Philadelphia,

(Continued on Page 2)
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19 From Hodkinson
(Continued from Page 1)

Margaret Livingston, who is at

present committed to play one of the
leads in "Butterfly" for Universal will

be featured and probably starred by
Regal Pictures Corp. which produces
at the Ince plant on the Coast. The
series may be handled by Hodkinson.

Flinn found conditions generally
satisfactory, except in several Far
Eastern states, notably California
where the hoof and mouth disease
is still raging.

Barsky on Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—-Bud Barsky of Sun-
set Prod, left Friday on a trip to the
East. He will visit state right ex-
changes en route.

Mrs. Hannah Young, mother of

Jack Young, cameraman for the
Benny Leonard two-reelers, is dead.

ouU 2eorai, do U~! < w»YV

Geo>tg
e o*at*

otv

Co*?
220 West 42nd St.

\"ew York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
I'ables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

When you think of

INSURANCE
you ar thinking of

STEBBINS
Specialists in Motion Picture
end Theatrical insurance for

the past fifteen years.

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Bryant 3*40

Cohen Leaves
(Continued from Page 1)

So far as the M. P. T. O. of New
York and the T. O. C. C. are con-

cerned, the Boston convention is non-
existent. Officially, jt was stated for

the latter body that the T. O. C. C.

was not interested, in view of the fact

that it is not affiliated with the nation-

al organization. Of course, a num-
ber of exhibitors who are members
of the T. O. C. C. are going to Bos-
ton as members of the M. P. T. O.
A. but it is explained that they will

attend purely as individuals.

Billy Brandt could not be reached
for a statement late Friday, but from
a general knowledge of the relation-

ship between the state body and the

national organization, it can be said

that the attitude there is similar to

that of the T. O. C. C. toward the
Cohen group.

Price with 1st Nat'l

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—Walter Price, former

Goldwyn manager here is expected to

join First National as a special sales

representative for "Abraham Lin-

coln" and "The Sea Hawk". He will

probably travel through the South.

Newman Houses to Be Remodeled
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Frank L. Newman's,
Royal and Newman will be extensive-
ly remodeled. About $25,000 will be
spent on the Newman alone, although
neither house will be closed down
during alterations.

Cameo Music Changes Name
The Cameo Music Pub. Co., will

hereafter be known as the Cameo
Music Service Corp,, because it was
felt the old name created the im-
pression the company published mus-
ic whereas it makes the "Mintz Pa-
tented" thematic cue sheets.

Producing "The Hawk" in France
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris—Robert Boudrioz is produc-
ing "The Hawk," from the play by
Francis de Croisset, for Films Tri-
anon.

M. P. D. A. To Produce
(Continued from Page 1)

proposition with Selznick executives
but the trouble seemed to be the diffi-

culty the directors had in securing
the proper financing.

Off For Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

Harry Charnas of Cleveland, Mrs.
Pearl Keating, scenario editor, Hal
Radner and Lon Young.
The convention will run about two

weeks. Matters pertaining to the

fall program will be discussed; sales

and distribution policies will be gone
over so that adjoining territories can
work in harmony throughout. The
out-of-town group will include: Oscar
Oldknow, Southern States Film Co.;

Atlanta; Edward Silverman and H.
Lubliner, of Film Classics Inc., Chi-

cago; W. G. Underwood, Specialty

Film Co., Dallas; Al. Kahn, Film
Classics, Kansas City, Harry Wein-
berg, Des Moines; E. G. Tunstall,

Milwaukee; Fred Cubberly, F. and
R. Film Exchange, Minneapolis L.

M. Ash, Creole Enterprises, New
Orleans, Spyros Skouras and Harry
Hines, St. Louis Film Exchange, Geo.
A. Oppenheimer and Morgan Walsh,
San Francisco, L. K. Brin, Film
Classics, Inc., Seattle; L. T. Fiddler.

Denver, Col., and Phil Kaufmann,
Regal Films.

Barnstyn Buys Series

J. C. Barnstyn, of the British &
Continental, has purchased all foreign

rights to the four Banner productions,
the first of which is now in work,
and which Burton King is directing.

Deal on With Russell

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—William Russell will

make a series of four for a well-

known distributing company. Details

will be announced shortly.

Warners Buy "Recompense"

Warners' have purchased "Recom-
pense" by Robert Keable. It is a se-

quel to "Simon Called Peter" which
William A. Brady controls for the

screen.

Gleichman Here
Phil Gleichman, of Detroit, is in

town.

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

COMING SOON

B4EA7K
ufn AL CHRJSTIE FEATURE

"» Dorothy Devore
WALTER HIERS - TOLLY MARSHALL - J1MM1E ADAMS -

PR1SCILLA BONNER and JIMMIE HARRISON

^HODKINSON REtEASt

Rathe Nev
Sees All x^nKnows A

No. 43

ST. PAUL, MINN.—Seven men s

injured in oil fire—terrific explosion an

follow accidental ignition of an. oil-tt'

The conflagration spreads oyer thr

warehouse, increasing the perils of t,

fighters.

ALEUTIAN ISL., ALASKA—U. S.

flyers cross the Pacific ! Pathe News p
exclusive pictures of the airmen at U
before their final hops to Japan.
One of the planes is hauled aboard

Coast Guard ship for repairs.

A new motor is fitted in Lt. Wade':

in readiness for the hops to Attu Isla

Japan, a distance of 1,350 miles.

Lt. Lowell H. Smith, who assumes co

of the American squadron, succeedin;

mander Martin.
On their way—the first flight from / i

to Asia!

Other news as usual.

tod§3

HAL ROACH'!

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
=7g-s=

GEVAER'
RAW STOCKI

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y.

COSTUMEFOR HIRE
New York's Nmmt »»d Forecaoit

Ccsttnu Rental On«ntt»tion

BROOK*
_I43 W40taSr N.V. C—
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There's an Avalanche

Coming in August, Boys!
It's an avalanche of pictures such as this industry has never seen or heard

of before. It's an avalanche of super-hits that will send box-office figures

sky-high and bury former records in the dust.

It's PARAMOUNT'S FAMOUS FORTY, and the first one comes to you

on August 4th

!

On that date you'll get "MANHANDLED," in which GLORIA SWANSON
gives a performance so far surpassing any she's ever done before, including

"The Humming Bird," that there's no comparison. A riotous comedy-romance

produced by Allan Dwan. A gold-mine of the stuff that gets the coin. And
a bear of a title

!

If you attended the special showing at the Rialto of Zane Grey's "WAN-
DERER OF THE WASTELAND," I don't need to tell you what a marvel

this first all-color feature picture is. The book has sold over a million copies.

The picture tells you why.

Then there's RUDOLPH VALENTINO in "MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE,"
also coming in August. Boys, here's a road show if there ever was one ! Al-

most any other company would present it themselves at $2 top. Paramount
offers it direct to you.

,

And here's a hot tip: Have James Cruze's "THE ENEMY SEX" screen-

ed for you whether you book it or not. It will give you some very pleasant

entertainment. If, after seeing it, you're able to walk away without wanting
it, you're not the showmen I think you are

!

August alone brings these Big Four to you and, in addition, POLA NEGRI
in' "Compromised," "UNGUARDED WOMEN" (Crosland production with

Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix), and "CHANGING HUSBANDS" (supervised

by Cecil B.DeMille).

August will be a big month for exhibitors who ride with the Paramount
Avalanche.

For Paramount underwrites August with its reputation)

S. R. KENT
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38 Pictures Reviewed In 17 Cities

"After Six Days"—Weiss Bros.

(Special Showing) Chicago

NEWS—"After Six Days" will take rank
with many people as the best presentation

that has been made in photoplay art of scenes

from the Bible.

Circle, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—This film attempts with

no little success to portray certain parts of

the Old Testament, and while the original

script is by far the better of the two, a great

deal of that ancient spirit has been trans-

ferred to the celluloid.

"Beau Brummel"—Warners
Stillman, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—Two major points * * *

impress the reviewer. The one is John Bar-
rymore's acting as "Beau Brummel" and the

other is the method of story telling.

PRESS—John Barrymore never did better

for the movies than in his impersonation of

Beau Brummel.

Eastman, Rochester
DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE— Of

course, John Barrymore is the actor extraor-

dinary who lifts the screen characterization of

the titular role, an obviously difficult one, to

the heights of pantomimic splendor.

HERALD—No fewer than eight striking

character portrayals are offered by John Bar-

rymore, the distinguished American actor in

the title role of "Beau Brummel." * * *

JOURNAL AND POST EXPRESS—In

fact, it would be difficult to think offhand of

any one who could take the part of Beau
Brummel and turn it into such a Hying, vital

personality as (John Barrymore) did on the

screen yesterday.
TIMES-UNION—"Perfection" seems to be

the only word adequately descriptive of the

impersonation by John Barrymore of Beau
Brummel. * * *

"Between Friends"—Vitagraph
Gifts, Cincinnati

POST—Striking scenes of gay night life in

the artists' quarters of New York City and
a good cast make "Between Friends" * * *

a fair bit of entertainment.
TIMES-STAR—* * * An adaptation of

Robert W. Chambers' story, is a sincere and
impressive effort, aided by an excellent cast.

"Birth of a Nation"
Garrick, Milwaukee

LEADER—* * * retains to a considerable

degree the appeal it registered when first pre-

sented about 10 years ago.

NEWS—Although "The Birth of a Nation"
was produced about a decade ago, and hun-
dreds upon hundreds of pictures have come
and gone since, this epic has lived and by its

big reception at the Garrick Sunday, it has

proved that it is one of the best ever and
never will be forgotten.

SENTINEL—* * * The story is as thrilling

now as when it swept millions into the fold of

picture fans; the cast is more to be appre-

ciated than before. * * *

"Broken Hearts of Broadway"—S. R
Fox-Washington, Detroit

NEWS—The reckless young millionaire who
gives dinner parties for chorus girls, and uses

gold vanity cases with hundred dollar notes

enclosed as favors, is back on the screen again.

TIMES—The picture, abstractly speaking,

would compare in a way to the old type of

melodrama that not many years ago was a

favorite with the less gentle patrons of the

legitimate stage.

HERALD—Although Rod La Rocque
scores another triumph in "The Code of the

Sea," * * * he is closely seconded in the
cast by the work of beautiful Jacqueline
Logan.
RECORD—The picture is melodramatic

and colorful, with plenty of time and money
spent in putting a punch into the big storm
scenes.
TIMES—Shiver my timbers, but the good

old ocean sure does boil and swish in "Code
if the Sea !" You can fairly hear its roar
down at the Metropolitan this week.

"Conductor 1492"—Warners
California, Los Angeles
(Week Ending May 17)

EXAMINER—The chances are ninety-nine
out of a hundred that you'll get enough
laughs to last you a while.
EXPRESS—* * * Johnny Hines fixes up

a lot of old timers in the gag game into a

melodramatic farce, depending upon the ac-
tion to gloss over imperfections of story and
direction.

HERALD—It starts with a grin and ends
up with a laugh and the distance in between
is packed full of smiles, chuckles and all the
rest of the Joy family.
RECORD—"Conductor 1492" is a delight-

fully irresponsible bit of light opera.
It consists of a plot bubbling over with

gags and Johnny Hines.
TIMES—Pull down your trolley when you

get as far as the California Theatre this
week. It will cost you more than a nickel
to see "Conductor 1492," but it's worth it.

"The Confidence Man"—F. P.
Capitol, Detroit

NEWS—Thomas Meighan supplies the
screen with so many fine pictures that an oc-
casional drop into mediocrity may be passed
by without a great show of indignation. * * *

Has been produced from a formula that has
been going the rounds for years.
TIMES—Honest hokum, and the magnetic

acting of Thomas Meighan, put over "The
Confidence Man" at the Capitol theatre to the
evident satisfaction of large Sunday crowds.
* » »

Palace, Montreal
GAZETTE—This melodramatic plot * * *

might seem to furnish a poor vehicle for an
actor with Mr. Meighan's reputation and tal-

ent, but what really is the case is that Mr.
Meighan makes of the film a really entertain-
ing and worth while picture.

STAR—The story of the "Confidence Man"
is a simple one, not devoid of a certain ele-

ment of improbability, but relieved from any
charge of melodrama by the fidelity with
which the principal characters have been
drawn. * * *

"Code of the Sea"—F. P.-L.

Metropolitan, Los Angeles
(Week Ending May 17)

EXAMINER—But there's a picture on
the screen that is a big enough piece of

work to stand by itself, with or without
vaudeville and even with or without a beauti-

ful theatre. It's an altogether first-rate piece

of work. "The Code of the the Sea," it's

called.

EXPRESS—"The Code of the Sea" rises

to supreme heights of self-sacrifice and moral
grandeur. Subtle, indeed, is this intense

study of psychology of fear * * *

"Cytherea"—1st Nat'l

Rivoli, Baltimore
AMERICAN—You'll be surprised when

you discover how artfully they have trans-
ferred "Cytherea" from book to screen. * * *

the exotic, beautiful and rarely interesting
photoplay. * * *

SUN—It provides a sex drama of average
merit presented in a fairly interesting manner.

Wisconsin, Milwaukee
LEADER—* * * made a decided hit with

everyone, especially the love sick maidens

JOURNAL—Let it be said here for Mr.
Fitzmaurice that he has translated Cytherea to

the screen with a remarkable combination of
strategy and fidelity.

SENTINEL—It is a tale of mature men
and women—and intended likewise for mature
consumption, dealing as it does with the un-
conventional romance of a married man who
leaves his study, unromantic wife to elope to

Cuba with a social leader.

"Daughters of Today"—1st Nat'l

California, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 17)

CALL & POST—"Daughters of Today,"
playing a single week's engagement at the
California, fairly hums with jazz, flappers,
sheiks, kisses and the utter abandon of wild
youth at its gayest.

CHRONICLE—It's a hectic life they
lead—midnight bathing parties, craps, ses-

sions at the most notorious roadhouses, danc-
ing and many more of the present-day means
of entertainment.
EXAMINER—"Daughters of Today!' deals

with the flappers' problems—as a certain pro-

ducer sees it. College professors and those
interested in higher education wouldn't like

the picture.

NEWS—None of it is as bad as we've
been led to expect. In other words, the dis-

sipations of wild youth are shown discreetly

and without undue sensationalism.

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"

—

United Artists

Auditorium, Baltimore
AMERICAN—Fed up as I am on costumes,

courts and the courage that goes with them,
I enjoyed "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"
a good deal more than I expected to.

SUN (Evening)—It is, to be sure, the sort

of picture that adapts itself most admirably to

Pickford's particular histrionic equipment.
SUN (Morning)—Even the perils of Pau-

line pale before the many trials and tribula-

tions of this sixteenth century British maid.

Garrick, Minn.
TRIBUNE— (Morning)—From the open-

ing sc'ene to the final closeup all the color,

charm and romance of the Elizabethan age
are portrayed with wealth and art of today.
TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same as morning

edition.

"Floodgates"—S. R.
(Special Showing) Chicago

TRIBUNE—Melodrama spangles the pic-

ture with lurid sparks. * * *

Merrill, Milwaukee
LEADER—The film will keep you spell-

bound from start to the end. The scenes
were taken in and near a small town in the
Adirondacks.
NEWS—The flood scenes, the breaking of

the dam, is by far the biggest, most thrilling,

stupendous climax ever worked out.

SENTINEL—They've opened the flood-

gates of melodrama as well, in this picture
whose climax is a magnificently staged and
photographed episode of the blowing up of

a dam and the ensuing release of pent up
flood waters.

Capitol, Philadelphia
NORTH AMERICAN—John Lowell ap-

pears in the stellar role, giving a perform-
ance of considerable strength.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—The un-

derlying 'theme is the eternal struggle between
capital and labor, but there are an abundance
of thrilling situations which justify its being
dlassed as melodrama. The biggest thrill

accompanies the dynamiting of a dam.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—* * *a

lively melodrama of conflict in an Adirondack
lumber camp, is the feature this week.
RECORD—One of the most spectacular

flood scenes that has been shown upon the
screen is the thrilling climax of "Floodgates"
# * #

Cameo, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 17)

CALL & POST—There are plenty of
thrills in "Floodgates," * * * It is a likely

melodrama of conflict in a lumber camp
and offers much beauty in its scenic "shots"
the Adirondacks having been used in the lo-

cation "shots."
CHRONICLE — "Floodgates," at the

Cameo Theatre this week, ought to be good
melodrama. Certainly the ingredients which
go into it are tried and true.
NEWS—In spite of violent action, fist

fights, the deep-rooted hatreds that belong
with the melodramatic play, it is still satis-
factorily human, believable, and, at all times,
sincerely played.

"The Goldfish"— 1st Nat'l
Chicago, Chicago

HERALD & EXAMINER—Cast upon the
screen, "The Goldfish" seems a lot better
than it did behind the footlights. It is

louder and funnier, and that is just what it

should be.

TRIBUNE—Hoydenish, sparkling panto-
mime is Miss Constance Talmadge's con-
tribution to "The Goldfish" in which this
week she is delighting optiences. * * *

r-
"Innocence"—C. B. C— S.

Broadway, Los Angeles
|

(Week Ending May 17)

EXPRESS—Cruelties of circurosL|
evidence are dwelt upon in a highly dr?E
yet amusing way in "Innocence," * *,
HERALD— While this may no-

picture, it is one that will make monk
its producers, as it hits the avera
goer's weak spot.
The situation, although essentially

"Twin Beds," takes on a seriously I

dramatic tone in scenes of second I

climbing, fist fights and carnivals. Tl
]

ture is replete with tense scenes.
TIMES—* * * aside from being

ordinary in theme, has a few highlig I

more than usual interest.

"King of Wild Horses"—P;J
Randolph, Chicago

JOURNAL— But there is swift da I

novelty to the glorious animal in the!
of the scene, with glimpses of untrail
byways and craggy points such as you I

of going to when your best girl says

I

"Ladies to Board"—Fox|
Apollo, Indianapolis

STAR—Mix is one of William Foxl
valuable assets. This genial young \|
star probably never heard of High

f
which is capitalized in the absence L

awed look toward heaven and an ini[l

hush— but he has managed to turn I

veritable procession of good box offil

tures.

"Let Not Man Put Asunder"
Fay, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—There arc a number
ciety incidents during the progress L

story and these have been done with si I

of purpose and Liveliness of scenic el
inent. Both of th principals did eil
acting in showing the fallacy of divorof

"The Lightning Rider"—Hdl
New Grand, Minneapoisl

TRIBUNE— (Morning)—Many
situations are unfolded. * * *

TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same as ||
edition.

"The Marriage Cheat"—1st r|

Strand, Cincinnati
POST—If you don't bother yon

what might have been, "The
"Cheat'' will prove a good entertaid
TIMES-STAR—"The Marriage

flthe Strand, is a gripping triangle sti

acted and beautifully produced.

State, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—* * * the fill

not extraordinary, is exciting, in I

of places a little improbable, but alwai
the average in entertainment qualitia

PRESS—Laska Winters makes i
as a South Sea Island girl in "Thel
Cheat."

She has life, freshness and spirill

makes the role of South Sea Islaf
seem real in "The Marriage CheatiB

Loew's State, Los Angele|
(Week Ending May 17)

EXAMINER—Thrills and exciten
every spectator of the Thomas H.
duction, "The Marriage Cheat." *

EXPRESS—"The Marriage C|
Thomas Ince feature film, is unu
handled ;

* * *

HERALD—The story is all absoi!

it unfolds a theme of triangle love.1
Marmont is cast in the role of oil

teaches Christianity at a far-flung mn|
post of the island.

RECORD— It's beautifully filme
John Griffith Wray seems to haw
the story effectively, and the trop
(which comes up whenever anybody I

doors) is convincing, and the shipwn
ing.

TIMES—I cannot say that this"!

devised or very probable plot, bl_.

do not question the situations to«L
you will find the tempestuous action |
ng.
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(From a

wire received

from HARRY
C. ARTHUR, JR.,

General Manager

WEST COAST
THEATRES, INC.)

"LAST Sunday we .

.

PLAYED to more people

AT LOEWS STATE

LOS ANGELES, than it has

.

BEEN our good fortune to .

.

PLAY to since we have . . .

OPERATED the theatre . .

WITH exception of one ! . . ,

SATURDAY we did enormous ....

BUSINESS and Monday was biggest

.

MONDAY in some time. We played to

i

OVER 25,000 people in three days,whichmeans

CONSIDERABLE wear and tear on the seats!

JOSEPHM
SCHENCK

presents

Buster

Keaton

_j
Wrltte

Jean. H

erlockJr.

THIS picture is a riot from start to finish and has more .

REAL laughs to the foot than most comedies to the reel!

PARTICULARLY pleasing is that situations and gags

ARE entirely original. The chase is

ONE of the fastest I have ever witnessed . .

AND scene in movie theatre is a scream ! .

THIS picture establishes Buster as . .

COMEDY star of first magnitude

AND a cinch for

RECORD-BREAKING . .

BUSINESS on . . .

ALL future . . .

PRODUCTIONS!"

Written by

Jean. Havez. . .

.

Joseph. Mitchell
and

Clyde Bruck,man

^Directed by

Buster
Keaton

&i

tjurij Imperial "Pictures, Ltd.,£,xctushve

(Distributors thru-out Irecut Jirita.in..

SirWiiiiarn-^jur-u, jAay.a.f]i,VLCf Director. Iftcturetityt
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We could write
a whole book about
the good things in

%eUNINVITED GUEST
"but see what
the Exhibitors
Trade Review
got into /
376words /
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jury JntperUiTictures Ltd-

Exclusive X>iitributors thru-

out Ireat 'Jiri. tain. ... Sir

Wm.<Jury.Ma-nagingXirector

Uninvited
Guest

^Directed

-"vf" Ralph Ince
Story by CURTIS BENTON

IN THE CAST
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"Men"—F. P.-L.

Fenway, Boston

&NSCRIPT—Save for Miss Negri's

ent, glamourous, physical charm and

er rediscovered vivacity these closing

ices would pall. At it is, they make

izard the opinion that Mr. Buchowetski

lccumbed to the idea behind his forth-

g film with Miss_ Negri, and "Com-
sed."

Capitol, Cincinnati
ST The work of Dimitri Buchowetski

ecting "Men," Pola Negri's picture,

; Capitol Theatre this week, adds to

elief that America is far in advance of

le in photoplay productions,

fails even to make the picture compre-

le.

1ES-STAR—While interesting as a

irative study, it is somewhat disappoint-

i an entertainment.

Alhambra, Milwaukee
WS—Pola is the whole picture, which

much of a picture as far as being a

vehicle for Pola is concerned. She

too good for a story of that type, * * *

MTINEL—There is an irresistible gla-

bout Pola Negri, not the pink and white

aess of the ingenue, but the bold beauty

woman who has lived, that makes it

possible to accept her as the heroine

itory in which all men are victims of a

for her.

Strand, Omaha
)RLD-HERALD—She comes closer to

ork in "Passion," than in anything else

as done since she came to this country.

Missouri, St. Louis
OBE-DEMOCRAT—Pola Negri, in her

e, "Men," reaches the same standard

first attracted the American public to

,nd made her seem the most desirable

e foreign stars.

ST-DISPATCH—Leaving immorality

aside, there is a distnct strain on un-

lity in this piece. * * « There is a re-

able scene, the students' carnival, a

irpiece of picturization.

AR— If the effort i effects little on Buch-

zki, it does emphasize the talents of

i for she certainly gives a semblance of

y to a lot of the most impossible situ-

s ever assembled into one sequence.

MES—The picture is slow and the con-

y is rather poor. It jumps at the be-

ng as though it had been cut a great

since the making, and it is difficult to

i what it is about until it is well under

Columbia, Washington
£RALD—In it Pola Negri again reveals

laming emotional force that character-

her enactments in "Passion" and "Gypsy

)ST—The motional power that Pola
* * * displayed in such outstanding

actions as "Passion" and "Shadows of
" is actually eclipsed by the Pola Negri

flashed before audinces * * * in "Men."
AR—The foreign touch of Dimitri Bu-

etski, director, is distinct and impelling

Men," playing at the Columbia Theatre

week, in which Pola Negri portrays

ife of a girl who sought revenge on the

uline sex for attempted injustices at their

s in her early life.

The faull i both with the HERALD-When melodrama romance and
_: even mg i, Comedy, creep into one picture ti

adaptation and the cast. The latter gives

the impression of being unutterably bored and

enact their parts in a listless and dispirited

fashion.

NORTH AMERICAN—The play is

smooth, exciting enough, but direction and

acting have made it melodrama in more than

name only.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—Dorothy
Dalton walks off with all the honors of the

picture. The acting in the scene of the

fire is excellent, but some of the close-ups

are too long.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—Dorothy

Dalton does her best in the title role, and

her characterization of Leah, an unwilling

accomplice of her dishonest father, provides

probably the chief interest of the. picture.

RECORD—Dorothy Dalton, as Leah,

daughter of an Austrian crook, has done
much better work in other productions where
were opportunities suited to her screen abil-

ity.

"My Man"—Vitagraph
Downtown Lyric, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The picture is going

over with a bang and the crowds attest to Miss
Miller's growing popularity.

result is bound to please. That is exactly

what "The Shooting of Dan McGrew does

RECORD—The picture will go very well

as a money-maker- the title and the cast en-

sure that. But one regrets it was not filmed

with more sophistication.
f

TIMES- When they shot "The Shooting ot

Dan McGrew." they hit the bull's eye! The

picturization of Robert W. Service s memora-

ble epic of the north * * * drew big crowds.
# * *

Delmonte, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—"The Shooting of

Dan McGrew" is the most thrilling picture ot

the year, being the new screen version ot the

famous Robert W. Service poem.

POST-DISPATCH—As a story, the sce-

nario never rises above the ordinary, and at

times the development is slow.

TIMES—It is just a "sex affair, this con-

stituting its chief element of appeal—the lure

of an attractive heroine—Barbara La Marr.

"True as Steel"—Gold-Cosmop.
Rialto, Washington

HERALD—Rupert Hughes has discussed
a daring theme cleverly, subtly and in an
original manner in his latest production * * *

POST—The story is told without the use
of melodrama or lurid situations. The author
has created human, living characters, who
live natural lives in a natural way.
STAR—This is a melodramatic tale of wo-

men in business and the age-old theme of
sex as it affects this modern scheme of life.

"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model'
Gold.-Cosmop.

Strand, San Francisco
(Week ending May 17)

CALL AND POST—* * * Not a single

dull moment, action from start to finish and

all of the suspense, thrills and chills of old

time melodrama. * * *

CHRONICLE—It is remarkably well done,

suspense timed exactly right; cast admirable

and working hard for the success of the melo-

drama and production beautiful in every way.
EXAMINER—* * * Is obviously what it

is—a melodrama of the first water. The
Goldwyn Company has taken some of the

curse of improbability off the film by indulging

in some good comedy.
NEWS—It never claims to be anything

other than a story to please, a tale to while

away excitingly an idle hour. This it does

no less well on the screen than it did for

many a day on the stage.

"Singer Jim McKee'—F. P.-L.

Palace, Washington
HERALD—The settings of Hart's new

picture are majestic and awe-inspiring, while

the story is marked by some of the greatest

thrills this player has ever brought to the

screen. * * •
,

POST—In this story Hart reveals a grip-

ping and fascinating tale of the modern West

punctuated with all the daring action and

breath-taking thrill that Hart brings to the

screen so strikingly.

STAR—A thrilling western drama, written

and produced by William S. Hart and^ in

which he appears in the leading role.

"The Uninvited Guest"—Metro

Lyric, Minneapolis

STAR—In addition to a very gripping plot

the picture is exceptionally well filmed. Pearl
divers, at work, and scenes of the ocean bed
in natural colors are included in the film.

TRIBUNE 'Morning)—The story takes
place in the South Sea islands and contains
an unusual plot.

TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same as morning
edition.

"A Son of the Sahara"—1st Nat'l

Rialto, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—It has colorful ro-

mance, picturesque desert scenes, flying robes

of Arabs and thrilling action.

"Miami"—Hodkinson
Kings, St. Louis

LOBE-DEMOCRAT—"Miami" is one of

jest pictures the screen has had in a long

, and Betty Compson does some of the

t work of her career as Joan Bruce.

3ST-DISPATCH—There are wild par-

wild rides, wild gambling houses and
; wild swimming * * * and the ending
itisfactory for her and for the audience.

TAR—* ** unfolds a rapid-fire tale of

power motors, sleek yachts, palatial resi-

; and clubs, white beaches, bootleg

>r and wild parties in the millionaire

ny at the Florida resort.

iMES—The film is mostly a display of

s and pretty clothes, and has little else to

k of. The plot is rather weak, but will

ce. The settings are nearly outdoors,
:h is a relief from the usual line of stu-

scenery.

"The Next Corner"—F. P.-L.

Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT CHRONICLE—This pic-

ture of necessity go down in the history of

films as an example of what a poor scenario,

or a poor director, or both, can do to a

perfectly good cast.

HERALD—In watching it, one feels that

some motion picture producer or director

had a superfluity of stars standing about the

studio and simply had to use them to keep

down overhead expenses, or some such thing.

JOURNAL—The naturalness of Miss Mac-
ka'ill's acting bespeaks for her a high intelli-

gence which should carry her far.

The story itself is ordinary enough.
TIMES-UNION— * * * provides a reason-

able amount of entertainment and its story

manages to hold the interest even though
one does not feel that a dozen or so words
of explanation by the heroine would have
obviated the major part of her trials and
tribulations.

"The Temple of Venus"—Fox
Hippodrome, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—The story and theme

of this one makes the most curious, jumbled

hodge-podge we have ever seen. It deals

with the real and unreal, and has fairies, sea-

nymphs and gods and goddesses of mythology

scattered about promiscuously.

"The Plunderer"—Fox
Monroe, Chicago

POST—"The Plunderer" is a mining story

not startlingly unlike many other photoplays
written about miners.
The picture is well put on, its story clearly

presented and its thrills well staged. It

should prove entertaining.

"Three Weeks"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Grand Central, -Lyric & Capitol

St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—As the "Queen" of

the story Miss Pringle achieves a notable per-

sonal success and Nagel will please an already

large following that he has won through past

performances.
POST-DISPATCH—It is well that this

piece is not prolonged beyond the hour, for

human nature perhaps might stretch under

the strain and begin to crack. This is by way

of insinuating that "Three Weeks' is some-

what rather excessively emotional.

STAR—The settings and photography are

of exceptional beauty, and whether one ap-

proves of such eroticism or not. the pic-

ture holds the attention throughout, some-

times breathlessly.
,

TIMES—Aileen Pringle makes a beautiful

queen, but "Three Weeks," which is the pro-

gram this week at the Grand Central Wes,

End Lyric and Lyric Skydome and Capitol

theatres is a disappointment.

"Wild Oranges"—Gold-Cosmop.
Stanley, Philadelphia

NEWS— * * * a good oldfashioned fist

fight is certain to put a picture over * * *

The story leading up to this bit of excite-

ment is rather common-place but interesting

just the same.
TIMES—The play starts with a slow tem-

po, gradually growing faster as one climax
piles on top of another. * * *

Palace, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Frank Mayo, Virginia Valli

and Ford Sterling have the leading roles

and do some excellent acting.
INQUIRER—King Vidor, who directed

the picture is entitled to much praise for

his splendid work, for the story, poorly di-

rected, would have fallen flat.

NORTH AMERICAN—The whole story-

is his attempt to get the girl to his boat in

safety, and, slight as the story is, good direc-

tion and fair acting have made it eventful
and exciting, perhaps overblessed with fires

and storms.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—If you

have grown tired of the ordinary movie with
its repetition and unnatural expression of
emotion you will enjoy this picture which is

a decided novelty.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—The thrills

of the piece are furnished by one of the
best screen fights seen recently, fought by
the young Bostonian and a ma'n-of-all-work
around the girl's home.

RECORD—King Vidor has managed to
get some of the psychology of the original
story into his adaptation to the screen of

Hergesheimer's "Wild Oranges," and this,

with the unusually good acting, makes a
picture considerably superior to the average
run.

"Poisoned Paradise"—Preferred
Strand, Washington

HERALD—In it Service succeeded in de-

picting Monte Carlo with the same clarity

and force that he depicted Alaska in his

earlier writings.

k'The Moral Sinner"—F. P.-L.
Karlton, Philadelphia

ULLETIN—The sentimental part of the

is well carried, but to think super-thieves
lid try to burglarize in the manner illus-

ed seems somewhat ridiculous.

s a whole, however, the picture is enter-

ing.

"The Shooting of Dan McGrew"

—

Metro—Mission, Los Angeles
(Week ending May 17)

EXAMINER—There's melodrama—romance
and sheer exquisite drama in "The Shooting
of Dan McGrew," which opened at the Mis-
sion Theatre yesterday.

EXPRESS—A decidedly melodramatic and
far-sweeping story in its locales was built up
to the point of the actual shooting of that

rotter, "Dangerous Dan," in the crowded
saloon in the Yukon country.

"Triumph"—F. P.-L.

State, Minneapolis

JOURNAL—* * * But now de Mille has

turned his undeniable talents to the making

of an audience picture, designed to please the

family. It is called "Triumph." and It bids

fair to be a highly successful offering.

TRIBUNE (Morning)—The theme contains

a pleasing romance in which two brothers fig-

ure as rivals for the hand of a girl. While

not altogether plausible, the picture is in-

tensely interesting.

TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same as morning

edition.

"The Trouble Shooter"—Fox
Rialto, Milwaukee

NEWS—"The Trouble Shooter" is an ex-

ample of the reason for Mix's popularity.

It is the usual high powered action picture

replete in thrills furnished in dare-devil way

by Mix and his companion, Tony, the trusty

steed.

"A Woman of Paris"—United Artists

Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—The art of Charles Chaplin
is revealed under unexpected circumstances

* *with the noted comic artist's first ven-
ture into the realm of serious drama as the
outstanding feature of an entertainment of
exceptional merit.
INQUIRER—* * * Chaplin has brought

this same understanding of human nature

—

.in understanding that is rare in the average
scenario. Again he has taken the failings
of man, but to create sadness instead of mirth!
NORTH AMERICAN—* * * Charlie

Chaplin has used human beings instead of
movie or stage types to people his everyday
sort of story, and so sets in motion a drama
that is intense and swift and touched at
every point with humor.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—"A Wo-

man of Paris," slashed as it is, deserves the
praise that has been showered upon it wher-
ever it has been shown.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)— Charlie

Chaplin is a good director, but there are
others just as good, and some better. His
story is not exceptional, the comedy parts
are distinctly good, but there are no marks
of genius throughout the entire production.
RECORD—Those who were at the Stan-

ley Theatre yesterday had reason to feel
that they were especially favored. They had
the opportunity to see Charles Chaplin's first
motion picture production, "A Woman of
Paris," which he wrote and directed, * * *
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business, have been sadly disappointed. It may be that with
the welter of politics out of the way a businesslike, constructive

program will be carried out. Here's hoping so, anyway.

ANOTHER FIND
Cecil de Mille is all het up. Says he has made "the screen

discovery of years." In Vera Reynolds. Who will appear in

"Feet of Clay." Here's hoping. And here's reminding: that on
the Lasky lot recently. They had another find. Dorothy Mac-
kaill. And then things went wrong. And Miss Mackaill left

Famous. Let's watch what happens. To Vera.

FIGURES
One of the reasons. For Harold Bell Wright's success : small

town folk eat his stuff by the ream. "When a Man's a Man" had
a circulation of 1,400,000 copies; his "The Mine With the Iron

Door" twice that amount.

The Lesser's are sticking to the idea of big circulation. Of
material for their stars. "Captain January," the Baby Peggy
feature, had a circulation of 600,000 in book form, and "Helen's
Babies" has been translated into every language.

CLEAN PICTURES
See Carl Laemmle is out after clean pictures. And the Chi-

cago Daily News used it on the radio. Which helped. And he is

right. True ; these flashy sensual box office titles attract atten-

tion. But how far do they really get; once they go too far?

The Hays office has its work cut out. On this line. Right
now. Many discussions. Many arguments. And—broadly
speaking—producers are inclined to keep in line. But once in a

while the traces are strained. Just now particularly.

VACATION DAYS
For F. C. Munroe. Of Hodkinson. Consisted of going to

Washington. And worked with the Red Cross. On the move-
ment for aiding the Institute for Crippled and Disabled Men. He
was general manager of the Red Cross during the war days.

Never mind, Munroe. If you didn't get the right kind of a
vacation in Washington. You did some good work. And be-
sides, you're coming to the golf tournament—June 4, Great Neck

—

and the Committee will try and see to it. That you have one real

vacation day, anyway.

THE BEERY'S
What's become of them? Wally and his brother? For a time

it seemed as though they were in every other picture released.

Some folks said they were tired of seeing them. But at all events
at present they seem comparatively inactive. Perhaps they are
too busy in Hollywood real estate. To bother with pictures.

SOME PAYROLL
Major Thompson of FBO is out with an optimistic statement.

Over business conditions. In which he points out that there are
1650 people on the FBO payroll. By Golly, Major, business bet-
ter had be good. Righto?

THANKS, PROFESSOR
Professor George Humphreys. Writing in "Collier's," says:

"Think of the drug habit, of alcohol, of the Saturnalia and other
orgies of antiquity, all of which performed the same mental func-
tion, though by different means. Then turn and give thanks for
the worst of the movies and ten thousand thanks for the fine pro-
ductions that some producers are now showing us."

COURTESY
Right hand of hospitality offered. To all Americans visiting

London. From Clement, Blake & Day, 178 Charing Cross Road.

from Page 1)

Who say "come in, use their offices'' and make yourself at ho 'y

Fine spirit.

TRAVELING JOYS
Not all beer and skittles for Tom Terriss. Who has his _

pany in Spain. Writing from Fuenterrabia, a small town on j

border of France. Where he was held up several days. Beca i

his passport was not vise'd properly. As soon as he was fL
1

up Tom drank a toast. For joy. Says he drank one to the
I

old paper also. But you know how it feels. When you're nvij

away from anywhere. And some good break comes.

BREAKING IN
So Famous will have five pictures in the Strand, Broadw,

this coming season. Well, well. Wonders never cease,
pecially in this business. First National has had a strangle h i

on the Strand. For a long time. This deal—mark another
for Kent—means the two Valentinos and several others. A[
maybe it isn't a smart deal for the Strand. Can you imag:
the women lining up—waiting for the Valentino picture? B<;

what a mob. Maybe it won't bring in a lot of money
; just may .

NAZIMOVA
Bold, bold man Dick Rowland. Giving her another chan.

Brave, too. And yet this great artist deserves her place
the screen. If only she can be handled. If only she does;
have to have her own way. And make bizzare, impossible creaticj

which the American fan cannot understand, does not appreci.'t

and will not have. If Nazimova will only understand that <:

must be pliable; that she must remain within certain conventio

,

and give her artistic understanding and great ability to )|

camera, then a great picture will result. Who will ever forj:

her "War Brides" and "Revelation"! What pictures! But af

these she took the bit in her teeth—and her pictures never pro\b
up at the box office. Let's hope the Rowland "luck" holds go/.

We need all the great artistes possible in production—we haj
few enough as it is.

SYDNEY'S MEMOIRS
When Sydney Cohen relinquishes the sceptre ; when he stei

off the throne, he may write his memoirs—as leader of the ij

tional exhibitor body during the past four years. . Offers ha.'

been made to publish these interesting recollections, so Sydn
says. Well, for one, we would like to read them. And see jij

how much of the inside Sydney would tell. Could tell, in fa

Because back of the scenery there must have been many intere-
ing moves made. Moves which would mean most unusij
reading.

DANNY:!

SECOND HAND
DEBRIE CAMERA

Fitted with 2" F 3.5 and 6" F 4.5 Tessar lenses, 4 extra maga-
zines, 2 cases and Bell & Howell Tripod,

$475.00
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

118 West 44th Street
New York City Bryant 6635

U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie Apparatus
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he Weeks Headlines
Monday

jttern production at highest peak since

i20. observers declare. All studios busy.

P leric G. Lee, of Famous Players dead.

Tuesday
P.;age of soldiers' bonus bill may threaten

peal of amusement taxes.

E Iwyn, Ltd. of England combined with

try's Imperial Pictures.

R. Schlesinger, Ufa official now here

j 9 prints of "Die Nibelungen" will be

•re in June.

? J. Kent, back from trip, reports business

jtlook for fall to be excellent.

Wednesday
hington believes amusement tax repeal

set, irrespective of bonus.

[ 1 Williams declares in London that he
cpects Valentino to start work for Ritz

August.

R ert T. Kane resigns as production man-
ner for Famous. May produce on his

.vn.

Cothy Gish to be starred by Inspiration

itetro release, with Henry King di-

eting.
Clifton completes Fox contract and

Jans to make two pictures in India.

Bj Wilson closes new deal with Arrow

;

t make a serial and thirty features.

\ ro and Goldwyn men in field being con-
Midated

Thursday
V P. T. O. convention to discuss theatre
mipetition from producers-distributors

ad non-theatrical exhibitors.

Vcus Loew heads Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
ifficers elected; James R. Grainger and

. M. Saunders, directors.

Li Baum. former Equity sales manager to

roduce for F. B. O.
iate conferees in Washington agree on
"musement tax repeal.

Friday
fferred in receiver's hands. Action said

) he friendly in order to preserve assets.

ViRraph holds first annual sales convention
4 several years at Chicago,
fncipal decides to state right two Baby
'eggys and two Harold B. Wright stories,

ft plant on Coast busy. May star Earle
''oxe.

Bunont of England secures Warner output
ir that country under contract that runs
pveral years.

Saturday
Hkinson will release 19 features between
aigust 1 and February 1. Margaret Liv-
lgston may be featured.

lirner officials leave to attend franchise
'olders' convention on Coast.
?a Paramount officials booked in the Strand.
!ien leaves for Boston for convention. N.
'. M. P. T. O. and the T. O. C. C. "not
iterested".

ijP. D. A. forms new holding company on
e Coast to produce.

Bradford Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

'-.os Angeles—F. G. Bradford, vice-
::sident of Lee-Bradford Corp., is

ving for the East shortly to con-
r

l with Arthur Lee.

Some Lee-Bradford Sales

Lee-Bradford has sold "The Lure
! the Yukon" to Juan Kunzler for
gentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile,
ru, Bolivia and Ecuadore; Capital
jlm Exchange has secured New
>rk rights, and Imperial, Eastern
mnsylvania rights.

"After Six Days" in Cleveland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—"After Six Days" open-
at the Circle Monday. Weiss

•others will open the Cadle Taber-
cle, Indianapolis, seating 8,000, on
ne 1, with the picture.

Cohoes Theatre Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cohoes, N. Y.—Fire in the building
•sing the Majestic caused a loss of
0,000.

New Theaters
Old Forge, Pa.—The Comerford

Amusement Co., will spend $75,000
to convert the Pilosi, which the com-
pany recently acquired into a modern
theater.

Winston-Salem, N, C.—A new the-

atre for colored people, with a capa-

city of 1,100 has been opened by R.

D. Craver.

Herkimer, N. Y.—Thomas Donato
will convert church property which
he has just acquired into a picture

house.

St. Petersburg, Fla.—C. D. Busse
of Easton, Pa., will soon build a thea-

ter to accommodate 2,000.

Providence—The Broadway Star

Corp will build a theatre and office

building to cost $100,000.

Chicago—The Schoenstadt circuit

will begin building operations on a

proposed theatre shortly.

Hartford—The Lenox Investment
Co. is to build a theatre of 925 seats

at a cost of $100,000.

San Francisco—The Metropolitan,
seating 2,000, opened with "The
Fighting Coward."

Longview, Wash.—The Longview
Amusement Co. has filed plans for a

new $125,000 house.

Flint, Mich.—Lester E. Matt will

build a six story theatre and office

building.

Richmond, Cal.—West Coast Thea-
tres have opened the Richmond.

Klamath Falls, Ore.—Max Weiss
will soon open a new playhouse.

Philadelphia—Kenin and Shapiro
will build a new $150,000 house.

Chapel Hill, Va.—A theatre to cost

$100,000 will soon be built here.

Seattle—Frank Smallwood has filed

plans for a $125,000 theatre here.

Seattle—John Danz will build a
1,000 seat picture house.

Kansas City, Kas.—L. B. Douglas
is building the Mayfield.

Waterville, Me.—Edward Jennes
has opened the Strand.

Bellows Falls, Vt.—The new Stat
has opened.

Guts and Flashes
Work on "The Story Without a

Name" has started at the Paramount
studio. Agnes Ayres, Antonio Mor-
eno, Louis Wolheim, Dagmar God-
owsky, Maurice Costello and Jack
Bohn are in the cast.

Flora Le Breton has been added
to the cast of "I Am the Man", the
new Lionel Barrymore picture.

In The Courts
In the suit of A. B. Siegel against

Timely Films for $5,000 alleged to

be due as production manager, a
judgment has been filed in the Su-
preme Court dismissing the com-
plaint on the verdict of a jury and
awarding costs of $121 to the defen-
dant.

Independent Closes Sales

Independent Pictures have closed
the following sales: the Desmond-
Holmes series to Commonwealth for

Greater New York and Northern
Jersey; Celebrated Players for North-
ern Illinois and Indiana; First Gra-
phic for Northern New York; R. G.
Hill Enterprises, Pittsburgh for

Western Pennsylvania and West Vir-
ginia and 20th Century. Philadelphia
for Eastern Pennsylvania and South-
ern Jersey. The Franklyn Farnum
westerns have been sold to Celebrated
Players, for Northern Illinois and
Indiana; Columbia of Pittsburgh for

Western Pennsylvania and West Vir-
ginia; First Graphic for Northern
New York.

French Trade Papers Combine
(Special t: THE FILM DAILY)

Paris—The Syndicat des Journaux
Cinematographique, has been formed
by the directors of the following
papers: "La Cinematographic Fran-
caise" (trade) ; "Le Courrier Cine-
matographique" (trade); "Cinemaga-
zine" (fan); "Hebdo Film" (trade);

"Cineopse" (monthly) ; and "La Se-
maine Cinematographique" (trade).

Just what the basis of the ''get to-

gether" is has not been announced,
but there has long been need for a
common understanding among the
publishers.

Action to Protect New Prints
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The Film Board of

Trade has had printed, stickers, to be
printed on all bands of new prints,

and reading: "Notice:—This is a new
print. Please loosen tension spring,

or adjust your film so as not to dam-
age film," with a view to protect new
prints.

Supple Off For Coast
Edmond F. Supple, publicity man-

ager of Pathe is on his way to the
coast to organize a publicity cam-
paign for the Charles Ray series.

Incorporations
Albany—Greenwich Village Play-

house, New York. Capital $250,000.

Incorporators, K. Macgowan, R. E.

Jones and E. O. Neill. Attorneys,
Rosenberg & Ball, New York.

Albany—Far-Gor Productions, Inc.,

New York. Capital $100,000. In-

corporators, R. Weinberg. F. H.
Chase and L. Frank. Attorney, J.

Blumenthal, New York.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Selmar Theatre
Co., Gary. Capital $40,000. Incorp-
orators, Damon Orlowiski, Harding
Martin and Clyde Elliott.

Chicago—Saperstein Bros, have in-

corporated their theatre interests into

Saperstein Bros,, Inc.

Theater Changes
Hoboken, N. J.—A corporation

headed by David Weinstock has

taken over the Strand which it will

remodel at a cost of $125,000.

Troy—The Astor which reopened
a few weeks ago is again dark follow-

ing an alleged default in payment of

$300 rent.

Ottawa, 111.—Improvements which
include the installation of a $15,000

organ have been made in the Gayety.

La Salle, 111.—Tom Norman has
been appointed manager of the La
Salle, succeeding W. M. Beadell.

Chicago—Hall Opperman will

close the Crescent at Pontiac and
build another theatre in its stead.

Seattle—John D. Howard, has been
engaged as publicity man for the Neil

and Alexander Theatres Inc.

Rochester—Al W. Root has been
appointed manager of the Gaiety to

succeed Clifford C. Smith.

Kalamazoo—Extensive improve-
ments involving an outlay of $75,000
will be made on the Majestic.

Columbia, S. C.—The city has
leased the Columbia for municipal
purposes for two years.

East Orange, N. J.—Richard A.
Reilly has taken over the direction

of the Strand.

St. Louis—The Liberty Music Hall
and the Columbia have closed for

the season.

Waverly, Mass.—Jack Watt has
been appointed manager of the
Strand.

La Salle, 111—The Majestic will be
closed during July and August for

repairs.

Schenectady—The Farash Theatres,
Inc. has taken over the Barcli houses.

Chicago—Mrs. E. M. Gracy has
taken over the Gem at Crystal Lake.

Hickory, N. C.—The Pastime has
closed for extensive remodelling.

Ottawa—B. S. Jordan is closing the
Orpheum for extensive repairs.

Monticello, Ind.—R. A. Shobe has
purchased the Strand and Lyric.

Seattle—William R. Hartford is

now manager of the Portola.

Humboldt, S. C.—J. F. Lawrence
has taken over the Humboldt.

Norwood. N. Y.—A. E. Pearson
has purchased the Lyric.

Cleveland—The Victory, Strand and
the Glen have closed.

Chicago—The Halsted has been
converted into stores.
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"Why Men Leave Home"
Producer: Louis B. Mayer
Distributor: First National

As a Whole.... BRIGHT AND
AMUSING COMEDY-DRAMA
OF MARRIED LIFE. HAS
SOME CLEVER TWISTS AND
TOUCHES AND WILL UN-
DOUBTEDLY APPEAL TO
AVERAGE AUDIENCE.

Cast. ... Lewis Stone good in role

similar to that which he had in

"The Dangerous Age". Helene
Chadwick competent and pleasing

as the pleasure-seeking young wife.

Does not seem as pretty as usual,

probably due to poor make-up.Al-
ma Bennett carries off the flippy-

stenographer role with ease and as-

surance. A lot of wives are going
to investigate their husbands' sten-

ographers after seeing Miss Ben
nett's rather typical and truthful

characterization. Mary Carr and
William V. Mong suitable but a

bit exaggerated as the old couple.

Others Hedda Hopper, Sidney
Bracy, Lila Leslie, Howard Trues-
dell.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
"Why Men Leave Home", adapted
by A. P. Younger from the Avery
Hopwood stage play, offers a
bright, pleasant entertainment that

will please the present day picture

audience thoroughly. It has to do
with the ever old and always new
marital tangle in which the honey-
moon figures prominently at the

start and the divorce court rings

in on the finish but that very brief

and conventional-sounding diagno-
sis doesn't mean to infer that the
plot is hackneyed or uninteresting.

On the contrary there are lots of

new ideas bright twists and clever
suggestions that make it entirely

interesting and thoroughly amus-
ing. Most folks will like it im-
mensely. John Stahl's direction in-

I eludes many skillful touches that

help make the story especially in-

teresting. In only one or two in-

stances is he guilty of poor judg-
ment but these may be overlooked
by a not too conservative patron-
age. There is an effective moral
nicelv woven in and brought out
in a finai title that announces "mar-
riage is like life itself—it has its

hard knocks but it's beautiful", or
something to that effect

Box Office Angle. .. .Title will bring
them in and picture will send them
out satisfied. What more could
you wan ?

Exploitation. ... Shouldn't take up a
great deal of your time. Here is

one of those bring-'em-in titles that

will take care of itself without a lot

of extra advertising and exploiting.

It readily suggests a spicy, peppy
story of husbands, wives, and other-

wise and will serve to bring in a

curious crowd. Whoever it brings
in will go out amused, thoroughly
satisfied and probably a lot wiser
and better informed on how to be
"happy though married."

Direction John M. Stahl; very good.
Author Avery Hopwood
Scenario A. P. Younger
Cameraman Sol Polito
Photography Good
Locale New York
Length About 8,000 feet

Pola Negri in

"Men"
Paramount

As a Whole NEGRI EXCEL-
LENT: BACK TO HER OLD
STYLE THAT MADE HER A
GREAT STAR AND DRAWING
CARD. STORY HAS BEEN
TOLD TIME AND AGAIN BUT
HER ADMIRERS WON'T
MIND THAT.

Star.... When Negri wants to work,
when Negri isn't upset with a lot

of internal difficulties she troops
like a thoroughbred. This she does
in "Men." Pity the story w_asn't
up to her requirements.

Cast.... Few have anything to do
that means very much. Robert
Frazier allowed to overact consid-
erably, and besides hasn't been
given much to make him Mr.
Hero. Robert Edeson satisfactory
and Josef Swickard excellent. Ed-
gar Norton good in a character
part. Others unimportant.

Type of Story. . . .Good old tried and
true material. The girl, tricked and
abused, spends her life wreaking
her vengeance upon all men, taking
their money to help those in need.
Finally finds the one man she loves.

That's all. But around this trite,

old formula Director Buchowetzki
shows many clever points. His
touches, especially during the first

three reels, more than make up
for the lack of story. Some of the
little things are splendidly handled.
They introduce a big student's ball

in Paris as the novelty which is

supposed to lift the production in

box office value. It may. But
Negri counts too much personally
to need such lavish expenditures
where they aren't necessary.

Box Office Angle. . . .You know what
Negri means to you at the box of-
fice. If she has been a winner in

the past you can count on this one
doing better than almost any of
her recent ones. It looks in.

Exploitation You can make a lot

of promises for this one. And you
want to do it. Because those who
like Negri's work will be more than
pleased with this one. Somehow
or the other she does better work
with foreign directors. Perhaps
there is a better understanding.
The title lends itself easily to catch
lines such as "Would you know
about 'Men' then see Pola Negri
at the blank theatre." Or "'Men';
what they mean to women. Of
course you want to know. See Pola
Negri at the blank theatre—and
learn for yourself."

Direction Dimitri Buchowetzki.

First American production by the

man who made an excellent record

abroad. He will do. You'll hear

more of him later, that's sure.

Author Dimitri Buchowetzki

Scenario Paul Berne

Cameraman : . Alvin Wyckoff

Photography Excellent

Locale Paris

Length 6,634 feet

"The Signal Tower"
Universal-Jewel

As a Whole SPLENDIDLY
MADE PICTURE THAT IS AB-
SORBING FROM START TO
FINISH. VERY WELL DI-
RECTED AND FINELY ACT-
ED. SHOULD GO OVER VERY
WELL.

Star. ... Especially pleasing and al-

ways convincing. Has the ability

to really give the impression that

she lives the part she plays'. Pret-

ty in close-ups.

Cast. . . .Rockliffe Fellowes does bet-

ter work than ever before. Espe-
cially well suited and handles the
role excellently. Very likeable in

this. Wallace Beery, always a de-
pendable villain, contributes an-
other of his masterpieces of vil-

lainy. Frankie Darrow a clever

youngster.

Type of Story. .. .Drama. James O.
Spearing, former photoplay editor

and motion picture critic of the
New York Times, has written the
scenario for "The Signal Tower".
And it is a job well done. The
continuity is smooth, the develop-
ment even and increasing in inter-

est and dramatic value as it pro-
gresses, and there is a fine amount
of really valuable touches which di-

rector Clarence Brown, in his care-
ful handling of the story, has
brought out splendidly. There is

only one fault to be found, and it is

difficult to decide who is to blame
for it, and that is the introduction
of one or two vulgar bits of sug-
gestion in connection with villain

Beery's coveting his landlord's wife.

The picture will be much better
off with the elimination of shots
showing Berry in the woman's bed-
room looking suggestively at her
nightdress. These things don't help
to make "clean" entertainment and
it's a pity in this case since the rest

of the picture is so worth while.
There is a tense dramatic plot in

which a signal tower operator, in
an isolated mountain region, saves
the Limited by sticking to his post
at the moment when his wife is

being attacked. There's good sus-
pense in the climax and a thrill in

the train derailment.
Box Office Angle..Should please your

patrons. There's a good story, good
production, a fine cast and all that
is required for a satisfactory en-
tertainment.

Exploitation. .. .Get your local train-

men and railway telegraphers' or-
ganizations to help you exploit this

one. The theme deals with the
loyalty of the signal tower work-
ers, telegraphers and those in

charge of the safe despatch of
trains. They'll likely be very will-

ing to help you and get attention
themselves. Promise a thrilling

story and show a trailer of some of

the more exciting moments. The
title readily lends itself to stunt
advertising.

Direction Clarence L. Brown;
on the whole, very good.

Author Wadsworth Camp
Scenario James O. Spearing
Cameraman Ben Reynolds
Photography Fine
Locale Forest region
Length 6,714 feet

Mary Pickford in

"Dorothy Vernon of h\.

don Hall"
Marshall Neilan Prod.—Unit,

;

f

As a Whole. ..CHARMING,
LIGHTFUL. MARY AT I J
BEST. THE COSTUME CU ]SHOULD NOT SERIOUlY
AFFECT THIS SPLENlD
FILM.

Star Never better. What ho I
She still far out-troupes almos I
of them.

Players Generally excellent. )

Ian Forrest charming as M; 's

lover but Clare Eames just qui
takes up the show and walks a I
with it as Queen Elizabeth. <|
ers unimportant.

Type of Story The best of
three "Yolanda's" within the
two years, which includes "Kni
hood." One of those stories

which old English barons, a Sc
Queen, impetuous lovers and i

ily breaches become involved
|

to be straightened out by the
affair between the younger pe<

A Charles Major story. The
he ever wrote so far as action
interest and unless there are irl
costume pictures of this type!
sight this one should get over 'I
well.

In addition to the beautiful s y
Miss Pickford has invested this >t

only with a sumptuous producn
but Marshall Neilan is back i|

her and the combination is rel
fine.

Box Office Angle. . . .You know v

Mary's name means in your \i%

Unless your people are ten!
tired of costume pictures this e

is definitely "in." Whether it I

stand an advanced price schc c

remains to be seen.

Exploitation Should be a cil

What between Mary's name, e

use of Mickey Neilan's, the su|

tuous production, and the delii

ful love story you have so mud
work with that definite informa

as to how it should be used shell

be unnecessary. You can eal

promise this Mary's best among '.

most recent productions. You I

appeal to a new class of theatei -

ers by referring to the excel t

characterization by Clare Eame:S

Queen Elizabeth. Many schoK

students and those who don't i\

erally attend movies will be m
interested in this angle.

Direction. .. .Marshall Neilan; ex

lent—many laugh-developing si

tions.

Author Charles M;

Scenario Waldemar Yo

Cameraman Charles Ros

Photography. .. .The Pickford stJ

ard—ideal.

Locale Old Engl

Length. .. .Approximately 10,000

;
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Previously
announced
l~Kin-Tin-Tin in "Get

Your Man**
2- "The Lover of Camille"

{"Deburau")
3~ "The Age of Innocence"

4. :
^

-

Since the publication of Robert Keable's sensational novel

"Simon Called Peter" the reading public has been demanding in-

sistently die completion of that remarkable story. Mr. Keable
responds to this demand with a new novel, a sequel to "Simon
Called Peter/' which critics pronounce even greater than its pre-

decessor, and one of the most fascinating love stories of all time

—

**

RECOMPENSE"
By ROBERT KEABLE

5

6

7

8

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

In "RECOMPENSE" the lives of Peter and Julie, familiar to

die millions of readers of "Simon Called Peter/' develop into a

climax that is astonishing—yet inevitable. It happily reflects all

the bold courage in telling of life and love that made the author's

former novel a storm center of popularity. Frankly, it is the story

of what followed that tempestuous week-end in London. And
what a situation for the screen! Few love stories are so alluring

and unusual as this one.

In its adaptation to the screen WARNER BROS, has added
to the story's fine dramatic strength a lavishness of photographic

production that words alone could not describe. With players of

national repute specially chosen for the many important roles and
the usual Warner excellence in staging a production, this marvel*
lous photoplay will rank second to none in the list of big pictures

for the year 1924-25. Showmen who are confronted with the

necessity of booking the season's best can not afford to be
without it

SaveTWENTy datesforikenew WarnerTWENTY
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"Don't Doubt Your
Husband"

Metro
As a Whole....ANOTHER MA-
TRIMONIAL ADVENTURE
GOES ON THE ROCKS IN
VIOLA DANA'S LATEST. BUT
THERE'S HAPPINESS AFTER
THE WRECK AND STAR AND
HER CUTE TRICKS MAKE IT
AMUSING.

Star.... Is going to make a lot of

husbands lose patience because of

their inability to give' her picture-

husband a tip on how to handle

her. Always well suited to this

particular type of role. Has a lot of

pet tricks that she knows how to

get over.

Cast Alan Forrest good as the

jealousy-provoking husband and
Winifred Bryson a thoroughly in-

nocent "other woman". Others

John Patrick, Willard Louis, Adele
Watson, Robt. Dunbar.

Type of Story. .. .Comedy-drama.
Viola Dana has another thoroughly
appropriate vehicle in this original

story by Sada Cowan and Howard
Higgins. It gives the star all the

right sort of opportunities to do
her trouping, the type of playing

that she does best. This time she's

the cute but pesky little newlywed
who insists upon distrusting her

husband. There isn't a great deal

of weight to the theme and there

are numerous incidents where the

plot would have ended abruptly had
the characters involved did some
natural things instead of unnatural,

but it doesn't matter a great deal

since the situations provide amuse-
ment and are interesting enough to

please the average audience in spite

of their slightness. There are times,

of course, when you can hardly

blame Viola for being peeved and
keenly jealous of her husband and
his apparent regard for the pretty

interior decorator. The star's per-

formance and her own comedy style

help immensely to make the picture

pleasing and the comedy business

is strong enough to make it thor-

oughly amusing. These domestic
comedy-dramas usually pull pretty

well with the average, modern au-
dience.

Box Office Angle. . . .Will amuse and
please the majority of people. The
star is very good in the part she
plays and they'll like what she has
to do and the way she does it.

Exploitation .... You might want to

play this up as a "picture with a

moral". Tell them it points out the

dangers of jealousy and use catch-
lines such as: "Wives, and prospec-
tive wives, Attention! 'Don't Doubt
Your Husband'. See Viola Dana
in her latest release and you'll

know why." "Don't be a jealous
cat. You may get the worst of the
bargain". Show a trailer of the
closing shot where the innocent hus-
band is spanking his jealous bride.

Direction.... Harry Beaumont; very
good

Authors.. Sada Cowan and Howard
Higgens

Scenario The same
Cameraman John Arnold
Photography Good
Locale Surburban town
Length About 5,500 feet.

"Napoleon and Josephine"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole SPECTACLE
THAT IS INTERESTING
FROM HISTORICAL VIEW-
POINT; PRESENTS IMPORT-
ANT INCIDENTS IN LIFE OF
NAPOLEON IN CONCISE
AND INTERESTING FASH-
ION.

Cast. . . .Gwylym Evans not half vig-

orous enough as Napoleon but
otherwise cast is quite well suited.

Gertrude McCoy, a favorite of the

old Edison days, capable as Jo-
sephine. Jerrald Robertshaw good
in character sketch, the Marquis
de Tallerand. No names that will

mean anything to American audi-

ences.

Type of Story. .. .Historic drama.
"Napoleon and Josephine," an Eng-
lish production, is based on the

stage play of the same name and
deals with the rise and fall of that

great historic figure, Napoleon
Boneparte. The story opens with
Napoleon's divorce from Josephine
and his marriage to Marie Louise
of Austria, a union in which he
hopes to further his plans for world
power. The great Emperor's de-

sire for a son is also fulfilled but
at this point he commences the de-

scent in his career. There follows

his seige upon Moscow and seem-
ing victory, the burning of Mos-
cow and finally Napoleon's defeat.

He is forced to abdicate and is ex-

iled to Elba. He makes one more
attempt to regain his throne and
musters his men together for one
more great battle. There is a

meeting with Josephine in which
the former Empress, still loyal to

Napoleon, saves him from the trai-

tor, de Beaumont. A last farewell

to Josephine and Napoleon fights

his last battle, Waterloo. The pic-

ture closes with the fallen Emperor
in his final exile, St. Helena. The
film is well edited, concise and events
follow in good order.

Box Office Angle. . . .Neither the fact

that this is a foreign production
nor that it is a costume picture

should prevent "Napoleon and
Josephine" from interesting Ameri-
can audiences. The thrilling career,

of Napoleon is graphically present-
ed and should prove interesting.

Exploitation. .. .Naturally this film

should be of exceptional value for

educational purposes. Consequent-
ly you will do well to ge the sup-
port of local educators and appeal
particularly to students in your an-
nouncements. Tell them the pic-

ture contains the more vital points
in the remarkable career of Napo-
leon. Run a trailer previously and
you might mention that Gertrude
McCoy, one of the stars of the
Edison Picture days, appears in

the film.

Direction Alexander Butler; good
but could have made a great pic-
ture.

Authors W. G. Wills & G. G.
Collingham.

Scenario Walter Summers
Cameraman Sydney Blythe
Photography Poor
Locale. ... France in Napoleonic era
Length 6,591 feet

"The Woman on the Jury"
First National

As a Whole. . . . EFFECTIVE DRA-
MATIC SITUATIONS, GOOD
PRODUCTION AND CAST
AND CONSIDERABLE AUDI-
ENCE APPEAL IN STORY
SHOULD MAKE THIS SUIT-
ABLE FORTHEBOXOFFICE.

Cast. ... Capable. Sylvia Breamer has
a difficult role which she handles
rather well, on the whole. She's

not always properly directed but
gives the part her best efforts.

Frank Mayo is good as the husband.
Lew Cody is at his old business
of breaking hearts and naturally
responsible for the complications
in the, story. He can be so suave
and convincingly deceitful and with
such apparent peace of mind. Bessie
Love the most unfortunate victim
of this butterfly man. Others Mary
Carr, Hobert Bosworth, Myrtle
Stedman, Henry B. Walthall, Roy
Stewart and Ford Sterling, none of

whom are important except Sterl-

ing who adds some good comedy
relief t'o the long, and somewhat
draggy, jury sequence.

Type of Story. .. .Drama. There is

good audience appeal in "The Wo-
man on the Jury", adapted from the
stage play, and because of this and
certain other valuable assets in the

light of the box office, should be
a good bet for exhibitors. The story
deals with a more or less debatable
subject and the development may or
may not meet with the approval of

an entire audience but it is certain

to hold the interest of all and the
solution and dramatic climax is well
handled and furnishes a fitting con-
clusion to the foregoing situations.

Director Hoyt has spent a bit too
much footage on the climax, but
has wisely injected comedy relief

which helps in a measure to keep
it from dragging extensively. The
picture need not have run seven
reels. Upon the advice of his sister,

Betty marries Fred Masters with-
out telling him about another af-

fair. Later, as a jurywoman, she
discloses the incident in order to

save another victim of the same
man. Her husband forgives her.

Box Office Angle. .. .Will prove in-

teresting to the average audience.
Women, particularly, will find the
theme to their liking and their

word-of-mouth advertising should
help a lot.

Exploitation. . . .There are some in-

teresting angles in connection with
women jurors which might be play-
ed up effectively in you radvertis-
ing. You could raise the question
of whether or not women make
good jurors or whether or not they
are influenced through pity, etc.

Talk about the good work of the
cast and mention the principals. Re-
call that the story is an adaption
of the stage play. Throw-aways
in the form of notices for jury
duty and properly calling attention
to the picture at your theatre should
get attention.

Direction Harry O. Hoyt; good.
Author Bernard K. Burns
Scenario Mary O'Hara
Cameraman .... James C. Van Trees
Photography Good
Locale New York-Adirondacks
Length 7,408 feet.

"Broadway After Dart
Harry Rapf Production

Warner Bros.

As a Whole... STEP RIGHT 1*.

BOOK THIS SURE. HERE'S
(REAL ONE. DELIGHTF

HANDLING OF UNIMPOI

.

ANT STORY MAKES GRE
ENTERTAINMENT.

Cast They act like they w
human. Adolphe Menjou in om
his delightful impersonations of

world-weary bachelor who w;.

a "kick." Norma Shearer never
so well. Many others who do ex:

lently. Willard Louis, Eddie Bui
Anna Nilsson—a real cast.

Type of Story. .. .Monta Bell, o

a newspaper man, whose directo

ability was discovered by Char

.

Chaplin, was given the script o

melodrama written by Owen Da

:

many years ago. He promptly i

got the story and wrote in a n •

one and it is almost as entertain
;

and delightful as "The Marriii

Circle," and you see the sa

touches, the same charming
quences that made "The Woman
Paris" stand out as a great dir-

torial contribution to the sere,

Story? There isn't a story, that

nothing to talk about, but where
lacks heart interest and could pn
ably stand a dramatic kick here i

there still it runs so quickly t:

you never know that an hour
more has gone and you're migl

sorry when the final title comes.
They start this one off with sh

showing a ball of the Actors Equ
and there are enough promim
well-known names of legitim

stars plus their photographs to g
this a whale of a start. Bell a

works in a sequence of a theatri

boarding house which is sure to p
voke rounds of laughter all ale

the line. This is one of the b

sequences ever put in a pictu

Rivoli audiences howled.

Box Office Angle The title \

bring them in. They'll surely \

ure melodrama but they will go
delighted even though they ha

not seen what they expected.

Exploitation Better stick to

cast and the title because Moi
Bell will mean nothing to your pi

pie. If he keeps on at his pres<

rate it will not be long, howev
before they will be looking for

name. If your crowd likes anyc
of these: Menjou, Norma Shear
Anna Nilsson, Carmel Myers, pi

them up. Don't overlook Wills

Louis whose work in "Beau Bru
mel" is sure to be remembered. 1

is excellent as a "ham." Play
the title and tell them that it is

story of Broadway. This is alw;

good stuff outside this great 1

city. You can promise that Menj
gives another delightful perfor

ance and that Norma Shearer nt\

worked in a better production i

gave as much to a part.

Director Monta B

Author Owen Da
Scenario Douglas D(

Cameraman Charles Van Enf

Photography Excell<

Locale New York C
Length 6,300 f'
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Ipirit of the U. S. A."

Film Booking Offices

Whole. SOMEBODY TRIED
REPEAT "OVER THE

LL" UNDER ANOTHER TI-

E—AND DIDN'T DO IT.

ME GOOD THRILL STUFF
Y OVERCOME EXCESS
OTAGE.
...Johnnie Walker and Mary
r together with Cuyler Supples

; somewhat the same sort of

s as in "Over the Hill" but

re the story carried the other

It success this one lacks it.

-ia Grey sweet. Others unim-

ant.

of Story They didn't leave

h out of this one. They have

old homestead stuff, the boy

is almost blinded by a blow

h his father when he allows his

(er to believe that he instead of

.brother is to blame; you have

k "Over the Hill" stuff with Pa
Ma being turned into the cold

[Id by the ruthless daughter-in-

i and then you have the good

; stuff and Hero Johnnie arriy-

in time. There is a good thrill

le bursting dam and also in the

; stuff.

he story takes a long time to

: under way because Director

uson has absorbed a lot of film

>Iant the atmosphere and the

lacters of Hero Johnnie, his

cr brother and his stern father,

e they get things going it runs

cjg much smoother.

is an open question whether
i verage audience wants as much
a stuff today as is shown in this.

rever, the fact that Hero John-
s in the Salvation Army allows

ran exploitation stunt by using

[amous Salvation Army crullers,

1 this might help out.

Iffice Angle Emory Johnson
i made a name for himself with
ctain type of material and those

i like him will undeniably want
:e his latest, especially in view

: he fact that Mary Carr and
)inie Walker are featured. This
i have some pulling power.

•Hation . . . . You can do a lot of

lijs with the title. F. B. O.
r<ght a battery of machine guns
it play as a bally-hoo stunt which
:t cted much attention and you
i do the same thing or in some
f tie up with your local recruit-

ifpffice. Use a trailer of the war
nl, bursting dam and rescue.

! should bring them back. You
lfit start an essay contest with
(ischool children for the best two
ulred word expression on "What
i |ie Spirit of the U. S. A." and
eip in your local newspaper so

I they print all the replies. This
'i.be materially helpful.

eion Emory Johnson; gen-
Ry good, too much detail in some
fences slows this up.

:r " Mrs. Emilie Johnson
nio Mrs. Emilie Johnson
namen.

. . .Ross Fisher and Leon
Ike.

>t;raphy Very good
:a Farm and war stuff

i .8,312 feet

"The Masked Dancer"
Produce)-. Eastern Prod., Inc.

Distribution: Principal
State Rights

As a Whole.... HELD PROMISES
OF BEING ORIGINAL AND
INTERESTING AT THE
START BUT ENDS ABRUPT-
LY JUST ABOUT THE TIME
YOU'RE BEGINNING TO
THINK THEY'RE TAKING
TOO LONG TO GET START-
ED.

Cast. . . . Helene Chadwick not pretty

even in the few senes in which she
appears without a mask. Lowell
Sherman's ability for heavy parts

goes to waste. He hasn't a chance
to use it. Leslie Austin fairly suit-

ed as the husband who didn't recog-
nize his own wife. Joseph King
not at all necessary to the story.

Arthur Housman and Charles Craig
also come under this heading.

Type of Story. .. .Drama. There's a
keen disappointment in "The Mask-
ed Dancer". It starts off in a man-
ner that promises a decidedly in-

teresting dramatic offering and pre-
sents the situation wherein a wife
becomes a cabaret dancer, and be-
ing masked, succeeds in ensnaring
her own husband, as a means of
regaining his love. There is also

a Rajah who threatens to add fine

dramatic complications. But it all

goes blooey and just about the time
you feel inclined to worry about the

loss of time and waste of footage
in getting into the story, there
comes an abrupt ending. Had they
managed to work the idea out to
some sort of a plausible and inter-

esting conclusion, it would have fur-

nished a fairly good entertainment.
As it is the story is absurd. No
one will be convinced that a hus-
band could fall in love with his

own wife without recognizing her,

much less the further absurdity
furnished when you are given to

understand that they spent the
night together. This falls way short
of being logical and is surely dis-

appointing after the good start it

has. There is a possibility that
the picture would be the better with
reediting and a new set of sub-
titles. The present ones are poorly
written.

Box Office Angle. . . . Enough for you
to talk about to bring them in but
if they're at all critical they'll be
disappointed that the story doesn't
hold to its promises.

Exploitation. .. .The title is a good
one for the box office and displayed
in conjunction with stills showing
Helene Chadwick in her dancing
costume will surely serve to bring
them in, especially those who fol-

low up pictures that promise a bit

of a sensation. You can use the
names of Helene Chadwick and
Lowell Sherman, although the lat-

ter has little to do. You might see
this one to make sure that you don't
go wrong on it, either way.

Direction Burton King; poor
Author Rodolph Lothar
Scenario John Lynch
Cameramen Chas. Davis-Neil Sullivan
Photography All right
Locale .... Apartments and cabarets
Length 4,987 feet.

Reginald Denny in

"The Reckless Age"
Universal Jewel

As a Whole... PLEASING COM-
EDY ROMANCE THAT OF-
FERS GOOD AMUSEMENT;
SATURDAY EVENING POST
STORY PROVIDES DENNY
WITH GOOD MATERIAL.

Star. .. .Pleasing and will "get" the

flapper crowd especially; makes
fine screen lover and offers some
good fights and he-man stuff for

those not keen on the romance an-

gle.

Cast Ruth Dwyer an engaging
heroine and quite pretty. Rolls her

eyes a trifle too much. Suitable
cast that includes Fred Malatesta,
Hayden Stevenson, Tom McGuire,
William Austin, John Steppling,
Frank Leigh.

Type of Story. .. .Comedy-romance.
"The Reckless Age" is an adapta-
tion of Earl Derr Biggers' Saturday
Evening Post story "Love Insur-
ance." It provides Denny with
first rate material generally and
gives him a role that suits him very
well. He must have gained a con-
siderable following for his work in

the "Leather Pushers" series and
other Universal features such as

"The Abysmal Brute" and "The
Kentucky Derby," so that as the

star of "The Reckless Age" it

should be easy to get your folks

interested in him. The story is a

peppy little piece dealing with the

adventures of an insurance agent
whose job is to see that a certain

English Lord's marriage is carried

out, otherwise the insurance firm,

which has insured the Lord against

the failure of the girl to fulfill her
part of the agreement, will stand a

loss. Naturally hero falls in love
with the girl but duty comes first

and he tries his best to have the
wedding go through even when he
realizes the girl loves him and not
the Lord. There are any number
of amusing complications that af-

ford a good many laughs. The
picture is not hilarious comedy but
it is first rate amusement. It could
have been shorter.

Box Office Angle Will satisfy

where they like pictures that amuse.
Situations are rather novel and af-

ford laughs that make it enjovable.
Exploitation. . There's a good chance

here to get your local insurance
companies working for you. They
can put over a campaign for them-
selves and at the same time heln
you in exploiting "The Reckless"
Age" and advising people to in-

sure themselves against all kinds
of losses. Arrange all the tie-ups

possible in this connection. It

should be effective advertising. Be
sure to mention the original title

of Earl Derr Biggers' storv and the
fact that it appeared in the Satur-
day Evening Post. Boost the star's

name.
Direction Harry Pollard; good,

but a bit too long:

Author Earl Derr Biggers
Scenario Edmund Lowe, Jr.

Cameraman
. William Fildew

Photography Good
Locale Florida
Length 6,954 feet

"The Fire Patrol"
Producer: Hunt Stromberg

Distributor: Chadivick Pictures Corp.

As a Whole. . THIS ONE SPELLS
MONEY, MONEY, MONEY
RIGHT IN THE LITTLE OLD
BOX-OFFICE. DUST OFF THE
S. R. O. SIGN AND GET
READY.

Cast So many well-known
names in this cast that it looks like

a blue book of film favorites. Anna
Nilsson, Madge Bellamy, Helen
Jerome Eddy, Johnny Harron, Jack
Richardson, Charles Murray, Hank
Mann, Bull Montana—there isn't

room for any more and they all

do mighty good work excepting
Harron who falls short of the re-

quirements of the role.

Type of Story. . . .The only thing that

spells sure-fire box office that Pro-
ducer Stromberg left out of this

picture was the rescue of a baby
girl from the fifth story of a burn-
ing buiMing by Mr. Hero. Other-
wise he has all of the well-known
definitely established money pulling,

entertainment satisfying stunts and
thrills that the good old-time mell-

ers have had and have always cash-

ed in on. The title is not particu-

larly good because there is nothing
whatsoever in the picture that deals

with what many people will think

—

that is a fireman's story or the story

of a fire. Rather, it is the exper-
iences of a coast guard and its full

of action. Almost too much. In-

cidentally, the prologue shows some
of the finest direction seen for a

long time. The closing reel show-
ing the blind sea captain left alone,

on a cliff almost tottering over,

with suspense built up by his son
driving furiously to his rescue, is

really good and the manner in

which the villain meets his end is

all that is necessary for the old-

time gallery gods to shout, whistle

and stamp. The last few shots

might well be cut.

Box Office Angle. .. .Unless your
crowd likes high-brow stuff, this

one is in and way in. It's a movie
plot for movie audiences by some-
one who knows something about
movies. It's not a great picture

but should be a good money- getter.

Exploitation. .. .By all means secure

a trailer. Show the very effective

sequences of the suicide of the cap-
tain's wife, of the blind sea captain

on the edge of the cliff and his son
driving wildly to his rescue. This
will surely bring them back. You
have so many good names to work
with that it's almost impossible to

single out any of them for special

mention but you can say that

Madge Bellamy is as sweet as al-

ways and Helen Jerome Eddy gives
an outstanding performance. Get
your paper showing Charlie Mur-
ray, Bull Montana, Hank Mann
and Billy Franey as members of
the fire patrol.

Direction. . Hunt Stromberg; splendid
except for minor defects.

Author Harkins and Barber
Scenario Garreth Forte
Cameraman Silvano Balboni
Photography .... Usually excellent
Locale Coast Guard Station
Footage 6,600 feet.
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Short Subjects

"Cradle Robbers"—Our Gang
Pathe

Another Box-Office Stimulant

Type of production 2 reel kid

comedy.

Hal Roach's gang of laugh-getters

become involved in a baby show in

"Cradle Robbers." The show is held

for a charity benefit and a prize is is-

sued for the fattest baby. The gang

bring their little brothers and sisters

but to no avail. So they finally hit

upon the plan of dressing Joe Cobb,

the little fat boy, up as a baby. Joe

is very funny, babbling baby-talk and

sucking his thumb but he rebels at

having two old ladies kiss him, runs

away, and is chased by a cop. This

bit is sure to make a hit. The gang

finally decide to hold a baby-show of

their own—borrow all the babies in

the neighborhood—scare the mothers

to death—and finally are caught. This

brand of comedies is always a sure

box-office hit.

"One Good Turn Deserves Another"

Aesop Fable—Pathe

Entertaining Cartoon

Type of production.. 1 reel animated

cartoon.

A little pup is befriended by a

mouse who cuts a tin can off the dog-

gie's tail. In return, the dog saves the

mouse when a swarm of cats are

about to kill him. That's the basic

idea, but Paul Terry has enlarged

upon it with clever animation and

cute little tricks of expression and the

finished cartoon is entirely entertain-

ing as a result.

"Raggedy Ann"—De Forrest

Phonofilm

Synchronization of Music and Action

Type of production 1 reel novelty

This reel shown at the Rivoli was

received very well. Where the other

DeForest films have synchronized

voices with the action of the film,

this one shows a jazz band in action

and the sound of the music is per-

fectly synchronized with the musi-

cians' playing. The selection played

is "Raggedy Ann," from the musical

comedy "Stepping Stones." The De
Forest invention should prove a great

boon to small houses where large

orchestras are unknown or are im-

practicable.

"The Powerful Eye"—Universal
A "Different" Western

Type of production 2 reel western

This stars Pete Morrison but dif-

fers from the average run of westerns

in that there is no sign of the usual

cattle or horse thief. Pete is, of

course a cowboy. A hypnotist comes

to town, and gives a performance.

This is quite funny, giving flashes of

the audience members of which are

called upon the stage and become
hypnotized. After the show Pete

buys a book which gives instructions

in hypnotism. He practices on a

donkey—but fails to get results. He
then practices on the boys and they

kid him into believing he has put them
to sleep. Next he tries to hynotize
his rival and gets into a fight but wins
the girl when he is knocked out. The
scene in which the boys go to sleep,

presumably hypnotized should have
a title explaining to the audience that

they are merely fooling. Otherwise,
this is quite amusing.

"Tootsie Wootsie"—Christie Educ'l

A Wonderful Kid in This
Type of production 2 reel comedy

There's a baby in this that will

make every woman in your audience

exclaim and every man think. It's

just a baby about six months' old

—

can't talk or walk—but the director

has, probably with infinite time and
patience—gotten almost every kind

of expression on that baby's face that

can be registered. She even yawns with

presumable boredom at the right time.

The story is slight—father and
mother dance to make the baby stop

crying, while the man downstairs

holds his head from the noise.

Father goes to the office, but hurries

home in the middle of the day. The
cops see his speed—think he's crazy

and follows him, only to find that he

isn't crazy but daffy about the baby.

In addition there are some very

laughable sequences—one in which
the janitor tries to catch a mouse, and
another that will bring some shrieks

when the baby supposedly climbs out

onto a ledge. They substitute an

older child here but they may not

notice that. At any rate, this is a

very good comedy.

Pathe Review No. 22

Up to Standard
Type of production 1 reel magazine

Scenic views along the course of

a placid river open the reel. An in-

teresting subject is entitled "Antiques

Up-to-Date" and picturizes the man-
ner in which plaster statues are treat-

ed so that they are to all appearances

real antique bronzes. A slow motion
bit shows a clever dancer perform-

ing with much grace. Pathe color

views show a village tucked away in

a valley of the French Alps.

Stillman on Revival Policy

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Stillman, is going

in for revivals following the engage-

ment of "Girl Shy." This policy was
successful last summer. Summer
prices will prevail.

Horwitz Has His Eighth Under Way
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—M. B. Horwitz, of the

Washington Circuit, announces that

he is building his eighth picture house

at Hough Ave. and Easst 79th St. It

will seat 1 000 and will be finished by
Nov. 1.

Another First Run for Cleveland

Cleveland—The Homestead Thea-
tre Co., operating a chain of four first

run houses, will build a new house at

Kinsman Road and East 142 St. It

will have 1.000 seats.

Hollywood Previews

As productions are invariably cut after previewing, a
general idea of each picture only is given, rather than a
complete analysis. The usual review will appear when the

picture is shown in New York.

"The Sea Hawk"
Frank Lloyd Production

First National

This is slated as one of the big

ones on the First National series for

the fall—it is more than that—it will

be one of the biggest pictures offered

to exhibitors between September and

January. It has a sustained interest

for all types of audiences and looks

like a certain box office bet.

In the first place, "The Sea Hawk"
is a fine picture story. That's im-

portant; but in addition, no item has

been overlooked in the production to

make it contain every audience essen-

tial. The sea stuff and Algerian locale

both teem with action and interest.

The first three reels need snapping

up. but this will undoubtedy be done

before the negative is finally cut

down. The cast includes Milton Sills,

Enid Bennett, Wallace Beery, Wal-
lace McDonald, Buster Collier and

Lloyd Hughes. Sills and Beery easily

romp off with acting honors.

Sabatini's books run into many edi-

tions. The fact that his stories really

get a large circulation is a fact that

should not be overlooked. Aside from

that, the story has been running in

serial form in many important news-

papers throughout the country.

"The Sea Hawk" is certain to hit

—

it is an extended run picture that will

compete with the big ones for the

new season. It is the biggest thing

that has been produced since the first

of the year on the coast for next sea-

son's release. And from a knowledge

of coast producing plans, there is

nothing else as big planned at the

moment.

Dorothy Devore in

"Hold Your Breath"
Christie Prod.—Hodkinson

The initial Christie feature for 1 i.

kinson is a nice thrilly comedy,
:|

some drama interspersed to hel[ ie

story. It lends itself very easil to

exploitation, and the latter, coml
;<|

with the merit of the picture, wil ut

it over in satisfactory shape.

There are some exceptional I .

edy "gags," and Dorothy Dt re

climbs up the side of a buildin to

provide plenty of excitement, it

star is pleasing, and is aided by J.

ter Hiers and Tully Marshall.
i(

titles, credited to Joe Farnham n

excellent, and provide nearly as l iy

laughs as the action.

Audience values have been i

into this one, and exhibitors si id

experience no difficulties in doing rj

well with it. The amount of ii-

ness done depends entirely or he

amount of exploitation given fo he

engagement.

Harry Carey in

"The Lightning Ridei
Hunt Stromberg Prod.—Hodk n

This picture is far above the fl

age in which Harry Carey has :ei

starred, and will satisfy those di-

ences that lean toward the actioi ic-

tures. The picture shows more re-

duction values than is general ith

offerings of this type, and

break into those big houses that ter

to audiences desiring action.

The story is laid in a small m
along the Mexican border, and ro-

vides plenty of fast riding an in-

trigue. Carey does some good >rk

in this one, and he has a capabk

porting cast.

OW PLAYING

James tfjrkwood p

«TMNDERINI
HUSB/1ND!

Supported b\j MARGARET LIUINGSTO

r HODKINSON RELEASE



EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Make sure the release print is on Eastman

Positive Film and you make sure that the

photographic quality of the negative is car-

ried through to the screen for your audiences

to enjoy.

Look for the identification "Eastman"

"Kodak'' in black letters in the film margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



SITTING ON TOP
of the WORLD!

Joseph M. Schenck presents

Norma Talmadge
SECRETS
—the secrets of a wife

By Rudolph Besier and May Edginlon. Based on Sam H. Harris' play "Secrets"

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE

ASTOR THEATRE

Joseph M. Schenck presents

Constance Talmadge
in

THE GOLDFISH
Directed by JEROME STORM

Adapted from the stage play "The Goldfish"

RIALTO THEATRE

Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin present

STRONGHEART
with LILIAN RICH

In his third and most thrilling of dog series

The Love Master
Written and Directed by LAURENCE TRIMBLE

CAPITOL THEATRE

THE WOMAN ON THE JURY
The sensational Broadway Stage Success by Bernard K. Burns

This Great Cast Plays The Powerful Roles

HENRY B. WALTHALL, MARY CARR, ROY STEWART
BESSIE LOVE, HOBART BOSWORTH, LEW CODY
MYRTLE STEDMAN, FRANK MAYO, FORD STERLING

and SYLVIA BREAMER
Directed by HARRY O. HOYT

MARK STRAND THEATRE

All

now

playing

on

Broadwa

New

York

City

Just proving again—when you want money

makers— get FIRST NATIONAL hits!
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WOLVES
By DANNY

I ere is a certain type of man
mvill never learn. You need
ivip or a club—to get him to

crstand some things. There
:-thank God—only a few of

: remaining in this business.

ie is no room for them. And
:|uicker they are driven out

i
etter.

f>re promises to be more pro-

;>n in the East than for some
l During this summer. With
Ivent of picture people from the

a a few of these wolves have
( their appearance. Even this

! they are at work. And unless

J
are choked off quickly much

:, and sensational scandal will

r to the picture industry.

Within the past week these

olves have shown their ugly

ligs. One of them, a small

joducer, wanted to arrange an

;pointment with a well known
liding woman for a part in his

pture. He wanted to see her

urdrobe. She was willing to

ling it to the studio. This

nuldn't do. He wanted to see

i WHEN THEY WERE
il-ONE in her apartment

;me evening.

The other wolf appeared

uen a 15 year old girl reached

1; office—sent there by a well

lown director. In the hope
i having her get.a start. This

irticular louse wanted to take

lis IS year old child to dinner

; d then to come to his studio

10.30 that evening for a test.

stead, she told her priest.

Data relative to each of these

ises can be placed in the hands
the Hays office. And some-
ing should be done.

i:'re on a diet. But it will be
jied to bits this week. Because
up in Bawsting. Yes; where

)eans and Alfred Black come
I Also the sacred codfish. And
is atmosphere we're going to

:sn politics. And listen to the
Of a lot of exhibitors. Maybe
a bit. Hope to learn a lot.

(Continued on Page 2)

Duty Off "Props"
Producers Can Now Import Costumes

Under Bond, Without Paying
Import Levy

Through the effort of the Hays or-

ganization, all producers who import
costumes or "props" will not have
to pay import duty on such articles,

based on the assessed valuation. For
some time, theatrical organizations
bringing in costumes and articles of

furniture have done so under a six

months' bond. There has been no
duty and when the company left the

States or sent the costumes to the

country of origin, the bond termi-
nated.

The costumes imported from
France for "Monsieur Beaucaire" cost
Famous a tidy sum of money in du-
ties aside from the actual purchase
price. In the future, however, a bond
will be granted and when the pic-

ture is completed, the articles will be
sent abroad, either to their owner or
for re-sale.

Niblo Renews with Mayer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Fred Niblo has com-
pleted his contract with Louis B.
Mayer, which called for four pictures

and has signed a new agreement.
This becomes effective, following one
picture in which Niblo will direct

Norma Talmadge.

Steam on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Charles K. Stearn
assistant treasurer of Metro-Goldwyn,
is here from the East, in connection
with detail regarding the new merger.
Twelve companies will be at work at

the Goldwyn plant in a month.

Board To Discourage "Knocking"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The Film Board of Trade
has inaugurated a campaign to dis-

courage salesmen from crying down
rival companies. The cooperation of
exhibitors has been enlisted.

Metro-Skouras Suit Settled

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The suit brought by
Metro against Skouras Bros. Enter-
prises, Inc., alleging that a balance of
$1,260 was due on contracts, has been
settled out of court.

McCurdy Resigns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—J. L. McCurdy, manager
of the Randolph, a Universal firgt-

run, has resigned.

1st Nat'l Conference
Executive Committee in Town on
Important Business—Meetings to

Run Through Week
The executive committee of First

National Pictures, Inc., meets today
at the home office. It will be the

first of a series of meetings that will

probably run through the week.

As usual, important figures in the
First National organization who are

not on the committee have been asked
to sit in and hear the deliberations.

There are a number of important
matters to be discussed, several of

them concerning production and at-

tendant problems.

Double Tax on Canadian Theatres
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Assiniboia, Sask.—A civic amuse-
ment tax of 10 per cent has been
placed on all local theatres in addition
to the provincial tax. Throughout
Saskatchewan, theatres are laboring
under the double tax'system as a
result of the action of the Provincial
Legislature some months ago to per-

mit the cities of the Province to col-

lect a tax of their own if they desired.

Colorado Springs Stays "Blue"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Colorado Springs. Colo.—For the
fifth time in eight years efforts made
to repeal the Sunday closing law
have failed. The present attempt was
lost overwhelmingly. The vote in

thirty-three out of forty-one precincts
stood at 4,562 against the repeal and
2,244 in favor. The final returns will

probably indicate a two to one vote
against the repeal.

May Stop Production
Cry For Bigger Pictures May Prompt

Ideal to Distribute In England
Only

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London—There is a possibility that

Ideal Films, Ltd., one of the most
prominent of the English producing
and distributing concerns may aban-
don production and devote its ener-
gies to distribution.

No decision has as yet been reached,
but the reason that prompts consider-
ation of such a step is understood to

be a realization of the fact that Eng-
lish producers cannot afford to make
pictures on a scale commensurate
with American and German compe-
tition, because the revenue obtainable
from England does not warrant such
high negative costs. Ideal is, there-

fore, considering handling a number
of pictures of American and other
origin purely as a renter.

Talk of O'Toole
Considered as Likely Successor to

Cohen as President of the M. P.
T. O. of A.

By Danny
Boston—Members of the executive

committee of the M. P. T. O. of A.
will clean up their work today. Then
all will be set for the opening of the

sixth annual convention of the nation-

al exhibitor organization tomorrow
morning.

As usual there is considerable dis-

cussion in the lobby of the Copley-
Plaza headquarters as to who will

succeed Sydney S. Cohen as national
president. M. J. O'Toole, chief aid

of Mike Comerford, who operates an
important chain in Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, is being given a lot of consider-
ation among the wiseacres, although
it is admitted that it is too early to
have any definite information along
this line. Pete Woodhill is also com-
ing in for a lot of talk, as is Smith
of Ohio.

O'Toole has done a lot of fine work
for the national organization and is

head of the public service department.
He is a former newspaper man with
a long background in politics, and in

many ways is regarded as a logical

successor to Cohen. For a long time
he was close to Cohen and advised
him with regard to many matters.

The executive committee will ma-
terially elaborate the program ar-

ranged a short time ago which calls

for the following:

Tuesday
Opening of the convention at 11

A. M.
Address by the Mayor of Boston

and other dignitaries.

Convention business session.

Wednesday
Business sessions.

Trip down Boston Harbor in af-

ternoon.

Convention banquet at night.

Thursday
Business sessions.

Visit to Bunker Hill and other his-

toric spots such as Faneuil Hall, the
meeting place of Revolutionary Pat-
riots; the old North Church associ-

ated with the ride of Paul Revere.

Evening—Adjournment.

Long Run Near End
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia
—"The Ten Command-

ments" will complete its run at the
Aldine May 31, when it will have
rounded out 15 weeks.
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WOLVES
(.Continued from Page 1)

And get back in time to straighten

out what little will be left to do for

the golf tournament.

Please shoot your entries in

—you who have held things up.

There is so much to be done

by the Committeemen that

your trifling co-operation in

this regard will be appreci-

a ted immensely.

Wildman Again Heads Film Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City— T. B. Wildman, En-

terprise Dist. manager, has been re-

elected president of the Film Board

of Trade. A. H. McLaughlin, Metro,

was elected vice-president and C. C.

Vaughan Pathe, secretary-treasurer.

The directors include: L. B. Metz-
ger, Goldwyn; Al Kahn, Film Clas-

sics; Roy Churchill, F. B. O. and

those officers mentioned above.

Scott Resigns from Capital
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg—Harry Scott, formerly

manager of the Capital, has resigned

to handle the Western Canadian tour

of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame."

Enterprise Plans Two Offices
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines—J. W. Quinlan, vice-

president of Enterprise, plans to es-

tablish offices here and in Memphis,
Tenn.

Ge°,Tfc
e

Cot?
ot*

1&o*

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any member of the com-

mittee :

Here is my entry for the Spring Film

Golf Tournament to be held Wed-
nesday, June 4, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

My check herewith ($10 for players, including

lunch, dinner and prizes. $5 for goofer diners). My
average round is

THE COMMITTEE
Bruce Gallup, First National, 383 Madison Ave.

Felix Feist, State Theater Bldg., 1540 Broadway.

Abe Warner, Warner Brothers, 1600 Broadway.

E. K. Gillette, M. P. News, 729 Seventh Ave.

Danny, The Film Daily, 71 West 44th St.

Zeitz Wins Control of the State

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Bedford, Mass.—Barney Zeitz

is now in control of the State, after

a controversy with George W. Allen,

who was operating it for the owners.
The dispute had a number of un-

pleasant features involving visits of

the police, and the appearance of con

flicting advertising in the newspapers

announcing two different pictures as

the attraction at the same theatre.

Dromey with B. & K.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—John F. Dromey formerly
with F. B. O. has been appointed
assistant manager of the newly form-
ed B. and K. booking company.

Show Milwaukee Progress In Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—The Imperial Film
Corp. will produce a civic and indus-

trial picture of the city, depicting

its progress.

P> LAUGH A DAY KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWA
s* SEE

cJIMMIE ADAMS

<^$7[NERVE TONIC
tr/stieGomedglAg?

NOW PLAYING

tt *

^ Betty

Qompson

MIAMI
Story fc> JOHN LYNCH

an Alan Cropland Production

Produced fry T1LFORD CINEMA CORPORATION

HODKJNSON
. R.ELEASE >

42 Charges Against Friedm
(Special to THE FILM DAILY]

Kitchener, Ont.—Friedman
Friedman, proprietors of the Prir

j

were found by the police to be
ating their theatre without an Or
license and were fined $200.

then 42 charges have been laid b
|

police against the two manager

;

of which are for alleged failui

sell amusement tax tickets an

;

charges for alleged failure to

ticket tax returns to the Onj
Government.

HAL ROACH'S

OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit With A Wallop"

2 reels

Parti6comedy

ADVERTISING MAN WANTI
Advertising copy-writer and layc

man wanted immediately. Must be <

perienced, forceful writer with thorou
knowledge of advertising. Young m
with motion picture experience pref

red. Apply in person with specime
of work.

Universal Pictures Corp.
1600 Broadway, New York

MOTION PICTURE TITLE
of Any Description

Translations in All Languages
Rush Work—Our Dish

E. FERRO
130 W. 46th St. Bryant 27'.

^VVV\\\VV^VVV^\^\^^V^^

'Ilm Developing col
210-16 Weetaawken St.West Hobok I

8 Laboratory with the lowest Instjj

^ Rates in the Eatt. Negative Devebf
" Printing, Cutting and Projection F

I

Phone UNION 48CJ

Specify

>RAW ST0C1

FOR QUALITY
FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

' New York Chicago Hollywoo

Rothacker Laboratoriel

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mg

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 18:

,
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To the Exhibitors in

Convention at Boston:
Paramount extends greetings to you and wishes your convention every

success.

Whatever good ideas your sessions may bring forth will be dependent,

like everything else in this business, upon good pictures to put them over.

Paramount offers you today, in THE FAMOUS FORTY, the greatest,

most consistent and most dependable program of good pictures that the film

industry has ever known.

You don't have to take my word for that. You and your fellow-exhibit-

ors have written it in the hundreds of telegrams and letters that have flood-

ed my office. THE FAMOUS FORTY will themselves be proving it with dol-

lars very soon.

Any plan, any theatre backed by these pictures is underwriting success

in advance. Any exhibitor who hooks onto THE FAMOUS FORTY is as-

suring himself of the nicest crop of Fall and Winter profits he has ever har-

vested.

The values are there, boys. Take another look at our announcement.

The pictures are now at your service. Stars, directors, titles, stories, adver-

tising material—there's nothing like them anywhere in sight

!

In all its twelve years of supplying exhibitors with the best pictures in the

field. Paramount has never had a program to present like THE FAMOUS
FORTY.

I greet you with THE FAMOUS FORTY.

S. R. KENT
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Jack Hoxie, has start-

ed work on "Daring Chances," for
Universal, directed by Cliff Smith.
The cast includes Alta Allen, Cathe-
rine Wallace, Doreen Turner, Gene-
vieve Knapf, William, McCall, Claude
Payton, Jack Pratt, and Newton
Campbell.

Monday, May 26, 192<

Newspaper Opinions

Huntly Gordon and Myrtle Sted-
man will be featured in "Wine", for

Universal under direction of Louis
Gasnier. Others in the cast are Wal-
ter Long, Forest Stanley, Robert Ag-
new and Clara Bow.

John Gorman Prod, has completed
"The Painted Flapper", from the

stage play by Alfred Webster. The
cast includes James Kirkwood, Pau-
line Garon, Kathlyn Williams, and
John Harron.

Lew Cody has been added to the

cast of the new John Stahl Prod, as

yet untitled. Lewis S. Stone and
Florence Vidor are others who have
been signed.

"Bluff"—F. P.-L.
McVicker's, Chicago

AMERICAN—This is the worldly and rath-
er light story which you rind well served here.
It makes an interesting film.

JOURNAL—The picture is a pleasing jest,
adequately panoplied from every angle and
with sufficient simplicity of theme to be alto-
gether entertaining.

Madison, Detroit
NEWS—There is just an average amount

of interest and merit in "Bluff," a short little

society film story. * * *

TIMES—* * * Miss Ayers, in the leading
role, will provide plenty of gasps and thrills

while she winsomely winds her way through
a series of episodes, stunningly arrayed in
costly and daring gowns.

Garden, Milwaukee
NEWS—The best part of "Bluff" is the

little lesson it teaches. You can bluff your
way it's true, but the insincerity of the thing
is bound to get you sooner or later.

SENTINEL—* * * The heroine of "Bluff"
is not the only one who indulges in that com-
modity. Sam Wood has done his share of
bluffing to make the thin fabric of this rather
amusing story by Rita Weiman and Josephine
L. Quick into even as pleasing a picture as
it is.

"Girl Shy"—Pathe
Sun, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—If you want to laugh
and laugh and laugh, see Harold Lloyd's
latest picture, "Girl Shy," at the Sun.

Rivoli, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The dictionary

gives the definition of bashfulness as "shrink-
ing modesty." But our definition, after
viewing Harold Lloyd's latest comedy, "Girl
Shy," at the Rivoli Theatre, is that bashful-
ness is decidedly a subject for expansive
laughter.
STAR—It is as good as anything Chaplin

has done, ranging from smiling farce to guff-
awing slapstickery, with a touch of heart in-
terest, a little drama, and a breakneck chase
such as has never before been seen in the
movies.

"Greatest Love of All"
Circle, Indianapolis

STAR—"The Greatest Love of AH" is
picture is which human nature element
predominant.

The cast for "His Hour", includes

John Gilbert, Dale Fuller, Bertram
Grassby, Jacqueline Gadson, Emily
Fitzroy and Laurence Grant.

Kathryn McGuire will play the
feminine lead in "The Traitor", a
western directed by Ernst Laemmle
for Universal.

C. B. C. has completed the contin-

uity on "The Foolish Virgin". The
picture will be the first of the Col-
umbia series.

Norma Shearer has been chosen by
Victor Seastrom to play the leading
feminine role in "The Tree in the

Garden".

Production has been completed at

Universal on the last of the two-reel
"Fast Steppers" series of race track
stories.

Robert Eddy has completed the
first of the Hollywood Prod. "Puppy
Love Series", at F. B. O.

Ben Turpin has begun a Mack Sen-
nett travesty on Romeo and Juliet, di-

rected by Harry Sweet.

"Dawn of a Tomorrow"—F. P.-L.
Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * Places the new screen
version of this old stage and screen favorite
in the class of entertaining and successful
photoplay.
INQUIRER—* * * Is a very pleasant and

very well executed adaptation of the story
which has won so much favor with readers
and the followers of the spoken and the silent

drama.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—A novel

and thoroughly entertaining treatment of the
slightly aged "Pollyanna" plot makes "The
Dawn of a Tomorrow" * * * an enjoyable
film.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—"The Dawn
of a Tomorrow" from start to finish furnishes
an interest not to be drawn from all pictures
of today.

"Grit"—Hodkinson
Empress, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—* » • is not as good
as it might have been. * * * has a rather
weak and piorly developed crook theme.

"Icebound"—F. P. L.
Strand, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE (Morning)—This story of aNew England family, who were as cold, hard
and 'icebound" in their natures as the rocky
farm on which they lived, has been transferr-
ed to the screen by a capable cast of film
players.

TRIBUNE (Evening)—Same as morning
edition.

"Drums of Jeopardy"—Truart
Fay's, Rochester

JOURNAL AND POST EXPRESS—It is

a pleasing combination of star and author,

Elaine Hammerstein and Harold McGrath,
that has been made in "Drums of Jeopardy."

Johnnie Walker, will play the lead-

ing role in "Judgment of West Para-
dise", for Universal.

Beverly Bayne will have the princi-

pal role in "Her Marriage Vow", a
Warner production.

Early exteriors for "Feet of Clay",
the new De Mille picture will be
made at Catalina.

Jack Holt will be featured in "Emp-
ty Hands", which Victor Fleming will

direct.

Tom Moore will play opposite
Laurette Taylor in "One Night in

Rome".

William Beaudine will begin film-

ing "Cornered", for Warners' shortly.

GREENE

"The Enchanted Cottage"—1st Nat'l

(Preview) Ritz Carlton, Chicago
NEWS—The story of "The Enchanted Cot-

tage" is one that takes you gently by the

throat and shakes the tears from your eyes

while your lips smile.

Metropolitan, Washington
HERALD—* * * A beautiful camera ver-

sion of Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's stage suc-

cess. * * *

POST—A love story so exquisite that it

can not be adequately chronicled in a neces-

sarily hurried newspaper report, is on view
this week in Crandall's Metropolitan theatre.

STAR—A refreshing quality of this story

is that it tells of a hero who is not a matinee

idol in appearance and a heroine who is dis-

tinctly plain.

"The Man Life Passed By"—Metro
Park and Mall, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—Maybe this film will
appeal to you as being "real" and "life"
or in some way will approximate those
necessary points. If it does, you'll like thehim My objection is that it has too much
celluloid and not enough vitality.
PRESS—The director apparently labored

under the impression that every scene is a
climax As a result the picture is a succes-
sion of hand-clenchings and chest-heavings
with sub-titles to match

"Excitement"—Universal
World, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—The action is so

wild; so exaggerated with hokum, that we
expected to learn it was all a dream and
when we realized that it wasn't, we just

felt sorry for Laura.

P.-L."The Fighting Coward"—F,
Miles, Detroit

TIMES—* * * a fast-moving romantic
drama of the old south from the popular
Booth Tarkington stage success, "Magnolia,"

"Fool's Highway"—Universal
Strand, Montreal

STAR—The film is chiefly noteworthy for

the marvellous way in which the old Bowery
district of thirty years ago has been repro-
duced upon the screen.

When a Man's a Man"—1st Nat'l
Princess, Milwaukee

SENTINEL-* * * "When a Man's aMan has been given a first rate production
by First National, not the least of its
virtues being that the original text has been
closely adhered to. There is some excellent
riding in it and a fine picture of western
ranch life.

"Why Men Leave Home"—1st Nat'l
Orpheum, Detroit

TIMES—* * * A daring domestic drama
with a powerful moral. * * *

Theater Changeg
Fremont, O.—Extensive improv

ments, which include the building <

stages to take care of road shov
have been installed in the Strand at
Fremont.

Seattle—Robert Cameron has r<

signed the managership of the Col
seum. He has been replaced by Re
bert Murray.

Cleveland—The Photoplay, owne
by the Ohio Amusement Co., is ope)
ating only two days a week.

Bouten, la.—The Opera Hoiu
after two years of darkness has n
opened as a picture theatre.

Staunton, Va.—The Cameo is bein
improved and will be converted int
a first run house

Reynoldsville, Pa.—Damore
Miller have acquired the Liberty.

Clinton, Ind.—The Capitol
close for an indefinite period.

wi

Cleveland—The ,Nemo has
closed for an indefinite period.

bee

Chicago—Dugan and
have opened the Majestic.

William

Herkimer, N.
has reopened.

Y.—The Richmon

JACK FULD

WANTS

JOB

Address

Film Daily

ii

COMING SOON

fiws Wilson

AnotherScandal
ii

Cosmo Hamilton's
latest and greatest novel —

Sn C.°H. GnPPiih Production
produced by
Tilford Cinema. Cbrpifi^

Jor
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Incorporations

.lbany—S. K. & B. S. Knauer,

v York. 250 shares preferred

:k, $150 each and 150 shares com-

h, no par value. Incorporators, S.

land B. S. Knauer and H. E.

•ner. Attorney, I. Thau, New
he.

.lbany—Stamford Capitol Thea-
• Corp., New York. 1,000 shares

[•erred stock, $100 each and 4,000
Jres common, no par value. In-

porators, J. H. Higgins, S. Cooper,

jprney, S. H. Eisler, New York.

klbany — Gloversville-Hippodrome
'."p., Gloversville. 10 shares com-
-n stock, no par value. Incorpora-

k P. T. Dana, H. I. King and A.

iieman. Attorney, N. M. Banker,
;>versville.

Ubany—Colonial Corp., Glovers-

K. 10 shares common stock, no
value. Incorporators, P. T. Dana,
I. King and A. Heneman. At-

Aiey, N. M. Banker, Gloversville.

Ubany—Lockport Temple Corp..

}>versville. 10 shares common stock,

li par value. Incorporators, P. T.
ina, H. I. King and A. Heneman.
Forney N. M. Banker, Gloversville.

Ubany — Oneonta-Palace Corp.,

*rwich. 10 shares common stock,

i par value. Incorporators, P. T.
^na, H. I. King and A. Heneman.
(forney, M. Banker, Gloversville.

.lbany—Stone House Amusement
p., Brooklyn. 200 shares common

l:k, no par value. Incorporators,
S.. Racer and C. Fisher. Attorney,
joodman, New York.

jVheeling, W. Va.—Berkley Thea-
Co.. Piedmont. Capital $25,000.
orporators, Arch M. Evans, H.
y, Earl E. Reese, Floyd Lininger,
Harry K. Drane.

)over, Del.—Verdi Theatre, Inc.,

sens. Capital $25,000. Incorpora-
i, A. D. Wise, A. Littlerello and
C. Cortesi. Attorney, J. Mazzel,
v York.

pringfield, 111.—Marion Amuse-
lt Co., Marion. Capital $50,000.
orporators, Emil Morono, Louis
roni and Sady Moroni.

j pringfield, 111.—Roy Mack, Inc.,

Jcago. Capital $10,000. Incorpora-
te, Frank Berger, Harry Robers
| Roy Mack.

jacramento. Cal.—Prince Produc-
tns, Inc., Los Angeles. Capital
f 0,000.

Sacramento. Cal.—Monarch Thea-
!i Inc., San Francisco. Capital $50,-

_ Sacramento, Cal.—Allied Theatres
P'p., San Francisco. Capital $20,-

)over, Del.—Eagle Pictures Corp.,
Ptmington. Capital $100,000.

acramento, Cal. — Theda Bara
id., Inc., of Delaware.

Troubles
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—Louis R. Lipstein,

leader of the Chicago theatre

orchestra, who prepared a spe-

cial musical score for "Abraham
Lincoln", speaking of oresent
day musical problems says:

"There was a time once when
a feature ran 4,000 ft. and every-
one was happy, including the
musicians. Now at 4,000 ft. in

many pictures the audience ex-
periences the situation of still

being introduced to new char-
acters."

On Broadway
Astor—"Secrets."
Broadway—"A Son of the Sahara."
Brooklyn Strand

—"A Son of the Sa-
hara."

Cameo—"Girl Shy."
Capitol

—"Mademoiselle Midnight."
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
' don Hall."
44th Street

—"America."
Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad."
Loew's New York—Today—"Pal of

Mine."
Tuesday—"The Hoosier School-
master" and "The Vagabond
Trail."

Wednesday—"Men."
Thursday—"The Good Bad Boy."
Friday—"The Enchanted Cottage."
Saturday—"Fair Week."
Sunday—"The Love Master."

Lyric—"The Spirit of the U. S. A."
Rialto

—
"Sherlock, Jr."

Rivoli
—"Code of the Sea."

Strand
—

"Cytherea."

Next week
Astor—"The Sea Hawk."
Broadway—"The Woman on the

Jury." (tentative)

Brooklyn Strand—"Cytherea."
Cameo—"Girl Shy."
Capitol—"The Woman Who Gives."
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments."
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall."

44th Street
—"America."

Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad."
Rialto

—"Maytime."
Rivoli—"Miami."
Strand—"The Marriage Cheat."

Music Co. Sues For Infringement
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland, Me.—The Edward B.
Marks Music Co. has filed a suit in

equity against the New Portland for

$250 damages for alleged infringe-
ment of a copyrighted song.

Community Theatre Clears $2,457.23
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Harbor Beach, Mich.—The com-
munity house owned and operated by
the city, which presents regular pic-
ture entertainment, reports a profit
of $2,457.23 for 1923.

2 Universal Jewels For Broadway
The Rialto has booked "The Reck-

less Age", the week of June 8. The
Strand will show "The Signal Tower"
the week of July 6, following which
it will be shown in the Strand, Brook-
lyn.

New Theaters
Williamsport, Pa.—A new house

will be erected on the site of
the theatre destroyed by fire two
years ago.

Chicago—The Mishawaka Theatre
Co. has started construction on a pro-
posed 1,500 seat house.

Chico, Cal.—The National Thea-
tres Syndicate is considering plans for
a new house here.

Corpus Christie, Tex.—H. H. El-
liott will soon open his 1000 seat air-

dome.

Richmond, Va.—A theatre project
involving $70,000 has been launched.

Massena, N. Y.—A $50,000 theatre
is being planned here.

Ince Purchases "Limehouse Alley"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Thomas H. Ince has
purchased "Limehouse Alley", by Ed-
ward J. Montague, for early produc-
tion. No cast has been announced.

WANTED

Thoroughly competent and

experienced manager for

large middle west theatre.

Apply Box M 208, c/o The

Film Daily.

Denver Dixon finishes third Art Mix picture on series of six five

reelers now being distributed on the independent market.

— Exchanges now handling —
Aywon Film Corp, New York City

Security Pictures, Cleveland, Ohio

United Films, St. Louis, Mo.

Quality Film Co. Los Angeles, Cal.

State Film Service, Indianapolis, Ind.

Big Feature Rights, Louisville, Ky.

Adventure Productions, Minneapolis, Minn.

Independent Films, 'Dallas, Texas

Standard Films, Kansas City, Mo.

Ludwig Exchanges, [Milwaukee, Wis.

Independent Films, Atlanta, Ga.

S. & S. Film Service, Pittsburg, Pa.

AH foreign territory open except Argentine-Republic.

Territory selling fast, voire

DENVER DIXON
Art Mix Productions

6363 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood, Cal.
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HARMONY ASSURED
lor Federal Control
nbyterian Church Favors Govern-
rntal Agency to Check Up on

Industry

'(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

(and Rapids, Mich.—A fight to

i: the motion picture industry will

unched by the General Assembly
lie Presbyterian Church, in meet-
lere.

lportant figures in the Assembly
a; the statement that they consider

eindustry a blight and one of the

I menaces to the growing youth

lie country. For that reason, a

naign will be started to secure

I sort of Federal control.

^hen Will Hays left New York
5 week, he was scheduled to go
rand Rapids to attend the meet-
gof the General Assembly. Hays
i.n elder in the Presbyterian

let.

t well-posted man yesterday was
died to discount the importance
e statement made in Grand Rap-
Courtland Smith was out of

and could not be reached for a

ment.

April, '24 Tops 1923
Admission Taxes $1,111,629 Over

Returns for Same Month of

Last Year
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Admission taxes con-

tinue to increase, according to the

returns to the Treasury Department,
collections during April totaling $7 -

162 876.10. an increase of $1,111,629.52

over those of the same month last

year.

Receipts from the seating capacity

tax during the month were $17,114.99.

a reduction of $1,828.17 as compared
with April, 1923.

A comparative table of returns for

the first four months of 1924, as com-
pared with 1923 follows:

1924 1923
Tanuary ! $7,576,991 6,766,893
February 6,738,628 5,877,392
March 6,920,912 6,700.355
April- 7,162,876 6,051,247

,eave for Germany Wednesday
'igene R. Schlesinger, director of

([res for the "Ufa" leaves on the

e:schland for Germany on
rJnesday.

'istav Wolfsohn, editor of "Licht-
1 Buhne" who has just returned
i. Hollywood sails on the same

Up To President
{(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

'ashington—The Tax Reduction

I passed on Saturday by the Sen-

ewith a vote of 60 for and six

list went through the House yes-

riy. The measure with those por-

|i providing tor amusement tax

lil unchanged now goes to the

rident who is expected to sign.

Reade Buys Three Houses
Walter Reade, who operates a

string of theatres in Asbury Park,
Long Branch and other Jersey towns,
has purchased three houses from
Counihan and Shannon. Two of

them, the Majestic and Strand, are in

Perth Amboy and the third, the

Plainfield in Plainfield. The amount
involved is placed at $550,000 and the

transaction is said to have been a

cash one. Reade who takes posses-
sion on June 1 will then have 19

theatres in Jersey. He will build one
in Red Bank in the fall.

Hopper May Direct Stewart

E. Mason Hopper is expected to

direct Anita Stewart in "Never the

Twain Shall Meet", a Peter B. Kyne
story for Cosmopolitan. It will be
made in the East.

Combine Chicago Offices

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The Metro and Goldwyn
exchanges here were combined yes-

terday into one office, that of Gold-
wyn. L. A. Rozelle, Metro manager,
will be in charge.

No Chance in Boston for Political Man-
oeuvers—Solid Working Program Drawn

Up By Committee

By DANNY
Boston—What promises to he the most harmonious conven-

tion in the history of the M. P. T. O. of A. will start this morn-
ing at 10:30.

There is not a cloud upon the horizon. There is every indi-

cation that the workings of the convention will be so smooth
that if anyone dares to ruffle the waters, there will lie no place

for him at the gathering. It is distinctly a harmonious group.

Those who are opposed to the prevailing idea of harmony are on
the outside.

From the moment the convention opens, there will be work and
work and work. There will be no

lunch time today. The program calls

for visiting ladies and others to take

a trip to the historical points near

Boston through the courtesy of the

Grand-Asher Distributing Corp. Any
visitors may go but most of the del-

egates will stay on the job.

Ernest H. Horstmann of the Bos-

ton Committee said yesterday that,

in his opinion, something like one

thousand people will attend this con-

vention — delegates, exchangemen,

and- other visitors. Many delegates

arrived yesterday and last night and

the remainder will be in early this

morning.

The election of officers will take

place on Thursday morning. It is

[Continued on Page 4)

Cohen Optimistic
Believes Convention Will Establish a

New Era for the National Ex-
hibitor Organization

(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—Before Sydney S. Cohen
went into the joint meeting of the

Executive Committee and of the

Board of Directors in an effort to

complete the program for the annual

gathering of the M. P. T. O. of A. he

said:

"I believe we
are on the thresh-

old of a most in-

teresting conven-
tion which should
prove the material

value of exhibi-

tor organization.

We will have a

constructive busi-

ness session and
nothing else.

There are many
Sydney S. Cohen matters of impor-

tance which will come up for consid-

eration, but it will be within the prov-

ince and direction of the executive

committee to map out that program.

"There have been a number of

statements issued from various

sources as to the strength of the na-

(Continuei on Page 4)

Convention News
"Organization" is what Dan-

ny talks about from the con-

vention headquarters in Boston.

His editorial and additional de-

velopments at the M. P. T. O.

A. meetings will be found on

pages 4 and 22.
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New Title for "Deburau"
The Warners will release "Debu-

rau" as "The Lover of Camille."

Turnbull Here
Hector Turnbull, who is here from

the Coast, will leave next week for

Hollywood.

Rin-Tin-Tin Reissue for Mich.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Standard will reissue

"The Man From Hell's River," which
features Rin-Tin-Tin.

L. A. Times Making Reel
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The Times is gather-

ing contributions from its readers,

each one limited to thirty words.
These will be filmed under the gen-
eral title of "Local Laughs" and
shown in local theatres.

ouU 3eorac do U~ ,

I

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

I-
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Foreign
Distribution

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.

Taylor Forms Unit
To Embrace South America and Far

East, in Addition to Activities

in England

John H. Taylor, who has confined
his activities in the foreign field to

the United Kingdom very largely

has formed the John H. Taylor Film
Corp. with offices in the Candler
Bldg. to distribute in South America
and the Far East.

Among the product controlled by
the corporation is the new program
of the Arrow—twenty-six Westerns,
twelve features and a new serial for
the United Kingdom and other Arrow
pictures for France, Belgium, Spain.,

Portugal, Switzerland, Holland and
Italy. Taylor has also secured Wil-
liam Steiner's productions, starring
Neal Hart, Leo Maloney, and Charles
Hutchison and the two-reel Jimmy
Aubrey comedies.

J. H. Hoffberg, for the past five

years in charge of the South Ameri-
can and Far Eastern business for

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, has resigned,
effective June 2nd, and joins the new
Taylor company as vice-president
and general manager.

Big House for Flint

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Flint, Mich.—A new theatre and

business building to occupy the pres-
ent site of the Orpheum will be erec-
ted this summer. Lester E. Matt
who acquired the property several
months ago will build.

Half Interest in Theatres Sold

J. Jolson, who recently closed an
important deal with Haring and Blu-

menthal, involving leases on several

Bronx theatres has sold a fifty per

cent interest in Belmont, McKinley
Square and Crescent to Grossman
and Frieder who operate theatres in

Jersey and a fity per cent interest in

the Melrose to Herman Meltz. Sof-
ferman and Berk acted as agents
while Kendler and Goldstein were
attorneys for Jolson.

Heavy Program for Christies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Plans are being made
for a big comedy program for the

Christie studios in addition to the

Bobby Vernon series. Charles H.
Christie while in New York will work
out details of the year's program with
E. W. Hammons. of Educational,
which will release all of the two-reel
subjects for the fifth consecutive
year.

Hopes To Land Clyde Cook
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Syd Walker, the original

"Old Bull," in letters to trade paper
editors written from America de-

clares he hopes to secure Clyde Cook
for a series of comedies here.

It is understood that Clyde Cook
who made several comedies for Fox,
is committed to produce another ser-

ies.

Unity Buys Dick Talmadge's
London—Unity Films have pur-

chased Dick Talmadge series for

England.

ADVERTISE YOUR COMEDY— 1, 2 and 3 col. "ads"

available at Educational Exchanges—Mats Free.

BOBBY VERNON
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Buys "Women and Wive
Metro-Goldwyn has purchasl

ture rights to "Women and 'l
by Harvey Ferguson. It is

i

rent best-seller.

Ivy Duke in "Decameroi
(Special to THE FILM DAILl

London—Wilcox Bros., ha i
i

lected Ivy Duke for the leadin tei

nine role in "Decameron Nigl ."

Brown in From Coast

Harry J. Brown, who produtfi
Fred Thomson features for F.t.

(

is here from the Coast. He isja(

ing on a distribution deal.

HAL ROACH'

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes On

'

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
=tg-=

—

The Way Non-Rewind el

nates rewinding of film in
]

jection and it eliminates ten;

on film during projection. Di
onstrations given daily.

WAY NON-REWIND
201 W. 49th St. New York t j

Your Positive Prints

Infinitely Superior
In Quality

"THE RITZ WAY"! I

RITZ LABORATORIES, IN
701 Seventh Ave. N f.

Phone Bryt. 6355.
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When in Newark visit

Si Fabian's Famous Bran,

ford Theatre to see James

A. Fitz-Patrick's FAM-
OUS MUSIC MASTERS
SERIES. One reel novelty

films with complete orches-

trations!

I

Produced and Sold Direct
To The Theatres by

FITZPATRICK
PICTURES, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

Bryant 8139

I
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To the Hundreds of Exhibitors Who

have Wired and Written for Quo-

tations on' THE FAMOUS FORTY:
I knew Paramount had something exceptional in THE FAMOUS FORTY.

I knew our line-up would appeal to every ounce of showmanship and profit-

knowledge you possess.

But in my fondest dreams, I'll admit I never hoped the response to Para-

mount's announcement of Fall product would be so instant and overwhelming

as it has been.

When I returned to New York the other clay, I found my desk piled high

with wires and letters from exhibitors all over the country asking for quota-

tions on THE FAMOUS FORTY. I brought a bag full with me from the

Coast. And every mail and messenger boy has been flocking in with more.

We're literally snowed under

!

We've closed lots of very important contracts. We're closing lots more of

them every day. If the salesman hasn't been around yet to sign you up, it's

because he's only human and can work only twenty-four hours a day.

But don't worry. You'll get your chance. Particularly if you've been

playing Paramount right along. Naturally we're giving our old friends first

crack at this gold mine.

Meantime, thanks for the wires and letters you're sending. They'll be re-

warded—in dollars of FAMOUS FORTY profits.

S. R. KENT
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No Clouds on the M. P. T. O. Horizik
Everything Serene

{Continued from Page 1)

almost absolutely certain that the

convention will come to a close on

Thursday night. Strange as it may
seem at a national exhibitor conven-

tion, there was very little talk yes-

terday and last night in the lobby of

the Copley-Plaza with reference to

who will succeed Sydney S. Cohen

as president. The strongest out-

standing candidate is, as noted in yes-

terday's issue, Michael J. O'Toole of

the Comerford interests of Pennsyl-

vania.

There was considerable talk of J.

W. Walsh of Hartford, Conn., but

comparatively little was heard rela-

tive to candidates otherwise men-

tioned preceding the convention.

There is not a chance that Mike

Comerford will accept the nomina-

tion—he is too busy.

When Glenn Harper arrived from

California yesterday afternoon and

was told that his name was being

used with reference to the coming

election, he grinned broadly. There

are several others whose names have

been mentioned, but at the moment
O'Toole seems to have the inside

track.

New York Group Arrives

(Staff Correspondence)

Gov't Officials to Talk
(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—Among the speakers sched-
uled to speak at the dinner will be
Brigadier General Malvin H. Bar-
num, commanding the 18th Infantry,

who will speak on "The Educational
Value of Pictures in Promoting the
Interest of the Citizens Military
Training Camps." There will also be
another speaker from the Army and
one from the Post Office Department.

Ind'p'ts To Attend
Important Members to Attend Ex-

hibitor Convention in Boston

—

Leave Today
Important members of the I. M.

P. P. D. A. will attend the sessions
of the M. P. T. O. A. at Boston. It

is understood that they feel that the
line-up of product offered by state
right producers this year eclipses any-
thing of like nature that they have
ever made and for that reason they
will strive to impress exhibitors in

Boston with this fact.

Jack Cohn and William Steiner
left last night. The group that leaves
this morning will include: Oscar
Price of Tri-Stone Pictures; Whit-
man Bennett; W. E. Shallenberger
and W. Ray Johnson of Arrow; Joe
Goldstein of Canyon Pictures; Jesse
J. Goldburg, of Independent Pictures;
John Lowell Russell of Russell Prod,
and Charles B. Hoy, of the Hoy Re-
porting Service.

Boston—Three car loads of New
York exhibitors and others interested

in the film industry through affiliated

enterprises arrived here at 8:40 last

night (New York time). The cars

were attached to the regular train

which left New York at 3 o'clock,

daylight time.

Sam Sonin was in charge of all

arrangements. Sam was busy before

the train pulled out and all the way
up. He admitted it.

Edward M. Saunders and James
R. Grainger of Metro-Goldwyn were
in the group, practically the only two
sales managers in a hot-bed of exhi

bitor discussions.

The party included:

Sam Schwartz and wife, Charles

Schwartz and wife, Mr. and Mrs.

Goldberg, Harmon Yaffa and wife,

J. Stern and wife, Adolph Barr and

wife, Max Barr and wife, John Mann-

heimer and wife, Rudy Saunders,
wife and daughter, Sam Lesselbaum,
Sol Raives, Otto Lederer, Hy Gains-
boro, Lee Ochs, Lou Geller, Hyman
Rachmil, Sam Rintzler, Morris Need-
les., J. Rosensohn, L. Greenfield,

Charles Crinides, Jack Schwartz,
Charles Steiner, Harry Zuckman,
Clarence Cohen, I. Cohn, Louis Grob,
Leo Rosenblatt, B. Herman, Louis
Rosenthal, Sam Sonin, Gaffney of the

American Seating Co.. Ryan of

Wurlitzer Organ Co., Norden of the

Norden Sign Co., Hornstein, of Ho-
wells Cine Equipment, Felder of Bio
Carbons, Charles Goetz, of Depend-
able Exchange and Sam Zierler of

Commonwealth.

It is expected that the New York
delegation at Boston will total 85.

Some exhibitors left on Sunday by
automobile and others on the Sunday
boat. The last group is scheduled to

leave today.

Organization
By DANNY

Convention Headquarters, The Copley-Plaza.

Since the good old days—back in Nehf's times. There has
been talk of exhibitor organization on a national scale. And, in-

termittently, and in between times, there has been some sort oi

a national group of exhibitors. Usually, except for the past few
years, these national exhibitor organizations were on paper. But
it was hard to locate them elsewhere.

Then came Cleveland. United under the cry of producer-
distributor domination of the exhibition field exhibitors and show-
men grouped together. And the M. P. T. O. of A. started. This
is not the time—or place—to go into any extended discussion of

exhibitor politics, manipulation, war cries or what not. But
that very element which disrupted former exhibitor organiza-
tions found its way into the M. P. T. O. of A. And that was
simply this: who's going to run it, and why?

NOTHING BUT POLITICS
Almost from Chicago there developed political differences.

And these were not helped by subsequent gatherings such as
Minneapolis, Washington, and last of all, Chicago last spring
when the famous walk out occurred. Every convention seemed
to be occupied with the same idea—politics. Not but that some
other work was done. Indeed, some laudable and worthwhile
matters have been taken up and worked out by the national or-
ganization. The pity of it is that having accomplished some of
these things that the work was left at this point and the remain-
der of the time was taken up with politics.

HAS THE TIME ARRIVED?
And because this has happened. And because there is today

a disorganized group of exhibitors rather than one national group,
isn't it time that politics quit and a united, real, workable na-
tional organization of exhibitors arise from the ashes? If this
isn't the time, when will someone please say, will that time occur?

It is not too late. There is much time. And there is much
patience. But there must be something done to awaken the be-

( Continued on Page 22)

Seeks Harmon
Mike Comerford Admits a Fe Mil

takes and Urges Co-opera >n

From the Industry
(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—Mike Comerford
National Board of Directors of \tU
P. T. O., on the eve of the iym
tion issued the following stal

"The M. P. T. O. of Amert-
organization that extends prejet

influence to all exhibitors wit l ti

industry—is in better shape noftk
at any previous time in its ex ene
'What was done in this or nia

tion was done for the general I

of the industry as a whole ;
eluded every element of divisicjl;

tivity. That is our purpose jfj
feel that anything that will hjB
exhibitors in an honest effort {£
but be of great assistance tow
other section of the industr>|l
naturally made a few mistakesjfl
happens in every movement.]!
these mistakes were obviously if tfc

head and not of the heart a J i

purposes were always of a cornel
ive nature and our intentions m
thoroughly honest and took iBB
every opinion the welfare of I

tire industry. We have
strength now than ever befoB
we have the respect of the
generally and the co-operaticfl
good-will of the highest officii
the nation, state and town coiB
ties, and our business stands J

every center and is regarded f
people of a kind that confo S

every way with the welfare <)«
community.
"Every person connected wlj

industry, no matter what dig)
should co-operate in every ws]3
the organization as a whole!

'

want to improve our positiu an

wipe out all unfair tactics ail a
processes within the industry fH
in any way are not entirely jiF
giving everybody a square dealt
estly conducted, an exhibitor
ization such as ours is, is alw£(|
of the best and surest ways
tect the entire industry from
of all kinds from the outsit
everything of an unfair nature
inside."

Cohen Optimist
(Continued from Page I)

tional organization. It can 1

with definite authority that
P. T. O. of A. is stronger tod.'

ever in its existence. Natio:
ganization and the work of th
lie Service Committee have d
much that there is less antaj
legislation directed against the
try today than ever before.

"The most interesting thing
this convention is the number cot
munications I have received^
small exhibitors who. unable
of the expense to come thei_
are sending representatives, \\f
rank and file of exhibitors wa
in stronger sympathy than tod
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/Mark Hurts Germany
Ifcsettled Currency Has Cut Produc-

tion Considerably in Berlin—Fi-

nanciers Withdrawing Support

I

Since the stabilization of the mark

13 position of the German film in-

'tstrv has not been very favorable.

] this branch of business, as in many
ders, the sudden transition to gold

nrk calculations increased produc-

ts costs so enormously that those

< foreign producers were exceeded,

.-cording to an article in the Euro-

jan Commercial of Vienna and re-

puted in the Times.
On (his account there is little work
ling done at present, and in Berlin,

'iich is the center of film production,

;out fourteen out of twenty studios

p at present empty and unused. In

edition to the increased cost of pro-

iction, further damage is being done

I
the general shortage of capital,

•lich makes itself sharply felt in

-;w of the large expense involved in

ie creation of a film. The situation,

i fact, has been completely reversed,

hile foreign capitalists have with-

.awn their money to a great extent

)m the German film industry, peo-

; in Germany are considering the

, visability of participating in foreign

ncerns in order to produce German
ms abroad, where production costs

e lower. In this way an arrange-

ent has been made lately whereby a

srman firm has linked up with the

ench Gaumont concern.

This new state of affairs becomes
iticeable in the fact that exports of

reign films to Germany are on the

i:rease. This is because foreign pro-

rations are no longer dearer than
:rman films, and also because the

<;rman output does not suffice to

feet the home demand. It is esti-

:ated that 40 per cent of the new
:ms being brought out are of foreign

ligin. Formerly the quota of im-

i
rts permitted was fully exploited,

It now it is much too small. The
; mber of films which may be im-
irted is fixed each half year by the

;thorities. As in 1923, 260,000
fcters of negatives have been allow-
i for the current year, but as this

fantity is inadequate, a lively trade
i this quota has arisen. Firms to

lich a certain quantity has been
iocated have sold this to others be-
duse they themselves are not im-
Irting.

It is reported that as much as six

lid marks per meter is being paid
: this illegal fashion, so that in the
ise of a film of normal length a pre-
lum of $2,500 to $3,000 must be paid,

"cently the first English film to be
sported since the outbreak of war
ached Germany and is now being
own in Berlin. Spanish films are
ing imported, but most of the for-

*n films come from America and
veden.

Since general economic life has
en placed on the gold mark basis,

>e sale of a film brings in much more
an was formerly the case and is at

>ce profitable. At the time of the
eatest inflation the sale of a film

i

the small State of Switzerland,
lich does not possess as many as

|0 cinematograph theatres, brought
re or six times as much as the sale

. the whole of Germany with its

)00 picture theatres.

Richmount Foreign Sa'es

Richmount Pictures, Inc., has sold

to Wardour Films, Ltd , for the Uni-
ted Kingdom, "Three O'Clock in the

Morning", "Restless Wives", "Whip-
ping Boss", "Why Women Remar-
ry", "Big Stakes", and "Flaming
Hearts." To Pathe Freres for the

United Kingdom the following have
been sold; "Mask of Lopez", and
"North of Nevada".

Mercantile Trust Grants Loan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The Mercantile Trust
Co. has arranged to loan the Loew's
St. Louis Realty and Amusement Co.
$650,000 to be secured by the Marcus
Loew State theatre and office bui'ding

now in process of erection. The
building will be completed about
Aug. 1.

Women Attack "Sex Films"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The National Congress
of Mothers and Parent Teacher
Ass'ns bitterly attacks what was
termed "the current epidemic of sex
motion pictures". The women advo-
cated the enactment of a national

restrictive measure.

No Daylight Saving For St. Louis
(Special 1} THE FILM OAILY)

St. Louis—This year there was no
attempt to put over daylight saving.

Experience has convinced the advo-
cates of the innovation that there

isn't a chance of putting such a

measure over in the Board of Alder-

men.

St. Louis To Have 46 Airdomes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—There will be forty- six

airdomes in operation this summer.
Exhibitors are anxiously awaiting

the arrival of warm weather to open
their out-of-doors shows.

Fire In Star Kills Operator
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Manchester, N. H.—A fire which
broke out in the projection room of

the Star caused the death of the oper-

ator and serious injuries to a number
of other persons.

New $150,000 Theatre For Smethport
(Special tu THE FILM DAILY)

Smethport, Pa.—The Star Theatre
Co. will erect a house to cost $150,000
on the site of the Temple, recently

destroyed by fire.

Lyric Damaged by Fire

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Salem, 111.—The Lyric was severely

damaged by a fire that broke out

in the projection room. Nobody was
hurt.

Xydias On Country-Wide Tour
(Special t-> THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Anthony Xydias of

Sunset Prod, has left Hollywood for

a country wide tour of exchanges.

Two Houses for Orange, Tex.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Orange, Tex.—Two new theatres

are planned here.

Incorporations
Albany—Elmcliff Pictures, New

York. 100 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, C. Belknap,

J. C. Huben and T. A. Byrne. At-
torneys, Curtis Fosdick & Belknap,

New York.

Albany — Glove Theatre Corp.,

Gloversville. 10 shares common stock,

no par value. Incorporators, P. T.

Dana, H. I. King and A. Heneman.
Attorney, N. M. Banker .Glovers-

ville.

Albany—Gloversville-Family Corp.,

Gloversville. 10 shares common stock,

no par value. Incorporators, P. T.

Dana, H. I. King and A. Heneman.
Attorney, N. M. Banker, Gloversville.

Albany—Dolgevil'.e-Strand Corp.,

Gloversville. 10 shares common stock,

no par value. Incorporators, P. T.

Dana, H. I. King and A. Heneman.
Attorney, N. M. Banker, Gloversville.

Albany—Palace Lockport Corp.,

Gloversville. 10 shares common stock,

no par value. Incorporators, P. T.

Dana, H. I. King and A. Heneman.
Attorney, N. M. Banker, Gloversville.

Albany-—Carthage-Strand Corp.,

Gloversville. 10 shares common stock,

no par value. Incorporators, P. T.
Dana, H. I. King and A. Heneman.
Attorney, N. M. Banker, Gloversville.

Albany—Thomas Carr Amusement
Co., Jamestown. Capital $20 000. In-

corporators, T. Carr, M. H. Amling-
er and A. Carr, Maple Springs. At-
torney, E. Cawcroft, Jamestown.

Jefferson City, Mo.—Irma Theatre
and Investment Co., St. Louis. Capi-
tal $16,000. Incorporators, W. E.

Kincaid, Dave Nelson, W. W. Bruck,
E. Cissel and A. M. Hart.

Albany — Euro-American Film
Corp., New York. Capital $10,000.

Incorporators, E. Bosler, F. G. Kirby
and E. L. Corbett. Attorney, F. J.

Knorr, Albany.

Exhibitors Protest Censor Abuses
(Special in THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—The M. P. E. A. held a

special meeting at the Mount Royal
Hotel in order to place before the

Hon. L. A. Taschereau, Premier
of Quebec their grievances against

the growing abuse of the censorship
regulations. It was found there was
hardly an exhibitor present but had
been harassed by the censors or

the police even after a picture has
been approved.

"State" To Be Kunsky House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—After a name contest,

John W. Kunsky of the Kunsky En-
terprises, decided upon the "State"

as the name for the new 3,500 seat

house which will soon be erected.

Munz To Build 3000 Seat Theatre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit— C. W. Munz is erecting

a 3000 seat theatre to be ready Jan.

1, 1925.

ADOLPH ZUKOR
and

MARCUS LOEW
prove conclusively that

they have the Exhibitors'

interest at heart, by giving

"Thematic Music Cue
Sheets" with all their com-

pany's releases.
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Film companies offering

"Thematic Music Cue

Sheets" with their pictures,

show they have more in

common with the Exhibitor,

than to merely secure his

contract.

They help him put the pic-

ture*over with his patrons,

which in the long run, will

mean more to his theatre

than the showing of the best

pictures, with incorrect mu-

sical application.

THINK IT OVER



ANNOUNCEMENT

FILM Booking- Offices feels

honored to present G. B.

Samuelson's Motion Picture
Magnificent—"N A P O L E O N
AND JOSEPHINE," the produc-
tion extraordinary that will make
new motion picture history
throughout the entire world.

It is beyond question of a doubt
the supreme romance of all times
and ages, exquisitely beautiful,

beyond word description.

\\ l\

EXTRAORDINARY

ALL the greatest spectacles

of world history,—the Bat-

tle of Waterloo,—the burn-
ing of Moscow,—the retreat from
Moscow,—Napoleon's return
from Elba, and the most sump-
tuous and gorgeous scenes of the
brilliant Imperial courts of

Europe staged at a cost of nearly

$2,000,000.
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The Spectacle magnificent, portraying the most sublime love

story of the ages,—All the glory, pomp and circumstance that
thrill the heart,-—fascinate the eye, and satisfy the soul.

PROOF of the bigness of this huge production we shall publish in advertisements to come
bona fide receipts of several theatres who have pre-exhibited this wondrous picture, un-
attended by the usual exploitation such a picture enables.. Picture its possibilities when pre-

sented and backed by the superior showmanship of Film Booking Offices of America. Release
date to be announced later.

Watch for forthcoming announcements.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
723 Seventh Ave., New York City, New York

Exchanges Everywhere
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^tiere Piracy Thrives
and, Russia and the Balkans the

ad Spots— Meeting Held in

Paris Seeks Remedy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

imdon—Kine. Weekly reports that

feeting was held in Paris recently

representatives of important Am-
iin companies to discuss means
leeting and reducing the effects

le piracy evil.

•'he success of several films", says

i,\, "on the Continent from their

*;r's point of view is threatened
/ he activity of film pirates who
(engaged in exploiting their i 1

1

—

);n property. One of the features

I h is suffering badly is 'Scara-

cche,' which recently had a sue
,'u run at the Tivoli. At least

r> pirated copies of this are known
p in circulation in Poland. This

•ij the case there are probably
r-s, not only in Poland, but in

u;ia and the Balkan States, all

r places being apparently beyond
t>ale of ordinary law. A meeting
i recently held in Paris of the rep-
li'atives of the leading American
r lo d'scuss a means of meeting
( reducing the effects of the
•;ies.''

4roused by Evil
/ K. Greenland, of the William
'o-'el organization in a letter to
Publication touches on the piracy
r ion and says:

'liile we have been confronted
t piracies on The Kid' in certain
[e Balkan countries the Border
1 and Russia, we intend that the
ilors shall not go unpunished. As
titter of fact, we have already
A prints in several of these coun-
I through the assistance of the
I organization, the State Depart-
ii at Washington, and through in-

lials whom we have instructed to
l our behalf and we expect re-

l from criminal suits where action

;

amages would result only in un-
•tible judgments.

he piracies above referred to are
ry recent date and we have very

I reasons to believe that we know
persons guilty of these piracies,
lit is our intention to exert all

:
means within our power to

i to justice those found guilty
!ch unwarranted actions.

'Isewhere in other parts of the
D where piracies previously have
• encountered, we have obtained
Tmly satisfactory results. Pirates
id nnd also their confederates
r. United States are familiar with
ict that there have been severa'
cu'ions, convictions and jail sen-

is in the past as a result of the
tries of Mr. Vosrel and other re-
ible dealers with the assistance
: Hays organization, the State
frtment and individuals whose
*es were enlisted against so-call-
' rates' in the past."

i Theatres Declared Defe-.tive
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
:an N. Y.—Anthony W. H.
burger building inspector has
ed that all local theatres are
ive in construction.

Troy To Be "Musicless" For Summer
(Special l:. THE FILM DAILY)

Troy—Local managers for the sake
of cutting expenses, have decided to

make their shows "musicless". There
will be no music at the Troy except
Saturday afternoons; the Lincoln or-

chestra will be dispensed with entire-

ly; the Troy will have no music af-

ternoons, while the American will re-

duce its orchestra from ten pieces to
six.

Hill Personnel Named
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The staff of the
new Hill Enterprises, Inc., headed by
R. G. Hill, includes F. R. Gregor,
and Samuel Lichter, Ray O'Toole,
B. Mendel, and K. Connors. Offi-

ces are at 1010 Forbes St.

90 Theatres in Wash. M. P. T. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Ninety members are now
enrolled on the records of the Wash-
ington M. P. T. O. Ed Dolan of the
Dolan and Ripley theatres is now
trustee, succeeding G. G. Johnson, re-
signed.

Daylight Saving Cuts Off 20%
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Troy—Theatre owners commenting
on the effects of day ight saving, de-
clare that for the two weel s that the
ordinance has been in effect receipts
have dropped twenty per cent.

Exhibitors War Against Tent Shows
i.\re,ml to Till: FILM DAILY)

Detroit — Neighborhood theatre
owners and merchants have joined in

an effort to reduce the number of
tent carnival shows which have seri-
ously cut into their receipts.

Utah House Destroyed By Flames
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Salt Lake City, U.—The Casino, at
Gunnison, is in ruins caused by fire

that broke out in an adjoining build-
ing. Loss $10,000.

Goldberg Leases Chicago Theatre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Lou Goldberg has leased
the 3,000 seat theatre now under con-
struction by Hyde Park Bank.

Fuld Out of 1st Nat'l
Jack Fuld has completed special

advance exploitation work for "A
Son of the Sahara" and "Why Men
Leave Home" for First National.

Among Exchangemeil Independent Sells 8 Westerns

Independent Pictures Corp. has
sold a series of eight westerns star-

ring Bil' Cody, to celebrated Players

for Northern Illinois and Indiana.
First Graphic Exchange has acquired
the same series for Northern New
York, while the R. G. Hill Enter-
prises has bought them for Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

Cleveland—George Wilson has
been appointed special salesman to

handle Pathe two-reel subjects in this

territory.

Buffalo—Al Barnett, formerly with
Selznick, has resigned to take up
duties as representative for Univer-
sal.

Washington—J. P. Stapelton has
been promoted to the managership
of the Independent Films office.

Dallas—Bob Ingram has been man
ager of the local and Oklahoma of-

fices of Progress Pictures.

Kansas City—Lew Nathanson
former Selznick salesman, is now
with Associated Exhibitors

Cleve'and—Lou C. Thompson will

take over the management of the loca!

Universal exchange.

Oklahoma City—William Parra ha?
been appointed assistant manager of

the Fox exchange.

Milwaukee—Oscar Kuschner, is the

new manager for Pathe, succeeding
W. A. Aschmann.

Hutchison on Way East
(Special f> THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Charles Hutchison,
making a series of pictures for Will-
iam Steiner, is on his way to New
York to secure new stories. He will

make his headquarters at Room 519,

220 West 42nd St.

Nathanson Offers to Sell Capital
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—N. E. Nathanson, man-
aging director of Famous Players
Canadian Corp. made an offer to E.

F. Albee, president of the new Keith
Company of Canada to sell either the

Capital or Palace.

Omaha—Sherman W. Fitch has
been promoted to managership of F.

B. O.

Washington—Harry Levey, form-
erly with Goldwyn has joined Univer-
sal.

St. Louis—Tom Tobin, formerly
with Pathe, has joined Columbia.

Chicago—Carl Harthill, is now on
the sales staff of United Artists.

Pittsburgh—M. Fisher may resign
as manager of Federated.

Atlanta—L. C. Lowe
Florida for Hodkinson.

will cover

Springfield—The Alton Theatre
Co., Alton, has filed dissolution pa-
pers.

Rosenthal Elected To Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—Jack Rosenthal of Troy
has been elected to the Albany Film
Board.

Specify

£RZ-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

Bryant 3740

8BKYZOT

1540 Broadway, N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

"A Tribute To The Independent Market"
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Entries Up To 169
Flood of New Names Reach Com-

mittee—Big Event Very
Close Now

It's growing near! The'Spring Golf

Tournament is little more than a

week off. What a flood of names has

hit the committee in the past few

days! Over fifty of them.
Yesterday, one member of the com-

mittee received an entry from Joseph

J. Snellenburg of the Virginia thea-

tre, Atlantic City, who is coming up

for the event. Of course, Tom
Moore will be here from Washington
as usual. The New York exhibitor

group is to be largely represented and,

while many of them don't play the

royal and ancient game, they will all

turn out to watch the fun and attend

the dinner at night.

In addition, to those cups already

promised, F. B. O., and Arthur

Stebbins will each contribute a cup.

The J. P. Muller Co.. will donate

two steel-shafted drivers.

Everybody had better murmur
prayers for good weather. All ar-

rangements are set. The only thing

necessary is to wait for Wednesday,
June 4 to roll around. Tardy folks

still have time to enter if they fill out

the blank on this page, right now.
This minute. And send it to any
member of the committee.

The list, as of late yesterday af-

ternoon:

Alicoate, John, W., Film Daily
Allvine, Glendon, Famous Players

Amsterdam, Ben, Masterpiece, Phila.

Aronson, Al, Metro
Baker, C. Graham, Vitagraph
Barnstyn, J. C.
Beaoh, F. A., United Artists

Beatty, Jerome, Universal
Beecroft, James, Exhibitors' Herald
Benson, Bernhard, Merrill, Lynch
Berman, Sam
Blair, George, Eastman Kodak
Blaisdell, George, Trade Review.
Block, Ralph, Famous Players
Blumenthal, L. F., Haring and Blum-

enthal

Brady, Richard, Eastman Kodak
Brandt, Billy, M. P. T. O., N. Y.
Brandt, Harry
Brecher, Leo, Plaza Theatre
Brilant, Arthur, Pathe
Brock, Louis, First Nat'l

Brooks, E. O., Pathe
Brown, George, Universal
Bruenner, H. B., First National
Butts, F. W., Litho. Co.
Cameron, Rudy, Lambs' Club
Carleton, Carl
Carlos, Abe, Truart
Carvon, Tom, Universal
Chatkin, D. J. Educational
Cohn, Jack, C. B. C.

Colmer, Claud, First National.
Convert, James Z., Merrill, Lynch
and Co.

Crawford, Roy, Asso. Exhibitors
Cron, James A., Trade Review.
Cruikshank, H., Trade Review.
Crosbie, F. W. 1st National
Cuming, R. M., Jr., Metro
Danny, Film Daily
Derham, J. A., Cosmopolitan
Ebenstein, Arthur, Ebenstein Co.
Ebenstein, Herbert, Ebenstein Co.
Eckles, Eddy, Trade Review.
Edelhertz, Bernard
Elms, J. W., Du Pont Co.
Engle, Dr. Wm.

Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any member of the com-

mittee :

Here is my entry for the Spring Film

Golf Tournament to be held Wed-
nesday, June 4, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

My check herewith ($10 for players, including

lunch, dinner and prizes. $5 for goofer diners). My
average round is

THE COMMITTEE
Bruce Gallup, First National, 383 Madison Ave.

Felix Feist, State Theater Bldg., 1540 Broadway.

Abe Warner, Warner Brothers, 1600 Broadway.

E. K. Gillette, M. P. News, 729 Seventh Ave.

Danny, The Film Daily, 71 West 44th St.

Eschmann, E. A., First National.

Evans, Tom, Evans Lab.

Fabian, Abe, 1st Nat'l, N. J.

Fabian, Si, 1st Nat'l, N. J.
Farrella, Dario, 1st National
Feist, Felix, Schenck Prod.
Ferber, Jack, Lakewood N. J.

Fields, Harry, Friars' Club
Fields, Seymour, Eggers Engraving
Frankel, Wm.
Frank, W. B., Hal Roach Enterprises
Gainsboro, Hy
Gallup, George B., First Nat'l

Gerety, Tom, Universal
Gill, Wm. S., Rothacker
Gillette, E. K., M. P. News
Glucksmann, Jacobo
Goetz, H. M., Consolidated
Graham, Arthur Butler
Grey, A. L., D. W. Griffith, Inc
Gulick, Earl, Gude Adv. Co.
Gulick, Paul, Universal
Hackstaff, Fred, Vitagraph
Hall, Fred M., N. Y. Times
Hammons, E. W., Educational
Hands, W. H., Brown Bros.
Hedley, Albert, Vitagraph
Hedwig, W. K. Rex-Hedwig Lab.
Henry, T. Y., United Artists
Herries, Jim, Universal
Herron, Fred L., M. P. P. D. A.
Hirlaman, Chas. J., Hirligraph M P.

Co.
Hodes, Hal, Educational
Hoffman, M. H., Truart
Howells, Benj. F., D. P. Howells, Inc.
Humm, John, Pathe
Hurst, W. O., Eastern Prod.
Jacobson, Lou
Kane, A. S., Asso. Exhibitors
Kane, Robt. T., Famous Players
Kann, George, E.
Kann, "Red", Film Daily
Kellogg, Mark, First Nat'l
Klein, Edward L.
Knowles, Harley, Friars Club
Kraus, M. E., Kraus M'f'g Co.
KruHn, Harry, Powers Engraving
Lachmann, Marc, Metro-Goldwyn
Leahy, Tim, Exhibitors Herald

Lesser, Irving, Principal
Lesser, Myron L.
Lewis, Edgar
Lewis Harry
Lichtman, Al, Universal
Loew, David, Loew's, Inc.

Loughborough, J. M., Principal Pic
Lownes, Allen, Dura Film Prod.
Lynch, Oscar S., Morgan Litho
Mannix, Ed. J., Schenck Prod.
Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
Massce, Wm.
Mastbaum, Jules E., Stanley Co.
May, Mitchell, Jr.

Mersereau, Don, Film Daily
Mitchell, Fred. H., Loew's, Inc.

Mitchell, Theodore
Mooney, Paul C, Hodkinson
Moore, Tom, Rialto, Washington
Moore, William, Rialto, Washington
Morgan, Len, Trade Review.
Morgan, William, First National.
Munroe, F. C, Hodkinson
Moyer, Charles, United Artists

Noble, John W.
North, Bobby, Apollo Exchange
Ochs, Lee, Costello Theatre
O'Reilly, Chas. L., T. O. C. C.

Parker, Watt, Warner Bros.

Pearson, Elmer, Pathe

Pettijohn, Charles C, M. P. P. D. A.

Pinkerton, C. C, First National.

Price, Burr, Distinctive

Price, Oscar A., Tri-Stone

Rabell, W. H., Ind. Movie Supply

Reilly, Wm., Cine-Mundial
Rothstein, Nat., F. B. O.
Rowley, J. T., Morgan Litho Co.

Schlesinger, Gus, Warner Bros.

Schlesinger, Mayer

Schlesinger, M. S.

Schnitzer, Joe, F. B. O.
Schwartz, Marty
Segal, Harry, Pioneer, Bostot
Shallenberger, W. E., Arrow '

Shaw, Oscar, Great Neck
Shear, J. M., Ebenstein Co.
Snellenburg, J. H., Atlantic C { I

Simmonds, Joe, Western Im^i
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. E^,
Smith, J. Boyce, Jr., Inspirati

'.

'

Snyder, A. C., Pioneer, Bostc
Spargo, John C., Exhibitors 111

Starr, Herman, Warner Bros i

Stebbins, Arthur
Steele, Monte S., United Art ;

Steiner, Charles
Sternberg, Lester, Zit's Week!
Storey, John E., Pathe
Strauss, Ben
Taylor, John H., London
Theiss, John H., Du Pont CcJ
Tierney, Howard S.
Underwood, Fred,
Unger, A., Trade Review.
Walker, Walter D.
Warner, Abe, Warner Bros.
Warner, E. J., Otis Litho Co.
Wilk, Ralph, Film Daily
Wilkerson, Billy, Burr Prod.
Wilson, Fred G., Reeland
Wilson, George, Tyrone, Pa.
Wonders, Guy, Baltimore
Yates, H. J., Consolidated

Plunkett Arranging "Sea PM
Joe Plunkett is arranging h

presentation of "The Sea H;l
the Astor beginning next Mcjfl

"

Congratulations!

It is gratifying to sell

convention so ably an sc

well supported.

Good will and bin

understanding will be:fit

each and everyone.

I
TRI-STONE PICTURES

«

OSCAR A. PRICE, Prei.

565 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

N. B. Have You
Booked The
Five and One SI

QUALITY AND SERVICE
Our Motto

PRINTING CUTTING
DEVELOPING

MALCOLM LABORATORIES

244 W. 49th St. N. Y. C.

FEATURE FOR SAL

OUTRIGHT

:

A knockout drama of the snow ful:

of storms, wolves, thrills—just gbl

for summer release. I cannot ord

to make it a releasing propositic ind

wait on monthly returns, but its

sell outright and quick. Your iafe

if you've got some ready A
OPPORTUNITY,

FILM DAILY
71 W. 44th St. N.

'
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Films as School Aids
N. Y. Principals Find Them a Con-

siderable Help—20 to 30 Using
Pictures

Motion pictures as an aid in in-

struction in literature, in geography,
in history and civics and in nature
study have proved successful during
the present school year, according to

reports of Principals at a conference
at the Hall of the Board of Educa-
tion.

The film lessons in current events,

in hygiene and physical training, in

biology and in vocational guidance
have also been of great help in the
schools that have tried them out. In

fact, so enthusiastic are the Princi-

pals about the use of films as a defin-

ite part of daily lessons that a drive

will be made to have the new build-
ings, opened before it was decided to

include visual education equipment in

each general contract, equipped.
These new buildings have booths but
no equipment.

The conference was ca'led by Er-
nest L. Crandall, director of lectures
and visual instruction, in order to
get the opinions of Principals about
the lessons that had been supplied
and to find out their needs for the
next school year. Between twenty
and thirty schools are using the film
lessons at the present time.

An interesting development of th(

use of current events films was re-

ported from Public School 40, Man
hattan, of which William Krampner
is Principal. A mid-term test in

current events was given and the
pupils showed a remarkably high
average of knowledge of what had
been going on in the world.

Courses Are Complete

But it is the development of the
motion picture as an aid in the more
formal subjects of the course of study
that has met with a ready response
from the schools. Principals who
have tried out the lessons, many of
which cover a full year or more,
have applied for more of the lessons
in other subjects.

For the next school year the fol

lowing courses will be available:

Subject School Year
Hygiene and Physical Training. .7th, 8th
United States Geography 7th, 8th
Physical Geography 8th
Civics 9th
Biology '".... 9th
Domestic Science 7th, 8th, 9th
Civics 7th
Nature Study 4th
Current Events 7th, 8th, 9th
Vocational Guidance 8th, 9th

The course in literature gives a

general idea of the scope of the film
lessons and range of subjects covered
There are films of thirteen authors
including Whittier, Lowell, Dickens
and pictures of a number of their
works. In the list are included "Rip
Van Winkle," "Evangeline," "Miles
Standish," "Odyssey," "Ivanhoe,"
"Merchant of Venice," "The Tale of
Two Cities." "Silas Marncr' ' and
"Old Testament Stories."

Films Run Forty Minutes

In the nature study course and in

geography there are twenty-seven les-

sons each and in biology eighteen.

The vocational guidance course in-

cludes a lar^e number of films of

different occupations and trades and

also films carrying a course of lessons

in the care of the hea*th in particular

occupations.
The films are designed for periods

of forty minutes
A primary course covering nearly

twenty lessons is also available. It

includes pictures of "The Three
Bears," "Hansel and Gretel," "Snow
White," "Little Red Riding Hood,"
'Alice in Wonderland," "Beans, and
How they Grow," "Orange Groves
and Apple Orchards," "Mythology,"
and "Home Gardens."
Use has also been made in many

A the schools of the United States

Health Service film of the science

of life and favorable reports were sub-

mitted yesterday.

Minn, and Sioux Falls Salesmen
Meet

(Special te THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—The salesmen in the

Minneapolis and Sioux Falls terri-

ories held a get-to-gether sponsored
by the Minneapolis Film Board of

Trade, in order to familiarize sales-

.nen with the workings of the arbi

ration board. A highlight was the

expressed desire to effect closer co-

operation between the board and
alesmen. Unfair non-theatrical com-
petition was termed a menace by Ben
7riedman, of Friedman Film, who
railed upon salesmen to refrain from
selling films to institutions competing
unfairly with theatres.

Keith Officials Confer on Sites

(Special to THE FILM IlAILY)

Ottawa—Officials of the new B. F.
'eith Co. of Canada, Ltd., recently
ncorporated with a capital of $5 000,-

000 conferred with J. W. Franklin,
'irector of the new company regard-
ng local projects. Negotiations are
leing made to secure favorable sites

or proposed theatres.

McGowan Recovering From Injuries

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Bob McGowan, di-

rector of Hal Roach's "Our Gang"
omedies, is recovering from injuries

received recently when a p'atform
rrom which he was directing a scene
ollapsed.

New Conduits Instated at "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Underground electric

onduits, such as are used in the larg-

er cities, have been installed at Uni-
versal City. By the new system, all

overhead wiring will be eliminated.

Remodelling Penn. Theatre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Harrisburg, Pa—The Wilmer and
Vincent Theatre Co., will rebuild the
Orpheurn at a cost of $200,000. The
rolonial in Allentown will be enlarg-
ed to contain 2,580 seats.

Exhibitors Confer On Court Decision
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Canton, O.—Local exhibitors are
onferring on steps to be taken fol-

'owing the decision of the State Su-
preme Court ordering shows to close
on Sunday.

New Theaters
San Francisco—Ground has been

broken for the new 500 seat neigh-

borhood house which Anderson and
iTazer are building.

Herrin ,111.—John Marlowe has

completed plans for the opening of his

new amusement park on Decoration

Day.

Pittsburgh—Sam Lurie and Sam
Abromovitz have taken over- the Vic

toria and the Evaline in Sharpsburgh

Schuylerville, Pa.—A modern house
to be known as the Refowich wil

shortly be put under construction.

Kane, Pa.—Work has been started

on the $150,000 house, which the Star

Theatre Co. is building here.

Seattle—The Oregon, a 500 sea.

house owned by Anderson & Frazer.

is under construction.

Gastonia, N. C.—A group of bank-
ers will build a 1,500 seat theatre at

the cost of $150,000.

North Bend, Ore.—The Coos Ba>
Amusement Co. have opened thi

$100,000 Liberty.

South Richmond, Va.—A theatre to

be called the Venus will be erected
at a cost of $75,000.

Poplar Bluff, Mo— E. S. Sheppard
will soon build a new house here.

Spokane, Wash.—Neil & Allender's
new Ritz opened last week.

Lincoln, 111.—Leo Burnstine wil
build a theatre here.

Birmingham, Ala.—The Temple
opened as a first run.

Aberdeen, Wash.—The new D. &
R. has opened.

Chesalis, Wash.—The St. Helens,
is open.

B. & C. London, Liquidatii

(Special to THE FILM DAIL\\

London—A well known ]

producing company has gone
voluntary liquidation. The J

and Colonial Kinematograph
popularly known as the B. &
Ate firm. This was the compan
was formost in making picture.

\merican stars, bringing over V
ountry Herbert Brenon and j

Doro. It is expected that the <ni

ontinue after readjustment.

Wood Resigns from U. P. &
(Spcaul to Till: FILM DAILY'

Los Angeles—W. F. Wood,
al manager of the United Proc

Dist. of Hollywood, has resigne

one has been named to fill th(

ancy.

^cstpone Ottawa Run of "W
(Special to THE FILM DAILY

Ottawa—The Auditorium has )

>oned showing of "The Cc r

\Vagon" which was scheduled i

week of June 2.

Gomerse'l Now a Managei
(Special to THE FILM DAILY

Minneapolis—E. T. Gomersel
ceds Jack Sullivan as Fox sale

At formerly served as special

jffice representative.

New Rex Feature Postpom
(Special to THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—The hoof-and-i

lisease has held up production c

Roach's second feature picture

ring Rex, the horse uptil the I

Popular Fictures Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY,

Dover, Del.—Popular Pictures

been incorporated here with a

aiization of $5,000,000.

Finlayson Going to Scotlar

(Special to THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—James Finlaysc

of the principal Roach comedi:

planning a trip to his native Sco

He will return in September.

"A Tribute To The Independent Market"
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My Platform
H^^f3^! |ERE'S my Universal Platform for the coming Fall and

Winter Season: I don't know how many big pictures

Universal will make! At first we planned on thirty-

six, which would be three times as many big Jewel

pictures as Universal ever made in one season.

But I've decided to wipe that plan off

the map until I know everything there

is to know about each and every pic-

ture. So with the help of the huge
Universal staff, I have been sorting

out material, checking up and making

up a fool-proof list of sure fire stuff.

The result is that I intend to open the

season with the release of twelve pic-

tures which I know are great. The
stories, the casts, the directors and all

details of the first twelve pictures are

fool-proof. They will be better than

anything Universal has ever attempted

to do. Then what?

I don't know. I'll decide that after the

first twelve are launched and as the

subsequent pictures come in from the

studio and can be checked up.

I don't intend to be bound by rigid

numbers. If thirty-six great pictures

come from the studio, then Universal

will release The Perfect Thirty-Six. If

only thirty are great, thirty will be our

number. If only twenty-four [or any

other number] are great, that will be

the number we will release.

If any lemons arrive, they will either be

shoved up on the shelf or we will sell

them to someone else, negative and all.

Remember, Universal has no fancy new
"sales plan" or scheme of any sort. We
simply admitwe do notknowhowmany
of our pictures will be great until they

are done, and we only propose to sell

you the ones we know are exactly right.

No producing company on earth can

ever know that all of its pictures will

prove to be as hoped for. Listed in this

announcement are full details of all

other Universal products.

Universal is on the top of the heap in

every way and I hope to keep it there.

The prospects were never so rosy as

they are now and I don't intend to

spoil them by making promises unless

I know I can keep them.

That's our platform— guaranteeing

each plank as it is known to be worthy.

It is not sensational, but it is sound.

Compare it with anything else thatmay
be offered to you and then—LOOK
BEFORE YOU BOOK.
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The Sensation {Wherever exhibitors meet, wherever pictxt

Universale Great*

1

3
4

Every Universal Jewel co
for box office successes^
unclean or suggestive,

family—not any
Released August 3rd

The

Signal Tower

Qreater than "The Storm"!
starring

VIRGINIA VALLlj
with Rockliffe Fellowes and Wallace Beery

Adapted from (he story by Wadsworth Camp
Direclrd by CLARENCE BROWN

Th/y Released August 17th

Reckless Age
A thrilling and riotous dramatic farce starring

REGINALD DENN
with an up-to-the-minute cast

Adapted from the novel "Love Insurance" by Earl Derr Bi£g|

Directed by HARRY POLLARD

Re/eased August 31st

The

Gaiety Girl

A charming, dramatic romance starring the bes :

tiful 'Merry Go Round' girl

MARY PHILBIN
and an unusually strong cast

Adapted from the serial novel that appeared in "Good Hou
keeping Magazine" as "The Inheritors" by I. A. R. W*|

A KING BAGCOT PRODUCTION

Released September 14th

The

Turmoil

Adapted from

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S
great novel of American life with one of the nuj

impressive casts ever assembled

GEORGE HACKATHORNE
Eileen Percy Emmett Corrigan Pauline Garon Winter III

Eleanor Boardman Edward Hearn Kenneth Gibson Bert Roi|

A HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTION

Released September 28th
-l

The

Family Secret

Adapted from the great stage success, "The Burglar"

by AUGUSTUS THOMAS
and the popular novel. "Editha's Burglar"

by FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT
featuring

BABY PEGGY
with EDWARD EARLE, GLADYS HULETTE

FRANK CURRIER and others
Directed by WILLIAM SE1TER

Released October 12th

Butterfly

From the extraordinarily popular novel by

KATHLEEN NORRIS
sumptuously produced with a great cast headed I

LAURA LA PLANTE NORMAN KERR
RUTH CLIFFORD KENNETH HARLA
T. ROY BARNES CAESARE GRAVIN

MARGARET LIVINGSTON
Directed by CLARENCE BROWN

The greatest line-up of big j

»



the Industry
!

ir discussed the oneltopic of^amusement is

t Announcement
I those elements that make
none contains anything
ill appeal to the whole
I sex or audience.

1
2

Re/eased October 26th

Captain

Fearless
Re/eased November 9th

The

Rose of Paris

K *" the

Unknown

Re/eased

November 23rd.

Released December 7th

Love ^d Glory
Released December 21st

Wine
Released January 4th

The

Tornado

Brimful of adventure, romance and action

starring

REGINALD DENNY
with a splendid supporting cast

Adapted from Eugene P. Lyle, Jr 's popular novel,
" The Vf issounan"

Directed by JAMES »'. HORNE

Paris — Vienna — Gayety — Life !

starring

MARY PHILBIN
with a fine cast of supporting players

Adapted from (he very popular French novel, "Mitsi," by Delly

AN IRVING CUM MINGS PRODUCTION

Founded on

MARY ROBERTS RINEHART'S
famous novel "K" starring

VIRGINIA VALLI
with PERCY M ARMONT
and an excellent supporting cast

Directed by HARRY POt.LARD

A stirring and thrilling drama of human emotions from the novel',

"We are French" by Robert H. Davis and Perley Poore

Produced by RUPERT JULIAN
with a brilliant all star cast including

CHARLES DE ROCHE MADGE BELLAMY
Wallace McDonald
Ford Sterling

A. Gibson Gowland
Priscilla Dean Moran

One of the most powerful stones of the year by
William McHarg as it appeared in Hearst's Inter,

national Magazine. With

CLARA BOW
•FORREST STANLEY HUNTLEY GORDON
MYRTLE STEDMAN ROBERT AGNEW
WALTER SHUMWAY WALTER LONG

Directed by LOUIS GASNIER

The sensationally thrilling melodrama by

LINCOLN J. CARTER
starring

HOUSE PETERS
with an all^tar cast

A KING BAGGOT PRODUCTION

is offered by any company!



Universal Presents the Greates

-M^r
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Carl Laemmle presents

HOOT GIBSON
"

You have come to expect a certain standard of thrills

in every Hoot Gibson picture ?nd you can rest

assured that the new Hoot Gibsons for the coming

season will uphold and even surpass any of his pre-
vious hits. Clean, wholesome, outdoor romance, filled

with speed, laughs, thrills and fast riding.

The First Three Universal Qibson Productions to be released between August and December:

THE SAWDUST TRAIL HIT AND RUN
With an exceptional supporting cast: Adapted from the Saturday
Evening Post story "Courtin' Calamity" by William Dudley

Pelley. Directed by Edward Sedgwick.

With a live- wire cast including Mike Donlin (formerly of the
N. Y. Giants) Directed by Edward Sedgwick.

THE RIDIN' KID FROM POWDER RIVER
With an all-star supporting cast. Prom the story by Henry Knibbs

Directed by Edward Sedgwick.

—•"©•"

Unparalleled Quality Short Product Assur

Written especially for Jack Dempsey by

Gerald Beaumont. The brilliant sup-

porting cast includes Hayden Stevenson,

Carmelita Geraghty and Esther Ralston.

Directed by Jesse Robbins and Erie

Kenton. Undoubtedly the greatest box-

office scoop of the year.

NOW BOOKING!

Carl Laemmle t

AC K
The world's champion heavy-weight fighter in a series oil

"The FIGHT arc

+$&**

2 Reel Westerns International News
Fifty-two of them a year! One released each week!
Starring Jack Daugherty, William E. Lawrence and

Pete Morrison. Think of these short westerns as a

valuable addition to your program, get your patrons in

the habit of expecting them each week. They are the

best that brains can produce.

104 issues, released twice a week. No theatre can

afford to be without them. They are nationally

advertised in all Hearst newspapers read by over

twenty millions people daily. The great staff of ex-

pert camera men are constantly covering the corners

of the earth for big news events for your audiences.

Two Big,Thrill-packed Serials
"THE RIDDLE RIDER"

Starring WILLIAM DESMOND
and EILEEN SEDGWICK

supported by Helen Holmes, Claude Payton, Hugh
Mack and others. Story by Arthur Gooden; Directed
by William H. Craft. 15 episodes of two-reels each
—a thrilling, hard-riding western drama. Released in

November.

"WOLVES of the NORTH"
Starring WILLIAM DUNCAN

With Edith Johnson, directed by Wm. Duncan.
Exhibitors who have played "The Steel Trail" and
"The Fast Express" know that a Duncan chapter
play cannot be beat. The theme is big and the

action is thrilling. It will prove the biggest thing of its

kind on the market. Released in September.

UNIVERSAL HAS THE PICTURES



Outdoor Features of the Year

TWELVE

5 Reel
Westerns

Featuring

JACK HOXIE
AND

WILLIAM DESMOND

Featuring the famous

UNIVERSAL RANCH RIDERS
There will be twelve of these five reel

westerns during the season of 1924-5; Jack

Hoxie will star in six and William Desmond
and other popular stars in the remaining

six. The finest western pictures on the

market—big stories—big casts.

xhibitors Unlimited Program Possibilities
l<3aH~

lease on June 9th

EMPSEY
jo-reel knockouts, each story complete in itself and known as

VTN Pictures''

Large houses and small houses alike will

literally "clean up" with the series!

Every time you flash Dempsey's picture

in front ofyour theatre you will line them
up in front. Get in touch with your local

exchange immediately if you want to

beat competition to the greatest series

of all time.

J33f*~

1 Reel Comedies Hysterical History
Featuring

BERT ROACH
They are released one every other week—26 during

the entire year. Fresh, funny situations contrived

by the best "gag men" in the business. Just the thing

to put the final laugh in your program.

Comedies
Something new and snappy! 12 Hysterical History
Comedies, one reel each and released every other
week. They are written and directed by Bryan Foy
(famous composer of the Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean
song) and Monte Brice. Those completed indicate
that these will be the sensations of the coming year.

Century Comedies
Fifty'two; two reels each; released one a week

"Consistently Good"—they live up to the slogan! Exhibitors

everywhere swear by them. These two -reel comedies re-

leased each week are box office power for any show. They
are full of fun— clean and wholesome. Featuring Buddy
Messinger, Bubbles, Al Alt, Waunda Wiley, Pal—the dog,

Jack Earle,The Century Follies Girls and the Century Kids.

~~
UNIVERSAL HAS THE PICTURES
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In The Courts
Supreme Court Justice Erlanger

lias denied an application by Arthur
Edmund Carew to strike out the an-

swer of Tom Terriss and the Terriss

Prod, in his suit for $6,000 on the

ground that he was engaged at $750
a week for eight weeks to go to Cuba
and play the lead in the filming of

"The Bandelero," and then the de-

fendant broke the contract. Carew
wanted the answer stricken out and
judgment directed in his favor for the

reason that there was no real defense
In reply Terriss asserted that Ca-

rew was engaged by Sig Schlager
general manager of the Luxor Pic-

tures, and not by himself, and that

Schlager was acting as agent for Ca-
rew. He asserted that it was under-
stood that the engagement of Carew
was conditional on the approval of

Goldwyn, as distributor of the Terriss

film, and that Goldwyn insisted on
the engagement of Pedro de Cordoba.

The fact that Philip Lewis, who
conducted the American Trading
Ass'n, became mentally ill last fall

and was committed to the Manhattan
State Hospital for the Insane in Janu-
ary, became known when Supreme
Court Justice Mullan appointed his

wife, the committee of his person and
property. His brother, Max, and
father opposed the appointment of

Mrs. Lewis, and wanted Max named,
but Mrs. Lewis told the court that

Max had been conducting the Allied

Film Exporters and has been com-
peting with them.

In suit of Edmund H. Jowett
against the Cosmogramic Pictures

Corp. judgment for $2,132 was return-

ed before Supreme Court Justice
Delehanty, and a counterclaim of

$8,000 by the defendant was dismiss-

ed. Jowett sued for salary as man-
ager in 1921 at $729 a month. The
defendant counterclaimed for $8,000
on the ground that Jowett agreed to

take stock of that amount and failed

to pay for it.

Supreme Court Justice McGoldrick
has directed judgment for $48,286 in

favor of the Pacific Bank against
Charles A. Calehuff and Herbert T.
Edwards for a balance due on a note
of the United Theatre Equipment
Corp.

Principal Franchises Sold

The first four Principal franchises
to be disposed of are as follows:

20th Century, Philadelphia for

Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
Jersey.
Southern States Film Co., Atlanta

for Georgia, Texas, Oklahoma, Louis-
iana, Florida, Alabama, North and
South Carolina, Tennessee, Missis-
sippi and Arkansas.

All Star Feature Dist., Inc., Los
Angeles, for California, Nevada, Ari-
zona and the Hawaiis.
De Luxe of Seattle for Oregon,

Washington, Idaho, Montana and
Alaska.

Hildreth Resigns

Richard P. Hildreth, comptroller of

Preferred since the inception of the
organization, has resigned.

Putting it Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor puts his show over. Send along

your ideas. Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

A $6 Stunt—But Good
Austin, Tex—Guns were given

away by F. L. Faulkner, when "The
Fighting Coward" played the Majes-

tic.

Three days before opening, Faulk-

ner ran the following ad, morning and
evening: "Are You a Coward? We
have secured a limited number of

guns from the war-ridden country

Czecho-Slovakia, and on Thursday
night, on the opening of 'The Fight-

ing Coward,' as long as they last we
will give one of them to each male
patron over eighteen years of age.

These guns will be given to you as

you come out as you will have a

chance to see how a coward is turn-

ed into a real two-fisted man in 'The
Fighting Coward.' taken from Booth
Tarkington's story, 'Magnolia,' direct-

ed by James Cruze."
On leaving the theatre the first two

hundred men were presented with
pretty red, wooden pop-guns. They
cost Faulkner six dollars. The Cze-
cho-Slovakia origin wasn't imagina-
tion as that is where the toys were
made.

Full Page Boosts "Girl Shy"

St. Louis—Harold Lloyd's famous
goggles have been used in a hundred
different ways, but the full-page ad
in the Times, which Herschel Stuart

got for the "Girl Shy" engagement at

the Missouri is one of the rare in-

stances of such display. It was the

result of a hook-up with Aloe's, the

optical shop, which has the biggest

business of its kind in the Middle
West.

It was only natural that the store

would devote a big window to the

picture after buying a full page in the

newspapers, which was as much
Missouri theatre as eye-glasses.

Stuart reciprocated with a small

dignified showcase exhibit of Aloe's

glasses in the lobby of the theatre.

Models Display "Dorothy" Gowns
Everett, Wash.—Exact reproduc-

tions of costumes worn by Mary
Pickford in "Dorothy Vernon of

Haddon Hall", were exhibited by
living models in a window display,

not far from the Orpheum where the

picture was playing.

Other exploitations for this run was
"Dorothy Vernon Fudge", featured

by a leading confectioner; two big
motor trucks carrying large cut-outs

of Dorothy Vernon, as well as attrac-

tive newspaper display, given by the

department store where the living

models were on view.

Banner and De Luxe in Deal

Banner Prod., has sold its first

four pictures to De Luxe of Phila-
delphia for Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern Jersey, the District of "Co-
lubia, part of Virginia and all of

Maryland. The title of the first pic-

ture is "The Truth About Women."

Mooney Builds "Enchanted Cottage"

Birmingham, Ala.—The lobby of

the Trianon was made to resemble a
real "enchanted cottage", as exploita-

tion for "The Enchanted Cottage",
during its engagement. E. H.
Mooney, advertising and publicity

head for the theatre, was responsible
for it.

A compo board front with a roof
window and vines, was laid out, un-
usual in its detail and carrying out
the theme of the picture. Compara-
tively simple and inexpensive. The
window, of course, was the box-
office.

Unusual Street Car Tie-Up
Toronto—When "Dorothy Vernon

of Haddon Hall" played the Grand
O. H., arrangements were made with
the officials of the street car company
to cooperate in exploiting the run
All conductors were instructed, when
their car reached the theatre, to shout
"Grand Opera House! Everybody
change for 'Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall!' Mary Pickford, Toronto's
little Girl."

Exhibitors Benefit Public
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Spokane. Wash.—W. J. Hindley,
educational director of the Washing-
ton State Retailers' Assn., at the an-
nual meeting of the M. P. T. O.
urged exhibitors to hold their heads
up their communities, and to regard
themselves as performing a definite
public service in teaching the public
how to play. The organization took
up the question of insurance and lis-

tened to a talk by H. W. Snell, man-
ager of the Northwestern Insurance
Co., who pointed out the economies
accruing through group insurance.

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood— Herbert Rawlinsoi
new Universal is "The Flower
Napoli," Edward Laemmle directit:

Madge Bellamy is in the support.

Bessie Love will be leading worn;
with Charles Ray in "Smith", tl

first of the new Pathe series.

"Love and Glory," the new tit

for "We Are French," is finished. Tl
editing process is under way.

N

Work on "Hit and Run," a ne
Hoot Gibson has been complete
Edward Sedgwick directed.

Peverell Marley and Archiba
Stout are new head cameramen fi

Cecil B. DeMille.

Harry Meyers and Priscilla Bonm (

have been added to the cast of "Tan
ish."

DeWitt Jennings has been adde
to the cast of "Merton of the Mo'
ies."

George Archainbaud is directin
"Single Wives" for First Nationa

Betty Compson's next picture fc

Paramount will be "The Female"

Bessie Love will have an import
ant part in "The Lost World."

Noah Beery will appear with Pol
Negri in "Compromised".

The Way Non-Rewind elimi-
nates the cause of 90 per cent
of damage to film. Let us prove
this by giving you a demon-
stration.

WAY NON-REWIND
201 W. 49th St. New York City

William De Mille's next picture wil
be "Spring Cleaning".

GREENE

"THE TRUTH
ABOUT WOMEN *

BANNER'S FIRST

'Make This Your Banner Year"

National Release Date June 15, 1924—Now Booking

ii
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Helping Small Towns
.n Exploitation Campaign That Was
Designed Deliberately for Bene-

fit of Little Exhibitors

How his organization creates ex-

iloitation designed directly to aid

mall-town exhibitors, is explained by
iert Ennis, of Associated Pictures in

letter to this publication. He says:

: "Apropos of your remarks concern-

ig intelligent helping of the small-

own exhibitor as advocated by Eddie
?onns, the Sawyer-Lubin organiza-

ion has given this problem intensive

tudy with the result that when 'The
ihooting of Dan McGrew' was re-

ently produced, we carried out a

Veil-defined plan, whereby from the

ay the production was started until

t was finished, we kept in mind the

xploitation and publicity require-

ments of the 'little guy.'

"Stills, especially suitable for his

obby display, were made: stories,

he angles of which appealed to the

mall-towner were written, and in

irder to give him ready made exploi-

ation matter, a series of photo-
graphs of each member of the 'Mc-
Grew' cast taken in conjunction with
pedal signs made tying up the sell-

ng possibilities of the photoplay edi-

ion of the film, so that the small ex-
libitor only had to give these photos
,o his local bookseller. Further than
:his, in order to give him extra ma-
erial, a series of photos of La Marr,
^ody, Busch, Marmont and Siegman
were taken blind-folded, and then
straight so that the small exhibitor
can stimulate interest by having a
guessing contest, all set, either for use
In his lobby, or in the newspapers.

,' "Before putting these ideas into ef-

fect, and before the production was
istarted, we had the Metro branch
managers supply us with a list of the
small exhibitors in each territory and
addressed a questionnaire to them in

order to ascertain their real needs in

exploiting a picture, from their point
of view, and the material briefly men-
tioned herein is the result.

"On 'The Shooting of Dan Mc-
Grew,' and on 'Sandra,' our next La
Marr picture for First National, we
intend preparing two distinct modes

of exploitation—one designed for the

use of the first and second run ex-
hibitor and the other expressly de-
signed for the use of the small-town-
er.

I think this is a subject that re-

quires editorial comment such as is

contained in your issue of May 18th,

as three quarters of the exploitation

issued by producers and distributors,

is of no use to the so-called 'back-

bone of the business.'

Krell Leaves Today
David Krell, Sphinx Film of Ber-

lin who has been here for about ten
days buying product for Germany
and more particularly Russia leaves
today on the Reliance. Krell made
some purchases for the Gos Kino, the
official Russian film bureau.

Inter-Globe Deal with Principal

Inter-Globe Export has purchased
the foreign rights on the Principal

Pictures output, this including the

Baby Peggys and the Harold Bell

Wrights. Sidney Garrett is in Ber-
lin, arranging for a German sale.

McConville Here
Bernard McConville, supervising

director of Jewel productions for

Universal, is in town from the Coast,

conferring with Carl Laemmle rela-

tive to stories for Spring release.

Leave for India Sunday

Elmer Clifton and A. G. Penrod
his cameraman leave for India on
Sunday to start work on the two pic-

tures Clifton intends making there.

Landau and Small Partners

Arthur Landau and Edward Small
have formed a partnership to handle
story rights and the sale of completed
pictures.

Leave For Coast Today
Margaret J. Winkler and Charles

B. Mintz leave for the Coast today
to line up additional short subject

material.

'A Tribute To The Independent Market' 9

LIONEL BARRYMORE

JAMES KIRKWOOD

ANNA Q. NILSSON

PAULINE GARON

MADGE BELLAMY

SEENA OWEN

HELEN JEROME EDDY

GASTON GLASS

JACK RICHARDSON

CHARLES MURRAY

HANK MANN

All These
Stars

Appear In

Chadwick
Pictures

CHADWICK
PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

"Each Production An Achievement'

'

"The best 'flapper'

picture I ever saw"

Such was the comment of an impor-

tant Exhibitor who sat in the COM-
MONWEALTH projection room

yesterday morning, just before he left

for the Convention at Boston, and

viewed

"THE PAINTED FLAPPER"

It certainly is a dandy with the

beauty of its production features and

famous cast—James Kirkwood, Pau-

line Garon, Claire Adams, Kathlyn

Williams, Grace Darmond, Crauford

Kent, Johnny Harron, Eva Novak,

Hall Cooley, Al Roscoe.

COMMONWEALTH'S nearly
two-score features for the new season

consist of many of like quality. Quite

a number are ready for screen exam-

ination.

Come in and see them.

COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORPORATION

"Handling Only Assured

Successes"

m

S. ZIERLER, Presiden

729 SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY

illlllllllli
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The Merger

t_A Statement by '^ke** ^&j~

CJn ^ith the merger of Metro, Goldwyn and Louis

\jU B. Mayer, three vital producers become one.

Three producing organizations, that in past years

have each provided exhibitors with consistent box-

office properties, have now united their facilities

and their valuable experience into one vast

dependable source of picture supply.

Shortly a detailed announcement will be made of

the exact product that exhibitors may expect from

this new, unified organization and theatre-owners

will recognize the significance of this huge amal-

gamation that triples its producing resources

stars, directors and stories.

Until the publication of this announcement, we

ask exhibitors to have confidence in this new,

unified power.

The Metro-Goldwyn line-up is worth waiting for.

imppinnaii
Tuesday, May 27, 1924

1

Theater Changes
Pittsburgh—The Norwood Pa-

has opened for the summer.

Pittsburgh—The Strand, a recei

purchase of D. Pratt, has opened.

Pittsburgh—The Avenue, owned I

the Western Pennsylvania Amus'

merit Co. has been converted into

restaurant.

Matoaka—The owners of the P?

ace Theatre Circuit have purchase

the Grand.

IB*

(rt

Youngstown, O.—Frank Savag

has been appointed manager of th

Victory and Mahoning.

St. Mary's, O.—The Grand whic

has been dark for several months ha

reopened under managership of Tor

Broad.

San Francisco—The New Portol

is being extensively remodelled am
redecorated.

Richmond Cal.—The Macdonahf
has been taken over by Charles C|
Branham.

Berkley Cal.—The Beach-Krahr

Amusement Co. has been overhauling

the Strand increasing the capacity

San Francisco—M. Gobish anc

Charles Michaels have taken over thd

Lincoln which, they are completer)

renovating.

San Francisco—Charles G. Bran

ham has acquired the Crown.

Stocktown, Cal.—Frank Vesley has

been appointed manager of the Na-

tional .

Stockton, Cal.—Louis L. Harris has

bought the Rialto.

Philadelphia — George Bennethun

has purchased the Palace, Quaker-

town.

Philadelphia—Green and Altman,

who for many years have been lessees

of the Avon, intend purchasing the

house.

Philadelphia—George G/ravenstein

has secured the Northeastern.

Baltimore—The Fayette has closed

for an indefinite period.

«

\

Hickory, N. C—The Pastime has

been leased by John F. Miller, who
wi'l make many improvements.

Baltimore—The Roosevelt (color-

ed) and the McCoy are scheduled to

be sold at auction.

Portland—The Jefferson will open

with the U. S. official picture "Powd-
er River."

Detroit—The Liberty, after many
experiments in vaudeville, will go

back to pictures.

Philadelphia—Samuel Bleyer has

bought the Park, which he will re-

tain exclusively as a picture house.
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ritain Disappointed

He Tax Relief Is Welcome, Many
Virmurs of Dissatisfaction Are

Heard
[Special to THE FILM DAILY)

ndon—Editorial comment in

ejig British British trade papers

]e changes planned in the Enter-

iflents Tax reflects some disap-

Itment in the proposals of Chan-

I of the Exchequer Snowden.
rng under the heading, "Crip-

n the British Industry, "The Film

Bfer" says:

'he suburban exhibitor is afforded

rl relief (though even now there

$ to be considerable doubt as

,iw much benefit will really ac-

iJ, but the British producer and
lfacturer. as we said last week,
jireatenecf in no small degree if

tin other clauses in the Finance

Ire allowed to go through. The
dcellor has acceded to some ex-

tjto the demand that the kinema
I shall be freed from the shackles

|r-time taxation; but if the Mc
da duties are abolished, as he pro-

t our national production of

\jig pictures will be very seriously

ajled, while the development of

printing in this country will re-

vja blow from which it will be ex-

ijly difficult for it to recover.

Te think that in his fervor for

tirade, Mr. Snowden has not fully

led the effects which this part of

idget will have on two budding
Ifa industries. If these embar-
! are removed, the film business
Ipe hit in two of its most vital

1 Production will suffer and
rtng will suffer. At present t' e

jon imported negatives (though
5d. per foot) and that on import-
sitives (though only Id. per
has been sufficient, at any rate

Jep back a too overwhel ninp
)of cheap and nasty subjects; and
ft same time these imports hayr
:jted (in a minor degree only, it

Hie) in favor of the British stu-
'

t* * It is more than ever essen-
at such safeguards as have been
d should not be rudely discard-
tf they were abandoned now,
a we should be doing all we can
tster the growth of British pic-

p the home manufacturer will be
are to unrestricted competition,
yould in no long time, perhaps,

freed to go out of the market alto-

.",

like another aspect of the matter,
tjbf film printing. Since about
i a thriving business has been
illup in this department of manu-
re. It is estimated, for instance,
Bit least three and a quarter mil-
fleet of positive film is printed in

:| Britain every week. Thous-
1 of work-people find employ-
r in this branch of the trade the
ml skill in which is not easily
liable to any other calling. The
a: field of film printing in Ensr-
chas been cultivated on the tacit

itiption that it would receive the
I earnest consideration of any
iynment when, and if. the time
i\ to reconsider the McKenna du-
3| If the tax on positive prints,
'i! with that on the negatives hu-
ll into this country, is to be abol-

ished, it will simply mean that this

printing will very largely be done
abroad, with the inevitable result that

the factories here will be closed down
and a new class of worker added to

the list of dole receivers.

"The most ardent Free Trader in

the Government ranks can scarcely

be prepared to sacrifice a British in-

dustry and deal a smashing blow at

British are for the mere pleasure of

giving the foreigner a pull."

"The Bioscope" says:

"Coining to the Chancellor's an-
nouncement of his determination to

abolish the McKenna duties" on Au-
gust 1st, we are of opinion that this

will prove a severe blow to the Bru-
sh cinema industry in more ways than
one. It will flood the country with a

type of cheap (and usually nasty)
film that these duties have been instru-

mental in keeping in the countries of
their origin, a type of film which was
lowering the status of the cinema en-
tertainment and doing much to pro-
vide cranks and killjoys with weapons
with which to attack an industry
honestly trying to elevate as wel as
entertain, but which through reason
of their cheapness found a public in

the very quarters where they accom-
plished most harm.
"The abolition of the McKenna

duties will hit very hardly the British
film producing industry, just begin-
ning after the years of war to attain

a position commanding respect, no
only in Britain, but in our colonies
and other countries of the world."
And "The Cinema" has this to say:
"What is the probable result t(

this trade of the removal of the Mc-
Kenna duties?

"Answer:

"There will be a constantly increas-
ing influx from various sources oi

'junk." Free of duty— it will be sen'

over to realize what it will fetch.

"There will—as usual— be buyers.
There are for most kinds of rubbish.
The all-important puzzle is—will the
exl ibitor be persuaded to book that

class of goods? Here and there, of

course—there may be one that will

Sfef by— But—they will be quite ex
ceptional cases—and there is toe
much junk in the country today.
Even with the duty it will mean an
increase of the already strong compe
tition from which British manufac-
turers are keenly suffering.

"The only defence that can be put
up by them appears to be the manu-
facture of the inexpensive type of

domestic or comedy-drama, with a
gripping story—and a small but
strong cast.

Exhibitors Watch Out

!

There are old serials cut down
and now being re-issued as fea-

tures of

CHARLES HUTCHISON
"Hutch of Serial Fame"

is making the greatest stunt pic-

tures of his career. Look for

the second of these thrill fea-

tures released by Wm. Steiner,

N. Y. C.

"HUTCH OF THE U. S. A."

"No other trade in the country is

placed in such a terrible predicament
by the waiving of the McKenna du-

ties. Are we going to submit without
a protest?
"Why has no mass meeting been

called? A mass meeting at which
everyone concerned should get their

member of Parliament to lie present?

Cannot one of our associations, soci-

eties, or councils get to work immedi-
ately?"

As noted, the opinion of important
American exporters relative to the

lifting of British import duties and
the effect of such a move does not

coincide with English views. The im
pression here is that mediocre filing

will not be sold for Eng'and because
that market is surfeited with junk

at the present time and, they feel, it

would be wasted effort to ship more
cheap pictures to a territory that will

be sure to return them.

Pathe May Hold Up Factory
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London— It is reported that Pathe
of Paris which has secured an op-
tion on several acres of land for a

factory to supply this market witl

raw stock will not proceed with the

project and the raw stock continue
to be imported from France, should
the Government remove all duties

on films.

W and F. Gets "Koenigsmark"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—W. and F. Film Service
has acquired "Koenigsmark" for Eng-
land and will release it as "The Se
cret Spring." It was produced in

France by Leonce Perret.

"Go-Getters," New F. B. O. Series
F. B. O. plans a new series to fo'-

low "The Telephone Girl." the H. C.
Witwer stories to be called "The Go-
Getters." George O'Hara, and Alberta
Vaughn will be featured.

6,000 Mile Trip for Films
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Major Forbes Leigh has
started a 6,000 mile motor trip to In-

dia during which he will take motion
pictures.

First Bonus Winners
Thirteen Famous Players Theatre
Managers In First Quarter—To

Be Extended Gradually.

Awards for the first quarter of

1924 to Famous Players theatre man-
agers under the bonus system in-

augurated about the first year by
Harold B. Franklin have been made
to thirteen managers. They are:

Anniston, Ala., Noble Theatre, Roy L. Smart
Anniston, Ala., Theato
Asheville, N. C., Imperial, E. D. Turner
Augusta, Ga., Rialto, F. J. Miller
Birmingham, Ala., Galax, T. G. Coleman,

(Macon)
Charlottee, N. C, Alhambra, Chas. W. Amos
Charlotte, N. C, Imperial, Geo. Brown
Columbia, S. C, Imperial C. W. Irvin
Greenville, Casino, H. B. Clarke
Greenville, Garing
Jacksonville, Arcade, Guy Kenimer
St. Pettersburg, All theatres, W. J. Melvin,

H G. Griffin, asst. mgr.
Atlanta, Ga., Rialto, W. T. Murray
Waco, Hippodrome, J. P. Harrison

"Although the bonus does not ap-

ply over the entire circuit, there are

considerations in connection with it

which can be emphasized for the

benefit of all," says Franklin in "The
Close-Up" and continues:

"The ability of a manager is shown
by two items—increase of attendance
and decrease of expenses. It de-

mands showmanship to increase au-

diences, and business sagacity to cut

expenses. The bonus rewards were
based on two items. Rent, deprecia-

tion, taxes, insurance, etc., which are

beyond the control of the individual

manager were not considered. The
manager does control increase of au-

diences and decrease of expenses, but
only by everlastingly striving can he

make a showing.

"The bonus plan we hope is here to

stay. Its chief advantage to the in-

dividual manager is the fact that it

forces officials at the home office to

study every manager and his work."

Germans Sign Britsh Actor
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Stewart Rome has just

been signed by David Schratter, on

behalf of the Trianon Film Co., to ap-

pear in this company's productions,

and leaves for Berlin immediately.

JOHN BOWERS
ALAN HALE

COMING SOON

"FLATTERY"
by H. H. Van Loan

with

MARGUERITE DE LAMOTTE
GRACE DARMOND

Directed by TOM FORMAN

—Current Release—

"THE BAREFOOT BOY"
With an All Star Cast

MISSION FILM CORPORATION
LEON RICE—PRESIDENT

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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To The Exhibitors Of The M. P. T. O. A.

In Convention Assembled At Boston.

YOUR WORRIES ARE OVER.
in

(10

.till

Never Before in the History of Motion Pictures
Have You Had Such a Line-up of

Independent Pictures

—

A Complete Year's Program For Your Theatre

No Necessity, as of Old, of Tying Up For
Mr. National's 38 or Mr. Merger's 45.

Book Mr. Independent's 52 Weeks—365 Days and*
Forget Worrying About a Scarcity of Pictures.

The I.M.P.P.D.A. Pledge You a Real Program
With Big Stars—Big Stories—Big Authors

For 1924-25

INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS
AND DISTRIBUTORS' ASSOCIATION

MEMBERSHIP
ANCHOR FILM DISTRIBUTORS EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO., INC.

ARROW FILM CORP. GEO. M. A. FECKE
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP. INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

AYWON FILM CORP. L - LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH

BEN WILSON PICTURE CORPORATION LEE-BRADFORD CORP.

RTIRR PTCTTTRFS TNC LOWELL FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

SY2S^t^S^J?T:«m MONOGRAM PICTURES CORP.
CANYON PICTURES CORP. SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP. SUNSET PRODUCTIONS
C. C. PICTURES, INC. TRI-STONE PICTURES, INC.
CANYON PICTURES WHITMAN BENNET PRODUCTIONS
CHADWICK PICTURES CORP. WILLIAM STEINER PRODUCTIONS
EDDIE LYONS WINKLER, M. J.

fa

~
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r Exhibit On Profit Sharing Basis

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

)maha—Liberty Films has en-

ted into an agreement with the

!\ P. T. O. of Nebraska and Iowa,

uler the terms of which the com-
p.iy's films will be shown at the

tlatres owned by members of the

Denization on a profit sharing basis.

ft agreement covers July and

A?ust.

shibitors Join to Fight Carnivals

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ubany— Local exhibitors have

cied with showmen in Troy, Schen-

;ady and Cohoes to fight traveling

nnivals. Last year the multitude of

terant shows that appeared in the

iirounding districts made serious

toads into the receipts of estab-

i d theatres, and every legal means
*1 be used to prevent a repitition

j this year.

Would Test Sunday Law
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

ipencer, la.—G. M. Solon, a local

: ribitor, has offered to defray the

senses of a special election on the

);stion of Sunday closing. The
fction would be in the form of a

ijaw vote, Solon wishing to bring

^ore the authorities the opinion of

I people.

^otch Night" Brings Fine Returns

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—A stunt which drew ad-

:rable returns in connection with
presentation of "Through the

}.rk." at a local theatre by John
iimrick, was a "Scotch Night"

^ich caused the entire Scotch com-
mity to come down en mass, with

gpipes and dancers.

Home Forces Theatre Out

Bath. N. Y.—C. H. Thomas, man-
ner of the Gem has given up the

use on account of competition with

2 State Soldiers' Home, which put

10 cents shows.

A New Bedford First Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Bedford, Mass.—John W.
awkins, general manager of the

len theatres has converted the Cap-
>1 into a first run.

Sacramento—Allied Theatres Corp.
icramento. Capital $20,000. Incor-

irators, B. E. Torgersen, L. S. Fish-

, A. V. Johnson, A. N. McAdoo,
igenborg Vtiemoe.

Rob Lyric at Covington, Ky.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Covington, Ky.—Burglars staged

a daring robbery at the Lyric, carry-

ing the safe down two flights and
blowing off the cover. They escaped

with $750.

Wells Dickering for House
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Charlotte, N. C.—Jake Wells is ne-

gotiating for taking over the Audi-
torium which by extensive alterations

he will convert into a modern picture

house.

Form $50,000 Amusement Co.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Marion, III.—The Marion Amuse-
ment Co. has been organized with a

capital of $50,000 by Wm. Louis and
Sadie Maroni.

"Crying Room" for Babies
(Special t; THE FILM DAILY)

Hawarden, la.—E. T. Dunlap has

opened a $425,000 theatre, one of the

features of which is a "crying room"
to which mothers can take babies

who need attention during the show.

Cassidy Appointed Manager of Circuit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Frank A. Cassidy
has been made general manager of

the circuit operated by George M.
Mann in Oregon and California.

Royal Robbed of $1,400
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—The Royal was
robbed of $1,400 when a safe was
cracked open by burglars.

Goldstein Bros. Celebrate 11th Year
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Springfield, Mass.—Samuel and Na-
than Goldstein celebrated the eleventh
anniversary of their Broadway thea-

tre with special programs and feature

attractions.

No Sunday Shows in Bloomfield
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Bloomfield, la.—This city, in line

with other communities in the state,

has passed a Sunday closing
ordinance.

Hasting's Auditorium Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hastings, Neb.—The new city

auditorium, seating 3,500, in which
the community will present pictures

occasionally, has opened.

IF with our financial assistance you can

make BIGGER profits, why not avail

yourself of our resources. Right now you

may be shut out of a promising deal because

of inadequate cash. Call on us. Terms to

meet your convenience; everything confi-

dential.

Chromos Trading Company
Watkins 4522 1123 Broadway

Akron Houses Make Drastic Cuts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Akron, O.—Local houses have
made drastic cuts in admissions;

some of the larger one going on a

five and ten cent basis for the sum-
mer.

1,250 Seat House for Alhambra, Cal.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Alhambra, Cal.—A. H. Smith is the

prime figure in a plan to erect a 1,-

250 seat theatre here on West Main
St., between Marengo and Raymond.
The house is to be built in early Am-
erican architecture.

Obtains Exclusive Rights in Town
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cresco, la.—Fred Hines, owner of

the Cresco, has obtained exclusive
privilege from the city for the exhibi-

tion of motion pictures, and other
forms of entertainment.

Albion Votes Against Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albion, Neb.—The city has voted
against Sunday shows by a two to

one return at a special election.

Palm Lindsay, Neb. Destroyed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lindsay, Neb.—The Palm was re-

cently destroyed by fire.

Harry Gans, formerly with Uni-
versal, is covering Long Island for

Renown.

M. & H. Corp. To Build

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—The M. & H. Theatre

Corp. headed by W. P. McCarthy,
Jr., has been formed to build an 1,800

seat house to cost $500,000.

Ohio Exhibitors Observe Closing

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Piqua, O.—Quiet reigned on Sun-

day, here, for the first time since the

recent decision of the Supreme
Court ordering Sunday closing of
theatres.

San Francisco—Otto Roeder is

building a new house which will be
completed soon.

Minden, Nevada—A picture house
has been opened here.

Hope Hampton—Lowell Sherman

David Powell—Mary Thurman

IN

THE TRUTH
ABOUT WOMEN

Directed By
BURTON KING

" Make This Your Banner Year"

SUNSET PRODUCTIONS DID IT!

EXHIBITORS! Here's a promise fulfilled.

We promised you for this year

SIX KENNETH MCDONALD-Comedy-Stunt dramas
and every one of 'em is a knockout.

We also promised you

EIGHT J. B. WARNER-Western features and
they are all box office bets

EVERY PICTURE IN BOTH SERIES IS BACKED BY MY REPUTATION

HERE THEY ARE
KENNETH MCDONALDJ. B. WARNER SERIES

"HORSE SHOE LUCK"
Directed by Joseph Franz

"THE HELLION"
Directed by Bruce Mitchell

"BEHIND TWO GUNS"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"WANTED BY THE LAW"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"THE COVERED TRAIL"
Directed by Jack Nelson

"WESTBOUND"
Directed by William H. Curran

"TREASURE CANYON"
Directed by Reaves _Eason

SERIES

"DYNAMITE DAN"
Directed by Bruce Mitchell

"IN HIGH GEAR"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"YANKEE SPEED"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"AFTER A MILLION"
Directed by Jack Nelson

"SLOW AS LIGHTNING"
Directed by Grover Jones

"WHAT WILL LOVE DO'
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"THE LONE FIGHTER"
Directed by Al Russell

And JACK HOXIE in EIGHT of>e"BEST.WESTERN FEATURES EVER MADE
Seeing is believing. EXHIBITORS attending the M. P. T. O. A. Convention
at Boston, commencing May 27th, are invited to visit the Pioneer Film Corp.;
44 Church St. New England's leading Independent Exchange, and they will be
pleased to show you every SUNSET PRODUCTION. It is worth your while

ANTHONY J. XYDIAS, President of SUNSET PRODUCTIONS
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The Program
(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—The program as drawn up

yesterday afternoon is as follows:

Today
Address of welcome by A. C. Was-

selman of the Massachusetts Con-

vention committee.
Address by Mayor Curley.

Response to Mayor's address by

Eli W. Collins, president of the Ark-

ansas M. P. T. O.
Formal opening of convention by

President Cohen with the report of

the national president, to be followed

by the nomination of convention

committees.
Report of the Board of Directors

by R. F. Woodhull of New Jersey.

Report' of Public Service and Le-

gislative Division by M. J. O'Toole,

Chairman of Public Service Depart-

ment. ...
Report on music tax activities by

Henry A. Staab, executive secretary

of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin.

Report of National Motion Picture

Day by Joseph W. Walsh, Con-

necticut.

Address by Floyd Montgomery of

the Postmaster General's office in

Washington on "The Appreciation

and Co-operation of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatres with the U. S. Post

Office Department."
Report on the non-theatrical situ-

ation by Martin G. Smith, Ohio.

Report on admission and seat tax

activities by George P. Aarons, na-

tional secretary, M. P. T. O.
Miss Ray Lewis, secretary M. P.

T. O. Canada, Ontario Division on

Canadian affiliations with the M. P.

T. O. of America.
Wednesday

Report of Committee on Cre-

dentials.

Address of General Malvin Barnum
on "Citizens' Military Training

Camps and Their Importance to Na-
tional Welfare."
Douglas Griesemer, Director of

Public Information, American Red
Cross on "Red Cross Activities and

the Motion Picture Theatres."

Addresses to be delivered by Miss

Louella O. Parsons of the New York
American; Robert E. Welsh, Moving
Picture World; William A. Johnston,

Motion Picture News; Thomas E.

Hanly, New York Morning Tele-

graph.
Nomination of officers.

Banquet Program
Griesemer will speak here unless

he speaks sometime before the

banquet.
Governor Cox of Massachusetts;

to be followed by Major General A.

W. Brewster who will speak on
"Co-operation Between the Motion
Picture Screen and the Army."
Mayor Curley will speak as will

M. J. O'Toole and Sydney S. Cohen.

Thursday
Election of officers; to be followed

by reports of various committees and
addresses by A. Denis, president of

the M. P. T. O. of Canada and Mrs.

C. Batigne.
Report from John Powers on

insurance.

The cleaning up of unfinished busi-

ness and the designation of the con-

vention city for 1925.

Organization
(Continued from Page 1)

lief, at least, that the national organization is willing to forego and

forget politics and set itself to work.
WHO WANTS HARMONY?

There will be many familiar faces missing at this gathering.

The Mid-West group will fail to include a number of men who
have been prominent for many years in such gatherings. And
Boston will miss the doughty Al Steffes and his Northwestern

contingent, as well as the urbane and smooth-voiced Harry
Varner, as well as the outspoken Jake Wells of Virginia. There
will be many others missing; Charley O'Reilly and Billy Brandt

and their friends from New York, and if Marcus Loew arrives it

will be most unusual. Yet this is the first national exhibitor

movement that he has not attended.

It is not because he has any antipathy to the leaders of the

M. P. T. O. or to any individual. But it is chiefly, I believe, be-

cause he feels that he can accomplish little. Marcus Loew isn't

the type of man to overlook or forget the sort of things that hap-

pened in Washington. There are some—perhaps a few—who
know exactly what is meant by this.

And yet, gentlemen, with these many important men missing,

there is still much which can be done. But someone must find

the magic wand of harmony and use it. True, the Allied group

—

as they call themselves—can be ignored. But the grave question
arises: Is this the best thing to do? True, there may be no need
of calling upon the "deserters," as they have been termed. Per-

haps, the wisdom of some of the accepted leaders of the M. P. T.

O. is the best. Perhaps, it will be better to leave them out, inas-

much as they have elected to stay out. But just how far are you
going to get with such a policy?

EXHIBITORS' PROBLEMS
Because there are many problems which exhibitors must

face, and should meet with a united front. There promises to

be a discussion on the floor as to the producer-distributor theatre

operations which may prove mighty enlightening. And some
of the other problems—perhaps as acute—for various reasons,

will not be discussed openly. But that they exist is undeniable.

One of them—and this will probably be aired at length—is what
to do with the growing and vexatious problem of the showing of

theatrical pictures by non-theatrical groups, such as schools,
churches, etc. Some of the movements of certain national dis-

tributors have, in this connection, been most unwise. Undenia-
bly exhibitors are right in demanding that something be done to

meet this question. But it is a very delicate matter ; an extreme-
ly difficult one. And one, which, if not handled properly, and with
the utmost care, will possibly bring much difficulty to the indus-
try as a whole.

Hays is trying to work out this problem today. His organ-
ization is probing hard to find bed rock upon which to start some-
thing in the right direction. Perhaps, something constructive
may start with this convention. It is sincerely to be hoped so.

But in this, as in other matters of national import, difficulties

are certain to arise where there are varying groups of exhibitor
organizations, when there should be but one.

FILM BOARDS AND THE CONTRACT
There must be an improvement in the existing so-called

"uniform contract." Too much consideration of a matter as vi-

tally important as this is impossible. Everything possible should
be done to work this out. The M. P. T. O. can accomplish much.
The Film Boards of Trade and the arbitration boards, regardless
of who starts them, should work out existing difficulties so that
arbitration can, in fact, exist throughout the country. If the ex-
isting boards are wrong, correct them. If the principles upon
which they have been built are flabby or wrong altogether, cor-
rect them. But build. Be constructive.

Let Boston set itself in red letters as the birthplace, not only
of American liberty, but of constructive force in the record of
national exhibitor organization.

Gift For Cohen
(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—It would not be sur

prising if, on Wednesday even
ing at the banquet, a tribufr

will be paid to Sydney S. Co
hen, the retiring president, it

the form of a gift. The diffi

culty at the moment is as t<

just what can be given him.

Radio Evils
Nathan Burkan Warns Exhibitors

Trouble—Other Ideas from 1

O. C. C. Installation Speakers

The one serious note of the spe\

ers at the installation of the officer!

the T. O. C. C. at the Ritz Satun

fctiii

lie

kis:

foi

jarei

night was sounded by Nathan B
kan. He dwelt at length on the p
sible competition which either 1

arrived, or was coming from the

tivities of the radio companies,
declared that at the hearings befi

a Congressional committee in Wa
ington, officials of one of the lead:

companies admitted that within

year or more they expected to He

an invisible audience of from ten

twenty million people every nig

listening in to the radio.

"If these millions of people rem;

at home listening to radio cone
lectures, etc.," said Burkan, "is it pi

sible that they will not take from t

theatre its patrons? To me, it is so:

thing serious. It is certainly s

thing for you to think about."

[SI

Charles C. Pettijohn, of the Ha
office, declared he hoped to live

see the day when a producer or dii

tributor could give a dinner at f}

Ritz, such as the exhibitors were gi

ing.

To which, in his remarks, Jimn
Walker replied, saying that it w
not difficult to notice the differen'

between exhibitors and producers i

distributors when a dinner occurn
in summer, because no one wore fi

coats at such affairs, but that in tl

winter the difference was easily di

cernible. Only the producers woi

such costly garments.

A feature of the affair was the tent

er of a handsome gold cigarette cas

from the Chamber to Joe Unger (

the Famous New York exchange, fc

service rendered. Joe was not pre;

ent but Harry Ballance promised t

give it to him.

5

Harry Reichenbach, who acted a

toastmaster made a hit when he sai

the surprising thing to him was tha

a man named O'Reilly could be, elect

ed head of an organization like th

T. O. C. C. "It's just as surprising,

he said "as if Sam Trigger were elec)

ed a Cardinal."

He provoked much mirth when h

told of how in the old days, retiritij

presidents were given a bicycle as

token of esteem. In this, he referre.

to the handsome silver set give'

O'Reilly by the chamber.
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)ick Suitable Films
flhers and Parent-Teachers' Ass'n

Prepares Booklet with Long
List of Titles

(,Spedal to THE FILM DAILY)

1'iicago—In order to aid mothers

H;t suitable films for their children

j c, the reviewing committee of the

Ifl Congress of Mothers and Pa-

ei-TVacher Ass'n has prepared a

Relet, giving titles and brief critical

eript'ions of each picture. Mem-
t, .of the committee are Mrs. Lo-

L, Taft, Illinois League for Worn
[[Voters; Mrs. Irvin McDowell,

ftnens' City Club of Chicago; Mrs.

ton Ford Baldwin, Illinois Coun-

|llf Parent Teacher Ass'n and Mrs.

Ides E. Merriam, Chairman of the

Efer Films Committee, Nat'l Con-

Is of Mothers and Parent-Teacher

Phe booklet covers pictures re-

L-ed from 1922 to 1924, alphabeti-

B' arranged. A foreword explains

lithe standard of reviewing has not

Ci in terms of art, photography, di-

Bion and acting, as is the standard

Si by most critics. But one in terms

joys and girls and their right to

bb clean and wholesome recreation

Rlied them by the community.
I guarantee is cleanliness and

llesomeness.

\s different books are suitable and

feided for different ages, some for

Hniles, some for the adolescent

fbd, and others only for the mature

lid. so pictures can also, and must
[T classified into these various

rips, and our young people must
protected against seeing the films

|d on adult problems, and the

|r films which are very harmful

[tie child mind," says Mrs. Merri-

I "There are some books which
I be read around the fireside and
iyed by all members of the family.

ire are also films of this sort. Our
I is to pick out these films espe-

ly and try to keep the family to-

iler in recreational hours. Most of

Ijuvenile problems could be solved

Ihe parents and the community
Lzed that their responsibility does

lend at the gate or at the school

jV, but does extend out into those

feerous hours, and those dangerous
hues, when a child is seeking to

ij amusement."

Die booklet is available to all at

I cents a copy. The committee
tes its headquarters at 6041 Uni-
jjiity Ave., this city.

Jack White Leaves
I (Special to THE FILM DAILY)

[hicago—Jack White passed
frugh here on his way to the coast.

Plan Theatre for Flint, Mich.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

lint, Mich.—The Flint Capitol

ding Corp has purchased the

i at Second and Harrison, on
h it will erect a new theatre.

Minter Buys Color Reels

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
etroit—Jas. M. Minter of Strand
tures has purchased a series of

single reel colored novelty sub-

Zukor and Loew
Adolph Zukor and Marcus

Loew discuss the business of
making motion pictures in the
leading article of the Sunday
World's editorial section. Gen-
erous portions of this interest-

ing interview will be published
tomorrow.

Pommer Heads German K. M. A.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—Erich Pommer, chief of

production for the "Ufa" has again
been elected president of the Kihema-
tograph Manufacturers' Association.
He is also chairman of the Spitzen
organization with interests in all

branches of the industry.

"U" Signs Edmund Cobb
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Edmund Cobb will

make a new series of Westerns for

Universal. William H. Craft, who
directed William Desmond in "Big
Timber" is to direct. The series will

be released in two reels each.

To Film "Father Brown"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—G. K. Chesterton has
agreed to the filming of "Father
Brown." Russell Thorndike will play
Flambeau and Chesterton will super-
vise the production.

Promote Chain of 10-Cent Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Henderson, N. C.—It is understood
that a company promoting a chain of

10 cent picture houses will invade
three or four towns in the locality

in the near future. S. S. Stevenson
representative of the company is

lining u psuitable locations.

Strong Support for Ray
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—A strong supporting
cast has been secured for "Smith,"
Charles Ray's first Ince picture. It

includes Jacqueline Logan, Bessie
Love and Wallace Beery.

Perry and Smith Form New Circuit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Northfield, Vt.—Fred Perry and

Benjamin Smith are planning to buy
six theatres and form a circuit. The
first is the Savoy.

Satire on "Thief of Bagdad"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Hal Roach has pro-

duced a two-reeler. a satire on "The
Thief of Bagdad" with Earl Mohan
and Billy Engle.

Roberts Back At Studio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Theodore Roberts
will make his return to the screen in

"Feet of Clay." He is still convales-

cent.

Salt Lake City—Associated Thea-
tres Co. Capital $10,000. President,

Carsten Dahnken.

Addition to Small Circuit

The policy of the Forest Hills

Theatre, in Richmond Hill, recently

taken over by the Small-Straseberg
circuit will probably be changed. The
manager is C. A. Chasteen, recently

the manager of the Rialto in Jamaica.

Remodeling Modjeska Augusta
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Augusta, Ga.—Improvements at the

Modjeska—costing from $12,000 to

$15,000—are announced by Frank J.

Miller, manager.

Sonin Quits in Cleveland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Carl J. Sonin, recently

manager for Film Classics, has ten-

dered his resignation on account of

ill-health.

300 New Seats for Mich. House.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kalamazoo, Mich. — Alterations

which will cost $70,000 will be made
at the Majestic, one of the Butter-

field theatres, during June, July and
August. The seating capacity will be

increased by 300.

State, Detroit Ready by Sept.

i Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—John H. Kunsky's new
house, the State at Woodward and
Elizabeth, will be open by Septem-
ber, 1925. Kunsky will close his

Adams theatre about June 15 for five

weeks for redecorating. Parts of the

theatre will be reconstructed.

Favorite, Detroit Buys "Felix"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY1

Detroit—A new series of "Felix"

cartoons have been purchased for re-

lease by the Favorite Film Co.

Rob $5,000 from Regent, Detroit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Robbers cracked the safe

of the Regent,- and made off with
$5,000.

Chain Group Buys N. J. House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Audubon Heights, N. J.-— The
Highland recently owned by the Fi-

delity Corp. of New Jersey, has been
purchased by what is said to be a

highly organized combine operating
a chain of theatres throughout this

section of the country.

John Graham Acquires 2 Theatres
Eagle Grove, la.—The local Prin-

cess and the Princess of Goldfield

have been taken over by John Gra-
ham, formerly Famous Players sales-

man. They were the holdings of W.
A. McCarthy.

Theatre Unit in Salt Lake
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Salt Lake—Articles of incorpora-
tion for the Associated Theatre Co.
of Salt Lake, have been filed. The
company is capitalized at $10,000 and
Carsten Dahnken is named as

president.

Imperial, 'Frisco Books "Sea Hawk"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—The Imperial has
booked "The Sea Hawk."

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

SHORT

SUBJECTS

For

SUMMER

PROGRAMS

"And build up your show

with good short stuff,"

writes Danny, comment-

ing on how to

Beat the Heat.

Of all the year, Summer
is the time when it is

most essential that the

Showman build up his

program with plenty of

well-chosen Short Subjects,

and offer an occasional

All-Short-Subjects Bill.

Realizing the value of

Strong Short Subjects in

Warm Weather, Educa-

tional makes its Spring

and Summer releases

include many of the

best one and two-reel

pictures of the year.

— o—
And those exhibitors who
are thinking ahead to the

Fall season can count on

the finest program of

Short Subjects from

Educational that has ever

been offered to them

by any company.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.
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the leaders now
broadcasting from
Station—H.I.T.S.

we next present season's

greatest entertainment

—

missCOLLEEN MOORE
in her greatest achievement

—

'THE PERFECT FLAPPER"
with SYDNEY CHAPLIN

Frank Mayo and Phyllis Haver

from story by Jessie Henderson

Directed by JOHN FRANCIS DILLON

:Tune in Exhibitors and
stand by for a clean-up!
It's, another mortgage lifter
from FIRST NATIONAL
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ASSAILS COMBINES
J" Buys in Detroit

ale to Secure First Runs, Com-
iy Takes Over Gleichman's

Broadway-Strand

Fversal has purchased the Broad-
strand, Detroit, and will take

a>sion of the theatre on June 1.

iiiouse, owned and operated by
liileichman has been the premiere
jr a number of important pic-

Broadway-Strand is in the

''own section of Detroit and is

position to the various Kunsky
is. It seats about 1,000. Uni-

will close it for about one
and remodel it during that in-

as stated yesterday that it be-
necessary to secure a represen-
house in Detroit, because the

e situation was such that Uni-
could not get what it consid-

idequate showings for its out-

what Gleichman will do could
learned yesterday. It is known,

-

er, that he has been consid-
the erection of a new theater
troit, possibly in conjunction
national distributor. Whether

t the plans have gone through
nown. He has made innumera-
ips here in that connection.

>e-Greene and Johnston Here
ude H. Friese-Greene and S.

>hnston of the Spectrum Films,
arrived in New York yesterday
: Franconia to demonstrate their
:olor process in America.

No Friday Paper
rhere will be no issue of
IE FILM DAILY published
Friday, May 30, which is

coration Day, a legal holi-

f.

\. resume of the final Bess-
is of the M. P. T. O. A. con-
ltion in Boston will appear
the regular Sunday issue, out
:urday morning as usual.

50-60 from 1st Nat'l
List Includes "Inez from Hollywood"

and Number from Company's
Own Units

The First National announcement
for the fall indicates that the company
will release between 50 and 60 pic-

tures. The list includes the follow-

ing productions, hitherto unan-
nounced:

"Inez from Hollywood", to be pro-

duced by Sam E. Rork; "One Way
Street", a story dealing with diplo-

matic life abroad; "If I Marry Again",
by Gilbert Frankau, production to be
supervised by Earl J. Hudson; "The
Waning Sex", a John M. Stahl Prod.;
"The Boss of Little Arcady", a Har-
ry Leon Wilson story, to be super-
vised by Earl J. Hudson; "East of

Suez", which Frank Lloyd will direct

and "Fashions for Men", a second
Stahl Prod.

Among the highlights appear "The
Sea Hawk", "Abraham Lincoln",
"Sundown", "The Lost World", Sec-
rets", Colleen Moore featured in

"So Big", "The Bird of Paradise", "If

I Marry Again", "Potash and Perl-
mutter in Hollywood" and "Sailor's
Wives".

Colleen Moore is scheduled to ap-
pear in "Temperament" with Con-
way Tearle in the support and John
Francis Dillon directing. Corinne
Griffith is down, among others, for
"Wilderness" and "The Eternal
Lamps".

Buys "The Interpreter's House"
First National has purchased "The

Interpreter's House", by Struthers
Burt. Production plans unnanounced.

Clark Back from Trip

John D. Clark, Paramount division
sales manager, returned to New
York yesterday from a four weeks'
tour of his territory, which extends
from Minneapolis and Kansas City
to the Pacific Coast. He reports a
feeling of extreme optimism on the
part of exhibitors concerning the
prospects for Fall business.

Cohen Intimates Congress Will Act if Industry
Draws Tighter Together—Harmony

Prevails

By DANNY
Boston—The little white dove of peace has started building

its nest at the motion picture exhibitors' convention.

There was so much harmony spread around the Copley Plaza

yesterday at the opening of the fifth annual convention of the M.
P. T. O. A. that even Sydney S. Cohen jocularly remarked, "We
are suffering from too much harmony."

And yet, Cohen struck an ominous note when he slammed
producer combines and declared that, unless such moves stop,

Congressional intervention might be expected.

The session did not get under way until about 11 o'clock and
carried on throughout the afternoon without a recess for lunch.

The outstanding developments of the session were as follows

:

The valedictory of Sydney S. Cohen, who took over one hour
to render the final report of his stew-
ardship. Incidentally, he directed

attention to the fact that the mem-
bers of the existing arbitration board
were not equitable to the exhibitors

and that they were chiefly collection

agencies for the distributor. He hopes
to see a development whereby such
arbitration boards would act for the

benefit of exhibitors.

Announcement was made that the

board of directors have agreed to a

change of the constitution whereby,
in the future, all officers, including the

president, would be elected by at

least twenty-one directors to be
named by the convention. This
change of election will take place at

(Continued on Page 4)

F. B. O. Plans Nat'l Convention

F. B. O. will hold a national sales

convention at the Drake, Chicago,
June 14 and 15. Joseph Schnitzer
and Major Thomson who are now on
the Coast will return East in time to

attend the conferences. Fall selling

plans will be outlined.

Charles Christie Here
Charles H. Christie arrived in town

yesterday from the Coast to confer
with Hodkinson regarding future

features and with Educational rela-

tive to Christie comedy distribution

for 1924-25.

Methodists Lift Ban
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Springfield, Mass.—The Methodist
ban on amusements was lifted by a
vote of five to one by the Methodist
Episcopal General Conference yes-
terday. A minoritv report was tabled
by 460 votes to 295.

Fox to Lease Space

For the first time since the local

studio was built. Fox will lease space
to outside producers.

"Bed Rock"
Today, Danny captions his

observations on the Boston con-

vention, "Bed Rock". His edi-

torial will be found on page 12.

Other convention news in-

cludes an interesting yarn on
the non-theatrical situation and
Will H. Hays, page 4; and
"Sidelights", funny and other-

wise on the crowds at the Cop-
ley-Plaza, page 13.
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Guts and Flashes
Donald Hall, who recently com-

pleted a part in "Unguarded Wom-
en." has been cast for "A Woman of

Fire."

The title of the production Malcom
Strauss is making in Fort Lee is

"The Golden Panther".

Lawford Davidson has been cast

for the "heavy" in "The River Road."

QeotS
r

220 West 42nd St.

New York. Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

•t^

INSURANCE
We have been handling

Motion Picture and Thea-

trical Insurance for the

past fifteen years and are

in a position to handle any

proposition—big or little.

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Bryant 3040

The Situation Today
Zukor and Loew Analyze the Present

Position of the Industry—Discuss
Stability

Present problems in the industry

are discussed at some length by
Adolph Zukor and Marcus Loew in

the editorial section of Sunday's
World. The interviews were secured
by Karl K. Kitchen.

Zukor makes the assertion that ex-

hibitors are not anxious to buy single

pictures and points to- the failure of

the Paramount individual picture

sales policy. Kitchen declares that

both Zukor and Loew say their

theatre holdings do not total even
four per cent of the total number of

houses in the country.

Loew places the number of theatres

today at 14,000, as compared with

18,000 several years ago and asserts,

that although the houses are fewer
in number, the total number of seats

has not decreased. This, he says,

is due to the fact that larger theatres

are- being built all the time. uoth
executives told Kitchen that tlu out-

look for the next six months was ex-

ceedingly bright.

Kitchen, early in the article, says
that of the 240 or 250 higli grade fea-

tures to be made during the coming
year—and he places the annual out-

put at 600—Zukor will make 79, or

more than a fourth, and Marcus Loew
will make about 50, or about 20 per
cent. Consequently, together they
will be responsible for about one-half
of the significant pictures shown to

tiie public, Kitchen concludes.
"However, it is estimated" he says "that

this half of the total number will do more
than two-thirds of the business in the motion
picture theatres throughout the country

—

the reason being that their companies are

credited with a larger percentage of so-called

quality pictures than all the other producers
put together. Their pre-eminence in the

box offices, however, is dependent upon their

percentage of successful pictures. As to

this, the public alone is the determining fac-

tor. According to their own admissions they

do not own or control even four per cent

of the total number of theatres, so that their

strength in the industry rests on the fact that

their respective companies have been for-

tunate in making a larger number of winning
pictures than their rivals. In addition to

this they have methods of distribution which
go far to solving the problem.
"As Mr. Zukor explained to me, the mo-

tion picture industry has passed through the

same stages and experienced the same crises

as the oil business. It is possible for a small

and independent producer to make a niu.. >

successful photoplay just as it is possible for

an independent prospector to dig for oil and
hit a gusher. But unless the independent
prospector is able to have his oil piped off he

will not realize much on his gusher, and un-

less the independent producer can arrange
for the distribution of his picture he can
not get back the money he has spent to make
it. The truth of the matter is that exhibitors

are not anxious to buy individual pictures.

The Paramount Company—the distributing

organization of the Famous Players—found
that out to its sorrow when it attempted to

show its new productions in 'key' cities and
let the exhibitors bid for them. Exhibitors
insist upon buying their pictures in large

blocks so that their playhouses will be as-

sured of attractions weeks in advance. And
that is why the motion picture industry has
resolved itself into a condition similar to

that in the oil business, with the big com-
panies doing approximately 80 per cent of

the business and with a large number of

independent companies fighting for the re-

mainder.

"The third big factor in the motion pic-

ture industry is the Associated First National

Exhibitors, a distributing organization which
has recently, under Richard A. Rowland's
leadership, engaged in producing pictures as

well. The First National, as it is called,

will release nearly fifty pictures this year,

twenty of which it will produce itself. These
pictures will go to its franchise holders who
control important theatres in the larger

cities. In fact, its twenty-six original fran-

chise holders control 300 theatres, or more
than 40 per cent of the first run houses
throughout the country. According to Mr.
Zukor, First National indirectly controls near-

ly 80 per cent of the first run houses.

ADVERTISE YOUR COMEDY— 1, 2 and 3 col. "ads"

available at Educational Exchanges- Mats Free.

Tiryedo Comedies

Prints in all Exchanges— Now Playing

{DorothyMackaill£

WHAT SHALL I DO
A Frank Woods Production

^—^with JOHN HARRON LOUISE DRESSER

/J and WILLIAM V. MONG

/ Directed by JOHN G. ADOLF1

/"H0DKINSON RELEASE-

M

"This recent merger, accord

both Marcus Loew and Adolf
J

kor, has greatly strengthened 1

dustry. Mr. Zukor told me t

his opinion the industry is no

sounder but more prosperous

than at any time in its history.

Mr. Loew re-echoed his state
" 'One of the principal reaso

the stability that exists in the in

today is that we have been a

cure our evils from the insidt

Mr. Zukor in his office over!'

Fifth Avenue at 41st Street. 'L

I mean we have developed men
various departments who havt

able to remedy faulty methods 3

production and distribution of

tures. This is not only true <

own organization but of the oth

portant companies. It meant
to me to have outsiders point o

defects—to tells us that our s

of production was extravagan

our means of distribution wa:

economic. But when men with

own organization showed me
we could eliminate waste and

better pictures then we began to

progress. We are now deye

first-class brains within the in

instead of hiring them from th

side.
' The result is that waste and inef

are being reduced to a minimum. To
we're spending as much to make our
as we did a year or even two years a

we're putting more actual money inti

{Continued on Page SO

HAL ROACH',

STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES

"The Pinnacle of Pantomir

2 reels

Pafti£comedy
^-x§r^

QUALITY AND SERVK
Our Motto

PRINTING CUTTII
DEVELOPING

MALCOLM LABORATORIES

244 W. 49th St. N. Y.

The Way Non-Rewind assu

improved service. Smooth I
ning and no damage to fill

making the elimination of

disputes.

WAY NON-REWIND
201 W. 49th St. New York C

THE HAND COLORIN
la

THE TOWN THAT FORGOT GO
was done by

BROCK
Phone Morningside 177C
528 Riverside Drive, N. T.
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A Chance for Great Showmen

How many great showmen are there in this business?

I don't know exactly, but I do know these two things

:

1. There would be more great showmen if there were more great pictures.

2. There will be more great showmen as soon as the great pictures in Par-

amount's FAMOUS FORTY start coming to you.

For we've deliberately built THE FAMOUS FORTY for showmen. In

titles, stars, directors, stories, advertising material and exploitation possibili-

ties, it's the greatest showmen's group of pictures that's ever been offered to

you.

Think of "THE COVERED WAGON," RUDOLPH VALENTINO in

"Monsieur Beaucaire" and "A Sainted Devil." Think of GLORIA SWANSON
in "Manhandled" and "The Coast of Folly," THOMAS MEIGHAN in CUR-
WOOD'S "The Alaskan." Think of CECIL B. DEMILLE'S "Feet of Clay" and
"The Golden Bed," POLA NEGRI in LUBITSCH'S "Forbidden Paradise."

Are they showmen's pictures? You know they are. And so are the

other 31.

They're showmen's pictures because they're keyed exactly right to re-

spond to the magic touch of the showman; because 90% of the work usually

done by the showman after he gets the picture has been done in advance by
Paramount ; because they'll pay you a hundredfold for every bit of time,

sweat and money you expend in putting them over.

That's why all the real showmen are rushing in to grab THE FAMOUS
FORTY. That's why there'll be more great showmen in this industry by Feb-

ruary 1 than it's ever known before.

S. R. KENT.
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Cohen Makes Overtures to "Insurgents
His Feelings "Kindly"

(Continued from Page 1)

Boston. The directors, in all likeli-

hood, will be nominated today and
in turn, they will suggest the nomi-
nation of officials. The final election

of such officials will take place on
Thursday morning.
There is still a strong likelihood of

Michael J. O'Toole being elected

president. Several others are men-
tioned, although in a casual and com-
plimentary way.

Cohen Tells of Benefits

During his remarks Sydney Cohen
pointed out a few things which might
have happened had the M. P. T. O. of

A. not organized in Cleveland. He
declared that, in many instances, ex-

hibitors now independent would have
been but janitors for theatres owned
by producer-distributor organizations.

"This industry was never created"

he said, "to be controlled by one or

two men in New York and the soon-
er these men know it, the better off

they will be."

He also referred to the defection

of some of the state groups from
the national body, deploring that they
had left the organization. He said:

"There are some men not here and
some organizations we would like to

have seen. I refer particularly to

Michigan and, although they have not
been with us actively, they have been
automatically with us quietly. I have
nothing but the kindliest feelings for

them and welcome back to this or-

ganization all of these men. I miss
Al Steffes and quite a few others."

A letter of regret was also received

and read from President Coolidge in

which he said that the motion picture

has been of unquestionabe value.

Just before he turned the conven-
tion over Cohen said:

"Some exhibitors would rather pay
$200 to $300 to take a picture from
another exhibitor rather than pay $50
a year to belong to an organization
to prevent producer-distributors from
taking away his theatre."

Warns of Combines
Joseph W. Walsh of Hartford acted

as temporary chairman and declared
that when the delegates left Boston
they were going out "as the strongest
exhibitor body in this country."

A. C. Wasserman of the Boston
committee asked for harmony and co-

operation.

J. Douglas Flattery, represented
Mayor Curley. Flattery is a promi-
nent attorney here who represents
the Loew interests, among others.

He spoke on the necessity of organ-
ization and, as a buyer of pictures,

he deplored the publicity given the
huge salaries of stars and players and
said that "this was held up to pub-
lic condemnation." He further said

that "the producers will cooperate
with exhibitors if we work together."
He declared that more harmony was
needed—really a closer cooperation.
He referred to the music tax situa-

tion and declared it was "altogether
wrong."

Hays Group Refused Exhibitors Aid
To Fight Non-Theatricals, Smith Says

Ohio Exhibitor Claims Hays Himself Favored Some Action,

But Companies Objected—Courtland Smith Asserts the

General Was Misquoted

(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—Despite the fact that Will
H. Hays expressed himself in sympa-
thy with the attitude of exhibitors to-

ward competition from non-theatrical

exhibitors, the members of the Hays
organization have refused to act on
the matter. This statement was made
yesterday by Martin G. Smith, presi-

dent of the Ohio M. P. T. O. in dis-

cussing, at length, this particular

problem in which exhibitors are great-

ly concerned. He said the matter
had been hanging fire for two years.

Smith sighted the unfair competi-
tion of non-theatrical shows in

schools, churches and colleges, de-
claring that none of these was sub-
ject to taxation or other regulations.

He said that some producers encour-
aged this practice to the extent of

maintaining separate departments to

foster this business. He told of how
the non-theatrical matter was taken
up with Hays and that Hays agreed
it was a great evil that should be
wiped out. Smith said Hays then
informed the committee that he had
conferred with his fellow workers
regarding the non-theatrical situation

but that later Hays declared his asso-
ciates who constitute the court of

final action in his organization, were
not in accord with him on that propo-
sition "and he naturally fell into line

with their purposes.
"We make no complaint against

Mr. Hays in this relation" said

Smith. "His statement was exactly
what many fair-minded persons
would have given utterance to under
the circumstances."
Smith then went on to say that two

years after the committee had first

taken up with Hays the problem of

the non-theatrical situation that in

response to the committee's request

"for a final settlement on the sub-

ject" under date of May 22, 1924,

Hays wrote to Sydney Cohen saying

that the non-theatrical problem was
one of the very real questions in-

volving the industry. But his letter,

said Smith, gave little indication

other than that his office was study-

ing the question as to any definite

action with regard to the vexatious

problem.
As a result, the committee adopted

a resolution which in part says "we
unreservedly condemn this practice
* * * and call upon all

theater owners * * * to

cooperate with our national board

who are hereby instructed to take

such action as to them may seem
appropriate to effect a discontinu-

ance of this pernicious and unfair

business process on the part of pro-

ducers and distributors."

When Courtland Smith was asked

whether or not Mr. Hays had been
correctly quoted, he said he had not.

Smith said:

"There has been no failure on the

part of Mr. Hays or his office to give

this matter every possible considera-

tion. It is a large and important
subject and one that cannot be set-

tled in a day, a month or year. It

will live with us constantly. It is

not a matter that can be settled by
a resolution. For any exhibitor body
to say that the non-theatrical field

must not be developed, is foolhardy.

Particularly, so far as the educa-
tional field is concerned. Intelligent

development of that field will carry

the greatest possible good to the ex
hibitor and to the industry at large."

He presented the key of the city

to Walsh who then named R. F.

Woodhull, Martin Smith, Mike Com-
erford and Glenn Harper to escort
Sydney Cohen to the rostrum. Be-
fore reading his prepared address,
Cohen said:

"Let the big producer take all

he can before retribution sets in.

The recent Congressional hear-
ing in Washington augurs no
good for producer combinations.

"No theatre trust is possible if

the theatre owners use the power
of their screens properly."

He then referred to the work of

the theater owners in abolishing the

5% tax, declaring it had saved ex-
hibitors over $15,000,000 and a fur-

ther saving of over seven million a

year, according to experts of the

Treasury Department.

Huge Savings By Exhibitors

Of $72,000,000 paid in admission
tax, he said, treasury agents had fig-

ured $55,000,000 accrued from pictures

and that 90% of the theatres of this

country were in the small cities or

towns or in neighborhood sections.

He said he wanted as a matter of rec

ord what the theater organization had
done, pointing out that with the re-

moval of the admission tax that from
$35,000,00 to $40,000,000 would be
saved for exhibitors. He also pointed
out that the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers
had received $300,000 a year from ex-

hibitors.

Again reverting to combination:
producers, etc., Cohen said prodi

combinations should be stopped
once either by the necessary 1<

steps or through the control of

buying power of motion picture

hibitors dealing directly with ir
1

pendent producers. He referrec

Nathan Burkan's argument befor

Congressional committee in w)|

Burkan referred to the Peekskill <

and added if the present moves
control this business are not corr

ed they may result in Congressic'

action. "There are many more Pee

kill cases in this country. I wc
deplore the occurrence of such C
gressional action, but this is the pr

lem of the day," Cohen said.

Cohen's Recommendations

He recommended the adoption c

budget system and an executive s

retary, a permanent representative

Washington, the establishment of i

vice stations at Boston, Chicago, ]

tie Rock, Butte and Los Ange'
the revival of the bulletin sen
which was dropped because of lad
finances, resuming at first upoi
monthly basis and later to be upe>

weekly basis; also the employm;
of a general counsel; the improvem
of existing arbitration board systei

the employment of paid organi2

and towards the end of his addr
he said, "When we started in Cle
land, I told you that we were c

dren setting out to build a home ;

that we were going to lay the brie

Since then we have had to dodg
lot of bricks while we were buildi

But now the house is up. I ne
expect to see 100% exhibitor rej

sentation in any national organ:

tion because certain houses are owi
by producers and certain exhibit

are under obligation to producers
you cannot and must not expect th

men to go along."

Letters were read from vari

parts of the country deploring
distance and the great expense
coming to Boston, which preven
a number Irom attending from
Far West. After reading th

letters, Cohen called on R. F. Wo
hull, president New Jersey M. P.

O., who presented reports of

board of directors. Woodhul s

this had been an exceptionally

tive year for the directors; that me
ings were held in Atlantic City
August, in Rochester in October,
Washington in November and Ma
and in New York in January, all

which resulted in considerable (j

structive work being handled. C
of the oustanding efforts of

board was the formulation of pi;

to carry out National Motion I

ture Day which, he said, resulted

the establishment of a new era

the M. P. T. O. of A. He then w
into detail on some of the meetii

held, especially the Washing
meeting in March at which time
invitation was extended to Presid
Coolidge to attend the national c

vention.

(Continued on Page 12)
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il application.

THINK IT OVER

Carnivals Taxed $1,000 A Day
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—The City Council has

made a ruling that carnival com-
panies or other travelling shows must
pay a fee of $1,000 per day for the

privilege of playing Montreal. This
action was taken as the result of com-
plaints by exhibitors and other show-
men that the carnivals were spending
weeks in the city. An exception has

been made in the case of religious or

charitable carnivals.

"Dan McGrew" at Capitol June 7

"The Shooting of Dan McGrew"
goes into the Capitol June 7 for a

week. Barbara La Marr will make
personal appearances.

Ouida Bergere Doing "Sandra"

Ouida Bergere is writing the scen-

ario for "Sandra" in which Barbara
La Marr will star.

Berman in Atlantic City.

Harry Berman, F. B. O. is

Atlantic City for about ten days.

Carmel Myers Arrives

Carmel Myers arrived from Holly-
wood yesterday, enroute to Rome to

appear in "Ben Hur."

Jack Bohn will play the juvenile

lead in "The Story Without a Name",
Irvin Willat's new picture.

Blanche Sweet Here

Blanche Sweet arrived in town

from the Coast yesterday and regis-

tered at the Ambassador. She will

be joined later by Marshall Neilan

and on June 14, they will sail

England.

for

"Hunchback" in Paris

Universal has been advised that

"The Hunchback" opened in Paris

on the 22nd at Marivaux Hall and

that it is expected to remain there all

summer.

Northwest Exhibitors Want "Shorts'
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—J. M. Moore, of Pathe.

who has just returned from a trip

through the Northwest reports an in

creased interest among exhibitors in

two-reelers.

Differ On Business Conditions

.(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Butte—Conflicting reports on'busi

ness conditions appear to be the order

of the day here. - While exhibitors

throughout Montana complain that

business is bad, exchange men say

business is good.

Denies Selling The Mack
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Port Angeles, Wash.—A report to

the effect that the Mack has been
sold, has been emphatically denied by
Mack J. Davis.

Prints in all Exchanges—Now Playing

James IQrkmod />

r

(tMNDERING
HUSBANDS

Supported b\J MARGARET LIUINGSTON

r HODKINSON RELEASE

"A Tribute To The Independent Market"

Completed

LIONEL
BARRYMORE

in

'Meddling

Women"

"The
Fire Patrol"

with

Nilsson- Bellamy

NtBl

*IM**

"The
Painted

Flapper'

with
Kirkwood-
Garon

CHADWICK
PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

"Each Production An Achievement"
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THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

=M

THE TIME

TO START

100 PER CENT

ADVERTISING

I

One hundred per cent

exhibitor advertising is

the kind of advertising

that tells about the Whole

Show, and fosters good

will for the theatre as welU
j

Confidence "among your

patrons that they can

"always see a good show"

at your theatre, no matter

what the feature may be,
j

is the greatest asset

you can have for

Summer business.

With the approach of

Warm Weather, this is

the logical time to

begin 100 Per Cent

) Advertising.

I

I Ask your Educational

Exchange to keep you

supplied with our large

assortment of

Short Subject

|
advertising helps.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.
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Wait Before You Date!

^A Statement by %he*t ^r
(^he merging of the valuable stars, directors

vL/ and story materials of Metro, Goldwyn and

Louis B. Mayer into one great producing or-

ganization—the amalgamation oftwo nation-wide

exchange systems with resultant expansion of

exhibitor service — these are facts which theatre

owners should take into consideration when

looking ahead into the 1924-25 Season.

We urge all exhibitors to have patience in mak-

ing picture judgments. We are in a position to

offer you a powerful line-up of high-class pro-

ductions fcr 1924-25 and sincerely advise you

to wait for the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer announce-

rhent before making hasty commitments. Wait

before you date!

Wednesday, May 28,

New Theaters
Kane, N. Y.—H. E. Brow

Arthur Nelson of the Star 1
Co., owners of the Grand, !

force of men at work preparal

erecting a $150,000 theatre on I

of the Temple, recently destro
fire.

I I!

Caldwell, N. J.—At a meel
the backers of the proposed t

J. Roland Teed was elected

dent. The house will seat lj

Durham, N. C.—Plans for th

tion of a municipally owned
in connection with the new i

pal building, have been made.

Bloomfield, N. J.—Bloomfie
have a new picture and vat
theatre to cost $250,000, exclu

the value of the land.

Fond-Du-Lac, Wis.— Two
companies have entered for th

of excavating for the new F
Fond du Lac theatre.

Hawthorne, Cal.—Hawthorr
have a modern theatre within ti

few months, announces Louis
Redondo.

Painesville, O.— Extensiv
provements and alterations ar
made in the Utopia theatre, j

this week.

Richmond, Va.—Charles A. i

and Walter J. Coulter, will >

$70,000 theatre to open Sept.

Beaver Dam, Wis.—A gr
business men have formed a co
tion to build a theatre.

Manchester, Conn.—The lo

cussed theatre on Main St. i<

to become a reality.

Decatur, Ind.—C. M. Spr;

build a theatre on property noi

pied by a restaurant.

San Leonardo, Cal.—Fred !

is building a theatre for a gi

local business men.

Monclair, N. J.—A new th<

cost $100,000 will soon be ere

a local syndicate.

Keokuk, la.—A new theatr

known as the Grand, has been

Richmond, Va.—Plans ha\
filed for a new theatre.

Calexico, Cal.—The new 1

has opened.

Madisonville, Ky.—The Car
opened.

SS**N*J*S5J^5^X^>X>»»i«C'J

4LM Developing <

210-16 Weehavken St West H(

Laboratory with the lowest
Rates in the Bast. Negative D
Printing, Cutting and Projectu

Phone UNION 4j
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Classics of the Screen

PROMISE and PERFORMANCE
It is easy to make a promise—but the fulfillment is, as some wise sage

has said, yet "another story." Some promises no one takes seriously; on the

other hand, there are promises which are as good as gold.

The average photoplay exhibitor must calculate his year's activity well

in advance. Promises without performance are the bane to his prosperity.

He has but a limited number of playing dates—and much product from which
to choose. In order to secure the greatest quantity of good picture material,

he must be fairly accurately informed on what to expect from the various

producers. Unfulfilled production pledges can completely upset his plans for

the future.

Last spring WARNER BROS, promised the motion picture exhibitor

EIGHTEEN for the 1923-24 season. The promise was more than exceeded
by the performance. Actually TWENTY big productions are being delivered

and among them several mighty masterpieces which rank as the finest exam-
ples of the silent art ever produced.

This spring again WARNER BROS, make a promise and point to their

past record of performance as an indication that the promise will be fulfilled

to the letter.

TWENTY big "Classics of the Screen" is the Warner schedule for the
year 1924-25. We may deliver TWENTY-FOUR, but the TWENTY we
promise you can gamble on.

These TWENTY productions are being made from popular novels and
leading stage play successes. Thus are their stories of proved value. To this

will be added the usual high standard of Warner, production, casting and
direction and the sure-fire box-office "pull" found in all Warner Pictures.

And—YOU'LL GET THEM AS PROMISED.

Save TWENTY dates for the new Warner TWENTY.
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The Situation Today
(Continued from Vage 2)

We know before each picture is started ex-

actly what it will cost. And what is even

more important, we know what the movie

going public wants. We have instituted a

system of reports from exhibitors all over

the country on every film that is shown and

if a picture doesn't draw we investigate and

discover the reasons so that we can avoid

the error in future productions. By employ-

ing directors who have had long experience,

players who have demonstrated their popu-

larity, and by buying the best stories that

are available, we are constantly increasing

our percentages of successes. And a well

organized selling force enables us to get the

distribution for these productions that is

necessary to achieve the proper return on our
investment."

"Mr. Zukor naturally did not divulge any
trade secrets to me, but it may be said that

one of the reasons for the success of the big

distributing companies is their policy of pro-

tecting the exhibitor from losing money on
their pictures. For instance, if an exhibitor

of Paramount or Metro films can show that

a picture sold him at a definite price has

failed to attract audiences and has proved a box
office failure, this loss is adjusted by making
him a better price on the next run of films

supplied him. This affords an exhibitor pro-

tection which the so-called independent pro-

ducer, because of his limited output, does not
always feel called upon to extend. The big
distributing companies, dealing with their

clients week by week, practically guarantee
them a profit in addition to a steady stream
of pictures. So it is not surprising that

nearly 80 per cent of the business goes to

these big, well organized institutions.

" 'There can never be a monopoly
in the motion picture industry,' Mr.
Zukor explained to me, 'because it is

impossible to command a monopoly
of brains. We might hire all the

stars, writers and directors in the

country, but that wouldn't enable us

to make all the pictures. For the

other companies would find new writ-
ers, players and directors. And even
if we controlled a majority of the
theatres and could create enough
pictures to supply them with attrac-

tions we could not end competition.
The public will always decide what
pictures it wants to see and it is

humanly impossible to make every
film a success. We show pictures
made by rival companies in our thea-
tres and our films are shown in thea-
tres owned by our competitors. It

is necessary for a big producing com-
pany to control a certain number of
theatres in order to command a mar-
ket for its own productions—our the-
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17_When in Hartford,

Conn., visit the Famous
Strand Theatre to see James

A. Fitz-Patrick's FAM-
OUS MUSIC MASTERS
SERIES. One reel novelty

films with complete orches-

trations!

Produced and Sold Direct
To The Theatres by

FITZPATRICK
PICTURES, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

Bryant 8139
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atres in the key cities are merely our

show windows—but these produc-

tions have to be good enough to be
booked into other playhouses or they

chalk up big losses.'

"As Marcus Loew controls the

largest single group of theatres in the

country I talked with him about that

phase of the picture industry.

" 'The last figures given out by the

revenue officials at Washington show-
ed a big increase in the number of

admissions at the picture theatres,'

said Mr. Loew. 'And for this time of

the year the attendance is unusually

good. Naturally, there is a slight

falling off with the approach of warm
weather, but the motion picture busi-

ness is suffering less than any other

important industry. What will hap-

pen in the fall is difficult to predict,

but personally I look for increased

patronage.

" 'I do not anticipate an advance in

the price of admissions, although ex-

hibitors might well feel themselves
justified in asking better prices due
to the higher cost and better quality

of pictures that they are showing.
As a matter of fact, with the tax re-

moved from the cheaper seats a ma-
jority of the public will pay less for

its entertainment.'
"

Kitchen quotes Loew further:

"Our pictures last year averaged
about $400,000 each, including the

cost of distribution," said Mr. Loew.
"A star picture of the first grade costs

anywhere from $150,000 to $300,000.

I am speaking of the negative cost.

The average production with a cast

of featured players will run $100,000
more. The few super-productions
that are made represent an expediture

of anywhere from $500,000 to $1,000,-

000, but they are few and far between.
When such sums are tied up in a

picture it is essential to control proper
channels for distribution so that the

money can be turned over. It was
because of the lack of these channels
that the Goldwyn Company thought
it desirable to merge with Metro. By
our methods of distribution and our
control of houses in the more import-
ant cities we are able to get back
50 per cent of the cost of a picture

within six months in the first run
houses and 80 per cent within a year.

Some distributing companies take as

much as two years to return only the

costs of their productions.

"I wouldn't go so far as to say
that an independent producer should
not attempt to make a costly picture

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

[powFilHi
tsBORATORii?
I INCORPORATED i

220 WEST 42 N
--
D STREET

NEW YORK
PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

without being reasonably sure of its

distribution," Mr. Loew went on, "but

the distribution problem is one of

the most pressing in the picture busi-

ness. If a producer can establish the

value of his film on Broadway

—

which is often a costly procedure

—

he can usually sell it or have it taken

over on a percentage basis by one
of the big distributing concerns. The
really successful producers, however,

have been those who solved the prob-

lem of securing a market before they

have tied up millions in their specta-

cles. Proper distribution tends to

eliminate overproduction of quality

pictures, which was another of the

reasons for the recent amalgamation
of the Goldwyn and Metro Com-
panies. Instead of each company
making forty pictures a year we will

make about fifty altogether.
"It is interesting to know that while there

has been a decrease in the number of thea-

tres throughout the country—a few years

ago there were nearly 18,000 and today less

than 14,000—there has been no decrease in

the total number of seats. T(s is due to

the fact that the large playhouses that have
been built seat as many people as the three

or four smaller theatres they replaced. Dur-
ing the period immediately following the war
hundreds of enormous picture theatres were
erected throughout the country and the in-

crease in population was anticipated for sev-

eral years. I do not look for any unusual
development along this line for some time,

although the tendency is unquestionably in

the direction of larger and more luxurious
theatres."

Toward the close, Kitchen says

:

"Both Adolph Zukor and Marcus Loew,
being realists, did not indulge in many pro-
phecies for the future. However they agreed
that the outlook for the next six months was
exceedingly bright, due to the fact that the
industry has undergone a series of solidifying
adjustments that have placed it on the sound-
est basis it has yet known. They both as-

serted a merger of their respective organiza-
tions was neither contemplated nor likely."

Richmount Makes Foreign Sales
Richmont Pictures have sold to

Screenart, Ltd., "Broken Hearts of

Broadway" for Holland. Sales to the

S o c i e t i e Cinematographique for

France, Belgium and Switzerland
include "The Mask of Lopez" and
"North of Nevada," while the Pathe
Consortium; Cimena have acquired
the French, Belgian and Switzerland
rights for "The Average Woman,"
"The New School Teacher," "Gallop-
ing Gallagher," and "Silent
Stranger."

Among Exchangei
i

Des Moines—E. J. Tilton

new First National manager.
Weinberg formerly managed t

fice, having resigned to becom*

eral manager of the Blank enter
i

St. Louis—Wallace Akin ha

ceeded Tom Tobin as Eastern

souri salesman for Pathe. Tob
gone with Columbia.

Des Moines—Jake Cohen h

signed his position as salesm;

Goldwyn to become manager
Strand at Ottumba.

Seattle—Donald Bros, is 1

and office manager of the Se

exchange, replacing Ed. A. Lai

Chicago—Henri Ellman has r

ed from Select to become a Uni
salesman.

Philadalphia—C. C. Hite, foi

with Hodkinson, has joined 20tl

tury.

A COMPLETE LABORATOI
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Indusfa

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 54}
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Now in Production

EMPTY HEART!

BANNER'S SECOND

Directed by

AL SANTELL

'Make This Your Banner Yei

'

a

"A Tribute To The Independent Market'

LIONEL BARRYMORE

JAMES KIRKWOOD

ANNA Q. NILSSON

PAULINE GARON

MADGE BELLAMY

SEENA OWEN

HUEN JEROME EIIY

GASTON GLASS

JACK RICHARDSON

CHARLES MURRAY

HANK MANN

All Thes
Stars

Appear 1

Chadzvick
Pictus

CHADWIC1

PICTURE!

CORPORATII

729 Seventh i\

New York Ci

"Each Production An Achievement"
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M picture tfjat appeals; to tfje

".patn Street*" of tfje toorlb.

Murray Garsson

presents

BROADWAY
BROKE

Earl Derr Biggers

with a notable cast including

PERCY MARMONT MARY CARR
Gladys Leslie Dore Davidson
Maclyn Arbuckle Macey Harlan
Edward Earle Henrietta Crossman
Sally Crute Pierre Gendron
Billy Quirk Frederick Burton

Directed by J. Searle Dawley

& Proabtoap gtorp

9 proabtoap cast

& proabtoap picture

GHjruout

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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Box Office Titles
hacked bv tiiffh pressure

advertisings from

Book all three and make your

Convention Trip a Rousing Success

THERE'S MILLIONS IN IT
Adapted from the Saturday Evening Post

story, "Men of Affairs," by Roland Pertwee.
Red hot smashing drama ... a thrill to every
foot of film. An aeroplane fight, a plane afire,

and the daring drop for safety in a parachute
are only a few of the heart-stopping thrills in

this fast-stepping, quick-moving melodrama.
Beautiful Catherine Calvert plays the lead, and
is supported by an admirable cast.

A Dennison Clift production.

SWORDS AND THE WOMAN
A fiery, romantic story by the Baroness

Orczy of the scarlet days of romance during
the French Revolution. A tale of beautiful
women and brave, dashing men, who battled
with their swords and wits for the women they
loved. Mighty scenes of spectacular splendor
have been merged into this passionate love
story of three men and a woman. Holmes
Herbert and Pedro de Cordoba play the leads
and are supported by an unusually distinguish-
ed cast. Directed and produced by Henry
Kolker.

NEGLECTED WOMEN
A brilliant society drama by Alfred Sutro.

A story about the havoc wrought by a thought-
less husband who gave his wife everything but
his time . . . starved for love, the wife finds
the other man . . . and the resultant conse-
quences

. . . Seena Owen plays the lead, and
is supported by a brilliant roster of players.
Superbly directed and produced by Henrv
Kolker.

y y

FILM BOOHING OFFICES
OF AMERICA. INC.

723 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Exchanges Everywhere
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Theater Changes
ouncil Bluffs, la—A. C. Mead,

nnager of the Majestic, is to close

tit house and take over the Garden.

I- man Levy, present manager of the

G'den, is to retire.

iuffalo—Edwin O. Weinberg,
ftmerly of the Mark Strand has been
a>ointed manager of the Olympic,

I
ceeding George E. Williams.

Ubany—The Hudson and Capitol

a slated to close for the summer;
tl Majestic in Cohoes will also close

fc repairs.

ialveston, Tex.—Improvements to

I it $50,000 are being made on the

Cand O. H .

Selinsgrove, Pa.—Isaac Hersker
ai John Bucher have bought the

Ihicago—The Capitol has been
t en over by the Feder and Halper
ccuit.

Hiawatha, Mo.—The Victoria has
hn sold to Harry Neptune.

Belleville, 111.—William Lorenzo
Is taken over the Belleville.

Seattle—The Columbia, Entiat, has
ten closed by E. Goodwin.

Melrose, Mass.—The Allen Thea-
tres Corp., have taken over the Mel-
rose, which will be thoroughly over-

hauled and turned into a picture

house.

Little Falls, N. Y.—N. Fayette
Houck of Cooperstown replaces

Lester Sparks, as manager of the

Cameo at St. Johnsville.

Harrisburg, Pa.—With the opening
of the outdoor amusement season, a

number of airdomes have started do-
ing business.

Williamsport, Pa. — The Rialto,

which was recently destroyed by fire

has been rebuilt and re-opened.

Little Rock, Ark.—The Victory has
been sold to J. R. Cooper and Charles
Marshall.

Philadelphia—The Liberty Music
Hall has closed for extensive repairs

and will re-open in August.

Quincy, 111.—The new Washington
Square is scheduled to open June IS.

Schenectady—William Berinstein

will take over the Van Curler.

Gem City, Minn.—William
Is taken over the Gem.

Rudd Seattle—William Fey has sold the

Madison to J. W. Lavigne.

SUNSET PRODUCTIONS DID IT!

EXHIBITORS! Here's a promise fulfilled.

We promised you for this year

SIX KENNETH MCDONALD-Comedy-Stunt dramas
and every one of 'em is a knockout.

We also promised you

EIGHT J. B. WARNER-Western features and
they are all box office bets

EVERY PICTURE IN BOTH SERIES IS BACKED BY MY REPUTATION

HERE THEY ARE
KENNETH MCDONALDJ. B. WARNER SERIES

"HORSE SHOE LUCK"
Directed by Joseph Franz

"THE HELLION"
Directed by Bruce Mitchell

"BEHIND TWO GUNS"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"WANTED BY THE LAW"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"THE COVERED TRAIL"
Directed by Jack Nelson

"WESTBOUND"
Directed by William H. Curran

"TREASURE CANYON"
Directed by Reaves Eason

"THE LONE FIGHTER"
Directed by Al Russell

SERIES

"DYNAMITE DAN"
Directed by Bruce Mitchell

"IN HIGH GEAR"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"YANKEE SPEED"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"AFTER A MILLION"
Directed by Jack Nelson

"SLOW AS LIGHTNING"
Directed by Grover Jones

"WHAT WILL LOVE DO'
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

And JACK HOXIE in EIGHT of the BEST WESTERN FEATURES EVER MADE
Seeing is believing. EXHIBITORS attending the M. P. T. O. A. Convention
at Boston, commencing May 27th,. are invited to visit the Pioneer Film Corp.

;

44 Church St. New England's leading Independent Exchange, and they will be
pleased to show you every SUNSET PRODUCTION. It is worth your while

ANTHONY J. XYDIAS, President of SUNSET PRODUCTIONS

EXHI BITOBS ACCESSOPY
BUYING GUIDE

FOGEIGN LISTS AND
TGADE CONDITIONS

TEN BEST PtCTUGES
OF THE YEAB.

PRODUCTIONS OFYEAC
DIQECroeS,STAQS,CAMeBAMEHFTC.

CEHSOP BOAPD SMNCWeoJ"!

DISTRIBUTION PERCENTAGE
TABLES

STUDIOS-LABORATOGIES

6000 FEATUPE TITLES

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FIBST CUNS AND
«rSOFTHEATQE5

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES
AND PP.ODUCT HANDLED

SUGVEY OF STOOO
SCHOOL CHlLDEENAbout Half

Actual Size

The Most Complete Reference Book Ever Published in Film-

dom. Should Be on the Desk of Every Live Wire Exhibitor.

Free to Film Daily Readers

MAIL SUBSCRIPTION lUuAY
Date

THE FILM DAILY
71-73 West 44th Street,

New York City.

Herewith my check for $10 covering one year's subscrip-

tion to THE FILM DAILY. This to include:

THE FILM DAILY, every day (except Saturday).

THE SUNDAY EDITION, 16 to 24 pages, including

reviews on all features and short subjects.

THE 1924 FILM YEAR BOOK.

SHORT SUBJECT NUMBERS, quarterly.

DIRECTORS' NUMBER, every Spring.

Name Theater

Street .Citv .State
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Bed Rock Harmony Keynote in Boston

By DANNY
Convention Headquarters, The Copley-Plaza.

Getting down to it isn't easy. Especially if you're satisfied

with the froth of things. And here in Boston there is an oppor-

tunity. To get down to bed rock. Down to cases, so to speak.

And have a real business convention. With politics aside. The

interesting question which arises is : will they get down to bed

rock?

For the past several years there have been reasons. Perhaps

good reasons—depending on the point of view—for the failure

to transact much pertinent or important business. But that was

due to the political situation. Which clouded the atmosphere.

But there are no clouds on the horizon this morning. All the

"anti" boys are elsewhere. So the way is clear. If there is to be

a business convention, let's have it. The announced program in-

dicates several spots where a start may be made.

If something isn't done—here and now—to get a real

business atmosphere into this gathering, it is going to

prove difficult to alibi further.

Perhaps when the trade paper editors take the platform

something along this line can be accomplished. And may be.

It is to be sincerely hoped so.

THE NEW IDEA
This new idea. Of nominating through the board of 21 di-

rectors. As adopted by the executive committee promises to bring

much needed relief. And carry the political aspect of the M.,P.

T. O. into the wide open spaces. Where men are men. In other

words, instead of absorbing much important time. During con-

vention days. With electioneering. All the time will be given to

business matters.

Incidentally, the job of being Mr. President will not be so at-

tractive. A paid executive secretary promises to be on the job.

And the president will confer constantly with the directors as to

policies and the working out of plans. In other words, if the plan

is adopted the M. P. T. O. finally becomes a business-like body.

No more one man power. No more "What I say goes." Let's

hope they raise enough money to provide for the executive secre-

tary and the state organizations. Now that the president will

have something to do besides worry where the money is coming

from. To run the organization.

It is understood that Harry Davis of Pittsburgh said he will

volunteer to raise one thousand dollars apiece from between 200

to 300 exhibitors to start the proper financing of the organization

under the lines proposed. It is to be hoped he knows where
they live.

BLOCK BOOKING
Liable to come up for some discussion. Right on the floor.

Just as Sydney Cohen says, you never can tell what is liable to

break loose at a convention. It will be interesting, indeed, to see

where the discussion will range : whether the exhibitors can re-

fuse to do business that way. If they start this discussion it is

liable to interfere with a lot of the program. Because here is a
subject that is vitally interesting to exhibitors. Even if they feel

they cannot escape it.

MILWAUKEE?
The first buttons for the next convention read, "Milwaukee."

(Continued from Page 4)

During his reports, Woodhull paid

a most gracious tribute to the late

Charles E. Whitehurst of Baltimore.
He said that his death would be felt

keenly by every division of the in-

dustry. Following Woodhull, Harry
A. Staab, executive secretary, Wis-
consin M. P. T. O. reported on the

music tax situation. He did not have
a written report but delivered it as

he said "straight from the heart."

He said he could not tell the dele-

gates all that had occurred in detail

in the various conferences with legis-

lators and law-making bodies, but ije

assured them that success was in

sight despite the many difficulties arid

that the situation was well in hand,
Staab was followed by George

Aarons, secretary of the M. P. T.
who spoke on admission and seat

taxes and legal phases of the musjc
tax. Aarons supported THE FILM
DAILY'S opposition to the publica-
tion of large salaries and showed how
this practice alone had prevented one
Congressman from voting for the re-

peal "of the admission tax. This Con-
gressman said he could give no aid to
a business where such huge salaries

were paid and which was so full of

scandals. The committee then show-
ed how the exhibitors were entirely

separated from any other branch of
the industry and were not responsible
for the objections which he held.
Aarons, Cohen and O'Toole discuss-
ed with Secretary of the Treasury
Mellon personally and explained to
him the unfairness of the seat tax
and admission tax to such an extent
that Mellon finally agreed that the
tax was unfair and suggested its re-

moval in the new tax bill. Aarons
said Mellon showed the influence
brought to bear by exhibitors in writ-
ing to their Congressmen and Sena-
tors, getting excellent results; then
told how the committee was availing
itself of this work and declared it was
another demonstration of the value
of sticking together and working to-

gether.

Exhibitor Service Report

J. W. Walsh then reported on the

exhibitor service and adjustme
reau work during the past yeai

told of how this bureau was
civic causes by using trailers fo'

roads, daylight saving cam
public improvements, etc. H>
of how a woman who was the

of a Congressman, and a widov
been aided in recovering $
which her husband had investe.

film producing venture. Throuf
aid of the bureau, the producing
pany which issued the stock:

compelled to take over the stoofl

repay the money invested,
told of how the bureau had ad
many difficulties existing betwecl
hibitors and exchanges, in some

[

finding contracts which the exhi
|

had never signed although
names appeared on the contract i

such cases were adjusted compj
by the repudiation of the cor^
Many difficulties relative to

and question of the length of thi

amounting to large sums of nl
were adjusted for exhibitors thnj
out the country.
The non-theatrical situation

discussed at length by Martirj
Smith, president of the Ohio l\

T. O. The details will be fourl
page 4.

Just before the session came 1 :

end Miss Ray Lewis, editor on
Canadian Moving Picture D
made a strong plea for unity betV
the American and the Canadiar
ganizations and told of the stru£
which exhibitors of Canada
through to organize after having
covered that the former president
a "quitter." She maintained th:

paid agent from an important
cern in the states was employe'
block the organization of the C
dian exhibitors but that after
curing concessions from several
plicated in the deal, they got a f
strong start.

One of the interesting points
made in an address which seemei

1

please the delegates very much, jt

ing from their constant applause,
that, in her belief, the producer!

(Continued on Page 13)

•'A Tribute To The Independent Market"

THE? FIRE* PATR Oil
A Mighty Melodramatic Spectacle

with ANNA Q. N1LSS0N, MADGE BELLAMY, HELEN JEROME EDDY
A HUNT STROMBERG PRODUCTION

Just One of

The Big Nine

of the Great

Chadwick

Program

Distributed on a

Franchise Basis

by

CHADWICK
PICTURES

CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave.

N. Y. C.

'Each Production An Achievement"

ti*
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Convention Sidelights
t

(Staff Correspondence)

on—Maybe Ernest Horstmann
t iusy? Ernie is the executive

fry of the convention com-

H and they have had him jump-
t'ough hoops as part of his diet.

e Committee are Jake Lourie

tl Modern, Park and Beacon;
I I. Wasserman; Stanley Sum-
; il Somerby; H. H. Levenson;
I Daniels; Y. Yamins; C. H.
- Joseph A. DePisa; Frank J.

. <1; Joseph Woodhead and

Ki Markell.

i like all matters of this kind

«bf the work evolves about the

qive secretary. And Horstmanfl

d his hands full. But at that

;rangements made look good
e entertainment part of it most

:r ting.

Talking of Secretaries

'rre is little Miss Smith. Who is

Jght hand and left bower for

hiy Cohen. And she is one of the

rest women in this business. She
:veral 'typists working out the

g.m and handling the detail, and
ion the job at all hours. A re-

•ljbly capable girl. She knows this

vition work like a book.

Sam's Pipe

ilSam Bullock. Or should we say
Sam? Because he hasn't

a;d a mite in all these years.

I we're getting old, when we
jlback when we first met Sam.
Been one of the prime movers
n conventions. And his pipe has
is been with him.
Ben Sam invaded the aristocra-

iirtals of the Copley-Plaza he
Ited some time before lighting
pe. And then he took advice
ijyours truly before he dared to
Not sure they'll like it" said

i somewhat terrified by the gilt

arble. But just then a swagger
f strode by nonchalantly smok-
cigarette and Sam lit up in-

r.

ere's Our Old Friend Tommy
Tommy Goldberg. From

hore. And with him his old
icks from the Monumental City:
Rome, stouter than ever, and

ising to come to the golf tour-
nt, so that Guy Wonders doesn't
it all to himself; William Hoff-
er, Frank Durkee, "Doc" White-
who has succeeded his lamented
er in running the big White-
houses; Fred Kipp and others.

Pump Handling
e lobby chatter developed the
stuff as they began to wander

1 of Monday afternoon, night
ruesday morning. "How's busi-
was the universal cry. And

weren't many optimists on
What between crop conditions,

Loving Cup for Cohen
(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—The Canadian dele-

gation representing over 200 ex-

hibitors will tender Sydney S.

Cohen a silver loving cup at the

banquet tonight, together with

an engrossed life membership
in the Ontario Division.

mt.le difficulties and worst of ddentally, she is getting to b
aylight saving, the exhibs seeiji

having their troubles.

Baltimore Overseated
long the difficulties of the situ-
in Baltimore is that the town

:r seated. At least that is what

both Rome and Hoffmeister said.

And they pointed out that this diffi-

culty did not only exist downtown,
but in the neighborhood sections as

well.

Standing for Something

W. H. Kateray of the Majestic
Amusement Co., Kankakee, 111., was
on hand early Monday awaiting the

arrival of his associate, State Senator

C. B. Sawyer, who was due to look-

in on the proceedings. Incidentally,

the Majestic is part of the B. & K.
Midwest combine.
Kateray has been attending these

conventions a long time. He said

that his initials stood for something:
"W for Wealth and H for Happi-
ness." That's a great combination.
And Kateray knows it.

Presidential Stuff

When Pete Woodhull arrived Mon-
day with his Missus he proceeded to

park her in the lobby of the Copley
and rushed off to attend a Rotary
Club luncheon; just as all the big
league polticians do.

You want to keep an eye on Pete.

He may not make the presidency this

term—but he's pretty well groomed
for the job, and one of these days—

.

But wait and see.

When Pete arrived someone ask-
ed him where his banners were. Be-
cause Pete has been out in the open
for some time regarding this Mister
Presidency stuff. Pete looked around
the spacious lobby. Then he noted
some tapestries—worth several thous-
and dollars. "Right there" said Pete,

pointing to the tapestry
—

"right on
the back of those things you'll see my
name. And boy, when we turn 'em
around you'll see something."
You surely would. Among other

things a few police beating up the in-

dividual who dared to lay a finger

upon them.

Seasick

Many of the Eastern Penn. and
New Jersey crowd arrived by boat.
And what a tough trip they had! So
tough that some of the men, and all

of the women were glad to stay abed.
That is nearly all. Little Eleanor
Cohen, daughter of Will Cohen of
Philadelphia, was the only female not
affected. She had a great trip. In-

)e a con-
vention regular. She was on hand in

Chicago last year. And she is only
about 9.

Another Regular Visitor

Mrs. Emma: Watts-, wife of Mr.
Watts of Springfield, 111. Watts never

misses a convention. And Mrs.
Watts is always with him. She is

a great traveler. And she likes con-
ventions.

When the Illinois crowd broke
away from the national body, Watts
wasn't so keen about sticking with

the bolters. So he joined up with the

Southern Illinois unit. That's what
makes for organization.

Making a Long Jump
All the way from Los Angeles

came Glenn Harper; Dave Bershon
and E. N. Berinstein. Glenn didn't

like the idea of his name being
bandied about as a presidential candi

date. Dave Bershon was formerly
with the West Coast organization un-
til he stepped out awhile ago and
picked up 14 houses for himself.

Silvermans Active

Jacob Silverman, who, with his

brother runs a big house in Akoona,
was on hand although his brother
could not get away. Busy. Building
a big department store.

That's how these exhibitors work
out their side lines. But Jacob said

next year they would build another
theatre in Altoona. Just to keep their

hands in.

And There's Pop" Korson
Who hails from Philadelphia.

Where besides being an exchange
man he runs a theatre as well. Ben
Amsterdam, his exchange associate,

was with him. Of course "Pop" has
to keep Ben around. Otherwise he
overstretches those 370 hands until

he goes "muchhulla" with a 400 bid.

And Ben Amsterdam is some safety
valve. His topmost bid with that
370 hand would be 350. Bird in the
hand—you know.

Big Pennsylvania Crowd
Not only Eastern Penna. came with

a strong delegation. Trust Mike
Comerford for that. He had quite
a crowd in from the Scranton section.
Where he plays around as Boss. And
if you don't believe that crowd will

be lined up for Mike O'Toole for the

Presidency, you take another guess.

So far as Comerford goes there

isn't a chance of his even wanting the

Presidency. He has too many things

to do. But as for the other Mike
of the Comerford organization

—

O'Toole—that's another story.

Quite.

Walsh Busy

One of the busiest men in the lob-

by was J. W. Walsh of Hartford,

who won't be far out of line when the

Presidential lightning strikes. Walsh
is a quiet, very capable exhibitor, who
succeeded "Bill" True and he makes
friends without trouble. He's all

right talking about most any exhibitor

problem until you hit on daylight sav-

ing. Then he is just an irreconcil-

able.

Convention On
(Continued from Page 12)

pictures were drawing a herring

across the trail by publishing the

large salaries paid stars to keep the

public from wondering how much
these producers took themselves. At
the conclusion of her address, Miss

Lewis received a very generous ap-

plause after which the session came
to an end.

Directors Hold Night Session

Practically all of the committees
were at work the remainder of the

afternoon and the executive com-
mittee of the board of directors was
in session until an early hour this

morning.
The convention will resume at

10:30 today and will carry on through
the early afternoon. It is expected

that the new plans of nomination
through a board of directors will be
adopted early today thus allowing for

the nomination of officials late this

afternoon so that the actual election

can occur on Thursday.

Los Angeles Wants Convention
(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—Glenn Harper and his as-

sociates from the Coast are making
strong moves to have the 1925 gath-

ering occur at Los Angeles. Mil-

waukee is also strongly after the next
convention.

JOHN BOWERS
ALAN HALE

COMING SOON

"FLATTERY"
by H. H. Van Loan

with

MARGUERITE DE LAMOTTE
GRACE DARMOND

Directed by TOM FORMAN

—Current Release—

"THE BAREFOOT BOY"
With an All Star Cast

MISSION FILM CORPORATION
LEON RICE—PRESIDENT

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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God Made The Bull-

Man Put The Ring In Its Nose

if

>>

The bull can rage and rave, paw the earth—but put a ring in

nose and a man can lead it to slaughter.

The man has a power of reasoning

—

The bull has the power of force

—

If the bull refuses to let the man control him with the ring t

man is helpless.

Use your power of reasoning combined with your strength.

Don't let them lead you to slaughter dumb cattle

!

Right In The Palm Of Your Hand
you control the situation for the coming year

!

Behind you stands the Independent Motion Picture Producers and D
tributors Association with the greatest assortment of product ever asse

bled by any one group of producers. They offer a variety of pictu:

aimed to entertain and interest every type of audience known to \

exhibitor.

This is made possible by the combined abilities and brains of experienc

group of men. The Independent Motion Picture Producers through th

research department to determine consumer demand have put their fing

on the pulse of your picture clientele.

The INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND Dl •;

TRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION have all the BOX-OFFICE attractions y

may ever need

!

MEMBERSHIP

•:

.

ANCHOR FILM DISTRIBUTORS
ARROW FILM CORP.
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
AYWON FILM CORP.
BEN WILSON PICTURE CORPORATION
BURR PICTURES, INC.

CANYON PICTURES CORP.
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
C. C. PICTURES, INC.

CANYON PICTURES
CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
EDDIE LYONS

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO., INC.

GEO. M. A. FECKE
INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
L. LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH
LEE-BRADFORD CORP.
LOWELL FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORP.
SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS
TRI-STONE PICTURES, INC.

WHITMAN BENNET PRODUCTIONS
WILLIAM STEINER PRODUCTIONS
WINKLER, M. J.

r

»

h(
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Jrown Wins Gup
istictive Ad, With Stock Material,

Oes Him First Place in Para-
mount's Contest

Gorge Brown, of the Imperial.

ulotte, N. C. is the winner of the

v cup donated by the Famous
a-rs theatre department for the

c< newspaper ad, published over

gen period.

,1 "The Close-Up, " the house or-

fpf the department, there appears

e blowing description:

"town is probably the most con-

it ltly good advertiser in the cir-

jH Using stock material this ad

rA Society Scandal' would be

r hard to trump. Brown knew
ii his location on the page would

I Id took advantage of it. The re-

ri(i of the scene to the title of the

:te is perfect.

"our eye naturally follows the

Mb of the cut to the black panel in

Hi the name of the star and the

Itof the picture are carried. Or-
B;ily we don't approve of black

fas such as the one supplied on
is picture, but Brown has com-
|<y taken the curse off it by sur-

niing it with lots of white space.

is;ntire display is in seven inches

e three columns.

Nt feel that this Imperial, Char-
jt advertisement is not only a

aned cup-winner but we doubt
i.lier it would be possible to

Nve any better results with an
tvork' ad."

' Perkins Out of Goldwyn
|(.S£rci&/ to THE FILM DAILY)
Rattle—Seth D. Perkins of Gold-
[ICosmopolitan has tendered his

ijnation, effective May 31, when
ill become manager of the Hod-

Bin exchange. J. E. Flynn, divi

qnanager of Goldwyn, will assume
lorary charge.

"Beau Brummel" Next
^Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Biladelphia

—"Beau Brummel,"
|
succeed "The Ten Command-

is" at the Aldine, this Monday,
[wing a 15 weeks' run. "Beau
timel," will run indefinitely.

In Phila. Playing Lloyd Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
liladelphia

—
"Girl Shy" is play,

at five local theatres, simultane-
f, this week, including the Vic-
, Logan, Colonial, Great North-
ind Benn.

[)IO->Iat Company inc.
NitvYork NY.

Butcher's Buys Baker Films
A deal has been closed between In-

ter-Ocean and Butcher's Film Ser-
vice, Ltd., of London, covering four

Snowy Baker pictures, part of the

Phil Goldstone productions, foreign

rights of which were recently acquir-

ed by Inter-Ocean. The deal was ne-

gotiated between Inter-Ocean's New
Yot office and Frank E. Butcher
whj sailed on the Baltic Saturday.

Switch "Three Weeks" Again
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—For the third time,

"Three Weeks' has been switched. It

was originally scheduled to open at

the Arcadia, three weeks ago, follow-

ing "The Enchanted Cottage," but

the Barthehness film was held over.

Now, "Three Weeks" is definitely

scheduled to open at the Stanley,

June 2.

Leaves For Coast Soon
Jesse J. Goldburg, leaves for Holly-

wood June 1, to supervise produc-
tion of the Helen-Holmes, Franklyn
Farnum and Bill Cody series. Don-
ald I. Buchanan who will direct "The
Screen Book of Knowledge," will also

go along.

Five Houses in Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Camden, N. J.—Ben Shindler, ope-
rating the Auditorium and Riverside,

has taken over the Lewen, Pizor,

Apollo, Leader and S"trand theatres

at Gloucester, N. J.

Beban and Company at Stanley
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—George Beban and a

company of 24 players are appearing
at the Stanley this week in connection
with "The Greatest Love of All."

Max Graf Recovering From Illness
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Max Graf Prod., is

recovering from a nervous break-
down caused by overwork. He has
just completed "The Wise Son."

Traggardh Going to England
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—O. V. Traggardh,
has beenu given a post with Fa-
mous interests in England. He will
sail from New York June 17.

Walsh on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Raoul A. Walsh is

here from the East. He expects to
start on his first for Imperial shortly.

Erickson Leaves Pathe
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Jack Erickson, for
three and a half years salesman for
Pathe, has resigned.

Eden Theatre Orchestra Over Radio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hull, Quebec—The Eden theatre
orchestra broadcasts regularly over
Station CKCO, Ottawa.

'

., , .. . T
Next Week on Broadway

Betty Compson in "Miami!" will
be at the Rivoli next week.
"Maytime," will be the attraction at

the Rialto.

Resolution Opposing Censors Passed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—The M. P. T. O. has pass-

ed a resolution opposing censorship.

A resolution was also passed allying

the group with the Allied State Or-
ganizations, part of the resolution de-

claring that Texas is not allied with
the M. P. T. O. of A. and does not
feel disposed to become affiliated un-
der its present leadership. Another,
protests the sale of theatrical films

to non-theatrical institutions, a copy
of the latter having been sent to the

Federal Trade Commission in Wash-
ington to be filed.

Would Combine Conventions
The M. P. T. O. of New York

which meets in convention at Buf-
falo, June 7, 8,9,10, and 11, is en-
deavoring to have the Ass'n of M.
P. Equipment Dealers hold their con-
vention in Buffalo at the same time.
The equipment men are scheduled to

meet in Cleveland, the week previous.

If this can be brought about, an ex-
position will be put on.

Lieberman Back in St. John
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. John, N, B.—Joe Lieberman,
formerly Fox manager here, has re-

turned as manager of the Canadian
Universal offices. He succeeds J.

Cathro, who has been transferred to

Calgary. A. E. Ralston, of the local

office, has resigned.

Caldwell, Clifton's Lead .

Orville Caldwell is scheduled to
play the lead in one of the pictures
Flmer Clifton will make in India.

Action Stories Only
Vitagraph Cuts Society Pictures

—

Report 1923 Its Second
Best Year

One result of the Vitagraph sales

convention held in Chicago late last

week was a decision to eliminate the
so-called society plays and concen-
trate on the action story with big
sets and plenty of punch.

John B. Rock, general manager
told the assembled salesmen that 1923
was the second best year in the his-

tory of the company. During the
course of his talk, Rock made the in-

teresting assertion that Vitagraph had
produced and released 15,000 pic-

tures.

The Way Non-Rewind Abol-
ishes the scratched and badly
marked film. A demonstration
will convince you.

WAY NON-REWIND
210-West 49th St.

New York City

- New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

'WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

We Have a Little Convention Of

Our Own For 1924-1925
Consisting of

8 FRANKLYN FARNUM Westerns that are different

8 BILL CODY'stunt westerns as fast as lightning

8 WILLIAM DESMOND-HELEN HOLMES
super society stunt melodramas

52 SCREEN BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE single reel novelties

Each one of these feature productions will have in addition

to the stars, an all star supporting cast, produced under the per-

sonal supervision of Mr. JESSE J. GOLDBURG, at our west
coast plant. Unless you are blind to your opportunities, Mr.
Exhibitor, you will make provision for the booking of these pro-
ductions through your local independent exchange releasing them;
and the exchange won't ask you to sign your theatre and your
life away in order to get them.

The I. M. P. P. D. A. is for the Independent exhibitor, and
we are for the I. M. P. P. D. A.

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORPORATION
JESSE J. GOLDBURG, President

1540 Broadway New York City
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FIRST NATIONAL
warn!—and here's an-

other box office home
run to increase the lead

"The PERFECT FLAPPER"
w» COLLEEN MOORE

The biggest gate

attraction in big

league production

now booking

naturally

lie:

HI

Supported by

SYDNEY
CHAPLIN

Frank Mayo
Phyllis Haver

Story by

Jessie Henderson

Directed by

JOHN
FRANCIS
DILLON Ifs a FIRST NATIONAL Picture
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VTTACK ON LOEW
lales Plan Starts
|fat'l Inaugurates Special Long
1ms at Increased Admissions

in Five Cities

: new sales plan governing the

r-calibred First National pic-

has become operative. A. W.
, who has been placed in charge

: work by E. A. Eschmann, is

from a ten days' sales trip dur-

hich he arranged for long runs

:reased admissions on the fol-

g five pictures: "The Sea
:," "Secrets," "Abraham Lin-

"Sundown" and "The Lost
1."

; theatres involved are the Ad-
Petroit; the Roosevelt, Chicago;
Wisconsin, Milwaukee; the Gar-
ind the State in Minneapolis;
Capitol, St. Paul, and the Des
s in Des Moines.

noted, Smith will have a special

of assistants. They will in-

Thomas Brady, C. W. Bunn.
:y Hand and Walter Price. The
las been developed for the pur-

}f permitting what the company
its most important pictures

n regular picture houses, rather

iend them out as roadshows.

Sees Need For Exhibitor Leaders

To Thwart Producer Machinations

Harry Davis, Pittsburgh, Says Will H. Hays Was Hired to

"Convey Influences When Producers Violate
the Law"—Touches on Block Bookings

iew Going Abroad
•cus Loew sails for the Conti-

)n June 7. He has booked pas-

iboard the Majestic.

stay abroad will range any-
from four weeks to two

is. The trip will be a combina-
leasure and business jaunt. It

ite likely that Loew will visit

Jen Hur" company in Italy.

No Friday Paper
There will be no issue of

HE FILM DAILY published
morrow, May 30, which is

scoration Day, a legal hol-

iy.

(Staff Cor

Boston—Harry Davis sees a neces-
sity for important leaders in the M.
P. T. O. ranks. Yesterday, while ad-
dressing the convention on the need
for funds so that the organization
could properly thrive, Davis touched
on this problem in connection with
the producer-distributor situation.

He charged the important produc-
ing interests with hiring Will H.
Hays only because Hays "can convey
influences for them when they vio-

late the law." He said:

"M. P. T. O. must hire big men
because the opposition has big men.
A big fund is the only way to do it.

It is alright to say lay off buying
pictures from big producer-distribu-
tors, but you cannot lay off until you
have pictures to take the place of
their product. The only way you can
get these pictures is to use some of
your money on play dates to the in-

dependent producers and show them
that it's worth their while to make
pictures for you. Then, when you
have these pictures you can lay off

the product of the big producers.
But big producers know you won't do
that, that you only talk."

Davis reviewed his fight in Pitts-
burgh against the Shuberts and

respondence)

others and declared that the only way
that such influence could be avoided
was to spend more money than they
did, otherwise he said they will do
anything they like. Continuing, he
said:

"Look at how they abolished block
booking. But this year they are at

it again. You have got to take 'The
Famous Forty' or you get none. That
goes for Hodkinson too. He is a
member of this organization, isn't he?
And this goes for the whole Hays
group. We have got ten thousand
times more influence than the pro-
ducers but we have got to use it.

Never mind what the other fellow
does. What are you going to do?
When Shubert puts up forty stands
against me, I don't talk. I go out
and put up 80. When Shubert takes
a quarter page ad against me, I take
a half-page ad and you fellows have
got to go out and get others pro-
ducers and encourage them in their

efforts. The big producers don't be-
lieve you will do it."

Galled a Menace on

Convention

Floor

Efforts made to reach Will H.
Hays and Courtland Smith for state-

ments last night were unsuccessful.

Universal to Move
Universal has leased part of the

sixth and all of the seventh floor of
the new Hecksher Bldg. at 5th Ave.
and 57th St., as its future home. The
actual transfer of office equipment
from the Mecca Bldg. will not occur
for some weeks yet. The company
will continue to maintain its exchange
in its present quarters. The new of-

fices will be sumptuously furnished.

Aronson Sails June 4

Alexander S. Aronson, new gen-

eral European representative for Met-

ro-Goldwyn, sails for Europe on the

Berengaria Wednesday. Aronson
has been a familiar figure at past golf

tournaments where he has led the

pinochle contingent. Not so this

His stav abroad will be indefinite.

By DANNY
Boston—A vicious attack

upon Loew's, Inc. proved the
sensation of the afternoon ses-

sion at the M. P. T. O. conven-
tion yesterday.

Unexpectedly and out of the

clear sky, Lee Ochs of New
York heatedly assaulted the

methods of Loew declaring that
they were a great menace af-

fecting all exhibitors in every
section of the country.

This sensation completely upset the
plans and program arranged. It had
been expected that nomination of offi-

cers would follow the selection of the
group from which 21 national direc-
tors were to be elected and that they,

in turn, would nominate the incoming
officers. In view of the heated and
lengthy discussion nominations went
over until this morning.

When he was granted the floor,

Ochs said:

—

"A great menace faces us. Every
section in New York is now affected
by Loew's, Inc. We are patronizing
the very organ that is putting us out
of business. I wonder if we will have
as many delegates at future conven-
tions if this menace is not stopped.

"I am firmly convinced that this

(Continued on Page 4)

Loew Silent

Marcus Loew had no com-
ment to make yesterday on the
attacks launched against his en-
terprises in Boston.
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New Theaters
Venice, Cal.—A new theatre is to

be erected on Ocean Front between
Windward and Market St. It will

cost $75,000.

Tacoma, Wash.

—

Plans have been
made for a new $150,000 theatre at
Lorigview.

Weirton, W. Va.—Rabinovitz Bros,
have had plans drawn for a new
theatre.

Doing Titles for Famous
Los Angeles—Harley M. Walker,

chief title writer for the Roach com-
edies and one of the operating heads
at the Roach plant, will write the
titles for "Changing Husbands," feat-

uring Leatrice Joy.

Los Angeles—Famous has signed
Norma Shearer.

ouU 3&OTOC do ll~ !

Qeot6c cot?
• 220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

P*

Foreign
Distribution

Coolidge Praises
Has Words of Praise for Theatres
and Part They Play in the Life

of the Nation
(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—President Coolidge's let-

ter to Sydney S. Cohen in which the

Chief Executive praises the motion
picture and its part in the life of the

nation is as follows:

"It is with real regret that I find

myself unable to be present at the
convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, for I

know that I should find both profit

and pleasure in meeting the men who
play such a large part in providing
the people of America with clean and
instructive amusement. The influ-

ence which the motion picture has is

unquestioned, and I am glad to say
that with the recognition of this in-

fluence has come a clearer realization

of the attendant responsibility. Every
appeal on behalf of distress and for

the furtherance of great movements
for the public welfare has met a
ready response from the theatre own-
ers, but there are still endless oppor-
tunities for bringing to the attention
of your audiences other fields for ser-

vice. I am confident that we can
look to the motion picture industry
to play its part as an uplifting force in

each community."

Take Over Pacific Studios
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—A new million dol-

lar corporation, headed by A. B. C.
Dohrmann, and Will Connery has
'leased the Pacific studios. Actual pro-
duction will be handled by Elmer
Harris and Frank Woods. The
schedule includes the making of ten
pictures the first year, to be released
through Hodkinson.

Japanese Have Queer Film Rulings

The Japanese Government has
queer regulations regarding shipment
of films, according to Western no-
tions. Officials have impressed upon
the Fox representatives in Tokio that

films in fireproof tins will not be
accepted. Government instructions de-

mand that all films be shipped in

large canvas bags stuffed with straw.

Deny Cut
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Akron, O.—The report that some
local houses have cut admission prices

for the summer is denied vigorously
by several important exhibitors.

ADVERTISE YOUR COMEDY— 1, 2 and 3 col. "ads"

available at Educational Exchanges—Mats Free.

—c>

LLOYD HAMILTON^ IN

GOING EAST"
MAMMON

Many From Ind'p'ts

Plan Large Program for Fall—All
Pictures to Be State Righted

Throughout Country

Members of the I. M. P. P. D. A.
are planning a variety of productions
for state right distribution for 1924-25.

Chadwick Pictures announce nine
specials; C. B. C. promises eight Co-
lumbias and eight Perfection pictures;
Arrow will have 12 specials and 28
other feature films and a program of

two-reel comedies.

Independent Pictures will place on
the market 24 features and 42 two-reel
comedies; William Steiner Prod, plan
24 pictures; Aywon, 17; Wm. M.
Brush Prod., 6; Lee-Bradford, 6;
Artclass Pictures will make 10; Burr
Pictures will make Johnny Hines
features and 6 others; Hepworth will

supply 10; M. J. Winkler, 37 Felix
comedies and other cartoons.

Mayo In Garsson Film
Frank Mayo is in New York to

play a leading role in the next Mur-
ray Garsson feature.

FEATURE FOR SALE-
OUTRIGHT

A knockout drama of the snows, full

of storms, wolves, thrills—just right

for summer release. I cannot afford

to make it a releasing proposition and
wait on monthly returns, but must
sell outright and quick. Your chance
if you've got some ready cash.

OPPORTUNITY,

FILM DAILY
71 W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.

HAL ROACH 1

SPAT FAMILY

COMEDIES
"Laughing Purposes On

2 reels

Pafhecomedy=-^=:—*-

The Way Non-Rewind simplifies

work of projection and at the

time reduces the cost. Call and 1

give you a demonstration.

WAY NON-REWINE
201 W. 49th St. New York

Specify

ERZ-RAW STC

FOR QUALITY
FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C
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18—When in Boston, Masj

visit the Famous Capite

Theatre at Allston to se

James A. FitzPatrick

FAMOUS MUSIC MAS
TERS SERIES. One re«

novelty films with com
plete orchestrations!

Produced and Sold Direct
To The Theatres by

FITZPATRICK
PICTURES, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

Bryant 8139

Prints in all Exchanges-Now Playing

HARRY

., RIDER*
A HODKINSON RELEASE
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Who Said Stars?

The public, for one, says stars.

They love them. They look for them. You've got to give them stars.

Of course there are stars—and stars. There are the real stars. And then

there are the synthetic stars that only producers can see when they look and

talk through their hats.

Paramount has always had the cream of the real stars. And they're all

in THE FAMOUS FORTY.

Take a look at the stars below and think of the drawing power of their 4 !

names

:

wm

Rudolph Valentino, Gloria Swanson, Thomas Meighan, Pola Negri, Bebe

Daniels, Richard Dix, Betty Compson, Jack Holt.

But super-pictures like THE FAMOUS FORTY command the services

not only of the screen's best stars to head the casts : their casts consist almost

exclusively of stars. For instance

:

Leatrice Joy, Theodore Roberts, Glenn Hunter, Agnes Ayres, Ernest Tor-

rence, Antonio Moreno, Adolphe Menjou, Viola Dana, Rod LaRocque, Wil-

liam Farnum, George Fawcett, Noah Beery, Lois Wilson, Mary Astor, Kath-

lyn Williams, Vera Reynolds, Nita Naldi, Huntly Gordon, Ricardo Cortez,

Percy Marmont, Estelle Taylor, Anna Q. Nilsson, Jetta Goudal, Norma Shear-

er, Montagu Love, Billie Dove, Raymond Griffith, Doris Kenyon and many
others.

Imagine the magnets for crowds these names will be when they flash in

your electrics!

When the public says stars this Fall, they'll say FAMOUS FORTY. For
the greatest stars are all in Paramount's greatest program.

S. R. KENT.
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Loew Tactics Scathingly Assaultel
Attack a Surprise

(Continued from Page 1)

menace has never been made clear to

exhibitors outside of New York State.

"We know of several sections

in New York where if Loew's,

Inc., enters there will be no film

service for the men who run thea-

tres in those sections. There
must be some way of curbing

this.

"Don't forget it when you leave

the convention.

"I don't blame Loew for acquiring

theatres. That's his business but I

blame you for patronizing him and

thus allowing him to build more the-

atres. I am a small exhibitor in

competition with a Loew house. I

have to take the leavings.

"I always have taken them but I

predicted several years ago that this

was going to happen. In Minneapolis

your president told Zukor where he

got off but at that Zukor has done

more for the exhibitors in giving him

good consistent product than Loew.

And I am not a user of Paramount.

I can't get it. With the affiliations

that Loew has, you will be affected

sooner or later."

N. Y. Territory Shrinking

He told how New York had been

reduced from a 12j4% territory until

it was now but a 9]/2% territory

Ochs related the history of the Peeks-

kill case, ending up by saying that

after the Supreme Court decision

against Loew's, Inc., that Loew let

the Peekskill house go, paid the at-

torney fees and other fees "to escape

criminal action".

Amid enthusiastic applause, he

said:

"Don't let up on this octopus.

Take some action. A resolution

will not do."

Ochs was followed by a number of

exhibtors, including M. H. White of

Dover, N. J., who said he had been

squeezed harder than any exhibitor

in this country during the past few

years. He declared that Maine and

New Hampshire were utterly in the

hands of two producer-distributor

combinations. He said:

"Ochs' prediction of four years ago

has come true and his prediction of

what will occur should have your

serious consideration."

Somewhat as a surprise, State Sen-

ator W. W. Farley, of New York,

who operates a theatre in Schnectady,

demanded the floor, continued the

attack on Loew, and offered a reso-

lution of condemnation, calling on the

theatre owners to cease contributing

to a factor in the business which is

using exhibitors' money to destroy

them. This was promptly seconded

and turned over to the committee on
resolutions.

Attempted to Thwart Canada
Immediately J. C. Brady, president

of the Canadian M. P. T. O. and an
exhibitor of Toronto told of the at-

tempt of producer-distributors of

New York in opposing organization

of the Canadian body and warned

ii
Public Good Will, Greatest Asset",

OToole Tells Exhibitors In Boston

Service Is Quickest Road to Success, He Declares—How Theatre

Owners Co-operated with Post-Office

and the War Government

(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—Public good will was de-

clared to be the exhibitors' greatest

asset by Michael J. O'Toole, Chair-

man of the Public Service Depart-
ment of the M. P. T. O. A. in his

address on the convention floor.

O'Toole explained in detail what his

department has accomplished.

"Without it, you can have the finest

theatre in America and you will not

make money. With it, you can make
money in the most ordinary kind of

a theatre. I want you to believe with
me that public service is the surest

and quickest way to secure this good
will and the most certain way to al-

ways retain it and insure the success
of your enterprise. You must be-

come more than merely movie owners
in your community. This is the only
thing that will enable you to beat
back the producer element and others
who want to take your theatres away
from you."

O'Toole gave instances of how this

could be done:

"The Park Department," he said,

"wants to get ground for a park or
playground. Go to the Mayor or
other official. Offer them your
scheme, offer them your theatre for

mass meetings or a boys' day or girls'

day. Get the newspapers to know
what you are doing. Get the rotary
clubs or such organizations into the
fight and work with the Elks or some
other organization on progressive
measures. Make yourself the most
popular man in your town."

In showing how the Public Service
Department co-operated with the Post
Office last Christmas for early mail-
ing and the proper packing of pack-
ages to aid the post office employees,
O'Toole read a letter signed by As-
sistant Postmaster General J. A. Bu-
chanan complimenting the depart-
ment on the work accomplished

through slides, etc., and said that for

the first time in Post Office history

they were able to move back the peak
of Christmas mail traffic. Not only

were packages and letters delivered in

proper time for Christmas greetings

but employees for the first time were
able to enjoy their Christmas dinners

with their families.

O'Toole reviewed the work of the

screen during the war, declaring that

it did more than any single agency
to solidify the sentiment that enabled
the Government to conduct all op-

erations such as the draft, etc., with-

out a single riot.

"That work cannot fail to place us

beyond the reach of fanaticism and
unfair attacks from any quarter," he
concluded.

He showed how in his own state,

Pennsylvania, after talking with Gov-
ernor Pinchot, that exhibitors are

now working with the board of cen-

sors to keep the board's operations
"sensible." In this connection, he

pointed out that the interference of

producers and distributors never help

ed in such matters, but that exhibit-

ors of the community where they
were known to the officials could al-

ways do better work. He pointed
out that next year when the fight is

made for the repeal of the New York
censorship act that exhibitors would
take a hand in the proceedings and
not lay off as they had during the

last fight.

"The producers cannot accomplish
results for you through their paid
agents," said O'Toole. "They are

only standing in their own way. They
want to keep the exhibitors constant-

ly in that subdued, afraid class, but
you might and can do better than
the producer in your own community
and he will never be able to hurt
vou."

the delegates that they would be com-
pelled to fight hard to keep alive.

Late last night, leaders of the con-
vention were of the opinion that it

was not likely that a resolution would
be filed relative to the Loew-Metro
situation. However, the feeling of
the New York delegation is such that
most anything might occur.

Davis Seeks Funds
While making an impassioned plea

for funds, with which to adequately
operate the M. P. T. O., Harry Davis

of Pittsburgh attacked the method of

powerful producer-distributor organi-
zations, and announced that on Tues
day night a small group of exhibitors

had pledged themselves to raise $50,

000 "which was but a drop in the

bucket" of what was needed. He
declared that he had put up $5,000
himself. Details of his remarks will

be found on page 1.

Just before the sensation dealing
with Loew-Metro occurred names

(Continued on Page 16)

Wants Organizati<
Al Steffes Explains Allied ]

Seeks No Quarrels
With Anyone

(Special to THE FILM DAILi
Minneapolis—W. A. Steffes,

dent of the Allied State Org
tions maintains deep silence abo
Boston convention. Officially, •

hibitors in the Northwest are a

ing the M. P. T. O. A. meetin
Speaking of the Allied plan

purposes, Steffes says:
"Allied will not invite any a

states to affiliate with us until

time as these states can show u
they are properly organized
their own borders. Whenever a

shows an inclination of becomil
ganized, the Allied will assist th

every way possible even to the »

of sending an organizer into tl

any other state for that purpo;
" We have no quarrel with at

neither are we looking for any
members of the Allied have for .

time felt that there is a great
of a national organization, but it

be fundamentally right and built

the ground up; otherwise we C
see what good a national organii
will be.

"There are still a few well c

ized states who have not affi

themselves with the Allied, 1

want to say that it will only
short while when these states

make an effort to affiliate them
with us, and I can assure you
if their intentions are for the w
of the theatre owner they will ha
difficulty being admitted.

"The Allied is a non-politic;
ganization and will be maintain
such. My personal opinion is

an organization should be biggei
the individual. For I say that
are chances, if the M. P. T.
America depend upon one man
it was through, as there is alw
possibility of that one man <

resigning or something else, and
the organization would be defun
out of existence anyway.

"I have always believed tha
various branches of the ind

should get together and discus
various problems we are confr
with, and I believe we are vc
the opinion and sentiment of
member of the Allied that w*
ready and willing at all times t
operate and before we start a qi
with anyone we will first try t>

together around the round tabl

"I am looking forward for s

thing constructive out of the I

meeting at Morehead City, N i

June 11."

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern
to-date rooms in the city. O]

9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street
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Mr. Exhibitor

MAKE YOUR OWN COMBINATION

You are going home

Where you can make your own Combination

That will beat all the "Merger" schemes

Combine the wonderful line-up of

Independent productions for

Your entire program for

1924 - 1925
Unbeatable Box Office "Scoops" galore

Your own "Combination" with Independents

means

Profits—plus Freedom=^plus Safety

BOOK INDEPENDENTS NOW

MEMBERSHIP
ANCHOR FILM DISTRIBUTORS EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO., INC.

ARROW FILM CORP. GEO. M. A. FECKE
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP. INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
AYWON PICTURES CORP. L. LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH
BEN WILSON PICTURE CORPORATION LEE-BRADFORD CORP.
BURR PICTURES, INC. LOWELL FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

CANYON PICTURES CORP. MONOGRAM PICTURES CORP.

C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP. SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
C. C. PICTURES INC. SUNSET PRODUCTIONS

CANYON PICTURES TRI-STONE PICTURES, INC.
<-«.!>. ^in riy. x u nr,* WHITMAN BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
CHADWICK PICTURES CORP. WILLIAM STEINER PRODUCTIONS
EDDIE LYONS WINKLER, M. J.



LET NOT MAN
PUT ASUNDER
Pauline Frederick

Lou Tellegen

Helena D'Algy

An indictment of

divorce.

MY MAN
Patsy Ruth Miller

Dustin Farnum

Niles Welch

A comedy-drama of

a caveman.

BORROWED
HUSBANDS

Florence Vidor

Rockliffe Fellowes

Earle Williams

A story of an inno-

cent flirt.

BETWEEN
FRIENDS

Lou Tellegen

Norman Kerry

Anna Q. Nilsson

A powerful pictut

on friendship.

n

vitagr
ALBERT E. SMITH president



VIRTUOUS LIARS ONE LAW FOR

David Powell

Edith Allen

Dagmar Godowsky

A drama of society

life.

THE WOMAN
Cullen Landis

Mildred Harris

Otis Harlan

A thrilling tale of

mining camps.

THE CODE OF BEHOLD THIS
THE WILDERNESS WOMAN

John Bowers

Alice Calhoun

Alan Hale

A photoplay of

burnt-grass lands

Irene Rich

Charles Post

Harry Myers

A romance of movie-

land.

p;
ALBERT E. SMITH president
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The Convention from the Side-lines ».r.

By DANNY
Boston—"Doc" Whitehurst, a brother of the

late C. E. was visibly affected when Pete
Wnodhull spoke so feelingly of the late Bal-

timorean. It was a fine tribute, delivered in

a fine way.

Little Ray Lewis of Toronto made a real

hit when she spoke. Unfortunately, there
aren't too many good talkers at the conven-
tion and the sincerity of Miss Lewis' com-
ment, and her feminine observations, got
away in great shape. Some of the delegates,
however, did not get the drift of her ideas
when she delved into New Thought and began
to quote some forgotten portions of the Bible.

Perhaps Glenn Harper isn't pulling hard
to get the next convention to the Coast!
Glenn is a great organization man. Tell you
how strong he is : he 'was the only old-time
subscriber to the little old paper who can-
celled his subscription last year when we
didn't like the way things were going and said
so. Glenn thought we were unfair. That's
the kind of a boy he is. But then some day
he'll be back in the fold. Meanwhile, we like

his idea of loyalty.

Just to get back in the game Abe Berman
was busy handing out circulars regarding the
newly formed Imperial Pictures Corp. This
is Berman's home town. He certainly knows
a lot of New England folk.

local men, of course, from the various con-

cerns. Then, too, Paul Mooney of Hodkin-
son and several independents including Oscar
Neufeld of Philadelphia; Harry Asher and
Sam Grand of Grand-Asher of Boston, many
local independent operators and some from
New York.

The Society of Composers may not like

the idea of that $300,000 income being talked

about. Wonder if it is true? Someone please

start Nathan Burkan or Rosenthal moving.
We'd like to know.

Sydney Cohen was applauded a lot after his

speech and that meant something consider-

ing how tired the crowd was after listen-

ing for over an hour. They sure like Sydney.

There were two pitchers containing ice

water on the speaker's table. When Walsh
of Connecticut, who was presiding was asked
why there were two, he said one was for usual
needs and the other might come in handy.
Now figure out what he meant.

Pioneer Film of Boston showed an "atta-

boy getaway" by supplying a fleet of autos
for the delegates on one of the sight-seeing
trips. It was a snappy brand of Boston hos-
pitality, and Harry Segal deserves the credit.

Every city in the country has its "original"
film man, and for Boston, that title goes to

Frank J. Howard. He looked over the con-
vention and got harking back to old days,
when he showed 50-foot features reeled off

a wooden spool, and each man's projector was
his own exclusive "patent." He recalled the
first convention of motion picture men, at

Pittsburg, in 1906.

Holding session with the above-mentioned
old timers, was another vet, younger in years

but much in action in 1906. That was Leon
J. Rubinstein ("Ruby") now a Bostonian. He
recalled that at Pittsburg he "covered" as

editor of the first trade paper, and the car-

toons of the delegates were drawn for the

convention number by J. Stuart Blackton.

Abe Goodside, of Portland and Springfield,

looked in on the proceedings but said he
couldn't understand how this could be ad'

judged a regular convention. "Regular con-

ventions," mused Abe, "are always further

away from home."

Another veteran of those days was Bill

Steiner, who came on from New York to

meet old friends. Bill scanned the general
proceedings, then shook his head ruefully.

"This is a conventional convention," said
Bill.

Harry Samwick spent very little time in

the lobby of the hotel, it was noted. He would
no sooner settle down in a chair, when he
would be "wanted" in a certain room. He
must have been mascot for somebody learn

' ing poker.

I

'Mike O'Toole was introduced yesterday at

the Copley to Charles O'Malley by Ed Bing-
ham. Then the reminiscent party opened. Be-
cause both O'Toole and O'Malley were city
editors years ago on the same paper in Scran-
ton, Pa. What a time they had

!

Bill Shirley who operates houses in Syra-
cuse was on hand Tuesday night all decked out
in dinner clothes. He had a lot of explain-
ing to do, even though he swore he was going
to see a show.

"Pop" Hart, well known in picture circles
was on hand looking into the picture end of
the Elk's convention which is to take place
here during the summer, and which promises
to have a tremendous crowd in attendance.

Gus Schmidt of Indianapolis, a well known
figure at conventions was much missed.
Schmidt is at home recovering from a bad
attack of influenza.

It wasn't generally known on the floor, but

J. Douglas Flattery who represented Mayor
Curley is one of the counsel for the Loew
interests in Boston. He knew what he was
talking about when he spoke of rentals even if

this puzzled some of the delegates who fig-

ured he was just a politician. In fact, he
is one of the experts at the bar on copy-
rights.

Steve Toth and H. C. Blue of Atlantic
City had a busy time looking over the Com-
mon. Wondering, doubtless, how it could be.

But they overlooked its historical interest.

It must be said that the producers showed
remarkable restraint during the entire con-
vention. A number of them were present,

and so were press agents, but nary a fake
murder or dynamite plot was sprung. Noth-
ing like control

!

TF with our financial assistance you can
* make BIGGER profits, why not avail

yourself of our resources. Right now you
may be shut out of a promising deal because

of inadequate cash. Call on us. Terms to

meet your convenience ; everything confi-

dential.

Chromos Trading Company
Watkins 4522 1123 Broadway

However, Ed Bingham, his partner was on
hand, having been driven in by Mrs. Bing-
ham. And it's some drive. Over a thousand
miles. Mrs. Bingham drove from Indian-
apolis to Washington two years ago. One of
the reasons she likes conventions is that it

gives her a chance to get at the wheel for a
long spin.

Many of the out-of-town folk will come into
New York for a few days before leaving for
the South and West. Dave Bershon is going to
New York before leaving for the coast; as
is Bingham, and many .others.

The exchangemen on hand include Eddie
Saunders of Metro=Goldwyn; Fred Quimby of
Universal; Milton Schwartz of Fox and the

While Ray Lewis was making her entertain-

ing address it was remarked by Jake Lourie
that the lady could "think like a man." But
Henry Levinson, psychologist and Talmudist
Extraordinary, undertook to disprove it, and
all because Miss Lewis was toying with some-
thing on the table as she spoke. Levinson
pointed out that, although there were on
the table before her a glass, a hatpin, a pencil,

two gloves and a book, the lady was twiddling
the hatpin. "Eternal feminine," observed
Sherlock Levinson.

The scribes at the press table were in mor-
tal terror when Sydney Cohen got ready to

announce a new committee's personnel. He
was always a lap ahead of them, though their

pencils flew, until somebody importuned Sid-

ney to "have a heart."

Eddie Saunders got a big laugh in the

lobby with his story of the gentleman, wish-
ing to order a monument for his departed
wife, asked for one with "gless pents." One
being told that monuments were not being
made with glass pants, he pantomimed that

what he wanted was a design with "clasped

hands."

THE NATIONAL CITY BANK
is to the Financial World what the

EDWARD SMALL COMPANY
is to the Motion Picture Industry

SERVICE PLUS INTEGRITY

EDWARD SMALL COMPANY
NEW YORK LONDON PARIS HOLLYWOOD

SUNSET PRODUCTIONS DID IT!

EXHIBITORS! Here's a promise fulfilled.

We promised you for this year

SIX KENNETH MCDONALD-Comedy-Stunt dramas
and every one of 'em is a knockout.

We also promised you

EIGHT J. B. WARNER-Western features and
they are all box office bets

EVERY PICTURE IN BOTH SERIES IS BACKED BY MY REPUTATION

HERE THEY ARE
J. B. WARNER SERIES
"HORSE SHOE LUCK"
Directed by Joseph Franz

"THE HELLION"
Directed by Bruce Mitchell

"BEHIND TWO GUNS"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"WANTED BY THE LAW"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"THE COVERED TRAIL"
Directed by Jack Nelson

"WESTBOUND"
Directed by William H. Curran

"TREASURE CANYON"
Directed by Reaves Eason

"THE LONE FIGHTER"
Directed by Al Russell

And JACK HOXIE in EIGHT of the BEST WESTERN FEATURES EVER MADE
Seeing is believing. EXHIBITORS attending the M. P. T. O. A. Convention
at Boston, commencing May 27th, are invited to visit the Pioneer Film Corp.

;

44 Church St. New England's leading Independent Exchange, and they will be
pleased to show you every SUNSET PRODUCTION. It is worth your while

ANTHONY J. XYDIAS, President of SUNSET PRODUCTIONS

KENNETH MCDONALD
SERIES

"DYNAMITE DAN"
Directed by Bruce Mitchell

"IN HIGH GEAR"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"YANKEE SPEED"
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

"AFTER A MILLION"
Directed by Jack Nelson

"SLOW AS LIGHTNING"
Directed by Grover Jones

"WHAT WILL LOVE DO'
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

t

fi
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.should come to Boston to get trim-

iailed Lee Ochs and Lou Geller. They

|m the train straight to a boxing club

cjht two seats. When they sat down
e'ned through their neighbor that they

a almost double what he had.

e a Boston Post reporter took a group

[ the national officers and Sydney
as not in it, old time convention

I'oted that Sydney had never missed

li:
before. Perhaps this one shouldn't

lough; he really was not notified in

( hotels held all the delegates, and
I very close together. Somebody
Ibem the unholy trinity.

publication of the passing of the tax

KVashington was timely for the en-

of the delegates and they all want-

Blow whether the vote was "staged"

e'tnefit of the convention.

his nifty to Hy Gainsboro

:

d Room 446 at the Westminister
nd a delegate of some of the old

around Boston?" The answer is

about some rattling good bones,

ourself.

dian contingent blew in with a

future convention in Canada,
iner blocked the plot by pointing

r the line you can get only one
ime, while here in Boston,—well,

ererit.

and was around, just out of a hos-

all he took there was a "rest cure."
aving a lovely time until somebody
whether he went there on the ad-

is doctor or lawyer.

, .ist a coincidence that the circus
i Boston on the same day that the

did, and the usual circus parade
lugh the streets. When the animals
,g, Sam Sonin wanted to know which
! props they were.

a very impressive event which took
rty of delegates out to the historic

s of Concord and Lexington. Mor-
e refused to go because it looked to

a publicity scheme for "America."

a shock to a lot of exhibitors when
i

in his speech, addressed them as
«tailers of motion pictures." Phil
'as the first to note the insult, re-

:o his neighbor: "I thought we were
to be SHOWMEN."

lver and Al Newhall, inseparable as
re continually in the elevators of the
laza, and each time it was noticed
had another group of visitors in

fal entertainers, that pair; and each
navigated the corridors on their

le mysterious room. The house de-

.d a cold in the head, and lost the

rman took such pride in the Imperial
he was the personal distributor of

if circulars among the delegates. It
a few pounds of weight to learn
% means.

'"Markem") Loew, the Woolworth
s f
" was busy looking for some more
and 10 prospects. Kinsler lent an
listening to Loew tell how much

| can make at a dime—if you get
Imes.

America.inc.™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI5B

Mackler Process

OCESSED FILM MEANS
0L0NGE0 LIFE AND SERVICE

/e Processed And Treated

CYTHEREA
First National Production
)w Playing at the Strand

THE

•c^HkDAILY

Dollars and Sense

^A Statement by 'A^^ ~^eur

C7 * *)E have made it possible for the exhibitor to

***-' make more money in 1924-25. This is how:

We have brought together into one great com-

pany three important motion picture producers

— Metro, Goldwyn and Louis B. Mayer. This

is assurance to exhibitors of high-class product in

multiplied volume.

Volume of pictures is a great comfort to ex-

hibitors but not if these pictures are machine-

made in order to achieve volume. No picture in

the Metro -Goldwyn line-up bears the factory

mark. Individuality is the keynote, for three

great organizations are producing pictures to be

released through a unified, combined distributing

organization.

Wait before you date.

METRO GOLDWYN
LOUIS B.

MAYER



'* The Sensation
Wherever exhibitors meet, wherever pic\\

Universalis Grea

1

3
4

...^Ei,.

Every Universal Jewel cc
for box office successe^
unclean or suggestive

family—not any
Released August 3rd

The

Signal Tower

Qreater than "The Storm"!
starring

VIRGINIA VALL
with Rockliffe Fellowes and Wallace Bee

Adapted Irom the story by Wadsworth Camp
Directed by CLARENCE BROWN

''plys) Released August 17th

Reckless Age
A thrilling and riotous dramatic farce starr

REGINALD DEN>
with an up-to-the-minute cast

Adapted from the novel "Love Insurance" by Earl Derr

Directed by HARRY POLLARD

Released August 31st

The

Gaiety Girl

A charming, dramatic romance starring the li

tiful 'Merry Go Round' girl

MARY PHILBIR
and an unusually strong cast

Adapted from the serial novel that appeared in 'Good I

keeping Magazine" as " The Inheritors" by 1. A. It '

A KING BAGGOT PRODUCTION

I

Released September 14th

The

Turmoil

Adapted from

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S
great novel of American life with one of iheil

impressive casts ever assembled

GEORGE HACKATHORNE
Eileen Percy Emmett Corngan Pauline Garon Wii

Eleanor Boardman Edward Hearn Kenneth Gibson Berl

A HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTION

Released September 28th

The

Family Secret

Adapted Irom the great stage success, "The Burglar*

by AUGUSTUS THOMAS
and the popular novel. "Editha's Burglar"

by FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT
featuring

BABY PEGGY
with EDWARD EARLE, GLADYS HULEI

FRANK CURRIER and others

Directed by WILLIAM SEITER

Released October 12th

Butterfly

From the extraordinarily popular novel by

KATHLEEN NORRIS
sumptuously produced with a great cast headwl

LAURA LA PLANTE NORMAN KEFfl

RUTH CLIFFORD KENNETH HARLI
T. ROY BARNES CAESARE GRAVl||

MARGARET LIVINGSTON
Directed by CLARENCE BROWN

\f

The greatest line-up of bigt



1

the Industry
!

ft
discussed the one topic of amazement is

st Announcement
I those elements that make
titione contains anything
\'ll appeal to the whole
( sex or audience.

7
Released October 26th

Captain

Fearless

Brimtul of adventure, romance and action

starring

REGINALD DENNY
with a splendid supporting cast

Adapted from Eugene P. Lyle, Jr.. 's popular novel,
" The Missounan"

Directed by JAMES W. HORNE

Released November 9th

The

Rose of Paris

Paris — Vienna — Gayety — Life !

starring

MARY PHILBIN
with a fine cast of supporting players

Adapted from the very popular French novel," Mitsi," by Deity

AN IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION

K -~ the

Unknown

Re/eased

November 23rd.

Founded on

MARY ROBERTS RINEHART'S
famous novel "K" starring

VIRGINIA VALLI
with PERCY M ARMONT
and an excellent supporting cast

Directed by HARRY POLLARD

Released December 7th

Love and Glory

A stirring and thrilling drama of human emotions from the novel\

"We are French" by Robert H. Davis and Perley Poore

Sheehan

Produced by RUPERT JULIAN
with a brilliant all star cast including *

CHARLES DE ROCHE MADGE BELLAMY
Wallace McDonald
Ford Sterling

A. Gibson Gowland
Priscilta Dean Moran

Released December 21st

Wine
' One of the most powerful stories of the year by
William McHarg as it appeared in Hearst's Inter-

national Magazine. With
.

CLARA BOW
•FORREST STANLEY HUNTLEY GORDON
MYRTLE STEDMAN ROBERT AGNEW
WALTER SHUMWAY WALTER LONG

Directed by LOUIS GASNIER

Released January 4th

The

Tornado

The sensationally thrilling melodrama by

LINCOLN J. CARTER
starring

HOUSE PETERS
with an all-star cast

A KING BAGGOT PRODUCTION

es offered by any company!
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HAROLD LLOYD
was

"GIRL SHY"
but Pathe wasn't shy on fore-

sight. They knew that the
"Thematic Music Cue
Sheet" adds 50% to the en-
tertainment value of any
picture. Therefore they
have one of the biggest
money makers of the sea-
son.

HAROLD LLOYD

'GIRL SHV

jEffsftmcLM ff
i
ffr frrifi)

Here's what
HUGO RIESENFELD,

Managing Director of the

Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion

Theatres, New York City,

says:

"I have been examining
several of your Thematic
Music Cue Sheets, and think

that the arrangement is an
excellent one, and should

be of inestimable value to

any conductor scoring pic-

tures; especially when one
is limited in time."

'NUFF SED

Theater Changes
South Buffalo—The Loco, control-

led by the Border Amusement Co.,

has been acquired by J. Warda, who
opened the theatre as the Cazenovia.

Winnipeg—The Orpheum has clos-

ed for an indefinite period. A new
organ and extensive interior decora-
tions are planned.

Pontiac, 111.—Hal Opperman is

planning to build a new theatre which
he expects to open in the fall.

Massillon, O.—F. H. Baker, man-
ager of the Mozart, Canton, will take

over the Grand theatre.

Shelbyville, 111.—The Playhouse
which has been closed for repairs has

been reopened.

Albany—The Central Park, recent-

ly opened by Gilmore and Austin has

again closed.

Parkensburg, 111.—R. D. Bean and
F. R. Prusha have purchased the

Princess.

Palestine, 111.—Guy Maumple has

sold the Royal to Haskins and Salis-

bury.

San Jose, Cal.—A theatre seating

500 has been opened by S. Arena.

Omaha—E. A. Harms has bought
the Rohlif from H. A. Taylor.

Wauconda, 111.—Mrs. E. M. Gracy
has taken over the Palace.

West Salem, 111.—R. C. Williams
has taken over the Elks.

Atlantic, la.—Dan Burgum has
purchased the Atlantic.

Seattle—The Market has been sold

to Johnson & Winkler.

Herkimer, N. Y.—C. H. Moyer has
opened the Richmond.

Chicago—William Chilovitch has
purchased the Lyric.

Indianapolis—A. J. Hickman has
purchased the Kozy.

Irvington, 111.—The Irving has
been sold to Charles M. Walker who
is having the house renovated into a

second run theatre.

East Liverpool, O.—The Ceramic
has closed for a few weeks during
which remodeling will be done at a

cost of $10,000.

Utica, N. Y.—Charles Shute. has
become the new manager of the State,

owned by Goldstein Bros.

Boston—Waldron's Casino has
been put on a summer policy of

double feature bills.

Quincy, 111.—Pinkleman and Cory
will open the Washington Square, the

middle of June.

Peoria, 111.—Milo deHaven has be-

come associated with Robinson The-
atres Co.

Elliott, 111.—Earl Starr has taken
over the Rialto, which he has named
the Star.

Ashtabula, O.—The Casto will

close June 1, not to reopen until early

fall.

Mt. Pleasant, 111.—William Fergu-
son has opened the new Temple.

Winnipeg — The Orpheum has
closed; to re-open Aug. 4.

Boston—The Casino has been turn-

ed into a picture theatre.

Rosenberry, Tex.—Mart Cole has
opened the Dreamland.

Kansas City, Kas.

—

C. L. Rugg has
sold the old Vine Street.

Buff:alo—J. Troy has taken over
the Walden and Art.

QUALITY AND SERVICE
Our Motto

PRINTING CUTTING
DEVELOPING

MALCOLM LABORATORIES

244 W. 49th St. N. Y. C.

Released June 22, 1924—Now Booking

Jois Wilson
u

AnotherScandal
Cosmo Hamilton's
latest and greatest noveL —

Sn C.°H. GrifFith Production
produced by
Tilford Cinema. Corph.4^

j°r HODKINSON Re |ettSe

Thursday, May 29, 192

i"
"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

SHORT
J

SUBJECTS

That Are I

ALWAYS I

DEPENDABLE

Educational has been

able to build up its big

business in Short

Subjects by keeping

faith with YOU—
You know that you

can always depend on

Educational Pictures.

EducationaPs Summer

program is the finest it

has ever offered.

And its program for

the Fall season will be

bigger and better

than any in the past.

The Showman who

realizes the value of

Diversity in his Enter-

tainment will be

watching for it.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.

President
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Big entertainment value in a small package

—

Two reels containing

—

[
—a complete feature plot

[
—concentrated speed and action

noted stars

It's all there in

THE WONDERFUL CHANCE
with

|

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
and

EUGENE O'BRIEN

"The Wonderful Chance" is first of a series of twelve

FEATURETTES
made from the cream of Selznick productions, edited

down to two reels chock-full of action, and entertain-

ment, ideal for Summer and every other time.

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION
Released through

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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Newspaper Opinions
"Cytherea"—1st Nat'l

Strand

AMERICAN—* * * Go to see "Cytherea"
* * * if you want to be amused and do not

be afraid of being shocked, for the spice has
been so carefully sifted you can even take
grandmother without fear of hurting her
feelings.

DAILY NEWS—* * * A surprisingly good
thing has been made of "Cytherea." Sur-
prising, because it was not to be expected that
anything reasonable could be made, for the
cinema trade, of the story of a man who
calmly ambled away from a blameless wife
and children to follow a will-o'-the-wisp in
love. * * •

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * The photo-
play is an interesting one, due to exception-
ally good acting on the part of both Stone
and Miss Rich, some color photography and
startling situations. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * "Cytherea"
never was intended for the screen, and in
the second place, they chose Alma Rubens to
play Savina Grove. * * * Frances Marion has
done wonders with the script, but Lewis Stone
and Constance Bennett are the only players
who fit. * * * George Fitzmaurice directed the
picture, and he has done" a good piece~of work,
though we refuse to be comforted. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * An in-
teresting picture, loaded with color and vital-
ity with an excellent cast and settings both
beautiful and convincing. Also George Fitz-
maurice has directed it in a manner which is
above reproach. Alma Rubens plays the title
role and her performance is subtle and telling.
Coupled with her exotic beauty, her acting
leaves nothing to be desired. * * *

POST—* * * There is something about it

which makes a deep impression upon one.
What it is we don't know, unless it is George
Fitzmaurice's wizardry of direction. Cer-
tainly the story would never stampede anyone,
for part of it is silly and more of it stupid
and only a few segments of it are alive and
human and blood-stirring. The acting is very
good * * * but it isn't any better than in
many other recent films. The sets and general
make-up of the picture are excellent, but not
epochal. * * *

SUN—* * * As for George Fitzmaurice,
who directed this truly excellent and sophisti-
cated picture, it puts him well nigh unto the
head of his class. He has done more than
wonders with Irene Rich * * * and Lewis
Stone. * * *

TELEGRAM—Certainly this film * * is a
long succession of beautiful pictures melting
into one another while a clearly defined story
is conveyed to the onlooker. Miss Frances
Marion's scenario is lucid from beginning to
end. * * * The cast of "Cytherea" may well
be called "all star." The players are happily
chosen and superbly directed. If you love a
beautiful film, embark at once for "Cytherea."

TIMES-* * * So long as a producer for
his own financial interests is more or less
guided by censorial edicts, it would be almost
impossible to make a really good picture of
this story. The book was snatched at as a
great box-office asset, and it is produced with
this idea in mind,' but the film possesses very
little effective drama. * * * The settings are
beautiful and adequate in every respect, and
the players deserve credit for their impersona-
tions. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * Excel-
lently produced, a well-selected cast. * * *

The manner in which it is presented suffices to
keep the film well within the prescribed bounds
standardized for the larger houses. * * *

WORLD—* * * The remarkable thing is

that, out of the rapid run of events in the
novel, there has been pictured a right com-

pelling love story, with mechanical applica-

tion which is impressive. * * * A picture play

of sterling qualities in acting, directing and

photographing. Only in one department do

we find inferiority to be marked. This is in

the manner of continuity. * * *

"Mademoiselle Midnight"—Metro
Capitol

AMERICAN—* * * I hesitate to con-

demn the story too severely for the reason

that I believe the Mae Murray fans will like

the picture. I furthermore believe that Mae
Murray deserves praise for having overcome

mannerisms that she affected in some of

her previous pictures. * * *

* * * is what we might call a typical movie.

But I have an idea, despite what any of us

may think, it will do a good business. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * and, while we
cannot become enthusiastic over the story, it

is good to see that the star can do some-

thing besides prance about and look cute.

* # *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—As for * * *

"Mademoiselle Midnight," one may like it or

not. The audience seemed absorbed yester-

day in the intricate arid moviesque tale and

their interest seemed sustained as the film un-

wound. * * *

POST—* * * full of pep and speed and

colorful action. The story won't give you

brain fag, and of course Miss Murray just

nachelly has to dance, but outside of that

it isn't at all bad. * * *

TELEGRAM—That Mae Murray and gor-

geous costumes and sensational dancing are

synonymous is a belief generally accepted

by movie fandom.

Therefore, those who went to * * * see

Miss Murray in * * * "Mademoiselle Mid-

night," knew what was in store for them.

They were not disappointed on that score.

* # *

TIMES—* * * This production is a mix-

ture of fantasy and whimsicality, which is

undeniably entertaining. There are divert-

ing periods and others that are scintillatingly

humorous. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * will do

as a program feature. The atrocious un-

subtlety of the scenario and continuity will

stop it from being a big event in out-of-town

houses, despite Miss Murray's sympathetic

and appealing work.

WORLD—* * * For Miss Murray seldom

acts but she always dances. She registers

coyness by a minuet and eternal devotion to

waltzes. * * *

"Sherlock, Jr."—Metro

Rialto

DAILY NEWS—Even if Mr. Keaton is

Mr. Schenck's brother-in-law, that is no good

reason for thinking him funny. * * *

"Sherlock Jr." has a few situations funny

in themselves. * * *

Oh, well, if you like him, you do. And
if you don't, you don't.

EVENING WORLD—* * * Like all of

Buster's screen efforts it is ridiculous from
start to finish, but nevertheless has more of

a story than his previous pictures. * * *

If you want a good laugh the Rialto is

at 42d Street and Broadway.

HERALDTRIBUNE—* * * while Buster

Keaton's new picture * * * seems very funny
to us, we heard people say that it was his

least worthy production. We like it, how-
ever. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Good comedies

are few and far between, but one is always

assured of a hearty laugh at a Keaton pic-

ture, and "Sherlock, Jr." is not an excep-

tion. * * *

This is a full length feature which those

who like to laugh should not miss. * * *

POST—* * * Keaton is about as funny as

we have ever seen him. Later on the story

slumps a bit, but he manages to pick it up
and end it with a loud and resounding bang;

of laughter. "Sherlock, Jr." will go over

big with every one who has a well developed

sense of the ridiculous. It has lots of action,

some new gags and some old ones, and is

pretty well acted. * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * "Sheriock, Jr." pre-

sents the comedian in his third feature length

picture in the role of an amateur detective,

in which many clever situations are intro-

duced.

TIMES—* * * There is an extremely

good comedy which will give you plenty of

amusement, so long as you permit Mr. Kea-

ton ,to glide into his work with his usual

deliberation.

WORLD—* * * seemed to us to be about

the dullest of these things we have seen in

a year. * * *

"Code of the Sea"-

Rivoli

-Famous

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * is a melo-

dramatic mixup, with Monte Blue coming in

at the right moment to save everyone from

the plot, and Mae from herself. There are

several exciting episodes * * * The story

* * * And having sat through the entire

picture we rise to affirm that it most une-

quivocally is nothing but that.

EVENING WORLD—* * * Take it all in

all, "Code of the Sea" is a thoroughly worth

while and enjoyable picture. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * a fairly in-

teresting story of a man who thought he was
a coward, and then found out he wasn't. If

you like sea stories you'll probably enjoy the

picture. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * Victor

Fleming has handled his big situation so well

and has shown such , a fine sense of bal-

ance throughout, that "Code of the Sea"
will undeniably prove popular. * * *

POST—Out on the Plains of Kansas "The
Code of the Sea" will be hailed as one of

the greatest of movie thrillers. It will not

only satisfy the censor in his willful ignor-

ance of the big things in life, but also the

farmer's family in their ignorance of the

bounding main. * * *

SUN—* * * This jazzy coi

neither better nor worse than M:
average run of films, and if yov

these efforts you will know how
leave that statement. Miss Mi (ay

is still as lovely as ever and h ., |

just as bee stung as can be. In t

of the writer her acting has pn

bit. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* 'I

exciting thrill story of the sea wfli

in every trick of such a picture.

WORLD—"Code of the Sea

thrills but they are mostly pictorir I

Why did

MR. HARRY SEGA
PIONEER FILM CC
Acquire the

FIVE and ONE SI

For

NEW ENGLANj?
Here are

SIX
Of the many reasons

The Return of Draw Egav
The Bride Of Hate

The Patriot

The Captive Qod
Truthful Tullive

The Disciple

TO-STONE PICTURES
OSCAR A. PRICE, Pres.

565 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

URATIZ
TRADE MARK

YOUR FILM

y jj

220 WEST 42^° ST
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKERINC ALLANA.l
2937 PRE

"A Tribute To The Independent Market

Completed

LIONEL
BARRYMORE

in

'Meddling

Women"

"The
Fire Patrol"

with

Nilsson- Bellamy

"The
Painted

Flapp
with

Kirkwoo
Garon

CHADWIC
PICTURE

C0RP0RAT1

729 Seventh .

New York C

"Each Production An Achievement'



^nsational Exploitation

again makes history for

F. B. O.
Again F. B. O. staggers Broadway with sensational exploitation

:ed not alone Broadway but all New York. A full showing of 24

its covering the city, 3 sheets on Subways and Elevateds,—A huge

sh at 43rd & B'way with 119 ft. signs on four sides acquainting

ireds of thousands with "THE SPIRIT OF THE U. S. A." Ban-

, on Armories, a million heralds distributed, Babe Ruth himself join-

-,in the exploitation,—5, six horse teams hauling French 75's thru

streets,—and thats only a fraction of it thats telling New York and

.entire Nation how big an attraction is

—

Emory Johnson's
greatest Screen Epic that will resound throughout the Nation in thousands of

exhibitors box offices. Bigger by miles than ANY former Johnson Production * * *

far more sensational exploitation possibilities which have been already demonstrated,

its

BIG WEEK T& LYRIC
to cheering enthusiastic audiences who are thrilled to their very toes, by the stirring

scenes, gripping story, beautiful pathos and tremendous human interest. Playing at

$1.65 top, with augmented orchestra and effects. SEE IT SCREENED AT
YOUR NEAREST F. B. O. EXCHANGE. It's the SEASON'S outstanding fi-

nancial mop-up for all exhibitors.

Film Booking Offices
Of America, Inc.

723 Seventh Ave. New York City
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Attack a Surprise
(.Continued from Page 4)

were presented from which 21 direc-

tors will be elected this morning.

They will be selected from the follow-

ing:" H. A. Elliott, Hudson, N. Y.;

T. W. Young, Dyersberg, Tenn.;

David Adams of Concord, N. J.; H.

M E. Pasmezoglu, St. Louis; Martin

G. Smith, Toledo; H. A. Schwalm,

Ohio; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh; E.

W. Collins, Ark.; E. F. Fay, Provi-

dence, R. I.; Fred Seegert, Milwau-

kee; J. H. Silliman, Milwaukee; Jos.

W. Walsh, Hartford; Lewis M. Segal,

New Haven; M. E. Comerford, Scran-

ton; Julius Brylawski, D. C; W. W.
Watts, Plainfield, 111.; R. F. Wood-
hull, Dover, N. J.; Glenn Harper,_ L.

A.; Fred Dalle, Louisville; A. C. Lick,

Hot Springs; H. Levenson, Mass.;

J. W. Rogers, Carruthersville, Miss.;

J. H. Whitehurst, Baltimore; Ernest

Horstmann, Boston; Joe Mogler,

St. Louis; Sydney S. Cohen, N. Y.

and E. P. White, Livingston, Mont.

It was noticed that the name of

M. J. O'Toole was not mentioned

as a director, thus adding to the belief

found in many quarters that he would

be the incoming president.

May Have M. P. Week
A committee on business relations

was named: Messrs. Fine, Shirley,

Bauer, Cohen, Kress, Nash, Silver-

man, another Bauer, Lesselbaum,

Fineberg, Hartford, Fox, Bolmer,

Stroh. Jos. P. Seider of Newark filed

his report on National Motion Pic-

ture Day and declared that the ex-

periance of last October had proven

an excellent one. He recommended

a Motion Picture Week for next Octo-

ber instead of a Motion Picture Day.

No figures were presented as to the

amount collected but during the dis-

cussion later in the day Harry Davis

said:

"The last motion picture day was
not so good but it showed we could

do it right."

Peter J. Brady of the American

Federation of Labor in a brief talk

suggested "Al" Smith as Democratic

presidential nominee and said that the

producers were to blame for the ex-

isting New York censorship act. He
made a strong plea, as usual for or-

ganization and closed by saying:

"You will hang together or you
will hang by yourself'.

Resolutions of condolence on the

passing of Victor Herbert and Dr.

Francis Holley of Washington were

approved but this business could

not stem the attack by exhibitors on

Loew.

The'Morning Session
The feature of the morning

session was the disclosure of

the plans under which 21 men will

conduct the organization, and the ad-

dress by M. J. O'Toole relative to the

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5450-1

Inspiration
(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—Major-General An-
dre W. Brewster, one of the
few major-generals in the U. S.
Army who spoke at the banquet
was introduced to the delegates
and after listening to the reports
of M. J. O'Toole on public ser-

vice said:

"I was very much impressed
by your high policies and high
ambitions for public service. As
a public servant myself of for-

ty years' standing it impressed
me very much and touched me
deeply".

It was a real emotional mo-
ment of the affair.

work of the Public Service Depart-
ment.

In introducing O'Toole, Sydney
Cohen left nothing unsaid as to the
high value of O'Toole's work to the
organization and said he had been
"closer to him than any man during
the three years of my association with
him. He is one of the most brilliant

mentalities of the organization and
understands the work of the organiza-
tion better than any man in this

country." Portions of O'Toole's ad-
dress will be found on page 4. At the

close of O'Toole's address, General
Melvin Barnum told of the work of

the Citizens Military Training Camps
and urged exhibitors to lend their

screens to help along in this great

work. O'Toole introduced a resolu-

tion pledging the screens of the mem-
bers to the idea and asked for the

proper official in the War Department
to establish the necessary line of con-
tact so that this work might be made
effective immediately.

General Barnum was followed by
General Brewster.

Editors Deliver Address
After the military contingency left

the hall, Tom Hanly of the New York
Morning Telegraph spoke briefly

saying in part: "You men spell the
difference to producers between profit

and loss."

He was followed by Louella O. Par-
son, of the New York American, who
told of her early experiences as

scenario editor of Essanay and also

spoke of the Hearst organization with
which she is affiliated. As she left

the platform, she was thanked by
Cohen who said:

"There is no need of your mention-
ing Cosmopolitan pictures. We all

know 'Under the Red Robe' and
'Yolanda.'

It wasn't so much what he said but
the way in which he expressed it that
brought a big laugh from the crowd.

Douglas Gresimer spoke of the
work of the American Red Cross
and was followed by Madame Ba-
tigne, the inventor of the radio mat
slide who spoke as a fan, declaring
that she has been going to pictures
three times a week for the past ten
years and she suggested that exhibit-
ors might ask themselves what is the
matter with the audience. "Why" she

said "do those whose opinions we de-
sire regarding picture values never
say anything and why do the people
whose opinions you don't value criti-

cise so much?" She believes that
lack of information of the problems
of the industry was generally re-
sponsible for the criticisms which
come from the public.

"Banks, churches and other insti-

tutions use weekly bulletins as to
their work. Why should you, as ex-
hibitors, not do this right on your
own screen," she asked. •

New Administrative Plan
Immediately following, came the

most important work of the morning
session when A. Julian Brylawski of
Washington read the suggested
amendment to the constitution which
would permit of the 21 directors hav-
ing control of the administration. He
said that the changes proposed would
rest only in the executive committee
all the powers now enjoyed by the
officers of the organization. Under
the plan not more than two directors
can be named from any one state
and the election of such directors is

to occur on the floor of the conven-
tion and the election to take place on
the third day of the convention. The
new plan calls for four regional vice-
presidents and part of the work of
the directors is that they shall serve
for a term of one year and will be
empowered to hear complaints re-
lative to any and all officials and act
accordingly.

The proposed amendment led to
considerable discussion on the floor
during which a number of delegates
voiced their ideas but there were no
material changes to the plan and
eventually the suggested amendments
were adopted unanimously. Those
who spoke in favor of the proposed
change included Frank Durkee of
Baltimore, Sam Bullock of Cleve-
land, Tommy Goldberg of Baltimore.
Hector M. E. Pasmezoglu and
others.

Secretary Can Be Outsider
The board of directors will have

the right to fix the salary of the presi-
dent. The executive secretary need
not be a member of the organization.
That the committee can go outside

Gift for Cohen
(Staff Correspondence)

Boston—At the banque
night Sydney Cohen, re
president received a magni
gold placque from the deles

a magnificent diamond
from his New York friend
a huge silver loving cup
life membership in the Can
exhibitor organization.

The

|eff

the industry to select such ar
is regarded as significant.
The directors will fix a sal

meeting to be held shortly a
convention adjourns. No o
been agreed upon as likely to

:

job. The idea that Sydney ., wj

would even accept such a
i

was ridiculed by Cohen hin
well as his friends.

The committee on resolutic
just before the adjournment fo

It included Messrs. Levinson
Koch, Hofmeister, John Coo!
Silliman Pete Albert, Sam Sot
vid Cohen, Pete McGarra,
Geller, Joe Colin, Geo. P. Aar
Julian Brylawski.

Pete Woodhull offered a rei

that condolences be expresseci X.

half of the organization to th«; jtor

and the Century Theatre (

Baltimore for the loss susta
the recent death of Charles E.
hurst. All delegates arose an
in silent prayer for half a

The boat ride scheduled f

terday afternoon will occur th:

noon. The annual banquet a

together was held last night

le o

ar
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COMING SOON

"FLATTERY"
by H. H. Van Loan

with

JOHN BOWERS MARGUERITE DE LAMOT1
ALAN HALE GRACE DARMOND

Directed by TOM FORMAN

—Current Release—

"THE BAREFOOTifBOY"
With an All Star Cast

MISSION FILM CORPORATIO

»

LEON RICE—PRESIDENT

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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The New Era
By DANNY

Convention Headquarters, the Copley-Plaza

The M. P. T. O. of A. is to be congratulated. They have

roped out of the rut. They are on their way. No longer will

y one man run this organization. And this organization should

- the most powerful of any and all organizations in this industry.

fetead, hereafter a group of 21 will administrate its affairs. And
' s is as it should be.

These men will be selected from all sections of the country.

lere can be no "rule or ruin" policy, unless every known ex-

ple of democratic form of administration is to be disregarded.

Twenty-one men will be named today at Boston to conduct

[ affairs of the M. P. T. O. of A. for the coming year. Incidental-

|—and it is incidental—a new president will be elected to re-

tce Sydney S. Cohen. What the twenty-one men accomplish or

;k to accomplish during the coming year will be watched with

id interest not only by brother exhibitors but by leaders of

ery branch of this industry. Coalesced, there is no limit to the

ss'ible development of an exhibitor organization along national

es. But before any real accomplishment can occur there must
unity of action and harmony of thought not only between those

to are conducting the efforts of the national exhibitor organiza-

n, but it must be inclusive with the thought of all of the so-

led insurgent crowd as well as individual exhibitors who for

rious reasons have so far failed to unite with the national ex-

bitor body.

ONE INSURGENT READY TO GO
Conspicuous as the only insurgent attending the convention

is Frank Durkee, President of the Maryland M. P. T. O. Durkee
ended several conferences called by Jake Wells of Richmond
len Wells organized the Tri-State unit. Durkee also attended

:etings in New York at which Col. Cole of Texas outlined his

in for a national exhibitor organization. He was broadminded
sympathetic yesterday, expressed his admiration of the new

ms of administration proposed for the national body, and urged
adoption.

The great pity of yesterday's proceedings was that there were
t present more insurgents. It is my firm belief that had they
en on hand that they would have joined in and heartily ap-
ved of the program planned. The directorate plan of campaign

,s strongly endorsed in Chicago last year by the Michigan
Dup. It opens the way to a finer, more wholesome operation of

; efforts of the national exhibitor body than anything that has
er been proposed since its organization at Cleveland.

THE TEST
The 21 men to be named may not work out the affairs

the organization to the complete satisfaction of exhibitors gen-
tally. But, in this connection, it should be remembered that
ere is very little opportunity for the delegates to seriously
nsider who will prove the best men for this work. However,
e test has been made. The M. P. T. O. of A. is headed in the
rht direction. Broadminded exhibitors will appreciate this, and
governed accordingly. And as Durkee said: "It will prob-

ly take several thousand years before we have a perfect organi-
ttion but each succeeding year will find an improvement and
rvelopment and that is what we want."

SPORTING
It was a fine and sporty thing. The manner in which Sydney

bhen referred to the absence of some important men. Of im-
ortant state organizations. Men like the Michigan leaders,
rid Steffes. He has opened the door. And the action of the
cecutive committee has opened it still further. With the change
the manner of the selection of officials—with the other changes

such as a paid executive secretary, plus the plans otherwise laid,

there are ample reasons for the possible return of the so-called

"rebels" back into the ranks of the M. P. T. O. It isn't going to

be easy to get them back. Make no mistake about that. But

time—the great healer—will do much. And, if the incoming ex-

ecutive works tactfully and uses discretion, it should not be long

before the Allied group is back in the fold.

THE ONE PITY
That the directors, or the executive committee, could not see

its way to do before what was done on Tuesday : throw the polit-

ical end of the organization as far away as possible. Much that

has happened would not—could not—have happened had some-

thing like this taken place before. But, perhaps it was necessary

to learn, from what occurred in Washington and later in Chicago,

that to have a business-like organization, business-like methods

must be brought about. But it has been brought about. There

is much in promise of what will occur, if the incoming regime

can raise sufficient funds to carry on—as a national organization

should carry on.

LACK OF DISCUSSION
It was a pity. Tuesday, the door was thrown wide open for

discussion. And yet no one seemed ready to discuss anything.

Perhaps, it was an inopportune moment. Going without lunch,

perhaps the delegates wanted to clean up the program and get

away. But when one thinks of the many problems discussed in

the lobbies, when one ponders over the problems they have to

meet, it seems most discouraging that no one was willing to start

a discussion of any of these matters right on the floor.

That is what is needed most at these gatherings. Open dis-

cussion, debate, a forum if you please to call it such. It is all

well and good, and perhaps illuminating to hear from committee
chairmen and army officials and trade paper editors, but what
would be far more interesting, enlightening and valuable, would
be a discussion on the floor of some problem which interests all

types of exhibitors. For instance, the length of footage, the over-

long pictures ; which are killing many chances. Or what to do
with the house to meet the summer situation and offset daylight

saving and excursions, etc. Or block booking; or any one of

a number of such problems.

It is too late to take this matter up now. Too late for intelli-

gent handling of it, anyway. But if the M. P. T. O. incoming
officials want to find out something as to how a convention can
be made more than usually interesting let them look into the pro-
gram and procedure of the annual convention of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World. They may learn a lot. And, per-
haps, in time the exhibitors will have a convention conducted on
somewhat similar lines. That is big league stuff.

"A Tribute To The Independent Market"

LIONEL BARRYMORE

JAMES KIRKWOOD

ANNA Q. NILSSON^

PAULINE GARON

MADGE BELLAMY

SEENA OWEN

HELEN JEROME EDDY

GASTON GLASS

JACK RICHARDSON

CHARLES MURRAY

HANK MANN

Ht 81

%«**

All These
Stars

Appear In

Chadwick
Pictures

CHADWICK
PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

"Each Production An Achievement"
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The Hays Letter
P of Communication to M. P. T.

B A. Outlining His Members'
\ttitude on Non-Theatricals

(Staff Correspondence)

Iston—The text of the Hays let-

Id Sydney S. Cohen, in which

a; outlined the attitude of the

Ibers of the M. P. P. D. A. on
Eon-theatrical situation was made
itc yesterday when a full report

lart'in G. Smith' activities in that

lection was released to the press.

Better follows:

May 22d, 1924.

Sydney S. Cohen, President,

W. T. O. of America,
/est 43rd St., New York.
liear Mr. Cohen:
have your letter of the 14th in-

; relative to the non-theatrical

Ition; also I have in mind the

I)laint of Mr. John McLean of

1'Ston, New York, referred to us

fou; also your letter of March
1924, advising us as to the ac-

taken by the M. P. T. O. of the

; of Washington in relation to

same general subject matter, of

h action we were also otherwise

;ed.

you care to do so, you may state

le exhibitors at Boston that the

theatrical situation is having that

;rred attention by this Associa-
which is measured by an appre-

on of its imperative importance.
assume, of course, you realize the

nitude of the matter. The non-
trical situation in some of its ac

present aspects and in many of

otential phases is one of the very
questions, involving many defi-

economic, ethical, legal and even
al duties, restrictions and limita-

There has heretofore been
h talk about it both in and out of

industry. There has been little

ress heretofore toward any com-
ensive solution. The mere mar-
ing of the facts alone has involv-

mass of detail, the ascertaining

ust what is actually going on;
t non-theatrical activities there

iy are; the laws of the different

is and the ordinances of the dif-

nt cities pertinent to the matter;
actual or alleged demand; such
rnpts as have been made to sup-
the demand; the methods em-
ed; the misuse of non-theatrical
ands as against exhibitors; en-

ed use of non-theatrical facilities;

:riences of exhibitors and ex-
lge men; suggestions and recom-
idations from exhibitors of expe-
ce who are interested in the mat-
and studying it—all factors of

rmation necessary to any study of

situation which may be expected
esult in a fair and practical solu-

lans for the solution of the prob-
must always be and are, of course,
dicated primarily on a recognition
he obvious rights and interests of
theatre owners, who are engaged

in essential industry. The matter
me which will deserve and receive
some years to come the most earn-
attention of all those concerned

the welfare of the industry.

Very truly yours,

WILL H. HAYS.

March Exports Worth $648,676

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington — Exports during
March, as reported by the Depart-
ment of Commerce, totaled $648,676,

including 12,319,019 ft. of positive

film, valued at $429,031, 5,096,886 of

unexposed, valued at $114,469, and
517,691 ft. of negative, valued at $105,-

476.

Canada led the world in purchases
of positive, importing 1,632,178 ft.,

valued at $75,888. The largest pur-

chases of unexposed were by Eng-
land, who took 1,039,703 ft., valued at

$25,084, and that country was also

the best customer for negative, buy-
ing 262,650 ft., valued at $71,745.

Copyright Bills Held Over
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—No action .will be
taken on the various copyright bills

now up before Congress. The House
Patents Committee has decided to

hold them until the fall session.

Salesmen to See Fight

The sixteen Universal salesmen
Dempsey two-reelers will be brought
who roll up the greatest sales on the

to New York in the fall to attend the

Dempsey-Wills fight.

Starts On "The Female"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Betty Compson has
returned to the Famous studios from
Miami and has started work on "The
Female", an adaptation from Cynthia
Stockley's story of South Africa, di-

rected by Sam Woods. The cast in-

cludes Dorothy Cumming, Cyril

Chadwick, and Edgar Norton.

2 Reelers for Standard Cinema

Standard Cinema will distribute a

series of two-reelers, edited down
from six and seven reel Selznick re-

leases. The first will be "The Won-
derful Chance" with Rudolph Valen-
tino and Eugene O'Brien.

Auditor Turns Actor
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Robert Howard, for

two years a traveling auditor for

Famous, has turned actor.

Coast-Made Films Finished
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Pictures finished

here in the past few days include:
"Captain Fearless," starring Regi-
nald Denny for Universal; "For Sale,"
starring Corinne Griffith for First
National; "Sundown," directed by
Larry Trimble and Harry Hoyt for

First National; "A Self-Made Fail-
ure," for First National; "The In-
ferno," "The Man Who Came Back,"
"Strathmore," "The Transcontinental
Railroad" and "Western Luck" for
Fox.

Republic Opens Child's Playground

The Republic, Brooklyn, has resort-

ed to the unique idea of converting
its roof into a children's playground,
where juveniles can be left in charge
of a matron, while their mothers are

below enjoying the performance.

Working on "Styx" Scripts

Tom Miranda, will shortly leave

for the coast to complete the scenario
for "The Houseboat on the Styx"
and "The Pursuit of the Houseboat"
which Emmett Flynn will direct.

Rialto Books "Reckless Age"
The Rialto has booked "The Reck-

less Age," starring Reginald Denny.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray HiU 1831

The Way Non-Rewind eliminates the
rewinding of film ; and tension on film
during projection. Can be attached
to any standard make of projector;
let us give you a demonstration.

WAY NON-REWIND
201 West 49th St.

New York City

"A Tribute To The Independent Market"

LIONEL

BARRYMORE
in "Meddling Women"

Just One of

The Big Nine

of the Great

Chadwick

Program

tf£6|

!»!«**

Distributed on a

Franchise Basis

by

CHADWICK
PICTURES

CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave.

N. Y. C.

"Each Production An Achievement"

TOM
i7
MIX

"PALSm BLUE"
5 Reels of Thrills and Adventure

SURE FIRE BOX OFFICE

ATTRACTION
For The State Right Market

The NEW YORK STAR says

The Independent State Right

Buyer that passes this one by

needs tohave hisbrain examined

Be Sane and Follow These
Buyers

Progress Pictures, Inc., 916 G iStreet, N. W.
Washington, D. C.—Maryland, District of

Columbia, Virginia and Delaware.

Rialto Productions of Phila., Inc., 1333 Vine
St., Phila., Pa.—Eastern Penn. & So. New
Jersey.

Exclusive Film Company, 304 Film Exchange
Bldg., Detroit, Mich.—State of Michigan.

S. & S. Film & Supply Co., 1026 Forbes St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.—West Virginia & Western
Penn.

Kerman Films, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City—Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey.

Specialty Film Company, 1914 Main Street,

Dallas, Texas—Texas, Oklahoma and Arkan-
sas.

Supreme Film Company, 917 So. Olive St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.—California, Arizona, Ne-
vada, and Hawaii Islands.

Big Feature Rights Corp., 221 S. Third
Street, Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.

Mountain States Film Attractions Inc., 2104
Broadway, Denver, Colo.—Colorado, Wyo-
ming, New Mexico, Utah and So. Idaho.

Savini Films, 111 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.

—

No. & So. Carolina, Florida, Georgia and
Alabama.

Greenwald-Griffith Exchange, 514 Film Ex-
change Building, Ohio—Ohio.
Reelcraft Film Exchange, 810 South Walnut
Ave., Chicago—Illinois and Indiana.

HARRISON'S REPORTS SAYS
This Picture was Produced be-

fore Mr. Mix joined the Fox Or-

ganization, and strange to say it

is not a bad melodrama. On the

contrary it is full of thrills.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
130 W. 46th STREET N. Y. C.
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CARL LAEMMLE

presents
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featuring

PAT OMALLEY
MARY ASTOR
WARNER OLAND
RAYMOND HATTON
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With
John Harron, Louise Dresser

and William V. Mong
Directed by John G. Adolfi

Story, Supervision and Editing by Frank Woods
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SJot Behind "Labs"
'ont Denies Backing Consolidated

lm Industries as Lever to Pro-
mote Raw Stock Sales

several quarters, chiefly those in-

erfeted in the laboratory end of the

ness, there has been a report cir-

ted that the Du Pont interests

arlin, N. J. and Wilmington,
have become financially inter-

s' 1 in the operations of the Con-
blated Film Industries, Inc., the

Mly capitalized holding company
iJ embraces the Craftsmen, Re-
uic and Erbograph laboratories.

his has been denied by John H.
Miss and J. W. Elms, executives

elected with the Parlin works. The
eort had it that the Du Ponts, in

>r?r to combat Eastman and secure

ndequate foothold in the raw stock

hfket had made a deal of some
Iracter with the Consolidated mem-
iis who. in turn, were to urge their

itomers to use the Du Pont stock.

'he process of manufacturing Du
?;it stock has been under way for

:eie time. It is expected, it will

nke its appearance in the market as

, .efinite factor in the near future.

iseph H. San, general counsel for

b Consolidated is authority for the

tement that the report is entirely

fhout foundation.

'he Du Ponts were, at one time,

ijrted financially interested in the
' ftsmen plant.

Lloyd Hamilton Here

loyd Hamilton is in town on a

Eation.

Features Reviewed
Page

A Son of the Sahara
1st Nat'l 5

Hold Your B---3th

Hodkinson 5

Code of the Sea

Paramount 5

jrhe Turmoil

Universal ... 5

Why Get Married

Asso. Exhibitors 7

The Dangerous Coward
F. B. 7

When A Girl Loves

Asso. Exhibitors 7

The Gaiety Girl

Universal 7

The Fighting American
Universal 9

High Speed

Universal 9

Short Subjects 12

Tourneur Contract Ends
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Maurice Tourneur's
contract with M. C. Levee has ex-

pired and has not been renewed. Ir-

ving Cummings will replace Tour-
neur as director of the series which
Levee is making for First National.

Cleveland Offices Combined
(.Special tc THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The local Goldwyn of-

fice has closed. With the exception
of Nat Barach, manager, the entire

force has moved to the Metro ex-

change.

May Fight Ohio Closing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—A leading local attor-

ney is understood to be busy gather-
ing together several hundred promi-
nen citizens to form a league to com-
bat the recent Supreme Court ruling

against Sunday shows. The plan is

to have a referendum on the issue.

When the league is once firmly es-

tablished, exhibitors will be asked to

lend a helping hand.

Would Repeal Fight Film Law
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Congressmen Dick-
stein of New York City declares that
he intends introducing a bill repeal-
ing the present law against the trans-
portation of fight films and substi-
tuting a measure that would place a
tax on each showing of such pic-

tures. In this way, he hopes to oper
up new avenues of revenue for the
Government.

Eastman Sells Trade-Marks
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—Carrying out a
Federal order, filed as a result of
anti-trust actions, the Eastman Ko-
dak Co., has sold three trade-marks.
They involve several of the company's
best-known photographic plates
which have been sold to the Defend-
er Photo Supply Co. Eastman wi'l

continue to manufacture them here
under a contract with Defender.

Fewer Comedies
Christies Plan Cut in Output with a

Higher Standard—Charles H.,
Now Here

There will probably be fewer
Christie comedies next season, ac-
cording to Charles H. Christie who
is in New York on a ten day business
trip. Christie states efforts will be
made to raise the standard of pro
duction.

(Continued on Page 2)

O'Toole New M.P.T.O. President;

Milwaukee Next Convention City

Exhibitor Convention at Boston Draws to a Close—Directors to

Meet in a Month to Select Paid Executive Secretary

—

New Financing Plan Evolved

- By DANNY
Boston—The fifth annual convention of the M. P. T. O. of A.

came to a most successful conclusion Thursday afternoon. Mich-
ael J. O'Toole of the Comerford circuit of Eastern Pennsylvania
was elected president for the ensuing year, and Milwaukee was
selected as the next convention city.

Other officers elected were as follows : R. F. Woodhull, chair-

man of the board of directors ; regional vice-presidents : Eli "Whit-

ney Collins, Jonesboro, Ark., Joe Mogler, St. Louis, Dennis A.
Harris, Pittsburgh and J. C. Brady, Toronto ; treasurer, Louis
A. Sagal, New Haven ; recording secretary, Geo. P. Aarons, Phila-

delphia.
The board of directors will meet

within the next month or so to ap-

point the executive secretary.

A new financing plan was adopted
through which, in the future, exhibit-

ors will pay dues as follows: houses of

500 seats or less, $1 a week, paid

weekly; houses over 500 seats in the

larger cities, $2 a week; houses over

1,000 seats $3 a week, in addition to

which the national treasury will be

supplemented by funds obtained

through Motion Picture Day to be
held in October.

In conjunction with the financing

plan, when he explained it to the dele-

gates, Julian Brylawski nave a wide
open invitation for all exhibitors in

any state in any organization, to af-

filiate. This was construed as open-

ing the door so that the former mem-
bers as well as all other exhibitors,

would come to Milwaukee.
The resolution relative to the ac-

tivities of Loew's. Inc.. and involving

the purchase of Metro Pictures was
sent to the board r\ directors for ac-

tion. In all likelihood; it will die

there.

The twenty-one directors who wi'l

figure so largely in future nianage-

(Conthtued on Page 10)

M. J. O TOOLE
President of the M. P. T. O. A.

Busy on Sub-Sea Process

Bert Adler, personal representa-

tive for J. Ernest Williamson has

been advised that Williamson is in

Nassau in the Bahamas and that, in

conjunction with several scientists, he

is at work on a new process of sub-

sea photography.

"The Right Road"
Under the title "The Ripht

Road," Danny has written an

editorial resume of the M. P.

T. O. A. convention. It will

be found on page 11.
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Fewer Comedies
(.Continued from Page 1)

There will be ten Christies, six star-

ring Bobby Vernon and possibly, an-
other series, although this is not defi-

nite. The Christies will feature Bob-
by Burns and Jimmie Adams.
Christie is conferring with Earl \Y.
Hammons of Educational relative to

a new contract for 1924-1925 and is

also discussing foreign conditions
with John H. Taylor and Col. A. C.
Bromhead who handle his product
abroad. The fact that both Taylor
and Bromhead are here now elimi-
nates the necessity of a trip abroad
for Christie but he expects to go
later on pleasure.

A second feature will be made for

Hodkinson. Negotiations are now
under for a play that ran on Broad-
way last year. This full length pro-
duction will be a fall release.
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

INSURANCE
We have been handling

Motion Picture and Thea-
trical Insurance for the

past fifteen years and are

in a position to handle any
proposition—big or little.

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Bryant 3040

Exports Increasing
Gain of $376,000,000 in 1923, Dept. of
Commerce Finds—Imports Great-

er—Conditions "Healthy"
(Sfecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Total merchandise
exports in 1923, as compared in a

comprehensive review of overseas
trade just published by the Depart-
ment of Commerce, amounted to $4,-

168,000,000. and total imports, $3,792,-

000,000; an excess in exports of $376.-
000,000. Compared with 1922, this is

a comparatively small increase of
$336,000,000 or 8.8 per cent in exports,
and a somewhat larger gain $679,000.-
000 or 21.8 per cent in imports.
The figures indicate distinct tenden-

cies toward readjustment in those
phases of foreign trade that are not
normal now and a definite improve-
ment in other directions.

"The continued though moderate
growth of our exports", the report
reads, "is encouraging and we should
maintain and expand it, even in the
face of increased European competi-
tion."

Imports during the period under
survey are of a non-competitive char-
acter, to a great extent in the nature
of luxuries, which present financial
prosperity warrants. Industrial im-
ports, are of a character which ex-
panding industrial conditions demand.
The relation between exports and

imports during the year 1923 are
described as "an unquestionably
healthy condition".

Three "Celebritypes" Completed
Ray Foster has completed the first

three numbers of his single reel ser-
ies, to be known vs "Celebritypes."
They will contain unusual shots of
''nternationally known personages.

"After Six Days" in Milwaukee
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—"After Six Days"
opens at the Garden tonight (Satur-
day), for an indefinite run.

WANTED
An Al manager who understands pre-
sentations. This position is with one
of the largest operating companies,
and the threatre in question is located
in a city of over a million population.
State experience. Box M 209 c/oTHE FILM DAILY, N. Y. C.

Rosemary Davies in Films

Rosemary Davies will make a
series of four pictures for Fred Wiehl
Prod. The first will be "Alice," by
Sir Bulwer Lyton, with Frank P.

Donovan directing. Distribution will

be through Selznick.

Botsford Recovers

A. M. Botsford, advertising man-
ager for Famous who has been ill

for some weeks past has recovered.
He again assumes full duties on Mon-
day.

Feinman Transferred Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Jack Edwards, exploita-
tion representative for Universal has
been transferred to Chicago and Al
Feinman has been sent from this

city to assist Jerome Beatty at the
Universal New York office.

Julanne Johnston Here
Julanne Johnston, feminine lead

in "The Thief of Bagdad," is in New
York, en route to Europe to ap-
pear in a German picture.

Cheese Club Writes Play

Members of the Cheese Club have
written a play called "One. Helluva
Night,'' which opens at the Lyric
Tuesday. Several of the members
are employed in the picture business.

First of the "Famous 40"

The first two pictures of the "Fa-
mous Forty" are scheduled to be first

shown in New York on June 22, when
"Changing Husbands" opens at the
Rivoli and "Unguarded Women" at

the Rialto.

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.

National Release Date June 15, 1924—Now Booking

PafheNe\ i

Sees All \^f) Knows A

No. 45

ANOTHER BIG RUM-RU
NING STORY;
WITH THE COAST GUAt
ON NEW YORK'S "Rt
ROW."

tod§3
HAL ROACH'!

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit with a Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern n

to-date rooms in the city. Op.

9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

FEATURE FOR SALE-
OUTRIGHT

A knockout drama of the snows, fu

of storms, wolves, thrills—just rig!

for summer release. I cannot affoi

to make it a releasing proposition an

wait on monthly returns, but mu:

sell outright and quick. Your chanc

if you've got some ready casl

OPPORTUNITY,

FILM DAILY
71 W. 44th St. N. Y. <

COSTUME
FOR HIRE

New York'a Newe*t and ForemoM
Costume Rental Organization

BROOKS
k.143 W **0 IB ST. N.V. C— ,
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Best-Selling Books

and Best-Selling Pictures.
Popular books make popular pictures. For one thing, a novel must be

good in order to sell big, and that means a good picture. Then the thousands
of dollars' worth of free and paid advertising a best-selling book receives be-

fore it reaches the screen creates an audience for the picture version in

advance.

That's why, in picking story material for THE FAMOUS FORTY, we de-

cided to use only the world's newest and most popular novels, the most suc-

cessful stage hits and the best serial stories from our most widely circulated

magazines.

There isn't a story in THE FAMOUS FORTY that hundreds of thousands
of picture patrons haven't heard of and liked. There's hardly a best-selling

book or stage success of the past two years that isn't included.

For instance, Zane Grey's WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND has
sold over a million copies. So has James Oliver Curwood's THE ALASKAN,
a FAMOUS FORTY Meighan release.

SINNERS IN HEAVEN, THE COVERED WAGON, NORTH OF 36,

EMPTY HANDS, OPEN ALL NIGHT, CHANGING HUSBANDS, FEET
OF CLAY, THE MOUNTEBANK, and THE COAST OF FOLLY are the rage
in the book-stores of America right now. THE ENEMY SEX was adapted
from the first real flapper novel and was the best selling book in America for
over a year.

PETER PAN is as well known as Webster's Dictionary and a better sell-

er. Booth Tarkington's MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE is his most widely read
romance and has been a stage play besides.

SPRING CLEANING, MERTON OF THE MOVIES, and LITTLE MISS
BLUEBEARD are outstanding Broadway stage sensations.

And here is the hand-picked FAMOUS FORTY material from our great-
est magazines: MANHANDLED and UNGUARDED WOMEN (Saturday
Evening Post), THE FEMALE and A WOMAN OF FIRE (Cosmopolitan
Magazine), STORY WITHOUT A NAME (Photoplay), THE GOLDEN BED
(Pictorial Review) and WORLDLY GOODS (Ladies Home Journal).

If it's a best-seller, it's in THE FAMOUS FORTY.

That means real money at your box-office.

I S. R. KENT.
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1st Nat'l Releases
The complete release schedule of

First National for the first half of

the fall season follows:
"Temperament," featuring Colleen Moore.
"Sundown."
"Christine of the Hungry Heart." Thomas

H. Ince Prod.
"The Lost World,'' with Matt Moore and

Bessie Love.
"Belonging." Maurice Tourneur Prod.
"Secrets," starring Norma Talmadge.
"The Sea Hawk."
A new Richard Barthelmess picture (prob-

ably "The Song and Dance Man").
"Potash and Perlmutter in Hollywood."

With Alexander Carr and George Sidney.
"Learning to Love." Starring Constance

Talmadge.
"Tarnish." Samuel Goldwyn Prod.
"Abraham Lincoln."
"The Ragged Messenger." Edwin Carewe

Prod.
"Wilderness." Starring Corinne Griffith

Prod.
"The Bird of Paradise."
"Sailors' Wives."
A J. K. McDonald production.
"The Lady." Starring Norma Talmadge.
"So Big," with Colleen Moore.
"East of Suez," Frank Lloyd Prod.
"If I Marry Again."
"Declasse." Starring Corinne Griffith.

"The Waning Sex," John Stahl Prod.
"Inez from Hollywood," Sam Rork Prod.

Sells to Pioneer of Boston

Samuel J. Briskin of Banner Prod,
is back from the Boston convention
where he sold the first series of four
pictures to Henry Segal of Pioneer,
Boston for New England.

Bathing Girls for Sea Films

The Famous Players theatre de-
partment is engaging a number of

bathing girl acts to play the Para-
mount theatres in conjunction with
"Code of the Sea" and "Miami." The
latter is a Hodkinson release, booked
over the circuit.

New Curtain Machine
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—E. C. Robertson, an exhibi-

tor at Fayettsville, Ark., is here ar-

ranging for the manufacture of a new
curtain device he has invented.

Claude Ezell A District Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Claude Ezell has been pro-
moted to district managership by
Selznick, in charge of the territory

from Washington ,D. C, to Salt Lake
City, with headquarters here.

Metro, Phila., Moves to Goldwyn
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Because the present
Goldwyn headquarters are more ade-
quate than the Metro exchange, the
latter's force has been moved over
to 1230 Vine St.

World Amusement Service Desig-
nated

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany—The World Amusement

Ass'n, of Illinois, has been designated
to do business in New York State.
Capital listed at $50,000.

Edmund Lowe is en route to the
Coast to play the lead in "Barbara
Frietchie."

Los Angeles—Clarance Hill has
been transferred from the Portland
office of Paramount to the local ex-
change.

Butcher's Buys Two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Butcher's Film Service,
Ltd., has purchased "When A Girl
Loves," from Associated Exhibitors
and "Daring Youth," from Principal,
for the United Kingdom. Butcher's
has until now confined itself to the
distribution of British pictures, but
its policy has been expanded to in-

clude American product.

"Secrets" Opens in Detroit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Beulah Livingston is here
from New York completing arrange-
ments for the opening of "Secrets,"
at the Madison, Sunday.

"Secrets" closes at the Astor Sun-
day, to be succeeded by "The Sea
Hawk," on Monday night.

Fight Over "Birth of a Nation"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—Injunction proceedings to

prevent Liberty Films, Inc., from
handling "The Birth of a Nation"
have been instituted by the Epoch
Producing Corp. of New York. The
complaint alleges that Liberty was
renting the picture at reduced prices,

contrary to contract.

Ida Harrison Here
Ida Harrison, production manager

of Paul Whitcomb Prod., Newtpn
Highlands, Mass., is in New York
conferring with Arthur Lee, of Lee-
Bradford, relative to "The Pearl of
Orr's Island.

5 Mid-West Houses Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—The following theatres
have closed: Rialto, Star, Nehema,
Lisco, Lisco, Liberty, Clarence, la.;

Opera House, Pioneer, la.; World,
Dakota, la.

Parsons Joins National Theatres
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—G. C. Parsons, for

the past seven years Goldwyn branch
manager has become associated with
the National Theatre Syndicate.

Cassidy With George Mann Chain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—Frank A. Cassidy
has been appointed general manager
of the George Mann chain of theatres.

Cassidy was formerly with Warner
Bros.

$400,000 for Astoria, Ore. House
(Special t:, THE FILM DAILY)

Astoria, Ore.—Jensen and Von
Herberg will build a $400,000 theatre
at 12th and Commercial Sts. The
house will be known as the Liberty,
will seat 1,200 and will be the third
to bear that name. The others are
in Portland and Seattle.

Stuckel, Advertising Head
J. S. Woody, general manager of

Associated Exhibitors, announces the
appointment of H. Elliott Stuckel to

be director of advertising, publicity
and exploitation.

Harry Pollard is working on final

sequences for "K—the Unknown" at

Universal City.

Handling Commonwealth Sales

Abe Blumstein, who, as noted,

resigned from Fox to join Common-
wealth will act as general sales man-
ager for that concern. Common-
wealth will have between thirty and
forty features for distribution in the

local territory next season.

Form Chipman Pictures Corp.

Earl B. Barnes has been appointed
receiver for Chipman's, Ltd., under a

$5,000 bond. The company, declares

that its picture business established

several years ago, will be placed on
its own footing as Chipman Pictures
Corp. H. H. Chipman and Roy
Chandler will be associated in it.

Two Reeler on Flag Day
John J. Livingston, president of

Historical Pictures, Inc., is produc-
ing a two-reeler based on the birth

of the American flag. William F.

Haddock will direct.

Among Exchangemen
Cleveland — Lou Thompson has

taken over management of the Uni-
versal office.

St. Louis—Mike Dunn, formerly
of Universal, is now travelling for

Selznick.

St. Louis—Walter Light has joined
the local Metro staff. George E.
Moser .formerly of Cincinnati, is an-
other addition.

St. Louis—W. Y. Haynes has re-

signed from Universal.

Chicago—Al Hixon has been added
to the sales staff of Metro-Goldwyn.

Chicago—Nathan Rosenthal has
joined the selling forces of Universal.

Kansas City—Bert Edwards, for-

merly with Fox has joined Metro.

Des Moines—E. J. Tilton has been
appointed branch manager for First

National.

Philadelphia—Pete Glenn, who has
been handling the Pathe two reelers
in this city, has been promoted. He
will have charge of this department
for the whole territory.

Omaha—Gus Garrick, manager of
the Selznick office, has resigned and
will establish himself in New York.

The Weeks Headll
Monday

Talk of Michael O'Toole as Cohen's l
sor at head of M. P. T. O. A. Ei|
committee meets, prior to opening ,

ton convention.
First National executives start series

ferences.
Import duty on "props" lifted.
Ideal Films, London, may abandon prl

for distribution only.
Fred Niblo renews contract with Lo|

Mayer.
Tuesday

M. P. T. O. A. convestion opens in
Harmony assured. Solid working i

drawn up by committee. Cohen ||
convention will establish new era ||
organization.

April admission taxes top same mont>|
y<far by $1,111,629.

Presbyterian Church favors Gover
agency to check up on industry.

Tax Reduction Bill, passed by Senate
day, favored by the House. Now in|
dent's hands.

Wednesday
Cohen assails combines, intimating thai

gress will act if industry draws tighl
gether.

Martin G. Smith, head of Ohio unit,
Hays group refused exhibitors aid t|
non-theatricals.

First National will release between 50 ;|

pictures this Fall.
Universal buys Broadway-Strand, Detrol

ability to secure first runs there, prl

purchase.
Thursday

Lee Ochs attacks Loew tactics, at Bostl
P. T. O. convention. Hays also broul
for flaying, by Harry Davis, Pittsbul

First National's new sales plan starts^f
gurating special long runs at increasi|
missions.

Marcus Loew sails for Europe, June

Friday
Holiday.

Saturday
Michael J. O'Toole elected president

P. T. O. A. Milwaukee selected asj
convention city.

DuPonts not behind Consolidated Filn|
dustries, as reported.

Christies cut comedy output for 1924-J

but hope to raise production standarl

Atlanta Board Appoints Inspe4

(Special to THE FILM DAILY*
Atlanta—The Film Board of TJ

has appointed R. E. Rohkoph ins

tor of projection machines and pr

He will make free repairs on all

fective machines, furnishing pari

exhibitors at cost.

Weiland Plans Erie Office
|

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)'

Erie, Pa.—The Weiland Film]

will soon open offices here aftel

ready having established branch*
Johnston, Wheeling and Charlej

W. Va.

"Women Who Give," opens at

Capitol Sunday.

COMING SOON

m - Dean
*%e Siren
of Seville

Stoybi) HH.VAN ijOAN-Zfe/^fyJEROME STOHM
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71 UNINVITED
! GUEST

'^Directed RALPH INCE
Story by

CURTIS BENTON 'Produced by

SUBMARINE FILM
Covpor&tioix ...under

WILLIAMSONpatents

Natural Color Scenes by

tke TECHNICOLOR
Corporation

jury Imperial Pictures Ltd,

Exclusive distributors thru-

out Srea-t 'Jiti ta-i,K..SirW*
*(.ury ,

yitanaaino ~J)irector.

"Screen lovers have seen vari-

ous productions photographed

with the Williamson apparatus,

while the technicolor process was

revealed here last summer.

"In 'THE UNINVITED
GUEST' both these wonders of

photography are combined to

film a pulsating love-drama of

the South Seas. . . .

"Contrary to the usual inci-

dental nature of a drama that

demonstrates some new techni-

cal achievement, 'THE UNIN-

VITED GUEST' would be rated
of the utmost fascina-

tion, aside from its
j

technical brilliance /"
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l#i Son of the Sahara"

First National

1 Whole. . . .EXCELLENT PIC-

f RIAL APPEAL MAKES
llS ATTRACTIVE. STORY
1 THE POPULAR SHEIK
ffiRMULA WILL PLEASE
lOSE STRONG ON RO-
NCE.

Very good cast that includes

tiLvtell in the role of sheik, a

,n
indulgent desert ruler. Lytell

B satisfying performance and

Je Windsor is a pretty heroine.

Hrs are Walter McGrail. Rose-

y Theby, Montagu Love and

flj Panzer.

H of Story Dramatic romance.

I those strongly interested in pic-

lal values in picture production,

M Son of the Sahara" offers en-

jly satisfying material. Edwin
•ewe took his company all the

II' to Algiers and into the Sahara

fifilm Louis Gerard's novel, one

ch hardly warranted either the

jtyle or expenditure that Ca-

ge's efforts entailed. It seems a

that such excellent production

lis should be accorded a theme

threadbare and unoriginal. The
ik has lost his popularity. But

re is every possibility that these

y; attractive !ocations, splendid

jtography and realistic atmo-

ere in general will compensate

onlooker and cause him to for-

t'hat he hasn't any special love

fcheiks and harems. Carewe

filmed the piece amid pictures-

! surroundings and has injected

nty of highly flavored romantic

| nes that should serve to quicken

I heartbeats of the romance lov-

I. Bert Lytell is in every sense

[•entleman sheik and Claire Wind-

E
- is safe at all times. Even when

\ threatens to live up to tradition

li take the fair heroine against

|: wishes, his courage fails him,

[
rather his French blood forbids,

d Claire is free to go. But. just

le a woman, she doesn't want to

;d after another suitor presents

identials, which he had hitherto

thheld because he wanted Claire

nself, Lytell is proven to be a

lite man and free to marry Claire,

lere's some good desert fighting

d some effective thrills.

Office Angle.... You know best

lether or not your folks like these

eik stories. If you know they do,

l Son of the Desert" is worthy
your best exploitation efforts.

loitation. . . .The title is sufficient

let them know just about what
rt of a story they can expect. It

n be used without much explana-

>n but be sure to tell them that

e picture was filmed in the Sahara
:sert and Algiers. Make sure to

nphasize the genuineness of the

cations. Play up the names of

e important members of the cast.

sction Edwin Carewe; usually

>od.

hor Louise Gerard

lario Not credited

leraman Not credited

itography Very good

a'e Sahara desert

gth 7,603 feet

"Hold Your Breath"
Producer: Al Christie

Distributor: Hodkinson

As a Whole. .. GOOD LAUGHS
AND THRILLS IN FIRST
CHRISTIE FEATURE COM-
EDY. CLIMAX WILL SEND
THEM INTO ROARS OF
LAUGHTER DOROTHY DE-
VORE PLEASING.

Cast.... Very good. Dorothy De-
vore shows promise of being one
of the leading comediennes. Wal-
ter Hiers not conspicuous in the

comedy business. In fact Miss De-
vore is the whole show. Others
Jimmie Adams, Tully Marshall,

Priscilla Bonner, Jimmie Harrison,

Lincoln Plumer.
Type of Story Comedy. "Hold
Your Breath" is a first rate comedy
number. It has plenty of laughs

and a comedy thrill climax that will

probably have them on the edges

of the seats. Dorothy Devore is

delightful and the rest of the cast

is good. The laughs come in good
succession and it ends up in a gale

of laughs. But it isn't original.

It's best sequence is practically a

duplication of Harold Lloyd's
"Safety Last" except that instead

of a man doing the stunts, Dorothy
Devore provides the hair-raisers.

Of course the fact that a girl puts

over the stunts makes it a bit out

of the ordinary but the spectacular

climb up the side of the building,

the many near-falls and the mirac-
ulous landings and slides to safety

are all pretty much a duplication

of Lloyd's tricks. The early reels

contain an entirely novel gag in the

sequence dealing with a beauty par-
lor. One of attendants leaves a
permanent waving apparatus on a

woman's head so long that when
she comes out of it she looks like a

Fiji Islander. There's some good
bits in this episode but the best
laughs and some first rate thrills

come in the spectacular climb at

the end. The titles are funny and
get many laughs also. A Hebrew
gentleman taking advantage of a

crowd by peddling field glasses and
camp chairs is another big howl.

Box Office Angle You know
whether or not your folks like a
good comedy entertainment. If

they enjoy a good hearty laugh you
can count on winning their ap-
proval by showing "Hold Your
Breath." Be sure to make it clear
that this is a Christie feature com-
edy.

Exploitation. .. .Here's a good title

and if you give it the proper ex-
ploitation should bring \-our folks
in. By all means use plenty of
trailer advertising in this case. In
this way you will give them a fine

idea of the comedy thrills con-
tained in the picture. If you can
stage a "human fly" stunt in some
prominent spot in your city, it will
get crowds interested.

Direction by Scott Sidney; good.
Author Frank R. Cqnklin
Scenario Frank Conklin
Cameramen Gus Peterson-Alex

Phillips.

Photography Good
Locale Anv city

Length 5.800 feet

"Code of the Sea"
Paramount

As a Whole WHALE OF A
THRILLER WHEN IT COMES
TO KNOCK-OUT MELLER
EXCITEMENT; THERE'S A
LOT OF ABSURDITIES IN
THE HOKUM PLOT.

Cast. ... Fine. Rod La Rocque good
as the hero who starts off as the

coward but what a hurrah finish

lie does make. Jacqueline Logan
pretty as one of those trusting, en-

couraging heroines who sees only

good in the man she loves. Maurice
Flynn, as another suitor, doesn't see

things quite the way she does.

George Fawcett, Lillian Leighton.

Luke Cosgrave and others not im-
portant but adequate.

Type of Story Sea melodrama.
"Code of the Sea," adapted from
Byron Morgan's novel, is just a

great big, good natured, thrilling.

meller baby that can best be ap-
preciated by a crowd that is thor-

oughly content to sit through one
knock-out after another without
asking "how come" or "why" do."

For them "Code of the Sea" is a

whiz of an entertainment. Victor

Fleming offers one, long, grand se-

quence of sea meller that is thrill-

ing to the nth degree. His minia-

ture ships, tossing and rocking in

a turbulent sea, are realistic to say

the least. His near-shipwrecks, his

rescues.—they're all gems of ex-

citement and there's every evidence

that he spared no effort to make the

real thing. It is really a fine sea se-

quence, one of the best that's been
done. As far as the story is con-
cerned it is just one of these ho-
kum plots plots where the unbeliev-

able things happen and where a

hero, whose father before him had
deserted his post through fear,

overcomes his cowardice, sticks to

his post through a terrific storm
and when the yacht bearing -the

girl who believes in him is on the

rocks, he goes forth in a motor
boat, loses the boat and then swims
the rest of the way to save her.

It's pretty absurd in fact but it cer-

tainly gives Rod La Rocque a

smashing, grandstand finish. He's
some hero.

Box Office Angle.... A real meller

thriller. You know what you can

do with it. . If they want thrills,

vou can serve them who'esale in

"Code of the Sea."
Exploitation lust give them an

inkling of the action by showing a

trailer of the storm sequence. If

they don't come back for the rest

of the thrills, it's because they don't

like meller. or maybe they're not

good sailors. But you don't have
to be a sea-goin' Johnny to get a

kick out of Victor Fleming's storm
at sea. He's done a big job well.

Tell them about Rod La Rocque
as the unique hero of the Lightship
and promise a pleasing heroine in

Jacqueline Logan.

Direction Victor Fleming;fine

Author Byron Morgan
Scenario Bertram Millhauser
Cameraman .... C. E. Schoenbaum
Photography Exce'lent
Locale Sea: port town
Length c.n^.S feet

"The Turmoil"
Universal Jewel

As a Whole. . BOOTH TARKING-
TON'S DRAMA OF THE AM-
ERICAN HOME CONTAINS
EFFECTIVE HUMAN INTER-
EST TOUCHES AND TRUE-
TO-LIFE SITUATIONS. TOO
MUCH DETAIL DRAGS IT AT
TIMES.

Cast.... Many prominent players.

Cast carefully selected as to indi-

vidual types. Emmett Corrigan
good as the successful business man
who wants his sons to follow; in his

footsteps. Theodore Von Eltjz, Ed-
ward Hearn and George Hacka-
thorne, suitable as his sons. Pauline
Garon pleasing; is dropped abrupt-
ly from the story. Eleanor Board-
man given little opportunity to act.

Eileen Percy good type hut not
attractive in a brunette wig.;

Type of Story .... Drama. jBooth
Tarkington's story deals with! a rec-
ently' popular phase of society.—
the newly, rich. It is an interesting
insight into an American home and
depicts some rather general and yet
typical instances of present day liv-

ing. The material has not been so
carefully put together, the continu-
ity being inclined to run along in

episodic fashion, and there are
threads of the plot that, at the close,

are left dangling. For instance you
don't know, what happens to the
flapper that' eloped nor ar£ you
aware of the results of the marital
tangle of the one son. Director
Henley has concentrated his efforts

more on injecting realism and in

putting over individual touches
rather than developing his story
smoothly and with increasing inter-

est. His human bits are always
effective. His players are not al-

ways properly directed and there is

much footage wasted in unneces-
sary detail, long shots of players
walking on and off sets and far too
many close-ups, especially of men
players. The sequence showing the
building of a dam and the bursting
of it contains a badly pieced stretch
•of film that is entirely obvious. This
is a right pleasing offering but it

needs some fixing to make it what
it ought to be,—a good entertain-
ment.

Box Office Angle. . . .Story should ap-
peal to average patron and Henley's-
presentation should satisfy provid-
ing the film is cut.

Exploitation. . . .Booth Tarkington's
name, good box office names in the
cast, and fact that the story deals
with America's newly rich, are your
high lights in this. Be sure to talk

up the author's name and of the
players use prominently the names
of Pauline Garon, Emmett Corri-
gan, George Hackathorne, Eleanor
Boardman and Eileen Percy. You
might use catchlines referring to
the father who misunderstood his

sons. Stills and the usual trailer

should interest.

Direction. ... Hobart Henley; good
but uses too much footage.

Author Booth Tarkington
Scenairio Edward T. Lowe
Cameraman Charles Stumar
Photography Very good
Locale Industrial citv

Length 6,741 feet.
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Looking Ahead
With Exhibitors

i_A Statement by ^^/ ^w
(^XHIBITORS have never approached

O a new season with more security in

the abundance of good pictures coming
than in 1924-25.

The merging of the tremendous picture-

making resources of Metro, Goldwyn and

Louis B. Mayer is assurance not alone of

a volume of pictures to draw from, but

more than that, of pictures which are the

individual creation of three seasoned pro-

ducers now united into one great company.

Many of our pictures for distribution in

1924-25 are already completed. We are

proud of the quality of each separate attrac-

tion. Of the pictures now in production

and those projected for the coming months
we can only look ahead with exhibitors

and state our belief that from their stories,

from their directors, and their casts we are

justifiedinpredictingreally great attractions.

Judge for yourself. Here are a few of the

stars and directors who have been brought

together in the merger of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. These names mean money to

exhibitors: Jackie Coogan Productions,

Mae Murray Productions, Ramon Novarro

Productions, Buster Keaton Productions,

Marion Davies Productions, Rex Ingram
Productions, Fred Niblo Productions,

Marshall Neilan Productions, Reginald

Barker Productions, Frank Borzage Pro-

ductions, Von Stroheim Productions, King
Vidor Productions,Rupert Hughes Produc-

tions, Hobart Henley Productions, Robert

Vignola Productions, Charles Brabin

Productions, Elinor Glyn Productions,

Victor Seastrom Productions, Henry King-

Dorothy Gish Productions.

And this is just part of the promise for

1924-25 from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

METRO GOLDWYN
LOUIS B.

MAYER
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"Why Get Married?"
Producer: Laval Prod,

jstributor: Associated Exhibitors

l a Whole.... MARRIAGE VS.

:areer again serves as
3asis of photoplay
3lot; offers rather in-
teresting story though
viot always entirely
;onvincing.

(st Andree Lafayette, French

star, and previously seen here in

'Trilby", does good work as the

rirl who keeps her Job after she

riarries. Is pretty though not al-

ways properly photographed. Jack

Perrin suitable as her husband and

Helen Ferguson pleasing as the

,vife who stays in the home. Max
Constant suitable as the husband

oi this marriage. Others Bernard

Randall, William Turner. Orpha
Alba and William B. Tilton.

;rpe of Story Domestic drama.

A woman's place is in the home.

That is obviously the contention of

the author of "Why Get Married",

mother story based on the popular

subject of whether or not a woman
can retain her place in the business

world and manage a houshold at

the same time. According to this

author's ideas, it can't be done.

And to prove it he offers two exam-

ples. One young couple marry and

live in the conventional manner
while the other pursues the popular

"both working" system. Jim and

Janet are happy in their modest
home and it isn't long before Jim's

promotions permit of a more ex-

pensive apartment. Marcia and

Jack are not getting along so fam-

ously. She has become sales man-
ager while Jack loses his job and

is forced to work as a shipping

clerk. Jim's work brings him in

contact with Marcia. Rodney
Strong, son of Marcia's employer,

lannoyed because Marcia repulses

his attentions, decides to get even

by writing anonymous notes regard-

ing their meetings. It is at this

,

point that the story becomes un-

convincing but it works out to a

plausible solution with both couples

happy and Marcia admitting that

sjhe can't work and be a dutiful wife

at the same time.

ox Office Angle. .. .Will interest

and satisfy the average audience.

Theme deals with popular topic of

conversation and offers plenty of

chance for argument.

xploitation. .. .Title should be easy
to sell. Play it up prominently and
use catchlines extensively. "Can a

woman keep a home and a job at

the same time? What is your opin-

ion on the subject? See the answer
to the query in "Why Get Mar-
ried?' " Local women's clubs might
be interested in helping you exploit

the picture and throwaways will

keep them informed on the subject

of the story. Use Andree Lafayette's
name and recall her work in "Tril-

by". Stills and a trailer will take
; care of the routine advertising.

Erection Paul Cazeneuve; adequate
.uthor William H. Conselman
cenario Not credited
ameraman Georges Benoit
'hotography All right usually
ocale New York
ength 5,091 feet.

f red Thomson in

"The Dangerous Coward"
HIm Hooking Offices

As a Whole FIGHT SEQUENCE
WILL MAKE THIS ATTRAC-
TIVE NUMBER FOR MEN
PATRONS. GOOD ACTION
AND THRILLS BUT STORY
ISN'T A WORLD BEATER
FOR ORIGINALITY.

Star Role doesn't give him much
to do in early reels but once he gets
started there's plenty of work for

him, such as a fight, fast riding,
chases and thrill stuff galore.

Cast Frank Hagney, typical cigar
chewing villain, who meets the
usual end. Hazel Keener suitable
lead and others Jim Corey, Lillian
Adrian, Andrew Arbuckle, David
Kirby.

Type of Story Western. Since
there is plenty of action, a corking
good prize fight, stunts and thrills

in abundance, it shouldn't matter
a great deal that the story isn't

original. Folks won't probably
worry about that end of it if they
really like excitement. And "The
Dangerous Coward" offers a good
amount of it. Of course, there is

a lot of it that is familiar but they
never seem to fail to get a kick out
of these stock tricks no matter how
old they get. When hero jumps
into the tonneau of the auto in
which villain is making his get-
away and the machine threatens to
leap off the mountain road any
minute, there is a thrill in it and a
good suspense even though you
know hero will jump to safety be-
fore the fatal plunge.. And again,
you know that the first rounds of
the fight, with the odds against
hero, are only stalling for sus-
pense and that hero will come out
victor. It runs true to formula but
it runs fast. Hero has promised
his mother he'd never fight again,
after crippling his last opponent.
But when hero finds that he had
been duped, that the fellow only
feigned deformity, he goes in and
wins the big fight, and the girl, of
course.

Box Office Angle Will please your
men patrons and the general run
of folks who like action pictures.

Exploitation Show a trailer of the
fight scenes and appeal particu-
larly to your men folks. Get them
interested in the picture and if you
know your patrons favor action
westerns it would be well to fa-
miliarize them with the star. He
is offering a consistently good
number of westerns and is thor-
oughly capable of supplying the
necessary action and thrills. You
might also mention Thomson's
trained horse, Silver King. Catch-
lines might read: "They called
his 'Yellow,' but only until he got
started." Or, "See the Lightnin'
Kid do some striking in 'The Dan-
gerous Coward.' " Use the star's
name prominently, especially if you
show his pictures regularly.

Direction Albert Rogell; all right.

Author „ Marion Jackson
Scenario Marion Jackson
Cameraman Ross Fisher
Photography All right
Locale The West
Length 5,757 feet

"When a Girl Loves"
Producr: Halperin Prod.

Distributor: Asso. Exhib.
As a Whole HECTIC PLOT
AND ORDINARY DIRECTION
DO NOT MAKE FOR INTER-
ESTING PICTURE. MODERN
EPISODE FAIRLY GOOD BUT
CONTAINS TOO MUCH DIS-
TRACTING AND ILLOGICAL
SIDE SEQUENCES.

Cast. . .A good combination of names
and some thoroughly well known
and capable performers. Their
roles preclude their reaching any
great heights with their work in

this. Agnes Ayres, Percy Marmont,
George Seigmann. Robert McKim,
Mary Alden the more prominent
players.

Type of Story Drama. "When a

Girl Loves." a title that fits the
purposes of the box office but
rather misleads in its relation to the
picture, starts out to be a story of
the love of a Russian girl for a
great singer. It includes a revo-
lutionary episode and the usual
Bolshevik business. It promises to
be thoroughy dull but once the
characters are transferred to
America the theme takes on an
added interst. But there are more
disappointments in store. The plot
becomes hectic and rambling.
There are far too many people in-

volved in the story, too much side-
play that adds nothing to the main
situation and detracts interest from
the point on which it should be fo-
cused, that is the romance of the
Russian girl and her subsequent
marriage to a famous surgeon when
she finds her Russian lover is mar-
ried to another. Had Victor Hugo
Halperin, who wrote and directed
the piece, stuck to this angle of his
theme and left out the hunchback
and his crazy invention, the thing
would have been far more plausible.
His direction is pooor and his ideas
scattered. A fine cast has also
practicall gone to waste. The com-
edy touches are altogether out of
place and the sub-titles very poor.
It looks very much as though Hal-
perin set out to do something big
but found that he hadn't the ma-
terial to do it with. Both in his

presentation and handling of the
story there are indications that he
was trying to get somewhere but
lost himself.

Box Office Angle.... Not very cer-
tain.

Exploitation Title is likely to
bring them in if you want to capi-
talize upon it. Catchlines relative

to a girl whose love for a man was
so great that rather than chance
spoiling his happiness, she goes out
of his life, might interest them. Of
course there are plenty of fine

names in the cast that will look
well in front of your theatre. If

your folks aren't critical about the
story end of it, you may be able to

satisfy them with the cast.

Direction. .. .Victor Hugo Halperin;
poor.

Author Victor Hugo Halperin

Scenario .... Victor Hugo Halperin
Cameraman Alvin Wyckoff
Photography All right

Locale Russia-New York
Length 5 876 feet

"The Gaiety Girl"
Universal Jewel

As a Whole... PICTURESQUE
ROMANCE WITH MARY
PHILBIN A CHARMING,
PRETTY HEROINE. PLOT
FOLLOWS RATHER POPU-
LAR FORMULA BUT IS NICE-
LY HANDLED AND GIVEN
FINE PRODUCTION.

Star.... Very pleasing . Always ap-
pealing and winsome. Sure to

please her admirers with her work
in this.

Cast. ... Freeman S. Wood given
quite a bit of a part. Makes good
as the bounder. Grace Darmond
first rate as Pansy, a chorus girl.

Joseph Dowling suitable in role of

proud old titled Englishman.
Others Otto Hoffman, James O.
Barrows, DeWitt Jennings.

Type of Story. ... Romantic drama.
Bernard McConville adapted I. A.
R. Wylie's novel, "The Inheri-

tors," for the screen. Universal
presents it as "The Gaiety Girl"

with Mary Philbin the star. The
picture, on the whole, offers a

thoroughly picturesque romance
with some effective dramatic mo-
ments, which provide the star with
excellent opportunities to display
her ability in this direction. She
can be as convincingly sweet and
charming as she can pathetic and
pitiful. King Baggot provides a
first rate production fhat is good
in every detail. The settings, light-

ings and general atmosphere are
entirely satisfying. In fact the
careful preparation, both in story
and production, practically over-
come the possible fault that the
plot is of a rather popular variety,

—almost a common formula brand.
Believing her sweetheart dead,
Irene Tudor marries the new own-
er of the old Tudor castle, in the
hope that the old surroundings
will restore her grandfather's
health. Immediately after the cere-
mony her lover returns, her boun-
der-husband is killed by a falling

chandelier in their home, and hap-
piness is restored.

Box Office Angle. .. .Pretty, appeal-
ing romance that should please
most people. The story is attrac-

tively presented and Mary Phil-
bin's personality and ability to be
convincing in just this sort of a
role, make it almost certain to sat-

isfy.

Exploitation. .. .You have the star's

name, her success in both "Merry
Go Round" and more recently,

"Fools Highway," and a good pro-
duction to boost. Play up the
stage angle of the story and show
a trailer of this sequence. Prom-
ise an ideal love story with the
sort of an ending that they want.
Give them the origin of the piece.

I. A. R. Wylie's "The Inheritors"
and arrange all tie-ups possible.

Use plenty of pictures of the star.

Direction by.... King Baggot; very
good.

Author I. A. R. Wylie
Scenario Frank Beresford
Adapted by ....Bernard McConville
Cameraman Charles Stumar
Photography Excellent
Locale England
Length 7.419 feet
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"TheDARK SWAN''
By ERNEST PASCAL

Of all books that might have been written especially for the

screen, "THE DARK SWAN" stands conspicuously at the head
of this year's list of "best sellers." Though a novel of rare bril-

liance with reader interest crammed in its every page, "THE
DARK SWAN," with its delightful love theme, romance that

fascinates and drama that tugs at the heart strings, will find in the

screen an even more reflective mirror for its great charm. A
superb photoplay story, Warner Bros, regard it as one of their

best pieces of picture material for the year 1924-25.

Written by Ernest Pascal, one of the most popular of our
young American authors, "THE DARK SWAN" has had a book
sale that is astounding. Already in its fifth edition, more than
THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND copies have been circulated

among the fiction reading public.

It is an unusual novel which differs from the story of the ugly

duckling in an important respect. The dark swan never grows
up to be beautiful. The author has worked out interestingly the

character of his heroine, who is lovely in spirit but more than plain

in feature. Her sister, a girl of rare beauty, is selfish, spiteful and
shrewd. The conflict between these two contrasting natures de-

velops one of the most powerful plays ever filmed.

The story of "THE DARK SWAN" has color, action and
suspense—three prime requisites in the production of any really

big picture. Adapted to the screen in typical Warner style, we
predict for it one of the biggest vogues of the year. Its audience

appeal is certain; its box-office value assured.

Save TWENTY dates for the new Warner TWENTY.
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tie Fighting American"

Universal

JL Whole. GOOD AMUSE-
MENT AND SOME FIRST
ATE COMEDY THRILLS.
VTISFACTORY AUDIENCE
[CTURE THAT SHOULD EN-
ERTAIN THOSE WHO
'ANT TO BE AMUSED.

tjr Raymond Hatton, with just

little more extensive role, would

i.sily have carried off the picture.

s it is he's sure to please as the

j.medy-hobo and ex-soldier. Gives

tine characterization. Pat

I'Malley one ot those knock-'em-

j iad heroes. No object too great

i r him to overcome when it's a

atter of saving the girl he loves.

nary Astor is a pretty heroine.

/arner Oland, old time serial vil-

I in, once again the wily Oriental.

fie of Story Melodrama. Just

start you off on the right track

id so you won't begin to find

jult with absurdities, Carl

aennnle informs you in advance

at "The Fighting American" is,

lj>ove all, not to be taken seriously

id that it is intended as a "mas-

Hrpiece of nonsense," with enter-

inment its goal. And it happens

lb be an appropriate foreword be-

iiuse if anyone set out to take the

fing seriously they wouldn't enjoy

On the other hand, to get the

ikn out of it and be amused by the

bkum that is offered, isn't a diffi-

: bit matter. Tom Forman has di-

Icted the piece very nicely and re-

iirdless of the lack of common-
j:nse, "The Fighting American"
kould amuse a sensible audience.

(here's a lot of good laughs in it

fid Raymond Hatton's contribu-

fon helps in no small way to make
fie film thoroughly enjoyable. The
pmedy thrills, especially the air-

ane stunt business, are also inter-

ring contributions of hokum,
lero O'Malley, disowned by his

ullionaire-shipline-owner father,

>llows a girl to China to tell her

e loves her. How hero makes
ood, beats Oriental Revolutionists

t their game, wins the girl and re-

ams his father's affection, offers

ood thrills.

k Office Angle Good box office

icture. Offers laughs, thrills, ro-

lance and all the rest of the enter-

aining elements that the average
udience prefers.

iploitation Tell them there are

ome good laughs in store for them
1 "The Fighting American." The
itle is a good one and will bring
lany in. Show them a trailer con-
pining some of Hatton's comedy
lusiness and including one of the

itles pertaining to the soldier bo-
ms. These will interest them and
ery likely bring them back. Prom-

ise some first rate comedy thrills

ind use the names of Pat O'Malley,
Mary Astor and Raymond Hatton.

rection....Tom Forman; very good.
ithor Wm. Elwell Oliver
enario Harvey Gates
meraman Harry Perry
lOtography Good
cale U. S.—China
ngth 5,351 feet

Herbert Rawlinson in

"High Speed"
Universal

As a Whole MUCH BETTER
STORY THAN THOSE THEY
HAVE BEEN GIVING RAWL-
INSON; NOT ESPECIALLY
ORIGINAL BUT OFFERS
AMUSING COMPLICATIONS
AND LIVES UP TO HIS
NAME.

Star. .. .Shows great improvement in

his work. Has splendidly over-

con*e his desire to overact. With
more good stories should gain ad-

mirers.

Cast. . . .Carmelita Geraghty pleasing

lead. Fair comedy support given

by Bert Roach and Otto Hoffman.
Jules Cowles good in short bit as

burglar.

Type of Story Comedy. With a

better story than he has had in

some time and the star doing much
better work, having almost com-
pletely overcome his desire to over-

act, Rawlinson's latest feature comes
nearer the perefection mark than

anything he has done in a long time.

"High Speed" isn't a near knock-
out; it isn't original, the idea hav-
ing been used in various forms
previously, but it is a speedy little

story that moves right along at a

good pace with enough comedy
twists to make it interesting and
amusing. Margie and Jack plan to

elope while the girl's father and
another suitor, Dickie, take steps to

prevent it. Jack and Margie arrive

at the minister's and are married.

They don't know that the real min-
ister is locked in a closet and that

a burglar marries them. Later their

hotel is on fire and during the ex-

citement Margie's father carries her

off. Jack follows and is in time to

save them from another attack by
the same burglar. He saves the

girl and wins the father's consent

and there's another ceremony.
There's a good continuity here and
director Blache has been on the

job. His development is smooth
and moves along at a good pace,

holding the attention all the way.
There are some good titles that get

laughs also.

Box Office Angle. . .Will please most
audiences. It has some good
comedy situations and if they enjoy
humor of a farcical order it should
satisfy.

Exploitation. .. .Be sure to tell them
the star has a far better story than

he has had in some time. For the

benefit of your men folks talk up
the fight sequence and for the wom-
en tell them about the elopment and
the fake marriage. Show a trailer

of one of the comedy episodes and
use the title with catchlines: "If

you want to marry a certain girl

and her father objects, Herbert
Rawlinson is offering first rate sug-

gestions to help you in 'High
Speed,' his latest Universal produc-
tion."

Direction Herbert Blache; good
Author Fred Jackson
Scenario Helen Broderick
Cameraman Merritt Gersted
Photography Good
Locale Small city

Length 4,927 feet

CENSOR BOACO STANDARDS

EXHI 61TOES ACCESSOBY
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TRADE CONDITIONS

TEN BEST PICTURES
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PRODUCTIONS OFYEAR
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6000 FEATURE TlTIES

FINANCIALSTATEMENTS
IIHHIIH

FIRST RUNS AND
g OF THEATRES

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES
AND PRODUCT HANDLED

SURVEY OF 37000
SCHOOL CH ILDDENAbout Half

Actual Size

The Most Complete Reference Book Ever Published in Film-

dom. Should Be on the Desk of Every Live Wire Exhibitor.

Free to Film Daily Readers

MAIL
IN YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION TODAY
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THE FILM DAILY
71-73 West 44th Street,
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reviews on all features and short subjects.

THE 1924 FILM YEAR BOOK.

SHORT SUBJECT NUMBERS, quarterly.

DIRECTORS' NUMBER, every Spring.
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Street City .State
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OToole Elected
(Continued from Page 1)

ment of the M. P. T. O. are as fol-

lows: A. A. Elliott, Hudson, N. Y.;

H. M. E. Pasmezoglu, St. Louis;
Martin G. Smith, Toledo; J. A.
Schwalm, Ohio; Harry Davis, Pitts-

burgh; E. M. Fay, Providence, R. I.;

Fred Seegert, Milwaukee; Jos. W.
Walsh, Hartford; Lewis M. Sagal.

New Haven; M. E. Comerford, Scran-
ton; Julian Brylawski, D. C. ; W. W.
Watts, Springfield, 111.; R. F. Wood-
hull, Dover, N. J.; Glenn Harper, L.

A.; Fred Dalle, Louisville; A. C.

Lick, Hot Springs; J. W. Rogers,
Carruthersville, Miss; J. H. White-
hurst, Baltimore; Ernest Horstmann,
Boston; Sydney S. Cohen, N. Y. and
E. P. White, Livingston, Mont.

The'Session in Detail

The convention was late in start-

ing, owing to the ball which lasted

until an early hour Thursday morn-
ing. Glenn Harper was the first to

report on the financial condition but
offered no figures. A number of

other reports were presented and the

steam roller was working in great

shape. Everything was cleaned up
quickly. One of the resolutions call-

ed for newspaper editors to give

fairer play to the motion picture in-

dustry in view of the attitude of vari-

ous newspaper towards individuals

connected with pictures and what oc-

curred to them.

A resolution came from the Wis-
consin organization protesting against

the use of books and stories barred
by public libraries from being -pro-

duced and was adopted.

The report of the committee hand-
ling the resolution effecting the Loew-
Metro situation which caused so much
excitement on Wednesday, reads as

follows:

"Whereas, the present attitude of

Loew's, Inc., in attempting to mo-
nopolize all branches of the motion
picture industry is fast becoming a

menace to the best interest of all con-
cerned.

"Resolved, That the Board of Di-
rectors inquire into, and carefully ex-

amine recent moves made by Loew's,
Inc., and other allied producing com-
panies and take such action in the

premises as in their judgment will

properly safeguard exhibitor inter-

ests and prevent such injuries as may
follow this or any other combination
of producers."

When the non-theatrical resolution

appeared and a protest was filed

against the action of distributors and
producers in supplying pictures to

such institutions, Sam Bullock of

Cleveland asked why a test case was
not filed against such distributors,

but he then approved of the resolu-
tion.

The board of directors then return-
ed with their nominations and
O'Toole was given quite an ovation
when he took the platform. In ac-
cepting the presidency, he said:

"There are a great many things to

be done and many situations will be
presented to us that will call for a
close analysis."

In concluding he urged that all ex-
hibitors keep in very close contact

THE

with the national headquarters. "I

want criticism and suggestion," he
said, "from everyone."

At this point, Julian Brylawski
tendered to Sydney Cohen the reso-
lution which will appear upon the

gold placque to be presented to him.
The wording was highly eulogistic

and when Cohen made an effort to

reply, he was visibly overcome. It

was several moments before he could
speak and then it was apparent he
was talking simply against his emo-
tions. In conclusion, he said that he
accepted full responsibility for such
mistakes as had been made, but that

those mistakes were of the head and
not of the heart.

Immediately following came the

squabble as to where the next con-
vention was to be held and after a

lot of wrangling the power to ap-
point the convention city was taken
from the board of directors and set-

tled upon the floor. Milwaukee was
selected after Los Angeles, Montreal
and St. Louis fought for the conven-
tion.

Brylawski offered the new finan-

cial plan and after Nathaniel Bern-
stein of Indiana informed the con-
vention that he had been sent by his

state organization to observe the con-
vention and report its proceedings,
the convention came to an end. The
Indiana organization has not been ac-

tively identified with the national body
for some time.

The Banquet

At the banquet Sydney Cohen de-

voted most of his speech to compli-
menting the public service work of

the organization.
"We can develop only as other

branches of the industry develop," he
said.

When he accepted a handsome trav-

eling bag given to him by the East-
ern Pennsylvania delegation, he said:

"This is the first time that I have
ever been allowed to hold the bag in

this industrv."

Cohen also pointed out in his

speech that for the first time in the

history of the business an exhibitors'

organization had held five successive
annual meetings, and declared that

the fine work done by this organiza-
tion would be manifested about two
years hence. Douglas Gresimier of

the American Red Cross said his one
regret was that all of the people of

the country did not know what was
being done by the public service de-
partment of the national exhibitors'

organization.

Mike O'Toole spoke at length re-

garding the public service work. He
also adapted several lines from the

poem, "Paul Revere's Ride," during
which he pointed out that many ex-
hibitors of important houses in the

key cities "were asleep" and that un-
less they awoke they might find that

they were injured by a musket ball

from a producer's gun. There were
a number of speakers representing
the Governor and the Mayor of Bos-
ton and General Brewster spoke
briefly regarding motion picture co-
operation and the regular army.

Sidelights
(Staff Correspondence)

Boston — Wednesday morning,
when the dominant note of the chin
music in the lobby was suddenly
found to resemble something between
a basso profundo and a lion's growl,
it was found that Bill True had ar-

rived.

Sydney Cohen betrayed himself
when George Fenberg handed around
some souvenir pocket combs. Having
no use for a comb on the cranium,
Syd was seen to very stealthily take
a swipe at his upper lip with the
little comb. His amazing action was
soon interpreted by the Convention
Dopester to mean that on stepping
down from the presidency Syd was
plotting to retire behind a moustache!
Any more clues?

himself the title of "Door l/.\

Watching doors must be some
form of pastime.

According to Joe Hoerl, a con
tion is a place where each spe
disagrees with the last spe

What's that they call them in

kenny, Joe?

Nobody seemed to figure out what
that Milwaukee crowd meant by
boosting the town so strongly since

the hop-houses are no more. With
the breweries closed', what's Milwau-
kee's brand now?

Harry Davis closed a speech with
the hope that he has "made himself
clear." Put another lowly exhib
down in the list of shrinking violets!

Harry with the Dynamite Delivery,
and that's no Pittsburgh smoke,
either. He's too clear.

"Alderman" John Manheimer,
Brooklyn's rotund representative, re-

vealed himself as an impromptu actor
of rare ability at one of the informal
little gatherings. John burlesqued
a one-man Uncle Tom troupe but was
at his best while playing Eva.

Oscar Neufeld of Philly has a real

claim to popularity, and it's justified

as long as he has his charming little

wifelet with him.

Maybe that California delegation
didn't spread itself all over the place;

and the sunkist badges of the Los
Angeles outfit looked like first run
rays from Old Sol.

Jack Cohen got himself into one of
the many little visiting parties among
the guests, and for some reason won

"Doc" Golden, genial sales 1

ager in New England for Metro-C
wyn, is telling this one on a cc
editor of a well known film pub'

tion. This editor—perhaps you
recognize him before you finish tl

is a lover of the royal ancient gan
golf, and while visiting Boston rec,

ly 'phoned Golden that he would
preciate playing a round or si

golf. Golden told him to come al

The editor arrived. A tall slet

quiet voiced man took his clubs i

him at the Copley-Plaza and
"Mr. Golden waiting, sir." The ei

found Golden in a big car outside

"Which club would you like to

today, sir," asked the quiet-vc

chauffeur. "Oh," said Golden
chalently, "suppose we play at Fr'

lin today." "Yes, sir," said the ct

feur. Finally as the car reached
course the same man asked: '

I go around with you today, sir?

Golden turned to the editor

explained that in going out to

golf he often played with his cr'

feur, Henry, because he did not

to play alone.

"Oh," said the editor, democrat
ly, "by all means let Henry play,

Then the editor, Doc and H
the chauffeur started to play.

Henry made the others look lil

pair of deuces. There was a cm
restraint, however, until it was
lo have lunch. And then the se

came out. The fine private club

in reality the public links of Bos

and Henry the chauffeur was no

than Henry Scully, New Eng
representative for United Artists,

the editor—well you guess who
editor was. But Golden thougl

too great a chance for a good

not to pull it. And he's talking al

it yet.

1

SECOND HAND
200 FT. UNIVERSAL CAMERA
with automatic dissolving shutter 2" B. &. L. Tessar F 3.5,

carrying case for camera, 4 magazines and Universal Tripod,
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$300.00
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.
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The Right Road
By Danny

Much may develop from the recent convention of the M. P.

"I O.. Much should. Atfer four years of internal strife, politics,

nsunderstanding, false moves and Heaven knows what else, the

rtional exhibitor organization seems to be on its way.

The door has been opened wide to those who seceded. The

fiancial plans adopted ; the administration through a board of

electors ; the appointment of a paid executive secretary augurs

\|ll. If exhibitors cannot operate a national organization along

tfese lines, how on earth will they ever do it?

It looks—looking from the outside—as if the program was

\ry well set. True, there are many dissatisfied exhibitors in the

cuntry. Some are organized. Most are not. But there are many

vio feel that a national organization has, up to this time chiefly

1 en a joke and after adopting resolutions which mean nothing it

rs resolved itself into the question of who is going to be presi-

c'nt next year. And nothing more.

It takes time for babies to grow up. During this period they

Ire their parents many unhappy momonts. They get cholic, croup,

#d other infantile, nerve-wracking diseases. Then, as they de-

\lop a few more years they begin.to smash all the fine vases and

sratch up the good furniture and become a nuisance—a very

Kjch loved and petted, but nevertheless nuisance. And then,

ler a bit longer they grow still more and the first thing then

tey leave the family roof, set up for themselves, get married and

Mit the whole darn thing over again.

Now, exhibitors have been trying to organize nationally for

any years. They have been very much like the croupy "cholicy"

l;ls. Several years ago they grew up to a point where they

Hashed china and scratched the furniture. But it looks as though

tey were growing up and Milwaukee should mean a lot.

BENEFITS WITHOUT PAY
Any time any man in business—any business—isn't willing

pay adequately for protection to his business, it is time he

bnt out of it. That has been the great difficulty with the national

ionization. Perhaps, there have been reasons why some ex-

bitors have refused to join. Perhaps, there has been too much

litics, and too little of anything else. But that alibi won't do

y longer.

Sydney Cohen never said a truer thing in his life than his-

imment on the willingness of exhibitors to pay $200 to $300 to

ievent another exhibitor from securing a certain picture, and
ffet will not pay $50 a year towards maintaining a national or-

anization. Exhibitors are too prone to wait until a calamity
in sight before acting. It's a wonder they carry insurance on

Keir property. In view of the manner in which they disregard
in insurance which is far more necessary than that of fire or

ccident.

CYCLONES AND DYNAMITE
It seems that at each successive convention someone must

se dynamite. They broke out on Wednesday with an attack
pon Loew-Metro. The very simple, patent fact that there ap-
arently is no law compelling any buyer to purchase except as
e desires seems to be beside the question. But at all events
le dynamite was hurled. Now what is going to result? You
an pretty nearly bet your best silk socks that nothing will hap-
en. For very good and sufficient reasons. And the chief reason

is that sane exhibitors who need product for their houses have no
idea of cutting off the possibilities of product—not, at least, until

they have set themselves to obtain that necessary supply.

That, in a nutshell, takes care of all the noise and fuss occa-
sioned by the Ochs bombshell. What may occur in New York
state or within the boundary line of the T. O. C. C. is another
matter, but nationally speaking the subject—while alive and
heated for a few moments—is dead.

BRIEF FORMALITY
There was very little, said. But much in spirit developed.

Relative to the feeling which exists between important officials

of the exhibitors' organization—and those outside the breast-

works. Let's lay the cards on the table. The chief difficulties

existing between those groups outside the organization of the

M. P. T. O. was simply this : They do not and did not like the

Cohen methods, plans and quality. Now Cohen is away from the

presidency. It is true that the board of directors is what has been
called in exhibitor political terms "Cohen men." What other
kind could have been elected to the board at this time? But the
opportunity for all factions to become represented on the board
and in other offices, is undeniably wide open. There is every en-

couragement in sight. There should be no need for two organi-
zations of a national character of motion picture theatre owners.
And the sooner that leaders of both factions put their feet under
the mahogany—the better.

And so with the close of the convention, the M. P. T. O. of

A. adds one more year to its record. Sydney Cohen said some-
thing when he pointed out at the banquet that for the first time
in the history of this industry an exhibitor organization had met
for five successive conventions. Just think. Five in a row. That's
going some for exhibitors.

Now that the exhibitor organization is apparently set and
headed in the right direction the very first thing that should be
done is for Mr. O'Toole and his associates to try and work a get-

to-gether first with the allied and other exhibitor groups and sec-

ondly with the Hays organization. Let these various exhibitor

bodies fight things out themselves. Behind closed doors. Let's

end this public washing of dirty linen. Every industry has its

problems. They always will have. You can't expect a millenium
even in the motion picture business without certain sacrifices and
certain difficulties and you are going to have them. But, if the

exhibitor organization will actually cooperate, will actually try,

Avill adopt a give-and-take basis and if the doorknob on the Hays
office isn't regarded as poison then with a willingness to get some-
where, many annoying, difficult problems can be adjusted. With-
out effort wasted. Without excitement. Calmly. Coolly. Dis-
passionately.

And that's what an exhibitor organization should be rebuilt

for—The development of better conditions for the exhibitor body
as a whole and for the exhibitor as an individual. And it can be
done. It should be done. It will be done.

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
Office and Factory
3191-3197 Boulevard,
Jersey City, N.J.

(NEW JERSEY)

Telephone

Montgomery 4211

May 15th, 1924

ANNOUNCEMENT
The re-organized Prizma, Incorporated, is now established

at the above address and is prepared to furnish to the

Motion Picture Trade, TITLES, INSERTS, TRAILERS,
ETC. IN COLOR.

Albert I. Drayton,
President
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Newspaper Opinions
"Abraham Lincoln"—1st Nat'l

Metropolitan, Washington
POST—No character remains in your

mind but Abraham Lincoln after the con-
clusion. The performance of George A.
Billings as "Abe" imprints upon your mem-
ory an Abraham Lincoln worthy of any
tribute.

STAR—One of the really worth-while mov-
ing pictures, one of the few that can be
counted on the fingers of one hand since
the very inception of the art, is "Abraham
Lincoln," the screen version of the dra-

matic and vivid life and career of America's
most picturesque and lovable figure. * * *

TIMES—This film is the first real dra-

matic biography to be contributed to art

by the motion pictures. All films of similar

nature must come to this production to find

their standards.

"April Showers"—Preferred
Reade's Hipp, Cleveland

NEWS—It is a photoplay without a vil-

lain or a vampire; its characters are pretty
human but the prize fight which com- s as
the climax, alone saves it from being classed
as one of filmdom's mediocrities.
PLAIN DEALER—The picture has been

sensibly made; it holds the interest pretty
consistently and it carries more of the
breath of life than many of them.

"Broadway After Dark"—Warners
Rialto, Washington

POST—Broadway of the great white
lights is the theme of what can be ca'led

one of the finest pictures the Rialto has
offered this year.

TIMES—* * * any director who, on his

first attempt, can take an old-fashioned melo-
drama and inject into it enough imagina-
tion to make it both a good picture and a
fine piece of dramatic art has "arrived."

."Conductor 1492"—Warners
State, Cleveland

NEWS—Here is a pretty good comedy
with little of the old slapstick stuff.

It actually is a melodrama made into a
funny film. It has its villain and its hero,
its thrilling scenes and its pathos, but prin-
cipally it has its humorous situations and
scenes
PLAIN DEALER—Ths film may be the

essence of ancient hokum, but you're going
to find that it is good entertainment.
PRESS—It has a melodramatic finish.

But the comic strain is preserved throughout,
so that it adds variety and a climax to the
picture without destroying its basic tone.

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"—
United Artists

Orchestra Hall, Chicago
TRIBUNE—The picture has charm and

romance and adventure. It has humor. It
has beautiful costumes and scenery. The
sets are all that could be desired. So is

the direction. The acting is so good you for-
get it is acting.

"The Greatest Love of All"
Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—Here Mr. Beban as the
immigrant son does a fine piece of dramatic
work in his efforts to gain freedom for his
mother. The mother role, essayed by Marie
Di Bendetta, finds a genuinely aged Italian
woman playing the part.
INQUIRER—It is more than a picture,

however, for in the middle the screen slowly
lifts to find the whole cast seated on the
stage and the next part is acted out. Then
the screen reappears and the picture goes
on as usual.
NORTH AMERICAN—The picture was

written and directed by Mr. Beban, and is

a more than usually exciting melodrama.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—In

his latest photoplay, "The Greatest Love of
All," is fully equal to the George Beban
of the legitimate stage, and in both places
he is a master of acting.

"The Great White Way"—Gold.-
Cosmop.

New, Baltimore
AMERICAN—* * * packed the New The-

atre yesterday through seven performances.

Short Subjects
"Family Fits"—Cameo Comedy

Educ'l

Type of production 2 reel comedy

Good Comedy Number

According to "Family Fits" every
husband should let his wife fight her
own battle, (when it's with somebody
else) because it doesn't pay to inter-

fere. By the time the hubby in

"Family Fits" had picked a good fight

with the other woman's husband, the

two wives had already "kissed and
made up." This is a good little laugh
getter with amusing situations offer-

ed in the sequence wherein the two
couples, living in the same house, de-

cide to settle their differences by
dividing the rooms into two. The com-
plications that ensue are funny al-

though the slap-stick is laid on a bit

too thick at times.

Ives-Leventhal "Stereoscopiks"

—

Educ'l

Type of production 1 reel novelty

Some Realistic Frights

There's some genuine bogey-boo
scares in this latest type of film nov-
elty. The reel consists of pictures,

which, when viewed through colored
gelatin lenses, have the appearance
of reality. For instance in a scene
showing a man approaching with a
selzer bottle in his hand, the man ap-
pears to be coming right at you and
when he squirts the selzer you're ac-
tually inclined to dodge to avoid the
spray. This is a genuine novelty,
should go big with any audience and
should fit nicely on your program.

"The Mysteries of Mah Jong"

—

Norman Jefferies Prod.—Arrow

Type of production 2 reel novelty

Mah Jong a la Mode

This should prove a nice novelty

number and a good drawing card for

exhibitors. In view of the current

Mah Jong craze it shouldn't be diffi-

cult to gather in a good crowd with

a title that promises a picture dealing

with the popular game. For those

who have heard a lot about it but

haven't seen it played, the picture

gives a fair insight into the game.

If the producer intended it as a les-

son in Mah Jong, his effort is rather

futile because it would be practically

impossible for a person, knowing

nothing about the game, to get start-

ed from what they learn here. As

far as the average brain is concerned

it is still likely to be very much of a

mystery after the end of the second

reel. But as a straight novelty num-

ber it is interesting and serves to

give those not familiar with the game

a bit of an idea of what it's all about.

Whether they can tell a "Pung" from

a "Chow" an hour after is another

matter. The offering has first rate

box office possibilities and exploita-

tion should be simple. Tie-ups and

Mah Jong contests should advertise

it elegantly.

There were four or five hundred persons
in line when the ticket office opened for
the 10 o'clock performance * * *.

"NEWS—Think of being able to go to
New York and meet a long list of celebri-
ties in less than two hours ! But that is

exactly what you do in the Cosmopolitan
photoplay "The Great White Way" * * *.

"Happiness"—Metro
Colonial, Indianapolis

NEWS—The play is not particularly
thrilling. It is a series of episodes whirl'
Mr. Manners has written to accentuate his
wife's personality.

STAR—Laurette Taylor's second screen
vehicle, "Happiness." which opened at the
Colonial yesterday, is a prettv good carbon
copy of her first venture in the drama that
moves but speaks not.

"How to Educate a Wife"—Warners
Metropolitan, Baltimore

SUN (EVENING)—"How to Educate
a Wife," while excellent in many ways
is not up to the standard Bell has set in

his two earlier productions. * * *

Considering the paucity of material of-

fered, it is really amazing what he managed
to evolve.

"Triumph"—F. P.-L.

Stanton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—A new Cecil De Mille pic-
ture, bearing the title of "Triumph" and
answering well to the suggestion that this

title conveys, without that over-elaboration

of spectacular display which too often over-

weights a picture to the disadvantage of

its storv * * *

INQUIRER—It seems hardly possible that

the man who directed tho=e splendid scenes

could be responsible for such an absurd thin?

in the first part of "The Ten Commandments"
as "Triumph"

NORTH AMERICAN—* * * tho it has

virtue triumphant, its plot doesn't come so

near to getting anywhere.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—Cecil P.

T)e Mille's latest picture. "Triumph" * * *

is n-e of those delightful relaxations that

tie allows himself between nroduction of suner-

-nectaries and it makes the enthusiastic fan
"•ish De Mille would po in for that type of

picture more than he does.

PT'BT.TC LEDGER fEvenine)—

r

ecil P.

De Mille gets away from the grandiose and
ancient and deals with the romance of modern
business.

"Icebound"—F. P.-L.

Park, Mall, Cleveland

NEWS—The picture is drab in places but
it soars with vitality and. best of all, it

doesn't contain one cheap thrill.

PRESS—And it is a fine, sincere picture,

regardless of the fact that one feels that

this frigidity is considerably exaggerated
for the purpose of the story. It is diffi-

cult to believe that a family could be quite
so cold and unfeeling as the Jordans.

TIMES—Richard Dix assumes the role

of the youngest son and brines a sense of

vitality to the part which stands out in

relief against the utterly colorless back-
ground formed by the remainder of the cast.

"Lost In A Big City"—An
Fay's, Philadelphia

INQUIRER-* * * It is mellow
drama, of the sort that brings :i big
into the throat over the trials and *
tions of the little blind girl, Florence,
mother, having married a rascal und
assumed name, is deserted, and in ?

deavor to find him goes to New York

"Mile. Midnight"—Metro
Madison, Detroit

PRESS—It drew large audiences
Madison Sunday and promises to kee-
show house filled during the week.
TIMES—Mae Murray's agile lovoi

plus emotional acting of a high order
ries "Mademoiselle Midnight" through
smashing finale and Madison patroi
Sunday registered unmistakable appro-
the vivid melodrama * * *.

"The Meanest Man in the Wor
1st Nat'l

Loew's Palace, Washington
POST—* * * proves that there U

available somewhere, sufficient materia
goes toward making a highly successfu
toplay.

STAR—It is a story of everyda\
from a rent collector's point of view,
a magnate to give orders for evictmenb
for at least one clerk too soft-heart
obey
TIMES—Bert Lytell and Blanche

take the leading roles, which is abot
best thing that can be said about it.

"Men"—F. P.-L.
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—* * * Pola Negri * * * has
real animation, more ability, more fire

more flair for tempestuous scenes wide
credible than any other actress on the S(

STAR—The result is a stirring per
ance. backed by a production filled witt
touches and novel ideas.

"Peter the Great"—F. P.-L.
Strand, Montreal

STAR—The power and simplicity ol
sian drama are revealed effectively in a
film, "Peter the Great," at the Strand,
week. Hailed as a "flaming romance,"
rather a character-study of one of thei
standing personalities of Russian histot

"Puritan Passions"—Hodkinso
Fox. Philadelphia

INQUIRER—Adapted from Percy J

aye's stage play, "The Scarecrow,"
j

screen version, although interesting ill

novelty, is rather slow in action, the a
i

for the most part is unconvincing.
NORTH AMERICAN—* * * is offj

the motion pictures which do not depatl
those doubtful devices of picture m:|
which have earned the movies their less;"

orable adjectives.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—'
is well acted, capably directed and pleasj|

educational as to the customs and ch
ters of New England at the close oi]

seventeenth century.
PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—,

ture minus the gay frivolities and
laughing youth, yet gripping enough to

j

duce an interest throughout.

"Racing Luck"—Asso. Exhibito

Circle, Indianapolis

NEWS—One of the wildest and at

same time ' one of the funniest farces

screen has shown in recent months is I

ing Luck," the feature in which M
Banks is starring * * *.

STAR—The spectators at the Circle

terday broke out in applause during
course of Monty's hilarious drive. ]

good fun throughout.

"Shadows of Paris"—F. P.-L
Capitol, Montreal

STAR—* * * Pola Negri plays the

of a girl leading a double life, that of

queen of an Apache band and the wif

a respectable member of society, is OU
which artistic merit and popular appeal
been skillfully combined.



Photographic quality has a definite box-office

value—your audiences appreciate it.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

With its wide latitude and long scale East-

man Positive Film reproduces every gradation

of tone from highest light to deepest shadow

that the skill of the photographer has secured

in the negative—it carries quality from

studio to screen.

Look for "Eastman" and "Kodak'' in black

letters in the film margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



First National Pictures Inc. presents

Qfce PERFECT FLAPPER"
with

COLLEEN MOORE
Adapted Prom the story by JESSIE HENDERSON

Directed by

JOHN FRANCIS DILLON
Supported by

SYDNEY CHAPLIN,
FRANK MATO and PHYLLIS HAVER

Perfect is right/
Its the perfect*
showman's picture

star

cast
stoiy
direction

exploitation

100%

«* / p

A 3izAt national Picture
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SERVICE
By DANNY

Ike O'Toole and his public scr-

ic ideas made a big hit at the Bos-

E convention. Many of the old

rri-s have regarded this "public

:rre" as so much "window
rc;ing." And in fact there hasn't

e< anything like as much done with

^department as should have been,

h, chiefly because so few exhibit-

Bwant to seriously consider such

ere. But O'Toole's remarks

o: them up, as did the expressions

f cncral Brewster.

de important Southern exhibitor,

t listening to O'Toole's report said:

[' mighty sorry I did not have all

f iv house managers here to listen

> vhat O'Toole said. I'm going

i ee to it that all of them get his

|,rt. That is great stuff. The
all of us get doing it the bet-

we will be."

.id he is right. Building good
i is one of the greatest assets any
< bitor can have. Remember this:

latters not how many good pic-

us you show you always have a

Lin percentage of average, ordi-

1 pictures; some of which i lay not

Use all of your folks. But if they

-looking at you as something ciif-

:mt than iust a showman taking

i.r quartets and dimes there is an
Brely different atmosphere about

ci and your house. And two or

|e ordinary pictures—even in a

will be offset easily if you have
it that atmosphere.

the national organization was
er they would arrange in some
to have the O'Toole report reach

vy exhibitor in this country. And
iked so that he would be com-
led to read it—absorb it, and
ue use of the suggestions.

t's mightv fine, great business
i ding stuff.

Inside Stuff

ome people aren't going to believe

E. But that makes no difference,

lhappens to be the truth. Up to

last minute Sydney Cohen re-

id to serve on the board of di-

tors. He wanted to go his way
! not be involved with the organi-
ion—except, of course, as a work-
in the ranks.
t incidentally leaked out during
convention that Cohen was all

to retire at Chicago. When con-
ons which developed forced him
change about. Yes, I know the
ckers are developing. But the
ts are that Cohen had his report
nted—not typewritten—for that

{.Continued on Page 2)

Pyramid Seeks Relief
Wants Court to Modify Injunction

Against Sale of Stock—Small-
wood Denies Fraud

Pyramid Pictures, Inc., has filed

an application in the Supreme Court
to modify the injunction obtained last

July by the Attorney-General, re-

straining the corporation from sell-

ing any more stock. Arthur N.
Smallwood, president, states in an
affidavit that the company can be
put on its feet and the 4,000 persons
who bought securities amounting to

$750,000 in the corporation between
1921 and 1923, will have a chance for

a return on their money if the corpo-
ration is permitted to sell at the pres-

ent time $250,000 of five year profit

sharing bonds.

Smallwood states that the $750,000
obtained by the sale of stock was all

used in the production of six films

and that the professional character
of the Pyramid enterprises "compares
favorably with the best in the moving
picture industry." He stated that the

company was not successful because
its assets have all been tied up in

the six films and because the Ameri-
can Releasing Corp., which was dis-

tributing them went into bankruptcy.
He declares there was no fraud in the

sale of any of the stock.

Smallwood also asserts that the

Pyramid Studio at Astoria, L. I., is

intact, and ready to produce films,

and that the goodwill of Pyramid is

a valuable asset. He declares that

the corporation wants to exchange
$750,000 in profit sharing bonds, for

the $750,000 of unit certificates held
by stockholders, and that a number
of the stockholders have approved of

(Continued on Page 5)

Ready for Jersey Meeting

The committee handling the Jersey
M. P. T. O. convention at Asbury
Park, June 24-26 reports the neces-
sary detail has been attended to.

A carnival is being arranged in con-
junction with municipal authorities

there.

Non-Theatrical Check
Ontario Decides to Grant Licenses to

Regular Theatrical Exhibitors,
Beginning At Once

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—The Provincial Board of

Amusement for the Province of On-
tario, has issued a ruling that motion
pictures shall not be shown without
a license, effective June 1.

(Continued on Page 5)

Stops "3 Weeks;" Rank Reduced
(S fecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—Capt. Ed. Schubert
has been reduced to a lieutenancy be-

cause he acted without authority in

stopping "Three Weeks" from fur-

ther showings at Mr. Smith's thea-

tre last week. The picture was order-

ed on again by Mayor Shank. Schu-
bert claimed he stopped the film, be-

cause of complaints filed by the

Church Federation and the Anti-
Saloon League.

Over 200 For Golf
Of This Number, 190 Will Play—

Gifts on Display at Astor
Tomorrow

Only two "days more! And then
the big event at Sound View. To
date over 200 entries for the Spring
Golf Tournament have been received
and, with every mail, come new ones.

Ten cups lead off the long list of

prizes. This does not include the

big FILM DAILY cup, which, while
it cannot be won by anyone perma-
nently until his name appears on it

(Continued on Page 2)

U. B. O. Books 9 1st Nat'ls

The U. B. O. circuit has booked
nine fall First National releases over
its local circuit. The pictures are:

"A Self-Made Failure", "Belonging",
"Born Rich", "Christine of the Hun-
gry Heart", "The Lost World", "Sun-
down", "Single Wives", "Tempera-
ment" and "Husbands and Lovers".

John J. Iris Dead
John J. Iris, one of the best known

exchangemen in the local territory

died Thursday night, following a

siege of pneumonia and was buried
on Thursday. He was fifty years of

age and at the time of his death was
operating the Iris Film Exchange.

Another Step in Merger
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The corporate name of

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Dist. Corp.,

has been changed to Metro-Goldwyn
Dist. Corp.

Pray for Sunshine Wednesday—Advt.

Taylor and Tippett Sail

John fl. Taylor and John D. Tip-
pett sailed for London Saturday
on the Homeric.

Metro-Goldwyn Sales Meet
The Eastern sales force of Metro

Goldwyn will hold a meeting here
on Wednesday.

States, The Basis
Leaders of Allied Group Think the

Territorial M. P. T. O. is Bed
Rock for Nat'l Solidity

In response to a telegram sent by
the FILM DAILY to the leaders of

the Allied State Organizations, ask-

ing what they thought of the new plan

of administration developed by the

M. P. T. O. A. at Boston last week,
replies have been received from Frank

J. Rembusch of Indiana; H. M.
Richey of Michigan; H. A. Cole of

Texas and W. A. Steffes of Minne-
sota.

The new M. P. T. O. plan, as noted,

will really vest the management of

the entire organization in a committee
of twenty-one directors, with not
more than two directors selected

from any one state. These directors

are to be elected on the third day
of each convention and by open
vote on the floor. The directors will

fix the salary of the president and
also appoint the executive secretary

who may or may not be an outsider.

Of the telegrams received in reply,

Al Steffes is the only one who failed

to make any statement for publica-

tion declaring that, since the Allied

State organization was not affiliated

with any other body, he felt he could
maintain silence. The others express
the belief that the state exhibitor unit

is the basic foundation upon which a

successful national body must be
built.

Rembusch for Outside Head
Frank J. Rembusch, in his telegram

suggests that an outsider be secured
to head the exhibitor body. He says:

"I suggest a national committee
elected one from each distributing

center to conduct the national organ-
ization. This committee, in turn,

should be subdivided into smaller
committees of three, each with a
chairman. Month periods with regu-
lar meetings at these times. The
committee should be empowered to

act on finance, legislation, better busi-

ness methods, arbitration, and the

like.

"All our past history proves that

an exhibitor organization cannot suc-

ceed with a national president in full

charge because the activities immedi-
ately pass into hands of small group.
To interest the great mass, an organi-
zation must be so constituted that

(Continued on Page 5)

"Secrets" for B'klyn Run.

"Secrets" will open at Teller's Schu-
bert, a legitimate house in Brooklyn
todav for a three weeks' run.

Pray for Sunshine Wednesday—Advt.
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(Continued from Page 1)

occasion. It was to have been his

valedictory. Only it didn't work
that way.

Ancient History

When Louella O. Parsons told of

the old days of the Essanay—for

which she was scenario editor—she
uncovered some skeletons and rattled

them. In those days she said they
paid for scenario's at the rate of from
$15 to $25, and when she paid Rupert
Hughes $75 for a story George Spoor
told her she was "ruining" his or-

ganization. Twelve years later

Hughes offered $3,000 for that same
story.

"And Ben Turpin," she went on,

"was an errand boy and extra man
and when he was in a picture with
Chaplin, Charlie, after seeing the pic-

ture, said he would never again make
a picture with Ben in it. And he
never did."

Scholl Sails

Edwaid Scholl, who did special art

work for the D. W. Griffith on "Or-
phans of the Storm," and "The White
Rose," sailed on the Celtic Saturday
for Europe.
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New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any member of the com-

mittee:

Here is my entry for the Spring Film

Golf Tournament to be held Wed-
nesday, June 4, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

My check herewith ($10 for players, including

lunch, dinner and prizes. $5 for goofer diners). My
average round is

THE COMMITTEE
Bruce Gallup, First National, 383 Madison Ave.

Felix Feist, State Theater Bldg., 1540 Broadway.

Abe Warner, Warner Brothers, 1600 Broadway.

E. K. Gillette, M. P. News, 729 Seventh Ave.

Danny, The Film Daily, 71 West 44th St.

Sailing on the Berengaria
John Emerson and Anita Loos,

will sail on the Berengaria June 4,

returning in time to supervise "Learn-
ing To Love," in which Constance
Talmadge will star. Mrs. Margaret
Talmadge, will sail with the Emer-
sons to spend the summer in Vienna
and Paris.

Makes Radio Tie-up
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Ralph E. Peckham, Hod-
kinson manager has arranged with
Station WCX to broadcast "Miami''
and "What Shall I Do" songs as

advance exploitation for the pictures

in this territory.

Hines Back with United
William W. Hines has been reap-

pointed assistant general sales man-
ager of United Artists, a post he held
until last fall when he resigned to

enter the brokerage business.

Hope Hampton will play the femi-
nine lead in "The Price of a Party"
Howard Estabrook's first picture, for
Associated Exhibitors release.

Dubinsky Bros. Fined
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Morris and Edward
Dubinsky have been fined $7,500 for

failure to pay the Government war
taxes on admissions. There were six-

teen charges preferred against them,
originating around the operations of

the Tottle theatre at St. Joe.

Fire Causes Rescuer's Death
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Manchester, N. H.—A fire in the
projection of the Star caused the

death of John Ghilian, a patron, who
rushed into the booth, rescued the

operator who was overcome by the

smoke, but perishing himself.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

COMING SOON

BAEA7K
vfn AL CHIUSTIE FEATUI{E

Dorothy Devorewith

WALTER H1ERS - TULLY MARSHALL - JIMMIE ADAMS
PR1SC1LLA BONNER and JFMMIE HARRISON

A HODKINSON RELEASE

Over 200 For Gl
(Continued from Page 1)

three consecutive times, will L

to the temporary possession|
winner of the leg until the fall

ment occurs. The cups, this

will be donated by:

Jack Cosman of Agfa.
Exhibitors Herald.
Film Booking Offices.

Jules Mastbaum.
Motion Picture News.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Rothacker Film M'fg Co.
Reuben Samuels, Inc.

Arthur W. Stebbins Co.
Warner Bros.

The player entries total o\
Actually, there will be ov
at the club, this includu
contingent of regulars, who
ways on hand to partake in t

There will be prizes of so
ture or other for every secon
er. And so even the goofers
chance.

The cups will be placed on '^_

in the Hunting Room of theisf

tomorrow. In addition, the 1 1

gift offered by the Hirlagrapl
ratory, a Sept camera and the
ful Kodak, offered by The E
Kodak Co., will be among t

hibits.

HAL ROACH'

OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit with a Wallop"

2 reels

Paftiecomedjy

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SRRVICE

The Standard of the Industr

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5451

Specify

GOEEZ-RAWST0C
FOR QUALITY

F7SH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 4Sth St., N. Y. C.

MOTION PICTURE TITLE
of Any Description

Translations in All Languages
Rush Work—Our Dish

E. FERRO
130 W. 46th St Bryant 273
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Incorporations
• lbany—Sering D. Wilson & Co.,

In York. 300 snares common stock,

icpar value. Incorporators, S. D.

fyson, R. W. Netherland and H. C.

Iviss. Attorneys Barber & Stetson,

<Jv York.

lbany—Seneca Camera Man'f'g.

;(
Rochester. Capital $25,000. In-

oiorators, B. McCullin, J. J. Skelly

r M. J. Kerner. Attorneys, Harris,

J.ch, Harris & Watson, Rochester

lbany—Schine Clearance Corp.,

Jversville. 10 shares common stock,

KJoar value. Incorporators, I King,
J.f. Dana and A. Heneman. Attor-

U N. M. Banker, Gloversville.

'lbany—Walker Studio Music Co.,

Aite Plains. Capital $5,000. In-

frfcorators, A. Walker and W. B.

Mker and D. K. Pullis. Attorney,

i F. McKinley, White Plains.

i (lbany—Twin Pictures Corp., Yon-
t«5. 200 shares common stock, no
fa value. Incorporators, Whitman
Slinett, and P. Cohen. Attorney,
I ^. Lesser, New York.

lbany—Fair Servis & Gilliam,

for York. Capital $100,000. In-

fcjporators, M. K. Gilliam, R. B.

i iam and K. E. Bower. Attorney,
;. Hates, New York.

lbany—Anel Theatrical Corp.,

\'v York. Capital $10,000. Incor-
Diors, F. M. Rappaport, L. Horo-
r? and R. Marshak. Attorney, C
ft Groll, New York.

lbany—Oscar Green Theatrica
3p., Brooklyn. Capital $10,000. In-
:oorators, O. Green, F. M. Rappa-
J(t and L. Horowitz. Attorney, C.
tf Groll, New York.

.lbany—K. & C. Operating Co.,

jghamton. Capital $5,000. In-
Icborators, L. M. Twining and L.
R'Scudder. Attorney, R. W. Meeker,
B ghamton.

pringfield, 111.—Local Loyalty
L gue, Inc., Chicago. Capital $50,-
B(. Incorporators, J. W. Westbrook,
I Westerfield and K. K. Bell.

I

College Course in Pictures
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Vashington—A course in "Visual
^ s in Education, with Special Refer-
ees to Motion Pictures" will be
g;n at George Washington Univer-
H', by Laura Thornburgh, author

|
"Motion Pictures in Education".

i? course is designed primarily for
tchers who will study methods of
ir ruction through films.

Exhibitor Wins Test Case
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

)maha—The Supreme Court has
Nersed a decision fining Harry A.
I.'lor, a local exhibitor, $5 for al-
lied breach of the child labor law
lien he staged a prologue in which
Ken small children took part. The

: attracted some attention here
was regarded as a test case.

Newspaper Opinions
"Sherlock, Jr."—Metro

Washington, Detroit

PRESS—Buster Keaton's third feature-

length comedy, "Sherlock, Jr.," * * * is

about the best thing this "straight face"
comedian has done. It is original, and the

new gags kept Sunday's audience in an
uproar.

TIMES—Assisted by a talented cast, the
comic star has gone the limit in concoct-
ing ingenious scenes that induce laughter.

"The Shooting of Dan McGrew"
—Metro

Piccadilly, Rochester

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—To the pres-

ent reviewer the red-blooded virility of Rob-
ert Service's "Spell of the Yukon" was sig-

nifically absent until almost the very end
when the introduction of the author's lines

as subtitles gave the desired touch to the
production.

HERALD—* * * the screen version of

the much read poem of Alaska is so de-

cidedly ridiculous that one can well expect
even a Shakespearian re-writing for the

movies.

"A Society Scandal"—F. P.-L.

Eastman, Rochester

DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE—There
is reason to believe that "A Society Scan-
dal," the new photoplay starring Gloria
Swanson which is the principal screen offer-

ing for the week, will prove as popular an
attraction as other plays in which Gloria
has appeared as a woman of fashion.

HERALD—Rod La Rocque might well

choose better things in which to play.

Gloria Swanson might well stay within her
own province, which fs not that of the

social field. All told a disappointing picture.

TIMESUNION—Nevertheless it is, in

the last analysis, nothing more than piffle

—

and unwholesome, disagreeable piffle at that.

"Sporting Youth"—Universal

Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—The picture reminds one of the
racing stories done by the late Wallace
Reid, for it has hectic action, a good deal
of humor, excitement galore and a subplot
of tender passion which is so necessary.
STAR—Only the deafening put-put-put of

the Speedway cars is missing in Universal's
auto race story, "Sporting Youth," * * *.

The grime-covered drivers are there, cheer-
ing spectators and spills.

"Those Who Dance"— 1st Nat'l

Allen, Cleveland

NEWS—It's pretty stagey stuff from be-
ginning to end. Melodrama? Yes. Hokum?
Indeed. Entertaining? Hardly. Some peo-
ple may find it entertaining, but others
won't. I for one, didn't.

PLAIN DEALER—The action in this
film rolls to unbelievable heights. Just
when you think everything is hunky-dory for
the hero, the plans go awry and he gets
into a tighter pinch. Is he down hearted?
Not this fellow. At the climax the girl

and the hero pit their wits against a gang
of toughs—and win.
PRESS—"Those Who Dance." * * com-

pletes its title with "Must pay the fiddler."
A familiar moral. The movie shows how

transgression is punished.

"The Uninvited Guest"—Metro
Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRATIC-CHRONICLE—* * * af
ford a fair amount of entertainment. Good
photography, including some scenes done in
color by the Technicolor process as well as
a number of undersea views, is the most dis-
tinctive feature of the production.
HERALD—Some remarkable photography

(colored and otherwise), various startling un-
dersea pictures. Lefty Flynn of football fame
and Louis Wolhein of "Harry Ape" fame
in a fight that is more exciting than a
World's Championship battle.

TIMES-UNION—While there is not much
to be said for the scenario, the play, as a

whole, will serve for an hour's entertainment

by reason of the photography and the interest

of the tropical and undersea scenes.

"Through the Dark"—Gold.-Cosmop.

Strand, Detroit

PRESS—* * * a melodramatic photoplay
# » *

The tale is unraveled neatly and proves

engrossing from the first flicker to the final

fade-out.

TIMES—Believe us, there is plenty of ac-

tion! Everybody gets what is coming to him

—

trust the author for that.

"The Unknown Purple"—Truart

Columbia, Washington

POST—Probably the outstanding feature of

the picture- is the uncanny manner in which
the producers have handled the purple ray of

light which predominates many of the scones

and in which there is a human body visible to

the eye.

STAR—"The Unknown Purple", shown at

the Columbia Theatre this week, the play of

Roland West and Carlyle Young, transferred
to the screen, retains the appeal that made
it one of Broadway's successes a year ago.

TIMES—The Columbia is fortunate in hav-

ing such an unusual photoplay as this myster-
ious and facinating story of a man's revenge,
as its major offering this week.

"The White Moth"— 1st Nat'l

Capitol, Detroit

PRESS—Few pictures of recent showing
have been provided with such lavish scenes of

gay parties, richly dressed women and hand-
some men. To lovers of pictures of this

type "The White Moth" should prove de-

cidedly entertaining.

TIMES--* * * it could as well be called

"Dressing Room, Bedroom, Ballroom and
Bath", because it goes one. two or possibly
three, better than anything Al Woods ever
offered on the stage in the line of sex daring.

"The Yankee Consul"—Asso. Exhib
Crandall's, Washington

TOST—"The Yankee Consul" is rip-roaring
fun. The fact that the locale shifts from
New York to Rio de Janeiro instead of to

Santo Domingo only paves the way for a
series of episodes in a supposedly haunted
castle and a motor car dash down a mountain
side that are packed with laughter.

STAR -Nothing of Raymond Hitchcock's
famous musical comedy remains in Douglas
McLean's picturization of "The Yankee Con-
sul", but the title invented by Harry Bios
som, Jr. The changes, however, make it a

more suitable vehicle for the talents of the
young screen comedian.

Karlton, Philadelphia
BULLETIN—There is dramatic action m

"The Yankee Consul," * * * Conspirators
to the right of him and to the left of him,
hot-headed Spaniards all around him, and the
stake a lovely girl.

INQUIRER-* * * the picture is a well
worth while one, and the young comedian is

very much at home and which keeps him on
the go most of the time.

NORTH AMERICAN-Douglas McLean
blows into "The Yankee Consul' on a summer
storm and the rest of the reels are just as
breezy.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—There is an
amusing duel with a sword and an umbrella;
there is a race down the mountain with Dudley
in a car with no brakes; there is a great
big chest of "gold," and all sorts of comical
predicaments that Dudley has to overcome.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—The gen
eral idea of the story is not a particularly
new one. yet the star creates quite a few
original situations and by means of his clever
pantomime causes a good deal of mirth.

F. L. Shellabarger has joined Selz-
nick to handle publicity on "Missing
Daughters".

On Broadway
Astor—"The Sea Hawk".
Broadway—"The Woman on the

Jury".
Brooklyn Strand

—
"Cytherea".

Cameo—"Girl Shy".
Capitol

—"The Woman Who Gives".

Cohan—"The Ten Commandments".
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall".

44th Street
—"America".

Liberty—"The Thief of Bagdad".
Loew's New York—Today—"The

White Sin."

Tuesday—"Second Youth and
"Defying the Law".

Wednesday—"Thy Name Is Wo-
man".

Thursday—"Wandering Husbands".
Friday

—
"In Fast Company" and

"Venus of the South Seas".
Saturday

—"Code of the Sea".

Sunday—"Why Men Leave Home".
Rialto

—"Maytime".

Rivoli
—

'"Miami".
Strand—"The Marriage Cheat".

Next Week
Astor—"The Sea Hawk".
Broadway—Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand

—"The Marriage
Cheat".

Cameo—"Girl Shy".
Capitol

—"The Shooting of Dan Mc-
Grew".

Cohan—"The Ten Commandments".
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall".

44th Street
—"America".

Rialto
—"The Reckless Age".

Rivoli
—"The Bedroom Window".

Strand—"Twenty A Week".

Mid-West Theatre Closings
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The following theatres
have closed: the Homes O. H. at

Nokomis, III; the Colonial, Gorin,
Mo.; the Star, Trenton, Tenn.; the
Rainbow, Russellville, Ark.; the Prin-
cess, Success, Ark.; the Evart. Green-
up, 111., until Sept. 1 ; the Realart,
Puxico, Mo., closing Tuesdays and
the Gem, Stonington, 111., on Satur-
days.

F. S. Russell has taken over the
Yale at Shelbyville, 111., and James
Colliers, the Rex at Lilbourne.

Chadwick Sells Franchises
A number of franchises for the

"Chadwick Nine" have been sold, in-

cluding the following: Common-
wealth of New York.; Masterpiece
of Philadelphia; Trio of Washington;
Independent of Boston, and Cele-
brated Players of Chicago.

Grossmont Gets New Lease
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Diego—The directors of the S.-
L. studios at Grossmont have extend-
ed the lease held by Grossmont Pic-
tures_ for five years. Actual produc-
tion is promised in the near future.

siLM developing Corp.
210-16 Weehaw-kenSt.WestHorjolcenJJJ.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing.
Printing, Cutting and Projection Room*.

Phone. UNION— 48OO
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Who WiU Direct the

Best Pictures this Fall?

Great pictures are, ninety-nine times out of a hundred, the result of care-

fully planned combinations of great stars, great stories and great directors.

In planning THE FAMOUS FORTY, having acquired the great stars

and stories, Paramount could not, of course, be satisfied with less than the

best directorial talent available in the industry today.

The directors of THE FAMOUS FORTY consist:

First, of producing geniuses who have proven their value to you at the

box office by long and consistent successions of hits

;

Second, of the most promising of the new directorial blood in the field,

for this is emphatically the day of the up-and-coming director as well as of

the tried-and-proved veteran.

I don't need to point out what stands back of these names:

Cecil B. De Mille, James Cruze, Ernest Lubitsch, William de Mille, Allan

Dwan, Sidney Olcott, Herbert Brenon, Irvin Willat, Joseph Henabery, Alan

Croslancl, Victor Fleming, Dimitri Buchowetzki, Sam Wood, Wallace Wors-
ley and Victor Heerman.

And here is the fresh, new talent among THE FAMOUS FORTY di-

rectors :

R. H. Burnside (formerly producing director of the New York Hippo-

drome), Paul Iribe and Frank Urson (producing under the supervision of

Cecil B. De Mille), Paul Bern, Paul Sloane, and Roy Pomeroy.

These men will direct the best pictures on the market this Fall and

Winter.

I S. R. KENT.



States, The Basis
(Continued from Page 1)

each section and each individual can

participate in all matters and have

some power to say and do things.

"The present Allied organization is

built along this line. The Committee
of Seventeen of which I was chair-

man four years ago had this idea.

We went a step further in attempting

to have the Honorable Judge Taft

to be the head of the organization.

The big man from the outside is still

the best idea, but until we can finance

such an organization we must do the

work ourselves. In fact, if the organi-

zation is built along lines of control

by a large committee and not a few.

•t will function without any big man."

States Should Pick Delegates
Colonel H. A. Cole, president of

the M. P. T. O.. who paid several

visits to New York in order to de-

velop some sort of an organization
that could serve exhibitors in an ef-

fective manner stated:

"I believe direct membership of

exhibitors in the national organiza-
tion the wrong idea. Exhibitor mem-
bership belongs in state or zone
bodies and the national organization
should consist of one or more repre-

sentatives, elected by each of such
bodies.

"If the new move contemplates
something like this, I believe it to be
a step in the right direction."

Against Large Committees
Henderson M. Richey of the Michi-

gan M. P. T. O. said:

"No state can afford to overlook
any unselfish, sincere, well-directed
attempt toward national organization.
With only meager details available

at this time of the proposed executive
committee of twenty-one, no one
could say just what Michigan's atti-

tude would be.

"However, I am sure that it would
depend on the personnel of the twen-
ty-one plan of organization, the
finance and organization, the objec-
tives and methods of reaching these
objectives. In the past such commit-
tees have been found to be unwieldy
it would also depend on who would
and sometimes unavailable. Therefore,
it would also depend on who would
be selected to carry on active manage-
ment of such a project.

"Michigan has always felt that a
successful national organization is not
possible without a firm foundation of
state bodies. Hence, its affiliation

with the the Allied State Organiza-
tions."

Theatre Building Active in Wash.
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—In a period of four months
the new Ritz, Spokane; St. Helens,
Chehalis; and the D. & R., Aberdeen,
have opened.

Theatre for Portland, Ore.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland, Ore. — Royal and
Schmeidskamp will build a two story
theatre at 1841 Sandy Blvd., to cost
$18,000.

Open Park Shows Free Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines—Riverview Park 19

presenting free motion pictures.

Theatre Changes
Sylvania, Ga.—Ike Kammkovitz,. a

fourteen year old high school boy,

recently took over the Star, which he

runs three times a week.

Hastings, Neb.—The Hostettler

Amusement Co. is building a new
theater to be opened on June 1.

Pittsburgh—The Pearl, partly de-

stroyed by fire has been repaired and
reopened.

Ruthton, Minn.—Iver Folstad has
purchased the Metropolitan from J.

Jackson.

Mahnomen, Minn.—Fred Cloutier

has purchased an interest in the Rain-
bow.

Williamsburgh, la.—C. N. Phil-

brick has taken over the Picture.

Perry, la.—The Grand, operated by
Charles Paiste, has reopened.

Portland, Ore.—H. J. Updegraff is

building a 750 seat theatre.

Dell Rapids, S. D.—O'Leary Bros,

have taken over the Grand.

Kilbourn, Wis.—The Crystal has
reopened.

Seattle McMinn-Golden Controversy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Superior, Wis.—Difficulties between
Roy McMinn, of the Capitol and the
Goldwyn, concerning the dates on
two pictures has been settled by the

joint arbitration board.

Penn. M. P. T. O. in New Offices

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh—The M. P. T. O. of

Western Pennsylvania has opened
new offices in the Washington Trust
Bldg.

Hurley-Totten Co. Begins
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Westerly, R. I.—The Hurley-Tot-
ten Co. has begun work on "Happy
Days", a series of two-reel comedies.

Opera House Destroyed By Flames
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Plaza, N. D.—The Opera House
was destroyed by fire for the second
time in three years.

Start Commuity Film Shows
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Shelburne, la.—Community picture
shows will be started some time next
month.

Non-Theatrical Check
(Continued from Page 1)

In view of the fact that it has been
a more or less accepted practice that
licenses are granted only to accept-
ed motion picture exhibitors and regu-
lation theatre owners, the order is

assumed here to be a blow at the
showing of non-theatrical perform-
ances.
Of course, this attitude finds a wel-

coming echo from exhibitors through-
out the Province.

Pyramid Seeks Relief
(Continued from Page 1)

the present application. He submit-
ted letters by George Blaisdell, edi-

tor of the Exhibitors Trade Review,
and Fred Beecroft, advertising man-
ager of the Motion Picture News,
testifying to the good reputation of

the Smalhvoods.

Navarre Transferred to N. Y.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)-

Seattle—Guy F. Navarre, Fox man-
ager has resigned his post and will

leave for the New York offices where
he will occupy an important post.

He will be succeeded by John J.

Sullivan.

Cast for "Battling Fool"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The cast of 'Bat-

tling Fool", the first of the eight Per-
fection pictures for C. B. C. will in-

clude Eva Novak, William Fairbanks,
Fred. J. Butler and Laura Winston.

Draws Up "Better Films" List

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—The Browiv and Home

School Ass'n. has compiled a list of

pictures tho aid mothers and teachers

in their choice of visual entertainment
for children

New Chicago Theatre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—John A. Carroll will erect

a building covering a square block
in the Jackson Park region, which
will contain stores, offices and an
1,800 seat theatre.

Burr Picture Completed
Work has been completed on

"Youth for Sale," a new Burr pic-

ture with May Allison, Sigrid Holm-
quist, Charles Mack and Richard
Bennett.

Sax Presents Projector To Museum
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—The Sax Theatre Co.
has presented the first projection
machine to be used in the city, a

Kinodrome, to the public museum.

Arbitration for Members Only
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—The M. P. T. O. will no
longer act as arbitrator in complaints
brought against non-members of the
exhibitor organization.

In The Courts
Supreme Court Justice McCook has

reserved decision on the application
of Famous Players-Lasky for an in-

junction restraining Artclass Pictures
from using the title, "Moses and the

Ten Commandments" on the ground
that it infringes "The Ten Com-
mandments." Nathan Burkan ap-
peared for the plaintiff and I. Mau-
rice Wormser the defendant.

Supreme Court Justice Erlanger
has deceided that Richard Walton
Tully and Oliver Morosco must give
Mrs. Grace a Fendler an accounting
on the profits accruing from "The
Bird of Paradise." Mrs. Fendler
charged that Tully used characters
from "In Hawaii," her play for "The
Bird of Paradise." The defendants
will appeal.

Spirit Lake. la. For Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Spirit Lake, la.—After a long fight

against reformers the community has
voted in favor of Sunday shows.

Are You Ready

For the Film Daily

Golf Tournament?

JUNE 4th

Wednesday, ThisWeek

Golf Balls

Golf Clubs

Golf Bags

Golf Hose

Golf Knickers

Golf Sweaters

—or anything in the line

ofsportinggoods,go to—

SlazengerS
12 E. 43d St., N.Y.C.

COMING SOON

Jm Wilson
;

AnotherScandal
Cosmo Hamilton*
latest and greatest novel* —

Sn C.°H. Griffith Production
produced by
Tilford Cinema. CbrpnT^^

HODKINSON /uie.«e
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Monte Blue
is in it

Robert Z.Leonard
presents it

John Russell and
Carl Harbaugh

vOrote it

otTiffany Production
M..H.Ho££maii,ffen.Mar:
Robert Z.Leonard fiir.yen.
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It's the biggest

surprise this star

ever handed 3)011

a ript-rsnortin'

romance of \ankee
pep and Spanish
fire , with MAE
MURRAY as a
Mexican madcap.
MADEMOISELLE
MIDNIGHT is some
sweet mama.
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K PICTURE
By DANNY

Here's one for next season.

Ad it's in. "The Sea Hawk."
M, incidentally, look for one
Alton Sills to be a big star
rreafter. Because when he
t<es off his ruffles; when he
rts down to primitive, he-man
siff, he's there. Nothing Sills

r.s ever done before counts.
Sbatini must have inspired
rm. Or Frank Lloyd. Or

—

1 1 what's the difference. He
cunts definitely.

3esides being a great picture; a

i ssive production, "The Sea Hawk"
snds out conspicuously as the most
a bitious effort First National has
i de of its own. And not surprising
it indeed, that when this was shown
I t lie F. N. group at their annual
i-eting in New Orleans that they
|od up and cheered. Exhibitors
II finally become producers. Aided
H abetted by Dick Rowland, plus
lank Lloyd.

From the box office view-

point—from the one great test

—how much will it bring in

there is no question. Where
women live women love. And
there isn't a woman who will

not be richer in romance, senti-

ment, and those finer things for

seeing this great picture. It's

a love story—and what a love
story!

The touches which might have
ade this stand out even greater were
issing. Some of the battle scenes
ight have been more effective
rough such touches. The introduc-
5n was perhaps a trifle long. But
ese are trifles when summing up
.e production as a whole, ft is mag-
ficent in its very magnitude; the
illeons, the sea stuff, are not only
,;w. but almost inspiring. The work
"Wally" Beery stands out consnic-

">usly in an excellent cast. The
)tnedy moments in which he was an
lportant part were eagerly awaited.

This is the first. Of the

several big, important produc-
tions First National will

make. On its own. It is a
splendid step. In the right
direction. Let's hope the next
will be as far a step ahead as

(.Continued on Page 2)

Fore !

Somewhere in the neighborhood of 250 important

film folk are at Sound View Golf Club, Great Neck,

L. I., today swatting the pill, playing cards and other-

wise having a great party.

The sixth semi-annual Film Golf Tournament is on

and the results will be recorded in tomorrow's issue.

Something like 120 prizes are to be awarded tonight

at the dinner, at which Felix Feist will preside.

Seek Ohio Reaction
Friendly Interests Would Make Sab-

bath "All Blue" to Arouse
Public's Indignation

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Massilon, O.—Exhibitors of Massi-
lon have been notified to keep their

theatres closed on Sunday hereafter.

The order became effective June 1.

This is the second key city in North-
ern Ohio to close on the Sabbath,
following the decision of the State

Supreme Court that classed Sunday
(Continued on Page 2)

Steen Handling Powers Stock

A. G. Steen has resigned as general

manager of John D. Tippett, Inc.,

distributors in America for Gevaert
stock and has formed Sensitized

Films Inc., with offices at 1650

Broadway to handle sales of Powers
raw stock. Steen will have exclusive

selling rights.

Maurice Fleckles will take over
Steen's duties.

Golden Denies Deal

The office of John Golden denied
yesterday that the Warners had
closed for the picture rights to

"Lightnin' " and "Seventh Heaven,"
as reported in the Times Square Daily

from the Coast. It was admitted

that negotiations were under way.

Welcome Tax Relief
The admission and seating taxes

will be repealed within thirty days,

according to provisions in the revenue
bill which was signed by the Presi-

dent late Monday.
Two statements were issued yes-

terday, one from the special exhib-

itor committee that worked in con-

(Continucd on Page 5)

Report More Abuses
M. P. T. O. Says Exhibitors Are
Wiring About Producer-Theatre

Extension—Directors Meet
The board of directors of the M.

P. T. O. held a meeting in New York
yesterday at which, according to a

statement issued later, a number of

exhibitor communications dealing

with producer-theatre activities were
discussed.
The statement declared that, since

the convention, exhibitors have con-

(Continued on Page 4)

Mayer Going East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Louis B. Mayer, Fred
Niblo and Mrs. Niblo fEnid Bennett)
leave for the East shortly. Mayer
and Niblo will confer with Marcus
Loew before he leaves for Europe.

Marcus Loew will sail on the Levi-
athan on June 14.

Jacqueline Logan a Star

Jacqueline Logan will be starred in

a series of four productions by Regal
Pictures for Hodkinson release. The
first will be "The House of Youth."
The pictures will be made at the Ince
studio, the first one for fall distribu-

tion.

Johnson Sailing
E. Bruce Johnson, manager of the

foreign department at First National

sails on the Majestic Saturday for a

trip of several months' duration. His
first stop will be London and he will

later visit the ten exchanges the com-
pany maintains in England, Scotland

and Ireland.

(Continued on Page 2)

Hearst Goes Along
To Release Next Year's Product

Through Metro-Goldwyn

—

Five Planned

'It is understood that William
Randolph Hearst is about to close a
contract with Metro-Goldwyn to dis-

tribute his 1924-1925 Cosmopolitan
product through the new combina-
tion.

Cosmopolitan will probably make
five pictures. These will be "Zander
the Great," originally held by Famous
Players but purchased from that or-
ganization; "Quality Street," in which
Marion Davies will star under di-

rection of Sidney Olcott; "Never the
Twain Shall Meet," in which, as
noted Anita Stewart will probably
have the lead; "The Temptress," a
Blasco Ibanez story and "Janice
Meredith" on which finishing touches
are now being made.

"Yolanda," which is being held for
fall distribution goes to Metro-Gold-
wyn under the merger. It is re-

ported that Hearst intends breaking
away from the costume picture, al-

though "Quality Street" deals with
the early 19th century.

Varner for State Units

H. B. Varner, president of the
North Carolina M. P. T. O. is an-
other leader of the Allied State Or-
ganization who believes that a na-
tional exhibitor body would be basic-
ally sound, were it to function through
forty-eight strong state units. Com-
menting on the new M. P. T. O. plan
of selecting twenty-one directors,

Varner thinks it is an improvement,
although he would prefer to learn

about the details before passing judg-
ment.

Dallas Contracts Near End
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Vitagraph. Educational and
Enterprise Distributing are the com-
panies supplying Dallas parks with
films under old contracts. Progress
and Mid-West, both state righters are

two companies that have made new
contracts for the coming season.

Henry King Returning
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Henry King has booked
passage on the Leviathan, sailing for

New York today.

Another News Reel?

It is understood plans are under
way for the introduction of another
news reel into the field.
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A PICTURE
(Continued from Page 1)

"The Sea Hawk" steps ahead

of any and everything First

National has ever done.

When Billy Brandt, head of the

New York State exhibitor organiza-

tion was told of the signing of the

new tax bill, by the president, he said:

"This is the happiest moment I have
ha<l in nine months."

"Sandra" Unit at Fox
The "Sandra" company has en-

gaged space at the Fox studio and
will start work on June 20. This is

the first outside company to work at

that plant.

. "THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM
'

cLlU C&orat da 'J~

!

GeotS
e %>*"'

»> ...Oo

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Foreign
Distribution

Seek Ohio Reaction
(Continued from Page 1)

pictures with theatrical performances
and therefore illegal.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland—Canton was the first

large Ohio town to close Sundays
and Massilon, the second. It is said

a movement is afoot, backed by the-

atrical interests, to close up every-
thing in those cities that are closed

to Sunday shows. The thought is

that if everything is "blue," public

opinion will swing- the pendulum
back to a normal position.

Although the Supreme Court ren-

dered a decision against Sunday
shows, local authorities can regulate

all activities falling within their

sphere of power.

Pathe Executives Return
Miles Gibbons, short subject sales

manager for Pathe has returned from
a nation-wide sales tour concerning
which, he says:
"The demand for short subjects is

almost unprecedented. Theatre own-
ers throughout the country are realiz-

ing more every day that variety is

absolutely essential as a drawing card

if they are to be assured of 100% box
office results."

E. Oswald Brooks, serial sales

manager is also back. "Wanted by
Police" is the title of a new Pathe
serial.

Pathe Sales Contest On
The first half of the Pathe $10,000

sales competition, known as the

"Storey Pennant Race," has closed,

with the branch offices divided into

five leagues, following an eight weeks'
contest for qualifying position. The
second half which will close at mid-
night July 12th, will determine the

actual prize winners in the contest.

At Broadway Theatres
"The Shooting of Dan McGrew"

will be the feature at the Capitol next
week; "The Reckless Age" at the Ri-

alto; "The Bedroom Window" at the

Rivoli and "Twenty a Week" at the

Strand.
"True as Steel." opens at the Capi-

tol June IS.

Crandall in Town
Harry Crandall of Washington is

in town.

Deplore Indiscretion

J. V. Bryson's Letter on Entertain-

ment Regretted by English Film
Men

BY ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Of The Film Renter and M. P. News

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London—J. V. Bryson, managing

director for Universal in this country,

has lately come in for adverse criti-

cism from exhibitors following his

very indiscreet circular to the trade

in which he announced that he had
authentic assurance that the Enter-
tainment Tax would be abolished, and
that the cost would be borne by the

British Government.
Bryson's letter was the subject of a

comment in the House of Commons
and prominent members of the Cine-
matograph Exhibitors' Ass'n. con-
demn it as being a document that is

likely to retard the movement for the

Entertainment Tax abolishment.
Another indiscretion by ' Bryson

which has roused indignation amongst
his fellow renters is his latest decision
to immediately show all his pictures

to the Censor in Ireland. The situa-

tion in that country is somewhat dif-

ficult as, owing to a monopoly having
been created and resultant high prices

charged for censoring, renters and ex-

hibitors have joined hand in hand
in a determination to boycott all pic-

tures which have been submitted to

the censor. The renters are, there-
fore, holding aloof.

Bryson, however, has broken away
from the others and has decided to
pay the censor's charges and have
his films shown immediately. All
the renters in this country have re-

fused en bloc to move until the
charges are reduced but Bryson's at-

titude has seriously embarrassed them.
Further developments are expected.

Loew's Ohio Group Here
Fred Desberg, Edward Strong and

other important officials of the
Loew's Ohio Theatres were in town
yesterday, holding a conference with
Marcus Loew.

THE HAND COLORING
In

NO MOTHER TO GUIDE HER
was done by

BROCK
Phone Morningside 1776
528 Riverside Drive, N. Y.

Prints in all Exchanges—Now Playing

ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI

<An ^ilan CrcslandProduction
firoduce.il hy Gilford Cinemn Ccrh.,

y&HODKINSON RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures

Johnson Sailing
(Continued from Page 1)

In Paris, he will join R e

Schless, representative on the iH
tient. They will study conditio [j

France, Italy, Belgium and For 1
visiting the branches. Other )m
will include Berlin, Stockholm, 9
enhagen and Christiania. After I
ing a survey of conditions in !
dinavia, Johnson will return to I
don for the annual organization hi-

vention there on August 8 and 9
j

Charles H. Christie has pure! led

"What's Your Wife Doing" ail
subject of his second feature coil
for Hodkinson.

HAL ROACH'S

STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES

"The Pinnacle of Pantomimt

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

New York Chicago Hollywod

Rotfcacker bboratorie

W1LL5AM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mg '

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 181

INSURANCE
We have been handling

Motion Picture and Thea-

trical Insurance for the

past fifteen years and are

in a position to handle any

proposition—big or little.

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Bryant 3040

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

POMIOWFJI
rsBORATORlc
II INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 293

ALLAN A.LOWNES, GEN.MGR.
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Do You Buy on Faith

or Are You from Missouri?
It's impossible for most exhibitors to see in advance all the pictures that they

book. It becomes necessary, in some measure, to buy on faith.

Buying on faith is satisfactory if you have something REAL to put your faith in.

In Paramount's FAMOUS FORTY, you have faith in such stars and artists as

Gloria Swanson, Thomas Meighan, Rudolph Valentino, Pola Negri, Jack Holt, Bebe
Daniels, Richard Dix, Betty Compson, Rod LaRocque, William Farnum, Lois Wilson,
Estelle Taylor, Glenn Hunter, Agnes Ayres, Adolphe Menjou, Raymond Griffith, Vera
Reynolds, Mary Astor, Nita Naldi, Noah Beery, Theodore Roberts, and Ricardo Cortez.

In THE FAMOUS FORTY, you have faith in such directors as Cecil B. DeMille,

James Cruze, Herbert Brenon, William de Mille, Allan Dwan, Joseph Henabery, Vic-
tor Fleming, Irvin Willat, Sidney Olcott, Ernest Lubitsch, Dimitri Buchowetzki, and
Sam Wood.

In THE FAMOUS FORTY, you have faith in such titles as The Golden Bed, Feet
of Clay, North of 36, Peter Pan, Forbidden Paradise, Sinners in Heaven, Argentine
Love, Open All Night, Locked Doors, Merton of the Movies, Monsieur Beaucaire, Wan-
derer of the Wasteland, Manhandled, The Enemy Sex, Changing Husbands, and in

each and every one of the entire FORTY.
But if you're from Missouri

—

Go to your Paramount exchange today and ask to see these FAMOUS FORTY
August releases:

WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND. Which a prominent New York theat-

rical organization wants to road-show all over the country. We turned them down.
It comes to you August 11—a Zane Grey super-thriller produced entirely in color!

MANHANDLED. By far Gloria Swanson's greatest. A riot at Grauman's Mil-

lion Dollar, Los Angeles, where it. opened a pre-release run Sunday. To you August 4.

THE ENEMY SEX. A sizzling James Cruze comedy-drama that makes the aver-
age flapper picture look like afternoon tea at the Old Ladies Home ! Released Au-
gust 25th.

UNGUARDED WOMEN. Bebe Daniels and Richard Dix performing magnifi-
cently in a woman-picture with a marvelous title. Out August 18.

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE. Rudolph Valentino's return to the screen in Sid-

ney Olcott's production of Booth Tarking ton's world-famous love story. Released
August 18.

CHANGING HUSBANDS. A brilliant marriage-comedy, with Leatrice Joy, su-

pervised by Cecil B. DeMille.

Whether you book on faith or whether you're from Missouri, THE FAMOUS
FORTY fills the bill.

S. R. KENT.
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Report More Abuses
(Continued from Page 1)

tinned complaining against "unfair

business methods employed in their

respective localities by Loew, Inc.

and allied interests in producer-thea-

tre extension and along other lines".
"* * * Definite lines of procedure"

said the statement, " were agreed up-
on which will fully comprehend every
requirement of the situation. At the

proper time, these plans will be com-
municated to district leaders of thea-

tre owners in all parts of the United
States and Canada so that a complete
understanding of the same will be
reached by all theatre owners who
w ill cooperate in carrying the same
into effect.

"Theatre owners everywhere may
rest assured that no time will be lost

in moving to correct the abuses com-
plained of and that this line of pro-
cedure will be conducted in a legal,

systematic and thorough manner."

FOR SALE
MOVING PICTURE STUDIO

IN QUEENS COUNTY
concrete and steel building, about
2 7/8 acres of ground, studio floor

135x90; ample dressing rooms for

several hundred; 14 star dressing
rooms, Cooper Hewitt and hard
lights; two companies on main floor,

small company downstairs ; complete
laboratories ; valuable stock of doors,
arches etc., for buildings; restaurant
facilities.

STUART K. BRANDON
1540 Broadway New York City

WANTED
An Al manager who understands pre-
sentations. This position is with one
of the largest operating companies,
and the threatre in question is located
in a city of over a million population.
State experience. Box M 209 c/o
THE FILM DAILY, N. Y. C.

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5450-1

In The Courts
Suit was filed in the Supreme Court

yesterday by J. Searle Dawley Prod,
against Selznick Distrib. Corp., Rose
F. and Murray W. Garsson. Garsson
Enterprises, Hamilton National Bank,
and the Tec-Art Studios, Inc., for an
accounting of money received from
the distribution of "Broadway
Broke." The plaintiff alleges that the

rights were obtained by Douglas G.
Hertz who assigned them to the
plaintiff that subsequently the plain-

tiff spent $25,000 in making the film

and needed $12,000 more.
The plaintiff alleges that $10,000

was then borrowed from Rose F.

Garsson, for which she was to get

twenty-five per cent of the plaintiff's

profits. The plaintiff later borrowed
$10,000 more for ten per cent of the

profits and finally Mrs. Garsson
agreed to furnish all the money neces-
sary to finish the film, for which she
was to receive twenty-seven and one-
half per cent of the profits. The plain-

tiff alleges that she did not furnish
more than $35,000 and demands an
accounting of all money in possession
of the Hamilton Bank which was
named as depository. Mrs. Garsson
contends that she is entitled to $65,000
received from the film, and asked the
court to compel the plaintiff to reply
to this allegation.

Want Censors for Cleveland
(Special 1o THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Rev. E. R. Wright, sec-

retary of the Federated Churches and
Miss Sabina Marshall, executive sec-

retary of the Women's Protective
Ass'n has conferred with Chief of

Police Jacob Graul on the establish-

ment of a city censor committee to

pass on all shows presented in Cleve-
land. This covers films and legiti-

mate performances. Graul will favor
such a committee provided it repre-

sented all viewpoints. Further plans
are to be discussed at another meet-
ing.

George King Here
George King, formerly general

manager of Stoll, Ltd., and later with
Allied Artists in London, arrived yes-
terday. He is now on his own and
was busy yesterday renewing old ac-
quaintanships. At the Commodore.

Friedman Here from London
Sydney Friedman, director of Film

Booking Offices, Ltd., of England is

in New York.

COMING SOON

lois Wilson

'{AnotherScandal

"

Cosmo Hamilton's
latest and greatest novel* —

Sn C.°H. GrifPifti Production
produced by
Tilford Cinema. Corpri?1^

HODKINSON Please

?r*wsra

COMMONWEALTH announces to

the trade that it will handle the distribu-

tion in Greater New York and North-

ern New Jersey of the following im-

portant productions:

"Grade A Certified"

"The Speed Spook"

Both featuring Johnny Hines

There is now in preparation a com-

plete descriptive pamphlet of COM-

MONWEALTH'S product for the new

1924-25 season. It will be mailed next

week.

COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORPORATION

"Handling Only Assured

Successes"

S. ZIERLER, President

729 SEVENTH AVE.

NEW YORK CITY
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Welcome Tax Relief
(Continued from Page 1)

jiction with the Hays office for the

roeal of the measure and the other

inn M. P. T. O. headquarters. Each
aimed the credit for being influen-

tl in bringing about the repeal. Al-

pugh there is a wide difference of

(inion along those lines, both groups
oincide in the belief that the relief

^11 prove a most welcome one.

One statement emanated from the

I. P. T. O. Special Committee and
-is prepared by H. M. Richey, of

[e Michigan M. P. T. O. as its sec-

tary. This statement traced the
frniEtion of the Allied State Or-
jnization and the subsequent co-op-
wtive policy adopted by it in con-
nction with the Hays office. At
|e point, it declares that J. R. Den-
:5ton of Michigan appeared once be-
jre the Ways and Means Committee
. the representative of thirty-two

(ites. A long list, containing sorae-

ing like 250 names of exhibitors
no worked with the committee, was
(tached to the statement. In it ap-
lared, not only the Allied leaders,

it the names of Martin G. Smith of

oledo and Glenn Harper of Los An-
les, both of them strong Cohen
en.

The M. P. T. O. statement was
sued by M. J. O'Toole, the new
esident and, like the other, traced
e efforts of the organization along
x repeal lines. Both groups seek
ie credit for the Presidential recom-
endation that the amusement taxes

S lifted.

Newspaper Opinions

Some Paramount Changes
Tom Bailey, formerly Paramount
anager at Portland, Ore., has been
>pointed manager at San Francisco,
icceeding O. B. Traggardh, who
ill assume an important position in

lother department.
H. Neal East, formerly salesman at

ortland, has been appointed branch
anager succeeding Bailey.
Frey Meyers, former sales manager
Washington has been appointed

ranch manager at Wilkes Barre
icceeding E. W. Sweigert, resigned.

®ilm Developing Corp.
210-16 Weehawken St.West HobokenJU.

Laboratory with the lowest Insurance
Rates in the East. Negative Developing
Printing, Cutting and Projection Rooms.

Phone. UNION—4800

"Women Who Give"—Metro-Gwyn
Capitol

AMERICAN—* * * I could have enjoyed
the melodrama more if the poetical titles had
been less in evidence. I never like to have
a picture unfolded by the aid of poetry * *

So that whatever black marks we give
this film we must say the director has followed
the theme carefully and closely.

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * There are
some exceptionally beautiful scenes in the
photoplay, a terrifically impressive storm, and
several shipwrecks. The story is sincerely
made : * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * a thoroughly
enjoyable picture, especially the work of Frank
Keenan * * *

Most of the scenes were shot along the coast

of Cape Cod on the exact location described
in the book and again we witness a remark-
able shipwreck * * *

It is well worth the seeing.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * Right here
we nominate Robert Frazer as one of our
favorite leading men. He is quite irresistible,

and his presence as the hero gave to the pic-

ture what interest it held for us. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * it pre-

sents refreshing characterizations of folk in a
fishing village. It has the homely episodes
familiar to this type of drama, and there is

a note of humor which is pleasing, inter-

spersed with the heartaches. * * *

POST—* * * There is plenty of excite-

ment and romance and fun in the picture,

greatly enchanced by some of the most beauti-

ful sea photography we have ever seen. There's
a storm in this film, too, which is thrilling

enough. * * * The story itself isn't close-

knitted enough to hold your attention at all

times, and the acting, while adequate, doesn't
reach any heights.

TELEGRAM—* * * Clearly and potently
the story is told of the heroism in humble
bosoms as the Cape Cod fishers set out on
their hazardous quest. With touches of
quaint humor and with incidents of strong
sentimental appeal, the various characters are
revealed. * * *

TIMES—;'Women Who Give," * * * is

much more interesting than one would glean
from the title, being a fairly competent study
of fishing folk. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * The sea
stuff in the picture gives the biggest thrills.

Storms and the ships riding the waves, a
wreck of a schooner and the rescue of the
crew, all well done under the direction of
Reginald Barker.

There is also a love story that carries. * * *

The picture looks as though it will get
some money. * * *

WORLD—We cannot see any very great
reason why anybody would sit up nights telling

the neighbors about this picture * * *

"Maytime"

—

Preferred

Rialto

AMERICAN—* * * Viewed from the
standpoint of burlesque, "Maytime" might
pass in a crowd, but as a straight honest-to-
goodness production, in most respects, it is

a total loss. * * *

The only ray of light in the whole long,
long film is Harrison Ford. * * *

DAILY NEWS—"May time" happens to
be one of those long drawn out love sto-

ries. * * *

THIS organization has intimate contact

with the motion picture industry, number-

ing among its clients producers, distributors and

laboratories. Loans in any amounts arranged

on terms you will find easy to meet. Quick

action and confidential service. We solicit your

account.

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway 'Phone Watkins 4522

* * * Certainly it must have been a hap-
pier thing behind the footlights than it is

in its present form. Clara Bow * * * is

almost entirely disguised in the corkscrew
curls of pre- Civil War days. William Nor-
ris * * furnishes some stereotyped comedy.

EVENING WORLD—* * * "Maytime"
is, in our estimation, a fine film and good
entertainment. * * *

By all means, if you enjoy good pictures
and a generous supply of Art with a big
"A," don't miss "Maytime," we should have
been sorry to have let it slip by us.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * we had not
dreamed that a picture with a lot of lilacs and
apple blossoms in it could be so dreary. It

drags as persistently as though it were trying
to locate the body.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * While
the love story involved is pretty enough,
there is no reality to the film, and no at-

mosphere. Ethel Shannon, Harrison Ford
and Clara Bow have leading roles, but as a
Broadway production this all seems to be
nothing to write home about. * * *

POST—* * * It isn't much in the way
of a picture, being too involved in plot and
so meandering in story that it's hard to
keep your interest centered on it. * * *

We're sorry, but we can't recommend this

as any more than mildly pleasant and sooth-
ing entertainment. * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * Mr. .Gasnier has
made an attractive film play, with an excel-

lent cast * * *.

TIMES—* * * and what adds to the
tedium in this film is the occasional injection
of feeble comedy and the constant old-fash-
ioned acting. The story itself is nothing new
and the climax comes as a happy relief. * * *

To those who like an old-fashioned ro-
mance told in a tearful way, with unre-
strained poses and gestures and here and
there close-ups of gloom, this * * * may
have some interest.

WORLD—The plot of "Maytime" almost
cracked under the strain of a musical com-
edy version—and that with much gay and
lilting music to bear it up. Naturally it

would sag more than ever after four reels
of the silent drama. * * *

The C B. C Line-Up

Of the eight Columbia features
that C B. C. will produce for next
season, four will be published works
and four, stories written by newspa-
per men. The four books will be
"The Foolish Virgin" by Thomas
Dixon, "The Price She Paid" by Da-
vid Graham Phillips, "Who Cares"
by Cosmo Hamilton and "A Fool
and His Money" by George Barr Mc-
Cutcheon. The originals will be
"One Glorious Night," "Fighting the
Flames," "After Business Hours" and
"The Midnight Express." The eight

Perfection releases will be "The Bat-
tling Fool," "The Fatal Kiss," "Wom-
en First," "The Race for Life," "The
Fearless Lover," "A Fight for Hon-
or," "The Beautiful Sinner" and
"Tainted Money." Columbia Pic-
tures, St. Louis have purchased the

rights for East. Missouri and S. Illi-

nois.

Ohio Can't See Fight Films

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O.—The temporary in-

junction granted Edward Sullivan re-

straining the State Department of

Education from enforcing its revoca-

tion of the license for exhibition of

Dempsey-Firpo fight pictures, was
dismissed by Common Pleas Judge
Henry L. Scarlett. This means that

that pictures cannot be shown in

Ohio, although originally passed by
the Censor Board. The license was
revoked after the Congressional ex-

pose.

Fully Equipped Studio

For Lease

A VAILABLE immediately—a studio com-

^ *- pletely equipped with every modern

motion picture appliance.

This includes three spacious stages, one of

them enormous; dressing rooms of the latest

type; every requirement and convenience of

a thoroughly appointed establishment.

For Terms Apply to

MAX GOLDEN

Fox Film Studios
West 55th St. New York



\&u should have
been there hoys..

and heard the continuous

round of enthusiastic ap-

plause that greeted the

FRANK LLOYD productions inc.
Presentation of RAFAEL SABATINI'S great story of adventure'

//

eSEAHAWK
MILTON
SI LL S
and a supporting
cast including'

ENID BENNETT
LLOYD HUGHES
WALLACE BEERY

directed by

FRANK LLOYD

at its world premiere at the Astor

Theatre—MONDAY NIGHT JUNE 2nd.

To a man—that huge

audience termed it the

greatest picture of its

kind that has ever been

,

produced— you
bet its

A 3ir>&t national Picture
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One Stand On Tax
(rcuits May Act Together in Deter-

mining What to Do About Ad-
mission Prices

It is understood that all of the im-

jrtant local circuits have decided to

;opt a uniform attitude on the ques-

nn of revised admissions, now that

e war tax on tickets up to fifty

ints has been removed.

It is reported that the leaning is in

veral directions. It may be decided

take off the taxable amount for the

'miner and add it on again for the

11 or take off the few cents payable

,i each ticket entirely. If it is de-

ded to remove the tax completely,

is action will, in many cases, make
e actual handling of tickets and ad-

lissions at the box-office a more diffi-

llt operation and one that will in-

ilve an increased handling of pen-

es. Most of the admissions locally

e on a flat basis, such as forty or

ty cents.

The question involves the majority
the Loew houses, the Fox theatres

id the Moss circuit, all of which
jve blocks of seats that now become
x free.

Hepworth Deal On
Hepworth has abandoned plans to

laintain its own exchange in Great-
r New York and is understood to

ave a deal under way with a local

tate right distributor. The company
,-ill move from present quarters in

he Godfrey Bldg.. to smaller accom
lodations in the same building.

Schiller Back
E. A. Schiller of the Loew organi-

ation returned from New Orleans
esterday where be held a number of

onferences with the Saenger inter

-

sts. regarding the new $2,000,000
aengcr theatre, which Loew's may
perate.

Mastbaum Sails Saturday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Jules E. Mastbaum
nd his family sail from New York on
he Majestic Saturday to tour Eng-
and and the Continent.

Plan London Office

Sering D. Wilson and Herbert G
Viess sail on the Mauretania next
Vednesday to open a London branch
ffice to be used as a clearing house
or American pictures.

Kolker on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Henry Kolker, direc
or, is here from the East.

The Winners
The winners of the Spring Golf Tournament, held at the

Sound View Golf Club, Great Neck, L. I., yesterday, follow:
Low net (Reuben Samuels, Inc. Trophy) Rudy Cameron,

net score of 74.

Low net runner-up (Pathe Exchange, Inc. Trophy) Oscar
Shaw, net score of 74.

Low gross (Warner Brothers Trophy) John Mears, with
a low score of 77 for 18 holes.

Low gross runner-up (Motion Picture News Trophy)
Oscar Shaw, with a score of 74.

Winner of Jules Mastbaum Trophy for lowest score by
exhibitor player. Tom Moore, net score, 80.

Winner of Exhibitors Herald Special Cup, Richard Brady,
for a hole in one at the ninth hole.

Winner of leg on FILM DAILY Trophy, Rudy Cameron
with a net score of 74.

F. O. B. "Birdie" Trophy to Stanley B. Waite.

Special arizes drawn for in blind competition as follows:

Watterson R. Rothacker Cuo. A. O. Dillenbeck; Tack Cosman
Ciin. J. V. Richey: Arthur W. Stebbins Cun. J. Boyce Smith;
Hirla graph prize (Sent camera). Victor Shapiro; Eastman
prize ( a KodakV Milton Blnmbersr; Du Pont prize (Mah
Tone: set"). John W. Noble: Tules Brulatour prize (traveling

bagV Stanlev B. Waite; Path*" "Babv" camera. Joe Leblang.

Victor Shapiro won the Duffer's Prize, a Ladies Bicycle,

with a score of 207. Lester Sternberg won the duffer's runner-

up, an iron bedstead, with a score of 190. George Blaisdell

won the third duffer's trophy, a dummy for window display,

with a score of 185.

New Color Process
Announced on Coast— Invention

Hinges Around Shutter on the

Projector

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—W. M. Thomas of

Standard Laboratories and Foster

Leonard declare they have perfected

i new color process to be known
commercially as "Soectrocolor."

The inventors claim the nrocess is

>implicitvitself and that neither dves

nor equipment other than standard

material is necessary.

A revolving color shutter attached
fo the camera puts color value into

^he film. The film remains black

ind white. By the combination of a

special lens and a color wheel attach-

ed to the projector the color value

that is already in the black and white

Mm is brought out in its natural state.

Both the revolving color shutter

on the camera and the color wheel
on the projector are of red and preen.

When the former revo'ves. with the

taking of pictures, the red and erreen

and white put the color values into

the negative, and by the turning of

the color "'heel on the proiector

while the film is being screened true

(Continued on Page 2)

Case Up June 9
Tniunction Application Against Am-

erican Releasing to Be Heard

—

Pvramid Involved
The application for an iniunction

against Selznick Dist. Corp . brought
bv Peter Licari. as trustee in bank-
ruptcy for American Releasing wil'
he heard in the Supreme Court on
Tune 9.

Tustice McTook has cranted an ap-
plication bv Pvramid Pictures to ap-
pear ;n the iniunction suit which
would restrain Selznick from making
any payments in connection with the
films ohtained from American Feleas-
•ne. Licari al'pged in his suit that

Selznick acnuired th<> films without
consideration and -will take in $600.-
u00 whif-h should hp applied to the
debts of American Releasing.
Pyramid states that it has contracts

for exhibitiner a number of the films

referred to. and that its rights under
these r-ontracts entitle it to be repre-
sentor! when the suit is heard.
W. C. T. Doolittle. of Selznick ha =

sent a form letter to all prodnrers in-

terested in the litigation, pointing out
that American Releasing producers
barl ratified the action whereby the
distributing company had taken over
their pictures.

Exchanges Combined
New Metro-G' wyn Distributing

System Work 5—Six Goldwyn
Manager Retained

The combined .istributing system
of Metro and Goldwyn-Cosmopoli-
tan has now been completely merged
into one unit. Of thirty Goldwyn-
Cosmopolitan managers, only six have
been retained in Metro-Goldwyn and
of the former nine district managers,
three are now enrolled in the ranks
of the new company.

In the following eighteen cities,

the Goldwyn exchanges have been
taken over as headquarters for the

combined forces; Albany, Atlanta,

Buffalo, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Dallas,

Des Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis,

Milwaukee. Oklahoma City, Pitts-

burgh, Philadelphia. Portland, Seattle,

San Francisco, Salt Lake City and
Washington. In the following cities,

the Metro quarters will be used: Bos-
ton, Cleveland, Kansas City, Los An-
geles, Minneapolis, New Haven, New
York, New Orleans. Omaha and St.

Louis. Chicago has not been set, de-

pendent upon which company's lease

can be disposed of.

(Continued on Page 2)

1st Nat'l Sales Heads Here

The First National district man-
agers are here, discussing fall selling

plans. Those attending are H. A.

Bandy of Cleveland: W. E. Callaway
of New Orleans, R. C. Seery of

Chicago. J. C. Skirbollof Los An-
geles, L. Bache of Toronto and
Harry H. Buxbaum of New York.

Hunter To Direct Chadwick

T. Hayes Hunter is to direct

"Trouping With Ellen," which star

Helene Chadwick and will be made
at the Biograph studio. Ben Silvey

will assist Hunter and J. Roy Hunt
will be the cameraman.

Party A Success
Marvelous Turnout At Spring Golf
Tournament—The Dinner Last

Night, The Highlight

Over 200 film folk attended the

Soring Golf Tournament at Sound
View yesterday. Despite the rain

which fell during the afternoon, the

ardor of those on the links was not

dampened.

As usual, with these events, the

highlight of the party was the dinner

last night, at which many magnificent
prizes were distributed. There was

(Continued on Page 5)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod Not quoted
F. P.-L 77i/g, 7Sy2 755/6 6,300

do pfd 97^4 96y4 97 1,000

Goldwyn 15# 15 15 1,600

Loew's 16J4 16 16J4 400
Warner's Not quoted

New Color Process
(Continued from Page 1)

color representation is obtained, it

is claimed.

An added advantage is said to exist

in the fact that prints can be turned
out overnight, without the long de-

lay that exists with many of the pres-

ent color-process films. The first pic-

ture to use the process is "Annette
Kellerman and Her Bathing Girls,"

booked into the California.

New Coast Units
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Fred W. Fox, Fred-
erick Bond and Robert F. Langen-
bacher have formed the Fox Publi-
city and Exploitation Co. and the

Frederick Bond Prod. Co., with of-

fices at 6363 Hollywood Blvd.

(f (QcUi^caJAcruit U-lctuAxA^

r*W
ptv

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

In The Courts
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—J. W. and Harry
Rosenthal have riled a suit for $75,-

000 damages against Universal Pic-
tures Corp., alleging they held a con-
tract originally granted to Jacob
Stein giving them the sole privilege

of serving meals and the like to per-
sons working at Universal City. It

is alleged that since June, 1920, this

contract has been violated by the de-
fendant.

Fritz Lang's Ideas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Fritz Lang, director of

"Die Nibelungen'' declared in a re-

cent interview:

"I would never dream of attempt-
ing to make a cowboy film for Ameri-
ca. I could do it no more than the
Americans can make historical films.

How can they? They have no history.

Unfortunately they try. But the fact

remains that only the countries of Eu-
rope can really catch the medieaval
culture and tradition and represent the
spirit of their old legends. My own
trouble is that there are so many
beautiful stories of the past crying
out to be filmed that I shall die before
I have time to do a quarter of them."

Neilan's Next, "Sporting Venus"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Marshall Neilan's
next picture will be "The Sporting
Venus," a current story by Gerald
Beaumont. He was scheduled to

leave for New York yesterday.

Theatre for Plattsburg
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Plattsburg, N. Y.—William E. Ben-
ton of Saratoga Springs has pur-
chased property at Brinkerhoff and
Oak Sts. on which he will build a
1,300 seat theatre.

Remodeling Quincy House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Quincy, Mass.—Remodeling of the
Washington Square theatre is being
rushed to get the house ready by June
15. Ben Prince will be house man-
ager.

Southern Exhibitor Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montgomery, Ala.—Sol M. Suger-
man, of the Grand, is dead.

Exchanges Combined
(Continued from Page 1)

The Goldwyn managers retained
are V. McCabe, Albany; L. Sturm.
Detroit; W. Wilman, Indianapolis; L.

M. Metzger, Kansas City; S. Shur-
man, Milwaukee and C. T. Lynch,
Omaha. The district managers re-

tained are George A. Hickey, Felix
Mendellsohn and J. E. Flynn. Hickey
is in charge of District No. 7, em-
bracing Kansas City, Omaha, St.

Louis, Des Moines. He was formerly
supervisor of Chicago, Milwaukee,
and Indianapolis. Flynn supervises
District No. 8, embracing San Fran-
cisco, Portland and Seattle and Men-
dellsohn, District No. 3, embracing
Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh
and Charlotte. Eckman, a home of-

fice executive supervises New York,
Albany and Buffalo. In New York,
the Metro exchange is being used,
with A. S. Abeles continuing as

branch manager.

The complete line-up is as follows:
Albany, V. McCabe; Atlanta, J. J. Burke,

Jr.; Boston, M. Hill; Buffalo, H. W. Kahn
;

Charlotte, R. Berger ; Chicago, L. Rozelle

;

Cincinnati, Jos. Klein ; Cleveland, C. E.
Almy; Dallas, L. Bickel ; Denver, F. P.
Brown; Des Moines, W. E. Banford ; De-
troit, L .Sturm; Indianapolis, W. Wilman;
Kansas City, L. B. Metzger; Los Angeles.
B. F. Rosenberg; Milwaukee, S. Shurman

;

Minneapolis, A. H. Fischer; New Haven,
Wm. Scully ; New York, A. Abeles ; New
Orleans, C. T. Briant; Oklahoma City, J.

Elwell; Omaha, C. T. Lynch; Pittsburgh,

J. J. Maloney; Philadelphia, R. Lynch; Port-
land, L. Amacher; Seattle, C. Steam; San
Francisco, F. W. Voigt; St. Louis, C.

Werner ; Salt Lake City, G. L. Cloward and
Washington, G. Fuller.

Offices for the sales executive force

are now being made ready on the

sixth floor of the State Bldg. The
publicity and advertising departments
have been moved to the third floor.

•An Eastern sales convention opens
today at the Astor, to be followed by
one in Chicago, on the 9th and a third

in San Francisco, on the 16th.

To Alaska for Exteriors

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Tom Meighan and
Herbert Brenon have left for Alaska
to shoot exteriors for "The Alaskan."

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

Prints in all Exchanges—Now Playing

<DorothyMackaill£

WHAT SHALL I DO
M

A Frank Woods Production

S-\u>ifh JOHN HARRON LOUISE DRESSER
f\j and WILLIAM V. MONG

/ Directed by JOHN G. ADOLFl

/"H0DKINS0N RELEAStr

YjW

Insurance for Loew Employees
An insurance committee of

Loew-Metro Club has prepared
fc

plan of group insurance to which t L

ployees of Loew, Inc. and Metro '1

be eligible.

HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes Only"

2 reels

Pafhecomecjy

Specify

-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FUSH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

America.inc.
729-71!? Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI58

The Mackler Process

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated

THE SEA HAWK
A First National Production
Now Playing at the Astor

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.
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Not Out of the Ice Box
But Hot Off the Fire

Paramount's Famous Forty won't come before the public cold

—

Because

:

1. Quite a few million people know about "The Covered Wagon."

2. The fact that Valentino returns to the screen in "Monsieur Beaucaire" has
been publicized in newspaper columns, roto-sections and in every type of national mag-
azine from coast to coast.

3. The marvelous all-color "Wanderer of the Wasteland" is more than a motion
picture. It is revolutionary news that hits the front page news-sections of all news-
papers and will receive tremendous publicity.

4. Every one of the Famous Forty will be brought before the public in (a) double-

color, double-page and double-color single page advertisements in the Saturday Even-
ing Post; (b) a four-color double-page advertisement in "Liberty," the new, million-

circulation, color- roto magazine; (c) advertising in the Ladies Home Journal, the first

black and white ads in the magazine, up among the reading matter; (d) pages in all

of the motion picture magazines; and (e) a page advertisement in 400 newspapers of

the United States.

It's the greatest advertising campaign for exhibitor-assistance ever launched.

Paramount is peculiarly able to capitalize on such a campaign because Paramount
has been nationally advertised continually and effectively for 8 solid years.

Success is like a giant searchlight which picks some things out and leaves others
in the dark.

For eight years the intense white light of national advertising has played stead-

ily on the name Paramount Pictures.

Today there are millions of people who think automatically of Paramount the
moment the word pictures is mentioned.

You can kid yourself all you want, but that is an asset that thousands of exhib-
itors consider it lunacy to neglect.

The public knows Paramount. The public will know the Famous Forty to the ex-
clusion of everything else in pictures this season.

The Famous Forty will come to you, not out of the ice-box but hot off the fire.

You knoiv that means something to you

!

S. R. KENT



Coming^ \ \ i FTd
FINIS FOX'S huge melodramj

MAE BUSCIi
IN

DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD BY

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

723 SEVENTH AVE.—NEW YORK
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

Sales Office United Kingdom:
R-C Pictures Corp., 26-27 D'Arblay St.,

Wardour St., London W. 1, England

AW0MA1
WHO

with a supporting cast of stars includin

IRENE RICH, MORGAN WALLAC1
and the new young screen find— REX LEAS

FACTS
-about "A WOMAN WHO SINNED." In the hug

trial scenes, Finis Fox used 7 cameras shooting from a

angles. A stage 75 feet wide and 210 feet long was bui

to accommodate the huge mobs who worked in the picture.

More than 2000 people were employed in the giant shots. The pictiw

required more than 9 solid months in the making and was filmed at a cor

larger than any comparable melodrama in all the history of motion picture

A national title contest was staged which drew 16,788 suggested title

for the picture from fans, titles being suggested from short synopsis maile

out.

With MAE BUSCH now at the very height of her popularity and Iren

Rich with a tremendous following, and Morgan Wallace and the new fin

Rex Lease plus this smashing Box office title you have one of the bigges

productions to be released this year. All F. B. O. exchanges have print

on hand for screening.

g*"* Thematic Music Sheets available on this picture
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Party A Success

(Continued from Page 1)

•;tically a prize for every second
;er. Details of prize winners will

:ound elsewhere in this issue,

here is not the slightest doubt
>it the success of the party. Every

-

;i|—golfers, goofers and pinochle

;ers—had a wonderful time. Busi-

; was forgotten, and play was the

•ir of the day.

Putts
ijs-l Hammons, Thomas Gaylor, Jr., and
lir Pearson remained overnight at the
u with the committee.

'e over-nighters deplored the presence of

I Alicoate for a good and substantial
an.

Leblanc may not be actually in the
iibusiness, but his entry in a checked suit

nrreen vest put him pretty close in among
traders as a "topping'' dresser.

_:k Meador, Metro-Goldwyn, who has
i promising for over three years to get
ese tournaments finally appeared.

.long the best of the early scores was
• handed in by Jerome Beatty in reversal.

'm Moore of Washington, one of the
lipS, started off with a wonderful and
>:ous 15 foot drive which busted his

ad good humor considerably.

.it to make sure that Felix Feist would
I a good caddy, little Sammy Reiben
e around with Felix coaching.

'e prizes numbering in the neighborhood
20 were the objects of much admiring

nnent.

' e threatening weather and rains in New
c. held the early arrivals somewhat dowi.,
iby noon there were well over 150 on
i and others were constantly arriving.

lton Cohen of Inter-Globe, ignorant of
) ethics occupied a prominent seat facing
w 1 8th green and he would argue as they
r.A. He was lucky he lived through the
ding.

,igene Zukor waited a long time for Ar-
ilLoew to arrive from Rockaway and fin-

I 1 went off without him.

jm Evans did a juggling act as he ar
r at the club trying to recover his lost
>et while holding two heavy bags of
1.

i»! Those flashy sweaters! Competition
skeen, chiefly between Rudy Cameron and
bn Blumberg.

Graham Baker of Vitagraph played a

round with Rock and Hedley also of his

organization. The first appearance for Rock
at the Tournament and like all others he
promised never to miss another.

Charles Christie complained. He said he
had to awaken so early that if he had been in

Hollywod he would have just been going
to bed. Figure the difference in time.

Frank Lloyd could not make it, much to

the regret of Felix Feist.

Elmer Pearson fell down lamentably—he
had a good try-out Tuesday afternoon and
turned in a score of 46 but his morning
round was very very sick.

John Spargo, Exhibitors Herald complain-
ed vociferously of the ninth hole. Too much
of a climb.

Earl Hammons was one of the many who
insisted that his wife said if he didn't bring
home a trophy he could never play again.

R. C. Seery, First Nat'l, Chicago, missed
his buddy Jim Williams and made a rotten

score crnsequently.

Billy Brandt, proud as a peacock over
Brother Harry, insisted on walking around
to see how brother played, to the amusement
and regret of his pals, Edelhertz and Blum-
enthal.

Louis and Bernard became real golfers.

They took off their coats and vests while
they walked around.

Louis Brock was a symphony in white.

Thats all that can be said.

Of course "Dodo" Gulick was on hand and
of course he shot his same rotten game.

Vic Shapiro, Samuel Goldwyn's organiza-

tion, shot his first game of golf. Turned in

135 for the morning and admitted that he was
honest in his count.

George Wilson and Guy Wonders of the

Rivoli, Baltimore were on hand early. Guy
wasn't so good. Just the ordinary common
garden variety—56 for his first round. Wil-
son was truer to form with a 48 to start off.

Fred Beecroft of the News, the official

umpire and starter put in his usual good
morning's work.

Bruce Gallup of the committee in charge
of handicaps suffered his usual troubles in

the morning trying to secure cards and
scores.

Maury Kraus of the Kraus Mfg. Co., had
a suggestion: that instead of playing 18 holes

in the afternoon that nine holes should be

enough plus three rubbers of bridge, total

making the score. He figured that in this

way he had a chance to win something.

Absolute Proof that Al Christie's Great five Reel Fea-

ture "Hold Your Breath" is a Box-Office Sensation

June 4, 1924
Paul C. Mooney,

469—5th Ave., New York City

"'HOLD YOUR BREATH' played to the biggest business
of any picture we have ever shown. Patrons shook my hand
and stated it was the best picture they have seen in Newport
for years, even far better than 'Girl Shy.' Am sending you a

photograph showing the crowd waiting for the second show.
We just packed them in for three days. Your last group of

pictures have turned my house from a loser to a winner."

J. J. Connelly, Manager,
Colonial Theatre, Newport, R. I.

Distributed by HODKINSON
Season 1924-25—Thirty First-Run Pictures

Incorporations
Oklahoma City, Okla.—Midwest

Film Exchange of Arkansas. Okla-
homa City. Capital $25,000. Incorpo-
rators Charles F. Marsh, E. S. Fon-
tress, Harold B. Franklin and
Thomas W. Vernon.

Austin, Tex.—Rex Theatre Co.,

Dallas. Capital $30,000. Incorpora-
tors, W. D. Crowell, Mrs. A. Mat-
thews and John T. Henry.

Albany-—Tro Astor Theatre Co.,

Syracuse. Capital $500. Incorpora-
tors, J. C. Feeney, John Myers and
Robert Neubig.

Austin, Tex.—Hippodrome ^ieatre
Co., New Orleans, La Capital

$25,000.

Halperin To Work Here

Edward Halperin, of Halperin
Prod., who has been in the East for

some weeks is making arrangements
to produce in New York. The
Eastern production will supplement
activities on the Coast which Victor

Hugo Halperin handles.

To Shoot Fight Pictures

Murray F. Beier has secured the

exclusive rights to film the Wills-

Madden fight next Monday night at

the Queensboro Stadium, Long Is-

land City.

Selznick Gets Oil Film

"The World Struggle for Oil" has
been acquired by Selco Pictures, Inc.,

for release through Selznick.

Released May 25,|1924—Now Booking

HOlPVOUfl.
BREATH

ofn AL CHIUSTIE FEATURE

Dorothy Devorewith

WALTER H1ERS - TULLY"MARSHALL - JIMMIE ADAMS •

Fully Equipped Studio

For Lease

A VAILABLE immediately—a studio com-

* * pletely equipped with every modern

motion picture appliance.

This includes three spacious stages, one of

them enormous; dressing rooms of the latest

type; every requirement and convenience of

a thoroughly appointed establishment.

For Terms Apply to

MAX GOLDEN

Fox Film Studios
West 55th St. New York



(J4 wow of a
^^^^^^

^B^fc^l jT^4F9 B flflJTfc filgu' yprfe Americanpicture
that's what
they're all sav-

ing about tni

ne SeaHfawk
is a wow of a
picture. CMy ad-

vice to
t
every

reader is to go
and see it -^

FIPST NATIONAL
has a winner"
Jottella Parsons

FRANK LLOYD productions inc
Presentation of RAFAEL SABATINI'S great story of adventure-

e9EA ti/mWf%
MILTON
SILLS
and a supporting
cast including'

ENID BENNETT
LLOYD HUGHES
WALLACE BEERY

directed by

FRANK LLOYD

'The stupendous,
super, moneys
making special

From
FIRST NATIONAL

J FOrtlgB High" CooiKik-J by

\3B3 M»di>OB *mut "t" W-9

Now running at the Astor Theatre, NewYork City
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Griffith's Plans
Reported—Though Denied—That He
May Join Famous Players—Ital-

ian Syndicate Awaited

Although officials of his own or-

ganization, as well as executives of

Famous Players denied stoutly that

negotiations were on, a report was
circulated in certain film circles yes-
terday that D. W. Griffith might
make a series of specials for Para-
mount.
One of the Griffith executives de-

clared that D. W. was planning his

next production. It is also known
I

that Griffith and his staff are await-
ing the arrival of a group of Italians,

representing important banking inter-
1 ests, for a conference relative to mat-
ters discussed by D. W. when he vis-

ited Italy recently.

As was noted recently, the road

|
shows of "America" are being closed
to permit of early release of the pro-
duction. In some circles this was
regarded as a desire to release

"America" generally to offset the re-

lease of "Janice Meredith" the new-
est Hearst production which also

'deals with Revolutionary days.

Adolfi to Make Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco—John G. Adolfi who
directed "What Shall I Do?" the
first Frank Woods picture for Hod-
kinson will direct the second, "Beau-
ty and the Bad Man."

Bell's Next, "The Snob"
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Monta Bell will make
"The Snob," as his initial production
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Work
will start shortly.

Hughes Plans Two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Rupert Hughes is

making plans for two new pictures,
"What Will People Say?" and
"Beauty."

"Chu Chin Chow" in Canada
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ottawa—The premier presentation
in Canada of "Chu Chin Chow" is

scheduled for the Regent on June 14.

Del Andrews with F. B. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Del Andrews will
alternate in the direction of "The
Go-Getter" series for F. B. O.

Hawks Writing Script

J. C. Hawks, who is in New York
for the first time in ten years is work-
ing on two scripts for Frank Lloyd's
next picture.

Loew May Build
Considering New Theatres for New
Orleans and Birmingham—One

in Each City Now
The Loew circuit is considering the

erection of two new theatres in the
South; one in New Orleans and an-
other in Birmingham.

E. A. Schiller and Leopold Fried-
man are back from a trip to those
cities where they looked over the sit-

uation. In New Orleans, the circuit

operates the Crescent and in Birming-
ham, the Loew house is the Bijou.

At both of these points, however, it

is felt that the houses are neither

modern enough nor large enough to

adequately take care of the company's
new policy of vaudeville and week-
run pictures.

Steger to Produce

Julius Steger, for the past four

years director general of production
for William Fox has resigned. He
sails next week on the Paris and will

go to Vienna. He will make sev-

eral productions on his own, partly

abroad and here. He has under con-
tract a young director and is optimis-

tic over his possibilities.

Prior to joining Fox, Steger was in

charge of production for Hearst and
before then had a long experience as

a picture producer and on the stage.

Storvan Prod. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Strovan Prod. Inc.,

have been formed with offices at 939
Seward St. to make a series of five

reel melodramas. John E. Kevan is

president and William E. Strohbach,
vice-president.

Seattle—H. C. Weaver Prod, have
been formed here, with offices in the

White Bldg. The company intends

making four pictures a year.

Bern Starts First Picture

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Paul Bern, one of

the new Paramount directors has
started direction of his first picture,

"Open All Night." Viola Dana,
Adolphe Menjou, Raymond Griffith.

Jetta Goudal and Maurice Flynn are

in the cast.

Two More From Mrs. Glyn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—King Vidor is direct-

ing "His Hour," an Elinor Glyn story
for Metro-Goldwyn. The next two
Glyn novels to be filmed will be "Man
and the Moment" and "Man and
Maid,"

Hearing On
Famous Players Introduces Defense

at Resumption of Government
Probe In Cleveland

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland—Bruce Bromley, assist-

ed by John D. Robb has launched
Famous Players' defense against

monopoly charges instituted many
months ago by the Federal Trade
Commission. The hearings are being
held in the Chamber of Commerce
Bldg., before Examiner W. H. Fuller

and Judge E. C. Alvord, who are act-

ing for the Government.-
Through cross-examination of O.

T. Ruby, Pathe manager and Nat
Barach, Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan man-
ager here before the merger, Brom-
ley sought to establish the fact that

Pathe and Goldwyn sales methods are

not unlike those of Famous and that

local competition among distributors

has not been hindered by the owner-
ship of theatres by Famous or by its

sales policies.

• He failed to establish these points,

however, due to objections raised by
Fuller to his line of questioning and
sustained by Alvord who said, com-
parisons of selling policies and state-

ments concerning the fairness or un-
fairness of Famous Players competi-
tion should be decided by the facts in

the case, rather than by testimony or
witnesses.

Warner Group Returning
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Abe and Sam War-
ner, Sam Morris, Mrs. Pearl Keating,

Lon Young, Bobby North, Henry
Siegel and many of the Middle West-
ern and Eastern franchise holders of

the Warner organization have left

for home, following the convention
at the studio.

Another Regional

It is understood that a new regional

to be styled the Film Curb News will

make its appearance next week, under
editorship of Tom Hamlin.
The M. P. Journal is also reported

about to make a re-appearance.

William de Mille Leaves

William de Mille has left for Hol-
lywood, following a stay of a month
here during which he went over the

scenario for "Spring Cleaning." The
picture willbe made on the coast, be-

ginning in three weeks.

Hiers in Two-Reelers

Walter Hiers will make a series of

eight two-reel comedies for Educa-
tional. They will be made at the

Christie studio, Los Angeles.

Famous To Gut Tax
Public to Get Benefit of Reduction in

All of The Many Theatres Oper-
ated by Zukor

Officials of the theatre department
of Famous Players have decided to

give the public the benefit of the ad-
mission tax reduction. The detail at-

tendant upon a change of this nature

in the actual handling of tickets and
the like is now being arranged. New
type tickets have been ordered. The
number of houses involved is consid-

erable.

The cut in admission will be effect-

ive July 1 when the new revenue bill

becomes a law. Harold B. Franklin,

director of the company's theatre de-

partment has definite ideas on the

tax cut. "I think the public expects

to be benefited by this measure," he
said yesterday. "Secretary of the

Treasury Mellon in his message to

the President and Mr. Coolidge in his

address to the public both pointed out

that the public should be the direct

benefactor of all reductions in taxes.

If the exhibitor assumes an attitude

that makes him small, I firmly be-

lieve he will open the avenues to

new local taxation in his town, county
or state."

Incidentally, Franklin is preparing

to take a trip to Europe as soon as

he can swing the new order of things

into proper working alignment.

Exchange for Ohio

Meyer Fischer, formerly Harry
Charnas's manager in Pittsburgh is in

New York lining up product for a

new exchange he intends opening to

serve Ohio. He is making headquar-

ters with Nat Levine at M. J. Wink-
ler's office.

Golf Aftermath
Rain and Threatening Weather Could
Not Affect a Great Party—More

Prize Winners

If it had not rained in New York
Wednesday there is no telling how
big the crowd would have been at the

Spring film golf tournament at Sound
View, Great Neck, L. I. As it was
over 225 diners were on hand and
there were something like 180 players.

It did not rain at Sound View until

after three in the afternoon and this

caused some annoyance. But most of

the players finished although they
were soaking wet. But the "goofers"

were in strong attendance, and the

pinochle and poker players had a

great day.
They were still talking yesterday

(Continued on Page 4)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod Not Quoted
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do pfd ... 96J4 96H 96J4 200

Goldwyn 14^ 14^4 14^4 100

Loew's 163/6 16 16J4 1,100

Warner's Not quoted

Incorporations
Springfield, 111.—Marion Amuse-

ment Co., Marion. Capital $50,000.
Incorporators, Emil Moroni, Louis
Moroni and Sady Moroni.

Dover, Del.—National^Screen Ser-
vice of California. Wilmington. Cap-
ital $10,000.

Trenton, N. J.—North Ward
Amusement Co., Newark. Capital

$100,000.
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Must Exhibitor Pay for Trailers?
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Carelessness on the

part of the exhibitor in failing to re-

turn trailers is responsible for the

threat of several distributors to

charge for this service, according to

C. A. Schultz, manager of Vitagraph.

While this service has been free,

Schultz says his company will be
forced to charge for this commodity
unless exhibitors return the trailers

immediately.

Keener Competition for Atlanta?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Despite the fact that four

of the most important local houses
are under one control, competition

is growing keen. Two thousand more
seats will be added to the city's seat-

ing capacity, if the report that nego-
tiations are practically closed for a

big time vaudeville house on the gov-
ernor's mansion site, is true. Famous
and Keith are named in connection
with the new theatre.

Barach Off Cleveland Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Nat Barach has resign-

ed as president of the Film Board of

Trade. Eddie Fontaine, vice-presi-

dent, succeeds Barach and Frank
Drew, of Fox will fill Fontaine's

place. It has been decided to meet
every alternate week in June, July and
August, instead of once a week as in

the winter.

Pantages Adopts Split Week
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Edmonton, Alberta—The Pantages
has adopted a split week policy

whereby pictures are presented dur-

ing the first three days and vaudeville

with short reels are offered the last

half.

Many Respond to "Economy" Plan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Many small town ex-

hibitors are responding to the plan

of Economy Film Service to supply

exhibitors with a complete program
for $5, according to Bernard Cook.

Ask $3,500 For Free Pictures

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—A civic organiza-

tion has filed a petition asking for

$3,500 with which to present free pic-

tures for children.

"A Woman of Fire," starring

Gloria Swanson will be released as

"Her Love Story."

ADVERTISE YOUR COMEDY— 1, 2 and 3 col. "ads"

available at Educational Exchanges—Mats Free.

/\ TACKWHITP
%>r COMEDY_ MJ

DAISY
1

1 ovise lazenda.
C<£kluc<itlcrnal (HctwiuJ

Tax Bureau Enforces Rules
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ontario—The Amusements Tax
Branch has announced that no the-

atre will be permitted to advertise
that the prevailing admission prices

include the ticket tax and each must
be listed separately. It is stipulated

by the new regulations that no ticket

can be sold at a price that is adver-
tised to include the amusement tax
unless the tickets used are of the

combination admission and tax type
as procured through the Provincial
Government office.

Close 15 Amusement Tax Offices

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ontario—The Provincial Treas-

urer's Dept. will abolish 15 branch
offices where amusement tax tickets

are sold for the convenience of ex-
hibitors. Theatres will have to pur-

chase all tickets direct from head-
quarters at Toronto, and purchases
will have to be of sufficient quantity
to insure a supply that will not run
short for current needs.

Charges Conspiracy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Iron River, Mich.—W. H. Marolf,
owner of the Cozy, has filed a dam-
age suit against United Artists, and
the owners of the Delft, charging
conspiracy to prevent him from show-
ing three pictures he had contracted
for. The suit was in answer to in-

junction proceedings instituted

against Marolf by the Delft.

Two Name Changes
The firm name, Merrick Amuse-

ment, Corp., has been changed to the
Merrick Realty Corp. The Milfred
Realty Corp. is the new name of the

Milfred Amusement Corp. Both are
Brooklyn corporations.

Detroit Exhibitors on Motor Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Robert Stubbs, of the
New Home theatre, and Frank Wad-
low, of the Virginia, have left on a
five weeks' motor trip through the
East.

Eastman Re-engages Wagner
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—Victor Wagner
has been re-engaged to conduct the
Eastman theatre orchestra for the

next two years.

Famous' New Exchange Open
July 1

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Louisville—On July 1, Fam

i

Players will open an exchange h<

,

This will be the first exchange to j

opened by interests not allied w
Col. Fred Levy and Lee Goldbe
who operate Big Feature Rigi
Corp.

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhgcomedy

'

MLM DEVELOPING COR
210-16 Veehawkea St.West Hoboken.

Laboratory with the lowest Insura
Rates in the East. Negative Develop
Printing, Cutting and Projection Roo

Phone. UNION—480C

WANTED
An Al manager who understands pre-
sentations. This position is with one <

of the largest operating companies,
and the threatre in question is located
in a city of over a million population.
State experience. Box M 209 c/o
THE FILM DAILY, N. Y. C.

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5450-1

Prints in all Exchanges—Now Playing

ETTYCOMPSOfl
MIAMI
dn y(lan Crcslandfimduelicn

ftrcduced hij Uiltcra CinetitQ Ccrb^

/&H0DKINS0N RELEASE
Season 1924-1925 Thirty First-Run Pictures
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Here's another from one who knows:

Telegram
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

S. R. KENT
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.

WE HAD ALREADY SEEN "THE ENEMY SEX" AND LAST
NIGHT SCREENED BOTH "WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND"
AND "MANHANDLED." IF THESE PICTURES ARE ANY CRITE-

RION OF YOUR FORTY RELEASES FOR THIS SEASON WE UN-
QUESTIONABLY FEEL THAT YOU HAVE THE GREATEST LINE-

UP THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE MOTION PICTURE
WORLD. IN "MANHANDLED" MISS SWANSON GIVES US EVERY-
THING THAT ONE COULD POSSIBLY HOPE FOR AND THE ACT-

ING, STORY, PHOTOGRAPHY AND DIRECTION ARE EXTRAOR-
DINARILY BRILLIANT. WE ARE MOST HAPPY AND PROUD OF
THE PRIVILEGE OF SHOWING SUCH PRODUCT.

HERBERT L. ROTHCHILD

Mr. Rothchild says "if these pictures are any criterion."

The answer to that is "you ain't seen nothin' yet."

Wait till you catch a glimpse of Valentino in "Beaucaire"—a road-show picture

of incalculable drawing power that comes direct to exhibitors.

Wait till you see the splendid work of Leatrice Joy and Raymond Griffith in

"Changing Husbands." (N. B. Ifyou want one of the most entertaining 80 minutes you ever

spent, take a look at "Changing Husbands" at your Paramount Exchange.)

Wait till you see Thomas Meighan as James Oliver Curwood's "The Alaskan" to

the life; wait till you see what James Cruze has made of "Merton of the Movies";

wait till you see the really remarkable work of Ernest Torrence in Brenon's "The Side

Show of Life" ("The Mountebank") ; wait till you see Richard Dix and Bebe Daniels

in "Sinners in Heaven" ; wait till you see Cecil B. DeMille's "Feet of Clay" and Vera
Reynold's work in it; wait till you see "Empty Hands" and "The Cafe of Fallen An-
gels" and "Peter Pan" and "Argentine Love" and Betty Compson in "The Female" and

Gloria Swanson in Dwan's "Her Love Story" and Pola Negri in Lubitsch's "Forbidden

Paradise" and William de Mille's "The Fast Set" ("Spring Cleaning") and 22 others of

Paramount's Famous Forty.

"The greatest lineup that has ever been offered to the motion picture world."

You're absolutely right Mr. Rothchild.

S. R. KENT.
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Golf Aftermath
(Continued from Page 1)

of the hole in one by Richard Brady
of the Eastman office. It was a great

shot and has seldom been done.
Many of the "goofers" were talking

yesterday of their difficulties. And
there were many. Dave Chatkin had
an accident going home; Milton
Cohen suffered a severe bump in

Louie Blumenthal's car, and Tom
Evans ran out of gas six miles from
home. And there were others, but the

concensus of opinion was that it was
a great and glo-ri-ous party.

Winners of the afternoon four-

somes who were awarded prizes fol-

low:
John W. Noble, humidor ; Harry Brandt,

golf sweater ; George A. Blair, set of poker
chips; Milton Blumberg, Sunday golf bag;

J. V. Richey, driver; Ralph A. Kohn, ash
tray ; James A. Cron, golf shoes ; M. Schles-
inger, flask ; John D. Clark, golf balls ; Louis
Brock, golf sweater; Earl W. Hammons,
cocktail shaker; Mr. Scanlon, cocktail
shaker; F. A. Saunders, golf sweater; Oscar
S. Lynch, golf sweater; Sam Zierler, putter;
Seymour Fields, candy dish ; Claud Colmer,
poker set; Ben Howells, vase; T. Y. Henry,
pen and pencil set ; Mr. Shea, golf sweater

;

Tom Connors, cigarette tray ; Charles Moyer,
vase; Harry Goetz, traveling razor set;

Stanley B. Waite, candle sticks; Joseph
Miles, opera glasses ; Paul Gulick, flask ; Ar-
thur B. Graham, humidor ; E. Kendall Gil-

lette, thermos bottle; Nat Rothstein, putter;
Emanuel Cohen, flask ; Mr. McCullough,
golf sweater; Henry Creske, clock golf set;

Hal Ford, vanity case; and Wallace Ham,
golf sweater.

Runners-up of the afternoon four-

somes who were awarded prizes fol-

low:
Elmer Pearson, Mah Jong tiles; Mitchell

May, golf balls; R. M. Cuming, golf hose;
Fred Mitchell, thermos bottle; F. A. Beach,
thermos bottle ; Arthur S. Kane, kid gloves

;

J. T. Rowley, ash receiver; Edward Howells,
thermos bottle; Arthur W. Stebbins, ash re-

ceiver; Bernhard Benson, book on golf; Jo-
seph Snellenburg, poker set ; L. Abrahams,
pencil and pen set; W. O. Hurst, golf bag;
Joe Leblang, "Two Swallows;" John E.
Storey, poker set ; Marc Kellog, cork-screw

;

J. E. D. Meador, wallet; Ned Marin, ash
trays ; Watt Parker, golf balls ; Myron L.
Lesser, golf hose ; Graham Baker ; pen and
pencil set; E. A. Golden, playing cards;
John S. Spargo, wallet ; E. C. Lynch, Sun-
day golf bag ; Tom Carvon, golf hose ; Earl
Gulick, golf hose ; Jerome Beatty, "Two
John Humm, golf balls ; Monte S. Steele,
golf belt; and Jacobo Glucksmann, golf hose.

"Messalina," August Release
F. B. O. officially annouces the ac-

quisition of "Messalina," for August
release. THE FILM DAILY re-

ported the deal under way a number
of weeks ago.

Wolf is Here From Denver
Jules H. Wolf, manager of the Ed-

ucational exchange in Denver is in

New York on a visit.

Theatre Changes
Detroit—Jake Sullivan, manager

of the Delthe on Mack Ave., plans to

close the house July 1 for about six

weeks to undergo extensive altera

tions.

Sharpsburgh, Pa.—Sam Lurie and
Sam Abramovitz have taken over the

Main here and the Victoria in East
Liberty.

Sleepy Eye, Minn.—Jack O'Brien
has leased the Standard O .H. to the

Sleepy Eye Amusement Co.

Dodge Center, Minn.—E. H
Thompson has purchased the Opera
House from James Emery.

East Liberty, Pa.—The Strand has
reopened under management of D,
Pratt.

Bemiji, Minn.—Work has been
started on the remodeling of the
Eagle.

Chicago—The Vernon has been sold

by Abraham Leibling to Anna Luber
shame.

Marathon, Wis.—Ed. M. Newhouse
has taken over the local picture the-

ater.

Beverly, Mass.—Ware Bros, have
leased their theatre to W. B. Graves.

Lancaster, Wis.—Whitney
has taken over the Grantland.

Burr

Williston, N. D.—James H. Grady
has acquired the Orpheum.

Devil's Lake, S. D.—A, E. Parshall
has taken over the Alamo.

New Richland, Minn.—E. C. Brei-
lein has bought the Faust.

Ainsworth, Neb.—Mrs. Ed Snow
has taken over the Royal.

Fairfield, la.—C. W. Locke has
taken over the Victory.

Hastings, Neb.—B. C. Wisner is

remodeling the Dixie.

Dows, la.—Fred. H. Brooks is new
owner of the Amazu.

Manson, la.—R. I. Stewart has re
opened the Cee Bee.

Prints'Jinall Exchanges—Now Playing
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llewspaper Opinions
The Sea Hawk"—First Natl

Astor

JULY NEWS—* • • Wallace Beery.
' set an already excitable first night
nee tingling with new applause. He

i roundly, coarsely funny.

lid Bennett * * * is adequate. Lloyd
ties, Marc McDennott, William Collier,

. and Albert Priscoe are names which
ig high lighted out of a long list.

j production is superbly staged. Espe-
(' impressive are the romantic galleons,

l carefully for the occasion.

RENTING WORLD—* • • is what one
i t call a magnificent picture. • * •

ldom have we seen such a satisfactory

ure, as pictures go. It does not sacrifice

i whit of the story or action to drag in

,;s that are beautiful but meaningless,

i do not take this to mean that there is

Oieautiful photography—for there is. * * *

J ORNING TELEGRAPH—* • * Lloyd
i made something that will start the blood
gling, the eyes to glistening and the

It to beat the faster in many places for

iy days. He has shown genius in the

iof his material. * * *

* * a well balanced cast throughout.

JDST—• • • This new film * » « thrills,

. tes, amuses, touches, and altogether de-

i s you. * * *

aturally, "The Sea Hawk" isn't a per-
I picture. It has several minor defects,

uding too great length; * * *.

UN—* * * The powerful hawk is played
perfection in this entertaining yarn * * *

j* * * the * * * customarily prosaic and
literesting Milton Sills, who has suddenly

i nme very Sabatini for the grand occasion.
|lut it is not so much his acting—as
^llent as it is—that makes "The Sea
Ivk" so diverting. It is the fascinating
s of the ancient ships * * *.

The Sea Hawk" should not be missed.

ELEGRAM—To watch the "Sea Hawk"
* is to live anew in the spacious days

(he great Elizabethans, and to experience
' great surges of passionate gusty life

I: swept over the world in those golden
s.

if you want a few hours of glorious life

liand see "The Sea Hawk."
I'IMES—An ambitious production, the set-

rs of which must have cost the proverbial
ij's ransom * * *.

i'his
is far and away the best sea story

t has ever been brought to the screen,
! we doubt if anybody who sees the

iaes
of the galley slaves will forget them.

;y are utterly different from any others
sented in a film. Frank Lloyd * * * is

be congratulated • * *.

VORLD—* * * As a matter of fact, the
! Spanish Main has not been done so

1
* * * on Broadway in many a day. Di-

itor Lloyd, assisted not a little by the
hor, has photographed a Mediterranean
;superb antiquity and glamour. * * *

"he best performance in "The Sea Hawk"
.presented by Noah Beery, * * *.

"The Marriage Cheat"—First Natl
Strand

AMERICAN—* * * some of the scenes
with the_ natives are very well done. And
the tropical storm is also a credit to this

young man * * *. I found "The Marriage
Cheat" very unusual and well worth see-

ing. * * »

EVENING JOURNAL—* • • The pic-

ture presents a very human situation and
John Griffith Wray, * * * has treated it

logically and developed it with understand-
ing. The settings of the island, * * * are
beautiful, and Wray has set the precedent
of filming an entire love story without one
osculatory close-up.

EVENING WORLD—* * * a beautiful
picture photographically. And * * * makes
mighty good film entertainment. The wreck
of the yacht Sultana is really one of the
biggest thrills seen on Broadway screens
for months. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * It • • • is

tawdry, obvious and ancient. It just seemed
a little more than we could bear. * * *

* * * It ought to go great out west of
the water tower. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * This
much must be said for it. It contains some
of the best ocean storms and shipwreck
scenes of the season. In fact, one cannot
complain about any dearth of "big" scenes.
Anti-climaxes are almost as prolific as the
sub-titles, although not nearly as fancy. * • •

"The Marriage Cheat," on second thought,
will probably pleasa a greater majority than
it will displease. * * *

POST—* * * resolves itself into a very
tense and vivid romantic melodrama.
Some of the shots of the storm beating

the sea against the island are magnificent
and, in fact, the entire scenic production is

very high class. * * *

* * * we can cheerfully recommend it as
much better than average entertainment.

SUN—* * * an unusually effective melo-
drama, * * *.

"The Marriage Cheat" is a good thriller

that should have been much better.

TELEGRAM—* * * The scenes of a
wreck at sea and the buffetings of the char-
acters in a tempest in the so-called Pacific

Ocean show Thomas H. Ince at his best

in the direction of a film, which, no matter
how impossible some of the scenes and situa-

tions are, is always handled in a masterly
way by Mr, Ince. * * *

TIMES — * * * decidedly entertaining,
even if the continuity writer has almost jerked
the long arm of coincidence out of joint

and inexcusably delayed the climax. * * *

TIMES ' SQUARE DAILY—* * • It
looks like sure-fire from any angle. * * *

WORLD—* * * in spite of the usual, un-
intelligent treatment of the eternal triangle,

"The Marriage Cheat" has a certain genial-

ity which saves it from being too irritat-

ing. » « •

Absolute Proof that Al Christie's Great Five Reel fea-

ture "Hold Your Breath" is a Box-Office Sensation

Juno 4, 1924
Paul C. Mooney,

469—5th Ave., New York City

" 'HOLD YOUR BREATH' played to the biggest business
of any picture we have ever shown. Patrons shook my hand
and stated it was the best picture they have seen in Newport
for years, even far better than 'Girl Shy.' Am sending you a
photograph showing the crowd waiting for the second show.
We just packed them in for three days. Your last group of
pictures have turned my house from a loser to a winner."

J. J. Connelly, Manager,
Colonial Theatre, Newport, R. I.

Distributed by HODKINSON
Season 1924-25—Thirty First-Run Pictures

"Miami"—Hodkinson
Rivoli

DAILY NEWS—* * * If you like the
glossy, fashionable type of movie, this one
will suit you excellently. Miss Compson is
* * * competent and Mr. Finney seems to be
a new type of nice boy hero.

EVENING JOURNAL—The only excuse
I can see for "Miami" is the scenery. The
hero, Grant North, * * * has about as much
animation as a graven image. This is Benja-
min Finney's first appearance on any screen,
and if I know my pictures one-half as well
as I think I do, it will be his last. * * *

EVENING WORLD—* • • a swift-mov-
ing thrillo-drama of ultra-modern society,
with now and then interesting scenes show-
ing rum runners at work and the United
States Coast Guards doing the chasing.

HERALD-TRIBUNE — * • • There are
bootleggers and midnight raids; also a final

scene of reconciliation which is absolutely
the silliest thing we ever saw. It made us
blush and look away. Now, that's "Miami,"
and if all pictures, or even nearly all, were
like this one we should resign and go back
to writing about dogs.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * » Alan
Crosland may be depended upon to get all

there is out of his plots and casts ordinarily,
but the finished product in the cast of "Mi-
ami" is satisfactory only in spots. Some-
where, either in the scenario or the con-
tinuity or in the cuitting room, some one
seems to have missed it, * * *.

POST—* • • "Miami" is just "another
of those things," rather better 'done than
most in the way of settings, and pretty well
acted by Betty Compson. * * *

SUN—• • • would have been a much
more attractive feature if the producers had
used their scissors * * *.

* * * Really, this picture at the Rivoli
libels the alleged gay life of Miami, Fla.

TELEGRAM—* • » Although the season
has closed in Florida, those who delight in
that tropical atmosphere may continue to
enjoy it in * * * "Miami."
TIMES—As a mediocre film entertainment

with attractive exteriors and adequate inte-

riors, "Miami," * * * may appeal to some
therefore there are stretches where one feels
* * * Alan Crosland, * * * does not seem to

have had his heart in this production, and
impelled to close one's eyes. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* •• im-
presses as good summer entertainment.

Sexy, and embodying the jazz age ingredi-

ent, it is supplemented by motorboats,
yachts, polo, seaplanes and bootlegging
which should comprise a list of insertions

easy to digest during the torrid months. * * *

Well produced and excellently photograph-
ed. * * *

WORLD—For those industrious conces-

sion-holders along the roads of gay Miami,
Fla., there probably has not been made in

the last decade a motion picture more al-

luring and more worth while than this * * *

1st Nat'l Perfects Fire System
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—A fire drill system, which
makes it possible to close the vaults

protecting films and enables every
employe to leave the building in

thirty-five seconds, has been perfected

at the First National office.

Loew Ball Game Saturday
The Loew-Metro Club has drawn

up a baseball schedule for the sum-
mer. The first game occurs on Sat-

urday at the Catholic Protectory
Grounds in the Bronx. There will be
no outside games this season.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fiftb Ave. Tel. Murray HiU 1831

Fully Equipped Studio

For Lease

\ VAILABLE immediately—a studio com-

•^ ** pletely equipped with every modern

motion picture appliance.

This includes three spacious stages, one of

them enormous; dressing rooms of the latest

type; every requirement and convenience of

a thoroughly appointed establishment.

For Terms Apply to

MAX GOLDEN

Fox Film Studios
West 55th St. New York
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d a cast that will knoc

your eye out

iapted from the novel "Love
surance"by Earl DerrBiggers

Made by the same stax

director, producer,
combination that

made "SportingYouth"

directed byHAKRY POLLARD

at the

Rialto
Theatre, Broadway/
N.Y.,week ofJune 8«i

a glorious week of youth,
love and laughter!



WHAT SHALL I DO
REPRODUCTION OF
SONG COVE roxnu

~* oilei

Starring

£)orothu ^ckaill

ers you an
unprecedented
tie-up with the
most popular
song nit oP the

day

IRVING BERLIN'S
Sensational Success

WHAT LL I DO«

J£ac1{aiU in

"WHAT SHALL
IDO tt

A Frank Woods Production
WITH

JOHN HARRON LOUISE DRESSER
and WILLIAM V. MONG *-*w

RIDE IN ON THIS
WAVE OF POPULARlTf

Every music dealer in your town is willing and eager

to cooperate with you. As soon as you book the pic-

ture, the Irving Berlin people will immediately ship free

window displays to every song dealer in your town or

neighborhood, advertising the song and picture.

BOOK THE PICTURE NOW
and cash in on this big free tie~ up

..^^SJrS^r Season 1924-1925-
HODKINSON 30 firet-run pictures

Foreign Distributor

WM.VOGEL
Distributing" Corporation^
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Over Production

n Congested Market Blamed for

ailure to Secure Bookings in

Ohio Towns

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ceveland—Several witnesses testi-

eein defense of Famous Players be-

>r the Federal Trade Commission
ii le latter's charges of monopoly, at

ie;econd day of the sessions here,

t\ in the Chamber of Commerce
It. It was brought out by two of

^witnesses that a congested mar-
eland also over production were
ii y to blame for failure to secure

Brings by other distributors.

! C. Thompson, Universal mana-
e questioned by Bruce Bromley,
risel for Famous Players, testified

i; the Universal sales policy incor-

Dtes block bookings whenever pos-

1; that he has met healthy dis-

iitor competition in the Northern

lb territory, and that any failure

i :cure contracts for Universal pic-

iis in this territory was in no in-

:;ce due to the fact that exhibitors

le booked solid with blocks of

(Continued on Page 2)

Fox Leases the Central
rilliam Fox has leased the Central

six months, beginning Sept. 1.

eports going the rounds yesterday

ii it that Fox is also looking for

i':her Broadway house. This was
:nrmed by the Fox offices, although

:iing definite has as yet been done
he matter.

Features Reviewed
Page

Miami
Hodkinson 5

"he Marriage Cheat
1st Nafl 5

rhe Family Secret
Universal 5

The Sea Hawk
1st Nat'l 5

The Good Bad Boy
Principal—S. R 7

Broadway or Bust
Universal 7

Wandering Husbands
Hodkinson 7

Short Subjects 4

Deal Does Not Effect Famous
It was reported yesterday that a

deal has been closed, whereby Fam-
ous will solely control five houses in

Little Rock, Ark., operated by the

Arkansas Enterprises, an F. P. sub-
sidiary, buying out Saul Harris' inter-

ests. Harris controlled a quarter in-

terest, Ike Kempner, a quarter, while
Famous owned half. Harris sold out
to Kempner, which in no way effects

Famous.

Corrrection

The report recently published that

Universal was planning to make a

big special of "The Man Who
Laughed," featuring Lon Chaney, is

understood to have been without
foundation. It is said that Universal
has no idea of making the production
at this time.

La Marr May Use Fox Plant
Although it is not definitely set,

Barbara La Marr may produce "San-
dra" at the local Fox studio. This
is the only picture First National
contemplates producing at the Fox
plant.

Two New "Bagdad" Runs
"The Thief of Bagdad" has been

booked into the Savoy, Atlantic City,

July 27, for a five weeks' run, and at

the Woods, Chicago, Sept. 1, Labor
Dav.

Sales Managers In Long Session
The Metro-Goldwyn sales mana-

gers had a long session yesterday.
The meeting comes to a close this

morning, after which many of the

executives will go to Chicago to at-

tend the sales convention to be held
there.

Addresses were delivered relative

to the coming product by Marcus
Loew, W. E. Atkinson, Edward
Bowes, I. Robert Rubin, E. M. Saun-
ders, J. M. Grainger, and Joe Engle.

"Three Women", Lubitsch's Next
(Special to THE FILM DALLY)

Hollywood—"Three Women" will

be the title of Ernst Lubitsch's next.

The picture is now in work at the

Warner studios. Pauline Frederick,
May McAvoy, Marie Prevost. Lew
Cody and Mary Carr are in the cast.

Stuart With Selznick
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—E. S. ("Jack") Stuart has
been appointed manager of the Selz-

nick office, succeeding Harry Willard,
resigned. Stuart comes from Cincin-
nati, where he has been manager of

Goldwyn for the past six years.

Bellamy in "Rose of Napoli"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Madge Bellamy will

appear with Herbert Rawlinson in

"Rose of Napoli', being made by Uni-
versal.

iiBen Hur»
Charlie Brabin is a mighty sick man. In Rome. Unless he

gets a lot better he may not direct "Ben Hur." With Fred
Niblo going abroad. Plus Marshal Neilan. Plus some more
of the Metro-Goldwyn group most anything may happen in Rome.
Be not surprised to see either Niblo or Neilan in charge. If Loew
can tame them sufficiently to work together he will be a bigger
man than he is counted.

Just how this will affect June Mathis remains to be seen.

June was all het up about the making of this big special. There
is hardly a secret that she had much to do with the selection of

Brabin for the directorship. And she had practically control of

selecting the cast. And there is talk now that the cast will be
changed. Navarro to take George Walsh' part as the lead. Plus
some more changes. Mathis selected Walsh. After trying out a

number. In other words much of Mathis work will be upset.

Rome promises to be the scene of considerable interest. In

a few weeks. It must have cost Goldwyn and now Metro-Gold-
wyn a pretty penny so far. How much can be salvaged remains
to be seen. Mathis has confidently hoped to have the release set

for Christmas Day this year. If this can be done they will be

(Continued on Page 3)

Unhappy Conditions
Brandt Finds Admissions too High

Considering Poor Business Situa-

tion, Especially in Mid-West
Unless something is done to im-

prove conditions in the Mid-West es-

pecially, Joe Brandt of C. B. C. be-

lieves there will be hard sledding
ahead for exhibitors. Brandt has
just returned from a long trip.

"I think that in view of the poor
business situation that admissions are

far too high", he said. "In several
cities, including Des Moines, Minne-
apolis and Omaha notably, the top
admissions are 85 cents. In all of

these cities business generally is way
off. There are many stores for rent.

Several banks failed_ in one of these

cities while I was there. Yet the ex-
hibitors charge 85 cents top. Perhaps
they must because of their terrific

overhead. But the spaghetti surround-
ings, the big orchestras, the fine pro-
logues and solos don't help. And un-
less the picture is outstanding it gets
no money and they lose. Where they
do get money in their big houses it

(Continued on Page 2)

Wants Contract Cancelled
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Jack White, motion
picture director, has filed suit in the
Superior Court to set aside and cancel
an agreement whereby he is under
contract to direct pictures for the

Jack White Co.

The suit is based on the ground
that the agreement is inequitable and
lacks mutuality of obligation. White
asserting that the company, under the
agreement, may discharge him at any
time it sees fit. It also is asserted
that White has no control over the
matters required to be accomplished
by him under the agreement.

Jack White comedies are released
through Educational.

Niblo and Mayer Leave
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Fred Niblo and Louis
B. Mayer left for New York Friday.

Mastbaums Sail

Jules E. Mastbaum and his family
leave on the Majestic today on a tour
of England and the Continent.

Neilan Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Marshal Neilan is en-

route to New York.

Friedman in Town
Joe Friedman of the Tower, St.

Paul, is in town. At the Astor.
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In the Courts
In a suit of the Bethlehem Engi-

neering Co., against the Al Lichtman
Corp., Preferred Pictures, and the At-
tractions Dist. Corp., for rent at

1650 Broadway, for the months of

March and April, a default judgment
for $1,250 has been filed in the Su-

preme Court. The defendants leased

their quarters at $1,250 a month and
paid for one month after the suit was
brought.

A default judgment for $2,548 was
filed in the Supreme Court by the

E. J. Electric Installation Co., against

the Jackson Film Studio Corp., Lee
Shubert, David Lazar, Samuel M.
Aronson, and others, on a note of

the corporation endorsed by the other

defendants.

A default judgment for $641 was
filed in the Supreme Court yesterday

by Howell's Cine Equipment Co.,

Inc.. against the Ladd Agency of

Rouses Point, N. Y., for moving
picture equipment sold.

Operators to Back Hoffman Appeal

The M. P. Machine Operators Un-
ion, Local 306, is raising a fund to

finance an appeal for Harry L. Hoff-
man, now serving a twenty year term
for the murder of Mrs. M. A. Bauer,
in Staten Island. Hoffman was a

member of the organization.

Williams Back from Miami
Larry Williams has returned from

Miami, where he photographed Betty
Compson in "All For Love."
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Unhappy Conditions
(Continued from Page 1)

is offset by the losses sustained in

their smaller houses. Or one big

house eats up everything and the com-
petition house suffers badly.

"From what I could learn,

only two types of pictures are
wanted by the public: excite-

ment pictures like 'Sporting
Youth', or sex pictures like

'Three Weeks.' There is no
room in between. And we all

know what will happen if you
give them too much of sex pic-

tures. The reaction will be ter-

rific.

"From what I was told by certain

exhibitors they only want 'big' pic-

tures. Whether or not there is any
profit to them in the showing seems
besides the point. They want pictures

touted as 'big' which means there isn't

any room for the average type of pic-

ture on which they can or have made
their money. Perhaps that is one of

the reasons they are losing their

shirts.

"I can't answer the problem. I can
only tell you what I learned. But
they are sure in trouble. Good pic-
tures like 'Boy of Mine' and 'The En-
chanted Cottage' aren't wanted. But
the excitement stuff and the sex pic-

ture is in great demand."

Toledo Theatres Suffer Depression
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toledo—Unemployment conditions
here which have been going from bad
to worse have caused an unprece-
dented depression in theatrical busi-
ness. This condition added, to the
new increase of fare rates to 8 cents
have caused a great many houses to
close, among them the Alhambra,
once the leading picture house of the
town, which will be torn down and
converted into a department store.

Harrison Ford in MacHarg Story

Howard Estabrook, by arrangement
with Cosmopolitan, has secured Har-
rison Ford for a role in Wm. Mac-
Harg's "The Price of A Party", now
in production at the Tec-Art studios,

under direction of Charles Giblyn.
Ford will return to Cosmopolitan.

Sills Opposite Nazimova
Milton Sills will play opposite Alia

Nazimova when she returns to the
screen in First National's "Madonna
of the Streets" based on W. B. Max-
well's "The Ragged Messenger."

The Weeks Headlines
Monday

Leaders of Allied group think the territorial

M. P. T. O. is bed rock for national solidity.

Pyramid wants court to modify injunction

against sale of stock. Smallwood denies
fraud.

Provincial Board of Amusement, Ontario, rules

pictures shall not be shown without license,

beginning June 1. Blow at non-theatricals.

Tuesday
Dallas Park Board to show free pictures in

city's parks three times a week. Film Board
to fight.

Exhibitors Herald believes Stanley Company
intends reviving the national booking com-
pany idea.

President Coolidge signs bill lifting tax on
all admissions of 50 cents and under, effec-

tive July 1.

First National officially announces signing of

new contract with Thos. Ince for six pic-

tures.

Wednesday
Hearst to release next season's product through

Metro-Goldwyn. Five planned by Cosmo-
politan.

Friendly interests would seek reaction in Ohio
on recent Supreme Court decision classing

Sunday pictures as illegal. Plan to make
Sabbath "all blue".

Spring Film Golf Tournament at Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, L. I.

M. P. T. O. directorate meets in New York.
Report receipt of several communications
from exhibitors dealing with increased pro-

ducer-theatre activities.

Admissions and seating taxes will be repealed
within 30 days. Relief welcomed. M. P.

T. O. Allied Special Committee and M. P.

T. O. seek credit for being influential in

bringing about repeal.

E. Bruce Johnson, manager of foreign depart-

ment of First National, sails Saturday for

several months' trip through the European
Continent.

Thursday
Combined distributing system of Metro and

Coldwyn-Cosmopolitan near complete merger.
Six, out of 30 Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan mana-
gers retained, and only three, out of nine,

district managers kept.
Important local circuits may adopt one attitude

on revised admission question, now that

tax on tickets up to 50 cents has^ been
lifted. Several plans under consideration.

"Spectrocolor", name of new color process
invented on Coast. Invention hinges around
shutter on projector.

Injunction application against Selznick,

brought by Peter Licari, as trustee in bank-
ruptcy for American Releasing, comes up
June 9.

Friday
Famous to cut tax in all theatres.

Reported, though denied, that Griffith may join

Famous.
Loew may build in New Orleans and Birming-
ham.

Saturday
Joe Brandt finds admissions too high, con-

sidering poor business situation, especially

in Mid-West.
New defense introduced by Famous at second
dav of Federal Trade session in Cleveland.

Over Productioi

Ziedman in Charge of "U" Plant
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Benny Zeidman is in

charge of the Universal studios, dur-

ing the absence of Julius Bernheim,
who is in the East conferring with
Carl Laemmle.

COMINGiSOON

HOtPMOW
B4EAJH,

»-. .-^^5

ofn AL CHRISTIE FEATURE

Dorothy Devore
WALTER H1ERS - TULLY MARSHALL - JIMMIE ADAMS

PR1SC1LLA BONNER and JIMMIE HARRISON

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount pictures. Cross exa
tion by W. H. Fuller, couns
the Federal Trade Comm
brought out that Cleveland's sis

run, first class picture houses
maximum of 400 pictures a yet

of a total of 600 first class f
productions made, showing th

of over-production and that

features must fail to secure
ings from the nature of

and not from any condition
which Famous Players is to t

C. E. Almy, local manage
Metro-Goldwin, testified that

Famous Players sales policy h;

adverse effects on the selling ;

of his organization. Almy in

mony specified 11 Ohio tow
which few, or no Metro pictures

sold. The cause for failure in

case was attributed to the fact o
gestiou of the picture market.

Ira Cohen, a District Manag I

Ira Cohen, formerly a special m
representative for Fox, has beeB
pointed Canadian district maiH
succeeding R. B. McCaffrey, res.|

HAL ROACH'S

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit with a Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhgcomedy
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INSURANCE
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S T E B B I N S
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Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.
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Bryant 3040
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cy. It would be a great play. To have this picture for re-

st
• at that time. There's no doubt about that. But—it doesn't

ei likely.

STEGER STEPS OUT
Bill Fox isn't the sort of man who shows his feelings. But
inust be pretty well cut up with Julius Steger's resignation,

las—a real character in production—wants to step out on his

J. Thinks he has a real find in a European director. Who isn't

30 years of age. And hopes to develop him to the American
)ol. That's a great idea. Several Europeans have shown a

Ij

Since they landed here. Notably Lubitsch and Seastrom.
Buchowetzki seems starting in the right direction. So Julius

; have a chance. This is certain—the relationship with Fox
f the kindliest sort. So much so that Bill insisted on Julius

g the Fox studios for any purpose necessary. And want the
chance to distribute the Steger productions.

GETTING AWAY
. Looks like Barret McCormick is getting away to a good start.

"itCrandall's Tivoli, in Washington. Notice, for instance, what
I.Washington Times said. About his program last week. With
I caption: "The Weeks Prize Pupil—Master McCormick:" "If

Wwere a teacher, checking over the wit and humor of the final

Mms, with ink in our hair and madness in our eye, we would
pf a big, impressive 90% on the sample program submitted by
barret McCormick, assuming that this presentation manager
fred this program for the current week at Crandall's Tivoli.

fiVIr. McCormick does not strike twelve this week, he strikes
ned near it—say ten or eleven."

BRUSH UP THE MEDALS
The French Government has made Doug an honorary officer

foublic instruction. Whatever that means. Still it keeps Doug
ihe limelight.

LET'S HOPE
Emil Jannings, probably the greatest character actor on the

jeen may come to America. This is really interesting. Jan-
.gs says he may come over. To work with Ernst Lubitsch
tone picture this Fall. Here's hoping he comes. Because if

' proper material is found ; if he can be set right Jannings will
|w something. To make the screen prouder than ever. Of it's

Mobilities. Who will ever forget his great work in several Ger-
(fi made pictures; including "Othello" and "Deception." Boy,
re's an actor.

BOW PLEASE FOLKS
This came from Harry F. Storin, manager of the Leroy, Paw-

:ket, R. I.

:

"Dear Danny : After watching the work of new
artists for the past season, for no reason at all I want
to express my opinion that of the newer personalities
of the year you can pass the laurel leaf to the follow-
ing ladies, Pauline Garon and Clara Bow, and to
these gentlemen, Adolphe Menjou and Raymond
Griffith.

"My patrons seem to have enjoyed their work im-
mensely."

THE TOUCHES OF THE MASSES
When "The Sea Hawk" opened Monday. Frank Lloyd was

the audience. Yes. Not in the state box. But unbeknown to
: audience, he sat with the folks up in the second gallery. Be-
ise, as he said, he wanted to get the pulse of the masses. Lloydm he was right when he said that the first nighters in the
es and boxes would applaud anyway.

A PENNY COUNTS
Mr. Exhibitor. What's the poorest day of the week with you?

s, I know. You're mumbling about a lot of them being: poor.

from Page 1)

Well, if so, here's an idea. Effectively worked by Manager Cun-
ningham. Of Prior's Broadway, in Danville, Va. He used about
70 lines over three columns, with a large cut of a one cent piece.

And this copy over it:

"First annual one-cent sale, at the Broadway, Wednesdey,"
in very large type and then this in 12 point:

"For one day, we will sell two tickets for one cent additional

to regular admission, as follows : One adult ticket 33 cents, two
adult tickets for 34 cents; one child's ticket 10 cents, two for 11.

All tickets must be used at the time of purchase."

HICK STUFF
Over at Famous they're eagerly awaiting the arrival of

George Brown. From Charlotte, North Carolina. George won
the cup for the best ad written for a Famous theatre. Also a trip

to the big city. And George has never seen New York. Yes;
they're rinsing out the glasses.

NOT A JEWISH DISH
Charley O'Reilly wanted a mince pie. Ordered it from the

New York Athletic Club. Of which he is a member. Had his

stenographer shoot the order to the chef. Later the chef called.

Said he didn't know what Charley was talking about. "Why,"
asked Charley. "Well," said the chef, "I see you spell it 'mintz'

pie and I want to tell you now that we haven't any of those

Jewish dishes up here."

GOING ALONG
Hearst will stick along with Metro-Goldwyn for the coming

season. So that is settled. And everybody interested can sleep

better. If they want to. But just the same the Hearst moves are

always important. And usually of interest.

USE THE SALT—BUT—
Harry Crandall, inspired by "Abraham Lincoln" and what

Dick is doing at the box office. Plus the type of audience. Writes
Dick Rowland quite a letter. Oh, yes; Crandall is one of the First

National franchisers. And he might be expected to enthuse over
F. N. product. But on the other hand Crandall has a mighty
clean reputation. He isn't the type to rave—where raving doesn't
fit. And the newspaper space he claims he received is easily un-
derstood. It's the type of picture that naturally will get a lot of

free newspaper space. Because the subject is big enough; im-
portant enough, to make editors think. And that isn't an easy job
in this business.

THE BEERY'S
Recently—we must be getting as dumb as Reichenbach says

we are—we asked what had become of the Beery's—Wally and
Noah—to which Sam Palmer of Famous busts off on his trusty
typewriter

:

Wha'd'ye mean—"What's become of the Beery's?"
I can't speak for Wally—he's not strictly of our
gang—but Noah has been very much there, with
whiskers, in the following recent Paramounts ; "To
the Last Man," "The Call of the Canyon," "The
Heritage of the Desert," "The Fighting Coward"
(Buy, what a fat part!) and "Wanderer of the
Wasteland" (Where were you last Monday night?).
Right now, shorn of his bush, he is working in the
current Pola Negri picture, "Compromised." When
not before the camera he has been eating and sleep-

ing.

And then Wally steps out in "The Sea Hawk" and steals

the picture.

Apologies—many of 'em.

DANNY
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Incorporations
Albany—Dramatists Theatre Real-

ty Corp., New York. 2,000 preferred

stock, $100 each and 8,000 shares
common stock, no par value. Incor-
porators, J. C. Millard, H. Hadley
and H. L. Steitz. Attorney, S. V.
Ryan, Albany.

Albany—Timpson Motion Picture

Corp., New York. Capital $100,000.

Incorporators, H. Gaba, F. L. Gar-
funkel and M. Singer. Attorneys,
Levy, Gutman & Goldberg, New
York.

Albany—Amber Fluid Producing
Co., New York. 100 shares common
stock, no par value. Incorporators,

M. Herman, I. S. Low and N. M.
Satloff. Attorney, S. D. Shifrin, New
York.

Springfield, 111.—Park Ridge
Amusement Co., Chicago. Capital

$100,000. Incorporators, V. T.
Lynch, R. C. McGregor, Dr. A. J.

Buchheit and John Schroeder.

Albany—Action Pictures, New
York. Capital $25,000. Incorpora-
tors, E. A. Sherpick, L. I. Shelley and
R. A. Vanken. Attorneys, Melvin &
Sherpick, New York.

Dover, Del.—Fred Wiehl Prod.
Inc. Capital $100,000. Incorporat-
ors, Fred Wiehl, Peter A. McGloin
and Stephen Gellich. Attorney, A.

B. Magee, Dover.

Albany—Cultura Producing Co.,

New York. Capital $50,000. Incor-

porators, A. Ganz, J. Kendler & H.
Lapin. Attorneys, Kendler & Gold-
stein, New York.

Albany—H. & S. Theatres, New
York. Capital $100,0000. Incorpora-
tors, R. B. Schiff, S. Zuckerman and
F. Wald. Attorneys, Shaine & Wein-
rib, New York.

Albany—Sensitized Films, New
York. Capital $100,000. Incorpora-
tors, A. A. Kaye, W. A. Duncan and
E. A. Mayer. Attorney, E. Mackey,
New York.

Springfield 111.—Sunset Amuse-
ment Corp., Chicago. Capital $15,-

000. Incorporators, Leo R. Salkin

Jess Waldman and Henry Salkin.

Albany—Thomas Carr Amusement
Co., Jamestown. Capital $20,000. In-
corporators, T. Carr, M. H. Amlinger
and A. Carr, Maple Springs.

Albany—Euro-American Film Cor-
poration, New York. Capital $10,-

000. Incorporators, E. Bosler, F. G.
Kirby and E. L. Corbett.

Albany—Puritans, Inc., New York.
Capital $60,000. Incorporators, N. B.
Gurock and A. Tolk.

Promotions at Fox
Edwin C. Hill, who has been acting

as editor of Fox News has been given
an important post on the production
staff. Truman H. Talley, former
foreign editor has succeeded Hill as
editor.

Short Subjects
"Winning His Way"—"Fight and

Win" Series—Universal

Corking Start for New Series

Type of production
2 reel fight drama

The first of the ten two-reelers Uni-

versal will make starring Jack Demp-
sey is a corker. The story by Gerald
Beaumont is there—decidedly. That,

plus the fact that Jack Dempsey is in

it should be enough.
Dempsey is heavyweight champion

of the pugilistic world. That means
he is news and, as such, a figure be-

fore the public. You can bank on
Universal getting behind this series

to the limit. However, aside from
that, there is actual quality in the

first number to warrant exhibitor

consideration.
Dempsey is Jack O'Day, a pugilist

who is retired because of his mother's
antipathy to fighting. He is redis-

covered in a steel mill and is drafted
to fight the heavyweight "champ",
only because he needs money to send
his mother to the country. The train-

ing starts but O'Day wins the heart

of his manager, who had originally
tried to frame him, by saving the man-
ager's child who is in danger of death
on a railroad trestle. O'Day saves
the youngster and hangs over the side

while the train passes by. A portion
of the railroad tie gives way and
Dempsey and the child are precipi-

tated into a river many feet below.
This scene, shot from above, showing
the downward plunge is great.
There are plenty of fight scenes and

others showing Dempsey in training.

Dempsey, of course, knocks out the
former "champ" and wins the title.

The comedy business is fine.

"A Society Knockout"—"Fight and
Win" Series—Universal
Suffers by Comparison

Type of production
2 reel fight drama

Of the three Dempsey two-reelers

shown, the second is the poorest.

While fairly good in spots, it does not
hold up against No. 1 and No. 3. Fol-

lowing the acquisition of the heavy-
weight title, Dempsey as Jack O'Day
is left in an orphanage for boys. One
of the wards sets fire to the place and
is rescued by Jack. The kid develops
diptheria and the place is quarantined,

necessitating holding the Milk Fund
Bout on the lawn. The former
"champ" is secretly for Reggy, Jack's
supposed opponent, and is getting the

better of it. Jack detects the substi-

tution and, despite a doped towel
Jack knocks out his old time foe.

The comedy bits are rather feeble.

"West of the Water Bucket"—"Fight
and Win" Series—Universal
Funny and Entertaining

Type of production
2 reel fight drama

There are a number of good laughs
in No. 3 of the "Fight and Win"
series. Dempsey and his bunch of
youngsters are down in a farm, since
the orphanage proved too expensive
to keep up. A circus hits town with
a faker who passes himself off as
Tiger O'Day. Despite a lame knee,
injured in rescuing a couple of kids
in a runaway wagon, Jack accepts
the challenge of the fake "champ"
and beats him.
A false extra tells Jack's manager

in the city that the supposed cham-
pion had been knocked by an un-
known. The manager hustles in a
'plane to find out fthe truth and
breaks up a dinner tendered to Demp-
sey for winning the fight. The end-
ing is weak.
The business where Dempsey in-

sists upon wearing his derby because
the opponent might hit him on the

head and the trick of fighting while
endeavoring to remove one shoe is

funny. Universal hasn't spared much
expense in creating a circus atmos-
phere. An entire village street, strung
with banners was built for this.

"In a Drop of Water"—Principal
Pictures—Educational
Fine Scientific Reel

Type of production
1 reel microscopic study

Louis Tolhurst places drops of
water taken from different sources
under his microscope in this short
reel and shows the spectator the teem-
ing life contained in a single drop.
The photography is excellent and the
titles clear and easily understood,
and while the subject matter may be
slightly too scientific for a small min-
ority, it will in all probability be
found intensely interesting by many.
1 he microscopic creatures are called
by their scientific names and shown
m detail so that the spectator can see
vrfierein they differ from each other.

"On Guard"—Grantland Rice—Pathe
A Good One for the Men

Type of production
1 reel sport review

The art of self defence is shown in

various phases in this issue of Grant-
land Rice's "Sportlight." The duel
with foils of long ago, fencing
brought up-to-date, and boxing by
several well-known members of the
ring, including James J. Corbett and
Gene Tunney make this an interest-
ing and swift-moving reel, which is

nicely gotten together. It opens with
a bit showing a primitive man defend-
ing himself with a club and closes
with a bit of fun between Corbett
and Frank Bacon.

"Suffering Shakespeare"—Spat Fam-
ily—Pathe

Spats Spat with Shakespeare
Type of production ... .2 reel comedy
Those who have followed the antics

of the amusing Spat family in their
various escapades will be anxious to
see their latest outburst. It takes
the form of a private theatrical per-
formance held at the home of the
Spats. Sidney D'Albrook, as the long-
suffering English husband who in-
variably does the wrong thing is al-

ways funny. Not as uproarious as
some of the others in the series have
been, but still amusing.

Theatre Changes|
Akron, O.—Max Federhar,

manages the Regent and Rialtol

added the Cameo to his string. 9

built the house and opened it]

week.

Detroit—William F. Klatt
moved the Rosedale theatre o
from the Union Trust Bldg., tc

First National Bank Bldg. Kla'.

so owns the Oriole Terrace.

Chicago—Two suburban thi
which have closed for the summe
the Pastime, at Blue Mound, am
Ewart at Greenup.

Ocala, Fla.—A. R. Ninninger,
merly with Progress, has taken
the management of J. W. Phi
theatres.

Anderson, S. C.—H .M. French
leased the Opera House for 20 j

and will play pictures and road sH

Des Moines — The Lyric
changed hands. Manager Wig
remains in charge of the house.

Nashville—Fred Martin has
verted the Orpheum, formerly at
ture house, into a stock house. .

Chicago—John P. Dromey
been appointed assistant manage,
the Balban and Katz circuit.

Tacoma—The Rex and the Oi
eum have been taken over by!
Moore Amusement Co.

Atlanta—The Forsyth has ck
its season of pictures and vaude>
and will show stock.

Batavia, N. Y.—The Grand
been purchased by Morris and He
Korman of Buffalo.

Chicago—Leo and Harry Brunl
have purchased the Temple, a nei

borhood theatre.

Casey, III.—Perkins and Mai
have sold the Lyric to Mrs. Ella
Musser.

Chicago—Walter F. Batchelori
been appointed manager of the R
dolph.

Buffalo—Jim Cardina has closed
Kensington for repairs and remoo
ling.

Orlando, Fla.—The Beacham
been closed for extensive alteratio

Greensboro, N. C.—The Strand
been added to the Stevenson chain

Chicago—Gene Russell has pi

chased the Chateau at Kanakee.

Carewe's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"The Ragged Mes
enger," Edwin Carewe's next pictu

has been changed to "Madonna
the Streets." It will probably unde

go another change before release.
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Betty Compson in

"Miami"
m-oducer: Tilford Studios, Inc.

f
Distributor: Hodkinson
Whole LOOKS AS

lOUGH IT MIGHT BE ONE
m THE BEST BOX OFFICE
jMBERS THAT HODKIN-
|)N HAS OFFERED; VOL-
I'EAD AND THE OLD FASH-
llNED GIRL CONSPICUOUS
If THEIR ABSENCE.
I.... Has one gay time of it and
Isms to thoroughly enjoy it. Who
Bsuldn't with yachts, wealth and
od looking men for playmates.

|ar nicely photographed and very

etty in some close-ups.

....Ben Finney (Benjamin F.

1~|nney, Jr., on the program) a new
Jmer and a good looker. The lead-

y man idolizers have a new one to

d to their list. Lawford David-
n suitable as the man with the

cht. But think how much better

dolph Menjou or Lou Cody would
ve been in the part. Others
edda Hopper, J. Barney Sherry
d Lucy Fox.
e of Story. .. .Story of jazz life.

ere's another modern girl story,

ily this one is a little more so than

me of the others. Probably it

ily seems so but the gaieties of

iami and every indication of the

xuries that money can buy as well

gorgeous locations and a bevy
beautiful women and good look-

g men, certainly provide this

test jazz offering with a kick that

ffers a mighty fair substitute for

le much coveted "fire water.'

And a fine time had by all" may
adily apply to this latest Hodkin-
an release, a picture that has every
hance of developing in a thorough-

joyful box office number. It

as pep and then some. It glori-

es Ziegfeld's well known "Ameri-
an girl" to the nth degree. It af-

jrds grand exploitation for the

reat Southern playground but then
lat isn't to be worried over be-
ause the pictures are about as

lose as the majority will get to the

imous Hotel Flamingo in spite of

he lure of "Miami." The story
sn't important. Pep is the thing
ind the film has oodles of it.

x Office Angle. .. .Should go big.

Jeach parties, cabaret parties, club
larties and petting parties. "Miami"
s just one grand big party. You
>ught to know how these luxury
>oosting, jazz girl pictures go with
four crowd.
:ploitation. .. .Plenty to talk about.
A. trailer of any part of the picture,

kicked at random, will be enough
to give them a good idea of the at-

mosphere. Promise them a great
lot of thrills in the way of inci-

dents in the career of a society girl

who leads her followers a merry
chase and ends up by marrying the
girl-dodger. Use plenty of stills of

Betty Compson and any decora-
tions indicative of the South should
make your lobby attractive. Fine
hot weather feature.

irection.... Alan Crosland; lavish
Jthor John Lynch
.enario John Lynch
imeraman Dal Clawson
lotography Very good
scale Miami
:ngth 5.985 feet

"The Marriage Cheat"
Producer: Thos. H. Ince

Distributor: First National
As a Whole.... SOUTH SEA ISL-
AND TALE WITH FINE PIC-
TORIAL APPEAL AND STORY
THAT IS OF A FORMULA
VARIETY BUT STILL APPAR-
ENTLY POPULAR WITH PIC-
TURE FANS.

Cast A very good one. Percy
Marmont, Leatrice Joy and Adolph
Menjou make up the usual triangle.

All well suited and thoroughly cap-

able. Have some vigorous work
to do in latter reels that quaifies

them as excellent seamen as well

as good actors. Laska Winter an
interesting sidelight in the role of

half-cast island girl. She's pecu-

liarly attractive and especially good
in this sort of a part. Director

gives her many fine opportunities.

Type of Story .... Drama. Frank R.

Adams hardly deserves the credit

for the entertainment afforded by
"The Marriage Cheat" for it isn't

his story that makes it interesting.

Rather it is the splendid Thomas
H. Ince production, skilful direction

of John Griffith Wray and capable
playing of a good cast. Adams'
plot is the old tropical island theme
with the white woman cast upon
the island and her subsequent in-

fatuation for the missionary. It

happens that the woman isn't so

easily rid of her worthless husband
and he finally locates her. After

the minister realizes he has broken
most of the commandments he re-

pents, gives up the woman to her
husband but later they are reunited,

following the husband's death. But
with a thoroughly live presentation,

attractive settings and genuinely
realistic tropical atmosphere, plus

some unusually actionful sequences
toward the close, "The Marriage
Cheat" becomes interesting. Wheth-
er or not it will pass censorship re-

quirements because of the associa-

tion of a clergyman and a married
woman, and also through some
pretty peppy scenes aboard a yacht,

is a question. The early sequences
smack strongly of Somerset Mau-
gham's book, "Miss Thompson,"
which has been scoring on the stage
as "Rain."

Box Office Angle Very likely a

good box office number. Good au-
dience appeal for the general crowd.
Probably a trifle difficult if you ca-

ter to a small town, church-going
clientele.

Exploitation. . . .If you know you can
play this without incurring any
trouble with ministers, etc., it

should be easy to get your folks in

Just show a trailer of any of the

more thrilling sequences, especial

ly the wreck of the yacht or the

rescue of the woman and baby from
the reef. Naturally the title is a

drawing card and will stand plenty

of exploitation and prominence. Of
itself it will serve to bring in many

Director John Griffith Wray
Author Frank R. Adams
Scenario C. Gardner Sullivan

Cameraman Henry Sharp
Photography Excellent

Locale Tropical island

Length 6,622 feet

Baby Peggy Montgomery in

"The Family Secret"
Universal-Jewel

As a Whole BABY STAR DE-
LIGHTFUL AS EVER. STORY
HAS GOOD HEART INTER-
EST TOUCHES.

Star Enjoyable as always. An
adorably cute youngster who seems
to improve with each picture. She's

absolutely unconscious of the ca-

mera and her expressive little poses
always bring a series of "oh's" and
"ah's" in an audience.

Cast. .. .Gladys Hulette pleasing.

Edward Earle suitable as the hus-
band. Frank Currier good type.

Martha Mattox and Lucy Beau-
mont good in character parts.

Type of Story Drama. You just

can't help but love this adorable
youngster, Baby Peggy. It isn't so

much what she does but the way
she does it that makes her work
so charming. Oh, for a picture with
Peggy and Jackie Coogan working
together. "The Family Secret,"

adapted from Augustus Thomas'
play "The Burglar" and Frances
Hodgson Burnett's novel ""Editha's

Burglar," gives the little star an
entirely appropriate vehicle and
William Seiter has taken advantage
of the opportunities presented to

allow Peggy the full benefits of it.

She's a little late in arriving in the

story but the footage is correctly

consumed with the establishment of

a good premise that gives them
something to work on and adds a

little weight to the plot that other-

wise might be a bit too slight. It

deals with the separation of a girl

and her husband by her father and
the man's imprisonment on a false

charge of the angry parent. After
a lapse of time the parent relents

and then tries to reunite the couple
and their little daughter. The re-

union happens by accident, but in

time for a happy ending. There
should be some explanation as to

why the husband did not try to find

hi swife and baby after getting out

of prison.

Box Office Angle. .. .Very good in-

deed. If your folks appreciate a

good heart interest story and a de-
lightful child star who really worms
her way into your heart, you can't

go wrong.

Exploitation Promise them an-

other splendid Baby Peggy enter-

tainment. It's a charming little pic-

ture and if they don't enjoy it the

trouble's with them, not with the

film. Use a trailer extensively.

Show them some of the cute bits

with the baby star at her best, such
as that in which she gives the dog
a bath in her own tub. Play up the

title with catchlines such as: "Have
you an\' skeletons in your closet?

See 'The Family Secret' disclosed

at the blank theatre on (date.)"

Direction William Seiter; Good
Author .... Frances Hodgson Burnett

Scenario Lois Zellner

Cameraman John Stumar
Photography Good
Locale New York City

Length 5,675 feet

"The Sea Hawk"
Producer: Frank Lloyd

Distributor: First National
As a Whole MIGHTY FINE
PICTURE WITH STRONG
BOX OFFICE POSSIBILITIES.
SHOULD RANK AMONG
OUTSTANDING SUCCESSES
OF COMING SEASON.

Cast. ... Milton Sills outstanding fig-

ure in notable cast which includes
Enid Bennett, Wallace Beery and
many other names well known at

the box office. Beery's perform-
ance exceptionally fine. Lloyd
Hughes good as the weakling.
Enid Bennett fails to satisfy.

Type of Story. .. .Romance; with a
background unusual to pictures. Of
the old, old days when the Moors
were fighting Spain. A love story
full of excitement, adventure and
intrigue with the lovers getting to-

gether at the finish of course. But
lack of space precludes the possi-
bility of telling in detail of many
exciting developments which, how-
ever, broadly speaking will be sure
fire to the average picture fans.

Sills in ruffles and court costume
not so interesting as Sills the he-
man when he strips down to the
galley-slave stuff and later as the
leader of the Moors.
A huge sum of money has been
expended in the reproduction of

Moorish galleys and Spanish gal-

leons and the sea fights are full of

intense action. This is the best
stuff in the picture. Of necessity
it takes about a half hour to get
into the real story. Once the early

planting of the characters has been
done the story speeds along. You
would never know that this was
over twelve reels after the first

three or four. It moves like light-

ning.

Box Office Angle.... A sure-fire bet
for any and all box offices regard-
less of size or community condi-
tions. This one is in.

Exploitation. .. .Just use your head.
So many possibilities present them-
selves—the fact that "The Sea
Hawk" written by Sabatini had a
tremendous sale—that Milton Sills'

following will be doubly increased

—that Wallace Beery is a delight

—

that your people have never seen
such stuff as comes with the bat-

tles on the galleons. Just run a
trailer showing some of these bat-

tle scenes and your crowd will be
there. You can interest many of

your regulars by informing them
that the atmosphere of this is en-

tirely different from anything they
have ever seen in pictures. Make
use of bookstore tie-ups for the

display of the book.

Direction .Frank Lloyd;
By far his biggest and undoubtedly
his best picture. Cutting would
speed this up.

Author Rafael Sabatini

Scenario J. G. Hawks
Cameraman Norman Brodin

Photography Excellent

Art Director Stephen Goosoon

Locale ...England, The Meditera-
nean, Algiers.

Footage 12,045
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"THE ELEVENTH VIRGIN"
By DOROTHY 0AY

Most happily chosen as the title for a book,
4iTHE ELEV-

ENTH VIRGIN" will at once appeal to motion picture exhibitors

as a photoplay title which will stop every solitary pedestrian that

passes their doors.

The book sprang into instant favor when published early in

1924 because of its title—and those who were curious to read it

were loud in their praises of the strength and daring of its plot.

It was inevitable, then, that it should establish a record for quick
selling throughout the country; it is much too early to do justice

to it as a "best-seller" since it is apparent that before the current

summer is over it will have been read by at least ninety per cent

of the people who are listed as regular readers of current fiction.

There were ten virgins in the Bible story—five wise who
kept their lamps burning against the coming of the bridegroom
and five foolish who were unprepared when the honored guest

arrived. "THE ELEVENTH VIRGIN" is the embodiment of the

modern venturesome young American girl who is driving her

elders to distraction these days because of her absolute disregard

for conventions and her determination to get all her knowledge
at first hand.

There are action situations galore in this striking story by
Dorothy Day which need only the careful treatment for which
the WARNER BROS, producing organization is celebrated to

translate them into motion picture entertainment of the highest

possible type.

SaveTWENTYDatesfor thenew WarnerTWENTY
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"The Good Bad Boy"
Producer: B. F. Zeidman

iributor: Principal-State Rights

Aa Whole PLEASING JUVE-
IILE STORY THAT HAS
>OOD HUMAN INTEREST
•OUCHES AND EFFECTIVE
[EART INTEREST BITS. STO-
JY IS PRETTY SLIGHT AND
/IOVES RATHER SLOWLY.

C;t Joe Butterworth pleasing

oungster who acts naturally and

,ith assurance. Mary Jane Irving

cute little girl who realizes that

oe isn't the bad boy the people

hink he is. Forrest Robinson con-

i Hbutes interesting characterization

s the tipsy inventor. Others Lucy
Jeaumont, Arthur Hull, Edward
Davis and Richard Wayne.

Tjpe of Story Drama. There's

riot a great deal to the story but

hose who like human interest busi-

ness and are interested in the an-

t tics of mischievous but well mean-
ng young boys, will probably find

^The Good Bad Boy" a satisfying

ilm. It contains a lot of genuinely

luman and true-to-life juvenile stuff

hat will amuse a grown-up audi-

;nce as well as one composed of

young folks. The director has in-

ected many effective little heart

nterest touches that provide a prop-

er amount of pathos mixed with the

lumorous bits. Young Billy Ben-
lion is handicapped socially because

pf the poverty of his family caused

by his father's devotion to his non-

productive invention and equal ad-

iniration for his bottle. Billy is be-

feet with all sorts of obstacles. The
jlittle rich girl realizes that Billy is

not to blame for his father's acts

and is the only one who treats him
kindly. Meantime Billy has a

strenuous time of it protecting his

father from the attacks of neigh-

bors and those who seek to steal

his invention. After a climax that

offers a little faster moving episode

khan the previous reels, the story

[ends in the success of the elder

Benson's invention and Billy is the

uncrowned hero of the day.

Idx Office Angle You have had

sufficient opportunity through pre-

vious similar films to judge wheth-

er or not this type of picture pleases

your crowd. Pleasing kid stuff

ishould prove attractive to the ma-
jority.

xploitation. . . .Play up the juvenile

angle and get your folks interested

by telling them "The Good Bad
Boy" is the story of a boy who was
always getting in trouble because
he wanted to shield his worthless
father. Show them a trailer of

some of the comedy bits, especially

the sequence where the young hero
steals the rich kid's clothes to at-

tend a party. Joe Butterworth is a

pleasing youngster and your pat-

rons, both young and old, will be
interested,

•irection. . . .Edw. F. Cline; all right

.uthor Not credited

cenario Not credited

ameraman Not credited

'hotography Good
.ocale Small town
ength 5,198 feet

Hoot Gibson in

"Broadway or Bust"
Universal

As a Whole GREAT LOT OF
HOKUM WITH THE SITUA-
TIONS RUNNING WILD AND
WOOLLY; STORY NOT AS
GOOD AS RECENT GIBSON
VEHICLES, BUT IT KEEPS
MOVING.

Star. . . .Has one of those knock-'em-
dead hero roles in which everything
but hard luck comes his way.

Cast.... King Zany contributes fair

comedy bits while Ruth Dwyer
isn't an over important heroine.

Here's a rather pretty girl if she
only knew how to dress and ar-

range her hair. Gertrude Astoi,
Stanhope Wheatcroft and Fred
Malatesta others who haven't much
to do. Wheatcroft's part is espe-
cially light. He appears twice, each
time to inquire "Is it true that cow-
boys have hair on their trousers?"

Type of Story. . . .Comedy. After the

first few shots of "Broadway or
Bust," the plot and its denouement
is as plain as the proverbial "nose
on your face." In fact the title

writer helped as much as anyone to

give it away. After the girl inher-

its a fortune and goes East, leaving
her cowboy hero minus a fiancee,

you are told "this is hero's shack
on his worthless piece of land."
What a dead give-away that word
"worthless" is. You know right

then and there that gold or oil is

sure to make it worth a million.

And sure enough. Only it hap-
pens to be radium that brings the
millions and sends hero to New
York where there's some good com-
edy business in which he hires a
"suit of rooms" for his horses and
he and his cowboy pal "put on the
dog." They get some laughs out
of this idea with the two western-
ers getting acquainted with city

manners. The yachting episode
hasn't much humor, most of the
footage being consumed with the
effect of the rough ocean on the
landlubbers. It does provide a
grand rescue finish in which Hoot
saves the girl he loves and they trot

down to the beach where the waves
make a nice gackground for a

clinch.

Box Office Angle Pretty good
amusement. Where they are us-
ually satisfied with what Hoot Gib-
son has to offer you can count on
this one holding its own satisfacto-
rily.

Exploitation Title can be nicely
exploited as per Universal's press
sheet suggestion, that of getting a

worse-for-the-wear looking auto,
painting "Broadway or Bust" on the
sides and running it about town or
parking it in front of your theater.

Play it up with catchlines about the
cowboy who broke into Long Isl-

and society. Use a trailer showing
the horses in a hotel room.

Direction .Edward Sedgwick; ample
Authors. . .Edw. Sedgwick, Raymond

L. Schrock.
Scenario Dorothy Yost
Cameraman Virgil Miller

Photography All right

Locale New York; the West
Length 5,272 feet

"Wandering Husbands"
Producer: Regal Pictures, Inc.

Distributor: Hodkinson
As a Whole HAS ONE
GOOD LIVE SEQUENCE BUT
OTHERWISE IS A SLOW-
MOVING, TIRESOME PIC-
TURE WITH UNEVENTFUL
ETERNAL TRIANGLE PLOT.

Cast Lila Lee and James Kirk-
wood well suited and pleasing as

the couple who are being separated
by the capricious "other woman,"
played effectively by Margaret Liv-
ingston. '

Type of Story Domestic
drama. If Lila Lee had only taken
a more active part in putting a
stop to her husband's attentions to

the other woman earlier in the pic-
ture and given him a merry chase
to start with, "Wandering Hus-
bands" would not be such a tedi-

ous affair. As it is the first two or
three reels just drag along without
a thing of importance occurring.
There are only a series of escapades
in which the other woman figures

and wife Lila sits home, frowns
and suffers with the knowledge
that her husband is untrue to her,

for the sake of her child. Along
about the fourth reel she hits upon
a corking fine idea in the way of
bringing friend husband to time.

Then for about another reel or two
the story picks up, moves along
at a good pace, affords some good
amusement and is really entertain-

ing. This episode, in which the
wife decides to give the husband a

"dose of his own medicine" is

peppy and interesting, Margaret
Livingston puts over her work in

this part in fine style. The climax
offers a fairly unusual climax with
the wife inviting her rival and her
husband for a ride in a leaking mo-
tor boat. When the situation be-
comes desperate the husband is

forced to choose which woman he
will save. Naturally it's his wife
and the rival is cured of her at-

tempt to steal the clever one's hus-
band.

Box Office Angle Fair. Cannot
be especially recommended because
the picture, on the whole, is too
slow. Its one good fast episode
is not enough to hold them.

Exploitation If you know that

the Lila Lee-James Kirkwood com-
bination appeals to your audience
you may be able to please them
with this. Of course the title will

bring in a certain majority and it

might be effectively played up with
catchlines such as: "Wives, Atten-
tion! If you want to make sure

that your husband loves you and
not the other woman, see 'Wan-
dering Husbands' and learn a novel
way of testing him." Or, "Lila

Lee will give yon some tips on
how to manage 'Wandering Hus-
bands.' See her latest picture, with
James Kirkwood, at the blank the-

atre."

Direction William Beaudine;
ample, but should have speeded
story.

Author C. Gardner Sullivan

Scenario C. Gardner Sullivan

Cameraman Ray June
Photography All right

Locale Long Island

Length 5.800 feet

Slobey and Dura in Tie-up

John Slobey has resigned from
Malcolm Film Laboratories and has
opened an office at 1650 Broadway,
in conjunction with the Dura Lab-
oratory which maintains its plant up-

town. Dura will handle all of Slo-

bey's art title work.

C. R. Beacham Improving
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—C. R. Beacham, First Na-
tional manager, who has been ill at

home for two weeks, is recovering.
His condition was regarded as ex-
tremely serious for a time.

Another For Atlanta?
j

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta—Plans are being discussed

for a neighborhood theatre on Peach-
tree St., between Tenth and Eleventh.
The plan is to sell tickets to mer-
chants at low prices who will dis-

tribute them to their patrons as pre-
miums.

Another Iowa Town Goes "Blue"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Sharon, la.—The city council
and the new woman mayor have
passed an ordinance, prohibiting Sun-
day shows.

Harry Reiff Succeeds Fischer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh—Harry Reiff has suc-

ceeded M. Fischer as Federated man-
ager. Fischer will open an exchange
of his own jn Cleveland.

Wagner Now With Hill Enterprises
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Robert Wagner
has assumed the duties of exploita-
tion representative for R. G. Hill En-
terprises. Wagner was formerly with
Rowland & Clark.

Theatre for Van Nuys, Cal.

(Special to TTTZ FILM DAILY)
Van Nuys, Cal.—West Coast The-

atres, Inc. are reputed to be behind
a plan to renovate Shackett's furni-

ture store into a theatre to seat 1,000.

Jackson, Fox Studio M'g'r
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Ben Jackson has
been appointed manager of the Fox
studio and Fred Kley, location man-
ager.

Virginia Valli's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Clinging Fingers,"

an original by Elizabeth Holding and
Marion Orth will be Virginia Valli's

next picture. Edward Sloman will

direct.

Appointed Park Director

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—John C. Von Herberg has
been appointed a member of the

Board of Park directors.

Another for J. and H.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Portland, Ore.—Jensen & Von Her-
berg have taken over the Highway, a
suburban house.
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e coming ofBh
The entry into the field of production of the

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORS' ASS'H
marks the most significant action in the interests of thi

Practical Manufacture of Motion Pictures

since the inception of the industry

HERE ARE THE SALIENT FACTS

:

1st. The M. P. D. A. will produce its OWN feature pictures under the con

solidation of its membership into a separate production unit to be known a:
;

the Motion Picture Directors Holding Corporation.

2nd. Sixteen to eighteen features per year will be the schedule of production

Of these, sixteen will cost approximately $100,000 each and two will be super
special exploitation features which will cost in excess of $200,000 each.

3rd. The productions will be made by the Producing organization of the Di
rectors' Association, with Phil E. Rosen as President, Roy S. Clements, Vice
President, and George L. Sargent, Secretary. The directors include the above

and, in addition, Clarence Badger, Reginald Barker, William Beaudine, Josepl 1

DeGrasse and Paul Powell.

4th. Assignments for the direction of the earlier pictures have been mad(J
to the following members: Paul Powell, William Beaudine, Roy S. Clements!!
Joseph DeGrasse, Philip E. Rosen, William Russell, George L. Sargent, Wal-
lace Worsley, etc. Further assignments for the direction of the balance ol|

the year's output will be announced later.

5th. All productions will be sold under the banner of BLUE RIBBON PIC-

1

TURES and will be exclusively reserved for INDEPENDENT DISTRIBU-

j

TION on a franchise basis.

6th. The director, who is unquestionably the greatest individual creative
|

element in the industry, will be given the first chance he has had to function,!

freely for his own profit and advancement!

The talent . . . the brains, that has been subsidized and capitalized for profit

of the larger interests, will be diverted for the first time into independent mo-
tion picture channels

!

The consolidation of Directorial talent into a business organization for the
Production of a Product they alone know how to create will result in the best
THE MARKET AFFORDS in stars, in story material, in technical detail and
mechanical requirements.

DETAILS OF STARS, STORIES AND DIRECTORS ASSIGNMENTS 1

Communicate with GRAND-ASHE
1650 BROADW



IIRECTORS ASS'N

CEMENT
Gibbon Pictures

PHILIP € POSEN, President
ROY S CLEMENTS. ViCE-PRESIDENT
GEORGE L. SARGENT SEC V-TrEAS.

GLEN BEHvmer. Attorney

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORS
HOLDING CORPORATION

(PRODUCING UNIT)

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORS - ASSOCIATION

fS2^

May 29th,1924.
(Jrand-Asher Distributing Ooiporatioa,
1650 Broadway,
Hew York Oity, H.Y.

Oentlement-

Thls Is oar pledge, not merely • promise. We guarantee the trade and the

exMbitors through you that the Motion Picture Directors' Association will deliTer for

the season of 1924-1925, sixteen superb productions, based upon the following principles!

UNQUALIFIED FIBIHCIAL SBSEHGTH, PREPAREDNESS AND ABILITY 90 PRODUCE, CCKIERCIALLY
PROFITABLE PR0WJCT1GN3, BOX OFFICE VALUES BUILT UP BY BIO AUTHORS' HJME3, SUBE FIRE

PUBLISHED STORIES. EXCEPT IORAL CASTS AKD CAPABLE DffiECTIOB.

In the matter of preparedness, the M.P.D.A. has been Investigating, studying,
and preparing for nearly four years to make motion pictures that would in every sense be

their own. We have carefully thought out every minute detail in advance and are now
ready to proceed. The production ability of our organisation will be maintained to a

high standard by every member of the Association. The market is assured by actual test

records of the integrity and reputation of our members.

It is apparent to every one that the great value of this move will be the ability
of our Association to capitalize Its relationship with stars and players. Tha entire mar-
ket and all its essential needs are at the ooansaad of this organization. Every production
is assured of wonderful casta and stories that will not only set new standards in picture
making, but will supply the independent market with a much needed stimulant.

A oommlttee comprising the shrewdest and most successful directors of our group
will select stories promising Infallible box offloe winners.

This project, after long ard weighty consideration, has been voted on atep by

step by all meubera of the M.P.D.A., therefore the united support in supervising, editing
and titling, assures workmanship and finish that will bs without parallel in the business.

The financing of the entire production plan is underwritten by one of the strongest Inter-

national group of capitalists, therefore eliminating any necessity of economy at the ex*

penae of production. The financial polioy will mean profitable productions and avoidance

of eostly ruinous waste, and only a director who la making hie own pictures will know how

to avoid these pitfalls. This move brings motion pioturea directly from their creative

sources to the independent exhlbltorc with a fuller value than they could ever hope to re-

ceive otherwiso.

Yours very truly.

O.L.S./F. OHMOTIOS PICTURE DIRECTORS HOLDIHG^tMC
(Produolng Unit^^^

MOTIOS PICTURE DIRECTORS 9 ASSOCIATIOR

E UNIT OF FOUR PRODUCTIONS WILL BE:ANNOUNCED SHORTLY

IHSTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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"Don'ts" for Exhibitors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis.—Exhibitor members of

the Joint Board of Arbitration have

issued a statement, which says in

part:

"Don't forget your rights in sign-

ing a contract. Don't sign a blank

contract leaving the salesman to fill

out later. Don't take the salesman's

word for any special concessions he

proposes to make. Don't be too sus-

ceptible to flowery salesmanship.

Don't buy more pictures than you

need. Don't "bicycle" a picture."

Not a Famous' Subsidiary
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Oklahoma City—Harold B. Frank-

lin is mentioned as one of the incor-

porators of the Midwest Film Ex-
change of Arkansas, a new $25,000

corporation formed here.

Franklin states that he was
not connected in any way with

the above company and that neither

was the company a subsidiary of Fa-

mous Players.

Arrow Sales

Arrow has sold to Columbia Pic-

tures, St. Louis, 13 Mirthquake
Comedies and 13 Broadway Comedies
for Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois; to Progress of St. Louis,

"The Fighting Skipper" and 26

Westerns for the same territory; to

St. Louis Film Exchange, "Jacque-
line."

Pass "Daughters of Today"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O.—The Ohio Censor
Board has passed "Daughters of To-
day" with few alteratoins. The first

showing of the picture in this terri-

tory will be at the Temple, Toledo,

June 21.

Ohio Theatre Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—E. C. Carter has sold

the Exhibit, Ashly, to Ashbrook and
Frizell.

M. Beckham has sold the Orient,

Toledo, to Harry Dolgin, effective

June 16.

B. and K. Office Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—The Balaban and Katz
Mid-West Theatres, Inc., have open-
ed up an office at 162 N. State Street,

opposite the Balaban & Katz office,

Floyd Brockell is in charge.

Three Two.Reelers Finished
Three of the "Flying Fists" two-

reelers starring Benny Leonard have
been completed by Reputable. They
are "Ham and Eggers," "Making the

Grade" and "Through the Rough."

Buys Six One-Reelers

S. Seplowin of Service Films has
purchased Greater New York and
Northern Jersey rights on a series of

six one reelers, titled "Good Things
of Life."

Second Roosevelt Film Ready
The second of the "Buddy" Roose-

velt pictures to be state righted by
Weiss Bros, is "The Battling Buck-
aroo."

Current Releases
ALLIED PRODUCERS &

DISTRIBUTORS
Reviewed

The Hill Billy (Jack Pickford) 3-23-24

ARROW
At Devil's Gorge
The Sting of the Scorpion
Gambling Wives 4- 6-24

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
The Miracle Makers
The Yankee Consul 2-24-24

The Lone Wolf 5-11-24

When a Girl Loves 6- 1-24

Whv Get Married 6- 1-24

The Chechahcos 5-18-24

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
Jealous Husbands 2- 3-24

When a Man's a Man 2-10-24

Painted People 2- -3-24

Flowing Gold 3-16-24

Lilies of the Field 3-16-24

Secrets 3-30-24

Torment 4-27-24

Abraham Lincoln 1-27-24

Cytherea 4-20-24

The Enchanted Cottage 4-20-24

The Galloping Fish 5- 4-24

Chastity 5- 4-24

The Goldfish 5-11 24

A Son of the Sahara 6- 1-24

Why Men Leave Home 5-25-24

The Woman on the Jury 5-25-24

The Marriage Cheat
The Sea Hawk

C. B. C.

Innocence ~"

Discontented Husbands 3- 9-24

Pal O' Mine 5-11-24

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
The Thief of Bagdad 3-23-24

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Flaming Barriers 2- 3-24

Pied Piper Malone (Thos Meighan) .

.

2- 3-24

The Stranger 2-10-24

The Next Corner 3-30-24

Shadows of Paris (Negri) 2-24-24

Icebound 3- 9-24

A Society Scandal 3-16-24

The Fighting Coward 3-23-24

Singer Jim McKee 3-30-34

The Dawn of a Tomorrow 4- 6-24

The Moral Sinner 4-27-24

The Breaking Point 4-13-24

The Confidence Man 4-20-24

Triumph 4-27 24
Bluff 5- 4-24

Men 5-25-24

Code of the Sea 6- 1-24

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
The White Sin
North of Nevada
A Woman Who Sinned
His Forgotten Wife
Galloping Gallagher
Yankee Madness
The Silent Stranger
The Beloved Vagabond
A Girl of the Limberlost
Untamed Youth
The Danger Line
The Dangerous Coward
The Spirit of the U. S. A
Napoleon and Josephine
The Fighting Sap

2-17-24
3- 2-24
3- 9-24
4- 6-24
4- 6-24
4- 6-24
4-20-24
4-13-24
4-27-24

5-18-24
6- l-2'4

5-25-24
5-25-24

FOX
Just Off Broadway 2-

Not A Drum Was Heard 2-

The Shadow of the East 2-

Ladies to Board 2-

North of Hudson Bay 2
Kentucky Days 3

The Blizzard 2

No Mother to Guide Her 3

The Vagabond Trail 3

A Man's Mate 4-

The Plunderer 4-

The Wolf Man 3

The Arizona Express 3-

The Circus Cowboy
The Trouble Shooter
The Long Chance

GOLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN
Yolanda (Davies) 2-24-24
Wild Oranges 3- 9-24
Three Weeks 4- 6-24

Second Youth 4-20-24
Nellie the Beautiful Cloak Model . . 4-20-24
The Rejected Woman 4-27-24

D. W. GRIFFITH
America 3- 2-24

3-24
3-24
3-24

10-24
24-24
2-24

24-24
2-24
2-24
13-24
6-24

16-24
23-24

W. W. HODKINSON
Love's Whirlpool
The Hoosier Schoolmaster
His Darker Self
Try and Get It

Not One to Spare
Hold Your Breath
Miami
Wandering Husbands

3-16-24
3-30-24
3-30-24
4-13-24
4- 6-24
6- 1-24

METRO
The Fool's Awakening
The Uninvited Guest
Thy Name Is Woman
Happiness
Women Who Give
The Shooting of Dan McGrew .

.

A Boy of Flanders
Sherlock Jr
Madamoiselle Midnight
Don't Doubt Your Husband

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
The King of Wild Horses
Girl Shy

2- 3-24
2-24-24
2-24-24
3- 2-24
3-16-24
3-30-24
3-30-23
5-11-24
5-11-24
5-25-24

3-30-24
4- 6-24

PREFERRED
Poisoned Paradise

PRINCIPAL
Mind Over Motor
Listen, Lester
Daring Youth
Daughters of Pleasure
The Masked Dancer
The Good Bad Boy

3- 2-24

5- 4-24
5-18-24

5-25-24

SELZNICK
Daughters of Today
$20 A Week
Flapper Wives
Pagan Passions

UNITED ARTISTS
No More Women
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall .

UNIVERSAL
The Breathless Moment
Jack O'Clubs
Ride For Your Life
The Night Message
The Phantom Horseman
The Law Forbids
Stolen Secrets
The Galloping Ace
The Dancing Cheat
Excitement
Forty Horse Hawkins
Riders Up
Ridgeway of Montana
The Dangerous Blonde
The Fighting American
High Speed
Broadway or Bust

3- 9-24
5- 4-24
5- 4-24
5- 4-24

2- 3-24
5-25-25

2- 3-24
2-10-24
2-24-24
3- 2-24
3- 9-24
3- 2-24
3-16-24
4- 6-24
4-20-24
4-13-24
4-27-24
5- 4-24
5- 4-24
5-11-24
6- 1-24
6- 1-24

Jewel Prod.

Fools' Highway
The Storm Daughter
The Signal Tower ,

The Reckless Age
The Gaiety Girl
The Turmoil
Family Secrets

3- 9-24
3-23-23
5-25-24
5-25-24
6- 1-24
6- 1-24

VITAGRAPH
My Man 2-17-24
Virtuous Liars 4-13-24
Between Friends 4-20 24
Borrowed Husbands 5-18-24

WARNER BROTHERS
The Marriage Circle 2-10-24
Daddies 2-17-24

Conductor 1492 i

Beau Brummel *

Broadway After Dark '.

STATE RIGHTS' RELEASE
The Average Woman (Burr) 1

Three O'Clock in the Morning (Burr)
The Trail of the Law (Apfel)
Week End Husbands (Equity) 2
The Stranger from the North (Mari-

time) ;

Marry In Haste (Goldstone) 2

Leave It To Gerry (Grand-Asher . . ;

Men Who Forget i
Do It Now (Goldstone) 2

Floodgates (Lowell) 3

The Lone Wagon (Sanford) 3

Drums of Jeopardy (Truart)
Waterfront Wolves (Gerson) J

Isle of Vanishing Men (Garfield)
Rough Ridin' (Approved) 4
Dangerous Trails (Ambassador) .

.

Mile-A-Minute Morgan (Sanford)
Surging Seas (Steiner) 4
Crossed Trails (Independent) 4

The Martyr Sex (Goldstone) 5
What Three Men Wanted (Independ-

ent) 4
Sword of Valor (Goldstone) 5

After a Million (Sunset) £

Lily of the Alley 5

The Life of Dante (Express F.) 5

The Fire Patrol (Chadwick) S

:

"Floodgates" Deals

John Lowell Russell has retu

from a Middle Western trip di

which he sold "Floodgates" to I
ress Pictures of Chicago
Northern Illinois, Wisconsin anc
diana; F. and R. Film Co. of Mi
apolis for Minnesota, the Dai
and Upper Michigan and Supi
Pictures of Pittsburgh for Wet
Pennsylvania and West Virginu
Lowell will start a new pictuj

Gloversville about July 1.

WANTED
COLOR BUSINESS.

Titles, Inserts & Trailers

for Prizma, Incorporated,

3191 Blvd., Jersey City, N.
,

Telephone—Montgomery 421

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern in

to-date rooms in the city. Ope

9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

FOR NEWS REEL AND OUTDOOR WORK
The New DEBRIE INTERVIEW CAMERA Model E meets

the demand of the cinematographer who wants a high grade

outfit with every necessary attachment, at a reasonable price.

Call at our store for demonstration or send for booklet.

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

118 West 44th Street

New York City Bryant 6635

U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie
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]6 Pictures Reviewed In 13 Cities
\fter Six Days"—Weiss Bros,

ladle Tabernacle, Indianapolis
JAR—There have been many film ver-

I of Bible stories, but none of them has

lit the dramatic- essence quite so well

i\fter Six Days."

Garden, Milwaukee
EWS & EVENING SENTINEL—
[e Cecil B. De Mille's "Ten Command-
Is'' has not shown in this city, it can
Flo better than "After Six Days" in so

r s picturization of the Biblical charac-

rjand incidents are concerned.

INTINEL—It is an unusual picture,

catty produced. Whole cities were built

[jve an accurate background of the time,

i, thousands of people portray the in-

The Arizona Express"—Fox
Fox, Philadelphia

DILLETIN—* * * "The Arizona Ex-
," is one of those old fashioned, hair-

Itg thrill-a-minute pictures. It literally

F|i old-time fifteen-episode serial of vil-

li .hero and heroine compressed.
[JQUIRER—Those who have a weakness
Bhelodrama of the old-fashioned kind will

n a picture to their liking in "The Ari-

G Express," * * *.

. )RTH AMERICAN—"The Arizona Ex-
" is an old-fashioned thriller, with the

its brought down to date.

BjBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—It

fe be justly called a serial compressed into

episode. There are as many thrills as

n usually finds in a serial continued from
ft to week. The picture runs at high
>1 from start to finish.

TIMES-STAR—Studies of amnesia and
dual personality are always interesting. "The
Breaking Point," adapted from the story

and play of the same name by Mary Rob-
erts Rinehart, treats of this theme.
TRIBUNE—The screen version of Mary

Rinehart's novel, "The Breaking Point,"
* * * is a picture of distinction.

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE DEMOCRAT—* * * we consider

'The Breaking Point." a Paramount picture

directed by Herbert Brenon .well worth seeing.

POST-DISPATCH—Melodrama and mys-

tery are the principal ingredients in "The
Breaking Point" * * »

STAR—The picture is generally diverting

but never quite believable, a dish of this and
that, of hot blood and chilled wine, surging

passion and sweet love, murder in the dark,

amnesia and a trick endijig that leaves every-

body happy but nobody quite convinced.

TIMES—Although the story is built on the

somewhat overworked theme of the tangle re-

suting from a, stroke of amnesia, it is pre-

sented in such a way as to make the film

interesting.

' "Beau Brummel"—Warners'
Aldine, Philadelphia

BULLETIN)—TJhe personalty of John
ymore, that of the "matinee idol," but

le and beyond this, the skilled and fin-

actor, pervades the visualization of

inu Brummel," * * *.

IjBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—***
safe to say that v,Beau Brummel" will

pmand a place on every so-called list

I will be compiled six months hence
B rdless of the productions that may be
tied out from the studios in the mean-

"Conductor 1492"—Warners'
Rialto, Washington

HERALD—In this particular sphere of

acting, Johnny Hines holds an enviable posi-

tion. He goes into a picture with vim and
zest. He presents the clean-cut comedy and
rough-and-ready humor that is a delight to

the average American audience.

STAR—Johnny Hines * * * again proves

his ability in comic roles, in "Conductor
1492."

EXPRESS—In a difficult role Laura La
Plante meets all the requirements admirably.
She is pretty, not in a baby doll sort of way,
but in the suggestion of good health, an
abundance of pep, refinement of nature, a nice
sense of humor and—best of all, intelligence.
HERALD—"Excitement" is a multiple reel

production in which Laura La Plante is both
charming and talented, albeit the highly
geared action keeps her moving so rapidly
that there is but lii|e chance for siibtleties.

RECORD—The humorous situations and
subtitles in the film keep the audience in con-
stant uproar.
TIMES—* * * Miss La Plante certainly

cannot long escape the biggest kind of fame.
She has grace, beauty, ease, one of the most
expressive faces on the screen, and a comedy
sense that equals Mabel Normand's.

"The Extra Girl"—Asso Exhib.
Sun, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—It is Mack Sennett
comedy which pokes fun at the much dis-
cussed idea of lone girls who go to Holly-
wood to become motion picture stars.

"Cytherea"—1st Nat'l

Rialto, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—The manner in

which this very capable director handled the

material is remarkable.

"Breaking Poinf"—F. P.-L.
Capitol, Cincinnati

OST—"The Breaking Point" is being of-

Hl at the Capitol Theatre this week in

red bottles. But we tried pouring out
£ of the contents and found it to be
id of the pipeline variety.

"Dancing Cheat"—Universal
World, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD— The picture is some-
what better than the usual Rawlinson vehi-

cles although the hero's role doesn't provide

Mr .Rawlinson with anything out of the

ordinary in the way of acting opportunities.

"The Galloping Fish"—1st Nat'l

Park, Mall, Cleveland
NEWS—This picture has a mighty fine

comedy cast, but I'm sorry to report it is

neither as funny nor as entertaining as the
press notices said it would be.
PLAIN DEALER—Noisy and pretty

laughter is prompted by "The Galloping
Fish.''

"George Washington, Jr."—Warners'
Strand, Cincinnati

POST—A good story, a good Cast to

support him and an abundance of real com-
edy, a great part of which is of the slap-

stick variety, go a long way in making
Wesley Barry, the freckle-faced player of

"kid" parts, a success in his first attempt
to play the part of an almost grown lad
* * *

TIMES-STAR—But whatever the depar-
tures from the story may be, it is safe to

say that it adheres closely to the primary
purpose of the original, which was to afford

unadulterated amusement.

TRIBUNE—The version is a fine, clean,

fun-making picture which shows Wesley
Barry in a new role—a fashionably attired

young gentleman of society.

"Gentle Julia"—Fox
Apollo, Indianapolis

STAR—The tired business man should
find relaxation and entertainment at the
Apollo this week. "Gentle Julia," Booth
Tarkington's comedy, the feature picture, is
one that every one can enjoy.

"Girl Shy"—Pathe
Stillman, Cleveland

NEWS—In my opinion the picture isn't

quite as funny as "Why Worry" but it is

one of the breeziest and brightest comedies
of the season and it will make any audience
laugh its troubles away, which is more than

can be said of most comedies.

PLAIN DEALER—("Girl Shy" is the

funniest Harold Lloyd picture I have ever

seen.

PRESS—There are more good comic situa-

tions in this movie than in any we have
seen in a long time. It's a picture to make
an audience laugh aloud.

"The Heart Bandit"—Metro
Colonial, Indianapolis

STAR—"The Heart Bandit" is a typical

Viola Dana romantic comedy, with the under-

world for a background and the admirable

Milton Sills foi a hero.

"Excitement"—Universal
Broadway, Los Angeles

(Week Ending May 24)
EXAMINER—If Universal is setting out

to feature Laura in light comedies, it is

following a good hunch. Miss La Plante is

distinctly desirable, a fine blonde type, and
has that quickness and blitheness which are

the prerequisites of the comedienne ingenue
star.

Absolute Proof that Al Christie's Great Five Reel Fea-

ture "Hold Your Breath" is a Box-Office Sensation

June 4, 1924
Paul C. Mooney,

469—5th Ave., New York City

'"HOLD YOUR BREATH' played to the biggest business
of any picture we have ever shown. Patrons shook my hand
and stated it was the best picture they have seen in Newport
for years, even far better than 'Girl Shy.' Am sending you a
photograph showing the crowd waiting for the second show.
We just packed them in for three days. Your last group of
pictures have turned my house from a loser to a winner."

J. J. Connelly, Manager,
Colonial Theatre, Newport, R. I.

Distributed by HODKINSON
Season 1924-25—Thirty First-Run Pictures

Fully Equipped Studio

For Lease

AVAILABLE immediately—a studio com-

* *- pletely equipped with every modern

motion picture appliance.

This includes three spacious stages, one of

them enormous; dressing rooms of the latest

type; every requirement and convenience of

a thoroughly appointed establishment.

For Terms Apply to

MAX GOLDEN

Fox Film Studios
West 55th St. New York
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"His Darker Self"—Hodkinson
Washington, Detroit

NEWS—Lloyd Hamilton was engaged to

fill the lead role and the picture quite evi-

dently went on in a haphazard manner. It

comes to the screen without Mr. Griffith's

name attached to it and we can't say that

we blame him much.
PRESS—"His Darker Self" is funny in

conception and funny in execution. The
sub-titles by Ralph Spence are about the

funniest that have ever been written into

a picture.

"Icebound"—F. P.-L.

Columbia, Washington
HERALD—* * * powerful and superb

picturization * * *.

Mr. DeMille has brought to the screen,

in the central roles of this footlight classic,

a truly notable Paramount cast * * *.

STAR—William de Mille has directed the

story splendidly, and has gathered a cast

especially well adapted to the interpretation

of the very real characters.
TIMES—True, to be hypercritical, one

can find brief bits of hokum here and there

but these are moments built primarily for

the movie mob and by them recognized not
as bunk, but as worthy dramatic effort.

"Just Mary"—Detroit M. P. Co.
Madison, Detroit

NEWS—Mr. Spence failed in his at-

tempt to make it a big picture because the

foundation had been blocked in with the

old and shop-worn story of the misunder-
stood girl who shoulders the guilt of the

indiscreet little girl and is stoned from the

community for her trouble.

PRESS—The picture starts out slowly and
at times seems to drag along uninterest-

ing, but as the story unfolds interest_ is

revived and the climax, which comes just

before the end, is highly dramatic, filled with

action and packed with heart interest that

cannot fail to touch the emotions.

"A Lady of Quality"—Universal
Circle, Cleveland

NEWS—It is an atmospheric picture con-
taining its quota of lavish settings, but skil-

ful treatment alone saves it from disaster

because the seventeenth century romance in

itself is none too substantial.

PLAIN DEALER—We don't like to be
mean about these things but "A Lady of

Quality" seems to be a good example of

much beautiful ado about nothing at all.

"The Law Forbids"—Universal
Strand, Detroit

NEWS—Realism and logic has been sub-
ordinated in several places to allow Peggy
opportunity to display her charming pouts
and smiles and the action halts occasionally
to permit some comedy scenes in which the
star never fails to score heavy laughs.

"Man Life Passed By"—Metro
Granada, San Francisco

(Week Ending May 24)
BULLETIN—"The Man Life Passed By"

is swift moving, loaded with action and with
skillful comedy" touches.
CALL & POST—"The Man Life Passed

By" is a surprise picture, real entertainment,
a splendid story and reaches all manner of
thrills and emotional heights.
CHRONICLE—"The Man Life Passed By",

has strength, power, interest, fine direction
and good acting to recommend it, * * *

EXAMINER—There is a wealth of big-

punch scenes. The story, dealing with the
regeneration of a man, has been realistically

handled and affords keen enjoyment for the
spectator.

"Man's Mate"—Fox
Express, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—Edward Mortimer,
the director, keeps the plot moving and han-
dles the players in a very competent man-

"Men"—F. P.-L.
Allen, Cleveland

NEWS—Pola makes the picture worth see-

ing. She shows flashes of her oldtime self,

abandons much of the stereotyped posing
of her last two pictures and does some real

acting. When Pola acts, you know, she's
worth seeing anywhere and at any time.

PLAIN DEALER—* * * Pola Negri
* * * has been improving steadily. * * *

Now comes "Men," Pola Negri's greatest

picture since she came to America and her

first picture since she took out her papers.

PRESS—The movie, however artificial, is

told with a certain directness which is a

real merit, and it provides for a wide
variety of expressions in the closeups of

Pola Negri.

"Mile. Midnight"—Metro
Grand Central & Delmonte, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT — "Mademoiselle

Midnight" probably will be rated by many as

Mae Murray's best picture. It certainly

ranks high and presents the dancing star

in a dancing role.

POST-DISPATCH—* * * the Mae Mur-
ray vitality is all there and she fairly domi-
nates a melodramatic story in which a Mexi-
can bandit and a venturesome young Amer-
ican match their courage and wits.

STAR—Mae Murray has been identified

with a certain kind of role so long that it

is a pleasure to recommend her in one that

is a little different, that of the madcap seno-

rita in "Mademoiselle Midnight," * * *.

TIMES—"Mademoiselle Midnight," a story

of Mexico, and revolutions is a string of

thrills which also shows Mae Murray in one
of her most fetching roles.

"The Moral Sinner"—F. P.-L.
Palace, Washington

HERALD—"The Moral Sinner" is a luxu-
riously 'produced, splendidly acted melo-
dramatic romance of the Paris underworld,
which constituted, in stage form * * *.

STAR—Scenically considered, the story is

limited to a Paris of handsome mansions,
with nothing more sinister in the way of

environment than the pleasant rooms where
Kleschna lives with his daughter * * *.

"Painted People"— 1st Nat'l

Capitol, West End Lyric, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—Laughter is the

predominating effect upon the spectators in

the First National picture, "Painted Peo-
ple," which is this week's attraction at the

Capitol and West End Lyric. * * *

POST-DISPATCH—Colleen Moore, the

screen's current ideal of the flapper type, has

a good medium for her beauty and talents

in "Painted People," * * *.

STAR—Colleen Moore is rapidly devel-

oping a following as formidable as that of

any screen star. In "Painted People,"
* * * she has plenty of opportunity to en-

tertain in her particular talents for mimicry
and this will suffice to please her audiences.
TIMES—Far in the lead of the list this

week is "Painted People," which appears
at the West End Lyric and Capitol The-
atres. This film with Colleen Moore as the

star, is in a class by itself.

RECORD—The story was worked out by
Rex Beach in a sophomoric way, and has been
little if any improved for picture purposes.
TIMES—Old admirers of Miss Blythe's

may renew their acquaintanceship with her
work—and at the same time meet a new
Betty Blythe.

Merrill, Milwaukee
NEWS & EVENING SENTINEL—"Re-

coil" is well off the beaten path. The story
is full of dramatic TNT.
SENTINEL—In fact, the story is the

best part of it, for it is logically told and
the subtitles which tell much in few words
have been written by a master hand.

"Secrets"—1st Nat'l
Adams, Detroit

NEWS—In "The Song of Love," a silly

story of the desert, Norma was just "a movie
actress." In "Secrets" she is an artist, reg-
istering a personal performance that is al-

most flawless; a triumph such as comes only
once or twice in the career of screen stars.

"Sherlock, Jr."—Metro
Eastman, Rochester

DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE—Ingeni-
ous comedy situations, trick photography and
the peculiar type of humor the comedian has
adapted for himself, a sort of expressionless
sobriety, combine to make "Sherlock, Jr."
an amusing screen program number.
HERALD—More genuine, almost exhaust-

ing laughter greeted Buster Keaton's per-

formance of "Sherlock Jr." on the Eastman
screen yesterday afternoon than this writer

has seen given to a comedian of the cinema
in that theatre, and it was laughter given
for acting, not for purely accidental hap-
penings.
JOURNAL & POST EXPRESS—Buster

Keaton's newest Comedy, "Sherlock Jr."
which is the feature at the Eastman this

week, is only three-quarters of an hour
long, but in that short time it crowds a

couple of hundred laughs and leaves one
with the impression that it a much more
pretentions story than it really is.

TIMES-UNION—"Sherlock Jr." is one
of those films not easily described. One can
only say that it is weil worth seeing and
can be guaranteed to drive away the blues.

"Perfect Flapper"—1st Nat'l

Capitol, Detroit
NEWS—There are some preposterous ex-

aggerations and few suggestive moves in the

picture but taken in the sense of broad
comedy, "The Perfect Flapper" is enter-

taining, with Colleen again proving Tier

capabilities in this line.

PRESS—Colleen Moore, the screen's most
perfect flapper, is seem on the Capitol

screen this week in the sort of a role in

which she excells, that of a gay, frivolous,

smoking, dancing girl of tender years.

Circle, Indianapolis
STAR—Miss Moore, as one excited patron

was heard to remark yesterday, is a "cut
trick." Her flapper portrayals are probably
more authentic than those of any other

screen actress.

"Recoil"—Metro-Gold.
California, Los Angeles

(Week Ending May 24)
EXAMINER—Rex Beach combines drama,

vital human problems and unusual situations

so cleverly in his stories that motion-picture
producers clamor for "screen rights" whenever
a new novel appears from his pen.
EXPRESS—* * * emphasizes luxury with

a prodigal hand, and the proletariat is duly
grateful for the series of expertly designed
flashes which display the Lucullan splendor
of the idle rich.

HERALD—Vivid romance is a speciality

of Rex Beach. It made him one of fiction's

most popular authors and it has later made
him one of the screens best authors. It is con-
tained in "The Recoil" in generous quantity.

"Shooting of Dan McGrew"—Metro
California, San Francisco

(Week Ending May 2t)
BULLETIN—Barbara La Marr appears in

the role of "The Lady Known as Lou."
It is a decided departure from anything this

actress has attempted, and the entire play

brings out a new phase of Miss La Marr's
talents.

CALL & POST—There is power—a graphic

magnetic appeal in the film play at the Cali-

fornia this week. There is beauty, the exotic

charm of "the lady known as Lou," as re-

flected by Barbara La Marr
EXAMINER—At yesterday's showing in

the California Theatre I was profoundly im-

pressed by the success of the producers in

translating the poem into a stirring screen

melodrama, while yet retaining the spirit of

the poem and using much of the body of it

for sub-title purposes.

JOURNAL—The cast is a bully good one

and there is no doubt that the picture is a

great box office bet.

NEWS—So we can confirm all rumors of

sai dshooting of Dan and can add that the

job is most artistically done, with but one

exception—that of the dragging out by the

heels of poor Daniel after being filled with

lead.

"Son of the Sahara"— 1st Nat'l

Loew's State, Los Angeles
(Week Ending May 24)

EXAMINER—Claire Windsor and Bert
Lytell enchance some exquisite photography of

Algeria in Edwin Carewe's newest film * * *

"A Son of the Sahara" * * *

EXPRESS—The fabrication itself is negli-

gible—sheik stories have lost their first glamor
from frequent narration. But in the manner
of its presentation that excites admiration,

HERALD—At times it is splendid; at other

bad. One moment it is unqualifiedly poor, the

next it has r^sen to that height so seldom

attained on the screen—naturalness.

RECORD—Although all the movie conven-

tions are shattered, the picture is absorbing

and replete with sensational episodes.

TIMES—I never knew of anybody who was
especially interested in summering out on

the hot sandy wastes, but this picture will

show how they look in the height of the sheik-

ing season.

"Temple of Venus"—Fox
Lyric, Cincinnati

POST—Drama, fantasy and romam
interwoven into a photoplay of da
splendor mixed with the beauty of
bathing girls.

TIMES-STAR—The reviewer sat q
and endeavored to be interested, but
to find an excuse for the picture even t!

he searched hard as he watched the
tastic production.
TRIBUNE—"The Temple of Venn

production of the spectacular kind, •

opened yesterday, elicited many gasj
awe and astonishment from the am
throughout the showing of the scenic
terpiece.

"Those Who Dance"—1st Nd
Olympia, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—* * * it is a bootle*
truck, a brush with the revenue officers
a consequent murder that lay the gri

work for very passable melodrama.
Strand, Milwaukee

NEWS & EVENING SENTINJ
"Those Who Dance" is crowded with
moments, dramatic scenes and biti

pathos.
SENTINEL—Blanche Sweet is the

and hereafter we would suggest that
never again appear refined, for her
work in this picture is done as the t

young creature who is evolved by e'

from the insipid country girl of the
part of the story.

"Tiger Love"—F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

(Week Ending May 24)
EXAMINER—"Tiger Love" brings |

just the role for Antonio Moreno. A
'ess, impudent and insouciant adventurer
the mountain trails of Spain.
EXPRESS—Not since "The Spanish

cer," has handsome Antonio Moreno ha
suitable a role as that of the aristoc
Spanish brigand—a sort of "Zorro" or *

in Hood"—in "Tiger Love."
HERALD—But these Sheik-Robin I

D'Artagan things will flourish and make
the box office as long as picture fans have
and the price of admission.
RECORD—Some of the photography is

tiful, and many of the incidents are ami)
TIMES—The torrid Tony dashes thr

the role of the bandit Wildcat, Senor Cast
in 'Tiger Love," down at the Metropoi
in a manner that's positively inspired.

"Wandering Husbands"—Hodkir
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT — Cabarets
roadhouses abound throughout the pict
not the least novel setting being a "b
yard" cabaret for tired business men,
taining see-saws, live cows and attend
dressed in long linen dusters.
POST-DISPATCH—* * * an amu

and at times thrilling domestic drama *

STAR—Without attempting to tell

husbands wander, "Wandering HusbaL
at the Kings, demonstrates that they do,
does it very entertainingly.
TIMES—Although containing a moral,

film is presented in such a pleasing n
ner as to conceal any "preachiness."
Lee and James Kirkwood are the stars.

"West of the Water Tower"—F. P.

Piccadilly, Rochester
DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE—It

simple tale, simply told ; but the thoug'
and receptive will leave the theatre a

viewing this photoplay with conviction
certain duties impressed upon their mi
and hearts more indelibly than the invol

reasonings of the most profound philt

phers could ever impart.
HERALD—It is a faithful picture

small town life, showing the temptati
that come to the son of a minister and
way in which he yields to them.
JOURNAL & POST EXPRESS—It

perfectly cast, splendidly directed and 1

a human, absorbing story—a story that

old because life and truth, which are
much more in evidence in this picture t

in most, are old. Yet it has a twist

two that is decidedly different.

TIMES-UNION—* * * an easily mov
tale of small-town life which, while it

its melodramatic touches, and its occasic
improbabilities, strikes one as being, in

main, very true to life.



Photographic quality has a definite box-office

value—your audiences appreciate it.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

With its wide latitude and long scale East-

man Positive Film reproduces every gradation

of tone from highest light to deepest shadow

that the skill of the photographer has secured

in the negative—it carries quality from

studio to screen.

Look for "Eastman" and "Kodak'' in black

letters in the film margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



led to;efTHEkEA
Harriett Underhillzn Newybrh^Tribune \

New York American:

"One of the most colorful dramas
of the year."

New York Sun:

"Add 'Cytherea' to the list of best

pictures of the year. It is a power-
ful and brilliant thing."

Morning Telegraph

:

"Audiences will love 'Cytherea.' It

is full oi it love scenes. An
interesting picture loaded with
color and vitality."

Telegram-Mail:

"If you love a beautiful film em-
bark at once for 'Cvtherea' at the
Strand."

New York World:

"A picture play t ing quali-

ties in acting, directing and photo-
graphing."

Post:

"There is something about it that
makes a deep impression on one."

New York Journal: "Abounds in strong situations well depict)

Presented by SAMUEL GOLDWYN
(NOT NOW CONNECTED WITH GOLDWYN PICTURES)

George Fitzmaurice's greatest achieve

'*

Rights Controlled
First National Pictures

,son Avenue, New "York

es Inc.

fork/
-* A 3ir>6t national Picture
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PENNIES
By DANNY

Within a few days the larg-

est circuits will decide on the

tax question. That is, they are

expected to agree that all will

refund the admission tax. To
their patrons. Just what other

exhibitors will do remains to be

seen.

Harold Franklin—and he's a

mighty smart exhibitor—is of

the opinion that the tax must
be refunded. Otherwise it is

his belief that there will be local

and state taxation in reprisal.

Because the public expects the

tax cut to be passed on down
to them.
He is liable to be mighty close to

right. True, they are only pennies,

and in most instances they will be

considered unimportant. By the fans.

When they get these pennies back.

;But just how they will look at it if

they don't get these pennies remains

to be seen.

That the tax refund should

go to the patron is all right.

Where the house has been
openly charging the tax to the

patron. But what of the ex-

hibitor who has been absorb-

ing the tax all these years?

This type of exhibitor will be in a

[hole. In a very serious predicament.

Unless he can make clear to his pat-

jrons that he has been absorbing it.

And, after making this understood,

operate accordingly.
It is hardly a secret: that many

exhibitors feel they can continue with
their present prices. And thus off-

set some of their recent losses. Or,
in this manner recoup and get on a

better basis. And some of them be-

lieve they can satisfy their patrons

without difficulty. But Franklin-
land others—believe this will be bad
business.

We're trying to find out.

How exhibitor organizations—
and individual exhibitors feel—on this mighty important
subject. And hope to let you
know something about it in a
few days. And perhaps we'll

have something to say further.
On this subject. At that time.

Laurence Trimble became famous
Directing "Strongheart." He now
anticipates more fame. By writing
a series of animal stories. Of course
the famous dog will be written about.
So will a lot of other animals.

Centralization
Further Large Readjustments and

Mergers Reaction of Metro-
Goldwyn Merger Says "Kine"
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—The reaction of the

Metro-Goldwyn merger tends to fur-

ther readjustments and mergers
among the large companies, "Kine,"
believes finally becoming trustified

under one controlling group, and with
regard to this, has the following to

say.
"Very little attention has been paid

here to the Metro-Goldwyn merger,
and to a great extent it may be con-
sidered of small importance on this

side, save in one or two minor factors

which are none the less symptons.
"According to Marcus Loew, the

reasons for the merger rest on the

need for stabilization and economy
(Continued on Page 4)

Rock Back; Says Business is Better

John B. Rock, general manager of

Vitagraph, has returned from his

third tour of the exchanges, this trip

taking in from Chicago to the West
Coast. Rock reports business in all

territories improved over last year,

with a steady increase in building
theatres with adequate seating capac-

ities. Conditions in Canada are also

greatly improved, he reports.

Three Stanley Houses Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Three Stanley the-

atres have closed down for the sum-
mer. They are the Regent, which
will be extensively remodeled; the

Alhambra, which lias substituted a

picture policy for pictures and vaude-
ville, while the Globe, Juniper and
Market Sts., has been completely
shut down.

Four New Ones for Comerford
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Four new theatres

are under construction for the Com-
erford interests. They are the Amer-
ican. Pittstown; Shawnee, Plymouth
and houses at Kingston and Green
Ridge, a suburb of Scranton.

Gordon Edwards Here
J. Gordon Edwards and his wife,

arrived in New York Saturday on the

Paris, returning from Italy, where be
has spent the past month conferring

with an Italian syndicate.

Jack Cosman Leaves
(Sfecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Jack Cosman left for

New York Saturday.

Pickford in Central Europe

Hiram Abrams has effected a dis-

tributing arrangement for all Mary
Pickford productions, for all of Cen-
tral Europe, and also two Jack Pick-
ford productions. The deal was made
with the Terra Film of Berlin. The
pictures involved are "Pollyanna,"
"Suds," "The Love Light," "Through
the Back Door," "Little Lord Faun-
tleroy," "Tess of the Storm Country,"
"Rosita," and "Dorothy Vernon of
Haddon Hall," "Garrison's Finish"
and "The Hill Billy" for Germany,
Austria, Hungary, Jugo-Slavia, Po-
land, Roumania, Turkey, Greece, Bul-
garia, Egypt, Syria, Palestine, Russia
and the border states of Esthlan 1,

Littland and Livonia.

Off for Conventions
Saunders and Grainger Leave For
Chicago and Coast—Away Three
Weeks—Grainger Optimistic

E. M. Saunders and James RT
Grainger, of the Metro-Goldwyn sales
organization, left Saturday for a quick
trip to the Coast. They open the
mid-west sales conference in Chicago,
today, and after that event jump to
San Francisco for the Coast confer-
ence of sales managers. Then they
hustle back home.
The following district managers

and branch managers will meet in

Chicago: S. A. Shirley, of the Chicago
territory; W. C. Sachmeyer, of Cin-
cinnati, and C. E. Kessnich of At-
lanta; L. Rozelle, Chicago; S. Shur-
man, Milwaukee; Jos. Klein Cincin-
nati; J. J. Burke. Jr.. Atlanta; C. J.

(Continued on Page 2)

New Metro-Goldwyn Productions

One of the three Reginald Barker
productions on this year's Metro-
Goldwyn schedule, will be Sir Henry
Arthur Jones' "The Middleman."
King Vidor will make "The Wise
Virgin." from the play by Rachel
Crothers, with a cast including Elea-
nor Boardman. James Morrison,
Johnnie Walker, Zazu Pitts, Niles

Welch. Creighton Hale, Pauline Gar-
on, William Collier, Jr., and others.

Two will come from Hobart Henley,
"Free Love," by Benjamin Glazer,

with Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Board-
man and Adolphe Menjou, and an-
other, as yet unannounced. Victor
Seastrom will produce three, alone
the lines of "Name the Man." Fred
Niblo is scheduled for two; "The
Red Lily," with Ramon Navarro and
Enid Bennett, and a second, untitled.

Three will be made by Robert Vigno-
la : "Mrs. Paramour," by Louis J.

Vance; "The Waning Sex." by Fred-
erick and Fanny Hatton. and one, un-
titled, featuring Ramon Navarro.

Handling the Tax
Circuit Heads to Confer on Question

in Early Future—Unanimity of

Action Anticipated

Some time in the early future it is

anticipated that heads of the several

large local circuits, including Fa-
mous, Loew and Fox, will meet for

the purpose of handling the admis-
sion tax repeal.

Harold Franklin of Famous is on
record that in his belief the tax
should be returned to the public and
it is anticipated that the circuits gen-
erally will adopt this idea.

There is considerable question,
however, as to the attitude of exhib-
itors generally on this point, especial-
ly where the exhibitor has been ab-
sorbing the tax—in other words,
where the patron was not aware,
through the admission price, that he
was paying a tax.

Cole to Attend No. Car. Meeting
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Col. H. A Cole, head of
the M. P. T. O. of Texas, will at-

tend the convention of the North
Carolina state unit at Morehead City,
N. C.

It would not be surprising if a
number of other important figures in

the Allied State Organization attend
the North Carolina meeting.

Hearing Postponed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Because certain wit-
nesses, called to testify in behalf of
Famous Players, are out of town until

Thursday, the Federal Trade Com-
mission, in session here, has adjourn-
ed until Friday when the taking of

deposition will be resumed.

Compton in "11th Commandment"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Fay Compton will play
the lead in "The Eleventh Command-
ment," by Brandon Fleming, which
has just been placed in production by
George A. Cooper for Gaumont.

Fox Closes Convention

The five day sales convention of the

Fox executives and branch and for-

eign managers, came to a close Fri-

day. New Fox product was screened
for the delegates.

Eugene Mullin Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Eugene Mullin is en

route to New York to work for

Hearst.
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On Broadway
Astor—"The Sea Hawk"
Broadway—"Daughters of Pleasure"
Brooklyn Strand—"The Marriage
Cheat"

Cameo—"Girl Shy"
Capitol—"The Shooting of Dan Mc-
Grew"

Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Criterion—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall"

44th Street—"America"
Loew's New York

—

Today—"The Trouble Shooter"
Tuesday—"Blood and Sand" "Surg-

ing Seas"
Wednesday—"The Fighting Cow-

ard"
Thursday—"Broadway After Dark"
Friday—"The Lone Wolf" and
"Down by the Rio Grande"

Saturday—"The Rejected Woman"
Sunday—"The Goldfish"

Lyric—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Rialto—"The Reckless Age"
Rivoli—"The Bedroom Window"
Strand—"$20 A Week"

Next Week
Astor—"The Sea Hawk"
Broadway—Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand—"$20 A Week"
Cameo—"Girl Shy".
Capitol—"True As Steel"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Criterion—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall"

44th Street—"America"
Lyric—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Rialto—"The Guilty One"
Rivoli

—"Tiger Love"
Strand—"The White Moth"

German-French Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—a deal has just been closed

between the Ufa, and Aubert, Paris,

by the conditions of which the firm

of Aubert will be the sole distributors

of the Ufa production in France for

a term of several years. The Ufa, in

turn, will be the sole distributor in

Central Europe for the productions
controlled by Aubert. This is a very
important step toward reciprocity in

France. Aubert not only controls

France's largest renting organization,

but also operates a string of French
picture houses.

Laud M. P. T. O. A.

At a meeting of the board of direc-

tors of the M. P. T. O. of New Jer-
sey, a resolution was passed highly
commendatory of the M. P. T. O. A.
Full credit for the repeal of the ad-
mission tax was given to the national

organization, in the resolution. The
seating and admission taxes were dis-

cussed at the meeting. Plans are

nearly completed for the forthcoming
annual convention of the state unit,

to be held June 24, 25 and 26 at As-
bury Park.

ot«

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052
Cables—Geokann, N. Y.

Foreign
Distribution

Regarding "Sandra"

Ouida Bergere will do the script

for "Sandra" the first of the two
Asso. Pictures Corp. product to be

made in the Fox New York studio.

George Melford will direct and Ar-
thur H. Sawyer supervise produc-
tion. Barbara La Marr will be
starred.

The development of the special ex-
ploitation material, while the picture
is being made, will be left to Bert
Funis.

Off for Conventions
(.Continued from Page 1)

Briant, New Orleans; L. Bickel, Dal-
las; C. T. Lynch, Omaha; C. E. Al-
my, Cleveland; L. Siurm, Detroit; W.
Wilman, Indianapolis; A. H. Fischer
of Minneapolis; W. E. Banford, Des
Moines; L. B. Metzger, Kansas City
and C. Werner, St. Louis.

At San Francisco, beginning Mon-
day, June 16th, Saunders and Grain-
ger will meet with the following west-
tern district managers and branch
managers: J. E. Flynn, of San Fran-
cisco; H. Lustig, of Los Angeles, and
C. Stearn, Seattle; L. Amacher, Port-
land; F. P. Brown, Denver; G. L.

Cloward, Salt Lake; B. F. Rosen-
berg, Los Angeles and F. W. Voigt,
San Francisco.

Before leaving, Grainger expressed
himself as highly optimistic over the

outlook for the coming season.

Pep Club Outing Soon

The Paramount Pep Club will hold
their annual outing at Briarcliffe, N.
Y., June 21. Members of the club are

attaches at the home offices. At a

recent meeting, Jesse L. Lasky, S. R.
Kent, E. E. Shauer and E. J. Lud-
vigh were elected honorary officers.

Eugene Zukor, former president, was
elected head of the Board of Govern-
ors.

Moray in Hospital
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Norman Moray, mana-

ger of the local First National ex-

change, is in the hospital recuperat-

ing after an operation.
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Christie Signs Sydney Chaplin
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Al Christie will sta

Sydney Chaplin in "Charley's Aunt.
Chaplin appeared in the stage versioi
some time back.
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"Manhandled"

One of the first pictures of Paramount's Famous Forty to reach you will

be Gloria Swanson in "Manhandled," Allan Dwan's production of Arthur
Stringer's story.

I

The very best way for you to judge its merits is to see it yourself.

When you do, I believe you will agree with these statements

:

"What an actress Gloria Swanson has become! I am bereft of adjectives. You
think me a raving cuckoo bird no doubt. What has happened to that Gloria Swanson?
Don't ask me. All I can tell is that she has become flashing like a mirror and can re-

flect many things. All I can say is now she can act and does act. I can't think of one
on the screen who could play the variety of roles this Swanson has been doing lately.

And of all of them her finest is her little flippant 'Tessie McGuire' of 'Manhandled.'
The picture has dramatic content and human interest to a point unequarled in any of

Gloria's previous plots." —Los Angeles Record.

"Something for every girl to see is "Manhandled.' A story of chivalry and reality,

a vivid drama of men who give and girls who take. The story is one of the trials and
petty triumphs of a pretty girl. Thousands of just such girls live in every city. To them
the story will prove valuable. Opens with such pure comedy that the audiences yes-
terday shook with laughter." —Los Angeles Examiner.

"Check up another twirling hit for Gloria. She is all around the course this time
and comes out one of the best little comediennes in the motion picture business. I'll

wager that 'Manhandled' brings out a grand and glorious representation of everybody.
More fun than anything I have seen in several weeks." —Los Angeles Times.

"A novel cinema that has a generous touch of humanity. Gloria's work has im-
proved surprisingly. She surpasses her excellent performances in 'Zaza' and 'The Hum-
ming Bird.' 'Manhandled' is an unusually interesting and worthy attraction, one which
will give the Swanson fans and followers something to talk about for some time.

—Los Angeles News.

"In 'Manhandled,' Miss Swanson gives us everything that one could possibly hope
for, and the acting, story, photography and direction are extraordinarily brilliant."

—Wire from Herbert L. Rothchild, San Francisco.

"Manhandled" is a picture that will get far more money for you than

you've ever made on a Gloria Swanson picture, not excepting "A Society

Scandal" or "The Humming Bird."

Miss Swanson's drawing power has increased tremendously, and with

good reason.

"Manhandled" comes at a time when the showman can capitalize to the

fullest extent on this star's enormous popularity. It has the greatest possi-

bilities for the showman of any picture in the last six months.

It is a sure-fire draw and will give sure-fire satisfaction.

I am certain you will agree with me when you see the picture.

S. R. KENT.



Centralization
(.Continued from Page 1)

both in production and distribution.

"The advantages of operating with
one studio instead of three are suf-

ficiently obvious.

"Equally, the economic benefit of

operating one set of exchanges in

place of several in direct competition
are equally plain.

"Together, these two things in

theory (in Marcus Loew's theory as

well as in general) should eliminate

the production waste which is such
a big factor in the high cost of pic-

tures, and should provide cheaper,
if not better, distribution service to

the exhibitor.

"How that is likely to react here is

a matter for speculation; but in

theory the elimination of so much
wasteful overhead should provide
cheaper films without the screen
quality deteriorating.

"When Marcus Loew was here last

autumn he admitted privately, but
very frankly, to us that the cost of
production at that time was grossly
excessive and that much of the cost

was wastage. He also admitted that

the conclusions arrived at as to the
serious results which were likely to

follow were rather under—than over-
estimated.

"His general conclusion was that
methods of economy were needed not
only to prevent wastage but to keep
the cost of pictures to the exhibitor
at a level at which a reasonable profit

could be made in the theatre.

"So far as America is concerned, the ex-
hibitor seems dubious of the benefit to him
of the combination. The allied concerns now
control over a hundred 'first-run' theatres,
and the average exhibitor does not believe
that such big producer distributr-exhibitor
combines can operate otherwise than against
him.

"And, following the merger Adolph Zukor
has been denouncing attempts at monopoly.
"Now for some years Zukor has been the

head of the film industry, and Loew has now
displaced him. Metro-Goldwyn is undoubted-
ly the biggest organization in the Trade, and
both Loew and Zukor are ambitious men.

"It is unlikely, therefore, that Zukor will
-be content to let things remain as they are
and further readjustments and mergers may
be looked for.

"There are, at present, six big concerns:
Metro-Goldwyn, Famous Players, First Na-
tional, Universal, United Artists and Fox.
To this, if the J. D. Williams-Macintosh
plans materialize, there may be added in the
near future Ritz- Carlton.

"These between them dominate the In-
dustry. As a generalization, there is not
much left for the others, and still, less for
the independent producer who has no re-
lease through these channels.

"All of them have theatre interests either
directly or through road shows—in the
States, and most of them have already come
into the theatre field in this country.

"What, then, is the direction in which the
Industry may be supposed to be tending?
"There appear many signs that it is to-

wards domination by three or four huge
multiple organizations, ultimately to become
trustified under one controlling group.
And the fight to be the one to form and

to head such a group may well be between
Zukor and Loew, unless the former is already
satisfied with what he has done, and, tired,
is preparing to step out of the fray.

"This tendency towards "closing in," which
becomes increasingly noticeable, is already
producing its reaction on the independent
renter here and the State rights operator
in America.

"It is tying up the product so that there
is not enough "big stuff" to go around among
the independents, who, left with the dregs,
are rapidly finding their position untenable.'

Pooling of resources, such as has taken

=&V*lDAILY Monday, June 9, i

place in a minor degree recently here and
in several cases on a larger scale on the
Other Side, may save the small distributor

from extinction.
"But for the small exhibitor the situation

offers a number of potential problems.
"Faced with the road show and the "legi-

timate" theatre pre-release, the concentration
of the big pictures into the hands of one
or two enormous multiple combines, he may
have to depend on what small stuff is avail-

able outside the Trusts and on late runs or
high prices.

"His salvation lies in strengthening his

own Trade Association, and in developing a

new and protective capacity for acting loyal-

ly on decisions reached for the good of the
exhibitor as a body rather than as an indi-

vidual."

Incorporations
New Orleans—The S. K. and S.

Prod, have been incorporated with a

capital of $25,000. Incorporators are.

Dr. B. A. Ledbetter, H. S. Reiche,
Capt. F. Marion Sheen, I. V. Landry,
Louis Lang, Lottie Cowley, S. E.
Sutter.

Albany—East Coast Films, New
York. 1,000 shares preferred stock,

$100 each and 100 shares common, no
par value. Incorporators, A. L.
Jackson, P. R. Rankin and W. L.
Hayes. Attorney, S. Ryan, Albany.

Seattle—The H. C. Weaver Prod.
Capital, $202,000. Incorporators, H.
C. Weaver, Harry E. Dunham, Step-
hen A. Hull, John E. Ryan, and
Thomas N. Swale.

Albany—Bronx Museum & Amuse-
ment Co., Bronx. Capital $10,000.
Incorporators, L. Peltz, S. Orner and
J. Schubert. Attorney, A. Harris,
New York.

Albany — Experimental Theatre,
New York. Capital $25,000. Incor-
porators, H. MacGowan and M. E.
Fitzgerald. Attorney, Weinberger,
New York

Albany—Midtown Amusements,
New York. Capital $10,000. Incor-
porators, M. Cohen and E. Gordon.
Attorney, S. S. Hamburger, New
York.

Albany—Doruth Amusement Corp ,

Bronx. Capital $10,000. Incorpor
ators, A. Siegle, L. Fink and F. Ab-
ramson. Attorney, L. Phillips, New
York.

Albany—Dnipro Film Corp., New
York. Capital $50,000. Incorporat-
ors, K. Lissiuk and S. Dombitsky.
Attorney, M. Rodyk, New York.

Springfield, 111.—Perfect M. P.
Corp., Chicago. Capital $25,000. In-

corporators, A. Menconi, M. J. Riley
and George A. Purk.

Trenton, N. J.—Eagle Rock
Amusement Co., Orange. Capital
$100,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—Southland The-
atres, Inc., Oakland. Capital $100,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—James Cruze.
Inc., Los Angeles. Capital $250,000.

Dover, Del.—Eagle Picture Corp.,
Wilmington. Capital $100,000.
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Nwspaper Opinions
'America"—United Artists

Forum, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 31)

EMUINER—Upheld by those two
igr wings, melodrama and patriotic spirit,

e ti moves with crashing force through

,e j;at events of the early American days.

E.'RESS—"America" may be said to

alMr. Griffith's earlier and much dis-

j$s( "Birth of a Nation." In some re-

,,-c it shows a finer spiritual conception,
I more polished though less massive
in<jig marks it technically.

HRALD—In staging "America," Grif-

:h as created a film that will write his

im! indelibly in the pages of cinema his-

iVS—Ponderously patriotic, brimming
vigorous action, "America" is an in-

vehicle which tells of the sacrifices

that this nation might be born ; it is

nt drama relating how our forefathers

for their rights—our right—with flint-

nd sabres * * *

DORD—If Griffith had never accom-
or never was to accomplish another

in his life, his "America" would entitle

_ > the eternal gratitude of Americans.
TUES—"America" is really far from
lr D. W. Griffith at his best in certain

it, but it is certain of a big appeal be-

,-, of its theme.

Biadway After Dark"—Warners'
State, Cleveland

hWS—It's one of the oldtime melo-
raJis of yesteryear made over for the
Mi, but it's quite entertaining.

IAIN DEALER—The story is shallow,

its has a great deal of humor in it and
ill been finely directed. Bell, the direc-

ts of the Chaplin and Lubitsch school,

id heir methods are always absorbing.
BESS—"Broadway After Dark" is just

e art of picture one would expect to be
i "Broadway After Dark."

"Cytherea"—1st Nat'l

Loew's State, Los Angeles
(Week Ending May 31)

ILPRESS—Pictorially the photoplay is

ion. Its views of Cuba and smart New
are filled with sparkling "atmosphere."
iver, the introduction of color in the
scenes and the picturesque inns of

ifc Spain" heightens the piercing illusion

r.otic romance.

KRALD—"Cytherea" was superb as a
oless of love and is splendid as a picture.

Iiry written by a master, and turned into

it screen production.

Warfield, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 31)

7LLETIN—The story is just sufficiently

Cent from other pictures along the same
l|to make it novel and it moves with a
ijthness that ciombines realism with
Jgh fiction to make a finished photoplay.
llLL & POST—"Cytherea," * * * is

i|ty good screen entertainment and it is

ilf to prove a severe shock to those who
1 the idea that Hergesheimer's novel
Bd not screen well.

jlRONICLE—* * * drawing packed
its and entertaining them splendidly.
Jge- Fitzmaurice directed the transfer of
Atory from the printed page to the cellu-
Sstrip, and has done fine work.
NAMINER—* * * "Cytherea," penned
•Joseph Hergesheimer and filmed by
ige Fitzmaurice, makes admirable enter
laent interpreted by an admirable com-
j

of super-screen luminaries.
ERALD—The picture cannot be regard
3 a milestone in motion picture progress.
'ever, it will accomplish what the pro
rs evidently set out to do, and that is,

tiake a well-dressed box office attraction.
JURNAL—As a mangier of other men's
c George Fitzmaurice is no novice * * *

same may not be said of "Cytherea."
EWS—* * * as excellent a silver sheet
entation as movie fans have had an op-
unity to see in many months.

"Daddies"—Warners
Rialto, Los Angeles

(Week Ending May 31)
XAMINER—The chances are very good
"Daddies," now at Grauman's Rialto.
make quite as much of a success in its

celluloid way as it did when it was a
i play—a Belasco success. * * *

HERALD—Most of the action is cast in

a farcical vein, with the romance between the
author and the 18-year-old orphan rather
syrupy in contrast with the juvenile activi-

ties.

RECORD—The stor> is directed for War-
ner brothers by William Seiter, chosen for his

success with child actors. He has turned out
a picture pleasing from start to finish.

TIMES—The opening and closing se-

quences move along at a slow tempo, but
there are two reels of fun in the middle that
are worth the time spent in catching the
thread of the story.

"Darling of New York"—Universal
Reade's Hipp, Cleveland

NEWS—Why they insist on making Baby
Peggy act every moment she is before the
camera is beyond me. The child star would
make a much greater appeal if the directors
would permit her to be natural. * * *

PLAIN DEALER—You will probably not
agree with Baby Peggy's press agent in call-
ing her "the Baby Bernhardt" of the screen

—

but you are likely to find considerable of
interest in the tactics of the chubby, wide-
eyed little lady.

"Dawn of A Tomorrow"
New Lyric, Minneapolis

STAR—* * * is an interesting slumming
party and a very pleasing show.

TRIBUNE—The picture deals with the
low strata of London life and the characters
have been effectively portrayed. Jacqueline
Logan is convincing, as the ragged street
girl who made a world of sunshine out of her
optimism.

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * a charming

romance, uniting youth, pathos and tragedy,
as well as religious fervor, and providing
many a touching climax.

POSTDISPATCH—In its film version
which is the current attraction at the Miss-
ouri Theatre, an effort is made to preserve
the religious background, but the sustained
impressiveness of the original is lacking.

STAR—-While * * * gladness, child-like
trust and optimism is a la Pollyanna in
dubitably is an element in the story, the pic-
ture is far from the vckly sweet dish one
migh thave anticipated from the stage play of
the same name.

TIMES—Impossible as the story is, still

it will appeal to the youngsters. Perhaps,
that is its excuse for existence, poor as it

may be. Jacqueline Logan dominating moll,
is fair to look upon and acts well consider-
ing the impossibilities of the role in which
she is cast.

"The Fighting Coward"—F. P.-L.

Alhambra, Milwaukee
NEWS & EVENING SENTINEL—

A

satire full of chuckles, on pre-Civil war days
along the Mississippi, "The Fighting Cow-
ard," pokes fun at the code of honor of
our Southern gentlemen of the time.

SENTINEL—Jimmy Cruze again demon-
strates his infallible sense of humor in his
latest production, "The Fighting Coward,"
which is a companion piece to that recent
and delightful satire on life in the movie
colony, "Hollywood."

"A Girl of the Limberlost"—F. B. O.
Colonial, Detroit

TIMES—All the strange and loved char-
acters of the fiction pages come to the screen
and the story is followed more closely than
one would believe possible.

"The Marriage Cheat"—1st Nat'l
Rivoli, Baltimore

EVENING SUN—There are some "faked"
scenes, to be sure, and these sad old eyes
took due note of them, but what's the odds?
"Faked" and "real" together, the combina-
tion is something a little bit more exciting
than anything you've seen on the screen in

some time.

"Miami"—Hodkinson
Grauman's Metropolitan, Los Angeles

(Weeking Ending May 31)
EXPRESS—There is very little to the

story that hasn't been projected before in

tales of the jazz age. • * *

Florida landscapes and architecture are
attractive backgrounds, and, if "scofflaws"
are as prevalent as the film indicates, its

climate must be wetter than the weather bu-
reau reports indicate.

HERALD—"Miami" has plot—perhaps a
little too much, but it moves with a zip and
zest from the very start.

RECORD—'Miss Compson is her usual
charming self and gets over some interest-
ing scenes in spite of the familiar character
of the plot her director had to work with.

"The Perfect Flapper"— 1st Nat'l

Capitol, Detroit

TIMES—"The Perfect Flapper," aside
from its pretentions presentation, boasts an
unusually brilliant cast * * *

"The Rejected Woman"—Gold-Cos.
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—"The Rejected
Woman" may be termed a vital drama. It

touches the depths of emotion, but it is never
heavy.

POST-DISPATCH—The plot is not highly
original, but it is handled on a lavish physi-
cal scale with scenes photographed on the
spot in Sherry's restaurant and the Ambassa-
dor Hotel and on the steamship Paris.

STAR—In most respects "The Rejected
Woman," at the Kings, is just another pic-

ture. Everything in it is as standard with
the movies as Ivory is with soap.

TIMES—The film has been produced in

lavish style. Miss Rubens is given a wonder-
ful opportunity to wear some elaborate gowns.
Many interesting settings are provided in the
picture.

"Rosita"—United Artists

Grand Central, Lyric, Capitol, St.

Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—It is a masterful

drama, in which the world's sweetheart has
a role that combines the dramatic, humorous
and romantic elements of entertainment.

POST-DISPATCH—Miss Pickford brings
to the role of the supposedly scheming and
none too upright singing girl a face as open
as an Ingersoll watch. She is not an in-

triguing Spanish senorita at all.

STAR—* * * is sincere, colorful and elo-

quent, finely presented with a wealth of ulti-

mate detail. It is enjoyable from the first

to last.

TIMES—"Rosita," in the person of gold-
en-haired Mary Pickford, played her way into
the hearts of movie-goers * * *

"Triumph" F. P.-L.
Regent, Detroit

TIMES—Everything that goes to make for

excellent screen entertainment is contained
in Cecil B. De Mille's latest production,
"Triumph." * * *

Granada, San Francisco
(Weeking Ending May 31)

BULLETIN—It has an unusually wide
appeal, showing as it does the real romance
of modern industry swinging in its cycle
from the whir and power of a big industrial

plant to the heights of wealth.

CALL & POST—It is one of those pow-
erful sociological and psychological satires

for which De Mille is noted, and in its every
scene clearly shows the craftsmanship of the
master director.

CHRONICLE—The picture lives up to its

direction; adds laurels to the brows of Lea-
trice Joy and Rod La Rocque, and intro-

duces a newcomer, Victor Varconi, who
promises to be heard from in the future.

EXAMINER—But whatever the name he
makes use of, De Mille always turns out an
interesting picture. "Triumph,"' while not as
important as "The Ten Commandments,"
"Male and Female" and "Manslaughter," is

no exception to the rule. -.-

HERALD—It is uncommonly fine produc-
tion, appealing to any class agreeing to the
proposition that "all's well that ends well.

JOURNAL— Triumph, does
not refer to any outstanding accomplish-
ment in the screen production, and neither
does it suggest—as might be supposed from
the possessive—the highest achievement in
the cinematic career of the man who created
for modern consumption, "The Ten Com-
mandments."

NEWS—Whether you have read the story
or not, we predict you'll enjoy the Granada
version of "Triumph."

"Through the Dark"—Gold-Cosmp.
Strand, Minneapolis

STAR—* * * served with thrills, sprinkled
with lots of gun 'totin' seasoned with shoot-
ing in the dark and garnished in quantities
of love pathos. * * *

TRIBUNE—"Through the Dark," * * * is

a picture which will undoubtedly interest
enthusiasts of "crook drama."

"The Woman on the Jury"—1st Nat'l
Walnut, Cincinnati

POST—("The Woman On the Jury," * * •

is our nomination for one of the best pic-
tures of the year. _

TIMES-STAR—"The Woman on the
Jury," at. the Walnut, is by all odds the
best photoplay of the week.

TRIBUNE—"The Woman on the Jury,"
showing this week at the Walnut * * * is

characterized by an array of stellar names
that in themselves would prove an attrac-
tion for any movie fan.

»ILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-16 Ve«hawk«» Vest HobctaaJU

Laboratory with the lowest Is——
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Rates in the Bast. Negative Drretofiag,
Pristine, Cuttinc aad Projection Koosm.

Pbone UNION 4800

Absolute Proof that Al Christie's Great five Reel fea-

ture "Hold Your Breath" is a Box-Office Sensation

June 4, 1924
Paul C. Mooney,

469—5th Ave., New York City

"'HOLD YOUR BREATH' played to the biggest business
of any picture we have ever shown. Patrons shook my hand
and stated it was the best picture they have seen in Newport
for years, even far better than 'Girl Shy.' Am sending you a
photograph showing the crowd waiting for the second show.
We just packed them in for three days. Your last group of
pictures have turned my house from a loser to a winner."

J. J. Connelly, Manager,
Colonial Theatre, Newport, R. I.

Distributed by HODKINSON
Season 1924-25—Thirty First-Run Pictures
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LADY LOU"
By DANNY

Robert Service would never

liow his "lady known as Lou."

b she appears in "The Shoot-

g of Dan McGrew." But that

akes no never minds. Lou, as

Tvice characterized her, is just

)OUt as censor proof as they

ake 'em. Still, she isn't "Lou"
; Service would have her. She
a nice, domesticated lady.

T

ith a baby, and a hubby, and
1 that goes with it.

iMy old friends—Sawyer and Lubin
-evidently figured they had to do
imething with "Lou." To get her

\t the "old women of both sexes" as

upert Hughes terms the censors.

nd they have. . So it runs along

Jnus the Service poem idea for some
els.

Then all of a sudden it hits the har-

lony of the famous poem. And boy.

;ow it shoots from there on. Only
bout two reels or so. But they're

le kind that make an audience forget

11 the blah-blah preceding. From
le minute "Lou's" husband drifts

p the "pianner"—this one goes like

bird.

Perhaps much of the suc-

cess of these reels is due to

"Roxy's" idea. Of having the

music stop. And only a piano

played. It is fitting. You
should do it in your house. It

goes right with the Service

idea. And fits like a glove.

The Binderup case is on again. Will

icake several weeks and then, regard-

less of the result, will be appealed
(And so the appeals will continue

until it again returns to the highest

tribunal of the land. Binderup claims

he was put out of business. By con-

certed action of 18 film concerns who
"blacklisted" him. And the companies
have two or three things. Or more.

Which they claim against Binderup.

It took four years for the case to go
through the courts before.

_
Golly;

will the wait be as long this time?

It is refreshing to note what

J. Gordon Edwards has to say.

Of a brother-director: Charles

Brabin. And his work on the

big spectacle "Ben Hur." Here

is a fine and notable instance

of brotherly feeling. It puts

(Continued on Page 2)

Binderup Case
Resumed at Omaha—"Blacklist"

Charge Again to the Front—Took
Four Years to Go Through
Courts in Former Trial

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—The Binderup case, which,
as noted, went through the courts

for four years, and was finally order-

ed to a re-trial by the Supreme Court
of the United States, is again on. A
long string of attorneys represent the

18 film companies involved. William
Seabury, who had the case in hand
previously, is again in charge. Binder-

up is represented by A. P. Anderbury
and others. He is suing for $240,000.

If successful, under the terms of the

Sherman anti-trust act, he will re-

ceive three times this amount.
Binderup built a chain of 28 houses

in Nebraska, until in 1919 he claims

he was "blacklisted" by film com-
panies and was unable to secure ser-

vice.

Elvey Coming Here For Fox
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Maurice Elvey will leave

for the States in the near future to

direct for Fox. It is reported he will

receive a salary of $75,000 per year,

on a three year contract.

The Fox offices yesterday would
not confirm the terms of the contract.

Chadwick Signs Stromberg

I. E. Chadwick, who is on the

coast, announces he has signed Hunt
Stromberg to produce five more spe-

cials for Chadwick Pictures Corp
Stromberg jumped into prominence

by his direction of "The Fire Patrol."

Demand Boycott

According to an Associated Press

despatch from Tokio, owners of pic-

ture theatres, at a meeting, launched

a boycott against American films, ef-

fective July 1. The movement was
attributed to the "public demand."

Niblo Due
Fred Niblo is due in town today.

He will be accompanied by Mrs.

Niblo and Enid Bennett. They sail

on Saturday on the Leviathan with

Marcus Loew.

Flint in Town
Motley Flint, well known in pic-

ture finance, is in town, after having

attended the Shrine convention which

he secured for next June for Los An-
geles.

The Tax
How important exhibitors,

and leaders of exhibitor organ-
izations view the handling of

the tax repeal—whether or not
it should pass to the patrons,
will appear in tomorrow's issue.

Praise For Brabin
Gordon Edwards, Master of Specta-

cle Builders, Thinks Director is

Doing Excellent Artistic Work
on "Ben Hur"

J. Gordon Edwards, Builder of

many important screen spectacles for

Fox Film, and but just returned from
Rome, spoke sincerely and enthusias-

tically yesterday of the work being
done by Charles Brabin on "Ben
Hur."

"I spent many days and nights with
Brabin," said Edwards. "Of course
the making of these tremendous spec-

tacles does not upset me. I have
made too many of them. There has

been a prodigious amount of work-

done. It has taken a great deal of

time. That cannot be helped. Any-
(Coittinued on Page 2)

Attempt Burglary

Burglars made three efforts early

yesterday morning, to open a safe in

the William Fox theatre, 107th Street

and Lexington Ave. They were
frightened off, after beating into un-

consciousness, two employees. There
was between $6,000 and $7,000 in the

safe.

Famous Declares Preferred Dividend

Directors of Famous Players yes-

terday declared a regular quarterly

dividend of $2 a share on preferred

stock, payable Aug. 1, 1924, to stock-

holders of record at the close of busi-

ness on July 15, 1924. The books will

not close.

Hendee With Famous
Harold Hendee. former head of the

Cosmopolitan research department,

has been appointed to a similar posi-

tion with Famous at the Long Island

studio.

Thos. Walsh in Australia

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sydney, Australia—Thomas B
Walsh, American director, is here

working on a picture.

Neilan Arrives

Marshal Neilan, who leaves on Fri-

day for London, to undergo an opera-

tion, is in town. At the Ambassador.

Williams Returns
Hugh Mcintosh Quoted that Sabatini
Will Write Valentino Stories

Several of Which Will be
Made Abroad

J. D. Williams of Ritz-Carlton re-

turned yesterday from England on
the Leviathan. The boat docked so
late that it was impossible to com-
municate with J. D. before press time.

Mail from London, however,
brought some interesting information
relative to the plans of Ritz Carlton
and Valentino. Hugh Mcintosh, who,
it may be remembered, was the guest

of honor at a luncheon tendered by
Williams prior to their sailing, has

joined Ritz-Carlton, and in an inter-

view in the "Bioscope" is quoted as

saying:

"A company will be formed in Eng-
land to handle and distribute the

Ritz-Carlton pictures, and later. I

(Continued on Page 2)

Barker to Direct "The Great Divide"

Metro will make a new version of

"The Great Divide," with Reginald
Barker directing. The Henry Miller

play was filmed once before with

Ethel Clayton.
The two leading players will be

selected by popular vote, obtained

through the leading papers of the

country.

Chaney in "Phantom of the Opera"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Universal will pro-

duce "The Phantom of the Opera" on

a large scale, with Lon Chaney play-

ing the lead.

Rupert Julian is slated to direct.

Going Abroad

Siegmund Moos, in charge of rent-

ing for Universal City, is in town
prior to sailing for Germany on June

12. He will be accompanied by Jo-

seph Laemmle, a brother of the presi-

dent of Universal.

Mayer Coming

Louis B. Mayer is due in town to-

morrow. He will bring a print of

Neilan's "Tess of the D'Uberville's"

which may have a special Broadway
showing.

Coast Bound

"Doc" Shallenberger leaves on

Thursday for the Coast. Usual mid-

summer visit to look over coming

productions.
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"LADY LOU"
(.Continued from Page 1)

the curse on those jealous

minded people who, fortunate-

ly, may be growing fewer and

fewer, in the business.

Jaydee is back. And with Hugh
Mcintosh financing Ritz-Carlton,
well— ! There's no telling what may
develop.

Edwards Lands Material

J. Gordon Edwards, for many years
director-general of Fox, has returned
to New York, after spending 10

weeks on the Continent. He brought
back a contract giving him the rights

to picturize a famous Broadway dra-

matic production which ran for more
than a year in New York.

When asked the name of the play
and author, Edwards declined to give
out the details, but said that arrange-
ments are to be made immediately
for the filming of the play with a

cast of famous actors and actresses.

Part of the picture will be made here
and part abroad.

ow Secrat da il~ / wVt\

GeotS*^>>
220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Praise For Brabin
(Continued from Page 1)

one who tries to make pictures in

Italy must console himself to their

methods. It takes three Italians to

do what one American can do. But
the cost is infinitely less. They will

take their own time, but if they like

you they will give you results.

"On one occasion I took D. W.
Griffith to see what Brabin was doing
with 'Ben Hur.' Griffith had never
met Brabin. He was very encour-
aging and spoke most enthusiastically

of what Brabin was doing. Of course
'Ben Hur,' is the type of picture

which demands what we call an 'ar-

tistic director.' Brabin is that if

nothing. 1 am inclined to think con-
siderable time has been lost in doing
certain things such as planning deco-
rations, etc., which will be lost to

the camera. But the making of these

spectacles is always fraught with cer-

tain matters which, in the end, are

lost.

"The construction work on the big
sets, the Circus Maximus, the ships,

and other sets is taking time and
costing a lot. The lighting plant put
in must have been very costly. They
had to erect a studio; because the
studios obtainable were too small.

They were held up on the costumes
which were made in Germany. It has
been a trying job for the director.

But I am convinced that Brabin is

doing very good work; he is whole
souled about the task, and is living

with it day and night. I doubt if any-
one could do better. Certainly it seems
inadvisable to make a change in the
direction of this production unless it

cannot be avoided."

Lee-Bradford Sales

Lee-Bradford has closed with The
Capitol Film Service Co., of Boston
for New England rights to "A Pair
of Hellions," "The Lure of the Yu-
kon," "Who's Cheating," "The
Stranger From The North," 12 Ace
High Productions, also 12 Redhead
comedies.

Fazenda in Different Role
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Louise Fazenda, com-
edienne, will appear in "Clinging
Fingers," in which she will play a

sympathetic role.

Looking For Devin
(Special in THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—A warrant has been sworn
out for the arrest of a man giving the

name of J. Devin, who last week stole

an entire program that had been
shipped to him at Richland, Benson
Co., Wash., by Greater Features, of

Seattle. The program consisted of a

Dick Hatton five reel feature "The
Unblazed Trail." a Billy West
comedy, "The Nervous Reporter,"

and "Felix Revokes" a cartoon com-
edy.

Greater Features, Inc., has notified

all film boards of trade west of

Minneapolis, and will appreciate any
information of Devin's whereabouts.

Coogan's Plans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Jackie Coogan has one
more to make on his Metro contract

production on which will commence
June IS, after which Jackie will start

on his long voyage to the near

east with a shipload of foodstuffs for

the starving orphans.

Jack Coogan, his father, will make
an important announcement concern-

ing the next contract prior to the de-

parture to Europe.

Sam Wood on His Own
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Sam Wood will pro-

duce independently on a free lance

basis.

Wood is now directing "The Fe-
male," starring Betty Compson, at

the Lasky Studios. Byron Morgan,
who was associated with Wood dur-

ing the time he made the Wally Reid
features for Paramount, will be chief

of Wood's staff.

Blanche Sweet Honored
Blanche Sweet will be the guest

of the Woman Pays Club today at

their weekly luncheon at the Hotel
Algonquin.

Tyrone Power in "Meredith"

Tyrone Power has been engaged
for a part in "Janice Meredith."

Your Positive Prints

Infinitely Superior
In Quality

"THE RITZ WAY"
RITZ LABORATORIES, INC.

701 Seventh Ave. N. Y.
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Williams Returns
(Continued from Page 1)

hope, we shall produce stories

British life. At least one of the \\
entino pictures will be staged in so)

part of the British Empire—proba '

India.

"The scenarios, I may add, will
'

written by Mr. Rafael Sabatini."

No one at the Ritz-Carlton offii)

was desirous of commenting on '

ideas advanced by Mcintosh. Geor

|

Kleine was out of the city.

Banner Closes With Dependable

Banner Productions, Inc., ha
closed a contract with Morris Ko!
and Charles Goetz, of Dependatj
Exchange, Inc., whereby DependatJ
will handle the four special Bann
productions for New York and Nort

j

ern New Jersey. The first of tl|

Banner productions now ready
"The Truth About Women," wi I

Hope Hampton and Lowell Sherma|

George Fawcett, having complete
a part in "Her Love Story," has le'

for Hollywood.

HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

'Laughing Purposes Only"

2 reels
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The Enemy Sex

We've had a print of James Cruze's THE ENEMY SEX at the Paramount
home office for several weeks. One of our sales executives has seen it six

times. Three times he came back after supper when he heard there was a

showing. His comment is the same as mine, "Wait till they see THIS one!"

I honestly don't believe there's a picture in sight this Fall surpassing THE
ENEMY SEX for real honest-to-God audience appeal.

It's a woman-picture that makes the average flapper drama look like

afternoon tea at the Old Ladies Home. Betty Compson, as the Follies girl

who matches her wits and charms against the pocketbooks and wiles of her

male admirers, is the niftiest piece of dimpled dynamite that ever hit the

screen. We signed her to a contract on the strength of her magnificent work
in this picture. Percy Marmont, Kathlyn Williams, Huntly Gordon, Sheldon

Lewis and the other men and pretty girls in the cast excel any performances

they've ever given before. i

THE ENEMY SEX moves with the snap and speed of a lean, stripped-

down racing automobile. Its plot frolics, skyrockets, grips, thrills and enter-

tains every second. It's audience stuff PLUS.

See the picture at your Paramount exchange. Then you'll join us in mar-

veling that Jim Cruze, after "The Covered Wagon," could turn right around

and make another sizzling box-office success of an entirely different type.

THE ENEMY SEX is a FAMOUS FORTY record-smasher released Au-

gust 25. It's exactly the type of picture they're crying for ! Is your pocket-

book listening?

S. R. KENT.
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Taxes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Deputy Commission-
er of Internal Revenue R. M. Estes

has issued a special ruling relative

to the tax on admissions and the re-

peal of the special tax on theater

seats. The ruling which makes ad-

missions up to and including 50 cents

exempt tax is effective on and after

July 3.

The Commissioner also ruled that

the return for the tax on admissions

under the old act for the first two
days of July may be made on the

June form, but that the tax for June
and July should be filed before July

31. The repeal of the seating tax is

effective June 30. and, no special tax

stamps are required for the period

beginning July 1. Some exhibitors

were under the impression that they

would have to pay an additional tax

beginning July 1.

Switch Bill

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Olean, N. Y.—The Palace Theatre

building was damaged to the extent

of $100,000 by fire which forced a

temporary closing of the theatre, dur-

ing which the Palace vaudeville bill

was presented at the Haven and the

Haven picture bill was presented at

the Gem. All are under the same
management.

Among Exchangemen
Minneapolis—J. M. Feist has been

appointed exploitation representative

for Famous, succeeding Jack Hell-

man, now in Omaha.

Buffalo—George Blackmon, former-

ly with First National, has been en-

gaged as salesman for Bond Photo-

plays.

Milwaukee—Lyman Ballard, for-

merly with United Artists, has joined

the sales forces of Celebrated Films.

Cleveland—Fred Schram, formerly

with Goldwyn has joined Hodkinson
as special sales representative in Ohio.

Appoint Theatre Inspector
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Bedford. Mass.—Mayor Wal-
ter H. B. Remington has appointed

police sergeant Raymond Hamersley
theatrical inspector. Hamersley's du-

ties will be to visit the 14 theatres in

town and report any indecencies in

the films or violations of the law.

Seattle—Jack Lorenze has been
transferred from Chicago to the local

Fox office as assistant manager.

Seattle— C. F. Parr has been ap-

pointed manager of the Hodkinson
office, succeeding W. B. Corby.

Chicago—T. C. Montgomery has
been promoted to the managership of

the Universal exchange.

Omaha—Ralph Simmons formerly

of Hodkinson, has been appointed
Selznick manager.

Seattle—H. E. Wilson has been
added to the sales staff of Associated
Exhibitors.

Xydias Coming
Anthony J. Xydias, president of

Sunset Prod., will arrive in New
York early next week on an extend-

ed trip through the territories in the

interest of the new Sunset produc-
tion program of 30 features for the

independent market.

Milwaukee—Bill Dansinger has
been appointed exploitation man for

Paramount.

Albany—Murray Cohen, formerly
with Selznick. is now with Vitagraph.

Spokane—Hal Vaughn of Pathe,

has been shifted here from Seattle.

Butte, Mont.—J. W. Rue has been
appointed Hodkinson manager here.

Leaves for Coast
Harry Hilliard, a well known pic-

ture actor, who has just returned
from abroad, leaves today for the

Coast.

Fadman Back From Tour
Ernest Fadman of Red Seal Pic-

tures, has returned after an extensive
sales tour.

Montreal—Bill Goehring has been
appointed Fox manager.

Buffalo—Jack Thompson has joined
Associated Exhibitors.

Buffalo—Sam Gallanty has joined

Hodkinson.

Cavalier Changes Name
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—The firm name, Cav-
alier M. P. Co., has been changed to

Twentieth Century M. P. Co.

Ready money when you need it and as long as

you need it. You will enjoy doing business with

this financing organization. Acts quickly. Con-

venient arrangements for genuine propositions.

Interview us with no obligations.

Chromos Trading Company
1123 Broadway 'Phone Watkins 4522

IN ADDITION
to

The regular interesting features to be|

found in the next issue of the

DIRECTORS
NUMBER

OF

^brAdstreet
©/filmdom

gnmq vRECOCNIZED

Authority

OUT JUNE 21st

There will appear for the first time a

complete list of all directors together

with the names of the productions they

have directed since 1918.

There will also appear for the first time

a complete list of camera men and the

productions photographed by them since

1919.

Invaluable For Reference Purposes

Throughout The Coming Year
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"Flowing Gold"—1st Nat'l

Regent, Rochester
EMOCRAT & CHRONICLE—A title

1 "Flowing Gold," an author like Rex
ihh, a virile actor like Milton Sills,—ah,

J is a combination to stir the melodra-

ijc instincts of the most lethargic person-

lERALD—Well it flowed absolutely too
I * * * He is a picture that is obvi-

tt out to give thrills and gives so many
S3 become most monotonous.
)URNAL & POST EXPRESS—It

I
it have been possible to put as many

l^acters and plots into a book as there are

I he picture without confusion, but the

» t on the screen is rather chaotic.

!;MES-UNION—* * * to persons who
J their spectacles without looking too

l(:ly into their whys and wherefores, the

:(es might carry a thrill * * * the rest

jiie picture can be recommended as good
j-tainment.

Irty Horse Hawkins"—Universal

Cameo, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 24)

VLL & POST—Hoot Gibson has con-

•ited something new in the line of screen

jLr in his latest photoplay, "40 Horse
[.kins." * * •

URONICLE—Hoot Gibson's latest study

[ilikabe boob is at the Cameo Theatre this

e. Certainly a boob titled the play, for

sfficial cognomen is "Forty Horse Haw-
B" This in spite of the fact that only

Morses appear during the entire length of

leicture and the hero is a taxi driver.

iRALD—Hoot Gibson does all sorts of

npected things in his latest picture, * * *

III a western picture with a New York

II'. Hoot tries everything from cowboy
i tor.

EWS—Hoot Gibson has demonstrated an
In of screen humor in his latest photo-

la
1 * * *

Dr convinces one that seriousness of intent

imake hearty laughter without placing the

Bi on the credulity of the one who laughs.

"The Goldfish'*—1st Nat'l
Metropolitan, Washington

I ,'ERALD—"The Goldfish" outlines, with
rnrous touches the experiences of a young
Kan who falls under the influence of a

'c h count, who plots to make her a

b and, in the process, engineers five

(riosals, four weddings and two divorces

f
AR—Constance Talmadge, one of the

u popular young comediennes of the films

r; one of her best stories in many moons
ike American picturization of the French
It, "The Goldfish." * * *

r.MES—The Metropolitan bubbles over
li week with the vivacious, irrepressible

c tance Talmadge. Everyone succumbs
lionnie's charms regardless of the vehicle

fen carries them along.

le Great White Way"—Gold.Cos
Garrick, Minneapolis-

F1IBUNE—"The Great White Way is a
Bdid melodramatic comedy.

King of Wild Horses"—Pathe
Miller's, Los Angeles
(Week Ending May 31)

IPRESS—Rex, the beautiful and proudly
iive creature who is starred in "The
of Wild Horses," is a magnificent ani
who responds to direction in marvelous
>n.

RALD—"King of Wild Horses" at

r's is notable because it introduces one
animal star to compete with Strong

, Rin Tin Tin and Teddy, and because
the utmost in thrillers.

ove's Whirlpool"—Hodkinson
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 31)

TLLETIN—In "Love's Whirlpool," a
is laid in San Francisco, and the fea-

of the bill at the Cameo, Lila Lee
es a characterization entirely from any
as ever appeared in.

LL & POST—The play is a stirring
of San Francisco and deals with the

nation of two crooks and the awakening
selfish man through the force of good

10668,

CHRONICLE—It is very much of a sur-
face sort of thing, its appeal depending al-

most entirely upon incident. This makes
for rapidity of action and a certain kind of
interest, but doesn't leave much room for
depth of theme or acting. With this material
the players do the best they can.
NEWS—There is a touch of mystery in

the play, many thrills, a big shipwreck, an
escape from San Quentin and scenes of a
spectacular police raid.

"Manhandled"—F. P.-L.
Grauman's Third and Broadway,

Los Angeles
(Week Ending May 31)

EXAMINER—* * *js something for every
girl to see. It is a «iory of chivalry ami
reality-—a vivid drama of men who give (?)
and girls who take.

HERALD—* * * Gloria makes the grade.
She wears clothes and wears them well in

"Manhandled" • * * She wears them in many
designs and in various quantities. But in
addition she does much superb acting.
TIMES—Check up another twirling bit for

Gloria. She is all around the course this
time, and comes out one of the best little

comedians in the motion-picture business.

"Maytime"—Preferred
California, San Francisco

(Week Ending May 31)
EXPRESS—There is a breath of spring

carried through this picture, which is ele-

gantly mounted, smoothly directed and
beautifully photographed.
RECORD—"Maytime,-' the current at-

traction at the California theatre, has all the
ingredients of a sure fire success.

"A Society Scandal"—F. P.-L.
State, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—Although the vehicle lives up
to its title as far as elaborate sets and lavish
gowns are concerned, the portrayal of Mar-
jorie Colbert by Miss Swanson dominates
th epicture.

"The Storm Daughter"—Universal
Clune's Broadway, Los Angeles

(Weeking Ending May 31)
EXPRESS—Two of the principal reasons

why "The Storm Daughter," at the Clune
Broadway, is an enjoyable film are to be
found in the presence of Priscilla Dean and
Tom Santschi.
RECORD—In "The 'Storm Daughter,"

showing at Clune's Broadway. Director
George Archainbaud gives us a tame little

heroine. While there are spots that remind
one of the Priscilla Dean they know, they are
all too few.

Rivoli, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—Score another tri-

umph for Priscilla Dean, charming star of the
Universal Pictures Corporation. Also score
another triumph for Universal, for in present-
ing "The Storm Daughter," now showing at

the Rivoli Theatre, it has a distinct achieve-
ment.
STAR—Cut to half its present length,

"The Storm Daughter," at the Rivoli, would
be a somewhat distinctive picture of the days
or iron men and wooden ships.

TIMES—It is a lively film, with the toss-

ing waves for most of the sets. Those who
prefer pictures made in the great out-doors
will find "The Storm Daughter" to their lik-

ing.

"True As Steel"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Strand, San Francisco

(Weeking Ending May 31)
BULLETIN—Rupert Hughes has discuss-

ed a daring theme cleverly, subtly and in

an original manner in his latest production,
"True as Steel," now showing at the Strand
Theatre. The result is one of the most en-
tertaining pictures of the year.

EXAMINER—* * * presents a powerful
story by Rupert Hughes, with Aileen
Pringle, Huntly Gordon, Eleanor Boardman,
William H. Crane, Louise Fazenda and Nor-
man Kerry in the leading roles.

HERALD—The story is told without the
use of melodrama, lurid situations or a super-
abundance of hokum.
NEWS—Hughes not only wrote the story,

but directed the filming of it. And he has
done well.

"The White Moth"—1st Nat'l

Wisconsin, Milwaukee
NEWS & EVENING SENTINEL—

Maurice Tourneur should be congratulated
on the splendid fashion he produced "The
White Moth," a story of the Parisian Latin
quarters, without a doubt one of "the most
lavish, colorful and expensive things ever
turned out by First National * * *.

SENTINEL—This picture has been di-

rected by Maurice Tourneur in a skillful

way—you don't care whether it is probable
or true to life for it is immensely enter-

taining.

Strand, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—The story is sophis-

ticated in theme—at times risque, but never

dull.

Warfield, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 24)

BULLETIN—"The White Moth," a story

of the Parisian stage, gives Miss La Marr
a most spectacular setting for her efforts, and
she does not fail to make the most of every
advantage offered.

CHRONICLE—* * * a brilliantly directed

and well acted picture, "The White Moth,"
in which Barbara La Marr is starred * * *

EXAMINER—"The White Moth" is Bar-
bara La Marr's new starring production, and
on the Warfield screen Barbara is scintillat-

ing as she has never scintillated before.

JOURNAL—An astonishingly fine picture,
this piece given the light of day by Maurice
Tourneur.

NEWS—The picture is as good, as any we
have seen Miss La Marr do.

"Why Men Leave Home"—1st Natl
Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—The adaptation of this stage
success is more effective in film than when
produced by actors in person, * * *.

INQUIRER—The picture is highly di-

verting and a clever and realistic depiction
of many of the marriages of today.

NORTH AMERICAN—It is a comedy
drama of rather amateur married life, in
which at first the honors for tactlessness
seem about even between the harassed hus-
band and the injured wife.

PUBLIC LEDGER(MORNING)—If you
need to be convinced that weak captions can
spoil the effect of an otherwise fine picture,
you should see "Why Men Leave Home,"
as adapted from Avery Hopwood's comedy
by John H. Stahl.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Some-
times a picture which comes almost unher-
alded has far more real enjoyment, amuse-
ment and sparkling wit than those arriv-
ing amid a heavy barrage of praise. Such
a one is "Why Husbands Leave Home."

"Woman To Woman"—Selznick
Metropolitan, Baltimore

AMERICAN—If Betty Compson means
more to you than a scenario, you'll enjoy
the photoplay which comes today to the Metro-
politan.

"Women Who Give"—Metro
Century, Baltimore

EVENING SUN—One catches something

of the ocean's mighty dignity, its solmenity,

its restlessness and its cold indifference in

this Reginald Baker production which is cur-

rently being retailed, or should we say whole-

saled, at the Century.

The Chicago, Chicago
TRIBUNE—When you've seen "Women

Who Give," you'll have seen a splendid pic-

ture.

"The Yankee Consul"—Asso. Exhib.

Strand, San Francisco
(Week Ending May 24)

CHRONICLE—* * * is drawing audiences

of large size, and wildly hilarious audiences,

for MacLean is very good indeed as the too

rich hero of the story and the comedy is full

of well calculated comic scenes.

HERALD—Douglas MacLean has taken the

story from "The Yankee Consul" and given

the screen a hilarious comedy that is as

genuinely funny as it is clean and whole-

some.

NEWS—* * * give the happy audiences at

the Strand an unusually hilarious good time.

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

Art Title Service

Special Photography

Trailers—Announcements

H. E. R. STUDIOS, Inc.

150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

Bryant 3740

tEAL SEKVXSC

1540 Broadway, N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICfURE INDUSTRY

Absolute Proof that Al Christie's Great five Reel Fea-

ture "Hold Your Breath" is a Box-Office Sensation

June 4, 1924
Paul C. Mooney,

469—Sth Ave., New York City

'"HOLD YOUR BREATH' played to the biggest business
of any picture we have ever shown. Patrons shook my hand
and stated it was the best picture they have seen in Newport
for years, even far better than 'Girl Shy.' Am sending you a

photograph showing the crowd waiting for the second thow.
We just packed them in for three days. Your last group of

pictures have turned my house from a loser to a winner."

J. J. Connelly, Manager,
Colonial Theatre, Newport, R. I.

Distributed by HODKINSON
Season 1924-25—Thirty First-Run Pictures
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THE TAX
By DANNY

Ait interesting are the ideas

ihibitors. -'On this point.

I them elsewhere. In this

u Also what heads of ex-

iir organizations have to say

;lis point. There seems to

; rather definite idea. All

lithe country. That the pa-

rr should secure the benefit

rte refund. Although here

[ lere the feeling exists oth-

rte.

'Ire isn't any doubt. Nc the

h st. That operating costs ive

||:ed materially. Since f tax

Be effective. There. any
bthat many exhibitors would use

pinies to advantage.

tut as many important ex-

liiitors point out: the public

ejects the tax refund, and
iluld have it. This because
j-ierwise local and state legis-

[aon may be attempted; as
nil as other difficulties.

Ijould not be expressed better.

irBen Davis, of the Schine chain

it: "Where public pays tax pub-
si benefit." This covers the situ-

i|in a nutshell. Many theaters

ehe odd price system in effect,

ijare charging 28 cents; 33 cents,

!> on. Their patrons will natur-

! i:oect the reduction. They know
Id pennies represent the tax.

1: ot to be forgotten is this: that

p you have the rabid reformers.
i;movie-haters" around they will

: y grab the opportunity to give
I

I

crack. If you open the door
: -ithhold the pennies from your
fits. That is one of the problems
Wconsidered—and seriously.

You never would believe it;

It you should hear Mickey
wilan rave. Over the effic-
ticy and methods of opera-

|» of the Metro-Goldwyn-
wiyer studio organization.
ckey has this to say. "I've

tirked in a lot of studios. But
fiVer have I seen such organi-
sation. Because of this Hugo
tdlin finished his picture a
fek ahead of schedule. And
ierybody's happy. It's great
yff for the director. I'm for

Itley Flint believes any produc-
Ranization can be run on a real

ut system. Says he knows. But
|:e headaches! Of a lot of people
Biavc tried this before.

Davidsohn Sailing

Paul Davidsohn, formerly of the

E. F. A. of Berlin, sails today on the

Columbus for Berlin. Davidsohn has

acquired the rights to the Warner
product for Central Europe, and only

returned from the Coast a few days
ago.

Harry Berman Better
Harry M. Berman, general man-

ager of exchanges of F. B. O., has

returned to his desk, following an

absence of several weeks on account

of illness, fully recuperated.

Walton Returns
Holmes C. Walton has returned

from England.

Tokio Situation
Famous Closes Down—Many Offices

Have Heard Nothing Direct as to

the Situation

Conditions at Tokio, Japan, where,

as noted, American films were boy-

cotted, were unknown yesterday to

most of the American companies hav-

ing offices there. Famous Players

was the only organization which had

received direct word, and this was to

the effect that the Tokio office had
been closed. Information obtained

through the Howell's office notified

First National to temporarily hold up
all shipments. Otherwise nothing was
heard from the scene of the trouble.

Famous offices at Kobe, (headquar-
ters) and Osaka, are still open and

(Continued on Page 2)

Rogers Here
Bogart Rogers, of the Douglas Mac

Loan organization, is in town. At the

Algonquin. This is Rogers' first visil

since he landed from France with the

A. E. F.

Rogers is strong for producer co

operation with exhibitors and inaugu
rated his own system to furnish

exploitation to every theater playing

MacLean comedies.

E. A. Schiller Plans Trip

E. A. Schiller, of Metro-Goldwyn.
will leave on a trip to the Northwest
the end of this week, to survey the

Metro-Goldwyn theater situation.

Williams Optimistic
Believes Opening of Two Big Houses
Will Stimulate Theater Going of

Better Classes in London
J. D. Williams of Ritz Carlton said

vesterdav that he believed the open-

ing of the new Famous Players house,

and the Al Woods house in London
(Continued on Page 2)

How Exhibitors Will Handle The
Admission Tax—Patrons To Benefit

That Seems To Be The Consensus of Opinion, Although Several

Point Out That Increased Operating Costs Make
For Difficulties

In an effort to determine how exhibitors intended acting re-

lative to the admission tax'repeal, THE FILM DAILY sent tele-

grams to important points throughout the country.

Not only were well known exhibitors with large chains ques-

tioned, but head of exhibitor organizations, both the M. P. T. O.
and the Allied group were asked for opinions, because there

seemed to be a difference of opinion: whether the refund would
be passed down to the patrons, or whether, because of various

conditions, exhibitors intended retaining present prices.

Replies received appear below

:

B & K to Refund

Balaban & Katz, operating the big

Chicago, and other important houses
in Chicago, and also controlling the

B. & K. Mid-West group which ope-

rates over 30 houses in Illinois, say:

"We are going to refund admission

tax at our theaters. Believe this will

be the attitude of exhibitors in this

territory."

Lieber Plans No Refund

Robert Lieber of the Circle. In-

dianapolis, says:

"Circle theater does not plan to re-

fund admission tax. Top price

is 50 cents, and admission price would
probably have been raised this season

excepting for anticipated legislation.

"While I have made no survey, I

rather anticipate that the same atti-

tude will obtain with exhibitors gen-

erally in this community."

The Schine Idea

Ben Davis, representing the Schine

Theatrical Co., Inc., of Gloversville,

with houses in a number of surround-

Co-Operation Planned
Distributors to Join With Warner's

in Securing the Proper Material
For Exhibitors

One of the interesting develop-
ments of the Warner convention of

franchise holders on the Coast, was
the appointment of a committee to

cooperate with the producers as to

material desired by exhibitors.

The committee selected from the

franchise men will not function ma-
terially for the early part of the com-
ing season, inasmuch as many of the

pictures are planned, and material has
been purchased. But for the re-

(Continued on Page 2)

Postpone Case

The application for an injunction
against Selznick Dist. Corp., brought
by Peter Licari, as trustee in bank-
ruptcy for American Releasing, was
scheduled to be heard in the Su-

preme Court on Monday, but has
been postponed until next Monday,
because of the absence of lawyers
who are attending the Republican
convention in Cleveland.

Abe Stern Coming East

Abe Stern, vice-president of Cen-
tury, is on his way to New York
He will remain here for a few weeks
and then leave for Europe.

mg towns, says:

"Where public pays tax public will

benefit."

Robbins to Refund

This from the Robbins Enterprises,
{Continued on Page 4)

"America" Run Near End
"America." will close its run at the

44th Street theater. Sunday. The pic-

ture played for IS weeks.

Competitors Alike
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Instead of calling rep-

resentatives of each local distributor,

in order to establish their sales poli-

cies, Bruce Bromley, counsel for Fa-

mous Players, was permitted to in-

sert the following in the records of

(.Continued on Page 4)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod Not quoted
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Warner's Not quoted

Jack Cohn to the Coast

Jack Cohn, of C. B. C. leaves for

the Coast Thursday to be gone sev-

eral months.
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
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INSURANCE
We have been handling

Motion Picture and Thea-

trical Insurance for the

past fifteen years and are

in a position to handle any
proposition—big or little.

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Bryant 3040

Tokio Situation
(Continued from Page 1)

doing business. Louis Brock of First

National said that in his opinion the
difficulty was only temporary; that
Japanese liked American films, that

there was insufficient quantity of for-

eign film to materially effect the situa-

tion, and that he believed the trouble
would blow over before other films

could be brought in. Horace Clarke,
special representative for F. N. is en
route to Japan now.
At Metro-Goldwyn no information

had been received. Everything was
moving as usual, according to Arthur
Loew.
No information had been received

by Sydney Abel at Fox Films, al-

. hough he was anxiously awaiting
.\ ord as to conditions.
At United Artists no information

had been received.
David P. Howell's confirmed that

.hey had received a cable from their
buyer in Tokio requesting all ship-
ments to be held until further notice.

In the Courts
In the suit of J. Searle Dawley

Prod. Corp. against the Selznick
Dist. Corp., and others over the film,

"Broadway Broke," Supreme Court
Justice Tierney granted an applica-
tion by the defendant to compel the
plaintiff to reply to the defense. The
plaintiff alleges that the proceeds of

the film are deposited in the Hamil-
ton National Bank, and that under
agreements made, the defendant,
Selznick, is entitled to the 'first $65,-

000 to be paid by Selznick and esti-

mates that Mrs. Garsson advanced
$35,000, and wants an accounting. The
plaintiff wants the rights of the par-

ties stated by the court. In the an-
swer, the contracts between the par-

ties are attached, and the defendants
asked that the plaintiff be compelled
to state whether or not it admits that

these contracts were executed.

Pathe Covers Convention
Pathe News has sent a special

camera staff to Cleveland under the
personal supervision of Emanuel
Cohen, Editor of Pathe News to se-
cure scenes of the opening of the Re-
publican Convention in that city.

Measures have been taken for rapid
shipment of prints from points in

Cleveland to all parts of the country.

The Goldwyn Dist. Corp., filed a

default judgment for $259 in the Su-
preme Court against John M. Moran
of the Dolan Opera House, Cox-
sackie, N. Y., for refusal to accept
14 films contracted for.

"Romola" Negative and Party Here
The negative of "Romola" has ar-

rived in this country from Italy,
brought over by Duncan Mansfield,
film editor, who was accompanied by
loseph Boyle, assistant director;
Charles Lane, actor; W. H. Osborne
nid Charles Albin, photographers;
Wm. Schurr, cameraman, and Kath-
leen Ranst, laboratory assistant.

Heavy Summer Schedule for United
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Sixteen units will be
at work at the United Studios within
a month, representing a picture in-

vestment of $4,000,000. Five com-
panies are already at work, with the
others scheduled to start shortly.

Auerbach Returns

Louis Auerbach, head of Export
& Import Film Co., is back from a
four months' trip abroad.

A default judgment for $1,255 was
filed in the Supreme Court by the

estate of Daniel Neuman against

Lewis J. Selznick in a suit on a note
executed in 1922.

Williams Optimistic
(Continued from Page 1)

would greatly stimulate business, just

as the opening of the Strand in New
York did 10 years ago. These houses
will be open by Jan. 1.

He was modest as to the association
of Hugh D. Mcintosh with Ritz, ex-
cept to say that Mcintosh would look
after matters in England. He said
he had talked with Valentino on Mon-
day night and that every indication
pointed to Valentino completing his

contract with Famous in about five

or six weeks, after which he would
start with Ritz.

THE HAND COLORING
In

AFTER SIX DAYS
was done by

BROCK
Phone Morningside 1776
528 Riverside Drive, N. Y,

COMING SOON

00
series ot productions
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RELEASE- «50 Mrst-run pictures

Go-Operation Plaii
(Continued from Page 1)

mainder of the season, and for I

pictures it is anticipated th<

committee will be able to h< I

producers a lot.

The committee selected to a.
:

Jan. 1, 1925, will consist of

Norton, New York; Ed Silv
|

Chicago; W. T. Underwood,
Morgan Walsh, San Franciscf

]

Berman, Philadelphia; Charles
as, St. Louis and F. J. Cub

:

Minneapolis.

The franchisers also starte

Film Classics Realty, a corpc
i

to deal in Hollywood realty.

Abe Warner and the rest

home office staff are back o;

job.

Bill Ryan Here
Bill Ryan, of Capitol Enter i

Kansas City, is in town.

HAL ROACH':

STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES

'The Pinnacle of Pantomin

2 reels

Partiecomecjy

"

ILM DEVELOPING CO >

210-16 Weebavken St.West Hobokf U

Laboratory with the lowest Inau at

Rates in the East. Negative Devetel
Printing,

Phone

the Kait. Negative Develo {

Cutting and Projection It

UNION—480

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SBKVICE

The Standard ef the Industry

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT

[ROMlOWFIl

MlMWSI!
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 N-D STREE1
NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2©3

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN. MCR.
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Wanderer of the Wasteland
It's no secret that the head of a prominent New York theatrical organization,

after seeing WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND at the special showing at the Rialto

Theatre, made us an offer to road-show the picture.

"Here is a road show if there ever was one," this man, a great showman, said.

"It's of the same caliber as THE COVERED WAGON and THE TEN COMMAND-
MENTS, and the public will be glad to pay $2 prices to see it."

Practically every showman at the Rialto performance agreed that WANDERER
OF THE WASTELAND is a $2 production. But we aren't going to road-show it.

We're going to give it to you. August 11th is the release date. If we started picking
all the $2 pictures out of THE FAMOUS FORTY for road-showing, we would have
hardly anything left on the release schedule!

WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND is the kind of a picture that literally

sweeps audiences off their feet with enthusiasm. For one thing, it is made entirely in

natural colors by the sensational Technicolor process. There is a terrific kick in see-

ing the Painted Desert of Arizona and Death Valley, California, where the picture was
made, looming before you in all their magnificent grandeur that a black-and-white
camera never could touch. There's even more of a kick in the lifelikeness with which
Jack Holt, Noah Beery, Kathlyn Williams, Billie Dove and the other players in the

all-star cast appear. Your audiences will tell you that they never really knew these

players until they saw them in color, as they really look.

Of course Paramount wouldn't have gone to the tremendous expense of making
WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND in color if the story weren't there. It's Zane
Grey's greatest. As a book it has sold over a million copies. It has tremendous dra-
matic power, lots of red-blooded adventure, fights, at least two scenes—one with an
avalanche and the other with a rattlesnake—that have never been excelled as hair-

raisers, a nice love theme—everything audiences like everywhere.

Jack Holt has the role of a man who thinks he has killed his own brother and
plunges out into the Western wasteland to forget, repent, dodge the law and die. He
meets gruelling hardships, battle, a bad woman, a pal, thrilling adventure, and at last

the girl. He fights his way through it all, through all except his love for the girl. He
tries to shake that off too. But he can't. It makes a free, honorable man of him.

I don't know of a man better able to produce an outdoor adventure picture like

WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND than Irvin Willat. I take off my hat to him.

He has done a corking job.

Better see WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND at your Paramount exchange
and get this $2 road show quick.

S. R. KENT.
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Competitors Alike
(Continued from Page 1)

the Federal Trade Commission report,

by Examiner E. C. Alvord:
"The sales policies of distributors com-

peting with Famous Players in this terri-

tory, from 1918 to date, show that the major-
ity of distributors here sell their pictures in

blocks—that the majority of them refuse to

sell their whole season's product in one
block— that many of them refuse to sell the
exhibitor any pictures out of a block unless
the exhibitor will take all of the pictures in

the block—that the majority sell pictures be-

fore they are made—that some distributor

competitors offer for sale only one picture
at a time, and some in a policy of permitting
exhibitors to select such pictures as they
want—that the majority of distributors who
permit exhibitors to select, ask more per
picture, in situations where they sell less

than the number of pictures offered, than
when the whole number is taken—that the
selling cost where only a few pictures are
sold at a time is prohibitive—that the ex-

hibitors desire to buy pictures in blocks espe-

cially when the blocks consist of pictures
of uniform quality to be released in a uni-

form manner, and are unwilling where there
is a competitor, to split a given block with
their competitors—that there is wide and ef-

fective demand for good pictures—that the-

aters are not blocked up with Paramount
pictures so that competitors cannot sell their

pictures—that there is a free and open mar-
ket for pictures and active competition among
distributors—that the competition received
from Famous Players is little or any more
important than that of such companies as
Goldwyn, First National, Fox, Universal and
others and that the sales in the aggregate
amount substantially greater than the weekly
sales of the Famous Players Lasky Corp."

The gathering of defense by Fa-
mous Players, in the Government's
charges of monopoly, being investi-

gated by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, will be resumed Friday in the

Chamber of Commerce Building, hav-
ing been suspended since last week
because certain witnesses called are

out of town until Thursday.

Bohm Looking Over Product

Otto Bohm of the Deulig-Film
organization, Berlin, is at the Astor.

He will remain about 10 days. He
is busy looking over material. Prior

to his return he hopes to effect an
arrangement for an interchange of

productions between some American
producer-distributor and his organiza-
tion.

Deulig will in all likelihood release

the Lubitsch and other Warner pic-

tures in Germany.

Coast Arrivals

Charles E. Whittaker is here from
the Coast. Other arrivals are Edwin
Sturgis, formerly business manager
for Owen Moore, who plans to enter

vaudeville; David Kesson, Marshall
Neilan's cameraman, and Hugh Ford.

Decide Against Exhibitors
Judge A. S. Van Valkenburgh, of

the Federal District Court, for the
Western district of Missouri, handed
down a decision against 11 exhibitors

in suits filed by music publishers for

copyright infringement.

Burlingham Dead
Fred Burlingham, head of Burling-

ham Travel Pictures, is dead from
kidney trouble. The remains were
brought to Cincinnati last night, ac-

companied by Burlingham's mother.

Bernheim and McConville Leave
Julius Bernheim and Bernard Mc

Conville, of Universal, have returned
to the Coast, following a conference
here with Carl Laemmlc.

Patrons To Benefit
(Continued from Page 1)

which operates a chain in New York
State:

"We will refund the tax in most of
our theaters."

Saenger's to Give Patrons Benefit

E. V. Richards, general manager of
the Saenger Amusement Co.:

"We shall remove the tax and give
the patron the benefit as the Govern-
ment expects it and not raise our ad-
missions as a camouflage to absorb
it."

Comerford to Take Tax Off

M. E. Comerford is the head of one
of the largest chains in the East,
controlling many houses in Eastern
Penna. He says:

"Admission tax repealed by Con-
gress will be taken off prices of ad-
mission to our theaters when repealed
measure goes into effect."

Brylawski to Refund

Julian Brylawski, operating houses
in Maryland and the District of Co-
lumbia, says he will refund the tax
at all his houses.

Stanley Co. of America to Refund

The Stanley Company, operating
houses in Philadelphia and Eastern
Penna., will refund the tax.

Trendle Expects to Retain Tax
George W. Trendle, of the Kunsky

chain, Detroit, was of the opinion
yesterday that the Kunsky houses
would retain the tax, because of in-

creased operating costs, and the fact

that excepting for the anticipated re-

peal there would have been an in-

crease in admissions. The question,
however, was not definitely deter-

mined, as to just what might be done.

Finkelstein Silent

Minneapolis—M. L. Finkelstein did

not wish to be quoted with regard
to the question: should the benefit of
the tax pass to the patrons.

K. C. Exhibitors to Make Cut

Kansas City—Frank L. Newman
states that exhibitors in this territory

practically all expect to refund the
admission tax. "Personally, I am
going to reduce ray loge seats to SO
cents, so that I will have no admis-
sion tax, in any of my theaters," New-
man says.

Samuels' Patrons Will Benefit

Atlanta—Sig Samuels declares "the
public paid the freight and I believe

the public should now be relieved of

the admission tax. The Metropoli-
tan will reduce its prices to 31 cents

and 45 cents and I am inclined to

believe that all exhibitors in this ter-

ritory will do likewise."

Kearse Will Raise Admissions

Charleston. W. Va.—T. L. Kearse
expects to advance prices in all the-

aters, especially in cases where a 22-

cents admission is charged. These
prices would be raised to 25, and 40-

cents admission would be raised to

45 cents. This is due to the competi-
tive conditions between theaters.

Kearse believes that "the tax has been
carried by the exhibitors and I think

the majority of them feel as though
they would be warranted in maintain-

ing present prices and making no re-

fund, this due largely to the fact that

they have been absorbing the tax in

the past."

The heads of the more important
circuits, including Famous, Fox and
Loew, will meet in a few days to de-

termine just what action will be taken

at their houses on the lifting of the

tax, although there is almost a cer-

tainty that the public will benefit.

Exhibitor Leaders Ideas
A number of the wires went to

heads of exhibitor organizations
throughout the country. Here are
the replies.

William Brandt, M. P. T. O., N. Y.

"For over two years exhibitors
have been assuming the tax, and ex-
hibitors have not increased admission
prices, despite that all operating costs
have advanced materially ever since
the tax became effective some years
ago. As an idea of our advanced
operating costs: film service has ad-
vanced from a maximum of $250 a
day to $400 a day. We used to get
mighty fine pictures for $100 a day.
No more. Operators salaries have
increased from $25 a week to about
$65 a week. Musicians salaries have
doubled, tripled and quadrupled. Fully
90 per cent of the exhibitors in the
Greater New York territory have
been absorbing the tax hoping for
this repeal. They have not advanced
admissions. They will, in my belief,

leave prices as they are, especially
where they are in round figures like

25, 30 or 35 cents. Where the odd
prices have been kept because of the
tax there may be a change."

O'Reilly Favors Cut
Charles L. O'Reilly, president of

the T. O. C. C. said "it is my opinion
that wherever the theater has added
the tax to its regular admission price,

the same will be discontinued begin-
ning July 3."

H. B. Varner, North Carolina, MPTO
"It is my opinion that the theater

owners in North Carolina will not
lower their admissions as the major-
ity of them have been absorbing the
tax and 90 per cent of them are at

the present time losing money."

J. Wells, Tri State Theater

"Regret cannot inform y<

what will be the attitude of

dividual exhibitor in this t

as to reducing his admissior
to the amount of the repeal

This matter our state orgai

could not handle or enforce.

it as a matter of course that i

aters are going to conform I

new condition which has b
strenuously striven for."

'

Harry Davis, Pittsburg

"As far as possible, those wlhj

not absorbed the tax themsehj
taking it off".

H. A. Cole, M. P. T. O. of ".1

Exhibitors throughout Tex
lower their prices where adt

has been in excess of 25 cents,

lieve it best for the moral efl

the public in general, and will

aid in combating adverse legi:

Boston Meeting Today
Ernest H. Horstmann has c

meeting today of the Massacl

M. P. T. O to discuss the tax

tion.

St. Louis Prices Revise*

The managers of the leadi<

Louis theaters have revised th<

missions, so as to give the p
the benefit of the tax. The
schedules take effect July 3rd,

WANTED
COLOR BUSINESS.

Titles, Inserts & Trailert

for Prizma, Incorporated,

3191 Blvd., Jersey City, N.

Telephone—Montgomery 42

New York Chicago Hollyv.oj

Roihacker Laboratorir

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales M

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 18.

oJnnouncir^ 1

'IfeWISE VIROII
STAftftlN6

Patsq Ruth Miller &.Matt Moon
AN ELMEfc HAfcftJS-
SPECIAL PRODUCTION
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It's Raining Contracts

at Universal Offices!
No. 385—Straight from the Shoulder
Talk by Carl Laemmle, President of

the Universal Pictures Corporation.

These are exciting days at all Universal offices.

Contracts are pouring in—flooding in—storming in from all over the country

—

contracts with play dates, the only kind worth a rap to you or me.

The avalanche began with contracts for the Dempsey pictures. Then came
Universal's greatest and most important announcement, listing its productions for the

new season. It has hit the bullseye with exhibitors everywhere. There has been a mag-
nificent response. Letters and wires, in addition to contracts, have poured in, congrat-

ulating us on our lineup for the coming season.

For example, all twelve of these Jewels have been booked by the Keith, Proctor

and Moss houses, among the finest houses in the country, and in all the splendid Stan-

ley theatres in Philadelphia.

"The Signal Tower" has been booked for the Mark Strand theatre in New York
City. The Rialto, in the same city, is showing "The Reckless Age," starring Reginald

Denny, beginning June 8th. These are the first two pictures listed among our new sea-

son's big Jewel productions. They are big in every way. But wait until you see Booth

Tarkington's "The Turmoil"; and "The Gaiety Girl" with Mary Philbin; and Kathleen

Norris' popular success, "Butterfly"; and the other big ones such as "Captain Fear-

less," "The Rose of Paris," "Love and Glory," "Wine," "The Tornado," "The Family

Secret"—based on Augustus Thomas' play—and Mary Roberts Rinehart's "K—The
Unknown."

Great titles—splendid casts—clean, wholesome stories—all in all, in every way, big

productions

!

So the goose hangs high

!

I would be worse than ungrateful if I failed to express my heartfelt thanks for

your quick response to our announcement. With this sort of cooperation from you I

can continue to produce closer and closer to one hundred per cent of what you want.

I appreciate your cooperation and if I do not do my part by giving you the best

lineup of pictures produced by any one company, it won't be because of any lack of hard

trying.

jlMnCTTPWAWA^^^
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BENALEXANER and
LLOYD HAMILTON
certainly put over a
great piece of team
work in

J. K.MCDONALD'S presentation of his original story

ASELF-MADE FAILURE

M5»

* ll

and what
^ a cast ^
Matt Moore
Mary Carr

Patsy Ruth Miller
SamDeGrasse
Chuck Reigner
Vic Potel
Dan Mason
Alta Allen
Harry Todd
Cameo

Screen Adaptation
<
f£wTumlA&Yd:

Lex Neil . JohnGrey
Photography
Ray June and

..McGill

Directed by

WILLIAM BEAUDINE

It's a comedy drama
that hits right on
the nose. Those

FIRST NATIONAL
hits are picking the
cream oP profits
everywhere

A 3ir>6t national jHctute ,:
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TICKETS
By DANNY

When the Government talks it

r;ans something. Note, there-

f-e, Mr. Exhibitor, what the

easnry Department says.

lout the repeal of the Admis-
|»n Tax. Also about the neces-

ry certificate where tickets are

(stroyed. When the tax is off

cn't start destroying yonr tick-

(S. Otherwise yon will be in a

jm. Wait until some Deputy
(Elector appears. Then destroy

He old tickets.

Also be guided by the order rela-

te to prices to be charged and what
!;hts you have with your present
tkets. Many far sighted exhibitors

by have already ordered their new
• kets and have prepared themselves
r the situation. Doubtless, however,
ost exhibitors have not. Take no
<ances.

If you do not fully compre-
hend—do not thoroughly un-
derstand the ruling of the
Treasury Department get it ex-
plained to you. But take no
action until you know what you
are doing.

While we're on the subject of Gov-
nmental Departments, etc., here's a

p for producers. If you iiave not
'ed the new Census blank sent you
itli the Dept. of Commerce, do so

K once. If you have failed to re-

vive one make it your business to

>et one. And shoot it along. Don't
>rget this is the first actual census
;ver taken of this business. And
'hile at the moment it deals chiefly

nth production it will not take long

p get it extended to all other
ranches of the business. So co-
perate. Let's get somewhere with
liis census.

Paul Davidson of Berlin.
Smart man. Knows Germans
tvant to see Ernst Lubitsch
picture. So, as Lubitsch is

now working here he con-
tracted for them for Central
Europe. Taking the rest of
the Warner product with the
deal. Davidson was formerly
with the Famous combination
in Berlin—the EFA.

We aren't worried a lot. About the
Volstead suffering act. Rut it does
;eem an eternal shame. When a man
lamed Rothafel. Celebrating his

ourth anniversary. With the finest

heater in the world. Has to give his

(Continued on Page 2)

Hickok Here With "Bandolero"

Rodney Hickok has arrived here

from Spain with the negative of "The
Randolero," made in that country by
Tom Terriss, who will follow in two
weeks, Terriss is now visiting the

Rordeaux section, looking for exteri-

ors for his next.

Gustav von Seyffcrtitz, George Pe-

ters, cameraman, and his assistant,

Harry Davis, returned with Hickok
on the Leviathan.

Pathe Claims a Scoop

Pathe News claims a scoop in pre-

senting pictures of the Republican
Convention in Cleveland, but a few

hours after the meeting opened. The
sessions started at 11 o'clock A. M.
and completed prints were rushed to

New York by 'plane and auto in time

for the 9.15 P. M. show on Broadway.

"Commandments" Closing in Chicago

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago
—"The Ten Command-

ments," finishes its run at the Woods,
in a few days, to make way for "Easy
Street," a stage comedy, which is

booked here for the summer. On Sept

2, "The Thief of Ragdad" goes in.

Film Exposition in Paris

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris—An exposition of the film in-

dustry is in progress at the Musee
Galliera. The advance of the busi-

ness during the last three decades is

shown by the exhibits.

Brooks-Mahieu Head to Europe

E. Stroock, head of Brooks-Mahieu
costumers, sails for Europe June 25

aboard the Rerengaria, visiting Paris

Rome, London and Vienna.

Exhibitors Worried
Tacoma Suburban Theater Owner?
Alarmed Over Expansion of Jen-

sen & Von Herberg Interests

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Tacoma—Surburban exhibitors are

taking steps to form an organization

similar to that recently adopted by
Portland exhibitors, and to that end

have sent J. W. Spear and R. R
Pratsch to Portland to confer with

that body. The move is a counter

one to combat the rapidlv increas-

ing holdings of Jensen & Von Her-
berg, who last week took over the

Rex and Orpheum in South Tacoma.
and are understood to have a deal

practically completed, for one of the

two new Proctor Street houses, the

(Continued on Page 2)

Goldreyer Expanding
Charles Goldreyer has closed two

theater deals. The Bath Gate Amuse-
ment Corp., of which he is head, as-

sumes control of the Lyric, 180th

St. and Third Ave., and also a 21

year lease on a site at Rergen Ave.,

near 149th St., on which will be erect-

ed a new 1,800 seat house.

To Show Friese-Greene Process

The first showing in America of

the Friese-Greene Colour Film Pro-
cess will be held tomorrow at Wur-
litzer Hall, at three o'clock.

Regal In Deal
Becomes Canadian Distributor For

Combined Metro-Goldwyn
Output

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—Announcement has been

made by Arthur Cohen, representing
Regal Films, Ltd., that arrangements
have been completed whereby Regal
has become Canadian distributor for

Metro-Goldwyn. The contract is "for

a period of years," according to the

statement, and approximately 65 re-

leases will be handled by Regal dur-

ing the coming 12 months.

Until some months ago, Goldwyn
distribution in Canada was controlled

by Jule and J. J. Allen, while Metro
productions were distributed by Re-
gal. When the Allen's failed, Regal

took over the balance of the Gold
wyn contract, but the new agreement

now establishes Regal as distributor

for the combined output.

Regal has offices in six Canadian
cities and is also Canadian distrib

utor for Pathe, Warner Rros. and

others.

Increases Capital

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Loew's St. Louis Realty

& Amusement Co., a Loew subsidi

arv, has increased its capital from
$5",000. to $1000.000, with 10,000

shares of preferred stock, at $100 par

value, and 40,000 shares common
stock, no par value.

F. B. O. Sales Meet
Two-Day Session in Chicago June 14

and IS—Harry Berman, Major
Thomson, Schnitzer, To Attend

The Film Booking Offices will hold

a national sales convention in Chicago

this Saturday and Sunday, at the

Drake Hotel, at which sales plans

for this season will be discussed.

Sales executives and managers from

all over the country, excepting the
(Continued on Page 2)

Treasury Ruling
Regarding Repeal of Admission Tax
—Certificates for Destroyed

Tickets Necessary

The Hays offices yesterday re-

ceived the following official notifi-

cation from the Treasury Department
in Washington on the use of admis-
sion tickets following the repeal of

the Admission Tax.
"You are advised that tickets

printed in accordance with the regu-
lations issued under Revenue Act of

1921, the established price of which
was 50 cents or less, may be sold un-
til Sept. 1, 1924, for the established

price printed thereon. A ticket printed

'established price 30 cents, tax three

cents, total 33 cents,' may be sold for

30 cents, but such a ticket could not be
sold for 33 cents merely because the

established price and the former
amount of the tax to be paid totals

33 cents.

"With regard to the destruction of

tickets, your attention is directed to

a provision which will appear in

Regulation 43, Part 1, revised, is-

sued under the Revenue Act of 1924.

This section of the Regulation will

provide that tickets which have be-

come obsolete due to change in price

or for any other reason shall not be
destroyed except in the presence of

a Deputy Collector or other represen-

tative of the Bureau. After the de-

struction of tickets a certificate will

be issued stating the number of

tickets destroyed, their denomination,
and all other pertinent information.

One copy of this certificate will be
retained by the tax payer and an-

other copy will be kept by the Col-

lector."

"Roxy" Celebrates Anniversary
S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel will serve

tea at his office today, to celebrate

his fourth anniversary at the Capitol.

Like Percentage Plan
Woody Says Associated Salesmen
Favor Idea—Exhibitors Want Big

Pictures for Summer
J. S. Woody, general manager of

Associated Exhibitors, has just re-

turned from a four weeks' swing
around the exchanges. He says ex-

hibitors approve of Associated's plan

of releasing real box-office features

during the summer months.
"Another thing I found on my

trip," said Woody, "was universal

commendation from all Associated

salesmen for the plan of remunerating
salesmen on a commission plan, re-

cently put into effect. The best il-

lustration of the success of the plan

lies in the fact that from the time of
(Continued on Page 2)
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Q«Quotations
High Low Close Sales
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Goldwyn Not quoted

Loew's ... 15-34 15% 15-K 800

Warner's Not quoted

TICKETS
(Continued from Page 1)

friends "tea". Forgive us, "Roxy", if

we fail to attend the function this

afternoon. We're not drinking that

yet. Nor are we carrying our hand-
kerchief up our cuff sleeve.

Correction

Billy Brandt of the New York M.
P. T. O. was quoted in yesterday's
issue as saying that several years ago
exhibitors could secure a fine program
for $100 a day. This should have
appeared as a "fine program for $100
a week."

Some difference. Sorry.

Charles Stern Back in Town
Charles K. Stern, assistant treas-

urer of Metro-Goldwyn, has returned
to New York from the Coast where
he completed details relative to the

merger.

Dunmeyre Here

Louis C. Dunmeyre, cameraman, is

here from the Coast.

otv

ouU SeoraL do ll~!
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e

Co*?
220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution
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F. B. O. Sales Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

West Coast, will attend, among them,
Harry M. Berman, general manager
of exchanges; Major Thomson, man-
aging director; J. I. Schnitzer, vice-

president, and A. A. ("Artie")
Schmidt, West Coast sales supervisor.

Exchange managers who will attend
include:

E. J. Smith, M. J. Weisfeldt, C. E. Pen-
rod and "Cleve" Adams, district sales man-
agers. F. L. Davie, Albany ; U. T. Koch,
Atlanta; J. L. Roth, Boston; F. W. Zim-
merman, Buffalo ; Win. Conn, Charlotte

;

J. J. Sampson, Chicago; E. M. Booth, Cin-
cinnati; Lou Geiger, Cleveland; L. E. Har-
rington, Dallas; F. W. Young, Des Moines;
A. M. Elliott, Detroit; H. H. Hull, Indian-
apolis; C. B. Ellis, Jacksonville; R. E.
Churchill, Kansas City; J. L. Franconi,
Little Rock; Harry Hart, Milwaukee; Roy
D. Stewart, Minneapolis; H. I. Goldman,
New Haven; Paul Tessier, New Orleans;
Charles Rosenzweig, New York ; Sam Ben-
jamin, Oklahoma City ; Sherman Fitch,

Omaha; Jerry Safron, Philadelphia; A. H.
Schnitzer, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Tom McKean,
St. Louis; F. Davie, Sioux Falls and F. L.
McNamee, Washington, D. C.

Equipment Show at Convention

In conjunction with the convention
to be held by the M. P. T. O. of New
York State at the Statler, Buffalo,

July 7-11, there will be a huge techni-

cal and mechanical exhibit by ac-

cessory and equipment manufacturers.

Manufacturers have been invited to

participate in this exhibit without
charge and, among those who have
a'ready made application for space
are: Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

Powers Projection Machine Co., Pre-
cision Machine Co., Minusa Screen
Co., Automatic Ticket Co., Raven
Screen Co., Morlite Lamp Co., Edi-
son Electric Lamp Works, Eastman
Kodak Co., Libman-Spanjer Co.,

Reeland Publishing Co., Wurlitzer
Organ Co., American Seating Co.,

Autosales Corp., Bio Carbon Co.,

National Carbon Co., and Westing-
liouse Electric.

Like Percentage Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

its inception to date—some six weeks
—business has shown an increase of
40 per cent in volume.
"Our salesmen were all more or

less skeptical of the plan when it was
first put into effect, but within a week,
they were all enthusiastic boosters.
Individual compensation has increas-

ed from 25, to, in several cases, 500
per cent."

Exhibitors Worried
(Continued from Page 1)

Rose and the Blue Mouse, both less

than a year old. The Tacoma J. & V.
interests operate under the name of

the Moore Amusement Co. The
Stewart theater, was recently leased

from under D. Constanti in Puyallup,

Wash. Constanti promptly bought a

lot and has a new house half com-
pleted. Word comes from Astoria

today that J. & V. have signed a

ten year lease on a 1,000 seat house to

be built shortly as a part of a build-

ing housing 12 stores, and considered

Astoria's most important business

deal since the new Astoria Hotel.

Jensen & Von Herberg will spend

^60,000 fitting up the house. It has

also been stated that not long since,

through a third party, an attempt was
made by the same company, to pur-

chase the Paramount, one of the

choicest of Seattle's surburban
houses. It is feared here that an at-

tempt will be made to establish a

chain similar to that of the West
Coast. Methods of acquiring houses

are similar in both instances.

Jury Deadlock on Calnay Case
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco.—James Calnay was
tried in the Superior Court on a

charge of conspiracy to obtain money
under false pretenses, and dismissed,

the jurors being hopelessly dead-

locked.
Calnay was charged with receiving

sums of from $250 to $150 from vari-

ous women on his promise to star,

or feature, them in a production al-

luded to as, "Nobody's Child." Mrs.
Marie Calleaux gave up $1,500, on the

understanding that her 4-year-old

daughter would be the star of the pic-

ture.

After Animal Pictures

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Berlin—A film expedition of Ufa-

Decla has just left Hamburg on board
the Bayern for South America. In

charge is Baron von Dungern. The
purpose of the expedition is chiefly

to take pictures of animal life such
as never was seen on the screen be-

fore, and is expected to take two
years.

Glass and Chadwick Co-starred

Gaston Glass, who arrived from the

coast a month ago, is being co-star-

red with Helene Chadwick, by Dis-
tinctive in "Trouping With Ellen."

COMING SOON
Helene

Chadwick
in

ETHEL M. DELL
Directed txj Paul Scjrdon

1

Produced Cuj

EA.STIAN PRODUCTIONS bs.

HER OWN
FREE WILL

fr HODKINSON RELEASE
Seasonl9?4-19?£ Hurry Bret Run Pictures

*t — *

A. J. Xydias Here
Anthony J. Xydias, president

Sunset Prod., here from the Cob!
is making his headquarters with
Rosenfield, 1540 Broadway.

HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes Only"

2 reels

Rafhecomedy
^Hg-^

—

Specify

GOERZ-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FUSH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

America.inc.
723-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI58

The Mackuer Process

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated

THE RESTLESS AGE
A First National Production
Now Playing at the Rialto

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.
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Changing Husbands

I don't know when I've been so thoroughly entertained by a picture as I

was by CHANGING HUSBANDS when the first print from the Coast was
shown at the Paramount home office the other day.

This is the marriage-comedy, featuring Leatrice Joy, which Frank Urson
and Paul Iribe, former assistants to Cecil B. DeMille, produced under Mr.
DeMille's personal supervision. It is the FAMOUS FORTY release for Au-
gust 11th.

i

CHANGING HUSBANDS is a fast, fizzy, champagney comedy-romance
that takes the same sophisticated slant on marriage and life as did DeMille's
famous "Don't Change Your Husband" and "Why Change Your Wife?" It's

the story of a jazz-mad wife sick of her carpet-slipper husband and of a home-
loving actress sick of the stage. The two girls look just alike. They swap
places. The unsuspecting husband falls violently in love with the actress. The
wife is infatuated with another man. Complications? Sensations? Fun?
You said it!

Leatrice Joy has the time of her life in this picture. She bubbles over
with the same carefree gayety as Gloria Swanson does in MANHANDLED.
Raymond Griffith is a riot in a comedy characterization that is going to bring
whoops of joy from every audience. Victor Varconi is excellent as the

husband.

CHANGING HUSBANDS spins along so rapidly and so entertainingly

that you think at the end you've only seen about two reels. It's merry, it's

wise, it doesn't hesitate to slapstick for laughs—it's there ! And the man who
wrote the sub-titles deserves a place with the world's greatest humorists.

Mr. DeMille and the whole Paramount organization are naturally tickled

to death that Urson and Iribe have rung the bell so resoundingly with this

picture, their first effort together. Iribe is a Parisian, a well known French
artist; the Frenchy touches in the action and the lavishness of gowns and
settings are his work. Urson is an experienced director, having made several

Wallace Reid pictures and others. And, of course, the guiding hand of Cecil

B. DeMille shows throughout the picture.

Have your Paramount exchange screen CHANGING HUSBANDS for

you and prove the picture is as good as the title.

S. R. KENT.



F.B.O. steps out with the season!

MIGHTIEST MELODRAMi
FINIS FOX'S huge production—

!!I»~Thematic Music Cue Sheets available

on this picture.

Over 9 mont

in the makin

-

i

7 cameras us 1

to shoot the

giant scenes

with more th;

1000 people

And with a whale ol

cast headed by

MAE

BUSC1
«** IRENE RIC
Morgan Wallace and Rex Le

Prints
in all

F. B. O.
Exchanges

NOW

Clash the cymbals,—beat the drums,—here comes
mightiest melodrama of the season or many seasons.
this whale of a box office title . . with Mae Busch at
very height of her brilliant career, and Irene Rich
huge cast, and a picture that will make millions of fans
you've got a mop-up before you. Prints in all F. B. O.
changes for screening. Here's one that will make sc

history both from the fan and box office standpoint,

backed by that wonderful F. B. O. showmanship and
ploitation.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

723 SEVENTH AVE., N. Y. CITY, NEW YORK-exchanges everywhere
Sales Office United Kingdom, R-C Pictures Corp., 26-27 D'Arblay St., Wardour St., London, W. L England.
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I Cuts and Flashes
max Abramson, title-writer and

sciario editor, who recently was
bright from Hollywood to title and

•d Ivan Abramson's latest, "I Am
iTl- Man," for Chadwick Pictures,

n also been engaged to title and

ed "The Painted Flapper," a For-

mi production for Chadwick.

Phe Penant Amusement Corp., a

BFalo corporation, has increased its

ratal from $500 to $25,000.

ex Indra, actor, has returned to

'k York from Cuba after an ab-

ce of four years.

yrone Power has been added to

th caat of "The Story Without a

Nne."

.dele Whitney Fletcher has been
pointed editor of "Movie Weekly."

legina Crewe will handle publicity

I Cullen Landis.

Bronx Property Sold

li'he Plaza theater and roof garden,
scting 1,000 each, has been sold to

Wndelbaum & Lewine, Inc., by Les-
Kessler, representing Aaron

Numburg. The hoase, the deal for

wich also included an adjoining site,

islocated at Washington Ave. and
lith St., and brought $225,000.

Dave Mundstuk in Deal
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

)etroit—Dave Mundstuk, of Ex-
cisive Film, is back from Chicago
a:L announces the purchase of Michi-
gi rights to a series of six reel Neal
Hrt reissues and a series of 12 Texas
Cinan reissues.

\ctivity Over New Keith House
!

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

pttawa, Ont.—Special activity is

n in Ottawa, in connection with
relopments for the proposed con-

iction of a large new theater in the

Inadian capital, to replace the

nklin.

Capt. Lathrop In Seattle

{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Capt. A. E. Lathrop, pro-

:er of the "Chechacos," is back in

ittle, on his way north after sev-

1 months absence. He is buying
h here before leaving.

Favors Sunday Shows
(Spetial to THE FILM DAILY)

Sterling, 111.—By a majority of 288,

i ban on Sunday shows has been
ed. Movies have not been open
the Sabbath in this town in live

ITS.

Curnmings' First, "Belonging"
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"Belonging" is the

st picture that Irving Curnmings
j\ direct for M. C. Levee. Distri-

tion through First National.

J. L. O'Brien Dead
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis, Mo.—John L. O'Brien,

merly with First National, and
)re recently with United Artists, is

id.

Newspaper Opinions
"The Bedroom Window"—Famous

Rivoli

AMERICAN—Ethel Wales steals the pic-

ture from May McAvoy, Malcolm MacGregor,
Ricardo Cortez, and all the rest of the high
paid favorites * * *

* * * Those who like a good mystery story

will find "The Bedroom Window" to their

liking. * * *

DAILY NEWS—* * * Ethel Wales prob-

ably is the most interesting figure in a fine

cast. * * *

Ricardo Cortez, Robert Edeson, Charles Ogle
and Medea Radzina complete a cast of good
proportions. If you like the more or less

mysterious drama, you'll be entertained by the
picture. I was
EVENING JOURNAL—* * * It's a cork-

ing good mystery story, with a good cast,

thrilling suspense, and logical conclusion. * * *

It's impossible not to enjoy it, because it's

that kind of a picture. * * *

George Fawcett, Robert Edeson and the
others do some very good acting * * *

EVENING WORLD—' * * In so far as
we can see "The Bedroom Window" should
have a shutter. There is positively no excuse
for any film of this sort being on the screen.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * If it is in-

tended as a burlesque on mystery dramas,
then we shall not apologize anyway; for it's

a mighty poor burlesque which arises with-
out ever allowing itself to be recognized. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * a neatly
woven mystery story is unfolded, and credit

must be given to Clara Beranger, the author,

and to William De Mille, who directed the
picture, for having made an interesting pro-

duction. * * *

While "The Bedroom Window" is not * * *

William De Mille at his best, it is a dignified

offering, in good taste at all times, which is

one characteristic of this director's type of

•vork. * * *

FUST— * * * The plot is logical, not im-

plausible, and is worked out clearly and with
a minimum of tricks and padding. * * *

SUN— * * " And if you like the "Who shot

the character actor?" movies this De Mille
photoplay will hold your interest. For it is

one of the very best of its kind. Indeed,
» » * William De Mille is a fine and finished

director. For he has taken a somewhat obvious
detective tale that resembles a few of those

pun by Mary Roberts Rinehart and nearly
all of those of Carolyn Wells, aI,d has shined
it up with the polish of his skill—so that the

final product impresses one as being quite in-

triguing. * * *

TIMES—* * * There is no doubt that this

picture will keep a lot of persons guessing
1 * * They may go * * * and be sure of a
good entertainment and seeing a well-directed
production, and what fault there is with it

iies in the strained effort Miss Beranger her-

elf makes in the story to maintain the mys-
ttry. * * *

This is a reproduction which is a splendid
entertainment, but we have seen better mystery
stories.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—A corking
mystery screen play * * *

The mystery is sustained for almost an hour
of the 70 minutes the picture runs. * * *

WORLD—Here is a mystery melodrama
which prods you eternally with: "Who com-
mitted the murder?" It is extremely well
woven and intriguing "Who?" stuff. * * *

After seeing "The Bedroom Window" we
can say and, as a matter of fact we do say,
that it is worthy of a decent title. * * *

"The Shooting of Dan McGrew"

—

Metro-Goldwyn
Capitol

AMERICAN--* * * a delightful subject foi

a poet, but somewhat illogical material for a
motion picture. * * *

With Barbara La Marr * * * Percy Mar-
mont * * * and Lew Cody * * * we have a
cast that will get almost anyone into the
motion picture theatre whether it be in New
Vork or in the wilds of New Jersey. * * *

The picture will be interesting to those who
like Robert Service's poems. * * *

DAILY NEWS—* * * The cross-country
travel doesn't help to bolster a flimsy and
obvious plot. The sets are convincing,
however, and Barbara La Marr earns her
t-very closeup with some real dancing, real

tears and real acting.

You'd never know rough old Dan Mc-
Grew. He's been sandpapered and polished

into a regular celluloid sheik. Lew Cody is

Dan. * * *

The Alaskan sequence strikes a true and
tragic note. The swing of the Robert W.
Service poem helps speed the plot. * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * Those who
helped along in the "shooting" are Barbara

La Marr, who plays "the lady known as

Lou"; Lew Cody, who plays the title role;

Percy Marmont and George Seigmann, the

latter by iar the best in the cast.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * In the last

reel the actual lines of the Service poem are

utilized as titles and here the story becomes
very interesting. It is our idea that "The
Shooting of Dan McGrew" would have been

an artistic triumph in one reel. * * *

* * * never have we seen Miss La Marr
act better nor look so well. * * * Lew Cody
is the Dangerous Dan McGrew and Mae
Busch does excellent work * * * Percy Mar-

mont, * * * does very fine things * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH— * * thU is a

melodrama, only this differs from "Nellie, the

Beautitul Cloak Model" and photo-plays of

that ilk in that it is presented seriously and
played for sympathy. "

POST—•* * * It is full of wheezes and
creaks and the most painful of them all is

Barbara. The good old poem * * * has been

butchered to make a Sawyer-Lubin holiday,

and, as if that weren't enough, we are shown
some seven reels of Barbara as a dancer tbadj,

as a heart broken mother * * * (worse and

funnier), and as Virtue * * * (worst and
almost impossible to endure). * * *

SUN—* * * makes a corking melodrama
—a melodrama that is chocked so full of

hokum that it almost sinks, but which, never-

theless, is alive and kicking every instant.
* * *

TELEGRAM—* * *But once the play had

swung into the action of Service's own con-

ception, events move consistently and would

have moved thrillingly had not the musical

director attempted too much realism by pro-

viding a ditty on the piano at the time the

stranger was holding the dance hall inmates

in a spell by his piano playing. * * *

TIMES—Robert W. Service's poem***
is far better than on the screen. * * * those

who have enthused over Mr. Service's works
will find this picture a pretty tame effort

In stretches it is quite amateurish, and the

only capable acting in it is Lew Cody's imper-

sonation of the illustrious Dan * * *

Clarence Badger, * * * has endeavored to

obtain mere box-office effects in most of the

sequences, and it is doubtful whether such
ideas will be appreciated event in the smaller

communities. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * The pic-

ture is rather a slow moving affair and the

performance of Barbara La Marr is far from
being inspired. * * *

With the title "The Shooting of Dan Mc-
Grew" there should be considerable box office

draft to the picture, but the picture itself does
not stand out as great entertainment.

WORLD—* * * It is at once garish and
defiant and incorrigible. And still it has a
fleeting something very like beauty. It is a
picture that will leave the asthete quite cold in

the end, but it will have thrilled him at least

twice.

Barbara La Marr is * * beautiful * * *

It is * * difficult to understand why she con-
tinues to go in for the disrobing scheme. * * *

Coast Brevities
The initial Schofield-Howard Pro-

duction for Associated Exhibitors is

being shot at the Ince studio. Owen
Moore, Marguerite de la Motte, Ralph
Lewis, Mary Carr, George Nichols,
Eddie Gribbon, and Francis McDon-
ald are in the cast. Wm. K. How-
ard is directing.

Fred Mindlin has been appointed
assistant to B. P. Fineman, general
manager of the F. B. O. studios.

Hollywood Photoplays are working
on the third of the "Puppy Love"
stories at F. B. O.

Jess Smith has added Doris Ken-
yon to the cast of "Born Rich."

"Reeves" Eason will direct Harry
Carey in one picture.

Tom Mix is at work on "The Heart
Buster."

GREENE

Warren, O. Will Stay Open Sundays
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Warren, O.—Despite a resolution
passed by the K. K. K., requesting all

local theaters close on Sunday.
Mayor J. H. Marshall has announced
that theaters will be kept open on the
Sabbath which is the will of the ma-
jority.

De Luxe Holds Weekly Socials
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—A series of weekly
sociables has been started for the
employees of the De Luxe Exchange.
The affairs are held every Thursday
evening, at which a feature is

screened, followed by dancing.

Crauford Heads Des Moines Board
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines—Frank Crauford, of
Famous, is the new president of the
Film Board of Trade; Fred W.
Young is vice-president, and R. S.

Ballantyne, of Patbe, secretary and
treasurer.

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

IN PRODUCTION

^/^ASuber- Special Film DramatiL3tiorvT
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»

BARBARA
BASEO ON PLAV by •—

CLYDE- FITCH
Dieted by LAMBERT HILLYER
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RELEASE-



Leadership/
Having won the leadership of the
Motion Picture Industry Por last sea-
son by the most consistent line of fine

pictures and box-office hits ever offer-

ed in any one season by any one company

WE- FIRST NATIONAL are out to
maintain our LEADERSHIP for next season.

With all due respect and regard for

the entire field-a review oP our prod-
uct and line-up makes us confident
oP holding the leadership.

We throw our hat in the ring—
and may the best man win.

But— regardless oP the outcome,
the standard as set up by FIRST
NATIONAL will result in the
greatest array oP pictures ever
offered to exhibitors

—

Por which FIRST NATIONAL
will be responsible .

'That FIRST NATIONAL STRIDE
will be a big one -It is never going
to stop-It never will be equalled.
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GERMANY
By DANNY

Biose interested in the for-

r end of the business. Seem
frful. Particularly as to Cen-

a Europe. Following Mille-

r's retirement in France,

[je think this opens the way.

c i real settlement of Central

[bpean affairs. Which may
en the opening up of business

> real way.
B the Dawes plan of settlement \b

Ited. And if this works out it will

bit business in Central Europe. Be-

pilong. And this will automatically

the door to Russia. Far sighted

e are planning for the opening of

u ia. And have been for some time.

|li is particularly promising terri-

r

' Meanwhile reports from

England continue that the

rice cutting tactics of several

xmerican companies is having

disastrous effect on English

istributors. And producers,

'rice cutting is never a really

aluable way of doing busi-

ess. You may put the other

ellow out. If you can stand

he gaff long enough. But
\t.sually it demoralizes a mar-

Wet. For a long time, anyway.

(fie usual summer invasion of Eu
H by picture people seems promis-

(Loew, Niblo, Bob Rubin, Neilan

iche Sweet and others sail to-

>»row. Carl Laemmle leaves in

| w weeks. So do Nathan Bur-
a and Dr. A. H. Gianinni of

It River. Zukor will not go
v this summer. Perhaps next

l:er. Lasky is in London now.
Inferring with Barrie. Over "Peter

B." Bill Fox is so busy preparing

rnext season. He may not get

w. Jules Mastbaum is there now.
U Blumenthal sails soon. And there

r|a lot more.

Note the Allied group plan

I o extend. Also that the MPTO
lave set their financial plan,

hardly room enough in this

:ountry. For two national ex-

liiibitor organizations. This, re-

gardless of what anyone else

'says. Only logical thing for

them to do is to get together.

Then they can get somewhere.
(Continued on Page 2)

Files New Action
Unexpected Move Made by Trans-
Canada Theaters Against A. J.

Small Estate

(Special tj THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—A new and surprising

situation has developed in the legal

entanglements which followed the

mysterious disappearance of Ambrose
J. Small, in the issuing of a writ at

Osgoode Hall, Toronto, by share-

holders of Trans-Canada Theaters,

Ltd., against Small, or his estate, for

a cancellation of the agreement of

sale of Small's circuit in Ontario to

the Trans-Canada company and for

the return to the company of the

$2,000,000, which was paid by the

plaintiff company for the Small prop-

erties. The shareholders of the com-
pany also ask for damages.

The claim is made in the writ that

"the execution and carrying out of the

contract was obtained by the fraudu-

lent misrepresentations and conceal-

ments of A. J. Small in fundamental
matters" and it is also alleged that

there was deceit in connection with

the formation and consummation of

contracts. The writ is issued by
Percy W. Abbott, James Ramsay,
John Gillespie and C. C. Tatham in

behalf of themselves and all other

shareholders. The Trans-Canada
company entered into the contract

with Small in November, 1919 and an

initial payment of $1,000,000 was paid

(Continued on Page 7)

Hearst Gets "Zander the Great"

Wm. R. Hearst has acquired from
Famous Players, "Zander the Great"
in which Alice Brady was starred on
Broadway last season. It is expected
that Marion Davies will secure the

vehicle.

Elvey's Salary

It became known yesterday that

the salary of Maurice Elvey, who is

coming from London to direct for

Fox for a number of years will be

$600 a week for the first year and
not $75,000 a year as was reported

abroad.

New West Coast Theaters Bond Issue

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—M. H. Lewis & Co.,

are offering a $225,000 issue of West
Coast Theaters, Inc., series "A," first

mortgage 7 per cent sinking fund

gold bonds, due June 1, 1939, at a

price of 100 and accrued interest.

The company at present controls

78 houses in California. The secur-

ity for this loan will be direct first

mortgage on property located on
Ocean Ave., near American Ave.,

Long Beach, on which will be erect-

ed a new theater and office building,

the house to seat 2,000.

"U" Gets Clune's Broadway Lease
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Universal has taken

over the lease on Clune's Broadway.
The house will be closed to undergo
extensive alterations to the extent of

$75,000. About the middle of July,

the theater will be reopened as a first

run and named the Cameo.

Universal yesterday confirmed the

report of the acquisition of the Broad-
way, but the details of the deal had
not as yet been heard of.

MPTO Financing Plan
Directors Submit Proposition Also

Name Committees—Wants Pro-

ducers to Use Union Shops

Directors of the M. P. T. O. of

A. have agreed on the following

schedule as the basis of dues for mem
bership:

Theaters of 500 seats or under, fifty

cents per week.

Theaters over 500 seats and not

more than 1,000, $1.00 per week.

Theaters over 1,000 seats and not

more than 1,500, $1.50 per week.

Theaters over 1,500 seats and not

more than 2,000. $2.00 per week.
Theaters over 2,000 and not more

than 2,500, $2.50 per week.
(Continued on Page 7)

Madge Bellamy Being Co-Starred
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Madge Bellamy is

being co-starred with Herb Rawlin-
son by Universal in "Rose of Napoli,"

co-featured with Charles DeRoche in

"Love and Glory" and co-featured

with James Kirkwood in "The Night

Cap."
A previous report failed to indicate

that Miss Bellamy was being co-

starred and co-featured.

Allied Meeting
Mid-Winter Convention Set—N. C.

iession Results in Several West-
ern States Being Represented
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Morehead City, N. C—The M. P.

1 . O. of North Carolina convention,
which has just closed here, was in

effect a meeting of the Allied group
of exhibitor organizations, rather

than just a meeting of the state or-

ganization. One interesting develop-
ment was an arrangement to hold a

mid-winter session of the Allied or-

ganization at Charlotte in December.

W. A. Steffes, of Minnesota, was
elected chairman; A. A. Kaplan,
Minn.; H. A. Cole, Texas; H. B.

Varner, of North Carolina; Claude E.

Cady, Michigan; represent the Board,
and H. M. Richey, Michigan, was
elected secretary.

Chairman Steffes issued no state-

ment, but is understood to favor ac-

tive work in perfecting the Allied

States Organization.

President H. B. Varner, -Lexing-

ton; vice-president, A. E. Moie, Wins-
ston, Salem, and P. L. McCabe, Tar-

boro; secretary-treasurer James Est-

ridge, Gastonia, all were reelected for

another year.

The following resolutions were
passed: M. P. T. O. of North Caro-
lina to be affiliated with Allied States

Organization.

Resolutions of thanks to Will Hays
and Special Committee and North

(Continued on Page 7)

Five New Principal Franchise Holders

Five new franchise holders have

been announced by Principal. They
include A. H. Blank for Iowa, Nebr.,

Kans. and West. Mo.; Friedman
Film Corp., handling Minnesota and

the Dakotas; Inter-Mountain Educa-
tional Exchange Utah, Wyoming,
Colo, and New Mex.; Supreme
Photop'ays, West. Penn. and West
Va., and Big Feature Rights

Louisville.

Max Graf in Town
Max Graf has arrived here from

the Coast with a print of "A Wise
Son." He has not yet fully recover-

ed a recent illness and is confined to

his room at the Astor for a week.

of

Lichtman on Trip
Al Lichtman has left on a swing

around the exchanges as far as Chi-

cago.

Educational Meet
Will Be Held in Los Angeles July 1

to 5—Al St. John To Appear in

Tuxedo Comedies

The third annual convention of exe-

cutives and exchange managers of

Educational, will be held in Los An-
geles from July 1 to 5. The home
office delegation and Eastern man-
agers will assemble in Chicago June

27, while those in the Mid West wi 1

meet in Kansas City; two special

cars picking them up. The executives

who will attend include Earl Hani-

mons, A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant

general manager; D. J. Chatkin, ac-

ting sales manager; J. R. Wilson, as-

sistant sales manager, Gordon S.

White, advertising and publicity head,
(Continued on Page 7)
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GERMANY
(Continued from Page 1)

A divided house must fall. Issu-
ing statements of work done
isn't sufficient. The big point
is the work must be done.

The latest to be raved about: Mar-
shall Neilan's "Tess of the D'Urber-
ville's." Which the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer executives have just screened.
The tip off: it's a real picture. Even
talking of putting it on Broadway for
a run.

Ge°,tg
e

CotPot
**vptv

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Newspaper Opinions
"$20 A Week"—Selznick

Strand

AMERICAN—* * * one of those delight-

ful, impossible, business stories, with the fam-
ily fortune being saved at the psychological
moment. It is better than some of these tales,

for it has a little comedy. * * *

DAILY NEWS—* * * Amusing, exciting,
everything a picture should be.

Mr. Arliss has something that no one else

brings to the screen—a sense of the ridicu-

lous. * * *

* * * Ronald Colman * * * is likeable

without being pretty. * *

Don't miss this picture. It's good. Yes
it's even worth while waiting in line to see.

EVENING WORLD—* * * Mr. Arliss, in

our estimation one of the best actors on stage
or screen, has the role of a retired steel mil-

lionaire who is cursed with a spendthrift son,

whom he cuts off with $20 a week spending
money, a few days before the boy contemplates
marriage. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * a picture
with George Arliss in it could not fail to
hold something of interest. * * *

It is an amusing and rather ingenious
tale * » *.

TIMES—Being a farce-comedy George Ar-
liss's latest pictorial vehicle, "$20 a Week,"
is hardly a production to compare either with
"Disraeli," or "The Green Goddess." Never-
theless this new film affords a splendid light

entertainment. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * and
while it is a rather anemic comedy, it boasts
of one of the finest male actors we have in

this country. George Arliss is an actor who
is pleasant to watch. He never irritates you
and his poise and repose go a long way toward
making this film possible. * * *

POST—This picture, * * * starts off with
a rush, and you are all set for something
really entertaining when—bingl something
busts. For a couple of reels, while the plot

is being introduced, it's mighty interesting
and full of promises for some real fun later
on. But * * * it starts going round and round
in the same groove, with nothing happening
in such large quantities that the sub-titles
really seem humorous. * * *

WORLD—* * » So the burden of the piece
falls on Mr. Arliss, who makes it worth while
solely because he is always worth watching.
For, of all the actors who occasionally venture
from the footlights to the films, he emerges
with the most vivid representations of his
bland and sardonic personality.

"The Reckless Age"—Universal
Rialto

AMERICAN—* * * Denny does his best,
but Miss Dwyer does not give him the sup-
port and help that Laura La Plant had ready
and waiting for him in "Sporting Youth.
# * *

* * * some of the (exteriors are Very
pretty * * * I have seen much worse pic
tures than "The Reckless Age," although not
made by Carl Laemmle in 1923-24.

DAILY NEWS—The day of Denny is here,
* * * Denny starts his starring career in a
Wally Reid type of picture the fans will hold

ADVERTISE YOUR COMEDY— 1, 2 and 3 col. "ads"

available at Educational Exchanges—Mats"Free.

A LAUGH-MAKING ADDED ATTR

NEAL BVRNS
a.

tvooxs\£:
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dear. He's like Wally as we remember him.
big and clean and blond, with the most know-
ing grin in the world. * *

* * * Very light and amusing.

EVENING JOURNAL—The theme of

Earl Derr Bigger's story, * * * has splen

did comedy possibilities, and Denny does his

best to bring them out. Reginald is an
excellent actor, and he relieves situations

that need relieving. * * * there are plenty

of fights, * * *.

EVENING WORLD—* * * It's a Univer-
sal Jewel—and it's twenty-two karats.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * To others
"The Reckless Age" may have seemed just

a fast-moving comedy, but we sat there en-

thralled, realizing that we were gazing at

what the screen would call an "epic," or

perhaps it is an "epoch." * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Harry Pollard

has evolved a comedy, which is going to prove
popular with the audience. * * * one of those

comedies which moves along swiftly and deft-

ly and the result of a director's knowledge of

the value of humor—the particular brand of

humor dealt with in this Universal picture.
» • #

POST—* * * a curious hodge-podge of

mistaken identity, slapstick comedy and long-
drawn-out misunderstandings which leaves you
wondering what it is all about—and why.

Mr. Denny may be all very well in prize
fight pictures, but he doesn't fit into this one
for a cent. The main trouble with the film

seems to be that everything is over-emphasized
and stiuations that are funny for awhile are
squeezed for comedy long after the last drop
of humor has been extracted * * *

SUN—* * * No one concerned with the
production * * * seems to take it very seri-

ously and neither does the audience. The
latter, however, chuckles congenially as it

does over a clever musical comedy plot and
goes happily homeward to recommend "The
Reckless Age" to the Joneses next door.

TELEGRAM—Reginald Denny, * * • to

us, seems about the nearest thing to a recog-
nizable human being as the screen has starred
in sometime. Ruth Dwyer is not only easy
to look at but she also has a whimsically de-

licious way of doing the work assigned her.

TIMES—* * * This is another summer
story, well suited to Mr. Denny in other
respects. The other players also give a
good account of themselves, especially Will-
iam Austin. * * *

Ruth Dwyer acquitted herself capably as
the heroine, and John Steppling played the

role of father with natural effect. This is

a picture we would recommend for an amus-
ing afternoon or evening.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * The film

amuses and should prove beneficial to Denny.
A half filled house at the Rialto yesterday
afternoon seem satisfied.

WORLD—"The Reckless Age" is made up
of plot from the Saturday Evening Post and
slapstick from the Universal Film Company.

# »

Reginald Denny and Ruth Dwyer romp
through this comedy with evident enjoyment.

No Picketing in Brookh
Important to all Brooklyn

owners is the injunction hande
by the Appellate Division rest

operators from picketing in Br
The picketing was the outcon
dispute which had its origin
absorption of the Brooklyn un
the New York Union (Local 31

lowing which the Brooklyn op
demanded the same rate of pa>
New Yorkers.

,.

HAL ROACH
DIPPY-DOO-DAD

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhejcomedy

A COMPLETE LABORATOl
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Indust

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 54

i^k^sss^^^^^

1LM DEVELOPING CC
210-16 FeekawkenSt.West Hobol |

Laboratory with the lowest Ins;

si Rates in the East. Negative Devd
^ Printing, Cutting and Projection 1

J Phone UNION— 48(

James Cruze has completed work
on "Merton of the Movies" and will

next make "The Cafe of Fallen An-
gels".

I New York Chicago Hollyv

Rothacker Laboratori

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales II

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray HiU 1

Prints in all Exchanges—Now Playing

fames IQrkwood *
j

rtMNDERINII
HUSBHNDJI

Supported b\j MARGARET LIUINGSTO
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Monsieur Beaucaire

I can think of only one picture anywhere in sight this fall in the whole film

business that will get the money for you that Rudolph Valentino in MON-
SIEUR BEAUCAIRE will. And that's THE COVERED WAGON.

I've just seen MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE in uncut form, in sixteen reels.

And I tell you frankly that it's a shame a foot of it has to be cut, though of

course it will be.

There are only three $2 road shows that I know of—and I've seen them
all—that can touch MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE. And Paramount is not going
to road show it! We're giving it to you in THE FAMOUS FORTY to knock
your cash and attendance records skyhigh with on August 18th.

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE is the most beautiful picture ever made; I

know you and your audiences are going to agree unanimously to that when
you see it. The gowns and settings are of a richness never touched before.

But the picture is not only beautiful ; it's box-office. The romance that
flames in MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE makes former Valentino films seem like

prologues. The love scenes between Valentino and Bebe Daniels, and between
Valentino and Doris Kenyon—well, see them as soon as you can ! The picture

thrills with action as well as love. Valentino dances, fights several slashing

duels, emerges triumphant from a score of exciting adventures.

Never have you been offered such a perfect set-up as MONSIEUR BEAU-
CAIRE. Pages and pages of publicity have been printed about it, heralding
Valentino's return to the screen after two years and raving about the vehicle

selected for his return. Harriette Underhill saw a few scenes in the making
and then wrote a story in the New York Tribune urging exhibitors booking
MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE to "tear down your theatres and build bigger

ones, for you will never be able to accommodate the crowds otherwise." You
can't pick up a newspaper or a magazine today without reading similar praise

of MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE. It's easily one of the three best known pic-

tures in America.

Rudolph Valentino, Sidney Olcott, Booth Tarkington (author of the

story), Forrest Halsey (scenarist), and the great cast of over a hundred prin-

cipals headed by Miss Daniels, Lois Wilson, Miss Kenyon and Lowell Sherman,
have done a magnificent job. MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE is another FA-
MOUS FORTY gilt-edged offering the public is going to fill your pocketbook
to see!

S. R. KENT.



ppiness
No. 389—Straight from the Shoulder

Talk by Carl Laemmle, President of

the Universal Pictures Corporation.

NE of the best advertising slogans I ever saw is "Happiness in every box," used by

the United Candy Stores.

w

J wish'I had thought of it first, and had applied it to Universal pictures—be-

cause there's happiness in every Universalpicture, happiness in oneform or another.

A critic who sees practically every picture made said to me recently, "You have the

happy faculty of getting a spirit of optimism into your Universal pictures. That's a great

thing if you can keep it up. It spreads happiness all over the world. It associates the

name Universal with happiness or optimism. It surrounds Universal with an atmosphere

of success and other good things."

There's no mystery behind the reason for this. Universal is a happy family. Thou-
sands of exhibitors belong to this family as well as thousands of Universal workers in Uni-

versal studios, Universal laboratories, Universal exchanges, the Universal home office and
all other centers of Universal activity.

This is a great spirit to have in an organization whose efforts are centered on giving

entertainment to the world. It is a spirit which breathes itself into its product and into

its method of handling that product.

Universal employees are mighty proud of thefact that they are workingfor a happiness

concern. They are glad they never have to apologize for their company. They glory in

the fact that Universal is known all over the wide wide world for scrupulously clean, fair

dealing.

I'll never forget what one of our newly employed salesmen said to me one day. "I've

worked many years in the picture business, Mr. Laemmle" he remarked, "but I never was
thoroughly happy in my work until I landed with Universal. I attribute this to the fact

that when I tell an exhibitor what company I am working for, the hard look in his eyes

softens and he seems glad to see me."

f» % We have our troubles in Universal, of course. But the spirit of overcoming troubles

is the same Universal spirit which infuses happiness and the spirit of success into our

pictures. It is the same spirit of optimism which the critic, mentioned above, was think-

ing of.

Clean pictures with a kick. Happiness pictures with a punch. Optimism in place of

cynicism. Universal family pride peppered with Universal pep. That's the program and
the ideal of the Universal happyfamily. That's the glow which lights up your screen when
you show Universal pictures.

Millions upon millions of fans love Universal pictures. That's because the human
mind just naturally turns to things which are bright, clean, wholesome, happy, hopeful,

optimistic and good.

I'm glad you're a member of the Universal family, with happiness in every heart!



Every Heart
Twelve great happiness pictures— the first

twelve of Universal's great Jewels for 1924-25.

Released Aug. 3

The SIGNAL TOWER
"Greater than 'The Storm' !"

Starring VIRGINIA VALLI with Rockliffe Fellows, Wal-
lace Beery and Hayden Stevenson
Adapted from the story by Wadsworth Camp

Directed by CLARENCE BROWN
Released Aug. 17

The RECKLESS AGE
A thrilling and riotous dramatic farce

Starring REGINALD DENNY with Ruth Dwyer, Hayden
Stevenson, Dorothy Revier, Fred Malatesta, and Fay Tincher

Adapted from the novel, "Love Insurance," by Earl Derr
Biggers Directed by HARRY POLLARD

Released Aug. 31

The GAIETY GIRL
A charming, dramatic romance

Starring the beautiful "Merry Go Round" girl, MARY
PHILBIN, with Joe Dowling, Roy Laidlaw, Ruth Clifford,

Freeman Wood, and others. From the serial novel that

appeared in "Good Housekeeping Magazine" as "The In-

heritors" by I. A. R. Wylie
A KING BAGGOT Production

Released Sept. 14

The TURMOIL
Adapted from BOOTH TARKINGTON'S great

novel of American life with one of the most impres-
sive casts ever assembled

:

GEORGE HACKATHORNE
Eileen Percy, Emmett Corrigan, Pauline Garon, Winter
Hall, Eleanor Boardman, Edward Hearn, Kenneth Gibson,
Bert Roach A HOBART HENLEY Production

Released Sept. 28

I The FAMILY SECRET
Adapted from the great stage success, "The Burglar," by
AUGUSTUS THOMAS and the popular novel, "Editha's
Burglar," by FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT
Featuring BABY PEGGY, with Edward Earle,

Gladys Hulette, Frank Currier and others
Directed by WILLIAM SEITER

Released Oct. 12

BUTTERFLY
From the extraordinarily popular novel by KATHLEEN
NORRIS

sumptuously produced with a great cast headed by
LAURA LaPLANTE, RUTH CLIFFORD, NORMAN
KERRY, KENNETH HARLAN, T. Roy Barnes, Margaret
Livingston, Cesare Gravina

Directed by CLARENCE BROWN

Released Oct. 26

Captain FEARLESS
Brimful of adventure, romance and action. Adapted from
Eugene P. Lyle, Jr.'s, popular novel, "The Missourian"
Starring REGINALD DENNY with Julanne Johnson,
Harry L. Tighe, Claire de Lorez, Fred Kelsey, Stanhope
Wheatcroft, Tom S. Guise

Directed by JAMES W. HORNE
Released Nov. 9

The ROSE of PARIS
Paris—Vienna—Gaiety—Life! Starring MARY PHILBIN
with John Sainpolis, Robert Cain, Rose Dione, Dorothy
Revier, Edwin J. Brady and Doreen Turner. Adapted from
the very popular French novel, "Mitsi," by Delly

An IRVING CUMMINGS Production

Released Nov. 23

K—the UNKNOWN
founded on MARY ROBERTS RINEHART'S famous
novel, "K"
Starring VIRGINIA VALLI with Percy Marmont, Mar-
garita Fischer, Maurice Ryan and Francis Feeney

Directed by HARRY POLLARD
Released December 7

LOVE and GLORY
A stirring and thrilling drama of human emotions from the
novel, "We are French," by Robert H. Davis and Perley
Poore Sheehan.
With a brilliant all star cast including CHARLES DE
ROCHE, MADGE BELLAMY, Wallace MacDonald, Ford
Stirling, A. Gibson Gowland and Priscilla Dean Moran

Produced by RUPERT JULIAN

Released Dec. 21

WINE
One of the most powerful stories of the year by William
McHarg which appeared in Hearst's International Magazine
With CLARA BOW, Forrest Stanley, Huntley Gor-
don, Myrtle Stedman, Robert Agnew and others

Directed by LOUIS GASNIER

Released Jan. 4

The TORNADO
the sensationally thrilling melodrama by LINCOLN J.

CARTER
Starring

HOUSE PETERS
with an all star cast

A KING BAGGOT Production

UNIVERSAL JEWELS pre

b?
ted CARL LAEMMLE
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Our Answer To Inquiries

/ A J
ITH painstaking care and an unlim-

/ UJ ited expenditure of money Fox Film
\*\S Corporation has prepared its product

for the coming season, embracing 52 dramatic
subjects.

This is the greatest assemblage of box-office

entertainment ever offered the motion picture

theatre.

An announcement, the most important this Cor-
poration has ever made, will be published in

the trade press July 1st.

It will contain titles and full details of the entire

Fox output for 1924-25—the outstanding produc-

tion achievement of any company or group of

companies in the history of our business.

Simultaneously with this announcement there

will be in the Fox Branch Exchanges, for screen-

ing, fifteen of the new dramatic productions.

your profits for the new season
are involved in your selection of pictures!

William Fox, President

FOX FILM CORPORATION
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[PTO Financing Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

heaters of 2,500 seats and over

00 per week.

he following committee will look

er Motion Picture Day, (or Week,
|this is decided upon) :

larry Davis, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Sydney S.

jen. New York, N. Y. ; A. A. Elliot,

dson, N. Y.; E. M. Fay, Providence, R.
Ernest Horstman, Boston, Mass. ; M.
Comerford, Scranton, Pa. ; Louis Segal,

rtford, Conn. ; R. F. Woodhull, Dover,

J. ; Joseph Walsh, Hartford, Conn. ; J.

Whitehurst, Baltimore, Md. ; National
isident, M. J. O'Toole.

President O'Toole made the follow

j appointments as National Execu-
e Committee members at large:
ake Wells, Richmond, Va. ; D. Bersohn,

s Angeles, Calif. ; L. J. Dittmar, Louis

:, Ky. ; H. J. Schad, Reading, Pa.; A
Human, Huntington, W. Va. ; Harry
enson, Danvers, Mass. ; J. Louis Rome,

itimore, Md. ; Dave J. Adams, Concord,
Hamp. ; W. A. Calihan, Rochester, N. Y.

;

H. Bingham, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Ray
ombacher, Spokane, Wash. ; C. E. Will-

is, Omaha, Neb. ; H. E. Huffman, Den-

, Colo.; H. C. Clemmer, Spokane, Wash.;
ter Adams, Paterson, N. J. ; Peter Ma-
ro, Harrisburg, Pa.

The following National Executive
immittee members to act in the dif-

ent film zones were named:
' M. Patee, Lawrence, Kans. ; J. C. Jen-

s, Neligh, Neb.; O. C. Hauber, Pine
uffs. Ark. ; M. A. Sybert, Moundsville,
Va. ; J. E. Kirk, Omaha, Neb.; T. J.

ung, Jr., Dyersburg, Tenn. ; A. E. Boe-
der, Bozeman, Mont.; M. White, Dover,
H. ; M. A. Rosenberg, Pittsburgh, Pa.

;

M. Maxfield, New Hartford, Conn.; M.
edles, New York, N. Y. ; J. H. Silliman,

Iwaukee, Wis. ; H. E. Hildinger, Tren-
i, N. J.; B. N. Berinstein. Los Angeles,

1. ; Frank Durkee, Baltimore, Md. ; Frank
ch, Rochester, N. Y. ; L. C. Hehl, St.

uis, Mo. ; Charles Rapoport, Philadelphia,

. ; J. A. Ackerman, Cincinnati, O. ; H. I.

asserman, Boston, Mass. ; J. C. Hone,
attle, Wash.; J. S. Phillips, Ft. Worth,
x. ; M. S. Fine, Cleveland, O. ; W. W.
rley, Schenectady, N. Y.; William Cad-
et, Wilkesbarre, Pa. ; Jay Allen Glenn,
endersonville, N. C. ; Morris Klein, San
ancisco, Cal. ; A. J. Bethancourt, Houma,

C. B. Sawyer, Kankakee, 111. ; M. C.

ellogg, Lead, S. D. ; A. B. Momand.
lawnee, Okla. ; A. C. Zaring, Indianapolis,

d. ; H. Alexander, Toronto, Canada ; Maur-
; West, Montreal, Canada ; A. B. Denis,
ontreal, Canada ; Ray A. Lewis, Toronto,
nada; C. E. Daffin, Tallahasee, Fla.

A special Finance Committee con-
sting of Harry Davis of Pittsburgh,

M. E. Comerford of Scranton,
and Sydney S. Cohen of New

ork to handle such divisions of the

ganization's fiscal affairs as may be
ibmitted to them by the Board was
:>pointed. The Finance Committee
ill cooperate with the new Treas-
rer, L. M. Sagal of New Haven.
A Committee of Labor Union ofn-

lals headed by Peter J. Brady pre-

:nted the case of the Allied Printing
'rade counsel of Boston against the

[ays organization stating that it was
ieir desire to have the union label

laced on all printed matter issued by
le producing interests. In this con-
ection they said that certain prom-
ses had been made to them which
ere not kept. They requested that

le Theater Owners ask for the union
ibel on all printed matter sent to

ieir theaters.

Next Week on Broadway
The feature at the Capitol next

/eek will be Rupert Hughes' "True
b Steel." The Rialto will house
The Guilty One," with "Tiger Love"
I the Rivoli. "The White Moth"
rill play the Strand.

Files New Action
(.Continued from Page 1)

Dec. 1, 1919. A few hours after

Small had made a deposit of the
money in the bank he walked out of

the Grand theater, one of his principal
properties, and was never seen again.

The entering of the suit by Trans-
Canada shareholders followed closely

upon the recent settlement of a dis-

pute over the disposition of the estate

between the widow and sisters of the
missing magnate and it came immedi-
ately after the reaching of an agree-
ment among the relatives that Small
was legally deceased. Small had the-

aters in Toronto, Hamilton, Peter-

boro, Kingston, London, Ottawa and
other cities. Trans-Canada Theaters,
had an English financial connection,

according to an announcement some
time ago.

Bostwick With Pantages in N. W.
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—E. C. Bostwick, former
manager of Loew's State in Los An-
geles is here to assume the manage-
ment of the local Pantages, and the

Northwest supervision of all Pan-
tages interests. He succeeds D. G.

Inerarity as local manager and Ed
ward J. Fisher as Northwest man-
ager. He is just back from an ex-

tensive tour and a conference with
Alexander Pantages, and announces
the inauguration of a first run fea-

ture policy for Seattle.

Saunders Assigns Exploitation Men
Claud Saunders, Paramount ex-

ploitation head, has transferred Harry
C. Eagles from San Francisco to the

Seattle and Portland, Ore., territories,

with headquarters at Seattle.

Oscar Kantner has been appointed
exploitation representative at San
Francisco, succeeding Eagles.

Burlingham Funeral
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati—The funeral of Fred-
erick Burlingham, explorer and journ-
alist, and head of Burlingham Travel
Pictures, who died in New York,
Monday, was held here yesterday.
Interment in Spring Grove Cemetery.

Selznick Releasing New Reel

Standard Cinema Corp. has ac-

auired, for release through Selznick
Distributing. E. V. Durling's "Screen
Almanac", a series of one-reel sub-
jects, consisting of intimate and un-
usual views of leading personages in

the world of entertainment.

Godowsky Playing in Two Pictures

Dagmar Godowsky is appearing in

two productions at present Howard
Estabrook having signed her for a

part in "The Price of a Party," while
she is also working in Irvin Willat's

"The Story Without A Name."

Back From Tour
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Mabel Normand is

due back today after many weeks of

personal appearances in connection
with the showing of Associated Ex-
hibitors' "The Extra Girl."

Educational Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

and Lowell V. Calvert, exchange
supervisor. They will be accom-
panied by O. E. Hanson, Canadian
general manager; Capt. George Mac
Baynes and Harvey Day, of Kino-
grams, and Lloyd Hamilton. The re-

lease program for 1924-25 will be an-
nounced at the meeting.

Al St. John, formerly starred in Fox
Sunshine Comedies, will be featured
in the Educational Tuxedo Come-
dies, his first to be "His First Car,"
a July release. His support will in-

clude Doris Dean and George Davis.
"His Better Self," a current Fox re-

lease, is his last for that company.

Will Prosecute Sunday Violators

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Canton, O.—Contrary to the recent

State Supreme Court ruling that pic-

ture shows are illegal in Ohio, Canton
exhibitors are operating on the Sab-
bath while houses in other cities are

closed. A meeting was held by the

Lord's Day Alliance and Council of

Churches to determine what action
would be taken with regard to closing
local houses, and it was decided that
affidavits would be filed against the
theater owners, declaring that the bat-

tle was just started and it would be
"a fight to a finish".

Production Company Formed
L. G. Erb, O. E. Goeble, F. J.

and Anthony Matre of Chicago and
Dr. Conde B. Pallen and James F.
Houlehan of Kansas City have or-
ganized a $1,500,000 company to pro-
duce on the coast. Dr. Pallen is

president; F. J. Matre, vice-president,
Mr. Goeble, secretary, and the others
are members of the board.

The immediate plans of the new
company call for six pictures the first

of which will be begun in two weeks
and which will be directed by Har-
mon Weight. F. B. O. will dis-

tribute.

St. Louis House Entered by Robbers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Cracksmen who broke
into the Grand-Florissant theater
Monday, were frightened away by the
police while at work, abandoning
$2000 in their flight. The Grand-
Florissant is owned by the St. Louis
Amusement Co.

Allied Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)

Carolina delegates in the Senate and
Congress, on active and effective

work on Federal, State and Admission
Tax repeal.

Resolution recommending to Hays
the production of high class, clean

pictures, and condemning salacious

stories and pictures from stories

which in book form are not accepted
by public libraries.

The speakers included DeSales Har-
rison, Southeastern representative of

the Public Relations Committee of

the Hays organization who explained
the workings of the Committee and
his desire to cooperate with exhibit-

ors.

Steffes stressed the importance of

exhibitor organization, making valu-

able suggestions by reporting results

obtained in Minnesota.
Colonel H. A. Cole, president M.

P. T. O., Texas, who gave an inter-

esting account of results obtained in

Texas, and the value of greater or-

ganization strength in North Carolina.

A. A. Kaplan, treasurer M. P. T.

O. Northwest, spoke of money needs,

and C. K. Meyer, Theater Owners in-

surance Co., of Philadelphia explain-

er their insurance system.
The M.P.T.O. of North Carolina

executive committee was elected as

follows: C. A. Turnage, Washington;
P. L. McCabe, Tarboro; H. R. Ma-
son, Goldsboro; S. S. Stevenson,
Henderson; G. C Gammon, Leaks-
ville; D. M. Bain, Wilmington; M.
H. French, Rockingham; C. L.

Welch, Salisbury; R. D. Craver,

Charlotte; C R. Bamford, Asheville;

M. S. Hill, Charlotte; Percy Wells,

Wilmington.

Jack Eaton, Zanft's Assistant

Jack Eaton, formerly managing di-

rector of the Strand, has been ap-

pointed assistant to John Zanft, gen-

eral manager of the Fox theater cir-

cuit, beginning July 1.

"Love of Women" Through Selznick

"Love of Women", a Whitman
Bennett production has been acquired

by Selco Pictures, for release through
Selznick Distributing.

"Sea Hawk" For Chicago Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—"The Sea Hawk" opens
at the Roosevelt, June 29, for an in-

definite run.

COMINGfSOON

JJCQUELINE
jrpQJLN*
Ji series of productions

£ HODKINSON RELEASE
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Youth, Love
and Laughter

i

"It's enthralling,"

says Harriette Underhilll
"We sat there enthralled, realizing that we were gazing at

what the screen would call an 'epic'. It is a work of art

!

Reginald Denny is one of those actors who are so well

known that persons take it for granted when they give a

delightful performance. He is the perfect lover— never

loses his sense of humor."
Harriette Underhill

in The New York Tribune-Herald

"Reginald Denny seems to

have done it again in 'The
Reckless Age'. It's a Universal

Jewel—and it's twenty-two
karats."

--N. Y. Evening World

"Reginald Denny is perhaps
the most likable young man in

Hollywood."
- The N. Y. Sun

"Interesting entertainment."

—N. Y. Telegram

"A picture we recommend."
—N. Y. Times

"Wins audience approval."

— N. Y. Morning Telegraph

The above comments are from the New York newspapers

during the run of this picture at the Rialto Theatre on
Broadway where it has scored its first sensational triumph

Starring

REGINAL

Directed bi|, !

HARRY POLLARD

DENNY
and anup-to-the-minute cast

Adapted from the novel "Love
Insurance"^ EarlDerr Bikers

By the same star, director,
producer combination that

made" Sporting Youth"

__ ^UNIVERSAL JEWEI^
PreWedbyCARL LAEMMLE
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<J Woman ofParis'- 8 weeks

Birth ofa Mtiori ------- 8
•

°iheMarriage Circle 2 "

cMarfPickMinRosita 6 "

Harold Clofdm QirlShf- now in its4
h
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to be followed by

AL CHRISTIES GREAT FEATURE

HOLD YOUR BREATH*
wth Dorothf DeVore, Tullf Jlarshall, Walter Hiers

and o great conwtf cast
<Dis/ribu/ed by

HODKINSON
Foreign Distributor

WM.VOGEL
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30 first-run pictures

toran indefinite run
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New Producing Plans
Schulberg Prod, to Make 9 for Pre-

ferred Franchise Holders and Fol-

low with Additional Product
Plans were announced yesterday

whereby the B. P. Schulberg Prod.,

Inc., will make nine special Preferred

Pictures for the coming season. These
will complete the contract to Prefer-

red franchise holders. While the an-

nouncement says nothing of plans be-

yond the production of these nine, it

is understood that upon the comple-
tion of this contract. Schulberg antici-

pates continuing making pictures for

the open market, probably releasing

these through the present franchise

holders.

Identified with Schulberg in the

new organization is J. G. Bachmann
{Continued on Page 10)

Hunter Signed By First Nat'l

Glenn Hunter has been signed by
First National for a picture. He will

be co-starred in Mary Roberts Rine-
hart's. "The Altar on the Hill."

"Peter Pan"
(Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
London—Jesse L. Lasky says Sir

James M. Barrie will take a week be- '

fore deciding on the actress who is to

play the title role of "Peter Pan."
Ernest Torrence has been selected

to play the part of Captain Hook.

Griffith to Make Seven Reeler

Following his usual custom, D.
W. Griffith is planning making a

seven reeler—not a big special. He
may make another of these before

he starts on his next "big" produc-
tion.

A Misapprehension
Hays Office Declares Report Issued
by Ticket Concern of Chicago

to Exhibitors as False
{Special *> THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue is authority for the

statement that the letter issued by
the Symtex (evidently Simplex)
Ticket Co. of Chicago, is without
basis of foundation.

The letter referred to has been re-

ceived by many exhibitor's. The
ticket concern claims that there will

(Continued on Page 10)

'-
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Features Reviewed
Page

The Bedroom Window
Famous 5

The White Moth
First National 5

The Black Trail
Universal 5

There's Millions In It

F. B. 5

In Fast Company
Truart—S. R 7

Western Luck
Fox 7

Those Who Dance
First National 7

Daughters of Pleasure
Principal S. R 7

Short Subjects 9

\

Loew On "Ben Hur"
Prior to sailing today on the Levia-

than for Rome, Marcus Loew issued

a statement, saying: "In case we I

select Fred Niblo to take charge of
i

the stupendous production of "Ben
Hur", due to the illness of Charles
Brabin, it will be because he has never
yet produced a picture that wasn't 1

a great success". Loew said further

that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer would
produce over 60 features before next

Spring. I

He announced that Marshall Neilan,

'

who sailed last night on the Olympic
with his wife, Blanche Sweet, would
produce "The Sporting Venus" on a

foreign location.

New Color Process Shown
Poor projection did not aid in the

initial showing in this country of the

Friese-Greene color process, which,

as noted, was presented in London
recently. The showing occurred yes-

terday at Wurlitzer Hall and was
marred by poor projection.

The photography appears very soft,

although some of the shots were not

clear cut. This, however, may have

been due to the projection.

It is reported that the new process

is much more economical than several

of the American color processes.

Buchowetzki Going Abroad
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Dimitri Buchowetzki
having completed "Compromised"
with Po'a Negri is on his way to

New York en route for France for

a vacation. The title has been changed
to "The Passionate Journey."

Metro-Goldwyn Buys Shipman Story

"Cheaper to Marry," the Samuel
Shipman play, has been purchased bj

^fetre-Gotrlwyn .

Booming Daytona for Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Daytona, Florida—Inaugural ser-

vices for the establishment of "a mo-
tion picture industry" in Northern
Florida, has resulted in a number of

important film folk being invited to

attend the services which will take

place at the Hotel Clarendon, Sea-

breeze, Fla.. July 3-5. It is planned

to erect a studio.

Novarro Here—Sails Today
\ Ramon Novarro arrived in New
York yesterday and will sail on the

leviathan today with the Loew party

for Rome.

Rewards

Rogers Back
Various Units Active—Corinne Grif

nth to Start "Wilderness" before
"Declasse"

Charles R. Rogers, who, incidental-

ly, will have 14 productions on the

market for the coming season, arrived

from Hollywood yesterday. He re-

ported that Corinne Griffith's "Single

Wives" for First National is com-
pleted and that work starts immedi-
ately on "Wilderness" after which
Corinne will do "Declasse."

He brought with him the print of

the Harry Carey "Tiger Thompson"
and says work on "Roarin' Rails,"

with Tom Forman directing, will

start at once.

The Priscilla Dean "Siren of Se-

(Continued on Page 10)

Lots of executives might bear this in mind: there's some-

thing- more coming to loyal, old employees than just money.

F'r instance: there's John Kunsky, of Detroit. Now when it

comes to selling John a picture—well, he's been called worse

than hard boiled. But that didn't stop him—nary a stop—in send-

ing two of his old employees. Tom Moule. and "Mike" Schoen-

herr, managers of his big houses, to the Coast for a six weeks'

trip. Took along the Missus. And each had $1,000 in cash-

also a gift—to see that they wanted for nothing. That's some-

thing like appreciation.

RECALLING OLD TIMES
The discussion. As to whether or not Charles Brabin. For

some reason or the other. Might be relieved. Of making "Ben

Hur." Lead old timers to recall when Herb Brenon was making

"A Daughter of the Gods" for Fox Film. Down in Jamaica.

Brenon and his company had been away a long time. Fox wasn't

happy. So he sent Gordon Edwards down to Jamaica to look

things over. And if necessary send Brenon back. The old timers

recall that Edwards went. Looked things over. Reported back
(Continued on Page -1)

Famous Splits "40" For Loew
Nick Schenck has closed with Fa-

mous for a split of the "Famous
Forty."

Following this it has become
known that Famous has arranged
two groups of 20 for "split's" one
group to include "The Covered Wag-
on" and the first three Swanson's
and the first three Negris' The other

group of 20 includes the two Valen-
tino's, and the three Tommy Meigh-
an's. as well as "Wanderer of the

Wasteland" and "Merton."

The Loew buy takes in the Wagon
and the others mentioned, which
leaves the remaining 20 including the

specials indicated either for Fox or

the U. B. O. or independent bookings.

Duell Returns

Charles Duell of Inspiration Pic-

tures arrived last night on the La
France. Henry King, who has been
directing "Romola" is expected on the

same boat.

Goulding Departs

Edmund Gou'ding is on his way to

the Coast to prepare the scripts for

two new Fox productions.

Binderup Case
Cross Examination On—Film Con-

cerns Try to Show That He
"Bicycled" Film

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—Counsel for the defense,

representing 18 companies, in the

Binderup suit continue their attack in

cross examination of Binderup. They
are attempting to show through the

evidence of letters giving Binderup

the right to show certain pictures in

certain towns that he had taken these

same pictures and shown them in

(Continued on Page 10)
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Receivers for General Film Mfg. Co.
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Clayton, Mo.—Circuit Judge G. A
Wurdeman has appointed Theodore
Bayer, cashier of the St. Louis Coun-
ty Bank, and Charles Austin, of Uni-
versity City, receivers for the Gen-
eral Film Manufacturing Co., of Uni-
versity City, under $10,000 bond. Ap-
plication for the receivership was filed

by one of the stockholders of the
company who charged that the af-

fairs of the company were being mis-
managed.

Andrews Starts on New Series

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood—Del Andrews has be

gun work on the first of the new
"Go-Getters" series of two reel com-
edies, being produced by F. B. O. at

the Hollywood studios.

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

When you think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

S T E B B I N S
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E. A. Parkford Prod. Starts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—E. A. Parkford Prod,
have started the first of a series of

six specials, under direction of John
P. McCarthy, titled, "The Jewels of

A.lvarado," an original story, written

by McCarthy and Roger Pocock, who
will act as technical director. Fred
Allen will be assistant director and
production editor, and Victor Milner,

cincniaiographer, formerly win Fred
Niblo. The cast includes Bruo: Gor-
don, Carmelita Geraghty, Harry
Lonsdale, Ligia Dc Golconda, and
Cailer Supplee.

Universal to Make "Here's How!"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Universal will make
"Here's How!", Richard Washburn
Child's novel. Bernard McConville
is preparing the continuity. Another
which Universal plans to place in

early production, will be "Ann's An
Idiot", by Pamela Wynne. James O.
Spearing and Melville Brown will

write the script. The Directors and
casts for both productions will be an-
nounced later.

Desmond Unit Back From Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Ernest Laemmle has
brought the William Desmond com-
pany making "Desert Law", back
from Lone Pine, where they filmed
exteriors. The support includes Lu-
cille Hutton, Gareth Hughes, Win. A.
Steele, Al Jennings, Bob Kortman,
Albert J. Smith and Clarke Comstock

Film Board Protects New Films
'Sptcial to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The film Board of
Trade, in an effort to conserve new
films, is having stickers printed which
are attached to all new films, urging
the exhibitor to maintain care in run-
ning the film through the projection
machine

Compson Starts on "Female"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—-Betty Compson has
started work on "The Female" at the
Lasky plant, following an absence of
several months, spent in travelling.

Warner Baxter has been loaned to
Famous by Ince to appear in the
opposite role.

Claud Saunders Returns
Claud Saunders, director of exploi-

tation for Famous, has returned from
a seven weeks' tour of the exchanges.

Warner Studio Busy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The Warner Studio is

busier now then it has been in some
time. Four units are at work, with

two others due to start in a few days.

Ernst Lubitsch is putting the last

touches to his latest, as yet untitled;

Millard Webb is shooting his first,

"Her Marriage Vow", with Monte
Blue and Beverly Bayne. William
Beaudine is at work on "Cornered",
while Mai St. Clair is getting some
exteriors in Oregon on "Get Your
Man", the new Rin Tin Tin feature.

Zoning Problem Nearing Settlement

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The zoning problem,

which has been a source of contention

between the Film Board of Trade
and the local exhibitors' organization

is practically settled. Under the new
arrangement it will be possible to

have 35 simultaneous runs of a new-

picture instead of 10 as formerly. A
plan with details completely worked
out has been submitted to the Hays
organization.

Protest Censors' Decisions

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Quebec—Col. John A. Cooper, To-
ronto, representing the Canadian
Film Dist. Assn., has joined with the

Canadian M. P. T. O. in placing a

protest before Premier Taschereau
regarding varied decisions of the

Quebec Board of Censors, in behalf

of exchanges and exhibitors who have
been making complaints about the

censoring of releases for some months
past.

New Canadian Theater Company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hamilton, Ont.—Tivoli Theaters of

Hamilton. Ltd., is the name of a new
theater company just organized. F.

Guest a veteran exhibitor of the city,

is said to be behind the new venture.

Readjust West Va. Territory

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh, Pa.—The local Univer-

sal branch is now handling 32 addi-

tional towns in West Verginia, form-
erly served out of Washington, af-

fording speedier service.

"Fear Bound" Through Vitagraph

Nigh-Smith Pictures, Inc., will re-

lease "Fear Bound," written and di-

rected by Will Nigh, through Vita-

graph.

[ELMER HARRIS
\l[niQiie creator of

brilliant comedy
drama '<, ^ ^~
PRODUCING A SERIES OF PICTURES

for HODKINSON
RELEASE

Season YfiAV)lb~
30 first -run pictures

Exhibitors Defeat Increase
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Britain, Conn.—A move on
the part of city officials to increase

the license fees for local theatres was
defeated by exhibitors who raised a
storm of protest against the pro-
posed increase. Theatre owners
claimed that New Britain was the

worst show town in the state and
that the foreign born element which
composed 90 per cent of the popula-
tion, do not attend picture shows.

To Support Chadwick

Through Charles Walton, Basil

Rathobone, Mary Thurman and Gas-
ton Glass have been signed to ap-

pear in "Trouping With Ellen," star-

ring Helene Chadwick.

HAL ROACH'S

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit with a Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhgcomedy=-®-=

—

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

WANTED
COLOR BUSINESS.

Titles, Inserts & Trailers

for Prizma, Incorporated,

3191 Blvd., Jersey City, N. J.

Telephone—Montgomery 4211

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.
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The Play, From The Picture Angle
By Robert G. Lisman

"/"^OBRA," a drama by Martin Brown, presented by L. Lawrence Weber at the^ Hudson Theatre on April 22, 1924.

Without doubt, this is the most suitable product for pictures that the stage has

offered this year. The "Cobra" of the title refers to the "tiger tiger" in the hero. He
successfully suppresses his baser instincts and in the end wins the true woman, but be-

fore this happens, he has to battle with an accomplished vampire who is the wife of

his best friend. The battle within the man between loyalty and his carnal instinct is ex-

ceptionally well done. This is essentially a triangle play with, in this case, a fourth

angle.

This property can be made into a very human, fast-moving, gripping picture with-

out necessarily being an extravagant production. The burning of a large hotel should

be the most expensive item.

Mr. Louis Calhern, who has done a good many character bits in pictures, scored a

personal hit on the stage in this play.

Lisman is right! The finest piece of picture property offered,

not only this year, but for many years!

The picture rights on this wonderful play now for sale

—

price $250,000.

Will guarantee to refund part of this purchase price if the

producer does not make $250,000 net profit.

A good 50-50 proposition for any "live wire' producer!

All offers will be held in strict confidence.

Get in touch with L. Lawrence Weber

LONGACRE THEATRE BUILDING
WEST FORTY-EIGHTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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Rewards
(.Continued f

to Fox that Brenon was the man to finish the job. And Brenon

did. You all remember what an outstanding success it was, too,

don't you?
SUNNY SOUTH MOVING

In the picture producing line. Seems strange to hear of pic-

tures being made in New Orleans. But Leslie Peacock—Captain,

if you please—has gone and done it. And made one called "Pro-

hibition" with New Orleans money back of it. Been around

town lately. Looking for two directors. Expects to build a

studio there this summer. Moving along.

BURLINGHAM
We're going to miss Fred Burlingham. Who was called

home a few days ago. One of the unusual figures of the busi-

ness. With his long beard, and his soft manner. Who loved to

go to out of the way places for shots. Burlingham was formerly

a newspaper man. At one time he worked for James Gordon

Bennett on the Paris Herald. That is he did—until Bennett

noticed that Burlingham was going about Paris wearing sandals.

That was too much for the aristocratic Bennett. He fired Bur-

lingham on the spot. Because "Burly" wouldn't buy regulation

shoes.

HARD STUFF—BUT IT WAS WATER
Charley Chaplin hasn't been in print lately. ^

But he broke

in a day or so ago in an unusual manner. The "dry" squad of

Los Angeles got after him. Could not understand why he had

so much of his embompoint. And Lou is sort of looking into a

them and also a queer looking boiler, to soften the waters of

Beverly Hills.

What a chance for Will Rogers to pull a wheeze?

SHOPPING
Lou Remy is in town. You'd hardly know him—he has lost

so much of his em bompoint. And Lou is sort of looking into a

new job. But in no hurry. "I'm just shopping around," said

Lou, "just as the fans do. And I'll sorta pick the one I like best."

WEIGHT LOSERS
That lost weight of Remy's—they won't call him "Uncle"

anymore; he looks so youthful—is putting him in company with

a lot of picture folk. Nathan Burkan has been taking a diet;

looks 15 pounds off; Herbert Yates has lost a lot more. Don't

look so good. And yours truly is losing it at the rate of 10 pounds

a month. Yep, we're all dieting. And cussing. They go together.

"GREED"
They're still cutting it—and at it—at the Culver City head-

quarters of the recent combine. They had a tough job getting

it down. It was so big to start with. But finally they got it to

24 reels. After which Von Stroheim said if they took any more
out he wouldn't know his picture. But they kept at it. And it

looks now as if it will be released soon.

That's the only trouble with Von's pictures. He loves them
so much ; works in so much fine details, that when it comes to

getting them down to a showable basis there is trouble. All of

which runs the cost up a-plenty. And the worst of it is that it

doesn't show. "Greed" must have cost somewhere around a

half million—or more.

TALKING TO AUTHORS
Florence Strauss of First National. By the way—don't over-

look her article in the Director's Issue next Saturday—talking to

the Authors' Club in Pittsburgh. Spoke on the romance of

hunting motion picture material. She could tell a lot. Not only

of the romance in seeking. But of the fireworks which burst

loose—when a turned down, rejected, dog of a story blossoms into

a hit—when made by some other company.
But she talked. And they liked it. And they want her to

come back. Smart woman.

om Page 1)

A WARNING
Writes Anna Aiken Patterson in the "Weekly Film Review"

of Atlanta, under the caption "The Public Must Benefit" and

talking of the admission tax. Says in part:

"From some quarters none too friendly to the industry it has

been hinted that exhibitors will not change their scale of prices

when the repeal becomes effective ; or if they do reduce the price

of admission in an amount commensurate with the sum repre-

sented by the federal admission tax, they will take occasion at

a later date to raise those prices.

"Such a move would be disastrous. Not only would it be un-

fair to cheat the public out of the benefit that the repeal is in-

tended to grant them, but it would break faith with powerful

factors who have helped the exhibitors make this fight, and who

have been in good faith when they advocated the removal of the

admission tax as a relief measure for the masses who find in the

motion picture theater their chief diversion."

GETTING A CHANCE
Note that Mike Levee is giving Irving Cummings a chance.

It's about time that Cummings got somewhere. It's really sur-

prising that Laemmle let him out of Universal. Because Cum-
mings is one mighty good director. And he's proven it. In

lots of ways. He has made a lot of pictures on his own. Which
means he knows economy backwards. And any time Cummings
spends money you see it on the screen. All of which may not be

important. But it surely does count. When the studio audit

is the subject of discussion. And it's something a lot of directors

shy at.

THAT TAXI
Talking of economy. Have you heard the story of Harry Rapf

And the taxi used in his production "Broadway After Dark":

Which Monta Bell directed. No? Well, the story goes that wher.

Bell shot the scene of the theatrical notables leaving the Astor

He used a taxi—a real honest to meter taxi. At regular rates

Because he couldn't get a special rate. The taxi clicked al

through the two nights of the shooting. So when Bell said "cut'

and the sequence was over Rapf rushed forward. "All through

Bell" he asked. "Yes," said the director. "Sure"? asked Rapf

"Certain," said Bell after thinking a moment. "All right," saic

Harry, "excuse me a minute ; I want to pay that taxi man anc

get him away. He's made me sick sticking around here a'

10 cents for every four minutes."

WHOSE WHO
Famous is being sued. Out on the Coast. Dr. Cecil Reynolds

wants $2500 for prefessional services. They were anxious to ge

things just so—medically technical so to speak—for "The Break

ing Point." On the other hand Lasky repudiates the bill. And tht

idea. And wants a like amount from the Doctor. Evidently foi

teaching him how to make motion pictures. Which reminds: o

when George D. Baker shot a picture. And a critic declared th<

High Church wedding ceremony was not technically correct

George insisted it was. Said he had a Bishop of the church tc

look it over. In rehearsal. "Don't care," said the critic, "I know

it was wrong. I was married in that Church. Nothing happenec

at my own wedding as you had in the picture." That critic over-

looked that he had not paid a Bishop's price for the ceremony. H(

had just a plain, ordinary Minister. And there's always a differ-

ence.
DANN\
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have gone down in History ~~

Sappho
Dido
Helen ofTroy
LouisedelaValuere

LaDo Barry
LadyHamilton

wjajr/JWMi!!
^Presented by

LOUIS B.MATOR
ddaptcd by

J.G.HAWKS and BERNARD
M^CONVILLE from

SARAH P.MCLEAN GREENES
"CAPE COD FOLKS"

Scenario by

A.P.YOUNGEPo
'Jn the Cast

Barbara Bedford

'

Robert Frazer -

Renee Adoree » *
Frank Keenan «

, i

will go down in screen history
as a triumph / . . . . the eternal
story of loves and passions
that have ruled woman-
kind through centuries . . .

but told in the modern set-*

ting of a Cape Cod fishing
village . . - What women
willgive to see this picture/

dvuru ^wptrial Pictures Ctd.

cx£Uciii/e Distributors thru-
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SHOOTING OP DAN MCGREW
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"The Shooting of Dan
McGrexv" Draws Biggest

Holdouts of Season!

Beat that! No wonder exhibitors all say

"THE SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW'is
the best bet this year—the bet that covers

all others! It's a picture that packs your

theatre no matter whether you've a Dem-
ocratic National Convention or a hoof-and-

mouth epidemic to compete with!

"Best Picture We Have Shown," "Held

Over," "Attendance 100 Per Cent"—these

are bona fide statements by exhibitors in

wires and trade paper reports, that prove

it's more than making good the promises

we made for it.

You know what Barbara La Marr, Lew
Cody, Mae Busch and Percy Marmont mean
to your box office! What that title means!

Then go to it!

A Sawyer-Lubin Production

Supervised by

Arthur H. Sawyer
Directed by

Clarence Badger

Adapted by Winifred Dunn from

Robert W. Service's "The Spell of The Yukon
Published by Bar** & Hopkirw)

1546 APR 29 1924
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"The Bedroom Window"

Paramount
As a- Whole. . MYSTERY DRAMA
THAT PUZZLES. HAS WELL
DEVELOPED PLOT THAT IS
BAFFLING AND NOT LIKELY
TO BE SOLVED BEFORE THE
DIRECTOR GETS TO IT.

Cast. .. .Wholly appropriate. Ethel

Wales scores a personal triumph in

the role of freak writer of detective

stories. Handles characterization

splendidly and puts over comedy
business in fine style. May McAvoy
pretty but has little to do. Robert
Edeson, George Fawcett, Charles
Ogle, Medea Razina, Malcolm Mac-
Gregor and Ricardo Cortez all satis-

factory in their respective roles.

Type of Story. .. .Mystery drama.
For those who like corking good
mystery stories Clara Beranger has

written something that will keep
them guessing for about six reels

and it only takes about a half a reel

for the denouncement. Plus an in-

triguing plot you have the careful

handling of it by William DeMille
who has managed to hold the in-

terest, keeps the solution entirely

out of sight and at the same time
maintains a logical development.
Even when the guilt appears to

be setting upon one person, the

spectator isn't inclined to suspect

that particular character. One of

the especially good features of this

mystery theme is the excellent com-
edy by-play woven in. The charac-

ter of the freak detective story

writer, played so capably by Ethel

Wales, affords plenty of good
laughs. A rich girl*s father is mur-
dered. Two of her suitors are sus-

pected and the evidence so strong

against one that he is held. The
girl's aunt, a fiction writer, decides

to solve the case herself. Her
method supplies both good mystery
touches and comedy bits that bring

the plot to an interesting conclu-

sion and proves the family lawyer

as the murderer.

Box Office Angle The title is apt

to be misleading unless you make
clear what the story is about. "The
Bedroom Window" is first rate

mystery drama. Don't let them see

this one backwards.

Exploitation. .. .Properly played uu
with posters and ad sheets you can

make sure that they get the right

idea of the picture and don't mis-

construe the title. Famous' press

sheet contains plenty of fine sug-

gestions with catchlines. Make use

of these. You might ask your
patrons not to disclose the plot for

the benefit of those who will see

the picture after them. Talk about

the good cast using the names ot

the more prominent players. Men-
tion the comedy angle and show a

trailer including Ethel Wales in one
of her comedy moments.

Direction .. William De Mille; very

good.

Author Clara Beranger

Scenario Clara Beranger

Cameraman Guy Wilky

Photography Good
Locale City

Length 6,550 feet.

"There's Millions In It"
Film Booking Offices

As a Whole...CONSTRUCTION
A BIT FAULTY BUT PLOT
HAS ACTION AND SUSPENSE
THAT SHOULD MAKE IT
ATTRACTIVE ENTERTAIN-
MENT FOR MAJORITY OF
PICTURE FANS.

Cast. ... Players not well known to

audiences in this country. Fulfill

requirements nicely and are usually
well suited to respective roles. Clive
Brook successful in putting over
dual role and Catherine Calvert
good but not very important in fe-

male lead. Cast includes long list

of names but they won't mean a
great deal to patrons here.

Type of Story .. Melodrama. "There's
Millions In It", an English produc-
tion, is an adaptation of the Satur-
day Evening Post story, "Men of

Affairs", by Roland Pertwee. It

offers a rather fast moving plot

with enough good action incident

and suspense to make it attractive

for those who like entertainment of

an exciting type. Here's a case of

wits battling against wits with hero
just one step ahead of villain and
his band all the way through.
There's a radium field for the ob-
ject of fight, a desperate band of

connivers who plan to get in on the

deal, and a clever hero who is real-

ly solely entitled to it and doesn't

intend to have any trespassers take

it away from him. The plan where-
by hero avoids his enemies includes

having a man double for him. the

latter being kidnapped by the en-

emies who think they have hero.

In the meantime the man they want
is on his way to secure his conces-

sion. The band learns eventually

that they have been duped and
there's an exciting sequence in

which they pursue hero. There's

some good thrills in this especially

where the zeppelin catches fire in

mid air and the occupants are forced

to take to parachutes. Here's a

corking good thrill and a new one.

It's well done and furnishes a first

rate thrill climax.

Box Office Angle. . . . An average pic-

ture but with a little boosting

should bring them in and satisfy,

particularly where you know they

like action, thrills and suspense and
won't pick on it for faulty logic, etc.

Excellent thrill in zeppelin fire that

can be talked up.

Exploitation. ... In your announce-
ments and ads talk about the climax

thrill. This is the picture's best

angle for exploitation. It's out of

the ordinary. Say: "See a zeppelin

catch fire in mid air. See the pas-

sengers forced to descend in para-

chutes. These and more thrills in

'There's Millions In It' ". A trailer

of this part will get their attention

and likely bring them back. No
names to use but Clive Brook de-

serves mention for a good perform-

ance. They may remember Cather-

ine Calvert's name.

Direction Denison Gift; fair.

Author Roland Pertwee
Scenario Dennison Gift

Cameraman Not credited

Photography Could be better

Locale England-France
Length About 6,000 feet.

Jack Hoxie in

"The Back Trail"
Universal

As a Whole. FINE LOCATIONS
THE CHIEF POINT OF IN-
TEREST ALTHOUGH
THERE'S SOME GOOD AC-
TION IN THE WAY OF FAST
RIDING AND RESCUES. PLOT
OBVIOUS FROM THE START.

Star. . . . Best when he's in action. Too
much given to posing and accorded
far too many close-ups in which
to do it.

Cast. ... Includes regulation types of
villains, cowhands, sheriffs, etc. Eu-
genia Gilbert suitable lead. Others
Claude Payton, Billy Lester, Wm.
McCall, Buck Connors, Pat Har-
mon.

Type of Story. .. .Western. A regu-
lation western plot formula with
the fairly conventional situation
of switched identities is the
basis of "The Back Trail", the latest

Hoxie vehicle, one that provides
the star with fairly appropriate op-
portunities for action, riding and his

usual line of stunts, but otherwise
isn't especially strong on entertain-
ment. Director Smith seems to

have given far more attention to

scenery and rather neglected the
development of his story. He makes
little effort to inject suspense and
includes any number of touches that

furnish direct leads in the way of

giving away the plot. You know
right from the start that hero, who
is suffering from shell shock, is not
the man they try to tell him he is.

The presence of a mysterious, un-
introduced character readily sup-
plies the missing link and you don't

have to think hard to figure out
that the mysterious one is the real

heir to the ranch. But villain hits

upon the idea of presenting the shell

shocked hero as the heir with the

hope of collecting half the fortune
when the estate is settled. Of course
the real heir appears in time to clear

hero and there's a heroine on hand
for the usual clinch ending.

Box Office Angle. ... Average west-
ern. Where you know action and
western villainy appeals to your pa-
trons you won't have to worry
much about the story not being
original. Action will get it over.

Exploitation. .. .No unusual angles

angles for you to play up except
that you might talk about the at-

tractive locations. Picturesque ranch
views, with the snow capped moun-
tains in the distance, and excellent

photography gives the film good
pictorial appeal. If Jack Hoxie is

popular with your folks you might
make special mention of his name
and tell them that he performs some
more daring rescues and escapes

in "The Back Trail". The custo-

mary trailer of action bits might
also serve to bring them back.

Direction Clifford Smith; fair

Author Walter J. Coburn

Scenario Isidore Bernstein

Cameraman Harry Neumann
Photography Very good

Locale West

Length 4.615 feet.

"The White Moth"
Producer: M. C. Levee.

Distributor: First National.
As a Whole. . . BIZARRE, LAVISH
AND WITH DOMINANT SEX
APPEAL. A LIKELY BOX OF-
FICE ATTRACTION ESPECI-
ALLY WHERE THEY WANT
A BIG SHOW FOR THEIR
MONEY.

Cast. .. .Barbara LaMarr does a lot

of vamping in a lot of new poses.

Not as good in this as in previous
pictures. Too much given to "mak-
ing faces", particularly in the great

quantity of close-ups. Conway
Tearle the usual lover.

Type of Story. .. .Dramatic romance.
"The White Moth" is the type of

entertainment that offers a long
thrill in the way of dazzling, bizarre

settings and a general atmosphere
of glamor that evidently cost no
small penny to provide. Maurice
Tourneur hasn't spared any effort

to make it a brilliant spectacle from
start to finish. A Persian theatri-

cal background with the vamping
Barbara working her hardest and
Conway Tearle, Charles de Roche
and Ben Lyon fit subjects for her
wiles, is the keynote of interest in

"The White Moth". The story rates

about zero both in substance and
development. It deals with the little

choir singer who becomes a famous
dancer in Paris, vamps the fiance

of a rich American girl and is in

turn vamped by his brother who
would save the engaged young man
from the dancer by marrying her
himself. There's a lot of nearly-

naughty business in the suppressed
longings of the poor moth when she
finds she is a "bartered bride". Na-
turally Teare cannot resist her
chams and eventually he admits he
loves her. Maurice Tourneur hasn't

stinted on display but some of his

efforts concentrated upon better

story development and less atten-

tion to unimportant, and at times
distasteful bits of business, would
have improved the plot. He has
also allowed Barbara LaMarr to

overact outrageously for long
stretches at a time.

Box Office Angle. .. .Lavish produc-
tion, Barbara LaMarr, Persian thea-
trical atmosphere and Conway
Tearle as the lover—these are high
lights that will make this a success-
ful box office number in the major-
ity of communities.

Exploitation. .. .You know best how
to tackle a picture of this kind.

Where you know a bizarre, spec-
tacular production will get them, go
after it from this angle. If Barbara
LaMarr is a drawing card in your
house boost her name and recall

her previous productions. Use stills

extensively and show a trailer, well
in advance, containing some of the

more elaborate settings, such as
the masque ball scene. Conway
Tearle's name can also be used in

your announcements.

Direction. .. .Maurice Tourneur; ele-

gant presentation.
Author Izola Forrester

Scenario .... Albert Shelby LeVino
Cameraman Arthur Todd
Photography Good
Locale Paris-New York
Length 6,500 feet.
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"A LOST LADY#
By WILLA GATHER

In the words of Zoe Akins, celebrated writer,
MA LOST

LADY is agraceful, fascinating, sad tale ofaman's dignity and a
lovely woman's stopping to folly*" John Farrar, editor of The
Bookman, calls it "*a character study of strength and beauty*

These two critics, famous in the world of fiction, have well

expressed the views which actuated Warner Bros, in selecting

"A LOST LADY" as one of its big TWENTY for the year 1924-

25. A character study ofstrength and beauty,invested with action,

intrigue and the ever popular touch of sex interest, give to "A
LOST LADY" everything that is desirable for a screen play.

Set in an atmosphere as individual and full of color as that

of the old manor-houses in Russian novels, this Warner "Classic"

unfolds an intensely interesting romance of the old West; not the

West of pioneer days, but of the railroad aristocracy that grew up
when the great transcontinental lines were being built across

the plains.

A whole epoch lives again in the group of people so wonder-

fully pictured in this story of an incorruptible man and the beau-

tiful woman who was his wife, and of the house in which their

moving drama took place. It's a powerful red-blooded story,

great in its appeal to all classes.

Save TWENTY Dates for the new Warner TWENTY
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Richard Talmadge in

"In Fast Company"
Producer : Carlos Productions.

Distributor: Truart—State Rights.

As a Whole. . . .STUNT STAR SUP-
PLIES ADMIRERS WITH
SOME NEW FAST AND FURI-
OUS ACTION. STORY INCI-
DENTAL. MOST IMPORTANT
OF ITSELF, BUT PROVIDES
THE RIGHT OPPORTUNI-
TIES.

Star Is kept pretty busy. Offers

great variety of action that includes

his usual thrilling rescues, escapes

and a prize fight that has laughs

as well as action.

Cast.... Mildred Harris attractive

lead. Nicely photographed and pret-

ty in close-ups. Gives star good

support. Sheldon Lewis typical

villain. Others Douglas Gerrard,

Snitz Edwards, Lydia Yeamans Ti-

tus, Jack Herrick, Charles Clary.

Type of Story Comedy stunt pic-

ture. A logical plot and substantial

situations are not really to be ex-

pected in these action pictures that

rely on a series of thrills and

breath-taking stunts to entertain,

"In Fast Company", by Alfred

Cohn, isn't important as far as the

actual plot is concerned but it af-

fords a long line-up of thoroughly
appropriate opportunities for Tal-

madge to "do his stuff" and he does

it well. It's one of those all-hero

things with the star knocking 'em

dead from start to finish. Not one

gets away from him. The film starts

off with the staging of a wild party

with which hero celebrates his ex-

pulsion from college. Then the ex-

citement commences. Hero's father

gives him a hundred dollar bill and
tells him not to come back until he

has made good at something. The
bill blows out of his hand, thus

providing a grand episode with Tal-

madge risking his neck in every

foot of film. Comes in rapid suc-

cession, a prize fight, several dar-

ing escapes from the villain's crew,

rescue of the girl, and auto dash

over the cliff, another rescue and
so on along the line until the usual

clinch and the announcement that

hero anl the girl had already been
married.

Box Office Angle Truart presents

a press sheet with some facts re-

garding Talmadge's stunts. These
should make interesting reading for

your folks and offer good advertis-

ing for his latest offering. You can
promise a fast and thrilling feature

in "In Fast Company". A trailer

of any of the star's thrillers should
also serve to bring them back.
Where you have been showing re-

cent Richard Talmadge features to

satisfaction, it shouldn't be difficult

to get this one over. If anything,
it's even faster than his previous
offerings.

Direction James W. Home; adequate.

Author Alfred A .Cohn

Scenario Garret Elsdon Fort

Cameraman Wm. Marshall

Photography All right

Locale California

Length 5,411 feet.

Charles Jones in

"Western Luck"
Fox

As a Whole JONES OFFERS
GOOD ACTION PICTURE
THAT WILL PLEASE HIS AD-
MIRERS AND THOSE WHO
DON'T TIRE OF SEEING HE-
ROES OUTWIT BANDS OF
VILLAINS IN GLORIOUS
FASHION.

Star. ... Is kept pretty busy playing
hero and saving the old ranch from
being taken over because the option
is about to expire and his old father
can't pay up. Gives star usual op-
portunities.

Cast Regulation types. Beatrice
Burnham, lead; not important. Oth-
ers Pat Hartigan, Tom Lingham,
J. Farrell McDonald. Edith Ren-
nick. Bruce Gordon.

Type of Story .... Western. There's
not much out of the ordinary in the
plot but as long as it supplies the
sort of action, stunts and thrills

that folks expect in a western, and
like, it doesn't matter very much
that "Western Luck" doesn't boast
of originality. It moves along at a

fast pace and there's continuous ac-
tion and thrills to keep the specta-
tor's interest alive. There isn't

much suspense and the few bits

that are injected really don't pro-
vide any hair-raising moments be-
cause they are too old. That old
timer, the hero-villain fight on the
cliff, is too familiar to cause much
excitement. The plot deals with
the separation of two boys in in-

fancy. One is reared by a ranch
owner while the other becomes a

no-account when the father finds

wealth. It happens that the no-
account becomes involved in a deal
to cheat the rancher out of his

property and at the same time
double-cross his father. How the
son, reared by the rancher, foils the
scheme makes up the action bits.

Naturally it develops into a fairly

exciting climax with brother fight-

ing against brother and the rela-

tionship finally becoming known
and a happy reunion following.

Box Office Angle. .. .Average west-
ern. You know best how you can
use it. Where they are satisfied

with a picture that gives them ac-
tion and thrills in the way of fast

riding, stunts, fights, rescues, etc.

You can figure this one to please
as well as any.

Exploitation. .. .You might play this

up by telling of the two brothers,
separated when babies, and fight-

ing against each other later on and
not knowing that they were broth-
ers. Show a trailer of the fire

scene in the opening reel and some
shots of Jones' rescue stunts. Use
the star's name prominently, prom-
ising them that he lives up to his

past performances and offers good
thrills for their pleasure. There
are no other names in the cast that

you can use to interest them.
Direction George Beranger; all

right.

Author Robert Lee
Scenario Robert Lee
Cameraman Joseph Brotherton
Photography Satisfactory

Locale The West
Length 5.020 feet

"Those Who Dance"
Producer: Thos. H. Ince.

Distributo)". First National.

As a Whole.. ..UP-TO-THE-MIN-
UTE, ABSORBING CROOK
MELODRAMA THAT GRIPS
FROM START TO FINISH.
HAS FINE PLOT, WELL
WORKED OUT AND WITH A
CLIMAX THAT HAS KNOCK-
OUT SUSPENSE.

Cast.... Made for the parts. Couldn't
be better suited to individual roles.

Bessie Love great as the "dizzy"
wife of the bootlegger, played es-

pecially well by Mathew Betz. Ro-
bert Agnew good as the innocent
country kid; Blanche Sweet con-
tributes excellent acting bit in latter

reels. Warner Baxter fine, particu-
larly in impersonation of notarious
crook. His makeup great. Others
unimportant.

Type of Story ... .Crook melodrama.
Thomas H. Ince may, or may not,

have intended his latest production
as an aid to prohibition enforce-
ment, but whether he did or not,

there's enough sound reasoning and
actual fact in George Kibbe Turn-
er's story to make a lot of folks sit

up and take notice. The plot deals
with one of the most popular in-

dustries of the time—bootlegging

—

and deals with it in such a way as
to be not only a mightly interesting
picture but also- a mighty powerful
warning. It puts forth some cold
facts regarding the illicit business
of peddling booze on the q. t, the
dangers incurred by the consumer,
and the risk of the distributor. Out-
side of containing a theme of world-
wide interest, "Those Who Dance",
is a genuinely absorbing crook
melodrama, has been splendidly de-
veloped and has enough tense mo-
ments to keep them on the edges
of the seats most of the time. A
few gruesome touches in the death
house are a bit too harrowing and
might be eliminated. Lambert Hill-

yer has used both his cast and his

story to great advantage. He hasn't
missed a chance to make the most
of either. His occasional comedy
relief is also very fine. A good
picture every way you take it.

Box Office Angle. . . .Should be a real

money-maker. Has unlimited possi-
bilities and should be really easy to
handle. Be sure to put this one
down on your list for an early date.

Exploitation. ... Maybe the prohibi-
tion enforcers won't like the man-
ner in which one of their members
is exposed as working in league
with the bootleggers but you can
fully rely on the unlimited coopera-
tion of all anti-liquor interests to

boost this picture. Have a showing
for clergymen and get their support.
Get local authorities to provide you
with the number of deaths in your
locality from wood alcohol poison-
ing and use the figures in your ad-
vertising. Get in back of this every
way you can. Business should be
good.

Direction Lambert Hillyer; excellent.

Author George Kibbe Turner
Scenario Arthur Statter

Cameraman Not credited

Photography Good
Locale N. Y.-N. J.

Length 7,312 feet.

"Daughters of Pleasure"
Producer: B. F. Zeldman

Distributor: Principal—State Rights
As a Whole... NOT ENTIRELY
NEW IN THEME BUT NICE-
LY HANDLED AND GIVEN
GOOD PRODUCTION; RUNS
TOO LONG FOR AMOUNT
OF MATERIAL IN STORY.

Cast Marie Prevost well suited
and capable as the "jazz daugh-
ter"; Monte Blue fulfills require-
ments out he's not quite the right
type for the role of the rounder.
Wilfred Lucas first rate as a mod-
ern father and fidythe Chapman
pleasing as the old fashioned mo-
ther. Clara Bow a cute flapper
vamp who hasn't much to do.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
While "Daughters of Pleasure" is

on the order of the "modern girl"
stories it differs from some of its
predecessors of a similar kind in
that it doesn't rely on cabaret
entertainment. A little of this, how-
ever, might have speeded up some
slow spots on the way where di-
rector Beaudine has lingered too
long on close-ups and long drawn
out sequences that tend to retard
the interest. But in spite of lack
of display "Daughters of Pleasure"
affords interesting material and
presents a not wholly new but still

engaging situation in connection
with sudden wealth. In this case
it is more the father than the
daughter who steps out when oil
on the old farm suddenly makes
him rich. His pleasures are mostly
confined to bestowing gifts on a
pretty flapper while his old fash-
ioned wife believes he is true to her.
When both daughter and wife learn
of the father's affair the girl de-
cides to run off with a rounder and
the mother plans to leave him. In-
stead a vesper service gives the girl
a change of heart, she marries and
mother and father make up and
arrive in time for the wedding.

Box Office Angle Should please.
Contains good production values,
first rate cast and up-to-date plot
that will make it interesting for the
average audience.

Exploitation You might stir up
added interest by talking of this as
a "modern father's" picture in con-
trast to the current rage on "mod-
ern girl" pictures. Use catchlines
such as "It isn't always the daugh-
ter who steps out. See 'Daughters
of Pleasure' and you'll find another
member of the family is giving
mother something to worry about."
The title will attract many and you
might show a trailer using the in-
troductory scenes contrasting the
dinner table before and after the
appearance of riches. Use stills of
Marie Prevost and mention her
name and Monte Blue's in your an-
nouncements.

Direction William Beaudine;
good but should have speeded story.

Author Caleb Proctor

Scenario Eve Unsell

Cameraman ....Charles Van Enger
Photography Good
Loca'e City

Length ' 6.000 feet
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Conditions Bad
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The continued rainy,

cold, unnatural weather of the past

few weeks has played havoc with box
office receipts. In Southern Illinois

to this is added the closing down of

the coal mines with no prospects of

things opening up until September or

October. Every day more theaters

are closing. In one county in Ken-
tucky 18 theaters have closed for in-

definite periods.

Among the houses closed recently

are: People's, Terre Haute, Ind.

;

Lannae, Worden, 111., two nights a

week; New Grand, Frankfort
Heights, III; Bijou, Scottsville, 111.;

Princess, Winfield, Mo.; Moonbeam,
Modesto, 111., and the Rex, Bevier,

Mo., is closing on Fridays and Sat-

urdays.

Jack Underwood of Enterprise is

back from a trip to Arkansas. He
reports that the cold, wet weather
has completely killtd cotton and the

planters will be forced to plant their

crops over again. Cotton is a big

factor in Arkansas.

Capitol in Church Squabble
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Vancouver, B. C.—The CapitO|l,

Ralph Ruffner manager, figured in a

lively church dispute recently, when
90 per cent of the congregation of

the Centennial Methodist Church at-

tended church service and Sunday
School in the theater rather than at-

tend the regular services. The trouble

arose when the British Columbia
Methodist Conference appointed a

successor to the pastor, Rev. Clem
Davies, against the wishes of the con-
gregation. The latter turned to

Manager Ruffner of the Capitol for

assistance and he placed the theater

at their disposal.

"The Chase"—Hammons—Educ'l

Get This Without Fail.

Type of production
2 reel special scenic

This is an outstanding short reel.

Don't miss it, and don't let the other
fellow get it. It was taken in the

Swiss Alps and has breath-taking
thrills as well as some of the most
exquisite shots of snow-covered
mountains ever seen. The champion
ski jumper is shown in the beginning
being presented with a silver cup. A
wager is made between him and the

rest of ski jumpers that he has beaten
that in a chase over the Alps lasting

from dawn to sundown he will be
caught. In other words, he will be
the fox, and the rest of them "the

pack". He is to scatter red paper to

act as a scent. The thrills are little

short of marvelous. The photography
is exquisite and altogether it is a won-
derful hot-weather picture. Get it

sure.

Many "Felix" Sales

The following sales have been made
on the new series of 24 "Felix", the

cat, cartoons: To Famous Players,

for all Canada; Masterpiece Attrac-

tions, for Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Washing-
ton; F. & R. Film, for Minnestota,
the Dakotas; Enterprise, for Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, the Carolinas, Ten-
nessee, Louisiana and Mississippi

Greater Features, for Washington,
Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Utah, Col-
orado, New Mexico and Wyoming;
Peerless Film, for California, Arizona
and Nevada. M. J. Winkler handles
the series.

"Grandpa's Girl"—Christie—Educ'l

Well-Produced and Moderately

Funny.

Type of production . . 2 reel comedy

Kathleen Clifford is the featured

player in this Christie Comedy. She
may be remembered by some of your
folks for her male impersonation work
in vaudeville. "Grandpa's Girl" gives

her an opportunity to do much the

same sort of work. Her grandpa is

going to Europe, so Kathleen gets

herself expelled from boarding school

so she can go with him, but he dis-

owns her, and advertises for a grand-
son. Kathleen applies and is hired.

But after a wild party in a cabaret

where she dances and flirts with the

old man, getting him into a fight, etc.,

he takes his grand daughter back
with open arms. This has a moderate
amount of laughs and is well-pro-

duced.

Changes in Kansas City Exchanges
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—Lew Nathanson, for-

merly of Selznick, is now selling for

Associated Exhibitors. R. H. Jones,
formerly with Universal, is booker
for the Blank Enterprises. J. Mor-
risy, formerly with Metro is with
F. B. O. E. A. Westcott has re-

signed as Educational salesman.

Film Salesmen Hold Ball

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany—The newly organized film

salesmen's club gave a ball at Hotel
Ten Eyck, recently which proved
highly successful.

"Young Oldfield"—Pathe

Well Directed.

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy

An excellent introduction is used in

this. Charlie Chase is seen winning
an International automobiie race in

which Barney Oldfield is an also-ran.

Oldfield is in it himself. Chase goes
over to him, pats him on the back and
gives him a cigar, telling him, "Don't
you care, Barney, You're a good
driver too." And then he wakes up
to find that he is a clerk in his moth-
er's drug-store and the mortgage is

due at twelve o'clock. His mother
goes to pay it but forgets the money
and Charlie borrows a racing car—

-

that he doesn't know how to drive

—

and proceeds, to get there. And he

does. The titles in this are worthy of

mention, and the entire comedy is the

hot Chase has made so far.

"The Iron Man"—Universal

Parisian and American Thriller.

Plenty of action.

Type of production .. 15 episode serial

"The Iron Man", a fifteen episode
serial, features Albertini, the foreign

daredevil who has appeared in several

European productions, and judging
from the first three episodes, he lives

up to his title of "Daredevil" very
well. He is cast as a reporter on a

Parisian newspaper and assigned to

solve the mystery of the disappear-
ance of the niece of a wealthy Ameri-
can motion picture magnate. Because
the Uncle has never seen his niece,

and because she has become heir to

a great deal of money, a band of
crooks kidnap the girl and substitute

Mimi, a dancer. This, briefly, is the

plot, but from the moment the picture

starts there is action. Fights, brawls
in underworld cafes, much haste,

chasing, escaping, capturing, explo-
sions, falls, etc., abound. There is al-

ways one thing or another happening.
Where you know your crowd likes

this sort of excitement, you should
have no trouble in pleasing them with
this. Play up Albertini. He really

does some good stunts. The support-
ing cast includes Lola Todd, as the
dancer, Margeret Morris as the niece,

Jack Dougherty, Jean DeBriac and
others.

"His New Mama"—Mack Sennett-

Pathe

Langdon Does Good Work.
Type of production . . 2 reel comedy

Harry Langdon succeeds in being
really funny especially in the first reel

of this. His facial expressions are
sure-fire laugh getters. Madeline Hur-
lock looks very well in this too, and
there is a good cast including in ad-
dition to the Sennett bathing girls,

Alice Day, Andy Clyde and Jack
Cooper. The early sequences, in

which Langdon comes down the
stairs in a nightshirt with a lighted

candle in his hand, to look for Santa
Claus are very funny, as is the se-

quence in which the old man chased
him out into the snow. Altogether, it

is an entertaining comedy.

Northwest Notes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Thomas Meighan was in

Seattle with his company en route
north, on location for "The Alaskan."
Manager Von Herberg managed to

squeeze in four personal appearances,
stealing the star from the Chamber
of Commerce, for that purpose. Big
crowds attended on short notice, mak-
ing splendid advance publicity for

the later showing of the picture.

Guy F. Navarre, former manager
of Fox here, and past president in

his second term, of the Northwest
Film Board of Trade, was tendered a

farewell dinner by that organization,
before his departure for the East.

He was presented with a gold charm
appropriately inscribed.

J. A. McGill, of the Liberty, Port
Orchard, Wash., has secured legisla-

tion through the city council estab-
lishing a $5 a day tax on all travel-

ing vaudeville and tent shows. This
has already deflected one show from
this community. Recently an exhib-
itor in Colville, Wash., where the tax
on such attractions is negligible,

closed for three weeks, rather than
try to compete with such a show.

Melba Theater Bldg. in Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—One of the notable real

estate deals closed in the past few
weeks, was the purchase of the Mel-
ba Theater building, Grand boule-
vard, from the Audrey Realty Co.,

by Fred Wehrenberg. The Melba
was built six years ago and is one
of the larger and most popular movie
palaces of the South Side, seating

1200 Wehrenberg has been operat-

ing under lease for several years and
plans extensive improvements. He
has plans for theaters on Grand boul-
evard at Meramec, and also at Bates
St. He owns the Cherokee.

Announce "D'Orr's Island Cast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Newton Highlands, Mass.—Gladys
Leslie, Effie Shannon, Burr Macin-
tosh, J. Barney Sherry, Adele Dore,
Alice Chapin, Dorothy Allen, Russell
Griffin, Paul Winchell and Raymond
Lowney, are included in the cast of
"The Pearl of D'Orr's Island", which
will be made by the Paul Whitcomb
Prod. Leon E. Dadmun will direct.

COMING SOON

ai>»
Dean

*%e Siren
of Seville
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The Weeks Headlines
Monday

Large local circuit heads to confer on ques-
tion of handling tax. Unanimity of action
anticipated.

Saunders and Grainger off for second Metro-
Cioldwyn sales convention in Chicago. To
attend Coast meeting.

Tuesday
J. D. Williams returns. Hugh Mcintosh

joins Ritz-Carlton. "Bioscope" report
credits Sabatini with writing Valentino
stories some of which will be made
abroad.

Iiinderup case resumed at Omaha. "Black-
list" charge again to the front.

J,. Gordon Edwards, back from abroad,
praises Brabin's work on "Ben Hur."

Wednesday
Survey made by THE FILM DAILY shows

exhibitors generally will refund admission.
Famous office closed in Tokio because of

boycott. No word from others. Howells
receives word to hold up shipments.

Committee appointed at Warner franchise
holder's Coast meeting to co-operate with
producers as to material desired by exhibit-
ors.

Thursday
Treasury Dept. rules certificates showing

destroyed tickets are necessary. Informa
tion relative to Admission Tax.

Regal becomes Metro-Goldwyn Canadian dis-

tributor.

Tacoma suburban exhibitors worried over
expansion of Jensen & Von Herberg.

Friday
No. Car. M. P. T. O. meeting, was, in ef-

fect, a meeting of the Allied exhibitor
group. W. A. Steffes elected president.
Mid-Winter meeting of Allied organiza-
tions planned in December at Charlotte.

Trans-Canada Theaters, Ltd., seek to have
theater deal with A. J. Small interests can-
celled.

M. P. T. O. directors submit financing
plan. Committees named.

Saturday
Production plans of Schulberg—(Preferred)

for coming season.
Binderup cross examination.
Hays office declares report issued by Chi-
cago ticket concern to exhibitors, as false.

Charles R. Rogers back from Coast. Cor-
inne Griffith to start "Wilderness" before
"Declasse."

Sennett Has Four at Work
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Mack Sennett has four
companies at work. Ben Turpin is

finishing up on his travesty on Romeo
and Juliet and will start immediately
on a burlesque on "Three Weeks".
Alice Day, Vernon Dent and Charlotte
Mineau appear in Ralph Graves' sec-

ond comedy for Sennett. The ninth
of the Harry Langdon series, being
directed by Harry Edwards, is under
way, while Billy Bevan,' Sid Smith,
Madeline Hurlock, Barbara Pierce
and Kalla - Pasha are in the cast of a

new sea comedy which Ralph Cedar
is directing.

Rosen's Next, "Lovers' Lane"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Having just completed
"Being Respectable", for the War-
ners, Phil Rosen is preparing his next,

"Lovers' Lane".

Harry Geyskens Resigns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Harry Geyskens, founder-
director of the Societe Anonyme des
Ceneinatographes-Harry, has resigned
because of ill health.

Returns to Coast

Frank Condon, scenario and fiction

writer, left yesterday for the Coast.

Ben Lyon in Town
Ben Lyon, who was in "The White

Moth," is here from the Coast.

Rogers Back
(Continued from Page 1)

ville" directed by Jerome Storm and
Hunt Stromberg is completed and
Miss Dean starts on her next, "The
Cafe in Cairo" about July 1.

Rogers also brought with him a
print of Renaud Hoffman's "Legend
of Hollywood" in which Percy Mar-
mont and Zazu Pitts are cast. Hoff-
man. will be recalled as the producer
of "Which Shall it Be?" which proved
somewhat of a sensation. Later the

title was changed.

Hagedorn and Backus in Partnership
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Charles R. Hagedorn, who
recently sold his Lyric theater, Mt.
Clemens, and Claude E. Backus, have
formed a partnership and have taken
over the Michigan rights to the

Dempsey-Firpo fight pictures. Of-
fices are located in the Favorite Ex-
change.

Logan, Love, Beery in Ray Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood — Jacqueline Logan,
Bessie Love, Wallace Beery, Lydia
Knott, Russell Powell and Adelbert
Knott, will appear in the cast of

'Dynamite Smith," Charles Ray's
first of the Thomas Ince productions
under the Pathe banner.

Exhibitor Candidate For Congress
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago—Mayor Walter A. Rosen-
field, mayor of Rock Island, and in-

terested in the Fort Armstrong and
other theaters in that city, has an-
nounced himself as a candidate for

Congress.

New Producing Plans
(Continued from Page 1)

also formerly of Preferred, who will

be in charge of the New York offices.

The first release under the new plan
will be "The Breath of Scandal",
which will be directed by Gasnier.
Others to follow: "The Boomer-
ange", "The Triflers", "White Man",
"When A Woman Reaches Forty",
"My Lady's Lips", "Frivolity", "The
Mansion of Aching Hearts".
Schulberg expects to add another

director shortly.

Long-Time Managers Rewarded
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—Thomas D. Moule, man-
ager of the Adams, Madison and
Capitol, and Mike Schoenherr, man-
ager of the Columbia, both with John
Kunsky for ten years, have received
a gift in appreciation of their faithful

services, in the nature of a trip to the
Coast, and in addition, $1,000 in cash.

Will Help Awaken Interest
Warren A. Newcombe, art director

for D. W. Griffith, is preparing an
article to awaken an interest in a bet-
ter theater to present pictures move-
ment. Newcombe contends that the
present theater harmonizes with the
presentation of burlesque and vaude-
ville.

Lloyd Starts His Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Harold Lloyd has
started work on his next, the pres-
ent title of which is "Hubby." Jo-
byna Ralston appears opposite.

Desberg in Accident
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—As the result of an ac-

cident Fred Desberg of the Ohio
theaters is laid up with a broken foot.

Mary Bradley Plans Trip

Mary Hastings Bradley, author of

the Pathe serial, "The Fortieth Door,"
sails for the Belgian Congo, June 28,

to hunt wild animals.

Change Title of Pathe Serial

The Pathe serial "The Golden Pan-
ther", now in production at the Fort
Lee studios, will be released as

"Wanted by the Police".

Nat Beier with Commonwealth
Nat Beier has just been appointed

Supervisor of Sales in New Jersey for

Commonwealth Film.

A Misapprehension
(Continued from Page 1)

be a penalty of $1,000 to all exhibit-
or's using old tickets after July 2.

Jack Connolly of the Hays organi-
zation says the Bureau will work out
a plan which will prevent theater
owner's from being embarassed when
the new tickets should be used.

Planning Johnson's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Emile Johnson, moth-
er of Emory Johnson, has practically
completed the story for the producer's
next. It is understood that it will

be along the lines of other Johnson
productions.

Novel Sennett Comedy
Mack Sennett has produced for

Pathe a novel comedy short reel, in

which a porpoise, sharks, swordfish
and tuna play the featured roles.

Special Showing
"A Self Made Failure," produced

by J. K. McDonald for First Na-
tional, was given a special showing
at the Plaza last night.

Booked for Indefinite Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"The King of Wild
Horses" has been booked for an in-

definite run at Miller's.

Caulfield Leaves
Harry Caulfield, who is making

commercial films, leaves today for

Los Angeles.

Binderup Case
(Continued from Page 1)

more than the number of towns for
which he contracted.
The line of defense is expected to

then take the tack that because
Binderup had exceeded his contracted
arrangements by "bicycling" in other
towns, that he was refused service
by various film concerns. The cross
•examination secured an' admission
from Binderup that he was able to
and had obtained service after the
dates which have been brought for-
ward at the time that he was refused
further service bv members of the
Omaha Film Board of Trade.
On the other hand, Binderup has

been successful in establishing that
various exchanges were cognizant
ors using old tickets after July 2.

pictures in whatever towns on his
circuit that he chose.

Attorneys for the defending film
companies cut down the damages for
which Binderup is suing to less than
half of the original amount of $724,000
in an attack on his valuations and
by forcing him to produce records.
Binderup also admitted on the
stand that he had practically been
running an exchange at Minden and
supplying theaters with film.

Merge Old Companies
The negatives produced by Pick-

ford Film Corp. and the Famous
Players-Mary Pickford Co., Inc.,

were equally divided between Miss
Pickford and Famous Players before
Miss Pickford's recent departure
abroad, as noted, and all of the stock
in both companies formerly held by
Miss Pickford, was transferred to
Famous Players. The latter, as the
simplest method of winding up all

affairs of the two corporations, has
merged both the Pickford Film and
the Famous Players-Pickford Co.

Liberty Enterprises Start

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Santa Rosa, Cal.—Liberty Enter-

prises has been organized to conduct
a chain in northern California. John
E. Triguerio, manager of the Strand,
is president of the new company,
which has been chartered with a cap-
ital of $50,000, and which operates
houses at Fort Bragg, Mendocino
City, Caspar, Albion, Elk and Point
Areno.

Tashman to the Coast

Lilyan Tashman leaves on Tuesday
for the Coast.

SPECIAL OFFER
GENUINE GERMAN FOTH BINOCULARS

BRAND NEW
6 Power 24 mm. with case $15.75

8 Power 27 mm. with case $19.50

Complete Stock of Motion Picture and Still Supplies on hand.

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

118 West 44th Street

New York City Bryant 6635
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie
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32 Pictures Reviewed In 16 Cities
"Arizona Express"—Fox
Reade's Hipp., Cleveland

NEWS—The whole thing is so improbable
you'll probably laugh aloud, but after you've
reen it you'll admit they packed every melo
dramatic trick catalogued under the name of

hokum into it. You might even admit you
cot a thrill

PLAIN DEALER—"The Arizona Ex-
press," now in the Hippodrome, is the wild-

est melodramatic nightmare we have seen

in two years of picture going. It fairly

froths at the mouth and tears its hair in

its anxiety to be going somewhere * * *.

"Bedroom Window"—F. P.-L.

Grauman's Metropolitan, Los Angeles
(Week Ending June 7)

EXAMINER—At Grauman's Metropoli-

tan this week is a regular deep-dyed mystery
yarn, "The Bedroom Window." There's a

murder, and half a dozen suspects, and you'll

be as absorbed in ravelling the tangle as

are the characters in the picture.

EXPRESS—This William de Mille picture,

which is mildly amusing and rather inter-

estingly created on the screen, is Ethel
Wales' own, by reason of the eccentric char-

acter she conceives so adroitly in Matilda
Jones, writer.

RECORD—Two things make "The Bed-
room Window" "different" among mystery
stories

:

1—The person you suspect in the first reel

actually turns out to be the guilty man.
2—The detective is a nice old maid author-

TIMES—William of the house of De
Mille seems to be tired of trying to give

the world delicate phantasy, whimsy and the

rest, so he has dropped into the dime novel

class.

Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—"The Bedroom

Window" is in reality a mystery play, but
differs in that it becomes more of a comedy
after the introduction and keeps its secret

to the very end, where an entirely unexpected
climax is unraveled.
POST DISPATCH—It has the merit of

keeping the spectator guessing almost to the

last, except when he feels sure that the mur-
der with which the scenario opens will be

blamed on the private secretary of the slain

man—an eventuality that does not transpire.

STAR—Here is a cleverly contrived crime
story, told with due regard for probability,

suspense and climax, and lightened by de-

lightful humor.

"Between Friends"—Vitagraph
Merrill, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—Lou Tellegen does some of

the best work we have seen from him in a

long, long time as the sculptor. Anna Q.
Nilsson performs capably * * *

Tivoli, Washington
STAR— Besides its interest as a drama,

"Between Friends," the film version of Rob-
ert W. Chambers' novel of studio life in

New York, is a demonstration of the won-
ders that modern photography can perform.

"Boy of Flanders"—Metro-Goldwyn
Capitol, Cincinnati

POST- -The story is hardly of sufficient in-

terest to hold an adult's attention. It seems
a mistake to put so much of a burden on
the shoulders of a child, and we believe that

Tackie would be more of a success if he
were used to supplement the finished actors.

TRIBUNE—It is such a splendid story for
the films and so suited to the talents of

Tackie that it is surprising that it wasn't
thought of sooner.

Wisconsin, Milwaukee
SENTINEL—Jackie Coogan will wrap him-

self right around your heart in "A Boy of

Flanders," which is essentially the type of

picture best suited to his wistful pathos and
ccmic abilities.

"Boy of Mine"—1st Nat'l

Loew's State, Los Angeles
(Week Ending June 7)

EXAMINER—As a story, as a picture
and from the viewpoint of cast, "Boy of

Mine," over at Loew's State is a worthy

film, with a fine blending of comedy and
pathos, and possessed, all in all, of excel-
lent entertainment <|uahties.
EXPRESS— It is as full of human appeal

as Los Angeles is of real estate salesmen,
and it would take a pretty flint-hearted in-
dividual not to feel a tug at the heart-
strings * * *.

HERALD—' * * as fine and dignified a
picture, carrying as much dramatic intensity,
for all its lack of sex equation, as has been
seen around here in a long, long time.
RECORD—But I do know that "Boy of

Mine" is an honest-to-goodness simple, real
story—first in a long time.
TIMES—Those much abused words, "hu-

man interest" and "heart appeal," may be
regarded as shining clearly once again.

"Breaking Point"—F. P.-L.
Ohio, Indianapolis

NEWS—The film is fair enough entertain-
ment for routine stuff. Matt Moore, as the
hero, is as likeable as always and as good an
actor. Nita Naldi, as Patsy Ruth Miller and
George Fawcett are in the cast.

STAR—Herbert Brenon, who knows his
business as few othe rdirectors in the films,

has done an excellent job in transferring Mrs.
Rinehart's best seller to the celluloid.

"Code of the Sea"—Famous
McVickers, Chicago

POST—"The Code of the Sea" leaves you
feeling drenched and gasping for breath. It

gives you all the thrills of a shipwreck, minus
the anxiety that you may not weather the
storm.
TRIBUNE—KIND—Sea-faring drama.
CLASS: Second.
ACTING: Splendid.
PHOTOGRAPHY: All right.

DIRECTION: Commendable.
STORY: A fairly interesting one.

Colonial, Indianapolis
NEWS—The best part of the picture is the

last half, where there is plenty of excitement
and incident. The rescue of the imperiled
passengers by means of the breeches buoy is

one of the high spots of the climax, quite
making one sit up and take notice.

STAR—"Code of the Sea", * * * is a
stirring picture of perils and rescues, of heroes
and cowards, of a man's fight against an
inherent cowardice * * *

Strand, Omaha
BEE— It's dramatic romance, with emphasis

on the drama part. Audiences that like action
will find plenty in "Code of the Sea."
WORLD-HERALD—If you are looking for

action you'll find it in Paramount's picture,

"Code of the Sea."

Granada, San Francisco
(Week Ending June 7)

BULLETIN—The chief ingredients of the
picture are slashing action and intense drama-
tic situations.

CALL & POST—It is enacted by a great
cast, has a most appealing story with plenty
of heart interest, and an occasional laugh
plus the distinct novelty in that practically

every scene is an exterior, many of which were
"shot" just outside our own Golden Gate.
CHRONICLE—The picture is all sea with

only one or two bits on shore. One gets a

very good idea of things on the water, and
there is a fine stretch of live-saving with
rockets and breeches buoy.
EXAMINER—The plot drags considerably

at the beginning while it is getting up "steam",
but then the story moves along merrily to its

climax * * *

Palace, Washington
HERALD— * * * a rip-roaring acting pic-

ture with high romantic overtones that

hrings to the screen some of the most awe-
inspiring and overwhelming glimpses of the

ocean on a rampage ever confined to the

celluloid.

STAR—"The Code of the Sea," to be seen

at Loew's Palace this week, brings to the

screen one of the best sea melodramas in

some time.

TIMES—Frankly the picture didn't en-

thuse us. Its lashing waves had lost their

punch, but we were interested. In all jus-

tice to the picture and this reviewer, it is

good and no more, but that is worth your
while and change.

HERALD -Directed by Victor Fleming,
"Code of the Sea" should prove one of the
most interesting films of the current season.

JOURNAL- The cast is excellent, the di-
rection very good, the sea shots (or if you
prefer tank shots) thrilling.

NEWS—If it's action the photoplay fan
wants, there is plenty of it in the feature
attraction "Code of the Sea" at the Granada
Theater this week.

"Cytherea"—First Nat'l
Allen, Cleveland

NEWS—* * * "Cytherea" has been made
into an unusually fine picture and unless I

am wrong it will be one of the most discussed
films of the year.

PLAIN DEALER—* * * the picture is

an intelligent and entertaining "domestic
drama"—for the adult patron.

TIMES—The picture is well done on the
whole, but it falls short of the book in many
respects. A moralistic trend is brought in

which weakens the written work, but which
does bring the screen version to the expected
happy and virtuous ending, not found in the
novel.

Grand Central, St. Louis
GLOBE DEMOCRAT—Pictorially, it is a

gorgeous picture, with some Cuban scenes,

done in natural color, attaining the pinnacle of

screen beauty.

STAR—* * * leaves one with the impression
of having seen real human beings in moments
of domestic stress, not the conventional stuffed

shirts so often paraded in the movies.

TIMES—Nothing new in the picture, and
little that is healthy. It certainly was not
made with the idea of raising the moral stand-
ard of photoplays.

"Dawn of a Tomorrow"—F. P.-L.
Garden, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—A Cinderella story, liberally
sugared, is this adaptation of the Frances
Hadgson Burnett story and play. If you
don't get stuck in the glucose, you may derive
a reasonable amount of entertainment from
the film.

SENTINEL—A super dose of optimism is

presented in "The Dawn of a Tomorrow",
* * * which out-Pollyanna Pollyanna when it

comes to rising smiling and cheerful from
rather wretched circumstances.

"Galloping Fish"—1st Nat'l
Rialto, Los Angeles
(Week Ending June 7)

EXAMINER—-The production makes no
claim to psychological or metaphysical import.
It is built for laughing purposes only and
caters with great success to the risibilities.

HERALD—One laugh gallops right after
nnother in a continuous side-splitting proces-
sion in "The Galloping Fish," * * *

RECORD—* * * I highly approve of the
whole ridiculous picture—only it might have
been so much more ridiculous.

TIMES—* * * ranks high among the humor-
mis pictures of the year, and is entertaining
generally. In other words, you will enjoy it

a great deal if you don't expect too much,
and you will get plenty of laughs even if

you do.

Strand, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—Thomas Tnce's latest screen

vehicle, "Galloping Fish," * * * is refresh-

ing and diverting.

"Guilty One"—F. P.-L.

Columbia, Washington
HERALD—One of this season's most pow-

erful and fascinating mystery-dramas * * *.

POST—All of the thrills of the old-fash-

ioned mvstery play are given * * * in "The
Guilty One," with Agnes Ayres as star.

STAR—The thrills of a new mystery melo-
drama are found in the picture shown at

Loew's Columbia this week, under the title,

"The Guilty One."

TIMES—* * * the story drags until the

introduction of the murder mystery, during
which the interest is well sustained and is

carried through to a dramatic climax.

"Happiness"—Metro
California, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Tune 7)

EXAMINER—"Happiness" at the Cali-

fornia this week is all that the name implies.

EXPRESS—Miss Taylor does not main-
tain the excellent standard set in her cine-

matic debut. In "Peg o' My Heart'' she
registered about 100 per cent. However, hrr
present slump in virtuosity is not her fault,

because in "Happiness" she is handicapped
by a hopelessly saccharine vehicle.

HERALD—Laurette Taylor, the winsome,
brings a whole carload of charm, humor and
good acting to the California theater this

week in "Happiness," a picturization of the

great play success written by her husband,
Hartley Manners.
RECORD—Everyone knows Laurette Tay-

lor in "Peg o' My Heart," and loved her in

the role.

"Happiness," * * * is of the same pat-

tern, and with the same star.

TIMES—Laurette Taylor * * * has done
it again, has established herself firmly as one
of the greatest personalities of the screen in

"Happiness," which charmed and delighted

us through and through yesterday.

"King of Wild Horses"—Pathe
Apollo, Indianapolis

NEWS—"The King of Wild Horses," at

the Apollo this week, has a magnificent horse

as its star, in addition, which actually has the

center of the stage and keeps it.

STAR—The picture is well directed, the

scenes are interesting and beautiful.

"Law Forbids"—Universal
Clune's Broadway, Los Angeles

(Week Ending June 7)
EXAMINER—Thematically, it's old, old

stuff. But the child actress is used in plaus-

ible enough situations and succeeds in being
cute throughout three-fifths of the film foot-

age.

EXPRESS—For a story of the "papa loves

mama" pattern, those concerned with the

making of the film production deserve praise

for fashioning new interest.

RECORD—Again it has been proved that

no matter how hackneyed a plot may be,

goot acting can carry the play. * * * Baby
Peggy, the diminutive star, the child of the

parents who have agreed to disagree, is

charming in her comedy bits.

"Lilies of the Field"—1st Nat'l

Eastman, Rochester
DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE—* * *

there is little reason to wax contentious over

such a production as "Lilies of the Field";

it is too ridiculously vapid for the dignity

of argument. Meanwhile it is a very lovely

optical anodyne even if it is intellectually

negligible and morally flabby.

HERALD—This array of screen person-

ages, none of them among the lesser radi-

ances of filmdom, coupled with some good
lighting and, here and there some good pho-
tography, forms an excellent gloss for the

rather insipid story of the play. In short

this drama is well cast and well directed.

JOURNAL & POST EXPRESS—The
story is told in a straight-forward way for

the most part and is acted extremely well

by Corinne Griffith—who is so beautiful you
watch her almost breathlessly—and by Con-
way Tearle and their associates.

T IMF.S-UNION-^The play is over-staged,

the private homes being palaces and the

apartment a mansion, while all the women
dress like Parisian mannequins. * * In its

present form its interest is maintained,

though the climax might be stronger.

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE

New York's Newest »nJ Foremost

Costume Kentil Organization

BROOKS
,l*»3 W40'^ST.N.Y. C.
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"Love Master'"—1st Nat'l
Karlton, Philadelphia

BI'I.I.ETIN—"The Love Master," * * *

i> one of tho^e intense human interest films

which cannot help hut win favor.
PCBLTC LEDGER (Evening)—Strongheart

well portrays varied emotions. Ferocity, deep
devotion, playfulness, the part of a perfect
lover all are shown faithfully. And the dog
hero has a hig advantage over his human
co-stars in his so-evident sincerity and natural-
ness.

"Marriage Cheat"—First Nat'l
Madison, Detroit

FREE TRESS—"The Marriage Cheat,"
the picture which is being shown at the
Madison theater this week, combines thrills,

intrigue and romance.

Metropolitan, Washington
HERALD—Combining the daring of

"Rain," the dramatic forcefulness of "The
Ten Commandments" and the charm of Tul-
ly's "The Bird of Paradise," * * * offers

something for every amusement taste.

POST—Thrill after thrill fills "The Mar-
riage Cheat," * * For dramatic forcefulness
it compares with "The Ten Commandments"
and for daring with "Rain."
STAR— It presents many refreshingly hu-

man bits of characterization as well as
smoothly unified action, logical rising to the
climax with several big crises en route.
TIMES—"The Marriage Cheat" is the real

stuff. It was filmed m Tahiti, where the
swishing of grass dresses accompanies the
melodious tootling of reed flutes—where
tropical rains lash cruelly the grass huts
and make a fine background for scenes
of strong emotion * * *.

EXAMINER—"Men" is by no means a
conventional drama. I'ola Negri seems to
realize this and rises to heights that she
has not yet achieved in her American-made
pictures.
HERALI)--Good as was "Shadows of

Paris" and the other American made Negri
pictures, they somewhat fade compared with
"Men."
JOURNAL—Miss Negri falls with gusto

into a vivid picture of low life by the dock-
side. Drudgery, frowsy company, coarse-
grained sailor-folk, the life of the gutter,
fill the canvas.
NEWS—The plot of the story is strong.

The captivating and temperamental little ac-
tress is equal to everything necessary for

her to do and she makes the offering her
masterpiece.

"Marriage Circle"—Warner Bros.
Rialto, Omaha

BEE—Straight farce upon a screen has
been and is one of the difficult things. If
you like it—and who doesn't—don't miss
seeing "The Marriage Circle."
NEWS—Old fogies who insist the screen

is just a poor imitation of the stage should
take stop-watches. First two and a half
minutes are without a subtitle, and nearly
ten minutes of the best dramatic action at

the climax also takes place without intrud-
ing words
WORLD-HERALD-Take a tip from us

and see this production. It is one of the
finest comedies we have ever seen filled with
the newest ideas on direction.

"Men"—F. P.-L.
Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—"Men" * * * brings ex-
otic Pola Negri to the screen again in per-
haps the best thing she has done since she
flashed on the American film world in "Pas-
sion," which resulted in her desertion of
Europe.

Piccadilly, Rochester
DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE—* * *

the story content of the play fully justifies

the title; that the theme is most decidedly
a sophisticated one, though in no way
offensive or vulgar in the manner of its

presentation, * * *.

HERALD—Miss Negri has recovered from
that slump in her acting which has, of late,

been so apparent, and is again giving evi-

dence of a fine technique and long training.
JOURNAL & POST EXPRESS—Buch-

owetzki is one of the European directors
who display subtlety, finesse and a skill in
the elimination of extraneous detail which
few Americans have mastered. In this
respect, "Men" is admirable
TIMES-UNION—* * * it is cleverly di-

rected and photographed and even the minor
roles are sketched with clean-cut strokes.

California, San Francisco
(Week Ending June 7)

HL;LLETIN— It is a much better picture
than the last shown here starring Miss Ne-
gri, but it is not her best picture by any
means.

CALL & POST—* * • Pola Negri has
found a vehicle which gives full scope to
her peculiar dramatic ability, as evidenced
in her European successes, particularly
"Passion," and which compares favorably
with those successes.

CHRONICLE—She does some things very
splendidly indeed ; she wears her clothes
well ; she uses her fine eyes with consum-
mate kowledge of their power and occasion-
ally she gives the impression of suffering,
but not often.

"Mile. Midnight"—Metro-Go'dwyn
Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—The story itself holds more
interest than the usual picture in which
Miss Murray appears. The plot is laid in

Mexico ad is filled nwith bandits, revolu-
tions and fights.

INQUIRER—In spite of the obvious con-
clusion of the picture, the plot holds inter-

est to the end and ha sseveral thrilling

incidents.

NORTH AMERICAN—Miss Murray has
ample opportunity to display her entire bag
of tricks, altho it seems rather a pity that,

as the heroine in the Mexican story, she
has to wear a black wig. She always looks
best in the blonde variety.
PURLIC LEDGER— It affords the tem-

peramental star an opportunity to be tem-
peramental and wear fine clothes and dance
Spanish dances and protect her honor from
the villain and rescue her lover from death.

"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model"—
Metro-Goldwyn

Strand, Cincinnati

POST—It's wild melodrama and so wild
it becomes funny. * * * As an example of
what we have left behind us, we are glad
to know it, but let us hope no more old-
timers will be dug up.
TRIBUNE— It is one of the most distinc-

tive offerings in months. Here is one of
those good old-fashioned melodramas that
has been brought to the screen with some-
thing of its original charm still clinging
to it.

Garrick, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—The stage story has been

transferred to the screen with all its fascinat-
ing thrills.

"Perfect Flapper"—1st Nat'l
Chicago, Chicago

TRIBUNE—The photoplay has its truths,
its moral, its merry moments, and its sad
ones. Certainly it does give one a different
line on why some things are.

"Rejected Woman"—Metro-Goldwyn
Rialto, Washington

HERALD—Alma Rubens and Conrad Na-
gel appear together as stars for the first

time in "The Rejected Woman," * * * and
both are to be congratulated on their superb
performances in John Lynch's powerful dra-
ma of modern-day life.

POST—With underlying seriousness of
motive, with many truly emotional scenes,
the producers have nevertheless managed to
invest the production with all the gayety and
beauty of modern life.

STAR—"The Rejected Woman" is one of
those triangle stories with a happy ending.
The photography is excellent.
TIMES—Miss Rubens makes of Diane Du-

Prez a strong character. Conrad Nagel has
had few superior roles or played them better.

"Secrets"—1st Nat'l
Imperial, San Francisco

(Week Ending June 7)
RLTLLETIN—Norma Talmadge never ap-

peared in a better picture than "Secrets."
In many ways the picture is her best.

_
CALL & POST—* * * the advance no-

tices were no mere vaporings either as to
the artistic or box office success of "Se-
crets" * * *.

EXAMINER—"Secrets" is, in itself, a
most entertaining story, but its chief value
to the star and to the audience lies in the
varied roles that it offers Miss Talmadge's
genius.

JOURNAL—A beautiful story, beautifully
filmed. Artistic endeaxor in its finest sense
blooms from every scene in the screen ver-
sion of "Secrets" * * *.

NEWS— Norma Talmadge has been grow-
ing steadily in artistic stature, and in her
latest picture, "Secrets," * * * she does the
best work of her career.

"Sherlock, Jr."—Metro-Goldwyn
New, Baltimore

SUN (EVENING)—This comedy has
some of the funniest gags ever perpetrated
by the frozen-faced comedian.

Delmonte, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT-* * * audiences

* * * were kept in a continuous roar of
laughter by Buster Keaton in his newest
full-length comedy, "Sherlock, Jr." * * *

POSTDISPATCH—With tempo a little

slower than usual, but with many subtle
twists of humor and several novel "stunts,"
Buster Keaton keeps well up to his stand-
ard as a comedy producer and star with
"Sherlock, Tr." * * *

STAR—"Sherlock. Jr.," with Buster Kea-
ton at the Delmonte is as funny as one can
wish.

"Three Weeks"—Metro-Goldwyn
Stanton, Philadelphia

INQUIRER—The "spiciness' that makes
"Three Weeks" a best-seller, must necessarily
be deleted from the picture and there is

little left except a meaningless and stupid
affair which ends in a double murder, with
the Queen rinding rest "with the cold steel
with Paul giving the tears."
NORTH AMERICAN—All the flavor that

made Elinor Glyn's story of "Three Weeks'
a sensation in its day has been retained in

the screen version, now on view at the Stan-
ton.

"Three Miles Out"—Asso. Exhibitors
Kings, St. Louis

GLOBE- DEMOCRAT— "Three Miles
Out" is a comedy drama and it had the
audience laughing heartily one moment and
tremendously thrilled the next.
POST-DISPATCH—This is a swift-mov-

ing film in which are crowded melodrama,
humor and some startling stunts of the type
usually found in serial thrillers.

STAR— * * * illustrates that the plot is

not the important part of a motion picture.
With Madge Kennedy and Harrison Ford in

congenial roles, the preposterous story af-

fords plenty of entertainment.
TIMES—Thrills that make the cold chills

race up and down the spine run throughout
the picture, which discloses to some extent
the methods used by rum runners along the
coast.

"$20 A Week"—Selznick
Metropolitan, Baltimore

POST—It is a typical George Arliss story
and production and shows that actor up in

the best possible light.

"Unknown Purple"—Truart
Sun, Omaha

BEE—Well balanced throughout, beauti-
fully staged and with some of the finest
lighting effects ever achieved, "The LInknown
Purple," * * * is an absorbing adaptation
of the stage play of that same title.

WORLD-HERALD-You are going to be
greatly pleased with Henry B. Walthall

*. It is by far the best thing he has
made since those early Griffith days when he
undeniably was considered the greatest male
star.

"Unseeing Eyes"—Metro-Goldwyn
Fox, Philadelphia

BLTLLETIN—Barrymore gives an excel-
lent account of himself in this story of the
Canadian Rockies, where the picture was
filmed amid the kind of storm scenes only
available there.

INQUIRER—A thrilling melodrama, of
the Canadian Northwest variety this time, is

enfolded in "Unseeing Eyes * * *.

NORTH AMERICAN—Mr. Barrymore
gets happily away from pretty poses as the
hero. Seena Owen makes an attractive but
insipid heroine. * * *

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—Mr.
Barrymore and Miss Owen are up to their
standard in the thrills, and the setting allows
some particularly fine photography of mid-
winter scenes in a wild and scenic country.
Its an interesting picture—one that could
be enjoyed on a hot June day.

"Untamed Youth"—F. B. O.
Fay's, Philadelphia

INQUIRER— It is a screen adaptation of
the stage play "Born of the Cyclone" and
is replete with exciting incidents.

"When a Man's a Man"—First Nat'l
Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE—The play
is well photographed, some of the natural
settings being of exceptional beauty ; the
continuity and titling i.re satisfactory, and
the members of the supporting cast are all

equal to the rather limited tasks set for
them.

HERALD—* * * "When a Man's a
Man," despite its authorship, is a most en-

tertaining motion picture of the regular
shooting, hanging, rough riding type.

JOURNAL & POST EXPRESS—The
picture seems to lack that vital "punch"
which can make a western picture, con-
structed of no matter how hackneyed ma-
terial, exciting. Some of the scenery', how-
ever, is delightful.

TIMES-UNION—The story is perfectly
obvious western melodrama, with an effem-
inate eastern professor, played by Arthur
Hoyt, thrown in for comedy, but the pic-

ture is, nevertheless, worth seeing for the
breath of fresh air which it carries with it.

AT YOUR SERVICE

rkGGERs
PHOTOENGRAVING

250 WEST 5412 ST.
JUST WEST OF BROADWAY. N.Y.

ART WORK,MAT5,STEREOS,ELECTROS.
PHONES, ClPCLE — 2450-1-2.
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Photographic quality has a definite box-office

value—your audiences appreciate it-

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

With its wide latitude and long scale East-

man Positive Film reproduces every gradation

of tone from highest light to deepest shadow

that the skill of the photographer has secured

in the negative—it carries quality from

studio to screen.

Look for "Eastman" and "Kodak'' in black

letters in the film margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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STARTING
By DANNY

"Jo matter how small. If it's

riht. And you handle it prop-

fcy. You get somewhere. It's

aong way from the 14th St.

'fckelodeons to the State thea-

t<s. Which dot this country.

Yt Loew started in the Nickel-

O'jons. And Zukor's start was
fr from what Famous is today.

S those of you. Who would
nt consider the M. P. Direct-

or' Asso. seriously. Might
t'nk again.

'hil Rosen, whose name appears as

d;ctor for "Abraham Lincoln"

—

a I that's some picture; is president.

Oers interested are Roy Clements,

i rcuce Badger, Joe DeGrasse, Billy

Biudine and a lot more. Have or-

giized. And will produce 16 to 18

fitures. Of which the chief output

v\ be $100,000 negative cost prod-

u. And two for double that.

jrand-Asher have the distributing

aangements in hand. Sam Grand is

aiut ready to get the low down on

t- product—from the exchange
i n's point of view. Selling 15 in a

|ck.

Many of the directors inter-

ested are well known. Others

in the MPDA—which will add

to the personnel if the idea is

successful—include some of the

very best men in the bus'ness.

If the idea works out and de-

velops, look for something to

happen.

The idea of banding a lot of di-

ctors together isn't new. It was
oached several years ago at one of

e MPTO national conventions.

bis group of directors was to make
e pictures which were to rid the

lall exhibitors of block booking and
her "existing evils" But like many
her ideas this one didn't work. And
seemed as if the plan was to be

>andoned. But Sam Grand and
arry Asher have revived it. And a

t of people will watch. And eag-

> ly wait. For the result.

If this move can be properly fin-

iced—Grand says it can and will be,

id at present is—and if the pictures

-oduced are sufficiently valuable to

nd a place, there is no reason why
ich an idea cannot be developed in a

laterial and important way.

By the way the Directors'

issue out next Saturday, prom-
(Continued on Page 2)

Reports Profits for First Quarter

The Famous Players-Lasky Corp
in its consolidated statement, which

also includes the earnings of subsi

diary companies, reports that for the

three months ending March 29, 192^'

net operating profits of $803,072.07

after having deducted all charges ant'

reserves for Federal income and other

taxes-

After allowing for payments of

dividends on the pcrferred stock, the

above earnings amount to $2.71 pet

share on the common stock outstand

ing.for the quarter.

Inter-Ocean in Two Deals

Inter-Ocean has closed a deal with

C. B. C, whereby the former will

handle the foreign distribution of all

C. B. C product. fnter-Ocean and

British & Continental have c'osed

with Banner for the foreign distrih

ution of four pictures, Inter-Ocean

to handle physical distribution.

Bradbury Joins Independent

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—A contract has been

closed by Independent Pictures with

Robert North Bradbury to direct

Franklyn Farnum in the second ser-

ies of Westerns. Jesse Goldburg,

president of Independent, has just

arrived.

Application Withdrawn

The application by Pyramid Pic-

tures for permission to issue $1,000.-

000 in debenture bonds, which came
before Justice Tierney on a plea for

t. modification of the injunction grant-

ed to the Attorney-General last sum-
mer, restraining Pyramid from selling

any more of its securities, has been

withdrawn. The corporation intend-

ed to exchange $750,000 in deben-

tures for unit certificates held by its

investors,, and stated that with the

other $250,000, it would be able to

•?et back on its feet.

Taylor in Deal With Steiner

The John H. Taylor Film Corp..

has acquired the following Wm
Steiner productions for foreign dis-

tribution: The new series of Charles

Hutchison society melodramas, the

•lew Pete Morrison Western series,

ihe Leo Maloney Westerns, and 20

Neal Hart productions.

To Elect Directors

Inasmuch as a quorum was not

present at the meeting of the mem-
bers of the M. P. P. D. A., called oi:

March 31, a meeting has been called

for Monday at which the election of

directors for the ensuing year will

take place.

Sees Big Year Ahead
St-re" Says Business is Much Bet-

t-r Than Last Year, and Consid-

erable Than Two Years Ago

According to reports submitted by

the various branch managers of

Pathe, the business of that organiza-

tion has increased tremendously dur-

ing the past year.

"Pathe's business and collections

during the first five months of this

year were greater by a considerable

margin than during the like period of

1923," said J. E. Storey, general sales

manager. "Our business is holding

in gratifying volume, with no indica

tion yet of slowing down during the

summer period. At this season there

is always a lessening of productive

activity in general, yet it is not as

pronounced now as it was a year ago.

"It is of course impossible to make

a comparison of business conditions

by states because of the fact that such

conditions are governed by the great

diversity of activities, the difference

(Continued on Page 2)

Theaters for Children

European Conditions
Louis Auerbach Thinks More Big

Theaters Essential—The Ger-
man and Russian Situation

"The film industry in Europe today
is in a most precarious position. The
chief reason for this is that there

have not been new theaters built with

the exception of two now being erect-

ed in England, one belonging to Fa-

mous Players, the other to At Woods
nnd Ben Blumenthal."

This is the belief of Louis Auer-

bach of Export and Import, just back

from the other side. "Unless new
theaters are built throughout the con-

tinent of Europe, ' says Auerbach,

the industry cannot hope either to

obtain the prices which they expect

nor can there be a healthy business.

There isn't a question of a doubt in

my mind but that the opportunity is

excellent for the erection of large

theaters in all of the large cities in

Europe is most essential for the suc-

cess of our business. The seating ca-

pacity of the present theaters is so

small that it is impossible today to

get sufficient money for the exhibi-

tion of pictures.

England
"The outstanding difficulty in Eng-

'and today is the great competition

between big producers—American
producers chiefly—in the distribution

of their pictures. Prices which they

expect are ridiculous. The prices

which they ask are more ridiculous.
(Continued on Paqc 2)

Sol

Screen to Contribute

The Screen Advertisers Ass'n will

Lesser Launches Movement to present a composite picture of Ameri-
Establish Children's Theater in

Large Cities

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—In order that the chil-

dren of the world shall be given the

chance to witness films suitable to

their minds from an educational,

moral and entertainment standpoint,

Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pic-

tures, has launched a move for the

establishing in every large city in the

United States Canada, and England,

of a children's theater. The theaters

will be devoted entiiely to the young-

er generation and the entertainment

selected will cater exclusively to the

mind of the child.

According to Lesser, he will have

the cooperation of Child We'fare

leagues throughout the country as

well as the Parent-Teachers associ-

ations. Judge Ben Lindsay, known as

the greatest juvenile jurist in the

country, will also help.

(Continued on Page 7)

can industry, to the convention of the

Asso. Advertising Clubs of the World,

to be held in London soon. The
British screen will have a similar reel,

showing English industries. The
American delegation will be headed

by Maurice Caplan. president of the

Metropolitan M. P. Co., Detroit.

The Binderup Case
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—Saturday morning, in spe-

c
:

al session, attorneys for the defense

sought to bring out rebuttal evidence

against Binderup's affidavits that each

of the branch managers acting on the

Omaha Board of Trade was doing so

with the full knowledge of his home
office.

Allied Group Here; Leaves for Home
W. A. Steffes of Minnesota, Col-

H. A. Cole of Texas, and A. A. Kap-

lan of Minnesota left here for home
Saturday, having come to New York
from the North Carolina M. P. T. O.

convention at Morehead City.
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(Continued from Page 1)

ises much. It looks like the

best ever issued. Many nota-

bles contribute. Many excel-

lent ideas discussed. Some-
thing utorth using 365 days a

year. The list of contribu-

tors looks like the Who's Who
in directorial circles of the in-

dustry.

European Conditions
(Continued f

The pictures are being rented for $10
which should bring $100. When this

cut-throat policy is stopped pictures
will again bring the prices that they
should.

"In France, on account of conditions
of theaters- business is practically in

"status quo," and nothing of any im-
portance transpires there.

Cohen Resigns From Goldwyn
Charles Cohen, special sales rep-

resentative in the metropolitan dis-

trict for Goldwyn has resigned to
become managing director of a chain
of theatres owned by Folson and
Grossman.
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New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
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Germany Relapses

"Germany had a boom of American
productions for about 60 days and
then relapsed with a rebound worse
than before. There is a panic on in

regard to money. No one has any
money and the big commercial houses
are combining, as for instance in

Hamburg, where 100 joined hands to
protect their credit as far as the banks
go. The banks refuse to loan money,
and private individuals want such a
tremendous amount of interest, on
account of the risk they run, that it

is almost impossible to obtain it.

Contracts made are being repudiated
right and left, but the worst of all is

the "Kontigent" which very few peo-
ple understand or realize. Instead of
the Government putting on an im-
port tax on the negatives, they are
distributing to producers and ex-
changemen the right to import a cer-
tain number of meters. A small man
will, for instance, get the right to
import 300 meters, which is approxi-
mately a little over 1,000 feet. Some
of these people have no use for this
right but sell it to others, and there-
fore the price today has gone so high
that by the time a man purchases the
right again from the bootleggers, so-
called, it is in some instances twice,
or sometimes three times as high as
the right paid for the picture. It is

therefore practically prohibitive to-
day to bring pictures into Germany.

"It is high time that the industry in
this country take up with the State
Department that the lifting of this
"Kontigent" is a necessity, although
we do not want to deny the right of
the German Government to put on
any fair importation tax, but to make
it open for everybody and not put
the matter in the hands of misusers
and crooks, who demand all kinds of
prices and peddle this commodity
around amongst each other. Until
this thing is lifted, American films will
have a hard row in that countrv.

ADVERTISE YOUR COMEDY— 1, 2 and 3 col. "ads"

available at EducationaPExchanges—MatsTree.
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Russia

"As to conditions in Russia, at the
present time they are all at sixes and
sevens. The Government offices lo-

cated in Germany at the time have
been closed. There are a great quan-
tity of pictures bought which were
intended for Russia which are lying
on the border line of Russia today
and no permission has been granted
to import them into the territory.

These pictures have to be returned
to the owners, as only through the
Government can importations be al-

lowed, and this allowance has been
withheld by them- As it is a question
today of Government control, this
control has been so strengthened that
no picture, except those purchased by
them, under their supervision, and
with their consent, is allowed to en-
ter Russia; and those pictures that
have been bought by individuals and
sent to the border with the intention
of bringing them into Russia, are still

laying there, and are being recalled
daily, because the consent is withheld.
The Government has today forced the
production of films in Russia, and
two or three pictures are being pro-
duced now, as they want to foster the
industry there as much as possible,
and as the Government likewise con-
trols the theaters, the entire thing is

naturally a monopoly by the Govern-
ment, and I feel confident that very,
very few pictures have been allowed
to go in there up to this time."

Smith to Talk Through Phonofilm
Governor "A1" Smith will welcome

the visiting delegates to the Demo-
cratic National Convention in a novel
way, speaking through the De Forest
Phonofilm. The Governor will visit

the De Forest studio Tuesday morn-
ing. A print will be sent to the
Smithsonian Institution in Washing-
ton, to be filed.

One Million Feet of Everything

When In Need of Stock Scenes
Educational Films

TRAVELS SCENIC
INDUSTRIAL SCIENTIFIC
HAND COLORED MAGIC
STONE FILM LIBRARY

220 W. 42nd St. N. Y. C.
Phone Chickering 2110

Sees Big Year Ahe
(Continued from Page 1)

in climate, and the population. V
but few exceptions, however,
business barometer indicates f

fair to good, the best reports con
from those sections where the rr

ufacturing industries are the princ
means of livelihood.

"The various indexes reveal
business enjoys as favorable a p
tion as it held last year, and consit
ably better than during the two

j
ceding years."

HAL ROACH'S

OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit with a Wallop"

2 reels

Pathejcomedv

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

Specify

GOE1RZ-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray HiU 1831

COMING SOON

Jws Wilson
"AnotherScandal"

Cosmo Hamilton's
latest and greatest novel —

Sn C.°H. Griffith Production
produced by
Tilfoid Cinema. Cbrpnr^if
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Unguarded Women

You will have a chance to see UNGUARDED WOMEN for yourself

when this picture is given a pre-release showing at the Rialto Theatre dur-

ing the week of June 22nd. It is one of the first of THE FAMOUS FORTY to

be exhibited in New York, and it deserves that honor.

Here is strong, red-meat drama that is going to hand the safe, contented

people who compose the bulk of your audiences a terrific surprise. For it re-

veals secrets and impulses and clashes within the souls of men and women

that ordinary folks either don't know or don't talk about. -

UNGUARDED WOMEN says there is a type of woman who needs a man

to love her and guard her or she is hopelessly adrift. Bebe Daniels plays such

a woman in the picture. The man she loves, her husband, loses his life through

the momentary, excusable hesitation of Richard Dix. A couple of years later,

Dix meets Miss Daniels for the first time. He is engaged to another girl, Mary

Astor. He finds the widow playing fas. an. I lcose, headed down the shoots,

sneered at by society in which she was formerly a favorite. Dix is a man

with a keen sense of honor. He feels responsible for losing the husband ; he will

save the wife, even if he has to tear his iove for the other girl out of his heart

to do it. In a short time, both women are in love with him, fighting for him.

How these three people work their way out of this dramatic situation is a prob-

lem that will grip audiences and hold thtm tight, and the ending is one of the

most sensational ever filmed.

The setting of UNGUARDED WOMEN is New York and the European

and American society quarter of an Oriental city. The atmosphere is of nice

people whose characters are being insidiously loosened by the influence of the

mysterious East.

Bebe Daniels and Richard Dix, unless they repeat in SINNERS IN HEAV-

EN, can regard UNGUARDED WOMEN as the high point in their screen ca-

reers so far, as can Mary Astor. Alan Crosland, who has made "Enemies of

Women" and other successes, has come through with a superb production.

UNGUARDED WOMEN is released on August 18th. Like the rest of THE

FAMOUS FORTY, it has a good title. I

S. R. KENT.



Selco Pictures
presents

"Missing

Daughters"
A Choice Production

Direction Wm. H. Clifford

Selznick Distributing Corporation
Thematic Music Cue Sheet Given Away With This Picture

J> ,



"Missing Daughters" will grip your

audiences with its sheer power—

-

7/ will clutch^ at their [sympathies and their

fears—

7/ will sweep them with the most human

and universal of^appeals
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"COBRA"
The Biggest Dramatic Show In New York Today!

So Will It Also Be The Biggest Dramatic Picture Made Next Year!

Concerning my ad about "COBRA" which appeared a few days

ago, one of the biggest producers in the business called me on

the 'phone and stated that he did not think I could possibly secure

$250,000 for this wonderful play. Because this man is a friend

of mine, I hate to contradict him, but if I cannot get $250,000

under my terms, I intend to make this picture myself or in con-

junction with some other producer.

I would like to have either D. W. Griffith, Henry King, Cecil

DeMille or Marshall Neilan, or some other big, well known di-

rector, direct this picture. I firmly believe they would make the

biggest box-office attraction of the year out of this play. If I

cannot get one of those mentioned above, I would like to engage

some young Griffith, or a little King, or a small DeMille, or a

teeny-weeny Neilan to direct this picture. For the feminine lead

I should like to get Norma Talmadge or Corinne Griffith, and I

would also like to have Rudolph Valentino or Antonio Moreno

play the male lead.

My plans regarding this big dramatic hit are very ambitious!

All offers will be held in strict confidence

GET IN TOUCH WITH

L. LAWRENCE WEBER
Longacre Theatre Building West Forty- Eighth Street

New York City

L£jU
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ale in Europe last summer, Les-

Bproached his plan in council

avid Lloyd George and Lord

rook, who are both in accord

jhe idea. Lloyd George will

Mlly assist in presenting the

Xd bringing about, its consum-

| in association with the free

J system that is now in vogue

Bi;Iand.

fig M. Lesser, will depart for

Wn next month, where he will

with Lloyd George and Lord

rook on the subject so far as

rfc is concerned.

theaters will be small but suf-

Jkr large to accommodate the

n. Women attaches will be en-

Jfto operate them and to govern

iflictivities.

first theater will be erected in

Kgeles or Hollywood. A site is

Being considered on Wilshire

Ijind if this does not materialize

ywood location will be selected,

fork will have the second the-

tjkfter these are established in

ge cities, it is our plan to ar-

for neighborhood houses, thus

Kg a chain that will grow con-

Jj- and be operated on the same
lis the West Coast Theaters

m 111. and Mo. Theaters Close

Especial to THE FILM DAILY)

Louis—The following houses

/eclosed: Hughes, New Haven

if Idle Hour, Humphreys, Mo.:

*Grand, Frankfort Heights, 111.;

a, Mattoon, 111.; Princess, Win-
Mo.; Cozy, Dugger, Ind.; Pal-

jjniversal, Ind. Policy changes

been made at the Noble and
m, Princeton, Ind., running on

/s and Saturdays; Divernon, 111.,

crating six nights a week and
I Carrollton, 111, full time. Plaza

:er, Mt. Vernon, 111., will close

Rree or four weeks for remodel-

Fairbanks' Brother Arrives

bert Fairbanks, brother of Doug-
las arrived from Europe where
is been touring with the Fair-

;-Pickford party, and brings the

that Doug and Mary have
^ed their plans entirely,

oug's business affairs in London
BParis delayed him so long that

Irip through Russia into Japan
3 seriously interfere with their

reductions. They are therefore

fig back in a month or two bv
Df New York."

In The Courts
Albert Redfield, as a director of

Post Pictures Corp., filed suit in the

Supreme Court against Clyde E. El-
liott, who was president from 1918 to

1923, for an accounting on the ground
that Elliott has obtained possession
of nearly all the property of Post Pic-

tures. He alleges that the corpora-
tion bought a dog to be used in a

film and that the dog was of the value

of $2,000 because of the attractiveness

of the animal in pictures, and that it

was entrusted to Elliott, but he
claims ownership, and used the dog
in other films without accounting to

the plaintiff. It is alleged that the

corporation gave Elliott $4,000 which
he said he needed to complete 40 films

but that after he had finished only
five, he got $3,500 more to enable him
to edit and title the remaining films

Redfield alleges that the corporation

now has assets of less than $1,000

and liabilities of from $36,000 to $42,-

000, whereas previously, it had the 40

films, $1,000 in cash, and debts of

about $35,000.

Pathe Salesmen Shifted

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
troit—As a result of the resigna-

of Art Bright as city selesman
3athe, George Custer will here-

act as special representative on
•eelers for the key towns; Jack
an wil handle the west side of

ait, and Fred Strubank, the east

it has left for the West.

A suit for $500 by T. Carlyle At-

kins, director, against George Beban.
has been filed in the Supreme Court
Atkins alleged that he rendered ser

vices to Beban valued at $1,500

->nd that Beban only paid him $1,000.

Beban alleged that he paid all that is

'ue. The suit was brought in the

Municipal Court and was ca'led for

trial in the absence of Beban who was
making pictures in Chicago. The
case is to be tried again this month
when Beban will be in the city, as

the result of the action of the Muni-
cipal Court in vacating a default judg-

ment for $548 against Beban.

Supreme Court Justice McCook
who heard the application of Famous
Players for an injunction against Art- I

class Pictures, to restrain the latter
i

from using the words "Ten Com-
]

mandments" in connection with its
'

film, "Moses and the Ten Command-
|

ments," on the ground that it is an

infringment on the plaintiff's film,

"The Ten Commandments," has de- I

cided to appoint former City Court

Justice Robert L. Luce to hear the

case as referee. Justice McCook de-

cided on such a course because on ac-

count of the conflict of the affidavits

in the case, it is necessary to take

additional testimony, and each side

was willing to submit the matterto

a referee. The injunction is denied

pending the decision by Judge Luce.

In a suit of the Republic Labora-
tories against Matthias Radin. a

judgment for $638 was filed in the

City Court. The plaintiff alleged

that it had a claim against Radin
Pictures and Tyrad Pictures for

$1,178 for developing films. and the

defendant agreed to settle a claim if

the plaintiff would withdraw an ac-

tion against the corporation. He
naid all but the amount for which the

judgment is entered.

The suit of the American Sensitized

Film Co., against Fred J. Harrison

to recover $5,780 on the ground that

he kept this money out of $17,340

given to him to buy raw film, from

the Eastman Kodak Co., for shipment

to Russia, was dismissed when it

came before Supreme Court Justice

Burr for trial, because the plaintiff

did not appear. Harrison, who was

arrested at the time the suit was
brought in 1921, alleged that the ac-

tion was filed against him by Jacques

Cibrario, who controlled the plain-

tiff corporation, out of spite. Harri-

son was compelled to give a bond in

the case.

On Broadway
Astor

—"The Sea Hawk"
Broadway—"Valley of Hate"
Brooklyn Strand—"$20 A Week"
Cameo—"Girl Shy"
Capitol—"True As Steel"

Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall"

Loew's New York—Today—"Be-
tween Friends"

Tuesday—"The Spitfire" and "The
Circus Cowboy"

Wednesday—"Sherlock, Jr."

Thursday—"His Forgiven Wife"
Friday

—
"Traffic in Hearts" and

"Listen Lester"
Saturday—"Bluff"
Sunday—"The Woman on the

Jury"
Lyric

—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Rialto—"The Guilty One"
Rivoli

—
"Tiger Love"

Strand—"The White Moth"

Next Week
Astor

—"The Sea Hawk"
Broadway—Not yet determined
Brooklyn Strand—"The White Moth'
Cameo—"Girl Shy"
Capitol—Not yet determined
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Criterion

—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall"

Lyric—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Rialto—Not yet determined
Rivoli—Not yet determined
Strand—Not yet determined

irry Shull, formerly with United
ts, is now selling for Associated
bitors.

New Philadelphia, O.—The Bank-
ers' Commercial Security Co. of New
York has filed suit against the Ul-
richsville Theatre Co. to collect $5,-

062 alleged to be due on the purchase
price of an organ.

"Business on Trial," Says Bloom
Congressman Sol Bloom, in an ad-

dress before the Jewish Theatrica'
Guild, at the Bjou, declared "the show
business in on trial and the country
is watching it." speaking on the tax
question. "Washington is watching
the managers," he said, and "if the
managers do not give the benefit of

the tax repeal on the 50 cents, or less,

admission, Congress will give

these managers scant consideration in

the future."

Wheeling, W. Va.—A verdict for

the defendant was returned by a jury

in the $10,000 suit of Goldwyn vs.

George Zeppos, manager of the Rex,

tried in Part II of the Ohio county

circuit court before Judge J. Coniff.

An alleged violation of a contract

was the basis for the suit, the plaintiff

alleging that the defendant contracted

to exhibit certain pictures furnished

by the Goldwyn company and later

rejecting them. The jury sustained

the defense contention.

Strand, Norfolk Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Norfolk, Va.—Several firemen were
injured in a spectacular fire that dam-
aged the Strand to the extent of $25,-

000. H. C. Fourten is manager, and
immediately transferred the show to

the Granby theater, next door, which
has been dark for a year.

Allan Forrest has completed "Siren
of Seville".

A summons in a suit for $25,000 by

Louise O'Neill against the Yoost

Photoplay Theater Co.. has been filed

in the Supreme Court. The cause of

the suit is not stated.

Del Andrews has signed to direct

F. B. O.'s "Go-Getters" series.

ilm Developing Corp.
210-16 WeehawkenStWestHobokenJIJ.

si Laboratory with the lowest Insurance

^ Rates in the Eaat. Negative Developing

j£ Printing. Cutting and Projection Rooms

Phone UNION— 48OO

NOW PLAYING

B/JEA7H

Foreign Buyer Here

Mr. Reubenson of London is here

to acquire product for the English
market. At The Astor.

ofn AL CH1USTIE FEATUIiE

Dorothy Devore
WALTER HIERS - TOLLY MARSHALL - J1MMIE ADAMS

PR1SC1LLA BONNER ano JfMMIE HARRISON



JOSEPH M. SCHENCK^reswfe

NORMATALMADC.ES
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greatest achievement

SECRETS
by RUDOLF BESIER and MAY EDINGTON
based on the SAM H. HARRIS play 'SECRETS

directed by FRANK BORZAGE

II
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The public proved it-*by paying
thousands of dollars at the bo*»
offices during its lonO run at the
Criterion;*Los Angles ** ^ and the
Astor~NewYork •

»

«

94
*

Get your contract in now/
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FAIR PLAY
By DANNY

here's a little problem on. With

I

Fist National. Over "The Sea

wk." Because some exhibitors ho!d

tracts for a Frank Lloyd special.

Ad others have the big production

Btracted for. At a figure consider-

By less than what the picture actu-

B' cost to make. And so Eddy

1 .hmann is having a job. To
sjaighten things out. And his po-

ll/ is refreshingly frank. And in-

t.csting. It's simply this: First Na-

iiiial will deliver a Lloyd special to

ai/ exhibitor who has a contract for

;. But it will follow "The Sea

l.wk." Those exhibitors who hold

t.tracts for "The Sea Hawk." At

fl old price. Can have the picture.

Bafter being told the story, they still

Ij.ist on holding F. N. to the con-

Bet. But Eschmann believes. And

ft good betting he's. right. That the

Eerage exhibitor is fair. Or wants

II be. And that there will be no dif-

lulty in getting the little tangle

saightened out.

This recalls the Heart diffi-

I culty. When he switched to

I

I

Goldwyn from Famous. And
I

[ had several pictures messed

I up. Because of the prices at

which the product was sold by

|
Famous. And which he want-

I ed changed. After the Gold-

wyn deal was consummated.

Right here in New York there

',[ was an awful squabble. But

it was finally worked out. And
rather satisfactorily, too.

It's true that distributors. At times,

hrow the hooks into exhibitors. By
ting out of a schedule a picture

fter it promises to be a bigger at

action than When it was set for de-

wy. But because that happens oc

isionally it's rather a broad crack

I) make. That every time one of

lese over costly pictures arrives, and

le quota is changed, that the distrib

tor is out to "clean up." There is

ne way to stop this, of course. It's

|ery simple: don't buy a block. Buy
s you need them. Then these things

annot happen.
{Continued on Page 2)

Reduce Admissions
Only Way to Persuade South Caro-

lina Legislature to Lift State
Tax, Says C. W. Irvine

The following communication has
been received from C. W. Irvine,

manager of Famous Players' Imperial
theater, Columbia, S. C., relative to

how the admission tax should be
handled:

"South Carolina is the only State in

the Union now paying a 10% State

Admission Tax.
"In my opinion, the exhibitors who

do not give the public the benefit of

the tax, are inviting State taxation.

I feel sure that unless every exhibitor

{Continued on Page 5)

M. P. P. D. A. Meets

The M. P. P. D. A. met yesterday,

at which Frederick C. Munroe, of the

Producers Distributing Corp., (Hod
kinson) was elected to the board of

directors. The following were re-

elected: R. H. Cochrane, Universal;

William Fox, Will H. Hays, Marcus
Loew, Adolph Zukor, Joseph Schencl

,

Charles H. Christie, D. W. Griffith,

Albert Warner, H. O. Schwalbe, Hal
Roach, Earl Hammons and John B.

Rock, of Vitagraph.

Smith and Wilson In Combine
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood— Pete Smith and Harr>
D. Wilson, both well known in the

publicity end, have merged. Repre-
sentatives will be established in the

various districts, and a new publicity

plan will be worked out. Headquar-
ters will be located in the presen'

offices of Pete Smith at the United
studios.

Sax to Produce Six

Sam Sax is back from the Coast

where he closed a contract to produci

six features, for release through Go
tham Prod. James Hogan will direci

and production will be at the Holly

wood studios. The first is titled

"Unmarried Wives," ready July 15.

"U" Takes Moore's Rialto Lease
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—Universal has ac

quired the lease on Moore's Rialto

theater, seating 1,900. The house wili

continue under the management of

William Moore, general manager, aiv'

Robert Long, house manager.

Elfelt at Mayer-Schulberg
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Clifford Elfelt, head of

the producing outfit bearing his name,

will produce at the Mayer-S.chulbefg

EtmTos""

Jersey Convention
Plans All Set For N. J. M. P. T. O.
Meeting at Asbury Park—Carni-

val, Banquet, Highlights

Plans are practically set for the an
nual convention of the M. P. T. O
of New Jersey to be held next Tues
day, Wednesday and Thursday ai

Asbury Park. A large delegation

will attend from New York, as we
as many executives of the nationa

organization, headed by Michael J

O'Toole, president. Sydney S. Cohen
Will H. Hays, the Governor of New
Jersey and several Mayors of tlit

larger cities, are expected to be pres

ent. May M. Carty, Assemblywom
(Continued on Page 2)

Schurman Back With New Process
Ferdinand Schurman, head of Fish

Schurman Corp., distributors of tin

Goerz raw stock in the United State;

and Canada, has just returned from

a visit to the Goerz works in Berlin

He brought back with him a new
process, perfected and invented b)

Goerz, which, it is claimed, eliminate:

scratches in the negative, prolong:

the life and wearing quality of tht

stock and produces more plastic ef-

fects.

May Move Powers Factory to Coast:

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Pat Powers is here

from New York and it is reported Ik

may move the factory of Power;
Film Products to the Coast.

The Powers headquarters had

heard nothing of the report, whei
asked yesterday. The factory an(

laboratories are located in Rochester

Ballin Finishes Stringer Adaptation

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Hugo Ballin ha;

completed his adaptation of Arthui

Stringer's novel, "The Prairie Wife,'

for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release

Herbert Rawlinson and Dorothy De
vore are included in the cast.

Bailey on F. P.'s Finance Committee

Frank Bailey, a director of Famou-
Players, has been elected a membei
of the finance committee. Bailey

is vice-president of fhe board of the

Title Guarantee & Trust Co. and

chairman of the Board of Realty As
sociates.

Forrest Halsey Signed by Famous

Forrest Halsey has been signed 01

a long-term contract to write for

Famous. The agreement provides

for two original stories, besides adap

tations.

Changes lName ~

Hodkinson To Be Known Hei ' "5~
As Producers Distributing C—Convention Next Wee
The corporate name of the

Hodkinson Corp. has been ci..

to the Producers Distributing Co
The company is now completely and
thoroughly reorganized under the

group of new officials that assumed
charge on Jan. 1, F. C. Munroe, pr.;s-

ident; Raymond Pawley, treasurer,

and John C. Flinn and Paul C. Moon-
ey, vice-presidents.

A sales convention will be held in

Chicago June 27 and 28, at which will

be present, besides executives, mana-
gers and exchangemen, all of the

company's producers, including Hunt
Stromberg, Frank E. Woods, AI

Christie and Elmer Harris.

Edgar Se den Dead

Edgar Selden, well known play-

broker, died suddenly late Saturday
from acute indigestion. Funeral ser-

vices will be held today at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Huntingdon, L. I.

Interment at Huntingdon Rural Cem-
etery-

Traggardh Sails Tomorrow
Ollie V. Traggardh sails tomorrow

on the Acquitania to assume an im-
portant position with the British

Paramount organization. E. E.

Shauer, director of the foreign de-

partment, will accompany Traggardh.

Montague with F. B O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Edward Montague has

been signed as scenario editor for F.

B. O. Fred Thompson has signed

a new contract for a new series of

Westerns.

Forman Signed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Tom Forman has

signed to direct Harry Carey's next,

"Roarin' Rails."

Sales Conferences
Held By First National Division and
Branch Managers—Discuss New

Product
Sales meetings were held by the

First National division managers with

their branch managers in New York,

Chicago, Cleveland, New Orleans,

Butte, Los Angeles and Toronto, yes-

terday. The conferences were called

to discuss the new product, the group

of five to be marketed for extended

runs at increased prices, and the pic-

(Continued on Page 2)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod... 106*4 106^ 106*4 300
F. P.-L 765/g 76% 76% 2,200
do pfd 96*4 96]/2 96y2 100

Goldwyn . . . 13*4 13*4 13*4 100
Loew's .... 16 15*4 15*4 700
Warner's Not quoted

Sales Conferences
(Continued from Page 1)

tures to be grouped under the new
classification of Pace Makers.
The Eastern District meeting was

attended by the following First Na-
tional exchange managers: Harry
Buxbaum, Eastern Division, New
York; A. J. Herman, Albany; Frank
J. A. McCarthy, Buffalo; T. B. Spry,
Boston; W. J. Heenan,, Philadelphia;
Frank Loftus, Wilkes-Barre; M. H.
Keleher, New Haven; Robert Smelt-
zer, Washington; J. C. Vergesslich,
New Jersey.

oL&4 \JumiL do lf\f *%Y\
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cotv»
ttt

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Bryant 3740
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1540 Broadway, N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR\

FAIR PLAY
it ontimtcd from Page 1)

Don't forget this, Mr. Ex-
hibitor: large concerns have
been block booking for a long
time. But still a lot of Pictures
have been sold by these very
concerns—and not in blocks.

SAILING
Gone to Europe. Many im-

portant matters going on. Want
to get first hand information.
Hope to cover a lot of ground
quickly. Rome first. To see what
the shooting is about. Regard-
ing "Ben Httr."

This is scheduled to be one of the
"big" pictures for next year. It

should be. It will cost enough.
There promises to be much interest-

ing matter develop. With Charley
Brabin possibly getting out. And
Niblo going in. And Navarro taking
George Walsh's place in the lead.

How June Mathis will like this and
what may happen? Well, it's inter-

esting.

Want to look into the Russian
situation, also France and England.
Also going to Holland.

For in Holland there is an exhibit-
ors' organization. And they have
worked out a plan with the distrib-

utors by which it is practically im-
possible to show pirated prints in that
country. Only place in the world
where such a move is on. Want to
learn a lot about it. First hand. Be-
cause pirated prints cost this industry
a fortune. Every year. "The Kid" was
pirated to such an extent that it cost
First National many thousands. The
Coogan pictures have been "apple
sauce" for pirates.

New Warner Product

"Deburau" heads the Warner list

of twenty for next season. Others

include:

Willa Cather's, "A Lost Lady";
Ernst Lubitsch's, "Three Women";
"Find Your Man", with Rin-Tin-Tin;
"The Dark Swan", by Ernest Pascal;

"The Bridge of Sighs", by Charles K.

Harris; Edwin Norriss', "The Nar-

row Street"; "The Lighthouse by the

Sea", by Owen Davis; "The Age of

Innocence", by Edith Wharton;
"How Baxter Butted In", by Owen
Davis;; "The Broadway Butterfly",

by Pearl Keating; "The Woman", by
Howard Rockey; "Eve's Lover", by
Mrs. W. K. Clifford; "The Eleventh

Virgin", by Dorothy Day; "The Dear
Pretender", bv Alice Ross Colver;

"My Wife and I", by Paul Bern, "The
Yoke", by Hubert Wales; "Recom-
pense", the sequel to "Simon Called

Peter", by Robert Keable; a second

from Ernst Lubitsch, and another

featuring Rin Tin Tin, the titles of

which will be announced later.

Asks Re-Hearing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O.—The Supreme Court

of Ohio has been asked to re-hear the

case of Walter K. Richards, of

Findlay, in which it was decided that

a motion picture show is a dramatic

performance, and as such, is illegal on
Sunday.

Manheim Expanding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—S. W. Manheim, pic-

ture and vaudeville circuit owner, an-
nounces the construction of a new
$1,000,000 theater to be built on the
site of the present Empire theater,
and to seat 1,800. The structure will
be a nine story affair and will house
local exchanges.

Mabel Ballin in "Great Chicago Fire"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Mabel Ballin is play-

ing the lead in "The Great Chicago
Fire," after which she will resume
work with Hugo Ballin in "Night
Lights,'' an original.

WANTED
An executive of the

highest type for im-

portant post in the

Orient.
Box M211

FILM DAILY
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

NOW PLAYING

^ Betty

Qompson

MIAMI
Swry ky JOHN LYNCH

an Alan Crosland Production

Produced Iry TUFORD CINEMA CORPORATION

RELEASE BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.

Jersey Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

an, and a staunch supporter of i

exhibitor's cause, will also attend
The sessions will be held at I

New Monterey Hotel. Amendmei
to the constitution and by laws v

come up, one of which provides
I

the election of directors as follov

Three for three years, three for t'

years and three for one year, there

giving the services of six season

men on the board at all times.

One of the highlights of the e'e

vention will be a mammoth can
val at the Beach Casino on the ope

ing night, with another in the natu

of a banquet, at which Louella P e

sons will be toastmaster. The ba

quet will be held Wednesday nigl

while a grand ball will close £

meeting on Thursday night.

Henry P. Nelson, secretary,

head of the general committee,
line-up of speakers, nationally know
is being arranged by a committ
headed by President Woodhull.

Belle Bennett and Lillian Hack?
have been added to the cast of "Pc
ash and Perlmutter in Hollywood."

HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes Only"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
^HF^

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Powtive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B*way N. Y. C.

URAJJZ
YOUR FILM

220 WEST 42 ^STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKERINC ALLArfXLOWNES
2937 PRES. -
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The Passionate Journey
Out at Paramount's West Coast studio, Pola Negri has just finished a

picture under the direction of Dimitri Buchowetzki called THE PASSION-
ATE JOURNEY. This is THE FAMOUS FORTY release for August 25th,

completing the August list of seven surefire subjects. Here it is

:

MANHANDLED, WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND, CHANGING
HUSBANDS, MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE, UNGUARDED WOMEN, THE
ENEMY SEX, and THE PASSIONATE JOURNEY—a Gloria Swanson pic-

ture, a Zane Grey story produced in natural colors, a marriage-comedy super-

vised by Cecil B. DeMille, a Rudolph Valentino picture, a Crosland produc-

tion with Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix and Mary Astor, a James Cruze picture

with Betty Compson, and a Pola Negri picture.

I don't believe you can equal that line-up for August anywhere. Or for

any other month on the calendar.

THE PASSIONATE JOURNEY was made by the same man who di-

rected Pola Negri in "Men." From the reports coming in from theatres which

have played "Men," a May Paramount release, it is by far the most success-

ful Negri picture made in America. Critics, exhibitors and audiences all over

the country have assured us that the Negri-Buchowetzki combination is a win-

ner. It is at its best in THE PASSIONATE JOURNEY.

This picture was adapted from a famous novel by Suclermann and play

by Edward Sheldon. Raymond Griffith, Ben Lyon, Noah Beery and other good

names are in the supporting cast. It is the story of a pretty girl of unusual

appeal who, brought up in an unfortunate environment, makes a loveless

marriage. When she falls in love with a handsome young fellow, she realizes

her mistake. How she works out her problem to happiness in the end makes

an exceedingly gripping drama.

In THE PASSIONATE JOURNEY, Miss Negri shows all the unique

qualities that first made her famous and which audiences like in her. The pic-

ture was originally called "Compromised." Paramount yielded to many ex-

hibitors' request that the original title be changed.

Have you booked THE FAMOUS FORTY?

S.R.KENT.

:
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Di&indive Pictures Corporation
presented.

GeorgeArliss
*20 ??AWEEK

with TAYLOR HOLMES and

EDITH ROBERTS at the

in

MARK STRAND Theatre week of June 8 and
the papers said:

—

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS: "$20 a Week"
is "amusing, exciting, everything a picture

should be. Mr. Arliss has something that

no one else brings to the screen. * * *

Don't miss this picture. It's good. Yes, it's

even worth waiting in line to see."

EVENING POST: "Of the films shown this

week, George Arliss' '$20 a Week' should be

declared the winner."

NEW YORK TIMES: "'$20 a Week' should

amuse everybody."

Directed by Harmon Weight
Forrest Halsey's adaptation

of Edgar Franklin*
}

s novel

"The Adopted Father"
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Reduce Admissions
(Continued from Page 1)

i South Carolina reduces admission
[ices when the tax comes off, that

v can never persuade the State Leg-
iature to remove the State tax. By
ting so, we have a strong argument
\th the Legislature, for the public

ed not just the theatre is benefitted

\ the tax relief. The Legislatures.

Kd Congress too, are not especially

i erested in relieving the motion pic-

tre theaters—it is the public they
\ nt to relieve of tax, and I am sure
(tigress had the public in mind more
Ian the theaters, when the Federal
ix was removed.

"If the admissions are not reduced
me strong member of Congress
ay bring a lot of pressure to bear
i have the tax put on again, citing

te many instances where the theater
(,-ners did not keep faith with Con-
jess.

"Every theater in the Nation, to

•v mind, should by all means reduce
; missions."

Will Not Affect Indianapolis
An Indianapolis daily has this to

y, .with regard, to. removal of the.

x

:

"Removal of tax on theater tick-

(;, which goes into effect July 2nd,
obably will not affect local enter-
inment-goers, as the prices now in

<

r

ect are the same as before the tax
ds levied, the management taking
e burden."

To Discuss Tax
The Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors'
os'n, has called a meeting for June
., to discuss the matter of admission
1 ice reduction.

nly Three First-Runs for Detroit
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The summer months will

e Detroit with but three actual first-

iins. The Adams and Broadway-
trand will be closed during July and
ugust for repairs, leaving only the
apitol, Madison and Washington,
inning. Although the Colonial buys
st-rurLpictures, .it is not considered
house of that class.

Start on "Two Shall Be Born"
Production on "Two Shall Be
orn" has been started by Whitman
lennett at the Yonkers studio- Ken-
eth Harlan. Jane Novak and Sigrid
[olmquist appear in the leads. Re-
[ase through Vitagraph.

Emil Offerman Awarded $75,000
(Special lo THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—In his action for

damages against Robertson-Cole and
F. B. O., Emil Offerman has been
awarded a jury verdict of $75,000.
Offerman sued for $183,000, alleging
violation of contract. He claimed a

term contract when he was dismissed
as studio manager by R.-C. The de-
fense "charged but a week-to-week
understanding. Judge Valentine
granted a 30 day stay of execution
and the defendant will probably pre-
pare a notice for a new trial.

Vera Gordon in Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Vera Gordon has ar-

rived here from the East to appear
in Samuel Goldwyn's "Potash and
Perlmutter in Hollywood," actual
production on which has just been
started.

Signed by Banner Prod.

Through the Edward Small com-
pany, Jane Novak and Kenneth Har-
lan have been signed to appear in

*The Man Without A Heart," to be
made at the Whitman Bennett studio
for Banner Prod. Burton King will

direct.

Streeter Back From Florida

Coolidge Streeter, of the production
department of the Producers Dis-
tribution Corp., has returned from
Florida, where he spent the last six

months in connection with the pro-

duction of "Another Scandal."

Woods Finishes New Story

Frank Woods has written a new
story, "Chalk Marks," in which it is

claimed, new visualizing angles will

be brought to the screen. It will be

made at the Peninsula studios at San
Mateo, Cal.

Y. M. C. A. Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Bemis, Tenn.—The Y. M. C. A.
theater was destroyed by fire.

WANTED
For tie-ups with veterans' organiza-

tions man who has had expenence
with war pictures

Apply Box 215

THE FILM DAILY
71 W. 44th St.

N. Y. C.

!
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COMING SOON
Helene

.

Chadwick
in

HER OWN
FREE WILL

me popular story bl|

Oirectefl by Paul Season RELEASED BY
'uaniSSSm*. PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.

Season 1924-1925 Thirty First .Run Pictures

Newspaper Opinions
"How to Educate a Wife"—Warner

Bros.
Alhambra, Milwaukee

SENTINEL—" * " most probably it is the
entire ensemble who have made this racy little

yarn mighty pleasing.

"Son of the Sahara"—First Nat'l
Park & Mall, Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER—The picture can boast
only of natural backgrounds. The interiors,

while beautiful, could easily have been made
in Hollywood—perhaps they were. The whole
trouble is with the story which I found
pretty dull going.

Washington, Detroit
FREE PRESS—The Fox Washington the

ater is showing an excellent melodrama in

"The Shooting of Dan McGrew."

Park, Mall, Cleveland
N.EWS—One really hates to pan this pic-

ture, knowing the players were taken down
to Algeria to film it, but really I think it's

a pretty sad reward for the money expended.

Warfield, San Francisco
(Week Ending Tune 7)

BULLETIN—Photographically and scen-
ically. "A Son of the Sahara" is one of the
finest bits that has played the Warfield The-
ater, where it is now the attraction.
CHRONICLE—"A Son of the Sahara" is

picturesque first, savagely interesting sec-
ond and well acted for good measure.
EXAMINER—Action is the dominating

characteristic of the production, as is usual
when Bert Lytell appears in a stellar role.

And unbounded romance, as was to be ex-

pected with San Francisco's popular actor
and Claire Windsor starring together.
HERALD—Characterized by sincerity,

gripping action, fine suspensive interest and
"the real thing" when it comes to loca-
tion * * *.

JOURNAL— Discarding the story and the
lovemaking that are, of course, the main
attractions, the picture is great.

NEWS—"A Son of Sahara" fits itself
neatly to photoplay production and in it is

found much of the charm of the desert It
touches on the melodramatic at times, while
through it runs the love of a Bedouin prince
for an English girl.

"White Moth"—First Nat'l

State, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—"The White Moth" is

pretty fair entertainment—if you don't take
the story too seriously. If you do, then it's

not so much, because that's exactly what the
story is.

Circle, Indianapolis

NEWS—"The White Moth," the feature
film at the Circle this week, is routine stuff

pretentiously done. A vapid story has been
all dressed up. * * *

State, Cleveland
NEWS—It has its beautiful women, its

expensive gowns, its lavish sets and pri-

marily it has dramatic situations that may
strike a responsive chord in the hearts of

the moviegoers.

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

Art Title Service

Special Photography

Trailers—Announcements

H. E. R. STUDIOS, Inc.

150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

Which is Dempsey?
Dempsey is really a great actor !

Dempsey is a superb make-up artist

!

Can you find him in this scene ?

If you can, you're a bird !

Because he's not here—but

He's ALL THERE in Universal's

"FIGHT AND WIN "

pictures

!

Supported by a fine cast in stories

that will delight your very soul !

Play Dempsey and Put "Jack" in the Bank
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"Abraham Lincoln^t^^ ^w"
<
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Washington frews
It is an impressive achieve-ment > See Lincoln V

(Washington
Star^ ^^ begm
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'

one shou^ see'
rSng to end

that every

Washington %st

"Voi-thy of any trirjute
Washington is indeed fortunate
to see such a picture"-

AL & RAY ROCKETT present

and

Abraham
LINCOLN"

VD

Scenario by 9r(ZMCeS ^Marion >

'Directed by Philip 3U)Sen *

^•e'
cev

oVS>

A builder-
and watch it

smash records
everywhere /

FIRST
NATIONAL

I exhibitor signing a TIHST
NATIONAL contract now-getsfor
next season the mostpowerful group
ofmoney makers he has everhad f
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MURDER!
By DANNY

If important distributors oper-

;ed in America. As they are

ing in England—wonder if

ey'd remain in business long?

iere's what some of them are

Ding—over there.

One concern offers a list of about

ity pictures. And tells Mr. British

hibitor he can buy the lot for £150.

1 other words less than $750. In

her words less than $15 for each

iture. The normal selling value of

ese productions should not be less

an $50. __

Another one offers a list of

12 pictures. Tells Mr. British

Exhibitor to take his pick of

these for about $12 each and

points out that every sixth ex-

hibitor booking in this manner

will get his product for nothing.

No wonder British distributors are

Dnsidering going out of business. If

lis keeps up perhaps the American
istributors will also think of going

Lit of business.

There was in New York a few dayi

go an English buyer. He came pre-

ared to spend one million dollars

In
film. For independent distribu-

on in England.

Up to a few days ago he had

not boitght one foot of film. He

said it was impossible. Prices

were extortionate. And no

American producer seemed to

appreciate the difficulties fac-

ing the British Distributor of

Independent American-made

pictures.

How the independent American

roducer can operate under the cir-

unistances was to this gentleman a

jnost difficult matter to figure out.

And he was pretty nearly right.

Young to Direct for C. B C.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—James Young will

lirect "The Price She Paid" for C.

3. C.

Alma Rubens, who has been select-

ed for the starring role leaves New
York this week for the coast.

Profits Up 25%
Loew Predicts Greater Earnings This

Year—Reports Advance In
Gross

"The Wall Street Journal", yester-

day, published a statement, issued by
Marcus Loew, evidently prior to his

departure for Europe. It read, in

part:

"Our net earnings for this year will

be 25% better than last year. Our
gross is considerably ahead of that,

but expenses have increased over last

year.

"The cost of pictures is being re-

duced, because companies are becom-
ing more efficient, cutting down over-

head. More amalgamations of pic-

ture companies would help this in-

dustry.

"It is possible that we may open up
more theaters abroad. We have won
the Tivoli, in London, and we may
open up other new houses there and
elsewhere .

More Runs for "Sea Hawk"
Additional runs for "The Sea

Hawk" include the Roosevelt, Chica-

go, opening June 29; the Aldine, Phil-

adelphia, at $1.65 top, on Aug. 30;

Adams, Detroit, on Sept. 21; Rialto,

Newark; Imperial, San Francisco;

Garrick, Minneapolis; Capitol, St.

Paul; Garrick, Duluth; Des Moines,

Des Moines; New Grand Central, St.

Louis; Walnut, Cincinnati, and the

Circle, Indianapolis.

Rock Turns Producer

Joe Rock, who has been starred in

comedies for some years, has turned

producer and is now making the Jim-

my Aubrey two-reelers for Standard

Cinema. He will shortly start a se-

ries with Stan Laurel, who has com-
pleted a contract with Hal Roach.

Rock is at the Astor.

Goldwyn Moves Over

That portion of the Goldwyn staff

that has been retained under the mer-

ger with Metro is now located on the

sixth floor of the State Bldg. The old

Goldwyn quarters have been given

up.

New Series for Standard?

It is understood the new Stan Lau-

rel comedies will be distributed by

Standard Cinema. They will be two

reelers-

W.
Underwood In Town

G. ("Bill") Underwood, Spe-

Attack On Famous
M. P. T. O. Charges Juggling of "Fa-
mous Forty" in Local Territory

To Boost Prices

Famous Players is attacked for its

sales methods in the local territory

in a circular letter sent out to all ex-
hibitors in Greater New York by the

M. P. T. O. A. The letter is also

being sent to all independent pro-
ducers and distributors in this ter-

ritory.

The objection centers around the

claim that of the "Famous Forty" the

Loew circuit has booked Only twenty
while Paramount salesmen are telling-

exhibitors that Loew has the entire

group; that Famous will take twenty
away from Loew to turn over to in-

dividual theaters, provided those ex-

hibitors make it worthwhile in the

way of higher rentals.

The letter goes on to say that Mar-
cus Loew, before his departure for

Europe advised a committee of the

(Continued on Patie 2)

and
and

Tax Refund in Spokane
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Spokane, Wash.—The Neal
Allender houses, using 35-cent

50-cent admissions, will make a 5-cent

reduction, beginning July 1. This will

affect the Ritz and Casino. The new
Male will make matinee prices 30

cents and the evening admission 45

cents, and becomes effective with the

passage of the new revenue bill.

Cut Planned in Worcester
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Worcester, Mass.—The Worcester
Theater Managers' Ass'n announces

a cut in admissions on tickets of fifty

cents or under, effective July 2. The
Olympia, now charging forty cents

will drop to 35; the Mark Strand and
Plaza, now at forty-four cents will

drop to 40.

cialty Film. Dallas, is at the Astor

Ff>T a few days.

Weight to Direct "Hard Cash"

O. E. Goebel and Ludwig Erb of

the Associated Arts Corp., whose first

production will be "Hard Cash", will

leave the latter part of the week for

the Coast. Harmon Weight is to

direct the picture.

Fears "Freeze-Out"
"U" Buying Theaters Only to Secure

Outlets, Says Laemmle—Now
Controls 14

Carl Laemmle declared yesterday

that Universal has been forced to be-

come active in the exhibiting field, be-

cause of the closed first-run situation

in many important points throughout
the country. He said that Universal

was not interested in exhibition, and
that it found the purchase of theaters

an irksome, but necessary expedient

to carry on its business in a proper

manner.
Universal intends annexing several

more houses in key points before end-
ing its theater-acquiring campaign. Al

Lichtman, general manager of distri-

bution is on a trip embracing points

as far West as Chicago.
He will look into the theater situa-

tion in some of the cities he visits.

"We have beet ;i.i.
".

said Laemmle yesterday. "After many
years we find that the only way we
can break in is to acquire our own
houses. It is a bad practice and we
know it. It ties up capital. We are

making pictures and do not want to

(urn exhibitor. We will

(Continual on. Vatic

not

2)

do

"Abraham Lincoln" in Phila.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia
—"Abraham Lincoln"

will open for an indefinite run at the

Stanton on July 7. An exploitation

campaign will precede the opening.

Shauer Sails Today
K mil E. Shauer, director of the for-

eign department at Famous, leaves

for Europe today on his annual busi-

ness trip.

Leonard to Direct "Wilderness"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Robert Z. Leonard
/ill direct Corinne Griffith in her

*ext for First National, "Wilderness."

Kessnich Here /

Charles E. Kessnich, Metro-Gola-

wyn district manacer for the South

is in town for a few days.

Laemmle Sails in July

Carl Laemmle expects to sail on

his regular annual vacation in Europe
on July 5.

Decision Today
F.inderup Case Nears End in Omaha
—Opinion Divided Over the Out-

come
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—Arguments of opposing
counsel in the Binderup Case occupied

all of yesterday. Attorneys for the

defending film companies have asked

for a directed verdict in their favor

at the end of the cross-examination

of their witnesses.

It is expected that the attorneys will

continue their argument all of this

morning and that at noon, a decision

on the motion will be made.
(C;i., . ,)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. 108>< 106^ 107-K 5,400

F. P.-L 76-K 75J4 75J4 2,700

do pfd.... 95^ 95^ 95^ 100

Goldwyn ..14 14 14 100
Loew's .... 15J4 15J4 15-J4 500
Warner's Not quoted

Richmond in Chronicles Film
Warner Richmond, who was in

"The Speed Spook", starring Johnny
Hines, will play "John Hancock" in

"The Eve of the Revolution", for

Chronicles of America.

fl&duxxitioTvaJ. (Rx^iAjcD

HE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

cud jivrtiC do U~! — __v\

I GeOtS
e %*<**

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

INSURANCE
We have been handling

Motion Picture and Thea-

trical Insurance for the

past fifteen years and are

in a position to handle any
proposition—big or little.

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Bryant 3040

Attack On Famous
(Continued from Page 1)

M. P. T. O. A. that he only had room
to play twenty of the Paramount
block in his theaters, because he need-
ed additional playing dates for his

own pictures.

"Confirmation of his statement,"
the letter states, "is had in the fact

that the New York and Brooklyn
Strand theaters, for the first time,

are going to play a number of Fa-
mous Players pictures for the coming
season, beginning with Valentino in

'Monseiur Beaucaire'- It is well

known in the trade that the Loew
circuit has consistently refused to

play any pictures on their circuit that

played the Brooklyn Strand.

"The Famous Players Lasky Corp.
representatives are approaching the-

ater owners in this territory, telling

them they are trying to prevent Mr.
Loew from taking the entire output
of forty pictures for his entire circuit

and asking theater owners to help

them in doing this. This condition

does not exist, and if theater owners
are thus misled they will tie up al-

most every play date between Aug.
1, 1924 and Feb. 1, 1925".

An effort made to reach S. R. Kent
at Famous for a statement was unsuc-
cessful. It was gathered, however, in

other circles, that Famous had made
no, or practically no attempts to sell

the "Famous Forty" in the metropoli-
tan district, in view of the fact that

the major deals with the circuits had
not been set.

Arrested for Showing "Three Weeks"
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Waterloo, la. — Reformers had
Alexander Frank arrested, recently,

for showing "Three Weeks" at the
Plaza, although he was in jail but an
hour. This did not stop Frank who,
was arrested for a second time, with
his operator. It is understood that
Frank was finally released without
any action.

Omaha Golf Tournament
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha—"Movie Age" will hold
their second annual film golf tourna-
ment on July 23, although this date
has not been definitely decided on.
At present there are 20 entries, and
the list is expected to reach 50.

Fears "Freeze-Out"
(Continued from Page 1)

where it is not necessary, but we can-
not permit our product to be 'frozen

out' ".

In recent weeks, Universal has
taken over four theaters: Clune's
Broadway, Los Angeles; Moore's Ri-

alto, Washington; the Broadway-
Strand, Detroit and the America,
Denver. The company now operates
fourteen houses in addition to the
four named above, they are:

Cameo, Pittsburgh; Cameo, San
Francisco; Columbia, Portland, Ore.;
Columbia, Seattle; Kinema, Salt Lake
City; Liberty, Kansas City; Olympia,
Buffalo; Randolph, Chicago; Rivoli,

St. Louis, and Tudor, Atlanta. The
lease on the Central, Detroit runs out
July 1.

"The Follies Girl" First

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Margaret Living-

ston's first picture for Producers
Dist. Corp. will be "The Follies

Girl," Bradley King, chief of the
Ince staff will do the script.

Retitled "The Fast Set"

"The Fast Set" has been decided
upon as the release title for "Spring
Cleaning", which William de Mille
will direct.

FOREIGN DIRECTOR—
Original ideas—vast motion picture
studio experience, screen adaptations

—

scenario, continuity expert—seeks con-
nection with producing concern or
new enterprise. Apply Box S 31

1

c/o Film Daily
71 W. 44th iSt., N. Y. C.

WANTED
COLOR BUSINESS.

Titles, Inserts & Trailers

for Prizma, Incorporated,

3191 Blvd., Jersey City, N. J.

Telephone—Montgomery 4211

COMING SOON
Jm Wilson

AnotherScandal"
Cosmo Hamilton's
latest and greatest noveL —

Sn C.°H. GrifPitlt Production
fjtoduced by
Tilfoid Cinema. Cbrp'ri
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OLYMPIC TEAM SAILS—Cream of
erica's athletes sail for France, where
will compete against the world's best.

THE FAMOUS EPSOM DERBY—Sa

.

vino wins from a field of 27 starters in !

.

land's great race classic.

"HELEN MARIA" DAWES AT HOM.
Charles G. Dawes bravely faces, with his

|

the lens barrage at his home in Evan'
111.

Other news as usual.
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"The Pinnacle of Pantomime"
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The Side Show of Life
If you have seen THE COVERED WAGON, you know that probably

the outstanding performance in the picture is that of Ernest Torrence as
"Bill Jackson." More people go out talking and laughing about "Bill" than
anything else they've seen. THE COVERED WAGON showed the world that
Torrence is a great actor, and Paramount signed him. He has appeared in
several pictures since THE COVERED WAGON, but "Bill Jackson" has re-
mained the high spot.

Now I think "Bill" has been eclipsed. Torrence has just completed, in

THE SIDE SHOW OF LIFE, a characterization that, in my opinion, is even
better than the one that made him famous. We've all read a lot of stories

about actors actually living their roles, and usually it's bunk. But if ever an
actor did come near living a part, Torrence does it in THE'SIDE SHOW OF
LIFE. Here is a performance that is going to be numbered among the great
ones of the screen, along with Tom Meighan's in "The Miracle Man" and a
few others.

THE SIDE SHOW OF LIFE was produced by Herbert Brenon from
William J. Locke's novel, "The Mountebank," and the play by Ernest Denny.
Locke's books always sell into the hundreds of thousands. This one, his latest,

has been no exception, and the story is of such outstanding dramatic merit
that a Broadway stage play was made of it also.

Torrence has the part of a clown in a small traveling French circus. His
partner is a poodle, one of the best clog actors I've ever seen. This dog, whom
Torrence loves, is killed on the same day the circus goes smash and Torrence
meets a pretty down-and-out French girl. Two derelicts, they form a pro-

fessional partnership and take up life together in Paris. The war comes.
Torrence enlists. Suddenly he finds himself. He is a natural-born soldier.

Before the end of the war, he is a brigadier-general, a favorite of London so-

ciety, loved by an English lady. He loves her in return. He is torn between
two fires. Shall he marry the English girl and take up the new life his mete-
ode rise in the world has opened to him? Or shall he return to the French
girl in Paris, who is wholly dependent upon him, and the circus?

To see Torrence play this character and work out his problem to a happy
finish is a wonderfully entertaining experience for any audience. Anna Q.

Nilsson, Neil Hamilton (hero of "America"), Louise Lagrange and the others

in the cast are excellent.

I rate THE SIDE SHOW OF LIFE as a top-notcher among that great

line-up of top-notchers, THE FAMOUS FORTY. It will get the crowds and
the money, and it will keep them talking long after it has passed along. Para-

mount is releasing it on September 1st.

S. R. KENT.
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Incorporations
Albany — Eagle Cinema Corp.,

Brooklyn. Capital $20,000. Incorp-
orators, A. Etimel, M. B. Schoen and
L. A. Peyser. Attorney, Wacht 8i

Cohen, New York.

Springfield, 111. — Park Theater
Bldg. Corp., Chicago. Capital $60,-
000. Incorporators, Charles H. Mill-
er, D. K. Cochrane and Archie
Spencer.

Okmulgee, Okla.—Oklahoma The-
atre Co. Capital $100,000. Incor-
porators: W. J. Peterson, John P.
Cook and John R. Rebold.

Dallas, Texas—Simplex Theatre
Supply Co. Capital $20,000. Incor-
porators: C. A. Deering, Hy Soren-
son and H. C. Doering.

Albany — Simmonds-Kann Enter-
prises, New York. Capital $10,000.
Incorporators, J. and R. Simmond9
and G. E. Kann.

Houston,. Texas—Fox Studio, Inc.
Capital $20,000. Incorporators: C.
Fox, K. M. Fabrique and L E. Mac-
Blain.

Albany—K. & C. Operating Co.,
Binghamton. Capital $5,000. At-
torney, R. W. Meeker, Binghamton.

Albany—Stamford Capitol Theater
Corp., New York. Capital $100,000.
Attorney, Sol H. Eisler, New York.

Albany — Sultan Comedies, Inc.,

New York. Capital $100,000. Attor-
ney, Herman Goldman, New York.

Albany—Knickerbocker Laborator-
ies, Brooklyn. Capital $5,000. Attor-
ney, F. M. Verilli, New York.

In The Courts
Distinctive Pictures Corp., has ap-

pealed from an order of Supreme
Court Justice Delahanty denying its

application to strike out part of the
complaint in a suit of Jetta Goudal
for $100,000 damages. She alleged
that the defendant hired her on Oct.
22 last, for six months at $500 a week,
that she was to play only the leading
female part in pictures and to be fea-

tured above all other women. She ap-
peared until Nov. 17, when she al-

leged she was discharged without
cause.

The allegations which the defen-
dant asked to be stricken out, were
that she was advertised as leading
woman in "Blood and Gold," that
someone else was engaged to take
her place, and that the advertising
was changed accordingly. In refus-
ing to strike out these allegations, the
court said that they had some bearing
on the issues.

Powers Film Products, Inc. has ap-
plied in the Supreme Court to punish
Rex Laboratory. Inc., and William
K. Hedwig, president of the corpora-
tion, for contempt of court, because
Hedwig failed to appear in the Su-
preme Court to testify concerning the
ability of the corporation and himself
to pay a judgment of $1,400.

F. G. Conklin, receiver for Pre-
ferred has been ordered to increase

his bond from $25,000 to $50,000.

Albany—Far-Gor Productions, New
York. Capital $100,000. Attorney,
John Blumenthal, New York.

Albany—Algee Producing Co., New
York. Capital $10,000. Attorney,
Leon C. Schultz, New York.

Montreal, Can.—B. F. Keith Co. of
Canada, Ltd. Capital $5,000,000.

Dover, Del.—Seaside Amusement
Co., Wilmington. Capital $5,000.

Albany—Studio Guild, Inc , New
York. Capital $1,000.

C. O. D. Blanchfield Dead
Nat Levine was advised by wire

from the Coast yesterday that C. O.
D. Blanchfield had died suddenly on
Sunday. He was engaged in the film

brokerage business.

Next Week on Broadway
Features on Broadway next week

will include "Changing Husbands," at

the Rivoli and "Unguarded Women,"
at the Rialto.

;ILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-16 VeehawkenStWestHobokenJU,

laboratory with the lowest Insure,!.
Sates in the Eatt. Negative Develop^
"during, Cutting and Projection Rooti

i*«o« UNION—4800

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 Broadway

Financing on the CHROMOS Plan

Is The Right Road to Success

'Phone
Watkins
4522

Loans Arranged for Reputable

Propositions on Workable Terms

A. Call Involves no Obligations

Consult With Us In Confidence

Decision Today
(.Continued from Page 1)

If the motion is denied the defend-
ants will then proceed to marshall
their witnesses to present their side

of the case.

Opinion here as to whether the mo-
tion will be denied or not is about
evenly divided.

The cross-examination of Binderup
was terminated suddenly on Monday.
A motion was then made for a dis-

missal, but before arguments could
be heard on it, the court adjourned
until yesterday.

Renee Adoree, has returned from
Spain where she finished "El Bande-
lero."

Guts and Flashes
Arthur Edmund Carewe, who

Svengali in "Trilby" will appear
Howard Estabrook's production '"

Price of a Party."

Marion Russell is now managei
The Film Reporter and The F
Clocker, 3316 Avenue J., Brooklyi

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sale! Mgt. i

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

But Where Is Dempsey ?
Ah! He is hiding behind the alfalfa!

He is wearing an artificial bush!

He is acting!

He is kidding!

This is one of his parts in Unlversal's

»»"FIGHT AND WIN
pictures which, my friend, will

tickle the movie fans of the

world plumb to pieces!

Play Dempsey and Put "Jack" in the Bank!

NOW PLAYING

HOtPMOW
B/IEA7H

ofn AL CHRISTIE FEATURE

«* Dorothy Devore
Walter hiers - tolly Marshall - jimmie adams -

PR1SC1LLA BONNER aud JIMMIE HARRISON

Released by

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP. I

J



Our Salesmen

Are Working for You

I

No* 391— Straight from the Shoulder
Talks by Carl Laemmle, President of
the Universal Pictures Corporation

ASKYOU to take this little talk at its face value because I was never more in earnest
in my life. It is about the relationship of Universal salesmen to you and to me.

First, read the following extract from the printed instructions carried by every
Universal salesman:

"The basic principle and policy under which our pictures shall be sold is that
no exhibitor shall be asked to pay one penny more than our product is worth to his

theatre— but no exhibitor shall be permitted to pay for our product one penny less

than it is worth"

Now, that's on the level. It was not written to be published (even though I am
publishing it today) but it was written for the purpose of hammering the Universal
policy home to our salesmen. I am jealous of our reputation for fair dealing. I don't
propose to have that reputation jeopardized by any salesmen who might be over
zealous. A Universal salesman is as much your representative as he is mine* Laugh,
if you feel a laugh coming, but it is the truth just the same.

We have more battles with our salesmen than you do!

They are constantly telling us when we are wrong on price. They tell us the
facts about your theatre, your location, your capacity, your general business condi-
tions. They give us all the reasons why we must not ask this or that price from you.
They are in personal touch with you. I cannot be. If our salesmen were on your
payroll instead of mine they could not use more arguments in your behalf than they

now use!

Bearing in mind that our salesmen are as much your representatives as mine,
I want to impress another fact upon you, namely, that never in the history of the
Universal did our salesmen have so much to say about pricing our goods as they
now have. When we make up our price lists, they tell us where we are wrong and
where we are right, what you can afford to pay and what you cannot—and why.
After we have battled the lists to a finish, they are authorized to accept contracts from
you without waiting for Home Office approval.

Now I ask you to read one more extract from the printed orders to salesmen

:

"We want the salesmen to fight for our customers' rights just as much as he fights

for the company's interests, because the welfare of our customers means the welfare

of the company. I want no disputes—no enemies. Universal cannot afford enemies.

There is no profit in enemies."

My idea of business is that it must be based upon principle! Any other basis

is a fake. Universal's policy is "Live and let live." Any time any Universal man
departs from that policy, let me know!
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FRANK LLOYD productions inc.
presents
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with

^IILTON 0IL1L& and a supporting cast including
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Buy Famous' Share
Small Interest in State and Allen,

Cleveland Reverts Back to Loew's
Ohio Theaters

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Fred Desberg, general

nanager of Loew's Ohio Theaters,

Inc., was one of the final witnesses to

appear at the closing session of the

Federal Trade Commission investiga-

:ion into Famous Players' activities

nere.

The examination developed the fact

that Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc., had
undergone a process of refinancing

ind that the bonds held by Famous
Players in the company owning the

State and Allen theaters had been

jaid off in full about three weeks ago.

Other witnesses were Frank Drew,
Fox manager and Eddie Fontaine,

Paramount manager.

Drew, testified that he had no diffi-

culty getting first run showings of

Fox pictures in first class theaters in

this territory. He further testified

that Fox pictures occupied ten per

cent of available exhibition time in

this territory.

Fontaine testified that the sales

policies of Famous Players were sim-

ilar to the sales policies of other dis-

tributing companies. He further at-

tempted to show that Paramount pic-

tures occupied about 15 per cent of

the available exhibition time in the

Northern Ohio territory- This testi-

mony, however, was excluded by Ex-
aminer E. C. Alvord.

St. Louis Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The Government inves-

tigation into Famous Players' ac-

tivities opens here on June 23.

Field men for the Federal Trade
Commission have been in the city for

the past few weeks conducting a

preliminary investigation, to line up
witnesses to be called when the ses-

sions are convened here.

Barthelmess in "Classmates"
Richard Barthelmess' new picture

will be "Classmates," by William de

Mille and Margaret Turnbull. Pro-

duction starts July 1 at West Point,

with exteriors to be shot later in

Florida. John A. Robertson will di-

rect.

Borzage to Direct Norma
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Frank Borzage will

direct Norma Talmadge in "The
Lady." He was scheduled to direct

Ramon Navarro, who is now en

route to Europe to appear in "Ben
Hur."

F. B. O. Fall Line-Up
Includes One from Mrs. Wallace
Reid—Six From Fred Thomson
and Six From Goebel and Erb

One of the highlights of the 1924-

25 F. B. O. schedule will be "Broken
Laws," which Mrs. Wallace Reid
will make. It is a jazz age story.

A July release will be "A Woman
Who Sinned," produced by Finis

Fox. This will be followed by "Fools

in the Dark." starring Patsy Ruth
Miller and Matt Moore. "Vanity's

Price." another, has been started, R.

Neil directing. "Messalina" is also a

fall release. It was made in Italy by
Enrico Guazzoni.

As noted, Fred Thomson will make
a new series of six westerns. "The
Go-Getters" series with Alberta

Vaughn and George O'Hara are now
in work. Emory Johnson is busy

on his next, while six will come from
the new Goebel-Erb outfit, the first

to be "Hard Cash."

Loew's, Ltd., Reduces Debts

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—Loew's Toronto Thea-

ters, Ltd., has reduced its bonded in-

debtedness by paying off $43,000.

This was made possible by the im-

proved financial standing of the com-

pany which controls Loew's Yonge
St. and Loew's Uptown.

Corinne Griffith Due Today

Corinne Griffith is due in New
York today from the Coast. She will

not make any pictures while in the

East, but upon her return to Holly

wood will start in "Wilderness", to be

followed by "Declasse".

New F. & M. House Opens Tonight

(Special to 7772 FILM DAILY)

Harvey. 111.—Fitzpatrick & Mc
Elroy's new Harvey theater, 104th

St. and Center Ave., opens tonight.

Sax in Deal with Apollo

Sam Sax has closed with Apollo

Trading to handle the foreign rights

on the six pictures he will make, the

first to be "Unmarried Wives."

Won't Review Ohio Ruling
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O.—The Ohio Supreme
Court has refused the petition of

Walter K. Richards of Findlay, ask-

in" the court to reconsider its recent

action against him in its interpreta-

tion of a motion picture show as a

dramatic or theatrical performance
and hence against the law on Sunday.

F. P. Canadian Managers to Meet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—A meeting of managers
of the theaters controlled by Famous
Players Canadian Corp., will be held

here July 9, 10 and 11.' N. L. Na-
thanson will preside. Awards will

be presented at the convention to the

winners of the bonus contest.

Montreal Theater Managers Meet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal—The Montreal Theater
Managers' Assn. at their annual meet-

ing at the Queen's Hotel, elected

George Nicholas to succeed Abbie
Wright as president. George Rotsky
was elected vice-president and B. M.
Garfield, secretary-treasurer.

L. C. Barnstyn Coming Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rotterdam—Loet C. Barnstyn, of

the Nedorlands Bioscop Trust sails

for New York on the Rotterdam
June 24.

McAvoy in "Ben Hur" Lead

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—May McAvoy has

been signed to play Esther in "Ben

Hur."

Ben Amsterdam Here _ ___

Ben Amsterdam. Masterpiece Film

Attractions. Philadelphia, is here on

one of his frequent visits.

Brother May Go Abroad

J. C. Barnstyn, of the British and
Continental Trading Com. and a

brother of L. C. will probably go

abroad in September for six weeks.

"Sorrows of Satan"
Famous Corelli Work Finally Pur-

chased by Lasky—To Be Made
on Ambitious Scale

Negotiations have finally been

closed by Famous Players with the

executors of the estate of Marie Cor-

elli, for the rights to "The Sorrows

of Satan." The deal was closed in

London by Jesse L. Lasky.

For six years, negotiations have

been under way for the purchase of

the book, some leading producers

Having made bids for it. John Cecil

Graham, head of the Famous London
dffice begun dickering for the rights

in 1918, through the author's agents,

'Watt & Son.

It has not been decided who will

direct, or who will be starred, but

it is understood the production will

be one of the company's most am-

bitious pictures for next season.

Extends Olive Branch
Invitation to M. P. T. O. A. and Al-

lied Group to Join Hands Made
by Billy Brandt

The M. P. T. O. of New York has
stepped to the front and has isff?e

an invitation to leaders of the f

T. O. and the Allied States Organiza-
tion to meet at the state convention in

Buffalo, July 7 in a spirit of coopera-
tion. The invitation has been extend-
ed by Billy Brandt to M. J. O'Toole,
R. F. Woodhull and Sydney S. Cohen
of the M. P. T. O. and the various

prime movers in the Allied States

Organization.

Brandt extends the olive branch
and passes the issue on to the exhibit-

or leaders. He says the breach must
be healed, so that one united front

can be presented.

"The fact that this meeting falls at

a time when the attention of the ex-

hibitors throughout the country has
been focused upon the all important

need of proper organization by re-

cent developments in the producing
and distributing ends of the business,

and that it comes close upon the heels

of important group conventions in

various cities, makes of this Buffalo

meeting an occasion which can be

turned to the benefit of the exhibition

end of the industry in general and
every exhibitor in particular," says

Brandt.

"To this end, we extend a cordial

invitation to President Michael J.

O'Toole, Sydney S. Cohen, Peter

Woodhull and other officials of the

M. P. T. O. A., President W. A.

S<teffes, H. B. Varner, H. M. Richey,

H. A. Cole, Jake Wells and other

members of the Allied States Organi-

zation and every organization leader

and individual exhibitor to attend this

convention in Buffalo.

"The time has come when the ex-

hibitors, each and every one, must
weld themselves into a solid, tightly

bound, financially unhampered or-

ganization which will at once act as

an instrument to fight producer-dis-

tributor domination of the motion

picture industry and at the same time,

by its very strength, to be a formid-

able obstacle to future actions tend-

ing to cripple and weaken the inde-

pendent exhibitor.

"This is too well known to require

further elaboration, but it cannot be

too well known that, in its present

state, broken up into numerous unal-

(Continuci on Page 5)

Vitagraph Plans Napoleonic Story

Vitagraph will produce "Glorious

Betsy," a romance of the Napoleonic

era, by Rida Johnson Young.
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Quotations
High Low ' Close Sales

i. Kod.' .W7Ys 107% W/& 400
f: K-L. .... 75% 74% 74/8 '2,500

do pfd. ..";.' Not quoted
Goldwyn 13-K UYa, 13& 100
LoewV-. .,.-.... 16 15H 15% 500
W'.inner's Not quoted

Incorporations
Albany—Great Neck Playhouse,

I i tat. Neck.. 100 shares common stock,
norpaif value. Incorporators, H. and
D„,Rosenbaum and L. Stone. Attor-
ney, T. A. .Brown, New York.

Albany—Albany-S. K. & B. S.

Kuauer, Inc., New York. Capital
$25,000. Attorney, Ida Thau, New
York. ....v.

Albany—W. T., Inc.,. New York.
Capital $30,0.00. Incorporators, M. M.
Gp^ds^ein, J. Kendler and A. Ganz.
Aitornevs, Kendler & Goldstein, New
York, ,

,'.
, . .
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New Color Process at Capitol

"Kiiiekrom," a new color pr>'

will beinT'n'Mliire'd'at the Capitol next
\ve?k. The first of the series, "The
Days of Monarchs," represents the,

spectacnkj'V. character of pre,~war/. *%- :

tivilies, with the color and splendor"
.ii ,'usturnes and- uniforms. .'

>

.-"

TheC'KifteJa'onV* treatment is said

not_only- to solve the problem of re-

producing nature's hues by. light, rays,

without artficial coloring but to add
stereoscopic relief. Another feature
of the process which, was developed
by Charles Urban, is claimed to be
the elimination of "fringing."

Banner Buys New Story

Banner Prod, has purchased "The
Man Without a Heart," by Ruby M.
Ayers which Burton King will direct

at. the Bennet studio. Kenneth Har-
lan and Jane Novak will play the

leads. Samuel Briskin will leave

New-. York next week to visit princi-

pal cities as far West as the coast
%vhere he may close lor a third series.

j

Co-Operating on Film Shipments
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

I Seattle—Exchange managers are
ijriuch pleased over the forward step
tjaken by the American Express Co..

rjere which has prepared a schedule to

assist in the shipment of film. This
(Comprehensive list shows train con-
nections to every shipping point in

tjhe territory.
-

Allvine's Latest

Glendpn Allvine is responsible for

tfie mailing of a "Ten Command-
tjients" program to the various dele-

gates of the Democratic National
(Convention, in which it was suggest-

ed that the Ten Commandments be
jiserted as a plank in the platform.

Building Active In San Francisco
'",

N (Special to THE FILM DAILY >

Sari Francisco—The growing inter-

est in pictures among the varied races
which lorm the city's population, is

causing a veritable fever- of., building
activity here, A modern house is

^eingVjsreeited in the heart- of Chaia-
town, which has been leased -for a
period of years by Chin Lafn. The
Lun Hop Co. is receiving bids on a
850 seat theatre. A great number of

neighborhood houses are being re-

modelled and enlarged.

Jackie Sails Aug. 15

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Jackie Coogan sails

from New York for the Near East on
Aug. 15. His last picture for Metro
has been placed in production. Larry
Weingarten leaves for New York
'with a print of "Little Robinson Cru-
soe" in a few weeks. Jack will stop
Off at a number of cities in connec-
tion with the milk fund he is spon-
soring.

Security Buys Two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

j
Cleveland—Security Pictures has

loup-ht "The Lure of the Yukon"
hd "A Pair of Hellions" for Ohio
Irom Lee-Bradford.

] dependable Gets Principal Franchise

Dependable will control the local

anchise for Principal on the Harold
ell Wrights and. Baby Peggys, taking
l New York City and State and
orthern, New Jersey.

Al Cooke and Kit Guard, comics,
ave been re-engaged by F. B. O.

Must Use "Tax Free" Tickets
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—W. A. Steffes, head
of the northwest exhibitor unit, has
warned theatre owners not to use
tickets mentioning the tax, when they
ire sold on non-taxable seats (fifty

dents, or under), declaring that it

is a revenue department ruling, sub-
ject to a fine, for violation.

Percy Marmont in "Clean Heart"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

! Hollywood—Percy Marmont will

play the lead in. 'The Clean Heart,"
\jvhich goes into production immedi-
ately at Vitagraph, under direction of

J. Stuart Blackton.

Cast for "Captain Blood"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

I Hollywood—J. Warren Kerrigan,
jjean Paige, James Morrison, Wilfrid
North and Charlotte Merriam, are

me first five to. .be cast for "Captain
Blood."

Politics for Rialto Audience

j
A' radio will be installed in the Ri-

alto next week to receive important
Ipappenings at the Democratic • Con-
tention. Both afternoon and : evening
sessions will be covered.

Louis WeadockJ will assist in the

Stling'of "A Self Made Failure", fea-

uring Lloyd Hamilton and Ben Alex-
nder.

NOW PLjAYING

HOLD

ofn A CHIUSTIE FEATURE

Dorothy Devorewith

WALTER HIERS - TULLY MARSHALL - JIMM1E ADAMS

PR1SCILLA BOtiNER vmo JTMMIE HARRISON

•
, ,

' Released by

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPi J

Arrangements are .being made fo^
a Broadway showing of "Behold This
Woman," the J. Stuart Blackton ver-
sion of E. Phillips Oppenheim's
novel.

•=#*-

HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes Only"

2 reels

Pafhecpmedy

THW^^ Co
America.inc.

729-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI58

The Mackler Process

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated

TRUE AS STEEL
A First National Production
Now Playing at the Capitol

FOREIGN DIRECTOR—
Original ideas—vast motion picture
studio experience, screen adaptations

—

scenario, continuity expert—seeks con-
nection with producing concern or'

new enterprise. Apply Box S 31 1 i

c/o Film Daily
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

Specify

GOEEZ-RAW STOCK
FOR QUALITY

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 W. 45tb St., N. Y. C

Simplex Projecron Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. - Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickerihg 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

RAW STOCK
(

Negative, —
" Positive _

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D.TIPPETT, Inc.

,
I ;

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'w«y N. Y. C.



Filmed from the Big SATURDAY EVENING POST Story

"Men of Affairs" by Roland Pertwee— Directed by Dennison Clift

With a great cast headed by Catherine Calvert—this high speed whirlwind action
melodrama of a wild chase for millions will thrill your patrons to their very toes. A,

whale of a title, to play with, thrilling action posters and advertising material, all ready
for you all backed by F. B. O.'s strong arm showmen. Look and you'll positively book\
It's the kind of a picture that builds business

FILM BOOKING OFFICES SEoiKKSS
723 Seventh Ave., New York City, N. Y.—Exchanges Everywhere
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Newspaper Opinions
"True As Steel"—Metro.yGwyn.

Capitol

AMERICAN—* * 'While I did lib* find

"True As Steel" especially convincing, I

found it interesting anil hotter matiiial
I have seen on Broadway in the last two
weeks. * * *

"True As Steel" misses a big cliai

one I thought Mr, II rig In would ' -

chance to really give a on lorial discussion
on woman's pi.-u - business world.

DAIT.Y NEWS * ' Wp p B«.f'«l picture,
hut decidedly adult stuff.

EVENING JOUJcK'AI. Rnpeit
Hughes has made an interesting picture by
drawing his characters liuin.in and under-
standable. And he has treated the situations
with enough sympathy to make them logi-

cal. * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * II there is

one writer for the prints ami for the screen
who knows what the public wants his name
is Hughes. * * 'no mailer what lie is doing,
he makes "his audience like it.

" I'l'tttjAs Steel". is well worth while.

II i-KMUV/.TKIIUv^E- Kuvni Hughes,, •

* * Iras- dTsappointecP'ija. He has made a
morbid picture and lias named it "True As
Steel." * * *

* * * The trouble with tlje. picture, we are
sure, is that it is miscast. *.'* *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * It ini-

presses on the whole, hut it is a question
whether it should be put forth as Summer
entertainment. Comedy is almost entirely
lacking. A few jazz dance scenes and sev-
eral clever titles drew the only laughs * * *

Hut there is no question about the inherent
quality of "True As 'Steel.'' It must hi

classed as a good story honestly and well
directed, admirably acted and very well ph'oito
graphed. * * *

POST— * * " is one ai.: the- most curious
pieces of work we've cvtfr seen.

It has neither plot tipr villain. It arAi

forms to no time proven formula. 'II

absolutely nothing startling -about it. and a
good deal of it strains your credulity to the
last notch—yet most of it is interesting. * * *

SUN—* * * "True As Steel" then is

recommended as an interesting if not pre-
cisely exciting picture, and one that is ever
so faithful to life in les Etats Unis. * * *

the settings and clothes are correct and hand-
some and the actors display an uncommon
amount of what might he called plain horse
sense. * * *

TELEGRAM—* * *If; you want
what an author can do in the way of con-
sistent character development... rational plot
unfolding and clever caption writing, go see
the picture * * *

TIMES—WcXjtefe agreeably surprised with
this pictorial effort, which, while it is no
masterpiece, is such a distinct improvement
* * * that we emerged from the theater saiis-

tied with life. * -*_ * but in "True As Steel"
he has actually neglected hokum, which fact
makes this photoplay vastly more entertain-
ing. * * *

The picture is quite a good entertainment,

&&%DAILY Thursday, June 19,
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l".-,silil' 'II in.- n .niiir in;: foi its abiind-

,-in.ce up' >': ibli il Ejajipns

i
!• i... a'u'st ol lii , work and

Im i ausc "I il i -,i eiJ< 111 action and
I ll .'i

I 111 dji-'ect i In
. i". i in

.

ice! i hal \i : . not half

as sh. iclvcd by the n research as

In ,
ii }. ,vi it et « nuld ha\ e s on believe I le

. been pained by his dl covei ies but

ei i tainlj a- hrcathli s artd i ijg< r audience'
( ii,: \ astly entertained.

"Tiger Love"—F.

Rivoli

P.-L.

AMERICAN—* * * While Hie motion pie-

lure will never be as high in art as the opera,

it is not bad entertainment. *

George Melford is the director, and il is

riianj a daj sim e I havi a as good a

MeHord incline. * " *

DANA' NEWS 'Il .ill goi it

a movie isn't a movie when il hasn't a story.

Here we have Antonio Moreno in a colorful

role, good direction, some 6ne photography

—

hut what a story l * * *

A Spanish dance or two cannot disguise

that plot. You'd know it in an Eskimo set-

ting. * * *

EVENING JOURMU.-* * * Kstcllc has

the dark hair ami eyes necessary for a

heroine named Marcheta, and there are all

the usual lights, hold UpS and interesting

scenery expected of an outlaw play.

EVENING WIIKLI)-* * * It's one of

those films with a box-office title (this time

not so salacious) that should "pack 'em in"

out where alfalfa is the main crop.

But any film with Antonio" Moreno and
Estelic Taylor as its featured players must
he at least interesting and. in a measure,
entertaining, so that's exactlj the way we
h.u e i .i'il igued " riger Love."

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * A picture

bi entirely different from a pla | and
siill he good. But "Tiger Love" isn't good
In fact il" "ii!> thing in it that is worth
looking al is Antonio Moreno. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * "Tiger

Love" may serve to wile away an hour or

so. There is always the probability of course

that some people will overlook the conven-
tional story and believe and cnioy it. *

POST— lint it's pretty good stuff al lint

The picture has been wall directed by George
Melford, ami Estelle Taylor, * * * Tony
Moreno, * * * give convincing performanci

Some of the photograph., is very lovely. So.

outside of the usual amount of hokum and a

terrihlv blah m, ling, "Tiger Love" will soothe

and pie i
* *

SUN—''Tiger 1

being an entertaining photoplay. *

Then, too. "Tiger Love," suffers a lib from

having a Spanish heroine that doesn't look

the least bit Spanish, ami who is not quite

attractive enough * * * to inspire the soil

of love thai is so eloquently and vividly de

1 in the title. * *

TELEGRAM— * ' * much of the strength

of the original story hi ip ated, and the

tragic atmosphere has vanished altogether.

Several oi the episodes seem improbable, and

then i a real tendency toward the happy

Due to necessity of moving executive offices to

1 larger quarters Universal Pictures Corp. offers

FLOOR FOR RENT
en
in

.tire 3rd floor (10,000 sq. ft.) 1600 Broadway, N. Y.,

eluding projection room and office partitions.

apply

UNIV;EftSA;L PICTURES CORP.
UU Broadway — New York, N. Y.

ending—one of the bngbfiai ol film pro-

duction.

i I,,, photogi ipb; ii . Ii i ii inn kablj l« .urn

ful, < pei iallj in ll-. SCi ni s. * *

TIME; "
I i . i !

.. i

. i ncvei ll"

hss ,ni mi. rest nig him m w Inch the d

ineiit is not II. , cd "ii 1" ih. spark oi oiigin-

ality.

George Mollonl, " ' ' was fortunate in

his selection oi Antonio Moreno for the role

of the Wildcat, bm ih" same cannot be said

regarding the casting oi Estclfe Taylor as
i in In i oinc. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—* * * The
slory is rather trite, but the action is heroic

ami sustained. Should bo a splendid circuit

feature that will please all classes and sorts,

free from extreme sex and stirring as well

as romantic.

WOULD—* * * The background surf

rounds this musical c d\ film with its

native atmosphere of adobe, pepper trees and
Spanish donkey trains. There is also a real

wildcat, which in many ways was the most
energetic and convincing actor of the cast.

"The White Moth'—First Nat'l

Strand

AMERICAN—* * * "The While Moth"
* * * is much more elegant than convincing..

It is one of those films that appeals to a

certain element of movie patrons', the kind
who choose always to have cream puffs in-

stead of the more substantial roast beef. * *

DAILY NEWS—Barbara La Marr says
this is the best picture she has ever made.
.Maybe she's right.

It all depends upon how you like your
Barbara La Marr * * *

Beautiful sets, good photography, Babbie
at her best (?), a naughty scene or two

—

that's "The White Moth."

I \ I
-, ,\ I X t , j ( ) U K N A 1 .—M aurice Tour-

neur has produced the slory with minute
attention to details of Parisian atmosphere
* * * Barbara, who is very well east tor

the role, does several dances, and the pic-

ture will interest those who like that sort of

a story . * * *

ft'

! VI- \l\<; \\ ORLD -Anything,
i

t stimal ion. .thaL Maurice Tourneur dire
i

the sen eu -is worth while.
And so. if you take our advice,

journi \ lo ' * si " "The White Moth
picture, we Hunt, is one of the most;
we have seen in months. * * *

lll.k'ALD-TRIBUNK * " " is aim.)
silhi -I j liit lire- we ever saw and yet we

i

no!. Ih.it it will make millions for it)

ducors. Right here we predict that it i

in-raided as a box-office attraction al'

tin- country after it leaves the Strand Tj
Ui.mse of a lot of scenes which verifit I

suspicion that we were gazing on almo
|

silliest picture we ever bad seen. CI
store we shall say nothing. The tale i<

and for us to comment on it would 1 id

more so. * *' *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * d .q

its hnlliant setting, proves to be a fa-

1

if popular, specimen; * * *

Maurice Tourneur has provided a it

decorative sitting for an artificial story.

way Tearlo shares the honors- with Bs
La Marr. * » *

POST—* * * Whoever induced Ba ,ri

La Marr to do this picture did her ; ad

(urn. Just about two more thinks liki ijj

one and her last week's effort. "The She

3

of Dan McGrcw," will cook her goofl
the estimation of all persons " possejse||

the slightest intelligence. * * *

SUN—* * * "The White Moth", then, J
he described as a typical motion pictu

Parisian night life as seen through tin

of a Hollywood director. That is to sj
is dripping over with scenes of nudity

gamey views of frolics in the Latin qu

of Paris * * *

TIMES—* * * It is true that this »

picture is to a certain extent an attrajl

entertainment ,as it contains exotic an<|

foresting scenic effects with beautiful IU

Hut the story that limps througll

different scenes is filled with exaggej
^ii 11,1 1 i. H is. which would never have beeil

i
. [itcd if Sir. Tourneur had been intent

fashioning a masterpiece. *

WORLD—* * * we do say that

an scenes of interior decoration of | ll

splendor. We slid cant quite unders

win Tourneur neglected to put a grand-;.!

and a radio in that bath room.

What Is Dempsey Saying?
Frankly, we don't know. All we know is that

this picture of him was taken from one of his

"FIGHT A ND WIN "

pictures in which he assumes the role of a

French officer or something or other. The
first one who guesses what he is saying is a

better guesser than we are. It's all French

to us.

Play Dempsey and Put "Jack" in the Bank

gfl
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m
tends Gj^ve Branch

(Continued frtmi Page. 1).

edroups, exhibitor-organization, no

nat:r how fine its indentions, is no
hi to cope with the situation

lOvconfronting it and'with the many
artications of this dangerous situ-

itic which will confront it in the

utte.

• the headers of the two larger

xbitor organizations, Mr. O'Toole,
M. P. T. O. A., and Mr. Steffes

f le Allied States, the leaders of

ta and regional groups and each in-

lal theater owner are as con-

n d as I am of the necessity of

firmly welded organization, if

ire willing to work together for

: In common good, they should take

I ntage of this meeting in Buffalo,

coi- together and, once for all, lay

II ifferences aside and try to build

th<foundation for real exhibitor oc-

opation.

'here can not be worthwhile ex-

or organization without proper
timcing, and there can be no proper
timcing unless exhibitors every

are lined up in one solid fight-

inffront.

tie M. P. T. O. of New York
St e is completely independent. It

^t;ds by itself. Therefore, its con-
ion can well be considered a

ne ral occasion, a Hague at which
noiarty to a meeting will be at the

sliitest disadvantage.

Phis will be my least term as

prident of the M. P. T. O. of New
Y>k State. My time has been free-

v *iven to exhibitor organizations
in he past, but my own private busi-

K now requires my complete at-

te-ion. As an individual exhibitor

w]i a large investment, however, I

ca| not help but recognize the grow-
inj menace to the independent the-

atj owner from within and without
tr industry and see plainly the great

biefit to me, as a private person, of

a mgly welded national organiza-
n."

1. J. O'Toole, was out of town
yterday. No one at his office cared
tcspeak for the M. P. T. O. A.

Tips to Projectionists

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pronto, Ont.—Some tips which

ny prove valuable to projectionists
ii the care and operation of their

chines, are reprinted below, from
pie Canadian Moving Picture Di-
gt":

» • • •

Many projectionists use a typewriter
cining brush for brushing out bits of film,

fcl, from their machines. This is not al-

ps effective. If your theater owns an
fcltric vacuum cleaner with an attachment
h cleaning curtains, rugs, etc., it can be
P'ised into this service, as the strong suc-

j easily removes all traces of lint and
fi without damage to the machine.

• # • #

A medicine dropper or fountain pen filler

la very handy and neat way of applying
fli cement when making splices such as
V'-n doubling up single reels on double
rls. The dropper is sucked full of cement
ai by pressing the rubber bulb a neat line
c cement can be drawn along the scraped

Jce
on the film to be spliced."

Service Issuing "Smiles"
Service: Film Corporation is now
cjitribUting a new series of one reel

Jbjects1

. Called "Smiles."

Jazz, Autos, Films, Imperil Colleges?
Prof. Abraham Flexner, educator

and scientist, in an address before
the Lincoln School of Teachers Col-
lege, declared that the youths of Am-
erica entering colege this fall, will find
themselves in the atmosphere of
"movies, motors and jazz", the peril
of the world's civilization.

"N. Y. Film Curb" Appears
Thomas Hamlin has issued the first

number of his new paper, "New York
Flim Curb." It is a zone trade week-
ly issued every Wednesday for exhibi-
tors served by local exchanges and
covers Northern New Jersey, South-
ern New York State, Greater New
York and Long Island.

Tie-Up on "Felix" Dolls
Arrangements have been made with

the George Borgfeldt & Co., import-
ers and exporters, for the manufac-
ture of a "Felix" doll, to exploit the
famous cat series. The doll retails at

$1, and the Liggett Drug Co., has
purchased them for their stores.

Foreign Sales
Sering D. Wilson Co., have pur-

chased "The Lure of the Yukon" for
the United Kingdom, also 12 Redhead
comedies for the United Kingdom
France, Belgium, Switzerland, Hol-
land, Spain, Portugal, and Italy, from
Lee-Bradford.

Famous Buys "Alice" Comedies
Famous Players has purchased the

"Alice" comedies for Canada. Other
deals include the New England rights
to Sam Moscow, and Eastern Penn.
Southern New Jersey and Washing-
ton rights to Masterpiece Attractions.

New One for Medford, Ore.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Medford, Ore.—George Hunt is re-
placing his Page theater, destroyed
by fire a few weeks ago, with a $200,-
000 modern fireproof building to seat

1,200, and will be ready in September.

Signs Harvey Gates
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Hunt Stromberg has
signed Harvey Gates as scenario ed-
itor for the Carey and Priscilla Dean
units. Doris Anderson will be his

associate.

James Morrison is the newest addi-

tion to the cast of Vitagraph's "Cap-
tain Blood."

At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

Selections from "I'ajjliacci" open' the pro-
gram, followed by the Capitol Magazine ami
"Chimes of Normandy", an elaborate tabloid.
"True As Steel" is ilie feature. An organ
solo closes.

Rialto
The overture is selections from "Aida",

and of course, the usual Riesenfeld Classical
Jazz number is second. Ernest Davis, tenor,
sings "Celeste Aida", just before "The Guilty
one", the feature, is screened. An interesting
short reel, "The Striking Tires", made with
the co-operation of the Goodrich Rubber Co,
is next, and one of the "Leather-Pushers"
comedies, "Big Boy Blue", is last.

Rivoli
The bill starts off with Charbrier's "Es-

pana", the overture, and runs into "Birds of
Passage", a Pathe short reel. A musical
trio is third, playing "Londonderry Air", with
cello, violin and harp. Kivoli News Pictorial
and "Spanish Twilight", with Paul Oscard
and La Torecilla, assisted by the Kivoli en-
semble, are presented before the feature. "Ti-
ger Love", which is followed by "Nola", a
Lie Forest Plionotilm. Will Rogers in "Don't
Park There," concludes the performance.

Strand
The program includes: Overture: "La For-

za Del Destino" ; "The Piano Quartet", ren-
dering popular selections; Topical News Re-
view; Prologue to the feature, "The White
Moth"; the feature; "Family Life", a Mer-
maid comedy, and a closing organ solo.

At Other Houses
Only five Broadway theaters have hold-

overs this week. They include the Astor,
with "The Sea Hawk"; "Girl Shy" at the
Cameo; "Ten Commandments" at the Cohan;
Criterion still housing "Dorothy Vernon of

Haddon Hall" ; and "The Thief of Bagdad"
at the Lyric.

All Eastern Units on Location
The Paramount Long Island stu-

dio has been abandoned by various

units for exteriors. Gloria Swanson's
company making "Her Love Story,"

is at Kensico, N. Y., while Valentino
and the "Sainted Devil" unit are at

Farmingdale, L. I. Irvin Willat is

shooting exteriors for "The Story

Without A Name" at Eaton's Neck,
L. I., and Alan Crosland is still in the

Bahamas, making "Sinners in Heav-
en."

Controls New England Rights
Pioneer Film of Boston, in a com-

munication to this publication, says

that company distributes "Napoleon
and Josephine" in New England. F.

B. O., in recent advertisements, men-
tioned the fact that the picture was
controlled and distributed throughout

the country by them. F. B. O. does

control most of the United States,

but not all-

Regina Crew is handling publicity

for Frank Mayo.

COMING SOON
Helene

.

Chadwick
m

HER OWN
FREE WILL

rtiepopubjr -u ...-., bij

Directed bu Paul Scaidon RELEASED B Y

a^SlSW PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Season 1924-1925 Thirty First Run Pictures

Projector Inspector in Phila.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Film Board has
appointed an inspector to check-up
on the condition of projection ma-
chines in the territory. The first re-
port submitted indicates that exhib-
itors are willing to cooperate in keep-
ing their machines fit.

De Costa Creditors Meet
Creditors of Leon De Costa met

Tuesday, in the office of Peter
B. Olney, Jr., referee in bankruptcy,
at No. 2 Rector St. De Costa was
adjudicated bankrupt on June 2.

ANNOUNCING

The First of

6
Independent Productions

"UNMARRIED

WIVES"
Now in Production To

Be Followed By

"Black lightning"

"Women in Gold"

"The Night Ship"

"Vou tan't tool A Woman"

"Every Woman's Secret"

Gotham Productions

1600 Broadway

New York City

All Foreign Rights Controlled

by

APOLLO TRADING CORP.

1600 Broadway—N. Y. C.
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FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES INC.
resents

DOWN
bij E.J.HUDSON

An Epic Drama of Today
Directed by

LAURENCE TRIMBLE andHARKT HOYT

Week after week^Month after month
FIRST NATIONAL Mis will keep the
box-offices busy for next season

Is your contract signed ?
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SNEERS
By DANNY

ind supercilious attitude.

T3"higher-and-mightier-than-

tiu" stuff. Pulled by some
nivspaper critics. And other

ci:ics of the motion picture.

V\iich tends to make many of

u ill. S Including your humble
sevant. Where they stand or

tl mountain top and disdain-

fily look down at pictures.

Ad picture people. And have

ajreat time "kidding" them.

Tis happened most outrage

oily a few weeks ago. When
a ertain critic of a New York
ii'vspaper evidently thought

hi was smart. In his manner
otreating the opening of "Th
Si Hawk." Later he retract

ecsome of his ideas. But much
dnage had been done.

r

ou, Mr. Exhibitor, may hav«

th: same sort of treatment to den'

\vi in your town. And there is onh
oi way of handling it. Go right t

hidquarters and complain. Tell tin

oner of the paper. Tell him tin

eric can criticise to his heart's con

te . Knock as often as he wishe

—ecause in these days of bettc

pi ures the boosts must come fastc

tin the knocks. But tell him yoi

d< 't want pictures "kidded" an '

P'ing fun at them.

This country is suffering

from an impaired credulity. Ar-

guments appearing in the Mon-
day morning papers on differ-

ences of pulpit opinion on the

subject of Christ automatically

tends to deteriorate youth's

faith in God; oil scandals de-

teriorates youth's faith in their

Government; violating the sta-

tutes, such as prohibition, de-
'

teriorates youth's faith in law.

We must not allow the motion

picture industry to deteriorate

youth's faith in Life.

As we automatically become
stabilized, so we must stim-

ulate the public faith in this

business as a stable industry.

These are old words- Old thoughts.

(Continued on Page 2)

New Finance Unit
Consolidated Plans Six Million for

Investment—New "Lab" for

Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Construction of a

£2,500,000 laboratory in Hollywood
next Fall and the expenditure of $6,-

000,000 by January, 1925, in the
financing of pictures are planned in

fhe program of the Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc., of New York, as
made public here.

The financing of motion pictures is

nart of the original program of Con-
solidated since the Erbograph, Re-
public and Craftsmen laboratories

were merfed. It is quite likely that

a sum of money will be set aside for

the financing of Eastern-made pro-
ductions as well.

Japanese Boycott Abates
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The boycott on Am-
erican pictures brought on by the

Japanese exclusion act has "abated
considerably," according to a telegram
received at the State Department
from Tokio.
The telegram said that the move-

ment was nracticallv ended in Osaka
and that the agitation in other parts

of Japan is subsiding.

"Unmarried Wives," Gotham's First

Sam Sax of Gotham Prod., while on
the Coast arranged for six produc-
tions, the first of which will be "Un-
married Wives." followed bv "Blac 1

T io-htning." "Women in Go'd." "The
Nieht Ship " "You Can't Fool A
Woman" and "Every Woman's Se-

•ret." James Hogan will direct.

T?itz Joins Hays Ass'n
Ritz-Carlton Pictures. Inc. has be

come a member of the Hays organiza
*ion. according to an announcement
'iiade vesterdav following a meetinp
~>f the board of directors.

Story Counts Most
R. A. Rowland Says It'* the Vita 1

Factor in Production—Some In-

teresting Ideas

The story is the most important

of all the elements that make mi "

picture, according to R. A. Rowlnn-'

Some of his ideas as expounded r'

a recent A. M. P. A. meeting wil 1

be found below:
"I consider a story from three

viewpoints: First, circulation value:

second, star value, and third, novelty

of plot and atmosphere.
(Continued on Page 7)

Building In London
H. B. Franklin to Inspect Work on
New Paramount House—Sails,

JulyS
Harold B. Franklin, director of the

theater department at Famous Play-
ers sails for Europe on the Olympic
July 5, on a combined business an
pleasure trip. One of the reason?
for the journey concerns the progress

of the Plaza theater which Famous r

?

building immediately off Piccadill;

Circus in London.

The house has been in construction

for eight or nine months ,and wil
1

probably be ready by January, 1925

Franklin will also visit Paris and pos-

sibly, Berlin.

April Exports Total $718,348
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—April exports as re-

ported by the Department of Com-
merce, included 11,439,721 linear feet

of positive, valued at $415,070; 600.-

533 ft. of negative, valued at $127.-

681, and 5,646,453 ft. of sensitized, but

unexposed film, valued at $175,597

The total reaches $718,348.

Canada was the best market for

oositive films, taking 1.146,547 ft. val-

ued at $52,767, while England was the

best customer for both negatives and

raw stock, taking 282,626 ft. valued ai

$75,299, of the former, and 2,322,276

ft., valued at $57,151, of the latter.

Milligan, A District Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati—M. A. Milligan, Para-

mount manager, has taken over Dis-

trict No. 10, which includes Cincin-

nati, Columbus and Louisville, suc-

ceeding H. A. Ross, who has been in

charge of No. 4 and No. 10.

Ross will handle No. 4, which in-

cludes Detroit. Buffalo, Pittsburgh

Cleveland and Indianapolis. The
Louisville exchange will open about

July 1.

Ten Features From Pathe

Pathe will release ten features dur

ing 1924-1925, more than 100 tw
reel comedies from Roach and Sen

nett and a number of other shor'

reels.

Six More From Dempsev
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Tack Dcmpsey wi' 1

make an additional group of six

"Fight and Win" two reelers.

Hall Joins Woods
F. Mordaunt Hall, picture critic of

the New York Times has resigned to

ioin the Al H. Woods enterprises in

London.

Six Yearly From Ritz
Four with Stars, Two from Directors
—Kleine Resigns—C. L. Years-

ley with Williams

Ritz Pictures intend producing six

>ictures a year, the first to be ready
or distribution March 15, 1925. Four
>f the six will contain starring names,
nd the other two, the prestige of two
veil known directors.

These detailed plans were an-

lounced yesterday by J. D. Williams
it the weekly luncheon of the A. M.
P. A. Further than a mere mention
>f the fact that Ritz will have two
stars and that one of them will be
Rudolph Valentino, nothing was
divulged. Williams merely said he
held an option on the services of the

second star-

"Because I have a number of ene-
(Continued on Page 7)

Connecticut Lifts Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New Haven, Conn.—While the M.
P. T. O., of Connecticut was in ses-

sion at the Hotel Garde, word was
received from State Tax Commission-
er Blodgett that the five per cent

state tax on admissions up to fifty

cents had been removed. This was
based on the Federal tax and will

now remain on those tickets only that

are taxable under the Federal law.

"Wagon" in Rivoli for Month
Present plans call for a run of four

weeks at the Rivoli for "The Covered
Wagon," beginning Aug. 3. This will

be followed by an additional week at

the Rialto.

The Loew circuit will probably not

play the picture until the fall.

179 Closed In Four States

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Film Board of Trade fig-

•ires show 179 theaters closed through
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Montana.

Lehr With Goldwyn
Will Act As General Manager of

All Units—En Route East for

Material

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Abraham Lehr,

former vice-president of Goldwyn
Pictures in charge of the Culver City

studio until that company was merged
with Metro has become associated with

Samuel Goldwyn as general manager
of production. Lehr will manage the

two units that Goldwyn maintains.

One is, of course, headed by George
(Continued on Page 7)
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SNEERS
(Continued from Page 1)

But perhaps Hays can see his way.
And suggest to his many newspaper
publishing friends that they should
do all in their power. To express
this idea. And if, among these ideas,

the sneering at pictures; the super-
ciliousness of callow youthful writ-

ers is affected thereby much good will

be accomplished.

Montgomery, Ala.—Sol Sugarman,
owner of the Grand and Pekin, died
suddenly as a result of heart trouble.

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Will Enforce Circuit Law
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Dept. of Labor
and Industry has announced that it

will strictly enforce the clause in the
Fire and Panic Act, requiring thea-
tres having one or more balconies, in

other than the first or second class

houses, to install emergency electric

current, independent of the main cur-

rent.

Fontaine Heads Film Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Eddie Fontaine, man-
ager of Famous Players has been
elected presidentof the Film Board
of Trade to fill the vacancy left by
the resignation of Nat Barach. Frank
Drew, Fox exchange manager has
been elected vice-president.

Arrange Outing For Exhibitors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—The Film Board of Trade
has arranged for an oyting and picnic

the week of July >, _n honor of ex-
hibitors who will attend the M. P.

T. O. state convention.

Unique Insurance Policy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Louis B. Mayer has
insured the Hobart Henley company,
making "Free Love", against hold up
on production through illness of play-

ers.

Creditors Take Over House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Grant, Neb.—Following foreclosure
proceedings, creditors have taken con-
trol of the Eldon. Ford Davidson
will continue as manager.

Brill Sells B'klyn House
Sol Brill has sold the 2,000 seat

Meserole theatre in the Greenpoint
section of Brooklyn to Suchman Bros.
Lee Ochs and Henry Fried were the

brokers.

Zierler Gets Hines Films

Commonwealth will distribute two
Johnny Hines features in Greater
New York and Northern Jersey:
"Grade A Certified" and "The Speed
Spook."

Plan Joint Outing

The Theatrical Press Agents' Assn.
and the A. M. P. A. will probably
have a joint outing some time during
the summer.

ADVERTISE YOUR COMEDY— 1, 2 and 3 col. "ads"

available at Educational Exchanges—Mats Free.

THE CHASE rr
>*,>>!

}f^
bahedeVils OF-
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THOUSAND THRILI^

Newspaper Opinions
"The Guilty One"—F. P.-L.

Rialto

AMERICAN—If the photographer gets the
credit for making Agnes Ayres look so well
* * * then she should insist that the one who
manned the camera * * * be a permanent
fixture in all her films.

Joseph Henabery, * * * does a fair job.
* * * it is far better than the usual run, al-

though it is nothing to get excited about.

Miss Ayres has been supplied with an ex-
ceptionally good cast. * * *

DAILY NEWS—There's a nice murder to
chill your overheated veins * * .* Agnes
Ayres helps along the drop in temperature
with her usual icy presence. * * *

If you want to give your imagination a
rest, "The Guilty One" is highly recom-
mended.

EVENING WORLD—' * * "The Guilty
One" is another one of those "mystery'' plays
in which the accent should be placed on the
miss. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—"The Guilty One"
is a story of a murder and who did it. * * *

We cannot tell whether these fictitious people
are really uninteresting or whether they were
uninteresting only to us. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * It

proves to be an interesting picture, sustaining
the suspense until the end * * *

* * * it is dramatic and tense. It is a
very good offering.

Agnes Ayres is pretty * * » Edward Burns,
Stanley Taylor, Craufurd Kent and George
Seigman make up a good supporting cast.
* # *

POST—* * * starts out like one of these
neglected-bride-turns-to-other-man -for-com fort

stories and ends up with a thrilling murder
mystery. * * * But creaky as it is in con-
struction, both halves are quite interesting.

* * * is better than lots of 'em, and you'll

get an hour of honest entertainment. * **

SUN—Murder and blackmail and Edward
Burns are the only interesting features of

"The Guilty One." * * *

TELEGRAM—* * * "The Guilty One"
* * * staggered along manfully in an effort

to be as dramatic as its name implies. That
it fell and slipped more often than it was
able to stand up doesn't matter much, for in

every way it was a perfect vehicle for Agnes
Ayres, * * * The supporting cast proved
less interesting * * * with the exception of

Stanley Taylor. * * *

TIMES—* * * contains quite an interest-

ing story, weakened, * * * by a rather hasty
ending. Joseph Henabery, * * * has ex-

tracted some really impressive situations * * *

This is a picture well worth an hour of

one's time. It has certain weak spots, but
it is a good entertainment.

WORLD—* * * This story of misguided
love and tiresome mystery is worth seeing by
virtue of the fact that it has in its cast

a young man relatively new in the field who
will do better. * * *

Akra Corp. Buys Films For S. A.
Akra Sales Corp., announce the

purchase of six outdoor features and
six westerns for Latin America from
Russel Prod.

Better Films Committee Me
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chattanooga, Tenn.—The local
ter Films Committee held theii

nual meeting recently at the Park
tel, the feature of which was
election of officers. Mrs. M. N. \
aker succeeds Mrs. H. R. Lace
president, while Mrs. E. F. Wh
was chosen vice-president; Miss
Crimmins, secretary, and W. G.
mig, treasurer.

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS:

COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

1 reel

Pafhecomedy
^n§)-

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 5450-

FOREIGN DIRECTOR—
Original ideas—vast motion pictur

studio experience, screen adaptations-

scenario, continuity expert—authoi

ity on the Orient seeks connectio

with producing concern or new ei

terprise. Apply Box S 311
c/o Film Daily

71 W. 44th )St., N. Y. C

New York Chicago Hollywoo

Rothacker Laboratorie:

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray HiU 183]
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in *
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MIAMI
Slory fc> JOHN LYNCH

an Alan Crosland Production

Produced by TILFORD CINEMA CORPORATION

FOR PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.

RELEASE
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The Covered Wagon
THE COVERED WAGON, one of Paramount's FAMOUS FORTY, will

be released to exhibitors on September 8th.

I don't believe there is a showman in this business who won't concede
that THE COVERED WAGON is the greatest box-office attraction available

to picture houses this Fall.

You know its record as a road show—59 weeks at the Criterion Theatre,

New York, 34 weeks in Hollywood, 23 weeks in Chicago, 22 weeks in Boston,

30 weeks in London, 16 weeks in Paris, and similar runs in other cities. A
record absolutely unprecedented in film history in respect to length of runs,

size of audiences and dollar receipts.

The beauty of it is that the gold mine of box-office dollars in THE COV-
ERED WAGON has hardly been scratched.

In playing this picture, you will simply have to revise all that experience

has taught you about the show business and about your theatre. You will

break your money and attendance records. Yes. But you will do more than

that. You will, in addition to every one of your regular patrons, get hundreds

of people who never go to movies. You will tap the outlying districts as you

never have before. You will have elements doing gratis boosting for the pic-

ture that have never tied up with you before. You will be amazed, as we were

and are, at what this great picture can do.

THE COVERED WAGON has become more than a picture ; it is an Amer-

ican institution. It is the one picture now available to exhibitors that every-

body in America feels that they must see. You can book nothing approach-

ing it for the cash it will get and for the prestige it will bring your house.

When you consider that THE FAMOUS FORTY, besides THE COVER-
ED WAGON, includes 2 Valentino pictures, 2 Cecil B. DeMille, 3 Swanson,

3 Meighan, 3 Negri and 26 other Big Ones— no wonder the showmen are

flocking to book

!

S. R. KENT.
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INTRODUCING TO
THE TRADE

B. P. SCHULBERG PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

which will produce for the

Independent Market on Franchise

19244925

Nine Preferred Pictures
The First Already in the Course of Production

"The Breath of Scandal"
by Edwin Halmer

NOTE: Do you remember "Rich Men's Wives", the first

Preferred release ? Then book "The Breath of Scandal"

now—the first Schulberg—Preferred release.

B. P. SCHULBERG PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

1650 BROADWAY :: :: :: NEW YORK

<LJ>#i^ Z^Mh*^ ZJW^ <^^

Foreign Distributors: Export and Import Film Co., Inc.
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{Continued from Page 1)

as, I want to say here that the star

]
:;fer to is not Harold Lloyd", he

a

.

tHher interesting statements made
Williams follow:

hat Ritz has purchased the picture

ts to "Cobra". It will either be
e as a Valentino vehicle or by
of the directors Ritz has engaged,
iams will leave for the Coast
ly concerning the production of

play.

at twenty influential men have
ime interested in the launching of

Ritz proposition and that each of

group has evidenced its sincerity

eposffing funds in banks,
at forty exhibitors, none of them

lated with First National have
n a financial interest in the organ-
!on.

hat one individual, now interested

Jthe picture business has definitely

pdged to advance money to the ex-

[<t of $1,000,000 for the use of one
p>ducing unit.

That Ritz will be controlled by a
c)inet of five which will pass on
rtters of importance in connection
\:h the operation of the organiza-
tn-

It was announced that George
leine has resigned as chairman of

t: board of directors. Later, Will-
ins said he expected to announce his

[ncipal financial affiliation in about
ti days and that Kleine would not
1 replaced by any one individual.
'ie cabinet of five will function in-

pad.

C. L. ("Bill") Yearsley, associated
'i.th Williams in Australia and of
i:ent years, a co-worker with Will-

'jrjs before the latter's connection
'th First National ended will join
tz the first of the month as "right
nd man" to J. D. Yearsley will

'ar no other title, but Williams ex-
lined that Yearsley will always oc-

py that post, no matter who may
in or leave the company. Harry J.

}hn, former foreign manager of
etro will be another member of the
binet, but the remaining three were

|)t named.

Williams said he planned to develop
itz into another First National. He
•clared that Valentino will prepare
r his first Ritz picture as soon as
The Sainted Devil" is completed for
amous. Present at the luncheon
ere Harry_ Cooper, an associate of
/illiams' of many years' standing,
lr. Jacobs, his attorney and Valen-
no's personal secretary.

Dr- A. H. Giannini of the East
iyer National Bank with which
/illiams is doing business was an-
ther speaker. He spoke briefly but
xessed the ability of Williams as an
xecutive.

No mention was made of distribut-
jg arrangements.

Mary Astor Opposite Denny
Through the Edward Small com-

iany, Mary Astor has been engaged
o play opposite Reginald Denny in

'Oh, Doctor!" for Universal. She
;
s now appearing in "The Price of a
Darty," but will leave for the Coast
in June 29.

Lehr With Goldwyn
(Continued from Page 1)

Fitzmaurice and the other is at pres-
ent making "Potash and Perlmutter
in Hollywood."
Lehr is now bound for New York

where he will close a number of deals
for future material. At the time of
the Metro-Goldwyn merger, it was
reported he would make a series of
pictures for the combined organiza-
tions.

"Nightcap," Bellamy's Next
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Following "The Flow-
er of Napoli," co-starring Madge Bell-
amy and Herbert Rawlinson, Miss
Bellamy will be co-starred with
James Kirkwood by Universal in

"The Nightcap." Herbert Blache will

direct. Others in the cast will in-

clude Rosemary Theby and Zazu
Pitts.

Two Deals on Sunset Product

M. S. Rosenfield, representing Sun-
set Prod., has sold a series of Ken-
neth McDonald stunt pictures and
the J. B. Warner Westerns, to the
Argentine American Film Co-, for

Argentine. Also the Jack Hoxie
series for Chile, Peru, Bolivia and
Ecuador, to Empresa de Theatros Y
Cinema.

"U" to Handle Milk Film
Arrangements have been completed

by Universal and the International
News Reel, by which a four or five

reel feature, taken by International
at the big New York Milk Fund bouts
next Saturday evening, will be dis-

tributed throughout New York State
for charity.

New "U" Serial and 2 Reel Series

The current Universal schedule
contains the first chapter of a new
serial, "The Iron Man," with Lucien
Albertini, also a new series of two
reel Indian pictures, the first of which
is "Blue Wing's Revenge." Wm. E.
Lawrence is the star.

Welcomes Exhibitors to Buffalo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo. N. Y.—Mayor Frank X.
Schwab, extends a hearty welcome to
all New York theater owners, in a

circular letter mailed to exhibitors of
this State, prior to the New York
convention, July 7.

Durling With 'Bulletin'

E. V. Durling, known for his col-

umns in the Herald-Tribune, and be-

fore that, in the Globe, is now con-
ducting 'On the Screen', for the Bulle-
tin, the latest evening newspaper.

Ian Keith Signed by Ince

Through the Edward Small com-
pany, Ian Keith has been signed on a

long term contract with Thomas H.
Ince. His first picture will be "Chris-
tine of the Hungry Heart."

Another Showing for Color Process

The Friese-Greene color process will

be given a second showing by Spec-
trum Films, Ltd., at Town Hall, Fri-

day, June 27.

Story Counts Most
(Continued from Page 1)

"Give me an abandoned woman
with a child—one who deserves hu-
man sympathy—and I'll give you a

box office production every time. And
that, with the trimmings of excellent

production, fine settings, good di-

rection and expert supervision, was
the strongest feature about 'Lilies of

the Field.' It w: as a big success, as

was also 'Black Oxen.'

"Production of motion pictures, is

as simple as A. B. C. as soon as

any producer learns the fundamentals.
It's just as mathamatical as putting
up a building. It's easy. In fact,

it's so easy, it's almost pathetic. And
yet there are a lot of producers and
directors out in California who are

continually beclouding the production
of pictures in an air of mystery.
We'v.e got to overcome these clouds
of mystery, because there isn't any
mystery about it. The trouble with
many of these directors is that they
get lost in their own fog.

"They need someone to steer

them, someone to coach them. They
go blindly ahead producing from
their own viewpoint failing to take
advantage of dramatic situations, not
making closeups or long shots when
they should be made. It takes some-
one of unusual experience—a trained
newspaperman who has a showman's
angle, for example—to guide them.
In First National we have just such a

man in the person of Earl J. Hudson,
who is personally supervising our
own productions, and much of our
success in the last year can be attri-

buted to him."

Touching on his well-defined atti-

tude toward production in California

as compared with the East, Rowland
said:

"I don't believe in California. The
viewpoint is distorted. Out there

they think that good motion pictures

can't be made anywhere else. But we
are not deceived. First National is

coming to New York- We're not go-
ing to get rooted to California. We're
going to get rooted in New York.
New York is the greatest story locale

in the world and has every advantage
to offer. Besides, I consider it im-
practical to have production and the

general office of the company separ-

ated by 3,000 miles, so we are going
to bring our production to the Atlan-
tic Coast."

Incorporations
Albany — Port Chester Theater

Realty Corp., New York. 200 shares
common stock, no par value. In-
corporators, A. Strauss, J. E. Unger-
field and S. Weinberg. Attorney, L.
Kauffman, New York.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Terre Haute
Amusement Corp., Terre Haute. Capi-
tal $10,000. Incorporators, Sieber
Nicholson, Charles M. Reagan and
Charles Fox.

Albany—Spiron Nelson Amusement
Co., Brooklyn. Capital $5,000. In-
corporators, H. Spiron, J. Nelson and
B. Harris. Attorney, C. H. Beigle,
Brooklyn.

Springfield, 111. — Park Theater
Building Corp., Chicago. Capital
$60,000. Incorporators, Charles Mill-
er, D. K. Cochrane and Archie
Spencer.

Springfield, 111. — Park Ridge
Amusement Co., Park Ridge. Capital

$100,000. Incorporators, V. T. Lynch,
R. C. McGregor and Dr. A. J. Buch-
heit.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Hoosier Theater
Co., Indianapolis. Capital $10,000. In-
corporators, A. Zaring, Samuel W.
Neall and Wm. O'Connor.

Trenton, N. J.—Weequakin Amuse-
ment Co., Inc., Newark. Capital

$125,000.

Springfield, 111.—Perfect Motion
Pictures Corp., Chicago. Capital $25,-

000.

Former 'Review' Owner Dead
H. M. Swetland, former owner of

Exhibitors Trade Review is dead.

Lewis 111

Randolph Lewis is ill at the Hotel
York.

tlLM DEVELOPING CORP.
| 210-16 Veehawken SLWest HobofcenJIJ.

§ Laboratory with the lowest Insurai.r
5s 'Kates in the East. Negative Developing
^ Printing, Cutting and Projection Rook&i.

I Awe, UNION—4800

COMINGfSOON

Jm Wilson
t

AnotherScandal

'

Cosmo Hamilton's
latest and greatest noveh •—

Sn C.°H. Griffith Production
produced by
Tilford Cinema. CorpiI

RELEASED BY PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
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CARL LAEMMLE
presents
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VIRGINIA VALLI wHh
WALLACE BEERY and

ROCKLIFFE FELLOWES
From the stonjbs WADSWOHTH CAMP
UNIVERSAL JEWEL

Directed by

CLARENCE BROWN
Nationally Advertised in

The Saturday Evening Post

Coming to theMark Strand Theatre
Broadway,N.Y on July 20&
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Binderup Loses
leral Court Dismisses Action in

Omaha—Appeal Again
Planned

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

li)maha—Federal Judge Wood-
figh has sustained an argument sup-

p ting a motion to dismiss the $750,-

(H suit brought by Charles Binder-

K of Minden, Neb., against eighteen

fltributors. Attorneys for Binderup

te they will immediately file an
aieal with the Circuit Court.

The argument that consumed four

drs was made after a trial that took

u almost four weeks. Binderup

b>ke all records for remaining in the

vness box when he testified for

So weeks.

3inderup charges that the distrib-

mrs had violated the Sherman Anti-

lust Act. He was former operator

tea circuit of houses in Southeastern

I braska and charged he was unable

I

t get any films.

)
fudge Woodrough's opinion was

I >itten on sixteen pages legal fools-

'Wp. He said in part:

"There is no evidence that the de-

hdants violated the Sherman Anti-

'ust Act. It is evident that some
ambers of the Board of Trade or-

inized by the film men expressed

eir belief that Binderup was doing

I iat they called 'crooked' work. In-

: ed, the evidence shows that more
an one person came before the

Dard and charged that such was the

i .se. About non competitive condi-

5ns in Binderup's territory, there

I las no question whatever with them,

1 5 more than there can be with us

J :re on this trial. The evidence shows
> at Binderup had such secret and

lecial arrangements with the distrib-

I ;ors, not unlawful in themselves,

|;it practically making his territory

closed one.
(Continued on Page 2)

Jig Building Program in Florida

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jacksonville, Fla.—More than 60

ueaters have been erected in Florida

. the past 12 months, representing

h expenditure of over $8,000,000.

his is said to be the most ambitious

leater building program in the his-

>ry of Florida. Many are now un-

ergoing extensive remodeling.

New Earl Hurd Series

A new series of 13 Earl Hurd Car-

3on Comedies will be included in the

i924-25 Educational program, along

he lines of "Pen and Ink Vaudeville",

"he Lyman H. Howe Hodge-Podge
roup will be continued. There will

!-e 12 subjects in the new series.

Joins State Unit
Western M. P. T. O. of New York

With State Body—First Broke
At Washington

From seventy-five to one hundred
theaters in Buffalo, Rochester and
other towns in Western New York
have joined the M. P. T. O. of New
York, according to Sam Berman, ex-

ecutive secretary of the state unit.

The theaters embraced in this

group are those that have been func-

tioning as the M. P. T. O. of West-
ern New York, under the guidance
of Howard J. Smith. This group has

been part of the national M. P. T. O.
ever since the New York State unit

bolted from the Washington con-

vention.

O'Toole to Talk Later

M. J. O'Toole, nresident of the M.
P. T. 6. A. promises to talk later on
the proposal made by William Brandt
that M. P. T. O. A., and Allied State

organization leaders meet in Buffalo

on the 7th to discuss one nationally

operative exhibitor body.

O'Toole agrees in principle that

harmony is a very much desired

thing.

Weaver to Produce in Seattle

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—H- C. Weaver Prods., have

been incorporated at Olympia, with a

capitalization of $202,000, to make pic-

tures under a "Made in Seattle" trade-

mark. H. C. Weaver, former pro-

ducer of Hollywood, Harry E. Dun-
ham, of Seattle, Stephen A. Hull,

capitalist, and attorneys, John E.

Ryan and Thomas N. Swale are the

incorporators. A site is under con-

sideration for a studio here.

Two New Ufa Productions

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—Carl Theodore Dreyer,

Danish director, has just finished

"Michael" for Ufa. "The Corsairs"

will be made bv Arthur Robinson for

Ufa- The exteriors will be made in

Southern Italy.

De Sales Harrison Here

De Sales Harrison, Southeastern

representative of the Committee on

Public Relations of the Hays office

is in town from Atlanta, conferring

with Col. Jason S. Joy.

Burstein Sails July 5

L. Burstein, of Monopol Pictures

Switzerland sails on the 5th for home,

in company with Carl Laetnmle. Bur-

stein is the Universal distributor in

his country.

Sunday Features
Reviews of current features

will be found on pages 113 and
115. General news appears on
pages 118 and 120. Out-of-
town newspaper criticisms,

crowded out because of special

material for the directors' num-
ber. Will appear, in part, in

Monday's issue.

Fighting J. and V.
Tacoma Suburban Exhibitors in

Combine to Offset Activities of

Large Operators

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tacoma, Wash.—A group of

suburban exhibitors has formed a

combination to offset the activities of

Jensen and Von Herberg, who have
taken over a number of suburban the-

aters already and are expected to ac-

quire others in the near future.

The opposition clique is composed
of the Liberty, Proctor St., Blue

Mouse, Vaudette, Realart, Every-
body's, Community, Park and Lincoln

in Tacoma, and the Liberty, Sumner
and the Stewart in Puyallup. D.

Constanti, who owns three of the

houses, will have charge of booking
arrangements, securing prices which

he will submit to the other exhibitors.

The J. & V. houses at the present

time are the new Kay, the Sunset,

Orpheum and Rex.

Horowitz in Two Deals

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—M. B. Horowitz, oper-

ating the Washington circuit, will

build a theater to be called The
Hough—79th Street Theater and to

seat 1000. The one' purchased is call-

ed the Falls, seats about 800 and is

situated in Cuyahoga Falls, about

twenty-five miles from Cleveland.

M. P. T. O. To Honor Woodhull

A special committee of M. P. T. O.

executives will attend the New Jer-

sey convention at Asbury Park next

week in honor of R. F. Woodhull,

chairman of the board of directors of

the national body as well as president

of the Jersey unit. The committee

will consist of M. J. O'Toole, Sydney

S. Cohen, Louis A. Sagal. Harry Da-

vis and M. E. Comerford.

English Heads Finance Committee
William H. English has been elect-

ed chairman of the financial commit-

tee of Famous Players-Lasky.

Baltimore Deal On
Whitehurst's Century Theater Will
Be Either Sold or Leased—Nego-

tiations on for Some Time
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore—A deal is on for the dis-

posal of the Century theater by the

Whitehurst interests. In an interview

published in the Sun, Thomas D.
Spriero says:
"For some time now, officers of

the Century theater have been ne-

gotiating with a well-known film-pro-

ducing firm, which has come to us

with two propositions for taking over
our theater.

"The deal now is almost agreed on,

although T would not feel justified in

mentioning the name of the other

company. One of the most important
objections by our firm to the agree-

ment is that the other company wants
to include part of the program at the

Ifew.
"The film-producting company al-

ready has many other motion-picture
theaters in other cities and is seeking
to establish a house here so as to be

its own distributing agent for the

films it produces.
"The proposals made our company

are the best we ever have received

and I should not be at all surprised

if one of them were accepted. They
involve either the sale outright of

the theater or the leasing of it on
certain terms that would be agree-

able to us.

"This deal does not, however, af-

fect the other motion-picture houses
controlled by the local company."

T. O. C. C. Boosting Harrison

The T. O. C. C. has appointed John
Manheimer, Hy Gainsboro, Rudolph
Sanders, Sol Raives, and J. Louis
Geller, a committee to solicit 1,000

subscriptions for "Harrison's Re-
ports". Exhibitor support is urged
because of "the fight Mr- Harrison
has been waging in defense of our
interests".

After Clean Screen
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The state M. P. T. O. has

voiced its dislike of salacious pic-

tures, those bearing salacious titles,

and advertising of a salacious nature,

and in a circular letter to members,
urges them to steer clear of such pic-

tures and help "keep this industry

clean."

Gloria Swanson Sailing

Gloria Swanson sails today (Satur-

day) on the Homeric for a three

weeks' stay abroad. Just a trip in

between pictures.
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Binderup Loses
(Continued from Page 1)

"All the defendants did, by their

conduct, was to bring about an end to
this condition and to open this terri-

tory to competition, and by so doing
were within their rights."

Woodrough further, in the opinion,
declared that he was unable to fig-

ure out any basis upon which an esti-

mation of damage could be made.
Binderup, although disappointed

with the decision, stated he would
seek an appeal.

Dan Van Dusen, associated with
Irving Baxter, Norris Brown and at-

torney Van DeBerry of Minden in

the case, stated:

"It is proper that my comments
should be made in a higher court
upon an appeal. The fight against
the defendants with unlimited means
at their disposal has been a drain
upon the resources of my client and
this only, may prevent an appeal. As
a citizen I am impressed with the
helplessness of a single individual in

seeking relief from the evils at which
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act are di-

rected. It is hard to keep one's faith

undiminished. Apparently a decision
Film men from all over the United

States is not as persuasive as I had
supposed. I am confident the evi-

dence convicts the defendants."

Attorneys Seabury and Keough, of

New York, and Arthur Mullen, W.
Rose, and Eugene' Blazer of Omaha,
representing the defendants made no
comment on the verdict except an
expression of their satisfaction that

the court had upheld their arguments.
Film men from all over the United

States, had been in attendance at the

trial for five weeks. All of those in

attendance were former members of

the Omaha Film Board of Trade and
former managers of offices at Omaha.
The list includes Harry Graham,
Pathe manager at St. Louis; C. A.
Holah, of the Fox home office;

"Curley" Calvert, formerly with Uni-
versal; C. A. Peavey, with F. B. O.,

at Cleveland and Charles Taylor,
former Select and Pathe manager at

Omaha.
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Three box office hits in a row!

"THE ACQUITTAL"
"THE SIGNAL TOWER"

"BUTTERFLY*
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HENRY KING
Director

HENRY KING PKODUCTIONS
"ROMOLA"
"THE WHITE SISTER"

Mr. King has just returned from a stay of

ten months in Italy, where he completed his

latest production, "Romola", which will have

its New York premiere early in the fall.
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Ci The Director"
His the responsibilty. His the possibility. And what

does he do with this vast opportunity? How does he
accept this stewardship?

When Benjamin Franklin had a problem to work
out he drew a line. To the right of it he placed his plus

marks. And to the left his minus signs. As the vari-

ous thoughts occurred and he shaped his decision. And
if, in conclusion, there were more minus signs than

plusses he rejected the idea. And, vice versa, decided

to adopt it if the plusses were sufficient.

And so one considers what the director has done
with his possibilities. And his stewardship. And while

there are many minus signs the plusses are really in the

majority. In many instances he has failed ; failed dis-

mally at times. And he has given Dame Opportunity

a terrible crack on the jaw. In this he has also caused

huge losses to those who offered him the responsi-

bility of handling their money, and their hopes. There
have been cases of laxity ; of carelessness ; of downright
sheer stupidity that have blasted the hopes of many
would-be producers.

But, withal these minus marks, the director has

made great and magnificent strides in the right di-

rection. And the possibilities of his future are bounded
only by the limitations of his vision. One needs only

a brief glimpsing of the first half of "The Ten Com-
mandments" to realize what possibilities are there for

those who would climb the mount. Or to see what
Frank Lloyd has done with "The Sea Hawk," and the

simplicity of appeal of "Abraham Lincoln" to appreci-

ate what various avenues are open for those who
would strive. One needs only to think of the marvel-

ous treatment of satire as handled by Lubitsch in "The
Marriage Circle;" of Chaplin in "A Woman of Paris"

to realize that new doors are constantly being opened.

Where they lead no one knows—not even director's

themselves.

THE ONE BIG AID

There is one door open through which anyone may
see : that which leads to the Room of Understanding—
the meeting place of writer and director. And here is

probably the most abused of all possibilities—the

working arrangement, the appreciation of script pos-

sibilities and directorial limitations.

Might this query be put to the leaders of this

business : What, outside of a few external schools,

is being done to develop men and women in the intri-

cate art of canning fiction and drama as Swift cans

beef? What is being done to develop men and women
to transcribing the spoken word, the written word, to

visual action? Because the writer—regardless of the

name—is a unit of liason between two great deficien-

cies :

First: the deficiency of the author to technically

express himself in terms of the screen.

Secondly: deficiency in the director in his inability

to interpret the author's book or play in picture form.

By their very psychology directors are not desk men.

They are not the type to sit at a desk tediously work-
ing out situations. They know the big moments
which must develop—the punch scenes. Undeniably
they know how to build into any story certain pre-
scribed formulas which are assured of being liked at

the box office. But the coming director—many of

the old ones are either too set or satiated in their own
ideas to accept new ones—must learn dramatogy

—

the technique of story telling on paper—or he will

fail in this vastly important essential to directing. Un-
less he can build his own organization to include such
a worker.

Look at the great combinations of writers and di-

rectors who have reached important places? Se how
Cecil DeMille and Jeanie Macphearson work together.

The combined result of Rex Ingram and June Mathis
gave the world "The Four Horsemen." And this is

said in no desire to detract a whit of what Ingram
gave this grand production. Rather otherwise. But
the combination was there. Back further when Ince
had Gardner Sullivan working with several directors.

No one attempts to decry the great work Francis
Marion did with the Rockett's and Phil Rosen in

working out "Abraham Lincoln" or what she did with
Frank Borzage in preparing Norma Talmadge great-

est of all pictures, "Secrets."

These material combinations means something. For
weeks past Emmett Flynn has been in consultation
with Edward Goulding on "The Dancers." He was
brought from the Coast by Fox to work it out. Gould-
ing, today one of the highest priced writers in the busi-

ness, could not go to the Coast. So Flynn came east.

That is as it should be.

THE COMING LEADERS
Rarely in one season, or year, has the new blood of

the profession leaped to the fore as today. And they
have established themselves rather well, in several

instances notably. Famous has sounded the tocsin

for new blood and has placed the megaphone in the
hands of five men who have hitherto never directed.

Among these is Paul Bern, of whom much is expected.
Bern has had excellent tarining. Monta Bell is one
of the newcomers from whom much is anticipated.

His first, "Broadway After Dark" brought joy to pro-
ducers generally. He spent so little time and money
doing it. Trained under Chaplin, with a background
of newspaper experience, he was offered several con-
tracts after his work with Chaplin became talked of.

And after his first he was besieged with offers. He
promises to go far. Hunt Stromberg stepped a long
way forward when he not only directed, but also pro-

duced "The Fire Patrol" which is on the independent
market. Only a few years ago Hunt was doing publi-

city for Tom Ince. If he can keep on stepping out as

he did in his first he will be marked definitely for a
place. Warner's are giving Millard Webb, formerly
an assistant to Sydney Franklin a place in their list

directors, as well as James Flood, who was assistant

to Lubitsch. Warner's and Famous seem to lead the

list of producers giving new blood a chance, although
First National is also trying to start out new men to

follow Dick Rowland's belief. Which is this:

"THE MOST URGENT NEED OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY TODAY IS NEW BLOOD
IN THE DIRECTORIAL AND WRITING FIELDS."
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Establishing

Records

Everywhere

%

Marion Davies

in

"LittleOldNewYork"

%

George Arliss

in

"The Green Goddess"

%

Gloria Swanson

in

'The Humming Bird"

SIDNEY OLCOTT
PRODUCTIONS

Now in Production

Rudolph Valentino
IN

"Monsieur Beaucaire"

FOR FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

To be followed by

A Norma Talmadge Special

For Joseph M. Schenck

Returning Later to Cosmopolitan

For a Series of Marion Davies Productions
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Directors and Their Productions, 1918 to 1923 inclusive

(This is the first time that the work of directors has been collated over such a
'rag period of time. To this list, which should be invaluable to producers as well as
(xhibitors, will be added from year to year such feature productions as are released.

The list will not include short subjects, nor productions which are not released.)

lin Abramson
8

Ine Law for Both
3ns of Ambition
Moral Suicide
When Men Betray
19

Echo of Youth
\shes of Love
20

Child for Sale
Someone Must Pay
21

Mother Eternal
The Marriage Gamble
The Wrong Woman
22

Bride's Confession
[Wildness of Youth
hn Adolfi
18

Heart of a Girl

Queen of the Sea
19

iCavell Case
20
The Wonder Man
iWho's Your Brother
21

The Little 'Fraid Lady
23

Darling of the Rich
Little Red Schoolhouse
M. Anderson

22

Any Night
Ashes
Greater Duty
el Andrews
23

!;The Hottentot
scar Apfel
18

The Interloper
t* Tinsel
Merely Players

uTurn of a Card
119

To Him That Hath
The Rough Neck
Phil-for-Short
The Little Intruder
Mandarin's Gold
The Grouch
Bringing up Betty
Amateur Widow
Crooks of Dreams
Auction of Souls

920
Me and Captain Kid
The Oakdale .Affair

< The Steel King
922

. Ten Nights in a Bar Room
Trail of the Law
Man Who Paid
The Wolf's Fangs
Bulldog Drummond

.923

Social Code
Lion's Mouse
In Search of a Thrill

\rturo Ambrosio
1922

Theodoro
3eorge Archainbaud
1918
The Maid of Belgium
The Awakening
Diamonds and Pearls
The Divine Sacrifice
The Cross Bearer
The Trap

1919

Love Cheat
1920

A Damsel in Distress
In Walked Mary
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrne
What Women Want

1921

Pleasure Seekers
Wonderful Chance
Marooned Hearts
The Miracle of Manhattan
The Girl from Nowhere
Handcuffs and Kisses

1922
Evidence
Clay Dollars
The Man of Stone

One Week of Love
Under Oath

1923
The Common Law
Midnight Guest
Power of a Lie

A. Arkatov
1918
Her Sister's Rival

R. Dale Armstrong
1921

False Women
Arthur Ashley
1918
The Marriage Market
Rasputin
Shall We Forgive Her
Mrs. Reynolds
Broken Ties

1921
Oh Mary Be Careful

Alexander Astrousky
1918
The Busy Inn

Edwin August
1920
The Poison Pen

Albert Austin
1922
My Boy
Trouble

1923
A Prince of a King

Clarence Badger
1918
The Floor Below
The Venus Model
Friend Husband

1919
Sis Hopkins
Kingdom of Youth
Leave it to Susan
Day Dreams
Daughter of Mine
Perfect Lady
Through the Wrong Door

1920
Almost a Husband
Jes' Call Me Jim
Jubilo
The Strange Boarder
Water, Water, Everywhere
Strictly Confidential
Cupid, the Cowpuncher

1921
Honest Hutch
Boys Will be Boys
Guile of Women
An Unwilling Hero

1922
A Poor Relation
Doubling for Romeo
Don't Get Personal
The Dangerous Little Demon
Quincy Adams Sawyer

1923
Potash and Perlmutter
Red Lights
Your Friend and Mine

King Baggot
1921

Cheated Love
Luring Lips
Moonlight Follies

1922
Human Hearts
Kissed
Nobody's Fool
Lavender Bath Lady
A Dangerous Game
Kentucky Derby

1923
Crossed Wires
Dangerous Game
Gossip
Love Letter
Town Scandal
Darling of New York

O'iver D. Bailey
1920

Blind Love
Geo. D. Baker
1918
The Lifted Veil
A Sleeping Memory
Outwitted
The Shell Game
Revelation
Toys of Fate
The Demon

1919
Unexpected Places
Lion's Den
Castles in the Air
Peggy Does Her Darndest
Return of Mary

1920
The Cinema Murder
The Man Who Lost Himself

1921
Buried Treasure
Heliotrope
Proxies
Without Limit

1922
Don't Write Letters
I Can Explain
The Hunch
Little Eva Ascends
Stay Home

1923
Slave of Desire

Ruth Baldwin
1918

'49-17

Hugo Ballin
1918
Baby Mine

1920
Trimmed in Red

1921
East Lynne
Pagan Love
Help Yourself
The Journey's End

1922
Other Women's Clothes
Jane Eyre
Married People

1923
Vanity Fair

Fred Balshofer
1918
Under Handicap
Paradise Garden
The Square Deceiver
Broadway Bill

Lend Me Your Name
1919
Man of Honor

1920
The Adventuress

1922
Three Buckaroos

Reginald Barker
1918
Carmen of the Klondike
Madam Who

1919
Stronger Vow
Turn of the Wheel
Hell Cat
The Brand
Crimson Gardenia
The One Woman
Shadows
Girl from Outside

1920
Bonds of Love
The Woman and the Puppet
The Flame of the Desert
Dangerous Days

1921
Godless Men
Bunty Pulls the Strings
The Branding Iron
Snow Blind
The Old Nest
Poverty of Riches

1922
The Storm

1923
Eternal Struggle
Hearts Aflame
Pleasure Mad

Felix Barre
1922

Blanchette
A. B. Barringer
1923
Vengeance of the Deep

John A. Barry
1919
Fear Woman

1920
Passion's Playground
The Turning Point

1921
Trust Your Wife

1922
Stranger Than Fiction

The Woman's Side
Lionel Barrymore
1918

Life's Whirlpool
Chas E. Bartlett
1921
Dangerous Love

1922
Tangled Trails
Headin' North

Frank Beal
1918
Her Moment
Curse of Eve

1919
Mother I Need You
Danger Zone
Divorce Trap
Broken Commandments
Chasing Rainbows

1920
The Devil's Riddle
Broken Commandments
Thieves
Tin Pan Alley
A World of Folly

1922
Soul and Body

1923
Just Like a Woman

William Beaudine
1922
Watch Your Step
Heroes of the Street

1923
Her Fatal Millions
Catch My Smoke
Penrod and Sam
Country Kid
Printer's Devil

Harry Beaumont
1918
Brown of Harvard

1919
Thirty a Week
Wild Goose Chase
Little Rowdy
Man and His Money
Go West Young Man
One of the Finest
City of Comrades
Heartease
Lord and Lady Algy

1920
Dollars and Sense
Toby's Bow
The Gay Lord Quex
The Great Accident
Going Some
St6p Thief

1921
Officer 666

1922
Lights of the Desert
The Ragged Heiress
Very Truly Yours
Seeing's Believing
They Like 'Em Rough
Glass Houses
Fourteenth Lover
The Five Dollar Baby
Love in the Dark
June Madness

1923
Crinoline and Romance
Noise in Newboro
Gold Diggers
Main Street

George Beban
1919

Hearts of Men
1921
One Man in a Million

Tom Bebson
1923
Web of the Law

Frederick G. Becker
1922

Girl From Rocky Point

Lionel Belmore
1918
The Wasp

Chester Bennett
1920
When a Man Loves

1921
Three Sevens
Romance Promoters
Purple Cipher
Diamonds Adrift

1922
Belle of Alaska
Secret of the Hills
Snowshoe Trail
Colleen of the Pines
Thelma

1923
Divorce

Whitman Bennett
1922
Wife Against Wife

George Beranger
1920
A Manhattan Knight

1921
Number 17
Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge
North Wind's Malice
Burn 'Em Up Barnes

C. Rea Berger
1918
The Magic Eye
Danger Within

Henri Diamant-Berger
1923
Milady

Paul Bern
1922
Head Over Heels
Man With Two Mothers

Raymond Tristan Bernard
1920
The Little Cafe

Isadore Bernstein
1919
Romance of Tarzan

Arthur Berthelet
1918
Young Mother Hubbard
Men Who Have Made Love

to Me
Penny of Hill Top Trail

1921
Wm. Bertram
1918
Tears and Smiles
A Little Patriot
Daddy's Girl
Dolly Does Her Bit
A Daughter of the West
Voice of Destiny
Cupid by Proxy
Winning Grandma

1919
Milady O' The Beanstalk
Old Maid's Baby
Sawdust Doll
Dolly's Vacation

1920
Baby Marie's Round-Up
Miss Gingersnap

1921
The Wolverine

1922
Alias Phil Kennedy
Ghost City

Madame Alice Blache
1918

Behind the Mask
The Great Adventure

1920
Tarnished Reputations

Herbert Blache
1919
Loaded Dice
A Man's World
The Uplifters
Fools and Their Money
Man Who Stayed At Home
Jeanne of the Gutter
Parisian Tigress
Satan Junior
The Divorce
The Brat

1920
The Walk-Offs
Stronger Than Death
The Hope

1921
The New York Idea
Out of the Chorus
Saphead

1923 .

Fools and Riches
Nobody's Bride
Untameable
Wild Party
Near Lady

J. Stuart Blackton
1918
The Judgment House
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JOHN S. ROBERTSON AND JOSEPHINE LOVETT

JOHN S. KOBEKTSON
JOHN S. ROBERTSON PRODUCTIONS

Current Release

"THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE"
Starring Richard Barthelmess

Four more JOHN S. KOBEKTSON PRODUCTIONS to be made for Inspiration

Pictures, Inc., with titles to be announced.

All Adaptations of

John S. Robertson Productions

By JOSEPHINE LOVETT
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World for Sale
Missing

119

[Life's Greatest Problem
House Divided
Common Cause
Littlest Scout
20
iThe Blood Barrier
The Moonshine Trail

l
:Dawn

I My Husband's Other Wife
Respectable By Proxy
Passers-By

I Man and His Woman
'21

Forbidden Valley
The Hou/se of the Tolling

Bell

22
The Glorious Adventure
23

[iOn the Banks of the Wabash
I

I

Let Not Man Put Asunder
irlyle Blackwell
'18

| The Good For Nothing
His Royal Highness

I; Leap to Fame
Hick Blystone

23

Friendly Husband
Soft Boiled

I' Our Hospitality
I rank Borzage
H8

I Flying Colors
I! Until They Get Me
iThe Gun Woman
\\ Shoes That Danced
I 'Innocent's Progress
1 Society For Sale
I An Honest Man
j
Who Is To Blame

I The Ghost Flower
The Curse of Iku

[119

[ Toton
y Prudence of Broadway
[(Whom the Gods Destroy
120

Humoresque
121

I The Duke of Chimney Butte
)22

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford
II Back Pay
H Silent Shelby

Billy Jim

||
The Good Provider
Valley of Silent Men

I The Pride of Palomar
923

Ij, Children of Dust
li Nth Commandment
[ Song of Love
tobert Boudrioz
923

I

I

Tillers of the Soil
lhas. J. Brabin
918

H The Adopted Son
i Red White and Blue Blood
I. Breakers Ahead

; Social Quicksands
t A Pair of Cupids
I Persuasive Peggy
919

I

His Bonded Wife
Thou Shalt Not

1 Poor Rich Man
I Buchanan's Wife
920

b La Belle Russe
I Kathleen Mavourneen
H While New York Sleeps
921

' Blind Wives
922

1 A Broadway Peacock
Driven

923

k Lights of New York
I Six Days
tUertram Bracken
918

i The Understudy
I
Conscience

[ A Branded Soul
| For Liberty
[ Moral Law
919

[1
The Boomerang
And a Still Small Voice

| Code of the Yukon
920
The Long Arm of Mannister
The Confession

i Parted Curtains

:921

i

Harriet the Piper

I Kazan

The Mask
Robert North Bradbury
1920
The Faith of the Strong
The Last of his People

1921
Things Men Do

1923
Red Warning

Sam R. Bradley
1921

Don't Leave Your Husband
Women Men Love
The Supreme Passion

1922
False Fronts

Herbert Brenon
1918

Fall of the Romanoffs
Empty Pockets
Passing of the Third Floor
Back

1920
Twelve-Ten

1921
The Passion Flower
The Sign on the Door

1922
A Stage Romance
Any Wife
The Wonderful Thing
Shackles of Gold
Moonshine Valley
The Stronger Passion

1923
Custard Cup
Rustle of Silk

Woman With Four Faces
Spanish Dancer

Samuel Brodsky
1919
House Without Children

William Brotherhood
1922
A Maker of Men

Clarence Brown
1920
The Great Redeemer

1922
The Light in the Dark

1923
Don't Marry for Money
The Acquittal

Tom Brown
1921
The Easy Road

Tod Browning
1918
Which Woman
The Deciding Kiss
The Eyes of Mystery
Revenge
The Legion of Death

1915
Unpainted Woman
Wicked Darling
Exquisite Thief
Set Free
Brazen Beauty
Petal on the Current

1920
The Virgin of Stamboul
Bonnie, Bonnie, Lassie

1921
Outside the Law
No Woman Knows

1922
The Wise Kid
Man Under Cover
Under Two Flags

1923
Drifting
White Tiger
Day of Faith

Robert C. Bruce
1923
While the Pot Boils

John Brunius
1922

Give Me My Son
When Knights Were Bold

Robert Brunton
1919

Heart of Rachael
Charles Bryant
1922
A Doll's House

1923
Salome

Dimitri Buchowetski
1922

All For a Woman
1923

Othello
Peter the Great
Mad Love

Kenean Bi.el

1918
Troublemakers
American Buds
We Should Worry
Doing Their Bit

1919
Woman Who Gave
Woman Woman
Yellow Dog
Fallen Idol
My Lit le Sister

1920
The Veiled Marriage

Alexander B. Butler
1922
The Night Rider

Fred J. Butler
1920

Fickle Woman
1921

Smiling All the Way
Girls Don't Gamble

1922
Making the Grade

W. Christy Cabanne
1918

Draft 258
Cyclone Higgins D.D.

1919
The Pest
A Regular Fellow
Mayor of Filbert
Fighting Through
God's Outlaw

1920
The Triflers

Burnt Wings
The Notorious Mrs. Sands
The Beloved Cheater
Life's Twist

1921
Live and Let Live
The Stealers
What's A Wife Worth

1922
Beyond the Rainbow
The Barricade
At the Stage Door
Till We Meet Again

Fred Caldwell
1923
Night Life in Hollywood
Lone Horseman
Western Justice

Colin Campbell
1918
A Hoosier Romance
The Still Alarm

1919
Tongues of Flame
Who Shall Take My Life
Sea Flower
Railroaders
Little Orphant Annie
Beware of Strangers
City of Purple Dreams

1920
Big Happiness
First Born
Black Roses
When Dawn Came
Where Lights Are Low

1921
The Corsican Brothers
The Thunderbolt
The Beauty Market
Moon Madness

1922
The Swamp
The Lure of Jade
Two Kinds of Women

1923
The Buster
The Grail
Bucking the Barrier
Three Who Paid
The World's A Stage

Maurice Campbell
1921

She Couldn't Help It

Oh Lady, Lady
Ducks and Drakes
An Amateur Devil
Burglar Proof
The March Hare
One Wild Week

1922
Through a Glass Window
Tha Speed Girl
Midnight
First Love

1923
The Exciters

Webster Campbell
1921
What's Your Reputation
Worth?

Moral Fibre

1922
A Virgin's Sacrifice

Island Wives
Single Track
Divorce Coupons

1923
Bright Lights of Broadway

Albert Capellani

1918
American Made
Daybreak
The Richest Girl

Social Hypocrites
The House of Mirlh

1919
Oh Boy
Out of the Fog
The Red Lantern
Eye for Eye

1920
The Inside of the Cup
The Wild Goose

1921
The Fortune Teller
The Virtuous Model

1922
Sisters
The Young Diana

Edwin Carewe
1918
The Splendid Sinner
Their Compact
The Voice of Conscience
The Trail toYesterday
The House of Gold

1919
Pals First
False Evidence
Way of the Strong
Shadows of Suspicion
Easy to Make Money

1920
My Lady's Latch Key
Isobel
Habit
Playthings of Destiny

1921
The Web of Deceit
Rio Grande
The Right to Lie

1922
A Question of Honor
Invisible Fear
Her Mad Bargain
I am the Law
Silver Wings

1923
The Bad Man
The Girl of the Golden West
Mighty Lak' A Rose

Lloyd Carleton
1920
Mountain Madness

1921
The Amazing Woman

1922
Beyond the Crossroads

1923
The Flying Dutchman

Paul Cazeneuve
1921

Sunset Sprague
1922
The Snirit of Good
Her Honor the Mayor
The Square Shooter

Charlie Chaplin
1918
A Dog's Life

1919
Shoulder Arms
Sunnyside

1920
The Kid

1921
A Day's Pleasure

1922
Pay Day
The Idle Class
The Pilgrim

1923
A Woman of Paris

Sidney Chaplin
1921

King, Queen, Joker.

Louis Chaudet
1918
The Edge of the Law
Society's Driftwood

1919
Long Lane's Turning
Love Call

Girl of My Dreams
Blue Bonnett

1922
The Pillagers
King Fisher's Roost

1923
Defying Destiny

Emile Chautard
1918
Magda
Eternal Temptress
The Marionettes
The House of Glass
The Ordeal of Rosetta
Her Final Reckoning
Lender False Colors
Heart of Ezra Greer

1919
Marriage Price
Eyes of the Soul
Under tries Greenwood Tree
Daughter of the Old South
Out of the Shadow
Paid in Full

1920
Black Panther's Cub

1921
The Mystery of the Yellow
Room

1922
Living Lies
Whispering Shadows
The Glory of Clementina
Youth to Youth
Forsaking All Others

1923
Daytime Wives

George Randolph Chester
1919

Five Thousand an Hour
1922
The Son of Wallingford

Al Christie

1921
So Long Letty
See My Lawyer

Charles Christy
1921
813

Don Clark
1922
The Fighting Guide

Roy Clements
1919
When a Woman Strikes
Crown Jewels

1920
King Spruce

1921
Tiger's Coat

1922
Desert's Crucible
Two-Fisted Jefferson

1923
The Double-O

William Clifford
19?-*

The Man Alone
The Soul Harvest

Denison Clift

1920
What Would You Do
The Iron Heart
The Last Straw

1922
Why Men Forget
Woman of No Importance
Woman Who Came Back
A Bill of Divorcement

Elmer Clifton
1918
The High Sign
A Stormy Knight
Flirting With Death
The Man Trap
The Flash of Fate
Brace Up
The Guilt of Silence
The Eagle
Smashing Through
Winner Takes All

1919
Battling Jane
Boots
Safe for Democracy
Peppy Polly
Kiss or Kill

I'll Get Him Yet
Hope Chest
Nugget Nell
Out of Luck

1920
Mary Ellen Comes to Town
Turning the Tables

1922
Down to the Sea in Ships

1923
Six Cylinder Love

Eddie Cline
1923

Circus Days
Three Ages
Meanest Man in the World
When a Man's a Man

S. Butler Clonebaugh
1919

Secret Garden
Franklin B. Coates
1919
Romance in the Air

George Cochrane
1918
The Spindle of Life

Walter V. Cole
1921

Love's Plaything
A. E. Coleby
1923
The Prodigal Son
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MARION
DAVIES

JANICE
MEREDITH

ANITA
STEWART

JACKIE
COOGAN

THE GREAT
WHITE WAY

DADDY

YOU REMEMBER

BROTHERS
UNDER THE SKIN

DANGEROUS
CURVES AHEAD

HOLD YOUR HORSES

DIRECTOR

E. MASON HOPPER
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jl H. Collins

fie Winding Trail
• Weaver of Dreams
Hue Jeans
ders of the Night
Dportunity
pwer of the Dusk

\t Gold Cure
Collins

Bromley Case
lie Trail of the Cigarette

|jh Ryan Conway

Irvant in the House

lard Connors

fine of Little Smoky
Conway

Hijnd of Fear
l^cause of a Woman
little Red Decides
pr Decision

Can't Believe Every-
thing

iplomatic Mission
fesert Law

Iders of the Dawn
pmbardi, Ltd.

veiling Place of Light
loney Changers
pe Spenders
lie U. P. Trail

|he Kiss
Daughter of the Law

lep oil It

1 Parisian Scandal
ne Millionaire

Icross the Dead Line
nother Man's Shoes
lon't Shoot
fie Long Chance

le Prisoner
iwdust
luicksands
rhat Wives Want
immed In Scarlet

fucretia Lombard
jiordon Cooper
I
[roadway Gold
irge Cowl
i»
he Tides of Fate

I he Corner Grocer
Iker Hour
Q>rge L. Cox
1 3

iger Lily
1 5

* 'he House of Toys
Jj'he Thirteenth Piece of Sil-

ver
[he Dangerous Talent
[he Hellion
fhe Week-End
D

Light Woman
[unset Jones
he Blue Moon
'he Gamesters
'ayment Guaranteed
'heir Mutual Child
lliam J. Craft

I
'he White Rider
|2
ralse Brands
[eadin' West
'he Wolf Pack
mother Man's Boots
saved by Radio
13

'he Way of the Transgressor

ink Crane
8
stranded in Arcady

rhe Mark of Cain
I Vengeance is Mine
IIThais
•The Life Mask
.Neighbors

19

[The Scar
Wanted for Murder
f'Qnveiling Hand
Praise Agent

20

Miss Crusoe
n

\ Door That Has No Key
>3

I Foolish Parents
Pauper Millionaire

William Crane
1920
Her Game

Donald Crisp
1918
Eyes of the World
Lost in Transit
Countess Charming
Clever Mrs. Carfax
Jules of the Strong Heart
Rimrock Jones
House of Silence
Believe Me Xantippe
Firefly of France
Less Than Kin

1919
The Goat
Something to Do
Under the Top
Venus in the East
Way of a Man with a Maid
Poor Boob
Johnny Get Your Gun

1920
It Pays to Advertise
Miss Hobbs
Why Smith Left Home
The Six Best Cellars

Too Much Johnson
1921
Held By the Enemy
The Barbarian
Appearances
Princess of New York

1922
The Bonnie Briar Bush

Alan Crosland
1918
Apple-Tree Girl

The Whirlpool
The Unbeliever

1919
Country Cousin

1920
The Flapper
Youthful Folly
Greater Than Fame
The Point of View

1921
Worlds Apart
Broadway and Home
Is Life Worth Living
Room and Board

1922
Slim Shoulders
Why Announce Your Mar-

riage
The Prophet's Paradise

Shadows of the Sea
The Snitching Hour
The Face in the Fog

1923
Enemies of Women
Under the Red Robe

James Cruze
1919

Roaring Road
The Dub
Alias Mike Moran
Too Many Millions

You're Fired
Love Burglar

1920
Hawthorne of the U. S. A.

The Lottery Man
Mrs. Temple's Telegram
An Adventure in Hearts
Terror Island
What Happened to Jones

1921
The Dollar a Year Man
Food for Scandal
Always Audacious
Charm School
A Full House
Crazy to Marry

1922
One Glorious Day
Is Matrimony a Failure

The Dictator
The Old Homestead
Thirty Days

1923
The Covered Wagon
Hollywood
Ruggles of Red Gap
To the Ladies

Webster Cullison

1919
In for Thirty Days

1921
Fighting Stranger

God's Gold
1922
The Last Chance

Irving Cummings
1922
Man From Hell s River

The Jilt

Broad Daylight

Paid Back
Flesh and Blood

1923
Broken Hearts of Broadway
Environment
East Side, West Side

W. Hughes Curren
1922

Trial of Hate
Blaze Away

1923
The Knock on the Door
The Freshie

J. Graham Cutts
1923
Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing

Charles E. Davenport
1919
Broken Barriers (Khavah)

William Davis
1918

Alias Mrs. Jessop
Under Suspicion
The Brass Check
With Neatness and Dispatch
No Man's Land
In Judgment Of

1920
The Eternal Mother

J. Charles Davis
1921
The Shadow

George H. Davis
1923
The Lamp in the Desert
The Passionate Friends

J. Searle Dawley
1918
Death Dance
Bab's Diary
Bab's Burglar
Bab's Matinee Idol
Seven Swans
The Lie
Rich Man, Poor Man
Uncle Tom's Cabin

1919
Twilight
Everybody's Business

1920
The Harvest Moon
The Phantom Honeymoon

1921
Beyond Price
A Virgin Paradise

1922
Who Are My Parents

1923
As a Man Lives
Has the World Gone Mad

Bert Dawley
1923
Broadway Broke

Norman Dawn
1920
Lasca
A Tokio Siren
Adorable Savage

1921
Wolves of the North
Fire Cat
White Youth
Thunder Island

1922
Five Days to Live
The Vermillion Pencil

The Son of the Wolf
Henri D'Elba
1918
Marked Cards
Alias Mary Brown

Leander De Cordova
1921

Polly With a Past
Love, Honor and Obey

Walter De Couroy
1922
American Toreador

Joseph De Grasse
1918
Anything Once
Winged Mystery
Scarlet Car
Fiehting Grin

1919
Wildcat of Paris

After the War
1920
The Brand of Lopez
His Wife's Friend
L'Apache
The Market of Souls

1921
The Golden Hope
Midlanders
Bonnie May
Nineteen and Phyllis

The Old Swimmin' Hole
Forty-Five Minutes From

Broadway
1922
Tailor-Made Man

1923
The Girl I Loved
Thundergate

Hampton Del Ruth
1921

Skirts
1922
The Marriage Chance

Cecil B. De Mille
1918
Woman God Forgot
Devil Stone
Whispering Chorus
Old Wives For New
We Can't Have Everything
Till I Come Back to You

1919
Squaw Man
For Better, For Worse
Don't Change Your Husband

1920
Why Change Your Wife
Male and Female

1921
Forbidden Fruit
Something to Think About
Affairs of Anatole

1922
Saturday Night
Fool's Paradise
Manslaughter

1923
Adam's Rib

William C. De MiUe
1918
Ghost House
Secret Game
Widow's Might
One More American
Honor of His House

1919
Mirandy Smiles
The Mystery Girl

1920
Tack Straw
The Tree of Knowledge
Prince Chap

1921
Conrad in Quest of His
Youth

Lost Romance
Midsummer Madness
What Every Woman Knows

1922
Bought and Paid For
After the Show
Miss Lulu Bett
Nice People
Clarence

1923
Grumpy
The Marriage Maker
The World's Applause

Ashton Dearholt
1923

Sting of the Scorpion
At the Devil's Gorge

Marcel De Sano
1921

Beautifully Trimmed
The Dangerous Moment

David Devar
1922
Angel of Crooked Street

Little Wildcat
A Girl's Desire

Chester De Vonde
1920
Voices

1921
Even as Eve

Nat Deverich
1922
Power of Love

1923
The Forbidden Lover

Hugh Dierker
1923
Cause for Divorce

Edward Dillon
1918
Our Little Wife
Antics of Ann

19)9
Putting One Over
Never Say Quit
T.uck and Pluck
Help, Help, Police
Embarrassment of Riches

1920
The Amateur Wife
The Winning Stroke
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath

1921
Education of Elizabeth

Frisky Mrs. Johnson
Sheltered Daughters
A Heart to Let

1922
The Beauty Shop
Women Men Marry

1923
Broadway Gold

Jack Dillon
1918

Indiscreet Corrine

Betty Takes a Hand
Limousine Life
An Heiress For a Day
Nancy Comes Home
The Love Swindle

1919
She Hired a Husband
Silk-Lined Burglar
Taste of Life

Love's Prisoner
Beans
Follies Girl
Burglar by Proxy

1920
The Right of Way
Suds

1921
Blackbirds
Plaything of Broadway

1922
The Cub Reporter
The Roof Tree
Gleam O'Dawn
The Yellow Stain
Man Wanted
Calvert's Valley

1924
The Broken Violin

A Self Made Wife
Flaming Youth

Thomas Dixon
1923
The Mark of the Beast

R. M. Donaldson
1918
His Enemy the Law
A Good Loser

W. A. S. Douglas
1922
Beware of the Law

Frank P. Donovan
1922

Silas Marner
William Dowlan
1918
Daughter Angele
The Outsider

1919
Restless Souls
Irish Eyes
The Atom
Loot
Common Property
Cowardice Court

1920
The Peddler of Lies
Under Suspicion
Locked Lips
A Chorus Girl's Romance

Sidney Drew
1918
Pay Day

Mrs. Sidney Drew
1921
Cousin Kate

S. Rankin Drew
1919

Belle of the Season

William Duncan
1918
Dead Shot Baker
The Tenderfoot

1921
Where Men Are Men

1922
No Defense
The Silent Vow
When Danger Smiles

The Fighting Guide
1923

Playing it Wild

Scott Dunlap
1919
Words and Music
Be a Little Sport
Love is Love

1920
Her Elephant Man
Would You Forgive
The Hell Ship
Forbidden Trails

Tl e Lost Princess
Vagabond Luck
The Twins of Suffering Creek

1921
Challenge of the Law
The Cheater Reformed
Iron Rider

1922
Bluebeard, Jr.

Western Speed
Trooper O'Neil
Bells of San Juan
West of Chicago

1923
The Footlight Ranger
Skid Proof
Snowdrift
Pawn Ticket 210
Boston Blackie

Bernard Durning
1919
The Unwritten Code
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21

i One Man Trail

;
Partners of Fate
Straight from the Shoulder

|
The Primal Law
To a Finish

ron to Gold
The Devil Within
trange Idols
hile Justice Waits
he Yosemite Trail

Oathbound
he Fast Mail
3

leventh Hour
n Dwan

IS
Fighting Odds
Modern Musketeer
Mr. Fix It

Bound in Morocco
919
He Comes Up Smiling
Getting Mary Married
Cheating Cheaters
The Dark Star

920
The Luck of the Irish

Soldiers of Fortune
921
The Forbidden Thing
Splendid Hazard
The Perfect Crime
A Broken Doll
In the Heart of a Fool
The Scoffer

922
The Sin of Martha Queed
Superstitution
Robin Hood

923
Zaza
Glimpses of the Moon
Lawful Larceny
Big Brother

iFranklin Dyall
11921

Squandered Lives
Jscar Eagle
11918

The Frozen Warning
William P. S. Earle
1918

I Will Repay
Who Goes There
His Own People
The Wooing of a Prince=s
The Little Runaway
Heredity

1919
Love Hunger
Better Wife
'Tother Dear Charmer

1920
The Broken Melody
The Woman Gives
Whispers

1921
Poor Dear Margaret Kirby
Dangerous Paradise
Gilded Lies
The Road of Ambition
The Last Door

1922
Love's Masouerade
Destiny's Isle
The Way of a Maid

1923
Dancer of the Nile

Reeves Eason
1920
Human Stuff
Blue Streak McCoy

1921
The Big Adventure
Colorado
Pink Tights
Two Kinds of Love

1922
Red Courage
The Fire Eater
Rough Shod
Pardon My Nerve
The Lone Hand

1923
His Last Race

J. Gordon Edwards
1918

Camille
Cleopatra
The Rose of Blood
Du Barry
The Forbidden Path
The Soul of Buddha
Salome

1919
When a Woman Sins
Siren's Song
When Men Desire
Wolves of the Night
Woman There Was

The Light
The Lone Star Ranger
Salome

1920
Heart Strings
The Orphan
Wings of the Morning
The Adventurer
If I Were King
The Joyous Troublemaker

1921
Drag Harlan
His Greatest Sacrifice
The Scuttlers
The Queen of Sheba

1922
Nero

1923
The Silent Command

Walter Edwards
1918

Idolators
Ashes of Hope
Fuel of Life
I Love You
Evidence
Real Folks
The Marriage Bubble
Viviette

Good Night Paul
A Pair of Silk Stockings
Sauce for the Goose

1919
Lady's Name
Veiled Adventure
Happiness A La Mode
Mrs. Leffmgwell's Boots
Romance and Arabella
Rescuing Angel
Final Close-Up
Who Cares
Gypsy Trail
Man From Funeral Range
Girls

1920
A Girl Named Mary
All of a Sudden Peggy
Luck in Pawn
A Widow By Proxy
Easy to Get
Young Mrs. Winthrop
A Lady in Love

Henry Edwards
1922
John Forest Finds Himself

Richard Eichberg
1923
Monna Vanna

Clifford S. Elfelt
1923
Danger

Carlyle Ellis

1921
Home Keeping Hearts

1922
The High Road

Robert Ellis

1918
Fringe jf Society

1920
A Fool and His Money
A Figurehead
The Imp

1921
The Daughter Pays
A Divorce of Convenience

1922
Chivalrous Charley

Maurice Elvey
1921
Hundredth Chance
Mr. Wu
Tavern Knight
God's Good Man

1922
Hound of the Baskervilles

John Emerson
1918
Reaching for the Moon

1919
Come On In
Good Bye Bill

Oh You Women
1922

Polly of the Follies

Robert Ensminger
1918
The Midnight Burglar
Wanted—A Brother

1919
Whatever the Cost

1922
Bring Him In
Restless Souls
Fortune's Mask
You Never Know

1923
One Stolen Night

George Everett
1922
Crimson Cross

Marion Fairfax
1922

Lying Truth

George Fawcett
1920

Deadline at Eleven
1921

Little Miss Rebellion
Such a Little Queen

Bernard Feikel
1922
White Hell

Henri Fescourt
1922

Isle of Zorda
Jacques Feyder
1922
Missing Husbands

David G. Fisher
1919
Law of Nature
Where Bonds Are Loosed

1920
Dad's Girl

Dallas M. Fitzgerald
1920
The Open Door
Chains of Evidence

1921
Blackmail
Cinderella's Twin
Offshore Pirate
Puppets of Fate
Price of Redemption
Life's Darn Funny
The Match Breaker
Big Game

1922
The Gutter Snipe
Playing With Fire

1923
Her Accidental Husband

George Fitzmaurice
1918

Sylvia of the Secret Service
Innocent
The Naulahka
The Hillcrest Mystery

1919
Cry of the Weak
Our Better Selves
The Narrow Path
Japanese Nightingale
Common Clay
The Avalanche
Profiteers
A Society Exile

1920
On With the Dance
Counterfeit
The Right to Love

1921
Idols of Clay
Paying the Piper
Experience

1922
Man from Home
Three Live Ghosts
Forever
To Have and To Hold

1923
Bella Donna
The r-heat
Kick In
The Eternal City

Robert J. Flaherty
19?2
Nanook of the North

Carvl S. Fleming
1919
The Clouded Name
Valley of Lost Souls
The Devil's Partner

1923
Wandering Daughters

Victor Fleming
1920
Wiien the Clouds Roll By
The Mollycoddle

1921
Mamma's Affair

1922
Woman's Place
Red Hot Romance
Lane That Had No Turning
Anna Ascends

1923
Dark Secrets
Law of the Lawless
To the Last Man
Call of the Canyon

James Flood
1923
Times Have Changed
When Odds are Even

Emmett Flynn
1918
Alimony

1919
Bachelor's Wife
Bondage of Barbara
Racing Strain

Virtuous Sinners
Yvonne from Paris

1920
Eastward Ho
Leave It To Me
The Lincoln Highwayman
Shod With Fire
The Valley of Tomorrow
The Untamed
The Man Who Dared

1920
Connecticut Yankee at King
Arthur's Court

Shame
1922
The Last Trail
A Fool There Was
Without Compromise
Monte Cristo

1923
Hell's Hole
In the Palace of the King

Francis Ford
1918
Who Was the Other Man
John Ermine of Yellowstone
The Avenging Trail

1919
The Craving
Silent Mystery
Riders of Vengeance

1920
Crimson Shoals

1921
Man From Nowhere
Cyclone Bliss

I Am the Woman
The Stampede

1922
They're Off
So This is Arizona
Angel Citizen
The Storm Girl
Thundering Hoofs
Gold Grabbers

Hugh Ford
1918
Seven Keys to Baldpate
Mrs. Dane's Defense
Danger Mark

1919
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage

Patch
Secret Garden
Woman Thou Gavest Me

1920
His House in Order
In Mizzoura

1921
Price of Possession
Lady Rose's Daughter
Civilian Clothes
The Great Day
Call of V'outh

Jack Ford
1918
The Secret Man
A Marked Man
Bucking Broadway
The Phantom Riders
Wild Women
Thieves' Gold
The Scarlet Drop
Hell Bent
A Woman's Fool

1919
Bare Fists
Ace of the Saddle
Outcasts of Poker Flat
Fight for Love
Roped
Three Mounted Men

1920
The Girl in Number 29
The Rider of the Law
Marked Men
The Gun-Fighting Gentleman
The Priiue of Avenue A
Hitchin' Posts

1921
The Freeze-Out
The Wallop
Big Punch
Just Pals
Desperate Trails

1922
Little Miss Smiles
Jackie
Sure Fire
Silver Wings
The Village Blacksmith

1923
Three Jumps Ahead
Face on the Barroom Floor
Cameo Kirby

Tom Forman
1920
The Ladder of Lies

1921
Sins of Rosanne
City of Silent Men
White and Unmarried

1922
A Prince There Was
The Woman Conquers
If You Believe it, It's So
White Shoulders
Shadows

1923
Money, Money, Money
The Woman Conquers
The Broken Wing
Are You a Failure
The Girl Who Came Back
April Showers
The Virginian

Finis Fox
1922
Man's Law and God's

1923
Bag and Baggage
The Man Between

Park Frame
1919

Mint of Hell
Man Who Turned White
White-Washed Walls
Pagan God

1920
For a Woman's Honor
The Gray Wolf's Ghost

Charlse H. France
1918
The Natural Law

Chester M. Franklin
1918

Babes in the Woods
Treasure Island
Aladdin and the Wonderful
Lamp

Jack and the Beanstalk
The Girl with The Cham-
pagne Eyes

1921
You Never Can Tell

All Souls Eve
A Private Scandal

1922
The Case of Becky
Nancy from Nowhere
A Game Chicken
Toll of the Sea

1923
Where the North Begins

Leon Franchon
1921

Cotton and Cattle

Harry L. Franklin
1918
The Winning of Beatrice

A Successful Adventure
1919

Sylvia on a Spree
Johnny on the Spot
That's Good
Full of Pep
After His Own Heart
In His Brother's Place

Four Flusher
1920
H;r Five Foot Highness
Rouge and Riches
Alias Miss Dodd

1921
The Secret Gift

S. A. Franklin
1918
The Safety Curtain
Her Only Way
The Babes in the Woods
Treasure Island
Aladdin and the Wonderful
Lamp

Jack and the Beanstalk

Six Shooter Andy
The Bride of Fear
Confession

1919
Fan Fan
Probation Wife
Heart of Wetona
Forbidden City
Ali Baba and the Forty

Thieves
1920
The Heart of the Hills

The Hoodlum
Two Weeks

1921
Not Guilty
Courage
Unseen Forces

1922
The Primitive Lover
Smilin Through
The Beautiful and Damned
East is West

1923
Dulcy
Brass
Tiger Rose

J. J Franz
1919

Bare Fisted Gallagher
Sage Brush Hamlet
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RAOUL A. WALSH
Director

Douglas Fairbanks in "THIEF OF BAGDAD"
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|angerous Waters
Broadway Cowboy

he Blue Bandana

racks
he Cave Girl
|ightin' Mad
he Love Gambler
nilin' Jim

jouth Must Have Love
he New Teacher

[Jtepping Fast

Frost

ction

Furthman

he Blushing Bride
The Land of Jazz
I'olorado Pluck

Gade

lamlet

Gance
11

JrAccuee

Gant

ge- Brush League
rry Garson

he Forbidden Woman
["or the Soul of Rafael
1

Whispering Devils
Jid Channel
lush
harge It

raight from Paris

What No Man Knows
he Sign of the Rose
he Hands of Nara
I

Cordelia the Magnificent
\n Old Sweetheart of Mine
hundering Dawn
rles Gaskill
)

Sleep of Cyma Roget
uis Gasnier
!0

iismet
jood Women

Wife's Awakening

The Call of Home
Silent Years
Thorns and Orange Blossoms
^jch Men's Wives
22

iDaughters of the Rich
The Hero

i[Mothers-in-Law
23

Poor Men's Wives
[Poisoned Paradise
IjMaytime

(toward Gaye
|18

I
Restitution

larence Geldert
[123

Wasted Livete

enina
»23

]
Why Do Men Marry

Jurton George
319

Ginger
320

t Eve In Exile
321

Devotion
922

I Conceit

t')ouglas Gerrard
918

| Madame Spy
I Mother's Secret

I $5,000 Reward
\ The Empty Cab
I Playthings
919
Velvet Hand

i Sealed Envelope
Cabaret Girl

920
His Divorced Wife
The Phantom Melody
The Forged Bride

921
1 Passion Fruit
Charles Giblyn
918
Scandal

The Honeymoon
The Studio Girl
The Lesson
Sunshine Nan
Let's Get a Divorce

1919
Up Stairs and Down
Perfect 36
Peck's Bad Girl
Just For Tonight
Spite Bride

1920
The Dark Mirror
Black is White

1921
Tiger's Cub
The Thief
Mountain Woman
Know Your Men
Singing River

1922
A Woman's Woman

1923
Loyal Lives
The Leavenworth Case

John Gilbert
1921

Love's Penalty

Arvid Gillstrom
1919

Smiles
Swat the Spy
Tell >t to the Marines

Lillian Gish
1921
Remodeling Her Husband

Wyndham Gittens
1918

Ship of Doom
Joseph Gleason
1919

Miss Dulcie from Dixie
Fortune's Child
Beloved Imposter

Sidney M. Golden
1919

Mysterious Mr. Browning
Daniel Carson Goodman
1921
Thoughtless Women

Warren Gordon
1921
A Woman's Man

Jack Gorman
1918
The Mother and the Law

1921
The Butterfly Girl

1923
Why Women Re-Marry

Francis J. Grandon
1918
Conquered Hearts

1919
Wild Honey
Modern Husbands
Love's Law
Lamb and the Lion

1921
Lotus Blossom

1922
Barb Wire

Fred Leroy Granville
1921
The Price of Silence
The Smart Sex
The Fighting Lover
The Shark Master

1923
Shifting Sands

Ray Gray
1920
Down en the Farm

Alfred E. Green
1920
The Double-Dyed Deceiver
Silk Husbands and Calico
Wives

The Web of Chance
1921

Just Out of College
Man Who Had Everything
Through the Back Door

>922
Come On Over
Our Leading Citizen

The Bachelor Daddy
The Ghost Breaker
Man Who Saw Tomorrow

1923
Back Home and Broke
Woman Proof
The Ne'er Do Well

Frank Griffin

1923
Conductor 1492

D. W. Griffith

1918
Hearts of the World

The Great Love
1919
True Heart Susie
Romance of Happy Valley
Greatest Thing in Life
Girl Who Stayed at Home
Broken Blossoms
Fall of Babylon
Mother and the Law

1920
The Idol Dancer
The Greatest Question
Scarlet Days
The Love Flower

1921
Dream Street
Way Down East

1922
Orphanr ot the Storm
One Exciting Night

1923
The White Rose

E. H. Griffith

1918
Awakening of Ruth

1919
Fit to Win

1920
The Garter Girl
Bab's Candidate

1921
Vice of Fools
Scrambled Wives
If Women Only Knew
The Land of Hope

1922
Dawn of the East
Free Air

1923
Go-Getter
Sea Raiders
Unseeing Eyes

Harry Grossman
1920
Wits vs Wits

Alberto Guzaaoni
1922

Julius Caesar

Lieut. Bert Hall
1922

Border Scouts

Geo. Edwards-Hall
1920
Where is My Husband

1923
The Prairie Mystery

Gilbert P. Hamilton
1918
The Maternal Spark
Captain of His Soul
A Soul in Trust
The Vortex
The Last Rebel
Every Woman's Husband
The Golden Fleece
False Ambition
High Tide

1919
Open Your Eyes
Coax Me

1920
The Woman of Lies

Benj. B. Hampton
1922

Heart's Haven
A Certain Rich Man
The Gray Dawn
Mysterious Rider
Golden Dreams

Jesse D. Hampton
1919
What Every Woman Wants
The Drifters
End of the Game
Prisoners of the Pine

Herbert Hancock
1922
The L.-ech

Carl Harbaugh
1918
When False Tongues Speak
A Rich Man's Plaything
All for a Husband
John Spurlock-Prodigal
Brave and Bold
Other Men's Daughters

1919
Marriages Are Made
Other Man's Wife

1921
Big Town Ideas
The Tomboy
Hickville to Broadway
Little Miss Hawkshaw

1922
Bucking the Line

Harry B. Harris
1921

Desperate Youth

The Man Tamer
Rich Girl, Poor Girl
Risky Business
Short Skirts

1922
The Trouper

Marcus Harrison
1922
Woman, Wake Up

Neal Hart
1919
When the Desert Smiled

1920
Skyfire

1922
Rangeland
West of the Pecos
South of Northern Lights
Butterfly Range
The Lure of Gold

William S. Hart
1918
The Narrow Trail
The Silent Man
Wolves of the Rail
Blue Blazes Rav.den
Selfish Yates
Shark Monroe
The Ccld Deck
Tiger Man
Riddle Gawne

1919
Square Deal Sanderson
Poppy Girl's Husband
Money Corral
Border Wireless
Branding B.roadway
Breed of Men

David M. Hartford
1918

Inside the Lines
1919
Man of Bronze

1920
Back to God's Country
It Happened in Paris

1921
Nomads of the North
The Golden Snare

1923
The Rapids

F. G. Hartman
1918
Phantom Husband
Framing Framers

1922
The Forest King

John Joseph Harvey
1919

Kaiser's Finish
1922
Woman Who Believed

Manning Haynes
1923
Monkey's Paw

Guy Hedlund
1923
The Contrast

Victor Heerman
1921

Chicken in the Case
Poor Simp

1922
John Smith
My Boy
Love Is An Awful Thing

1923
Modern Matrimony
Rupert of Hentzau
The Dangerous Maid

Thomas N. Heffron
1918
Mountain Dew
Stainless Barrier
The Planter
The Sudden Gentleman
The Hopper
The Sea Panther
Who Killed Walton
The Lonely Woman
Old Hartwell's Cub
Madam Sphinx
The Painted Lily
The Price of Applause

1919
Tony America
Prodigal Liar
Mask of Riches
Life's a Funny Proposition
Deuce Duncan
Best Man
A Man's Fight

1920
Thou Art the Man
Firebrand Trevison
City of Masks

1921
Sham
Little Clown

Truant Husband
Sunset Sprague
A Kiss in Time
Her Sturdy Oak

1922
Bobbed Hair
The Love Charm
The Truthful Liar
Her Face Value
Too Much Wife

1923
A Wife's Romance

Edward Hemmer
1921
Sunshine Harbor

1922
Orphan Sally

Joseph Henabery
1918

Say Young Fellow
Man From Painted Post

1920
The '"nferior Sex
His Majesty, the American
Love Madness

1921
The Traveling Salesman
Life of the Party
Brewster's Millions
Fourteenth Man
Don't Call Me Little Girl
Moonlight and Honeysuckle
Her Winning Way

1922
The Call of the North
While Satan Sleeps
Her Own Money
Missing Millions
The Man Unconquerable

1923
Sixty Cents an Hour
Gentleman of Leisure
Making a Man
Tiger's Claw
Stephen Steps Out

Dell Henderson

1918
Golden Wall
The Beloved Blackmailer
The Outcast
The Runaway
The Beautiful Adventure
Plea.;e Help Emily
Her Sec-tnd Husband
The Imposter
My Wife

1919
By Hook or Crook
Courage for Two
Hit or Miss
Love in a Hurry
Road to France
Social Pirate
3 Green Eyes

1920
The Deadline
The Shark
The Servant Question

1921
Dynamite Allen
The Plunger

1922
The Broken Silence
Sure-Fire Flint

Girl from Porcupine
1923
Jacqueline or Blazing Barriers

Hobart Henley
1918

Mrs. Slacker
The Face in the Dark
A'l Woman
The Glorious Adventure
Money Mad

1919
Too Fat to Fight
Woman on the Index
One Week of Life
Laughing Bill Hyde

1920
The Miracle of Money
The Gay Old Dog

1921
The Sin that Was His
Society Snobs

1922
Her Night of Nights
The Scrapper
Cheated Hearts
Stardust

1923
The Flame of Life
The Abysmal Brute
The Flirt

Cecil M. Hepworth
1922

Alf's Button

Edwin Bower Hesser
1918
Triumph of Venus
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"Rosita"
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"THE

Marriage Circle"

for fall release

"Three Women"
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Tgled Threads
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E a Wife
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I Killer

E-e of Egypt
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Your Man
lile the Devil Laughs

I? Hill Billy
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B, Mystery Girl

[.oked Alley
Max HiU

E; Tidal Wave
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ligon Trucks
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12

In Petticoats

I: Tell Gate

idle of Courage
Halley of the Mounted
s Testing Block
L Whistle

ivelin' On
kn Deep
hite Oak
ree Word Brand
lite Hands
iught Bluffing

e Super-Sex
[e Altar Stairs

e Shock
fe Spoilers

ars of Jealousy
mporary Marriage
me Star Ranger
He-A-Minute Romeo

lies Hines

inductor 1492
s P. Hogan

le Skywayman
ittle Grey Mouse
»re Knuckles
here Is My Wandering Boy

Tonight
C. Holbrook

Dmmercial Pirates
rin L. Hollywood
t

lour

hallenge Accepted
I

he Sea Rider
he Birth of a Soul
he Flaming Clue
he Gauntlet
I

rench Heels
lo Trespassing

irge Holt
2

he White Masks
'he Trail's End
in Holubar
8
iiren of the Sea
'ear Not
. Soul for Sale
he Mortgaged Wife
t

Talk of the Town
learr of Humanity
The Right to Happiness

?aid in Advance
;i

Dncc to Every Woman
Man-Woman -Marriage
>2

Hurrican's Gal

1923
Slander the Woman
Broken Chains

Arthur Hopkins
1919

Eternal Magdalene

E. Mason Hopper
1918
The Tar Heel Warrior
Firefly of Tough Luck
The Renegades
Without Honor
Hesr American Husband
The Answer
The Love Brokers
Boston Blackie's Little Pal

1919
As the Sun Went Down
Come Again Smith
Wife or Country
Mystic Face
Love's Pay Day

1921
Hold Your Horses
It's A Great Life
Dangerous Curve Ahead

1922
From the Ground Up
All's Fair in Love
Glorious Fool
Hungry Hearts
Brothers Under the Skin

1923
Daddy
The Love Piker

Charles Horan
1918

Polly of the Circus
1919
Black Eyes

1920
A Man's Plaything

1920
You Find It Everywhere

1921
1922
The Splendid Lie

1923
Does It Pay

Fred Hornby
1923
The Call of the Hills

James Home
1921
Occasionally Yours
The Bronze Bell

1922
Don't Doubt Your Wife
The Forgotten Law

1923
Can a Woman Love Twice
The Hottentot
A Man of Action
The Sunshine Trail

Blow Your Own Horn
Itching Palms
Alimony

Harry Houdini
1923
Haldane of the Secret Service

Henry Houry
1918
Love Watches
The Clutch of Circumstances

1919
Miss Ambition
Daring Hearts

WiUiam K. Howard
1921
What Love Will Do

1922
Extra, Extra
Deserted at the Altar
Danger Ahead

1923
Lucky Dan
The Fourth Musketeer
Captain-Fly-By-Night
Let's Go

Elliot Howe
1918

Blue Blood
With Hoops of Steel

1919
Todd of the Times

Arthur Hoyt
1918

Statio.i Content
High Stakes

Harry O. Hoyt
1919
Through the Toils

Hand Invisible

Broadway Saint

1920
Forest Rivals

1921
Rider of King Log

1922
Curse of Drink

Rupert Hughes
1922
The Wall Flower
Remembrance

1923
Gimme
Look Your Best
Souls for S&le

William Humphrey
1918
Two Men and a Woman
Babbling Tongues
The Unchastened Woman

1920
The Midnight Bride

1922
Foolish Monte Carlo

Austiii O. Huhn
1923
A Clouded Name

T. Hayes Hunter
1918
The Border Legion

1919
Desert Gold
Once to Every Man

1920
Cup of Fury

1922
The Light in the Clearing

Paul Hurst
1921
Behind the Mask
Shadows of the West

1922
The Crow's Nest
Heart of a Texan
Table Top Ranch

John Ince
1919

Secret Strings
One-Thing-at-a-Time O'Day
Blind Man's Eyes
Blackie's Redemption
Favor to a Friend

1920
Should a Woman Tell
Please Get Married
Old Lady 31
Held in Trust

1921
Tempered Steel
Someone in the House

1923
The Love Trap

Ralph Ince
1918

Fields of Honor
The Eleventh Commandment
Her Man
The Co-R'-spondent
Our Mrs. McChesney

1919
Virtuous Men
From Headquarters
Painted World
Panther Woman
Stitch in Time
Too Many Crooks
Two Women
Perfect Lover

1920
His Wife's Money
Out Yonder
Sealed Heaits

1921
Out of the Snows
Red Foam
Highest Law
Remorseless Love
After Midnight
A Man's Home

1922
The Referee
A Wide Open Town
Channing of the Northwest
Reckless Youth
Tropical Love

1923
Homeward Bound
Counterfeit Love
Success

Harris lngraham
1918

Blood of His Fathers
1919

Child of M'sieu
Unto the End

Lloyd lngraham
1918

Charity Castle
Her Country's Call

Peggy Leads the Way
Miss Jackie of the Army
Molly Go Get 'Em
Jilted Janet
Ann's Finish
The Primitive Woman
A Square Deal
Impossible Susan
The Eyes of Julia Deep

1919
Man's Desire
Amazing Imposter
Intrusion of Isabel
Rosemary Climbs the Heights
Wives and Other Wives

1920
Mary's Ankle
What's Your Husband Doing
Let's Be Fashionable
The House of Intrigue

1921
Keeping Up With Lizzie
Twin Beds
The Jailbird
Lavender and Old Lace
Old Dad
Girl in the Taxi

1922
My Lady Friends
Marry the Poor Girl
Second Hand Rose
At the Sign of the Jack

O'Lantern
The Veiled Woman
The Danger Point

1923
Going Up
No More Women

Rex Ingram
1918
His Robe of Honor
Humdrum Brown

1920
Shore Acres
Under Crimson Skies
The Day She Paid

1921
The Four Horsemen of Apoc-

alypse
Hearts Are Trumps
The Conquering Power

1922
Turn to the Right
Prisoner of Zenda
Trifling Women

1923
Where the Pavement Ends
Scaramouche

Camello Innocenti
1922

Retribution
George Irving
1918
Back to the Woods
Her Roy
The Landloper
To Hell With the Kaiser
Daughter of Destiny
Raffles

1919
As a Man Thinks
Hidden Fire
Silver King
The Volcano

1920
The Glorious Lady
The Blue Pearl
The Capitol

1921
Misleading Lady
The Wakefield Case

1922
Her Majesty

1923
Lost In a Big City

Fred J. Ireland
1921

Little Home Nurse
Julia Crawford Ivers
1923
The White Flower

Jacques Jacrard
1920

Desert Love
The Terror
The Great Air Robbery
Under Northern Lights

1921
If Only Jim
Honor Bound

1922
The Great Alone
Riding With Death

Fred Jackman
1923
The Call of the Wild

George Jacoby
1922
The Last Payment
Vendetta

Emory Johnson
1922

In the Name of the Law
1923
The Third Alarm
Westbound Limited
The J.Iailman

Lorimer Johnson
1919

Breezy Jim
Devil McCare

1923
Cricket on the Hearth

Martin Johnson
1921

Jungle Adventures
1923
Head Hunters of the South

Sea
Trailing African Wild Ani-
mals

Tefft Johnson
1919
Home Wanted
Love and the Woman
Love Defender
Love Net

Edgar Jones
1918
The Girl Who Wouldn't QuitA Rich Man's Darling
Zollenstein

Grover Jones
1922
The Unknown
Taking Chances
Putting It Over

1923
The Speed King

F. Richard Jones
1918
Mickey

1919
Yankee Doodle In Berlin

1921
Ghost in the Garret
Flying Pat
Oh Jo

1922
Molly O
Cross Roads of New York
The Country Flapper

1923
Extra Girl
Suzanna
Shriek of Araby

Edward Jose
1918
The Moth
Her Silent Sacrifice
Woman and Wife
La Tosca
Resurrection
Loves Conquest
Fedora

1919
Fires of Faith
My Cousin
Private Peat
Two Brides
Woman of Impulse

1920
The Fighting Shepherdess
The Yellow Typhoon
The Isle of Conquest
Mothers of Men

1921
The Scarab Ring
What Women Will Do
The Riddle. Woman
Her Lord and Master
The Inner Chamber

1922
The Prodigal Judge
The Rainbow
The Matrimonial Web
The Girl in His House
The Man From Downing St

Rupert Julian
1918

Mysterious Mr. Tiller
Desire of the Moth
The Door Between
The Savage
Hands Down
Hungry Eyes
Kaiser, The Beast of Berlin
Midnight Madness

1919
Creaking Stairs
Sleeping Lion
Fire Flingers
Millionaire Pirate

1920
The Honey Bee

1922
Girl Who Ran Wild

1923
Merry-Go-Round

Martin Justine
1918
The Soap Girl

1921
They Shall Pay

Alexander Kardo
1922

Prince and the Pauper
Maxwell Karger
1919

Silent Woman
Kildare of the Storm

1921
A Message From Mars
The Man Who
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Trip to Paradise

I!

he Golden Gift

Hole in the Wall
ate

isses

lihe Idle Rich

J(
ph Kaufman

lil

firms and the Girl

Ipirley Kaye
and of Promise
Dng of Songs

J.es Keane
I!!

Whispering Women
Bter Keaton
l'l

hree Ages
ur Hospitality

Fnk Keenan

ilver Girl

I!)

|[>ollar for Dollar
mouldering Embers

| rothers Divided
lert J. Kelly

ome Stuff
1'!

i 'eserted at the Altar

l:Vinthrop Kelley

he Girl of the Sea
Jiert Kelly
II

I anger and the Law
lifield F. Kelly

11

In the Days of St. Patrick

C>rge Kelson

j he Tenth Case
I he Strongest Way
'he Way Out
I he Purple Lily

Stolen Orders
Fd Kelsey
10
'he One Way Trail

/jrey M. Kennedy
10

iky Eye

In F. Kennedy
12

f'he Power Within
B"le Kenton
10

Down on the Farm
1 1

[limall Town Idol
1'3

I Tea With a Kick
large Kern
!1

[ rhe Unfoldment
chael Kertez

!1

I The Love Slave
!2

Mrs. Dane's Confession
>3

The Queen of Sin
irton King
18

The Silence Sellers

I'More Truth Than Poverty
Her Husband's Honor

19

Treason
I Reckoning Day
20

li Neglected Wives
I Wit Wins
I Common Level
The Discarded WomanA Scream in the Night
Common Sin

Love or Money
21

Every Man's Price
'22

[i The Man From Beyond
For Your Daughter's Sake
The Road to Arcady

| Shylock of Wall St.

123

The Fair Cheat
1 None So Blind
j' The Streets of New York

enry King
318

Southern Pride

| A Game of Wits
The Mate of the Sally Ann

I Beauty and the Rogue
i Powers that Pray
I Hearts or Diamonds
\ Up Romance Road
I The Locked Heart
919

1 Wher ethe West Begins
• When a Man Rides Alone

Some Liar
Hobbs in a Hurry
llrass Buttons
All the World to Nothing
Sporting Chance
This Hero Stuff
Six Feet Four

1920
A Fugitive from Matrimony
Haunting Shadows
Twenty-Three-and-a-Half

Hour's Leave
Unchartered Channels
The White Dove
One Hour Before Dawn

1921
Mistress of Shenstone
Salvage
Help Wanted—Male
Dice of Destiny
When We Were Twenty-One
The Sting of the Lash

1922
Sonny
Tol'able David
The Seventh Day
The Bond Boy

1923
Fury
The White Sister

Lewis King
1922

Peaceful Peters
1923

Devil's Door Yard
Spawn of the Desert
Law Rustlers
Sun-Dog Trail

Frank Gordon Kirby
1919

Price of Innocenc*
David Kirkland
1920
A Virtuous Vamp
The Temperamental Wife
The Love Expert
In Search of a Sinner
Nothing But The Truth
The Perfect Woman

1921
The Rowdy

1923
The Barefoot Boy

Jams Kirkland
1920

In Wrong
Jam;s Kirkwood
1918

Eve's Daughter
Struggle Everlasting
Romance of the Underworld

1919
i Her There
Out of the Night
Marriage
In Wrong
I Want to Forget
Bill Apperson's Boy

L. Kistenmacher
1922
The Hardest Way

Harley Knowles
1918
The Burglar
Adventures of Carol
The Volunteer
Gates of Gladness
Wanted—A Mother
The Oldest Law
The Cabaret
Stolen Orders

1919
Little Women
Bolshevism on Trial

1920
The Great Shadow

1921
Half an Hour
Guilty of Love
Romantic Adventuress
Carnival

1923
The Bohemian Girl

Lee Kohlmar
1922
High Meets

Fred Kolker
1921
Youth's Desire

Henry Kolker
1919
Woman Michael Married

1920
Bright Skies
The Third Generation
The Heart of Twenty

1921
Pa'ace of Darkened Windows
Greatest Love
Bucking the Tiger
Who Am I?
The Fighter
Disraeli

1923
The Leopardess
The Purple Highway
The Snow Bride

EJward Kull
1921
Man Trackers

Henri Krauss
1919
Vagabond of France

Edward Laemmle
1922
Top O' the Morning

1923
The Victor

Elsier La Maie
1921
The Unfortunate Sex

Fritz Lang
1923
Between Two Worlds

Warde Lascelle
1922

Rip Van Winkle
Affinities

1923
Mind Over Motor

Edmund Lawrence
191 8
Married in Name Only
Life or Honor
A Daughter of France
The Firebrand
Her Price
The Liar

1919
Love Auction
Queen of Hearts
Window Opposite
Cheating Herself

1920
Lost Money
The Merry-Go-Round
The Lure of Ambition
What Would You Do?

John S. Lawrence
1919

Scarlet Trail
1922
For His Sake

George Lederer
1918
Runaway Romany

Otto Lederer
1921
The Struggle

Rowland V. Lee
1921
Thousand to One
The Cup of Life

1922
A Self-Made Man
Money to Burn
The Men of Zanzibar
His Back Against the Wall
Blind Hearts
The Sea Lion
Shirley of the Circus
Mixed Faces
The Dust Flower

1923
Desire
Alice Adams
You Can't Get Away With It

Henry Lehrman
1922
Reported Missing

1923
Doulle Dealing

Robert Leonard
1918
The Bride's Awakening
Her Body in Bond
The Princess Virtue
Face Value

1919
Danger—Go Slow
Big Little Person
Delicious Little Devil
Modern Love
Scarlet Trail

What Am I Bid?
Way of a Woman

1920
April Folly
The Miracle of Love

1921
Restless Sex
The Gilded Lily
Heedless Moths

1922
Fascination
Peacock Alley
Broadway Rose

i923
the French Doll
Jazzmania
Fashion Row

Edward J. LeSaint
1918

Fighting Mad
The Wolf and His Mate
Cupid's Round-Up

Painted Lips
Nobody's Wife
The Devil's Wheel
Her One Mistake
The Scarlet Road
The Bird of Prey

1919
Call of the Soul
Fighting For Go'd
Hell Roarin' Refo.ni
Kultur
The Sneak
Strange Woman
Wilderness Trail

1920
The Speed Maniac
The Mother of His Child-en
Rose of Nome
Flames of the Flesh
White Lies
The Feud
A Sister to Salome

1921
Girl of My Heart
Merely Mary Ann
Two Moons

1922
The Sleep Walker
More to be Pitied

1923
Only a Shop Girl
Yesterday's Wife
Temptation
The Marriage Market
Innocence

Richard L'Estrange
1920
The Hidden. Code

Jos:ph Levering
1920
His Temporary Wife
Husbands and Wives

1922
Determination
Flesh and Spirit

1923
The Tie That Binds

Edgar Lewis
1918
The Sign Invisible

1920
Sherry
Other Men's Shoes
Lahoma

1921
Beggar in Purple
The Sage Hen

1922
Strength of the Pines

1923
You Are Guilty

Max Linder
1921

Seven Years Bad Luck
Be My Wife

1922
Three Must Get There's

Frank Lloyd
1918
When A Man Sees Red
The Heart of a Lion
The Kingdom of Love
Les Miserables
True Blue
Blindness of Divorce

1919
Tne Man Hunter
lor Freedom
Pitfalls of a Big City

Rainbow Trail

Riders of the Purple Sage

1920
The Silver Horde
The Lc\es of I.etty

The '\ cman in Room 1 i

1921
Madam X
Road* of Destiny
Great Lover
Tale of Two Worlds
Voice in the Dark
The Invisible Power
The Sin Flood

1922
The_Man From Lost River

The Grim Comedian
The Eternal Flame
Oliver Twist

1923
Within the Law
Ashes of Vengeance
The Voice from the Minaret

Charles A. Logue
1921
Man and Woman

1922
Woman Who Fooled Herself

1923
Tents of Allah

Raymond Longford
1922

Blue Mountain Mystery

Jack Lopez
1919

Sins of the Children
1921
The Devil's Confession

Ira M. Lowry
19 8

For the Freedom of the World
1919
High Pockets
For the Freedom of the East
Oh Johnny-
Speedy Meade
Road Called Straight

1920
The Misfit Earl

Ernst Lubitsch
1921
Gypsy Blood
Deception
One Arabian Night
Loves of Pharaoh

1923
Rosita

Wilfred Lucas
1918
Morgan Ra:ders
Red Red Heart

1919
Testing of Mildred Vane

1921
Shadow of Lightning Ridge
Fighting Breed

1922
The Better Man

O. A. C. Lund
1918
A Painted Madonna
Heart's Revenge
The Debt of Honor
Peg of the Pirates

1919
Nature Girl
Together

Eddie Lyons-Lee Morgan
1920

Everything But The Truth
La La Lucille

1921
Fixed by George
Once a Plumber
A Shocking Night

Glenn Lyons
1922
The First Woman

1923
Is Money Everything

Norval Mac Gregor
1919

Children of Banishment
Jacques of the Silver North

Wayne Mack
1920

Bubbles
1921
No Man's Woman
A Girl's Decision

Sherwood Mac Donald
1918
No Children Wanted
Little Miss Grown Up
Miss Mischief Maker

Henry Mac Rea
1921

God's Crucible
1922
Cameron of the Royal Mount-

ed
Charles Maigne
1919
The Firing Line
Her Great Chance
Indestructible Wife
In the Hollow of Her Hand
Redhead
World to Live In

1920
The Copperhead
The Invisible Bond
Fighting Chance
Cumberland Romance

1921
Frontier of the Stars
The Kentuckians

1922
Received Payment
Hush Money
Cowboy and the Lady

1923
Trail of the Lonesome Pine
Drums of Fate
Silent Partner

Leo Maloney
1921
No Man's Woman

Frances Marion
1921
The Love Light

1922
Just Around the Corner

George Marshall
1913
The Man From Montana
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"ENEMIES OF WOMEN"
"UNDER THE RED ROBE"
"THREE WEEKS"

With. Qoldwyn-Cosmopolitan

"UNGUARDED WOMEN"
"SINNERS IN HEAVEN"

With Famous Players-Lasky

ALAN CROSLAND
PRODUCTIONS
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2

Vy Trust Your Husband
Jids Off

f irie Trails

^Ridin' Romeo
J»sr Your Own Heart

12

V Jolt

Ily from Longacre

Jiles Are Trumps
Yi

ijn Quickshot of the Rio

irande

In in the Raw
\iere is this West
hiore Marston

II

Iggedy Queen
(1 by the Roadside

!.

lyond the Law
I
flick Gate

lege Martin

J;

ll.der Western Skies

'nding Trail

Uy C. Mathews
9

Felcome Children

ih Maxwell
I

e Married Virgin

9

ivolous Wives
o May
I
>. istress of the World
lie Greatest Truth
love All Law

>i McAllister

.9

Fie Hour
U McCarey
.9

iciety Secrets

h. P. McCarthy
19

ut of the Dust

U
• iadows of Conscience

H h McClung
IS

list Like a Woman
ll McCord
IS

Dod Bad Wife
Ifrill McCormick
1! ^

Son of the Desert

ood Men and Bad
Po McCullough

. ;aid of the West
Ju L. McCutcheon
l'l

ILan and Wife
J,i W. McDermott
l'l

atsy

[ary of the Movies
pider and the Rose

ller Temporary Husband
Srwood McDonald
II

fold Steel

Inard McFadden
18

flongar
vrence McGill
18

The First Law
D'he Angel Factory
lairl From Bohemia
B P. McGowan

) 1

f'iger True
> Jelow the Deadline
Discontented Wives
2

|
lills of Missing Men

feckless Chances
Ruse of the Rattler

!3

\ stormy Seas
I'Dne Million in Jewels

| Whipping Boss
lines McKay
20

Midnight Gambols
>ber McKenzie
1922

Knight of the West
1a Western Demon
W. McLaughlin
18

| The Man Who WoXe Up
Closin' In

1 Hell's End
If Beyond the Shadows
I enry McRae

123

I Critical Age

Man from Glengarry

J. Leo Meehan
1923
Michael O'Holleran

George Melford
1918
The Crystal Gazer
On the Level
Sunset Trail
Call of the East
Nan of Music Mountain
Hidden Pearls
Wild Youth
Bravest Way
Sandy
City of Dim Faces
The Source

1919
Cruise of the Make-Believe
Good Gracious Annabelle
Jane Goes A-Wooing
Men, Women and Money
Pettigrew's Girl

Such a Little Pirate
Sporting Chance
Told in the Hills

1920
The Sea Wolf
Everywoman

1921
The Round-Up
Jucklins
The Faith Healer
Behold My Wife
A Wise Fool

1922
Great Impersonation
The Sheik
Woman Who Walked Alone
Moran of the Lady Letty
Burning Sands
Ebb Tide

1923
Java Head
You Can't Fool Your Wife
Salomy Jane
Light That Failed

Louis Mer canton
1919

Infatuation
1522

Possession
Gypsy Passion

George E. Middleton
1919

Just Squaw
1920
The Heart of Juanita

Hans Mierandorn
1922
The Craven

Thomas R. Miles
1920
Duds

Harry Millarde
1918
Miss U. S. A.
Unknown 274
The Heart of Romance
A Camouflage Kiss
Blue-Eyed Mary
Miss Innocence

1919
Caught in the Act
Bonnie Annie Laurie
Gambling in Souls
Girl With No Regrets
Love That Dares
When Fate Decides
Rose of the West

1920
Sacred Silence
The White Moll

1921
Over the Hill

Perjury
1922
Town That Forgot God
My Friend the Devil

1923
If Winter Comes
Governor's Lady

Ashley Miller
1918
The Princess of Park Row
The Marriage Speculation

1919
Made in America
Why Germany Must Pay

Charles Miller

1918
Little Reformer
Secret of the Storm Country
Ghosts of Yesterday
By Right of Purchase
Unfaithful
At the Mercy of Men
The Fair Pretender
The Service Star

1920
High Speed
The Dangerous Affair

1921
The Law of the Yukon

1922
The Man She Brought Back

Thomas R. Mills
1918
A Mother's Sin
An American Live Wire
The Seal of Silence
The Girl in His House

1919
Thin Ice
Unknown Quantity
Girl at Bay
Girl Woman

1920
Invisible Divorce

Claude H. Mitchell
1920

Seeing It Through
Howard Mitchell
1918

Petticoat Politics
1919
Law That Divides
Splendid Sin

1920
Molly and I

The Snares of Paris
The Tattlers
Faith
Love's Harvest
The Girl in Bohemia
Black Shadows
Little Wanderer

1921
Flame of Youth
The Lamplighter
Wing Toy
Beware of the Bride
Husband Hunter
The Mother Heart
Ever Since Eve
Lovetime

1922
Queenie
Winning With Wits
Cinderella of the Hills

The Crusader
1923
His Last Race
Man's Size
Forgive and Forget

Roy Mitchell
1922

Proofs of Innocence
Tom Mix
1920
The Daredevil

Hubert Moest
Lady Godiva

William V. Mong
1918
Wild Sumac

Harry Moody
1922
The Range Patrol

1923
Flame of Passion

Eugene Moore
1918
The Girl Who Won Out

1919
Sue of the South

Milburn Morante
1921

Hearts O' the Range
1922
Diamond Carlisle

Blind Circumstances
Hate Trail

Edmund Mortimer
1918 '

The Savage Woman
1919
Road Through the Dark

1920
A Misfit Wife

1923
Railroaded
The Exiles

Edward Morrissey
1920
The Pointing Finger

Eugene Mullen
1921
The Road to London

Dudley Murphy
1923
High Speed Lee

Henry J. Napier
1922
The Faithless Sex

Marshall Neilan
1918

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
Little Princess
Stella Maris
Amarilly of Clothesline Alley
M'liss
Hit-the-Trail Holliday

1919
Daddy Long Lci;^

Heart of the Wilds
Out of a Clear Sky
Three Men and a Girl

Unpardonable Sin
1920

Don't Ever Marry
Her Kingdom of Dreams
In Old Kentucky
River's End
Go and Get It

1921
Dinty
Bob Hampton of Placer

Bits of Life
1922

Fools First

Penrod
The Lotus Eater
Minnie

1923
The Eternal Three
The Stranger's Banquet
The Rendezvous

R. William Neill

1918
Price Mark
Love Letters
Kaiser's Shadow
Flare Up Sal

Love Me
Tyrant Fear
Mating of Marcella

Greer Eyes
1919
Charge It To Me
Puppy Love
Trixie from Broadway
Vive La France
Career of Katherine Bush

1920
The Inner Voice
The Bandbox
The Woman Gives

Yes or No
1921
Something Different

Idol of the North
Good References
Dangerous Business
Conquest of Canaan

1922
The Iron Trail

What's Wrong With The
Women

1923
Radio Mania
Toilers of the Sea

Alvin J. Neitz
1921
Outlawed

1923
The Firebrand

Jack Nelson
1921

I Am Guilty
Chickens
Home Stretch
Rookie's Return
One a Minute

1922
Watch Him Step

1923
Through the Flames

Guy Newall
1921
Garden of Resurrection
Testimony

1922
The Bigamist

Fr«d Newmeyer
1922
A Sailor-Made Man
Grandma's Boy

Fred Niblo
1918
The Marriage Ring

1919
Fuss and Feathers
Happy Though Married
Haunted Bedroom
Law of Men
When Do We Eat
Partners Three
Virtuous Thief

1920
Sex
Dangerous Hours
What Every Woman Learns
The False Road
The Woman in the Suitcase

Stepping Out
Hairpins

1921
Her Husband's Friend
Silk Hosiery
Mark of Zorro
Mother O'Mine
Greater Than Love

1922
The Woman He Married
Rose O'the Sea

Blood and Sand
1923
Famous Mrs. Fair
Strangers of the Night

William Nigh
1918
Thou Shalt Not Steal
My Four Years in Germany
Sunshine Alley
My Own United States
Shame

1919
Our Teddy

1920
Democracy, the Vision Re-

stored
1921

Skinning Skinners
Why Girls Leave Home

1922
Soul of Man
Your Best Friend
School Days
Notoriety

1923
Marriage Morals

John W. Noble
1920

Footlights and Shadows
The Gray Towers Mystery
The Golden Shower

1921
Song of the Soul
Out of the House of Bondage

1922
Cardigan

Wilfrid North
1916
Over the Top

1920
Mind the Paint Girl
The Undercurrent

Eugene Nowland
1918
Peg O' the Sea

John B. O'Brien
1918 ' ,i

Reputation
Queen X
The Unforseen
Daughter of Maryland
Her Sister
Who Loved Him Best
The Girl and the Judge
The Street of Seven Stars
The Inn of the Blue Moon

1919
The Bishop's Emeralds

1920
Impossible Catherine

1921
Lonely Heart
The Family Closet

1922
Father Tom

Frank O'Connor
1921

Everything for Sale
1922
Penrod
A Virginia Courtship
A Homespun Vamp

John Okey
1923

Outlaws of the Sea
Sidney Olcott
1918
The Belgian

1919
Marriage for Convenience

1920
Scratch My Back

1922
The Right Way
Pardon My French
God's Country and the Law
Timothy's Quest

1923
The Green Goddess
Little Old New York

Stanley Olmstead
1920
The Moonlight Trail

Richard Oswald
1923

Affairs of Lady Hamilton
Henry Otto
1918

Lorelei of the Sea
Wild Life

1919
The Microbe
Areateur Adventuress
Angel Child
Great Romance
Island of Intrigue
Some Bride

1920
Tke Cheater
Fair and Warmer
The Willow Tree

1921
A Slave of Vanity



*

HERBERT BRENON
Chosen by Paramount to direct
JamesM. Carrie's immortal play

"PETER PAN"
-$$-

Other Paramount successes made byMr. drenon
The Rustle of Silk Shadows of Paris

The Woman with 4 Faces The Breaking Point

The Spanish Dancer The Mountebank

Coming-THOMAS MEIGHAN inJames Oliver Currtood's
"THE ALASKAN"

HERBERT BRENON PRODUCTIONS
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Yellow Ticket

to Power

of the Storm
Paliser Case

:h of Dreams

ally Dead
Clean-TJp

Million to Burn
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rated House
Man Hater
Valour
Other Woman

m Two to Six

exing Bill
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ting Sands
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ekerbocker Buckaroo
ret Code

Eyes of Youth

nded Woman

e's Redemption
rlock Holmes
e Parson

and My Gal
ni Pastrone

: Liberator
(|t Paton

oved Jim
; Girl in the Dark
ne Girl

a Marriage Lie

rder Raiders
vil's Trail

tie Diplomat

nutation

e Torrent
inted at Headquarters

e Black Bag
»n Who Married His Own
Wife
nfiict

in to Man
le Wonderful Night
blf Law
le Married Flapper

le Scarlet Car
le Love Brand
lrning Words
ivu

Paul
i:

J

earts Up
jindown Slim
lest is West
I

lie Kick- Back
Dod Man and True

inyon of the Fools
rashin' Thru
(esert Driven
he Miracle Baby
eel Perez

he Way Women Love

Unconquered Woman
Better Man Wins

Leonce Perret
1918

Lest We Forget
The Million Dollar Dollies

1919
Lafayette We Come
Soul Adrift
Unknown Love
The Thirteenth Chair

1920
The A. B. C. of Love
Twin Pawns
Lifting Shadows
Modern Salome

1921
Empire of Diamonds
The Money Maniac

George Peterson
1919
The Better 'Ole

Wray Physioc
1918
Human Clay

1922
The Blond Vampire
The Madness of Love

Lepu Pick
1922

Shattered
Jack Pickford
1921
Through the Back Door

Joseph Pintus
1919

Colonel Bridau
George Foster Piatt

1919
Deliverance

Horace G. Plimpton
1920
The Stream of Life
What Children Will Do

1922
Ashamed of Parents
Through the Storm
Should a Wife Work

Harry Pollard
1918
The Danger Game
The Girl Who Couldn't Grow
Up

1922
Trimmed
Confidence
The Loaded Door

1923
Trifling With Honor

Albert Plummer
1923
Darkness and Daylight

Frank Powell
1918
Heart of the Sunset

1919
Unbroken Promise
Forfeit

Paul Powell
1918
The Kid is Clever

1919
Blinding Trail

All Night
Little White Savage
Society of Sensation
Weaker Vessel
Who Will Marry Me
Man in the Moonlight

1920
Common Property
Pollyanna
Crooked Streets

1921
Eyes of the Heart
Sweet Lavender
Mystery Road
Dangerous Life

1922
The Crimson Challenge
The Cradle
For the Defense
The Ordeal
Borderland

1923
Daughter of Luxury
Racing Hearts
The Fog

Jack Pratt
1918

Loyalty
Who Knows

1921
Woman Untamed

1922
Yankee Doodle, Jr.

1923
The Rip Tide

Paul Price
1922
Are Children to Blame

J. A. Prontozonoss
1918

The Queen of Spades
The Inner Voice

Charles Ray
1921
Scrap Iron
A Midnight Bell

1922
Gas, Oil or Water
The Deuce of Spades
Alias Julius Caesar
R. S. V. P.
The Barnstormer
Two Minutes To Go
Smudge

J. Parker Read, Jr.
1920
The Lone Wolfe's Daughter

1921
His Own Law

1923
The Last Moment

Ted Reed
1921
The Nut

Frank Reicher
1918
Trouble Buster
The Eternal Mother
An American Widow
The Claim
Treasure of the Sea
The Only Road

1919
Suspense
Prodigal Wife
American Way
The Battler
The Trap

1920
The Black Circle
Empty Arms

1921
Idle Hands
Behind Masks

H arry Revier
1918
The Grain of Dust

1919
What Shall We Do With Him
Challenge of Chance

1920
The Return of Tarzan

1921
Revenge of Tarzan
The Heart of the North

1922
Life's Greatest Question
The Broadway Madonna

Lynn F. Reynolds
1918
Broadway Arizona
Up or Down
The Gown of Destiny
Fast Company
Western Blood
Ace High

1919
Treat 'Em Rough
Rebellious Bride
Mr. Logan, U. S. A.
Miss Adventure
Forbidden Room
Fame and Fortune
Little Brother of the Rich
Brute Breaker

1920
Overland Red
Bullet Proof
The Red Lane

1921
The Road Demon
The Texan
Big Town Round-Up

1922
1 he Night Horseman
Up and Going
Trailin'

Sky High
For Big Stakes

Just Tony
Tom Mix in Arabia

1923
Brass Commandments
The Gun Fighter

The Huntress

Frankland Richardson
1922

In the Night
Thomas Ricketts

1919
Sins of the World

George Ridgewell
1919
Water Lily

Root of Evil

1920
The Fruits of Passion

1922
Don't Blame Your Children

Arthur Rippert
1922

Playthings of an Emperor

Willis L. Robards
1921
Every Woman's Problem

Jesse Robbins
1922
Too Much Business
Ladder Jinx

1923
The Front Page Story

John S. Robertson
1918
Baby Mine
The Bottom of the Well
The Menace

1919
Here Comes the Bride
Little Miss Hoover
Girl of Today
Come Out of the Kitchen
Better Half
Test of Honor
Let's Elope
Make Believe Wife
Misleading Widow

1920
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
Erstwhile Susan
Sadie Love
Away Goes Prudence
Dark Lantern

1921
Sentimental Tommy
39 East
The Magic Cup

1922
Spanish Jade
Love's Boomerang
Footlights
Tess of the Storm Country

1923
The Fighting Blade
The Bright Shawl
Twenty-One

Theodore Rockwell
1922

Barriers of Folly
Albert Rogell
1923
The Great Menace
The Mask of Lopez

George K. Rolands
1922
Breaking Home Ties

B. A. Rolfe
1920
Love Without Question
Madonnas and Men
Even as Eve
Woman's Business

1921
Wings of Pride

Arthur Rooke
1921
The Lure of Crooning Water

1922
One Moment's Happiness

Philip Rosen
1920
The Road to Divorce
The Path She Chose

1921
Are All Men Alike
Extravagance
The Little Fool
Lure of Youth

1922
The Young Rajah
The Bonded Woman
Handle With Care
Across the Continent
The World's Champion

Nat Ross
1922
The Galloping Kid
Ridin' Wild

1923
The Ghost Patrol
Six Fifty

Pure Grit

Arthur Rosson
1918

Cassidy
A Case at Law
Headin' South

1919
Successful Failure
Sahara
Married in Haste
Coming of the Law
Rough Riding Romance

1920
Polly of the Storm Country

1921
Prisoners of Love

1922
The Fire Bride
Desert Blossoms
Fighting Streak
Always the Woman
For Those We Love

1923
Little Johnny Jones

The Satin Girl
Garrison's Finish

William L. Roubert
1920

Heritage
1923
For You My Boy

Henry Roussell
1922
The Sheik's Wife

Wesley Ruggles
1918
For France
The Blind Adventure

1920
Picadilly Jim
Sooner or Later
The Winchester Woman
I he Desperate Hero

1921

Leopard Woman
Love
The Greater Claim
Uncharted Seas
Over the Wire

1922
Slippey McGee
Wild Honey
If I Were Queen

1923
The Heart Raider
Mr. Billings Spends His Dime
I he Remittance Woman

Beverly C. Rule
1920
Mystery of Washington
Square

Chester Sabinsky
1918
The Painted Doll
The Beggar Woman

Edward G. Salisburv
1923

'

Black Shadows
A. W. Sandberg
1923
David Copperfield

Al Santell
1921

1922
M ' ffht Happen to You

Wildcat Jordan
1923

Lights Out
George L. Sargent
1920
The Whisper Market
The Prey

1921
The Broadway Bubble
The Charming Deceiver
It Isn't Being Done This
Season

Paul Scardon
1918

Soldiers of Chance
The Love Doctor
The Grell Mystery
In the Balance
The Other Man
The Desired Woman
A Bachelor's Children
The Golden Goal
A Game With Fate
Tangled Lives
All Man

1919
Beating the Odds
Beauty Proof
Fighting Destiny
Green God
Man Who Won
Hoarded Assets
King of Diamonds
Silent Strength
The Gamblers

1920
The Darkest Hour
In Honor's Webb
Partners of the Night
Children Not Wanted

1921
The Broken Gate
The Breaking Point
Her Unwilling Husband
Milestones

1922
False Kisses
The Golden Gallows
Shattered Dreams
A Wonderful Wife
When the Devil Drives

Victor L. Schertzinger
1918
Son of His Father
His Mother's Boy
Hired Man
Family Skeleton
Playing the Game
His Own Home Town
The Claws of the Hun
A Nine O'CIock Town



^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Tor the Coming season

WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND
with Jack Holt and Billie Dove

f
3C

THE STORY WITHOUT A NAME
A thrilling Radio Story with Antonio Moreno

NORTH OF 36
With Ernest Torrence, Jack Holt, Noah Beery,

Tully Marshall and All-Star cast.

DIRECTED BY

IRVIN WILLAT
A/fR. WILLAT has been distinguished in the

^ -* past by such noteworthy successes as
'

'Be-

hind the Door," "On the High Seas" and "The
Heritage of the Desert."

In "Wanderer of the Wasteland," he has pro-

duced a great picture that is destined to make
screen history. It is the first feature picture pro-

duced entirely in natural colors by the amazing

Technicolor process.

Brilliant in its beauty, gripping in its strong

drama, "Wanderer of the Wasteland" marks the

pinnacle not only of Irvin Willat's career but

possibly of motion picture progress to date.

IRVIN WILLAT'S PRODUCTION
°fZane Grey's 'Wanderer of the Wasteland"

ftlade entirely in natural colors by the sensational Technicolor process

with JACK HOLT, BILLE DOVEandanall-sta,- cast

Ci Qaramount Qicture
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Voman Under Cover
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Say and Devilish
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' When Love Comes

Bell Boy 13
Little Church Around the

Corner
Franklin Seites
1922
Nine Seconds to Heaven

George Seitz
1922
Rogues and Romance

1923
The Way of a Man

Bernard Seivel
1922
Dawn of Revenge

Ollie Sellers

1920
When Bearcat Went Dry
The Gift Supreme

1921
Seeds of Vengeance
Diane of Star Hollow

1922
The New Disciple

Frank N. Seltzer
1922

Breaking Home Ties
Mack Sennett
1920
Married Life

1921
Love Honor and Behave

G. V. Seyffertitz

1921
Closed Doors
Princess Jones
Peggy Puts It Over

William Shaudet
1919
Finger of Justice

Harold Shaw
1923
Rouged Lips
Held to Answer

Roy Sheldon
1922

Bootleggers
1923

Counterfeit Love
Nell Shipman
1922
The Girl From God's Country

Scott Sidney
1918
Tarzan of the Apes

1921
813

Fred Sittenham
1921

Clothes
Fine Feathers

Edward Sloman
1918

Sands of Sacrifice

The Sea Master
Snap Judgment
New York Luck
In Bad
The Midnight Trail

A Bit of Jade
Social Briars
The Ghost of Rosy Taylor

1919
Fair Enough
Mantle of Charity
Molly of the Follies

Money Isn't Everything
Put Up Your Hands
Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U
The Westerners

1920
Slam Bang Jim
The Sagebrusher
Burning Daylight
The Luck of Geraldine Laird

Blind Youth
The Mutiny of the Elsinore

1921
Marriage of William Ashe
The Other Woman
The Ten Dollar Raise

Star Rover
Pilgrims of the Night

1922
Shattered Idols

Woman He Loved
1923
Backbone
The Eagle's Feather
The Last Hour

Ray C. Smallwood
1920
The Heart of a Child

The Best of Luck
1921

Billions

Madame Peacock
1922
Queen of the Moulin Rouge
My Old Kentucky Home
When the Desert Calls

Fools of Fortune
Clifford iSmith

1918
Devil Dodger
One Shot Ross
The Medicine Man
The Learnin' of Jim Benton
Law's Outlaw
Keith of the Border
Faith Endurin'
The Boss of Lazy "Y"
Paying His Debts
Wolves of the Border
A Red-Haired Cupid
The Fly God
By Proxy
Cactus Crandall

1919
The Pretender
Silent Rider
Untamed

1920
The Cyclone
The Lone Hand
Three Gold Coins
The Girl Who Dared

1921
Western Hearts
Vanishing Maid

1922
Crossing Trails
Daring Danger
My Dad

1923
Wild Bill Hickock

David Smith
1918

Baree, the Son of Kazan
A Gentleman's Agreement
The Changing Woman

1919
By the World Forgot
Enchanted Barn
Wishing Ring Man
Yankee Princess
Cupid Forecloses

1320
The Fighting Colleen
The Courage of Marge
O'Doone

Pageen
1921
The Silver Car
Black Beauty
It Can Be Done

1922
My Wild Irish Rose
Flower of the North
A Guilty Conscience
The Little Minister

1923
Midnight Alarm
Masters of Men
The Ninety and Nine
Pioneer Trails
Red Roses
Man From Brodney's

Hamilton Smith
1922

Isle of Doubt
1923
The Inner Man

H. A .Snow
1923
Hunting Big Game in Africa

David Solomon
1923
South Sea Love

Harry Solter
1918

Spotted Lily
Lash of Power
Wife He Bought

John Stahl
1918
Wives of Men

1919
Her Code of Honor
Suspicion
Woman Under Oath
Women Men Forget
Woman in His House

1921
The Child Thou Gavest Me
Sowing the Wind

1922
The Song of Life

One Clear Call

Suspicious Wives
1923
The Wanters
The Dangerous Age

Richard M. Stahl

1919
What Becomes of the Chil-

dren

Penrhyn Stanlaws
1921
The Outside Woman
The House That Jazz Built

At the End of the World
1922
Over the Border
The Law and the Woman

The Little Minister
Pink Gods
Singed Wings

Richard Stanton
1918
The Yankee Way
Scarlet Pimpernel
The Spy
Cheating the Public
Stolen Honor
Rough and Ready

1919
Caillaux Case
Jungle Trail
Land of the Free
Why America Will Win
Why I Would Not Marry
Checkers

1921
The Face at Your Window
Thunderclap

1923
McGuire of the Mounted

Julius Steger
1918

Cecelia of the Pink Roses
Just a Woman

1919
Her Mistake
Hidden Truth
Burden of Proof
Belle of New York

1921
Norman L. Stevens
Johnny Ring and the Cap-

tain's Sword
Paul Stein
1922
The Red Peacock
The Devil's Pawn

Mauritz Stiller

1922
Sir Arne's Treasure
In Self Defense

Jerome iStorm
1918
Keys of the Righteous
Naughty Naughty
Biggest Show on earth
Desert Wooing
The Vamp

1919
The Busher
Girl Dodger
Greased Lightning
Hay Foot, Straw Foot
Bill Henry

1920
Alarm Clock Andy
Crooked Straight

Red Hot Dollars
Paris Green
The Egg Crate Wallop
Homer Comes Home

1921
Village Sleuth
An Old Fashioned Boy
Peaceful Valley

1922
The Rosary
Her Social Value
Arabian Love
Honor First

1923
The Madness of Youth
Truxton King
A California Romance
Good B;e Girls

Children of Jazz
Saint Elmo

Malcolm Strauss
1923
Salome

Hunt Stromberg
1923

Breaking Into Society

Rollin Sturgeon
1918
The Bride's Silence

The Rainbow Girl

The Calendar Girl

Betty and the Buccmeerf
The Shuttle
Petticoat Pilot

Unclaimed Goods
1919

Destiny
Hugon the Mighty
Pretty Smooth
Sundown Trail

1920
The Girl in the Rain
In Folly's Trail

1921
Gilded Dreams
Mad Marriage
All Dolled Up
Danger Ahead

1922
North of the Rio Grande

1923
West of the Water Tower

M. O. iSudokoff
1918
The Dagger Woman

Frederick Sullivan
1919
The Solitary Sin

1922
Courtship of Miles Standish

Charles Swickard
1919
Almost Married
Faith
Hitting the High Spots
Light of Western Stars
The Spender

1920
The Devil's Claim
The Third Woman
Li Ting Lang
An Arabian Night

1921
Body and Soul

Henry Symonds
1920
Go and Get It

Charles Taylor
1920
Through the Eyes of Men

1922
The Half Breed

Sam Taylor
1922
The Mohican's Daughter

1923
Why Worry
Safety Last

William D. Taylor
1918
North of '53

Jack and Jill

Tom Sawyer
Spirit of '17

Huck and Tom
Up the Road With Sally
His Majesty Bunker Bean
Mile-A-Minute-Kendall

1919
How Could You Jean

1919
Captain Kidd, Jr.

Johanna Enlists
1920
Judy of Rogue's Harbor
Anne of Green Gables
Jenny Be Good
Nurse Marjorie
Huckleberry Finn
Soul of Youth

1321
The Witching Hour
Sacred and Profane Love
The Furnace
Wealth

1922
Morals
The Top of New York
The Green Temptation

Lou Tellegen
1918
The Thing We Love

Tom Terriss

1918
The Fettered Woman
A Woman Between Friends
The Song of the Soul
The Business of Life

The Triumph of the Weak
Find the Woman
To the Highest Bidder

1919
Third Degree
Spark Divine
Lion and the Mouse
Everybody's Girl

Cambric Mask
Captain's Captain

1920
The Fortune Hunter
The Climbers
The Tower of Jewels
The Vengeance of Durand
Captain Swift

1921
Heart of Maryland
Dead Men Tell No Tales

Trumpet Island

1922
Find the Woman
Boomerang Bill

The Challenge
1923
Harbor Lights

George Terwilliger

1920
The Price Woman Pays
Slaves ot Pride
The Sporting Duchess
Dollars and Sense

1921
The Fatal Hour
Little Italy
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Honeymoon Ranch
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Partners of the Sunset
Welcome to our City

_. squire Phinn
nest Traxler

1919
Caleb Piper's Girl
Go Get 'Em Garrity

Laurence Trimble
1918
Spreading Dawn
The Auction Block
The Light Within

1919
Fool's Gold
Spotlight Sadie

1920
The Woman God Sent

1921
Everybody's Sweetheart

1922
The Silent Call
Brawn of the North

George Loane Tucker
1918
A Man of His Word
The Cinderella Man
Mother
Dodging a Million
Joan of Plattsburg
Hypocrites
The Manx-Man

1919
Virtuous Wives
The Miracle Man

1922
Ladies Must Live

Ben Turbett
1918
Courage of the Commonplace

Frank Tuttle
1922
The Cradle Buster

1923
Second Fiddle
Youthful Cheaters
Puritan Passions

May Tully
1922
Our Mutual Friend
The Old Oaken Bucket

Jacques Tyrol
1919
The Red Viper
Human Passions
And the Children Pay

Frank Urson
1921
The Love Special
Too Much Speed
The Hell Diggers

1922
Exit the Vamp
Tillie

South of Suva
The Heart Specialist
Minnie

Travers Vale
1918

Betsy Ross
A Woman Beneath
The Dormant Power
Easy Money
Stolen Hours
Whims of Society
Spurs of Sybil
The Witch Women
Tourneys End
Vengeance
The Man Hunt
Woman of Redemption
loan of the Woods

1919
Heart of Gold
Zero Hour
Soul Without Windows
Quickening Flame
Moral Deadline
The Bluffer
Just Sylvia

1921
Life

1922
A Pasteboard Crown

Wallie Van
1919

Rothapfel's First Unit Pro-
gramme

Joseph Vance
1923

Alias the Night Wind
W. S. Van Dyke

1918
Men of the Desert
Gift O'Gab

1919
Lady of the Dugout

1922
According to Hoyle
Boss of Camp No. 4

Forget Me Not
1923

Little Girl Next Door
Miracle Makers
Loving Lies
You Are In Danger

Philip Van Loan
1921

Forbidden Love
Bert Van Tuyle

1921
The Girl From God's Country

1923
The Grub-Stake

Bayard Veiller
The Last Card

1922
The Face Between
Ladyfingers
Sherlock Brown
The Right That Failed

Perry Vekroff
Men

1919
Dust of Desire
Woman's Experience
What Love Forgives

1920
Cynthia-on-the-Minute

Edward Venturini
1921
The Headless Horseman

King Vidor
1919

Better Times
Turn in the Road
Other Half

1920
Poor Relations
The Family Honor
The Jacknife Man

1921
The Sky Pilot

1922
The Real Aventure
Love Never Dies
Peg O' My Heart
Dust to Dawn

1923
Conquering the Woman
The Woman of Bronze

Robert G. Vignola
1918
Hungry Heart
The Knife
Madame Jealousy
The Reason Why
The Claw
Doubled Crossed

1919
Girl Who Came Back
Experimental Marriage
Home Town Girl
You Never Saw Such A Girl
Woman Next Door
Winning Girl
An Innocent Adventuress
Woman's Weapons
Louisiana
Heart of Youth
The Third Kiss

1920
More Deadly Than the Male
The Thirteenth Command-

ment
The Third Kiss
His Official Fiancee
The World and His Wife

1921
Passionate Pilgrim
Straight Is the Way
Woman God Changed

1922
Beauty's Woi tn

Enchantment
Straipbt Is the Way
The Young Diana
Passionate Pilerim
When Knighthood Was In

Flower
1923
Adam and Eva

Eric Von Stroheim
1920
The Devils Pass Key
Blind Husbands

1922
Foolish Wives

Johnny Walker
1921
Bachelor Apartments

C. R. Wallace
1922
Whatever She Wants
Elope If You Must
Trooper O'Neill
Western Speed
West of Chicago

R. A. Walsh
1918
Betrayed
The Conquerer
This is the Life

The Pride of New York
Woman and the Law
Prussian Cur

1919
Every Mother's Son
On the Jump
Evangeline

1920

Should a Husband Forgive
The Deep Purple

1921
From Now On
The Oath
The Serenade

1922
Kindred of the Dust

1923
Lost and Found

Thomas B. Walsh
1921
Shams of Society

Ernest Warde
1918
Man's Man
Ruler of the Road
One Dollar Bid
More Trouble
Burglar for a Night
Woman and the Beast

1919
Gates of Brass
The Bells
Man in the Open
Master Man
Midnight Stage
World Aflame
White Man's Chance

1920
The Joyous Liar
Live Sparks
Number 99
Thirty Thousand Dollars
The Dream Cheater
The False Code
The Lord Loves The Irish
The Green Flame

1921
The Devil to Pay
Coast of Opportunity
House of Whispers

1922
Trail of the Axe

S. L. & Jack Warner
1922
Dangerous Adventure

Edward Warren
1918
Weavers of Life

1919
Thunderbolt of Fate

W. H. Watson
1920
Up in Mary's Attic

1922
Up in the Air About Mary

Nate Watt
1920
What Women Love

1921
The Galloping Devil
The Raiders

Kenneth Webb
1918
One Thousand Dollars

1919
Adventure Shop
Girl Problem
Marie, Ltd.
His Bridal Night

1920
The Fear Market
Sinners

1921
The Devil's Garden
The Great Adventure
Jim, the Penman
The Master Mind
Truth About Husbands
Salvation Nell

1922
Fair Lady
Without Fear
His Wife's Husband
How Women Love
Secrets of Paris

1923
Daring Years

Millard Webb
1920
The Fighting Shepherdess

1921
Oliver Twist, Jr.

Where Is My Wandering Boy
Tonight

Lois Weber
1918

Price of A Good Time
For Husbands Only
The Doctor and the Woman

1919
Borrowed Clothes
Mary Regan
Midnight Romance
When a Girl Loves
Home

1920
Forbidden

1921
Too Wise Wives
What's Worth While

To Please One Woman
The Blot

1922
What Do Men Want

1923
A Chapter in her Life

Henry McRae Webster
1918

Reclaimed
The Devil's Playground

1920
The Heart of a Gypsy
Love, Honor and ?

Paul Wegener
1921
The Golem

Harmon Weight
1922
The Ruling Passion
Man Who Played God

1923
The Ragged Edge

William Wellman
1923
The Man Who Won
Second Hand Love
Big Dan

John K. Wells
1922
Queen O' the Turf

Raymond Wells
1918

Fighting Back
Fanatics
Man Above the Law
Flames of Chance
The Hard Rock Breed
The Law of the Great North-

west
The Hand at the Window
Old Loves for New
Mme. Paulette
His Enemy the Law

Raymond B. West
1918
Ten O' Diamonds
Those Who Pay
The Cast Off
Within the Cup
Blindfolded
Patriotism
Maid of the Storm

Roland West
1918
De Luxe Annie

1921
The Silver Lining
Nobody

1923
The Unknown Purple

Walter West
1922
Daughter of Eve

Leopold Wharton
1922
Mr. Potter of Texas
Mr. Bingle

Leonard Wheeler
1922
Four Hearts

Glenn White
1921
The Sacred Ruby

Robert Wiene
1921
The Cabinet of Doctor Cali-

gari

Irvin Willat
1918

Guilty Man
The Zeppelin's Last Raid

1919
False Faces
Law of the North
Midnight Patrol

Rustling a Bride
Grim Game

1920
Behind the Door
Below the Surface

1921
Down Home
Partners of the Tide
Face of the World

1922
Fifty Candles
Yellow Men and Gold
The Siren Call

On the High Seas
Pawned

1923
Fog Bound
All the Brothers Were Vali-

ant

C. J. Williams
1919
Some Wild Oats

J. E. Williamson
1922
Wonders of the Sea

Ben Wilson
1921
Back to the Yellow Jacket
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Girl With a Jazz Heart
Headin' Home

Truth About Wives
Solomon in Society
Modern Marriage

Chester Withey
1918
An Alabaster Box
Nearly Married
In Pursuit of Polly
On the Quiet

1919
The Hun Within
Maggie Pepper
New Moon

1920
She Loves and Lies
Romance
The Teeth of the Tiger

1921
Coincidence
Lessons in Love
Wedding Bells

1922
Domestic Relations
Heroes and Husbands
Outcast

1923
Richard the Lion Hearted

William Wolbert
1918

Sunlight's Last Raid
The Flaming Omen
When Men Are Tempted
The Wild Strain
Cavanaugh of the Forest

Rangers
The Home Trail
The Girl From Beyond
That Devil Bateese

1919
Light of Victory

Edwin Wolfe
1922

Mi-ne Sans Gene
Sam Wood
1920
The Dancin* Fool
Double Speed
Excuse My Dust
Sick Abed
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What's Your Hurry
1921

City Sparrow
Peck's Bad Boy
Her Beloved Villain
Her First Elopement
The Snob
The Great Moment

1922
Beyond the Rocks
Her Husband's Trademark
Under the Lash
Don't Tell Everything

1923
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife
Mv American Wife
Prodigal Daughters
His Children's Children

Duke Worne
1922

Star Reporter
Wallace Worsley
1918
Honor's Cross
Social Ambition
An Alien Enemy
Shackled
Wedlock
Law Unto Herself

1919
The Little Shepherd of King-
dom Come

The Woman of Pleasure
Street Called StraightThe

1921
The
The

Penalty
Highest Bidder

Don't Neglect Your Wife
1922
Ace of Hearts
The Beautiful Liar
Grand Larceny
Rags to Riches
When Husbands Deceive
Voices of the City
Enter Madame

1923
Nobody's Money
A Blind Bargain

The Hunchback of Notre Dame
Is Divorce a Failure?

William Worthington
1918
Twenty-One
Ghost of the Rancho
Beloved Traitor

1919
Gray Horizon
Man Beneath
All Wrong
Bonds of Honor
Courageous Coward
Heart in Pawn
His Birthright
His Debt

1920
The Tong Man
The Illustrious Prince
The Dragon Painter
The Beggar Prince
The Silent Barrier

1921
The Unknown Wife
Beautiful Gambler
The Greater Profit
Opened Shutters

1922
Afraid to Fight
Dr. Jim
Go Straight
Out of the Silent North
Tracked to Earth

1923
Kindled Courage
Bolted Door
Fashionable Fakirs

John Griffith Wray
1921
Homespun Folks
Beau Revel
Lying Lips

1922
Hail the Woman

1923
Human Wreckage
What a Wife Learned
Soul of the Beast
Anna Christie

Her Reputation
Harold Bell Wright
1919

Shepherd of the Hills
Frederick Wright
1918
The Mysterious Client
For Sale

Robert Wullner
1922
The Wife Trap

1918
James Young

White Man's Law
Rose of Paradise
Missing
Mickey

1919
Gentleman of Quality
Hornet's Nest
Dawn of Understanding
Temple of Dusk
The Usurper
Highest Trump
Her Country First

Rogue's Romance
Man Who Wouldn't Teil

The Wolf
1920
Daughter of Two Worlds
A Regular Girl

Notorious Miss Lisle

1921
Curtain
The Devil
Without Benefit of Clergy

1922
The Masquerader
The Infidel

Omar the Tentmaker
1923

Ponjola
Seymour Zeliff

1923
Mysterious Witness
The Valley of Lost Souls

George Z. Zimmer
1920

Starvation

Playing to the Fan
By Clarence Badger

Directors must make motion pic-

res to please someone. They must
,ve in mind some critic whom they

ive to satisfy.

The persons I try to please include

e man and his wife who live next

>or to me, the grocer and his chil-

en, my banker and lawyer, the man
buy my shirts and collars from,

id his sister who is a stenographer.
Pictures should be made soundly
id unless the subject is a fantasy

l the order of "The Thief of Bag-
id" they should not ask too great

stretch of the imagination. Care-

ss production is unforgivable. His-

>rical and technical details should

5 accurate.

But I do believe that 90 per cent

E the 50,000,000 who attend motion
icture theaters every week seek en-

rtainment and I am always willing

) make concessions in order to pro-

ide that.

What people want in the way of

itertainment only they themselves

in tell me. They are my critics and
ince they can't come to me to tell

le what they want, I go to them.

make a sort of duty of attending

icture theaters. I attend the show-
ig of all kinds of pictures and often

ee the same one four or five times,

ach time in a different class of the-

ter or in a different neighborhood.

I make a mental note of what
.leases the majority and what fails

o please. Whenever business calls

:ie to a different locality I always

nanage to find time to attend a few

hows although I may have seen the

>ictures a dozen times before. It

s interesting, sometimes amazing and
ilways instructive.

Pictures Now and Then
By MAURICE TOURNEUR

It was just ten years ago that I

arrived in America and I recently
j

completed my fifty-second picture to

be made here. Previous to this I
|

made pictures for several years in
|

France. Looking back I cannot help
,

but invite a comparison between the

way pictures were made then and
now.
The first thing that impresses me

is the money involved in the business

today. Ten years ago if we had
fifteen thousand dollars with which
to make a picture it was regarded as

ample. Today the same picture would
cost one hundred thousand dollars.

This difference represents to me an

artificial inflation in the price of ma-
terials and salaries that seems un-

necessary. We made good pictures

then and they made money.

It is difficult to select any one

branch of motion pictures that has

made greater strides toward perfec-

tion than any other. The keynote in

motion pictures has always been

realism. It was possible to make a

motion picture from a stage play and

put realism in it by taking scenes

using the actual locations referred to

in the play. It eliminated a lot of

explanatory conversation and allowed

people to get out into the open. Con-

sequently the early pictures were

principally exteriors.

Today, lighting by artificial lights

has progressed to such an extent that

many directors will not bother with

exteriors, preferring to build their sets

on the stage and light them arti-

ficially.

Ten years ago we would probably
use the same settings for interiors

as were being used on the stage.

This, however, was done for only a

short time. The work in this depart-
ment attracted architects, decorators
and artists and it was only a short

while before realistic settings were
being built on the studio stages. To-
day it is possible to reconstruct al-

most anything or any place for a

motion picture.

Thru the constant efforts of trained

men in the mechanical end of the

business there have been brought
about great improvements in photog-
raphy, developing, printing and pro-

jection.

Color photography has been experi-

mented with during all this time with

indifferent results. Today there are

as yet only two or three successful

processes. Possibly it is because the

demand for color photography has

not been great that no greater strides

have been made. To detach some
essential part of the picture such as a

dream or an allegory. I think it lends

emphasis. But for the entire picture

to be in color is not necessary in my
opinion.

After ten years I feel that we are

just beginning. Everyone engaged in

the business is striving for improve-

ment. Directors are quick to grasp

anything new that will improve their

product. Then, as long as that is the

attitude toward motion pictures, in

ten years more they will have at-

tained greater heights than they have

in the past ten years.

Women—and the Films
By Irving G. Thalberg

Woman is the potential audience
of any play or motion picture. It has
been proven that the feminine mind
responds more enthusiastically to mo-
tion pictures and takes more interest

in theme.
Records show that about three-

fourths of matinee audiences, or even
a larger percentage, are women. Wo-
men do not take their entertainment
passively. They are good "word-of-
mouth" advertisers, and they are usu-

ally the means of bringing their hus-
bands and families to the theaters.

That is why I say that pictures

should be made primarily for the fem-
inine mind. A picture that will please

women will please men, but the re-

verse cannot be counted upon.
An excellent example of this is

"Why Men Leave Home" which John
M. Stahl has filmed. The stage pro-
duction ran for some time in New
York. The play was an excellent one,

but it was not a tremendous success,

commercially, because it got its com-
edy at the expense of women. The
women in the story were "goats" for

all the by-play, and comedy touches.

As a result, the attendance at matinees
was very light, and the evening au-
diences were almost exclusively men.

Later, when the play was made into

a picture, Stahl made the leading male
character the goat for his comedy,
„nd did so without altering the story

to any appreciable degree.

The result—the picture is tremend-
ously popular, and is drawing nearly

as many men as women to the thea-

ters.

Women are dominant among the

theater-going public.
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[he Greatest Box Office Attractions as Selected by 5,000 Exhibitors

si

(Editor's Note—Several months ago "Photoplay" con-

ducted a contest to discoi>er the greatest box office attrac-

tions enrolling 5,000 exhibitors in the contest. The result,

extremely interesting, is presented below through the

courtesy of James R. Quirk, publisher of "Photoplay.")

j The result of the box office ballot showed the eight leading

itwing cards among stars were

:

Mary Pickford
Douglas Fairbanks
Gloria Swanson
Pola Negri

|
The eight leading directors, with

Iyer, were

I:

Thomas Meighan
Norma Talmadge
Harold Lloyd
Tom Mix

box office drawing

Cecil B. De Mille

David Wark Griffith

Rex Ingram
Allan Dwan

Marshall Neilan
William C. de Mille

James Cruze
George Fitzmaurice

"
i

I.

In commenting on the vote and the result Quirk said

:

The verdicts presented on these pages are the result of

fjballot of 5,000 exhibitors, owners of all classes of motion

lure houses, from the great, full-orchestraed picture palaces

New York, to the ten-cent houses of the back streets of

ge cities and the smallest hamlets.

Each was asked to name "the six most consistent box-office

fractions" among stars and among directors, those whose

imes when presented to their patrons in connection with pro-

ictions meant erood business and good profit.

It was not, in any sense, a popularity contest, but a straight-

irward question to business men who can actually^ determine

ie value to themselves of the names of stars and directors.

At first glance there, are many surprises. Where, for in-

jfence, is Valentino? Where is Chaplin? Why should Tom
iix come ahead of Pickford and Fairbanks? Why is C. B.

%. Mille chosen ahead of D. W. Griffith? Why is James Cruze,

iio has made four outstanding box office successes in one year,

fLced behind Allan Dwan, Marshall Neilan, and William C.

i Mille? Why should a comparatively new star from abroad,

§E>la Negri, come ahead of the juvenile wonder of the screen,

INHERE are all kinds of directors.

I Some believe in thoroughly re-

larsing their scenes—like Griffith and
llbitsch—who work untiringly until

Spy get what they want—and then

I fere is the type of director who does

Iherwise.
1 In glaring distinction are the meth-

I is of James Cruze and William de

||ille, both of the Famous Players

I jjanization, Mr. de Mille never goes

gl ltdoors for scenes if he can avoid

n His main objectives are realism

lid naturalness of action. Perhaps

;a! e fact that he has filmed so many
'5 age plays has influenced his meth-
pi Is. He believes in getting into his

1'ory immediately, so avoids super-

| lous "establishing" shots, particu-

||irly if they involve the taking of ex-

|H riors.

|:}ln an interview not long ago he

f|[iid: "There is an old trick of the

pljage that, by comparison, makes
ajlain my aims as a motion picture

Plroducer. When a dramatist wants

|||) secure special attention from the

jjliJdience, he has his characters whis-

|ljer, rather than scream. I am trying

Sj J avoid 'picture screams.' I like to

| o my photoplay work by whisper-

Ik"
pj|| So under that influence, it may be

is nderstood why his scenes are inti-

Jackie Coogan, who was ninth? Why should Richard Dix and
Ramon Novarro and Reginald Denny, featured strongly only

within the past year, precede Barthelmess? Where are the

Gishes? What of Charlie Ray and Bill Hart? What of Corinne

Griffith and Barbara La Marr, two stars whose names today

mean "standing room onlv"? What's happened to Constancemean "standing room only
Talmadge?
I have tried to prepare a list of the

basic elements of popularity of stars

with the public and with the theatre

owner, in the hope that it may offer

the explanation for their vote.

Popularity with public based on:
Personality and looks in men.
Personality and beauty in women.
Acting ability.

Consistency and dependability of

the stories and productions in

which they appear.

Frequency of pictures.

Character and personal life.

Long established standing.

Exploitation.
Intelligence and business judg-

ment reflected in consistent

productions.
Popularity with exhibitors based on:

Popularity with public.

Ability to make money on their

pictures.

Consistency of production that

insures certainty of profit.

Exploitation of star and produc-

tions by producer, added insur-

ance of profit.

General character of pictures as-

sisting exhibitor to maintain

the standards of his house.

It is elemental, of course, that a

star is of no value to an exhibitor

when the price charged for the pic-

tures is so high that he cannot make
money, although the exhibitor is often

forced to play a picture to maintain

the position of his theatre with the

public and to keep the picture away
from a rival theatre. This is possibly

the explanation of the relative posi-

tions of Fairbanks and Pickford and
perhaps of D. W. Griffith among the

directors. Then, too, their recent

pictures have been shown first at

regular show houses at increased

prices, and naturally that does not

please the regular exhibitor. C. B.

De Mille's pictures are consistent

money-makers for the exhibitor. Val-

entino, a sensational box-office at-

traction, is not in the list perhaps be-

cause the exhibitor has had no new
pictures of him lately, and his next

picture will probably be "road-

showed," that is, shown in regular

theatres first, and this may also ex-

plain Chaplin's position. Cruze is

comparatively new as a big money
earner and his pictures have not got-

ten their work in yet. Ray's pictures

have been infrequent and lacking in

drawing power, and infrequency of

pictures may explain the failure of

Barthelmess and the Gishes and Bill

Hart to register strongly. Corinne

Griffith and Barbara La Marr are

comparatively new as box office at-

tractions. Constance Talmadge's re-

cent pictures have not been good.

These are merely conjectures.

Were a vote taken six months from

now the vote might be entirely differ-

ent. Generally speaking a star is as

good as his last few pictures.

James Cruze and William de Mille Examples

of Different Schools in Direction

mate in character and his sets com-

pact and as few in number as pos-

sible. The nature of the story or

drama that he largely confines him-

self to lends itself admirably to his

chosen production method. He has

his sets built in units. For instance,

where some scenes are laid in a draw-

ing room, others in a dining room,

others in a kitchen, others in a hall,

etc., he has a complete lay-out of a

house erected on the stage. Then in

sequence, when his characters move
from one room to another, he shoots

them just as they move, setting his

cameras first in one room, then an-

other, as the action demands. He
may have two or more of these units

—representing houses, or a suite of

offices—and works from one to the

other, all in sequence. What few

exteriors are necessary are usually

shot all at once.

The Cruze Method
Cruze's method is just as different

as day is from night. Probably no

other director in the business goes

about the making of a picture in the

perienced and permanent. For that

reason, its members have come to

anticipate his every move, so far as

the mechanics of production is con-

cerned.
He gets his entire force together

before any one turns a hand on the

new picture. After the crew—assis-

tant director, production editor, cam-

eramen, film cutter, electricians, prop-

erty men, designers, set-dressers,

players—is assembled, he reads the

script over with them and invites

comments and suggestions. Each

man or woman there, having in mind

his particular part or duty, is often

able to offer a suggestion that at once

eliminates what might easily develop

later into a serious mistake.

Then when everything is under-

stood and set, he works like light-

ning. Scene after scene—never in

any sequence—is only briefly re-

hearsed, for that is all that is neces-

sary, and then shot. When he shot

same way that Cruze does. His

working unit is carefully chosen, ex-

the railroad station sequence in "Hol-

lywood," at the Long Island studio

—

the necessary members of his crew

had come on ahead of him and had

the set all ready. At 9:30 in the

morning he started on that sequence,

with Meighan, Hope Hampton, Lila
' Lee, Agnes Ayres, Mary Astor, Will

Rogers, Hope Drown, Luke Cos-

grave, all with their bits; a dozen or

more kids and a hundred extras, rep-

resenting travelers, station function-

aries, etc., and at 2 p. m. he was

ready to go back to California. He
left the Eastern studio staff gasping

in amazement and gasping for breath,

yet there wasn't the slightest hitch.

His speed eliminates the necessity

for overtime. He starts at nine in

the morning and knocks off at four-

thirty in the afternoon and it's a

real day's work. He never loses his

temper or gives the slightest display

of temperament. Walter Woods says

of him that he never knew any one

of whom it could be as truthfully said

that "he does everything right by in-

stinct." His is the real thing in un-

canny, "inherent" ability. Some peo-

ple would call it luck—it isn't. Even

in the projection room, looking at the

rushes, he takes note of the reactions

of all the other spectators to all the

scenes, then immediately makes his

choices and never changes them.
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"THE UNINVITED GUEST"
For J. E. Williamson

(Metro)

"HOMEWARD BOUND"
Famous Players-Lasky

With Thomas Meighan and Lila Lee

"LEAH KLESCHNA"
Famous Players-Lasky

"SUCCESS"
(Metro)

To Be Released

"SMITH"
(Thos. H. Ince)

With Charles Ray
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(Let Nature Thrill

By Reginald Barker

ie spectacular has a definite place

notion pictures. We all are in-

Irated by the reaction resulting

li watching the hero battle his way
ugh the raging surf, overcoming

giant waves and at last weakly

Iibering aboard the sinking ship

i the life line.

.owever, I think it is a mistake to

ordinate everything else to a big

[1 scene. The story is the thing

the spectacular scene should be

trt of the story instead of having

story merely an excuse for the big

11.

believe the most satisfactory thrill-

scenes are those in which nature

/s the part of one of the opposing

res. I think there is something

at and fine in the conquest of na-

;'s obstacles, a ship's battle with a

:m, or man's defeat of a forest fire

an ice floe. I get more personal

sfaction in making such episodes

n in filming a fire in a theater, a

n wreck or an automobile crash.

"here are limitations to the drama-
possibilities of a train wreck but

re is no limit to the possibilities

ered by a storm at sea or a river

od. Moreover, the struggles of

n against nature are never as de-

:ssing as most kinds of conflict, and
relieve it the duty of a director to

tke pictures of a kind that will send

me the man who has seen it with

feeling that he is a better man for

ving seen it.

You don't have to try very hard to

t a gripping scene from something
nature. Personally, I can be thrill-

merely by watching breakers

>und the shore or watching a forest

pines before the wind. When you
ke something spectacular, such as

forest fire, inject into it real people

id give them something to do you
m't help getting a thrilling scene.

I think such pictures as "The
torm", "Hearts Aflame", "Women
Mo Give" and "The Eternal Strug-

le" illustrate some of these points,

'm looking forward with a great deal

f pleasure to the filming of "The
Ireat Divide", a large part of which
/ill be made at the Grand Canyon
nd on the Apache Trail in Arizona,

is one of the most worth while

lays ever presented in America and
be locale is different from anything
've ever tackled.

Fantasy on the Screen
By HERBERT BRENON

No one has a better right than Herbert Brenon to discuss the
subject of screen fantasies. The first two great motion picture
fantasies, "Neptune's Daughter," and "The Daughter of the
Gods" were produced by him. The fact that he has been
selected to produce "Peter Pan" for Paramount is striking
testimony of the influence his genius in this respect has had
upon the minds of the producers.

WHEN a motion picture director or stage producer begins to create a
fantasy, there is one thing which is essential if his effort is to succeed.
He must approach fiis task in the mood of a child.

It makes no difference how clever the fantasy may be. If it is without
the spirit of naivete which distinguishes the childish imagination, it will
fail in its purpose.

If, as in the case of "Peter Pan," a pirate or an Indian enters the story,

it must be the child's idea of a pirate or an Indian. The adult conception
of either would be as much out of place as the child's pirate on the decks
of a real ship or the child's Indian in a real forest.

The same applies to animals which may be introduced in the fantasy.
Children attribute to animals the powers of thought which they possess
themselves. I have known children who held long conversations with the

family dog or cat and who reported faithfully to their parents everything
which the animals said. Children will sometimes create familiar spirits

to whom they go for advice upon a variety of subjects. What these
spirits say is frequently quoted as justification for some childish caprice.

Fortunate, indeed, is the parent whose own youth is still vivid and who is

able to sympathize with these artless dreams.
In the unweaving of the plot, vice must be presented according to the

child's idea of being bad and virtue must conform to the child's idea of

being good. It is the sweetest and the simplest things which must be
brought out.

If I were asked to give a reason for the failure of two or three
fantasies which have been well done, I should say it was because the

director failed, in the first few hundred feet of film, to place his audience
in an unworldly frame of mind.

The purpose of fantasy is to draw each worldweary person out of him-
self and make a child of him again. The moment a director treats any
scene in a worldly fashion or mixes with it some of the world's cynical

philosophy, he misses his point.

The child in us never really dies. The best proof of this is the

reversion to childishness which comes with old age. In many of us the

boy or girl asserts itself all through life in our actions.

How often do we hear a wife say to her husband, "You are nothing
but a boy." For a fleeting moment, in some chance action or word, he

has betrayed the eternal youthfulness which underlies all the worldly wisdom
accumulated through experience.

Fantasy on the screen gives a greater opportunity for achievement
than drama, farce, news-reels or educational matter. Despite this, it is the

least exploited.

The reason is not due to a lack of Hans Andersons or Stevensons or
Barries. It is because the powers which control production have yet to

be convinced that fantasy would be popular with the public.

The present generation, who have not seen "Peter Pan" or who have
not read the prose from which it is drawn may have an idea that great

genius, Sir James Barrie, was giving a far deeper meaning to his fairy

tale than ever he intended.
Barrie wrote "Peter Pan" for the purpose of giving back their lost

youth to those who saw it. That he succeeded is proved by the fact that

audience after audience, carried away by its beautiful simplicity, responded
to Peter's plea from the stage and declared their belief in the existence

of fairies.

To attack "Peter Pan" from any angle except that of a delightful,

wholesome fairy tale would prove fatal.

Temperament
By Charles R. Rogers

There is no such thing as tempera-
ment among motion picture stars.

Time was when we all believed that
"stars" and "temperament" were syn-
onymous, and that it was impossible
to have one without the other.

I have only seen one or two situa-

tions in which a star exhibited any-
thing that could be called "tempera-
ment," and that was when some pro-
ducers would insist on imposing upon
a particular star a story or vehicle
that was plainly unsuited to the star's

gifts and personality. To my mind,
the star's refusal to jeopardize his

(or her) position by appearing in such
a medium was an evidence,not of

temperament, but of intelligence.

You would not ask Thomas Mei-
ghan to play Hamlet, nor expect
Harry Carey to enact Beau Brum-
mel. It would be difficult to think

of Al Jolson as an ideal Romeo, and
it would be ridiculous to ask Pris-

cilla Dean to play Juliet. Wallace
Beery would hardly do for the part

of the young clergyman in "Ro-
mance," and Louise Fazenda would
never do as "Barbara Frietchie." Yet,

I have known producers to endeavor
to force rules upon various stars,

compared with which, any of the

above selections would be artistically

correct.

Discovering Stars
By Rex Ingram

Under this caption Rex tells in

"Photoplay" how he found—and
made—stars of Alice Terry, Barbara
La Marr, Rudolph Valentino and Ra-
mon Novarro. In part he says:

"You don't have to do any discover-

ing—they do it for you!

"Ten out of every hundred extras

are potentially successful players; two
or three are star material.

"A little encouragement will make
ninety-nine out of every hundred peo-
ple do things on the screen that they
did not believe themselves capable of

doing.

"I first noticed Rudolph Valentino
on the Universal lot and was im-
pressed by his personality—while di-

recting him I discovered real dramatic
ability and high aspirations.

"Ramon Novarro is a truly great
actor in the making.
"While I was dining in a restaurant

one day in walked Barbara La Marr
....Soon after she was earning a

thousand a week and approaching
stardom."

Can Art Be Commercialized
By HUGO BALLIN

PAN art be commercialized? Of course. It is being- done

every day, and in every branch of art. When motion picture

makers do it, however, it is cheap claptrap, hokum, debasing,

md other things, according to a good many of the screen's

xitics.

Somehow, my idea of art is not that which will receive the

:ommendation of the few; it is something big enough, and broad
enough to reach the rest of us
There are a good many thoroughly

had motion pictures made in the

bourse of a year. This is pointed out

triumphantly by those who see noth-

ing good in the screen, and they go
on to say that the few good pictures

are simply extraordinary exceptions,
or happy mistakes. However, there
are a good many bad novels written
in a year, which do not detract at all

from the few good novels.

Our conception of art is a painting

by an old master who starved to

death because his painting was not

sold until one hundred years after his

death. If rolled oats were being man-
ufactured in his day, however, that

old master might have been designing
ads for them. Please do not take

that as an indication that I see any-

thing artistic in rolled oats adver-

tisements.

But seriously, if a work of art

hasn't enough about it to make it

marketable in some way, it really

isn't worth much to anyone. John
Singer Sargent is a great artist, but
he sells his pictures, and for huge
figures. No one claims he is debasing
his art, because there are persons who
buy his pictures.

Any art which may be found in

motion pictures must be regarded as

an entirely separate art. We cannot
judge a photoplay's artistic merits

as we judge the artistic merit of a

play, an oil painting, a novel or a

poem.
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ptain Frank Hurley Makes Pictures Under

Difficulties and in Most Out of Way Places

meramen are always liable to

unusual assignments. That is

of the game. But—with due

>gies to all the others—few have

as many difficult problems in

re making as Captain Frank Hur-

who was cinematographer for

shackelton South Pole adventure,

followed this by making "The
Tribe" in New Guinea.

The New York Times he re-

its some of his adventures, saying

irt: "When our ship, the Endur-

•, collapsed, we were adrift in the

t of the ice packs 500 miles from

>pen sea and 400 miles from land,

the hold of the derelict, beneath

fen feet of pea-soupy ice, were

small, hermetically sealed cans

reasure worth a king's ransom,

-ly $100,000 had been advanced

he motion picture rights to help

ice the expedition at the outset,

the two cans contained the pic-

negative representing the results

welve months' labor. * * *

was a decidedly shivery situation

ig into the "soupy," freezing

:r which filled the splintered hold

le wrecked vessel., held up from

ing into 1,000 fathoms by frail

:ongues forced through her side,

ping blindly and numbly about

le dark, freezing waters, directed

by the feel of familiar objects, it

led all my will power to prevent

from becoming "cold-footed" and

pig up. It necessitated several

s to locate the cans of negative.

hereafter those two cases and my-
became inseparable. They drift-

with the party on the ice floes

six months, survived a seven-day-

-night boat escape through the

pestuous Antarctic seas, and even

:n it became necessary to throw

r the side part of our vital food-

Ts to lighten the boats from found-

lg I still clung to the films.
_

'or five months they lay buried be-

th the snows of Elephant Island

il the rescue which carried the

taways back to civilization. No
tion pictures ever taken were won
jer such dramatic and privatious

:umstances as the Shackelton "Bot-

ji of the World" films. They were
]irely free from faking or acting.

Jpon my return from the Shackel-

expedition, the great war was at

height. I was appointed official

r photographer to the Australian

litary forces in France and Pales-

e and produced many of the fam-
i war progaganda films, including

ieries known as "With Allenby in

lestine."

\fter the war Sir Ross Smith suc-

ssfully accomplished the great

och-making aerial voyage from
lgland to Australia in twenty-eight

ys. I participated in the conclud-

X 4,000 miles of the flight and pro-

ced the famous aerial film "14,000

iles Through Air." My greatest

fficulties were experienced when
oducing my recent New Guinea ex-

oration film, "The Lost Tribe."

ere all the hazards of the other ad-

nturous enterprises were combined

—the perils of the air, attack from
hostile natives, and the ever-constant
menace of tropical disease. The photo-
mechanical problems far exceeded
those of the Antarctic. While it was
a comparatively simple matter to

thaw out a few tons of ice and raise

the solutions to workable tempera-
tures, it was an entirely different

proposition to reduce the tropical tem-
peratures, as we had no refrigerating

plant. At midday the temperatures
beneath our awnings in the heart of

New Guinea rose to 100 degrees and
contained as high as 90 per cent, hu-
midity. The stagnant waters of the

lake on which we sailed remained
almost constant at 90 degrees. The
steamy heat had such a deleterious

effect on the film that unless it was
developed a few hours after taking it

stuck together or developed fungoid
spots. Mosquitos were a plague and
my developing lamp attracted them
in countless myriads, so that de-

veloping became an ordeal and aggra-
vating torture. In order to prevent
the gelatin emulsion from running off

the celluloid in a slimy mess I tough-
ened it with formalin. After develop-
ment, a preliminary washing was
given by lowering the frames of de-

veloped negatives into the lake.

Crocodiles Eat Scenes
One night there was a violent tug

on the line, and upon hauling it up
we discovered that a thrilling incident

of the day had been snapped up and
disappeared in the jaws of some hun-
gry crocodile. When washing in the

lake the frames of film had to be kept

in violent agitation, or else millions

of tiny shrimps fastened on to the

gelatine and in a few minutes the

best part of the picture would be

eaten away. I was much gratified

with the success of my first night's

developing and hung the frames up
to dry off. In the morning I was
woefully disappointed. Myriads of

minute May flies had shed their popal

cases on the damp films overnight,

and to my disconcolate gaze my ef-

forts reminded me of overstocked

tanglefoot fly papers. Still it was all

hardearned experience, and henceforth

the vessel was enveloped in closely

woven cheesecloth.

Sick of Eclairs
By Erich von Stroheim

The standard of appreciation of the

motion picture going public is greatly

and falsely underrated.

The public—the great body which

takes its chief amusement in the form
of motion pictures—is not the simple-

minded lover of trash many persons

and some producers believe. It might
have been some years ago—when
movies were more or less of a curios-

ity and drew people to theatres be-

cause they were a new form of amuse-
ment that was considered nothing

more than the means of killing an

hour of two—otherwise mental chew-
ing gum.
But now, and for some time past,

since the rapid development of pic-

tures has greatly raised their cultural

value, the public wants other than
the rubbish upon which it was fed

until surfeited. Because the "mush"
was well attended, it was judged
"giving the public what it wants."
They—the fans—are sick of choco-

late eclairs, and now want meat in

the way of motion picture stories.

They want life as it is being lived

by human beings and not the life of

puppets guided by the all too obvious
strings of authors who think dramas
are woven on a standardized loom.
They want to see life as set forth by
the classicists, or is being written by
great writers, or will be conceived by
the fine minds of the future and not
by the manipulators of the same old

wires in the same old way.
And when I say life, I mean all

grades of life—noblemen or peasant
—picturesque or common place. A
picture may have a frothy exterior
but the foundation can be real drama
and introduce sane psychology. A
film may deal with ordinary people
and be set in everyday surroundings
and yet be far out of the ordinary if

the theme and treatment present a
novel and worthwhile viewpoint.

I am going to give the public the
strong stuff of real human conflict

—

no matter what the dressing of the
pictures may be—picturesque or drab
—in my productions. I am not wolf-
ing it alone in this, as other directors
are judiciously doing likewise.

Writer and Director
By Paul Bern

There are only two kinds of writ-
ers who have real value either artistic

or commercial.
The first is the writer who com-

pletely submerges himself and writes
a continuity expressive of the per-
sonality of the director for whom he
is writing.

The second is the writer so gifted

and with so strong a personality that

the director will submerge his own
personality and create a picturization

of the continuity as written.

Needless to say, tor great results,

as far as the finished picture is con-
cerned, the first alternative is the

better. After all, it is the intangible

quality, the particular flair, the trend

of the director's genius—all the in-

definite qualities that go to make the

completed object grc*t or small.

The director who takes a com-
pleted continuity and faithfully tran-

scribes it to the screen, usually be-

trays a woeful lack of initiative, imag-
ination and creative ability, unless it

be that he himself was one of the

principal factors in the writing of

this continuity. On the other hand,

I can recall picturization after pic-

turization of C. Gardner Sullivan's

continuities made by directors good,

bad and indifferent, all of which were
effective, moving, excellent motion
pictures; but, in most instances, they

betrayed the quality of the writer

than of the director.

The most lifeless, inartistic and in-

effective pictures result from continu-
ities written for the large producing
organizations without a specific di-

rector in mind. They are written for

general consumption—and lack any
personal touch, either good or bad.
Therefore, when turned over to a di-

rector, he makes the few superficial

compromises which seem to him most
desirable, robbing the continuity still

further of any vitality, and then

makes the picture. I, myself, have
had continuities written under my
supervision in just this way, with just

such feeble results.

It is only lately that we have fully

realized that the story itself on the

screen is not nearly so important
as the manner of telling it. Every
great director's picture can be recog-
nized immediately, not for the con-
tent of the story but for the manner
of telling it; camera angles, photogra-
phy, movement, the type of extras,

the handling of crowds, the use of

detail, tempo, personality of actors

—

in short, by the thousand and one
little things that indicate the per-

sonality of the man behind the cam-
era.

The most gifted and efficient con-
tinuity writers, in my opinion, are

those who can catch this quality and
emphasize it in every line of the

manuscript.

Try for the New
By Hobart Henley

Sugar-coated drama in motion pic-

tures must go, if the screen is to

progress and increase in popularity

with the American public. Wishy-
washy stories that attain nothing more
than a mediocre degree of dramatic

appeal are a greater obstacle in the

path of the cinema than any other

single factor.

Near dramas with old "stand-by"

situations will no longer be tolerated

by motion picture patrons. A display

of courage on the part of the pro-

ducers in presenting real dramas on

the screens of the world is highly

essential at this time.

The successful man will be marked
by a rare ability in sensing the pub-

lic's appetite for screen entertainment

to an extent that he is generally able

to give his public the right type of

storv at the right time. But he will

not be a member of a herd of sheep

—

so called—and follow the lead of

someone else who has made a certain

type of picture. For instance, he will

not commence a sea picture immedi-

ately upon the success of someone's

else sea picture.

The fear of attaining dramatic

heights that involve tragedy on the

screen is another handicap that has

hampered producers. Stirring drama
and stirring situations are needed to

jolt the cinema trend into newer and

higher achievements. The sugar-

coating must be removed from situa-

tions. Such stories, as yet unscreened,

are found among foreign literature

particularly, but there is a large

amount of them in our literature as

well.
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, « RNST LUBITSCH, under the
;
j; caption of "Why I Like to

ake Pictures in America," states

E case thusly:

Ever since I came to this country

have been asked to draw compari-

ns between European and Amer-

m methods of producing motion

ctures. My answer has invariably

en: film is film, whether in Hol-

wood or in Berlin, and today, after

most two years practical experi-

ice with American methods, I can

ily repeat that the actual process

making pictures is very much the

me on both sides of the Atlantic.

However, there are certain elements involved

the making of motion pictures which are

•eatly in favor of the American producer. He

is certain advantages over his European com-

titor that put the latter under a heavy handi-

ip I have given this question much thought,

cannot be explained by merely claiming tech-

ical superiority of the American motion pic-

ire industry or a more universal appeal of the

merican screen players.

The basic element that gives the American

roducer his advantage over the foreign pro-

ucer is the very fact that he is making his pic-

ires in America. The United States is by far

le largest market for motion pictures and at

le same time the only country in the world

aat is a self-sustaining market. Eighty per

ent of the profits of the American producer

ome out of his own country. He does not have

d worry about foreign markets. He sits right

a the center of the circle that he covers with

lis productions. He is thoroughly posted re-

;arding the demand for his productions, he is

onversant with the network of economic and

inancial conditions that are liable to influence

lis market, and he is well acquainted with the

aste of the public to which he has to cater.

The Comparison
. Compare with him the European producer.

Vie knows from the very beginning of his pro-

tection that the sales in his own country will

lot even reimburse him for the cost of the pro-

motion. He must keep his eyes fastened on the

breign markets upon which he depends for his

profits. His primary consideration is the

American market, but then he must also con-

sider Latin America, and England, and France,

ind Scandinavia, and the Balkans, all countries

n which the taste of the public shows wide dif-

ferences. In trying to please them all, he com-
promises, and instead of being able to make his

pictures with that singleness of purpose and

unity of effort which is the prerequisites of good
productions, he is forced to always look abroad,

to serve two masters, as it were—all of which

leads to compromises, heartaches, and inferior

productions.

How well I remember the days when I my-
self with American money made pictures on the

! other side for American consumption; how well

I remember our constant anxiety to please not

only ourselves but also our American friends,

our eternal question: will America like it? our
harassing uncertainty of what America really

did like.

The lot of the American producer is enviable

indeed compared with that of the European pro-

ducer. He can create out of the fullness sur-

rounding him. If his eyes and ears are open,

he cannot help but catch the spirit of this great

country, and once he is in tune with the people

upon whose response his success depends, he
can go ahead making pictures with that surety

and determination which is so vital for the

creative artist.

No artist is without an audience. Just as

there is no music if there is no ear to hear it, so

the producer of motion pictures can make no
pictures unless he has an appreciative audience

I
backing up his efforts. The fact that the Amer-

PICTURE MAKING IN
THE OLD WORLD
AND THE NEW

A Symposium of Discussion By Ernst Lubitsch,

Dimitri Buchowetzki, and Victor Seastrom

ican producer has the great American public

with him, combined with the other that he has
gone ahead making pictures for the entertain-

ment of this public without considering any ex-
traneous influences, has made the American mo-
tion picture what it s today.
Without trying to do so, the American pro-

ducer has gained for his productions what for-

eign producers have striven and failed to do:
a truly universal, worldwide appeal.

AMERICA VERSUS EUROPE
By Dimitri Buchowetzki

THE motion picture is a form of art. There-
fore, comparison of the American and Eu-

ropean film can deal only with the manufactur-
ers' viewpoint, since art is universal.

No one will dispute, I think, the statement
that American methods are superior to those in

Europe. The degree of superiority can be real-

ized only after a close study of the factors
which enter into the manufacture of film for

the theatres.

Europe has lagged behind America in film

production but this fact is not due to a lack of

initiative. Circumstances made America the

ideal place for the manufacture of film and the

capital was forthcoming at a time when the in-

dustry needed it.

In the following table, I have set down the

twelve things upon which the film industry de-

pends for success:

1, Working capital; 2, commercial organiza-
tion; 3, artistic organization; 4, theatre organiza-

tion; 5, working facilities, electrical equipment,
etc.; 6, material for scenario subjects; 7, direct-

ors, stars and leading actors; 8, architects; 9,

cameramen; 10, second part actors; 11, minor
players; 12, publicity organization.

In the table which follows, I have marked
with plus or minus, America's position in rela-

tion to each one of these vital factors:

1, plus; 2, plus; 3, plus; 4, plus; 5, plus; 6,

even; 7, plus; 8, minus; 9, plus; 10, minus; 11,

plus; 12, plus.

From this table it will be seen that only two
out of twelve factors are marked with a minus
and one with an even sign. From this it will

be seen that it is possible for a director to do
infinitely better work in America.

Let us consider each point in turn. In the

first place, American film producers have an
abundance of capital. In Europe, where their

market is much smaller, the film profits are

much less and for that reason capital is not

forthcoming to the same degree.

The American commercial organization is su-

perb. Practically nothing is left to chance. It

is possible for the producing company to esti-

mate both cost and profit on each film because

of the business-like methods which govern pro-

duction.

Artistically, the organization of American pro-

ductive methods is well-nigh perfect. In the

studios of Hollywood and New York are gath-

ered a larger body of expert craftsmen than are

to be found in any other centers in the world.

The working facilities of the Paramount stu-

dio where I have directed my last two pictures

are perfect. The extent and variety

of equipment is a constant delight to

one who formerly sought to achieve
with the limited materials to be
found in European studios.

I have marked number six, ma-
terial for scenario subjects, with an
even sign.

Scenario Methods
This point requires some explana-

tion for the reason that two dis-

tinct methods exist. In Europe, the
general inclination is to produce
original stories for the screen. For
this reason, the old world has made
greater progress in creating a dis-

tinctly different type of literature devoted en-
tirely to the screen.

In American studios, the tendency is to take
only published books and magazine stories or
successful stage plays for film material. While
the finished article as it appears in film form is

very fine in standard, the fact that the original

prose from which it is made was written for

another purpose makes it harder to achieve that
standard. In Europe the prose is prepared for

direct application to the screen. As a result it

requires less work on the director's part to

make that application. Both American and Eu-
ropean producers have excellent subject matter,
but it seems to me the American producer goes
the longest way around to arrive at his goal.

In the matter of directors, stars and leading
players there is no question that the American
is supplied more abundantly than the European
producer.
American architects are better technicians

than their European brothers, but I think the
latter are more artistic. In the old world, the
studio architect has examples of architecture
which, in all probability, mankind will never
surpass. The cathedrals, palaces and castles of
Europe must remain supreme. Architectural
styles today may develop; they cannot originate.

In American studios, the cunning of the cam-
eraman surpasses admiration. I have seen many
European pictures where the camera work ex-
hibited a rude strength such as one admires in

Doric architecture. But the fine camera work
of the American is comparable, in the same
terms, only to the brilliance of the Italian fancy
in the renaissance period.

I should like to deal with numbers ten and
eleven, second part actors and minor players,
together. I have marked the first with a minus
and the second with a plus sign. In America
the wealth of "atmosphere" available is a de-
light to the director. You can find every va-
riety and description of person wanted. So
thoroughly have they been drilled that a crowd
of minor players are able to do anything which
the director demands and do it well.

In the matter of second part actors, America
falls behind. They are not to be found. Every
director needs second part actors, that is, actors
capable of doing some little bit of business which
helps to develop a thought or suggest an idea.

In Europe you will find many of these actors.

They will never become great or even noted.
Their work lies simply in doing small things
well when the camera happens to focus upon
them for a moment. In America this grade of

actor is almost entirely lacking. Either players
are very good and therefore well known, or else

they belong to the class of minor players from
which they will never emerge.
The final factor in the making of films in

which America excels is in the publicity field.

Newspapers, magazines and publications of all

kinds have organized to supply the public with
a never-ceasing stream of motion picture mat-
ter. Each year sees a greater flow of this ma-
terial.

There are two reasons. One is the real inter-

est which the public feels in everything con-
nected with motion pictures and motion pic-

ture personalities. The other is the fact that
(Continued on page 47)
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I Preparation's the Thing
By James Cruze

* ARROWED down to its final analysis, the making of a motion pic-

L ture consists of only two steps—preparation and actual physical pro-

li:ion. And of these preparation is far more important,

i Preparation of a motion picture is not confined to the director and the

v er who prepares the script. It is a detail which should be—and largely

,s-worked out by every member of the technical staff and the players who
niit enact the roles.

Too many times a director seems to consider that the preparation of a

liure is his own particular little secret. It should be just the opposite.

Pined cameramen, property men, technical advisors are invaluable in

>oaration, ,and their advice should be asked and their suggestions heeded
Uthrough the period of preparation.

It seems to me it would be a wonderful thing for every director to live

country—some place an hour from the studio. In the early morning
hirs, when the brain is fresh and the mental horizon wide, the director

h; opportunity to map out his day's work in the smallest detail. The ob-

vjs result is that the day's work moves steadily and speedily because the

d:ctor knows just what he wants, and the staff and the players know ex-

Lly what the director wants.
It seems to me that too much stress cannot be laid upon preparation,

lis the lesson every ambitious assistant should learn first of all. And he

s mid learn to be broad about advice and generous in his mental view-

pnt.

The Director of the Future
By Hamilton Smith

IOSE few men whose business association and confidence can make
such distribution affiliations that they can approach reputable business

n with a legitimate proposition and make good on it—-these men will

not only directors, but students of narrative.

The motion picture editor, with all due regard to him, with few ex-

tions, selects his material from current plays and popular novels then

es it to his staff of continuity writers and from there to the director.

Jw plays and novels make good pictures. Why? For the simple reason
it picture writing is an entirely new form of expression with a new form

; expression with a new nomenclature foreign to anything in literature.

To the layman and to the majority of picture editors a short story

story containing few words. As a matter of fact it is a matter of

hnique and a short story, although it runs ten million words, is, never-
ess, still a short story. The director of the future must be able to dis-

linate between a short story, a play, a novelette, a novel, a four-act

aa or a three-act farce comedy. In the final analysis he will choose the

written for the screen by the trained competent motion picture writer.

In other words, the director of the future must not only direct the pic-

but he must have a fine sense of literature, the ability of straightaway
itive and a finer sense of business ethics

:

Human Interest

By John M. Stahl

)R the past few years motion picture production has been subject to

ogues. In the old days, producers and directors chose or wrote stories

they thought would make saleable pictures, regardless of what type

heme or background belonged to.

But more recently, vogues have governed the making of films. During
last three or four seasons, the motion picture has been led by the hand
iugh cycles of costume dramas, mother plays, melodramas, huge spec-

ies, farce comedies and light comedy-dramas. Each had its fling and
was cast aside for the next type of production.
Through it all, however, dating clear back to the cinema's beginning

id carrying on to the last favored vogue, there has been one kind of re-

iase that has won its battles for popularity regularly and prosperously

—

ie human interest picture.

The answer is that the people like it and want it. Human interest has
een the most consistent element for success in picture production and it

'ill continue to be as long as the people are susceptible to human impulses.

Infortunately, a number of our finest film spectacles have failed under the

ox-office test. Many others, no better from an artistic viewpoint and no
lore costly in the making, have made fortunes. The difference in the re-

eipts has been directly traceable to human interest.

With this quality reflected sincerely in his characters and situations,

director can register as strongly in the audience's favor with a simple
cene between two people as a spectacle can with an awe-inspiring mob
f thousands. It all comes down to a matter of sentiment, of getting

"under the skin" of the theater-goer. The two people in the human interest

situation mean something to the theater patron, but the countless throng,

while impressive, is after all just a crowd filling the screen unless the spec-

tator's interest and sympathies have been won over by the action.

Training on Observation as an
Aid to Film Directing

By King Vidor

AMOTION picture director must train his powers of observation to the

fine point of the newspaper reporter or the detective.

A director who makes pictures with "the human touch" is a keen
observer of things large and small. In the greatest picture, its atmosphere
is supplied by trivial things. I remember a picture in which the character

of the "heavy" was planted by showing him cheating at solitaire. It was
a trivial detail, yet it showed the type of the character, and the director who
thought of that touch was a keen observer.

I do not mean by this that directors should spend their time observing
the style of telephones used in Missouri, or the way the brakes of a flivver

are adjusted. But for instance, how many times have you seen a screen

doctor with a beard. Hundreds_ of times, haven't you? And how many
doctors do you know who wear beards. I don't know any, personally.

I think we are realizing more and more the importance of "planting"
atmosphere and character in pictures. Almost always this is done by trivial

things, and keen observation picks out those trifling details.

In "Broadway After Dark" Monta Bell plants the character played by
Adolphe Menjou by showing a bachelor apartment with a maid as a mem-
ber of the staff of servants. To me, this was a fine touch, for Menjou was
playing just the type of character who would keep a maid.

An Art or a Business?
By E. H. Griffith

INDUBITABLY, though in a

varying degree, motion pictures
are an art in all the definitions of
the term. The question is still a
live issue. The trouble is that both
sides stubbornly shut their minds
to a comprehensive consideration of
the argument. They complacently
take it for granted that the other
side is all wrong and proceed to

"high-hat" each other something
awful.

Now, the subject is worth argu-
ing about because it has to do
with the very life of the motion
picture and its perpetuation— its

growth, or decadence. Both sides

are right and both sides are wrong,
dependent on the specific point at

issue. But, when we postulate that

the motion picture is an art we
speak generally and theoretically,

rather than specifically and empir-
ically as do most of those who
speak on the subject.

We have been urged by many to

take the other side, and, probably,
we could have made almost as
strong a case, but it happens that

we do not really believe that way.
So we are prepared to prove that

motion pictures are an art, and will

debate it with artists of any class

or weight, etymologists, or any other

kind of philologists, producers, ex-

hibitors, college professors, or street-

car conductors, poets, or peasants.

And, if any of these want to send
a second with a challenge we choose
for weapons, typewriters and the

English language.

Here are nine definitions of art

:

1—Skill in performance acquired by
~--

r
a,KJWF)Wc-«, - study er—abseFvaJjort;—-—
knack.;

i

2—Human contrivance or ingenuity,
as in adapting natural things to man's

1

use.

3-—A branch of learning ; a science!
especially one, as grammar or logic,

serving chiefly as a discipline or as an
instrument of knowledge : specifically,

in plural, the branches of learning
~

taught in the academical course of: Ij

colleges.
4—Learning or the field of learning)
5—The general principles of any

branch of learning or of any craft,
6—Systematic application of knowlj

edge or skill in effecting a desired ''

result ; also, an occupation requiring
such knowledge or skill ; a craft ; as;
mechanical or industrial arts. \

7—Application of skill and taste to
production according to aesthetic prin-
ciples; such as application to the pn>,
duction of beauty by imitation or de-j.

sign, as in painting and sculpture.
8—Skillful plan ; device ; also cun-j

ning ; artifice.

9—The black art ; magic.

In short, an art is any produc-
tion or performance in which imjag-
ination and taste preside over 'the

execution. Imagination and taste tare

necessary, and employed to a de-
gree, in the making of every motion
picture. Dependent upon that (de-

gree every motion picture is artis-

tic or otherwise. Whether morion
pictures are always a fine art is

quite another question. For that
matter painting and sculpture jare

not infallibly art, sign-painting, and
the chiseling of tombstones. It is

not the fact that signs, extolling
the merits of Sappho Silk Hose,
Guaranteed Not to Run, are painted
by a guy with one eye on the job,

the other on the clock and his mind
on how much he will be paid, that

makes it any less art. Nor, is it

the commercial motive of the swart
Neapolitan cutting the virginal mati-

(CoiUinued on page 41)
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The Key to Good Pictures
By Edward J. Montague

C'OOD pictures are a result of the happy combination of creative forces,

commonly called the organization. The closer this co-operation ob-

tajs the greater the effort. Whenever these forces clash, instead of har-

Siizing, the outcome is just as jarring as the discord sent forth by an

2iestra when one or more members are playing off key.

The most vital cogs in the picture-making machine are the writer and

dictor. Not that the others are of minor importance, but if either of

S;e first two miss in their task, the efforts of the rest are in vain. We
•i watch photography; we can tear down sets and put them up again; we

a even re-edit film—but if a director has shot a poor script, or if he has

migled a good one, no one can save it.

The key to good pictures, therefore, is good scripts, which means a

pd story, and sympathetic treatment of same. I firmly believe that two

hids are better than one in the preparation of a script, and that the two

h*ds to bring together are those of the writer and director.

When you have a writer who appreciates the fact that a director is

ctable of having ideas as well as himself, and a director who is broad

eiugh to view the writer as an associate rather than as a nuisance, you

hie a happy union of two of the most important cogs in your machine.

Working together, day by day, one keeping alive the enthusiasm of the

Olar; each trying, striving to build the other's thoughts to greater heights,

try are bound to come through with something worth while. And in

aiition, which is very important, the director is visualizing his story, as

tl preparation of the script progresses, so that at its conclusion, it is not

aase of reading a lot of cold, uninteresting type, but actually having a

51-y vividly before him, which he is going to earnestly try to put on the

8<:en.
. ,

Whenever 1 am engaged to do a script, the first question I ask is, ' who
ijjoing to direct it?" I want to co-operate with the man from the first,

riier than fight and battle with him later. I know from experience that

t ry worthwhile picture I ever was associated with was the result of this

s<t of co-operation. And I also know that the other kind were the result

othe same lack of co-operation, where the director either knew it all and

Bit what he pleased, or where he came in cold, was handed a script and

sit it, without the enthusiasm that only comes when you feel that you are

a art of it.

J
Contemplate the marvelous teamwork of Rex Ingram and June Mathis

o"The Four Horsemen"; the wonderful DeMille-McPherson combination,

vich has lasted for years; the pictures made by the William deMille-Clara

Eranger combine; the classics, never to be forgotten, contributed to the

Been by Marshall Neilan and Frances Marion, and C. Gardner Sullivan

m the Ince directors; the excellent pictures being made today by Fred

Iblo and Bess Meredith—recall these, and many more which cannot be

Amerated here because of lack of space, and you have the proof of my
Ntement.

J
If I was a producer, I would hire a director about the same time that

hired the writer. The final result is worth the extra money spent.

As the director is the "court of last resort," and really the master of

the picture's ultimate fate, he can scarcely escape blameless, even if he has
had to struggle with the handicap of a "foggy" or complicated continuity.

All this might be avoided, or at least greatly obviated, by a sufficient un-
derstanding through conference and consultation between writer and director

during script-making.
Such synchronization of thought between these two important factors

of the production is bound to result to the good of the "box-office," as is

instanced by such teamwork as that of the James Cruze-Walter Woods
combination—which has produced some of the best sure-fire box-office suc-

cesses of the past year.

Entertainment the Chief Purpose
of Pictures
By Harry Rapf

I
WOULD rather produce a picture that was entertaining and nothing
more, than one presenting the deepest problem, or pointing the finest

moral, or having the greatest educational lesson.

People do not go to the theater to be educated, or to have morals
drawn for them, or to make a study of perplexing problems of life.

Aside from any beliefs of our own that a photoplay should improve the

mind, or improve the morals, there is the audience to be considered. It is

my personal belief that the audience should be considered all the time, for

the audience does us the service of paying for our pictures, and thus keep-
ing our business alive.

Art in motion pictures is a great quality, for real art will increase the
entertainment value of the screen. But let us agree on what motion pic-

ture art is. On the stage, many people consider the highest theater art

the presentation of murky plays in an uncomfortably small and tiny audi-
torium.

I attended one of these performances, and discovered that "high-brow"
consisted of bad stage lighting, so that the players were hardly visible to

the eye, a good many murders, much meaningless conversation, and a great

deal of snarling and groaning and general unpleasantness. In fact, the
show was a regular nightmare.

If that is art, I prefer hokum. If art means the development of the
photoplay so as to increase its entertainment value, I am for it.

Monta Bell produced "Broadway After Dark" as artistically as almost
any picture I have seen. And the artistry with which it was produced in-

creased the quality of its entertainment.
The only purpose of the screen—the only purpose it can have—is to

entertain. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is making pictures, not for the satisfac-

tion of its executives or directors, but pictures which, we honestly believe,

the exhibitors can sell to their patrons and have them come back for more.

An Art or a Business?

Harmony of Thought Between
Director and Writer

By Eve Unsell

AS ye sow—so shall ye reap" may fittingly be applied to all humans

—

save scenario writers, and, as they are scarcely ever human, it is not

prising that the proverb may be misapplied in such instances, for it is

dom so with them that, "As ye write—so shall ye screen!"

Thus it has often come to pass that credit for certain screen-offerings

js been claimed, or disclaimed, by either writer or director, resulting often

Such dire inharmony that some very fine picture combinations have been

token up thereby.
The obvious reason for such disruptions is lack of "close harmony" in

[ffipt preparation. When writer and director are miles apart, in thought

well as in act, during the writing of adaptation and continuity, it is quite

ssible that when they finally come together the union will take place in

:e form of a fatal collision that will make any co-operation impossible.

i Sometimes a writer turns in such an "ambiguous" script that the puz-

:d director is at a loss to know just what is the original intent and pur-

se of theme and plot. In such cases, the writer should be the last one

blame the director if, when the picture is finished, a quite different view-

>int than the scenarist's has been arrived at by the director.

The same results would follow if an architect, in drawing his plans,

ade his drawings so indistinct or involved that the builder was obliged

either guess at what was to be developed, or to throw away the old plan,

id construct his building according to his own ideas. In such cases, ifj

ere be credit, the harassed director deserves the whole of it—and if not— I

e "ambiguous architect" deserves at least to share the discredit, if no to

oulder it wholly. '

(Continued fr

ble into the likeness of prone whiten-
lambs with the legends "at peace"
and "at rest" underneath, which
prevents the creation of headstones
from being an art. It is simply
the lack of taste and imagination in

the execution.
By the same token it is not the

perfectly natural desire on the part
of the producer to make money out
of his picture which prevents his

particular production from being art,

in the truest sense of the word. If

any motion picture isn't art it is

because the touchstones of imagina-
tion and taste were not present in

the alchemy, not because the ulti-

mate motion of the fellow who
signed the cheques was to keep the

shirt on his back and the well-

known timber wolf, from his front

door.
Necessity is the mother of most

motion pictures. Some external,

usually material, demand causes most
of them to be created. When the

creative artist is impelled, rather by
an irresistible urge to produce some-
thing of beauty, just for the sheer

joy of creation, then motion pic-

tures will be less a synthetic art.

When Douglas Fairbanks first went
into motion pictures it was, frankly,

om page 39)

with the idea of making more money.
This could not have been the im-
pelling motive behind his latest

work, which, in our opinion, comes
close to giving him the title of the
most artistic producer-director of the
screen today. A flaming inspiration
to do a thing of great beauty, re-
gardless of any other consideration,
must have motivated "The Thief of
Bagdad." If, in the back of his
mind "Doug" held the thought that
no truly fine, sincere work of art
ever failed of appreciation, and
monetary recompense commensurate
with the degree of its appeal and
comprehensibility to the public, sure-
ly that does not make his superb
picture any less a young master of
a young art. There are always can-
vases, paints and brushes to buy,
and models to pay.

In the strict sense of the term
motion pictures can never be a busi-
ness, though the insincere, the venal
and the stupid will continue in their

efforts to regard it as such. But,
in the sense that it is a great, pop-
ular art which can be made to pay
well based on absolute sincerity, de-
votion, sure knowledge and talent, it

is a business—the most artistic busi-

ness in the world.
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J a recent issue of Kinematograph

iVeekly of London, Frank Lloyd

sa>:

kVhat will be the next advance in

seen production; who will make it

_jw will it be made?
Dften have these questions been

,5'd, and many different answers

&e been returned, but there seems

ft one important answer—motion

jiures must be given a soul.

Whereas in the past, spectacle,

K'inical novelty, elaboration and

ii hanical effect have brought about

n greatest triumph, in the future

k progress must be made by artis-

T understanding, study and careful

fii work. Where we have been cre-

ig songs in the past we must cre-

jsymphonies in the future. Where
«r have been tricksters and assem-

ls in the past we mut be real

itualists and artists in the tomor-

of the films, and by 'we' I mean
ducers, directors, actors, authors,

inicians—everyone interested in

preparation of a film play for the

lie.

No Longer a Novelty

The novelty of motion pictures is

e. We must not make attending

theater in the future a fad or a

it; we must make our productions

ipel interest, demand enthusiastic

Dect.

Id five years the art of photogra-
' has developed more than in sixty

rs previously. Studio lighting has

ched the point that it justifies rec-

lition as a distinct science. Studio

iperties have become so perfect

t they deceive expert craftsmen;

have miniaturized aeroplane

Scks and ship disasters, duplicated

fectly some of the finest architec-

al achievements in history, and we
'e made artificial spider webs. At
noment's notice we have injected

ctacular incidents into weak scena-

and have manufactured thrills,

pense and romance to fit the oc-

ion. In fear that our idea might
: hit the mark, we have exaggerated
and we have missed most of the

eetness, the delicacy, the superfine

Tic which is real life, truly impres-

e and thoroughly satisfying to he-

ld. There have been a few pictures

>ich will always live as masterpieces
dramatic and kinematic achieve-

nt, but they are too few. The fu-

e success in studio work depends
! those who know their subject, not
t think they know it; those who ob-

rve, study and accurately interpret;

r pictures must be a part of us; we
ist not manufacture a story to

Itch our weakness; we must build

r strength to match good stories.

"Indeed the greatest advancement
at can be recorded in the future his-

ry of the screen will be noted in

ving the motion picture a soul—that

spirational depth it has little known
fore, and cannot progress without-
"Who will advance the art of the

reen?

"Every man and woman interested

the making of a motion picture

ist do his or her full share.

Each His Part
fThe author must write well about
bjects he knows intimately. It

1't necessary to have a train wreck,

Frank Lloyd Looks
The Future

To

an automobile chase, a half dozen
murders, million dollar settings in

every story. But stories must have
sincerity, a clearly defined moral,
must accurately describe life—there

must be real genius visible in the net-

work of every theme. One real good
situation may be sufficient to make a

story an immortal triumph if it has
quality—not just quantity of dramatic
incident.

"The producer must assist the cre-

ators of screen plays by allowing suf-

ficient time to make pictures correct-

ly. No great masterpiece of art has

ever been made according to a time
clock. Money must not regulate a

picture's greatness. One story may
cost a million dollars, and another
equally as impressive only fifty thou-
sand. The producer must select his

story wisely, and his directors and
actors carefully. The producer must
encourage new ideas, new methods;
not establish a hard and fast rule

which prohibits the progress of art.

"The director must study his story,

must be a keen visualizer of life, of

dramatic values and of types and char-

acteristics. He must inspire his act-

ors in their work, not command them
or drive them. He must create the

atmosphere of the production by his

thorough understanding of his sub-
ject. His superior knowledge of the

subject, his judgment in every emer-
gency must be established and re-

spected. He must lead, not direct,

and still he must permit each actor to

express his personality, his individual-

ism, his ideas, lest his productions be-

come overbalanced-

Better Actors Needed
"Perhaps the greatest advancement

the screen is to know must come from
the actor, for the actor is the one the

audience sees and expects the most
of. The actor must actually live his

part, however small; he must know
his character. He must not be vis-

ibly acting, his every gesture must be

natural, typical and accurate. He
must have poise.

"Today there are too few actors in

the studio, which accounts for a few

so-called stars appearing in so many
pictures; so many pictures, some of

them, that even the best of them have

become more like machines than real

people. But, until the screen can ob-

tain new talent (not just new faces)

for its histrionical duties, its progress

is bound to be slow. There are too

many actors and actresses on the

screen today who have become suc-

cessful because they are 'types' rath-

er than 'artists,' which condition js

responsible for so many changes in

the popularity and commercial value

of some players, and the steady in-

crease in the success of others.

"Studio stock companies may de-

velop to a certain degree new screen

talent, but actors must have some
stage training to qualify them for con-

sideration in such stock organizations.

"The best acting talent in America

today is in the stock companies where

one actor must play many different

roles, must become intimate with
many different characters, must study
every day, and must make his suc-

cess by his knowledge of many things,

not of just one particular type:

The Place of the Stock Company
"The greatest amount of new screen

talent should come from these local

stock companies. People who now
would encourage young talent to

'hurry to Hollywood' should encour-
age it to take up work in local stock
companies to gain self-confidence,

direct contact with the public, train-

ing, poise, .and the value of concen-
tration. Picture players are like stock
company actors; they cannot play
one part indefinitely. They must be
able to know and feel an unlimited
number of characters; why they do
certain things, why they don'-t do cer-

tain things. The motion picture pro-

ducer and director have no time to

train actors. A motion picture is only
made once> The actor of the future
must have experience enough to sup-
ply any number of emotions and char-
acters upon call. In the past we have

been more concerned about an actor

looking his part than we have in his

acting his part. In the future the

demand will be the reverse, and ap-

pearance will be secondary to under-

standing.
"The type actor will always remain,

but the so-called star of tomorrow
must be an experienced actor, and to

be a real actor one must understand

thoroughly, first of all, life, then

drama, interpretation and poise.

Telling the Truth
"And last but not least, the screen

play of the future must be truthful.

The truth,, realism, is not always

beautiful. Every picture must not

have a happy ending. If it takes trag-

edy to portray life, we must be tragic;

if it takes humor to interpret life, we
must be humorous, and if audiences

expect the motion picture to improve

as it should, they must not expect a

happy fade-out at the finish of every

picture.

"When audiences encourage the

good pictures by virtue of their merit,

the censors permit legitimate free-

dom, and those responsible for pho-

toplays work in harmony for the gen-

eral improvement of the screen, it

will be a pleasure to make motion pic-

tures, and the excellence that comes
from that spirit will be manifest, and
the kinema will be the greatest of all

the arts—as it should be."

Clara Beranger Sees Screen[Future
In Original Story

ttnpHE artistic future of the

story written directly for the screen
by experienced film . writers," says
Clara Beranger.
"There is absolutely no doubt,"

says Miss Beranger, "that it is only
a matter of time before the oroduc-
ers will stop buying plays and novels
that have to be rewritten for the

screen and turn to the original story

written directly by those who know
the screen, its technique and its de-
mands. The high nrice that authors
ask for their material will possibly

influence this change more than any
other factor, and when you stop to

consider that, for a play in whictuper-
haps one situation can be retained

—

the rest to be entirelv evolved by the

scenario writer—the owners demand
perhaps seventy-five thousand dollars,

you can understand that this in time

will give the producers something to

think about.

"The position of the original story

today is a lamentable one. Producers
have a deep-rooted prejudice against

them. It shows no sign of weaken-
ing. But the writers for the screen,

we writers who have been adapting

the works of authors and making
them suitable for screen consumption,

know it.

"It is just as easy for a scenario

writer to write an original story as

it is to take a situation from a play

or a book and by the sweat of the

brow, and bringing into play all the

results of his experiences, make it

good screen material.

"Producers buy these plays and

these novels because they feel that

they have a ready-made audience for

their photoplay. This is an entirely

mistaken idea.

"There are two factors which bring

an audience into a motion picture

theater. One is the name and the

other is the cast. And producers

know that, but they will cling to the

old custom. They admit that 'Rita

Coventry' over a box office won't

bring the people into the theater.

Audiences will be apt to think Rita

Coventry the name of some member
of the cast. We change the name to;

'Don't Ca-11 It Love," because it is

'a box office title.' What has become

of 'Rita Coventry' and the tremen-i

dous price that was paid in order to

bring this book to the screen? The
name has disappeared, the situations

are there perhaps, but treated so dif-

ferently as to be barely recognizable.

I don't say that names of books

should be retained. To the contrary.

I maintain that producers should de-

velop their own screen writers, thus

reducing the tremendous cost of the

story' at the outset and giving the

scenario writer an opportunity to use

his experience.

"I have seen stories of young au-

thors who have had genuine screen

training batting around studios with

no-cuie interested enough to look at

them.
"Out of the million people who read

a book there are millions who see the

picture, and they go to see the picture

because of the name over the box of-

fice or the names of the players in the

cast. The rest means nothing, though

word of mouth will do the rest after-

ward."
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PRODUCERS—EXHIBITORS

JAMES W. HORNE
DIRECTED

"THE HOTTENTOT"
AND

"THE YANKEE CONSUL"
WITH DOUGLAS MAC LEAN

JUST COMPLETED THE SUPER-JEWEL "CAPTAIN FEARLESS"
WITH REGINALD DENNY FOR UNIVERSAL.

IVATCH THE BOX OFFICE ON THESE—THEN LAUGH THEM OFF!

I CAN BE HAD!
.
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lTrft"^MOTION picture should be the

r result of a single mind and that

;hild be the mind of the director.

Tl finished product should repre-

;e: the combined ideas of the au-

hi, scenario writer, art director

,n cameraman presented on the

en by the director,

l order to appreciate the truth

his it is only necessary to imag-

what would happen should the

of each separate department

k individually. The result would
whaotic.

do not mean that the director

jl-jld refuse to take advantage of

ttj suggestions and advice from others regard-

in their individual work. These suggestions

sluld be presented to him to take or leave as

hsees fit and, if accepted, incorporated into

It picture by him.
>en the cutting should be done by the di-

ritor. I do not mean that he should actually

nke all his own cuts and patches. He should,

hvever, select his takes and closely supervise

II; work until completed. Improper cutting

Ci so easily ruin a picture. Proper cutting

als greatly to it. There is no reason why the

dector should leave the picture for someone
Eg to finish. No more than he would stop

pying in the middle of a set of tennis or a

hid of cards.
MAURICE TOURNEUR.

* * *

}F a director's ability is to be judged by his

Jwork and not by his ability to spend money,
\ should, by all means, cut his own picture. A
j:ture is never complete until it is cut. If a

Wector is capable of being entrusted with a

Indred or two hundred thousand dollars to

pduce a picture he should be capable of com-
pting his work. A director who directs a
j;ture without a fixed idea of what the finished

pduct will be is spending money foolishly.

I] he has not a fixed reason in his own mind
jjr every bit of action and the way it is put
jjer, the work of cutting can just as well be
ijrned over to a cutter for the results are
ually the same no matter who does the cut-

fcg. . .

Cutting a picture is just as much a part of the

rector's work as the actual directing, and if

ip does not know this branch of his trade, he
[lore than likely does not know the other
'•anches.

|1 Cutting a picture is as vital to its success as
le story itself.

WESLEY RUGGLES.
* * *

I' THINK the director should see on the screen

||. once, the thing he shot—the objective he
[['as seeking when he made the picture. He may
hoot a hundred feet of a closeup seeking four

Ipet of expression somewhere in this length, for

v reaction. Only the director knows what four
aet he was after. If the picture as assembled
y the director is draggy, over length or dra-
matically unsound, the picture should be taken
way from him and turned over to an expert

f ditor.

Such an editor as Miss Marion Fairfax, who
:uts and edits pictures for First National Pro-
luctions, would invariably help a picture to a
xemendous extent. She brings to a picture a
ine dramatic sense, a sympathetic attitude for
:he director's work, and an intelligent and con-
structive optimism. The director, many times,
is too close to his picture—he has a single view-
point and is unable to alter or change his work
(o improve it, whereas the expert editor can
take a situation which the director has builded,
and build it to bring out its dramatic force much
more powerfully and convincingly.
A director is often carried away with the

ability of one of the artists. If he is a good
director, he has temperament, and a wealth of

SHOULD A DIRECTOR
CUTHISOWNPICTURE?

A Symposium of

Directors' Opinions

feeling. He loves the nuance of a certain art-

ist's work, and in making the picture he has
elaborated upon it, and given the artist full play
for his or her ability; not realizing that whereas
this particular bit of characterization is an ex-
quisite thing to himself, it is draggy or unim-
portant to the bigger thing in the picture.

HARRY HOYT.
* * *

IT IS especially important in comedies, two-
reelers, or feature length, for a director to

cut his own pictures. If pictures are given to

a professional cutter after they are shot, there

are bound to be extra scenes, not in the script,

of which the cutter knows nothing whatsoever.
In fact, I don't see how a picture can be fin-

ished properly if the director who shot it. does
not have at least the first assembly. Our own
practice is always to have the director cut his

picture, and the supervising director and editor

always has the final trim. A director who does
not know how to cut a picture should not be
called a director.

AL CHRISTIE.
* * *

THERE is probably no one person more
familiar with a film play after it has been

photographed than the director. He knows
not only the story, but its interpretation and
the little human touches which should be in-

jected to bring out the high lights and shad-
ows of the story he has been trying to tell.

For this reason the director is, undoubtedly,
the most logical person to cut and assemble a
photoplay.
But after watching a film production run time

and time again in the colorless surroundings of
the studio projecting room, it is only natural
that a director, being a mere human being,
should lose his point of view to a certain ex-
tent. It is therefore my opinion that the crude
cutting and assembling of a production should
be left in the hands of a director, but that the
polishing process, so to speak, or the final edit-

ing of a film play, should be done by a fresh
mind called into criticise the work from an au-
dience's standpoint and trim up the rough edgres

that a man who has toiled unceasingly for
weeks is bound to overlook.

MAX GRAF.
* * *

THERE is not the slightest doubt in my mind
that an editor can come in on a film and

with a new mind can give very valuable help
and in many ways improve the picture. But
to give the picture to an editor before the di-

rector has cut it the way in which he shot it

and expect him to get all the little touches and
timings is like giving a gig-saw puzzle to an
idiot and expecting him to put it together cor-

rectly. In other words, a director is paid for

making a picture as he sees it. Well, the least

a producer can do is to let him deliver it as he
intended to make it. Then if they can improve
it. Great. Everybody's happy.

Also, pictures are not made in the cutting

room. If they don't have the material they

don't make a good picture and that's that. You
can't make a library table out of a soap box.

JOHN W. McDERMOTT.

IT would be folly to say yes or
no. So much depends on the pic-

ture. We are all familiar with in-

numerable cases where the cutting
department has in reality made a
far better picture than the director.

However, this does not apply in

every case. Never in fact where the
director knows his theater. If the
director is a big man he will welcome
suggestions, and realize as he must
that after all he is but human and
cannot attempt the impossible. In
the end it reduces itself to the point
of one's capabilities.

GEORGE L. COX.
* * *

1
THINK the director should cut his own pic-
ture or at least be in constant touch with

the cutter, for he shoots angles and business
that is ofttimes taken out. Also, because the
cutter follows script and doesn't take time to
place cuts to build the business for the effect
the director is after.

J. C. MARCHANT.
* * *

NO director, in my opinion, should perform
the actual operation of cutting his own

picture for by doing this detail work he runs
the great risk of losing the proper dramatic
perspective of his photoplay.

In my own pictures I "sit in" frequently dur-
ing the cutting to be assured that the cutter

has thoroughly grasped my viewpoint of the
story. However, my cutter, Miss Teddy Hans-
com, whose long experience and exceptional
ability in dramatic construction makes her an
invaluable aid, is to be relied upon to build the

picture to the very best advantage and accord-
ing to my instructions.

But there is one very important point and
one which I insist upon in all my pictures—

I

always have the cutter watch the actual filming

of every scene. This has proven to be a great
help in the speedy cutting of my pictures. By
being on the set, the cutter—who also handles
the script-girl work and looks out for tech-

nical details—has the story vividly impressed on
her mind thereby simplifying the process of

cutting.

I think a director's time is too valuable to

allow him to work on the physical cutting of

pictures because the more detail duties he takes

upon himself the less distinct will be his mental
conception of the dramatic angles of his play.

PHIL ROSEN.
* * *

AMOTION picture is not made when the

photographing is finished. It occupies the

position, let us say, of the manuscript pages of

a novel upon which the author has been work-

ing for many weeks, but which now that the

actual writing has been completed, has still to

be put together in logical sequence, chapters

headed by titles, and changes made which have

developed during the writing.

As the last page falls from the author's hands,

would he leave his work strewn about and call

in a professional editor or reader and say,

"Here, put that together for me, and I think

it would be a good idea for you to shorten up

those chapters leading to the climax and polish

up that love scene, and it occurs to me that the

novel is too long anyway, so cut out six or

seven chapters, anywhere you think they can

best be spared." I think not. He is more likely

to go over it lovingly, polish it up, shorten it

here, elaborate a little there, inserting all the

while ideas which have come to him in the

first writing.

In the case of a motion picture, I think the

director should be given the same privilege.

Why should it be thought he loses all interest

in the result of his work, the very thing for

which he has been working from the beginning?
(Continued on page 47)
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TRE MAKING IN THE)
WORLD AND NEW

(Continued from page 37)

iterial itself is made genuinely

ting. Trained writers bring a

of ingenuity to bear upon the

L As a result the motion pic-

e ndustry is presented to the

rl in a colorful way which would
rize the drabest subject,

niurope, while a certain amount
face is devoted to films and film

Es, the material is not presented

ivtten so interestingly.

b;rica too, has developed a body
fi 1 critics whose work is devoted
I screen just as stage and book
ii devote theirs to the drama and
lure. This is a branch of work
I is still infantile in Europe,

i an old axiom that once a thing

|

beyond a certain size, it con-

to develop because of its own
mtum.
jAmerica, the motion picture in-

' has attained such proportions

it continues to grow at a pro-

is rate. In its growth, it draws
elf the best elements of the in-

r from other countries,

other words, America will al-

remain the center of film pro-

bn.

The Elements of Successful Production
By THOMAS H. INCE

'URE MAKING HERE AND
IN EUROPE

By Victor Seastrom

E greatest difference in picture

laking methods of America and
pe—at least Sweden—I believe,

; number of workers on the set,

ssistants to the director.

Sweden I often wrote my own
fes, directed the pictures, some-
's acted in them,, sometimes turn-
le camera crank, edited and titled

Often I helped dress the sets,

d a few helpers, but nothing like

irmy of experts assigned to me
1 I came to the Metro-Goldwyn-
er studios.

liscovered, when I arrived in Hol-
od and started to work, that I

to be assisted by an assistant di-

rt
-

, a script clerk, a property man,
blicity man, two cameramen and
mera assistant, numerous electri-

5, grips, a property man's assist-
and an orchestra and several
isand others.
ne man, I discovered, adapted the
y; another wrote the continuity.
went to the art director for
ches of the set; to a draughtsman
blue prints; to the construction
tager to have the sets built; back
he art department to have them
ised; to the electrical department
lave them lighted.
his was rather amazing. The
blem of what to do with all these
ned assistants was rather bewil-
mg at first, as was the moving of
this machinery.
)ne small wish seemed to set the
ole plant in motion,
t is entirely reasonable, of course.
is a tremendous studio, many times
ger than any I had ever worked in,
such system is necessary.

\mencan pictures need never fear
ious business competition as long
pictures here are made with such
•roughness.

I have often been asked by both
old friends and new how I have con-
tinued on year after year in motion
pictures without becoming engulfed
in one of the many combinations that
have marked the development of pic-

tures, and thereby losing my identity
as an independent producer. My only
answer to this query always has been:

For fourteen years in the building
of motion pictures, I have viewed this

work solely from the angle of the
wishes and views represented by box
office patronage. A few times during
these years I have narrowly escaped
being involved in producing or re-

leasing combinations that would not
have left me free to apply the rules
and laws of motion picture making
which have served me as a guide.
The fact that I still am a "lone wolf"
is due solely to my observance of the
wishes of the box office public.

Story, cast, direction.

Those are the three elements which
enter into the making of a successful
picture and elements which are im-
portant, in my opinion, in the order
I have named them. A big advertis-
ing campaign, over-weighted exploi-
tation and newspaper "puffing" may
sell a picture temporarily but unless
it is grounded firmly on a foundation
of real story value all the talk in

the world will not return to the ex-
hibitor and the producer the cost of
the film plus the legitimate profit to
which both are entitled.

There is no question in my mind
after studying the reactions of the
picture-going public to film offerings

that while there is an assured response
on "first nights" to "big names" of
producer, stars or directors who have
participated in the making of a film,

the picture will be judged in the long
run on story value. No matter how
clever the cast or how able the direct-

or, if the picture has been woven
about "fluff"; if the plot is weak or
inconsistent or lacking in real drama-
tic values, successive audiences will

continually dwindle.

The grapevine system of communi-
cation—the exchange of dinner-table,

tea-table, street corner chat with its

"Oh I saw So and So the other night

—Great picture!" or "Rotten picture"

is the most potent factor with which
the exhibitor and producer can reck-

on. And the public which so com-
municates its opinions by word of

mouth cannot be fooled into pronoun
cing a picture good unless there is

projected upon the screen a story of

definite values, a story that grips or
entertains because it is a reflection of
life.

For the enactment of the story
when it has been found, the bigger
the cast the more favorable the pub-
lic reaction will be. Here the inde-
pendent producer who is free to look
over the entire field and "borrow"
talent has a decided advantage, I be-
lieve. Instead of discarding a story
because it is not suitable for a certain
star under contract, he can concen-
trate upon finding big material and
then choose from the finest talent

available in casting of the picture.

No formula works without constant
exceptions and so I must admit that
there have been a limited number of

successful films recently in which a
story that was "slight" has been put
over by the personality of the star or
a well-chosen cast. They are the
exception that proves the rule.

The directors of the film world

—

and no one is in a better position
than I to appreciate just what a good
director means to the successful
screening of a production—will not
take it amiss I am sure that I have
listed direction third in the list of
prerequisites for the building of a big
production. As the creator of the
visual version of the story he is all

important and all powerful. His
imagination colors the continuity of
the production. He envisions- set-

tings,, the bits of "business" that
stamp a picture with realism. He
breathes life into the inanimate, in-

fusing both story and actors with the
fire of his genius.

Picture direction deservedly is list-

ed with the arts of today for the suc-
cessful director must prove his ingen-
uity, originality and dramatic compre-
hension at every crank of the camera.
Primarily he must know life, but he
must know, too, the subtleties and
technicalities of projecting life upon
the silver-sheet—not in narrative form
but by selected dramatic moments
each of which builds towards a defin-

ite climax which will bring a burst of

emotional response from the au-
diences.

To the end that the exhibitor may
live as well as the producer and the
director, there should be even greater
concentration upon the effort to find

big and suitable stories for the screen
in the days to come. I for one expect
to continue on as an independent pro-
ducer through building upon this

formula which has carried me through
fourteen successful years.

story and make a small script that
some one else could not make a pic-

ture from, I must cut my own pic-

tures. Again, who knows what it's

all about but the man that directed
the production.
The director of the future will have

to be more than the studio trained

man. He will be a man who has
studied the art of making pictures

for years, by knowing history, litera-

ture, art and music. Music will play

a great part in the interpretation of

a production. The director of the

future will be a great leader and
teacher, for the productions of the

future will be educational as well as

entertaining, and will be the uni-

versal language that will mean peace
on earth forever and good will among
nations.

CHARLES R. SEELING.

A DIRECTOR is as good as his

staff, cast and cutter. If a di-

rector ignores the fundamentals of

picture technique the result is inevi-

table upon the screen. A cutter can-

not always save a director, but a di-

rector can turn into the cutting room
material that a cutter with imagina-

tion, brains and intelligence can turn

out a picture that even the director

will marvel at. On the other hand if

a director' insists on defying the rules

of good picture maknig, good cutting

and editing his production will suffer.

I having been associated with the

cutting department. I always try to

give the cutting department the best

of it and I find that many of my mis-

takes are eliminated, I get the credit

and the cutter gets his salary.

BOB McGOWAN.

Should a Director Cut His

Own Picture?
(Continued from page 45)

Of course, an intelligent cutter is a

great aid, after the first cutting, also

in the preliminary assembling of the

film. But I cannot imagine any di-

rector willingly foregoing the cutting

of his own picture. Personally I like

to cut a picture I have made care-

fully, going over it time and time
agin, and I like to work with the title

writer as I am doing it. This seems
to me the logical way and the one
most calculated to get desirable re-

sults.

VICTOR HEERMAN.

IT SEEMS to me that a director

should always cut his own film,

as in my case, where I write my own

WERE capable directors allowed to

supervise the cutting and editing

of their own pictures, this to my
mind would result in a minimum of

that sterile, unprofitable entertain-

ment known to caustic critics as the

"mechanical movie."
Now, in justice to the rights of the

director alone, he should be allowed

to stand zealous guard over the thou-

sands of feet of film he has given the

best that is in him—often of his life

blood—to make. Cutters and film

editors there are aplenty, yes—some
of them good ones.

But there are few who can match
the dramatic education, that intuitive

dramatic sense, that brilliance—pol-

ished by actual contact with actors,

authors and contributing artists—that

distinguishes the average good direc-

tor. Therefore few cutters, on this

basis alone, should be allowed to have

full or final authority over the edit-

ing of a director's work.
The chief value of the cutter, to

my mind, lies in his cold perspective

and his resultant ability to temper to

a keen edge the director's judgment.
However—the importance of char-

acterization and atmosphere in a pic-

ture we all know. In fact, we find

that in the majority of big successes

plot has been relegated to a position

inferior to the other two. But we
also know that cutters and film edi-

tors are almost universally "plot-

minded." After a study of the script,

no matter how exhaustive, their

minds automatically seize and retain

(Continued on Page 91)
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"he Movies 100 Years From Now
By DAVID WARK GRIFFITH

Reprinted by permission of Collier's, The National Weekly.

'hey say I am a realist—a man who functions best when
nducing in the films life as he sees it or knows it. Whereupon
. ditor promptly assumes that fantasy will be perfectly easy
ie, and propounds a question that scarcely can be answered
nything other than a dream. Fortunately, I have my fancies.
What," asks the editor in substance, "will be the status of
lotion pictures one hundred years hence?"
have wondered that very thing many times myself, and

I am one of those persons who sometimes respond to their
imagery with answers, I can at least give an opinion. I may
fy this by adding that it is the opinion of one who has
:ed a large part of his life to the subject.
he year 2024 the most important
thing which the cinema will

helped in a large way to ac-

ish will be that of eliminating

the face of the civilized world
med conflict. Pictures will be
tost powerful factor in bringing
this condition. With the use of

liversal language of moving pic-

the true meaning of the brother-
of man will have been estab-

1 throughout the earth. For
pie, the Englishman will have

bed that the soul of the Japanese
isentially, the same as his own.
(Frenchman will realize that the

fc'ican's ideals are his ideals. All
,e:are created equal.

lis not to be presumed that I

lire one hundred years from now
ie)ictures will have had time to

lute the masses away from dis-

ir and unharmony. What I do
m. to say is, by that time war, if

c is such a thing, will be waged
I strictly scientific basis, with the
kunt of physical destruction done

f with entirely. My theory is

la conflict, if and when it arises,

find itself governed by scientific

1 and regulations to which both
m of the controversy will sub-
tre. Armies outfitted with boxing
|C:s, man to man, may, I think,

,'0ito "battle" to determine the vic-

bt I am not smiling with you now.
in quite sincere. It will be a

aser of science and fair play to the
lis letter. I am just as sincere
In I predict that after the "bat-
\e the warriors will repair to a

Xrranged cold-drink canteen and
l grape juice. Just as the old Eng-

:is debtors' prison was wiped out by
(A ation, so will armed conflict be
wi'd out by education.

Not So Many Close-Ups
here is little question that a cen-

to ahead of us will find a great
e more of the so-called intimate
drna presented on the screen, al-

thigh there will always be a field

sei apart for the film with a vast
Iracground such as "The Birth of
i fation" and "America."
ou will walk into your favorite

51 theatre and see your actors ap-
IW'ing in twice the size you see
Ihn now, because the screens will

bftwice as large and the film itself

to:e as large also. With these en-
la:ements, "close-ups" will be al-

n;t eliminated, since it will be rela-
Irly easy to picture facial expres-
rii along with the full figure of the
x'ormer. It will always be neces-

sary to picture the face in pictures.
It is the face which reflects the soul
of a man.
Our "close-ups," or "inserts," as I

call them, are sometimes cumbersome
and disconcerting. I invented them,
but I have tried not to overuse them,
as many have done. It is a mechan-
ical trick, and is of little credit to
anyone.
We shall say there are now five

elaborate first-run picture theatres on
one New York street, Broadway. In
2024 there will be at least forty.
Cities of 1,000 will average at least
six. Cities of 20,000 and thereabout
will have over a hundred. By virtue
of its great advantage in scope, the
motion picture will be fitted to tell

certain stories as no other medium
can. But I must add that the glory
of the spoken or written word in the
intimate and poetic drama can never
be excelled by any form of expres-
sion.

In the year 2024 our directors of
the better order will be men grad-
uated from schools, academies, and
colleges carrying in their curriculum
courses in motion-picture direction.
Our actors and actresses will be ar-
tists graduated from schools and col-
leges either devoted exclusively to the
teaching and study of motion-picture
acting or carrying highly specialized
courses in acting before the camera.
This is inevitable.

I am well aware of the fact that
the present cumbersome and hap-
hazard method by which screen talent
is selected (and by screen talent I

mean to say directors, designers, ac-
tors and camera men) will not en-
dure long. Time will find this mat-
ter adjusted upon a basis of merit
and equipment.

Probably on an average of a dozen
times each week persons ask me if I

think color photography in the mo-
tion pictuers will be perfected and
made practical. Most assuredly, I do
think so. Certainly all color pro-
cesses and tint methods at present in
use are wrong. They are not ar-
rived at with any degree of invent-
iveness, and they cannot last. At
present the colored pictures we see
are made "by the use of gelatines on
the film or by the use of varicolored
lenses which fly before the film. Thus
we find a great lack of harmony and
accuracy. I am willing to confess
that I have tried them. But I should
be the last to speak of my color
effects seriously. We have been

merely exploring and speculating.

Only through one method will color

be naturally and properly given to

objects and persons in the motion
pictures. This is a method which
will record the natural tints and col-

ors as the picture is being photo-
graphed.

Speaking Movies Are Impossible
Of course, to the man or woman

untrained in these lines, this seems
remote and hardly possible. Still,

consider the conquering of the air

—

the discovery of a means whereby
the human voice may be projected
through air three thousand miles!
When we realize what has been done
in the wireless it seems utter folly to

suppose that color photography

—

natural, permanent color photogra-
phy—may not be found for the films.

One hundred years from now the
color of a woman's eyes and hair,

the tint of the sea, the hues of the
rainbow itself will be a natural part

of every motion-picture play.

On the other hand, I am quite posi-
tive that when a century has passed,
all thought of our so-called speaking
pictures will have been abandoned.
It will never be possible to synchron-
ize the voice with the pictures. This
is true because the very nature of the
films foregoes not only the necessity
for but the propriety of the spoken
voice. Music—fine music—will al-

ways be the voice of the silent drama.
One hundred years from now will

find the greatest composers of that

day devoting their skill and their

genius to the creation of motion-pic-
ture music.
There will be three principal figures

in the production of a picture play

—

the author first, the director and
music composer occupying an iden-
tical position in importance.

A Movie in Every Home
We do not want now and we never

shall want the human voice with our
films. Music, as I see it within that

hundred years, will be applied to the
visualization of the human being's
imagination. And, as in your imag-
ination those unseen voices are al-

ways perfect and sweet, or else mag-
nificent and thrilling, you will find

them registering upon the mind of

the picture patron, in terms of lovely
music, precisely what the author has
intended to be registered there. There
is no voice in the world like the voice
of music. To me those images on
the screen must always be silent.

Anything else would work at cross
purposes with the leal object of this

new medium of expression. There
will never be speaking pictures. Why
should there be when no voice can
speak so beautifully as music? There
are no dissonant r's and twisted con
sonants and guttural slurs and nasal
twangs in beautiful music. There-
fore the average person would much
prefer to see his pictures and let

the voice which speaks to him be the
voice of music—one of the most per-
fect of all the arts.

I seem a little emphatic on this

particular point, and I mean to be.

In the year 2024 we shall have or-

chestras of many kinds playing for

the pictures. Each motion-picture
theatre will have several orchestras
of diversified character. The big, ro-

bust, outdoor pictures will have more
than one orchestra in attendance at

all times. String quartets will play
for the mood of a string quartet;
sighing guitars and thumpety banjos
will play for their mood in the pic-
ture play; symphonic orchestras of
greater proportions 'than we now
dream of will be employed for moods
to fit the sublime and the grand.
We have scarcely an inkling of

what the development of music is

going to be in the film play.
It really seems to me a little bit

humorous now to realize how narrow
a place in our everyday life the film
is playing, despite the great rise in

attendance in the last few years. One
hundred years hence, I believe, the
airplane passenger lines will operate
motion-picture shows on regular
schedule between New York and
Chicago and between New York and
London. Trains, which will be trav-
eling twice or three times as fast as
they do now, will have film theatres
on board. Almost every home of
good taste will have its private pro-
jection room where miniatures, per-
haps, of the greater films will be
shown to the family, and, of course,
families will make their albums in
motion pictures instead of in tintypes
and "stills." Steamships will boast
of first runs, which will be brought
to them in midocean by the airplanes,
and I may add that almost all sub-
jects in our schools will be taught
largely with the use of picture play
and the educational animated picture.

By the time these things come to
pass, there will be no such thing as
a flicker in your film. Your char-
acters and objects in pictures will
come upon the screen (which by then
may not even be white, and certainly
may not be square, or look anything
like what it does now), and they will

appear to the onlookers precisely as
these persons and objects appear in

real life. That much discussed "depth"
in pictures, which no one as yet has
been able to employ successfully,
will long since have been discovered
and adopted. The moving canvas
will not appear flat, but if a char-
acter moves before a fireplace you
will recognize the distance as between
the character and the fireplace. Like-
wise, in landscapes, you will feel the
proper sense of distartce. Your moun-
tain peaks will not appear to rise
one on top of the other, but will ap-
pear exactly as if you stood and
looked at them. Ot course these are
merely details that will require long
and intense study and experiment,
but they will come. In other words,
from the standpoint of naturalness,
motion pictures one hundred years
from now will be so nearly like the
living person or the existing object
pictured that you will be unable, sit-

ting in your orchestra seat, to deter-
mine whether they are pictures or the
real thing.

Radio Has Its Own Place
By a perfection of the studio lighting

system, film will be as smooth be-
fore the eye as if it were a stationary
lighted picture. By that time the
studios will have changed greatly,
and instead of actors being forced to
work before great blinding lights,

which now at times register 117 de-
grees of heat, we shall have "cold"
ligjh/ts. We are experimenting in
these already. Our studios will be
great spreading institutions, as large
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any of the cities surrounding

1 York. I think that one hun-
jj/ears from now there will be no
lintrated motion-picture produc-

tsuch as our Hollywood of to-

Films will be made in various

most of which will be located

jjto New York.

Inettles me at times when I am
if I do not think that in time

jopularity of the motion pictures

I'.ubside. It seems to me ridicu-

As ridiculous as to assume that

popularity of music, or painting,

ting on our spoken stage will

it.

I not only do not think the

jjarity of motion pictures will de-

le; I am already on record as

oting that the popularity of pic-

will increase and keep on in-

|ing. Consider my own "Birth
Nation." It was revived two
ago, after having been off for

| ears, and it was as great a sue-

in revival as in the original,

popularity of motion pictures

|:h are a natural form of dramat-
lpression) will ride higher and
|.t as the quality of motion pic-

rises higher and higher. One
I red years from today we shall

1 novelists devoting all their ener-

toward creating motion-picture

Jnals. By this I mean that the

llists giving their exclusive time

|e films will create characters and
Itions and dramatic plots in terms
ijctures. Motion-picture historians

J
have been developed, and they

J
be a great help to production,

lion-picture artists of all kinds
|have grown up. It will all make
more natural, dignified, sincere

lit, because we shall have all our
Irent branches devoting their time
efforts toward the completion of

fligle object—a motion picture,

ihave no hesitancy in saying that

1 radio has claimed its share of

amusement audiences. Unquestion-
ably it has kept many persons away
from both the films and the spoken
stage. It is a great, useful discovery
—a glorious medium. One hundred
years from now there will be no con-
fusion as between the radio and the
motion picture. There cannot pos-
sibly be a connection nor a conflict.

It is just possible there may be con-
flict as between radio and spoken
stage, but never between radio and
film. Each occupies its own exclu-
sive place in our lives.

Seats Not Less Than $5 :

Now let us prepare for a small-
sized shock. One hundred years
from today it will cost perhaps twice
as much as it costs today to see the
really first-class cinema. It is per-
fectly proper that it should. Time,
effort, energy, and preparation put
into pictures at that time will have
advanced greatly. I am just honest
enough to say that I do not at the
moment understand how more time
effort, energy, and preparation could
have been put into my own pictures;
but, then, for the average large pic-

ture play this will hold true. The
average supposedly high-class film

play in 2024 will be on view at not
less than $5 a seat.

In looking into the crystal I have
seen many things which I have not
touched upon here. Perhaps they
would be too tedious to bring out and
discuss. But of one thing I may
place myself on record plainly and
without qualification. The motion
picture is a child that has been given
life in our generation. As it grows
older it will develop marvelously. We
poor souls can scarcely visualize 6r
dream of its possibilities. We ought
to be kind with it in its youth, so
that in its maturity it may look back
upon its childhood without regret.

dght Joins the Ail-Star Cast
By CHARLES J. BRABIN

Just how many eons have fled since the Great Director said

Jt there be light!" doesn't matter greatly. Light was one of

|
first essentials of that spectacular drama "Humanity." Light

continued to be a first essential, and always will be a first

bntial.

In this little industry of ours that seeks to reveal .and illus-

te life, light is also a first essential.

In the early years light was considered merely as illumina^
I to permit a sharp photographic impression in the sixteenth
:Ond alloted each frame of the film. When sunlight was suffi-

tit, it was used, even for interiors—then crude two-sided af-

rs rigged up on an open stage.

'o tone down glaring rays, curtain-

diffusers were installed overhead
removable screens about the sides

the open stage
.'hen. to mimic horizontal rays of
ng or setting sun, mirrors were
d, covered with cheesecloth to
ten the light. Then someone found
t a frame of canvas, silver-coated,

light in weight and not subject
the expensive breakage of plate
ss mirrors. The reflector was de-
Oped.
Artificial lights came into use when
sun sulked. At first they were

simply spot-lights and flood-lights

from the theaters. Although different

make-up was required of players, the
artificial lights were easier to control
than the sun—and more effective pho-
tographically.

The all-glass stage, devised to util-

ize the sun, had developed from the
open stage covered with curtains and
screens. But it was an oven to work
in summertimes. So dark stages,
using artificial lights alone, became
more and more popular. ;

Patience
Ernst Lubitsch is a stickler

—

like all foreigners—for getting
just what he wants in his pro-
ductions. When he was mak-
ing "The Marriage Circle" for
Warner's he had a scene in

which Marie Prevost appeared.
But he could not get her to do
just what he wanted. Ten, 12, 14,

finally 18 times the scene was
tried out, but Marie did not
"get" his idea. Then she be-
came peevish and tired. There
was a discussion between di-

rector and star. Then Marie
went back to work willingly.

When Lubitsch was asked
what happened he smiled.

"Oh," he said, "I told her the
truth. I told her that Mary

—

Mary Pickford—rehearsed one
scene with me 20 times."

As artificial lights increased in use,

special forms of arc-lights began to

be designed and manufactured espe-
cially for motion pictures. Kleig-
lights and Winfield-Kerners were im-
portant equipment of every studio.

Their beams were softened by dif-

fusers of silk or ground glass. But
softer effects yet were needed.

The mercury vapor tube, made by
Cooper Hewitt for portrait photogra-
phy, was then manufactured in banks
of eight tubes, like bars of a cage,

and'were mounted on trucks or sus-

pended from overhead tracks in the

film studios. Cooper Hewitts give a

ghastly violet hue to human flesh, but
are wonderfully soft and rich photo-
graphically. •

-

In addition to various arc-lights and
spot-lights, and the banks of Cooper
Hewitts, huge powerful "Sunlight arcs

now turn night to day so effectively

that those too long in their rays be-
come sunburned. i

• Although these Hghts'JiaVe ill been
greatly improved and are being still

further developed, this is practically

the studio lighting equipment of to-

day.. . ? ,\ -. J)
-

While the mechanical side "of light-

ing was being developed to elaborate
effectiveness, the use of lighting as

the most important artistic tool of

the director was almost entirely over-
looked.

Cameramen studied the lights cur-
sorily, and made them an efficient but
mechanical part of their camera ap-
paratus.

But the values of drama and art
possible in manipulation of the beam-
ing arcs and the glowing mercury
tubes were ignored except by a few
directors.

What was achieved was mechanical
prettiness that sometimes (usually by
accident) reached the sublime, but
which did little to further dramatic
action.

Some of us are now trying to use
lights as more than mere illumina-
tion, more than a mere beautifier of
already beautiful women.
We are trying to set bright light

against deep shade tfl such a way that
theu- clash becomes pictorially dra-
maflc—as dramatic as the clash of
the good hero and the bad villain in
the old-fashioned melodramas.
The ancient theatrical expedient of

trailing of the poor but pure heroine
with a spotlight aureole has been re-
fined.

Now we are working deliberately
with the idea of making the light act,
doing it in subtle ways—with shad-
ows of unusual form, with pools of
lights that may ripple with gaiety or
intensify a sombre situation.

Of course light cannot be manipu-
lated for its own sake. It must have
a logical source. That is our chief
problem in obtaining effects we seek.
Sometime it may be the sun pour-

ing through a massive window. It

may be a fireplace flickering, a bat-
tlefield searchlight, the groping head-
lights of a motor car. It may be sun-
light filtering through autumn trees,

or setting rays trimming a silhouetted
landscape with silver.

There are many ways of doing it,

and we must determine the appro-
priate one and the most effective one
in each case.

The modern cinematographer, to
be an artist, must first be an art
student. He must study the masters
of the motion camera. There are cer-
tain great masters of lighting and
photography already. They are not
generally recognized, because there
is yet no tradition behind them. But
as a student of painting studies the
canvases of the great masters, so
will the student of motion photogra-
phy study the screened work of the
great cinematograpners.

TALENT
Up iri'.$pringfield, Mass., lives Jack Kalafut. Jack wants to

get" into the movies. So he wfeojtje Principal Pictures outlining

his talents. Incidentally he is accomplished. He says: "I
have worked at the following [jobs and made good,—tool-

making, shipping clerk, machinist* auto repairing, systematizing
in large shop,' foreman in machine shopr stock clerk, night
manager of the Western Union Tel. Co. _6f Springfield, Mass.,
sign painter, chauffeur, salesman and collector. ; In the past five

years I have devoted much time in entertainjing audiences in
theatres and dance halls. I can play a piano, violin and
harmonica by ear, also sing well I can -wire] a house and do
some other electrical work. I Can paint in and out side of a
house or automobile, am good at plumbing, and tinsmith work
and carpenter work. Can hang wall paper and decorate. Have
written stories for newspapers, and have invented a device
whereby snow can be removed from streets without hauling."
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A COMPLETE SERVICE
for the DIRECTOR

A FEW OF OUR FACILITIES ALWAYS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

Cutting Rooms — For Rent by Day, Week or Month.

Projection Theatres — For Rent by the Hour.

Storage Vaults — For Valuable Films.

Titles — Art and Foreign Titles in Any Language.

Delivery Service— By Messenger and Truck to Any
Part of City.

Trade Showings — Arranged in Theatres, Hotels or

Our Own Projection Theatres.

U. S. Bonded Warehouse.

LLOYDS FILM STORAGE CORPORATION
JOSEPH R. MILES, President

1 26- 1 32 W. 46th Street Telephone Bryant 5600 New York City

GREAT NEGATIVE VALUES
Can Now Be Fully Covered At An

INSURANCE RATE of 40 Cents Per Hundred

At Our New Film Storage Plant

Warehouse:

161-179 HARRIS AVENUE
Long Island City
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BIOGRAPHIES OF IMPORTANT DIRECTORS

Ivan Abramson,

age 52 years, born in

Russia. Previc.is to

making pictures was

for fifteen years a

director on the
speaking stage and

was also an impre;

sario. He has made 50 picture produc-

tions, all features. Loves the old classics

of literature. Permanent address, 729 7th

Ave., New York.

John G. Adolfi,

born in New York.

Previous to directing

pictures was on the

speaking stage for

about ten years.

Started film work in

1909 as leading man
for Vitagraph. Has made many pictures,

chiefly feature productions. Permanent
address, 1521 Wilcox Ave., Hollywood.

Del Andrews, age

29 years. Started his

career in St. Louis,

in 1908 and has made
a number of features

for Ince, latest pro-

duction "The Gallop-

ing Fish." Now un-

der contract to direct for F. B. O. Per-

manent address, F. B. O. Studio. Hol-

lywood.

Oscar Apfel, age

43 years, born in

Cleveland, O. Start-

ed work with Edison

Co., but previous to

this was a stage di-

rector. He has been

identified with many important producers.

He is a student of the drama and is an

enthusiastic collector of antiques. Perm-
anent address, 5347 Loma Linda Ave.,

Hollywood.

George Archain-

baud, age 33 years,

born in Paris, France.

Started with Eclair

in 1911. Has made
25 productions, all

features, and has de-

voted his entire ca-

reer to picture making. Was assistant

stage manager in Paris and loves music.

Permanent address, United Studios. Hol-

lywood.

Alfred Austin. Born in England and

has had many years' experience on the

stage. Was associated with Chaplin in

comedies, later becoming a director of

comedies and features. Permanent ad-

dress, Hollywood.

Clarence G. Badg-

er, age 43 years, born

in San Francisco,

Calif. Started film

work with the Wil-

bert Melville Lubin

Co., but previous to

this was an artist and

a newspaper reporter. Has made over 40

productions, which include features and

one and two reelers. Was under contract

to Goldwyn for some time, and directed

many Will Rogers pictures. Permanent

address, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios,

Culver City, Cal.

George D. Baker,

age 53 years, born in

Champaign, 111. Pre-

vious to making pic-

tures was an actor

and manager, and

began film work in

1914. He has made
92 pictures, 50 of which were five reel pro-

ductions and the rest one and two reel-

ers. His one hobby in life is to make
motion pictures. Permanent address,

901 4th Ave., Los Angeles.

Fred J. Balshofer, one of the pioneer

directors of the industry, took the first

company from New York to California

in the fall of 1909. This was the original

Bison company. Was Vice-Pres. and

General Manager of the New York Mo-
tion Picture Co. He organized the

Quality Film Co., starring Francis X.

Bushman and Beverley Bayne. Then he

starred Harold Lockwood and May Al-

lison personally directing. At present he

is producing independently. Permanent
address, Hollywood.

Reginald Barker,

born in Winnipeg,

Canada. Began ca-

reer as actor in old

Burbank Stock Co.

Los Angeles. He has,

directed about 50 fea-

tures and has been

with Thomas H. Ince, Goldwyn, Uni-

sal and Paralta, now heading his own
company under the Metro-Goldwyn-May-
er banner. Permanent address, Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer studios, Culver City, Cal.

Charles E. Bartlett, born in Minneapo-

lis, Minn., and educated in Denver, Colo.

Stage career 10 years. Played in stock

in Chicago, Denver., Salt Lake City and

Los Angeles. Screen career 9 years.

Last known address, c/o Blazed Trail

Prod., Gloversville, New York.

Hugo Ballin, age

43 years, was born in

New York City.
Started film work
with Sola at Fort

Lee in 1916. For-

merly art and techni-

cal director for Gold-

wyn, aiding in the making of over 80 pic-

tures, all of which were features; also

directed for Goldwyn. Started his own
company in 1920. Now producing "The

Prairie Wife" for Metro-Go'dwyn-Maycr.

Permanent address, Hollywood Hotel,

Hollywood, Cal.

Harold Beaudine. Has directed a num-

ber of two-reel comedies for Christie.

Permanent address, Christie Studios, Hol-

lywood.

William Beaudine,

age 31 years, born in

New York City.
Started film work at

Biograph Studios in

1909 and has since

made over 200 pro-

ductions which in-

clude features and one and two reelers.

Hunting, fishing and golf and his wife
and three kiddies are his hobbies. Per-

manent address. 1341 Crescent Heights
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

Harry Beaumont,
age 35 years, born in

Kansas. Previous to

making motion pic-

tures was an actor

on the stage for over

9 years. Started film

work with Edison
and has made about 30 pictures. Hunt-
ing, fishing and writing are the hobbies of

Mr. Beaumont. Now under contract with
Warner Bros., directing specials. Per-

manent address, Warner Studios, Holly-

wood.

George Beban. Previous to directing

pictures was an actor on the speaking
stage since he was eight years old. Has
made several features. Permanent ad-
dress, 7018 Hawthorne St., Hollywood,
California.
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Thomas H. Ince

has blazed the trail of motion picture

progress since Inceville and the famous

" Bison- 101" pictures.

He has waited for years for a great

western sto;y. He has found it. It is

coming to the screen in the most tremen-

dous spectacle of the American West

ever filmed. This powerful story of

empire building is Courtney Ryley

Cooper's new novel,

"The

LAST FRONTIER"

ji
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" Frank Beal; produced 14 features since

1918, the latest "Just Like a Woman" for

Hodkinson.

Chester Bennett, born San Francisco;

attended Univ. of Calif. Studied law,

and practiced in Los Angeles. Has pro-

duced a number of features with own
company. Permanent address, 6132 De-

Longpre Ave., Hollywood.

Whitman Bennett—After leaving Harv-

ard entered the theatrical business where

he was connected with Shuberts and

others for many years after which he

joined Famous Players in an advisory

capacity with regard to eastern produc-

tion. After leaving Famous Players he

entered production on his own and dur-

ing the past several years has directed

several pictures of which he was also the

producer. Loves old books and the

classic drama. Permanent address, Whit-

man Bennett Studios, Yonkers, N. Y.

Monta Bell, age 33. Started his screen

career several years ago after he had been

a dramatic critic on Washington, D. C.

newspapers for a number of years. At-

tracted attention when Charles Chaplin

give him credit for assisting in the mak-
ing of "A Woman of Paris," which was
followed by his somewhat sensational suc-

cess "Broadway After Dark" made for

Harry Rapf and released through Warn-
er Bros. A strong student of the drama.

Present address: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Samuel R. Bradley has directed several

feature pictures.

Charles Bryant, has made one or more
pictures, including "Salome." Permanent
address: 801 Longacre Bldg., N. Y. City.

William Bertram,

age 43 years, born in

Walkerton, Ont. Pre-

v i o u s to directing

films was in the the-

atrical business and

on the speaking stage

for 12 years. Has
made about SO pictures, which include

feature productions, one and two reelers

and several serials. Bertram's hobbies are

hunting and fishing. Permanent address,

1727 Park Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Paul Bern, age 34,

born Hamburg, Ger-

many. On stage as

actor, stage manager,

director. In pictures

since 1914. 1921-22

editor in charge of

Goldwyn. Later free

lance continuity writer. Now directing

for Famous Players-Lasky Corp. Perma-

nent address, Lasky Studios, Hollywood.

Andre (George)

. Beranger, age 31

years, born in Aus-

tralia. Started mak-
ing motion pictures

at old Biograph un-

der D. W. Griffith

on whose staff he re-

mained for seven years. Previous to this

he was an actor on the speaking stage for

a great many years and still plays from

time to time here and abroad. He has

directed 20 pictures here and on the Con-

tinent. Beranger's hobbies are research,

art and athletics. American address,

Hotel Algonquin, New York City; Con-

tinental address, Hotel Royal, Ave.

Friedland, L'Etoile, Paris.

Arthur Berthelet—Screen career, made
"Penny of Tophill Trail," for Federated

and "Young American" for Essanay.

J. A. Barry, born Troy, N. Y., edu-

cated La Salle Institute. Early career,

newswriter and publisher; screen career,

executive and assistant to D. W. Griffith

1914-1917 during production of "Birth of

a Nation," "Intolerance" and "Triangle

features. Directed for First National and

Goldwyn. Home address, 690 Magnolia

Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

Herbert B 1 a c h e,

age 41 years, born

in London. Started

film work in London

and has made about

200 pictures, some of

which were one and

two reelers and oth-

ers five reel productions. When he is not

directing pictures he is reading, for that

is his main hobby. Permanent address,

Universal City, Calif.

Madam Alice
Blache, born in

Paris, France. Start-

ed film career as

secretary to N. Gau-

mont in Paris, and

then took charge of

the Gaumont studio

in Paris, in 1897. Mme. Blache has pro-

duced pictures with many well-known

stars. Loves art and painting.

King Baggot, born

in St. Louis, Mo.,

in 1880. Educated

in Christian Brothers

College, St. Louis.

Was first American

actor to appear in

a screen play made
in France with a French supporting cast.

Leah Baird was his leading woman in

the production, "Absinthe," the rest of

the cast being made up of players from

Parisian stages. He was a star in pic-

tures for eight years. He began directing

nearly three years ago. Now directing

Jewel productions for Universal. Perma-

nent address, Universal City, Cal.

J. Stuart Blackton,

age 48 years, born in

Sheffield, England.

Beginning in 1897,

after a meeting with

Thomas A. Edison,

he produced the pi-

oneer news pictorials

and melodarmas. He was one of the two
founders of the Vitagraph Company of

America, the first company organized to

make screen plays; he produced the first

one, two, three, five and seven-reel screen

plays; conceived and developed the idea

of the program feature film play as it is

known today; organized the Motion Pic-

ture Board of Trade of America, becoming
its first president; founded the first maga-
zine devoted to films; opened the first

theater for the artistic presentation of pic-

tures with the accompaniment of a sym-
phony orchestra; first put literature and
the Bible stories on the screen; produced
in England the first screen play in nat-

ural colors, "The Glorious Adventure."
Now producing features for Vitagraph at

their West Coast Studio. Permanent ad-

dress, Vitagraph Studio, Hollywood.

J. G. Blystone, age

31 years, born in

Wisconsin. Previous

to directing pictures

was an actor on the

speaking stage for a

number of years.

With Nestor in 1911.

Has written many of his own scenarios,

and directed quite a number of Fox com-
edies. Now directing for Fox. Perma-
nent address, Fox Studios, Hollywood.

Frank B o r z a g e,

age 30 years, born in

Salt Lake City, Utah,

was formerly an ac-

tor. Began work in

pictures in Los An-
geles in 1913, and
has made more than

100 pictures, most of which have been

feature-length. Directed several Norma
Talmadge pictures, and headed his own
production company for First National.

Permanent Address, 3974 Wilshire Boule-

vard. Los Angeles, Calif.

Charles Brabin,

one of the pioneer

directors of the films,

was born in Liver-

pool, England. Was
on the stage in

America, and start,

ed picture work with

Edison in 1908. He directed the first se-
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VICTOR SCHERTZINGER
Director

JACKIE COOGAN
in

"LONG LIVE THE KING"
and

"THE BOY OF FLANDERS"

Metro Special

'BREAD"
with a star cast
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rial ever made, and one of the first prop-

aganda films ever made, an expose of the

loan sharks. Has directed many features

including specials starring Theda Bara,

who is Mrs. Brabin in private life. Is now
in Italy directing "Ben Hur" for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. Permanent address,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver

City, Cal.

Bertram Bracken,

born in Texas. Pre-

v i o u s to directing

pictures, was a bank
clerk and a member
of the U. S. cavalry

for one and a half

years. Started his

screen career with the Melies Co., and
has directed many pictures since, mostly

feature productions. Permanent address,

Hollywood Studios, Hollywood.

Robert North
Bradbury, age 36

years, born in Wash-
ington, D. C. Pre-

v i o u s to directing

pictures was an actor

on the speaking

stage for a number
of years, also a director and author.

Started film work with Lasky and has

j
made Westerns, serials, and features for

four years. Everything out-doors is the

hobby of Mr. Bradbury. Permanent ad-

dress, Sunset Prod., Hollywood.

Herbert Brenon,

age 43 years, born in

Dublin. Previous to

making pictures was
for fifteen years an

actor on the speaking

stage. Began film

work in New York
and has made 260 pictures, most of which

are feature productions and others one

and two reelers. Golf is his favorite

sport. Permanent address, Lasky
Studio, Hollywood, Calif.

Clarence L. Brown.
Born in Knoxville,

Tenn. Started film

work with Maurice

Tourneur about sev-

en years ago, and

has made a number
of feature produc-

tions, including "The Great Redeemer."

Now directing Jewel Productions for Uni-

versal. Permanent address, Universal

City, Cal.

Dimitri Buchowetzki has directed Pola

Negri in two pictures for Paramount,

"Men" and "Compromised." He is cred-

ited in Europe with having a brain re-

markable for its perceptive faculties. His

0B**DAILV
analysis of the relative positions of Amer-
ica and Europe in motion picture activi-

ties offers an interesting study.

Melville W. Brown,
born in Portland,

Ore. Started his ca-

reer on the stage

with the Baker Play-

ers Stock Company
in 1909. Entered pic-

tures in 1917 and de-

veloped into a director of comedies in 1918

for Yitagraph, Warner Brothers, Fox,
Sennett, Hal Roach. Was associated with
Chaplin, Universal and Goldwyn as writer.

Permanent address, 2Ql\ !/2 Cahuenga Av.,

Hollywood.

Tod Browning was
born in Louisville,

Ky. in 1882. Started

film work with Bio-

graph in New York
City but previous to

this was in vaudeville

and on the legitimate

stage. Has made a number of feature

productions. Permanent address, St.

Francis Court, Hollywood.

Clarence Bricker,

34 years of age.

Born in Kansas City,

Mo. Graduate of

Los Angeles High
School and attended

law college of Michi-

gan University.
Member Zeta Psi Fraternity and athletic

honorary societies. Received early ex-

perience in motion picture industry as

assistant to Edwin Carewe. Permanent
address. Hollywood, Calif.

Fred J. Butler, age

51 years, born in Id-

aho City, Idaho. Pre-

vious to directing

motion pictures was
an actor on the
speaking stage for 30

years. Started film

wor'< with D. W. Griffith and has made
a number of big pictures. Mr. Butler's

hobby is home life with flowers and pets.

Permanent address, 514 So. Mariposa
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

William C. Ca-

banne, age 36 years,

born in St. Louis,

Missouri. Previous

to entering motion

pictures his time was
spent in the Navy.

Mr. Cabanne was on

the speaking stage, also, for quite some
time. Started film work in 1910 with

Fine Arts. Has produced many pictures,

almost all feature productions. Perma-

nent address, 929 So. St. Andrews Place,

Los Angeles, California.

Thomas Buckingham—Born Chicago,

111 Educated University of 111.; screen

career, Century Film Corp.

William P. Burt has directed several

short-reel subjects and features for inde-

pendent distribution.

Fred Caldwell, age

29 years, born in

Charlotte, North
Carolina. Previous

to directing pictures

toured the country

with own company,

known as The Cald-

well Comedy Company. Started film

work as writer and director for Universal.

Has directed westerns, comedies, and

feature comedies for five years. Cald-

well's hobby is golf and after that, more
golf. Permanent address, Fine Arts

Studio, Hollywood, Calif.

Colin Campbell, age 50 years, born in

Scotland. Previous to making pictures

was an actor on the speaking stage for

over 21 years. Started film work with

Selig Co. and has made over 500 pictures,

including feature productions and one and

two reelers. Outdoor sports is the hobby
of Mr. Campbell. Permanent address,

Hollywood, Cal.

Major Maurice
Campbell, age 51

years, born in Phila-

delphia. Previous to

directing motion pic-

tures was a stage di-

rector, producer and

newspaper man.
Started film work with Famous Players-

Lasky and has made nine pictures, all

of which are feature productions.

W. S. Campbell,

age 38 years, born in

Nehr, Ohio. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures, was on the

speaking stage for

about five years.

Started screen career

with Selig Co. in 1908, and has made
about 70 pictures, mostly feature produc-

tions. Permanent address, Los Angeles,

California.

Webster Campbell.

Born Kansas City,

Mo., educated there

and Ann Arbor,

Mich.; screen career

as actor for Para-

mount, Selznick, Vi-

tagraph. Directed for

Vitagraph. Permanent address, 166 W.
72nd St., N. Y. City.
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Albert Capellani,

age 49 years, born in

Paris, France. Mr.

Capellani was with

Pathe for over 17

years, and has direct-

ed such stars as

Nazimova, Dolores,

Cassinelli, Marjorie Rambeau, June Ca-

price, and others. Has made many pic-

tures, almost all of which were features.

Permanent address, 1457 Broadway, New
York.

Edwin Carewe,

age 41 years, born in

Gainesville, Texas.
Previous to directing

pictures was on the

speaking stage for

over 15 years. Start-

ed film work with

Lubin in 1914, and has made about 80

pictures, chiefly features. Golf, tennis,

billiards, hunting and fishing are his hob-

bies. Permanent address, United Studios,

Hollywood, Calif.

Charles Chaplin was born at Fontains-

bleu, France, in 1889 of English parents.

Educated in London public schools. Went
on the vaudeville stage with a troupe of

juvenile dancers and appeared in dramatic

productions. In 1910 he came to the Unit-

ed States as the leading performer in an

English vaudeville act and played until

November, 1913, when he joined the Key-

stone company. After twelve months he

went to Essanay, then to Mutual, and in

1918 made his famous million dollar con-

tract with First National. On completion

of this he wrote and directed "A Woman
of Paris." Permanent address, Beverly

Hills, Los Angeles.

E m i 1 e Chautard,

age 58 years, born in

Paris. Previous to

making motion pic-

tures was a director

on the speaking
stage. Started film

work in Paris in

1907. Has made about 100 pictures, 60

of which were five reelers. He is very

fond of music. Permanent address, 7655

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

Louis Wm. Chau-

det, age 39 years,

born in Kansas.
Previous to directing

pictures was a por-

trait photographer

and theatrical pro-

ducer, and was also

an actor on the speaking stage. Started

with Selig as actor. Has r. ade about 150

pictures, which includes, feature produc-

tions and one and two reelers. Music

and golf are his hobbies. Permanent
address, 2000 Las Palmas Ave., Holly-

wood, California.

Paul Cazeneuve. For many years on

speaking stage, both in France and Unit-

ed States, later acting and directing in

pictures. Has made a number of feat-

ures for Fox. Permanent address, 5622

Harold Way, Hollywood.

Ralph Ceder. Has directed a number
of comedies for Hal Roach. Permanent
address, Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Al Christie, age 42,

years, born in Lon-
don, Ont. Started

film work in New
York as a producer

of comedies. Pre-

vious to this was a

stage director. Has
made about 600 productions, which include

one. two and five reelers. Mr. Christie's

hobbies are golf, pedigreed dogs and
Hollywood real estate. Permanent ad-

dress, Christie Studios, Sunset Boul., Hol-
lywood.

Roy Clements, age

46 years, born in Il-

linois. Started mak-
ing motion pictures

with Essanay. Pre-

viously was a direct-

or and actor on the

speaking stage for 21

years. Has made about 200 pictures, from

one to seven reels. Pinochle, poker, all

kinds of athletics and well written stories

are his hobbies, Permanent address, 6824

Whitley Terrace, Los Angeles, California.

Elmer Clifton. Previous to directing

pictures was an actor on the speaking

stage for quite some time. Started screen

career with Reliance-Majestic and has

made a number of pictures, some of which

are features, notably "Down to the Sea

in Ships." Permanent addrcsr, 1 E. 53rd

St., New York; telephone Flaza 7427.

Eddie Cline, age

30 years, born in

Kenosha, Wisconsin.

Previous to directing

pictures, was on the

speaking stage for

three years. Started

film career with

Mack Sennett in 1912, and has made about

80 pictures since, chiefly comedies. Di-

rected a number of Jack Coogan produc-

tions. Driving a Ford is his hobby. But

he also likes baseball and payday. Per-

manent address, 3964 So. Hobart Blvd.,

Hollywood.

Denison Clift, born San Francisco, edu-

cated Stanford Univ., short story writer,

novelist and playwright; scenario editor

for Fox, also director of Fox features, and

several productions made in England.

Permanent address: 1762 Tamarind Ave.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Jack Conway, age

36 years, born in

Graceville, Minn.
Previous to directing

pictures was for a

number of years on

the speaking stage.

Began screen career

with the Nestor Co. He has directed a

number of feature productions. Perma-

nent address, 6626 Franklin Ave., Holly-

wood.

George L. Cox
born in Chicago, 111.

Started film work
with Selig Polyscope

Co. in 1909 but pre-

vious to this was an

actor on the speaking

stage and also an

author. Has made approximately 100 pic-

tures which include features and one and

two reelers. Fishing, golf and hunting

are the hobbies of Mr. Cox. Permanent

address, care M. P. D. A., Hollywood.

William Craft. Has directed many
Westerns and a number of serials for Uni-

versal. Permanent address, Universal

City, Cal.

Frank Crane, born in San Francisco,

Calif. Previous to directing pictures was
on the speaking stage for quite some time.

Has made many features.

Donald Crisp, born

in London, England.

Started film work
with Biograph, and

has made many pic-

tures, all of which

were mostly feature

productions. Pro-

duced several pictures in England but is

now back in the States. Permanent ad-

dress, Keaton Studios, Hollywood.

Alan Crosland, age

30 years, born in

New York City.
Started film work
with Thos. A. Edi-

son, Inc., in 1913. He
has made about 42

pictures, some of
which were five reelers and others one and

two reelers. During the coming year he

will direct specials for Famous Players

Lasky. Hobby, golf. Permanent address,

New York Athletic Club.
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COMBINED CREATIVE GENIUS

FINANCIAL BIGNESS

ACCESSIBILITY TO STARS & STORIES

ADVANTAGES OF COMBINED CONSULTATION
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MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORS HOLDING CORPORATION
(Producing Unit)

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION

HE EMBLEMS OF A BIG ENTERPRISE
ND A SINCERE PURPOSE

OME men are careless with the use of their signatures. To others it

i

is a life purpose to associate their signatures with all that is sincere

and efficient.

Thus with a trade-mark. The trade-marks of modern business

are supposedly attached to all merchandise because of a pride in the goods pro-

duced. But in many instances poor merchandise is trade-marked as well as

good merchandise.

The seal on the left is an emblem well known in this industry. It is the

banner under which the Motion Picture Directors have joined forces to per-

petuate the ideals of their particular work.

The trade-mark underneath is the new banner that associates itself with

the M. P. D. A. The "Blue Ribbon'" trade-mark is dedicated with the idea

that it shall be appended only to statements in which there is truth and relia-

bility.

The combination of these two trade-marks represents a consolidation that

means more to the independent motion picture man than any present sign of

the times.
\

Standing back of these two emblems is something more than big names
associated with the enterprise . . . something more than big capital which is

guaranteeing its stability. That something is a combination of brain energy

and creative genius concentrated into one purpose . . . directed into one

channel

!

No film yet made can boast of the opportunities for perfection that will

be given to "Blue Ribbon" pictures. No producing unit could boast such ad-

vantages of consultation and seasoned advice. No producing unit has had

such distinct advantage of closeness and direct contact with the needs of

the studio.

You may well believe that the business dealings carried on under these

two emblems will be a matter of great pride to those at the helm. Because

of what stands behind these two trade-marks they must and will be emblems

of a big enterprise and a sincere purpose!

Franchised Through

GRAND-ASHER DISTRIBUTING CORP.
1650 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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George Crone. Worked in many
branches of production, advancing to as-

sistant director on a number of Douglas

MacLean productions. Directed MacLean
in "Never Say Die." Permanent address,

2178 Sycamore Ave., Hollywood.

James Cruze, age

40 years, born in

Ogden, Utah. Was
well known as juve-

nile on speaking

stage before coming

into pictures. Be-

came a director for

Paramount where he is now under long-

term contract. Produced "The Covered

Wagon" and subsequent successes. His

latest production is "Merton of the

Movies." Permanent address, Famous
Players-Lasky Studio, Hollywood, Cal.

Irving Cummings. For many years

prominent actor in motion pictures, re-

cently branching out as independent pro-

ducer, directing his own productions. Has
made a number of features including six

for Universal and now directing Irving

Cummings Productions for M. C. Levee.

Permanent address, United Studios, Hol-

lywood.

William Curran. Has directed a num-
ber of features including Westerns. Per-

manent address, Sunset Productions, Hol-
lywood.

William Robert Daly—Born in Boston
1872; educated Boston Latin School,

stage career with Frohman, Lieber, H. B
Harris and Julius Cahn, as actor and di-

rector; screen career began 1910. Has
worked for Se'ig, Universal, Fox. Mem-
ber M. P. D. A. Permanent address: 1837
Morgan Place, Hollywood, Cal.

J. Searle Dawley,
age 47 born in Del

Norte, Ind. Previous

to making motion
pictures was on the

speaking stage for

fourteen years and in

1905 started his film

work with the Edison Company. He has

made about 300 pictures, 40 of which
were five reel productions and the rest

one and two reelers. His one hobby in

life is to work. Permanent address, 16

Beekman Place, New York.

Norman Dawn, age

38 years, born in the

Argentine. Started

film work in 1905, as

a cinematographer

and made scenic

travelogues all over

the world for seven

years. For six years was a specialist in

trick photography and multiple exposure
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effects. Has been a director five years

and made 23 features. Is also the author

of ten photoplays, and an artist of ability.

Permanent P. O. address, Box 97, Holly-

wood, Cal.

Leander De Cor-

dova, age 46 years,

born in Jamaica.

Previous to making
motion pictures was
an actor on the
speaking stage for

a number of years.

Started film work with Metro in New
York City and has made 5 pictures, all

feature productions. Mr. De Cordova's

hobby is athletics. Permanent address,

c/o The Film Daily, Hollywood, Calif.

Joseph De Grasse,

age 44 years, born in

Canada. Previous to

making motion pic-

tures was an actor on
the speaking stage

for over 18 years.

Started film work
with Pathe and has made a great number
of pictures which include super-features

and one and two reelers. Painting is the

hobby of Mr. De Grasse. Now directing

features for First National. Permanent
address, care M. P. D. A., Hollywood.

Hampton Del Ruth,

age 35 years, born in

Venice, Italy, of

American parentage.

Previous to directing

pictures wrote and

produced stage plays

in England. Has
written many successful scenarios. Has
directed quite a number of pictures, chiefly

comedies. Permanent address, Los
Angeles, California.

Eugene DeRue, age 38, born in Colo-

rado. Previous to directing pictures, act-

or and publisher. Started pictures 1913

with Universal; has directed over a hun-

dred pictures including features and one

and two reel comedies. Has always cut

his pictures. Permanent address, 6835

Hawthorne Ave., Hollywood.

Hugh Dierker, age

34. Worked in va-

rious capacities in

fi 1 m productions

since 1912, when he

produced "When
Dawn Came." Has
made several feat-

ures since. Address, Los Angeles, Cal.

Leon J. B. d'Usseau, a former scenario

and supervising editor. Has co-directed

with Whitman Bennett. Permanent ad-

dress, Friars Club, New York City.

Roy Del Ruth, age 26. He has made

over two hundred successful comedies of

various types and at one time or another

has directed many of the present-day stars.

He is particularly credited with more than

ordinary success in his handling of chil-

dren and animals on a set, this owing to

his unusual patience. Has been with Mack
Sennett for the past four years and made
pictures for Paramount, First National

and Pathe. Permanent address, Mack
Sennett Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Cecil B. DeMille,

director general Par-

amount Pictures, age

40 years, born in

Asheville, Mass.
Previous to making
motion pictures was
a playwright, stage

director, producer and actor on the speak-

ing stage for a number of years. Eleven

years ago he came to Hollywood,

and with Jesse L. Lasky founded the

Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play, later

merged with the Famous Players-Lasky

Corp. He has made 50 photoplays and
has been identified with an unusual num-
ber of successful productions including

"The Ten Commandments." DeMille's

productions appear under his own name.
His headquarters are at the studios of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corp., Hollywood.

William C. D e

Mille, age 45 years,

born in Washington,

D. C, Previous to

directing pictures,

was an author, and

also an artist. He has

been with Famous
a director and pro-

Hobbies, tennis and

1520 Vine

Players-Lasky as

ducer since 1914.

fishing. Permanent address,

St., Hollywood, California.

Jack Dillon, age

38 years, born in

New York. Previous

to directing pictures,

was an actor on the

speaking stage for

A W^M quite some time.

Has made a number
of 1st National Productions. Permanent

address, United Studios, Hollywood.

Edward Dillon,

age 43 years, born in

New York. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures, was on the

stage playing juve-

nile and comedy
leads in various suc-

cesses. Mr. Dillon was for eight years

with D. W. Griffith. When Griffith left
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Biograph, Mr. Dillon went to Reliance-

Majestic, where he started a new brand of

comedies until Triangle was formed. He
has made quite a number of pictures,

Permanent address, Lambs Club, New
York City.

Denver Dixon, born in New Zealand.

Started producing pictures in Australia in

1914. Formerly a cowboy and stockman

of the Antipodes. Made his debut in pic-

tures with Vitagraph. Has directed 27

pictures. Favorite hobbies, traveling and

yachting.

Frank P. Donovan, born Rosendale,

N. Y. Was in vaudeville for a time.

Member of M. P. D. A. Permanent ad-

dress, Green Room Club, N. Y. City.

William C. Dow-
Ian, born in St. Paul,

Minn. Previous to

directing pictures
was an actor on the

speaking stage for 14

years. He started

his screen career with

Universal as an actor. Has made many
pictures, including feature productions

and one and two reelers. Permanent ad-

dress, 1642 Shumway Ave., Hollywood,
California.

Lillian Ducy. Has been associated with

production of motion pictures for a num-
ber of years and has directed one picture.

Permanent address, Hollywood.

William Duncan,

born in Scotland.

Previous to directing

pictures, was an in-

structor in McFad-
den's Physical Cul-

ture School, also was
on the speaking stage

for a number of years. Began screen

career with Selig. Has produced, directed

and acted in many features and serials.

Permanent address, L. A. Athletic Club,

Los Angeles, California.

Scott Dunlap. Started his screen career

with Fox, and has directed many pictures,

including feature productions and one and

two reelers. Permanent address, Holly-

wood, California.

Allan Dwan, born

in Toronto, Canada.

Started fi 1 m work
with Essanay. Pre-

vious to this Mr.

Dwan was a Civil

Engineer. Has made
many feature pro-

ductions, notably "Robin Hood." Ath-

letics is his favorite pastime. Perma-
nent address, Los Angeles Athletic Club.

Los Angeles, Cal., and Lambs Club, N. Y.

"Breezy" Reaves
Eason, age 36 years,

born in Mississippi.

Previous to making
motion pictures was
in the produce busi-

ness. Started with

the American Film

Co. and has made over 200 pictures,

which include feature productions and one

and two reelers. Tennis, golf, fishing and
hunting are the hobbies of Mr. Eason.

Permanent address, 1817 Wilcox Ave.,

Hollywood, California.

Ferdinand E a r 1 e

was born in New
York City, 1878. He
studied art for five

years under Bougue-

reau at the Academie
Julian, at the Beaux
Arts, and for one

year under Whistler. Post graduate

course in poetry at Oxford, American
drama and literature at Columbia.
Travelled and lived nine years abroad

Exhibited Paris salon, 1901. Published

"The Lyric Year," recognizing then un-

known poets, 1912. Served in U. S. con-

sulate, Munich, outbreak of Great War.
Developed art titles in motion pictures,

1915, and began working on "motion
painting" (i. e., photography of living

figures super-exposed on small painted

background.) Permanent address, 2140

Highland Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

William P. S. Earle,

age 39 years, born in

New York. Gradu-

ate of Columbia Uni-

versity. Previous to

directing pictures
was an artist and

photographer. Start-

ed film work with Vitagraph and has

made a number of feature productions.

Earle's hobby is Egyptology. Perma-
nent address, care M. P. D. A., Holly-
wood.

J. Gordon Ed-
wards, born in Mon-
treal, Canada. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures, was an ac-

tor on the speaking

stage for a number
of years. Started his

screen career long ago, and has produced

over 250 features. Now producing on his

own in Italy.

Harry Edwards. Has for five years di-

rected comedies. Permanent address,

Universal City, California.

Clyde E. Elliott,

age 36 years, born
in Ord, Neb. Was
graduated from Uni-
versity of Nebraska
with A.B. degree in

1900. For five years

previous to making
pictures was engaged in newspaper work.
Began producing in 1913, when he made
single reels for the Keith and Orpheum
interests in the key cities of this vaude-
ville circuit. First director to storyize the

scenic. Has made more than 200 one and
two reel nature, travel, and comedy pic-

tures. Now with Winship Pictures Corp.,

making two reel comedies and preparing to

do a feature dealing with Chinese love in

the South Seas. Permanent address, 105

West 55th St., New York.

Carlyle Ellis, age

45 years, was born

in Toronto, Canada.

He was a reporter in

British Columbia at

16 and in newspaper

and magazine work,

both art and editorial, for 20 years. En-
tered picture work via Triangle. His own
company for six years, specializing in

health subjects. Hobbies are boating,

portrait photography and landscape paint-

ing. Permanent address, 71 West 23rd

St., New York.

Robert Ellis, age

36 years, born in Vir-

ginia. Previous to

making motion pic-

tures was on the

speaking stage, but

started his film work
with Vitagraph and

Kalem in 1911. Has made about 120 pic-

tures, 90 of which were five reel produc-

tions and the rest were one and two reel-

ers. His hobby is to work and make
money. Permanent address, N. Y. Ath-

letic Club, New York City.

James Flood. Has worked in many
branches of production, and was assistant

to many prominent directors. Now direct-

ing for Warner Bros. Permanent address,

Warner Studios, Hollywood.

David G. Fischer,

age 39 years, born in

United States.' Start-

ed film work with

Essanay in Chicago;

previous to tlr.s was
on the spanking stage

for five years. Has
made about 300 productions which include

two and five reelers. Golf, horseback rid-

ing and motoring are the hobbies of Mr.
Fischer. Address, The Film Daily.
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CLIFFORD S. ELFELT

PRODUCER—DIRECTOR—DISTRIBUTOR—

of

INDEPENDENT FEATURES

CURRENT RELEASES

CLIFFORD S. ELFELT PRODUCTIONS

Featuring J. B. WARNER in

BIG STAKES CRIMSON GOLD
FLAMING HEARTS DANGER

WOLF MAN MAN FROM BROADWAY

"REVENGE"
Starring Helen Hays and Ralph Morgan

RIDERS OF THE RANGE
Starring EDMUND T. COBB

FORMERLY ASSOCIATED IN THE
PRODUCING OF

WM. FOX FEATURES
UNIVERSAL FEATURES

WILLIAM FARNUM
VIRGINIA PEARSON

DUSTIN FARNUM
PAST RELEASES

CARLYLE BLACKWELL
THE THIRD WOMAN
SYD. CHAPLIN in

KING, QUEEN, JOKER

in

FOR 1924-1925 PERSONALLY SUPERVISING
8 FEATURE WESTERNS
Starring BILL STEWART

6 NORTH WOODS FEATURES
with Lawson Harris and All Star Casts

8 ALL STAR FEATURES
"THE THIRD WARNING"
"BEYOND THE LAW"
"SOMETHING FOR NOTHING"
"DANGEROUS MEN"

"THE 19TH AMENDMENT"
"DANGEROUS WOMEN"
"FREE"
"THE HOME TRAIL"

To Be Distributed to Independent Exchanges By

CLIFFORD S.ELFELT PRODUCTIONS,^.
Suite 1220-1221 New Taft Building

HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA
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Romaine Fielding

born in Bowling

Green, Ky. Started

film work with Lub-

in, but before this

was an actor and di-

rector on the legiti-

mate stage. He has

made over 300 pictures. Permanent ad-

dress, Gen. Film Studios, 6800 Delmar

Blvd., University City. Mo.

Dallas M. Fitz-

gerald, born in La
Grange, Kentucky.

Previous to direct-

ing motion pictures

was an actor in them,

also on the speaking

stage for a number of years. Started film

work 15 years ago. Now heading the

Dallas M. Fitzgerald Productions, Inc.

Permanent address, Hollywood Athletic

Club, Hollywood, Cal.

George Fitzmaur-

ice, age 37, born in

France. Started
screen career with

Pathe as scenarioist.

He has produced

many pictures, chiefly

feature productions

with many well-known stars. He is not

only a gifted author, but ranks high as an

artist and sculptor. Recently entered

partnership to produce for Samuel Gold-

wyn. Permanent address, United Studios,

Hollywood.

Robert J. Flaherty, F. R. G. S. Born

Iron Mountain, Mich. Attended Michi-

gan College of Mines and spent years in

exploration work in Vancouver and Can-

ada. Headed four expeditions for Sir

Wm. Mackenzie through Hudson Bay,

Northern Ungava and Baffin's Land.

Made special sub-Arctic expedition for

material for his film "Nanook of the

North" in 1920-21. Now in Samoa mak-

ing a film of native life for Famous Play-

ers.

Carl Stacy Fleming, age 33 years, start-

ed his stage career at the age of 9 in

melodramas and his screen career in 1910

as leading man in Powers Photoplayers.

He has also worked for Kleine, Eclair,

Mutual, Witwer, Iroquois, Goldwyn, and

World Film, having directed 18 features.

Music and motoring are his hobbies.

Permanent address Green Room Club,

139 W. 47th St., New York City.

Victor Fleming, age 34 years, born in

California. Previous to directing pictures

was a cameraman. Started his film work

with American Film Co. Hobbies: Hunt-

ing and fishing. Now directing features

for Lasky. Permanent address, Lasky

Studio, Hollywood.
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Finis Fox, who en-

tered motion pictures

through the scenario

department, having

provided material for

a number of well

known stars. Has
written, directed and

produced five independent pictures; his

latest being "A Woman Who Sinned."

Permanent address, 454 So. Figueroa St.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Joseph J. Franz, age 41 years. Was on

speaking stage 8 years. Has directed 10

pictures. Permanent address, Sunset

Prod.. Hollywood, Cal.

Emmett Flynn,

age 32 years, born in

Denver, where he

attended Sacred

Heart College. He
started work in

Griffith pictures in

1907, but appeared

as an actor on the speaking stage before

that time. Played the lead in one of the

first pictures made by the Paramount
company, and later became assistant

director to Mary Pickford. Started both

Rodolph Valentino and Norman Kerry
to stardom in two independent pictures.

Directed number of pictures for Fox and

two for Goldwyn. Permanent address,

Fox Studio, Hollywood.

Francis Ford, age

41 years, born in

Portland Me. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures, was on the

speaking stage for a

number of years.

Started fi 1 m career

with Melies, and has made about 150 pic-

tures, chiefly western productions, and
also many serials. Mr. Ford's hobby is

birds and animals. Permanent address,

6040 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Jack Ford, age 28

years, born in Port-

land, Me. Previous

to directing pictures

was for a short time

a stage mechanic.

Started screen ca-

reer with Universal

and has made about 30 pictures, chiefly

features. Permanent address, Fox Film,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Park B. Frame, born in Seattle, Wash-
ington. He started screen career with

J. D. Hampton, and has directed many
pictures, including feature productions and

one and two reelers. Permanent address,

1471 Milton Ave., Hollywood, California.

Tom Forma n,

born in Texas. Pre-

vious to directing,

was on the speaking

stage for a number
of years. Started

screen career with
Kalem and has made

quite a number of pictures, chiefly fea-

tures. Now directing his own unit.

Permanent address, Writers Club, Holly-

wood. Cal.

Bryon Foy. Many years on the stage,

recently producing one-reel comedies for

Universal. Permanent address, Universal

City, Cal.

Harry L. Franklin. Has directed a

number of feature productions. Perma-
nent address, care M. P. D. A., Holly-

wood.
j IJB

S. A. Franklin, age

31 years, born in San

Francisco. Screen
career began with
Selig and has made
many feature produc-

tions. Likes motor-

ing, swimming, golf

and hunting. Permanent address, Holly-

wood, California.

Chester Franklin. Has directed a num-
ber of feature productions. Permanent
address, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,

Culver City, Cal.

Harry G a r s o n,

born in Rochester, N.

Y. Previous to d i-

recting pictures was
in the men's furnish-

ing business in Troy.

N. Y. Became inter-

ested in pictures and
his first venture was as manager of Clara

Kimball Young. Mr. Garson has made a

number of pictures, all features. Perma-
nent address, 1845 Allesandro St., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Douglas Gerrard. Has made a number
of feature productions. Permanent ad-

dress, care M. P. D. A., Hollywood.

Clarence Gelbert. Has made a number
of pictures. Permanent address, 1765 N.

Bronson Ave., Hollywood.

Burton George,

age 38 years, born in

R h e i m s, France.

Previous to directing

pictures, was a news-
paper man. Started

film work with Eclair

Co.—Biograph, and
has made about 125 pictures; 40 being fea-

ture productions and the rest being one
and two reelers.
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J. GORDON EDWARDS
Director

"THE QUEEN OF SHEBA"

"IT IS THE LAW"

'THE SILENT COMMAND"
(Fox Film Corp.)

Details of New Production Plans

Will Be Announced Shortly

ROLLIN S. STURGEON
15 YEARS OF MOTION PICTURE SUCCESS

as

-PRODUCER—
—DIRECTOR—

—WRITER—
•SUPERVISOR-

u

Latest Production

The Season's Most Sensational Box Office Success

DAUGHTERS OF TODAY"
Exhibitors—Watch for the next production directed by ROLLIN S. STURGEON

—
it will make your box office happy/
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Richard Garrick. After ten years with

dramatic companies of Frohman, Liebler

and Henry Miller, entered films 1911 as

director for Selig. Directed for Univer-

sal, Eclair, Pathe Blaney Pictures. Also

directed six pictures based on poems of

Ella Wheeler Wilcox, released by Warn-
er Brothers. Supervising director for

Gaumont Co. Served the Government
1917-19 after which he made pictures

abroad. Has written and directed about

200 pictures. Permanent address, 723

Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

Louis J. Gasnier,

age 43 years, born in

France. Previous to

direct ing pictures,

was on the speaking

stage for ten years,

and also was stage

manager of the

largest theater in France. Started film

work in France with Pathe, and came to

America 12 years ago. Has made over

500 productions, almost all feature pic-

tures. Mr. Gasnier's hobbies are reading

and writing stories, golf and driving.

Now making his own productions. Per-

manent address, Schulberg Studios, Los

Angeles, Cal.

Charles Giblyn,

born in New York.

Previous to directing

pictures, was an

actor on the speaking

stage for about
twenty years. Started

screen career with

Biograph, and has made about 150 pic-

tures, chiefly feature productions. Out-

door sports is the hobby of Mr. Giblyn.

Permanent address, 271 Parkhill Ave.,

Yonkers, N. Y.

Tom Gibson. Has directed many come-

dies and features.

Arvid E. Gillstrom,

age 35, born in Swe-

den. Started as pro-

fessional ball player,

became a "stunt"
man for Universal,

doing high diving,

etc., and turned to

directing because it was more exciting.

Has made many features and has directed

comedians of note. Loves outdoors and

especially tramping in the woods. Per-

manent address, Hollywood, Calif.

Daniel Carson Goodman, age 40 years,

born in Chicago. Mr. Goodman has been

associated with D. W. Griffith about seven

years, and has written, many novels.

Goodman has also written, directed and

produced several stories that have been

played on the screen. Now producing

with his own company. Permanent ad-

dress, San Remo Hotel, New York.

John Gorman, agt

42 years. Born in

Boston, Mass. He
started his career in

New York, in 1910,

with the John Gor-

man Prod., and has

always worked with

his own company. Now making four fea-

tures for Chadwick Pictures at Goldwyn
Studio. Permanent address, 308 Maple
Drive, Beverly Hills.

Alf Goulding—Was on the stage for a

number of years and has directed a num-
ber of comedies including Baby Peggy
series for Century. Now directing "The
Life of Theodore Roosevelt." Permanent
address 1608 Highland Avenue, Holly-

wood.

Max Graf, age 29 years. Born in San.

Francisco. Started with Essanay in 1912.

Has been with Pathe, World and Bos-

worth. For last two years producing with

own organization in San Francisco, releas-

ing through Metro. Permanent address,

Graf Productions, San Francisco.

Francis J. Grandon, born in Chicago.

Previous to making motion pictures was
an actor on the speaking stage for quite

a number of years. Started screen career

with Biograph. Has made many feature

productions. Permanent address, Los

Angeles, Cal.

Fred Le Roy
Granville, age 37,

born in Victoria,

Australia. Previous

to directing pictures

was a photographer

and naturalist. Mr.

Granville was the

only white man to cross Northeastern
Siberia with a camera, and spent fifteen

years in the South Sea Islands. Perma-
nent address, 8 Manor House, Maryle-
bone Road, London, England.

Alfred E. Green,

age 30 years, born in

Perris, Calif. Start-

ed film work with

Selig Co. in 1911. He
has made 18 produc-

tions which include

features and one and

two reelers. Directed a number of feat-

ures for Lasky. Mr. Green's hobby is his

family. Permanent address, 264 So. Har-

vard Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

David Wark Grif-

fith, age 44 years,

born in La Grange,

Ky. Started film

work in New Yorl

City with Biograph

Corp. in 1906, but

previous to this was

an actor on the speaking stage. Has

made many notable pictures, the latest

being "America". As one may easily

guess, his hobby in life is to make moving

pictures. Permanent address, Longacre

Building, New York City.

Frank C. Griffin,

age 32 years, born in

Norfolk, Virginia.
Previous to directing

pictures was an actor

on the speaking stage

for a number of

years. Has made
quite a number of comedy features. Per-

manent address, Los Angeles Athletic

Club, Los Angeles, Cal.

E. H. Griffith,

bom in U. S. A. Lat-

est releases, Para-

mount, Goldwyn,
Hodkinson, "The Go-

Getter," "Unseeing

Eyes," and 1924,

"Another Scandal."

Specializes in feminine psychology, prac-

tically all his feature pictures being made
with women stars, including Corinne

Griffith, Lois Wilson, Alice Brady, Mar-
guerite Clark, Alice Joyce, Shirley Mason.
Prior to directing was newspaperman.

Began screen career as editor-in-chief,

Thomas A. Edison Studios. Permanent
address, The Lambs, 130 West 44th St..

New York.

Fred Guiol. Has directed a number of

comedies for Hal Roach. Permanent ad-

dress Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.

William F. Haddock, born in Ports-

mouth, N. H. Previous to directing pic-

tures, was an actor on the speaking stage

for quite some time. Started screen

career with Edison, and has made a num-
ber of pictures, including feature produc-

tions and one and two reelers. Mr. Had-
dock's hobby is yachting. Permanent
address, M. P. D. A., 234 West 55th St.,

New York City, of which h". is secretary.

Victor Hugo Halperin, producer-direc-

tor, age 30 years; born Chicago, 111. De-

gree of "Ph. B.," University of Chicago.

Was journalist, advertising man, then lit-

erary associate of Elbert Hubbard previ-

ous to organizing "Halperin Productions."

One of few in industry who produce,

write and direct own stories; has made

21 features. Now producing-directing

series of specials for Vitagraph. Perma-

nent address: 334 S. Vendome St., Los

Angeles.

Marcus Harrison—Has directed a num-
ber of pictures.
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JESS ROBBINS
Director
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FOR VITAGRAPH

The Ladder Jinx
1 '

"Too Much Business"

A Front Page Story "

Baby Peggy

m
i i The Law Forbids

'

'

FOR UNIVERSAL

NOW DIRECTING FOR
UNIVERSAL

u

ALFRED E

GREEN
—Now Directing—

Potash and Perlmutter

In Hollywood'

'

I

for Samuel Goldwyn

—Past Releases-

"The Bachelor Daddy"

"Our Leading Citizen"

"Back Home and Broke"

"Woman Proof"

"Pied Piper Malone"

ALL STARRWQ

THOMAS MEIGHAN
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Gilbert P. Hamil-

ton, born in Che-

beaque, Maine. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures was an ac-

tor on the speaking

stage for a number
of years. Started

screen career with Edison and then went
to Essanay as superintendent of factory

and production. Mr. Hamilton has di-

rected for years, mostly feature produc-
tions.

Carl Harbaugh, age 37 years, born in

Washington, D. C. Previous to directing

pictures, was an actor on the speaking

stage for over ten years. Started screen

career with Biograph Film Co., and has

made about thirty pictures, mostly feature

productions, and about a dozen short re-

leases. Mr. Harbaugh's hobby is horses.

Permanent address, Tolney Club, New
York City.

David M. Hart-

ford, age 48 years,

born i n Rockland,

Michigan. Previous

to directing pictures,

was an actor on the

speaking stage for

over twenty years;

for the greater part of that time he was

at the head of his own organization. Start-

ed film work in Los Angeles with Uni-

versal and has made about 15 pictures,

chiefly feature productions. Open country

is the hobby of Mr. Hartford. Permanent

address, 110 South Benton Way, Los

Angeles, Calif.

John J. Harvey, age

42 years, born in

Cleveland, Ohio. Pre-

vious to directing
pictures, was on the

speaking stage as

baritone in many suc-

cessful productions.

Began screen career with Vitagraph, and

has made many pictures, chiefly comedies.

Permanent address, Green Room Club,

New York City.

Victor Heerman, age 31 years, born in

London, England. Previous to directing

motion pictures, was on the stage with

Nat Goodwin for a number of years.

Started picture career with Kinemacolor

and was for three years a director for

Keystone and Mack Sennett comedies.

Fifteen months chief yeoman in the U. S.

Navy. Co-directed "The River's End"

and "Don't Ever Marry" with Marshal

Neilan. Has made 9 features- Permanent

address, 525 South Van Ness Ave., Los

Angeles.

Thos. A. Heffron,

age 41 years, born in

Virginia City, Nev.

Previous to directing

pictures, was a stage

director and an actor

on the speaking stage

for thirteen years.

Started film work with Thanhouser Film

Co., and has made about 80 pictures; 56

of which were five reel features and the

rest one and two reelers. Permanent ad-

dress,

Calif.

L. A. Athletic Club, Los Angeles,

Edward Hemmer,
age 40 years, born in

Boston. Previous to

directing pictures,
was an actor on the

speaking stage for

over ten years. Start-

ed screen career with

the Pickford organization, and has made
about 5 pictures, all of which were fea-

tures. Permanent address, Playhouse

Theater Bldg., New York City.

Joseph Henabery,

born in Omaha, Neb.

Previous to directing

pictures was an ar-

chitectural, drafting

and railroading en-

gineer, and was also

an actor on the

speaking stage for a number of years.

Started film work in 1910 with Universal.

Since 1916 has directed feature pictures

for Griffith, Fine Arts, Fairbanks and

Famous. Permanent address, Famous

Players-Lasky, Hollywood, California.

Dell Henderson, born in St. Thomas,

Ont., Canada. Previous to directing pic-

tures, was for a number of years, an ac-

tor on the speaking stage. Started screen

career with Biograph, and has made a

number of feature productions. Perm-

anent address, Lambs Club, New York

City.

Hobart Henley,
age 36 years, born in

Louisville, Ky. He
began his theatrical

career on the speak-

ing stage, and was

an actor for eight

years. His picture

career started in New York in 1910. He

has made more than 150 pictures, includ-

ing features, one and two reelers, and

has been with Selznick, Universal and

other companies. Now heading his own

production unit for Metro-Goldwyn. His

latest picture is "Free Love." Some of

his pictures have been "The Turmoil,"

"The Flirt," "A Lady jf Quality," etc.

Permanent address, Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer studios, Culver City, Calif.

Dick Hatton. Has starred and directed

a number of Western productions. Per-

manent address, Berwilla Studios, Holly-

wood.

Al Herman. Has directed a number of

comedies for Century Film Corp. Per-

manent address. Century Studios, Holly-

wood.

Fred Hibbard, age 29 years, born in

Bucharest, Rumania. Started screen ca-

reer with Mack Sennett. Has made many
pictures, mostly comedies. Member M.
P. D. A. Permanent address, Hollywood,

California.

Robert F. Hill, born in Port Rohen,

Ont., Canada. Previous to making motion

pictures, was on the speaking stage for

over seven years. Has made many pic-

tures, almost all feature productions.

Hobbies English, Maltese dogs and birds.

' Permanent address, 4633 Vermont P...

Los Angeles, .Calif.

Lambert Hillyer.

age 30 years, born in

Indiana. Previous to

directing pictures
was a reporter, fic-

t i o n and dramatic

writer; also was on

the speaking stage
for a number of years. Started film work

with Mutual and has made over 50 pic-

tures, almost all of which were featured

productions. Auto racing, hunting and

fishing, horses and dogs, are the hobbies

of Mr. Hillyer. Permanent address, 354

So. Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia.

Edwin Hollywood,

born in New York.

Began his screen ca-

reer with Peerless-

World and has
made quite a number
of successful produc-

t i o n s. Permanent
address, 3 Maiden Ave., Jamaica, Long
Island, N. Y.

E. Mason Hopper,

age 41 years, born in

Vermont. Previous

to making motion
pictures was on the

stage for a number
of years. He started

film work with Essa-

nay and was with Essanay, Triangle and

Goldwyn longer, in point of service, than

any other director. Mr. Hopper's hobby

is to work on some invention; he also

takes a great interest in outdoor sports.

Permanent address, 7144 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, California.
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Sheridan Hall was
born at Eureka,

Calif. Hall is a

graduat? of Kenyon
College, and went
into pictures im-

mediately after »e-

ceivi.ig his sheep-

He was first with the Lubin Corn-

Sunday, June 22, 1<| $

skin,

pany.

Charles Horan, born in New York and

educated at Fordham, Columbia and Har-

vard. Has had a long experience in

grand opera and stock. Screen career,

with Thanhouser, Metro, Goldwyn, Tri-

angle, Fox.

James W. Home, age 43 years, born in

San Francisco, Calif. Previous to making
motion pictures, was on the stage for over

nine years. Has made many successful

feature productions. Was a scenario di-

rector with Kalem in 1912, and later be-

came manager. Directed "The Hotten-

tot," "Yankee Consul" and "Capt. Fear-

less," Super Jewel. Permanent address,

1445 Valley View Road, Case Verdugo,

Los Angeles, California.

Bob Horner, age 27, born Spring Val-

ley, 111. Screen career dates back to

1912. Former staff continuity writer for

Hoot Gibson and other west coast stars.

Has written and directed features with

Marjorie Daw, Eva Novak, Jack Perrin,

George Chesebro, Bill Patton, Ranger
Bill Miller, Patricia Palmer, etc. Now
producing a series of westerns for Morris

Schlank. Permanent address, 1442 Beach-

wood Drive, Hollywood, Calif.

William K. Howard. Has directed a

number of features. Now producing for

Schofield-Howard Prod. Permanent ad-

dress, Ince Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Harry O. Hoyt, age 38 years, born in

Minnesota, educated Columbia-Yale. En-
tered motion pictures in 1910; has writ-

ten and adapted several hundred stories,

last adaptation "Flaming Youth" for As-
sociated First National Pictures, Inc. Di-

rected several features for World Film
and Independents. Directed several im-

portant features recently for First Na-
tional. Permanent address, Yale Club,

New York City.

Jay Howe. Has directed a number of

comedies. Permanent address, Roach
Studios, Culver City, Cal.

George W. Hill—Born in Kansas.

Started in pictures with Biograph in 1911.

Later with Bosworth, Famous Players-

Lasky, and Griffith. Permanent address,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Eliot Howe, age 39

years, born in Bos-

ton, Mass.. Previous

to directing pictures

was a mining engi-

neer and was in the

opera for 6 years.

Started film work
with Thos. H. Ince and has made about a

dozen pictures, all of which are feature

productions. Permanent address, Los An-
geles, California.

Rupert Hughes
was born in Lan-

caster, Mo., and is

a master of arts of

Yale. Began his

screen work by

adapting his novels

and plays to the

screen, then working in collaboration with

other directors, finally becoming a direc-

tor himself. He has directed 7 features.

He is internationally famous as a novelist,

playwright, humorist and composer; the

author of a score or more of successful

novels, plays, and many short stories.

Permanent address, Metro-Goldwyn Stu-

dios, Culver City, Calif.

Roy Hughes. Producer and director of

Western features. Permanent address,

840 S. Olive St., Los Angeles.
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HARRY MILLARDE
DIRECTOR

aOVER THE HILL"

"IF WINTER COMES"
and

iiTHE FOOL"
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Renaud Hoffman—Born in Germany,

age 33. Educated by tutors. When 18

had been all over the world and around it

five times in trips with parents. Studied

art in France and Italy. Located in San
Francisco as an illustrator and designer.

First entered motion-pictures as a title il-

lustrator in 1922. With no previous di-

rectorial experience made "Not One to

Spare," which has received unusually fa-

vorable criticisms. Making "Maud Mull-

er," from Whittier's poem for Pathe.

Rex Ingram, age 31

years, born in Dub-

lin, Ireland. Before

his entrance into pic-

tures, he was a sculp-

tor under Lawrie.

His screen career be-

gan in 1912, with

the Edison company, and since then he

has directed about 45 pictures. His great-

est successes have been "The Four Horse-

men of the Apocalypse," "Where the

Pavement Ends," "Scaramouche," "Trif-

ling Women," "The Prisoner of Zenda."

His latest production, made abroad, is

"The Arab." Permanent address, Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer studios, Culver City,

Calif.

George Irving, age

47 years, born in

New York City.

Started film work
with All-Star Pict.

Corp., in 1913. Pre-

vious to this was an

actor on the speaking

stage for thirteen years. Has made about

36 feature productions. Tennis is the

favorite sport of Mr. Irving. Permanent
address, Bayside, L. I., N. Y.

Paul Iribe. Was born in France and
studied art and journalism, later turning

to specializing in interior decorating.

Shortly after the War he came to Amer-
ica, where he eventually became art di-

rector for Cecil B. de Mille. He was
later appointed assistant director of the

De Mille unit, and was recently promoted
to the post of director on the Lasky lot.

Permanent address, Lasky Studios, Hol-
lywood.

Jacques Jaccard,

age 38 years, born

near New York City.

Previous to directing

pictures, was an ac-

tor on the speaking

stage for a number
of years. Started film

work in a series of two-reelers for Uni-

versal in 1916. Mr. Jaccard has made
about 22 pictures, chiefly feature produc-

tions.
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Fred Jackman, age

34 years, born in

New York City.

Has been directing

for three years.

Formerly a camera-

man. Permanent ad-

dress, United Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

William J. Hum-
phry. Began screen

career with V i t a-

graph, making many
pictures, includ-

ing feature and one

a nd two reelers.

Permanent address,

152 Parkside Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Jay Hunt, age 56 years. Born in Phila-

delphia, and for many seasons was with

the various stock companies including

Mrs. John Drew's Arch Street theater

organization. Subsequently took up pic-

ture work and has been with Vitagraph,

Thanhauser, Ince, Universal and others.

Has made 38 features. Permanent ad-

dress, 6619 St. Francis Court, Hollywood.

T. Hayes Hunter,

age 42 years, born in

Philadelphia. Pre-

vious to making mo-
tion pictures, was a

stage director many
years. Started film

work with Mutual

and has made about 40 pictures, which

include feature productions and one and

two reelers. Athletics and outdoor sports

are the hobbies of Mr. Hunter. Perm-

anent address, Los Angeles, Calif.

Thomas H. .Ince,

entered motion pic-

tures in 1910, when
he was engaged to

act with the old Imp
Company. Previous

to tnis he had been

on the stage for a

number of years. Later, when a director,

he was sent to Cuba to direct Mary

Pickford and Owen Moore. He estab-

lished Inceville, the first exclusive motion

picture community. Built and operated

the old Triangle Studio in Culver City

now known as Goldwyns before estab-

lishing his present independent studios

in Culver City which are considered the

most beautiful in all America. His stars

have included Hart, Ray, Dalton, Ben-

nett, MacLean and Bosworth. Hav-i-

kawa, Desmond, and many others O've

their present fame to Ince. Permv.-n:

address, Thomas H. Ince Studios. < /*-t

City, California.

Lloyd Ingraham,

age 45 years, born in

Robelle, Illinois. Pre-

vious to directing pic-

tures, was a stage

j^^^^Kj? director and actor on

|^ Hk. t h e speaking s t a ge
for a number of

years. Started screen career with Uni-

versal in 1912 and has made about 66 pic-

tures, chiefly feature productions. Perma-

nent address, 557 S. St. Andrews Place,

Los Angeles, California.

Ralph Ince, age 37

years, born in Bos-

ton. Previous to

making motion pic-

tures was an actor on

the speaking stage

for four years. Start-

ed film work with

Vitagraph in Brooklyn in 1907. He has

made nearly 400 pictures, many of which

were feature productions and the rest

one and two reelers. To play golf and

tennis is considered a great sport accord-

ing to Mr. Ince. Permanent address,

Lambs Club, N. Y. City.

John Ince—Born, New York 1879, edu-

cated in New York; stage career from
1888 in many productions including "Ben
Hur," etc.; screen career Lubin, World,
Metro, John Ince Prod. Permanent ad-

dress, M. P. D. A., Hollywood, Cal.

Emory Johnson—Born in San Francis-

co, and while attending the University of

California met Broncho Billy Anderson
and later found himself an assistant cam-
eraman, and in three months a leading

man playing opposite Mary Pickford.

Later became a director and subsequent-

ly organized his own production unit, re-

leasing through F. B. O. Permanent ad-

dress, F. B. O. Studio, Hollywood, Calif.

Tefft Johnson, age

47 years, born in

Washington, D. C.

Started film work
with Edison and Vi-

tagraph in 1907, but

previous to this was
an actor for 12 years

with David Belasco. Has has made about
200 pictures which include feature produc-
tions and one and two reelers. Outdoor
sports are Mr. Johnson's hobby. Perma-
nent address, Green Room Club, West
47th St., New York.

Grover Jones—Born in Indiana. Early

cpreer, newspaper reporter. Screen ca-

reer, scenic artist at Universal, scenario

editor for Morosco and Larry Semon.

Directed a number of features. Perma-

nent address, Los Angeles.
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F. Richard Jones

began his cinema

career in St. Louis,

Mo., twelve years
ago, with the old

Atlas Film Ex-
change. Journeyed

to the coast to learn

production and entered Mack Sennett's

cutting room, then became director. As
such has directed most of Sennett's big-

gest productions. Dick Jones is now in

full charge of all production on the

Sennett lot with title of 3 ipervising

director and production manager. Per-

manent address Mack Sennett Comedies,

1712 Glendale Boulevard, Los Angeles,

California.

George Jeske. Director of many come-
dies for Hal Roach. Permanent address,

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Edward Jose, born

in Antwerp, Belgium.

Previous to directing

pictures was an actor

on the speaking

stage for twenty

years, playing in

France, Belgium,

and England. Mr. Jose was also director

for Antoine and Sarah Bernhardt. Began

screen work for Pathe, and has directed

many pictures, chiefly feature productions.
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Permanent address, care Edward Small,

New York City.

Rupert Julian, age 35 years. Born in

New Zealand. In pictures for 7 years.

Started as leading man with Lois Weber.
Previous occupation, 18 years on English

stage. Hobbies, motoring, horses and

fishing. Directed many pictures for Uni-
versal, including "Merry-Go-Round." Ad-
dress, 1342 Orange Drive, Hollywood,

Calif.

Buster Keaton. Directed and super-

vised many of his star-comedies. Per-

manent address, Keaton Studios, Holly-

wood.

Fred A. Kelsey, age 39 years. Started

his career on the stage in New York and

has been directing for the past 7 years

with D. W. Griffith and Universal. Born

in Sandusky, Ohio, and is a great believer

of out door sports. Permanent address

M. P. D. A. Hollywood.

Lem F. Kennedy was in his early the-

atrical days a ventriloquist and toured the

south and West Indies. Kennedy's
favorite recreation is fishing. Permanent
address 49 W. 48th St., New York City.

Ed. Kennedy. Has directed a number
of pictures for Fox. Permanent address,

Fox Studios, Hollywood.

Erie C. Kenton,

age 27 years, born

Norborne, Mo. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures, was a scen-

ario writer and actor

on the speaking stage

for a number o f

years. Started film career with Griffith's

Reliance-Majestic Productions, and has

made about 14 pictures, chiefly five reel

comedy features. Golf, home brew and

motion picture business, are his hobbhs.

Permanent address, 833 S. Grand Ave.,

Los Angeles, California.

Burton King, age

47 years, born in

Cincinnati, Ohio

Previous to directing

motion pictures, was
an actor on the

speaking stage.

Started screen career

with Equitable and has made many pic-

tures, mostly feature productions. Mem-

ber M. P. D. A., New York.

Lewis King, brother of Henry King,

now directing for Ben Wilson Prod. Ad-

dress. Ben Wilson, 5821 Santa Monica

Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

ROBERT Z. LEONARD
Producer and Director of all

MAE MURRAY
PRODUCTIONS

released by Metro- Goldwyn

. 1
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Henry King, age

32 years, born in Vir-

ginia. Previous to

directing motion pic-

tures was an actor on

the speaking stage

ever since childhood.

Started film work
with Lubin, and has made about 35 pic-

tures, all features, notably "The White
Sister." Athletics is his hobby. Per-

manent address. Inspiration Pict. Inc.,

25 W. 43rd St., New York City.

Frank Gordon Kir-

by, age 50 years,

born in Bremen, Ger-

many. Previous to

making motion pic-

tures was a photog-

rapher and started

film work with Edi-

son in 1909. He made six pictures, all of

which were five reel features. Mr. Kirby

has made shooting his hobby. Perma-
nent address, Green Room Club, 139 W.
47th St., New York City.

David Kirkland, born in San Francisco,

California. Previous to directing pictures,

was an actor on the speaking stage for

quite some time. Started screen career

with Essanay Film Co., and has since then

directed productions, and one and two

reelers. Permanent address, 318 West

48th St., New York City.

Harley Knoles, age

43 years, born in

Rotherham, England.

Previous to making
motion pictures was
a Chartered Account-

ant and Stage Pro-

ducer. Started film

work in New York with World Film Co.

in 1914 and has made about 45 pic-

tures, all 5 reel productions. Athletics is

the hobby of Mr. Knoles. At various

times he has held championships. Per-

manent address, Friar's Club, New York
City.

Henry Kolker, age

£r "a 47 years. Started

making motion pic-

tures with Metro in

California and New
York, But previous

to this was an actor

for 20 years, 15 of

which were spent on Broadway. He has

made 14 pictures, all of which are feature

productions. Recently returned from Eng-
land where he produced for Ideal.

Gregory La Cava—Has directed several

features.

Edward Laemmle,
age 36 years, born in

Chicago, 111. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures was a me-
chanic and clerical

worker. Began film

work with Universal

in 1915. Has made 20 productions, all

features, and is an enthusiastic collector

of curios. Also likes to travel, fish, hunt
and ride. Permanent address. Universal

City, Calif.

. Ward Lascelle,
age 41 years, born in

South Dakota. Pre-

vious to directing pic-

tures, was an actor

on the speaking stage

for about five years.

Screen career start-

ed with Fine Arts-Griffiths, and has made
about 25 pictures, which includes feature

productions and one and two reelers.

Fishing and hunting are the hobbies of

Mr. Lascelle. Permanent address, Holly-

wood Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

Rowland V. Lee
was born in Findlay,

Ohio, and started his

career as a juvenile

on the stage. He has

worked for Ince,

Goldwyn, and Fox.

Directed 8 features.

Play writing and outdoor sports are Lis

hobbies. Permanent address, 1934 Frank-
lin Circle, Hollywood.

Henry Lehrman, born in Austria. Be-
gan screen career with Biograph. Foun-
der and first president of L. K. O. com-
edy company. First director of Charles

Chaplin. Directed comedies for Key-
stone. Organized Sunshine Comedy Com-
pany for William Fox. Produced six

special comedies for First National. Di-

rected "Reported Missing" with Owen
Moore. Now supervising 26 comedy pro-

ductions for Fox. Permanent address,

Fox Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Robert Z. Leonard,

age 35 years, was
born in Chicago.

Previous to screen

career was an actor

and director on the

speaking stage. He
was star on the

screen before he became a director. Has
made about 70 pictures, including about 30

features. He has directed all of Mae Mur-
ray's recent pictures, including "The
French Doll," "Mile. Midnight," "Fashion

Row," etc. Now directing Miss Murray
in "Circe" for the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
company. Permanent address, Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Edmund Lawrence,

age 53 years, born in

Bridgeport, Conn.
Started film work in

1909; previous to this

was an actor and

stage director for 25

years. Has made
about 200 pictures, 150 of which were one

and two reelers and the rest five reelers.

Horticulture and music are the hobbies

of Mr. Lawrence. Permanent address, 274

Rutland Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Edward J. Le Saint,

age 53 years, born in

Cincinnati, O. Start-

ed film work with

Imp studios in New
York in 1910. Pre-

vious to this was an

actor on the speaking

stage for 20 years. Has made about 45

features. Permanent address, M. P. D.

A., Hollywood, California.

Joseph Levering—Age 41. Has been a

director for 12 years, and began career

with Gaumont. Formerly was an actor.

Hobbies, golf and writing. Permanent

address, care Hotel Flanders, N. Y. C.

Edgar Lewis, age

52 years, born in

Holden, Mo. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures, was an ac-

tor on the speaking

stage for a number
of years. Started

screen career with Solax, at Ft. Lee, N.

J., and has made quite a number of pic-

tures, chiefly feature productions. Perma-

nent address. 149 Manhattan PL, Los

Angeles. Cal., or Hotel Woodstock, New
York.

Mason N. Litson,

age 44 years, born in

New York City.
Previous to directing

motion pictures was
a real estate broker

in New York for 15

years, and started
film work in 1910, as Military director

under Frank McGlynn. Has made many

pictures, including feature and super-

features. Mr. Litson's hobby is touring.

Permanent address, Santa Monica, Cal.

Del Lord. Directed a number of come-

dies for Mack Sennett. Permanent ad-

dress, Sennett Studios, Hollywood.
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Frank Lloyd, age

36 years, born in

Glasgow, Scotland.

Previous to directing

motion pictures was
an actor on the
speaking stage Be-

gan his film work
with Universal and has made over 55 pro-

ductions, which include feature pictures

and one and two reelers. Sports and

ranching seem to be a great attraction for

Mr. Lloyd. Now making his own pro-

ductions. Permanent address, United
Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

Chas. A. Logue—Has directed many
pictures, including features.

John S. Lopez,
born in Philadelphia.

Previous to directing

pictures was a new3-

paper and magazine

writer. Entered
film work as scen-

ario writer and start-

ed directing with Harry Rapf. Has made
about 28 pictures, chiefly features. Hob-
bies, reading, writing, hunting. Perman-

ent address, 4546 Heiser St., Woodside,

New York.

O. A. C. Lund; born Stockholm, Swe-

den. Educated at the Upsala University.
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Was on the stage in Sweden prior to en-

tering screen work. Started with the old

Eclair. Has also directed one of the first

all-color features. Permanent address,

116 W. 39th St., New York City.

Ernst L u b i t s c h,

born in Berlin.
Started on the stage

as ar. actor in 1911,

under Max Rein-

hardt. Started in

films in 1913 as an
extra, becoming a

director in 1914. Made the biggest Euro-
pean successes, including "Passion." Now
making series for Warner Bros. Per-
manent address, Warner Studios, Holly-
wood.

Eddie Lyons, age

35 years, born in

Beardstown, 111. Pre-

vious to making mo-
tion pictures was an

actor on the speak-

ing stage for a num-
ber of years. Start-

ed film work with Biograph Co. and has

made many one, two and five reelers.

Permanent address, Ben Wilson Studios,

Hollywood.

J. C. Marchant. Born in South Da-

kota. Graduate Pharmacist and prac-

ticed same. Had some stage experience.

Started in pictures nine years ago. Has

been with Kalem, Vitagraph, Universal

and Independent Productions. Perma-

nent address, Pine Hills Lodge, San Di-

ego County, Cal.

John P. McCarthy,

age 39 years, born in

San Francisco, Calif.

Started film work
with D. W. Griffith

as technical director

and assistant to Mr.

Griffith. Previous to

this had been on the speaking stage for

two years. Has made two super-features.

Scientific Research is his hobby. Perma-

nent address, Fuller Bldg., Hollywood,

California.

John L. McCutcheon, age 38, born in

England. Previous to entering pictures,

was an electrical engineer. Started his

film career as an actor with the Edison

company in 1913. Has directed seven pro-

ductions. Permanent address, Pleasant-

ville, N. J.

BRYANT 5741

CHARLES WALTON
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE

Serving the Best with the Best in Motion Pictures

PRODUCERS, DIRECTORS, MOTION PICTURE SERVICE

245 WEST 47th STREET, NEW YORK

CAST
D. W. Griffith's — America, Way Down East, Distinctive Pictures Corp.— The Steadfast Heart,

Dream Sireet, The White Rose, One Exciting The Adopted Father, Green Goddess.

Night, Orphans of the Storm. Mae Murray and Hugo Ballin, and many other

productions.
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John McDermott—Age 31 years. Born
in Green River, Wyoming. Has been

directing pictures for nine years. With
Universal, Christie, and others. Spent

the past year in picture production in Eu-
rope. Permanent address, 1517 N. Kings-

ley Drive, Hollywood, Calif.

Norval MacGregor,

age 58 years, born in

River Falls, Wiscon-
sin. Previous to di-

recting pictures, was
on the speaking stage

for over twenty-two

years. Began screen

career in Los Angeles in 1911, and has

made over 300 pictures, 40 being features.

Old books, stamps and coins, are the hob-

bies of Mr. MacGregor. Permanent ad-

dress, M. P. D. A., Hollywood, Calif.

Robert McGowan. Age 40, Residence,

5343 Lexington. Hollywood, Cal. First

started in pictures 1915, with Universal.

With Christie, Ince, National, Carter De
Haven, etc. Written and directed over

100 stories. Original director of "Our
Gang" having made to date 30 of these

successful comedies. Now permanently

with Hal Roach and "Our Gang," Culver

City, Calif.

Henry M a c R a e,

age 46 years, born in

Ontario, Canada.
Started film work
with Selig, but pre-

vious to this was an

actor on the speak-

ing stage for 15 years.

Has made 150 pictures, 130 of which were
two reelers and the rest feature produc-

tions. Mr. MacRae's favorite hobby is

horses and autos. Made a special in 1923

in Siam.

John P. McGowan, born in Australia.

Previous to directing motion pictures was
an actor on the speaking stage playing

with such stars, as Robert Mantell, Wil-
liam Faversham, etc. Has made many
feature productions, also serials. Mem-
ber M. P. D. A. Permanent address,

Hollywood, California.

Charles Maigne,
age 43 years, born in

Richmond, Virginia.

Previous to directing

pictures, he was de-

voted to newspaper

work, war corre-

spondence and maga-
zine writing. His screen career started

with Paramount. Mr. Maigne has made
quite a number of pictures, chiefly fea-

ture productions. Permanent address,

Lasky Studio, Hollywood, Calif.
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Lawrence M. Marston. Previous to

directing pictures, was an actor on the

speaking stage for over twenty years.

He started his screen career with Pathe

Film Co., and has directed many pictures,

including feature productions and one and

two reelers. Permanent address, 327 W.
56th St., New York City.

Miss Frances Ma-
rion, born in San

Francisco. Previous

to making pictures

was a scenario writ-

er. Began film work
with World Films in

1914. Miss Marion
has made two pictures and both were
feature productions. Hard work is her

hobby. Permanent address, United Stu-

dious, Hollywood, Calif.

George E. Mar-
shall, age 32 years,

born in Chicago, 111.

Previous to directing

pictures, was an ex-

tensive traveller.
Started screen career

with Universal, as

extra in 1913, and has made about fifty

pictures, chiefly serials. Mr. Marshall's

hobby is golf. Permanent address, 636

Arden Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

Member M. P. D. A.

F. S. Mattison. Has directed a number
of features. Permanent address, 1442

Beachwood Drive, Hollywood.

J. W. McDermott. Has directed many
comedies and feature length comedy-

dramas. Permanent address Keaton Stu-

dios, Hollywood.

Sherwood McDonald. Has directed

many comedies. Permanent address,

Charles Ray Studio, Hollywood.

Murdock MacQuarrie. Was on the

stage for many years before entering pic-

tures. Has directed many features. Per-

manent address, M. P. D. A. Hollywood,

Cal.

James Leo Mee-
han, who at the con-

clusion of his third

year in motion pic-

tures is filming the

novels of Gene Strat-

ton-Porter. Wrote
originals, adaptations

and continuity for two years before be-

coming director. Previous experience in

editorial, reportorial and executive

branches of newspaper game. Native of

Illinois. Served in France as an aerial

photographer, having been among the

first hundred in America to master this

new war science. Address, 609 No.

Western Ave., Los Angeles.

George H. Melford,

age 44 years, born in

Rochester, N. Y.

Previous to directing

pictures, was an ac-

tor on the speaking

stage for about ten

years. Started film

work Kalem in New York City, and has

made over 500 pictures, which includes

feature productions and one and two reel-

ers. Golf and swimming are the hobbies

of Mr. Melford. Permanent address, Hol-

lywood, California.

Harry Millarde,

age 37 years, born in

Springfield, Ohio.
Started film work
with Kalem and has

made many features,

among them "Over

the Hill" and "If

Permanent address,

York City.

Winter Comes."

Friar's Club. New

Ashley Miller, born

in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Actor (stage and

screen) with Otis

Skinner, Walker
Whiteside, Ezra Ken-

dall, Louis James,

Henrietta Crosman

etc. Playwright, Author of short stories

and of 150 produced photoplays. Past

fifteen years director of features for Edi-

son, Pathe, Famous-Lasky, Vitagraph etc.

Permanent address, M. P. D. A., N. Y. C.

Charles Miller,
born in Saginaw,
Michigan. Previous

to directing motion

pictures was an ac-

tor on the speaking

stage for a number
of years. He was

also a manager and producer. Started his

screen career with Triangle and has made
about 42 pictures, all of which were five,

six and seven reelers. Permanent ad-

dress, Lambs Club, New York City.

Thomas R. Mills,

age 43 years, born in

England. Previous to

directing pictures
was an actor for

fifteen years on the

speaking stage.

Started fi 1 m work
with Reliance Majestic Co. and Vitagraph.

Has made about 70 pictures, which in-

cludes one and two reelers and features.

Permanent address, 999 East 5th St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Lewis H. Moomaw—Born, Baker, Ore.,

educated Portland, Ore.; previous career

electrical engineer; stage experience,

stock; screen experience, organized the

World Film Mfg. Co., in 1909 and pro-

duced one-reel comedies and dramas for

the independent market with Burton
Holmes for two years, filming the U. S.

and Canada; organized American Lifeo-

graph Co. of Portland, Ore., in 1917;

wrote and directed a number of features,

also directed "The Chachahcos," the first

and only feature produced entirely in

Alaska. Next production for Lifeograph.

Permanent address, American Lifeograph

Co., Portland, Ore.

Edmund Mortimer, age 44 years. Born
and educated in New York City. On
stage 15 years with many prominent stars.

Started in pictures in 1914 as actor and
directed Clara Kimball Young, also at

Metro, Tourneur and for Associated

Authors. Hobby, yachting. Permanent
address, Universal City, Calif.

Bruce Mitchell, age

41 years, born in

Freeport, Illinois.

Previous to directing

was on the speaking

stage for about four

years. Began film

work with Universal

under Bob Leonard and Lloyd Ingram.
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Has made quite a number of pic-

tures, almost all of them being feature

productions. Mr. Mitchell's hobbies are

pictures first, then fishing and hunting.

Permanent address, 1446 No. Benton
Way, Los Angeles.

Claude H. Mitchell,

age 32 years, born

in Melbourne, Au-
stralia. Previous to

directing pictures, de-

signed and built the

Lone Star Studio in

Hollywood for the

Climax Co. Started with Famous Players

in 1915 as asst director. Permanent ad-

dress, Hollywood, Calif.

Howard M.
Mitchell, age 36

years, born in Phila-

delphia, Pa. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures, was an

actor on the speak-

ing stage for a num-
ber of years. Started screen career with

Lubin Co. in 1909 and has made about

42 pictures, 26 being features. Censor-

proof pictures are the hobby of Mr.

Mitchell. Permanent address, Fox
Studios, Hollywood, California.

Reggie Morris, age

31 years, born in

New York City.
Started film work
with Biograph in

14th St., New York.

Previous to this was
an actor on the

speaking stage for over ten years. Has
made about 100 pictures, chiefly comedies.

Permanent address, Gates Hotel, 6th

and Fegesau Sts., Los Angeles, California.

Jane Murfin. Has directed two pic-

tures. Permanent address, Ince Studios,

Culver City, Cal.

Marshall N e i 1 a n,

age 32 years. Prior

^^ ^^| t0 directing pictures

JH was an actor on the

Be- speaking stage for af Jm short time. Later
^1 jflj worked at the old

Bio, and when given

an opportunity to direct quickly estab-

lished himself. In the past few years he

has made a number of very successful

productions. The "touches" of the Neilan

pictures have long been commented upon.

Likes motoring and outdoor life. Perma-

nent address, Goldwyn Studios, Culver

City, Calif.

PAUL SCARDON
Director

"HER OWN FREE WILL"
with Helene Chadwick

Eastern Productions

New York Address—Green Room Club Hollywood Address—1820 La Brea St.

- /
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R. William Neill,

age 36 years, born in

Dublin. Started film

work with Thomas
H. Ince, but previous

to this was a stage

director. Has made
30 pictures. Now

making series for Grand-Asher. Per-

manent address, Grand Studios, Holly-

wood.

Alvin J. Neitz—Produced one for Pio-

neer, and one for Fox during the last

year.

Jack Nelson.—Has directed a number of

Western features. Permanent address

Hollywood.

Fred Newmeyer,
age 35 years, born in

Central City, Col.

As extra on the Uni-

versal lot, met Hal
E. Roach and Har-

old Lloyd, in 1913.

A year later was
offered position as Lloyd's director. Has
been with Lloyd since, co-directing

Lloyd's feature comedies with Sam Tay-
lor. Enjoys his work. Permanent ad-

dress, Harold Lloyd Prod., Hollywood.

Fred Niblo, born

in New York City.

Has been stage pro-

ducer, actor, author,

world traveller, and

film director. Start-

ed film career with

Thomas H. Ince in

Los Angeles, has made about 35 pro-

ductions, including Douglas Fairbanks'

"Three Musketeers," "Mark of Zorro,"

"Blood and Sand," "Strangers of the

Night," "Thy Name is Woman" and

"The Famous Mrs. Fair." Is now head-

ing own unit with the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studio. Just completed "The Red
Lily." Permanent address, Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer Studios, Cuiver City, Cal.

William Nigh, age 41 years, born in

Berlin, Wis. Previous to making pictures

was for six years on the speaking stage

and began film work in Los Angeles with

Mack Sennett. He has made 74 pictures,

and is now producing with his own com-
pany. Permanent address, Friars Club,

New York.

John W. Noble,

age 42 years, born in

Pennsylvania. Start-

ed making motion

pictures with Bio-
graph in N. Y. in

1910. Previous to

this he had been on

the speaking stage for four years. He
has made 250 pictures, 150 of which are

two reelers and the rest feature pictures.

Mr. Noble's hobby is to play golf. Per-

manent address, Great Neck, L. I.

Wilfrid North,

born in London,
England. Previous to

directing motion pic-

tures was a cattle

puncher in Texas,

was also a practising

lawyer and soldier in

Texas. Mr. North was also on the speak-

ing stage .or a number of years. Started

screen career with Vitagraph, and has

made quite a few pictures since. Perma-

nent address, 1270 Allan Ave., New York
City.

John B. O'Brien, born in Richmond,

Ya. Previous to directing motion pic-

tures, was an actor on the speaking stage

for quite some time. Mr. O'Brien has

also written a number of successful

scenarios, and has made a large number

of feature productions. Permanent ad-

dress, Lambs Club, New York City.

Kenneth O'Hara. Prior to directing

was a publicity and scenario writer. Now
directing on Long Island for Ernest Ship-

man. Permanent address, 565 5th Ave.,

New York City.

Sidney O 1 c o 1 1,

born in Toronto,
Canada. Previous to

directing pictures
was on the stage

under George White.

Started film work in

1906 with Mutoscope

Co. in character parts, at Tenafly, N. J.

Has made many pictures, chiefly feature

productions. Mr. Olcott's hobby is col-

lecting antiques. Incidentally he was the

first American to make pictures abroad,

making 14 in all. Permanent address,

M. P. D. A., New York City.

Henry Otto, born

in St. Louis, Mo.
Previous to directing

pictures was an ac-

tor on the speaking

stage for a number
of years. Started

film work with Met-

ro, and has since then directed a number

of pictures, including feature productions

and one and two reelers. Permanent

address, Hollywood, Calif.

Ida May Park,
born in Los Ange-

les, Cal. Started film

work with Pathe;

previous to this was

an author and an ac-

tress for over ten

years. Has made
about 75 super-features and one and two

reelers. Reading, motoring and garden-

ing are the hobbies of Miss Park.

William Parke,
born in Pennsylvania.

Previous to directing

pictures was an actor

and director on the

speaking stage for

ten years. Started

film work with
Thanhouser in New Rochelle and his own
company in Pittsfield, Mass. He has

made about 25 productions, which include

feature productions and one and two reel-

ers. Bobby, his bulldog, and his 13-year-

old son Peter are the greatest hobbies in

Mr. Parke's life. Permanent address,

1738 Sycamore Ave., Hollywood, Cali-

fornia.

Albert Parker, age

35 years, born in

New York City.
Started to make pic-

tures with Triangle

in Yonkers in 1916,

but previous to this

was for 15 years on
the speaking stage. He has made 22 pic-

tures, all of which have been feature pro-

ductions. Permanent address, 130 W.
44th St., New York.

George Parson—Has directed several

feature pictures.

Charles J. Parrott,

age 31 years, born in

Baltimore, Md. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures, was on the

speaking stage for

about ten years. Be-

gan screen career in

Mack Sennett studios, and has made about

110 pictures, chiefly comedies. Hunting

and fishing are the hobbies of Mr. Parrott.

Permanent address, Hal Roach Studio,

Culver City, Calif.

Val Paul—Born in Denver. Took up

theatricals while in college at Salt Lake

City and later played in stock and vaude-

ville. Entered pictures as lead and

heavies and took up directing several

years ago. Loves his work. Permanent

address, Hollywood, Calif.

Stuart Paton, age

41 years, born in

Glasgow, Scotland.

Previous to making

pictures, was a chem-

ist and painter and

was on the speaking

stage for many years.

Mr. Paton has made many pictures, which

include features. Hobby, painting.

Member, M. P. D. A. Hollywood, Calif.
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Percy Pembroke. Has directed a num-
ber of comedies and features. Perma-
nent address. F. B. O. Studio, Hollywood.

Marcel Perez—Has directed a number
of pictures for the independent market.

Leonce Perret, age

42 years, born in

France. Started film

work with Gaumont
Co. in Berlin. Pre-

vious to this was an

actor on the speaking

stage for a great

number of years. Has made 417 pictures,

200 two reelers and 217 feature produc-
tions. Mr. Perret's hobby is music and
painting. Permanent address, Paris, France.

Horace G. Plimpton—Has directed

many features.

Paul Powell. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures was a special

writer and journalist

for the Los Angeles

Express. Started
screen career with

Reliance-Majestic in

1912. Has made a number of feature

productions for Lasky. Permanent ad-

dress, M. P. D. A. Hollywood.
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Harry Pollard, age 41 years. Born in

Republic City, Kan. In pictures 8 years.

Started with Universal after 10 years

stage experience. Hobbies, out-door

sports. Directing feature productions for

Universal. Permanent address, Universal

City, Calif.

Len Powers. . Has had wide experience

in various branches of production. Di-

rector of "Dippy-Doo-Dads" for Hal
Roach. Permanent address, Roach Stu-

dios, Culver City, Cal.

Gilbert Pratt. Has directed many come-
dies and also has been engaged as gag-

man for feature comedies. Permanent
address, Hollywood.

Charles Ray, age 32 years. Born in

Jacksonville, 111. He started in the in-

dustry in California in 1911, working for

Thomas H. Ince and his own company.
He has directed 11 features. Hobbies,

swimming, golf, riding, piano and read-

ing. Permanent address, 1425 Fleming

St., Los Angeles, California.

Herman C. Raymaker. Age 31, Born
Oakland, Cal. Began picture career at

Mack Sennett's Studio as a Keystone

Kop. Started directing comedies for

Mack Sennet 1916. Later directed many
comedies and comedy series, Monty Banks
for Warner Brothers and Baby Peggy for

Century. At present with Monty Banks
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Inc. making feature comedy-dramas. Per-

manent address, San Gabriel, Cal.

J. Parker Read, Jr.,

created the first mul-

tiple-reel propaganda

film ever sponsored

by the United States

Government. At the

age of 24, he was a

scenario writer and

produced pictures for Louise Glaum and

Hobart Bosworth. His screen career

started when Edison purchased his first

story for $15. Mr. Read is an accomplish-

ed linguist, and particularly familiar with

all Latin countries. He has produced,

written and directed many features.

Address, 565—5th Ave., New York City.

Albert Rogell,

born in Oklahoma
City. Started in pic-

tures seven years

ago ai.d worked in

all branches of pro-

duction. Has di-

rected 32 pictures in-

cluding westerns. Directed Fred Thomp-
son series. Permanent address, Russell

Studios, Hollywood.

Harry Revier. Previous to directing

pictures, was in the theatrical profession.

HOWARD M. MITCHELL
Director

FOX
WEST COAST
STUDIOS

25 FEATURES
FOR FOX

LAST TWO STARRING
JOHN GILBERT
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He had theaters in the west. He went

to Los Angeles where he built one of the

first big studios in that city. Permanent
address, Hollywood.

Lynn F. Rey-
nolds, age 34 years,

born in Harlan,

Iowa. Previous to

directing pictures,

was an actor on the

speaking stage for
about three years.

Started screen career with Selig in 1912,

and has made about 61 pictures, almost all

of them feature productions. Fishing and

hunting are the hobbies of Mr. Reynolds.

Permanent address, Fox Studios, Holly-

wood. California.

Thomas V. Ricketts

of the World." in 1919.

-Made "The Sins

Hal Roach, age 31

years, born in Elmi-

ra, N. Y. Previous

to directing pictures

Mr. Roach was a

strenuous athlete and

was one of the best
- .

football players in

the Elmira Academy. He started film

work with Universal in 1913. In 1914 he

organized his own company with Harold
Lloyd as the star. Recognized as one of

the foremost comedy producers. Perma-
nent address, Hal Roach Studios, Culver

City, Calif.

Jess Robbins, born

in Dayton, Ohio.

Began career with

Essanay, Chicago,

1908, first as camera-

man, later general

manager. Creator

and director of Bron-

co Billy Series westerns. In 1914 organ-

ized Robbins Photo Plays produced series

of 12 for Pathe. In 1915 director and man-
ager Essanay Chaplin comedy company.

1916, 1917 and 1918 stage manager Long-
acre Theater, New York. 1919 wrote and

directed series comedies for Universal.

1920 and 1921 wrote and directed series

comedies for Vitagraph. August 1921 or-

ganized Jess Robbins Prod. Permanent
address, Los Angeles Athletic Club.

Geo. K. Rolands—Has directed number
of pictures.

John Stuart Rob-

ertson, age 44 years,

born in London, On-
tario, Canada. Pre-

vious to entering pic-

tures he was an actor

on the speaking stage

for quite a number
of years. Mr. Robertson started his screen
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career with Vitagraph as an actor and
later with Goldwyn. He has made many
feature pictures, with Mary Pickford, John
Barrymore and other notable stars, includ-
ing Richard Barthelmess. Permanent ad-
dress, Inspiration Pictures, 565—5th Ave.,
New York City.

Philip E. Rosen,

age 36 years, born in

Russia. Started film

work with Edison

Co. 13 years ago, but

previous to this was

a cinematographer.

He filmed "The Mir-

acle Man." Has directed for Universal,

Metro, Hodkinson, Famous. Made "Life

of Abraham Lincoln," and is now with

Warner Bros. Permanent address, War-
ner Bros. Studios, Hollywood.

Nat Ross, age 24 years. Born in San

Francisco. Has worked in pictures 8

years. Started with Mastbaum Corp.

Later salesman for Universal, then sec-

retary for Carl Laemmle. Assistant di-

rector and director of Westerns and feat-

ures for Universal. Hobbies, Base-

ball and boating. Permanent address,

Universal City, Calif.

Arthur Rosson, age

35 years. Began film

work with Vitagraph

in 1912; previous to

this was a traveler

and short story
writer. Has made
many productions.

some one and two reelers and features.

Permanent address, Los Angeles Athleti<

Club, Los Angeles, California.

William R. Rou-
bert, age 23 years,

born in London. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures was in the

theatrical profession

and started film

work in New York
with Universal. Has made about 45 pic-

tures, all five reelers. Mr. Roubert's hob-

by is reading. Permanent address, 812

Riverside Drive, New York City.

Wesley Ruggles,

born in Los Angeles,

1889. Previous to be-

coming affiliated with

motion picture indus-

try, enjoyed success

on the legitimate

stage in musical

comedy and stock. His film work

started with the Mack Sennett-Key-

stone comedies which was the founda-

tion for the 40 feature pictures he is now
credited with. He has been identified with

the following companies: Famous Players-

Lasky Corp., Metro, Universal, Selznick,

Ince and Morosco. Permanent address,

136 So. El Centro St., Hollywood, Cal.

Al Russell.—Has worked in various

branches of production and directed many
features including a number of westerns.

Al Santell, age 29,

born in San Fran-

cisco. Started in

1912 aj free lance

author: scenario
writer and assistant

director with Young-
deer for Fathe; staff

scenarist with Mack Sennett Keystone;

staff scenarist Beauty Comedies, for

American Film Co.; later manager of

comedy production for the American;

personally supervised and directed the

American Mutual Master-pictures five

reel comedy-dramas. Director of com-
edy subjects for Kalem, and other com-
edy companies. Has been with F. B. O.

for the past year, having produced the

last of the series of "Fighting Blood"

featurettes and two features. Permanent
address, M. P. D. A. Hollywood.

Paul Scardon, age

44 years, born in

Australia. Previous

to directing pictures

was an actor on the

speaking stage for

twelve years. Started

screen work as an

actor with Reliance-Majestic Co., then

went to Vitagraph, where he became a

director. Has made about 50 pictures,

almost all feature productions. Automo-
biles, English bull dogs, and horticulture

are the hobbies of Mr. Scardon. Perma-
nent address:

York.

Green Room Club, New

George Lloyd Sar-

gent, age 40 years,

born in Philadelphia.

Previous to making

pictures was a stage

director and started

film work with the

American Eclair. Has

made approximately 75 pictures, and is an

enthusiastic collector of Chinese curios.

Permanent address, M. P. D. A., Holly-

wood, Calif.

Victor L. Schert-

zinger, age 35 years,

born in Philadelphia,

Penn. Before enter-

ing pictures he was
musical director for

Calve and Nordica,

and has written and

staged many musical comedies and light

operas. He was stage director for Klaw
and Erlanger, and musical director for

old Belasco Stock company of Los An-
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geles. He was induced by Thomas H.

Ince to direct. He has directed about 50

productions, all features. He is also fam-

ous as the composer of "Marcheta," "Just

an Old Love Song," etc. Permanent ad-

dress, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios,

Culver City, Cal.

Oliver Sellers—Has directed a large

number of features and previous to his

work in motion pictures was identified

with many stage successes. Last produc-

tion was "The Hoosier Schoolmaster" for

Hodkinson.

Lawrence Semon. Has directed a num-
ber of two reel comedies in which he

starred. Permanent address, Hollywood,

Cal.

Charles M. Seay,

age 45 years, born in

Atlanta, Ga. Started

making pictures with

Edison in 1909, but

previous to this was
an actor for 10 years

on the speaking stage.

Has made over 150 pictures, 30 of which

were feature pictures and the rest one and

two reelers. Studying and making mo-
tion pictures are Mr. Seay's hobby. Per-

manent address, M. P. D. A., 234 West
55th St., New York City.

Charles R. Seeling. Age 29. Has writ-

ten and directed over 20 features, chiefly

westerns. Permanent address, R. C. Stu-

dios, Hollywood.

Lou Seiler. Has directed a number of

pictures for Fox. Permanent address,

Fox Studios, Hollywood.

Wm. A. Seiter, age

32 years, born in

New York City.

Started film work
with Selig. Has
made about five pro-

ductions, all features.

Has directed many
feature productions for Universal, Princi-

pal and Warners. Mr- Seiter's hobby is

Rolf. Permanent address, 6606 St. Francis

Court, Hoolywood, Cal.

George B. Seitz,

age 32 years, born in

Boston. Mass. Start-

ed film work with
Pathe; previous to

this was a scenario

writer. Has made a

great number of pic-

tures, which include many serials and su-

per-features. Permanent address, Pathe

Exchange, 35 W. 45th St., New York.

Victor Seastrom

was born in Sweden,

1879. When 18 he

went on the stage as

an actor, becoming

also a stage director.

When the Swedish

Biograph was organ-

ized in 1912 he became its director, and

directed three or four 3-reelers a year

until 1916. Then he directed the first

Swedish feature length picture, "A Man
There Was," from an Ibsen poem.

He came to America under a long-term

contract, and is now working on "He

Who Gets Slapped" for Metro-Goldwyn.

Permanent address, Metro-Goldwyn-May-

er studios. Culver City, Cal.

Mack S e n n e 1 1,

began screen career

when he was an actor

with Biograph,
organized Keystone

Film Co., with as-

sistance of Ad. and

Charles Kessel. Has
produced a great many pictures, chiefly

comedies. Permanent address, Mack
Sennett Comedies, 1712 Glendale Blvd.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

WEBSTER CAMPBELL
DIRECTOR
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Harold Shaw. Directed many one and

two reel pictures for Edison, later going

to England where he directed a number
of features. Returned to this country

and has directed features for the past two
years. Permanent address, c/o M. P. D.

A. Hollywood.

Roy Sheldon, age 36, educated in

Jacksonville; stage career of 8 years. Per-

manent address, 61 W. 106th St., N. Y. C.

Perley Poore Sheehan. Has written and

adapted many pictures and also has di-

rected a number of features. Permanent
address, Universal City, Cal.

Scott Sidney, age

47 years, born in

Pennsylvania. Pre-

v i o u s to directing

motion pictures was
an actor on the
speaking stage for 20

years and started his

film work with old K-B Studios. Mr. Sid-

ney has made about 400 pictures, which

include feature productions and two
reelers. For past few years directing

comedies and features for Christie. Per-

manent address, Christie Studios, Holly-

wood.

Edward Sloman,

age 38 years, born in

London. Started
making motion pic-

tures with Universal

Co. Previous to this

was an actor on the

legitimate stage. Has
made many productions continuously for

the past six years. Painting, riding and

boxing are his hobbies. Now with Univer-

sal. Permanent address, 614 S. Oxford

Ave.. California.

Ray C. Smallwood, age 34 years. Be-

gan screen work with Imp. Directed many
one and two reelers. Worked 5 years

with Metro and directed Alia Nazimova
during two and one half years, after which

he formed his own company. Permanent
address: ISO W. 34th Street, New York
City.

Cliff Smith. Has directed a number
of Western features, many with Bill Hart.

Now directing features for Universal.

Permanent address, Universal City, Cal.

Hamilton Smith,

previous to entering

picture work, was a

~^W w • newspaperman. Be-

H gan film work with

Kalem, where he was

staff writer, director

and general manager.

Has been with Metro, Goldwyn, World.

Directed about SO features and short-

reelers. Organizer of Syracuse Motion
Pictures Co. and author and director of

three features for that organization. Writ-
ing and directing a series of "Hickory

Corners" two-reel comedies for Artcraft.
To make "The Master of Ballantrae,"

under his own banner in October. Perm-
anent address, 139 W. 47th St., New York
City.

Noel Smith. Now directing comedies
for Century Film Corp. Permanent ad-

dress, Century Studios, Hollywood.

David Smith. Worked in all branches

of productions, later becoming director for

Vitagraph, making a number of features.

Permanent address, Vitagraph Studios,

Hollywood.

David Solomon—Produced "South Sea

Love" for Fox.

Mai St. Clair, age 27, began his film

career with the Keystone Film Co. and

was subsequently with Mack Sennett and
Buster Keaton. He has directed fifteen

two-reel comedies. Has directed a num-
ber of feature-length comedy-dramas. St.

Clair was born in Los Angeles. Perma-
nent address, Warner Studios.

Al St. John, age 31

years, born in Santa

Anna, Calif. Started

film work with Key-
stone; previous to

this was an actor on
the speaking stage

for eight years. Has
made about 25 pictures, which include a

few feature productions and chiefly one

and two reelers. Baseball and golf are

the hobbies of Mr. St. John. Permanent
address, Fox Studios, Los Angeles, Calif.

John M. Stahl.

Backed by a long

stage training as an

actor, John M. Stahl

found scope for his

creative ability as a

motion picture direc-

tor. Has been"under

contract with Louis B. Mayer for the

past four and a half years, working as an

independent production unit. He has just

completed "Husbands and Lovers."

Richard Stanton,

was born in Philadel-

phia, Pa. At the age

of eight he ran away
from home. Previous

to entering pictures

he was an actor on

the speaking stage

for quite some time. His screen career

started with Vitagraph, in which he was
actor, author, director and supervisor.

He has made many pictures, mostly fea-

ture productions. Permanent address,

Hollywood. Calif.

Bennie Stolon*. Now directing pictures

at the Fox Studio, Hollywood.

Jerome Storm,

born in Denver, Col-

orado. Previous to

directing pictures
was on the speaking

stage for quite some
time. Started screen

career with I n c e-

Paramount. and has made many pictures,

features and one and two reelers. Perma-
nent address. 154 S. Larchmont Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Hunt Stromberg.

Graduated from pub-

licity ranks to head

of his own produc-

ing organization. Has
directed many feat-

ures including the

"Fire Patrol." Per-

manent address, Ince Studios, Hollywood,

Cal.

Rollin S. Sturgeon.

Born in Rock Island,

111. and attended

Northwestern and
Harvard University.

Since 1909 writer, di-

rector, manager and

producer. Has di-

rected many pictures. Permanent address,

723 N. Mariposa Ave., Hollywood.

Charles Swickard,

feature director. For

a number of years ac-

tive on the speaking

stage as actor, adapt-

or and stage director.

Took up pictures at

the suggestion and in

the services of Thomas H. Ince, at Ince-

ville, California. Began with acting and

writing, making exhaustive study of the

industry. Began directing in 1914. Was
the director of some of G. Gardner Sulli-

van's big successes. Permanent address,

Hollywood, Calif.

Frederick Sullivan,

age 51 years, born in

London. Previous to

directing motion pic-

tures was a newspa-

per man and was a

stage director for 15

years. Started film

work with Reliance Co. in 1912 and has

made 11 big feature pictures and 250 one

and two reelers. A good deal of Mr. Sul-

livan's leisure time is spent either playing

tennis or fishing. Permanent address.

Hollywood, Calif.
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Cullen Tate.—Has worked in various

branches of production and later became
assistant director for C. B. DeMille. Has
directed three features. Permanent ad-

dress, Hollywood.

Sam Taylor. Age
28 years; born in

New York City;

graduated Fordham
University, 19 15.

Comedy writer for

Kalem, Vitagraph

and Universal until

1920; on Harold Lloyd's production staff

ever since; first as writer, then as direc-

tor. Co-directed with Fred Newmeyer.
Permanent address, 528 Crescent Drive,

Beverly Hills, Cal.

S. E. V. Taylor—Began screen career

with Biograph in 1909; staff playwright

with D. W. Griffith 3 years; member of

M. P. D. A. Permanent address, N. Y.

Athletic Club, N. Y. City.

Tom Terriss, age

43 years, born in

London. Previous to

making motion pic-

tures was an actor-

manager and was on

the speaking stage

for 17 years. Has

THE

made about 40 pictures, all of these being
feature productions. Boating is the favor-
ite hobby of Mr. Terriss. Now in Spain,
producing for Metro-Goldwyn. Perman-
ent address, 601 W. 144th St., New York
City.

George Terwilli-

ger, age 42 years,

born in New York.

Started making mo-
tion pictures with Re-

liance in 1910. Be-

fore this was a news-
paper critic. Has

made 120 pictures, 100 of these being two
reelers and the rest were feature produc-

tions. Mr. Terwilliger spends a great

deal of his leisure time outdoors.

Richard Thomas.—Before entering pic-

tures was an artist. Has made two fea-

tures. Permanent address, F. B. O. Stu-

dios, Hollywood.

Freder'k A. Thom-
son, age 53 years,

born in Montreal,

Canada. Started film

work with Vitagraph

in Brooklyn. Pre-

vious to this was a

stage director and ac-

tor on the speaking stage for 20 years.

He has made between 30 and 40 features.

Permanent address, The Players, 16

Grammercy Park, New York.

Robert Thornby, born in New York
City. Previous to directing motion pic-

tures, was an actor on the speaking stage

for a number of years. Began screen

career with Vitagraph as an actor, and
then became a director. Mr. Thornby
has directed many pictures, chiefly feature

productions. Permanent address, 2464

Beachwood Drive, Los Angeles, California.

Rex Thorpe, age

30 years, born in

Mangum, Okla. Pre-
v i o u s to directing

pictures, was an ac-

tor on the speaking

stage for about five

years. Started screen

career with Oklahoma Midwestern Film

Co. in 1919,, and has co-directed quite a I

lot of two-reel western pictures. Writing

is Mr. Thorpe's hobby. Permanent ad-

dress, Bisbee, Ariz., and Hollywood, Cali-

fornia.

--N

I

Edward Laemmle

< i

Directing for

Universal

Leather Pushers" — Fourth Series

"The Fast Steppers"

'The Victor"

—

Starring Herb Rawlison

NOW DIRECTING

"FLOWER OF NAPOLI"
Universal Super-Jewel
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Maurice Tourneur,

born in France. Pre-

vious to directing

motion pictures was
an artist and stage

producer, having pro-

duced over 400 stage

plays in France.

Started film work with Eclair in Paris.

Athletics, art and literature are the hob-

bies of Mr. Tourneur. Permanent address,

United Studios, Hollywood, California.

Laurence Trimble, born Robbinston,

Me.. Feb. IS, 1885. Early career, farm-

ing, lumber business, short story writ-

ing. Started screen career with Vitagraph

in spring of 1910. Produced independently

in England from 1913 to 1916. In 1917,

he joined Goldwyn. Since 1920 with

Murfin-Trimble Prods. Likes outdoor

recreation. Permanent address, M. P.

D. A., Hollywood.

Frank W. Tuttle, age 31. President of

Yale Dramatic Assn., 1915. Started in

pictures with The Film Guild, about 1922.

Playwright and scenario writer of Famous
Players, directing Bebe Daniels next fall.

Permanent address, Greenwich, Conn.

Frank Urson. Born in Chicago, grad-

uate of Armour Institute. For several

years was associated with railroad con-

struction. Started in pictures with Than-
houser, and later with Griffith as cine-

matographer. He joined the Lasky or-

ganization some years ago in the same
capacity, and later became assistant di-

rector for C. B. DeMille. Recently he

was appointed a director for Lasky's.

Permanent address, Lasky Studio, Holly-

wood.

Travers Vale, age

58 years, born in

Liverpool, Eng. Pre-

vious to making pic-

tures was a theatri-

cal producer. Began
film work with Rex
in 1909. Has made

300 pictures, 122 of which are feature pro-

ductions and the rest two reelers.

Permanent address, Friars Club, New
York City.

Wally Van. Acted and directed for

Vitagraph, and later directed a number
of feature productions. Permanent ad-

dress, M. P. D. A. Hollywood.

W. S. Van Dyke,

age 34 years. Start-

ed his career with

D. W. Griffith in

Intolerance. Has
worked with several

companies and has

directed 15 features.

Only one hobby, golf. Permanent ad-

dress, 6511^4 Hollywood Blvd.

Philip Van Loan, age 40 years, born in

Amsterdam, Holland. Previous to direct-
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iiig pictures, was an actor on the speak-

ing stage for a number of years. He
started his screen career with Fox, and
has made quite a number of pictures, in-

cluding feature productions and one and
two reelers. Permanent address, 335

East 79th St., New York City.

Perry N. Vekroff,

age 42 years, born in

Alexandria, Egypt.

Graduated Robert

College, Constanti-

nople, Turkey, 1898.

After serving in

Dept. of Foreign Af-

fairs and as Second Secretary in Secret

Cabinet of H. M. King Ferdinand I of

Bulgaria, emigrated to U. S. A. Started

stage career in "Fatal Wedding Co." Be-

came a screen writer, actor, scenario ed-

itor and director: with Lubin, Kinema-
color, and others, directing numerous suc-

cesses. Address, 6121 Selma Ave., Hol-
lywood, Cal.

Edward Venturini—Has directed one
Hodkinson. Permanent address, Nanuet,
N. Y.

King Vidor, age 29

years, born in Gal-

veston, Tex. Start-

ed film work direct-

ing Judge Willis
Brown Boy pictures

in 1917 in Los An-
geles. Is a member

of the Writers' Guild, California Yacht
Club, Hollywood Athletic Club, and the

Motion Picture Directors' Assn. Perma-
nent address, Goldwyn-Metro-Mayer Stu-

dios, Culver City, Calif.

Robert G. Vignola,

age 40 years, born in

Trivigno, Italy. He
was an actor on the

speaking stage for

ten years, and began

his motion picture

career as a director

for Kalem.

He has made 100 two-reel productions,

and about 30 features. Has just com-
pleted a contract with Cosmopolitan, in

which he directed Marion Davies in

"When Knighthood Was in Flower,"

"Yolanda" and others. He is now under

contract to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Per-

manent address, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios, Culver City, Cal.

James Vincent, age

41 years, born in

Springfield, Mass.
Previous to making
motion pictures was
an actor on the

speaking stage for 10

years. Has made 43

features. Permanent address, 215 W. 51st

St., New York.

Erich von Stro-

heim. Age 38 years,

born in Vienna, Aus-

tria, the son of an

Austrian nobleman.

Was an officer in the

Austrian army. Be-

came well known on

the screen during the war for his portrayal

of Prussian officers. Has become one

of the best known directors in pictures,

although he has made only four pictures.

Permanent address, Metro-Goldwyn-May-

er studios, Culver City, Cal.

R. A. Walsh, age

35 years, born in

New York City. Pre-

vious to becoming a

director, was a col-

1 e g e student, and
then became a Grif-

fith protege. Later

he went to Fox. Seven years ago he
started for Griffith and has made about

48 productions, all of which were features.

New York City, and United Studios,

Hollywood, Calif.

Ben Wilson, born in Corning, Iowa,

educated there and in Centreville, Iowa.
Stage career 12 years in stock and pro-

ducing. Screen career, Edison, Universal,

Hallmark and Arrow. Produced a num-
ber of specials for Arrow release. Perma-
nent address, 5821 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

J. Williamson,
age 42 years, born

in England. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures, was a car-

toonist and photog-

rapher. Started film

work in Norfolk, Vir-

ginia, and is the originator of under sea

motion pictures. Mr. Williamson has

made eight pictures, all feature pro-

ductions. Permanent address, Hotel

Warrington, New York City.

Lawrence C. Windom, born in New
York. Previous to directing pictures was
an actor on the speaking stage for a num-
ber of years.

Chet Withey, age

36 years, born in

Park City, Utah.

Previous to directing

motion pictures, was
an actor on the
speaking stage for a

number of years, he

also was a scenario writer. Mr. Withey
has made about 22 pictures. Permanent
address, Lotos Club, New Yort,

83
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Sam Wood, age 38

years, born in Phila-

delphia, Pa. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures was an in-

vestment broker.
Started screen career

with Lasky's and has

made about 20 pictures, almost all of

which are features. Football and row-

ing are the hobbies of Mr. Wood. Per-

manent address, Hollywood, Calif.

Wallace Worsley,

age 43 years, born in

New York. Pre-

vious to making mo-
tion pictures he was
an actor and stage

director. He started

with Thomas H.

Ince and has made 25 pictures, and pro-

duced "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
for Universal. Mr. Worsley's hobby is

motor cars. Permanent address, M. P. D.

A. Hollywood.

William Worthing-

ton, born in Troy.

New York. Previous

to directing pictures,

was an actor on the

speaking stage for a

number o f years.

Started screen career

in Los Angeles in 1913, and has made

54 pictures, all of which were feature pro-

ductions. Motoring and swimming are

the hobbies of Mr. Worthington. Perma-

nent address, 1944 Franklin Circle, Holly-

wood, California.

John Griffith Wray,
age 38 years, born in

Minneapolis. Minn.

Started film work
with Thomas H.

Irice one year ago.

Previous to this was

manager, director
and actor on the speaking stage for a great

number of years. Has made a number of

pictures, all of which were features. Now
in charge of productions of Thomas H.

Ince. Permanent address, Ince Studios,

Culver City, Cal.

Rob Wagner, age 52 years, born in

Detroit, Mich. Received an education at

the University of Michigan, afterward

embarking for a time as a bridge-

builder. Later he made a national reputa-

tion as an illustrator, cartoonist, and por-

trait painter; another he made as author.

Most of his stories involve people of film

life, with which he has been associated

since the inception of the industry. He
is a photoplaywright and designer of art

titles. Wrestling and manual labor are

his hobbies. Directed a number of two-
reelers starring Will Rogers. Permanent
address, Writers Club.

Nate C. Watt, age

33 years, born in

Denver, Colo. Pre-

vious to directing

pictures, was man-
ager of musical com-
edies for about four

years. Started film

work with Lois Weber as Ass't Director

and has made 8 pictures, all of which are

feature productions. Swimming and rid-

ing are the hobbies of Mr. Watt. Perma-
nent address, Hollywood, California.

Kenneth Webb,
born in New York.

Started film work in

Flatbush with Vita-

graph Co., in 1916.

Previous to this was

an author and stage

director. Has made 30 pictures, 15 of

which were five reelers and the rest two

reelers. Mr. Webb's chief hobby is golf.

Permanent address, 172 W. 79th St., New
York.

Lois Weber, the

only woman member
of the M. P. D. A.

Her experience in

producing and direct-

ing covers a period of

years. Miss Weber
is interested in art,

music and the drama. Permanent ad-

dress, Lois Weber Productions, Holly-

wood, California.

Millard Webb.—For a number of years

has been connected with various branches

of producing and recently appointed di-

rector for Warner Brothers. Permanent

address, Warner Bros. Studio, Hollywood.

Harmon Weight, previous to directing

pictures was a stage director and also

managed his own stock company. He was

formerly with Universal, Paralta Plays,

.

and Selznick. Has directed several

feature productions. Recently with Dis-

tinctive Productions. Permanent address,

423 W. 118th St., New York City.

Roland West, age

37 years, born in

Cleveland, Ohio.

Previous to making
motion pictures was
an author, and start-

ed film work in 1919

in New York. Has
made 4 pictures, all of which were fea-

tures. Mr. West's hobby is boating,

Permanent address, 260 West 42nd St.,

New York.

Jack White, age 26

years, born in New
York City. Began
his screen career with

N. Y. Motion Picture

Co. Has made many
pictures, most of
them one and two

reelers. Has produced many two-reel

comedies for Educational Release. Per-

manent address, Fine Arts Studio, Holly-

wood.

Irvin V. Willat,

age 33 years, born in

Stamford, Conn.
Started film work at

the Imp Studios,
New York, in 1910.

Previous to this had

always been working
in pictures. Mr. Willat has made about

20 features and is directing for Famous
under the name of "Irvin Willat Produc-
tions." Mr. Willat's only hobby is mo-
tion pictures. Permanent address

Famous Players Studio, Long Island City,

N. Y.

James Young, born

in Baltimore. Pre-

vious to making mo-

tion pictures was on

the stage for a num-

ber of years. Start-

ed film work with

Vitagraph, and has made several hundred

pictures, which includes feature produc-

tions and one and two reelers. Mr.

Young's hobby is "everything connected

with the stage." Permanent address, 1723

Lonewood Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Editors' Note.—A most earnest effort has been made to include in this listing all direc-

tors now active in this country, who are> or recently have, made feature productions. It

is a difficult task, and while it is believed that the above list is most comprehensive and
complete, shouldthere be any omissions it is trusted that the oversight willbe accepted as such.
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How many pictures can an

exhibitor say that about?

Darn few, you know it! But

it's what they all say about

"THE UNINVITED GUEST."

This exhibitor who had

them "lined on the side-

walk for the third show" is

just one of the exhibitors do-

ing the same thing. Pick up
any trade paper—look at ex-

hibitors' reports to see what's

getting the business. It's

"THE UNINVITED GUEST"
every time!
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HE TREND IN FILMS
FOR NEXT YEAR

By Louis B. Mayer

iO many articles have been written, and state-

ments have been made on the "trend of pic-

tures for the coming year" that it is difficult

|o say anything on the subject that is not hack-

leyed or bromidic.

It is not for the sake of effect, however, that

say there will be no decided trend for any

line thing in pictures in the coming season. A
[trend" indicates a number of pictures along

|he same line, and this is just what the industry

lust avoid.

Never before were producers so earnestly

leeking things new and original as now. This

Iresages a great year for the business. The
lublic, in my estimation, wants diversity in its

lictures, and will pay its quarters into the box
fffice to get it.

The public is "shopping" for pictures now,
attending them hit or miss. This means

lat the industry must present a wide variety

productions. It is with this in mind that the

letro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions has laid out

Is program of production for the year. There
[ras no saying, "This year we will make this

/pe of picture," but, instead, a careful balan-

|ing with stories of every type on the produc-
|ion schedule.
We cannot look for any one particular type

|f pictures. Although it will not necessarily be
year of spectacles and costume pictures, it

jst as certainly will not be a year of small
Iroductions.

PICTURE-MAKING
FORMULA

By William deMille

ERHAPS one of the most interesting angles
of motion picture production is the fact that

has so many angles.
Each new picture is a fresh adventure and it

impossible to lay down hard and fast rules of
oduction. The producer-director who sets a
chnical formula and tries to live up to it later

likely to find that the progress of picture-
aking is taking a tangent far different from the
e he has selected.

I create a new formula for each picture be-
use every photoplay is an entity. Each has
s own psychology and demands individual
eatment. With each new production I repu-
iate much of the technique I may have used
ree or six months previously.
A year ago, for instance, I might have fought
ainst the reduction of sub-titles. Yet, when
produced "Don't Call It Love," Clara Be-
nger, the scenarist for William deMille pro-
ictions, and I not only eliminated half the
ual quota but used no "time or place" titles,

he latter were not needed.
In "Icebound" we introduced sub-titles with-
t verbs. They best reflected the severe psy-
oloby of the story and would not have been
propriate in another picture.
In "The Bedroom Window" and in the adap-
tion of "Spring Cleaning" other changes in
chnique were decided upon.
Every picture presents its own problems of
terpretation; offers new ideas in titling; de-
ands different tempo in action and individual
)loring in settings.

There is one formula to which I will always
3ld, however. It is expressed in a motto which
ings upon the wall of my study at the Lasky
udio. It reads

—

"The Picture of the Future will be the Pic-

ture which Says Something Worth Saying in

a Beautiful Way."

MAKING THEM FUNNY
By James W. Home

AFTER ten years someone, somewhere—

I

think it was Thomas H. Ince—told me I

was funny. 1 didn't believe him as I had been

told by producer after producer my work was
westerns and melodrama. (This was after I

had lived down eleven serials.) (Laugh that

one off.) I was scared to death because I had

outgrown any thought of comedy from the old

Kalem days when George Marion, then the

president of Kalem, wanted me to take over

Ham and Bud and assured me I was a comedy
director.

I made "The Hottentot" and it went over big

and now they tell me I'm funny. That's the

best compliment I have ever received as I fully

realize what it means to try and be funny.

Comedy is the hardest, cruelest end of the

motion picture business and the most disap-

pointing from a director's standpoint. In drama
we have more or less given rules and dramatic
values that we know will go over and always
serve; in comedy a gag, or comedy point, will

never go over to the public twice in the same
way. Gags are limited like notes of the scale

and it is only the way they are handled that

get them over. Give them the twist.

My idea of a good comedy is first a story.

This is essential (many will differ with me, I

know), then gags to hang on it to make it fun-

nier, and if possible a thrill or two. There are

certainly all kinds of comedy, slap-stick, farce,

society comedy, situation comedy, etc., etc. They
all must be handled in a different vein. I know!
I made a melodramatic farce. We all believed
it the best we had ever worked in and lo and
behold when I saw it cut and finished on the
screen the cutter had tried to make it a melo-
drama pure and simple. It was simple but far

from pure and we were all terrible together.
To depict something funny all the characters

should feel funny, be in good humor. Rehear-
sals are death to comedy of any kind. I try
never to rehearse and if I find the gag has to

be rehearsed over and over, I immediately throw-
it away and substitute something else. Stilted
comedy isn't worth a nickle.

We all have ambitions and my ambition is to

continue to make comedies along the lines of
"The Hottentot," "Yankee Consul" and "Capt.
Fearless." Three entirely different kinds of
comedy subjects. I am sure the greater per-
centage of the picture-going public longs to
laugh and is waiting and anxious to be enter-
tained. The greater percentage of the pictures
today are serious, yet the biggest money makers
in the business are comedians.

If I can make them funny, good and funny,
I will feel I have done my share to make the
motion picture the entertainment of the world.
Yes, the industry is still in its infancy.

Setting the Tempo With
Rhythmic Music
By Victor Schertzinger

ACCORDING to a rough count, I'm asked
at least thirty-five times a week why I don't

give up composing music and confine my efforts

to directing motion pictures or give up direct-

ing for composing.
I usually take time to explain that to me the

two are so closely allied that there is almost

no difference at all. You can't make a motion

picture unless you have the entire story pictured

in your mind before you direct the first scene

and you can't compose a piece of music unless

you first have a complete picture in your mind.

Instead of telling the story on film you write

it in notes on a musical scale.

It is a source of great satisfaction to me to

see the long strides music is taking in the

actual making of motion pictures. You can go

into any studio and find scarcely a company
working without the use of music of some kind,

usually the combination of violin, cello and a

foot-power organ.
Music helps players portray various emo-

tions, brings tears to their eyes or smiles to

their lips, but that is not its most important
use. Its greatest benefit is the help it gives in

providing the right tempo to the action of each
scene and rhythm to the picture as a whole. I

have seen great stage directors beating time
with a pencil or cigar during the rehearsal of

a scene to correct the tempo. It is another one
of those things that you feel but cannot ex-
plain. If, when the play is staged, the tempo
is not right you know that something is wrong
without knowing why.

If the right music is used during the filming
of a scene the director has no difficulty in tell-

ing whether the action has the right rhythm.
A dancer would have far more difficulty in ac-
quiring the grace that accompanies perfect
rhythm if he did not have the aid of music.
You don't have to have an understanding of

music to appreciate this fact. I know fine di-

rectors who make use of "sideline" music and
are aided greatly by it, although they don't
know just why. A scene will be played and the
tempo will not be in keeping with the music.
There is a jarring note in the action that regis-
ters immediately upon the director. He will
film the scene again and ask the players to take
more time with their work. Although he doesn't
realize it, the music was the instrument that
corrected the error.

SIGNIFICANCE OF
TITLES

By Robert Z. Leonard

AROSE by any other name may smell as
sweet, but it would not be so popular if it

were called spinach.
If I were a film salesman, I would rather

have a good title for the picture I was selling
than a cast full of celebrities.

It means nothing to the story, to be sure.
"A Woman of Paris" would have been the same
picture if Chaplin had called it "What Hap-
pened to Edna." But I, for one, wouldn't have
gone to see it if he'd used the latter title.

Selecting good selling titles for pictures mav
be hokum, but it is a practice indulged in by
most of our modern writers.
Anyone would read "Prancing Nigger," "The

Blind Bow Boy," "Main Street," "Told by an
Idiot," "Seeing Things at Night" or books with
similar titles. These are merely picked at ran-
dom, but they are excellent examples. They
sound interesting.

"Circe," the title of the story Ibanez wrote
for Miss Murray, is a very good title, in my
estimation. It is Ibanez's title.

Miss Murray and I spend a great deal of time
in selecting titles of our productions. Some-
times they are suggested by the authors of the
stories or members of our company. A prop-
erty man proposed one of our titles.

"Fascination," "The French Doll," "Mile
Midnight," "Fashion Row," "Jazzmania" are afew of our recent titles. I'm not taking credit
for them but I think they are examples of ex-
cellent selling titles.
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Producer's Ideas on\the Requirements of a Director
irector Should Create

By M. C. LEVEE
President, United Studios

INETY-FIVE per cent of the

motion picture directors today,

jiether they have it or not, need
bducing supervision.

JBy producing supervision I mean,

; creation of plot and producing

lues in the translation of the story

the screen which the director

nself should perfect.

The chief requirements for a good
rector in my opinion, is real cre-

ve ability to increase the merit

a story in telling it on the screen,

'deal motion picture stories are

v and far between. The scarcity

ibook material that can De literally

.nslated to the screen is becom-

\
greater every year. Much of

s modern literature we cannot tell

I

the screen as it is written, be-

ase of the censors. Directors are

ing thrown upon their resources

>re and more every day.

Yet, the average director depends

tirely too much upon others. He
s a tendency to become mechani-

1. A director should not merely

•ect, he should create. He should

ild where others leave off.

I could engage an assistant di-

:tor, give him a wonderful story

script form—all worked out for

n— and he would undoubtedly

ike a great picture.

The director, however, who can

ce an average story with fair pos-

lilities, and work that story into

great motion picture, is to my
ind, a real director.

Another important requirement is

ability to make art commercial

Jr in the vernacular of the trade,

produce pictures with an eye on

e box-office. We may rave about

t in motion pictures but past ex-

jriences illustrate many sad les-

ns. Art is fine as long as it is

tune with the box-office. Give us

tistic pictures by all means—but
mbine with art a generous spnnk-

ig of box-office flavoring. In other

brds, the director must be a show-

in. He must sense the public's

:es and dislikes and adapt himself

d his skill accordingly.

There are indeed few directors

io todav combine the qualifications

have mentioned. Because of this

ct, in nearly every instance, pro-

icing supervision over the direct-

's supervision is essential. In

ew of this fact, I contend that a

rector's value is measured by the

nount of supervision necessary. A
rector who expects to have his

foblems worked out for him should

pit receive a salary equal to that

I another director who creates his

ton solutions. Yet this is the sit-

ttion we find in the producing field

( day.

ilust
Be Keen Student

of Human Nature
JULIUS BERNHEIM

;

-general Manager, Universal City

|1HE essential requirements of a

L good director are many and va

ried. First he must be a keen stu-
dent of human nature, for without
this quality his directorial efforts
will be greatly hampered. He
must know color values; he must
know lighting; he must know how
to build tense situations; what is

constructive by way of suspense; he
must be in constant touch with the
outer world regarding the ever-
changing whims of the entertain-
ment public at large; he must be
an executive, an organizer, for in no
production unit is harmony com-
plete unless all the contributing
branches are in accord with one
another.
A good director studies his play

and his players and be open to sug-
gestion at all times. He must know
and appreciate production cost.
There are occasions when a director
works at a disadvantage, but a good
motion picture director can, as a
rule, find a way to overcome what
might be seemingly insurmountable
obstacles.

Conditions are greatly changed in

the industry with regard to the feel-

ing between the director, executives
and the players. While there have
been rumors of rather slight antag-
onism with a production unit in the
past, this has now ceased to exist
and working conditions are quite
harmonious.
The successful director is the one

who shares his confidences with the
players and technical staff attached
to his unit and it is a common oc-
currence now-a-days for a director,

star and cameraman to be continu-
ally exchanging suggestions which
will lead to a better grade of

product.
The good motion picture director

must have unusually keen insight
on script changes; he must be a
man of many moods, a clear thinker,

a fast worker, competent, keen and
human.

Breadth of Knowledge
By JESSE L. LASKY

Vice Pres. Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation.

You ask me what constitutes the
requirements for a good motion
picture director.

It is rather difficult to answer, as

a good director must have such a

wide range of knowledge, technical
ability, imagination and executive
capacity that a brief definition sum-
marizing his essential requirements
is almost impossible. He must be
artist and business man, technician
and diplomat, creator and interpreter

—all contradictory, but all necessary.

If I may, however, I shall discuss
two of the things essential in the

make-up of a good director. Lack-
ing these elements he can never at-

tain greatness, regardless of his

abilities otherwise.

In the first place, a good director

must be able to interpret the thought
and spirit of the author whose story
he is putting on the screen. And
when I say "interpret" I do not

|

mean that the director should mere-

ly translate words into pictures. It

is rare, indeed, that a novel or play
is so written that it can be tran
scribed literally and exactly into pic
tures. The reason—and we all have
been reiterating it so long that it

has become a commonplace—is that
motion pictures are an entirely dif-

ferent form of expression, and as
such demand liberties and are bound
by restrictions that do not obtain
on the stage or between the covers
of a book.

For the director to interpret the
thought and spirit of the author re-
quires sympathy, understanding and
imagination. It also requires thought
and patience and knowledge of his
craft. The time has passed in this

profession when a director, either
through ignorance or lack of skill

and patience, can take a play or
novel and substitute for its dramatic
story something from his own mind
that is easier to photograph. The
time also has passed when a director
can lazily turn into pictures the
dialogue and situations of. the stage.

No, the director must keep the
spirit of the original story and put
that spirit into an entirely different

entity—a motion picture play.

And this leads naturally into the
other quality. Any director who is

to make a name for himself must
have in him the seeds of creation.

He must be an artist who can imag-
ine and put into pictures his own
dramatic interpretations of life. He
must be able to make his own
dramas and make them so they can
be photographed. This requires imag-
ination, a knowledge of dramatic
values, a wide knowledge of life.

So, you see, the great director
must be interpreter and creator

—

and it is rare indeed that one man
has in him such contradictory qual-
ities.

Need Not Be Expert in

Story Construction
By EARL HUDSON

First National

AMOTION picture director

should be just what his title im-
plies—a director of the performances
of the players who make up the

cast of his picture, visualizing

through the expressions and pan-
tomimic abilities of the cast the
thoughts, mental processes, emo-
tions, reactions and determinations
necessary to tell the story set forth

in his script.

A director should have a general
understanding of story values, but
he does not need to be an expert in

story construction. That is a spe-

cialty which should more particu-

larly be the responsibility of the

scenario writer. The script should

be the director's blueprint, clearly

indicating the expressions and regis-

trations wanted in each scene by the

scenario writer to tell his story.

The director's greatest claim to

opportunity should be his thorough
knowledge and understanding of

what constitutes real acting and his

ability to get superlative acting per-

formances from his cast in accord-
ance with the requirements of his
script.

When he has done this success-
fully, he has discharged one of the
greatest responsibilities attending the
production of a picture.

Not a One Man's Job
By R. A. ROWLAND

First National

A S to what should constitute the
•£*• requirements of a good director,
I would say, first: he should know
dramatic art. He should appreciate
extremely characterization and tem-
po. These two are the main essen-
tials that any director should have.
He should also naturally know cut-
ting, and titling, and help in the
construction of continuities.
Of course, this might be asking

too much, but if the average di-
rector had the first three require-
ments, with the aid of the producer
working with the director, showing
a judgment of showmanship in the
selection of material with box-office
value, and the aid of a capable con-
tinuity writer, and then last but not
least, the appreciation of economy—this, in my opinion, would make
a perfect director.

All these things are not impos-
sible, although we cannot expect
any director to know all the essen-
tials that go into picture construc-
tion and making, the whys and
wherefors of box-office value, etc.,
and it is the wise director who will
not do everything himself but who
will allow himself to be helped by
a capable staff, as it is not a one
man's job.

It is also the wise director who
will listen, because it is not hu-
manly possible for one man to have
all the necessary qualifications enu-
merated above.

Follow Producer's
Intentions

By SOL LESSER
Pres., Principal Pictures Corp.

"Mark now how a plain tale shall
put you down."—

Shakespeare in Henry IV.
In the production of motion pic-

tures the director is the one who
stands between failure and achieve-
ment. He either miscarries the pro-
ducer's project or he is the one re-
sponsible for accomplishing its in-
tention.

Sometimes the originator of a
screen production is actually the di-
rector as in the case of Charlie
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, or Har-
old Lloyd. These artists I except.
I also except those directors who
are the responsible heads of their
own individual organizations.
From my standpoint as a producer

I address myself to the director
whom I engage to transfer to the
screen a book, play or original story
that I am to produce. I want to
produce this picture because I be-
lieve it contains a message and has
the plot and the amusement quali-
ties that I feel the public desires.
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If my director misses this message
or the plot or the entertainment
qualities as I see them, then he does
not accomplish my intention.

The motion picture director should
have as his qualifications, first; a

cultured understanding of humanity
coupled with a sympathetic interest

for all phases of human existence.

By this I mean that he should have
no prejudices for or against differ-

ent social stratas but must have a

well-organized brain, so that what-
ever type of character he has to di-

rect, that character be representative

of its class. In order to appeal to

all classes of the public the charac-

ters must be representative of their

class. Otherwise, the public will

not accept such characters as liv-

ing persons in real life.

The motion picture director's

other requirements are stamina, pa-

tience, courage, originality, and he
must be an organizer. He must ef-

fect the compromises between the

actors, and the compromises between
the technicians.

The temperaments of motion pic-

ture producers qualify them for dif-

ferent types of dramas or comedies.

Thus we see certain directors suc-

ceeding in society plays—others in

Western stories— still others in com-
edies—but always the same qualities

endure—stamina, patience, courage,

originality—and organization ability

is most dominant.
The relationship between a pro-

ducer and a director is often very

chaotic. Most directors feel that

producers are magnates and are only

looking for the profits, without re-

gard to art. I know sixteen pro-

ducers here in Los Angeles who
qualify as idealists—practical ideal-

ists, it is true—but all living under

the influence of idealism. These
producers all require another quali-

fication of a director—and that is

team work.
The successful director must have

the ability and the loyalty to traas-

fer to the screen the project as the

producer wants his public to see it.

The director who accepts the rela-

tionship of the producers a con-

tributing factor and does not mis-

carry the producers conception is

muchly sought. The producer must
make his contribution by expressing

his ideas and see that they are car-

ried to completion on the screen

with the aid of his director, or he

becomes a misnomer, and turns into

a capitalist.

Spiritual Quality
By MACK SENNETT

EVEN if I had the power of a

magician I don't know that I

could absolutely mould a motion
picture director to order.

The stuff that makes a good di-

rector is not like the stuff that

makes a good clerk or a good boxer.

It cannot so easily be catalogued.

It is an indefinable spiritual qual-

ity. I suppose you could call it an

intense sympathy— a sympathetic,

creative imagination.

Before he can tell the actors what
to do. the director must have a defi-

nite, clear vision of the finished pic-

ture in his own mind. The poor

directors, not having this vision,

grope around, trying to arrange the
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ors thus and so, without know-
what they are trying to do.

it as a great painter merely tries

imitate the picture that his imag-
tion sees, so a director tries to

d the actors toward the vision

t is on his mind.
}f course, vision is not enough
itself. A good director must also

a good executive, a good diplo-

t; he must have a sound appre-
tion and understanding of dra-
tic construction and he must have
nething of the good teacher also
his soul. Most of all, in our

•ticular line, he must have an
funding sense of humor; which
er all, is mostly a subtle instinct

contrasts.

\ child's school lessons might be
de most attractive to him by
ching with slow motion pictures.

getting him interested and then by
>etition he could acquire that

ich might be difficult for him to

rn otherwise.
ilow motion photography could
ually teach one the intricacies of

r sport in the world. It would
an much to a tennis devotee to
tch a tennis champion in action
m the screen—the handling of the
quet—the stroking of the ball

—

constant watching with the eye
uld make one more accurate when
ng upon the court. The same is

e of golf; of baseball; of swim-

'ersonally, I never grow tired of

tching slow motion pictures,

latever they reveal carries a les-

one which is taken with one
in leaving the theater. They
se a deep impression and a last-

one. Of all the cinematic dis-

eries since the beginning of pic-

e making they hold, I believe, a
ger future, a more definite place

[ something which seems des-

:d to go on down through the

:s.

The Screen's Ultimate Goal
The Best and Longest Seller of the Future Will Combine Poig-
nant Dramatic Action with Pictorial Beauty and Symbolism

By FERDINAND EARL

W
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(Continued on Page 94)

HEN J. Stuart Blackton pur-
chased Thomas Edison's orig-

inal "moving picture" camera and
those doughty pioneers saw the first

few feet of positive film projected,
little did they realize that they were
the mid-wives, so to speak, bring-
ing into the world a new prodigy
of art.

Even today, the average producer,
acting as the wet nurse of this new
infant of the Fine Arts, considers
the photoplay merely as a drama
told in animated photographs. He
is not aware that the brat is des-
tined to become the greatest and
most astounding of the art crea-
tions of mankind. He is blind to
the almost limitless possibilities of
the pictorial phase of the screen.
The first primeval men to make
sounds on a river reed little dreamed
of Jazz orchestras and Symphony
concerts!

Self-appointed prophets tell us in
shrill tones that artistic and cos-
tume plays are commercial failures.

But I should like to know who has
yet produced a genuine art drama?
Such a film must necessarily be

the creation of genius and not only
a commercial enterprize undertaken
by clever fabricators of melodramas,
using a few of the ear-marks of the
artist, to give a highbrow aspect
to their concoction.
A successful art drama, skilfully

blending the inifinitely varied beauty
of the masters of Art with the
power and suspense of red-blooded
plot and action, would have a uni-

versal box-office value for several
generations, just as Victor Hugo's
"Les Miserables" or Gounod's
"Faust" have a permanent box-of-
fice or book-sellers' value, decade
after decade. Such a film would
win millions of new followers to

the screen, forever silencing many
scoffers and placing motion pic-

tures on an equality with the print-

ing press, placing its finest film

productions on an equality with the
masterpieces of literature. Nowa-
days we are making "Police Ga-

zette" pictures, and wonder why
our efforts at classic art are not
taken seriously by cultured people.

The past generation of picture
producers was confronted with the
Herculean task of instilling in mil
lions of movie fans a rudimentary
idea of silent drama. Rapid, almost
phenominal progress was made from
year to year. But now we are
equipped to do great things. For
the screen opens up possibilities

forever denied the theatre, forever
denied opera, and forever denied lit

erature and all the other arts. Mo
tion picture people are generally too
busy to realize the scope of the
screen.

The penny-dreadful screen melo
drama shall always be with us.

But gradually the big distributors
will specialize with a carefully se-

lected product, a particular brand
of output, and develop their own
peculiar following, similar to the
subscribers to a magazine. The
magazines find it profitable to ad-
here to a clearly defined policy in

selecting their material for publica-
tion. And the youngster who wants
to read exciting stories does not
purchase the "Atlantic Monthly."
And the man with a scientific trend
of thought does not subscribe to

"Snappy Stories." If the youngster
had to choose blindly, he would
hardly ever spend money on books,
because he would hardly ever get
what he wanted. And the Scien-
tific man would likewise seldom
find what he sought and would
spend very little money on books.
By having magazines and books of

clearly defined types, the whole
range of the public pays tribute to

Bookdom!
When a great picture is made,

everybody in the industry benefits

by it. Every bad picture hurts the
whole industry. Saturday after-

noon and Sunday are becoming the
children's days, when serials and
thrillers may be shown with great

success.

REFLECTIONS
By JOHN McDERMOTT

I live to learn. I learn to live. Since the purpose of life

is to learn the law of life, I must be all things some time,

whether they be good or evil in the sight of my neighbor.

Only by knowing the evil will I know the good, and even
so the wrong and right of things.

Can a neighbor tell me the taste of a fruit unless I have
tasted something like? Or can he in his foolish wish to help

or be friendly, eat my food to save me the trouble of di-

gestion? Would I not starve to death under such friendli-

ness? Even so it is with life and its lessons. Life is mo-
tion. I move from ignorance to knowledge
The motion of life brings experience, remembrance of ex-

perience is knowledge, rightly applied knowledge is wisdom.
This is the tale of life. If the art of moving pictures por-

tray only the good, how can I learn from this, since the qual-

ity of good is in appearance not always the antithesis of evil.

Since life is made of contrasts, it is quite necessary to picture

both to arrive at a plausible conclusion.

Characterization
By RENAUD HOFFMAN

Better characterizations, finer char-

acterizations' will put over the oldest

plot in the world when placed on the

screen, the same as they continually

do in story form.

Our greatest novels have succeeded

because of finely drawn characteriza-

tions-

The same old plots is the answer
to the question of where is our fu-

ture material for motion picture sto-

ries coming from.

"Looking back over our greatest

picture successes, we find that those

with realism in their several charac-

terizations have been the ones to suc-

ceed, just the same as we discover

that this has been the reason for the

success of our greatest pieces of lit-

erature. The audience or reader off-

hand feels that it is the story, while

in reality there have been no new sto-

ries, we all know; it has been merely
individual characters so finely treated

as to touch the emotions that the re-

sult has been success."

Lavish mountings are unnecessary

for.effectiveness, is the opinion of one
whose first production, "Not One to

Spare," with the simplest of tarm
backgrounds has delighted the most
severe of our critics and has been
rated as an exceptional photoplay by
the National Board of Review.

In general Hoffman believes that

the greatest effectiveness is secured

with simplicity of story, with no de-

traction from the natural course of

emotions by the introduction of un-

usual scenic displays which appeal to

the audience merely in an optical and
mechanical manner and which are

mental purely rather than emotional.

Securing unconscious heart reactions

or emotions is what really holds, is

what is really wanted by an audience

as well as a reader, is what forces

the audience to force their friends to

see what they have enjoyed. The plot

may be old, the settings the ordinary

of everyday people, but when the

characters and their characterizations

get "under the skin," then we are

drawn, we need no titles and scenery

is of second importance.

Hoffman believes that when the in-

dustry has become really stable that

production costs will be much less

than at present and that the master-

pieces of the screen which will carry

on through time and serve as exam-
ples to our followers will have been

those of ordinary settings in which
the characters have been so extreme-

ly human and such a normal part of

ourselves that our emtions have in-

delibly imprinted the reactions into

our memories.

The best actor in the world is no
good, says Hoffman, when the direc-

tor is unable to drop him unconscious-

ly into his role. Characterization re-

sults, when thrown on the screen, are

a direct result of the director's ability

to pull from the actor unexaggerated,
natural mannerisms.

Lavish settings, complicated plots

and many titles are superfluities to

Hoffman and our future material will

be the same old plots with finer

characterizations.
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Should a Director Gut His Own Picture?

- W. GRIFFITH cut "The Birth

= "of a Nation"—"Broken Blos-
- s"

—"America," etc. Mr . De
lie cuts his own pictures

—"The
racle Man" was cut by its direc-

These are a few facts. I earn-

ly believe in fairness to the direc-

that he should do the last cutting

his picture.

JOHN GORMAN

(Continued from Page 49)

story skeleton—because this is

ir cutting line—to the exclusion of

xything else. Subconsciously, if

no other reason, they hew thru

: thousands of feet of "takes" to

it line. Often wantonly; frequently

irderously. "Plot—or bustl" is

ir shibboleth.

Dn the other hand, the director,

rm from the aura of incident and
nosphere he has created about his

iracters, knows that unless audi-

ts are vitally interested in charac-

6 they are not interested in what
se characters may do—which is

He knows that an ounce of

fnanness is worth a pound of news-
ekly action. He, therefore, by
ig allowed to supervise the final

1 most vital part of the production
icess, will naturally inject those

ter-blind, or cutter-scorned "bits"

vhich often are all the difference

ween "hit" and "flop"; between
echanical movie" and "mechanical
cess

'

VICTOR HUGO HALPERIN

I ANSWER to your question,

"should the director cut his own
lure?:

—

ABSOLUTELY! Inasmuch as

Director is held responsible for

finished production, and a picture

lot finished until cut. Why should

be held responsible for a product
Is not allowed to finish?

ED J. Le SAINT

OU can quote me as saying that

most successful directors are suc-

sful cutters and, in making a pic-

e, a director carries in mind his

[uence of movement, which after

is cutting. Little touches, poig-

it shots, meaning effects—all are

Tied naturally by the director to

fitted in at just a certain point,

1 the director should be given the

jortunity to put into the cutting of

picture the same individuality and
lity for which he had been orig-

lly engaged.
True, two or more minds are great-

than one, and, after the picture has

:n assembled as the director sees

very often it can be touched up by
gestions from competent people

o are familiar with picture values

d at the same time do not lose

ht of the public*s appreciation of

jitertainment."

foo many pictures have been

ned before they ever reach the

jlic by the arbitrary methods of

)ple in command at the studios,

tause such people will not waive

ir own, personal opinion for the

Inions of the nickels and dimes at

box office, which after all make
|)Ossible for us to produce pictures.

AL SANTELL

BECAUSE of the fact that no di-

rectors or persons see a story

alike, it is my opinion that a director

with the aid of his scenarist, should
cut his own pictures. When Dorothy
Farnum and I were preparing the

continuity for "Babbitt," we saw dif-

ferent angles in the story. Miss Far-
num saw things in "Babbitt" that

would make a good story and I saw
others. We worked together stick-

ing to the story as closely as screen

technique would permit, and worked
it out according to our ideas. Most
of our cutting was done at this stage

of the game. If a continuity is pre-

pared accurately, the final cutting is

a great deal simpler than when thou-

sands of feet of extra film are made.
This latter case sometimes entails

the elimination of whole sequences,

which, of course, does not cut down
the cost of a picture.

When my day's work is done, I

look at the "rushes" made the day
before and try to pick out the scene*

that will remain in the picture. The
others are thrown into the discard

and this eliminates carrying this extra

footage until the picture is complete

It also saves a great deal of time.

From time to time, while making a

picture, bits of business that have

not occurred to you when preparing

the continuity, show themselves and

these are added. For this reason the

picture can not be cut entirely as we
go along.

A director's most valuable asset is

a sense of drama that tells him just

where to cut a scene and just where
to build up one.

It is my contention that no one

but the director should do the actual

cutting of his picture. He could

never explain to another person his

angles or the way he sees certain

characters. And, tor this reason,

many valuable things in the story

would be lost, if the director left this

part of the work to someone else.

HARRY BEAUMONT

IT SEEMS, to me, that there is no

argument in the matter.

If a director does not CUT his

own picture, who is close enough to

the work to intelligently do it?

When a production is made, there

are certain angles and viewpoints

that a director could not possibly

explain to another, such is their sub-

tlety. Perhaps someone who had

worked with the uirector for years

and knew his viewpoint, might pos-

sibly be able to attempt this under-

taking. I know of certain producing

companies, who, when a production

is finished, immediately take it out of

the director's hands and let someone

else, wholly unfamiliar with the di-

rector or the workings of the story

do the cutting. The result is inev-

itable. Scenes that the director took

days to make to get over a certain

piece of business are thrown into the

discard and all because this person

doesn't know why it's there.

The cutting of a picture is just as

important as, if not more than, any

other branch of the production. A
director, to accurately cut a picture,

must have a sense of drama. It is

the same as a playwright building a

play. All things must be taken into

consideration, climax, suspense, etc.

Now I am just starting production
on "Cornered" for Warner Brothers.
Each day I will see the previous day's
rushes and then eliminate those
scenes that are no good. In that way.
when the production is finished I will

not have so many feet of footage to

wade through.

WILLIAM BEAUDINE

HOW silly. BUT he should have
someone edit it for him; that is

to say, sometimes we can not see our
faults like others can, and we who
are broad minded enough to allow
someone else the privilege of having
good judgment, sometimes discover
the error of our ways. Oh, yes. a

director should cut his picture, then
turn it over to the fellow who will

edit it, and try and forget about it?

MELVILLE BROWN

THE director should by all means
cut the picture and should be al-

lowed to show it before an audience

at least at a preview before a pro-

ducer can give a true judgment of

his work.
Three-fourths of the pictures pro-

duced are ruined in the cutting room
and the number of minds mixing in

at this critical point is the greatest

cause for most of the poor pictures.

JEROME STORM.

Importance of Story

Selection
By Frank Borzage

THE careful methods now employed

by producers in selecting stories

has been an outstanding development
of motion pictuer production during

the past few years and the salvation

of the star system.

Under the old method of procedure
stories were selected to fit the stars,

with the result that it was impossible

in many instances for the player to

be convincing in his or her part.

An actor is greatest when he can

make the audience forget his own
personality and think of him only as

the character he is enacting on the

screen.

There will be motion picture stars

as long as the motion picture indus-

try exists, but the day when just any
story could be filmed because there

was a star who could draw people

into the theater has entirely passed.

No better illustration of the care

taken in selecting stories could be

made than in the case of "Secrets,"

in which Norma Talmadge was
starred and" in the selection of Ramon
Novarro's first starring story.

Joseph Schenck, producer of the

Talmadge pictures, spent at least

four months working with Miss Mar-
ion and myself to find a suitable story

for Miss Talmadge. During this time

more than two hundred stories were
considered.

Equal care has been exercised in

picking Ramon Novarro's first star-

ring story. More than three hundred
stories were submitted by the read-

ing department as being possibilities

for this production.

Slow Motion a Great

Educational Power
By FRED NIBLO

SLOW motion photography pre-

sents to me the most interesting as
well as the most scientific cinema dis-

covery since the very beginning of
picture making. The scope it cov-'

ers is wide beyond conception; its

educational value is unlimited and
I firmly believe it will prove in a
short time to be the greatest and
most effective method of teaching.
The possibilities of the various ways
in which it may be further devel-
oped, are overwhelming.

Each year the screen comes to

mean more in an educational way.
It is a natural guide, for it has been
proven conclusively that the eye car-
ries a more definite impression than
the ear. We may hear a thing and
forget it. But rarely do we see an
object and not have it make a deep
stamp upon our subconscious as
well as our conscious minds.

As an illustration of the great
scope of slow motion photography
take for example, a hospital clinic.

During the performance of an opera-
tion the students in the back of the
auditorium, those sitting in the bal-
conies and galleries are able to hear
the lecture accompanying the opera-
tion. By slow motion pictures even
a more vivid impression of what
is taking place may be given, than
the naked eye could possibly dis-

cern, for slow motion photography
shows the act at such a rate of

speed that not even the fraction of

a move is missed.

Think of what it would mean to

a group of medical students to be
able to go into a projection room
and there see an operation performed
in the most minute detail, to be
able to view that operation again
and again, until they became let-

ter perfect in their special line of

surgical work. The surety of that

camera picture would mean more
to them than all the lectures they
might listen to during a lifetime.

New Gutting Method
A new method of cutting pic-

tures which is anticipated will mean
a tremendous saving of time and
labor in assembling the finished prod-
uct at motion picture studios, has
been invented by Alfred Allen San-
tell, it is announced at the F. B. O.
lot in Hollywood. The invention
is a process for marking the film

automatically in "Takes" as it is run
through the projection machine, so
that the director, viewing the

"rushes." may, by pressing a but-

ton, check any part which he wishes
to leave out, or any place on the

film where he wishes to put in new
material.

Santell, who has just finished

"Fools in the Dark," has been ad-

vised to have the process patented,

and is doing so. Just how the ma-
chine works has not been divulged,

for obvious reasons.
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Scissor Fears

|By MARSHALL NEILAN

Not weak stories and lack of artis-

\y on the part of the makers, but

nsorship and a certain portion of

e exhibitors are to blame for the

uch discussed dearth of exceptional

ctures. The public wants excep-

jnally fine pictures, of course. It

is learned to discriminate; it literal-

"shops for its screen entertain-

ent." But it does not always get

Dod pictures and when it does not
blames the director, the scenario

riter and the producer.

More often than not, neither of

lese three are to blame. All of them
ive to make the kind of pictures

le public is entitled to see when it

lys its money at the box office. But
ie public does not always see the
cture the director made, or the
ory the scenarist wrote. Instead
sees what the censor or in some

ises the exhibitor thinks it ought to
e.

There is- a well known axiom of
otion picture producing that reads:
\ picture can be made or marred
the cutting." In other words the

roducer realizes that the task of as-
jmbling the finished picture is one
f the most vital steps in the entire
ngthy and expensive process of pic-
jre making.

For this reason the director, work-
ig in collaboration with a trained
utter, devotes a great deal of time

•Sa N concentrated energy to the task
f cutting, editing, and titling the
nished picture. The same care is

jcerted in the cutting room as in the
revious steps of writing the scenario
id photographing the picture.

When the finished photoplay leaves
ie studio it is as nearly perfect as
rtistry, hard work and skilled techni-
il treatment can make it. Yet any
ensor or exhibitor can—and often
oes—change it by the simple pro-
ps of wielding the scissors.

The censor deletes what he or she
hinks the public should not see. That
he deletions leave serious gaps in
he continuity of the story or weaken
tamatic situations makes little dif-
erence to the censor; his mission is

_
delete and delete he will. Other-

vise he fails to earn his wage as a
ensor.

Then there is the exhibitor with a
ixed schedule of daily showings.
Mong comes a picture that is a little

oo long to fit into his routine Either
ie or his assistants get busy with
he scissors and the picture is reduced
o the length which meets with his
>rogram and his approval.

Inevitably the picture suffers and
:ventually the public is the loser. It

iees a picture lacking in logic, drama
ind humanity. The characters of the

story do things without reason or the

tory jumps to such alarming extent

that it fails to hold the attention.

This practice not only hurts the pic-

ture in the territory, but it is most
discouraging to the producer and di-

ector.

How It Can Be Told
By Florence L. Strauss, First National Pictures, Inc.

As to directors—the whole-hearted
admiration they inspire makes one
simply want to say they are "just

grand," and let it go at that, but be-
ing connected with the story end of

this business, and being in a way like

the archaeologist who digs and digs

and always comes up with his own
pocket handerchief, we see the direc-

tors' work from the story angle, and
that is not always an entirely satis-

factory viewpoint.
While all stories need treatment and

this treatment is often a great im-
provement on the original, in many
cases it kills rather than cures ,and
after the story has gone through the
so-called treatment bath it is often
unrecognizable. In other words, the
director, with the aid of the continu-
ity writer, contrives the very thing
that most of the big producers say
they will not buy—an original, wifh
perhaps the character names and one
or two of the original situations re-

tained. Motivation and characteri?a-

tion—even atmosphere—are often

thrown into the waste basket and the
result is a sort of studio bath which
might just as well have been con-
cocted without the initial outlay of a
large sum of money for the finished

product of a well known author.

How to Bore Them
A picture based on this type of

treatment usually has a formula plot
in which the movie puppets engage
in a series of unrelated incidents
which are often good bits of business,
but are meaningless and unconvinc-
ing as drama. Result: the audience
walks out bored, and railing against
the monotonous sameness of the
movies, and the Scenario Department
continues its frantic search for new
angles to old plots.

As a matter of fact there is no
dearth of good picture material. While
there's life there's hope—and also an
endless supply of stories, but there
is a lamentable lack of ability to

create the semblance of life on the

screen. It is the province of art,

whether it be the art of the moving
picture, or any other art form, to

create the illusion of life and to wave
the magic wand which transforms our
every day dull routine into one crowd-
ed hour of glorious life in the theatre

or in the picture house. That is why
we go to plays and pictures—to live

more intensely and to see more deeply
into the hearts of our fellow human
beings via the characters portrayed
on the stage and on the screen. As
one of our most popular young
writers once said, "nothing human is

alien to me", or, to pull another nifty,

the proper study of mankind is man.
To sum up, "translation" for the

screen should not necessarily imply
annihilation; it should mean telling

the same story in terms of a different

medium. We hold no brief for an

exact and literal translation. Our
plea is for just enough of the original

story to make it recognizable when
seen on the screen and for the treat-

ment to retain those qualities of

drama suspense and heart appeal

which made the story a desirable pur-

chase in the first place. Perhaps a

concrete example will more clearly

explain what we mean:

The Example
If Shakespeare were to write Ham-

let today, the first and second serial

rights, the book rights, dramatic

rights and picture rights would be

contracted for before the manuscript

leaves his desk. Let us say the story

appears first in the Saturday Evening
Post. The scenario editor reads it

in galleys and is thrilled at the Uni-

versal appeal of the theme and the

great characterization of the lead

—

this young man who is really every

man who, at some time in his life, is

faced with the necessity for immediate
action and finds "the native hue of

resolution sicklied o'er with the pale

cast of thought." This, thinks the

editor, is a great story. He draws it

to the attention of his company and
they buy it because it has a great

theme and wonderful characterization.

The fact that it is by a well known
writer and appears in the Saturday
Evening Post adds to its attractive-

ness.

The story is then handed to the

company's pet director, who finds

that one of the female stars under
contract requires a story and decides

to re-write it for Ophelia. So when
this masterpiece finally reaches the

screen it runs something like this:

THE FLAPPER OF
ELSINORE

A Henry Blah Blah Production

Based on the Saturday Evening
Post serial "Hamlet", By William
Shakespeare.
The picture opens at Elsinore,

Hamlet's luxurious Long Island es-

tate. His mother and step-father are
greatly worried over Hamlet's blase
and moody manner and, in the hope
of getting him suitably married, they
invite a distant relative from the coun-
try—little Ophelia—down to visit

them. Ophelia of course makes a
dead set at Hamlet, but without suc-
cess. Polonius, also a house guest at

Elsinore, and full of wise cracks, gives
her the tip that she is a little too
demure and modest, and suggests that
she pull some flapper stuff. She there-
upon dons a hip flask, starts smoking
cigarettes and stages a big party
where amateur theatricals and a great
outdoor pool or bathing contest are
the features. Dressed as a flower girl,

she wanders around saying:

''There's rosemary, that's for
remembrance; pray you, love,

remember 'that we have no
bananas today.'

"

Hamlet(Conway Tearle) type)sulks
more than ever. All Ophelia gets for

her pains is Hamlet's suggestion that

she had better go to a nunnery As a

last desperate means of attracting his

attention Ophelia, seeing Hamlet
walking up and down his veranda,
which he humorously calls the battle-

ments, jumps from her second story
window into the water below, pre-

tending she is going to drown herself.

Hamlet, aroused by the girl's peril,

grabs his handy hydroplane and
dashes after her. After a long race

against the current (prolonged su-

spense here) he manages to rescue
her just as she is going over the
rapids. Clasping the now uncon-
scious Ophelia in his arms, Hamlet
tries to drive his plane back to Elsi-

nore, but they are carried out to sea
and after days of indescribable torture
find themselves wrecked on a desert
island. There in the great open spaces
where men are men and women wear
wisps of straw Ophelia at last gets
her Hamlet, and the fortunate arrival
of Laertes, Rosencrantz and Guilden-
stern clears everything up to a happy
ending.
The above is a so-called treatment.

Whether it is better than the original
or not, modesty forbids us to state.

DETAIL
By ELINOR GLYN

THE thing that struck me most
-'-forcibly as being utterly wrong
when I attended pictures before be-
coming connected directly with them
was the lack of centering on detail.

The general effect might be the one
aimed at, but the minute things
were oftentimes not in keeping at
all.

The first thing I resolved to do
when I became associated with
cinema making was to curb or rather
concentrate on the detail of my pro-
ductions. Two of my stories were
brought to the screen without my
"sitting in" and were hopelessly
wrong. The players were merely
players—not understanding in the
slightest the characters they were
supposed to be bringing to the
screen. Carefully following the
thing to the fault I found that all

the players felt as though they
were working in a motion picture
set, not as a part of the story they
were enacting.

So the first necessity seemed to

be to make the atmosphere real.

As an example each rug placed
upon the floor in "His Hour" has
a history; each jewel worn by the
heroine, Miss Pringle suggests the
lady she is playing. The dashing
costumes of Jack Gilbert who plays
a prince really belonged to a prince.

The story is one centered in Rus-
sia. Even the extras in this pro-
duction shall accurately present the

Russian feeling. One of Russia's

great Imperial Generals plays the
Grand Duke who visits Egypt and
appears later in the story. I pos-
sess photographs of the real people
whom the story was written about
and all the actors and actresses are

made up to look exactly like them.
These people had a background of

grace and joy and splendour and
money was no consideration to any
of them. There was no social

climbing for they had arrived at

the top by birth and breeding for

generations and so there was a

great simplicity and naturalness

about them without ceremony. So
the players must not and do not
appear as "nouveau riche."

The players must "feel" the part.

They are not merely puppets wear-
the clothes and jewels of the role

they are creating. There are mina-
tures upon the walls of the draw-
ing room of a Princess—identical

with those I saw in a Princess'
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drawing room when I visited her
in St. Petersburg ten years ago.
When detail in pictures becomes

universal; when players come to feel

they are a part of the atmosphere
not merely actors and actresses in

the surroundings for a day, but
when they lose themselves in every
move—in every gesture are the char-
acter they are portraying, then the
screen will come to represent the

greatest art of all times.

Assistant Directors'

Association
(Continued from Page 89)

W. 47th St., New York; Herbert
Sutch, D. W- Griffith Studio, Mamar-
oneck; M. J. Connolly, 23 Arden St.,

New York; Dexter McReynolds, 285
Haven Ave., New York; Charles
Hines, 548 W. 164th St., New York;
Al. Hall, Green Room Club, New
York; Frank Hulette, 1371 E. 15th

St., Brooklyn; Stuart Heisler; Jo-
seph Boyle, 314 Prospect Ave.,

Brooklyn; Al Rabock; Nick Hollen,
Wm. Fox Studio, New York; Robert
Snody, Dave Soloman, Carl Leviness,
Austin Huhn, Warren Fromme.

"Painted Flapper" Finished
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—John Gorman has

completed "The Painted Flapper,"

starring James Kirkwood and Pauline

Garon, for Chadwick. Gorman will

next direct "The Tom Boy."

The Public Knows Sincerity
By Monta Bell

THE public, meaning all who attend theaters, and that includes prac-

tically everyone between the ages of four and one hundred, recognizes
sincerity. For that reason anyone connected with motion picture making
or any other amusement or business that is catering to the public should
be sincere with him or her self.

My association with Charles Chaplin while he was directing "A Woman
of Paris" and before and after its completion is the most highly prized and
memorable of any of my short life.

One of the most valuable things I

learned from Mr. Chaplin was to

avoid movie tradition. He has done
this more successfully than any other

director. One of the greatest handi-

caps of the screen is that too many
producers, directors and actors refuse

to get away from cinema convention.
Too many stories are filmed the way
they have been done since the first

motion picture was made.

One of the outstanding beliefs set

up for motion picture makers is the

theory that the intelligence of the av-

erage person is equal only to that of

a child of twelve years of age. This
may or may not be true. If it is true

the mind of a child of twelve is equal-

ly as alert as that of a man or woman
of sixty years and is more open to

recognize sincerity than that of the

so-called intellectual person. The
child may not be able to tell why

—

but it will feel and "get" your mes-
sage, provided you are on the level

with yourself in the telling. And, too,

a director cannot go far wrong if he
retains simplicity. Aren't all great

things simple?

The "highbrows" seldom discover

sincerity, ability or genius until the

rest of the world knows it. This is

clearly demonstrated in the case of

Charles Chaplin. Children first ac-

claimed and recognized him as a great

genius. They could not tell why but

they appreciated him and in turn per-

suaded their parents to see him. Years
later intellectual magazines proclaim-

ed Chaplin as one of the greatest art-

ists of all times. The intellectuals are

improving—they usually wait until a

man is dead.

The basis of Chaplin's success is

sincerity. He is guided by his own
convictions—is honest with himself.

"The Snob," by Helen R. Martin,

will be my first directorial effort for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. I did not

choose this story for its box-office ap-

peal, because it was filled with hokum
or because it had sex appeal. I read

the story and it appealed to me. I

was sincere with myself and intend to

be so during its production. I still

believe the public recognizes sincerity.

DEL
ANDREWS

Director of

"THE GALLOPING

FISH"

"JUDGEMENT OF

THE STORM"

I

A dapted

"THE HOTTENTOT"
and directed the steeple-

chase in it

—

Now Directing

"THE GO-GETTERS"

Series

for F. B. O.

lai

|i

LAWRENCE C. WINDOM

110 West 48th Street

JOHN GORMAN
producer and director of

"THE PAINTED FLAPPER"

with

JAMES KIRKWOOD, PAULINE GARON,
KATHLYN WILLIAMS, HALLAM COOLEY,

JOHN HARRON, CLAIRE ADAMS,
CRAUFORD KENT, AL ROSCOE,

CARLETON GRIFFIN

distributed by

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION

-In Production-

"THE TOMBOY"

—In Preparation—

"THE STREET SINGER"
'OLD FOLKS AT HOME"

_
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Placing

epl

By Cecil B. DeMille

The square peg in the round hole

been one of the persistent prob-

S of this art-industry.

eanie Macpherson is a conspicuous

imple of the changing of a peg.

ss Macpherson was a successful

d popular actress under Mr. D. W.
rffith. She came to me for a job

an actress. I saw in her. a pos-

le actress—and something more,

saw in the vivid manner she pre-

lted her case to me, a real imagina-

ry I insulted her so when I sug-

sted that she change her $175 a

fek as an actress for $25 a week
an apprentice writer for me—that

e took the job just to show me!

I further insulted her. I told her

it her early efforts would do credit

a plumber. I made her so sore

e literally worked her soul out to

ike me eat my words. When she

st argued with me on dramatic sub-

ts I gained but little. Then slowly

t surely the spark of dramatic in-

ligence within her stirred—and
adually she came to fight on equal

'ms with me until today she is one
the most successful and dependable
iters in motion pictures.

We just changed the hole to fit

" r.

Gloria Swanson was doing rather

;11 in comedy. One day I saw one
her comedies. She sold herself to

as the serious dramatic actress

e is with just one little bit in what
is otherwise a hilarious slapstick

medy. It was less than ten feet,

s bit—a fleeting bit of pathos—but

ie that showed this peg to be a

isfit. We gave Miss Swanson her

ance—and she made good.

It has not been my pleasure to have
"nest Torrence as a member of any
my casts—but he is an excellent

ample of the square peg who him-
lf discovers that he can also fit a

und hole—and is then against the

b of selling that thought to those

io employ him.

Mr. Torrence was an excellent

median. Tall and angular, an ex-

llent actor, he was usually in con-
sult demand. But sometimes the

»ht comedy part was not always
ailable—and Torrence felt that he
uld better himself by devoting his

lents to a more extensive field.

When he announced that he was
so prepared to do "villains" the

liseacres laughed at him. For months
orrence tried to sell himself in this

:w guise—and finally James Cruze
slieved him. Then came the great
irt in "The Covered Wagon" which
/ernight made Torrence one of the

ost famous "heavies" of all time.

The late Wallace Reid, for in-

ance, wanted to be a director—but
e saw him as far more valuable
> an actor.

There are many little guides one
in follow in trying to fit pegs to

roper holes. The care of the

othes, the poise and carriage of the

ody, the glancing of the eyes, the

lodulation of the voice, the size of

he hands and feet, the extent of

oise—all of these carry messages to

ie practiced observers.

Star Making
What Carl Laemmle Has Done—Note the Important Directors and Public

Favorites He Has Developed

The list of stars and directors
which Carl Laemmle actually started
in the business, those whom he dis-
covered in the ranks of other com-
panies and raised to stardom, and
those who have reached under his
guiding hand the zenith of their
career, would make a near blue book.
For instance, it may occasion sur-

prise that Ben Turpin did his first

cross-eyed acting in the old Univer-
sal Studio at 11th Avenue and 43rd
St. This old Imp Company was com-
posed of players now extremely well-
known whose names were first

pushed above the horizon by Uni-
versal,—players like Mary Pickford,
Jack Pickford, Thomas H. Ince, King
Baggot and George Loane Tucker.
Of these, Ben Turpin and George
Loane Tucker actually got their first

start with Universal. Others who
are very prominent today who made
their first start and got their first

boost along the ladder of fame at

Universal, include Lon Chaney, who
played on the Universal lot for six

years; Jack Holt, who became a
prominent leading man in three
years; George Hackathorne, who
played his first part in "Sue of the
South" in support of Edith Roberts;
Betty Compson. who began her
career in Universal bathing girl com-
edies; Mary MacLaren, who was dis-

covered by Lois Weber and played
for five years as a star on the Uni-
versal lot; Carmel Myers, Mildred
Harris, Priscilla Dean, Lois Wilson,
Zasu Pitts, Gladys Walton, Edith
Roberts, Kenneth Harlan, Cleo Mad-
ison, Ella Hall, Louise Fazenda, Cul-
len Landis, Hobart Henley, Lois
Weber, Rupert Julian, Allen Holu-
bar, Franklyn Farnum. Edith Rob-
erts, Eddie Polo, Annette Keller-
man, Miss du Pone, Gertrude O'm
stead, Neal Hart and Violet Meser-
eau.

Here are the names of a number
of players who got their actual start

elsewhere but who were developed,
advertised and made drawing cards

by Laemmle productions and adver-
tising:

Rudolph Valentino played his first

picture on some other lot, but he was
developed from an extra into a very
competent leading man and to the

steps of stardom by Laemmle. Wal-
lace Reid played an extra part in a

Vitagraph picture before he joined
Otis Turner in making Indian pic-

tures on Dyckman St. His rise in

Universal was very rapid. J. War-
ren Kerrigan and Dorothy Phillips

worked together in the old Essanay
Company for a year; Universal took
Kerrigan first and made him a star of

the first water; Dorothy Phillips

came to the eastern Imp Company
as an ingenue and developed rapidly.

She also got her husband, Allen Hol-
ubar, into the company as an extra.

Laemmle gave Holubar his first op-
portunity to direct and Holubar
showed right off that he had the

ipark of genius.

Another actor who received his

first opportunity to direct from Laem-
mle was Erich von Stroheim. His
first picture, "Blind Husbands," set

a new mark in the moving picture in-

dustry and its release today as it

was first produced is proof of the
merit and ahead-of-the-times charac-
ter of that production. Rex Ingram
is also indebted to Carl Laemmle for
his first directorial work, which was
done in the old Imp studio and con-
tinued at Universal City for four
years after that.

Another star who reached the full-

ness of his power with Universal was
Harry Carey. He had been one of

the old Biograph villains before that.

Frank Lloyd was first an actor on
the Universal City lot but Laemmle
gave him his first opportunity as a
director. Monroe Salisbury didn't do
his first work at Universal, but he
rose to the ranks of stardom in a
four-year engagement at Universal
City.

Mary Fuller and Florence Law-
rence, two of the most prominent
stars of their day, reached that posi-
tion through the advertising that
Laemmle gave them. Patsy Ruth
Miller received the greatest oppor-
tunity of her career in "The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame"; Vivian Pres-
cott, who now declares she will re-

turn to the screen, is an oldtime Uni-
versal player, and Niles Welch was
first brought into prominence through
Universal engagements in the east
and in the west.
Harry Meyers, although he had

played a few years for Lubin, became
a star and a director for Universal.
His pictures with Rosemary Theby
advanced them both materially in the
moving picture scale.

Robert Z. Leonard may have
played his first role with some other
company, but he first attracted at-

tention as co-star with Ella Hall and
director with Universal. Later his

direction of Mae Murray for Univer-
sal brought her a popularity which
she had never attained before.

So far as is known, James J. Cor-
bett did his first moving picture work
on the Universal City lot; as did
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven. Elmo
Lincoln attracted Laemmle's atten-
tion and the contract which he of-

fered him made him a big drawing
card. Ben Wilson played with Mary
Fuller in the old Edison Company,
but when he came with Universal, he
became a big drawing card and later

a director of world-wide renown.
Marie Prevost made a reputation

for herself as a bathing beauty but
Laemmle made her a star.

Colleen Moore made her first five-

reel production for Universal.
None of the above are now with

Universal. But Laemmle has a group
of stars working at Universal City,

all of whom were developed right

on the Universal lot. They include
Virginia Valli, Mary Philbin, who
was Laemmle's selection in a beauty
contest in Chicago which was won
by another girl. She has a brilliant

future ahead of her. Hoot Gibson
played for four years in the ranks of
Universal's horse marines until Harry
Carey became a Jewel star. Jack
Hoxie, another western star, played
his first five-reeler for Universal in

the days when Louise Lovely was
just approaching s\ardom. He was
then call Hart Hoxie.

William Sullivan, starred in the
"Fourth Leather Pushers" and the
"Fast Steppers" series, is also a dis-
covery of Laemmle. Reginald Den-
ny, while he didn't begin on the Uni-
versal lot, first attracted Laemmle's
attention as a candidate for the
"Leather Pushers" series. His rise
to fame has been more rapid than
that of any star that Laemmle ever
developed. Eileen Sedgwick is an-
other star that Mr. Laemmle has de-
veloped.

A star who was discovered by Jul-
ius Stern but all of whose pictures
have been released to date under the
Laemmle banner, is Baby Peggy.
First regarded as a screen novelty]
she soon became a star and one abso-
lutely unique in the history of mov-
ing pictures.

Another in whom Laemmle takes
great pride in discovery is Laura La
Plante.

Originals Needed
John Lynch Says Available Material

Will Be Exhausted in
Ten Years

Original stories are needed for the
screen, says John Lynch. And Lynch
knows a lot about scenarios. He be-
lieves that the time will come when
popular books and Broadway stage
successes will be insufficient for the
demands, and that special product
must be available for the fresh talent.

"Development of a new group of
writers of original stories will amount
to a renaissance of the industry," said
Lynch, "because the film producers
started out with ou'ginal material as
the basis of their work. In saying
that we must return to material writ-
ten specially for us I have three ideas
in mind: First, the industry will in
the next ten years pretty well exhaust
the available material among the clas-
sics; second, with such material ex-
hausted the number of books and
plays suitable to converison into pic-
tures will be insufficient for the ex-
panding production activities, and,
third, we must arrange to develop
suitable vehicles for an entirely new
and highly individual group of young-
sters who are coming to the front in
pictures.

"When I say picture producers
must eventually return to original
manuscripts I do not mean that we
must consider stories submitted to
us by high school students, house-
wives, dissatisfied clerks or salesmen
with an ambition to write. But I do
mean that the industry must under-
take the cultivation of trained writ-
ers—the type of young man or wo-
man now earning his or her living by
contributing stories to the hundreds
of fiction magazines in the country.
Such young people could be employed
and put through a thorough technical
training in a studio. The things he
or she would learn would be a dis-
tinct sense of what can be photo-
graphed, a knowledge of what can be
translated into silent expression by
normally good players, and what sit-

uations best permit of pantomime,
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remembering that not every famous
screen star is a pantomimist, like

George Arliss or Norma Talmadge,
for example.

Value of Shots

"The young screen writer should
learn the value of 'shots.' They
should study what is now seemingly
the exclusive knowledge of directors

and cameramen; that is, the poten-
tialities of lighting effects. An active

fiction mind in writing a plot might
well be able, with a substantial

knowledge of lighting, to devise uses
for this lighting in direct relation to

the plot in a manner which would
lift it from the plane of an ordinary
thing to something of superb merit.

"Your present day magazine and
novel writers, lacking almost entirely

in knowledge of the technical possi-
bilities of screen adaptation, are not
as likely to hit upon as thrilling a

picture plot as those who have the
advantage of having worked in the
inner circle.

"Another great asset for a screen
writer is a sense of production costs
If a man is working for a company
which is willing to spend $250,000
for a picture, he can do many more
things with an idea than if he is

obliged to turn out the story for a

$50,000 or a $60,000 picture.

"To get the foundation for such
values a man must be in and of a
motion picture group. He could not
be expected otherwise to be in a posi-
tion to gauge cost prices.

"Writers trained in screen tech-
nique will, furthermore, be enabled to
employ greater imagination in weav-
ing plots directly for the screen than
would be the case if they wrote orig-
inally for the spoken stage, because
trick cameras and trick lighting give
immeasurably broader scope in pre-
senting a story.

"Of course all young writers who
might be taken into the studios would
not develop beyond a certain point;
they would drop out, just as writers
in the fiction, newspaper and dra-
matic fields flare up and then die

—

but there will be a few who will rise

to meet all opportunities, and from
these there will develop men who in

time will create an entirely new form
of fiction—a fiction of and for the
screen.

Novels Not So Old.

"The novel as a form of writing has
been in existence only since 1760 or
thereabout; the short story is of com-
paratively recent origin; there is every
reason to believe that films will bring
to life something equally individual.

"The old crowd of newspaper men
and authors who went into the mo-
tion picture business ten or fifteen

years ago to produce original scripts,

men like Monte Katterjohn, J. G.
Hawks and Gardiner Sullivan, must
have legitimate successors, just as
new stars must come to replace the
old favorites, who inevitably must
drop out.

"More originality has been dis-

played in technical matters in motion
pictures in the last ten years than
has been the case wiih story material.
It is a situation which must be ade-
quately met if pictures are to go on
developing."

Oh, How the Infant Child has Grown!
By J. STUART BLACKTON

FOR the very simple reason that I was the supremely fortunate individual

to have been assigned to go over to East Orange, N. J., on March 12,

1896, to interview Thomas A. Edison, regarding his newly invented moving
picture projector while I was a combination sketch artist and special story

writer on the New York Evening World, it seems to have followed during

all these long and active intervening years that I have been considered as

a connecting link between the motion picture industry when it really was
"in its infancy" and today, when I may be justified in saying, its grown-
up age.

My partner, A. E. Smith, and I

purchased a projector in the early

summer of 1896; the intention being
to provide a motion picture act to

show in the vaudeville theaters. This

we did. For several months of 1896

we confined ourselves to such form
of entertainment; our act generally

running about 12 minutes and requir-

ing usually 10 pictures. These pic-

tures all told averaged between 30

and 35 feet in length and naturally

required slightly more than half a

minute for each complete picture.

The time between the actual run
period of the 10 pictures and the 12

minutes or so utilized by the act was
brought about by the frequent re-

changing of films. In the very early

days each picture was a unit in

itself; being threaded and run through
the projector, then removed to make
room for the following picture.

"The Good Old Days"

The subject material seemingly
was quite as much of a problem then

as it is nowadays, with the minor

exception that authors did not blithe-

ly demand a huge fortune for a story,

nor was it necessary to pay a king's
ransom to use a location. Those cer-

tainly were "the good old days"—for

you could go down and borrow the
ocean for a production and Father
Neptune would thank you for the in-

terest you had taken in his domain.
You could ask almost anybody for

the use of their property and they
were glad to have you go as far as
you would like. The only persons
who really objected to motion pic-

tures were the actors. You couldn't
hire them, it seemed, for love or
money. They would have nothing
to do with appearing in a film.

Not a great deal of thought was
given to actors in those days, and
stories meant nothing at all. The
big idea was to get an animated
photograph of something that moved.
The public was completely satisfied

to see anything which actually had
something like life-like motion on the
screen.

Early Thrills
Considering the attitude of the

|

lie at that time, it can be real
what a thrill was produced by sh
ing the New York Fire Deparrn >

responding to an alarm. It ere:

a furore. It caused more talk 1

"The Ten Commandments."
Griffith with his greatest succ
never got a bigger thrill out of
audience than obtained by I
Black Diamond Express" b*
shown crossing the stage at 60 n.

an hour.
Several months later this film

crowded out of popularity by the i

production entitled "The Twent
Century Limited Travelling at
Miles an Hour," during which t

the audience witnessed the locoi

tive taking water while on the s

Another tremendous feature was
public baths of Milan, Italy,

showed fancy diving from a 20-:

spring board and was so popular I

it was repeatedly run several ti:

for the same audience. A close o
petitor for its popularity was '"

Charge of the French Curissiers.'

These two later-named
were shown at the Harry
vis Theater in Pittsburgh
in some unexplainable mai
the Milan bath picture got
to the projector wrong end
It must have been an ine:

rienced operator— for once
jection had started it seemed thai

was unable to stop the picture,

was run backward through to

bitter end and never before or si

has a motion picture been met \
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DELL HENDERSON
Feature Director

Current Releases:

"GAMBLING WIVES"
Starring Marjorie Daw

"ONE LAW FOR THE WOMEN"
Starring Mildred Harris and Cullen Landis
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shrieks of laughter. It was a

k-out.

hnnie Harris, the manager of

theater, and as astute a showman
lived, rushed up to the operator
had him do the same thing with
"French Curissiers." The show
a riot. The audience loved it.

:y were entertained and satisfied.

;y went home talking of the pleas-
afforded them.

has often occurred to me when
;m confronted with the conditions

bvij,'
ng the present day producer that

reral

ve were not entirely surrounded
Censors, politicians, and other can-
>us growth, that we might still

able to please the public to the

e extent that a picture run back-
kd did nearly 30 years ago. I do
nowledge that the audience of to-

expects much more, and they are
tied to correctness of detail and
best we can possibly give them

—

that has no bearing whatever on
fact that the public primarily and
ays can be expected to go to the
ater mostly for entertainment and
.xation. If we were permitted to

ke pictures with the same freedom
in the early days, our present day
duct would be infinitely better

1 it is now—surrounded with not

r intelligent limitations.

The Laugh Factory

Wants to "Cuss"—But-
iike every other producer, I some-
es want to cuss at existing con-
Dns and then I sit down for a
ute and recall that it seems only
week since I went over and

ed with dear old Edison and de-
d to enter the motion picture

iness. It actually hasn't been
»; not yet 30 years, and it is well
realize all that has been accom-
hed in that short period.

t won't be long now until the
sorship, political "big sticks" and
er aggravations have reached their

iper level. It won't be long un-
the public themselves will have
mething to say concerning their

tion picture bill-of-fare. It won't
long until a new era confronts
and then all of us should remem-

r that the audiences of every
lown generation have sought and
Quired clean entertainment.

jit was easy to entertain an au-
ence when a motion picture of

he Ocean Waves at Coney Island"
complished the desired purpose and

will be just as easy nowadays as it

as then to give them an equally

tisfying picture, for be it remem-
:red our knowledge of the motion

cture industry has made far more
•ogress than the motion picture en-

rtainment demands of an audience.

They want to be pleased. It's up

i us. We accomplished our purpose

i the old days when we had nothing

all on which to base our action

id we can do it now when we have

lousands of loyal and intelligent men
d women to deliver results. There

I

just as big a future for motion pic-

ires today as there was when Al-

ert Smith and I bought our first

r

Bei.ig funny is a serious business
This remark has been made before
and is likely to be made again. Since
no one has ever denied it, we may
safely assume that it is a fact. It is

also a fact that a man must not take
himself too seriously, even under the

provocation of making a funny pic-

ture. That sometin.es results in cal-

amity.
For years a distinction has been

made between the so-called serious

drama and the comedy. This is an
unfair classification. There is noth-
ing more serious in life than the pro-

duction of a comedy that attains its

purpose of making people laugh. 1

have not the slightest doubt that more
effort goes into the making of a high-

grade comedy than is incorporated in

the production of some of our biggest

dramatic screen offerings.

Right from the start the comedy
producer must of necessity accept a

lot of grief that does not fall to the

dramatic producer. A dramatic
feature is produced from a carefully

prepared script, which, in the hands
of a competent director, is a detailed

map of the entire picture. In our

case, we never work from a script

We provide ourselves with the basic-

outline of a story, but the actual com-
edy is incorporated as we progress

—

as situations develop and lend them-
selves to 'gags,' by which I mean the

incidental pieces of business that

make the situations funny.

Various estimates have been made
by scholars as to the number of basic

plots possible in the drama, and the

numbers range from seven to thirty-

five. However that may be, it is said

by those who are supposed to know
that all drama, both stage and screen,

must be based on one of those plots

or a variation theeof. From this it

may easily be seen that the producer

of drama has something to fall back
on. The producer of high-grade com-
edy has no such safety net; he can't

fall back on anything. The public de-

mands that a comedian be funny, and
they do not consider him funny un-

less he is original. They are quick to

detect any attempt on his part to

work his old stuff over again, and
they retaliate by refusing to laugh at

his worn-out bag of tricks. When
audiences refuse to laugh at a come-
dian he finds himself in the position

of the bathing beach life saver who
can't swim.

Growth of Farce.

Comedy grows no more from the

things that might happen than from
the things that actually do happen.

The things at which we laugh the

loudest are things with which we are

familiar. In reading the Greek and

Latin classics in our school days we
frequently came upon passages which
the instructor informed us represent-

ed the keen wit and humor of the

author. It was well to label them,

for we would never have recognized

them as laugh-provoking observa-

tions. The reason for that was the

fact that they dealt with people, times

and conditions long since dead and

gone and with which we of the pres-

ent day had no possible contact.

By HAROLD LLOYD
On the other hand the spectacle of

a fat man slipping on an icy sidewalk
never fails to get a laugh. The same
is true of a man attempting to drive

a nail and smashing his finger in the

process, or a man with his arms full

of bundles attempting to keep his

hat from blowing off. These things
are funny because they have happened
to all of us and probably will happen
again. They are trying experiences
for the individuals involved and we
sympathize with them, but we laugh,

nevertheless, because they are human
touches.

We have found that invariably it

is the little human touches which gain
the biggest laughs. We never have
screened a more effecive laugh mak-
ing sequence than the one in which
the boy ate the camphor balls in

"Grandma's Boy."

Ordinarily this situation might be
classified as "hokum." But the sym-
pathy of the audience was- with the
boy. And when he ate the camphor
balls by mistake, and yet couldn't dis-

close the fact to his sweetheart, it

reached home and received an even
bigger laugh than we anticipated.

One of the main secrets of comedy-
making is getting your audience with
you and having them sympathize with
you. They take more interest in you.
They laugh at your petty little diffi-

culties, and the laugh is always mag-
nified because of the sympathy they
hold for your character.

The man who tries to be funny is

lost. To lose one's naturalness is al-

ways to lose the sympathy of your
audience.

Plots Not Difficult

The development of a comedy, as
we work, is most often along the lines

of sincerity. In the instance of "Why
Worry" we aimed for straight farce.

We made no effort at sincerity.

The least of our difficulties always
is "plot" as applied to the general
outline of a story. It is in the de-
velopment and treatment that we face
our greatest task. We invariably find,

however, that one situation leads to

another—one "gag" builds up its suc-
cessor. We seek always to build up
every situation to the "topping off''

point. A laugh sequence always is

best when it builds up. The top off

"gag" of any situation always must
have a greater farce than any other
in the sequence. Sometimes the mis-
take is made of letting a situation
fall flat through inability to furnish
a top off laugh. This we always try
to avoid.

Originality of "gags" is the constant
bugaboo of our staff. Many ideas are
suggested, but sometimes few are
chosen.

There are many factors to be con-
sidered in the selection of a "gag". It

must be clean; it must fit the situa-

tion, and it must have a new twist. It

sometimes is impossible to furnish
an entirely new gag, but when an
old one is brought into play, it must
be dressed in a new garb. That is

quite essential.

The Next Advance
By George Fitzmaurice

The next marked advance in the

motion picture art will constitute the

more general use of color photogra-

phy in its various treatments.

For years the use of color in photo-

play productions has been very much
the exception. There have been short

subjects in color which however, have
been looked upon as novelties. In

photoplays, an occasional touch of

color has been employed to enhance
the beauty of a scene. This however,
has generally had an unfavorable ef-

fect upon the black and white scenes
which were made less effective by
contrast.

The effect was the same as the use
of soft focus views here and. there in

a photoplay, which practice has now
been practically discontinued for the

reason that the contrast between the
soft focus effects and the sharp views
tended to make the production an as-

sortment of different photographs
rather than a smooth method of tell-

ing a story.

In other words, the illusion was
interrupted. The mixed use of treat-

ments made one conscious of photo-
graphic tricks instead of keeping one's
mind on the story. Photography
should be used to enhance a story
or a situation and not to overwhelm
it, as it were. At least as far as the
photoplay is concerned.

In "Cytherea" I have attempted to
capitalize on the very objection which
color photography has had in telling

the story in a photoplay. The con-
trast between the colored scenes and
the black and white scenes is just
exactly what I needed to add strength
to the plot. The lovers in the story
dream of Cuba as a land of colorful
beauty. Their dream is shown in all

its attractive colors. When they ar-
rive in Cuba they find it hot, filthy,

drab, just the opposite to the dreams.
To register this contrast most effec-
tively we actually show their dream
with all its colorful beauties. The
dream in color is therefore rendered
with much greater force than if both
the dream and the actuality were
shown in black and white.

It is my belief that color will play
a most important part in thus register-
ing contrasts in future photoplays.
This will prove only one of many
advantages in the use of color. We
have, to use a bromide in film ver-
nacular .merely scratched the surface
of color photography. One producer
has just finished a production which
will be colored in its entirety. This
will prove another interesting experi-
ment. Others are devoting more time
to the thought of color in productions
than ever before. It is plainly evident
that we must look to the use of color
photography for our next great step
in the progress of motion pictures and
it is also apparent that the coming
year will see the first signs of greater
development of this factor in the film
art than ever before.

Change Title of "Mary the Third"
"Don't Deceive Your Children" is

the new title of "Mary The Third"
a Metro-Goldwyn fall release.
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Producing Abroad
By J. Gordon Edwards

Having made two pictures abroad
I may take the attitude of one who
knows fairly well what the conditions
are for producing there and the dif-

ference as compared to the United
States.

During my last trip to Italy I found
several of the American companies
making pictures, notably that of the
Inspiration Pictures, who are making
"Romola" with Lillian Gish, and the
preparations being made for the film-
ing of "Ben Hur."
Atmospheric conditions in Italy

are all that can be desired from a

photographic standpoint. The scen-
ery is magnificent and lends itself to
beautiful effects and picturesque back-
ground. From an artistic standpoint
the director of a picture has at his

command men and women who are
artists in their respective callings.

Another item that lends itself to
producing certain films on the Con-
tinent is the low cost of production
as compared with large spectacles
made in the United States- That of

course appeals to the financial end of

the production. Types there are in

abundance and in handling huge mobs

the cost is cut almost to a third

what it would cost in this country
I feel that when a picture is m

abroad with an American cast it

hances the value of the film for
I motion picture audience will see fa

of their known players in a ba
ground that is entirely new and hi

ly interesting.

|
Speaking of making pictures

|
Italy I can say from actual experie
that I have always found the Itali

I the most charming of people to w
. with, that they exalt art, and e

I

the humblest extra does his utn
i to give a dramatic touch to any sc

he may be in. Italy appreciates
I interest the Americans have she

and are showing in selecting ti

i country as a field for picture opi

tions.

"

Production Starts on "Lost Woi
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Production work I

been started on "The Lost Worl
from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's no\

Harry Hoyt will direct. Bessie Lc
will appear in the picture.

< ;

;

IVAN ABRAMSON
Author, Director and Producer

Of the Current Release

"I AM THE MAN"
Starring

Lionel Barrymore

and

i iMEDDLING WOMEN"
With

Lionel Barrymore
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How They Caught the Last Buffalo Rush
For Tom Ince

A Bad Hour for the Cameraman

Paul Perry, of the American So-
tty of Cinematographers, interest-

i;ly describes the "snooting" of the

It buffalo stampede on this conti-

int in "The American Cinema-
tjrapher." Perry had six men
vrking under him, with Reeves
lson directing, making "The Last
lontier" (First National) in Cal-

gry, Canada. In part Perry says:

Anyone who has not seen a stam-
ie of 5,000 buffalo can scarcely ap-

ciate the thrill of shooting such
pene. We had a mile and a half

IS foot wire fence stretched on
> . tier side of the cameras. The open-

between the two sides of the

ice was about a mile across at the

end but as the fence ended near

cameras it tapered down to an
tlet of about 75 yards.

' This triangular arrangement corn-

led the buffalo to "hunch up" as

y rushed toward the cameras and,

they reached the apex of the tri-

jgle, they were crowded
(
into a

sie! reening pack so that they were
ced to go directly over the top

the camera pits.

The Beginning

A.S the stampede was set into ac-

n, the horizon became a long line

moving mass. Gradually the line

rowed and grew higher as the

ffalo came nearer and were forced

>ser together by the triangular

ice. Then the heavy mass grew
tinguishable—one could make out

2 horns and the heads of the beasts

they stumbled forward.
At the same time a dim roar be-

ne audible. It increased to a wild

i as the herd charged toward us.

last the leaders of the herd were
on us. We expected them to

sh, unabated, across the tops of

r pits.

Leaders Fear Lenses

But we were surprised. They
lted momentarily as they, despite

e surge behind them, perceived the

sterious camera lens and became
scious of the steady circular

ement of the turning of the cam-
_ crank. Then, directed by a sud-

n decision within their thick skulls,

sy turned to the side and utterly

oided the fearful looking camera
es.

he animals which immediately
wed the leaders likewise changed

ir course but as the rush became
avier the force behind prevented
bulk of the herd from side-step-

g. By the time the middle of the

ck had been reached, the buffalo,

closely were they crowded, did

even see the lenses. They
med forward, unconscious of the

that machines were turning on
em and making a record of their

arging heads and crunching hoofs.

Zero Hour
.For us in the pits there was an

dous moment when the hoofs of

life first buffalo struck above our

:';ads. Would the oil drum which

vs\

ns

3V

covered the pit hold up? Or would
it give way under t he ponderous
monsters? Would some of the beasts
crash into the cavity, pen us beneath
them and themselves be crushed and
torn asunder under sharp hoofs as

the rest of the herd stumbled on-
ward?
But once the zero hour was passed

we lost all thought of our fate and,
becoming accustomed to the thunder
overhead, concentrated on putting
into celluloid what we saw through
the 12-inch slits in our pits—just

enough to allow the cameras and our-
selves to look out. Sometimes we
caught a clatter of hoofs which
dashed within a hair of the pit open-
ing. At other times it was a pair of

enraged red eyes, or snorting nos-
trils. At still other moments the

dust fleetingly threw up a natural

veil between us and the mob while
particles of earth w<:re flung into our
eyes. At last the tail-enders straggled

by. The rush was over and we were
able to crawl out of the pits and re-

lieve ourselves of the dust which so

generously covered us.

The Great Cattle Rush in "Sundown"
By Earl J. Hudson

(Production Manager on the West Coast for First Na-
tional Pictures and author of "Sundown," the story depicting

the passing of the old West, written to be used against the

background of a quarter of a million cattle being driven

from this country to the still open ranges of Mexico.)

Figures themselves no longer stag-

ger the imagination—millions of men
and billions of dollars carry a mes-
sage to our brains ,but there is no
thrill to them. If we actually saw
a million men or a billion dollars

(or at times even ten dollars) there

would be a thrill in it.

When I learned that the cattle

kings of our Great Southwest were
being forced by the encroaching
barbed-wire fingers of civilization to

drive their mighty herds across the

Rio Grande into Mexico where the

cattle ranges are still open, I knew
that an epic thing was in progress

—

a change that meant the passing for-

ever of the picturesque old West, with

its herds of cattle grazing on a thou-

sand hills, the cowboy in his chaps
and spurs with a bandana handker-
chief tied loosely about his Jieck.

I knew that the spectacle would be

unparalleled, a magnificent oppor-
tunity for the motion picture camera
to record a phase of our national life

Directors vs Authors
By lOHN S. LOPEZ

The director of the future will be

a much less important figure than he
now is—or thinks he is.

Yet, paradoxicaly, the director of

the future will render a much more
important service than he now does.

He will be less important from the

viewpoint of public prominence, while

he will be more important in the way
of producing results.

And to attain this he will become
more like the director of stage plays.

With a possible half dozen excep-

tions the public is hardly aware that

such things as stage directors exist.

True, their names are on the pro-

grams, but so are the names of the

men who furnished the costmues.

One does not see their names blaz-

oned on the boards and in the news-
paper publicity.

The director of the play is a liason

officer between the author of the

play and the public. He has the

dramatic technique necessary to put

the story of the author over. The
closer he is in sympathy with the

author, the closer the personal con-

tact between them, the greater the

probability of success.

True, he may have to modify the

author's ideas, but that is because the

author is working in a medium of

expression new to him and of which

he knows nothing. But he knows
the ideas he wants to convey better

than anyone else in the world—and

the stage director realizes this.

So they work it out together—the

stage director weaving the author's

thoughts into the fabric of the play

on the loom whose weft and warp

are technique and tradition.

It is because this is seldom the

way in motion pictures that there are

so many disappointments with sto-

ries that were expected to be big

successes.

In the future the motion picture

director and the author will work
side by side, the one supplying the

story and its theme threads, the other

supplying the craftsmanship to give

them picture interpretation—embell-
ishing here, condensing there, but

always in the harmonic scheme con-

ceived by the author.

Although very often the director

is blamed, and properly, for so twist-

ing stories as to make them almost
unrecognizable, the author himself

—

in many cases where he has been
brought in on the picture—has proved
far from blameless.

He is too often arbitrary and in-

flexible; and, although he is usually

ignorant of screen technique, insists

on interpretations that are absolutely

impracticable.

And while they fight it out

—

neither yielding altogether but sim-
ply giving a trifle here and there, the

picture ends a picture of compro-
mises, and the producer and the pub-
lic suffer.

The producer of the future, who
is a very important factor in the

matter, will take care to assure him-
self that there is a happy working
arrangement between the director

and the author, or whoever it is that

represents the author's side of the

problem.

which has reached its last stages; that

such an opportunity would never oc-

cur again. And I wrote the story of

"Sundown" to be photographed
against this mighty herd of cattle

being driven southward.

But the thrill, the spectacle, the

dusty romance, the heat, the toil, the

adventure of the whole thing I did

not realize until I joined Larry Trim-
ble and Harry O. Hoyt on the ground
and saw the picture in the making.
It was then that the thrill that lies

in numbers, when the numbers are
made objective in concrete bodies,
burst upon me in all its grandeur.
A quarter of a million cattle! Seen
from the scout plane which was
utilized for obtaining "shots' 'from all

angles, the mass of cattle was some-
thing inspiring.

And then there was the stampede.
We began to be afraid that we might
not get just what we wanted, but a
lost calf started it; the calf was hidden
from its mother. The cow started
out to find it and her bellowing and
maddened fear soon communicated
itself to an entire section of the herd.

We've read and heard about action
in motion pictures ever since they
were invented, and there have been
films that have carried action, it

would seem, to the ultimate limit in
search of a thrill, but I have never
seen, or even dreamed of, such action
as was aroused by that fear-mad-
dened cow.

The entire herd seemed to go sud-
denly mad and from being a miles-
long, slowly advancing, steam-cover-
ed lava bed, it spurted ahead in a
roaring, rushing, blinding mass of
fury, like lava tumbling down the
precipitous sides of a mountain.
Everything went down before it. The
dust rose hundreds of feet in the air
and spread out in a trailing, low-lying
cloud, like a smoke screen. Nothing
could be seen but the dust, but we
could hear and feel the onrushing of
the herd. The very earth trembled
under the impact and the trampling
of feet rose into a mighty roar, some-
what comparable to the rush of wind
down a heavily-timbered canyon, or
the roar of a loosed flood of water.

We feared that the shack that had
been erected in front of the stamped-
ing herd in which the hero and the
girl were to seek refuge from the
cattle rush would be wiped completely
off the face of the earth and Roy
Stewart, Bessie Love and the camera-
man stationed in it trampled to death
The making of the picture might have
been turned to such tragedy had it
n°t been for Stewart's marksman-
ship. He shot down a dozen of the
plunging, maddened cattle within but
a few feet of the shack in order to
part the herd so that it would surge
harmlessly bv on either side



Current Releases

"The Bandolero" Tom Terriss

"The Spitfire" Wm. Christy Cabanne
"Roulette" David Selznick

"Driven" Charles Brabin

"De Forest Phonofilm". .

Music Composers Series J. A. Fitzpatrick

"Meddling Women" Ivan Abramson

"The Uninvited Guest" Ralph Ince

"Success" Ralph Ince

Dr. Lee de Forest

Now in Production

"The Unlawful Cheater" Wm. Christy Cabanne

"I Am the Man" Ivan Abramson
"Sandra" George Melford

"The Price of a Party" Howard Estabrook
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Cameramen and Their Work, 1919 to 1923
This list includes work of cameramen from 1919 to 1923 inclusive and is as

nearly correct as it is possible to make it. Where cameramen are not given credit

for productions photographed by them, it is because the companies failed to provide
THE FILM DAILY with the cameraman' s name at the tiime the feature was reviewed.

DAVID ABEL
1919

Maggie Pepper
Lady of the Dugout
New Moon
Probation Wife
Heart of Wetona
Hun Within
Way of a Woman

1920
She Loves and Lies
A Daughter of Two Worlds
The Woman Gives
The Isle of Conquest

1921
Courage
Unseen Forces

1922
Where Is My Wandering Boy

Tonight
Rip Van Winkle
A Self-Made Man
Money to Burn
The Men of Zanzibar
Little Miss Smiles
The Primitive Lover
The Crusader
Mixed Faces

1923
The Gold Diggers
Love Bound
The Crusader
The Barefoot Boy

LENWOOD ABBOTT
1923

Defying Destiny

VICTOR ACKLAND
1920

Thou Art The Man
You Never Can Tell

WILLIAM IS. ADAMS
1919

Two Women
From Headquarters
Painted World

1920
The Blood Barrier
The Moonshine Trail
Dawn
My Husband's Other Wife
Respectable By Proxy
Passers-By
Man and His Woman

1921
East Lynne
Forbidden Valley
House of the Tolling Bell

1922
Destiny's Isle

PAUL ALLEN
1921

The Shadow
1922

Orphans of the Storm
1923

Down to the Sea in Ships

LUCIEN ANDRIOT
1919

Oh Boy
1920

The Virtuous Model
The Right to Lie

1921
Connecticut Yankee at King Ar-

thur's Court
Help Wanted—Male

. Why Trust Your Husband
That Girl Montana
Half a Chance
Shame
The Primal Law

1922
Trooper O'Neil
The Last Trail
Rough Shod
The Ragged Heiress
Monte Cristo

A Fool There Was
West of Chicago

1923
Bucking the Barrier
Captain Fly-By-Night
When Love Comes

PHILIP ARMOND
1922

Beyond the Rainbow
The Barricade
Till We Meet Again

JOHN ARNOLD
1919

False Evidence
Gold Cure
The Microbe
Some Bride
Parisian Tigress
Satan Junior

1920
The Willow Tree
Please Get Married
Dangerous to Men
Chorus Girl's Romance

1921
Blackmail
Cinderella's Twin
Offshore Pirate
Puppets of Fate
Home Stuff
Life's Darn Funny
The Match Breaker

1922
Lights of the Desert
Very Truly Yours
Seeing's Believing
They Like 'Em Rough
Glass Houses
The Fourteenth Lover
The Five Dollar Baby
June Madness
Love in the Dark

1923
Her Fatal Million
Crinoline and Romance
A Noise in Newboro
Rouged Lips
The Fog
The Social Code
In Search of a Thrill

MAURICE ARNU
1923

Tillers of the Soil

WALTER ARTHUR
1920

Fool and His Money
1921

The Wakefield Case
1922

Her Majesty

JOE AUGUST
1919

Border Wireless
Breed of Men
Branding Broadway
Money Corral
Poppy Girl's Husband
Square Deal Sanderson
He Comes Up Smiling
Wagon Tracks

1920
John Petticoats
The Toll Gates
Sand

1921
Cradle of Courage
O'Malley of the Mounted
Testing Block
The Whistler

1922
Arabian Love
Travelin' On
White Oak
Three Word Brand
Honor First
The Love Gambler

1923
Man Who Won
Truxton King
The Madness of Youth
A California Romance

. The Temple of Venus
Big Dan
Good Bye Girls

JACOB A. BADARACCO
1919

Love's Law
Coax Me

1920
The Trail of the Cigarette
Miss Crusoe
The Very Idea
Nothing But Lies
Nothing But the Truth
The Poison Pen
The Steel King
Tfie Woman of Lies

1921
Out of the Chorus
Bucking the Tiger

After Midnight
1922

Rangeland
Love's Masquerade
Shadows of the Sea
West of the Pecos
South of Northern Lights
Butterfly Range
The Lure of Gold
The Heart of a Texan
Table Top Ranch

BEN BAIL
1920

The Strongest
The Sage Hen
Are All Men Alike
Discontented Wives

1922
The Ruse of the Rattler
The Dangerous Little Demon
Kissed
Hills of Missing Men

FRIEND BAKER
1919

Strange Woman
Call of the Soul
Kultur
The Sneak
Rebellious Bride
Fighting for Gold
Hell Roarin' Reform
Wilderness Trail
Broken Commandments
Chasing Rainbows

1920
The Broken Commandment
Thieves

1921
While the Devil Laughs
Two Moons
Girl of My Heart
Merely Mary Ann
Flame of Youth

1922
The Gray Dawn
Heart's Haven

SILVANO BALBONI
1923

Shifting Sands
The Acquittal

BERT BALDBRIDGE
Racing Hearts
A Daughter of Luxury

S. A. BALDRIDGE
1920

The Hellion

J. A. BALL
1922

Toll of the Sea

HARRY BALLEJO
1920

Riders of the Dawn
C. J. BARBER

1921
False Women

ANDRE BARLATIER
1919

Belle of New York
Burden of Proof
Break the News to Mother

1920
The Sacred Flame
Out of the Storm
A Regular Girl

1921
Wfthout Limit
The Kentuckians

1922
Destroying Angel
You Are In Danger
The Flying Dutchman

J. BARLATIER
1920

The Teeth of the Tiger
GEORGE BARNES

1919
Haunted Bedroom
Law of Men
Partners Three

1920
Stepping Out
Dangerous Hours
The False Road
The Woman in the Suitcase
Hairpins

1921
Her Husband's Friend
Silk Hosiery

The Heart Line
Beautiful Gambler
The Bronze Bell

Opened Shutters

1922
The Real Adventure
Woman Wake Up
Peg O' My Heart
Dusk to Dawn

1923
Alice Adams
Desire
The Love Piker
Conquering the Woman

WILLIAM BECKLY
1922

Yankee Doodle, Jr.

WILLIAM J. BECKWAY
1919

Man's Desire
1920

Old Lady 31

EDDIE BEESLEY
1921

Kazan
Burn 'Em Up Barnes

GEORGES BENOIT
1920

The Wonder Man
1921

The Little 'Fraid Lady '

,

Idle Hands
Live and Let Live
The Stealers
What's a Wife Worth

1922
The Masquerader

1923
Trilby
Wandering Daughters

RUDOLPH BERQUIST
1919

Way of the Strong
Shadows of Suspicion
After His Own Heart
Full of Pep
His Brother's Place
Great Romance
His Bonded Wife
Four Flusher

1920
Stronger Than Death
The Heart of a Child

1921
Passion Fruit
Extravagance
Billions
Madame Peacock

1922
Don't Write Letters

I Can Explain
The Hunch
Little Eva Ascends
Stay Home
Quincy Adams Sawyer

1923
Red Lights
Your Friend and Mine
Potash and Perlmutter

C. F. BITZER
1919

Suspense

G. W. BITZER
1919

Romance of Happy Valley
Greatest Thing in Life

True Heart Susie
Girl Who Stayed At Home
Fall of Babylon
Mother and the Law

1920
Scarlet Days
The Idol Dancer
Broken Blossoms
The Greatest Question
The Love Flower

1921

Way Down East
1922

Sure-Fire Flint
1923

The White Rose

LOUIS BITZER
1920

Romance
1921

'

Coincidence

JACQUES BIZUEL
1919

Paid in Full
Out of the Shadow
Daughter of the Old South
Under the Greenwood Tree
Eyes of the Soul
Marriage Price

1920
The Mystery of the Yellow
Room

The Deep Purple

1921
The New York Idea
Charge It

Bob Hampton of Placer
1922

A Pasteboard Crown
Whispering Shadows
A Woman's Woman

1923
Man From Glengarry

WILLIAM BLACK
1919

Five Thousand An Hour
Virtuous Men

1920
Scaled Hearts

,
!

Out Yonder
His Wife's Money

1921
Out of the Snows
Wet Gold
A Man's Home

1922
i

Tropical Love
1923

Success
Counterfeit Love

WALTER BLAKELY
1922

Don't Blame Your Children
1923

Shifting Sands

FRANK BLOUNT
1921

Down Home
ARTHUR BOEGER

1919
Unbroken Promise
The Forfeit

1921
On the High Card

PEIKE BOERSMAN
1923

The Lion's Mouse

JOHN BOYLE
1919

When My Ship Comes In
Lone Star Ranger
Salome
Woman There Was
When Men Desire
When a Woman Sins
Siren's Song
Wolves of the Night
She Devil

1920
Heart Strings
The Orphan
Wings of the Morning
The Adventurer
The Joyous Troublemaker
If I Were King

1921
Drag Harlan
The Scuttlers
The Queen of Sheba

1922
The Golden Gift

1923
Slave of Desire

FREDERICK IS. BRACE
1919

Ginger

WARNER BRANDES
1922

The Wife Trap

THOMAS BRANNIGAN
1921

Idol of the North

GEORGE BRANTIGAN
1919

Common Cause
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Itto brautigam
1920

i
1921

own Ideas
omboy
ones
of the West
Me to Broadway

1922
ver She Wants
If You Must
Miss Hawkshaw
RTHUR BRENGER

1921
moon Ranch

SORGE BREWSTER
1922

arnes of New York

ORBERT BRODIN
1920

t a Husband
treat Accident

: Bow
s and Sense
Thief
Some

1921
666

)f Two Worlds
nvisible Power

1922
Larceny

From Lost River
irim Comedian
nbrance

1923

ire Mad
nd Bargain
Your Best

i The Law
,YMAN BROENING

1919
Half

g Mary Married
Star

1920
„uck of the Irish

rs of Fortune
1921

Perfect Crime
-Woman—Marriage
oken Doll
Heart of a Fool

Scoffer
1922

ed of the Dust

SEPH BROTHERTON
1919

erang
of the Yukon
Child
Lane's Turning
That Divides

1920
'ious Miss Lisle

1921
jn's Playground
„ady's Latch Key
Your Wife

1922
Infidel

tstic Relations
es and Husbands
Social Value
Beautiful Liar
Woman Conquers
ger Than Fiction
an's Side
e Shoulders

1923
s Have Changed
Lonely Road
;y, Money, Money
Woman Conquers
Scarlet Lily
ge
Grail
n Odds Are Even

JOHN W. BROWN
1919

Fists
rs of Vengeance
asts of Poker Flat

d
ious Wives

1920
Broken Melody
ool and His Money
Girl in Number 29
Rider of the Law
ced Men
Gun-Fighting Gentleman
Prince of Avenue A.
Flapper
Capitol
tone Must Pay
Undercurrent

\ the Paint Girl

Footlights and Shadows
Point of View

1921
The Daughter Pays
Society Snobs
Tiger True
Why Girls Leave Home
Action

1922
Ashamed of Parents
School Days
Channing of the Northwest
Reckless Youth
Evidence

1923
Trifling With Honor
Marriage Morals

KARL BROWN
1920

City of Masks
1921

Brewster's Millions
Fourteenth Man
Life of the Party
Traveling Salesman
Dollar a Year Man
Crazy to Marry

1922
One Glorious Day
Is Matrimony a Failure
The Dictator
The Old Homestead
Thirty Days

1923
The Covered Wagon
Ruggles of Red Gap
Hollywood
To the Ladies

GASTON BRUN
1921

Tillers of the Soil

TOM BUCKINGHAM
1920

Up in Mary's Attic
WILFRED BUCKLAND

1919
Such a Little Pirate

PAUL BURGER
1921

Tavern Knight
Mr. Wu
Hundredth Chance

A. A. CADWELL
1919

As a Man Thinks
Too Fat to Fight
Laughing Bill Hyde
Black Eyes

1920
Madonnas and Men
A Scream in the Night
Woman's Business

1921
Clothes
Fine Feathers

1923
The Inner Man

DAVID CALCAGNI
1919

High Pockets
Oh Johnny
Speedy Meade
Road Called Straight

Standy Burke of the U-Bar-U
For the Freedom of the East

1920
The Misfit Earl

A. A. CALDER
1920

Partners of the Night
BERT CANN

1920
Let's Be Fashionable
Mary's Ankle
23 'A Hour's Leave

1921

The Jailbird
Chickens
The Home Stretch
The Rookie's Return
One a Minute
Passing Thru

1922
Second Hand Rose
Boy Crazy
Eden and Return

1923

Bell Boy 13
HUGH CARLYLE

1919
Arizona

ROBERT CARSON
1919

Children of Banishment
Jacques of the Silver North

1920
The Price Woman Pays

FRED CHASTON
1921

Ghost in the Garret
Flying Pat
Oh Joy

1922
Country Flapper

CHARLES G. CLARK
1922

The Half Breed
1923

Light That Failed
DAN CLARK

1922
For Big Stakes
Fighting Streak
Tom Mix in Arabia
Do and Dare
Just Tony

1923
Lone Star Ranger
Three Jumps Ahead
Stepping Fast
Catch My Smoke
Romance Land
Soft Boiled

DAL CLAWSON
1919

Courageous Coward
Temple of Dusk
Heart in Pawn
Midnight Romance
Mary Regan

1920
The Corsican Brothers
Her Kingdom of Dreams
Eve in Exile
Back to God's Country

1921
The Oath

1922
What Do Men Want
Woman He Married
Rose O' The Sea

1923
World's a Stage, The
Marriage Chance, The

WILLIAM COLLINS
1921

A Kiss in Time
Her Sturdy Oak

1922
Bobbed Hair
The Truthful Liar
Too Much Wife
The Love Charm
Her Face Value

CLYDE R. COOK
1919

All Wrong
Mystic Face
Wife or Country
Love's Pay Day

1920
The Double-Dyed Deceiver

1921
Man Who Had Everything

J. C. COOK
)921

The Range Patrol
1922

Way of the Transgressor
Flame of Passion

WILLIAM COOPER
1921

The Wrong Woman
1922

Unconquered Woman

CARL CORWIN
1923

Toilers of the Sea

CURT COURANT
1922

Hamlet

RALPH COYLE
1921

Love's Plaything

WILLIAM CRESPINEL
1922

The Glorious Adventure

WILLIAM L. CROLLY
1922

The Gay Old Dog
Determination

HENRY CRONJAGER
1919

Three Men and a Girl

Caillaux Case
Land of the Free
Why America Will Win

1920
Don't Ever Marry
River's End

1921
The Love Light

1922
Just Around the Corner
The Seventh Day
Tol'able David

1923
Back Home and Broke
Fog Bound
Purple Highway

JULES CRONJAGER
1919

Stitch in Time
Too Many Crooks
Miss Dulcie from Dixie
Fortunes Child
Beloved Imposter
Nymph of the Woods
The Mating
Girl Woman

1920
Youthful Folly
Greater Than Fame

1921
Marooned Hearts
Worlds Apart
Gilded Lies
Greatest Love
The Last Door
Is Life Worth Living?
Handcuffs and Kisses

1922
Reported Missing
John Smith
Chivalrous Charley
Shadows of the Sea
The Prophet's Paradise
Clay Dollars
Man of Stone
Evidence
Reckless Youth
One Week of Love
Love is An Awful Thing

1923
Dancer of the Nile

Common Law, The
Modern Matrimony

RICHARD CRONJAGER
1922

Sonny
WM. CROWLEY

1919
Other Man's Wife
Hidden Truth

M. DALLET
1920

Chains of Evidence
WILLIAM DANIELS

1922
Foolish Wives
The Long Chance

1923
Merry-Go-Round

LYNN DARLING
1923

Soul Harvest, The
MURPHY DARLING

1921

King, Queen, Joker
ALLAN DAVEY

1919
Weaker Vessel
Blue Bonnet

1921
Kentucky Colonel

1922

Tillie

South of Suva
The Heart Specialist

The Girl Who Ran Wild
1923

Bavu
Fools and Riches
Sawdust
Railroaded

CHARLES DAVIS
1919

Our Teddy
Girl of Today

1920

Slaves of Pride
Sporting Duchess
The Whisper Market

1921

The Road to London
1922

The Prodigal Judge
Single Track

BERT DAWLEY
1920

The Harvest Moon
The Silent Barrier

1923

As a Man Lives
Broadway Broke

FAXON M. DEAN
1920

The Copperhead
The Invisible Bond
Cumberland Romance
Fighting Chance

1921

All Souls Eve
Little Clown
Frontier of the Stars

Don't Call Me Little Girl

Moonlight and Honeysuckle
Her Winning Way

1922
North of the Rio Grande
The Call of the North
While Satan Sleeps

Her Own Money

Cowboy and the Lady
The Man Unconquerable

1923
Sixty Cents an Hour
Stephen Steps Out
Tiger's Claw, The
Making a Man
Gentleman of Leisure, A

ROBERT DE GRAlSSE
1922

Good Men and True
1923

Desert Driven
Crashin' Thru
Canyon of Fools
Thundergate

ERNEST DEPEW
1921

Cold Steel

CLYDE DE VINNA
1919

White Lie
Heart of Rachael
Adele
Playthings of Passion
Little Boss
Yankee Princess
AU Wrong
One Woman

1920
The Lincoln Highwayman
Leave It To Me
The Twins of Suffering Creek
Man Who Dared

1921
Yellow Men and Gold

1922
Challenge of the Law
The Cheater Reformed
Iron Rider
Face of the World

1923
Lost and Found
Wild Party, The
Victor, The

J. DIAMOND
1921 ,

Journey's End
1922

Your Best Friend
Other Women's Clothes
Jane Eyre
Notoriety
Married People

1923
Vanity Fair
Broadway Gold
Broken Hearts of Broadway

CHARLES DOWNS
1922

The Broken Silence
Girl From Porcupine

1923
Jacqueline or Blazing Barriers

CHARLES DREYER
1922

The Silent Call
Brawn of the North

PHILIP R. DU BOIS
1921

Last of the Mohicans
The Blot

JOS. A. DUBRAY
1920

The Beloved Cheater
The Butterfly Man
Baby Marie's Round-Up
Miss Gingersnap
Kismet

1921
Occasionally Yours
A Wife's Awakening

1922
The Understudy
The Call of Home
Silent Years
The Vermillion Pencil
Love Never Dies
Winning With Wits
If I Were Queen
Up and at 'Em
A Certain Rich Man
Man of the Forest

1923
Remittance Woman, The
Can a Woman Love Twice
Blow Your Own Horn

LOUIS DUNMYRE
1920

A Child For Sale
1921

The Fatal Hour
MAX DUPONT

1919
The Wolf
Dawn of Understanding
Rogue's Romance
Gentleman of Quality

1920
Blind Youth
Invisible Divorce
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1921
Palace of Darkened Windows
Who Am I?

1922
Heroes of the Street

Three Must Get Theres
1923

Last Hour, The
Man of Action, A

E. DUPAR
1922

Heroes of the Street
1923

Country Kid
Main Street

ELMER G. DYER
1923

Web of the Law, The
PAUL EAGLER

1921
Partners of the Tide

1922
Border Scouts

EDWARD C. EARLE
1919

Woman's Experience
Thunder Bolts of Fate
Rothapfel's First Unit
Programme

1920
The Heart o. a Gypsy
Love, Honor and ?

Woman's Experience
Sherry
A Dangerous Affair
Blind Love
Lahoma

1922
Beggar in Purple

1923
You Are Guilty

ARTHUR EDESON
1919

Cheating Chsaters
Road Through the Dark
Better Wife

1920
For the Soul of Rafael
The Forbidden Woman
The Eyes of Youth

1921
Hush
Mid-Channel

Good Women
The Three Musketeers

1922
The Worldly Madonna
Robin Hood

WILLIAM EDMONDS
1919

Desert Law
1920

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath
The Cheater
Held in Trust

1921
The Unknown Wife

1922
When Romance Rides
Golden Dreams

EARL M. ELLIS
1921

Desperate Youth
The Man Tamer
Rich Girl, Poor Girl
Short Skirts
The Rowdy

1922
High Heels
The Trouper

ELMER ELLSWORTH
1923

Thundering Dawn
EDWARD ESTABROOK

1922
Another Man's Boots

PERRY EVANS
1920

Down on the Farm
1921

Small Town Idol
Home Talent

LESLIE EVELEIGH
1922

One Moment's Temptation
MAX FABIAN

1922
His Back Against the Wall
The Dust Flower

HARRY FARRELL
1921

Pagan Love
1922

Power of Love
WILLIAM FILDEW

1919
God's Outlaw
Her Inspiration

In For Thirty Days
Testing of the Mildred Vane
Island of Intrigue
Almost Married
Peggy Does Her Darndest
Return of Mary
Petal on the Current
Castles In the Air

1920
The Virgin of Stamboul
Through The Eyes of Men
Blue Streak McCoy

1921
Outside the Law
Society Secrets
The Blazing Trail
Magnificent Brute
No Woman Knows
Oh Mary Be Careful

1922
The Fox
A Parisian Scandal
The Wise Kid
Broad Daylight
Paid Back
Under Two Flags

1923
Drifting
Self Made Wife, A
White Tiger
Day of Faith, The

HARRY FIlSCHBECK
1919

Her Code of Honor
1920

A Woman's Man
The Hidden Code

1921
You Find It Everywhere
The Devil
Nobody
Disraeli

1922
The Ruling Passion
The Man From Beyond
Curse of Drink
Man Who Played God

1923
Ragged Edge, The
Mark of the Beast, The
Backbone
Green Goddess, The
The Humming Bird

ROSS FISHER
1919

Lamb and the Lion
Love Call

1921
One Man in a Million
Twin Beds
Lavender and Old Lace
Prisoners of Love
Keeping Up With Lizzie
Lotus Blossom

1922
Girl in the Taxi
Veiled Woman
In the Name. of the Law
The Danger Point

1923
Mask of Lopez, The
Mailman, The
Going Up
Westbound Limited

VICTOR FLEMING
1920

His Majesty, the American

GEORGE FOLSEY
1919

His Bridal Night
1920

The Fear Market
Sinners
The Stolen Kiss

1921
Education of Elizabeth
Frisky Mrs. Johnson
Sheltered Daughters
Price of Possession
A Heart to Let
Room and Board

1922
A Game Chicken
The Case of Becky
Nancy from Nowhere
Slim Shoulders
What's Wrong With the
Women

1923
Bright Shawl, The
Twenty-One
Fighting Blade, The

HARRY FORBES
1919

Souls Adrift
Together
Sins of the Children

1:

BERT FORD
1921

Testimony

WILLIAM FOSTE
1919

Riders of the Purple Sa
The Man Hunter
Rainbow Trail
For Freedom

1920
The Corsican Brothers
A Woman of Pleasure
The Silver Horde

1921
When Dawn Came
Oliver Twist, Jr.
What's Worth While
To Please One Woman
Too Wise Wives

HARRY FOWLEI
1919

Lamb and the Lion
1921

The Freeze-Out
The Wallop
If Only Jim
Hearts Up
Sundown Slim
West is West
Desperate Trails

1922
The Unknown
Taking Chances
Cub Reporter
Wildcat Jordan

1923
Shadows of the North
Men in the Raw
Crooked Alley

LAWRENCE FOWL
1919

Deliverance
1922

Through the Storm

EUGENE FRENCH!
1921

The Rider of the King L<
1922

Jan of the Big Snows
Timothy's Quest

A. FRIED
1920

A Scream in the Night

i

[

The Largest Motion Picture

Laboratory in the East

1907 — 1924

EVANS LABORATORY
FORT LEE, N. J. Fort Lee 1681
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DEVELOPING PRINTING TITLES
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1921
Good Bad Wife
and Woman

1922
)SI§ian Who Fooled Herself

1923
a of Allah

JEORGE FREISINGER
1922

| Air

RICHARD FRYER
1920

Miracle of Money
1921

ridden Love
1923

You My Boy
ally Dead
n Up, The

JACK FUQUA
1922

eful Peters
1923

: Pirate, The
GLEN GANO

1922
Silent Call

FRANK E. GARBUTT
1919

le Town Girl
Innocent Adventuress
Never Saw Such a Girl
Country First

indy Smiles
erimenta! Marriage
sey Trail

r Boob
isiana

1920
Third Kiss
kleberry Finn
EUGENE GAUDIO

1919
for Eye
Lantern
of the Fog

l Who Stayed at Home
Uplifters
Brat

1920
Luck of Geraldine Laird
koning Roads
;y Kelly, M. D.
's Twist
TONY GAUDIO

1919
ardonable Sin
First

I of Honor
1920

Inferior Sex
Fighting Shepherdess

Wrong
1921

Forbidden Thing
ispering Devils
•net

Other Woman
Ten Dollar Raise

Tims of the Night
1922

ttered Idols
Eternal Flame
man He Loved
t is West

1923
m and Eva
|es of Vengeance
ce From the Minaret
hin the Law

LOUIS GELENG
1921

bidden Love
HARRY GERSTED

1919
>me
With No Regrets

iger Zone
nbling In Souls

1920
Broadway Cowboy
Blue Bandanna
Prince and Betty

1921
l't Leave Your Husband
men Men Love
Parish Priest

1922
:k to the Yellow Jacket
Innocent Cheat

in Lightning
atin' Mad
MERRIT GERSTEDT

1921
Poor Simp

1922
ier Oath
EDWARD GHELLER

1919
Craving
Week of Life

r Woman

Women on the Index
Peace of Roaring River

1920
The Loves of Letty
The Paliser Case
The Bonds of Love

1921
The Golden Hope
The Greater Profit

1922
The Unfoldment

CHAS. GIBSON
1922

Sure Fire Flint
ALFRED GILKS

1920
Double Speed
The Dancin' Fool
Sick Abed
Excuse My Dust
What's Your Hurry

1921
Sins of Rosanne
City Sparrow
Peck's Bad Boy
Her Beloved Villain
Her First Elopement
The Snob
The Great Moment

1922
Don't Tell Everything
Under the Lash
Her Husband's Trademark
Beyond the Rocks
Impossible Mrs. Bellew
Her Gilded Cage

1923
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife
My American Wife
Prodigal Daughters
His Children's Children

CHARLES E. GILSON
1920

The Stream of Life
Dead Line
The Manhattan Knight

1921
Number 17
Dynamite Allan
The Plunger

1922
Jan of the Big Snows

1923
Little Johnny Jones
Luck

BERT GLENNON
1920

Parted Curtains
1921

Kentucky Colonel
Cheated Love
The Dangerous Moment
The Torrent
The Kiss
A Daughter of the Law
Moonlight Follies

1922
Woman Who Walked Alone
Nobody's Fool
Ebb Tide
Burning Sands

1923
Java Head
Salomy Jane
You Can't Fool Your Wife

ALFRED GONDOLFI
1919

Crook of Dreams
Little Intruder
The Grouch
The Rough Neck
Bringing Up Betty

1920
The Oakdale Affair

The Woman God Sent
Me and Captain Kidd

1921

A Divorce of Convenience
1922

Man Who Paid
FRANK B. GOOD

1919
Fan Fan
Smiles
Rose of the West
When Fate Decides
Love That Dares

1920
Three Gold Coins
The Cyclone
The Web of Chance
The Merry-Go-Round
The Girl in Bohemia
The Woman and the Puppet
The Flame of the Desert
The Untamed
Desert Love
The Terror

1921

One-Man Trail

Big Punch
Get Your Man
Prairie Tales

The Road Demon
The Texan «

Straight from the Shoulder
1922

Bar Nothin'
Smiles Are Trumps
The Great Alone
Riding With Death
Bucking the Line
The New Teacher

1923
Circus Days
Daddy
long Live the King

PLINY GOODFRIEND
1921

Woman in His House
Old Dad

1922
Gay and Develish

ALFRED GOSDEN
1919

Pretty Soon
Wicked Darling
Exquisite Thief
Games Up, The
Spitfire of Seville
Brazen Beauty
Set Free

1920
Burnt Wings
The Girl in the Rain
The Woman Under Cover
The Trembling Hour
Everything But the Truth
The Breath of the Gods
La La Lucille

1921
Fixed by George
Shocking Night
Once a Plumber
Mad Marriaee
All Dolled Uo

AXEL GRAATKJER
1922

Hamlet
FRED LE ROY GRANVILLE

1919
Divorce Trap
Coming of the Law
Heart of Humanity
Talk of the Town
Rough Riding Romance

1920
The Speed Maniac
Loot

1921
Once to Every Woman

KING GRAY
1919

Cowardice Court
Amazing Wife
Vanity Pool
Solitary Sin
Heart of Humanity
Cheating Herself

1920
Paid In Advance

1921
Yankee Go-Getter

1922
More To Be Pitied

1923
Temptation
Forgive and Forget
CARL LOUIS GREGORY

1920
Love's Flame

WALTER GRIFFIN
1919

Long Lane's Turning
Modern Husbands
Boomerang

1921
Nomads of the North
Hearts and Masks
The Golden Snare

1923
Silent Partner
Rapids, The
Whipping Boss, The

T. L. GRIFFITH
1921

The Great Adventure
The Devil's Garden
Jim, the Penman
The Master Mind
The Truth About Husbands

RENE GUISSART
1919

White Heather
Little Women

1920
Treasure Island
Victory
My Lady's Garter
The Yellow Typhoon

1921
Harriet the Piper
The Butterfly Girl

The Breaking Point
Sowing the Wind
The Country Fair

1923
While Paris Sleeps
Bohemian Girl, The

J. HARRY HALLENBERGER
1921

Peck's Bad Boy
ERNEST HALLER

1920
The Inner Voice
Neglected Wives
The Discarded Woman
Yes or No

1921
Dead Men Tell No Tales
Trumpet Island
Such a Little Queen
Salvation Nell
Wife Against Wife
The Gilded Lily

1922
The Iron Trail
For Your Daughter's Sake
The Road to Arcady
Wife Against Wife
Outcast

1923
Woman Proof
Homeward Bound
Ne'er Do Well, The

ALFRED HANSEN
1922

Loves of Pharaoh
HARRY HARDE

1919
Caleb Pipers' Girl

HARRY HARRIS
.1919

White-Washed Walls
Mint of Hell
Destiny
Light of Victory
Hugon the Mighty
Right to Happiness

1920
The Mother of His Children
White Lies
In Folly's Trail

Rose of Nome
A Sister to Salome

1923
West of the Water Tower

FRED HARTMAN
1919

Silent Mystery
1920

Crimson Shoals
The Amazing Woman
King Spruce

BRYAN HASKINS
1921

Hurricane's Gal
1922

Slander the Woman
Broken Chains

CHARLES HASKINS
1923

The World's a Stage
CARL HASSELMAN

1923
Othello

PHILIP HATKIN
1919

Heart of Gold
Zero Hour
Moral Deadline
Social Pirate
Just Sylvia
The Bluffer
Love and the Woman
Home Wanted

1920
The Cost

1921
Half an Hour
Guilty of Love
Romantic Adventuress
The Old Nest

RALPH HAWKINS
1922

The Forest King
FRANK HEATS

1919
Girl Woman

FRED HELD
1919

Key to Power
W. L. HEYWOOD

1922
The Foolish Age

SYDNEY HICOX
1922

School Days
1923

Marriage Morals
PERCY HIGGINSON

1919
Unbroken Promise
Forfeit

PERCY HILBURN
1919

Stronger Vow
The Pest
Sis Hopkins

Hell Cat
Shadows
Turn of the Wheel
The Girl from Outside

1920
Dangerous Days
Woman and the Puppet
Flame of the Desert

1921
Godless Men
Bunty Pulls the Strings
The Branding Iron
Snow Blind
The Old Nest

1922
Poverty of Riches
The Storm
Man With Two Mothers

1923
The Eternal Struggle
Hearts Aflame

GEORGE W. HILL
1920

Remodeling Her Husband
Mary Ellen Comes to Town
Turning the Tables

WALTER HILL
1921

Little Miss Rebellion
O. G. HILL

1922
Thundering Hoofs

CHAS. W. HOFFMAN
1919

Challenge Accepted
CARL HOFFMAN

1923
Affairs of Lady Hamilton

JOHN K. HOLBROOK
1919

Romance in the Air
Woman Under Oath
Commercial Pirates

1920
The Open Door
Her Game
The Eternal Mother
Women Men Forget

1922
Squire Phinn
Partners of the Sunset
Woman Who Believed
GEORGE K. HOLLISTER

1919
Silent Woman
Why Germany Must Pay
The Divorcee

1921
Someone In The House

CHARLES P. HORAN
1920

Man's Plaything
EDWARD HORN

1919
Dust of Desire
Through the Toils

1920
Forest Rivals
Other Men's Shoes

H. A. HORN
1919

Fool's Gold
PLINY HORNE

1919
Secret Code
Prudence of Broadway

JOSEPH R. HOWARD
1919

Whatever the Cost
JAMES HOWE

1923
To the Last Man
The Woman With Four Faces
Spanish Dancer
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine
Drums of Fate
Call of the Canyon

LEE HUMISTON
1921

The Heart of the North
WILLIAM HUMPHREY

1920
Atonement

J. ROY HUNT
1920

The Truth
Trimmed With Red

1921
Help Yourself
The Passion Flower
What Women Will Do
Pagan Love
The Branded Woman
The Sign on the Door

1922
Love's Redemption
Sherlock Holmes
Polly of the Follies

Woman's Place
The Wonderful Thing

PHILIP HURN
1922

Handle With Care
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J. C. HUTCHINSON
1919

Made in America
1920

The Open Door
1922

The Half Breed
ROY IRISH

1922
The New Disciple

PAUL IVAN
1923

Vengeance of the Deep
FRED JACKMAN

1920
Down On the Farm

1921
I.ove, Honor and Behave
Home Talent

1922
Cross Roads of N Y.
Molly O

HENDRIK JAENZON
1920

The Woman He Chose
B. L. JAMES

1920
Through Eyes of Men

HAROLD JANES
1919

Heart of Humanity
1920

The Road to Divorce
The Path She Chose

1921
Beautifully Trimmed
Reputation
Wanted At Headquarters

1923
Conflict

J. D. JENNINGS
1919

Forbidden Room
Cowardice Court
Treat 'Em Rough
Mr. Logan, U. S. A.
Fame and Fortune
Miss Adventure

1920
Should a Husband Forgive
Evangeline
The Daredevil
The Feud
The Woman in Room 13

1921
Salvage
Madam X
Roads of Destiny
Mistress of Shenstone
Great Lover
Voice in the Dark
The Sting of the Lash

1922
The Lure of Jade
Two Kinds of Women
The Glory of Clementina
Bells of San Juan
Without Compromise

GORDON JENNINGS
1923

Our Hospitality

MICHAEL JOYCE
1922

My Old Kentucky Home
Queen of the Moulin Rouge
Fools of Fortune
When the Desert Calls

J. JULIUS
1921

A Mah There Was
1922

You and I

Sir Arne's Treasure
RAY JUNE

1923
The Way Men Love

HANS KAMPFE
1921

Tradition
CHAS. KAUFMAN

1919
Midnight Stage
Todd of the Times
Master Man
Silver Girl

Gates of Brass
The Bells
World Aflame
A White Man's Chance

1920
The Gray Wolf's Ghost
The Joyous Liar
The False Code
The Deadlier Sex
Fighting Cressy
Simple Souls
The Girl in the Web

1922
The Bear Cat
Step On It

1923
What Wives Want
Trimmed in Scarlet
The Flirt

Dead Game
Don Quickshot of the Rio
Grande

Merry-Go-Round
HARRY KEEPERS

1920
Who's Your Brother

1921
His Greatest Sacrifice

Johnny Ring and the Captain's
Sword

1923
The Rip Tide

PAUL KERSCHNER
1923

Lost and Found
DAVID J. KESSON

1920
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives
Don't Ever Marry
Go and Get It

1921
Dinty
Bob Hampton of Placer

1922
Penrod
Fools First
The Lotus Eater
Minnie

1923
The Eternal Three
The Strangers' Banquet
The Rendesvous

FRANK KIRBY
1919

Some Wild Oats
1921

Life
ROY KLAFFKI

1919
Words and Music
Married in Haste
Borrowed Clothes
Home

1920
Her Five Foot Highness
Human Stuff

Forbidden
The Phantom Melody
His Divorced Wife

BEN KLINE
1920

Hitchin' Posts
The Red Lane

1921
A Ridin' Romeo
Hands Off
Honor Bound
Big Town Round-Up
After Your Own Heart
The Night Horsemen

1922
The Rough Diamond
Chasing the Moon
Up and Going
Trailin'

Sky High
Lady from Longacre
Wolf Law

1923
Crossed Wires
The Six Fifty
The Flaming Hour
The Untameable
A Chapter of Her Life
McGuire of the Mounted
The Bolted Door
The First Degree

ALVIN KNECHTEL
i922

The First Woman
The Leach

1923
Is Money Everything

TONY KORUMAN
1923

The Hunchback of Notre Dame
HENRY KOTANI

1919
Puppy Love
Secret Garden
Rustling a Bride
Johnny Get Your Gun
Under the Top
The Goat
Told in the Hills

1920
Young Mrs, Winthrop
Mrs. Temple's Telegram

ED. KULL
1919

Millionaire Pirate
Sleeping Lion
Lure of Luxury
Fire Flingers
Creaking Stairs

1920
The Sundown Trail

1921
Man Trackers

ROBERT KURRLE
1919

Unexpected Places
One Thing at a Time O' {
Blind Man's Eyes
Blackie Redemption
Faith
The Spender
Hitting the High Spots
Easy to Make Money
Lion's Den

1920
Rio Grande
Lombardi, Ltd.
The Right of Way

1921
Lure of Youth
Isobel
Habit
Playthings of Destiny

1922
Silver Wings
A Question of Honor
I Am the Law
Her Mad Bargain
The Invisible Fear

1923
All the Brothers Were V;

JOHN LA MOND
1922

The Old Oaken Bucket
1923

While the Pot Boils
Unseeing Eyes
LELAND LANDCASTI

1921
Price of Silence
The Smart Sex
The Fighting Lover
The Shark Master

1922
Go Straight
Dr. Jim

FILM DEVELOPING CORPORATION
210-216 Weehawken Street

WEST HOBOKEN, N. J.
&*~

(4800
Telephone: UNION \4&0\

(4802

Negative Developing
First Sample Printing

Titles LOWEST INSURANCE RATES
IN THE EAST

Tinting and
Toning
Release Printing

GUARANTEED 24-HOUR SERVICE ON YOUR NEGATIVE
Developing and First Print Work

First Prints from Negative Developed in Our Laboratory Will
Talk Back to You from the Screen

7/ the developing and first printing you receive from us are not better

than you have been getting, then you need not pay us, and we are not
philanthropists.
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Tracked to Earth
Across the Dead-Line

SAM LANDERS
1919

Regular Fellow
It's a Bear
Fighting Through
Mayor of Filbert
Heartease

1920
The House of Intrigue
The Devil's Riddle
The River's End

1921
Penny of Hill Top Trail

1922
The Sign of the Rose
What No Man Knows

1923
Thundergate

GEORGE LANE
1919

Thou Shalt Not
Buchanan's Wife

1920
Kathleen Mavourneen
La Belle Russe
Eastward Ho
Sacred Silence
While New York Sleeps

1421
Blind Wives
Thunderclap

1922
A Broadway Peacock
Driven

1923
The Silent Command

LESTER LANG
1920

Society Snobs
Mohican's Daughter

GEORGE LARSON
1922

Rip Van Winkle
ALFRED LATHAM

1919
Right to Happiness

1922
The Fire Eater
Headin' West

GEORGE LAURENCE
1919

Sue of the South

AL LEACH
1919

Bonnie Annie Laurie
Swat the Spy
Tell It to the Marines
Love Auction
Putting One Over

1920
The Winning Stroke
The Lure of Ambition

1921
Law of the Yukon
Devotion

1922
My Old Kentucky Home

JOHN LEEZER
1919

I'll Get Him Yet
Hope Chest
Peppy Polly
Boots
Nugget Nell
Out of Luck

1920
The Triflers

The Heart of Twenty
1923

Just Like a Woman
MARCEL LE PICARD

1919
Window Opposite
Perfect Lady
Daughter of Mine
Day Dreams
Leave It to Susan
Conquered Hearts
Ashes of Love
Through the Wrong Door

1920
Jes' Call Me Jim
Jubilo
The Strange Boarder
Water, Water, Everywhere
Strictly Confidential
Cupid, the Cowpunchcr

1921
Honest Hutch
Boys Will Be Boys
Guile of Women
An Unwilling Hero

1922
A Poor Relation
Doubling for Romeo
Bride's Confession
Wildness of Youth

1923
Cyclone Jones

ELGIN LESSLEY
1919

The Atom
Irish Eyes

1920
Servant in the House

1923
Three Ages
Our Hospitality

JOSEPH LEVERING
1922

Flesh and Spirit

AL. LIGOURI
1919

Romance in the Air
World to Live In
Red Head
Marie Ltd.
Silver King
Embarrassment of Riches
Firing Line

1920
The World and His Wife

1921
Passionate Pilgrim
Straight is the Way
Woman God Changed

1922
Boomerang Bill

Timothy's Quest
EDWIN LINDEN

1919
Wild Goose Chase

1921
Kazan
The Mask

1922
The Rosary

1923
Mine to Keep

L. D. LITTLEFIELD
1920

The Discarded Woman
1921

Every Man's Price

J. R. LOCKWOOD
1921

Small Town Idol

JEAN LOGAN
1923

A Clouded Name
WALTER LUNDIN

1922
Grandma's Boy
A Sailor-Made Man

1923
Safety Last
Why Worry
Dr. Jack

CHESTER LYONS
1919

String Beans
Hay Foot, Straw Foot
Greased Lightning
Girl Dodger
The Busher
Sheriff's Son
Law of the North
Bill Henry

1920
Alarm Clock Andy
Homer Comes Home
The Egg Crate Wallop
Taris Green
Crooked Straight
Red Hot Dollars

1921

Nineteen and Phyllis

Forty-five Minutes From Broad-
way

Village Sleuth
An Old Fashioned Boy
Peaceful Valley

1922
Sisters

Get Rich Quick Wallingford
Back Pay
The Good Provider
Bootlegger's Daughter
Valley of Silent Men
Pride of Palomar

1923
The Nth Commandment
Children of Dust
Just Like a Woman

REGGIE LYONS
1921

The Unfortunate Sex
Black Beautv

1922
A Western Demon
So This is Arizona
The While Masks
Gold Grabbers
Smilin' Jim
Angel Citizen

1923
Just Like a Woman
Danger Ahead
CLAUDE L. MacDONNELL

1S22
Bonnie Briar Bush

JACK MACKENZIE
1919

Toton
1920

i he Gift Supreme
1921

Luke of Chimney Butte
'I he Silver Car
ft Can Be Done
Diamonds Adrift
Purple Cipher
Romance Promoters
Three Sevens

1922
T+.( Jolt
Bring Him In
Belle of Alaska
Secret of the Hills
Snowshoe Trail
Colleen of the Pines
Thelma

1923
Divorce

DAN MAHER
1923

Jacqueline or IVazing Barriers

TOM MALLOY

The Fortune Hunter
The Climbers
The Tower of Jewels

1921

Heart of Maryland
Liquid Gold

1922
Without Fear
Anv Wife
A Staee Romance
Shackles of Gold
Mconshine Val'e-

1923
The Custard Cup
Does It Pay

RUDOLPH MARINER
1922

What Fools Men Are

OLIVE" MARSH
1919

The Brand
(>imson Gardenia
Hidden Fir^s
Racing Strain
Bondage of Barbara
The Girl from O-Hside

1920
Two Weeks
The Virtuous Vamp
The Temnerarnental Wife
The Love Expert
In Search of a Sinner
Perfect Woman

1921
Mama's Affair

Something Different

Good References
Dangerous Business
T essons in Love
Wedding Bells

1922
Fascination
Peacock Alley
Red Hot Romance
Woman's P'ace
Broadway Rose
Mohican's Daughter

1923
The French Doll
Tazzmania
Fashion Row
The Unknown Purple

WILLIAM MARSHALL
1919

Make Believe Wife
Little Miss Hoover
Secret Service
Woman Thou Gavest Me

1920
A Girl Named Mary
All-of-a-Sudden- Peggy
A Lady in Love
In Mizzouri
Terror Island
The Ladder of Lies
Crooked Streets

1921
A Wise Fool
F.yes of the Heart
Sweet Lavender

1922
The Great Impersonation
The Sheik
Moran of the Lady Letty
Our Leading Citizen
The Bachelor Daddy
The Ghost Breaker
The Jilt

1923
Lights Out
Itching Palms
Tea With a Kick

ROBERT MARTIN
1921

Smiling All the Way
Girls Don't Gamble

1922
My Boy
Trouble
Long Live the King

H. KINLEY MARTIN
1920

What Happened to Jones
1921

Oh Lady, Lady
Ducks and Drakes
Food For Scandal
A Full House
She Couldn't Help It

An Amateur Devil
The March Hare
One Wild Week

1922
The Sleepwalker
First Love
Midnight
The Speed Girl

ARTHUR MARTINELLI
1919

That's Good
Johnny on the Spot
Kildare cf the Storm
Amateur Adventuress
Sylvia on a Spree
Fools and Their Money
Favor to a Friend

1920
Fair and. Warmer
The Walk-Offs

1921
Love, Honor and Obey
Misleading Lady
Message from Mars
The Man Who
A Trip to Paradise

1922
Face Between
Ladyfingers
Sherlock Brown
Right That Failed
The Idle Rich
Youth to Youth

1923
East Side, West Side
The Meanest Man in the World

STANLEY MASON
1919

Law of Nature
Where Bonds Are Loosed

JOSEPH MAYER
1920

The White Rider
1922

False Brands
HUGH McCLUNG

1919
Arizona
Knickerbocker Buckaroo

1920
Overland Red
Bullet Proof
Fickle Women

1922
Desert Blossoms

WM McCOY
1919

Daring Hearts
1920

Bab's Candidate
The Sea Rider
The Midnight Bride

1921
If Women Only Knew
NELSON McEDWARDS

1922
Without Compromise

WM. McGANN
1920

When the Clouds Roll By
1921

Man—Woman—Marriage
Mark of Zoiro
The Nut

1922
Hurricane's Gal

1923
Three Ages

BARNEY McGILL
1919

Devil M'Care
Breezy Jim

1922
My Lady Friends

1923
The Critical Age

L. W. McMANEGAL
1920

The Last of His People
1921

.Things Men Do
GLEN McWILLIAMS

1920
The Luck of the Irish
His Majesty, the American

1921
Splendid Hazard
The Lamplighter
The Poor Simp
Wing Toy
Partners of Fate
The Mother Heart
Ever Since Eve
Lovetime

1922
My Boy
Trouble
Oliver Twist
Deserted at the Altar

1923
Rupert of Hentzau
The Spider and the Rose
Quicksands
The Dangerous Maid

JOHN MEIGLE
1922

Deserted at the Altar

GEO. MEEHAN
1922

Tailor Made Man
1923

Mary of the Movies

JOHN MESCAL
1921

Hold Your Horses
It's a Great Life

1922
From the Ground Up
All's Fair in Love
The Glorious Fool
Dangerous Curve Ahead
The Wall Flower
Watch Your Step
Brothers Under the Skin

1923
Six Days
Gimme
Souls for Sale

GEORGE R. MEYER
1923

Law of the Lawless
TOM MIDDLETON

1919
Old Maid's Baby
Milady O' the Beanstalk

BENNIE MIGGINS
1923

The Silent Command
ARTHUR MILLER

1919
Cry of the Weak
The Profiteers
Our Better Selves
Japanese Nightingale
Narrow Path
Common Clay
A Society Exile

1920
Counterfeit
His House in Order
On With the Dance
The Right to Love

1921
Idols of Clay
Paying the Piper
Lady Rose's Daughter
Experience
Forever

1922
To Have and to Hold

1923
Bella Donna
The Cheat
Kick In
The Eternal City

ERNEST MILLER
1921

Made in Heaven
Beating the Game

1922
Boss of Camp 4

Saved by Radio
Alias the Nightwind

1923
Man's Size

JACK MILLER
1919

Safe for Democracy
Kiss or Kill

VIRGIL MILLER
1920

The Silent Barrier
1921

Two Kinds of Love
Pink Tights
Colorado
The Big Adventure
Luring Lips

1922
The Scrapper
The Black Bag
The Man Under Cover
Cheated Hearts
Three Live Ghosts
Sure Fire
The Trap
Red Courage
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Ridin' Wild
The Lone Hand
Don't Shoot

1923
The Scarlet Car
Nobody's Bride
Kindled Courage
The Gentleman from America
Shootin' for Love
Out of Ludk
Ramblin' Kid
Blinky
Single Handed
The Flame of Life
The Thrill Chaser

VICTOR MILNER
1919

Sealed Envelope
Velvet Hand
Cabaret Girl

1920
A Fugitive From Matrimony
Haunting Shadows
Unchartered Channels
Out of the Dust
One Hour Before Dawn

1921
Half a Chance
Dice of Destiny
When We Were Twenty-One
Her Unwilling Husband
Felix O'Day
Live Wires
What Love Will Do

1922
Shadows of Conscience
Her Night of Nights
The Cave Girl
Human Hearts
Kentucky Derby
Lavender Bath Lady

1923
Gossip
The Love Letter
The Town Scandal

TOM MOLLOY
1919

Girl Problem
Adventure Shop
Girl at Bay
Unknown Quantity
Thin Ice
Two Women

HAL MOHR
1922

Watch Him Step '

The Unfoldment
Saved by Radio

1923
Bag and Baggage

JACQUES MONTERAN
1919

His Bridal Night
Test of Honor
Tother Dear Charmer
Come On In
Oh You Women
Good- Bye Bill

Come Out of the Kitchen

1920
The Fortune Teller

1921
The Inside of the Cup
The Black Panther's Cub
The Money Maniac

CARLO MONTUOrtl
1922

Retribution

LEIGHTON MOORE
1921

Risky Business

MILTON MOORE
1920

The Great Air Robbery
1921

Skyfire
1922

The Gutter Snipe
Playing With Fire
Don't Get Personal
The Loaded Door

IRA H. MORGAN
1920

The Family Honor
Seeing It Through
Jackknife Man

1922
Beauty's Worth
Enchantment
Find the Woman
The Bride's Play
When Knighthood Was in

Flower
Face in the Fog

1923
Enemies of Women
Little Old New York

ALFRED MOSES
1920

Love Net
Hand Visible

1921
Twelve-Ten
Midnight Gambols
Where Is My Husband?

K. H .MOSES
1922

Don't Blame Your Children
NICHOLAS MURACASA

1923
On the Banks of the Wabash

ANTON NAGY
1922

So Long Letty
See My Lawyer

ROBERT NEWHARD
1919

Man in the Open
Fuss and Feathers
Happy Though Married
When Do We Eat
His Birthright
Diane of the Green Van
A Man's Fight

1920
Smoldering Embers
Dollar for Dollar
The Street Called Straight

1921
Big Happiness
Nobody's Kid
Everybody's Sweetheart

1922
Hungry Hearts
Trail of the Axe

1923
Hunchback of Notre Dame

HARRY NEUMANN
1919

Tongues of Flame
A. NILSON

1919
To Him That Hath

ERICH NITSCHMANN
1923

Between Two Worlds

WM. NOBLES
1919

Child of M'sieu
1921

Man From Nowhere
1922

Barb Wire
Crow's Nest

STEPHEN B. NORTON
1919

Restless Souls
Grey Parasol
Follies Girl
Love's Prisoner
Beyond the Shadows

1920
Shore Acres
Bubbles
The Peddler of Lies

1921
The Wolverine

1922
Ghost City
Too Much Married

WILLIAM O'CONkELL
1921

Little Grey Mouse
The Sky Pilot
A Broken Doll
They Shall Pay

1922
Come On Over
The Hands of Nara
Enter Madame

1923
The Woman of Bronze
An Old Sweetheart of Mine
The Fourth Musketeer

GENE O'DONNELL
1923

Tents of Allah
JACK OKEY

1921
Without Benefit of Clergy

ROBERT A. OLSSON
1919

Beyond the Law
ALFRED ORTLIEB

1919
Souls Adrift
Unknown Love
The Thirteenth Chair

1920
The A. B. C. of Love
A Modern Salome
Lifting Shadows
Twin Pawns
The White Circle

1921
Black Panther's Cub
The Bait
Deep Waters
Love's Penalty

1922
Stardust
The Light in the Dark

1923
Streets of New York
None so Blind
The Fair Cheat

LOUIS OSTLAND
1919

By Hook or Crook
Road to France

HOWARD OSWALD
1919

The Pointing Finger
1920

Danger Ahead
1921

Confidence

ROY OVERBOUGH
1919

On the Jump
1920

Sadie Love
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
Erstwhile Susan
Wanted—A Husband
A Dark Lantern
Away Goes Prudence

1921
Sentimental Tommy
39 East
The Magic Cup

1922
Spanish Jade
Love's Boomerang
Footlights
The Man From Home
The Bond Boy
Women Men Marry

WA
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NEGATIVE MOTION PICTURE
RAW STOCK

made by

the makers of (G^OJiSJrtv.^ lenses, is more

orthochromatic and therefore gives better

details under poor lighting conditions. Same

speed, same treatment.
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Positive Stock ; lKc '

Sole Distributors for U. S. A. and Canada:
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45 WEST 45th STREET
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on All Your Prints
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1923

White Sister

FREEMAN H. OWENS
1922

Maker of Men
ERNEST G. PALMER

1919

ce to Every Man
racle Man

1921

soners of Love
e Child Thou Gavest Me

1922
e Clear Call

Song of Life
ways the Woman
Hot Romance

1923
e Wanters

JOHN S. PASTOR
1923

e Prairie Mystery
EDWARD PAUL

1922
ir Lady
>w Women Love
crets of Paris

1923
yal Lives
irling of the Rich
le Truth About Wives
ilomon in Society
odern Marriage

A. G. PENROD
1922

las Marner
own to the Sea in Ships

HARRY PERRY
1921

he Easy Road
ins of Rosanne
ity of Silent Men
'hite and Unmarried
he Faith Healer
onquest of Canaan
t the End of the World
appy Ricks

1922
hadows
f You Believe it, It's So
orderland
'he Crimson Challenge
he Ordeal

. Prince There Was
1923

he Broken Wing
ire You a Failure?
he Girl Who Came Back
ipril Showers
"he Virginian

PAUL PERRY
1919

rood Gracious Annabelle
len, Women and Money
iporting Chance
Jettigrew's Girl
bruise of the Make-Believe
anes Goes a Wooing
'old in the Hills

1920
he Sea Wolf
iverywoman

1921
The Round-Up
The Jucklins
Jehold My Wife
The House That Jazz Built
The Outside Woman

1922
3ver the Border
The Little Minister
Singed Wings
?ink Gods

1923
?onjoIa

FRANK PERUGINI
1921

irhe Devil's Confession

1923
The Valley of Lost Souls

GEORGE PETERS
1919

Wanted for Murder
Upside Down
Taxi

1920
Picadilly Jim
Sooner or Later

1921
Girl With a Jazz Heart
The Highest Bidder
The Serenade

1923
The Broken Violin
Jacqueline or Blazing Barriers

GUS PETERSON
1919

Her Purchase Price
1920

Rouge and Riches

1921
The Sky Pilot

1922
Mysterious Rider
The Gray Dawn
Heart's Haven
When Romance Rides

ALEC PHILLIPS
1921

See My Lawyer
LOUIS PHYSIOC

1919
Peck's Bad Girl

Perfect 36
Up Stairs and Down

1920
The Glorious Lady

1923
Trundering Dawn

HARRY PLIMPTON
1919

Jungle Trail

Why I Would Not Marry
Checkers
HORACE G. PLIMPTON Jr.

1921
Face At Your Window

HARRY PLIMPTON
1922

Nero
SOL POLITO

1919
What Love Forgives
Love Defender
Ruling Passions
Reckoning Day
Are You Legally Married?
Treason
Bill Apperson's Boy
Burglar by Proxy

1920
Soldiers of Fortune
Should a Woman Tell

Alias Jimmy Valentine
1921

Price of Redemption
1922

Trimmed
The Roof Tree

1923
The Girl of the Golden West
Mighty Lak a Rose
The Bad Man

G. O. POST
1922

Shirley of the Circus
1923

You Can't Get Away With It

LEN POWERS
1922

Knight of the West
WALTER PRITCHARD

1920
His Temporary Wife
Husbands and Wives

1921
Home-Keeping Hearts

ARTHUR QUINN
1919

Daring Hearts
1922

Blackbirds
JOHN RAMSEY

1919
Scarlet Trail

RAY RAMSEY
1923

Men in the Raw
THOMAS RAE

A Tokio Siren
Lasca
Adorable Savage

1921
Wolves of the North
The Fire Cat
White Youth t

Thunder Island
PHILIP RAND

1923
Tea With a Kick

DUDLEY REED
1922

Once Upon a Time
IRVING REESE

1922
Too Much Business
Ladder Jinx

ARTHUR REEVES
1920

Misfit Wife
1921

The Greater Claim
Body and Soul

1922
Afraid to Fight
Out of the Silent North
Man Who Married His Own
Wife

Ashes
The Galloping Kid

WM. A REINHART
1919

Sins of the Children

1921
The Contrast

BEN REYNOLDS
1919

Fight for Love
Three Mounted Men
When A Woman Strikes
Silk-Lined Burglar
She Hired a Husband
Taste of Life
Beans
House Without Children

. ,

1920
Under Suspicion
Alias Miss Dodd
Blind Husbands
The Devil's Pass-Key
Common Property

1921
The Supreme Passion

1922
False Kisses
The Golden Gallows
Shattered Dreams
A Wonderful Wife
Foolish Wives
Another Man's Shoes

1923
Stormswept
The Ghost Patrol
The Prisoner

CHARLES RICHARDSON
1923

Cordelia the Magnificent
A Wife's Romance
The Spider and the Rose
Thundering Dawn

GEORGE RICHTER
1919

Fan Fan
JAY RIlSCHER

1920
The Girl of the Sea

GEORGE RIZARD
1919

Sporting Chance
Six Foot Four
This Hero Stuff
Girl Woman

1920
The Valley of Tomorrow
The Dangerous Talent

1921
The Old Swimmin' Hole
The Blue Moon
The Gamesters
Payment Guaranteed
Their Mutual Child
Scrap Iron
A Midnight Bell

1922
Gas. Oil or Water
The Deuce of Spades
Alias Julius Caesar
R. S. V. P.

Two Minutes To Go
Smudge
The Barnstormer
Tailor-Made Man

1923
The Girl I Loved
The Eagle's Feather
Held to Answer

GEORGE ROBINSON
1921

Where Men Are Men
1922

A Guilty Conscience
Restless Souls
No Defense
The Silent Vow
When Danger Smiles
The Fighting Guide

1923

Playing it Wild
JAMES ROBERTSON

1923
The Tie That Binds

JACKSON ROSE
1920

Burning Daylight
The Mutiry of the Elsinore

1021
Marriage of Wm. Ashe
Star Rover
The Last Card
Extravagance
Big Game

1922

The Married Flapper
Paid Back

1923

The Dangerous Age
I. ROSEMAN

1920
Where Is My Husband?
Midnight Gambols
Twelve-Ten

PHILIP E. ROSEN
1919

Love Hunger
Little Brother of the Rich

Eternal Magdalene
Miracle Man

1920
The Brute Breaker
Under Crimson Skies

JOE ROSENTHAL, JR.
1921

Garden of Resurrection
Lure of Crooning Water

CHARLES G. ROSHER
1919

Daddy Long Legs
Captain Kidd, Jr.

Johanna Enlists

Too Many Millions
The Dub

1920
The Heart of the Hills

The Hoodlum
Suds
Pollyanna

1921
The Love Light
Through the Back Door

1922
Smilin' Through
Tess of the Storm Country

1923
Rosita

ARTHUR ROSS
1919

Miss Ambition
Daring Hearts

1920
The Darkest Hour
Deadline at Eleven
Human Collateral

1921

Closed Doors
It Isn't Being Done Thi9

Season
What's Your Reputation Worth

1923
The Fire Bride
Received Payment
A Virgin's Sacrifice

Island Wives
LEO ROSSI

1919
In the Hollow of Her Hand
Indestructible Wife
Her Great Chance

JULIS ROSSI
1919

Colonel Bridau
HAL ROSSON

1920
Cinema Murder
Polly of the Storm Country

1921
Buried Treasure
Heliotrope
Everything for Sale

1922
The Cradle
For the Defense
A Virginia Courtship
A Homespun Vamp
Through a Glass Window

1923
Lawful Larceny
Garrison's Finish
Dark Secrets
Zaza
Quicksands
Glimpses of the Moon

IRVING RUBENSTEIN
1921

Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge
1922

Holdane of the Secret Service

STEVE ROUNDS
1919

The Pretender
Silent Rider
Untamed

1920
Scratch My Back
The Day She Paid

1921

So Long Letty
1923

Drivin' Fool
IRVING RUBY

1919
Khavah
JOSEPH RUTTENBERG

1919
Woman, Woman
Woman Who Gave
My Little Sister

Yellow Dog
1920

The Fallen Idol

The Shark
1921

Beyond Price
The Thief
Tiger's Cub
Mountain Woman
Know Your Man
From Now On
A Virgin Paradise

1922

Silver Wings
Who Are My Parents
Town That Forgot God
My Friend the Devil

1923
If Winter Comes
EDWARD G. SALISBURY

1923
Black Shadows

HENDRIK SARTOV
1921

Way Down East
Dream Street

1922
Orphans of the Storm
One Exciting Night

1923
The White Rose

R B. SCHELLINGER
1919

Our Teddy
Kaiser's Finish
Never Say Quit

1920
Cynthia-of-the-Minute

1921

The Master Mind
MAX (SCHNEIDER

1919
Amateur Widow
Appearance of Evil

Unveiling Hand
Cavell Case
Phil-for-Short
Power and the Glory
The Battler
Praise Agent

1920
The Black Circle

The Blue Pearl
1921

The Riddle: Woman
GEORGE ,SCHNEIDERMAN

1919

Love is Love
1920

The Hell Ship
The Lost Princess

Vagabond Luck
Molly and I

Love's Harvest
Little Wanderer

1921

Just Pals
Colorado Pluck
Sunset Sprague
Bare Knuckles
Children of Night
Singing River

1922
Western Speed
Queenie

Pardon My Nerve
The Village Bla ksmith

Youth Must Have - ove

Fatt Mail
1923

Face on the Barroom "loor

Snowdrift
Pawn Ticket 210
Boston Blackie
Man's Size

Cameo Kirby „„„„„„,-
FRED SCHOEDSACK

1920

Moon Madness
1921

Beach of Dreams _„„_.„.,
C EDGAR SCHOENBAUM

1919

Mystery Girl

Girl Who Came Back
Woman Next Door
Women's Weapons
Winning Girl

Best Man
Venus in the East
Something to Do
Fires of Faith

1920

Miss Hobbs
Why Smith Left Home
The Six Best Cellars

Too Much Johnson
1921

Held By the Enemy
Always Audacious
Charm School
Sham
The Love Special

Burglar Proof
Too Much Speed
The Hell Diggers

1922

Exit the Vamp
Across the Continent
The World's Champion
Rent Free
The Siren Call

On the High Seas
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1923
The Heart Raider
Mr. Billings Spends His Dime
Nobody's Money

ABRAHAM SCHOLTZ
1919

Desert Gold
1920

The Cup of Fury
1922

The Light in the Clearing

JOE SCHOLZ
1922

Affinities

IRA B. SCHWARTZ
1919

Prodigal Wife

HOMER SCOTT
1919

Light of Western Stars
Shepherd of the Hills

1922
Cross Roads of N. Y.

1923
The Extra Girl
Vengeance of the Deep
Little Church Around the Cor-

ner
Shriek of Araby
Main Street

VINCENT SCULLY
1921

The Charming Deceiver
Princess Jones
Peggy Puts It Over

C. SEELING
1919

Enchanted Barn
OLIVER SEGUARDSON

1923 •

The Rapids

JOHN SEITZ
1919

The Westerners
1920

The Sagebrusher
1921

Four Horsemen of Apocalypse
Hearts are Trumps
Uncharted Seas
The Conquering Power

1922
Prisoner of Zenda
Turn to the Right
Trifling Women

1923
Scaramouche
Where the Pavement Ends

JOSEPH SETTLE
1922

Ten Nights in a Bar Room
1923

Lost in a Big City
HENRY SHARP

1921
Mother O'Mine
Homespun Folks
Beau Revel
Lying Lips

1922
Hail the Woman
Lorna Doone

1923
Human Wreckage
What a Wife Learned
Soul of the Beast
The Sunshine Trail
The Hottentot
The Third Alarm
Anna Christie

JOHN S. SHARP
1923

The Kingdom Within

JOE SHELDERFER
1919

Third Degree
Spark Divine
Lion and the Mouse
Cambric Mask
Captain's Captain

1920
The Winchester Woman
The Vengeance of Durand
Slaves of Pride
The Sporting Duchess
Dollars and the Woman

1921
Vice of Fools
Scarab Ring
The Prey
Cousin Kate
Her Lord and Master

1922
The Prodigal Judge
Divorce Coupons

WILLIAM SHENTON
1923

Pauper Millionaire
W. E. SHEPHARD

1923
Let's Go

DON SHORT
1920

The Little Shepherd of King-
dom Come

1921
The Penalty
Don't Neglect Your Wife

1922
Ace of Hearts
Strength of the Pines
Gleam O'Dawn
The Yellow Stain
Iron to Gold
The Devil Within

Strange Idols
Calvert's Valley
While Justice Waits
The Yosemite Trail
Oathbound
Fast Mail

1923
Skid Proof
Eleventh Hour
Three Who Paid

JOE SIDDEN
1919

What Shall We Do With Him
ALLEN SIEGLER

1919
When A Girl Loves
Unpainted Woman
What Am I Bid
Big Little Person
Delicious Little Devil
Weaker Vessel
Danger-—Go Slow
Scarlet Trail
Modern Love

1920
April Folly
The Miracle of Love

1921
Inside of the Cup
Truant Husband
Restless Sex
The Little Fool
Over the Wire

1922
A Hole in the Wall
Hate
Kisses

1923
Unseeing Eyes

LOUIS SIMON
1920

The Veiled Marriage

HAL SINTZENICH
1921

Over the Hill
1922

The Challenge
1923

White Rose, The

ERNEST SMITH
1922

The Girl in His Room
Man From Downing Street
You Never Know

STEPHEN SMITH, J
1922

My Wild Irish Rose
Flower of the North
The Little Minister
Angel of Crooked Street
The Son of Wallingford
Little Wildcat
A Girl's Desire
Fortune's Mask

1923
One Stolen Night
Man Next Door, The
Ninety and Nine, The
Masters of Men
Midnight Alarm
Pioneer Trails
Man From Brodney's, The

SIDNEY SNOW
1923

Hunting Big Game in Afri

THEODORE SPARKU
1922

Loves of Pharaoh

JACK SPRECHT
1922

West of the Pecos
The Heart of a Texan

51
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Tremont Film Laboratories

Corporation

1944 JEROME AVE.
NEW YORK CITY

Bingham 0970-71

HARRY GLICKMAN, President

EDWARD HORN, Treasurer

Negative Specialists

ASK THE INDEPENDENT
PRODUCER

MINNIE ELIZABETH WEBSTER
17 W. 42nd St., New York City

Longacre 8225

Exclusive Representative

Lou Tellegen, Arthur Edmund Carewe,

Neil Hamilton, Brook Johns, McKay
Morris, Dennis Cleugh, Guido Nadso,

Forbes Dawson, Robert Green, Martin

Berkeley, Fred Eric, Harold Shubert,

Charles Croker-King, Herbert Dumar,

David Avery, Hugh Buckler.

Helene D'Algy, Gladys Frazin, Violet

De Barros, Countess de Porkorsky,

Betty Bronson, Mrs. M. Petelle.

Christopher Wain, Jean Falisse (Child

Actor and Dancer).
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SEYMOUR SPIEGEL
1923

Beware of the Law
A. J. STOUT

1923

Drivin' Fcol

ROBERT STUART
1919

Beating the Odds
Green God
Fighting Destiny
Everybody's Girl

Man Who Won
King of Diamonds
Beauty Proof
The Gamblers

1920

The Birth of a Soul

The Flaming Clue
The Gauntlet

1921

The Broadway Bubble
1922

French Heels
No Trespassing

WM STEINER Jr.

1922

Table Top Ranch
South of Northern Lights

Butterfly Range

JACK STEVENS
1923

Mine to Keep

ROBT. W. STEVENS
1919

Girl Woman
HARRY STRADLING

1921

Jim the Penman
The Devil's Garden
The Great Adventure

1922

His Wife's Husband
Fair Lady
How Women Love
Secrets of Paris

WALTER STRADLING
1919

Out of a Clear Sky
Heart of the Wilds

BEN STRUCKMAN
1919

Caught in the Act

PERCIVAL STRONG
1921

The Flame
The Branded Soul

KARL STRUSS
1921

Something to Think About

The Affa'irs of Anatol
1922

The Law and the Woman
Saturday Night
Fools Paradise
Fools First

The Hero
Rich Men's Wives
Thorns and Orange Blossoms

Minnie
1923

Daughters of the Rich
Hero. The
Mothers-in-Law
Poor Men's Wives
Maytime

CHARLES STUMAR
1919

Sahara
Prisoners ef the Pine
Come Again Smith
The Drifters

End of the Game
1°20

The Lone Wolf's Daughter
Sex
Love Madness

1921

I Am Guilty
Leopard Woman
Love
Lying Lips
Shams of Society

1922
When the Devil Arrives
Skin Deep
Don't Doubt Your Wife
Trail of Hate
Caught Bluffing
Forsaking All Others
When Husbands Deceive
Top O' the Morning

1923
Abysmal Brute, The
Midnight Guest The
Power of a Lie. The
Freshie, The

JOHN STUMAR
1919

Lady of Red Butte
Home Breaker

Hard Boiled
Vive la France
Quicksand
Extravagance
Other Men's Wives

1920
What's Your Husband Doing
His Wife's Friend
L'Apache
The Market of Souls
Black Is White
The Dark Mirror

1921
Mother Eternal
Song of the Soul
Greater Than Love
Shams of Society

1922
Pardon My French
Cardigan
Anne of Little Smoky
Blaze Away
Forgotten Law
Super Sex

1923
Spoilers The
Dollar Devils
Temporary Marriage
Million to Burn, A
Darling of New York, The

F. H. STURGES
1922

Mysterious Rider

NIEL iSULLIVAN
1922

Sure-Fire Flint

LUCIEN TAINGUY
1919

The Scar
Mandarin's Gold
Hit or Miss
Courage for Two
Love in a Hurry
Echo of Youth
Love Cheat

1920
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes
In Walked Mary
What Women Want
A Damsel in Distress

1921
North Wind's Malice
Diane of Star Hollow

1922
Girl From Porcupine
God's Country and the Law

PHILLIP TANURA
1923

Knock on the Door, The

J. O. TAYLOR
1920

The Grim Game
Below the Surface
Behind the Door

1921
Brute Master
Thousand to One
His Own Law
A Private Scandal
The Cup of Life

1922
Blind Hearts
The Sea Lion

1923
Last Moment. The
Man Alone, The
Scars of Jealousy

SAM TAYLOR
1020

In Honor's Web
ARTHUR A. THADWELL

1970
Love Without Question

JOHN R. THOMPSON
1921

Cold Steel
1922

Girl From Rocky Point
Crossing Trails
My Dad

WM C. THOMPSON
1919

Mother I Need You
As the Sun Went Down

1921
Woman Untamed

ROBERT THORNBY
1922

The Kick-Back

WILLIAM THORNLEY
1919

Dolly's Vacation
Better Times
Turn in the Road

1921

God's Crucible
1922

Man to Man
Cameron of the Royal Mounted
Good Men and True

1923
Burning Words
Love Brand, The
Miracle Baby, The
Crashin' Thru
Desert Drivin'
Canyon of the Fools
Near Lady, The
Prince of a King, A

HARRY THORP
1920

When the Clouds Roll By
1921

Mark of Zorro
The Nut

1922
Wild Honey

1923
Rupert of Hentzau

ROY TOTHEROH
1919

Shoulder Arms
Sunnyside

19 21
The Kid

v»r
1923

Woman of Paris

ARTHUR TODD
n i-

1919
Uenverance

1920
Live Sparks
The Dream Cheater
Thirty Thousand Dollars
Number 99
Desert Gold
The Green Flame

1921
The Devil to Pay
Coast of Opportunity
House of Whispers

1922
According to Hoyle
Forget Me Not

T, „ 1923
Brass Bottle

c
Sle

J
° f
„.Lost Sm'P s . The

Speed King, The
N. C. TRAVIS

„ .
1920

Heritage

WILLIAM TUERS
c ,• 1921
Sunshine Harbor

1922
Beyond the Rainbow
The Barricade
Till We Meet Again
_ 1923
One Million in Jewels
ANTHONY G. TRIGILI

r, ,
1922

Bootleggers

JAY TURNER
1923

Friendly Husband, A
GUSTAVE UCICKY

1923
Queen of Sin, The

E. G. ULLMAN
1919

Wildcat of Paris
Blinding Trail
Society of Sensation
Little White Savage
Out of the Night

JOHN URIE
n 1919
Uueen of Hearts

FRANK URSON
_
r

1919
i ou're Fired
Alias Mike Moran
Roaring Road
Love Burglar

1920
The Lottery Man
An Adventure in Hearts
Hawthorne of the U S A

A. H. VALLET
1921

Law of the Yukon
E. J. VALLEJO

1921
Dwelling Place of Light
Money Changers
Spenders
U. P. Trail
The Killer
Lure of Egypt
The Rage of Paris

1922
The Millionaire
Three Must Get There?

NED VAN BUREN
1919

Kingdom of Youth
Twilight
Wild Honey
Broadway Saint
The Volcano

1921
The Sin That Was His
Burn 'Em Up Barnes

1922
Cardigan
Headless Horseman
JOHN VAN DE BROEK

1919
Woman
CHARLES J. VAN ENGER

1920
The Great Redeemer

1921
Last of the Mohicans
The County Fair
Seven Years Bad Luck
Be My Wife
Foolish Matrons

1922
A Doll's House
Kindred of the Dust

1923
Christian, The
Salome
Three Wise Fools
Famous Mrs. Fair, The

JAMES C. VAN TREES
1919

Who Cares
Lady's Name
Veiled Adventure
Happiness a la Mode
Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots
Romance and Arabella
Man from Funeral Range
Final Close-Up
Rescuing- Angel
Girls

1920
The Thirteenth Commandment
Judy of Rogue's Harbor
Jenny Be Good
'Nurse Marjorie
More Deadly Than the Male
His Official Fiancee
A Widow By Proxy
Soul of Youth

1921
The Witching Hour
Sacred and Profane Love
The Furnace
Wealth

1922
Morals
Top of New York
Green Temptation
Young Rajah
The Bonded Woman

1923
Huntress, The
Rustle of Silk, The
White Flower. The

ROY VAUGHN
1920

Wit Wins
ARPAD VIRAGH

1922
All for a Woman

G. VENTIMIGLIA
1923

Toilers of the Sea
M. VLADIMER

1922
Possession

WILLIAM WAGNER
1920

The Woman Game
Whispers
The Imp
The Country Cousin

1921
The Miracle of Manhattan
Poor Dear Margaret Kirby
Dangerous Paradise
The Girl From Nowhere
Remorseless Love

1922
The Referee
A Wide Open Town
The Way of a Maid
Why Announce Your Marriage

C. H. WALES
1919

Mask of Riches
Deuce Duncan
Tony America

J. B. WALKER
1920

Back to God's Country
1921

Girl from God's Country
1923

Danger
The Grub Stake
Richard the Lion Hearted

VERNON WALKER
1920

Would You Forgive?
Forbidden Trails
The Last Straw
Square Shooter
Firebrand Trevison

1923
Front Page Story, A
End of the Rope, The
Mary of the Movies
Purple Dawn, The
Way of a Man, The

FRED WALLER, Jr.
1922

The Cradle Buster
1923

Second Fiddle
Youthful Cheaters
Puritan Passions

BOB WALTERS
1923

Shriek of Araby
DWIGHT WARREN

1919
Midnight Patrol

1922
The Altar Stairs

1923
Double Dealing
Shock, The
Spoilers, The
Wild Bill Hickock
GILBERT WARRENTON

1920
Humoresque

1921
Plaything of Broadway
The Land of Hope
Behind Masks
Little Italy

1922
Hush Money
The Dawn of the East
Lane That Had No Turning
Missing Millions
Anna Ascends
More to be Pitied

1923
Leopardess, The
Under the Red Robe

ANDREW WEBER
1921

Down Home
GEORGE F WEBBER

1919
City of Comrades
One of the Finest
Go West Young Man
Man and His Money
Thirty a Week
Upstairs

1920
Pinto
The Jinx
The Slim Princess
The Blooming Angel
The Gay Lord Quex

1921
Just Out of College
What Happened to Rosa
The Concert

1922
Head Over Heels
Cinderella of the Hills
Extra ! Extra !

1923
Exciters, The
Little Red Schoolhouse, The
Snow Bride, The
Purple Highway

C. WELTY
1922

Reckless Chances
HAROLD WENSTROM

1921
Proxies
The Saphead
The Wild Goose

1922
The Young Diana
The Beauty Shop
The Face in the Fog
When Knighthood was in

Flower
1923

Go-Getter, The
Under the Red Robe

WILLIAM WHENER
1921

The Road of Ambition
GUY WILKY

1919
Tangled Threads
Joselyn's Wife
Hearts Asleep
All of a Sudden Norma
Goddess of Lost Lake
Woman Michael Married
Two Gun Betty

1920
Jack Straw
The Tree of Knowledge
The Prince Chap

1921
Conrad in Quest of His Youth
Lost Romance
Midsummer Madness
What Every Woman Knows
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ARTISTS
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1922
Bought and Paid For
After the Show
Miss Lulu Bett
Our Leading Citizen
Clarence
Nice People
Manslaughter

1923
Adam's Rib
Grumpy
The Marriage Maker
World's Applause
Only 38

EDWIN W. WILLAT
1919

False Faces
Spotlight Sadie

1921
That Something

FRANK D. WILLIAMS
1919

Secret Strings
Poor Rich Man
His Debt
Man Beneath

1920
The Brand of Lopez
The Devil's Claim
The Tong Man
The Illustrious Prince
The Dragon Painter
The Beggar Prince
An Arabian Knight
Li Ting Lang

1921
The First Born
Black Roses
Where Lights Are Low

1922
The Swamp

GLEN WILLIAMS
1919

Knickerbocker Buckaroo

LAWRENCE E. WILLIAMS
1919

Marriage for Convenience
Marriage
Bishop's Emeralds

1920
Impossible Catherine

1921
Idols of the North
Lonely Heart
The Family Closet

1922
Father Tom
Man She Brought Back

WALTER WILLIAMS
1920

The Iron Heart
Lost Money
The Splendid Sin
The Snares of Paris
The Tattlers
Her Honor the Mayor
The Spirit of Good

1921
The Land of Jazz
Beware of the Bride
Husband Hunter

JACK WILSON
1923

Woman of Paris, A
HARRY WOOD

1921
Rogues and Romance

ALVIN WYCKOFF
1919

Squaw Man
Don't Change Your Husband
Fires of Faith
For Better, for Worse

1920
Why Change Your Wife
Male and Female

1921
Something to Think About
Forbidden Fruit
The Affairs of Anatol

1922
Saturday Night
Fools Paradise
Blood and Sand
Man Who Saw Tomorrow
Manslaughter

1923
Strangers of the Night
Adam's Rib
Pleasure Mad

EDWARD WYNARD
1919

Forbidden City
The Red Viper

1920
The Bandbox
The White Moll

1921
The Silver Lining
Perjury

R. E. YEAGER
1920

A World of Folly

BUD YOUNG
1921

Under Western Skies

HAL YOUNG
1919

Girls
Fires of Faith
Private Peat
Come Out of the Kitchen
Let's Elope
Two Brides
Woman of Impulse
My Cousin

1920
A Widow By Proxy
Luck in Pawn
Easy To Get
The Amateur Wife
Anne of Green Gables

1921
Call of Youth
The Great Day
Civilian Clothes
Burn 'Em Up Barnes
Heedless Moths
Mystery Road
Appearances
Princess of New York

JACK YOUNG
1919

Nature Girl

WILLIAM ZOLLINGER
1919

Key to Power
FRANK ZUKOR

1921
The Silver Lining

1922
Holdane of the Secret Service

1923
Beware of the Law
Darkness and Daylight
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Members, Screen Writers 9 Guild
HOLLYWOOD

Adams, Frank R.
Adamson, Ewart
Ade, George
Alder, Wm. F.

Allen, Ruth
Andrews, Charlton
Ainslee, Marion
Ashton, Rosalia

Badger, Clarence
Baird, Leah
Bartlett, Randolph
Beatty, Jerome
Belmore, Lionel
Bender, Chas. F.
Beranger, Clara
Beresford, F. S.
Bern, Paul
Bingham, Elfrid A.
Blache, Helen Brodrick
Block, Ralph
Boone, J. Allen
Brown, Lette R.
Buchanan, Thompson
Burroughs. Edgar R.
Brown, Melville W.

Campbell, Mrs. Evelyn
Carpenter, Grant
Carr, Harry C.
Chaplin, Chas.
Chaudet, Louis H.
Cleveland, Dwight
Cline, Edward Francis
Coffee, Lenore J.
Cohn, A. A.
Coldewey, Anthong W.
Condon, Frank
Considine, Mildred
Corbaley, Kate
Cowan, Sada
Cross, Ruth
Cunningham. Jack
Curtis ,E. S.

—

Calhoun, Dorothy Donnell
Crisp, Donald

Davenport, Kenneth
de Mille, Cecil B.

de Mille, Wm.
Dicky, Basil
Dillon, Robert
Doty, Douglas
Dougherty, Lee
Dwan .Allan
Day, Holman

Earle, Ferdinand
Eyton, Alice

Fairbanks, Douglas
Fairfax, Marion
Fitzmaurice, Mrs. Ouida B.
Flebbe, Beulah Marie (Dix)
Flori, Mrs. Eleanor
Flynn, Emmett J.
Forman, Tom

Fort, Garret E.
Franklin, Harry
Freeman, Violet Clark
Fulton, Maude
Farnum, Dorothy

Geraghty, Tom J.
Gilbert, John
Glaenzer, Richard B.
Glass, Montague
Glyn, Elinor
Goldman, Raymond Leslie
Goodrich, John F.
Goodwin, Isabel
Goulding, Edmund
Gates, Harvey
Green, Alfred E.
Grey, John Jay
Griffith, Raymond
Guihan, Frances

Harbaugh, Carl
Hamilton, Clayton
Hampton, Ben. B.
Harmer, Frances
Harris, Elmer
Hastings, Mrs. Elizabeth
Hatton, Frederic
Heath, E. Percy
Heerman, Victor
Henabery, J. E.
Hillyer, Lambert
Holmes, Katherine Eggleston
Hopkins, George
Hopper, E. Mason
Howard, Clifford

Hill, Geo
Hoyt, Harry O.
Hubbard, Lucien
Hughes, Rupert
Hull, Geo. C.
Hustwick, Alfred
Hurn, Philip J.
Heustes, Mrs. J. M.

Ince, Thos. H.
Ingleton, Mrs. E. Magnus
Inglis, Gus
Ivers, Mrs. Julia Crawford

Jackson, Fred
Jenks, George Elwood
Jevne, Jack
Johnson, Julian
Jones, Marc Edmund
Josephson, Julian
Justice, Martin

Kavanaugh, Katherine
Kenyon, Albert
Kenyon, Chas.
King, Miss Bradley
Knoblock, Edward
Knowlton, Vianna

La Mothe, Julian
Lane, Tamar
Lee, Mrs. Maron F.

Leighton, Lillian Brown
Leonard, Robert
Le Vino, A. S.

Lewis, Edgar
Lighton, Louis D.
Loos, R. Beers
Loring, Hope
Lowe, Edward T., Jr.

Lynch, John

Macpherson, Jeanie
McCarthy, Henry
McConville, Bernard
McDermott, John
McGaffey, Mrs. Elizabeth
McNamara, Tom
Mackenzie, John
Manker, L.
Marion, Frances
Mason, Sarah Y.
Mathis, June
Meehan, J. Leo
Melford, George H.
Meredyth, Bess
Millhauser, Bertram
Miller, Mary Ashe
Milne, Peter
Miranda, Thos. M.
Moffitt, Jefferson
Montague, Edward J.
Moone, Lorna
Morgan, Byron
Moyston, Guy
Mullin, Eugene B.
Mundy, Talbot
Murfin, Jane
Murphey, Wm. C.
Myers, Roy
Mortimer, Edmund

Nash, J. E.
Neitz. Alvin J.
Niblo, Fred

O'Connor, Mary
O'Hara, Mary

Palmer, Frederick
Parker, Sir Gilbert
Parsons, Agnes
Pickford, Mary
Plympton, George
Powell, Paul
Presbry, Eugene
Printzlau, Olga

Quirk, Josephine L.

Reed, Mrs. Florence Pierce
Reed, J. Theodore
Reed, Luther
Rice, Elmer
Ritchie, John
Ritchey, Will M.
Rix, George
Robbins, Jess
Robhins, Marc

Robertson, Mrs. John
Russell, John
Ruthven, Mrs. Madelaine
Rosson, Arthur
Rigby, L. G.

Sarver, Chas
Schayer, E. Richard
Scherer, James A. B.
Schertzinger, Victor
Schely, Edna
Schroeder, Doris
Schwartz, Milton
Seitz, George B.
Shaw, Harold
Sheehan, Perley Poore
Sherwin, Louis
Shirk, Adam Hull
Smollen, Bradley
Spearman, Frank H.
Stanlaws, Penryhn
Starr, Helen
Statter, Arthur F.
Staucer, Aubrey
Sturgeon, Rollin
Sullivan, C. Gardner
Spearing, James O.

Taylor, Sam
Thalberg, Irving G.
Thew, Harvey
Tourneur, Maurice
Trimble, Lawrence
Turnbull, Margaret
Tyrone, Madge

Unsell, Eve

Von Saxmar, Robert
Vidor, King

Wagner. Rob
Weadock, Louis
Weher, Lois
Willat, Irvin V.
White, Jack
West, Roland
Whittaker, Chas
Willis, Richard
Wilkes, Earnest
Wilson, Carey
Wing, W. E.
Withey, Chet
Witmer, Harry C.
Woods, Mrs. A. A. (Lotta)
Webb, Millard
Woods, Mrs. Frank E.
Woods, Walter
Woods, Frank E.

Young, Howard L.
Young, James
Young, Waldemar
Younger, A. P.

Zellner, Arthur
Zellner, Lois
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"The Spitfire"

Producer: Murray W. Garsson

distributor: Associated Exhibitors

,s a Whole .... FINE LINE-UP OF
NAMES IN THE CAST WILL
BRING THEM IN AND PROB-
ABLY SATISFY THEM BUT
PICTURE COULD BE MADE
MORE INTERESTING BY
SPEEDING UP MANY SE-
QUENCES
ast....A great collection of names.
Betty Blythe has good opportunity
to display her pretty form as the

society girl who joins the chorus
of a "girlie' show. Pauline Garon
very cute as a member of the chor-

us. Elliott Dexter is adequate as

the lover who is "misunderstood".
Others include Robert Warwick,
Burr Mcintosh and Lowell Sher-
man whose characterization of the
theatrical producer is at times a bit

too stagey.

!"ype of Story. .. .Society drama. An
adaptation of the novel, "Plaster
Saints", by Frederick Arnold Kum-
mer. It turns out to be a re-hashed
edition of the story of the wealthy
society girl who is reared too strict-

ly by her supposedly very righteous
family. They cast off her sweet-
heart because of a scandalous but
untrue story connecting him with
a chorus girl. The society girl

leaves her family and goes on the

stage while the lover discovers that

the righteous grandfather is guilty

of criminal business operations.

Complications involving the shoot-
ing of the girl's uncle by a cast off

sweetheart, and the attack upon
the newly-made star by her mana-
ger introduces some tension but the

elimination of some of the footage
would be advantageous in holding
the interest. There are a few clever

touches, particularly the one where
Sherman looks for his watch after

the chorus girls pass him on their

way off the stage. It gets a laugh.

There could have been more of the

same kind.

Box Office Angle. . . .The cast should
please them and the names get
them in. That's about all you have
to talk about except the chorus girl

stuff which is always good. The
picture has also been given a very
attractive production.

Exploitation. .. .Stick to your cast,

of course. Run a trailer showing
the opening with Dexter waking up
to find himself covered with an
ermine wrap. Also a bit showing
Betty Blythe in the pearl costume
she wears on the stage or rehears-
ing with the girls. You can talk

about the fact that it's a picturiza-

tion of the novel, "Plaster Saints"
and tie-ups with bookstores, etc.

could be effected.

Direction .... William Christy Ca-
banne; all right usually.

Author Frederick Arnold Kummer
Scenario Raymond S. Harris

Cameramen Walter Arthur and
Jack Brown.

Photography Satisfactory

Locale New York City

Footage 6,109 feet.

"Tiger Love"
Paramount

As a Whole... HIGHLY COLOR-
FUL ROMANCE WITH PIC-
TURESQUE SPANISH ATMO-
SPHERE MAKES THIS PIC
TORIALLY ATTRACTIVE;
PLOT ISN'T A WINNER FOR
ORIGINALITY.

Cast. .. .Antonio Moreno and Estelle

Taylor make a good looking pail

of lovers. Others who acqui
themselves creditably are G. Ra>
mond Nye, Manuel Camere, Edga
Norton, David Torrence, Snitz Ed-
wards, Monti Collins.

Type of Story. . . .Dramatic romance
"Tiger Love" is an adaptation of

the Spanish opera, "The Wildcat,"
a colorful romance with picturesque
Spanish atmosphere for a back-
ground. It is chiefly this lavish,

spectacular display that makes the

picture attractive. There are any
number of pretty settings and all

that goes to make up a perfect

Spanish atmosphere. Naturally the

many spirited love scenes with An-
tonio Moreno, a dashing bandit

lover, and Estelle Taylor, a dark-

eyed senorita, are not without their

own special interest. It's fine diet

for romance lovers. The theme on
the whole, however, is not espe-

cially new and you know from the

start that the heroine will never be
forced to marry the man she
doesn't love.

When Marcheta's father faces

ruin it is natural that to save him
his daughter shall marry Don Ra-
mon, the son of his creditor. It is

also natural that she is in love with
another, in this case the notorious
bandit, the Wildcat, who kidnaps
her on her wedding day and after

proving that the bridegroom is un-
worthy, has the padre proceed with
the ceremony. But just in time
comes that cheery message that

the Wildcat, and not Don Ramon,
is the creditor's real son, having
been reared by the gypsies- The
wedding bells ring anyway.

Box Office Angle.. Will please your
women folks, especially the young-
er people, who are keen on romance
pictures. The title should give

them a good idea of what to expect.

Exploitation "A Love Story of

Spain. A story with punch, pathos
and powerful appeal." So reads
Paramount's press sheet. That
ought to attract attention. Run a

trailer showing Antonio Moreno
and Estelle Taylor in one of their

love scenes. Use plenty of pictures

of Moreno and Estelle Taylor.
Anything in the way of decorations
indicative of Spanish atmosphere
will be attractive. Good musical
program will also help make the

film interesting.

Direction. ... George Melford; good,
overdoes the close-up.

Author Manuel Penella

Scenario Howard Hawks
Adapted by.... Julie Heme from "El

Gato Montes."
Cameraman Charles G. Clarke
Photography Good
Locale Spain
Length 5.403 feet

"True as Steel"
Metro-Goldwyn

As a Whole INTERESTING
SITUATIONS NICELY WORK-
ED OUT. THEY MAY NOT
AGREE WITH RUPERT
HUGHES' THEORIES, AS EX-
PRESSED IN HIS STORY, BUT
THEY'LL BE ENTERTAINED.

Cast.... Next to Lewis Stone, Hunt-
ley Gordon, who has one of the
leading roles in this, is the most
capable portrayer of the middle-
aged, tired business man. Gordon
is well suited and handles the part

splendidly. Cleo Madison is his

devoted wife. Eleanor Boardman
is a pleasing, gay daughter. Aileen
Pringle is giving Nita Naldi a close

run for honors in her particular

line. She's splendid in this. Nor-
man Kerry, William Haines, Louise
Fazenda, Lucien Littlefield and
Raymond Hatton others who have
small parts.

Type of Story Comedy-drama.
Right now there's a rush on the
"dangerous age" plot with the good
looking, middle-aged man seeking
the society of women younger and
better looking than his own, old
fashioned spouse. This time there's

an additional new slant,—that of

the woman in business and her in-

fluence pro and con upon the men
who must deal with her. Rupert
Hughes seems to have a faculty for

making even trite business appear
thoroughly interesting and easy to

digest. You're not likely to feel in-

clined to argue with his theories

even though you may not agree
with him, especially in regard to the

idea of bosses and 'stenographers in

after-hours petting parties. But the

situations are interesting and the

plot entertaining. A quantity of

effective touches and humorous
twists get this over in fine style.

The titles are good and contain

many laughs. The one about all

men feeling it their duty to chal-

lenge every woman they meet to

a wrestling match, is a corker.

Box Office Angle. . . .Good entertain-

ment. Should please your folks.

Holds interest splendidly and con-

tains varied degree of audience ap-

peal. Fine cast and good produc-

tion to boost it.

Exploitation. . . .Play up angles of the

story such as the woman in busi-

ness and her contact with men of

the business world. You might
start another "should a wife work"
controversy. Talk about the caba-

ret scenes. Use the names of those

in the cast such as Huntley Gordon
Aileen Pringle, Eleanor Boardman
and Norman Kerry. Run a trailer

showing some of the comedy bits in

which Eleanor Boardman displays

her preference for Old Jakie. Stills

of Gordon and Miss Pringle will

also get their attention. Play up

the title with catchlines suggested

in the press sheet.

Direction Rupert Hughes; excel-

lent.

Author Rupert Hughes

Scenario Rupert Hughes
Cameraman John Mescall

Photography First rate

Locale . . . .Middle West—New York
Length 6 424 feet

"A Self-Made Failure"
Producer: J. K. McDonald
Distributor: First National

As a Whole.... SURE-FIRE COM-
EDY WITH GREAT SCORE OF
REAL LAUGHS; FINE COM-
BINATION OF SITUATIONS
THAT INCLUDE SOME
GOOD HEART INTEREST
TOUCHES.

Cast.... Ben Alexander and Lloyd
Hamilton delightful comedy pair,

and Cameo, a clever little dog, an
interesting third party in this

"tramp outfit". Patsy Ruth Miller

and Matt Moore make up the ro-

mantic end of it and Mary Carr is

the usual sympathetic touch as the
widowed boarding house mistress.

Type of Story Comedy. "A Self-

Made Failure", written and pro-
duced by J. K. McDonald, who
also produced "Penrod and Sam"
and "Boy of Mine", is a really de-
lightful, wholly amusing comedy
number that can't fail to win laurels

as a box office attraction. It is

sure-fire comedy and the laughs
are there. Besides having the
laughs and good humorous incident,

"A Self-Made Failure" has a right

interesting story. It contains some
genuinely effective heart interest

touches, a bit of meller, and smat-
tering of romance, besides it upper-
most element of comedy. Hero
Hamilton and his pals, Ben and the
dog, arrive in a hick town, via the
bumpers. Hamilton is taken for a
masseur professor and when the
health resort proprietor finds he has
the wrong man, he decides to have
Hamilton continue the impersona-
tion. This affords numerous amus-
ing complications and introduces
some bathing girl business. Then
comes a breezy episode in which
hero and Ben decide to help Grand-
ma Carr, who keeps a boarding
house nearby, regain the sulphur
springs stolen from her by the
hotel proprietor. There are laughs
galore in this. A synopsis hardly
does the story justice- It is wholly
pleasing.

Box Office Angle. .. .This one is in.

Really delightful, corking good
comedy entertainment.

Exploitation Be sure to get this

one and then go to work on it. Your
folks will thank you for your
trouble. If they want a good laugh,
this is it. You have a fine combina-
tion of entertaining elements, sure-
fire comedy predominating. Talk
about McDonald's two previous pic-
tures "Penrod and Sam" and "Boy
of Mine" and recall Ben Alexander's
delightful characterization in the
latter. Play up Lloyd Hamilton's
name and show a trailer including
pictures of the tramp trio,—Ben
Hamilton and Cameo, the dog. Use
Mary Carr's name also. You can
promise a laugh a minute safely
enough. Do your best to bring
them in. It should satisfy.

Direction. .William Beaudine; excel-
lent.

Author J. K- McDonald
Scenario Violet Clarke, Lex

Neal, John Grey
Cameramen. . . .Ray June-B. McGill
Photography Good
Locale Small town
Length 7,345 feet.
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By MRS. W. K. CLIFFORD
The publishers of this unusual story offered it to the public

as something strikingly worth while—rthe work of an author who
publishes a lot more infrequently than the average one, and only

when she has something really important to say. "Eve's Lover"
is scintilating mental entertainment of the highest order—and its

subject matter is particularly understandable in these later days
of domestic discontent

The story is laid in England, picturing the interesting society

life of London and the equally Interesting contrasting conditions

in the English country districts with their quaint customs and
picturesque English cottages.

It takes three people to form *The Eternal Triangle*" Up
to die present moment there is no record that there were more
than two in the Garden of Eden. It is conceivable, however, in

these days of fundamentalism and modernism that sometime
some one may claim that the Mother of the Race had a lover and
that it was not an apple that caused the original domestic disagree*

ment The "Eve** of the Mrs. Clifford story which is being elabo-

rately produced by Warner Bros., is the representative of a great

class of modern women—and she had a "lover." Also, she is

the faithful representative of a modern class, whose examination
under Mrs. Clifford's cleverly constructed microscope cannot fail

to both entertain and benefit those who see the photoplay.

There are three characters in the story which are quite out
of the ordinary. For these characters Warner Bros, have chosen

artists of unusual distinction whose performances in their respect*

ive parts are certain to make motion picture history.

Save TWENTY Dotes for the new Warner TWENTY
^mmmmr:
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The Guilty One"
Paramount

Whole. . . .COMBINATION
ernal triangle and
stery that furnishes
etty fair entertain-
nt; holds interest
;ely and keeps de-
uement for the end.
...Agnes Ayres one of those
ness widows who eventually
cs the company of another man
only to help secure a big con-
t for her husband. Good in

part. Edward Burns a nice

:ing leading man who really

sn't look as though he enjoyed
ig a busy husband. Crauford
it the usual "other man". Stan-
Taylor and Cyril Ring good in

important parts.

of Story. . . .Drama. Two quite

irentional ideas brought together
ne plot with a development that

es along at a good pace and
Is the interest throughout
n't make a poor entertainment
r all- In fact there's quite an
jrbing theme in "The Guilty
", an adaptation of the stage

, especially in its murder mys-
sequence. Much of the credit

i to director Henabery for the

ner in which he keeps you
ising as to the guilty on. Al-
igh not nearly as baffling nor
plicated as "The Bedroom Win-

, "The Guilty One" has a cork-

good suspense and it isn't likely

many will pick the murderer
l those who might be suspected,

re the actual denouement.
iabery does some rather ille-

nate side-tracking such, for in-

ce, as the occasion in which the

m, early in the picture, meets
>man who gives him a look that

it indicate that she has sufficient

Ige against him to have done
shooting. Her act, and the fact

remarks that the recipient of her
id glare is in the company of

3ther woman", would tend to

cate that she would appear later

but she doesn't. There's good
)ense here and a grandstand
sine play for Agnes Ayres when
skillful reasoning wins her hus-

d's acquittal.

Office Angle .... Good cast ;
good

itery sequence that keeps them
ssing as to the guilty one; good
duction—all points that can be
ed up to advantage.
litation. .. .Where you know
r patrons like mystery stories

might play this up from this

le especially. Post the title liber-

and prominently with a large

stion mark for a background.
i the lines: "Who killed Davies?
s it an outraged husband, an
nging brother, a blackmailer?
'The Guilty One' at the blank

ater and test your skill at solv-

the mystery." Let them know
first rate mystery business and
a trailer showing the characters

olved and those suspected,
ttion .... Joseph Henabery; good
ors: Michael Morton-Peter Traill

irio Anthony Coldewey
•raman Faxon Dean
jgraphy All right

le City
th 5,436 feet.

"Down by the Rio Grande"
Phil Goldstone—State Rights

As a Whole...COLORFUL AT-
MOSPHERE AND PLEASING
ROMANTIC TOUCHES BUT
PLOT SUFFERS FROM LACK
OF ORIGINALITY AND AD-
VENTURE. INTERESTING IN
A MILD WAY BUT NEVER
THRILLING.

Cast. . . .Suitable. Dorothy Revier and
William Fairbanks good as lovers.

Olive Trevor pleasing as a senorita
and others Milton Ross, Andrew
Waldron, Jack Richardson, the lat-

ter a mild enough villain.

Type of Story. . . .Dramatic romance.
With opportunities for so much col-

orful atmosphere and the presence
of haciendas, trysting spots, etc. it

would seem that "Down by the Rio
Grande" might have been a lot more
picturesque than it is but at that,

it is chiefly the atmosphere and ro-

mantic angle that will give it an
appeal, even though the director
hasn't made as much of these quali-

ties as he should. The plot is a

most conventional one and a con-
spicuous lack of action makes it

dwindle along in a not especially
interest-sustaining fashion. William
Fairbanks is forced to be a most
lackadaisical hero who mopes about
sadly because the girl he loves
spurns his attentions and all the
while poor hero refuses to push his

claim to the estate held by her
father because he doesn't want to

make her unhappy. When the story
has about run its course he finally

does wake up a bit, kidnaps her,

then to square the thing and save
her good name, dives of into the
rapids. Heroes never die and in

some unexplained manner he lives

to claim her as his bride- This is

the feature's only exciting moment
and they failed to take full advan-
tage of it. They merely show you
hero diving off. There are no scenes
of a struggle, no thrilling rescue
and happy reunion. A cut-and-
dried, unromantic flash follows, giv-

ing a happy ending but providing
an abrupt and uninteresting con-
clusion.

Box Office Angle.... Not as good as

the usual Phil Goldstone output.
His productions have been consist-
ently good entertainment. There's
not enough story to this and what
there is of it hasn't been used to the
best advantage.

Exploitation. .. .Title sounds roman-
tic and may readily attract atten-
tion. If you have been showing the
recent Goldstone pictures featuring
Dorothy Revier and William Fair-
banks and your folks seemed satis-

fied, they'll likely be fairly well
pleased with this one. Not much
in ii to appeal to men folks but
your women patrons may find the

romantic element strong enough to

satisfy them. Stills of the featured
players and a trailer will do to ad-
vertise it.

Direction Alvin J. Neitz; fair

Author Julio Sabello
Scenario Donald Fitch
Cameraman Roland Price
Photography Good
Locale Rio Grande country
Length About 5.000 feet.

Herbert Rawlinson in

"Dark Stairways"
Universal

As a Whole. . MYSTERY DRAMA
THAT MISSES; NOTHING
VERY THRILLING IN RAWL-
INSON'S LATEST CHIEFLY
BECAUSE PLOT LACKS SUS-
P E N S E. DENOUEMENT
HOLDS NO SURPRISE.

Star Satisfactory. Works hard
enough to get this one over but
even though the story isn't the
worst one he has had, it doesn't
give him much chance to get ahead.

Cast. .. .Walter Perry offers a bit of

comedy relief as a crook. Ruth
Dwyer, the heroine. Others Hayden
Stevenson, Robert E. Homan,
Bonnie Hill, Kathleen O'Connor,
Emmett King.

Type of Story Mystery. Of all the
props, the necklace is the most
overworked. It does the usual dis-

appearing act again in "Dark
Stairways," Herbert Rawlinson's
latest vehicle. The theme is sup-
posed to be a mystery drama but
it's pretty shy on both elements
There's a murder early in the storj

but it is handled in such a way that

there is no doubt, whatever, as to

how the thing was planned and exe-
cuted. The only one who isn't in

on the "know" is Herbert Rawlin-
son. and evidently he didn't have
a good lawyer or they wouldn't
have convicted him on circumstan-
tial evidence. There's many loop-

holes in the plot development that

make it a failure not only as a

mystery but as general entertain-

ment. This might have made a

better picture with a more skillful

treatment. A diamond necklace
disappears and a large sum of

money is stolen. Hero is accused
and sent to prison. Later he es-

capes and sets out to find the guilty

one and so clear his own name.
There's some action afforded

through his ensuing adventures but

they never rise to thrilling heights.

Box Office Angle Fair offering

but you cannot make promises for

intriguing mystery because it isn't

there. If they don't mind knowing
the solution to the plot before it's

half started it may satisfy but

there's nothing to keep them guess-

ing.

Exploitation. .. ."Dark Stairways" is

a spooky enough sounding title to

readily suggest a story of deep

dyed mystery. If you don't think

they'll kick at being disillusioned,

you may show them Rawlinson's

latest offering. The old necklace

gag may give the plot away entirely

so it might be best to just stick to

the title and the use of the star's

name. Walter Perry's occasional

comic touch helps a little to cheer

things up. Where the star pleasef

use his name to draw.

Direction. .. ..Robert Hill; missed the

point.

Author Marion Orth

Scenario L. J. Rigby

Cameraman Wm. Thornley

Photography All right

Locale New York

Length 5.030 feet

"For Sale"
First National

As a Whole.... FANCY PRODUC-
TION AND GOOD CAST
HELPS TO GET OVER AGE
OLD "YARN ABOUT THE
RICH GIRL WHOSE FATHER
GOES BROKE AND WANTS
HER TO MARRY A RICH MAN
TO SAVE HIM.

Cast.... A lot of good names here
that will very likely sell the picture.

Most of them are not suitable as
to type, few indeed looking like

Fifth Avenue society folks,, or act-
ing as such. Mary Carr, Claire
Windsor and Adolph Menjou are
well suited and capable too. Miss
Windsor not always well photo-
graphed or probably it's poor make-
up. Wears some gorgeous clothes.

Robert Ellis, Tully Marshall, John
Patrick others in the cast.

Type of Story. ... Society drama.
Ever since the first villain threaten-
ed to foreclose the mortgage unless
the old man's daughter would mar-
ry him the idea has stuck. Stripped
of all its elegance, splendor and fine

cast, "For Sale" is that same old
mortgage and the girl plot, only
instead of a mortgage the girl's

father owes the villain a debt which
the latter will quickly forget provid-
ing, of course, the pretty daughter
will wed him- Naturally she's in
love with a poor fellow which
makes it all the more complicated.
But author Earl Hudson and direc-
tor George Archainbaud have seen
to it that all these gross familiari-
ties are nicely camouflaged so that
maybe the theme won't seem too
ancient after all. There's some
peppy dancing, ballroom scenes,
variety of atmosphere that shifts
from New York to Paris, an auto
wreck for a thrill,, a bit of drama
and a pretty fast development that
realiy doesn't make the picture
seem like seven reels. But there's
the inevitable clinch ending for a
finish that squelches all hope of
something different. If only the girl

would marry the villain, for once,
but then the public must be pleased.

Box Office Angle. .. .Enough angles
of popular audience appeal to get
this over without difficulty. Plenty
of high lights in production and
cast that make is easily saleable.

Exploitation Get them in by talk-
ing up the production and the cast.
Show them a trailer of some of the
dance scenes. Use plenty of stills

of Claire Windsor and tell your
women folks about the splendid
array of gowns that she wears. Use
the names of Claire Windsor, Mary
Carr, Adolphe Menjou and Tully
Marshall prominently. Play up the
title with catchlines and run copv
in the form of classified ads. Ar
range tie-ups with stores announc-
ing sales and display your ad alonK
with their offerings.

Direction .... George Archainbaud;
first rate on production.

Author Earl Hudson
Cameraman Fred Stanlev
Photography Good
Locale New York-Paris
Length 7,480 feet
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Incorporations
Sacramento, Cal.—California Pic-

ture Corp. of Sacramento; Sacramen-
to. 5,000 shares common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, Wm. A.
Matthews, A. J. Soussens, G. A. Phitt,

B. Farrell, D. S. Raggio and R. Fitz-

patrick.

St. Louis—Articles of incorporation
for the Monarch Amusement Co.,

capital $10,000. and the Merry Widow
Amusement Co., capital $5,000, have
been filed. J. T. Murphy and M.
and G. Murphy are behind the new
projects.

St. Louis—Articles of incorporation
have been granted the Park Amuse-
ment Co. Sam Goldman, M. A. Reber
and B. Young are interested in the

new company which will operate thea-

ters. Capital listed at $6,500.

Sacramento, Cal.—Prince Produc-
tions, Inc., Los Angeles. Capital $500,-

000. Incorporators, James Forsyth,
Frederick G. Leonard, George Prince,

K. H. Redwine and Alfred Hare.

Sacramento, Cal.—Sierra Pictures,

Inc., Los Angeles. Capital $50,000.

Incorporators, Dale Hanshaw, Dr.
Oscar Anderson and Horace B. Car-
penter.

Albany—Bath Gate Amusement
Corp., New York. Capital $10,000.

Incorporators, R. Lurie, I. Miller and
E. Bernstein. Attorneys, Kaplan,
Kosman & Streusland, New York.

Kerman Buys Outdoors and Westerns
Kerman Films, Inc., have purchased

from Russell Prod, of Chicago a
series of six outdoor features, to be
released one a month. From William
Steiner the concern has bought eight,

new Fete Morrison's.

Two Hurt in Theatre Fire

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Johnsbury, Vt.—Two firemen

were hurt and $75,000 damage caused
by a fire of unknown origin that de-

stroyed the Colonial, operated by the

Y. M. C. A.

Horater May Build

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toledo—It is said on reliable au-

thority that H. C. Horater of Toledo,
has formed a company which will

build a new house in the downtown
section.

Church Services in Theatre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—P. G. Cameron, of the Mel-
ba, has loaned the theatre to the

congregation of the First Baptist
Church for services Sunday morning
while the church is being remodeled.

Start on "Painted Lady"
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Production on "The
Painted Lady" has been started at

Fox. George O'Brien and Dorothy
Mackaill play the leads. Chester
Bennett is directing.

Arrow Reports Sales
A big deal with Russia has been

effected by Fritz Jacobsohn. Berlin
representative of Arrow. The con-
tract calls for 50 features, 40 come-
dies and three serials.

American Feature Film Co., Phila-
delphia has signed a contract with
Arrow for the new Arrow-Ben Wil-
son serial to follow "Days of '49."

Ben Amsterdam, Philadelphia has
just taken the Arrow 26-2 reel come-
dies for 1924-25.

OBrien and Colman Opposite Tal-
madges

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood—Joseph M. Schenck

has signed Eugene O'Brien to appear
opposite Norma Talmadge, the first

to be "Fight", by C. Gardiner Sulli-

van, and Ronald Colman for Con-
stance Talmadge's next comedy, work
on which will start soon.

Jones' Latest Finished
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Production on Charles
Jones newest, "Against All Odds",
has been finished- The picture was
made as "The Ghost Chaser".

Rebuilding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.—The front ot

Fay's Theatre building will be recon-
structed into a three story business
building by Albert A. Fenvessy, who
owns Fay's building. Edward M.
Fay, head of the Fay chain, has
signed a 20 year lease on the building
housing his theatre here.

Guts and Flashcl
Mary Astor has been engai

Howard Estabrook for a part i

Price of a Party". Hope H<-

will be featured. John Seitz h
been signed by Estabrook to
the photographic end.

Don

Sam Hellman is editing th

three two-reelers, starring
Leonard. The subjects were d
by Larry Windom, with Frank
er and Jack Young as the Ci

men-

"Eleanor" is the title of ;

written by Frank Liddel,

Metro-Goldwyn studio fore
named for Eleanor Boardma
will be used in the exploitat

"Free Love".

lis

Alice Mills, who has just cor.

her work with Fox in Elmer C
"Crossed Wires", has gone to A
City for a few weeks' rest
starting on a new picture.

IS!

P"

.111
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HI

Ramon Romeo has been ad
the cast of "The Sainted Devi
ring Rudolph Valentino.

Famous has signed Jane V
formerly of the Follies, on
term contract.

.::

Ill

Orville Caldwell plans a t

Hollywood to appear in a pict

)W

Alyce Mills has completed v,

"Before the Dawn".

HAROLD SHAW
INTERNATIONAL DIRECTOR

Produced Pictures in

UNITED STATES ENGLAND

FRANCE SCOTLAND

BELGIUM IRELAND

HOLLAND RUSSIA

AFRICA

—Recent Productions—

Viola Dana in "Rouged Lips"

House Peters in "Held to Answer"

All Star Metro Special—"The Fool's Awakening"

Secretary Motion Picture Directors Association

1925 North Wilcox Avenue, Hollywood
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RENAUD HOFFMAN
DIRECTOR OF

"NOT ONE TO SPARE"

(PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.)

LISTED AS AN EXCEPTIONAL PICTURE

BY NATIONAL BOAKD OF REVIEW

PRODUCER AND
DIRECTOK OF

"THE LEGEND OF HOLLYWOOD"
WITH PERCY MARMONT
AND ZAZU PITTS.
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hort Subjects
Don't Park There"—Will Rogers

Pathe

Hits the Traffic Situation

/pe of production 2 reel comedy

In spite of the fact that the action

this Will Rogers comedy is not
rticularly rapid and there is just

ie basic idea which is repeated
roughout—that, Will's repeated and
termined efforts to park his car

,iich is always followed by a sum-
ons being handed to him—it will in

probability be found good enter-

inment, especially where the Will
Dgers type of humor finds favor.

!! s Jubilo, a farmer, he goes to town

i

buy a certain brand of liniment,

nable to park his truck, he buys a

vver, which gets scratched, worn,
nged-up and finally at the very end
Is entirely apart due to the wear
,d tear that Will subjects it to in

s efforts to find a parking place.

a finds one in Seattle at last, but

irns finally that the liniment has
' :en off the market for years.

Inapshots of the Universe"—Hodge
Podge—Educ'l

Nice Novelty

ype of production. . . .1 reel comedy

Varied and interesting shots of

ks of many lands are interspersed

with clever cartoon drawings make
up this issue of Lyman H. Howe's
Hodge Podge. A Siberian wash
day is followed by scenes of the
gobs aboard a warship doing their
wash, thus providing good contrast.
Hair cutting is also contrasted by
scenes of barbers at work in Borneo
and Mexico. Snappy drilling by the
cadets of the Culver Military Acad-
emy closes the reel.

"The Farewell"—Bruce—Educational
Fine Scenic

Type of production. .. .1 reel scenic

As is usually the case with the
Bruce Wilderness Tales, this one af-

fords some very beautiful shots of the
"great open spaces," both in compo-
sition and photography. The theme
is that of a man who has spent many
years in the country and suddenly

receives orders to come back to the

city and a position in an office. He
therefore bids farewell to the solitude

and beauty of the country in many
varied phases such as the moonlight

on mountain lakes, the seting sun and

the ensuing twilight in the moun-
tains, a rippling brook, and many
other charming scenes. An excellent

scenic reel.

"A Royal Pair"—Century—Universal

Hokum That May Amuse
Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy

Fantastic hokum, a royal princess

who is kidnapped by a band of Turk-
ish brigands, and held in a cave made
of paper-mache rocks until she is

captured by two brave detectives

dressed like African explorers and a

colored valet who is frightened to

death by a man in a monkey's suit

provide this comedy with a decided-

ly "different" atmosphere. Its quite

amusing and although rather silly

may please the average audience.

There is plenty of the clutching-hand,

trap-door stuff for those who enjoy

it.

"The Lion and the Souse"—
Sennet-Pathe

Should be a Winner
Type of production 2 reel comedy

The idea incorporated in this Sen-
nett comedy is a bit different and
deals with a would-be society woman
who has motion picture aspirations.

She consequently hires 'a director

and stages a picture—one of those

back-to-nature affairs with Pan and
his dancing nymphs. The film is run
off on a screen in the lady's drawing
room and is very funny—the operator
running it so slowly that the would-
be star is seen in most awkward posi-

tions. They try to liven up the pic-

ture from this point by the familiar

lion chase, having the lion run all

over the house after the guests, star,

cameraman, etc. As a whole should

be a winner.

"Jubilo, Jr."—Hal Roach—Pathe
A Knock-Out

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Here's one that is a peach. Will

Rogers and the Our Gang bunch in

one comedy. Will is seen dressed as

a tramp, wearing a white carnation.

Two other tramps ask him why he

wears it and he tells them the story

of what happened when he was a kid

on one of his mother's birthdays.

Little Mickey Daniels is seen as little

Will and all the rest of the gang are

in the story which is pathetic and
funny and altogether enjoyable. A
surprise finish is also given when a

director calls Rogers to come and
finish a scene, and the audience who
has thought him a tramp finds he is

really Will Rogers, the actor. This

will please any audience.

"Why Be Jealous?"—Universal

Lots of Rough-House

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy

Alice Howell and Bert Roach are

starred in this Universal comedy,

which is only moderately amusing.

Rather too much footage is devoted

to Miss Howell raising a rumpus with

her husband. She does it at the be-

ginning of the reel because he holds a

dollar out of his pay envelope and

again at the finish because he pre-

tends to be wounded. Bert Roach is

capable of doing better things than

this, as evidenced in his tramp come-

dies.

FRANK BORZAGE
DIRECTOR

NORMA TALMADGE
IN

4 (SECRETS"
•«»••

NOW PREPARING

NORMA TALMADGE
IN

(.(.THE LADY ?*
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Tax Revoked on Theater Uniforms
The Brooks Uniform Co. is advis-

ing theaters that when the Revenue
Act of 1924 takes effect, July 1, the

10% tax on house attaches' uniforms
will be eliminated. This tax has been

collected since February, 1919, and
Brooks, during these five years, has

collected over $250,000 tax for the

Government on liveries from theaters-

Urges Lutherans to be Own Censors
At the convention of the Evangeli-

cal Luthern Synod of New York and
New England, the Rev. James G.

Bailey, head of the field department
of the Presbyterian Church, in an ad-

dress on pictures, urged the delegates

to exercise an "individual stewardship

over the motion picture industry of

the country."

Seattle Coliseum Increases Prices
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—The Coliseum has returned

to 35 cents and 55 cents admissions

after several months at 25 cents. Pro-

ducer contracts compelling a mini-

mum of 35 cents were published as

the cause for the raise.

Not "Trade Review's" Owner
H. M. Swetland, whose death was

reported yesterday, was not at any
time owner of Exhibitors Trade Re-
view, as was erroneously stated. He
was president of the United Publish-

ers Corp. His brother, A. B. Swet-
land, was former owner of the journal

named.

Fall Product Announcement

Producers Distributing Corp., for-

merly Hodkinson, is preparing a

booklet coincident with an announce-
ment of its fall line-up. This will in-

augurate the firm's first campaign
under the new name.

Story by Enright for Pathe

A 15 reel serial, titled "Into the

Net," by Police Commissioner En-
right, is in work at the old Universal
studio, Fort Lee, N. J. Malcolm
Straus is producing it and Pathe will

release.

ot*
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

When you think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

S T E B B I N S

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for

the past fifteen years.

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co. , Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Bryant 3040

The Weeks Headlines
Monday

Louis Auerbach thinks more big theaters es-

sential to prosperity of Europe.
Sol Lesser launches children's theater move-
ment.

J. E. Story sees big year ahead. Business
better than last two years, he says.

Tuesday
Hodkinson changes name to Producers Dis-

tributing Corp. Convention next week.
Reduce admissions, only way to persuade So.

Car. to lift 10% tax, declares C. W. Irvine.

Plans set for Jersey M. P. T. O. convention
at Asbury Park, June 24.

Seven sales conferences held by First Nation-
al in big cities.

Wednesday
Universal buying theaters only to secure

outlets, says Laemmle. Now controls 14.

M. P. T. O. A. attacks sales policies of

Famous in circular letter. Juggling of

"Famous Forty" in local territory to

boost prices, is charge.
Loew predicts greater earnings this year.

Profits up 25% for first six months.

Thursday
New York M. P. T. O. invites M. P. T. O.

A. and Allied group to join hands at forth

coming state convention.
Small interest in State and Allen, Cleveland,

reverts back to Loew's, from Famous.
One from Mrs. Wallace Reid on F. B. O.

fall schedule. Six from Fred Thomson
and six from Goebel and Erb.

"Sorrows of Satan" bought by Famous.

Friday
Six productions yearly from Ritz. Four with

stars, two from directors. Kleine resigns.

Yearsley with Williams.
Consolidated plans $6,000,000. for investment,

New Coast laboratory included.

R. A. Rowland believes the story counts

most in elements making pictures.

Abraham Lehr becomes general manager of

production for Samuel Goldwyn.

Saturday
Binderup loses case to national distributors.

Nebraska exhibitor plans a new appeal.

Tacoma exhibitors form combine to fight

alleged encroachments of Jensen and Von
Herberg.

Western N. Y. theater owners split with

M. P. T. O. to affiliate with M. P. T. O.

of New York.
Deal on for sale or lease of Century, Balti-

more to important producing organization.

Lee-Bradford Sales

Lee Bradford reports the following

sales:
"The Lure of the Yukon" to Apex Film

Service of Pittsburgh; 12 Ace High pro-

ductions to E. H. Film Distr. Co., of Bir-

mingham ; "A Pair of Hellions" to R. H.
Hill Enterprises of Pittsburgh; "Is Money
Everything?", "Who's Cheating?", "Austral-

ia's Wild North West" and "Inside the

House of David" to Meyer Fischer for Cleve-

land Territory; 12 Redhead Comedies and
"Australia's Wild North West" to Cele-

brated of Minneapolis; "The Lure of the

Yukon" to Progress of San Francisco; "The
Lure of the Yukon", "Venus of the South
Seas", "A Pair of Hellions", "Male Wanted",
"Who's Cheating?", and "In the Shadow
of the Moon" to Greiver of Chicago.

Staff for Carewe's Next
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Edwin Carewe will be
assisted in the direction of "Madonna
of the Streets", by Wallace Fox.
Robert Kurrle will be chief cinemato-
grapher; Al Green, second camera;
Louis M. Jerome, business manager;
Jack Schultze, technical director;

Robert de Lacey, film editor; J. C.

Courcier, laboratory technician, and
Dick Easton in charge of properties.

Nazimova and Milton Sills will be
featured.

"Open All Night" Cast Completed
(.Special tu 7 HE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—With the arrival here-
of Jetta Goudal, and the engagement
of Gale Henry, the cast of "Open All

Night" is completed. Others include:
Viola Dana, Adolphe Menjou, Ray-
mond Griffith, and Maurice B. Flynn.

Palace Damaged By Fire
(Sptcial to THE FILM DAILY)

Olean, N. Y.—The Palace was se-

verely damaged by a fire of un-
known origin. The house is closed
for repairs.

"The Thespians" to Move
The Fraternal Order of Thespians

No. 1, composed of "actors all", will

move to larger quarters in order to

accommodate the increased member-
ship-

Supple Back
Edward Supple, Pathe publicity

manager has returned from the Coast
where he prepared exploitation cam-
paigns for the new Charles Ray ser-

ies.

Foreign Deal on Fight Pictures

The Wills-Madden fight pictures

have been bought by Empresa De
Theatros Y Cinema, for Chile, Peru,
Bolivia and Ecuador.

Famous Gets "Miss Bluebird"
Famous has acquired the rights to

"Little Miss Bluebird." The deal was
negotiated by Hans Bartsch.

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

COMING SOON
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'{AnotherScandal

'

Cosmo Hamilton's
latest and greatest novel* —

Sn CK. Griffith Production
produced by ,.--'

Tilfoid Cinema. Ctorpiir*^
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RELEASED BY PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.

PafheNews
Sees All "\tf) Knows All

No. 51

THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION II

NEW YORK—Notables arrive in New Yor
City for Democratic Convention; McAdoi
Smith, Hull and Brennan, who will figu

largely in the Convention.

fend

mm

THE WEST MOPS UP IN THE INTEE "'

COLLEGIATE REGATTA — Washington*
wins the eight oar race, with Wisconsin set j) in

ond ; the East is badly out of it.

THE DISASTER ON U. S. S. MISSIS
SIPPI—Scenes of the warship after the fatt

explosion in which 48 lost their lives.

Other news as usual.
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HAL ROACH'S

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"Wit with a Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
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TO BRIGHTEN
your picture you need

Color Titles,

Inserts and Trailers.

Prizma, Incorporated

j
3191 Blvd., Jersey City, N. J.

Montgomery 4211
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GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.
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Coast Brevites
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

! Hollywood—Pete Smith has moved
Sto larger offices at United Studios,

fid has enlarged his staff. James
food McFarland, formerly manager
I publicity at Famous Players Long
Rand Studio, and C. S. Dunning are

d\v members of the Smith staff.

t Richard Tucker, Margaret Camp-
liell, John Steppling and Betty Mor-
Isey have been added to the cast of

iHusbands of Edith", starring Reg-
fcald Denny and Laura La Plante,

lid now in production by Universal.
6/illiam A. Seiter is directing.

I R. William Neil is directing "Pui-
hased Youth" for F .B. O. Story by
'aul Bern. Anna Q. Nilsson, Stuart

slolmes, Wyndham Standing, Lucille

fcicksen and Arthur Rankin are in

ilie cast.

[, J. Stuart Blackton's next will be
.JBehold This Woman" by Phillips

•ppenheim. Irene Rich. Marguerite
fe la Motte. Rosemary Theby, An-
"lers Randorf and Charles Post are in

fcst.

I
"~

I Dorothy Farnum returned from
•Jew York and is now writing the

l;ript for "Deberau," which Harry
lieaumont will direct for Warners.
Monte Blue will play the lead.

I Wm. Beaudine will start direction

if "Cornered" at the Warner studio

his week. Marie Prevost, Raymond
^latton and John Roche are in the

last to date.

1 Ronald Coleman will be leading
an for Constance Talmadge in her
iext picture, as yet unnamed. Eugene
fc'Brien will support Norma in

iFight."

I Winifred Bryson (Mrs. Warner
Baxter) has been engaged to support
I'olleen Moore in "Temperament,"
few in production at the United Stu-
dios.

Warner Baxter has signed a three

ear contract with Thomas H. Ince.

le is now playing opposite Betty
ompson in "The Female."

Clara Bow received burns on a

and and foot when an electric box,
ver which she tripped, short cir-

uited.

GREENE.

Merger Completed in Seattle
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—The Metro-Goldwyn mer-
ger has been accomplished here. New
vaults have been installed in the Gold-
wyn exchange, selected as the per-

manent quarters. Carl Stern of Metro
is manager of the two units which
are working as separate organizations
under one management for the time
being.

Exhibitors Protest School Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Regular picture shows
presented by the Chambers school,
in competition with neighborhood
houses, has caused exhibitors to pro-
test to exchanges against selling film

to the school theater. Exhibitors
have threatened to boycott exchanges
doing business with the school.

To Tour Northwest
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—John Henry ("Everybody
Sing") Lyons, has been booked to

make appearances in connection with
Educational's "Sing Them Again"
series, all through Eastern Washing-
ton, Idaho and Montana, en route to

Minneapolis.

Lieberman Again in St. John
(Special to THE FILM DAIL.Y)

St. John, N. B.—Joe Lieberman is

back as manager of Universal. Lie-
berman was formerly the Fox man-
ager here, but has been with Pre-
ferred at Buffalo, N. Y., in the mean-
time.

J. G. Wells Expanding
Anniston. Ala.—Anniston will soon

have four theaters. J. G. Wells has
secured a lease on part of the build-

ing occupied "by Malond-Woodruff
and will open up July 1.

Marshall Films, Ltd., Turn Producers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London — Marshall Films, Ltd.,

hitherto well known buyers and rent-

ers, has entered the production end o!

the business, and have secured James
K. Pickup to take charge.

Coast Theater Robbed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Anaheim. Cal.—Cash and valuable

papers in the safe of the United the-

ater were taken by robbers recently.

Finkelstein Now Strand Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Al Finkelstein of Greater
Theaters, Inc., has been made mana-
ger of the Strand.

Everything for the production of motion

pictures.

Debrie cameras and supplies.

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

118 West 44th Street

New York City Bryant 6635

U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie

"Scaramouche" Read Most
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Charles, Mo.-—An analysis of

the books called for by the 450 stu-

dents of the Lindenwood College re-

vealed that Scaramouche was the

favorite with "One of Our^s", a close

second. Another "favorite" was "The
Middle of the Road." The estimate

is based on the books the girls read
during their leisure.

New Photographic Process

Will Nigh is responsible for what
is termed a new photographic process,

called the "dimmer process", which
leaves the actor's face on the screen
peering off in the darkness. The effect

it seems to leave shows the face sus-

pended in the air, with shadows about
it. It is used for the first time on Bert
Lytell in "Born Rich".

Ince To Entertain Women's Clubs
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Thomas H. Ince has
made arrangements to entertain dele-

gates of the General Federation of

Women's Clubs which meets here
this month. Plans inclnde a lawn
party and a tour through the Ince
studios.

Navarre Shifted to Kansas City
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle-—Guy F. Navarre, former
Fox manager, and president of the
Northwest Film Board of Trade, has
left for Kansas City, where he will

assume management of the United
Artists office.

New Theatres
Winterhaven, Fla.—Construction

work has been started on the new
$75,000 theatre being built by F. E.
Williamson.

Birmingham, Ala.—The Temple,
reconstructed from a Masonic meet-
ing hall, opened last week.

Winchester, Ky.—The Winchester
Music Co. will erect a house at an
estimated cost of $50,000.

Ottawa, 111.—The Orpheum has
closed for repairs which will cost

approximately $75,000.

Royalton, 111.—William Cox will

open the New Palace sometime dur-

ing the summer.

Salisbury, Md.—Wade H. Insley

has made plans to build a 1500-

1800 seat house.

Seattle—M. B. Hodkitz, of the

Washington circuit, is building an-

other theatre.

Pittsburgh, N. Y.—William Ben-
ton will build a theatre seating 1,200.

Buffalo—The Zicofe Corp. will

open the new Grand August 1.

Stanley Creek, N. C—J. E. Wallace
has opened a new theatre here.

Springfield, Mass.—Goldstein Bros.

have opened the new State.

COSTUMES

For the Better

Kind of Costumes

Try New York's Newest

1437 BROADWAY

Associated Companies

BROOKS-MAHIEU, Cosrumers

BROOKS UNIFORM Company

COSTUME Si
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Theater Changes
St. Louis—Ed Strongberg and C.

Ansell have taken over the Juniata on
South Grand boulevard. They plan
to spend $10,000 in improvement and
will re-open Sept. 1.

Granite Falls, Minn.—J. B. Ab-
rahamson, former owner of the Gem,
has taken over the new house at

Murdock.

Philadelphia—The Dreamland and
Tuxedo have been leased by Leo
Poselsky, from John S. Evans.

Arcadia, Wise.—The Unique will

shortly be taken over by R. T.

Laatsch, of Menominee.

Atlanta—Bill Kalisha. formerly of

the Rialto has been appointed man-
ager of the Atlanta.

Anderson, S. C.—H. M. French has
taken over the Opera House for a

period of 20 years.

Renville, Minn.—The New Garden
has reopened, following a shut down,
for remodeling.

Palo Alto, Cal.—The Palo Alto
Theatre Co. is beginning work on a

$125,000 house.

Oxford, O.—The Criterion has
closed following a fire which caused
heavy damage.

Boston—The Royal, at Chicopee,
has been reopened by M. & H. Tab-
ackman.

Hatton, N. D.—Vincent Cham-
peaux is the new owner of the Opera
House.

Greensboro, N. C.—The Strand has
been taken over by S. S. Stevenson.

Alameda, Cal.—R. B. Kenney has
purchased the Lincoln.

Douglas, Neb.—L. B. Steenblock
has closed the Movies.

St. Louis Board Cuts Meetings
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The Film Board of

Trade, during June, July and August
will meet but twice a month instead

of every week. The new arbitration

board composed of Joe Mogler, Oscar
Lehr and Hector M. E. Pasmezoglu,
representing the exhibitors, and Tom
Leondard, Pioneer; S. J. Hankin, Ed-
ucational, and Harry Krause, Para-
mount, has been obtaining very good
results-

Bennett Adds Several to Cast

Whitman Bennett has added Fuller

Mellish, Hermann Lieb, Walter
James, Frank Sheriden and Joseph
Burke to the cast of "Two Shall Be
Born", now being made at the Yon-
kers Studio.

Loew House Entertains Boy Scouts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—Joe Brennan, manager of

Loew's State, entertained a delega-

tion of Boy Scouts, after the young-
sters had staged a demonstration
which attracted a great deal of public

attention.

Start on "Leak in the Dike"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood— Madeline Brande is

making "The Leak in the Dike*."

Maurice Renaud, who directed her

other two productions, "Not One to

Spare", and "Maude Muller," is again

in charge.

Two in Butte Close Down
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Butte, Mont—Both the American
and Ansonia are closing for the sum-
mer, due to poor business. This is

the first time these houses have been
obliged to go dark on this account.

Engel In Hospital
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Maurice Engel, publicity

director for Columbia Pictures, is at

the Missouri Baptist Sanitarium. He
has been in bad health for several

months.

AT YOUR SERVICE

LOGGERS
2SO WEST 5412 ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY. NY.
ART WORK,MATS,STEREOS,ELECTROS.
PHONES,— CIRCLE 2450-1-2.

Three Missouri Firms in Trouble
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Among forty-three Mis-
souri corporations deprived of their

licenses for alleged failure to file

financial statements as of Dec. 31,

1923, with the State Finance Dept.,
were the following picture organiza-
tions: Central Amusement Co-, Mid-
west Prod., Inc., William Christy Ca-
banne M. P, Trust Estate.

Brush in Miami
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Miami, Fla.—William B. Brush is

here shooting the undersea parts of
"The Water Babies." Dr. Neve, his

business manager is in New York
making arrangements for the studio
which will be used for interiors.

Among Exchangeme
Calgary, Alta.—A. E. Rolsto

manager of Universal has resigne
and has been succeeded by J. Cat!

row who was transferred from S

John.

Detroit—Lester Strum, former
manager of the Goldwyn exchange
Pittsburgh, is here to assume the ma:
agement of the Metro-Goldwyn offic

Cleveland—Norman Moray, Fii

National manager, is back at h
desk, following an absence of sever
weeks, due to illness.

Seattle—Jack Lorents, former):

with Fox, out of Milwaukee, hi

been appointed assistant managt
here.

COMING SOON
Helene

.

Chadwick
•n

HER OWN
FREE WHX

ETHEL M. DELL
'Directed hj Paul Scardort

wsTL»NP«oDucras« PRODUCERS
RELEASED BY

DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Season 1924-1925 Thirty First Run Pictures

WE CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH
EVERYTHING YOU NEED

in

Stationery, Office Supplies

and Printing

of all kinds for the

Motion Picture Industry

PRESS BOOKS OUR SPECIALTY

Phone Bryant 1871

TOTEM
Stationery & Printing Company

1476 Broadway at 42nd St.

Longacre Bldg. Room 824 NEW YORK



Photographic quality has a definite box-office

value—your audiences appreciate it.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

With its wide latitude and long scale East-

man Positive Film reproduces every gradation

of tone from highest light to deepest shadow

that the skill of the photographer has secured

in the negative—it carries quality from

studio to screen.

Look for "Eastman" and "Kodak'' in black

letters in the film margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths..

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



What a combination
for your II > office.

Ben Alexander—Lloyd Hamilton and a supporting cast of box
office names.

A picture that will make any audience double up with laugh-
ter one moment—and find their heart strings being touched
the next.

Good for big business anywhere.

Get all of the FIRST NATIONAL lineup

for next season for your biggest year!
. ___

J. K. MCDONALD
presents his original story

A SELF-MADE FAILURE
wit

h

I

BEN ALEXANDER*^LLOYD HAMILTON;
and an all sta>' cast including !

MATT MOORE , MARY CARJR, PATSY RUTH MILLER., SAM DeGRASSE \

CHUCK REISNER, VIC POTEL, DAN MASON, ALTAALLEN, HARRY TODD, CAMEO.'
Directed by

k
WILLIAM BEAUDINE

,
Sewn adaption WoletC —"- lex Meal John Oner
Pr.olotrapliv . . . Ray June' and B.McGili

r{ *™&
[Associated

^3S3 Mad

Rights Controlled

First National Picture*

Madison Avenue, New "*ork

U Ino] A 3tr>6t national Picture
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FINANCE
By DANNY

Why is it that Wall Street

rarely—if ever—reflects the ac-

tual condition of the picture

business? Have you—who hold

(stocks of film concerns—ever

thought of it? Film stocks move
i jp or down—chiefly through the

manipulations of cliques and

pools—and the business of the

concern involved doesn't seem

to make a lot of difference.

There is a move on foot at present.

In Famous. The story is going the

rounds that Famous is to be put

.ver 85. Or 90. It started about 63

or 65. It's pretty well along the

Iroad now. Some people have already

made a lot. Out of the move.

But does this reflect in any

way—this advance—that Fa-

mous is a safer investment than

when it was considerably low-

er? Hardly. Famous—look-

ing at it from the outside—is

either a mighty good invest-

ment or there isn't any in this

business. But an investment

is one thing. Speculation is

another.

So with Loew. Awhile ago the

"bears" hammered Loew and it

dropped below 11. One man—you
know him well, all of you, said if

Loew's stock wasn't worth a lot more
than that there was nothing safe as

an investment in any entertainment

stock. He bought all he could get

all the way to 15. When the divi-

dends were resumed this man cleaned

up. He still has a lot- But does

anyone argue that there was any rea-

son for Loew's selling at 11? Was
the basic worth of the security any

less than it was six months later?

Here's a funny angle: the men con-

trolling these large corporations often

get hit by the manipulations of the

cliques or pools. Yet these men op-

erate the businesses. They know
what is really going on. All the pool

operators know is what they are do-

ing to the stock. They don't know

—

and don't care—what is actually hap-

pening to the business. Or in the

business. All they know is that they

want the stock to move up or down.
And they do it. Or try to.

So when people ask you

what you know about so and
(Continued on Page 2) _j

Seeks Receiver
Action Brought Against T. O. D. C.
(Delaware) on Judgment Secured

by W. A. True
An application for the appoint-

ment of a receiver for the Theater
Owners Distributing Corp., a Dela-
ware corporation, has been filed in

the Supreme Court by Arthur A.
Wakoff on a judgment obtained by
William True for $1,431 for money
lent which was returned unsatisfied

on May 28.

True stated that the corporation is

"insolvent and has a number of credi-

tors other than the plaintiff." One of

them is Sydney S. Cohen who is said

to have a claim for $4,000, while there

is another for $3,000 on which a suit

has been brought. True asserted that

the company has certain property in-

cluding the equipment of its office,

but that the M. P. T. O. has moved
in and taken possession and that there

is danger of loss and waste of the

property unless the court acts.

Versailles Film Here
When Jake Wilk returned from

Europe, he brought with him a print

of "Versailles-1924", an official pic-

ture made by the French Government,
showing the condition of the former

royal palace and gardens.. It will be

shown at either the Rialto or Rivoli

in the near future.

Start Coney Island House Soon
Edward F. Tilyou, prominent in

the operation of amusements at

Coney Island, will erect a new house

on his property at Surf Ave. and 17th

Street. Tilyou has a Keith franchise.

Silverstone Here
Maurice Silverstone, head of Allied

Artists, the English subsidiary of

tTnited Artists is here conferring with

Hiram Abrams. He sails Wednesday
for London.

First Census in July
(Special to THE FILM DAILY")

Washington—The first figures on

the census of the picture industry

will he issued in Julv, probably about

the 15th.

Many Oh ;o Theaters Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—Many houses in Ohio

towns of 10.000 inhabitants and under,

are operating only one or two days

a week during the summer.

Tax Cut Benefits Patrons
(Spetial to THE FILM DAILY)

Macon, Ga—T. G. Coleman, mana-
ger of the Capitol, Criterion and Rial-

to announces that patrons will get the

benefit of the reduction authorized
by the revenue act of 1924. Admis-
sions at the Capitol will be reduced
from 30 to 27 cents; the Rialto from
30 to 27 for the matinee and from 40
to 36 for the evening, and the Cri-

terion from 20 to 18 cents.

Birmingham, Ala.—War tax on ad-

missions up to and inc ,-,ding 50 cents

will be dropped at The Galax and
Strand, it has been announced by
Southern Enterprises, effective July I.

Savannah, Ga.—Patrons of theaters

in this city will benefit by the lifting

of the tax, according to Arthur Lucas,
head of the Theater Operating Co.

Theodore Roberts Better
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Theodore Roberts has

recovered from his recent illness. He
will appear in "Feet of Clay".

Some Famous Theaters to Close

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—N. L. Nathanson, and
Jack Arthur, are on a tour through
Western Canada, visiting various

Capitol theaters and other houses. In
Winnipeg, the large Metropolitan is

to be closed for two months but the

other local house, the Capitol, will

continue to operate. Nathanson states

that the policy of closing theaters for

the summer will be followed in a

number of Canadian centers where
the company has two or more large

houses.

Four in Work
Warner's Rounding Out This Sea-

son's Schedule—Adding Stage
Space At Studio

Abe Warner leaves today for a

ten day trip during which he will visit

Chicago, Minneapolis and Des
Moines. In Chicago he will take up
the details of the premiere of "Beau
Brummel" which goes into Orchestra

Hall for an indefinite run following

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."

The final four productions on this

season's schedule are in final stages of

completion. "Cornered," starring

Marie Prevost and "Her Marriage
Vow" starring Monte Blue with

Beverley Bayne are in the cutting

stages, "Lovers Lane," is now well

in production with James Flood di-

recting and Phil Rosen started last

week on "The Tenth Woman."
The Warners are adding more

stage space to their studios and with

two pictures completed on the 1924-

25 program and four more in produc-
tion they hope to keep well ahead of

schedule.

Look to America
Germany Producing With Eye on

This Market and England

—

Finances Not Plentiful

BY ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Of The Film Renter and M. P. News

London—The first thing that greets

a visitor to the film industry in Ber-
lin is the announcement made by
every manufacturer and renter that

there is no money in Germany. At
first I thought this was merely propa-
ganda but one becomes convinced of

the palpable truth after visiting stu-

dio^ and renting offices.

Whilst I was in Berlin no fewer
than four German banks went smash
owing to the Reichsbank calling in

all loans and credits and refusing to

issue any further credit. As we all

know, the German banks have always
assisted the furtherance of industry
in their own country and when sud-
denly they refuse to loan any more
money it may well be imagined the

disastrous effect that it has on the
many industries operating in Ger-
many.

The German film producers have
been wont to rely upon the banks for

the financing of their productions and
have been exceedingly hard hit in

consequence of this latest decision,

but despite this staggering blow film

production in Germany today is still

going on, and many of the producers
are indeed in consequence booking
American screen artists for their

photo plays.

Curiously enough despite all the
talk of lack of money one is immedi-
ately impressed by the optimism that

is being displayed by the German
manufacturers and it is not a little

astonishing to find so much produc-
tion in a country which undoubtedly
is hard hit by being unable to obtain
money. When I tell you that the
rate of interest in Berlin is 12 per cent
per month this will give an idea of
how difficult it is to obtain money
from the banks. Another noticeable
feature is the extraordinary business
that Cinema theaters are doing.

Theater Business Excellent

Every theater which I visited in

Berlin was doing big business, whilst
running out to Dresden I found ex-
actly the same state of affairs in that

(Continued on Page 7)

Calif. Attendance Better

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Figures for the

eleven months of the present fiscal

year in the Southern California dis-

trict show an increase in theater at-

tendance of 27 per cent.
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FINANCE
{Continued from Page 1)

so stock—if it's a picture con-

cern—tell them this: that it

isn't what you know that

counts it's what a lot of gam-
blers, speculators, pool operat-

ors know that counts. Nothing

else. Let them buy stock as

an investment if they wish.

They are still selling roulette

wheels if they want to gam-

ble. And they can see who
throws the ball. And where

it goes.

Farnham in from Coast
Joe Farnham is in town from the

Coast to attend the funeral of his

father-in-law.
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

In The Courts
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—The will of Ambrose J.

Small, missing theater owner, has
been admitted for probate in the Sur-
rogate Court, when it was found that

the estate amounted to $1,087,831.
This total does not include the
amount which is in dispute, practi-

cally $1,000,000, as a result of the suit

by shareholders of the Trans-Canada
Theaters, Ltd., for a recission of the
sale by Small to Trans-Canada of
his chain of theaters in Toronto, Lon-
don, Ottawa, Peterboro, Hamilton
and other cities.

This agreement of sale was carried
out just prior to his disappearance
in December, 1919. The action to
set aside the transfer of the Small
properties and the return of the
money to Trans-Canada sharehold-
ers has not yet been heard by the
Toronto courts.

Further proceedings in the injunc-
tion asked by Famous Players to re-
strain Weiss Brothers from using the
words "featuring Moses and The Ten
Commandments" in connection with
"After Six Days" were argued before
Supreme Court Justice Philip J. Mc-
Cook, who appointed Robert L. Luce
as referee in the matter. The latter
will hear further testimony from both
^ides and then determine the ques-
tion.

After a trial lasting for two weeks,
a verdict for $40,485 was returned be-
fore Supreme Court Justice Hatting
in a suit of the Nicholas Power Co.,
Inc., against the United Theater
Equipment Corp., for equipment sold.

A suit for $875 has been filed in the
Supreme Court by the Merit Film
Corporation against the Olive Amuse-
ment Co. of Freeport, L. I The cause
is not stated.

Eight in Thomson Series

The new Fred Thomson series for

F. B. O. will consist of eight pictures
and not six as originally announced
by F. B. O-

Heath Cobb, C. B. C. Exploiteer

Heath Cobb is in Cleveland, for

C. B. C. He will hereafter act as
exploiteer, having been succeeded as

publicity director by S. Malcheck.

ADVERTISE YOUR COMEDY— 1, 2 and 3 col. "ads"

availablefat EducationalJExchanges—Mats Free.

MOTair:
MERMAID COMEDY

WITH
orati

On Broadway
Astor—"The Sea Hawk"
Broadway—"The Electric House",
"The Cat's Meow", "A Day's
Pleasure"

Brooklyn Strand—"The White Moth"
Cameo—"Girl Shy"
Capitol—"Revelation"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Criterion—"Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall"

Loew's New York—Today-^-"The
Sixth Commandment"

Tuesday—"What Shall I do?" and
"The Silent Stranger"

Wednesday—"Mile. Midnight"
Thursday—"The Marriage Cheat"
Friday—"For Better or For Worse'
Saturday—"Tiger Love"

Lyric—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Rialto—"Unguarded Women"
Rivoli—"Changing Husbands"
Strand—"Perfect Flapper"

Next Week
Astor—"The Sea Hawk"
Broadway—Not yet determined
Brooklyn Strand—"Perfect Flapper"
Cameo—"Girl Shy"
Capitol—"Recoil"
Cohan—"The Ten Commandments"
Criterion—"Dorothy Vernon of Had
don Hall"

Lyric—"The Thief of Bagdad"
Rialto—"Code of the Wilderness"
Rivoli—"The Enemy Sex"
Strand—"Those Who Dance"

Request Theater Restriction
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond, Va.—Petitions are be-
ing prepared by local residents to
limit the theater zoning ordinance
so as to prevent the erection pf
houses in the Northside section of
the city- This decision was reached
in a meeting of representatives of fiye

churches.

Plan Joint Export Number
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—The Film Renter of Lon-
don and The Film Kurier of Berlin
have arranged to publish a joint ex-
port number, to appear about Aug. 1.

Joe May to Work in England
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—Joe May, well known
German producer who directed "Tlie
Indian's Tomb" will produce here for
an English company.

Universal will release this wee
Jack Hoxie picture, "The Back Tr;
directed by Clifford Smith.

HAL ROACH'S

OUR GANG
COMEDIES

"Wit with a Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

One Million Feet of Everything

When In Need of Stock Scenes
Educational Films

TRAVELS SCENIC
INDUSTRIAL SCIENTIFIC
HAND COLORED MAGIC
STONE FILM LIBRARY

220 W. 42nd St. N. V.C.
Phone Chickerlng 2110

CORPORATIONS
ORGANIZED & FINANCED

Capital Raised Through
The Sale of Your Stock
We Are Licensed Brokers

PROGRESSIVE FINANCE CO.
112-118 West 44th St.

New York Phone, Bryt. 0231

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

NOW PLAYING

^ Betty

(]]Ompson

MIAMI
Story by JOHN LYNCH

an Alan Crosland Production

Produced by TUfORD CINEMA CORPORATION

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS piSTRJByTING CORP.
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Sinners in Heaven
(the book that won the British prize competition, by\Clive\Arderi) ]

'iS 'J^

Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix, Alan Crosland, and the rest of the SINNERS
IN HEAVEN company have just returned from the West Indies, where they

completed photographing the tropical episodes for this FAMOUS FORTY
production. I have seen the results and they live up in every respect to the

enthusiastic expectations Paramount has for the picture.

I consider SINNERS IN HEAVEN one of the most valuable box-office

properties to be released this Fall. As a book, it won the prize in England

as the best novel of the year and is the literary rage there. It has for several

months been a best-seller in this country.

As a picture, SINNERS IN HEAVEN has every quality that gets the

money. The story is about a high-spirited girl who, rather than go through

with the money-marriage her folks are forcing her into, stows away aboard

an airplane about to make a long ocean flight. The pilot doesn't know the girl

is there until the 'plane gets under way. He is a woman-hater. The 'plane

hits a typhoon and is wrecked. Man and girl are washed up, half dead, onto

a desert island. But they come to life. The clash between the two that finally

softens into love, their thrilling adventures together, what happens when the

girl goes home to the other man—here is a real production that is as different

from the usual lost-on-a-desert-island film as any FAMOUS FORTY produc-

tion is different from the ordinary run of films.

I said the other day that Bebe Daniels and Richard Dix would have to go

some to excel the performances they give in UNGUARDED WOMEN. Well,

having seen advance shots of SINNERS IN HEAVEN, I think they've done

it. Alan Crosland is taking full advantage of the many box-office angles to

the story—the romance, the storm, the wild tropical beauty of the island, the

fight for life against nature and savages, the battle between the rich man and

the aviator for the girl, and others.
,

SINNERS IN HEAVEN is the FAMOUS FORTY release for September

15th, the week following THE COVERED WAGON.

S. R. KENT.
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Will be the Policy (ill

QUALITY
Experience counts for as much in motion pic-

tures as in any other field of endeavor*

Educational's four years' experience in na-

tional distribution of Short Subjects exclu-

sively enables us to KNOW Short Subject re-

quirements, and to furnish exhibitors with

the best*

The following is a list of pictur

a

Educationk

2
REEL
SUBJECTS

Six LLOYD HAMILTON COMEDIES
Six WALTER HIERS COMEDIES
Six BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES
Ten CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Thirteen MERMAID COMEDIES
Six JUVENILE COMEDIES
Six TUXEDO COMEDIES

_1
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fQUANTITY
jducational for 19244925

Exhibitors' experience with Educational has

taught them to KNOW they can always

count on Educational Pictures.

That is why representative exhibitors are not

worrying about their Short Subjects for Fall,

but are waiting confidently for Educational^

new program*

i be available next season at

kehanges:

Twentyfour CAMEO COMEDIES
Twelve Lyman H* Howfs Hodge-Podge

Thirteen EARL HURD CARTOON COMEDIES

KINOGRAMS (News Reel) Twice*aAVeek

Further details as to stars, directors, etc*, will

be made known in the near future*

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

1 O ,J».WPresident

1
REEL
SUBJECTS



Does the William Fox Outfit know
box-office pictures? _mymytheyfaf
Does Sydney Cohen know box-office Pictures?

-well sayhe does /
Because "It's the goods," although not yet

released, it is already booked by William

Fox, Cohen and 1567 other exhibitors

FINIS FOX'S
Huge Melodrama

with

Mae Busch
IRENE RICH, Morgan Wallace,

Rex Lease and cast ofL1000

1

Thematic music cue sheets

available on this production

Distributed by

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

723 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. Exchanges Everywhere
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:ity. Theater proprietors have no
:ause for complaint and are willing

} o pay big prices for their films.

It is curious to see the big sums
hat pictures can book to in Germany.
For instance, Jackie Coogan's picture,

'My Boy" which was sold for $5000
woked to $130,000 and Harold Lloyd

|,n "Safety Last" to an even larger

imount-
The German producer, when he sets

jut to make a picture is well aware
hat he can get the cost of his produc-

;ion back in his own country, but he

s more keen about selling to the mar-
kets of the world, of Central Europe
ind it is astonishing to see the sums
of money that Czecho Slovakia, the

whole of the Balkans, Holland,
Sweden, Scandinavia, France, Austria

and other European countries are

paying for their pictures.

America and England the Prizes
This still leaves him England and

America and it is upon these two
great markets that he is at the mo-
ment working. Recognizing that to

get his pictures into both these mar-
kets he must have stars that are

known, German producers are book-
ing up a large number of British and
American stars, determfhed to leave

no stone unturned in their endeavor
to make their pictures as valuable as

possible in both England and Ameri-
ca.

Whilst I was there, Nigel Barrie

was playing in pictures, Stewart
Rome had also been booked up on a

large contract; Mae Marsh was mak-
ing a big picture and daily wires were
being sent to the United States in-

!
quiring for well known screen artists

to play leads in their productions.

Production Schedule Heavy
Despite the money shortage, pro-

duction seemed to be going quite
strong, the Ufa company had ten pro-
ducers at work and their studios at

Babelsberg and Templehof were alive

with activity. In addition, companies
were on location far afield making
pictures and this great producing con-
cern is forging ahead concentrating
on making photoplays that will have
a world appeal. The Stern Film Co.
were making a big picture with Mae
Marsh under the direction of Karl
Grune, the talented producer who
gave us "The Street". This is an
ambitious production and one from
which big things are expected.
The Phoebus Film Co. were mak-

ing pictures featuring Albertini whilst
one or two independent units were
making films. There is not the
amount of production in Germany
that there was a year ago and Berlin
is certainly dearer today than either
London or New York. Stars are get-
ting big salaries. Mae Marsh was
receiving $4,000 a week plus expenses

from the Stern Film and German pro-
ducers seem quite satisfied to pay
anything from $2,500 to $3,000 for
American artists.

When money gets easier which
may take some considerable time, I

can well imagine Germany being a
happy hunting ground for American
artists for there is no doubt that
German producers recognize that to
get their pictures into America they
must use artists that are well known
in that country.

Incorporations
Covington, Ky.—The South Cov-

ington Amusement Co. was recently
chartered with a capital of $1,000. In-
corporators are, William F. Bankam-
per, Walter L. Hurley and A. J.
Dehlinger.

Guts and Flashes
Helen Hoerle has resigned as pro-

duction editor of National Screen

Service. Dorothy Herzog, succeeds

her.

Jane Jennings has been added to

the cast of "Trouping With Ellen",

being directed by T. Hayes Hunter.

Albany—Scientific Photo Products
Corp. of America, New York. Capital
$20,000. Incorporators, S. and G. M.
Komar and M. E. Packer. Attorneys,
Brodek & Raphel, New York.

Albany—Mutual Washington, Inc.,

New York. Capital $500. Incorpor-
ators, I. H. Herk, D. Krauss and E.
T. Beatty. Attorneys, Kendler &
Goldstein, New York-

Springfield, 111.—City Theater Co.,
Chicago. Capital $10,000. Incorpor-
ators, Eileen M. Lynch, M. B- Rode-
rick and Louis Laemmle.

Blank Gets Rock Island Houses
(.Social to THB FILM DAILY)

Des Moines—A. H. Blank has ac-
quired the Majestic, Spencer Square
and Fort Armstrong theaters at Rock
Island.

Owners of motion pictures

having the following titles and
others having an interest there-

in are hereby notified to pay
storage charges and remove
said pictures from our vaults

before July 15th, 1924, or they

will be disposed of:

The Outcast
Hedda Gabler
Black Ghost
Charity
The Dazzling Miss Davidson
My Wife
The Girl and the Judge
Her Sister

American Maid
The Richest Girl

The One Woman
Weavers of Life
The Forfeit
Russian Revolution
Daughter of Maryland
The Impostor
Her Second Husband
A Daughter of War
The Runaway
Queen X
The Debt
The Mirror
Reputation
Motherhood
The Fall of a Nation
Souls Redeemed
The Unbroken Promise
Triumph of Venus

(Signed)

BIOGRAPH COMPANY

J. S. Evans Going Abroad
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—J. S. Evans sails on
the Berengaria from New York Wed-
nesday for a three months' tour of
Europe. He will attend the Olympic
games in Paris.

MOTION PICTURE TITLES
of Any Description

Translations in All Languages
Rush Work—Our Dish

E. FERRO
130 W. 46th St. Bryant 2779

On Friday, June 27th, at 8.30 P. M.
At the Town Hall, 123 West 43rd Street

The Directors of the Spectrum Films, Ltd.

announce
an interesting illustrative program

made by

the FRIESE-GREENE COLOR FILM PROCESS
to which the trade is invited.

Send your names for complimentary tickets to

Stuart M. Johnston, Business Manager,
Friese-Greene Color Film Process—Hotel McAlpin.

COMING SOON

ILM DEVELOPING CORP.
210-16 VeehawkenSt West HobolcenJU

Laboratory with the lowest Inaurarfi'
Xatei in the Eaat. Negative Develop!^
"rioting. Cutting and Projection Rootta-

Aw* UNION— 48OO

Helene

.

Chadwick
m

HER OWN
FREE WILL

.Directed tx| Paul Scardon RELEASED BY
UiSEKSW* PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING

Season 1924-1925 Thirty First Run Pictures

CORP.

GOING FAST
On the same day we

Announced our

Series of

Independent Productions

"Unmarried Wives"

"Black Lightning"

"Women android"

"The Night Ship"

"You Can't Fool A Woman"

"[very Woman's Secret"

Mr. M. H. Hoffman of

The Renown Pictures

Corp. contracted for the

entire series for

New York State

Northern New Jersey

Northern Illinois

ACT QUICK
For Your Territory

Gotham Productions

1600 B'way. New York City

All Foreign Rights Controlled by

APOLLO TRADING CORP.

1600 Broadway—N. Y. C.



Presented btf

FRANK LLOYD
PRODUCTIONS INC.

with

MILTON SILLS
and a supporting cast including

ENID BENNETT
LLOYD HUGHES
andWALLACE BEERT

Directed by

FRANK LLOTD

93if

RAFAEL SABATINI

Far a big paying investment

hoA FIRST NATIONAL
for next season

.
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Bad Slump In May
Tax $11,000 Below Same Month in

1923 and $591,374 Less Than April
of This Year

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington—Lower collections

:han have been reported for many
Tionths from the tax on admissions
yverc shown for May in figures just

Issued by the Commissioner of ln-

fiernal Revenue. Receipts during the

(month aggregated $0 571,502; this was
I);10,744 below those for the same
month of last year, and some $591.-

?74 below the collections for April.

{Collections from the seating tax in

May amounted to $14,844, a decrease

I $(i,(IOO as compared with May, 1923,

pid about $2,500 below those for

April.

A comparative table of returns for

;the first five months of 1924, as com-
pared with 1923 follows:

1924 1923
January ....$7,576,991 6,766,893

February ... 6,738 628 5,877,392

March 6 920,912 6.700.355

April 7,162,876 6,051,247

Mav 6,571,502 6,582,246

Pomona Battle On Again
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Pomona, Cal.—The three-year old

battle over Pomona's "blue laws" is

again on. The present law declares
Sunday shows illegal, but West
Coast Theaters. Inc., has been suing
since 1921 to have it annulled.

"U" Signs Svend Gade
Universal has signed Svend Gade,

Danish director, who has been on the

Coast for the past year. Gade did

the sets for "Rosita" and before corn-

ling to America, made a number of

worthwhile films.

Building Good Will
Hays Office Behind Kiddie Matinees—Twenty-Two Towns on South-

ern List

The Committee on Public Rela-
tions of the Hays office is preparing
a large number of suitable programs
to be made available for showings be-

fore boys and girls in Saturday
morning shows. The Committee be-

lieves that it is in this way that good-
will can lie developed for the busi-

ness.

De Sales Harrision, Southeastern
representative of the Committee is

in New York conferring with Col.

Jason Joy on the development of the

work in the South. Twenty-two
Southern communities, including At-
lanta, Birmingham, Montgomery,

(Continued on Paije 2)

Jersey Meeting Tomorrow
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Asbury Park, N. J.—The Jersey
convention is slated to start tomorrow
morning with registration at the New
Monterey. Perhaps, the highlight of

the three day session, so far as ex-

hibitor deveopments are concerned,
will be the banquet tomorrow night

at which M. J. O'Toole, national M.
P. T. O. president will talk. There
will be a number of salesmen down
from New York. The ball on Thuvs r

day will be handled by Henry P. Nel-
son and Nils Granlund.

Lever Quits Stoll?

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—The Film Renter pub-

lishes as a report, that Alfred Lever
has resigned the general manager-
ship of the Stoll Film Co. to devote

his attentions to his four theaters, the

Court, Brighton; Cinema, Bermond-
sey; Golden Domes; the Fmpire,
Streatham.

Sam Wood Signed For One
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Ange'es—Sol Lesser has sign-

ed Sam Wood to direct "The Mine
With The Iron Door." Wood is at

present making "The Female" for

Famous.

Hoffman Buys Sax Series

M. H. Hoffman of Renown Pic-

tures, Inc., has purchased the six

Gotham Prod, which Sam Sax will

make, for New York State Northern

Jersey and Northern Illinois.

Texas M. P. T. O. to Meet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—The Board of Directors of

the M. P. T. O. of Texas will have

a regu'ar meeting, July 9.

Postpone Convention

The national sales convention plan-

ned by Producers Dist. Corp. (Hod-
kinson) has been postponed until

July 4, at Chicago.

Montagne F. B. O. Coast Editor

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—B. P. Fincman has

engaged Edward Montagne to head

the F. B. O. continuity department.

Cody Signs New Agreement
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Lew Cody has signed

a new long term contract with Metro-

Goldwyn.

America Leads in Germany
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—The German Overseas
Trade Bureau has prepared a com-
pilation of importations into Ger-
many. It shows that 307 pictures will

be imported in the 1923-1924 season,
under the contingent arrangement.
Two hundred and fifty-one were
American, seventeen Italian; eleven,

Danish; nine French; six Austrian;
four, Swedish; three, Dutch; three,

English and three, Hungarian. Of
the total, 102 have been admitted. The
others await licenses.

Campbell Starts on New One
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Major Maurice Camp-
bell, head of a company bearing his

name, has started on a new picture

at the I nee studio. Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler and Johnny Walker play the leads

and are supported by Shannon Day,
Alan Hale and Francis Ravmond.

Deal With Phocea Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Paris—Gwen Sears has arranged
with Phocea Films to handle their

entire output in America. She has
also secured stage and screen rights

to "The Wrist on the Door" by Hor-
ace Fish.

Rawlinson Finishing with "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Herbert Rawlinsou's

contract with Universal expires in

July. He is now appearing in a pic-

lure for Metro-Goldwyn.

Capitol Books "America"
The Capitol has booked "America"

for either October or November
showing.

Flunter in Lloyd's Next
Frank Lloyd has announced his

next production for First National.

It will be "The Altar on the Hill".

The featured player will be Glenn

Hunter.

Jackie's Next, "Rags"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Jackie Coogan will

next appear in "Rags," an origina' by

Willard Mack.

Lehr Arrives

Abraham Lehr, newly appointed

production manager for Samuel Gold-

wyn is in from the Coast. At the

Ambassador.

Schnitzer Leaves
(Special i» THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Joseph Schnitzer left

for New York yesterday.

T. O. D. G. Nears End
Bankruptcy Action Designed to Sav(
Assets—Directors to Wind Up

Affairs

It is now a matter of time only be

fore the Theater Owners Dist. Corp
formed in Chicago on Dec. 12, 1922

will pass into history.

From the officers of the corpora-

tion, there came a notice yesterday tc

the effect that Harry Davis of Pitts-

burgh, R. F. Woodhull of Dover, N.

J., Sydney S. Cohen, of New York
—all of them directors of the com-
pany—had joined in filing a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy. Their state-

ment explained the purpose of this

move was to conserve "the assets of

the company and particularly to col-

lect moneys due and owing to that

company from the Anderson Pictures

Corp. for its participation in the re-

ceipts of the picture, 'After the Ball',

which is being distributed through the

Film Booking Offices of America."
"It is their purpose", further reads

the statement, "to collect all of these

(Continued on Page 3)

Germany Cuts Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—The entertainments tax

has been reduced from 23 per cent

to 15 per cent. Had the reduction

not been made, many theaters would
have been compelled to close for the

summer.

New Roach Series

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Ted Wilde and Fred
Guiol, of the Roach directorial staff

are preparing a new series of Roach
two-reelers to star Glenn Tryon and

Blanche Mehaffey.

Series Sold for New England

C. B. C. has sold to Certified

Screen Attractions, the eight Colum-

bia Prod., for New England.

Army Theaters
And What They Have Accomplished
—Some Facts Pertaining to

Their Development

R. B. Murray, director of the U. S.

Army M. P. Service, has published,

in booklet form, a complete survey

of the Army theaters since their in-

ception, three years ago, prior to

which pictures were shown at army
posts by various welfare societies.

When the Army took over the

service in November, 1919, many dif-

ficulties were experienced and ar-

rangemen's were made for the civilian

agency supplying pictures to the wel-

fare society, to continue.

Admissions were later charged by
the Army, but this proved unsuccess-

ful. The final solution found was the

(Continued on Page 3)
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod Not quoted
F. P.-L 75 74y2 74y2 1,400
do pfd .... 95-K 95^ 95-J4 100

Goldwyn Not quoted
Loew's \5H 15-H 15^ 500
Warner's Not quoted

Distributes Vest Pocket Radios
Famous Players is distributing a

unique vest pocket radio set, said to
be the smallest in the world. The set

is contained in a Swiss match box.

"Tarnish" Near Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—George Fitzmaurice
is putting the finishing touches to
"Tarnish."

Change Title of "Spring Cleaning"
Paramount will release "Spring

Cleaning" as "The Fast Set." Betty
Compson will play the lead.

Finis Fox Before A. M. P. A.
Finis Fox will address the A. M.

P. A. Thursday on "Exploitation."

nuU uioroc do U~! _ __.•*>

QeotSe cot*
ot*

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Bryant 3740

*EA1, 8KKVT /l

1540 Broadway, N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Building Good Will
(Continued from Page 1)

Charlotte, Spartansburg, Columbia, S.

C, Ashevi le Jacksonville, Anniston,
Chattanooga and Memphis are now
running the special Saturday morning
performances regularly, while in about
thirty additional cities in that part of

the country, such performances are
heing given intermittently. The ad-
mission is usually ten cents.

The value of such shows rest in the

fact that children matinees invariably

secure the support of the better films

committees and whatever women's
organizations exist in the community
There has been some trouble to date

in securing a sufficient number of

programs upon which to draw, but
it is hoped to eliminate this condition

in the near future.

Ballyhoo Attracts Crowds
Times Square and visiting Demo-

cratic de'egates stopped off and had
a good laugh when Professor John
Donar went through his bag of tricks

in the form of a free Punch and
Judy performance in the lobby of the
Broadway yesterday. The ballyhoo
was well executed and helped turn a
number of onlookers into ticket buy-
ers. The Broadway is featuring this

performance five times daily.

Russell Sells For Poland

Russell Prod, have sold "Saved by
Radio," "Barriers of Folly" and "The
Flash", for Poland, to Seven Seas

Film Corp. M. Thomas has pur-

chased a series of six outdoor pic-

tures for Delaware, Maryland, Virgin-

ia and the District of Columbia.

New Coast Company
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

East San Diego, Cal.—Arthur
Maude has been engaged to direct the

first three pictures to be made by a

new local producing organization. W.
H. Hall is among the backers-

Columbia Pictures Move July 1

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Barney Rosenthal, of

Columbia Pictures, expects to move
into his new offices in the Plaza Hotel
Bldg., about July 1. The quarters are

now occupied by Metro.

Title Changed for Canada

The Universal release, "The Fight-

ing American", will be distributed in

Canada as "The Fighting Adventur-
er". The latter title will also be used
in all other foreign countries.

Start on "House of Youth"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Production on "The
House of Youth," a Regal produc-
tion for Hodkinson, has been started

at the Ince studio, under direction

of Ralph Ince. Vernon Steele, Mal-
colm MacGregor, Richard Travers,
Edward Tilton. Aileen Manning, Lu-
cila Mendez and Nola Lusford are in

the cast.

Three Runs Booked
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)/

Los Angeles—"The Chechahcos"
has been booked into the California

starting June 28, with an indefinite

run at Miller's to follow. The pic-

ture opens at the Palace, Portland,

July 6.

Personal Tour for "Our Gang"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—The "Our Gang"
troupe will leave on a tour of personal
appearances through the East, on
August 1. Robert MacGowan will

be in charge of the party.

Back From Miami
Miss G. Marion Burton has re-

turned from Miami. She will con-
fer with A. H. Woods who is to

produce her Mage play, "Vai'jc

with Frank Rcicher directing

Allen, Cleveland, Closes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland—The Allen has closed

for the summer.

Lieber Here
Robert Lieber, First National is

here from Indianapolis.

"Cafe in Cairo," Dean's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—"A Cafe in Cairo"
lias been acquired by Hunt Strom-
berg for Prisci'la Dean. This will fol-

low "A Siren of Seville."

Harry Carey Injured
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Harry Carey is suf-

fering a fracture of three ribs. He
was kicked by a horse while on the

"Tiger Thompson ' set.

NOW PLAYING

Jm Wilson
;

AnotherScandal

'

Cosmo Hamilton's
Idlest and greatest novel —

Sn &<H GrifPm Production J"**
produced by

. """*tffl eWsW"
Tilford Cinema Cbrpii^^ ^y

mwxm-m
RELEASED BY PRODUC ERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.

In The Courts I.

The Renown Pictures have file

suit in the Supreme Court again i-

Bardi Theater .'itc., for $3,920. Tl
cause of the suit is net stated.

Jjsii

1 "1

A judgment for $754 has been fiK

in the City Court by Edwin Wak
field by the Broadway Play Produ
ers on a note.

HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes Only"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy

fc'n

I

Art Title Service

Special Photography

Trailers—Announcements

H. E. R. STUDIOS, Inc.

150 W. 46th St. Bryant 7273

Simplex Projection Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK

Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.
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T. O. D. G. Nears End
(.Continued from Page 1)

autstanding moneys and to reimburse
I he stockholders of the company from
uch receipts and then wind up the

Business affairs of the organization.

j

"This action of terminating the af-

fairs of the organization was deter-
nined upon by ail concerned in April
list, when it became apparent that it

Mvas the better course to pursue owing
So the confusion arising from the for-

nation of a corporation with a similar

Iiame by people formerly associated

Jwith the company."

I Clarence I. Hamilton, suing on two
Iflaims of Harry Davis, former vice-

liresident of the Theater Owners
{Distributing Corp., for loans, has

|
filed judgment for $3,000 against the

li'orporation in the City Court. The
Jlefense was thai the monej was to

\me repaid only out of the profits.

[
What W. A. True, president of the

C O. D. C. of New York which was
Drmed following a disagreement with
he prime movers in the parent corn-

any, will do with his application for

receiver is not known. He was out
f town yesterday. True, however,
1 his application which was filed by
irthur A. Wakoff, based his action

n a claim of $1,431 and alleged that

"ohen was a creditor to the extent of

4,000 while another, presumably
larry Davis, was said to have $3,000
volved.

History of T. O. D. C.
When the T. O. D. C. was formed,

i promised to begin functioning in

eptember, 1923. It was the culmina-
on of long discussions at the Min-
eapolis convention at which exhibi-

or-distribution was definitely decided
ipon. Following the organization of

e company at Chicago, there ensued
ong months during which no word
me from the T. O. D. C. headquar-

ers.

Later, one picture, "After the Ball"

Fas acquired by Anderson Pictures,

ut aproved by the T. O. D. C. The
xhibitor organization also endorsed
uniform contract, allegedly different

rom the Hays contract, to be used
n booking "After the Ball". Through-
out its history, the company acquired
~>nly one picture. Some months ago,

W. A. True, the first president step-

ped out and formed a company with
L similar name under New York laws.

He charged laxity in the management
* the parent organization. Sydney

. Cohen was then elected president.

Internal squabbles developed,
harges and counter-charges were

nade by opposing factions. Davis

pled action for an accounting of

money. Then True filed his suit.

Now comes the final step in the wind-
ing-up process with the declaration

i hat its own directors are ready to

:lose the company's affairs.

Jack Weil With Selznick

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Jack Weil, formerly
nanager of Goldwyn, has assumed
i':harge of the Selznick office. Weil
announces the appointment of the

Slowing sales force: M- Bradford,

So. Missouri, Ark. and Tenn.; Nat
tBaskette, No. Missouri; A. B. Sey-
|mour, So. 111.; J. Talley, No. III., and
Mike Dunn.

New Phone Number
The telephone number of the

Ho.lywood office of THE
FILM DAILY has been
changed to Granite 3980.

Must Show Life
jays Samuel Goldwyn, With Regard

i o Kind of Pictures Most People
.Like—Robt. Leonard on Titles

Samuel Goldwyn voices his disap-

proval of the milk and water kind

vi stories in the following statement,
.Ithough he does not favor salacious

clones, or even the stupid picture

.vith the salacious title. He says, in

,jart:

"We cannot make pictures strictly

.or children or those with enlarged
moralistic complexes. If baby ideas

should dominate this industry, it

.lOuld necessitate a philanthropist

.vith a spineless attitude toward the

..rama and cotters overflowing with
^old. Vapid pictures, even if pro-

duced, would become a bore even to

neir imaginative sponsors. The great-

est art is that which entertains the

reatest numbers and class must sub-

merge their tastes to mass.
"lou can't expect to knock every-

.liing interesting out of a good story
.mpiy because some persons hold up
lieir hands in horror at the mere sug-
gestion of real life. D. W. Griffith's

greatest success was 'Way Down
r.ast' and in it there was a child born
.. ut of wedlock.

"It is the reality of its people, plus

a sober, simple, earnest grasp of cer-

Lain issues in life that makes the story

step out of the ordinary into the

distinctive quality."

Robert Z. Leonard declares that a

jood picture with an intriguing title

will draw at least 30 per cent more
people than the same picture would
f it had an uninteresting title.

'When an original story for the

screen is filmed," says Leonard,
there is no ready-made audience
vaiting anxiously to see it as there

s in the case of a famous novel. The
udience must be recruited and to do
his, the picture must have an in-

riguing title. Many good pictures

.ave gone unappreciated simply be-

ause of a drab, colorless title."

Announces Canadian Staff

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto—The personnel of F. B.

O. in the Dominion, has been an-

lounced by P. E- Taylor, Canadian
nanager. The Ontario sales force,

.vith headquarters here, comprises J.

S. O'Donnell, W. Kennedy and J. E.

Sutler with Jack Allen as service

nanager. W. E. Allen, who formerly

>f St. John, N. B., has been placed

!n charge of Montreal, W. Gould is

manager at Winnipeg, T. H. Davey,

Calgary, Alberta, and Vancouver, B-

C, while S. H. Deck has succeeded

Allen.

Burton Landon, who played Alex-

ander Hamilton in "Janice Meredith"

has completed work in a new role in

"Born Rich."

Army Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

establishment of the present U. S.

Army M. P. Service, to operate all

theaters on a business basis. Since
then, the service has been function-

ing successfully, with a complete or-

ganization, under supervision of the

Adjutant General, and operated by
a director, R. B. Murray, who is as-

sisted by a director of bookings, thea-

tor equipment engineer and an
auditor.

The director of bookings, Thomas
Martell, is stationed in New York
and arranges with distributors for

bookings and price. The New York
branch serves 29 army theaters in

the first and second corps area, with
79 programs each week. The Wash-
ington branch, with M. W. Smith
as manager, supplys 29 theaters in the

third and fourth area, with 100 pro-
grams each week- Kansas City, F.

Bund, Jr., manager, serves 19 theaters

in the fifth, sixth and seventh areas,

with 59 programs per week. W- E.

Christ, in charge of Dallas, serves 14

theaters in eight corps ajea with 48
programs a week. The Seattle branch,
Richard O. Schmidt, manager, serves
but 11 theaters and only 30 programs
each week. The Canal Zone office,

managed by James Bayard, serves 11

theaters with 71 programs.

This shows that the service supplies
105 army theaters with 382 programs
every week, or 1528 programs a

month. Bookings are made from four

to six weeks in advance of play dates.

This is a strict ruling of the depart-
ment, and all programs must be the

best available and furnish the widest
variety of entertainment.
The theater equipment engineer,

Roger, M. Hill, a member of the So-
ciety of M. P. Engineers, supervises
the installation, maintenance and
operation of all equipment- Up-to-
date equipment is used by the organi-
zation in its theaters.

Permits Cloth Banners
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London, Ont.—Despite a local by-
law prohibiting the erection of ban-
ners across any street, Mayor G. A.
Wenige, has made a ruling that cloth

banners may be stretched across any
street when they are of a public or
community nature. Manager Tommy
Logan of the Allen, Fred Jackson of

Loew's and Minhinnick of the Majes-
tic are now trying to figure where
they get off.

First Nat'l Scenarists Busy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Pictures now in the

hands of the First National scenario
staff, for summer production, include

"Wilderness", with Corinne Griffith;

"The Interpreter's House"; "If Ever
I Marry", with a cast headed by
Sylvia Breamer and Ben Lyon, an
"So Big", featuring Colleen Moore.

"Barriers of Love," Levee's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Mike Levee's next
First National to be directed by Ir-

ving Cummings will be "Barriers of

Love."
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Newspaper Opinions
"America"—United Artists

Garrick, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—We don't say that America

is better than "The Birth of a Nation." But
we do say that if ever a picture was pro-
duced as good as "The Birth of a Nation,"
"America" is that picture.
LEADER—"America is exactly what a

Griffith picture should be—principals who
can act and costumes and scenery and ex-
tras all exactly right.

NEWS—Historically correct, perfectly di-

rected, splendidly acted with a fascinating
love story "America" is held to be the most
thrilling, inspiring picture ever brought to
the screen.

"'The Arizona Express"—Fox
Apollo, Indianapolis

STAR—* * * naively billed as "an honest
melodrama." It is all that. It offers no
small measure of excitement and those people
who still have a warm spot in their hearts
for old-fashioned mellers will find it ideal
entertainment.

"The Average Woman"—S. R.
Strand, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—* * * is far

from being an average moving picture. The
plot is different, to say the least, while the
situations are extremely novel
POST—* * * is delicious cinema salad for

hot weather victims.

"Babbitt"—Warners
State, Cleveland

NEWS—The picture will never make
screen history but it is a human bit of cellu-

loid and * * * the great majority will find

it good entertainment.
PLAIN DEALER—For those who haven't

read the book, "Babbitt" may prove enter-
taining ; for those who have read it, the
film will be pretty dull going.
PRESS—Perhaps movie goers * * * will

find a similar interest in identifying some
of their acquaintances as Babbitts. That this

is possible is less to the credit of the scenario
writer and director than to the actor, Willard
Louis. None of the other roles are convinc-
ing. The movie demonstrates once again
that no picture can be much better than the
director who makes it.

SUMMER TROUBLES—
AND SOME ARE NOT

From " Kinematograph Weekly", London

"Girl Shy"—Pathe
New Astor, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE—Plenty of laughs, thrills
i

heart interest are said to be had at the N ' i'
Aster

>!

"The Breaking Point"—F. P.-L.
Karlton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * one of those movies
that run an hour and a half at such a live-

ly pace that it seems like a few minutes.
Not an ounce of punch in Mary Roberts
Rhinehart's novel of the same title has been
lost in putting the story on the screen.
INQUIRER— It is replete with interesting

action, extending from the Great White Way
to the great open of the West, * * *

NORTH AMERICAN—* * * the action
tears along at such a lively gate, leaping
lightly o'er the years and from east to west
and back again, that the spectator almost
develops a sympathetic amnesia in trying
to keep up with it all.

PUBLIC LEDGER Morning)—* * * an
entertaining film.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—* * * in

building the scenario the film writers have
not destroyed the original theme in any way.
* * * Mr. Fawcett's work is quite the best

of any member in the cast.

Picadilly, Rochester
JOURNAL—Mary Roberts Rinehart's nov-

el, * * * has been made into an interesting
film drama * * *

"Code of the Sea"—F. P.-L.

Orpheum, Detroit
NEWS—The picture contains the usual

thrills, romance and pretty scenes to be ex-

pected of a film of this type. * * *

Fox, Philadelphia
BULLETIN—Rod La Rocque's portrayal

of a cowardly seaman who redeems himself
* * * "The Code of the Sea," * * * a much
depicted type of story, into the class of an
entertaining and thrilling photoplay. * * *

INQUIRER— * * * is absorbing more for

its splendid photography than fir its plot.

The story is not above the ordinary. * * *

The excellent acting of Rod La Rocque,
however, injects fresh interest into the old

theme. * * *

NORTH AMERICAN—The angry ocean
plays the stellar role in "Code of the Sea."
* * *

La Rocque is so "yellow" at first as to

seem a fast color lemon. That part is more
convincing than his later heroism.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—The pho-
tography is a particularly good bit of marine
life, with thrills, mountainous seas, shipwreck
and rescue by means of the breeches buoy.

Missouri, St. Louis
POST DISPATCH—The picture is full

of acition, but has enough of an unreal ro-

mance to satisfy those who want a love story
that ends happily.

STAR—Let mariners explain why the
launch could live in a sea that wrecked the

yacht * * *

But, anyway and nevertheless, it is a darn
good picture.

TIMES—The story is chockful of real he-

man action in storms at sea. Nearly all

the scenes in the production were filmed
outdoors.

'The Dawn of a Tomorrow"—F. P.-L.
Eastman, Rochester

JOURNAL—Somehow or other, the mo-
tion picture version of the play is none too

convincing.

HERALD—A -strange picture this, one
formed about a very vapid, very time worn
and frayed theme, but, remarkably well done.

TIMES-UNION— If you like "glad" plays
and think that Pollyanna was "perfectly

sweet' you have a great treat in store for you.

"The Enchanted Cottage"—1st Nat'l

Strand, Omaha
DAILY NEWS—* * * you get a lesson.

Hard roles are those two of Dick ( Barthle-

mess) and May, (McAvoy), and excellently

done.

WORLD-HERALD—The production is in-

spiring, enchanting and sincere. It should
receive the support of every motion picture
fan who appreciates good pictures.

"Flowing Gtld"—1st Nal'l
Stanley, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—* * * If the picture is not
one of exceptional merit, it answers to the

demand for a first-rate story, with mingled
heart interest and thrills.

INQUIRER—Optimism led us to believe
that the day for such pictures * * * was
over—but not so. The thriller, with its

thrills weakened by repetition, is still with us.
NORTH AMERICAN—The story is of

familiar pattern. And familiar patterns can
be counted upon, generally, to please most
of the people most of the time.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—The

scenes showing the blazing oil and the rush-
ing torrent are the best.

Milton Sills and Anna Q. Nilsson strive
to please in roles which are not very con-
vincing.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—The story

is well produced.

"A Girl of the Limberlost"—F. P.-L.
Fay's Rochester

HERALD—This is a dramatic story with
a central situation that has at least one un-
usual feature of far-reaching effect—the ha-
tred of mother for her own inoffensive child.
* * * The picture is admirably acted, * * *

Tivoli, Washington
EVE. STAR—The story * * * proves hu

man and absorbing. There are some fine

forest scenes. Emily Fitzroy, as the em-
bittered mother * * * gives a fine characteri-
zation, and Gertrude Olmsted, * * * shows
decided dramatic ability.

TIMES—The continuity is jumpy, and the
plot hops from one angle to another, for the

first two reels, * * * But the story is in-

teresting, and the actors and actorines do
their very best. * * *

"The Goldfish"— 1st Nat'l
FREE PRESS * * * another of the fro.

comedy-romances in which Constance
specialized, containing just enough of a p
to hold it together but never at any momi
taxing the intellect because of its intricaci
NEWS— It is a tricky theme, * * * a

might easily verge on the indelicate b
despite the fact the marriage institution
regarded not so seriously, the comedy
never offensive.

Capitol, Detroit
TIMES—Constance Talmadge is the ceni

of the show throughout * * *—and her w
some personality * * * illumines every ir

ment of the excellent comedy.
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"Happiness"—Metro-Goldwyn
Walnut, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—P e r s o t

who have been disappointed in their quest
happiness may receive more than a hint fro

this picture as to what constitutes genui'
contentment.
POST— Miss Taylor's work in "Peg

My Heart" was better * * * Cuteness can
carried too far. Miss Taylor's efforts to
a cute, unsophisticated and uneffected gi

makes her seem to us also a little feebl

minded.

Palace, Philadelphia
INQUIRER—* * * Much padding is v

dent in order to make it a full length ente

tainment. Its stody is of the Cinderella kit

and the star does numerous Pollyanna stun

to keep up the interest.

NORTH AMERICAN—Miss Taylor ga
a bouncing and exuberant performance. * *

BULLETIN—* * * Miss Taylor's deligl

ful natural acting and her individual litt

touches of comic by-play keep the onlooke
in constant laughing mood.
PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—Nicety

direction, combined with the superb actit

of Laurette Taylor, makes "Happiness" a vet!

entertaining picture.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)—There a
plenty of comedy touches interspersed wit

the pathetic incidents to furnish real ente

tainment.

"The Heart Bandit"—Metro-Gold.
Lyric, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—An exce
lent cast, headed by Viola Dana and Milto
Sills, are featured.
POST—somewhat of a crook-picture,

type which always proves interesting to hor
est folk. * * * has enough action to mak
it a fair entertainment.

"The Huntress"—1st Nat'l

New Grand, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—Miss Moore is cast in a rol

which is a wide departure from her recen
portrayals.

"Let Not Man Put Asunder"—Vita
Gift's, Cincinnati

POST—It is a long drawn out picture

much too long to enjoy, even tho one doe:

like the superb acting or posing of Lot
Tellegen.
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The Lone Wolf"—Asso. Exhibitors
Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS—Here's action, thrills, ro

tance, adventure galore, that leaps from our

V ole New York to the bad denizens of

aughty Paris.

NEWS— It is frankly a thriller, making
pretense to do anything in particula

ave to give the audience much vicarious

Iventure and excitement. In this endeavoi
is notably successful.

TIMES—There is furious action through

It. The camera work is of the finest.

Romance and adventure are controlling

lemes.

"The Marriage Circle"—Warners
Ohio, Indianapolis

STAR— * * * has turned out to be one
' the season's finest light domestic come
_es, with five Hollywood players givinc

erformances in the best European fashion.

"Men"—F. P.-L.

State, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—* * * Is distinctly continent;!

I story, atmosphere, direction, theme and

I

leatment, although filmed in this country am'

aortrayed by a cast who, with the exceptioi

)f the star, are popular American players.

"Montmartre"—F. P.-L.
Palace, Washington

HERALD—* * * unites, once again, thr

superb dramatic force of Ernest Lubitscli

and the brilliant emotional power of Pola
Negri. * * *

STAR—It is true that the photoplay has

spots in which a drag comes in evidence,

but these are more counterbalanced by the

sincerity displayed by Pola and the naive

touch of authenticity given by Lubitsch not

only in the action, but also in the fine

assembly of scenic embellishments.
TIMES—* * * supposedly depicts the

Montmartre of sixty years ago— * * *

Pola Negri, in the role of the girl, of-

fers a good account, though somewhat
stereotyped as all her enactions seem to be.

"My Man"—Vitagraph
Empress, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—Excellent direction by

,
David Smith and a cast of clever players

make this picture with its conventional "give

me your daughter or I'll ruin you" plot quite

interesting. * * *

"Pal O' Mine"—C. B. C.

Fay's Philadelphia
INQUIRER—Irene Rich plays the young

wife with a charm and convincingness that

is enjoyable and Al Roscoe is the young am-
bitious husband to the life. Willard Louis,

Josef Swickard, Pauline Garon and Jean De-
Briac, are also well cast. The audience was
appreciative.

"The Perfect Flapper"—1st Nat'l

Wisconsin, Milwaukee
JOURNAL—* * * Colleen is a sincere and

a clever actress, with a brilliant splash of

personality that puts her stuff across. * * *

Frank Mayo, rather contrary to his usual
custom, appears quite likeable and convinc-
ingly human as the hero. Sydney Chaplin

j
does excellent work.
NEWS—* * * Is about the finest picture

of its kind ever produced. It is a fast mov-
ing, cleverly acted picture, a knockout for

laughs, especially the Romeo scene which will

fairly "bowl" you over.

"Peter the Great"—F. P.-L.

Columbia, Washington
STAR—Russia's royal immortal has had

his many reincarnations via book and stage,
but never has he seemed so human ; so free

of blackening traditions and undue praise,

as in his screen personality. * * *

TIMES—* * * as one more answer to

those who condemn the moving pictures
comes the production of "Peter the Great"
* * * The result is a masterpiece.

"Restless Wives"—S. R.
Delmonte, St. Louis

POST-DISPATCH—There is a whirlwind
finish in which the husband takes enough time
off from business to give the villain his just

dues and win back his wife.
STAR—Doris Kenyon, Naomi Childers and

Burr Mcintosh keep the piece from becoming
altogether dull, although it is long-drawn out.

TIMES—* * * The cast used in the pro-
duction makes it rank among the unusual,
fames Rennie smiles through the film, and
hat good old favorite, Burr Mcintosh, also
las a role in the picture and again makes a
,ood showing.

"Singer Jim McKee"—F. P.-L.
Crandall's, Washington

STAR—With a plot involving a typical
westerner of the old school who suddenly
finds himself the guardian of his dead bandit
pal's daughter. Actor-Director Hart had
no trouble in making a picture replete with
thrills. * * *

"Slave of Desire"—Metro-Goldwyn
Rialto, Omaha

NEWS— It's a Balzac story, highly alle

'^orical. Some get it, some miss it. "Posh,"
remarked the man in the next seat.

WORLD-HERALD—* * * All praise goer

o George D. Baker for his fine direction
The story has ben made to flow along smooth
y from beginning to end, which is a wonder-
ful bit of work considering the difficulty of

transferring Balzac to the screen.

"This Freedom"—Fox
Imperial, Montreal

GAZETTE—* * * Is worth seeing, and
it times one is inclined to think it is almost
more interesting than the book. Excellent
acting by all members of the well-chosen cast

is a factor in making the story seem realistic

"Those Who Dance"—1st Nat'l
Chicago, Chicago

HERALD & EXAMINER—A tight story
lhat never stops; an excellent cast of good
players; a correct confidence in the fact that
Lhe rougher the film the more convincing tr

in audience. Tho ce who participated in thr

making of this cinema knew the essentials of

Tood melodrama.

Madison, Detroit
FREE PRESS—There is nothing preachy

about "Those Who Dance," but it cannot
fail to impress upon those who see it the
dangers which lurk in the vile stuff now
being sold as pure Scotch, and the trage-

dies which are almost sure to follow one who
attempts to outwit the law.

NEWS—"Those Who Dance," is a timely
picture, as truthful as melodrama dare be,

and it is acted with distinction by Miss Sweet
and the others.
TIMES—A well-constructed melodrama

not straying too far from the range of plausi

bility and given a flesh and blood presenta
tion by a group of character actors of ex
ceptional talent. * * *

Rialto, Omaha
DAILY NEWS—* * * Is worth a hundred

ermons by our best preachers and fifty raids
* * * an anti-booze medicine. It shows up botl^

the hooch and the hooch-makers. It isn't

propaganda, however. It's a thrillodrama with

no "gag" stuff. * * *

WORLD-HERALD—Because it is well of
the beaten path, carries a powerful lesson, bu'

not a preachment and is worked out dramat
ically with continuous suspense punctuatim
the fast-moving action, those who are for an''

those against prohibition are going to find it

very interesting.

"Three O'Clock In The Morning"—
Burr-S. R.—Central, Wash.

TIMES—Both the star and her support-
ing cast carry a rather long treatment of a

trite theme to a pleasing ending.

STAR—* * * a delightful story of an
even more delightful flapper.

"Three Weeks"—Metro-Goldwyn
Pa'ace, Montreal

GAZETTE—Ethical considerations side-

stepped, the picture is not without merit.

Those who like romance will see plenty of it.

"Through The Dark"—Metro-Gold.
Keith's, Cincinnati

COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—A story of

crooks and police and stool pigeons and rob-

beries and killings with a dash of the "pure
mother influence." * * * At either end of

the picture come along subtitles presenting
wholesome but somewhat dull sermons.
POST—There is little left to tell about

thieves. Stool pigeons, the crossing of wits
with the police and love. "Thru the Dark"
has it all and no more.

"Thy Name Is Woman"
McVickers, Chicago

HERALD & EXAMINER—* * * A film

worth feeing. It has its faults * * * but

those faults are submerged in the general ex-

cellence of the production. Skilfully cast and,

on the whole, carefully directed, it presents

a subtle appeal to those who find interest in

these subjects; sex, psychology and love.

JOURNAL—By all odds, it is the most
sophisticated of all the creeping chromos
shown this year. It manifests more advance,
more "feel" for the screen, more rigorous,

restrained drama than anything since "A
Woman of Paris."

"True As Steel"—Metro-Goldwyn
Park and Mall, Cleveland

NEWS—The picture seemed draggy, but if

you liked Aileen in "Three Weeks" you'll

probably like her in this picture. The ladies

will enjoy Gordon's performance.
PLAIN DEALER—Hughes' brain people

are too human and not quite dramatic enough
to support the four corners of the canopy, for

the story is a slender one. But you don't

often find so much humanness in a story—and
whatever is lost in the dramatic way is more
than made up by these very nearly "genuine"
people.

PRESS—As movies go, it is most unusual.

Because the movie pictures a single episode.
* * * The cast is a highly capable one.

Kings, St. Louis
POST DISPATCH—Miss Pringle does fine

work here. * * * The settings and photography
ire fine.

STAR—It is an agreeable picture and very
much the type of production that most movie
mdiences enjoy.
TIMES—Aileen Pringle verifies our belief

that she is destined for an important place in

the firmament of screen stars in "True as

Steel." * * *

"Wandering Husbands"—Hodkinson
Mission, Los Angeles
(Week ending June 14)

EXAMINER—Despite its obvious quality,

however, this new C. Gardner Sullivan pic-

ture has two notable points.

EXPRESS—Although the plot is not new,
yet it is intensely human in aspect and mat-
ters that touch everyday existence are, after
nil, subjects of more than passing interest.

HERALD—For "Wandering Husbands" is

a bully entertainment, despite the fact that
there is but one scene which is an out and out
new idea.

RECORD—The picture will be a revelation
in wild night life to those who have never
been inside a roadhouse cabaret or seen any
other pictures of this type.

TIMES—Really brilliant acting is done by
everybody in the cast. Lila Lee rises to the
heights of a fine emotionalism, vividly force
ful and arresting as well as colorful. * * *

Sun, Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—William Beaudine. the

director, has introduced many dramatic situa-
tions which are very true to life and has
added some comedy moments in the most un-
expected places.

"The White Moth"— 1st Nat'L
Baltimore

SUN— * * * A tolerably entertaining story
that lo-es somewhat by the prolix manner in

which it is handled. * * * Barbara La Marr
somewhat compensates for whatever shortcom-
ings you are apt to di'covcr.

"Wild Oranges"—Gold.-Cosmop.
Moon, Omaha

DAILY NEWS—* * * A Hergesheimer
thrillodrama, made weak by lack of comic
relief.

WORLD-HERALD—It has dramatic inten-

sity, gripping suspense and heart appeal but
is devoid of mushy sentiment, flapper antics
and other frivolous things.

"A Woman of Paris"—United Artists

Grand Central, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—For technique alone

the picture is by far the best ever made for

the screen. Its "touches" of directorial orig-

inality give it unique and effective presenta-
tion.

STAR— * * * It is a commonplace little

tragedy recounted with the deft detachment
of a true artist. Throughout there is much
sharply sardonic wit, but little humor, in "A
Woman of Paris."
TIMES— * * * The entire film is unusual.

It is particularly well filmed, and the direc-
tion is such as could only be done by a master.

"The Woman on the Jury"—1st Nat'l
Metropolitan, Washington

HERALD—The element of suspense is

strong, culminating in a climax of excep-
tional forcefulness in which the lone femi-
nine juryman wins over the eleven males to

a just decision.

STAR—* * *has been well directed. The
jury scene is especially convincing. * * *

Frank Mayo is manly and likeable. Lew
Cody is, * * * the suave but base deceiver.

Sylvia Breamer, however, does not rise to

her opportunities in the leading role.

TIMES—Despite a certain tendency to-

ward laggard action in its first one or two
reels. "The Woman on the Jury," * * *

may certainly be said to be one of the most
dramatic program pictures * * * in some
months.

"Women Who Give"—^rletro-Gold.
Colonial, Indianapolis

STAR—Reginald Barker, the director, has
taken the basis of his film from Sarah
Green's quite well read story of New Eng-
land fisherfolk, "Cape Cod Folks." He has
provided it with a good cast and several

seafaring sequences designed to make it a
second "Down to the Sea in Ships."

"The Yankee Consul"—Asso. Exhib.
Strand, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—* * * While it's not particu-

larly substantial entertainment, does dash

along at a fast and furious rate, sometimes

typically slapstick, and if you like Douglas

MacLean you'll probably enioy the picture.

Not quite as funny as The Hottentot, though,

it seems to us.

XF.WS— Douglas MacLean is the hero and
remembering his other high powered pictures,
* * * you will know what a treat is in store

for you.

On Friday, June 27th, at 8.30 P. M.
At the Town Hall, 123 West 43rd Street

The Directors of the Spectrum Films, Ltd.

announce
an interesting illustrative program

made by

the FRIESE-GREENE COLOR FILM PROCESS
to which the trade is invited.

Send your names for complimentary tickets to

Stuart M. Johnston, Business Manager,
Friese-Greene Color Film Process—Hotel McAlpin.
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25 By Sept. 1

'lat's Mayer's Production Goal

—

New Pictures Assigned Various
Directors

Production plans prepared for Met-
-Goldwyn by Louis B. Mayer pro-

de for twenty-five completed pro-

ictions by Sept. 1. Eight Metro-
oldwyns are now completed while

*c from Cosmopolitan are either

ady or slated for production.

The present production schedule

.Us for thirty-one pictures, but, of

iurse, all of these cannot be ready

y the opening of the fall season.

amon Novarro will star in "The
:andal' which Frank Borzage will

rect; Monta Bell, in addition to

irhe Snob", has been assigned "The
pan of Life"; "So This Is Marriage"

;id "Nothing to Wear", will be di-

eted by Hobert Henley. The cora-

iny recently purchased "Cheaper to

tarry" which Robert G. Vignola will

ake.

A future Victor Schertzinger film

ill be "Man and Maid"; King Vidor
down for "Wife of the Centaur'

id "Women and Wives". "Man and

le Moment", will be a future Elinor

ilyn Prod.

Brabin Back

Charles J. Brabin has returned

i'om Italy.

Skouras on Theater Deal?

Spyros Skouras of St. Louis is ex

cted in town today. His visit is

lid to be in connection with an im-

ortant theater deal involving his

onie city.

Hearing In St. Louis
Paramount Counsel Seeks to Dis-

prove Famous Had Monopoly
on Territory

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis—The first witness to tes-

tify before Judge Alvord in the Fed-
eral Trade Commission proceedings
against Famous Players was C. D.
Hill, president of the local Film
Board of Trade and the local man-
ager for the Producers Dist. Corp.
He testified he had no trouble sell-

ing his company's product in the local

territory and had encountered no un-
fair competition on the part of the

defendants. His only complaint, he
said, was the combinations of inde-

pendent exhibitors in a few cities and
the cut-price tactics of some ex-

changes during summer months. Hill

was called as a witness by Famous
Players.
Fred L. Cornwell. owner of the

Delmonte Theater and former presi-

dent of the Famous Players Missouri

Corp., was the only other witness at

the opening session. He told of gen-

eral first run conditions in St. Louis,

the ownership of theaters and matters

of like nature. He is the only ex-

hibitor that will be heard here. Sev-

eral more exchange men will testify

later.

Steen Closes Gov't Contract

A. G. Steen, of Sensitized Films,

nc, has closed a large contract with

he U. S. Government for Powers
Km. Powers has successfully met

he requirements of the Government
xperts at Washington. The con-

ern's plant at Rochester, N. Y., is

low installing new machinery for

inting the positive film base.

Want Woodhull
Jersey Exhibitors Favor Him Again1

As President—Asbury Meet-
ing On

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Asbury Park, N. J.—Despite th

act that R. F. Woodhull, three time;

nresident of the New Jersey M.
I. O. does not intend running agafin

for that office, his many friends rrfay

force him to do so. The sumrier

(Continued, on Page 2)

Blumenthal Sails Saturday

Ben Blumenthal. of Export and

Import Film, sails for Europe on the

Majestic Saturday.

Friedman Sails Today

Sydney Friedman, joint managing
director 'of F. B. O., Ltd., of Eng-
land sails today on the Berengana
He was enthusiastic yesterday over

the many kindnesses shown him

while in New York.

Mrs. Selden to Continue

Mrs. Edgar Selden states she has

definitely determined to continue the

plav and story agency conducted by

her late husband for the past ten

years. The office in the Astor Thea-

ter Bldp. will remain active as hereto-

fore, and Mrs. Selden herself will take

personal charge.

Meighan in MacFarlane Story

"Tongues of Flame", the last novel

[written bv Peter Clark MacFarlane

,vho died in San Francisco last week

las been purchased bv Famous for

'om Meighan. It will follow "The

Alaskan", now in production. The

locale of the story is Puget Sound

.jul the yarn itself deals with an at-

tempt to despoil Indians of their

lands.

Exhibitor Ass'n Patterned After

Federal Government, Is Steffes' Plan

Indicates Allied State Organization Will Meet With M. P. T.
O. A., But Insists Upon Naming the Terms—Won't

Attend Buffalo Convention

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—Rejecting William Brandt's invitation to attend
the Buffalo convention of the New York State M. P. T. O. where
a plan of unison might be worked out by opposing exhibitor fac-

tions, W. A. Steffes, president of the Allied States Organization,
has outlined a new scheme of organization.

His statement appears in the current issue of "Greater
Amusements," under the caption, "Peace Terms Outlined," and
gives in some detail what Steffes considers vital in order to nego-
tiate terms with the present M. P. T. O. A. These are

:

Disbandment of Allied and the M. P. T. O. A.
Naming of a committee on which both organizations as well

as unaffiliated states have equal representation, with members
given full power to act.

Formation of a new association em-
bracing all factions, governed by a
president and board of directors,
members of which are to be elected
by popular ballot in the states they
represent.

Raising of $250 000 to carry on or-
ganization work.

Steffes declared that he cannot
speak directly for Allied, but inas-
much as he heads that organization,
embracing many important states, it

seems safe to assume that his plan
will carry weight.

In declining Brandt's invitation,

Steffes pointed out that his action was
not to be construed as being opposed
to conciliation. Declaring that a new-
start must be made, he states in

"Greater Amusements":

The Details
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—The details of W. A.

Steffes' plan for a joint exhibitor or-

ganization, as outlined in "Greater
Amusements," follow:

A committee of three, or greater

proportionate number, would be

named, with all of the three factions,

the national body, the Allied group
and unaffiliated states given equal

representation. Members of this

committee would have power to dis-

band their respective organizations.

This committee would meet at some
central point, to agree upon a new
national association. A nomination

ballot then would be prepared and

sent to every theater owner of the

United States, asking him to vote for

a representative in his state. The ter

highest in each state then would be

declared nominated, and another vote

be taken to elect a representative in

each state.

(Continued on Paae 2)

O'Toole Silent

An advance copy of the

Steffes plan was forwarded to

Michael J. O'Toole, president

of the M. P. T. O. A., yester-

day for comment. Mr. O'Toole

declared he could make no
statement until we had studied

it and intimated that he may
communicate with Steffes di-

rect.

"We recognize the need for a uni-
ted national organization, but it must
be an organization built along the
right lines, with railroading and 'the

spoils system' completely divorced
from its administration."

Steffes' plan is comparable with the

construction of the Federal Govern-
ment. It calls for equal representa-

tion from each state, so that "the

spoils svstem," as he refers to it, can

be effectively eliminated. The details

of the plan of organization will be

found in an adjoining column.

The Gishes Arrive

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, featured

players in "Romola," arrived from

Europe yesterday on the Majestic.
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Famous Cancels Ball Park Contract
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Watertown, N. D.—Famous has
canceled the contract of Legeros
Bros, and A. Lokke, for service at a
ball park here. The protest of W. A.
Steffes, who operates the Water-
town, brought about the cancellation.

Want Woodhull
(Continued from Page 1)

convention of the Jersey unit official-

ly started yesterday and although no
actual business occurred, the senti-

ment for Woodhull was apparent.
Yesterday was registration day and

that was all that was done. Last
night, there was a dance at the Casino
at which were present Barbara La
Marr, Larry Semon, George Beban,
Sigrid Holmguist, Gaston Glass.
Hugh Thompson, Dagmar Godowsky,
Ben Lyons, Flora Le Breton and
Walter McGrail.
Many of the important circuit own-

ers brought down their house man-
agers. The Fabians will have ten
here, the Hildinger enterprises about
fifteen and Hecht circuit, about six.

A smattering of exhibitors from Penn-
sylvania, Massachusetts, Connecticut
and New York is expected. A spe-
cial committee of the national exhibi-

tor body will also attend.
At the banquet tonight at the New

Monterey, Louella O. Parsons, of the
New York American will be toast-

master. It is here that most of the

speeches will be made, included an
expected one from M. J. O'Toole.
The Jersey unit now represents 470
houses and an individual exhibitor
membership of 160.

Arrangements are in charge of
Harry P. Nelson, who, when he is

not handling convention matters is a
police judge in Elizabeth. Nelson
has handled the five Jersey meetings
to date. He must do them well, be-
cause no one ever thinks of trans-
ferring the honor.

Lichtman Returns
Al Lichtman is back from a mid-

western sales trip. He found that,

contrary to the usual belief, business
has not marked time pending nation-
al election developments.

Geo>tg
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Cot?
220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

INSURANCE
We have been handling

Motion Picture and Thea-
trical Insurance for the

past fifteen years and are

in a position to handle any
proposition—big or little.

Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Bryant 3040

Finish New Carey Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Camera work on
"Roarin' Rails," a new Harry Carey
picture, has been completed. Tom
Forman directed with Edith Roberts
and Wallace McDonald in the cast.

Warren Cook is playing a character
role in "The Story Without a Name",
Irvin Willat's current picture for Fa-
mous. Agnes Ayres and Tony Mo-
reno head the cast.

The Details
(Continued from Page 1)

The 48 representatives then would
meet and call a convention of theater
owners in the fall. Under the plan,

the 48 representatives, if desirous of

reducing their number for expediency,
would name a sub-committee which
would constitute a board of directors.

This board would have power to

elect a president, as well as all oth-
ers, would have jurisdiction over all

employes, and would be vested, in

fact, with all the powers of adminis-
tration, with a two-thirds vote of a

convention necessary to override any
of the board's decisions. The repre-

sentatives, or board members, would
be elected each year by the same pro-
cess as that originally employed.
The system of administration, pat-

terned after the nation's form of gov-
ernment, would eliminate "the spoils

system," for each representative or

board member would be elected by
his own state. This would assure

equal representation and more effi-

cient government, for the reason that

each representative would know the

sentiment of his constituents, and
would be answerable to them at the

elections, for his conduct in office.

A convention would be held each
year, and, with election of officers

eliminated, could devote all of its time

to constructive accomplishment, call-

ing to the attention of the board the

things wanted done. Two hundred
fifty thousand dollars would have to

be raised immediately to carry on
organization work.

West Coast Theater Convention
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Lon Angeles—The first annual con-

vention of the West Coast Theaters,

Inc. managers will be held July 7-10.

The meetings will be devoted to three

days of business and one day of en-

tertainment.

Memphis Organizes Film Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Memphis — The Memphis-Little
Rock Film Board of Trade has been
organized with the following officers

to function for one year: A. J. Cary,

president; Sol Davis, vice-president;

W. E. Sipe, treasurer. At a later

date a secretary will be appointed.

James Kirkwood has the male lead

opposite Mae Murray in "Circe".
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"Changing Husbands" at the

Box Office

CHANGING HUSBANDS, the FAMOUS FORTY release for August
11th, is being given pre-release showings this week at the Rivoli, New York,

and the Metropolitan, Los Angeles. Exhibitors who have booked THE FA-
MOUS FORTY will be as pleased as we are at the excellent business the

picture is doing at both houses and the enthusiastic way it is being received

by public and critics alike. ^ ~
... _. "•

"CHANGING HUSBANDS has the whole town laughing and crowds

are storming the Metropolitan Theatre to get in on the fun," says a wire from
Los Angeles. And here are some reviews:

" 'Changing Husbands' is in six reels, a hundred laughs, and about nineteen gasps.

Leatrice Joy is marvelous in the dual role. Miss Joy is gorgeously beautiful in this

picture as well as gorgeously artistic. Victor Varconi is wonderfully attractive and

gives a flawless characterization. What a wonderful kid that Raymond Griffith is. And
what a great comedienne Zasu Pitts has become." -—Los Angeles Times.

"Leatrice Joy gives every promise of becoming one of the foremost cinema stars.

Her dual characterization and work in 'Changing Husbands' is far superior to anything

she has done before on the screen. Raymond Griffith improves with each new role.

When his name is listed in a cast one may look forward to enjoying every moment he

is shown cavorting on the screen." —Los Angeles Daily News.

CHANGING HUSBANDS has the disadvantage in New York of opening

in the first real hot week of the summer. In spite of this, business has been

great and the crowds have not been slow in showing that here is exactly the

type of picture they want. The reviewers say:

"It is one of Paramount's Famous Forty and bids fair to be one of those rare cinema

pieces which lives up to its advance notices. Yesterday's audience was amused and

entertained and showed no hesitancy in expressing its feelings. The laughter was prac-

tically continuous." —N. Y. Evening Bulletin.

"You really ought to like 'Changing Husbands.' It is good entertainment. All very

amusing." —N. Y. Daily News.

"There is so much packed into this picture that one leaves with the feeling of having

witnessed a comedy and the circus all in one afternoon." ,—N. Y. Times.

Here is just a taste of what THE FAMOUS FORTY can do in actual

performance. Are YOU going to play them?

S. R. KENT.
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LOVE OF WOMEN'
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A picture with a different basic theme

A story which revolves around an
interlocutory decree of divorce

A forceful drama of life today
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Newspaper Opinions

New York
"The Perfect Flapper"—First Nat'l

Strand
AMERICAN—Colleen Moore is one of the

best comedians on the screen. She never
misses a chance to put over a scene and she
seems to have a natural affinity for getting
the best out of every comedy situation.

BULLETIN—* * * reflects the feeling
that the players enjoyed making "The Per-
fect Flapper." Certainly every girl and wo-
man in New York will enjoy seeing it.

DAILY NEWS—You're going to love her
work in this picture. She isn't afraid to

laugh and she isn't afraid to cry. Her sense
of comedy in the scene where she innocently
gets ginney is beyond criticism.

EVENING JOURNAL—Miss Moore is

vivaciously atractive, and although the story
is not as well balanced, * * * as "Flaming
Youth," there are several snappy situations,

and an entertaining plot.

EVENING WORLD—* * * is not perfect,

by a long shot. However, it is certain that
the modern generation will get a great deal

of pleasure from seeing their own antics
and doings depicted on the screen,

MORNING TELEGRAPH — Colleen
Moore's cleverness and her dexterity in this

type of role, together with good work in the
emotional scenes, relieves the monotony of

the story.

POST—There isn't anything very startling
about it, pro or con, but it provides fairly

pleasant entertainment, and Colleen Moore
is very huggable, what time she isn't acting
in such silly fashion that you'd like to spank
her.

SUN—'When our heroine is on the screen
this photoplay entertains. It does so, how-
ever, without much aid from the scenario
* * #

"The Perfect Flapper" is Colleen Moore at

her best.

TELEGRAM—They made no mistake in

naming the new film at the Mark Strand
Theater this week, for Miss Moore is in-

deed "The Perfect Flapper." John Francis
Dillon directed the picture, which is an ad-
mirable lead in the big program.
TIMES—Colleen Moore * * * is entirely

satisfactory in her portrayal of the unsophis-
ticated girl who subsequently imbibes too
much knowledge.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—While going

to great lengths for the purpose of amplify-
ing the feminine lightweights the picture looks
a certainty as a program leader in the upper
class houses.

"Revelation"—Metro-Gwyn.

Capitol
AMERICAN—"Revelation," I should say,

is a picture that reviewers try to forget. But
I have to say in all fairness that when I
peeped in at the Capitol yesterday, the au-
dience seemed to be enjoying it.

BULLETIN—Miss Dana's performance is

a creditable one * * * It is far too long and
this detracts considerably from its enter-
tainment value.
EVENING WORLD—* * * fails to re-

veal very much to us * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * Reflects
great credit upon its producers, and upon
everyone concerned in its making. It tells

a fine, serious story, finely and seriously.
* * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * suitable
for all theaters except those where the pa-
trons demand violence and the strong arm.
POST—A lovely story, poorly done * * *

Viola Dana and Monte Blue * * * fail to

get out of their parts any more than a small
segment of the dramatic flavor in them.
TELEGRAM—There is colorful and vivid

screen in the story of Joline, a model of

the Paris Montmartre * * *

TIMES—* * * Possesses a fair quota of

entertainment. The scenic effects are em-
phatically impressive. * * * Most of the in-

terior settings are decidedly pleasing.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—The picture

is decidedly draggy in spots and as it now
runs an hour and a quarter, could easily

stand further cutting, which might speed it

up somewhat.
WORLD—The audience yesterday seemed

to think it was magnificent, while we allowed
it was pretty terrible.

"Unguarded Women"—F. P.-L.
Rialto

AMERICAN—Whoever had the bright
idea that Miss Daniels could play something

more than a bread and butter miss had more
than a mere hunch. He had an inspiration.
Her performance * * * by far the best thing
she has ever done.
BULLETIN—One might well quarrel with

the solution * * * as provided by the author.
The idea of a widow killing herself to be
with her dead husband, and incidentally to
evolve a "happy" ending for another pair of
lovers * * *

But that does not keep the picture from
being engrossing throughout.

DAILY MIRROR—* * * Characteriza-
tions are distinct and dextrous, and if at
times you have difficulty in following the
plot all you have to do is to watch Leatrice
Joy's facial expression and she will give the
keynote to the proceedings.

HERALD-TRIBUNE— Alan Crosland's
direction has made this story something bet-
ter than the usual screen regeneration. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The lighting
and photography are also worthy of note,
and whether the story appeals to you, there
will always be something pleasing on the
screen to meet the eye.
POST—* * * is notable for its all round

excellence * * * is mighty interesting and
.vay above the summer season average.
SUN—* * * it must be admitted without

eserve that Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix,
Mary Astor, Walter McGrail and the highly
theatrical crises in which they entangled
themselves are thoroughly entertaining, * * *

"Unguarded Women" is sometimes pre-
posterous but never boring.

TELEGRAM—* * * picture has the as-
sistance of those star players, Bebe Daniels,
Richard Dix and Mary Astor.

* * * excellent adaptation * * *

TIMES—There are some good scenes in

China, and the acting of Walter McGrail,
who impersonates Trent, is especially com-
pelling. The subtitles of this picture are too
lofty and verbose.
TIMES SQUARE DAILY—As the feat-

ure for any house, "Unguarded Women" is

okay. This is largely due to the splendid
work of Dix and Miss Astor, as Miss Dan-
iels has an unattractive role which is not
relieved by her playing.

Out-of-Town
" The Bedroom Window"—F. P.-L.

Century, Baltimore
AMERICAN—It is a pleasure to see Ethel

Wales walk away with the photoplay * * *

"The Bedroom Window" is a good picture
as murder-mystery pictures go, and Miss
Wales is the best thing about it.

SUN—* * * strikes us as being about the
best of the murder-mystery movies to which
we have laid an eye for many moons. * * *

The picture, among other things, gives
Ethel Wales her biggest part to date. * * *

De Mille's direction, * * * is excellent and
among the best he has ever given us.

Fenway, Boston
TRANSCRIPT—Makes the spectator go

home wondering * * * how the producer
managed to spend all the time he did on
incidents which * * * appear to flit themselves
by without the passage of time at all * * *

how so many good actors can possibly have
given him the impression of having accom-
plished absolutely nothing in the delights of

their profession.

Capitol, Cincinnati
COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—* * * full

of suspense of a particularly breath-taking
nature.
POST—* * * we are bound to say that

this is a good mystery photoplay.

Granada, San Francisco
(Week Ending June 14)

BULLETIN—* * * is a mystery comedy
of the highest order, with a wealth of dra-
matic episodes that work to a smashing cli-

max * * *

CALL and POST—It's theme is unique. It

is a mystery comedy drama in which both
the principals, the heroine and the villain,

are unknown almost until the last scenes of

the picture.

CHRONICLE—A fascinating and absorb-
ing tale, this, with murder as its foundation
and the working out of the problem as to

who committed it for the superstructure.

DAILY HERALD— It is a capital comedy
mystery picture.

DAILY NEWS—* * * has the merit of

being good fun. or telling its yarn for the
yarn's sake, and of being more than fairly

probable.

EXAMINER—The story works up to a
thrilling climax after a series of scenes of a

highly dramatic nature.

JOURNAL—So absorbing is the theme of
the story and the excellent characterization
of this actress that it is easy to accept the
minor flaws in he rest of the picture.

"Broadway After Dark"—Warners
Regent, Rochester

JOURNAL—* * * it is all set forth by
an excellent cast and the result is a sophisti-
cated, amusing drama. Adolph Menjou has
the leading role, and the others apparently
have taken their cue from the beautiful re-

straint and finish of his acting.
HERALD—* * * is making brilliant the

Regent Screen for the week. * * *

TIMES-UNION—Monta Bell, the direc-

tor, has done a very clever piece of work
with Owen Davis' old stage play, on the
whole, though the result of his work is noth-
ing to deserve very serious consideration and,
here and there, merits criticism for lapses
to unpardonable cheapness.

"The Broken Wing"—Preferred
Hipp, Cleveland

NEWS—There is plenty of action in the
picture, but somehow it doesn't seem to

register. There are a few comedy touches
that will bring laughter from the audience.
* #

PLAIN DEALER—* * * pretty interest-

ing and well done. It hasn't much action
but an undercurrent of genial humor saves
it from tediousness. Miriam Cooper, as the
heroine, looks more attractive and alluring

than we have ever seen her. * * * Walter
Long plays the Mexican bandit excellently

—

PRESS—A rather interesting picture * * *

"Cytherea"—1st Nat'l

Garrick, Minneapolis
TRIBUNE—Lewis Stone gives a finished

characterization as the middle aged man
* * * elopes with a society woman. Alma
Rubens, * * * is at all times good and dis-

plays a gorgeous array of costumes. Irene
Rich gives an excellent portrayal of the wife.

"The Dancing Cheat"—Universal
Rivoli, St. Louis

POST DISPATCH—The locale of "The
Dancing Cheat" makes it unusually interest-

ing.

STAR—"The Dancing Cheat," * * * is

third rate. Alice Lake and Herbert Raw-
linson are the stars. * * * And the plot is

ridiculous.

TIMES—"The Dancing Cheat," * * *

lives up to all promises of entertaining po-
tentialties.

"Daring Youth"—Principal
Alhambra, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—William Beaudine directed
the picture. He has made it better than av-
erage entertainment and has even given bits
of inspiration to some scenes. * * *

Bebe Daniels is nice to look upon and wears
stunning clothes * * * However, she has done
much, much better work.

"The Fighting American"—Universal
Randolph, Chicago

TRIBUNE—* * * while not one to wring
your hearts one way or the other, is a pleas-
ant enough program production. Not a great
deal of sense to it—but enough.

Bway, Strand, Detroit
FREE PRESS—* * * a rousing good ad-

venture story. * * * it is typical of red-
blooded young America from the very start.
NEWS—* * * and it must greatly re-

dound to the credit of William Elwell Oliver,
who wrote "The Fighting American," that
he has splendidly realized on a big chance.
Credit is likewise due Tom Forman, the di-
rector, whose sense of satire seems to be as
highly developed as that of Mr. Oliver.
TIMES—The picture is melodramatic and,

naturally, full of thrills. Pat O'Malley, in
the leading role, does everything that Frank
Merriwell could have done in his Merri-
wellist days.

"The Galloping Fish"—1st Natl
Circle, Indianapolis

STAR—* * * a gay farce, with a cast of
experts who have graduated from the two-
reelers. * * * There are plenty of laughs
in this new Ince film, and the flood sequence,
with a circus menagerie floating about pro-
vides some good comedy thrills.

"How To Educate a Wife"—Warners
Rialto, Washington

HERALD—The direction of Monta Bell

deserves high praise. * * * The acting of

Marie Prevost and Monte Blue in the leading
roles is a thing worth seeing. * * *

The action moves zippily, amusingly with
good tempo. The comedy element, while not
overemphasized, is fine.

STAR—* * * a delightful satire on con-
ditions in the modern home, * * * well di-

tected by L. Monta Bell.

TIMES—* * * merry entertainment for

both men and women, aided chiefly by Marie
Prevost, Monta Bell, Claude Gillingwater and
Creighton Hale.
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* * * Monta Bell makes his people human
' beings, not mere screen puppets, and handles

;
the story with skill—especially in the injec-

tion of funny situations.

"King of Wild Horses"—Pathe
Cameo, San Francisco
(Week Ending June 14)

BULLETIN—* * * without doubt, Rex,

i
the equine actor, has never had an equal in

his particular line.

CALL and POST—The performance of

this horse is nothing short of wonderful.

There is not a scene in which Rex does not

fulfill every demand made of him * * *

CHRONICLE—Hal Roach deserves credit

for the fine way in which he produced this

picture.
DAILY HERALD—It is all about a

•\ horse; yet it is a singularly interesting film,

holding the interest until the close.

DAILY NEWS—* * * is a thrilling and
beautiful picture. It has the elements that

go to make a popular film * * *

"The Love Prisoner"
California, San Francisco

(Week Ending June 14)

BULLETIN—Miss Novak has a dual role
1

* * * Her work upon the whole is convinc-

ing, although there are some lapses.

CALL and POST—* * * not only touches

the heart but unfolds a well told story. The
f., situations are dramatic * * * and hold the

\ fnterest as few pictures ever do.

CHRONICLE—Starting with an unpleas

; ant theme, Director Whitman Bennett has

\ made of it a picture that shows honesty and

a great deal of technical skill.

DAILY HERALD—It is an interesting

production * * * the star creditably acquits

II herself in the double role, leading to a

gripping climax.
DAILY NEWS—Its honesty of telling

* * * and power place it wholly out of the

I common run of films. It belongs to the

rarely seen * * * pictures that adults maj
i take seriously.

EXAMINER—The dramatic fervor of the

I picture is very intense, allowing Miss Novak
wide scope of interpretation.

JOURNAL—"The Love Prisoner" may
J possibly possess the germ of a great idea,

I
but nobody wants to look at a motion picture

i] through a microscope.

"A Man's Mate"—Fox
Strand, Washington

HERALD—John Gilbert gives a pleasing

performance, * * * picture holds the atten

tion throughout. Mr. Gilbert is ably sup
ported by Renee Adoree.
TIMES—John Gilbert, • • • does the fin

est work of his career and Renee Adoree
wins new laurels.* * *

The group scenes of this picture are

worthy of special mention for careful thought

and execution are evident throughout.

"Recoil"'—Metro-Goldwyn
Strand, San Francisco
(Week Ending June 14)

CHRONICLE—* * * it has strength and

vigor and an interesting story.

DAILY HERALD—The story is intrig-

uing and thrilling.

DAILY NEWS— It's an entertaining story

and quite well told. Mahlon Hamilton is

likable and Betty Blythe looks thoroughly

gorgeous * * *

EXAMINER—Betty Blythe * * * acts

the part vividly and brings to it her wealth

of motion picture experience.

St. Louis Musicians Seek Increase

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Managers of picturt

theaters have received a new scale

from the musicians local, which would
raise the present salaries $6, effective

in August. Just what action will be

taken by the managers has not been

decided upon.

Producers Dist. Designated in Dela.

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.—Producers Distribut-

ing Corp. (Hodkinson) has been des-

ignated to do business in this state.

Trenton, N. J.—Producers Dis-

tributing Corp., New Jersey, has been

dissolved.

Get a Suspended Sentence
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Canton, O.—Eleven exhibitors ar-

rested on charges of violating Sun-
day blue laws and fined originally

$25 apiece, receiver suspended sen-
tences and were let off with the pay-
ment of costs.

Two on Location at Boulder Creek
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Santa Cruz, Cal.—The Paramount
company making the next Wm. Far-
nuin production, is here shooting ex-
teriors. A Universal unit is also work-
ing here.

Three Taken Over by New Company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Bellefontaine, O.—The Bellefon-
taine Amusement Co. has been form-
ed to take over the three theaters
operated by Daniel Gutilla. Cleve-
land, Millersburg and Delaware in-

terest are back of the venture.

Paramount Enterprises To Build
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Miami— Paramount Enterprises,
Inc. has filed plans for an eight story
building and theatre with a seating
capacity of $2,500, which will be erect-
ed at a cost of $800,000.

Bostonians Protest Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—Mayor Curley heard more
than 300 citizens of Roslindale pro-
test the erection of a new theater at

3.38 Belgrade Ave. Mrs. V. Rollins,

who will erect the house, has aban-
ooned work, awaiting the outcome of
the hearing.

Gothic Starts Production
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—R. William Neill is

directing "Vanity's Price" for Gothic
Pictures at the F. B. O. The cast
includes Anna Q. Nilsson, Wyndham
Standing, Stuart Holmes, and Arthur
Rankin. The story is an original by
Paul Bern.

Majestic in Spectacular Fire

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kalama, Wash.—The Majestic was

destroyed by fire in a $150,000 blaze

which wiped out an entire business
block. Mrs. Ruby Smith was owner.

New Eastern Film Completed

Work on "Her Own Free Will,"
featuring Helene Chadwick, has been
finished by Eastern Prod, at the Bio-

graph studios. It is on the Hodkin-
son release schedule for July 20.

Will Make Pictures in Port Henry
Port Henry Pictures Corp. will

start its first production July 15, at

"Arctic City," Port Henry, N. Y.
Title of the picture and star will be
announced later.

Exhibitor Heads Theater Supply Co.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo.—Ira J. Cooley,

formerly an exhibitor at Spickard, is

now head of the Yale Theater Sup-
ply Co.

In The Courts
A default judgment for $14,767 was

filed in the Supreme Court yesterday

by Fred B. Warren against Felix A.

Sommerfield on a note made by the

defendant on May 29, 1923. The pa-

pers were served on the defendant at

the Hotel Astor.

Suit filed by the American Sensi-

tized Film Co., against Fred J. Har-
rison was dismissed when the paintiff

failed to appear. The original allega-

tion held that Harrison kept $5,780

out of $14,340 given him to buy raw
film from the Eastman Kodak Co.,

for shipment to Russia.

An attachment for $9,927 has been
filed in the Supreme Court by Martin

J. Heyl against the Arrow Film Corp.

for a sum alleged to be due on the

production and distribution of the

picture, "Little Red School House."
Heyl alleges that under the agree-

ment made in 1922 he was to receive

at least $35,000, and that the amount
sued for is still due.

Burt Finishes Two-Reelers

William P. Burt has completed foui

two-reel installments of "In the Sha-

dows of the City", which features

Nellie Burt and Leslie Austen. Pro-

duction is at Chatham, N. Y.

Political Reel at Palace

"Tammany", an exploitation trailer,

is being shown at the Palace this

week. Special holiday films have also

been used at other Keith houses. The
scenarios for "Tammany" and the

special films were written by Walter

"Janice Meredith" Premiere

Cosmopolitan announces that the
premiere of "Janice Meredith" will

take place at the Cosmopolitan on or
about July 1.

Next Week on Broadway
"The Code of the Wilderness" will

be the feature of the Rialto next
week. "The Enemy Sex" will be the
attraction at the Rivoli.

Virginia Morris Joins Schulberg

Virginia T. Morris, in charge of fan

and special publicity for Preferred
since the inception of that organiza-
tion, has joined B. P. Schulberg Prod.
Inc., handling advertising and pub-
licity.

Capitol in Summer Garb
New carpets in the auditorium and

promenades, a new refrigerating

plant, additional ventilating ducts,

light covers on chairs, scrims on the

stage and settings, light uniforms for

the ushers and house attendants, and
fresh flowers to decorate the interior

and exterior of the building, are all

part of the new summer garb with
which "Roxy" has dressed the Cap-
itol.
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contract for all
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7avor Block Booking
ghty Per Cent of Exhibitors Prefer

This Plan, Witness Testifies in

St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—Famous Players intro-

iced testimony of five rival ex-

iangemen, to show there is free and
five competition among distrib-

ors in this territory, in establishing

V.'fense of monopoly charges made
/ the Government. All denied en-

)untering unfair tactics on the part

the defendant's, testifying their re-

aective exchanges obtain first runs in

t. Louis and surrounding key cities.

The witnesses included George E.

IcKean, Fox; Nat Steinberg, Colum-
ia Pictures; Harry Hynes, St. Louis

ilm Co.; E. L. Alperson, Universal,

iid Russell McLean, First National,

ho testified that eighty per cent of

xhibitor9 prefer block booking.
Examiner Alvord overruled an at-

Smpt by Counsel Fuller, for the

immmission, to introduce the inter-

(Continued on Page 5)

'hree New Theater Firms Chartered
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Springfield, 111.—Eileen M. feynch

A. B. Roderick and Louis Laemmle
lave formed the Citv Theater Co.,

apital $10,000; Casino Theater Co.,

apital $6,000, and the Marion Thea-
ter Co., capital $4,000, with headquar-
ers in the First Nat'l Bank Bldg.,

Thicago.

Renews Lyon's Contract
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—First National has ex-

rcised a year's option on Ben Lyon's
ontract.

End To "Blue" Laws
Woodhull Sees Time Ripe to Elimi-

nate Old Statutes—Banquet
Last Night

(Special i» THE FILM DAILY)
Asbury Park. N. J.—R. F. Wood-

hull, in his annual report to the Jer-
sey exhibitors here pointed out that

he believed the time was about ripe

to eliminate from the statute books,
the present "blue" laws.
He also touched upon the radio

situation and spoke about the differ-

ence in exhibitor opinion over the

manner in which this factor might
be met. At one point he suggested

a way out of the difficulty might be

for theaters to arrange for private

broadcasting of their own. Exhibit-

ors are urged by Woodhull not to

fight the music tax in the courts but

to await action of some nature from
Washington.

(Continued on Page 5)

Stroheim Signs?
Reported in New Deal with Metro-

Goldwyn—To Make "Merry
Widow"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— It is reported that

Erich Von Stroheim has signed a new-

contract with Metro-Goldwyn. His
next picture will be "The Merry
Widow," starring Mae Murray, but
this will be made under the old agree-

ment.

W. E. Atkinson of Metro-Goldwyn
said yesterday he had not heard about
the Stroheim contract.

Warners' Distribution Set

Distribution of the 1924-25 Warner
product has been closed 100 per cent.

The first six for the new season are

"Three Women." "Find Your Man,'
"Dcburau." "This Woman," "How
Baxter Rutted In." and "The Dark
Swan."

Zaring Plans New House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis—A. C. Zaring, ownei
of the North Star and Gar-rick, will

build a 1,200 seat house on Central

Ave. The policy has not been de-

termined, but pictures will probably

be shown.

Semon Film For 1st Nat'l?

Tt was reported yesterday that

"The Girl in the Limousine," star-

ring Larrv Semon will be distributed

through First National.

Warren Wins Suit
Gets $39 500 Judgment In Suoreme

Court Against Associated
Producers

P. R. Warren "-on bis three vear

old =nit for commissions against As-

sociated Producers, Tnc bv a iurv

verdict rendered ves+erdav in Part

Thirteen. New York Suoreme Court.

before justice Churchil'. The jury

awarded Warren a judgment for $39.-

500 for domestic and foreign commis-
sions under his contract as general

manager of distribution for the or-

ganization that comprised Thomas
H. Ince. Mack Sennett, Allan Dwan.
Maurice Tourneur, Marshall Neilan.

T. Parker Read. tr. and George Loane

Tucker as its members and owners.

The defendant corporation in

March 1921 breached Warren's con-

tract four months before its expiration

and he promptly filed suit through
(Continued on Page 5)

New Mail Service O'Toole Declines
Plans to Carry Messages and Films
Across Country in Less Than

Two Days

Effective July 1, the Post-Office

Department will inaugurate a trans-

continental air mail service for which
film shipments will be eligible. This
arrangement was made through the

Hays office.

The New York mail is designed to

leave here for the West at 10 A. M.,

Eastern Time and arrive at San Fran-

cisco the next day at 5:45 P. M.,

Pacific Time. Eastbound, a plane
(Continued on Page 5)

Warner Committee to Meet
The next meeting of the special

Warner committee of seven who
were named at the recent coast con-

vention to act as sort of buffer be-

tween the home office and the field

organization will be held in New
York next month. Meetings are

scheduled four times a year.

Three New Principal Franchisers

Three new Principal franchise hold-

ers have been announced. They are:

Second National Pictures of 111.,

(Balaban & Katz); for Chicago and

Northern Illinois; Milwaukee Film

Co., for Wisconsin and the H. Lieber

Co., Indianapolis, for Indiana.

Merger Bulletin Appears
Metro-Goldwyn will issue a series

nf pictorial bulletins to the Loew
houses throughout the country

to acquaint patrons with person-

alities of the merger. The first has I

already appeared.

Will Not Attend The Buffalo Con-
vention—Says His Time is All

Taken Up
iM. J. O'Toole has declined to at-

tend the Buffalo convention at which
Billy Brandt hoped to bring about

some sort of a mutual understanding

on the part of M. P. T. O. A. lead-

ers and those of the Allied States

Organization.
O'Toole, in a letter to Brandt, says

he must decline because "in carry-

ing out the comprehensive lines of

procedure laid down at the Boston

convention and since then augument-
ed by the action of several meetings

of our national board of directors,

all my time will be taken up."

He declares he is scheduled to at-

tend the Jersey convention, now
under way at Asbury Park, a meeting

of Maryland, Virginia and District of

Columbia exhibitors on July 1; and

a Western New York meeting at

Rochester on July 22. O'Toole will

also go to Harrisburg on a censor-

ship matter.

Skirboll Wins 1st Nat'l Prize

The prize winners of the eight

weeks' sales drive conducted by First

National from Dec. 16 to Feb. 9,

have been announced. The district

manager's prize was won by Joseph

Skirboll. of the Western district. The
Los Angeles staff won first prize for

the branch award, with Pittsburgh,

second, and Atlanta, third.

Hays, The Guest
Arbitration Society G ;"es Him Din

ner.at Biltmore—Many Film
Heads Attend

Will H. Havs was the guest_ of

honor at a dinner given him last night

bv the Arbitration Society of America

hi the Italian Garden at the Bilt-

more.

The function was in the form of

a reeocnition of what the film indus-

trv has rlone to advance the use of

arbitration in settling disputes in busi-

ness. It is gencrallv known that in

the year or so that the joint arbi-

tration boards have been functioning,

over 5,000 cases have been settled out

of court. This represents only those

that actually came before the boards

in the thirty-one key cities where they

operate. The Arbitration Society feels

that in the picture industry, a practi-

cal application of the principle of

(Continued on Page 5)

New Company at New Haven, Conn.

New Haven, Conn.—Popular play-

ers. Inc.. has been formed to produce.

Many Connecticut citizens are identi-

fied with it.

Leave For Convention
Educational Home Office Executives

and Eastern Managers Off Today
For Coast Meeting

Home office executives and Educa-

tional managers of the Eastern dis-

trict leave today for Chicago, where

they will meet, on their way to Los

Angeles to attend the third annual

sales convention which starts July 1.

The Mid-West group will be picked

up at Kansas City and Newton, Kan.

E. W. Hammons, president, will

attend, as will A. S. Kirkpatrick. gen-

eral manager, and D. J. Chatkin, sales

manager. Other home office execu-

tives include: R. J. Wilson, assistant

to Ghatkin; Gordon White, advertis-

ing and publicity head and Lowell V.

Calvert, supervisor of exchanges.

They will be accompanied by Capt.

G. Mac L. Baynes and Harvey Day,

representing Kinograms and Hal

Hodes, New York manager.
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Quotations
High Low Close Sales

East. Kod. 107*4 107/, 107-/ 600
F. P.-L 75/ 75 75 1,200
do pfd Not quoted

Goldwyn .. 19/ 13/ 13/ 200
Loevv's .... 15/ 15/ 15/ 800
Warner's Not quoted

Coast Brevites
{Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Victor Schertzinger is

busy editing "Bread", for Metro-
Goldwyn.

John Roche has been signed by the
Warners under a five year contract.

Winifred Bryson has been added
to the cast of "Temperament".

King Vidor has completed "Don't
Deceive Your Children".

GREENE

cLU 3ecraC da U~!

Ge°*g
e £. **?2

Cot?
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220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

GEVAERT
RAW STOCK
Negative — Positive

As Qood As The Best

JOHN D. TIPPETT, Inc.

GEVAERT FILM
1540 B'way N. Y. C.

New Story Preparation
A new method of preparing stories

for production lias been inaugurated
by F. Lloyd Sheldon, one of the sup-
ervising editors at the Eastern studios
of Famous. This provides for the
adaptation of books and plays by well
known novelists. After these writers
have made their treatment, scenarists
will then put the material into techni-
cal form.
To this end three writers already

have been engaged for the forthcom-
ing Bebe Daniels productions. They
are John Russell, Eugene Walter and
Robert E. Sherwood.

Reorganize Green Bay Committee
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Green Bay, Wis.—The local Better
Films Committee has been reorgan-
ized and renamed a Committee of
Ten., the purpose of which will be
to arouse the interest of the public
in better films.

Selznick Denies Responsibility
The appearance in a Los Angeles

newspaper of an advertisement on be-
half of "Daughters of Today," link-

ing that Selznick picture with a no-
torious Chicago murder is blamed by
the distributing company on the press
agent of the theater, Chine's Broad-
way. Immediate objection was taken
to the copy by the Better Business
Bureau of Los Angeles. Selznick
ordered an investigation and was ad-
vised by its manager that the theater
should be held responsible.

Ross Back of New Company
A. E. Ross has formed the Ameri-

can Progressive Pictures, Inc. Offices
have been opened at 130 W. 46th St.

The new company will first produce,
"Thy Will Be Done " to be directed
by Bob Webb Lawrence.

Farnum Coming East
William Farnum, who recently

completed "The Man Who Fights
Alone" for Famous, is expected to-
day on his way to his summer home
at Sag Harbor, L. I.

Cohn Watching Production
'(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Jack Cohn is here for
the entire summer. H e will work in

conjunction with his brother. Harry-
on the C. B. C. production schedule.

Ince Starts "Dr. Nye"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Thos. H. Ince will

make "Doctor Nye" before "Christine
of the Hungary Heart." The change
was made because the lead Ince
wants for the latter is at present en-
gaged. Work on "Doctor Nye,"
starts in a week.

Off to Europe Saturday

Maryan L. Pisarek, vice-president
of the newly formed Seven Seas Film
Corp., of 729 7th Ave., leaves on Sat-

urday for Europe, aboard the Majestic

to visit Poland and surrounding coun-
tries investigating conditions.

Nazimova Starts Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Nazimova has begun
work on "Madonna of the Streets,"

under direction of Edwin Carewe.
She is being co-featured with Milton
Sills.

Mary Forest Produces Play
"Shooting Shadows" a three act

play produced by Mary Forest, opens
tonight at the Ritz. Miss Forest, a
play broker collaborated with Charles
Vidor, father of King Vidor.

Harry Rathner on Trip

Harry Rathner, special representa-
tive for Principal, is on a tour of ex-
changes.

Grand-Asher Form New Company
Sam Grand and Harry Asher have

formed the Blue Ribbon Feature Film
Co., chartered with a capital of $1,000.

Hope Hampton in Another

As soon as she has completed work-

in "The Price of a Party" Hope
Hampton will appear in "Are Mod-
ern Girls Virtuous?" for release

through Associated Exhibitors.

Alma Rubens Coastward Bound
Alma Rubens leaves for Los An-

geles Saturday to play the leading
role in "The Price She Paid." James
Young will direct.

Wilkerson on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Billy Wilkerson is

here on business for Charles C. Burr.

New Series on F. B. O. Schedule

A series of eight society dramas
with a feminine lead, is on the F. B.

O. 1924-25 schedule.

COMING SOON
Helene -

Chadwick
m

PTromrhe popular «onj bij

ETHEL M. DELL
Directed 64 Paul Scardon

eastun productions** PRODUCERS

HER OWN
FREE WILE

RELEASED BY
DISTRIBUTING CORP.

Season 1924-1925 Thirty First Run Pictures

Warns Against "Wild Cat" Pictur

International News Reel has war
ed New York State exhibitors again
booking "Wild Cat" pictures of tl

Milk Fund bouts, which will be he
tonight. International will make
feature of the fights.

"Recoil" At Capitol

"Recoil," by Rex Beach, will 1

the feature at the Capitol next wee

HAL ROACH'S

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"Laughing Purposes Only"

2 reels

Pafhecomedy
=-{gr-=r—

America.inc.
729-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant 2158

The Mackler Process

PROCESSED FILM MEANS
R0L0NGED LIFE AND SERVICE

We Processed And Treated

TRUE AS STEEL
A First National Production
Now Playing at the Capitol

Simplex Projectfon Rooms
80 ft. throw. Most modern up-

to-date rooms in the city. Open
9 A. M. until Midnight.

Chickering 2110-2111

220 W. 42nd Street

CORPORATIONS
ORGANIZED & FINANCED

Capital Raised Through
The Sale of Your Stock
We Are Licensed Brokers

PROGRESSIVE FINANCE CO.
112-118 West 44th St.

New York Phone, Bryt. 0231
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"Metropolitan Way in Front Last Week at

$26,000 for 'Wanderer of the Wasteland'"
— Variety

A few days ago I disclosed on this page the fact that Paramount, follow-

ing the special midnight showing at the Rialto, had received a flattering offer

from a theatrical organization to roadshow Irvin Willat's Technicolor produc-

tion of Zane Grey's WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND. I said then that

I believed WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND was a $2 show if there ever

was one. After learning of the business done by this FAMOUS FORTY
super-picture at the Metropolitan, Los Angeles, and after reading what the

critics have to say about it, I am convinced that in releasing WANDERER
OF THE WASTELAND direct to exhibitors on August 11th Paramount is

offering you the greatest bargain you will meet with this Fall.

How often do you find critics saying things like, these about a picture

:

" 'Wanderer of the Wasteland' is the first thoroughly satisfactory all-color film I

have ever seen. A joy to the eye. The plot is so good and the acting so excellent, the

picture would be well worth seeing even in black and white. It has much of the appeal

of 'The Covered Wagon.' Contains one of the biggest thrills of the season. Going to

be remembered a long time. If you are careless enough to miss 'Wanderer of the

Wasteland,' don't blame me." —Pictureplay Magazine.

"The result is amazing. A marvelous improvement. The play itself is filled with

incident. The story is intriguing and wistful, despite its moment of thrills."

—Los Angeles Examiner.

"The story is unusually attractive and quite a relief." — Los Angeles Daily News.

"When you view 'Wanderer of the Wasteland' you will witness a treat for the eyes.

We unhesitatingly aver it is our most enjoyable Screen entertainment in many moons."

—Los Angeles Herald.

"With this perfected color process a new door has been unlocked in filmdom."

—Los Angeles Express.

"It is like looking from a window at a beautiful changing panorama of color and

watching a play at the same time to view 'Wanderer of the Wasteland.' Pray for the

day when color photography will be the rule. Adds ten-fold to the vividness. The pic-

ture is a thing of beauty and joy." —Los Angeles Times.

Here is the first perfect all-color picture. Here, in addition, is a Zane

Grey million-copy novel produced with a cast headed by Jack Holt, Noah
Beery, Billie Dove, Kathlyn Williams and other big names. Here is one of

THE FAMOUS FORTY'S finest!

S. R. KENT.

3
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An

IDEAL
FILMS

Ltd.

Picture

-

ismagnificent/
From the Original Story -"I WILL REPAY" by the Baroness Orczy

DIRECTED BY HENRY KOLKER

AFIERY, romantic story by the Baroness Orczy of the scarlet days of romance dur-
ing the French Revolution. A tale of beautiful women and brave, dashing men,

who battled with their swords and wits for the women they loved. Mighty scenes of

spectacular splendor have been merged into this passionate love story of three men and
a woman. Holmes Herbert and Pedro de Cordoba play the leads and are supported by
an unusually distinguished cast. (Thematic Music Cue Sheets available on this picture.)

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
of America, Inc.

723 Seventh Ave., New York City, N. Y.
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End To "Blue" Laws
(Continued from Page 1)

The principal development yester-

day was the banquet at the New
Monterey at which addresses were
made by M. J. O'Toole, Harry Davis,

Sydney S. Cohen, Peter J. Brady,

Judge David, of Union County; M. E.

Comerford, Joseph W. Walsh, the

Rev. Steinmetz, of Trenton and Miss
May Carty, a member of the State

Assembly. The entertainment was
supplied by Jack Linder.

At the banquet, a number of

gifts were presented. Herman F.

Jans was presented with a wrist
watch; Mrs. Joseph Seider, a travel-

ing bag; Mrs. Woodhull, a wrist

watch; Harry P. Nelson, a diamond
stick-pin and Treasurer Keegan, a
traveling bag.

The election of officers will be held
today. Woodhull is still firm in his

intention not to run again for the
presidency.

A probable change in the present
constitution concerns the directors'

terms. It is planned to place them on
a rotating basis; three to serve three

years; three to serve two years and
three to serve one year each.

Anthony Ricci of the Apollo ex-
change, New York, put over an ef-

fective exploitation stunt, when he
managed to get into each exhibitor's

room, a pillow case on which appear-
ed the new Warner line-up for the
fall. Most of the exhibitors spent
yesterday morning in the surf.

More Theater Closing
(Special to THB FILM DAILT)

St. Louis—The following theaters
have closed:

The Wildie, Edwardsville, 111.,

Monarch, Bismarck, Mo., will close
during July and August; Hughes,
New Haven, Mo., has closed. Others
to be closed include: Idle Hour,
Humphreys, Mo.; New Grand, Frank-
fort Heights, 111-; Grand, Mattoon,
111.; Princess, Winfield, Mo.; Cozy,
Dugger, Ind. ; Palace, Universal, Ind.;
Noble and Grand, Princeton, Ind.
(running Fridays and Saturdays
only); Bijou, Carrolton, 111.; Plaza,
Mount Vernon, 111.

Bill Affects Gordon Project
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—A bill in the state legisla-

ture for widening Tremont St. will,

if passed, cause a change in the plans
of the new Gordon hotel and the-

atre project, the foundation of which
is already laid.

Mayor Will Not Enforce Closing
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY}

Youngstown, Oi.—Mayor Charle9
F. Schaible declared that he would
not enforce the Supreme Court ruling
that Sunday shows are illegal.

Warren Wins Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

his counsel, George Edwin Joseph
and Joseph Greenberg.

Associated Producers. Inc. was rep-
resented in the suit by Nathan Vi-
daver.

Prices Too High
Friedman of London Thinks Ameri-
can Distributors Ask Too Much

Money tor Class of Films

American distributors are asking
exorbitant prices tor the class oi pic-

tures available, according to bydney
hriedman, joint managing director ot

F. B. O., .Ltd., of .tngiand who sailed

tor home yesterday atternoon.

Friedman found prices out of all

proportion tor the quality of the pro-

duct and deplored the deartn ot really

big fiims lor loreign distribution.

W hile here, he is understood to have
closed one deal for an important or-

ganization s entire product and a star

series with another company. The
first deal involves a large number of

pictures.

Crystal to Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee—The announced project

for a ten story office building on the

site of the Crystal, one of the oldest

houses downtown, means that this

theater will have to be dismantled.
Charles Toy, Chinese owner of the

Midwest Exchange, is owner of the

Crystal site.

Hubbert Elected To Appeal Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—Dr. Wm. E. Hubbert has
been elected a member of the Board
of Appeals, which hears appeals from
the decisions of the censor board,

succeeding John Pope, resigned.

Meridian Has Costly Blaze
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Meridian, Mass.—Flames, which
jroke out from an unknown cause
n the Princess theater building did

damage estimated at $75,000, of which
the Princess suffered about $40,000.

Bernstein Buys Equipment

Mitchell Bernstein has purchased
.he entire studio equipment of Pyra-
mid Pictures at a marshall's sale. The
studio, will now be known as the

Long Island studio. O. S. Lee will

be studio manager.

Theater Changes
Marion, 111.—The Roland has been

closed in order to allow for the build-

ing of a new stairway. A new ven-
tilating system is being installed.

Cedar Rapids, la.—F. M. Honey,
former owner of the Moon of Te-
cumseh, Neb, and Edward F. Forke
paid $35,000 for the Isis.

Moberly, Mo.—The Rialto has
closed. H. M. Forth contemplates
several improvements during the off-

season.

Hoxie, Ark.—Lucas Warner of the

Warner Drug Co., has purchased the

Triangle from George Lewis-

Peekskill, N. Y.—Work is progress-
ing rapidly on the Colonial. Singer
Brothers are the owners.

New Mail Service
(Continued from Page 1)

will leave San Francisco at 6 A. M.
and arrive at New York the next day
at 5:05 P. M., Eastern Time. Stops
are to be made at Cleveland, Chicago,
Omaha, Cheyenne, Salt Lake City
and a few other intermediate points.

The rates of postage are by zones
and may be obtained with complete
schedule from postmasters. The ser-

vice will operate seven days a week.
The time-saving element should be

important to distributing companies
in getting their instructions to forces

in the field.

Boston Petitioned Against Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Boston—Over 300 residents of the

Rosindale section are represented in

a petition to Mayor Curley against
the erection of a theater on Belgrade
Ave. Knowing of the opposition to

the project, Miss Viola P. Rollins,

petitioner for the theater has not gone
ahead with the plans.

Ira Cohen Appointed
Ira H. Cohen, former special repre-

sentative for Fox, has been appointed
district manager for Canada.

Favor Block Booking
(Continued from Page 1)

view of Carl Laemmle which appear
ed in THE FILM DAILY for June
18. It was an interview in which
Laemmle declared Universal had
found it necessary to acquire houses
because of the closed theater situ-

ation.

Gathering of testimony has been
1 Tactically brought to a close.

Hays, The Guest
(Continued from Page 1)

arbitration has been made. There-
fore, the reason for the dinner to

Hays.

Among those at the dinner were R.

H. Cochrane, Carl Laemmle, E. W.
Hammons, Charles L. O'Reilly, Sam
Spring, Sidney Meyer, John E.

Storey, Charles C. Pettijohn, Al

Lichtman, Sam Moross, Sol Raives,

S. L. Warner and W. E. Wilkinson.

"Dee" Dion Enters Theater Field

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Phil ("Dee") Dion,

who has just completed directing a

series of short reels for Geographic
Films, has entered the theater held

end. He will manage the Moorlyn,
Atlanta.

Yeggs Crack Safe

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Peoria, 111.—Yeggs robbed between
$800 and $1000 from the Garden, dur-

ing the night although the place was
well lighted. Loss is covered by in-

surance.

Baggot on Location
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—King Baggott and a

technical staff are at Coeur D'Alene,

Idaho, shooting exteriors for "The
Tornado". House Peters stars.

Two N. Y. Theater Firms Quit

The Rite Amusement Co., of New-

York, and the Palley Amusement
Corp., of Brooklyn, have '^eew dis-

solved.

Columbia, S. C.—The Rialto is be-
ing operated under new management.

Don 't forget the invitation showing

TOMORROW NIGHT, JUNE 27th, at 8:30 P.M.
at the Town Hall, 123 W . 43rd St.

of the

FRIESE-GREENE COLOR FILM PROCESS
1—BEST—Results are crisp, sharp, evenly defined, softly

blended.
2—CHEAPEST—Costs less than one cent per foot!

Any ordinary positive film stock can be used. No altera-
tions to present equipment necessary. 15% less current
necessary for projection than in black and white projection.

3—QUICKEST—Topicals taken in the morning can be shown
the same evening on the screen.

NOW PLAYING

HCMPVOUtf.
B4EA7K

vfn AL CHIUSTIE FEATUliE

witk Dorothy Devore
WALTER H1ERS - TULLY MARSHALL - JlMMIt ADAMS -

PRISC1LLA BONNER and JIMM1E HARRISON

RELEASED BY
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP I
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Newspaper Opinions
"Changing Husbands"—F. P.-L.

Rivoli

AMERICAN—The cast is fine, also are
the sets and photography, but the story
just is not there.

BULLETIN—* * * bids fair to be one
of those rare cinema pieces which lives up
to its advance notices. * * * audience was
considerably amused and entertained and
showed no hesitancy in expressing its feel-

ings * * *

DAILY NEWS—You really ought to like

"Changing Husbands." It's an answer to

the mourners who are continually saying,
"It isn't a bit like life, not a bit."

"Changing Husbands" isn't like life. But
it is good entertainment.
EVENING JOURNAL—* * * keeps the

entire cast busy, with Leatrice Joy enacting
a double role, and seeming to enjoy herself

in proportion to her appearances. * * *

The picture starts out cleverly with ex-
tremely well written titles, but ends up in a

free-for-all comedy * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * presents quite
a number of more or less amusing situations

in the development of the so-called plot. Miss
Joy plays a dual role and does her best,

which, as usual, is "going some" * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—Miss Joy has scor-

ed personally in a pleasing portrayal, while
the rest of the picture heaves and struggles
in deadly earnest to be funny. At times it

is amusing. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Leatrice Joy
is pretty much the whole picture. She has
a dual role calling for two distinct characteri-
zations, and measures up to the demands
admirably. Despite the weakness of the story,

it will doubtless prove popular * * *

POST—* * * one of the blahest films we've
seen in some time.
SUN—* * * it is not easy to see why

"Changing Husbands'' is at all funny. It is

a labored and clumsy attempt, and were it

not for the presence of Miss Joy's leavening
beauty it would be beyond the well known
pale.

TIMES— * * * so much packed into the
picture that leaves one with the feeling of

having witnessed a comedy and a circus
* * * Some parts * * " are fairly well pro-
duced, but the profusion of slapstick scenes
cause one to groan * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY— It is a light

waisted feature as it now stands, measuring
up to the average program production and is

mild!" entertaining.

"Sherlock, Jr."—Metro-Goldwyn
Warfield, San Francisco

(Week ending June 14)

BULLETIN—There are touches of origin-

ality * * * which make this one entertaining.
CALL and POST—There are plenty of

good gags in "Sherlock, Jr."
CHRONICLE—* * ' it is a laugh from

start to finish

DAILY HERALD—* * * told in a rapid
series of convulsively funny scenes and situa-

tions that never permit the interest to lag.

DAILY NEWS—* * * first rate fun in

Keaton's best manner * * *

EXAMINER— * * * the whole comedy is

one continuous series of laughs.
JOURNAL—The picture can be classed as

Keaton's best.

"A Society Scandal"—F. P.-L.

New Mission, San Francisco
(Week Ending June 14)

BULLETIN—The picture is both a dra-
matic achievement and a dazzling fashion
~''OW.

CALL and POST—Gloria Swanson never
offered more marvelous acting nor wore a

more gorgeous array of gowns * * *

CHRONICLE —'Gloria Swanson shines
forth again in shimmering gowns * * *

EXAMINER—Gloria Swanson never of-

fered such acting nor wore such an array
of marvelous gowns as she does in * * *

"A Society Scandal."

Two in St. Louis to Show Stock

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis—O. D. Woodward, man-

ager of the Woodward Players, will

operate stock at the Empress and
Pershing. The Pershing, controlled

by the St. Louis Amusement Co., has
been dark the greater part of the sea-

son, having been used for a few
super-specials.

Incorporations
Albany — Kleenart Corp., New

York. 100 shares preferred stock,

$100 par value; 500 shares Class A,
common, no par value, and 500 shares
Class B, common, no par value. In-

corporators, Ed. F. Murdock, H- D.
Newman and F. C. Trimble. In-

corporators, F. C. Trimble, New
York.

Albany—Chipman Pictures Corp.,

New York. 500 shares preferred stock,

$100 par value; 1,000 shares common
no par value. Incorporators, Adolph
Schimel, Minnie Brady and R. Lip-
nick. Attorney, Seligsburg & Lewis,
New York.

Albany—MacDonald Studios, New
York. Capital $20,000. Incorporat-
ors, A. L. George, John A. C. Mac-
Donald and S. W. Sollfrey- Attorney,
S. W. Sollfrey, New York.

Albany—C. T. M. Co., New York.
Capital $30,000. Incorporators, M.
M. Goldstein, J- Kendler and A. Ganz.
Attorneys, Kendler & Goldstein, New
York.

Albany—Barett Amusement Corp.,

New York. Capital, $10,000. Incorp-
orators, M. Aronowitz, J. Rosen and
D. Simon. Attorney, I. Cohn, New
York.

Springfield, 111.—Casino Theater
Co., Chicago. Capital $b,000. In-
corporators, Eileen M. Lynch, M. B.
Roderick and Louis Laemmle.

Springfield, 111.—Marion Theater
Co., Chicago. Capital $4,000. In-
corporators, Eileen M. Lynch, M- B.
Roderick and Louis Laemmle.

Cleveland, O.—Empire Properties
Co. Incorporators, B. H. Todd, H.
Burton, F. D. Kellogg, H. Small, H
Kohn, and others.

Dover, Del.—Capitol Clarmont
Laboratories, Wilmington. Capital
$350,000.

Dover, Del—Eagle Picture Corp.
Capital $100,000.

Dover, Del.—Guard Screen
Capital $100,000.

Corp.

Lee-Bradford Active

"For Woman's Favor," with Elliot

Dexter, Seena Owen, Wilton Lackaye
and Henry Hull, will be distributed
through Lee-Bradford. "Venus of the
South Seas" and "Australia's Wild
North West" have been bought by
Big Feature Rights Corp. of Louis-
ville. Celebrated Film Exchange of
Minneapolis has purchased "The Lure
of the Yukon," "Australia's Wild
North West," and 12 Redhead com-
edies.

"Silent Accuser" Started
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—Production has start-

ed at Goldwyn on "The Silent

Accuser," directed by Chester M.
Franklin. Eleanor Boardman, Ray-
mond McKee and Earl Metcalfe are

in leading roles.
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N. Y. State Exhibitors!

Phone or Wire Your Universal

Exchange Immediately
Get your dates now for the most sensa-

tional box office feature of the season

!

MILK FUND
FIGHT PICTURF
Title-holders and leading con-

tenders in most important bouts

of the year

ire. ired

ix box

than a

TED MOORE
The Sensational English

Middleweight
vs.

HARRY GREB
World's Middleweight

Champion
1 5 Rounds

For the Middleweight Cham-
pionship of the World

YOUNG STRIBLING
The Georgia Schoolboy

Wonder
vs.

PAUL BERLENBACH
The noted knockout artist

6 Rounds

To determine challenger for

world's middleweight title

GENE TUNNEY
American Light-Heavywetglit

Champion
vs.

ERMINIO SPALLA
The Pride of Italy

12 Rounds
A battle towards the heavy-

weight title

PANAMA JOE GAN'S
Colored Middleweight

vs.

LARRY ESTRIDGE
Colored Middleweight

12 Rounds
For the Colored Middle-

weight World's Championship

WARNING TO EXHIBITORS
International News has the exclusive film rights to these

great bouts. The proceeds on these pictures go to the Charity
Milk Fund. Do not book so-called fight pictures from any other
company that may claim to have these fight pictures; you will

not be getting the complete fight picture and you will be con-
tributing rentals to private corporations and not to charity for

which these bouts are being staged.

The greatest sporting event of the year—talked abo.

on every sporting page—you never have had a chance

office bet than this. Close-up pictures of every bit of ac

ringside seat.

PRODUCED EXCLUSIVELY
by INTERNATIONAL

Held under the supervision of the Mayor's Committee of Women, Mrs.
William Randolph Hearst, Chairman. All proceeds from fights and picture

rights go to provide funds to buy free milk for babies. Released the day
following the fights in New York State only.

Invaluable publicity will be given the bouts and the films (including mention

of the theatres showing films) in the Evening Telegram, Syracuse; Times-

Union, Albany; Evening Journal, Rochester; the New York American and

the Evening Journal in New York City, in addition to headline articles on

sporting pages of newspapers everywhere.

Special posters, scene stills and slides at Universal Exchanges! The biggest

sporting event of the season—an opportunity to cash in on thousands of

dollars worth of publicity!

NOW BOOKING AT UNIVERSALE KZ^TffiE
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First National Pictures presents

The PERFECT
FLAPPER

with

What New York
Said

AMERICAN—"COLLEEN MOORE is one

of the best comedians on the screen. She never

misses a chance to put over a scene.

BULLETIN—"Certainly every girl and wo-

man in New York will enjoy it."

DAILY NEWS—"You're going to like her

work in this one."

EVENING JOURNAL—"Miss Moore is viva-

ciously attractive."

EVENING WORLD—"The modern genera-

tion will get a great deal of pleasure from see-

ing their own antics depicted on the screen."

N. Y. SUN—"The Perfect Flapper" is Col-

leen Moore at her best.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—"The picture

looks a certainty in the upper class houses."

COLLEEN MOORE
Adapted from the story by Jessie Henderson Directed by JOHN FRANCIS DILLON

Supported by SYDNEY CHAPLIN, Frank Mayer, Phyllis Haver
|

Don't forget! A FIRST NATIONAL contract

for next season is the best buy you can make.
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I AUDIENCES
By DANNY

How to build them. How to

levelop them. How to get new
laces at your box office line-up.

\nd how to keep them coming.

t)ne of the real problems faced

^>y any and every exhibitor. (No,

tt'm not so keen on calling them
Showmen or even theater own-
ers, as per Sydney Cohen. Be-

cause a lot of them aren't show-
men and don't own their thea-

ters. And some that do shouldn't.

jAnd if you don't believe that ask

joe Brandt.)

Here is one way to develop new
audiences: Try to interest them with

miniature opera as "Roxy" is doing

at the Capitol. They've been work-
ing mighty well at the big house. No
sign of diminishing interest. And
many of the music loving crowd that

fever bother with "movies" like to

drop in. To hear the old favorites.

And they get the picture going habit.

And then you have more regulars.

Joe Schenck says going to

pictures is nothing but a habit.

And proves his point by declar-

ing that when the poor picture

cycle arrives the crowd loses

the habit. And it's tough to

get them coming again—in oth-

er words it's hard to renew the

habit. And he's right.

The Capitol idea isn't new. Tom
Sorriero, who operates the White-
hurst houses in Baltimore, says it was
a big hit when they worked it at the

New Theater. "We ran the con-

densed operettas for 35 weeks in a

row." says Tom, "and we built a lot

'of new fans, as well as pleasing our
regulars." At the New they worked
in the popular Gilbert & Sullivan

shows and had Milton Aborn direct-

ing, It cost a bit but according to

Sorriero it was well worth it.

The idea seems particularly

good for the hot weather sea-

son. When it's difficult to get

good pictures. You can put

over almost any kind of a bill

if you have it toned up right.

So if yon can't land some

deserving sort of pictures bol-

ster the bill with one of these

(Continued on Page 2)

Sievers Testifies
Exhibitors Entered Distribution Be-

fore Famous Started Theater
Buying Campaign

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis—Cross-examination of

William Sievers on behalf of Famous
Players brought forth the assertion
here at the Federal Trade Commiss-
ion hearing that important exhibitors
entered distribution before Famous
had launched its theater "acquisition

campaign.
Sievers, former owner of the New

Grand Central and the orginal Miss-
ouri franchise holder in First National
told of the formation of First Na-
tional in New York. Sievers said

that the original twenty-two mem-
bers of First National owned what
was then regarded as the best pic-

ture theaters in the country and thai

the exhibitors formed the company to

acquire and control pictures for ex-

hibition in their own. theaters and foi

later distribution to other showmen
Harry Graham of Pathe, Jack Wei!

of Selznick, and Jack Underwood o'

Enterprise Distributing all testified

that the local market was free ant'

that competition among distributor;

was active.

Competition Nil
Of 900 Towns Served by St. Louis
95% Are Owned by One Man

or Company Hill Declares
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis—The detailed testimony

of C. D. Hill, president of the Filrr

Board of Trade and local manage)
for Producers Dist. Corp., who testi

fied earlier in the week in the Feder
al Trade Commission action agains

Famous contains the statement tha
(Continued on Pane 7)

Historical Pictures Active
John J. Livingston of Historica'

Pictures, Inc., has completed the firs'

of the series of 24 two-reelers or

"Covering the Flag." The title o'

this is "The Birth of the Sta-

Spangled Banner." Fo'lowing th<

series work will be started on "Thf
Presidents of the United States." Thif

will embrace 30 two-reelers. The pic

tures are being featured at the Spit?

studios.

"Commandments" Suit On
A hearing; in the suit of Famous

Players aeainst Weiss Brothers, rela

tive to "The Ten Commandments''
and "After Six Days", was held yes-

terday before Referee Robert L. Luce
Another hearing will be held Monday
Weiss Brothers, in its answer, has

filed a counterclaim of $250,000.

Hepworth In Bankruptcy
(Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
London—Hepworth Picture Plays.

Ltd.. have gone into bankruptcy and
a receiver has been appointed by the

courts.

Seeks Sunday Closing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Sedelia, Mo.—A petition signed by
1,500, has been presented to the city

council, asking that theaters be closed

on Sundays.

Edna Perry Plans Two-Reelers

Edna Perry, of the Three Perry
Sisters, known to vaudevillians, is

planning a series of novelty two-reel-

ers.

Seider Elected
President of the M. P. T. O. of New

Jersey—Convention Closes—O'-

Toole Urges M. P. T. O. Bank
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Asbury Park, N. J.—Joseph W.
Seider, of East Orange, was elected

president of the M. P. T. O. of New
Jersey yesterday at the closing ses-

sion of a three day convention. He
succeeds R. F. Woodhull. Other
officers are: Charles Hildinger, of

Trenton. 1st vice-president; Peter
Adams, of Newark. 2nd vice-presi-

dent; Henry P. Nelson, of Elizabeth,

secretary, and William Keegan, of

Trenton, treasurer. Three-year period

directors are: David F. Hennessey,
R. F. Woodhull and Sydney Samuel-
son; two-vear period directors: Ar-
thur B. Smith. Ben Schindler and
Louis Rosenthal; one-year period di-

rectors: Si Fabian. I. M. Hirshblond
and H. Joshkowitz.

M. J. O'Toole. president of the M
P. T. O. A. in his address before the

exhibitors, vesterdav morning urged
the establishment of an M. P. T. O
A. bank saying that banks in other
industries, such as the garment work-
ers' bank, and the one sponsored b v

labor leaders, were meeting with
ereat success. He told how the ide?

was presented at Minneapolis, sev-

eral years asro but it did not material-

ize O'Toole said exhibitors should
utilize their own resources and should

(Continued on Pane 2)

Smallwood Incorporates

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Wilmington. Del —The Producers
Distributing Guild has filed corpora-
tion oarers at Dover, listing capital at

$1,000,000.

This is Arthur N.'Smallwood's pro-

posed distributing organization.

Ideal-Christie DeaJ,!
, 3 ri.To Make "Charley's Aunt" Join^-,

Christie to Handle U. S. Releasee
and Ideal, England. '"j""

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)\bb l
Los Angeles

—

Christie will -Sro-

duce "Charley's Aunt " the fai&ys
British comedy which has ©sen
shown to several generations of the-

atergoers, and has formed an alli£frce

with Ideal of London, for the ^pro-

duction, Charles H. Christie ann«au-
ced this on his return from New
York.
Under the terms of the arrange-

ment, Ideal and Christie join in own-
ership of the rights. Christie will

produce the film and control thi

hibition rights in the United States
and Canada, while Ideal will kave
charge of distribution in the Ui^te,d

Kingdom.

It is understood that the film rights

for "Charley's Aunt" which is cer-

tain to roll a large gross in England
where the play is tremendously popu-
lar were held at about $75,000. Ameri-
can distribution has not been set.

Several Christie features are yet to be

made for Producers Distributing, but

"Charley's Aunt" is not included.

The next Christie feature to follow

"Hold Your Breath" wi'l he "Reck-
less Romance," now in work.

mm
New House for Yorkville

Yorkville will soon have another
new theater, if plans filed byjifae
Proctor interests, materialize. The
site is located at Lexington Ave.-b^-

iween 86th and 87th Sts. and w
cost $650,000. In some quarters,

is said this section is ovcrcrowdt
with theaters, particularly arom
86th St.

J:Progress Managers Meet JuneJ 30
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta—Arthur Bromberg, i>t)csji

dent of Progress, has called a tali's

conference of his branch manage)
at the home office, June 30, to last

until July 3. IA

Sues For $882,250
Seeking Damages Over Sale of De

Forest Stock—Burns Gets
Attachment

Julius E. Burns secured an att ich-

ment yesterday against Dr. Lee De
Forest and the De Forest Phont film

Co. in a suit for $882,250. damag s.

Burns dec'ares that in Decei iber

last he contracted to purchase 1 .000

shares of stock in the De Forest ( om-
pany. Of that amount, he all ges.

10,000 shares were to lie purcl ased
(Continued on Paijc 2)
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AUDIENCES
(Continued from Page 1)

condeyised versions and see

how it works. That's hoiv they

started in Baltimore.

You hear a lot these days. Of next
season's product. But the soul who
will live long. And kindly. In the
minds of exhibitors- Is the bird who
trots out some good pictures for the
next few months. They are sure
needed.

dsA \2corac do U~

!

w%YY

GeotS
e

cot*
ot*

220 West 42nd St.

New York, Chick. 4052 Foreign
Cables—Geokann, N. Y. Distribution

Fund for Yudkin
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Asbury Park, N. J.—Over

$700 was raised at the closing
session of the Jersey conven-
tion on behalf of Herbert M.
Yudkin, an old time exchange-
man who is bed-ridden in a
Newark hospital. A benefit is

planned at a Newark theater
later on. Herman Jans and
David F. Hennessey lead the
list of contributors.

Seider Elected
(Continued from Pane 1)

not, if possible, give aid to producers
who are crushing exhibitors.

Sole credit was given to the M. P.

T. O. A. for the repeal of the ad-
mission and seating taxes by O'Toole,
who dwelt in lengthy fashion on this

matter.
Fights are being waged in New

Jersey, Pennsylvania. Ohio and Mary-
land, said O'Toole, for the abolition

of the "blue" laws. He also report-

ed that New York exhibitors had
pledged $20,000 to the M. P. T. O. A.
for the national working funds, and
that New Jersey exhibitors had prom-
ised $2,000 for the same purpose.

Abe Fabian urged O'Toole to do all

in his power to have the daylight

saving ordinance repealed in New
York State, declaring that it was a

real menace to exhibitors, and that

unless New York does something
along these lines, New Jersey is

powerless, because the proximity of

the two states compels them to work
on the same time.

Atlantic City, Lake HopatcoiiR.

Asbury Park and Newark, are seek-

ing the 1925 convention. This how-
ever, will be left to a referendum, to

decide.

Holland Rights Sold on Five

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

London—John H. Taylor, recently

returned from Amsterdam, reports

the sale of "The Splendid Lie", "Lost

In A Big City", 'The Broken Violin"

"Jacqueline" and "The Girl From
Porcupine", to Ralph Minden, for

Holland.

Betty Blythe has the leading femi-

nine ro'e in "Recoil," which opens at

the Capitol Sunday.

ADVERTISE YOUR'COMEDY— 1, 2 and 3 col. "ads"

available at Educational Exchanges—Mats Free./j

an unusual two -reel comedy novelty A
N '^ KATHLEEN CLIFFORD

I vaudeville's most famous'boy"

i*S.

V

/jo CHRISTIES

^GRANDP^i
GIRL"

Peggy Leads Smith Demonstration
Baby Peggy, who arrived yesterday

from the Coast was a surprise fea-

ture of the Democratic Convention
in the program which nominated
Governor Smith as one of the candi-
dates for president. She was ushered
into the Governor's headquarters at

Madison Square Garden and at the

moment following the carrying of the
motion led the ovation.

Business Slack Around Seattle

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle—Theater business here is

slowing down. Several small town
houses have closed part time and
in many cases completely. This
s not true, however, in the larger
-ities. The large exhibitors believe

in showing better pictures at lower
admissions to sustain business.

Waterloo Asks For City Censorship
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Waterloo, la.—Censorship of pic-

tures is demanded in a long petition

oresented to the Mayor and City

Council, signed by 1,338 voters. The
ictition has been referred to a special

'ommittee.

Greenwald, Paramount Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati—M. H. Greenwald, for-

merly a salesman, has been appointed
manager of the Paramount Cincinnati

exchange. He succeeds M. A. Milli-

gan, recently promoted to district

manager.

"U" Denies Hand In Ad
Carl Laemmle denied yesterday

that anyone connected with Universal
had a hand in an ad on "Daughters
of Today", which was published in a

Los Angeles newspaper and to which
a number of protests were made on
the Coast.

Many "Quaker City" Houses Close

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—The warm spell has

caused a score of local theaters to

shut down for the summer. The most
recent closings include the Sun, Au-
rora and Ontario.

Foreign Deal Closed

Inter Ocean has sold 13 Mirthquake
Comedies, starring Bobby Dunn, to

Wardour Films, Ltd., for England.

Sues For $882,250
(Continued from Page 1)

at $20 a share and the remaining
9,000 shares at $40 a share. He claim:
that on Feb. 15 when he was due tc

take over the first block, he didn'

have the money because he had es

tablished an office and spent all o
his funds in advancing the sale of D<
Forest stock. The De Forest inter

ests thereupon cancelled his contrac'
he alleges.

Burns says he established a definite

market for the issue and that he has

been damaged to the extent of $882,
250. He claims the stock is now wort!
$100 per share and the suit is hase(
on the difference between the amount!
he was scheduled to pay and the value

of stock as he now puts it.

No one at the De Forest offices at

the Tec-Art studio could be reachet

yesterday for a statement.

HAL ROACH'S

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
Consistently Good

1 reel

Pafhecomedy

siLM Developing Corp.
210-16 WeehawkenSt.'WestHobokeDjJJ.

laboratory with the lowest Insurant
!*ates in the East. Negative Developing.
Printing, Cutting and Projection Roona-

Phone: UNION 4800

A COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

The Standard of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C. Bryant 5450-1

NOW PLAYING

Jws Wilson

'AnotherScandal

"

Cosmo Hamilton's
latest and greatest noveL —

ASn CW. GriPPtih Production
produced by
Tilford Cinema. Corpii'^^

RELEASED BY PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
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"The Enemy Sex" Opens Sunday

If you can possibly arrange it, go to the Rivoli Theatre, New York, next

week and see THE ENEMY SEX. Whether you've booked or will book this

production or not, you'll be very pleasantly entertained. And you'll have the

opportunity of looking over in advance a picture that is going to make a ton

of money for a big army of exhibitors when it's released as one of THE
FAMOUS FORTY on August 25th.

I don't know how James Cruze does it. He produces a monumental epic

of the past like THE COVERED WAGON, and then he turns right around and

rings the bell again with THE ENEMY SEX, which is a behind-the-scenes

story of Broadway as ultra-modern as the new Follies. No wonder that in

the recent contest Photoplay Magazine conducted among its 500,000 readers

to determine the best directors in the motion picture business James Cruze

ranked very near the top.

There are generous slabs of typical Cruze humor in THE ENEMY SEX.
But it is much more than a comedy-drama in a flashy setting. Cruze has taken

a Broadway butterfly heroine and shown not only the colorful tinsel life she

leads but shown also the pure gold there is in this girl, her real feelings, strug-

gles and ambitions. And he has done it without mawkish sentiment or bun-

kum. THE ENEMY SEX is far and away above other pictures of its type

because it is entertainment for the heart as well as for the eye.

Betty Compson plays the heroine. I honestly believe she equals the per-

formance she gave in "The Miracle Man," but see the picture and decide that

for yourself. Percy Marmont, Huntly Gordon, Kathlyn Williams, and Shel-

don Lewis are members of the cast too and do exceptionally.

If I know anything about pictures, Broadway won't see enough of THE
ENEMY SEX in a week at the Rivoli. I predict the crowds and the business

will force its being held over another week or so on Broadway and that the

intake will be larger the second week than it was the first. For THE
ENEMY SEX is the kind of a picture that builds business for itself by word
of mouth, something which is true of the rest of THE FAMOUS FORTY also.

S. R. KENT.
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FIRST 12 JEWELS
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The finest group of big features

ever released by any company.

THE SIGNAL TOWER
Released August 3rd

Starring VIRGINIA VALLI, with a splendid sup-
porting cast including Wallace Beery. Rockliffe Fel-
lowes, Hayden Stevenson, J. Farrell MacDonald, Dot
Farley and Frankie Darro.. From the story by
Wadsworth Camp. A Clarence Brown Production.

THE RECKLESS AGE
Released August 17th

Starring REGINALD DENNY, supported by Ruth
Dwyer, Hayden Stevenson, Dorothy Revier, Fred
Malatesta, Fay Tincher and others. From the novel
"Love Insurance" by Earl Derr Biggers. A Harry
Pollard Production.

THE GAIETY GIRL
Released August 31st

Starring MARY PHILBIN, supported by an un-
usual cast including Freeman Wood, Otto Hoffman,
Joseph J. Dowling, William Haines, Grace Darmond,
DeWitt Jennings and others. Adapted from the Good
Housekeeping Magazine story "The Inheritors" by
I. A. R. Wylie. A King Baggot Production.

THE TURMOIL
Released September 14th

Adapted from BOOTH TAKKINGTON'S great
novel of American life, with an impressive cast in-

cluding GEORGE HACKATHORNE, Eileen Percy,
Emmett Corrigan, Pauline Garon, Eleanor Boardman,
Edward Hearn, Kenneth Gibson, Bert Roach, Theo-
dore Von Eltz, Winter Hall and others. A Hobart
Henley Production.

THE FAMILY SECRET
Released September 28th

Adapted from the great stage success, "The Burg-
lar,'' by AUGUSTUS THOMAS and the popular
novel "Editha's Burglar" by Frances Hodgson Burnett.
Featuring BABY PEGGY and a popular cast in-

cluding Gladys Hulette, Frank Currier, Edward Earle,
and Cesare Gravina. . Directed by William Seiter.

BUTTERFLY
Released October 12th

From the extraordinarily popular novel by Kathleen
Norris, produced with a great cast headed by Laura
LaPlante, Norman Kerry, Kenneth Harlan, Ruth Clif-

ford. T, Roy Barnes, Margaret Livingston and Free-
man Wood. A Clarence Brown Production.

CAPTAIN FEARLESS
Released October 26th

Starring REGINALD DENNY with a fine support-
ing cast which includes Julannt Johnson, Harry L.
1~ghe, Claire De Lorez, Fred Kelsey and Stanhope
Wheatcroft. From Eugene P. Lyle, Jr's. popular
novel, "The Missourian". Directed by James W. Home.

THE ROSE OF PARIS
Released November 9th

Starring MARY PHILBIN supported by John Sain-
polis, Robert Cain, Edwin J. Brady, Rose Dione,
Dorothy Revier, and others. An Irving Cummings
Production. ,

K—THE UNKNOWN
Released November 23rd

Based on Mary Roberts Rinehart's best known
novel, "K". Starring VIRGINIA VALLI with
Percy Marmont and an excellent cast including Mar-
garita Fischer, Maurice Ryan and Francis Feeney.
A Harry Pollard Production.

LOVE AND GLORY
Released December 7th

From the colorful novel "We Are French" by
Robert H. Davis and Perley Poore Sheehan, with a

brilliant cast featuring Charles De Roche, Wallace
MacDonald, Madge Bellamy, Ford Sterling, A. Gibson
Gowland, and Priscilla Dean Moran. A Rupert Julian
Production.

A Farewell

from
No. 392 Straight from the Shoulder Talks

by Carl Laemmle
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation

I am about to go abroad for a rest.

I am dog tired from the neck up

!

The only reason on earth why I dare to take a rest is

because I've completed the biggest, hardest, fastest job I

ever tackled in all my picture career. I've got eleven

out of the first twelve of the 1924-1925 pictures actually

ready for you to see. And, if I do say it myself, they re

great!

Every week while I am away I will receive a cable-

gram telling me the total amount of new contracts taken

on during my absence. Also every week I will receive

by mail A COPY OF EVERY CONTRACT, GREAT
OR SMALL, so that no matter where I may be I will

see your contract within two or three weeks after you

have signed it.

That is my favorite indoor or outdoor sport—study-

ing your contract to see whether I have rung the bell,

whether I have guessed right as to the kind of pictures

you want, whether the terrific work of the past few

months has been well done.

The only possible way you can repay me for the

extra effort I have made to get pictures completed so that

Truer now than
»efore

—

UNIVERSAL HA



ssage

arl Laemmle
I could sell you finished pictures instead of mere adver-

tising promises is to DO YOUR UNIVERSAL
BOOKING IMMEDIATELY.

I've got to know that the millions of dollars which I

have tied up in advance negatives—some of them finish-

ed months and months before I can possibly release them

—are coming back to me with a reasonable degree of

speed. Your contracts will give me the facts.

I've fixed it so you can look before you book. Iv'e

taken all the money I received from you and I've put it

into completed pictures. I've scraped the bottom of the

old money barrel to give you picture insurance, to wring

every drop of guesswork out of this booking business.

Now it's your turn to pile up the contracts quick and

fast—as fast as you see these new pictures of ours.

You've not a thing to lose by signing up instantly,

not a blessed thing in the world. The pictures are done.

You can judge whether you want them or not. The prices

are the fairest on earth. And on top of all that, I'll guar-

antee you'll be satisfied.

So I'm leaving the whole thing up to you and my
parting request is that you pile your contracts in so fast

that the boats which bring 'em over to Europe will stag-

ger under the load!

Goodbye and good luck!

+

*

WINE
Released December 21st

From the story by William McHarg in Hearst's
International Magazine. With CLARA BOW and a
brilliant cast of players, Forrest Stanley, Huntly Gor-
don, Myrtle Stedman, Robert Agnew, Robert Benedict
and Walter Long. Directed by Louis Gasnier.

THE TORNADO
Released January 4th

Lincoln J. Carter's sensational thrilling melodrama,
starring HOUSE PETERS with an extraordinary cast
including Ruth Clifford and Snitz Edwards. A King
Baggot Production.

HOOT GIBSON
in the greatest action releases of his career.

"THE SAWDUST TRAIL"
"HIT AND RUN"

"THE RIDIN' KID FROM POW-
DER RIVER"

All directed by Edward Sedgwick

12 WESTERNS
5 Reels Each

JACK HOXIE
will star in six of these, the first of which is "Fight-
ing Fury" in which he is supported by the Famous
Universal Ranch Riders.

WILLIAM DESMOND
and other popular stars will be featured in the re-
maining six.

The Famous Universal
RANCH RIDERS

a group of wild-riding, dare-devil horsemen, recruited
from every corner of the Western plains, will be an
added feature in Universal's Western dramas—titles
to be announced.

SHORT SUBJECTS

JACK DEMPSEY
in the "FIGHT AND WIN" pictures.

The world's greatest fighter in a series of ten 2-reel
knockouts—released one every other week—the greatest
short subject box office bet ever produced.

2 CHAPTER PLAYS
Wolves of the North"

(«

Starring WILLIAM DUNCAN with EDITH JOHN-
SON. Directed by William Duncan.

10 Episodes. Released in September.

"The Riddle Rider"
Starring WILLIAM DESMOND and EILEEN

SEDGWICK. Story by Arthur Gooden. Directed
by William H. Craft. 15 Episodes. Released in Nov.

CENTURY COMEDIES
Featuring the finest stars in the comedy field, Buddy

Messinger, Bubbles. Speck O'Donnell, Harry McCoy.
Al Alt, Hilliard Karr, Wanda Wiley, the Century
Follies Girls, Pal the Dog and others. 2 Reels each

—

Released one a week.

Hysterical History Comedies
The big new idea in the comedy field—humorous

burlesque on historical characters.
Series of 12— 1 Reel each—Released every other week.

Universal One-Reel Comedies
Featuring BERT ROACH

26 one reel comedies. Released one every other week.

THE GUMPS
Featuring Joe Murphy and Fay Tincher. Series of

12. I Reel Each. Released every other week.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Released twice a week. Advertised daily to over

twenty million readers in all the Hearst newspapers.

THE PICTURES at "Live and Let
Live

,!

Pri^~*



Read this from
aVARIETY"

Rialto JL HV -Reckless Aft
J

.e
??

OfJust to prove picture is the thing
business with "The Reckless Age
jumped from around $10,000, done
previous week, to $18,950. Jump of
v 8,000 on week' is gometh ing that

ds to be taken notice of ando £1

I

J

arked for fu turereferenc e».

No truer words were ever written!

Read them again:

"Jump of $8,000 on week is

something that needs to be
taken notice of and marked
for future reference!"

"The Reckless Age" is one of Universale

big pictures for 1924-25—prints of seven

of them are now in Universal Exchanges!

Seeing is believing!

Truer now than ever before:

UNIVERSAL HAS THE PICTURES
Presented by CARL LAEMMLE
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—Harold Bell Wright is

preparing the script of "The Mine
With the Iron Door," the next

fht story Principal will produce.

The company will leave for Arizona

shortly, where the picture will be

made.

C. B. C. has engaged Norbert Bro-

din , Dewey Wrigley and Edward
Henderson to turn the crank on "The
iPricc She Paid"- The trio were the

cameramen on "The Sea Hawk".

After spending several weeks
along the edge of the Mojave desert,

the Hoot Gibson company has re-

turned to begin interiors for "The
Ridin' Kid from Powder River".

Famous Players has engaged Agnes
Christine Johnston to write the scen-

ario for "Forbidden Paradise", star-

ring Pola Negri. Lubitsch will di-

rect.

J. Stuart Blackton has begun pro-

duction on A. S. M. Hutchinson's,
"The Clean Heart." Percy Marmont
and Otis Harlan play the leads.

The last episode of "The Telephone
Girl" series, starring Alberta Vaughn,
and directed by Percy Pembroke, has

been completed.

Samuel Goldwyn has signed Belle

Bennett and Lillian Hackett for parts

in "Potash and Perlmutter in Holly-
wood."

Anders Randolf has been engaged
by Samuel Goldwyn for a part ir)

"Potash and Perlmutter in Holly-
wood".

Lon Chaney is slated to play the

n.ale lead in "He Who Gets Slapped".

Victor Seastrom will direct.

Robert Ellis will appear in "Lover's
Lane" and Wilfred Lucas in "Corner-
ed", both for Warners.

Arthur Rosson has begun filming

William Desmond's newest, "The
Measure of A Man".

"Race for Life", the second of the

Perfection series for C B. C, is now
in production.

The Billy Sullivan unit has just left

for Palmdale, to shoot exteriors for

"An Eyeful".

Hunt Stromberg has engaged
Walter Anthony to title "Tiger
Thompson".

Virginia Valli has begun work on
her "Clinging Fingers". Ted Sloman
is directing.

"Fine and Dandy", featuring Tom
Mix, will be released as "Oh, You
Tony!'.

"Spec" O'Donnell has been added
16 the cast of "The Foolish Virgin".

Frank Atkinson is editing "Captain
F' arless".

GREENE

Competition Nil
(.Continued from Page 1)

about 900 theaters are served out of

St. Louis exchanges; that of the total,

ninety-five per cent are owned by one
individual or by one company and
that competition is nil or practically

nil for that reason.

As noted, Hill testified that he had
experienced no difficulty in obtaining

first runs in St. Louis and other key
cities In but one city. Springfield,

111., had he been unable to dispose of

all of his first-runs, and there he

stated a combination of the exhibit-

ors dictated prices. Paramount had

tq meet this situation as all other ex-

changes he said. He defended block

system as a matter of economics,

pointing out that it costs $15 or more
every time a film salesman makes a

town, and that if a company could

sell twenty pictures at once, its ex-

penses would be lower and it could

afford to sell for less.

Famous was forced in self-defense

to build a first-run in St. Louis to ob-

tain an outlet for its product. That
was the substance of the testimony of

Fred L. Cornwell, owner of the Dcl-

monte and formerly president of the

Famous Players Missouri Corp., own-
er of the Missouri and which, during
Cornwell's regime also owned the Dcl-

monte and fourteen neighborhood
theaters operated by the Koplar Bros.

Cornwell reviewed the history of

first-runs, his testimony being in-

tended to show that Famous had not

been guilty of unfair methods of

competition and that they had "en-

deavored to open up a closed mar-
ket rather than to close an open one."

However, Bruce Bfomley, counsel

for Famous was handicapped in get-

ting the desired testimony from Corn-
well into the record, Examiner Al-

vord sustaining many objections.

Efforts of Bromley to bring out

that previous efforts had been made
by other companies to obtain con-

trol of the Koplar chain were not per-

mitted by Examiner Alvord.
Fuller also successfully resisted ef

forts to have Cornwell testify that

Marcus Loew is completing a vaude-
ville and picture house at Eighth and
Washington, and that Goldwyn-Cos-
mopolitan interests were financially

assisting erection of a first-run at

Grand and Morgan Street in which
Famous would have no interest.

Washington House Destroyed
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Castle Rock, Wash.—Charley Het-
fum's theater is in ruins caused by
fire that destroyed nearly the whole
town. The lose was partly covered
bv insurance.

Exhibitors Score Victory
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Port Orchard, Wash.—Through the

efforts of J. A. McC.ill. local exhibit-

or, the city coluncil has passed an
ordinance taxing all traveling shows
$5 per day.

Reioice Over New Schedule
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Local exchangemen are

pleased over the new schedule pre-

pared by the American Express Co.

to expedite the shipment of films.

Incorporations
Albany—Wendell Phillips Dodge

Producing Corp., New York. 65

shares preferred stock, $100 each; 110

shares common, no par value. At-

torney, F. J. Knorr, Albany. In-

corporators, W. P. Dodge, D. S.

Ellsworth and B. W. Harton.

Albany—Grantland Rice Sport

Lights, New York. 1,000 shares com-
mon stock, no par value. Incorpora-
tors, G. and K. H. Rice and L. J.

Hawkinson. Attorney, L. Hardy.
New York.

Albany—Constance Films, New
York. 200 shares common stock, no
par value- Incorporators, N. Handel,
M. Kreeger and E. J. Sichel. At-

torney, A. A. Silberger.

Hartford, Conn.—Triangle Thea-
ters, Inc., Westport. Capital $50,000.

Incorporators, Morris Neuns, Samuel
Shapiro, and Louis Astor, all of New
Haven.

New Color Process
The color work being done for

Lee-Bradford on their "Red Head"
comedies and for "The World in

Color," is being made by a new sys-

tem worked out at the Kelley Labora-
tory at Palisades. Ordinary single

coated stock is used. It is joined,

polished and handled the same way
all films are. The colors are in the

single emulsion. It is said to be the

least expensive film ever made from
color selection negatives.

Canada Sees "Married Love"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Edmonton, Atla.
—"Married Love,"

the sex picture by Dr. Marie Stopes
of London, has been passed by the

c§nsors, and was presented at the

Monarch theater by M. O. Allen,

recently.

Albany—Seven Seas Film Corp..

New York. Capital $25,000. Incorpo-
rators, J. J. Akston and W. A. Far-
rell. Attorney, T E. Shea, New
York.

Albany—Gordon Biddlc Prod..

New York. Capital $60,000. Incorpo-
rators, F. P. Trice and W. Greenwald.
Attorney, J. A. Michael, New York.

Sacramento, Cal—Standard Cast-
ing Directorv, Inc., Los Angeles
Capital $75,000.

"Between Worlds" at Capitol

"Between Worlds" a German pic-

ture, directed by Fritz Lang, will play

at the Capitol the week of July 6.

American distribution is controlled by
Weiss Brothers.

The local Fox circuit has booked
"Mysteries of Mali Jong", a two recl-

er, from Arrow.

New York Chicago Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

WILLIAM S. GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 Fifth Ave. Tel. Murray Hill 1831

DON'T FORGET TONIGHT
at the Town Hall, 12* W. 43rd Sr., at 8.30 P. M.
an interesting illustrative program made by the

The Friese - Greene Colour Film Process

will be presented by the Directors of the

Spectrum Films, Ltd.

Telephone for complimentary tickets to Mr. Stuart M. Johnson,

Business Manager, Friese-Greene Film Process, Hotel McAlpin

NOW PLAYING

^Betty
C°mpson

MIAMI
SlOry (>y JOHN LYNCH <

an Alan Crostand Production

Produced by TILFORD CINEMA CORPORATION

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
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Great stuff says the

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
"Fine Comedy, Human Interest and Pathos,

make this a good box office picture™

with a story in which there is the combined
appeal of excellent comedy and heart in-

terest and full play upon the sympathy of

the audience, 'A Self-Made Failure* should

prove a pleasing and amusing attraction

for the majority—
"

J. K. MACDONALD presents this original story

"A SELF-MADE FAILURE
with Lloyd Hamilton and Ben Alexander

and an all-star cast including

Matt Moore, Mary Carr, Patsy Ruth Miller,

Sam De Grasse, Chuck Reisner, Vic Potel,

Dan Mason, Alta Allen, Harry Todd Cameo

Directed by WILLIAM BEAUDINE

To Guarantee Big' Business fc

Your Theatre This Next Seaso
Sign a FIRST NATIONAL Contra
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